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A'
LL THE BEST POINTS
and tbe newest improvements of the most
famous Motor Cycle Mannfactarers for 1912

You can ses them all in our Showrooms, where
we exhibit the largest stock of New and Second-
hand Motors, ali of which we offer for exchange or

cash at prices that cannot be beaten.

TO-DAV'S BARGAINS INCLUDE :

4747- 3l li.p. ion Stanilaril TRIUMPH ..£38
475W. ,lj h.p. i.jio Two-«p.-.<l BRADBURY £37 10
4-60. s h.p. i.)u F.i;. INDIAN 40 Gns
476X. 23 h.p. i<,it DOUGLAS £30
4769. 5 li.p. ir,n,s T%vo-spiid TWIN REX DE

LUXE and Sidicar 28 Gns
4776. .li h.p. ion F.K. TRIUMPH £15
47S5. 2i h.p. 1911 Lady s DOUGLAS £38

ASK FOR copy OF LIST,

'Phone: 5777, Holbom.

9, SHOE LANE,
FLEET SL,LONDON,E.C.
Close to Ludgate Circus.

\\'ires : " Opificer, London.'

Buying a Sidecar
We have a few

19 11 Models to
clear at reduced
prices, conse-
quent on altera-
tions in design
for 1912.

London : PH ELON & MOORE, Ld
4, Percy Street, Tottenham Court

Road, W.

Backed by 12
fears'Experience
The knowledge gained by the

longest experience, our splendid reputa-
^^ tion. and the unwavering high quality of

material and workmanship, are YOUR GUARANTEES
of solid sidecar satisfaction. Catalogue sent on request

Mills-Fulford (The Orioimu Suleoar MaJierei, GoVCntry

MILLFORD
SIDE-CATiS

hnvicdiate Delivery.

List on Request.

SURRIDGE'S PATENT

"HOLDTITE LOCK PATCHES"
AND BULB PATCHES.

OBTAINABLE FROM EVERY AGENT.
"Surridge's Patent" stamped on every patch. Accept none other.

MO CONNECTION WITH ANY OTHER MAKER.
LIST AND SAMPLE FREE.

58. GEORGE STREET. CAMBERWELL. LONDON.
Scotch Dejiot— llocil .t Co . 0, U-wiil«l Strii.it. (;irts;.'o<v.

PROOF OF

EFFICIENCY.
See Advertisement on Page 6.

ARIMO MOTOR Oo., Ltd., Gosford Street, Cover,tPj4

The Most Popular Machine of 191 1.

The 1912 Improvements place it

still further in front of all others.

Wo'

DOUGLAS BROXHERS, Kinsswood, BRISXOU.
LONDON ; 336, GOSWELL ROAD, E.G.

Worlis: 51, Kingswood, Bristol,
Telephone: 3269 City.

Motor Bicycle Catalogue
post free from

Rudge-Whitworth Ltd.

(Dept 600) Coventry.

Published Weekly. |
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DAVISON
HIGH-CLASS TANKS WITH THE ORIGINAL AND
NOW UNIVERSAL PETROL AND OIL GAUGES.

Send for list of Davison Adjuncts, ail of which add
something to the convenience or pleasure of riding.

A. C. DAVISON, 163, Arging:tonRd., Camden Town, LONDON, N.W.

The

M.C.C.

£87 : 10 :

MIGHTY ATOM'S
Noteworthy Per-Fornn£inoe.

24 hours' run LONDON to EXETER.
Mr. G. N. Higgs drove the

^ *•
*"^ " '

'J^«%^ gf^s.*'*'-^ only A.C. Sociable entered

and OBTAINED A

GOLD MEDAL
ONLY 6 h.p. but climbs

anything and always "gets

there."

Write for our new 20 page edition of running costs and the experiences of 100 users.

AUTO CARRrERS (1911), LTD., FERRY WORKS, THAIVIES DITTON.
Telephone : 245 and 246 Molesey.

THE

MARVELLOUSLY

COMFORTABLE

XL-ALL

RAPIDLY

Back pests,

12/6
Pan Seals,

50/-
LTO., e & 7, Mosolcy St., BIRMINGHAM.

DISPLAGINfi

ALL OTHERS.
Mr. A. H.'\\\KI'.S\VORTII. Soulli M.ill, Cork, snv5—"I think

I have ridden every saddle ot note but never experienced
the comfort I got out of your saddle before. It is ideal
for Irish roads."

E. II. H. CKU'MTH, r.SO., of H\iilcv, KiliBWOod, s,-l\-s—
" I have never ridden a saddle' that in any way
compares with It."

I'lm.lP M. r..\KDNER, of 21, Gi-amillo Road,
bidclip, K'liil, sn\s

—

" Your saddle is a perfect dream."

In an-iwrriiiij l/ivnc adverli.icmeitts il is dcMvahU to mfiilion " I'/ic Motor Ci/dc."
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/ MOTOR CYCLES.

I

1912
MODELS.

KERiiY-ABINGDONS.
LONDON: BRISTOL SHEFFIELD:

29-31. Gl. Easter-^ Street. 101-102, St. Thoma-, Street. Kerry House. Furnival St.

TWIN-CYLINDER.-5-6 h.p.

57 guineas.

STANDARD.—3i h.p 45 guineas.

DROP FRAME.—3l h.p 45 guineas.

2-SPEED AND FREE ENGINE.—
3J h.p. .. .. .. 54 guineas.

FREE-ENGINE CLUTCH.—3i b.p. 51 guineas.

SIDECARS. „_ ,_ „
Populars, Wicker body £6-6-0; £7-15-0
De Luxe £8 - 1 5 ; £1 1 - 11-

GENERAL SPECIFICATION
ENGINE.—M. O. valves. Verv flexible. Standard

sizes throughout. Wearing parts accessible.

SINGLE-CYLINDER.—3i h.p. Bore 85 mm. Stroke

SS mm. Ball bearings for crankshaft.

TWIN-CYLINDER.—5-6 h.p. Bore 67 mm. Stroke

95 mm. Cylinder at 50°. Ball bearings on puUcy

side of crankshaft. Large silencers, vvith Abmg-

don cut-out. Lubrication specially efficient.

CARBURETTF.R.—Brown and Barlow. H.B. contro.

IGNITION.—Bosch enclosed type magneto.

TRANSMISSION.—By belt. Adjustable pulley.

TANK.—Extra large 'fillers. Special petrol valves.

Compound partitions. ,
'

ai *

SPRING FORKS.—Strong, graceful and efficient

CARRIER.—Strong tubular ;
fu"y equipped

TYRES.-26x2i and 2jin.

Extra heavy.

SADDLE.— The Middle-

more " Rideasy."

A King Dick Bulldog Mas-
cot, a Kerry-Abingdon
Tube and Belt Carrier,

and a Lea Reflex Light,

are fitted to every ma-
chine free of charge.

COMFORT. — Handle-bar
extra strong and long, to

be easily reached when
sitting right back.

Every machine is tested on
the road before delivery.

Rubber studded.

'alves.

/

Chater Lea No. 7
has again eclipsed all other sidecar machines in open competition. Just

the same as usual, no failures among No. 7 riders, 1 00 % wins every time.

LONDON- EXETER - LONDON
Note the fine performance of the Chater Lea No. 7. and sidecars

(Three out of the four starters were amateur owners). There
is no fluke about such a result as this.

4 Started, 4 Golds

EVERY
STARTER
A WINNER.
That's something like a win

not an odd one out of many, but

four out of four. Just the same as

last season—highest possible award

every time.

^Write for Descriptive Booklet.

CHATER LEA, Ltd.,

Golden Lane, London.

Here is conv'nclng proof thai for all-weather sidecar work
over difficult country the No. 7 stands quite alone.. Buy
the sidecar machine of proved reliability and endurance ;

proved beyond doubt and backed by a famous name.

That machine is the Chater Lea No. 7, and we in-

vite your critical inspec ion. Wiitetordescrin i eiionWet,

}mf

THE Sidecar Machiiie.

THE
AMATEURS'

COMBINATION.
Notice the number of amateur

owners who run their Chater

Lea No. 7 and Sidecars in com-

petition—and win. These are the

performances of interest to the

private buyer.

Write for Descriptive Booklet,

CHATER LEA, Ltd.,

Golden Lane, London.

^^
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" THE HONOURS OF THE DAY TO THE ENGLISH."
Open International HDl Climb, La Course de Cote
de Gometz - le - Chatel, France, December 17th,

—L'Auto.

MATCHLESC
I V I ^^^^ FASTEST TIME OF THE DAY. B ^A W A Unlimited Class, H. Bashall—FIRST. i^^

Amateur Class, H. Bashall—SECOND.

NOTE: All correspondence and enquiries to be addressed to

H. COLLIER & SONS, Ltd., .^-s****^ AU goods and parcels

Office and Showrooms,

44. Plumstead Road,

LONDON, S.E.— c

to be sent to the works
entrance,

BUKRAGE GROVE
PLUMSTEAD, S.E.

A NEW YEAR'SRESOLUTION
that you CAN keep.

IRCSOlVC to have no more lamp troubles.

IkeeU tbe IReSOlUttOn by at once ordering a

OF
per set.

ALL AGENTS.

PILOT [!I5?.
Undoubtedly

the IDEAL Lamp for
motor cyclists.

Note the Special Features:
Projector stamped in one piece and

filled with |;,'enuine

MANCINMIhRORLENS.
Aulonialic Generator, wllich is proof
against vibration ; Burns 5 to 6 hours;

Gas turned on or off as desired.

GIVES PERFECT
PROJECTION.

PIVE INCH FRONT.

BRITISH MADE
THROUGHOUT.

\Vli,.l.»iil,Mii!ly -

The

Rotax Motor Accessories Go.

43 & 45, Gi. Eastern St., London, E.G.
Works : London & Blrmlnghani.

ASPATRIA.

13/// December, igii.

/, Nicholas Stobart, of

Aspatria, in the County of

Cumhei'land, Cycle Agent, do

hereby admit that I made certain

slanderous statements reflecting

upon the honesty and financial

reputation of Messrs. Hitchens'

Motor Exchange, Limited, of

Morecambe. I now unreservedly

acknowledge that such state-

ments zvere untrue and had no

foundation, and I express my
regret for having made same.

(Signed)

NICHOLAS STOBART.

1 1) inv'in rinij lli'.r i:r}rrrri.'fiin iif.i it 1.9 ditti inlilf In iiiiiifiiili
"

'/'//' .i/i'lar Cl/rll'."
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Winter Runs.

THE popularity of winter holiday runs shows little

sign of decreasing, if one may be allowed to

judge by the number of competitors who took
part in various club events in different parts of
the country during last week. Whilst admiring

the enthusiasm and grit of those who are willing to

remain in the saddle for long hours while their

machines traverse miles of muddy roads by night and
day, one cannot fail to be impressed with the fact that

the descriptions of the runs published in this issue are

a severe indictment against the lack of cleanliness in

the case of the average motor cycle.

The wheeis of a motor cycle which have to revolve

through seas of mud for hour after hour must neces-

sarily become unrecognisable as articles of metal and
rubber, but surely some form of efficient mudguarding
should be evolved to prevent the rider and the vital

parts of the mechanism from being liberally coated
with mud splashings in a few miles from the start of a
long distance winter event.

There are special forms of mudguard made for

motor cycles which are fairly satisfactory in prevent-

ing what was so apparent in last week's events, but

few riders took the trouble to make use of them. They
entail some extra weight and are somewhat cumber-
some, consequently -the majority appeared to prefer

to get dirty or, at the best, to improvise some form
of makeshift guard which usually proved inadequate.

This is a drawback to the pastime, and it raises a

question whether it could not be overcome by making
a more complete form of mudguard extension which
could be supplied to order for all weather riding. The
attachment might be combined with removable foot-

boards, and correspond to their overall \vidth, so

that when the footboards were connected across, be-
hind, and in front of the engine, a continuous wing
from front to rear would .be extended between the
rider and the road.

That some machines are very much cleaner than
others on winter roads is due to the fact that their

designers ride year in and year out, and have the
necessity of adequate mudguarding forcibly brought
home to them. The average motor cycle is, however,
still very much wanting in this respect.

Cost of Production. '

IT
is, perhaps, natural for those who are only con-
cerned with the riding of motor cycles, and not
with their manufacture or sale, to imagine that

as the years advance prices should become
easier. A correspondent this week voices this

view, and complains of additions to the rider's com-
fort and increased efficiency of working being charged
as extras. In most articles of commerce rapidity of

production does spell a lowering of prices, but the

motor cycle industry is not an ordinary one, and the

prices of machines must remain stationary or show a

tendency to increase with the general improvements
that are demanded every year.

With regard to the charges for extras, items such

as clutches and change-speed gears increase the cost

of production enormously. They are not always

charged as extras, but are included in the price of

many machines, the total cost naturally being high in

comparison with those mounts which are not provided

with such aids to comfort in touring or passenger work.

If our correspondent were to see the work entailed to

produce a perfect change speed gear, we do not think

he would consider their price extortionate.
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DURING the year wer have heard a good deal

abouf 'pistons, more especially just prior to the

Tourist Trophy Race in the Isle of Man, when
experts of several countries were trying their best

to get the last ounce of power out of their mounts.

Now i\ piston that will stand up to the strain of

such a long race as the T.T. without warping will

stand any ordinary use on the road, and as lightness

is an important factor in a high speed piston it is

not surprising to find that there is a general tendency

towards lighter pistons iu the 1912 touring mounts.

Excepting for short-distance races, the steel piston is

rapidly dying out, and I do not think it will ever

become standard practice on motor cycles, for,

although it can be made extremely light, it has the

great disadvantage of warping after hard use in an

air-cooled engine.

Why a Light Piston is Desirable.

There are several good reasons -why a light piston

is to be desired for high engine speed. Possibly the

most important is that the piston is a reciprocating

mass, and therefore cannot be accurately balanced iu

the rings to hold compression. These remarks, of

course, apply to pistons machined out of solid steel,

and not to those employed by the Hendee Manu-
facturing Co., and fitted to the Indian motor cycles.

These pistons are very light, and
are made of castings,, annealed by
a special process till they have
the good points of a steel piston

without its disadvantages. This
piston has two rings at the top

separated by a narrow but deep
oil groove, and in the neighbour-

hood of the gudgeon pin the dia-

meter of the piston is greatly re-

duced. This reduction serves to

lighten the piston, and acts as a
strengthening web to the gudgeon
pin bosses. The gudgeon pin
fixing is unusual, but should be
very effective. A peg is driven

through one end of the pin, and drops into grooves
cut in the piston, thus preventing rotary movement,
Avhile sidewise motion is prevented by a sjdit pin

Showing the M.R.
gudgeon pin fixing,

and double piston

ring.

(1) Showing gudgeon pin fixing and position of rings on Scott two-stroke engine. (2) Indian, two rings at the top. (3) Blumtteld piston used on water-cooled
engine;. There are two top rings. The gudgeon pin is held by a wide central ring. Note the cut away piston walls. (4) Excelsior, two rings at the top and one at
the bottom. T.ie gudgeon pin in this case is fixed by a taper pin extending through the piston head. (5) N.S.U., three rings at the top. The gudgeon pin is sec'ured
by a wide ring in the centre. Two oil grooves at fool. (6) New Hudson, three rings spaced equally, the centre one retaining the gudgeon pin.

a single-cylinder engine, and it is probable that a
carefully designed cast-iron piston can be made to
weigh very little more than one made. of steel.

At the recent Olympia Motor Cycle Show I made
enquiries about steel pistons of a firm which has had
great experience on the subject, and was told that

nothing would induce them to fit another steel piston,

even for racing purposes. This ex-

perience speaks for itself. For tour-

ing mounts, the steel, piston has yet
another disadvantage, and that is that,

owing to unequal expansion, the piston
has to be made a very slack fit in tlic

cylinder, as much as ten-thousandllis

spnt rinK Kud-" ''pi"K allowed, even in water-cooled
Koon pin iixin;' engines. 'J'liis is apt to cause ralllc,
employed on the

, , .
.

'

. . . '

B.s.A. aiKj jH'evenls the [uston from assisting

A I.'*

which passes through the supporting boss and is

opened out inside the hollow gudgeon pin.

The Number of Rings.

On the question of the correct number and position

of piston ring.s, manufacturers' opinions differ so
widely tliat it is almost impossible to say what is the
most usual i^ractice, but probably two rings, both at

the top of the jiiston, are to be seen most frequently.

The Moto-Reve piston is well worth attention on
account of somewliat unusual constru<'tion. There are
no gudgeon jiin bosses in the usual sense of the term,
but the pin is carried on a pair of lugs which pass
through the piston head, and are locked in position

i)y nuts. This construction allows of extreme light-

ness, as the piston can be machined all over, both
inside and out. Only one ring is used by this firm,
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Examples of Modern Piston Design.

—

and this is of the double type, the design of which can

be easily followed from the accompanying sketch.

The Humber lightweight is another instance of the

employment of a single piston ring. This construction

should be very suitable for lightw'eight "engines which

run at comparatively high speeds, for the design lends

itself to lightness, and at normal revolutions the

extremely small amount of gas which might leak past

the ring is negligible. However, it is easy to see that

a broken ring would 'place one's machine hors de

comhat.

The Lower Ring Losing Ground.
In a few instances tw'o rings are fitted, one at the

top and one at the bottom, but this practice is not so

c-ommon as it was a

year or two ago, pro-

bably because the

bottom ring tends to

scrape the oil from
the cylinder walls,

thus interfering 'with

piston lubrication.

This trouble is occa-

sionally avoided by
drilling the piston

above the bottom
ring. In this case the bottom ring obviously is

intended as a bearing only, for any gas that passed
the top ring would escape through the holes in the

piston. The design should be very suitable for

racing work.

In the case of the New Hudson engines, three ring.s

are employed—one at the top, one holding the

gudgeon pin in place, and one at the bottom.

The Excelsior has two rings at .the top and one at

tlie bottom, but in this instance the bottom ring

tends to keep the oil on the piston walls as it is fed

in through the side of the cylinder and into the

hollow gudgeon pin.

The only instance of three top rings yvhich I

chanced on at the Show' was on the N.S.U. motor
cycles.

An extremely light piston is used on the Blumfield

water-cooled engine. It has two top rings, and has

its walls cut away to a much greater extent than is

usual on a standard machine.

Ingenious fixing employed on tlie 3.I.A.M.T.

A. Gudgeon pin splil at each end.
B. Rod tlireaded at each e.id.

C. Cone screw heads.
D. Brass washers.

A very com-
mon fixing.
One end of the
gudgeon pin is

a taper fit ia
its i]os5, and is

held in position
by a taper-
ended set screw.
This in its turn
is secured by a
locli-nut and a
long split pin.

The Norton piston is noticeable for several
reasons. Two very wide top rings are used, and
the diameter of the piston is greatly reduced round
the centre ; a continuous ring of oil grooves is also

placed round the lower half. The rings themselves
have oil grooves cut in them.

Security for the Gudgeon Pin.

Gudgeon pin fixing affords great scope for
ingenuity, and many and various are the devices fitted.

Perhaps the most common
method is that of fitting

the pin,- which has a
slightly tapered end, into a

corresponding hole, and
fixing it in position by a

taper-ended set-screw.

Another common method
to prevent the gudgeon pin

touching the cvhnder walls

is to surround it with a ring, usually made of

spring steel of considerable width. The Excelsior

fixing is unusual, and. can best be followed from
the appended sketch. The J^Iotosacoche has its

gudgeon pins driven into the piston and guarded at

the ends by small brass-headed caps. This method
is becoming almost standard practice on lightweights.

A most ingenious fixing is employed on the Scott

machines, which consists of a light castellated ring

screwing into the inside of the piston. The inner

edge fits into grooves in the gudgeon pin. This ring-

is prevented from unscrewing by a pin which passes

through the piston wall, which in its turn is pre-

vented from coming out by a surrounding piston ring.

UniversaIiy=jointed Connecting Rod.

Although it scarcely comes under the heading of

this article, mention must be made of the connecting

rod used successfully for some years by the L.M.C.
Co. The top end is made to fonn a universal joint,

so allowing the cylinder to be removed with great

ease, and compensating for any slight disalignment

caused by careless bolting down of the cylinder, which
occurs only too frequently at the hands of unskilled

riders.

The appended sketches are not intended to be

scale representations, but only serve to illustrate con-

structional details. Ubique.

SHEFFIELD AN3 HALLAMSHiSE M.C.C. ANNUAL WINTER RELIABIL.TY RUN TJ BRIDLI " ' "XND BACK.

The above flashlight photograph of the start from the Town Hall, SliefGeld,. was taken at 6.30 a.m. OO Bo : ng Day.

AIQ
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ENGLISH-DUTCH RELIABILITY TRIAL.
Increasing interest in the Internafional Trial next Summer

ENTRIES continue to be received by The Motor
Cycle for the abo\'e international trial, to take

place in Holland on August Bank Holiday
Monday, under the asgis of the Dutch Motor Cycle

Club. The chief regulations appeared in our issue of

December 21st, page 1388, but since then we ha\e
l)een asked by Mr. A. Citroen, hon. secretary of the

Dutch Club, to make it quite clear that the twehe
entries, i.e., six amateurs and six trade representatives,

will be divided equally into three classes according to

the type of motor cycle ridden. The teams, there-

fore, will be classified as under:

Class A. Class B. CLA.5B C.

Machines up
to 340 CO.

VTachinesfrom
340 to 500 c.

Machines from
5U0 to 1,000 cc.

Kiiglish team : Nos.
E2. E4, E6, E8,
ElO, E12, E14,
E16, E18, E20,
E22, E24.

Two private
owners.
Two trade

riders.

Two private
owners.
Two tra.de

riders.

Two pri/ate
owners.
Two trade

riders.

Dutch -team: Nos.
Dl, D3, D5, D7,
D9, Dll, D13,
D15, D17, D19,
D21, D23.

Two private
owners.
Two trade

riders.

Two private
owners.
Two trade

riders. .

Two privati'

owners.
Two trade

riders.

Formula to determme cubical capacity, the dimensions
being in centimetres :

Bore - X .7854 x stroke x No. of cylinders.

In Classes B and C machines may or may not ha\e
sidecar attachments as desired.

The Dutch M.C.C. make it clear that, they desire

a.s large a variety of machines as possible, and speci-

ally request that no one class be represented by one
make of machine. Further, any one make should
not appear in different powers in the three classes.

The British entries on going to press stood as

fri!U)us :

Trade Team.
Pratt (3i P. and M.)
Woodhouse (3i Precision)

W. Barnes (Zenith)

W. Douglas (2| Douglas)

AiLATEUR Team.
W. Cooper (5^ Bradbury)
Geoffrey Smith
F. C "Wasley
\,. A. Baddeley (7 Indian)
Vernon Taylor (S^ Rudge)
Saymour Smith (3^ Norlon)
Fred Dover (5-^ Premier)
A. E. Uffleman (3^ Huraber)
.J. C. Bennett Mitchell (2-5

Douglas)
Mrs. Cooke (5^ Triumph)
C. C. Cooke (3i Triumph)
F. A. Hardy
P.. G. Mundy
W. (I. Oldman (5-6 Bat so. or

4 li.p. Bat bicycle)

C'. W. Wilson (Morgan iiin-

aboiit)

It will be seen that the popular 3^2 h.p. class is

already overfilled. In forwarding entries, the make,
horse-power, and cubical capacity of the machine to

be ridden should be mentioned where known. Trade
entries must be accompanied by a fee of £^i.

In sending his entry, Mr. F. C. Wasley (Bri.'stcl)

offers to assist the party in any way if not choien as

one of the team, as the idea of an international relia-

liility trial appeals to him as an excellent one.

Mr. and Mrs. Cooke are very anxious to go over to

Holland, but soecial arrangements would have to be

made, as the Herts County A.C. Kendal Tour is

arranged for the August holidays, and Mr. Cooke is

the hon. secretary of the organising club.

Mr. C. W. Wilson is the captain of the Cambridge-
shire M.C.C, who accompanied the Dutch motoi

cyclists on their tour to the Isle of Man last year.

Mr. F. A. Hardy was one of the first to promise

the Dutch motor cyclists in the Isle of Man that he

would form one of the English party.

LONDCN-EXETER-I.ONDO.N WINTER RJN.
W, Harry BashjII (Hoyal Enfloli! si.ienr), II, E. Hull il.ijiai si lecii), anfl J. T. Bashall iBjt sidecar;, approaching S.'.aftosliury on Ihe return journey.
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Cost of Running a Motor Cycle.
More Replies to a

Sir,—Having read with much interest in Tha Motor Cycle
lately various accounts of the cost of running a motor cycle,

I enclose costs of running my motor cycle for five years.

1 have had two machines. The first cost me £12 second-

hand, and after running it four years I sold it for £8.

The second, a modern magneto machine, I gave £18 for,

and ran it last season, and now have an offer of £16 for

it, so that I have only £5 depreciation for five years, which,
however, I have not included in the cost.

You will no doubt agree with me that the, average for

five years' running must give a fairly accurate cost—more
so than one year only.

1 may say that 1 have done my own tuning up and any
small alterations, also made my own belts, as I am con-

nected with the leather trade.

T)BTAILS of Ul'KEEP POR FiVE YeAES.
Total mileage, 12,200 miles.

Licences ... £5
Tyres 6 14 5

Petrol, 120 gallons , 7 16 3

Oil, 10 gallons 1 14 3

Belts and fasteners ... 1 4 6
Ignition (mostly battery) 2 17 4
Lighting (lamps and carbide) 15 6

Repairs (including new spring fork) ... 6 15

Sundries " 3 7

Cost .73d. per mile.

£37 5

Trusting this account may interest readers,

A YORKSHIRE MAN.

Sir,— I have been prompted to write this letter by the
communication appearing in your issue dated December 7th
over the signature "Single Cylinder," in which the writer
states that Mr. Walmsley's letter is absurd.

I have not the slightest idea who Mr. Walmsley is, but
I thought the results he gave were most concise and very
correct.

As regards depreciation I feel certain that any rider who
buys a new machine and does 5,000 miles (that is a year's

running for the ordinary motor cyclist) is lucky if he can
obtain a price £10 less than he gave.

If the machine is not a new one, that is, has had a season's

wear, to enable it to do 5,C00 miles it will need new tyres.

belt, and, most probably, several minor repairs and renewals
which will, if added to the actual depreciation, amount to at

least £10.
I have been a motor cyclist for the past six years, and

have kept an accurate record of all expenses incurred, and,
judging from them and the experiences of several other riders

with whom I have talked over the matter, I am extremely
doubtful if 5,000 miles can be covered in the course of a
year by an ordinary motor cycli.st for his pleasure at a cost

of less than l|d. per mile or £25 per year. This includes
insurance, licence, keeping the machine in a good state of

repair, depreciation, etc.

It would be interesting to Imow how " Single Cylinder
"

comes to his conclusion that a sidecar does not add much
to running costs, as I think Mr. Walmsley's deduction of

almost half as much again expense per mile, but on a much
smaller mileage, is much more correct.

CECIL R. J. ROBERTS.

Sir^—The running costs of a 3^ h.p. Triumph may be
of interest to your readers. AH the items are actual pay-
ments, and represent a year's running of 7,007 miles, all

of which was done with a Montgomery sidecar attached.
The tyres include seven new ones and the belts six new
ones. The machine was new in September, 1910, and cost,

with sidecir, £67 5s., and has, of course, a free engine
and a single gear. I have not had a single mechanical
trouble, and have found the machine absolutely reliable on
every occasion.

In September, after having had the mount twelve months,
I took a tour to Killarney, and was surprised to find the
machine come through intact after 900 miles of the worst
roads I had ever been on for so long a distance during a
riding life of over thirty years, including 60,000 miles on

Reader's Query.
two Raleigh pedal tandems. It seems to me that your
correspondents are largely guessing their cosls, as the

differences are so great between the various writers.

Miles travelled, 7,007.

Petrol, gallons 131 = 53.44 m.p.g.
Per Mile.

Petrol cost ' 151.1 = .26d.

Belts 77.9 = .134d.

Tyres 270.5 = .463d.

Lubricating oil 11.5 = .020d.

Repairs 51.5 = .088d.

Additions..'. ... 48.0 = .C81d.

Licences and insurance ... ... 83.4 = .160d.

Sundries 12.5 = .C21d.

Total 716.4 1.227d.

To this I should add for depreciation £16 16s. 3d., being

25% on £67 5s., cost of complete machine. This shows :

Per Mile.

Running costs 1.227d.

Depreciation ... .575d.

Grand total 1.803d.

TIIOS. WADSWORTH.

Sir,—I have taken much interest in the discussion which
has been going on in your paper with reference to the cost of

running a 3^ h.p. motor cycle. I have had no sidecar experi-

ence, but have studied solo costs, which I append, estimated

for 5,000 miles, which I consider a fair average mileage.

Depreciation per year ... ... ... ...£6
Interest on capital, £50 at 5% 2 10
Tyres, one and a half per year 3
Helt, one per year t) 16

Petrol (48 gallons) ... 2 16

Lubricating oil and carbide 16
Replacing spares (generally plug and valve)

and repairs 1 10

Tax, licence, and registration 1 6

Overhaul, £1 10s., last three years 10

Lamp, 30s., last five years ... 6

Total £19 10

My figures work out at a fraction under one penny per mile,

and are based upon the following considerations : The cost of

a new motor £50. At the end of five years it should bring

£20, if carefully used. This gives an average yearly deprecia-

tion of £6. If sold within five years the depreciation will be
considerably liigher, but a machine of good make should run
for this period without causing much trouble.

I strongly advise any intending purchaser to invest in a
new machine even if he is obliged to postpone getting a

machine for twelve months to raise the " ready," as it is really

more economical in the end. In a second-hand machine the

repair and replacements bill will as a rule more than counter-

balance the higher depreciation in a new machine, and less

pleasure will be derived from the pastime owing to the inces-

sant dread of a breakdown. I do not believe in the smart
gentleman who can buy a second-hand machine " good as

new " at £50, and sell it for the same figure, or at a profit, at

the end of a season. He will probably find that on tyres, belts,

etc., he has spent a considerable sum of money of which he
fails to take account, or, if not, he takes it out of som.e

"greenhorn." We cannot, obviously, all make someone else

pay for our sport, and it is, consequently, the novice wlio is

" had "—the man for whose protection this correspondence is

being published.

Some of your correspondents do not make any allowance for

interest on initial outlay. In my opinion, this is quite as much
entitled to be taken into consideration as cost of petrol, and
the reason is obvious. I also differ from some of your corre-

spondents in the fact that I do not allow anything for insur-

ance, as with good brakes and a moderate speed the risk is

practically nil in the case of a careful rider. Accidents should

be a monopolv of the fifty miles an hour fiend.

E. DAVIS WILEY.



THE second annual winter
organised by the Motor Cycling
Club, was duly carried through
on the 26th and 27th December,

and from every point of view can be

written down as a huge success. That
such an event meets a long-felt want
was exemplified by the wonderful measure
of support, the entries numbering 119.

I'he weather outlook on Boxing Day was
depressing in the extreme, rain falling

heavily tTirougbout the London district

and the whole of the West of England
where the route was arranged, and it

therefore says much for the pluck and enthusiasm of the
entrants, under these circumstances, that exactly 100 com-
petitors signed their names on the first checking sheet at

the starting point. The official headquarters were the Bul-
strode Hotel, Hounslow, immediately adjoining Heston-
Hounslow station on the District Railway. Although the
first man was not due out until 6.45 p.m., several had
assembled as early as 2 p.m., and thence onwards the
ample yard at the rear of the hotel presented an animated
scene with the preparations made by competitors and, their

friends to ensure the machines being in perfect order.

Mudguarding Devices.
With the prospect of continuous rain and terribly muddy

road surfaces, attention was naturally directed to the rig-

ging up of better mudguarding devices than are fitted to

standard machines, and many of these amateur efforts were
weird and wonderful. It cannot be said that the majority
were successful in keeping the riders clean, for inside the
first twenty miles nearly every motor cyclist was literally

smothered from head to foot, back and front, with a thick
plaster of- mud Splashes.

Matters are slightly improving in respect to mudguarding
as compared with two years ago, but we are still a long way
from that wished-for period when a man can mount his

machine in dirty weather with the assurance that he will
dismount in a decently respectable outward condition. The
condition in whi.oh many of the competitors entered hotels
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at the feeding places en loute was dire

ful, and although well-wishers of the

spoit might have liked to have seen
them sit down in cle'an clothing, they
can hardly be blamed for infringing
against the courtesies of everyday life.

To get in and out of their wads of water-
proofs and oilskins—many riders were
doubly protected in this way—was such
a long operation that rather than waste
valuable time the minority merely
rinsed some of the surface dirt from

hands and faces, but refrained from removing their gar-

ments from start to finish. It is a pity some of our pro-
minent machine manufacturers were not present at Salis-

bury on the outward journey, as the object lessons then
presented for more efficient mudguarding might have borne
fruit in future designs.

An Unsuccessful Change.
. The first motor cycle was due to leave Eounslow at 7 p.m.,
but departing . from the custom of the M.C.C. when cars
are also entered for the club's events, the three cars pro-
grammed were despatched ten minutes ahead of the first

solo machine. This plan was doubtless intended to avoid
trouble to the singles in being passed by the more stable
cars, but as happened in the present case, the good intentions
of the club officials were not .realised. The cai's kept ahead
only for aboiit twenty-five miles, and, thereafter, the motor
bicycles and passenger combinations were continually passing
the three cars, involving, .careful driving on account' of the
treacherous condition of the severely cambered roads between
Hook and Salisbury. The car drivers steered as near as
they dared to their own side when the glare of an acetylene
lamp showed up from the rear, yet. we witnessed several
close sliaves when accidents were only averted by skilful

driving of both motor cycle and car. Unless there may be
some good reason for the alteration, we consider it will be
better for the comfort of all concerned, for the M.C.O. to
revert to the plan of despatching the cars in the rear.

Final Drcparalions for tlio slnrt in (ho vnrd of the Bulslrodo Hotol. Hounslow.
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E. B.- Ware (Chatcr-Lea sidecar) at Salisbury on the outward journey.
(FlasBligiit pliotograph.)

Considering the somewhiit out-of-the-way i-pol w itely cliosen

tor tho Btart, a fair muster of spectators had assembled, and
the constable:;, in chcirge of the local superintendent of police,

were easily able to keep a clear passage for the men. Half
a dozen portable A.S.L. acetylene Hk brilliantly lightad
the road, and permitted the oflieials to marshal the com-
petitors in dno order. Without semblance of confusion or

hurry, the 100 competitors were started by Jlr. F, T. Ridlake
(timekeeper) in pairs, at intervals of one minute, the last

coupLe leaving at 7.57 p.m. Fortunately, the heavy downpour
of rain had ceased two hours earlier, and except for a slight

shower for a few minutes about 11 p.m. and a lighter drizzle

for le&s than five minutes when leaving Exeter on the
return journey, the weather conditions overhead could hardly
have been more favourable from start to finish. Needless to

remark, the soddened state of the roads made it terribly

heavy work for most, and, strangely enough, the worst sur-

faced roads were those nearer London, as far as Sunningdale.
'twelve miles from the start. We should ascribe the truly
awful surface from Egham to Sunningdale as due to some
poor system of tar spreading, because the tar-treated surfaces
from IJagshot onwards were comparatively hard.

Not a Reliability Run.
The conditions of the contest were of the " go-as-you-

;please" charact-er. Iniismuch as there were no restrictions

:upon pace, repairs or adjustments could be effected with or
without assistance by the driver on the roadside, or in garage,
and in many cases the latter method of arriving home some-
how was freely indulged. To describe this event as a
" reliability trial " would convey a false impression, nor does
the M.C.C. claim anything more for it than a "club run."
The majority of machines, of course, went through with

'just those minor troubles in the way of punctures, belt short-

ening and the like, wliich an ordinary tourist experiences,
yet it is just as well to emphasise the fact that the good and
the bad—in the way of reliable and unreliable machines

—

scored equally well at the finish. The only time schedule set

was that the men were not permitted to leave " Salisbury
(outward and homeward journeys) and Exeter before fixed

: limes, aird although a check was established outside Yeovil
and also at Andover on the return, we cannot learn Avhether
too early .arrival at these places will affect results. This
hardly seems ^jossible, as one of the oflieials who was com-
peting an ived at Exeter some three hours before he was due
to retui'n.

The arrangements for marking the route at awkward
corners and turns w'ere admirable, large a.rrows fixed to

boards being ilhuninated by shielded lanterns, so that the
light fell only upon the arrow and did not throw a glare

'into the eyes of the approaching driver. Unfortunately,
the carefully-devised scheme for this purpose was not
carried through property by the local people at' two- very

' important places The first was at the sharp left turn

from beneath the avenue of trees beyond Salisbury, at the
entrance to Wilton, where one or two competitors went
miles astray last year. The second place was at the uphil!

fork a quarter-mile west of Andover. Whether any drivers
went wrong on the present occasion we could not learn,

but if they did the M.C.C. officials should not be blamed,
as we know they had taken special precautions concerning
the two places mentioned.

In all other respects the organisation was perfect, and
we must accord praise to the County Hotel at Salisbury,
where the hot supper overnight and the luncheon on the
return journey were meals sei'ved quickly under conditions
that invited appetite to those who were tired after the
long journey.

In the Salisbury Control.
Up on the high downs between Andover and Salisbury

a keen north wind cut straight across the open road and
discovered the weak places in clothing equipment, and the
c-oinpulsory stop at the cathedral town was welcomed by
everyone. The first respectable hill on the outward journey
—Ludlow Hill, three miles east of Shaftesbury—brought a
number of men out of the saddle, many of the drivers of

low-powered sidecars having to dismount and run alongside.

Having to stop at Shaftesbury for petrol (Mr. Young, the
local ironmonger, kindly turning out of bed to supply our
wants), the narrow nrain street afforded "an opportunity for

judging the nierit-s of various silencers, and whilst waiting
there w-e were able to list«n to the grades of noise created
by about seventy of the engines. Not more than half a
dozen were quiet, as the word is understood amongst motor
cyclists, a few others were less quiet, but by far the larger

number_ were horribly and insistently noisy. One sidecar

driver and the rider of a single-cjdinder solo maclune went
through the. town with exhaust cut-outs wide open, and for

the sake of the sport's good name we would have noted
their numbers. This unpleasant duty wa« rendered impos-
sible, because numbered armlets for the drivers were
omitted from this year's regulations, and as the numbers
ou the tanks were generally hidden by the respective

driver's clothing, it was difficult to recognise anyone. .

Occasionally, the noise of an approacliing engine could
be heard more than a quarter of a mile away, and wlien
entering the street the reverberations thrown backwards and
forwards from the houses resembled the filing of a Gatling
gun. After one or two machines had passed by, it was evident
many of the inhabitants were

.
awakened ' from sleep, as

windows were opened and heads thrust out. It is hue that

' A STUDY IN WINTER MOTOR CYCLING EQUIPMENT.
The competitors are H. G. Dixon (New Hudson), J. A. Neumann (Triumpb), anJ

Roy W. Wallier (New Hudson).
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Competitors approaching Chard alter descending the hill.

one of the regulations of the contest stated, "Noisy driving
will lead to dis'jualification."

Flooded Roads.
Those who competed last year were expecting trouble

from flood \yater at Wilton. Fortunately, although the

watercourse here was running bank high, the roadway was
clear. However, the road which crosses the Blackmore Vale
at Henstridge lived up to its reputation, two stretches, each
about fifteen yards, being flooded to a depth of a few inches.

Most of the drivers picked up the glint of the water early

enough to avoid rushing through at high speed, and the

one or two who had faulty lamps experienced little difficulty

in reaching the other siile.

The second outward control at Yeovil formed a delightful

change from the dark country roads and poorly-lighted

streets of the villages traversed from Salisbury, Moffat's
depot in the main street being brilliantly lighted. The
sensible men not only secured fuel for their machines, but
also refreshed themselves with hot coffee at the Mermaid
Hotel, for there were still forty-six miles to complete before
Exeter and breakfast were reached.

Chard Hill proved a Stern Test.
The worst part of the journey was still to come, particu-

larly for those who were not sure of the hill-climbing

abilities of their mounts on strange gradients at night time.

As hills go nowadays, Chard Hill is an ascent which
the average motor cyclist would laugh at, if informed
he would have to climb it in the course of an ordinary
trip. After what we witnessed at Chard, we are beginning
to wonder whether the modern motor bicycle is still a long
way short of perfection, or whether the average driver does
thoroughly understand his mount.
We stayed on top of the hill for abrmt forty miiuite.<;.

and certainly about threcf|uarter.s of those who passed
during our stop cither ran beside their machines or had to

lie ignominionsly as.sistcd. For this latter service, a party
of local good Samaritans, who had come out on a car and
motor cyiles from Martock to see the fun, saved many a
weary rider from the hard work of pushing his machine
to the summit. From the junction of roads at the top
of the hill wo were able to observe the long string of

lamps for nea,rly a couple of miles before they wore
temporarily hidden by trie turn at (he foot, and it' was
ainusing to notice the gradual decrease of engine noise as

the eventual failur(« gradually iictcred out at the lower
slope, to come finally to a standstill midway. When the
ihrong wiis thickest, we reckoned eleven machines standing
or being pushed up iijion one occasion, and tlit^ shouts (jf

U2
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"There's another!" from tlie small group of spectators

were none too complimentary to the ears of the unfortunates.

When about half the competitors had passed, three sidecar

machines came to rest almost simultaneously and nearly in

a straight line at the same spot on the middle of the hill.

A very few of the drivers who knew the neighbourhood
considered discretion the better part of valour, and went
round by an easier and nearly parallel narrower road
which joins the main road at the top. Eli Clarke came

. up the latter way, and dismounted at the top to inform
us bis throttle lever had jammed and be coultj not obtain
more than half gas.

The dreaded Yarcombe Hill, eight miles this side of

Honiton, had very few victims, perhaps accounted for

because its length is its worst feature, the gradient nowhere
exceeding 1 in 10.

Arrival at Exeter.

Up to 8.20 a.m. exactly 91 out of the original 100 starters

had checked in at Exeter, 161 miles, and with daylight in

front of them all the way to Bagshot—sixteen miles from
London—the chances of jill these successfully surviving to

the finish seemed extremely hopeful. Deacock possibly

retired at Eweter, as we met him comi.ug in when we were
half-way back to Honiton.
With a dropping wind the homeward journey was covered

under very much more pleasurable conditions than the out-

ward, and as the roads were very much drier, risk of side-

slip was removed. The only really formidable hill, riding
towards London, is that entering Shaftesbury, and here,

at the last wide turn near the top, a small crowd of motor
cyclists and autocarists had .assembled in the hope of many
riders coming to grief. (Before reaching the foot of this hill

we passed Hugh Gibson running up a short slope to relieve

his sidecar machine from his weight ; we were surprised to

find Gibson on the i-oute, because on arrival at Salisbury
overnight he had reported trouble with the front wheel bear-
ing, and that he intended to retire. He duly checked at

Exeter, so was doubtless able to put the matter right.) The
spectators at Shaftesbury were agreeably disappointed,
nearly every man reaching the top without a dismount. The
flood water at Henstridge had materially decreased in the
intervening twelve hours, only a short patch of less than
half a dozen yards having to be negotiated.'

With the wind nearly astern, good speed was accomplished
across the downs to Andover, but with a iiastj' involuntary

Hearing Sherborne. H. G. Bell (4-cyl. F.N.), E. R. Dickson (Eat), W. Cooper
(Bradbury), and H. Karslake (Rover).
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clieeb when ruiiniiig down into that- town. There was not a

sign o{ loose stones here on the preceding night, but the
local autliorities had kindly selected tlie one day in winter
when most, motor cyclists enter the district for carefully

carpeting the. whole width of the road for fifty yards with
sharp-edged road metal. In justice to the local surveyor
we must stat« that a steam roller was working, but at least

three-parts of the stone carpet had not been touched by the
roller, with the consequence that all the drivers had to dis-

mount and push their way across.

A similar patch of stones was met on the downward ap-
proach to Hartford Bridge, some miles nearer London, but in

this case the steam roller was not given more work than could
"be properly accomplished in the day, the whole patch of metal
being finished off smoothly.
The remainder of the journey was uneventful, save for the

fearsome six miles of greasy mess, misnamed a road, from
Sunningdale to Eghani, over which steering was so unstable
that it was wonderful how the single-trackers managed to

keep upright. At the finish a big crowd of enthusiast! had
come down from town to welcome their friends, and here
assistance from the police was welcomed by the staff of

officials in order quickly to check the arriving competitors.
We were rather interested to learn Alan Hill's experience

with the.. dissolved acetylene gas cylinder which he carried
upon his Rudge sidecar machine. He informed us that he had
not suffered a moment's trouble, and that he much preferred
this means ot illumination in comparison with a generator,
inasmuch as the pressure was absolutely constant through-
out, the flame never flickered, and he was sure the light was
whiter on account of the absence of any impurity.
Woodhouse reported considerable magneto trouble, W. IT.

Basliall was annoyed by a broken lamp bracket, A. J. Stevens
had to crawl over the last six miles owing to a faulty acetylene
generator, and P. W. Pumphi'ey burst a tyre near the
finish, but managed to reach Hounslow to time.

Perfect Organisation.
There were no grumbles, wliicli sufficiently testifies to the

care and completeness with which everv detail of organisation
had been perfected by the lionorarj' officials of the club. Mr.
R. H. Head was chief marshal ancl judge, Mr. F. T. Bidlake
was timekeeper, and among.st other willing helpers were Dr.
C. Gibbons, Messrs. E. Gould. F. ,J. Jenkins, C. J. Seed, F.
Albert, H. Chester-Fox, etc.

Personal Notes.
V. Olsson got water on the magneto at the floods near

Sherborne, and in attempting to restart fell into a ditch
with the machine on top of him.
W. Cooper secured the honour of being first back at

Hounslow, as he w.as also fir.st to start, thus holding his
position throughout the run
At the finish Hemy declared he would not ride back (even

to Basingstoke) for £25.
The driving, generally, was a great improvement on last

year. There was a good deal more give and take, and even
the sidecar drivers had more consideration for the soloists.

All four Ariel riders, F. C. North, G. Boswell, C. B.
Duberly, and S. C. Ferryman, gained gold medals.
,R. Croucher ran into a stray pony at Sherborne. His

two-speed Kerry-Abingdon had given no trouble at all up
to that point.

H. G. Bell arrived at Exeter at 5.2 a.m.^ which repre-
sents the earliest possible time under the rules. His
average speed fi'om Salisbury was twenty miles an ho'ir.

and his 1912 clutch model F.N. was geared 6 to 1.

The official observer for silence awarded the honours to
R. 0. Clark's four-cyliuder E.N. and sidecar and Frank
Smith's Clyno and sidecar as the two quietest machines lo

pass liim.

List of Gold Medal Winners.
J. A. Neiunann (3^ TriW. Cooper (3^ Bradbury)

W. H. Wells (7 Indian sc.)

J. Woodhouse (3^ Grandex-
Precision)

L. A. Paddeley (7 Indian sc.)

W. A. Sale (7 Indian)
H. Karslake (3^ Rover)
W. T. W. Wartnaby (3i
W.D.)

^

P. H. Bentley (3^ Triumph)
R. B. Clark "(21 Douglas)
E. B. Dickson (8 Bat)
W. H. Bashall (5-6 Enfield

sc.)

J. 'J'. Bashall (7 Bat sc.)

\V. H. Egginton (6 Zenith
so.

)

V. Olsson (6 Trump-Jap)
A. R. Abbott (3i Bradbury

sc.)

R. W. Walker (3^ New
Hudson)

H. G. Dixon (3^ New
Hudson)

W. Pratt (3^ P. and M.)
tJ. Wray (5^ Bradbury sc.)
H. Gitson' (3^ Bradburv)
K. Foote (8 Bat)
W. F. Guiver (3^ Eudge)
B. A. Hill (3^ Rudge, sc.)
C. Q. Roberts (3^ Rover)
T. Chapman (3^ Arno)
A. Dickinson (Sj Triumph)
E. L. Jlather (5-6 F.N.)
S. R. Cooke (3i Rudge sc.)

V. Wilberforce (2J Douglas)
H, Patteson (3^ Triumph)
W. P. Tippett (3i Brook-

lands)

J. Chater-Lea (8 Chaler-
Lea sc.)

R. Hoiloway (3^ Premier)
A. P. Maurice (3^ Premier

sc.)

E. Clark (21 Dousjlas)
E. J W. Hughes (8 Chater-
Lea sc.)

H. C. Mills (3L Premier)
N. 0. S-^resby (3i Rudge)
C. B. Duberiy (3^- Ariel)
G. Boswell (3^- Ariel)

The follow-ing finished, bul were disqualified for e.wccil-
ing the time limit or finishing too soon.

H. E. Hull (7 Indian sc.) ', G. W. England «8 Moruai'
H. G. Bell (5-6 F.N.) Runabout)
C. Patteson (6 Zenith sc.)

|
H. A. Thompson (SD.R.C

J. Peachey (3^^ Premier)
| sc.)

The undermentioned started, but did not finish :

umph)
P. W. Pumphrey {21 Arno)
J. Stuart-White (3^ Eex)
T. W. Tattersall (6-6

R.A.G.S.)
E. B. Ware (8 Chater-Lca

sc.)

J. S. Holroyd (2^ Motosa-
coche)

D. S. Baddeley (3i Phelon
and Moore sc.)

P. Bounds (8 Bounds Jiip

sc.)

S. C. Ferryman (3i Ariel)

R. E. Guest (6 Mlilchless
sc.)

V Taylor (3^ Rudge)
F. Smith (5-6 Clyno sc.)

A. J. Stevens (5 A.J.S. sc.)

C. W. Meredith (3^ Brad-
bury sc.)

W. C. Hemy (3^- Service)
P. W. Mofi'at (2-1 Douglas)
E. Kickham (2§ Douglas)
G. N Higgs (5-6 A.C.

Sociable)

F. J Watson (3^ Swift)
G. L. Fletcher (21 Douglas)
N. C. Dear (23 Douglas)
R. 0. Clark (5-6 F.N.)
R. G. Mundy (2 Alcyon)
F. L. Goodacre (3^ A.S.L.)
S. B. White (4 Service)
R. Lord (6 Rex Sidette)
G. Griffith (3l Rover)
J. Baker (3^- 'Rover) .,

H.~ S. Morgan (8 Morgan
riniabout)

H. A Cooper (Bradbury)
E. G. Whelon (3^ Zeiiith)

E. Babington (8 Bat)-

A. T. Tampljn (6 Match-
less sc.)

P. G. E. James (8 Chater-
Lea sc.)

H. C. Griffin (8 Bat-
B(jwden sc.)

F. C. North (7-'^ Arid)
H. Johnson (3i T.T.
Triumpli)

Arrival back at Hounslow on Wednesday evening, Mr. R. H. Head ion right)
checking tlie competitors.

\\'. H. Elce (3i Rudge sc.)

J. Robertson-Brown (4^

Ivy-Precision sc.)

C. F. Halsall (5-6 Clyno
sc.)

H. R. D. Simpson (4

M.M.)
F. B. Webber (8 Morgan

ru'nabout)

R. Ellis (4i Calthorpe sc.)

S. Browne (3^ James si.)

L. B. Feenv (4 Moto-Rev
.sc.)

F. I'homas (7 G.O.K. sc.)

A. \'.'Deaco€k (6 N.L.(4. sc'
R. Croucher {3^ Kerry
Abingdon sc.

)

A. Sproston (3^ Rudge sc'
A. Mabon (3| Rudge sc."!

F. Bealev (5 Matchless)
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M.C.C. Winter Run to Exeter and Back.

—

tl. B. Kar.-latve's fcxperiences.
A most uneventful ride I I got away from Hounslow

with tiie W.D. just in front and ail went well until we got

to iSalisBury, wnere I tooK a bit out of tlie belt. Then on
to neai' ilovant, where a car and sidecar were having a but-

ting competition halfway up a hill. I don't know which
won, as I did not stop. After this I was sailing along

merrily near Shaftesbury wnen Olsson's cheery voice rang
out of the darkness, "Got a burner?" I had not a spare,

so could not help him. At Yeo/il two local motor cyclists

evinced great interest in my machine, and said the belt

shield "looked like a piece of Dreadnought work"; they

did not know that I was the erstwhile driver thereof I

Approaching Chard 1 could sc lights on the hill on the

other side of the valley, so a;ter passing the town I gave
my Rover an extra cliarge of oil, and with the aid of _ the

change-speed we roared up on half throttle, the spectators

giving a cheer as we passed. Then came Yarcombe Hill

with its S twisi halfway up, taken on bottom gear to the

tune of a machine conking out behind. On to Exeter for

breakfast and daylight.

The subsequent restart had to be made, and out we rode

into the rain, gloom, and black slime: Nearing Sherborne
we struck a flooded road, and I nearly drowned a photo-

grapher who was trying to snap me from a car by going
through the water all out. I hope he got a picture !

At Salisbury I shortened the belt again and re-inflated

the back tyre, and we left for home. Nearing Andover I

luul my only involuntary stop caused by the belt fastener

breaking. At Basingstoke we found the IM.C.C. hon. sec.

officiating at a secret check. At Hartley Eow I lit up,

and from there rode to Hounslow .at a steady pace, the

surface being vile and atmosphere foggy. Every man who
lia"; won a medal thoroughly deserves it.

How the Brothers Bashall farrd.
It was poui'ing with rain when we left home about

three o'clock, but as we both hacj oilskins which my father

obtained from the Falmouth pilots we kept dry. 1 rode a

new 5-6 h.p. Eoyal Enfield with a friend in the sidecar.

Unfortunately, on pushing my machine into the garage at

Hounslow the "silencer hit on the cobbles, and on the way
to Chard the baffle tubes dropped out, so 1 was obliged to

ride without a silencer. Half-way up Yarcombe Hill I

overtook my two brothers on the 8 h.p. Bat and sidecar.

They bad taken the corner about 40 m.p.h. and simply tore

ofl: the back cover, tube and all. The Bat is the same side-

car that holds the hour record, and was the only single-

geared twin machine with sidecar to get through. Some
cheerful friend had told my brother he would want seven
belts at least, but he had on the same Lyso belt he used
in the hour record, and it took him through splendidly. The
way we both bounded up the hills was really fine, and we
reached the turning jxiint together punctually.

On the return run it was very difficult to keep down to

schedule time. The Bat ana En!ieli sidecars ran splendidly.

It was a happy idea, of the Hutchinson Tyre Co. to have a

stock of waders at the start.

Harry Bash.\ll.

A Lady Passenger's Impressions.
In spite of bad luck and awful weather most of the time, 1

would not have missed the run for a good deal. What struck

me most of all was the earnestiess and enthusiasm shown by
the riders and their friends. Tliere was nothing particularly

noteworthy at the start—just a little excitement when some
petrol on one of the cars caught fire, but the flames were soon
extingiiislied. _ We started to time, my husband driving a 7

h.p. Indian with jMills-Fulford sidecar. A friend had lent us

a sheep's skin sleigh-bag, and I was perfectly warm all night.

The engine ran very well, and took all the hills splendidly,

and all went "merry as a marriage bell" till Salisbury.
The scene in the hotel yard was very interesting to one who

had never witnessed such before. One scrap of conversation
amused me. It was a question of tyres, and a novel meal was
being prepared for the manager of a famous tyre company.
He had piomised to eat a certain tyre it it punctured, and tlie

rider of the machine to which it was fitted declared " he will

jolly well have to, and it will be fun to see him do it." I do
hope if it were anytliing like our tyre he was allowed to
wash it first.

After leaving Salisbury half-way up a steep hill something
suddenly went wrong, and the next moment we and all our
goods and chattels were reposing on the side of the road.
Happily neither of us was hurt, and my husband set to work,
and in course of time—a good long time—we were ready to
start again.

Later on our chain decided to leave the sprocket again, and
we had to set to work in the dark to replace it. Nothing
more eventful than scaring a few venturesome young rabbits
happened from ttiis time till we reached Exeter, and dawn
was never welcomed more eagerly. Exeter was reac'.iad two
hours late. However, we had a wash and some breakfast,
and were off again as soon as possible. The run back was
happily much less eventful, and we had only one or two
minor troubles.

We reached Salisbury in very fair time, had a rest and
dinner and off once more. As far as Basingstoke the run
was most enjoyable, and here we tasted the joy of being
early arrivals. From here until a good way past Bagshot
everything went well, and we were quite hoping to get
back in good time.
But the " best laid plans of mice and men " have to give

way before a gashed tyre, and so we will draw a veil over .

the rest of the stor>. After signing in at the Bulstrode
Hotel, two very wet bedraggled people did eventually arrive

home and were welcomed by three small persons (who ought
to have been in bed) just as joyfully as if all the honours
had been showered on us. A.M.H.

I/.

CHECKING POiNTj CN THE LO iDON-EXETER-LONDON 2* liOJrij WINTER RUN.

(I J The scono at Salisbury. (2) At Yeovil on the return Journey. The event created grejt Interest all along the route.
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BIRMINGHAM TO YORK AND BACK.
THE Birmingliam Motor Cycle Club's run to York

and back took place under extremely adverse con-

ditions, the fog and greasy state of the roads
rendering it a matter of some difficulty to average

the schedule speed ol.esactly 20 m.p.h. This accounts for

the fact that only six competitors finished before midnight.
The route was via Sutton Coldfield, Taraworth, Ashby,
Nottingham (check), itansfield, Worksop, Doncaster, Ferry-
bridge, Tadcast«r, and York, returning to Birmingham by
the same route.

At York the weather was foggy and the roads and tram-
lines unpleasantly wet. However, Baxter (6 h.p. Rex)
arrived punctually, followed by South, whose Rudge-
Canoelet combination looked beautifully cosy and was much
admired by local motor cyclists. These two were closely

followed by Rowlandson (Rudge), Ball (Triumph), Young
(Kerry), Blackwell (6 h.p. Zenith), Busby (2J h.p. Hum-
ber), "McNab (Trump-Jap), Clarke (Corah), Duke (Zenith),

Bell (New Hudson), and Pollock (James). Tom Peck
(Radge) arrived twenty-five minutes later and reported tyre

trouble. Mansell (Singer), Evans (Humber), Warton and
Norton (Norton) failed to put in an appearance. The last-

named veteran was reported to be hung up with valve

trouble fifty miles back, much to the disappointment of the

local enthusiasts, as his performances at Sutton Bank in

past years have made him
well known throughout
1 he North.
There appears to have

been a slight hitch

somewhere about . the
luncheon arrangemeiits,

for the competitors
hurried through their

meal . and were ready to

start in an hour, only to

find that . they would iiot

be allowed to start until

they had speiit an hour
and a half in the city.

However, a start was
made at the appointed
time, and all got away
promptly and well,

though G. Bell had
to start the return jour-

ney with a leaky rear tyre.

Some of the competitors did not finish until the early
hours of the morning, one reporting himself at 3.30 a.m.
Never has such a severe winter trial been held in the
Midlands, and the competitors generally agreed that an
average of 20 m.p.h. over such difficult roads, coupled witli
so much riding in darkness, rendered more severe by the
fog, was leather too much to expect. There were several

3^ h.p. sidecars' in the trial, including G. H. Mansell's
Singer, J. L. Norton's Norton, and W. D. South's Rudge.
Below we give the finishing order of the six competitors

who reached Birmingham before midnight :

S. A. Rowlandson (3^ Rudge)
R. W. Duke (3^ Zenith)
W. G. Blackwell (6 Zenith)

V. Busbv (2-J Humber)
F. A. McNab (3^ Trump-
Jap)

W. Baxter (6 Rex sc.)

Official Results.
The official results place the first three as follows :

1. F. A. McNab (3-^ h.p. Trump-Jap), total time error

Im. 45s., gold medal.
2. V. Busby (2f h.p. twin Humber), total time error

4Jm., silver medal.
3. E. F. Baxter (5-6 h.p. twin Rex and sidecar), total

error 19m.
The above awards are made as special recognition of the

competitors' perform-
ances under adverse
conditions, .though
actually not one com-
petitor is entitled to

a gold medal, as

the rules did not per-

mit of more than one
minute error at a con-

trol. McNab arrived

.at all controls dead ,on

time, except Notting-
ham. Pollock, Peck.
Clarke, Ball, and Young
.checked at Nottingham
on the homeward jour-

ney, but did not reach

the Birmingham check
up to 11 p.m. P. J.

Evans (Humber) retired

between Doncaster and
Nottingham.

AT THE YORK CONTROL IN THE BIRMINGHAM M.C.C. TWELVE HOURS' TEIAL.
(1) Signing the checlsing sheet outside the Windmill Hotel.

(2 and 3) Leaving the Station Hotel, York, on the homeward journey. Left to right : S. A. Rowlandson (Rudge), V. Busby (Humbsrl
A. Young (Kerty-Abingdon), G. Bell (New Hudson), T. Pollock (James), and K. Clark (Corah).

'
W. Q. BlackweU (Zenith),
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TIME TO
Jan. 4th

„ 6th

,, 8th

„ 11th

LIGHT LAMPS.
5.9 p.m.

5.3 p.m.

55 p.m.

5.10 p.m.

1912.

A happy and prosperous New Year to
all our readers

!

Our Record,

This is the tenth year of publication
of 2'Ae Motor Cycle. It starts the New-
Year in the most healthy state ,0f its

^

existence, for it never had more readers
than at present..

English-French Trial.

An English-French trial is suggested
for the Easter holidays. W. Cooper is

corresponding with a member of the
Auto Cycle Club de France on the
matter.

Two New Competitions.

The Birmingham M.C.C. is to hold an
open reliability trial to Perth and ba-ck
at Easter, starting on Easter Saturday,
resting on Sunday, and returning Easter
Monday. A hill-climb will be held at
Shap Fell on the outward journey.
Another innovation is an open competition
on May 18th, for passeneer machines only,
the maximum cost of which will probably
be limited to £120 or less. It certainly
should be much less in our opinion.

The Auto Cycle Club de France.

The above French organisation has
decided on the following dates for its

1912 events, briefly referred to in our
last issue. The mile and kilometre
speed trials with flying starts will take
place in March, the 300 kilometres (185
miles) race over a closed circuit the
second \v«ek in April, and the Tour de
France reliability trial will occupy the
last two weeks of August. In all the
above will be arranged classes as follows :

Motor bicycles—Class I., under 225 c.c.
;

Class II., under 350 c.c; Class III.,
under 500 c.c. Passenger motor cycles

—

Class I., single cylinders under 500 c.c.
;

Class II., two cylinders under 750 c.c.

Quadcars and runabouts—Class I., single
cylinders under 750 c.c. ; Class II., two
cylinders under 1,000 c.c. ; Class III.,
four cylinders unde)' 1,250 c.c. Motor
bicycles must weigh not less than 40
kilogrammes (88 lbs,), and in the pas-
senger classes the combined weight of
passengers carried must not be less than
150 kilogrammes (23^ stones).

The Tour de France.

^
The route comprised by the Tour de

France passes through the following
towns, with Paris as the starting and
finishing point. Starting northwards, the
principal places passed are Lille, Bou-
logne, iJiepne, Havre, Rouen, Trouville,
St. Malo, Nantes, liordeaiix, Clermont-
Ferrand, St. Ktieniie, l/yons, Miicoji, and
Dijon, The total distance is about 1,860
miles

JANUARY 4th, 1912.
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SPECIAL FEATURES.
EXAMPLES OF MODERN PISTON

DESIGN.

WIN TER RELIABILITY RUNS
IN ALL DISTRICTS (Described and

Illustraled).

Invitation Trial in Yorkshire.

The Ilkley M.C.C. is in communica-
tion with a number -at Yorkshire clubs
regarding an invitation reliability trial

on January 20th and 21st. It is pro-

posed to start at 5 p.m. from Ilkley,

and journey via Slcipton, Buckham
Brow, Kendal, over Shap Fells, to
Penrith, then via Hartside to Alston,
the highest market town in Yorkshire,
where the night will be spent. The
homeward run is through Middleton-in-
Teesdale, Barnard Castle, Brough,
Kirkby Stephen, Hawes, up Kidstones
Pass, and back to Ilkley. Should
sufficient guarantees be received (twenty
are required), the trial will be held, if
the weather should be severe, competi-
tors are in for a very rough time as the
course chosen is severe at the best of times.

The French Winter Hill-climb.

There seems to be some misunder-
standing as to who won the unlimited
class in the above hill-climb, which is

easily explained when we mention that
seven different journals gave A. J.

Moorhouse (Indian) as the winner. The
Motor Cycle report, crediting ,W. H.
Bashall (Matchless) .. with fastest time
in the unlimited class, viz.; 28s., was quite

correct, Moorhouse making second fastest

time of the day in this class, and win-
ning the amateur event.

Open Reliability Trial.

The first of a series of four 100 miles
open reliability and sporting trials,

organised by the Herts County A.C.,
will bfe held on Saturday, January 20th,
starting from the Chequers Hotel,
Uxbridge, at 10 a.m. The route is :

Uxbridge, Denham Avenue, Rickmans-
worth, Watford, St. Albans, Harpen-
den, Luton, Sharpenhoe. Dunstable,
Ivinghoe, Tring, Aston- Clinton, Wend-
over, Princes Risborough, Missenden,
Amersham, Rickmansworth, and Ux
bridge. Competitors failing to nego-
tiate certain observed hills and corners
en route will be penalised one mark per
stop.

LONDON-EXETER-LONDON 24 HOURS' RUN.

Group or compftllors at the Yeovil control.
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The Season's Greetings.
We desire to return thanks to those

readers who kindly sent Christmas and
New Year cards to the- editor and staii.

Quite a large nuniljer reached as from ap-

preciatiTe readers.

English-Dutch -Reliability Trial.

On going to press, the entry of W. F.

Newsome (3^ h.p. Triumph) reaches uf

for the British trade team in the above
contest. British entrants now total

twenty. See page 4.

The New Brough Runabout.
The Brough runabout, described in

our' last issue, and which was entered

for the London-Exeter run, was not com-
pleted until Christmas Day, so that it

was deemed advisable not to start in the

trial. In future all the sociable type
velricles will have a three-speed gear and
silent chain drive. _

A 5 h.p. Lady's Mount.
iliss Muriel Hind vi'ites us to the

effect that she has decided to order one of

the new 6 h.p. Rex twins with side by
side valves for -1912. It is to have a

special frame built foe her which will

be very low. Miss Hind tells us that

.=;he will keep her old 5 h.p. (The Blue
Devil) for ordinarv use. the new mount

^

. being intended for hilTclirabiiig com-
oetitions only.

M.C.C. Annual General Meeting.
The annual general meeting of the

Motor Cycling Club will be held at the

Inns of Coiu't Hotel, Lincoln's Inn
Fields, W.C, on Wednesday, the 10th
inst., at 6.30 p.m. The receipts and pay-
ments account for the year ended Nov-
ember 30th, 1911, shows the folloM'ing

items : Receipts, competition fees, £389
4s. ; i'eceipts, current subscriptions, £328
14s. The chief payments are for medals
and prizes. £310 2s. 3d. ; competition
expenses, £212 4s. 2d. The cash at

bank amounts to £232 17s. lid.

F. A. McNab (3^- h.p. Trump-Jap), winner of the
Birmingham Club's Open TwelveHours' Trial,which
proved a most severe lest owing to bad roads and
fog. Snapped at York. (See page 11.)

[MmmE ^EKTS
Jan. 20,—Herts. County M.C.C Open

Trial.

2o.—..^.C.U. Annual Dinner,

Mar, 2.—.Auto Cvcle Union Open One
D.iy Trial, -

„ 2?,—B.M.CRX, Race Meeting,

„ 30,—Derby and District M,C COpen
i-iili-climb,

.\pl, i-8.— N.W, London and Herts.

Countv M.CC, Joint Trial

and Opc-n Hill-climb (Yorks.)

and Ladies' Competition,

S-—Westmorland M.C.C. Open
- HiU-climb at Shap FeU.

13-—Oxford RC-C. Open Hill-climb

Another Passenger Trial.

Mr.^ C. C. Cooke tells us that the Herts
County A.C. motor cycle and car sections

are combining forces to hold a big open
event for all types of passenger machines
this vear.

13

A Comprehensive Issue.
this issue contains exclusive descriptions,

with illustrations, of all the winter reli-

ability trials. North, South, East, and
\^ est, including several important trials

not dealt with in any other journal.

Stealing.

Tliii Bici/rling World and Molar Cyclf
Scvkw (America) published on the 9th and
16th ults. four whole pages of sketches
lifted bodily from this journal. In some
instances the illustrations bear our
artist's initials, ^but" tibt' the slightest

acknowledgmerit is. made. "We can only
say that it must be a welcome change
for the readers of the American jjaper

referred to, to see a selection of really
first-class practical sketches in a native
journal, and doubtless the Yankee editor
recognises this fact.

C. R. Collier may go to America.
W'e understand that C. R. Clollier is

very likely going to Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia, to race against Jake de Rosier
in a series of matches. We questioned
jMr. Collier, sen., about this report on
Monday last, but he was unabje to state
definitely that his son would go. Pro-
bably the truth of the matter is that
Collier is anxious enough to go, but
before starting he is desirous of making
sure that the financial arrangements on
the side of the challengers are satis-

factory.

The Number of Motor Cycles in France.
Fiom recent returns, the nunil-ier of

motor cycles in use in France is 27,057
(twenty-seven thousand and tifty-^iven).

These figures, in addition to being small
in comparison with our own, are meagre
for a country the size of France. If tlie

pastime were anything like a,s popular as
It is in Great Britain the numltter should
be at least six times twenty-seven
thousand. There is, however, every pro-
bability of this number being I'aigely
increased in the near future, '

STOCKPORT M,C,C, NON-STOP RELIABILITY TRIAL.
£eer.e at the start—Hazel Grove—of the fifty miles non-stop run held recently over a hilly course in Derbyshire by the Stockport M.CC, F, Six^mitJ (3c3f?

won the orizc lor solo machines, while the sidecar prize was tied for by D, Thomas (7 h,p, twin J.A.P,) and J, Norman (5 h,p, twin Rex),
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Carlyle (Chelsea) C.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

The annual fancy dress ball will be held at Fulham Town
Hall on the 18th inst.

Finsbury Park C.C.

Tlie annual general meeting will take place at headquarters
on the 10th inst. at 7.30 p.m. Suggestions for the 1912
season will be welcomed.

Wath and District M.C.C.
A meeting inaugurating this club was held at the Eed

Lion Hotel, Wath, on the 28th ult. Mr. W. W. Evers was
elected secretary. The next meeting will take place on
Thursday, the 11th inst.

Newcastle and District M.C. -

The members held a supper at the clubhouse, 3, Saville
Place, Newcastle-on-Tyne; on Thursday evening, and
advantage was taken of the occasion to make a presentation
to Mr. Ernest Hawkins, who is retiring from the position

of hon. sec. Mr. Crosier afterwards read an inttTestnig

paper upon the recent Olympia Show. Dealing with the
advances made in the construction of motor cycles during
the past year, he referred particularly to the improvement
made in change-speed gears.

Preston and Distript M.C.C.
The annual meeting of the Lancashire Motor Cycle Cliib

WHS held at the Bull and Royal Hotel on Thursday,
December 21st. There was a good attendance. After some
discussion it was resolved to alter the name of the club
to the Preston and District Motor Cycle Club, and to

restrict the membership to persons residing within a twelve-
mile radius. The subscription was reduced to 5s. by way
of experiment and with a view to increasing the member-
ship. The annual dinner will be held at the headquarters
on Thursday, January 25th, and will be followed by a
cinematograph exhibition and smoking concert.

Dublin and District M.C.C.
The winter trial, which it had been intended to run to

Waterford and back, was altered to a century run in Co..

Wicklow. The weather was bad and the roads truly avfful

;

six only of the fourteen entrants started, viz., W. P.
Kennedy (5-6 F.N.), C. B. Franklin (7 Indian), P. Dunkley
(3i Triumph), J. Healy {3i Kudge), P. J. Brady (3i Rudge),
and R. Walshe (3i Rudge). The course was via Wicklow,
Ashford, Ballymacrae Hill, Glendalough, Aughrim, Rath-
drum, and back to Dublin. Franklin and Dunkley were the
only men to- make clean ascents of Ballymacrae Hill, and
the first-named and Healy were the only ones to complete
the 100 miles without loss of marks. The first award, a
gold medal, goes to Franklin. To-night the members will

meet at the Dolphin Hotel for an informal dinner at which
a presentation will be madj to the hon. sec, Mr. F. J.

Walker.

Blackpool and Fylde M.C.C.
The double non slop run to Kendal was a great succe.ss

in spite of bad weather and roads. Result : 1. R. G. Parker

(23 Douglas); 2, T. M. .Tones (5 Indian); 3, J. Howarth
(6 Chater Lea and sidecar) ; 4. T. Bale (8 Matchless and
sidecar) ; 5, S. 0. Taylor (3^^ Bradbury) ; 6, G. F. White (3^-

Bradbury) ; 7, T Wildman (2i Enfield). All these made non-

stop rans both ways. The following stopped one way only :

F. Naylor (5 Indian), J. R. Cros,sley (6 Bex .Jap). A. V.
Catterall (3^ Triumph), R. W. Robinson (3i Bradbury and
sidecar), C. C. Hnmber (25 Douglas), W. J. Hazleton (_3i

Bradbury and sidecar), and A. Bond (3i G.B.). Also ran : T.

B. Sharpies (7 .lap and sidecar), H. Bailey (3i Triumph), C.

Careless (7 Indian and sidecar), and W. T. Chadwick (8 MaU'h-
leas aid sidecar). The route was wj'il Poidton, Oarstang,
Lancaster, and Milnthorpe. Mr. Bennct, of the Bosch
.Magneto Co., will lecture at the Victoria Caf^ on the 8th

inst., at 8 o'clock. All motor cyclists are invited. A
reliabilitv tri.il will take place on t)ie 27th inst. yid Caton,
Settle, Clitheroo, and Preston, distance 120 miles.

JU4

Bristol M.C.C.
Mr. Henri Meyer wiU give a lantern lecture on Tuesday

next entitled, " Motor Cycling in Alpine Regions frohi the
Mechanical and Tourist Point of View."

Birmingham M.C.C.
At last the long drawn out atituma reliability trials have

been brought to a conclusion. R. W. Duke (3-^- h.p. Zenith) is

the ultimate winner, R. H. Edwards (3^ h.p. Triumph)
retiring.

Sutton Coldfield A.C.
The club has made application to the A.CD. for a permit

to hold an open reliability trial on the third Saturday in

February. The trial is for the Colmore cup and gold medal,
and will be under rules similar to last year's event.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
The Yuletide run last Saturday proved a big success,

nearly sixty members and friends on motor cycles and cars

taking part. Forty-five sat down to dinner at the Dun Cow
Hotel, Dunchurch, after which an excellent musical pro-

gramme was gone through, the members arriving home about
9 p.m. after a memorable run through the foggy night.

The eighth annual dinner and prize distribution is to

take place on Friday, February 2nd, at- the Masonic Hall,

Coventry. Tickets, 5s. each, may be obtained of the hon.

secretary, Mr. G. Smith, 19, Hertford Street, Coventry.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.
The above club held its second annual Vfinter run on Boxing

Day, Tuesday, December 26th. On the outward journey
Stacey (Quadrant) was soon in trouble with a broken belt, as

was also Raynes (A.J.S.) with a broken chain. Through
Askern, Bellamy (Zenith) and Flint CN'ortoii) got off the route,

and were, consequently, late at the next control.

On the homeward journey Raynes (A.J.S.) was held up for

an hour on the Wolds with a badly cut tyre. As the leaders

neared home, however, the rain commenced, and then the
weak points of machines became apparent. There was general
complaint of magneto troubles, owing to insufficient protection
from the mud. Apparently, those using leather belts were
free from belt slip in the rain. Bradbury (Norton and sidecar)

broke his leather belt twenty miles from home, the delay
causing his only loss of marks. »

However, all the competitors arrived home approximately
to time except Vale (Griffon), who suffered a multitude of

troubles, and Raynes (A.J.S.), who stayed behind to help him.
Sta«ey (Quadrant) was an hour late, and reported continuous

belt trouble. The results, subject to confirmation, are :

SiDKCAR Class.
Rider and machine. Marks lost.

1. A. T. 'Smith (6 h.p. Zenith) 1

2. F Roper (5 h.p. Indian) 6
3. D. Bradbury {^ h.p. Norton) 9

Silver medals for finishing within thirty minutes of scliedule

time : R. Blackbourne (6 h.p. Zenith and sidecar) and II. Short

(8 Chater-Lea and sidecar).

Solo Cl.vss.

In this class two i-iders lost no marks. With tliis contin-
gency in view a secret check had been taken. Results :

Rider and machine. Marks lost.

1. E. Cross (3i h.p. Triumph)
2. H. V. Swift [21 h.p. Douglas) ... -...

(but had greater error at secret check)
3. C. Bellamy (3i h.p. Zenith) lU

J

Qualified for silver medals: N. Newton and T. Durant.
The following also competed :

J. Vale (2J Oi'ill'on)

J. A. Stacey (4i Quadrant sc.)

H. Lambert (6 Zenith sc.)

.1. lla.slam (25 Douglas)
V. Fnlford (2i Levis)
R. Flint (3i Norton)
S. Raynes (2i A.J.S.)

|

Note to Club Secretaries.
We are asked to statu that Mr. A. E. Bennett, of the

Bosch Magneto Co., has one or two vacant dates for lectures
during the next month.
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TO TH^ y^M3 BACK Oli
L3> yMOTOR CYCLES

THE perusal of " The High Roads of the Alps,"
by C. L. Freeston, F.R.G.S., and also my
keenness to go to Austria and see the Stelvio

Pass, gave me the idea that my next holiday must be

on my motor bicycle. Something over two thousand
miles must be covered, and the \-exed question of

whether I should buy a two-speeder troubled me for

some time, but in the end I bought a 3J-2 h.p. touring

model Matchless, single speed.

My next worry was, could I get someone to join

me ? and after two disappointments, I was successful in

inducing W. E. Grange, who had ridden through the

1911 Junior T.T., to go, and with his 3 J/3 h.p. Brad-
bury cut down to 499 c.c. he decided practically to

alter nothing but go with it as it was, with long exhaust
pipe and all.

Our Machines Described.
Perhaps I had better give here some particulars of

the machines. Grange kept his capacity at 499 c.c,
retained his studded Dunlops, carried a spare outer
co\-er and sundry tubes, a Lyso lin. belt and spares,

and had semi-T.T. handle-bars, two sets of footrests,

B. and B. carburetter. His method of carrying lug-

gage was as novel as it was satisfactory, consisting of

a wicker pillion passenger seat on the carrier, with
three leather and canvas bags with plenty of spares
and clothing, and a tremendous strap to keep them
in position. My machine was the ordinarv standard

.Sj-2 h.p. 1911 Matchless with pedalling gear, B and
B. carburetter, Jgin. Lyso belt and two spare.s, 2%m.
Palmer cord studded tyres and no spares, and one
extra inner tube ; whilst I had a box made for the

carrier to hold the belts, tube, spares, a quart of

Price's "A," camera, and odds and ends. At the

side I had strapped a small suit case, resting on a

small platform and covered with waterproof cloth,

holding a spare pair of trousers, socks, shaving tackle,

brushes, and underclothing, etc. Neither of us carried

lamps, as we did not think it necessary.

We were already members of the C.T.C., and
obtained "customs permits for France, Italy, and
Switzerland free, but for Austria there were special

tickets, for which duty amounting to £,2i i°s. each
had to be paid, to be returned on producing our
papers duly cancelled. The C.T.C. Continental Hand-
book, from which could be ascertained the size of any
town, also the hotels, charges, etc., was also taken,

together with a map of France and part of the adjoin-

ing countries, the scale being sixteen miles to the inch,

also Brunn's map of the Tyrol.

Monday, July loth, about seven o'clock. Grange
called and told me he had packed everything whilst

the machine was^on the stand, and on pushing it off

preparatory to starting he had such a weight on that

the whole affair pulled him over and fell with a crash

on the ground, breaking his stand. This was quite a

warning to him, and the question was, how were we
to start? I li\e in the middle of a long hill, and we
thought it too much to attempt to start in the middle,

'SO we went to the bottom. The weather was warm
and fine, and we made straight for Wetherbv, about
nine miles distant. The weight on the Bradbury was
awful, and Grange said the steering was queer, especi-

ally at corners, whilst I could hardly say I was at home.
Every pot hole seemed as if it would smash the carrier

to bits.

Easy Journey to the South Coast.

The Great North Road possessed but little interest

to us, Newark being our stopping-place for food.

Grange also took the opportunity here to send a tele-

gram to Messrs. Bradbury for a new stand, and also

a new cam wheel. It seems that the day before he
had been screwing the nut on the spindle, and he had

CLUB.
pNDON. N.W.

TICKET.

g fur
oh.

1911

Meoibership No.
No. du membre
Miigliedsnummer
NuRiero del socio

Name
Norn et pr^nom
Vor-und Zuname
Nome e pcenami
Address
Domicile
Adresse
Inditizzo

Kind of Machine
Genre du V^locipMe
Art des Fahrrades
Genete del yelocipede

Name of Make
Maique deFabriquc '

Marke
Marcadi Fabbrica

No, on Frame or Hubs
No. de Fabriquc
Fabrlksnummer
Numcro di Fabbrica

/i^M-'^.uia,£'...

The C.T.C. customs ticket, which successfully passed the tourists through
France, Italy, and Switzerland.

given it such a wrench that he had pulled the nut end
off, and had only just hammered the end o\ex. The
wonder is that the wheel, which, by the by, drives

the magneto, had stuck on at all. This done, we set

off, and arrived without incident at Edmonton, just on
the outskirts of London, having covered what was
eventually to prove our biggest day's distance, viz.,

212 miles.

Next morning, Tuesday, I visited the works of
Messrs. Prestwich, and they very kindly ground in mv
valves and cleaned the cylinder and piston. I may
say that I had done nothing in the wav of preparing
my engine, as we went off almost immediately after

our return home from seeing the T.T. races.
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To the Tyrol and Back on Motor Cycles.—

In the afternoon \ve crossed the Thames by ferry,

and had a good xnn via Maidstone, o\er tarred roads

nearly the whole of the way to Folkestone, the day's

distance being eighty-one miles.

Wednesda\was anotlier sunnv dav, and after wheel-

ing our bicycles to the landing stage we went to book
our passage to Boulogne, the fare being 7s. 5d. each-

and los. each machine, single journey. This 1 con-

sider out of all reason for such a short journe\, about
1 34 hours, and it is no wonder that so many people
try to swim the Channel ! Howe-\er. I decided not to

come back the same way, even if I had to return rid

Russia.

Boulogne was reached about :!.45, and we went
straight to the Customs House to present our C.T.C.
tickets, here the officer made out a permit for 6d. each,

the whole proceeding only occupying a few minutes,

and we were then free to roam
wherever we wished. Getting

petrol was our next difficulty.

There were some cases of it on the

dock side, but the owner could

not be found, so, enlisting

the services of one of the usual

W. N. Fawcett, the writer of the accompanying article, astride his

3i h.p. Matchless-Jap.

crowd, we sent him to the town for two cans.

Whilst waiting, w^e made enquiries at the offices of

the Piennett Line, and got particulars of sailings from
Boulogne to Hull and Goole. Eventually the petrol

lurned up. with the usual tale of how hard it had been
lo procure, and, our tanks being empty, we were able
to take a tin each. Perhajis I had better mention
that, as a rule, petrol is sold abroad in 5 litre tins.

This cost five francs for the two, and works out at

ibout 2S. a gallon.

Off from Boulogne.
.^Vt last we set off, and in Boulogne itsell tm-iied to

the right and struck an atrocious road, a bad example
t)f bumpy sets or pave, which unpleasantly reminded
lis again of our weight beliind. .'\t Insl we struck a

better road, and as we had received a good shaking

up, called a halt. Knowing that petrol w-as going to

be rather an expcnsi\-e item, we brought out our cases

of spare B. and B. jets, but 1 found that I had my
smallest jet already in, so 1 hanmiered it still smaller.

Continuing, we passed through Samer and reached

INIontreuil, where we turned to the I.eft and again struck

an awd'ul road—^it w"as more of a nightmare; we could

see for miles straight ahead, no hedges, no corners,

hut tall trees, similar to poplars, bordered each side

of the road, which was itself composed of large

r(junded sets with several missing ; sometimes there

was a track on the side about a foot Hvide, but it was

unpleasantly near the trees and often intersected by

a deep gulley. We scarcely ever did more than twelt>e

miles an hour, and eventually arrived, after passing

Hesdin and St. Pol, at Arras, where we decided to

spend the night at the Hotel de TUnivers, which we
found excellent. During

the day Grange had
broken part of the spring

on his front forks, but

by tightening the screws

up he had made them
semi-rigid. I thought

something must happen,

as he was careering

through some villages at

fifteen miles an hotu;,

when I was nearly shaken
to bits at about half the

speed. The afternoon's

distance was seventy-one

miles.

Next morning we had
the customary rolls and
coffee, and after receiv-

ing the bill I produced
nty C.T.C. badge and
asked, much to our ho.st's

surprise, for the ten per

cent, discount to which
le handbook showed us we were entitled at this

holel. It was knocked off without demur.

Great Heat and Slew Going.

Ajiother glorious day, and we set off in high spirits

after we had filled up with petrol, and Grange had
bought a glass to replace one he had broken in his

goggles. Whilst we were waiting a funeral passed.

First came several choir boys with a cross and chanting
a psalm, and then some little boy's and girls with

bouquets, after which came the coffin and the elder

relations and friends. \\"c turned into a side street

and tried to get in front of the procession,, when
"Grange. came a cropper in trying to avoid a cart com-
ing out of a narrow side street. .After a few words
on both sides we eventually got into the main street

again and reached the country. A perfectK straight

road was next followed through Cambrai, where, bv
the by, our luggage w'as examined for dutiable articles

jusi as we entered the town. Here we turned to the

right, and later on to the left, and reached St. (^)uinlin.

Tli(> \-illages we had been jiassing Ihrough were far

Irom bciutiful lo look upon, niosl of Ihe cottages
being dills ,incl rulour u.ishcd. whilst the farm y^itds

Grange (3^ h.p. Bradbury), who accom-
panied Mr. Fawcett on the tour.
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opened straight on to ~the vile cobble street. Th£
wenther was awfully hot, and what made it more
exasperating was the fact that the roads were so bad
that a speed of twenty miles an hour could not be

niauitained to give us a chance to keep cool. I had
not gone far wlien 1 found the top of my oil pump had
screwed out, Vhlch necessitated a stop. The least'

exertion caused me to perspire, so hot was it—in fact,

how the engines stood it I don't know.
On we went. As a rule, the road was perfectly

straight, but more than thirty miles of it per cyclo-

meter was wretched pave. Oh, hcjw we hated the

sight of it !

" Laon was eventuallv reached, then,

thirty miles further on, Rheims, and as we had now
done no miles in sweltering heat over atn.cious roads,

we decide(J to stay the night here at the Hotel du
00,1. O,Commerce et Metropole, and found it

usual method in regard to hotels was
to ha\-e breakfast ab;)ut eight o'clock,

and then ride slowly all day, with

sundry stops for a smoke or to eat fruit, -

never deciding till late in the afternoon

where to stay the night. This w-e found
Ijest. as we never knew what the roads

had in store for us. \\c usuallv arrived

at the hotel in time for a good wash
before sitting down to se\en o'clock

dinner, and we were always lucky in

getting a gO!;d meal. _
Rheims was partly explored in the

e\'ening, and seemed full of people ; in

fact, some of the streets were blocked,

doubtless owing to some kind of cele-

Ijrations that were being held.

Our machines were greased on the

plated parts, and the dust was thick

all over, but no matter how dirty or

iJusty we appeared, the hotel pro-

]jrietors were always pleased to see us

—a pleasing contrast to the treatment

sometimes experienced when entering a

decent hotel at home.
Next morning, Fridav, Julv 14th, we

dunned our (j\-eralls .ig.iin, and, le,i\ing

Rheims, m.nle for -(.'halons-sur-.Marne,

better roads, although somewhat loose,

hot weather.

Tyre and Carrier Troubles.
.A.t Chalons we stopped and Ijought a pound and a

half of peaches for pd., which we ate in a shad\ spot

and finished up with a cool smoke. .Soon after this

I ptilled two nails out of m.v back co\ er, but a careful

search failed to re\eal any pimcture in the tube, so it

was replaced. We were nnw- approaching Troyes, and

decided, to put , up there, but I \vas destined to have

one or tw"o stoppages first, for three times f blew up
the rear tyre, and once, when going through a \illage,

I heard such an awful grating sound from f)ehin(l that

I had to pull up in \erv (]uick time, to disco\er that

m\ carrier and luggage had slid back and were trailing

(in the road. 'The carrier had slotted fastenings, so

that the whole lot could he swung liackwards to faci-

litate tyre repairs ; these ends were temporarily

hammered up, and we reached, the Hotel .St. Laurent
in good time. Here I took out the fiack tube, and

at the same time Grange produced a hefty hairrmer

from his kit, and we hammered up the slotted ends

on my carrier, and they never gave any further trouble.

Although we only covered eighty miles that day it had
taken us about six hoiirs owing to frequent halts.

Again the weather was glorious as we set off for

Bar (not the mahogany variety !), and the countrv now
appeared to be improving from a scenic standpoint,

but it still left something to be desired. As we were
leaving Troyes, w'e were pleased to see a Bedelia.

The day was not quite so hot, but the dust was
much mpre troublesome. Through Chatillon we fol-

lowed a stream for a lotig w^ay, and on looking at the

map I w"as surprised to see we were on the banks of

the Seine, and only a very short distance from its

source ; in fact, so narrow was it here, we could almost

jump across. Dijon was our next stopping-place for

llic night. \s wc appmaihed it the S(~encr\ grcatU'

Filling smaller jels just outside Boulogne, in order to cut down the expense ot petrol.

luckily oxer

owing to the

founc small puncture on the rim side of the tube ;

improved, and when'it appeared as if we were in for a

nice stiff climb, w^e stopped on a long descent for

Grange to put his gear ratio down and cut his

belt ; but I decided not to touch mine, as it was giving

a gear of 4^3 to i. We had not gone far when I had
to open my throttle a bit more, and then more, the

road developing into a nice twisty and sporting hill,

but careful " nunsing " at' corners enabled me to

get up comfortably. Once at the top I waited for

Grange, and as he did not appear, I returned and met
him coming up ; he told me later that lowering the

gear and cuttuig the belt had proved his undoing, for

he broke a fastener.

We had now done ninety-seven miles to Dijon, and
put up at the C.T.C. Hotel Moderne et du Jura; and
it was modern, for there, actually on the mat, was the

word "Welcome." It proved the best hotel we had
found so far, and the bedroom was a marvel, with its

hot and cold water and shaving mirror, also, amongst
other things, a dummy clock worked by electricit)

from the hall.

(To he continued.)
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BrooKlands and the Six Days' Trial.

So simple ! And we never thought of it before

!

For years past we have been racking our wits for

some simple precaution which should avoid the annual
rumours whispered' in select circles at the termina-

tion of every 1,000 miles trial.

It is common knowledge that two or three machines
at least scrape, through every event of the kind by
the skin of their teeth. I remember a certain machine
'ailing in half only five miles after finishing an important
trial, though its success was advertised with sicken-

ing regularity for years afterwards, and for aught I

know adorns the pages of a lavish catalogue to-day.

Only last summer I heard of a gold-medalled engine

dismantled at the factory three days after tT:ie Harro-
gate trials; its bearings were oval, even to the naked
eye, and the knock when it was run slowly reminded
one of the \illage blacksniith's hea\iest sledge land-

ing on the anvil. The teeth of its timing gears were
half stripped, and the fragments had leaked through
into the crank case ; the two-speed gear was a mass
of rectangular "balls" and ground ball races; in

fact, the machine must have collapsed within another
100 miles.

Some of the facts come to the knowdedge of com-
petitors and spectators, partly owing to tlie frank

conver-Sation or gingerly driving of the irate owner;
others are astutely concealed by crafty riders ; but few

of them ever become public property.

I must admit that a concluding high speed test on
Brooklands, succeeded by a searching scrutiny of the

machine hot from the track, will not eliminate every

possibility. The machine that could not cover

another ten miles may still occasionally carry off a

high award. But it must be granted that a prolonged
high speed reliability run on Brooklands is the test

par ercellenre best calculated to bring incipient or

latent troubles to a head. It will resemble giving a

fever patient an ice bath, for only the very hardiest

will survive it, and the A.C.U. should surely adopt

the solution n.em. con.

Spring Deliveries.

Th(jusan(ls of motor cyclists are c\'idently somewhat
hel|)lfss individuals, and my postbag shows that 1

must mention a matter w'hich ought to be self exphuia-

lory. AS most (if us know, the really popular firms

ha\'e already disposed of their entire output for months
ahead, while two or three factories, it is said, can
d('li\cr 111) fresh orders until Easter, 1913, and one
lirm at least was reported to be booked up to Christ-

mas, 1912, as early as the opening day of the Olympia
Show. My correspondence shows that some innocent

readers imagine thai all these machines are separately

and singly ordered by private individuals residing at

the " Hollies " or the " Myrtles " or similar suf)url)an

addresses, and so I get letters like the following:
" Dear Ixion,—I had set my heart uii riding a 3^ h.p.

two-speeder Geewhizz, but on writing the makers I find

that they have disposed of their entire output up to

December, 191 2., My motor cycle friends inform me
that Messieurs (here follows a list of the twenty lead-

ing firms^ in the industry) have also disposed of their

output for six months ahead. In my sad trouble can

you very kindly inform me which firms can supply

machines in reasonable time ? I want a machine for

(here follow the weights of the writer's best girl,

second best girl, rich aunt, etc., etc., .with detailed

descriptions of the terrible hills abounding in his

suburb, the hairpin corner just outside his future

father-in-law's villa, and many other details of too

purely domestic an interest for quotation here)."

The most casual glance at The Motor Cyclt adver-

tisement columns should surely inform the most hide-

bound ignoramus that onl_\ a small percentage of these

imposing order lists are filled with the names of

potential users. The great majority of these machines
are sold to distributing agencies, which take delivery of

one, five, or twenty samples of the best known makes
each week from January to December, and at nearly

every period of the year except a short period around
Easter, almost immmediate delivery of any well-known
make is obtainable from one or other of these local

agencies.

Therefore because the makers' order books are full

there should be no difficulty in purchasing just what
the reader wants by applying to the nearest agent, who
can usually gi\'e reasonable delivery.

NOISY EXHAUSTS.-

-

GEORGE NEWBURN'S HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL SOLUTION.

TI10 unanimous opinion of e.vo and oar witnesses is tliat tiie woll-Itnown
comcdinn's su^f;ostion tias solved tlie diincully. The engine explosions cannot
bo tieard oven wlion driving on tuti ttirotlle and with tlie eut-out wide open.

The apparatus in the sidecar used lor the experiment is from tho orchestra of

the " Palace," Bath, whore the driver of tho machine, E. Longden, is

the manager, and where George Nowburn recently gave performances.
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THE
VICTORIOUS IVY

SCORES AGAIN.

ONE
MAN-

-ONE

MACHINE.

Sotton Coldfield A.C. Two Days' Trials, Dec. 16 & 17.

H. C. Newman, on 3i h.p. IVY, FIRST, being

winner of Sutton Cliallensre Cup and Gold Medal, also

Murratti Aristnn Trophy and Gold Medal for best per-

formance in all the Club's Competitions during the year.

Newman's perform.ince was exceediii'ily cood.

—

Tlw Motor Cycit'.

S. A. NEWMAN, Lichfield Road, BIRMINGHAM

Useful to all Motor Cyclists—especially

beginners.

m
^ tKowtomanajetKem.

Price 1/- Net By Post 1/2,

Of Newsagents and Bookstalls, or direct from

ILIFFE & SONS Ld., 20, Tudor St., London, E C.

EQUALITY' first!
—AKvavs, and at all times, have we placed QUALITY first

—

consequently we offer you in The PEDLEY Tire a production worthy
of our name and the "HIGHEST" QUALITY'' reputation

associated with that name since the year 1S40.

—QUALITY in a Tire spells EFFICIENCY and LONGEST WEAR,
and the ma.ximum of comfort with immunity from trouble.

— If you are out for a " QUALITY " Tire, you certainly want The

TEDLEr 3 rib non skid
and should invest in one without delay. Let us send \ou a sediin—
or a sample Cover—for your inspection—or ask "your A^.'^ent to

show you a PEDLEY Tire and when you have noled lis marked
merit you'll be sure to buy.

COVERS (26 X 2jin.), Beaded Edge 48/- each.

Inner Tabes. 10/3 ; or Extia Eeavy ditto. 12/- eacb.

—Ask for our " PEDLEY TIRE " Folder—it j^-ve; particulars of
this and a host of equally valuabh rubber requ.s.tes.

JPEDLEy ^ SON •IXP

In, anaWKi-'iiui these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor C'l/ele.'
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A TYRE BOOK
BRIM FULL OF INTEREST
If you have not yet received a copy
of this handsome booklet, send a
card for one TO-DAY.

Thene are many new features in the range

of PALMER TYRES for 1912 which are

well worth your investigation.

THE PALMER TYRE, Ltd.,

119, 121, 123, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.

Mo'.or Cycle Tyre Depot : 103, St. John Street, Clerkenwell, E.C.

ALMER

r%.«tJ*i^«
M.C.C. London-Exeter-London Winter Run.

A. J. Stevens, riding a 5 h.p. Two-Speed A.J.S- with Sidecar ,

and Passenger, completed the journey in schedule time, winning

GOLD MEDAL
This was its FIRST OFFICIAL APPEARANCE.

The ride was made with no mechanical adjustment, with the exception of tightening the back
chain on one occasion

PRICE 60 Guineas.
Write for List-

A. J. STEVENS SI CO., LTD., Retreat Street, Wolverhampton
London : H. Taylor & Co., Store Street, Tottenham Court Road

In avxwiriiiy l/(cse adotitiKciiu ills it is dcfliithle tu mniiUin "Tin: Molar Cijrln."
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HOUNSLOW JO HOOK.
A DELIGHTFUL TWENTY-FOUR HOURS' RUN.

I put on several pairs of socks,
And clothed mj'self in wool.

Packed up the turkey-sandwiches,
And saw tlie flask was full.

1 wning my driver by the hand

;

" Robertson Brown," said I,
" To-night away to Exeter
With you I'll do or die."

Our engine was an Ivy-P,,
Whose horse-power was not great

:

Four and a quarter had to puU
The coachbnilt sidecar's weight ;

How much it had to pull that night
Will later on appear,

W'nen I describe in glowing teinis

Our trouble with the gear.

The Turner sidecar.,wa^ a treat

—

All weather it defied ;

"Moreover, it had road-bump-proof
Upholstery inside.

Our lamp, a hefty F.R.S.,
Orion's belt outshone

(Orion might have wished that night
He'd got a chain drive on).

The poets, so I am informed,
Who lived in ancient days.

Chose attics underneath a roof
Wherein to write their lays.

But I'll write 'neath the open sky,
Said T. without regret;

Inspired by frost if it is fine,

If not, inspired by wet.

At Hounslow there were gathered all

Great Britain's choicest blood.'-

;

Dame Fashion had provided joys
In overalls and duds.

Thank Goodness ! there was vain enough.
For, had there been no squalls

And had the night been dry, think what
A waste of overalls.

I saw ' I'm It " with tvventy-two-
Inch wheels and strange air springs,

And Mundy lowering his gear.
And 'Vernon Taylor's wings.

And Thompson with his green streamline
Which all design out-knocks.

And Tihomas Frank and 0. P. Hill

With crackers in a box.

We started from Bulstrode Hotel
To ride the long night through ;

Our hearts were stout, our clothes were thick,

Our sou'-westers were new.
But man proposes Exeter,
While Fate, who's always near,

Steps in and utterly upsets

The meshes of the gear.

It was on Egham'g little hiU,

And somewhere near the top.

Our engine seemed to grow quite tired,

Then faltered to a stop.

Examination in the dark
Evolved the simple fact

That both the gears were in at once,
And neither would retract.

Adjustments made, we journeyed on,

But up hill it was plain

The high gear, acting on its own,
Had sidled in again.

Ignoring the controlling rod,

That high gear would assert

Itself on awkward gradients

;

The lower gear felt hurt.

Although as yet we'd hardly got
As far as Hartley Eow,

It seemed as though we must have, done
Two hundred miles OT so. '

A mile at moments such as these

Is made of every yard.
And every little eminence
Becomes as steep as Chard.

"The time has come," I said to Brown,
" To talk of many things,

Of ratios and formulas.
Of Karslakes and George Kings."

But Brown replied, "Would I were back

—

We still are far from Devon

—

At home in pleasant Portland Street,

Number one-fifty-seven!"

And still the engine pulled and pulled,

And didn't stop to bask

;

The Ivy clung hour after hour
Right bravely to its task.

Vainly the gear put on the brake,
For still the engine turned

;

The Watawata held, although
The gear-bearings were churned.

Which showed what pluck the engine had.

But, hang it all ! ye gods !

When both the gears are ;n at once
Too fearful are the odds.

Some sage advice I gave to Brown
(It came too late, I fear),

" If 1 were you I wouldn't let

The hub control the gear !

"

Upon a slightly sloped incline.

Where mud was thick and svelte,

The high gear hit the lower gear
Sonirwhere below the belt.

And then we stopped and tinkeieil things.

Hopeless was our outlook
Till someone told us we were but
A short half-mile from Hook.

A pleasant little spot is Hook,
Not far from London Town

;

The villages of Devonshire
No doubt deserve renown.

But Hook in Hampshire's pleasant realm
Is quite as good a spot

As Exeter for writing odes
And mild poetic rot.

We might have gone to Exeter,
'Mid wind and sleet and showers,

Or wallowed in Wiltonian floods

For hours and hours and hours.

Instead of that old Destiny
Rough-hews us as it will.

And bids us stop the night at Hook,
Where we are stopping still.

0, Hook ! Sweet Auburn never was
So sweet as thou to us

!

Ihy charms in poetry or prose
I could at length discuss.

Though Yeovil has its "Mermaid" fame.
And Exeter its " Bude,"

Hook with a temperance hotel.

"The Acom," is endued.

Some have to Middle Wallop gone,

To where Windwhistle blows.
To Crewkerne and to Honiton,
And places such as those.

Well, let them go, as to the Pole
Went Shackleton or Cook.

While we will pause upon our way

—

We've got as far as Hook!
FbEH GlI.lETT.
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
A Home-made Back-rest.

The backrest of which wc append a

sketch has been sent us by Mr. H. B.
Jeffery, Carter's Corner Place, Aylesham.
The device is int-ended to fit to the bolts

which hold the upper ends ot the saddle
springs to the cantle. The plunger,
working in a brass cylinder and contr'»Ued
by a spring, is adjusted so as just to clear
a metal plate passing across the luggage
carrier, the adjustment being made when
the rider's weight is not on the saddle.
The chief advantage claimed for the rest

is that the support falls to one side, thus
leaving the carrier free for luggage. Back-

An automatic home-made back-rest.

rests which fall 'back and down when not
in use necessitate the luggage being either
placed very far back on the carrier, or
left off altogether, because if the bag were
in position the rest could not fall flat.

Mr. Jeffery informs us that the sample he
lias made works very well on his own
machine, although being only a rough
home-made model and unnecessarily
heavy.

Adjustable Belt Fasteners.
Adjustable belt fasteners are very

handy when raising or lowering the gear
and obviate the necessity for carrying
another belt of smaller section. They
have, however, the following dis-

advantage.^ When the long links are in

use there is a rather large gap between
tlie ends of the belt which must cause a
certain amount of slip To overcome

;
ill Li llJ

this triRible Mr. Stanley T. Robfton, 59,
Hobmoor lload, I'.iriningham, has brought
out .'•omc li'iks lilled, with small .wdioiis
of beltinc which cnabl'i the drive to lie

tak'Mi up en the link as well as the belt.

Wo illii.«trate twii types—one made fur the
ordiiiarv Simplex faKtcrier—the other for
.\lr. Koljsun's s|)ucial fa.Kleners. 'I'he link;^.

which )<ive various lengths, can be niailc

to suit any type or make of belt.

Sleeve Protectors— Compression
Gauges.

On the occasion of a recent visit to

the. depot of Hunt's Stores, il7. Long
Acre, W.C. a handsome and moderately-
priced lamp and generator were shown
to us. The lamp is well designed, and
IS fitted with a Bausch and Lomb lens

mirror, which is held in position by
screws, so that it can be easily detached
for cleaning purposes. The whole of the
lamp is made up with either rivets or
screws ; there is no soldering. The hinge
of the front door is very strongly made,
and the burner is adjustable. The
generator has a smooth exterior, so that
it can be easily cleaned, and it is inter

Protectors which lieep the sleeves clean wben
undertaking small repairs.

esting to note that with the complete
outfit an armoured connection is sup-

plied. It is always nice to know the
exact compression of one's engine, and,
to enable motor cyclists to be in posses-

sion of this useful knowledge, this firm

have placed on the mai'ket a compres-
sion gauge, which indicates to 100 lbs.

to the square inch. The gauge, which
is not intended to be in position while
the engine is running, is made to suit

the thread of the
sparking plug hole.

Other useful arti-

cles which are of
special interest to

our readers, now
that the cold
weather is with
us, are a woollen
throat protector,

which is slipped
over the head and
forms protection
for both throat
and chest, and
sleeve protectors,
to prevent the
coat sleeves from
becoming soiled

;

these protect the
sleeve about six inches up from the wrist,
and are exceedingly useful.

A compression gauge for

motor cycle engines.

A Collapsable Clothes Brush.
One of the neatest little accessories

which has ever been brought to our

notice is a small collapsable clothes brush
vvhicii we illustrate. The case containing
the brush is only about the size of a

small cigarette case, measuring 4in.x2^in.
X^in. thick. When the buttons, shown at

one end are twisted the cover comes off,

and by pulling the button on the bristle

portion towards one, it moves a small
lever which causes the rows of bristles,

which have previously laid flat in the
case, to rise ready for use The case is

of such handy proportions that it can
easily be carried in the toolbag or the

rider's pocket. This novelty can be
obtained from the Rudge-Whitworth
Depot, Hertford Street, Coventry.

New West End Saleroom.
West End readers will welcome the

information that John Barker and Co.,

Ltd., High Street, Kensington, W., have
opened a special department to deal with
motor cycles. This firm is catering for

motor cyclists in the same manner that
it has already dealt with autocarists, and
is prepared to supply the best known
makes of machines for cash or easy
payments. John Barker and Co., Ltd.,
have such machines as Humbers,
Premiers, Singers, and Triumphs, in

stock and ready for instant delivery.

New Appointments.
R. H. Bell, who for some years past has

been the Midland reprelentative of
Palmer Tyre, Ltd., severed his connec-
tion with that company at the end of the
Old Year to take up the position of sales
manager to the Clyno Engineering Co.,
of Wolverhampton.

A. L. Ommanney, until lately with
Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., is now em-
ployed by the Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.

Latest design of the four-cylinder three-speed T.M.C., which, as will be observed, has a water-cooled
engine and bevel drive. The new model is more than ever "a car on two wheels."
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N.W. London M.CC. Open Trial to Gloucester.
UNDER fine weather conditions, on Satiii-day morn-

ing last, sixty-two competitors weie despatched
from Jack Sti-aw's Castle en route, for Gloucester.

Each man had to make a non-stop run from Hamp-
stead to the top of Dashwood HiU. Over this section,

H. F. S. Morgan (Morgan) was early in trouble and later

in High Wycombe we passed F. W. Applebee l2 h.p. Cen--

taur) Dy the roadside with a plug blown out. He eventu-

ally climbed Dashwood Hill with a 7-| to 1 gear and l.p.a.

Griffiths (2 h.p. Alcyon) was another competitor to mase
a stop before reaching Dashwood, owing_ to a broken bell,

but surmounted Dashwood with a 6-^ to 1 gear and l.p.a.

Jack Woodhouse (3i h.p. O.K.-Precision) lost his oil pump
plunger, and was obliged to ride some considerable distance

swithout lubricating his engine. From the top of Dashwood
Vernon Taylor (Rudge) and Jack Woodhouse took a couple

of young ladies on their carriers into O.xford. Here the

first check was held, at Morris's Garage, where hot Bovril

and sandwiches could be obtained. Thence the route lay

through Farringdon, Cirencester, down Birdlip Hill, to

Gloucester. Just after passing through Farringdon, Vernon
Taylor, when overtaking a horse and trap on the inside,

hit the bank, and consequently had a nasty fall. Luckily,

he was unhurt, and did not seriously damage his machine,

only slightly bending the footrest. For some distance we
kept cojnpany with R. Holloway (3| h.p. twin Premier),

whose machine appeared to be running very sweetly.

Greasy Tramlines and the Result.
The tramlines entering Gloucester were in a terrible con-

dition. Here we found F. E. Pither (Rudge), who had
broken his throttle wire and had tried to get going with full

throttle. In the grease the result was
that directly his engine fired the back

wheel slipped under him. After re-

\-ersing his air and throttle barrels,

with tne aid of a push he managed to

start. Vernon Taylor appea,red to be

very unlucky, as he was again brought
to the ground. Pither skidded just in

front of him, both falling in a heap.

Lunch was served at the Spread
Eagle Hotel, Gloucester, where com-

petitors were checked both in and out.

.The route home wa^ the same.

Climbing Birdlip.
At the bottom of Birdlip many of

the competitors* stopped to cool their

engines and lower their gears. Cut-
outs were not allowed to be used, and
this undoubtedly accounted for a lot

of the failures on this hill. Griffiths,

mifortuiiately, broke his belt halfway

N.W. LONDON TWELVE HOURS' TRIAL TO
GLOUCESTER AND BACK.

A competitor at Northwood.

up, but after repairing same and starting up on the
stand, using back tyre and road as a clutch, he
successfully reached the top in the saddle with the
help of l.p.a. H. Foote made an excellent ascent on
his 8 h.p. overhead-valved Bat, geared 3-^- to 1. C. Roberts
came round the corner on his 3^ li.p. Arno "foot slogging."
R. G. Mundy (3b h.p. clutch Singer) came up well, being
somewhat baulked by a horse and cart on the corner.

Competitors were again checked at Morris's Garage,
Oxford, where tea and sandwiches were supplied. Lamps
appeared to be somewhat troublesome, several competitors
being hung up on the road attending to same. Aston
Rowant Hill was in a shocking condition at the top, being
more like a ploughed field. On the whole, the roads were
in a very fair condition considering the amount of rain
that has fallen lately. At the bottom of Dashwood Hill
we passed G. N. Higgs on his Briton car, he having been
at Hampstead in the morning to see the competitors start.

On the fairly stiff, though short, hill out of High Wycombe,
on the road to Rickmansworth, several of the competitors
failed. We passed J. Oliphant (5^ h.p. Premier and sc),
who had failed near the top.

Unpleasant Conditions.
From here the ride was anything but pleasant, being over

greasy and very twisty roads, with occasionally some fog.
Several of the competitors, being late at High Wycombe,
only had one hour to cover the last thirty-two and a half
miles ; two or three, however, managed to do it in the time.
On arrival back at Jack Straw's Castle, we found a very
large crowd being kept under control by several policemen.
The route was very clearly marked by means of arrows,

and the N.W.L.M.C.C. must be con-
gratulated on the way this competition
was held, considering this is its first

open run. Hugh Gibson (3^ h.p. chain-
driven Bradbury and sc.) reported a
nasty spill. Near Wheatley the front
lug of his sidecar broke, so he induced
another competitor to carry his pas-
senger on the carrier.

Mishap to a Sidecar.
After strapping it up, he proceeded,

but at the top of Aston Rowant the
strap slipped, letting the sidecar down
and throwing Gibson. He left the side-

car in the ditch and finished solo. Jack
Woodhouse was very late in reaching
Hampstead, and reported having carried
a lady sojpe twenty miles on his carrier.'

A non-competitor, who had followed the
trial on a S.I.A.M.T., having appa-
rently fallen asleep while riding, had

On the wav to Gloucester. Huinber and Enfield riders at Oxford on the return journey.

BI9
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N.W. London M.C.C. Run to Gloucester.—

been brought in on a Zenith sidecar, the lady passenger

riding on Woodhouse's carrier. H. G. Dickens (Clyno

and sc:) smashed up his timing gear the other side of

Oxford on the ^lutward journey. Hal Hill, who had entered

his ancient 3 h.p. Centaur, was unable to ride it, as the

exhaust valve lifter broke just before starting; he therefore

fetched' his T.T. Bat, and successfully completed the run.

The awards were made as follows

:

Silver cups to those who did not lose more than fifteen

marks on each journey.

Silver medals for a loss of twenty marks.

Bronze medals for a loss of thirty marks.

The Survivors.
Glynn Rowden (3-^ Triumph)
A. E. Woodman (2J Hum-

ber)

E. Gwynne (Sj Triumph)
E. Pond (3i Singer)

W. Cooper (3^ Bradbury)
W. Oldman (5-6 Bat and

sc.

)

H. C. Mills (3J- Premier)
Hal Hill (5 Bat-Jap)
N. Scott (3i Triumph)
C. Simpson (7 Indian)
G. G. Burton {10 Mors)

Frank Smith (5-6 Clyno
and sc.)

J. Kirner (5-6 F.N.)
A. 0. Riner (12 Argyll)
A. G. Peppercorn (3^ Brad-
bury)

A. Burks (3^ Humber and
sc.)

J. Woodhouse (2^ O.K.
Precision)

V. Taylor (3i Rudge)
Hugh Gibson (3^ Bradbury
and sc.)

A. J, Hawkins (2A A.J.S.)
H. H. Berlandina (3i P.M.)
F. Appleliee (3| Scott ancl

sc.)

H. Bene (3 N.S.U.)
E. Rose (3^ Triumph)
E. F. Lawrence (3^ Rudge)
J. W. Thomas (2f Douglas)
F. Lord (6 Rex sidette)

.H. F. S. Morgan (8 Mor-
gan Runabout)

J. Hilyer (35 Humber)
P. Tustiu (2J Enfield)
R. L. Printz (5 Bat)
E. Pither (3^ Rudge)
G. Grifiiths (2 Alc'yon)

H. C. Bean (6 Matchless)
A. S. Phillips (7 V.S. azid

sc.)

W. C. Knight (3i Triumph)
\V. A. Jacobs (3I Rex)

The following did not finish

F. W. Applebee (2 Centaur)
E. Purchase (3-^ Triumph)
J. C. Prior (8 Bat and sc.)

George Baxter (2| Minerva)
K. H. Clark (3vi Corah)
C. Q. Roberts (3j Arno)

JANUARY 4th, 1912.

C. A. l\Ioss m Rudge)
R. H. Goddard (2-5 Douglas)
J. Oliphant (3^ Premier)
Gordon Fletcher {2|
Douglas)

G. S. Drew (6 Zenith)
Montague Drew (3^- Zenith)

R. A. Abbott m Bradbury
F. W. Guinness (3^ Rudge)
R. G. Mundy (3^ Singer)

A. F. Plint (2i Stuart)
H. Foote (8 Bat)
P. W. Pumphrey (5-^- Arno^
L. Cass (3-^- Quadrant and

sc.)

S. C. M. Witham (8

Matchless)
A. V. Deacock (6 N.L.G.

and sc.)

R. HoUoway (3J Premiei
Twin)

H. G. Dickius (5-6 Clyuc
and sc.

)

W. Wilson (4^ Precision)

T. E. Lear (2^ Motosa
coche)

A 6 h.p. CROUCH CARETTE FOR USE IN SCOTLAND.
As will be noticed, this smart design of three-wheeler has an interchangeable body— (left) a lorry body for laundry work

;
(right) the full touring body

with which the former may be replaced.

THE PRICE OF MOTOR CYCLES.
Sir,—In the issue of T/ic Field, dated November 25th.

tliere is an article dealing witli the recent Motor Cycle Show
at (Jlympia. The third paragraph discusses the price of the
motor cycle of the present day, and, in my opinion, the
remarl<s contained therein are reasonable anc) justified. I

trust you may therefore find space in your columns for a dis-

cussion on tile subject, and tliat we may hear the maiui-
facturers' side of the question.
The paragrapli quoted is as follows:

"
'J'here is one point

upon which a coinjjiaint seems fairly reasonable. Motor
bicycle irianufactuiers do iiot appear disposed to give tlieir

tiistoiners the full benefit of that cheapening in construction
which we all know to follow greater familiarity and wider use.

On almost every stand the standard motor bicycle is listed in

a condition in which it is not going to he sold. The necessary
additions are, however, included as 'extras.' A 1912 motor
bicycle without a free engine clutch is an anaclironisin, yd
where its cost is not plainly observable in the figures asked, it

is boldly cliarged as an extra. Then again, two and three-
speed gears, to be quite (rank, are not offered at <;oniuicr(ia.l

jirices. 'I"en guineas extra for a three-speed hub and seven
guineas for two-speeds nuist strike any engineer as inviting
a large njcasurc of cxclusiveness, and compare badly with the
Jirices charged in motor car const ruci ion. I'ossibly patents
and similar rights have to be li'amed for tins, Init it will
appear to many people as caleuhited to strangle rather tliiin

assist tli(i p<ipularity of variable gi'arcd iiiaeliiiips—the lu'xl

stage in the evolution of tlie perfect motor cycle,"
B2'i

I have quoted the whole paragraph, but, to my mind, the
crux of the whole question lies in the fiist two sentences.

My own predilections are in favour- of a powerful machine
which, to quote a well-worn phrase, "will take a sidecar

anywhere." It is difficult to quote a specific case without
mentioning the name of the niacliine, but to take my own case

'

as an example. The machine wliich I have provisionallj'

decided on purchasing had for 1911 a drive and gear of a

certain type. Presumably, this did not prove entirely satis-

factory, as considerable alterations have been introduced for

1912. At the same time the price of the machine advances by
two or three guineas. In other words, the customer and not
the manufacturer has to pay for admittedly necessary improve-
ments. Now this is certainly not the case in car practice, and
should not be in the case of motor cycles eitlier. I have beeti

absent from England for some time, and cannot help noticing
the considerable advance in the jirice of motor cycles all round.

1 roniembcr a few years ago a discussion in the motor car
press as to whether it was possible to ))roducc a reliable small
<'ar for the sum of iGlOO. I foresee in the near future a discus-

sion on similar lines as to whether it is po.ssible to purchase a

reliable high-powered motor bicycle with sidecar and necessary
extras for less than that sum.
One has only to. study the excellent "Buyers' Guide" which

you pul)lished at the time of the Show t() realise the point of

iny prediction.

Apologising for the great length of my eommunication.
M0D15UATE MEANS.
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Round the Spring Quarterly Trials Course.
THE HARROGATE AND DISTRICT M.C.C. WINTER RELIABILITY TRIAL.

-J

COHPETITORS IN THE HARROGATE AND
Group 0] competitors and officials previons to tlie start

Irom Harrogate on the 27tli ult.

STARTING just after dawn on the 27tli ult., the ouly

passenger machine in this trial proceeded on it« journey,

and, half an hour later, the solo machines were despatched
at minute intervals to do their best to cover 146 miles

(exactly to schedule time) of probably the most difficult roads

. chosen for a winter trial. The route was Harrogate, Tliirsk,

Sutton Bank, Rivers Bank, Helmsley, Pickering, over the

Moors, and up Spring Hill to Whitby, where lunch was taken
at the Royal Hotel. From Whitby the coast road was taken

.' to Saltburn, including Lythe Bank and Saltburn Hill ; after-

wards the run home t'lVi Stokesley and Ripon was compara-
tively easy. The weather overhead was all that could be
desired, but the roads were most treacherous. In parts they
were frozen and dry, but suddenly the surface would
change into perfect quagmires. The danger was increased at

' night when riding with lamps lit, it. being then practically im-
• possible to tell whether one was riding in mud or ice.

Sutton BanK in Winter.
Of the eighteen entrants fifteen started in excellent spirits,

but Sutton Bank soon proved a damper, for quite a number
failed on this famous ascent at the first attempt. Rivers Bank
likewise accounted for one or two failures, but only two com-
petitors had lost time up to lunch. In the afternoon Lythe

,
Bank was the scene of a few failures, as was Dalehouses, but,
strange to relate, no one -failed on the twisty Saltburn Hill,

" and it was probably as well, for a check was arranged at the
, top of this rise.

Soon'after leaving Stokesley lamps had to be lit, and, as
usual, a few competitors had trouble in that way. Neverthe-
less, seven riders reached Harrogate dead on time, and were
welcomed by an enthusiastic crowd. Difficult as the course

, was, it proved impossible to find a winner, for two riders tie

for first place. The result, compiled from the checkers' cards,
^ but

_
which has still to go before the committee for con-

firmation is as follows :

The Results.

T. C. Atkinson (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph).—Lost no marks
and had no trouble.

F. Mackay (Bih.p. F.E. Singer).—Lost no marks and had
no trouble. -

'

J . F. Philipp (5J h.p. Scott).—Lost 1 mark and had no
trouble.

T. Maynard (3^ h.p. F.E. Triumph).—Lost 6 marks.

J. J. Day (3^ h.p. Bradbury, tvi'o-speed).—Lost 10 marks;
lost way and ran into hedge.

W. E. Grange (3-i- h.p. Bradbury).—Lost 1 mark; puncture.

DISTRICT M.C.C. WINTER TRIAL.

G. Hill {3} h.p. Scott and sidecar) the only passenger driver to start

who, aitho:igh losing eleven marks, made an excellent performances
Sutton Bank proved the set back.

F. Strafford (3A h p. Humber, two-speed).—Lost 2 marks,
failed Sutton iiank.

W. 1: TOLtt i<5i h p. Bradbury, two-speed).—Lost 2 marks;
ran into wa'l av.a ciamased jamp.

W. B A.ivi.is.-.n (5^ h.p. Ti-iuuipb)-—Lost 4 marks ; side-

slip and warped exhaust valve.

J. Mackay (2^ h.p. Singer, two-speed).—Lost 5 marks

;

no trouble.

H. W. Fortune (3i h.p. Triumph).—Lost 8 marks : failed

Sutton Bank and had lamp trouble.

G. Hill (3j h.p. Scott and sidecar).—^lost 11 marks; failed

Sutton Bank.
C. Nettleton (2j h.p. New Hudson, three-speed).—Lost

100 marks; failed on Sutton Bank, lost way, and had lamp
trouble.

0. P. Finn (2f h.p. Enfield, two-speed).—Arrived at start

with bad puncture, afterwards failed on Sutton Bank, so

retired. _ ".
.

Gibson, Tindall, Spencer, and Strother did not put in an
appearance at the start.

THE LONDON TO EXETER AND BACK RUN.

A Clyno sidecar at the water splash near Milbourne Port, between
Sherbourne and Shaftesbury,

B23
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o£l-TTERS To
THE EDITOR. ss^

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and a dress.

A Trio's Troublous Trip.
Sir,—We should like • to congratulate " FAF " on " A

Trio's Troublous Trip," published December 21st, as we
happened to be the good repairer up a side street. Only
the staff knows how hard and often the puUey was ham-
mered and thumped to get it off, and well we remember, from
what we .?aw, that after they could not remove the pulley
frorn the engine, they tried their best to take the
engine from the pulley : bolts and nuts everywhere. But
a happier trio could not be met on the Cambridge Road.

F. BBOWN AND CO.

Winter Mudguarding.
Sir,—I am pleased Mr. Ernest Frasetti has accepted my

challenge, for he is not entirely unknown to me, and I am
one of his greatest admirers, for I think .'ome of his week-end
journeys are marvellous, the mos-t notable being, of course,
his run from Southampton to Aberdeen. It will therefore
be a pleasure to meet such an able and representative "chain
driver," and should I be the individual to come out on top
in our little "dust up," it will be something to my credit.

If on the other hand I am beaten, my consolation will be
that I shall have lost to a sportsman and a gentleman. As
he has put his cards on the table and exposed his hand to
me, I will tell him that I shall ride an 8 h.p. Dot with
V.S. two-speed gear.

I have a few more nuts to undo than he has, but every-
thing is quite simple with regard to the removal of the wheel,
and he will have to "gallop." Now, as Mr. Frasetti
probably knows, I am a musical hall manager, and cannot
get away tor any length of time (he will have a good idea
when I can afford the time), so if he will suit his own
convenience with regard to the date and district, I shall

look forward with pleasure to our meetinEf.

ERIC LONGDEN.

Waterproof Motor Cycle Clothins;.

Sir,—We beg to tliank you for your courteous reception of

our letter upon the above subject.

Vou ask. Why do trial competitors invariably don oil-

skins if they think they are in for a soaking day's ride ?

If they do don the.se garments with the idea that they will

be better protected, it is because they have only had experi-

ence with cheap, trashy, rubber-proofed suits. If they
had once tried a good quality material, they would never
be seen in oilskins again. The bulk of rubber-proofed
motor cycle clothing on the market to-day is not fit for

the purpose for which it is intended.
As a counter question to yours, we would ask you why is

it th.-tt one of the largest firms of motor cycle manufac-
tui'ers have bought some dozens of our better quality

motor cycle suits solely for their testers to wear? We think
this speaks for itself, as efliciency and durability are the
primary considerations in the case of testers. We have sold

many liiiudreds of motor cycle suits, and have noly had a

single ronq)laint of their becoming suddcucd or unproofed.

No doubt thei'c arc nuuiy ill-designed and bad quality motor
cycle suits sold in the effort to appease the demand for

cheapness. It is a great mistake, as motor cycling is rough
wear upon such garments, consequently they should be made
of good materials.

We are cei'tain that a good rubber-proofed motor cycle

suit will he eventually clieapcr and more elllcient than oil-

skins. We can supply sucli suits which will withstand
hard wear and pouring lain for twelve months, and then
will keep the rider pcrfectiv dry.

TIIK DUNLOP HIJBUEB CO., LTD.

Will the Ultra-lightweight Return ?
Sir,—The letter in your issue of December 21st (page

1399) voices the need of hundreds of people who live m
country places a few miles from the nearest town. Many
such people have tired of the push bicycle, yet cannot rise

to the upkeep of the ordinary motor cycle, but they would
gladly purchase a cycle after the specification in J. Hart
Smith's letter. S. EDGE.

Sir,—With regard to J. Hart-Smith's soecification, " An
sngine developing 1 h.p. actual, slung into a,.Rudge-Whitwortli
de luxe cycle frame."
Perhaps he has forgotten the different stresses and strains

the engine would cause when in use on the road. TTie drive is

not liiie the smooth pedalling of a rider, but a rough gun-like
action instead.

I think that a gear of 13^ to 1 on a long hill would very
likely overheat the engine; so much so that, in spite of

pedalling, the machine would stop. I think that in actual

use a I5 h.p. built into a lightweight motor cycle frame
is about the lowest h.p. for all-round use on the' road.

T. MERINGTON.

Mul!i-pole Sparking Plugs.
Sir,—I notice in your issue of the 21st ult. a letter from

Lodge Bros, and Co. in answ jr to letter signed E. P.
Thomas (page 1370) in wliich they say there is no necessity
to go to the expense Of fitting a double spark magneto, as
)jrecisely the same result can be obtained with an ordinary
magneto and double pole plug. Now the Bosch Ma-gneto Go.
have already told us in The Motor Oi/clc. that an ordinary
magneto used witii a double pole plug will cause damage
to the armature winding. As both the above mentioned
firms happen to be experts, may I ask what the poor layman
is to think? Both firms cannot be correct, so perhaps they
will be so good as to tell us poor seekers after knowledge
whether a double pole plug used with an ordinary magneto
does or does -not injure the armature windiig and i/n:

rca.wns. ONE OF THE SEEKERS.'-

Where to Pay Local Taxation Licences.
Sir,—As a London man, I wish to make some little

protest against Mr. W. H. Browne's letter. I am in agree-
ment with his desire to penalise the " unclean connties^,"

but, as far as London is concerned, the matter is on- a
different' footing. The cost of maintaining the Metropolitan
Police is partly borne by the London County Counnil.

but beyond this the London county authority has no control

whatever over the Metropolitan Police District (extending
from Esher on the west to Dartford on the east). The
responsibility for police trans rests entirely on the Imperial
Government (the Home Office, T believe) in general .and

the Superintendent of the Metropolitan Police in particular.

There is no reason, therefore, why licences shoiiltl not be
taken out in London, as the county authorities camiot
reduce the number of police tra|)s.

.

I believe also that in the matter of ten-mile limits the
L(juilon County Council h.is been nnsympatheUc to the

appeals fi'oni the local boroughs for unnecessary ached uling.

PHILIP s: WHITE.

,Sir,—Every motorist, 1 think, will agree that the
;\dviee <'OMtained in Mr. Browne's letter is worth following,

as an organised boycott of the counties in which police traps

are regularly worked is the best niean.'s of forcibly drawing
att,ention to what is a most vindictive practice. According
to the daily papers, the Iradesnien in Gc-lalming are
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beginning to feel the eifects of the boycott instituted by the
motorists in tlie district, owing to tlir traps in the town,
and have applied to the council to do away with the sama.
If a boycott of the county councils themselves were bs-ought
about, I should say more notics would be taken of, it, as
the councils would lose the noney, whereas, m the instance
quoted, the tradesmen suffer, who are not responsible for the
trapping.

^With regard to the county of Derbyshire, which is

given in Mr. Browne's list, I can say the police methods
could well be taken as a model by other countries, especi-
ally those in the South, as I do not know of any traps or
prosecutions simply for exceeding the limit. A few cases
of dangerous driving have been taken up, and in these it has
been pruvta beyond doubt that the drivers were to bar .

As secretary ot the Derby and District JI.C.C, I have on
all occasions oeen titaic. wit the utmost courtesy by police
officials when arranging triajs, hill ;;limbs, etc., "in the
district.

I do not know whether the postal' officials undertake to
forward receipts for licences, but I make the offer to
motor cyclists residingm trap infected districts, that if

revenue forms, duly filled up and signed, be sent to me
(13, Wilson Street, Derby), with covering cheque or postal
order, I will undertake to pay same here and forward official
receipt. A. B. BENNETT.

Hon. Sec. Derby and District M.C.C.

Proposed Abolition of Cut-outs.

Sir,—I have ridden a lot this summer «'ith a 1911
3i h.p. and side-^ar of popular make, and have- had many
an enjoyable run, but if my " cut-out," which is only
necessary to use on hills, Avere made illegal those hills
A^ould become impossible. I quite agree that a powerful
machine with an open exhaust can be, and frequently is. a
nuisance to other road users and the public generally, but
there can be no doubt that the poor owner of a 3^ h.p. and
sidecar, if his "cut-out" be prohibited, will find it

impossible to use his sidecar. E. J. WEIGHT.

Handicapping Club Competitions.

Sir,—Is there any workable nietliod of handicanping
successful competitors in hill-climbing competitions? In our
club, of about 100 members, we know for a certainty that
our six hill-climbing competitions this year will be won
by not more than five members. It must be admitted they
are all real good tip-top men, capable of holding their owii
with .the best, but a club is not run for the benefit of
anyone or a dozen members, but for the whole body. When
there are such good men in a clubr it is useless for the
average rider to compete. He has absolutely no chance at
all, and rtever will have until some workable form of handi-
capping is universally adopte-l. C. B. ROBINSON,

Hon. sec. Westmorland M.C.C.

The Tyre World.
' Sir,

— '" Ixioii," in his •' Occasional Cummeuts," touches
upon one of the most vital forehead-creasing troubles in the
motor cycle world, viz., suitable tyres. It is apparent that
the muck lauded types standardised by nearly all motor cycle
manufacturers are totally unsuited to the genera! requirements
jf users who claim to do any long distance riding.
Why will not these manufacturers fit wearable covers,

whicb can be honestly recommended, and be part and parcel
of their productions ?

Whes will they wake up to the fact that a reallv good hard-
working cover, listed, fitted, and advertised as a coadjunct,
will tend to sell their machines?
There is no reason to run round the world and back again

to seek the reason of many of these firms fitting unwearable
and cheap covers. The fact is that they buy in the cheapest
market, and when tlie machine is sold, their liability, as far as
tyres are concerned, becomes a negligible one. Any ensuing
trouble has either to be taken up against the tyre manu-
facturer bv the motor cyclist, or his agent.
In the Ia5t Six Days' Trials the " penny wise and pound

foolish " policy of fitting cheap and nasty tyres was painfully
plain to see. The writer was present and saw two competitors
ictuallv wear out five of these unsuitable covers during the
1,000 odd miles. FREDK. J. THISTLETFWAITE.

^O

Hjll-climbing.

Sir, -ilr. A. Newman suggests a tour for Mr. Frank
Smith's Clyno and sidecar, and, amongst other places, he
includes Honister Pass. I suppose he knows the road oi

else he would not mention it, but he might as well ask
Mr. Smith to ride up Great Gable. I know the Butter-
mere district, and ha^-e frequently walked up and down
Honister, and only last Easter I helped to turn a 90 h.p.
racer round whicli had failed to get up. The road is at
least eight inches deep in loose slag, and it is absolutely
impossible for any motor vehicle to climb it from the
Buttermere side, at least in my opinion. I do not think
i\lr. Newman is quite sporting in asking Jlr. Smith to
accomplish the impossible.

FAIR PLAY IN ALL THINGS.
"

How to Prevent Side-slip.

Sir,—^I have read your interesting article on the above,
but have never seen mentioned the advantages in grease
of a free engine w-hen handle-bar controlled.

I find that when riding over a specially greasy patch, and I

wish to reduce the speed of the motor cycle, it is very much
better to slip the clutch and race the engine a little rather
than check the speed of both the engine and cycle by raising
the exhaust valve. I suppose gyroscopic action must come
into play ; at all events it arrests the slip of the road wlieels

and steadies the machine immediately. I may say I have
my clutch control fitted on the right handle-bar grip and
the exhaust lifter on the left, so that if the noise of the
explosions gets unpleasant when engine is running free, I

simply raise the lifter and the engine continues to revolve
without noise. This gives a verv nice control.

GUY WROWE.

Sir,— I see in Tlit Mutor Ci/ih: of tlie 21st ult., a piioto-

graph of iliss Hobson, who savs she believed there is only
one other lady in Lincolnsliire who rides a motor cycle. I am
enclosing you a photograph of myself and 2J h.p. Douglas
(gentleman's model) which I have been riding since last July.

Miss Nellie Drury and her diamond-frame Douglas. She is supposJd to

be the third lady motor cyclist in Lincolnshire.

Durmg that time I have ridden about 1.500 miles, my longest

journey being on July 23rd, when I rode from Sturton-by-Stow
to Y'armouth. a distance of 131 miles, in eight hours.

I find no difficulty ui managing the machine, having had the

saddle removed and a seat fixed on the carrier. I have also

had guards fixed over the belt and engine. As regards dress,

I think an ordinary walking skirt and long mackintosh quit,e

suitable. T agree with Miss Hobson that many more ladies

would join the ranks if they only knew ,liDw simple and
fascinating a motor cvcle really is.

NELLIE DRURY.



Tolls and Taxes.

Sir,—I should like to express my approval of the remarks
of " C.R. 10^0 " in your last issue. At the time of the

naval review at Spithead I aud a few friends motored to

Portsmouth. We went from Southampton by way of the

Bursledon Bridge and paid the toll of 3d. each. Being
strangers to the district, we were unaware that a retuin

ticket could be obtained for 4^d., neither were we en-

lightened. We were very surprised upon our return the
same day to find another 3d. per head demanded, as we
certainly thought thai one payment would take us through
upon both occasions. I think, with your correspondent,
that it is high time such impositions as these were
abolished,

'
' THOS. C. OWEN. -

Lubrication Systems.

Sir,—In your recent article on lubrication systems you men-
tion some disadvantages of the splash system as applied to the
internal fly-wheeled engine big ends.
Now in an external flywheel engine two of these dis-

advantages are eliminated. The big end dips right into

the oil at every revolution, thus getting far better lubrica-

tion than if flywheels were thei'e to fling the oil away. Also
t-he balance weights of the single piece crankshaft dip.

throwing enough oil on to the cylinder walls. Again, owing
to there being uo internal flywheels, there is hardly any
I)o\ver absorbed by internal friction of theoil.
Take an internal flywheel engine, remove cylinder or

piston, and revolve the engine by hand, taking hold of the
top end of connecting rod, and if the crank case has the
usual amount of oil in it. quite an appreciable resistance

will be felt, while it the crank case be dry and no oil on
the flywheels it is surprising how much more easily the
engine revolves.

i\ow take the grooving of big-end bushes. M,y idea of

lubricating the big end is to get the oil there and keep it

there, and not allow it to escape by other grooves, like

one engine I know, which has the bearing .surface of the
big end I'educed almost by a third by a number of spiral

oil grooves. The oil is supposed to get in by one end of

the grooves, and what does_get there travels through the
spirals out to the other end bush. This. I think, is an
absurd arrangement, because the oil should stay in the
bearing, and should only escape after having lubricated
the surface of crank pin and bush. ,

One system of oil grooves which I used with great success

was to drill the connecting rod with two holes from tlie

top (of big end), leading to two horizontal grooves half-way
down the bush, these grooves having bliad ends. The oil

got there, of course, and only escaped after doing useful
work, lubricating the bearing properly.

The size of big-end bearings is not sufficient, too, W'hen
we realise thai the present-day big end is about the same
size as the old De Dion tricycle engine, it is absurd lu

imagine t1iat these bearings will wear properly when we
load them to the extent of another 50% h,p. This, of
course, is leaving out the question of bearing material,
lubrication, and engine speed.
One thing whichj. am sorry to see discarded is plain

bearing.* for the engine-shaft. I. certainly thiidi that engines
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used to run more sweetly than those fitted with ball bear-

ings, as there was a certain cushioning effect with the

former, whereas witti the latter I think engines have a\

certain an.ount of "ring" about. them caused by ball bear-

ings. It is not an" unknown thing for a ball race to come;
loose in the crank case. Then what is to be done? Either

try and find another ball race which is a better fit, or

fake the old one. by nickel plating it for instance, so as to

make it a tight fit.

It would be interesting to hear the opinion of riders of

external flywheel engines and others on the above points.

AMATEin^.

The Quality o£ Modern Tyres.

Sir,—With regard to correspondence on the quality of

modern' tyres. 1 purchased recently a heavy studded tyre,.,'

guaranteed for 3,000 miles. After a 600 miles tour I found
the studs worn away. I wrote the makers for an explanation,

but receiving no answer wrote again, and am still waiting
and this is the way they carry out their promises.

J. S. TURNER.

A Suggestion for Sec o id-hand Sales.

Sir,—A ditticu'iy o'ieii arises When one, as a priv-ate

advertiser, is disposing of a motor cycle, as the purchaser
seldom brings the amount in cash, and in dealing with
s.ra.-gers ii is unwise to accept a cheque. Quite recently I

advertised a machine for sale in The Motor Cycle, and a
gentleman travelled a long distance by ti'ain to inspect it.

He decided to buy, but the amount being between £50 and
£50, naturally could not hand mc the purchase price in

cash, and although, as far as appearances went, everything
wa."; in his favour, I could not Bring myself to accept his

cheque ; we theiefore decided upon the following plan. The
cheque was handed to me, and the machine deposited with
the proprietor of a well-known garage, to whom we both
handed our visiting cards, and the undertaking was entered
into that the machine was not to be released except in the
presence of both parties, an appointment being fixed for

t'lree Invs Inter. I" the meantime, the cheque was cleared,
the appointment duly kept, and the machine handed over

-^to its new Owner. I daresay quite a number of holes might
be picked in the arrangement if viewed from a strictly
legal standpoint, and one of them would be that we could
aiot make the garage proprietor responsible. The plan
worked excellently, however, in our case, and it might, we
thought, be acceptable to other persons placed in a similar
situation. The advertisement ajDpeared on a Thursday
morning and the machine was sold the. same day, while on my
rtturu home a caller was waiting, purch.ase money in hand,
and I subsequently received several additional offers.

i

SATISFIED,.;

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE. '

"Pedal Cyclist" wishes to warn readers not to fill the,
carbide containers of combined lamps or separate generators,
more than half full at -most. He has seen several motor
cyclists All the container without allowing for expansion, with
the result that the decomposed carbide formed into a solic),

practically, gas-tight mass, thus choking the -gas- outlet's.

•mmmmmmMmmammmmmummmmmMmmmmammmmmmmmmmm
Tho motor cycle section ol the Coventrv and Warwickshire M.C. assembled for (lie " Yulotide " run Inst Sa-urday.
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A selection of questions of general
interest received from readers and our
replies thereto. All queries should

r be addressed to the Editor, "The
: Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.,

and whether intended for publication
or not must be accompanied by a
stamped addressed envelope for reply.

'

The Steepest Hills.

SWill you oblige me by giving
a list of the first tour steepest

, main road t«st hills in England as

tar as known?—A.H.D.
Four ot the steepest bills in this country

are : Sutton Bank, maximum gradient 1

in 3.96; Uraen How Hill, about 1 in 4
{both these are in Yorkshire) ; Birdlip,

near Gloucester, about 1 in 5 ; Porlock,
Somerset, 1 in 3.4.

Tbe Use o( a Release Valve.

' Will you kindly answer these
questions? (1.) What is a release
valve for in crank case ? Is it

necessary? (2.) Is -[Vin. too
much clearance between e.xhaust

and tappet? (3.) Can I start a 5 h.p.

twin, free engine (on engine-shaft), mag-
neto ignition, 'with a handle ? If not,

- why?—L.A. 2435.

(1.) A release valve serves to get rid of
compression in the crank case. JMost of
the pressure in the crank case is released
so that oil is not blown through the bear-
ings. (2.) Yes. The clearance should be
a-bout .j^in. (3.) It is very difficult to start
a V-type twin with a handle on the engine-
shaft, because unless the handle be geared
up it is almost impossible to turn tbe
engine fast enough to enable a motor cycle
magneto to give a sufficiently strong spark
tp ignite the charge.

Magneto Tiiring.

Would you kindly inform me
on the following points : (1.) The
Bosch Co. say, when the piston is

at the top dead centre of com-
pression stroke, the distance be-

" tween the trailing edge of the armature
.» and the pole piece that it is leaving
''. should be 5 mm. Where is the arma-

,: ture when the highest tension is gene-

. ; rated, as I wish to make the points

i break at that particular point ? (2. ) I

.'have been riding a Chater-Lea-Lagonda
; this season; now I have bought a new
' two-speed Humber. I gave the old

machine in part payment. Can I use
the same registration letter and numljer

• . on my machine?

—

Anxious.

(1.) Y'ou will not go far wrong if you set

tiie magneto as pointed out to yoii by the
Bosch Co. For information regarding the
maximum position of the armature, which
we presume you require to know, we refer
you to " Motor Cycles and How to
Alanage Them," fourteenth edition, pages
57, 58, and 59. This book can be obtained
from these offices, price -Is. 2d. post free.

(2.) No, you would have to cancel the
registration of your old macMne, and, if

you wish to retain your old number, ask
leave to have this number allotted to your
new machine.

'!>7

f?

shire)

J.H.

Your best route would be as follows : St.

Helens, Ormskirk, Preston, Clitheroe,
Gisburn, Skipton, Ilkley, Otley, Harro-
gate, to Starbeck. The distance would be
approximately eighty-two miles. The
route we have given you avoids most of
the big towns

Colchester to Bristol.

I have often seen details of
cross-country routes given in
your paper in answer to corre-
spondents. I should be obliged if

you could let me know if there
is a road from here (Colchester) to

Bristol avoiding London. I have done
the journey through London several
times, but it is not a ride that I should
care to do at this time of the
year.—LB 963.

Your best route would be as follow-s

:

Colchester, Braintree, Bishop Stortford,
Ware, Hertford, Hatfield, St. Albans,
Watford, Rickmansworth, Denhara, Ux-
bridge, to Coliibrook, where you find

yoorself on the Bath Road. Then you
continue through Maidenhead, Reading,
Hungerford, Marlborough, Calne, Chip-
penham, to Bristol.

St. Hjlens to Starbeck.

As pn old reader of your
paper, 1 shall be obliged if you
will inf01 m me the best way
from here (St. Helens) to Star-
beck (near Harrogate, York-

Kindly also give distance.

—

The Calthorpe two-speed countershaft gear, which
is driven by a short chain, the final tratlsmission

being by belt, as shown. The gear wheels are
always in mesh, and engagement is eflected by
means of internal expanding clutches brought into

operation by a long lever at the side of the tank.

-<:y

Correspondents are urged to write

clearly, and on one side of the paper
only, numbering each query separately
and keeping a copy, for ea^e of refer-

ence. Letters containing legal queries
should be marked " Legal " in the left-

hand corner of envelope, and should
be kept distinct from questions bearing
on technical subjects.

Two-speed Single and Sidecar.

(1.) I am purchasing a 1910

3^ li.p. Bradbury two-speed
machine and am looking out for

a sidecar for use with same. (2.)

I should much prefer a coach built

car similar to Messrs. Mead and
Deakin's Canoelet sidecar. I am told,

however, that this is too heavy for

the machine and should be glad to

know your opinion on the matter. (3.)

I do not want to go in for a high-

power machine, as the main use I shall

have for it will be solo riding to and
. from business every day, and it will

only he on comparatively rare occasions

that I shall use the sidecar.—H.B.S.
,

(1.) With a two speed motor bicycle you
should be able to climb most hills, but of

course, with a 3^ h.p., you have not much
reserve of power. (2.) The Canoelet side-

car weighs 77 lbs., which is not at all

excessive ; 90 lbs. being not unusual.

(3.) As you intend to Use the inauhine

chiefly for solo work, we feel sure you will

be able to manage satisfactorily.

Choosing a New Machine.

(1.) Do you think the Arno 3^
h.p. fitted with a Sturmey-
Archer three-speed gear, free

engine, strong enough to take

a Montgomery sidecar, driver,

and passenger, combined weight 18

stones, up any hill round about Shef-

field? (2.) "Do you think the Arno
method of fastening the engine to the

frame reliable? (3.) Would you pre-

fer a two or three-speed on this machine
for the work for which I require it?

(4.) Which start do you think is ths

best—pedal, handle, or kick? (5.) For
changing gears which would you advise,

foot change or handle-bar?—H.B.

We have a good opinion of the machine
about which you specially enquire, and
think it would suit your purpose. (1.)

The machine shoulo certainly be powerful

enough to take a sidecar fitted with the

three-speed gear mentioned. (2.) The
method of attaching the engine to the

flame is quite reliable. (3.) There is no
doubt that the three-speed gear would be

the more efficieat, as the intermediate gear
IS of great advantage, but probably the
two-speed would be slightly more substan-

tial. (4.) The advantages of pedal or kick
starting are that it is more certain, and no
Icose handle need be carried. (5.) It is

merely a matter of what tho rider is used
to—some prefer the foot and some tho
hand. Tbe Bowden gear has both
methods. The Stiirmey-Archer levsr is on
the top tube.
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Bur4on-on -Trent to Portsuiouth.

[^ Will jou kindly > !ige bv giving

1^1 me. tlie" best routes from Burton-
LD on-Trent to Portsmoutli ?^P.L.C.

You will find the following routes suitable :

Burton - on - Trent, Ashby - de - la - Zoucb,

Atherstone, and along Watling Street

to the "Three Pots" Inn, then turn to

tlie right through Wolvey to Coventry.

In this way you avoid the miles of trams

at Bedwprth and beyond. On viA

Southam, Banbury, Oxford, Didcot,

Abingdon, Newlnuy, Winchester, Bishop's

Waltham, Farehaiii, Cosham, to Ports-

mouth. ,
Return via Cosham, Petersfield,

Greatham, Alton, Basingstoke, Aldermas-
ton, follow Bath Road almost to Theale,

where turn to left via Pangbourne, Streat-

ley, Wallingford, Oxford, Banbury, War-
wick, Kenilworth, Stonebridge, Colesliill,

Lichfield, Alrewas, to Burton-on-Trent.

The roads should be fairly good.

Registration lor Short Periods.

My brother resides permanently
in the South of France, and rides

a Douglas. He is coming over to

England for a holiday and bring-

ing his motor with him for three

weeks, and then returns to France.

Which is the best road route to St.

]\[alo from St. Jean d'Angely_ (which
is in Charente Inferieure) ? 1 under-

stand he does not carry a registration

number in France at all. Must he
register on the English system whilst

over here, or would a simple " F " plate

be in order ?—C.P.

The best route would be through Niort,

Fontenay, Chantonnay, Montaign, Nantes,
Bain, Rennes, and St. Malo. It would be
worth while your brother becoming a

touring member of the Auto Cycle Union.
Unless he exhibits French registration

numbers and an international plate, he
will have to carry British numbers, pay
registration fee of 5a,, and the £1 local

ta.xation licence.

Transfer of Numliers.

I have been reported for riding

^_| a machine with false numbers and
"j. I for not having it registered.

_LJ Herewith are full particulars of

my case:. In November, 1910, I

look out a registration No. C 869 for a

J'." and .M. .machine. In May, 1911, I

sold .the machine on the condition that
(lie purchaser should take but a fresii.

nuiiilier, and I should retain my old

iuiniber, as I was about to buy a. more
up-to-date- P. and M. machine, which 1

• did, and fixed my ol4 No. C859 on llic

second machine. Now what I waiit to
know is whetlier I am light or wrong
in doing as stated?—L.B.

'I'he trouble seems to be due to the fact

that you did not inform the authorities

that you had sold tlio machine, and that
they wero to cauccl the rogistralinn

thereof. Tlierc is no qnesfion of .selling tin'

niaohine on condition that the purcliiiscr

.should take out a fresh number. You are
<!rilitled by law to cancel the regiHtration,

;i[]d I lie. purchaser has then no iiltornalive

but to take out a fresh number. If you
then write to the authorities and ask le;ivc

to rclain your old nunihois they will |n'o-

bably agi'eo to your ro()uest. Wc should
I'CGoinnicnd you to write to the supciiri

tendeut, or chief constable, and tiill him
the facts of tlio case, and Ihal you artrd

enlircly in ignoiaiu e.

Horse-j)Ower of Twins.

(1.) The 60x76 -J.A.P. twin
^ri engine is described by the Match-

^ less Company as 3 h.p. and by
-U the P.V. firm as .3^ h.p. Now if

the former be correct it would be
1-llth more powerful than the Douglas
2| h.p. 60 X 60 ; if the latter be correct

it WQuld be 3-llths more powerful.
Now I wish to buy a twin that will

be at least J h.p. more than the
Douglas, but I would not change for

a paltry 1-llth. (2.) Could you give me
the names Of firms who supply 5^, 3|,
and 4 h.p. twins of good make? Theue
is a remarkable absence of medium
powered twins, in the list' recently

published by you. (3.)" W''ould the belt

tension be the same for all positions
,
of

the back wheel while "springing" on.
the P.V.?—J.H.J.

(1.) The nominal horse-power given by
makers is not much guide unless the
size is known. You may take it that the
power of a motor cycle engine varies as

the capacity. This is iiot absolutely true,

as the compression ratio, number of

revolutions, size of valves, etc., all have
an influence on the matter, but as these

do not vary very considerably they may
be ignored without serious lesults. (2.) Iha
J.A.P. engine you refer to is 430 c.c,

Douglas, Humber, and Centaur 340 c.c,

Enfield 343 c.c, Forward 344 c.c, N.S.U.
395 c.c, Wulfruna and Slartin Racer
498 c.c, Scott 535 c.c, and Premier
548 c.c. So if we reckon the Douglas
as 2| h.p., the J.A.P. would be nearlj'

3-^ h.p; ; as a matter of fact both engines
give considerably more. Twins are

generally made as lightweights under
350 c.c or heavyweights 5 h.p. and
upwards. (3.) The belt tension will vary
slightly, but the variation will not be
appreciable. The machine is most com-
fortable to ride.

?

JANUARY 4fh, 1912.

Compression Increased by Longer Piston,

I should like to know if you can
advise me on the following points.

I have an old Minerva 2 h.p.,

70 X 75 mm., a.o.i.v.., which
used to - run - very- well until I

had the cylinder reground ajid new
pistons and rings' fitted.' The cylinder
has a separate liead, -and when the
head of cylinder., is removed the piston

. appears for a quarter of an iaeh above
the top of the cylinder. . The timing"
and compression are right,, and the car-

buretter which used to. run ifc so well
will only . produce ten miles per hour'-

I cannot get any 'more or any less. I

might say that the old piston came
flush with top of cylinder. \Wovdd the
new piston coming a' qukrter of an inch

• higher affect the engine to this
extent ? as I ani told it has altered the
cubical capacity of- engine:^-D.AiP.

From what you say- it is evident tha.t a

,
longer piston has been fitted. This does
not alter the cubic -capacity which depends
upon- the .bore- and stroke, but has con-
siderably increased the compression ratio.

This will seriously affect the running,
and w'e should advise you to obtain a

piston of the same length as the old one.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences

of others with various motor cycles or accessories
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in
which the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor.

" CM." (Perth).—2i, 3, and 3^ h.p. Lin-
coln Elk. With and without sidecar.
"F.C.B." (Eastbourne).—7-9 h.p. Indian.

Reliability and petrol consumption.
"D..J." (Portadown).—2i h.p. Lincoln-

Elk. Reliability and hiU-climbing. Also
Shamrock-Gloria belts.

"E.C.S." (Worthing).—Triumph new
foot control of ignition.

Misi Pauline Chase christening a new molor bicycle before proceeding to the Duke of York's Theatre to resume
her pari of Peter Pan. Miss Chase has played the ick nearly a thousand limes.
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Comparisons are Odious-
but we really feei compelled to give you a packet this week.

We are being deluged with enquiries week by week, since the

Show, asking what we can allow on various machines in part

payment for others, either new or seccnd-hand. We note

that some firms are offering the most ridiculous prices for old

machines, in part payment for new or second-hand ones. The
prices that they are offering are such as they really cannot afford

to allow except by deluding the customer. Their system appears

to be offering to allow big prices, subject to approval, and the

innocent customer sends his machine up, expecting to get this

wonderful allowance ; instead of that, he gets a letter stating

that they regretfully inform him that they cannot possibly

make the allowance, as, now they have seen it, it is not

worth as much as they anticipated by some £10 or £15. If,

as has been the case in several instances that we know
of, they decline ihe.r offer, then the prospective customer

has the carriage to pay back, either to his own place,

or to "Hitchen's of Morecambe

—

that is, to the man who does

not offer any fancy prices, but who names within a trifle of

what he is actually prepared to allow, and who also offers

this option, in the case of first-class machines, that if the

deal cannot be put through, the machine will be returned to

you CARRIAGE PAID. On the other hand, they may allow

their fancy offer to stand, but you will find that what they

allow more than the fair value of the Motor Cycle is added
twice over to the actual value of the Motor Cycle you are

about to purchase, so in the end you get done, as of course

they don"t allow you to return the Motor Cycle and have your
money back, as is the case v;ith Hitchen's.

Then again, you pick up the papers and read perhaps
that one of these firms will Send you anything you like, from

a Sparking Plug to a Motor Cycle, on approv?.!, on receipt of

the cash, and from this yr'U naturally conclude that if you
don-t like the machine, you are at liberty to send it back,

and have your monpy back, as with Hitchen's. but, when you
come to try it you find, to your sorrow, that it is not so,

but that it simply means they are only prepared to exchange
It for another. They have got your money, and you have to

lake v/hat they iiku, and you keep on paying carriage time
after time.

With Hitchen's, you have- it straight from the s'noulder

week after veek : if anything you get from us does not suit

you. return it within three days and HAVE YOUR MONEY
BACK IN FULL. !f, however, you live so far off that it is

impossible to send a machine back so as to arrive within

three days, we are prepared to extend the approval period t(<*|

six days. Wc don't ask you to send the machine back and
exchange it for another, unless it is your wish to adopt this

course, but we simply send the money back IN FULL, and
you can then have a packet with some other firm.

ALL our machines are guaranteed to be in perfect

RUNNING ORDER, as we keep expert mechanics on the job

to make them so, if they are not in order when they come to us.

By the bye, we are contracting agents for P. & M.'s, Scotts,

Zeniths, Pats. Matchless, Humber, Douglas. Clyno. Bradbury,
Premier, A. C, Morgans : also can supply Rudge, Hobart. B.S.A.,

Triumphs, Enfield, A.S.L., and any other good machine on best

of terms. Cash, deferred, and exchange.

We have several New Lists just come in from the printer.

Send a postcard stating your wants, also ask for any advice

you may want.

You cannot h.ave forgotten the address

—

Morecambe, Lancashire.

(Trr ^ '

MATCHLESS
"The Passenger Machine"

That takes you out and brings you
home again with the speed of an
Express Train, and the quietness of

a ;^i,ooo car.

Weeks' Delivery from
date of Order Guaran-
teed.

Spare Parts in
Stock for En-
*''"" Gear, and
Machine.

For Immediate Delivery.

1912 8 h.p. Passenger Model 70 guineas.

1912 6 h.p. T.T. Roadster Model 54 guineas.

REPAIRS. EXCHANGES.

ALL

^

"The Only Authorised AGENTS"—

The LONDON MATCHLESS MOTOR CYCLE AGENCY
184, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.

^

40/- Rubber-Stud Covers.
A few Shop-soiled to clear at

22/6 each

NET CASH WITH ORDER. APPROVAL.
Not damaged or old stock. They carry same guarantee

as ordinary new goods.

ORDER AT ONCE OR YOU WILL LOSE A GREAT BARGAIN.

FOX (Dept. D.), 30, John Bright Street, BIRMINGHAM.

In answering Ihese advcrtiscmrnts it is desirable to mention '" T7ie Motor Cycle.'
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

I

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 14 words or less 1/6, and Id. per word

after. Eacli paragraph is charged separately.

Name and address must be counted. In the

case of Trade Advertisements a series ol

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should he

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to tne offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters shou.d be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Xudor Street, E.C.), by

the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

AU letters relating to advertisements should

state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the atlvertisements are classified into dis-

tricts, as many readers Uke to know what machines are

for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before going

further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

SECTION I.

Cumberland, Durham, andNorthumberland,
Westmoreland,

SECTION II.

Vork and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,

Warwick.
SECTION V.

Norfr,lk, Suffolk, CambridKe, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.

V\'orCMt(;r, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth.
Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SI-XTION VII
Clouci'ster, O.tford, nuckinghara, Berks, Wilts and Hants

Channel Islan.ls.

SECTION VIII.

II<ilford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex

SECTION IX
'jMerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
.^r.,tl-.nd.

SECTION XI.
Ireland and Isle of Man. ..

V^^^
OFFER MORE &

GREATER
ADVANTAGES
TO MOTOR
CYCLE
PURCHASERS
THAN ANY
OTHER HOUSE.You can prove It by

asking for our To-day's

LIST, which includes—

ii.p. £
47+8. -2^ 1911 Dougirs 30
4749- si 1908 Brown 15
475S. si ig 1 1 Single-speed Number 30
4775. 2I igii 2-speed Enfield 35
4777. 5-6 1910 4-cylinder F.N 30
4784. 3* igji T:T. Ariel 30
4786. 4i igio Twin Minerva 22 10
4792. 5-6 1911 4-cylinder F.N 35

4793- 3+ 191 1 Bat 35
4700. 34 1910 P. & M 42
4738. S 19 1 1 Chafer-Lea No. 7 and eoaeh-

built Sidecar 70 gns.

4738. 3^ 1909 P. & M. and Sidecar 38 gns.

4741. 3! 1910 Ariel, variable gear .... 30 gns.

4742. 3i 1908 Triumph and Sidecar 30
4745. 2I 1911 3-sp. New Hudson 35
4731. 3* 1911 2-so. Humber 36
4733. 6 19'*'^ ^ '^^ '^''"''»^-Lia and Sidecar 40
4729. 2i 1910 Roval Enfeld 24
4730. 2 1910 Moto-Rsve 21

4727. 3I 1911 Kerry-Abingdon 32 10
4723. 3* 1908 Triumph 27 10
4722. 2j 1911 Douglas 32 10
4720. 3i igio 2-speed Number 30
4719. 2I 1911 Douglas 30
4603. 3J 1910 standard Triumph 35
4605. 5-6 1910 4-cyl. F.N 25
4607. 3i 1911 Kerry-Abingdon 32
4707. 3^ igro Lincoln-Elk 23
4706. 2i 1911 Lady's Motosacoche 29
4701. 2| igog Twin N.S.U 20
46g9. 3i 1910 2-5peed Number 30 gns.

4692. 4I igog 4-cvl. F.N 20
46.8g. 3* 1910 Tourist Rex 28 10
4686. 3I igit Zenith Gradua 42 10
4677. 3i 1910 Bradbury 30
4685. 3* 19 J I 2-speed Number 37 10
4670. 3j igri Bradbury 35
4420. 3J igii F.E. Premier 40 gns.

3894. ijigioF.E. Motosacoche 22 10
4308. 7 1910 2-speed V.S. and Sidecar . . 40 gns.

The largest stock of Up-to-date Motor Cycles
ever gathered under one roof, including igiz
models, which all desire but few can get. New
19 II models of the most famous makes; and
genuine second-hand machines overhauled and
put in perfect repair. h,very macluue fuUy
guaranteed and certain to satisfy.

SEND DETAILS OF YOUR USED MOTOR
CYCLE AND RECEIVE OUR LIBERAL
CASH OFFER FOR SAME IN PART PAY-
MENT OF A NEW M.-\CHINE.

9, SHOE LANE,
FLEET ST., LONDON, E.G.

'riionc:

5777 Holbom.
Wires

:

" Opificer, London."

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may b©

Addressed to numbers at "'The Motor Cycle'* Office,

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear in
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, *' Nb.
000, c/o The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or ii " London "

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/O
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

MTDEPCSIT SYSTEM,
Person-s who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays

carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 m
value, a deposit fee, of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under

£10 the' fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to IlifEe and Sons Limited,

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication th t the ocds Bdvertised have

already been disposed of. Ad'ertisers cften reccise so

many enquiries that it is quite impcssible to reply to each

one by pest.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION L

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

1 QIO Free Engine EsceI<sior, a splendid machine;
*.»? ( fEers or exchange for twin.—Bone. Wycombe St-,

L)arliiig1ion.

31.h.p. Triumph, magneto, b.b-c, just been overhauled;
2 £18, a bargain—Turvey and Co-, The Motor

i'Mise, Sunderland-

3ih.p. Triumph, 1907, Tritb 1910 cylinder and piston,
2 magneto and h b c. ; .£23 to clear.—Turvey and

Co., The Motor House, Sunderland.

3ih.p. Royal Enfield Twin Lightweight, new Ju,ne,
4 1910, in grand runnin?,' order ; £24. bargain.—

Turvey and Co-, The Mutor Hou^e, Sunderland.

Sib. p. 1909 Hex. magneto, Araae carburetter, h.b.c,
2 in grand order; £22 to clear—Turvey and Co.,

The Motor House, Sunderland-

3ih.p. Humber, 1911, only been in u*~e 2 months,- 2-

2 speed gear, practically good as new : a bargain,
£35.—Tuivey and Co., The Motor House, Sunderland.

31.h.p. Triumph, free engine, just delivered ; iinmedi-
2 ate delivery from stock-—Turvey and Co., The

lutcr House, Sunderland-

33.h,p. N.S-U. Twin, magneto, h.b.c. belt tensioncr,
4 spring fork^. sp;ires, perfect condition; £22.—

Llolmes, Dnuster House, Durham.

A .J.S., 2ih.p-, 2-speed. free engine, chain drive, brand
i\. new; list price £46/4, a' rcpt £4ii, or nearest-—
.duir, Yarm Lane Corner, Stockton-

3JLh.p. 1910 N-SU., 2-speed gear model, complete
2 witU sidecar, lamp, and born, in perfect condi-

tion; £37/10.-App!y, Shaw. 39, Eldred St-, Carlisle-

TRUSTY Triumph, 1909. September, perfect condi-
tion inwide and out, Uuun. genera lui, horn, and

numerous spares; £30- — Holmes, Uimtiter Houcie,

IDurbaui.

3h.p. Autonioto, h.b.c. B. and B., 26in. wheels, very
low. spring c^ent pillar, Brm-ks, horn, reliable; for

qui(!k sale £6, or nearest- — Bishoplirigg, Crown St.,

Carlisle.

TRIUMPH, SJh.p. (2/12/07), newly plated and
pnainpIltMl, niv.v Keuipyhall front, new Horn back,

new Derinatiiip belt, hnni, and tools; £26.— Dent, joiner,

Tiinthorpe, Middlcshrongh.

SECTION U,

York and Lancasfiire. •

INDIAN, 7h.p., blue, condition excellent : £47/10—
—Seal and Boll, Southpnrt.

"I 008 Triumph, new Palmer renr. Dnnlr.p belt, a fine

XU mount: £26.—Cru-s. jeweller, RulliLrJ-iini.

lOll Standard Triuiiipb. in tine order, £.';9-. 1911
X*J T.T. Triumph, £37; 1911 Bh.p. 2fpeed Mutch-
ICBfl twin, belt, £60.—CrosH, agent, RotlierhuuL

A2R Til an^wrring theae adve'^'HscmcrUs it is ^/cst/aWe to mention " The Motor Ci/rh,.**
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1912 MODELS 1912
PREMIERS. CKA ER-LEA.
MATCH LESS. ClYNOS.
RUDGES.

Early Deliveries—Best Exchanges.

TRIUMPH, igog, two speeds £37 13
PHANOMEN, 6 h.p. twin, two speeds £35
TWIN REX. 6 h.p., accuTiiiiator ignition £13 10
5h h-P- Twin REX, free engine £11 10
3i h.p. REX, M.O.V., low Duilt £6 18
riilNERVA, Twin. 4A b. p., spring forks £ld 10
N.S.U., 4. h.p,, brand new, .ingle-cylinder,

ideal sidecar machine ; listed £48 £3S
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., twin, two speeds,,

handlestarting, M.O.V., 1911 model . . £43 10
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p^ twin, twd speeds,

1910 £42 10
REX, 3J h.p., spring forks, magneto, h.-b.

control, igog model £22 M
KUMBER, 3J h.p., igog, two speeds,

handle starting, h.-b. control £23 10
REX, 3i h.p., igo8, spring forks, magneto,

h.-b. control, beautiful condilioo .. £15 10
N.S.U., 3^ h.p., two speeds, magneto £19 10
N.S.U., ^t h.p., magneto, good order £16 10
QUADRANT, 3J h.p., magnoto.spring forks £16 10
REX, s h.p.. twin, with forecar £9 10
riS.U., 3* h.p., M.O.V., magneto £15 10
W.S.U„3h.p., M.O.V., niceorder £10
REX DE LUXE, two speeds, magneto,

handle starting, h.-b. control £26 10
ENFIELD, 2ih.p., M.O.V., ace. ignition £9 10
TRIUMPH, 2i h.p £6 10
HOEART, 3 h.p., vertical eni^ine, low .... £810
ROYAL STAR, 2^ h.p.. vertical engine .. £5 10
KERRY, 2^ h.p., 26in, wheels, vertical

engine £8 10
OLYMPIIi, 3j h.p., vertical engine, 26111.

wheels £6 10
PREMIER, 3; h.p.. igi2. three-speed ut-ar £58
PREMIER, 3.^ h.p.. IQ12, three-SDced gear £47 5
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., vertical engine £5 10
ARIEL, 3J h.p., vertical engine, M.O.V.,

26in, wheels, nice condition £8 13

PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.

TRIOARS.
TWIN REX, air-cooled, belt drive. Fit-all

two-speed gear £14 10
STEVENS 4 h.p., single-cylinder, air-cooled

Roc two-speed gear, handle startinii £14 10
TWIN REX, 5 h.p., air-cooled £9 10

CARS.
DAHRACQ, 9 h.p., two-seater £15 15
EAGLE, 14 h.p., four-cylinder, ftve-scater,

two Speeds and reverse £23 13
NUMBER, 5i b.p., iwo-seater. bucket

seats, two speeds and reverse £13 10
PHCENIX, 8 h.p.,- two-cylinders, magneto,

hoods, screen, and lamps £55

IVHSCELLANEOUS.
Darracq Chassis, with wheels, tyres, steer-

ing gear : ; £5 Q
Gear Box, three speeds and reverse £4 Q
Longuemare Carburetter, h.b. control .... 76
Ditto, B. & B., and Amac 12 ^6

Back WTieel, with Roc 2-speed and zl tyro £5 'q

Twelve Accumulators, want cleaning' each 1 /6
New Pistons, 5i mm. bore each 2/6
New Twin Roc Cylinder, M.O.V 12/6
Good Rigid Sidecar 57/6
Powell and Hannier 276 Lamp 12/6
New 26 X 2i Tubes, with valves 3 '10
Tee Bee Spring Seat-pillar 7/5
Carburetters, Longuemare ancl l-'.N 4 '6

New Araac Carburetter, h.b. control .... 5 '-

Long Handle-bars, drop ends . . 5/6 and 6j'6

Coronet Silencers, up to 5 h.p. . . 33 and 4 '6

XL'Ali Spring Forks , 9 'o
Gripskin Belting, ^in. lOd., I'm. lid., lin. 1 '-

'

Wide Mudguards, 3in. 2,3, 4ln. 2/11 per pair.
Handle-bar Watches, with holders 43
New Sidecar Frame and Wheel 35 '_

Trembler Coils, 6/6 ;
plain 2/11

Powell and Hanmer ^i Lamp « . . 11 .'6

i5 Guinea Lowen Sidecar £5 q
Nearly New Coronet Sidecar £3 iq
New 4^ Sc-ew*cutting Lathe. £9 10 or e.\change.
New 3;.in. Trearlle 'Latlie, £3 or exchange.

Booth's ^otorles,
Keighley MUis, Bedford ^'^«t North, Halifax.

Tel. 1062.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 Q 11 5h.p. Free Engine Indian, new June, 1 911,i^ very little ridden; £45.—Below.

in spk-udid ccn-
-Below.

IQll 5-6h.p. 2-speed Matchless and Coach-built Side-
S~tJ L-ar, 2 F.K.S. lamps, Cowey, Rpare tubes, cover,
valves, etc., good as new; £65.—Balow.

3-speed and free ensiJie.

. been very little used;
Below.

IQll 4h.p. Bat, new Ansust 18th.X^ dition, numerous spares ; £35.

-j Qll 41i.p (86x100) S.P.K,.
JLiJ splendid sidecar nmchine,
cost £55, to ^quick bnyei £33.-

:cod machine, in fine eon

peed Premier, delivered here De
£52.—Below.

1 Q09 F.E. Triumpli. a real
-B-f/ dition; £31.—Below.

1 Qll New 3ih.p,
Xt/ eeuiber 23rd, 1911

1 Qll 3ih.p. Standard Premier, adjustable pulley, ab-
X*^ solntely new; £40.—Pickles, Motor Agents,
Keigbley. Tel.: 259 Kfi^hlej-T

"I Q08 5h-p- Kox, just enamelled, plated, and re-bushed,
Xt./ perfect : £18.-86, Fargate, Shcfliel.l-

LIYEKPOOL Offirial A<ients for dumber and Dot
Henry Whitlock and Co., 40. Hope Si

MOTOR Cycle. 23h.p , exchange for 3Jli-p. engine;
offers.-Letters, 36, Tonbrid^e St., Leedts.

low
Halifax

1 Qll 31.1i.p. 2-?poed Humber. new and unused
Xt/ ca.^h offer accepted.—Collier, Westgale

PRESTON".—Several seeond-hand modern motor cycle>,
all in coed order, guaranteed, for sale or csobange

PRESTON.—Yoiu npw mount fix up new with us and
thuo ensure freedom from motor worries during

1912.

PRESTON.—We 'are sole distrir-t " agents fcr Zenit]>-
Graduas, Rex-Jap, Ivy Precision, etc., but can fix

you up with almost any make, and take your prescul
Qonnt in exchange.-Note addre-;s. the Motor vxvle-
House, 82a, Fisheii^ate [next door to Fishergate Post
Office). Preston.

CLTNOS and Rudgcs, multi-speeds ; deliver Man-h

:

book now to seiyire-—Smith. Motor Agent, Hor-
bury.

T.
PARISH, Bradbury and Dcuglas fpeciali?t, Prcpiton
—Orders being taken; good se.ond-hand machines,

sidecars.

5 h.p. Indian,
sidecar outfit.

1910; £35; lately os'tThauled : gettins
Edward Tiune, Mostyn, Aigburtli

1911, free engine. 5h p-. machine and tyre.-

new condition; £45/10.—Chadwiuk, Cedar St.

Liverpool

INDIAN,

Blackpool.

HALU-'AX.—1911 3ih.p. 2-speed Rex de Luxe, only
used about SCO miles; £39/10, — lb, ^vestgate,

Halifax.

3ih-p. Excelsior, £47 1911 model, everythintr as new.
2 £32; also Whittle, 3x7ft. Sin., 15/-.—1, Crown

St . Chorlcy-

good
Chapel St.,

bars,

Ash-

SCOTT. 1910. 4h.p., 2-.«peed. chain driven,
goin? condition; £35. — Dr. Rces,. CI

Lei,?h, Ltmcs.

TRIUMPH, recently overhauled. 1911 handle-
now tyres, etc-; £26.-103, Waterloo Terrace,

t.in, Preston-

1 QIO 5h.p. Indian, red. tine condition; £37: cx-
X«7 [-lianire 1911 2-speed Douglas-—5, Bank Build-
intj^. Me!t):am

PHELON and Metre [June, 1911}. c;nditioD unusually
gcdd.-done 2,000; £50—Smith, Bank Hou^e,

Tliorner. Leeds.

"I Q08 Triumnb, 2 speeds, now condition, Kempsball
Xt/ reiir. luk- 2 up any hill; £31.—Midgley, Bethel
Rd.. Rotberham-.

"1 Qlli Motii-Rive, 2ih.p., twin, new tyres and belt, in
X*7 excellent condition; £39, or exchange—17, Pee)
St., Accrin.ijton.

1 QIO Premier, 33h.p. twin. Iiura^_ lamp, horn, tools
f( otboard.'i, tine

wri^'^ht, -Stockport-

twin.
condition; £28.—Henshaw, wheel-

1 Q07 Sj^h.p. Trimnpli. magneto, spring
Xt/ tyrt.-, cx' client condition; £20,
Hildcn St.. Bolton.

forks, fitnddrd
or cfler—65,

1Q09 3ih,p. Scott, late. 1910 improvements, splendid!
«> condition, all ai-._e.s^orie3; £28/10--Blackburn,

Atlas Lane, Brigliou^e-

'

MATCHLESS Twin. 6h n., m.o.T-. new August. 1910
perfect; any trl:d ; £42.—F. Carter, 27. TMiitwortl

Rd-, Grangetcwn,- Tcrks- '' "

IQll B-SA.. new, delivered too late for customer;
Xt7 .for iminediate i-'ale ;\-ill accept £39; the chaacc
ji a lifetime.—Hey, Nccmanton.

SCOTT, 1911. brand new, not covered 200 mile;; owner
buying.; car. will accept £59 ; this is a genuine bar-

4iun.—Spence. Ncrfb Parade, Ripon,

ARIEL, 3ih-p . 191i;. and sidecar, free engine, vari-
able gear, Wliittle belt, as new: £45, or sell eepar-

ate.-Butler, 261. KirUstall Rd., Leedti-

_ T.T. James, done 60 only, bargain. £44
fibow model ; new sidecar, £4/10.—Anderson,

James agent, Gorsehill. Stretford, Manchester-

1 QlO: Standard Triumph, like new, free engine clutch:
X*/ sell or 'exchange_for twin_. with_eidec;ar, or any
kind scrap metal.-

FREAK SIDECARS.
We are not making sidecars " Bath " or " Hansom

Cab " pattern, weighing il cwts. Our sidecars
average 53 lbs., are stronger than the clumsy frealis

mentioned above, and 3J h.p. machines can take
tliem comfortably. Wc know what is required.

Model 12.—£7. IModelD.—£712s.6d.

Insiiitclive Cuialogue post free, giving
iUusiraiions and fxiU particulars of all models
of Coronet Sidecars. Every model certain to
satisfy and save money for f-nyers. Full of
improvevtenls. Quick detachable joints.
Latest car pattern mudguards. It'iclcer, cane,
or coach-built bodies. Child's reversible seat.
Excellent upholstei-^y.

NOTE front arm which grips main tube of sidecar,
which is the only correct mechanical luethod

—

nothing lopsided about this attachment.

Delivery from stock to suit TRIUMPHS,
N.S.U.'s, REXES, P. ik M.'s.. BRADBURYS, etc.

Discounts to Agents.

TEE BEE LOW
SEAT-PILLAR,

o/" each.

OREAT CLEARANOE L.INE.
New Dunlops, 28 x 2 and 2^, wired edges .

.

10/6
Dunlops, 28 X 2, beaded, heavy treads 14/9
.'4 X 2 and 2} Beaded Clipper Covers, new .

.

8/6
Dcst QuaUty Butt-eaded Tubes 7/9
i5o New Tubes 26 x z^ 5/11
Kubber-studded Covers, bc^t make 25/-

ENGINES:
4 h.p. Twin N.S.U., with Bosch gear-driven

magneto, brand new from makers £11 10
4 h.p. Twin N.S.U., with magneto £9
i\ h.p. CLEMENT GARRARD pattern . . 27/6
j'h.p. EAFNTR, silencer, etc £3 10
Water-cooled FAFNIR with broken cranli case £110
g h.p. DARRACy, water-cooled £9 10
10 h.p. CLEMENT, two cylinder £12 10

3i h.p. REX, M.O.V £3 10

3i h.p. AuTOMOTO £2 -0
I 2 Cvclone, m.o.v. £1 15

ijh.p. Mi.N'EiiVA £1 8 2j h.p. Brown- ..£35
3 h.p. (Ju.'VDR.ANT £3

I 2} h.p. Minerva £3 5

E.\changes entertained.

MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS- MAGNETOS.
V\ e have a large slock of the best makes Irom

59/6. \our old coil and ace, taken in exchange.

NEW CARBURETTERS FOR OLD.
22/- and your carb. secures a new B. and L.

with h.b. control.

20/- and your carburetter secures a new Amac
with variable jet and h.b. control.

Delivery per return.

1 Q12 3ib.p.

-82, Thorncs Lane, Wakefield.

In ansu-erhxg theae adverti-semenU X i$ desirahle to me-Jition IVie Motor Cycle.'" A29
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£6 6s. model less apron. £6 6s. model with apron.

£7 7s. model. £8 85. model.

26 X 2i Micheliii tyres. Double Cee Springs, Wide
mudguard. Three-point suspension. Dropped bearer

bar if desired. Double stove enamelled.

Guaranteed twelve months. Need we say more ? ? ?

Special New Year Clearance of New, Shop-soiledi

and Second-hand Goods. All reduced. Subject
unsold. Approval; S.S. denotes shop-soiled only.

S.H. denotes second-hand.

GREAT BARGAINS.
PALMER Cord Cover, 650x65 mm., fit

26x2iin. rim, studded; list price,

52 Q ;' our price 39/6 S.S.

DUNLOP, 26x2jin., studded, beaded. .-30/- S.S.
CONTINENTAL Model de Course Cover,

26X 2in ; 20/- S.S.

TURCO, 26 X 2.Un. extra heavy Studded
Cover ."

17/6 New.
ROM Rubber and Sted Studded, 26 x 2 25/- S.S.

G. & J. 28 X ziin. heavy Studded 32/6 New.
CONTINENTAL 26X 2]iu., Fox retread,

studded 15/- S.H.
TURCO 26 X 2in. heavy Studded 17/6 New.
MICHELIN 26x2J,in. Beaded Cover .. 21/- New.
CLINCHER 26 X 2.\ Ribbed tread, heavy,

beaded , 15/- S.S.
AVON 2.^x2in. 7-line, special bargain,,

beaded \8/6 New.
ROM 28 X 2in. combination, steel and

rubber 20 /- New

Accumulators, Fuller, 20 amp., 4 volt

;

list price 17 /G; clear at 8/- New.
liosch Magneto, DA2, single-cylinder,

f^4 i-)S. model, 'cw, but slightly soiled,

perfect spark 60 '-

Long Bars, bkck celluloid covered .... 6/6 New.
Long Bars, plated 5/- New.
Triumph Pattern Herns 3/9 New.
Three-twist Horns, large size 4/- New,
C.A.V. Coils, guarantee! 12 months .... 11 '9 New.
Trinotc Horns, 3 separate notes 8/- New.
liinote Horns, 2 separate notes 6/- New.
Tubular Carriers, btst oufiUly 4/B New.
Footrcsls, plated end pieces .... pair 3/6

LAMPS.
I'.R.S. Lamp, less front, Mangin lens . , 12/6 S.H.
POWELL & HANMEK, separate fi<'ii-

crator, 27/6 line 10 '- S.H.
PORTLAND DE LUXE Lamp only,

3n/- line 14/6 S.S.
I'.R.S., side fixing, Mangin lens 15/- S.H.
1M<.S. "iOfift. beam model, want's front 17/- S.H.
PORTLAND Lamp alone, less glasses . . 5/9 S.S,
Separate (iein;rator type Lamps 6/0 S.S.
RUSHMOKl-: ]Kiltern Lamps, divided

glasses 12/6 S.S
P. & IL self-oiitaincd 17 '6 S.S.
l-.K.S., M mgin lens, as new 17/6 S.H.
M.iiiy other gotnls too numerous to m(-iition. Let

us have your requirements.

< CASH OR EXCn/AiiGE
MAUDES' MOTOR MART
"36 Gt.Portlahd St. LONDON

>^'

J

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE-
1 Q09 Sih.p. Brown spring forks, Brown-Barlow car-
J-*/ buretter, beet fittings, perfect condition; £18, or

p.p'irest ; trial, .appointment.—Milner. Westbonine E.d.,

Selby.

"I tfcOS 3;jli.p. N.S.U., magneto, new belt, and 1in good
X*7 condition. £20; aleo T T. 1911 Bradbury, lamp,
horn, tools, etc., £33.—Dobson, Motors, Bury. Nat.
Tel. : 294

BARGAIN.—1908 5h.p. V-S.. Bosch, Truflault forks,

Whittle belt, B. and ii., in splendid order, except-
ing front cylinder broken: £16/10, or near ofler.~15
Glovei St., Pre?;ton.

1 Oil Premier, £34; 1911 Bradbury, £35; 1910 Tii-
Xe7 umph, £35; 19-10 P. and M., £38; 1912 Xn-
iiuipbs, P. and M.'s, Bradburys, Ivy motor cycles.—T.

Eccd, Nettlesworth.

QEE, Write, or Wire, Geo. Merrick; be's the man for
1^ Bradburys; in stock, Rudge, fi.S-A-, A-J.S.,

NS-TT., and runabouts-—Mexiick' 3 Stores, Lieteihills,

Bradford. Tel.:' 2459.

TRIUMPH, free engine, new August, run 700
miles; owner bouglrt car; .vith lamp, born, etc.;

£47 ; mackintosh suit, 20/-, new.— Graydon. 19, Kensing-
ton Rd., St. Annea-on-Sea.

THREE Ml -i.r Cycles, cheap, good running order;
must-'be Id to make room for new titock; ako !'

and M., 3ih-5 L911, with sidef^r; owner buyinc car.—
350, Waterlqp. ri[iKldnr-fi..'!a.

rQll 23h.p. Enfield, jii^t overhauled by makers, new
*y tyres, all tojls, accessoriepi, host of eparee. tyres,

tubes, chains, Talres, etc; £45, deposit.—No. 9,210,
The Motor Cycle Officer, Coventry.

1 Oi^l Bargains.—BradbuTV, sbcp-soiled. £39; 2ih.p.
JL«J' 2-fipeed F.N., in .splendid order, £32; 35h.p,

Premier, run 150 miles, £35; 14-guinea-MillfoTd castor

cane sidecar, hardly u.-ed, £11/5.-The Brighouf^e Motor
Agency, Bailifle Bridge, Brighouse.

SECTION HI.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

THE North Wales Motor Exchange, Rhosddu, Wrex-
ham. Tel.: 283.

EYERY Machine ^a genuine bargain; we invite' in-

spection-

"I Q12 Free Engine Rudge, uncrated ; fir-st cheque £55.

jQll 3;h.r. James, CAP. carburetter, Jones epeed-
X *J oineter, Lucas headlight ; £40.

"IQIO Royal Enfield, only done 500 miles: £25.

N.S.U., 3shp-, 1910 machine, brand new Kempfihall
on bai^'k, new Shamrock-Gloria belt, fitted with

N.S.U. 2-spr'pd gear, fine sidecar machine, in beautiful
condition; £35.

"jQll Bradbury,. abc:olutely like new; £35.

1009 Triumph, fine' condition ; £30.

3ih.p. Quadrant, Bosch magneto, spring forks, very
2 la.st; £17.

"jQ08 Slip. Twin Rex, grand order, footboards; £25.

EARLY Delivery of Rudge, A.J.S-, James, Humber'^.
Douglas, guaranteed : write at once, and let u-^

quote you for your present mount.

PHELON and Moore, new 1911 model, just arrived
from makers; best offer.-Moss, Wem.

5h.p. Twiu Peugeot, 2-pppod; any trial arranged; £15
cash, or exchange--Gittins, Lawn, Oswestry.

F.N., 1909 J, 5-6h.p., 4-cyl,, magneto, perfect, order;
cash 20 guineas.—U. Smith, Rutland Sq-, Bake-

well.

TRIUMPH. 1911. September, eluteh model, very littU
used, p(,Tfei;t condition.-Fitztiii

Tipton.
tiiiumone. CqtiqI St.,

INDIAN, 1911. bine, 2-speed, standard, perfect condi
ti,-n; what (;ffer,i?—Particulars, Bariington, Junc-

tion Rd., Lccl;.

1 Q12 Bradbury, new, in crate; offers wanted; owner
X.9J ordered abroad. — Box 9,220, The Motor Uycie.
Oflice«, Coventry.

1 Q12 Free Engine Rudge, new; oflnra wanted; take
±•7 Triumph part. —No. 9,219, The Motor Cycle
Olflces, Coventry.

3hfp. Quadrant, B. and B., adjuHtohlo pulley, fitniid,

carrier, lamp, perfect order; £10.-96, Ovcrend
Bt., Weat Bromwieli.

QXh-P- F.K,, magneto, uIho 3ih.p. accumulator, both
t>2 piirfoct; inn.'t nell

; going abroad; bflcrs. — 34,
l'aradi«o St., Northwich.

NORTON, 3ih p., touring, 1911 engine, winner nmrier-
OUH hill-climb»; full purticulurs; £30, oAith.—

Miicdonald, Crich, Matloik.

^rWlN-CYT*. Rex, magneto, very fa«t, has not been
J used fur «onin time; £13/10, gi

Williuni«, motor agent. Bala.
groat barguin.-

ZENITH, 6h.p., brand new, 1912 model,
actually in stock £70 7

RUDGE, 3^ h.p.,new 1912 clutch model, in
stock ; £55

RUDGE, 3^ h.p., tourist, 1912 model, new,
in stock £48 1

5

REX, 6 h.p,; igti, 2-speed, de luxe models,
new £48; 15

RUDGEj Z^ h.p., rgri, tourist, like new,
bargain £37 10

TRIUMPH, 3-1 h.p., practically new, 1911
clutch model £42 10

F.N., 4^ h.p., lour-cylinder, like new £30
REX 5 h.p. de Luxe, new, igii models £60
BRADBURY, 3* h.p., verUcal engine, spr. forks £18
PREIVtlER, sfh.p., iqio, twin, very fast .. £32
MINERVA, 4i h.p., twin, spr. forks, good tyres £22
REX, 5 h.p., igio, mode) de Luxe, two speeds £42
SCOTT, two speeds, inagnetq, Palmer tyres .. £28
REX, IQIO, 5 h.p., M.O.V., gold medal winner. £35
REX, 191 1, 7 h.p., two speeds, escelleut order £51
REX, 5 h.p,, magneto, very fast £24
TRIUMPH, 1909, 3^ h.^)., standard model £32
ARIEL, 1910, 3jh.p., footboards fitted, F.E. £30
N.S.U. , 1908, 5i h.p., two soeeds, perfect ,... £25
TRIUMPH, 1908, 3ih.p., XL'All saddle £34
REX, 1907, 5 h.p., free engine, spring forks .. £16
REX, 5 h.p., i9ioi, two-speed, M.O.V £42
PEUGEOT, 7-9 h.p. Twiu, magneto, pan seat £26
ARIEL, 2J h.p., lightweight model £10
MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 8 h.p., side valves £37
ANGLIAN, 2^ h.p., good running order £6
KER»Y ABINGDON, 1910. 3ih.p.. clutch .. £32
REX, init, 7 h.p., tourist model, very fast. . £37
HUMBER, loii, Sjh.p. two speeds £37
REX DE LUXE, si h.p., two speeds, magneto £24
REX DE LUXE, srh.p., 1911, as new £44
RUDGE, 1912, clutch models in stock £55
RUDGE, 1912, standard, in stock £49
TRIUMPH, 1911, clutch model, as new £44
T.A.C., igio, 7 h.p. I'cur-cylinder, three speeds £45
N.S.U., Si h.p., magneto, crenm finish £22
TRIUMPH, 191 1, clutch, k'ontgomery sidecar £50
V.S., 5 h.p., igoS, magneto, Truffaults £32
REX Sidette, 5 h.p., 1911 model, as new .... £45
N.S.U., 3:{ h.p., 1910 model, hke new £28
ANTOINF, s h.p., footboards, just overhauled £20
HUMBER, 3* h.p., 1909, two-speed £32
TRIUMPH, s'i h.p., loog, footboards £34
N.S.U., 3i h.p., magneto, spring forks £22
CALTHO~RPE, 3i hp , iqh model, as new .. £38
ZENITH, 4 h.p. igii model £42
N.S.U., 3J h.p., very low, magneto £17
V.S., 7/g h.p., two speeds, fine sidecax mount £38
SINGER, 3* h.p., igi I, only done 100, 1\E... £47
TRUMP-JAP, gray hnish, igii model £32

50/- deposit secures

—

LLOYDS. 2 h.p £10 BARTER, 2J h.p... £8
MINERVA, 2 h.p. .. £6 L.C., 3 h.p £10
GUNARD, 3h.p. ..£10 RIP, 2.^ h.p £8
QUADRANT, U h.p. £8 AmTOINE, 2I h.p. £7

Balance 5/- weekly.

OARS AND XRICARS.
REX Litettes, 191 1 models, as ;iew £50
BROWN, 3^1 h.p., two speeds, air-cooled .... £16
STAR Car, y h.p,, three spcrd=, engine under
bonnet £25

REXbTTE, 6 h.p., latest model £22
REX I riette, 5 h.p., free engine £22
I^FDELIA Car, loii nmdel, two speeds,

macmeto, only done about 300 miles .... £45
PEUGEOT, 9-11 h.p., s-cylinder, 3 speeds and

reverse, dual ignition £25
PH(ENIX Ouadcar, 8 h.]i., 2-seatcr, hood,

screen, magneto, etc., etc £30

1911 REXES. 1911
Wo have n few briuidnew and fully guaraiitcedt

REXES to dispose of at advantageous prices.

All models, Lowest prices. Send for Lists.

Now comes your opportunity to purchase for

summer. No storage charges. Exchange your
under-powered single for a powerful 2-speed twin.

Special exchange alluwanccs.

MAUDES MOTOR MART.
156 GREAT PORTLAND STREET.

I-O IX D o w w
Tctrtphon*-- 652, MAyfair
T.'ic^roine "Abdic;»fre" Loiidot*

( LISTS F»OSX FRE-E)

A.V-" In riiiii irtrsc advertisements it iaf^desiruhli: to mention " T!ie Motor CjicU.'
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The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
*Phone, 766. Tetegrams :

" Perfection."

WE have a few Brand New igii TOURIST and
DE LUXE REXES on hand, and we are pre-

pared to make liberal allowances <or

Second-hand Rexes in Exchange. Discount
for Cash. Special quotations to the Trade.

GUARANTEED IN RUNNING ORDER.

J912 Twin REX Sidette, in stock £75

1911 3ih.p. 2-speed BRADBURY S37 10

1911 34 ii.p. Touitst REX, done 730 miles £32 10

igi-i 2j h.p. Two-speed REX Junior £39 10

1911 3I h.p. REX, clutch model £37 10

1911 5' h.p. Two-speed REX DE LUXE £47 10

igiol Twin REX DE LUXE, brand NEW 47 Gns.

IQIO 7 h.p. REX DE LUXE, two speeds £48

1910 7 h.p. Twin REX, HOT STUFF £37 10

1910 5 h.p. Twin REX, very fast £29 10

1910 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, fine sidecar machine £42 10

IQIO 3* h.p. REX, ver\' fast, special machine £27 10

Two speed, free engine Twin REX DE LUXE £27 10

Twin REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch, wants tunmg up £16 10

1908 3* h.p. Magneto REX, very fast £24 10

1907 3* h.p. Masneto REX, springiforks £19 19

51 h.p.'Tvnn REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch, sp. forks £24 10

Brand New 3J h.p. REX, spring forks and pedals .. £31

Brand New Twin Magneto REX £37 15

2i h.p. 1910 Two-speed Magneto F.N £27 ID

Magneto-TRIUMPH, spring forks, specially low . . £25

3i h.p. REX, very good order £8 10

3^ h.p. REX, very tine condition £15 10

54 h.p. Tmn REX, extra good £16 10

Four-cylinder F.N., magneto, spring forks £18 18

F.N. Magneto Lightweight £16 10

3l h.p. Magneto FAFNIR, M O.V £19

3I H.p. W OLf , Stevens engine, h.-b. control £12 10

Twin Magneto MOTO-REVE £17 10

3 h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks, h.-b. control . . £12 10

3 h.p NUMBER, chain drive £9 10

MOTOSACOCHE, Druid forks £14 10

WOLF, Lightweight £10 10

Easy Payments at Special Rates.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
RTJDGE, 1912 modeI.s, early delivery guaranteed; cata-

loETue _ free.—Talbot Garage, Ltd-, Stockport,
sole agents for Stockport and dititriet.

1 Qll Bradbury, as new, all spares, butt tubes, and
J-t7 spare, two new Lysos, Lucas Projector, all per-
fect; £38.-43, Edieston Rd-, - Crewo.

MATCHLESS, 1912 models, early delivery guaranteed:
eatalcsue free.—Talbot Garage, Ltd., Stockport,

sole ageuts for Cheshire and Hi^'h Peak.

T Q 11 2-5troke Levis Lightweight. Amac, hardly
J-*-' ridden, condition throughout like new; complete
with lamp, horn, cyclometer, etc.: £28-—Gordon. Baxter
Rd., Sale.

~|01J. B.SJL, in perfect condition, tyre-? as new, with
JL*7 or without Albion free enirlne : £40, or near
offer; property of an officer.—Apply. Fox, Wiiittington
Earrackri Golf Club. Stuffs.

RUDGE T.T,, July. 1911, good competition machine.
capable 60 miles per hour, and has not been

iaked, spares, £38; 1912 variable geared Rudges. at £60.
and guaranteed delivery in February ; standard models
immediate delivery.—Wedge, Willenhall.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

REY
J

F

CA T\tW{IK '""i ^I' weekly secures prompt
3Cr» WwWTI^ despatch of any of these machines.

3 h p. QUADRANT. V belt, h.-b. control, sp. forks £12 10

4. h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., good order, reliable .. £14 10

Lightweight .MOTOSACOCHE,- spray, runs well .. £14 10

3 h.p. QUADRANT £10 10

2j h.p, KERRY, springf.forks £10 10

Twin Magneto MOTO-REVE £17 10

3i h.p. WOLF, spray, smart, h.-b. control £12 10

5} h.p. Twin REX, fine machine £16 10

CARS.
15 h.p. 4-cyl. REX REMO, Bosch magneto, grand

touring car, many accessories, spares- £160
.16-20 h.p. 4-cylinder'WOLSELEY, 2-seater £49 10

5i h.p. single-cyl. BABY PEUGEOT, 2-seater . . OFFERS

1912 BRADBURY
REX

LIBERAL
EXCHANGES.

THE "POPULAR"
1911 RIGID

SIDECAR,

£4-19-9

Backed by 10 years' experience.

Every car guaranteed 12 months.

"Popular," Clipper or Continental tyre .... £4 19 9
"Superbe" type, with best tyre, apron, etc. £6 6
Ditto, with reversible cfiiia s ^ai £7
Ditto, with best coach-built body £7 12 6
Improved Quick-detachable Joints are fitted to all

models. Prompt delivery to suit Rexes, Triumphs
N.S.U.'s, Indians, and any other make.

Discount to Trade, Exchanges entertained.

OR Singers. Jame=i, and Ariels, write, Cordock Cj-ck-

and Motor Co.. Scunthorpe, Lini-s.

3ih-p. Tounst Rex, new June, 1911, splendid condi-
2 tion; £30.-51, Frederick Rd-, Stechford-

3 h.p. Minerva, Eadie, £4; 3ih.p. Res, mffgneto, Bar-
low, control, £10; exchange Triumph.—judge.

Hoibeach.

FOR Disposal, either 1910 F-E. Triumph, or 1909 2-

ppeed F.E. Viudec, 5-6h-D—Claverholme, Stoke
Park. Coventry.

Id 12 Clutch an-d Standard Trium,.->h, nl.^o New Hud
-I- »/ son, 3-specd, in stock.—Ma>ou, Triumph ab'tut

.

Wellingborough.

3h.p. Fafnir. h-bc, go?d tyres, new belt, jnst over-
hauled, spares; £10: seen by appointment.—R. R.

Evans, Heath Terrace, Leamington.

1011 Huuiber Lightweight, adjustable ignition, com
Xi/ plet« tool kit, 2 new belts and snare inner tube.
—8,624, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

RUDGE, late 1911. F.E., not done 500 miles, con-
dition and tjren as new; buying car; £45, offers.—

C. Wakeman, 16, Broad St., Birmingham.

P.
and M., new April, 1911, perfect condition, 2)
tyres, chain guard, geared tor sidecar, recently

ovcrliauled by makers, iuclnding spares ; £50.—Morley,
Station Rd , Wylde Green-

.

1 Qll Scott, brand new, never been used, for immedi-
-l-t/ ate delivery. £60; splendid ' opportunity; also

S-H- 1910 Scott, for £35; guaranteed.—Colmore Depot,
31. Colmore Row, Birmingham.

SINGER, 3:h.p., 191M2, with or without N.^-IJ. 2-

speed gear, condition equal to new; price with
spares and gear, £48; without gear £43.—No. 9,041,
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

8 h.p. Bat-Jap and Sidecar, Plielon and Moore 2-speed.
large tyres all round, £56; 4h.p. twin Premier,

liltle used,- like new, £32; .^1911 T-T- Triumph, splendid
"ondition, £40.—Ling, Rempstone, Loughborough.

REX, 3h.p , magneto, all latest improvements, foot-

boards. Continental tyres, L)ruid forks, spring seat-

pillar, brand new. only"been t&sted. drip feed.lubricatjr

;

-acritice £31/10.-9,225, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-
entrv-

BRADBURY, 1910, very little used, in perfect con-
dition throughout: ivill accept £32 for immediate

cash sale; we. are-" now bookmi? orders for early deliveries

of all models: price lists and full particulars en appli-
cation free —Hayward and Ball, Bradbury agents, Strat-
ford-on-Avon.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Hunlingdcn.
and Bedford.

IQIO F.E. Triumph, gDod condition; £35,'10.-rarker
X«/ and Son.

"I Qll F-E. Triumph, new; £48.-rarkc-r and Son.

11 F.E. Triumph, very little used, lamp, horn,
mirror, etc. ; £45.—Parker and Son.

11 T.T- Roadster, only ridden 1,500 miles. Dunlep
belt : £42.—Parker and Son, St- Ivee, Hunt^.

BRADBURTS.—Eariy delivery all models; new 1911
standard, ofEere—G- Langley. Motor Depot, Bedford.

£6, great bargain.- 23h.p. Kerry, h.b-c-. Brown and
Barlow, perfect running order.—Aspiand, Thetford,

Norfolk-

LAMBERT, Thetford. for^ early deliveriea of 1912
Triimipha, Bradburys, Matchless, Humbere, Rudges,

B.S.A.. etc.

j Q 12 Bradburys ; guarant-?ed i delivery ; free engines,
J^*J standards January, 2-speGd March; ca.^h. fc\sy

payments, or exchange.-WijTjott Bros. Norwich.

5, HEATH ST.,

HAMPSTEAD
Close to Hampstead

Tube Station.

Telegrams: "Rey, Hampstead." TeJ. 2678 P.O.,Hampstead

EXTENDED PAYMENTS
Takea on any Machine or Runabout.

TERMS: QUARTER DOWN, BALANCE IN TWELVE
EQUAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS.

BRADBURY, 1912, standard £48
BRADBURY, 1912, T.T.* £48
BRADBURY, 1912, free engine £54 10

BhADBURY, 1913. two-speed gear, Jan £55
RUDGE, 1912 standard model £48 15

RUDGE, 1912 T.T £48 15

RUDGE, 1912 free engine £55
ZENITH,'i9i2, 3} hp 53 Gns.

ZENITH, 1912, 6 h.p 67 Gns.

ZENITH, 1012. 8 h.p., 2 weeks 69<ans.

BAT, 1912, 3i h.p., two-speed £59

BAT, 1912, 6 h.p., two-speed, Jan £70 12

BAT, I9i2,,8 h.p., two-speed, Jan £72 12

F.N., 1912, 2j h.p., two-speed gear 45 Gns.

F.N., 1912, .s-e h.p 50 Gns.

SINGER, 3^ h.p., 1912, free engine £55

LINCOLN ELK, 1912, 2i h.p £28 10

tlNCOLN.ELK, 1912, 3 h.p £30 10

L'lNCOLN'ELK, 1912, 3J h.p £34
DOUGLAS, 1912, Model H' £47
TRIUMPH, 1912, T.T. Roadster £50
BEDELIA Cars 59 GnS.

G. & N. Runabouts, 8 h.p. (in 6 weeks) 87 Gns.

A.C., speed sociable t\-pe/(in,Feb.) £87 10

Any other makes on application.

ALL THE ABOVE MACHINES'tlNtSTOCK. No waiting.

1911 New Machines to c!ear at'Bargain Prices.

B.S.A., 3* h.p., standard £50 model _. .
. , £41

HOBARf, 2.i h.p., lightweight, £38 model £29

TRIUMPH T.T. Roadster, £50 model £47

Sole London Agent for the famous LINCOLN ELK. Finest
value on the marketfor.qualityand reliability. M\ models
on view and for immediate delivery.

Second-hand Machines at Bargain Prices to clear.
BAT, 8 h.p., good condition, all accessories^ £28
BAT, 8'h.p., 1910, with Millford sidecar £40
LINCOLN ELK, 3j h.p., igri, clutch, and sidecar .. £30
HOBART, 2i h.p., soiled only £29
MOTO-.REVE, 1911 model, twin £19
PRECISION, 2i h.p., 1911, ahnost new £25
B.S.A., cf h.p., new cylinder w-anted £4 lO
F.N., 44 h.p., good order £18
F.N.,_2| h.p., two-speed, good condition, 1911 .... £27
F.N.

,

'four-cylinder, 1911, almost new £29
F.N., 5-6 h.p., four-cylinder, igro £22
REX, 6 h.p., I9ir, F.E £37
REX, 4 h.p., T.T., twin, 1911 model, splendid order £26
DOUGLAS, 2jb.p., 1910, fine order, all accessories £25
DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., .1910, good order £23
DOUGLAS, 1911, Model D, all accessories £26
DOUGLAS, 1911, two-speed £33
ZENITH, 1910, good order £32
ZENITH, 1911 3* h.p £39
ZENITH, 1911, 3i h.p £40
ZENITH, 1911, 3i h.p £42
TP.IUMPH, 1910, F.E £39
TRIUMPH, igro, F.E £38
BAT, 3i h.p., P. and M., two-speed gear £33
All Accessories included on S.H. at the price advertised.

19
19

THE
£4-10 REY Sidecar £3-1d

\\'ith Hutctiinson or Michelin 26 x 2j Tyre and Tube

'

30,'- extra.

The famous" REY" EXHAUST WHISTLE now reducefl

to 12/6 each.

ONLY HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY

RB—^^ 5, HEATH 6TREET,

In answcrina these advertisements it is desirable, to miuition'. The Mnfor Ci/cle.".
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Beautifully Safe

on greasy roads.

MODEL DE LUXE.
JE5 5 0.

MODEL C.
with Cane Body, £6 0.

f
MODEL E. MODEL D,

wltb Beversible and Detacb* wlUi Coacb Ballt Body,

Able Cbild'R Seat. £6 10 £7 0.
Absolutely the finest value on the market.

LESS POWER.
11 is admitted by experts that, owing to the unique
design, far less power is required to propel Farrar's

Sidecars than any other style on the market.

NOTK OUR front arm which grips the Sidecar

CENTRE, nothing lopsided about this attachment.

OUR quick detachable joints are a treat.

OUR cranked back axles are extensively copied,

OUR design is the safest on the market.

OUR 12 months' guarantee is honestly carried out,

ALL COMPLETE with MUDGUARD AND TYRES.
Discount to the trade.

Delivery from stock to suit TRIUMPHS, REXES.
P. & M.'s, N.S.U.'s, etc.

UGHT, STRONG, AND SPLENDID VALUE,
SRRUNO UIKE A OAFC.

Round or Car pattern mudguards at customers*
option.

1912 MICHELIN TYREL
26 X 2\m. Covers 18/6
26 X 2lin. Tubes 9/9

POST FREE.

TYRES. TYRES. TYRES.
Heavy Rubber-studded Covers, 26X2J ..,, 18/8
26x2} Hutchinson Heavy T.T, Covers .... 25/-
26 X 2 and 26 X 2J Wired-edge Covers 12/6
Continental Rubber Non-skids, 26X 2J or 2J 30/-
Hutchinson, ribbed tread, 26x2iin 18/6
Continental, beaded, 26 x 2 18/6
Tubes, all sizes, guaranteed 9/6
New Butted Tube, 26 x 2^ 8/6
New Butted Tube, 26 x 25 9/3
Special Heavy 26 x 2\ Tubes, guaranteed .

.

7 ^6

nrlSCELL/^NEOUS BARGAINS.
Lycett's Carrier Toolbags, new 7/0
X h.p. Electric Motor, 230 volts £7
5J h.p. V/jUi-touit^d l-.Hf^ine and Clutch . . £7
New 4 h.p. N.S.U. Engine, perfect £7

5i h.p. Aster engine, water-cooled £7
New Bosch Magneto, DA2, for single 75/-
One ditto, second-hand 67/6
Second-hand Bosch, wants repairs £1

li h.p. Clement- Garrard engine 30/-
Lomax non-sk id band, 700 x 85 7/6
Trailer. 26in, wheels 25/-
Goodlads speedometer, 5-40 ra.p.h 15/-
Li^hi car chassis and tyres £4
New Toolbags, gx 6x sjin 4/6
Sidecar Aprons, green or red, with studs . . 7/6
L)ruid Spring Forks, new £2 6
New Lycett's Tubular Carriers 4/11
New Lamp anil Generator, r'l.itcd 12/6
i')T2 hrown and Harlow carburetters .... 29/-
Longuemarc Carburetters 6/-
Brown and Barlow Carburetters 7/6

FARRAR*S
MOTOR EXCHANGE,
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,

HALIFAX }Jrs:|r."or
Telephone 9x9.

A3a

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
rCllZ Torpedo Precu?ion. 2ih.p.; £37; best light-^ weight on tne market; £10 deposit, 50/- monthly.
—Wilhnott Bros., Norwich.

3ih.p. Quadrant, 1911 frame and ball bearing, Jtiosch
2 magneto, spring forks, low built, footboards, in

very good condition; £21.—Banks, 70. Mawsun Bd.,
Cambridge.

B.S.A. ! B.S.A.I B.S.A.I — Early deliveries, of all

models of these celebrated machines ; second-hand
(cachinea part payment.—A. F. Qarnham and Co., sole
agents, Ipswich.

LATE 1910 5h.p. Indian, in exceptionallr good order,
been carefully used, plate and enamel like new

;

£33 ; want late 3 jh.p. magneto machine.—WalUs, 29.
Bills Rd.. Cambridge.

3ih-p. Zenith, open ep/ing frame, Fafnir engine, free
2 eneine, 2-t:peed gear, aecuinulator, spares, good

tyres: £14, or nearest cash offer.—Lamoert, Fincham
Common, Downham Market.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

OOK Your Order early for Olyno- At present I can
guarantee delivery this month—Below.

IMMKDIATE Dehvery 1912 Zenith, Triumph. Rndge.
B.S-A., Singer, Hnmber, New Hudson.-^larke'e

Garage, Port Talbot.

ARIEL, 3ih.p., 1910, free engine, variable gear Bplen-
did condition; £30.—Toung, 19, Priory St., Dudley.

FOR Earliest Deliveries of Triumph, Hnmber, En-
fields, Singer, Premier, apply at once, Griffiths,

Cycle Emporium, Llanelly.

B

OUGLAS, 1911, late, ftret-clasa condition ; any
trial; through sickness hardly used; beet offer.-D

9.209. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

rRIUMPH. 3ih.p., September, 1910, good condition.
horn. Gamer whistle ; any reasonable trial ; £36

:

'.ought T.T, Triumph.-Kelly, Colliery agent, Dock Ht.,
Newport.

SLIGHTLY Soiled 2}h.p. New Hudson, 3-ppeed, free
engine, uAual price 47 guineas, gacrifice 37 guineas

;

alfio 3ih.p. ditto, 2iin. tyres, usual price 57 guineas,
sacrifice 47 guineas.—Ivor Roberts, Oxford St., Swansea-

6 h.p. Twin, beautifully enamelled and plated, as new
througliout, handle starting, cluteh, 1911 Bosch.

a B.. adjustable pulley. Cantilever spring seat, forks,
-^nscine pull anything ; exchange lighter machine ; sell,

£32.-70. East Gate St., Cowbridge.

SECTION vn.
Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks

Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

"I
Q093 Triumph Motor Cycle, brand new covers;

At/ nearest offer to £30.—Stretton'e Garage, Glou-
' -ester.

TRIUMPH, 1910. recently overhauled by makers; £.'5
;

unexpectedly promoted abroad.-23, Oldbniy Court
Rd., Bristol.

1 QlOi Douglaa, perfect condition, not used during
J-tf the winter; £28, or exchange good sidecar com-
bination.—75, B. Square, Aldershot-

IQll Standard Triumph, new, Palmer cord tyres, ex-

i

-Lt^ cellent opportunity for a bargain; what oflerB?-
Morris Motor Cycle Garage, Oxford-

IQll Humber 2h.p. Lightweight, new, Dunlop tyres.
*-»/ excellent machine; great bargain, £30. — The
Morris Motor Cycle Garage, Oxford.

1 Q12 Triumphs.—We can give very early delivery of allA *^ nifMlels ; earth or eaay paymente.-Morris Motor
Cycle Garage, Oxford.

1 Q12 Enfield Lightweight, in stock for immediate de-
-«-' livery; cash or easy payments.-Morris Motor
Cycle Garage, Oxford.

r^OUGLAS, 1911, 2-speed, free engine, clutch, hand
'^ sterling, footboards, complete with acoesaories;
£40—.T M. Coleman. 8, Parkend Rd., Gloucester.

BROWN, 3ib.p., Bosch magneto, new Palmer oonl
VII buck, jiirit beeu ovcruauled, new rings fitted

.

ei7/lO.—Ledboro' View, Candlemas Lane, Beucousfield.
Bu' ks.

pUIUMPTI, 3h,p., most reliable machine, in eplendid
•>- cmidition, lamp, Jones Ppeedometer, etc.; £25; any

'ri.il.—Pliayre, Yorlishire Regiment, Blackdown, Farn-
'jriron^'li.

CLYNO. the Hidccnr manliine; we can give early de-
livt-ry of 1912 models for cash or easy payments;

triiil rurm arrnnged ut any time.—Morris Motor Cycle I

Oariige, Oxford. I

l">RAI)nnttY, new January 191(1 with 1911 cyl., I

I > piston, (.'ood tyres, new belt, lamp, horn. Garner
.\ lil^tlc. p;itc'nt Ipiither luudgnard; £27. — Ll.Haaman, 1

V'H. ia I,o(Ine, W'lkingbiini.

DOUGLAS, 1911 model R., fontboardu, free engine. I

liundle startiug, 2 Hijeeds, only ridden 500 mile«, *

' nnditlon perfect, Kplendid Iritnp ami aceesHorie« ; bar- l

lin. C'ln l!,-il1( M. Tfnv^trn Hon-^e, Westbiiry. Wilts.

STOCKTAKING
JANUARY 31st.

Previous to our annual '' balance up ** wa will
accept any reasonable ofiEer.

CASH, CREDIT, OR EXCHANGE.

1912 MACHINES.
1912 zi h.p. New Hudson, 3 speeds 67 Gns.
1912 2I h.p. New Hudson, 3 speeds 47 Gnt.
1912 2I h.p. A.J.S., 2 speeds, chain drive 44 Gni.

MOTO-REVES.
Handy in grease, free from vibration, splendid

hill-rlimbers.

1908 Twin-cylinder, verv good ,„ £16
1910 zj h.p. Twin, very good £22
rgii Single-cylinder, record machine £22
igro 25 h.p. Twin, very fine order £23
1910 2I h.p. Twin, with igi I fittings £24
1909 2 J h.p. Twin, 50 x70 mm £20

All have magneto, h.-b. control, Druid forks,

loolbae. took, and inflator.

SINGLE-CYLINDi^R REXE&
1910 3i h.p., fine goer
X910 3i b.p., extra good
3* h.p. lyog ipeetl King, extra fine

3 h.p. 1908 Featherweight Rex, Bosch mag,

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.
5-6 h.p. 1909 De Luxe, 2 speeds
7 h.p. de Luxe, two speeds, M.O.V
5-6 h.p., igo8, two-speed, and sidecar ....
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, 1908, two-speed model .

.

5-6 h.p., de Luxe, 1908, two speeds, special
5-6 h.p., igo8, two-speed de Luxe, igog eng.

£27
£28
£23
£17

£35
148
£32

£29 10
£32

N.S.U.'B. N.S.U's N.S.U.'a
54 h.p., two speeds, Bosch, B. & B. carb. . . £35
5 h.p. Twin. Bosch magneto £19
1910 6 h.p., M.O.V., two speeds £33

OTHER MAKES. OTHER MAKE&
si h.p. Twin Premier, very fine £26
19 11 3i 1^P> Singer, dutch model £37
i^ii Two specii tsrauoury, nne £37
Z911 Lady's Hobart, Armstrong three speeds £35
3^ h.p. L.M.C., 1910 model £25
3 h.p. Singer, Bosch, V belt drive, B. & B. £16
3 h.p. Quadrant, Bosch, B. & B., spc. forks £16

3i h.p. Quadrant, h.-b. control, spring forks £16
2I b.p. Humber, chain drive £7
i| h.p. Minerva, V belt £4 10
3i h.p. Minerva, Bosch magneto, Amac .... £22

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
5-6 h.p. Clutch Model Rex and new Sidecar £29
5-6 h.p. Two-speed 1908 Rex and Sidecar £33
79 h.p. Two-speed Rex and Sidecar £53
1910 6 h.p. N.S.U., M.O.V., two speeds, com-

plete with N.S.U. coach-built sidecar .... £38
All fitted with Magneto and Sprlfig Forks.

^^ nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.Xt%9 UUWn BALANCE 6/- WEEKLY.
3i h.p. Brown Bicar, M.O.V. 26 n. wheels £12
3i h.p. Fafnir, vertical, M.O.V £11
2j h.p. Humber, chain drive, spray carb. . . £7
i| h.p Minerva, V belt, spray carburetter .,£5

-PA HAWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.
3i0** UUWn BAL/SNCE &'- WEEKIY
Sh b.p* Quadrant, h.-b. control, spring forks £16
3 b.p. Quadrant, h.-b. control, Bosch mag. £16
^ h.p. Smcer, Bosch magneto, h.^. control £16
igo8 Twin Moto-Rewe, magneto £16

JOti. nnWN PP^t""'R ANY OF THESE
3C«0 UUWn BALANCE ? e WEEKIV
4A-5} h.p. N.8.U., Hosch n^ag., h.-b. control £19
1910 2| h.p. Twin Moto-Reve £22
1911 2 hp. Sint'le-cylindcr Moto-Revo .... £22
1909 2J h.p. Twin Moto-Reve £20

CARS AND TRICARS.
54 h.p. Aster Car. 3 speeds and reverse £19
5 h.p. Humber Car, iwo—caier, Rood goer £22
oj li.p Peugeot Car. two-seater £3S
Duocar, Bosch magneto £45

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
New Screwcutting Lathe, 4in. centres £6 10
Farrar's Sider ar, quick detach joints £3 15
Farrar's Sidecar, new wicker body £3 16
Portland Sidecar. 26in. wheel £3 10 |
Fulford Castor Wheel Sidecar £5
Prested Accuranlalors, new, 15 amp 9/6
Tricar Frame, suit 6 h.p. engine 35/-

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21,23, 25, Hopwood Lane,
-" " (Two minute.

tram G.P.O.)^J?,^.""' HALIFAX <^«'""-'"-''^-

In answering th^t advertisementa it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.
C.iN GIVE DELIVERY OF

1912 INDIANS
Fourteen days front date.

418, ROMFORD RD., FOREST GATE, E.

Sole Manchester Agents

BAT, CLYNO, & A.J.S.
L. F. HARVEY & CO.,

^227, Deansgate, Manchester.

CHIPMAN'S MOTOR CYCLE HOUSES
Guaranteed weather-proof.
Best seasoned timber.
Treated preservative.

Pries on rat: at Stainea.

Tit- X 5ft., 7ft. high . . £2 6 6
oft. X 7ft., 7ft. high . . 3 11

loft X 8ft., 71ft. high .490
Cat^'ogue of other sizes free.

COLUMBIA WORKS, KINGSTON ROAD, STAINES;
And at COLNBROOK.

The MOTOSACOCHE
is the Lightweight lor next year.

Send for illustrated matter
showin3; wonderful improvements.

Sole Hampshire Agents : CONDAC MOTOR DEPOT,
West Southbourne, Baurnemouth.

MISCELLANEOUS.
ARMSTEOXG 3-?pGecl Hub and Controls, ne^, £9/15;

Hex pedaUins geur and chain, 12/6; 2^, 2^ butted
tnbes, 4/-; 83 mm. pistoB. 5/6: sidecar frame, 7/6

;

pbotograpbic enlarger, iucaudescent, £2/5; stereoscopic
camera. Beck lenses. £2: 1909. Eex band brake and
drum, Eex llvwheel, generators, 1911 twin Eex valves,

all 2/6 each.—9,198, j.'i-e Motor Cycle Omces, Coventry.

SMYTH'S Bargains. — Eo'^eh DA2 magneto, 70/-:

Eisemann magneto, 65/-; Bosch DAY 2-cyl-

masjneto, 85/- ; Simms SY magneto, 80,/- ; Simnut
SYM magneto, 75/- ; rubber magneto covers, 21-

:

magneto switches, 1/3 ; cut -out's, 1'5; Bo^ch plugs.

2/9; Gnat plugs, with spanner^, 4/-: new Smith
ipeedomfter, 55/-; petrol squirts, 8d. : rubber and canva*^

belting (best on market), gin., ^in., |in., 1/3, 1/6, 1/9
per foot; Elswick leather belting (best quality), iin-.

An., iin., 1/6, 1/9, 2/- per foot; Star belt fasteners,

7d. : Sentinel. 1/3; belt punches, 1/-; belt rim clips,

1/-: valve grinders, 3/6: motor cycle watches (guaran-
teed). 4/6: t.ol kit^. 5/- and 11/6; mirrors. 2/- and 4/6;
Beez voltmeters, 6/- ; whittles, 4/6 : miilti-twi?t horns,
4'9; Serpentine horns. 10/6 and 12/-: i-'anfare horns,

5/6: new headlight-s, with hoods and generators, 9/6 and
11/6; lens mirror lamps, with generators, 12/-.—H.
Smyth, 53. Muceima St-, Bloomsb^uy, London. ^NC- All
joods on approval-

DA2 Leather Magneto Covers, 2/6: Oilskin overalls,

4/11: front wheel stand. 7/6: Stanley belt hooks.

4sd- ; Radiolene. 9d. ; Basch plugs, '6; Bowden triple

levers, 8/6; Bcwden double levers, 5/9: BB. jets, 2/3 a
case; compression taps. 8d. : Ron! burners, 6id. ; 2-war
switches. 1/3; I Whittle belting. 3/1 foot; i Lyso belt-

iuiT. 1/7 foot; i Duulop belting, 2/3 foot; Stanley belt

fasteners, lOid. ; Abingdon belt punches, 1/3: contact
breakers, 3f3; Patchquick outfits, lO^d-; sidecars from
£5/10; number plates, 7d. , footre-^ts, 4/6 pair: foot-

boards, 71- pair; h-b- magneto controls, 8/6: mudguards.
3in. wide, 2/6 pair:' mudguards, 4in. wide, -3/9 pair:
handle-bars, 5 patterns. 5/6 to 5/10; motor cycle lamp^?,

1 5 patterns, from 111-; beaded belt riuis, any size.

5/6; swan-neck seat pins. 3/9; spring seat pins, o/d:
drip feed lubricators. 5/3 ; double texture waterproof
suits, 26/3: double texture overalU. 8/6; double breasted
oilekin jackets. 6/9; tanks made to order from 13/6:
o^econd-hand fixed and free engine TriQmpbri; 26x2i
steel-studded covers, 35/-; belt rim brakes. 15/6; domed
valve caps. 2/2 ; enamelling, plating, repairs, pulleys.

>ade to any p.ittern. Catalogue out of print ; new en-

larged edition ready January —M O. Dept., Metropolitan
Machinists Co., Ltd., 248, Eishopsgatei. London, K.C.

TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS.
,Of-LEMENT-GAREAED Genuine Parts; obsolete parts
<y anv make duplicated.—Frank Walters. 163, Lin
wood Ed., Handsworth.

"B-tNK.S" SII.ENOER.
This Celebrated Silencer can
now be obtained for Motor
Cycles, Price 25/-
/Jlways sent o:i approval.

No small holes. Cannot
choke. No back pressure.
No noise. More power. Pre-
vents heating.

Phcenix Works, ECCLE3C. BINKS, Ltd.,

r ^
MAGNETO REPAIRS

Don't have your magneto tinkered with by in-

competent mechanics. Have it put right by men
skilled in the work. All repaired magnetos oi our
owTi make guaranteed to be as efficient as new.

BOSOH IViAONETOOO., L.-rD..
40-42, Newman St., London, W C.

GENTLiEMEfM ! our first trial (london-exeter).
^""^ A GOL.O MEOAL.
Mr. J. Woodhouse, on a 3} n.p. GRANDEX-PRECiSION, made " a splendid run," se:uring this coveted award.

THHREFOHE—" YOU CANNOT DO BETTSR."
NEW 1912 PRICES.

2i h.p. Lightweight 33 Guineas 4i h.p. Sidecar Machine 44 Guineas
35 h.p. Tourist and T.T 39 Guineas ."^ny make ciutdies. 2 and 3 speeds fitted.

Extended Payments and Exchangres arranged.
Speciail Nolice I Our New Showrooms;

Grandex Motor Cycles, 86, Gray's Inn Road, W.C

^St'wat™ ALUMINIUM jrS-'t'o
CASES ground out.

REPAIRED.
ALSO

CYLINDERS
RE-GROUND

.\ND

^eEW PISTONS fitted.

WELDINGS, Ltd,
LIONEL STREET, BIRM^NGHAIVI.

CHEAP MOTOR CYCLE HOUSES.
THE

BEST IN ENGLAND.
Write for illustrated
catalogue post free to

South Western
Timber Co., S\i

35, West Hill, ii,\i

Wandsworth, London*'-^

Phone : BattersGa 787-

Repair Outfit Ponch
To carry on Handle-bar.

Pouch only 1 /"

,. and'G.B. outfit 2/3
^ ,, and Patchquick 3/S

REG. SAMSON,
Ladyv/ood Road.

BIRMINGHAM.

THE EASTERN GARAGE CO.

e.\N GIVE DELIVERY OF

1912 MOTOSACOCHE
From stock.

418, ROMFORD RD., FOREST GATE, E.

1st for SATISFACTION.

WAUCHOPE'S
I
The House with the Largest selection of Newest and

'

Best iMolor Cycles at the most satisfactory prices
j

for Cash or [exchange.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, LONDON. E.G.

A SMALL ADVERT.
CN"

"THE MOTOR CYCLE"
wiU soon find a customer for vour

second-hand machine.

Im. • ifA e

The Lightweight Motor Cycle.

Q 21 h.p., 35 Gns. 2ih.p., 88 Gns.
Sole Agents for Great Britain and the Colonies,

RADIUM S.I.A.1V5.T., LIMITED, 336, GRAY'S IIMN ROAD, W.C. (

Near Cin^'.s Ci'0S3\

Jv ojisircrina ffi<:?c aclvo.rti'^cm^iit-s it is dcsirahlr- fn rw-iifiot^ '' Th^- m '-fo- -CJik^Ip.J M7
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THE "EXPORT" MODEL MABON CLUTCH
converts your Triumph, Minerva, Rex, N.S.U., Fafnir, Peugeot, Brown, Kerry-Abingdon,
F.N., Bradbury, Lincoln-Elk, Premier, and Norton, into a free engine model without
difficulty. Fits engine shaft same as an ordinary pulley. Quite self contained, no levers

to fix to crank case. Puts no end thrust on engine when driving or free. Handle-bar
controlled. Perfectly reliable. Safe starting and driving on greasy roads, through traffic,

and starting on hills without exertion. Overcomes the undignified running mount. The
first multiple disc clutch for motor cycles, and still without a rival after five seasons.
Thousands in use.

Of all dealers, price £3 lOs., or direct from

—

MABON MOTOR WORKS, High Road, North Finchlcy, London, N.

STILL WE LEAD

THE

FOB ^

tube, you can be on the

way in 5 minutes.

Reduced Prices.

Ail sizes Irom 1} to 3^
26x2 20x25 2(i x 2i

14/ ie/- 1S,'6

Pedal Cycle, 1} i3 ij 7/-

Tandem, iJ iJ 8/6

Converts

—

2_ 2t _2j_
5/6 6/- '6/6

Don't go by tlie first cost

but by wiiat you save.

Send size of Cover.

RICH DETACHABLE
AIR TUBE CO.,

CRAWLEY, Sussex.

RICH
DETACHABLE
AIR TUBE.
rheonly perfect detach-
able on the market.
Use the tube that gives
satisfaction, and can be
repaired on the inside
with ordinary rubber
and solution. No expen-
sive patches required.
No Butt ends to burst.
Endless or Butt-ended
<:on verted. Further
particulars, write lor

booklet.

PUNCTURES HAVE NO TERROR.
The RICH COVERS
Non-Slipping and Reliable,

One price. One quality— tlie Best.

26\2 26x2j 26x2! B E Pedal Cycle,
32;- 36/- 40/- 10/6 «.o 11/- e

r

A New Edition

of this

Useful Book is

Now Ready.

Price 1/-

By post, 1/2

Two Useful Books for Motor Cyclists

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW
TO MANAGE THEM."

Fourtcentli Kditiou now on sale.

This booli lias bn? been recognised

as the standard landbool^ of the

modern motor cycle.

Net 1/-, post free 1/2.

Obtainable from leading

Booksellers and Railway

Bookstalls, or direct,

with remittance, from

llifTe and Sons Ltd., 20,

Tudor St., London, E.G.

"'THE MOTOR CYCLE'
ROUTE BOOK."
First Edition now on sale.

Specially compiled for users o( the hi^'h-

way in the United Kini,'dom. Route
findini; is made both instructive and
enleriaininfi;. The book contains the

maximum amount of information in the

smallest possible space.

Net 1/6, post free 1/9.

A4S in aiuivcring these advcrtiBements it is desirahU to mention " T/ic Motor Oi/cle."
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This Year's Tourist Trophy Race.

IT
is high time the course for the Tourist Tropky
Race should be settled. Though several applica-

tions have been made to the Isle of Man authori-

ties for permission to hold the race, no reply which
will lead one to suppose that consent will be given

by the Tynwald Court has been received up to the

present. Time passes quickly, and those who intend
to enter should know ^\•hen and where this event will

be held. Unfortunately, the Isle of Man cannot be
altogether blamed for its hesitancy. A few of those
who went over last year allowed their spirits to get the .

better of their discretion, and, we regret to say, by no
mean"; a good impression was made. Wherever the

race is held, we sincerely hope that participants, their

helpers, and spectators will be merry and wise, and let

their "hosts" see that they can be happy and enthu-
siastic without gi-i'ing way to any objectionable degree
of hilarity.

Most people are of the opinion that the Isle of Man
is the only place where British motor cyclists could
hold a road race, and think that the race must be held
in the British Isles. It certainly should be so, but if

the Isle of Man does not give its consent at once, or
if consent be definitely withheld, there is nothing to
prevent the race being held in France, where permis-
sion could be obtained without the sanction of Parha-
ment. French enthusiasm is displayed in a manner
unknown over here; in fact, owing to the entente
cordials, the British riders would receive a right hearty
welcome. The Auto Cycle Club de France would
receive the idea with enthusiasm, as it could, without
doubt, get the Government's permission merely for the
asking, and the holding of the race would serve to

forge another link in the chain which binds the two
countries together in a stronger bond of friendship

than has ever existed before. Hand-in-hand, the

A.C.U. and the A.C.C.F. could organise a race which
would be held on roads safer and faster than any we
have in these islands, on a course preferably near
Dieppe, which is really closer to London than the Isle

of Man.

The cost to competitors would be no greater, perhaps
even less, than if the event were held in the Isle of

Man, while the fact that by holding the race in France
friendly international rivalry would be promoted is not
to be lost sight of. Fighting as they would on their

own ground, the _Frenchmen would have a better

chance to compete with the British machines, and a

more sporting contest would be promoted. To revert

to the course. Those parts of France adjacent to

Great Britain cannot offer a course as sporting or quite

so good for testing the machines as that in the Isle of

Man, but rather one which is a series of long, straight

stretches, perhaps not altogether flat, but with easy
gradients. At the turning points, however, the corners
are likely to be acute, and British competitors
would find that at comer work the Frenchman is

unrivalled, as members of the N.W. London M.C.C.
who raced near Lyons last year will remember.

Those members of the Manufacturers' Union who
have agreed to sign a bond not to compete in a T.T.
race in the Isle of Man would be under no obligation
not to race in France; in fact, the suggestion to hold
the race in France was made to us first by a trade
member. We must say we think the suggestion worthy
of most serious consideration, and, in any case, the
location of the course should be decided upon at once.

AI7
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The Choice of a Variable Gear.

THE man who does not own a variably geared

machine in 1912 will not infrequently feel that

he is behind the times and out of date,

though he will get his own back when, he tackles a

fairly straightforward piece of country and roars up
everything at full r.p.m. or encounters a fellow motor

cyclist in trouble with some detail of his gear. But,

contrariwise, many a motor cyclist in riding his first

variably geared mount will find food for reflection,

and occasionally wish that he had invested in a dif-

ferent type of gear. The purpose of this article is

to suggest certain principles whi^h eovern the wise

selection of a ^'ariable gear.

Suitable Gearing.

The main principle is very simple. The lower the

power of the engine, the greater the number of gear

ratios with which it should be provided. Two road

illustrations of this principle -may suffice. Imagine a

man who used a sidecar in 191 1 with a single geared

3% h.p. cycle. Remembering that last season he

not infrequently had to shed his passenger, and that

once or twice his cycle refused to pull the empty
sidecar uj) rather exceptional hills, he invests in a

two-speeded 3 J/3 h.p. machine for 191 2. Before

next August he will often and ardently have longed

for a three-speed, a four-speed, or an infinitely vari-

able gear. Granting that he is much better off than

he was in 191 1, there are times when the iron enters

into his soul. Owing to the extra weight of his outfit

and the heavier build of his engine, he finds his new
combination less lively and flexible on top gear than

the old single geared set j and he resents the long,

slow, noisy grinds on bottom gear up prolonged

gradients of i in 12 or so. An intermediate gear

would often have been welcome.

The Three=speed Mediumweisht.
Or, again, consider the mediumweight man. He

may choose between two or three speeds for his

2^4-2 ^ h.p. machine. Supposing that both

machines are equally frictionless and reliable, the

three-speed is ideally desirable. It provides him with

a high top ratio, on which he may touch high road

speeds with his engine turning over quietly and slowly,

w.hile it possesses a lower emergency ratio than the

two-speed, and (if the machines are of equal quality)

:an tliercfore make more certain of ascending
ohenomenal hills. The two-speed medium weight
requires an exceptionally well-balanced engine if it

is to be comforUdjlo and vibrationless at high speeds

;

.in exceptionally efficient cTiginc if it is to be capable
of climbing everything. This particular question is

at present complicated by tlie fact that one or two of

the two-speeders have reached a higher stage of

ti3

evolution than some of the three-speeders. In the near

future the three-speeders in this class ought to take

a lead.

Chain Drive.

The second principle is that a chain drive is pro-

bably preferable for all passenger work. The belt

is cheap to replace, and easy to " fettle " ; but, as
" Ixion " points out, it is at its very weakest in the

hour of its keenest trials. Set it to tug a heavy load

up a bad hill in severe weather, and it may behave in

heart-breaking fashion. The belt still claims the

superiority for solo woik, but is undoubtedly inferior

f-jr passenger use. Then, too, the chain does not slip

in bad weather.

Type of Brake.

These principles dismissed, we may turn to details

of less importance. For instance, it is not safe to

take the efficiency of the brakes for granted on vari-

ably geared machines. When the back wheel is

moved, as on some variably geared machines, the

problem of ensuring the power of the main brake is

complicated, and the designer's success in tackling

this vital detail needs verification. When the rear

belt rim is a separate entity, spoked apart from the

wheel, similar precautions are advisable. The
brakes of many chain-driven mounts are notoriously

unsatisfactory within limits. A wire-operated tyre

rim brake is less powerful than a belt rim brake, and
is bound to occasion more trouble. A band brake

may be excellent in the hands of a rider who will

take the trouble to keep its band true and adjusted

and its wearing surfaces free from glaze and charring

;

the rider must consider wliether he is ready and able

to observe these precautions, which are not so

simple in fact as they are in
,
theory. The dummy

belt rim, provided solely for braking purposes, is in

my view infinitely preferable. Bands glaze till they

lose grip, and buckle till they rub on their drums and
cause friction.

Chain Adjustment.

Again, with chain drive those patterns are prefer-

able which possess a separate adjustment for each
chain ; and as such types become common the old

type with two chains sharing a common adjustment is

bound to become obsolete. Very fair success can be

obtained with the old type by building up the longer

of two sister chains in two sections, one of which
contains exactly the same number of links as the

shorter chain, and swopping the two at intervals.

Flimsy miniature drawbolts on the back spindle,

though satisfactory on push-bicycles, are a nuisance

on motor cycles. They bend and strip their threads.
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—

I used up three pairs in two months "on a 1911

mount. The newer gears, almost without exception,

avoid this defect.

Accessibility of Rear Wheel.
Further, convenience of access to the rear wheel

must not be forgotten, and this applies to certain

free engine machines as well. It is probable that the

hard rider will have to remove his back wheel several

times in a year, either by the roadside or in hotel

yards, in order to fit a new tube or cover. AVith

some of the variable geared machines this is a long

and awkward job__; with others it is little less easy

than on a T.T. single road racer. Such machines

deserve preference.

Still another point is the question of engine starting.

Some gears necessitate jacking up the machine on the

stand before the engine can be started with the pedals.

The buyer has also the choice of hand starters and
foot starters.

Finally, the real amateur dufifer should plump for

a machine with a really low emergency ratio, irrespec-

tive of whether he is buying a heavy roadster, a

medium weight, or a sidecar outfit. It may seem
ridiculous to insist on a bottom gear of 9 or 10 to i,

when the cracks accomplish sensational uphill flights

on gears of 4 or 5 to i. But the emergency gear

has to cope with (i) a rider whose "tuning " abilities

are zero; (2) possible ascents of freak hills like

Barbrook, Farlow, or Amulree
; (3) extremities of

31

surface and weather. Before the season is over, the

real duffer may taste the sensation of feeling anxious
on a hill with his engine all out on a 9 or 10 gear.

The conclusions described above may be tabulated

as follows

:

Gears and their Uses.
(a) Genuine 80 lb. lightweight.—As low a gear

as possible.

(h) Medium weight for solo use.—Three-speed
ideal ; two-speed perhaps better evolved

at present. Chain drive, or combined belt-

cum-chain drive. (C'omplete belt drive

spells a small engine pulley, and more likeli-

hood of belt troubles.)

Medium weight for use with sidecar.—Not
recommended.

(c) 2i% h.p. for solo use.—Two-speed with belt

drive satisfactory.

35^ h'.p. for sidecar work.—Three-speed, with

chain drive, or belt-rum-chain drive, is

ideal. In its absence, two-speed with chain

drive is recommended.

(d) 5-8 h.p. solo ase.—Single geared belt drive

satisfactory. Two-speed with either belt or

chain is luxurious.

5-8 h.p. for sidecar work.—Two-speed with

chain drive is entirely satisfactory. Belt

drive not advised. Three or more speeds the

height of liixuTv.

IN TUB BBATiT OF MANXLAND.
A PtttTT/ View NEAP OI.EN HELEM.
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CLEAN COUNTIES.
FOLLOWING on recent correspondence recom-

mending readers to renew their licences in

counties absolutely free from police persecution,

we have jileasure in reproducing from The Autocar the

following list, and would like to draw readers' atten-

tion to an editorial footnote to a communication in the

"Letters 'to the Editor" columns this week, wherein

is explained the method of allotting the licence fees to

the Road Board and the counties in which the fees are

collected. The foilowing counties had no police traps

in 1911

:

Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Dorset, Gloucestershire,

Herefordshire, Leicestershire, Middlesex (Middlesex Metro-

folitan -had twenty-seven), Norfolk, Northants, Northum-
erland, Oxford, Rutland, Suffolk, and Wiltshire.

It should not be forgotten that licences paid into

post offices within the area of county boroughs are

usually pooled by the borough and county authorities.

The registered number (fee 5s.) can also be

obtained from, any county or borough, and the only

licence which must be procured in the town or county

of residence is the driving licence (fee ss.)"

We should also like to make it clear that we should

support the authorities in any prosecution for dangerous

or reckless driving if sufficient separate evidence were

forthcomring to prove it, our quariel being only 'with

the pernicious police trap, generally planned over

tempting stretches of road where no danger is attached

to speeds in ex*ess of twenty miles an hour.

->-•••—<-

DRIVING FROM THE SIDECAR SEAT.

A. Bracket.
H. Handle-bar.
S. Steering attachment.

MR. OSCAR C. FRIED, of Rekawinkel, Austria,

sends us some details of an attachment by

means of which it is quite easy to drive from

the sidecar seat, and, as he finds this more comfortable

than riding in the

saddle, he makes- it

his usual piar^tice

when he has no pas-

senger. The attach-

ment is very simple,

and consists of a

flat bar of iron,

which is clamped to

the steering column
and 4o the handle-

bar just in front of

the handle grips.

To this is attached

the exhaust lifter,

worked by a Bow-
den wire and lever. If the carburetter control be on

the side to which the sidecar is fitted there is no
need to move it. Mr. Fried has also fitted a long
spring to the pedalling gear, with the object of keeping
the pedals always in the same place for starting and
braking purposes (his mat:hii)e has a back pedalling

brake). The attachment does not interfere with the

ordinary use of the combination, as can be seen from

Mr. Fried's Phanomen sidecar outfit.

the sketch, which shows the method of attachment to

the handle-bar. The dog, we are informed, is entirely

automatic in action, never failing to take his seat at

the proper time.

> <»«>«& <

On the last Thursday of February a new
paper, dated March, will be issued by the

publishers of The Motor Cycle. Its title. The Arena,
when not supported by any opportunity for a perusal

of its contents, cannot give an adequate idea of

its scope. In this it will differ very materially from
any existing publication, since it will specialise par-

ticularly on all matters likely to be of direct interest

to past and present members of the great Public

Schools and of the ancient Universities. These form,

as 0. whole, a class which is possessed of immense
loyally and affection for the great institutions to which
it is so much indebted, and consequently The Arena
looks for support, not only of a merely casual interest

in current events, but based upon a real desire to

keep in menial touch with men and places which may
V20

be physic.illy far removed. In addition to a staff

composed entirely of Public School and University

men, the. new paper has enlisted the services of a

number of e.xpert contributors on matters of sport

and outdoor life, while another of its many aspects

will attract rather those who find pleasure in matters

of tradition and history. The paper will be published

monthly at the price of sixpence, and its illustrations

—which will in the main be photographic—will be

largely selected for their artistic merit, and will be

reproduced as perfectly as possible on the highest

quality of paper. If any of the readers of The Motor
Vycle, many thousands of whom are themselves Public

School or University men, would like to convey any
suggestions to the Editor of The Arena, he can be

found at 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.
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Cost of Running a Motor Cycle.
On the last day of the old year the Sunday Chronicle

published some remarkable assertions on the subject
of motor cycles; and as its contributor uses the same
pen-name as myself, I should like emphatically to con-
trovert most of his statements. Here are several

quotations which show the general trend of his ideas

:

/• "
. . . ike man who can afford an initial

outlay of jQso, and an annual outlay at the rate of
10s. a Tveek at least.

'

'

2. " a motor bicycle is a delightful toy."
3- " at least he should be in receipt of

an -income of ^2^0 to £,300 a year."
4- "

• / regard the pleasure (of motor
cycling) as overrated."

Every practical motor cyclist will understand at a
glance why an individual who has spent ^£26 a year
on upkeep should regard motor cyclmg as an over-
rated hobby. There are a few people about who are
constitutionally unable to acquire that very slight

mechanical ability which enables a man to do his own
nmning repairs. Such a man has to take every tiny
derangement to a garage, and if he bought a very third-
rate machine, his annual expenses might be ^26. I

have never spent anything like £,26 on the upkeep of
one machine during a single season.

In 1903 I owned a rank bad machine, I was. working
too hard to do' my own repairs, and I co\ered upwards
of 6,000 miles ; yet my bills totted up to less than
jQio for the season. Of late years, since I have
become qualified to do my own repairs, the upkeep
charges have dwindled to the vanishing point, and like

most clubmen, I could guarantee to ride any first grade
machhie 10,000 miles for less than £,26; and 10,000
miles means at least two seasons' work for an average
rider who does not use his machine for business
purposes..

To call the motor bic^xle a "toy" is a trifle

ridiculous in days when thousands of business men
prefer it to the train as a means of locomotion in the
ordinar}^ course of professional work. Only yesterday
I was conversing with a knot of men who travel for a
big colliery. Five of them have adopted the motor
bicycle as an all-weather mount within the last two
years. Each of these five claimed to be from ;^3o to

^60 a ye'ar in pocket by the substitution. A large
percentage of the manufacturers' orders come from
men in middle life, who use motor cycles mainly for
professional purposes, preferring them because of
their convenience, comfort, economy, healthfulness,
and -reliabilitv.

When we turn to the minimum income at which the
ownership of a motor bicycle is advisable, we are on
more controversial ground. The writer in question-
warns ".working lads with 25s. or 30s. a week " not
to contemplate purchase ; and here I agree with him.
If a Carneeie chose to present a thousand such lads

with up-to-date machines, they could afford to run

them. Such a youth can live on £1 a week, and the

extra 5s. tots up to ^13 per annum, which would easily

cover the upkeep for 5,000 miles. But a lad in this

position ought to be saving, and to spend the whole ol

his surplus income on a hobby is thriftless. Anybody
who can afford £s° for a new machine and very much
less for a good second-hand one, and can see his way
clear to devote ;i^io per annum to upkeep, can afford

to run a motor bicycle. This is regarding the matter

purely as a question of finance. I admit that the

expense may often be unjustifiable from other stand-

points. In my opinion, a man who does not ride a
motor bicycle, and admits having " chucked " it,

should delegate the duty of writing about it to som*^

person who does ride.

How to Prevent Side=slip,

The author of the interesting article in our issue of

December 28th has omitted a few maxims which I

consider vital. The chief safeguard is not to funk it.

If you think you are likely to tumble, you will tumble.

The second is to use a wide handle-bar ; the more
leverage the bars give, the better the prospects of

correcting an incipient skid. The third is not to carry

heavy weights on the tail of the machine ; in some
districts where the grease is particularly treacherous

I find it considerably more difficult to keep a machine
vertical when I have a big bag on the carrier, though,
strangely enough, certain patterns I have ridden do
not seem to mind added weight at the rear.

The point mentioned about keeping the saddle well

forward is highly practical, but often entails using a

special short handle-bar in winter. One machine
which I recently owned was a terror on bad grease

until I sawed about 6in. off each end of the handle-

bar, and got a new saddle pin which brought my weight

further forward.^ After these alterations it was veiy

steady to ride, even in tow'ns where grease abounds
and there is a fair amount of traffic.

An Australian-built motor cycle— the E.W.B.-J.A.P.—quite an up-to-date
-design assembled and marketed by E. W. Brown, ol Melbourne. Victoria.
it will be notfced that TruBauirsDrina forks are fltted.

^
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DODGES
ON THE

y EXETER RUN.

CONSIDERING the untoward nature
of the circumstances—sloppy seas
of mud underfoot and drizzling
rain overhead—the intrepid-look-

ing crowd of enthusiasts who were con-

gregated under the flickering glare of

acetylene flare, lamps at the Bulstrode
Hotel, Hounslow, on Boxing night, was
a remarkably good natured and merry
one. Most of them, too, were fairly

busy- Here one would see hasty repairs,

alterations or adjustments being made

;

or a protesting hand would be held out

Fig. 1. -Home-made speedometer lamp on
Hentley's Triumph,

to " ask your pardon, but my carburetter

ia somewhere down in that puddle, and
I have not got a spare with me "

; and
in one dark corner, to the accompaniment
of exasperated cursings, the entrails of a

machine were being laid open to the

elements.

Preparations in the DarK.
All around was the noise made by the

use of spanners, the gurgle of emptying
petrol cans, the buzz of conversation, and
the slippity-slosh of dripping overalls.

Men would be seen every now and then
groping about in the dark with short-lived

matches; others would devis;: means for

tying something else on to a machine
wliicli was already a store of accessories

and " Vjodgments "
; an.xious minds would

carefully count their acetylene generators
to see that none )iad dropped off in the
ten milo run-out from t/Own. Altogether
a stirring scftie of restl(^^a activity, glare,

nois?, and the snii'll of leaking
acetylene gas.

And the machines themselves I A poor
advertisement, I opine, for the molor
cycle 'n general and an object lesson that
one can hardly fail to regret could be taken

A22

advantage of by so few actual manu-
facturers of machines. True half a dozen
hours of steady rain falling on mud-
surfeited roads make riding conditions
none of the best—^and perhaps few of the
machines were over-clean to start with

—

but only one description of them can be
applied, and applied to one and all, they
were absolutely filthy. From front number
plate to back tyre, they were smothered
with mud, it dripped—th? mira liquid parti

of it—from lamp bracket, hubs, tanks,

frames, engines, from everywhere that it

could. Several of the machines really

looked as if thej' had been dipped in a

mud bath—and amongst them being
some with specially fitted guards.

Penetrating Mud,
It is evident that mud takes a great

deal more of exclusion than most people
imagine. One thing, however, is rather

remarkable. Here is a motor cycle trial

which exceeds neither in distance nor in

difficulty rides which are often undertaken
under all sorts of weather conditions by
ordinary amateurs who rarely trouble to

make special provision as to weather-proof-
ing and illuminating. Yet there was
Bcaroely a machine entered tor this competi-
tion that did not have some special fitting

or other. Belt shields, extra mudguards,
large tool cases, leg-guards, hand-muffs,
monstrous lighting outfits—all these

betrayed the fact that few riders or
manufacturers have the courage to face

four hundred miles of mud-plugging
on standard machires. And there is yet

another remarkable fact. Year after

year the Exeter run produces machines
with special devices, some of which are
good, some bad, and some indifferent

;

some are fitted by amateurs, some by
manufacturers, but all suffer from a
common complaint—one seldom hears any-
thing of any of the devices until the
next Exeter run comes round again

!

Slipping belts are a bugbear, but a well-

designed shield will overcome the trouble.

So much is proved. Why then, ons may
ask, are these belt shields not fitted as

standard to every machine which makes a
pretence to being an "all-weather
mount "?

Fig. 3.—A neat top tube
generator clip.

Fig. a.—Mudguardln^ arrangement on 31 h.p.

Rover.

Interesting Fittings.

The following is a rough description

of some of the more interesting devicis

which a stroll round the yard of the Bul-

strode Hotel disclosed.

Fig. 1 shows a neat little turret-light

contrivance fitted to his Triumph by

P. H. Bentley. Although it was a home-
made affair, the workmanship was irre-

proachable, and it formed quite one of

the neatest little fittings imaginable.

The electric lamp bulb is carried in a

mounting which
swivels in all pos-

sible directions,

and which is car-

ried on an exten-
sible arm, which
in turn is sup-
ported by a cross-

head which can
be slid up and
down the central

column. This last

is carried by a
I

special clip upon
the handle-bar,
wherefrom it is

insulated by a
packing washer of
fibre. Both the
column and the
arm are hollow, the
conducting flex being threaded through
them. The switch consists of a blade
similar to that which is used for magneto
cut-out switches, and throws the lamp
into circuit by earthing the column and
clip to the handle-bar.

A Belt Shield.
Fig. 2 shows diagrammatically the

arrangement, which Harold B. Karslake
had fitted to his 3^ h.p. three-speed
Rover to keep mud off the belt. It was
a shield of a vei'y conijirehensive nature
indeed, and, to judge from the appear-
ance of the belt after ten miles of the
filthiest roads imaginable, was by way
of being extremely effective. The prin-

cipal point about it was the method of
" filling-in " the back mudguard with a

crescent of sheet metal, the edge of which
lay bettoi'en the tyre and the belt rim.
This- crescent extended exactly over the
forward half of the wheel, and was
riveted to the ordinary mudguard. At
its bottom end the filling in piece sup-
ported one end of a flat mudshield run-
ning underneath the "belt to the crank
chamber, where it was upswept over the
engine pulley. The device closely fol-

lows the Dot method.
Another Karslake dodge is figured in

the third sketch, and still another in the
fourth. Both of these relate to the
illumination, the fii'st being a new genera-
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toi' attachment and the second a novel

arrangement of head lamps. As a means

Fig. 4.—Novel lamp arrangement
adopted by H. Karslake.

for clipping a generator to the top tube.

Jlr. Karslake's device strikes us as being
quite the best thing we have seen, as it

is at once so simple and strong, and sup-

ports its burden perfectly centrally. Wf
understand it is shortly to be put upon
the market by a firjn of lamp manufac-
turers.

In the arrangement shown in fig. 4.

the upper lamp is a large F.R.S. sup-
ported directly above the handle-bar
stem by a plain bracket, which holds it

centrally and extremely rigidly. The
two smaller lamps are electric ones,

which, althoiigJi smaU, give a remarkably
bright light. One of the great advant-
ages of this arrangement will not escape
the attention nf riders who have gone in

for several lamps at a time, namely,, that
the big acetylene lamp is fixed centrally
above the steering head, and consequently
has no bad effect, on the steering.

Amongst several other provident ones-

was W. Cooper, whose Bradbuiy was
fitted up with the device shown in fig. 5.

Attached to tlie crank chamber was a V-
shaped shield, as shown, of some breadth.,
which well protected the engine pulley and
N.S.U. two-speed gear. In the point of

simplicity, Mr. Cooper's device must be
considered very effective indeed, althougli

the greater part of the belt is not pro-
tected from mud splashed up from the
road.

An Effective Underscreen.
T. W. Tattersall had provided his 5-6 h.p.

R.A.G.S. with a monstrous undersliield.

designed to protect not only the belt but
the whole of the rest of the machine, in-

cluding the' rider. It was a piece of sheet
metal, almost eighteen inches wide, turned
up in the front to form a wide rounded
flap, and going backwards under the
engine as far as the back tyre. It is

rather surprising to find this sort of thing
used so little, as it is extremely simple to

make and fix, can be detached when neces-
sary in a few minutes, and is beyond
doubt extremely effective without any
fm'ther additions. One of 'its great advant-
ages, to tlie mind of one who happens to
have tried such an undersliield. is that il

keeps the legs and boots quite warm and
dry— a very important consideration in

winter riding.
- The majority of additional mudguards
that were to be seen had reference to the

comfort of- -the rider ^rather than to the

special protection of any mechanical part,

thus one found most of them applied to the
front wheel. -

Fig. 6 shows the manner in which- mud-
guarding of the front wheel was carried

out on the Rudge machines. The arrange-

ment was not particularly pretty, but ap-

peared to be quite effective in screenhig

the engine, etc., from mud. On each side

of the ordinary guard are deep side flaps,

which at the bottom terminate in a tri-

angular horizontal flap, behind which,
again is a very large shovel-shaped leather

flap trailing just clear of the ground.
Fixed at each side to the blades of the
spring forks is a convex panel, supported
at its front edge only, and turned outwards
at an angle of about '30°. It will be noted
that this panel, or .scoop, extends below
the hub centre. Its purpose is to catch
and deflect the mud and water, which is

carried by the tyre past the front of the

Fig. 5.—Engine p\illey belt shield on W. Cooper's
Bradbury.

Fig. 6.--Special mudsliields on Elce's Riiiigc.

main guard, and so blown back oji to tlie

legs of the rider and on to the engine. ^

Another machine with an unusual, front

.

guard " was ; Geo. -Wray's Bradbury
sidecar, in which, as shown in the dia-

graimnatic sketch, fig. 7, nearly a half of.

the front wheel was entirely enclosed by
large leather flaps at each side, tightly

laced on the ordinary mudguard.
Fig. 8 shows a home-made leg sliieltl

on a N.S.U. machine. Its constructinn

shoidd be obvious from the sketch.

The down pieces were plain ordinary
waterproof. Needless to say, there vvas

a gcod show of Miller, College and E.T,.I.

shields.

The Question of Lamps.
Turning now to lighting arrangements,

there were few riders indeed whci

contented themselves with a single head
lamp. Many, solo machines had two oi

three, whilst four on a sidecar combina-
tion was nothing out of the ordinary. In
the matter of generators, there was no
lack of quantity, the average number
being three, although there were five on
several mounts. One or two had ' pro-

vided themselves with dissolved acety-

lene outfits, the advantages- of which
system have only to be known to be
appreciated. Electric lighting sets aisc

found a good many adherents.
Several riders had forsaken purely

motor cycle accessories for the more
ambitious " car stuff "

; indeed, it was
almost the rule to find, at any rate on
the bigger sidecar machines, a regular

60 h.p. head lamp. Ihi,?, generally, was

fitted up in a purely tempoi-ary manner,

the usual place being on the front stay

between the bicycle frame and the side-

car, though in a good many cases it was

Fig. 7.— Tlie large front guard on G. Wray's
Bradbury.

fixed on the "toe" of the sidecar itself.

One of the few who had taken the

trouble to " make a job of it " was W.
Pratt, whose P. and W. carried a

moiLstrous Lucas head lamp, carried as

indicated in fig. 10. It was supported
by a couple of massive columns proceed-

ing direct from the front hub and braced

to the ordinary' lamp bracket. We
understand the rider found this big and
lieavy lamp did not appreciate the bumps
its mispruug position laid it open to;

and the overhanging of so much weight
ilid nut make steering on greasy roads

any too easy.

, A Pyjiamo Set.
Probably, the best lighted vehicle in the

competition was F. B. Webber's Morgan
runabout, which carried a complete C. A.

V'ahdervell dynaimo installation, the

generator -.being driven by Whittle belt

from a'piilley fixed on to the outside fly-

wheel of the engine. The lamps were a

couple of C.A.V. car pattern ones, and
gave an enormous light. Similar lamps,
with special metal fiJament bulbs- and
silveretl parabolic reflectors, were to bt

seen on two of the Rudges which were -

fitted' with sidecars. In this case, the

large battery of accumulators was carried

in the sidecar, immediately behind the

passenger's legs, whilst the Sin. head •

lamp was supported directly on tht

steering head, as shown in the small

sketch (fig. 11), by a couple of brackets
fixed to the handle-bar itself.

Route cards, speedometers, watches,
etc., were generally lit by electric lamps,

Fig. 8.—Lefr shield on an N.S.U. machine.
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either fixed to the handle-bar or to the

top tube. These lamps were, of course,

intended for occasional use only, though,
to judge from the battery capacity in

some cases, they would outlast the night

if kept hard on all the time. One man
had gone the length of fitting up a full-

sized electric side lamp on the handle-

Fig. 10.—Special car lamp bracket on
W. Pratt's P. and M.

bar in order to illuminate his route card.

This excess of liglit is, however, in our
opinion, a great mistake, as, unless one's

head lights are of perfectly enormous
power, the glare arising from the illumina-

tion of a route card or speedometer is

likely to dazzle one at a moment when all

the clearness of one's vision is wanted.
After seeing the lighting arrangements

of most of the Exeter machines, we can-

not fail to come to the following conclu-
sions. They deserve, in our opinion, the
closest possible attention, as they cer-

tainly appear to indicate that, as far aa
lamps and generators are concerned,
there is room for a good deal of improve-
ment.

Conclusions Arrived at.

1. Only a very few riders consider the
light from even the largest motor cycle
head light as sufficient for a long run.
It was noticeable that the "old hands"
had each a pair of head lights at least,

almost without exception, or, if not,
they had a motor car head light. In
conversation with several well-known
riders, we ascertained that they would
willingly have carried as many as four
head lamps if they could have done so

safely or even found a place for their
attachment, and ,this for no other reason
than that something bigger and better
than generally used at present is next to a
necessity for a serious night ride.

2. Experienced riders have none too
much confidence in even the best of

acetylene generators, or else a couple
would be considered ample for what is

approximately twelve hours of darkness.
It is quite evident that generators are
not expected to operate for the time
for which their makers claim them to

produce gas. With regard to electric

batteries, it is here not so much a slight

lack of confidence that is manifest, but a

go wrong, which can only be taken to
positive expectation that they would

>—••.—<

mean that the average motor cyclist is of

the opinion that accumulators have in no
way improved since the days of the battery
ignited machine. Partially, perhaps, this

may be due to the fact that in many cases
special accessories are fitted for the
Exeter run only at the last moment, and
that this test is the first occasion for
their use over a prolonged time. It is

all very well to be on the safe side—that,

Fig. 11.—C.A.V. lamp arrange-
ment on Elce's Rudge.

after all, is the merest prudence—but
there is no reason that we can see why
lamps and generators should not be at

least as adequate for their vviork and as
reliable as any other part of a motor
cycle. No one, that we could see, was
carrying spare magnetos or carburetters !

Be it noted, also, that no one taking a car
through such an event would festoon it

with spare lamps and generators, the
standard outfit being capable of doing
all that is required of it.

A MECHANICAL VAPORISER.
MANY and various are the designs

of carburetters and methods of

vaporising that we read of or see

from time to time, yet never have
I seen or heard of experiments in the

same trend as contained in the following

lines. This experiment was carried out

by the writer during 1906 when en-

deavouring to obtain the last ounce of

power from an old automatic inlet single

that was u^ed for racing purposes.

No other field of motordom has such
scope for experimental work as carbura-
tion. Those whose inclinations have been
in tliis direction well know tlie reward.
The arrangement here described was

used entirely for speed work, and at no
time did I test it for touring purposes.
It was rather extravagant in .spirit, but
this was only a minor detail in my case,

hence economy received little considera-
tion.

Benzine was the fuel always employed,'
but an incident whicli proved the vapo-
riser was up to it.s duty with kerosene is

here related. I had completed my pre-
liminaries, som.e six or seven laps, and a
few minutes iirior to the start handed the
machine to trie allcndii.'it, who filled the
tank. This completed, I got on the mark,
and was somewhat perjilcxed, when the
gun went, to find the niachine, usually
fast at kicking olF, just the reverse, and
it was with uilllr.'ulLy 1 got a move on.
]lowever. when once going it lired splen-
didly right throughout the race. After
examination revealed the fact tli.it kero-
sene had been placed in the tank, whether
doliberatelv or otherwise will never In;

known, but many such shady praeticef
were in evidence in this country then.

[This does not refer to England.

—

Ed.]
The accompanying sketch clearly shows

the working of this vaporiser. The tank
was made of brass, capacity about one
quart, while the filler cap contained an
ordinary Dunlop air valve taken from a
cycle inner tube. After partially filling

the tank, pressure was applied per
medium of a cycle pump connected to the
Dunlop valve. A pipe led from the tank

The meehanical vaporiser described in the
accompanying article.

Click to a needle valve A, which acted as

a jet. Ji is a valve sealing attached to

the jet, while C is a small valve. Fastened
to the valve stem of (I is a Z-shajied collar

1). ridged and drilled with I's'"- holes,

which break the spirit U|). i'lie above
was attached to the inlet iiijjo E, which
faced to the front of the machine.
The valve C prolriiih'd Ihroiigli thi'

inlet pipe, where the spring F was placed
to seat it firmly. Now from the exhaust
cam an extension was carried, and on
this was attached another cam, which
worked the rod G, similar to the present
overhead mechanical valve. This was
timed to open the valve C just prior to
the induction stroke, and to close it on its

completion.
The pipe E was closed at its extreme

end by the air throttle H, worked by a
lever from the tank. A piece of wire I, in

spiral form, to act as a quick thread,
which gave the incomirg air a revolving
motion, was soldered inside the inlet pipe.

It will be readily seen that, on ilia

induction stroke, the valve C being oj)en,

the spirit, with pressure behind it, strikes

the collar D with some force and \l con-
verted into very fine spray. The air

entering through the inlet i-id the throttle

H meets the spirit at this collar also,

and, while assisting in vaporising the fuel

thi-oiigh the holes in 1), is at the same
time thoroughly mixed with it.

No throttle for governing the gas was
fitted, it being unnecessary lor racing pur-
poses, the control being entirely by the
air and the ignition.

This vajioriser, when used with the
automatic valve, could not be cured 6i

popping, which eventually led to the inlet

valve being converted to a mech.anical
overhi'a<l, when the trouble disappeared.
The advantages of this style of vapo-

riser are many. The clioked jet trouble is

non-existent, a thorough mixture is ob-

tained, which is for(-'e<i into the cylinder
by the preasui'e of the inrushing iiir, hence
the latter is charged with gas to its

ntin.>.-it capacity. S. li.B.
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entry being the first received by E.
B. Dickson, the trial hon. sec. for
this event, I had the advantage of
starting first for motor cycles. Sliarp

at seven o'clock I was given the word to go b\
Timekeeper F. T. Bidlake and R. H. Head,
the chairnran of the club. The first few miles
required great care over the tramlinesrand W.
H. Wells with his big 7 h.p. Indiair sidecar,
came past me going great guns. I certainly
tried to overtake him, but owing to the
bad state of the roads through Bagshot
and Egliam, was quite unable to do so. Egham Hill was
being observed., by F. J. Jenkins, and he informed me
later that no fewer than tliirty-seven failed here. No
doubt many of them were new to night driving. Surely
the old hands would never fail so hopelessly. Soon after we
had passed Blackwatev I was joined by V. Olssou on his new
twin Trump-Jap, he having taken delivery of the machine two
days previous to the run. It was certainly one of the quietest
machines in the trial, and always had a good turn of speed.
Several of the men were complaining about having lamp

trouble, but I was one of the fortunates this time, having
fitted one of the Lucas lamps with two separate generators,
.and also an electric lamp and dry battery.

Just before reaching Andover 1 noticed Jack Woodhouse
and his back tyre having a few words together.

. I an-ived at Salisbury, the first checking place, at 10.£0,
and all were quite ready for their first "breakfast." Several
i)f the machines could not be taken into the hotel yard, and
had to be left in the road while the riders refreshed the
inner man.

The Course Well Marked.
I

W. H. Wells and I left Salisbury in the second stage of
the jom-ney, and I kept a very sharp eye for the turiung
at Wilton, this being the place where so many of us went
wrong last year, but', thanks to the trials secretary, the course
was very well marked with lanterns at the back of the arrows^
and no one need to have gone wrong.
The narrow roads and lanes beyond Shaftesbury were in

a deplorable state, and floods were met which caused my
belt to slip in taking the splash, and, in fact, I saw two
cars skidding all over the road.

Yeovil saw a good number of the meii taking in supplies.

Chard was the next stumbling block for the majority of
the riders. Mather and I struck the hill together, but,
unfortunately for him, he fizzled out, whilst I slipped in

ray low gear and sailed comfoilably to the top. I was
much surprised to see such a large gathering of spectators
so early in the morning, and yet a section of the trade say
they do not want competitions. It is a pity they do not go
through some of these trials and witness the enthusiasm all

along the line.

Alan Hill told me he failed first time with his Rudge
and sidecar, but went down again and .made a clean ascent

:

in fact, I quite believe fifty per cent, failed owing to

their striking the hill unawares in the dark.

At Yarcombe I waited at the top to witness several of
the climbs, arid the best I saw was by W. A. Sale (7 h.p.
Indian), who came up -at a great speed, and V. Olsson (Trump
Jap), also Han-y Bashall with Enfield sidecar.

The weather now had become very bright and riding con-
ditions were much better. One thing I am quite sure about,
had we known the roads were in such a dreadful condition,

when riding over them in the dark, we should not have
taken such risks. However, "All's well that ends well."

The first x-eturn check was about one mile from Yeovil,
and I felt convinced several would be disqualified for being too
early.

I was not due before 10.25, but I noticed some of the
back-markevs had signed in at 10.8.

J.

The floods were still out, which caused tiie

belt-driveii macliines much trouble. A. good
many people witnessed the ascent of Shaftes-
bury. Bell (F.X.) and PIuU (Indian sidecar)'

led the field as far as Basingstoke, where
Southcombe-May was in charge of the second
check, which caught several of the riders

napping.
At Bagshot I caught up Bel! lighting

his lamp. We both were very anxious to
be the first to finish, so I took the risk

over grease and mud and checked in first at the finish at

5.43, having gone through the most arduous and trying trial

that 1 ever remember, my machine—a Bradbury—never
giving me a moment's trouble, except the petrol pipe, which
somehow got choked. The tyres—R.O.M.—did their work re-

markably well considering the nature of the roads, and held
up splendidly. W. Coopek.

Experiences of the Competitor using the
Smallest Engine.

When I left home on Tuesday afternoon it was raining

hard, and my belt was slipping very badly. On arrival at

Hounslow I found that nearly aU the competitors were
there busily engaged putting finishing touches to their

machines. Just prior to leaving, I heard that A. V.
Sumner had been unfortunate enough to break the axle

of his S.A. three-speed gear. At 7.57 p.m. I was
despatched with F. L. Goodacre (A.S.L.), rain falling

slightly. We kept company until Basingstoke was reached,

where we found several competitors who had stopped for

a smoke and something to eat. G. N. Higgs (A.C. Sociable)

supplied us with hot coffee from his Theraios flask, and
S. B. White (4 h.p. Service) with some beef tablets, both

of which were thoroughly appreciated. Finding that my
exhaust valve had lengthened, I filed a piece off at the

garage. In the middle of Salisbury Plain I found H. A.
Cooper (Bradbury) and R. Croucher (3^ h.p. Kerry and
empty sidecar) with sandwiches and hot Bovril. As time
v>-as getting on, I restarted only to be stopped very soon

by Frank 'Thomas and 0. HUl (G.O.K. sidecar) for some
petrol, as they had run out, so we turned the little

Alcyon over, and got some out fia the filler cap. Then my
troubles started. About one mile after leaving Thomas,
the exhaust valve broke, and all my spares were too long.

I here discovered that I had, among other things, lost my
file, so there was nothing else to do but take off my belt

and pedal. Thank goodness, not very far off I found a

signal box, so went up the railway bank and knocked at

Tlie team of Ariel riders in the 1911 M.C.C. London-Exeter-London Run .

F. C. North, G. Boswell, C. B. Duberly, and S. C. Ferryman. All four succeeded
In Kainine gold medals.
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the door. After a little searching round, the old signalman
found what I wanted, and I was enabled to file a little off

a, valve and pi'oceed into vSalisbury. Here I found C. F.

Halsall iClyno) just getting ready to leave. Having filled

up with petrol, oil, carbide, etc., 1 was just about to enter

the hotel when H. Foote (8 h.p. T.T. Bat) arrived, having
had trouble with his front tyre. I was now something
like two and a half hours late, so we pushed on together.

We were travelling together at a very reasonable speed,

when Foote hit a water splash, but, luckily, did not stop

in the middle. After examining this for depth, I decided

to risk it, so took it "all out." We then, of course, found
our belts slipping, so stopped and applied some more
" Belticum," which immediately stopped the slip. I had
applied some of this stuff before leaving Hounslow, and I

must say it is nothing shoi't of marvellous on either a

rubber or leather belt for stopping slip. A few hundred
yards further on we came across another water splash, so

took it "all out" again. Here we passed Halsall going
very slowly, and with his engine transmission making a

terrible noise. Yeovil was our next stop, where we filled

up with petrol, etc., and the garage proprietor very kindly
supplied us with hot coffee, etc., the Mermaid Hotel being

clo.sed.

Chard Hill.

I managed to get nearly to the top of the steep pitch,

and feel sure I could have climbed to the top c^oilld I have
pedalled, but, as mentioned earlier, I was minus a chain.

After pushing the machine up to the cottage, I managed
to get going again, and flew to the top. I was very worried
again over Yarconibe Hill, but was agreeably surprised to
find that I was able to get round the first two or three

bends ; then Foote pushed me a few yards now and again

till I reached the top. About fifteen miles out of Exeter
I was stopped by J. Chater-Lea (Chater-Lea sidecar),

who had broken the spring of his contact-breaker, so after

leaving him a new contact-breaker complete I pushed on
into Exeter. Having left Salisbury so late, I had no
time for food, and had immediately to turn round and
come back. At Yeovil we were feeling pretty bad, not

having had anything to eat since leaving Salisbury, and
plenty of work to do. While Foote ordered some drinks, I

saw that the machines were filled up with petrol, and
bought some buns. The next stop was for oil, as I had
been giving my little engine plenty. On Shaftesbury Hill

Foote a^ain helped me to the top by means of a few pushes
on the shoulder. I must repeat that I am sure it would have
been quite possible for me to have climbed all tlie liills had
I been able to give a little pedal as.=istance. Then on to

Salisbury, where we had a meal which we thoroughly
enjoyed, being almost starving.

Just outside Salisbury I took the wrong road, but only
:

for a few hundred yards, when I discovered my_ mistake.

Nothing happened after this until I arrived back in Houns-
low nine minutes inside twenty-four hours.

With the N.W. Londoners to Gloucester.

On Christmas morning I fetched my 3-^ h.p. clutch Singer

from Euston Station, and, never having been on a machine
of this make before, I was very anxious to try it. I rede

llie machine straight home, and did not get a chance to

Iry it again till Friday, when 1 had a short run round,

aiid then went up to Hampstead in the evening, to be

DM the spot for the start to Gloucester. After trying many
places, wo (H. J''oole and myself) eventiially arranged to

sleep on a sofa at the Bull and Bush Hotel, all the beds

being engaged. Here we found Montacue Drew, who had
knocked the eilenc;r off his. 3i h.p. 1912 Zenith.

Coffee Tin Silencer.
As the r'.ili's ,.f the coiiipelilion slated that noisy macliinos

would be disr|iialified, we fixed up a coffee-tin to act as

silencer. It was not till 3 a.m. that we had finii-'hed this,

together with sundry adjustments to our own machines.

I'he coffeelin silcni-cr was .-i great success, and held together

rluring the run to (.lloucfster and back. We then retired

to our " lieds," only to rise again at 5.15. At 7.15 the

first man was despatched. The road from " Jack Straw's

Castle" was somewhat twisty, but very well arrowed;
iiAy onco did I, in company with G. Fletcher

Douglas) nearly take the wrong njad. Lucrkily, FletcluM

^0

saw our mistake just in time. I had not been able to test

the Singer's hill-climbing capabilities, and was really

astonished at the way it literally flew up Dashwood with
cut-out closed and nothing like full throttle.

The Writer Helps a Stranded Compeftor.
About fourteen miles from Oxford one of my lamp-bracket

bolts broke, and I was therefore obliged to carry lamp
and bracket in one hand and steer with the other. I was
somewhat late, and it was not a very nice experience,
riding fast with only one hand, on a greasy road. Just
outside Oxford Dickens was stopped, having run short of
petrol. After giving him a couple of horn buUis full, I

proceeded to Morris's Garage. The run into Gloucester
. was uneventful, excepting the tramlines, which were in

a terrible condition for skidding.
The most interesting part of the return journey was the

ascent of Birdlip, with its long gradual gradient and then a.

corner, which is faifly stiff for a hot engine with cut-out
closed. The Smger, .however, came up here without a

. falter. Then for a few miles we ran through a fog.

It was now getting dark and I was lampless ! However,
I managed to buy an ordinary bicycle oil lamp, and with
this I got into Oxford. Here, at -Morris's Garage, I

borrowed a very ancient Autoclipse head lieht.

There was a big crowd waiting in High Wycombe to

see the competitors climb the fairly stift arid greasy hill

leading out to Stanmore. A few miles on, I passed
Griffittis on his little Alcyon, who had been delayed owing
to belt troubles. After giving him a spare belt-fastenr link,

I pushed on as time was fleeting. AH went well till the
Bull and Bush was reached, when I discovered that I was
two minutes ahead of time. I decided to allow myself half

a minute to get to Jack Straw's Castle. This, I found to

my sorrow, was not quit-e long enough, as I was twenty
!;;.conds outside my maximum time.

The Runs Compared.
There is really no comparison between the two runs.

Whereas in the first competitors had to climb Chard and
Yarcombe in the dark, in the last, Dashwood and Birdlip
were ascended in daylight, which is quite another matter.
The roads to Exeter were in a far worse condition than those
to Gloucester, and, coupled with the bad- roads, a light-

weight is very hard to get through without even any
pedalling gear. I would suggest next year tlie competitors
should all have to make a non-stop from Gloucester to the top
of Birdlip. ^ n ArnNTuy

R. 0. Clark (four-cylinder F.N. and sidecar), one of (ho succesiiul competitors in

tlie M.C.C. Exeter run. On all hands one heard expressions of approval concerninc;
the silence of this machine.
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London to Gloucester and Back.
BELOW will be found the results of the N.W.

London M.C.C. twelve-hour trial to Gloucester,

on Saturday, December 30th, subject to con-

firmation by the committee

:

Special Prize (solo machines).
W. Cooper (3^ Bradbury)

Special Prize (passenger machines).
?'F. W. Appleloee {3f Scott sc.)

Silver Cup Winxers.
(Lost less than 30 marks.

We have been asked to point out that several com-

petitors lost all their marks through making adjust-

ments in the control at Gloucester—a contravention

cif the rules.

Glynn Eowden (3^ Triumph)
A. E. Woodman (2f Hura-

ber)

E. Pond (5i Singer)
W. Cooper (3^- Bradbury)
"W. Oldman (6 Bat and'sc.)
H. C. Mills (3i Premier) -

R. Scott (3^ Triumph)
,

.C. M. Simpson- (7 Indian)
C. J. Burton (10-12 Jlors)

-A. E. Hawkins (2r A.J.S.)
H. H. Berlandina (3^ P.
and JL)

F. W. Applebee (31 Scott
sc.)

J. Beal (34 Iv'.S.U.)

Eric Rose (3-^ Triumph)
E. F. Lawrence (34 Rudge)
J. W. Thomas (2^J Douglas)
M Jlorgan (8 Jlorgan
. Runabout)

R. Lord (6 ilex Sidette)
J. A. Hilger (34 Premier)
E. L. Printz (5 Bat)
H. Beau (5 Matchless)
A S. Phillips (7 V.S. and

sc.)

W. C. Knight (34 Triumph)
A. 0. Rivon (16 Argyll)
P. H. Goddard (2| Douglas)
Gordon Fletcher (2|

Douglas)
G. S. Drew (6 Zenith)
:^L Drew (34 Zenith)
L. S. Guiver (34 Rudge)
R. G. Jlundy (34 Singer)
A. F. Flint (24 Stuart)
Hal Foote (8 Bat)
A. V. Deacock (6 N.S.U.

and sc.

)

R. Hollowav (3| Premier
Twin)

Silver Medals.
(Lost less than 40 marks.)

0. Tustin (2-3 Enfield)
f
Frank Smith (5-6 Clyno sc. 1

W. Jacobs (34 Rex)
j

Broxze Medals.
(Lost less than 50 marks.)

G. Griffiths (24 Alcyon)
|
A. G. Peppercorn (34 Brad-

L. Cass (34' Quadrant)
I

bury)

W. Tormey, the Sydney motor cyclist who recently lowered the motor cycle

record between Melbourne and Sydney (Australia). During the journey he was
charged by a cow, which afterwards rolled over him. The existing time was
48 hrs. 40 mins., which Tormey improved upon by 4 hrs. 37 min. His mount is a
31 h.p. Kerry-Abingdon.

-J—«»«^^-<~

A TAPERED TANK.

MR. A. C. DAVISON, the well-known manufac-
turer of tanks and other motor cycle adjuncts,

has, in response to a demand for a tank of

larger capacity than usual, brought out one which
holds slightly over two gallons, and vet is not
aliiiormalh wide in tliat jiortioii where width would

NEW LUBRICATORS.
be an inconvenience. The tank is pointed at the

front, wide at its foremost end, and then gracefully

tapers away. The width at the widest point is 7in.,

and at the narrowest S^sin- When mounted on the

frame it has quite a neat appearance, while the

advantage of carrviiig two gallons cannot be over-

estimated.

A special tapered two-gallon tank with hinged stoppers made by A. C. Davison.

Davison's positive drip-teed. A new automatic drip-Ieei lubricator.

Other novelties of Mr. Davison's production are

a 1%'m. hinged stopper, which is of a most con
\enient size and two new drip feeds (see sketches)

one working by suction and the other by, gravity.

B9
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
January 11th ... 5.10 p.m.

13th 5.13

15th 5.16

17th 6.19

Birmingham to York and Back.

At a meeting of the Birmingham
M.C.C. committee on Wednesday last

week it was decided to award a gold
medal to \ . Busby (2| h.p. twin Humber)
who finislied second to F. A. Mc.Nab.
The twin Humber was the smallest

machine in this difficult trial.

The Year's Motor Cycle Records.

For hanging up in the office, we have
had the list of British motor cycle

records which appeared in our issue of

November 30th, mounted on- cai'dboard.

Readers who would like a copy for re-

ference purpose.s Ehoull apply to The
Motor Ci/tle offices, 20, Tudor Street,

E.G., enclosing 2d. in stamps to defray
postage.

French Winter Trial.

'ihe Marseilles fil.C. will hold a motor
cycle competition on February 18th,

which will include a hill-climb and a

speed trial on the flat. The climb will

be on La Cede, a hill with a maximum
gradient of 1 in 8. The results will be
decided on formula, and no change of

gear will be allowed in the hill-climb

and speed tests. A number of prizes

are offered, and further particulars may
be obtained from the secretary, 14, cours

Belzunce, Marseilles.

M.C.C. de Fiance Annual Reunion.

The Motor Cycle Club de France
assembled on Saturday evening last to

distribute the prizes won in the recent

Circuit de Melun, and to participate
,
in

a banquet. Many representatives of the

sport and industry were in evidence,

among them visitors from the Motor
Cycle Clu' de Paris. During the evening
an announcement was made that the

M.C.C. de France and the M.C.C. de
Paris would .shortly be amalgamated, the

former to abforb the latter. The re-

mainder of the evening was devoted to

a lantern lecture on the beauties of the

Meuse and Rhone Valleys.

A.C.U. Annual Dinner.

The annual dinner of the Auto Cycle

TInion will be held at the Waldorf Hotel,

Aldwych, W.C, on Saturday, 20th
January, at 6.30 for 7 o'clock, when Mr.
llohert Todd, the chairman of the Union,
will preside. As u.sual a most interesting

iniisical programme, at which several

w:>ll-known artistes will appear, will

follow the dinner. For the convenience
of those dubs wliicli aie making up
.parties to attend the dinner, seating

accommodation will be arjangcd so that
fiiends may sit together. fjadira are
invited to be present. The price of
llui ticket is 7h. 6(1., and may be
ohtiiined upon application to the secretarv.

Auto Cycle Union, ii9, Pall Mall, Londoii,
,S.W.
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Australian 24 Hours' Record.

Until recently the twenty-four hours'

motor cycle record was held bj' H. B.
James, who covered a distance of 460 rriles

on Western district roads. ^ P. J. O'Brien
(riding a 1909 3^ h.p. Triumph) lias im-
proved upon this mileage. Starting at 4.5

a.m., O'Brien rode for 23h. 50m., in which
time he covered 504 miles. His ride was
not without incident. The petrol tank was
punctured by a stone being thrown up, and
the wire control to the exhaust valve lifter

broke, thus necessitating the opening and
shutting of the compression tap by hand.
The roads on the whole were very bad,
there being in places bad, sandy patches
6in. deep, which, of course, caused very
slow going. The route taken was through
Essendon, Woodend, Lancefield, and
Carlsruhe. O'Brien had one bad fall

during the night on Battlepork's Hill, and,
owing to his lamps failing, the trips

tlu'ough the Black Forest necessitated

cautious riding.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
CHOICE OF A VARIABLE GEAR
FEATURES OF 1912 AMERICAN

MOTOR CYCLES.

THE YEAR'S IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.

Birmingham M.C.C. Passenger Trial.

Mi. Herbert Austin, president of the
Biriiiir.gham M.C.C, has offered a cup for

that club's passenger trial, which we re-

ferred to last week.

Cost oJ Running.

We are obliged to hold over until next
week further letters on the subject of
" Cost of Running a Motor Cycle,"
which feature has now been running in

these columns for several weeks.

A Protest.

We have received a copy of a letter

written by J. J. Woodgate to the Auto
Cycle Unioji protesting against the awards
in the recent Sutton CoTdfield A.C. two-
day reliability trial. Mr. Woodgate con-
t;ends that certain competitors placed in
front of him transgressed the rules, where-
as he made a non-stop run.

Ninety-two Motor Cycles in Two Years.

It is extremely likely that the record—if there is such a thing—of riding the
largest number of motor cycles in a
year belongs to a member of the staff
of Tha Motor Cycle. The rider in ques-
tion sampled no less than forty-five
different motor cycles and five cars
during last year, tlie total for 1910 being
forty-two, i.e., ninety-two in two years.
The average distance ridden on each
machine was about fifty miles, the
experience of some extending to .several
thousand miles.

A Reader's View of the Exeter Run.
A correspondent has compiled from our

columns the following list of 100% suc-
cesses in the M.C.C. winter run, and
sends it to us with the following remarks:
"It would appear there wivs a gold medal
for every competitor except the very
unfortunate, and that the entry fee was
sufficient to buy a gold medal and leave
something Inw.irds the expenses from
each competitor."
Douglas ... 7 on tered 7 old medals
Bradbury ... 6 6
Bat 5 5
Triumph ... 5 5
KiOver 4 4
Ariel 4 4
Cliater - Lea 4 4
New j-fudson 2 2
Ariio 2 2

Then follows a 1 st of singl ' successes

P. J. O'Brion, an Austratian motor cyclist, who
recently lowered Ihe Australian twenty-four hours
record, covering a distance ot 604 miles in that
period. He rode a Triumph.

Affairs in the States.

An account of an intorviow with Mr.
IJeorge M. Hendoe appears in an Ameri-
can contemporary. Mr. Hcndcc tells
s(mie interesting facts about his great
business. 15,000 machines are to be
made, and all are to bo dpliver(^d before
.July 1st. The output since Jaiuiai'v 1st
is one hundred machines per diem—an
average of one machine every five and a
half iiiinules.
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An Easy Record.

During 1911, .7,357 motor cycles of

British manufacture were sent abroad,
representing witli parts a value of

£358.847.

The Midland Race Track.

Mr. F. A. HcNab informed us la.st

week that arrangements are well in hand
for the flotation of a company to build

the proposed two-lap racing 1rack in the

Slidlarids. Two sites are lii view—one

near the old waterworks at Aston, "the

uther at Shirley.; the former is the one
preferred by Mr. ilcNab, as being more
convenient for the general public.

The Proposed Yorkshire Invitation Tiial.

The Ilkley M.C.C. invitation winter
reliability run is not to be held, mainly
on account of the A-C.U., which refuses

permission to hold an open trial on
Sunday, and many will support the

governing body in its decision. Besides

that, the Ilkley Club finds that under
the rules, everv participant would have
tV) be affiliated 'to tlie A.C.U.

Winter Mudguarding.

The issue of last week containing a

leaderette ou winter runs had only been
published a few hours when we received

a message from Rudge Whitworth, Ltd..
informing us that they had experimented
with our suggestion for a detachable form
of mudguard extension for winter riding.

The attachment had been made tem-
porarily and tried on the road by Friday
morning, and promises to be successful.

Biooklands and the Six Days'^Trials.

jT/ic Motor C'l/dc suggestion to transfer

the last days' run of the Six Days'
Trials to Brooklands. which has received
general approval, is unlikely to be adopted,
this year at any rater—more's the pity. It

appears that the chief objection is the cost
of hiring Brooklands for the occasion

—

about £25—but surely there would be a
good return from the " gate money," as
it is extremely likely that hundreds would
welcome the chance to witness the final,

seeing that it is usual fi)r trials machines
to be fitted with new departm'es under-
going test for the succeeding year.

Up 1 in 8 at 10 m.p.h.

The open reliability trial cm the 20th
inst., organised by the Herts County
A.C., is likely to attract a good deal of
attention. Mr. Cooke interviewed the
Chief Constable of St. Albans last
week, and he is quite interested in the
ten-mile per hour climb up Holywell Hill
m the centre of St. Albans. It will be
an interesting and instructive test, for
the JIayor of St. Albans recently stated
in'court that he doubted whether a motor
cycle could climb the hill at ten miles
per liour. He happens to be an old
motor cyclist, so ;\Ir. Cooke is inviting
him to be present ou the day of the
contest. Holywell HiU has gradients of
approximately 1 in 8 in places, and a
ten-mile an hour limit is imposed.

The Winter Trials.
'

E. Marshall, as well as the passenger of

the Bounds-Jap sidecar, have written cor-

^.^recting H. Bashall's statement in the last

f Bpssue tliat the Bat was the only single-
"-•- geared sidecar successful in the Exeter

run. The Bomrds-Jap had a fixed gear.
and, we are told, made a non-stop run,
except for occasional lamp troubles.

A. T. Stanton desires us to make it

known that the coiijiling of Hugh Gibson's

sidecar, which gave way hi the Gloucester
run, was not of Bradbury manufacture.
It appears that owing to the rush for

delivery, Gibson had to borrow a sidecar

attachment from a friend.

.Jas. L. Norton assures us that he is

quite a stranger to valve trouble, and that
tlie real cause of his retirement from the
Birmingham to York and back run was
due to the sidecar tyre peeling oii the rim,

the resultant delay occupying 50m., which
was the limit of time allowed, thus entail-

ing disqualification.

In our report of the Gloucester run,
A\ . F. Giiiver was referred to as F. W.
Guinness. In drawing our attention to

the, slip, Mr. Guiver mentions that he
completed both the twenty-four hours'
London-Exeter run and the twelve
liotirs' run London-Gloucester and back
without

. opening tl]e toolbag of his

3^ h.p. Eudge..
;

A. Mabon (Rudge! sidecar), who was
reported' in our last issue as not having
arrived at Hounslow.witliin thirty hours
at the end of the London to Exeter run,

[EtimiiEE i^jgi^TS |.

i

J in. 20.—Herts. County .\.C. Open Trial.

„ 20.—.A'.C.U. Annual Dinner.
Teb. 17-—Sutton Coldadd A.C. Open

One Day Trial.
' !ar. 2.—A.C.U. Open One Day Trial.

„ 23.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

1, 30.—Derby and District M.C.C.Open
Hill-climb.

Apl. 5-8.—N.W. London and Herts.
County M.C.C. Joint Trial

and Open Hill-climb (Yorks.J

and Ladies' Conipeti'.ion.

„ 8.—Westmorland M.C.C. Open
Hill-climb at Shap Fell.

„ ij.—Oxford M.C.C. Open Hill-climb

informs us that he arrived at Hounslow
in twenty-seven hours. The checker,
however, had left. Mr. ilabon, who
had been delayed by severe tyre trouble,
established proof of his arrival, and the
matter is now being placed before the
committee of the M.C.C.

J. C. Prior writes to say that he did
Knish the N.W. London Club's Gloucester
run. but not until 11 p.m. His delay
was due in no way to his Bat sidecar,
but to the fog which caused him to run
some miles off the course. Mr. Prior
tells us that he climbed Dashwood on top
gear and Birdii]) on low gear with half
throttle, and this without stopping to
cool his engine at the hill foot.

It is iirteresting to note that although
llie Bow^den two-speed gear is designed
for 3^- h.p. machines, it successfully with-
stood the hefty horse-power developed by
an 8 h.p. .I.A.P. engine pulling a side-

car itr the London to Exeter winter run.
and helped to earn its rider a gold medal.
Owing to an obstruction on Chard Hill.

the rider came to a stop, but the engine
was started by means id the kick starter,

and the combination Wi":3 got under way
without difficulty, and without the rider
leaving the saddle This performance
was applauded by those who witnessed it.

About five miles from Salisbury, a new
Lucas lamp dropped off the sidecar of
Hugh Gibson's Bradbury. He offers

10s 6d. reward to the finder.

Half-yearly Index.

An index to the last half year of TIu:

Motor Cycle is now ready, and copies

may be obtained for 3d. post free, on
application to these offices, 20, Tudor
Street, E.C.

Auto Cycle Union Notes.

ToL'RiST Tkophy R.\ce.—The Secretary
has been instructed to write to the

authorities concerned to learn when per-

mission to hold the Tourist Trophy Race
m the Isle of Man will be granted, and
in the event of no definite reply being
received within a reasonable time ti:

communicate with one of the principal

iiencn motor cycle clubs with a view
to holding this important event in

Fiance.

Six D.\YS' Truls.—It has been defi-

nitely decided to hold these trials m the
West of England, with Taunton as a

centre. The new rules have been drawn
up, and after being laid before the
Standing Joint Committee (consisting of

members of the A.C.U. committee and
the JManufacturers' Union) they will be
brought before the General Committee
for confirmation.

Brooki,.\nds and the Six: Days'
Tri.als.—The Competitions Sub-com-
mittee carefully considered a suggestion
which appeared in Thn Motor Cycle.,

that the last day's ran of the trial

should be held on Brooklands Track,
but, mainly on the score of expense, it

was agreed that this year, at any rate,
the suggestion should not be carried out.

(JuADOARS.-^The Auto Cycle Union has
been requested to grant permits to clubs
organising trials for the above type of
vehicle. As these are not classed as

motor cycles by the Local Government
Board, the Union feels it has no juris-

diction over them, and in consequence
permits camiot be granted at present
to clubs to run trials for these cars.

The Union has, however, asked the
Royal Automobile Club if it will take
steps to encourage their development.
Affiliations.—The following clubs

have become afliiliated to the governing
body : The South Birmingham M.C.C.
the Bristol M.C.C, and the Ceylon
M.C.C. The latter is the first colonial
club to become affiliated to the Auto
Cycle Uni(jn.

-Me.ubership.— At a. recent meeting of
the General Committee, sixty-seven new
members were elected.

Permits.—Permits to run one-day
open trials ha\e been granted to the fol-

lowing clubs : The Bristol B. anil
M.C., August 2iid, and the Sutton
Coldfield A.C, February 17th. One day
is considered to be tweuty-four hours.
At a recent committee meeting of the

A.C.U., the following resolution was
passed :

" That, in view of the pre-
vvalence of police traps in many of the
counties throughout the country, the
committee strongly recommend the mem-
bers of all affiliated clubs to pay all

their local taxation licei«;es for l»)i2 in

'clean centres.'" Slotor cyclists are re-

minded that the whole of the licence
fees for dogs, armoria? uaarings,
and men-servants, and part cf- the
motor cycle, car and carriage Hcences,
benefit the counties in which they
are taken out. Many counties are
making special appeals to- residents not
to take out licences elsewhere.
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Sunday was the next day, but we decided to get

along, and left busy Dijon for Dole, the weather being

still comparatively cool.

Just before Dole was reached we came upon the

nicest village we had yet seen, which looked ideal as

we slowly approached down a long twisty hill. How-
ever, once there we were too busy to admire much,
for the main street was bumpy and steep, and we wexe
in for a nice steady pull up out On to the hills again.

Poligny was our next stopping place, this time to

enquire our way and for Grange to tigliten a nut on
the carburetter. We were now faced by what
appeared to l>e a wall of hills, and, ascertaining that

the road went over them, we set off, delighted to be
able to let our motors "out"; nor were we dis-

appointed, for we soon struck something that was
worth tackling. I was taking a rather nasty hairpin

when I came face to fa-ce with a bullock cart and two
dull-eyed bullocks. These being successfully passed, I

helped my machine with a few siiarp digs of the pedals,

and after tackling one or two more hairpins the road
fini.shed with an almo.st straight long pull up, which
gave no trouble. A further ten miles brought us to

Champagnole, and whilst I was buying petrol Grange
essayed his French at a cafe and asked for lemonade.
A few minutes later he came and asked me why
they brought him gin in a bottle and three tall glasses!

I tried my luck to see what would happen, and got

lemonade, but it was pink.

Over the Juras into Switzerland.
Leaving Champagnole, we soon came to a fork in

the road. As I could not make it out on my map
and the corner post gave towns or villages 1 could
not fmd, we took the right-hand road, and after

twenty miles reached Lons-le-Saunier-les-Bains, to

give the place its full name—which, by the by, it

does not deserve—in the middle of the afternoon,

and there being no other place of any importance for

a good distance on our route, we decided to stay

rhc night here, the day's distance being ninety miles.

We found the C.T.C. Hotel Geneve excellent.

Grange was rather bothered to-day with a slipping

belt, but (his did not cause any trouble wordr
mentioning.

Next moriyng, Monday, July 17th, -was as .sunny

as usual. On vvliceling the bicycle out, I found the

sadflle was loose, and on further inspection I saw the

.saililie-pillar was broken. I was, luckily, able to

have another filted, at a cost of two shillings, at a
< ynle shop alm<5St opposite the hotel. Perhaps I

Jiad better say here that this saddle-jjillar was not

sti[)plied wiih Ihc machine, but was taken with

nil

saddle, etc., complete from my last year's mount of

different make, as I prefer a saddle that has been

ridden some time to a new one.

A very enjoyable run of thirty miles brought us to

our proper road, which we joined at Laurent, the

scenery now being very impressive, as in the distance

we could see mountains like a dark bank of clouds.

Grange was quite impressed when told we must 'Cross

over them, but no doubt we should find a twisty road

and sneak through almost without knowing it. We
now began to tackle the Col de la Savine in the

Juras, and the going was excellent, the splendid road
leading through a pine forest which gave every now
and again lovely panoramas of distant mountains

and valleys.

A Wonderful View.
A descent to Morez, and we were climbing

again, this time the Col de la Faucille, a nice sport-

ing climb some five miles long, amidst magnificent

scenery. Very sorry were we to reach the top. At
Les Rousses we stopped at the French customs,

although I did not think it necessary. A look at our
tickets, and we were sent on our way again, to be
met by another motor cyclist who had no doubt just

left Switzerland. We thought we had reached the

top of the Col, but were mistaken, for we afterwards

passed it, with its hotel and a number of cars that

had run up from Geneva. We were now descending,

and very soon came to a view that brought us off

our machines in quick time, for we appeared to be
on a road cut out of the cliff side, and away to the

left could be seen the glittering lake of Geneva, with

Geneva itself bathed in sunshine, whilst the road
leading down to it ajipeared twisting all ways, 'i'his

lovely view kept us full of admiration for nearly half

an hour before we started the descent properly.

Round the corners very careful driving was necessary,

especially after I had seen a light racing car come
tearing up, with its driver in a racing helmet and ear

rolls all complete." Every now and again a house
was passed flying the French flag, denoting we were
still in France, although we had left the French
customs house a few miles back.

Aiong Lahe Geneva.
Through Gex and then to Grand Saconnex, we

came to the Swiss Customs House, and had a chat

concerning motor cycles with a customs oflicer wjio

spoke excellent English. Our C.T.C. tickets were
sliown here, and we again had no trouble, not even
undoing a strap. The roads on the borders of the

lud countries were in a bad stale and 'cry loose.
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To the Tyrol and Back on Motor Cycles,—
Arriving at Geneva in the early afternoon, we put

our bicycles on the stands, and after tea we saw

more motor . cycles in the next half-hour than we
had seen for a week. The place was alive with them.

All appeared to be hghtweights, very low geared, the

Moto-Reve andMotosaeoche predominating, although

the latter is not to Outward appearances anything

like those seen, at home. Our machines and luggage

had meanwhile drawn quite a csowd outside, which
made our departure rather embarrassing. A halt at

the bottom of the street, and we were at the lake-

side, with its very animated scene of white pleasure

steamers, motor boats dashing about, and white

-

sailed yachts, etc. We were reluctant to leave

Geneva, and decided to revisit it on our way home.
Lausanne was distant about thirty-five miles along

the lakeside, and a re-

mark of mine to Grange
that we should" have just

nice time to amble along

and then get a good wash
before dinner called forth

the ad\ice that we must
hurry. " But why? " said

I ; "it is only half-past

four." " Rot; it is half-

past five," said Grange,

and pointed to a clock

;

then I realised the varia-

tion between Swiss and
French times, and had
meekly to put' my watch
on an hour.

The run along the lake-

side was charming, but

Grange had broken an-

other glass in his goggles,

and was troubled with

the midges -getting into

his eyes. At Morges we
stopped for a smoke, and
watched an angler in a

pretty little harbour.

Grange had o^'ercome his

belt slip just before en-

tering Switzerland by
hammering his belt rim

up a bit and touchmg his

pulley up with a file, so
A line stretch ot Swiss road approaching the Austrian frontier.*

it did not trouble him again, which was as well, for

we expected Lausanne to be on a level with the lake,

and were surprised when the road took a sharp turn

to the left, and we were confronted by a nasty little

hill. The abruptness of the turn and the fact that half

the road was up pulled us both off our machines, but

only for a moment, and we very soon reached the Hotel

Victoria, where we found everything that could be

desired.

A Morning's Overhauling at Lausanne.

Next morning, Tuesday, July i8th, we decided to

have our first day's rest, and spent it in the holel

garage.- We took our cylinder heads off, scraped

pistons and cylinders of deposit, and_ touched up the

valves the least bit. I at once became unpleasantly

aware that my gudgeon pin and bearings were not

wearing as they should do, and I decided to give a
pumpful of oil every ten miles instead of fifteen.

Grange thought this a good opportunity to put m
his new cam wheel, but it would not fit! This was a

nuisance, as the old one had given not the least

trouble, and the question was, was there sufficient

metal left to -hammer over again? When replaced

and hammered,, the old wheel loolced like holding,

so was' left a's'it was, the new one being put back
amongst the spares.

The afternoon w'as pleasantly spent by a walk
down to the quay at Ouchy and thence by lake

steamer to Evian-les-Bains, 'Villeneuve, Chateau of

Chillon (which, with all due respect to its admirers,

we thought a barn-hke affair), Territet, Montreux,
Vevey, and back to Ouchy. This trip took all the

afternoon, and was well worth it, notwithstanding the

inflictions of a man on
the boat with a harp.

^\"e had not had a

drop of rain so far, and
next morning, Wednes-
day, July igth, we put

on our overalls in con-

tinued sunshine, and set

off along the lakeside

to Vevey, but I had not

gone far on this very

pretty but dusty road
before misfiring set in,

to be cured by tleanuig

the plug ana contact-

breaker.

All along the .road

there were plots of land

or small fields rising

from the lakeside in ter-

races, given up to the

cultivation of the grape,

and the 'men vere seen

\er\" busy with portable

tanks and- sprayers

syringing the vines,

whilst there were also

what I call " rain gtms
"

—that is, nothing more
or less than a huge
funnel-like gun point-

ing skywards, the idea

being to fire .it off when a rain cloud is overhead,

when, with a bit of luck, one can get ram to order.

At Vevey we turned to the left and began a long

climb of several miles up a twisting road, and ever-

hauled and passed a car, much to its driver's surprise.

Along through Bulle we siiortly' took a road to the

right, and Fribourg was soon passed, over a beautiful

bridge with the river swirling beneath, Once over

the bridge the road to the left was taken, leading to

.Berne, the Swiss capital, and about eighteen miles

aw.iy.

Bad Roads in Berne.
On entering Berne I had to wait for Grange;,

whose petrol supply had almost given out. It was
not nearly so easy to obtain petrol as in France, and

with only sufficient to last for twenty miles one shculd

begin to think about filling up. ..:,

BIS
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1 was rather surprised in Berne to find that the

simplest questions in French were scarcely under-

stood, nearl) everyone speaking German. The roads,

or at least the roads we took through the capital, were

a disgrace, and many a back street in a manufacturing

town at home would put them to shame.

We w^ere now almost

through Berne, and not a

sign of petrol had we
found, so we asked a man
where we could obtain

some "essence." A blank

stare. Then I tried

"Petrol," "Moto-
Naphtha," "Stelline,"

and a few more names,

until at last a light

dawned on him, and he

exclaimed :
" Ah ! Ben-

zina."- We had found

another name for that

useful spirit. We had to

go over a mile to procure

it, and I gave Grange
some out of my tank be-

fore we arrived at a small

house with the sign,

" Auto - Benzin, where

we both filled up.

How hot it was! And
our poor engines were

hot, too, for the petrol

we had bought was awful

stuff, and our bicycles

ran rather sluggisnly

on it.

Straight on, through

magnificent scenery, ovei

the river Emme, into

Langnau. A halt for a

cooling drink, a photo-

graph in a .pretty village

that looked just as if

it had been made out of

a child's toy box, and we
were again off, passing

at times lumbering wag-

gons with teams of horses,

the drivers often holding

a cherry tree branch,

which they had torn off

.some of the many fruit

trees lining the roads, and
idly plucking the black

fruit. The horses were
relieved a good deal from
the troublesome flies by

perforated buckets full

of smoulf'ering leaves or

some damp sacking which

were attached to the pole shaft.

We soin reached another small river, which we
followed fir some time, when the Bradbury suddenly

stopped, without a sign of misfiring. We guessed the

lroui>le immediately, and Grange very qiiicklv had the

magneto chain cover off, then his liming gear exposed,

>5l6

(1) Looking down Maria' Tbercsienslrasse,

Innstruck, ,

clock in Ecrne, Switzer-

and found that his " hammered " wheel had come
adrift. A few drops of rain now came down, and as

we were only a few yards from an open building, we
went inside. We made a small kev and replaced the

w'he.el, and were oft" again under twenty-five minutes.

The rain was only two or three drops, but straight

ahead it .was pitch black and a thunderstorm raging.

We decided to stay the

night in a country hotel

near by, as it was now
somewhere near six

o'clock, and we were
about fifteen miles from
Lucerne, our distance for

the day. being;io5 miles.

-Next ; mprnin_g, .we re-

luctantly left, and were
soon approaching Lu-
cerne. Grange was
somewhere behind keep-
ing out of the dust, and
I was thinking of nothing
in particular, when
suddenly I saw a long
cigar-shaped

. .. dirigible

disappearing . behind a
small mountam. • Grange
cariie up, but although
we waited, it did not
appear again.

Lovely Lucerne. -

What a picture the
approach to Lucerne was
that morning, with the
dazzling sun on the lake.

Following the lake a
little, we climbed up a
bit, then stopped for a
smoke and to admire the
magnificent panorama
that lay before us. One
large branch of Lake
Lucerne lay almost at

our feet, everything being
quiet except for the
•steady "chug: chug!" of
a motor barge in the dis-

tance.

Passing through Kiiss-

nacht, we left Lake Lu-
cerne behind, but im-
mediately came suddenly
upon another about a
third as big—Lake Zug,
which is sjmething like

ten miles along each side.

This was, like all the

otners. perfect.

A drop down to Arth,
then a turn to the left,

and we struck a little terror ot a hill about six miles

long, which, like all others, required some skill in

iieg uiatmg the numerous corners. We were on the

edge of a small mountain; on our right the road fell

abruptly away, while below was a small lake of a

dazzling blue. (To be continued.)
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THE NEW YORK MOTOR SHOW.
FEATURES OF THE NEW MODEL AMERICAN AOTOR CYCLES.

Eclipse tree-enjine plate clutch fitted to the
Vale. Note t^e flat belt and jockey pulley. :

THERE are nineteen exhibitors of motor cycles at

the Madison Square Garden Motor Show in

New York, which opened on Saturday last.

Below we briefly describe the principal American
novelries and departures from standard practice in this

country

.

The Aurora Automatic Machinery Co., which makes
the Thor, has a new 7 h.p. V twin with cylinders set

at 50°. The engine
is oiled mechani-
cally by a pump
gear-driven off the

cam pinion ; the oil

reservoir is placed
close . under the

petrol tank. The
transmission is by
chain, and a new
two-speed gear has
..been evolved, with

gears always in

mesh. The control

of this gear is from
the left handle-bar,

arranged, so that no
gear . change - can
take place until the

clutch is released. A feature of the new' Thor spring
fork is that both sides of the fork are continued up-
wards for the handle-bars to pass through, the bars
being supported by a stamped lug which fits into the
fork side.

The Yale twins, which are' the product of the
Consolidated Manufacturing Co., of Toledo, have been
augmented by the addition of a 5 h.p. model, with
dual lubricating system, consisting of a positive acting
gear-driven puTip actuated by a continuation of one
of the intermediate magneto driving gearshafts. The
oil pressure is regulated, and an auxiliary hand force
pump is also retained. The , same idea of supporting
the handle bars mentioned in connection with the Th-'ir

has been adopted for this model. The American firm

responsible for this design inge'i-

ou5lv alHw for adjustment of the

belt by fitHng rear wheel fork ends,

which nermit of an eccentric

movement of the rear spindle

;

the total amount of adiustment of

the belt is three inches. Pur-

chasers are given an option of

dry cell or magneto ignition.

Still Adhering to the Auto=i
matic Inlet * alv--s.

Contrary to English practice,

although a newly designed model,

the engine has automatic inlet

valves, and outwardly follows the

lines of the old type Peugeot twin-

cylindered engines.

The free engine multiple plate

clutch made by the Eclipse

Machine Co. is adapted for fitting

to the engine-shaft, and is supplied

Showing details o. the Haney-Davidson
** tuii floating " saidte.

for belt or chain transmission. The mechanism con-

sists of few parts, the clutch for engine belt pulleys

having eleven discs held in place b\ a cover fastened
with six screws. Spruig pressure can be regulated by
hand. The control is from the handle-bar or a side

lever at option.

The Emblem Manufacturing Co. is responsible foi

the introduction of the machine which we illustrate.

Several points
about it differ from
standard British

practice. As in the

Thor and Yale, the

handle-bars are held
by three stems iit-

stead of one. The
saddle frame is

hinged to the cycle

frame at the peak,

and supported on a

coiled spring working over a vertical guide connected

to the rear stays. This allows a radial movement of

the saddle frame in addition to the usual saddle

springing. The same firm exhibit a rear tandem
attachment, a feature which is altogether missing from
modern English exhibits. The seat of this is sprung

on coil springs carried in telescopic tubes, one each
side of the rear wheel. This firm still adheres to

automatic inlet valves.

One of America's Best Productions.

The Harley-Davidson is one of America's best pro-

ductions. - These machines are made in Milwaukee,
and for 1912 are fitted with what is called in the States

a " full floating " seat. This consists of pivoting the

fore part of the saddle frame to the dropped top tube

and spring supporting it from the usual seat pillar

tube, on the lines of the Emblem previously men-
tioned. The construction, however, differs from the

Emblem in being made up with vertical flanges de-

pending from the horizontal seat pillar and hinged to

the cushioning device, which is in the seat tube, as

shown in the sketch.

Twin-cylinder Emblem, a representative American mount. The saddle pillar is pivotei to tue frime
in front and supported at the rear by an extra spiral spring fixed to the frame.
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Another feature of the new Harle\' Dav'idsdh is the

adoption of a rear hub clutch enclosed in a drum on.

the left side of the- hub, and operated by a hand lever

working in a quadrant on the seat tube. The usual

jockey pulley for the belt is retained, and the width

of the flat belt is increased to 2in.

The Schickel two-stroke, the mudguarding of which is worthy of notice.

The Indians are, of course, represented, but as their

features were fully described at the time of the

Olympia Show there is no necessity to refer to them
again here. The same models are shown, but the

American equipment differs from' the British with re-

gard to saddles, mudguai'ding, tyres, and a few other

items,- which enable the prices to rule somewhat lower

than the models made for the English market.

An American Valveless.

The Schickel is a two-stroke engine with only three

working parts—^the piston, connecting rod, and com-
bined flywheel, crank pin, crankshaft, and magneto
drive. The radiating flanges are gradually increased

from the cylinder base to the combustion head to allow

the engine to run cool in spite of the increased number
of explosions. The inlet pipe forms part of the cylin-

der casting, and is so arranged that the exhaust, gas

heats the ingoing charge. The transfer passage com-
municates with the crank case by irieans of ports cast

in the rear of the cylinder, and its lower end is bolted

with the cylinder to the crank case. There is a com-
pression release in front of the cylinder obtained by

means of a mushroom valve opening inwardly. The
engine is lubricated by purposely mixing the lubricating

oil with the petrol and allowing it to go straight into

the motor. It will thus be seen that this American
design overcomes the oft-repeated objection to the use

of crank case compression (mixing the lubricating oil

with the gas) by purposely mingling the two before-

hand, and so dispensing with oil pumps and other

lubricating devices. It is claimed that perfect lubrica-

tion is obtained, and it is only necessary to fill the

petrol tank, charge the measure with lubricating oil,

and pour it into the petrol tank, and the engine is

ready to run. Simplicity itself ! if no deleterious effects

follow- such a system. The machine to which this

somewhat novel motor is fitted is on ordinary lines,

except that it has a i ^in. flat belt drive.

The American Motor Co., makers of the M.M., for

which Messrs. J. C. Lyell and Co., Great Portland
Street, S.W., are agents in this country, exhibit tevo

models, a twin and a single-cylinder. The stroke of

the single has been increased to 4in., but the bore
remains 3in. as before. The twin has a new Schebler
carburetter, flat belt, and jockey pulley. The prin-

cipal improvements in other directions are four piston

rings instead of two, longer pistons, stamped steel fly-

wheels and axles in one piece. Roller bearings are

now fitted to the crank axles and crank pin of the
single-cylinder pattern. The leading features of the
twin are an eccentric magneto drive and cylinders set

at an angle of 90°.

->-••«»-<-

Birmingham M.C.C. Ninth Annual Dinner.
THE above club's annual dinner and distribution of

prizes took place last Friday at the Imperial Hotel,

JBirmingham, where" seventy-eight members and
friends, of whom there was a fair number of ladies,

attended. Mr. Herbert Austin (president) was in the chair,

and after the loyal toasts had been honoured he called on

Mr. Edward Lycett to propose "The Club."
Mr. Lycett mentioned the striking increase of the club

membership during the last twelve months, and surprised

.some of the visitors when he stated that the number of

members on the books was fifty per _cent. greater than it

was at the last annual dinner.
The reply was by Mr. R. Vernon C. Brook (hon. secre-

tary, who detailed the principal events to be organised by
the Birmingham club during 1912, and mentioned some of

the trophies that would be put up for competition, among
which are the James Cup, the Evans Cup, and the Norton
Cup; the Lycett trophy will also be again contested
this year.

" The V'isitors," proposed by JVfr. R. W. Duke (captain),

brought from this well-known competition rider in earnest

appeal to the visiting motor cyclists of Birmingliani wlio

were present, atid who thouglit there was little or no chance
for amateur riders in their events, to join the club and
conje and try their skill in spi'cial competitions which would
be organised for their benefit, and wherein the entries would
be confined to those, who had never won a prize in a motor
cycle contest.

.\lr. (;. Shaw Scott, replying fin' the visitors, recoiuited
some of his earlv experiences with a 1902 Singer motor

B

bicycle, which was so well made and reliable that it ran
33,000 miles in seven years, and then one day, like " The
deacon's one boss shay," it succumbed to the potholes of
the Aston Road.
Then followed the distribution of prizes, which were

handed to each successful competitor by Mrs. R. W. Duke,
the names being announced by the Chairman. We noticed
that Mr. R. W. Duke made many journeys from his seat
to the raised dais where the trophies were distributed, he
being the recipient of no fewer than ten prizes and medals

Straight Talk.
ilr. S. C. Ferryman, who proposed " The Governing

Bodies," was a little severe in his criticisirl of the Auto
Cycle Union, and Sir. F. Straight, the secretary of tliat

body, must have felt some diflicultj in replying to Mr.
Penyman's denunciation of last year's trials cirganisatiorf;
but Mr. Straight assiu'cd the cijmpany that arrangements
were in hand tor this year's trial whicii w-ould prevent
repetition of past failings, and those who won medals in
the A.(~!.[I. 1912 trials would assuredly earn them.

Mr. J. L. Norton [)roposed "The I'ress," wliich was
replied to by Mr. W. (!rew of thisJournal and Mr. W. G.
McMinnies. The toast of "The Chairman" brought the
proceedings to a close at 11 p.m.
The intervals between tlie toasts wei-e filled in by a

musical and conjuring entertainment.
The ari'ay of prizes and trophies on a side table made a

lirave show, and it is seldoin one sees a liner display at any
provincial cluh's iinnual function.
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Che terfield and District M.C.C.

The annual meeting v-a: iield on the 8th inst. The annual
dinner and smoking concei., will take place on February 14th.

Glasgow M.C.C.

The second annual dinner and presentation of prizes will

take place on February 8th at Smith's Restaurant, Gordon
Street, at 7 p.m., followed as usual by music.

Wolverhampton M.C.C.

The next breakdown competition will be held at head-
quarters. King's Hall. Central Arcade, Wolverhampton, on
Monday, January 15th, at 7.30 p.m. A whist drive and dance
will be held on the 22nd inst. at 8 p.m.

Oxford M.C.C.

The annual dinner of this club will be held at Buol's

Restaurant, Oxford, on Saturday, February 3rd. The prizes

will include those awarded at the open hill -climb organised

by this club last April. A good musical programme is being

arranged. ^
Surrey M.C.C.

The annual general meeting of the club will be held at

the Angel Hotel, Guildford, on Thursday, January 18th,

at 8.30 p.m. It is hoped to arrange a lecture to take place

after the business of the meeting is concluded.

The annual winter reliability trial in conjunction with

the Streathani and District M.C.C. for the Marians Chal-

lenge Cup will be held on Saturday, B'ebruary 3rd. The
start will be from Leatherhead at 8.30 a.m., and the course

will extend via Dorking, Farnham, Basingstoke, and
Newbury to Andover, returning via Winchester and Farn-

ham to Leatherhead.
A breakdown competition will be held on Saturday,

February 17th, at the Angel Hotel, Guildford, at 8 p.m.

West Australian M.C.C. (Perth).

Following on the formation of the club, a series of picnics

was held. These contributed largely to the immediate
success of the club. At the first annual meeting, Jlr.

Naylor was elected secretary, Mr. Wigraore captain, and
Mr. J. C. Cochrane chairman of committee.

Prior to the formation of the club, a run was held to the

hill, where, over a difficult course, a short trial took place.

R. Wigmore (Triumph) made fastest time (3m. 5s.), fol-

lowed by F. W. Oats (Brown) and W. Nelson (2i h.p. F.N.)
The first official contest of the club was held on Decem-

ber 2nd. This consist;-; of a hill-climb, the course being
steep, in good order, and exactly a quarter of a mile in

length. There were three classes : (1) The lightweight

class, (2) standard 3^ h.p. machines, and (3) the open
class.

Punctually at 3.30 p.m.. the lightweight riders were sent

up the Mount at minute intervals, in the presence of a

goodly muster of supporters and a "cinematograph fiend."

The second event proved the most keenly contested of the

day, and the time (29|s.) was faster than in the open class.

For this R. Wigmore (Triumph) won the special prize for

fastest time, his machine fairly flying up the Mount. The
open event brought out fifteen starters, and was won by S.

Naylor, whose performance was very meritorious, as his

duties as secretary had kept him so busy that he had not
had time to clean his engine. Results :

Class I.—1, J. C. Cochrane (F.N.); 2, W. Nelson
(F.N.); 3, F. Lloyd (N.S.U.)

Class II.—1, Roy Wigmore
Norton (Keri'y-Abingdon), 31|s. ;

31is.
Class m.—1, S. Naylor (four-cylinder F.N.), 30is. ; 2, W.

Nelson (2i h.p. F.N.); 3, T. Norton (Kerry-Abingdon).
The A.C.U. formula was used throughout. It is worthy

of note that every competitor succeeded in climbing the hill,

contrary to the general expectation.

(Triumph), 29is. : 2, T.

3, J. Thornley (Triumph),

Blackpool and Fylde M.C.C.
Mr. Bennett's lecture will be given to-morrow (Friday),

instead of on the day previously announced.

Bedford and District M.C.C.

A meeting will be held at the King's Arms Hotel, Bedford,
on the 18tii inst. at « p.m., for the purpose of forming a
jnotor cycle club. Over twenty names of intending members
li.ive already been handed in. All interested are requested

tc attend or communicate with Mr. H. A. Lock, 9, Grafton
Roi:d, Bedford.

Stteitham and District M.C.C'
A lecture on the subjecu oi "The Use of Motor Cycles

in the Army" will be given by Major Phillips to-morrow
(Friday), at the Royal Automobile Club, Pall Mall, cnin-

menciug at eiglit o'clock. The annual dinner and prize

distribution will take place on Saturday, the 13th inst., at

the Holborn Restaurant. The president, Mr. J. W. Orde,

will be in the chair.

(North-west London M.C.C.

The smoking concert is fixed for Friday the 12th inst.,

at 8 p.m. An e.xcellent programme has been arranged. On
Friday, the 19th inst., at ^.ZQ, Mr. W. G. McMinnies has

kindly promised to give his lecture on " Speed." Both the

above meetings will be held at the headquarters, the Rail-

way Hotel, West End Lane, Hampstead, N.W., and anyone
iiiterested in motor cycling is cordially invited.

Newport (Men.) and District M.C.C.

The first annual dinner took place on the 1st inst., after

which the Chairman distributed the following prizes :

First hill-climb.—1, W. Jones; 2, G. Harris.

Second hill-climb.—1, W. Mitchell ; 2, W. Browning and
F. Turner.
Third hill-climb.—1, F. Turner; 2, A. Williams.

Fourth hill-climb.—1, J. Herbert ; 2, J. W. Foreman.
First speed-judging.—1, A. Axcelson ; 2. F. Kelly.

Second speed-judging.—1, G. Harris; 2, F. Mitchell.

Third speed-judging.—1, J. Smith; 2, J. Nurdon.
Petrol consumntion trial.—1, J. Nurdon ; 2, F. Tui'ner

;

3, W. Bennett.
The general meeting will be held on February 3rd.

North Midllesex M.C.C.

The Management Conunittee met at headquarters on
January 3rd, and approved of the fixture list for 1912.

Forthcoming events are as follow :

'March 16th.—Opening run.

,, 31st.—Non-stop trial (members).
April 5th to 8th.—Inter-team competition with Herts

County M.C.C.
;, 21st.—Speed-judging competition.

A fine array o[ prizes presented at the Birmingham M.C.C. ninth annual dinner.

BI9
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B
THE YEAR'S IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.

ELOW we give tabulated figures comparing tlie

imports and exports of motor cycles and parts

for the last three years.

Imports of Motor Cycles and Parts Thereof

QUANTITIES,
igog.

1

igio. 1 igii. 1909.

VALUE,
igio. 1911.

Month ended Dec. 31 •

Year ended Dec. 31 .

.

89
1,442

47
1,387

77
1,351

£5,230
£70,45^

£4,689
£99,284

£5,SlS

£107,797

British Exports.

- QU
1909.

ANTIT
1910.

lES.
1911. 1909.

VALUE.
' 1910. igir.

llcTiVa ended Dec. 31 ..

Year ended Dec. 31 .

.

317
1,884

455
3,341

876
7,357

£16,963
£105,435

£17,596
£160,476

£46,506
£358,847

The enormous increase in the value of British-made
exported motor cycles and parts commands attention,

the 1911 figures reaching ;^358,847. This total is

considerably more than double that of last year, and
over three times as great as in 1909, while the figures-

for the month ended December 31st show that the

demand for British motor cycles is still steadily on
the rise.

The motor cycle industry is rapidly becoming an

important factor in British trade, and from the Board
of Trade returns -one cannot doubt the fact that

British motor cycles have a firm grip of the market
abroad and in the colonies.

A study of the import figures shows that there is^

an increase in the value of imported motor cycles and
parts of ^8,513, which comparatively small increase

is largely accounted for by imported engines chiefly of

the lightweight variety, for which there has recently

been a large demand.

.

ENGLISH-DUTCH RELIABILITY TRIAL.
Thirty-two Nominations

THERE are now more than sufficient entries for

both teams in the International Trial to be hekl

in Holland on August Bank Holiday, and it

is already apparent that the task of selecting

the best team—six amateurs and six trade men—to

represent this country will be a difficult one. A
glance at the names in the trade team will at once

show that England will not be lacking in strength in

this department at any rate; in fact, it would be a

good team indeed that could beat the trade repre-

sentatives already nominated.
As a number of entries must be declined, in order

that those who are not chosen may take part in other

events during the -\ugust holiday, the selection of the

teams will commence enrlv. and at the latest tlie names

for the British Team.

of the teams' representatives will be known by June
30th. A committee will shortly be formed to decide

upon the best scheme to select the British team.

A Suggestion to Extend the Trial.

The following suggestion has reached us, and we
commend it to the consideration of the organising club

—the Dutch M.C.C. :
" In your issue dated 28th ult.

\o\\ state that Mr. Citroen expects to collect together

at least sixty motor cyclists. Now why not have two

teams, and at the same time make it an International

Open Trial ? There are a great many people like

myself who would very much like to go over and ride,

but who will not by any chance be chosen to form one

of the team.

—

Rex G. Mundy."

Amatet-k Team to btc Chosen Trade Team to bk Choskn

G, H. Manst;l(, salob manager ol IheSiiv^tr Co.,aslri(leanovv4 h.p. two-speo(J
chain-driven Singer, tlie transmission ol' wJiicli is entirely enclosed. The casing
is divided horizontally Just above the chain centre, and vertically through the
centre ol the front sprocket. The device is interesting in view of recent
correspondence on the 5ub|ect in our columns.

i-ROir

W. Cooper (3i Bradbury)
Geoffrey Smith
F. C. Wasley
L. A. Baddeley (7 Indian)

\'ernon Taylor (Sj Rudge)
Seymour Smitli (3^ Norton)
Fred Dover (3i Premier)
A. E. UftJeman (3i Himiber)
.J. C. Bennett Mitchell (2^

Douglas)
.Mrs, Cooke (3^ Triumpli)
('. C. Cooke (3i Triumpli).
F. A. Hardy
W. (). Oldnian (5-6 Bal sc. or
4 Bat bicycle)

V. \V. Wilson (Miii'gaii run-
about)

Oordon B. McKechnio (1912
8 Dot-Jap)

U. At. Carter (2^ two speed
Douglas)

llovatio Waliis (1912 I'.e.

'J'riunipli)

\ number of the amateurs arc anxious to witness

die (rial, whether chosen or not.

Mr. McKechnie says: "Should my competition ex-

perience be considered insitlilioient %o entitle mc to a

plncc in the team, I will lie pleased to ociiomiKmy
\\\v English part\-.''

FROM
W. Pratt (3i P. and M.)
J. Woodhouse (3^ Precision)

F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith)

W. W. Douglas (Z% Douglas)
W. F. Newsome (3^ Triumpli)
Hugh CTibsou (3i two-speed

Bradbury)
R, HoUoWay (2^ Premiei)
Ram Wriglit (25 Humber)
W.H. Wells (7 Indian sc.)

Frank Smith (5-6 Clyno sc,
IT. V. Colver (2| two-speed

Enfield)

R. ii. Mundy
1{. Lord (6 Rex sidette)

Roy W. Walker (3i New
Hudson)

II, tiraham Dixon (2| New
J I iidson)
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Hill-climbing.

Sir,—In your last issue a correspondent suggests that
Honister is quite impossible for any motor vehicle. I know
the hill very well, and I certainly thought so, but it has
been climbed by a 35 h.p. chain-driven Daimler. This car

• had previously ascended Buttermere Hause (Keswick side),
which' is also very bad. G. F. WOODHOUSE.

Sir,
—

" Fair Play '' considers Honister Pass an impossible
climb tor any motor vehicle. I have myself seen a small car—

I

do not know the make or power—climb the pass, from the
Buttermere side, apparently without much difficulty. The
surface makes it, I tliink, impossible for a single tracker, but
with a sidecar, four-speed gear, and 5 h.p., tliere should be
'little difficulty. The gradient is, I think, not more than 1 in

4. I have helped a two-speed Humber over the pass, and it

had enough power, but when stopped by the bad surface could
not restart on the clutch without a push off.

Mr. Smith might find it better to fit the sidecar on the right-
hand side, the left-hand side of the road (which is very narrow)
being the firmer. The right-hand side is cut up by the skid-
pans of descending coaches. I have only seen the pass in
summer, and know notlung of its condition in winter.

P. A. LEWIS, 2nd Lt., R.E.

Sir,
—

" Fairplay in All Tilings " objects to Honister Pass as
"impossible for any motor vehicle," and characterises my sug-
gestion to Mr. Frank Smith as not quite " sporting."
My reasons for suggesting the route were as follows : That

tliree motor cyclists at least have so far succeeded as to be
only waiting for another opportunity ; that two other well-
known competition riders will also shortly essay the climb

;

that it is descended daily during the season by coaches and
motors of all kinds; indeed, I have personally ridden down
both on a lightweight and a 3i h.p. with sidecar. I was
also informed at the Buttermere Hotel that a 14 h.p. car had
reached the top.

To suggest any ordinary pimple for the Clyno fresh from the
Porlock victory would have been absurd, and as Mr. F. Smith
is sighing for other liiUs to conquer, I think Honister presents
an opportunity for him to immortalise himself.
The readers of 7'li-e Motor Cycle will be able to judge

whether your correspondent has chosen the wrong nom de
i^hime. H. NEWMAN.

The Winter Trials Results.

Sir,—Now that the winter trials are over, it would be
interesting to know how many machines went through both
the E,xeter and Gloucester runs successfully without a repair
of any sort. Personally, I noticed one or two riders in the
Gloucester run who were riding different machines from those
they used in the Exeter run. Were they afraid to take the
same machine over both trials because there was not enough
time in between to do the tinkering? One would almost
think some firms would offer a special prize for the best
performance of a machine ridden in both trials. Any machine
winning these prizes would be much more likely to sell
to the man who watches the results of the trials from a
buyer's point of view, and, after all, manufacturers would not
send their riders if successful results did not help their
'''lies. H. C. MILLS,

Capt. North Middlesex M.C.C.

Lamps and Winter Biding.

Sir,—I think perhaps Mr. Harold Brodrick would have left

his letter, which apiieared in your issue of December 7th, un-

written had he made himself iroie familiar with the snbiect

on which he touched before giving " a word of warning " as
to my second " suggestion."

I have been in communication with a firm of chemists in

regard to the use of peroxide of hydrogen, and they inform
me that it would have no ill effect " on metal of any kind,"
especially in the diluted form mentioned.

It would hardly be supposed that an article that is used
internally with equal parts of water would injure metal.

Virginia, U.S.A. FRANCIS C. TURNER.

Where to Renew Local Taxation Licences.
Sir,—Recently I received the usual motor licence form from

Oakham, but at the top is printed the following in red

:

" Notice.—In order to relieve the county rates you are

specially requested to take out your licences only at a money
order office in the county of Rutland."

I was under the impression that motor licences went to the
Road Board for the improvement of the roads throughout the
LTnited Kingdom, in which case the use of them for relieving

the county rates is illegal. If tins be true, publicity should
be given to the fact, and all Rutland motorists should
be warned to take out their licences elsewhere, especially as
the roads of tlie county are kept very badly, the loose metal
never being rolled in, except just in the two towns of Oakham
and Uppingham. One at least of the local magistrates is a
most intolerant anti-motorist. RUTLANDSHIRE.
[Our correspondent may rely upon it that Rutlandshire is not

diverting, or able to divert, any of its motor licence fees

from the Road Board. As the whole question of motor
licences and establishment licences generally is somewhat
difficult to follow, we will attempt to explain it. First of

all, the motor licences go to the Road Board, bat the county
which collects them has a commission to recoup it for collec-

tion expenses. For collection expenses a certain sum is f;et

aside by the taxation authorities, and if one county were
able to persuade all motorists to pay their licences into it, it

would have the whole of it, as it is shared out among the
counties i>rn rata, according to their receipts, so that the
county or county borough which collects mos<t licences ?ets
most commission. Prior to the passing of the Finance Act, 1910,
each county into wliicli a motor licence was paid retained
the whole of the money, and the sum total of the revenue so
derived was £155,000. In order that the county and borough
councils should not lose this revenue it is still paid to them
in the same proportion as they were receiving wlien the
Finance Bill was passed. This means that all the motor
licence monev, with the exception of the commission for
collection and the £155,000 referred to, goes to the Road
Board for that body to distribute to the road authori-
ties for road improvement. As to the other establishment
licences, such as those for dogs, guns, game, armorial bear-
ings, and men servants, these are still retained in toto by
the county collecting them. To say the least of it, arraiige-
ments of this sort are very complex, and have been mainly
brought about by the premature passage of the new
regulations regarding motor taxation. These ought to
have been held over till the whole question of local taxa-
tion was gone into by Parliament. It is a subject
into which investigation and rearrangement have been
promised for a number of years, but nothing lias so far been
done to simplify the present complicated state of affairs.

—Ed.]
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Sir,—I was very pleased to learn that Mr. Philip S.

White is in agreement regarding the penalising of unclean

coiinties, but up to the present fail to see his point as to

London being placed on a different footing.

I am, of course, fully aware of the fact that the Metro-
politan police force is practically a Government institution,

but the view of myself and my friends interested in this

movement is that, control by county or control by Govern-
ment—it matters not—the fact remains that London had
twenty-three police traps in 1910, and when we have in-

duced the bulk of London men to give this matter their

.sympathy and practical support by payment in clean

counties, it is for the London County Council to make
rei^resentations to the Government regarding the loss of

jevenue.
I was shown an almost pathetic letter from the Essex

County Council last week addressed to motorists in general,

complaining that £2,000 were lost to the county funds by
I'esidents in the said county taking out their local taxation
licences in other districts during the past year.

Now this is an excellent start, and encourages one to

proceed with the agitation until a remedy is offered by the
,

withdrawal of these very mean and contemptible practices. '

In thanking Mr. A. B. Bennett for his practical support,
I" wish to say that I do not think the postal authorities

undertake to forward receipts, and that the method of

procedure in the North Middlesex Motor Cycling Club is

as follows : Postal orders for the amounts to be paid are
sent to the postmaster of the county town of one of the
various counties, together with a stamped addressed envelope
for the return of the receipt; and generally accompanied by
a short note stating the reason the payment is made in

this way.
Then some of the members also write to the Clerk of the

C'ounty Council in the county in which they reside detailing
their reasons for making payment elsewhere.

W. H. BROWNE
(Chairman North Middlesex M.C.C.)

Sir,—I append a copy of a communication which I have
addressed to the authorities, which will explain itself, and
which may be a hint to your other readers to do likewise
should they feel justified.

The present is an oiiportune time to vent this matter.

CM.
[Copy.]

Birkenhead.
January 2nd, 1912.

To the Clerk to

Cheshire County Council.
Dear Sir,—I have just received a notice for the rencwaJ of ,

local taxation licences, enclosed with which is a circular with
the request "that it is to the advantage of the county rate if

these licences are obtained within the administrative county."
'J'his is a request to pay my motor licence within this county

(Cheshire), but since this county is not a clean one—police
traps and methods being objectionable—I have decided to
renew said licences, also that for my dog, in a county where no
such un-English practices take place. I shall be glad to take
tliese licences out in this county when tlie above methods are
slopped. I am not a ral-epayer, though residing in the county.

Multi-pole Sparking Plugs.
Sir,—To " One of Uie Seekers," and every other heekei

aflei- knowledge on this subject, we are glad to have the
oppiiitunity of replying with reference to the points raised
ill the letter in last week's issue.

It would really not be sutticiently convincing for ii,'*

(the makers of ih". Lodge double-pole plug) to state, however
(h'finit.cly, that every ordinarily good magneto did not suffer

any strain whatever by firing at two sparking plugs in

series. , . . We would, however, respectfully siiggeslthat
would-be users of double-pole plugs bo not too timorouh--.

and not take the magneto vendors' statcniciils on lliii'

sidiject too seriously. . . .

But really we would very much like readeis <jf 'I'lir Motur
(hjrlr, to feel happy and cornl'oitable about using double-
pule plugs on their maclimes—whatever magneto macliiiie.<^

tliey may be vising—aa they do make siicTi an improve-
ment in the engine power, and the only way we can lielpthem
ill this way is to ask some of the many motor cyclists who
arc using both Bosch magneto and Lotlge double-|)oie plugn
on ilii'ir luiHliine.M, if llr'y would be ho very kind as to slate

II.'

I
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briefly in these columns if they have ever experienced any
ill effects to their magnetos through the use of the double-
pole plugs, or if all is well and satisfactory. We are sure

that the trouble taken in so writing will be more than made
up for by the value of the information and tlie benefits it

should bring to other motor cyclists.

LODGE BROS. AND CO.".

Licence for Sidecar.

Sir,—Having noticed the question of " Sidecar, Peckham,"-;
in your issue of December 21st, whether a separate licenc'e!

is necessary for a sidecar, and your reply thereto, I applied'

to the chief constable in Manchester for the return of the.

7s. 6d. which I paid last October. I have much pleasure
in informing you that this was returned the very next day
after inspection of my machine. M.O. ,

Waterproof Motor Cycle Clothing.

Sir,—We quite agree with the Dunlop Rubber Co. that if

j'our readers, when purchasing their garments, would study,

quality, before price, they would be well rewarded. The whole
trouble arises from the fact that a large number of "imitation"
waterproof suits are being ^urt on the market. If people will;

only see when purchasing these garments that there is a trade.,

mark of a reliable firm, they can easily fall back on the manu-
facturers in the event of the suit not fulfilling the purpose for.

which it is intended. There is one other point that motor
cyclists should consider, and that is, when they are putting on
or taking off their overalls, to do so with a little care, and
they will soon see the benefit. Oilskins are, in our opinion, no .

use for motor cycling generally, as they are most uncomfort-
able. EaPRESS rubber CO., LTD.

The Motor Cycle for Postal Work.

,

Sir,—Having seen in a recent issue oi The Motor Ciji'lc a'
photograph of the sidecar being used by' the Coventry Post
Office authorities, I should like to say that a motor cycle

and sidecar is easily capable of doing good work in the
post office service. I have given an old 3^- h.p. Minerva
and sidecar, with body removed, a good test this Christmas,
doing' all the extra service here (Aldborough, Norwich),
carrying over a hundredweight of parcels three journeys a

The po5tal sidecar retorred to by J. W. Fish.

clay, and covering lliiity miles a day over very bad roads
in all sorts oi weather. One journey each day was to take
all the mid-day mails lo a station, six miles distant, and 1

•saved about two Iuuiik each time, and, through using a
motor, the outside lottcre and parcels wcr^' despatched by
Uie mid-day mail, which would have been impossible had
hor.se.s been used. Other years three horses were used to

do the same work. J. W. FISH.
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"Stealing" Water for the Lamp Benerator.

Sir,—Will yoi be kind enough to warn those of your readers

\yho are not aware already of the following fact, namely, that

it is illegal to " steal " water from the drinking troughs for

horses wnen a policeman who has not much to do is near?

I was filling my generator the other night from one of these

troughs, ladling the water with my hand, mind you, into a

paper funnel, when one of these " unemployed ones " informed

me that he would have to prosecute me for stealing water. I

thought he was joking, but he pressed the case, and reminded
me of the way the motor 'bus drivers polluted the water with

their oily cans. I granted that this was a disgraceful trick,

and pointed out the way I was proceeding, but he said this

would make no difference. At last I reminded the man in blue

that he would be laughed at in any police court when the

matter was explained, whereupon he decided to say no more
about it "this time." Permit me to wish }'our excellent,

never-missed paper every success in the New Year.
FRED A. TRIGG.

Lubrication Systems.

Sir,—Referring to the recent articles and correspondence

on motor cycle lubrication and the mention of our regulated

drip-feed attachment, we should be glad if you will insert

this letter, emphasising the fact therein unmentioned, that

iiur pump is protected by several patent.?. The numbers
of same are 15481/09, 17295/11, and 14909/11.

In the original form of our patented drip-feed lubricator,

the feed is regulated by observing the movement of the

pump handle only. Its principle is the same as in the

present type illustrated and commented on in your article

on page 1294, December 21st, but the addition of a visible

drip has gi-eatly increased its popalarity. We also make
this pump for use outside the tank.

We may say that the Douglas lubricator is made under
our master patent No. 15481/09, and that proceedings for

infringement are pending in the case of another pumn.
BEST AND LLOYD, LTD.

The Evolution of Transmission.

Sir,
—"H.T.M.,M.D. " in your issue of December 28th says :

" ' Criticus the Second ' is condemned out of his own mouth.
Why should his engine seize and so thi'ow him over the

handle-bars?
"

One morning during the past summer, after riding about

fifteen miles, I had occasion to make a call lasting some
twenty minutes, and on again attempting to start the

machine found I could only move it by skidding the back
tyre. Investigation showed that a large irregular seg-

ment was missing from the lower end of the piston—bottom

of crank case held several fragments of metal of varying

size—and one piece, about the size and shape of a postage

stamp, had become wedged between the connecting rod

and one of the flywheels, thus effectually jamming the

engine.

: I congratulated myself, first, that the mischance did not

nccur while driving, and, secondly, and chiefly, that my
transmission was by belt.

See " Ixion's " " Comments " in same issue.

BEN CORRY.

; Sir,
—" Ixion's " comments on shaft drive leave me with

-the impression that he has not said as much fv.- this form
(if transmission as it deserves.
- His reason for thinking that shaft drive will not become
general on motor cycles for a long time, viz., that its first

cost is so high, is absolutely sound, and p.vobably the only

real objection to this form of drive.

The pulley, belt, and belt rim, which has helped so much
in the development of the motor cycle, still beloved of

many, and justly so by manufacturers, is. a delightfully

simple and inexpensive substitute for (1) a really good

clutch, (2) sundry universal joints, (3) cardan-shaft, (4)

bevel or worm gear, and, to make a good job of it, (5) a

change speed gear box. All of which must be well made, of

the best possible material, and carefully designed, and all

of which are necessary if shaft drive is to give its full

benefits.

The objection to shaft drive on the ground of danger in

the event of a seized engine, and the graver objection on

the score of harsh and jerky drive, appear to me groundless.

They are equally shared by chain drive, which is as rigid as

shaft, and they are both overcome \>y th<; use of a good
clutch, which we most of us know from experience of shaft-

driven cars and chain-driven motor cycles is capable of

giving as smooth a drive as any belt.

We have now most types of motor cycle engines transmit-

ting power by chain perfectly smoothly, and very large

single-cylinder engines doing the same thing with shaft

drive on cars. Multi-cylinder engines are, of course,

smoother in action than singles, but, given a good clutch,

shaft, chain or belt will transmit the power equally
smoothly.

If this point is conceded, shaft drive possesses in practice

the advantages which " Ixion " admits for it on paper :

(1) Shaft drive, properly made, requires no attention beyond
oiling over a mileage running into tens of thousands, and
costs nothing in upkeep all this time

; (2) it is really

weather-proof
; (3) it makes it possible to mudguard the

machine easily and cheaply without making it unsightly or

inaccessible, so as to render it absolutely clean to ride on
the muddiest day.
Anyone who uses a motor cycle every day of the year

must learn in time what these advantages are worth. I

think he must eventually create an important market, and
manufacturers will then begin to consider his needs. I

believe that shaft drive is really more necessary for comfort
in bad weather on a motor cycle than it is on a car, owing
to the greater difficulties of protecting the transmission, and
that eventually belt drive will only survive on the. cheaper
machines.

I am a country doctor in a district served by bad roads,

and for the last seven years have kept one or more motor
cycles and a pony and cart. When I used belt drive, the
pony had regular work in winter ; since adopting shaft

drive I have only used the pony six times in two years—in

times of snow and floods. I might sell that pony and credit

it to shaft drive. During these two years the transmission
system has required no attention whatever, and running
expenses per mile have been lower than before.

F.C.J.

Dangerous CDrner at Ashford.
Sir,

—

I enclose a sketch plan (not to scale) of an exceed-
ingly bad danger spot in front of my premises at Ashford.

You will notice that

; I liS%SSS vehicles going towards
''^- London on reaching

this spot would natur-

ally proceed straight
ahead, to the great
danger of other traffic

approaching from the
opposite directicm,

straight ahead being
merely an entrance to

a side street leading to nowhere in particular. The large

red warning board has been removed. R 7474.

^

Waterproof Motor Cycle Clothing.

Sir,—The correspondence under the above heading makes
claims for "rubber-proofed" material that, as a reader,

I cannot pass without protest. It is claimed for this

material that 'it will keep out a pouring rain for days,

and will be as waterproof at the end of six months as

when it was bought, provided that it ';•;.' \jA moderate
care."

I ride daily, for business purposes, and I know that this

material does not satisfy the above claims. As an instance,

I have just returned from a thirty-five minutes' (not miles)

ride in the rain, and my rubber-proofed coat has let a

deal of water thi'ough at the junction of the sleeve and
the front yokes, necessitating a change of clothing. This

is the usual occurrence if I am out in a sharp shower, and
the coat is not yet six months old.

It is my contention that this material does not remain
waterproof where it meets with any wear, and I know that

this opinion is endorsed by practically all my riding friends.

I have tried this material from time to time, but have

always returned to oilsk;'.;; as the best wet weather, and

leather as the best all-weather motor cycle clothing.

Personally, I do not mind the "'sea-dog" appearance if

I can keep dry. B.W.B.
E27
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A selection of questions of general

interest received from readers and our
replies thereto. All queries should
fae addressed to the Editor, "The
Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX.,
and whether intended for publication

or not must be accompanied by a
stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Charging Accumulators with an Alternating Current.

Could you uiform me of the

"ZTt best means of charging accumu-

^ lator.s from alternating current

_2.J mains, 105 volts.—F.N.
The current must be transformed to a

continuous current, and for this purpose

a device is sold by Messrs. A. W.
Gamage, Ltd., Holborn, E.G. It is

liHown as the "Union Rectifier."

Twin V. Two-speed Single.

I am investing in a motor cycle

and sidecar, but I am in a fix

as to which type of motor to

buy. I only contemplate using

it for week-end runs. I might

mention that I am a novice, but have

a good knowledge of the workings of

a motor cycle. (1.) Would you advise

a 3i h.p. two-speed, or a 5 h.p. twin,

single gear, free engine? I do not

wish to spend more than £25 to £30,

and it appears that 5 h.p. twins are

cheaper than 3^ h.p. two-spe«ders. (2.)

I • see 5 h.p. 1910 twins for sale at

about £28. Would these machines be

in good working order after this

amount of wear, or would they require

a good sum spent in replacements';

(3.) Would a two-speed gear, such as

a Koc or N.S.U., on a 1910 machnie
give good service after this amount of

wear'/ (4.) Does a twin, require a great

deal more mechanical knowledge than

a single, and are twins suitable for

a novice to start with'? (5.) Can a

twin with free engine clutch be started

from standstill, or must it be used as

a running mount?—E.F.
(1.) Of course, the iiieal combination is

a 5 h.p. with two-speed, and a 5 h.p.

with free engine can be purchased for

but a little less than a 5 h.p. two-speed.

A two-speed gear would be of inestim-

able value to yon, as you live in London.
(2.) With legard to your remarks about
the 5 h.p. second-hand machine, this

entirely depends upon the condition the
(iue you desire to buy is in, and we
shoidd not advise you to purchase unless

the nnichine is subjected to a careful

cfpert examination. (3.J Either of the
two-speed gears referred to would give

good results, provided, of course, they
are not too much worn. Probably it

wovild be better to apply to the various
jiiaki'rs and see what lliey have in the
way of /;e(ond-hand machines in stock,

as usually the nuiknrs overhaul a machine
.arefully before selling it. (4.) A twin
does n(jt necessarily n^quire nicu'e me
hanical knowledge than a single, but

it i.s a little more trouble to keep up to
the nark. A single is mmh better for

a novice to start with. (5.) Yes, if the
clutch is carefully used, but much
depends on the gear ratio and gradient.

V.2f.

The Roads in Natal.

I am going out to Natal
\ery shortly, and I should be
obliged if you could inform me
whether the roads outside the
towns are at all suitable for motor

cycling, and how tlie duty on imported
motor cycles is assessed, i.e., is it the
same for new or old motor cycles, as I

am undecided whether to take out my
1910 Douglas or get a new machine ?

—

J.B.

There are many motor cyclists in Natal,
though the roads are not good for motor
cycling in the opinion of tlie average
Englisli rider. Cei-tainly we think it

would be worth your while taking the
machine oat. We believe the duty is

reckoned on the second-hand wholesale
value of the machine. The fact that it is

of British manufacture entitles you to a

Ijreferential- duty of 12%, the usual duty
being 15%,

Correspondents are urged to write

clearly, and on one side of the paper
only, numbering each query separately
and keeping a copy, for ease of refer-

ence. Letters containing legal queries
should be marked " Legal " in the left-

hand corner of envelope, and should
be kept distinct from qiiestions bearing
on technical subjects.

Fitting a Magneto Switch.

I shall be much obliged if you
will kindly inform me which is

the proper way to attach a switch
for cutting out magneto on a

motor cycle.—C.J.M.
Fix the switch on the handle-bar, con-

nect the terminal on the switch to the

terminal above the contact-breaker on
the magneto, which is specially designed

for this purpose. When the switch is

connected up so that the current goes to

earth through the handle-bar, the mag-
neto is put out of action.

Aiitomohlle Law.

Can you please inform me
A\ here to purchase a book giv-

ing the regulations Tespecting
motor licences, etc., showing on
what motors trade identification

marks can be used, also prices of the'
" tax for business and hire purposes ? I

have enquired of our local offices and:
have been told a book can be purchased,
for a few pence showing the above, and
I have tried at the boolfstalls but
cannot get it.—E.E.C.

The book in question is "Automobile
Law Simply E.xplaine'd," obtainable from
these offices price 7d. post free.

!

'?r??^iiHmBiiiBfffiaigii

LADY MOTOR CYCLISTS IN AMERICA.
There are quilc a number of ladies who ride motor cycles in and around Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The

Harley-Davidson machine - a local make which we illustrate —is the one most generally chosen, on account
of its low build and casv ?larlin(c ent-ine.
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Hertford to Clevedon (Somerset).

1 should be greatly obliged if

you could advise me on the best

route to Clevedon, Somerset,
especially if one can miss Bath
and Lansdowne without making

the journey very much longer ; also

the best way to avoid tramlines.

—

A.H.G.
We shoiild recommend the following

route: Hertford, Hatfield, St.' Albans,
Watford, Rickmansworth, Denham, Ux-
bridge, Colnbrook, Slough, Maidenhead,
Reading, Hungerford, Marlborough,
Devizes, Melksham. Bradford, Sadstock,
Compton-Martin, Sandford, Congres-

bury, to Clevedon.

Registration.

I have purchased from a

:^ dealer a 1908 Triumph, the

^ registration number of which I

-LJ have had transferred to my name.
The previous owner has pur-

chased a 1911 Triumph, and is using

the lb08 number on the new machine.
I am informed by the dealer that 1

have no right to the number, and that
the other man has a perfect right to

do as he pleases with the number, and
that if he purchased a 1912 or 1913
Triumph he could still use the same
number. If that is right, why did the
authorities transfer the number to my
name?—G.D.

The ow-ner had the power to cancel the
registration ot his machine if he liked,

[f, however, he sold the machine with-
out cancelling the number, the authori-
ties had a perfect right to transfer this

number to you on your paying the
.-^hilling fee. On the other hand, the
other man has no right to use the
number for a new machine unless he
has the authorities' permission. In
the case of a machine being sold, both
purchase- and vendor should inform the

authorities of the change of ownership

;

tmless the vendor gives instructions to
the contrary the number goes with the
macliine.

How to Solder Aluminium.

I shall be glad if you will

tell me how to solder aluminium
and whether it is possible to

join aluminium to brass, copper,

and tin with solder.—E.H.J.

It is quite possible to join either brass

or copper to aluminium with S.A.L.
solder. In the case of copper, it must
be cleaned with emery paper and tinned

with the solder. In the case of brass,

this is first tinned with ordinary tinman's
solder and the usual Hux. Any flux used

IS then carefully washed oil, and the

aluminium to be joined is then tinned

with S.A.L. solder and the two joints

sweated together

<D\
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HacclesHeld to Woolwich.

Could you let me know the
best route to take from Maccles-
field to -Woolwich? I want to

miss the London traffic. My
cycle is a 2 h.p. Humber 1311

machine.—E.S.S.
Your best route would be as follows

:

Macclesfield, Leek, Ashbourne, Derby,
Loughborough, Leicester, Kettering,

Higham ierrers, Bedford, Hitchin,

Hertford, Ware, Waltham Cross, straight

on till you get to Upper Edmonton,
where turn right and go through Ching-
tord to W'oodford. Go straight on
thi-ough W^oodtord, taking the left-hand

fork at the first important road you come
to. continue through Snaresbrook. Wheu
you are there, ask the best way on to

Wanstead Flats, and go straight oyer
these. When 3'ou get to Manor Park.
turn first to the right and then to the

left, passing near East Ham Station. G<>

straight on till you reach Woolwich
Ferry. This avoids as much ot thf

traffic as possible. We do not say that

you will not meet some traffic, but you
do I'ot have to traverse the heart of

Lnndon.

EXPERIENCES WANTED
C.C. (Hove).—Two-speed Dougias aud

sidecar. Is the frame strong enough?
H.T. (Edmonton).—5-6 h.p.'Clyno and

sidecar.

R.W.M. (Whalley, Lanes.)—3i h.p.

New Hudson, Rover, and Singer.

If C. E. Brownlow will send liis correct

address and note the rules at the head of

this feature, his query will receive atten-

tion.

LONDON-EXETER-LONDON WINTER HUH. SCENES EN ROUTE.

(1) Cyril PStteson (Zenith sidecar) with George King as passenger passing through Chard.

(2i G. Stevens (5 h.p. A.J.S.-Canoelel) on arrival at Salisbury on the return journey. (3) Eli Clark at the water splash between Shaftesbury and Sherborne. He was

one of the seven Douglas riders to obtain the maximum award.

E3t
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When the combustion
chamber is recessed it is

difflcult completeiy to

remove the carbon de-
posit with an ordinary
screwdriver. Mr. J.

Lucas, Rainhiil, Lanes.,
has devised a tool for

the purpose which we
illustrate.

54

A Sidecar Stoim Apron.

H. Taylor and Co., 21a, Store Street,

Tottenham Court Eoad, W., are market-
ing an excellent detachable sidecar storm
apron. It is fitted with straps at the
bottom to fasten over the footboard, and
has a cape witli glove button fastening.?,

which clips on to the apron and covers ^
the passenger entirely up to the neck.

Lamps in the Exeter Run.
The makers of the P.R.S. lamp set, S.

Hall and Sous, Wrottesley Street, Birming-
iiam, are naturally jubilant over their

success in the M.G.C. winter run. They
inform us that 30% of the riders used their

lamps, and that out of that proportion
twenty-four riders relied on one lamp only
of their make.

The T.T. Race Fund.

Louis G. Cuffe, Manager of the

Car Supply Company, Coventry House,
6, Coventry Street,

W., who is an
enthusiastic motor
cyclist, informs us

that in the case of

any motor cycle
purchased through
his company, should
the purchaser wish
to help the T,T.
Race Fund, Mr,
Cuffe will pay £1
towards the fund.
The same arrange-
ment applies to
speedometers and
.sidecars, in which
case ten per cent, of

the profits received
would also be given
to the fund. It is

interesting to note
that several mem-
bers of the trade

are opposed to this sporting event being
.suppressed.

Diary of Running Costs.

We are in receipt of a neat little publica-

tion entitled " My Car,'' produced by the
Stern Sonneborn Oil Co., Ltd., Koyal
London House, Finsbury Square, E.G.
Despite its title, the book i.s as useful to

motor cyclists as autocarists, as it consists

mainly of ruled pages allowing the amount
of petrol and oil consumed eacli week to be
recorded, forming a u.sefid record of the
running expenses eitlier weekly, quarterly,
ipr annually. Other pages are devoted to a
summary of expenditure for the year,
foreign dictionary, .spare spaces for re-

marks, jjostal information, and a calendar
for 1912.

Changes o£ Address.

In order to cojie with their greatly
increased business, the " Clincher " tyre
.sales organisation of the North IJritish

Kiibbcr Co. have found it necessary to

. move fioni their present headquarters to

167169, Great Portland Street, W.,
where an adequate structure has been
erected for them. It is exfieeted tluat the
liuilding, which will be known as

(Jlinclier Hou.se," will he <-omplete(I and
occupied within the next few weeks.

The Hanover liubber Go. .have also
found it necessary to ."ecure larger anil
more convenient premises at 17, (Joswell
lioad, Aldeisgate, K.C.

Magneto Branch in Coveatry.

The Simms Magneto Co., Ltd., have
opened a branch in St. Mary Street,

Coventry. In addition to keeping a

large stock of Simms magnetos and plugs,

a trained staff of mechanics will be
located at the above address ready to

execute repairs to any type or make of

magneto within twenty-four hours.

A Serviceable Tool Roll.

Messrs. Maude's
Motor Mart, 136,
Great Portland
Street, W., have
lately placed on the
market an exceed-
ingly useful tool-roll,

which we illustrate.

The roll, it will be
noticed, is supplied
with a full equip-
ment of good tools
by the best makers,
and when rolled up
fits neatly into the
toolbag, which also
appears in the illus-

tration, and is de-
signed to be attached
to the side of the
luggage-carrier.
A tool-roll of

stout material is

a n excellent

method of pre-
venting damage
to those tools

indispensable to

the motor
cyclist's kit.

Six Thousand Pairs of Hands.

The rubber trade employs vast numbers
of workpeople, and by an amalgamation
recently effected in Clermont-Ferrand,
the home of the French tyre trade, one
factory alone will employ about six
thousand pairs of hands in the manu-
facture, among other articles, of Gaulois
tyres. Thtse tyres are made by Messrs.
Bergougnan (who have just absorbed
another tyre and rubber firm), and sold
in this country by the Gaulois Tyre Co.

JANUARY nth, igx2.

Repairs and Renewals.
The Hubbard Tyre and Motor Co.,

Wharf Buildings, High Eoad, Ilford,

which has hitherto confined -its attention,

to tyre repairs, has now completed
arrangements to deal promptly and
thoroughly with every kmd of motor
cycle construction and repair work, and
a speciality will be made of manufacturing
fittings and parts to customers' own
designs.

Catalogues Received.

We are in receipt of the latest Calthorpe
catalogue, which is well got upand lists

the various models made by this firm. ,

The chief Calthorpe features, such, as the
foot starting arrangement, two-speed
gear and free engine, and the principal
Calthorpe models for 1912 are fully dealt
with.

The catalogue ju.-t issued bj' R. Broad-
hurst, 25, Smitliford Street, Coventry,
lists all the best known motor eycle
accessories, such as tool bags, sparking
plugs, horns, lamps (of which a speciality
is made), tools and belt fasteners.

Rubber-studded Covers.

The efficiency of circular rubber, studs
as a preventive of side-slip has long
been agreed upon
b y practical
riders. The
Continental Tyre
and Rubber Co.
have introduced
such a pattern
of cover of late

which appears
to . be rapidly
gaining in popu-
larity. Tt is not

intended that
this cover should
supersede the
basket tread oi

Continental rubber
studded motor cycle

tyre.

combination non-skids, but act as a fur-

ther alternative to a fine range.
The Continental grooved rubber belt is

likely to be heard more of in the future.

New Premises,

Nye and Co. are movmg into new
premises at 16, Hampstead Road, Totten-
ham Court Road, W. A special feature
will be a showroom for accessories only,
with a lounge and waiting room for the
convenience of customers. There will be a
night attendant, who will look after any
belated motor cyclists who are in need of
assistance. H. B. WiJloughby, a southern
motor cyclist, has joined the firm as
jiartufi".

A new design spring handle-bar patented by
""nit (BirrainKham).

Another design of Scott patent
spring handle-bar, vvhiota is claimed
tabe.aseflectlve In absorbing vibra-
tion as a spring fork.
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1912 CONTRACTS—
of these we hold the largest in the world we believe, and

certainly of the best class, comprising such as P. & M.,
' Scott, Zenith, Jap, Bat, Matchless, Clyno, Humber,

Douglas, Premier. Bradbury, A.C. and Morgans, and

we can also supply Rudge, Hobart, B.S.A., and any

other good class machine. In placing your order see

that the firm you propose giving it to is one able to

deliver early as you don't want a machine when everyone
' else has got one. We ha\e delivery of the above

machines each week and can contract for a fixed date if

booked; then being in the business and not just opening,

we have a sale for second-hand machines, therefore can

give you a good allowance for your old mount. Note,

we don't offer you a price and on receipt reduce that

price from ;f
10 to £20 as many firms are now doing.

This is trying to obtain your order under false pretences

and a trick we have not and will not indulge in whether

we gety our order or not. During the past three years we

have built up a large business on original lines, and

although many new people are starting in the business

yet the old-established straightfonvard firm will stand

and be in business when the catch-penny show is no

more. Kitchen's know the value of every machine

on the market, and if we agree to allow £36, then no

one else can allow £46—but often enough when you have

sent up j'our mount they will offer ;^30— far better to

rely on the old firm who will give you a written agree-

ment in good class deals to return the motor cycle to

you carriage paid if a deal cannot be put through. The

other firms rely on your letting them have the business

in preference to paying return carriage. This in itself

is a rotten underhand game, and one you will easily see

through, as you must know no firm can give anything

away. Another reason why Kitchen's is your firm, and

that is, being to the front, they got hold of all the first-

class agencies before the others wakened up, and now
offer you a bigger assortment than any other house in

the trade, and as manj- of these contracts were entered

into two years ago you can rest assured that you get

your mount up to time stated. You, of course, know
we are the only firm in the world who send you goods

of any kind on approval and if you don't like them
you are at liberty to return them within the 3 days and

have your money back in full. This appHes to every-

thing but new machines. Note the old address,

Kitchen's Motor Exchange Co., Ltd., Morecambe,

Lancashire. Telephone ; 112. Telegrams :
" Motor,"

Morecambe. Canary in full song.

MATCHLESS
"The Passenger Machine"

That takes you out and brings you
home again with the speed of an
Express Train, and the quietness of

a ^1,000 car.

Weeks' Delivery from
date of Order Guaran-
teed.

Spare Parts in

Stock for En-
_^__^^_^ gine. Gear, and

Machine.
For Immediate Delivery.

1912 8 h.p. Passenger Model JO guineas.

igi2 6 h.p. T.T. Roadster Model 54 guineas.

REPAIRS. EXCHANGES.

^

ALL

"The Only Authorised AGENTS'"

—

The LONDON MATCHLESS MOTOR CYCLE AGENCY
184, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W,

^ ^

Have YOU Tried
THE "STANDARD"?

All Sizes, 1/- each.

Copy of Testimonial.

December 2ist, igii.

Dear Sirs,

Just a line to let you know how
thoroughly satisfied I am with your
belt fasteners. You will, I think, be
pleased with the following :

—" I used
one of your ^in. fasteners on my 8 h.p.

Matchless J.A.P. in the recent open
International Hill-climb in France,
and got fastest time of the day at
over 62 m.p.h. in the mud." I think

your fasteners are made of the right

stuff, don't you ?

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) Harry Bashall.

HERWIN CANNY & CO.,
36, William St., WOOLWICH.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A27
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 14 words or less 1/6, and Id. per word
^after. Each paragraph is charged separately.

IJame and address must be counted. In the

ease of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advert'sements, in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

Id ensure insertion letters shoud be posted in

iims to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.G.), by
the iirst post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

AU letters relating to advertisements should
state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisement;? are classified into dis-

ricts, as many readers like to l^now what machines are

or sale in their immediate neighbourhood before going
urther afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

^^-^
SECTION I.

Cumberland, Durham, andNorthumberland,
Westmoreland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

SF.CTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbifih, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Mi-rioncth.

SECTION IV.
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicf^ster, Rutland, Northampton,

Warwick.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Urecknork, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carinartlien, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SUCTION VII
Gloucpstcr, O.tford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Isbn.ls.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, .and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scjtland.

SECTION XI.
Ireland and Isle of Moa.

A28^

CHOOSE
FROM
THE BEST

Selection of the most renowned makes of Motor
Cycles at unbeatable prices now on view at

THE ONLY MOTOR EXCHANGE
IN THE HEART OF THE CITY.

A.SK FOR TO-DAY'S LIST, which INCLUDES
H.p. . I s.

4798. 3J^9II F.E., Triumph 45
^799 3I 1909 Triumph 30
^811. 5-6 1910 4-cyl. F.N 30
«8i2. 2f 1909 Douglas 25
4.813. 5-6 1911 4-cyl. F.N. and. sidecar ..40
4815. 3j 1911 Free Engine Triumf h 46 10
It8i6. 3I 1911 P. & M 50
4817. 3J 1911 2-speed Humber 37 10
4819. 1} Motosacoche 10 10
4894. ai Rex 10
4229. 8 1910 Bat 40
4760. 5 1908'Twin RexdeLuxeandsidecar28Gns
4632. 5 igii Free Engine Indian 42 10
579. 3J 1910 SlOtt 40 Gns.

4748. 2I 1911 Douglas 30
4758. 3i ign Single-speed Humber 30
4775- 2I igii 2-speed Enfield 35
4777. 5-6 1910 4-cvlinder F.N 30
4784. 3i 1911 T.T.' Ariel 30

t786. 4i 1910 Twin Minerva 22 10
4792. 5-6 1911 4-cylinder F.N 35
4738. 8 1911 Chater-Lea No. 7 and coach-

built Sidecar 70 gns,

<J738. z\ 1909 P. & M. and Sidecar 38 gns.

4741. 3i 1910 Ariel, variable gear .... 30 gns.

t742. 3* 1908 Triumph and Sidecar 30
4745. 2I 1911 3-sp. New Hudson .; 35
1734. 3i 1911 2-sp. Humber 36

4733. 6 1909 2-sp. Chater-Lea and Sidecar 40
^729. 2i 1910 Royal Enfield 24
4730. 2 1910 Moto-Reve 21

4727. 3i 1911 Kerry-Abingdon 32 10
4723. 3I 1908 Triumph 27 10
4722. 23 1911 Douglas 32 10
4720. 3 J 1910 2-speed Humber . .- 30
4719. 2I 1911 Douglas 30
4603. si 1910 Standard Triumph 35
4605. 5-6 1910 4-cyl. F.N 25
4607. 3* 1911 Kerry-Abingdon 32
4707. 3I 1910 Lincoln-Elk 23
4706. 2i 1911 Lady's Motosacoche 29
4701. 2.1 1909 Twin N.S.U 20
4699. 3I iQio 2-specd Humber 3D gns.

4692. 4j igog 4-cyl. F.N 20
46S5, 3J igic Tourist Rex 28 10
4686. 3J 191 1 Zenith Gradua 42 10
4677. 3i igio Bradbury 30
4685. 3i 191 1 2-speed Humber 37 10
4670. 3! igji Bradbury 35
4420. 3} 191 1 F.E. Premier 40 gns.

3894. iJigioF.E. Motosacoche 22 10
4308.7 igio 2-spced V.S. and Sidecar . . 40 gns.

We invite you to pay a visit to the greatest
display of best 1912 models staged side by side
most conveniently for comparison of details and
improvements.

SEND PARTICULARS OF YOUR USED
MACHINE, AND GET OUR LIBERAL
ALLOWANCE OFFER IN PART PAYMENT
OF ONE OF THESE NEW MODELS.

9, SHOE LANE,
FLEET ST., LONDON, E.G.

'Phono

:

5777 Ilolborn.
Wires :

" Opificcr, Loudon.'

j^l
NUMBERED ADDRESSES.

For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be^
addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office.
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
ior forwarding replies. Only the number will appear in
ihe advertisement. Replies should be addressed, "No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or it
" London. '*

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/O
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C^

SWTDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with *' The
Motor Cycle," both parties are ad\Tsed of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each- party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charged, when under

fID the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with a*
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited,

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication th t the ocds advertised have
already been disposed of. Ad'ertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is qnite impcssibie to reply to each
cne by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
, estmoreland.

I
012 Douglas, February delivery.—Ewbank, Castleford.

1012 Clyna, Februarj- delivery.—Ewbank, Castleford.

11 Free Enf?ine Triumph, lamp, Lorn, cyclometer,
tools; eaerifiee £40.-A. H. Burnett Ferrybridge.

31,h.p. 1907 N.S.U., 2-ppeed geiir, accumulator, h-b.c.

;

2 £12.—Armstionf^, Church View, Quebec, Durham.

31h.p. Ariel, 1911, variahle p:ear, free engine, praeti-
2 cally irood as new;" £40.-0. Hindmareh, 13, Teh-

lant St., Hebburn.

11 Scott Motor Cycle, new in ,Iuly. not done 700
miles, like new; £46, a bar^'ain.-Percy Motor .

'o., Newcastle-on-'i'yne.

1f|12 Lightweight Moto-Tleve, not yet delivered from.
i-^ maker*: will saeritire ior cash £25/10, — No.'
\277. The Motor Cycle Offlees, Coventry.

TniDMPHS. Humbers, E.S-4., Eoyal Enfleld motor
cycles, lightweights, 2 speeds, free engines; write,

wire, or 'phone for immediate deliveries--Turvey and -

Co., The Motor House, Sunderland. Tel.: No. 626.

SECTION n.
Vork and Lancashire.

p OUELAT, the great Donglas ageut, - J

19

19

p OTIELAY.-1912 Donglns in stock.
'

G0I7EI.AY.-S.ile Manchester agent, J. W, Qourlny,
Fallowfield, Manihwtrr.

1 Q09- Triumph, pcrleet cwidition; bargain, £28/10.—:
J-«/ Denby and Co., llklcy.

1 Q08 5h.p, Rex, just enamelled, plated, and re-bushed,
J-tF perfect; £18.-86, Fargate, Shcflield.

LIVEEPOOL Official Agents for Hnmber and Dot,
Henry Whitloek and Co . 40, Hope dl

1Q11 3-^h p. 2-speed Trotnier, Cijwey speedometer, laini*,
At' horn, spares; £44/10,—Seaulau, jeweller, Prest. ii.

iTllUlll'H, 1909, (splendi.l ccmilition. lamp, horn, tools
Jt, f^pnres, etc.; £28/10.—Fortune, solicitor, HiuTjgato

-

CLYNOS and Rndge, , multi-speeds; deliver March;'
liuuk now tj Kceure. — Sniilli, Motor Agent, Hor'

'

bury.

3iili-p. New Hudson, 3-epeed, almost new, no further'
4 use for same; £38.— Brii-'irrt. Town Hall. Rriir

.

4,

house.
use for same; £38—Driggn, Town Hull, Brig J

INIirAN, 1911, free engine. 5h.p., raneliino and tyroi.l
new condition; £45/10.—Ohadwieli, Cedar St.Jj

Illuekpool.

"IQUi Douglas, Modol E., perfect condition, proetli
X*/ ciillv nnuyc^d since October; £40.-13, WestCoumri

F Ed., Dirlulale,
'^^

In an^wcritui l/uinc aditrlisumink il w. dcsiraiile to mention "I'he Mulor Cycle."
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1912 MODELS 1912
PREMIERS. CHATER-LEA.
MATCHLESS. CLYNOS.
RUDGES.

Early Deliveries—Best Exchanges.
TRIUIVIPH, igo9, two speeds £37 10
PHANOMEN, 6 h.p. twin, two speeds £35
TWIN REX, 6 h.p., accutnulator ig;nition £13 10
REX, 3J h.p., M.O.V., low built £6 18
MINERVA, Twin 4 i h.p., spring forks £10 10
N.S.U., 4 h.p., brand new, -ingle-cylinder,

ideal sidecar machine ; listed {48 £36
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., twin, two speeds,

handlestarting, M.O.V., igti model .. £48 10
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p.. twin, two speeds,

»_v'9'° .-•••, £42 10
Ktx, 3j h.p., sprmg forks, magneto, h.-b.

control, igog model £22 10
N.S.U., 4 h.p., single-cvlinder, new
pcv'"° """"'^ ^So '

£28 10
REX, 3j h.p., igoS, spring forks, magneto,
-h.-b. cnntrol, beautiful condition .. £16 10

U'f'"'' 3i b.p., two speeds, maKueto £19 10
n.S.U., 3ih.p., magneto, good order £16 10
QUADRANT, 3J h.p., magneto, spring forks £16 10
PREMIER, 3i h.p., new, 1911 model £38
H.S.U., 3j h.p., W.O.V., magneto £15 10
N.S.U.

, 3 h.p., M.O.V., nice order £10REX DE LUXE, two speeds, magneto,
handle starting, h.-b. control £26 10

ENFIELD, 2i h.p., M.O.V., ace. ignition £9 10
TRIUMPH, 2i h.p £6 10
HOBART, 3 h.p., vertical engine, low .... £8 10
ROYAL STAR, 2} h.p., vertical engine .. £5 10
KERRY, 23 h.p., 26in. wheels, vertical

engine ; . ; £8 to
OLYMPIC, 3j b.p., vertical engine, 26in.

wheels £6,0
PREMIER, 3j h.p., igi2, three-speed gear £58
PREMIER, 2j h.p., IQ12, three-sneed gear £47 5
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., vertical engine £5 10
PUSH CYCLES TAKliN t^N K,\CH.A.\Gii.

TRICARS.
TWIN REX, air-cooled, belt drive. Fit-all

'wo-speed gear £14 ,0STEVENS 4 h.p., single-cylinder, air-cooled

Twi£°oJv°"=E'^ sear, handle starting £14 10
I WIN KEA, 5 h.p., air-ccoled £,1 ,q

CARS.
DAHRACQ, 9 h.p., two-seater £15 15
EAGLE, 14 h.p., four-cylinder, five-seateV,

two speeds and reverse .' £27 10HUMBER, sjh.p., two-seater, bucket
seats, two speeds and reverse £13 10

PHCENIX, 8 h.p., two-cylinders, magneto,
hoods, screen, and lamp; '£58

GENUINE MICHELIN TYRES.
Beaded. Wired. Tubes

*6xj 17/- 16/6 9/8
26x2l .... 18/6 17/6 9/i
26!t2i .... 21/- 18/6 10/-
28X2 .... 19/- 17/- 10',

28%2i .... 19/- lo'/e

MICHELIN BUTTED TUBES.
26x2 11/6 26x2.t 11/9 26x2i 12/-
28x2 12/- 28x2i 12/6 28x2i 12/«
Carriage Paid. All Guaranteed. Prompt Deliver!

nniSCELUANEOUS.
New Amac Variable Jet and H.-B. Control 18/8
Ditto Second-hand 12/6
Longtiemare, Minerva, F.N. Carburetters 4/6
Good Rigid Sidecar 57 /B
MiUford Castor Wheel Sidecar ...'.'.'.'.''.

' £60
Long Handle-bars, dropped ends S/e'and 6/6
Coronet Silencers, up to 5 h.p 3/3 and 4/6New Handle- ar Mirrors 2/3
Gripskin Be tin

, : Jin. lOd., iin.'ljd.j I'in' 1 /.
Wide Mudguaris, 3iu., 2/3 ; 4in., 2<I1 pair
Handle-bar Watches, with holders '4/3
New Sidecar Frame and Wheel

"

' 35/-
Trembler Coils, 6/6. Plain '..'.'.'.'."

2/II
Powell and Hanmer £1 Lamp ,

", 11/6
16 Guinea Lowen Sidecar _'

*

£5 q
Nearly New Coronet Sidecar, ... £310
New Fuller Midget Coils 7/6
New Footrests ....'. 2/6

Booth's Motorics,
Keighley MUls. BedJord Street North, Halilai.

TeL 1062.

I
MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

IQlI Scott, as new: £50.

lOll Bradbury, ditto: £37.

1011 Douglas, ditto; £28.

IQl: Matchless, Bh.p. ; £48.

IQll Moto-Ecve, ajh.p. : £28.

"lOil Bat, 2 speeds, and sidecar; £60.

lOU Singer, free engi e; £38.

1 QIO Indian: £30.

1 010 Douglas; £26.

TO 10 Dot and sidecar, fh v .'330.

1 Q09 JJli.p. Matchless; £22.

1009 F.N., 4-cyI., magneto; £15,

TO 09 Triumph, Mabon clutch; £30

IQOa Ditto; £25.

A ND Many Others.

'p. C. JONES and Co., 3. Eedeross St., LiverpooL

1 Qlli Moto-Eeve, 2;h.p., ttrin, new tyres and belt, inJ- ty excellent condition: £29, or exchange.—17, Peel
^t

. A( cnn^ton.

Tj'^'??-,""„-^"f]"'''.^'^''*''-'Sl'*' i^l™' lew; bargain.
¥^ i^-^ ,J^''°t'='5. 5hp. T.T. Bat.-Eoebnck Hotel,
BL^y St., Bolton.

r\OnGLAS. Triumph. Hiimber, splendid second-hands-J^ exchanges.-Pariah, Bradbury and Douglas agentl
Preston. Sidecars.

J_h.p Quadrant, magneto, spring forte, adjustable pul-^ Icy. h.b.c., Bocd machine for sidecar work; £15.-
65, Hilden St., Bolton-

IQll (June) 25hn, Moto«acoche. like new, plenty of
;^'^,^ spires: £27/10.-Whittaker, 63, Unjon Ed-
U'^waldtwiftle. Lancatihire-

DEADBUET, in perfect order, all accessories: trial" run arranged; £26. or best cash offers—Winder
Bros., Wocdhouse St., Leeds-

DBESTON'.-Immediate delivery 4ih.p. O K Pre-
00,,-, '3^'™,'- J-^Pi^f^S Armstrons. best value ever offered:
£54/12; ideal for solo or sidecar.

pEESTO^T.—Immediate delivery Jap-Eex de Luxe
.-,.

the sidecar machine; we specialise in exchanges'
liberal allowances.

pEESTON—Sole district agent.i Zenith-Gradnas Eex-

,

„ J
''"P' ,

lT-1'rccisicns, etc. ; see our stock of second-
hand maohmea. -The Motor Cycle House, 82a. Fi«her-
?ate, Preetoii.

Qih-p. Triumph. 1908, with accessories, condition like

,, ,r'r"'nr2'';,-''='*
Douglas 1909, £21; perfect; must

«ell--168, Tlio M-.T, Sheffield-

CJCtlTT. 1911, brand new, net covered 200 mile-s; owner1^ buying car. will accept £59 : this 13 a genuine bar-
gain.—Spence. Nnrth Parade, Eipon.

lOll Eoadster Tnnmph, tank re-aluminiumised new
.-V'-V,

Dunlop back wheel, excellent condition; £38 —
W. Gregson. 12, Hesketh Ed., Southport.

"pRIUMPn, 1907. 3Jh.p., rebushed and rings, h.b.c.A B. and B. carburetter, adjustable pulley; £20.—
Parke, 7, Liverpool Eoad South, Birkdale.

LIVEEPOOL Official Agents for Bradbury, Zenith,
Singer, Kpx. Clyno, Moto-Eeve; delivery from

I stock.-F. O. Jones and Co., 3, Eedcrosa St., Liverpool.

IQll 3+h.p. Lincoln Elk, Bosch, B. and B., perfect
At.' order; trial given: very reliable, been throngh
France: £26.-Sole agent, Ohurch St- Garage, Bradford.

T3.S.A., 3-ill p.. new June, 1911, with accessories, equal
.-» to new ; any trial ; first checjue £37 ; owner ordered
2-speed model.—Oamplin, Olive House, Ackworth, Ponte-

I
iiact.

IQIO 5h.p. ludian with 'P. and M. 2-speea and free
.
Xt/ engine, complete with sidecar, splendid condition,
and go anywhere; turnout £45.-15, Bradford St. West,

I
Bolton.

5 h.p. Twill Miner\-a, low. special frame. Whittle belt
adjustable pulley, h.b.c, £15; flexible sidecar for

'same, £3/10.—Horner, li, Woodside Place, Kirkstall Ed.,
Leeds.

4b.p. Motor Cycle, Roc engine, inagueto, with new
sideiar, £17/10: 1910 Eoyal Enfield, 2ih.p. liglit-

1 weight, £25.—Allen Bros., 75, Wellington Ed. South
I
Stockport.

1 Ah.p. Clement-Garrard Motor Cycle, outside flywheel
I i* irith 2-speed gear, ready for fitting, Lucas lamp,

I

TJkantes stand, good conditijn; £7/15. or exchange 2i
I h.p., or billiard table. 6 feet.-8, Lovat Ed., Preston

' Lanes,

TRACTION ENGINES
are not required to pull CORONET SIDECARS.
3^ h.p. motor cycles can take them comfortably,
We.-do not make the heavy "hansom cab" type
that are unsafe in a strong wind.

Model E.—£7, Model D.—£7123. 6d.

Insti~uciive Catalogve post free, giving
illrLstralions and full particulars of all models
of Coronet Sidecars. Every model certain to
satisfy and save money for buyers. Full of
improve7nents. Quick detachable joints.
Latest car pattern niudgtiards. Wicker, cane,
or coach-built bodies. CJiild's reversible seat
Excellent upholstery.

KOTE front arm which ^ips main tube of sidecar,

which is the. only correct mechnnical method

—

nothing lopsided about tliis attachment.
- Delivery from stock to suit TRIUMPHS,
N.S.U.'s, REXES, P. & M.'s. BRADBURYS, etc

'Discounts to Agents.

TEE BEE LOW
SEAT-PILLAR,

5/" each.

GREAT CLEARANCE L.INE.
New Dunlops, 28x2 and 2J, wired edges .

.

10/6
Dunlops, 28 X 2, beaded, heavy treads 14/9
24 X 2 and 2J Beaded Clipper Covers, new .

.

8/6
Best Quality Butt-ended Tubes 7/S

150 New Tubes, 26 x 2.^ 5/11
Itubber-studded Covers, best make 25/-

ENGiNES:
4 h,p. Twin N.S.U., with Bosch gear-driven

magneto, brand new from makers £11 10

4 h.p. Twin N.S.IJ., with magneto £9

3J h.p. N.S.U., M.O.V £3 10

3 h.p. FAFNIR. silencer, etc £3 10

4j h.p. BUCKET, water-cooled £6 15

9 h,p. DARRACy, water-cooled £9 10
10 h.p. CLEMENT, two cylinder £9 10

3J h.p. RE.X, M.O.V £3 10

3i h.p. AUTOMOTO £2 I 2 CvcLoNir, m.o.v. £1 15

li h.p. Minerva £1 8 2j h.p. De Dion £1 15

3 h.p. Quadrant £3 | 2j h.p. Minerva £3 5

E.Kchanges entertained.

MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS.
V\ e have a large stock ot the best makes from

59/6. "^'our old coil and ace, taken in exchange.

NEW CARBURETTERS FOR OLD.
22/- and your carb. secures a new B. and B.

|

ftit.h h.b. control.

20/- and your carburetter secures a new Amac
J

with variable jet and h.b. controL
Delivery per return.

BOOTH'S n/IOTORIES,
KEIGHLEY MILLS, BEDFORD ST. NORTH
(ofi pellon Lane), HALIFAX. Tel. : 1062.

In answering tUse advertisements U isidesirahle to mention "Tlie Uotirr Cvcle.
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£6 I.S. moaei less apron. £6 6s. model with apron.

*

•it i^
ya^-

W) ":i;i!jSkWB^

i
4M ''^m^^^*^ M'^ M^" -iMiMm^^'

£7 7s. model. £S 8s. model.

26 X 2J Michelin tyres. Double Cee Springs. Wide
mudguard. Three-point suspension. Dropped bearer
bar if desired. Double stove enamelled.

Guaranteed twelve months. Need we say more ? ? ?

NOTE ! ! ! Our £S 8s. Model weighs 78 lbs. only, not
between i and 2 cwts., as suggested.

REXES! REXES! REXES!
RAPID, RIGID, and RELIABLE.

we ijiive .1 lew bran'l new unsoiled 1911 kEXES
to offer at a reduced price. We have now, how-
ever, sold out of many of the models, but still have a
few as below : List Price.

5 h.p. DE LUXE 60Gns.
7 h.p. DE LUXE 65 Gns.

3i h.p. DE LUXE 57 Gns.

3J h.p. TOURIST 43 Gns.

3I h.p. CONE CLUTCH 48 Gns.

5 h.p. CONE CLUTCH 51 Gns.

5 h.p. TOURIST 46 Gns.

But get OUR Prices.

1912 MODELS.
We have the uuder-mentxoned machines for dates

ftS below :

1912 35 h.p. Clutch RUDGE Ex-stock
J912 3I h.p. Tourist RUDGE Ex-stock

19126 h.p. ZENITH Ex-stock
1912 3J h.p. ZENITH Ex-stock
J')i2 ENFIELD, sidr-car combination .. Jan. 30
i<)i2 3i h.p. NEW HUD80NS. 3B .... Jan. 15

1912 3I h.p. Standard BRADBURY Stock

1912 2I h.p. DOUGLAS, Model K Jan. 15

1912 7 h.p. INDIAN, 2-spccd Feb. 19

1912 23 h.p. 3-spced I'.T. HUMBER March 15

1912 3i h.p. 2-spccd HUMBER March 15

1912 34 h.p. Clutch ROVER March iS

1912 3j h.p. 3-si-ccd ROVER March 20

19128 h.p. MORGAN Knnaboul March 9
191:: 6 h.p. A.C. Soci.'il le March 14

1912 3i h.p. BRADBURY, chain drive March 2X

1912 3I h.p. BAT, 2-sp(.ed March 25

All dates subject to being still unbooked.

WKITE US. S/WIi YOURSELF MONEY.

' CASH OR EXCHANGE
MAUDE5' MOTOP MART
"^6 Gt. Portland St. LONDON W

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 Qll P- and M., colonial, splendid order; 1911
-i-t/ Humber, 3ih.p., S-cpeed; both little used; oliers;
1912 Clynoe, £68/5.—Lockwood, Cromwell Kd., South
Bank, S.O.

31,li-p. P. and M., new October, 1910, perfect condi-
2 tion, thoroughly overhauled by makers this week,

Miller mudshield, etc.; £45.—Gerald Tolson. Kirkburton,
Huddersfield.

SOOTT, 1911, perfect order, juE''t completely overhauled,
magnificent machine, very fast and powerful,

done 60 : spares ; £49 ; trial-—Cyril Styring, 5, Leopold
St.. Sheffield.

"I
Qll T.T. Triumph, in fine order £37 do 60 m.p.h.

;

-i-*y standard 1910 Triumph, £32; 1911 Bradbury,
£/?5.—Crosj^, agent for Triumphs, Matchless, and Brad-
bnrys, Rotberham.

QEE, Write, or "Wire, Geo. Merrick; he's the man for
^—

'

Bradburys ; in stock, Eudge, B.S-A-, A.J.S.,
N S-TJ., and runabouts-—Merrick's Stores. Listerhills,
Bradford. Tel. : 2439.

BEADBURY, 3ih.p., magneto, late 1908, h.b.c. Pal-
mers, Centipede, ppares, new Easter, 1909, done

3.500; £20, or near offer-—Particulars, Lingard, Spring-
bank Terrace, Oldham.

TEIXJMPH, 1911, free engine, peifect, spare tyre,

tube, belt, etc., Kempshall back, sidecar fit same,
Chater-Lea; £45 together, sell separate.-Goodhind, 58a,
Wellington Rd., Leeds.

2Xh-p. Clarendon, low, spring forks, new 26x2 Dun-
2 Inp bark, Lyso belt, almost new, Amac n.b.c.

carburetter, eoDPer tank, good order; £5 for quick sale

—CowsiJl, photocrauher, Chorley.

1Q12 Humber Twin Lightweight, Anustrong 3-6peed,
J-*-' only ridden 12 mllee; £47; owner been used to
high power twins, has gone back to same.—J. M. Bul-
lough, 131. Market St-, Atherton.

TRIUMPH, T.T., July, 1911, racing and touring
handle-bars, do over 60, new Kempshall tyre and

Dunlop belt, perfect condition; £40.—Hall, 7, Herbert
St., Whitworth Park, Manchester.

ROYAL Enfield, late 1911, 2-speed model, brand new,
offers invited- sole agents for Triumph, New Hud-

.^on, Rudge, Enfield; prompt deliveries of all models--
Wardmanf^, Princes St.. Harrogate.

TWO 1911 p. and M.'s, in fine condition, £45 and
£50: 1911 clutch Triumph, with sidecar chassis,

£45; 1910 Clyno, belt driven model, £35.—Potter, the
Clyno man, Leicester Grove, Leeds.

1 Q09 3ih.p. Res de Luxe, 2 speeds, free engine,
-I-tf handle starting. Bosch magneto, spring forks,
fantilever spring seairpillar, reliable; £23/10, or near
offer.—Sutton, builder, Featherstone, Yorks-

4h.p. NS-U-, 2-speed, free engine, sidecar. Whittle
helt. new tyres and spare, bought new last April,

-:p!endid condition; expert examination: £42/10.—Smith,
Marion Villas, Home St., Wakefield, Yorks-

1 -Qlli Spa-Jap, 3ih.p., Chater spring forks and fittings,
Li/ speedometer, lamp, J.A.P. adjustable pulley,
vv atawata, toolbar, enamelled in colours, only run 350
Qiles; £42.—Markland and Co., Deansgate, Bolton.

LIVERPOOL Agency for Triimiph and Matchless
Motors, Hitchinrre, Ltd., 74, Bold St., Liverpool,

tlie pioneers of motor cycling in the North. It will pay
vou to deal with Hitchings, Ltd., an old-established
firm of highest repute.

HITCHINGS, Ltd. , lor Triumph and Matchless
Motors ; any make supplied on most favourable

terms; exchanges arranged; absolute satisfaction and
pourteous service assured by dealing with Hitchings,
Ltd-, 74, Bold St., Liverpool. Established over 30 years.

TRIUMPH, 1910, standard, £35/10; 1910 clutch
model, £40: 1911 clutch model, with lamp, horn,

and generator, £45; 1911 clutch model, absolutely as
new, with Palmers, Cowey, Lucas, and backrest, »50;
Douglas. 1910, £25. - Hitchings, Ltd.. 74, Bold St.,

Liverpool, the Triumph and Mntchless district agents.
Guaranteed dates for 1912 models.

MATCHLESS, 1912, 3ih.p., clutch model, and 2ih.p,
lightweitiht, in stock, for immediate delivery;

in^'pection invited.—HitcJiings, Ltd., 74, Bold St., Liver-
pool, sole district agents.

SINGER, 1911, clutch model, in perfect condition; at
a bargain price ; inspection invited.—Hitchings.

Ltd,, 74, Bold St., Liverpool.

3ih.p. Humber, free engine, leather clutch, handle
2 Ktarting, low spring seat pillar, drip feed, chain

drive, new accumulator, splcDdid condition ; £11; no
nflers.-Box No. L5,592, The Mdtor Cycle Offices, 20.

Tudor St., E.G.

CLYN03-—Hasten if yon want one before Eaptrr.

They all want tliem- All mnkee are giving way to

Clynos. No hill too steep, no road too long, no weight
roo lieavv for a Clvno.-Call or write to Potter, the Clyno
man, Leicester Grove, Leeds.

1 Q 1 1 Bargains.—Bradb\iry. shop-soiled. £39 ; 2ih.p.
*-•' 2-nppe(] F.N., in splendid order, £32; 3jli.p.

Pretnlcr, run 150 miles, £33: 14-guincn Millford caslni

nne fideciir. Imrdly used. £11/5.—Tlio Brighouse Motor
.\Kenry. Biiilift!e Brid(,'e. lirighouso.

SOMETHING Goo(l,-1909i F.N., 4.cyl., with Hpccially

designed 2-flpccd gear and elutrh, in 7in. fiywliccl,

hdttoin briii-kct gear case, bevel drive, buck wIhtI mul
friiiuo le-built sperially for Hidecnr work, new rainier

((.rd on back, Binkn 2-jet cnrbnrctter, long footboards,

roiiifortablp, Hperdy, ami retlablo; n bargain, £27/10.—
Komshuw, 87, PiuNtoiic Bt-, SlicMlcId.

ALI. OOODS, GOOD GOODS.
ZENITH, 6 h.p.j brand new, 1912 model,

actually in stock £70 7
RUDGE, 3I h.p., new igi2 clutch model, in
stock £55

RUDGE, 3i h.p.j tourist, 1912 model, new,
in stock £48 15

REX, 6 h.p., igii, 2-speed, de luxe models,
new £48 15

RUDGE, 3* h.p., 1911, tourist, like new,
bargain £37 10

TRIUMPH, 3^ h.p., practically new, 1911
clutch model £42 10

F.N., 4i h.p., lour-cylinder, like new £30
REX 5 h.p, de Luxe, new, igir models £60
BRADBURY, 3^ h.p., vertical engine, spr. forks £18
PREMIER, 3^ h.p., igio, twin, very fast .. £32
MINERVA.^J h.p., twin, spr. forks, good tyres £22
REX, 5 h.p., igio, model de Luxe, two speeds £42
SCOTT, two speeds, magneto. Palmer tyres . . £28
REX, 1910, 5 h.p., M.O.V., gold medal winner £35
REX, 191 1, 7 h.p,, two speeds, excellent order £51
REX, 5 h.p., magneto, very fast ; £24
TRIUMPH. 1909, 3J h.p., standard model ..,. £32
ARIEL, 1910, 3* h.p., footboards fitted, F.E. £30
N.S.U., 1908, 5i h.p.,. two soeeds. perfect .... £25
TRIUMPH, 1908, 3^ h.p., XL'All saddle :... £34
REX, 1907, 5 h.p., free engine, spring forks . . £16
REX, 5 b,p., igioj, two-speed, M.O.V £42
PEUGEOT, 7-9 h.p. Twin, magneto, pan seat £26
ARIEL. 2j h.p,, hghtweight model £10
MATCHLESS-J.A.P. 8 h.p., side valves £37
ANGLIAN, 2i h.p., good running order £8
KERRY ABINGDON, igio. 3^ h.p.. clutch .. £32
REX, TQii. 7 h.p,, tourist model, very fast.. £37
HUMBER, 1911, 31^ h.p two speeds £37
REX DE LUXE, 3I h.p., two speeds, magneto £24
REX DE LUXE, si h-P-. iQH, as new £44
RUDGE, 1912, clutch models in stock £55
RUDGE, 1912, standard, in stock £49
TRIUMPH, igri, clutch model, as new £44
T.A.C., 1910, 7 h.p. fcurcylinder, three speeds £15
N.S.U., 3-^ h.p., magneto, cream finish £22
TRIUMPH, i9ir, clutch, Montgomery sidecar £50
V.S., 5 h.p., 1908, magneto, Truffaults £32
REX Sidette, g h.p., igir model, as new .... £45
N.ti.U., 3^ h.p., 1910 model, like new £28
ANTOINE, 5 h.p., footboards, just overhauled £20
HUMBER, 3i h.p., 1909, two-speed £32
TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., 1909, footboards £34
N.S.U. , 3i h.p., magneto, spring forks £22
CALTHORPE, 3A ti p in 11 model, as new .. £38
ZENITH, 4 h.p. 1911 model £42
SINGER, 3* h.p., igii, only done loo, F.E.,. £47
TRUMP-JAP, gray finish, 1911 model £32

50/- deposit secures—
LL0YDS.2h.p £10 BARTER, 2i h.p • £8

MINERVA, 2 h.p. .. £6 L.C., 3 '>.d £10
CUNARD. 3 h.p. . . £10 RIP, 2} h.p. ... £8
QUADRANT. li h.o. £8 ANTOINE. aih.p. £7

Balance 5/- weekly.

CARS AND TRICARS.
REX Litettes, lyi T modeK as lew £50
BROWN, 35 h.p., two speeds, air-cooled .... £16
STAR Car, 9 h.p., three speed?, engine under
bonnet £25

REXETTE, fih.p.. latest model £22
REX 1 riette, 5 h.p., free engine £22
BEDELIA Car, 1911 model, two speeds,

magneto, only done about 300 miles .... £45
PEUGEOT, 9-1 r h.p., 2-cylinder, 3 speeds and

reverse, dual ignition £25
PH<£NIX Quadcar, 8 h.p., 2-seater, hood,

screen, magneto, etc., etc £40

1911 REXES. 1911
We have a few brand new and fully guaranteed

REXES to dispose of at advantageous prices.

All models. J..owcst prices. Send for Lists.

Now comes your opportimity to purchase for

summer. No storage charges. Exchange your
undcr-powercd single for a powerful 2-speed twin.

Special exchange allowances.

^ • SEE ACROSS.

MAUDES MOTOR MART,
156 GREAT PORTLAND STREET,

i_0 rsi o o rs w
Tel«pV>o»ie 652 . MayfaiK
Teic6faine ''AbdtCJ%te" Loitdoo

(lists I30SX RRE.E.)

A)0 .'m <iiia\i-ii'n\(i thi'm ndverlisemciit.i! if. is disiraJile to mention "The Motor Oi/clc."
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TheHalifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
'Phone, 766. Telegrams : " Perfecti(

WE have a (ew Brand New igii TOURIST and
DE LUXE REXES on hand, and we are pre-
pared to make liberal allowaiices for
Second-hand Rexes in Exchange. Discount
for Cash. Special quotations to the Trade.

GUARANTEED IN RUNNING ORDER.
I911 3i h.p. P. & M., with sidecar, all new £56
X912 twin REX Sidette, in stock £75
J911 3J h.p. 2-speed BkADBURY £37 10
X911 3i 11. p. lourist hbA, done 7jiO miles £32 Id
1911 22 h.p. 1 wo-speed REX junior £39 10
1911 3jh.p. REX, clutch model £37 10
J911 5 h.p. Two-speed REX DE LUXE £47 10
1910J Twin REX DE LUXE, brand NEW 47 Gns.
I910 7 h.p. REX DE LUXE, two speeds £43
1910 7 h.p. Tirin REX, HOT STUFF £37 1

J

1910 5 h.p. Tnin REX, very fast £29 1J
1910 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, fine sidecar machine £42 10
xgio 3I h.p. REX, verv fast, special m.ichine .... £27 10
Two sp'eed, free engine Tivin REX DE LUXE £27 10
Twin REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch, wants tunmg up £16 10
1908 3j h.p. Magneto REX, very fast £24 10
1907 3t h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £19 19
5i h.p. Twin REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch, sp. forks £24 10
Brand New 3j h.p. REX, spring forks and pedals .. £31
Brand New Twin Magneto REX £37 1

5

1908 TRIUMPH, very powerful £34
Magneto TRIUMPH, spring forks, specially low .. £25
3i h.p. KtA, vfry good order £8 10
3I h.p. REX, very fine condition £15 10
Four-cylinder F.N., magneto, spring forks £18 1i
F.N. Magneto Lightweight £16 10
3} h.p. Magneto FAFNIR, M O.V £19
3i h.p. VfOLr', Stevens eiigme, h.-b. control £12 10
Twin Magneto MOTO-REVE £17 10
3 h.p. QUADRANT, spring forks, h.b. control . . £12 10
3 h.p. HUIVIBER, chain drive £9 10
MOTOSACOCHE, Druid forks £l4 10
WOLF, Lightweight £12 10

Easy Payments at Special Rates.

Jp^ DOWN ^^^ ^^' ^^^^''^y secures prompt
*^* f\/ WW Iw despatch of any of these machines.
3 h.p. QUADRANT. V belt, h.-b. control, sp. forks £12 10
4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., good order, reliable . . £14 10
Lightweight MOTOSACOCHE, spray, runs well .. £14 10
3 h.p. QUADRANT £10 10
2? h.p. KERRY, spring forks £10 10
Twin Magneto M0T3-REVE £17 10
3I h.p. WOLF, sprav. smart, h.-b. control .... £12 10
it h.p, WOLF, up-to-date lightweight £12 10

CARS.
15 h.p. 4-cyL REX REMO, Bosch magneto, grand

touring car, many accessories, spares £160
16-20 h.p. 4-cvlinder'WOLSELEY, 2-seater £49 lU
55 h.p. single-cyl. BABY PEUGEOT, 2-seater .. OFFERS

1912 BRADBURY
REX

LIBERAL
EXCHANGES.

THE "POPULAR"
1911 RIGID
SIDECAR,

£4-19-9

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
DEADBURT, 1911. August, Sih.p., N.S.tT. 2-speea,
-L* free engine, tyres and everything perfect, gives no
trouble; £46; no offers; reason eelling, buying higher
power; trial run or expert exaniintition. — Marsland
tobacconist, West Didsbury. Manchester.

SECTION III,

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Clieshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

npEIDMPH. 1908, lamp, whistle, etc.. new tyie. excel-
-•- lent condition: £28.-16. Ashville Ed.. Birkenhead

VTINEEVA, 2h.p, 1911. B. and B., splendid condi-
-L'J- tion, many accessories; £10.—Innes, Uttoxeter New
Ed., Derby.

p.N., 1909}, S-6h.p.. 4-cyl., magneto, perfect order-
J- cash 20 guineas.—E. Smith, Eutland Sq-, Bake-
well.

"I Q 1 2 Twin Zenith, in crate : best cash otters ; will take
J-«/ 1911 Triumph part.—No. 9,288. The Motor Cycle
OfSces. Coventry.

1 Q 1 1 Douglas, bought in October, 500 miles onlv,X^ not ficpiled: £33, or near ofiL-r.—Fox, Barracks
fiolf Club, Lichfield.

1012 Free Engine Bradbury, in crate; cash offers.
-i-*J nmst sell; ordered abroad.—No. 9.287, Tfti Motor
C iicle Olfices. Coventry.

ROYAL Enfield, as new in every way. 2jh.p., lorely
machine, but must sell: £19fl0.—Box No. 9,284.

The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

TEIUMPHS. Zeniths, New Hudsons, Singers, Match-
less, and other best makes ; quick delivery ; ex-

changes, highest allowances.—Below.

RUDGE-WHITWOETH. 1911, 500 miles only, £38;
twin Kex, free engine, 1911, 1.000 miles, £40;

Humber, 2-speed, 1911. shop-soiled, £38; A.J.S., 1911,
faultless. £22; Enfield twin, new condition, £24; Tri-
iiujph. free engine. 1909, extra ?ood. £55: Quadrant,
1909. Bosch. 4h.p., tor sidecar, ~ £16; every machine
guaranteed.-Oswald Parker, Melbourne, Derby.

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 41i.p., August, 1910, 2 speeds,
free engine; ci^t over' £60; splendid condition;

£37.-43. Harden Ed., Leamore, Walsall.

TEIUMPH. 1909S. studded Dunlops, perfect condi-
tion, £33; also rigid sidecar, £4/4.—Payne, 167.

Oversetts Ed., Newhall, Burtou-on-Trent.

HITMBER Lightweight: this machine has been little
and i-arefully used, is very fast, and better than

new ; 26 guineas.—1 Wood's Lane. Derby.

TEIUMPH, 3h.p., splendid condition, headlight, speed-
o 'ifter, lorn, new belt, etc.; £25. or near ofier.—

J. E. Taylor, South Av., Littleover, Derby.

LATE Model 1911 Bradburv, as new, tyres gcod. and
>pare<; £29/10110 nett; approval, dep.,sit.—Box No.

9.283- Ihe Motor Cycle Offlces, Coventry.

REY
}

5, HEATH ST.,

HAMPSTEAD
Close to Hampstead

Tube Station.

Tel. 267S P.O.,Hampstead.

PAYMENTS
ON

Telegrams; "Rey Hampstead,

EX-TENDED
TakcQ on anv Machine or Runabout,

NO EXTRA CHARGE
IVIOST MAKES.

TERMS: QUARTER DOW.N, BALANCE IN TWELVE
EQUAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS.

Followir.g 19t2 Machines for
Immediate Delivery :

BRADBURY, igtz, standard in stock £48
BRADBURY, I9r2, T.T £48
3RAD6URY, 1912, free engine , £54 10
B^AOBUhY, 1912. two-speed ,, £55
RUDGE, rr,t2 standard model ,. £48 15
RUDGE, t9l2 T.T. „ £48 15
RUDGE, I9r2 free engine ,, £55
ZENITH, 1912, 3} h.p „ 53 Gns.
ZENITH, t9i2, 6 h.p 67 Gns.
BAT, r9r2, 3l h.p., two-speed ,, £59
BAT, 1912,8 h.p „ £bO
SAT, 1912. 5 6 h.p £58
F.N., 1912, 2j h.p., two-speed gear ,, 45 Gns.
F.N., r9r2, 5-6h.p ,, 50 GnS.
SINGER, 3.1 h.p., 1912, free engine ,, £55
LINCOLN ELK, 1912, 3,t h.p £34
DOUGLAS, 1912, Model H ,, £47
TRIUMPH, 1912, free engine

,
£55

CrlATEK-LEA, 1912. No. 7 three-speed ,, £79 16
BEDELIA Cars (in 6 weeks) 7J per cent. E.P. 59 Gns.
G. & N. Runabouts, 8 h.p. (in 6 weeks) ,, 87 Gns.
A.C., speed sociable type (in Feb.) . . ,, £87 10

Any other makes on application.
.\bo\e machines for immediate delivery.

1911 New Machines to clear at Bargain Prices.
HOBART. 2j h.p., lightweight, £38 model £29

tf>3.h.p. Peugeot. C.A.T. accumulator, good tyres, 1911
^^4 B. and B. carburetter, low, p werful, excellent
condition: must sell; £S/10—Stafford, O-jbome Ed..
Hyde.

GTVTJfG A^ay a 1910 Speed King Rex. Frcneli grey,
t,- twin, as new: £19/10: will do 65 an hour:

no offers ; must sell.—Box No. 9,286, The Motor Cycle
Offlces, Coventry.

3J_h,p. Triumph, late 1908. thoroughly overhauled,
2 also magneto recently, new tyres, frame, and

back wheel, ample spares; price £28.—F. Weller, Heage
Ed.. Eiplc.t, Dert-y.

MAGNETO Bradburv. 3'hp., a.m.i.v., a powerful ma-
chine, and sjund, very good tjTes, low; nett cash

price £11/10. first cheque.—Box No. 9,285, Th,e Motor
Cycle Offltes. Coventry

NEW Hudson. 1911. 4h.p.. J.A.P.. Armstrong S-.speed
pear and free engine, new September, special 2;in.

Palmer cord t.vre and rim to back wheel, ideal sidecar
machine, guaranteed absolutelv perfect throni:h,-ut. onlv
rim 600 miles; owner boucht car: £53--SIoss, Wem.

.y
.<,^^'^

^^.
1^''>

": j;y

i\i^iij
fc^* 1^^^^^^''^^/ m^%=J

O

12 Models: any make supplied, incluriing Scotts.
Phelon. Douglas, and Zenith, etc.—Moss. Wem.

Balked av \0 years' cxpei';en;a.
Every car guaranteed 12 montiis.

'I

Popular," Clipper or Continental tyre ...
"Superbe" type, with best tyre, apron, etc."
DiHo. with reversible chil.l':. =eai !., 1/ u
Ditto, with best coach-built body .'.'.'.'.' £7 12

Unproved Quick-detachable Joints are "fitted to

£4 19
£6 6
£7

rnodeb. Prompt delivery to suit Rexes,
K.S.U.'s, Indians, and any other make.

Discount to Trade. Exchanges entertained.

Triumphs

19
DO You Want a good, sound, second-hand motor

cycle at a reasonable price? If so, write at once
to the North Wales Motor Exchange. Rhcsddu. Wrex-
ham, they hare some splendid machines in stock, or, if
you want quirk delivery of your 1912 mruht. let fhem
quote you. taking your present mount in part payment;
expert advice, free.

TEICMPH. SIh.p.. 1907 ensine. 1910 cyl. and piston,
new Davi.ion's tank, with petrol and oil irauires,

new Aihinn free engine hub clutch, h.b.c.. Clincher
studded't^Te front and new Palmer cord studded rear,
new Whittle belt, F-R.S. large size lamp and generator,
good mount solo or for sidecar; approval, deposit- £35
-Heath, 33, Craner St., Stafford.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

FOE Singers. James, and Ariels, write, Cordock Cycle
and Motor Co., Sctmthorne. Lines.

excellent con-

Sole London Agent for the famous LIN COLN ELK. Finc't
value on the market for quality and reliability. A.l, models
on view and for Immediate delivery.

Second-hand Machines at Bargain Prices to clear.
BAT, S h.p., good condition, all accessories £28
BAT, S h.p., 1910, with Miilford sidecar £40
HOBART , 2l h.p., soiled only £29
B.S.A., 2j h.p., new cylinder w'anted '

£4 10
F.N., 4i h.p., good order £-|8
F.N.

, 2i h.p.. two-spee~a, good condition, I jit £27
F.N., four-cylinder, igrr, almost new £29
REX, 6 h.p., inir, F.R

''
£37

REX, 4 h.p., T.T., twin, igrr model, splendid order £24
DOUGLAS, 2.5 h.p., igro. fine order, all accessories £25
DOUGLAS, :'i h.p.. igro, good order £23
DOUGLAS, i9ri. Model D, all accessories £23
DOUGLAS, ryii, two-st>eed £33
ZENITH, 1910, good order '

£32
ZENITH, I9lt 3J h.p

; . £39
ZENITH, 1911, 3i h.p £40
ZENITH, 1911, 3* h.p.

TRIUMPH, i9io,"F.E ..'.

TRIUMPH, 1910, F.E .'.;..

TRIUMPH, 3l h.p., 1909, good order
BAT, i9f I, 4 h.p., P. and M. two-speed gear
All Accessories included on S.H. at the price advertised

£42
£39
£38
£29
£33

REX Machine, 3.Jh.p.. new June. 1911
dition.—51, Frederick Ed., Stechford.

Tn answering t/ase advcrtisrmcnts it U chsirahle to mention

THE
£4-10 REY Sidecar £3-10

With Hutchinson or Michelin 26X 2i Tyre and Tube
30/- extra.

The famous" REV EXHAUST WHISTLE now reduced
to 12/6 each.

ONLY HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY.

5, HEATH STREET,
9 HAMRSTEAD.

The Motor Ci/cle." a,.
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STILL
LEADING

MODEL DE LUXE.
£.5 S 0.

MODEL C.
witli Cane Body. £6 0.

MODEL E, MODEL D.
with Kever8il)le and Uetach- with Coach Built Body,

able Chim'H Seat. £6 10 £7 0.
Absolutely the finest value on the market.

LESS POWER.
It is admitted by experts that, owing to the unique
desigTi, far less power is required to propel Farrar's

Sidecars than any other style on the market,

NOrt OUR front arm which grips the Sidecar
CENTRE nothing lopsided about tiais attachment.

OUR quick detachable joints are a treat.

OUR cranked back axles are extensively copied.

OUR design is the safest on the market.

OUR 12 months' guarantee is honestly carried out,

ALL COMPLETE with MUDGUARD AND TYRES.
Discount to the trade.

Deliveiy from stock to suit TRIUMPHS, REXES,
P. & M.'s, N.S.U.'s, etc.

LIGHT, STRONG, AND SPLENDID VALUE.
SF>RUNO LIKE A OAR.

Round or Car pattern mudguards at customers'
option.

1912 MICHELIN TYRES.
26 X 2jin. Covers 18/6
?6 X 2 Jin, Tube: 9/9

POST FREE.

TYRES. TYKES. TYRES.
Heavy Rubber-studded Covers, 26x2^ .... 18/6
26 X 2^ Hutchinson Heavy T.T. Covers .... 25/-
26 X 2 and 26 X 2^ VVired-edge Covers 12/6
Continental Rubber Non-skids, 26 x 2J or aj 30/-
Hutchinson, ribbed tread, 26x2^10 18/6
Continental, beaded, 26x2 18/6
Tubes, all sizes, guaranteed 9/6
New Bulled Tube. 26X 2J 8/6
New Butted Tube, 26X 2I 9/3
Special Heavy 26 x 2} Tubes, guaranteed .. 7/6

I ISCELLAOtfcuUS BAkGAINS.
*' Ara '

' vulcanizer outfit 7/6
Bowden back brake 4/6
Lycett's Carrier Toolbags new 7/6
I h.p. Electric Motor, 230 volts £7
.ij i.p. Waui-ccoled hnKine and Clutch . . £7
New 4 h.p. N.S.U. Engine, perfect £7
5i h.p. Aster engine, water-cooled £7
New Bosch Magneto, DA2, for single 75/-
One ditto, second-hand 57/6
ij h.p. Clement-Garrard engine 30/-
Loinax non-sk id band, 700 x 85 7/6
Trailer. 26in. wheels 25/-
Goodlads speedometer, 5-40 m.p.h 15/-
Lighi car chassis and tyres £4 Q
New roolbags, 9 X 6x 3jin 4/6
Sidecar Aprons, green or red, with studs .. 7/6
Uruid Spring Forks, new £2 5
New Lycclt'6 Tubular Carriers 4/II
New Lamp and Cienerator, plated 12/6
1012 llrown and liarlow carburetters ... , 29/-
Longuumarc Carburetters 5/_
Brown rmrl Bfirlo\" r;irhnr*-lt<r-: 7/6

FARRAR'S
iVIGTOR EXCHANGE,
19, 21, 23, 25, HopwoodLane,

¥¥Af f'FA'lC (Two minulci
MMJ%.M^M.r J%..^%. irom G.P.O.)

Tclfpl;oiif- (jl'j.

A32 In answering

D
MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
OUGLAS, 1911, fine condition; JE28.—Oohnoie.

D
19

SCOTT, 1910, overhauled and put in good order; £38;
a scarce model.—Colmore Depot, Birmingham.

DOUGLAS, model E. 1911, 2-6peed, free engine, foot-
boards, in thorough goin? order, only a few months

old, £^10 ; and another, more used, ±38.—Colmore Depot,
27, Colmore Row. Birmingham.

MATCHLESS. 3ih.p., 1911. J.A.P. engine, a fine
last machine, rune better than when new, tuned

up and guaranteed in perfect condition ; £38.—Colmore
Motor Cycle Depot, 27, Colmore Row, Birmingham.

OUGLAS, 2;h.p., 1-Sll, nearly new, all parts per-
fect; £32/10.-4, Carlton St., Nottingham.

11 Free Engine Triumph, as new, lamp, horn, and
spares; £46.—Thomas, builder, Leamington.

3ih.p. Fafnir, magneto^ splendid order, with or
2 without 2-speed.—Hawke, printer, Hallaton,

Uppingham.

1 QIC Triumph. £33: Protector mud-shield, new, 12/-:
M.U 1910 Triumph flywheel, 12/-.—Pearson, 2, Lister-
gate, Nottinghara-

TRIUMPH, 1909i free engine. Whittle belt, F.R-S.
lamp, one epare butted tube; £33-—Crowley, 11,

Northey Rd., Foleshill, Coventry.

HUMBER Depot for Birmingham and dietrict, 78,
New St.—Order your 1912 Humber from practical

inotoriats and Humber specialists-

1 010 Plate Clutch Res, 5-6h.p., free engine, springA t-' forks. Palmer cord tyrea, condition as new

;

£31.-103, Heeley Rd., Selly Oak.

3h.p. Fafnir, h-hc, good tyres, new belt, just over
hauled, epares; £10: seen by appointment.—R. R

'i^vans. Heath Terrace, Leamington

1QH Humber Lightweight, adjustable ignition, com
J- *y plete tool kit, 2 new belts and spare inner tube-
-8,624. The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry-

IQlO Moto-Reve, magneto, 2|h.p. twin, lightweight.
M.*J everything as new: bargain, £21.—Drapery Stores,
64. Tilton Ed-, Small Heath, Birmingham.

Vr.S.tT., 1910, 2ih.p. twin-cyl., mo. v.. magneto igni-
i-» tion, spring forks, h.b.c. carburetter, veiy fast;
largain, £19/10.-12, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

REX DE LUXE. 1911, 6h.p., m.o-v,, magneto epring
forks and seat pillar, aluminium footboards, drip

eed, free engine, 2 speeds, only little used; sell, bargain,
£40.-12, pull Ring, Birmins;ham.

1 Q 1 1 Model Rex de Luxe Sidette, 6h.p. engine, free
X t/ engine, 2 speeds, magneto, B. and B. carburetter,
pring forks, fitted wit^ hand.some coach-built Bidecar

;

ost 75 guineas, sell turnout £48.—Brown's, 12, Bull
^ling, Birmingham.

MOTOR Cytle, Sih.p., m.ov., Bosch magneto, h.b.c.
carburetter, spring forks; bargain, £13/10,-12,

Jull Ring, Birmingham.

rRIUMPH Motor Cycle. 1907 model, magneto igni-
tion, h.b.c. : bargain, £17.—Brown's, 12, Bull Ring,

ilirmingnam.

TWIN" Rex de Luxe, 1909, 5-6h.p., Roc 2-speed and
free engine, magneto, .spring forks. Continental

yres, fitted with coach-built sidecar; will accept £32
lot, or sell separate.—12, iiull Ring, Birmingham,

VflNERVA-ABINGDON. 2*h.p., m.o.v.. spring forks,
L'J- 26 wheels, very low; bargain, £8/10.-12, Bull
ling. Birmingham.

£6/10, or nearest.—3ih. p. Centaur, rebored, new
piston ringri, valves; seen by appointment.—

Proctor, 29, "VNTville St., Radford, Nottingham.

BRADBURY, 1909), excellent condition, new Dunlop
studded and Clincher, all accessories, spares; genu

ine bargain, £26/10.—Kilbee, 35, Wrawby St., Brigg.

1Q12 Triumphs, Bradburya. Rndge, B.S.A- Douglac-,
-»-i/ Zeniths, Matchless, New Hud(*ons; handsome pre
-ent to all customers.—Clifiord Motories, Eastwood, Nott-^

QUADRANT (Birniinghara), re-bored by Gradior, B
and B., Albion adjustable pulley, new belt rim,

rendition good; offers.-Haugh, 29, Henley St., Stratford
on-Avou-

3 h.p. N.SU., Whittle, low. £6/10; 2]h.p. Langham
26 wheels, £3/10: 3Ah.p. Fafnir, Clmtci-Lea, man

neto, and sidecar, £22.—Potter, Springfield Rd., Shep
^^hed, Loughborough.

IQll M.idel Water-cooled Rex, 3ih.p., Dunlop tyres,
A-iJ BoBch magneto ii;iiition, Brown and Barlow car-
bureter, sprint; forks, eijual new; bargain, £29.-56.
Suttiin St., Aston ...lanor.

HKNRY GARNER, Ltd.. 78, New St.. Birmingham,
the Humber Midland Depot.—All 1912 m.idpla now

on view; eurlie«t deliveries with a guaranteed promiee;
exchanges and trials arranged.

SINGER, 3ih.p.. 191? -12, with or without N.S-U. 2-

speed gear, condition equal to new : price with
'.parp'^ and gear, £48: without gear £43.—No. 9,041,
The. Motor Cycle Ofilrcs, Coventry.

5 h.p. 1909 Rrx do Lnxo, 2-.4peed, clutch, recently over-
liaiiled lit works, new st(X'l studded tyre, lamp,

tot>)H, siKircs, cniidltion iierfi/et : bargain. £25. — A.
Fraucris, Hyde Hout^o, Leamington-

31h.p. Rover, Into 1911. Trimnph frco engine, only
2 run 600 miles, bargain, 38 guineas; alno new

1911 2hp. Singer Motn Vclo, makers' price £35, will
tak«; best offer over £30.-Beck, Chapel St., Rugby.

STOCKTAKIKG
JANUARY 31st.

Previous to our annual " balance up " we will

accept any reasonable ofier.

CASH, CREDIT, OR EXCHANGE.

1912 MACHINES.
1912 3^ b.p. New KudsoHf 3 speeds 57 Gns.
1912 2I h.p. New Hudson, 3 speeds 47 Gns.
1912 2i h.p. A.J.S., 2 speeds, chain drive 44 Gns.

MOTO-REVES.
Handy in grease, free Irom vibration, splendid

hill-cUnibers.

1908 Twin-cylinder, very good «. £16
1910 2| h.p. Twin, very good £22
191

1

Single-cyhnder, record machine £22
19 10 25 h.p. Twin, very fine order £23
1910 2I h.p. Twin, with 191 1 fittings £24
1909 2i h.p. Twin, 50 X 70 mm £20

All have magneto, h.-b, control, Druid forks,

toolbae. tools, and intlator.

£27
£28
£23
£17

£3S
t*a
£32
£28
£29 10
£32

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
1910 si h.p., fine goer
1910 3I h.p., extra good ; . .

.

3* h.p, 1909 Speed King, extra fine

3 h.p. igo8 Featherweight Rex, Bosch mag.

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.
5-6 h.p. 1909 De Luxe, 2 speeds
7 h.p. de Luxe, two speeds, M.O.V
5-6 h.p., 1908, two-speed, and sidecar ....
5-6 h.p., de Luxe, 1908, two-speed model .

.

5-6 h.p., de Luxe, 1908, two speeds, special
5-6 h.p., 1908, two-speed de Luxe, 1909 eng.

N.S.U.'s. N.S.U.'S N.S.U.'s.
5j h.p., two speeds, Bosch, B. & B. carb. . . £25
5 h.p. Twin. Bosch magneto £19
1910 6 h.p., M.O.V.. two speeds £33

OTHER MAKES. OTHER MAKES.
3} h.p. Twin Premier, very fine £26 (I

1911 3j h.p Singer, clutch model £37 8
lyii Two speei. oraoDury, ime ;... £37
igii Lady's Hobart, Armstrong three speeds £35
3j h.p. L.M.G., iQio model £25
3 h.p. Singer, Bosch, V belt drive, B, & B. £16
3 h.p. Quadrant, Bosch, B. & B., spr. forks £16

3i h.p. Quadrant, h.-b, control, spring forks £16
2j h.p. Humlier, chain drive £7
ij h.p, Minerva, V belt £4 10
3j h.p. Minerva, Bosch magneto. A mac . , , . £22

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
5-6 h.p. Clutch Model Rex and new bidecar £29
5-6 h.p. Two-speed 1Q08 Rex and Sidecar £33
7 9 h.p. Two-speed Rex and Sidecar £53
1910 6 h.p. N.S.U., M.O.V., two speeds, com-

plete with N.S.U, coach-budtsidecar £38
All fitted with Magneto and Spring Forks.

.C *» nnlt/N SECURES ANY OF THESE.S«0 1»U"11 BALANCE 5'- WEEKLY.
si h.p. Brown Bicar, M,0,V. 26 n, wheels £12
jj h, p. Fa»nir, vertical, M,0,V £11
2i h,p. Kumber, chain drive, spray rarb . . £7
i| h.p. Minerva, V belt, spray carburetter . . £5 ti

X*/! nnWN SECURES OI^Y OF THESE,
aid'* WUWll BALANCf 6/- rtEEl LY.

jj h.p. Quadrant, h-b. control, spr n^ lork- £16
3* h,p. Quadrant, h.-l*. control, Bosch mag. £16
3 h.p. Singer, Bosdi magneto, h!-b. control £16
1908 Twin Moto-Reve, magneto £16

PFni'f' 'NY OF THESE
BALANCE 7/6 WEEKLY

ii-^ h.n. N.8.U., Bosch mjg, h,-|j. control £19
1910 2j h.p. Twin Moto-Reve £22
1911 2 h p. Sinrlc-cvlimkr Moto-Reve ... . £22
1900 23 h.p. Twin Moto-Rcvo £20

£6 DOWN

CARS AND TRICARS.
;sj h.p, Aster Car. 3 speeds and reverse £19 c

5 h.p. Humber Car. uvost:dU>r. «ootl goer £22
A ii.p Peugeot (^ar. iwo-seater £35 q

j'uoca*, Bosch 'nnLMiei'i £45 q

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
New Screwcuttnig Lathe, 4in. centres £6 10
parrar's Sidecar, quick detach joints £3 15
Farrar's Sidecar, new wicker body £3 16
Portland Sidecar, aOin. wheel £3 tO
FuHord Castor Wlieel Sidecar £5 q
Presled Accuninlators, new, 15 amp 9/$
Tricar Frame, suit 6 h.p. cnfiine 35/_

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,
Telephone H' A ¥ .¥17 AY 'Two mlnutei

919. MM.j^mjM.m: JM..^%. froniG.p.04

llieee advertisements it is desiralle to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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The Cut=out Again.

IT
is now definitely known that the Local Govern-
ment Board will prohibit the use of cut-outs on
motor cycles and cars, and it wUl be interesting

to see how it will set about what will be a
most difficult task, (i.) How are the regula-

tions to be carried out, and will their interpretation

be left to poHce discretion? (2.) Presuming that the

L.G.B. says no silencer shall have a cut-out, will the

average policeman know what a cut-out is? (3.)

If the decision as to efficiency or otherwise of a

silencer be a question of dimensions of total cubical

capacity, or area of exhaust outlet, or some other

mathematical calculation, will every old and new
machine have to be submitted to an examination be-

fore registration? (4.) Will the authorities who now
issue the index numbers be sufficiently expert and
Ttnow enough about motor construction to be com-
petent to decide? Our reply to the second and
fourth queries is an emphatic No ! We would go
further and say that there never was, and is not now,
any necessity for further legislation on the question

of silencer cut-outs.

There is already a law on the subject which the

authorities could have easily tested had they felt so

disposed. We refer to the statutory prohibition

against so using a car or motor cycle as to cause a

nuisance. This being so, is it necessary or expedient

to introduce fresh legislation until the present law

has been fully tried and proved ineffectual? A fresh

regulation will be merely an addition to our already

complex laws- which, are not fully understood by the

people, and are often incorrectly administered be-

cause those whose duty it is to see they are properly

carried out do not in many instances interpret them
correctly.

No one would reasonably contend that the judicious

use of a cut-out was a nuisance ; therefore why not
rely on the existing law with regard to excessive noise

constituting an inconvenience to others, which is the

meaning of the word nuisance, and prosecute those

riders who by the use of a cut-out in towns and other

places become a nuisance to those who have com-
plained.

Another point that should not be overlooked is that

the abolition of cut-outs will riot prevent noise, some
engines being so designed and made that they are

more noisy than others, whether a silencer cut-out

be fitted or not. Of this there is no doubt whatever,

as a variation in the sound of the exhaust can be

made by an alteration in valve setting.

It is announced that the Royal Automobile Club
has been consulted in the matter by the Local Govern-
ment Board, and has been asked to make suggestions

for dealing with the question. Doubtless its advice

will be largely acted upon, and we have no doubt it

will, before communicating with the L.G.B., consult

its sister organisation the Auto Cycle Union, as the

recommendation should apply equally to motor cycles

and cars. If the suggestions were to take the form
of a reference to the present law, detailed above,

there perhaps weuld be no necessity to go any
further, and the prosecution of those riders who are

sufficiently callous or negligent as to cause a nuisance

would take the usual course. It would appear at the

moment that neither the L.G.B. nor the R.A.C. is

aware that the matter could be easily dealt with under

the statutory powers.

A17
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Streamline Bodies
WHY

THOUGH it may seem absurd on first thoughts

to suggest a streamline body for a motor

c)'cle, there is no question of doubt that such

a wind-cutting fitment would materially aid the racing

motor cyclist on the track. Racing has of late be-

come such- a fine art on Brooklands that new and up-

to-date mounts are only capable of reducing by frac-

tions of seconds the more important short distance

records, consequently one's thoughts naturally turn to.

exterior aids to speed. So much experimenting has

been done with special compression ratios, valve

Fig- I-

timing, cam design, carburetter fakements, etc.,

that it would appear, strange that track racers have

not turned _ their serious attention to wind cutting

devices to envelop their body, such as we are dealing

with, especially as the veriest novice knows how he

must huddle himself up along the top tube to get the

maximum speed out of his machine. Of course, the

idea is suggested by_ prevalent racing car practice,

and it is wonderful the big effect the streamline body
and disc wheels have had upon the speed of even

moderate-powered cars. - '.

-

A motor cyclist's body, no matter what contortions

he may perform to reduce wind resistance, is of

irregular shape, and consequently has a considerable

retarding effect. Air is reluctant to adapt itself to

.sharp corners, projections, and irregular surfaces,

and some idea of the behaviour of rushing air on a

motor cyclist's form is shown in the plan view fig. i.

The shaded portion at the rear indicates the region

of a complicated series of currents and eddies which
all absorb power, or in other words considerably

reduce speed. If a body is so shaped that it has

sharp corners or recesses, the fluid flows past these,

leaving pockets, and forming what are known as sur-

faces of discontinuity.

The Advantages Derivable,
It is, therefore, easy to realise that a streamline

covering to envelop the rider's body is bound to effect

a considerable improvement in the matter of speed,

and once records have been made by the aid of such
bodies, it is unlikely that a rider on a machine of

orthodox design could recapture them. The shape
which has been found to require the minimum power
to drive is a long fish-like surface with the blunt end
facing towards the direction of motion. It was found
that when the same body was placed with the thin

end opposed to the wind that the driving force had to

be greatly increased.

A fish—particularly a mackerel—has the most
perfect streamline form in nalural life. The liodies

of birds are a vei^ near approach. By referring to

fig. 2 one may grasp the action of tlic air currents when
Al8

for Motor Cycles.
NOT ?

moving past a body of streamline form such as would

be used to envelop the motor cyclist. It will be

seen from the second sketch that the outer jets of

air curve round and flow over the sides, the greatest

deflection taking place at the front edge. There is

practically no loss of energy in this design due to

surfaces of discontinuity. The definition of

" streamline -form ','.. is- -.thAt..^jyt^ is a; body_ of such

shape that its motion through a fluid does not give

rise to surfaces of discontinuity. In other words, at no

point upon the body does the fluid tend to do other

than follow the contour of the body. The nearer the

body is to streamline form the smaller will be the sur-

rounding volume of fluid afi'ected, whether air or water,

and hence the smaller will be the power required to

propel it at a given speed.

Power Absorbed by Wind Resistance.
Using the Eiffel Tower formula, .003AV2, which is

generally accepted as the most reliable, 'and assuniing a

motor cycle and rider to have a surface of 4.6 sq. ft.

opposed to the air, "the horse-power absorbed by

wind resistance at various speeds is as under:

m.p.li. h.p.

10
• 20
50
40
50

It is. obvious from the above that the Eiffel Tower
formula is much too liberal and totally unsuitable for

motor cycle use. The R.A.C., realising the above
fact, place the constant as -.0017, which would approxi-

mately halve the powers stated above.

Naturally the question of wind resistance is of para-

mount importance where cars are concerned, but is

almost negligible in the case of touring motor cycles

at moderate speeds, which, by reason of their design,

offer so little resistance to the air. With racing motor
cycles the question is very different, as the power
absorbed by wind resistance increases so enormously
at high speeds.

Numerous experiments have proved that the re-

sistance of air to a normal plane varies as the square
of the velocity. At very high speeds the resistance

rbed. m.p.h. h P- absorbed.

.0,^5 60 ... 7.944

.278 70 ... .. 12.625

.993 80 ... .. 18.850

2.227 90 ... .: 26.681

4.350 100 ... ,. 34.800

rig. 2.

increases at a greater rate than the square of the
\eloclty, until a maximum is reached at about the
velocity of sound, viz., i,too feet per sec, or 750
miles per hour.

It has been estimated by one of our leading riders
that almost as soon as the streamline body is tried
on a motor cycle the speed will increase' at least

10 m.p.h. Who will be the first to adopt this plan?

G.S.
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THE STREAMLINE BODY APPLIED TO MOTOR CYCLES.

Top row

—

fl) The streamli'ie shell for track racing purposes.

(See article on opposite page.)
(2) The fish tail type, which might prove

rather too warm for the engine !

(3) The submarine body.

In fi»e two larger illustrations our artist has endeavoured to depict possible developments of the future on road and track

in connection with streamline bodies.

.V19
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Tha E ffjclB of AboUs\i ng Cut=outs.

It seems highly probable that noisy exhausts will

be legally abolished within a very few months. The
Avails so commonly heard denouncing the innovation

on the ground that hill-climbing must suffer strike

me as quite beside the mark. It is gratuitous to

imagine that the ingenuity of the trade cannot cvx.ive

a silent machine of 500 c.c. which will climb as* well

as present-day noisy models. But should the trade

fail in this not very arduous task, the only effect will

be a general lowering of standard gears by a .small

fraction. An open cut-out does not affect a greater

improvement in climbing powers than the reduction

of the gear from, say, 4^ to 5 to i.

My own belief—and Brooklands experiences bear

me out—is that within a single season exhaust clear-

ance will be improved, with a great gain in silence, so

that the absence of a. cut-out (if the cut-out be

abolished) will be imperceptible. If I am too san-

guine, the effects of a legal prohibition will be two-
,

fold—6rst, a general lowering of gears, and, second,

a growing popularity in more penetrating alarms than

the ordinary hooter.

A High Speed Passenger Reliability Trial.

The idea of a Manx or other T.T. race for quadears

and other forms of sociable is scarcely practicable at

present. Design is not sufficiently stereotyped for such

a race to fill, except on a handicap system, and the

best handicaps would fail to satisfy the sponsors of the

\arious designs on the market. But until such designs

become standardised (if ever they do !), a high speed
reliability trial on Brooklands Track Avould be wildly

interesting.

Many of these tiny chassis are the productions of

srnall workshops, and the cash at the inventor's dis-

posal seldom allows him to put a sample chassis

through a Six Days' Trial. A high speed reliability

test on Brooklands would be cheap by comparison, and
would cater for all horse-powers and designs, besides

providing an accurate "line" to the capabilities of

different makes.
To be really instructive, such a trial should continue

through the daylight of two consecutive days, making
up a running time of twenty-four hours in all. There
need be no marking of the split second type, which
is as irritating as it is useless, except in " knock-out,
find-a-winner " events. We might simply set a 3j4
h.p. outfit to average 30 m.p.h., a 5 h.p. to average

35 m.p.h., and an 8 h.p. to average 40 m.p.h. for

twenty-four hours (divided into two twelves, on con-
secutive days), all stoppages, except for rei)lenishing

tanks, to incur loss of marks, and the speed set to be
a minimum, not a liming test, with no gain or loss

for excess speed. At the finish of this trial we should
have a fairly shrewd idea which of the numerous run-

abouts arc reliable fr)r long distances and which
are not.

Winter Trials.

The percentage of -successes in the i9ii-r2
" Arctic Trials " shows that further advances have

been made in reliability, though the increased nerve

and experience of the riders account for something,

nor can we forget that really severe w^inter weather

might in any year reduce the number of gold_ medal-

lists to zero. The condition of the men and the

machines at the end of their gruelling journeys, added
to a consideration of the polar garb donned by the

majority, points to the need of a special winter
" body " for the true all-weather rider.

I think if I were a commercial traveller, using my
machine week in and week out for business purposes

on compulsory rides, I should fit a permanent winter

body between November ist and March ist, to wit,

a light aluminium torpedo, reserhbling that on the

Roc tricycle, with a high front, and sides brought

well back. A light detachable steel framing, with

aluminium panels, or leather shields, w^ould serve to'

keep two-thirds of the anatomy warm, dry, and clean.

The best of the existing winter shields seems to me
to consider the machine rather than the rider; and
more complete protection for the rider should be
attainable without a great sacrifice of weight or con-

venience.

Handle<bar Free Engine Control and Side-slip.

1 take a diametrically opposite view of this question

to that urged by Mr. Wrowe in his letter of January
4th. He thinks that the skilful manipulation of an
"h.b.f.e." (there's a portmanteau abbreviation for you!)
reduces the liability of sideslip. Other things being
equal, its effect is exactly the reverse of what he states.

To begin with, most handle-bar free engine controls

are deficient in leverage, and their operation throws
a distinct wrench on one end of the handle-bar, which
spoils the easy, delicate balance maintained by two
unencumbered hands. Further, the letting in of a

clutch (unless the clutch be very perfect and very per-

fectly operated) causes the rear wheel to snatch at the

ground in a much more jerky fashion than when a
vah'e is dropped on a flexible engine \\ith the control

levers sensibly set.

For these reasons 1, personally, nc\'er use my
handle-bar free 'engine clutches when the roads are
treacherous, but prefer to drive as if the clutch were
non-existent. I only use a clutch on treacherous sur-

faces when.I find it awkward to get started, e.g., on a
slimy upgrade with nailless boots! Even under these
circumstances the back wheel is nearly sure to skid
in the course of taking up the drive; but a skid does
not really matter at the very low pace implied,
especially with the feet trailing. I should not dream
of driving any distance in this fashion, i.e., at four or
five nulcs an hour; first, because I might as well walk,
and, secondly, because skids are much less probable at
a higher s|iocrl.
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FOOT-STARTERS
A Review of Current Practice

As to whether the motor cycle, con-

sidered,purely as a locomotive, has
undergone any material improve-
ment since the first month of last

ryear there may conceivably be some little

: 3oqbt, but there is certainly room for none

J upon the question, "Has it become more
;; convenient and handy?" In iliis connec-

;
tion it is perhaps not going too far to say

' that the general and rapidly growing use

of some form or other of easy starting

mechanism is a step forward of such mag-
nitude as to be worthy of classification

with the introduction of variable gears,

magnetos, and spray carburetters. The
, addition of a very simple device has
already robbed the critics of the motor

-. cycle of one of their most powerful argu-
ments. Until lately they have been right
in declaring that the avt-rage two-wheeler

' was a machine fit only for men of

vigour and activity; now, however, they
must admit that it can be mounted and

- ridden with practically no serious effort

whatever. This, it need hardly be said, is

_a tact of the utmost value to the industry,

: for it means that the ranks of motor
cyclists .will be swelled in the immediate
future by many who have until lately

justly regarded the motor cycle as some-
" thing entirely beyond their physical

powers. In a few words, the foot-starter

lias made the motor cycle a practical

vehicle for ladies and men of some years;

at the same time it ha« proved an ailded

comfort to those who were motor cyclists

already.

Will Foot=starters become
Universal ?

There were- few firms of any note
amongst the first flight who Hid not have
at Dlympiii al Inasl one model fitted vvitfi

a kick-.^larting apparatus, and I que.ftion

whether any general tendency was ever so
wekonie to all and sundry. It is true
that one big. but consei'vative, manu-
facturer advanced the (ipini<m. as an excuse

""
,for retaining it, that the run-and-jump-bn-

"ares," but in order to rope in the " might-
bes."

This much, however, is at least certain.

No one who has ever used a toot-starter

would willirgly start by any other means.
In getting a start up hill it is a para-
mount necessity, in trafiic it is a perfect

blessing, and at all times it is most emi-
nently desirable. When it comes to side-

car work its value is even better demon-
strated, for who can deny that even the
strongest of us find the pushing of a
heavily loaded sidecar combination a very
big physical effort against the smallest
gradient; indeed, even in my own small

circle of acquaintances there are three
people who have either temporarily or

permanently denounced the sidecar for tliis

reason alone.

Faults in Design.

Turning to the examples of foot-starters

at the Show, exclusive of those used with
ordinary pedalling gear. These, whilst being
upon a single pi*nciple, exhibited a variety

in application, yet nearly all were open to

much the same common criticism, viz.,

that, if anytliing, they were, for the most
part, upon the right side, and that in only
very few cases was there any sign that the
mechanism was eventually intended to be

covered in. Another objection is that with
the larger engines sufficient precaution was
not taken against backfires. It is all very
well to say that if large car engines can be
started by hand as easily as they are there

should be' no * ditficulty about starting

emaller motors by foot, but the conditions

are by no means' the same. First of all,

witii practically all the foot-starters ' that
have yet aj'peared the starting pedal is

geared up tO(Crankshaft. in order to get at

least a complete revolution of the latter

with half a revolution, or one thrust down-
wards of the former. The result of a back-

fire is, therefore, proportionately exagger-

ated. Nest, car engines have big fly-

wheels, which enable them to be " swung "

Scott—the original kick-starter.

mount was, under all the circumstances,
the best possible, the easiest, the quickest,
and the most reliable, and that nothing
better was wanted by the average motor
cyclist ; but this, at best, is a prejudiced
view—the view of a man who fails to
realise that development is made not so
much to benefit, the " has beens " and the

over compression, whereas the smaller

motor cycle engine must be forcibly pushed
over compression.
To overcome this difficulty with the

bigger sizes of engines- one of two things

is necessary, either some form of half-

compression device must be employed, or

the starting pedal must_ be arranged to

throw itself out automatically with a
differential clutch arrangement. The
former device is adopted on the Scott and
the latter on the Indian.

Before describing the various mecha- _

nisras in detail, one point deserves
mention, namely, that it must not be
supposed that the mere use of a foot

starter gets rid ot all starting troubles.
It requires some address and knack in its

operation to be entirely successful, other-

wise it is likely to cost as much effort

as a push start. For this reason it is

ot the greatest importance that it should
be placed in • such a position that the
maximum purchase can be obtained upon
it, for if not it is likely to be more
trouble than it is worth. As to which
is the better side for it, that is a matter of

taste, but considering that the majority of

sidecars are fitted on the left, there is a
good case for the right side.

Fig. 2.—Scott ratchet on clutch drum.

A Prototype.
The Scott mechanism is shown in figs.

1 and 2. Needless to say it is dealt

with first, as Mr. Scott was without
doubt the originator of the kick-starting

gear for motor cycles. With patent rights

I am not particularly concerned, but I

imagine that whether any ot them were
infringements or not upon it, Mr. Scott

must have been gratified to find his

original idea so manifestly vindicated at

Olympia.
As.'shown, in fig. 1 it consists of a bell-

cranked foot lever supported in a

bracket attached to the chain stay close

beside the back hub. The lever

starts the engine by driving the two-
speed counter-shaft through a free-wheel

clutch. The chain sprocket for tliis pur-
pose is provided with an internal spiral

spring for rewinding the chain about
itself, whilst the bell-cranked lever is

returned by a separate spring. This bell-

cranked lever was formerly carried as a

sleeve- on an extens'on ot the back hub.
It has now been plat d as shown in order
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Fig 3.—Rudge pedal starter.

to avoid the necessity of adjusting the

starting chain when adjusting the rear-

wheel driving chain. This adjustment is,

bowever, necessary when the engine

chains are tightened.

The position of the pedal is excellent

in every way, as it allows of a strong

backward and downward kick—7 the
direction in which the greatest strength

can b-6 exerted—and it is also out of the

way.

get a start with the exhaust lifted and
drop th« latter as soon as a reasonable

speed of rotation is reached. The same
tiling applies to several of the other start-

ing gears, but it is not, in my opinion,

so good a precaution against backfires

as a half compression device, for the
reason that a tolerably fuU cylinder of

rich mixture must be used to make sure

of an explosion, and in these circuin-

stances there is some possibility of a
•backfire following any carelessness in

handlinj. Further it must be borne in

mind that the higher the gear ratio

employed the more vigorous must . the
kick be, as continuous rotation such as

one gets when pedalling the engines round
is not possible.

Details of the Eudge clutch mechanism,
%vhich is highly ingenious and effective,

are shown in fig. 4, the parts being
placed in their correct assembling order,

but extended. A is the tapered and
rough-fluted end of the timing wheel
spindle, C having an internal taper of
the same -degree but smooth. B is. the
bearing carried in the wall of the timing
gear case, the slot in its larger diameter
serving to anchor the up-turned end of

a small brake spring which runs in a
groove of C. The last named is pro-
vided with a ouick-thread drum which
is engaged with a similar quick-thread

Fig. *.— Details of Radge clutch starling device.

Fig. 2 shows a detail of the counter-
shaft, namely, the free-engine clutch, the
driven ratchet being apjplied to the high-
gear clutch drum which is geared down
to the engine about 1^ to 1. The clutch
runs loosely as a sleeve upon the counter-
ehaft spindle, the bracket of which
carries a finger which bupports the
inner end of the spring. This is of the
"clock" type, but it is pulled outwards
axially so that it exercises a side

thrust upon the clutch as well as." a
rotating moment. Inside the free-wheel
sleeve the spindle carries a cam, which,
when the starter is out of action, brings
the two ratchets entirely clear of one
another, so that there is neither noise nor
wear. The compression release used
with the starter consists of a small mush-
room valve in each cylinder at what is

practically the bottom of the .stroke.

An Ingenious Starting Clutch.
The Kudge foot starter, although

employing the same principle, is carried
out in an entirely different manner,
thp pedal bsing attached to a large
chain sprocket which is carried at
the bottom brai'kel and drives the engine
through a small sprocket mounted upon
an extension of the intermediate timing
pinion spindle. 'J'he geai' between the

sprocket and the engine is thi.„ about
6 to 1—a nilio sntriuient to give throe
complete revolutions of the crankshaft fur

one push down. There is thus time to

A24

nut cut internally in D, which is the

driven sprocket. E is simply a dust cap.

The operation of the mechanism is as

follows :

C being inside D and having a left-

hand thread, clockwise rotation of D
tends to force C to the left as its rotation

is resisted by the brafve spring above
mentioned. This cause.s it to be forced

on to the taper of A, which it

immediately grips and drives, the frictiofi

of the eiigine only serving to lock it

tighter. Directly the engine fires C
commences to rotate, and if D be held
stationary (the foot being at the time
upon the starting crank), C screws itself

into D and thus disengages the cone,

clutch, after which the mechanism is

quite free of the engine, none of the
parts rotating at all. The sprocket D
takes a bearing upon the larger diameter
of B.

The Prevention of Damage by
Bachf re.

A device which is in some ways rather
Bimilar to that of the Rudge is employed
in the Indian foot starter. This is placed
m frunt of the engine from the left-hand
side—a position wliich, from the leverage
point of view, might be possibly bettered,

although the starting pedal itself is well

out of the way. This pedal is connected
up to the large chain sprocket with a double
Bet oi clutches—the arrangement of which
I am unlortunately noti* permitted to

JANUARY' i8th, 1912.

describe in detail—which in the event of

a backfire occurring throw the crank free

of the sprocket altogether. In other

words the crank can drive the sprocket

but the sprocket cannot drive the crank.

The contrivance is very cleverly designed,
though it did not appear to me to be any
too strong for so large an engine. The
crank case, it will be noted, carries a fibre-

headed stop, against which the pedal is

returned by an internal spring.

Figs. 5 and 6.—Indian.

The method of clutching up to the

engine-shaft is simple and effective. The
principle is similar to that of the Eudge,
except that, instead of a quick-thread

drum, a '*tram-way " is employed. This
is illustrated in fig. 6. The small chain

sprocket—the chain is for some reason

a block one of one inch pitch, and, thiftre-

fore, rather clumsy looking—is supported

by an extension of the crankshaft •and

also by a bush carried by the driving

chain case. In this outer bush is a spring
ball-headed plunger which runs into the
semicircular tramway grooves . of the

sprocket sleeve. In the normal or

"out" pcsition of the sprocket the

plunger is in the right-hand line of

the tramway, but upon the sprocket be-

ing rotated- clockwise the plunger, runs
into the cross-over tramline, which, is cut
much deeper than the other and so propels
the clutch sleeve sideways, into engage-
ment. When the engine fires, the
ratchets force one another apart, with the

Fig. 7.—P. and M.

result that the plunger jumps from its

tramline across the track into the right-
hand one again, being helped in this

action by the cross-over line into which
it is brought upon the, release of the
pedal. The pedal stop is' so arranged that
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Foot-starters.

—

the tramway comes into action immedi-
atelj .ressure is applied by the toot.

Whe!i 'he engine is running all the
part* of the starting gear are free.

A Simple Starter.
One of the simplest forms of starter is

the P. and it., a sketch illustrating the

general arrangement of which is giTen in

fig. 7.

Fixed immediately underneath and
behind the crank chamber is a bracket

which carries a semi-circular drum, to each
end of wliich is anchored a shoi't length

of chain which passes over a small sprocket
runing loosely on the crankshaft, which is

slightly extended for this purpose. . This
sprocket has a free-wheel at the side of the

sleeve, of which it forms a part, the teeth

of this being considerably undercut, so

Fig. 8.—Bradbury.

that when driving the engine the teeth of

the sprocket ratchet force themselves into

engagement. Normally they are lield ovit

of engagement by a small spiral spring.

The pedal crank of the chain drum is, how-
ever, arranged so that when it is out of

use it lies a litt'e above and beside the

sprocket, opposite which is fitted a U-
shaped spring blade, which, as the pedal
is iorced downwards, presses against the

end of the sprocket and forces the teeth of

tlie ratchet into engagement. When the
ergine has started these teeth cannot, of

course, engage, so that on its return stroke

Fig. 9.—James.

the pedal passes freely by ilie sprocket,
and when back to its " home " position
everytliing runs clear and free

The commonest place- for the foot-

starter is to be mounted upon the counter-
shatt gear box, examples of which are
to be found in the Bradbury, James,
Douglas, Clyno, and Calthorpe machines,
and also in the Bowden counter-shaft gear
box, which has already beeii'fuUy described
in The Motor Cyde.

f^m^^

Fig. 10.—A.J.s. A
casin? (not sliown)

encloses ail tlie me-
ctianism.

Fig. 8 illustrates the Bradbury device.
In this case the primary gearshaft is
extended through the non-'drivirg side of
the gear box, and supports a loose gear
pinion, on the side of the boss of wliijh is an
undercut ratchet engaging with a similar
one fixed to the gearshaft. A small spring
serves to throw them into action when the
gear pinion is rotated by the starting
pedal, which is attached to and forms

Fig. 11.—Clyno.

part of a semi-circular rack, supported by a
special bracket cast on to the gear box.
Tlie pedal is operated by a downward
and backward kick, and returned to it.s

normal position by a spiral spring.

Fig. 12.—Douglas.

6l

Enclosed*Gearing.
The James starting mechanism is shown

in fig. 9. Here the side of the gear case is

prolonged downwards to form a housing
for an enclosed driving pinion, and an
intermediate pinion meshing with a

pinion carried on the end of the primary
gearshaft (which is also the clutcbshaft).

The driving pin is connected to the pedal;

shaft by an ordinary circumferential

free-wheel, the crank being returned by a

spring. The ratio between the pedal
pinion and the engine is about 3 to 1. It

will be noticed that the pad of the pedal is

furnished with pendulum weights to keep
it always floating in the right position for

the foot. It need hardly be said that the
James starter is worthy of the greatest

praise for one fact above all others, namely,
that it is one of the only two which are

adequately protected both from rain and

Fig. 13.—Bowden.

mud, and also from the liability of
manglirg overalls and bootlaces. In start-

ing the James a forward kick is used.

The other protected one is the A.J.S.
(fig. 10), which also applies to the chain-

driven counter-shaft, which carries on its

extreme outside a gear pinion engaged
with an ordinary free wheel. This pinioi

is driven by a ratchet sector, carried by :

Caltliorpe.

cross sliaft, which passes as it were
through the bottom bracket of the frame
and supports a spring loaded pedal on the
right-hand side. This is operated with
a downward and backward kick. The
driving pinions of the above are cortained
within the counter-shaft chain case.

B1
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Foot-starters.

—

The Clyno arrangement is shown in

fig. 11, and is applied to the chain-
driven bottom bracket counter-shaft.
This carries a gear pinion, beside which
is a ratchet with slightly under-cut teeth.
The starting pedal, which is to be
pressed backwards and downwards, is

fixed to a semi-circular rack, which is

quite clear of the pinion when the engine
has started and the pedal has been re-

turned by its spring. It is carried in an
eccentrically mounted bush, thus pro-
viding an adjustment for the gear when
the counter-shaft chain has to be
tightened. To make this bracket as
strong as possible, it is further supported
by an outside stay from the frame.

Fig. 12 illustrates the Douglas device,
which after the previous explanations is

sufficiently obvious. The pedal, to which
is attached a' crank and rack, is

kicked backwards (the step appears to be
rather on the small fide), and drives a
ratchet pinion on the primary gearshaft.
The pi .lion and rack are completely free
of one another when the engine is

running.

^J^S(^ILII JANUARY i8th, igi2.

lUL'

-L.M.C. footboard starting device.

Exactly the same description applies
to the Bowden (fig. 13) and the Cal-

thorpe (fig. 14). In the former, the
pedal rack springs clear out of engage-
ment with the covered-in pinion on the
engine-shaft, and in ord&r to make re-

engagement the less harsh is furnished
with a spring tooth, whereas in the
latter the rack and pinion are always in

engagement.

Another Method.
The L.M.C. foot-starter is more a

method of using footboards instead of

pedals than anything else, though in its

way it is extremely effective, although,
of course, unless a special hub be fitted

it rezjuires the back wheel to be jacked
up clear of the ground. -

The drawing (fig. 15) makes its con-
struction easy to understand. The left

footboard is hinged in front, and drives
an ordinary sprocket wheel through a
crank, by means of a metal roller run-
ning between guides. It is obvious from
the construction that a very large leverage
is obtained.—W.G.A.

8«s«-<-

PEDAL CONTROL OF THE BROWN & HINGSTON GEAR.
This gear, the mechanism of which

was illustrated and described in our issue
of October 26tli, page 1128, has recently
had embodied in its design ap ingenious
and simple form of control. In this
gear there are two clutches, one
,a band brake for holding a portion
of the epicyclic gearing stationary (and
so being in effect a low gear clutch),
whilst the other is a metal-to-metal clutch
which i.'i used solely for the high gear.
These clutches are separately worked—
one on one side of the hub, and the other
on the other. It is, therefore, not an
easy matter to devise a simple form of
S'ingle pedal control to operate the two
movements at one time. However, the
designers have overcome all difficulties,

and have devised a neat contrivance
which accomplishes the end.

The rod proceeding from the shorter
arm of the bell crank is shown as A in

the second sketch, and is connected to a
lever, which is provided with a trip

catch, and which, as will be shown, can be

Operatin? pedal of the Brown & Hinsston gear.

The first sketch shows the .single [icdal
control, provided with a ratchet catch
working over a quadrant lixed to the
-ootrsst rod, and partially held in position
by the silencer bracket. It will be uuder-
»tood, of course, that this (jiiadrant ';an
be adapl'd to meet the requirements of
any rna<'hine.

B. & H. two-speei gear operatin; rods.

used to operate either the rods B or C, the
former being for the low gear clutch, and
the latter for the high gear clutch. Ihese
levers, are pivoted on rods which pass
through a hollow box, a section of which
is given in the third sketch. The trip
lever D is connected to the disc E, whilst
the lever C is in one with the disc F.
'J'hese discs are, not connected to one
another, except as in the manner to be
described, and are quite free to revolve
with the levers. The lever H, which
carries the rod B, hangs free on the
.sliaft whicli connects the lever D to the
disc E. The disc E has a conical do-
]jression in it opposite' to a hole drilled
through the disc F, and these two discs
arc held together by a ball which is
placed between them, as shown, and is
prevented from coming out of engagement
by the left-hand wall of the box.
The normal position is '- the direct

driven, high ^peod to ,, engaged, this
being accomplished by a spring inside
the hub: 'J'he lirst movement of the
gear |Hil,iI obtains free engine by the

following means. The lever D is locked
to the crank of the rod C by means of the

'

two discs and the ball, and accordingly
when the gear is in high-speed position
pressure on the pedal puts the gear into
free engine, the lever C withdrawing the
high gear clutch.

The next movement of the pedal is, of
course, to engage the low gear, but it is

necessary in this connection to ensure
that the high gear clutch is held out of
engagement. When, in obtaining free
engine, the gear pedal _ is moved to a
certain point, the hole in the disc F con-
taining" the ball comes opposite a conical
depression in the left-hand wall of the
box, and since the pedal is applying pres-
sure to the lever D, the result is that
the ball is forced sideways by the sloping
sides of the depression in the disc E, and
in doing so locks the disc F to the wall
of the box. This prevents the rod C
moving, and the high gear clutch is

accordingly held out of engagement. In
the meantime, the ball having left the
depression in the disc E, the lever D is

free to continue its movement, which it

does when the control pedal is pressed
further forward beyond free engine posi-

Ecction of gear striking device.

tion. In these circumstances the trip
lever D engages with the loose crank H,
am, operates the low gear brake drum
through the lever D. In (lassmg from
low to liigh gear the operations are, of
course; exactly reversed.-
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A New Method of Repairing Outer Covers.
WHAT is claimed to be a certain and permanent

method of repairing small holes and bursts

in tyre covers has been introduced by Brown
jrothers, Ltd. The Sampson plug or clamp, which

a.s the invention

a Canadian of

lat name, has
been in use for

some years in

the United
States and
Canada, and al-

though the idea

of clamping cuts

and bursts in covers was ridiculed when it was first

introduced, over. 200,000 per .month are now being

used, which is a proof of efficiency. The clamp holds

The Sampson pluj tor repairing tyre cuts.

the edges of a cut together and covers small holes.
The device consists of a plug varying in size accord-

ing to the extent of the cut or hole which is to be
repaired. The plug has attached to the centre of it a
screwed wire which is bent to form a lever by which it

can be turned. Screwed on the wire is a metal washer
coated with rubber. To fit the plug the washer is

unscrewed and the wire inserted through the hole or
burst from the inside of the cover.; the w-asher is then
screwed down the wire to the outer surface of the cover
and can be tightened down on to the rubber by turning
the Avire to the left, until the washer is embedded in

the tread. The wire is then broken off by nicking it

close to the washer with a file and bending it back-
wards. In the case of long cuts two or more of the
plugs may be used at intervals. The device may be
seen at r5, Newman Street, Oxford Street, W

t

The Nominal Horse-power of Motor Cycles.
SURELY it is time that we cease to call the popular

single-cylinder machine of the day 5/4 h.p. It

has been 3J2 h.p. for some years now—in fact,

ever since it was a baby—and has been getting larger

and stronger ever since. This being so, it is time it

went into knickers, as it were, for it is a baby no
longer. Why not- call it by its cubic capacity, or

divide the different sizes as they do at Brooklands,

calling one a Class A motor cycle and another Class

C ? This would he much better than lumping machines
of varied capacity together under the not even approxi-

mate title of 3J2 h.p. The most popular size is

probably 85 x 88 mm. The horse-power of this size

is variously given as follows

:

• The calculations are made in centimetres reckoning

2,000 revolutions per minute, except in the S.M.M.T.
and Lanchester formula, where the inch is the unit.

R.A.C.
^^^

cycle having an engine 75 mm. bore by 80 mm. stroke,

353 c.c Now if this engine could develop 3 h.p. in

1905, and it most certainly did, what can be said of a

modern engine of 200 c.c. more which only develops

S% h.p.? Of course, we all know that it is far more
powerful than that, therefore, as Ko Ko once
remarked, "Why not say so?" One well known
engine is said to give_ 7 h.p. on the brake, and I can
well believe it, judging from its performance on road
and track. This engine is the popular 499 c.c. size,

and it gi\es this power in touring trim. When specially

tuned up, I should be rather afraid to say what it does
give even if I produce " corroborative detail to give

verisimilitude to a bald and unconvincing narrative.'

VURIGA.
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It may be inconvenient for makers to test their
engines on the brake and gi\-e us the b.h.p. in their

catalogues, a consummation devoutly to be wished,
but I contend that every maker can and does make
an engine which,, in the usual motor cycle sizes, is

capable of giving i h.p. for every loo c.c. capacity,
and that in ordinary touring trim. What these engines
are capable of when specially tuned up and adjusted
to give their utmost power for limited periods is little

,

short of marvellous, and can be arrived at by simple
^calculations. Some vears ago I rode a 3 h.p. motor

Mrs. K. B. Willetf, of Bexhill, an enthusiiifc rijer of a Motosacoci.e,
which she uses winter and summer alike.
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Cost of Running a Motor Cycle.
A Selection of Replies to a Reader's Query

Sir,—The following may be of interest from the fact
that it includes the running of an ordinary push-cycle
attached to a motor cycle

:

Capital outlay

—

Second-hand 3^ h.p motor cycle and driver's
licence £28 15

Lady s ordinary second-hand bicycle 7

£, R. d. d.

Carbide 3 4 = .02 per mile
Oil, lubricating, 7 qts. 8 6 = .0/ .,

Petrol, 23 galls 1 6 5 = •18 „
General repairs, tax, and

proportion of cost of one
sjit ot overalls 3 = .40

Tyres : Retreading one
cover and proportion of
new one 1 5 = •17 „

Belt, proportion of new one 5 = •C4 „

Lady's cycle (ridden 1,000 miles)

:

Proportion of new cover, repairs,
ind coupler

Total running expenses .

22% depreciation on motor only.,

Lady's machine too old.

Total cost for season's running

.86

.56

1.22

.80

2.02

£6 8 3

1 10

£7 18 3

6

£13 18 3

Miles run: Motor cycle, 1.8C0; lady's cycle coupled, 1,000.

Consumption : Petrel = 78 m.p.g. ; oil = 1,040 m.p.g.
REGD. ALLEN BY.

Sir, — The letters from readers appearing in Th^
Motor Cycle on cost of running a motor cycle are very
interesting though divergent in l.he various estimates, yet
there is one noticeable feature in them all. None of the
writers refer to the train fares that they save by this means
of travel. Surely before entering the arena of motor
cycling, the writers wouH have to travel by train, hence
though their estimates of cost of running may be correct,

are they not to allow some credit for what has previously
been spent on train farss ? CM.

Sir,—As I have s^en weeVly in your most excellent paper
vario'is oninions as to the runrirg orst of a motor cycle, n'ay
I be allowed to give mine? My machine is a 1910-11 Poiiglas.

I havp run last yenr 4,972 miles at a cost of £17 63. fd.

My chief trouble d'iring th^t n=riod was tyres. The ones
fitted to the machines originally are now renlaced by a
Michelin on front and Pa'mer cord on back. Both tvres ai'e

per'ect ard will rnn all this year; also I have had two tubes
which sho'ild rot have been nece.'isary. My cluef trouble was
leaVi- g b'ltt-et'ds. Kever again butt-ends for me, I have n'so in-

cluded £6 for denreciation. P>epairs to tlie engine are ril, ard
the expenses under this ,liead are two inlet a"d exhaust valve
Rnri""' •''^T a tin of grinding powder and getting valves trued
up on lathe.

Mileage run, 4,972. £ ;;. d.

Tvros and tubes ... 3 8 8
Fngine ... 3 4

• Two belts and fasteners 1 10 11

Petrol and oil ... 3 1 1

Kxtras 16
Rurdries 1 15
Depreciation 6
Licences 16 9

Total £17 6 6

Cost per mile = .836d.

I see in the issue of December 28th "A.P.W." can only
manage 1.42d. per mile for a greater niiloritre l''aii i^i-p.

A. E. W. WEMYSS.
n8

See also pages 1197, 1247, I3'i8a, 1357, 1380.
1422 (1911), 5 (1912).

Sir,—Seeing that several readers of your valuable journal

send the running costs of their motor cycles, I would be
pleased if you could include mine. The machine is a 1910
F.N. 2i h.p, two-speed shaft-drive, I am middle aged
(about fifty), and my average speed is about twenty miles

per hour with an occasional burst on open roads up to thirty-

nve miles ptr hour. My expenses for tyres are rather heavy,
iis I have only just fitted new ones at an outlay of £3, and
only used th-e machine eighty miles since.

Cost of running, a 2\ .h,p, two-speed shaft-drive F.N.
4,926 miles, thirty-six gallons of petrol (140 m.p.g,), five

gallons of lubricating oil

—

Tyres, new last month ...£3 2
Licences ... ... ... ... ... 1 5
Engine, frame, and fittings 2 6 9

Plug ...
_

3 6
Petrol and lubricating oil 3 3 4
Extras, new lamp, cyclometer, overalls, etc. 2 13 9

. Total expense £12 14 4
Approximate cost, -^d. per mile. A POITERlSiR.

£7 5 11

4 14 7

7 2 4
1 11 2
7 15 6
6 18 10

10

Sir,—The following statement of running expenses of

1910 (July) P. and i\I. during 1911 may be of interest :

clothing, taxes, and insurance
Equipment (head light, parts, etc.)

*Tyres, tubes, and repair outfit ...

Oils, carbide, and chain grease
Repairs and renewals
Petrol ,

Depreciation, say ...
'

£45 8 4
*Both the covers on the bicycle are practically new, and

will run on well into 1912, but I have counted the whole
cost of them in this statement.
From January 1st to December 31st the machine ran

7,355 miles solo and 1,946 miles with a sidecar, majting a
total mileage of 9,311, Therefore the total cost works out
at under lid. per mle, which, I think, is very good.
The petrol expenditure is unduly high, owing to twenty-

six "centuries" run "on the Continong," where, as you
know, " essence " is from double to treble the price it is in

England. SKY PILOT.

Sir,—Herewith I beg to send you particulars of cost of
running a 5-5 h.p, four-cylirder F.N, (494 cc,) with sidecar;
weight with passeneers about 7C0 lbs.

Mileage (period, May 19th to December 31st, 1911)

—

100 miles (approx,) -

2.7.0 „
Solo (single gear)

With sidecar (single gear) ...

With sidecar (two-speed gear) 4.0

Total as per cyclometer 3,300 ,,

Petrol consumption = 66 miles per gallon.

Capital account

—

Motor bicycle ... ...

S'decar complete
Two-speed gear
Mrtor house (lOFt. x7ft. x6ft.)
Extras on machine ....

Total ...

A summary of my expenses is as follows:

Tyres and tubes ...

Poti-nl .._. ...

Engine and ignition

'iransmissioii

Extras
Licences
Depreciation

Total ...£24 4 6 Tolal per mile 1.7c6

With regard to the depreciation costs, since these
nuichinoS wear po will, I consider ' tlmt 20s, per 1,000 miles
is nniplo, if not loo much, FRITZ C, SCMQVE,

£5 7
4 5 8

11 4
2 1 9
3 7 ,3

1 15 6
5 16

£52 10
8 7 6

10 10
9
5 17

£86 4 6

Pence.
) miles = .4 9

= .,'11

= .041
= .VX

J,
- .244

,, .129

,. .421
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TIME TO
January 18

„ 20

„ 22

„ 24

LIGHT LAMPS.
5.20 p.m.

5.24 „

5.27 ,,

5.30 „

North-west London-Gloucester Run.
The machine ridden by J. Beal in- the

above twelve hours' trial was a 3 h.p.
twin-cylinder N.S.U. fitted with the
firm's two-speed gear.

- A. V. Ueacock, who won a silver

cup in the London-C41oucester Run, was
mounted on a N.L.G.

Auto Cycle Union.

A lantern lecture, entitled " Speed and
Power," will be given on the 1st prox.,-

at 8 p.m., at the R.A.C. Associates'
Room, 89, Pall Mall, S.W. The secretary
of the A.C.U. will be pleased to send
any reader a ticket of admission.

French Reliability Trial.

Our French contemporary L'Auto^
which is always to the fore in organising
.motor car, pedal cycle, and athletic
events, will organise a big motor cycle
trial this year, the date of which is not
yet decided.

Beach Racing in Yorkshire.

\ Motor cycle races have been suggested
on the fine stretch of sands at Saltburn-by-
the-bea (Yorks). The Yorkshire A. C. holds
speed trials there every year lor cars, and
high speeds are attained. The 200 h.p.

Darracq is credited with 121 m.p.h. ever a
measured kilometre. In addition, going
to and from the sands, there is a sporting

. bill with S bends which would make a
'good test hill if it was decided to Tun a
speed trial and a climb together without
change of gear. Secretaries of adjacent
clubs and others who are interested should
write Mr. J. H. Baiiies, Mayhouse, Salt-
burn, who will be pleased to assist or pro-
vide further particulars.

Hotel Keepers and Motor CycUsts.

Durmg the hot weather last summer,
two motor cychsts entered an hotel, which
held the A. A. and M.U; appointment.
The travellers we.-e dusty and travel-
stained, and on their asking to be
served with tea, the proprietor told them
they were too dirty to be served, although
one of the motor cyclists mentioned that
they intended to- remove iheir overalls
before entering the coffee room or sitting
down to their meal. The motor cyclists
naturally resented the tone used towards
them, and the landlord then insulted
them, and forcibly ejecied one of them
from the house. The one who was
ejected could ha-e probably summoned
the proprietor for assault. However,
the matter was reported to the A. A. and
M.U., who took it up strongly with the
proprietor of the hotel, and after the
report had been gone into by the A. A.
and M.U Committee, it was decided to
cancel the appointment. The A.A. and
M.U. are to be congratulated for taking
up the matter successfully.
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SPECIAL FEATURES.
STREAMLINE BODIES.
A Novel riuggesdon.

THE CUr-OUT AGAIN.
THE HORSEPOWER OF MOTOR

CYCi.ES..

The T.T. in America.

The British Tourist Trophy, won by 0.
C. Godfrey, was exhibited on the Hendee
Manufacturing Co.'s stand at the New
York Show, which closed last Friday. It

is being transported to the Chicago Show.

Silver Medal Winners in the Exeter Run.
The winners of silver medals in the

M.C.C. London-Exeter and back run are:
S. Browne (3^ h.p. James sc), A. Mabon
(3^ h.p. Rudge sc), S. Sawer (3^ h.p.

Premier), and P. Thomas (7 h.p. G.O.K. sc).

A New Form of Winter Sport.

The latest invention in the form of

winter sports is the " Bicycle Luge,"
of wliich we give an illustration on this

page. A Swiss reader, in sending us

the photograph, says :
" The speed up

to which it will travel is 60 to 70
m.p.h. oil a good run. The steering is

the same as an ordinary cycle, and
corners may be ,taken with ease. Brakes
are not necessary, as one can stop easily
by dropping both feet to the ground.
The rider's feet are supported by a

crossbar, extending right and left of the
frame. It is steadily gaining favour
amongst the English people in Switzer-
land."

The " Bicycle Luge," which has a diamond frame
of wood.

This Year's T.T. Race.

ihe French daily sporting press is

enthusiastic over the idea of running the
Tourist Trophy Race in France this year,

and urges French manufacturers to pre-

pare themselves in the event of the race

takir,g place there.

Dieppe or Douglas.

We hear that with about two exce|i-

tions the whole of the members of the

Manufacturers' Union have signed the

bond not to compete in a T.T. race in

the Isle of Man. It would therefore

appear that even if the A.C.U. obtain pei-

missiou to hold the race in the Isle of

Man it will have little or no trade

support. The signing of the bond does

not prevent makers taking part in a

similar race if it be held elsewhere, say
in Fran"€. Vive la France! It looks as

though we shall have to polish up our
French for this events

Tour on the Contiaent.

An interesting lecture was given on the
9th inst. by Mr. H. Meyer, the editor of

De Kampioen, a Dutch motor cycle

journal. The subject was a recent tour
taken by the lecturer and Mr. W. W.
Douglas, which, starting from Arnheiiu
on October 3rd, extended through Ger-
many, Switzerland, and Italy, as far as

Bologna. The Alps were crossed several

times by the St. Gothard, Simplon, Mont,
Cenis, and Teuda passes. On the return;

journey the coast was followed to Mar-
seilles, from which place Paris was reached
in two days. The machines used were
2| h.p. two-speed Douglases.

Brooklands and the Six Days' Trials.

IMessrs. the Stewart-Precision Carburetter

Co. have read with interest our suggestion

regarding the finish of the Six Days'
Trials at Brooklands, and noticing the

chief objection of the Auto Cycle Union to

the scheme, namely, that of expense, they
have generously offered to guarantee the
Union against any loss resulting from the
engagement of the track. We think it

would be impossible for any firm to have
come forward with a more generous and
sporting offer, and we sincerely hope that
now the principal objection has been re-

moved, the A.C.U. will see fit to fall in
vfith the idea. In the event of the offer

being accepted, the Stewart-Precision
Carburetter Co. will deposit the sum of

£25 with The Motor Cycle. '

At a meeting of the Manufacturers'
Union, which, was held in London last

week, the question of transferring the final

day's run of the Six Days' Trials to Brook-
lands was discussed, and received the ap-
proval of the majority of those present.
Surely the arrangements at Taunton can-
not have progressed so far as to prevent
this very sporting offer of the Stewart-
Precision Carburetter Co.'s being accepted
by the A.C.U. I
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The Number of Motor Cycles.

A careful estimate based upon official

returns places the number of motor cycles

at present in use in tlie British Isles at

53,UoU (see page boj.

The Proposed Keliability Trial in France.

Matters are taking sliape for an inter-

national i-eliability trial in France at

Eastertide. The suggestion is to hold a

two davs' trial, one day being devoted to

the reliability test, the other to a. sport-

ing hill-climb.

Erlobe-girdlers on Motor Cycles.

Wm. Strieff and Joseph Esler, the

American tourists mounted on a N.S.U.
and Indian respectively, who were in

England last summer, are at present tour-

ing through Europe, and were recently

entertained by the iN.S.U a: d loch Co.'s.

InterAational Motor Cycle Race in America.

There is a movement on foot in

America to promote a two-hundred miles

international sweeps' ake on the Indian-
apoli (jourse. The promoters hope that
the F.A.M. will support the scheme by
holding a race meeting jointly with
the event.

The Wiotry Weather.

I A non-stop run from London to the
Glasgow Show was arranged for the begin-

ning of this week on a 3| h.p. Premier
sld'^car with a member of pur staff as

passerger, but the severe weather and
deep snowdrifts up North rendered the
ride quite impossible.

liiabil ty of Road Authorities.

1
We are constantly receiving queries

regardi-'ig Ihe liability of road authori-
ties. Therefore a decision of the Swan-
sea County Court should be noted. The
case was' that of a motorist who was
awarded damages against the Glamorgan
County Council for injuries caused to

his vehicle through a portion of the
road between Swansea and Mumbles
being improperly repaired after an ex-

cavation. The case was fought by the
A. A. and M.U., and the Judge appar-
ently attached considerable importance
to the fact that the defendants could
not call evidence as to the condition of

the road immediately after the accident,

and that after the matter was reported
to them the hole had been properly filled

in. This decision should benefit all

road users.

A Brooklands for Berlin.

Germans are fertile in projects that
fail to materialise; conseouently we take
the liberty of contemplating with the
eye of scepticism a scheme, to con-
struct, at the Berlin-Johannisthal flying

ground, a three-mile track, or, to be more
pi'ecise, a circular course over which
push-cycle and motor cycle races could
take place, notwithstanding that we are
as.sured of the construction being taken
in hand early in April. Bankings would
hardly be necessary, in view of the
great radius at the turns. Whatever
becomes of tlie scheme, there is no
doubt that cycling Berlin stands in great
need of a course of the kind, the opposi-
tion of the authoi'itics to road events,
more especially those coriccining the
mechanically -|)ropell(td machiirc, lirlpinp

in a large measure to keep down a sport
already handicapped by a severe liability
law and vexatious licensing anaiigo-
menta.

An Enthusiastic Trio.

Ever since Harry Bashall witnessed
Sam Wright reel off laps at Brooklands
at sixty miles per hour, he has hankered
after one of the little twin Humbers.
He and his youngest brother A. B. T.
have just got one each, and they are
having a tiny little sidecar fitted to one
of them.

J. T. Bashall is contemplating a twelve
hours' ride on his record-breaking Bat
sidecar early in the spring.

English-Dutch Reliability Trial.

Entries continue to reach us for the
above trial. Mrs. Wade, of Cardiff, is

the second lady competitor. She will

ride a 3^ h.p. Scott. Further amateur
entries are Andre Manheim (T.A.G.
sidecar). E. B. Ware (Chater-Lea side-
car), and Richard Cussons (3-^- h.p. New
Hudson). The latest trade entry is

F. C. North (3^ h.p. Ariel). R. G.
Mundy will ride a 2g h.p. two-speed
Singer if chosen.

w [EonroElE, ©!/iEKir<§

20.—Herts. County A.C. Open Trial.

20.— A.C.U. Annual Dinner.
17-—Sutton Coldfield A.C. Open

One Dav Trial.
2.—A.C.U. Open (mr Dav Trial.

23.— R.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

BO.—Derby and District M.C.C.Open
hill-ciinib.

5-8.—N.W, London and Herts.
County M.C.C. Joint Trial

and Open Hill-cliinb (Yorlis.)

and Ladies' Competition.

8.—Westmorland M.C.C. Open
Hill-climb at Sbap Fell.

13.—Oxlord M.C.C. Open Hiil-climb

The Cut-out Abolished.

In view of the amount of space we have
devoted to silence and silencers in an
earnest endeavour to reduce the noise of
motor cycles, it is interesting to note
that one large firm, to wit the Hendee
Manufacturing Co., has set an excellent
example by deciding to abandon the
fitting of cut-outs to their machines in
future. Let us hope that this is the
beginning of the end of the noise outcry.

Illumination of Number Plates.

The Aberdeen Jnurnal of the 12th
inst. says a motor cyclist was summoned
and fined at Elgin, N.B., on the 11th
inst. for failing to have the tail lamp
of his motor bicycle lighted. Possibly
the repoiter may have mistaken "motor
bicycle " for motor car. If this be not
the case, the conviction is a wrongful
one, and can be quashed at any time. A
sumhions could only hold good if the
defendant had been driving a tricar
bearing motor car numbers.

Entries for. Saturday's Open Reliability Trial.

The first of the scries of four 100
miles open reliability and sporting trials

for motor cycles of all kinds, organised
bv the Herts. County A.t:., will In; held
on Saturday next, the 20th intl., start-
ing from the Chequers Hotel, Oxbridge,
at 9.20 a.m. prompt, On account of the
larire tuitry, (he start has been put bark
half an hour to ensure competitors finish-

ing in daylight.
'J'he route is rw Dcnhani Avenue,

Rickiiiansworth, X'Vatford, St. Alli.'ins,

lliirpi'iidcn, Luton, Shiirpenhoc, Duil-

stable, Ivinghoe, Tring (lunch Rose and
Crown Hotel), Aston Clinton,, Wendover,
Princes Risborough, Missenden, Amer-
sham, Rickmansworth, Uxbridge.

There will be two timed hill-climbs,

as well as an observed ascent of Holy-
well Hill, St. Albans, at 10 m.p.h.
The series of Herts. County trials

will to all intents and purposes fill the
gap occasioned b.y the abolition of the
A.C.U. Quarterly Trials, although, of
course, private owners will, predominate
in the Herts. County events.

Entries are as under

:

V. Wilberforce (2J Douglas)
T. E. Seear (2i Motosacoche)
J. Holroyd (2i Motosacoche)
E. A Mar.shall (S.I.A.M.T.)
F. W. Applebee (2| Centaur)
C. Aslin {2i Grandex)
W. A. Jacobs {2!i Singer)
A. G. Fenn (2| Humber)
H. Berwick (2| Humber)
O. L. Fletcher (2| Douglas)
H.- Haddock (2^ A.J.S.)
C. C. Cooke m Triumph)
W. F. Newsome (3i Triumph)
Vy. H. Elce (3^ Rudge)
A. J. Sproston (3^ Kudge)
B. A. Hill (3i Rudge)
E. C. Jarvis (3^ Triumph)
G. T. Gray (3^ Rudge)
A. J. Dixon m Rudge)
W. Cooper, (3i Bradbury)
W. Wilson (4i Howard-Precision)
Roy Walker (3i New Hudson)
H. G. Dixon (3^ New Hudson)
J. Oliphant (3^ Premier)
A. N. Gutteridge (3-^ Triumph)
R. Fletcher (3^ Premier)
L. Cass (3^ Quadrant)
R. N. Stewart (3i Trump-Jap)
G. GriflSths (3^ Rover)
P. H. Bentlev (3^ Triumph)
H. C. Mills (3i Premier)
H. Cooper (3^ Bradbury)
R. G. Mundy (5^ Singer)
M. Drew (3^ Zenith)
W. H. T. Rhys (8 Zenith sc.)

H. H. Jones
A. R. Abbott (3i Bradbury)
V. Tavlor (3i Kudge)
C. W. Meredith (3i Bradbury)
Q. Withani (6 Matchless)
E. A. Colli ver (6 Enfield)

E. A. B. Tooth (5 Rex)
W. 0. Oldman (8 Bat sc.)

B. T. Rice Pyle (8 Bat sc.)

F. W. Parnes (6 Zenith sc.)

A. B. Wade (6 Zenith sc.)

E. Tee (6 Zenith sc.)

G. S. Drew 16 Zenith sc.)

C. R. Taylor (8 C4wter-Lea sc.)

E. G. Attenborongh (7-9 Indian sc.)

C. E. Holmes (8 ( hater- I.ea sc.)

F. Beriley (8 Chater-Lea sc.)

F. Simtli (5-6 Clyno sc.)

G, W. llillier (G.W.K. quad-car)
G. Haxter (2| Saxon)
W. P. Tippett (3i Brooklands- Jap)
1-1. H. Matthews (3i Zenith)
S. 0. Tiinson (3i Rudge)
K. J. Bailey (3^ Ariel)

J Wood house (3i Precision)
R. G. J. Charlosworlh (?i Zenith)
F. A. Hardy (5 V.S. sc.)

Averics Ponettc Co. (Pouetta)
Bei.l (N.S.U.)
Halsall (Clyno sc.)

C. M. Down (Enlicld)

Bruinli'y (Rex)
Bhickhnrn (—

)

An illustrated description of the trial
will appear in oun ne-xfc issue.
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THE 1912 MODEL T.M.C
A New Water-cooled Engine with Mechanically-operated Valves.

The new model four-cylinder uater-cooled T.M.C. with coach-buiit sidecar allachment.

ON page 1352 of our issue of December 7th last

we gave some preliminary details of the new
7 h.p. T.M.C. On the occasion of our visit

last week to the Wilkinson Sword Company's works,

Southfield Road, Acton, Ave were, through the courtesy

of Mr. Kirschbaum, able to see one of the new models
undergoing its preliminary road tests. These are

nlmost complete, and in April the first batch of

machines w'ill be ready for delivery. The machine
being almost complete we were able to see it in prac-

tically its final state, and are enabled to elaborate on
the description in the article referred to above. The
rotary oil pump driven off the camshaft delivers air

pressure to the oil reservoir, forcing the lubricant

through a sight feed direct to the crank case by two
separate pipes leading to the two crank case divisions.

Any excess of oil is returned by the pump to the reser-

voir. The water pump is driven off il~e camshaft by
means of a wire belt. This pump, which 1.; of the gear

wheel type, delivers the water to a gilled tube . diatoi

neatly carried in front of the machine. The Je. :her-

to-metal clutch, with springs under the leather to a'.l."iw

the drive being taken up smoothly, has its internal

portion made of a spring steel pressing. It is provideil

with six longitudinal equally-spaced slots in its peri-

phery, which cause it to contract when forced into the

outer portion and at the same time to exert an in-

ternal pressure which ensures a steady grip, and con-

Views Oi in3 eng.ne whicii, as will oe ^een,

lubricator.

ni^ the valves all on one side. The left liand illustration also !hows toe change

Tha right shows the carouretter and its connections, also the sidecar fixings.

lever and sign^-.eed

' BI =
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The 1912 Model T.M.C.—

sequently a positive drive. The clutch is provided with

three external springs (following car practice), allowing

easy adjustment and permitting the clutch to be readily

dismantled.
Undergoing a Long Road Test.

During our visit the Stewart Precision carburetter

was undergoing its final tuning preparatory to the

machine ei'jtering on a series of prolonged road tests.

The contrci is a'raiiged as follows: Off side a pedal

controlling the clutch and internal expanding brake.

On the handle-bar a lever controlling the external con-

tracting brake working on the same drum, which is

ribbed and lined with Raybestos, the pedal on being

depressed first withdraws the clutch and then applies

the brake. Near side, accelerator pedal on footboard,

.ind lever on handle-bar controlling clutch. The object

of the hand clutch control is to facilitate starting from
rest. With pedal control a rider may upset his balance,

inadvertently extend his foot to save himself, and let in

the clutch against. his will, with disastrous results.

The gear sector is brazed on to the top tube of the

frame. The gear. actuating rod in the gear box is pro-

vided with holes in which a spring plunger engages,

so that -in case of wear on the control rod juints the

gears will stay in position independently of the notches
on the sector. The magneto, neatly carried on the top

of the gear box, is coupled to the end of the driving-

shaft (it is gear driven) by means of a sleeve. By
undoing one bolt the sleeve may be rotated in relation

to the shaft, and the magneto timed with the greatest

facility. As far as one could judge from its running
at this early stage of its career, the engine gave every
indication of being excellently balanced, while its

silence and smoothness left nothing to be desired. It

Avas fitted to a T.M.C. sidecar, which is mounted on
laminated springs like the bicycle, and reverting to

the latter it may be pointed out that by undoing the
four spring shackle bolts and the brake connections
the rear wheel can be removed quickly and without
difficulty for tyre changing. To sum up, the new water-
cooled four-cylinder T.M.C. gives every indication of
promising to be one of the most luxurious and practical

sidecar machines on the market. Our next reference
to this ambitious two wheeler will deal with its

behaviour on the road.
—> a»e^»—<-

THE NUMBER OF nOTOR CYCLES.
WITHIN the last few days it has been stated in

a motor cycle paper that the number of motor
cycles registered in the United Kingdom is

106,000 odd.
We believe we know the unacknowledged source of

these figures, but they are entirely wrong, as may be
gathered from the fact that the total number of motor
cycles officially returned as paying licence w'as 48,857
for the year ended 31st of March, 191 1.

It is quite safe to assume that since March last a
record number of new motor cycles have been regis-

tered in comparison with the corresponding period

of any other year, but it is equally certain that their

number does not amount to anything like 58,000;
probably, 15,000 is a considerable over-estimate, as

a very large number of 1911 models would have been
delivered and registered prior to March 31st.

63,000 Motor Cycles ift use.
However, this estimate has been arrived at after

careful calculation and comparisons with previous
years, so we will assume that there were 15,000 more;
that brings the total up to 63,000. This is a very
long way .short of 106,000, and it is therefore obvious
that, if there are 106,000 registered motor cycles in

the United Kingdom, somewhere about 43,000 owners
are evading the payment of licences. We think we
are safe in assuming that the tax-gatherers have not
been .s» lax as to let a revenue of approximately
_^43,ooo slip through their fingers, and we may regard
the total of to6,ooo as another evidence of the abso-
lute Uiclessness of figures ba.sed upon the total number
of registrations issued, for the .simple reason that so
many of the registering authorities have no record of

the cancellation of many of the numbers they issue.

Some, we know, keep their register.s most carefully,

others do not, and, therefore, any totals based upon
registrations are hopelessly misleading, as they form
no guirje to the actual number of motor <:ycle,s in use,

for our figin-es based on the official returns show that
the alleged total is .^9.43% in e.vcess of facts.

HlC-

Unfortunately the figures are noticed and often
seized upon for quotation, without any consideration
of verification or accuracy.

A WINTBY SCENE IN THE PEAK DISTRICT.

TheabovophoUgraph was taken dui'lns last wook's cold snap.
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A Kindly S-wiss Girl.

A drop down to Sattel, with Lake Aegeri on our

left, and we were climbing in earnest again. How-
ever, tire descent came at last, and with it another

lovely panorama of Lake Zurich, away down below.

We stopped here for some time admiring the view,

perched on a bank in the shade of some pine trees.

Once on the lake side, the road to the right was

taken, the one on the left leading to a bridge over

the lake to Rapperswil. At Lachen we decided to

take in petrol, and, whilst I saw to the machines.

Grange had his overalls sewn up by the proprietor's

daughter, who saw the tear first and ^'ery thoughtfully

came out with a needle and thread.

Leaving Lake Zurich, we turned to the right, and
were on a long, straight road bordered with tall trees.

With no town of any importance on our main route,

we decided, in the late afternoon, to go a little out

of our way to Glarus, and now entered a valley with

towering peaks on either side.

Glarus was soon reached, the day's run being

seventy-five miles only, but the odd half hours we
spent in admiring the scenery, a bumpy road, and the

difficulty of finding the way, made the run seem long.

We stayed at the Hotel Eidgenossen, which we found

rather dear, but good.

Next morning—^Friday, 21st July—we set off to

retrace our steps a bit, and Grange, having lowered

his gears, set off with a roar, whilst I was hot on his

heels when my engine started misfiring, until I put in

a new plug, and, although there seem.ed nothing

wrong with the old one. the trouble was cured straight

away. The descent was very twisty, but the view

superb, and down below in the distance, on our left,

like a shining emerald, was the romantic Lake Wallen.

Sargans was quicklv reached, and a little further

'on Bucks, where, crossing the Rhine, we went through

a bam-like bridge, and nearly ran over a customs

officer, for we had just left Switzerland, and were

now in Austria.

C.T.C. Unrecognised in Austria-

We walked into the Customs House, where another

officer took our C.T.C. tickets, which were separate

^ones for Austria, and began to fill in particulars on

a form. When he came to. the words on our tickets,

"Motor Zweirad," he suddenly stopped, went outside,

where the other officer had, meanwhile, affixed seals

to our machines, and began shaking his head. At

last we understood that our tickets were of no use,

.for, he said, the C.T.C. was for cyclists, and not

motorists. In vain did I try to explain that we had
paid _;£7 for the two of us to the secretary, to be re-

turned when we got our papers discharged,, but it was

AND BACK ON
3 y^oTOR CYCLES

from page 42.)

of no use. Then an idea seemed to strike him, for,

sitting on the steps, he folded his arms and said

:

"Tuff! tuff! Sh! sh!" As Bucks was only a few

yards off, and we had just passed the station, it

seemed quite likely to associate his behaviour with

playing at trains. At last we understood'that if we
went to the Frontier Customs Officer at the station

he might let us through.

At the station we were lucky in finding a ^'ery de-

cent fellow who could speak fairly good English, and
we tried to get through without pa\ing duty, but after

half an hour it was of no avail, so we returned to the

first Customs House and paid about ^9 in duty,

which, we were told, would be returned at any

Frontier Customs House we cared to leave by.

Seals were re-affixed, and pieces of very stiff card-

board were given to us for the Matchless and Brad-

bury, about six times the size of our number plates,

bearing the numbers ZWI 540 and ZWI 541.

This incident having taken a very long time, we de-

cided to spend the night at the next place of any

importance. The road was very bumpy and loose,

and soon finding Grange was not following, I waited,

then returned, and found him with his back wheel out,

putting in a new inner tube, having had a puncture

and run out of solution. This done, we again set off

and soon came to Feldkirch, with a short bridge over

a deep cleft, and a river swirling below. "Up and
down the main street of this quaint Austrian town
we rode looking for an hotel, until someone in buttons

raised his hat, and, looking up, we found the Hotel

de la Poste et d'Angleterre, where we decided to stay.

Only fifty-five miles to-day. but it seemed a long run

and full of interest.

Steep Hills and Low^ered Gears.

Next morning we had breakfast with an American
who was driving a Packard car, and had been to see

the Stelvio. I think what impressed him most, and
ourselves for that matter, was that he had been half-

way up the pass, and in returning had to reverse on

twenty-two corners out of twenty-four to get round,

so it could have hardly been a joyful ride.

Requiring petrol, we stopped at the first shop—it

was a small garage—and both filled up. The owner
was quite interested in our machines, and a statement

that the machines were capable of a speed of 60

m.p.h., if properly tuned up and the conditions were
all right, brought an incredulous smile to his face.

Taking us to a corner of his workshop, he showed us

parts of an engine he was making. We had great

difficulty from laughing outright, for he had a con-

necting rod with tremendous ball bearings, whilst the

little end holding the gudgeon pin was welded on

!
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To the Tyrol and Back on Motor Cycles.—

We followed the river out of the town, then turned

to the right over a bridge, and were soon in country

that must have lately been swept by flood, for there

were tree trunks and driftwood all over the fields. We
were now making for the Arlberg Pass, and the moun-
tains on either hand were impressive.

The road began to rise gradually, and on a short

steep patch I pegged out, much to my astonishment

and Grange's amusement, who lowered his gear and
smiled knowingly the while I reluctantly cut my belt

and lowered my gear from 4^ to i to about 4I4! to i

;

this was the first time I had touched my belt or

lowered my gear since leaving home, and although

A small stream may be noticed near the summit oi

the pass, and it is more than interesting to watch it

gradually swelUng until a few miles down it is a

swirling torrent, and in parts appears to be nothing

but foam. The scenery is magnificent. The road

does not descend as quickly as the river, and in one

place in particular, where the river is joined by an-

other, it is spanned by a magnificent single span

bridge ; the sight from a great height up as one
looks over a wall bordering the road is one not easily

forgotten.

A turn to the left at Landeck, then a straight run

to Imst, where we decided to fill up with petrol,

six kronen, or about five shillings, being charged for

(A) A halt at a village shop near Langnan,
Switzerland.

(2) At the bottom of the Arlberg Pass
Austria.

the pass did not .appear so stiff, on takhig a backward
look it seemed a hill indeed. At Stuben I could
see a nice mix-up of twisty zigzags up the mountain

_side, and again decided to reduce my gear to

$% to I. We adjourned to the hotel at the summit
and had a nice cool lemonade each. For the descent

we raised our gears, and soon met a car slogging

slowly along uj)hill with steam coming from the filler

cap four feet high ; then another one was passed with
a horrible smell of Inirning brakes. A nice stretch of

perfectly straight road through fine trees, with the

peak of a mountain at the end, now came into view.

Hereabouts the Arlberg Railway leaves the bowels
of the earth, and was our companion at intervals for

several miles. .

(3) 01(1 castle on the Brenner Pass, Tyrol. Note
the sign in foreground warning tourists of the
dangerous corner. .

a gallon and a half. Soon after leaving Imsl I

passed Grange running with his belt slipping, and
noticing later he was not following I returned, and
found him putting a new butt-eiuler in, as the one he
had been using was splitting all the way round, pre-

sumably where it had been folded in his box.

Help for the Helpless.
We met a perspiring inilix'idual juishing a very old

crock with the front tyre flat. The poor chap was
nearly wet through with pushing on this hot day,

so we took out his tube. Oh! dear! what a lube!

If it had one it had quite twentj'-five patches all reads

for coming off. A split was repaired with one of my
biggest patches, and at last we got him off after

many expressions of thanks.
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To the Tyrol and Back on Motor Cyeles.—

The road now got frightfully dusty, and we were

nearly choked by an overtaking car, which, however,

we soon repassed in trouble as we rode into Inns-

bruck. We put up at the Arlbergerhof ; this hotel

was good, but the arrangements for meals most un-

satisfactory, the system being that you had to have

them in an adjoining restaurant and pay for therr.

separately, provided the staff were not too busy tc

wait upon you.

Innsbruck and the Brenner Pass.

Innsbruck seemed very prettily situated, and was

full of climbers, or, perhaps I had better say, those

apparelled as such in wide knickers made of fancy

leather or velvet, a fancy waistcoat over a white

shirt, whilst the furry green hats wth feathers, or

what appeared like a gigantic shaving brush, stuck up

saucily behind the crown, " capped the lot."

Our run to-day had been 106 miles, and the petrol

bought had cost over los.

Next day, Sunday, the 23rd, we again set off on

another glorious but hot day, and before we were out

of Innsbruck I struck a villainous gutter. Hastily

putting up my hand, I was too late to stop Grange,

and he caught the long exhaust pipe of his Bradbury

and broke it beyond repair, so he wrenched it off and

threw it into a field.

The Brenner Pass starts straight away, and as one

sweeps round bend after bend gives fine views of

Innsbruck nestling on the plain below. We both

lowered our gears, and tackled a steady climb of

twenty-three miles over a road ' very loose in parts.

After' ten miles I pulled up with a puncture caused by

a sharp flint, and then after another ten miles of

steady pulling I saw a nice long steep bit to finish

with. Opening the throttle to the full, I shot along,

but ' the hard work was taking it out of my plucky

bicycle, and on pulling the pump up I found I had

no oil in my tank. First came back air, then a

notch or two of ignition, and, although I pedalled

for a few yards, I pegged out within a hundred yards

of the top. Propping my bicycle up, I sat in the

shade and waited for Grange. Shortly he came along,

and I could hear his engine settle into a steady hum
as he caught sight of the steep bit. Gradually it

slowed down, until he stopped some two hundred

yards below. He had practically no petrol left, but

had noticed a sign in a village lower down, so,

refusing some out of my tank, he free-wheeled down,

whilst I completed the remaining small distance.

At the hotel at the top I had something cool in a

glass, replenished the petrol tank, and filled up with

oil for the very first time. This I consider very good,

as I had been giving a pumpful every fifteen miles with

clockwork regularity to Lausanne, and after that one

every ten miles ; this, I think, shows the advantage

:
of the drip feed pump over the ordinary " full up one
minute and stari'e the next " variety.

A Long and Refreshing Descent.
Continuing our way past the summit, which is de-

noted by the prettily-situated village of Brenner, we
kept companv with a river for a long distance, and
now and again passed a monastery or castle perched
high above our heads on a peak or rock, as well as

a few monks in their brown cassocks and cowls, -with a

tasselled silken rope round their waists. We also

noticed an open-air church or chapel by the roadside,

only the pulpit and altar being under cover.

We never seemed as if we should finish the descent,

and even yet I cannot say where it ceased. Swiftly

we bowled along, crossing and re-crossing the river,

and now and again passing through pretty villages, past

the fortress of Franzensfeste, through Brixen, with its'

right, left, right turns, on to Klausen, with its awfully

narrow street which makes you instinctively tuck your

elbows in, into the open air again, and a view of a

Benedictine nunnery perched high on a hill top.

We called a halt to enjoy a cool smoke, and I

explained to the nervous " Billy " that a tremendous
" boom " was not thunder, but only what I have re-

ferred to before as a " rain-gun."

Resuming, we entered a narrow gorge, with the

river for company. But what is this coming? Surely

it is not ? B.ut, yes—and we pass the first bicycle and
sidecar, a twin N.S.U. ; and also, to complete the

wonder, what appears to be the exact counterpart of

a "Davis Double." Then into Bozen, which Mr. G.

L. Freeston so aptly describes as the oven of the Tyrol,

We found the Hotel de I'Europe excellent, and
very welcome after a hot ride of eighty-two miles. The
evening was spent in dining out of doors, and then

drinking lemonades and ices for the rest of a very

sultry evening, to the strains of an outside orchestra

playing " Poppies " and " Yip-i-addy-i-ay."

Petrol we again found was very difficult to obtain,

and very dear, and Grange said that when he returned

to fill up on the Brenner he was asked los. for a tank

full, and, in the end, he paid 6s.

Fitting a Spare Cam-
Next day, Monday, the 24th, as luck would have

it, it rained nearly all day, so we set to and cleaned our

pistons and cylinder heads and changed exhaust valves

to save grinding in. I changed my tyres over, whilst

Grange put his new Dunlop on his back wheel, as it

was not being improved with rubbing against his

pillion seat. He also brought out his spare cam, and
decided to make a proper job of it; so off he set, and,

coming to a chemist's shop, after much difficulty per-

suaded the chemist to let him have some prussiate of

potash. I think the man behind the counter thought

he was going to commit suicide. Then Grange found
a nice little workshop, and put a blow lamp on to the

cam, softened it, eased it a trifle, case-hardened it,

and it then fitted perfectly and gave not the slightest

trouble ; not content with this, he also altered the

timing of his valves for the next day's climb, whilst 1

had another look at my gudgeon pin, and found that

the rapid wear was being arrested somewhat.
May I here give a word of thanks to Messrs. Price,

who very kindly paid carriage and duty on three quarts

of their " A " oil, which were waiting for us at the Post

Office, and so enabled us to have our favourite brand

at the ordinary retail price, as if we were in England,
instead of Austria.

(To he continued.)

LOST AND FOUND.
We receive many letters regarding accessories, etc., both
" Lost and Found," which we are unable to find space for.

As these particular matters are of interest to two persons
only, viz., the finder and the loser, we keep a list of such
articles, and, should we receive a letter from the finder

which corresponds to the article lost, the two persons are

put into communication.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C, and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Waterproof Motor Cycle Clothing.
Sir,—For some time I have had a. rubber-proof suit. It

has been a great success ; at no time has it become sodden
or allowed any water to come through. I find it very much
more comfortable and handy than oilskins and just as
effective. Tlierefore I always intend to use the rubber-proof
suits in future, as I think there is no doubt about their
superiority. H. G. GALBRA.ITH.

Sir,—! again beg to claim a little space in your valued paper.
It is ridiculous for the Express Rubber Co. to say that oilskins
are "no use for motor cycling generally as they are most un-
comfortable." Probably they liave not yet tried wearing oil-

skins, or, if they have, it has been then- own fault for not
choosing comfortable fitting things. There has not yet been
put on the market any cloth that will keep out rain for so long
a time as an oilskin. Therefore, "B.W.B." is quite right
when he says it is " the best wet weather clothing." I do not
suppose anyone would mind the "sea-dog" appearance if he
were " warm, dry, and comfortable."

Anotiier point the Express Rubber Co. and the Dunlop
Rubbei' Co. seem to forget is that motor cyclists want to ride
in fine weather as well as wet, and I am sure most riders will
agree with me when I say that I would not like to ride eighty
or a hundred miles in a rubber-proofed suit on a boiling hot
day.
Wishing The Motor Ojicle the success it deserves, IT 49.

Silence and Silencers.
Sir,—I have keenly appreciated your recent remarks on the

noise created by motor cycles. I watched a large number of
the competitors passing through this city (Oxford) on the
30th ult., and the amount of noise caused by some of the
machines by the perfect gun-like reports of the exhausts made
me feel asliamed to own myself as a motor cyclist. At one
time I

^
noticed three machines within twenty yards, two at

least with free engines, raciiig while crossing the'very centre of
the city. They made no attempt to close the cut-out, which, I
suppose, all machines are now supplied with.

I hope you will continue to pass the strongest remarks on
tlie subject until the mauufbxcturers are compelled by public
opinion to improve in this direction. The present silencer is

exactly the same as it was in 1907, and even earlier. I sup-
pose some of tlie manufacturers think that a free exhaust will
disguise a multitude of sins and noises which should not exist
in the timing gear, etc. A.H.P.

Do Records Appeal to Buyers?
Sir,—I, like "C.B.R.," fnid that records do not appeal

to me in the least. One fancies that they are made on
special machines tuned for the purpose. ' One wants a
machine to cari'y one daily, bad weather and fine, over hill
and dab', on highways and byways, one which can be
bi'Duglit (lut of its shed and a journey taken on it with the
full coiiviction that it will ruii out and home without any
linkciing (jii the r(ja(l, or require overhauling before another
journey has to be taken. Even tlu> Six Days' T'rials do not
appeal to me on account of seeing so much written about
men adju.sting their machines for hills, etc.. and doing
irpaiis and making replacements on the f).t. The trials
sliuuld be run witliout tools or replacements of any kind
cxci-pt wh.-it are rcipjired for punctures.
What ii,pi)eal to \w arc the accounts of toLiis by owneis

iif mai-liinea which you publish in your valu.-ibl'e pa|ici-.

Tliey give one a good idea liuw fiir tr'iarhines behave under
working conditions. >URKSHIRE.

Lubrication Systems.
Sir,—After the great interest shown in one side of the

question of motor cycle engine lubrication, namely, the intro-

duction of oil into the crank case, one naturally took it for

granted that the other side of the problem, namely, the

getting of the oil into the bearings, was a matter that was
settled beyond question of discussion.

It was therefore a matter of considerable surprise to me
to find that in the case of every connectiiig rod which I

examined at the last motor cycle exhibition at Olympia the

oil holes had been drilled in the top of the big end bear-

ing. Some had had the mistake aggravated by the addition
of a system of oil grooves, also on the upper side of the
bearing. No wonder one hears of rapid wear in big end
bearings 1

That the top is the wrong place to introduce oil is

obvious from a short consideration of the problem. Every
millwright knows that to lubricate a bearing efticiently the
oil must enter at the point of lowest pressure. In a shaft
journal bearing there is generally one side where the pres
sure is zero. The oil must obviously be introduced at that
side. In a big end bearing the pressure varies cyclically,

but the top is where the pressure attains by far its greatest
force, due to the explosion. During a part of the cycle

the oil is forced out of the bearing by this pressure, and
in this case the oil grooves help the oil to get out, while only
the viscosity of the oil tends to keep it in the bearing.
That the oil is actually forced out has been proved, aa the
force has in the past been made use of to send oil up tn

the gudgeon pin, and so lubricate it and the piston. This
could easily be done in motor cycle engines, and would

F. B. Ropor (5 h. p. single speed Indian sldacar) who gained seconi; prijo In the
ShclHeld and Hallamshiro M.C.C. winter rcimbility run (o Bridlin<;ton and back
(170 miles;. The roads wore thick with mud, and Mr. Roper mentions in a
letter to us that the chain drive was ideal under the circumstances.
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A False Rumour.
Sir,—May .we trespass on your space to contradict a

rumour which we have heard persistently of late to the effect

that we intend marketing a 5 or 7 h.p. twin motor bicycle.

We cannot imagine what has given rise to this rumour, unless

it is that our t)00 e.c. single-cylinder engine has developed

over 8 h.p. at 3,000 revolutions. . *

RUDGE-WHITWOETH, LTD.
John V. Puoh.

^OT^(K€MI 7J

The T.T. Race Fund.

Sir,—With reference to tlie offer made by Mr. Cuffe and
referred to in your last issue on page 54, we think it should

be pointed out that so far as the lending makes of motor
cycles are concerned, the offer referred to is a form of price

cutting to which the makers would lake exception, and this

also applies to speedometers and other proprietary articles,

otherwise no doubt, many other dealers would be glad to do
business on the terms referred to.

THE SERVICE CO. (LONDON), LTD.

Hill-climbing.

Sir,—Being intimate witii both sides of Honister Pass,

Frank Smith, and the behaviour of a privately-owned two-
speed Clyno in the Lake District, I have, no hesitation in

proposing that the four-speed Clyno ;ind sidecar will climb the

iButt«rmere side at the first attempt, provided the surface

is no worse than it usually is from, say, March to November.
The greatest difhculty on Honister is to keep straight and
prevent the machine from diving into the ravine on one side

or into the gutter on the otlier. I should think the extra
wheel and weiglit of the sidecar will gre;itly help the rider

in keeping a straight course. It will be interesting to see if

this is so, despite one wheel having to plougli through the
loose stuff. In any attempts I. have witncsped or made there
has been plenty of reserve power if the single track machines

- could have been held up in the loose metal. When at Olympia
in November, I arranged witli Mr. Smith to come North and
climb all our " pimples," including Tow Tup, wluch I con-

sider steeper and longer than Honister, but the surface is

much better, except at one corner. This hill was once sug-
gested for the 1912 annual open climb of the Westmorland
M.C.C., but was voted too ditiicult.' ' ' ' ' ' -

LEWIS PENNINGTON.

Sir,—In your issue of the 28th ult. I notice a letter from
Mr. A. Newman, in wliich lie mention's ' a certain route
embodying such formidable hills as Honister Pass.and Butter-
mere Hause, and expresses a desire to see me climb these hills.

In reply thereto, nothing would give me greater pleasure,

as I am really anxious to find hills with sufficient -gradient
to prove the limit of the hill-climbing powers of the Clyno. I

am always open for such suggestions as Mr.; Newman makes,
but in your issue of the 4th inst. I read a comment on Mr.
Newman's proposition signed by " Fair Play., in all ' Things,"
and, in passing. I must say that this gentleman seems to be a
thorough siort, and, in his opinion, Mr. Newman has asked
me to do something outside the bounds' of possibility. How-
ever, as already stated. I intend tackling this, ascent, and,
provided 1 am given a surface to carry my wheels, I enter upon
it with every confidence of success.

I would esteem it a favour if Mr. Newman, wno is on the
spot, would be kind enough to let me know how soon I can
attempt these hills, bearing in mind the weather condit ons, as I

expect they are covered with snow at this time of the year.

FRANK SMITH.

Sir,—May I again enter the listg in defence of my state-

ment with" regard to Honister Pass. I said that in my
opinion it was impossible. To those who have seen cars ascend
or know of those which have ascended I offer apologies. Never-
theless, until I see it done I shall still maintain my opinion
both from what I knjw of it and from what the proprietor
of the Buttermer^ Hotel said to me after I told him of the
90 h.p. racer's attempt. Mr. Newman says that three
riders at least have so far succeeded as to be only waiting
another attempt. \ can quite understand any good low-
geared machine might climb mo=t of it. It is the la.^t fifty

yards, just attei a very nearly right-angled bend to the left,

where th" te«t really comes, and here I believe, but I am open
to correction, the gradient is 1 in 3i to the top, with, a
deep co'verina of loose sJag over which the driving wheels

c-annot get a good giip. JMr. Newman also :ays that
coaches and motors "descend" dail3- in the season; but how
many "ascend," which is the poini, in question ? I hoi>e as

usual to be staying at the Butterniere Hotel next Easter
week, and I sh.'ilUI then enjoy nothing more than to watch
attempts, arid also to try my luck c.a my Scott machine.
Either Mr. Newman's remark in conclusion is verv subtle
or else I am very dcn.«.e, because, although .

"
'- Smith's

Clyno is a wonderful hill-climber, there are limits if it in

gradients, at least, in road surfaces, and therefore why not
"Fair Play" as a nom de v!ume 1 FAIR PLAY.
[Two readers have written offering to accompany Mr. Frank
Smith in liis sidecar when the attempt is made —Ei>.]

Proposes Silencer Trial.

Sir,—The Auto Cycle Union, to our thinking, is to be
warmly congratulated for considering the running of a
silencer trial, and while we agree that such a trial would help
to determine the respective efficiency of silencers, we would
suggest that in addition to iioisj, other important points

such as back pressure, facility of attachment, ease of clean-

ing, lightness with strength, capacity and low manufacturing
cost, be taken into consideration.

Needless to say, if a silencer trial be organised along these

lines, we shall be happv to enter our Sharpe universal model.
BARRIMAR, LTD., C. W. Brett.

The Abuse of Cut-cats.

Sir,—In view of the agitation that exists at the present

moment against noisy' motor cycles, and feeling that the

abuse of the cut-out by a certain clpss of irresponsible motor
cyclists is bound to increase this agitation, we have decided

to supply our Indian motor cycles in future with the foot

lever which operates the cut-out fitted to our silencer entirely

removed.
We have found from experience that the opening of the

cut-out does not materially increase the speed or help the

running of our standard touring machines in any way what-

ever. In fact, we are quite convinced that the long, tapered

exhaust pipe which we fit on to our silencer, and which
extends well towards the rear of the machine, instead of

retarding, tends to improve the running of the engine, in-

asmuch as it apparently creates a vacuum in the silencer.

We hope you will puhlish this letter in vour columns, and
trust that other manufacturers of motor cycles will adopt this

policy in the near future.

THE HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.

Mr. ana Mrs. J. C. Piddock of Islewortli, and their 8 t-.p. Chater Lei-Jap.

Mr. Piddock is the proprietor of "Sketches," and use; the conbmilion in i.is

business. The machine has been drivfn ^bjut 4,1100 miles in all weitners, and

the owner is very pleased with its beuaviour.

EI
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" Clean Counties" and Local Taxation Licences.

Sir,—In your issue of January lltli you mention several

"Clean Counties" in which no police traps have been worked
during 1911. I would point out to you that the county
of Durham should be included in this list. Such a thing as

a police trap is not known in this county, and I shall be
pleased if you will mention this fact in your next issue.

W. T. WALTON, JUN.,
Hon. Sec. Hartlepools and District M.C.C.

Sir,—In response to my letter under this heading, which
you were kind enough to publish, quite a number of

licences have byen sent to me to pay here. Will readers

who send revenue forms in future give registration numbers ?

I have also had enquiries as to how this can do any good, as

the whole of the money paid ultimately finds its way to the
Government. Now I take it the facts are as follows, and if

not, I shall be glad of your .corrections. Previous to the

1910 Finance Act, the whole motor cycle licence, 15s., went
to the county fund of the county in which the licence was

^ paid, but at the present time the county still receives the

lbs., and the extra 5s. put on in 1910 goes to the
Bo?id Boaixl, whicli was created at that time. But, I hear
someone say, it is impossible tliat Mr. Lloyd George would
let tha motorist take all the benefit of increased taxatior

—

and quite right. The extra petrol tax introduced under the
same Act would recoup the Government to the extent of £1
per annum in the case of a motor cyclist doing mileage of

seven thousand miles or so, and this distance is, I should say,

exceeded by most men using their machines regularly.

A. B. BENNETT, Hon. Sec, Derby and District M.C.C.
[An explanation of the method of dealing with the licence

money was published last week. See page 49,

—

Ed.]

This Year's Tourist Trophy Race.
Sir,—My attention has been called to a leader contained

in vour issue of the 11th inst., on the subject of this year's
T.T. Race for motor cycles, in which you make certain
statements which are hardly fair to the Manx authorities.
For instance, you say :

" Though several applications have
been made to the Isle of Man authorities for permissirn to
hold the race, no reply which will lead one to suppose that
consent will be given by the Tynwald Court has been
received up to the present."

This statement is not correct, and perhaps you will allow
me to give you the actual facts.

In November last, the Secretary of the A.C.U. in a

private letter to the Chairman of the Highwav BoavH of

the Isle of Man thanked the Manx people for the facilities
given for the holding of the race, and in a casual way asked
if they might hold the race here in 1912. From that date
up to .lanuavy 10th, 1912, no further letter has been re-

ceived by the Isle of Man authorities on the subject of this
race, and no intimation in any shape or form has been con-
veyed to the Isle of Man authorities which would lead them
to believe that their decision on this matter was urgently
reauired.

In former years the permission for the holding of the race
has been granted about February, and there was nothing
to lead the Manx authorities to believe that the decision for
the 1912 race would be requii'ed any earlier.

It may interest your readers to know that this matter will
be decided upon by the Tynwald Court on January 23rd.

I might say that, in my opinion, if permission for tlie

r,vi' be refused, (he fault will not lie with the Manx
authorities or the Manx people, but with the A.C.U., who
know full well the amount of misbehaviour of some of the
'competitors here in June last, and thc\ way their conduct
was annoying— and rightly so— to the iieop'le in the island,
iiid neither the A.C.U. nor its Secretary took any stops
whatever to stop such proceedings, and "altliougli tliey had
before them the rianics of suine of the compctitm-.s- who wi-re
the cause of all this trouble, the A, (MI. did not either
censure or disqualify them from any of the competitions.

If the I'aces are to take place in tlh^ Isle of Man this
yeai-—and Manx peoi)le, after all, are sportsmen— it will
oidy be on such conditions as will give the Manx authorities
power to prevent such disgiareful proceedings taking place-
as took placi' hei'c in June hist.

As i-cgai-d_s the othei' paragraphs in your article as to
whothei' a conr.se moi'c suitable than tlid Isle of Man is to
lie found in the North of France, anybody who has been
Ihcri' knows that such a course does not exi.st.

i'. I

S

Why is the British motor bicycle the best machine in the
world ? Because the T.T. Races and competitions have been
held in the Isle of Man. GEORGE J. A. BROWN.

The M.C.C. London-Exeter Run.
Sir,—Referring to the paragraph "A Reader's View of

the Exeter Run," on page 40 of the last number of The
Motor C'l/ch, I should be very glad to learn, and so, no
doubt, would the committee of the M.C.C, how to give
each of eighty members a gold medal costing over £1, and
yet ha.ve a balance in hand out of 119 entry fees of 10s 6d.

each. As a matter of fact the club will make a loss of

something like £50 jjver the event, and if it were not that
we are in a fairly strong financial position the club could not
undertake these big competitions.

SOUTHCOMB MAY, Hon. Sec. M.C.C.

Sir,—A contributor's list of the 100% successes in the
M.C.C. twenty-four hours' run to Exeter is published in
" Current Chat " of your last issue. The writer has, however,
omitted the two Service machines which were entered and
successfully ridden by Mr. W. C. Hemy and myself, and which
were the only two machines of tliat make in the trial.

He, furthermore, goes . on to say that the entrance fees

practically bought the medal for all but the very unfortunate. I

am not aware as to whether your contributor was a competitor
or not, but as his letter gives the inference that the run was
a pantomime ride, I should say not, for I am sure that all the
competitors will agree with me that 'any machinewhich- was
successful in that run reflects tlie highest credit upon its manu-
facturer, and that the element of luck was very minor indeed. •

STANLEY B. WHITE.

Multi-pole Sparking Plugs.

Sn-,—Noticing that Messrs. Lodge Bros, are soliciting

correspondence re "Double-pole Plugs" in your columns,
I thought my experience with them would prove interesting.

I have not found them to have the least effect on the
magneto, but the one great fault they have is that they
cause a machine (particularly a big twin) to be very hard
•starting, and for this reason I only use the double-pole
plugs when I want to get the last ounce of power. I

consider the plugs give about five per cent, more power
and speed.

By the way, while speaking of magnetos, I should like to

enquire if it is possible to time the new twin Bosch magneto
with enclosed sides, except by the contact breaker. As far

as I can -see to get at the inside, the magneto sprocket
would have to be taken off and the whole of one side of
the magneto. E, F. BAXPiiR.

W. Eriam Garden, moiinfod on his 1012 Rud^e. At Iho Wrnde'e's Motor
,C ole Cub's hill-climb, on Cadliam Church Hill he made fastest time in the
class, and was flrst on formula.
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Horse-power Rating.

Sir,—As your hospitable and widely read columns are
always open to any remarks that may be of interest to
motor cyclists, may I draw your readers attention to an
article in one of your contemporaries ? In Engineering
of December 15th, there is an article which discusses a paper
on "The Rating of Petrol Engines." This paper was read
before the Institution of Automobile Engineers some time
ago, and definitely shows that the R.A.C. and Treasury
formulse for horse power are not satisfactory from a racing
man's point of view.
The writer of the article in the journal draws attention

to the fact, as did the writer of the paper, that horse-power
formulae based on bore or stroke alone can be evaded, b^

i

producing engines in which unhandicapped dimensions are
; accentuated. They go on to show that a capacity of cylinder
rating is the only method at present in practical use by
which ^anything like fairness in handicapping can be
approached. Furthermore, in order to prove it to their

I

professional brethren they draw upon the motor cycle T.T.
method as illustration. Verb. sap. T.M.L.

The Evolution oi Transmission.

Sir,—In reply to "F.C.J." In liis whole-hearted advocacy
of shaft drive, your correspondent omits to mention
two important matter.'!. He does not say if his district is

hilly or well supplied with good ronds. I." too, am a country
'

doctor, who, for six out of the past eight years, have done the
work by motor cycle, entirely without assistance from horses.
In fact, in that period of time I have not kept a horse. I

tried shaft drive for sis months, with poor results so far as
I was concerned.
The horribly unsatisfactory results then to be obtained with

direct belt drive had persuaded me to try gear transmission.
I then Inst heart altogether, and in despair took to a car.
This I drove for two winters. I had the following objections
to this mode of progress

:

1. The expense was about five times as much-.
2. The car could not go where many of my patients lived.
3. The work took longer.
4. The nuisance of water-cooling in the winter.
5. The danger of meeting fast cars and heavy traffic (on

the wrong side of the road) in the narrow lanes.
6. The exertion of stopping and starting frequently.

I now ride a two-speed lightweight (which I have hnd three
years), with chain to counter-shaft, 5in. pulley on this, and
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thence by belt to back wheel. I have no clutch (which is
down in the dirt with a motor cycle), and can change up
and down on any hill that the engine, so geared and at
the same number of revolutions, will tackle. My bell never
slips, and has not required shortening in the last 1,000 miles.
1 used two belts in the last twelve month.* (10.000 miles).
For over fOO miles this belt dragged the machine (130 lbs.)
myself (217 lbs.), (trailer (40 lbs.), and load (121 lbs.)—within
2 lbs. of 500 lbs.

Your contributor says that the great danger of shaft-drive
IS a seized engine. What about a big end of the connecting
rod going? This happened to me on both a gear-driven
motor cycle and on my car. On another occasion a stone
got wedged between the back sprocket on the car and the
chain, and I flew over the steering wheel and a hedge into
a field. CHAS. S. PATTERSON, M.B., M.'R.C.S.

The Swiss Rain Guns.
Sir,—Allow one of your regular readers to express his experi-

ence concerning a statement of your contributor Mr. Fawcett
about what he cal's " rain guns" in Switzerland. Does Mr.
Fawcett seriously believe that Swiss peasants are so uncivilised
as to think they can frighten away a rain cloud with a
pop-gun ?

The guns he mentions are erected in great numbers and with
great expense against the hailstorms, which are so terrific ard
so sudden in Switzerland. I was attending a picnic once, with
Swiss friends, on the top of those mountains which Mr. Faw-
cett mentions as being covered with vines. It was in August,
and the grapes were very abundant. The day had been hot
and stormy, and by two o'clock a small black cloud was seen
pointing out over Geneva,

Svviss [leop'e krow what a cloud over Geneva means. In a
wonderfully short time that cloud had spread over the lake and
the colour tieing that of lead, it was evident a tonnidalile hail-

storm was approaching. In fact from our high position we
could distinctly see the surface of the lake hammered liy hail-

stones just under the cloud, the edge of which was jiow
reaching the lake banks. At that moment the air was .shaken
suddenly by formidable detonations, as frequent as one per
second, and in looking down we could see hai! guns in quanti-
ties, erected upwards, and firing their g:iseous projectiles.

I ha^ been wondering for some time as to the efficacy of
these, and was awaiting anxiously the results. The storm was
soun above our heads pouring in torrents. I here was a tre-

mendojs roar of thunder and the 1 ghtnings were tearing the
darkness, but no hail- could be seen. P. MINAULT.

THE MOTOR CYCLING CLUB ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.
The annual geneial meeting of. the Motor Cycling Club

was held at the Inns of Court Hotel on the lOtli inst.,

at 6.30 p.m. Mr. Charles Jarrott, the president of the club,
was in the chair, and we regret to say he was in a very
poor state of health. Only his devotion to the club brought
him to the meeting. After the very satisfactory annual
report and statement of accounts had been passed, the
officers of the club were elected, and next followed the
election of the executive. The 1912 committee stands as
follows: Messrs. H. G. Bell, A. Candler. E. B. Dickson,
S. H. Fry, C. Giboons. E. Gwvnne. R. H. Head. J. van
Hooydonk, F. J. Jenkins, C. j". Seed, W. H. Wells, and

A. J. Moorhouse. Mr. B. Marians was elected captain of

the club. Mr. Arthur Candler, the popular ex-hon. sec,
was elected a life member.
A capital smoking; concert followed the meeting, at which

a number of well-known artistes displayed their talent.

Among the professionals, Mr. Ernest Cherry, a M.C.C.
member, gave some selections from his clever impersona-
tions ; while among the amateurs Mr. F. Gillett, accom-
panied by Mr. Hal. Hill, sang some humorous topical songs
of his own composition. A refrain, " We don't want more
letters from Archibald, ' and " We've a very good sec. in

Southcomb May,'" went down very well.

THE MOTOR CYCLE IN WARFARE AND ON MANOEUVRES.
UNDER the auspices of the Streatham and District

M.C.C, an instructive lecture was given at the Hcyal
Automnbile Club, on Friday last, by Major Phillips,

R.E., on the above subject.

The lecturer explained what constitutes a division on the
march, and showed how in marching the force might tail out
to twenty-five miles in length. Men and horses are suppo.=ed
to keep to the left hand side of the road, hut the space on
the right is generally too narrow for a motor car, and it is

in the transmis.sion of instructions from one end to the other
of the division that the motor cyclist might be most effective.

Major Phillips, in referring to. the pedal-propelled cycle,
pointed out that, while this means of locomotion offered ad-
vantages over rough grourid, the motor cycle had immensely
the. advantage over long di.'stances. In comparison with the
horse, too, the motor cycle offered enormous advantages.
To work along a line of march satisfactorily, a motor, cycle

must, however, fulfil certain requirements. It must be quiet,

and it is most important to keep down the dust or mud as

much as possible. In suitable cnuntries and in a modified
way, it might be employed for scouting purposes, for medical
work in bringing up light stores and instruments, for keeping
two divisions in touch, and the rapid transit of troops from
one point to another.

I'o meet the requirements of such work, a motor cycle with
interchangeable parts would have to be used, and one that
could use nrrnffin as fuel no'ild be at an enormous advantage.

In concluding. Major Phillips mentioned that, while it was
desirable for the soldier to have -a thorough knowledge of his

motor cycle, it was also most important that he should have
a sound knowledge of military work. If they could not join
the Territorials as motor cyclists, let them prepare them-
selves for that role by acquiring a groundwork of military

knowledge in other branches of the force.

B2I
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Derby and District M.G.C.

A winter run will take place on the 20th inst. The annual
general meeting will be held at headquarters on the 24th inst.

Ipswich and District M.C.C.

A lecture on " Carburation " is to be given to the
members of the above club by Mr. W. Low on Saturday,
the 20th inst., at 7.30 p.m.

West Essex A.C.

The annual dinner will be held at the Great Eastern
Hotel, Liverpool Street, on Saturday, the 27th inst., when
the prizes in connection with last season's competitions will

be distributed.

Yeovil and District M.C.C.

The first annual dnmer will be held at the Half Moon
Hotel, Yeovil, on Thursday, the 25th inst. After the dinner
the prizes won in the past season will be presented, and
a musical programme will follow.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

A meeting of the club will be held on Thursday, January
18th (to-day), at 8 p.m., at headquarters. King's Arms -Hotel.

Everybody present will be invited to address the meeting on
"Strange Faults and how I remedied them." All motorists,

whether members of the club or not, are cordially invited to

be present.

Western District M.O. (London).

The annual meeting ot the above club wiU take place
on Monday, the 22nd inst., at headquarters at 8 p.m. A
winter reliability trial will be held to Stokenchurch on the
21st—starting at 10.30 a.m. from the horse trough on Ealing
Common, the route will be via Uxbridge and High Wycombe.
Two hours' stop will be allowed at Stokenchurch.

South Birmingham M.C.C.

The first annual general meeting was held at headquarters,
the Mermaid Hotel, Sparkhill, on the 11th inst. There
are now about seventy-five members. A vote of thanks was
passed to the following donors of prizes ; Messrs. W. All-

day, E. J. Spark, P. J. Evans, E. E. Lycett, J. J. Wood-
gate, E. W. Merrick, H. Shaw, H. Joyce, and the Singer
Co., Ltd. The committee will meet on the last Thursday
in every month.

Winchester and District M.C.C.

The annual meeting of the club was held at headquarters,
the Royal Hotel, on Tuesday, January 9lh, the president,

Major the Hon. G. V. Baring, M.P., taking the chair. It

.was agreed to arrange competitive events to supplement those

.arranged by the Hants Motor Cycle Union, of which this club
is a section. Major baring kindly offered to arrange for the
club to have the use of an excellent private road in the county
for one of its competitive events, and the venue and particulars

'relating to this will be published in due course. Mr. G. S.

Tungate, of 49, Parchment Street, Winchester, was elected
hon. secretary.

Ukley and District M.C.C.

,
The annual general meeting of the above elub was held

at the Crescent Hotel, Ilkley, on Wednesday, January
10th. The president, Mr. T A, Pearce, was in the chair.

The officers for 1912 were elected as follows : President,
Mr. T. Archer Peaice ; hon. treasurer, Mr. W. A. Robin-
son;- hon. secretary, Mr. J. Norman Longficid, Laurel
Bank, Ilkley.

! The following events were arranged for 1912 : January
20th, breakdown competition ; Fcbiiiary 6th, paper on rcli-

;nbility trials by the lion. Secretary.
In future the elub will have a private room at the

Crescent Hotel, Ilkley, for the use of all members, from
7.30 to 11 p.m.
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Nelson and District.

It is proposed to form a club in this part of Lancashire.
All motor cyclists interested are requested to meet at the

Bull Hotel at 7.30 p.m. on the 23rd inst.

Newcastle and District M.C.

There was a supper and smoking concert at the club

house on the 11th inst. During the evening the prizes won
dui'ing the season were presented.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

At the annual general meeting, held recently, the following

officers were elected : President, Mr. L. F. Gjers ; captaiji,

Mr. J. Gilchrist ; hon. secretary, Mr. G. Goult. On the 12th
inst. Mr. J. R. Sorrell lectured on " Dos and Dont's for

'Motor Cyclists."

Bristol B. and M.C.

An inter-team competition will take place on February
17th with Westbury as a centre. The first big event will

be the open hill-climb on April 27th.

Finsbury Park C.C.

At the annual general meeting, held at headquarters on the

10th inst., Mr. G. R. Barrett was elected captain of the

motor cycling section, and Mr. C. W. Cooke, 47, Mount View
Road, Crouch Hill, general hon. secretary.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

Members and their friends who propose to attend the

eighth annual dinner and prize distribution, on Friday,

February 2nd, at the Masonic Hall, should notify the hon.

secretary without delay. Tickets are t)s. each.

Streatham and District M.C.C.

The winter programme is as follows

:

Jan. 24th, Fet. 9th, Feb. 16th, and March 1st.—Lectures at

headquarters.

Feb. 8th.—Bohemian concert at Hamilton Hall, Balham.

,, 23rd.—Annual general meeting at headquarters.

Cardiff M.C.

The annual dinner took place at the Park Hotel, Cardiff, on
Wednesday last. Mr. A. Williams presided, and was sup-

ported by a goodly number of the members and officers of the

club. During the evening the prizes and medals won in com-
petition during 1911 were distributed by the chairman.

The annual general meeting will be held at the Park Hotel,

Cardiff, on Tuesday, January 30th, when the programme for

1912 will be considered. There is promise of considerable dis-

cussion, and an interesting evening is anticipated. All motor-

ists are cordially invited to attend and take part in the dis-

cussion. Application for membership should be addressed to

the hon. sec, Mr. H. B. Jothani, 12, Duke Street, Cardiff.

North-west London M.C.C.

The annual general meeting of this club was hold at

he;id((uarters on the 10th inst. Mr. Ruwden (captain)

and Mr. Stern (secretai-y). having resigned from those offices,

the following officers were elected for the present season :

(Japtiiin, Mr. H. J. Pooley ; vice-captain Mr. Frank
Thomas; hon. treasurer, Mr. G. H. Holiis; hon. secretary,

Mr. 0. P. Hill.

After a long discussion, it was resolved that the rules

be altered to make the entrance fee henceforth 7s. 6d. and
the annual subscription 12s. 6d.

A very full programme has been provisionally arranged,

and details will appear in due course.

A rather small attendance greatly enjoyed a most excellent

progranmie at the annual smoking concert last Friday.

Then^ was not a w(*ak item daring the evening, but the

following deserve special mention : Tho St. James' Glee
Singers, Messrs. Ar'.hur Melrose, Fred Rome, Stuart -

Debnam, and Gregory Jones
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C;ub News.

—

Wimbledon M.C.C.
The first run of this newly formed club will be to Guildford

on the 21st inst., starting from Wimbledon Town Hall at 10 a.m.

Newcastle M.C.
The annual general meeting was held at the Central

Exchange Hotel. Mr. W. Dunn (hon. sec.) presented the
annual report of a very successful season. The following
oiBcers were elected : President, iSIr. J. R. Scott ; hon.
treasurer, Mr. T. G. Atkinson ; hon. sec, Mr. W. Dunn.

Mersey M.C.
The first annual general meeting was held on Thursday,

January 11th, at headquarters, St. George's Restaurant. The
following officers were elected for 1912 : President, Mr. P. J.
Robinson; captain, Mr. G. H. Lake; hon. treasurer, Mr. G.
Morley; hon. secretary, Mr. S. W. Carty, 'Bankfield Road,
West Derby, Liverpool. A highly interesting and instructive
discussion took place regarding the programme for 1912, and
many novel and valuable sjggcstions were made for the
benefit of the club and to the advantage of its members. A
vote of thanks to the president terminated the proceedings.

^-'•e
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THE TOURING TRUMP.
We are officially informed that Mr. F. A. McNab bas dis-

posed of his interest in iramp Motors, Ltd., and has rerigned
his position as director and sales manager. Th? rfgistered
trade mark for motor cycles, the "Trump," was purchased by
the above company, and toe business will be continued By
that concern. We are asked to allay the in-pression that
the Trump motor cycles are made only as racing machines.

ANOTHER NEW MACHINE.
Mr. Harold Williamson, formerly with the Eex and Singer

Companies, is starting a company to manufacture a n otor
cycle to be known as the "H.W.S." This rrachine will be
made in two sizes—2| h.p. and 3J h.p.—both sing'e-cylinders ;

the former will have an engine of 76 x 65 mm., and the latter

86i X 83 mm. Both will have overhead valves and half com-
presion starti^'g devices. These two sizes will be a^ain sub-

divided into T.T. and clutch models, the latter will, have a
Dolierty clutch, consisting of a large band-expanding into a

drum formed on the rear hub. The address of the new con-

cern is the Harold Williamson Motor Supply Co., 26, Sherlock
Street, Birmingham.

HERTS. COUNTY AC. (MOTOR CYCLE SECTION) ANNUAL DINNER.

THE annual dinner of the above mentioned prosperous
club was held at the Holborn Restaurant on Frijay
evening last. Mr. Otto Thomas [The Motor Ci/cle)

occupied the position of chairman. At the conclusion
of the dinner a very large number cf prizes were presented
by Mrs. C. C. CooKe, the wife and energetic helper of the
honcrary secretary.

In proposing the toast of "The Club," the Chairman said
he was pleased to see how the club had prospered. Two
years ago it had but twenty members ; now its membership
exceeded 200, and it held the proud position of being
the largest club affiliated to the A.C.U. As a Hertfordshire
resident, he hoped it would long continue to prosper. The
club consisted of true sportsmen. The movement shouH-
endeavour to gain a reputation for everything that is good
and nothing that is bad, and the club shoulJ strike a high
note in all its undertakings. It should e-';3t not only for
the spcrt and pastime, but for good fellowship and co-

operation. Such a club spurred on the manufacturers to the
attainment of a high standard of efficiency, and at the same
time gave the manufacturer his reward by attracting more
people to the movement. He was glad to see that the club
encouraged ladies to participate in the pastime, and, in this
connection, he had pleasure in announcing that The Motor
Cijde would present another cup for a ladies' competition to

— >-«

replace the one won outright by Jlrs. C. C. Cooke last year.

Mr. C. C. Cooke, the energetic hon. secretary, in reply,

said that the Chairman had shown himself to be a good
member of the Herts club. He was glad to announce that

the first competition of the year, an open reliability trial,

to be held next Saturday, had received between sixty and
seventy entries. A handsome silver cup rested on the
table, -which was one of two which would be presented for

the best performances in the four open reliability trials

held by the club.

Mr. F. A. Hardy then proposed " The Visitors," which
was res'^cnded to by Mr. F. Gillett in an amusing speech.
Mr. Pratt, in a speech in which he had to contend against

continual, though friendly, interruptions, proposed the toast

of " The Ladies," and announced that he would give a prize

for a lady's competition. Mr. Hal Hall then replied on
behalf of the fair members present.

Mr. R. Rice Pyle proposed the toast of " The Press,"
which was responded to by Mr. E. M. P. Boileau (The
Motor Cycle).

Jlr. C. C. Cooke proposed a hearty vote of thanks to the
C''~''m!i-i..

The speeches were interspersed with an excellent musical
programme, one of the most appreciated features of which
was a series of topical songs by Messrs. Hill and Gillett.

THE STREATHAM AND DISTRICT M.C.C. ANNUAL DINNER.

THE annual dinner of the Streatliam and District JI.C.C.
took place at the Holborn Restaurant on Saturday
last. The attendance was good, and indicated that,
though the club was young in years, it was an ener-

getic and really live institution. Mr. J. W. Ord?, secretary
(if the R.A.C. and president of the Streatham Club, was in
the chair.

,

In proposing " Tlie Club," the C'haii'man said he must con-
gratuUiti them on their work during the past year. Touching
on the benefits of affiliatiun, he Siid that very few members
of the Strev.tham and District M.C.C. had applied for legal
assistance. Did that mean that vtiy little riding was done
by Streatham motor cyclists? (Laughter.) Anyhow, those
who had applied had got off. The motoring moven-ent h,-d
developed a new race of people. Previous to its inception
there were comparatively few mechanical engineers in this
country

; now everybody said thev knew all about everythnig
connected with internal combustinn engines, and what they
did not know about them they dd not say. (Laughter.) This
iiew race was courageous, r'ide the splendid coarsge shown in
competition Jield 0:1 both track and road, and courteous in
that due consideration was extended to other users of the
highway. In conclusion, he must congratulate the club on
Its officers, Mr. H. P. E. Harding the chairman, Mr. Ayres
the treasurer, and'Mr. J. H. Jeffery the hon. secretary."

• Mr. J. H. Jefiery (hon. secretary), who was greeted with
deafening applause, spoke of the club's successful sefson, men-
tioning the cliief events of the p;ist- year, and thanking the

donors for the prizes they had presented. The club's success,

both on the social and competition sides, he said in con-
clusion, had been due to the excellent work of the comm.ittee.
At this stage the Chairman presented the prizes, of which

Mr. F. W. Barnes received so many that he employed an
assistant with a basket to carry them away.
Mr. V. Hart proposed "The A.C.U." Heremarked thatits

membership was close on 5.020. and that number did not
nearly approach the possibilities in this direction to which
the Union might attain. Touching on the A.C.U. com-
petitions, he mentioned the possibilitv of holdinc; the T.T.
race in France, a remark received with loud applause.

Mr. F. Straight (sec. A.C.U.) in reply spoke of the work
of the A.C.U., how that body, appreciating the growth and
strength of the affi'iated clubs, was tljis vear leaving the
majority of compietitions to them. Other subjects torched on
were the miKtary motor cyclists' scheme, the evils of central
tramway standards, the use of reflex lig'nts, etc. .

Jlr. H. Hunter then proposed the toast cf "The Visitors"
which was resoonded to bv an amusing speech from Mr.
P. H. Grev. The toast of the nre^s was iriven bv Mr. W.
Pratt and responded to by JMr. E. M. P. Boileau (Th'. ilntor
CjjcJe), Mr. W. G. McMinnies and Mr. V P. Winkoskie.
The toast of "The Chairman ' was prooosed by Mr. H. V.\i.
Hardnic;. Jfr. Orde in the ccrse of his re.oly expressed his

best wishes foi th.- club in 1912, and said he' would present
another prize this year to be wo_n outnshfc. (Applause.) 1:.«
programme, v.-as interspersed with music
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A selection of questions of general

interest received from readers and our
replies thereto. All queries should

be addressed to the Editor, "The
Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.,

and whether intended for publication

or not must be accompanied by a

stampel addressed envelope for reply.

Daventry to Southwold.

(1.) 1 should be much obliged
• f^ri if you would tell me the best

^1 and quickest way from Daventry
J2~ (in Northamptonshire) "to South-

wold (in Suflolk), with distance.

(2.) How long would it take me on
my T.T. 191ii Rudge?—A.J.M.

(1.) Your best route would be as fol-

lows : Daventry, Weedon, Northampton,
Wellingborough, Higham Fei-rers, St.

Neots, Cambridge, Newmarket, Bury
St. Edmunds, Haughley, Stowmarket,
Framlingham, Sa.xmundham, Blyburgh,
to South /?ald. ' The distance would be
ippro.ximately 155| miles. (2.) It

Aiould take you a day to cover, and you
would have to travel fairly fast to do
it at this time of the year.

Too Much Petrol.

My engine is always overlieat-

^ing even on level roads, and
v.ill take full air always, slow or
fast. Would the fact of the
weights (balance on needle valve)

being worn where they come in contact
with float be tha cause, and do you
think that if I lowered the petrol level
in carburetter it would make things
better ?—E.I.

Yes, the trouble is due either to too
mach petrol through too high a level, or
through too large a iet. Why not checli
the, level as mentioned in the hints on
carburetter idjustii.ent in " Motor Cycles
and How to Managa Them"? 'Try
lowering the level first of all, and if this
does not bring about the desired result
liy a smaller jet.

An Ad!U3(at!e Tippet.

I see, according to some of

[^ your correspondents, that there

I

^1 appears to be some trouble to
L-^ gtt a satisfactory adjustable

tappet rod. I have thought of
an idea so that I could make an
adjustable tappet that could be adjusted
in a second without Kpanners- or tools
of any kind, and could never shift, as
it would be .self-locking in any posi-
tion, or could be made adjustable from
the tank. ' Uo yop think this idea
would be worth patenting or not? The
co^t would only be a few shillings.
Should I make one and put it on my
own motor fiist, before troubling any
furlhi'r about it?— S.O.B.

If you can make the device- adaptable for
any make of ina<hine, and sell it so that
amateurs can fit it themselves, it would
probably be worth patentins. We should
certainly advise you to make one and
put it <;ii youi' own machine fir.-it of all,
and then, if it ;s succeK.srul, send details
(xi us ai:d take out a provisioiial palcid.
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Two-cycle Engines.

When examining a 1911 Scott

r^^ machine (second - hand)— (1)

I > I
Where should I specially look

I
'' I for signs of wear? (2.) What

special risk is incurred from
much worn parts on this machine
as distinct from a four-stroke machine 1

(3.) How long will the chains run
without replacing? (4.) Does this
machine become less reliable and more
difficult to start after considerable
wear? (Fi.) Is the back wheel easy to might try a slightly larger jet.

Correspondents are urged to write

clearly, and on one side of the paper
only, numbering each query separately

and keeping a copy, for ea~e of refer-

ence. Letters containing legal queries

should be marked ' Legal " in the left-

hand corner of envelope, and should
be kept distinct from questions bearing
on technical subjects.

Leicesier to HeretorS.

Please give me the best route

from Leicester to Hereford, al.so

total mileage. I have done this

journey cnce via Coventry,
Birmingham, and Worcester, but

wish to know if ihere is net a better

route. My machine is a 3^ h.p. two-
speed and sidecar, therefore I want to

avoid very bad hills. I am at present

using a No. 32 jet in carbrrelter—woula
it increase power to fit one larger ?—H.S.

Your best route would be as follows :

Leicester, Wolvey, Coventry, Kenil-

worth, Warwick. Stratford - on - Avon,
Alcester, Evesham. Tewkesbury, Ledbury,
to Hereford. There ara no hills on this

route which should worry you. The dis-

tance is approxiniatelv If'/ miles. You

remove? (6.) How far will a Scott
take a sidecar and light passenger
(9 stones) on ordinary roads per gallon
of petrol?—L.B.C.

"~(1.) Examine the roller bearings and
look for vertical play in the connecting

'

rod, gudgeon pin, and mainshaft bear-
ings, as in the case of a four-cycle
engine. Also examine the transfer gauzes
to see if thes; are in good order, the chain
sprockets and tyres; also luok for leaks
in the circulation system. (2.) We do
not know of any more risk being in-

curred than in a four-cycle machine. (3.)

The chains should run about 5,000 miles
without replacing. (4.) We do not think
so. (5.) The back wheel is fairly easy
to remove. (5.) About fifty m.p.g.

Double-spark PIuss.

Will you kindly advise me on

the following points : (1.) Would
it be advantageous as regards ease
of starting from cold, general run-

ning, etc., to use any of the
double spark plugs advertised in your
journal on my 1911 Douglas? Would
there be any disadvantages? (2.) What
alarm or warning fitment is there on the
market suitable for the above machine
to be worked by the right foot?—T.W.

(1.) Undoubtedl}' a little improvement
would be obt' ined by using a two-spark
plug. (2.) Possibly an alarm bell or an
exhaust whistle to be operated by the
foot might suit your purpose.

MARRIED COUPLES WHO MOTOR CYCLE.
Mr. anil Mk. O'Donovan, of Bedford, riders of tree onsine Einjers. Mrs. O'Donovan has hal a Kerry, a
Rex, and a Singer Moto-Vslo. Her husband was the llrst to successfully conipleie a long-Jislanco trial

with engine valvi caps ant other parts siialed.
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A Spring Frame Mach.ne.

1 am considering buying a

IqI P.V. motor cycle, and 1 should

I

<^ be very much obliged if you
L-J will answer me the following

questions: (1.) Do you consider
it a thoroughly reliable machine? (2.)

Is the
. spring frame comfortable and

efficient? (3.) Is the N.S.U. two-speed
gear easy to manipulate and foolproof?
(4.) Do you advise me to get a 5^ h.p.
single-cylinder or a .5^ h.p. twiu-
cylinder for solo work?' (5.) Would
the 6 h.p. take a sidecar? According
to your Buyers' Guide of 1912 niLdefs
issued on November 16th, the weight
of these machiues is very low. (5.)" Is
the frame a good strong one?—E.H.

(1.) We consider the machine in quesiion
to be quite reliable. (2.) The spring
frame is comfortable and efficient. (5.)

The two-sj-eed gear referred to is easy to
control and satisfactory. (4.) Wliicliever
you prefer. If capacity were identical we
should choose the twin. (5.) The 5 h.p.
would take a sidecar. (6.) The t'raire is

strong enough, but we are not sure of its

suitaoility tor attaching a sidecar owing
to the sprmgiuc.

Sidecar Uarhine for North Wales.

I contemplate purchasing a
motor cycle this year, which
I re-iuire for sidecar work as
well as solo, and I shall ba much
obliged for the following informa-

tion : -(1.) Do you consider 5^ h.p.
Bradbury with two-speed gear chain
drive a safe machine for sidecar, weght
of self and passenger 22 stones?
I live in North Wales, and, no doubt,
you are aware of the hilly nature of the
distTict. I was at the recent &how,
and I was rather impressad with the
abo/e machine. (2.) If you do not
consider 3i h.p. strong enough in frame
con.'struction and power for sidecar
wor'^ is the 5 to 6 h.p. F.N. a reliable
machine, and what will be the e.xtra
cost of the up-keep, of the four-cylin:ier
against the 3i h.p. or against the
5 to 6 h.p. twin? (Z.) I have been
offeied a 4i h.p. Quadrant for a reason-
able price— is this, mach'.ne reliable, and
likely to give satisfaction for sidscar
work ? Thi.s machine is also fitted with a
change-speed gear. ,4.) With a chain or
gear drive will the wear and teai- of
tyres be any heavier than with belt
transmission? ] expect chain or gear will
last i,s l.ng as half-a-dozen belts.—O.W.

(1-2.) We think the machine about
wh.ch you specially enquire would be
quite suitable for the purpose for which
you require it. Unfortunately, however,
there is not very much reserve of power
when you have to use a sidecar in a hilly
district. It is quite strong enough as
regards frame construction. On the other
hand, the four-cylinder would not be any
more suitabia, as the engine is- of smaller
capacity by 50 c.c. than the first machine.
To enable you to get up all hills v/itli

single Bgure gradients in Wales you
would require a change-speed 7-8 h.p. twin.
(3.) The machine mentioned here is

reliable and likely to give satisfaction.
It is not so suitable for sidecar work as
the first named, as it is not chain driven.
(4.) The tyres will wear a little more
perhaps with chain arive. but then this
is practically essential ir you ar'> going to
carry two people. On the other' nand,
the chains or gears will outlast belts.

A Novice's Queries.

_ (1.) Are Premier motor cycles^ rehaole and good? (2.) Can a
^1 3i h.p. single-cylinder free
_ll engine with two-speed gear pill

a sidecar (as shown by GriflSn
and Co., Birmingham, with. screen and
hood and reasonable amount of luggage)
up any hill, without the passenger
having to get out? (3.) Is there much
vibration and strain in riding a motor
cycle?—P.H.

(1.) The machines in question are cer-

tainly good and reliable. (2.) 3^ h.p. is

not enough. You would want about 7-8

h.p. if you wish to carry so much with
you. (3.) No, there is practically no
vibration from modern motor cycles.

Sidecar Machine for De'byshire.

Will you kindly advise on the

@ following ? I am about to buy
motor cycle and sidecar. (1.) Is

3i h.p. powerful enough? (2.) Is

Triumph, New Hudson, or Brad-
bury the best, or do you recommend
another mak* ? (3.) Is chain or belt

drive the best ? It will be used exclu-

sively for sidecar work. (4.) What
sidecar do you suggest ? I do not care

for the basket car, and want one
reasonably vyeather-proof for passen-

ger. (5.) What clothing do you sug-

gest for wet weather use only ? In
conclusion, I want a cycle more for

reliability and economy than speed.—
J.D.

(1.) 5^ h.p. is enough if you do not in-

tend to tour in exceedingly hilly country
where there are" many single figure

gradients. (2 and 3.) It is against our
rules to diffei'entiate between the makes
mentioned. All are good, but we may
tell you that for your district (Derby-
shire) a variable speed gear is essential,

and preferably chain drive. (4.) Any
well-known make of sidecar would do.

One has a fairly good choice of bodies
no\yaday3. (5.) Either oilskins or a good
waterproof suit would be the most suit-

able clothing to \vear.

499
mm.
and
that

Horse-power Rating.

Could you lell me (1) how
much ditt'erence in power as
regaids lull-climbing lies between
two engines A and B of similar
•construction? A cubic capacity
c.c, bore and stroke 8j x £8
B cubic capacity oo7 c.c. boie

stroke 86 x £6 mm. I assume
each machine is fitted with a

reliable three-speed gear, and is to be
used tor sidecar work? (2.) Does the
expression "mm." which [ have once
or twice found \yrittcn "m/m.'" refer
to millimetres? (3.) How is the cubic
capacity of the engine obtained from
the aim" siors oi the bore and
stroke ?—Haeicot.

(1.) B should have an advantage ot

about ^ h.p. A well-known formrla
gives the horse-powers—A 4.57, B 5.15.

It is possible that, by careful tuning,
special timing and design of valves, etc.,

the smaller engine might be made to
give more power than the larger. (2.)

Yes, mm. means millimetres. (3.) To
get the cy'inder capacitv. square the bore,

multiolv by .78~4. multiply by the stroke,

"and diyide' by l.rOO.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"T.R.T." (Cardiff). (1.) 3^ h.p. Lincoln-

Elk. (2.) Any 21 h.p. lightweieht, both
with sidecar.

"D.H.W." (Bath). A modern reliable

3 h.p. engine suitable, for fitting to a 1906
Triumph frame.
"G.J.B." (Middlewich). 34 h.p. 1912

Eudge with and without sidecar.

"A.L.C." (Lee). L.M.C. Auto-varia
gear with fre-e engine on 3^ li.D. machine
and sidecar.
" G.O.F." (Epsom). 4 h.p. Indian, control,

reliab 1 ty, consumption, wtaring qualities.

"F!C.C.K." (Devonport). Two-lever
carburetter fitted to 7 h:p. Indian.
"C.H.P." (Sparkbrook). 2| h.p. (two-

speed) Enfield.

C.P. (Tootinsl.—6 h.p. Matchless twin,
belt drive, reliability and control.

"C.L." (Chtlsea). Two-speed Douglas.

MANCHESTER'S WORST HILL.

Stoney Brow was recently climbed by Harry Reed, mountei on an 8 h.p. Dot-Jap, from a standin
three extra passengers. The gradient is 1 in 7 and t e surface shocking, as t-,e name impliei.

pi.otograpA was taken at the hill summit, the in:et about half way up.

star! wit I

Toe larje?
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A Chat with Mr. H. Collier, Sen.
WE found Mr.' Collier at th'

premises, 44, Plumstead
Greenwich, two minutes'

from Woolwich Arsenal
It is not generally known that

Mr. Collier served his country
years ago by working at the

big lathes in the naval gun fac-

tory at the Arsenal. ills ex- ,

perience with " explosion en-

gines '" therefore dates from
early days.
The new Matchless works

should greatly facilitate the

turning out of the 1912 models.
It is a compact little fact(n'y,

well equipped, well lighted,

run on up-to-date lines, and -

capable of extension—a real

credit to the hard work of JMr.

Collier and his sons, who might
well share the motto of another
famous business man, " Great
oaks from little acorns grow."

Unlike many other manufac-
turei's, Mr. Collier is a heaity
supporter Of races of all kinds.
In 1902-3, Charlie and Harry
were making rings round their
rivals, at Canning Town, using
a 2| li.p. De Dion engine slung
in an inclined position on
the frame—an engine which
was tuned out of all recogni-
tion. The two keen brothers
learned their trade in the
excellent school kept by
Dame Experience, and now
what they do not know about
engine tuning, and making

i new for that matter, is not worth talk-

Road, mg of. -
. - .

walk 1912 Matchless machines are now
gates. being fitted ' with Matchless engines.

An impression of C. R. CoUier at speed on his 8 h.p. Matchless-Jap.
It is interesting to nDte that this EnsMshman's speed of 91.37 ra.p.h. remains
the fastest rije ever accomplisiied on a motor cycle.

made by Messrs. J. A. Prestwich and
Co. We mention this fact, because , it

shows how much the Matchless firm has

benefited by racing experience. Mr.
Colher therefore seems to be

thoroughly justified in what
he says about the value oi

racing.
" Where are France, Austria,

and Germany," said Mr. Col-

lier, " who gave up racing fivt

or six years ago, and at the

time they gave it up could

beat us? We have never given

up motor cycle racing, nor have
the Americans, and American
or English machines can safely,

take on any Continental make."
Asked about Charlie's pro-

posed visit to the States, Mr.
Collier said he was quite will-

ing , for him to go, only he

wisely insisted that the money
guaranteed should be deposited,

preferably with the Auto Cycle

Union or some independent'

party, before he would allow

his son to leave the country.

Whether or not he could go

would also depend on the date

of the Tourist Trophy- Race,
and the number and date of

competitions on the Continent
this year.

In conclusion, Mr. Collier

told us he felt the motor cycle

boom was only just beginning,

and that in the near future the

use of the motor cycle would
be vastly extended.

The College Patent Leather Mudshield.
Beard, l;rown, and Co., College Street,

Wolverhampton, tlie makers of the College
mudshield, send free to all enquirers a full

size model of the shield with samples of
tlie leather of which it is constructed, and
of tlie apron material. The model can be
fitted up immediately by the rider, and
by its means he is able to see at a glance
how it adaplsitself to liis machine.

A New Saddle,
The Leatheries, Ltd., Sampson Road

.N'orth, liirniingliam, has recently intro-
(Inced a new motor cycle saddle which is

called llie "Empire de Luxe." It is de-
signed to allow the requisite clearance to
enable the saddle springs to fit over the

s
[M[SDS[L[l'ir<

A New Generator Holder.
Samuel Hall and Sons, Ltd., Wrottesley

Street, Birmingham, have introduced a

new generator holder, which we illustrate.

This holder is for use with any generator

that can be held by side fixings. If it be

wanted to fix a generator unprovided wiili

A new dosii^n .spring saddle
by Leatheries, Ltd.

farrier and iiiiulgiiaid. 'Ihe incas.irement
lietween the spring Imngorh is 7in., which
gives an exlicmcly low |Mi,sitioii. 1''. A.
)Mi;\ab used one <if thesi' .saddles in Ihi!

Jiirminghani M.C.(,'. winter Irial to York
and ha<:k on tlic 27Lh nit., when he gained
u gold medal, and was placed first with a
total error of Ini. 45s. McNab weiglin
over 15 stoneH, so that I he jja(ldlr> was |inl

io a severe practical (e»l.

.2H

Automatic Carburetters.
Mr. T. W. rattersall orove a five years

old mount in the M.C.C. Exeter run,
fitted wilh a Stewart-Pie.ision carbuietter.
Describing his experiences, he says that
the exhilaration of driving witli the throttle

control onlj' is superb, and variations of

road, sudden or gradual, have no eft'ect on
the mixture, and the effortless feel of the
engine is mo.st satisfying. Petrol con-
sumption averaged between seventy and
eighty miles per gallon over wet and
heavy roads with a twin-cylinder engine
(75 X 76 mm.) sidecar and passenger.

Garage Accommodation in the City.
Tliere have olten l)oen coinphniits al)ont

finding accommodation for motor cycles
and obtaining petrol in tlie City of London,
and it is interesting to Jiote tlnit tin? New
ilu<lson Cyele Co., Ltd., have moved to
now and • larger premises for theii'

London dejiot at 43, Gray's Inn Koad,
W.(J. (ju.st by Tlolborn 'Jown Hall). 'J'lie

latest New ilnd.sori models are in stock,
also spai'e parts and sundries. A lai'gc

garage at the back will be exclusively
devoted to the needs of motor cyclists,

and as few firms hereabouts have i)e1rol

licences the firm has made ari'angenn'ndi
to Hupiily small ({iiantitics of nioloi'

s|)irit 111 motor cyclists.

the necessary side attachments in anj
other jtlace on the inachitu' than where ii

was originally intended a scries of band:
ca,n be supjilicd by the same firm, which
are nuiilo in all sizes from 2:]in. to 3iin.
dianu'ter. The band in I he s'ictch is 3, in.

diameter. The introduction of thcsi

altaohmenta makes it possible to fit a

genei'ator on any single tube of eithci

motor cycle or sidecar.

1
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" RIDING

ON

AIR."

The last word

in comfortabl'

riding.

PBOOF QF
RELIABILITY.

LONDON to EXETER
GOLD MEDAL A.S.L.

Only one fto'tered,

with the above result.

ii
iV« l^* ]jd

?»

EASE AND LUXURY
in riding, no matter how rou^h the roads are, assured the rider of an A.S.L. No "^hof^ks

of any kind are fel , both wheels being sprung. Tn'e machine can be driven in any traffic

or country without removing the hand; from tie handle-bars. Other in erest ng details will

be found in the A.S.L. booklet, po^t free on request.

Hea.d Office—3, Great Winchester Street, London, EC.
Telegrams: *' InfreQueiit, London." Telephone: 1435 London Wall-

Works : Corporation St., Stafford. Showrooms : G. N. Higgs, 31, Vsuxhall Bridge Rd., S.W.
Telephune: 1215 Yiitoria-

"RIDING

ON

AIR."

Note the neat disposi-

tion of the air springs

on front and back

forks.

PROOF OF
RELIABILITY.

LONDON to EXETER
G^LD MEDAL A.S.L.

Only one entered,
with the above result.

The CHAMPION LIGHTWEIGHT
WHERE IT EXCELS.

COMFORT.
You can ride for hours
on end without dis-

comfort.

SILENCE.
It does not make
enough noise to annoy
even an elderly lady.

ACCESSIBILITY.
All parts can be easily

dismantled.

ECONOMY.
Ask any Alcyon rider

about this.

RELIABILITY.
Just think of our
successes in officiil

Reliability Trials.

SPEED.
Greater than any other
machine of same
capacity.

'Uhe motor cycle Jor 1912.

Full particulars from

Sole British Conccssionnaire ;

G. N. HIGGS,
31, Vauxhall Bridge Road, London, S.W.

Telephone: Virtorin r?!-;.

The RECORDS it Holds

CLASS A.—275 C.C.
100 MILES.
200 MILES.

2 HOURS.
3 HOURS.
4 HOURS.
5 HOURS.
6 HOURS.

CLASS B.—350 C.C.

200 MILES.
3 HOURS.
4 HOURS.
5 HOURS.
6 HOURS.

Highest speed, 45"7i m.p.h.

The Alcyon also holds

numerous prizes and medals
won in open Hill Climbs,

Races, etc.

Although the engine is

only 2 h.p., no Trial is too

severe for the Alcyon.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cle." B29
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GROOVED

Extra strong beads, 3-ply he-vy cnvas

36/- per cover, 26 x 2] beaded.
FROM ALL AGENTS.

Catalogue free itom the makers—
DAVID MOSELEY & SONS, LTD.,

Ardwick, MANCHESTER.

^arOT@:LE
LIBRARY OF

USEFUL BOOKS

MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE THEM.
i4ih Ediiiofi, now on s^le—iuii of useful information,

and well illustrated with original photoaraphs and drawiagj.
Price 1 /- net. f-o5t free 1 /2.

HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.
3rd Edifion, containing a multitude 01 useful hints on the

repair and improvement of the motor bicycle.—Information
on the quickest and most economical method 01 " tuning up.'*

etc. Price 1/- net. Post free 1/2,
" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK.

An invaluable cninosnion to Tintor cylists. CarefnlV chosen

routes with best surfaces are given tliroughout the whole of

the British Isles.

Price 1 /6 net. Post tree 1 J'S.

ODtaina;jletroni"THE MOTOR CYCLE" O-fices, 20, T.jdoi' Si.. London, g.C.

SIDECAR MODELS.
Can give prompt deliveries of

"CLYNO." "BAT."
"ENFIELD." "INDIAN."

Upwards of 100 second-hand Bargains.
Note the following and write for complete list.

igii T.T. TRIUMPH *« 0'

1909 F.E. TRIUMPH ; *32
1911 (late) 2-speed KERRY «42
jgii T.T. JAniES, nearly new £36 .

igio 2i h.p. Twin ENF.l'ELD £22 10

1910 2| h.p. Twin MOTO-i<EVE £22 10

\]i machines guaranteed.

ROBERT SEVAN,
Ca.s-tle S-ti-ee±, OAROIFF.

The 1912 4-wheeled Rnnabont.

THE "ROLLO '

Our Synchronized System of Transmission

(fully protected) gives wonderful results.

FAST i, RELIABLE.
Full particulars on application.

THE ROLLO CAR CO., LTD.,
CONYBERE ST., BIRMINGHAM.

^ Telephone—Midland 739. Teletrrams—" Runabout, Birmingham.

ij o A • jLsL 9 ItJ. • Jl •

The Lightweight Motor Cycle.

2| h.p., 35 Gns. 2| h.p., 38 Gns.
Sole Agents for Great Britain and the Colonies,

RADIUM S.I.A.M.T, LIMITED, 336, GRAY'S INIM ROAD, W.C C'^'^lllfy^

Motorists interested in the

camera will find this journal

interesting and instructive.

Every Tuesday— One Penny.

/ n inisifi riiHi ihcxi- ailvcrttscmnila if i.« ilvii nihh- In iiniilwn " '/'he. A/til.or Cj/cle."
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1912 MODELS 1912
PREMIERS. CHATER-tEA.
MATCH LESS. CLYNOS.
RUDGES.

Early Deliveries—Best Exchanges.

TRIUMPH. 1909, 'WO speeds £37 10
PHANOMEN. <! ti. p. uvin. two spends £35
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., two speeds, 1909 £27 10
REA, 3i h.p., M.O.V., low built £6 18
•INERVA, I win 4A H.p. soring forks £16 10
N.S.U., 4 h.p., single cylinder, new last

Sept., ideal sidecar machine £27 10
REX DE LUXE, 5 ti.p., iwiii, two speeds,

handlest-irting, M.O.V., 1911 model .. £43 10
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p.. twin, two speeds.

1910 £37 10
'^EX, 3i h.p., spring forlcs, magneto, h.-b.

control, igo9 model £22 10
N.S.U., 4 h.p., single-cylinder, new

two months ago '.

£28 10
REX, 3jh.p., igoS, =ipring forks, magneto,

h.-b. control, beautiful condition .. £16 10
N.S.U., ^i h.p., two speeds, magneto . . . £19 10
TRIUMPH, 3J h.p., 1910, Clutch Model £38 10
QUAUrtANT,35 n.p., magnelo.spring lorki £16 10
PREMIER, 3.V h.p., new, 191 1 model £38
tJ.S.U., 3* h.p., .M.O.V.. magneto tlo 10
N.S.U., 3 h.p., M.O.V., Dice order £13 .

REX DE LUXE, two speeds, magneto.
handle starting, h.-b. control £22 10

ENFIELD, 2i h.p., M.O.V., ace. ' ignition £9 10
TRIUMPH, a'l h.p £6 10
HOBART, 3 h.p., vertical engine, low .... jiii 10
ROYAL STAR, 2J h.p., vertical engine .. £5 10
KErtRY, 2^ h.p., 26in. wheels, vertical

engine £8 10
OLYMPIC, 3l h.p., vertical engine, 26in,

wheels , £6 10
PREMIER, 3I h.p,, 1912, three-speed gear £58
PREMIER, zl h.p.. 1012. three-sneed gear £47 S
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., vertical engine £5 10
PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.

TRICARS.
TWIN REX, air-cooled, belt drive, Fit-all

two-speed gear £-|4 iq
STEVENS 4. h.p., single-cylinder, air-cooled

Roc two-speed gear, handle starting £14 10
TWIN REX, 5 h.p.. air-cooled

^ £9 10

OARS.
DARRACQ, y h.p.. two-seater £15 15
kKULt., i,^ p.p.. four-cylinder, five-seater,

two speeds and reverse £27 10
NUMBER, 54 h.p., iwo-seater, bucket

seats, two speeds and reverse ...,,,. £13 10
PH(ENIX, 6 h.p., two-cylinders, magneto,

boods, screen, and lamps £56

GENUINE MICHELIN TYRES.
Beaded. Wired. Tubes

16x2 17/- 16/6 9/6
26x2i .... 18/6 17/6 9/9
26x2i 217- 18/6 10/-
28x2 .... 19/- 17/- 10/-
28x2i .... 19/- 10/6

MICHELIN BUTTED TUBES.
26 X 2 11/6 26 X 2i 11/9 26 X 2^ 12/-
28X2 12/- 28x2i 12/6 28 X 2i 12/6
Carriage Paid. All Guaranteed. Prompt Delivery

nn ISCEULJVNEOus.
New Araac Variable Jet and H.-B. Control 18/6
Ditto Second-hand 12/6
Loriguemare, Minerva, F.N. Carburetters 4/6
Good Rigid Sidecar 57/6
Millford Castor Wheel Sidecar £5 q
Long Handle-bars, dropped ends 5/6 and 6/6
Coronet Silencers, up to 5 h.p 3/3 and 4/6
New Handle-bar Mirrors 2 '3

Gripskin Belting: Jin. 101, Jin. lid., lin! l/_
Wide Mudguards, 3in., 2/3 ; ^in-, 2/11 pair.
Handle-bar Watches, witL holders 4/3
New Sidecar Frame and Wheel 35/.
Trembler Coils. 6/6. Plain .....'.' 2/11
Powell and Haomer £1 Lamp 11/6
i5 Guinea Lowen Sidecar £5 q
Nearly New Coronet Sidecar £3 10
New Fuller Midget Coils

',

" 7 ^g
New Footrests

'

', 9V5

Booth's Motories,
Keighley Mills, Bedford Street North, Halitax.

j

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
;"JQ11J Triumph, soiled. £43: 2Jh.p. Enfield, nearly
I Xt/ new, £31.-86, Fargate, Sheffield.

DELITEET from Stock, 1912 free engine B-S.A-,
1912 T.T. Ivy Precision, £45.-Betow.

ROC. 4h-p., Roc 2-sreed, not rmi 250 miles, every-
thing as new; bargain, £28.—Below.

A Machines in stock.—We will buy, sell, or exchange
fitJM —Parker. StanleV Garage, Westbrock St., Balton
'Phone: 1348-

1Q12 Eudge, fixed engine model, in stock; £48/15.—
•*-*^ Eedferu's. \vestgate, Eotberliam.

LIVERPOOL Official Agents for Humber and Dot
Henry Whiilock and Co.. 40. Hope .Si

31.h.p. Magneto Eilev, E. and B-, ^"liittle. Palmer
2 cords; £16.—Eobert-3, 14, Avondale St, Colne.

"I
Qll Triumph, free engine. little u.sed, perfect; £46.

Xtf —Holiord J^nes, 9. Westbouxne Ed.. Birkdale.

LATE 1911 Eud-e, free engine, like new; £'48. or
near&it offer.—Eedfern's. Wertgate, Eotherham.

1012 Clutch Triumph, brand new, makers' specifica
J-*-' tion; what offers?— viilkinsou, jun.. Wnefelgate,
Malton.

1 QlOi Bradbury, in splendid condition, just been over
»-*/ hnnled; a bargain, £33.—Stanley. 63, Piccadilly,
Manchester.

CLYNOS and Eudge.', Thulti-speeds ; deliver March

.

book now tj secnie. — Smitn, Motor Agent, Hor
bury-

j^^EIUMPH, 2ih.p., low, big lamp, spring forks. BA and B. : photo; £11/10-—E. Frank, Copmanthorpc,
'ork.

3ih.p. Minerva, magneto, everything, h.b.c- ; £16; ex
2 change good lightweight.—Sparrow, 32, St. MaryV,

Tork.

>ii-p Bradbury, maErneto, h.b.c. Ainac, good tyres an';
•--> belt, fast, reliable; £12/10.—Gandy. Heathfield.
Stockfort.

1 Qlli Moto-Eeve, 2Jh.p-, twin, new tyres and belt, in
Ai' excellent condition; £29, or exchange.-17, Peel
St.. Accrincton.

3ih.p. 1909 Premier, good condition, all accessories:
2 what offers?—Evans, Hoghton Hall. Hoghton

lear Preo;ton.

P.
and M-, August, 1910, very little used, with Pide
car: £50. without £42—Windemer. 4, Eoyal Par

ade, Harrogate.

PEE3TOX.-3idecars.-The right thing at the right
price; 12 different models; your old sidecar taken

n part exchange.

pEESTON.—Sole district agents for Zenith-Graduas.
' .Tap-Eex, Ivy-Precisions, etc. ; exchanges our

speciality.

PEESTON.—Note address for anything motor cyclish.
the Motor Cycle uouse, 82a. Fi&hergate (next dooi

to Fishergate Post Office).

DOUGLAS, Triumph, Humber, splendid second-hands;
exihan'?es.—Parish, Bradbury and Douglas agent.

Preston. Sidecars.

DOUGLAS 1910 Lightweight, complete with all ac-
ce5.-;orie3. perfect condition; bargain, £20.—Simp-

son. Thome. Yorks.

1 Q09 33h.p. Twin Premier, less front cylinder, in gcod
J-*J order othenrise ; £12.—No. 9,352, 'Ihe Motor
Cycle Offices. Coventry.

1Q12 Standard Bradbury, in stock, £48; early dc
-Lif liveries of Triumphs and Matchless motors —
Cross, agent, Eotherham.

HALIFAX.-1912 Bradbury and Eex motors; prompt
deliveries; liberal exchanges.—Write now. Motor

^xchanfre, Westgate, Halifax.

BEADBUEY. in perfect order, all accessories; trial
mn arranged; £26. or best cash offers—Windei

Bros., Woodhouse St, Leeds-

1 fill Eex, 3;h.p., brand new, never been run yet,X */ everything as per manufacturers' specifications

:

£33.-17. Peel St.. Accrington.

DOUGLAS, 1910, splendid order and condition
spvpral ^p^re*. valves, etc. : £29.—Box No. 9,345.

The Motor CycZe Offices, Coventry.

PHELON and Moore. 1911. Colonial model, perfect
conuition. £52; Milltord radial castor sidecar.

£8.—Byrom, 50. Albion St., Leeds.

SJLh.p. Triumph, 1908. with accessories, condition
2 like new, £24; also Douglas, 1909, £21, perfect

-

mTi<5t sell.-168. The Moor. Sheffield.
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THE ENORMOUS SALE
of Coronet Sidecars proves conclusively that you
cannot buv better. ' We have the plant and experi-
ence," and know what is^equired.- Why experiment
with freaks and unknown makes, to your cost ?

Model P..—£7. Model D.—£i 1^:5. ttd.

I7isii-vctivc Coialogve post free, giviny
iUitsiraiions and full particulars of all modeta
of Coronet Sidecars. Every model certain to

satisfy and save monei/ for buyers. FxUi of
improvements Quick detachable joints.
Latest car pattern mudguards. fVicker, catte,
or coach-built bodies. Chiia's reversihle seat.
Excellent upholstery.

NOTE front arm which grips main tube of sidecar,
which is the only, correct mechanical method

—

nothing lopsided about this attachment.

Delivery Irom stock to suit TRIUMPHS,
N.S.U.*s, KEXES. P. & M.'s, BRADBURYS, etc.

Discbunts to Agents.

TEE BEE LOW
SEAT-PILLAR,

5/- each.

GREAX OL.EARANCE LINE.
New Dunldps, 2ax 2 ^iid ^\, wired edges . . 10/6
Dunlops, 28 X 2, beaded, heavy treads 14 /S

24x2 and 2i Beaded Clipper Covers, new .. 8/6
Best Quality Butt-euded'Tabes .'.... 7/9
.150 New Tubes 2.6 x 2:^^. 5/11
Kubijer-studded Covers, best make 25 /-

ENGINES:
4 h.p. Twin N.S.U. , with Bosch gear-driven

magneto, brand new ix im makers £11 10

4 h.p. Twin N.S. U., with magneto £9

3J h.p. N.b.U., M.0.V. .; £3 10

3 h.p. FAPNIR. silencer, etc. £3 10
4jh.p. BUCHET. water-rooled £6 15

9 h.p. DARRACQ, water cooled £9 10
10 h.p. CLEMENT, two cylinder £9 10
3* h.p. REX, MO.V -. £3 10

4i h.p. PRECISION, new 1913 Model £13 10

13 h.p. Minerva £1 8 i 2A h.p. De Dion £1 15

3 h.p. QuADR.-^NT £3 1 2} h.p. Minerva £3 5

E,\changes entertained.

MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS- MAGNETOS.
V\ e have a large stock of the best makes irom

59/6. ^ cur old coil and ace. taken in exchange.

Tel. 1062.

09 Sih.p. Minerva. Bosch, new Dunlop belt, 1911
cylinder and piston, perfect: £18/10-—E. Ogden.

65. Hampden Grove. Patricroft, Manchester.

-|Q11 B.S-A.. LM.C. free engine, Auto-Yaria pnllej
Xt7 Fultcrd Herild rtide-ar. new Rora. new Dunlop
belt, firrt-class condition; £48—W- Potter, Thirsk.

1 QIO 2ihp- J.A-P., Simms magneto, 1911 B. and B
X«/ carburetter, 1912 Lyso saddle, Dunlops. low posi-
tion, fast, perfect; £25.-48, Park Grove, Barnsley-

31h-p. Brown, accumulator ignition, new back cover,
2 leather belt. lamp, splendid running order- £14'

or offer.—Oowalt, 22, Herbert St., Whitworth Park, Man-
chester. ,

I

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Cycle.'*

NEW CARBURETTERS FOR OLD.

22/- and your carb. secures a new B. and B.
with h.b. control.

30/- and your carburetter secures anew Amac
wtth variable jet and h.b. r/-ntrol.

Delivery per return.

A23
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£6 Cs. model less apron. £6 6s. model witli apron.

£7 7s. mociei. £8 Ss. moQel.

26 X 2i Michelin tyres. Double Cee Springs. Wide
mudguard. Three-point suspension. Dropped bearer
bar if desired. Double slove enamelled.

Guaranteed twelve months. Need we say more ? ? ?

NOTE ! ! ! Our £8 Ss. Model weighs 78 lbs. only^ not
betiveen i and 2 cwts., as suggested.

We have the under-mentioned dates open for de-
livery for vanous 1912 Models.

ALL FULLY GUARANTEED,
RUDGE, 3J h.p., standard EK-stock
RUDGE, 3A h.p., clutclr ...... Ex-stock
RUDGE, zl b.p.. niiilti-speed March
ZENITH, si h.p., Gradua gear Ex-scock
ZEniTH, 6 h.p., (.radua gear Jan. 25
DOUGLAS, 2i h.(>.. M-.<lel K "E.\-siock

DOUGLAS, 2|-h. p.. -M.Hlel G iWarch 9
HUMBER, z h.p.. v^peed Ffb.
ROVER, 3* h.p., ..-iu'ch nuidH Feb.
NEW HbO'SON, 3ft I' P-. 3 >Pffd 1-Vb.

BRADBURY, j| h p., standard Ex-stock
BRAUBURY, N.S.U. 2-sprfd Ifb.
BRADBURY, cImiq drive, 2-speed .... March
ENFIELD, sidecar combination j-eb. 14
INDIAN, 7 h.p.. 2-speed Ifb. 19
MORGAN Rundbi.iit Feb. 20
BAT, 4 h.p., 2-speed March 25
BAT, 6 and 8 h.p . two speeds April i

SCOTT, il h.p., twn-stroke April 25
A.J.S., 5 h.p., chain drive. 2-spccd May 20
HUMBER, ij h.p., two speeds June i

REX, 6 h.p., sitlette From stnck

REX, 4 h.p., De Luxe Kx-stock
REX, all other models 10 days
CLYNOS (Halifax stocks only) Feb.
A.C. Sociables March 14

1912 MODELS.
We have the under-rrifutioned machines for dates

as below
1912 34 h.p. Clutch RUDGE Ex-stock
iyi2 3j h.p. Tourist RUDGE Ex-stock
1912 6 h.p. ZENITH Ex-stock
1912 3A h.i). ZENITH Ex-stock
1^12 ENFIELD, sidecar cMiibination ., |an. 30
1912 34 h.p. NEW HUDSONS, 3li ).iii. 15
lyrz 3A li.p. standard BKADBURY .... Su.ck
1912 23 h.p. DOUGLAS, Model K J.iii. 15

19127 h.p. INDIAN, 2-spc.'d I-eb. u)

1912 22 h.p. 3-spocd.T.r. HUMBER .... March 15
1912 il h.p. 2-^pccd HUMBER M.irch 15
1912 3ii h.p. Clutch ROVl£.{ M.irch 18

1912 3l h.p. 3-spe(:d ROVER March 20
1912 8 h.p. MORGAN Runabout March 9
1912 6 h.p. A.C. So( iabli: M.irch 14
1912 34 h.|j. BRADBURY, chain drive March 21

1912 34 h.p. BAT, 2-^pi-ed March 25
All dates subject to being still unbooked.

WklTi; U.S. SAVE YOUKSI'LF MONEY.

• CASH OR excmamge:
MAUDES' MOTOR MART
•36 Qt. Portland St. LONDO^' ^"

IMOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
IQII Bradbury, free engine. £35; 1911 New Hudson.±0 free engine, £35; 1909 Bradbury, £16.—John-
son, 114. Cambridge Rd., Southport, New Hudson ageni.

LIVEBPOOL OJflcial Agents for Bradbury, Zemtb,
Singer, Rex, Clyno, Mcto-Beve; delivery from

t*tock.—F. C. Jonea and Co., 3, Redcrose St., Liverpool.

HALIFAX.-New 1911 Rex Tourist and de luxe
models, in stock ; discount for cash, or exchanges

literally dealt with. — Motor Excliange, Westgaie,
Haliras.

INDIAN. 1910, 5h.p., P. and M. 2-spced gear, foot-

boards, nice contlition, run 2,000; £42; exchange
lower power and cash.— 1 5. Bradford Street W est,

Bolton..

1Q102 Triumph. 2.000 odd miles, carefully used, ap-

I

X*/ pearan<-e and condition a^ new, £3 worth sparer;
I nearest £37/10.~No. 9,321. Ihe Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry.

1Q11 Bat, 8h. p.,. complete, with lamp, horn, tools, and
X«/ spares; all a? new. bonght. September, done 1,000
miles; only £46.—Cliaa. Taylor, 73, EDlngham St.
Rotberham.

SEE, Write, or Wire, Geo. Merrick; he's the man for
Bradburys'; , in stot-k, Riidge, B.S.A., A-J.S..

X 3-U., and runabouts.—Merrick's Stores, Lieterhills,
lUudford. Tel.: 2439.

("CLYNOS.—Call and inspect new model, with Clyno
-* sidecar, .veara ahead of all, other sidecar machines;

order now, booking up fast.—Potter, tUe Clyno man,
Leicester Grove.- Leeds.

SPLENniD Opportunity.— 1911i 3ih.p. 2-speed handle
starting Huuiber. lamp, born, tools, guaranteed in

AI ecndition, eplehdid sidecar machine; accept £35-—
.Uillanis, (.iri:pcrs, KotJieriiam.

ROYAL Enfield, late 1911, 2-speed moclel, brand new,
offers invited: sole agents for Triumph, New Hud-

son, Rudge, Enfield; prompt deliveries of ail models-—
Wardmaufi, Princes St-. Harrogate.

LIVERPOOL Agency for Triumph and Matchless
Motors. Hiti-hinff6, Ltd.. T4, Bold St., Liverpool,

the pioneers of motor cycling in the North. It will pay
you to deal with Hitchmgs, Ltd., an old-establitibed
firm of highest repute.

HITCHINGS. Ltd.. for Triumph and Matchless
Motors ; any make supp'ied on most favourable

terms : exchanges arranged ; absolute satisfaction and
I'ourteouf* -lerviLe a.^tiured by dealing with Hitchings,
Ltd.. 74. Bold St., Liverpool. Established over 30 years.

Bargains.— Bradbury, shop-soiled. £39; 2ih.p.
2-[^peed FN., in splendid order. £32; SjU.p

Premi'-r. run 150 miles, £33; 14-guinea Millford castor
raue sidecar, hardly u^^ed. £11'5.—The Brigbouse Motor
Agency, Bailifle Bridge, Brighouse.

EARLY Delivery 1912 Zenith. P. and M.. Scott.
Bradbury, Matchless. A..T.S.. and Douglas, Mill-

ti'rd ''idecars with noibrown bodies; 1911 3;h.p. tirad-

bury. 2-siieed. aud cane riidecar. complete. £46'10.—WJ-'
.w6 Cu., 5. Cheltenham Parade [2 doors from Opera
House). Harrogate.

CALTHORPE. 1911. Precision engine, 33h.p.. B. and
B farliuretter. Umid spring forki^. Si nuns mag-

iifti.. Bnioks fiaddle. Huti-hinson tyres, special toolbags.
1 ijuTf'uts, onlv been riitoon 500 miles, magnificent tdiow
umL-liiiie. <pares, coat; £40, or near cfEer.—Rycroft, Bower
St.. ilarroL'ate.

^rfl'EEH 1911 Rex de Luxe, S^h.p., 1912 engine im
'W provements. Kempsijall back, metal «tud front, both
upw, 2vin.. Rey exhaust whistle. Miller mud ihif-ld. Lou-
dou-Kseter medalli.st; exiiminatiun invited; £42/10
Nidecar if required; excuauge S-r^peed lightweight and
i.;ash.—Stuart-White, Chestnut Av., Cro;6gates, Ltede-

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbi^li, Flint, Cheshire, Derby
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth,

IQll F.E. Triumph, Palmer covers, tube, and Lyso
M.*^ belt, new, al(50 *iidecar.

IQIU 2ihp- A:J.8., belt drive, new Dublop complete
-i-*^' tyre, all .sOund-

"flOll.^ 3'h.p. James, 2 handle-bars.—Hussejr, Vine St-.
!LU Stafford.

3 h.p. Brown, pood order; £10 cash, or exchange; trial-

—Joncfl. Uore St., Lichfield.

Bib. p. Ruvur, Iroe en^'ine, new 4 months ago, perlei;t
3 luiidition.—J. COolte, Sandbach.

13,h.p. Minerva Motor Cycle, in jrood running order;
4 fT.-Evoritt's Garuge, Droitwirh.

2 h.p. 1911 HumhtT Lightweight, na new, eoniplete
lump, horn, wtand. nirricr, and tools; bargain, £25.

—Evcritl's Garage, Droitwu^ji.

I'lMUMI'H. lyil, 5 iiiunths old. perfect condition;
-i- £43 -C. White lytulge, Broiulicirough, Chtt^hiro.

TUIUMI'H, 1910 model, "plendid order, Clincher tyrce. I

complete with accessories; £33. bafijain.—Moss, I

Wcm.
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MATCHLESS, 6h.p., 1910, double lubrication, i
ovcrhaulod, perfect; any triul; £32.—Poole, H.

lay, Biilup.

iitt

nd-

01.hp. Quadrant, Bosch, h.b.c, Pprinf? lorlrs, tiiltea

>2 sidwmr, perfect running order; £19,-34, Warner I

St.. Durby.
'

^ MAUDE'S BARGAINS. ^

To prevent any misunderstanding, we may here
say that all goods are GUARANTEED and sold as in
good running order and condition.

CALL AND INSPECT.
We caimot treat fairer, and it is a much better

way than sending your orders miles away by post
and getting the dissatisfaction that is bound to
ensue.

A selection from our list of good reliable second-
band machines

:

DOUGLAS, 1911 model, Model E, two speeds,
spring forks, Bosch magneto, good tyres,
like new £36

PREMIER, 1910 model, 3I h.p., twin, Dunlop
tyre-s, Bosch magneto, very fast, and suit
sidecar £32

N.S.U., igio model, 3! h.p., magneto, good
tyres, handle-bar control, spring forks, con-
dition as new £28

CALTHORPE, igri model, sHi.p., Precision
engine, Hutchinson tyres, not done 1,000
miles, magneto, handle-bair control ...... £36

REX, igri model, 5 h.p., tourist, condition equal
to new, M.O.V.. spring forks, B. & B. car-

'

buretter, handle-bar control, Bosch .mag-
neto, Rey whistle, trials machine, and gold
medal winner .' . -£35

REX, 3i h.p., igii model, like new, cone clutch
model, onW used 100 miles for ti-ials, perfect £38

V.S., 1910 model, 7-g h.p., two speeds, Nala
gear, Truffault spring forks, finislied creara,
Bosch magneto, very fine sidecar mount,

. just been thoroughly overhauled £39
SCOTT, two-stroke, two speeds, free engine,

spring forks, Palmer tyres, water-cooled
head, spring footboards £25

MATCHLESS, igio model, S h.p., side valves,

J.A.P. engine, car tyre rear wheel, cream
fimsh, very fast, admirable sidecar mount,
special price £35

REX, igo7 model, 5 h.p., twin-cylinder, free
engine, spring forks, enamel and plating as
new, a bargain £16

N.S.U., rgoS model, 5^ h.p., twin, very low built,

magneto, two speeds, free engine, admirable
sidecar machine £26

HUMBER, 1911 model, 3I h.p., two speeds,
free engine, handle starting, had very little

and very careful usage £37
F.N., igog model, four-cyUnder, spring forks,

Bosch magneto, shaft "drive, complete with
rigid sidecar, fine turnout £30

REX, igo8 model. 3I h.p., two speeds; handle
starting, Bosch magneto, spring forks, fine-
sidecar mount .

'. , £22
N.S.U., igoS model, 3A h.p., very low built,

spring forks, magneto £20
PHOENIX, qu;id car, iS h.p., Fafnir engine, two

speeds, wheel steering, reverse, Bosch mag-
neto £30

V.S., igo8 model. 5 h.p., twin, just been over-
haulfd, TruHault forks, Bosch magneto, for

spot cash £25
PEUGEOT, 7-g h.p.. very low built. l3osch mag-

neto, p;Hi seat, 2jin. tyres, very powerful . . £26
ARIEL,v lyio model, 3J h.p., free .engine.

M.O.V., Bosch .magneto, very fine solo mouqt £30
REX, sidette, igii model, 7 h.p., two >i eeds,

Bosch magneto, hand.e starting, coach-bui.t,
sidnrar £52

HUMBER, igog^ mod 1, 3J h.p., two spc< (I9,

hanrlle starling, vcrv fine sidecar mount . . £31
.REX. iMii model. 7 h.p., two speeds, handle

sliiriiiig. spring forks. Bosch magneto, very
title sidecar umunt £49

MINERVA, 4i'hp- twin, M.O.V., steel-studded
rear tyre. S|iring forks, jusi been overhauled,
plated and r»-enamellpd

j . .1. . £21
TRIUMPH, igog model, magneto, spring forks,

very line solo mount £30
REX, i'joU, 5 h.p., 2-spped, De Lu.xe, magneto,

s.[>ring forks, complete with sidecar £31
TJX.C, igii muLlel. 7 h.p., four-cylinder, thrfo

speeds, haudk* starting, worm drive, magneto £45
TRIUMPH, iijog model. 3A h.p.. two speeds, free

engine, Bosch magneto, complete with Lucas
lamp. MilUord sidecar £49

REX, r»;io model, 5 h.p., two speeds, magneto,
spring -forks, very fast and good sidecar

m.tchine £40

We have numerous other machines for disposal.

Send us your reriuinmicnls. Cash or exchange.

MAUDES MOTOR MART,
156 GREAT PORTLAND STREET.

U O l>l o o n w
Te'Cbroioe "Abdtc^te" Loiidoii

( LISTS p>osx rreie:)

A26 In answering thcsa ad uerlisemunts it if dvsirahlc to mention "The M'otor Oycle.'
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I In the Front Rank.!

I
SCOTT'S

1

ISIDECARSl

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
mcdel3

:

or ex-
1 Q12 Bradburys, standard and free engine
At-' delivery January; cash, easy payments
change— Willmott Bros-, Norwich-

1 Q12 Centaurs, 2Jh.p. twin, in stock, £42; torpedo
J-tf Precision, 2ih p., £37; eidecara, £6/6.—Wilhnott
Bros-, Norwich.

NEW HUDSONS, Premiers, Humbers. B.S-A—For
early deliveries and exchangers, see T. H. Nice.

Bury St. Edmunds.

BRADBTJRT,
.soiled only

:

g
from 5 guineas. Quick detachable fittiogs

; g

g pricker, white cane, or coach-built bodies ; wheels 1^

9 supported at each side ; special gauge tubing, %

g and all improvements. Let us quote you. 5

r WHY I
S do our sidecar springs resemble a woman ? (See %
Q next week's "Motor Cycle" for answer.) %
i

. B

I ALL MACHINES GUARANTEED. |
s -^

• %

I Delivery of RUDGES, CLYNOS, I

I ZENITHS from stock. 1

S Write us immediately. %
i a
9 RUDGE, free engine, rgii, ia splendid %
% condition throughout, as new, Palmer %
§ Cord t\Tes £45 %
la BRADBURY standard igii model, un- <g

% scratched, beautiful condition £39 ?i

% RUDGE racing model, igir, all improve- ^
fg ments, very speedy, first-class con- %
a dition ." £40 %
% N.S.U., A-h h-P-. twin, 2-speed gear, Bosch %
% magneto, very fast £24 ft

% N.8.U., 3? b.p., igo8, magneto, h.b.c, good %
% and sound throughout £21 %
S NUMBER, 3I h.p., 2 speeds. Bosch mag- %
% neto, handle starting, free engine, etc. £29 %
i K.S,U., 3 h.p., magneto, N.S.U. patent ^
S carburetter, very good tyres £18 Ig

% REX, 1911, brand new, twin, all improve- %
% ments, standard £38 %
?l REX, 5 h.p., 1909, spring forks, adjustable 1^

% pulley £26 1^

% REX DE LUXE, igoo, 5-6 h.p., 2-spced ^
% gear, variable pulley, springs £33 %
% '- REX Speed King, 3^ h.p., especially built ig

% for the Isle of Man Races, chaiu drive £25 %
% REX DE LUXE, 5 h-P-. Bosch, twin- %
% cylinder, handle starting £28 %
% RIP, Peugeot engine, low built, racy £12 1^

Ig LLOYD'S, 2 h.p., smartly finished £8 ig

^ ADVANCE, 6 h.p., magnelo, twin-cylinder, l§

% B. ami B. carburetter £18 %
§ PORTLAND, Peugeot engine, 3* h.p.. 1911 §
% model, Bosch magneto, rubber non- %
^ skid t>Tes,_little and carefully used .. £32 %
% REX, 5-6 h.p., 1911, M.O. valves, 2 speeds, %
% ' free engine, special built sidecar, very ^
% luxurious £42 10 l^

P| HUMBErt, 3^ h.p., Roc 2 speeds, handle B
% starting, and free engine £34 ^
S REX DE LUXE, 5-6 h.p., 1909, 2 speeds, %
^ variable pulley £38 ^
i MINEAVA, Sh.p.. Roc 2 speeds, handle %
% starting, torpedo tank, grey finish, all [^

§ improvements, Mills-Fulford sidecar . . £47 10 %
g PHELON & MOORE, 190Q, 2 speeds, handle %
% starting, complete with sidecar, con- ^
% dition throughout as new £45 %
g QUADRANT, 3^ h-P-. good sidecar £15 1^

1 MISCELLANEOUS. g

late 1911, standard, quite new, ehcp-
best ofier accepted—Belmont Motor

Co., 96. King St-, Cambridge-

3a.h.p. Minerta, excellent order, for cash, or exchange
4 with cash lor 5 or 6h.p-, free engine, suitable for

sidecar.—Crouch, Sutton St. Edmund, Wisbech.

TEIUMPH, 1909, carefully used, recently re-bushed,
1911 piston, Xl'all saddle, speedometer, watch, and

new Palmer; £30.—E- J. Bauyard. East Kd.. Cambridge.

NEW F.E. Triumph, in crate, just in; Sjh.p. new
Rover, fitted with Triumph clutch: exchange

or 2-speed Douglas.-Triumph,' agent,

19^

Triumph. Indian,
King's Lynn.

12 L.M-C. Motor Cycles; immediate delivery; trial
luns and interriews bv appcintment.—W. E-

Sneezum. 14, i'ore iSt.. Ipswich, bole agent Ipswich
and district.

B.S.A. ! B.S.A.! B.S.A.I — Early deliveries of all

models of these celebrated machines; second-hand
machines part payment.

-

agents. Ip-wich.
-A, F. Garnham and Co., sole

iqil Jap-Cljatej;Lea,_4h.p^, £37/10; 7-9h.p. Peu-
geot, Chater-Ifta. Nala 2-speed, art cane

€62: lifip. Mot sacoche, perfect conditiou, £11.
motorist, Tlietford.

idecar,

Brown,

Collier's Motories

Westgate, Halifax,

ENGLAND.

)

Early deliveries of
1912 Bradbury machines.

Bradbury 2

Exchanges Quoted. Distance no objection.

1911. lamp,
free engine,

Mitson'tf. Welling-

IQIO 3ih p. Premier, only used during
XiJ horn, £24, bargain; 1912 etandara
and TT. roadster Triumph in stock.-

ton St., Newiuarket-

Genuine New Hudson, new tyre and tube on
back, spire engine parts, low and comfcrtable,

|ex<elleit rondition, guaranteed; £10-—Lambert, Beccles
|Rd.. Bradwell. Gt. Yarmouth.

1Q11 Triumph, perfect condition. 39 guineas: 1909XU T"- p M' Pidid rrdPF. 30 Kuineas: 1911 2i

h.p Enfield: two 3jh.p. N.S-U.'s cheap; He Dion, good
running order. 6 guineas.—Lambert, Thetford.

immediate delivery ; cata-
W. E- tlneezuin, 14. Fere

it. Ipswich- Sole agent Ip "i h and di^irict. in luding
Felixstowe, Walton, Wrodbridge. Melton, Wickham
Market, Framlingham, Needham Market, etc.

,3iM-

I C|12 LMC. Motor Cycles
J-*/ logut anu best terms.-

£8
deposit and 10/- weekly secures

—

Magneto Triumpti S25 10

5j h.p. Twm Kex dc Luxe, mag. . . t24 10

i-our-cylincler F.N., mas{neto £19 19

3! h.p. Magneto Rex S19 19

Twin Moto-Reve S19 19

F.N. Ma?neto Lightweight £19 19

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire. Radnor, Breck-

nock, Monmouth. Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

WOLF. Ish.p-, perfect; £11. or nearest offer; ap-
proval, or trial.—Hurley, Felinfacli, Tondn.

ARIEL. 3jll.p-. 1911, free eiiinne. variable gear,
splendid condition.—youus. ly, Priory St., Dudley-

reliable; £10. offers; ivanted
or modern machine--Elcoct.2 3.11. p. Pebok. low, fast,

4= Sih.p. Precision,

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

CASH, EXCHANGE, OR EASY PAYMENTS.

igii Twin two-speed REX DE LUXE £47 10

u p 1 win ZEDcL, boscb, a. and c, spring locks £29 10

ujio'; n.p. IwinREX, M.O.V £i7 JO

FAFNIR, Bosch, h.b.c, Indian red, Druids £19 10

i.iaiieui rKlOMPM, spring lorks, very smart £25 10

Twin REX DE LUXE, and Montgomery Sidecar . . £25

,EA, loio 3H1.P., -hotstuB" "! J?
jl h.p. Two-speed Twin REX DE LUXE £27 10
-," b.p. ri;lo iwm KEX, special machine £2J 10

1 '. h.p. Four-cvlinder F.N., magneto £19 19

'J h.p. KERRY, runs well, spring lorks £10 10.

10 rl h.p. r.T. REX, verv fast £27 10

TRIUMPH, 1908, very good £S8 10

i,.o. nOMBEP.r-h.iMi 'n e .£7 10

1909 31 b.p. REX DE LUXE, two speeds £32 10

Ma^iieu' ivfcA, sprmt; [urKS 122 10ijoo 3* h.p.
: forks 119 19

19^

% 1911 Brow-n and Barlow Carburetter 25/-
%' Mills-Fulford Sidecar, iu splendid condition £5
S Farrar Sidecar, torpedo shape £3 5
% New Fuller Midget Coil . 7/3
% Wide Mudguards, sJin., with stays 2/3
% ., „ 4in. „ 2/11
^ Long Handle-bars, dropped ends 6/-
?i Miller Sidecar, quick-detachable lugs .... £4 5
S Portland Sidecar, eis new £4 10
ft New Goggles, usually sold at 2 ,'6 1/6
15 New Bosch Plugs 3/6

I SCOTT ' S,
g Victoria Motor House,

I
POWELL STREET, HALIFAX.

S Telephone—435 National

f Telegrams—" SCOTT, Powell Street, Halifax."

TEIUMPH, 19104. splendid condition, will ride 40
miles to purchaser; £36.—The Stocks, Suckley

Worcester.

FOR Earliest Deliveries of Triumph. Humber, En
fields. Singer. Premier, apply at once, Griffiths,

Cycle Emporium. Llanelly.

MOTOEEVE ih.p. Twin, late 1909. magneto, Con-
t.neutal front. Clincher baik. running crder : £18

—R. S. Lucy. Areley House, Stourport.

3h-p. Quadrant, low. long bars, spring forks. 1911
B.H- carburetter, new tyres, spare outer and valves,

perfc-jr condition; £3; offers.-Kernick. Cwmbran (Mon.)

12 Free Engine Eudse, never used, registered

:

£52/10. or near oner- selling through illness.—
Bfx No. L5.642, Tlic Motor Uncle Offices, 20. Tudor St..

B.C.

TRIUMPH, 3ih.p., clutch, late 1910. bougit new
April, 1911. usual spares, best Lucaa lamp, engine

and frame excellent; £40.—Jones, Eagle House, Stour-
bridge. . ,

PEEMIEE. 3<h.p. F.E.. 1911 as new; Lucas 60/-
lamp and 23/- horn; cost £58/10. accept £39; ex-

pert esaiuination invited.—Box 9,336. The Motor cycle

I
OSices. Coventry.

3;h.p., 191?-12. with or without N.S-U. 2-

gear, condition equal to new ; price with
spares and gear, £48: without gear £43.—No. 9,041,
The Motor Cycle Offlces, Coventry.

ENFIELD Twin. 2r;h.r., 1910. £19; Minerva, lib.p.,

£3; Clement-Garrard. £3/10; Humber tricar,
"

water-cooled, 2-speed. tyres good. £19: 1912 free engine
B.S.A., in stock.—Ivor Eoberts, Oxford St., Swansea.

,007 3J h.p. Maeneto REX, spring

I J h.p. WOLF Lightweight, h.b. control £12 10

<J h.p. Tourist KtX, Grand new £2J 10

igio Twm «eX DE LUXE, two speeds £42 10

Vevv Twm REX, cantilever seat 36 Gns.

Twin REX DE LUXE, and Sidecar £27 10

VIOTO-REVE, magneto. Druids £19 15

iHOTOSACOCHE lightweight "* 12
3J h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V £14 10

r.n. LiglilweighL. .magneto, spring lorks 119 19

?EX, iS h.p. spring inrlis £15 10

rgiisih.P Tourist REX £32 10

I'll Twm REX DE LUXE £46 10

1911 Single-cyimdc] Two ,ijeed REX, 300 miles . . £32 13

A CALL WILL REPAY VOU.

Brand New 1911 3* h.p. Tourist REX .... 43 Gns.

SINGEE.
speed

1911 zf h.p. 2rspeed REX Junior

1911 3i h.p. tree-engine REX ...

1911 3i h.p. REX OE LUXE .....

50 Gns.
48 Gns.
57 Gns.

Also 1911 New 2-speed Twin REX
DE LUXE as per illustration ....TEIUMPH. February. 1910. 3Th.p. free engine motor

cv"'e. b.b-C. magneto, nearly new Fit-all 2-speed

S
I

gear. Palmer cord tyro, and Herald sidecar, £43 . cycle 1 DiSCOUKt tO CaStl BUyeTS.

60 Gns.

¥1 land 'sidebar separate. £39/10 aud £3/10.
"~

I solicitor, Llanelly.
Roderick, Exchanges entertainsd.

/n amivcrina these ad-vertiseinenU it is desiralle to mention "The Motor Cycle.' A29
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SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks
Wilt«, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

Pond M., 1909. perfect conditiou; f35.—Yeoman,
Bernard. St-, Southampton. -

1j11:LES and Eyios, now Motor Garaj^e, 113, §t.
-t-J Aldate's (opposite the 'I'own Hall), Ox'ford.

EYLES and Eyles.—41i.p. Indian, free engine, perfect
fonditiou; £44.

ETL^S and Eyles.~7-81i-p. Indian, free cuKiiie, "with
sidecar, perfect conuicion ; £60.

ETLES and Eyles.—2*b.p. Douglas, perfect condition;
£54.

EYLES and Eyles.—3ih.p. Pieniier^ perfect condition
£32.

EYLES and Eyles.-SUi.p. Rex, perfect condition,
£25.

EYLES and Eyles-- 3:.h.p. E.S.A.. free eiiginc, new;
£52/10.

pYLES and Eyles.—All the above are 1911 mode:.^.

p^YLES and Eyles, Oxford, the University Hou.se.

LOW Motor Cycle, with 26 wheels, magneto; £10, or
offer.-Moss, Coldash Hill, Liphoolt.

3h.p. Excelsior, froinfj order, new 26in. Paimer bact;
£8.-9, St. Uimys Ed.. Southampton.

DOUGLAS, 2'Jh,p., late 1911 machine, brand new; 30
Kuinea^ cash--Jelf, Stuthgate St-, Bath.

D0UGLA.3, Model D, splendid condition, lamp, horn,
sparco: £^8—135, Cotnam Urow, iiriitol.

lOll Clutch Triimipn. perfect conditiou tlirou^'hout

:

J-«/ £43.-Rateliff. 88, Worcester St, Gloucester. .

3Xh.p. Aster Motor Cycle, just overhatUed, adjustable
2 pulley; £14.—Coeka, New Rd., Spencer'ti W.od,'

Reading.

DOUGLAS, 1908 model, good running order, tyres
equal new; £17/10.—Garbutt, Churchdown, jDliel-

tcuham.

DOUGLAS, late 1911. Model D., 2-ppeed, perfect eou-
dit.on.—Particuluis, Thorub'rove, Malvern Ed-,

Gloucester.

23.hp. De Tfi 'U Coventry Eagle, accumulator, recently
4= overhauled; £12. - Ulistiett, 116, Alma Rd.,

Buurnemouth.

"VJ'.S.U., 3'!h.p., matjneto,; £20,, or exchange hornless
i-* 1,-raiiiophone and £17,—Tynan, Bcrkin Manor, Hor-
ton, Slbush.

DOUGI^S, 1911, 3Vtodel E, new condition, all acces-
soiied, Sparc; £39.~''.Auchencairn," Worcester

St-. Gloucester.

1 QIO Douylus, . in excellent condition, new tyres;
Xt/ accppt £24; any trial.—John Webber,' Craufurd>
rise, Maideniiead.

T(Q12 3^,h p. Lincoln Elk, free engine dutch, £36/10;XV 61). p. N.S.U., as new, £44.-Mullett. St. Mury'.s
Rd., Southampton.

IMMEDIATE Deliveries.—Write, Gibb, Gough and
Son, Gloucester. Sole amenta for Dougla.s, Brad-

bury. Premier, Rover.

33.h.p- Douglas, 1911 m.-)del, absolutely nnseratched,
4 new belt, engine epares : £33.—C- W. Reynolds,

The Lodge, Coshara, Hants.

TRIUMPH. 1910, thorouglily overhauled by makers,
1911 improvements: £i3

; going abjoad.—Write,
Yoang. Postal Staff, Bristol.

RUDGE and Bradbury Models. ,;?or prompt deliv<ry;
trial runs; exchanged entertained; send for lists-—

Agent, Barnes, Colnbrook, Bucks.

F.N., 5-6h P-, 1911. 2-speed gear, heavy non-(jUpping
Continental bark, eaod lamp, all practicajly new;

£^3.-Garb itt, Churchdown. Cheltenham.

GLYNO Passenger Machiiiew; earliest delivery f(ir

laili or easy payments; trial run-s arranged at any
time,— Morrirt Motor Cycle Garage, Oxford.

1 Q12 Triumphs.—We can give very early delivery of all

X «7 dimli'l-i irir laHli or easy paymontrj.—Morria Motor
Cycle Garuiic, Oxford.

1 Q12 En fleld:^.—Immediate delivery of lightweight
X i? model; cash or easv payments: enrliowt possible
rtclivry of I'liitleld paBHcngcr uuiehine.—MorriH Motor
Cyelr GaraKc. Oxfurd.

rQll Lato^ Mndel 71i.p. T-A-C, S-speed. run only
•7 500 miles, condition as new; c.f^t £80 few month*-

otro ; £47 nctt.—A. Ward, Hojue I-'arni, Ascot.

1009; Bradbury, now 1910, in g<;od condition. 1911
X«7 lyliiidi'r. piv-ton, lamp lujrn, wliif^tle ; £27/10,
elo.^e oller.-\Ve4, Wliito Houtie, Uintteld, llrocltnell.

1 Q07 3;ii,iJ. Triumidi. rc'<utly (iv<Thanl'd, h.b.c, and
Xi7 impri'v.'irienlH, Hr.'t.r-la«H rirdcr. including tyroh

;

£23.-No. '9.333. The Molor C'lU'.lc OfflecH, Coventry.

Mb. IP. Liglitw.-ight, out-idi- flywheel, 28in.xliln. tyre.'*,

low, veilical. Hpray, in tlKjrough good running
cuiiditiipu: £6/5.-Rndge. 22, Wr-Ilcshy Ht., (ibmcostcr

QJLli-p- I,:itif 1909 Minerva, tlinrmigh rckk! <(indltion.02 little UHt'd, nnignetn, icimpli-le Jl-b-c. ; £20,
or rii'nre«t.— fjiilr- ~

Andovrr.

A.iO

?, Bliinh.T Oc;ttngOf«, Olinntry Ht.,

//( fill.' in-fin f/ ih

t
NO MOTOR CYCLE
IS BETTER THAN

ITS ENGINE!
The 1912 REX-J.A.P. has the strongest

frame ; the best system of front and rear

springing ; large comfortable footboards

;

automatic and auxiliary hand-pump
lubrication

—

and in addition to !.\ese and
many otherluxurious and exclusive devices,

the famous J.A.P. Engine, the

MOST EFFICIENT

POWER UNIT
in the World.

The REX-J.A.P. will take you over hill

and dale, through crowded traffic, and
over greasy city streets, with the max-
imum of comfort and the minimum of

trouble, and without the hands leaving

the handlebars. Most hills can be taken
on top gear, an immense saving in wear
and tear to the machine, and a great

increase in comfort to the driver. The
650 X 65 Dunlop Voiturette Drivir g Ty^e
and biajed-on lugs for sidecar wil be
appreciated by the motorist whj tets

value before cheapness — no other motor

cycle combines to such a degree the merits

possessed by the REX-J.A.P.

Write now for Catalogue, it will interest
you.

TO DEALERS— The REX-J.A.P.
Agency proposition is worth consideration

^we invite your correspondence.

COLONIAL AGENTS—The REX-J.A.P.
Colonial Models, with Special Frame,
Wheels, and increased ground clearance,

will interest you. We are now appoint-

ing Sole Agents, and shall be pleased to

post you terms.

The Premier Motor
Co., Ltd.,

Aston Road, Birminghani..

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
BRADBURY, 3ih.p., 1910^ 2-epeed, and sideear [Pre-

mier), hew tyres all wheels, new pulley, Whittle,
BPares, conditiou perfeet ; i42.—Arm.strojly; Ardmore,
l'arnbor^ui:h.

1Q11 F.N"., S-ih.p., 2-spped, P-E., good aa new, not
-t-t/ ridden 200 uules, Rom tyre on back, eparc tyre,
lamp, horn

; 35 guineas-—Easter and Sons, motor engi-
neers. Swindon.

BRADBURY, 1912, very latesx, standard, unable to
complete purchase; cost £48; best ea;^h oiJer nearefit

above for immediate delivery.—Box L5,668, The Motor
Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E-C-

3h.p. Humber M.C., low built, fast and powerful,' £6;
two 28x2in, rims, 1/- each; new back hub, 4/-; and

.Kome new 2jh.p. automatic -T.A.P. '^^n-ire^. cheap; 2|h.p.
Minerva wanted-—Knee, Referee, Melkfiham- .

1 Qll Royal Enfield, 2i;h.p., 2-speed, free ejisine, twin-
J-t? cyl., "brand new last March; only 3i guineas,
beinff £20 ofl original price ; grand little machine

;

wonderful bargain.-Julian, Ironmonger, Basingstoke.

THE A.J.S. and B.S.A. Motor Cycles, early deliveriee;
Enfield, 2Ui.p . 1910, as new. £25; Triumph, 1908.

irood condition, £24; (iuadrunt, oh.p, magneto, E. and
B. carburetter, £13-—S. J- Fair, 201, Cheltenham Rd.,
Bristol.

33.hp. Hobart,
, entwine re-bushed, machine overhauled,

4 enamelled, 2 aceumuUttt rs, h.b.c. ignition, throttle,

equal in condition and appearance to a new machine;
£15; depjsit system--Colfycr, ^Viuslow Rd., Great Hor-
wood, Winslow, Bucks.

3i-4h.p. Minerva Motor, with fcireear, 1911 B- and
2 B., h.b.c., batter^' ignition, F.E., handle .etarting,

1 front wheel of cycle never be'Mi u~ed, engine just over-

, hauled, and new piston fitted, 2 belts, splendid condi-
tion ; £23 securets.—125, Manchester Rd-, Swindon.

1Q12 Matehjess Motors: early deliveries 6h.p. clutch
X*? model, 60 guinea.s: 1912 HftK'ewood motoi^ from
stock, 3 speeds, free ejigine, 47 guinea^-: cataLgues, par-
ticulars free; 1911 Budge, Julv. 320 miles, as new, spare
valves, tools, £40 : 2^4h-p- aceuniulutor motor, perfect,
overhauled, £10/10, n^arcrit.-Balfonrs, iUotor Works,
Banbury.

.SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,

and Sussex.

VyiLTON Oytle Co., Victoria, S.W.

WILTON.—1911 Triumplls, a.s new, clutcb models,
with accessories, £45, £48; another, witlj eiJo-

•ar, £50.

siiei'il. witli nil acces-WILT0N.-1911 Brafltarr. :

Gorjcs and sidecar ; £50.

WILTON.—1911 Bradbury, standard, with accessories,

and Chater-Lea sidecar; £43.

WILT0N.-1911 SiuKcr, clutch model, with Joiies
ppeedometor, lamp, etc-, ard Millford sidecar;

£50, a^: mnv.

ILT0N.-1911 Clj-no.*,

ILT0N.-1911 Olyuo, with special
ccs.'^aries ; £65.

2 months old ; £55.

idecar, and ac-

w
w
WILTON.—1911 Kerry-Abingdon, 2-spoed gear, au-

cessoriert, and Kerry sidecar, quick jo^itts. \^n^
aue body, as new; £48. ,'

W^ .-1911 P.N., 5-6h.!i.,

s; £40.

TTTTILTON.-F.N.V', 4.h.p., 4 cyls.

} cyl^;.. with ai-cce-

£20 and £22 each.

2ih p., singlc-cyl., 2-ppcod scar,
L's, in fine order; £36.

WILTON.-19)0 Kcrry-Abingdon, SJlip., standard.
overliaiii" d, in very good condition: £28.

. . 2-spced gear, spring forks,
B. and B. carburetter, bundle

n splendid order: £27.

WILT0N.-1911 F.X.
with all acc.ssc.ri

WILTON.-1910 Eoc, 4h.p.

Bo^ch magneto.

WILT0N.-1911
did order; £27/10.

Hnmber 2h.p. lightweight, Bplcn-

^TTILTON. 1911 Moto-lleve, 23h.p., brand new; £39.

WILTON.— 61i. p. tii>;ir, water-cooled, 2-speed gear,
eliain drive, niagneto, etc.; £20.

WIL'J'ON -Sole SW. reprcelitntivcs tor Clyno motors;
deliveries February.

WILTON.-
TT motors

5olc S-.W. representatives for Matolijcss •

deliveries January and Z'"ebruary.

Karly deliveries of Clyno, i-'tchleas, and
lists free.

\X7'LT0N-— Special agents for Bradburys, standard and
VV 2-si..'rd belt njodels in stock.

WILTON. Early di

W.lt a sidi'car.j

WILTON. — Kxchanges uud inatahuents arranged.
J'leasc write for forms.

\A7U.T0N Cycle Co., 110. Wilton Rd., Victoria. Lon-
VV don, S.W- Tel.; 5115 Victoria.

'> \ ti p, Bradlmry new,
y-i Wellington HI,, .i

31.1i.|. 1909 Trinniph, in c-iecllent condi'tioui £32.-
•i Barker, 34, Oxford Jid., Worthing.

Sliced model, 1911; £35.-67,
inlwich.

iiilfrrli.iilinntx il, ix ilrsinihle In iinnlion " TIk: Mnlor Ci/r/c."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
/~\FADEAJJTS, Qnadiants, Quadrants.

CASS'S Motor Mart. 5. Warren St-. Eviston Ed., W.
eole agents for the fam:.us Quadrant motor cycles . .

book at once for early- deliver^ catalogTie and fullest
|

infornjation upon application-—Below.

DOtJGLAS, 2Jh.p., 1911, 2-speed and clutch, in splen
d.d condition, accessories: £40-—Below.

BEAnBCTET, 3Jhp., 1911, excellent cider through-
out, very little used; £39-—Below.

F.N., 5-6h.p-, 1911, 4 cyl3-, new last May, tools, and
accesscries : £35-—Below.

MOTO-EETES, 2hp-. 1911, 36-guinea models, acces-
sories, one brand new, t-ne other slightly used:

£25 and £22 respectively-—Below-

PEEMIEE, S^h-p., 1911. new engine, machine in very
gocd condition: £38-—Below.

^-S., 5h-p-, speed model, in perfect condition, Mabon
" clutch, access-ries, and spares : £26.—Below.

CASS'S Motor Mart, 5. Warren St., Uuston Ed-, W-
(cpposite Warren Street Tube Station]- Tel.: 3624

Mayfair.

B-S-A- 1912 2.speed Models in stock.—Eivett, Leyton-
stone-

B-S-A- 1912 Free Engine Models in stock.—Eivett,
Leytonstone.

B.S.A. 1912 Fixed Engine Modela in stock.—Eivett,
Leytonstone.

MOTOE Supplies—Up-to-date stock at Eivett's, 236,
High Ed, Leytonstone.

T ATE 1910 Douslas hardly soiled, little "used, allJJ spares: £27-—Brongwyn, Coopersale, Epping.

3.lh.p. Ee.-c, very low, fast, and powerful: sacrifice
4 £6;i5.-Speechley, 45, Church Ed-, Acton.

MOTOE Cycle. 6hp. N S-U-, magneto: £25: good
condition.—18, CaltLorpe St-, London, \\ .C.

_4-cyl., 4h p , central intake, comfortable and re

»

"IT WHISTLES
LIKE A LARK,
ONLY LOUDER,

IS THE OPINION' OF A
SATISFIED USER OF THE

GARNER
M.C. Alarm

ridden 1,475 miles, excellent condition, £40:

J)C

F-^^i

CEOYDON.—ISll Douglas, mouel D. shop-Foiled, only
to make room for new models: what otters?

CE0YD0N.-1911 Handy Hobart, shop-soiled: what
oflers? . I .

CEOTDON-—3Jh-p- Triumph, date 24/10/08, very
good order: £28-

run about

Uable, £22/10—145, Manor Ed-, Brockley.

CEOYDOX late 1911 Enfield, 2 speeds,
300 miles: £33,-86 South End

CEOYnON—1912 Enflelds in stock: no waiting.-Call
and see the agents, 86, South End, Croydon.

CEOYDON-—1912 Hobarts, all models, immediate de
livery,-Agents, 86, South End, Croydon.

ptE0TDON.-1912 Levis, 2-5troke; a trial run willv^ convince; immediate delivery.—86, South End
Croydon

CEOYDON.—Send for lists of second-hand machines;
exchanges entertained —The Crjydon Motor Mart,

B6, South End, Croydon- Tel.: P.O. 797.

"DAEKEES, Kensington —35h.p- Triumph (1912 im
x.» proremeutsl, free engine model : £55 : in stock.

BAEKEES. Kensington—3ih-p- Singer, free engine
model: £55: in stjck. -

BAEKEES. Kensington-—3ih-p. Premier, free engine
model: £54/17: in stojk.

The Best and only Perfect

Exhaust Alarm on the

market.

BEAUTIFULLY MUSICAL-

NO HARSHNESS.

BAEKEES.
2-apeed gear: £52/10; in stock-

Kensington-—3ih-p- Huraber, free engine
; in stock-

BAEKEE3, Kensington.—2h.p. Humber, lightweight:
£37: in stock.

ANY of above by easy payments, 5% extra.—John
Barker and Co., High St., Kensington.

LADY'S 2h.p. Singer, new July, \>hittle: £28.—Mis,-
vvinton. High ot., Jdaslemere, Surrey.

£6.—2ih.p., low frame, 26in- tyres, all perfect; oflers.
—Leous, 89. Daliing Ed, Hammersmith.

TElirilPH,
£19 cash.

3h.p., magneto, in excellent condition
—5. Park av.. Palmer's Green.

Eudge, clutch model,
Sogers, 42, Church Ed.,

new condition

;

Hendon, NW.19",
31h-p- Calthorpe, 1911, T-T- model, brand new; £35,
3 bargain—Storey's. 337, Eostoa Ed-. N.W.

DEX. Jill p_, lust.

hauled:
excellent condition, just over

£8/10.-8, Avenue Ed., South Norwood.

TEIDMPH. 1910. perfect condition, spare belt, all
tools: £32, lowest.-16, Dalebury Ed., Balham.

ZENITHS, Zeniths, Zeniths, 1912 models in stock

-

exchanges ananged—Storeys, 337, Euston Ed., N.W-
^Eli^H, 1912 models; immediate delivery: no wait
t-l m-z

: trade 6ui)plied--Eey, 5, Heath St-, Hampstead
"NTEW 3ih-p. Motor Cycle, unridden ; sacrifice £25 -

•<-' going away—Curd, 71, Crescent Ed.. Plumstead

"]V/roTOS.\COCHE, Uhp., splendid condition: £13/10
-^'*- -Simpson, 12, Franklin Ed.. GiUingham, Kent.

T>EX 5h.p. 1911 Twin, perfect cmditiqn

Nickel Plated - -

Black Plated - -

Postage 5d. Extra.

12/6

13/6

Sole Makers and Patentees :

HENRY GARNER, Ltd.,

Moseley Motor Works,

BIRMINGHAM.TelefframB—
Dependable. Moseley.'

'Phonea—South 8 and 4,

-Simpson, 12,

5h.p. 191 _ __, ^ ^,

^
quick sale-— Garaged at 16, HaverstocK Hill

1908, fine condition.

£33 for
London,

T^EIUMPH. standard, 1908, fine condition, carefully
^' used; £26/10.-Darfr. 82, Drayton Ed-, Harlesden,

3i h.po^ n.p. ^^ .^

* *
2f h.p.

Two of the World's Best, at

prices within your range.

The Midland Depot always
HAS THEM m STOCK.

Call or wrile,

THE HUMBER DEPOT
(Henry Garner, Ltd.),

73, New St., BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
£9.—Ariel, 2;h.p., m.o.T.. B-B., h.b.c. spring fcrk^,

new spare belt, low.—Seen at 739, Old Kent Ed,
3.E.

g.S.A.,

lead.

Olh-P. Jap-Triumph Lightweight, B. and B., h^.c,
/Wa new cylinder: £9.-176, Hainault Ea., Leyton-

-tone.

! a 12 Free Engine Singer, fixed B.S.A., fixed Borer.

i-t/ in stock. — «albro Engineering Co., Saflron

balden.

PEHJirPH, 1910 model, with sidecar: £37; tyrea and
i- - belt almost new.-Matthews, pawnbroker, W.
Croydon.

23h.p. Eoyal Enfield, Palmer tyres, new accumulators,

4 suit tall rider; £12/10.-Eogers, 42, Church Ed.,

Hendon.
£3/10.—De Dion, IJh.p., wants little attention, tyres

perfect; bargain.-35, St. Stepnen's Ed., Bow,
Lonocn.

PHELON and Moore, 1909, grand condition, with side-

car £40, Dargain.—Bike, c/o Universal, 44, (jray s

Inn Ed.

NEW Hudsons, Triumphs, Bradburys; order now for

early deliveries.-Godfrees, 124, Eomford Bd.
Stratford

OUGLAS 1909 recentlv overhauled, new bushes,

belt, perfect condition: £23; appointment.—Waters,

Cranbrook.

TEIUMPH, 1907-8, 3ih.p., £3 just spent, Eom,
Clincher, new >,atawata; £25.-4, Gutter Lane,

Cheapside.

LCOCHE, 1910, magneto, free engine, perfect

tion, all accessories; £20.-3, Eichmond St-,

Bamsbiiry.

N.S.TJ., 3h.p., magneto, free engine, perfect running

order; bargain, £19/10.-73, Church St-, Camber-

well Green.

in09i Triumph, with 1911 improvements, new Kemp-
ly shall: £30 for Quick sale.-O. J- Miller, Cran-

brook, Kent. '

NS.U 31h.p., mov., magneto, Gradua gear, pulley,

h.b!c.. "beautiful order: £18(10.-68/ jilmsleigh E4.,

Wandsworth.

11 h.p. Clement LishtweiKht. new tyre and- belt, h.b.c:

5 £7/10, or higher power.-H.S., 33, St. Stephens

Rd., Bow, E.

HUMBEE, 2-speed, 3ih.p., magneto, 1909, and new
sidecar, perfect; £30.—Graham, 74, I'ark Hall Ed.,

East Finchley.

141114 5-Bh.p. Eex, cluteli. Service eidecat; £45. or

If sell separate; appointment.—E., 74, Walton Rd.,

3ast Molesey.

tTt/ASDSWOETH. - Humber, latest 1911 35h.p.,W m.o-v., magneto, 2 speeds, Druids, hardly used;

£38/10.—Below.

WANDSWOETH-—F.N., latest 1911 clutch model,

6h.p., magneto, drip feed, as new; £38/10.—
Below.

WANDSWOETH. — Zenith - Gradua, latest 1911,

3J-4h.p. m.o.T. J.A.P., magneto, engine like new;
38gn3.—Below.

ITTANDSWOETH.—F.N., latest 1911 model, 6h.p.,

VV magneto, drip feed lubrication, like new; £35.-
Selow.

TANDSWOETH."

Telephone ; Central 7298.

-Brand new Chater-Lea-,Tap, 8h.p.,w
£45.—Below.

WAXDSWOETH.—F.N.. 1910 model, 6h.p., magneto,
central intake, automatic carburetter, like new;

JOgns.—Below.

WAXDSWOETH.-V.S.. 5-6h.p. twin, magneto, Ituf-

fault forks, guaranteed just as new, unscratched;

£29/15.—Below.

ANDSWOETH.—Eex, 5-6h.p. twin, new Eoc 2
speeds, magneto, Druids, extra good; £29.~

Below.

WANDSWOETH.—Roc, 5-6h.p. twin Peugeot engine,

masneto, 2 speeds, Show machine, guaranteed;

30gn3.—Below.
5-6h.p., magneto, per-

exchanges. — Wandsworth Motor
Wandsworth Station.

W

£20 : take accumu-

In answering these advertisements it xs desirable to mention

"Vf/ANDSWORTH.-Rex. 1909.
VV feet; £22/10;
"vschange, Ebner St.,

3ih-p. Ariel. inaKneto, Ii.bc., etc-,

2 lator macliine a3 part.—Randall, 40, East Park,

Crawley. Susses.

BRADBURY, 1911, Mabon clutcJi. splpndid condi-

tion, sparer: £38.—Chapman, 109, Melrose Av-,

Wimbledon Park-

Stock. 2-cpped : A-C. Sociable deliverv
Stamford Hill Motor Co., 128. High Rd.,

Soutli Tottenham.

4JLh.p. Minerva Twin. Chater-Lea frame, fittings, and
2 .=idecar, t^pring forks, h.b-c, B. and B. carbur-

etter, Palmers: £21.

ALSO 4h-p. Kelecom, h-b.c-, new Palmer back:.f9:
or would exchange both above.—F. Gurney, Downs

Farm, Pinner.

BRADBURY, 1911. absolutely as new, horn, lamp
anu generator; £36. — Avondale, Beetive Kd-.

Putnr.

'The Motor Cycle.''
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
lOll T.T. Bat. as new; £42; winner "The Motor
-^ *^ Cj-L']e " Cup.—Toe Motor Cycle House, ba.
Leather Lane, E.C.

F-N., IJh.p., magneto, spring forks and footrests.
gcod uider; £15.—Jloyce, 23, Grand Parade, Arch-

way Ed.. Hii^rligiile.

BKAPBURT, 1911, fitted with Lwcas horn, and
W'iiitt.e bet; £55, no tgers.—Moas, 1. St- George's

2VIew6, i'riniiose Hill.

2iii.p. Quadrant, nearly new tyres, B. and B.. trem-
2 iiler jiu.i n-»(.uaiulator, in A^orKing oruer.—N-, 57,

Stafford Rd., Sidcup.

C^±iATER-LEA. 5-6h.p. twin, Bosch, splendid condi-
-' Tion : win lake £^5 quick sale.—laS, Goldhai^k

Rd., ShepherQ s Busli-

TRIUMPH, 3^h.p., 1909. very little used, ju~t fitted
with Gradua gear; £5o, bargain.—R. Marshall,

High St., Clay Cross.

3 ill. p. Triumph, 1910, in excellent condition, acces-
2 series, j ust overhauledj well fitted ; £30.—Gold,

Potters Bar, Middlesex.

TRIUMPH, 5 h.p., magneto, all in perfect order;
accept £22/10 for quick sale. — Newnham, 223,

Hammers.nitl; Rd.. W.

1Q10 Tourist Trophy Centaur, 3ih.p., good condition,
-L%J majj:neto. Brown and Barlow; £30.—Bourn, 43.
Queer's Ed., Beckenliam.

2^n.p. De Dion-M;itchle.ss, Cliater frame, in good
4 Lonauion and running oraer; must sell; £12--

49, Griffin Rd., Plumstead.

PATTISON Bros-, Moatford Place, Kennington. S.E.,
fcr early deliyerie^ of practically all 1912 ipcdelci.

Apply at once: don't delay.

IQll Rex, 3ih.p., fully equipped, condition aa new
A'-' throughout: £32.—W- A. Jacobs, 32, Glenloch
Rd-, Haverstock Hill, N.W.

NORTON, late 1911, C.A.V. carburetter, lamp, horn,
anu spares, a^ new, guaranieeu; £35.—hea-Hur,

69. Greeuside Rd-, Croydon.

3JLh.p. Rex, Mab:n, speedometer, accee^cries, Bosch.
2 Whittle, h-b.c, tyres perfect; £25.-89, Stern-

iiiln Rd., \>L-st Ktnsingion.

1 Q12 3'h.p. Eree Engine Triumph; unable to take
At/ delivery end January; highest offers.—Motor, 24,
3t. Asap.i ud., jrfraLkiey, S.E.

3.1h.p. Rex, 1907, Druids, B. and B., good tyrea, side-
2 car. £14: 3h.p. Kerry, low, perfect, £8.—Chauf-

'eur, Pickwcli, Bolney, Sussex.

TAKEN for Debt, 5h p. tricar. £12; S^'a.p. Rex and
iidecar, £12; or £22 the lot.—Bricklayers' Arms,

Kcnder St,. New Cro<^s, London.

IQIO Dcuglaa, new Rom and Keoipshall tyres, new
*-*/ I^unli p belt, spare valve, accessories; £22, quick
laie.— 33, Killyon Rd-, Clapham.

PEUGEOT, 5-6h.p. twin, h.b-c., torpedo tanks, Chater-
m T 1' 11,-^ .'lU'i Iriv p atforms.-W. Goldsmith,

29, St. Gecrge'd Hd.. Wimbledon.

£15 — 3:h.ii, Ascot, magneto, tyres nearly new, low,
V.-- va«i '-nTiu.^ion trn-'ranteed, — 43a, Little

Cadogan Place, Sloane St., S-W.

BROWN. 3ih.p., 1908. just been thoroughly over-
hauled in our m orkf? ; £11. a bargain. — Soaus,

Dunn aud Jones, Bromley. Kent.

QUADRANT Motor Cycle for sale, 31j.p,, latest

fitiings, thorough running order
;

price £10.-17,
St. John's Church Rd.. l*'alkestonc.

31,h.p. Triuaiph, 6/7/07. splendid condition, 1911
2 improvementa, spureSj aciG.-flories; £22. — \\.,

Cljrirrford f-Inuse, Wej^t Kenaington,

3jLh p. Birrhfteld, Mabon clutch. Palmer and Contin
4 ental tyre-, Watawata, in perfect condition; £10.

or offer-—97, M;ilverD Rd , Kilburn.

2iJi.p. Premier, 1912 model, done 100 mile.s, light-
2 weigi t, complete; seen ana trial; jB34.—28,

Frant Rd., T-:orrnon idcath, Surrey.

4 h.p. Jap-Clmter-Lea, nmirneto. Roc pear, and rein
forced eidecar, complete, tyree as new-—H.P., Boot

t-i.' r---, i.U' -!.. siap.e-.ta^i, iient.

*l Oil Bradbury, standard (June), perfect ; eeen any
Aft/ ti'iip; £r5, offer.-Stf'ptionn, nigh St., \\ nodfonl
Green, Essex- 'Phone: Woodford 169.

BAT. 3!h-p., ppring frame and forks, h.b.c, dry
battery, gooil tyres, t:ood condition, reliable;

il0/10,-48ji, IvIh St., EarlrtUcld, S,\>.

Oihp, llumbf-r, 1911, Z-F\)o(!t\ gfar, free engine, ul)

02 af'^;'ori<'-«. only done iOO 'iiilc'(.— l-'aton and Co..

14. Caveiulish Terrace, E. Finohley. £43.

2,1Ji l>.
Minerva, h'W frame, new bacli Ktiuldod tyre.

''2
lu-'t bi«-n thor< uglily overliaiiled ; £7/15, oflerB.-

12, LouKhboro' Rd.. White Hor*^e, Brixton.

QJhp. Pi'iigcnl. T.T- model, abnolntely new; ptirchaacr
Ok r;inn(.t tako dcliverv £48 maihinf, tako £42.-
WcIIfl, 15, Kllrcda Parade. WufuUnrd Green.

P.
and M., 3;h,p,, for m\o. bmiglit 24tli AuKUst, 1911.

periV'ct condition; Hrft cheque for £50 BccureB

;

tcfzi any tim-.—Jewell, 245, Grny'« Inn Rd.

OiJ-h-p. Motor Cycle, J.A V- r-UKlno, Cluiter-Lru flUings.
/Oa Bowden h.bt.. immwto, gfiftd order; £14, or ncaj

rfler.-M«;Leiiiian. 20. Studdrid;;*) 8t-, FiiUium.

^_^2 ^^^ nii'-iri'i-iiuf fhe.

Verbum Sat Sapientl
and to those men I appeal this week. No doubt many of

you read the startling announcemedt made by a com-
petitor last week. He accuses his fellow traders of offer-

ing ridiculous prices for second-hand machines, and after

deluding the unfortunate motdr cjr:list into sending his

machine along, he tries to "do him in" by instead of
alloviing liim tue pri;e he quoted him, he doubles it, and
gives him twlse as much as he agreed t9 allow him. I am
afraid if there is such a man in Great Britain we ought
to get up a testimonial and present it to him. " He is

too honest." I want to impress on any intending pur-
chaser of a new motor cycle, and who has already a

se):ond-hand motor cy:le that he is desirous of exchanging,
thai he should get in touch with me. I will quote a price

that I can, and will, allow hfm for same if the machine is

exactly as described. You can't get anything fairer than
this. I am gradually building up what promises to be
the largest motor cycle business in the country, and, by
employing honest methods, 1 hope t,o achieve jny object.

Send to me for the name of my nearest client to you, and
I w^ill stand or fall by his report. Ask him how I did
business with him, and I am sure you will then come to

me. My delivery dates can be relied upon. If I say I

can give delivery of, say, a Clyno on the ist day of

February, I can do. The same remarks apply to any of

the following makes : Singer, Rudge, Rover, B.S.A.,

Douglas, Enfield, Premier, Bradbury, and New Hudson.
I can almost deliver all these makes from stock. Now,
hurry up, boys ; try me with your next order. You will

be delighted with the way I treat you. Everybody knows
Cordingley, the man with a thirty years' connection with
the cycle and motor cycle trade. My list is worth your
perusal.

igi2 models actually in stock awaiting your cheque and
instructions. List price.

RUDGE, 3J h.p., free engine model, pedal engine
s*arter ... £55

RUDGE, T.T. model, special £48 15
BRADBURY, sJii.p, 2 speed ..£55
NEW HUDSON, 3i h.p., 3-speed gear £59 17
PREMIER, 3i h.p.. 3-speed gear £58
CLYNO, 5-6 h.p., the sidecar m.ichine £63
ENFIELD, 6 h.p., 2-speed, with sidecar £84
DOUGLAS 2| h.p., the perfect lightweight, free

engine, 2-speed, kick starter £50
NEW friUDSON, 2| h.p., 3-speed model £49 7
PREMIER, 2i h.p iidti

ROVER, 3^ h.p., free-engine model £55 5
B.S.A., 3^ h.p., free engine, model B £56 10
SINGER, 4 h.p., 2-speed bracket gear, fitted with

sidecar ; list price £66, sidecar extra.

B.S.A., 3.^ h.p., 2-speed and free engine £60
BRADBURY, 3.'. h.p., with free engine £54 10
PREMIER Twin-cylinder, with 2-speed £63
NEW HUDSON, 3J h.p., model irb, 3-speed £63
ENFIELD, 23 h.p., handle-starting, 2 speeds, free

engine, footboards £52 10
The only 1911 model left:

BRADBURY, 3J h.p., standard model, just from works;
list £48.. Clear, best offer.

HIGH-CLASS SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES.
igro 3^ h.p. TRIUMPH, perfect £35
1911 St h.p. BRADBURY, T.T. model, a gift £32
igii 3^ h.p. IVY-PRECISION, just as new £33
1911 3A h.p. RUDGE, splendid order £36
1910 SCOTT, new tyres, B.E. tubes, good order . . £35
1909 VINDEC SPECIAL, two speeds, magneto,

complete with sidecar £29
1909 3A h.p. MINERVA, magneto £17
1911 7' b.p. SPEED KING REX, as new £38
MOTOSACOCKE, li h.p., X910, free engine model £21
1908 QUADRANT, 3^ h.p., Bosch magneto, h.b.

control, spring forks £18

TRICAR.
PHCENIX, zh l^-P't ^^™ speeds, free engine, handle start-

ing, coach-built chair, lamp, horn, tools, etc. Clear

for £10 10s. Special.

Every Motor Cyclist should have OUR Sidecar List

STANDARD, £4 lOS. SPECIAL, £5 6s.

DK LUXE, £6 6s.

CANOELET, DUNKLEY, MILLFOKD, etc., supplied to
order promptly.

I am Sole District Ageiit, for

—

RUDC E, BRADBURY, CLYNO, ENFIELD,
PREMIER, ROVER, B.S.A., DOUGLAS, NEW
HUDSON, a::d SINGER.

200 1912 MODELS FOR GUARANTEED DELIVERIES.

OUR SPECIALITY, "EXCHANGES"
Get my List before you decide. Buy from the firm with

a Thirty Years' Untarnished Reputation. Call and see

our Stock.

J. S. CORDINGLEY,
The Motor Cycle Mart,

HASLINGDEN, Lanes.
Wires

:

" Cordingley, HasUngdcn.'
'Phone

:

2Y, HasUngdcn.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
EAGLES.-F.N., 4-cyl.,5-6h.p.. isn model, as new,

latest improveuLents, automatic oarburtjfter, drij
lubrication; £38 ; exchan^'e lower power.

EAGLES.—Triumph, 1910, free engine model, had
little use, equal to new; £39/10.

EAGLES.-N.S.TJ.. 3ih.p. model de luxe, 1910. Bosnh
magneto. 2 speeds, free engine, cnly run 1,500

;jiiles, speedometer, etc. ; £34/10.

EAGLES.-Douglas twin, 2Sh.p., late 1910. Kom
tyrea. Brocks padded saddle, tiue condition; £25.

EAGL'RS.—N.S.U., 3^h.p.. u^aeneto, drcpped frame,
1911 B. and B. carburetter, perfect condition:

£18/10.

EAGLES.—Mctosacoche liEhtweisht, Helleaen ignitioB,
Whittle belt, fine condition; bargain, ±9/15.

EAGLES.—Rex, 3; h.p., magneto, dropped irame,
spring forks, 1911 B. and B. carbureiter; £18/ia

T^AGLES and Co., Hifjh St., Acton.-N.S.U. \Tesl
XJ London district agen'.y. Early celivery ot 1912
models : liberal allowaui_ed tor macnines in purt pay-
.uent. Tel.: 556 ChiswiLk.

MOTOSACOCHE, lihp free engine, h.b.c. very gocd
condition, complete, like new; £14/10.-1, Addisoo

Bridge Place, Kensington. Tel-: 5215 Wefitern,

BAT. 1911. T.T. twih, i^peeial niachiue, just been le-

enamelled black, a ttier, and in perfect condition-
£45 lowest.—66, Carlton juanoions, Miida Vale.

TKIUMPH, 1912. free engine, new light wicker side-
car, canoe front, aprtm, fstand; immediate de-

livery; £62 ; no cffer6.~94, Gloucester Rd., S.W.

WRENCH'S Motor Cycle Department, 120, Hamp-
stead Kd , argents fr.r all bet makes; excLangea

a speciality. Get our quotation. Tel.: jMorth 3541.

SINGERS, 1912. free engine and liglHweight mcdels
in stock.—^Yreuch's, 120, Hampstead Rd- Ca^ili,

gradual, or exchanges-

BRADBURY, free engine, 1912 model: immediate
delivery, complete w.tli lamp, hern ;. 50 gnineafl.—

Wrench's, 120, Hampstead Ed-

WRENCH'S have a good selecticn of eecond-hand
motor cycles; list on applicat^^on-—120, Hamp-

stead Rd.

REX 3ih.p. Tourist, as new, 1911 mcdel : open to
reasonable oflfers.— VVreueli's, 120, Hampstead Ri

2Xhp- Kerry Lightweight, niugneto, Brown-Barlow car-
2 buretter, h-b-c-, low, excellent ctnditi n tlirough-

out ; f j.-,/j,u.—oeen at 92, Brownmil ku., Catford.

MAGNETO. 3h.p. N.S.U., tyres nearly new, m.b.vi^
hb.e-. sprmg forks, carrier, stanu, .-splendid order;

bargain, £12/10.-61. Grand Paraae, jttariiugay, N.

fl ij>12 3ih.p. L.MC variable gear pulley free engine,
Xt? new, unridden; exrnange ^ood eombinuticn, 'Or

sell £45-—Box 9,289, The Motor Cycle Ottices, Coventry.

LOOK.—1911 3;h,p. Lincoln Elk. equals new, guaran-
teed; £23/10; meter eyile part: A\anted, combina-

tion, cheap, cash.—Seahaven, Sea Rd.. Fe.pnam, Bognor.

DOUGLAS. 23h.p., late 1909, splendid condition, all

accesiiories ; £.:il : Moum entertum excnuage good
sidecar combination.—Shillan, 37, Atuerton Rd-, iVrest
Gate.

BRADBURY 1912 models, Douglas 1912 models.
Triumpu 1912 mtjueia. Premier 1912 models; de-

liveries now from stock. — \\aiKer's, Motor Depot,
ilarwich.

WALKER'S Bargain List-Douglas, 1911. 2-speed
iree engme, uuucn only SOD mues. penecti ±35-;

Moio-Reve. twm, 1910, as new. ru.uen only 600 mites,
£^4 ; Muto-Keve. twin, 1909. a liaie beauty, perleci,
£18: Rex, 3ih.p., 19i0. z speed.-*, irte eiiL,-.nr, grand
condition. £26: Rex, 5h.p., twin. 1910, powerful, fast,

,'rana conuiiion, £^5; several (tLer reliable machiueB
froui £7 : write lor details, all gaarunieed bargTiins;
iftoTti and exchangea entertained. — Vv ailrer s. Motor
Depot, Harwich.

3hp- Peugeot, Roote and Clarke's, 2-speed gear and
ireu engine, ciinin drive. Palmer cord tyres, good

limning oruer; £10-- vV. iiUe, jL.rent\\ooa Rd., Uom-.
ford.

3ih.p. Kerry. Bosch magneto, B. and li. carburettet-
2 mechanical overhead inlet, Clyno pulley, aoinui

cvcrvwhete; £14.—Bri,wn, 14, Pis Rd-, Letchwortli,
Herts.

REX de Luxe, 5h.p-, 1909, 2.speed, magneto, Whittle,
Aniac, fontb. ards, usual Rcx fittings; :^een by up-

nointiueut; £30.—Maw, 18, Addison Rd-, Keptiington,
|

I.ondon-

MOT03AC0CIIE, perfect condition, pulmer tyrea,

pulley, bolt, and accumulator, lUI new; .bargain,'

£14; will take cycle part.—Gusson, draper, Hurst Green.
Sussex,

rRlUMl'H, 1909. hardly used, lamp, horn. tooN,
sparc-j. spriug «eat pillar, lioavy Kiiiipshall back,

I (iw Lvmi; rciisuuablo oflVr.i,— 155. jirockley Rd.,
Ilrucldcy.

REX Motor Cycle, iu ruiiiiing order, accumulator,
Pahiier tyres, new B. und B. carbureiter, fin-tretite;

ciin be seen iit 41. Market St.. Watford; £15.-Bau[fhuu,
WiitlDrd.

Olip- Motor Cyele, vertical engine, Lougucmnre rnrhu.
/W retier, Uui'g handle, Maselcy tyres, Kplemlid eon
dilinn; £6.— Murray. 37u, Charles bt-, Haicon GardoUi
lli.ll.nrn.

advertiscm.<'ntn H in dvslrahh (o jncMtion " The Motor Cycle."
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A Warning Note.

IN
our remarks about the T.T. Race which appeared
in a recent issue we expressed the hope that,

wherever the race might be held, participants,

tlieir helpers, and spectators, will be merry
and wise, and let their " hosts " see that

they can be happy and enthusiastic without giving

way to any objectionable hilarity. We are well aware
we are treading on delicate ground, but the time has

arrived when immediate steps should be taken to

eradicate a certain discordant note which is now being

heard at all gatherings, which certain members of

the motor- cycle community attend. Shouting, sing-

ing, and interruptions during speeches and musical

entertainments are not conducive to the good reputa-

tion the movement should bear, while the same con-

duct at meal times in hotels during the progress of

competitions has-an even worse effect.

It is obvious that only a very few, whose enthusiasm

gets the b-^tter - of their discretion, offend in this

manner, bu. he nuisance has reached such a stage

that all who have the good name of the motor cycle

pastime at heart should take immediate steps for its

suppression.

The kind of behaviour we have had most reluc-

tantly to refer to is7 besides being harmful to the

pastime, discourteous to ladies who may be present,

and brings those responsible for the pr -per conduct
of the event into discredit.

The remedy is jn the hands both of the organisers

of any event at which the behaviour occurs, and of

other people who know how to behave, but do not

express their disapproval in a tangible manner. A
drastic remedy would be ejection of the offenders

from the meeting and suspension from so many club

competitions during the year, and if the offenders

persisted after that in disturbing their fellow members
summary ejection from the club should be the punish-

ment. We regret extremely that we should feel com-
pelled to refer to this matter, but something ought
to be done to prevent repetition of such conduct 01

the motor cycle movement is bound to suffer in

prestige.

This Year's Competitions,

THE
long list of fixtures already published does not

represent all the competitions which will be

held this year, but it represents the greater

number. The A. C.U. Six Days' Trials and the

Tourist Trophy Race shine conspicuously

among the open events. The fate of the latter is

somewhat obscure at present, but it will undoubtedly

be held. The rules for the Six Days' require careful

consideration, as last year's were certainly somewhat
elastic, and there is no doubt that the speed between
controls will have to bfe reduced. There is, howeyer,

one insuperaTole difficulty, and that is that it is impos-

sible to observe a motor bicycle properly. All one can
do is to give a man a schedule and bid^him keep to it,

assuming that if he is late it is the fault of his machine.
With regard to the important question of silencers, we
would suggest that it is no use sealing all cut-outs and
then discovering that a machine not fitted with one ot

these devices is more noisy than if it were, because
either it has no silencer or the one it possesses is, as

regards noise, worse than if the cut-out were open.

A glance at this year's fixture list is interesting and
instructive. ' Every sort of competition is included,

there is plenty of variety, and a sufficient number to

satisfy an enthusiastic motor cycle public.
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FOR dealing with a subject upon which small

prejudice exists—upon which opinions do not

differ fiercely—the -writer craves indulgence.

Readers may be reminded that the small beginnings

of such a great movement as the coming of the motor
cycle are quickly and easily forgotten—that the initial

causes leading to the general adoption of this or that

particular feature, though trivial in themselves, have
far-reaching effects. Thus in the early days, motor
bicycles with inclined engines were far more numerous
proportionally than they are to-day, but in the thou-

sand miles trials of 1903 all the highest awards were
carried off by the vertically engined machines which
were then in a minority. Their numerous but un-

successful rivals suffered from many defects which
may be broadly summarised by the statement that

they were adaptations of the ordinary or " push

"

type of bicycle with engine, tanks, etc., attached

somehow, somewhere! Their rivals, on the other

hand, contained the germs of modern practice, the

tendency of which is to design the machine through-
out as a motor vehicle and not as a compromise.
Fig. I will serve to recall some of these antique

models, in which the power plant was often attached
to the front down tube of the frame by flimsy and
inadequate clips appearing to have been added as an
afterthought. Modern examples of machines with

inclined engines, though few, are extremely successful.

They differ immensely from their early prototypes,

and their success lies in the fact that both engine and
machine are admirably adapted to each other, and
combine together to fulfil their purpose.

Rise of the Vertical Engine.
Now it is more than probable that the results of

the trials of 1903 gave a very .serious set back to any
anil every form of construction involving an inclined

engine, and a corresponding fillip to the type which
has now become almost standard. There is, how-
ever, no magic in the principle of the vertical engine,

and had both types been equally well designed in the

beginning the standard machine of to-day with single-

cylinder vertical en-

gine, diamond
frame^ and hori-

zontal tank would
not now be with us

in its thousands.

This contention is

borne out by the

fact that two of tiie

most successful
Fig. 1. The old method ot fixing tho power plant machines of the pre-

sent day not only have their engines inclined, but, wil'i

other features radically different from the standard

type, are able to command higher prices than some of

their rivals. So much for the commercial argument.

'I he writer is well aware that event.s now almost for-

gultcn have guirlcd the course of design into certain

A14

Fig. 2. Position for single or twin cylinder

(side by side) engines.

grooves in which it is now inclined to stagnate.
Therefore the object of this article ,is to point out
generally the desirability of extricating ourselves from
these grooves, and particularly the very real advant-
ages which belong to an inclined engine position. In
the case of a single-cylinder engine or twin with
cylinders side by side, as may be seen from fig. 2,
the cylinder , head
projects well for-

ward and so catches

the first rush of

cooling air ; the
exhaust gases may
be led away with-

out a bend in the

pipe near J:he cylin-

der where their

temperature and
pres.>ure are high.

Speaking more
generally, the posi-

tion lends itself to

a great variety of

frame designs, and
in particular to the open frame, which opens up a new
field by adding the motor bicycle as an additional

weapon to the armoury of the fair sex.

It is easy to allow plenty of head room to the

engine and to arrange a most satisfactory water-cool-

ing system on the thermo-syphon principle, since the

top of the cylinder is lower down and further forward,

so that a tank-can be arranged giving a good head of

water over the combustion chamber. Fig. 3 shows

a frame designed to take an inclined engine, and it

will be noticed that the structure has no strength

without the engine. A simple rear springing device,

which is intended to allow about an inch of move-
ment to the back wheel, is also shown. The attach-

ment of the engine can and should be such as to form

an integral and essential part of the frame mthout
which the structure would collapse.- In my opinion, a

machine with frame and engine built up in this wav
makes a job which is stronger, more rigid, and freer

from \-ibration than is the conventional design. On
this question of vibration some nice points arise,

tliough to deal thoroughly with them is not w'ithin the

scope of this article.

Methods of Balancing Motor Cycle Engines.
Referring to fig. 2, the usual method of balancing

or attenii)ling to balance a single-c\ lindcr motor C)clc

engine is t(j thii^kcn the flywheel rims as shown, thus

adding a certain mass, the centre of gravity of which
is ojiposile to the crank pin centre. Practice varies

from tlie balancing of the rotathig parts only, that is

to .say the crank pin and big end, to the balancing of

the whole of the reciprocating parts. The latter

extreme is bad, and the best prat-tice is to be found
near the former, the piston being kept as light as
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possible. Now in the case of the vertical engine, in

which such a mass has been added to the flywheels

as to balance the rotating and part of the reciprocat-

iiig parts, the rotatmg parts alone will be over-

balanced, and consequently there will be an un-

balanced, force X acting along the line XX; incline

the engine and it acts along B B. Let us see what
happens in the case of the inclined engine. Neglect-

ing secondary forces, that is to say, assuming simple

harmonic motion for the piston, which assumption is

only justified when the connecting rod is extremely

long, we have, considering the forces acting in any
position of the system—(i) a force due to the accelera-

tion of the piston acting along A A. (2) A force

due to the centripetal acceleration of the excess of M
over the rotating parts Mi, the resolved component of

which along A A partially balances the force due to

the reciprocating parts.

Finally we have the resolved component of 2 along

BB.
Now on the above assumption the force along A A

reaches a maximum at each end of the stroke (passing

through zero at the middle of the stroke). The force

along B B reaches its maxima- when that along A A
is zero and vice versa, i.e., at intervals of 90°. It

will therefore readily be seen that by plotting the

Fig. 3. A frame Cor inclined engines. It will be noticed that witliout, the

engine ttie structure has not much strength.

resultant force throughout a complete revolution we
get an ellipse which becomes a circle when the maxima
along A A are equal to those along B B, that is to

say, when the factor due to overbalanced rotating

mass is just equal to that due to underbalanced reci-

procating mass, or, in other words, taking an arbitrary

case in which the rotating and reciprocating parts are

of exactly equal mass, M will be 1.5 times this mass.

The chief point which arises from the above argu-

ment is this, that in the case in which the ellipse

becomes a circle, the inclination of the enafine mak'=s

no difference whatever. Usually A A will be the

major axis, in which case the inclined engine will have

a slight advantage, since a resultant force in this

direction is likely to be rather less objectionable than

a vertical vibration, and it has already been said that

to increase the balance mass M so as to make B B
the major axis is bad practice in any case. In the

case of the vertical engine the resulting horizontal

vibrations might be expected to have a direct effect

on tyre wear, and, in the case of the inclined engine,

the vibration along B B might affect the rider.

These theoretical considerations, however, do not

cover the whole question of balance. Much depends

upon the attachment of the engine and the rigidity or

otherwise of the frame, and in these respects the

inclined engine offers possibilities of superiority.

Distribution of Weight.
The ground clearance and the wheelbase of the

machine may without freakish design be as great or

as small as is desired, whereas the former in the case

of the vertical engine is strictly limited by the height

of the cylinder and the depth of the frame. Finally

the centre of gravity of the whole machine is further

forward; the combined weight of machine and rider

and luggage more rationally distributed between the

two wheels, with the result that the machine holds

the road and does not skid. This is a most important

point, and is amply borne out by experience. It is

an undoubted fact that the standard type of machine

when fully laden carries too much weight on the back

wheel and too little on the front. Tyres therefore

should wear more evenly on the inclined type

for this reason and on account of the horizontal

vibrations dealt with above, which ' are an essen-

tial, though not very noticeable, feature of verti-

cally-engined machines. In this connection the com-

ment made on the Scott machines in the Isle of Man
is interesting. It was said that they stuck to the road

like postage stamps. The comparison is rwt altogether

apt, because these vehicles cannot be compared with

anything so " stationary " as stamps. Another in-

stance—the Holyhead road between Corwen and
Cerrig-y-Druidion is often spread with white, de-

licious butter. Faring along there one day with a

companion mounted on a well-known chain-driven

machine with inclined engine, the writer on a stan-

dard belt-driven single, both with luggage, we made
a progress slow and full of thrills. He (the writer)

brought up the rear at a steady speed, and was thus

able to notice his companion's tracks, and that the

regular impulses of the latter's single-cylinder engine

were each distinctly marked on the road. Yet he did

not skid, the steadiness of the machine, due to a

better distribution of weight, more than counter-

balancing the effect of a comparatively harsh chain

drive.

Lubrication.
It is interesting to notice that every V twin is

essentially an inclined engine, and the persistent

success of this type is very significant. Now in

the case of the V twin, the oil which is being swept

round by the flywheels finds its way first to the rear

cylinder, and then any that is left over, so to speak,

passes on to the front cylinder. It is a miscon-

ception to regard the conditions of lubrication in a

single-cylinder engine inclined forward as similar to

those in the front cylinder of a V twin, because
there is no rear cylinder^for the oil to pass into. Just

as much oil will leave the crank case and pass into

a cylinder inclined at any angle as into a vertical

cylinder, or slightly more, including the small effect

of gravity.

It may well be asked why, with so many advantages,

machines with inclined engines are not more numerous.

The answer is, as suggested at the beginning of this

article, that the standard type of to-day has become
the fashion through a series of trivial and long-

forgotten accidents.

Finally, to sum up, the most important advantages

claimed are these: (i.) Better cooling. (2.) Freer

exhaust. (3.) Adaptability to open frame, water

cooling, etc. (4.) Strength, rigidity, and balance. (5.)

Distribution of weight. (6.) Lubrication. B.S.
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An Interesting Development.
The success of three-speed hubs is having wide

effects, and I hear that several leading firms who
hoped to meet the demand for variable gears by offer-

ing two-speed counter-shaft gears are revising, their

plans for 1913. One firm in particular are great

sticklers for a simple and .accessible back wheel, and
they are experimenting with a light 'and compact three-

speed counter-shaft gear. We old-timers, who have
pushed variable gears against all the inertia of in-

difference and ridicule for so many years, are taking

fresh heart of grace. It looks as if two-speed gears

might be out of date in a year or^two, \vhen multi-

speed gears begin to figure in every catalogue.

Waterproofs.

During the last ten years I have sampled practically

every well-known brand of rubber-proofed garments

on the market, both cheap and costly, and my experi-

ence is that a genuinely drenchfer-proof set are very

expensive to buy, retain their qualify for a compara-
tively short period, and are excessively steamy and
ill ventilated in use. Within the last three years I

have owned two sets which I could absolutely trust

to keep out the heaviest downpour for a day at a time.

But their cost was prohibitive when 1 took into

account the dangers of ripping them in use, and I had
to replace both before they became porous. In

addition the slightest labour in the way of starting

the machine or wheeling it about threw me into a very

heavy perspiration, and I must say that I am a con-

vinced " oily " man to-day. If somebody would
invent an untearable rubberproof, I would recant,

but until that happens I shall continue to pose as a

sea dog.

Spring Saddle=pillars.

Will makers of rigid frames and springless saddle-

pillars kindly notice that spring pillars are being

adopted on many of 'the latest models in the United

States? The sickening jar up the spine, communi-
\

cated to the rider by bumping over a hump with a
|

rigid rear frame, is the only feature about the motor |

bicycle which is likely to affect the health of the most
delicate person, and it is high time steps were taken

to insulate us from it.

The function of a. saddle is to fit our anatomy
comfortably, therefore the insulation from road jars

might well be transferred to aiwthe:' portion of the

machine, where there is lots of room to experiment

with springs of greater length and elasticity than

those which can be fitted to saddles. It is hardly

fair to expect our saddle makers to provide perfect

insulation in the small amount of space at their dis-

posal, and good as some of our saddles are, they

would be vn.stly hn])roved by the more general adoji-

tion of spring saddle pillars.

Shaft Drive Hnd Seized Engine.
I doubt wliethcr correspondents arc (juite fair in

accusing the chain of being quite as dangerous as a

shaft in the event of a seized or jammed engine. If

the engine ceases to revolve it is practically impossible

ii6

for a shaft to free itself, at least it has been so in

every actual case that has ever come under my^
notice. The chain may easily fail to free itself under
similar circumstances, but I have known of many
cases where the chain has freed itself. In some in-

stances it has snapped under the sudden strain ; in

others the sudden check has caused it to mount the

sprockets and, fall, harmlessly off, thus giving the

rider a chance to maintain equilibrium.

. I repeat that the great merits of the shaft drive lie

in the ease with which it may be encased, and the

handsome appearance of a machine thus equipped.
The introduction • of a reasonably smooth acting

clutch should usually allow the road wheel partly to

over-run in the event of engine seizure, but even with
a tight belt it is not a nice experience to find the
engine suddenly at a standstill and the rear wheel
skidding along in an endeavour to unseat the rider.

The Tourist Trophy in America.
I hope our expert riders, leading designers, and

manufacturers will not forget that the Tourist Trophy
graced the Indian stand at the New York Show in

.

Madison Scjuare Garden, that it wdll also be
again seen at the Chicago Show, and that they will

spare no effort to bring the cup back in time for next
Olympia.
With the exception of one or two leading makes

the American industry still lags behind. Only four
or five makes are equipped with variable gears, and
most exhibits make a big talking point of the free
engines which have long since been commonplaces on
this side, while the samples shown do not compare
favourably with our best clutches.

Surely the
,

rough surfaces and badly engineered
roads in the States must render variable gears a far
more urgent necessity than they can e\-er be in Britain.'

^
Judging from outline illustrations, some of tl e

Yankee machines are not improving in beauty; many
samples remind me of a rheumatic camel, laden with
a travelling gipsy's impedimenta. The outlines are
often crude, and many of the fittings are glued on
with a sad lack of artistic perception.

The above machine, ridden by T. Green, won Iho Rudgo cup in the
Dublin and District M.C.C. 100 miles open handicap race on Portinarnock
strand. The engine is a Wavorley, an American production, mcasurin?
3Jin. bore and stroke, and havini; overhead valves, auxiliary exhaust ports
and ball bearing crankshaft. The tramo and fittings are by Chator-Lea.
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Next morning was beautifully clear and fine, so we
set off in high spirits for the eagerly looked forward

to Stelvio Pass, but we had not gone far before

Grange had to stop to retime not only his ignition,

but his valves as well, before he was satisfied.

On mounting a steep hill in a village, my Matchless

pulled half a fastener to little bits, but we were soon
on again, over dusty and bumpy roads, through
Meran, the ancient capital of the Tyrol, and then

Neu Sponding, after a run of about fifty miles. Being

now at the foot of the Stelvio, we stopped to consult

the map, etc. ; aiso I lowered my gear to th'e very low-

est possible {^% to i), whilst Grange put his at 6 to i.

The Famous Stelvio Pass.
A few remarks on the Stelvio Pass will perhaps

give the reader a better idea of what was in front of

us. It is the highest Alpine highway, and there is

not even one in the Himalayas to rival it. The
Austrian side is more' difficult, as the gradient is

steeper and there are more hairpin corners, whilst the

altitude at the bottom is 2,940 feet above sea level,

and I think I am right in saying that no British high
road goes as high as this, not to mention starts there,

whilst the top is just over 9,000 feet above sea
level. There are therefore over 6,000 feet to climb
in a distance of fifteen and a half miles, this giving

an average gradient for the fifteen and a half miles

of I in 13. This you may think is not steep, but

with forty-six hairpin corners to negotiate it is rather

difficult, and I may add that motor cyclists who have
seen very little worse than the Sutton Bank corner,

and the so-called " hairpin " from the foreshore to

the town at. Saltburn, simply do not know what a
hairpin corner is. The road is not cleared of snow
till the middle of June, and before then it is, of

course, impassable for traffic.

But, to return to how we fared, I found the

gradient easy at first, and had done about three and
a half miles when I .spotted the Bradbury propped
up, but I saw no Billy, so I kept going, passing over
the Trafoi-Bach three or four times by bridges that

span this turbulent river. The gradient seemed to

be getting steeper, so I opened the throttle a litlle

more. I remember very little of the road till Trafoi
was reached, which is about halfway up, and is a
magnilicently situated village with a palatial hotel.

I was ambling along, gazing about me, when

—

"Great Scott!" too late, I found a hairpin to the

right, and, as I was going about ten miles an hour,
and almost every one of the forty-six hairpins cannot
he ridden up at over' six miles an hour, I soon <'ame
to a standstill; Iml, with a heave, I ran a few yartls

from page 71.)

and was again climbing. Oh ! those hairpins ! The
narrow shaves I had as I sneaked round one after

another, till once more I came to one that again

proved my undoing, so I put the bicycle on the

stand and waited for the Bradbury. I could see very

little of the road, as it was much hidden by pine

. trees, but I soon heard Billy coming, first slowly,

then a roar, then "Bang! Bang!'' several times

repeated, as he gingerly took corner after corner;

then he came to the one approaching the spot where
I was resting. I could hear him shut off as he caught
sight of it, then he appeared round the hairpin and
opened out, but he was goirig too slowly, so finally

stopped and placed his machine alongside mine, while

we exchanged experiences about the corners. Again
we set off. This time I was first, and round hair-

pins galore I wriggled till I was nearly dizzy. I

espied a spring splashing merrily into a small

wooden tub, and, although the bicycle was pulling,

well, I could not miss the chance, and dismounted to

have a refreshing drink of the icy cold water. Grange
soon came up, and did likewise, but, in addition,

emptied the whole tub of water on to his engine—

a

proceeding I thought very silly, but, as luck would
have it, the cylinder was not cracked.

With a now cold engine, the Bradbury set off

again, whilst I soon followed, to be pulled up a mile

or two on at a large hotel at Franzenshohe, where,
almost in the shade of the loftiest peak of the Tyrol,
the magnificent Ortler (12,800 feet), and in sight of the

Madatsch glacier, we went in for something wet and
cold. This hotel makes a good resting place for the
enormous numbers of, walkers, etc., not forgetting a
quantity of diligences with anything from two to six

horses.

Grange again set off, and I followed. More hair-

pins and many breathless moments, in one of which
I again ran into a gutter, and could not get under
way again. There were only a430ut four more corners
to the top, so, with a cheery hail from my companion,
I .set off and soon reached the summit.

Winter and Summer in One Day.
We arranged to spend the niglit at the summit, and

got rooms at the Hotel Ferdiiwndsliohe, the day's run
being sixty-eight miles. The road up was in very
good cgnilition, and whilst at the bottom we were
sweltering in the heat, we found there were huge
banks of snow within a few feet of the hotel door,
and this was the end of July

!

The frontiers of Austria and Italy join at tiie

sunmiil, and the proximity of forts in the neighbour-
hood forbids any photography, but I got permission
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from the customs officers to take a photograph of the

hotel and the said officers outside enjoying a meal. .

I cannot describe the pass better than by saying that

the comers almost beggar description, and the road is

like a jumping cracker gone mad.- The view, as is

to be expected, is magnificent with the snow-clad
Alps all round, and as evening wore on the sunset

was a sight never to be forgotten, whilst in. the dis-

tance intermittent flashes of lightning lit up the

. glistening peaks.

We each had five stops during the ascent, but

we took things easily, and did not fag ourselves once.

We were quite satisfied, taking all things into account.

Next morning,. Wednesday, the 25th, after an early

breakfast, I went into the custom officer's room, and
was paid back yvithout any. trouble the jQg duty we
had paid on our machines on July 21st. -The J^y
consisted of about fifteen notes that looked more
like dirty red blotting paper than anything else.

We now began the descent, and soon came to St.

Maria,. where we presented our C.T.C. tickets at the

Italian Customs House, and were given a permit, while

seals were affixed to our machines without any trouble.

I may here say that we had had our seals and huge

number plates for Austria taken off at the summit
as we left Austria.

The descent down the Italian side was great fun,

for we now took the hairpins easily, and on one was

a huge drift of snow, which Grange
jumped on in exhilaration. We
passed several score of carbineri with

mules laden with what appeared to

be Maxims, and went through a few

tunnels, with the water dripping

down our necks. At last we reached

the bottom with our engines prac-

iically cold.

By a fairly straight but very dust\'

and hot road we had a fast run

through Bormio, St. Antonio, Grosio,

Tirano, Trescendo, and Sondrio, till

I was pulled up with a nail in the

back tyre.

Shortly afterwards, through
Morbegno, w_e caught sight

of beautiful Lake Como

THE STELVIO PASS, ADSTRIA.

glistening in thfr sun. At Colico we were at the lake

side Hnd we had a glorious run of about twenty-five

miles^along Como, through Dervio, Bellano, to Lecco,

wliere, on consulting our handbooks, we decided to

put up at the Hotel di Croce Malto, at which we
found the charges moderate. The day's, run was 106

miles..

Lecco proved very disappointing, and we decided

to spend the next day at Como. A frightfully dusty

road, very bumpy through Erba, and then a few long

climbs brought us to Como, where we put up at the

excellent Hotel Volta.

A pleasant day was spent at Como in having a

welcome dip in the lake, etc. In the evening we
were crossing, the Place Volta when we heard a motor
bicycle knocking horribly, and, strolling across, we
recognised a well-known British make, which shall be

nameless. The owner, an Itahan, was quite pleased

at the interest we took in him and his machine, but

my offer to bet him 100 lire to one centisimi that he

could not dcr the 120 kilometres a Fheure, which
he said he could do, brought only a smile.

Next morning we set off, again on atrocious and
dusty roads, through Varese, Gavirate, to Laveno,
where we decided to cross Lake Maggiore by boat

to Pallanza, whence we continued our way. Near
Gravellona are huge granite quarries, and the road
was so awful we mar\'elled that we had broken noth-

ing. Following the river Toce through Omavasso, the

mountains on each side gradually got

nearer as if to hem us in, till we
came to Domodossola, where we
spent the night at the Hotel Ter-

minus e Spagne, after a dusty and
hot run of fifty-eight miles.

It was here that poor Chavez
was killed after flying over the Alps,

and there were grim mementos

—

picture postcards of the accident,

etc.—that brought home to .us the

stupendous feat of that plucky

aviator.

The following morning, Saturday,

29th, we left Domodossola and made
our way by a frightfully

dusty and bumpy road

(2) Something rke hairpin corners ! Hearing 1h3 lop ol the Stelvio,

which is about 9,000 (eet above the sea.

(3) At the summit. The customs officers may be seen to the right ci Ibe

photograph. Tne snow in the background will be noted, also the hotd.
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The Swiss customs officer would not take Italian

money, but he was careful to give me three huge
Italian five-lire-,pieces in change.
We also had to conform to the obnoxious regulations

which say that you cannot cross the pass on a Thurs-
day, the time for the twenty-four miles must not be
faster than six miles an hour, and the time you can
be let out at the other end is written on the permit
and must be given up at the other end ; corners must
not be taken at over two miles an hour, you are not

allowed to start before 9' a.m. and not after 5 p.m.,
and a lot more silly regulations ; whilst for infringing

any of them you are liable to a fine not exceeding

(To be concltideci next week.)

C8

To the TjTol and Back on Motor Cycles.-^-

towards the Simplon Pass. We had done about

ten miles of undulating road with some very

steep pitches, on lowered gears, when we came to

Iselle, where the new Simplon railway tunnel ends with

its yawning mouth close to the road. We could see

a huge bank of snow now and again just off the road,

and at Iselle we were stopped by the Italian Customs,
where our seals were removed and our permit given

up, as we were now leaving Italy. About six miles

further on we again had to stop, this time at Gondo,
where the production of our C.T.C. tickets gave us
free entry into Switzerland again. This was not all,

however, as we had to get an authorisation to cross

the pass, which costs two francs each motor cycle.

>—o*^
WHICH IS THE BEST AETHOD OF EXHIBITING A BADGE?

WHICH is the best method of attaching a badge
to the handle-bar of a motor cycle? Some
A. A. motor cyclists complain that there

is not sufficient unoccupied space for the badge
to be attached directly to the bar, and often

when there is room there are too many other

impedimenta such as mirrors, horns, watches, speed-

ometers, and the Jike to render the badge clearly

visible to the patrols. Obviously the best place is in

the centre of the machine, and the badge in some
cases is attached to the rear of the lamp (as in the

case of the machine illustrated), which is an excel-

lent position with the sole objection that the lamp is

seldom sufficiently strong to carry it, but lamps vary

so much in -design. Some motor cyclists carry the

badge on the number-plate. On the whole a support

from the top tube would seem to be as suitable a

place as any;An A.A. badge attached to the rear of the lamp.

—^-^^D O ^&*—^

—

A TRIAL OF THE LUKIN CARBURETTER.
NOT long ago we described in these columns the

new Lukin automatic carburetter. Since then

we have had the • opportunity of giving it a

thorough road test on one of our machines. The Lukin
has given great satisfaction under all conditions ; it

enables the engine to run extremely slowly (slower, in

fact, than any standard carburetter we have tried), and
at the same time the engine will pick up at once on
suddenly opening the throttle without any of the

liesitatio-n which is a feature on only too many present-

day carburetters. We found that we could get just

about the same power and speed as with the ordinary
two-lever carburetter, while the steady slow running
and quick pick up with the single-lever control renders

it particularly pleasant for use in traffic. It will be

remembered that after closing the throttle a further

movement of the control lever permits the ports to be
opened again, and allows cold air only to be drawn
into the engine. This is very convenient on a long
hill, as it has a good cooling and scavenging effect

on tlie, engine, but the makers' instructions should be
carefully carried out, and the pcfts should remain
cUried for a perceptilile time before using (he air

firake, otherwise any loose petrol in the chamber is

cari;uretted, and has the effect of cpening the throttle

for several revolutions. Adjustments are very simpTe,
:iiid can be carrii-d ciut by llie merest novice. The use

AJ2

of the single-lever control combined with the air

permits one to drive on the throttle only, and
hardly ever necessary to u.se the exhaust lifter.

brake

it is

amgsm

Ti.e Lukin single lovor carburettor Otted to a 3i h.p. Csntiur.
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A selection of (Questions of general

interest received from readers and our
replies thereto. AH queries should

be addressed to the Editor,- "The
Motcr Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.,

and whether intended for publication

or not must be accompanied by a
stamped addressed envelope for reply.

TaUng a Sidecar to IndX

.

Will you be so- good -as to

inform me on the following

points, for which I shall be

greatly obliged : (1.) Is a solid

crate of wood, as opposed to an
open lattice wood crate, required by
tile shipping companies for the trans-

port of a motor cycle and sidecar ?

(2.) Which would be more economical,

having one crate made for both in

combination, or a separate crate for

each? (3.) Can you give me the
names of any companies who under-
take this kind of work ? My machine
is an 8 h.p. Bat and sidecar.—C.11..S.

(1.) It is best to pack in a closed case.

You can get rates from Messrs. Turner -

Bros., 134, Upper Thames Street, London,
which include cost of packing. Of
course, there is an extra charge for the
sidecar.. (2.) .Messrs. Turner always
pack the machines so as to take up as

little room as possible. Generally speak-
ing, they find it more economical to have
two separate cases. They recommend a
closed case, as a crate renders the con-

tents liable to damage and pilfering.

Lamps and Lenses.

I wish to buy a lamp for my
<|q| motor cycle—the cheapest I can

1^ get—bar, of course, rubbish.
liJ (1.) Is there any objection to

self-contained ones? I have
•seen a very neat one at lis. 6d.
Gamage advertises in The Motor Cycle
n lamp at 12s. 9d., and generator for
same at 8s. 6d. Is this reliable? (2.)

What is the Mangin lens, and is

it much superior? (3.) Why are
.the lamp glasses sometimes divided
into several pieces? (4.) I am getting
a second-hand 3^ h.p. Humber, and

- attaching sidecar. Would you alter
' the variable pulley so as to put same
permanently on lowest gear ? I intend
to use sidecar continuously, riding

- chiefly in Cheshire.—F.J.A.
(1.) The only objection to the self-con-
tained lamp is that it requires a stronger
bracket than one with a separate gene-
rator. The lamp sold bv Messrs. Gairage
[should be quite satisfactory. (2.) The
tMangin lens is the name given to a cer- -.

tain type of mirror lens now fitted to
most high-class lamps. (3.) The front-
;glass of a lamp is divided so as to pre-'
.vent cracking. Very often if a glass
gets hot in one place it will crack, as
glass expands excessively. When, how-
ever, a glass is divided into sections, if

one section becomes hottei- than the othei
it has more room to expand. (4.) Yes,
unless you- have a change-speed gear on
your machine you will have, to set the
viariaHe pulley probably at its lowest
'gear. -.-

Four-cylinder Machines.

Is there anything against shaft
transmission on a motor bicycle

with a multi-cylinder engine
that it is so rarely adopted?
What is your opinion of the

four-cylinder F.N. as a machine for

a light sidecar in a hilly country?
Does the number of cylinders introduce
any complication which a person with
some experience of a four-cylinder car
cannot easily get over?—H.P.N.

The only thing against shaft trans-
mission is that it is necessary to have
a good clutch or £ome slipping device
between the engine and the rear wheel,
otherwise the ,drive is more harsh than
a beit. Fitted with a two-speed gear,
the machine would take a sidecar in

average hilly country. The machine in

question should present no difficulty to

anyone who has had any experience with
a motor cvcle or car.

VJ7

Correspondents are urged to v^rite

clearly, and on one side of the paper

only, numbering each query separately

arid keeping a copy, for ea-e of refer-

ence. Letters containing legal queries

should be marked ' Legal "in the left-

hand comer of envelope, and should
be.kept distinct from questions bearing

on technical subjects.

Charging Accamulators oil Mains.

Could you kindly explain how
I couIJ rig up an apparatus off

"240 volt" mains to charge accumu-
lators .(four volt), and what 1

should need to get to do so?

—

EN 1375. - '

It is possible to charge accurhulators off

240 volt mains, iiut vefyexpensive unless

you connect them up only when the Hght
is required. If the current is continuous
it can be easily done by removing the

cover ' of a s\vitch controlling one or

more lights and attaching wires to tht

two terminals. The \- terminal must
then be attached to plug on the accu
mulator. To find the positive and
negative terminals, dip the ends of the

wire,« in a cup of water to which a little

vinegar has been added. Bubbles will at

once appear on the negative wire. Havi
two or three 16 c.p. lamps in circuit, but
do not switch on in the ordinary way
or you will short circuit the accumu-
lator. If the current be alternating, it

will be necessary to purchase a trans-

former. (i?ee page 52 of our issue for

the 11th inst. ) For more detailed in-

structions see " Motor Cycles and How
to Manage Them," pages 152-155, Is. 2d.

post free from 20, Tudor Street.

MOTOR CYCUNG IN MID-WINTER.
Almost the whole of the country was covered in a raaitle of snow last week. Our illustration shows a

A h.p. Royal Enfleld sidecar forging its'way along under difficulties.
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Bells and Sidecars.

rZTi I should be obligfid if you

l^i criiiltl advise me on i.ne or two

LiJ poiiita. I lide a 7 h.p. Ilex witii

sid^iar, and find the inacliina

very satisfactury exeepl with i-egard to

Ijelts—rubber ones wear out very souri,

and leather one? get a lut of grit

embedded in them ; in fact. I find that

1 have to get the grit out with a shce-

mahtr's rasp every 100 miles. I have

fitted an e.Kira guard between the back

wheel and belt "rim, but that seems to

make little difference. Is there any other

position 1 can place a 'guard in to

keep the grit away? (2.) Would ifc

maice the macliine more silent if I

removed the silencer and fitted exhaust
^

pipes as used in the T.T. race. (3.)

Although, my sidecar is a oastor wheel

and steers with no apparent side drag,

I find the tyres on the bicycle wear

very rapidly, even the front one, which

seem.= to wear more on the sidecar side

tliaii the other. In all other respects

I find the combination most excellent.

—BL1840.
(1.) It is only to be expected that a,

7 h.p. with sidecar will wear out belts

very rapidly indeed. See "Winter Mud-
guarding" in our issue of December 7th,

1911, and " Dodgeg on the Exeter Riin,"

January 1st. 1912. (2.) Pos.sib!y if you

fit an expansion chamber with, say, one

baffle plate in it, and use a long exhaust

]]ipe leading from this you will reduce

the noise of your machine. (3.)

Probably your front wheel is not quite

in. track. There should not be very

much wear on the front tyre, though

certainly a little more than if a sidecar

were not used.

6 h.p. Twin for Sdccar Work.

(1.) Can you thoroughly

recommend the 6 h.p. Zenith-

Gradua motor cycle for sidecar

work with a heavy passenger

in a hilly country ? (2.) I.s

it easy to control in traffic? " (3.) Is

the belt drive really as black as it

is so often painted for sidecar work?
I see in your answers to "B.P.B."
and "DL75" in the issue of Decem-
ber £8th, 1911, you advise chain drive

for heavy passenger work. (4.) What
is the petrol consumption with this

machine and a sidecar? (5.) Is it easy

to manage as a solo mount? (6.) What
are the alleged advantages of the castor

or spring wheel sidecar over the rigid

type? (7.) Is a S^in. Hutchinson
rubber non-skid tyre strong enough
for the back wheel of the sidecar com-
bination in question?—LA 1877.

(1.) We can thoroughly recommend the

machine mentioned in your letter. (2, ) It

is simple to control in traffic. (3.) There

is no doubt whatever that when two
people have to be propelled, chain drive

is to be preferred to a belt ; it should be
economical, and aI.''o possesses the ad-

vantage of being unable to slip what-
ever the weather conditions may be. (4.)

The petrol consumption woi.l 1 be about
sixty miles to the gallon with sidecar.

(5.) It shoul I be ea.'-y to manage as a

solo mount (6.) The caftor wliecl side-

car is claimed to strain the frame of the
machine less than the spring whjel or rigid

types. It doc."! net, howev( r, prevent
fideslip fo effectually. The spring wheel
Bidi .ar, on the other hand, has another

advantage -over, the other two, as it

renders riding more comfortable tor the

passenger. (7.) We should recommend
a 2,jin. steel studded tyre of the same
ma.ke.

Throttle and Air Valvei.

I had noticed, like Mr. B.
Sparks Field, the letter saying that
too weak a mixture would over-

lieat as well as a too strong one,

and had reasoned it out similarly,

consequently I was pleased to read ex-

planatory letters ill your paper. I have
had a 5-6 h.p. cycle and sidecar about
three months, but had been studying
your books, " Motor Cycles and How
to Manage Them," "Hints and Tips,"
and the questions and replies, etc., in

your papei' for months beforehand.
From reading and talking with riders I

understood tliat opening the throttle

lever gave the engine more petrol, and
the air lever, of course, more air.

After taking my Amac to pieces I

began to alter my ideas, and reading
the letters seemed to confirm them.
Now it seems to me that the air lever

alters the mixture, and the throttle

alters the amount admitted to the cylin-

ders. Consequently, I came to think
that by opening the throttle only a little

the pistons would only be able to suck
a half charge of a correct mixture,
provided the air lever was in the right
position. Am I right. If not, a full

and lucid explanation of the action of

the carburetter valves would enlighten
not only me, but many others. As my
machine travels too fast for my- wife, I

'

want to know how to travel slowdy
without overheating, and I want it

explained to me how it acts. How
are new platinum tips put on to

the contact breaker screws? I cannot
understand, if the separating of them
causes a spark at the plug, why
they can open too much. I can under-
stand the necessity of the plug points
being correctly set, as the spark has to
jump them.—H.I.

You are quite right in the conclusions

you have arrived at respecting your
carburetter. The throttle controls the
quantity and the air valve the quality
of the mixture. To drive slowly you
close both valves to some extent because
less gas will tie required, and at slow
speeds the suction of the engine has less

effect on the. petrol in the jet, and, conse-

quently, if the air were not cut off at all

you would get too weak a mixture. B.e-

garding your magneto queries. It is

better to get new screws from the maker
of the magneto than to. attempt to re-

tip them yourself. There are three

reasons for the instructions that mag-
neto points should separate only the
correct distance of 0.4 mm. (1.) If the
points separated too far there would bo
jiamnicriiig l)etwcen them. (2.) It would
upset the timing. (3.) A flame passes

between the points when they separate,

and if the distance this flame had to travel

was too great it would del^ract from the

intensity of the spark at the plug.

Hiring on a Sundry.

1 hi rod a motor cycle

Sunday morning

JANUARY 25th, if)i2.

and when taking the machine out on

the following moriung I found the

wheel was rocking a little. 1 took it

to a garage, and as it was Bank Holi-

day the people were unable to repair, but
they took the %vheel out the next day
and did what they could, but infonned
me they thought One of the parts in

the hub (free engine) fitted badly,

and they tried all day, but did not

seem to cure the fault completely,

and thought the part ought to go back
to the makers. I rode back on the

Wednesday morning, arriving about
eleven—a day and a few hours late, I
take it. 1 informed the firm here

what had happened, also what I had
been told. Uhey said they would soon
.put it right, however, and on enquiiy

a few days afterwards, they informed
me the machine was running splen-

didly and had been a long journey.

I broke three spokes through getting

the brake caught ; apart from this and
the other trouble the machine was
quite satisfactory. Two months have
elapsed, and they have now sent me a
bill for a lot of other repairs, and also,

charged me with double hire. The
charge is nearly £3 IO3., and I think
it very unfair. I should be pleased

to knew 'if I have a right to dispute
the bill, or am I liable to the charges?
—H.C.G. (Oxford).

Our legal adviser writes as follows :
" As

the , contract -of hiring was made on a
Sunday, the agreement was illegal, and
therefore not binding on the parties.

The question of paying for the hire of
the machine beyond the period arranged
for does net therefore arise. If it can
be shown that your correspondent did
anv damage to the machine wdiile he
had it, through his negligent use of it,

he will be liable for this. Should a
summons be issued against him, it is

necessary for notice to be given at least

five days beforehand of your corre-

spondent's irt^ntion to plead the statu-

torv defence that the contract is illegal,

under the Sunday Observations Act,
1577. It will also be necessary for h'm
to have the repairer he employed there,
to support him as to the reason of the
damajp done to the machine. It would
probablv be best to deny ,all liability

i'l connection with the hirir's and the
damage, but to offer a small sum in

settlement of the dama.ge."

one
to be return.'d

first thing on the following

Tuesday morning. I rodc! over

a hundred miles on the Sunday,

KXPFRTFATCES WANTED.
Reader's desirous of cbtainine; the experiences

of other; with various motor cvcles or accessories
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in
which the replies n ay be forwarded. Answers
to the Querici below should be addressed c/o
The Ed.tor.

"M.J." (Glasgow). B.IT.K. free cnginfl

hub.
"Oxter" (Oxford).—3i h.p I'rooklaiids..

"U.S." (Newcastle).—Alhjon ai.d Mabon
free engine clutches.

"A.J.fi.M." (Greenwich). — 3i h.p.

/5ouith-Gradua with sidecar.
" R.D.Y," (Kent).^i<'itting Albionclutch

hub, what structural alteiations are neces-

sary to a 1911 Douglas?
"'.VV.,I.M." (Prcatoii).— 2i . h.p. Levis

lightweight. •

"C.'l. :' (Newark).—5-6 h.p. four-cylinder
F.N. with sidecar.

"F.,J.F." (Cuinborland).—5-6 h,p. Clyno.
atui 5-6 li.]i. four-cyliudcr F.N. (two-speed)
with sidecars. .
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THIS trial, held on Saturday last, was to all intents and
purposes a quarterly trial under new management.
It will be remembered that the Motor Cycle Manu-
facturers' Union was the means of the Auto Cycle

Union annual series of quarterly trials being abandoned at the

end of last year; the Herts County A.C. filled the breach,

arranged ihe start and finish of the first trial at Uxbridge,
and yet the trade supported the event, including some firms,

members of the Manufacturers' Union, which were-said to be
entirely against the Quarterly Trials.

Midland and North-country readers will read with surprise

that the trial could have been held, a,s almost the whole
country fifty miles north of London was covered in a deep
mantle of snow. Wires to ilr. Cooke, the Organising secre-

tary, elicited the surpiising information that there was no
snow in London and the trial would be held. Entrants from
the Birmingham, Wolverhampton, and Coventry districts

were, therefore, obliged to train up to the starting point, and
we heard of several who had been absolutely unable to test

their machines on the road, and were considerably concerned
as to how they would behave on the hills.

It was drizzling with rain as the undermentioned competi-
tors were despatched by Mr. G. Smith, from the Chequers
Hotel, Uxbridge, at half-minute intervals, fifty-nine starting-

nut of an entry of seventy-one.

C. C. Cooke (3i Triumph)
W. Cooper (3^ Bradburv)
V. Wilberforce (2| Douglas)

W. F. Newsome (3-^-

Triumph)
E. C. Jarvis (34 Triumph)
E. A. Colliver (b Zenith)

A. J. Dixon (3^ Rudge)
J. Holroyd (2^ Motosacoche)
T. E. Seear (2^ Motosacoche)
B. Alan Hill (3^ Rudge)
G. T. Gray (3^ Rudge)
S. Witham" (6 Matchless)

W. Wilson (4-i Howard-Pre-
cision)

E. A. JIarshall (2^

S.I.A.M.T.)
Rex- iluudy (3^ Singer)

J. Oliphant (34 Premier)
F. W. Applebee (2 Centaur)
•H. Beal (3 N.S.U.)
G. L. Fletcher (2J Douglas)
L. Cass (34 Quadrant)
M. Drew (34 Zenith)
C. Aslin (24 Grandex)
R. Fletcher (34 Premier)
P. H. Bentley (3J- Triumph)

JB.. C. Mills (34 Premier)
^. M. Down (2| Enfield)

1. A. Cooper (34 Bradburv)
V. P. Tippett (34 Brook-
lands-Jap)

I. A. Matthews (34 Zenith)
i. G. Fenn (2| Humber)

H. Berwick (2J Humber)
G. Griffith (34 Rover)
G. Baxter (2| Saxon)
R. G. Charlesworth (34

Zenith)
H. Haddock (24 A.J.S.)
C. ^V. Meredith (34 Brad-
bury)

A. R. Abbott (34 Bradbury)
Vernon Taylor (34 Rudge)
J. Woodhouse (34 Precision)
W. H. EUce (34 Rudge)
A. J. Sproston (34 Kudge)
W. 0. Oldman (5-6 Bat sc.)

B. T. Rice-Pyle (8 Bat sc.)

Edward Tee (6 Zenith &c.)

F. W^ Barnes (6 Zenith sc.)

W. H. T. Rhys (8 Zenith sc.)

G. S. Drew (6 Zenith sc.)

C. R. Taylor (7-8 Chater-
Lea sc.

)

E. G. Atteuborough (7-9

Indian sc.l

C. E. Holmes (8 Chater-Lea

D. J. Blackburn (6 Zenith
sc.

)

F. Smith (5-6 Clyno sc.)

C. F. Halsall (5-6 Clyno sc.)

R. E. Guest (6 MateMess sc.)

J. Chater-Lea (8 Chater-Lea

Averies Ponette
Ponette)

Co. (7

The roads from the start were very muddy, rather too wet
to be treacherous, but the amount of surface water told its tale

on the belt-driven machines.
Through Watford to St. Albans vras a non-stop section, but

competitors were early in trouble, E. A. Marshall (S I.A.M.T.)
and A. J. Sproston (Rudge) being passed by th° roadside,
whilst on Rickmansworth Hill G. S. Drew and l'. J. Black-

burn (6 h.p. Zenith sc.) came to a standstill. C. Ashn (24 h.p.

Grandex) had evidently forgotten to fill his petrol tank at the
start, for he, too, stopped and had to push to the next village.

At the foot of Holywell Hill, St. Albans, competitors were
timed in by Mr. D. K. Hall, and then despatched singly up
the 1 in 9 gradient at 10 ra.p.h.

Groups of spectators had gathered to see the fun. How far

competitors were successful will be seen by the summary of

hill-climb results, but the best performance was by J.

Oliphant (34 h.p. Premier), whose machine with Arm-
strong gear toyed with the ascent. The next nearest
to the set speed was W. Cooper (34 h.p. Bradbury).
The slowest ascent of all was made by E. A. Colliver

(6 h.p. Zenith-Gradua), and though this rider gained notlung
extra thereby, we mention the fact, as it is significant to note
that he was successful in making the fastest time in his class

on both the other test hills—a fine advertisement for the

infinitely variable gear. The change-speed machines, of

course, had little difficulty in keeping to 10 m.p.h. on Holy-
well, especially after being allowed to cool their engines at the

hill foot. Of the others, W. F. Xewsome (1912 free engine
Triumph) and J. S. Holroyd (24 h.]). Jlotosacoche) made slow

but sure climbs, W. P. Tippett (34 h.p. Brooklands) broke his

belt, and G. L. I'letcher (2| h.p. Douglas) nearly came off as

his engine stopped firing, due to the petrol tap having been
turned off at the hill foot. He immediately grasped the reason,

swung his machine half round, and the engine just picked up
in time. In Luton crowds turned out to see the ridei-s file

through.

The Second Non=£t>p Section.

Again a non-stop section was arranged to Barton-in-the-Clay

(which village did not belie its name). Here competitors were
marshalled for the ascent of Sharpenhoe. There was no timing
at tliis point, but observers were stationed. Several failed.

Between Sharpenhoe and Dunstable competitors could dis-

mount and do what they liked, and many took advantage of

•«»-««..

W. F. Newscms (Triumpn) and A. J. Dixon (Rud»e) bein? star'ed trcm u nonage.

The first named won the cup in the trade section and gained most mirks.
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the opportanity, so that the results from a reliability point of

view must net be taken tco seriously.

The Uunstabla control weis missed by many, ai'd rs the

Herts County A.C. makes its awards on the vexatious system
of riding to a split second schedule, many of the competitors

The 100 miles' route followed by tne Quarterly Trials Competitors last Saturday

liad to dismount and ride back to find the official in charge.
There was an abundance of unrolled stones scattered over
the roads, and the single-trackers scored here, as til y could
pick thsir way. Not so the passenger machines, and several
were hung up with tyre cuts and bursts. A stone cut clean
tlirough the sidecar tyre of Frank Smith's Clyno, of Porlock
fame, and though it seems hard that a good machine should
suffer on account of tyre trouble, Smith has had a good run
of luck, and must not be tco disappointed. Still, the burst
might have happened a few miles further back, and then no.
marks would have been lost, although this is hardly as it

j
should be. Through Aston Clinton to Tring brought the

I
first stage of tlie run to a close. A capital lunch was served

at the Kose and Crown Hotel, and in an hour competitors
were on thiir way again.

Aston Hill-climb.
The first incident after lunch was a timed ascent of Aston

Hill, where Messrs. F. Straight and F. T. Bidlake were
stationed. The surface was drier here than anywhere. A.
G. Fenn, whose twin Huiober was running magnificently,

made a fine climb. W. F. Newsome (Triumph) was^,

fustcst, be<iting Colliver by one-fifth of a second. F. W.
Barnes (Zenith), with VVeatherilt in his "cobweb" sidecar,

opened the spectators' eyes as he sped up faster than some
of the bicycles. U. J. Llackburn's machine could not have
been running well, as he again failed.

The actual times of the class leaders on Aston Hill, ne'ar

Tring, are given below for comparison :

^
Class A.

A. G. Fenn {2j Humber)
H. Berwick (2| Hun,b=r) . ...

K. A. Marshall (S.t.A.M.T.) ...

Cl.ass B.

W. F. Newsome (3i Triumph) ... ...,

C. C. Cooke (3j Iriumph)
V. Taylor (3i Kudge)

Cl.asses C and E.

E. A. Colliver (6 Zenith)

S. Witham (6 Matchless) ... ....

Clas-s D.
F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith sidecar)

E. E. Guest (5 Matchless sidecar)

E. G. Attenborough (7-9 Indian sidecar)

Through Wendover, EUesborough, and ICimble the going

was particularly bad, narrow tortuous lanes providing the
competitors with no end of exciting incidents. Troubles were
plentiful. We passed C. C. Cooke (triumph), R. Fletcher
(Premier), and W. P. 'iippett (Brooklands) effecting adjust-

ments by the road side, whilst in I'rinces Risborough Oldnian.

(Bat) suffered a. puncture in the back tyre.

A comparatively unknown hill was encountered after pass-

ing the foot of Kop Hill, Princes Kisborough, viz., Pink
Hill. This ascent is not exceptionally steep, but there is a

hairpin bend to the left which caused considerable trouble.

Fortunately, the surface was comparatively dry.

m. s.

1211
1 d5i
1 39|

1 3i
1 5-L

1 161

1

1
.31

1.165

1 23|
1 47

Two meets oi

diQerenc kinds

clish at tht foot

of Holywell Hill,

St. Albans. It is

a pity that com-

petitors were
allowed to cool

their engi nes and

alter gsars fcr

the hlll-test3.

v(.
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The compeo^tors' performances on Pink Hill were really

disappointing. . There was q^uite <a crop of failures on this

1 ascent, which is somewhat similar to tarlow Bank, but not
. nearly so steep. \V. Cooper aiid Newsome went up well;
Holroyd pedilled slightly; G. L. Fletcher, Fenn, and
Berwick, on lightweight twins, made as good ascents as the
bigger machines ; Barnes, in the passenger class, went up in

his usual style. Among the failures were A. J. Dixon,
T. E. Seear, H. Beal, E. J. Bailey, M. Drew, H. C.

Matthews, W. Wilson, W. P. Tippett. G. S. Drew, E. Tee,
C. F. Halsall, C. E. Holmes, D. J. Blackburn, and Averies'
Ponette.

The route now lay through Missenden to Aniersham where
the rideis were once more marshalled for the ascent of Rectory
Hill, but, owing to the fact that the timekeepers had not had
time to cat-ch up, a delay of fifteen minutes occurred. This,

of course, allowed opportunities for engine cooling, which
should not be permitted.

Too Complicated.
Before going further, we should explain that the general

feeling was that the competition was far too complicated.
There were too many controls and non-stop sections, and
too much split second timing ; few really understood whei'e

they could get off and make adjustments and where they
could not. Why the unobserved sections were included at

all it is difficult to understand. A reliability trial should
be a non-stop run, or it is no useful guide to purchasers.
Even of the score who have been credited with non-stops,
we observed several fiddling with their machines, shortening
belts, and altering gears, by the roadside.
On Rectory Hill, Messrs. F. T. Bidlake and D. K. Hall

took the times. Again those who haa done well in the
. previous hill tests shone conspicuously, Colliver on this
occasion displacing Newsome for fastest time. The times
of the class leaders on this hill were :

Class A.

V3

. W. Barnes (6 h.p. Zenith sidecar) roundin? the bend at the foot o( Aston Hill,

followed closely by W. H. Elce (3^ h.p. Rudie).

A. G. Fenn (2| Humber) ...

G. L. Fletcher (2| Douglas I

H. Beal (3 N.S.U.)

Class B.

W. F. Newsome (3-^ Triumph)
V. Taylor (3i Rudge)
A. J. Dixon (3g Rudge)

Classes C and E.

E. A. Colliver (6 Zenith) ...

S. Witham (6 Matchless)

m. s.

1 8|
1 25|
1 291

Marks
... 25
... 8
... 5

52
54L

55

... 25

... 23

... 22

48

59i

... 14

...

m. s. Marks.
F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith sc.) 54 ... 25
E. G. Attenborough (7-9 Indian sc.) 1 16^- .,. 3
C. R. Taylor (7-8 Chater-Le.t sc.) ... 1 22 ...

Vernon Taylor was baulked by a boy, and was allowed
another ascent ; this time he overtook another competitor
in the middle of the road and lost valuable seconds in

cutting in.

H. Berwick (twin Humber) suffered bad luck. He was
travelling well, but something temporarily went wrong with
his three-speed geai', for tlie engine roared round and
gradually came to a standstill. H. A. Matthews (Zenith)

started with his compression tap open, so that his time was
slow.

Though the marking of the route was good on the whole,
one or two doubtful places were unmarked and eevcral

went wrong in Amersham, missing Rickmansworth alto-

gether.

Fifty of the fifty-nine starters were timed into Uxbridge,
mostly in daylight, and in the evening the following were
given as the non-stops :

A. R. Abbott (?i Bradburv)
W. H. Elce m Rudge)
J. Chater-Lea (Chater-Leasc.)
E. G. Attenborough (7

Indian sc.)

C. W. Meredith (3i Bradbury)
C. R. Taylor (Chater-Lea sc.)

H. Haddock (2i A.J.S.)
S.A.M. Witham (6 Matchless)
Alan Hill (3i Rudge)

H. A. Cooper (3A Bradbury)
G. L. Fletcher (2'? Douglas")

M. Drew (3^ Zenith)
W. F. Newsome (3^ friuniph)

J. Oliphant (3^ Premier)
H. C. Mills (3i Premier)
E. A.. Colliver (6 Zenith)

J. S. Holroyd (Motosacoche)
A. G. Fenn (2| Humber)
F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith sc.)

G. T. Gray (3i Rudge)
Summary of results on Holywell, Aston, and Rectory Hills :

Class A.—Machines up to 343 c.c.

W. L, T. Rhys (Zenith) endeavouring to make a repair to his sidecar fraroa

A. G. Fenn (25 Humber)
H. Berwick (2J Humber)
E. H. Marshall (2^ S.I.A.M.T.)

Cuss B.—Single-cylinders up to 600 c.c.

W. F. Newsome (3^ Triumph)
C. C. Cooke (3i Triumph)
V. Taylor |3i Rudge)

Class C.—Multi-cylinders up to 670 c.c.

E. A. Colliver (6 Zenith)

S. A. M. Witham (6 Matchless)

Cl\ss D.—Passenger machines.

F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith sc.)

R. E. Guest (6 Matchless sc.)

W. Oldman (5-6 Bat sc.)

F. Smith (5-6,Clyno sc.)

Marks.
. 68
. 57
. 56

.• 95
. 73

97
57
50
50

no
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Results and Awards.
The performances ot the medal winners and the marks

awarded are given below :

MARKS.

Name and Machine.

CLASS A.
Gold Medal—

A. G. Fenn
(23 Humber)

Silver Medals—
G. L. Fletcher

(2^ Douglas)
H. Berwick

(2| Humber)
CLASS B.

Gold Medal akd Cup—
W. F. Newsome

(3i Triumph)
Silver Medal—

B. A. Hill

(3i Rudge)
Bronze Medals—

H. A. Cooper
{3J Bradbury)

R. G. Chariesworth, ,

.

(3i Zenith)
CLASSES C and E.

Gold Medal and Cup—
E. A. CoUiver

(6 Zenith)
CLASi D.

Gold Medal—
F. W. Barnes

(6 Zenith-s.c.)

Silver Medal—
C. R. Taylor .'

(7 Chater-Lea-s.c.
Bronze Medal—

E. G. Attenborough .

,

(7-9 Indian-s.c.)

On H ILLS.

Runtiing
to

Schedule

50

Non-
stop
Sec-
tion.

50

Holywell
Hill.

lom.p.h.
50

Aston

25

Rec-
tory.

23

Aggre-
gate,

too

18 =5 25 68 49 36

47 — 8 33 47 50

43 12 — '37 50 45

43 25 23 93 46 50

50 I 16 67 49 50

38 I 14 33 49 50

50 — 8 38 49 45

50 23 25 98 41 43

47 25 23 97 43 30

47 30 - 47 43 50

3" -
3 39 46 30

167

152

132

I9t

166

152

152

184

190

140

133

The Judge's Report.
The trial may be said to have been made up of four

distinct divisions as follows, in each of which a certain maxi-
mum number of marks were allotted, and penalties specified

for any departure from the standard

:

1. Running to schedule time, 50 marks maximum. There
were three controls—at St. Albans, just before the slow hill-

climb ; at Tring, luncheon stop ; and at Uxbridge, finish. A
deduction of one mark per minute or part of a minute greater
than i was made for any deviation from schedule time.

2. Certain portions of the route were set to be traversed
non-stop. Any stops on these poi-tions had to be reported,
and were penalised. Maximum marks, 50 for non-stop run.

3. Slow hill-climb test. Holywell Hill, St. Albans, is said

to have an average gradient of 1 in 11, maximum of 1 in

8. A 10 m.p.h. speed limit was impo.sed. The competitors
were required to climb the hill at tins or a lower speed,
being timed over a measured length of 2,600 ft. A deduction
was made of one mark for every three seconds or part of
three seconds faster than schedule time. No marks were
gained by going slower than 10 m.p.h. Maximum marks, 50.

4. there were two timed hill-climbs. The fastest rider
in each class scored full marks; a deduction of one mark
was made for every second in excess of the fastest time in

the class. Maximum for each hill, 25 marks.
In the slow hill-climb at Holywell five riders failed to

make clean ascents in their attempts to drive slowly.
Twenty-Kve marks have been deducted for such failure. In
addition to any marks that may have been lost for too fast
speed. I5ut no olher deduction has been made in awarding
the marks for non-.stop.

In running to schedule, there being three distinct sections,
the full iriiirks—5"—were equally divided over the three sec-
tions, so lliiit a rider could not lose more than 17 marks for
being late at any one control.

'I'he regulations did not specify the penalty for a stop; 1

had tjiken it at live marks per stop. Fortunately, this penalty
does no) in any wav affpct the pliicing of the awards, as the
recipients have all 50 marks for the non-stop si-ctimiB.

I'lie gold medals in Clusses A, R, C or k, and I) are won
by A. 0. Kenn, W. F. Newsome. K. A. Colliver, and F. W.
iJarnes respectively. These awards, together with those of
the silver and bronze medals in the various clusses, are set
out in the table. In Class A, (1. L. Fletcher and II. l$erwick

JANUARY 25th, igi2.

tie for«6econd and third places; I would recommend that

each be awarded a silver medal. In Class B, H.-A. Cooper

and K. ti. Charlesworth tie lor third and fourth places; I

would recommend that each be awarded a bronze medal. The
silver cup for the best performance by a trade rider is, on
the scheme of marks set out in the regulations, won by W.
F. ISewsome, on a 3i h.p. I'riumph, with 191 marks out' 01

a possible 2(X). The perlormance of F. W. Barnes, on a 5

h.p. Zenith and sidecar, with 190 marks, was practically as

good; a very sliglit variation in the running or in the scheme
of marks might iiave put him in first place. The silver cup
for the best perlormance by a private owner is won by
E. A. Colliver. Archibald Sharp.

Petrol at Tring was supplied at 2s. a gallon or 3s. a can.

Many of the sidecarists had trouble, W. L. T. Rhys broke

the saddle stay of his Canoelet but managed to reach Tring.

At times we noticed his 2ienith bicycle leaning inwards at

a considerable angle, and we were truly alarmed when he

rode anvwhere near us, for he did not modify his pace, to

any extent.

B. Alan Hill had the exhaust pipe of his Rudge come
adrift at St. Albans, and had to secure it by means of

string.

Rather an extraordinary trouble befell G. Griffiths, the

magneto of his Rover coming adrift ; he afterwards secured

it with copper wire.

At Amersham we met W. Pratt on a P. and M. sidecar.

He had come out to see the fun on Rectory Hill, and was
quite useful as a marshal.

The New Hudson Cycle Co. have generously offered a
twenty guinea challenge cup to the Herts County A.C. to

be awnrded for the best aggregate performance in , the four

quarterly trials.

One of the competitors, A. J. Dixon, rode the last fifteen

miles on his Rudge with a flat back tyre. Notwithstanding
this, the Hutchinson cover seemed none the worse, although
the tube was ruined.

S. A. M. Witham had a tight engine bearing which
continually slowed him up and emitted a horrible screech.

However, with plenty of oil he managed to finish.

V. Wilberforce stopped on Rectory because someone had
turned off the petrol tap at the hill foot. Curiously enoucrh,

G. L. Fletcher, also on a Douclas. nearly stopped on Holy-
well for the same reason. Both riders are convinced that
the taps were turned off by malicious persons.

Although making good performances on the timed hills,

C. C. Cooke spo'lt his day's performance owing to his carbu-
retter piston slides sticking up with mud. Many of the
competitors in the Exeter run fitted shi-lds round their extra
air inta'-es to guard against this tro-'ble. With, the same
obiect, Fenn tied his pocket handkercIiTef on the petrol pipe,

which happens to be arranged immediately in front of the
extra air opening.

Great credit is due to the light^eiEthts, many of whom
managed to finish this arduous trial within schedule time.
F. W. Applebee. sen., with his little 2 h.p. Cent.-inr, and
E. A. Mnrslnll (2^ h.p. S.I.A.M.T.) were amongst those to
finish, 'i'he litter had t-<-re and belt tro'ihles. .7. Hojrovd,
that well-known romnetition rider got his 2J, h.p. Molosa-
coche thrnnuh without n. stop— truly a marvellous perform-
ance considering the percentage of failures.

Before reaching Dunstable. C Baxter noticed that his
mnchine seemed to wag Its tail in a most alarming manner.
Dismounting, he fount) nothing wroniz and the Ives hard,
so he continued. He had got up to a speed of over 70 m.p.h.,
when he noticed the front wheel rocking from Fide to side,
and at once applied the brakes. Before he could come to a
standstill the front spindle broke in half, letting the wheel
out of its patent catches. Fortunately, the rider was not
much hurt, and eventually completed the course, finishing
two hours lato. The machine was an old one.
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A SLIDE VALVE ENGINE WITHOUT GEAR WHEELS
rHE Empire Foundry Co., 4b3,

Holloway Road, N., have been
experimenting with a novel type
of slide valve engine, and have

decided to put two models on the market
for motor cycles—a 2^ h.p. lightweight

and a 3g h.p.

No gear wheels are employed in this

engine, but the single slide valve is

operated by a slipper which slides in

gi'ooves cut in the face of the crank
cheek.

This method is by no means new, as

it was employed by Gottlieb Daimler in

1689, and by the Motosacoche Co., but
by modifying the shape of the grooves

a quick lift and drop have now been
obtained, which is said to greatly improve
the eflSciency.

The shape of the grooves can be plainly

seen from the illustrations herewith.

Full lift is obtained in one-fifth of a

revolution. It will also be seen that for

almost one revolution of the engine the

elipper remains practicaUy stationary, as

the groove is concentric with the crank,

but on the completion of tliis revolution

the slipper is automatically moved across

to the eccentric groove by the modifica-

tion of the curve at this point. In this

manner the 2 to 1 action is obtained.

' A reference to the drawing will show
6iat, when the valve is connecting the

cylinder with the lower or exhaust pas-

sage, the only valve surfaces that are

exposed to the rush of the hot exhaust
gases are those which are not subjected

to rubbing contact, " and therefore do not

matter. In such a slide valve as is em-
ployed in this engine, it is of importance
to have good bearing surface all round
toward the outer edges of the valve.

'The centre pai-t, which is less important
in this respect, is that part which is

closing the cylinder opening when explo-
sion takes place, and therefore is the
only part exposed to the hot gases.

The drawing of the 3^ h.p. model also

indicates a small plunger pump worked
off the valve mechanism, and supplying
oil through the hollow rod to the valve,

and, if necessary, the cylinder surfaces.

There is no reason why the same pump
should not be utilised for the main engine
bearings.

A 1 h.p. Model and some Results.
"This idea is not merely on paper, for

the Empire Foundry Co. at their works
have a small model, as illustrated, of a

1 h.p. running on the bench. Although
it is dependent on air cooling, and no fan
is used, this mo.del engine appears able

to run for hours at a time ; and, even
admitting that the proportion of cooling
surfaces in such a small engine is large

relative to the volume of burning gases,

it ceitaihly looks as if overheating would
not trouble it in the least, and this may
largely be explained by the quick cut-

off, which enables the exhaust valve to

be held fully open till a very late point
in the exhaust stroke.

Obviously the design is one that lends
itself to great lightness ; in fact, the
makers say they can produce the

23 h.p. engine for lightweights at a

weight of about 15 lbs. Besides its

positive action, the simplicity of con-

struction in this engine is also a great
recommendation, for it permits of an
exceptionally accessible and easily dis-

mountable design, while valve setting is

not necessai'v when put together again.

In fact, in this respect the veriest tyro
cannot make a mistake. The recipro-

cating weight of the valve, too, is com-
paratively small, and this should conduce

Wf!^

to a comparatively well balanced engine
at high tspeeds. It may be added that

the i<;mpire Foundry Co. are open to

negotiate with makers to manufacture
this engine under licence.

Sectional view of new slide valve engine.

NEW MOTOR CYCLE COMPANY.
We understand that the late directors

and managers of the Sabella Motor Car Co.
are forming a company to manufacture
quadcars with tandem and sociable seats.

Although the bulk of the capital will be
subscribed by the directors and their

friends, the public will be given an oppor-
tunity to participate.

-Tramways actuating valve.
in crank cheek

A NEW SLIDE VALVE ENGINE.
2.—Cylinder and valve port

of 1 h.p. motor.
3.—Valve and push rod.

WAR OFFICE TEST at BfiOOKLANDS
The War Department of the War Office

is holding a test of motor bicycles at
Brooklands on Slorday next, the 29th
inst., at 11 a.m., presumably with a view
either to purchase machines for the British

Army or to gain data concerning the use
of motor bicycles for military purposes.
In the circular to manufacturers inviting

them to send their riders with a motor
cycle to the track, mention is made that

"the War Department is now consider-
ing the question of the purchase of types
of motor bicycles which might be suitable

for use in the army."
Motor cycles which are subnlitted for this

test will be required to climb the test hiU
from a standing start, in full touring trim,

and with a rider weighing at least 12 st.

Machines with engines up to 500 c.c. will

also be required to average 45 m.p.h. on
the track, and those with engines up to
350 c.c. 40 m.p.h. This will be a fairly

stiff test for the average single-geared

motor bicycle to accomplish It woull
therefore appear to be an opportunity for

the variably geared machines to shins con-

spicuously.

B13
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Sussex M.C.C.

A meeting will be held this evening at eight o'clock at the

Fountain Hotel, Worthing, to diEcujs the formation of the

club and the amalgamation of smaller clubs and other

matters.

Parley and District M.C.C.

The annual dinner and prize distribution on the 17th inst.

was well attended. The evening concluded with a musical
programme. The annual general meeting will take place on'

the 31st inst.

The Motor Cycling Club.

The gold and silver medals won in the recent London-
Exeter and back trial will be presented at the opening run
dinner, Old Ship Hotel, Brighton, on Saturday, March ^Srd.

The following are the principal events for 1912 :

Mai-ch 23rd.—Opening run to Brighton, returning following

day. Headquarters, Old Ship Hotel.

April 5th to 8th.—Easter tour and Jarrott Cup competi-
'. tion to Land's End and back.

April 27th.—Silencer trials.

May 11th.—Members' hill-climb.

May 24th to 27th.—London-Edinburgh trial.

June 15th.—Inter-team trial for The Motor Cycle Cup.
June 29th-30th.—All-night run and picnic.

July 6th.- -Brooklands.
July 13th.—Speed-judging trials.

August 5th to 7th.—Devonshire tour, hill-Climbs, and brake
tests.

August 10th to 18th.—Continental tour.

September 7th.—Hill-climb.

September 2Eth.—Special club trial.

December 26th-27th.—London-Exeter and back.
In connection with the above events, there are nine valu-

able silver cups, one gold cup, and medals to be awarded.
Candidates for membership should apply to the hon. sec,

Mr. W. E. S. May, 34, Gower Place, W.C. There are now
over four hundred members in the club, and no more can be
admitted after five hundred are registered.

fATURDAY'S QUARTERLY TRIAL.

C. E. Holrac)5 (Chator-Loa sidocur) leivinj the Rose and Crown Hotel, Tring, altiii

the luncheon interval,

)!I4

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

The annual general meeting will be held at the Welbeck
Hotel, Nottingham, on Thursday, February 1st, at 8 p.m.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The ninth annual general meeting will be held at, head-

quarters on February 17th. Ten new members were elected

at the last committee m^eeting.

Grosvenor M.C.

A meeting will be held at headquarters, The Gorse Hill

Hotel, Stratford, Manchester, to-day, 25th, at 8 p.m.
Suggestions for 1912 season will be welcomed.

Sutton, Coldfield A.C.

In a report receptly issued by the Sutton Coldfield Auto-
mobile Club mention is made of the fact that no less than
nine members have taken advantage of ths free legal defence
scheme in connection with summonses for alleged exceeding
the speed limit. Out of the nine cases taken in hand, five

were dismissed entirely and one dismissed on payment of

costs.

Bedford and District M.C.C.

At a meeting h-sld on Friday the 19th inst., it vfas decided
to form a motor cycle club. The following officers were
elected: Captain. Mr. A. F. Crump; vice-captain, Mr. C.

F. M. Chambers ; treasurer, Mr. W. H. Edwards ; joint

hon. sees., Mr. H. A. Lock. 9. Grafton Road, Bedford, and
Mr. D. R. O'Donovan, Thornton Street, Kempston, Bedford,
who will be glad to hear from iiitending memoers.

Essex M.C.

The club will hcli its annual dinner and prize giving
at the Great Eastern Hotel, on Saturday, February 10th.

Mr. Stenson Cooke has kindly consented to occupy the
chair, and a good musical programme has been arranged.
The annual general meeting will be on Thursday, February
1st, at the Eagle Hotel,, Snaresbrook, Essex, and it is

hoped that all members will make every endeavour to be
present.

Bristol M.C.C.

At a meeting held recently twoive new members were
elected. On February 21st a lecture will be given by Mr.
A. Bennett, of the Bosch Magneto Co. ; all those interested
are invited. The spring competition will be held on March
30th, and the summer competition on May 18th, while an
open hill-climb has been arranged for April iiOoh. In addi-
tion to these, inter-club runs are being arranged with the
Yeovil, Taunton, and Exeter, clubs, and a continental tour
in Holland will be held some time in August.

Surrey M.C.C.
The fifth annual general meeting was held at the head-

quarters on the 18th inst. The annual report was adopted
unanimously, the number of members showing a largo in-

crease and the financial position being very satisfactory.
It was resolved to request Mr. Stanley Christopherson to

continue as president. The following officers were elected
for 1912 : Chairman, Mr. E. Cox ; vice-chairman, Mr. J,
Sparks; captain, Mr. F. A. McNab ; vice-captain, Mr. P.
INlitchell; hon. treasurer, Mr. W. P. Trench; hon. -secre-

tary, Mr. C. J. F(!cny.

A proposition by i\'lr. G. S. William.i, " That a section of
tli6 club be formed to study and develop scouting, despatch
riding, and map reading, with a view to a.ssistancc in mill,

tary operations," was discussed and approved, the new
committee being instructed to bring the scheme into opera-
tion in good time for the coming season.
After the conclu.sion of the business of the meeting, a

paper was read on the .subject of the single speed versva the
variable gear for motor cycles for solo use, by Mr. C. J.

Foeny. A reply on behalf of the variable gear was made
by Mr. E, Cox, and a vei'y interjssting, discussion ensued.
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Club News

—

IVIanchester Amatenr M.C.C.
A motor cycle club has been formed in the Manchestei

district, to be confined entirely to amateur riders. It is

proposed to hold a hill-climb once a month during the riding
season, and one or two reliability trials. Those desirous
of becoming members of the club must be proposed and
seconded by exi.«ting members of the club. All particulars
may be obtained from Mr. R. B. Yeld, 30, Rathen Road,
Withington, lion, secretary.

Hamilton and District M.C.C.

On Wednesday, the 10th inst., a large and enthusiastic
meeting took place in Gibson's Caf^, Cadzow Bridge, Hamil-
ton when it was unanimously agreed to form a motor
cycling club, upon a proposal put forward by Mr. Robert
C'assells, Hamilton. - The club commences with a member-
ship approaching forty. The following officials were ap-
pointed ; President, Mr. Robert CasselTs, Hamilton ; vi:e-
president. Dr. Fotheringham, Motherwell; hon. treasurer,
Mr. Wm. Rodger, Hamilton ; hon. secretary, Mr. J. Low,
C'nrmaben, Hamilton,

Blackpool and Fylde M.C.C.
Mr. Bennett's recent lecture was most instructive. About

110 slides were shown.
A reliability trial will be held next Saturday. The com-

[letitors will start at minute intervals from the Technical
Schools, and are expected to ride at the rate of 20 m.p.h.
The total distance is 116 miles.
Route and Condition of Road.—Main road Blackpool to

Garstang ; turn left, then right, road good , to Lancaster

;

turn right when through town, good ; turn left at Hornby,
good ; turn right when one mile through jMelling, be careful
at corner, good ; bad road from Melling to Ingleton

;
good

from Ingleton to Long Preston ; keep to right to Gisburn,
road bad; be careful down Sawley Brow (gradient 1 in 4),
road good ; turn left at Clitheroe ; turn right two miles
past Whalley, road fair; turn right at Nellor; turn right
at Five Barred Gate Hotel ; be cautious ; road fair to
Preston ; leave Preston by North Road, road good ; turn
left from main road when one and a half miles from
Garstang, road good ; when entering Blackpool, via Ceme-
tery, turn left at Sanatorium ; turn right Devonshire Square
to last control. If possible, arrows showing road will be
fixed.

-''^'7'^(^j['i|W'

1912 ANTICIPATIONS.
THE DUTCH TRIAL AND THE SAUCER TRACK.

G. W. Orr (34 h.p. Ariel), who has been awarded the silver cup as the " aggre-
gate" prize in the Glasgow Motor Cycle Club's 1911 competitions. Mr. Orr
gained a gold medal in each of the following events : Hill climb, reliability
trial, consumption trial, and flexibility trial.

THEPWTCH TRIALS
™e saucer TRftCK (rewtl

A design by Miss E. E. Sewell which appeared on the programme
of the North-West London M.C.C. smoking concert.

Purley and District M.C.C.
The annual general meeting will be held at the Grey-

hound Hotel, Croydon, at 8 p.m., on the 31st inst.

British Motor Cycle Racing Club.

At a ronimittee meeting held last week it was reported

that five members had resigned at the end of last year, and
five new members had made application for election. The
membership at present stands at over 120, which makes the

IJ.JI.C.R.C. one (if the largest motor cycle clubs in the
country. It is the only purely racing club in that branch of

motoring. The annual report and balance sheet were passed,
and nominations for the new committee were received; both
these are in anticipation of the annual general meeting, wliich

will be held at the offices of the Brooklands Automobile
Racing Club, Carlton House, Regent Street, S.W., on Wed-
nesday, January 31st, at 7 p.m. At the same meeting it

was decided to recommend that the club's gold medal be
presented to Mr. Alec S. Ross for his services as honorary
auditor.

Inter-club Contest.

The joint winter reliability trial held for the Marians
Challenge Cup between the Streatham and District M.C.C.
and the Surrey M.C.C. will take place on Saturday,
February 3rd, starting from the Swan Hotel, Leatherhead,
at 8.30 a.m. Silver medals will be awarded to every com-
petitor who completes the course in the prescribed time, and
whose performance on the observed section is satisfactory.

The teams will consist of six competitors, one of whom must
drive a passenger machine. The winning team will be the

one the members of which gain the highest number of

awards, a silver medal counting as the equivalent of two
bronze medals. In the case of a tie, the winning team will

be the one the members of which, considered individually,

have kept mo.st nearly within the average riding speed over

the observed section of eighteen miles an hour for motor
cyclists and seventeen miles an hour for passenger machine
drivers. The observed section will be between Newbury
and Andover, which must be covered without a stop.

The route will be as follows : Leatherhead, Dorking,
Coast Hill, Gomshall, Newlands Corner, Guildford, Hog's
Back, Farnham, Warren Corner, Odiham, Warnborough.
Hook, Basingstoke, Kingsclere, Newbury (check), Wash,
Highclere, Dyley, Andover (check), Windwhistle Cottage,
Wherwell, Crawley Down, 'Winchester (check and halt).

Bramdean, East Tisted, Alton, Farnham, Hog's Back,
Guildford, Gomshall, Dorking, Leatherhead—151 ^ miles.

Check at finish.
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Some Experiments with Hydrogen Peroxide
in Acetylene Generators.

By A. Renfred Myhill, Analytical Chemist and Photometrist.

THE following experiments were conducted Avith

a view to investigating the truth or otherwise

of the statements recently made in this journal

that hydrogen peroxide, added in small quantities to

the water used in acetylene generators, was bene-

ficial to the light produced. The idea is, I believe,

more prevalent in America than in this country, but

no one seems to have made a thorough or conclusive

test of it. The .Avriter, therefore, was led to conduct
a few experiments with the object of ascertaining

—

(i.) The amount of increased light, if any, pro-

duced by the use of peroxide of hydrogen in the water.

(2.) The best strength solution to use.

(3.) The deleterious effect of its use on the metal

parts of the lamp, or generator.

This last was suggested ,by a letter also appearing in

The Motor Cycle, in which a correspondent suggested

that hydrogen peroxide, being almost invariably acid,

would exert a corrosive action upon the containing

metal vessel.

The Presence of Acid.
Now the acid which exists in hydrogen peroxide is

purposely put in in order to preserve it, and as the

liquid is often used for analytical and medical pur-

po.5es, it is evident that only a very small amount
ought to be present. The writer obtained two
samples, bought at random from two different shops,

one sample being sold as " 20 volumes strength," and
the other as "10 volumes" strength. On analysis

the first was found to contain about .1% of acid,

while the latter contained .05% only.

When we consider that it is necessary to dilute the

solution with about twenty times its volume of water
before it is put into the lamp or generator, these

figures become .005% and .0625% respectively, i.e.,'

the stronger contains only one part in twenty thousand
of acid. Again, the acid which is used is nearly

always phosphoric acid, or hydrofluosilicic acid, both
of which exert practically no action on ordinary

metals, even when strong. It is, therefore, evident

that the action of the acid on the generator parts is

so .slight as to become absolutely negligible. In any
case, it may be safely said that the carbideitself does

7S
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Curve showing the Increase ot illumlnallng power of acetylene by
using HzOi.

more harm to the generator than any acid (which
may or may not be present) in the hydrogen peroxide.
The next experiment w-as to see if the light were

increased by the use of this chemical, and, if so, what
were the best proportions of it to use.

The statement, as we read it, of " putting two
ounces of peroxide of hydrogen into a quarf of
water " is not definite enough for a practical guide,
because the term peroxide of hydrogen may mean
anything. Pure hydrogen peroxide is almost a

chemical curiosity; what is sold as such in chemists'
shops is always a .solution of the substance in water,

so that it is nece.ssary to know exactly what strength

we .are buying in order to give any figures as to the

proportions to use for making acetylene.

What to Buy.
There are two strengths commonly sold, known as

"10 volumes " strength and " 20 volumes " strength.

A third is sometimes met with, but is rather expen-
sive, and is rarely bought unless for delicate analytical

work. This is Merck's 100 volume "Perhydrol,"
which contains about 30% of the pure substance. As
the " 20 volumes " is the strength usually sold, all

the figures given below are based upon the use of the

chemical of this strength.

A lamp in which acetylene was burned was tested

photometrically, and its candle-power noted.

The same lamp was cleaned out, and hydrogen
peroxide solution put into it in place of the water
(the carbide being part of the same sample). Again
the candle power was determined, and com^pared
with the previous one.

This was done several times, each time using a

solution of a different strength, so that the mixture
giving the best result could be found.

The following figures were obtained ;

Ounces of " 20 volumes "
Percentage increase on

hydrogen peroxide original candle-power
per pintof wnter. of lamp.

i 50.0

1 S9..^

68.8

71.0

It will thus be seen that the addition of even a small

quantity of hydrogen peroxide to the w'ater effects a

very marked increase in the candle-power of the lamp,

while adding more of the chemical does not have any-

thing like such a great effect as would be expected.

This is best seen from the curve (reproduce<l), which

shows the per cent, nicrease in candle-power, ,]ilotted

against ounces per pint. This curve rises abrui)tlv from

zero to one ounce per pint, and then continues nearly

horizontally, showing that the rate of increase of illu-

minating power becomes much less as more hydrogen

peroxide is added. It may be here stated that the

lamp was adjusted so that the best light was obtained

in each case.
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Some Experiments with Hydrogen Peroxide in Acetylene Generators

Pos=;iliIy the explanation is as follows: The increase-

in candle-power is probably due to the oxvgen which
is evoh'ed from the H^Oo, together with the acetylene,

causing more complete combustion than would other-

wise be the case.- It is well known that acetylene burns
with a smoky flame unless supplied freely with oxygen,
and that the more air (z'.e. , oxvgen) we gi\e it. the

greater the luminosity of the flame, up to a certain

point. Beyond this point any excess of oxygen only

tends to cool the fiame and so decrease its brilliancy,

so that with a great excess of hydrogen peroxide (and

therefore of oxygen) this state of things is in operation.

It may, therefore, be taken as a rule that two ounces
of "20 volumes'^ hydrogen peroxide per pint oL
pure (soft) water is the best for all-found work. T do
not recommend the proceeding adopted by one amateur
who filled his generator with H.tOo of full .strength and

99

then wondered why it exploded wdren he applied a

light. A solution too strong w"ould do far more harm
than good, besides being risky, as acetylene and oxygen
form a yer\' explosi^'e mixture.

With the strength given, howexer, therir is abso-

lutely no danger.

Just a word nlay not be out of place here as to

keeping ]3eroxide of hydrogen. The substance is not

])articnlarly stable, and should, therefore, be bought
as required, as it readily gix'es oft" oxygen and loses its

strength if kept for tmy time.

The bottle should be perfectly clean inside, as the

least trace of dirt will often cause the substance to be

quite useless in a few hours.

As accidents might take place if a mixture of in-

correct strength were used readers who contemplate

experimenting are advised to obtain the mixture only

from fully qualified chemists.

THE EAGLE MOTOR CYCLE.
SEVERAL new nnodels are being placed on the

market by the Eagle Motor Co.,^ i,, Shepherd's
Bush Road, W. The accompanying illustra-

tioji shows the first to be turned out—a 2 h.p. light-

weight 60 X 70 mm. The engine possesses several

new features. The inlet valve, which is mechanically
operated, works on the overhead system, while two
exhaust ports are fitted so as to allow free exit for the

exhaust gases and to

avoid distortion of

the valve on one
side. The combus-
tion head 6n this

model is detach-

able. The most in-

teresting feature in

this and the other

types of engines

made by this firm is

the patent gudgeon
pin fixing, which is

illustrated herewith.

A brass disc on
which the gudgeon
pin bearings are

cast is screwed into

the piston, tight up
against the under-

side of the top of

the piston. (A mica
washer is placed on

the top of the disc

to act as an insu-

lator. The disc i.s

end of the split a

After the disc has

The method of fixing the gudgeon pin.

t A. Taper pin lilting into split portion.

fB. Nut.
C. Gudgeon pin bearing.

' D. End of screw, burred over to prevent
nut coining off.

Jt'B- Thread lor screwing into piston.

p)Iit, and near the outer

Threaded taper pin is insertet

been screwed home the pin is locked by means of a

nut, the end being burred oxer to pre\ ent the nut

unscrewing. Tlie taper pin expands the disc and
renders it a rigid fixing in the piston. The gudgeon
pin is a tight dri\'ing fit in the small end of the con
necting rod, and the rod is, of course, threaded on
the gudgeon pin before the disc is screwed into the

piston. For this method it is claimed that the fixing

is absolutely safe and the gudgeon pin has a largej

bearing surface.

Both sides of the crankshaft run on ball bearings.-

In the large models a special oil sump is provided in

the bottom (if the crank i-ase, which allow's the oil to

be kept at a reasonably cool temperature. The mag-

neto is carried in an aluminium case, and is driven by

means of an enclosed chain. The frame has the top

tube dropped at the rear, while Druid Turks, front and

belt rim brakes, and footrests are prox'ided. The
lubrication is by crank case suction through an adjust-

able drip feed ancl an auxiliary hand pump. Brown
and Barlow carburetters are fitted to all models.

Other types which will shortly be ready are a 3'/2

h.p. tourist single-cylinder 85 x 88 mm., a T.T.

model Avith an engine of similar dimensions, a 4 h.p.

twin 60 X 60 mm., and an 8 h.p. twin 85 x 88 mm.,
which may be had with either belt or chain drive.

Other specialities are a ladies' 2 h.p. single with

slightly inclined engine and a 4 h.p. laches' twin. To
these a stand will be fitted which will a-llow the rider

to remain at rest in traffic without the need of putting

the feet to the ground. Another item which will be

supplied to fit these models is a special quickly de-

tachable sidecar, the frame of which is suspended on

semi-elliptical springs. All models may be had w'ith

change-speed gears and foot starting.
'

It is interesting to note that the Eagle Motor Co
specialise in all repairs to motor cycles.

Belt side of the 2 h.p. lightweight Eagle.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Tyre Repair Hints and Other Items.

Sir,—The following might be of interest to some of your
readers :

After applying "no-cement" patches to inner tubes light

the head lamp and hold the patch side down on top of the
lamp until it becomes too hot for the hand, when, of course,

it should be removed ; this will quite effectually vulcanise.

If the size of the rent will permit, a patch should be placed
on the inside of the tube as well as on the outside.

One half-ounce of sulphuric ether to each gallon of petrol

will give a quick igniting fuel for winter use that will give
more power than ordinai-y petrol.

I see that Mr. B. H. Davies in your issue of November
30th mentions the " ' open muffler boob ' (a^ the Yankees term
him)." Now, as a matter of fact, the term is confined to the
use of the paper which originated it and a few of its sub-
scribers. The paper in question is the one you commented
on in "Current Chat," of December 21st, which remarks
I fully endorse FRANCIS C. TURNER,.

Virginia, U.S.A.

Cooling the Exhaust Gases.

Sir,—Perhaps your readers may find the enclosed idea
interesting. Cooling the exhaust quietens it, I believe

;

. n-n . Ji=n

also in this case there would be no back pressure—in fact,

just the reverse. It could be modified in appearance.
L. C. BAIN.

[The exhaust gas might be cooled in the manner suggested
where the air enters at the base of a long pipe, but in

the case of the orifice high up near the engine, any
reduction of noise due to the cooling effect would be
counteracted by the escape of the gases so close to the
valve. The result would, we think, be the same with
the longer pipe, but to a modified degree.

—

Ed.]

The Motor Cycle and Theatricals.

tSir,—Thanks to an article in 'I'/ii: Motor Gydi: we had the
pleasure, of meeting the membor.s of the George Edwardes
.M.O.C. chuing the visit of the Merry Widow Co. to Cork.
Unfortunately, the visitors had not brought their machines to
Ireland, as they had heard such a bad report of our roads,
especially in win! or.

-Mr. C. (>. Goode, the founder of the C. and D. .M.C.C. , had
irivifcd the membcr.s of the local club to a smoking concert on
Wednesday, January 3rd, and ho iirniiodialely extended a
cordial welcome to all the members of the George Edwardes
(;liih. Messrs. Warren, Foster, Sinclair, Cotter, and Ripley
livans were present, and a most enjoyable evening was spent.

Messrs. Dobbin and Pohlmann also took Messrs. Foster and
Cotter for a run in their sidecars to Macroom, Messrs. Egan
and Russell accompanying them on solo machines, and in spite

of the bad state of some of the roads the run was thoroughly
enjoyed by all.

We hope to have a return visit from this little band of

genuine enthusiasts before long, when we intend organising an
inter-club competition of some kind.

RONALD S. RUSSELL,
Hon. Sec. Cork and District M.C.C

The Hominal Horse-power oi Motor Cycles.

Sir,—Regarding horse-power rating, I often see in The
Motor Cycle and other papers that the samcisized motor is

called 3, 3^, and 4 h.p. Personally, I should prefer that

all makers mention in their price list the exact cubical capa-

city of their engines. Now, I have found that by dividing

the c.c. by 100 you have nearly exactly the actual horse-

power of the motor. Examples :

F.N. four-cylinder motor, 494 c.c. = 4.9 h.p.

Matchless twin, 76 x 85 mm. = 776 c.c. = 7| h.p.

Triumph, 85 x 88 mm. = 499 cc. = 5 h.p.

Do you approve of my method? I hope to hear from you
about the matter through the columns of The Motor Cycle.

Amsterdam. A. CITROEN.
[Mr. Citroen's suggestion is an excellent one. We should

explain that his communication Teached us before the
article on the same subject (page 63) appeared in print,

though not before it was written. "Auriga" pointed out
in the article that motor eycle engines are capable of

giving 1 h.p. per 100 cubic centimetres capacity, and Mr.
Citroen's suggestion is to rate the horse-power of motor
cycles in this manner. It is worthy of careful considera-
tion by all motor cycle manufacturers, as the method in

use at present is somewhat misleading.

—

Ed.]

How to Prevent Side-slip.

Sir,—I notice on page 58 of last issue, that " Ixion

"

gives my letter, published under above heading on January
4th, a direct negative. I can only say that I wrote my
letter immediately after a ride when I had actually proved
the advantages I described. I should be very pleased to

take " Ixion " out on the carrier and prove it to him or on
him at any time when the roads are suitably slimy.

gtJy WROWE.

Sir,—It is with some hesitation that I presume to criticise

your contributor " Ixion," but I should like to explain ray
views on his suggested additions to the article on side-slip.

On the subject of the advisa'bility of wide handle-bars I quite
agree with him. His advice as to not funking is good, but
very much easier to give than to take, especially if one is

traversing a nasty patch of grease which has been the cause
of one's downfall on a previous occasion ; but my experi
ence in regard to weight on the carrier is the exact opposite
to his. I find, for instance, that a passenger on my carrier
(though I do not recommend this form of transport) dis
tinctly minimises skidding, and does not seem to have
the same effect as placing the saddle further back. I have
always imagined that the reason for this was that the extra
weight caused the rear tyre to go right through the mud
and bite on the road surface proper. Of course, if more
weight is carried over the rear wheel, the tyre must be
pumped harder. UBTQUE.
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TJus Year's Tourist Trophy Race.

Sir,—The Competitions Sub-committee of the Auto Cycle

Union has instructed me to write to you regarding a letter

which appeared in your last issue signed by a Mr. G. J. A.
Brown. The correspondence with the Isle of Man authorities

having been laid before this committee, it is satisfied that

the statements of Mr. Brown are not in accordance with

the facts. As the negotiations between the Isle of Man
authorities and the A C.U. are still in progress, I cannot

make any further statement at the moment.
With regard to his statements as to me conduct of certain

motor cyclists, Mr. Brown must have forgotten that the

A.C. 0., both in the Isle of Man and since, took drastic

action with the offenders. F. STRAIGHT,
Secretary A. C.U.

Sir,—1 have noted with surprise that you suggest France
as a favonrable place for holding the T.l'. Races.

On account of the hilarity on the part of certain com-
petitors you are flymg from the Isle of Man, where the

authorities, to put it vulgarly, have already had enough of

them, althoagh the temptations for the young and loose

could never have been very great.

You have chosen France! France, sir, was never a country
calculated to reduce the feelings of the hilarious ; and the

Frencliman is the very last person in the world to lorgive

that vice on the part of a foreigner. He resents it to a

very marked degree, and, to. put it mildly, he will not
stand it.

It has long been the belief of the mifguided manj' that

the Frenchman loves the Englishman, that he est;eii's him,

and that his one wish is to be. seen wiih him. I have spent

a considerable time in France, and have studied the French:
man's character with the utmost care, and can afsure you,

sir, that the above assertion is entirely without foundation,

and that no statement could be more entirely f; Ise.

The average tourist, who spends a few weeks in every
country in Kurope, has read that the above was the case

—

he believes it, and troubles his head no more about it. for

the Frenchman is too well-bred to show him in any way
whatever that he is mistaken. I only wish the Englishman
was equally well-bred

!

No! You can rest assured, Jlr. Editor, tliat unless we
can rid ourselves of the hilarious few (which, I fear, is

impossible), the projected step will be a dangerous one. and
will weaken the entente cord'iale (which, by the way, is

already tottering to its fall) rather than strengthen it,

H. -\. TU'SK.

Winter Runs.

Sir,—To us Northerners the various picturesque accounts
of the big winter trials held "down South" are most inter-

esting, but how every writer eniaj-ges on the " oceans oj

m-id tliat were everywhere, especially on the riders!

In view of the various articles and letters that have
appeared recommending the ordinary two-wheeled motor
cycle for professional and business uses in rill weathers, it

rather looks as if the writers have not had the experience

of riding under such coniitions as these trials were hsld.

Being an ardent advocate of three or more wheels for all-

weather business travelling, it would greatly interest me,
and no doubt u.any others, to hear Irom observers hov,'

the.A,C, and the Morgan runabouts fared in the Exeter run.

Were the riders of tnese machines able to keep clean and'
comfortable without the addition of the weird and wonder-
ful, and, in most cases, usetess, mudguarding devices that
disfigured the motor bicycles? With regard to the Morgans,
were these the two-seater models driven without passenger?
If so, what was their behaviour when taking a sharp tur:i

to the left?

Wishing The Motor Cycle in 1912 the same well-merited

success it has enjoyed in past years,

CECIL KIMBER,
[The remarks in this journal with regard to the way most

of the riders were bespattered with mud, apply mori'

particularly to the bicyclists, Ihe Morgan runabouts, with
oire ex:eption, carried pa-ssengers,

—

Ed,]

Clean Counties and Local Taxation Licences.

Sir,—In your issue of the 11th inst,, page 49, "Rutland-
shire " notifies an endorsement printed in red at the top
of his 1912 motor licence form. My own form (Middlesex)
is similarly endorsed, but I should like to point out another
alteration. Formerly, under the heading "Exemptions," the
form stated that no tax need be paid " for carriages or

motors kept but not used at any time within the year,"
Now the word "motors" is omitted, and the clause leuds,
" for carriages laid by but not used at any time within the
year," This loolis as if the tax gatlierers wish to try and
squeeze more money from the motorist by charging for motor
bicycles kept but not usjd. Is this legal? Tlie unwary may
take it to be so and pay extra, NON-DOCILE,
[Motor cycles and cars kept but not used at any time within
the year are exempt. The term "carriage
carnage drawn by
road.

—

Ed.]
horse, etc.,

means any
or propelled upon a

THE CLYNO AS A THREE-SEATER.
A. Brintman, of Paddin ton, W., who uses a two-seatel sidecar of bis own

lesi n wltb i.is 5-6 h,p. two-speej Clyno. In a letter to us, tlie owner remarm
upon t..e comfort of the macnine.

Sir,—Enclosed is some correspondence regarding an applica-

tion to Ayrshire for registration of a motor cycle. I tr'ist it

will be of intei-est. JIOTOSACOCHE.
County Buildirgs, Ayr.

January 16tli, 1912,

Motor Car Acts.
Dear Sir,— I am in receipt of your application for the regis-

tration of a motor cycle and postal order for 5s.' in payment
of the fee.

However, since you are residing at Streatham, application

should be made to the County Clerk, Sprirg Gardens, S.W.
I return the postal order and form wliich you sent.

Yours i^aithfullv,

(Signed) ,

Streatham, S,W,,
January 18th, 1912.

Tlie County Clerk,

. - County Buildings, Ayr.

Dear Sir,—I am again sending you herewith the form for

registration of motor cycle and P.O. for £s. which j'ou have
returned to me with the erroneous remark that these "should
be sent to the County Clerk, London, S.W."

Please note that I do not intend giving any of my licences

to London,
To enlighten you I would mention that London alone had

no less than twenty-three police traps in 1910, which number
increased to 175 during 1911. ,"

For your future guidance please note tliat the law allows

all licences, whether for dog, guns, game, men servants,

motors etc., (with but one exception, "driving licence"), to be
paid into any county or county borough in the kingdom.

Please therefore send me a registration number for my motor
cycle with as little delay as possible.

(Signed) .

nig
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The Stream-line Body on Racing Motor Cycles.

Sir,—The illustrations on pages 56-57 of last week's issue

of The Motor Cycle greatly interest me, as I think there

is more in the idea than one would think from casual obser-

jvance. I can remember having great talks with W. E. Cook
when he was at the height oi his racing fame, on the subject

of wind cutting bodies and disc wheels, which, I think, are

very important. He said he thought they would certainly

increase speed, but that side gusts so peculiar to Brook-

lands, especially just after going under the members' bridge,

would have a tendency to blow one out of one's track or

course. I shall certainly try the idea myself this year. I

am certain that it will increase existing speed records.

HARRY BASHALL.

Multi-pole S''arking Plugs.

Sir,—Perhaps my experience will prove interesting to

those of your readers who hesitate to fit the Lodge double-

pole plug in conjunction with magneto ignition. I have

used this excellent fitting with both Bosch and Simms
magnetos and neither has suffered in the least. To overcome

the difficulty which some apnear to have exnerienced in

regard to ease of starting, it is a very simple matter to fit

an arrangement for shorting the ordinary plug for starting

purposes, to he out of action when the rider is comfortably

seated. This arrangement has the advantage of showing the

difference in ri'nning. whilst running, between the_ two-

spark and single-spark systems. I have not experienced

any difficulty in regard to starting, provided the points of

hoth plugs are set as closely as possible without actually

touching.' The best positions for the plugs are, one over the

inlet valve and the other in the combustion chamber, not

both in the valve chamber. As complete combustion takes

place in approximately half the time with the two sparks,

the ignition must not be quite so much advanced as when
only a single pole plug is used. W. J. LANCASTER.

A High Speed Passenger Trial.

Sir,
—"Ixion" in his note on a high-speed passenger

reliability trial appears to suggest as his impression that the

future of designs in the "sociable" line is not bright. I

cannot agree with this sentiment. After an experience of

motor cvcling which must be nearly as long as his own, I

am slowlv b^ing forced to the conclusion that motor cycles

of the two-wheeled pattern must always be handicanned by

a 'drawback that it see^ns impossible to eliminate. They do

not give the rider sufficient protection from dust or dirt.

The seriou.'' all-weather rider must be prepared to find him-

self not infrequently at the end of a long journey in a state

of filth more or less abhorrent to most. To the great and

increa-«ing army of motor cyclists who are doctors, commercial

travellers, or other men of business, this is a matter of

vital i-^portance. To the better class of motor cyclists who
can afford an increase in first cost of £20-£30 a vehicle

which will give extra comfort and protection must always be

interestine and acceptable if it is as speedy as the present

motor cvcle.
" Ixion " raises the objection to a T.T. race that desiens

are not sufficiently stereotvned. Unless he belongs to that

schco' who believe onlv in stock-tyne races, he should be with

me when " say that races are intended to lead to a standardisa-

tion in design. I cannot remember that in the earlv davg of

Continental racing the organisers waited for any stereotyp-

ing orooess Steam cars, rwtrol cars. bicvcle._ tricvcle, all

raced together. Why a handicap ? We ask designers to pro-

duce a vhicle to replace the average high-power sidecar

outfit. The cardinal points* are, therefore, well-known and

agreed htkhi :

1. Vn'-p. must not be 'more than £90.

2. Wcitjlil mu.H not be more than 3 cwt.

3. Vehicle must caiTv paspngers side by side. Let us

throw thepe al the designei-s to worry out in the way each

tliiii'cs best. The race will decide.

Uis suggested Brooklands trial would undoubtedlv be a

viirv fii'e thing a-s a preliminary bloodinc. but notliir^ could

equal the T.T. race as a test of cmcFtiouB in stability and

other d.'lailH which arc as yet undecided. If the sociables

were nlliiwcd to race, with tlic junicn' machines no one would

bo iiicorivcnicuced, for the first year or two at any rate, as

ju'cpuniably Die number of entrants who could go to the

expense would be small. It would, no doubt, be increased

if a preliminary Brooklands trial were held. H.M.

Ii20

Sir,—In view of the forthcoming T.T. races, I should like-

to back up the suggestion which has already appeared
in your paper, namely, the inclusion of a sidecar race in

the T.T. programme.
Sidecars are now so popular that a race of this description

would be extremely useful, as it would tend to produce strong
yet light sidecar axles and connections. It would also afford

a thorough test for variable gears.

I should like to hear the opinions of others on this matter.

JUNIUS.

Hill-cUmbing.

Sir,—Apparently "Fair Play" has more confidence in his

judgment of what is possible for a motor to climb than he
has of your last v^^eek's correspondent's veracity.

I hope that in the near future this confidence may be
shaken and that the Clyno may be the cause.

. , :

In reply to Mr. F. Smiti I do not live in the Lake District,

but am often there, and should be writing this letter from
there but for the heavy' snowfalls.

The early spring is the best time to climb Honister, as

later it is much cut up by traffic.

I should be delighted to occupy the Clyno's sidecar and
be able to verify its success. H. NEWMAN.

Are Provincial Shows Wanted?
Sir,—At the present time manufacturers would be doing

service to themselves and the trade generally by waiving,
for one year at any rate, aaiy rigid rule they may have as to

restricting their exhibiting to one show per annum.
The present time is one of unusual interest and enthusiasm

on the part of the general public towards motor cycling.

The trade will miss valuable advertising and commercial
advantages by not holding a special show in the North of
England in addition to the one already held in London.
The rule restricting exhibitions to one per annum may be

a useful one, so long as its operation works only towards
preventing reckless expenditure, but the rule becomes a
mischievous one when it prevents expenditure that will be
profitable for all—profitable for the manufacturers, for the
retailers, and for the public.

There are thousands of motor cyclists in the North to
whom the inconvenience of a journey to London has been a

bar, furthermore, beyond these existing enthusiasts, there
is an even larger number of the non-riding public with
sufficient interest in the pastime to tempt them to look
round an exhibition if sufficiently near to them, but who
would not journey specially from the North to Olympia.
The effect of a local exhibition upon the minds of these

waverera would bring sufficient reward to the trade for any
expense and trouble.

THE COLMORE MOTOR CYCLE DEPOT.

Silence and Silencers.

Sir,—As the initials used by your correspondent on the
above subject in the last issue are the same as my own, I

feel compelled to enter into the discussion to prevent mis-
apprehension amongst my numerous motor cycling friends.

It can be admitted that a very small number of motor
cyclists do ride with open exhausts, but to condemn the
whole from this is very unfair ; then again to state there
is no improvement in silencers since 1907 is too sweeping.
There are so many motor cycles that are efficiently silenced

and without undue back pressure, it would need a large

amount of space to detail them, but 1 will mention my 1912

Ilex de Luxe, which with its long exhaust pipe is reasonably
silent, but to show that manufacturers' are dealing with this

problem seriously, I may say that the manager of the Rex
Co. informs me that they are experimenting with an exhaust
box to fit on the end of the long pipe, and this will, in my
opinion, eliminate all noise from the exhaust.
The suggested new law on cut-outs will probably mean

another way in which the police can show their "regard"
for the motorist, or should I say the motorist's pocket—one
more addition to the many burdens of ihe motorists, if it is

to be dealt with by the police in a like manner to such
technical offences as exceeding the speed limit, non-produc-

tion of licence, etc. A. H. PRIESTLEY.
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
January 25 5.32 p.m.

27 5.36 „

„ 29 5.39 „

„ 31 5.43 „

COOOOOOCKOOCO

"The Motor Cycle" Spring Number.
Although the weather at the time of

writing is not of a spring-like nature,
we hope for improved riding conditions
by March 21st, when the Spring Number
of this journal will be published. Par-
ticulars of the contents will be announced
at a later date.

Lecture at Leeds.

Mr. V. A. Holroyd gave a lecture on
motor cycles before the members of the
Leeds M.C.C. on Friday last. The lec-

jjturer, who was well received, illustrated
his remarks by hintern slides, some of
^hich were n productions of photographs
which have appeared in these pages.

winter Trial in Derbyshire.

The Derby and District M.C.C. winter
trial for the Russell Challenge Cup was
run on Saturday last. Seventeen entries

were received, -but, in face of the appulling
road conditions caused by the bl zzard,
-none except the boldest spirits came to

utile start. The course was a circular one
I of twenty-five and a half miles, to be
• covered three times, and the speed fixed

was eighteen miles per hour. G. Brough
: (6 Biough) proved an easy winner, E.
Russell (3i Russell) being second.

A Hill-climb in Ceylon,

A most interesting event took place on
Saturday, December 23rd, 1911, when
the Ceylon M.C.C. held a hill-climbing

-Competition on the Kadugannawa Pass.

Steep gradients of any length are difficult

to find in Ceylon, and this hill was
chosen on account of its curves. A
feature of the competition was the
splendid riding of T. F. Lucas (T.T.
Tiiumphl. Both he and R. Forrest
(Triumph) took the corners particularly
well. Results :

Class A (lightweights).—T. B.
Stewart (w.o.

)

Class B (under 520 cO—1, T. F.
Lucas (T.T. Triumph); 2, R. Forrest
(Triumph); 3, E. Brown (Triumph).

. Class C (single-geared machines only).
,—1, Lucas (T.T. Triumph); 2, Brown
JTriuniph) ; 3. Forrest (Triumph).

Class D (under 800 c.c. )— 1, Lucas
(T.T. Triumph): 2, Joliffe (6 Bat); 3,
Gardner (Triumph).

• Class E (under 1.000 c.c.)—1, Lucas
(T.T. Triumph) and Northway (6 Bat);
3, Jolifte (6 Bat) ; 4, Forrest and
Gardner (Triumph).
Only two entered for the race open to

all comers, D. J. Maitland (twin Bat)
and Lucas (T.T. Triumph). This was a
close race, until Lucas got into a rut
and fell.

The last race, for slowest time, was
won by A. T. G. Gardner (5 F.N.),
Traves (P. and M.) being second, and
Joliffe (6 Bat) third.
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French Eas^ter Trial.

The A.C.C.F. two days' trial, April
7th and 8th, at Easter comprises a circu-

lar course near Paris, and is called the
Circuit de faris. i'lie stopping p.ace
for the night is Compiegne. The total

distance of the two days' runs is 337
miles.

Gradient of Stoney Brow.

It has been pointed out to us that Stoney
Brow, Manchester, recently' climbed by H.
Reed on a Dot sidecar with tliree passen-
geis, is steeper than 1 in 7, and is really

1 in 4. Our local conespondent inter-

viewed the city surveyor of Manchester on
the subject, and he confirms our stat€nient,

but the authorities will now have the hill

surveyed again.

French Riders and Variable Gears.

Inspired by the performances of

British machines in last year's Circuit
du Rhone, the Lyons M.C.C. will, we
believe, for the first time in France,
award special prizes and organise
separate classes for motor bicycles with
change speed gears and clutches in its

International Touring Trial on April
28th.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
QUARTERLY RELIABILITY TRIAL

(Illustrated).

ENGINE POSITION.

EXPERIMENTS WITH HYDROGEN
PERUXIOE.

A Warning.

We undei-stand that tlie "Test Hill"
in Richmond Park will be under observa-
tion in future on Sundays, and that as

the hill is not long enou9;h for trapping
purposes, summonses will probably be

issued for " riding to the common
,
danger." Motor cyclists who are in the

habit of trying machines on the hill are
warned not to travel too fast.

Military Motor Cyclists.

I here are three vacancies in the East
Lancashire Royal Engineer Telegraph
Company, whose headquarters are at Sey-
m iur Grove, Cld Trsfford, Manchester,
An allowance of f6 lOs.^ per annum is

mad? for the maintenance of a motor
cycle during camp. Further particulars
may be obtained from hendquarters or
from Mr. G. A. Moore, M.I.H., 10. Crof-
ton Street, Whitworth Park, Manchester.

Exeter to Penzance and Back.

Mernbers of the Exeter and District
M.C.C. took part in a winter reliability

trial to Penzance and back—a dietance of
2i0 odd miles—on Saturday last. The
Okehampton road wus in a very bi>d state,

but the surface improved as Cornwall was
approached. There were many retirements
owing to various causes. Finallv. Exeter
was reached to the schedule of 20 m.p.h.
by two competitor-^, J. A. Neumann and
S. J. Saunders, who both rode 3^ T.T.
Rudges, and, subiect to confirmation, tied
for first phice. Mr. Neumann, who also
won a grid medal in the Londnn-Exeter
run, considers the trial was much more
severe than the M.C.C. event, owing to
the state of the roads and the higher
schedule speed.

DERBY AND DISTRICT M.C.C. WINTER RUN.

Competitors near Cross 0' th' Hands, Wirksworth, where the banks of snow were seven or tight feet high,

jeo. Btoiigh, the winner, is the third rider from the left. -

B23
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The Tourist Trophy Fund.

We have received a cheque for £5 from
Mr. C. H. Hitchen, cf Morecambe, as

a contribution towards the Tourist Trophy
Fund The amount has been forwarded

to the Secretary of the Auto Cycle Union.

Irish Eiders and the T.T. Race.

Irish riders will be disappointed if the

T.T. race b« held in France this year

The Isle of Man is so conveniently

accessible from Irelaxid that, S3 tar as the
Emerald Isle is concerned, Manxlajid is

the better venue.

Yorkshire Road Improvements.

The Stockton Rural Council, who have
in recent years done a very great deal

in the direction of improving sharp tnrns

and dangerous jorners in their area, are

still proceeding with this work, and have
just completed a splendid improvement
at Hartburn, where there were two
exceedingly dangerous turns. A new
road has been constructed round the back
of the village, making an almost straight

road past the village on the road from
Stockion' to Darlington. Two other
corners are to be r::unded off, Mr. R. T.

Hett, on be'half of the owners of the
Norton Estate, having given a piece of

land on the read between Norton Hard-
wick and Crrlton Junction Railway
bridge, and the Stockton Grange Eptate
Co. Having made a similar gift of a piece

of land at the first pay gate on the

Durham road for this purpose. The
latter is a very important and much
needed improvtment, as a motor cyclist

was killed there about a year ago
through a collision with a car at the
corner, wh._h prevented the drivers frcm
seeing each other till tco late.

January':^, igi2.

Circuit du Rhone, 1912.

The Lyons Motor Cycle Club has
formulated an ambitious programme for

this yeaa-. Among the events of interest

to British riders are April' 28th Inter-

national Tourinj Trial, July or August
Circuit du Rhone. The latter was won
last year by a British rider on a British

machine when the North-West London
M.C.C. members went touring to the
South of France.

[MTOUE ISJ^EIMTS

Vib. 17.—Sutton Coldfield A.C. Open
One Day Trial.

Mar. 2.—A.C.U. Open unc Day Trial.

2^.— R.M.C.R.C. Race Meetinp.

„ 23—Herts. County A.C. Open
Quarterly Trial,

„ 30.—Derby and District M.CC.Open
tiili-climb.

Apl. 5-8.—N.W. London and Herts.

Comity M.C.C. loint Trial

and Open Hill-climb (Yorks.)

and Ladies' Competition.

_^ 8.—Westmorland M.C.C. Onen
Hill-clinb on Urigstcer Brow

„ 13.—Oxlord M'C.C. OpenHiil-cUrab

ZjSZ

The Motor Cycle in India.

From an authoritative source we learn

that the motor cycle was very much in

evidence at the Delhi Durbar. The use
of rrotor cycles in India has been fairly

popular, dating from the early days of

the pastime, a sufficient proof, of this

being provided by the descriptions and
illustrations of tours and rides undertaken
in that country which have appeared in

these pages.

FIRST QUAKTEBLY TRIAL OF 1912, ORGANISED BY THE HERTS. COUNTY A.C. (MOTOR CYCLE SECTION).

Compotilors passing through Rickjianswortb. Note the rain-soddeneiircad surface.

Auto Cycle Uiiion Notes.

The Six Days' Trials.—Mr. Potter,
secretary of the Taunton M.C.C, and
Mr. Gpldswprthy Crump, the Taiinton
district surveyor, recently attended a

meeting of the A.C.U. Competitipi?E

Committee, and offered some valua'tjfe

suggestions regarding the route and thi;

general arrangements of the trial. Mr.
Goldsworthy Crump's knowledge of th^
roads is of the greatest value. He is' i>

keen motor cyclist of many years' stand-
ing. Mr. Potter offered, to procure a

cup to be awarded for the slowest cleah
ascent of Porlock on a motor bicycle.

Starting at Races and Hiix.-climbs.-t
An affiliated club recently asked the
Competitions Committee of the Auto
Cycle Union for its ruling as to whether
or not motor bicycles fitted with frefe

engine clutches or two-speed gears might
be brought to the starting line at a hiU-
climb with the engines running. The
A.C.U. desires it to be known that it

is wholly in agreement with this prp'-

cedure. '

'

The Quadcar Question.—A letter w^s
sent recently by the Auto Cycle UniQij)

to the R.A.C., pointing out to that body
that the new type of vehicle recently

evolved, which is . generally known as
;
a

quadcar, legally came under the motblf
car category, and that, presuming it werfe ,

desirable that the development of thik

vehicle should be encouraged, whether
the R.A.C. would consider the running
of trials and competitions with this ob-
ject. " A reply has been received to th^
effect that the R.A.C. was of the opinion

- that its Technical Committee and the
A C.U. Competitions Committee should
discuss the matter at a joint conference.

Silencer Trial.—A special sub-com-
mittee, consisting of Messrs. J. W. G.
Brooker, E. M. P.. Boileau, A. Sharp,
V. Hart, H. P. E. Harding, Col. H. C.
L. Holden, R.A., F.R.S., and Dr.
Watson, F.R.S., has been elected tn

draw up details and fix a date.

Six Days' Trial and Brooklands.—
The A.C.U., after further consideration,
has definitely decided to abandon the
fdea of finishing the Six Day's' Trial at

Bi'ooklands, feeling that it would be un-
desirable to leave Taunton before thr
full six days had been completed, since
so cordial an invitation .had been re
ceived from the inhabitants of th<

Somerset capital, from the Mayor dowji-
wards. Consequently the kind offer .of

the Stewart-Precision Carburetter Go.
to defray the cost, mentioned in our last
issue, cannot be accepted. However, in

1913 we understand the Brooklands pro-
posal will receive further careful con-
sid'-ration before any centre is decided
upon.

International Competitions. — The
Auto Cycle Union nas decided to send
a team of riders to compete in thr
A.C.C.F. Easter reliability trial. Every
endeavour will be made to organise tliV

visit on economical lines, and with .a view
to making the compttitors as comfortabli'
as possible. Entries, by the request of
the Auto Cycle Club of France, will b.

confined to members of the Union and
of clubs affiliated to it. Intending com-
petitors should send in their names tn

the Secretary of the Auto Cycle Union,
!!9, Pntl Miill, S.W. The event is. tli.'

outcome of W. .Cooper's suggestion.

1121
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The Auto Cycle Union Ninth Annual Dinner,

ON Saturday evening last the ninth annual dinner of

the Auto Cycle bnion was held at the Waldorf
Hotel. The event was one of the most successful of

its kind ever held. The arrangements were excel-

lent, as separate tables were placed in front of the high
table, the speeches were good and to the point, and tfte

musical entertainment was of the highest order. For the
latter Mr. W. Rouse was responsible.

After the loyal toasts, Mr. G. D. Dean, legal repre-

sentative of the R.A.C. and A.G.U., rose to propose " The
Auto Cycle Union." He began his remarks by mentioning
how in his early motoring days he had had the greatest

contempt for the motor cycle, and how, when it had at

last occurred to him that a motor bicycle would be handy
for getting quickly from one place to another, he had tried

one which had been procured by Jlr. Straight, and in the

use of which he had received instructions from ilr. Beasley.

He had ridden it to Grantham and other places. Then,
and onJy then, did he realise how much the A.C.U. had
done to perfect the modern motor cycle. The A.C.U.'s
work was not, however, finished. Thinking of the Holywell
Hill test at St. Albans, which took place that very mcrn-
ing, .why, Mr. Dean asked, could not single-geared motor
bicycles be made to climb steep hills slowly, and why could

. not' further improvements be made in silencers ? Touching
on the benefits members received from the governing body,
the speaker mentioned the case of a member whose sub-

scription was but 5s. per annum costing the A.C.U. £i5
in legal expenses. Not only did it cost him nothing to win
his case, but he saved the cost of his defence, and had he
lost his opponent's solicitor's fees would also have been
saved to him.

Definition of a Motor Cycle.
Mr. Robert Todd (chairman), in reply, mentioned in the

course of his speech the difficulty of defining what a motor
cycle was. The matter had come before the R.A.C. com-
mittee, a member of which said the definition was an easy

one.- He was asked to define a motor cycle, but broke down
hopelessly in the attempt, and the committee gave it up.

Tliere was a new type of light motor veliicle (quadcais).

If it were decided to be a motor cycle, the A.C.U. would
look after its interests ; if it were decided to be a car, the

R.A.C. would further its development. At present no one
knew. Mr. Dean had grumbled because a motor bicycle did

not like going up a hill at ten miles an hour. In his (the

speakers) very early days, they thought it lucky if the

machine would go uphill at ani/ miles an hour. Speaking
of the growth of the A.C.U., at the end of 1910 the total

~ membership was 2,700, and now it was 5,000, and still

growing. As regards the Tourist Trophy Race, the trophy
itself was now in America. .That was rather a good thing,

emphasising the international aspect of the race. He re-

ferred - to O. C. Godfrey, the plucky winner, who was
present at the dinner. The I.O.M. Highway Board agreed
that the race should take place in the island, and recom-
mended the Tynwald Court to grant the necessary . periftis-

sion. Whether that permission were granted or not, the
race would be held all the same.

The R.A.C. and its Affiliated Cluts.
Mr. Otto Thomas {Th-e Motor Ci/ch) then proposed the

toast of "The Royal Automobile Club and its Affiliated
" Clabs." Since he had been a member of the A.C.U. he had
realised more and more how much that body had been in-

debted to the R.A.C, and how closely the affiliated clubs
snd the individual members of the Union were bo-und to the
parent body.

Speaking of the R.A.C. members -nho had given Valuable
af.sistance to the A.C.U., th're was Mr. Robert Todd, the

chairman, whom the speaker regrett-ed he did not see otter

enough at committee meetings ; Coljnel Holden, whose techni.

cal knowledge had been of such great value, and who had
made a study of the motor bicycle from early times ; Mr.
J. R. Nisbet, whose level-headed views were so heartily

welcomed on the committee; Mr. Eeevor, whose weighty
remarks were often heard on these occasions ; Mr. J. W.
Orde, who was always ready and anxious to help the A.C.U.

;

andMr. G. D. Dean, who had helped so many ineuibers out
of legal scrapes. Referring to the growth of the Auto Cycle
Union, he mentioned how its increasing prosperity had been
largelj due to the work of its secretary, Mr. F. Straight.

Mr. J. W. Orde, in reply, speaking of Mr. Dean's early

motor cycle experiences, said that he hiirself had not been
so lucky; he had had to teach hiniself how to use his

machine, and he had done even better—he had taught some-
one else. This was in 1903, befjare the Gordon-Bennett race

in Ireland. The secretary of the Kildare County Council had
borrowed lus 2^ h.p. motor bicycle, and had received instruc-

tions in all points except as regards stopping. He had therefore
had to travel m:les beyond his destination, as he did not
know how to pull up, and hod pedalled the machine back
against compression, and had arrived more dead than alive.

The Chairman.
In rising to propose the toa.st of " The Chairman," Colonel

"Holden, O.B., R.A., F.R.S., said that Mr. Dean had nen-
tioned how the work of the A.C.U. had perfected the modern
motor bicycle. Mr. Todd, on the other hand, had worked towards
the perfection of the Auto Cjcle Union. Referring to the able

speech of Mr. Ctto Thomas, that gentleman, he said, had
adopted tlie principle of the "Otto" cvcle, and had exhausted
his subject. He thought that ten-mile speed limits up hill

should be abolished, as an excess of that speed up lull w:as

always safe.

Mr. Todd suitably replied, and the proceedings finished with

the sin^iiii; "t .Auld Lang Svre

SATURDAY'S QUARTERLY TRIAL (NEW SEMES). Thiea ol the sideear macdines leaving Tnng.

/
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ENGLISH-DUTCH RELIABILITY TRIAL.
NOW that suflicient entries have, been ;

received

from English motor cycUsts to cornpose three

, teams in the above International contest, to be

held in Holland on August 5th, we may subdivide the

entries into the different classes in order to gain some

idea of the possible formation of the English amateur

and trade sections. The actual teams- will be chosen

from the following :

Private Owners.

Class A. Class B. Class C.

Machines up to Machines from Machines from

340 c.c. 240 c.c. to ECO c.c. 500 to 1,000 c.c.

I. C. Bennett Geoffrey Smith W. Cooper
Mitchell Vernon Taylor (3i Bradbury)

',2a -Douglas) (3i Rudge) L. A. taddeley

H. M. Carter Seymour Smith (7 Indian)

(2| Douglas) {3i Norton) W. 0. Oldman
Fred Dover (Bat)

(Sj Premier) C. W. Wilson
A. E. Uffleman (Morgan runabout)

(3i Humber) Gordon B.

C. C. Cooke McKechnie
(3i Triumph) (8 Dot-Jap)
Horatio Walks Andre Marheim
(1912 Triumph) (T.A.C. sidecar)
Richard Cussons E. B. Ware
(3^ New Hudson) (Chater-Lea sc.)

F. C. Wasl-ay and F. A. Hardy, machines not stated.

TE.4DE Tea.ai.

Class A. Class B. Class C.
Machines up to Machines from Machines from

340 c.c. 340 c.c. to ECO c.c. 500 to 1,000 c.c.

W. W. Douglas W. Pratt F. W. Barnes
(2-1 Douglas)
R. HoUoway
(2i Premier)
Sam Wright

(3-i P. and M.)
J. Woodhouse
(3i Precision)

W. F. Newsome

(6 Zenith)

Hugh Gib-on

(3i Bradbury)
W. H. Wells

(2J Humber) (3i Triumph) (7 Indian)

U. V. Colver Roy W. Walker Frank Smith
(2| Enfield)

R. G. Mimdy
(3^ New Hudson)

F. C. North
(5-6 Clyno)
R. Lord

(2| Singer)
fl. Graham Dixon

(3i Ariel)

Geo. Brough
(6 Rex sidette)

(2i New Hudson)
J. S. Holroyd
(Motosacoche)

(3^ Erough)

Ladies' Section.

Mrs. A. Wade (3| Scott) | Mrs. C. C. Cooke (3^ Triumph)

Entrants are requested to state the h.p. and
capacity of their machines.

It has been suggested to (he organising body—the

Duich Motor Cycle Club—that the teams be increased

to nine or twelve, seeing that the event is proving .so

popular. In any case it is possible that .some form
of competition will i)e evolved by the Dutch Club'for

those entrants who are anxious to cross over to

Holland with the English party, whether chosen as

one of the team or not.

North-countrymen will especially be interested in

the brochures which the Hull and Netherlands Steam-

ship Co., Ltd., are circulating among the entrants.

They <-ontain much information of value to inolorisis

intending to visit Holland. The Hull-Rotterdam route

is certainly a good alternative, as there is a daily

D2K

service, and the first-class return saloon fare is only

20s., whilst the cost of a motor bicycle, in the

possession of a passenger is 5s. each way. By this

route, intending competitors and their friends could
leave Hull (Riverside Quay) on the Friday night,

August 2nd, spend Saturday at their leisure, and stay

the night in The Hague at the hotel, where they would
meet the Harwich contingent at breakfast on the

Sunday morning.
An alternative scheme would be to cross to Rotter-

dam on the Saturday night, and ride from Rotterdam
to The Hague or Scheveningen, and pick up the other

party there.

THE LATEST "MILLFORD" SIDECAR,
THERE is an indication that the sidecarist who

intends to go in for serious touring will not be

satisfied this year with the ordinary protection

provided by an apron. Where cost is no considera-

tion, lady passengers usually have a preference

for a well-upholstered body with side doors and
torpedo front. Popular demand also asks, so we are

informed by Mills-Fulford, for a chassis and body
with as low a position as possible. This firm has,

therefore, applied for the registration of a frame
design which we illustrate. This frame enables the

body to be slung as close to the ground as is con-

sistent with safety, the actual clearance being 5^in.

The body is coach built of three-ply wood and
luxuriously upholstered, the front portion being en-

tirely covered in, so that when the hood and screen

are up the passenger is protected from the very worst

weather. When out of use the screen lies on the top

of the torpedo front. The body is carried on the

usual type of " Millford " springs at the rear, but

in front leaf .springs of the " C " type are connected

by shackles to the %ody, which should ensure the-

_ utmost comfojt for the passenger. The new model
is called the " Millford Cabrio, " and can also be

supplied with other types of bodies tlian the one

illustrated, made of cane or wicker.

Messrs. Mills-Fulford, whose address is Crown
Works, Coventry, have just issued a new catalogue. '
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STEADY AS A ROCK!
Accurate as the Greenwich Time Ball ! !

The
a

JONES
JJ
Motor
Cycle

a
Speedometer

An accurate and reliabia instrumont—tha favourite of speed men and tho

chosen of Harry Long, the World's Record Holder.

A Correspondent writes ret^t'fly :

" Thanks (or prompt attention re Jones'

Speedometer. Hops it »ill lie as reliable

as the old one—she d>d 40,000 n-iles and is

still going strong on the ma.nine I sold."

All

Models

shDwing

speed

to either

60 or 80

M.P.H.

PRICES.
Model 26—Mileage to 10,000 and

repeat

Model 31—Mileage to 10,000 and
repeat, and Trip

recorder

Model 32 -Ditto with Maximum
Speed Hand

With reliable Watch attached (either

model) Extra

£3 3

4
-J

5

1

4

5

1

MARKT & CO., LONDON, LTD. 6, City Road, FINSBURY. LONDON, E.C.

At your Service

!

SoM
• tveiTwkere

3ist December, 191 1.

London-Gloucester Open

Beliabihty Trial.

Dear Sirs,

I have the pleasure to

inform you that I have

been successful in qualify-

ing for a SILVER CUP in

the above.

Your plug fired

PERFECTLY during the

entire run in spite of MUD
AND RAIN, it seemed to

me PARTICULARLY
SUITABLE for a high

compression engine like the

TRIUMPH.
Thanking you for your

KIND HELP.

I am dear Sirs,

Yours faithfully,"

Glvnn Rowden.

LEO filPAULT & Co.. 64a, Poland St.. LONDON. W.

Kh ^

"The Passenger Machine"
That takes you out and br:ngs you
home again with the speed of an
E^p^ess Train, and the quietness of

a ^1,000 car.

Weeks* Delivery from
date of Order Guaran-
teed.

Spare Parts In
Stock for En-
gine, Gear, and
Machiae.

For Immediate Delivery.

1912 8 h.p. Passenger Model 70 guineas.

1912 6 h.p. T.T. Roadster Model 54 guineas.

REPAIRS. EXCHANGES.

6

"The Only Authorised AGENTS'"—

The LONDON MATCHLESS MOTORCYCLE AGENCY
184, Great Portland Stieet, LONDON, W.

S^:
-J.^

In answering these advertiseTnents it is desirrihle to mention ".The Motor Ci/de." B31
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E.I

MOBI.

3/6
ea.ch.

Obtainable everywhere.

SAMP30N ROAD NORTH,
SPARKBROOK, BJRMINGHAM.

Truth Knows No Fear

"RUSOLINE"
MOTOR OIL.

You've heard uhat the experts say cboat it!

You've seen the results obtained by ihe use ofit!

V/hy hesitate ?

Manufactured under the supervision of

iv. RUSSELL
Oate o( Price's Patent Candle Co. Ltd„ London),-

»* RUSSELL BROS.,
NATIONAL OIL WORKS.

Adams Street, Birmingham.

NEW EDITION
. . NOW READY . .

K]®E)103 ^^^'

[?D.<^nG]@

Kl^<§G]DK]@g

Model
Flying Machines »

Their Design and Construction
(Second Edition).

Revised throughout, Enlarged, and brought right tip lo dale.

A handbook devoted to the construction of practical models
of flying machines of all types. The greater part of the

book Is devoted to aeroplane models, but special chapters
are inclu4ed, dealing with direct lift and flapping wiiig

types, and also with model dirigibles.

Profusely illustrated from drawings by the

author.

The advic^ given is the result of- the personal experience of

the writeri artd the book will be found of the utmost service

to all who follow the fascinating and instructive hobby ©f

making arid flying models.

PRICE

1/-
Net.

Obtainable from the Publishers of " THE
AERO," ILIFFE & SONS LTD..
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.,

and all the leading booksellers.

Remittance must accompany post orders.

Bv Poat.

1/2

1132 uiiKarniiij l/icsc adctrliscmtnts it is dcsiiabU to mention " Tfi£ Motor Cj/cte."
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1912 MODELS 1912
CHATER-LEA.
CLYNOS.

PREMIERS.
MATCHLESS.
RUDGES.

Early Deliveries—Best Exchanges.

TRIUMPH, ii)09, two speeds' £37 10
PHANOIMEN. ft h.p. rwin, two speeds £35
REXVE LUXE, 5 h.p., two speeds, 1909 £27 10
REX, 3l h.p., M.O.V., low built £6 18
tiilNERVA, l"win 4^ b.p., spnng forks £16 10
N.S.ti., 4 h.p., single cylinder, new last

Sept., ideal sidecar machine £27 10
KEX DE LUXE, 5 h.p.; twm. two speeds,

handlestarting, M.O.V., 1911 model .. £48 10
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p.. twin, two speeds,

1910 £37 10
REX, 3j h.p., spring forks, magneto, h.-b.

control, 1909 model £22 10
N.S.U,, 4 h.p., single-cylinder, new

two months ago £28 10
REX, 3j h.p., 1908, spring forks, magneto,

h.-b. control, beautiful condition . . £16 10
N.S.U.. si h.p., two speeds, masneto . . . £19 10
TRIUMPH, 3j h.p., 1910, Clutch Model £38 10
QUADRANT, 3s b. p., magneto, spring tork^ £16 10
PREMIER, 3! h.p., new, 1911 model £3ll
H.8.U., 3J h.p., M.O. v., magneto £1j 10
N.8.U., 3 h.p., M.O. v., nice order £13
REX DE LUXE, two speeds, magneto,

handle starting, h.-b. control £22 10
PREMIER 3i h.p. 1911, 3-speed, new £43 10
TKIUinPH, 2 J h.p £6 >a
HOBART, 3 h.p., vertical engine, low .... 10 10
ROYAL STAR, 2J h.p., vertical engine . . £5 10
KERRY, 23 h.p., 26in. wheels, vertical

engine £8 10
OLYMPIC, ii h.p., vertical engine, 26in.

wheels £6 10
PREMIER, 3j h.p.. igi2, three-speed gear £58
PREMIER, 2J h.p.. lqi2. three-soeed gear £47 5
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., vertical engine £S 10

PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.

TRICARS.
TWIN REX, air-cooled, belt drive. Fit-all

two-speed gear £14 lO
STEVENS 4 h.p., single-cylinder, air-cooled

ji Roc two-speed gear, handle starting £14 10
TWIN REX, 5 h.p., air-cooled £9 10

CARS.
DARRACQ, 9 h.p., two-seater , £15 15
cMbLk., 14 n.p., four-cylinder, tive-seater,

two speeds and reverse £27 10
. HUMBER, 5j h.p.. two-seater, bucket

seats, two speeds and reverse £13 10
PHCENIX, 8 h.p., two-cylinders, magneto,

, hootis, screen, and lamps £56

GENUINE MICHELIN TYRES.
Beaded. Wired. Tubes.

•26x2 17/- 16/6
26]t2i .... 18/6 17/6
26x2i .... 21/- 18/6
28x2 .... 19/- 17/-
2« X 2i .... 19/-

MICHELIN BUTTED TUBES.
26x2 11/6 26 X 2j 11/9 26X2}
28x2 12/- .28x2j 12/6 _ 28x2}

9/6
9/9
10/-
10/-
10/6

12/-
12/6

^

Carriage Paid. Ail Guaranteed. Prompt Delivery

IVI ISOE l.LJ\NEOUS.
New Amac Variable Jet and H.-B. Control 18/6
Ditto Second-band 12/6
Longuemare, Minerva, F.N. Carburetters 4/6
Good Rigid Sidecar 57/6
MilUord Castor Wheel Sidecar £6
Long Handle-bars, dropped ends 5/6 and 6/8
Coronet Silencers, up to 5 h.p 3/3 and 4/6
New Handle-bar Mirrors 2/3
Gripskin Belting: §in. 101, Jin. lid., rin! 1/-
Wide Mudguards, 310., 2/3 ; 4in., 2/11 pair.
Handle-bar Watches, with holders 4/3
New Sidecar Frame and Wheel 35 /_

Trembler Coils, 6/6. Plain . 2/11
Powell and Hanmer £1 Lamp 11/6
rfi Guinea Lowen Sidecar £5
f.j^i-1.- \pvv Coronet Sidecar £% 11
Millennium 2-speed hub £3 q
New Footrests ." 2 ' 3

Booth's Motorics,
Keighiey mills, Bedrord Street North, Hal

Tel. 1062.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

TTODGSON lor Clynos (in stock).

TTODGSON for Premiers (January).

CTODGSON Jor Sidecars (in stocS).

TTODGSON. 10, Hilton Pd.. Bradford. Tel.: 5361.

f^ OTJELAT, the great Douglas agent

/^ OTJELAT.—1912 Douglas in stoek.

GOUELA T.—Sole Manchester agent. J. W. Gouilay,
Fallowfteid. Manchester.

r^ OUBLAY. the Great Douglas Agent.

GOUHT.AY will keep your Douglas in tune free of
charge.

G OTJELAT.—Attention is what you get when you buy
a Douglas from Gourlay.

GOTJRLAY.—Sole Manchester and district agent.
Gourlay, Fallowfleld.

1 012 Douglas, February delivery.-Ewbank, Castleford.

1 Q12 Clyno, February delivery.—Ewbank, Castleford.

T PARISH, agent for the mighty Bradbury and
. Douglae.

TPaHIsH, sidecar builder, any design, 81, Fisher-
. gate, Prestnn

SCOTT. 1911. perfect condition; f49.-Dr. McManns.
County Asylum. Lancaster.

"IQIU Triumph, soiled, £43; 2}h.p. Enfleld. nearly
if/ new, £31.-86, Fargate, Sheffield.

LITEKPOOL Official Agents lor Humber and Dot
Henry Whitlock and Co, 40. Hope St

Q3.h.p. New Hudson. 3-epeed, had little use, complete:
I** £37 cash.—Miller, Brentwood, Brighimie

1 Q08 Triumph Motor, 3jh.p., perfect condition, numer-
J-ff ous spares; £26/10— lo,' Kunmill St., York-

IQIO Triumph Motor -Cycle, in splendid condition.

-L*J £32/10, A bargain. — Loj-nds. Duckworth St.

with spares, lamp, and noru; price £.^2'10.

11 Moto-Eeve, 23h.p. twin, shop-f^oiled
;

price
J32yi0. ft harp

.,_... ...

Darwen.

CAEES, Ltd., Knowsley St., Bury.— 1911 Zenith-
Gradua, 3in.p., \\ hiitle belt; £43; nearly new.

CAEES.—Eudge, free engine, 1912; BS.A.
gine; delivery from stock.

CAEES.-1911 T.A.O.,
excellent order.

free en-

4-cyl.. £43; 1910 Triumph.

belt, etc.—Blundell, 96, Manclestcr Ed., South-

esil
lilax.

CAHUS.—3ih.p. Humber. 2 speeds, and sidecar, 1910,
£42; wanted, 1912 Zenith, 6h.p., aud Triumph,

tree engine

CAJIES, Bury, offer a 1906 10-12h.p. Humber car,

2-seater, in exchange for 1912 free engine Tri-
umph.

TRIUMPH, 1910^, perfect coudition, lamp, horn,
spares; £35.—Fearnley, decorator, Headingley, Leeds.

Qihp. Triumph, 1907. magneto, lamp, Lorn, spare

port-

CLYNOS and Eudgc.-, multi-speeds; deliver March;
book now to secure. — Smitn, Motor Agent, Hor

bury.

IQl^ Triumph, clutch model. Palmers, Lucas lamp,
-I-*/ 800 miles; bargain; guaranteed perfect; £45/10.
—Below.

1 Q09J Triumph Standard, just overhauled at Triumph
it/ Works, splendid condition: £32.—Below.

ZENITH, 6h.p. twin, new August, "Whittle, Lucas
lamp; owner buying car; £52/10.—Bekw.

SOLE Agente. Triumph. Zenith, Rover, Enfield, Moto-
sacoche, James : immedi':ite deliverv. — W. L.

Thompson. Ltd., 83, Anlaby Rd.. Hull.

EARLY Delivery of 1912 Scotts and Bradburys ; in
stock 1912 T.T-.Bat.-J. H- Dewhirst, Campbell St..

Keighiey.

magneto, spring forks, £13/10; 6h.p
>del, spring forks, £18/10. — Coliier,

Westgate, Halifax.

XMMEDIATE Delivery of multi-speed free engine
Rudge ; splendid sidecar machine.—Ewbank, Castle

ford.

1 Oil 4-cyl. 3-speed T.AC, hand starting, foot clutchXU bucket seat ; £40.-327, Skiicoat Green Ed-,
Halifax.

1Q11 Lincoln Elk, May; £18/18; any trial here:
-M.U stamp, rejjly; first postal order-—Burrows, clothier,
Cudworth,

4-CYL. F.N., ^ , ,

magneto Zedel, spring

S^h.p. ONLY REQUIRED
to take a Coronet Sidecar. We do not build

freak models that require a traction engine to

haul. Compare with some—ours are half weight

but twice as strong. We know what is requured.

Model E.—£7. ModelD.—£3 123.od.

Instructive Catalogue post free, giviny
UlustratioTis and /till particulars of all modeis
of Coronet iSidecars. Every model certain to

satisfy and save ynoney for Iniyers. Full o)

improveinenis. Quick detachable joints.

Latest car pattern mudguards. Wictcer, cane,
or coach-huiU bodies. Child's reversible seat.

Excellent uphnlsfery.

NOTE front arm which grips main tube of sidecar,

which is the only correct mechanical method

—

nothing lopsided about this attachment.

Delivery from stock to suit TRIUMPHb
N.S.U.'s. KEXES. P. & M.'s, BRADBURYS, etc.

Discounts to Agents.

TEE BEE LOW
SEAT-PILLAR,

5/- each.

GREAT CUEARANCE l-INE.
New Dunlops, 28x2 and 2i, wired edges .. 10/6
Dunlops, 28 X 2, beaded, heavy treads 14/9
24x2 and 2i Beaded Clipper Covers, new .. 8/6
Best QuaUty Butt-ended Tubes 7/9
150 New Tubes 26 x 2i S/11

Rubber-studded Covers, best make 25/-

ENGINES:
4 h.p. Twin N.S.U., vvith Bosch gear-driven

magneto, brand new tr im makers £11 10

4 h.p. Twin N.S.U. , with magneto £9

3J h.p. N.b.U., M.O.V £3 10

jli.p. FAFNIR. silencer, etc £3 10

4ih.p. BUCHET, water-rooled £6 15

9 li.p. DARRACy, water cooled £9 10
10 h.p. CLEMENT, two cylinder £9 10

3i h.p. REX, M.O.V £3 10

41 h.p. PRECISION, new 1912 Model £13 10

ij h.p. Minerva £1 8 1 2 J h.p. De Dion £1 15

3 h.p. Quadrant £3 | 2J h.p. Minerva £3 5

Exchanges entertained.

MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS.
V\ e have a large stock oi the best makes trom

59/6. Voiir old coil and ace. taken in exchange.

NEW CARBURETTERS FOR OLD.

22/- and your carb. secures a new B. and B.

with h.b. control,

20/- and your carburetter secures anew Amac
with variable jet and h.h, r^ntro!.

Delivery per return

2n answering these adxKrtisements it is d'sirable to Ki:n(ion " Tie, Motor Cycle.
"
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

ONE Triumph, 23h.p., long handle-bars, low, re-bushed,
good order; £8.—Baron, 386, Blackburn Ed-,

iecringijon.

HUMBEE, SJh.p., 2-speed. new August, 1911, excel-
lent condition: what oflers?—Thog. Bentley, Bolton

St., Chorley.

1Q11 Bradbury, Ssh-p., guaranteed as new, ridden
J-if 500 miles, nnscratohed; £36.-359, Oxford Ed.,
Manchefiter.

magneto, spring forks, not done
J! 15. — Jones. Hurst Nooli, St.

MINEEVA, 25h.p.,
:5 100 miles;

Annes-on-Sea.

Lionel less apron. £6 6s. model witn agron.

w^' —
'

'-^
.

|. .^L^
#1 ! ' i \kj^ajtBfc. ,^jp,,

- W ^^ : ''-J' ifx^jw^
.,r...h

,

•
' J

i^i lh. model. £8 85» model.

26 X 2} Micheiiii tyres. Double Cee Springs. Wide
mudguard. Three-point suspension. Dropped bearer
bar if desired. DoubJe stove enamelled.

Guaranteed twelve months. Need we say more 7 ? ?

NOTE ! ! ! Our £8 8s. Model weighs 78 lbs. only, not
between i and 2 cwts., as sugRested.

B

BRAND New 1911 Latest 6hp. Rex Engine; £12.
complete with pulley and inlet pipe.—17, Peel St.,

Accringtou.

3ih.p. Complese Rex. less carburetter and oil pump;
-4 first cheque £4.-17, Peel St., Accrington.

TRIUMPH, late 1910 clutch model, perfect, tyres ae
new, spare belt, tools, etc. ; £37.—Sykes, Suake-

speare St., Boutbport.

S.A.. 1911, perfect. £38; torpedo 1911 2ih.p. Pre-
cision. E E , Dunlops (2in.), 100 miles only, £28.

Southport.

1 Q 1 1 Lincoln Elk, 3?h-p-, Boscli magneto, Palmer
Xt7 tyres Dniid lorks. never been used- £30.—Evane,
50, Market St., Vvigan.

TRIUMPH :April, 1907), SAh.ij.. magneto, excellent
tnroughout. and had little usage; £20.-15. Brad-

ford Bt. West, Bolton.

ROYAL Enfield, 1910; £26, or near ofJei; spares,
grand ordpr. only run 2,000 ; got car.—Stevens.

Fairfield Rd., Morecambe.

REX, 3ih-p., magneto, Tonrist, as new throughout,
guaranteed perf*-ct. 26x2i non-skid tyrea.-Motorist.

22, Belvoir Gardens, Halifax.

We have the under-mentioned dates open for de-

livery for various 1912 Models.

ALL FULLY GUARANTEED.
RUDGEt 3J h.p., standard Ex-stock
RUDGE, 3I h.p., clutch Ex-stock
RUDGE. 3I h.p., multi-speed March
ZENITH, 34 h.p., Gradua gear Ex-stock
ZENITH, 6 h.p., Gradua gear Jan. 25
DOUGLAS, 25 h.p., Model K Ex-stock
DOUGLAS. 2I h.p., Model G March 9
HUMBER, 2 h.p., 3-speed Feb.
ROVER, 3.V h.p., clutch model , Feb.
NEW HUD'SON, 3i h.p., 3-speed Feb.
BRADBU R Y, sj h.p., standard Ex-stock
BRADBURY, N.S.C. 2-speed Feb.
BRADBURY, chain drive. 2-sDeed .... March
ENFIELD, sidecar combmation Feb. 14
INDIAN, 7 h.p., 2-speed Feb. 19

MORGAN Runabout Feb. 20
BAT, 4 h.p., 2-speed March 25
BAT, 6 and 8 h.p., two speeds April i

SCOTT, 3? h.p., two-stroke April 25
A.J.S., 5 h.p., chain drive, 2-spccd May 20
HUMBER, 3I h.p., two speeds June i

REX, 6 h.p., sidette F .'ora stock
REX, 4 h.p., De Luxe Ex-stbck
REX, all other models 10 days
CLYN03 (Halifax stocks only) Feb.

A.C. Sociables March 14

List of Second-hand Machines for disposal, continued
from other column.

TRIUMPH, 1908 model, 3^ h.p., frame cut down
at roar, XL'AII saddle, very low built £30

REX Litelte, 191 1 model, water-cooled, two-
sealer, chain drive, two speeds, handle start-

ing. This has only been used for fifty miles,

and is adfriirably suited for a tradesman's
carrier .- £50

M0T08AG0CHE, 2A h.p., M.O.V., 1911 model,
irr-f cngiiK', Whittle belt, Druid forks, adjust-
able [iLilloy, as new £28

REX, 5 )i,p., lyioj, de Luxo, two speeds, Bosch
niagiicto, tyres like new, complete with
P.M.C. sidecar £45

REX, 1906 model, 5 h.p., just been re-enamellcd
and plated, handle-bar control, u bargain.. £14

J.A.P., 1910, 4 h.p., Chater-Lea frame, Bosch
magneto, low built, very fast £25

ANTOINE, 5 h.p., twin, very low, footrcsts, long
h;in(ile-bars, coil and accuniulatnr ignition £14

We have numerous other inaehiin*3 (or disposal.

Send us your requircEiicuts. Cash or exchange.

« CASM OR exchange:
MAUDES* MOTOR MART

^»36Gt. Portland St. LONDON n-^'.

1909
uiuer

;

Continental
£18.—E. S.,i

MOTn.RRVR 2h.p Twin late
front, Clincher baok, mnniag

Lucy, ..^tcici Qutibe, SioariK,n.

7 h.p. Peugeot, 2 speeds and free, good condition; sell

to high est bidder, or exchange lor sideuar and
cash.—155. Woodbine St., Salford.

3ih-p. Biadbnry, 1911, P. and H- lamp, horn, new
2 Whittle belt, spares, condition like new; £38/10

—Lamb, Queen's Terraee, Quiseley.

HALIFAX.—64 new machines at second-hand prices;
accetisi ries free, and expenses paid to caish buyexs.

—Motors, 16, Westgate, Halifax.

1 Qll Standard Triumph, new rear cover and DunlopXtr belt, spare valve, etc., in splendid condition; £38.—(Jlay, 17, Lirtle Sionegate, York.

FOR Sale, motor cycle, 2ih.p., h.b.c, plated rime, low
position, in good running order; £11. — l'\

Windrorfa, Pro*'peut, Rawdon, ar. Leeds.

NEW 1912 8h.p. Matchless-Jap T.T. Roadster, just
delivered in crate; cost £57/16, accept £55; cash

wanted-- 5. Whittam Av., Marion, Blackpool.

"IQlO Triumph, thoroughly overhauled, enamelled, like
-l*? new, with new sidecar; £34/10.—Allen Broe-,
sidecar dpecialistti, Wellington Rd-, Stockport.

1Q10 Roval Enfield, 2ih-p., lightweight, just over-
At^ hauled, like new-—Allen Bros-, sidecar specialists,
Wellington Rd-, Stoekport-

BAT, 3ih.p-, new July. 1911, absolutely perfect, £33.
Indian. 5h.p-. free engine modt-i, new 1911, all

spurea. £45.—Hodgson, 10, Horton Rd., Bradlord.

LIVERPOOL Official Agents for Bradbury, Zenith,
Singer, Rex, Clyno, Moto-Reve; delivery from

stock.—F. C. Jones and O0-, 3, Bedcrose St., Liverpool,

P.
and M. and Sidecar, 1910. condition equal to new,

i

£45; B SA-, new May. 1911. £40; Wolbrown '

Hidecar. one month old, £7/10.—Hodgson, 10, Horton
i

Rd-, Bradford.

BRADBURY, 3Jh.p., new Ea.-^ter, 1910, perfect con-;
dition, noeda nothing ; trial willingly : 2 belts,

handle-bur mirror, lamp, horn, etc. ; £28.—RulcliflJe, 20, i

Princes Rd., SaJc.
'

inil Premier, £34: 1911 Bradbury, £35; 1910 Trl-

j

!/ uiiiph. £35; 1910 P and M., £38; 1912 Tn-
uiiiphti, P. and M.'n, Brudburys, Ivy motor cycled.—T. t

Rood, Nettle.sworth. ,

ClKrO, Write, or Wire, Geo- Merriok; he's the man for
k? Bradbiirys; in Btock, Rudge, B.S-A-. AJ.S.,
N.S-U., and runabouts-—Merrick's Stores, Liaterhllls,

'

llradford. Tel,: 2439.

TIMUMPH, 3ih.p-, 1911 rlutrh model, tyres perfect
' nmtitlon, only DHcd 2-000 milca, condition us imw,

with rniiiiiieto net of simres ;
price £43.—Baxter, Waratah,

Lower Walt.jn, Vv arrington.

CLYNOS.— Don't you wnni onof Tako a ffcntle hint
•in<l order one now. They are all wantiun th^ui.

I can supply promptly; good exchanges—Potter. Clyno
I

Hpecialist, Loiceater Grovo. Lcetla- |

SINCE

£20

£37

A number of motor agents, etc., talk about genuine
guaranteed and overhauled second-hand machines,
we respectfully suggest that a buyer asks "what
facilities they have foi thoroughly overhauliiig a
motor cycle." Give us a call, see how we overhaul
% second-rhand machine, and he satisfied.

WE GUARANTEE EVERY SECOND-HAND
MACHINE WE SELL.

A selection from our list of good reliable second
hand machines :

DOUGLAS, jgii model, Model E, two speeds,
spring forks, Bosch magneto, good tyres,
like new £30

PREMIER, igio model, si ^-P-, twin, Dunlop
tyres, Bosch magneto, very fast, and suit
sidecar £J2

N.S.U.; lyio model, 3i h.p., magneto,, good
tyres, handle-bar control, spring forks, con-
dition as new .'

^ . : . . £28
CALTHORPE, rgii mode!, 35,b-P-, Precisioa

engme', Hutchinson tyres, not done i,ooo
miles, niagneto,- handle-bar control £30

REX, igii model, 5 h.p., tourist, condition equal
to new, M.O.V,, spring forks, B. & B. caf-
buretter, handle-bar control, Bosch mag-
neto, Rey whistle, trials machine, ani gold
medal winner £3S

REX, 3^ h.p., iqii model, like new, cone clutch
model, only used 100 miles for trials, perfect £30

V.S., 1910 model, 7-9 h.p., two speeds, Nala
gear, Truffault spring forks, finished cream,
Bosch magneto, very fine sidecar mount,
just been thoroughly overhauled £39

SCOTT, two-stroke, two speeds, free engine,
spring forks. Palmer tyres, water-cooled
head, spring footboards ; £25

MATCHLESS, igio model, 8 h.p., side valves,

J.A. P. engine, car tyre rear wheel, cream,-
finish, very fast, admirable sidecar mount,
special price £35

REX, 1907 model, 5 h.p., twin-cylinder, free

engine, spring forks, enamel and plating as
new, a bargain £10

N.S.U., 1908 model, 5^ h.p., twin, very low built,

magneto, two speeds, free engine, admirable
sidecar machine ..:...:

,

HUMBER, igii model, 3^ h.p., two speeds,
free engine, handle starting, had very little

and very careful usage
F.N., 1909 moflel, four-cylinder, spring forks,

Bosch magneto, shaft drive, complete with
rigid sidecar, fine turnout £30

REX, 1908 model, 3J h.p., two speeds, handle
starting, Bosch magneto, spring forks, fine

sidecar mount £22
N.8.U., igo8 model, 3 J h.p., very low built,

spring forks, magneto £20
PHOENIX, quad car, 8 h.p., Fafnir engine two

speeds, wheel steering, reverse, Bosch mag-
neto £30

V.S., igo8 model, 5 h.p., twin, just been over-
hauled, Truffault forks, Bosch magneto, for

spot cash £2S
PEUGEOT, 7-9 h.p., very low built, Bosch mag-

neto, pan seat, 2jin- tyres, very powerful . . £20
ARIEL, 1910 model, 3J h.p., free engine,

M.O.V., Bosch magneto, very finesolo mount £31)

REX, sidette, igii model, 7 h.p., two .speeds,

Bosch magneto, handle starting, coach-built,
sidecar

HUMBER, igogj model, 3} h.p., two speeds,
handle starting, very fine si lecar mount

REX, iQii model, 7 h.p., two speeds, handle
starting, spring forks, Bosch mngneto, very
fine sidecar mount

MINERVA, 4J h.p. twin, M.O.V., steel-studded
rear tyre, spring forks, just been overhauled, ' '

plated and re-enamelled £2l
TRIUMPH, ryoo model, magneto, spring forks,

very fine solo mount £30
REX, 1908, 5 h,p., 2-speed, De Luxe, magneto,

spring forks, complete, with sidecar 231
T.A.C., 1911 model, 7 h.p., four-cylinder, three -

speeds, handle starting, worm drive, magneto £45
TRIUMPH, igog model, jj h.p.. two speeds, free •

engine, Bosch magneto, complete with Lucas
lamp, Millford sidecar £49

REX, loio model, 5 h.p., two speeds, magneto,
spring forks, very fast and good sidecar '

'

machine £40

We have numerous other machines for disposal.

Send us your requirements. Cash or exchange.

MAUDES MOTOR MART;
12)6 GREAT PORTLAND STREET.UON O O N W

Telc6riiine 'Abdtc^te** Loitdoo

(lists p»ost rree)

£52,,

£31

A28 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " Tlie Motor Cycle."
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WHY
do our Sidecar Springs resemble a won

BECAUSE
They WILL NOT "SHUT-UP."

^STRENGTH

RELIABILITY
FRY ONE OF OUR SIDECARS.

and

GUARANTEED TWELVE MONTHS. g
'rom S Guineas, and we fit our Patent Spring B
Jetachable Couplings, which were acknowledged IJ
,t the OlNTOpia Show to be the finest vet on the B
Qarket. Write for particulars. " a

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
|tUDGE 1912 Standard, from stock £43 15 r

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MINEEYA. 2}h.p.. 26x2 rubber-studded bark tyie,

in !?ood running order; sell, bara^ain, £8-—Brown's,
12. Bull Ring. Biruiint,'iiaui.

twin. m.o-v., free engine, 2
_ forks, excellent condition

;

Birminsnam.

1 Oil Eex de Luxe, 6h p.
-Lt/ speeds. Bosch, sprins
£40.-12. Bull Ein=; "

MOTOR Cycle. 3:h.p., m.o.r., Bosch, magneto, h.b.c,
tarburetter. spring forks; £12/10, bargain.—12

Bull Ring, Birmingham.

F.N.. 4-cyl.,

B. and

REX Twin, 5-6h.p.
pillar, free eni

MACHINES GUARANTEEaALL
lUDGE, free engine, rgrt, in splendid

condition throughout, as new. Palmer
Cord tyres £45

RAOBURY standard rgrt model, un'-
scratched, beautiful condition £39
UDGE racing model, igit, all improve-
ments, very speedy, first-class con-
dition £40

.8.U., 4j h.p., twin, 2-speed gear, Bosch
magneto, very fast £24

8-U-i 33 h.p., rgo8, magneto, h.b.c, good
and sound throughout £21

UMBER, 3i h.p., 2 speeds, Bosch mag-
neto, handle starting, free engine, etc. £29

.S.U., 3 h.p., magneto, N.S.U. patent
carburetter, very good tjTes £18

EX, rgir, brand new, twin, all improve-
ments, standard £38

EX, 5 h.p., rgog, spring forks, adjustable
pulley £26

EX DE LUXE, igog, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed
gear, variable pulley, springs £33

EX Speed King, 3J h.p., especially built
for the Isle of Man Races, chain drive £25

EX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., Bosch, twin-
cylinder, handle starting £28

IP, Peugeot engine, low built, racy .'.'.'.'
£12

LOYD'S, 2 h.p., smartly finished £8
DVANCE, 6 h.p., magneto, twin-cylinder,
B. and B. carburetter £18

ORTLAND, Peugejl engine, si h.p., rgti
model, Bosch magneto, rubber' non-
skid tyres, fittle and carefully used . . £32

EX, 5-6 h.p., igii, M.O. valves, 2 speeds,
free engine, special built sidecar, very
luxurious £42 19UMBER, 3-1 h.p.. Roc 2 speeds, handle
starting, and free engine £34 qEX DE LUXE, 5-6 h.p., 1909, 2 speeds,
variable puUey £38

INEkVA, 8 h.p.. Roc 2 speeds, handle
starting, torpedo tank, grey finish, all
improvements, MiUs-Fulford sidecar . £47 10

.h.p. CENTAUR, P. and M. two-speed
gear, complete with sidecar, splendid
runmng order £25 g

UADRANT, 3j h.p., good sidecar !!!!!! £15

MISCELLANEOUS.
>ii Brown and Barlow Carbm-etter 25/-
iils-Fulford Sidecar, in splendid condition £5
3st Horns, Lucas pattern, very loud and

musical 12/6
enerators, bum five hours .-'.'.'..' 5/8
ew Fuller Midget Coil .".'.*.".'.'.". 7 '3

'ide Mudguards, 3iin., with stays .'....'. 2/3
4!in. „ 2/11

3ng Handle-bars, dropped ends g/,
iller Sidecar, quick-detachable lugs .... £4 5
jrtland Sidecar, as new ['. £4 |q
ew Goggles, usually sold at 2 ,'6 1 /B
ew Bosch Plugs '.'.'.'..'

3 6

SCOTT ' S,
Victoria. Motor House,

OWELL STREET, HALIFAX.
^lenhone

—

\t-> v-Hn-nl
-legrams—" SCOTT, Powell Street, HalUax."

Oih.p. EoTer,

Boich mai^neto, spring forks, ?ear driven,
B. h.b.c. carburetter. Continental tyred;

sell, bargain, £16/10.—Brown's, 12, Ball Kin^, Birmins-
liam.

spring forks. Cantilever seat
. 2 speed-., 26x2i Contireatui

sacrifice, £10/10.-12, Bull Eing, Birmingham.

ANTOINE, Sih.p , m.o.v., magneto, eloping back
frame, h.b.c. carburetter; bargain, £15/10. — 12.

Bull Ring, Birmingham.

TRIUMPH, 1909, real good order, lamp, horn, .large
valice. cpares, Cowey, new belt; £29, — 12, St

Peter's Rd , Leicester.

SPEED King. 1911 model, 7h-p., m-o-v-, Bcsch mag
neto. very fast; sell bargain, £27.-36. Third Av-,

Selly I'ark. Birmingham.

PEEillER, 1911, Sjh-p., free engine, accessories,
sparer, etc-, perfect condition • throughout, tyrci

good: £40.-71, Aylestone Ed-, Leicester-

new Rom tyre and new cyl., guaran-
teed excellent order: £12/10 r exchanges con-

eidered.—Tomlinson, Uppingham. Rutland.

REX, 1910, twin-cyl., 6h.p., free engine. Palmer cord
tyres, spring forks and seat pillar, condition as

new; £31.-103, Heeley Ed., Selly Oak.

TEIUirPH, late 1909, carefully ased. spare footrestc.
backre.st, eshau.st whistle, horn, 1911 fitments;

£30, offers.— 5. Edgbaston St.. Birmingham.

rEIUMPH, 1910, just thorougnly overhauled, perfect
condition, large number spares and actes.sories

;

expert examination invited: £32.—LP., Turner Arms,
Wragby.

ENFIELD, 2ih.p., lightweight motor cycle, 1911. in
perfect condition; Dunlop tyres, complete, horn

tools, etc.; £25.—C. Bailey, dairyman. 56. Drvden St.-
Kettering-.

RES. de Luxe, 1910 twin, Bosch magneto, free en-
gine. 2-speed gear, epring forks, equal to new : sacri-

fice £37—Edwards, 66, Walford Ed., Sparkhr,ok Bir-
mingham.

TRIUMPH, 1911 clutch model. T.T. engine many
1912 improvements, as new, with 50/- lamp, horn

and spares; £48.—Box No. 9.405. The Motor Cycle
Of3cet5, Coventry.

IQll Tourist Trophy Twin Humber. -won Private
*-«^ Owners' Cup. not been 500 miles. 3-speed, fref
engine, very fa<t. guaranteed " " ~

"

Hounds Gate, Nottingham.

Collier's Motorles,

Westgate, Halifax,

ENGLAND.

Early deliveries of
1912 Bradbury machines.

Exchanges Quoteri. Distance no objection.

offerg.—Percy Johnson

.

IQll Free Engine Triumph, several 1912 improve-A*^ ments. and 1912 Millf^rd cane torpedo front side
^ar. lamp. ) orn. and ii^- e-^,-ories : cost £(0. atcept £56
—Box No. 9,406, The Motor ^ycle Offices, Coventry.

BEADB0RY, 1911.
plete. lamp. Jones,

N.S.U. 2-3peed, "Whittle, com-
.

tools, perfect condition, given
ao trouble in year's bUf^iness use in all weathers; buying
1912 Bradbury; £40, or nearest.—Gibbins, Earnt Green
RirminL,'ham.

PLASTOW, Grimsby, ha
new. ofEers ; 1910

1 Qll Premier, 3ih-p.. free engine,X «7 \Miittle, drip feed lubrication.

'

3 for sale 1911 F.E. Eudpe,
F.E. 'I'riumph, speedometer,

lamp. etc.. excellent order. £42; 1911 Sih-p. Humber.
2 speeds, speedometer, lamn, sidecar, etc., .16 new £.15
1906 3h-r. Triumph. £12.

2-speed Millennium.
jn. Garner whistle,

horn, tools, etc., perfei_t ftondition, only done 1.700
uiles: cofit £58. sell £45; buying twin.—Box Nc 9 408
The Motor Cycle Offli-es, Coventry.

SACEIFICE.-5h.p. T.T. 1910 Eex, engine specially le-
built by Coventry Ordnance Wcrks, 1912 B. and

B., Beech, racing and touring handle-bars, exceedingly
low, 12 months' engine guarantee given: any trial or
examination: £27: money ui^ently wanted— 6, Ken-
ngton Ed-, Coventry.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

KERET. 2Jh.p.. good condition ; £7, or offer Annlv
J. Starlins. Xorth Walstam, Norfolk.

3ih.p. Brown, good condition, li. and B. carburetter
2 h.b.c. : oflers.—Skinper, Gt. Shelfotd. Cambs

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
CASH, EXCHANGE, OR EASY PAYMENTS.

I9ir Twin Two-speed REX DE LUXE £47 10
6 h.p. Twin ZEDEL, Bosch. B. & B., spring forks £29 10
1910 7 h.p. Twin REX, M.O.V £37 10
FAFNIR, Bosch, h.b.c, Indian red, Druids £19 10
.Magneto TRIUMPH, spring forks, very smart .... £25 10
Twin REX DE LUXE and Montgomerv sidecar .. £25
REX, igro, 3J h.p.," hot stuff "... £29 10

5i h.p. Two-speed Twin REX DE LUXE £29 10

5 h.p. igio Twin REX, speci-^l machine £29 10

44 h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., magneto £19 19

2} h.p. KERRY, runs well, spring forks £10 10

iqro 3I h.p. T.T. REX, very fast £27 10

T/llUM"Plf , IQOS, very i»ood £28 10

3 h.p. HUMBER, chain drive £7 10

1)09 3* b.o. REX DE LUXE, two speeds £32 10

190S 3I h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £22 10

1907 3* h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £19 19

3.i h.p.'Tourist REX, brand new £29 10
r5io Twin REX DE LUXE, two speeds £42 10

.^ew Twin REX, Cantilever seat 36 Gns
Twin REX DE LUXE .and sidecar £27 10

MOTO-REVE, magneto, Druids £19 19

MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight £14 10
3i h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V £14 10

f.N. Lightweight, magneto, spring forks . . . r £19 19

REX, 3* h.p., spring forks £15 10

lOrr 3i"h.p. Tourist REX *32 10

1911 Twin REX DE LUXE £46 10

iron Single-cylinder Two-speed REX, 300 miles ..£32 10

A CALL WILL REPAY YOU.

T AMBEET.
Skipper, Gt. Shelfotd, Cambs.

Thetford. for early deliireries of 1912
Triumphs. Bradburys, Matchless, BLumbera. Eud"es

B.S.A.. etc.

B.S.A., standard. 1912. brand new in crate- pivin" un
ridins: £46/10.-Box L5,679, The Motor Cvcle

Olfices, 20. Tudor St., E.G.

with Garner
f43.—Turner,

rpEIUMrn. 1911, not done 500 miles
-L exhaust whistle, horn, and lamp:
29c, Victoria Ed-, 'n'isbech.

. Eadie. grey, fast, low, Watawata
stand, brake, etc., perfect: bargain, £5/10.—Book-

wood, Acton, Sudbury. Suffolk.

3.h.p. Minerva,

Backed by 10 years' experience.

Every car guaranteed 12 months.

*' Popular," Clipper or Continental tyre £4 19 9
" Superbe " type, with Ijest tyre, apron, etc. £6 6

Ditto, with reversible child's seat £7
Ditto, with best coach-built body £7 12 6

Improved Quick Detachable Joints are fitted to all

models. Prompt delivery to suit Rexes, Triumphs,
N.S.U. 's, Indians, and any other make.

Discount to Trade. Exchanges entertained.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention

50
The Motor Cycle.

Brand New Machines at nearly second-hand
prices. Accessories free, and expenses paid
to cash buyers. Come at ,once and gi*
first choice.

A3

1
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P.'!OTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
10 1 2 BradDurys, standard and free engine models

;

^ delivery .) anuary : cash, easy payments, or ei-
cLanKe. -W illmott Bros-, Norwich-

1 Q12 Centaurs, 23h.p. twin, in stock, £42; torpedo
JL«7 Precifiion, 2ih p., £37; sidecars, £6/6.—Wilbnott
Bros-. Norwiiih.

3Xh.p. Premier, 1912 model, delivery about two
2 neekri' time ; owner buying ligntweight ; £45 tor

duick sale.—Cross Bros-, Fruiterers. lp-^\icli.

1 C|ll 3ih.p. Preuiier, new ia*;t March, perfect con-
-L •/ dition, has been very caretuiiy used, not done
? ^^^ miles; will accept £35.—Cross Bros., FruitererB,

Ippwich.

1iil2 L.M.C. Motor Cycles; immediate delivery; trial

J.t7 runs and interviewtj by appointment.—W. E.
Bneezum. 14, F„re St., Iirewich. Hole ORent Ipswich
and di.strit^t.

TWO New Triumphs, in crates ; ofEers wanted for a

uew F.E. Rudiie, F.E. Rf vcr. Enfield. Mnv
MiD*frvu frame and wheels, euit inclined engine--Eweu,
King'a Lynn.

B.3.A : B.S.A. ! B.S.A. I — Early deliveries of all

models of these celebrated machmea; second-hanti

machines part payment.—A. F. Garnhum and Co., sok
afrent^f. Ip-wich.

IQll Scott. 1912 lubrication, absolutely perfect, ex-

X*y pert examination, trial, bargain, quiuk sale £46;
FR.S. riddling let. butted tube. £49; ordered 1912.—
Walker, 51. Cambridge St., Norwicn.

4h.p. Xsle of Man T T. 1910 Res. thoroughly over-

haul»Mi. splendid condition, very fa«t, tyres, belt

tubes sadiUe. tt-- n^w. many spares, re-bushed: £30,' 01

near ;.tfer -.Toh:, Tnrr, Trinity. Cambridge.

TRIUMl'H. 31i.p-, 1906. splendid condition, magneto,
Lyiett belt, tank re-panelled, fine P well and Han

mer lamp complete, good tyres and saddle, accessories

£19/10.—No. 9,402, The MotOT Cycle Offices, Coventry.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Hereford hire, Radnor, Brec'i

nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

B.S.A.. June. 1911. perfect order, all acceesoriee; £4C
— Deeley. Bromsgrove-

DOUGLAS. August, 1911, perfect, and equal to nen
all spares: £34.— Deeley Bromsgrove.

3ih.p. Triumph and Sidecar, late 1908, Whittle, al

2 sparer; Icwei^t quick sale £22—Uuviee, Mancheste:
Hcuse,^Gor.-;einon.

1 Qll Humber Lightweight, excellent condition, wit*

X«/ tool-' and lamp; £26.-9,429, the Motor CycU
Offices. Coventry.

5-6h.p. F.N.. 2-ppeed gear. 4-eyl., Rom back tyre, nei

August last, not don© 1,000 miles; £38.—Bi^k^
Sketty Rd-. Swansea-

FOR Farliest lieliveries of Triumph, Humber, En
fields. Singer, Premier, apply at once, Griffltli'-

Cycle Emporium, Llanelly-

2ih.p. Hobart, new February, everything completi
2 sjure.^: what oflpTs--Bcx No. L5,712, The Molo

Cycle OtflL-es, 20. Tudor St.. E.G.

IQll F.N-, 2ih.p. 2-speed, perfect, done 2.000 miles
Xt/ no breakdowns, new DmilQP on back, spare tyre,

many nt^er spares, lamp; £35, or offer--Whitfield, Biltoi

Rd..' Neath-

"1009 Triumph, little used lamp, horn, etc, £29
Xt7 1911 T-T. Triumph. £39: T.T. Humber, 23h.p
twin, 3 -poed-s. dut-h. £45 ti.e actual uiarhine ,.n whir-

Evans won the Junior Tonrifit Trophy race; as new, al'

In piTfe t condition: anv trials-—Whorton and Hartill,
Motor Cycle Depot, Dualey.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

TRIUMPH, 1909. excellent condition throughout
tvrea practically new; £29, or offer--R- N. Cole

Fareham.

TWIN Premier, 15 months old, 3Jli p.. BoRch magncti
speed * " "' " 'specdomeior, lamp, spares; £29.-5. Bury Rd., Gok

rort.

P. AND M.. 1911, 3ib p., new Kempahall tyre, per^

)c t order. — Davenport Vernon and Co-, High
Wyionibi.'.

IQll' Clutch Triumph, condition as new, spare Palmer
JL tj cord, usual tools, etc. ; £43.—Little. Clovclly.
Fleet. Uants-

D0UG1LA8, 1911, Model E, now condition, all acces
wiiic.t. Bpares; £i9.—" AucBencUJrn," 'Worcestir

Kt . GloutcHtcr.

IMMKDIATR DeUvericfl.—Write, Gibb. Gough an.
Hon. (iloiji c^icr. Sole aficntH for lJougla», Braii

hfiry, Prcji'icr. Rf.vcr.

BRAIUtllUY, 1911, 2-cpeed, Irco engine, goi d con
dilir'i, II. -w Palncr cord back; £42. — rhillipi,

rlicmiflt, Tiinbridgc WcIIh.

MOTOHACOCHK. £12, Druids, f-otroflts, Wliiftl-,

new '(andic anil tyrt*H, accesflorics.—K. Stewart, Cltir

ciKc Barruck«, I'ortsmouth-

THE ONLY MOTOR GYCL E
THAT COMBINES ALL
THE QUALITIES ESSEN-
TIAL FOR SIDECAR
\iu/\wy%c

Satisfaction has never overwhelmed the
users of Sidecar Machines—those owners
have always felt that there was some-
thing to be desired. May b; they wanted
a stronger frame, a more powerful and
flexible engine, better brakes. Probably
they wanted less noise, easier starting,

efficient front ard rear springing, and
more substantial tyres and rims. It

seems at any rate that there was always
something lacking.

BUT NOW comes the 1912 REX-
J.A.P., profiting by the mistakes of the

past, with a motor cycle that has eliminated
these weaknesses—fitted with the world-

famous J.A. P. Engine—especially
strengthened frame with brazed on lugs,

ensuring perfect alignment of sidecar—
powerful brakes— spring cantilever seat

and spri g forks—exceptionally large tyres—automa ic lubricator, with auxiliary

hand operated pump—and many other

exclusive features which place the REX-
J.A.P. far and away above all other Motor
Cycles in regard lo Reliability, Comfort,
Ease of Handling, Flexibility, and
Economy.
Write njw for Catalogue, it will interest

TO DEALERS— The REX- J. A. P.
Agency proposition is worth consideration

—we invite your correspondence.

COLONIAL AGENTS—The REX-J.A.P.
Colonial Models, with Special Frame,
Wheels, and increased ground clearance,

will interest you. We are now appoint-
ing Sole Agents, and shall be pleased to

post you terms.

The Premie*' Motor
Co , Ltd.,

Aston Road, Birmi/ig^hatn
Telegrams

:

l*rimu3, iiirmingham."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALl
1 Q12 Triumphs; any machine taken in part imvn
J- ^ easy termg.—Julian. Broad St., Reading

I Q12 Bradburys; any mad ine taken in part prn
,

J- «^ ea«y terms.—Julian. Broad St., Reading.

1Q12 Rudfres; any machine taken in part p;;-

J- «^ easy terms.—Julian, Broad St.- Readdn.i,',

1 Q12 BCumbers; any machine taken in parti payn
J- *^ eatiy terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

1Q12 Enfields; any machine token in part pavi
Xt? easy ler.as.—Julian. Broad St., Readini;

1 Q12 Triumphs; any machine taken^ in part \y.\\\i

J-«7 easy terms.—Julian, Broad St., Eeudiiig.

T Q12 Bradburys ; any macljine taken in part payu tAt? easy tarms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

1 Q12 Rudjres;
Xt' easy terms.

any machine taken in part
j

—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

1 0^2 Huinbers ; any machine taken in part pajii
Xtr ea^y terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

1 Q12 Enfields:
A*/ ea-y terms.

-

any machine taken in part poyii

-Julian. Broad St., Reading.

1 012 Triumphs; any machine taken jn part pnyn
eafiv terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

1 Q12 Bradburys;
easy terms.-

any machine taken in part payn
Julian. Broad St., Reading

1 <\12 Rudges; any machine taken in part payn
J- 1/ easy terius.—Julian, Broad St.. Reading.

1 ni2 numbers
J-«? easy terms.—Julian

1012 Enfields
A*-' eafiv terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading

1 Q12 Triumphs: any machine taken in part pnyi:
-*-t/ eaay terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

;
any machine taken in part piiyn

-Julian, Broad St., Reading.

anv machine taken in part pa
Broad St., Reading,

any machjne taken m part pa

I Q12 Bradburys
Atf easy terms.-

1Q12 Rudges; any machine taken in part puyn
J-*? easy terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

any machine taken in part, payn
Broad St., Reading.

any machine taken in part payn

1 Q12 numbers,
-i-t' easy terms.—Julian.

1Q12 Enfields: any ma<
At/ easy terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading

1 Q12 Triumphs; any machine taken in part payn
Atf easy terins.—Julian, Broad St., Rcadiug-

any machine taken in pait pa;

Broad St., Reading.
1 Q12 Bradbury;
At? easy terms.-Julia.i,

1Q12 Rudsfts: any macliine taken in part payn
Ai/ eav-*y terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

"J
Ol2 Humbers; any machine taken in part payn

Ai/ - ea.-:y terms.—Julian, Broad St., Beading.

1Q12 Enfields; an" machine taken in part payn
At/ easy terms.-Julian, Broad St., Reading.

anv machine taker in part payn
Julian, Broad St.. Reading.

any uiacVine taken in part payn
Reading.

Rudges; any machine token in "part payn
Broad St., Reading.

machine taken in part payn
easy terms.—Julian. Broad St., Reading.

12" Enfields; any machine taken in part payn

1 Q12 Triimiphs;
A«7 eas> terms.-

"1 ni2 Bradbury->;
Atr easy terms.—Julian, Broad St.

1Q12
Atf eajsy terins.-Julian,

10X2 Humbers

-Lt/ easy terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading

1 012 Triumphs
AtJ ea-sy terms.

any machine taken in part payi

Julian, riroad St., Rcading.

"I
012 Bradburys

19
19

any nmcliine taken in jtart pa
ea^^y terms.—Jalian, Broad St., Reading.

12 Rudires; any -machine taken in part pa
easy terms.-Julian, Broad St., Reafling.

12 Humbers; any int

easy term.s.—Julian
any machine taken in part pa,^

Broad St., Reading.

any machine taken in part pai
—Julian. Broad St., Reading.

1Q12 Triumplm ; any machine taken in part pay
Atf ea.vy terms.—Julian. Broad St., Reading.

"IQ12 Bradburys; any nmchinc taken in part pa>
A*/ ea>sy terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

"IQ12 Rmli,'(?H ; any machine taken In part i>a\

At/ easy tcnna.-Julian, Broad St., Rending.

any machine taken in part pa\

ea-y terius.-Julian. Broad St.. Reading-

1Q12 Enflekls! any mnehine taken in part pa

-|Q12 Enfields:
At/ eafiy terms.

j Q12 Humbers;

ea.«y terms.—Julian. Broad St., Reading.

any machine taken in part, pa
-Julian. Broad St., Reading.

I Q12 Trimiiphs;
At/ eawy terms.

-

I
012 Bradburys; any luuchine taken in part pa.\

1-t/ ejsy terms.-J .iliaii, Broad St., Reading.

any machine taken in part pay
—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

any machine taken in part pa\
ru!id .St., Reading.

anv machine taken in part pai
-Julian. Broad St., Rcadiiig-

rt pa.

12 Enfields;
ouisv terms

I
Q12 Rudges;

It/ cosy terais.

I
Q12 Humbers;

At7 en-^y tcrni.4.—Julian

19
1 Q12 Triumphs; any mai-hinc fftken in i

At/ ca.sy terms.— Jiiliiui. Broad St., Reading

1 Q12 Bradburys; any nntchine taken in part pa
At/ Bjisy terms.—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

-| Q12 Rudges;
At/- easy terms.

any machine taken in part, pay
—Julian, Broad St., Reading.

AS? In an&wcTinci these advert iscTrn'itis it is desirable to mention " The Motor CyclcJ'*

I
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\Oron BICYCLES FOR SALE.
St.

-4h.p. Indian, free engine, perfect

LES and Eyles. new Motor Garage, 113,
Aldate'e (oppoiite the Town Hall), Oxford.

LES and Eyles.
condition ; £44.

LES and Eyles.—7-8h.p, Indian, free engine, with
sidecar, perfect contiition ; £60.

LES and Eyles.—23h.p. Douglas, perfect condition:
£34.

LES and Eyles.—3ih.p. Premier, perfect condition

:

£32.- . .

LES and Erles.^3ih.p. Kex, perfect condition:
£25. -

LES and Eyles.—3ih.p. U.S.A., free engine, new;
£52/10.

LES and Eyles.—All the above are 1911 models.

LES and Eyles, Oxford, the University House.

,

li.p. Genuine De Dion, h-b-c-, new sidecar; £14;
separate £10—Madan, Wcstbury Park, Bristol.

,
10 Lightweight FN. fur r^ale, variable pulley, mag-

neto, tyres in Rood condition : special price £20.

09 Maiineto Moto^acoche, the most wonderful second-
mind Jigj.tweiK'nt ever put up for-sale, apparently

its own with any 3ih.p., very fast; trial run any-
3; lowest £ia; suit chauffeur, etc.

10 3ih.p. Kerry-Abingdon, Palmer cord tyres, as
new, had very Jctie wear; genuine bargain, price

E Condac Motor Depot, w'est Southbourne. Bourne-
mouth, the firm who do not deal in doctored motor
3.

09 Triumph, splendid condition, Lucas headlight.
Palmer inrds : £30, or exchange T-T. Triumph.

;, Church St., Chelsea.

JIAN, 7h.p. twin, 2-speed, free engine, as new;
must sell ; too powerful for owner ; bargain, £40.
. below.

and M., 1910, 3ih.p-, 2-speed, free engine, recently
overhauled, I'almer cord front tyre. Eom back, sparer
icceseoriea ; £40.—See below.

TMBEE, 3ih.p., 1911, 2 speeds, only wants seeing:
£54.—oee beiuw.

X. 3ih.p.. 1910, Touriet Trophy model, free en-
gine: £27/10.

[NOHESTEE.-Dorainy and Co., agents for Tri-
umph, Singer, Ariel, New Hudson; early de-

38 arranged.

DGE and Bradbury Models, for prompt delivery;
trial runs; exchanges entertained; send for lists.-
t, Barnes, Colnbrook, Bucks.

lUGLAS. 1911 Modei D.. absolutely un^cratehed
lamp, hern, new belt, and all eparea ;£33-—Eey-

, The Lodge, Coaham, Hants-

E Rale, 3:^h.p. i'xemier. fitted with genuine Roi
2-3peed gear, sidecar, and accessories.—J. T., Abing-
Souse, Victoria Rd., Swind.m.

lUiXPH, 1907, T(-ith 1911 improvements, Servicp
belt, new Kempshall on back, recently overhauled;
-Avondale, Bective Rd., Putney.

TNG Passenger Machines; earliest delivery for
caih pr oasv payrnents: trial xnna arranged at any
—Morris Motor Cycle Garage, Oxford.

12 Triumphs-—We can give very early delivery of all
models lor cash or easy payments.—Morria Motor
Garage. Oxford.

12 Enfields—Immediate delivery of lightweight
model; cash or easv payments: earliest possible

iry of Enfield passenger macliine.—Morris Motor
; Garage, Oxford.

11 Latest Modol 7h.p. T-AC, 3-speed, run only
500 miles, conr^ition as new; c:6t £80 few months

£47 nett.—A. Ward, Home Farm, Ascot.

h.p. Douglas. 1908, thoroughly overhauled, eplen-
did running order, go&d tyres, spring forks; £16.

•ntgomery, Victoria Rooms, Clifton, Bristol.

DTOSACOCHE, free engine. 2h.r., Druids, Dunlops.
very little used, all accessories; sacriflL-e £17/10 —

-lU, 60a, Gloucester Rd., Bishopston, Bristol.

tADBURT, 3;.hp., 19103. 2-^peed, and .sidecar (Pre
mier), new tyres all wheels, new pulley. Whittle,

fl, condition perfect; £42.—Armstrong, Ardmore
borough. .

Hi Triumph. Mabon free engine, Lucas 50/- lamp
tool-*, and all spares, perfect candition, ridden 800
: £40 no ofiers.-T. H- Bennett, Portsmouth
rworks.

HTQLAS, 1911, 2-speed, clutch, £36; 1911 single
••'peeC' £3u- 1910 £.::2- 1909. £18; guaranteed
ice order.—For further particulars, write Williams
las ageot, Portland St., Cheltenham.

^JtVET'S Motor Cycle Mart, 58 and 60, Poole Rd.,
"Patboume. Boiirnemouth. have, amongst others,
cd^- kKlyV Hu uber, kill p. Centaur, 22h-p- Douglas,
r-N., 3ih.p. Triumphs, and others-

roaiPH, 1909, e^ccellent condition, tamp, horn,
tools, mirfor, all accest-^ories, many .spares, pntent
protector front wheel; trial; £30: nn otters —
iwaine. Royal Artillerv Mess, Deepcut, Farnboro'

I

"IT WHISTLES
LIKE A LARK,
ONLY LOUDER,"

IS THE OPINION OF A
SATISFIED USER OF THE

GARNER
M.C. Alarm

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
2ih.p. F.N., 1910 model, with 1911 piston, shaft
4 drive, 2-6peed. magneto, Glare lamp, 2 accumu-

itors, Cowey speedomeier, 2 spare butt-ended tubes,
one outer cover, Rom back t.n-e : £25.—Major Westmor-
land, Dep -.t, Hampshire " Regiment, Winchester.

|.Q12 Matchless Motors; early deliveries 6h.p. clutch
-1-^ model, 60 guineas; 1912 Hazlewood motors froai
-tock, 3 speeds, free engine, 47 guineas;' catakgues, par-
ticulars free; 1911 Rudge, Julv. 320 miles, as new, spare
valves, tools, £40.—Balfours, Motor Works, Banbury.

BRADBURY, now Jan.. 1910. fitted 1911 cylinder.
pi.ston, patent leather mudguard, Garner whistle,

lamp, norn, mirror, tool-roll, new studded Dunlcp, new
Lyso. perfect, bargain £28; Mttosacociie, Ijh.p-, 19093,
iuag^neto, tyres good, first-class order, accessories, £17;
must sell, cash wanted—64. High St., Marlow-on-Thame^.

Hertford,
and Sussex

SECTION VIIL
Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,

w
w

ILTON Cycle Co., Victoria, S.W.

The Best and only Perfect

Exhaust Alarm on the
market.

BEAUTIFULLY MUSICAL.
NO HARSHNESS.

Nickel Plated

Black Plated
Postage 5d.

- - 12/6
- - 13/6
Extra.

Sole Makers and Patentees :

HENRY GARNER. Ltd.,
Moseley Motor Works,

BIRMINGHAM.

ILTON.—1911 Triumphs, as new, clntoh models,

WILTON.—191 1 Triumph Standard, as new, a! 1

accessories and spares; £40.

TT/"ILT0N.-1S11 Bradbury Standard, as new; £38.

WILTON—1911 Bradbury, standard, lyith accessories,

and Chater-Lea sidecar; £43.

WILTON.—1911 Singer, clutch model, with Jone;
speedometer, lamp, etc-, ard Millford sidecar;

£50, a^s new-

^ILTON.-

^ILTON.-

WILTON.-1910 Rex. Sh.p.
just overhauled; £35.

WILTON.—1911 Kerry-Abinsdon,
cessorieti, and Kerry sidecar,

cane body, as new : i^8.

"\T7 ILTON.
VV e.riey

TI/'ILTON.-F.N

1911 Clynofi, 2 montlie old; £55.

-1911 En: T.T.,

1911 FN.
£40.

5h.p.. as new.

2-specd and free engine,

2.speed gear, ac-

quiek joints, and

5-6h.p., 4 cyle., -with acces-

's, 4ih.p., 4 cTls. ; £20 aad £22 each.

WILT0N.-1911 Humber
did order; £27/10.

Telegrams

—

" Dependable. Jtoselev.

'

'Phones—Sooth 3 and 4.

3i h.p. «3

2| h.p.

Two of the World's Best, at

prices within your range.

The Midland Depot always
has them in stock.

Call or write,

THE HUMBER DEPOT
(Henry Garner, Ltd.),

78, New St., BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone : Central 7298.

WILT0N.-1911 F.N., 2ihp., single-cyh, 2-apeed gear,

with all accessories, in fine order: £36.

WILTON.—1910 Kerry-Abinsdou. 3^h-p., standard,
overhauled, in very gocd condition: £28.

WILTON—1909 Humber, 2-speed. 3Jhp., in splendid
condition, new tyres, accessories, etc. ; £30.

T)[/'ILTON.-1909 N.S.U-, 23h.p., electric ignition; £9

. lightweight, epien

TTt7'ILTON.-1911 Moto-Reve, 2Jh.p., brand new; £39

WILTON.—6h. p. tricar, watec-cooled, 2-speed gear.

chain drive, magneto, etc- ; £20.

WILTON—Sole S-W. repreris^latives for Clyno motors;
deliveries February.

WILTON.—Sole S.W. representatives for Matchless
motors: deliveries January and February.

WILTON.—Special agents for Bradburys, standard and
2-epeed belt models in stock.

WILTON.—Early deliveries of Clyno,
Wilt jn sidecars ; lists free-

WILTON- — Exchanges and
Please write for fomis-WILTON Cycle Co-,
don, S-W- Tel.

tchless, and

instalments arranged

110. w'ilton Ed-, Victoria, Lcn
5115 Victoria,

J
1 answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention

QTIADKANTS, Quadrants, Quadrants.

PASS'S Motor Mart, 5. Warren St., Buston Ed., W.,^ sole London and district agents lor the famous
Quadrant motor cycles ; book at once for early delivery

;

ataloerue UDon apDlication.

DOITGLAS. 231i.p., 1911, 2-speed and clntcli, in splen-
did condition, accessories ; £40.—Below.

BRADBHET. 3}h.p.. 1911. excellent condition
tliTougbout, has had Tery little- use; £39—Below.

TmtTMPH. 3ih.p-, magneto ignition 2-=peed and free
engine, h.bc. : £27, or near cfler. -Below.

TOEPKDO. 23h.p., 1911. brand new, Amac carbu-
retter, magneto ignition; a bargain, £37.—Below.

IVrOTO-EEVE. 2hp.. 1911. 36-guinea model, only
irl slightly used; £22.—Below.

PEEMIEE, 3(h.p
cellent conditic

CASS'S Motor Mart, 5. Warren St., Eu>ton Kd., W-
fopposite Warren Street Tube Stali.on) T"!. ; -5e24

Mayfair.

'The Motor Cude." A33

1911. new engine, machine in ex
ion; £38.—Below.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A. 1912 2-6peed Models in stock.—Eivett, lieytoD-

stone.

BS.A. 1912 Free Engine Models in stock.—RiTett,
Leytonstone-

B.S.A. 1912 Fixed Engine Models in stock.—Rivett,
I-evtonstone.

MOTOR Supplies—Up-to-date stock at Rivett'e, 236,
High Rd., Leytonstone. •

BAT, 25h.p. De Uion engine, epring forks, very re-
liable; £9/10.-224. Wood St., Waltliamtitow.

33.ii.p. Excels-ior, Chater frame, low, in splendid order,
4 spring loiks.—20, Milkwood jiU., Heine Jdill.

3J.h.p. Minerva, 1911 Araae, brand new tyres; any
2 trial: £14/10.-36. Hurlingham Rd.. Fulbam.

3JLli-p. Triumph, 1909, excellent condition,' tyres ditto;
2 £27, bargain.-6, Circus Rd.. St. John's W^od.

CHURCHILL Park St.. Croydon.-1912 free engine
Rudge in stock; £55.

CHURCHILL. Croydon.-1912 free engine B-S-A. in
stock; £56/10.

CHURCHILL, Croydon.-1912 Premier lightweight in'

stock; £36.

Bradbury, standard,

1910 Enfield lightweight,

CHURCHILL, Croydon.-1911
little need; £42.

CHURCHILL, Croydon.-
Wnittle; £22.

CHURCHILL, Park St.; Croydon—Sole agents for
Bradburys: early delivery.

new in crate, engine J.A.P
N-

£47/10.—Davies,

magneto machine.—57,

A .S.L,
^^ 162. Green Lanee,

5h.p. 'i'win Vindec; £16/10,
Park Rd.. West Dulwich.

1 Q12 Triumph, free engine, quite new; what oftere?—
-LiJ AAedt, Studio, Cobham, Surrey-

ZENITH, 1911. 3ih.p., October, as new; £45, or es-
chanee.—Edmunds, Quadrant, weyoridge,

3ih.p. Rex, h.b.c-, new cond tion. splendid crder, lamp,
2 hem. tools: £9.-137, High St., Putney.

ARNO, 3ih.p., 1912 Tourist Trcphy model, in stock;
£45, old machine part payment.

ARNO, 3ih.p., 1912 Tourist, in stock; £45; yonr old
ua"hine taken in part payment ; geld medal 24

hours* MC.C. trials.

ARNO, 23h.p.. 1912. in etock. gold medal M O.C. 24
hours' trials; the best 2?h.p. on thg market, equal

to most 3ib.p. models.

ARNO 2ih p. Lightweight, in stock, splendid non-
freak machine, nttuing better for town use.

ARNO Agency. Whole-sa'e and Rrt-il Agente, 2, The
Parade, Kilburn, Maida Vale. N-W.

1 QIO Triumph, free engine, new tyre, belt: 33 guineas.
X*J —3. Albert Mansions, Crouch Hill.

must

Brad-

lOll Moto-Reve, 2Jh.p. twin, good condition;
X«7 sell; £24.-138, Brixton Hill, London.

IMMEDIATE Deliverv Quadrants, Centaurs,
bury, Trump-Jap, Himibers, etc.—BeJcw.

EARLY Delivery, Triuinpli. Indian. Rex* Zenith,
Corah, Rudge, Bat, Rover, etc.—Below.

cash, ex-
Applebee Brc^.,

517 Walthamstow.

LARGE Stock of Second-hand Machines
changes, Kradnal payiueats.

Church Hill, Waltham=tow. 'Phone:

C

CEOYiJON—1912 Enflelda in etock; no waiting.-Oal
and eee the agents, 86. South End, Croydon.

CEOYI)ON.-1912 Hobarts, all models, immediate de
livery.—Agcnt.s, 86, South End, Croydon.

CnOYIJON.-1912 Levis, 2-stroke: a trial run will
convince ; immediate delivery.— 86, South End,

Croydon

no i DON.—Send for lists of second-hand machine.s:
ex hanges entertained —The Cr..ydcn Motor Mart,

86, South End, Croydon- Tel,: KO. 797.

BABKEES, Kensint-ton—3Jh.p Triumph (1912 im
provemeutd), free engine model ; £55 : in stock-

BARK''"E.S. Kensington—3ilip. Singer, Iree engine
model: £55; in stjck.

BAUJvl'.'RS. Kensington—3ih-p. Premier, free engine
model; £54/17; in Btojk.

BAUiCKItS. Kensington.— 311i. p. Hiimber, free engine.
2-spcc'd gear; £52/10; in stocli.

BAEIvl'^US, Kensington.— 21i. p. Humber, lightweight;
£37: in utocli.

ANY of above by easy payments, 5% extra,—John
Jliirker and Co., Uigh St., Kensington.

I>
OVERS, S-ttpeed, clutch or fixed engine, in etock-

t — CJiatwin and Hartley, King Bt., Richmond.

ARIIOLS, variable gear, and T T. models: imnjediale
delivery.—ChatM'in and lljirtley, King St., Richmond

42, High Rd., Btrenl-
lycle depot of Streatham.

TRITAll'H. 1908, in good condition; trial; nci™.
sorics; £26.— I'agc, 74, Jiast Hill, llartlord, Kent.

3b. p. Quadrant, spring fnrku, spray, running ordrT;
£5/15. bargain. -Spi.-ihley, 45, Church Ril., Alton

*34 In ovuireriii// Ihr

ARTHUR MYLAM and Co.,
bam, S.W. The m

CORDINGLEY,
HASLINGDEN.

Special Ciyno Week

!

I have the lollowing Clynos for sale. To secure, write,

wire, or 'phone : Two for delivery January, two Feb-
ruary, and others at weekly intervals to June ist. If

you want to make sure of getting the " sidebar machines'
get in touch with me. No bounce ; no swank. Actually
yours when you have bought them. I can also give

' immediate delivery of all the following makes : Triumph,
Rudge, Douglas, Enfield, B.S.A., Singer, Premier, Rover,

I

Bradbury, and the Three-speed New Hudson. Please
don't forget, I can take your present machine -and allow

. you the top price for same. 1 have a few Scotts for

delivery April. My second-hand machines are guaranteed

I

to be in perfect order, and you can depend on the quality.

Every machine a bargain. The following are actually
[in stock. I do not sell from picture books :

List price.

RUDGE, sJh.p., free engine model, pedal engine

j

smarter « £55
RUDGE, T.T. model, special £48 15
BRADBURY. 3ih.p., 2-speed £55
NEW HUDSON, 3i h.p., 3-speed gear £59 17
PREMIER, 3i h.p., 3-speed gear £58 '

CLYNO, 5-6 h.p., the sidecar machine £68
ENFIELD, 6 h.p., 2-speed, with sidecar £84
DOUGLAS 2| h.p., the perfect lightweight, free

engine, 2-speed, kick starter £50
NEW HUDSON, 2% h.p., 3-speed model £49
PREMIER, ^^ '.'^ £36
ROVER, " h.p.. fre-^-fn-'in' model £55
B.S.A., s\ !•?-> free en-^ine, m liel B £56 10
SINGEFf 4 h.p., 2-speed bracket gear, fitted with

sid( car ; ust price £65, si ecar extra.

B.S.A., 34 ii-i-., .i-&i.cea ana iree engine £60
BRADBURY, 3^ h.p., with iree engine £54 10
PREMIER Twin-cylinder, with 2-speed £63
NEW HUDSON, si h.p., model iib, 3-speed £63
ENFIELD, 2? h.p., handle-starting, 2 speeds, free

engine, footboards £52 10
The only 1911 model left

:

BRADBURY, 3^ h.p., standard model, just from works;
list £48. Clear, best offer.

HIGH-CLASS SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES.

1910 3i h.p. TRIUMPH, perfect £35
1911 34 h.p. BRADBURY, T.T. model, a gift .... £32
igri 3i h.p. IVY-PRECISION, just as new £33
1911 3J h.p. RUDGE, splendid order £36 0{

1910 SCOTT, new tyres, B.E. tubes, good order . . £35
1909 VINDEC SPECIAL, two speeds, "magneto,

complete with sidecar £29
1909 3J h.p. MINERVA, magneto £17
igri 7 h.p. SPEED KING REX, as new £38
VlOTOSACOCHE, li h.p., 1910, free engine model £21
1908 QUADRANT, 3^ h.p., Bosch magneto, h.b.

control, spring forks £18 (

TRICAR.

PHIENIX, 3i h.p., two speeds, free engine, handle start

ing, coach-built chair, lamp, horn, tools, etc. Clear
for £10 10s. Special.

Every Motor Cyclist should have OUR Sidecar List

STANDARD, £4 lOs. SPECIAL, £5 6s.

DE LUXE, C6 6S.

CANOELET, DUNKLEY, MlLLFORD, etc., suppUed tc
order promptly.

I am Sole District Agent for

—

RUDGE, BRADBURY, CLYNO, ENFIELD,
PREMIER, ROVER, B.S.A., DOUGLAS, NEW
HUDSON, and SINGER.

200 1912 MODELS FOR GUARANTEED DELIVERIES

OUR SPECIALITY. "EXCHANGES"
Extended Payments arranged for any machine at slightly

increased cost.

N.B.—You cannot possibly have got the best terms for
any machine unless you have been in touch with me.
Write at once to " the recognised North of England
Motor Cycle people."

J. S. CORDINGLEY,
The Motor Cycle Mart,

HASLINGDEN, Lanes.
Wires

:

'Phone

:

" Cordinglcy, Haslingden "
iY, Haslingden,

]

ic tidverlinemi'tiis

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
ZENITHS, Zenitlis, Zeniths, 1912 models in « I.

exutanges arranged—Storeys, 337, Euston Ed.,

ZENITH Gradua, latest 1911, SJh-p., m.o.v., mau
like new; 38 guineaa.— 1, Ebner St., Wandu

ZENITH, 1912 models; immediate delivery: ii..

ing; trade supplied—Eey, 5, Heatii St., Haiiii

TEIUMPH, 1911, free engine, done 500 mil.
aew; £48.—Edinunda, Maiden, Weybridge, .;.

DOUGLAS, not ridden 1,000
appointment.—Sprunt, 138,

miles; £30: m
London Hd_.. Kiii

li.b,c.. tyres good, lanii

,

2ahp., Cliater. No. 6,
4 condition : £10

wich.

1 Qll 231i.p. Royal Enfield^ 2-Epeed, only deliv
J-i^ few weeks; £40.-Omnium, 198, Gt. Pot
St., W.
QUADEANT, ISh.p., good tyres, last madiine, tu

trder; f^/10.— wnie, James, 2, New liri :,

Sonthall.

Triumphs, Bradburys; order nuNE vv Hudsons,

Stratford.

rEUSTT Magneto Triiunph, 19093, new condiio
£28: spared.—Uin.nK itooms, 195, Cambridgeld

Mile jLnd.

EAGLES.—Motosacoche lightweight, Boech ma;
Druid forks, free engine. Whittle belt, 1'

tyres; £18/10.

EAGLES.-N.S U.. 3h.p., single-cyl., new 1910 j

neto, dropped frame, new condition; £18.

EAGLES.—F.N., 4-cyl., 5-6h.p., 1911 model, as.
latest ituprovementa, automatic carburetter,

lubrication; £38 ; exchange lower power.

free engine
£39/10.

EAGLES.-Triumph, 1910,
little use, equal to new;

EAGLES.-N.S.U., 3Jh.p. model de'luie, 1910,
magneto, 2 speeds, free engine, cnly run i

;niles, speedometer, etc. ; £34/10.

EAGLES.—Douglae twin, 23h.p., late 1910, i

tyrert. Brocks padded saddle, true condition ; ±

EAGLES.—Motosacoche lightweight, Hellesen igi

'

Whittle belt, ftne condition: bargain, tSui

EAGLES.—Eex, 3.h.p.,
spring forks. 1911 B.

"PAGLBS and Co., High St., Acton.-N.S.D.
-Ci London district agency. Early uelivery of

models: liberal allowances for macnines in part

u;ent. Tel. : 556 Chiswick.

1911 Clutch Rover, new July, djne 200
extra heavy Continentals; £43.-54, St. G;i

Crieklewood,

magneto, dropped y

and B. carbureiter; £)

3^''-'

Ed.,

a*"''-
Kerry, dry cell, long bars, swan neck, \

throughout; £12, or nearest.— 1. St- Mari
Terrace, i'lumstead.

1 Q12 Multi Speed Rudgea. early delivery guarai
J-t/ de-uoni tration machine in stock-— sv. £lce,
wood Rd., Romford.

3ih-p. Triumph, perfect condition. Whittle belt,

2 tiories, and art cane sidecar; £27.— iSterlintr'

aey Rd., Stookwcll.

8- ĥ.p. 1911 Bat, 2-speed gear, car tyre, with riK''

HI', perieci couuiiion ; ±,56.—Sierimg'8, Sidu<'

Stockwell.

grand machine,
excellent; £25.-

belt. tynv
Bunting.

TRIUMPH, 1909,
whole machine

stone.

F.N. IJh-p. Lightweight, magneto, spring forks,

£11.—Brookdide, Gordon av., tughams Paili

don. -

"IQlO Triumph, excellent condition, lamp, gen
Atf spurys, eu-. ; £35. — Rubers, 4ii, Uiiurci

Hendon-

rpRl0MPH, 1910, lamp, generator, 2 holta, i

/. excellent condition: £55.-5, Upper \\alu;i
Ud., N.E.

MINERVA. 3ih.p., mo.v., Chater No. 6. low
u^fod order; eacritice £9/15.-36, Skelbro<i

EarlsfleUl.

A BARGAIN.-1912 ZPnith,
jiili'-*: only wants seeing;

Saffron Wuldon.

iUi.p.v only bi'c

£50.~"Wallis, liii

5 h.p. Twin Peugeot, Bosch
or(U'r;_£15. cr exchuuge.-

SUiveiiiig

3|h.p.

magneto, h.b.c,
i

'

Jetlls, 3, Haycrofi
, Tlerta.

Motor Cycle, vertical engine, good con iv

sprinij- lorks, low; £8.—liarter, c/o Gardner lu

St.. Haiup-itinid.

3 h.p. Lightweight, low. fust, powerful, ro-euj

nearly new tyres, eplcndid condition

;

QtiPcn'H Rii-, Ilali^ton

BRANP New Fren Engine Triumpli,, 1912 i

iiii'iitrt • iinnieiliiito delivery; £55.—Jlrowil
Biuiiiiitiin Rd-. London.

p. and M. 1912 Motor Cycle; ndverti.ser nnahle'1

worth Court, EnHtbnurno
a otlcr over £bO.—A.Z.i

jp28.—Bradbury, 1910. Doc., 1911. Improvem^
cV engine, iiiuok« pan saddle, KempsluiU X^
Arlington Rd-, Surbiton.

it u desirable to mention " 7Vte Motor Cj/dc'
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OTOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.
i.p. N-S-TJ., just overhauled, new belt and tyres;
a barf^^ain, £15, first cheque secures. — Wallis,

St., Saffron Walden.

K, 3ih.p-, hb-c, 1910 B. and E., 2 accumulators,
acceiiories: barg-ain. £15.—Sturyee, 95, Gonville
rhoniton Heath, Surrey.

Stock.—Sih.p. free engine Singer, B.S-A., S^h.p.
Zenith, free engine Kover; who wants:'—Walbro
eerinu Co., Saffron Walden.

3WN, 3:ih.p., 1908. just been thoroughly over-
dauled in our worktj; £11, a bargain. — Scans,
and Jones, Bromley, Kent. *

.p. Motor Cycle. A mac, pood condition, new Miche-
lin. Bowden brake, lamp, and belt; bargain,

-Motor. 28, Glebe Ed., Mornsey-

Singer, 1910 lightweight. Taliner tyres. Bosch
: nagneto, guaranteed perle.t ; £19, or near.—Boy-
; 61, Mornington Ed., Le>i;onstone.

19113 J-AP., Palmers, Barlow, Bosch, drip lubri-
' ation, unuBcd, £36; 1912 2-Jh-p. Humber, once
£39.-84, Eodenhurst Ed., Clapliam.

I Free Engine Triumph, almost new, perfect con-
.. dition; accept £45, or near oiler. — Vestey,
ley," Pampiaford Ed., South Croydon.

rOSACOCHE, lih.p free engine, h.b.c, very good
1 ondition. complete, like new: £14/10.-1. Addison

Place, Kensington- Tel-: 5215 Western.

J Low 3ih.p. Bike, 1908. Eex engine fitted, m.0.7-,
i.b. Amac, spring forks; £12; ti:is is a genuine
1.—Mason, 86, Agamemnon Ed-. N-W.

I A. Fixed and Free Engines in stock, Triumph
arly delivery:' liberal exchanges.—Call and. inspect
t Chivers, 55, Wilton Ed-, Victoria, S.W.

' ilBEE. 3dh.p., 2-fipeed, late 1909, in new condition
II round, little used ; approval, or expert exam-
; £29.—Ling, Ocki^ndou, Eomford, Essex.

TMPH, 1911, free engine, nearly new, tjTee, etc..
,n i^plendid condition, in perfevt ;.rder; price £42.
dmuuds, 5, Wilmington Sq-, Eastbourne-

' :ATHAM.—4b.p Eoc and sidei.ar. fitted with Eot
,
speed gear, ana free engine, Boscn magneto, in
i order and condition; £29, worth £35.

;ATHAM.-3ih.p. N.S.U-, on Cbater-Lea frame.
;
agneto, wants a belt, in good order; only £12/10.

lATHAM.~25hp- Minerva, magneto tBosch), Uw
)sition, long handle-bars, spring forks, B. and B

! tter; £15, or near otier.

:ATHAM.-3ih.p. Ariel, 1911 model ; coet
52/10: fitted witu I*almer cord tyres, butted tubes
magneto, i,)ru;d sjiring forks, variable gear, an(
jine, only run 3,000 miles; £33/10, or near ^fler

MPH, 1909. splendid condition, £31; Premier,
ill, free engine, perfect, £40; Enfield, 1911,

I

efEery and Son, Trmuiph agents, Giiiidtord.

"MPH;- 1910?, F.E.. new condition, spare cover,
It. tube, motor suit, new steel Eom back, acces
£36.-31, Gt. Sutton St.. (Jlerkeuwell, E.G.

!. Mot.T Cycle, m.o.v-, perfect condition through
out, li.S.A. frame stand, and accessories; foi
ate sale £8/10.—23a, Greville Ed., Kilburn.

;
IBEE, 3ih.p., 2-speed and free, new tyres; £30,
Exchange ror Duuglas, cash adjustment; seen
ointment.—19, Bromfclde Ed., Clapham, S. w.

Chater-Lea, Eoc engine, new cylinder, new piston
j 3S0h, Bruwn-Barlow, Michelius, fast, lowj Bacrj-
' X near offer.— 110, Wesfbourne Terrace, London.

iOSAOOCHE. 1910- little u=ed. free engine
hittle belt, footrests. cut-out, lump, horn, 30/
cycbmcter: £18.-151, Finehley Ed-, Hamp.stead

.4-c5;l., absolute bargain, advertieed few week^
:o £20, will take £17; no offers: good condi
rbughout, lamp, spares.—35, Kathleen Ed., Bat

m Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles,
u can get them at Wauchope's.- \\ auchope's,
' Laue. Fleet St., London, E.G-, just off Lud-
r6us.

USDS and Wadden, Weybridge.—Immediate de
ery all best makes of motor cycles; ca^h. ex

,

or easy terms. The house for genuine bargains

,
Motor Cycle, high tension and battery igni

Hion, quite independent. Palmer tyres and tube-
Ei new; cash wanted- £12.-40, Alexandra Ed-'

MPH, £23/10. new studded back and sound
mt tyre. '08 model, splenuid condition ; altei
[k. excent Friday—W., 71, Fox Lane, Palmer's

late 1910, 7h.p-. 2-flpeed, Millford sidecar, ridder
300 miles, car tyre on back wheel. Whittle belt
-, speedometer, spares: £50.—itoore, 244. Clan
l, B.W.

XH-GEADUA. 1911. 3lh.p., Cowey speedometer,
ten, spare tyre, new belt, very powerful machine
good condition; £38/10. bargain.—23, Aberdeen
ghbury, N.

i.p. 'Brown, up to date, low, powerful, B- and B
! carburetter, h.b.c. headlight, etc, also splendid
conversion to sociable, tradesman's carrier, run
tc; offers fb clear.—91, Stanhope Gardens. Har-

NYE'S
NEW SHOWROOMS,

18, Hampstead Road,
Tottenham Court Road,

LONDON, N.W.
(only address).

The Finest and most Central Showrooms in London.

(Tubes, Warren Street Station. Trams and 'Buses

pass the door). Writing and Reception Room, also

Cloak Room, etc. Garage Terms, per week, 2/6

per machine, 1/- extra if with sidecar.

All Motor Cyclists Welcomed.

Nye's Exchange Terms are most liberal. Exchange
Forms free by return of post. A\any 1 91 2 machines

in stock.

Nye's Buy for Cash

Good Mag^neto Motor Cycles, Accessories, Engines,

etc. All goods must be sent carriage paid ; if

accepted, cheque will be posted the same day.

Always mention the price required.

Nye's Sell for Cash or Exchange
Motor Cycles, Engines, Accessories, both new and

second-hand. Please call and inspect, we have

many useful oddments which we do not advertise.

There may "be exactly what you require. No
. obligation to purchase.

Nye's—The Nicest Firm in London to deal with.

Book now for 1912 ZENITHS, 6 h.p., 4 h.p., from

stock. DOUGLAS, Model H., from stock. CLYN03
(April). MATCHLESS (6 weeks). HUMBERS,
2-speed and lightweight (March). B.S.A. (March).

F.N. (Stock). BUDGES (10 days). S.I.A.M.T.S.

(stock). Etc.. etc. E.xcellent Exchanges.

Guaranteed Second-hand Machines

ready to ride away,

19t 1 Douglas, almost as new £31

1911 3i New Hudson, 3 speed, nearly new . . £45

1911 F.E. Bradbury,nearly new condition .. £37

1911 T.T. Rex, 3J h.p., nearly new condition £32

1911 3J N.S.U., spring forks, do. do ,.£27

1910 3i Triumph, grand order, first cheque . . £35

1911 8 h.p. CJiater Lea, No. 7, 3 speeds, the
sidecar machine de Luxe, only £60

1907 Triumph, '08 cylinder, just overhauled. . £23

1907 Triumph, splendid condition, just over-
hauled £21

1910 2\ 2\ p. F.N., splendid order £24

1911 3 J Zcnith-Gradua, splendid order .... £43

List on application.

REPAIRS
of all descriptions undertaken. Keenest

prices in London. All work guaranteed.

Nye's have many old parts in stock

which often cannot be procured else-

where. Send requirements or call.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
31.h.p. Fafnir-Chater-Irfa, Bosch magneto, very low,

2 ruechaaioal valves, will iJuU sideLar,- ii3 new; bur-
gain, £18. lowest-—Beecher, 10, Woodview Terrace,
Ajcnway lid., N.

3ih.p. Wolf, grey, low, 26in. wheels, B. and B.,
2 Hellesens, Prices, eparee. footboards; £10.—Con-

fectioner, 114, Markhouse Rd., Walthamstow. 'Phone:
481. Walthamstow.

HUMBER Liphtweifrht. 2h.p., new May, 1911, per-
feut running order, with ai-eeiisories : £25; owner

buying eidecar machine-—C. Hutchison, Dove House,
Hatch End. Middlesex-

PEUGEOT, 1909. accumulator, Chater-Lea frame, B.
and B. carburetter, handle control, tyres and belt

learly new, in excellent running order; oflers-—Rad-
journe, Harlow, Essex.

INDIAN, 1910, 5h.p., green, 1911 clutch, faultless

throughout, Rom, Palmer, spare? ; owner giving
up; must sell; best offer over £25.—Rev. Horton, 21,
Brjndesbury Park, N.W.

3ih.p- Minerva, magneto, new Davison tank, gauges,
2 Whmte. B B-, h.b-e., head lamp, all accessories,

plendid oruer ; £16/10 : exchange magneto t^-in-—20.
liilkwood Rd-, Heme Hill.

MOTOSACOCHE, lih.p., Obach. Clincher, Palmer,
sprine forks, bought 3ih.p., consider exchange

rood sidecar and motor accessories ; sell £8, cneap-—Lund-
Vewell, South Park, Reigate.

BRADBURY, 3h p., excellent condition, spring forks,
new butted tubes. Palmer cord back, accessories,

spares; bargain, £15 cash.—Letters, E.W.S-, 48, Con-
stance Rd., East Dulwich, S.E-

MOTOSACOCHE. 1911. 2ih.p.. in excellent condition,
free engine. Whitile belt, horn, lamp, full set tools

and spares, and waterproof suit: bargain, £27/10.—W-
Glee, Brentwood Rd.. Romford.

BRADBURY 1912 models, Douglas 1912 models,
Triumph 1912 inodels. Premier 1912 models; de-

iveries now, from stock; cffers, exchanges entertained.
-Walkers, Motor Depot. Harwich-

WALKER'S Bargains—1911 2-speed Douglas, as new,
£35- 1911 twin M^to-Reve, as new, £22: 1909

.win M{tto-Reve, £15; 1910 twin Res, £22; others froia
£/; all guaranteed bargains; otters, exchanges enter-
tained.—Walker's, Motor Depot, Harwich.

CJih-p. M.M.C., Chator No. 6. Palmers, spring forks,
1^2 £13: also 26x2i Continental, butt-ended, 8/-;
'nito coupler, new. 10/-; Pulco head lamp, 10/-.—P.
.Vright, 94. High St., West Norwood.

I
Qll 3ih.p. Lincoln Elk. Mabon" clutch, Parrar'a

I-tf sidecar, the whole in perfect order and as new,
est value on the market for £31/10.—A. White, Tennis
Jourt, Hampton Court Palace, Middlesex.

3ih.p. Tourist Model Triumph, purchased 1909, in
2 magnificent order, complete stand, carrier, tools,

orn, magneto cover, etc.; first otter over £26, bargain.
-Triumph, 16, Belvp.dere Rd., Norwood, S.E.

1Q11 Free Engine Triumph, lamp, horn, ppeetlometer,
-»-«' tube, and belt uarrier. back carrier case, mud
;bield, ppares. Palmer and Rich tube back, perfect
irder; £45.—F- Gay, Eastbrook End, Romford.

pREAT Bargain.~6h:p- Cliater-Lea-Jap, 1908. a-o.i.v.,
Ur magneto, h.b.c, 24in- wheels, tyres, belt gocd. ju.«t

e-bushed, new piston'^, valves, rings by makers; too fast
or owner; £27/10, offers.—Williams, Felstead, Et^sex.

pHELON and Moore, 1910. in grand running order,
L genuine bargain, £40, or with sidecar, £45, no
ffers; also 3h.p, 1909 N.S.U., magneto, 1911 B. and
,,. in splendid order. £13.—Eaton villa. Hopper's Ed-,
Palmer's Green, N.

rOTTENHAM. — 1912 models, definite deliveries;
Bradburj's, 2-fpeed, T.T. and F.E. ; Hnmbers.

glitweight twin, 3 speeds, S^h.p. 2-specd 3Jh.p. standard
"rin-nphs, February ; early deliveries Matchless ; Bats

;

md AC. Sociables delivery March; Clj;nos in stock; cash
CT exchange-

rOTTENHAM.—1911 models; shop-soiled Triumph,
standard model; 1911 Rudge-Whitworth, F-E.

;

1911 Bradbury, 2-speed, F.E- : 1911 Bradbury, F.E.

;

1911 Bradbury, standard model; what offers:

rOTTENHAM.—Mota^accohe, 1910, just ovfrhauled
by makers thoroughly; £24-

rOTTENHAM.—Fafnir. 4ih-p-. Simplex, new engine
and magneto. Whittle belt; £25-

rOTTENHAM-—Twin Sarolea, 5b.p., Bcsch magneto,
re-bored, re-bushed, and' new pistons fitted;' £20.

rOTTENHAM—Twin N.S.U-, Whittle, B. magneto,
low built, spring forks, Cbater-Lea sidecar; £27.

rOTTENHAM-—Roc, 1910. 4h.p., 2-spced, and free
engine. Whittle belt, spring forks; £36.

rOTTENHAM.-Humber, 3ih.p., 1910, 2-speed, F-E •

£35.
•

rOTTENHAM—1911 Humber, 2-speed, F.E. ; £38;
nearly new-—Stamford Hill Motor Co., 128, High

Rd., Tottenham- 'Phone: 1982 Tottenham.

1Q12 New Hudson, Premier, Enfield. Bradbury,
it/ Rover, Humber, and Triumph motor cvcles for
-arly delivery; Matchless in 6 weeks from order; rash
r easy terms; exchanges for any macbiue arranired,
est vai.'.e allowed; Chater-Lea Duo cars built tc order;
peed gear conversions, overhauling, and repairing carried
lut : all work guaranteed; moderate charges; c.-^timatea
'adly siven ; 10 years' motor cycle experience—Wallace
Motor Cycle Co., 36, Clarence St., Kingston-on-Thamei.

In answering these advertisements U is desirable to mention "The Motor Cyde. A35
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE-
MaTCHLESS, 1911. 6-7h.p. twin J.A.P. free engine,

2-3peed, purchased last July, complete with
epeedomet^r, watch, all accessories; cost £80, sacrifice,

50 guineas.—Koulledse Place Lane, Sealord, Suesex.
'Phone : 54 Seatord.

J.A.P., 6h.p. twin, liglitweight, speed, iron, splendid
condition, autooiatic lubrication, special car-

buretter, new belt, non-skid and Palmer cord; bargain,
£25; inspection by appointment.—Apply, 153, PaUners-
ton Rd., Bowes Park.

RUDGE, T.T., 1911, fitted with large lacing tank,
Eom combination on rear wheel, in excellent con-

dition, and Hutchinson Extra practicaily untiL.iied on
front wheel; £35; no ofiera.—C. Moss, 1. St. George'tj

Mews, Primrose Hill.

3Xh. p- Humbef, 1910f model, 2-speed gear, free engine,
2 nandle starting, tyres unpuncturea, butt-end tubes

and 2 spure. Garner whistle, excellent condition through-
out, very carefully used, splendid sidecar machine; £30.
—534, High E4„ Tottenham^ N.

1 Q 1 1 3;hp. Bradbury. Cowey speedometer, magneto
-i-«/ control on handle-bar, complete with hendligbt,
ppire butt, belt, etc.. ipplendid condition, all accessories;
£55; with Mabon clutch £2/10: sidecar to euit, £3-—
S.B., Ivydene, IJukesthorpe Rd.. Sydenham, S.E-

|Q12 Racing T.T- Triumph, with dropped anij tonr-
-I-*-' ing bars, lust delivereu. and in perlect conditioii,
tyres unpunctured, ridden under 100 mile-s; too fast f (

r

owner; £44/15: any trial or examination.—G. A. W
Watts, 20, Mercers Rd., Tufnell Park, London.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

DOUGLAS. 1915, all models; any date deliyery given,
list post free.—Moflat. Yeovil.

1 Q12 New Free Engine Triumph, 1911 Singer, S^h.p-,
X •^ little used —Kimber, Curry Rivel, Somerset.

BROWN, 1908, 3ih-p., 2-speed gear, Bofich magneto,
h b.c, N.A.B. saddle-pillar, reliable machine; price

£17.—Baker, Beaworthy.

DAN GUY. Weymouth, sole a^ent for Bat, Triumph,
Zenith. Dougia?, Bradbury motor cycles; early

and definite dates for delivery.

DAN GUY, Weymouth—1910 Triumph, free clutch,

speed jineter, and all accessories; £37/10.

DAN GUT, Weymouth.—1910 free clutch Triumph;
£33/10.

DAN GUiT, Weymouth.—Motosacoche, accumulator,
engine just overhauled; £10.

DAN GUY, Weymouth—1911 2-speed model E. Doug
las, very little used; £38.

DAN GUY, Weymouth.— 1910 2-ppeed Humber. splen
uid condition, £33; 1912 BratiDury, 2-Bpeed gear,

January 25TH, 191;

in stOL'k. £55.

A.N GUY,
yuaruntee<5 condition

DAN GUY, Weymouth.-Model D. 1911 Doufjla^,

£28.
any triaj or examination

;

DAN GUT. Weymouth.—1912 free clutch Triumph in

stock; £55.

DAN GUY. Weyraouth.-1912 Zenithe, 5-6h.p., £70/7 :

3ih-p., £55/13 : both in stock.

DAN GUY, Weymouth.—1912 Bradbury, 2-speed geaF;
£55 ; in stock-

DaN GUY. Weymouth.—1911 free eng-ine Rud^e-
Whitworth, Lucas head lamp, and spared; £43.

BRADBURY, 1912 model, delivery now; £48.-So]p
iL'.- I' V icr Plviiionih di-;tri't, Devon*;hire'8, Tor-

point, Cornwall. Several eecond-hand machines-

3ih.p. Rex de Luxe. 1908-9. Roc clutch, handle slnrt-

2 rm,', BcKch, 1911 U. and B.. cut-out, exhaust
whistle, splendid running order; £16/16.—Hodgee, Elec-
tricity Works, Dawlinli.

TWO 1910J Triumphs, standard, one with Rom tyrw,
new br-lt. lamp, and horn complete; other Pnimcr

tord Ivre^ 1 spare, FR.S. lamp, bell, carrier, new belt;,,

2 pplnidid mounts; £35 each; one 1911 Knflcld, 2Jli-p ,'

2-i'peed. chain driven, new, ueare^'t £45 : free eujiiiic

Triniiiiilii Kebniary and March. Bradburye ditto.—38,
Foro St., St, Austell.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

B.S.A-. 1911. like new, perfect in every respect; £40,
or near affi-r.-Oran. Dingwall.

TRinMI'H, 3ih.p., 1907, hren thoronj?TiIy ovcrhauJod

:

ol^er^.—J. W. Turves, Mi'lroHC.

101^2 ^'-'i'- Triumph Roadster, for immediate' dtrlivi-ry

J.*J —ChriKtio Jlrothcrt*. Jigonts and rcpaircrH, 8t.

Andn-w'H.

ABFRnKRN and District Agent for Irfvin liglitweight,
Miitchlcftfl, Scott, and A.J-8., Gumming, 165, Hoi-

burn Strcfft.

31 h.p, Jtrown, 1910, fltandard model, jjcrfcct condition.
a jn-t overhaulc'l : £29. or ncuroBt offer--Hcndcr-

rum, 58. I.cith St., KdiubnrKh.

1Q11 Htandord Roadster Trlumnh, perfect condition.
XJ/ Clindierrt, all arco-sMorlfM : trlald arranged; offers.

— McLiiren, Tim Laurels, Kirkcaldy.

>r,H.U., 31i.p., mugneto, B, and B. carburetter, foot
I bofird"", cnwinc ./Vftrhnulcd, uuaiuntoedi photo; £16.

—Wni., McFiidzean, Straiten, Ayrshire.

MIRAC-

ULOUS.
Not quite, but nearly so, is the
saving effected by the use of our
speciality over your worn cover.
In many cases the cover would
be useless without the

LOMAX
BAND.

Fill your name and address in

space below, cut out, and post
to us, and we shall know you
wantfuli particulars. Or, better
still, enclose Postal Orders or
cheque, 21/6, and start to save
money right away.

Name

Address

Size of old cover Make-

FOR BEADED EDGE COVERS ONLY.

BRITISH COLONIES— Extra for postage, 2/>

London Address—244, HIGH HOLBORN.

ANY AGENT OR FACTOR WILL SUPPLY
BUT BE SURE YOU GET A LOMAX BAND.

PUNCTURE-PROOF
DURABLE,
ECONOMICAL
NON-SKID.

Best Chrome

Leather

and
Steel Studs

liss 5% for cash

with Older, in

sizes,

24, 26, 28, or 30 Ins.

by IS, 2, 2|,or2i Ins.

LOMAX TYRE COMPANY,
(Dcpt. YN), William SL, BIRMINOHAIVI.

I^«--V^^

\

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
SOIjE Agent for Fifeshire for Douglas motors;

delivery guaranteed. Triiunph, standard, and .

models in stock--Dall, Ladybank, Fife.

IQll Free Engine 3ih.p. Triumph, perfect coiiii

Xt/ everything practically as new; £45; trial b

pointraent.—Boattie, 18, George St-, Annan-

1 Q09i 4ih.p. F.N., magneto, footreets. h-b-c, h'v
JiiJ skid tyres, new gear. Brooks pan seat, regi,^tr

numbers, all in excellent condition; £21.—No. 9

The Motor Cycle OfQces, Coventry. Deposit eysin

IF You Want to Buy or want to sell a motor hi

tricar, sidecar, or anything in connection

j
the motor trade, you should at once call at hi.

one of the largest motor exchange places in ScoU.
Dickie's Garage, 68, Rothweli Circus, Glasgow.

ALEXANDER'S Motor Exchange, 272-274,
,

Wetitern Rd., Glasgow, agents for Indian, li

I

Bat, Eex, Rex-Jap, Trump, Royal Enfield. Willim
iRclfe, S.I.A.M.T-, Levis 2-stroke, Norton, Lincoln
iCanoelet sidecar: Scotland's largest motor cycle dv:

'lists on aoplication.

ALEXANDER'S Motor Exchange, 113 and
Lothian Ed., Edinburgh —Agents for Ii

Douglas, B.S.A., Zenith, Res, Trump, Rex-Jap, Pi

M., Royal Enfield, Norton, Bradbuiv. Willin

S-LA.M-T.. Levis 2-stroke, Rolfe, Lincoln Elk; !

exchange offers; over 100 motor cycles in stock; i

land's motor cycle experts and largest dealers; eeii

ists.

1 Q12 Motor Cycle Deliveries--Zenith January, ]

J-t7 Abingdon January. Calcott lightweight Jai

Rover February, New Hudson February: sidecar

I

second-hand machines always 'in stock; exchange.^
,

1 tained ; send for cataLgues.—Dundee Motor and
J

Co., Nethergate, Dundee-

EDINBURGH.-Scotland's motor cycle expertsil'

largest sellers. S^ e axe now bo. king ordeii

11912 models; Indian, Uouglas, Zenith, B S-A., Pm
;Rex, Rex-Jap. V. and M.. Lincoln Elk, N-S.U..
' Reve, Norton, James, 'Roc, Enfield, Trump, Brail

Kerry, Williamson ; liberal exchange otfcrs and
treatment-—Alexander's Motor Exchange, Lothiau

j

Edinburgh,

S^ECTION XI.

Ireland and Isle of Man.
TRIUMPHS, 1912 models, immediate deliver

Bradburys, Rovers. Rudges- — Higgin.s,

Athenry, Ireland-

1Q11 T.T. Trixmiph, that finished first siiii^'ld

X. *J Tourist Trophy, special machine, largo I

h.b.c. magneto, as new; £43,—Carvill, Trinity C
Dublin.

MOTOR TRICYCLES AND
RUNABOUTS.

"I Q 11 lOh.p. Bedeljfl, used for demonstration
XJ/ trial or examination; £8S, or ofler-—Dan
\\ eyinouth-

3ih.p. Tricycle, Minerva, splendid condition,
2 tionally silent; offers--Amoe, Sara Vill;i,

Rd.. Margate.

FOR Sale, 8h.p. Morgan Runabout, lamps nii^

complete, in good condition ; owner buyin;

Apply, 10, Hopton St., St. John's, Worce.^ter.

F.N. 2ih.p. Tricycle, lato 1910. shaft drive, "-^

clutch, fast and reliable,- an ideal winter i

easily ccuverted to biiycle ii' de^ired, gon.l

spares, etc, all in firsrt-class condition; rost (>\

take £30. — A-E., 2, Radcliflo Rd., Wiuchiutu
London, N.

QUADCARS.
MONOCAR, 8h-p., coach-built body, walr'

Bnchet engine, 3 speeds, wind screen; £3G
and puiticulars— Dr. Wilpoii, Louth.

TANDEM Mouocar, torpedo body, driver froii

6h.n, J.AP,. 2-t:pcr-£l. wind screi-u ; ouly

seeing; £G3,— Miller, Brentwood, Brighousc.

DUOCAR, nearly complete, new, 8h.p- twin ni*

and magnet '. si-iittic dawb body, live a\:

particulars; cash £40 or excliange inrtor cycle un ,

lar. Triumph preferred-—E- Ualstcr, Epworth, Uoil^

..,,. riittern
ginc, wants tlnishimr. p.ninted Frcm-li grey,

A36 In aneivering these adveriiaemcnts it is dcsirahlc to mention

5-61i.p. riittern Bcdelia Duocor, 2-npcrd, J.AJ
ginc, wants flnishimr. p.ninted Frcm-li grey,

wIiccIm, complete witli tyres; exchange cnlnlain*'

Hbsnluto bargain. —Nicholls 4, Rustju Mcwh,
"

Hill.

TRICARS FOR SALE.

A.C. Trirnr, due eondit.ion. iiceessories, spin

Kuiiieiia,-ll.. 1B9. Clive Eil.. West DuImn

AO'TT. Owners should write Buss, Insuranre
IHslmii's St.irtfnrd, for jiiirtienlurs of speeiull

A.O. floeifilile, delivered July, in new eonditian,'

and Bimros; best oBcrti.—Myere, Nevilles OrM'
liiinl.

Ti/TONKY Needed.—Tricnr, 2 _«pceds.__eliui"s. wj

Kent.

61i.li. Quadrant, free enjtno, 2 speeds, wheel nL
liiieket seats; £15—M., 44, Stanmoro Bo., '

stono.

'The Motm- Cycle."
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This Year's Tourist Trophy Races.

PERMISSION has been granted by the Tynwald
Court to hold the great road races of the year in

the Isle of Man, and we are glad to chronicle the
news, as the island has always given us a hearty
welcome and its roads offer a far better test for

motor cycles than those of Northern France. In the
telegram announcing the Tynwald Court's decision

certain conditions are put forward, among them that

steps will "be taken to prevent competitors annoying
people. This, we are sorry to say, is quite justified after

what occurred last year, and we can only hope that the
conduct of all concerned this year will be such that we
shall have no occasion to refer again to the question

of behaviour. The next condition is that silencers

will be necessary and expected. This need not worry
the authorities unduly. The A.C.U. has taken up a

firm attitude in this direction, and in the T.T. and
other events held during the year silent machines will

be a necessity. Entrants and riders of noisy machines
will be penalised by the judges. The third condition

states that the course will be the old one—St. John's,
Ballacraine, Kirk Michael, Peel, and back to St.

John's. It is difficult to realise why the old course

should be recommended, if such be really the case, as

the mountain road course proved to be so immeasurably
superior last year. As a test it was unrivalled, and both
machines and riders were hard put to it. Will the

splendid trial imposed upon change-speed gears be so

easily forgotten? We think not. These most desirable

devices proved their worth on this occasion to the

whole motor cycle pubHc with a rapidity and in a

manner that could not othenvise have been attained.

Most competitors were, through the severity of the

course, compelled to fit them, and with a result that is

now well known.

Although the race \vill be run this year without the
support of the majority of the trade a good entry will

probably be received, and if this be the case the short
course will be overcrowded, and rendered more
dangerous than the long one. It has comers enough
in it in all conscience, and should bunching take place
the danger would be very marked.

During the discussion as to whether or not the Tyn-
wald Court would grant permission for the race to be
held, we learn that a letter was read from the Manu-
facturers' Union urging the Tynwald Court to refuse

pemiission for reasons which those members of the

court who were in favour of holding the races are said

to have described as " absolutely absurd, and which
were easily answered." We have the highest respect

for the Manufacturers' Union, but we certainly think

that as practically all the members interested in the

race have signed a bond not to compete in a T.T.
Race ill the Isle of Man they might have reasonably

left the application of the A.C.U. to take its natural

course without endeavouring to influence the Island

authorities into a refusal.. It, is not too late for

the bond signatories to change their . minds, and if

they do decide on such a unanimous action we are

sure our readers would praise them. If they do not,

a race between private owners will make a most sport-

ing contest of the T.T. Race, and we urge them to

begin sending in their entries at once. If the A.C.U.
decide to make the races invitation events this year

we do not see that it would detract from the number
of entries, and their control of the competition would
thereby be materially strengthened.

A17
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ALTHOUGH the four-stroke engine
for motor cycle work has a great
numerical preponderance over the
two-stroke, there is not the

slightest doubt that the latter type of
engine is winning its way to favour, which
it may easily lay claim to by reason of its

many advantages. It must not be for-

gotten, however, that there are dis-

advantages inherently conrected with the
two-stroke principle, and it is the intention
of this article to discuss these engines from
both points of view.

First of all, however, it is necessary to
point out that the name " two-cycle

"

engine is a misnomer, both two-stroke and
four-stroke engines working upon the Otto
cycle of four operatior.s, viz., suction, com-
pression, expansion, and exhaustion.
Hence, both are four-cycle ergines, one
carrying out the cycle of operations with
four strokes of the piston, and the other
with two strokes.

Two-stroke ergines may be divided into
two classes. First, those which make use
of the space both above and below tho
piston, and employ, therefore, a crank
chamber compression ; secondly, those in
which a separate cylinder is employed to
perform the office of a pump. Examples of
both types were shown at Olympia, the
Scott, the Levis, and the Stuart coming
into the first category, and the Wooler into
the second. In this last case a single
double-ended piston is employed both for
power and for pumping, but the effect is

exactly the same as if a separate piston
and cylinder were employed for tliis

secondary purpose, as in the case of the old
Bichrone motor cycle engine, and Lamplugh
and Dolphin engines which have been used
on cars. Two-stroke motors belonging to
the first type may be again sub-divided
into two further classes, viz., those in

which the piston performs all valvular
offices, and second, those in which addi-
tional valves are employed.

The Engines Clas<:ified.

The two-stroke engines at Olympia could
be therefore grouped as follows

:

Type I.—With crank chamber com-
pression.

A, without valves, Scott and Levis.
B, with valves. Stuart.
Type II.—Pump compression.
The Wooler.

Another mode of classifying the first

group would be to describe the Scott and
the Levis a.s engines of the three-port
type, whilst the Stuart is one of the two-
Jjort tyiK'. and .so also is the Wooler.
Although the arrangement of the ports

ill the Wooler and Scott is not the same,
liio [jrinciple in both these engines is

identical, and a single description will,
therefore, serve for both.

lieforo proceeding to this, however, it
will be auviaable to consider the cKKPntial

differences between four-stroke and two-
stroke engines. The advantages of the
latter are as follows :

I.—Superiority of torque, the torque of a
two-stroke engine being twice as good as
that of a four-stroke engine with the same
number of cylinders.

II.—Silence. A two-stroke ergine need
not have any other valve except the piston,
and therefore noisy tappets and their gear
are dene away with.

III.—Ease and cheapness of manufac-
ture, which follow upon the use of an
engine with practically only tliree moving
parts, viz., crankshalt, connecting rod and
piston.

On the other side of the picture the dis-

advantages are as follow :

I.—Decrease of efficiency owing to the
difficulty of obtaining a cylinder really full

of explosive gas.

II.—Inflexibility, since it a crank
chamber compression be used the suction
upon the carburetter when the engine is

running at low speeds is very slight, and
the likelihood of leakage is enhanced.

III.—Difficulty of keeping the piston

thoroughly gast'ight. This part acts not

The Piston as a Valve.

Of the disadvantages only the third

requires anything in the nature of an
explanation. It will readily be understood

that the piston cannot serve its two pur-

poses equally well. As a valve it is essen-

tial that it be an absolutely tight fit in tho

cylinder, whilst if it were made so it would
not be long before it would refuse to work
under these conditions as a piston. A
compromise has therefore to be struck, but
help in this matter is obtained from a

source which scarcely enters. into the con-

sideration of four-stroke engines, viz., the

lateral thrust of the piston ujon the cylin-

der walls. Looking sideways at a clock-

wise running engine (as in fig. 2), it will be
realised that owing to the obliquity of the
connecting rod, the piston on its ]xiwer

stroke exercises a thrust upon the rear

wall of the cylinder. Whilst on the com-
pression stroke the thrust is against the
opposite wall. At no time during the
stroke, however, is there any tlu'ust on the
sides of the cylinder walls, but only in

front and behind. Since a certain degree
of slackness in the piston is a paramount
necessity, only by one means can its ill

effects be remedied, viz., by so placing the
valve ports that the side

thrust of the piston ensmres
its covering them with as
nearly as possible a gas-
tight fit. Even if this be
done, however, it will be
realised that if this thrust
be making the piston tight
over one port it is making
it slack over the other and
vice versa. Any ill result
from this cause, however,
can be minimised by plac-
ing tlie inlet port on the
back side of the cylinder,
and the exhaust port on
the front, as in this way
any blow back to the inlet
pipe is entirely prevented,
whilst such leakage as
there may be simply allows
the gas to percolate
through to the exhaust
where it can do no harm.

FIG.4 Fie.5
Diagrams ot the Scott two-stroke engine showing the

only as a piston, but as a valve, and slack-

ness therefore makes its ill elfecls felt in

two different ways. Hence in a two-stroke
engine it may be rcekoned that a given
degree of slackness in tho piston will cause
at least double the loss of power that it

would do in a four-stroke.

IV.— Difliculty of preventing tho plug
points being burned away, .since thoio is no
idle stroke during whicfi they are coolc.l.

FIQ.6
operations.

Water°cooling.
Inasmuch as with uni-

form and efficient cooling
slackness between the
piston and the cylinder

walls is produced with less rapidity and
to a less griovous extent than if tho
cooling be not uniform, the best lesults
BO far as life and maintenance of power
are concerned are obtained with water-
icooled two-stroke engines, and this to an
extent much more marked than in the
c;iso of foiir-sli'oko engines.

'I'hc acconipiinying di.igrani.s show the
working of the Scutt and I^evis engines,
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the sections being diagrammaticnlly those

of a single Scott cylinder, wbicb, how-
ever, ditfers in two important points from
that of the Levis, in wliich the inlet port
between the crank chamber and the car-

buretter is placed on the side of the cylin-

der instead of at the back, and that the
cylinder of the Levis is not offset. The
reference letters are :

A—Inlet pipe connecting crank chamber
to carburetter.

B—Transfer port (shown larger than
actual size) connecting crank chamber and
cylinder.

C—Exhaust port registering with
piston at the end of its stroke.

In fig. 1 the piston is at the top of its

stroke, and explosion of the mixture
above it has taken place, and is about to

commence the power stroke. The crank
chamber is also full of explosive mixture,

having received a charge in a manner to

be explained. The port at the top of

the transfer passage is closed, and like-

wise is the. exhaust port. The inlet port

is open and the pressure inside the crank
chamber is tliexefore atmospheric.

In fig. 2 the piston has descended
through one-third of its power stroke,

and the exploded gases are expanding
above it. Its Srst act is to close tlie inlet

port, and compression in the crank
chamber now btgins to take place, botli

crank chamber ports being closed. It will

be realised that the volumetric capacity

of the crank chamber is at its greatest

when the piston is at the top of its stroke,

and at its least when the piston is at

the bottom of its stroke.

In fig. 3 the piston has descended
throngh another third of its stroke. The

transfer passage
port and crank
chamber inlet

port are still both
closed, but the
exhaust port is

commencing to

open. Its own
expansion causes
at this point the
major portion of

the exploded
gases to exhaust
themselves.

A further stage
of one-third of a
stroke is sliown
at fig. 4, which
represents the
piston at the
bottom of its

.

travel. The ex-

haust port is now
fully open, and a connection is established

between the crank chamber and the cvlin-

der by means of the transfer passage port
laviiigbeen opened by the piston. The rases

which, in the two previous diagrams, nave
been compressed in the crank chamber are
now forced through this passage, and
strike the deflector at the top of the
piston, which throws them upwards and
enables them to force out what is left of

the exploded charge through the exhaust
port. Tlie inlet port of the crank chamber
is closed.

In the next stage, iig. 5, the piston
is shown half-way on the up-stroke, when
it is ir. the act of compressing the
gases in the cylinder.

. 7.—Diagram of the
Levis engine.

Since the piston is rising a negative
pressure is being created in the crank
chamber, and as the ports of the latter

are entirely closed this pressure gets lov.-er

and lower as the piston ascends, until it

arrives at the point shown in fig. 5,

which represents the engine a few degrees
before the top of the stroke. The inlet

port is now suddenly opened by the
bottom edge of ?lie piston and gas accord-
ingly rushes into the crank chamber from
the carburetter. In the top of the cylinder
the gases are compifessed ready to be
fired.

The principle of getting a considerable
negative pressure in the ciank chamber
before allowing a flow of gas from the
carburetter thereto is very desirable, since
it makes the speed of the air past the
jet very much higher and therefore better
for carburation pui-poses Uian if on the
crank chamber suction stroke the crank
chamber were connected to the car-

buretter the whole time.

Special Scott Features.
The foUowmg mechanical details of the

Scott engine deserve particular attention.

In the matter of rings, the top of the
piston is provided with the usual stiff

ones common to all t\']ies of explosion
engines, whilst at the bottom of its trunk
it has a fourth ring the spring of which
is quite light. The function of this ring
is simply to prevent the leakage of gas
between the piston and the cylinder
walls, as for instance in fig. 2. Here the
gases in the crank chamber are being
compressed whilst the piston is being
driven downvrards by the force of the
exploded gas above it. The side thrust
of the piston is, therefore, on the left-hand
wall of the cylinder, which means that
while the inlet and transfer ports are
totally closed any slack of the piston itself

is all on the side which is intended to
close the exhaust valve, hence unless
there were a bottom ring the comjiressed
gases in the crank chamber might easily

escape into the exhaust port.

The next point is tlie exceedingly neat
metallic packing which is used on tlie

main crankshaft bearings in order to keep
the crank chamber com pu'ession -tight.

Briefly described, this packing consists of

two hardened steel discs held together by
a spring. The lubrication system includes
an ingenions pump which is incorporated
in this packing gland, but this w?s ful!v

described in the issue of Tlic Mofur Cyh-
of December 21st.

In order to effect a release of the com-
pression for easy starting, the Scott
engine is fitted with a small mushroom
valve. This is let into the cylinder wall
immediately above tiie e«haust port.

There is a very good r&ison for this posi-

tion, which may seem to some otherwis^e

inexplicable, namely, that here the valve
(which is at best only occasionally used)
is protected from the full force and initi:,!

heat of the explosion.

The Levis.
Diagrammatically, any of the previous

figures 1 to 6 might be -used to show
the arrangement of the Levis, but as the

Eorts are differently placed, the inlet port
eing at the side of the engine instead

of at the back, a separate sketch, fig. 7,

is given. In this it will be seen that the
transfer port is cast in the lower part of

the cylinder itself and runs parallel with-

10^

its bore. It is accordingly opened wlien
the piston is approacliing the bottom of its
stroke. The negative pressure developed
in the crank chamber induces a rapid rush
of air from the carburetter, the same as
in tlie ca.e of the Scott. The engine is

air-cooled, and has a compression release
yalve_ sit;' .ed in the cylinder head,' where
it is kept closed by a spring and operated
from the handle»bar by a Bowden wire.
One of the most interesting featAires of
the Levis engine is that, owing to the
ingenious system of lubrication, the crank
chamber is kept free from oil, and ac-
cordingly the gas passed through the
transfer port is as pure as possible. As
indicated in the sketch, the crank
chamber where it abuts against the base
of the cylinder is furnished with a groove
into which the bottom of tlie piston wall
dips at the end of every stroke. Oil is

fed to a port cast in the side of the
c.vlinder, which port is levej witJi tlie

gudgeon pin at the bottom of the piston
stroke. The gudgeon pin is hollow, and
hence not only does the oil flow right
through it to the further cylinder wall,
but it also, in passing, lubricates tlie

gudgeon pin bearings by means of trans-
verse holes. Any excess of oil on the
cylinder walls drips down into the afore-
mentioned groove, whence it is conveyed
to the mam bearings through internal
ducts. In consequence, the crankshaft
bearings are thoroughly well lubricated,
which, in conjunction with their great
length, dispenses witli packing. The
crankshaft is hollow, and oil contained
tlierein is thrown to the big end bear-
ing through its internal ducts by centri-
fugal force.

-As in the Scott, the piston is furnished
with a ring at its base.

The Stuart.

We now come to two-stroke engines
of the two-port type, of which the first

example is the
Stuart. The man-
ner in which this

engine is arranged
is shown m fig. 8.

There are two
ports, viz., B, the
exhaust, and A
the inlet connected
with the crank
chamber through
tile transfer port.

In the sketch the
piston is shown
at- the bottom of
the stroke, at
wliich point the
gases compressed
in the crank cham-
ber pass up\\-ard
through the trans-

fer port, stiihe the deflector at the top of
the piston, and, in descending, hurry the
exhaust gases out at the opposite side.

jVfter this, compression of the gases above
the piston takes place in the ' usual
manner, whilst, as sooa as the piston
covers ports X and B, the crank chamber,
which, now has a partial vacuum forming
in it by the ascent of the piston, is placed
in direct communication with the carbu-
retter, which is connected to pipe C. Be-
tween this pipe and the crank chamber
is a non-return automatic inlet valve
which, on the descent of the piston on
the power stroke, allows tlie gases in the

AI9

Fig. 8.—Tlie Stuart
twc-port engine.
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crank chamber to be compressed i'Sady

to be injected into the cylinder the
moment the top of the piston uncovers
the port B. This inlet valve is adjustable
as to the length of its stroke, and is

carried in a quickly detachable cage.

It will be seen from the design of the
engine that the thrust pressure of the
piston upon the cylinder walls is made
of the utmost possible use, the only
theoretical disadvantage being the employ-
ment of an automatic valve. The design
of all engines is, and always has been.

a compromise, and whilst the use of a

valve has its disadvantages, as we shall .

show, nevertheless it has counteracting
benefits. It is not to be denied, however,
that a two-stroke engine containing valves
is not, and never can be, suitable for
very high speeds. On the other hand, the
Stuart engine has been designed as a
touring machine and not a racer. ' It

therefore feels the disadvantageous effect

of having a valve much less than if it

were intended to be driven at liigh speed.

Disadvantages of Automatic
Valves.

Assuming that the engine is run at the
rate of 2,003 revolutions per minute, and
that the opening and closing of the inlet

valve is accomplished within the range
of two-thirds of the piston stro'ce (as a
matter of fact it is probably slig'htly less),

this means that the valve has to open, let

gas through, and close, within a period
of approximately one-hundredth of a
second. At very high speeds, therefore,

it is clear that some attenuation of the
inlet gases is unavoidable.
As shown in the sketch tlie compression

release valve is fitted at the side of the
cylinder head, the gas allowed to pass
through it being directed into the exhaust
pipe through a small subsidiary tube.

in order to provide against ti;e risk of

a back-fire oocun-ing in the crank chamber,
to which a two-stroke engine of the crank
case compression ty|3e is subject when
Bupplied with too weak a mixture, a

special release valve is fitted on the crank
chamber to allow any great excess of

pressure to be released. A second valve
is attached to the crank chamber and con-
sists of a non-return one, by means of

which positive pressure is directed to an
oil tank and forces the lubricant through
an adjustable sight feed on the top tube,
to a port let into the bdck cylinder wall
BO as to keep the sides of the piston

thoroughly lubricated.

The Wooler.
Fig. 9 shows the diagrammatical

arrangement of the Wooler engine, which
is of a upique type, possessing many
points of interest. The cylinder is

double-ended, as is also the piston, the

fig. 9.—Diagram of a novel two-slrol(e engine.

end . A being the working explosion
cylinder, whilst B is a pump. For this
purpose it is_ necessary to carry connect-
ing rods outside of the cylinder, and
they are an-anged in plain foi:m, as
shown in fig. 10, which indicates how
two slots are cut in the slides of the
horizontal cylinder walls in order to
allow the gudgeon pin bearing to pass.
It will be remembered that a somewhat
similar device was used in the two-stroke
engine of the Wall Auto-wheel. The
piston is to all intents and purposes a
hollow cylinder closed at each end, one
of the notable points in connection with
the Wooler engine being that the gudgeon
pin IS fixed to the connecting rods and
turns in the piston, which is specially
bushed for this purpose. The ends of
the pistons have no baffle-plates, and are
provided with no less than seven rings

—

four at the explosion end and three at
the other. The mndus opernmli is very
simple, and requires no explanation at
all. if the pump cylinder be regarded as
the crank case of the previous diagrams.

i
"^~\

rmD
Fij. 10.—Arrangement of connecting rods on the

Wooler engine.

There is, however, one important
difference between (he Wooler engine
and the others already described, namely,
that in this case there are two automatic
valves—one is placed in the cylinder
head and is a real inlet valve, the other
is situated at a branch of the transfer
pipe and carburetter and merely per-

forms the function of a cut-off valve. The
exhaust port is oast with the cylirder
at the bottom of the piston's working

->—••«

A
VISIT to the Rollo works at Cony-

liere Street, IJirmirgliam, proved
a revelation in the manufacture of

quadcars. We found tliem small

but cxtreiiitly well equipped works, which,

by reason ot their system of jigs and tlio

up-to-date lines on vvliicli they are run, are

capable of producing as many as ten

inacliines per week.

For a detailed description of the Hollo

tjuadoar wc refer our le.ideis to Thii Mnfnr
Ci/rle of November 30th, page 1316.

Changes of gear ratio aie etl'ected by
mcarm of expanding pulleys, the belt

slack being taken up by a movement ot the

A RUN ON THE ROLLO.
rear axle. These two operations are

synchronised in a simple and ingenious

way. and are brought about by the move-
ment of a single lever. An unusual feature

for this type of geai' is that by merely de-

pressing a pedal a free engine position ciin

be obtained without alleriiig the gear, the
depression of the pedal teni])orarily discon-

necting the rciir .-'xle sliding nintiiin and
expanding tlie pulleys to their full extent.

A sliort run convinced us tliat the

machine is very practical, and handy in

traffic. The tandem Imdy is well sus-

pended, and, in spite of the fearful state ot

the roada we traversed, we suffered from

stroke. When the piston is moving from
left to right, as shown by an arrow in

the diagram, a negative pressure is

created in the pump cylinder. The check
valve D accordingly opens, thus allowing
the suction to have effect upon the carbu-
retter, and accordingly the pump cylinder
is filled with explosive gas.

On the return stroke—that is to say,

when the piston is moving from right

to left—this gas is forced from the pump
cylinder into the transfer pipe, where
its pressure immediately causes the
valve D to close. The pump pressure is

accordingly accumulated in the transfer

pipe until, the piston having, uncovered
the exhaust port, the explosion pressure
is' reduced in the firing cylinder suffi-

ciently to allow the pressure in the
transfer pipe to open the inlet valve C.
The fresh gases rushing in, scavenge the
cylinder by helping to force the exhaust
gases through their port, and incidentally

cooling and cleaning the sparking plug
points, which are wisely placed imme-
diately m the stream of cool fresh gas.

_The complete cycle of operations takes,

of course, only two strokes, since on
the one there is induction of gas in the
pump and compression of gas in the
working cylinder, and on the other
exhaustion of gas from the pump and
explosion of gas in the working cylinder.

It will be at once realised that there
is one great advantage of the Wooler
engine and one great disadvantage. To
ti ke the latter first, it con?ists, as
explained in the case of the Stuart, of
the difficulty which two automatic
valves have of acting adequately in the
very short space of time allowed them.
On the other hand, vrithout introduc-

ing any additional working parts, crank
chamber compression is done away with
in favour of a piston pump in which, ot

course, the clearances are much less and
whose efficiency, both as an inducer and
a supplier of gas to the cylinder, is

accordingly much better than the more
usual crank chamber arrangement.
Both of these points are of very great

importance—indeed the whole future of
this engine depends, one may say, upon
whether the value of the pump can be
made to counteract the effect of the
automatic inlet valves. It may, however,
with no injustice be pointed out that
incidentally a second disadvantage is

introduced by the number of additional
working parts ard the consequent manu-
facturing

.
difficulties and costs which

these two valves introduce.

W.G.A.

no unplea.TOiit jars. The engine pulls well,

and when travelling the vibration ia

scarcely noticeable. We niade a standing
start on a gradient of about 1 in 15, with
the road covered in snow and slush. The
engine took up the load smoothly and
ca.sily, and seemed to have plenty .)t power
in hand.

The new 3jr h.p. Swift is, we nndcr-
st.lnd, receiving a hearty welcome at the
hands of the public. I he Swift Cycle Co.
is in the haiipy position of being able to

guarantee an early delivery of this popular
model.
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Foot=starters.

It would be interesting to hear whether any users

are having trouble with a common type of foot starter,

on' which the starting chain is out of line in one posi-

tion or the other. We do not want to import another
uncovered free wheel clutch, just when tliat tiresome

fitting has been eliminated from the back spindle, and
as a consequence many kick-starters are freed by slid-

ing one of the sprockets laterally, i.e., putting it out

of truth ; the shortness of .the chain accentuates this

lack of alignment. On most devices of the kind the

alignment is true when the starter is being used, and
out of truth when the starter is freed. This should

not matter appreciably, -provided the sprockets are

lined up gently, before the sudden starting shove is

given. But I noticed more than one device at

Olympia which threw the jerk on the chain in its out-

of-truth position, and considering the short centres,

I expect these devices will be aggravating in use.

The best starting device I ever used was a strap

starter on a 1902 quadricycle. As delivered, the

strap was loose and normally carried in my pocket.

A hole in the strap was hitched over a peg on a drum
keyed to the gear spindle, the strap was wound round
the drum, and then "pulled off"; before long we
modified the device by attaching the strap perma-
nently, abiding a spring winder and a clutch to free

the drum, after which the starter proved delightful

;

even a backfire could cause no trouble. - A similar

device, but very much improved, might be adapted
to a motor bicycle, the strap ending in a stirrup rest-

ing in a stop on the right hand side of the machine
at about the height of the tank bottom.

Rear Fork Adjusters.

A reader has sent me specifications for a patent

covering a verj' simple form of adjuster, designed to

set the rear wheel at varj-ing distances from the engine,

the adjustment allowing a range of two inches move-

ment, without rendering the back wheel more diffi-

cult to detach. His idea is that such a device should

be immensely serviceable on single-geared pedalless'

machines whenever the belt slips.

He points out that when a belt slips on such

machines the rider chooses between (a) screwing up

his engine pulley, which gives a higher gear ratio than

is desired, and (b) cutting the belt, a messy and
fiddling job.

There are two objections to his solution. The first

is that the addition of his, fitment will cost the manu-
facturer money for w^hich there wdll be no adequate

return; these detail refinements please the fastidious

customer, but they seldom influence his choice of a

machine, and the appeal they make is not sufficiently

strong to justify increased prices; the other defect is

that the'periodic shortening of a belt, first at one end

and then at the other, lessens the danger of a fastener

screw pulling through. I doubt whether such a

derice can become commercially remunerative!

A Free Engine Refinement.
One or two of the latest free engine patents make

allow^ance for rigid locking of the ciutcli, in the event

of the friction surfaces being too small or becoming
so slippery that the clutch fails to hold under a heavy
load. I doubt whether this refinement, possesses a

future. If the contact areas of a clutch lose their

efficient surface, it is usually possible to adjust the

springs so that a driving grip is maintained ; if they

he too small it is surely a fault in design. Many
years have elapsed since I was stranded with a per-

manently slipping clutch on a motor cycle.

Starting in Deep Sno'w.

The recent snowfall in the Midlands and North
illuminated some of the difficulties of riding a motor
bicycle with nearly a foot of snow on the ground.

Once started, it was by no means impossible to make
progress, for the soft featheiy snow ottered no very

serious resistance to the passage of the machine, and
if it was a trifle skidsome, its lightness presented no

such difficulties as deep sand may do.

The real bother was to get started. It was diffi-

cult to push off a T.T. mount at sufficient speed to

get the engine going, and when the engine fired there

was ahvays an e.xciting moment 'when the rider was
poised between road and saddle—feet slipping and
machine swerving during the second occupied in

mounting. Tke free-engined men were little better

off, for the back wheel spun round furiously in the

snow when the load was applied.

In level districts the lightweights scored, because

they were handier to start but t.ipy had not sufficient

power to plough up gradients through the deep wet

snow. In hilly neighbourhoods several riders with

handlebar-controlled clutches report successful runs;

they contrived to get mider way by starting the

e'ngine, and gradually letting in the clutch by hand
as they walked briskly alongside the mach-ine. But

en>phatically the sidecar and quadcar men had the

easiest time.

bur artist's idea of a stream-line body fl(ted.'to a three-wlieeleJ runabout.
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In plain language, the surface of the Simplon pass

is a disgrace—bumpy, loose, unrolled stones, and
although the road rises just under 6,000 feet in twenty-

four miles, this gives very little idea of the steepness,

as there are several bits of level and some actually

downhill.

Soon after leaving Gondo we entered the famous
Gorge of that name, and the rocks tower over ones
head on either side to a height of 2,000 feet. Shortly

afterwards the Tressinone waterfall dashes down on
the right hand and dives under the road, the spray
blowing in your face. Almost before it is out of your
eyes you enter a long tunnel having a bend in it, and
the up grade on a greasy surface makes the fun furious

while it lasts.

A few miles more of this bumpy road and 1 was
pulled up, first with misfiring, due to a particle of

metal across the plug points, and then again by a

tumble on some unrolled stones. Once at the top we
had coffee and rolls and a look at the Hospice, as -we

had plenty of time to spare.

All around the view is magnificent. The gigantic

Jungfrau, Nesthorn, and other peaks, with their snow-
clad summits, make an ideal picture, whilst the

Aletsch Glacier, which, 1 believe, is the largest ice-

field in the Alps, must not be forgotten.

A little further on we both took our belts off and
free-wheeled for miles. We soon came to an avalanche
tunnel or two, one in particular where a mountain
torrent dashes over the roof and makes the road sur-

face treacherous, for the water leaks through. The
road was washed iiway in places, and one could plainly

see where floods nail recently swept all before them.

Svkriss Motorphobia.

Again were we I'orcibly reminded of the Swiss anti-

motorist feeling, for, too late, I saw some broken glass,

business end upwards, carefully placed all across the

road. Hastily pulting up my hand I was too late to

stop Billy, and a little time was spent in removing the

glass and^ examining cm- tyres, which fortunately

seemed none the worse.

Brigiie was reached at last, aiid after the examination

of our permits, to see we had not done the twenty-four

miles under four hours, we were permitted to continue

our way, but before doing so we made a point of re-

porting the glass incident.

Filling up with ])etrol af liriguc, wc soon found the

road ini])roving, and we set off at a fair pjace to make
up for those six miles zn hour. A practically straighl

road with the Rhone for eompany through Visp, Sicrre,

Sion, Martigny-Ville, then to the right and straight on

again through St. Maurice, and we were asking for

A22
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St. Gingolph, our destination for the day, but it only

brought an uplifting of the e_\ebrow. Trying another

person we Were greeted with a blank stare. This was
getting beyond a joke. Each time I pronounced it

chfferently, so I decided to give the ladies a chance,

but they actually ran, in desperation. I tried an old

man in a doorway, and gave him all the variations of

pronunciation I was capable of and waited. A smile

came over his face, and he said, "Ah! Sangangolf !

"

all in one breath. Yes! just like that, " Sangangolf."

At last we arrived at St. Gingolph, which is at one end
of Lake Geneva.
We put up at the Hotel Terminus after a run of

116 miles, and foimd it the cheapest little hotel we
stayed at, whilst the food and, Billy said, the wine

wers excellent.

Nffi«t morning I awoke to hear the rattle of open
exhausts, and, rushing to the window, I saw about a

dozen push cyclists stripped for the fray, with a car

following bearing the official banner, whilst half a

doza.« motor cyclists rattled along in the rear. For
hours we watched the race ; it seemed to be a push
aycle T.T., and many a competitor dashed up to a

fountain near, jumped off his machine, ducked his

head in the water, and was off again. One unfortu-

nate punctured near us as we took our breakfast on
the verandah, and I iToticed his tyres were of the single

tube variety, and that he wrapped insulating tape
round and round the hole ; his wheel also had a
sprocket either .side for altering the gear—another
dodge

!

Relaxation at Geneva.

Into the sadd'e once more—this time Billv leading
—and so through Evian-les-Bains. I soon came to a
fork in the road. Which was the way ? My map
showed no such fork, so, thinking Billy must be hug-
ging the lake side, I did the same. Two more forks,

and still I did not see him. Then my front tyre went
down. I found the puncture and put a patch on, had
a smoke, and put the tube back. Then I found my
pump would not work, and many minutes were spent
in faking it up.

Round every corner I expected to see the Bradlnny
|iropped up whilst its owner regaled hi:nself with
poaches aiul figs, but it was not to be, and I got quite
anxious l)e("iuse, although we had arranged to stay at

Geneva— it was only a few miles further on—we had
n:)t settled onwhich hotel, as there were several in the
(!.T.G. book. The reader will ])crhaps remember
I hat we had been through Geneva on our way out,
so 1 decided to make for the c/ife where we had
stopped for afternoon tea, and leave my bicycle in a

prominent jjosition and sec if Billy tin-nod up.
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I slowly crept through the traffic and over the bridge

that spans the lake, and up what appears to be the

main street, and so to the cafe, where I was surprised

and glad to see Billy. The reason of our losing each
other was that Billy had stopped in a very shady spot

to locate a " squeak," and, as I passed, he waved to

me to stop, but I was bending down to read my cyclo-

meter. Hastily hopping on to his machine, he sped
after me, but was almost immediately pounced upon
by a customs officer, and made to turn the whole of

his effects out, whilst he fretted and fumed to no pur-

pose; after this, by taking a different fork, he had
passed me when I was mending my tube.

We put up at the Hotel Terminus Baur after a short

spin of thirt .-seven miles.

That afternoon and the ne.\t day were spent in

Geneva, on the lake, over at Luna Park—a kind of

White City, with joy wheel, water splash, etc.— whilst

the Kursaal kept us capti\e for the evening with a

little play at " Petits

Chevaux,'' till I '

found the odds were
nine to one against

winning, while if

you won you onl)-

got six to one,

which was not good
enough for me.
The day before

leaving Geneva we
visited the C.T.C.
consul, r. W.
Mason, j\I.A., who
ga\-e us much valu-

a b 1 e information

about the roads wo
Avere to traverse.

Tuesday, August
iSt, was gloriously

fine, and we set off

through St. Genis
„ - 1 t:, 1

1

1 A view of Lake Como, one
and Bellegarde, on
the best road we had met \\idi since lea\'ing England.
The scenery was very pretty, and we gradually entered

a cleft in the hills, which drew nearer and nearer

together till they almost met. When they seemed
as though they were going to meet, we came across

some fortifications, and we suddenly went over a

"drawbridge into what appeared to be a courtyard,

much to a soldier's astonishment, and out at the'

other side. This, I understand, was Fort I'Ecluse,

and would have made a perfect little picture, but I

dared not risk an exposure. I do not remember if

.it was before or after this that we eame to the French-

Swiss frontier, where we again showed our C.T.C.
tickets, but we were made to unpack.

France Again and Good Roads.

'.luickly we sped along, through Kantua and a bit

ef bad road, through Thoirette, when we were lost-

tn a road that was apparently too insignificant for

my map, but, though narrow, it had a fairly good sur-

face, whilst the country was of the wildest, for we
were now in the Jura mountains. We were enjoying

'ourselves, and did not cai-e as long as our petrol held

out and we could get a decent hotel to stay at
.
if-

J/.i

night came on. We eventually reached Bourg, and
now locating ourselves on the map, we chose a good
straight road and headed north, passing Montrevel,
St. Trivier, Cuisery, and so into Chalon-sui Saone,
where we put up at the Grand Hotel. This is the
second time I have been to Chalon, and I may say,

if possible, I should in future- avoid it, as it appears
to be devoid of interest. The day's run was of 1^5
miles.

Wednesday, August 2nd, and another glorious

day, we set off on a road' I knew from experience tc

be good. Passing through St. Leger, and just out-

side Autun, Billy ran short of petrol, but he scorned
my proffered liquid, having got sufficient by lifting

the front wheel up to carry" him into the town. Tanks
full up once more we again set off, and reached

Saulieu, then Avallon, and after mending three

punctures in Billy's tyres with patches cut in two

to m-ake them spin out, w'e reached Auxerre without

further incident after a day's run of ii8 miles, and
put up at what I

ha' 1 previously
found to be a good
hotel—the Hotel de
I Epee.
Leaving next

morning, we' made
piod time through

Joigny to Sens, then

the Forest of Fon-
tainebleau, when we
were brought to a

hah in a large clear-

ing with no less

than seven roads

joining, and had
some difficulty in

deciiling on the cor-

rect one.

A swift run to

Corbeil followed,
- and- then, having

taken a wrong road,

the Seine and go up a

wicked cobbly street, in which Billy had to tie

his stand up, as jolting over the awful pave bad

loosened the fastener. Proceeding through Juvisy. we
came to Choisy, where the Eiffel Tower could easily

be seen as we turned to the left and struck a good

tarred road to Versailles. The roads here and to

St. Germain beggar description, being composed of

huge sets, w^ith deep holes where several are missing.

A community ,that tolerate- such a road must be

only half ci\irL5ed. , Three times before reaching our

destination had I to mend punctures, .seemingly due

to the awful bumps breaking the canvas and then

rubbing through the tube. At last we reached our

stopping place for the night, the Hotel du Soleil d'Or,

after a cool run of some 137 miles to Pontoise.

Friday, August 4th, w'as the next day, and saw us

leaving. for our last day's run on French soil. Through

Mem to Beauvais, Grandvilliers, the road was com-

posed of loose scraps of flint, as sharp as arrow heads.

A car or two were passed- with tyre trouble, whilst

several times wrappings off new tyres could be seen

by t-he roadside. I was not to escape, however, for

three times had I to mend punctures. Passing Poix. a

EI

_^ss^

ot the beauty spots ot Italy.

we had to cross over
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swift run to Abbeville, and more petrol at Montreuil,

we eventually arrived at Boulogne, and made for the

Grand Hotel du Nord, after a day's run of 136 miles.

Next day was spent at Boulogne, and we booked
passages by the Bennett Line to Hull, as it was nearer

home, and saved a tedious run up the Great North
Road. We paid ids. each for ourselves and only

3s, 6d. each for the machines. What a contrast to the

Folkestone-Boulogne crossing!

Rain came on as we entered the Huniber the follow-

ing day, and was still with us as we landed at Hull at

^.30 p.in., after a pleasant passage of i?>}i hours.

We were allowed to keep the petrol in our tanks

on board, and this sufificed to take us to the nearest

garage, where we filled up for 2s. 4d.
,
How trifling

this sum seemed after what we had been paying.

Our tour had taken exactly four weeks, the distance

covered being 2,250 miles per cyclometer. Our com-
bined petrol bill was ;^5 is. 6d., while I used three

quart.s of oil and Billy used four and one-third quarts.

,

The T/i'va. Lyso I put on to start with carried liie

throughout, which, I think, speaks for itself. Grange
used two, changing over now and again, one iiaving

been well used- before starting.

In conclusion, if any reader would like any further

information as to roads, etc., I shall be pleased if h^.

would communicate with me through the Edito]'

YORKSHIRE BY-LANE.

THE NOMINAL HORSE-POWER

Ir
will be seen by referring to our corresi)ondence
columns of- last week ,that Mr. A. Citroen agrees
with me that a motor cycle engine develops i h.p.

for every 100 c.c. of its cubic capacity. If this be
(rue then the horse-power can easily be found liy re-

ferring to Tlie Motor Cijck cubical capacity table
;ind placing a decimal point after the first figure. 'J'his

will give a very .satisfa<:lory rating, practically the
^.nnc that the Dendy Marshall formula—winch in my
'jpinion is be.st suited to our pur]jose—gives if ll-ie

revolutions be taken to be 1,570 per minute. This
gives a speed of nearly 27 m.p.h. with a gear of ^y>
Id I, and in llie ca.se of ,a lightweight geared 6 to r

ihe pace would be nearly 21 m.p.h., which, T fliink

ii will be admiiii'il. ;irr fiiir average spoeils.

OF MOTOR CYCLES.
The R.A.C. rating probably gi\'es better results in

the case of motor cycles than of cars, for the simple
reason that there is not the same difference between
the. bore and stroke, the ratio seldom exceeding 3 to

2, whereas on cars it is sometimes nearer 3 to i.

Mr. Poppe's formula has the merit of simplicity,

but for our ])urposc fnust be ruled out of court, for
it give.3 the Triumjih engine as 4.67 h.p. and the

Knficld lightweight as 5 h.p., which is obviously in-

correct, the Dendy Marshall at 2,000 revs. i)er min.
rating these engines, as 6.36 h.p. and 4. 37. h.p. re-

spcu'tively. . Mr. Manchester's formula is' rather more
flattering to the little twin, for it rates it as 4.47 h.p.,

and tlK' fiig'singlc a.s approximately 5 h.p.

AURIG.\.
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A selection of questions of general

interest received from readers and our
replies thereto. All queries should
be addressed to the Editor, "The
Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.,

and whether intended for publication

or not must be accompanied by a

stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Tunbridge Wells to Barnstaple.

Please inform me the quickest

route from Tuubridge Wells tti

Barnstaple; the mileage and the
time it would take a 3^ Ii.p.

machine ?

—

Waiting.
Yovu' best route would be as follows :

'funbridge Wells, East Grinstead.
Crawley, Horsham, Billing.shurst, I'cl-

worth, ilidhurst, Petersfield. Winchester,
Stockbridge, SalLsbmy, Hindon, Wincan-
ton, Langport, Taunton, Wiveliscombe,
Bampton, South Molton, to Barnstaple.
The distance is approximately 210 miles.

To do the journey comfortably you would
require two days this time of the year.

Crankshaft or Countershaft.

I shall be glad if you will give
me your opinion on the follow-

ing two-speed gears for fitting

on to a 1911 free-engine Triumph
for solo work only : (1.) Bowden.

(2.) N.S.U. The Triumph peojiic

advise N.S.IT., but say it is liable tu

be broken if the machine falls ou the
left-hand side, a very possible con-

-. tingency. Are they both easih-

attached ?—R.D.C.
Either of the two-speed gears mentioned
in your letter would suit your purpose

—

both are good. Naturally, the engine-

shaft gear is liable to damage in thr-

case of a sideslip, if the machine falls on
its left side. Both gears mentioned ar^-

easily attached. See the article on
"Variable Gear Position" in our issue

fnv l-^eptcmher 14tb.

A Cheap Machine.

(1.) Please let iiiu have jour

^ opinion concerning the general

^ reliability, and also speed and
hill-climbing capabilities of the

5^- h.p. Lmcoln-Elk motor cycle?
i2.) Also, how is it that this machine can
e turned out at such a comparatively

liiiv price ''. (3.) ^Vill you please also let

me know the shortest route from New-
I
Art (Mon.) to I.eighton Buzzavil
-'eds.) regardle>s of hills or cuiditiou
I roads?—E.L.S.M

U) We are receiving quil^ good
reports concerning this marhine What
you liad better do is to write for

readers' experiences.- enclosing a stamped
Hi:'! addres>:?d envelope in w-hich the

'it's may be sent to you? (2.) A\';'

not prepared to answer why it can
he produced at a low price, unless it lie -

that the makers are- content with only
a. small piofit. (3.) The routs you require
is Newport, Chepstow. Gloucester (take
the Cirence-ster Road and turn to left at
the fork having passesl the cross rnads
ait the foot of Birdlip), Northleach.
Witney, Oxford, Thame, Aiyesbury. lo

Lfighfon Buzzard.

l_

Portsmouth to Chatham and Ipswich.

Would you please inform me
as to the best route from Ports
mouth to Chatham, also from
Portsmouth to Ipswich, avoiding
London, and alternatively the

best route through London, giving
total distances?—W. P., R.N.

i'our best route would be as follows :

Portsmouth, Petersfield, Liphook, Godal-
ming, Shalford; here turn right and gi>

through Shere, C4omshall, Dorking, Rei-
gate, Redhill, Oxted, Westerhani, River-
head, Wrotham ; after which turn left

for Rochester, whence you reach Chathan-i.

Be exceedingly, careful in Godalming,
Shere, and Gomshall. and also in the
ten-mile limit at Redhill—102 miles.

This is the main road, but it is easy
to avoid Godalming by turning sharp
to the right at Jlilford, going past Mil-
ford Station, and taking the left at the
i-ross roads about a quarter of a mile
further ou. This road will take you to
Shalford. Portsmouth to Ipswich : You
can follow the same route until after
leaving Wrotham, where make for

Gravesend ; take the ferry to Tilbury,
and go north via Billericay, Chelmsford,
and Colchester to Ipswich. To go r'm
London, which, in our opinion, would be
undesirable from a motor cyclist's point
of view' you had better go straight up
the Portsmouth Pioad, through Kingston,
\v-here be careful on account of police

traps, and reaching Putney Heath go
through Roeharapfon, across Barnes
Common to Hammersmith. CJo straight
down Hammersmith Road, down HoUand
Road, crossing over the bridge close to
Olyrapia, which will lead you into Notting
Hill Gate. Go up Notting Hill and
straight on to Lancaster Gate, where
tuni off for O.xford and Cambridge
Tenace; go straight down Oxford and
Cambridge Terrace, crossing over
Edg.vare Road, turn to the left down
I.isson Grove and go straight on over the
i-ailway bridge until yen confe to a place
where the road bends round easily to

the right. At the end of this turn left

and you are in Finchley Road. Go
straight on along the Cireat North Road
through Hatfield. Beyond the station
turn right and go through Hertford,
Ware, Bishops Stortford, Dunmow, Brain-
ti'ee, Colchester, and Ipswich. , The t-otal

distance would be approximafelv [vij.

^Cy

Correspondents are urged to write

clearly, and on one side of the paper
only, numbering each query separately

and keeping a copy, for ease of refer-

ence. Letters containing legal queries

should be marked " Legal " in the left-

hand corner of envelope, and should
be kept distinct from questions bearing
on technical subjects.

Gravesend) 160 miles. In giving this

route, we have considered road surface,

etc. The main route via Romford, Brent-
Avood, and Chelmsford is very unpleasant
near London, but is twenty miles shorter.

High and Low Tension Magnetos.

(1.) I shall be obliged to you if

you will kindly explain clearly

the difference between high-ten-

sion and low-tension magnetos.

(2.) Being in possesion of a low-

tension inagneto I wish to know how
I can convert it into a high-tension
magneto ?—.LS.J.

(1.) If you will get a copy of "Motor
Cycles and How to Manage Them"
obtainable from these offices, price Is. 2d.

post free), you will see the two types of

magneto clearly described. In the high-
tension magneto the primary and
secondary wmdings are both on the arma-
ture, and a spark is produced at the

]5lug without other help. The old type
low-tension magneto had a make and
break in the cylinder. Another type
produces a low-tension current which is

transformed by the use of a separate

induction coil. (2.) It is pra.ctically

impossible to ooirver-t a low-tension into

a high-tension magneto. It would mean
a new armature, and a special contact
breaker, and condenser, and it would in

the end cost a good deal more than buy-
ing a second-hand high-tension magneto.

Sidecar for India.

(1.) Please let me have your
latest experiences with regard
to the T.M.C., as I am think-
ing of buying one wliile at

home, and then taking it out
to India? If it is liable to overheat,'

I rather doubt if it would be much use.

for the work I want it for, i.e., shooting
trips—carrying gear possibly in a side-

car —over pretty rough roads. (2.) Also
any experiences with the Scott two-
stroke would be useful—L.L.M.

(1.) The machine about which you
refer to in your letter has been entirely

reconstructed and redesigned for 19lS,

and the first batch will be placed on the
road about April. The machine is now
water-cooled and shows every indication
of bemg a splendid machine for .sidecar

work. It is, however, impossible to give

practical road espeiiences at the present

time. (2.) With regard to the two-stroke
machine mentioned, we have had con-

siderable experience with this, and may
tell you that our opinion of it is high.

What we should advise yon to do is to

write us a letter asking for readerd' ex-_

periences of both machines referred to.

enclosing a stamped and addressed
envelope for replies.
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La5y Starting and Slow Turning.

Please advise me what is the
best thing tu clo_ with a 3i h.p.

single-cylinder magneto machine
quiie modern. I have trouble
i^tarting unless engine is warm,

and cannot drive very slowly through
towns, etc. I do not want to spend
much. Could I have a clutch hxedV
Two speeds would cost too much I am
afraid.—T.R.S.

You might take- the magneto down and
'lean tne slip ring and the contact
lircaker and touch up the platinum
jioints. Use a good plug and adjust the
j/oiiits with a m..gneto plug gauge which
is i millimetre thick. Takci. care to exclade
iiii.B't 01 the ai;. from the fi.xed air supply
10 the carburetter at starting, and we
think the engine will fire without much
tlifficulty. You could have a clutch fixed

ill the eiigine-sliatt if you desire it.

Taxation and Registration.

Acting on your advice I have
—.1 paid tne tax for 1910 on the
*rl motor bicycle sold by me in that
-SJ year, but as I omitted to cancel

the registration (not knowing it

was necessary) the City of Dublin
registrar maintiins that I am liable

to pay the tax on that machine for

the years 1911 and 1912. Akso he states

that the ta.x js due whether the
machine is used or not. Plea.se advise
me i'urtlier.

—

S.H.Ij.

We : do not think that you are liable

for the tax for the two years during which
you neither owned nor rode the machine.
A machine which is kept but not used is

not liable to licence duty; see the case

L.C.C. V. Fairbank, Justice of Peace
lleports. Vol. 75, page S55. We think
you would be well advised to bring the
matter tio the notice x.f the legal aaviser
of the Irish: Automobile Clnb, if you
iiave not already done fo. You ought,
iiowevei", to liave cancelled the registra-

tion of the machine you sold. Article IV.
(if the Regulation and Licensing Order,
1905 says, " If the ownership of a motor
car (or cycle) is changed, notice of the
change shall be given either by the new
ivr old owner to the council with whom
the motor car (or cycle) is registered, and
an application sliall also be made either,

to cancel the registration or to continue
the existing registration under the ii'Sw

ownership.'

Four Cylinders.

I want to get a second-hand
motor cycle about £25 to £20.
I have had an old 3^ h.p. four-

cylinder |i'.N., but found that

steep hills were too much for it.

Do you consider a later model
5-6 h.p. for the price mentioned would
be ii good one and take all hills with
automatic carbiirctler? I do not mind
the slight extra bother of four cylinders
and hate the idea of liaving a belt tu

look after. (2.) The 2\ h.p. two-
.-pced F.N. What ."ort of macliine is

it, and would it be suitable for week-
end louriiig'/ (3.) 'J'liciux'ticully, is it

more economical to run on an 0|)en

throttle and Hiiiall jet or ordinary jet

and partly closed tlirottlc? I wonder
whether a U.H. variables jet carbnreltci'

woiill be more cc()iKiinic;il than the
lutomatic one on the four-cylinder K.N.
if run on fjnite a Hinall jet for

ordinary flat roailH with ample reserve
opening for hills. (4.) Theoretiiiallv.

i;6

(1.)

which should be the more easily sioued
down, a big single-cylinder or four small
ones of same total power? (5.) Do you
advise going to a dealer or private
man?—J.F.tj.B.

(1.) The machine in question will be good
value for the price asked for it, and the
5-6 h.p. is a great improvement on the eld

3i h.p. (2.) The 24 h.p. referred tois well-

uiade. quite relii ble, and sjitable for the
purpose mentioned. (3.) It ought to

be more economical with a small jet than
with a large one. You could not get
quite the §ame economy with a larger
jet even if you ran with the engine
throttled down. There seems to be little

doubt that you could get better economy
with the carburetter fitted with hand-
controlled air, bat the firm's own auto-
matic type is better for all-round work.
(4.) Theoretically, the four-cylinder would
be more easily slowed, as the instant the
power is withdrawn, say by switching
off or raising the exhaust valve, the in-

creased internal friction quickly slows
clown the speed. Also, the four-cylinder
can be run very slowly. (5.) Ocod bar-
gains may be obtained from either.

Harrogate to Leominater.

I purposs making a journey
to Leominster from Harrogate,
and should be greatly obliged if

you would advise me as to the
best ixiute for surface ? I have

previously been as far as Crewe, via
Huddersheld, Ashton-under-Lyns, and
Stockport ; this route I am anxious to
improve upon owing to the many miles
of large paved sets in the neighbour-
hood of the two last named places, as
I shall have a sidecar and passenger.

—

Your best route would be as follows :

Harrogate, Wetherby-, Aberford, Fevry-
bridge, Doncaster, Retford, Tuxford,
Newark, Grantham, Colsterworth, Stam-
ford, Kettering. Northampton, Weedon,
Daventi-y, Southam, Warwick, Stratford-

on-Avon, Alcester, Worcester, Bromyard, .

to Leominster. This is, of course, a iairly

long way round, but you miss all the big

towns, and have a good surface.

READER'S RtPLY.
Multi-pole Sparliing PlUiS.

I think it your corr-sspcndent "T.W.,"
whose enquiry was published on January
l&tti, Avoi.U nt plugs with longer reach,

he would be able to start easier. I have
done so with advantage in my Douglas
machine.

—

Robert Ranger.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous 01 obtaining ttie experiences

of others with various motor cycles or accessories

must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in

whicti ttie replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor.
" Jtteader." (Sunderland). Mabon

change-speed pulley and clutch with

3i h.p. sidecar.

"H.V." (Tufnell Park). 3i h.p. 1912

Corah-Jap roadstei' and T. T. models.,

Senspray carburetter, reliability and
power.
"C.R.T." (Birkenhead). X'LAU

saddle.

"W.S." (Lancaster). 2^ h.p. Lincoln-

Elk.

"J.M.S." (Kendal). 5 h.p. T.T; Bat
or Matchless with Amac carburetter,

particularly with regard to slow running
and fast hill-climbing.

A.J.S." (Billericay). 3^ h.p. Brad-
bury clutch model.
"P.J.B." (Dublin). Atlas puncture-

proof inner case.

"H.T." (Catterick).—2|- h.p. Douglas
two speed and tree engine.

"A.V.G." (Hyde Park, W.)—5-6 h.p.

Clyno and 8 h.p. Matchle-ss with and witli-

out sidecar.

"B.VV.D." (Emsworth, Hants).—2^- h.ii.

A.J.S. and 2| h.p. Douglas, two-speeds.
" W.G.G." (Islington). Canoelet side-

car, with 3^ h.p. motor cycle.

WINTER SPOITS IN GERMANY.
Ttio above photograph, which was taken recently in Grunowald, near Berlin, depicts a boy on ski being

lowed through the streets by a motor cyclist. This Is a common yet exciting form of amusement.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, ' The Motor Cycle," 20, Tador Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's fall name and address.

Daventry to Southwold.
Sir,—With regard to "A.J.M.'s" projected ride to South-

wold (January 18th. page 78), may I suggest as preferable au
alternative route from Hury onwards, namely, to follo-\v the
road which goes about N.E. through Ixworth to Scole, then
to Harleston—which he need not go through—then througli
Metfield to Halesworth, and thence to Southwold. The dis-

tance this way is about forty-eight miles, as opposed to fifty

the other, and the roads are certainly preferable, for I

haye been both ways, the one I propose several times. From
Harleston to Halesworth the road is much better than it

looks, and I have known it to be the best bit between Cam-
bridge and Halesworth, except for the thirteen miles from
Cambridge to Newmarket. The road from Halesworth to
Southwold is better than from Elythburgh to Southwold.

"NORMAX K. ROSCOK.

The Evolution o£ Transmission.
Sir,—Ui. (J. S. Patterson, in his letter to you of Jan. 18th,

page 75, asks :
" What about the big end of the connecting

lod going?" and I ask: Well, what about it? Is that to
be compared with a seized piston? I should say, certainly
not. He then quotes something that happened on a chain-
driven car. Surely that has no be^iring on tlie matter.' I.

personally, have had all manner of things get into the chains
of a car (even a rabbit), the worst being a lump of wood
which the steel-studded tyre picked up-; but it did not throw
me over t!ie steering wheel, etc., but doubled up the radius
rod. It would be interesting to know what kind of chains
he was using to stop "dead"" the weight of a car without
being broken ; also the size of the stone, and whether he
hud a differential fitted to tlie car. Statements of tliis sort
do not help a movement, but make one suspicious that the
writer has an axe to grind. My pxpevience, extending over
tliirteen years, is the reverse. F.R.H.

Passenger Machine Design.
Sir,— With regard to the correspondence which has been

published in your paper respecting passenger motor cycles, I

i.ive patented a velucle embodying the following points:
il) No chains; (2) no belts; (3) no' forks; (4) ro bevel

liii.ions ; (5) no working ov greasy parts near occupants
; (6|

two-speed gear (teeth always in mesh) ; (7) detachable quick-
hnnge w'heels ; (8) interchangeable w'heels ; (9) two tracks:
10| tubular oval steel, wire, or arti'lcry pattern spoke.s applic-
ile

; (11) hand wheel steering ;" (12) specially suitable for

'ly drivers; (13) each wheel independently sprung (similar to
ir practice); (14) engine, driving gear, ard ali working parts
cssible

; (15) double-acting band brake
; (16) can he safeiv

-Iden solo; (17) free engine (handle starting)
; (18) the steer-

i road wheel wnth its spring and bracket member are quickly
tachable for storage or transit.

This ii;achine is in ooursb of constrticiion. and I hope to send
J.I.I :i?i illustration for piiljlic ation vcrv shurtlv.

w.\r. si-\i!i,Ey.

sir.:—No doubt tile origin of the sidecar was owirg to the
I 't that motorcyclists, finding the trailer too dangerous, and

still desiring to take a citmpanion when they wished, looked
:iboiUi for anotlier form of attachn;eni to this end. and gave
'le sidecar a trial, only to find that on any but a mcderate
-adient heavy pedalling assistance was required with the
liLjiiies then fitted to their machines, and hence the increased
tnand for more powerful twins of 5 to 6 h.p. and two-speed

-ears, for, though it has been shown that in the hands of an
ixnert the modern, so-called. 3^ h.p, engine, which, aceording

to some authorities develops from 7 to 8 h.p. on the brake, can
do wonders, still, even in the hands of such an expert, it is no
doubt true that a 5 or 6 h.p. twin fitted with a two-speed gear
would have been a more handy and convenient combination,
and, in average hands and to meet every contingency, a well-

known 8 h.p. and three-speed gear would bo better still.

But the weight of a 5-6 or 8 h.p. motor cycle, is too great tr>

make it appeal as a solo mount to any but the youngest and
most vigorous, and certainlj' not to the middle-aged, who, as

yet, are only contemplating taking up the sport, though, wiieii

combined with a sidecar and handle or kick-starting, the
weight ceases to be a disadvantage. If that is conceded, why
make the sidecar detachable? Why not build it as a unit, as

there must be very many who are not obliged to attach ai:d

detach the sidecar, in order to get it tlu'ough narrow door-
ways, each time they use it.

if. tlien, this is admitted as good practice, it would no longer

be necessary to adiiere to the present design of frame—one
much better, adapted to withstand the strains imposed could
be evolved, and the comfort of tlie driver increased by a well

upliolstered bucket seat and good footboards ; and further,

following car and quadcar practice, both front and back forks

could be abolished, and "outside" wheels used instead. Just
fancy the comfort of being able to change both inner tubes or
covers in a few minutes without having to take the wheels
out of -the forks or disarrange brakes or anything else, and
fuither there would no longer be any necessity to continue

the diamond frame of the cycle—a dropped frame could bi.'

employed.
If, then, the two-track passenger jiachine with three wheels

and motor cycle licence is to obtain, my proposal is that the

back axle should cat ly both wheels, in the cheaper' form one
only to drive, but a " dift'erential " could be used, the steering

wheel being similar to that on a car or tricar, dropped frame,

bucket seat for driver as well as passenger, 8 h,p. engine, and
three-speed goav. What do your readers say? F..,J.S.

Do Records Appeal to Buyers ?

Sir,—I (iuite agree witit "Yorkshire" that records do jmt

appeal to the majority of btiyers, but only to the sportiiij

class of motor cyclist, who want a machine to pass every

.ilher make on the road. In my opinion records do not

prove the value o£ the marhine half so much as long distanct

trials officially run.

If th," public could see some of our cra4.k ma<.'hines aftti

continual iise on Brooklands without being overhauled or

cleaned they would notice that ninety-nine out of on.
hundred engines were covered in oil, while probably some cl

them .woulcl htve badly worn bearings, and burnt piston

rings and valves.

lit the record bietilcing se.ison stacks of spare ptirts ai

sent to Brooklands. thns showing the public that, although
urie make of machine may holcl several records, this fact

provesnothing regarding the reliability and wearing qualities

of this machine.
t5roi)klaiid3. of coiu'se. is ideal lot experimental work, as

' I'litinuous higli-speed work has to be indulged in to find oir

any weak spots in the. engine; which continuoiis high-spee.l

cannot ^possibly be attained on public roads.

For a machine to hold speed records simply proves tha'

this machine is the fastest and nothing else. At the end :

a record ride, for all the- public know, the engine may Ij>'

at its last gasp. - , — .

In order to prove which is the best engine for all round
work, I would suggest that long distance trials should !

held on 13i'Or»klaii'ls, such trials to iii.-JL;.'Je I()i;ir .ii.stnnce spec I
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tests, slow tests,

speed test with a
tary stop;i, repairs

in engine, amount
from engine, state

of ma<;hiuB to be
the official resa'ts.

I do not think
this severe nature,

accileratlun tests, finishing up the high-

slow climb up the test hill. 'All involun-

i, adjustments, overhauls, amount of wear'

of carbon deposit, amount of oil exuding
of tyres and belts, and general condition

takeiL into consideration and recorded in

many manufacturers would risk a trial of

DISSATISFIED.

Multi-pole Sparking Plugs.
Sir,—I have been much interested and at the same time

rather amused at the correspondence that has been appearing
under this heading, and, as a satisfied us^er of the Lodge
double-pole plug, a word from me may prove useful on the
subject.

I have been using these plugs on my 8 h.p. Chater-Lea
twin and sidecar since the beginning of last season, and so

far, in spite of dire warnings as to dainage to the armature-
winding of the Bosch magneto, I have had no trouble at all.

The double-pole plugs are fitted over the inlet valves and the
ordinary plugs over the exhaust valves. I . find that the

result of using the Lodge plugs is a cooler engine and a

decided increase in power, which is particularly noticeable

when hill-climbing. It is mo,=t important that the double-
pole plugs should be fitted over the inlet valves, as the in-

coming gas tends to keep them cool, and care should be taken
in the choice of plugs for fitting over the exhaust valves
owing to heat in that position, but I have found that any
really good magneto plug will stand up in spite of the heat.
. I quite agree with your correspondent Mr. E. F. Baxter
as to it being difficult to start up a big twin on the double-
pole plugs, as I found the same trouble myself, but I

overcame that by cutting out the ordinary plugs, by means
of a small switch fitted to each oi i,he ordinary plugs, and
switching over to the double-pole plags and the ordinary
plugs coupled together after the engine had started.

Since reading this correspondence, I have taken the double-
pcle plugs out of the engine and have run only upon the
ordinary plugs, and I can detect no missing or weak spark-
ing at all. so that I fail to see that there. is anything wrong
with the armature winding. The interest taken generally

in this subject must be the excuse for the length of this

letter. _ IL CREAK DAVIES.

Experiences of the R.I.C.

Sir,—I was much anuised at Mr. Trigg's description in

yom- issue of .January. 11th, of his encounter with ;in othcious
constable.

We in Ireland seem to be blessed with a more sporting
breed of "bobby"—at any rate so far as I have come in

contact with him.
For instance, some time ago I was motor cvcling through

Balbriggan at night when a member of the R.I.C. stopped
me and a.sked for my licence because I had no light. Now I

knew my light had been burning brightly just as I entered
the village, but, owing to the glare from the lights I had
hot noticed il go out. I explained this to the constable.
He replied that that was the usual excuse. I invited him
to feel the lamp. He did so, and it was so hot that it

burnt him rather badly. I thought, "Now I'm certain of a
summons," but, though he must have been suffering int-ense

gain, he said, " You had better light up again. It
would not be fair for me to have you up as the lamp has
evidently just gone out."

Another exampl? : Some months since I was warned by
a friend that the Metropolitan Police were working a trap
on a certain roiul in the suburbs of Dublin.

_
One day I was riding along that iiarticular road at

eighteen mile^ per hour, when I was called on to stop an<l
informed that I was riding at between twenty-thr?e and
twenty-four miles per hour. I pointed to the maxiinn.n
hand of my spoerlometer—a Jones, in the second 10 OOO
milts—which stood at twenty-one miles, and told the
sergeant in charg; of the trap 'that thsio must be an error
nn the twenty-one was clone on anotlier road, and I hud
not exccHided eighteen there.

He_ said the stteedoinelcr was wi'ong. I replied 1 wa,s
certain it was working correctly.

After thinking a moment he .said ho would scon prove it.

IIb pointed out the beginning anil eiuling of the trap, and
'old mo to run through it at some exact sppc.l. I siiid,

rjjo

"But suppose you say I'm going . twentj'-five and the
speedometer says twenty, you will have me for two offences."

" Oh no!" he laughed, "you •select any speed you like, and
I givfe you my word that if your speedometer agrees with
my watch you shall not be summoned." I took him at

his word and ran through that trap, which was 220 yards in

length, in exactly fifteen seconds.
When he came up to me he said "thirty." I pointed

silently to the maximum hand which rested exactly on thirty.

He kept his word, and I heard no more about the affair.

I have heard, also, that the Dublin Metiopolitan Police
detest being put on to trap motorists. PAT.

E.xperiences in Southern. Nigeria.
Sir,—I have re;id the different experiences of your readers,

so I thought I would send along mine, and enclose photo-
graph of myself and chum here in Lsgos.

I bought this Rudge-Whitwortli machine and Millford side-

car while in England last June, and rode it at .home for
three months, covering cluse on 3.OOO miles. . L was an abso-
lute novice and did not know the first' thing about motor
cycles. I had abuUt ' ten minutes' tuition and started off.

I weigh 16 stones and my chum 14^ stones, or close on 4'

cwts. between us. I have studied your paper, and have found
a lot of useful tips in it, and am thanldul I started to take
it weekly, and get the same forwarded every mail from
home.
We have about twenty miles of road here in- Lagos that

are fairly decent for motor cycling, and it is a splendid

Tiie writer of llie accomFanyin^ letter and liis friend willi a Budge
and sidecar in Soutliern Nigeria.

pastime during the cool of the evening or early morning.
Up in the interior, or about 120 miles from here, there is

a giind road for about sixty miles, and as the country is

opening up rajjidlv, there is a goi'd future for any niakcr
who cares to start an agency in Lagos, with a good man
to (In rcpatis, a.s there arc scores <il wealthy natives wlm
would iiinni diatcly buy motor cycles, .sidecars, and ruind.Knits
if they cnuld rely upon getting tlicnn repaired.
Wishing your paper continued succi'ss, W. SMITH.
liagiis. S. Nigeria.
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How to Ejdiibit a Badge.
Sir,—I have been a motor cyclist member of the A.A. for

•some years, and have aunost invariably had my badge
attached to the top of the lamp, las shown in your illustra-

tion last week.
Coulo not the manufacturers be persuaded to maise the

necessary clips a standard part of their lamps? The A.A.
.
is a great boon to the motorist, being practically the only
institution to help the motorist when he is on the road. I

often wonder why the R.A.C. does not associate itself with
it in a more marked fashion. A. J. ATKINGS.

Some Elxperiments with Hydrogen-peroxide..
Sir,—I believe that I am right in assuming that acetylene

burners are so constructed as to admit of air being intro-

duced and mixed witb the jet of gas to assist in the illumin-

ating power of the flame. I notice your contributor touches
this point. I would be interested to know what type of

burner was used in the experiments. If some burners mject
more air into the gas than others (the amount of gas passed
through each burner per hour being the same), then appar-
ently the candle-power will vary accordingly. Perhaps Jlr.

Renfred MyhiU will kindly enlighten us. 5298.

The Stream-line Body on Racing Motor Cycles.

Sir,—The article and illustrations regarding stream-line

form, appearing in The Motor Cycle of January 18th, greatly

interested me, as I am a keen motor cyclist, and, needless to

add, I shall look forward to the fulfilment of Harry Bashall's

promise in last week's issue. He proposes to experiment on
these lines during the year. If I may quote his letter, he
says he is certain that it will increase existing speed records.

Now, if Collier can do 91 miles an hour on Brooklands
track, I predict that days only separate the time when, fitted

with an efficient stream-line form body, a similar macliine

will easily be capable of over 100 miles an hour.

Those who, like myself, take ;in interest in the " higher
form of locomotion"—aviation—and had the good fortune
to see the thrilling flying by Weyniann in his Nieuport at

the never-to-be-forgotten Gordon-Bennett aviation races at

Eastchurch last July will not require to think this out.

It is not so very long ago since the Nieuport monoplane,
with only a 28 h.p. engine, was making much faster times
than several other well-known makes fitted with 50 b.p.

engines, and in some cases even more powerful than these.

Why was this? Because of the efficient stream-line form
body of the Nieuport, and all head resistance reduced to a
minimum.
There can be no doubt about this being an all-important

factor regarding speed, and one of which we are likely to

hear considcrablv more at no distant date.

RICAEDO E1407.

The Proposed Abolition of the Cut-out.
Sir,- -Though an old motor cyclist, I think it high time

something was done to stop what is an intolerable nuisance.

I reside on the outskirts of a fairly large town, and
there is a good deal of motor traffic passing. There
are certain motor cyclists who think it the correct thing
to race up and down the road, chiefly on Sundays, with
their cut-outs open, kicking up an infernal row. Only a
Sunday or so ago, on my way to church, two such young
"bounders" passed. Little did they know that at three

of the houses they passed, friends were lying dangerously
ill, two of whom have since passed away. Once during
the summer I was awakened at 4 a.m. by the noise caused
by some youths testing their engines, who passed and
repassed my house three times within an hour.

1 am not finding fault with the cut-out, by any meaus^
that is all right, and a very useful friend—it is the improper
use that is made of it. Some of your correspondents find

fault with the steam roller ; surely that is rather weak,
especially when one frequently reads complaints in your
paper of unrolled road surfaces. Then again, the traction

engine; how many does one pass in a day's run? I ride

all days of the week but one, and can only call tO' mind
passing three during the past year, and they were being
used for business purposes, to the good of the community.
Besides, traction- engines rarely, if ever, move at night,

and it is the vibration they cause that renders them a
nuisance, not the noise- If motor cyclists would remember
ti! slint their cut-outs throui'h villao-es and lown';. there

iig

would be no talk of legislation. No, it is the irresponsiblt
minority, who apparently think of no one but themselves,
that will be responsible for any alteration in the existing
law, and the sooner they realise the fact the better.

REX.

Sir,—Mr. A. H. Priestley's grounds for disputing my state

ment on silencers appear to me to be very slight, and In-

cannot dispute the fact that the 1912 silencer as fitted to Imlf-

a-dozen of the best makes which were existing in!{1905 i.s

pi'actically identical with the one supplied to those machines
at that date. Certainly over 90% of the machines one meel-
in this district (Oxford) are driven with cut-outs ooen. and
in this condition a machine even slight .y out of lunt makes
itself particularly objectionable. I quite admit that a few
makers have been experimenting, much to their credit, with
long exhaust pipes, etc., but really without much effect

except added complication and unsightliness. I am sure a

silencer on present lines could be made by increasing or

doubling the size and fitting an exhaust pipe &f l^in. diameter
in place of the lin. or l^in., but what is very important is that
this should be fitted with brazed-on radiating fins. Then in-

deed could one claim that the cooling assisted the exhaust dis-

charge. A.H.P.

How to Keep Warm.
Sir,—Last summer I wore a long Umpire dust coat on my

shorter journeys. I found it kept me clean from head to heel,

or very nearly, as the skirts wrapped well round my shins.

As the weather changed, I had' a shower-proof Gabardine
coat built on the same lines, but double-breasted inside,

although it looked single-breasted outside. As the cold in-

creased I had a light chrome leather panel sewn inside the

coat, reaching well below the waist. Tliis kept the wind away
from chest and abdomen. The latter- I consider the most
vulnerable part of a motor cyclist's anatomy.
As this coat has a Bismai-cJc collar and tits smartly round

the neck there is no need, and indeed no room, for a neck
wrap, but feeling the need of more warmth I just folded my
Scotch muffler in half and fixed it in place with a big safety

pin just below the top button, and the ends reach belovi-

the waist.

Thus I have a warm, light, rain and windproof coat, Ioul;

enough for the protection of my legs, and rendering overalls

unnecessary for short journeys such as running down to busi-

ness and back to lunch, and I can put it on nifd oft' in a verv
short time indeed. .MO-CLO-CLO.

"

Hill-climbing.

Sir,—When touring tlie Lake District last July with a

3^ li.p. two-speed Bradbury and sidecar, I climbed (he

Buttermere Hanse Pass from the village of Buttermeie
through Newlands into Keswick.
Only on one small portion did my passenger alight, and that

not so ranch to relieve weight, but she was nervous of the

jolt from a bad watercourse which ajipeared in front. The
previous ones jolted us both nearly off our seats. The wIioIk

of this I'oute was performed by engine power, and it was
not necessary to push the machine one yard.

Another trip performed on the same tour was from Andjlf-

side to the top of Kirkstone Pass via Troutbeck Bridge.

This is a seven-mile constant climb, and certainly steeper

with several worse bends than the more usual i'oad from

Windermere.
Only on one small portion of this did ray passenger alight.

In taking a bad bend on a steep rise I slowed down too

much and the machine stopped. We pushed the machine a

matter of a few yards, mounted and finished the remainder

without any, trouble whatever. July last year was a trifle

warm, and" although the engine go*, smoking hot it kept

plugging away. FEEDErJCK TT TUEPIN.

SUMMARY OF COEEESPONDENCE.
\\i]l the person who wrote to the Lomax Tyre Co.. from

Gosport, send his name and address, as he omitted both

from his letter of the 24th ult. ?

C. E. Holmes writ^^s to explain that the observer was

wrong in crediting him with a stop on Pink Hill, The facts-

are that, nearing the top, a horse and cart baulked his

progress,- and, after stopping to let the driver pass, the

Chafer-Lea restarted and finished the climb with ease.

BT3
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TIME TO
Feb. 1st

„ 3rd

„ 5tb

7th

LIGHT LAMPS.
5.45 p.m

5.48 „

5.52, „

5.56 „

Police Trap.

We are advised of a continual trap being
worked in the Richmond Koad, at the

^outli-west end of Mortlalie.

Club for Kidderminster,

A meeting will be held on the 7th
inst., at the Black Horse Hotel, at

7.30 p.m., tor the purpose of forming a

ilnb for Kidderminster and district.

Sidecar v. Tram.
Owing to the ^nsiiilability of train

service from London to Wales on Sunday
jught, we nnderstand that one of the

London daily sporting papers despatche.s

its Monday edition per sidecar.
'

M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.
The M.U.C. Committee has decided to

award two silver cups in the London-
J!,dinburgh run—one for the best per-

formance by a competitor on a motor
Ijicy^Ie and .' '-'cav and one for runabouts
with three or lour wlieels. Mr. S. M.
I'"ry will present one of the cups.

Experiments with Hydrogen Peroxide.

Ave have tried the proportion of one
ounce to a pint of "20 volumes" hydro-
i;en peroxide in a lamp generator,
and can confirm ' the statement made
ill the article published last week that
I lie addition makes an improvement to

ihe light. Just how much better the
illuminating power becomes wo could not
definitely .say, but the distance the light

|iene "ated wa? 'further than usual.

Unf. nnatcly for tli? I'csult of the exoeii-

meni 'h" moon wa': shining brigntly

;

doubtless on a dark night the increase in

|icnetration would be more noticeable.

Championship Hill-climb in N.S.W.

The .Motor Cycle Club of N.H.W. lidd
ii liiost successful liill-climb at Baden Hill,

(lopgee, on December 9ih, 1911. There
were three classes and excellent sport was
witnessed. The fastest lime of the day
was mad2 by A. Biclcu (o h.p. I\lal(hles.s),

24Js,, while tv". Toimey made a reoud
for a single <-ylindcr, 2tiis., on bis T.T.
iSpecdwell-Abingdon. The competition
was on the knock-out ))riiu_:iplo. Hesults :

Class I. ('I'ouiing machines, 500 c.c.).

—

Final, K. ISeiuK^tt (Speedwell-Abingdon)
beat iS. BiuuK (Ti'iuuiph).

ClasH IL (T.'l'. machine, 500 c.c.).—
l''inal, R, RobinsoH (Speedwell-Abingdon)
beat W. 'I'ornu-'y whose belt came off.

Class II L (Open class, all powers).
Fin-il, A. Biden heat A. A. iSearl (5 h.p.
B i,I'....Th|.).

The Sui'rey Police.

In connection with the Godalming speed
limit and persecution of motorists, it is

interesting to note that the Pv.A.C. and
West Surrey A.C. offered to co-operate
with the police in their endeavour to put
a stop to the reckLss driving of a few
by pasting observers in suitable places.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
WAR OFFICE TEST AT BROOKLANDS.

TWO-STROKE ENGINES.
TOOLS AND SPARES.

Fib.

Mar.

Apl.

i;.—»ut;oo ColdfieM A.C. Open
One Day Trial.

2.

—

A.C.U. flpen ( .nc Day Trial.

2?.— R.MX.B.C. Race Meetins.

23—Herts. County A. C. Open
Quarterly Trial.

30.—Derby and IJistrict M.C.C.Open
hili-cliinb.

5-S.—N.W. London and Herts.

Connty M.C.C. Joint Trial

and Open Hill-climb (Yorks.)

and Ladies' Competition.

S.—Westmorland M.C.C. Onen
Hill-climb on Brigsteer Brow

13,—CJxiord M.C.C. Open Hiil-cliinb

'i'lie [jolice, however, refused this offer on
tlie ground that the presence of the A. A.
jjatrols on the road would render siu'li

efforts of no effect. Do the Surrey
police re;illy wish to stop daugerous
driving, or ;ir-,' they out to get fines?

Noted Hill CUmbed.
Caves Hill, a notorious climb near

Sydney, N.S.W., rising 1,700 feet in 2^
miles of zigzag road, has recently been
climbed on motor cycles' for the first

time, L. ,T. Astley (i^ h.p. Rudge) and
R. W. Allen, late of Halifax, Yorkshire
(/enith-Gradna), performing the difficult,

feat.

The B.M.C.R.C.—A Successful Year.

We are in receipt of the tlurd annual
report of the enterprising

, British Motor
Cycle Racing Club. The past year has
been a most successful one, and the club's

accounts show a substantial credit balance.
The report is a concise record of an active
year's work. It will be the policy of the
club, we learn, during the coming season
still further to encourage racing, and to
offer sjiecial inducement to less experienced
members to make attempts on record.
With every report two complete lists of

British records up to January 1st have
been sent, on the back of which are full

particulars of membership.

WAR OFFICE TEST AT BROOKLANDS.

Mn|or SIfVBiisoii, D.S.O., stnrls I>, Shaw (P. and M.) M Ihe loot ol Ihe lost hill.
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' The Beehive Thing that Makes the Noise."

1 Some of our "learued friends" of the
Bar may know a lot about law, but when
it comes to motor matters they are often
hopelessly ignorant. In a recent case

—ffne of them ~ referred to the engine as
' "the beehive thing that makes the noise."

Benevolent Fund Concert.

The Birmingham Centre of the Cycle
and ilotor Trades Benevolent Fund will

hold its third annual Bohemian concert
in the Grosvenor Room, Clrand Hotel,
Birmingham, on Tuesday next, the 6tli

inst. Tickets, Is. each, may be obtained
' from the hon. secretary. Jlr. A. B. Wil-
liams, 13, Weiiman Street.

A New German Organisation.

A German body called the All^emeine
Deutsche AutomobU Club was originally

formed to foster the motor cycle pastime
and industry, but subsequently became
inlere.';ted in small light cars and motor
boats. Now a fresh body has arisen, the

Berlin branch of the above association

(with thirty members) having pledged

. itself to do its utmost to promote
the sport of motor cycling. Should other

Inanclies of the .same organisation follow

suit, a new association may arise Phoenix
like from the pshes of the old one.

Gradient o£ Stoney Brow.

Our local correspondent has interviewed
the city surveyor of Jlanchester regard-

ing the gradient of Stoney Brow, the hill

depicted in the photograph on page 79,

January 18th, showing a Dot sidecar

climbing the Brow. The city surveyor
says the gradient of Junction Street, Store

Street, Manchester, otherwise known as

Stoney Brow, is 1 in 6-19, taken from a

point in the centre of the carriage-way
iippo.site to the building line in Store
Street, and terminating at the top of the

slope of the Canal Bridge. Oru- original

.statement of 1 in 7 in the inscription

under the picture, is therefore practically

correct. The average gradient is 1 in 7.

and the worst portion as depicted 1 in 6^.

Clean Counties.

Cambridge was cited as a "Clean"
comity in a recent issue of The Motor
Cycle. A correspondent, however, informs
us that not so very long ago a trap was
vigorously worked at Trumpington and
between Trumpington and the University

town. It would be interesting to know
if this control was worked at all during

1911. Perhaps a Cambridge reader will

let us have this information.

Auto Cycle Union Notes.

One-day Tbuls.—The regulations fur

the above, the first of which takes place

on March 2nd, have been approved by
the General Conunittee. Silver medals
will be awarded to those private owners
who gain first-class certificates. A sum-
mary of the conditions appears on

page 125.

Membership.—Fifty-two members were
elected at the last A.C.L'. committee
meeting.

Affiliation.—The Wigan M.C.C. has

been affiliated to the governing body.

- Annual General Meeting. — The
annual general meeting of the private

members will take place at 8 p.m. on
March 7th, and the annual general meet-
ing of the Council on Saturday, March
30th, at 3 p.m. Both meetings will be
held at 89 Pall Mall, S.W.
The i\IoTOR Cycle Union op Ireland.

—The Auto Cycle Union has decided to

enter into an agreement with the Motor
Cycle Union of Ireland to recognise sus-

pensions, etc., imposed by that body.

Officul TiitBKEEi'ER.—ilajor F. Lind-
say Lloyd, R.E., has been re-appointed
official timekeeper for the electric chrono-

graph at Brooklands,

Open Reliability Trl\l.—The Bir-

mingham M.C.C. recently applied for a

permit for an open reliability trial from
Birmingham to Perth on April 6th. and
from Perth to Birmingham on April 8th.

It was agreed that two permits should
be granted, provided that each day's run

' were a separate event, with separate

rules, awards, and programmes. Twn
separate permit fees were to be paid,

and each event to be kept distinct.

The Dutch Trial. '

Another prominent motor cyclist has
entered for the English-Dutch reliability

trial in the person of F. A. Applebeo,
who will ride a 35 h.p. Scott and sidecar

in the trade team if chosen. H. H.
Anson (Selby) has entered Iris 5 h.p.

ilatchless in tlie amateur section. The
matter of choosing a representative team
becomes more difficult every week. If any
reader has in mind a good method of

choosing the British team, apart from
an eliminating trial, we shall be glad to

consider it.

American Road Race.

A road race across what was once
known as " the Great American
Desert," from Phoenix (Arizona) to Mesa
and back, took place on the 28th ult. The
distance is thirty-eight miles, and the

roads are very sandy all through the State
of Arizona. The winner's time under the
circumstances. Ih. Om. 37s., is considered in

the States to be a good performance. Ten
riders competed, and the winner rode a

single-cylinder Harley-Davidson. The
second man rode a Thor.

This Year's T.T. Races.

The Tynwald Comt, Isle of Man, at its

sitting last week, decided to grant per-

mission to the Auto Cycle Union to hold
the Tourist Trophy Races this j'ear, pro-

vided proper regulations are made to pre-

vent competitors and others becoming a

nuisance to other people. The Tynwald
authorises the races on condition that effi-

cient silencers are used, and recommends
the adoption of the old course—St. John's,
Kirk Michael. Peel, St. John's.

J. A. Carvill, who, our readers will

remember, was a successful competitor
in last year's Senior Tourist Trophy Race,
writing from Colorado Springs, U.S.A...
says, " I hope to be back for the next T.T.
and shall again ride a T.T. Triumph."

An idea of the

growing Interest

taken in motor
cycles, even by
the uninitiated, is

afforded by the

accompanying
illustration. It

depicts a 7 h.p.

T.M.C. with Tur-
ner coach - buih
sidecar which
was lett outside a

Manchester cafe,

and round which
a crowd soon
gathered. The
policeman is seen

keeping the crowd
on the move.
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Further New
American Models.

THE following additions were made
to the exhibits at the New York
ilotor Show after the report was
published in these pages on

January 11th. The consensus of

opinion regarding this exhibition is that
it was by far the best held in New
York, both in attendance and actual
business transacted. Next year may see

the first independent motor cycle show in

New York.
A new addition to tlie American motor

cycle family is the Henderson, a 4 h.p.

four-cylinder machine, shown by the com-
pany of that name from Detroit,

Michigan. It attracted great attention,

as a "baby" always does, but this was
an extraordinarily big babv weighing 250
pounds.' The frame differs radically froin

any motor cycle frame now in use, parti-

cularly having no upright frame member,
such as the seat tube used in ordinary
construction ; the lengthy wheelbase,
sixty-five inches, is also noticeable. The
engine is started with a handle at the
right side of the machine, and just for-

ward of the engine is a footboard. The
starting handle folds out of the way when
not in use.

The Power Transmission.
In an extension at the rear of the

crank case is a counter-shaft driven by a
bevel gear on tlie rear end of the engine-
shaft; at the end of the counter-shaft
is an Eclipse free engine clutch, 'and
from this a single chani connects Avitli

a driving sprocket on tlie rear wjieel. The
chain is entirely enclosed iii a dust and
M'atcr progf housing with a In'iiged door,
giving ready access to the chain for lubri-

cating. There is a lever pivoted on a

lug riri" the crank case by whicli the
clutcli is operated, and a pediil operates

tlie hub brake, which is a Musselnian, »

standard American coaster hub.

A Ten Horse=power Engine.
Having a bore and stroke of 2^in. and

3in. respectively, the four - cylindered
engine is considerably larger Hum other
motor cycle engines of this type. The
general specifications include a Breeze car-
buretter, valves in separate pockets, intaie
directly over the exhaust, operated by a
rocker arm and pushrod intervening be-
tween camshaft and rocker arm. The
exhaust valves are at the bottom of the
valve cliamber, opened by upward thrust
direct from the camshaft. Cooling is

aided by large air spaces left between the
exhaust vulre pockets and cylinder walls.
Tlie Boscli magneto is the D.U.4 car
type, with 60° of sparking range. Lubri-
cation is by splash with a sight feed drip
to the crank cas^s Clutch, carburetter,
and throttle control are from the handle-
bars, with a patented ratchet device to
hold the levers in place. The tank is

cylindrical, holding 2^ gallons of petrol
and two quarts of oil, and the machine
presents a handsome and bold appearance,
being enamelled black with red and gold
lines.

New Valve Mechanism.
In the New Era model (the New Era

Auto Cycle Co.) originality, as far a£
America is concerned, is shown in the
valve mechanism. The usual driving gear
on the motor-shaft is fitted, and placed
upward and forward therefrom in a direct
line are found the exhaust and inlet cam
gears and the magneto gear. Set obliquely
in a single pocket forward and to the
right of the engine are the valves.
JJirectly in line with the centre of the
exhaust cam gear, and operated by a

direct thrust is the exhaust valve, with
the inlet valve above it. The latter is

operated by an overhead rocker arm and
thrust rod working in connection with
(lie third of the train of gear wheels.

Novel Accessories.
The Whittaker Chain Tread Co. showed

a new motor cycle tyre chain made on
the lines of the Pardons anti-skidding
chains.

Several novelties were shown by the
A. S. Noonan Tool Works. Among them
their lamp bracket; this is made adjust-
able to carry any size motor cycle kim]j.

The Slime firm exhibited a tl;ig staff

holder, which we illustrate, to ciiriy small
flag,?.

The New Era power plant, showing magneto drive

and method of operating the valves.

The Standard Thermometer Co. have
brought out a new form of fle.xible shaft
drive, to be used in connectiun with tlieir

speedometers for motor cycles. This
flexible shaft runs through a rigid tube
for about h;df the distance ; the latter

being held at cither end, is prevented
from moving while allowing the spring

fork full action.

(1) Valve side of

(he four - cylinder

Henderson.

(2) Chain side
showing position

of magneto and

method of operat-

ing clutch.
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Further New American Models.

—

What is termed the "No-lag" magneto
lias been placed on the market by the

American Circular
"' Loom Co. The

current generated
in the armature is

alternating, and is

then transformed
in a separate coil

carried within the
arch of the mag-

l.j nets and taken off

A neat clip for clajnping as secondary cor-
a small flag to the handle- rect cirrent In
bar at one operation.

jj^^ two-cylinder
model the contact breaker eliminates the
necessity of stationary segments, as the
breaker is stationary and the rotating piece
is formed to give the requisite break inter-

vals as required 'by the ancle between
the cylinders. By connecting a set of

batteries to terminals on the coil, dual
ignition is effected when the actual contact
breaker is used to effect the timing.

i^3

Valve side of the New Era which, as will be seen, is sapplied with a tandem aitaonment. It somewhat

resembles the Danish mount—the Elleham.

->-••«

What is a Complicated Trial ?
MR. C. C. COOKE writes with refer-

ence to our description of the

Herts County A.C. trial, pointing
out that timing was not on the

split second system, competitors being
allowed thirty seconds either side of their

- schedule. Even this is a fine limit for the
majority of competitors who rely upon
'handle-bar watches. He says there were
only three controls—St. Albans, Tring, and
the finish. But, according to the loute

card, controls must be added at Barton-in-

the-Clay, Dunstable. Princes Risborough.
and Amersham, making seven in all—quite

enough in a hundred miles run. Dun
stabte, he further points out, was not

timed, but to this we would reply that the

I'oute card says, "timed out only for non-

stop run to I'ring." Mr. Cooke e'^mhasis-.^

that the tnal was not one of reliability

; only, in addition it was a sporting trial,

and that is why non-stop sections were in-

cluded. He adds :
" Few know, the infi-

nite amount of thought, time, and work a

trial of this description demands." We
can assure Mr. Cooke that we fully appre-
ciate the work and worry entailed, and
that is why we could not help thinking
how much easier it would have been for

the officials, and how much less worrying
to the competitors, if the trial had been
made a straightforward non-stop through-
out instead of a series of non-stop sec-

tions, which necessitated a constant watch
on the regulations as well as on the route.

The General Opinion.
In defence of our criticisms we can only

say that we were voicing the general

opinion of competitors when we said that

the trial was too complicated. Here is

another proof. On three occasions we
noticed competitors effecting adjustments
in sections which were not observed, and
acquaintances who passtd called out
" hard luck,'' thinking they bad experi-

enced trouble in the non-stop sections.

'I'he troubled one would look up in

amazement and then scan the regulations
once again.
We can quite imagine that the regula-

tions appear anything but complicated to

-Mr, Cooke if he drew them up.

It appears that the S.I.A.JI.T. rider

whom we noticed repairing his belt by the
roadside in the Herts County trial was
not E. A. Marshall who was competing,
but a member of the staff' of Radium
S.I.A.M.T., Ltd., who was out to see
the fun.

Alfred B. Wade, who entered and rode
a twin Zenith and sidecar in the above
trial, had a most adventurous trip from
Cardiff to the start, ultimately reaching
Uxbridge some time after the competitors
liad left. He and his passenger, how-
ever, decided to make up time if possible,

but missed the road, and while taking a

corner at full speed pulled off' the sidecar

tyre. They wisely abandoned the trial

here.

Anti-glare Attachment for Head Lights.

THE general appearance and nature

of this device will be rendered

clear by an inspection of the

diagi'am. The essential feature

consists of li semi transparent screen or

blind mounted on rollers, actuated by

springs and working immediately behind

the front glass or lens, the whole surface

of which it is capable of completely or

partia ly covering. The screen itself i?

mo--ie oi' strong but thin flexible fireproof

fabrii.;, the degree of transparency being

ma je to suit the power of the lamp, but

only j;ir'. sufficient to eliminate the

dazzle.

Bv preference, the screen is coloured
'• rediish yellow on account of the fog

penetritmg qualities of a light of this

colour but it can be tinted any desired

shadt to suit the user's individual ideas

In its must approved form, the mecha
nism for operating the screen consists

of a suitable ti'ain of gear wheels actuated

by Bowden wire and self- locking lever,

the latter being placed in any suitable

position ; but where the lamp is easily

accessible, the arrangement is simplified

by fixing a lever directly to the attach

ment.

The whole of the mechanism, screen,

etc., is enclosed in a damp and dust-

tight case, finished to match the body
of the lamp. The attachment may be

fitted to almost any make of existing

lamp at a small cost.

To the considerate motorist the con-

trivance will at once recommend itself;

Its uses are obvious, e.ij., in pas.-?ing

through towns or villages, where a

powerful front light is not required and
liable to inconvenience other road users ;

passing restive horses, and for safely

negotiating other traffic. Its use in fog
is a great advantage, whilst in summer
its use as a protection for the lens

mirror and reflectors against the rays of
the sun is not one of the least points in

Its favour.
The general adoption of such a device

would do much to overcome the existing
prejudice against powerful head light.s,

and would reduce to a minimum the num-
ber of accidents attributable to the use of
such lights, particularly if one always
knew exactly when to reduce the glare.

Further particulars may be obtained
on application to the patentee, Mr. W.
A. Muir, Balderton. Newark, Notts., to

whom we are indebted for these par-
ticulars.
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A Test Hill for Metropolitan Riders.
HITHERTO the only severe test hill generally

known to motor cyclists in the London district

has been that at Cudham Church Hill, with its

actual gradient of i in 4.

North-west of London lie the Chiltern Hills, stretch-

ing north-eastwards to Tring in one direction and
circling round via Berkharapstead, Amersham, ami
High Wycombe, back to the Thames at Henley.
AVithin this district

there are steep hills

innumerable, and as

a happy hunting

ground for those

riders who desire

fresh precipices to

conquer, no other

neighbour hood
easily reached from
the centre of Lon-
don can compare
with the Chilterns.

Kops Hill, Bledlow
Ridge, Chinnor,
and Kingston

W WATLINGTON

-ssf^co^/ Afffl^s HILL

Blount are ascents npw fairly familiar to motor cyclists,

but the worst has apparently been overlooked, perhaps

because it leads nowhere. 1 happened across this truly

fearsome grade about six years ago, whilst pottering up
and down the lanes between Henley and Watlington in

search of something to test the climbing abilities of a

car. Upon lliis fnsl occasion a friend and I, after

a walk to the top, decided that discretion w'as the

f)etter part of valour, and did not attempt the impos-
sible -with a 20 h.p. 1905 vehicle. Local enquiries

i-e\-ealed the fact that, up to the time of this first visit,

no self-propelled vehicle had ever reached the summit.

On a recent fine day, I iigain essayed the climb upon
a car and succeeded, and, so far as I can learn, this is

only the third ear that has achieved the feat. But one
motor bicycle has gained equal success, and then only

after the rider had spent nearly two days on the hill

and made many failures.

How to get to Arms Hill.

The .situation of Arms Hill is 3)^ miles from Henley-
n-Thames, and is reached by the following route.

Riding from London, and crossing the Thames at

Henley Bridge, proceed up the wide High Street and
(ake the narrow right-hand turning which leads through

.Vettlebcd to Oxford. After leaving Henley streets,

I Ik; road opens out into tlic straight and level Fair Mile.

.At the end of this straight stretch, the road forks

left and right where an inn stands at the junction.

The right fork is the correct route, where a direction

post points to Watlington, and 2}^ miles of gradually

rising gruiind is trinersed to the tiny village of Upper
.Asscndon. W'.ilch for the Stonor Arms on Ihe riglit,

ami on ihc same side of ihe road, fifty yards beyond, is

die coinniencemcnt iif Arms Hill. The entrance from
I he roaij just travcrsof] is marked by a huge traction

ngipc, permanenlly stationed outside a flour mill, the

nginc serving to dri\'c the grinding machinery of the

mill. 'I'lic spot I'.iii be fui'lher recognised by a row of

i\ bill k built cdliaiifs immcdinlclv racing tlic mill and

edged by some granite kerbing that . forms the only

available take-off.

The hill is no longer employed for traffic, as a much
easier road was cut out many years ago, which joins

the hill at the top, with the result that the first 250
yards is overgrown with grass. As the grade steepens,

the grass gives way to a carpet of loose stones, to

develop into a surface scored in all directions with rain

gullies. The hill goes straight ahead for some 600
yards, becoming steeper and steeper, and then suddenly

widens out on a left-hand bend where the surface is

surprisingly good. It is just above this bend that the

worst pitch occurs, which I estimate to be

1 in 3,

and to prevent the road being wholly washed away
durnig storms, a pair of elliptical iron pipes have been
placed on either side to carry off the water. The bad
portion of the hill extends for about 150 yards, and
then takes a sweeping bend to the right, beneath a mass
of overhanging tree tops, and in another 600 yards of

1 in 5 1/2 reaches the level lane at the top.

The total length is some 1,200 yards, and after per-

sonally tackling pretty well every known and unknown
grade within 100 miles of London, I have no hesitation

in asserting that Arms Hill is ^•eritably the steepest

hill within that radius of the Aletropolis. The diffi-

culty of overcoming the steepest portion is accentu-

ated by the grass at the foot, because a couple of

hours rain converts the latter into a sticky surface

which tyres refuse to grip. A club in search of

excitement for its members might do worse than
arrange for a Saturday afternoon trip to Arms Hill,

and I can prophesy plenty of fun for both riders and
spectators. The hill is seldom used by anyone, so

that a hill-climb would not inconvenience others, and
there would be little or no difliculty in obtaining per-

mission to use it. Columbus.

A novel qUadoar oxhibited al Ihc Brussels Show. It is propollod by a motor cycle
power unit coupled to an aeroplnno propeller or fan. It Is a coincidence that one
01 our slatl had roughly designed a similar machine for inclusion In these pages.
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Sutton Coldfield A.C. Open Reliability Trial.
The Regulations Reviewed.

THE start will be at 9.30 a.m., February 17th, from the

Gun Barrels Hotel (Bristol Road), Birmingham.
Route will be Selly Oak, Rose Hill, Bromsgiove,
Alcester, Stratford, Sunrising Hill, Warmington Hill,

Banbury (lunch), returning in same direction to Alcester and
then direct Birmingh.m Road to tram terminus, Alcester Lane.

Observations will be taken 01 all performances on each of the

lest hills, namely. Rose Hill, Sunrising Hill, Warmington
Hill, Edge Hill, and Gorcot Hill.

Method or Marking.—Each competitor will be given 200
marks as ma.ximam. The competition will be conducted as

an absolute non-stop run excepting at the usual controls.

Marks will be deducted for any stops whatever, other than
those just referred to. No adjustments whatever will be
permitted.

Penalties.
Ten marks will be deducted for actual failure to clinih

;iny of the test hills, five marks will be deducted on

each hill if the machine be assisted by pedalling, and no
competitor will be allowed to dismount and run with
machine. Marks up to the limit of five will be- deducted
from those unable to make an easy start, but free engine
and two or three-speed machines will not be given an}'

preference on this count. One mark for each complete
minute in excess of one minute will be deducted for being
either late or early at checked poiiits. For a stop of any
kind ten marks will be deducted. Marks up to the limit

of ten will be deducted for machine or rider finishing in an
unreasonably dirty, muddy, or oily condition.

Silencing.—Cut-outs, if fitted, must not be used or must
be sealed ; noisy macliines will be disqualified.

Engines will not be allowed to run on stand a,t ajiy time
after the a<:tual start of the competition ; no competitor with
a free engine may start his engine until he receives the

word "go" at each control.

The schedule time has been worked out at 20 m.p.h., there

will be a stop of one hour for lunch at the Red Lion Hotel,

Banbury, and also one of thirty minutes on the outward and
homeward journeys; one minute will be allowed in which
competitors ' may be either late or early at each of the

controls in order to correct any slight errors that may occur.

A'wards.
The Colmore cup will be awarded together with a gold

medal to the competitor making the best performance through-
out the day, and all those making non-stop runs and arriving

at the finish within schedule time will be awarded silver

medals. An additional gold medal will be awarded for the
best performance of an amateur. Also pair of Kempshall tyres

(presented by Kempshall Tyre Co., Ltd.) for best performance
bj' an amateur member of tlie Sutton Coldfield A.C.
Marks will be awarded to all members of. the club for the

Murratti-Ariston trophy, and also additional marks to amateur
members for Ixion challenge cup. All members competing
will be awarded two marks.

Foe Moratti-Ariston
Tropht.

1st member ... 8 marks.
2nd ., ... 6 „
3rd ,, ... 3 ,,^

Mr. James St. John, 33, Fountain Road, Edgbaston, is the
trials hon. sec.

All competitors must be provided with A.O.U. licences.

For Ixion Challenge Cur.

Ist amateur member 8 marks
2nd ., ,, 6 ,,

3rd ,, ,, 3 ,,

A.C.U. Spring and Autumn One-day Trials.
Summary of tlie Conditions for the Spring Trial on March 2nd.

Entries.—Entries must be received by Saturday, 24th
February, together with either of the following entry fees :

Manufacturers or agents, two guineas ; private owners, mem-
bers of the A.C.U., or Atliliated Clubs, half-a-guinea ; non-
members, two guineas. Not more than three entries will

be accepted from any manufacturer.
The Start.—The competitors will be started at 8.30 a.m.

from , and will be expected to acconiplisli the
journey without any stop other than as officially lecorded.

One hour and a quarter will be allowed for luncheon, but no
adjustments will be permitted.

The Course.—The course will be one of about 160 miles
in length, but the actual route will not be announced until

the morning of the trial. A competitor may not leave the
rourse under any circumstances whatever, and will be
penalised or disqualified at the discretion of the jud^s if it

be found he has done so.

Hill Ticst.'—A minimum speed will be set for two severe
test hills, and fevery machine to gain a first class certificate

will be expected to climb the hill at the speed set for that

particular class, as follows

:

Minimum speed.

For machines not exceeding 350 c.c. ... 10 m,p,h,

,, ,, above ,, ... 15
Passenger machines 7

p'A stop will not be permitted at the foot of the hills.

e' Pedalling is prohibited for any machine except on the lest

pills, and then only in the case' of machines having engines
bot exceeding 300 c.c. for single-cylinder and 350 c.c. for

piulti-cylinder engines, and only when a change-speed gear is

pt fitted.- Passenger machines must climb the hills with
Bassenger and driver seated in normal maner.

; JoTJRNEY.—The maximum running time for the jouiney will

Be at the rate of 18 m.p.h., and the minimum 20 m.p.h.

Each entrant of a passenger machine is required to find a
bale observer, weighing not more than twelve stones, and
Such observer will not be permitted to travel on the machine
of the entrant, but shall be allocated to the machine of
brother competitor, the driver of which shall be responsible
fur the return of such observer to the finishing-point. This
rule will be strictlv enforced. Such observer will be under

the control of the Union, and will be required to make ob-
servations throughout the whole of the trial, not only with
regard to the machine on wliich he is travelling, but also
with regard to all machines M'liich come under his observation,
and to furnish a report of his observations at the conclusion.
The entrant must provide a full size waterproof rug for

the comfort of the observer.
The road wheels of any machine entered may not be brought

to rest under any drcmiistances whatever, except for exigen-
cies of traffic. Drivers of motor bicycles who dismount for
the purpose of running beside their machines, or who kick
on the ground for the purpose of assisting their machines,
will be recorded as having failed. Drivers of passenger
machines which shed their passengers will be recorded 'as

having failed.

To Qualify for a Certificate.
To qualify for a first class certificate, a machine must con-

form to the following requirements and be equipped with :

1. Free engine or variable gear.
2. Two brakes working independently.
3. Mudguards of ample dimensions—For l-|in. tyres, 2i^va.

across the chord and 3in. over all ; for 2in. tyres, Sin. across
the chord and 3iin. over all; for 2iin. tyres, S^in. across the
chord and 4in. over all.

4. Stand and luggage carrier.

5. Efficient silencer, which does not exhaust directly on
to the road.

6. Magneto reasonably protected from mud, or placed in
a sheltered position.

7. Tool bag of ample capacity.
8. Tyres of standard size.

9. Lamp complete.
10. Spring front forks.

11. Lubricating oil tank capacity—for lightweight 1 pint,
others 1 quart.

In addition, the machine must be in good condition and
' reasonably clean and the engine and crank case reasonably

free externally from oil, at the conclusion of the trial. Cut-
• outs may not be used, and if fitted must be sealed. The
judges shall have power to disqualify noisy machines.
The weights of all machines will 'be taken.
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TOOLS AND SPARES.
Some Hints on the Arrangement of Toolbars and Carriers.

"M"AY I borrow a screwdriver for half a

minute ? " " With pleasure !

'
'—and 1

watched. The process was an interesting

one. Stooping down to look under a large flat suit

case, strapped on top of the carrier, my obliging

friend proceeded with some difficulty to undo two

straps and a snap lock. This allowed the top of the

pannier bag, in which the search was to be made, to

open about an inch and a half. The end of a tool

roll was coaxed out, and a series of sharp pulls pro-

duced the rest of it with a few tools sticking to it at

intervals. The screwdriver was conspicuous by its

absence. Some sleight-of-hand tricks with the loose

tools still in the empty bag, followed by a repetition

of the whole process on the other side of the machine,

produced the coveted weapon. But the man looked

hot, and I was' sorry I had troubled him.

Convenience in Attachment.
Now was all this necessaiT? The modern motor

cycle is a machine which, if properly looked after,

seldom requires mechanical adjustment on the road

—

nevertheless a spanner, like a revolver, when it is

wanted, is wanted badly and in a hurry. This being

the case, why should we keep it wrapped up in a wallet

which is tucked away in any p.lace on the machine

which to the designer's eye appears a trifle naked?
We have toolbags which shake open, toolbags which

break their fastenings and drop off^, which let the rain

in and forget to let it out again, which sag out of

shape and collect the mud off the back wheel, or

develop holes in the bottom and lay a trail of tools

anil spares to tempt the wandering yokel from his

rightful duties. All this and more because the much-
abused toolbag is looked upon as an accessory and

not as an essential part of the machine.

Toolbag adlxed lo (he top tube, a pattern which Mr. J. L. Norton

claims to have introduced. The screwdriver, pliers, and adjustable

spanner, are all in an accessible position in the lid of the box.

ft would seem, then, that with all these tricks the

wilv toolijag is worth watching, and the only place

where it can be safely under observation and at the

same time handy when needed is in front of the rider,

cither on top of the tank or on the handle-bars. The
hitter is the position adopted by several well-known

roin])('lititjn riders and by a few of the leading makers.

It is a great ;id\-:incc. on the bag fixed t(j llie cari'ier,

bul i-^ nprn 111 iiiir 111 Iwn iniiinr disadvantages. Briefly,

the weight of a lull lnolbag with tools and .spares is

<:onsidcrable, and will affect the steering appreciably;

Showing small bags on the liandle-bars lor

light tools and sundries.

the bottom of the bag being wide and unsupported it

is apt to sag under the weight ; the attachment of the

bag may interfere with other handle-bar fixings, such

as speedometer and generators mounted inside the

bar. Also the appearance is hardly neat when the

bag gets worn and old.

The Ideal Position for a Tool Case.
The first position mentioned seems to be the ideal

one, on top of the tank. Here it is immediately get-

at-able, even while riding, it keeps clean, does not
sag, and there is

little tendency for

the fastenings .to

break or come loose

since they take no
weight. One great

disadvantage of fas-

tening the bag to

the carrier is the in-

convenience caused,

as in the case of my friend before mentioned,
when other luggage has to be carried above
it. This is a great point in favour of the

tank position, for it is in the way -of nothing,

provided sufficient care be taken in fitting the bag to

leave room to reach filler caps and oil pump. Here,
also, it is directly under the rider's eye, and is 'less

liable to be left open. Should it come unfastened the

defect is immediately apparent. It is best fastened

Avith a snap-lock, which can be locked with a key on
putting the machine into a strange garage for the

night. It is extraordinary how tools "leak" out

during the night without anyone knowing anything

about it next morning.
Having thus selected the place fur the toolbag, we

may briefly discuss the best methods of carrying in it

all that may be required by the average rider.

Separate Compartments for Certain Tools.
First of all we consider the three indispensable tools,

the shifting spanner, screwdriver, and combination
pliers. It is seldom we need more than these for a

casual adjustment. Get the nearest saddler tq sew a

strip of stout leather across the inside of the top of

the case with three loops for these three tools. It will

cost sixpence and sa\e pounds worth of labour and
temper before needing renewal. Thus on opening the

bag the three must needed tools are at once available

without disturbing any of the rest of the contents.

Every motor cyclist has his pet selection of tools and
spares, and it is needless to go into siu'h a list here.

We may refer the reader to such books as "Hints and

Tips for Motor Cyclists " or " Motor Cycles and How
to Manage Thein " for further information on the

subject. But whatever the selection may include,

always carry the repair outfit, comiilcic with tyre levers

and gaiter, sei)arately in a roll. The extra tools, of

course, will be carried in a second roll. Here it may
be mentioned that the rolls with the end flaps arc the

most convcnienl, (hough thev takt- up slightly muir

room. Without end flaps Ihe small sharp ends of files

and other tools will work out, and cither bore holes in

the sides of the case or rattle ; the tools also ha\e an
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-Tools and Spares.—

inconvenient way of falling out when the roll is opened.

The writer always carries a small soft leather pouch,

such as is sold for push c\cles, inside the larger tool-

bag, in which are placed all the miscellaneous collec-

tions of bolts, nuts, washers, belt fasteners, and other

oddments which every rider lioards up for himself.

These should not be allowed to shake loosely together

inside the bag—the nuts keep bright if allowed to do

so, but this is the only advantage ; the disadvantage

is that after two hundred miles the threads of all the

bolts are hopelesslv worn and burred up, screws have

come out of their belt fasteners and are useless, and

a fine black metallic powder is produced which pene-

trates into every crevice and eventually rusts there.

The odds and ends should never be carried in a

metal liox.

We see then that the whole of the tools and spare

gear may be divided into four bundles. The T.T.
rider will have no difficulty in getting his four into

the tool case on the tank. The potterer and the

weight-carrier, however, will probably find their

bundles too bulky to go into one bag. To them we
would recommend the plan of strapping their odd-

ments pouch to the handle-liar, in which case the

pouch should be of better quality and water-proofed.

If necessarv another similar pouch to hold a few of

the lighter tools mav lie strapped on the opposite bar

to match. They will not look unsightly, and will leave
room for the more bulky kit in the large case.

The ordinary stops on the road are caused by
[juncture, or a nut or bolt shaking loose; the whole
kit necessary for either of these repairs may be spread
out in less than three seconds without disturbing anv-
thing else in the toolbag. Surely this is an advantage,
especially when a stop is necessary in bad weather or
when time is of impoilance.

Tool Cases de Luxe.
An elaborate case may be made for carr)ing tools

and spares by carving out a block of wood so that each
tool or spare fits accurately in a space made for it,

which cavity may be lined with thin baize. Another
method is to fit the tool case with shallow trays in

which paraffin wax has been poured. Each tool or
spare is then embedded in the melted wax, and when
removed after the wax has set there is a perfectly snug
nest for each article. These methods are expensive
and bulky, but can be done quite well on sidecar
machines, and will be found to save time, trouble, and
keep away irritability when anything goes wrong on
the road.

To follow out the points mentioned in this article

may in\-oIve a little trouble and expense, but experienpe
has proved over and over again that both are amply
repaid bv the saving of time and trouble on the road.

J.G.T.

Variable Gears and Aotor Cycles.
v.—How to Use a Variable Gear.

AS a conclusion to my notes on variable gears, a

few remarks on their use may not be out of

place. It will be readily understood that, given,

a certain velocity along the road, the engine mu.st be

turning faster, in some cases twice as fast or even

more, when the low gear is in use. Therefore, in

changing from high to low there is no need to raise

the exhaust valve, or, if a separate clutch be fitted, to

. declutch ; as the moment when the engine is running

free enables it to quicken up, and if the change is

well timed it will be running at the correct number
of revolutions to take up the low gear without jar or

jerk, even when the change is made by dog clutches,

or sliding teeth. On the other hand, when changing
up, the speed of the engine must always be reduced,

il the high gear is to come into engagement smoothly
iiul pleasantly. This is most easily done by raising

lie exhaust at the moment of change, thus as before

L;i\ing ihe engine time to change its velocity, but this

lime to slow down. The same rules apply when the

engagement is made by friction clutches, but so much
iMre is not needed, though it is desirable.

"Slam^bang Too Much."—Kipling.

Even when a gear is said to be so fool-proof that

it can be slammed or banged in without damage, I

would strongly advise riders to abstain from following

such advice, for extra strength in the gear will only

throw extra strain on the engine, transmission, frame,

and tyres. It stands to reason that the speed of an
engine cannot be suddenly reduced one-half or the „

speed of the machine doubled in an instant without

placing great and undue strain upon the mechanism.

and no one who has any sympathy with his engine

would attempt such. a thing. The clutch possibly

would slip a little, and belt likewise, and so relieve

the other parts slightly, but why subject these parts

to more strain than is absolutely necessary ? They
have enough to stand in legitimate use, and so have
the tyres. Forcing the tyres to slide on the road will

cause more wear than miles of fair running, and also

induce side-slip.

Ratio of High to Lo'vir.

Many gears ha\'e a i to 2 ratio from high to low,

especially those made on the epicyclic principle. This
is, I think, too much for solo work, though it may be
required for sidecars, but even this is a disputed point,

as slow climbs on a very low gear are trying on hills

that are just too steep to be taken on top. This points

to the desirability of a third gear and the great advant-

age held by variable-speeders. Personally, I should
say that a 2 to 3 ratio between high and low was quite

sufficient, e.g.. 4.1-2 to i on top, 63,4 to i on low, would
be very suitable to a standard 3^^ h.p. single. The
low gear would be found useful in towns and on muddy
roads, as well as on hills. At a speed of 10 m.p.h. or

less it would be pleasanter to ride, and the tendency
to side-slip would be lessened considerably. For
sidecar work a lower gear is to be recommended.
Then the rider is faced with an alternative of a rather

low top gear, a long drop between the two gears, or

the fitting of a three or variable speed gear. If the

pocket admits, I should certainly choose one of the

two last ; if not,- the low top gear is to be preferred.

Auriga.
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Cambridge M.C.C.

The annual general meeting wiD be held at headquarters,
the. Blue Boar Hotel, Cambridge, on Wednesday next, the 7th
inst., at 8.30 p.m.

Huddei'sfleld and District A.C.C.

The prize distribution took place on the 24tli ult. Ninety
members were present The evening concluded with a
musical progi-amme.

Liverpool A.C.C.

The annual general meeting was presided over by Mr. T.
Mogridge. There was a good attendance. The election of

oflBcers resulted as follows : Vice-president, Mr. V. Barton ;

chairman, Mr. L. Mogridge ; treasurer, Mr. 0. Lindop

;

secretary, Mr. C. Hobbs ; captain, Mr. E. F.._ Baxter ; 'ihe

question of affiliation with the A.C.TJ. was referred to a
committee.

Wimbledon M.C.C.

There will be a club run to Burford Bridge, Dorking, on
the 4th inst., starting from the Town Hall at 10 a.m. The
following officers have been elected : Captain,' Mr. E. P.
Lyon; vice captain, Mr. W. P. Tippett; lion, treasurer, Mr.

,
E. T. LyOn ; hon. secretary, Mr. Q. B. Barham, 347,
Kingston Road, Merton Park, S.W. The opening run was
along the Portsmouth Road, when the attendance was
quite good.

Oxford M.C.C.

The annual meeting of this club, which was well attended,
took pla-ce at the Hotel Restaurant Buol, Oxford, on Wednes-
day, January 24th.

The following officers were elected :

Captain, Mr. H. G. Hill; vice captain, Mr. G. F. Cooper;
hon. treasurer, Mr. Ernest Lewis, A.C.A. ; hon. secretary,

Mr. W. A. Matthews ; trials hon. secretary, Mr. F. G.
Barton.
A scheme for establishing a club room was put before the

meeting which, if ca,i'ried into effect, would require an
increased subscription, and it was decided to take a ballot.

The annual dinner will be held at the Hotel Restaurant
Biiol, Oxford, on Saturday next.

Motor Cycle Union of Ireland (Ulster Centre).

The annual general meeting of this centre was held on
Friday evening, the 25th ult., in the Grand Central Hotel,
Belfast. Mr. R. G. Lindsay (president) occupied tlie chair,

and there waa a large attendance of members. The secretary

submitted a most satisfactory report of the year's work,
progress being recorded in every direction. During the year
thirty-four new members were enrolled. The financial state-'

ment was equally satisfactory The following officials were
a,ppointed for the present year : President, R. G. Lindsay;
hon. sec, Mr. L. Maclaine ; hon. trials sec, Mr. D. H.
O'Flahety ; hon. treasurer, Mr. I. Holden. It was unani-

mously resolved, on the motion of the Chairman, to amend
the rules to permit cross-Channel motor cyclists being
admitted to membership at half the usual annual subscription,

thereby entitling them to compete in all events confined to

members. It is hoped a number of English riders who
occasionally cross to the Emerald Isle will take advantage
of this privilege.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

A very .satisfactory record of progress was presented by
the hon. see. and hon. treasurer at the annual meeting of

the above club, which was held under the presidency of Mr.
K. A. Wallen on Wednesday, the 17th ult. The momborship
increased by 60% during the past season, and 80% more
money was offered in pi'ize.i than in the preceding year.

Despite this drain, the balance carried forward was 50%
more than the amount brought in. The officers for the

timing season wero elected as follows : President, Dr.

Reginald While; hon. .sec, Mr. V. J. Walker, 9, Grafton
Street, Dublin ; a.ssiatant hon. Ro.c, Mr. J. L. Walsh ; hon.

treasurer, Mr. .]. Molloy ; captain, Mr, J. Browne; vice-

captain, Mr. J. Doloman. It was decided to afliliate to the

Motor Cycle Union of Ireland. The programme of the

coming season was discussed at length, and many prizes

were offered during the evening.

Wolverhampton M.C.C.

The above club held its first whist drive and dance on
Monday, the 22nd ult. There was a good attendance.

- Wigan M.C.

A hot pet. and smoking concert wiU be held at Dog and
Partridge Hotel, Wigan, on Wednesday, the 7th inst., at

7.30 p.m. An excellent programme has been arranged.

Bournemouth and District M.C.C.

A club with the above title has been formed, the
organising committee including IMessrs. Noble Iddon, J.

Harvey, A. G. H. Alsford, and F. G. Goldney.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

To-day (Thursday) Mr. J. L. Norton will lecture on " Effi-

ciency and Power" at headquarters. All members and friends

are cordially invited; The annual general meeting will take
place on February 8th.

Scarborough and District M.C.C.

Mr. J. L. Norton will lecture to-morrow evening on
"Timing and Efficiency." The annual general meeting will

take place on the 28th inst., at 8 p.m.

Legal M.C.C.

The Law Students' Union is undertaking the formation of a

Legal Motor Cycling Club. Solicitors, barristers, articled

clerks, clerks who have been articled to solicitors, and bar
students will be eligible for memberslup, and any who are

desirous of joining should communicate with Mr. C. F. King,
21, Arundel Gardens, London, W.

Cork and District M.C.C.

The annual general meeting took place on Friday evening.
The reports from the hon. secretary and treasure)' showed
that the club had a very successful season. The hon.
secretary, Mr. R. S. Russell, 4, Princes Street, Cork, will be
pleased to give full information to prospective members.

Halifax and District M.C.C.

The annual general meeting was held at headquarters,-
the Old Cock Hotel, on Wenesday, the 24th ult. The officers

elected for the ensuing year were : Jlr. M Youngman,
president; Mr. J. Haigh, treasurer; Mr. E. C. Bedding,
hon secretary.

Putney and District M.C.C.

The annual dinner will be held at the Comedy Restaurant,
Panton Street, Ha3'market. on Saturday next, the 3rd inst.

The annual general meeting will be held at headquarters,
the Northumberland Arms Hotel, at 9 o'clock on Saturday,
February 10th. Items for the agenda should be sent to the
hon. sec before this date. The prizes will be distributed
to the winners for 1911. The opening competition oil

February 18th will take the form of a members' reliability

trial to Oxfojd and back.
,

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

The annual gymkhana held on Weilne&day, January 24th.
in the Skating Rink, proved more enjoyable than ever. The
entry was rather small, but this was accounted for, to
some extent, by the adverse weather. There were eleven
events altogether, which resulted as follow :

Tilting at Rings.—1, H. W. Fortune (3i New Hudson)
;

2, W. E. Grange (2i Premier).
Egg and Spoon Race.—1, F. Stafford (3i Humber) ; 2, W.

B. Atkinson (3J; Triumph).
Ring and Bucket Race.— 1, W. E. Orange ; 2, T. Maynard

(3i Triumpli).

Obstacle Race.- 1, H. W. Fortune; 2, F. Stafford.
Musical Chairs.—1, F. Stafford ; 2, W. E. Grange.
Foot and Wheel Race.—1, W. E. Grange; 2, E. R. Davies

(3i Triumph).
A tricycle race was an innovation, the maker of the fastest

lap to bo the winner. F. Stafford, who was the first to
start, found the machine unmanageable, and goinjc olT at a

tangent, finally ended up among the spectators. Tindall
turned the first two corners, but nad trouble on the straight,
when the machine decided to go amongst the spectators and
Tindall to turn a beautiful somersault. The remainder were
painfully slow, but J. Mackay proved the winner.
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WAR OFFICE TEST AT BROOKLANDS.

(1) H. V. Colver (EnOeld) Hearing the top ol the test hill on the 1 in 4.

AS was announced exclusively in these pages last

week, the Transport Committee of the War
Office decided to hold a private motor bicvcle

trial on Brooklands track on Monday last, with a view

to finding out how nearly the machines they had in-

^ited to attend would come to their ideal. The War
Office ideal was forty-five miles an hour for machines
up to 500 CO., and forty miles an hour for machines
up to 350 c.c. Machines in both classes were expected
to take a 12 stone rider up the test liill from a standing

start. The committee present consisted of Colonel

H. C. L. Holden, R.A., C.B., F.R.S., Major O'Dono-
hue, A.S.C., Major Stevenson, D.S.O., R.E., Captain
H. E. Davidson, R.E. (Secretary of the Transport
Committee of the War Office), Major Cumberlege,
A.S.C., and Mr. Phelps, of the India Office.

Monday morning was bright and frosty, there was
no wind, and though it had been very foggy in town,

the mist had almost entirely cleared from the track at

Tt a.m., when nearly evervone had arrived!- As soon
as a sufficient number had collected they repaired to

the fork, and the following riders with their machines
took their places at the starting point

:

The Compet'ng Machines nnd their Riders.

H. V. Colver {2:^^ h.p. two-speed Enfield).

^G. L. Fletcher (2."^ h.p. two-speed Douglas).

Hugh Gibson (^'^ h.p. Bradbury, N.S.U. two-

speed gear).

*W. F. Newsome (3^^ h.p. Triumph, free engine).

F. W. Barnes (31^ h.p. Zenith-Gradua, variable

gear).

P. Shaw (31^ h.p. P. and ^f., P. and ^[. two-speed
gear).

*S. Spencer (3J2 h.p. Rudge, free engine).

R. Holloway (3^4 h.p. Premier, Armstrong gear).

*The only single-geared models.

Gibson's machine was fitted with an elaborate belt

guard, which he assured us he had found most success-

ful, especially when it had first been tried in the

London-Exeter Run. Newsome's Triumph w-as geared

5 to I, and he did not alter his adjustable pulley

F. W. Barnes (Zenith) descending after malting a -good climb.

throughout the test. Spencer's Rudge had the exhaust

pipe running into a silencer, whence there issued a long

extension pipe with a flattened end, terminating near

the rear axle. R. Holloway (3^ h.p. Premier, Arm-
strong three-speed gear) arrived late and was allowed

to start some time after the others.

The rider; and ti'.eir ma.jiii.es had to make two

circuits of the track, the first lap being timed from a

standing start and the second with flying start. The
order of the first lap was: Barnes leading by 100 yards;

Xewsome, Fletcher, and Shaw in close order; and
"after came Colver and Spencer. Gibson was right

behind, owing to a sooted plug. At the end of the

second lap Barnes led easily, and was followed by the

same three in close order, namely, Shaw, Fletcher,

and Xew;ome. Then came Colver, then Spencer,

whose inlet tappet rod jumped out of position just as

he had completed the second lap. Gibson's delay was

Cap',. Davidson (leftl, secretary otthe War Offlce Transport Committee, and Colonel

Holden (centre). The last-named is seen chatting with our London editor.
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War Omee Tests at Brooklands.—

due to a sooted plug, and consequently both he and
Holloway, who arrived late, were timed separately.

No official times were announced, but it is reported

that Holloway, on the Premier, travelled very fast.

The unofficial times which we publish were taken by
Mr. Harry J. Swindley.

Tne Speed Trial.
FinsT Lap Times (Siakding Stakt).

F. W. Barnes (3^ Zenith) ...

W. F. Newsome (Sj Triumph) .

G. L. Fletcher t2| Douglas)
P. Shaw (3iP. and M.) ...

H. V. Colver (2| Enfield) ...

S. Spenc-ei- (3^ Kudeel
Hugh Gibson (3^ Bradbury)
R. Holloway (3^ Premier)

PR4IW^i.^^WW.?jS*^.^^^S^'feK^ ijjiaij^^jgt'

m. s. m.p.h.

3 46^ = 43.2

3 4H = 42.9

3 481 = 42.8

3 49J. = 42.7

4 12-i^ = 38.7

4 19

let).

= 37.8

m s. m.p.h.
3 40? = 44.2

6 to = 42.5

3 52? = 42.0

3 53 = 41.9
4 184 = 37.9

4 19 = 37.8

Second Lap Times (FLtiNG Stae,t)

F. W. Barnes (3^ Zenith ...

P. Shaw (3i P. and M.) ...

G. L. Fletcher (Xj Douglas)
W. F. Newsome (3^- Triumph) ,

H. V. Colver (2| Enfield) ...

S. Spencer (3i Rudge)
Hugh Gibson ?3i Bradbury)
R. Holloway (3| Premier)

The Hill Test.

Immediately after the conclusion of the speed trial

the hill test took place. The first man up was F.

W. Barnes, who was timed by Mr. Swindley roughly

to accomplish the distance in 9%s. The official time-

keepers, however, did not take this time. R. Hollo-

way came up in i8%s., Shaw in i2*^s., New.some
(with the same 5-1 gear he had employed in the speed

test) in i7%s., Fletcher in is%s., Barnes (on his

second attempt) in i2%s. Gibson, who had been in

the wars and had broken his pedalling chain, ran into

the bank on his first attempt, but got up in i5%s.,

Spencer in i8%s., and Colver in i9%s.
It was then intended to weigh the machines and

their riders, but unfortunately this could not be

accomplished, as the w^eighing machine was water-

logged, and even though most of the water had been

tAaJor Sfevonson and Capl. Davidson convorsiii^ wllK W. W. Doiii>.!.ii hh
C. L. Fletcher in Ihp iwddocl;.

ICE SCENES AT BROOKLANDS.
W. stanhope Spencer, the single-cylinder hour record holder, tries bis Rudge

on the ice. He was much happier on skates.

pumped out it was found quite impossible to make it

work properly.

Altogether the test was quite an interesting one, and
though the Zenith was the only machine which
apparently satisfied. the War Office officials, we do not

think we should be very far wrong in saying that all

accomplished what was required of them, as we were

led to understand that the War Office ideal would not

be absolutely insisted upon. Though Holloway's

Premier and
Gibson's Brad-

bury could
not, owing to

their starting-

late, be timed

by Mr. Swind

ley, it appears

that they satis-

fied the judges.

Quite a feature

of the trial was
the splendid way
in which the 2 ^^
h.p. Douglas
kept up wUh
the two othei'

raaclilnes of 3J/.'

h.p. in liie speed
test. In the liill

test liarnes and
Fletcher shun!-

c o n s p i I- u

ously, while

Shaw, it will lie

noticed, also did Aviators and motor cyolisis proved themselves at

1 > .1 the boBinnine 01 the wocli at Broolilands as expert
|ini lirulariy well. on the ire as on tlieir machines.

#» JW
iffi» ^%lk. ^i^HHJf

1 ^R M^Hk

^K 1 5L ^QH^^'' ','

'vi^Kl^^
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Cost of Running a Motor Cycle.
A Selection of Replies lo a Reader's Query. See aUo pages iigy, 1247, 1318A, 1357, 13S0 <i'\/

1422 (1911), 5 and 64 (1912-).

Sir,—Having read in your columns the small expense
incurred by many motor cyclists, I send you my own,
which may be of interest.

The conditions under which a cycle is lun by an officer

in 3 seagoing ship are naturally very different from those
ashore. Storing at various garages, waste of petrol through
emptying tank when bringing the cycle on board, and other
items rendered necessary, all combine to swell the running
expenses.

The high first cost is shown in detail.

'Ihe depreciation is also naturally high in a specially-

fitted machine, so I allow £20, as probably the cycle will

be sold after another season, when possibly only £30 will

be obtained, leaving a deficit of approximately £60 to be
spread over two ye<irs. The following are the details :

Prime cost

—

Standard Triumph, 1911

Koc Erear, 1»11
Special back stand
Extra silencer

Lamp complete
Extra for Brooks' anti-vihratory seal

iiorn, cross-bar, plug, valve, registra-

tion, and number plates
Erecting and assembling machine

:

ijabour £6 14 3
Material ... 15 2

£48 15
12 12
2 2
1 10
1 15

19

2 19 7

Soare starting handle, etc

A.S. Ij. fork and saddle air

Sundries
springs

Total first fosl

Current expenses

—

Licences
Insurance
St-orage and cleaning
Petrol ... .':

Small alterations and fittings ...

Oil and grease
A.S.L. air springs, spare parts, and

repairs

Small spares, not otherw-ise included...

Two belts and repairs

Repairs and overhauls of engine and
cycle, not otherwise included

Roc gear, renewals, repairs, dismantling
for cleani^ig three times and re-assem-
bling, etc.

Tyres—repairs, patches, etc.

• Lamp carbide, etc.

Sundries, overalls, carriage by rail, etc.

7 10 5

14 6

5 19

1 1

£85 17 6

-^1 5

4 10 5
2 15 6
1 13 1

19

9 4

8 3

6 9
1 17 3

1 1

10

17

2.
6

Total running expenses... £22 9

The" machine Wiis delivered ii

run 2.33b miles, all .''do.

Mai.h. 1911. and has onlv

Results are rouehly as follows

:

£16
Cost per mile.

1.67 peni

e

22

52

9

9

2.2b

5.3

Aetna! running expenses ...

Total running expenses, in-

cluding insurance and
licences

Season's cost, including
- depreciation £30 ...

The expense having been met out of income, no charge
is made for interest. The cycle has been carefully ridden,
but expense has not -been spared in order to avoid break-
downs, inasmuch as belts, etc.. have been scrapped when
by patching they would have lasted longer. But when one's
rides are few, roadside repairs are a nuisance.

COMMANDER. R.N.

^The above is, of course, a very exceptional case, owing
to the short distance run and the number of additions
made to a standard machine.—En.]

Sir,—The comments of your correspondent " CiVf." on
page 54, January 18th, ai-e "excellent, and if every user of a
motor cycle woidd state in his season's riding expense the
railway fares saved, I think it would prove to would-be motor
cyclists the advantages gained by this method of travel
especially to commercial men. I have saved during the
period mentioned in my riding expenses of January 18th,
page 64, a sum well over £9 in railway fares. In addition to

this when I have to travel by train to my business places I

have ten miles to walk every time which takes me three hours.
In the nine months I should have had to walk 380 miles,
which would take a potterer like me. at three miles per hour,
about 127 hours, or at twelve hniu's per day about eleven
days' What price shoe leather, time, and extra sustenance '!

Deduct the £9 saved in railway fares from my total expenses
you published and £3 14s. 4d'. is left.

Considering the pleasure I have derived and the time I

saved for such a small extra outlay, every would-be motor
cyclist can form a decision. It would certainly not pay me
to become an occasional tramp for such a small butlay. The
advantages are obvious; even I can "CM."

AGAIN A POTTERER.

Sir,—I am sending you cost of running of my 1911 T.T.
roadster Triumph, Dunlop tyres, and belts, from January.
1911, to January. 1912. Mileage run, 6,005, of which 2,00C
were with passenger on carrier :

Petrol, 54 gallons. 932- ni-P-K-

Oil, 2^ gallons. 2,400 m.p.,g.

Tyres, and repairs to same
Belt and fastener
Carbide
Licences
Plug,
Repairs to footrest

Sundries
Depreciation

The above is the oust of running machine, and works out
at .81d. per mile. If I add all extras, which have nothing
really to do with cost of running, such as' lamp, hooter,
whistle, speedometer, club subscription, hill-climbs, garages,
and tips, the cost is £29 8s. lOd., or 1.18d. per mile. I do
not ride slowly, and it is interesting to note the engine has
cost me nil.

Taking "C.M.'s" hint in TJip. Motor Cycle of January
18th, aboiit the saving of train fares, I have saved about
£16 or. journeys I should have gone even if I had not had a

motor cycle. G. 0. BRUNWIN-HALES.

..£4 8 4
13 2

.. 2 11 9
19
2 6

.. 1 10
4
2

4
.. 12

£22 14 9

HERTS. CODNTY A.C. QUARTERLY RELIABILITY TRIAL.

The assembly at the Rose and Crown Hotel, Trinj, for the luncheon
interval.
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A Special Belt.

This belt is built up of three members,
A, B, and C. Of these, A and C are

formed of balata or
s-imilar belting, while
the middle member
B is formed of a
rubber composition,
iiffcrding an effective

gripping medium, the
members A and C
forming a strong
non-stretching trans-

mitter. The member B is recessed _
on

its inner face as shown, to enhance the

flexibilitj- of the belt.—F. W. Barnes,

No. 255, 1911. -.

A Clutch Hub.
This is an ingenious construction in

which the drive is first taken up friction-

ally, and then positively, the drive in

both cases being under control, throngh
a single operating member. There is a

yricW lOal/drd

rear from a light bracket C, secured bv
the saddle-pillar bolt D. The connection
from the rear of the saddle to the bracket

driving sleeve A to which the belt pulley

is spoked at B, and upon which is

mounted a cone clutch member C,

co-operating with a corresponding

member D splined to the hub shell. The

.^c.i-v>.^

cone C is normally impelled into engage

ment with the cone D by a spring E,

but may be -withdrawn therefrom by a

push rod F. The cone D is free to slide a

short distance in the hub shell, springs G
moving it over against a stop H when the

clutch is disengaged. The cone C is

formed with dogs J co-operating with
similar dogs carried on the hub shell.

In action when the push rod is operated

the cone C is forced out against the

action of the spring E, the cone D mov-
ing into contact with the stop H. If

now the push rod be released the cone

C moves into engagement with the cone

D, tran.smitting the drive frictionally to

the hub shell. Further, withdrawal of the

push rod allows the spring E to move the

'cone C further into engagement, and
ultimately the cone D will be moved,
against the action of the springs G, allow-

ing the dogs J to come into engagement,
providing a positive transmission.—F. G.
Galley and R. M. Brice, No. 1,670, 1911.

Saddle Springing.

The illustration shows a construction of

saddle in which the usual underframe is

dispensed with, the seat proper A being
supported at the peak on links B conn.cted
to the frame of the machine, and t the

Tyre Successes.

In the 1-lrrts Ckiunty Quarterly Trial,

three out of four gold medal winners, and
the winner of the amateur cup (E. A.
Colliver, 6 h.p. Zeiiilli), were mounted
on machines shod with Hutchinson covers.

The College Mudshield.

In a recent mention of the College

mudshield, made by Beavd-Brown and
Co., College Street, Northampton, it

was, inadvertently stated that the head-

quarters of the firm were at Wolver-
hampton.

A Tyre for Sidecar Wheels.

The latest Dunlop pi-od notion is a new
tyre for sidecar wheels. It is of the

beaded edge type, with longitudinal

grooves on the tread, and is made in the

regulation size, 26in. x 2Jtin. The
i|uality i.s up to Dunlop standard, and
in the matter of co.st it is cheaper than

iiu oi'dinary mntov cycle tyre,

Moulding and Vulcanising Under Pressure.

'Jli.! J^eici-.-^tci Jfuhner Co.. (!ranby
Street, l>eicester, the makers of the

"Jolin Bull" Cross-grooved tyres, are

exceedingly satisfied with the results of

(hei- exhibit at the recent Sliow. The
two ':overs which had done 12,000 and

8,C0i' miles respectively, and were still

in Rood condition, attracted considerable

attention. This tyre is actually moulded
to the exact sliape it would iissuiiic when
inflated, and during vulcanisation is

Kubjccted to the enormous pres.sure of

more than half a ton to the square inch.

Thi.t renders the tyre of an exceedingly

tough qiialrt.y, and has the effect of fore

iiig the rubber into the foundation.

E2l

Another Firm Adopts the Motor Cycle

Business.
it. is 'A sure sign ot the limes wlii-'ii f-o

important a firm as .\les.srs. Harrods'
Stores, Brompton lioad, S.W.,'take up
the motor cycle business, the firm liav-

iug taken the Cadogan rooms, just b.-hind

the main bui'Jding, in "which a special

room is set ajiait for motor bicycles and
sidecars. In the handnime luill. special

displays are being given from time to

lime. On the occasion of our visit all

the chief quadcars on the mai-ket werc^

on view, at another lime a speciality is

made of' motor bicycles, while from

IVbruary 19th to .March 2nd^ the display

will consist of sidecar comhiualions. A
jjoint will be made of demonstrating the

ease will) which the sidecar can be attached

and detached. Yet another speciality of

Messrs. Harrods' motor cycle department
is their deferred payment system, of

which motor cycli.4s are taking advrnt-

agc in evcr-iucrixising nunibers. RusiucsK

is also done in all lypcn of motor I'vclr

accpBsorieH.

C comprises rods E, carried by the ten-

sion springs F.—E. Lycett, No. 7,289, 1811.

Rear Springing.

Although this invention is shown
applied to a pedal cycle its adaptability

to a motor cycle is obvious. The chain
stays A are arranged to pivot about the
bottom bracket B. The saddle stays C

at their upper ends are connected to the
seat pillar lug by links F, which permit
of movement under the restraint of

springs G.—W. Griffiths, -No. 6,940, 1911.

Melbourne to Sydney Record.

Latest advices from Australia contain-
ing details of W. Tormey's remarkable
ride from Melbourne to Sydney on his

Dunlop-tyred 3i h.p. Kerry-Abingdon

;

give his time for the 577 miles which
aivide the two cities as 34h. 7m., beat-

ing the previous record by no less than
14h. 37m.

Trade Announcement.
W. F. Giiii'er has ioined the staff of

the Haven Motor and Cycle Works, 722a,
Hid I'l.ent Boad.'S.E., a company whicli
carries on the uiotor cycle business in all,

its branches.
j

"Model Flying Machines."

Although nunibers of motor cyclists

are interested in the construction and
;

use of Hying machines, it is obvious only
a fcvv of them can become flying men,
owing- to the very great expense attached

-

to the piiichuse of such machin.'s.

Enthusiasts will read with interest tlic

.second edition of a book entitled "Model
Klying Machines: Their Design and t'oii-

struititin." by W. (!. Aston, one i4';

our contributors. This book gives full

ihsl ructions for the construction of small
model acrophuics of various types, and is'

illiisliatcd with strai,t;litforward sketches

and diagrams, which can be understood •

hy aiivono who has the slightest know

-

ledgB of model making. "Model Myniu''
Machines" is published .it Tlir Aero
Offices, 20, Tudor Street, E.G., .and can
b(^ obtained from there, price Is. 2d. post

free. Wc have had ocular proof tliat

models made t<i tlie instructions given in

Ihc ahnvr bn,,k will llv. '
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THE "ROYAL RUBY"
1912 MOTOR CYCLES

will be fitted with the foUcwuig
well-known fitments which will

make them secondjto none

:

J.A.P. EXGINES.
CHATEE-LEA FITTINGS.
BOSCH IIAGJSTETOS AND I'LUGS.
EKOWN AND BAELOWS OAEBHR-
ETTEES.

DEDID SPEING FCEKS.
P.OWDEN FEONT BEAKE, EXHAUST
LIFT, AND MAGNETO CONTEOL.

DITNLOP TrEE,S AND BELTS
BEOOKS' SADDLES AND TOOLBAGS.
VILLIEES' FREE ENGINE HUB.
1!00 TTVO-SPEBD AND FEEE ENGINE
HtJB.

STURJIl^r- AECHi'E • THEEE • SPEED
AND FEEE ENGINE HUH

Etc., etc.. etc.

EVERYTHING OF THE HIGHEST POSSIBLE GRADE.

rf)i2 Catalogues ready shortly. Free ou application.

- Doa't miss uTiliug for one, or call and see our new modck.

M.iijufact^jred by

The Royal Fnby Cycle Co., "Ruby" Works,
Great Ancoats Street. MANCHESTER.

You will never

be hung

«P -
on

the road

through ignition

troubles if you fit the

U.H."
MAGNETO
Gives a perfectly regular spark under
all conditions. Short circuiting is

impossible with a "U.H." Send for

particulars free on application.

S. WOLF & CO., 115, Southwark St., London, S,E.
Telegrams

:
* Widerstaud, Lundoa.' 'i^iione ; fil7a Ctintral.

Slack's

Patent
SEWN BELT

Pattern

No. 18408.

Anything New ?
Ves, Ihe leather motor belt rcvuhuinnized with fTUCcts?. Before offering
these belts for sale we had thcni under severe tests tor nve months Cor side-
car work, and for hill-chinbinii in the Hi^h i-ViaUs of '.tccbyshire. aud we
have had splendid results. The bells have run ;h"iisHnc'.5 of miles. .Thcy
have been well tested on the fnlli.uiiij,' makes of ma'-hihes :— Bat, B.S.A.,
Triumphs, 6 h.p. Rex. Ariel, and nUicrs. All thf motor cyclists that have
had them write and sriy ilicy art- simpiv splenilid . -.ve are open to give
you their addresses and show their letters. T!ie bell is very strong easily
adjusted, and will •j^vip well when running slack. This jiives more power
to the en^rine. Thi- belt d'tes n<>i need oil, therefore doe^; not pick up grit
that wears the pulley. The belt is water-proof r.nd i> very pliable—will

run round a i.V inch puHey. The bell has .1 very handsome appearance.
Don't dimbt as to what we say, but pive us u tria! and you wiU be well
pleased. . It -Aill save your pocket ami a lf»t of w<>rrv One motorist
writes and says he was running over four h^iirs imdcc heav\' rain, with
sidecar and passenger—^journey over 150 mileb —and ilie belt never gave
him any trouble. We make the belts hi eight widths :

—

i inch and |g inch. 1/11 per ft. I inch and 13 inch. 2 '1 per ft
1 inch and 1 ^ inch, 2 '2 per ft. l^nchandlCd inch, 2/4 per ft.

Carriage paid to any pari of the British Isles.

Patentees and Makers : R. SLACK & Co., Leather Dressers,

C)iapeI-en-le-FrU)i, DERBYSHIRE, England.

MOSELEY
GROOVED

avsimrin/T tfif.')p arfvrrfiaewnfs il is d> sirahh to

Extra strong beads, 3-ply heavy canvas

36/- per cover, 26 x 21 beaded.
FKOM ALL AGENTS.

Calahgite free frotn the makers—
DAVID MOSELEY & SONS, LTD.,

Ardwick, MANCHESTER.

mr;Hion " The Motor Cyrh." e27
'
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SUN PRECISION If MOTOR CYCLES
Are the outcome of 25 years' ripe experience in the

,

manutacture of Cycles and Motor Cycles. They are

made in one of Birmingham's largest cycle and motor
cj'cle works. We invite you to come and see
them in the making. Only the very best of

everything is put into them. They have already had
a royal welcome in-ihe best quarters. You are of

coarse aware of the hundreds of "Precision " successes.

The Sun Cycle & Fittings Co., Ltd., Birmingham.

"DUNKLEY" SIDECARS HAVE ^lIlH^iS^roR 1912.
OVER 20 DESIGNS TO SEI.ECT FROIVI. FROIVI 5 GUINEAS TO IT GUINEAS.

Place your orders for 1912 at once, and state date you require delivery. We can oblige you, as every
Sidecar is mads throughout in our own Works.

All complete wi-tHApron, etc., i-ea.ciy -For the rosLCi. List 'Fr-ee.

DUNK1.EYS, No. 1, AkVECHURCH.

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.

'

Third Edition. Revised and brought up to date. Nearly 400 Hints and Tips.

Price 1 /- From Iliffe & Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G., gy Post 1 /2

Two Sparks InSeries

tj

!if' 'lil.L I'OLl

THE LODGE
PATENT DOUBLE-POLE

SPARKING PLUG
enables you to tire .at tAvo

Tiluers iji tliccylijidcrl'rom tlie
tjaiup niiigneto absolutely
BinniHaueonsly.

The result is

a marked INCREASE
of ENGINE POWER.

.\iiy ordinary plus is
suitable tor the seooiirt pluK.

Full instnictions snnplicd
with every Lotlnre Uoubiu-
liole riuij

Orilinary standard I liread
tlttiug nil motor eyelen.

Suiliible for use. with all
Ma(,'n('(0H.

PRICE 8/- EACH,

tliroii'.^li all dealers oi' direct;
from

LODGE BROS. & CO.,

Dept. E, ^cw Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

O TROUBLE
- MOTORS.

«ntt d n.p. iv^odels.

The finest machine in the World for

Design, Workmanship, & Finish

NOW IS THE TIME TO BOOK YOUR ORDER
FOR ONE OF THESE EXCELLENT MACHINES.

Write, 'Phone (2125 Central), or cnil—

306, Deansgate.
Manchester.

;

Sole AKonto for ManclicBl:;r & Di' trict for the Canoelet SiiJec»r«.

Applications for Afrencics invited.

London Agents—The Service Co., L(J., 292, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Livoipool Agonts-Mossrs. Henry Whitlock & Co., 40, Hope Si., Liverpool.

H. Reed & Co.,

y II. <lll>lU,'llilllJ llir.-,r uUvcnii" '' Ills U 1.1 lh-ll':llJi' In lliciillfir "T/ir \l',li:l- I'lli-h'
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1912 MODELS 1912
CHATER-LEA.
C1.YNOS.

PREMIERS.
MATCHLESS.
RUDGES.

Early Deliverlet—Best Exchangea,

TRIUMPH, iqo9, 'wo speeds £37 10
PHANOMEM. fi h.p. twin, two swfds £35
REX DE LOXE, 5 h.p., two speeds, 1909 127 10
REX, 3i h.p., M.O.V., low built £6 18
hilNERVA. Twin 4} h.p. soniig forks £16 10
N.S.U., 4 h.p., single cylinder, new last

Sept., ideal sidecar machine £27 10
REX DE LUXE, 3 h.p., twin, two speeds,

handJestirtine, M.O.V,, iqi T model . . £48 13
REX DE LUXE, •; h.p.. twin, sspe-ns. 1910 £37 10
REX, 3i h.p., spring forks, tnagneto, h.-b.

control, 1909 model £22 10
N.S,U., 4 h.p., single-cylinder, new

two months ago £28 10
REX, 3j h.p., igo8. spring forks, magneto,

h,-b. control, beautiful condition .. £16 10
P'.S.U.. ^i h.p.. two speeds, magneto ... £19 10
MOTO-REVE, 25 h.p., 1911, Armstrong

3-speed £27 10
QUAi)kANT,3^ Q.p., magneto,sprinsforks £16 10
PREMIER, 3S h.p., new, 1911 model £33
l;.S.U., 3j h.p., \L0. v., magneto £1i 10
N.8.U., 3h.p., M.O.V., niceorder £13
REX DE Luxe, two speeds, magneto,

handle starting, h.-b. control £22 10
PREMIER 3* h.p. 1911, 3-speed, new. . . . £49 10
ThlOinPH, 2< h.p £6 W
hOBART, 3 h.p., vertical engine, low .. .. &,> 10
ROYAL STAli, 2j h.p., vertical engine . . £S 10
KEriRY, 23 h.p., 26in. wheels, vertical

engine £8 10
OLYMPIC, 3j h.p., vertical engine, 26in.

wheels £6 10
PREMIER, 3i h.p., 1912. three-speed gear £58
PREMIER, 2! h.p.. IQI2. three-sneed gear £47 5
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., vertical engine £E 10
PUSH CYCLRS TAKHN IN i-.XCHANGli,

TRICARS.
TWIN REX, air-cooled, belt drive. Fit-aU

twe-speed gear £14 10

CARS.
DARRACQ, g h.p.. two-seater £15 15
LAtiLt, 14 ^i.p,. four-cylinder, five-seater,

two speeds and reverse £27 10
NUMBER, si h.p., two-seater, bucket

seats, two speeds and reverse £13 10
PHttNIX, f h.p., two-cylinders.'magneto,
hoods, screen, and lamp« £56

GENUINE MIGHELIN TYRES.
Beaded. Wired. Tubes.

26x2 .... 17/- 16/6 9,6
25x2i .... 18/6 17/6 319
26x2j .... 21/- 18/6 10/-
28x2 .... IS/- 17/- 10/-
28x2l .... 19/- 10(6

MIGHELIN BUTTED TUBES.
26x2 11/6 26 X 2t 11/9 26 X 2l 12/-
28x2 12/- 28x2t 12/6 28x2} 12/6
Carriage Paid. All Guaranteed. Prompt DeUvery

MISCEUkANEOUS.
New Am-ii variable le and H.-B. Control 18/6
Good Forecar, less tyres 35 /_

Longuemare, Minerva, F.N. Carburetters 4/6
Good Rigid Sidecar 57 |g
Millford Castor Wheel Sidecar £6
Long Haodle-bats, dropped ends 6/6 and 6/6
Coronet Silencers, up to 5 h.p 3/3 and 4/6
New ^andle- bar Mirrors 2 '3
Gripskin Belting; Jin. IO1I., 5in, lid., tin. 1/.
Wide Mudguards, 3in., 2/3 ; 4in., 2/11 pair.
Handle-bar Watches, with holders 4/3
New Sidecar Frame and Wheel 35/-
Trembler Coils, S '6. Plain 2/11
Powell and Hanmer £1 Lamp 11/6
16 .Guinea Lowen Sidecar £4 4
Nfsqrlv New Cornnet Sidecar £ it
^liIleaBi)m 2-speed hub £8
Np\v nirests g
New Uirror Lens Lamp with generator .

,

12 '6

New Twin Roc Cylinder, M.O.V 12/8
New Coronet Pistons, 81 mm. bore .... 2/6
Light Car Chassis with springy and fronl

wheels ' 30/-
: Hiunker Spray Carburetter 2/6

,,
MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

i
IQll Free Engine Preuiier, 3ili.i)., with sidecar; £40.

,

-le/ —Ewbank, Castlet'oid. Yorks.

I1Q113 Triumph, soiled, £43; 2i|h.p. Enfield, nearly
J-V new, £31.-86, Fargatc, Sheffield.

IQll Free Engine Triumph, sp eudid condition; £46.
-i-«^ —John H. BfavtT. jun , Biu^ley.

"I
009 2h.p. Mcto-Keve, magneto. £15; 1909 Triumph.

Xf/ £29.—Cross, je^\eller, Rotiicrnujl.

CE03S for Triu'nphii, Mattble-s, and Bradbury motors

:

Standard jjraaoury in stotk; 'i'nua.piia and Match-
less Feb. aehvery. —Cress, agent, itotiieruam.

B.8.A., 1912. 2-slieea,

Agents, Aimitdges,

B.S.A.. 1911. 2-sT>eed.
Agents, Axiuitagea,

CALTHOEPE,
models, in

Leeds.

"IQIO Triumph
JLv with spares, lamp

n

free engine models,
Ytiric bt.. LeeQs.

all f'liarea, nerfect; £45.10.-
TorU St., Leeds-

1912, 4ib-p.. 2-siieed. freo engine
stOLk-—Agents, Armilages, • York St.,

Motor Cycle, in
and norn

splendid condition,
prii.e ±;32/10.

ly £32/10,
Moto-Rere. 23b.p.

bargain. -

twiu. shcpvoiied; price
- Loynds, Duckivorth St.,

TEIUMPH. 1911, free eudne, in excellent condition;
£37/10.-rritehard, Station Bridge, Eculee.

and M.,
H,

2-t,petv., perfeut order

;

Burueli, l''rrrybrirtgo,

£30 lor spot
Ycrks.

1 Q09 P,
-1-*^ cash.—

A

P.
and 31, May, 1911. used 3olo uuiy. perfect; £50.—
A. itla,.kburu. 326, Killinghall Rd-. Urudiord.,

4h p. Quadrant, magneto, spring forks, adjustable pul-
ley, h.b.e. : bargain, £15.-65. Hildeu St., Bolton.

±M-\i '"l iIATE Delivery of mnlti-=peed free engiuc
Eudge ; splendid si'i-^car machine-—Ewbank, Castle-

ford.

(^LYNOS and Ru
^ book now tj (secure. — Smitu

bury.

multi-speeds; deliver Mareh

;

Motor Agent, Hor-

Trinmpb, perfect, ready to ride away : a

cwner must sell.—Chadborn, Mot.rt*,
IQll F.E,
JL*y bargain, £40
Ilkley.

31i.p. Humhcr, chain drive, free engine, handle start-

ing; bargain," £7/10.—Hate, Park Rd., Golborne.
Lanus-

~

twin, 1910, good erudition; £20—90,
Mcor Rd., Ciioriton_-cum- Hardy, M.m-

MOTO-REVE,
Barlow

LIV^EEPOOL
BS.A.

I

Hcpe St.

3ih p- Magneto
2 pulley

Official Agentri for Humber, Ar'el,
and IJot.—Henry \ihitlock and Co., 40.

Riley, Palmer.^. ^\'hittle, adjustable
bargain, £12/10.—Roberts, 14, Avoudale

^-S-U. 5ibp.' Twin,
(perfect)

;

free engine,
£30.—Bond,

with Montgomery
181, ChunJi St.,

fCJ^CIT?

WEJGHT versus STREN&TH.
You cannot expect your machine to pull a

" Hansom Cab " Sidecar weighing 140 lbs. Apart
from power required, the strain on the machine
Iwould be terrible. We make strong sidecars, weigh-

ing 56 lbs., with every comfort and protection,

and suitable for 3^ h.p. machines.

>idec!ir

Blacki>col.

ONE Triumph, 2ih.p., long handle-bart:, low', le-busbed,
pood order; £8.—Baron, 386, Blackburn Rd

,

Accrington.

TRIUMPH, 1910, in excellent cnnditicu: best offer

aciepted; must sell.—57, Parriu Lane, Monton, near
Mani'heeter.

PHKLON-MOORE and Sidecar, £55: Singer, 3'h p.,

1911. free engine, mileage 50; £45—64, Westend
Av., Harrcgate-

perfect condition ; ' excnangc-
iiell £25.—Riuhjuond, Crown

T^EIUMPH, late 1908,

ly/TINERVA. 2;h.p.,

for Rex de Luxi
St.. Chcrley.

accumulator, tyres good, running
order: nearcvst £3.—No. 9.472. The Motor Oycic

Offices, Coventry-

MOTOSACOCHE. 2ih.p., new August, new tyre and
Whittle, lamp, horn, etc., perfect; £28.-153, North

Rd.. St. Helens.

PRESTON.-Thi.s week's bargain. 3ib.p. Singer. B.
and B., b-b.c, genuine 1911 Bosch magneto:

first PO. £8^7/6.

PRPSTON.—Second-hand F-E. Triumph. 1909. 2-epcedi
Humber. 1910 twin N S.U-. 3ih-p. Premier, and

many others, also several second-hand sidecars ; wale or
exchange.

PRESTON-—For anything mot r cyclish. new or second-
hand, lale or exchange, remember The Motor Cycle

House, 82a. Fiehergate. Pre-s-ton.

31h.p.
/ari

Gornall,

BRADBURY, 1912, nist arrived, free engine, latest
pattern.-Gornall, Pilling. Garstang. Lancashire.

N.S.tr., 3ih.p., fitted with 2-speed gear, tree engine,
magneto; price £18 —G.ornall, Pilling, Garstaag

ARIEL, . . .

variable gear,
1911 model, decouipre'_rtOr, free engine,

^, ar, spring seat pillar, new; cheap.—
Pilling, Garstang.

&[OD£L A.—£5 5s.

Model E.—£7- MoDEL D.—£7 m. od.

Insti-uclive Cvtalogve ijuai free, !/u'?7jy

illustrations and full particulars of all models
0/ Coronet iSidecars, Eiery mode! certain to

satisfy and save money for Imyers. Full oj

improvements Quick detachable joints.

Latest car pattern mudguards. IVicker, rawe,
or loach-built bodies. Child's reversible seal.

Eorcellcnt upholstery.

NOTE front arm which grips main tube of sidecar,

which is the only correct mefchanical method

—

nothing lopsided about this attachment.

Delivery irom stock to suit TRIUMPHS
N.S.U.'s, KEXES. P. & M.'s, BRADBUKYS, etc.

Discounts to Agents.

TEE BEE LOW
SEAT-PILLAR,

5/- each.

GREAT CUEARANCE L.INE.
New Dunlops, 28x2 and 2j, wired edges .. 10/6
Dunlops, 28 X 2, beaded, heavy treads 14 9

2,^x 2 and 2i Beaded Clipper Covers, new .. 8/6
Best Quality Butt-ended Tubes 7/9

150 New lubes 26 x zj 5 '11

Rubber-studded Covers, best make 25 /-

ENGINES:
4 h.p. Twin N.S.U., with Bosch gear-driven

magneto, brand new Ir )m makers £11 10

4 h.p. Twm N.i.U., with t'laent-to £9

3 h.p. TKIUMPH, with Bosch magneto,
less cylinder £5 10

3 h.p. FAFNIR, silencer, etc £3 lU

45 h.p. BUCHET, waler-rooled £6 15

9 h.p. DARRACQ, water cooled £9 10

10 h.p. CLEMh.NT. two cylinder £9 10

3 h.p. blANiJAKD illO
4i h.p. PRtClSION, new 1912 Model tli la

ij h.p. Minerva £1 8 1 2J h.p. De Dion £1 15

3 h.p. Quadrant £J 1 23 h.p. Minerva £3 5

Exchanges entertamed.

MACMETCS. MAGNETOS. MACNETOS.
V\ e have a large slock ot the best makes Iroin

69/6. ^ our old coil and ace. taken in exchange.

NEW CARBURETTERS FOR OLD.

22/- and your carb. secures a new B. and B.

with h.b. control.

20 /- and your carburetter secures a new Amac
with variable jet and h.b. control.

SEN5PR.\Y Carburetters, 1912 models, £2 2l.

Boot tl fi MOTOI'IPC T'BIUMPH, magneto (Dec, lOOSK-rapital order, jnnt'l"•*"*•" " liWfcWl IWWj X overhauled, new belt, bas, and spares; £28.-Kirbr. I
Keigbn; Mills, Bedtord Street North, Ualitai,

Tel. 1063. c^ and iilating good.-
wiek. Manchester-

Motorist. 32, Downing 61., Ar(T\

BOOTH'S nnOTORIES,
KEIGHLEY MILLS, BEDFORD ST. NORTH
(oB Peilon Lane), HALIFAX. TeL : io6a.

In nvsverhiq t/ic^e advertisements it ii cle-ilrahle to mention "The Motor Cycle." BI.1
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£6 6s. model less apron. £6 6s. model witJi apron.

£7 7s. model. CH 8s. modei.

26x 2i Micheiin tyres. Double Cee Springs. Wide
mudguard. Three-point suspension. Dropped bearer
bar if desired. Double stove enamelled.

Guaranteed twelve months. Need we say more ? ? ?

NOTE ! ! ! Our £H 8s. Model weighs 78 lbs. only, not
between i and 2c\vts., as suggested.

We have the under-mentioned dates open for de-
livery for various 1912 Models.

ALL "FULLY GUARANTEED.
RUDGE, si b-P-. standard Ex-stock
RUDGE, 3* h.p., clutch Ex-stoclc
RUDGE, 3i h.p., multi-speed March
ZENITH, 3j h.p., Gradua gear Ex-stock
ZENITH, 6 h.p., Gradua gear Ex-stock
ZENITH, 6 h.p., Gradua gear Jan. 25
DOUGLAS. 2:J h.p., Model G Mdrch 9
HUMBER, 2h.p., 3-speed Feb.
ROVER, 3i h.p., clutch-.model Feb.
NEWvHUDSON, 3J h.p., 3-spced Ex-stock
BRADBURY, 3* h.p., standard E.\-stock
BRADBURY, N.S.U. 2-speed Feb.
BRADBURY, chain drive. 2-speed March
ENFIELD, sidecar combhiation Feb. 11.

INDIAN, 7 h.p., 2-speed Feb. 19
BAT, 4 h.p., 2-speed March 25
BAT,.C and 8 h.p,, two speeds April i

SCOTT, 3£ h.p., two-stroke April 25
A.J.&., ) h.p., chain drive, 2-spred May 20
HUMBER, 3i h.p., two speeds June i

REX, 6 h.p., siclctte I rom stock
REX, -\ h.p., De Luxe Ex-stock
REX, all other models 10 days
CLYNOS (Halilax stocUs only) Feb.
A.C. Sori.:ibles March j^
List ot Second-hand Machines for disposal, continued

from other column.
TRIUMPH, looS model, 3A h.p., iramc cut down

at rear, XL' .Ml saddle, very low built .... £30
REX Lili-U<-, 19H model, water-cooled, two-

seater, cliaiii drive, two speeds, handle start-
ing. This has only been used for fifty miles,
;md is adinirably suited Tor a tradesman's
carrier £50

M0T08AC0CHE, 2), h.p., M.O.V., igii model,
free eiigiiic. Whittle belt, Druid forks, adjust-
able pulley, as new £28

REX, 5 hip,, 1910J, dc Luxe, two speeds. Bosch
magneto, tyn-s like new, complete with
P,M,C. sidecar £45

REX, lofi^ inodcl, 5 h.p., jusl been rc-cnaniclled
and plated, lir-ndle-bar rontrol, a bargain.. £14

J.A.P., I'iio, 4 h.p., Chatcr-l.ea frame, Bosch
m.iRiieto, low built, wsy fast £25

ANTOINE, 5 h.p.. twin, very low, lootrests, long
h.indte-bars, coil and accumulator iRuition £14

Wc have numerous other machines for disposal.
Send us your requirements. Cash or exchange.

«* CASH OR EXCHANGE
MAUDE5* MOTOR MART
130 Qt. Portland St. LONDON W.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 QIO Royal Enfield, 2ih.p., lightweight, just over-
-*-»^ hauled, like new; £25. — Allen Bros., sidecar
epecialista, Stockport.

1 Q07 Triumph, ,enfjiuo and everything perfect, will
Xt/ climb any hill with 15st. up; £22.—Lake, 28,
Swaine St.. Bra.dfoTd.

ROYAL Enfield, 2Jh.p., 2-«peed, free engine, Dunlops,
Brooks, guaranteed perfect as new : offers.—Payne,

Victoria St., Morecambe.

31h.p. Moto-Rere. 1910, variable pulley, "Whittle belt,
4 run a.OOO miles; £22-—Charlton, 164, War-

grave, Newton-le-WilUwe.

FOR Sale. Wolf lightweight, lib. p., magneto, new pul-
ley and Continental tyre^ ; £8/10.—Greaves, Wiek-

ersley House, near Eotherham.

TRIUMPH 1910*, free engine, good condition, very
little ridden, lamp, horn, new JJunlop tyre; £40.—

Ryder, 104, Plank Lane. Leigh.

TRIUMPH, clutch model. 1911. excellent conditirn,
Lucae lamp, new Rom tyre on back; £49.—App.y,

Wilson, 56, Cheapside, Bradford.

1 Qll Free Engine Tiiumph, run 1.300 miles, new
-i-tf Dunlop ineh belt, new tamp, horn, spares; £48.
-H. Hanson, South View, Teadon. -

5 h.p. 1911 Twin Indian, perfect, Autoclip,se lamp,
Cowey speedometer, etc., mileage 1,200.—Parkin-

son, 29. Devonshire Rd.. Pendleton.

1009 Triumph, recently overhauled, good tyres, Lucae
-*-«-' lamp and sei-erator, Jon&s speedometer; £30.
-Thompson. 42, Vicar Lane, Bradford.

1Q11 Eufi.elfl. 23h.p., 2-specd, overhauh^cl by makers,
JLiJ new tyreis, chains .-iprocket-^, all accessories; £59.
—Finn, Hemsworth Collieries, Wakefield.

TRIU>'i'H, free engine, perfect condition, with or
without sidecar: £43/10, or £40.—Apply by letter

to Motorist. 33. ShrewsDury Rd-, Bolton.

8h.p. Chater-Lea-Jap, No- 7 model. 1911, guaranteed
perfect, and only been 704 miles : first reasonable

offer.—H. Raine, Station House, Ferrybridge-.

BRADBURY, 1911. little used, enamelled ^grer, tyres
new, with Lucas liimp j can be seen on application.

—Wilson, . Gleuholm, ilanningham,- Bradford. . .
--

5ihp. Res, t^^^n, m'f^gneto, automatic lubrieaticn,
2 et^,, new four mouths' ago,' splendid condition;

trial; £38.^2, Andover St., Wintou, .Manchester. -

£7.-SiiIendid looking 2ih.p. L-M.C, 26in. wheels.
girder forks, 16 p ffame, French grey, nice machine,

not high.—Reynolds, 32i Downing St., Manchester.

TRIUMPH. 1909-10. free, engine, just, overhauled and
enamelled, like new, 2 Whittles, fipare tube, valve;

£35.—^rook, Leventhorp'-'. Wuodlr^ford, near Loeds. ,.

lOll 4-cv]. T.A.C, 3 spewls, almo.?t now, £45; 1911-XV 3:.h.p. 2-spped Bradbury, £37/10; 1910 7h.p.
Rex, £31/10.-CollieTs, Motoric?, Wcstgate, Halifax.

"I
Qll New Rexes at bartrain price*'; exohangcs; list

Xt/ on Bpplii^atiQU ; 19l2 Rexes and Bradburj-s from
stock.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Westgatc, Halifax.

1Q12 Douglas, 2-spoGd, free engine, kick starter;
JLtJ £50; delivorj- Fehrnary; nearest offer to above
wecfires.—No. 9,488, The Motor Cycle Oififee, Covtutry.

LIVERPOOL Official Agents for Bradbury. Zenith,
Singer, Rex, Clyno, Moto-Ecve; delivery from

stoi'k.—F. 0. Jones and Co., 3^^ Rodcross St., Liverpool.

1 Qll Bradbury. Sjh.p., very little and carefully ridden,
JLt? prsitively new condit'on, plating, enamiMling nn-
scratched, tyre*- unpunetnred ; £36;—359, Oxf,>rd Rd-,
Manchester.

4 h.p. Clinter-Lea and Sidecar, 2 speeds, gear box, chain
drive, a^s new; £45. lOarly deliveries Chatcr-Len

No. 7 -i(l<' aiv*, in stock.—Gilyiird, agent. 76, Barkerond
Rd-, Bradford.

I Qll Premier, £34: 1911 Bradbury, £35; 1910 Tri-
i*? uniph, £35; 1910 P. and M,, £38; 1912 Tri-
nmplia, V. and M.'(=, Bradburvs, Ivy motor eyelet^.—T.
Reed, Nettleworth.

CARRS.—Rudgo and B S.A., free engine- in ntotk;
1910 2-spL-<'d Huudxr and sidorar. £42: 3ih.p.

Zenith, almost new, £43; 1911 4-cyl. T.A.O., £42—
Knowsloy St., Bury.

DOUGL.'VS. 1911, 2-srced, new rondillon, had care-
ful use. B1'04 saddle, .'^prinsr pillar, all acec-^Mfiries.

f^piire eov.r, tube, beds, etc ; £36.-9,476, The Motor
Curie Offlt-es, Coventry.

Sy.X'l, Write, or Wire, Oco. Merrick; he's the man for
liradl)urys; in storit, Rudgo. B.SA-, A.J.3.,

\ )>.V., and runii''onts.—Mei rick's Stores, LieterhilU,
luadlurd. Td : 2439.

l^TXFTELD. £20: Doiighio, £25; new 1911 Douglas,
J £3G ; new 6h.p. 1911 MatchlertH, 50 t'lineufi; and

(.DiiT b:in;!iin.-« for the culler at Oolniore Depot, 261,
1)1 iiri*^catf. Muni-hostcr.

D0UU1>AS, 1911, fine ennditi.m, £20; 2-spcrd Dnng-
la«, only u-^i*d once or twiec, £42; new 1911 6h.p.

2--ii''ed Bnt, with P>nnd.M gear, £65.—Colninro Depot,
IB. Renshftw St., Liverpool.

''P I'ARISH. agent for the mighty Bradburv and D.mg-
X la*': 2--|i('C(l Ilnnibpr. £27: 1911 D<ingliifl. 2-»poea,
soiled only, £36; TriinnjiJi, grand order, £23; hM. (dlow-
iiu'-Q exehtmgcs; Hidecar bulldor.—81, l-'inhorgate, PrcS'
ton.

£25

£35

We consider any reasonanre cash offers for macbines
listed herein. €ive?us a visit. It will pay you.
WE GUARANTEE EVERY SECOND-HAND

MACHINE WE SELL.
A selection trom our list oi good reliable second

hand machines

:

PREMIER, igro model, 3^ h.p., twin, Dunlop
tyres, Bosch magneto, very fast, and suit
sidecar £32

N.S.U., igio model, 3J h.p,, magneto, good
tyres, handle-bar control, spring forks, con-
dition as new , £28

CALTHORPE, 1911 model, 3^ h.p., Precision
engine, Hutchinson tyres, not done 1,000
miles, magneto, handle-bar control £36

REX, 191 1 moacl, 5 h.p., tourist, condition equal
to new, M.O.V., sp ing forks, B. & B. car-
buretter, handle-bar control, Bosch mag-
neto, Rey whistle, trials machine, and gold
medal winner , £35

REX, si h.p,, 1911 model, like new, cone clutch
modei, only used 100 miles for trials, perfect £38

V.S., 1910 model, 7-9 h.p., two speeds, Nala
gear, Truffault spring forks, finished cream,
Bosch magneto, very fine sidecar mount,
just been thoroughly overhauled £39

SCOTT, two-stroke, two speeds, free engine,
spring forks. Palmer tyres, water-cooled
head, spring footboards

MATCHLESS, T910 model, 8 h.p., side valves,

J.A.P. engine, car tyre rear wheel, cream
^nish, very fast, admirable sidecar mount,
special price

REX. 1907 model, 5 h.p., twin-cylinder, free
engine, Spring forks, enamel and plating as
new, a bargain £16

N.S.U. , igoS model, 5^ h.p., twin, very lo\v,buiit,

ifiagneto, two speeds, free engme, admirable
sidecar machine £26

NUMBER, igri model, 3^ h.p., two speeds,
free engine, handle starting, had very little

and very careful usage £37
F.N., 1909 model, four-cylinder, spring forks,

Bosch magneto, shaft drive, complete with
rigid sidefcar, fine turnout £30

REX, rgo8 model, 3J h.p., two. speeds, handle
- starting, Bosch magneto, spring forks, fine

sidecar mount . £22
N.S.U.; igoS . model, 3^ h.p., very low built,

spring forks, magneto ^ £20
PHQENfX, quad car, 8 h.p., Fafnir engine, two

speeds, wJiecl steering, reverse, Bosch mag-
neto £30

V.S., igoS model, 5 h.p., twin, just been over-
hauled, Truffault forks, Bosch magneto, for

spot cash £25
PEUGEOT, 7-g h.p., very low built, Bosch mag-

neto, pan scat, aJin. tyres, very powerful .. £26
ARIEL, igrd model, 3J h.p., free engine,

M.O. v., Bosch magneto, very fine solo mount £30
REX, sidette, igii model, 7 h.p., two speeds,

Bosch magneto, handle starling, coach-built,

sidecar '. £52
REX, 6 h.p.. Speed King.inagncto, spring forks,

very fine machine £50
MATCHLESS, a b.p., igii model, grey finish.

Palmer Cord t\Tcs, not done 50 miles

KERRY-ABINGDON, ^\ h.p., 'i)io Clutch
Model, handle-bar control, padded saddle,

very good condition

N.S.U., 3 h.p., sprmg lorUs. studdctl tyres, mag-
neto ignition, cream finish

HUMBEfrl, i(;oqA model, 3I h.p.. two speeds,

han<lle starting, ^'cry fine sidecar mount .

.

REX, igri model, 7 h.p., two speeds, handle
starting, spring forks, Bosch m.igncto, very
hnc sidecar mount £49

MINERVA, 4* h.p. twin, M.O.V,, sttel-studded

rear lyre, spring forks, just been overhauled,
plateci -intl rc-enamolled £21

TRIUMPH, igog model, magneto, spring forks,

very tine solo mount £30
REX, iMoS, 5 h.p.. -speed, De f ux>', m igneto,

spring forks, complete with sidecir ZZ\

T.A.C, igii model, 7 b.p., four-cvlin ler, three

speeds, handlestarling, wtrm drive, magneto £45
TRIUMPH, igog model, 3JJ h.p.. two speeds, free

engine, lioscb niagnclo. compleie with Lucas
l.unp, Millford sidecar £49

REX, igro model, 5 h.p., two speeds, magneto,
spring forks, very fa-t and good sidecar

machine £40
We have nuuicrou'J '^'^vv ^l.^^hines for disposal.

Send us your.ivr|uiiemenS. Cash or rxchange.

MAUDES MOTOR MART,
156 GREAT PORTLAND STREET.

I.O r>i D O I>1 W
—.•u6rftiof* "AbdiCi^fe" Londoti

<l_ISTS F>OST RRE.E)

£38

£32

£18

£31

I

B12 In r/n.ivitrina tlifff. adLrrlisrmints U is Jiehiihli: to mention "The Motor Ci/c?e."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
B.8.A 1911 Free En^ne Model, with Millford side-

car, ccmiilete outfit, equal to new ; £55. or nearest
cash offer.—Sharman. Market Place. Brackiey-

REX, 1910. 6h.p. twin, free engine, spring forks.
Palmers, condition jjrand; bartra.n, £^TIQ: must

sell.—Lancaster, 103, Heeler Ed.. Sel.y Oak-

TBIUMFH. 3h.p., magneto, h.b-c. July. 1911. piston
and cylinder, lamp hem, excellent ccndition. any

trial: £20.-27, Hendon Ed.. Sparkhill, Birmingham-

ENFIELD. £20; lionglas. £25: new 1911 3Jh p-

Zenith, 50 guineas: new 1911 2-speed Bradbury
lot of bargains at Paskell's, 62. High St-, Lei-!£a9 -A

tester.

Write us yotir lequirements ; we will do our best
to meet you,

ALL MACHINES GUARANTEED AND
ACTUALLY IN STOCK.

RUD&E, 1912 standard £48
RUDGE, 1912 standard £48
RUOGE, Multi-gear Model, delivered ist March.
ROYAL ENflELD, igir model, two speeds,

handle starting, a beauty £38
TRIUMPH, igio (June), condition as new,

complete with P. and H. lamp and
generator, horn, all accessories £40

RUDGE, tree engine, rgii, Palmer Cord
covers, fine condition £45

BRADBURY, standard 1911, unscratched,
elaborate condition £38

RUDGE, Racing Model, loir, all improve-
ments, very speedy, first-class condition £40

N.8.U., 4j h.p., twin, 2-speed gear, Bosch
magneto, very fast £24

N.S.U., 3j h.p., 190S, magneto, h.b.c, good
and sound throughout £21

NUMBER, rgog, 3^ h.p., two speeds, very
powerful.

N.S.U., 3 h.p., magneto, all improvements . . £18
QUADRANT, 3J h.p., take a sidecar, good

condition £12
REX, 1911, brand new twin-cylinder, Bosch

aluminiumy footboards, all "improvements £38
REX, 5 h.p., 1909, spring forks, adjustable

pulleys £26
REX DE LUXE, rgog, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed gear,

variable pulley . .-. £32
REX DE LUXE, 5-6 h.p., Bosch, spring forks,

two speeds, handle starting £28
ADVANCE, 6 h.p., magneto, h.b.c., twin

cylinder, powerful £17
PORTLAND, Peugeot engine, 3} h.p., igii

model, Bosch magneto, rubber non-skids,
machine little and carefully used £32

MINERVA, 8 h.p.. Roc 2-speed, handle
starting, torpedo tank, grey finish, very
elaborate and smart, complete with
sidecar £47 \Q

CENTAUR, P. & M., two speeds, complete
with sidecar, splendid running i . £25

REX, 5-6 h.p., igii, M.O. valves, two
speeds, free engine, Binks' carburetter,
sidecar, good tyres to all wheels, splen-
did order throughout £42 10

LLOYDS, 2 h.p., smartly finished- £8
DE DlOf^, PbcpnLx 2-speed gear, low and racy £10
REX, 2 h.p., spray carburetter £7

CASH, CREDIT, or EXCHANGE TERMS
TO SUIT YOUR POCKET. WRITE US.

MISCELLANEOUS.
igii Brown and Barlow Carburetter .... 25/-
Mills-Fulford Sidecar, in splendid condition £5
Post Horns, Lucas pattern, very loud and

musical 12 '6

Generators, bum five hours 5-6
New Fuller Midget Coil 7 3
Wide Mudguards, 3Hn., with stays 2 3

4|in. 2 tl
Long Handle-bars, dropped ends 6 /-

Miller Sidecar, quick-detachable lugs .... £4 5
Portland Sidecar, as uew £4 10
New Goggles, usually sold at 2 /6 1 y6
New Bosch Plugs 35

S C O T T ' S,
Victoria. Motor House,

POWELL STREET, HALIFAX.
Telephone—433 National,
Telegrams—" SCOTT, Powell Street, Halifax."

In answering

ENFIELD. 2ih.p., lightweight motor cycle, 1911. in
perfect condition. Dunlop tyres, complete, horn,

tools, etc.; £25.-0. Bailey, dairyman, 56. Uryden St-.

Kettering'.

MO'^OE Cycle, Singer engine, magneto, spring forks,
Triumph tank and handle-bars, new tyrep, sound

condition. £16.—Henry Harvey and Sons, 3, Ironmonger
Row. Coventry

TKIUHPU. Oct., 1907. 1911 B. and B., Bosch, good
condition, reL-enily overhauled, lamp, hern, tcola.

and spare?; £22, or best; Garner whistle—D. Eobertion.
31. Ashover Ed., Leicester.

1 Q09-10 Trinmph. Bosch, B. and B. variable jet,
-i-f Palmer cords, lamp, generaior. horn and ^pi.ea,
ondit'-oii likw new. £30.— '' v ns. i-'o Brtwn and Bar-
low, Ltd.. "U'e-stwcod E-d.. Witton. Birmingham.

31h.p Eudge. free engine. b'Ugbt Septe nber. 1911.
2 only done 800 miles. M Her mu shield^, Jone

P'-Mo-^pter Lii'-a^i Jamp and generator, 1912 car-
h'lTptVr; €45.—Morgan, c/o Phenician, Ltd., Finch Ed-,
Handsworth.

"S ijkll iTemier, Sib. p., free engine. 2-.=pped Millenniuni.
A-iJ Whittle, drip feed lubrication. Garner whistle,
horn, tools, etc.. perfe 1 condition, only done 1.70n
ailes: cost £58. sell £45: buying twin.—B, Meggitt.
7-8. Station St.. Mansfield.

"IQll 5h.p. T.T. Matchle^ overhead valves, not riddei'
X«7 300 mile-=i, in esrellent ,rder. £42- 1911 3'!'

r

Humber- new July. 2-?peed gear, free engine, Fplendir"
iondition, £39: 1910 3'h.p Triumph, very Ittle used
and in good order; £29-—8. Shakespeare St.. Nottingham

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk* Cambridge, Huntingdon
and Bedford.

1 Q 12 Bradbury, free engine model, in stock : first
Xt/ cheque £54/10 seoures.-Wili^uott Bros.. Ntrwic.

.

"1Q12 Eover, free engine model. £55/'^: al^o 2 hp
it? twin Centaur, £42; both in stock.—Willmott Bros.,
Norwich.

LAMBERT. Thetford, for early deliveries of 1912
Triumphs. Bradburys, Matchless. Humbers, Eudgea,

B-S.A., etc.

F.N. Lightweight. 1910. SL'All saddle, lamp, horn,
spares, oil>kins ; £20 ; owner going abrcad.—jeye.

38. Green St.. Cambridge.

BEOWN. 2J-3h.p.. Palmer and Mcpeley tyres. Wtittlp.
B and B., Hellesens, fa£l and gtnalne; ia. or

aear.—W. James, Waterworks, Ipswich,

3ih.p. Free Engine Humber. h.b.c-. Amac. overhauled.
2 enamelled, also forecar combination, exre lent

rder: bargain, £10/10, otters. — Brearley, Brandon,
uflolk.

rWO New Triumphs, in crate,' : offers wanted for a
new F.E. RudTe. F E Erver. Enfield. S^n.p

Minerva frame and wheels, suit inclinad engine.-^Ewen,
[iing'e Lynn.

B.3.A. : B.S-A. ! B.S-A. ! - Early deliverieg of all

models of these celebrated machines; second-hand
:r.achines part payment.—A. F. Garnham and Co., sole
:it,*ents, Ip-wich.

Xi 1 Q12 L.M-C. Motor Cyclea: Immediate delivery; cata
< J-t/ k>sue anu best terms.— W. E Sneezum, 14, Frrr

XI "'t . Tp-wich. Sole agent ipwi-h and di<;trict. in ludiny

I
Felixstow e, Walton. Woodbridge. Melton. Wii kham

X'
Al.irbet. Framlineham. Needuam Market, etc.

' 1Q12 3'hD Zenith. 1912 SJ-h.p. Eover F-E.. S^h.p

XI At/ Bat 2-=peed, 2ih.p Motosai ocne 1912, readv for
I eMverv: 8h.p. Bat, new Au? , £48; 1911 2 h.p Moto

X'
^arocbe. £26: 3 L'.p Zenith. 1911. £45; 3ih.p F F.

I

T^rrer. £45: 3'h.p Bradburv 1911, N.S.U 2-speed.
'£58: 1907 Triumph. £22; 5h p- A.S.J. 2-speed andV 'dp-ar. £25--Knaster and Cox. 29, Green St-, Cam-

'*
I

bridge.

X| SECTION VI.

JJ VVorcester«hire. Hereford^hfre. Radnor. Breck-

u nock, Monmouth. Glamorgan. Carmarthen.
A Cardigan, and Pembroke.

X. TJOOK Your Order early for Clynos, At present I

I

xy can guarantee delivery this month-—Below.

X TMM"^niATE Delivery 1912 SJli.p. and 6h.p- Zen-'th.

XI J- Triumph. Eud^e. B-S.A. . Sin?er. Humber, New
I Hudson-—Clarke's Garage. Port Talbot-

X(
1.h-p- Free Engine 1910 Ariel Motor, brand new: tO2 clear £35.—Jones. Holven. Crosshands, Llanon.

Collier's Motorles,

Westgate, Halifax,

ENGLAND.

Early deliveries of
1912 Bradbury machines.

Bradbury Z

Exchanges Quoted. Distance no obiection.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
CASH, EXCHANGE, OR EASY PAYMENTS.

1911 7 h.p. T.A.C., three speeds £45
1911 Twin Two-speed KEX DE LUXE £47 10

6 h.p. Twin ZEDEL, Bosch, B. & 13., spring forks £25 10

IQIO 7 h.p. Twin REX, M.O.V £37 10
fAFNIR, Bosch, h.b.c, Indian red, Druids £19 10
.\Ia?neto TRIUMPH, spring forks, very smart £25 10
Twin REX DE LUXE and Montgomery sidecar . . £i5
REX, 1910. 3ih.p.,"hotstufl " £29 10

5.! h.p. Two-speed Twin REX DE LUXE £i9 10

5 h.p. 1910 Twin REX, special machine £29 10

4i h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., magneto £19 19

2I h.p. KERRY, runs well, spring forks £10 10
rqio ^J h.p. T.T. REX, very fast £27 10
TRIUMPH, IQOS, very good £28 10

3 h.p. HUMBER, chain drive £7 10
I 109 3i h.p. REX DE LUXE, two speeds £32 10
1908 3i h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £22 10
r907 3I h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks ; £19 19
3.\ h.p.'Tourist KEX, brand new £29 10
igro Twin REX DE LUXE, two speeds £42 10,
New Twin REX, Cantilever seat 36 Gns
Twin REX DE LUXE and sidecar £27 10

MOTO-REVE, magneto, Druids £19 19

MDTOSACOCHE Lightweight £14 10

3i h.p. MINERVA, M.O.V £14 10

P.N. Lightweight, magneto, spring forks £19 19

REX, 34 h.p., spring forks £15 10

r9ii 3ih.p. Tourist REX £32 10

1911 Twin REX DE LUXE £46 10

1911 Single-cylinder Two-speed REX, 300 miles ..£32 10

A CALL WILL REPAY YOU.

THE "POPULJ^R
1911 RIGID

SIDECAR,

£4-19-9

X
X
these advertisements, it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'

FOR Earliest Deliveries of Trimnph, Humber, En
fields. Singer. Premier, apply at once, Griflaths

Cycle Emporium. Llanelly-

Backed by 10 years' experience.

Every car guaranteed 12 months.

'Popular," Clipper or Contmental twe £4 19 9
"Superbe" tj-pe, with best tyre, apron, etc. £6 6
Ditto, with reversible child's seat £7
Ditto, tvith best coach-built body £7 12 8

Improved Quick Detachable Joints are fitted to all

models. Prompt delivery to suit Rexes, Trium^phs,

N.S.U.'s, Indians, and any other make.

Discount to Trade. Exchanges entertained.

50
Brand New Machines at nearly second-hand
prices Accessories free, and expenses paid
to cash buyers. Come at once and get
first choice.

A27
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
31.h.p. Enfield, twin, grand Tunninsj order, £21 ; 31i.p.

4 Ariel, in perfect running order. £13,— George
Rees, Cross Hands, Llanelly.

MOTO-E.EVE, 21i.p., late 1909 twin., magneto. Con-
tinental front, Clinclier batk, running order; £18.—

R. S. liuey- Aveley Mouse, Srourport.

TRIUMPH, 2!h.B., fine condition tliroughout. recently

overliauled: any trial here : accept £12/10-—Mayall,
80, Clensmore, Kidderminster. Worcestersnire.

TRIUMPH, 1907.'., Bosclj, B. and B. carburetter,

hbc, fitted Triumpl) 1911 liand.e-bars, Mabon
new model free engine clntci, XL saddle, Palmer cords,

new Biclies good running order and cunaition
;
£28/10.

—Barnett, 9, Rainbow ±iiU Terrace, Worcester.

TRIUMPH 1910, free engine, csceplionally good

condition, new Palmer cord back, new Hutchinson
front, £40; Triumph, 1910. free engine gocd co di-

tion. £37/10; Enfteld, twin, 19ia 2ih,l).,.£la/10 ; igi-'

free engine B.SA., and 2jh.p. Enfield, in stock.-Ivor

Roberta, Oxford St., Swansea.

SECTION vn.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks

Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

2i3.h.p. Enfield, new July; £45,-JIcBridc
4: Cliippenham.

Lucknam,

DOUGLAS, 23b.p., brand new tyres, just overhauled;

£25.-J. C. Hunt, Headbjurne Worthy House, Wni-

clie.ster. ..

PAND M., 1911, 3ihp., new Kempshall tyre, per-

fect order. — Davenport Vernon and Co,. Hish
Wycombe.

SCOTT 1912, for immediate delivery, not unpacked.

—Williams and Co., Scott agents, Portland St.,

Cheltenham-

SINGER, 3Jh.p., 1911-12, Cowey, Palmer cords;

£49/10; take Douglas part exchange.— 145, I'lsher-

ton St., Salisbury.

IMMEDIATE Deliveries.-Write, Gibb. Gough and
Son, Gloucester. Sole agents for Douglas, Brad-

bury, Premier, Jiover.

NS U 3ai.p.. late model, perfect condition, equal
'

'new. lamp, spare belt, and tyre; £23.-Clayp0jle,

63. Quecu Sq., Bristol.

liilO Douglas, good running order, nearly new belt,

Xif Kempshall back tyre, strong puller; £24,-Hcy-

bouru Motors, Maidenhead.

1 n 1 (late) Tl' Kcadster Triumph, unsciatohed, kb.o.

X«7 to magneto, knee grips, niunerous spares; £43,-

6.. 91, High St., 0.\ford.

"DUDGE and Bradbury Models, lor prornpt delivery;

-tSi trial runs; exchanges entertained; send lol Usts.—

Ageut. Barnes, Oolnbrook, liiicka.-

]rkl2 2-sneed 3!h.n Humbcv, duo delivery February;

.9 buying car insteaa.-Cash offers to No. 9,480,

The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

31hp. Triumph and Sidecar, condition as new. all

2 accessories and spares: £40, or nearest oftcr.-

Sedeu. 27, Chapel St., Newport, I. of W.

FN. 3h.p.,' Bosch magneto, latest E-N. spring forks,

Service belt, excellent condition thrcuguiut; any

examination; £14/10.-63. JSIorrey's Av.. Oxford.

M0T03AC0CHB. 1909, IJh.p., magneto, spring -seat-

pillar, free engine attachuient; price £10 -Box
.1.5,805; The Motor djae Offices, 20, Tudor St.. E.C-

,^1 Ihp Twin Minerva, magneto, B. and B., jnst over-

4:2 hauled, new Minerva parts fitted, map, horn,

enares; fl6/lb.-Jacob, Noel Coitagcs, Blctchley, Bu ka.

Olhp Enfield.' late 1910. lamp and generator, tyres

/*5 good, excellent condition, spare valve, etc. ;
£23.

-Can bo seen at Midland Motor Garage, Cowley Ed.,

Oxford.

•T> EX 3'h.p., 1910. magneto, B. and B., h.b.c, new
.K belt and tyres, spare Whittle belt, Recently ovcr-

haulpfl. excellent condition; £28. - Caree, AlderDury,

Salisbury.

.

rnoBPT'DO Lightweight, 2ib.p., new Au-rust, Precision

J engine peifcct cimdition, only run 500 niiles;

price "i|ly £26, bargain. — Dutton, 69, Oxli rd Si..

Sfjuthanipton.

NS U ,' 31h.p.. just overhauled, new magneto and B-
jind B. carburetter, h.b.c, footboards, complete

•Rith lamp, horn, and »parcs; £20.—Malcolm, E.A, .Mess,

North Cainp, Aldershot.

Oihl'. Douglae, late 1910. splendid condition, £25-
A-l abo 23h p. Douglas, late 1911. trial nmehine, 2-

^prcd gear, un.'eratrbed. £35/10.—G. Bridges, Mount
Mill, Kingswond Bristol.

HITiMirai, 1911. 3ih,n,, 2-spe.ed. Ireo enslne. tan
l.SOO miles, new Lylio belt, F.U.S. lamp, nearly

new Continental nin-skid, £38: Montgouiory slocear,

£4. -Mauley. Haven, Ilcadlcy, Hants.

JNIilAN, Sli.p.. 2.^pecd, free engine, in perfect condi-

tirin Uoni back tyre, n..wden aiLxiliartf. ./ones lamp.
jpcedoiiietiT, horn, pedal svron, all aceesrJoried : £45

—

Krie4 I'Vird, Snakelcigli House, I.oiidwatcr, Bucks.

|> iT. 8h.p., fitted with N.S U. 2-':pced gear, new
• > i''ii>ter, 1911 cost nearly £70, back tyro new, front

•'idilion very good: accept £50. or nearest; only selling

lu cet 1912 model: trial welcomed.-Rogers, Bank,
Haiirioroiigli.

THE

1912 REX-J.A.P.

The Motor Cycle
You Should Buy

!

Sei'€ijl things enter into the success of a Motor
Cycle when used for Sidecir work. One of these is

tile Power and Flexibility of the Engine—another is

the Frame—another is the Design—another is the

system of springing—and last, but not least, the

Wheels, Rims, and Tyres. Ash an expert to

examine the 1912 REX-J.A.P. and he will pro-

nounce it perfect.

Features of the REX-J.A.P. which
will appeal to the discriminating Buyer are the

ENGINE — the world-famous J. A. P., with

mechanically operated Side-by-Side Valves.

FRAME—Specially strengthened — constructed

of double-butted tubes throughout, with brazed-

on lugs for Sidecar.

SPRINGING-Eflicient Spring Fork (made
under " Druid " license), and Spring Cantilever.

Seat.

LUBRICATION— Automatic, with Auxiliary

Hand Pump.

CONTROL—The Rex-Jap can be stopped

.ind re-started on any hill, or in traffic, without

taking hands off handlebar.

TYRES—650 X 65 Dunlop Grooved Voiturctte

Cover on back wheel, and extra heavy 26 x 2J

Studded Dur.lop Non-Skid on front wheel.

We shall be

pleased to send

you Catalogue,

describing the manv
exclusive features

of these unique

machines, upon

request.

AGENTS—PVe Itave several

districts still open. Write for

terms*

COt.ONIAL AGENTS—Write
far prices and Agency Terms
of REX-J.A.P. special Colonial
Models.

THE PREMIER
MOTOR CO, Ltd.,

Aston Road,
BIRMINGHAM.

Tclciiranis

;

Telephone:

" Primus, Birmingham.'
CcMilnil-nio.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
'pmUMPHS. 1910 standard mcdel, 1907-8 ditto
J- 1912 Iree engine ditto, not unpiclicd ; alea r
13h.p., lightweight, magneto, £13; and 2h.p. Quadia
B. and B., all good or<ler.—Triumph agency, 26, Sm
St., Windsor.

3ih.p. late 1908 Triumph, iu excellent condition,
2 tyre back, lamp and horn, bargain £28;"

horn and lamp,1910 Douglas, Cowei sptedumeter,
back tyre and belt, engine overhauled
-CoIIlgs, Bridge St., Andover.

makers, £2

IN" Stork, one F.E. _

Rudge.^oiie F.E.
3'h.p. Triumpn, one F.E. 5il

. .- 3ih-p Rudge, one 2^h.p. I^
Premier, all four 1912 models; also one new 1911'
h.p. Lincoln Elk, one second-hand" 2>jli-.p twin Mo
Eeve; what offers?—Randall, Aadover.

1Q12 Matchle.i,s Motors; early deJiveries 6h.p. cftn
it/ model, 60 guineas; 1912 Hazlewood motors fr
stock, 3 speeds, free engine, 47 guineas: catalcguefi,
ticulars free; 1911 Rudge, Julv 320 miles, as new, 9
valves, to(tls, £40.— Balfours, Motor Works, Banbufj

and M., 34h.p., 1909, 2-s'pced, free engine, tg

did condition, long fiotboafd. extra back
attachment, new 2^ Keuipshali heavy non skid, spe

meter with trip recorder, guinea whistle, a'.l spares, ,e

looks like new ; £38 ; or without all extras^ £34.—

i

11, West Wycombe Rd., High Wycombe.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey,

and Sussex.

V\7'ILT0N Cycle Co., Victoria, S.W.

WILTON.—Sole S.W. agents for Clyno and MatcWei
early deliveries-

Kei

WILTON—Special ageut;
deliveries from stock.

for Bradbury and Radj

WILT0N.-1911 Triumphs, as
with accessories, £45. £48

car, £48.

WILTON.—1911 Triumph Standard,
accessories and spares; £40.

new, clutch modt
another, with' yi

WILT0N.-1911 Bradbury Standard, as new; £38

WILTON.—1911 Bradbury, standard, with accesstai

and Chater-Lea sidecar; £43.

WILT0N.-1911
spiiedometer,

£50, as new.

TI/-ILTON".-

\I/"ILT0N.-1911 Eex T.T.,

WILTON.-1910 Bex. Sll.p,

just overliauled; £35.

Sing:er, clutch model, with Joi
lamp, etc., ard Millford sidpi-fl

w

1911 Clynos, 2 months old; £55.

5h.p., as new; £38.

2-speed and free engi

5-6h.p., 4 cyls., witli' aOC

4ih.p., 4 cvls. ; £20 and £22 m

-1911
£40.

-F.N.';

F.N.,ILTON.-
s.".ries

;

TJ/'ILTON.-

WILT0N.-1911 F.N., 21hp., 3ingle-cyl., 2-speed ge

with all accessories, in flna order; £36,

WILTON.—1909 Humber, 2-SEeed, 3Jli.p., in splem
condidon. new tyres, accessories, etc. ; £30,

ryiLTON.

W1LT0N.-1911 Humber 2h.p. liglrtweigM, epl'

did order; £27/10; another, £25/10.

ryiLTON.-

-1909 N.S.U., 23h.p., electric ignition; 'J

-1911 Moto-Reve, 23h.p., brand new; Sli

TX/'ILTON.

sidecar, £35,

5h.Py Chater-Lea macliine,. <

brrne 4-Hpeed gear. Whittle belt, etc., £30;
-Sarolea,

WILTON—3ih,p. Minerva, in excellent rondition,

all acce.iaorie3, electric ignition ; £9.

wILTON.—2ih.p. Ki>rry, overhauled; £8.

WILT0N.~6b-p- tricar, water-cooled, 2-speed1
diain drive, magneto, etc.; £20.

WILTON -Sole SW. reprOienlatives for Clyno in<j

deliverici February.

ILTON.—Sole S.W. rcpresentativca for Ma^
motor'*; deliveries January and t'obruary;

ILTON.—Special agents for Uradburya, stonda^
belt Tnodcl.4 iu stock.

W
W
W Wilt.m

w
WILTON Cyi-Ie Co,

don, S-W- ToL: 5115 Victoria.

2-6pccd

TON.— I'^irly dclivorics of Clyno, Matchlei
aidocHTrt

;

ILTON - lilxcliiini

I'leusc wiito for forniH.

110.

li-sts free.

and instalments crfl

B.S.A,
Htono,

Itnn Rd., Victoria.j

1912 2-tiipcGd Modela in atock.—Rivett,

fltock.—

B

B.S.A. 1912 Free Engine Models
Leytonstono.

B
MOTOE Suuplica—TJp-to-dnto stock at Eivett'sJ

,S.A. 191K Kixcd Kngino Models in stock.—

B

Leytonstono.

iligU Leytonatone.

In anHU-nrlinj that adccrtUcmcnts it la dUiroLU (>' nui'Cion •• fji^ Motor Ci/de."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
,
TTADRANTS I Quadrants I Quadrants !

ASS'S Motor Mart, 5, Warren St., Enston Rd., W..
60le agents for the famous Quadrant mLtor cycles

;

hang-es entertained; book at once for early deLvery;
alo^ue upon application.

iKADBUBT, SJIi.p., 1911, excellent condition, very
* little Tveai; £40.— Cass's, below.

kOTTGLAS, 231i.p., 1911, 2-speed and clutch, Bplen-
" did condition, accessories; £39.—Cass's, below.

I.N., 5-6h.p., 1911, 4 cyls., new last May: £35—
Cass's, below.

rOTO-REVE. 2h.p.. 1911, 36-euinea model, has had
L very little use; £22.—Caas's, below.

'BEMIEE, Sih.p.- 1911. new engine, machine in
. perfect condition; £38.—Cass's, below.

OEPEDO. 22h-p., brand new. Ainac carburetter.
Precision engine ; £3 7.—Cass'e, be ow.

RIUMPH, 3ih.p., 2-tpeed and free engine, h.b.c,
f^lieedometer, accessor.es.; £z7.—Cass's, be.ow.

.S., 7-9b.p., 1910, speed model, accessories; £35.—
Cass's, below-

TATCHXESS and Ccach-built Siderar, 6hp., 1911.
L 2-speed, two momhs old; reason lor ee 1 ng,
ler buying car ; acM.e.S3(,.ries ; £65.— Cas^^'s, below.

EX, 7h.p., leil. fitted with Chater-Lea eidecar,
J accessories; £55.—Cass's, below-

ASs'S Motor Mart, 5. Warren St.. Euston Ed-, W
(opposite Warren Street Tube Station)- Tel.: 3624

yfair.

ENO, 3ih.p., 1912 T-T. models in stock; £45; old
. machine part payment-

ENO, 3ih.p.. 1912 Tourist, in stock; £45; eld ma-
chine part payment; gold medal 24 hours M.C-C.

ENO, 23hp.. 1912. in .stock, gold medal M.C-C. 24
bours: 39 guineas.

ENO. 2±h.p., lightweicrht, in stock, splendid non-
freak machine: nothing better for town use; 36

1

oeas.

RXO.—Any of abcve machines on easy payment eys-
te 1.—Aino Agency, 2, The Parade, ixilburn, Maida

e, NM.
IMEDIATE Delivery Quadrants. Centaurs, Brad-
bury, Trump Jap. Humbers. etc.—Beitw.

AELT Delivery, Triumph, indian. Rex. Zenith
Corah, Eudge, Bat, Rover, etc —Below.

'

AEGE Stock of Second-band Ma.Mne^: cash, ex-
changes, gradual payii e.iTs- — Appli-bee Brc<5.

irch Hill, Waltham-tow. 'Phone: 517 Waltiiamtow

aOYO0N.~1912 Eufields in stock: no waiting.—Cal-
and see the agents, 86. South End, Croydon.

ROTI)ON.-1912 Hobart^, uU models, immediate de
livery.-Asents. 86. South End. Croydou-

ROY DON.—1912 Levis, 2-stroke : a trial run will
convince; immediate delivery.-86, South End

ydoQ

UOi DON.—Send for list^ of second-hand machines:
ex banger entertained —The Cr.ydrn Motor Mart

South End. Croydon- Tel.: P.O. 797.

AEKEES, Kensington—3 ih.p Triumph (1912 im
provemeuto), free engine model : £55 : in stock.

ARKT^RS. Eensington.—3sh p. Singer, free engine
model: £55: in st^ck.

AEKFRS. Kensington.-SJh.p. Premier, free engint
model: £54/17: in stojk.

ARKERS, Kensington.—3;h.p. Humber, free engine
' 2-speed gear; £52/10; in stofk.

ARKERS, Kensington.— 2h. p. Humber, lightweight
' £37 : in stock-

NY of above by ea.sy payments, 5% estra.-Johu
- Barker and Co.. High St., Kensington.

I OVERS, 5-6peed, clutch or fixed engine, in stotU
u —Chatwin and Hartley. King St.. Riehmond-

EIEL3, variable gear, and XT. models: immediate
- delivery.—Chatwin and Hartley, King St.. Richmond

1 EX. 5-7h.p. twin, magneto; 18 guineas.-R.N.." 113
t"- Cavendish Rd.. S.w.'

jlh.p. Res., h.b.c. good going order; £6/10-—

G

2 "Walker. Birui-ingion, Kent.

ih.p. Minerva Cycle, h.b.o. , £8.-W. Ba^•sett, Bonc-
2 mill, Hadlow Down, TTcklield. Su-.scx.

ih.p. Triumph. 1909, a^ new; £50. - Haidcastle
2 Macrons Arms. East St.. Walworth. S.E.

l.h.p. Kerry-Abingdon, per.eot, t^peedo . ever, sparej-
2 nearest £30.-8, Mayfield Place. Eastbourne.

JLh.p. Brown, adjustable pahev, h.b-c, just cver-
2 hauled; £14.—Young. 42. Djwee Ed., t'ulham.

'NFIFLD. 2ih.p.. 1910. beautiful ccndi.ion; £27—
' " Lower," 77. Boundary Rd.. St. Joun's vVotd.

J-.h-p. Calthorpe, 1911, T.T. m:del, brand new: £35.
2 baigain-—Storey's. 1. Endell St.. Long Acre. W-C-
FEW 1911 Clutch Triumph, in crate; £51.-9.485
' The Motor Cyc.e Oriices, 20. Tuior St.. E.G.

11 Douijias, excellent condition, splendid hill
cUmt>er. all spares; £30.-69, Tne Grove, Ealing9

H. TAYLOR & COm
;1a, Store Streeti

Tottenham Co-urt Rd.t
London W.C

Wires : Dynameto, London.

THE HOUSE FOR PROMPTEST
DELIVERIES OF 1912

PREMIERS. RUDGES. A.C.'s, ZENITHS,
BRADBURVS, MOTOSACOCHES, F.N.'s
and ENFIELDS. We are specialists in

SIDECARS
And everything for their fitting and equip-
ment. Buy a reliable MILLFORD, the fully
guaranteed car with the quick detachable
fittings. Prices from £6 68.

SECOND-rlANO MOTOwi CYCLES
of really high class. Every one carefully
overhauled and tuned up readv for the road.

1911 s^h.p. F.E. TRIUMPH, and Millford
sidecar, lamp, horn, etc., little used . . £49

ifjri 3* h.p. TRIUMPH, touring model .. £39
1910J 3^ h.p. F.E. TRIUMPH, grand con-

dition, lamp and horn, etc £39
1911 3^ h.p. B/{AOBURY, 2-speed, and

sidecar, fine order £46
igri 4 h.p. PO.<TLAND, J.A.P. engine. P.

and M. 2-speed gear, nearly new .... (40
rgii 2h h.p. A.J.S. Lightweight, perfect

condition £29
1911 2| h.p- DOUGLAS, Model E. 2-speed,

starting handle, little used £39 10
19 II 5 h.p. KEX SiJette, fine combination.

great bargain £50
1911 3^ h.p. P. & !¥!., 2-speed, hardly used £45
1910* 3A h.p. BRADBURY, very fast,

splendid conlition £32 10
rgioi 2$ h.p. DO ' " AS, t\Tes nearly new £24 15W

SIDK:vA.i APRONS.—Crockett's American cloth,

7/d. L-CbC cluck waterproof. 10/6.
STORM APfiONS.—Completely protect passen-

ger. Suitable for all weathers. Can be detached
and carried under seat vvhen not m use. Priie 25/-,
Second quality. 13;-.

SIDECAR MATS.—Absorb vibration. Keep
passenger warm. Size. 16 x14m. Made in best

cocoanut fibre matting. Pri;e 2 -, Carriage 4d.

SIDECAR LAMPS.—Self-contained acetylene.

Verv neai, strong, and elhcient. Pri:e 8/0.
WATEkPROO/ CLOTHING,—Taylor's Mack-

mtosh Suits for all weathers. Double-breasted,

douole te.-cture. wind cuffs, complete with trouser

overalls to cover waist (no •>eat) Price 33/9.
NOaTH ROAD TKOUSER OVERALLS, with

seat. 21 '-. Ditto, nu seat, 13 6.

TAYLOR'^ GAUNTLET TAN HIDE GLOVES.—
Splendid value, 6/6.

TAYLOR'S STRONG LINED HIDE GLOVES.
2 • pei pair Post 3d.

TAYLOa'S GLOVES.—Lined sheepskin finger

and thumb only. Very warm for sidecarist or

driver Easily slipped on 01 of!. Pri .e 3 9.

TAYL0;i'S ASBESTOL HORSEHIDE.— Lined
finders and laced wrists. 5 9. Ditto, vvuh vvool'ei

wrists. 6 '6. Ditto, finger ^nd thumb only, 7/6.

Ditto, long gauntlets. 10 '6. Guaranteed to stand

heat, steam, water, and washing.

TAvLOrf'S MUF?LERS.— Best wool, assortej

colours, 2 '6 and 3 6. Postage 3d.

TAYLJR'S TYRE TABLES
SAVE YOUR MONcY.

TAYLOR'S 103 FAGE LIST
FREE. WRITE FOR THEM.
'Phone: Holborn 10-^57.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ZENITH, 1912 models; immediate delivery; no wait-

ing: trade eupphed-—Rey, 5, Heath tit-. Hampstead-

PREMIER. 3ih.p., 1910, perfect condition, little used:
£25—Saunderson, 20, Clisdold Ed., Clissold Park,

INT.

ZENITHS, Zeniths, Zeniths. 1912 models in stock;
exuhanges arranged.— 1, Endell St., Long Acre,

W-O.

RUDGE, free engine, new Av.gust : co^t £60. 48
guineas ; oflere. — Collbran, Cooinbe. Wimbledon

Park.

F-N"-, late 1909. 5-6h.p., 4-cyl., magneto, spring forks,
nice order; £22/10.-68, Elmsleigh Rd-, Wands-

ood, spare belt; £27.-5, Circus Ed., St. John's
3ih.p. Triumph, 1909, condition splendid, tyres

2 goo*'
' — - ~- -

. „. , . .

Wood.

3ih.p. Kerry-Abingdou, practica'ly new, valuable
2 spares; £28, ofiers.-91, Melbourne Ed-, East-

journe.

33.h.p., F.N. engine, spring forks, magneto. g:cd run-
4 ning order; £11.—Coaplin, Southern Hotipital,

Ourtfori

NE\% Hudsons, Triumphs, Bradburys; order now for
early deUveries.-(iodfrees, 124, Komford Ed-.

1 ratford.

3ih-p. Triumph, new condition, fast and reliable, origi-
2 nal tyreu, spares, lamp, horn, etc : £38-—Thorn,

Marden, Kent.

4h-p- Chater-Lea, new tyres, good condition, running
order; £15.-4. Loleswcrtn Boildingv^, Commercial

St.. London, E-

FOR Sale. 3 h.p. Cent-aur motor cycle, in perfect ccn-
divicn: Genuine bargain, £8.—C. Jtxogger, Runoells,

Harlow. Esses.

3,— P- Rex. magneto, running order; wants slight
repair; £8/10, near cfier--J^nea, 55, Eastbury

Grove, (juiswi.k.

5h.p-, Bopch magneto, new
Hart, 206. Lonaon

ht. £7/10; 2ih.p. Quadrant.
exciiange. — 11. B ulstiode

latest 1911,

£22/10.-Twin Kerry,
Clini'ber non-ikida : bargain.

Rd., Twickenham.

13.h-p. Magneto Lightweight, gocd tyre.«, Brcwn and
4 Barlow carburetter; sacrifice, £3/10.—H. body-

'iifidenden, Kent,

Q3.h.p. F.N. Lightweig]
/W4 £FaO: nust sell;

Parade. Houndlow.

QXh.p. Pullman low. powerful lightwei:.;ht, torpedo
/*2 lank, sound condition; bargain. £;/15.—35. St.
jteplienV Rd.. Bow.

rRIUMPH. 1910}, not ridden 1,000, as new, over-
hauled Triu .iptis, complete, perfec todrer; £37-

— DiKby. Mer^ea, Etises

MOTOR Cycle, 3h.p., Aulomotor engine. 28in.x21n.
wieels, vyred lair, running oraer.—Oaver, 59,

Virtoria St.. Maidstcne.

N.S 0.. 3h.p., magneto, free engine, tyres good condi-
tion: bar2:ain. £19/10-—Garaged at 73, Church

St., Cambcrwell Green.

WANDSWORTH. - Zeuith-Gradua,
3i-4h p. J.A P., m.o.v., magneto, like new;

sacrifice. 58gns.— Below.

WAND3XV0RTH.~F N-. latest 1911 model. 6h.p.,
magneto, (iiip iced, like new, guarauEi.ed; £36.

—Below.

WAND3ATORTH.—Humber, latest 1911, 3:Vb.p.,

m o,v., magneto. 2 speeds, Dmida. on.y soiled

;

£38/10 —Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Brand new Chater-Lea, 8h p.
J,A P., m.o.v., magneto, 650x65 Dunlops; great

bargain. £45.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Rex de Luxe, late 1909. 5-6h.p.
twin, magneto, spring forks, ii.b-c, perlect;

£22/10.—Behw.

WANDSWORTH.-V.S., 5>6h.p. twin, magneto, 'iruf-

tault torks, guaranteed as new, faultiest, extra;
£29/15.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Roc, 5-6h.p, twin Peugeot engme,
magneto. 2 speeda, as new; SOgns.— lielow-

WANDSWORTH. — F.N., C-cyl., masnetiD. eprmg
forks, fine tyres: great bargain. £19/19 -Be.ow.

WANDSWORTH.—Roc. 4h.p.. m.o.r.. uiaKneio. 2
speeds, h.b-c, adjustable pulley, nice crder;

£25.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Minerva, 3jh p., m.o.v. ; cheap,
£8/15: exL'ii.auges. — Wandswortn Motor Ex-

change. Ebner St.. Wandsworth Staticn.

F.N.. 4irh.p.. 4-L-yl. magneto, all m perfect running
order; bargain, £12/10. — Lennox Holman. 27,

Clement* Lane. London.

l Q09 Triumph, splendid condition, Lucas headlight,
\.*J I'aKiier tord«; £30, or exchange X-T. Triumph.
— 106. Church St.. Chelsea-

N.S-U.. 23h.p.. Chater No. 9. magneto, h.bc, in new
ronditiou; bariraiu, £16rl0- — Uestjeigh Motoi

I WnrUs. Ashford. Middlesex.

KERRY-ABINGDON. 3;.b.p , late 1910 Wliittle. Enm
bH k Tvre. udnistable puUp'p. condition perfect, like

npw; £26<10, no oflers

N-

Iri answering these advertisements it is •desirahU to rneation " 2''he Motor Cycle.'.

-61. Grand Parade, Harringay,

A29
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
A ill. p. T^in MinoTva, m.o.i.v., Cbater, h.b.c, Eomfl,
±2, Whittle, good order; sell, £15. — Garrett, 92,
Isiedon E-d., Fiusbnry Park,

BRADBURY, 1911. fitted with Lucas guinea horn
and Whittle belt; £35; no offers.—Moss, 1, St.

George's Mews, Primrose Hill.

6h.p liurqiiin, 1910. Chater-Lea frame, new condi-
tion, accumulator ignition; nearest £19. — 71,

Pulteney Rd., ttoutli Woodford.

3 lip. Kerry, perfect condition, new tyres and belt;
£12. of oilers; appointment.—Arnold, 95, Upper

Milton Rd., Gillingbam, Kent.

NORTON, 1912, 5b p. twin, Roc 2' speeds and clutch,
now ready for deliveiy—Moto-Eeve Co-, Ltd-, 183,

Xhe Tale, Acton, Lojidon, W-

BEO'UTvr, 3ib.p., 1908. just been thoroughly over-
bauled in our worker ; £11, a bargain. — Soans,

Dunn and Jones, Bromley. Kent.

"jOll Clutch Triumph, piuked machine, under 2,000
Xt/ mil&s; co^t £55, lowest £46/10. — Baker, The
Nook, >A"oodfield Rd., Leigh-on-Sea.

TRIUMl'H, Slh.p., E. and B., Bosch, new cylinder
and piston July, excellent condition ; £20.—Bui-

Ehell, Pahnerston Rd- Buckhurst Hill.

DOUGLAS. 1911, 2 speeds, free engine, handle start-
ing, footboards, nearly new. run under 300 milee

:

£5^.—T. Ford, Haileybuiy. Hertford.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1910^, magneto, Druids, WMttle,
horn, headlight, footrests, accessories; perfect.

£20.—Parsons, iiS, Abingdon tit., 8-W.

HUMBER, Sill. p.. and sidecar, 2-speed, Boach.
h.b.c, new tyres and belt, ex.cellent order; £30.—

Payne, 160, Manor Park Rd., Harlcsden.

T> OC, 4h.p., and sidecar, free engine, Bosch magneto,
J-** B. and B. carburetter, tyres in good condition;
*24.-63, High St., Walthametow, Essex.

3ih-p. Peugeot. TT. model, absolutely new; purchaser
2 cannot take delivery; £48 machine, take £42-—

Wells, 15. Elfreda Parade, Woodford Green.

41.h.p. Twin, Mabon clutiih, low position, needs little
2 attention; £8/10, or oxchauge good sidecar.—

Kedpath, .?6, Meyrick Crescent, Colchester.

MOTOSACOCHE, lib p.. accumulator ignition, in gor^d
running order; bargain, £8/10.—Apply, Motoea-

coche, Ltd., 65, Holborn Viaduct, London.

STREATHAM.-4h.p Roc and sidecar, fitted with Eoc
2-epeed gear and free engine, Bosch magneto, in

splendid order and condition; £29, worth £35.

STREATHAM.-3ih.p. N-S.U., on Chater-Lea frame,
magneto, wants a belt, m good order; only £12/10.

STEEATHAM.-2Jh.p. Minerva, magneto (Bosch), low
position, long handle-bars, spring forks, B. and B.

carburetter; £15, or near otter.

STREATHAM.-3i]i.p. Ariel, 1911 model; eoet
£52/10: fitted with Palmer cord tyres, butted tubes.

Simms magneto, Uruid spring fork.s. variable gear, and
free ensine, only run 3,000 miles; £33/10, or near offer

ARTHUR MYLAM and Co., 42. High Ed., Streatham.
S.W.. the motor cycle depot of Streatham.

r.N"., latest 1911, 4-cyl.. 5-6h.p., .shaft driven, very
silent, nearly new, tools, accessories; £30.-48,

Plough Lane, near Haystlon Rd-, Wimbledon. i

1 Q12 3j.h,p. L.M.C., new, unriddcn, free engine,
J-»^ part exchan!:e good combination, or sell £45.—
Box 9.483. TJic Motor Cycle Officee, Coventry. «

B.S.A. Fixed and Free Engines in stock. Triumph
early delivery; liberal exchanges.-Call and inslject

same at Chivera, 55. Wilton Rd-, Victoria, S-W.

BRADBURY. late 1911, had little uee, P. and H.
lafup, Bparft'i, tubce unpnnctured ; £37. or near

offer.—Martonic Arras. Bounces Rd-, Edmonton.

EAGLES.-N.SU.. 2ili-p., .single-cyL. new last Oct.,
only riddpii 200 mile.s, Bosch magneto, latest spring

frame, 2 «peed3, and free engine; £35. as new.

EAGLES.—Motosacoeho lightweight, Wv^oh magneto.
Dniid folks, free engine. Whittle belt, Palmer

tyres; £18/10.

EAOLES.-N.S.U., 3h.p., eingle-cvl., new 1910 mag-
neto, dropped frame, new condition; £18.

IjiAGLES.-F.N.. 4-cyl., 0-61i.p., 1911 model, as neiT,
J hitp.^it irnprovementH, Jiutomitic eiirhuretter, drip

Inbrication'; £38; exchange lower powur.

EAGLES.-Triumph, 1910, free engine jnodel, hod
little UHC-, equal to new; £i»9/10.

IpA(JLEH,-N,S,U., 3ili.p- model do hi.\'-. 1910. Rosrh
-i magneto. 2 t^pneds, free engine, i uly luu 1,500

miles. Hpeedoiucter. etc. ; £34/10.

I.;iAGLK8.-Donglafl twin, 2ih.p,, late 1910, Rom
-i iyttu*. BrooltH padded saddle, fine condilion; £25.

E.\nLEH — MotOBaenchc lightweight, nclleson Ignition.
Whittle belt, fluo condition; harguln, £9/15.

I^iAOLES and Co., iri;,'h St., Acton.-N.S.U. \Vf.<t

.J liondon dhtrjct nk'eiKy. Early delivery of 191?
onHlf'Is; I'licnil allowuiicc^ for niaelilnex in part pay
oient. Tci.: 5^0 Clii»wirk.

TWIN Rex do Lnxo, J910-11. B. and B., Bosch, en I

wiim overhaiile<i, an n<w, giiuraiiti cd ; n*W, or ex
•Imii;'" 1911 UoiigliiK and cu-h.- 72, South Kuiliig ltd

MIRAC

ULOUS.
Not quite, but nearly so, is the
saving effected by the use of our
speciality over your worn cover.
In many cases the cover would
be useless without the

LOMAX
BAND.

Fill your name and address in

space below, cut out, and post
to us, and we shall know you
wantfull particulars. Or, better
still, enclose Postal Orders or
cheque, 21/6, and start to save
money right away.

Name

Address _

Size of old cover Make

FOR BEADED EDGE COVERS ONLY.

BRITISH COLONIES— Extra for postage, 2/-

London Address—244, HIGH HOLBORN.
ANY AGENT OR FACTOR WILL SUPPLY
BUT BE SURE YOU GET A LOMAX BAND.

PUNCTURE-PROOF
DURABLE,
ECONOMICAL
NON-SKID.

Best Chrome v^^ ^if
Leather £^ (^

f/ ^
steel (.tuds

,

f**

f«%

y/ ^iff

w

,

LOMAX TYRE COMPANY,
(Dept YN), William 8L, BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
CHATER-LEA, SJh.p., fast, reliable, all h-b-c., ro:

condition; trial in eideear; £13; E.E. twin wautti
—4. Torrington Terrace, Green Lane, Seven Kings.

CLEMENT-GAREARD Lightweight. 2-speed, ign
tion, b.b.c., new Clinchers, stn-dded baik, gco

order ; £9.—Woodlands, Addiscombe Grove, Croydon.

1 Q09 Triumph, overhauled September last, complet
||

-L«/ tools, many spares, luggage bage and belt carrier
£25.—Apply. Koope, 6, Kew. Gardens Rd.. Kew. Suriej

3h.p. Hobart. low position, 2 acciimulators and tools
tyres perfect; bargain, £8/10.— Garaged, 0^^1ande

! Works, 1, Choumert Rd., Peekham. 'Pbt-ne: 744 Ne^

I

Ci-oas.
,

"

aih.p. T.T. Pattern Lightweight, new Michelins an
2 belt, Aiuae. torpedo, accumulator, fast, low, h.b-

,

perfect conditioL j £12.—Barnard, 113, High Rd., Wi
les<3en-

TRIUMPH, 1909, fijpt-rate order, lamp, generatoi
horn, several e5i:ras, spare valve complete, 2 pisto

' rines. plug, etc., tools; £29 lowest.—Crooks, Camberlej
Surrey.

IF You Want Bargains in second-hand motor eyclei

you can get them at Wauchope's.—Wauchope'

I

9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., London, E.G., just ofE Lu(

I

gate Circus. ^

EDMUNDS and Wadden, Weybridge.—Immediate d(
livery all best makes of motor cyclee ; cash, es

change, or easy terms. The house for genuine bargaiiu
Tel. : 343.

1 Q12 Bradbury, free engine, not been used; owne
-l-tf paid deposit, and must take delivery; will accep
firet best cash offer.—Bljomfield, Bloomfield Cottagej
Walton-on-Naze.

DOUGLAS, 1911, 2-speed, and clutch, Xl'all saddll
handle-bar magneto control, horn, spares, splendii

order, comfortable and economical; £37 cash.—Woollej
37. Lewes Rd.. Brighton.

BRADBURY 1912 models, Douglas 1912 models
Triumph 1912 models, Premier 1912 models; di

liveries now. from etock ; offers, exchanges entertaineo
—Walkers, Motor Depot. Harwich-

1
"\TtTALKER*S Bargains-—1911 2-speed Douglas, ae new!
VV £35- 1911 twin Moto-Reve. as new, £22; 190!

1
twin Motcv-Reve. £15; 1910 twin Rex, £22: others Iron'

£7 ; ail guaranteed bargains ; otfers, exchanges enter
tained.—Walker's, Motor Depot, Harwich.

pi HATER-LEA-SIMMS, 3ih.p., m.o.i.v., magnetic

I

y-f h.b.c. rear sprung, new Dnnlcps. lamp, aiu

Ij
spares, including motor suit ; bargain, £16.—J.B., 43
Lanedowne H-d., Daiston, N.E,

1 ih.p. Motosaeoche, AMiittle belt, free engine, adjust
-1-4: able pulley, battery ignition, thoroughly over
hauled makers Ortobpr; £12/10. or near offer.—Blandy
26. Philip Rd., Peckham Eye, S-E.

rpElUMPH, 1909. in splendid condition, reoenti;X overhauled, new Dunlop roar, spare tubes, lamp
horn, spares, a really good maeliiue; £27, a bargain
—Barker. 24a, Lidfield Rd-, London, N-

1 Q103 Triumph, perfect running condition, ninn
-i-tf spares, property of naval olticer. not run 5,00i

miles, new last March; £33.—Address. Box L5,771, '/''i

^MotoT Cycle Offices, 20. Tudor St., E-O.

1012 3ih.p- Free Engine Singer, 3ih-p. Zenith. 3! lip
A*' free engine Rover, sole agents for Matt-iili''-^

Triumph, Swifts, i-mfield-s, B.S.A., Alldays, and Aii- h
—Walbro' Engineering Co-, Saffron Walden.

MINERVA, 2Jh.p., in splendid condition, magiitln
1910 Aniai'. spring iorks, only requires Bieim-

£22, or near ohTr; can be seen any evening after
o'clock.-72, Spruce Hills Rd., Wallhamstow.

8h.p. Matchless, late 1911. V.S.. 2-speed gear, exluiii

whistle. Cowey speedometer, r-R.S. lamp, luiin

lO-guineu rigid sidecar, good tyres all round, euumelli:

black: £65.—Sterling's, 2a, Sidney Rd-, Stockwell.

TRIUMPH, late 1909. in excellent condition. ,al

acce.-vsories. with rigid sidecar; £i2 for Quiik sa\>

—Sterling's. 2a. Sidney Rd-, Stockwell.

3JLh.p. Humber, 2-speed, Into 1909 mt.de], lamp
2 horn, tools, accessories couiplete, iuchul.n;

upare tube, in perfect condition; £29/10- — Wuolt;i'r

123. Nightingale Lane. Wandt^worth Cunmiiin.

PREMIER, 1911. 3ihp., done 2.400 miles, Bpct^'l>

meter, Iicad lamp. . 2 new Dunlops, perfect ii-n

ditiou.— i.;aii be seen at 2. Milner St., Chelsea. «

within 25 mil-'s by appointment. Price i5 guineas-

BRAND New 3h.p. .I.A.P-, twin, mechanical vah^

1912 engine, complete with Bosch mnpneto, gum
anteed an received from inukerf^; £21. no offers: owih

bought car.—John. 39. Bloomsbury Sq., London, W.O-

3Xh,p- MiniMVii, free engine, 8-40 m.p.h.. 85 m-p ^:

•2 19U ]{, and B., spring torlw. thoroughly ovn
' hauled by makers, and renewals include covers, tab'

belt, pi'iton. tupipcts, bushe»>, vnmr^, repairs rliitih; iH
offers-— Wilson. 46. Grovo Hill Rd., Camberwell, ,rrf)iHliMi

SYDENHAM.-SnIondid little Minerva, 2Jli.p., m ^

copper tanlc. Bosch 1911. H- and B-. new vMntll'

tyrOH excellent, ready for any trial; 16 guineas. Agi'M
liradbnry unn Rudi;e; guaranteed deliverioB m,rf.-

flvdeuhnra Autoi-ar Co.

KKK'NUTS, Kk'nuts. K'nuts. — Special free englm
Rudgi'. August, 19U, will do 60, back n ..T, laiap

Uoru.. watch, etc.; buying T.T. Rudgo for i.ark worii

.^v. another fust uauliiur; real 'ot stuff; £45.- 30, Ful

ham Rd. 830 Kensington.

A yy In. an.'^v'-p.rina Oiese advertutemvnts it is demrabic to mention The Motor C>/rh.'
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
iLp. Antoine. m.o.v-. Cliater-Lea fittingg, low frame.

'

26x2i Palmer and Contirental, 5 belt. 20 amp
^

JumtUator, very powerful and, fast, splendid ccnai-
a. all acc&=^orie.=, £12^0: with wicker aideiiar,

SflO: bargain; trial.-45, Charles St-, E. i

h.p. Twin. Chater-Lea frame, spring forks, copper
torpedo tank-s exceptionally po^eriul machine, n.t

I 200 miles, perfect running uondition, also new spare
rei and 2 butt ern^ed tubes : sacrifice : £25-—Bex

I

i.791, TTie Motor Cyte Offl^ee, 20, Tudor St.. E.C
.A-P., 4h-p., late 1910. (Jhater-Lea fra:ne, and side-

car, acceisoiies and sparer, reliable a_d no trouble,
rgain at £*-6, cOot over £60; am going in for mot.r
•, and would like to near 01 a seccnd-i and mo..ern

,

eater for about £100.—aj. ifest, 778, Fulaam Ed., I

Y.

IEEE'S the Bargain of 1912.—S^h.p. T.T. L.M.C.,
iSlI, very last, in per.ecl i-cndi:icn, ape.ially

[

ked engine, 4-guinea Bleiitt lied la:i.p aud, ^ener„tor, '.

est C.A.P. carburetter, all tioli, v-lve, new nj\er;
;rifice, £34.-9,495, T/ie Motor Cyce OfflLes, Cov-
Eiy.

I

911 2-speed Kerry-Abingdon, like new, £37; 19101
ditto, in per^ietx rraer. £ii : 1911 Bradbury

jndard. Rplendid machine, £55; 1910 Standard
iumph. £54: 1910 clutth Txiuoipn, a real good
e. £40: 1909 clutch Triumph, just overhauled, £33:
10 Moto-Eeve, £21. — batchelor, Clarence bt.,

.nirston.

1OXTENHAM. — 1912 models, definite deliveries;
Braduuiya, 2-rpeed, T.j.. and r'-Ji-. ; tLumbers. l

btweight twin. 3 speeds, 3±h p. 2--peed 3 h.p. stanaard I

iUTip'is. Fe':»Tnarv: early deliveries Matchless; Batr;

:

d A C Sociables delivery March ; Clyncs in stock ; cash
exchange.

TOTTENHAM.— 1911 models; shop-soiled Triumph,
standard model : 1911 Endce-U ijitworth. F-E.

;

II Bradbury, 2-?peed, F.E. ; 1911 Uradbury, F.E.

;

11 Bradbury, standard model: what cfters?

iOTTENHAM.-MotosaLCche. 1910, just overhauled
by makers thoroughly: £24-

lOTTENHAM.— Fafnir. 4ih p.. Simples, new engine
and magneto. Whittle belt: £25.

TOTTENHAM —Twin Samlea, 5h.p., Beech magneto,
re-bored, re-bushed, and new pistons fitted: £20.

^OTTENHASI.-Twin N.S.U, Whittle, B. magneto,
low built, epring fcrks, Chater-Lea sidecar; £27

TOTTENHAM—Roc, 1910. 4h.p , 2-«peed, and free
engine, Whittle belt, spring forks: £36.

TOTTENHAM—Hnmber, 3ih.p., 1910. 2-speed. F.E.

;

£35.

10TTENHAM.-1911 Humber. 2-!^peed. F.E. ; £38:
nearly new.—Stamford Hill Mctrr Co., 128, High

I.. Tottenham 'Phonp: 1982 Tottenham-

lEEMIEE Motor Cycles.—A few 1911 Premiers, used
for demonstration, to clear, bargains; guaranteed:-

II, or send for particulars, 20. Holbcrn Viaduct. l*re-

er 1912 models, 2ih.p. lightweight. £36; immediato
lirery; trials arranged; Mille-Fulfcrd car?*, F-E-S. and,
icas lamps, in stock, aKo Turner sidecar, cheap.—Pre-

i

ier Cycle Co., Ltd., 20, Hclbcm Viaduct.

tINEEVA, 3h.p., painted French grev very low build '

torpedo tank. a. and B., 1911 h.b.c. carburetter. I

w Stanley belt and piston rings, brand new ba<:b
rer, front one unpunctureu. good accumulator and (cil.
;d spare dry batterv. Lucas lamp, guaranteed in pplen-
d running order: a bars^ain, £14: ( wner selling through
-health—B.v., P.O., iiiaypole. Besley, Kent.

T.CH.-1911 3ih.p. T.T- Eudge. as new: £38.
'X MC.H.—1911 2ih.p. 2-speed Doughs, model E -

:9. MC.H.—1911 5h.p. T.T. Bat. very fast: £42
.C.tl.-1911 3ih p. standard Triumph. Clinclers. had
;tle use; £38. MC.H.—1910 3ih.p, Tr.umph, n.ce
edition; £34. MC.H.—1910 ?Jh.p. Dtupljid, p ating
id enamel as new; £26.—T e Mctor Cyc.e idoa-e, 69
eatber Lane, Holborn, London, E.C. Tel. : 6432
-olborn.

IQ12 New Hudson, Premier, Enfield, Bradbury
Lt/ Rover, Hniuber, and Triumph motor cvrles foi
iriy delivery: Matchless m 6 weeks from order; cash
r easy terms; esL-banges for any machine arranged
est vai.e allowed: Chater-Lea Duo cars built to order,
?ocd gear conver^^ions, overhaulins, and repairing carried
at: all work guaranteed; moderate charges; e>tiQiate.';
ladly ?iven: 10 years' motor cycle exper-enre—Wallace
lotor Cycle Co., 36. Clarence St.. Kingslon-on-Thames

SECTION IX.

omerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

|<Q12 S<-ott: delivery 1st March: standard model;
Lt/ £65.—Barton. Shalte:-bury.

IQ12 Premier. 2-5peed mcdel, 3;h.p. single; £58;
L*/ in stock, craieo.-Barton, Shaftesbury.

DOFGLAS. 1912. all models; any date delivery given,
list post free.—ilofEat, Yeovil.

1h.p. Twin, magneto, not done 3.000 miles; £19;
exchange 7-9 accumulator.-l#opp, Trenault, Eglos-

erry.

DOUGLAS. 1910. little used, splendid condition.
spare belt, tools, accessories ; £25.—Lewin. 21

,

ligh St., Barnstaple.

BEADBURT, 1912 model, delivery now; £48.—Sole
agency inr Plymouth di-tri'^t, Devoniilure's, Tor-

'oint, C:,mwall. Several second-hand machines. -

FOR BARGAINS
YOD cannot do better than try

NYE'S
" The Nicest »="irni in London "

(Vide a client's letter).

January is proving^ itself a very damp and disma^
month, but such weather has its compensations-
Many folks would rather stay at home than come
out. In consequence, there are many more
BARGAINS to be picked up NOW than when the
sun shines. YOU should call, if possible, and see
one of our representatives, choose what you want,
and we will listen to any reasonable ofier or part

I exchange YOU have to suggest.
If any of the following goods are of use to YOU,

call or \vrite AT ONCE.
Sale Price

New Millenium 2-speed and Free Engine,
Hub, Gear, and Wtieel, 26 x 2iin. . . £10 10

Shop-soiled 4-note Testapnone Horn, large
size

, cost £-^ 26/-
1911 Mills & Fulford Side:ar, cane body,

latest canoe shape, with side door,
nearly new , cost £6 45/-

1912 Side:ar Body, wicker (new) : cost £2 26/-
P. & M. Gear, 2 speeds, good condition

;

cost Co £5 5
1 F.R.S. Lamp and Bracket ; cost 33/- .

.

6'-
1 Head Lignt, Lucas pattern, motor cycle

size ; cost 30/- 9/-
1 Stewart Speeoometer, run 1,000 miles only;

cost £3 3s 35/-
1 1912 Cowey, nearly new ; cost £4 4s. . . £3 10
1 Antoine Pattern Engine, running order,

to clear 35 /•

1 M.M.C, 3^ h.p., wants contact breaker 28/»
1 4 h.p. 1911 85 X 85 J.A.P., M.O.V.. as

new ; cost £13 los £11
1 Pair Duocar Kadiators 106
1 Pair 28 X 2} Wheels 3 6
1 Pair of nearly new Wood Milne Tyres,

26 X a^in each 30/-
1 20-amp. 4-voit Accumulator (new),

guaranteed; cost 10 '6 8/6
1 60-amp. 4-volt Accumulator (new),

guaranteed ; cost 60/- 25/6
AND MANY OTHER BARGAINS.

SEND FOR TO-OAY'8 LIST.
NYE'S LIBERAL EXCH.\NGES.—Your old

machine and cash tor a new 1912 Model. Early
delivenes,

NYE'S can give early delivery- of

—

RUOGES (from stock). PREMIERS (stock),
ZENITHS(stock), DOUGLAS 2-SPEEO (Stock).

MOTO-REVE (Stock), F.N. 4-cyl. (stock),
MATCHLESS (six weeks' time), CLYNO (May),
MOilGAN Two-seater (March). BRADBURY
(stockj. LINCOLN ELK (stock), S.IJV.M.T.
(stock), B.S.A. (March), etc., et:.

Place your order NOW. Nye's Exchange Form
free by return of post.

SPECIAL LONDON AGENTS for the PEDLEY
Tyre aud Belting. The finest tyre on the market.
Price (26 X 2^) 48/- each. Belting cheapest and
best in the world. I'm. 1/9 per foot, |in. 1/7,
lin. 2/3. Trade supplied. Lists by return post.
NYE'S are buyers of good second-hand motor

cycles and accessories. Prices must be seen for
cash only.

NYE'S ofier the following half-dozen motor
cycles at bargain prices. NYE'S Second-hand
List on application.
1911 ZENITH, 4 h.p. model, nearly new con-

dition £42
(This machine is a real bargain

; please inspect.)

1911 3* h.p. 3-speedNEWHUDSON.cashonly £49
iqog 5-6 h.p. 2-speed V.S., spring forks, Bosch

magneto, excellent running order only £30
1910 TRIUMPH, m most excellent condition

only £33
1909 TRIUMPH, in most excellent condition

only £29
1907 TRIUMPH, in good running order .... £20

Call and see the first English motor cycle in-

vented. Now on view at NYE'S. Ol great interest

CO all motor cyclists. About fifteen years old.

Only address

—

NY£S NEW SHOWROOMS,
16. Bampstead Road.

Tottenham Coart Road, LONDON.
(Near Maples.)

Trams and 'buses pass the doors. Tube to \^'arren
Street Station.

Note.—Telephone lemporarily discontiectsd owing
to change of address.

I
MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

DAN GUY, Wevmouth.—1912 frea engine cUitcli

model Triunpn, £65 1912 Bradburj-, a-speed

I

gear, £55; 1912 lli.p. Zenith-Gradua, £55/i3: au in

I

stock.

DA>f GTJT. WeTniontli-—Indian, free, clntuh model
1911, 4h.p., abtiolutely as new, unscraiciied, and

not ridcen 500 miles, guaranteed; £42.

DAJJ «Ur, Weymouth.—Enfield, 2-speed gear model,
chain drive, unscratched, and guaranieed not

I

ridden SO miles; £42.

DAJM GTJT, Wej-month.—Douglas, 1910, Eoc 2-Fpeed

gear, splendid order; open to any examiuarioa
or trial; speedometer, lamp, and acce-sories; £52.

DAN GTJT, Weymoutb.-Dcuglas. 19U. mcdel D.

rery little used and in periect condition, la-^p and

, spares ; £32.

DAN GUT, Wej-mouth.—Triumph, 1910. free, clutch

model, all spares, lamp, and engine ovorhauied

aud guaranteed: £35.

DAN GTTV, Weymouth.—Triumph, 1910 model, Mabon
clut h, Jones tipeedometer, lamp, and all acces-

sories: £37)10.

DAN GUT, Wevmoutb.-Triumpb, 1909, roadster, en-

gine recently overhauled by makers; open to expert

examination; £30.

DAN HUT. Weymouth.—Eudge-W ..itivcrth, 1911.

free engine model, machine had very little . se,

and is in guaranteed order, Lucas headlight and spares;

£42.

AN GUT, Weymouth.-Matchle-s, 1911 mode',

8h.p. J.A.P., 2-speed gear, rree engine, guaranteed;

DAN GTJT, Weymouth.—Motosacoche, accumulator

ignition, engine ,tuoroughly overuauled; £10, or

ofEers.

D
£55

SECTION X.

Scotland.

1 tfll2 TT Triumph Eoadster, for immediate delivery.

Xi) —Christie Urotners, agents and repairers, St.

Andrew's.

ABFEDEEN and District Agent for Levis liglitiveight,

Matchless. Scott, and A.J.S.. Gumming, 165, Hol-

burn Street.

ZENITHS, just delivered, JJh.p. model, and 6h.p. twin

model: first cheque secures--Eossleign, 250, Buch-

anan St., Glasgow.

MATCHLESS, just delivered, 6h.p. twin, sidecar

model, 2-speed, twin belt, for immediate delivery.—

Eossleigh, 250, Buchahan St., Glasgow.

DOUGLAS.—Three late 1910 models, excellent con-

dition lamps, horns, spare tubes, etc.; £^.6. £27110,

£28.-Eossleigh's. 250, Buchanan St., Glasgow.

1 fi 1 1 Free Engine Premier, done 500, quite new, and
i-tf sidebar: ccst £60. best oSer over 43 guineas.-

Mclntyre. tailor. Kirkcaldy.

~| Oil Standard Eoadster Triumph, perfect condition.

At/ Clinchers, all accessories: trials arranged; offers.

— McLaren. The Laurels. Jiirkcaldy.

MINEEVA. twin-cyl.. 4:.h.p.. with or without sidecar,

in good order; £25(10 or near oiler; seen and

tried any time.—Pollock. 49. Deanhaugh St., Edinburgh.

MOTO-EEVE, 21h.p., magneto, epring forks, nm-
alng order, gooa conoition : £14; genuine; de-

posit, approval.-William Paterson, 30, Market St., Mont-

rose.

INDIAN green, 5h.p. engine, overhauled at works last

autoion, new piotcns, connecting reds, and ex-
' plosion head fitted, perfect conoiti n ; £30 nett cash;

no offets.—Archibald, Kingston Bakery. G.asgow.

DON'T Book Orders for long date delivery. I under-

take to deliver any British made motcr cycle in 10

days. Big prices allowed in exchange, 30 second-hand

machines in stock, also sidecars; Kex and Singer from

stock.-Farrow, 32, Cowcaddens St-, Glasgow.

IF Tou Want to Buy or want to sell a motor bicycle,

tricar, sidecar, or anything in connection with

the motor trade, you should at on 'C call at Dickie's,

one of the largest motor exchange places in Scotland.—

Dickie's Garage, 68. Bothweli Circus, Glasgow,

ALEXANDER'S Motor Exchange, 272-274, Great
We*^teTn Ed., Glasgow, agents for Indian. B..3.A..

Bat, Eex, Rex-Jap. Tniinp, Royal Enfield, Williamson.

Rclfe, S.I.A.M.T., Levis 2-3troke, Norton, Lincoln Eik,

Canoelet sidecar; Scotland's largest motor cycle dealers;

lists on anplication-

ALEXANDEE'S Motor Exchange, 113 and 115,
Lothian Ed., Edinbuigh.—Agent? for Indian.

Douglas. B.S.A., Zenith, Rex, Trump, Eex-Jap, P, and
]m Royal Enfield. Norton. Bradbury, Williamson,

I

S.l'.A M T., Levis 2-stroke, Eolfe. Lincoln Elk : liberal

i
exchange offers; over 100 motor cycles in stock: Scot-

^
lacd's motor cycle experts and largest dealers; send for

I 'ists-

EDINBURGH.—Scotland's motor cycle experts and
largest sellers. We are n.w bocking orders for

1912 models: Indian, uouglas. Zenith, B SA., fremier,
I Rex, Kex-Jap. P. and M.. Lincoln Elk, N S.U., Moto-
' Eeve, Norton, Jam&i, Roc, Enfield, Trump. Bradbury,
Kerry, Williamson ; liberal exchange otfers and fair

treatment —Alexander's Motor Exchange, Lotbian Ed.,

1
Edinburgh.

Jn ansirerivg these advertisements if is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/rlc." A3

1
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CORDINGLEY, Haslingden.
" The best man in the trade for motor cycle deals,

Immediate delivery of all the following from stock. If sold
will gxiarantee a date for delivery. Think what this

means to you. No waiting. No woixy or disappoint
ment. " The Machine you Want at the Time You
Want it." If you have a good machine that you want
to exchange, please do not forget that I will send you a
price that I can allow, and will allow, if machine found
as described. Hurry along. Remember, first come first

served. Satisfaction guaranteed or mouey returned in

full.

1912 Models in stock. Can be packed and sent to any
address at a moment's notice. Crates not charged for.

List Price

CLYNO, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed £63 5

CLYNO, as above, with Clyno sidecar £85 5

ENFIELD, 6 h.p., 2-speed, with sidecar £84
ENFIELD, 2^ h.p., handle starting, two speeds,

free engine, footboards £52 10
BRADBURY, 3Ah.p., 2-speed model £55
BRADBURY, 3^ h.p., free engine model £54 10
BriADBURY, 3^ h.p.. standard £48
RUDGE, 3^ h.p., free engine model £55
RUDGE, 3* h.p., specially tuned, 1 -T £48 15

NEW HUDSON, '^ h.p., three speeds, Model 8B £59 17
With Can ela- sidecar fitted, extra £12 12

NEW HUDSON, 3.4^?-. Model 2B £63
NEW HUDSON, 2|^h.p., 3-speed, Model 4-B £49 7
SINGER, 4 h.p., bracket gear model, 2-speed,

clutch, fitted with Millford Radial Castor side-

car, complete ; £82 10
SINGER, 3^ h.p., 3-speed gear model £58 15

SINGER, 3I h.p., free engine model £55
SINGER, 2I h.p., 3-5peed model £49
PREMIER, 3i h.p., clutch model £54 17
PREMIER, 31 h.p., twin, sidecar machine, two

speeds, free engine £63
PREMIER, 2i h.p., lightweight £36
PREMIER, 3i b-P-. S'^peed gear £58
ROVER, ii h.p., 3-5peed gear model, specially

built for sidecar work £60 15

ROVER, sh ti.p., tree engine model £55 5

B.S.A., 3^ h.p., standard model £50
B.sJk., 3i h.p., free engine model £56 10

B.SJl., 3i h.p., 2-speed gear £60
DOUGLA~S, 2^ h.p., Model K £50
DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., Model H £47
DOUGLAS, 2^1 h.p., Model G £41

CENTAUR, 3I h.p., Model Superb £52 10

CENTAUR, 2 h.p., 3-speed gear £47 10

JAMES, 3^ h.p.. chain drive, with Canoelet sidecar £72
Also immediate dehverics of all models of any first-

class make.
THIS WEEK'S TIT-BIT.

Brand New 1911 Model 3i h.p. BRADBURY,
standard model, act shop-soiled or scratched

;

Hst price, t48 ; special bargain ;
price £38

HIGH-CLASS SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES.

1911 3^ h.p. TRIUMPH, Clutch Model, and prac-

tically new, only run about 500 miles, fitted

with Lucas headhghts, generator, horn, car-

bide carrier, tools, spares, etc., complete. The
best second-hand machme we ever had ; cost

over £60 ; clear £47 10

igii DOUGLAS, 2^ h.o.. onlv nin 200 miles £33
loii 3i h.p. TRIUMPH, perfect £35

1910 3i h.p. BRADBURY, T.T. model, a gift ,... £32

19J1 3A n.p. li/»-PrtE0ISlON,lamp, gencrator.etc. £33

1911 3i h.p. RUDGE, splcndiii order £36

igio SCOTT, new tyres, B.E. tubes, good order . . £35

1909 VINDEC SPECIAL, two speeds, magneto,
complete with sidecar £29

loog 3A h.p. MINERVA, magneto £17
19117" h.p. SPEED KING HEX, as new £38
MOrOSACOUi. E, li h.p., 1910, free engme model £21

190S QUADRANT, 3A h.p., Bosch magneto, h.b.

control, spring forks £18

Every Motor Cyclist shouid have OUR Sidecar List.

STANDARD, £4 10R. SPECIAL, £5 58.

DE LUXE, CB 66.

CANOELET, DUNKLEY, MILLFORD, etc., supplied to
order promptly.

I am Sole Dinrict Agent for

—

RUDGE, BRADBURY, CLYNO, ENFIELD,
CENTAUit. P^EiVIIEtt, ROVER, B.S.A.,

DOUGLAS. NEW HUDSON, SINGER, and JAMES.
And c.in al-n -,n|>ijly

TRIUMPH, ZENITH, SCOTT, MATCHLESS,
F.N., HOBART, ct:., at lowest prices.

200 1912 MODELS FOR GUARANTEED DELIVERIES.
OUR Si'ECIAMTY, "EXCHANl.ES'

Extended I'ayiiiciits arranged for any machine at slightly

increased cost.

N.B.—Yon cannot poBsibly have got the best terms for

any machine unless you have been in touch with me.
Write at once to " iho recognised North of England

3

Motor Cycle people.

J. S. CORDINGLEY,
The Motor Cycle Mart,

HASLINGDEN, Lanes.
Wires; "Cor(liiit;lcy, Ila^lln^idcn." 'Pbonc; 2Y, Hx-ilinKdcn.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 Q 12 Motoi Cycle Deliveries—Zenith JannarT, Keny-
J-tJ Abingdon January. Calcott lightweight January,
Rover February, New Hudson February: sidecars and
second-hand machines always in stock; exchangfti enter-
tained: send for catal.gues.—Dundee Motor and Cycle
Co-, Nethergate, Dundee-

SECTION XI.
Ireland and Isle of Man.

Ih.p. Eex, 2-fipeed, £20 ; 2h.p. Motosacoche, magneto,
2 £12.-119. Donfgall St., tieMast.

T> OTAL Enfield Motor, 2}l.p., new last August, ffesL
-•-*' condition, splendid hill-climher ; bargain, £50.—
Kuddell, Ballymena.

MOTOR TRICYCLES AND
RUNABOUTS.

ORLEANS Runabout. 2 speeds, Dunlopfi, low, com-
fortable, good condition; £20, or offer. — 290,

Bwell Ed., Surbiton.

"IQll lOh.p. Bpiiplia, ueed for demon stration, herd,
-L«^ screen and lamps; any trial or examination; £85,
or offer.—Dan Guy, vveymouth.

CRESCENT Runabout, 1911 model, only done about
300 miles, new crnoitiou; trial in Birmingham (by

appointments ; £80.—Harman, 235, Charles Rd., Small
Heath, Birmingham.

QUADCARS.
DTTOCAR, twin water-cooled Fafnir, 2-fipeed, reverse,

centre fhain drive.—" Albacore," Invernesa a.?.,

WestPliff-oD-Sea.

MONOCaR, 8h.p.,. coach-built body, water-cooled,
Bucbet engine, 3 speeds, wind screen: £35; photo

and particulars,—Dr. Wilson. Louth.

TRAILERS.
MILLFORD Motor Trailer, good condition: co3t 11

guineas, sell 30/-, genuine bargain.—Andrew, 22,
Montague Rd., Richmond.

TRICARS FOR SALE-
TRICAR (Humber), excellent condition; £10.—Field,

Motor Works, Cambeney.

LIGHT Tricar, 3^h-p- Humber, 2-spefd, free; £10,
or exchange.—Franklin', diiippr, Ixingston.

TRICAR, lOhp. Rexette, £25; exchange car, caeh
adjustment— 105. Church Rd-, Willeeden.

A.C TT Owners should write Bass, Insurance Broker,
Bishop's- Stortford, for particularis of special pulieies

4 ih.p. Riley. S^li.p. Triumph: £10 to clear.-Stamford
2 Hill Motor Co.. 128. High Rd., South Totten-

ham. 'Phone : 1 982 Tottenham.

5-6h.p. Twin Tricar, perfect condition, tyres brand
new, B and B.. h.b.c. ; 100 miles trial given; £20.

— Marines, Nelheravon Rd., Cliiswick.

HUMBER TricaY, 3ih.p., mechanical condition, fault-
less, ffojd tyres and tubes, belt drive; £15. ofler«.

—Oseman, Ashmounts Stables, Redington Rd.. Hamp-
stead, N.W.

TRIMO Fbrecar. 5h-p., twin Bercley, Bosch magneto.
2-speed, pedal clutch, handle starting, Palmers,

firet-rate conditi n; any trial; £16, or ofter.—O. J. Lan-
der, grocer, Ryde-

A.C. Speed Sociable, 1910 model, hood, screen, front
hralias. lampri. generator, horn, spare covers, butt,

end tube, tool Itit. and aoressoriea
; price £70.—Salis-

burj'. Gable End, Harpenden.

SOCIABLE 9h.p. Twin Riley, w.c. 3 epeeda, reverse,
wheel steering , hood, wind si?rfen , good tyres,

(Spares; £37, or exchange; trial, appointment.—Edwardee,
92. Camberwell New Rd., S.E-

4ili.p. Rover Tri(.'ar, w-c, wheel steermg, coach-built.
2 2 speeds, etc.. 1911 B. and B. fitted, just been

overhauled at cost of £9, good tyres; any trial: £18.—
Sidney Jeffery, The Hill Farm, Exning, Newmarket.

5hp. Wolf Trii-ar. water-cooled, 2 speeds, gear box,
clutch, chain drive, handle starting, thorough

good condition ; cost £75, bargain £26, or exthangi^
with cash for runiibout.— 4, Alexunura Gardens, Muswell
Hill. N.

4 ih.p. Water-cojled Stcvenfl Engined Soeiable- Tricnr,
2 beautifully upholt^terod, wheel steering, 2 speeds

and frnn. car control, three new tyres, thrn? lamps, all

e(|iialti iM^w; £35; bnyim^ car; photo, partimilard-—Mat-
thcwM, Bdiitlmin, nc.ir Riigl)y.

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
SIDKCAR, with Palmer cortL nearly now; £4/10.—

(i. Walker. Birehington. Kent.

£3/10.—Chater-Lf'ii fiidocnr, run 50 milo,^; sacriflce.-
Uart, 206. Limdou Rd., Twicltenham.

GIRDRR Frame Bidecarfl, unique de-Higns, from £8--
I'VN. Repairrt Dopt., Highbury Burn, N.

MILLFORD 1911 An Cuiio Sidecar, and good spare
tyre; £6/10.-15. Ranelagli OardcnH, Barnes.

ini'ICARS. hnind new, beautifully upholstered, fit

any make; £3/10.—Rey, 5, Houth St., Hnmpstead

1 oz. of Fact,

&c., &c. _^^

s

THE FACTS ARE:
Clients all over the world are so

delighted that they cannot help writing

to tell us so. Orders are pouring in

faster than ever. Qoality and Utility

have told their story.

THE

GARNEI
M-CAlarm^

are selling in Thousands.

H ave you one of TheThousands ? If not,

seize on one. Enhance your pleasure.

Be immune from danger. Be Dp-to-
date and Be Qaick.

THE GARNER IS EASY TO FIT.

PRICES—
12/6 N.P., li76 Black Plated

Postage 5d.

Sole Makers and Patentees

:

HENRY GARNER, Ltd.,

Moseley Motor Works,

"POTBndaWo. MoBoMv.' BIRMINGHAM.
'Phones—South 8 and 4,

A32 In annvm-iiuj these advertisemenla it U desiroMU- to mmtipn." J'he, l^otor Cycle,"
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Who will Adopt the Quadcar ?

THE
light form of motor car built on what is known

as motor cycle lines is undeniably a motor car.

It is recognised by the Government as such, as it

is compelled to carry car numbers and to be
registered as a motor car. The law does not

define a motor cycle, but the Local Government Board
does in a rough and ready sort of way by inferring that

a motor cycle may not e.xceed 3 cwts. nor have more
than three wheels. Now a quadcar can have no less

Jhan four wheels, and is difficult, if not impossible, to

keep within the weight limit, and it is therefore prac-

tically certain that it conforms to neither of these con-

ditions. A motor cycle is a motor car within the

meaning of the Motor Car Acts except as regards regis-

tration, licensing, and carrying rear lights. It is

absolved from having big number plates, car registra-

tion fees, a reverse, and so forth. [The L.G.B. in an
order made in March last year exempts all motor
vehicles from a reverse gear provided they did not ex-

ceed 7 cwts.] Since this is so, why is the Auto Cycle

Union asked to encourage trials for a type of vehicle

which is clearly not under its segis ? It is in our opinion

indisputably the dut)' of the Royal Automobile Club to

work for the development of these machines. They
are cars, and in consequence they should be looked

after by men who know what is to be expected of four-

wheeled vehicles. The Auto Cycle Union has enough
to do with its motor bicycle and motor bicycle and
sidecar trials without worrying about what does not

strictly concern it. The R.A.C., on the other hand,

has not organised a road trial in which several makes
of vehicles competed at once for some time, and there-

fore there is all the more reason it should do so now a

new type of motor car has appeared. To build a cheap
motor car is the very easiest thing in the world, but to

make it good and lasting is an altogether different

matter. Should the R.A.C. fall in with our suggestions

and organise a trial for these machines and find

observers, the quadcar industry would receive a fillip

of which its members have not yet even dreamed, and
by the end of the year we should have a light and cheap
four-wheeler of which we might be justly proud. In

the event of the R.A.C. ultimately deciding to take

the quadcar under its wing, it ought to do more than

say it mil look after the new vehicle. Suitable trials

should be at once arranged. It would be better for

the A.C.U. to take up these vehicles at once and
allow them to participate in the motor cycle trials,

but in a separate class, than for the R.A.C, after

undertaking to protect their interests, subsequently to

neglect them. This journal will do all it can to en-

courage the quadcar at present by describing different

makes and reporting their doings, even though the

A.C.U. does not encourage their development. But

if the A.C.U. has not, the Manufacturers' Union has

seen the matter in the same light as ourselves, as

quadcars were not accepted in the Olympia Motor

Cycle Show.
To make a start, why doesn't the maker of a quad-

car enter one of his vehicles for a R.A.C. trial? All

he has to do is to write to the R.A.C. Technical

Secretary, Pall Mall, S.VV., and state that he wants his

machine tested under observation, when he will receive

full particulars. He may suggest any sort of test

which occurs to him, and, if he gets through, the world

at large will know that his performance is hall marked

in such a manner as to leave no shadow of doubt as

to its worth.
A19
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A Week-end on a Sociable.

AN account of a week-end extending over Satur-

day and Sunday would doubtless be interesting

to the users of the popular A.C. sociable, who
by this time should be somewhat numerous, judging

from the numbers to be seen on the road. It might

also be of some use to the pace purveyors who sprint

about the country on a raging 7 h.p. monster with

a skeleton of a sidecar attached and a palpitating

passenger ensconced therein.

The machine is one of last year's pattern, not fitted

with a hood or screen, but provided with the sub-

stantial carrier supplied by the makers. This carrier,

by the way, is perfectly capable of taking a second

passenger if a board be made to fit over the bars of

\vhich it is made and the same provided with a

cushion. The passenger sits sideways, and I am told

that it is quite comfortable in spite of the fact that

there is no support for the back. The effect of this

attachment on the machine is only appreciable on hills,

and that to a very small extent—on the level there is no
appreciable lowering of the speed, but, on the

other hand, a considerable steadying effect on the

steering.

Improvement to Carburetter.
Another deviation from standard has been made,

this being the conversion of the automatic carburetter,

to semi-automatic. Users of the A.C. will know that'

the air supply of the carburetter is regulated by. a

choke' tube whicli moves up and down with the

throttle, so that with a larger opening of the throttle

there is a corre.sponding increase in the air supply.

I found that with the throttle almost shut on a down
grade the engine did not get nearly enough air,

whereas when 6pen to the full extent on a hill it got

too much when running slow, necessitating recour.se

to the low gear to obviate knocking.' I have now
made the choke tube a sliding fit in the throttle barrel,

'

and can regulate its position therein by means of an
ordinary Bowden lever and wire.' As a result the

carburetter is just as automatic as ever, with the added
advantage that I can regulate the air when a perfect

mi.xture is of importance. Another improvement I

have fitted to the engine is an exhau.st lifter made
from a stout strip of wrought iron and actuated
by means of a Bowden cable and a small pedal.
This attachment enables me to coast down any hill

of a moderate gradient and to start the engine up
at the bottom, to say nothing of the advantage of
being able to start the engine without cranking. Of
cour.se for this last a pusher other than the driver is

necessary, but as the engine can be started on top
gear at a pace not more than four miles an hour this

is no great harrlship for the passenger, to whom this

duly is relegated as a rule.

To return to the tour. We started at 10.30 a.m. on

the Saturday, and soon arrived at Fareham. Here
we adjusted the clutch, a very simple matter—one

of giving a half turn to three screws with a pocket-

knife. One cannot "give the A.C. clutch too much
praise. It can be slammed ih^ without any injurious

effects, and one is able actually to change up on a

hill from a low gear of 12 J to i to a top gear of 5
to I.

We speedily made our way to Romsey at an average

.of 20 m.p.h. ; in fact, we did one mile at an average

of twenty-five, and that over a road none too good.

After leaving Romsey we had to climb a hill which
proved too " much for our little jigger's top gear,

although we managed to get very near the top. The
low gear was then engaged, and we caught up and
passed a car which was rattling up on its first speed.

. The Ne^v Forest Roads.
The run through- the New Forest was marred by

the awful pot-holes, the road being one stretch of
holes, with the unfortunate back wheel- hopping from
one summit co the other,' making things somewhat
uncomfortabl ; and necessitating a reduction of the

speed ;toabojt seventeen miles an hour! The scenery

was as' usual fine, as anyone who knows the district

is. aware, and we thought it would be a good idea to

discuss the sandwiches and fruit we had brought with
us. We gathered here some holly with plenty of .

berries on it, and I believe this is held to be a sign

of a coming hard winter. After an inspection of the
Rufus Stone (an iron box enclosing the remains of
the stone), we put on speed and glided along with the

''

engine doing its 1,300 revolutions per minute quite
comfortably. As we did not want to pass through
Poole with its watered tramlines, we turned off at the
fork to VVimborne, and ultimately came out on the
other road to Poole. Turning off once more, we ran
on at a spanking pace to Wareham, that quiet little

town on the Frome, but not .so quiet in the days of
the Civil War, when the inhabitants proved such
tho'rns in the sides of the Parliamentarians who were
busy at Corfe Castle demolishing it that it was
seriously considered whether it would be advisable to
raze the town to the ground. The town, although of
only two or three thousand inhabitants, rejoices in

a Mayor and Corporation, relics of the days when
it was a seaport.

We had originally intended to slay at West I.ul-
worth i'or the night, but as there was still plenty of
daylight we decided to go on to Weymouth and .see

what sort of a place it was. The road from Wareham
to Weymouth is not of the best, and .so our attention
was practically confined to steering the tricar over
the pot-holes. Our pre-occupation was not so great
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that we missed tht: wliite horse on the hill above

Weymouth or the blackberries growing in the hedge.

The berries were absolutely the best I have ever

tasted, being quite as large as raspberries, and some

with a flavour quite unlike what one had been used to.

Weymouth proved to be the usual sort of seaside place,

so we did not stop, but, after perambulating the town
with the engine just working on top gear, we ran on

to' Portland, the A.C. taking the hill out of

Weymouth in fine style.

The Evening at Portland.

The road along Chesil Beach is one of the best I have

inet with in the South of England, the surface being

of Portland Island. We followed this road, and
after much climbing found ourselves in the region of

the citadel. There being nothing much to s6e' owing
to the darkness and feeling cfrid owing to the breeze

which had sprung up, we retracted our steps, and,

after taking a different course, found ourselves over-

looking the town, which had the appearance of a

fairy garden with the h'ghts twinkling far below. As
we -sat there, very distinctly came up the strains oi

the Salvation Army Band, though somewhat softened

in tone and :onsequently more acceptable. We could

hear, also very distinctly, the people talking in the

streets and see the lights of Weym^outh in the dis-

tance. On die fol Vowing mjorning, after we had
discharged a very reasonable hill (iis. for the two
of us, including rooms, meat supper, and breakfast,

and accommodation for the tricar), we sallied forth

once more to see if we could do the High Street. This
was easily ' accomplished on the low gear, and we
sought fresh hills of a similar calibre (i in 4). These
we could not find, there being none, so we went on
and explored the island, which appears to be simply

one mass of quarries and not a paich of anything else,

one mass of quarries and not a patch of anything

else:.

A Pretty Cove.

On our way round the Bill we came upon a road

marked '
' To Church Hope Cove.

'

' We decided to

J-

The White Horse, near Weymouth.

hard macadam and quite fit for

a speed trial ; in fact, we were
told by the only visible repre-

sentative of the civil power at

Portland that he had timed a

car over the whole length of the

road in two minutes. Risking
arrest as German spies, we took

several photographs of the har-

bour and the citadel, and pro-

ceeded, as it was getting dark, to

Fortune's Well, the little town at

the foot of the rocks. While
prospecting for an hotel, we came
upon a street with something of a

rise and put the engine at it. On
the low gear, with the engine steadily beating and the

chain giving its musical purr, we went up that piece
of I in 5 as though it were not there, what time the

inhabitants- rushed out to their doors to see what
manner of motor this was to tackle that street. Find-
ing no hotel to suit us, we ran to the bottom again,
and ultimately put up at the one in the square, where
we soon had a wash and a good meal. The main
street of Fortune's Well has itself a gradient of i in

4 for some little distance, and leads up to the top

Lulwortb Cove. Famous years ago as a smugglers' retreat.

investigate, and, when too late, found that the road

was merely a path leading down on to a platform

of rock overlooking one of the loveliest coves I have

seen. The path went down beside a tower perched on

a huge rock looking out over the Channel, and was
probably in its day a watch tower. We took several

photographs here, and with some labour turned the

tricar round and got on to the road again. Having
seen as much of Portland as we wanted to, we returned

along Chesil Beach to Weymouth, where petrol was
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taken in, and a long conversation ensued witii anotlier

Dwner of an A.C. Having compared notes with him,

we departed for West Lulworth. On the way there

a Douglas and a Triumph passed us, and we imme-

diately gave chase, holding on to them until we came

to the turning for Lulworth. Here we lost our way,

and after much perambulation of narrow lanes with

bad surfaces and the opening of many gates, we
arrived at the cove. We did not stay here long, but

The road back to Wareham is splendid—smooth,

wide, and straight. From Wareham we went on to

Christchurch, skirting Bournemouth, and thence to

Lyndhurst.
From Lyndhurst onwards we had no trouble at all,

and made a good average of 20 m.p.h. for the dis-

tance. We arrived at Portsmouth just before lighting

up time, having had one of the best times of our
lives. Beyond adjusting the clutch once and changing
the valve caps round to stop misfiring we had no

turned our wheels towards Purbeck Hill.

This is a hill which would try the best of

sidecar outfits and the highest of horse-

powers. Fully a mile of uphill work with

gradients up toi in 6 and gates put across

the roads on the steepest parts. Notwith-
standing this, our faithful sociable did not

falter. It stopped at the gates, and,

whether on the level or on the steepest

parts, it started well. The fans on the

A.C. are perfection itself, and one does

the opposite to what one does with an
ordinary motor cycle. Should the engine

get hot, a very rare thing, I have only to

give it a few hundred yards of low gear
work, and it is ready to change up again.

PurbecK Hill and Corfe Castle.

The view from Purbeck Hill is grand, extending
for miles to the landward and affording splendid views

of the rock-ljound coast. Proceeding down the hill

and along the valley for .some distance, we came u|)on

Corfe Castle, perched in solitary but magnificent ruins

on the summit of a huge mound between two ranges

of hills. 'I'he work of the Parliamentary sajipers is

clearly visible in the fantastic angles assumed by .some

of the towers and the huge fragments of masonry at

the foot of the mound. In its day the Castle must
have bf-n a very tower of strength.
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(2) The watch tower at Church Hope Cove, Portland.

(3) Fortune's Well and Chesil Beach, Portland.

trouble whatever. This speaks well for a machine

scaling upwards of 7 cwts. with two up and baggage

and an engine only go mm. x 102 mm. The reason

why the caps were changed was because I was experi-

menting to see what effect having the plug over the

exhaust had. I found that there was some mi.ssing

at any speed and rather more when the throttle was
open on hills. Perhajjs a tour over the ground we
covered would convince some of the single gear mer-

chants that some form of change-speed gear is

desiral)le if a strenuous course of hard work is to be

avoided. "Air-cooled." ,-
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A Run on the C.M.C. Carette.

IT
was a cold, frosty day with a fine powder of

snow falling; consequently it was with somewhat
mixed feelings that we accepted Mr. Crouch's

offer of a run on one of his little three-wheelers. The
machine we tried

was a low, grey,

rakish - looking

vehicle about to be
delivered to a cus-

tomer

The twin-cylin-

.der water - cooled

engine started at

the first puir over

of the handle, and
we slid away, get-

ting into top speed
within twenty yards
of our office. The

'

first thing to strike

us was the silence

of the machine,

only a slight
'

' puffle
'

' from the

exhaust being
audible. Other
slight noises , . . .such

as chain rattle and valve clicks, seem to flow away

behind, and do not worry the passengers.

I _Later on we traversed some had road surfaces, and

iwere agreeably surpnseil at the absence of shock, even

bad put holes bemg passed without disiomfort.

Though we were never in need ut the lowest gear,

Mr. {'rouch drt)pped down to first and second to

demonstrate the quietness of the gear box, and even

A 6-7 h.p. C.M.C. Carette fitted with hood and 5creen.

on reverse no unpleasant noise was noticed. Once we
stopped to exercise ourselves to get warm, and em-
ployed our time in looking round the power unit. Here
we noticed several minor improvements, the most

important of which
is a neat metal

guard which pre-

vents mud being

thrown on to the

engine and trans-

mis.sion.

Restarting, we
ascended a steady

rise on top speed
with the engine

pulling well at

slow speed.

Two important
points struck us

particularly, viz.,

the absence of roll,

so common in tri-

cars, and the par-

- ticularly easy steer-

ing. The latter is

carried out by
means of a wheel

connected to a simple rack and pinion gear carried

high up out of the mud ami diisi.

Altogether we were delighted with our experience

and the behaviour of the machine. The engine ran

faultles^ly throughout, and the Mnnmh action of the

clutch and ljrake,s ami absence of vilir.ition are points

whii-h have left us with an excellent impression of

the C.M.C. Carette.

->«>•<

A Converted De Dion Quad.
THE photograph shows one of the original De

Dion quads th.it has been converted to an up-to-

date two-'^tatfil runabout by a Catfnrd motor

cylist, the alteraiions being i-arried out entirely by

himself at .1 small private workshop.

The original De Dion engine, tran.smis.sion, tanks,

wheels, and even frame tubes and lugs were used.

In place of the quad seating and steering, however; two

side-by-side seats with a single steering wheel are pro-

.-vided. Two push-pedals are fitted. One pedal

operates the band brakes and the other the throttle of

the Dion carburetter. The ignition and air levers are

fitted handy to the driver on the top tube. The
exhaust lifter is fitted at the end of the long tiller, and

the machine can be steered from either seat ! It is said

to be consideraiily lighter than in its original form.

Although a free engine would be an improvement,

its owner states that it is not absolutely necessary, the

;ngine being tuned to start fairly easily. It is in regular

use, and is considered quite satisfactory for a runabout,

and even with a passenger will climb a good many
hills under favourable conditions, the gear being

about 7 to I.

The engine and gearing appear to be in very good

condition, and the machine is not so noisy as some

bicycles. There is a space under the seats for carrying

tools and spares, and the whole machine is finishet?

aluminium colour.

A CONVERTED QUAD.

Ttiis malies a bandy little runabout which can be steered Iiam
either seat.

A23
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A Light Three-wheeler.
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A Converted Tricar

E illustrate on this page what is probably the

ligl-rtest side-by-side seated three-wheeler on

the road. It was originally a tricar, and in

this condition saw much service. The owner, how-

ever, who is a Triumph tester, realising the sociability

and comfort of side-by-side' seats, converted the

machine as depicted in the photograph, using the old

tricar frame. Naturally on such a frame the body is

not a wide one, the passenger and driver having, in

fact, to squeeze into position, which after all is not

such a disadvantage this cold weather ! The engine

is a T,h h.p. air-cooled on standard lines, and drives

through a long Whittle belt, a hub plate clutch being

fitted in the rear wheel. Though only a single gear

is employed, the machine carries its double load quite

satisfactorily on ordinary roads. The long lever

noticeable in the photograph actuates the clutch.

->-«•«

Definition of Quadcars and Runabouts.

As we have already announced, the Motor Cycling

Club has decided to award two silver cups
• in the London- Edinburgh run—one for the

best performance on a motor cycle and sidecar, and
one for quadcars and runabouts with three ot four

wheels. The committee is undecided respecting the

definition of a quadcar or runabout, and no wonder.

.It is extremely difficult to differentiate between .quad-

cars, runabouts, and the smallest types of voiturettes

by a written description. In other words, if one

attempted to define the quadcar by any other method
than weight and price, we think it would result in con-

siderable confusiop. With a view of arriving at some
definite opinion respecting the weights of those quad-
cars and runabouts already on the market, we have

been in communication with some of the manufac-
turers of these machines, and below are the stated

weights of their vehicles when unladen, i.e., without

petrol, oil, and spares, but otherwise ready for the

road. The average weight of fifteen different

vehicles works out at 5 cwts. i qr.

WuiGirrs 01' Runauouts on the Biutish Market.

A.C. Sociable
Autotrix Kunabout
Bedelia
C.M.C. Carette ...

EnlielJ Autorttte ...

Eric Tourer
G.N. Runabout
Morgan Kunabout,

screen
Morgan Runabout, with hood and

screen, lamp, tools, and large tyre
Pliilnomobile (tv/o acater)

P.M.C. Runabout
Rollo Quadcar
Sabella Runabout
Tyseley Runabout (three wheels) ...

,, ,, (four wheels)

, We therefore reiteiate that the definition of a quad-
car or runalxnit with three or four wheels should be

of one weight and price, and that vehicles exceeding
600 lbs. and jQioo should not be eligible for the

special awards.

We do not sec any other w.ny out of the dinicully,

and we think that a weiglil definition will act iicnc-
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williout hood and

cwts. aVs. lbs

4 2

3 2 4
a 2 20
h 3

6 2

8
4

3

3 3

b 2

b 1

6

4 3
6 2
7 1

Another view of llie ligiit tliree-wheeler refeiied to above.

ficially in many way's. Manufacturers whose machines

are slightly in excess of the defined limit will recei\e

an incentive to reduce the weight of.the;ir machines,

and also to simplify them and thus reduce the price

if they should be listed at over ;£ioo. However, it

should be made quite clear in the regulations for the

ab;.)ve event, and similar competitions in which special

awards are made for this type of vehicle that they

must be of the standard type, and that no reduction

ot weight must take place by the removal of any por-

tion of the essential equipment of the vehicle, that is

to say, the standard body, wings, etc., as supplied

to the public should be fitted, but unless the vehicle

is supplied with hood and screen as standard the

weight should be reckoned without these accessories.

In fixing a weight limitation it •,, of course, neces-

sary for each vehicle to be weighed either at the start

or close of a competition, which somewhat compli-

cates matters, particularly as the London-Edinburgh
entry is always a large one, and the officials have as

niticli as they can do to control the competitors.
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A selection of questions of general
interest received from readers and our
replies thereto. All queries should
be addressed to the Editor, " The
Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.,

and whether intended for publication

or not must be accompanied by a
stamped addressed envelope for reply.

Counter-shaft Two-spsed Gear.

(1.) I should esteem it a
fa\w)ur to have your opinion of

BoH'den countershaft two-speed
gear for my 1912 Triiunph with
sidecar- I have a reliable

machine and do not want to spoil it.

(2). Do y.u think the Bowden will be
quite reUable? (3.) Is there any
danger of slipping on top or low ge«r
on steep hills with sidecar?—J. E.G.

(1.) We have a high opinion of the g?ar
mentioned in your letter, and thinx it

would suit your purposes admirably.
(2.) There is no reason why it should
not be reliable. (3.) If properly adjusted
there should be no slipping.

A Long Exnaust Pipe.

I intend to replace my present
nri exhaust pipe and silencer by a

1 > ' long exhaust pipe only, flattened

LiJ at the end. (1.) What should be
the length of the pipe, engine

240 cubic centimetres, and pipe must
be -| inch internal diameter, and to
what size should I flatten the end of

the pipe ? (2. ) Is copper a suitable

metal lor the pipe? (3.) How should
I set my exhaust valve (automatic
inlet) for greatest hill-climbing power
(not speed)? (4.) What is tne best

amount of opening for the inlet valve ?

—C.H.L.
,(1.) The length of the pipe should be
from the exhaust port to the rear axle,

or just beyond. The size, of course, is

regulated by the diameter of the exhaust
pipe. Flatten the end to about jin.

(2.) No, copper is not suitable ; steel is

better. (3.) Set the exhaust valve to
close dead on the top of the exhaust
stroke. (4.) The inlet valve shuuld open
about 3-32in.

When to Retard Ignition.

Am I right at slowest speed,
— I four to six miles an hour, keejiing

^ ignition lever on tank fully ad-
-SJ vanced always on a 1910 f.e.

I'riumph? I believe this agrees

makers' advice, but a local

engineer suggests that at slow speeds
a fully advanced spark is more strain

on engine bearings than a retarded
one. Would this be so, and why?

' Personally, I ride always fuUy advanced
at all speeds and hills. Excepting when
using sidecar up a steep hill, 1 never
retard spark, and then it is ucually

ft the last thing I do, reducing air first.

Is this right, or would you say retard
L spark lever at commenceirent of a hill

[when using sidecar? I should like to
Iknow the reason for or against advanced
i lever position at slow speeds, so that I

Lean appreciate its effects on the bearings
fof engine, etc.—A.I M.

with

It is quite true that at slow speeds the
fully advanced spark is more strain on the
engine bearings, as tlie explosion is taking
pbce prematuiely, and the piston has
often to work nr against its force. This
is more especially true in the case of

accumulator ignition, but, as I he inten-
sity of the magneto spark varies with
the speed, the comparatively feeble spark
producing slower combustion causes the
magneto to have an automatic retaidiiig

effect. On the other hand, if the magneto
is set in at all an advance-d position, it

is not advisable to drive with full

advance at olow speeds. If ycM can do
so without the engine knocking, it simply
means that you lose efficiency by not
being able to advance the spark more
when you are travelling fast. However,
the setting of your spark may be quite

correct for ordinary purposes, and we
should not advise you to alter it.

Correspondents are urged to write
clearly, and on one side of the paper
only, numbering each query separately

and keeping a copy, for ease of refer-

ence. Letters containing legal queries

should be marked " Legal " in the left-

hand corner of envelope, and should
be kept distinct from questions bearing
on technical subjects.

A New Carburetter.

I am writing to ask ' your
opinion Oii an entirely new car-

biiretter. I may say that after

a great deal of experimenting I

have succeeded in making one as

follow.^ : Petrol controlled from handle-
bar or on cai'buTetter separately, and
it may be cut riglit c<5 or otherwise,

eitler w-ay, and it is fed by gravity or
pressure. 'J 't> petrol lever on haiidle-

bar opens an extra- air valve if desired.

There is no possibility of petrol blow-
ing back. It is perfectly automatic after

being set to suit any engine, and enguie
may be driven on throttle? There
are no sticking valves, and it has a

straight way thfough. It has given
marvellous results {i.lted to a 5 h.p.

T.T. JIatchless. At the present
moment the a.bove carburetter reposes

quite out of sight in one ci my waist-

coat pockets.—J.H.W.
We are very much interested to' hear
about your carburetter, and we shall be
very glad to receive details and drawings.
If you pi'otect the article,^ which will co.st

one guinea, we could publish full details

if we consider it would prove to be of

general interest.

Miss Welstead (driving) and Mrs. A. G. Alsford, botii members 01 tne Bournemouth Motor Cycle Ciuu, on a

3j h.p. Scott with MilUord sidecar.

i\^
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Twin 11. Single.

(1.) Is a 6 h.p. twin motor
cycle as reliable as a 3A h.p.

single, both machines being fitted

witii cnange pnppH gears? Also
£hall I be courang trouble if I

purchase a twin? (2.) I require the
machine for sidecar work, and intend
having a^6 h.p. > Zenith.—G.W.S.

(1.) A twin is practically as reliable, but
slightly more complicated than a single ;

in the hands of a careful driver theie

is no reason why great satisfaction should
not be obtained therefrom. In fact, for

sidecar work we consider that a twin
is superior. (2.) We should say that
the 5 h.p. machine referred to in your
letter would suit your purpose admirably.

Foot Starting and Half Compression.

I am a rider of a 1911 3^ h.p.

free engine Rover (iriumph free

engine hub), and as I ride in all

weathers, and have had some
considerable trouble owing to the

free-wheel of the pedal gear working-

full of dirt, etc., and refusing to act.

I am anxious to fix a more satisfactory

means of starting, and also to convert
my machine into a two or three-speed

one (1.) Do you advise a counter-

shaft gear or an Ai'mstrong three-speed

hub ? (2.) What makers market a
counter-shaft gear suitable for fixing

to any make of machine, and which is

in your opinion the best and least liable

to accident from back-firing in the

engine ? (3.) Do you consider the
Amac half-compression device a useful

addition to a machine?—G.E.M.
(1.) Either a good counter-shaft gear or

the Armstrong tliree-speed gear would
suit your purpose. |2.) Messrs. Bowden
Wire, Limited, 37, Pratt Street, Camden
Town, N.W., make a good counter-shaft

geai" which incorporates a foot-starting

device. (3.) Yes, w« consider the
device in question to be useful.

Sidecar Requirements.

I contemplate purchasing a
^1 sidecar combination and am
> attracted by a well-known 6 h.p.

-iJ twin. 77^ X 95. capacity 896 c.c,

belt driven. I have no desire

whatever for high speed, and do not
anticipate having to climb freak hills,

hut I want to take a substantial and
comfortable sidecar. (1.) Would this

machine, which is fittecl with a long

exhaust pipe to rear, be quiet when
driven at 15-18 m.)i.h. ? (2.) Would
it be more silent at this sjieed than a

3i h.p. single and sidecar ? (3.) Would
such a high-poweoed machine run
easily at slow speed, and be simple to

handle 1 (4.) What should be the
jielrol consumption compared with that
of a 3i h.p. single and sidcfar ? (5.)

Would the belt drive be satisfactory
for the slow speed named ? (6.) Judp;-

'

ing by the capacity, surely the,

machine is more than 6 h.p. V (7.)

Would you recommend a less power-
ful machine in view of my desire for
silence, moderate speeds and comfort ?

— W.M.S.
(1.) The machine would be quiet at
low speeds. (2.) It would be more
silent th:in a single rvlinder. (3.)

VcB. There would he no dfliriulty about
driving at slow speed. (4.) 'J'he petrol ccju-

sumption would be about twenty to thiiiy

1:4

miles less to the gallon than a single

cylinder, sav 50 to 60 m.p.g. (5.) 'ihe

question of belt or chain drive is a matter
of personal choice, but we lean towards
the chain for passenger work. (6.) The
machine should develop 9 h.p. (7.) We
should recommend you to adhere to the
machine mentioned, as it is a comfort to

have a little power in hand going up hills.

Detacliable Wlieels {or Mctor Cycles.

A frier-d of mine has shown me
an invention which he recently

patented. I was contemplating
joining with him in the^ exploiting

of the patent if I could come to
terms with him. However, before doing
this I should like to know your opinion
as to whether the idea is new, or

whether from your experience you can
say the idea has been previously adopted.
The invention is in connection with the
construction of the hub and axle parts of

wheels for motor cycles and sidecars,

whereby any wheel can be interchanged
so that the front wdieel may be put at

the back or vice versa. One of the cliief

points is that it can be done in a couple
of minutes, and that the change does not
interfere in any way with the driving
wheel or the brake bands attached to the
back wheel. These remain absolutely

rigid. The idea also renders practicable

a spare wheel for bicycles and sidecars.

The invention seems to me exceedingly
practicable, and has been used by the in-

ventor for several weeks, and the cycle

has covered many hundreds of miles. If

the invention is good on account of its

novelty, I think it has great prospects of
success, but as you are conversant with
the details of motor cycle inventions, I

should be obliged if you would let me
know whether in your opinion there is

any danger of prior inventors claim-
ing to have utilised the idea.—U.H.H.

We should say that a device of the type
mentioned in ~your letter would be most
desirable, and would be worth exploiting.

We do not think that the patent has been
anticipated, but to find this out definitely

you would have to put the matter in the
hands of a patent agent and have a proper
search instituted. We are very njuch in-

terested by the idea, and shall be glad to
hear further details as soon as you can
conveniently send them.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining tiie experiences

of othefj with various motor cycles or accessories
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in
wliich the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor.

"T.A." (Burnley),—2-i h.p. and 5-6 h.p.

F.N. Reliability of clutch and shalt trans-

mission.

• " H.H.T." (Melton Mowbray).—2J h.p.
Enfield and 2-^ h.p. A.J.S. Two speeds
and free engine.

"W.E.H." (Salisbury).—Casso and other
decarbonisers.

"P.W." (North Finchley).—3i h.p.

Zenith-Gradua with sidecar.

" A." (Waltham).—Mabou variable gear
fitted to 3^ h.p. machine ; with and with-
out sidecar.

" J.D." (Cardiff).—Albion two-speed Imb
and free engine clutch.

"J.W.S." (Chislehurst).—3i h.p. and
8 h.p. Campions.

"J.E.M." (Stonebroom). — 3 h.p.

Lincoln-Elk clutch model.

"R.E.H." (Stafford).—Binks carbur-
etter, easy starting, and steady pulling
with 7-8 h.p. motor cycle and sidecar,
reliability and consumption.

" G.S." (Ilford).—Armstrong and Bow-
den gears with 3i h.p. and sidecar.

"F.J.S." (Willesden).—P.M.C. motor-
ette for all-weather use by commercial
traveller.

Tho Poriolto (guadcar with M. Avorlos Ponellu at tho wheel. This mini\turo four-whooler has a w.^icr-
cooled sin-^lc cylinder en ;ino or 7 h.p., anj is at smart appearance. I( was described in delitll in our Issue of
November 30th, page 1331,
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters shonid be aillresssl to the Alitor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tulor Street, E.C., and shouli be accompaniel by the writer's full name and address.

How to Exhibit a Badge.
Sir,—Referring to the paragia^h recenijy published on posi-

tion of an A. A. badge on a motor cycle, 1 suggest that the
front number plate is the best place for the badge, as it is quite

clear of other things, is illuminated by the lamp, and is easily

fixed with two bolts through the number plate. P.

The Manufacturers' Union and Misleading Advertisements.
bir,—The Advertising (Jouioiittee ot tuis union are aware of

"the damagir.g effects to the trade, and particularly to the

retail trade, of misleading cycle and motor cycle advertise-

ments in the " Wants " columns of the daily press, in which
cycles are falsely described and fictitious values quoted,
whereby the public are deceived.
The Advertising Conmiittee will be much obliged to receive

instances of sucli misleading " Wants " advertisements from
any cycle agent or interested party, with a view to vigorous
measures being taken to bring the offending advertisers to

justice.

CoQ.munications should be addressed to the Secretarv.
Masonic Buildings, Coventrj'. ALF. BEUNELL."

Winter Runs.
Sir,—In answer to Jlr. Kimber's enquiry in the issue of

January 25th, regarding the condition of riders of A.C.
Sociables and similar machines in the E.xeter run, I think
my experience may be of interest. Although not a competitor
in the Exeter ran, I undertook quite as bad a journey from
the point of view of rain, snow, and filthy roads.

I took delivery of a new machine at the works of Messrs.
Auto-carriers, at Thames Dilton, on January 5th, and I

may say that when I arrived in the morning the finishing

touches were being put to it. Ta.dng it straight from
the finishers' hands, I set out on my 200 miles journey to

Hull. Now, although it rained near-ly the whole of the way,
Tiy wife and I were able to keep clean, dry, and comfortable
without the aid of waterproofs or any hideous disguise. We
also had to traverse several yards of water near Peterborough
owing to taking the wrong road in the town. The mud-
guarding is splendidly carried out, and it is sui^prising how
clean the machine keeps. I also think it a splendid testi-

mony to the care of the manutactuiers that the machine did

the whole journey without a single adjustment.
With best wishes for the prosperitv of vour interesting

_and useful journal, ROBERT AKESTER.

Freeing of Seized Pistons—Drastic Methods.
Sir,—The following may be of interest to your numerous
Iders. A motor cyclist in Ceylon, who has not been one (or

Torg, recently started on a twenty mQes ride. Aft«r doing
some two-thirds of it he noticed that the macliine was begin-
ning to run somewhat stiffly, and investigation showed that
his supply of lubricating oi! had become exhausted. As there
was no chance of replenishing Ids supply, he decided to get as
far as possible under power. When he was within a mile or
two of Hatara, his destination, the piston finally struck work,
and he had to push in tlie ren'ainder of the distance. It then
only remained for him to free his piston.

Knowing that heat expands and cold contracts metal, he
wired into Colombo (100 miles) for a cwt. of ice. This arrived
the next day, but in the excitement of the moment the motor
cyclist got a little mixed, and having carefully packed the
outside of the cylinder with the ice, poured boiling water on
the top of the piston via the compression tap. This not
^having the desired effect of freeing the piston, he had ^-i

devise a fresh method. Remembering having seen that :i

mixture of kerosene oil and baking powder liad a rising effect

he decided to apply this principle, and obtaining the necessary
ingredients, poured them into a crank case through the drain
tap, and anxiously waited lor the piston to be forced up the
cylinder. Strange to say, not even this drastic treatment
cajsed the refractory piston to shilt, and it becan.e evident to
the owner that sometliing vigorous must be done, the piston

could not be made to rise, but possibly it could be induced to

descend. The question was, by what means.
After mature consideration, he procured a revolver, and.

removing tlie compression tap, discharged six rounds of blank
in rapid succession on to the top of the piston, which remained
in exactly the same position. It now became evident that this

was a particularly obstinate case, and he reluctantly had to
ad.nit deieat, and sent the machine into Colombo for further
treatment. C663.

Uiyatalawa, Ceylon.

A Method of Truing Worn Pulleys.
Sir,—The troubles of belt owners have been aired with such

unfailing regularity that we have decided to give our experi-

ence of similar troub es, the primary cause, and its obvious
remedy. New mrchines leave the works equipp-=d with
correctly angled pulleys of, say, fin., |in., |in., and lin. gap.
The troubles for the fii-st few thousand miles are p actically

nil, but once real trouble sets in the amateur condemns belts

as unreliab e, red sighs for the chain drive as the only solution

of the difficulty. We look minutely into the nntter and find

that the belt rim is, practically speaking, still |in. in section

and of coiTect angle, whereas the engine pulley is now
•{-fin. and of most distorted contour, often develop ng a

distinct riJge. Slipping takes place, and the now gritty belt

allows rapid wear to supervene by reason of its grinding
action being as it were automatically exaggerated the longer

it rims. A careful examination of the belt reveals (1) incorrect

angle, and (2) shrinkage of tV™- or more, due to the combined
eft'ect of stretch and wea-r. This gives us a i|in. belt runniug
in a distorted f|in. pulley, a difference of ^in. True, there

is still a wedging action, due to the belt following it^ weai
in the pulley, but a wedging drive is dttrimentai and results

in proportionate absorption of power. Nintty per cent, seek
to overcome the difiiculty by either ordering a new belt or

skimmmg the pulleys. The latter method is temporarily
satisfactory, but results in a lowered gear, and in qrite a

short time the belt naturally finds the b:ittom of the pulley.

A new belt of the original dimension (|in.), being of correct

angle, is liable to slip in the untrue pulley, and tiuing the

puJley as before stated is unreliable. Of course, a new pulley

would speedi y rectify matters, but if motorists would only
have their pulleys skimmed up true and get a belt made
^in. larger than the original they would be" astonished at the
result.

To restore distorted pulleys to their correct angle without
expense or detaching proceed thus: Jack up cycle on stard
and detach belt only whi.e engine is hot. Get a friend to

sit or lean on the saddle to keep machine ritdd. Place a wood
or other block and an old file (preferably flat) near at hand.
Start up the engine by placing belt loosely over the pulley,

drawing taut, and then smartly pulling the ur^ders'de with
the left hand, the right hand retaining the t nsion of the toil

portion. The engine having started up, place the block close

up to the pul.ey, so that the' top of the block is about level

with pulley-shaft. Turn the file edgeways, using the cutting
edge, and in five minute.-* both faces can be pc-fectlv trued
hi nlii. COMET CYCLE CO.
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Engine Position.

Sir,—With regard to the article oy "B.S." on the above
subject in your issne of the 25th ult., I beg to point out

that his remarlcs on distribution of weight are entirely

wrong, and are not borne out by experience.

Equal distribution of weight does not minimise the

tendency of a motor cycle to skid. In fact, the greater

the load on the driving wheel, the less the liability to skid,

and the consequent longer life of the back tyre.

That Scott inachines hold up or. grease i& a fact, but it

is not connected with the inclined engine, nor the forwaid
position of same, but is due to the weight disiribution,

which in the first place is lower down than on a standard

machine, and, secondly, the gear box, chain drive, petrol

tank, magneto, etc., are all weighted on the back wheel,

and consequently there is a greater proportion of weight on
this wheel, giving the above result.

The machine 1 manufacture, which has been illustrated

in your paper on a previous occasion, is a ..'i h.p. model,

and the engine is carefully slung nearer the back wheel

than the front, with the marked results of non-tendency
to slvid, and long life of the back tyre.

All the two-speed machines are much steadier in grease,

owing simply to the greater weight on the driving wheel.

Another big factor in the behaviour of a machine is tlie

rider I have ridden behind Jack Marshall on a T.T.

Triumph with plain round Dunlop tyres, through twenty
miles of treacherous roads and many miles of tramlines,

and his back wheel has not shown the sliehtest variation

from its true track. REG. SAMSON.

Lubr'cation Systems.

Sir,
—"Amateur" falls into d common error in assuming

that there is any "oil drag" with inside flywheels. If an
abnormal supply of oil is given to the engine, some little

drag might take place, but this could not be sufficient to

affsct materially the power developed.

;
- For instance, when a charge of oil is injected on the road

most engines will accelerate ; if oil drag of any magnitude
'occurred, one would naturally expect the engine momentarily
[to slow down. What actually happens is that the

ioil in the crank "case is taken up by tht? flywheels at

..starting ; as spesd increases, this is scattered over the internal

'parts of the engine which, offering a large area, retain a

^considerable quantity of oil. At highest eng'ne speeds the

oil is broken up into minute particles and foi-ttis a miniature
fog or "Scotch mist" inside the case. No further oil is

taken up by the flywheels until a sufficient quantity has
drained down the sides of the crank case to touch the

flywheels again, A moment's thought will show that under
normal conditions very little oil indeed will remain at the
bottom of the case for the flywheels to run in.

We submit that the external flywheel engine for motor
cycle purposes has greater disadvantages than the
imaginary power loss caused by oil drag on the internal

flywheel engine.

We are quite in agreement with "Amateur" on the other
matters he mentions. Our experience is tb.at large area
plain bearings are now being demanded in preference to the
existing types of single row non-adjustable ball bearings.

Generally speaking, we believe the buying public are now
beginning to realise a fact that was proved years ago, viz.,

that this type of bearing is onlv suitab'e for light loads at
high speeds. THE CONDOR MOTOR CO.

Sir,—^Your correspondent, " Amateur," raises some inter-

esting points on lubrication, etc. There is no doubt, as he
says, that internal flywheels fling the oil aWay from the big

end bearing, but not only this, if a sufficient level of oil

were kept in the crank case for the big end to dip into, the
flywheels would drench the cylinder with an excess of oil,

and rapid carbonisaticm would result. It is a mo.st difficult

matter in a motor cycle engine to give both cylinder and
bearings their required amount of nil ; the quantity in the
crank case (about one pumpful) sufficient for the cylinder i.s

totally inadei|uute for the bearings. The direct system of

lubricating the gudgeon pin and big end Ijy an oil pipe to

the cylinder wall seems a step in the right direction.

It is certain, in my opinion, that motor cycle engines
will in future have to be either water-cooled or properly
lubricated by a definite system, us on ears. The modcin
high compression single devclojiH so much heat that ils

beariiigs simply cannot be expected to .st.'iiid the sti'ain.

I do not think there is much in what "Amateur" says
about the friction of internal flywheels in the oil. I'urning
the engine round by hand is all very well, but what about
two or three thousand r.p.m. ? At running speeds the
flywheels will not be ploughing their way through a sump
of oil; they will be flinging it about. Not only this, but
crank cases get hot enough to reduce the viscosity of even
a heavy oil enormously.
One point on lubrication I have not seen mentioned is

this. In modern side by side ra.o.v. engines the valve
pocket capacity is large, and consequently the piston has
to come very high up in the cylinder in order to get a

sufficiently high compression, and in my engine (1911 type)
the piston pushes the oil over into the valve pocket and ah
over the valves, stems, and guides. A domed piston should
be an improvement, as it would not need to come so high
up in the cylinder. An oily valve was unknown on my
i:)revi6us machine (a.o.i.v.), as the piston did not come up
level with the valve pocket.

I agree with "Amateur" re plain bearings. During
seven years I have never yet had a ball bearing engine, and"
do not want one. It is interesting in this connection to note
that one firm, Messrs. J, A'. 1-restwich and Co., fit and
lecommend plain bearings in their engines, using ball bear-
ings in the racing engines. A friend of mine oi'dered plain
bearings on a machine in which plain or ball bearings were
fitted as desired, an extra charge being made for the latter.

Unknown to him, the machine was delivered with ball bear-
ings, and this was only discovered when, after nine hundred
miles, there was considerable play in the mainshaft. The
makers then fitted plain bearings free of charge

!

S. H. CROW.

Dslivery of New Machines.
Sir,—If my own experience may be taken as generally

representing that of others there must be, I am sure, a large
sum total of discontent among your readers. Shortly after

the Olympia Show I placed an order with a prominent firm .

of manufacturers for a machine costing between £60 and
£70, after being assiu'ed by their manager in London
that delivery could be effected within a fortnight, or, at
the very outside, three w.eks. As a niptter ot fact, the
machine is not delivered yet, aaid not only that, but all I .'

can obtain in the way of information is an offhand suggestion
.

that it "must" come to hand within a few days.
The firm has locked up something between £15 and £20

of my money, and I have up to the. present nothing but
'

empty promises to show for it. Those firms who are enter-
prising enough to be ready \yith their machines directly the",
year turns are the ones to support, and I consider it amounts
to rank dishonesty to take a man's money and then keep
shilly-shallying about for weeks and denying him any satis-

faction in the matter of delivery.

It would, c{ cixirse, be anothei' thing altogether if from
the very first on^e were told that delivery before February,
for instance, were impossible, but . to quote December
definitely, knowing, as they must have done, that such a

'

thing was impossible is, I think, to say the least of it, a
contemptible and dishonest action. DISGUSTED.

-ataa«anMHs«t^<m.v;,i

A lair driver ot a 1912 model L.M. quadcar.
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Clean Counties.
Sir,—In your last issue you asii lor information about a

trap between Trumpington and Cambridge in 1911.
On Coronation JJay, riding from London to Ely, I found a

warning on the A. A. bulletin board about a trap on that
stretch of road, but, personally, I passed through it at
twenty-two miles an hour in safety.

"K. T. GEMMELE.

Two-stroie Engines.
Sir,—Referring to tue article on two-stroke engines in

last wee.^'s issue, we w^uld point out that, although we "do
not claim any phenomenal speed " in our catalogue, this

does not imply that our eiigines cannot be speeded up ; 3X00
r.p.m. can be obtaineu without the slightest difficulty. As a
matter of fact the machine that ran in the Gloucester Trial
easily does forty miles per hour on a gear of 4J to 1 (i.e.,

engine speed of 2,600 r.p.m.), and this speed was attained
within the first two hours of the machine's life on the load.
We cannot altogether agree witli the writer's remarks n

the relative benefit of three and two port engines; practice
shows the two port to be more efiicient, and further there
is considerably less liability of crank case firing—in fact,

although we fit a rel.ef valve to our crank case, we find it

is rarely required, and then only in the case of extremtly
careless driving or "sing too weak a mixture. With a
correctly designed engine back firing does not occur from
any other cause.

Altiiough we have made thousands of stationary engines,

we have never yet resorted to gauzes which we notice seem
to be essential in some three-port engines. We congratulate
the writer on his very lucid article, but should like him to

have some practical experience with our engines, and would
, also state that his drawing is not a correct illustration of

our patent inlet valvt
_

STUART TURNER, LTD.
[The sketch of the inlet valve referred to in tire above

letter was purely diagrammatic, and the valve was merely
imserted to show its position.

—

Ed.]

Multi-pole Sparking Plugs.
Sir,—Under the above heading, Air. W. J. Laneasttr

writes that he has carritd out some experiments iti which he
has used the Lodge double-pole sparking plugs m connection
with the Bosch magneto, and statts that up to date he has

not had any trouble with the magneto, i'his, we quite th nk,

is true, as he admits that in order to get essier start.ng he
has had to reduce the gap between the two pon ts inside

the combu.stion chamber to a space so small that the points

are almost touching. This in itself. is an admission that the

magneto is not capable of doing the work imposed upon it,

otherwise it could fire two gaps of the noimal opening as

does the Bosch magneto, which is designed and m nufac'ured
for two-spark ignition, and which is capable of effecting

such ignition witliout calling into use special types of pLigs.

VVitn these facts in view, where is the necessity to experi-

ment with any other apparatus, when the Bosch Magneto Co.
issue tested and guaraiteed reliable articles for the purpose.
The letter written by iMr. W. J. Lancaster only emphasises

what we hare previously stated, and we furthtr wish strongly

to recommend owners of magnetos, whether Dofch or

other makes, designed for single spaik ignition not to impo e

upon th< m double the work, as by this means satisfactory

results are not obtainable, although it may be possible sliglitly

to improve upon the effect which is produced by single

. ignition ; in any case; nobody can hope to produce the effeut

of the two-spark ignition.

THE BOSCH JIAGNETO CO.. LTD.
- AiiTHrR E. BevNett, technical manager.

Sir,—With reference to the above, I first tried the Lodge
plugs about two years ago,- chiefly with a view to getting

extra speed and power for that yeai''s T.T. I used, at one
period, as many as three plugs in one cylinder with a
marked increase in power and apparently no detriment to

the magneto, which was a Simms. I have never used these
plugs with a Bosch magneto, but I have no doubt that the
Bosch Company will admit that if a Simms magneto will

stand three plugs in series, a Boscli should also be able to

stand the strain.

With regard to ease of starting, I found that in my case

(a 3^- h.p. Norton) it did not render starting any more
difficult, being able to start my engine from cold with the

ion

:ive

three plugs in series with the first pull of the back wheel. I
did not, however, use the plugs in the race, as I found the
vibration at higli speeds was too much for the constructii
of these plugs, but I have no doubt that they would g'

excellent results under ordinary touring conditions.

P. BREWSTER.

Sir,—In the issue of January 4tli, a letter appeared asking,
both the Bosch Co. and ourselves to state whether the use';

of the Lodge double-pole plug d.es or does not have any ill'

effect on the magneto. We at once replied in the following!
issue, saying that we were anxious to prove clearly to readers;
of The Motor C'l/ch that tlie extra power obtained by the use
of our double-pole pkig was in no way secured at the expense,
of the magneto, and e.vplaming that the best possible way
w-e could convince them was for us to ask any users of both-,

to be so good as to report their actual experiences.

In each of the three issues which have been published
since Janaary 11th. a letter his appe:.red on the subiect, each
from a different writer, all being users of both Lodge double-
pole plugs and Bosch magnetos ; and the report in every
case has been exactly what we had anticipated, viz., that
not the smallest difference is made to the magneto, while
the po.ver of the engine is considerably increased.

Not a single letter has appeared uttering a word to the
contrary, so that we think this correspondence should finally

.ettle the question and put an end to the quite unfounded
suggestion that a double-pole plug might throw some
detrimental strain on the magneto.

LODGE BROS. AND CO.

War Office Test at Brooklands.
Sir,—I notice in your report of the War Uifice test at Brook-,

lands you state that the Zenith was the only machine which
apparently satisfied the War Office ofiicials.

_
,

I was rather surprised to read this, as according to the times
111 your report the Douglas was the only machine that com-
plied with the War Office requirements which are as foUow :

.Machines with about 600 c.c. ^b ni.p.h. and machines with
about 3o0 c.c. 40 m.p.h. W. W. DOUGLAS.,

Sir,—Refen ing to your report of the War Office tests at ',

Brook'.ands, I should like to point out that I was officially

timed by a War Office official to accomplish the two laps in !

approximately 3m. 60s. per lap. Further, I did not run into

the bank whilst ascending the test hill, but in attempting to

turn round after havhig started up the engine.

It will be noticed that no machine accomplished a speed of

45 m.p.h. This was due partly to the low gears in use, but

more particularly to the atmospheric conditions. It was foggy
and intensely cold, and carburation was very much affected at

high speed. .HUGH GIBSON.
[We offer our apologies to Messrs. Douglas Bros. lor the error.

It is quite true that the War Office standard set for engines

up to 350 c.c. was 40 m.p.h., which average the Douglas

machine ridden by G. L. Fletcher handsomely exceeded.

No times having been announced officially, it is impossible

for us -to confirm or deny Mr. Gibson's statement. His

claimed speed is 42.6 m.p.li.

—

Ed.]

A 1910 Triumph which has had the top tube cut down giving a lower rilinj

position by about 2^ inches. Of course ttie tanli capacity has been diminiiiied

as a result.
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jSilence.

Sir.—T notice a gooH deal of talk going on at

present about noisy in cycles. About five years ago

1 made a silencer on the principle of cooling thf hot gases.

However, after it was used I found it was even better than

I expected, for it not only cooled the gases, but it did

, aw^y with practically all pressure in the silencer. The
principle will be best understood from the accompanying

sketch. The length of the silencer is twice the length of

the engine,stroke, and the diameter is the same as that of

the cylinder. One-eighth holes are bored in the air tubes,

60 that ihe total area of the combined holes equals twice
the area of the exhaust pipe. Better results are obtained
by only having rsh\. holes, but ihey are rather apt to

choke up, which means taking the silencer adrift—a simple
operation done by removing nuts A. After using this

silencer for five months, the cylinder was removed to be
scraped, but it was found there was practically no deposit
to scrape, and the engine never overheated, even under most
trying conditions. H. D. AIcRAE OALLANDAY.

The Evolution oJ Transmission.
Sir,—I was surprised to see published in your issue of

February 1st a personal attack on my veracity and motives
signed by initials. In common fairness, I must ask you to

explain that my letter to The Motor Cycle was not pub-
lished in e.xtcnfso.

As regards the details which "F.R.H." states "it would
be interesting to know," they are as follow :

1. The chain was a Hans Renold.
2. The car was a single-cylinder 9 h.p. Cadillac two-

seater weighing 12^ ^wts.
6. The scone was a Knger-shaped flint . about lin. in

diameter and Sin. long.

A The differential fitted, as in all this pattern of central

drive Cadillac, was on each side of the back sprocket wheel.

Your correspondent suspects that I have an a-xe to grind.

This I freely admit, and, further, that I have been for over
thirty years grinding at it. It is the progress of cheap,
efficient, and safe road transit

Since my letter was published, I have received a number
of queries from interested readers, several forwarded by
the courtesy of your staff. If I have failed as yet to

answer all these, perhaps the writers will forgive a busy
country general medical practitioner, whose daily round
is rarely less than thirty-five miles, and who is exception-
ally busy at the present time. Indeed, during the last

snow, on one day, when the whole district was covered
some inches deep with a semi-solid freezing mixture, I rode
twenty-eight mites on my little 2J h.p. pedal-less machine,
fitted with a rubber belt (because I had not a leather one
in my possession). Although, naturally, there was belt

slip, still it was not so bad as to prevent my climbing the
1 in 8 bill out of my village.

I purpose taking no further part in this dis'cussion at

present, as I have given honest personal experiences,
signed my full name, and defy anyone to prove interested
motives. CUAS. S. I'ATTKliSON, M.B., M.H.C.S. "

The English-Dutch Trial.

Sir,—I should like to piil loiuaril a suggestion for

selecting the English team of nnjlur cyclists who are to

take part in the trial with the Dutch team in August.
Whv not throw the .selection of the team open to readers

of '/'/"' Millar Cycle 1 I consider a good idea would be to

cnclo.sc a voting form in one week's issue of the paper, in-

viting readers to state, by pl.acing u ci'oss against the
names, whcjin they consider worthy to uphold the reputation

of the old country. It would undoubtedly create

entriitsiJiHin, and i-ausi- the triiil to bo fi>llo\\'e(I n (jre clnscly

by the supporters of The Mulor 6'i/cic. W. COtlTKll

ciz
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Sir,—A word about the choosing of competitors for the

English-Dutch trial. I thinu it may be assumed that all

the riders who have entered are reasonably skilled, and so

the choice could safely and wisely be made from the point

of view of machines, and not of riders

In each class the machines chosen should not be only not

of the same make, but not even of the same type. For
example, in the 500 c.c. class, if three machines are to be

chosen, choose, say, a Triumph or -some other standard

3^ h.p. of repute, 'a P. and M., and a Scott. These three

machines represent three distinct types.

I think this method of choice would give a team wiiich
'

would be as fairly representative as possible of English

machines of all types.

^s in the choice of a rider for the popular 5^ h.p. class

there woild be many riders to choose from, if the choice

was not obvious you "could choose by their former successes

in important trials. LODGE PALMER SCOTT. ,

Experiments with Hydrogen Feroxide.

Sir,—In answer to your correspondent " 62b8," I should

like to say that the burner I used in all my experiments on
'

_

hydrogen peroxide was o[ie of Bray's fourteen litre cycle

burners, which admits of air being injected into the flame

after the gas has left the burner. The gas outlet in this type

consists of two fine holes which are bored obliquely in the

steatite top of tlie burner. I believe the "Roni" burner,

which has a slit instead of a hoie, allows a certain amount '

of air to mix with the gas before leaving the burner itself.

Modern burners admit of a mixture of air and gas being used.

There is. of course, a definite proportion of air and gas

which will give the highest illumination power with a given
.

.burner, and those which injeit more or less air than is tequiied

to satisfy tliis ratio are not so efficient as those allowing the .

theoretical mixture to be used. A. RElS'FRED MYHILL.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
"A.K." writes in favour of rubber belts for transmission

purposes, and instances a round top lin. Duiilop belt which
drove his 1909 twin Rex and sidecar a distance of 2,700

miles since last August and is now pulling well ; the belt

was shortened only three times in that di.itance.

J. Stanley White writes: Messrs. Parke Davis and
Co. put up a solution of hydrogen peroxide which I find,

from actual experiment, has remarkable keeping properties,

and does not appear to lose its strength, even if the bottle

should inadvertently remain uncorked. Its stable properties

are stated to be due to small quantities of acetanilide, and
the solution is as near as possible neutral.

Will ."U32" send his name and address to the Editor?

T F, Lucas, who carriod almost nil bolore him at the Co.vlon M.C.C. hill-climbs

on his T.T. Triumph (see page 103, Jan. 2otj),
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
Quickly Detachable Sidecar Fittings.

We illustrate herewith a detachable
•oupling foi sidecars. The patentee is Mr.
3. Wakeman, 32, Blenheim hoad^Moseley,
Birmingham, who wriies as follows:
" I have a set attached to my Rudge

notor cycle and sidecar and I find them
juite satisfactory.
" The great point I claim is that the

Muplings being made with a taper socket
md plug are very easily connected and
iisconnected, and also they make a per-

lectly rigid joint, much more rigid than a

G F

Siting that has one tube sliding into

mother, and also it allows more latitude

when a sidecar is being fitted, as the
;onplings centre themselves as long as the
jlugs just enter the sockets.

"The following short description will

nake the principle quite clear

:

"The sketch shows the down tube
jracket A, with plug B, which is brazed
nto sidecar tube C, fitting into socket D,
md held in position by a taper pin E,
ivliich.is prevented from shaking out by
,he spring F. To take adrift, all that is

equired to be done is to levolve the spring

?, wlxich is pivoted on screw G, to one
lide, and the taper pin E can be readily

withdrawn, ajid the couplings then fall

apart. The spring F is cupped where it

makes contact with the pin ii, therefore it

cannot vibrate out of position."

The Cairns Device,

Messrs. J. Cairns and CoD'pany, Grim-
shaw Street Works, Preston, have intro-

duced one of the most ingenious sidecar

fittings we have yet seen. The accom-
panying illustratiun, figs. 1 to 4, shows tlie

device clearly. The tube A, fig. 1, foims
part of the sidecar frame, while the clip

& is bolted on to the bicycle frame.
The bolt C, fig. 2, is provided with
two arms round which the first and
second fingers are placed. When it is_

desired to detach the sidecar all that is

necessary is to place the thumb on the
bolt D, and lift the spi-ing bolt with the
first and second fingers, this allows the
bolt to be withdrawn from the hole in

the portion F, and to slide down the
inclined plane. To place the sidecar in

position it is only necessary to prsh the
joint straight on to the portion F, when
the bolt slides up the inclined plane and
drops into the hole. It is then securely
fastened, but to make it absolutely rigid
and devoid of all shake, it is necessary
to screw the bolt E up against the spring
with the fingers.

Fig. 4 shoivs the saddle-pin bolt and
the diagonal sidecar stay. It will be
noticed that the saddle " bolt G has an
inclined plane on its slotted portion.
This engages with the shoulder on the
bolt H. Here, again, if pressure be-
exen d by pressing the bolt H against

the inclined surface of G engagement will

be made automatically, and, in the same
manner, if the nut at the bottom of the

bolt H be screwed up a perfectly secure

joint is made. The joints appear to be
well-made and are certainly most ingeni-

ous, being one of the quickest forms of

detachment which has yet been brought
to our notice.

A New Clair Silencer.

The accompanying drawing shows the
latest pattern of Clair silencer, sold by
Messrs. J. C. Lyell and Co., 113, Great
Portland Street, W. It will be noticed

that, while the outward form is neater
than the old type, the original feature

of the Clair patent—^the nest of cups

—

is retained. The new model, which will

be ready for delivery in three or four
weeks' time, will be made in different

patterns, with the inlet in various posi-

tions, as shown by dotted lines in sketch,
so as to suit different types of single

^ and twin-cylinder engines. The new
model is neat and strong, and, moreover,
possesses the advantage of being easily

adapted to various standard makes of
motor cycles.

CAIRNS- QUICKLY DETACHABLR SIDECAR FITTING!.

Fi?- 3- ^'ig- 4.
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DECARBONISING MOTOR CYCLE CYLINDERS.

WE have already referred in these
pages to the method employed
by the Internal Combustion
Engine Cleaning Co., Ltd., fur

renioviug carbon deposit from the cylinder
petrol engine.

day last week ilr. Sidney N.
who is representing the firm in

the Midlands, demonstrated to us tue ease
and speed with which a very dirty engine
could be made absolutely clean without
removing tne cylinder. The apparatus
employed consists of an oxygen tube and
a flexible metallic connection from the
oxygen tube to a short length of fine

metal tubing which can be inseited
through the valve cap and moved about
all around the exhaust port and in the
combustion space. The piston is, of
course plajed on the top of the stroke
and both valves are closed.

Meeting ofthe Oxygen and v. arbon.
The moment the o.xygen begins to play

on the surface of the carbon and a
lighted taper is held inside the
combustion head the meeting of the
carbon and oxygen causes a roaring flame
to issue through the orifice usually
covered by the valve cap. Mr. Fry
explained to us that the first flames were
produced by the burning oil wliich had
not quite carbonised on the piston head
and cylinder. Soon the flames died down
and incandescent particles ot the carbon
commenced to detach themselves, and
were forced out by the rush of the com-
bined flames of the burning oxj'gen and
carbon. In a few moments both piston
and cylinder were quite clean right down
to the metal, and there being no longer
any carbon remaining, the oxygen refused
to ignite except wlien gieas? from the

lighted taper was dropped on some
portion of the hot valve port. One would
be inclined to think that great heit
applied in this way should have a detii-

mental effect on the exhaust valve and
piston, but strangely enough the carbon
deposit acts as an insulator for the
metal until it is burned off, when there
being no more carbon remaining the flames
die out. Natiu'ally the metal becomes
fairly hot, but even immediately after the
process is concluded it is possible to touch
the metal with the bare hand.

Licensing Arrangem'>n<s.
The process is known as "Cylclean,"

and the firm whose address is 3, London
Wall, London, E.G., are licensing

garages in each town of the United
Kingdom, and providing . them with the
necessary outfit to enable them to under-
take the cleansing of any sized cylinder.

BI5
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TIME I

O

Feb. 8th

„ 10th

„ 12th

,, 14th

LIGHT LAMPS.
5.58 p.m.
6.1

6.5 „
6.9 „

Leicester Motor Cycle Show.
The above show was opened yesterday

(Wedne.sday), and will close next Satur-

day. It is being held in the Y.M.C.A.
Hall, London Road.

The Rights of Motorists.

At its last meeting the Legal Committee
of the R.A.C. considered a report of a case

leiating to damages sustained by motor
cyclists on freshly-tarred roads, in which
report some strong remarks were made on
the rights of motorists by the County
Court Judge before whom the case was
lieard. It has been resolved to draw the
:ittention of the Lord Chancellor to the

nature of these remarks.

Another A.C.C.F. Hill-climb.

The. Auto Cycle Club of France has

decided to run another hill-climb, on
the 25th inst., on a hill called Monten-
glaust (Coulommierfi), which is about tliirty

miles from Paris in an easterly direction,

i he hill is on an unused road, and has a
: gradient of 1 in 9. It is best reached from

Dieppe or Boulogne by taking the direct

route to Conpiegne. The conpetitors will

race over two kilometres, one kilometre

.)f which will be the hill-climb. The
Invent is open to motor bicycles, tricars,

and voiturettes.

Class 2.—300 c.c. for singles, 350 c.o.

for twins.

Class 3.—500 c.c. for singles, 600 c.c.

for twins.

Tricars.—750 c.c. for singles, 1,000 c.c.

for twins.
Voiturettes.—Under 750 c.c. for

singles, 1,000 c c. for twins, and 1,250

c. for four cylinders.

Two Important Cases.

In the High Court of Justice recently

(Jones and another v. Lees), Justices

Hamilton-and Banks held that if a hoi'se

escapes on to the highway owing to a
defective hedge arid collides with a cyclist,

the owner of the horse is not liable in

damages to the cyclist, for at common
law the owner or occupier of land ad-
joining a higliway has no duty to keep
his "inoffensive" domestic animals, or
animals not known to be dangerous, off

the highway. This seems pretty definite,

but should the owner of an animal know
the animal to be dangerous the law vpould

SPECIAL FEATURES.
A Week-end on a Sociable.

Definition of Quadcars and Runabouts.

Inter-dub Trial in Surrey and Hants.

[MTOi^ [s^iEiprrs

Feb, Open

Mar,

17.—Sutton Coldfield A.C.
One Day Trial.

2.—A.C.U. Open one Day Trial.

.. 2-!.— R.M.C.R.C. Race Meetins.

„ 23—Herts. County A.C Open
Quarterly TriaL

„ 30.—Derby and Uistric: M.C.C.Open
Hill-cliinb.

Apl. 5-8.—N.W. London and Herts.

County M.C.C. Joint Trial

and Open HiU-climb (Yorks.)

and Ladies' Competition.

„ 8.—Westmorland M.C.C. Open
Hill-climb on Hrigster Brow

,, 13.—Oxtord M.C.C. Open Hiil-clirab

be different. Another case decided in the
Court of Appeal was somewhat similar. In
Ellis v. Banyard, Lord Justices Vaughan
Williams, Buckley, and Kennedy, held
that if cattle stray on to the highway
owing to a gate being left open, there
being no evidence of who left the gate
open, the owner of the cattle, who was
also the owner of the field and gate,
cannot be mulcted in damages caused to

a cyclist through collision with the cattle.

(Reoorted in Law Notes of January, 1912.)

Entries for the T.T." Races.

The following provisional entries have
been received for the T.T. Rac'es. to be
held in the Isle of Man, June 28th and
July 1st: C. R. and H. A. ColUer
(Matchless), both events, and S. A. M.
Witham (three Blumfield machines). The
four following have entered, but have not
stated the machines they intend to ride :

J. Gibson, J. T. Bashall, Harry Bashall,

and D. C. Bolton.

What Some People Want.
A letter in the current issue of Tke

Autocar from Mr. H. F. T. Morgan,
the maker of the Morgan runabout,
explains why it is inadvisable to make
a motor cycle type of runabout with too
luxurious a bodjr. He says: "A heavy
body entails either too little speed or
too large an engine. Some people when
purchasing insist upon luxurious and
lieavy seating. Strange requirements
are sometimes suggested. I have been
asked to fit a Silent Knight engine to
the Morgan runabout."

C. R. Collier Declines American Offer,

We understand that C. R. Collier has
received a definite offer from America
guaranteeing him £20 a week in additioiT
to prize money if he would take hia

Matchless motor cycle to the States and
try conclusions with de Rosier and others
on some of the best racing tracks across
the water. The dates mentioned in the
offer are Mav and June, but as the dates
of the Tourist Trophy Races have been
fixed for June 28th and Julv Ist, Collier-

has refused the offer so that he may bgt
able to race in the Isle of Man. Bravo,
Collier 1

Mcinlicrs ol ttiu Soulh Birmingham M.C.C. who. In ,5jlte of the tomporaturo. turned out in larso numbers last Saturday on the occasion ot the opening run.

I'.lO
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M.C.C. Continental Tour.

The committee have the intention of
arranging a tour in France from about
the 10th to 18th August, provided
sufficient support be forthcoming. It is

expected the total expenses will not
exceed about £10 per head.

The Motor Cycle Manufacturers' Union.

Ml'. H. G. Burfurd having resigned
his position as geueral manager to
Humber, Ltd., has also resigned the
post of chairman of the committee of

the JNIanufacturers' Union, and his
resignation has been accepted. Who will

be the new chairman?

Prizes in the Six Days.

The Auto Cycle Union has been pleased
to accept our offer of two silver cups as

The Motor Cycle special prizes in con-

nection with this year's Six Days' Trials.

One of these will be awarded for the
best performance by an amateur, and the
other for the best performance by a trade
rider, the decision to rest as usual with
the judges.

List of Records.

For convenience oi reference and for

hanging in the office, we have had a

list of ' British motor cycle records
mounted on cardboard. We have still

a limited number left, and any reader
desiring a copy has only to send the
postage, twopence. Agents and depot
managers should find the list particu-

larly useful.

Exceptions prove the Rule.
" N.&.U." writes regarding motor taxa-

tion, and points out that although it is the

law that the driver's licence must be taken
out in the licencee's resident county, his

case is an exception that proves the rule.

Although living in one of the Welsh
counties a licence to drive was issued to

him by another Welsh county authority.

It is the first time we have seen a driving
licence issued by any county to a motorist
not resident in that county.

Increasing the Eneine Power.

Before a good attendance of the A.C.U.,
on Thursday evening last, Mr. W. 0.
McMinnies read a paper entitled " Speed
and Power," illustrated with lantern

slides. Some interesting devices for in-

creasing engine power were shown, such
as air scoops to force the charge to the
engine, increasing the power by the use
uf the compression of the crank case to

assist the petrol flow. Devices for increas-

ing the freedom of the exhaust included
a pipe by which the gases could be
drained into' the cTank rase. Another
.showed the engine modified so that, be-
sides the ordinary exhaust viilve, it had

• another overhead exhaust valve. In the
case of cylinder ports at the end of the
piston stroke it was pointed out that, pro-
vided the piston was of sufficient length
to cover the port when at the top of the
stroke, no noticeable leakage of oil oc-

curred. Another device intended to assist

in cooling the engine consisted, in prin-

ciple, of utilising the crank case compres-
sion to force cool air on to the exhanst
valve. After the paper there was an in-

teresting discussion, in which, among
others, Messrs. Brooker. Karslake, Rhys.
Cooper, Bashall, and Oliver took part, and
many pertinent questions were raised, to
which the lecturer afterwards replied.

Pohce Traps.

The Jletropolitan police are very
active in the neighbourhood of Kingston.
Traps aa'e frequently woi'ked between
Putney and Kingston, not-ably from the

horse trough to the farm house at tire

foot of the hill leading from the cemetery,

from Beverley Brook onwards for one
furlong, working at night, and at the top

of Kingston Hill and on the hill itself.

Motor Cyclists go Skating.

The bright frosty weather last Satur-

day was bracing, and added proof to

the utility of the motor cycle. London
streets Acre thronged with motor
cyclists with skates strapped to their

luggage carriers, seeking the numerous
sheets of water round the Metropolis
where skating was in vogue. We had a

most enjoyable spin down the Ports-

mouth Road, which was in fine condi-

tion, and at the Hut, Wisley, there was
a huge gathering of motor cycles and
cars. Hal Hill, F. Thomas (the rider

of the famous CO.K.), and the brothers

Bashall were dispjarting themselves on
the ice, and enjoying the bright sun-

shine. Our mount \yas a 1911 3^ h.p.

clutch Triumph, kindly placed at our

disposal by Messrs. Godfrey and Apple-
bee. It pulled splendidly, but on the

return journey we experienced much
lamp trouble, owing to the water freez-

ing in the generator.

The week-end saw several well-

known members of the M.C.C. taking
advantage of the recent few days' severe

frost. They journeyed down from town
by motor cycle to Ruislip Reservoir.
There a splendid stretch of ice awaited
them, and skating was in full swing.
Amongst the number we noticed were
:\Iessrs. Southcombe Jlay, B. Marians,
\\'. Cooper, and E. B. Dickson.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Eighth
Annual Dinner.

The above club's eighth annual dinner,

which was held at the Masonic Hall,

Coventry, on Friday last, was a great

success. About 120 members and friends

assembled, and nearly £200 worth of

prizes were di^^ti-il iit?d.

Sutton Coldfteld A.C. Open Reliability Trial.

Fifty-seven entries have already been
received for the above trial, which will

take place on the 17th inst.- Entries

close on tie 12th inst., and a list of

these is published on page 152 of this

week's issue. The legulatinns, route,

and other particulars were given last

week (see page 125). The start will be
at 9.30 a.m. from the C!un Barrels

Hotel, Bristol Road, Bir. lingham.

Motor Cycle Sledging.

On the snow bound roads south of

London at the week-end we saw two motor
cycles, one with a sidecar, each drawing a
sledge. The drivers, .Messrs, M. Campbell
and D. Lavender, of the Wanderers M.C.C,
had one or two spills which added to the
fun. On the exposed parts of the road at

Cudham the drifts were so heavy as to

stop motor cycles, and even cars were
brought to a standstill.

Misleading Advertisements.

The Cycle and Motor Cjcle Manutac-'
turers' and Traders' Union asks us to

draw readers' attention to the letter which
is published in the Correspondence
columns i,' this issue regarding the inser-

tion of misleading advertisements in the

"Wants" column of the daily press.

Agents and others interested are re-

quested to inform the secretary, Mr.
Alfred Bednell, Mi'Sonic Buildings,

Coventry, of any misleading advertise-

ments brought to their notice.

SKATERS AND THE MOTOR CYCLE.

Both motor cycles and push cycles were largely used for getting to the various skating centres last week.

The picture is a scene on the side of the lake on Wimbledon Common, and shows two Chater-Lea sidecars

whose owners are indulging in this popular form of sport.
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Inclined Engines.

The writer_ of the interesting article on inclined

engines ignores the rather common American practice

of inclining a single-cylinder engine backwards. In

warm weather the proximity of the standard vertical

single-cylinder to one's legs is rather unpleasant, but

the backward tilt must accentuate this, and in addition

affects weight distribution to some extent. It would

be interesting to hear 7\merican manufacturers ex-

pound the reasons which induced them to adopt this

design. May I further wonder why a few makers

who tilt their single-cylinder engines forward do not

cast the radiating fins horizontally so as to lie parallel

to the ground line ? One would imagine that if the

fins are kept at right angles to the axis of an inclined

cylinder, one fin must screen another and reduce the

cooling efficiency.

Are Cut=outs Desirable ?

Personally I confine the use of a cut-out to two
sets of conditions, viz., climbing steep hills and

threading heavy traffic. Better design would obviate

the usefulness of the cut-out in climbing exceptional

hills, and from this standpoint legal repression of

cut-outs is certainly to be welcomed ; it will accelerate

the production of better engines. As regards the other

circumstances, I have always asserted that a silent

motor bicycle is a most dangerous vehicle in traffic. The
silent car is safeguarded first by its size, which ensures

its catching the eye of a pedestrian, and also by the

comfort and ease with which a car is slowed, stopped,

and restarted, as contrasted with a motor bicycle. I

confess that in busy cities I almost invariably drive

on the open cut-out in day tim? ; the restricted throttle

opening prevents really excessive noise. If the law

robs me of my cut-out. I shall be compelled to make
excessive use of a penetrating hooter or exhaust

. whistle, which will be less convenient to myself and
more irritating to the public whom I so lovingly

protect. The whole trouble is due to the mannerless

riders who love to crackle along under all circum-

stances and at all speeds with a well-tuned engine

and open exhaust.

Silencers in the Big Trials.

The A.C.U. regulations on the subject of silence

in important trials have always been a laughing stock.

On some occasions the officials have professed to seal

the cut-outs ; under the.se circumstances some riders

have drilled out the normal orifices to obtain as free-

and noisy an exhaust as if the cut-out were per-

manently open, while others have adroitly hoodwinked
the gentlemen with the pliers and wire, and gone
through the entire trial with their cut-outs free, using
them at discretion. On other occasions a general
threat of disqualification for exce.ssive noise has been
deemed sufficient, and the riders have pleased them-
selves on the cut oul i|U(/s(i(]n, in;in\' iniini'nl riders

only closing the shutter when they caught sight of

one of the more virile officials. As a consequence

there is a distinct impression abroad that the A.C.U.

are not jn earnest on the matter.

If the A.C.U. are in earnest they have two fairly

simple alternatives. One is to appoint as " silence

judge" in their next trial a courageous independent

rider, devoid of commercial interests, who shall
,

wander about the route at his own free will, not

confining his presence to half a dozen hills, where a

group of cars and red flags warn the more callous

competitors to be on their guard, and to base a stern

system of marking on his reports. The other is to

enforce a standard silencer in each class outside barrel

of a given length and diameter, inside barrel ditto,

no cut-out, fixed number of outlet holes in each barrel,

each hole to be of a given size, all silencers to be

tested at the start and at the finish.

At present the silence regulations are regarded as

a huge joke ; but perhaps this is the intention of the

A.C.U.? In the meantime we are threatened with

repressive legislation, and in certain police areas this

legislation will produce many annoyances.

Chrome Leather for Belts.

Until quite recently I had never tried a belt made
of real chrome leather. A few months ago a chrome
leather belt was put at my disposal. In form it wa.s

an ingenious evasion of several well-known patents,

designed to give flexibility to a leather belt of large

section.

If a length of the leather was left for forty-eight

hours in water the substance seemed totally unaffected,

and 1 put the belt into use with great expectations.

So far as I was able to' judge the belt was not subjeci

either to glazing by grit or to slipping caused by wet ;

but it had two ^'ery fatal defects, in that it stretched

very rapidly without any limit, and that it was brittle

and kept snapping.

Now I hear of other similar belts in preparation for

the market, and of one in particular which is slretche<l

at each stage of manufacture. The hide is stretched

upon purchase; when it is "raw-hide tanned," it is

stretched again ; again in the " chrome tanned' " stage ;

again when cut into strips ; and, finally, when it is bull I

up into belts. This particular leather seems to de{\

ordinary stretching tests, when its preparation is

finished, and it is not brittle, for if a strip be slit i.i

within half an inch of its edge, it requires great force

to tear the slip away.

I wonder whether a perfected chrome leather beh
may solve the problem of winter transmission, so far

as belt-driven machines are concerned. My experi'

ence should warn readers that some chrome belts are

very, very bad if others are good. The promising

belt to which T have alluded is not yet on the market,

so it is useless for readers to write to me for furthei

iiifnrmation.
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ANOTHER SPIDER QUAD.
10 the other rear wheel, giving a

lower gear ratio. The counter-shaft

is adjustable, so that the belt tension

may be easily altered. A handle

starter geared up to the counter-

shaft by chain' is employed. The

XT

'.'rr-n

.7,

I-
-[
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Three-quarter view of the iight quad described.

AT the present time there is being tested in the

neighbourhood of Coventry a novel type of

sociable quadcar, . which is intended to be
manufactured and sold at the price of an ordinary high

grade motor cycle. Its chief features are absolute

simplicity and light weight.

We have examined a rough experimental machine
and have been for a short trial spin on it with Mr.
Glover, the de-

signer, and we may
safely say that it

seemed quite prac-

ticable, and has

much promise.

The motor in

use for test pur-

poses is an ordi

nary 3J4 h.p. air-

cooled motor cycle

engine, which is

suspended on a

short tubular frame

Ball bearing for counter-shaft, showine; method
of adjusting belt.

difiiculty of fitting a body to this

type of frame is overcome by sling-

ing the body from . the front and
rear ends only, the rest lying well

clear of the frame.

The steering is on the double reel

and cotton system, the ends of the

wires being sprung so as to absorb road shocks.

Although the machine we tried was only fitted with

single gear and fixed point magneto, it had quite a

fair turn of speed, and though we met with no severe

hills, all those we tackled were surmounted with great

ease. The springing is fair, and certainly more com-
fortable than a motor bicycle, though it must he con-

fessed that pot-holes are at times noticeable. The
makers are Messrs. 01o\'er Bros., engineers. .Spon

.Street, ("inentrw

Countershaft showin.

Hat and V belt drives

fast and loose pulley
and handle startin;;

IS bolted direct 1

main frame, am
This frame

to two ash boards which form the

lie with their breadth parallel to the ground.

A tubular axle is boUed rigidly to each end, ami

.•selves as a cross member. No springs are used, bui

^the ash boards form a very fairlv efficient " buck

-board " construction.

The Novel Transmission.

Transmission is by flat belt to a fast and loost

pulley on the counter-shaft, thence by a V belt to one

-rear wheel. We understand that in future a two-speed

on these lines will be used in conjunction with a V bell f^ear view showing belt transmission and petrol lanK at rear

One of the R.l.A.'s experts and an assistant

. travelled over a large number of roads in the Metro-

politan area on three or four mornings last week to

examine the surfaces and to ascertain th^ effect of

frost on road dressings. As a result of these inspec

tions, the' association's expert has drawn up the fol-

lowing list of materials composing road surfaces

arranged in order of non-slipperiness : First and best.

asphalt and experimental roads deep treated with tar

or bitumen; second, smooth tarred roads, i.e., those

that have been tarred on an existing smooth macadam
surface ; third, smooth untarred macadam roads

;

fourth, rougher and uneven untarred macadam roads
;

fifth, new and consequently smooth and even wood
pavement ; sixth and • worst, old and uneven wood
pavement.
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THE TOURIST TROPHY RACE.
The Snaefell Course Sanctioned.

Ten Mornings'

LAST week the Highway Board of the House of

Keys considered an application by the Auto

Cycle Union to hold this year's Tourist Trophy
Motor Cycle Races over the long course, including the

ascent of Snaefell. and the apy)lication was acceded

to. \\"e mentioned in our last is.sue that the Tynwald
Court had granted permission- for the races to be held

in the Isle of Man, but recommended the old short

course, srarting from St. Johjv's and embracing Balla-

craine. Kirk Michael, and Peel. It will be remem-.

bered that it was /'//c J\lotor Cycle which urged the

desirability of a change in the course in face of some
opposition, and, further, commenced the campaign in

favour of including the Snaefell Mountain climb on

every circuit. How far that adopted recommendation
went towards developing the ideal change-speed gear

it would be impossible to over-estimate. .The Auto
Cycle Union oflicials, also realising the good brought

about by the Snaefell course, wisely wired to the Isle

of Man authorities last week asking if the mountain
course could be used in preference to the St. John's

Dates June 28lh and July 1st.

Practising.

course, and we are pleased to report that the House
of Keys unanimously granted the necessary permis-

,sion, and, further, arranged that the dates of the

Junior and Senior T. T. Races should be fixed for

June 28th and July ist respectively.

Douglas People Delighted.
The start and finish will be at Woodlands, on the

outskirts of Douglas, as before, and our Manx corre-

spondent - wires us to the effect thaf Douglas people

are delighted with the decisions, as it will give a

splendid start to the visiting season. It is regretted

on the island that .the Motor Cycle Manufacturers'

Union should ha\'e gone so ^ far as to interfere with

the application for permission to hold the event, and
the Manx people hope yet that the Manufacturers'

Union may see the error of its ways and support the

race.

Ten mornings' practising will be allowed, this year

a time having been fixed, viz., 5 a.m. to 7.30 a.m
As heretofore, competitors may not use their machines

during the daytime or on Sundays.

->-•••-<-

ENGLISH-DUTCH RELIABILITY TRIAL.

ON the i8th inst. the Dutch Motor, Cycle Club
will hold a council meeting to consider a sug-

gestion that the number of the teams in this

International contest be increased to nine aside. "If

sufficient Dutch entrants are forthcoming the club will

agree to the increase in view' of the popularity of the

trial in this country.

Another matter is the question of charging a small

entry fee for the amateur entrants. It is considered

that a small fee will be a guarantee of good faith,

and eliminate those who may send in their names
without any actual ihtention of taking part in the

contest when the time comes. A nominal entrance

fee of five shillings is therefore under consideration.

After these matters have been settled, the question

of choosing the team to represent this couiitry will be

proceeded with. Sufficient entries have been received

to render the selection of a representative team
possible, but more nominations are required in the

amateur lightweight class. First and second reserves

must, also be picked, so that there may be no possi-

bility of the British team starting with depleted ranks

in ca.se of any mishap.

D. J. Danth (2i h.p. Crandex- Precision) and A.

F. de Waal (5 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar) have notified us

of their Intention to join the English party.

Streatham and
District and

Surrey M.C.C.'s

Joint Winter

Reliability Trial.

Competitors
coming up CoasI

Hiil, Dorlting.
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Winter Reliability Trial and Inter-club Competition.
Streatham and District M.C.C. v. Surrey M.C.C.

Inter-team Trial

between the

Surrey and Strea-

tham and District

M.C.C.'s. The

start at Leather-

head.

AT 8.30 a.m. last Saturday the first, man in the above event
was despatched from Leatherhead. the rest following
in pairs at half-minute intervals. The route lay
through Dorking, Guildford, Farnham, Hock, Easing-

stoke, Newbury, Andover, to Winchester. Soon after leaving
Dorking, Coast Hill had to be ascended. Here we passed A.
J. Clayton (3-^ two-speed Humber and sc.) stopped half-way
up. A. J. Luce (8 Zenith and sc.) fai'-ed on this hill owing to
a slipping belt ; however, after descending and fitting a new
one he made an excellent ascent. R. G. Mundy (2^ three speed
Singer) came up excellently on second speed. Just outside
Guildford F. W. Barnes (8 Zenith and sc.) was troubled with
a slipping belt; however, after descending and fitting a new
reaching Farnham he was again delayed owing to a puncture.
He rode the same machine that he used in the French Irill-

climb, the cylinder seals being still intact. Before reaching
Basingstoke we passed A. T. Tamplin (3j Rudge) in trouble
by the roadside. W. H. Davey (3^ Bradbury and sc.) was
another competitor who suffered with belt slip, and had to

stop outside Newbury. After checking at the G.P.O. the
competitors had to make a non-stop to Andcver. where they
again had to check. On this section Hurstbourne Hill had to

be ascended. C. F. Malkin (T.T. Triumph) made a. splendid
ascent. W. H. Davey (Si Bradbury and sc.) ran a few yards
with a slipping belt. J. Sparks (four-cylinder F.X.) failed.

Vernon Taylor (multi-speed Rudge) made an excellent ascent.

A. J Clayton (3j Humber and sc.) failed. G. F. Hunter (S^

Zenith) came up well. This section, being a non-stop, was,
according to regulations, to be observed : we. however, only
noticed one observer, he being on the liill. Aft-er passing
through Wherwell we found Vernon Taylor stopped, and on
enquiring what his trouble was, we found that his left overall
had caught in the pulley and had been pulled "clean off his

leg, somewhat hurting his ankle. It was sump time before it

ciiuld be extricated from between the pulley flange and clutch
housing. A few miles on we parsed Frank S.-nith (5-6 Clyno
and .sc.) with Robertson Brown his passenger busily engaged
oiling sidecar springs. The next check was held at the Roval
Hotel. Winchester, wheie lunch was served. Before rearhirg
here G. F Hunter (3^ Zenith) had a pumture in li'' wheei.
After a halt of one and a halt houi-s the fonrpetiiors we.-e

despatched on their homeward journey. The route now lay
throiign Bramdean. Chawton. Alton. Farnham. Guildford a;id

Dorking back to Leatherhead. After leaving Bramdean a
sharp turn to the left had to be'taken. Here" some of the
competitors went wrong. While in Farnham F. W Barnes
and -I. S. Flood (8 Chater-Lea and sc.) came in thinking they
were leading, but learnt that somehow they had been off the
route.

We oiJy noticed one arrow during tlie whole run, and
considering that many by-roads had to be traversed the
route should have been marked very much better. J. S.

Flood, whose combination appears to have a fine turn of

speed, was travelling well near Guildford, when his back
tyre went down, and on investigating he found that an old

patch had come adrift. W. H. Uavey's Bradbury and sidecar

appeared to be running well by the way it climbed the hill

in Guildford High Street. He came up the whole way at

under 10 m. p. h. with his engine turning over at a regular speed.

Many of the competitors made good time to Buriord Bridge,
where they stopped and had tea, after which about one mile
brought them back to the Swan Hotel at Leatherhfad. To
qualify for a silver medal a competitor had to cover the route
at a maximum speed of twenty miles per hour and a minimum
of fifteen miles per hour, and make a satisfactory performance
in the observed non-stop section. A bronze medal is awarded
to every competitor completing the course within the pre-

scribed time, but whose performance in the observed section

is below the required standard.
In addition to those competing in the team trial many

others started, but several took the wrong route—these will,

of course, be disqualified. The time cards and checkers'

reports have to be examined, and the final results will be
published in our next issue. Below is a list of starters

:

J. T. Wood (G.W.K.), W. H. Davey (3i Bradbury and sc,
N.S.U. two-speed), Vernon Taylor (3^ Rudge multi-speed).
Frank Smith (5-6 Clvno and sc), *A. T. Tamplin (3^ Rudge).
*F. L. Goodacre (twin Moto-Reve), C. F. Malkin (T.T.
Triumph), A. J. Clayton (3^ Humber and sc. two-speeds),
*F. Messer (3^ Bradbury and empty sc), W. 0. Oldman

One of the competitors goios well alons the Hog's Back, near Gaililtoci*
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Winter Reliability Tr'al an! Inter-club Competition.— Sx;bbby Teaji (started one man short).

0. Feeiiy (3^ Triumph), non-stop, silver medal.
E. Cox (3i :^enith)j non-stop, silver medal.
A. J. Luce (8 Zenith and sc), non-stop, silver medal.
J. Manner Smith (A^ Iriumph), non-stop, silver medal.
J. ISparks (four-cylmder -t'-l^.), failed on Hurstbourne bill

in non-stop section, bronze medal.
Pour and a half marks.

Although the Surrcj' team started with one man short they
hold the Marians cup for this year. Only five motor cyclists

ot the iSarrey M.U.L. turned out, the Streatham and pifitrict

members forming the rest of the competitors. J^ T. Vvood
(G. VV.iv.) was a Surrey M.C.C. man, but could not form one
of the team, as his I'unabout has four wheels.

frank Smith (5-6 h.p. Clyno and sijec-tr) ascending Coast Hill in the

inter-team trial.

(8 Bat and so.), A. G. Daw (3| Doulgas, two-speeds), J. S.

Flood (8 Chater-Lea and sc). Rex G. Mundy (2^ Singer,

three-speeds), J. C. Bateson (3i^ L.A.C.-Jap), T. H. Kenning-
ton (2i^ New Hudson, three-speeds). Those marked * did

not finish.

Streatham Team.

H. Hunter (2| Humber), non-stop, silver medal.
F. W. Barnes (8 Zenith and sc), wrong route, disqualified.

S. T. Tessier (6 Bat), non-stop, silver medal.
J. W. Ayers (2^ A.J.S.), non-stop, silver medal.
G. F. Hunter (3-^ Zerith), non-stop, silver medal.
P. AVeatherilt (3^ Zenith), wrong route, disqualified.

Four marks.

While going down to Leatherhead on Friday night, we
found J. S. Flood in a garage in Epsom at about 12.45 a.m.
It appears that his forks broke earlier in the evening owing
to a Haw in the material near the spindle. He, however,
stopped and found that, his front tyre' was rubbing against
the fork. He had fitted a pair of Chater forks from J. C.

Bateso.i's machine. Ringing up on the 'phone, he asked Mr.
E. E. Lacey, of Peckham, to bring down a pair of Druids
for his friend's machine. They evei.tually arrived, and luckily

fitted the Chater-Lea head. When this had been done we
all proceeded to Leatherhead. arriving there" about 2.15 a.m.

J. H. Jeffery, the energetic secretary of the Streatham
and District M.C.C, went through the trial in W. H. Davey's
.sidecar. He had hoped to have his new 8 h.p. Morgan in

time, but it was delayed on the rail. The club members are

very interested to see how this machine behaves.

Many of the competitors had forgotten to take their goggles,
and consequently suffered severely for their forgetfulness.

There was a great deal of dust about, and this, added to the
cold wind, made things very unpleasant.

The roads around Basingstoke were in a terrible condition,
stones being left unrolled all over the road. Only a foot

or less was left on either side, which made it very bad for

tlie sidecarists.

Lamp generators gave a great deal of trouble through freez-

ing up, salt and whiskey being in great demand.

->—••«

T
SUTTON COLDFIELD A.C.

HE following entries were received for the above trial,

which will be held on the 17th inst. The regulations

were published in our last issue, and entries close on
the 12th inst.

W. F. Newsome (3^ Triumph)
E. W. Chesliire (SJ^ Triumph)
j. Wpodhouse (3, Regal-

Precision, variable)

W. H. Sheldon (3i Kegal-

Precision)

P. Moss (3^ Premier)
H. Brentsworth (3^ Premier)

S II. Walden (3^ Premier)
A. A. Tye (3^ Premier)
R. lloUoway (?i Premier)
W. J. Spittle (3i Premier)
W. D. South (3i Rudge,

vainaliie)

S. A. Rovvhmd.son (3^ Rudge)
T. Peck (74 Rudge)
H. G. Church |3i Rudge)
Vernon Taylor (3^ lludge)
'J'. Silver (3i Quadrant,
Uuec siieeds and sc.)

S. KuntiiiMc (3i (ijiiadraiil)

N. (rlassey |3J Quadrant,
thiee speeds and sc.)

,J. St. .Joliii (3i Qua4liaiit,3 s.)

M. Lukr (3i 'I.']'. Qu.-iiliaMt)

llunilicr. lytd. I.'4 lliiml)iT)

IliiiiiliPi. I,td.
\2'!t

Huinljcr)

lliiiiiljcr, LUI. (2^ Hunibfr)
V Busby (23 number)
P J. Evaij.'i (3i Huuibor)

l;iH

A. L. Spiers (3^ Macbeth 3-sp.)

H. Jones (3i Macbeth-
Precision'

R. H. Viggers (3i Macbeth 3-s.)

A. Winchcombe (3^ Matchless)

T. Hutton (8 Matchless, sc.)

Miss N. Hough (2% Douglas)

P. Phillips (2| Douglas)

W W. Uouglas (25 Douglas)
F. H. Stevenson (8 Morgan)
11. C. Pickering (2i A.J.S.)

F. C. North Ariel, i-sp.)

S. C. Perryman (3i Ariel)

O. Newey (3i Ariel)

II. (;!. Di.xun (34 New Iludsmi,

three speeds)

H. Berwick (3^ New Hudson.
three speeds)

Seymour Suiith (3i Norton)
P. Brewster (4i Norton, sc.)

A. B. Wade (6 Zenith, sc.)

R. W. Duke (3' Zenith)

H. Greaves (2:J Enfield)

II. V Colver (Enndd)
llany Heed (8 I lot and kc.|

W. H. (;ibb (23 Douglas)
L. Coiiil (4-J Ixion-Precisinn

KC.)

W. 11. Jones (3i Ixion-

Precision two speeds)

OPEN RELIABILITY
H. E. Perry (3^- Ixion-Jap)

H. Clark (3^ T.T. Corah)
Frank Smith (5-6 Clyno sc.)

W. H. Mahler (2i Levis)
R. Newey (2^ Levis)

H. Goldman (3^ New Hudson)
F. A. McNab (2^ Levis)

H. Bsal (3 N.S.U. 2 speeds)

H. Newman (3i Ivy-Preci-
sion)

TRIAL.
E. Smith (3J- Regal-Pceeision)
A. D. Alter (3^ James, 2-sp.)

T. Pollock (3^ James, 2-sp.)

W. H. Egginton (3^ New
Hudson)

F. W. Finnemore (2t Veloce)
F. G. Brock (34 B-adbury)
J. Blakeway (3A Precision)

H. Heaven, C. Williams, and
T. Underhill.

CRANK PIN BEARING DESIGN.
The accompanying illustration shows the latest form of

crank pin employed by the N.S.U. Co. It is practically

self-explanatory, showing us it does
that the crank pin is formed of

two portions—the hollow [lortion A,
which forms the journal of the
big end bearing, and an inner por-

tion B forming the crank pin itself.

The advantages of a bearing oF this

type are that the bearing surface
is increased without widening (he
overall width of the crank case,

assembling is slightly facilitated,

and there is not the usual likeli-

hood of getting the flywheels out of

lino or tAvisteci in making u|). It

will be noticed that (.here is an oil

cup C at, the si(l(^ of thi^ bearing, shown in section in the
illn.st.ratiou, which collects the oil and I'onveys it direct to

the bush and journal. Tlio whole idea has been well thought
out, and shows the care eiuployi'd in tlio construction of

these machines

Special arrangement ol

N.S.U. crank pin bearing.
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Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Annual Dinner.

A RECORD gathering of members and friends of the

above club was held at the Masonic Hall, Coventry,
on Friday last, the occasion being the eighth annual
dinner. The diners sat at separate tables in parties

of eight and upwards. At each table sat a n ember of the

committee, the tables being named after well-known test hills,

such as Barbrook Mill. Porlock, Willersey, Newnham, Mont
Ventoux, Birdlip, Saintbury, Sunrising, and Edge hills. In

the centre of each table stood a model triangular danger
sign with the name of the hill painted on the triangle. Tlie

menu card tonk the form of a chart showing the enthusiasm
in degrees which was expected to be reached at various points

of the function. Mr. John V. Pugh presided, and among
those present were the Mayor of Coventry (Colonel Wyley,
V.D.), Messrs. Julian VV Orde (Secretary R.A.C.), Stenson
Cooke (Secretary A.A. and M.U.), F. Straight (Secretary

A.C.U.). C. C. Charshy (Chief Constable). U. Sutton (Town
Clerk) J E. Swindlehurst (City Engineer), H. W. Staner
(Th( Aiifncar). Alfred Bednell (Secretary Manufacturers'
Union;, etc., etc.

The President, in proposing the loyal toasts, referred to

his Majesty King George and the Prince of Wales as promi-
nent motorists, and mentioned that the Prince of Wales had
recently been taught to drive a motor.
"The Club," proposed by Mr. Orde, was, of course, the

toast 0} the evening Mr. Orde referred to the various

Or>ventry Club events which had been held durirg the past
few years, and congratulated the club on its extraordinary
l)rosperity during 1911. He said, in reviewing the provisional

programme for 1912, that he noticed it promised to be a still

more ambitious one than any previous year, nineteen events
being outlined to take place during the season. He was
pleased to see that no dates were definitely fixed for July,

and announced that it was decided to hold the R.A.C. and
A.C.U. inter-club meeting of associated bodies at Brooklands
on July 27th. With the toast he coupled the names of the
]\Iayor, Colonel Wyley, the chairman of the club, Mr. V. A.
Holroyd. and the hon. secretary. Mr. Geoffrey Smith. He
reminded the company of Colonel Wyley's hospitality, which
he extended to the K.A.C. visitors to Coventry and Lean'ing-
ton in 1909, and in congratulating the club on their work,
inentioned how much they were indebted to their chairman
and hon. secretary.

Five Years Prpsident.
Colonel Wyley, in his reply, referred to the great interest

he took in the club, of which he had been president five

consecutive years. He felt sure that they had an excellent

president in Mr. Pugh. Coventry had made motoring. As
a represpntative of law and order he impressed on all motorists
the importance of obeying the law, and said he thought that
the best relations existed between Coventry motorists and
the authorities, who were not hard on them provided thev
studied the convenience of other users of the rord. He did
not think there was anything pleasanter than being on the
road, whether it was on a motor car or a motor cycle, and
instanced the great amount of benefit and conven'ence he
had derived from his membership of the Coventry Club and
its association with the R.A.C. and A.C.C At the conclu-
sion of his speech he announced that Mr. M. J. Schulte had
consented to accept the post of president for the ensuing
year.

Prize Pi.efribu'ion.
Prizes valued at nearly £200 were then presented, which

is a record for a provincial club. They have all been
previously mentioned in these pages in our descriptions of

the open and closed events in which the members have
competed.
The Chairman- also presented the R.A.C. medal to Mr.

W. Grew in recognition of the signal service he had ren-

dered to motoring and the Coventry club in particular.

Mr. Grew was a founder member and the first secretan'.
On being ca'l d upon for a speech, the recipient acknowledged
the presentation in a few words.

A Galaxy of S'ars.
Mr. H. W. Staner proposing " The Visitors and Prize

Donors," referred to the visitors as a "galaxy of stars."
He was particularly fortunate, he said, in being allowed to

propose the toast of the prize donors. His reference tti

the secretaries of the R.A.C. and A.A. and M.U. caused

noticed that "stars"
amusen-ent about 10.15

considerable amusement. He likened them to two suns
revolving in not dissimilar orbits, and referred to the
awful consequences of a collision between two suns, as the
impact would be so great that the two masses would be
resolved into incandescent gas. He coupled with the toast

the name of Mr. Stenson Cooke, the secretary of the A.A.
and M.U., which body he said had done a great deal to

help forward the finest pastime in the world.
Mr. Stenson Cooke, in an extremely clever speech, said

tliat he had been referred to as a "star." He believed
the speaker really referred to the music halls rather
than the astral" bodies. He
usually came on at places of
p.m.. and as it was now 10.20 he thought the previous
speaker's reference to him as one of the visitors was a
very appropriate one. He then referred to Colonel Wyley
as a " gallant soldier," and paid a tribute to the organising
ability of Mr. Geoffrey Smith, the honorary secretary. A
good many people, he said, thought motor clubs would come
to an end when competitions ceased, but he did not agree.

As long as there were dinners and visitors, in his opinion
there would always be motor clubs. His reference to motor
cycling as the most sporting side of motoring was received

with applause. In conclusion, he said that some day he
ho,led to see the leading lady in Coventry's historical cele-

bration riding a motor bicycle instead of a horse, and sug-

gested as an appropriate costume goggles and a blush.

Mr. M J. Schulte the 1912 President.
"The Chaii'man " was proposed by Mr. E. Manville,^ who

announced that the Daimler Co. would present the club with a

prize for one of this year's competitions. Referring to the

president's qualifications, he pointed out that there were twu
necessary qualifications for the post of president of a motor
club—one was attention to the club's doings, and the other

good sportsmanship. Mr. John V. Pugh was always to the

fore in anything connected with club doings, and his sports-

manship was well-known, as he always turned up at club com-
petitions on a motor cycle in preference to cars which he

possessed. Mr. Pugh suitably replied, and referring to the

coming president, Mr. M. J. Schulte, said that they could not

have a better sporting president. He was not only the rider

of a motor bicycle, like himself, but a driver of cars. Refer-

ring to the city authorities who were present, he said lie

thoaght there was no city in the kingdom in vifhich the police

were more tolerant to motorists provided they kept within

the bounds of the law.

Mr. H. W. Staner then proposed the health of the " Town
Clerk, the City Engineer, and the Chief Constable," who all

replied. Mr. Charsley said that he was personally strongly

opposed to police traps—a statement which was received with
applause.

The toast list was interspersed with a musical programine,

and the club anthem, sung by all members standing, was
repeated at intervals. The singing of Auld Lang Syne wound
up a most enjoyable evening, everyone voting that it was quite

tlie most successful function the club had ever held.

Prizes value nearly £200 presented at the eighth annual dinner of the

Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club.
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Kewport (Mon.) and District M.C.C.

The annual, general meeting will take place on the 10th
inst., follo-ived by a smoking concert. All local motorists are

invited.

Middlfislirough and District M.C.C.

Fifty-five members and friends attended the annual supper
and prize distribution at the Corporation Hotel on the 19th

ult. Councillor A. E. Forbes occupied the chair and gave
away the prizes. Then followed some speeches and a
musical programme concluded the evening.

Furness M.C.C.

The annual meeting was lield on the Ist inst. at head-
quarters (the Duke of Edinburgh Hotel). JJr. F. E. Daniel
presided. Dr. E. W. Reed was re-elected president, with JJr.

Daniel and Mr. S. E. Major as vice-presidents, Mr. E. E.

Clow, 57, Storey Square, secretary, and Mr. P. L. Briant
treasurer. The membership now numbers forty.

Ipswich and District M.C.C.

A highly interesting lecture on " Carburation " was given

to the members of the above club by i\lr. W. Low on
January 20th at headquarters. Many thanks are due to

the manufacturers of the Binks, Stewart Pi'ecision,

Lukin, Cap, Senspray, B. and B., and Amac carburetters,

who either sent specimens or drawings of their carburetters

for inspection. The next item on the programme is a lecture

entitled "Gearing and Motor Cycles," to be given by Mr.
A. E. Newby on the 17th hist, at headquarters.

Parley and District M.C.C.

At the annual general meeting, held at the Greyhound,
Croydon, on the 31st ult., Mr. S. F. Edge was unanimously
re-elected president, and the following officers were elected ;

Captain, Mr. W. C. Fowler ; vice-captain, Mr. H. S. Brett

;

treasurer, Mr. A. C. Huskinson; secretary, Mr. S. J.

Tayier; competitions secretary, Mr. L. F. libbutt. The
address of the new secretary is 19, Clifton Road, Wallingtou.
A slight alteration was made in the dates of the club's

financial year, which will in future commeuce in .January
in.stead of March.

Blackpool and Fylde M.C.C.

The members' reliability trial took place on the 27th ult.,

the route being via Poulton, Garstang, Lancaster (check),

Ingletou, Austwick (check). Settle, Clitheroe, Whalley, Pres-
ton (check), Broughton, St. Michaels, 'ihe following lost no
marks, the order being arrived at by timing to seconds on
the last styge; 1, 1'. Gall (8 Matcliless sidecar); 2, U. G.
I'arker (2^ Douglas); 3, C. Huniber (2? Douglas); 4, G. F.
White (5i Bradbury); 5, T. :\L Jones (5 Indian); 6, T.- Wild-
man (2^ Enfield). Several others lost marks on time only.

There were eighteen starters. The trial was n^ost successful,

except for an unfortunate accident to Mrs. Sharpies, whose
sidecar, collided with a lamp-post. Although badly knocked
about, the lady is progressing favourably.

The British Motor Cycle Racing Club.

The annual general meeting of the B.M.C.H.C took place

it Carlton House, Regent Street, on Wednesday,. 3l3t ult., at

7 p.m. Col. H. C. L. Hokkn, F.R.S., C.B.," R A., was in

the chair. The proceedings were quickly carried through
under the able chanmaiisljip of Col. Holdcii. After tlio

adoption of the report and balance-sheet, the fullowmg officers

were re-i'lccted : Mr. T. W. Luugliborough hon secretary, Mr.
A. G. Reynolds hon treasurer, and \'lr. Alec Ross hon.

auditor. A vote of thanks to Mr. T. W. Loughboroujjh fur

his services durmg the past year was carried unamnuiusly.
The 1912 coniinittce eoiis sts of the followmg nu-mliiTS:

Messrs. A. V. Ebblewhite, II. H. Collier, A. G. For.stcr, F.

A. Hardy, F. A. McNab, W. PratI, W. H. Wells, and M:ijnr

F Lindsay IJoyd, R.E

Wimbledon M.C.C.

A run will be held from Wimbledon to Henley-on-Thamea
on the 11th inst. ihe start will take place at 10 a.m. from
Wimbledon Town Hall.

Cardiff M.C.

A motor cycle section has been formed in connection with

this club. Intending members .should apply to Mr. T.

Parry, 24, Boverton Street, Cardiff, before the 12th inst.

for election at the next meeting on the 13th.

Club for North Wales.

It is desired to form a motor cycle club for riders living in

Dolgelly and the surrounding districts. Those interested

should apply to Jlr. B. Edwards, Talrafon, Dolgelly, North
Wales.

Wolverhampton M.C.C.
The annual general meeting was held on the ?Oth ult.

Mr. W. Travers.was re-elected chairman, and Mr. J. T.
Ireland vice-chairman. The hon. secretary ajid treasurer,

Mr. George Hill, was also re-elected. The hon. secretary re-

ported during the eveni -g that the first prize for the relia-

bility trial to Colwyn Bay and back would be a week's stay
free at Colwyn Bay any time during the season to suit the
winner. The committee are anxioas to make the club room
at headquarters as attractive as possible, and they would be
glad to receive pictures or postcards from the trade of motor
cycle subjects, either sport or pastime, suitable for framing.
Motor cycle catalogues and other interesting literature will

be usefiil and acceptable.

Harrogate and District M.C.C,

On Thursday last, Mr. H. W. Fortune delivered a very
interesting lecture, entitled "Incidents by the Way," to aa
excellent muster of members. The lecture was illustrated by
over one hundred lantern slides, many of which had been
lent by The Motor Cycle, ihe followmg gives a good idea

of what pictures, etc., were shoM'n : 1909-10-11 T.T. Races,
1911 Scottish Trials, 1910-11 A.C.U. 1,000 miles Trials, various
local club events, A.C.U. Quarterly Trials, and a number of
ancient motor vehicles. The technical part of the lecture
related to working parts of an engine and how to keep the
carburetter in good tune, also general hints on the monage-
raent of the machine.

The Surrey M.C.C. has formed a section to study and develop military despitch
ridin; and scouting. Our photograph shows the llrst class bein^ held al the

heailiiuarters, .GuildlorJ. Tiie chairman, Mr. Edward Cox, is in the centre, and
'

the Hon. S3c. is standing next on the left.
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Wolverhampton M.C.C.

It has been decided to hold a two-day reliability fiinl on
March 16th and 17th to Cohvyn Bay and back.

Oldham and District M.C.C.

The annual dinner took place at the Cafe jMonico on the
23rd ult., followed by a i^moking concert.

South Bicmingham M.C.C.
Runs will take place on the 11th and 17th inst. from

headquarters. On the 25th there will be a novice.s' reliability

tviaj.

Purley and District M.C.C.

Mr. W. Pratt, the well-known e.xponent of the P. and M.
machine, recounted some of his e.xperiences in reliability

trials on the 22nd ult. The lecture, illustrated by lantern
slides supplied by The Mo.'or Cycle, was most interesting
and enthusiastically applauded.

Yeovil and District M.C.C.

The first annual dinner was held at the Half Moon Hotel.
The chair was taken "by the president (Dr. R. Hensleigh
Walter'). After dinner the prizes won during the past year
were presented, and a very successful evening was con-

cluded by a splendid musical progi-amme.

Sussex M.C.C.

At a meeting held on the 25th ult. at the Fountiiin Hotel,

\V'orthing, it was unanimously decided to form a club with
llio above title. It is projiosed to form sections at different

centres, also to become affiliated to the A.A. and M.U. or
to the R.A.C. and A.C.U. Mr. Howard Winton, London
House, Lancing, is hon. secretary pro ie.m.

Western District M.C. (London).

The annual m^aeting was held on the 22nd ult. Mr. E.
Cubitt Sayers, J.P., was re-elected president and Mr. Ivor
(>. Babbage becomes treasurer. The new secretary is

Mr. Maurice J. Tweedie, A.M.I.E.E., 1, Baldwyn Gardens,
jicton, W., who will be very glad to hear from motorists
living in Acton and Ealing and neighbourhood.

Cornwall M.C.C.

The annual dinner of above club will be held at head-
i|uarter3, Red Lion Hotel, Truro, on Friday, February 9th.

All motor cyclists in Cornwall are heartily invited to attend.

After the dinner is over the annual general meeting will

take place. Business : Presentation cf prizes and certifica'es

won during the past year, election of officers for the ensuing
year, the fixing up of social runs, reliability trials and hill-

rlimbing contests; also the deciding as to the date of the

Penzance to E.xeter and back run for the Raine Cup. ,

LW

Derby and District M.C.C.
The annual general meeting was held at headquarters on

the 24th ult. List of officers elected for 1912. Chairman,
Mr. E. Clarke ; captain, Mr. A. Ainsworth ; vice-captains,
Messrs. R. W. Spriggs and H. Baker; secretary, Mr. A. B.
Bennett.

Manchester M.C.

The annual general meeting took place on the 23cd ult.,

when the following officers were elected : Captafci of motor
cycle section, Mr. J. E. Tytler ; hon. treasrrfr. Mr. F. G.
Hunt ; hon. sec, Mr. G. Walker. It was decided to sever
connection with the A.C.U. and R.A.C. 1 he season's pro-
gramme consists of the usual features. Nearly £60 has been
promised to the prize fund.

Leicester and District M.C.C.
The annual general meeting was held at headquarters on

the 26th ult., ftlr. J. G. Graham occupying the chair. The
report and balance sheet were duly passed and adopted.
The membership now numbers eighty-three, an increase of

forty over last year. Mr. G. W. Hillyard was re-elected
president and Dr. C. B. Moss-Blundell Vice-president. The
following officers were elected for 1912 : Chairman, Mr. E.
G. B. Fowler ; captain, Mr. J. Finlay ; vice-captain, Mrs.
Simpson ; hon. treasurer, Mr. J. G. Graham ; hon. sec,
Mr. S. F. Fisher. A proposition "that no trade members
serve on the committee" was rejected after much discussion;
the trade members, however, in the meantime decided not
to offer themselves for election.

North Middlesex M.C.C.
The fii-st annual general meeting was held at headquarters

Ye O'.de Gatehouse, Highgate, on Fridav, the 25th January.
It was decided to request the Earl of Ronaldshay, M.P., to
continue as president.

In accordance with the rules the following officers resigned
but were all re-elected ; Mr. W. H. Browne, chairman

;

Mr. D. Grey Blakey, " Headfield." Great North Road,
Highgate, N., hon. sec. ; Mr. H. C. Mills, captain.

Mr. J. A. Hilger was elected trials hon. secretarv in place
of Mr. A. V. Deacock (resigned), and Mr. P. Dangerfield
consented to act as deputy captain in place of Mr. W. S.

Bennett (resigned tluough illnes-s).

The plans for the coming season were discussed, numerous
competitions and social rans being arranged. The opening
run is fi.xed for March 16th. and the fir=t comoptitio'- *ir

members wOl be a lOD miles non-stop trial on March 30th.

It has also been arranged to taKe part in the incer-team
competition at Easter with the Herts. County and N.W.
London Clubs.
The membersliip of the club now stands at ninety-five,

including eight ladies.

THE WAR OFFICE TEST AT BROOKLANDS, DESCRIBED IN OUR LAST ISSUE.
The above picture of the start for the speed test is an object lesson in itself, as showing the advantage a variably geared machine has in starting on the low gear.

It will be seen that in me first dozen yards, G. L. Fletcher (Douglas), with P. Shaw (P. aui M,) but ball a wheel bebini, has gained quite an appreciable lead.

B2 5
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[Carburetter Throttle Mechanism.
Aouve the jet A .s a tubular (.ha'niber

B in which is contain ?d the cylindrical

throttle sleeve C. This sleeve is cut

iway at the points desired, and has

arranged to slide within it the extra air

plug D. The sleeve C and the plug D
are operated by wires E, being normally
mov»a downwards by springs which are

omitted from the drawing for the sake of

clearness.—F. H. de Veulle, No. 6348,

1911.

Trade Announcement.
The Continental Tyre and Rubber Co.

;iiinounce the appointuient of an additional

managing director in the person of Mr.
Paul Loeser, late managing director of the

Continental Tyre Co., Pans. This gentle-

man will in future act as managing director

in conjunction with Mr. Paul Brodtmann.

Catching Scorchers.
The Toronto police use British-p^ade

motor cycles on which to mount membera
of the force who are engaged in catching

and prosecuting motorists who exceed
the speed limit allowed by the law. The
police authorities have just ordered three

more Triumph motor bicycles from the

Tangent Cycle Co., Toronto, which will
' ma ce six. Triumphs in use by the Toronto
' police.

HiU-climting in New Zealand.
In the hill-climbing competition held by

the South Canterbury Motor Cycle Club,

on November 30lh last, at Vague's Hill,

near Timaru, George Patterson, jun.

(2% h.p. New Hudson), was first, actually

making faster time than the winning

^2 h.p.'s in both the open heavyweight
and private owners' heavyweight classes,

by over three seconds, and accomplishing

the best perfoi'maiicc of the day for

clUciency.

A Useful Magneto Chart.

We have received liuju the i oscli Mag-
neto Co. their coloured magneto chart,

illustrating every detail of the DA 2 motor
bicycle magneto. The chart is beautifully

(!ot uji, and is of inestimable value to

motor cyclists who desire to know their

niagrielos thoroughly. The Bosch Magneto
Co., mA2, Newman Street, Oxford Street,

W., will Kup|)lv secretaries of clubs who
have fixed hcatlquarters with one of these

iliarts in an oak frame. 33in.x30in. The
different materials u.sed in the construction

of the magnclo are coloured separately.

PATENTS.
A Variable Gear.

In this gear tliere is employed a double
V rulley, the intermediate member A of

ivliich is free to slide

lud rotate on the

sleeve to which the

outer flanges B and
C are attached.

With this pullev are

employed two belts

I) and E, the former
driving from the

engine and the latter

transmitting the
motion to the rear

wheel. The pulley

is carried on ball bearings on an axle E
mounted on a lever G pivoted at H to a

link J. As the lever G is oscillated about

its pivot the belts D and E alter their

positions in the grooves, affordirg a varia-

tion of gear. The bearings on the axle F
permit movement of the pulley laterally

to compensate for variation of the belt

lines. A free engine is obtained by means
of the link J to which the lever G is

pivoted. When the link J is moved into

the position shown in dotted lines one

of the belts is slacked off to an extent

permitting of the engine running without
any motion being transmitted.—J. A.
Prestwich, No. 30,168, 1910.

A Sidecar Improvement.
By this invention it is possiole to bring

the sidecar wheel into periect alignment
with that of the machine, and the sidecar

frame may be arranged p^lectly hori-

zontal. For this

purpose the main
member A of the
sidecar frame is con-

nected to the bracket
secured to the
machine through a
swivelling angle
m^ember B per;nit-

ting its height to be
varied. The sidecar
wheel is adjusted for alignment by sliding

the frame in socket C, an auxiliary tube
D being employed to provide additional

strength.—W. H. Fulford and E. Howe,
No. 21,050, 1911.

Tyre and Belt Successes.

In the lierts County 100 miles trials the

following prizes were captured by users of

Dunlop tyres and belts : W. F. Newsome,
who topped the score sheet with 191 out of

a possible 200 marks, used a Dunlop- belt,

while Dunlop tyres were fitted to the

Humber on which Fenn secured first place

in Class A, and to the Rudge ridden by B.

Alan Hill, silver medallist in Class B.

A Novel Adjusiable S anner.

The spi.nner whicli forms the sub-

ject of the occcmpanying illustration is

made by Herbert
Terry and Sons,

Ltd., R dditch.

It will be readily

seen that the
jaws are partly

filled with a
number of pack-
ing pieces
threaded to-

gether in Eucli

a way that (he

width of the

jaws can be ad-
justed to suit

various sized

nuts. One of its

advantages is

that it can be
used in awkward
places where a

larger adjustable
w'cncli of the
usual typo wnuhl
handle.

No Cement Patches.
A new tyre patcu Known as the Security

is now being sold by A. W. Gamage, Ltd.,
Holborn, E.O. The business side is covered
with linen. To make the patch adhere
firmly it is necessary to pull off the linen,

moisten the patch with petrol, and press it

on tlie tube, which has been first of all

cleaned in the usual way. If it is warmed
a little after application Ly iicldii g the
tube on hot lamp' cowl or warm radiator
additional teca.iiy is ensu.ed.

Catalogues Received.

The Wood-Jlilne patent steel-rubber
tyres and belts for motor cycles, aJthough
only recently introduced, are already in,

considerable demand. The new catalogue
describes and illustrates the three designs
of steel-rubber motor cycle tyres lor

which this firm is known, also the special -

butt-ended air tube which has no joints

in the ends, and the steel-rubber motoi
cycle belt which is made in all sizes

from |in. to l^in. Copies of thia

catalogue can be obtained from Wood-
Milne, Ltd., Ribble Bank Mills, Preston.
The 1912 Rex machines a;e described

and illustrated in a neatly compiled cata
logue, giving illustrations and full detailed
Sjjecifications of all these well-known motor
<:ycles. A half-tone illustration of eacli

model appears above the. specification on
each page, so that the illustration can be
examined at the time the specification is

read—a great convenience. Detail pictures
of the Hex 1912 improvements and sec-

tional drawings of the clutch and two-
speed gear, disc hubs, and cone clutch
habs are also included. Readers who are
ii.terested in these machines should address
their enquiries to the Rex Motor Manu-
facturing Co,, Ltd., Coventry.
The Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd., Astoii,

Birmingham, have issued a new catalogue
of motor cycle clothing, and will bo
pleased to send pattern bun'hes of the
various materials to any reader.
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At your Service

!

everywhere.

31st December, 1911.

London-Gloucester Open

Reliability Trial.

Dear Sirs,

I have the pleasure to

inform you that I have

bcea. successful in qualify-

ing for a SILVER CUP in

the above.

Your plug fired

^.RFECTLY during the

entire run in spite of MUD
AND RAIN, it seemed to

mc PARTICULARLY
SUITABLE for a high

compression engine like the

TRIUMPH.
Thanking you for your

KIND HELP.

I am dear Sirs,

Yours faithfully,

Glvnn Rowden.

LEO filPAULT & Co.. 64a, Poland St.. LONDON. W.

lT'i"l.>.">.°."D''(

Crowned

by its own
Successes

!

For many seasons our bands have been recog-

nised as the entirely dependable

Motor Cycle

Detachable Bands
The prices are moderate, and the lasting qua.ities

are nnique. May we send you tuU particulars .'

Roberts Belts are as good as their Bands
—further recommendation is unnecessary.

Illustrated particulars tree on request.

THE ROBERTS MOTOR TYRE CO..

Gripwell Works. St. Mary's Row, BIBMINGflAM.

"Ah, there's the

rub
"

the starting trouble, and anxiety

—

the pushing, running, puffing, panting

—

the toilsomeness of the whole process, and

—

the weariQess that follows I

You know^ it

—

you ' have experienced it

all, and

—

You have longed to "glide away like a

car."

and here's the

Hub
that will make that possible.

The D.H.H.
Unlike other FREE ENGINE HUBS—
In its construction there are no complications

—

no springs—no plates—no multiplications

—

ball-races—no UQoecesiary parts

—

It simply runs oa one set of i^ balls

—

is half the weight cf any other similar

device—co^ls no more, and

—

You press a lever and you're "ofL"

Now fit's tell you more—write us.

The D.H.K. HUB CO.,

Mary Ann Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

•In answering thtse advertiiemcnts %t is desirable to mcvMon "The Molar Cycle.' Ezg

lis^
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"SUN PPECISION ^^ MOTOR CYCLES
Are the outcome of 25 years' ripe experience in the

manufacture of " Cycles and Motor Cycles. They are

made in one of Birmingham s largest cycle and motor
cycle works. We invite you to come and see
them in the making. Only the very best of

everything is put into them. They have already ha4
a royal welcome in the best quarters. You axe of

CO rse aware of the h. ndreds of " Precision " successes.

The Sun Cycle & Fittings Co., Ltd., BirininghaHi.

(i L.ii^COL.N EL.K" l^ew Models, 1912
Manufactured Completely by

J. RIRBY,
Broadgate, LINCOLN.
Telephone :

2Y5.
Telegrams :

•ELK," LINCOLN.

Wholesale Agents for Scotland :

The North t riti h Machine Co., Ltd.,

56 & 58, Great Clyde Street, Scotland

3i h.p., £34 - - 0.

3 h.p., £30 -10 - 0.

21 h.p., £23 -10 - 0.

All Models fitted with Palmer
Tyres, Bosch Magneto, and
Footrests. " Druid " Spring

Forks.

Sole London Agenit
REY,

Heath Street Motor Works,
5, Heatb Street,

Hampstead, London, N.W.

REVOLUTION •"GARfiURLTrERS.
VERY SLOW

RUNNING.

A TICK ROUND
WHEN START-

ING

INSTANT
STARTING.

GREAT POWER
AND

FLEXIBILITY,

PRICE COMPLETE

45/-
ONE LEVER

DOES IT ALL.

THE CELEBRATED

2 JET BINKS
Gi e~. results that no Single Jet
Instrument can five, send lor tosd-
monials and TREATlSEonCARBURATlON
belore waslin ; nioiioy on inferior insi.u-

mcnts. Advico [rcoly given on all Motor
Cycle dinicultios.

LONDON.

SERVICE
CO.,

Keep Stock.

C. BINKS, LTD., ECCLES.
li.jo / ft aniWri'Hifj ihudc adtii U,'iL}iUul6 it is dc-ilruMt to /mtiiiou ^ The Motor Cycle.''
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f 1912 MODELS 1912
CHATER-LEA.
CLYNOS.

PREMIERS.
MATCHLESS.
BUDGES.

Early Deliveries—Best Exchanges.

TRIUMPH, 1909, twospeeds £37 10
PHANOMEN. f. b.p. twin, two spppds. .. . £.'5

REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., two speeds, 1909 £27 10
REX, ii b.p., M.O.V., low built £6 18
h.lNERVA. I win 4.* Ii.p. >;Dring lorks £16 10
N.S.U., 4 li.p., single cylinder, new last

Sept., ideal sidecar macbine £27 10
REX DE LUXE, 3 h.p., twin, two speeds,

handlestartine.M.O.V.. iqii model .. £48 10
REX DE LUXE. ^ h.p.. twin 2 ^peeni. 1910 £37 10
REX, 3j h.p., spring lorlis, magneto, h.-b.

contjol, igog model £22 10
N.S.U., 4 h.p., single-cylinder, new

two months ago £28 10
REX, 3J h.p., 1908, spring forks, magneto,

b.-b. control, beauuful condition ,. £16 10
W.S.U., 3^ h.p., two speeds, magneto .... £19 10
MOTO-REVE, 2j h.p., igii, Armstrong

3-speed £27 10
CUADKAN7,3j n.p..magncto.springtorks £16 10
PREMIER, 3j b.p., new, 1911 model £33
tl.S.U., 3j h.p., .M.O. v., magneto £1j 10
N.S.U., 3h.p., M.O.V., niceorder £13
REX DE LUXE, two speeds, magneto,

handle starting, b.-b. control £22 10
PREMIER 3* h.p. 1911. 3-speed, new £49 10
TRIUmPH, 2A h.p £6 ID
HOBART, 3 b.p., vertical engine, low .... iid' 10
ROYAL STAli, 24 h.p., vertical engine .. £5 10
KEriRY, 2} h.p., 26in. wheels, vertical

engine £8 10
OLYMPIC, 3i b.p., vertical engine, 26in.

wheels £6 10
PREMIER, 3i h.p.. Igl2. three-speed gear £58
PREMIER, 2I h.D.. 1912, three-'sneed gear £47 B
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., vertical engine. ..... £5 10
PUSH CYCLRS lAKIN IN EXCHANGE.

TRICARS.
TWIN REX, air-cooled, belt drive. Pit-all

two-speed gear ...,,,,_,._,,, £14 10

CARS.
DARRACQ, 9 h.p. iwo-seaier „... £15 15
t/.iiLfc, 14 h.p. four-rylinder, five-seater,

two speeds and reverse '. £27 10
HUMBER, 5} b.p.. two-seater, bucket

seals, two speeds and reverse £13 10
PKf£MX, ^ h.p., two-cylinders, magneto,

boorls,

26 X 2
26 X 2\
26 X 2i
28 X 2

28 X 2i

26 X 2

2tJ X 2

£56

Tubes.
9/6
9 '9

10/-
10/-
10/6

12/-
12/6

screen, ami lamp=

GENUINE MICHELIN TYRES.
Bearled. Wired.

.... 17/- 16/6
18/6 17 '6

.... 21/- lP/6

.... 19/- 17/-

.... 19/-

MICHELIN BUTTED TUBES.
U/6 26x2i 11/9 26X2*
nj- 2SX2J 12/6 28X2J ._,.

Carriage Paid. All Guaranteed. Prompt Delivery

l\/llSOEUUANEOUS.
New Amic varial'le le ind H.-li. Control 18/6
Good Forecar, less tjTes 35 .

Lougueinare, Mmervsi, F.N. Carburetters 4/6
Good Rigid Sidecar Sjy-g
Millford Ca?tor Wheel Sidecar £6
Long Handle-bars, dropped ends 5/6 and 6/6
Coronet Silencers, up to 5 h.p 3/3 and 4/6
New Handle-bar Mirrors 2 '3

Gripskin Beltina;: 3in- Idi |in. lid., lin. 1/-
Wide Mudguards, jin., 2/3 ; 410., 2/11 pair.
Handle-bar Watches, with holders 4/3
New Sidecar Frame and Wheel 35 '-

Trembler Coils. 6/6. Plain 2/H
Powell and Hanmer £1 Lamp 11 'Q

16 Guinea Lowen Sidecar £4 4
Ne^rK' Mf^w Cnrnn'^' 'Sidecar £3 ^(J

Millennium 2-speed hub £8
New ..ir^-ii- 2/0
New Mirror Lens Lamp with generator . ^ 12/6
New Twin Roc Cylinder, M.O.V 12/6
New Coronet Pistons, 81 mm. bore .... 2/6
Light Car Chassis with spring and front

wheels 30/-
Huraber Sprav Carburetter 2/6

Booth's Motories,
Heigtuey muis, Bedford Street Norm, Maiixaz.

TeL 1062.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
'T'HE Great Douglaa Agent, Gourlar-

1012 Douglas in stoc-lc.—Gourlay.

\\7"B:0 Keeps roiu Douglas in tune?—Gourlay-

WHO Supplies the great Douglas on easy terma?-
Gjuilay.

SOLE Slanche^er Agent for the great Douglas, Gour-
lay.

*r\OTJGLAS, 1912; order now for early delivery.

unused, perDOUGLAS, 1911,
feet ; reduced

two left, late 1911.
10% foi Quick sale.

DOUGLAS. 1911. second-hand, gccd condition; £25,
a very fine bargain.—CoImore Depot, 18, Kensbav

St., Liverpocl.

BAT, 1912, one 8h p. model, ii

secured ; other models early
I stock

;

delivery.

BAT, 1911, 6h-p.. 2-speed, ?plendid machine, perfef:t
order, late 1911; reduced from £68/10 to £63.

CHATER-LEA, 1912. Order now for early delivery
of thifi pwerful side.ar combination: li^ts rn ap

plication-—Colmore Depot, 18, Eenshaw St-, Liverp-ol

CLYNO. 1912. The sensation of the Show, chain
driven, 6h.p., 2-speed; one or two spring deliveries

left.

MACBKTH, 1912. 3ih.p. Tredsion engine, Arm
stronj; 3-speed gear, Dau-lcpn, Breaks, Budch, etc..

etc-, everything the best. See tJiem.

MILLFORD and Turner Sidecars- Fine range for
seleL-tion ; 6 guineas to 20 guineas--Colmore De-

pot, 18. Renshaw St., Liverpool.

1~\0TTuLA3, 1912, in stock; early deliveries any model

DOUGLAS, 1910, single speed, perfect order; cheap
£26/10.

trial:

Man
DOUGLAS, 1909. single speed, good order;

- £24/10.-ColmQie Dep.t, 261, Deansgate.

DOIM'T OVERLOAD.
Why 6t heavy "cab" pattern sidecarswhich your

si h.p. machine cannot possibly pull-* Coronet
sidecars are actually strtmger than these heavy-
weights, weigh only 5f)lbs.. and 3A h.p. machines take
them comfortably. Don't experiment, buy a Coronet.

MATCHLESS, 1912. any model; earliest deliveries:
8h p., 2-speed, most popular passenger machine

Write us-
'

MATCHLESS. 1911, tte last, 6h.p.. eincle speed.
|

brand new. full guarantee: list price 54 guineas.!
to clear at 49 guineas.

MATCHLESS. 1911 <=in{rle pear. 3'Tip.. done on'v 800
|

milHi,. as new; £37.—Colmore Depot, 261, Deans-
pate, Manriiester

A.JS-, 1911.
£33/10.

single speed : delivered 8 weeks ; aa new

ENFIELD. 1910, 2-:b-D-. single speed, prod order.
£20.—Colmore Depjt. 261, Deansgate, Manchester

"I
012 Standard Triumph in stoclin £48/15-—BeJow-

"IQ12 Standaxd Bradbury; £48.—Below.

EARLY Deliveries of 2-speed Matchless and Bradbury
motor?.—Cross, agent. Uotherham.

|Q12 Free Engine Triumph la stock: first cheqm
--«-' £55 securet?-—Bel w.

1 Q12 Free Fnpine B.S A. in -tock: yonr machine taken
-I-*-' in exchange fcr any 1912 model mctur cycle-
Below.

OA Kasneto Machines in stock :' every machine over
i^\/ hanled: we -pecialiae in escha-CFs—Parker, Stan
ley Garage. W&-;tbrook St., Bolton. 'PLone: 1348.

for Bradbury and Douglas.T
T
19"i

uuai.

PARISH, Pre.:ton.

try me for exchange

PARISH, Pre^on. has .=iplendid =;idecar, not ndden
20 miles ; cost £7, cheque £4/10 sei.-ures.

Triumph, soiled. £43: 2Jti p. Eufield, nearly
new. £31.-86. Farpate. Sheffield.

1Q11 Free Engine Triumph, sp'endfd condition; £46
-*-*> —John H Beaver, jun , Biugley.

THE Clyno Exhaust Whistle, with h.h.c-. fits on long
pipe, very loud: 21/-; approval.—Below.

CLYNOS.—Call and inspect new model, with Clynn
sidecar- Years ahead of all others: proved bv

giant tests t^e be-t. Order at once; supply limited
second-hand Triu-nphs and P- aud M. in stock.—Pottei.
Clyno agent. Leice^t^r Grove, Leedd.

PRESTON.—20 new and t-econd-hand machines; in
stock ; at bargain prices ; sa:e or exchange.

PRESTON.—Immediate delivery 3ih.p. Ivy-Precision

:

43h.p. ditto. 3-3peed Armstrong ; Bh.p. Rex-oap

:

exchanges our speciality.

PRESTON.—For anything motor cyclieh, new or
second-hand; sale or exchunpe— Note addr&ss.

The Motor Cycle House, 82a, Fishergate, Preston,

BRADBURY. 1912. just arrived, free engine, latest
pattern-—Gornall, Pilling, Garstang, Lanca^ihire

N.S.U., Sih.p., fitted with 2-speed gear, free engine
magneto; price £18.— Gornall. Pii.iug, Garstang

MoPEL E.—£7, MopelD.—£3 1zi.ud.

Ivsti-vctive Catalogve /wst /ree, oiviny
Hlvslrations and fuK poTi iculars of all viodeii
of Coronet iSidtcars. hAtry mode' certain to

satisfy and save money for l.uycrs. Full of
improvem erils Quick delachuble joinln.
Latest ^ar pultern mudrruurds. ii ickcr, rani;,

or roar/i-bvdt bodies. L/nld's rtict.rs%ble seal.
Lxcetlrnt vpholstery.

NOTR Iront arm which grips main tube of sidecar,

which is the only correct mechnmcal method—
nolhine lopsided about this atinchment.

Delivery irom stock to suit TRIUMPHS,
N.S.L.'s, REXES, P. & M.'s, URADbUKVS, etc

Discounts to Agents.

TEE BEE LOV\

SEAT-PILLAR,

S/"" each.

GREAT CUEARAMCE l-IKE.
New l>U(ilops, 2.Sx2 and zj, wired edges ,. 10/6
Duniops, 28x2, beaded, heavy treads 14/9

2vx 2 and 2| Beaded Clipper Covers, new .. 8'6
Best Quahty Butt-ended Tubes , 7 '9

150 New lubes 26 x z^ 5/11
Kubber-studded Covers, best make 25 /•

ENGINES:
4 h.p. Twin N.S.U. , with Bosch gear-driven

magneto, brand new tr im r.iake-s £11 10

4 h.p. i win N.b.U., with :)ia^neto £9

3 h.p TKlLMPri, with bosch magoelo,
less cylinder £5 TO

3.i h.p CLAUHNDON. M.O.V £2 15

4J h.p. BUCHKT, water- ooled £0 iS

q h.p. DAKKACQ, water cooled £9 '-O

10 h.p. CLEM LNT two cyander £9 tO

2 h.p STANDARD £1 TO

4i h.p. PRECISION, new 1912 Model tij 10

\l h.p. Minerva £18 2A h.p. Dt Dion £) I5

3 h.p. yUAORANT £3 ' 2? h.p. MlNEKVA £3 5

Exchanjjes entectamed.

MAGNETCS. MAGNETOS MAGNETOS.
V\ e have a larpe siocJi ot tlie best makes trom

59/6. Sour old coil and ace. taken in exchanee.

KEW CARBUfiEliehS fCR OLD.

27/6 and your carburetter secures, a new 1912
|

B. & B. with h b. control

20/- and your carburetter secures anew Amac
»vith variable jet and h.h. mnfroi.

SENSPRAY Carburetters, 1912 models, £2 2s.

BOOTH'S nnOTORIES,
KEIGHLEY MILLS, BEDFORD ST. NORTH
(OO HeUoo Laaei. HALIFAX. TeL: tooz.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The MoKrr Cycle."
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£6 es. motfel less apron. £3 €s. model with apron.

£7 75. model. £1 8s. model.

2ft X 2:J Michetin lyres Double t ee bpririfSi Wide
mudguard f bree-pmnt siispen"-!"!! Dropped bearer
bai il 'lesired. Double stove enamelled

Guaranteea twelve mjnt/i>. M<»*we«av more i i

MOTE ! ! ! Our £8 8i,. Model ueiglia 7« lbs. only, not

betwePH I and 2 rwts., as ^URfiesit-d

We h.ive the iinder-nieutioiied dales open lor de-
livery tor various 1912 Moilels.

ALL FULLY GUAKA.VTEED.
RUDGE. tJ h.p.. standard Ex-stock
RUDGE. ti h p.. clutch ;. Ex stock

ftUDGE, ij h v., iiiuiti speed March
ZENiTH, ji h p.. Or.Klii.n gear lixstock
ZENITH, ''V h-p., lir.iiiM gear K.^^tock
D0UGL.'i8. z'i ii,p.. M.Klel (^ M.u ch g
HUrVlBER, ; hp . j-sp*^d Feb.

ROVEK, jA h (1.. cluicn modH Feb.

NEW HUDSON, j{ li p.. 3->i>eed Ex-stock
BRADBURY, ij h.p., standard Ex-slock
BRADBURY, N S.L' 2-speed Feb.
BRADBURY, rhaui dnve. j-speed March
ENFIELD, -idecar comoination Feb. 14
IIDIAN, 7 lip . 2-.peed Feb. 19

BAT, t ti.p.. 2-)pped March 25
BAT, • lud s h.p.. two speeds April i

SCOTT, jj n.p,. iw-'.-simkr- April 25

A.J.S., 3 h.p., cbam driv»-. j-spced May 20
NUMBER, 3J h p.. two -»preds [une j

REX, h :i p.. suleite From stock

REX, i h p . 1 "- t.uxe lix-stock

REX, ill other ui-rflels lo days
CLYNOS I l.iliNx stocks only) Feb.

A.C. ^*' i.dilrri March I4

List ol Second-hand Machines for disposal, continued
Irom other column.

TRIUMPH. i'jo8 cii."l*-l, jj h \>., tramecut di>>^-n

.1 r^.u. .\L AH ^.iddlf. \.-rv lox\ huili .... £30
REX liirlir. Kfi I hi.h1«'1. Maier-iixilc^l. iwo-

!>*--tlcr, I II nil drive, ti^n ^pf'-tK h.tnili** ^\ tft-

liiK Tlil^ has only bi-eu lui-O !••( ntiy utiles,

and 1^ .idiiiirablv -uiied lor a tradt^iihin*s

c.irri.r £50
M0T08AC0CHE, .^^hp. M O V.. i<;i] modet,

net- •-urinii-, Wlmile belt. Druid torkb. adjust-
dbk (»Jl'*'V. '»•> nev\ £28

REX, 5 li p.. iO'i^i. de Lux*-, two speeds. Buhcb
mafinftu. i\rei lik*- new, cunipleic wiib
P .M (. liflfc.ir £46

REX, i')o'> m<Mk'l. s h p . just bfii rp-ennmclli'd

and plated, h.mdle bai control, d b.irKain . £14
J.A.P., I'll". 4 i> p-> ( hatei Lr.t Iraiiic, U><H(b

• iLiRnetM. Iim built. *«Tv Ids! £2S
ANTOINE. i h p., tum, vtrv htw. i«r<irei.tb long

haiidlp b^is. ruti -tn'l amirnul-ilMf i>;nillftt £14
V\'c h.iVi* ijurii':r<*U'3 •lh«-i m.iutun'-s tui di->p<-sal.

Send us your requireiufnts. Ca^b at etcbauge,

« CASH OR excmainge:
MAUDES* MOTOR MART
'36Qt.Portlamo5t. LONDON vv

I
MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

~|Q12 Sah.p. Eover, Armstrong' 3 speedB, spe iai eide-
-Lt/ car type.—In stuck ac Ti^b.nake's, W.g n.

ial 8lde<jar
igan.

speeds.—Jn

I012 33h.p. Twin Premier, 2 speeds, - spe ial
J-V macliine.—In stock at Ti.uberlake's, \\i

Ar.iistrong
Wi:,"an.

1 Q32 3 h.p. New Hudson.
-1-*? stock at Timberlake's,

1 QI2 3ib.p. Rudge, free engine mcdel
J-^ Tioiberlalies, Wi^'un-

1 Q12 3ih.p. Rndg:e, standardiv Timberlake's, Witran.

1 Q12 23b. p. Twin Royal Enfield, 2-sp ed, enamelledXv erey.—In **ttck at Timberlake's, Wigan.

In stock at

model.—In etoek at

1 Q12 2J.h.p. Premici layutweigbt. Arm trong 3-

J-t7 —In .stoi'k at Timberlake's, Wigaj.

IQU 3ib.p.
X c/ used ; a

p.ed.

Premier, standard, ntw July, very little

bar^am, £30.—Timberlake. Vvioan.

1 QIO 3ih.p.
X *J born,

Preaiier, siandar-d model,
all spdre.3 and tools, very

Wifjan.

Loup ueutrator,
xmXx £30.—

1 Qll S^h.p. James, Roe 2-spGed, Palmer cords, never
Xtf used, shcp-soi.ed omy; list £58, accept £4J to
lear — Timberlake. Wiean

I
Qli Triumpb,

I.t7 Clirisimat^,
free engine,

. atted 1912
Timberlake. vviR'an.

perfectly new, delivered
rimilop ^un-fckius ; £50

Rex Speed King,
maebine ; accept

only uaed 400 miles
£oO. — Timber.ake,

IQU 3ih.p.
X *J special
M/'inan.

IQU 21i p Humber LiKhtweisbt, veiy little used; 20
Xi/ cuiDPii-i —Timberlake. Wipan

HDMBRR, 3jb.p., 2-speed gear, 1909, eseellent con-
dition, recently cveriiuuled by makerti: accept £<i"/.

—Timberlake. Wigan.

TRIUMPH., 1911i, free engine, lamp, horn, etc., as
new ; £45.—J. L. lates, Lowton, Newton-leAVil-

Ijwa.

3 h.p Humber. in excellent order, been little used, tyres

equal to new ; £25.—Carnlortli M^tor Co., Cam-
forth

C"^LyNOS and Rudg*,.. multi-speeds; deliver Maroh

;

y buuk now to becure. — Smiw, Motor Agent, Hoi
bury-

IQUj 5-6b.p Twin Rex, splendid order, offers; 1912
X */ I'remier.s and Clyuoa ; casli oi excbange.—Below

REXES, uew 1911 models; discount for cash, liberal

escbanger* —Motor liscbauge. vvestgate, Halifax-

I Q 1 2 Bradbury- ; deliveries from stock ; exthange^
1 «-' made witli any otiier make.—Collier's, Vvestgate,
Hal] tux

LIVERPOOL Official Agents lor Humber Ariel.
B a A., and Dijt.—Henry vviuLlock and Co., 40.

r

ii. i- St

J^UV.L

-!»' riiQ

Enfield. 2^h.p-, accumulator, b.b.c, chain
Jnre, runniog „iaer; £10. oilers--Hemingway

l-'Uiweidiite. v\ liitby

Sib.p Rhs Tourist, free engine, as new, not
300 Diile.-*, spares, etc : £35.—r redk. Larrad,

Horburr m iiKrfipld

PRESTON 'ind Blackpool—Sole agent? for Matchless
motor •v in,-) lb titot^kt ; all J.A. P. spares in ctock

;

jtULK deliv^Tli"* - Bel..w

3l.h p 1909 Tnumpb, new tyres, in perfect order,
2 cheap: two reaily i;uod *;iclecar3 cheap.— Below

FOE anything m the motor cycle line write to Berl
Wimlui =! and Co-, motor cycle specialists, Fnargate,

pTt-!*T.tQ. Tel-: 62.

IQu Biddbury. iicrfect condition; £37.—l>amb. Otley
X i/ Rd., liuisplny, near Leeds.

1 Bradbury. 3 h p., ridden 500 miles, like brand
new £36 -559. Osicrd Rd.. Manche-'iPr

I LiehtWfiglit Fremipr. ridden 50 mile* only

:

£29 HoHarth. 107. Willi:^ St-. Warrin^'tnn

B. and H . new hplt.

£13—65. Hilden St..

19'

19'

SINtrBR. iih.p.. magneto, h-b.t
t.\ res. enamelling as new

.

1Ql2 Standard Triumph, just dehrered, n"t v-t
- ^ ,ut . £46. or D^^urest offer-- 22. l»urhtim
Bidkii<<ol

RuVaL Enfield,
little used.

Rd . Batlr-y

. 1910 ubaki -nnmHled. Uu'hT'V''iurIil

plendid machine — <ioIby. Bidufuid

•Tatf): rtrxiBRAhMf'RY, 1912 standard model ;id

ipu.'onablp offer.—Box No- 9.564. 'Itui

Offl. t^. Coventry

IN'HIA.V 19111, 2-spcod. free engine m'tdel. nqiial

u.-H , ifwt £75. ^atJrittce 50 gtiineiis-—Ooihy. htua-
lorfl Rd . Bati^y

^Uir.MHtl (jRaDUA, late 1909. fine order n^w h»!i

A
«»m.'*- Coventry.

li'uibcr: £35—9.570. 'thv Moti/t

tllKL. 5}h p.. 1911 iiiodrl, dc omprcffior. rr«ft mnriue,
vuniibli- k'ciir, .-^iiring »icat pillar, new; di-up.—

for nil II. Piliiuu:. GarHtung

radbnry

;

bought
sncntlce ftir

car.— Oibaou,

gear, cany aturtitig do-
with all acccHsoriCM.—

We consider any reasonable cash offers for machines
listed herein. Give us a visit, it will pay you.

WE GUARANTEE EVERY SECOND-HAND
MACHINE WE SELL.

A selection from our list of good reliable second
hand machines

:

PREMIER, 1910 model, 33 h.p., twin, Diinlop
tyres, Eosch magneto, very fast, and suit

sidecar
, , , £32

N.8.U., 1910 model, 3^ h.p., inagrneto, good
tyres, handle-bar control, spring forks, con-
dition as new " £28

CALTHORPE, igii model, 3^ h.p.. Precision
pngine, H'Jtchinson tyres, not done j.ooo
Piiles, magneto, handle-bar. con trr-] ...... £36

REX, igii model, 5 h.p., tourist, condition equal
to new, M.O.V., sfniiig forks, B. & B. car-

buretter, handle-bar control. Bosch mag-
neto, Rey whistle, trials machine, and gold
medal winner £35

REX, 3I h.p.. 1911 model, like new, cone clutch
model, only used 100 miles for trials, perfect £38

V.S., 1910' model, 7-9 h.p., two speeds, Nala
gear, TrulTnult spring forks, finished cream,
Bosch magneto, very fine sidecar mount,
just been thoroughly overhauled £39

SCOTT, two-stroke, two speeds, free engine,
spring forks. Palmer tyres, water-cooled
bead, spring footboards £25

REX, 1907 model, 5 n.p., twin-cylinder, free

engine, spring forks enamel and plating as
new, a bargain £16

N.5.U., 1908 model, 5! h.p. twin, very low built,

magneto, two speeds free engine, admirable
sidecdT machine £26

HUhkBER,- T911 model, 3A h.p., two speeds,

free engine, handle starting, had very little

and very careful usage £37
F,N,, 1909 model, lour-cylinder, s])ring forks,

Bosch magneto shaft drive, complete with
rigid sidecar, fine turnout £30

REX, igo8 model, 3^ h.p., two speeds, handle
starting, Bosch magneto, spring forks, fine

sidecar mount £22
N.S.U., 1908 model, 3^ h.p., very low built,

spring (orks, magneto £20
PHOENIX, quad car, h h.p.. Fafnir engine, two

sreeds, wheel steering, reverse, Bosch mag-
neto £30

V.8;, 1908 model, ? h.p.. twin, just been over-

hauled. Truffault forks, Bosch magneto, for

spot cash £25
PEUGEOT, 7-9 h.p.. ven,' low built. Bosch mag-

neto, pan seat. 2 J in. tyres, very powerful . . £26
ARIEL, 1910 model. 3A h.p., free engine,

M O V,. IJosch magneto, very fine solo mount £30
REX, <;idette, ign mnrlel, 7 h.p., two speeds,

Hosch (iiagnoto, handle starting, coach-bufit,

sidecar £52
REX, 6 h p.. Speed King, magneto, spring forks,

very fine machmc £50
MATCHLESS, 4 h p . 1911 model, grey finish.

Palmer Cord t\Tes. not done 50 miles .... £38
KERRY-ABINGDON, 3^ ^ P . 1910 Clutch

Model, handle-bar control, padded saddle,

v*'r\ good condition £32
N.S U., \ h.p., sprmg Inrks. studded tyres, mag-

iifto Ignition, cream finish £18
HUMBER, 1909J model, 34 h.p.. two speeds,

hantlle starting, very line sidecar mount .. £31
REX, 191 1 model, 7'h.p., iwo speeds, h_andle

starting, spring forks, Bosch magneto, very

finr sidecar mount £49
MINERVA, 4j h.p. twin, M.O.V.. steel-studded

rcai tyre, sprine forks, just been overhauled,
plaH'fi .iiiH t»'-enainellp(I £21

TRIUMPH. "yo*» inodel, magneto, spring forks,

vcrv fine solo mount £30
HEX, 11J08, 5 li.p.. :-sppefl. Dp Ln.\e, magneto, '

sprmg lorks, complete with sidecar £31

rjX.C. i<4i\ model, 7 h.p.. tour-cylmder, three

spi'-'ds, handle star'lne, wornidri\'e. m.igneto £45
TRIUMPH, uiog model. \\ h.p.. two speeds, tree"

•"iigine. Mosrli itiagnPto, complete with Lucas
lamp, Milltord sidecar £40

REX. mio model, s h.p., two speeils. magneto,
ipi ing forks, very last and good sidecar

machine £40

We have numerous other machines tor disposal,

beud us your r* quireraents. Cash or exchange.

MAUDES MOTOR I^IART.
156 GREAT PORTLAND STREET,

t.o t>i o o '^ yt^

—.-•ciirttine "Abd' «:i^Je" Loiidot*

(lists P>0ST RRE.E)

A2(r In att.'weriiw Ifi^e adverliaemcnta it ii, desirahle to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
'Phone, 766. Telegrams, " Perfection."

Brand New 1911 3J h.p. Tourist REX 43 Gns
„ „ 1911 2| h.p. Two-speed REX Junior.. 50 Uns
„ „ 1911 3j h.p. Free-engine REX 43 Gns
» ., 1911 3i h.p. REX DE LUXE 57 Gns

Also 191 1 New 2-.';peed Twin REX
DE LUXE as per illustration 60 GnS.

Discount to Cash Buyers.
|

Exchanges entertained, i

GUARANTEED IN RUNNING ORDER.
I

6 h.p. Magneto G.B.t spruig toric" £25 10

1912 25 b p. Two-spepd KEX Junior £45
1912 Twiu REX hidette In stock £75
1911 3! h p Plate Clutch TRIU nPHjOnly 500 miles £»7 10
1911 3J h.p Tourist REX, dont- 750 miles £32
1911 2I h.p. Two-speed REX lunior. as new .... £39 10
1911 3I h p. REX Clutch .Model £37 10
1911 5 h.p. Two-speel REX DE LUXE £47 10
1910 7 h.p. REX DE LUXE, two speeds £48
1910 7 h p Twin REX, HOT STfFF £37 10
1910 5 h p. Twin REX, very fast £29 10
1910 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, fine sidecar machine £42 10
1910 3J h.p. REX, very fast, special machine .... £27 10
Two-speed Free-engine Twm REX DE LUXE £27 iO
1900 3j h.p REX, magneto, Druid fork £24 10
J909 jj h.D Two-soeed REX DE LUXE £32 10

5j h.p.Tw^-speed 1 vvm ROC, magneto, Druids . . £J2 10
1908 3i h.p Magneto REX, very f;ist £22 10

1907 3i h.p Magneto REX, spring forks £19 19

5j h.p. Twin REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch, sp. forks £22 10
Brand New 3A h.p REX, spring forks, and pedals £31
Brand 'New Twin Magneto REX £37 15
3* Two speed N.S.U., smart £21
1908 TRIUMPH, very powerful £28 10
Magneto TRIUMPH, spring forks, specially low . . £25

sj h.p. REX, very hne condition £15 10
Four-cvlinder F.N., magneto, spring forks £18 18
F.N. Magneto Lightweight £16 10

3J h.p. Magneto FAFNIfi, M.O.V £19
3j h.p. WOLF, Stevens engme, h.b. control £12 10
Twin Magneto MOTO-REVe £17 10
3 h p. QUADRANT, low frame £10 10
3 h.p. HUMBER, chain drive £9 10
MOTOSACOOHE, Druid forks £14 10
23 h.p. KERRY, spring forks £10 10

3J h.p. .Magneto jVllNERVA, H.B. control £19 10
Easy Payments at Sne lal Rates.

and 5/- weekly secures prompt
despatch of anv of these machines.

3 h.p. QUADRANT, V belt, h.b. coiitroL spring
forks £12 10

Lightweight M0T08AC0CHE, spray, runs well .. £14 10
3 h.p. QUADRANT £10 10
23 h.p KERRY, spring forks £10 10
Twin M.ignrtu MOTO-REVE £17 10
3fl h.p WOLF, spray, smart, h.b. control £12 10
3'h.p HUiVIBER, chain drive £9 10

Si h.p Twin REX, spring forks £16 10

3I fa.p. REX, spring forks, reliable £15 10

£4 DOWN

1912 BKADBURY
REX

J EX(

STOCK.
LIBERAL

EXCHANGES.
deposit and 10/- weekly secures—
Magneto TRIUMPH £25 10
5* h.p. Twin KEX DE LUXE, mag. £22 Ol
Four-cylinder F.N., magneto £19 19
il h.p. Magneto hEX £19 19
Twin MOTO-kEVE £19 19
F.N. Magneto Lightweight £l9 19
3J h.p. Magneto MINERVA, H.B. I

control f19 Ig

TYRES. SPECIAL PRICE.°.—Approval.
26 X 2 and 2h X 2i Clipper and Continental Covers 12/9
26 X 24 Micheltn Heavy Tricar Covers 25/-

£7

' MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
LATE 1911 Premier, 3ilj.p., clutch model, conditioD

a enew, only done 1,000 miles ; 40 guineas, oi
near offer.— 103, Derby St.. Bolton.

I Q12 Tiiumph, cluteli mcdel, 3ih.p., under 100 miles.
At' wUile ^aitinff for other mount; guaranteed; £50
—Dimmock, Prince's Sq., Hano^rate.

BROVVN. 3ili.p. Simms 1911, B. and B. 1910. all
h.b-c, new belt and tyres, lamp, spares; ^ib,

ofi'ers.—Sbepbard, Litwell Vnle, Eotberiiam.

TRIUMPH, 1907. Sib.p.. magneto, lately overhauled
at Triu-iipu wcrks. 1911 cylinder, apeedometer,

watch-; £25—Mayor, 6. Wharf St., Preston.

8h,p. Cbater-Lea-Jap, No 7 model. 1911. guaranteed
perfeL-t, and only been 704 milea. hrat reasonable

offer.—H. Raine, Station House, Ferrybridge-

REX. 5-6h.p. Roc F.E., handle starter, ijot^ch, Whittle,
B and B., cantilever seat, new (-tudfled back tyre,

etc.: £24.-16, Cbedham Rd., Bury. Lancashire

FREE Engine Triurapn. late 1911. only run 1 54
miles, absolutely a^^ new, horn, lamp and Jones

£3/10 epeedometcr; £54. bargain— Warriner. York

TRIUMPHS.—Several in st.>ck. free engine and stand-
ard. modele.—A^ent, Warriner. York

TRIUMPH. Jate 1906. 3h.p., magneto, tank control,
in good order new stud^.ed JMiukp tyre on bui-k.

and new JJunlop belt, spares, two tubes, belt, horn, ttc
—Warriner, York

BRADBURYS, 3'h.p.. 1912 standard mcdel. immedi
ate delivery. £48, anott er. 3.'h.p.. 1911 ?taii.litfd.

little used, bargain. £37'10.—Williams Br03.. Lytham

LIVERPOOL Official Agent* for Bradbury. Zenith.
Singei, Rex. Clyno, Mcto-Reve, delivery irom

stock.—F, C. Jones and Co., 3. Rederosc St. Liverpool

ARIEL. 3jh.p.. 191H. decompressor, free engine, van
able geai. simnp seat-pillar, not scratched. £40

rofit £51; with nidecar £44.—Jones, motoi dealer. Hot
wich

LATE V.S.. 2-speed. caster didecar. new Whittle, B
aud B 0.(i pillcy 1912. -buying car perfect

-

C'n Ru-^holrae Autjmobile Co., Rusholme, Manche^tei

1 0il Premier Sjh.p.. new July, auxiliary exhaust.
J- *y eti-.. ptwerful bargain. £38 . sidecar Mil]f< rd.
nearly new. £6/10.—Box 9,571, The Motor Cycle Offices.
Coventry

IQll Premier, £34: 1911 Bradbury. £35; 1910 Tri-
i-»/ u-nph £35; 1910 P and M.. £38; 1912 Tn-
II i»pba. P and M.'s. Bradburys, Ivy motor cyclea.—T.
Rted Nettlesworth

ARIEly-J.AP, 6h.p. twir. dry battery ignition. 1911
B B suod tyres, in perfe.-t running order, with

Mdcrai lamp horu tools, complete; £20.-151, Efflnc-
ham St- Rothrrham

8 h.p 1911 'latej Bat and Sidecar. £55; 5h-p 2-«peed
VS £30, S^h.p chain-djiven R-.ver £15. cood

3to'R of Triumphs, Douglas always in stock —Geo Wray.
Tirtiinib St., SouthDorl.

3ih.p. Bradbury, B. and B., h.b.c, spring forks, Rom
2 couibinatiou, bearings re-busJ eu. enamel and

I'.rttiug perfect, tew built, footrests; £15.-119. Rocky
Lane, ilonton, Manchester

FOR Early Delivery ol P ^nd M.. Zenith. Scott,
Matchless. Bradbury Douglas, and A-J S-. also

Mitiforrt •idei-ars with Wolbrown bodies. W.F and Co..
5 Cheitt-uhacQ Parade. Harrcgate

IN StcH b. Zenith. Bradburv P and M-. Milllord ^idtr-

-art.. in a tew day6 Douglas and Matchless—W F
and Co

, an above

LADY'S Free Engine Moto-Reve. 1911. aluminium
flniwh. Autoi-lip^e lamp horn, like new. cost £48

takt £35 also F E Rudge. in perfect condition, tyres
unpunctured lamp horn. £42 —Coatee. Am.-flala

LrVEKPtJOL Agency for Triumph and Matchless
Motors. HitchinTrt, Ltd., 74. Bold St.. Liverpool,

the pinDeers of motor cycling in the North It will pay
you to deal with Hitchings. Ltd., an oldestabhehed
flrm ot highest repute.

HITCHINGS, Ltd., for Triumph and Matchless
Motors , any make supp'ied on most favourable

I
terms ; exchanges arranged ; absolute satisfaction and

'

I ourteoiw service asf^ured by dealing with Hitchings

,

Ltd., 74, Bold St., Liverpool. E-'tabli^hed over 30 years.

, 1 Ol-l Bargains.-Bradburv, shop-soiled. £39; 2ih.p.
JL*J 2-t;peed F.N" , in splendid order, £32 ; Sju.p.
Preiuier, run 150 miles, £33: 14-guioea Millford castor
cane sidecar, hardly used, £11/5—The Brighouse Motor

i

Agency, Bailifle Bridge, Bnghouse.

lOll Royal Enfield 2ih.p.. 2-speed, chain drive, new,
' ±U £39: 1911 Triumph, free engine, £45; 1910
Triumph, free mgine, £38 1909 Triumph, free en-
gine £34. 1909 Triumph, £28.—Thompsons, Triumph
agents. Moor. Sheffield.

1 Qll^ Free Engine Singer, 3'.h.p , not used till Aug.,
-I- 1/ 1911. in perfect coTidiiion, no worse than new,
with numerous spares ; reason for selling, buying new
'odel : sarrin-e. £40. or near offer.—E. Burras, Park
Terrace, Kirkby Stephen.

"lO'l T.T. Road.ster Triumph, full touring and racing
Ji*y equipment, very fast machine, comp'ete set cf
spares, including Triumph rauing handle-bars, racing
tank and saddles, sp'-'iai valves and jets, spare iront
wheel with tyre complete, 2 belts, spare .pulley fl mge,
double-pole plug, etc.. h.b.c. to ma-gneto, and many
1912 improvements; first offer over £40. — Norman
Longfleld, Laurel Bank, Ilkley, Yorkshire.

nrW 5, HEATH STREET,

ntli HAMPSTEAD.
^ Close to Hampstead Tube Station.

Telegrams: "Rey Hampstead." Tel. 2678 P.O.,Hampstead

EXTENDED PAYMENTS
Taken on any Machine or Runabout.

NO EXTRA CHARGE ON
I IVIOST MAKES.
TERMS: QUARTER DOWN, BALANUE IN TWELVE

EQUAL MONTHLY PAVMENTS.

Following 19i2 Macnines for
Immediate Delivery:

BRADBURY, 1912. standard In stock £48
BRADBURY, i9i2,T.r £48
BRADBURV, [gi2, free engine , £54 10
BRADBURY, 1012. tiTO-spted , £55
RUDGE, 1912 standard model „ £43,15
RUDGE, iyi2 1.1 ,

£48 15
RUDGE, 1912 tree engine ,

£55
ZENITH, 1912, 3I h.p , 53 Gns.

ZENITH, 1912,6" h.p. 67Gns.
ZtN.frt, H112, 8 h.p., six davs 6J Uns.
BAT. 1912. 3i h.p., two-sneed „ £59
BAT, iyl2. h p.. t^vo-speed £/0 12
BAT, 1912 6 h.p.: standard model .... „ £58
BAT, 1912. 8 h.p., standard model ...; ,, £60
TRIUMPH, igii, standard model „ £48 15
TRIUMPH, 1912. free-ensnne model .... „ £55
DOUGLAS, 1912, model H two-speed .. „ £47
iDOUGLAS, 1012, model G . . ,< „ £41
F.N., 1912, 2j h.p., two-speed gear 45 Gn».
F.N., 1912, 5-6 h.p 50 Gns./
SINGER, 3j h.p., 1912, free engine „ £55
LIniiuLM eLK, 1912 )J h p £i4
LINCOLN ELK, igi2 ; hp , £30 10
Lincoln ELK 1912. 2i h p , £28 10
C -lATER-LEA, 1912. No ; three-speed „ £79 16
iBEDELIACars |6 davs), 75°^ extra E.P. 59 Gns.

G. & N. Runabouts, 8 h.p. (in 6 weeks) „ 87 Gns.

A.C, speed sociable type (in Feb.) .

.

„ £87 10
Any otner makes on application.

ABOVE MACnINES FUK IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
NO WAITING THREE WEEKS.

LINCOLN ELKS
From £28 IDs.

Sole London Agent for the famous LINCOLN ELK. Finest

value on the market lor quality and reliability. All models
on view and for immediate delivery.

TRADE SUPPLIED WITH VARIOUS MAKES.
I

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS ALLOWED.
ISecond-hanil Machines at Bargain Prices to clear.

BAT, b t p., 1910, with Millford sidecar £40
HOBART, 2J h p.. ne« lytl £29
,F.N., I. p., fiood order £18
'rex, 5 h p , iy09, two-speed £25
LINCOLN ELK, 3! h P Wii clutch, and sidecar . £30
iPRECISION, 2t h p 191 1, nlmosL new £25
DOUGLAS, inTo hne order > £24
{triumph 1410, free engine £37
TRIUMPH, 1910 free engine, splendid order .... £38
triumph, 1909. splendid order... £28
BRADBURY, 1911, 2-speed gear £35
BAT. 3 h p.. T T., condition like new. barg^in.. . . £50
REX, 4 h p., T.T., twin, 1911 model, splendid order £24
DUU6LAS, iqi I. Model D, all accessories £26
ZENITH, 1910, good order VS
ZENITH, icll 3J hp S39
ZENITH, 1911, 3* h.p £U
ZENITH, Kin, 3S h.p il2
TRIUMPH, 1910, F.E £11
J.A.P.-OHATE<-LEA, ion. 2ih.p.,sp. f'ks.,mag. £18
All Accessories included on S.H. at the price advertised.

THE
£4 - 10 REY Sidecar£3 - 10

With Hutchinson or Michelin 26 x 2i Tyre and Tube,
30/- extra.

The famous" REY" EXHAUST WHISTLE now reduce

to 12/6 each. Triumph standard type.

The "REY" Leather Belting outlasts two of any other

makes. Price 2/- per foot.

Special Discounts to Trade.

ONLY HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY.

|Q^%# 5, HEATH STREET,

r\ll T
J
HAiVIPSTEAD.

In atiswerinq these advertisements it is desirahh to mention "The Motor Cycle." A72
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HIGH-CLASS

Motorcycle Frames.
We have a quantity of frames by well-known maker

PRICE 32/6 each.

Rigid forks, 7/6 extra. Druid forks, 45/- extra.

Enamelled and plated in liist-class style.

OUR 1912 SIDECARS
are going strong.

Without any extra charge we now fit lamp, stand,
foot mat,, and quick detachable joints.

PRICES.

MODEL DE LU.XE £6 5
MODEL C, cane body £7
MODEL E, with child's seat £7 5
MODEL D, coach-built £8

Carriage paid to your home.

OUR quick deiacliable joints are a ireai.

OUR cranked back axles are extensively copied.

OUR design is the saicsi on the market.
OUR 12 montlis' guarantee i*i honestly carried cot.

ALL COMPLETE with MUOGUARO ANI>
CONTINENTAL OR MICHELIN TYREa.

Lji^iuluh 10 Liiu u.iile.

DeUvery irom siock to suit TRIUMPHS, REXES,
P. & M.'s,.N.S.U.'s,etc.

LIGHT STRONG AMD SPLENDID VALUE,
SPRUNO L.IKE A CAR.

Kounclur Car patieni mutlf^viards at cusioniers*

op I inn.

1912 MICHELIN TYRE3-
afi X 2iin. Covers
'6 X 2iui. Tube. ,

,

POST FREE.

18/6
9/9

tYKES. lYKES. TYRES^
Heavy Rubbcr-sturldetl Covers, 26x2^ .... 18/6
z6x zj Hutchinson Heavy T.T. Covers .... 25/-
26 X 2 and 26 X zj Wired-edge Covers 12/0
Continental Rubber Non-skids, 26 x 2^ or 2\ 30/-
Huicliinson. nbbed tread, 26x2|iii. .,,,.. 18/9
Coiiiuieulal, beaded, 26x2 .,.,, 18/6
lubes, all sizes, guaranteed .,,.,,,.,,,,.. 9/6
New Uuiie-J Tube. 26x2^ ,.,., 8/0
New Uutied Tube, 26x 2J , 9/3
special Hcivv zGx z\ Tubes. Guaranteed .. 7/6

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Mabon Clutch, fits twin Rex 55/-
Ijrooks Bioo Saddle 9/6
Brooks LJX05 Saddle 11/fl
Lycett's LioQ Saddle (new) 11/fl
LycetL's ditto, padded top (new) 14/6
Cocoa I-'ibre Sidecar Footmats 3/-
SoUed Amac Carburetters, h.b. control .... 15/-
Second-h;md ditto 12/6
New Liosch D A V Twin Magneto, 48** ... . £44
Uosch .\l.igneto, DA2. suigle-cyimdcr ,,,, 67/6
Kex Paiiern Uelt Rim brake, new biv
lyio Amac Carburetter, h.b. control ,.., 1G/-
Lvcett's Carrier Toolb.i/Ts new 7/6
I h.p- Elertric Motor, 230 volts £7
Ne^v 4 ii.p. S.t^M. liiifiine. perfect £7

3i h.p. Rex Engine, M.O.V £5 10
h.p. stationary engine, carburetter, coil,

etc £6
sidecar lamps, show red llKht behind 7/6
Trailer 2*jm. wliccis 25/-
Ncvk luolbags, -j x x 3Jin 4/6
iiderar Aprons, gr'-cn or red, with studa ,, 7/6
Druid bpring l-oiks, new £2 6
New Lyceti'i. I ubular Carriers 4/11
.\.-u 1..imp .ml ' .i-iiiM ilor. plate«l 12/0
l.oii ;u»;inarc carhurciters 6/-

FARR AR'S
MOTOR EXCHAriGE,
19, 21, 23, 25, llopwood Lane.

HALIFAX ''"• """"""

rriephonc fjn,.

A28

trom C.P.O.l

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 Qll* Bradbnry. excellent condition, run 800 miles,
Xtf guaranteed, piiked engine, very fast, reliable and
powerf .11. h.b.c, magneto, bi?rh and low comprespion
iome sets, many spares; any expert exaoiinatitn or trial

liy appointLueut : t-flera invited. — 15, Seedley View,
Seedley i'ark. Manchester.

A FEW High-class Bargains.—1912 Morj^an runabout,
1912 hood, serpen, £97/10: 1910 8h.p. Jap-Bat.

£36: 1910 Triumph, £35: ditto, 19U. £39: 1911 Tri
tiiiiph, shjp-soiled, £46; 1911 Royal Enfleld. -^hop-soiled.

£39: new Mr-to-Reve twin, ehop-f'oiled, £32/10: 1911
Rex, 5-6h.p., 2-^peed, £45: ditto, £42/10: threr
1910 Indians. 5-6h.p.. £32/10 eauh : 2 1910 N-S.U.'e.
5-6h.p., 2 t:peed-!, ^:32/10 each : 5-seater Uuinber car
perfect- £145; 6h-p Rover car, perfect, £60- 1911 F-E
Calthorpe, £45: 1911 Premier, as new, £39: 1911 3h-p
Matchless, £52/10; 1910 F.K. Mntosacoclie. £25: Mr-to-

[teves from £15 to £30: 1910 Roval KnaeJds. £25 t<'

£28; Triumphs, all a^ies: 1910 and 1911 Rex Speed
Rinffs, £27/10 to £35 Besides these 200 more, all

iortft and seizes. Weekly lists waitinf?. All sold on ap-
proval; money returned if not aatiafactory.—Hitchens.
Morecambe.

SECTION ni.
Carnarvon, Dcnbijili. Flint, Cheshire, Derby,

Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

ZENITH, 3ih.p., 1912, latent. Just arrived ; 55 gmneaa
cash.—Peppei, Piccaditly. Hanley. Stafla-

ZENITH. 6h.p., 1912, latest: immediate delivery: 67
^ineaa, cash—Pepper, I'iccadilly, Hanley, Stafls-

CLTNO, 1912: delivery early February.—Pepper, Pic-
cadilly, Hanley. Stafla.

HUMBER, 1911. 3'h.p., new marhine. last ol con-
tracf; only £39.—Pepper, Piccadilly, Hanley, Stafle.

HUMBEE. 21i-p,, 1911 new macliine: only this one;
£32.—Pepper, Piccadilly, Hanley Staffs-

QUAJIRANT, 3h-p , excellent ninninff order^ spring
forks. Brooks saddle. B. and B- carburetter, h-b.c

;

-inly £10.—Pepper, Piccadilly. Hanley. Staffe-

11 Triuiiiph. free engine, bine ami tyros perfect;
£40.—Oakley. Station St.. Hednest rd.19

BRAnBURY, 3jh.p. 1911. iust been overhauled:
£30.—Hughes. 56. The Downs, Alfrincham-

PHELON and Mooie and Scott, new machines

;

actually in st^ck, no waiting.—Moss, \\ em-

1 QH Rover, listeft 55 guineas; quick sale 40 gnineae.
-Li/ and spares.—Horsley, Caetle Dykes, Malton.

ARIF.L. 3ih P-. 1910, free engine, variable gear;
£27/10.—E. Tonks, Ferndale. Manor, Willenhall-

TRIUMPH, 1911, 5 months old, perfect condition;
£42.—C., White Lodge, Bromborough, Ch^hiie-

OFFER Wanted £or 1912 4h.p Indian, new, and in
CTBte.—Box 9.569. The Motor Cyae Offlces, Cov-

entry.

3ih.p. 4-cyl. F.N., lowered frame, new Eempshall
2 back, spares; £15. — H., 145. Waterloo Rd.

Wolverhampton.

IQll Douglas, bought end of Oct., done 500 miles,
Xt7 not soiled; £32, or near; any trial.—Fex, Bar-
racks Golf Club, Lichfield.

TWO Ariels.-1911 3ih.p. decompressor, variable, £32;
3ih.p.. accumulator, and eidecar, £15.—Berrie-

ford. grocer. Draycott. Derby.

~|Q12 Triumphs, Bradburye, Zenith Graduae, Donglas.
J-t/ Enftcld, to be seen in stock at Paskella and Keyp
Motor Depot. 250, Stafford St., Walsall.

1Q12 Free Engine Brodburys in stock at the Motor
Xt? Depot, Paskells and Keys, 250. Stafford St.,

Wal«»ll- Secure now and avoid disappointment.

IQll Zenith Gradua, 6h.p. twin. C-, new.—Paskelle
Ai7 and Keys Motjr Depot, 250, Stafford St., Wal-
sall-

1 Q12 Donglaa--All models, any date given; Hate free.
-*-*y Po(>t for one at once-—PnokclU and Keys, The
^lotor Depot, 250, Stafford 8t-, Wal<^all.

1 Q12 Zenith Gradiia, 3ihp., the only real variable
-^iJ ffcar motor cycle; no waiting.—PaakeUs and Keys
Mot.)r Depot, 250, Stafford SL, Walsall-

TRIUMPH. 1911, clutch model. Solar lamp and gener
ator, «pare valve, etc.. splendid condition; £46.—

9.553, The Motor Cycle Otllcea, Coventry-

PHELON «nd M.iore, 2-flpeed, 1909 in good condi-
tion, with ca«tor wheel flidei^ar ; £36. or separately

-H, Mar.stnri, 542, New Chester Rd-, Rock Ferry.

IQll Bradbury (April), n.^t done 800 niite.s, butted
X t/ tubes and spure, unpiinctured. 2 new Lyeori; full

particnlara on refiue«t-—43, Edlcwtim Rd., Crewe.

7 h.p 1911 Indian, 2 spoetk, free engine, foot clntob,
new condition throiipliout, only done 800 miles,

triOMt luxurioiu sidecar machine- £50.—R. Else, Leawood.
Matlo<-k. /

B.8.A. Motor Cycles. 2-Hpfed, fme engine: oIho R.S.A.
free engine Tnotor cvvlc. only been used for tent-

ing; purticnijir.^ on application.—W- A- Gorton, Dar-
liiilfton St, Wolvcrbaniptou.

Qh.p. Luninln-Conrdprt. con bo ridden away, 26ln.
-_j ...i..,„i

.
—......1 :_- 'jongnflinnre cuibiuettor,

bur^Mln, £4.—W. Jones,
/^ wind'', vcrtiiiil engine, LnngiiflinHre cuibiirettor,
iir;ind new I'rcstcd acciimnlutor; I

64. RhoHddu R<1-, Wrexham.

LATEST
BARGAINS.
Big Discount to Cash Buyers.

1912 MACHINES IN STOCK.
1912 3i h.p. BRADBURY, single speed £48 •
ri^ia 3i b.p. BKADSilRY, 2 speeds t55
iyi2 jj i,.|, New .,uuson, 3 speeds 67 Gns.

1412 2| h.p. ucw Hudson, 3 speeds 47 Gn$.
III? !A h.p A.J.S., 2 speeds, chain drive 47 Gns.

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
ij h.p. Wolf, A.J.S. engine, magneto £15
2| fa,p. Caswell, vertical, liosch, Amac, b.b.

control £12
tgro 2i h.p. Moto-Rcve, magneto, Druids.. £22
1910 2|h.p. Moto-Rcvc, extra fine order .. £23
1909 2i h.p. Twin Moto-Rcvc, 50 x70 mm. £20
igo8 Twin MotQ-Keve, magneto, Uruiils £15

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
t,jio 3^ h-p., 5ne eoer £27
1910 3j h.p., extra '^ood £28
3* h.p. i9()y bpeed Kiiik, extra fine — £23
3 h.p. 1908 E-eatherweisht Nex. Bosch mag, £11

TWIN-CVLINOER REXES.
1911 3-6 h.p, de Luxe, M.O.V., two speeds £44
1909 5-6 h.p. de Luxe, two speeds, fine £34
1906 5-6 h.p. Twin Rex, Mabon clutch £18 10

-' n.p., iJosch, Lloyds variable gear ...... 1^ -

h.p, lie Luxe, Iwo Sfieeds. ^.<>.V £48 -

*-6 h.p., de Luxe, iqofl, tw<>,^peed model . , £28 J

^-6 h.p., de Luxe, 190S, two speeffe, special £29 10
^-f> h.p., 1908. two-speed de Luxe, rgoq. enR. £32

N.S.U.-s. N-S.U's N.8.U.'a

3. h.p. 1 win. Rosch niaeneto ,. £19 6

1910 61i.p., M.O.V., two speeds £33 6

OTHER MAKES. OTHER MAKES.
I'iTT Rud^e, free encine, new Nov £45 r

1911 3i h.p. Singer Qutch Model, done 200
miles £43 t

3I h.|'. .»I1I1.C., i'>iu inoflel tZa .,

3 h.p Singer, liosch. V belt drive, 11. & 11. £19
~

3 h.p. Quadrant, liosch, U. & It., spr. forks £15

3i h.p. Quadrant, h.-b. control, spring forks £16
h.p, Mlner»a, V bell £4 lO

3} h.p. Minerva, tlosch maeneto. Amac .... £22

SIDECAR COMDINATIONSl
5-6 h.p. Clutch Model Rex and new Sidecar £29
5-6 h.p, Two-speed ioof< Rex and sidecar £33
7-9 h.p. Twn-crerd Ren and Sidecar £53
1910 6 h.p. N.S.U., M.O.V., two speeds, Cora-

plete with N,S.U. coach-built sidecar .... £38
All fitted with Magneto and Spring Forks.

f 9 nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.
dC#0 JWUWil BALAI«CC 6/- WEEKLY.
3 h.p. Minerva, M.O.V . .

,

3 h.p. Rex, vertical engine £8

3| h.p. Brown Bicat, M.O.V. 2r>iiv wheels £12
ij h,p tHInerva, V belt, spray carburetter ..£50

X>y| nfkWN SECURES ANY OF THESl
aiW* UUWll BAL«I«C( 6/- •VEEKL*

si h.p. Quadrant, o-b. control, spring forks £16

3 h.p. Quadrant, h.-b. control, liosch mag, £16

3 h.p. Singer, Uosch magneto h.-b. couuol £16

X»«i rVAWN fFCUBrS ANY OF THESE,
3C«0 in/Wll BALANCE 1/6 WEEKLY
4A-5J h.p. N.S.U., liosch mag. h.-li. control £19 li

1910 2j h.p. Twin Moto-Rexe fa
1909 2] i..p. Tn-in Moto-Revo £20

CARS AND TRICARS.
3 h.p. Humoer ». .ir, Iwo-seater, good goer £22

ei h,p. Peugeot '

Duocar, liosch

two-sealer
lagneto

£36
£46

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.

New ScrewcutUng Lathe, 4in. centres £6 10
FuUord Castor Wheel Sidecar £5 (.

Prested Accumulators, new, ti^amp 9/fi

Tricar Frame, suit 6 h.p. engine 35 /.

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,

"='r°'" HALIFAX'^""""'""'"Iron) G.P.O.l

In answering tlitst iidveTtiaemnnts it is desirnhle to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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XRUDGE, 1912 standard £48

RUOGE, IQI2 standard £48
XRUDGE, Multi-gear Model, delivered ist March.

ROYAL ENFIELD, igii model, two speeds,

X handle starting, a beauty
TRIUMPH, bike new, not done 500 miles,

X guaranteed £40
RUD6E, free 'engine, igii, Palmer Cord

X covers, fine condition £45
BRADBURY, standard igii, unsLratched,

y _ elaboraje condition £39

SCOTT'S
HALIFAX,

UNEQUALLED
IN THE NORTH FOR

MOTOR CYCLES
AND SIDECARS.

ALL MACHINES GUARANTEED
ACTUALLY IN STOCK.

AND X
X
X
X

£38 X
X
X
X

Xments, very speedy, first-class condition £40 V
N.S.U., 4i h.p., twin, 2-speed gear. Bosch '^

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
4ih.p.

1 012 3^h.p. New Hudson, with 3-6peed gear, in i

J-»^ 1911 Srh.p. free engine Eover, penect com

RUDGE, Racing
Its,

4i h.p., twin,

1911, all improve-
first-cl

2-speed gear, Bosch

X magneto, very fast £24
N.S.U., 3J h.p., igo8, magneto, h.b.c, goodXand sound throughout £21
NUMBER,

X powerful.
N.S.U., 3h.p.

X
X

1909. 3i h.p., two speeds, very

magneto, all improvements . . £18
QUADAANt, 3i h.p., take a sidecar, good

> condition £12
XREX, 1911, brand new twin-cyiinder, Bosch

aluminium, footboards, all improvements £33
REX, 5 h.p., 1909, spring forks, adjustable w

pulleys £26 *»
XREX DE LUXE, 1909, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed gear, v

variable pulley £32 ^^
XREX DE LUXE, 5-6 h.p., Bosch, spring forks, V

two speeds, handle starting £28 **

X ADVANCE, 6 h.p., magneto, h.b.c, twin w
cylinder, powerful £t7 /V

X PORTLAND, Peugeot engine, 3J h.p., 1911 »#
model, Bosch magneto, rubber non-skids, '»

X machine little and carefully used £32 V
MINERVA, 8 h.p.. Roc 2-speed, handle A

X starting, torpedo tank, grey finish, very y
elaborate and smart, complete with A

X sidecar £47 ^q -^
CENTAUR, P. & M., two speeds, complete A

Xwith sidecar, splendid running £25 w
REX, 5-6 h.p., igii, M.O. valves, two A

X speeds, free engine, Sinks' carburetter, %r
sidecar, good tyres to all wheels, splen- A
did order throughout £42 10 w • T^

liAS. 1911
starting, only

CASH, CREDIT, or EXCHANGE TERMS »"^'^^*°^- ^''^'^^

TO SUIT YOUR POCKET. WRITE US.

S. and R. sidecars, from £5 to £12.
New Portland, £5

F.E. Excelsior, July. 1911, unused since
October, m-o.i-v., Fafnir en^ne, B. and B

Eosch. Whittle, Dniid. Brooks large saddle, adjustable
pulley, new Dunlop back tyre, h-b.c, with all spares, takes
idevar; cast 50 guineaa, accept £40.—Jone^, dentist.
Crewe.,

stock
. ^ . . ^, -.- — --, .- condition,

£40; 1911 2Jh.p. Douglas, perfect, unpunctured. run
500 miles, £30; 1912 Bradburyti. Douglas, Humbers
New Hudeons; give early deliveries-—Thos. Bo^tl,
Frodsham, Cheshire-

THE North Wales Motor Exchange, Rhosddn, Wrex
ham. Tel-: 283.—Why wait for delivery? We ca'

deepateh free engine Endive* at once, £55. Eun ovei
^nd try them- 1911 Indian. 5h.p., blue, free engine
bought July. fin£ order. £42 -. 3h.p. twin N.S.U-. under
a'eared pulley, absolutely like new, £27/10: 1911 S^f p
-ilC. n-ith free engine and Auto Varia gear, £37;
1909 Trimnph. lovely tondiuon. £30: 3h.p. Triuuip ,

h.bc, Bosch, £20: 1910 N-S.TT.. 3ib.p.. 2-?peed ge^ir
utifui luouni. £35; 3h.p. JN' d.U., 24in. wheels, nice

little mount. £20 : 3ih.p. Quadrant, Bo-:ch magnet*

,

b.b c. spring forks, bargain, £17/10 : two fine twin
nagneto Rexes, £25 each : 5h-p water-ccoled Eexette.
2 speeds, chain driven, wheel fiteering, any trial, per-
fect order. £22/10- Me have been appointed sole di.-;tri-

'luting airents in Wales for the fam us N.S-TJ- motrr
vf'le= and ?-<need gears: early delivery guaranteed.
Agents wanted.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland.
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

1Q11 6h.p. Zenith, shop-soiled, delivered Dec-; £65

IQll 3ih.p. Zenith, shop-soiled, delivered Dec; £50.

"IQll 2;h.p. Standard Douglas, shop-soiled; £35.

1 Qll Standard Ariel, second-hand, grand condition;

1 Qll 2-speed Douglas, clutch model, grand condition;
Xt/ £38.

IQll Second-hand 3ih.p. Zenith, only run 500 miles;XU £42.

. LLOYDS, 2 h.p., smartly finished £8

1 Q09 2Jhp Dongla3,.'f:taudard model, gocd condition;
Xt/ £20.—Colmore Dep.t, 62. High St.. Leicester.

T Q12 Douglas, all models; book now for early delivery.

1 Q12 Zenith, all models; spring deliveries selling fai^t.

LiJ Order at once.

1 Q12 New Hudsr^n, the famous 3-speed machine; call
Xt/ and get descriptitn.

1 Q12 Clyno, the sensation of the Show; a few left of
Xt7 the spring deliveries,

1Q12 Matchless, the Tourist Trrphy race winners.—
Xi7 Colmore Depot. 62, High St-, Leicester

4 h.p. Twin Premier, little usea. like new; £32.-Ling.
Eejjpstone Hull, Loughborougn.

FOR Singers. James, and Ariels, write, Cordock Cycle
and Motor Co., Scunthorpe, Lines.

Eudge, B.S.A,, Premier, and
stock.~P last r.w. Grimsby.

rErUMPH, 3h.p., accumulator, B.B. carbniettei,
h.b.c, new Clincher tyre; £10/10. — Plastow,

Grimsby-

BltTMPH, 1910. F.E., excellent oraer. only been
ridden 5,000 miles ; £3b.—Plastow, Grimeby.

Collier's Motorles,

Westgate, Halifax,
ENGLAND.

Early deliveries of
1912 Bradbury machines.

Bradbury 3i H.P

Exchanges Quoted. Distance no objection.

1Q12 Triumph,

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
CASH, EXCHANGE, OR EASY PAYMENTS.

igii 7 h.p, T.A.C., three speeds £45
1)1 1 Twin Twn.sreed KEX DE LUXE "T '•

6 h.p. Twin ZEDEL, Bosch, B. & B., spring forks £2S 10
tqio 7 h.p. Twin KtX, M.O.V lo. 10
AFNIR, Bosch, h.b.c, Indian red, Draids £19 10
.Magneto TRIUMPH, spring forks, verv smart £25 10
Twin REX DE LUXE and Montgomery sidecar . . £1
REX, 1910. 3S h.p.,"hotstufl " £19 10

i h.p. Two-speed Twin REX DE LUXE £2!i 10
h.p. 1910 Tuio REX, special machine £29 It)

4* h.p. Four-rylinder F.N., magneto £19 i9

2I h.p. KERRY, runs well, spring forlis £10
iqio iS h.p. T.T. REX, very fast £27 10

TRiUM'PH, 1008, very good £28 10

3 h.p. HUMBER, chain drive £7 10
1909 3i h p. KEX DE LUXE, two speeds £32 10
igoS 3I h.p Magneto REX, spring forks £22 10

1907 3i h.p Magneto REX, spring forks £19 19

3.1 h.p Tourist KEX, brand new £29 10

1910 Tmn REX DE LUXE, two speeds £42 10
New Twin REX, Cantilever seat 36 Gns
Tivin REX DE LUXE and sidecar £27 10

3i h.p. Magneto MINERVA £19 •
MOTE-SEVE, magneto, Uruids £l9 -.9

MOTOSACOChE, Lightweight £14 lO

3". h p MINERVA, M.O.V £14.0
.N. Lightweight, [n. gneto, spring forks £19 19

REX, 3J h.p., spring forks £15 10

1911 jjh.p. Tounst KEX £32 10

I, II Twin REX DELUXE £JJ .O

I HI Single-cvhnder Two-speed REX, 300 miles . . £.2 10

3j h.p. Two-speed N.S.U., extra good £21

A TALL WILL REPAY YOU.

XDE DION, Phoenix 2-speed gear, low and racy £10 W "P^Ol
REX, 2 h.p., spray carburetter £7 ^ -*--' si

model E, with F.E.
riuden 2,000 miles;

and handle
dE37/10.—

X
X
X
X MISCELUVNEOUS.

X
X
X
X

HtTMBEE, 1911. 2-speed, horn, lamp, Cowey speedo-
meter, sidecar, new July last, only done 2.600

to offer:

owner buying car; £45.—Plastow, GriiUnby,

Ltd.. the Indian Depot of the
tbe following excehent burgains

HEATH'S Garage,
Midlands, bave

X1911
Brown and Barlow Carburetter .... 25/- «*

Mills-Fulford Sidecar, in splendid condition £5 X
XPost Horns, Lucas pattern, very loud and «-'

musical 12/6 X
X Generators, bunt five hours 5/5 ^

New Fuller Midget Coil 7 '3 j\
XWide Mudguards, 3*in., with stays 2/3 »*

„ .. 4|i°- ,. 2/11 X
XLong Handle-bars, dropped ends g /_ __

Miller Sidecar, quick-detachable lugs .... £4 5 X
X Portland Sidecar, as new £4 ig ^New Goggles, usually sold at 2 /6 1 /6 Xw New Bosch Plugs 3g ^_

X SCOTT' S, X
X victoria. Motor l;^ouse, Y
^POWELL STREET, HALIFAX, y

Telephone—433 National. '^

J^ Telegrams—" SCOTT, Powell Street, Halifax." Jf

7 h.p. Indian, blue,

car machine:
2 speeds.
£54.

form magnificent side-

5 h.p. Indian, red; clutch model, run 500 milea, £44;
lb. p. Indian, blue, 2-spfed, 1911._offe.8 w n ed;

telivery of 1912 modeU from litock:.-

Ltd.. John Bright St., Birmingham.
Heatu's Garage,

complete with lamp.
Main, bo, j.'araue, Leam-

THE "POPULAR"
1911 RIGID

SIDECAR,

£4-19-9

"IQll Douslas. 2-speed model,
X«/ horn, and spares; £38
iugton.

1 Q 10 Triumph, clutch model, complete with lamp,
Xt7 hern, etc-: £36.—Main. 36, Parade. Leamington

IQll Twin Eex de Luxe, brand new, 2H:peed Eoc

:

XJy offer.^.-Box No. 9,562, The Motor Cycle Offlceti,

C^Tentry-

-|Q12 Triumphs in etor^k, D::>ugla.s. B-S-A-. BradburyXU Eudge, Zenith; cSera.—Clifford, Eastwood, Notts
Exchangee.

/*h.p. Twin Eex (1910), excellent condition^ magneto

,

Bob

OEADEUET. 1911. July, epiendid condition: sacri-^ fi'e. £35.-E. Marsh, Weoley Park, Seily Oak.
Birmingham

Backed by 10 years* experience.

Every car guaranteed 12 months.

** Popular," Clipper or Continental tyre £4 19 9

•' Superbe " type, with best t>Te, apron, etc. £6 6
D tto, with reversible child's seat fc/

DittJ, witb best coach-built body £7 12 6

Improved Quick Detachable Joints are fitted to all

models. Prompt delivery to suit Rexes, Inumphs,
N.S.U. 's, Indians, and any other make.

Discount to Trade, Exchanges entertained.

50
Brand New Machines at nearly second hand
prices. Accessories free, and expenses paid
to cash buyers. Come at once and get

first choice.

mm

In aTiswering these advertisements it is desirable to mention ** The Motor Cycled A29
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
1 Q12 Triumph and Nen Hudsoo Motors iq stock,
X«? olutoti and standard-—Madon, Tiiumph agent,
Wellinsborougb.

Sib p. Jap-Campion, free engine, Bosch. B.B., h.b.c,
2 lamp, separate generator; £32.—Minor, 8, Moor

Lane, Looghborjugh-

1 Qllj Standard Triumph, like new, AutooMpse, acces-
J- *^ sories. sparsa ; 38 guineas.—Hirst, 214, i^oesQ
Rd. North. Leicester.

1Q12 atondard Models, in stock. — B.S.A., Zenlth-
J-t/ Gradua, Enfield, and A.J.6. ; caeh or easy terms.
—West's Garage. LiufOln.

3h.p. Clyde, tiiagneto, long bars, good tyres, £9; 23
hp Curzon, vertical, Longuemare, 26 wheels,

130/-.—Barxatt, Kibworth, Leicester-

TRIUMPH, 1911 model, Sjh.p., free engine, Dunlop
!<tuddpd tyred. Brooke saddle, exoelleat condition;

bargain, £40.-12. Bull Ring. Birmingham.

S.D., 1910 model, 3ih.p., magneto ignition, spring
fork.?, Dunlup tyres, h.b.c; bargain, £19/10.—

Brown's, 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

H UMBER. S^h.p.. 1911 model, free engine, 2
speeds, magneto; bargaiu, £33/10.—Brown e, 12,

Bull Ring, Birmingham.

NS.U., 24h.p., twin lightweight, magneto ignition,
1910 model, spring forks: cost £45. sell, bargain,

£19ao.—Brown's, 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

SINGER, 1911. 3ih.p., tree engine model, condition
as new : £42 ; no offers or exchanges.—J. Davie,

4. Fernby Rd., Sparkhill, i>irmingham.

TRIUMPH, 1910, free engine, horn, Lucas lamp,
spare tube, valve, eplendid condition; £37/10.—

9,547 Cke Motor Cycle Oiiices, Coventry.

ENFIELD, 2ih.p., lightweight motoi cycle, 1910, in
perfect condition, Danlop tyres, complete, hoin,

tools, etc.; £25.—C Bailey, dairyman, 66, Dryden St..

Kettering.

TRJQMPH, 1911 clutch model, T.T. engine, many
1912 improvements, as new, with 50/- lamp, horn,

and spares; inspection invited. — Box No. 9,405, The
Motor Cycle Offlced. Coventry.

3ih-p. Minerva. £10; one Sh-p. Bradbury, £10; one
2 2i(h.p Minerva, £8/10; one 2ih.p. Lloyd, £8: 01

will exchange for a good modern ^maciiine, or small 2-

aeater oar-~Foley and Butler, Bourne, Lines.

1 Qll Free Engine Triumph, several 1912 improve-
X*/ ments. and 1912 Millfjrd cane torpedo front side-

car, lamp, horn, and aciessories ; inspecti.n invited.

—Box No. 9,406, The Motor *^ycle Offii;e3, Coventry-

HUMBERS.—The marvellous 2ili.p, twins, with single
and S-specd gears, in stock ; also the 3ih.p. 2-

epeed, ideal for sidecar work; exchanges and trialis

arranged.-P. J. Evans, agent, Sparkliill. Biriiiingham.

3ih.p- Rndge, free engine, bought September, 191

1

2 only done 800 miles, M.lier mu'iehields, J one
apecdo'iicter. Lucas lamp and generator, 1912 car-

btirctter; £45.—Morgan, c/o Phenician, Ltd-, Finch Rd .

Handsworth.

£7, great bargain--2ih.p. Singer, verticpl, magneto
overhauled, re-buflhed. fine condition, h.b-c. Amai

low, fast spring sea t-pi liar, good covers and tube^
touches 30 an hour; trial here.—Roland Chappell, Fern
Lea, Skctchley. Hinckley.

IVY-PRECISION, 3ih.p., T-T., late 1911 model, higl
compreseijn engine, force feed jet, Dunlop tyres,

P, and H Lamp, horn, etc., condition as new, won
mcflals, will do 65 tnilee per hour, cause of f-'ale, to<

fa<t f .r owner; price £38.—B. Ansell, Moor Hall, Sut
ton Coklfield.

CLYNOS.—Tlic famous sidecar machine: I have two
in Bto:k for inmiefliatc delivery: can be fitted with

Clynri, Moutgnmery, or Canoelet sidei^ars; exdiaugiv
and trial? arranged; deliveries guaranteed any wei k
until Juno.—P. J. Evans, Siiarkhill, solo Birmingham
agent. Telephone : 13 VictLria.

SECOND-HAND Motor Cycles.-We never hang on t-

pcf-nnd-hands. A quiub turnover is what we want,
and that is why wo offer -lecond-Iiand motor cytles at

Jioiinds below otJicr houses.
. We have Just received dc

ivry of a lar;i'0 number of riew 1912 Douglas mncliine-
and have placed tlicFf witli I'U-tonicr.s wli.i have p\
chant'd their 1911 and 1910 mounts- kou know the
eaying, "Once a iJmiglas rider alwuy.s a Douglnw rider"
Tlif"*'^ fecond-hands arc being thoroughly renovated, an'l

will he elcared at bargain prices". 1910 Douglas, fr m-
£22: 1911 Doutclas, from £27. £25 "pent on a Colmor.
Dmiglas will prove a line invcetraent- Let ns send you ;t

liKt, i\i about 60 really good second-hands in stock—Col
mrjrc Depot, 27, CViImore Row, Birminghora.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

4h.p. Werner Twin, in gord running order; bargain,
£12.-Rtsdon, 32, WcUinglon St., Luton.

Hh,p. Mfitosacoche, F.E-. litth- wv<\ ; cnHh £20, or
exchange— Wiillifl, 157, Mill Rd.. Co

1Q12 Ariel. 3!h.p., 3-Bpced gear, free engine, juft di
-!•/ liverc..."

"

'

" -

Combrldgc.

gino. juft i.

d. never ridden: £55.— Hcwat. Sonthwilil

1QI2 Bradbury, free engine model in ntock; flrHt
J-«/ cheque £54/10 H«.'Tir(-M.— Willfiintt Bros., Ni^rwicli.

]Q12 Rover, freo ongfne model. £55/5; nNn 2'hp,
•^•.v(„ Centaur, £42; bof '- '- ' ""' "

Norwich.
both In fltock.— Willuiott Bruii.,

1912

EX-J.A.P.
Motor Cycles
have been designed throughout for the
discrimmating owner who sets value before
mere cheapness.

The power and flexibility of the J.A.P.
Engine, the luxuriously comlortable front
and rear springing, the large tyres,
automatic lubrication, and ef&cicnt
silencing, combined with the neat and
clean cut appearance of the machine,
justify our claim that it is the most
practical and efiicient motor cycle on
the market.

The result of experience
gained by riders of all makes of machines,

the REX-J.A. P. com'nnes all that is

necessary for easy starting, traffic riding,

long journeys in fair weather or foul, and is

undoubtedly the

only satisfactory machine for

sidecar work.

Catalogue, describing the many luxurious
and exclusive detail': of these unique
machines, free upon request,

TO DEALERS—The REX-.T.A.P. Agency
proposition is worth consideration—we
invite your correspondence.

COLONIAL AGENTS—The REX-I.A.P.
Colonial Models, with Special Frame,
IV heels, and increased ground ctearatjce,

will interest you. We are now appointing
Sole Agents, and shall be pleased to post
you terms.

THE PREMIER
MOTOR CO., Ltd.,

Aston Road»

BIRMINGHAM.
Telegrams :

" Primus, Birmingham.**
Telephone: Central 4310.

19
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TEITJMPHS, Bradburys, B.S.A.»8, Humbers, Eudges,

Fnfiplds, Premiers, Matchless, from stock.—Lam-
bert, Thetford.

BARGAIN3.-1911 3ih.p. Premier, £28; 1911 3ih.p.
Bat, £28; 1911 2h.p. Humber, £28; Motosacoche.

magneto, £15.—T. H. Nice, Bury St. Edraunds-

NICE and Co.. Bury St. Edmunds.—For immediate
delivery. Hmnbere, New Hudsons, Premiers, B-S.Ar

Exceptional allowances for old machines.

TRIUMPH, free engine, 1909, Bosch magneto, nearly

new Kempshall bark, footboards, whistle, etc--*-

Brockbank, Toftrees. Fakenham, Norfolk.

Id 12 L.M.C. Motor Cycles; immediate delivery; trial

-*-»' runs and interviews by appointment--W. E.
Sneeziim. 14, Fore St., Ipswich. Sole agent Ipswico
and districl

BS A. : B S.A.I BS.A-l — Early deliveries of aU
models of the<ie celebrated machines; second-hana

machines part payment—A. F. Garnham and Co., sole

agents. Ipswich.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordsliire, Radnor, Breck*

nock, Monmoutli, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

2ih.p. Tmn Enfield, new, not used; bargain, £32/15.
4 -62, Cardiff St., Aberdare.

09 Triumph, perfect condition thronghoat; £30,
or good offer—Weale. Leominster.

OOK Your Order early for Clynos. At present I
an guarantee delivery this month-—Below.

IMMEDIATE Delivery 1912 Sib.p. and 6h.p- Zenith,
Triumph, Rud^'e, B-S.A.. Sin;,'er, Humber, New

Hudson-—Clarke's Garage, Port Talbot-

B.SA., new June, standard model, excellent condition,
perfect order; £35.—Bevan, Brookfleld, Troedy-

rhiw, Glam.

FOR Earliest Deliveries^ of Triumph, Humber, En-
fields, Singer, Premier, apply at once, Griffiths,

Cycle Emporium, Llanelly.

1 Qll Brand New Res de Luxe, single, 2-speed; oflera
J-*/ or excliange eeconu-i^and mount and cash.—
Robathan, Guarlford, Malvern.

TRIUMPH, 1912. Marrh; cannot take delivery; give

lamp to take aver.—Bos No. L5,864, The Motor
Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C
Oh. p. Minerva, Triimiph low frame, B. and B. car-
-^ buretter, h.b.c, good condition; £8/10.—A. Nash,
Bay Horse, King's Acre, Hereford.

DOTTGLAS. 1911. 22h.p.. Just thoroughly overhauled
by makers, new tyn«, belt, lamp, horn, mirror,

watch; bargain. £30—1. Partridge Rd., Cardiff.

REX, 3h.p. 1909. Bosch, Amac. tyres perfect, lamp,
generator, horn, numerous *ipares; bargain, £16;

must tiell ; genuine.—Smith, builder. Ledbury.

TRlC.ul'H, 1911 rtandard model, £37; 1911 free en-
gine model. £43. 1910 tree engine m,del. £36; all

in good condition.—atom Cycle Depot, Stourbridge.

MATCHLESS 1911 Standard Roadster Model, per-
fect condition throughout; £34, bargain-—Withers,

High St.. Stourbridga

DOUGLAS. 1911 m^del E.. with 2-speed gear and
free engine, condition perfect: £38-—Stour Cycle

Depot. Stourbridge.

ENFIELD 1910 Lightweight, with 1911 improvements,
in fine condition ; £24.—Stour Cycle Depot, Stour-

bridge.

3ih.p. Brown, accumulator, B. and B., h.b^c.,
2 XI' All forks, new Lvcett eadd'o, good running

order, only wants new tyxe ; £4/10.—Dunn, Cross Kcya,
Mon.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckini^ham, BerUs
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

2 ah. p. Enfield, new July; £45.—McBride, Lucknnm, •

'A Chippenham.

3iJ.-3h,p. Motor, Chater-Lea, 26 wheels; bargain, £7.—
•1 West. Whitchill. Boruon.

DOHGLAS. 1911, 2-Hpeea. perfect condition; £35.—
Wac^ley, 9, Victoria St., Bristol.

O-'-li-p- ^lotor Cycle, r»>liable. good order; £11.—Q.' -

/W '2 Trindcr, Market Place. Oireneeater.

Oih.p. Bex, low bnlH, engme and tyres in aplcndld04 londitiiin ; £5.-41, Landguard Ud., 8i>ntlifiea,

-|Q09 Tiiiiinph, very little u«ed. £32; 1911 Triumph,
-1 *7 prrl'ctt, as new, £38.—Watt.s, Roaemont, Ly(hiey.

JQll Ni'w Bradburys, utandiird and a-wpeed models;
•7 bargain prices, cash oil era. — Qiuger, Motors,

lliuibury.

IQiO Triumph, clutch model, perfoct, and good ron-
X«7 (litidu; £36, or neareat offer-— 3. Alma Court, .

Newbury.

P.
AND M.. 1911, 3Jh-p., new KcmpshnU tyro, per-
foi't ord(!r. ~ Davenport Vernon and Co., High

A30 //) cnt^jvcrinf/ ffirse advtriiscmtnts it is <i('.nrablt' to mention

Wycombe.

**Thr Motor Cycle.'*
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Internal Progression—/?o^ Dissension.

THE news published elsewhere this week regard-
ing the formation of a new body entitled the

Motor Cyclists' Progressive Association will

cause surprise to a large number of our readers.

Those, however, who are more in touch with
motor cycle politics already know that a good deal of

dissatisfaction has existed for some time among
A.C.U. members and members of clubs affiliated to

that body, and there is a general feeling that there

should be less of the car and more of the motor cycle
element in the management of the A.C.U. While we
should have thought that it was quite possible to bring
about necessa-ry reforms without the formation of a

fresh association, the manifesto that has been issued

makes it vei7 clear that the desire of the progressives

is not in the slightest degree antagonistic to the present

governing body, and there is no suggestion whatever
of forming an opposition government. It is, however,
felt that there should be more active motor cyclists

upon the general committee and sub-committees of

the A.C.U., and for this purpose the progressives have
banded themselves together to secure more complete
representation upon the executives without doing any-

thing which might be damaging to die Union.
Another point which should not be overlooked is

that membership of the Progressive Association is con-

fined to members of the A.C.U. and its affiliated

clubs. Now while we are still of the opinion that all

the proposed reforms would have been possible with-

out the formation of any fresh body, it w"ill be readily

recognised that very much more prompt and efficient

amendments may be brought al»ut by properly organ-

ised methods. One of the objects of the progressives

is largely to increase the membership of the Auto

Cycle Union, and if they can do this we promise them
our whole-hearted support. They do not tell us how
they intend to do this. There is no doubt whatever
that autocarists, unless they are also motor cyclists,

seldom see eye to eye with motor cyclists, who are
nothing if not keen, but have we any evidence that

a single shortcoming of the A.C.U. is due to the car
element? It appears to us to be largely a matter of

sentiment rather than fact.

Taxation of Business Motor Cycles.

THE article published elsewhere on the taxation

of business motor cycles will be read with in-

terest, particularly that portion which mentions
that the Auto Cycle Union has decided to

test the legality of the demand made by the

local taxation authorities that all motor cycle owners
must pay the £i tax, even if their machines are only

used solely for the purpose of carrying goods in pur-

suit of their business. The authorities argue that a

motor cycle cannot be exempt because it is constructed

for carrying a driver.

Would the authorities argue that a motor cycle or

cart could be used without a driver? The argu-

ment that because a motor cycle is constructed for the

conveyance of a person as well as goods it is placed

outside the exemption clause is one of the most absurd

contentions we have ever heard. Thousands of spring

carts are u.sed daily without the payment of a penny,

not only for carrying goods for the purpose of business

but also for conveying friends. The only time when an

untaxed cart is legally entitled to carry pas.sengers is

when the vehicle is required for the attendance of the

owner and his family., at Divine worship. That they

are used for hundreds of other purposes is well known.
Aig
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A SIDECAR TOUR IN IRELAND.
THic is a short account of a sidecar tour in

Ireland last summer, done with the aid of a

1907 Triumph -and a 1910 5 h.p. Indian, both

fitted with Chater-Lea rigid sidecars. Four of us

left Dublin on July 28th, 191 1, about 11 a.m., for

the South, with the above machines and thefoUowing
hastily-gathered equipment : A small folding bicycle

tent, size 6ft. 6;n. x 6ft. 6in. x 6ft., weighing 9 lbs.;

a portable Primus stove, four military type mess tins,

a large motor car cover to act as a ground sheet, four

rugs, and a very limited supply of. spare clothes. A
couple of plugs, valves, a big pulley for the Triumph,

and a spare set of new chains for the Indian, were all

the spares we carried. Our tyres had seen a deal of

use, but were in good condition. The day of our

start was fine, but the roads were hea\v. clue to a wet

night. Near Naas (twenty miles) we i.ad our first

stop to scrape the Triumph's belt, which was slipping

(this was the only occasion during' the tour that it

was touched). We had soon passed Newbridge, and,

crossing the Curragh, arrived at the old cathedral

town of Kildare, where we got a view of the ruins

and the Round Tower. Nearing Monasterevin, the

new spare chains were found to be missing from the

Indian's carrier, though they were there a short time

before. We went back to .search and make enquiries,

but no news was forthcoming. This left us with only

the old pair, and these had done nearly 3,000 miles

—a bad start, but we were in a happy-goducky rnood,

and we did not care a what happened as long

as we got somewhere somehow. We lunched by the

roadside near Maryborough—tea, bread, and ham.
In Maryborough (fifty miles) we purchased provisions

and despatched postcards _ to doubting ones. ' -The
afternoon's run was through Abbeyleix and Durrow
over a fine level and, in most parts, steam-rolled road.

Everywhere we went the sidecars, or "baashkets," as

they were called, were looked on as things of wonder,
as very few are seen in Ireland, especially in the

country parts. Just outside Cashel the Indian ran

short of petrol, and having no more we decided to

camp for the night. We stop]>ed near a very nicely-

situated wood, and soon had
the tent up and the " goods "

unpacked. Quite a number of

country people came to look

at us, wondering what kind of folk would

live in a tent and drive in " thim things." From

these good persons we found out who owned the

field, and then proceeded to ask permission from

him to use his land to camp on. His son gave us

the necessary leave, and showed a great interest in

our machines, as he was the owner of one of the

earliest Bats made, which was still going strong.

Having been under canvas for a fortnight before our

tour, we found no difficulty in quickly getting asleep

in our blankets.

Thunderstorms.
We finished our breakfast early next morning, and

soon got away to Cashel. Tfiis little town is famous

on account of the interesting tenth century ruins on

the " Rock " which stands right beside the town.

This rock came, it is said, as a result of an argument

between his Satanic Majesty and a famous Irtish giant,

Finn Macoole. We explored the ruins for some time,

going up and down dark stairs built in the thickness

of the walls, and emerging at the most unexpected

places. Having satisfied our interest in this historic

spot, we filled up with petrol and got on our way to

Cahir. As we approached this place it became very

dark, and we could, hear distant thunder. On enter-

ing the town the' gathering storm burst upon us in

full force. We made for the hotel yard, and got the

machines under cover before they got very wet. There

was a fearful storm all day ; few of the inhabitants ever

remember having seen worse lightning and rain.

We made several attempts to get away to Killarney,

and at about five o'clock succeeded in starting. How-
ever, we had hardly gone more than a mile when die

storm again- came upon us. The Triumph at tliis

time was leading by about 200 yards, and by going
" full out " got to Mitriielstown before the storm.

The Indian was not so lucky, and got the full force

of the tempest, but enjoyed true Irish hospitality in a

small cottage while sheltering from the rain, later-

going back to Cahir to the hotel for the night, while

the Triumph staverl at Mitchelstown.

The following (Sunday) morning was still wcl, but

the day cleared Inter and waa

gloriously fine. Our day's

run was from Cahir, via

Mallow, to Killarney (tnlal

(2) King John's Castio and bridge over the Shannon at Limerick. .,„,„.•

(I) General view ol the ruins on the " Rook ot Cashel. (8) Part ot the lower iako aj^ Kniarney. showing Purple Mountain
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203 miles from start). The last fort)' miles lay

over a fearful road, very bumpy and wet; for long

distance= it was sharply sloped to one side, giving

one the impression that the sidecar was going to turn

over. The Triumph arrived, first at Killamcy by

about an hour on account of the '' Indians " stopping

in Mallow for lunch. On resuming the journey after

lunch they found themselves the objects of some con-

siderable notoriety, for, on turning a certain corner,

they met a cart load of people who immediately began
one and all to curse with great vehemence. A num-
ber of other carts and cars were met, all the inmates

of which loudly reviled the bicycle as it passed ; a.t

one place men by the roadside could hardly resist

stoning the machine for " coming a second time at

them." It was not till that night when Triumph and
Indian again met that the meaning of this strange

behaviour became evident. Perhaps some of your

readers are unfamiliar with the spectacle presented

by a large country funeral in Ireland. First come
the cars for the officiating priests,

then the hearse, followed by about

one hundred or so cars and carts

;

after these walk other mourners, and
the whole procession is closed by a

cavalcade of thirty or forty horse-

men riding three abreast. The
Triumph had unluckily met this

procession, and as each component
part had tried tff reach the nearest

field by the shortest route (i.e., the

hedge), we didn't wonder at the

language used when the Indian
passed, especially as the people
thought it was the Triumph coming
round after them again I We talked
over our adventures that night round
a splendid turf fire, and then re-

tired to the tent for a well-earned

sleep. We were away early next

morning, hanng been disturbed \>\

cows endeavouring to browse on
the tent. We left our machines
in a Ivillarney garage for the day while we
went to visit some of the world-famed sights anif

^iew3. We pai(i sixpence each to go by a short cut

to the lakes and I^oss Castle, being told we Avculd

save a halt mile walk; however, we walked nearly

three miles, and then found that the long way
was only threequaners of a mile. After having some
lunch hi a cottage we got a boat to go to the celebrated

island of Inisfallen, where the boatmen Informed us
we should see the holly tree under which Brian Boru
learnt to play the piano. A strong gale ^was blowing
down the Gap of Dunloe, and, owing to this, there

vas quite a sea running on the usually placid -lake.

By the time we got over to the island we were rather

wet, and had shipped quite a quantity of water. We
stayed some time on the island, but were unable.to find

either the holly tree, piano, or yet Brian!—our guiile

having to stay with the boat on account of the bad sea.

A Broken Pulley.

Just as we were leaving, dowri came the rain, wetting

us through and through, though it calmed the lake at

once. It stopped when we got near Ross Castle, and

=sss

loner loor of Cormac's Chapel, Rock of Castet
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we inanaged to get fairly dry by walking quickly back
to the town. As the weather was threatening a wet
night, we decided to push on at once for Tralee (230
miles) : we were soon away with, luckily, the hurri-

cane of wind and rain at cur backs, over the best road
we met in ICerry. Just outside Killarney llie 'i'riumph

belt refused to gnp, and an examinatiixi rcvcnled that

the inner flange of the engine pulley had Ciuie adrift.

As it nappened, the big pu.iey for solo W';rk was in

the sidecar, and this was quickly fitted. Misfortune

also befell the Indian, for about half way to Tralee

the front chain broke. The big groiuid sheet was
placer! right over the combination to keep off the rain,

and in a dry but very stuffy atmosphere we soon
effected a repair. On account of the rain we put up
for the night in Brenner's (I.A.C.) Hotel, where we
were made very comfortable. We decided to get to

Limerick (2g6 miles) as early as possible next day, as

we wished to see some of our University friends playing

cricket there. The road was bad to Listowel, and also

from there to Glin ; but from Glin along the estuary of

the Shannon f)oth the scenery and
surface were excellent. We passed

Foynes, where there are big petrol

anti petroleum tanks for -storing the

cargoes of the tank ships. For
three miles outside Limerick the

road was easily the worst in creation 1—4 m.p.h. being about the limit.

And even at this speed one would
think that the frames and wheels

couhi not possibly stand the strain.

We spent the afternoon with our

friends, and in the evening two of

us sought a suitable camping ground.

This was successfully found, and we
owe a great debt of gratitude to our

hosts for their kindness to us in

making our stay so enjoyable.

The Roads of Tipperary.

The next morning was very wet,

and we put off our departure till two
o'clock to see if the weather would

take up, but there was no improvement. Birr (361

miles) was our objective, so, having taken leave of our

host, we made haste to get the wet and muddy journey

done. Nenagh was soon passed, not without incident,

however, for just beyond it the Indian front tyre

deflated. This proved to be due to wet getting in

through an old cut. We patched the tube and cover

while, luckily enough, the elements for the time were

favourable ; we managed to make such a good job of

it that the tvre lasted nearly another 2,000 miles.

The Triumph did not stop, but went on to Birr, via

Ro.screa, to vish some friends, but, as it was getting

rather late, the Indian went direct to Birr from

Nenngh. The roads in North Tipperary are easily

the best in Ireland, being all steam-rolled ; and it is a

common thing to see reports in the papers of other

county councils making excursions to Tipperary to see

the road making. The " Indians " had a wash.' dry

clothes, and tea in Birr before the Triumph arrived,

and we all then went to visit a college churn.,; Here
we met with the greatest hospitality, for we were

immediately invited to supper, to put our tent on the

lawn, and sleep on large quantities of dry blankets,

A2I
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and, on the morrow, to breakfast in the house and

to golf all dav- So in every way we spent a glorious

time entirely. That (Thursday) evening we arranged

to get to Athlone (476 miles), where, right in the town,

the other old chain on the Indian broke.

A Cold Camping Place.

As it was dark we decided to have supper, and to

leave the Indian in the hotel, then to walk out along

the Roscommon Road and find some nice place to

stretched with dhrunken min, and sarra wan arristed

at all at all !" Truly a fine sight 1

A Long Hill and Fine Scenery.
In Boyle we took in petrol, oil, and food, and pro-

ceeded to Sligo up the worst hill we encountered on
the tour. T'lisJhill is i^ miles long, with an aver-

age gradient 'of about i in 12 and some seven or eight

hairpin bends. By shedding the passengers three-

quarters of the way up both bicycles managed the

climb, though we might have got up passengers and
all if we had known of the hill. When we got to the

top the scenery was magnificent, and would compare
with anything we saw elsewhere. We spent the even-

ing at Rosses' Point, five miles beyond Sligo, where
we met several college friends. The next day (Satur-

day) we spent playing golf at Rosses' Point, and we
were going to spend a second night there, but as we
heard that there was a camping fee of los. we left

in a hurry. It came on very Wet at night, and after

we had gone about five miles towards Bundoran, on.

stale petrol, by the way, that we took in at Sligo, .we

decided to camp for the night. It took us some time

Old churoh and round tower, Glendalcugii.

camp. It was past midnight,

when we found a place and got'

the tent up with the aid of the

Triumph's lamp. We were camped,

on an old " rath" or fort which
o\ . looked tlie Shannon as it

emerged from Lough Ree, from
whicli a damp mist was rising,

chilling us to such a degree that'

sleep was impossible. VVe rose

about 3 a.m., and made a big

fireplace of stones in which we
made a cheerful blaze of dry wood
that we 'were glad to find in

plenty round about. Later on we
gathered mushrooms, which were
simply splendid stewed for

breakfast. The sunrise over Lough Ree was superb,

and we soon enjoyed a good view from our lofty

rath of the lough, the river, and the town
of Athlone. After mending the broken chain, tracks

were made for Sligo (476 miles). A few miles

from AUilone we noticed that the chain in breaking

the night before had made a hole in the oil tank.

Luckily we had a spare tin of oil which carried us as

far as Roscommon, where we got a cycle repairer

to mend the hole. , Though it wasia long and tedious

job'the charge was only is., which was very moderate,

(^specially &s we were diverted while waiting by the

following conversation: "The races were grand yister-

day, Moike." "YisI but you should have seen the

grand sight in the slation Inst night; ihe pintrnnn was

Gap of Dunloe, Killarney. Thi ascent is made on donkevs and mules from " Kate Cirney s Lottage.'-

to find a suitable place, but after a time we were very

kindly allowed to sleep in a hay barn, and a real good
sleep we had. It was 11 a.m. on the Sunday before

we got up, but by i p.m. we were away to Donegal

(524 miles) I'ia Bundoran and Ballyshannon. We
had great dilliculty both in starting and hill-climbing

with the stale petrol, but managed to get to Bun-
doran, where we emptied our tanks and filled up from
fresh tins of Shell. In Ballyshannon we were held up
on a steep hill by a rather unusual sight—^a man driv-

ing a large flock of over 200 geese; what he was
doing with them was more than we could find out,

but they baulked us badly on the hill and we had to

shove up. A few miles from Donegal the Indian
sidecar tyre burst with a loud ro])ort—showing a rip
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a foot long in the cover and tube. As this -was un-
mendable, we got a farmer to cart the sidecar and the
passenger to Donegal, the Indian going on solo We
camped for the night on tlie lawn of a gentleman's
house, where we spent one of the most enjoyable
evenings on tour, talking over every kind of subject

with our h'>st. We have heard since that we were the
cause of his getting a motor cycle for himself. As
one of our party lived quite close to Donegal we
decided to send the damaged sidecar back to Dublin
by rail, while the Indian continued solo. Our tour
proper ended next day at Dunfanaghy (580 miles),

which we reached in the evening via Ballyboofey and
Letterkenny.

Conclusion.
We all enjoyed our tour despite tlie bad weather

we encountered. Each alternate day was .wet with the
exception of the last. The total cost of our trip, in-

cluding two wet nights in hotels, was only ^1 i6s. 4d.
The machines behaved splendidly, the only trouble
resulting from the Triumph's pulley and the Indian's
worn chains breaking. We were very lucky with our

>—

A SOCIABLE SIDECAR.
THE accompanying photograph shovrs an inter-

esting conversion by an amateur rider, Mr.
Dobson, who is a student at St. Bartholomew's

Hospital. The motor bicycle is an old 'Vindec, fitted

with P. and M. two-sjxfed gear and chain drive, which

he bought second-hand. Mr. Dobson, with the assist-

ance of a local cycle repairer, added wheel steering

and a double-seated sidecar, and appears to have
made a very satisfactory job of the conversion. The
framework of the attachment gives one the impression

of being strong and rigid, and the long arm from the

motor bicycle steering head to the exterior of the

sidecar frame gives additional strength. The sidecar

body is supported on three leaf springs. 'We had
a short ride in the combination recently, and it proved
itself to be controllable, comfortable, and handy in

traffic. It will be noticed that the control levers are

on the wheel, and the exhaust lift is below the bracket

^^TOLE JOZ

tyres; the front tyre of the Indian punctured once,
and the sidecar tyre burst, ov\"ing to an original defect.
This the manufacturers have since replaced free

of charge. The roads on the whole were very
good; the forty miles from Mallow to Killarney, and
the three miles outside Limerick being the only really

bad l:>its. The4-e were practically no loose stones on
the roads, which was a boon from the point of view
of punctures, Our tour was unplanned, and. we only
travelled each day as far as we felt inclined. We
decided to leave out Connemara till a future date on
account of the high gear (4^ to i) on the Triumph
due to the small pulley breaking, which made hill-

climbing with sidecar difficult. We met with the
greatest hospitality from, all classes; people did
all they could to make us comfortable, and all seemed
greatly interested in the sidecars and our adventures.
All said and done, Ireland is not a- bad country to

tour in during the fine weather, and many could have
a better holiday in Ireland than wandering over the
Continent in foreign lands, of which Ireland is not
one, and we hope never will be.

Triumph and Indi/Ust.

on which the wheel is carried. Both brakes (not shown
in the photograph) act on the rear wheel^one is hand-
operated and the other is worked by means of a pedal.

A SIDECAR WITH SHEET METAL BODY.
ANOTHER sidecar, of which we publish an illus-

tration, was recently brought to our notice

by Mr. W. W. Lake, of Freeland Road,
Ealing Common, VV., and, as will be seen, is fitted

to a 6 h.p. tA\in N.S.U.

An amateur's conversion. This two-speed Vindec with tne addition

of a double-seated sidecar makes a good sociable veiiicle.

Ur. and tlrs. W. W. Lake aiid tbeir 6 ii.p, N.S.U. si..ecar comtimauon.

In writing us Mr. Lake remarks :
" The sidecar

body was manufactured to my order by the Brighton
Motor Sheet Metal Works at a most reasonable cost.

The body being made of sheet metal might he thought

a trifle heavv, but it does not affect the running in the

slightest. The upholstery is properly spning, there is

a side entrance door, and a novel feature is the

valanced apron which clips over the side of the car.

One of the advantages is that the body is made to fit

the ordinary ' basket ' chassis."
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A selection of questions of general

interest received from readers and our
replies thereto. All queries should
be addressed to the Editor, ''The
Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.,

aad whether intended for publication
or not must be accompanieil by a
stamped addressed envelope tor reply.

Registration.

1 have purchased an A.C.

^ sociable. The weight of this un-

"f laden is over 4 cwts. Shall I

require to register this as a car?

Will this be charged aa a car fur

Revenue licence, or as a motor
tricycle with the 20s. licence?—"A'.C.
Sociable."

The machine will have to be registered

as a car, but the local taxation licence, as

the machine "has not more than three
wheels, will be Ihat of a motor cycle.

Sticking of Contact Breaker Arm.

Could you inform me .the reason

why, as I find it is by no
means uncommon when a motor
cycle has not been used for some
days or weeks, the contact breaker

of higli-t-ension magneto refuses to work,
the points remaining apart and refusing

to close ? I should also like to know
the quickest means of again getting the
contact breaker to work, as I find that
after working it with the fingers for an
hour or so it again works correctly, and
continues to do so until the machine is

not used again for some days consecu-
tively.—A.J.W.

The rocking arm sticks because tlie fibre

swells slightly with the damp, and possibly
causes rust on the pin. What you must
do is to take the contact breaker ofl:',

remove arm, clean the pin witlr fine emery
paper, and ease the hole with a piece of

the same wrapped round a small piece of

wood, such as a wooden match. A small
diop of oil should be applied to the pin,
any surplus being wiped off.

The Difference between Old and New Machines.

(1.) I now ride a 1907 3^ h.p.

'J'riumpli and sidecar, and get a
great amount of pleasure from it.

I never have the slightest trouble
with the machine, and I started

a.s a novice. Should I get more |)o\ver

out of a more modern mount? (2.) Is a
more modern machine onl}' an iuiprnve-
ment in details with the same actual
horse-power? (3.) I have had an oifcr

of a 1910 Triumph with (4radua gear.

Would this lie w<jrll) clianging for, and
is a (jiadua gear rcconnnended as a
free engine by which to start?

—

Hoxkr.

(1.) You would certainly get more power
out of a modern macliine. (2.) The
engine is more elHcient. (3.) This
machine with (Iradua gear would enalilfl

you to climb ulniost liny hill williout
(rouble, but it would !)( a litlli; bit harder
on the belt than if the niachiiu! Mere
used with a muilerate fixed gi'ar. It is

not advisable to start by means of the
belt. It i.s better to adjust gear faii'ly low
and push to start, in I he ordinai'y way.

:>*'
.
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Riding Through Water.

I want a thoroughly reliable

machine for all weather and roads,
and one easy to manage, and not
requiring frequent adjustments,
and a safe conveyance when the

roads are bad. I have to ride in all

weathers, and have to keep appoint-
ments for certain times. With regard to
the Clyno, I should like to know particu-
larly—(1.) Whether it is a good sidecar
machine? (2.) Reliable in the hands of

an amateur? (3.) If it is a good solo

machine? (4.) Accessibility for repairs
and adjustments? (5.) Accessibility of

back wheel for repairing tyre and also

changing the tube and outer cover. (6.)

Is the back tyre large and strong enough
to withstand the wear to which it will

be subjected? (7.) Are the mudguards
sufficient for bad weather? (8.) Is the
machine generally, and particularly the
magneto, weather-proof? (9.) In this

district there are many places where a
small stream crosses the road, with only
a narrow footbridge across, over which
with care, one can get a bicycle, but it

would be impossible to take a motor cycle

and sidecar over the bridge. In summer
the water would be sha'low, but in winter
it often floods over, and soon gets a
toot and more in depth. Could one get
through it on a motor cycle without
stopping it or damaging it, and is it

better to go slowly through such places?

(10.) Is it better to have a castor or rigid

wheel for the sidecar?—W.B.H.
(1.) The machine in question is one of the
best sidecar machines on the market. (2.)

It is reliable in the hands of an amateur.
(3.) It is a good solo machine, but, of

course, rather heavy. (4 and 5:) It is ac-

cessible for repairs and adjustments, also

as regards the back wheel for tyre repairs

and tyre changing. (6.) The tyre is strong
enough. (7.) I'he mudguards are quite
good. (8.) The nuichine is ])articularly

good as regards protection of the working
jiarts from the weather. There are valve
covers, chain covers, and the magneto is

well protected. (9.) You could probably
just sci'apo through if tho water were a
foot (h'< |], provided the surface Were hard
underneath, and tho iord taken \ory
slowly. (10.) A rigid wheel sidecar would,
we think, be more satisfactory, as it

prevents sideslip.

S^i^

Correspondents are urged to vnits
clearly, and on one side of the paper
only, numbering each query separately

and keeping a copy, forease of refer-

ence. Letters containing legal queries

should be marked " Legal " in the left-

hand corner of envelope, and should
be kept distinct from questions bearing
on technical subjects.

Automatic Inlet Valves and - Overheating.

Will you tell me if automatic
inlet valves cause ovei-heating? I

was troubled all last summer with
the front cylinder of my twin 5 to

6 h.p. (1907) overheating. Do you
think a 5 to 1 gear is too low for the

South of England with a sidecar?—J.D.
It cannot be said that automatic inlet

valves cause overheating. Perhaps if you
reduce the lift of these and see that it is

the same in both cases (also the tension

of the inlet valve springs) the engine will

run cooler. 5 to 1 is not too low for side-

car work.

?

Middlesbrough to Oakenshaw.

(1.) Would you kindly give me
•the best route from Middles-
brough-on-Tees to Oakenshaw,
near Bradford, avoiding very bad
hills and large towns? (2.) What

is the distance?—W.J.W.
(1.) Your best route would be as follows

:

jliddlesbrough, Yarm. Tontine Inn,
Thirsk, Ripon, Ripley, Harrogate, Pouler,
skirt Yeadon, go through Little London,
straight on to Bradford, past Earshill

Station take the first turning on the left,

turn left again, pass under the railway
bridge, and turn first right past the
hospital, and ask your way to Dudley Hill

Station. Do not go direct to the station,

but follow the road through to Oakenshaw.
This cuts out practically the whole of

Bradford. (2.) The distance would be ap-
proximately at'ver.ty miles.

A Novice's queries.

I have my first motor cycle

—

a free engine plate clutch 1912
Ti-iumph—on older, and not hav-
ing previously ridden a motor
cycle I shall be very pleased to

learn : (1.) What are the probable
results (if any) to contents of the tank
and engine after, say, a corner "siiiil"?
(2.) lias the jjeti'ol or (he ))ctroI-niix-

tnro any tendency towards ex|ilosion, or

other danger, owing to a sudden over-

turning of one's motor cycle 1 (3.) I

have bought (from a motorist) a cyclo
house with comigalcd iron roof, etc.,

and am surprised to find several voiitila-

lioii IkiIps bored in one of the sides

—

will this not (alihongh an exit for

oyaporation) cause dampness?—W.B.G.
(1.) A little pefrol will bo spilt and that
is all. (2.) There is no, reason why
there should bo nn explosion unless (ho
jiotrol were In leak directly on to a nearly
red-hot exhaust pipe or lighted lamp.

(3.) Wo should not think that the ventila-

tion holes would matter in the least, un-
less (lioy aro so big as to admit much
damp.

A2.i
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A Sidecar on a 2% h.p. Macbine^

I have just purchased a Doug-
las motor cycle, and am a com-
plete Tiovice, so would you please

tell me whether it would injure

the macliine to use a sidecar occasionally

with a light-weight passenger {my own
weight is under 11 stones) in the dis-

trict around the South-east of London ?

—L.A.C.
We do not know that it would actually

injure the machine to use a sidecar with
it, but, in our opinion, this power is in-

sufficient, especially in the district round
the South-east of London, where the

. countrv is somewhat iiil!y. Tf vou wish
to take a sidecar you should go" inu for

something more powerful, though, as a
solo machine, there is nothing better than
the make yoj have chosen.

Motor Cycle Associations.

I desire to join one of the motor
njri cycle associations, but am in

^ igiiorance as to which is the best.

L*J Is the A.C.U. a branch of the
R.A.C.? What is the A.A. the

sign of? Also what is the M.U.? I

shall be pletsed to receive your ex-

planations, stilting subscriptions and
method of joining.—H.P.

The Auto Cycle Union is the body- to

which the Royal Automobile Club has
delegated the control of motor cycling

m:itt rs. 1 he subscription for a louring
member is 5s., and this is the cheapest
organisation" to which you can belong.

Ihe Automobile Association and Motor
Union are now amalgamated. The sub-
scription for a motor cyclist member is

10s. 6d. Full particulars can be obtained
from the secretaries of these two bodies

—

F. Straight, the Auto Cycle L'nion, 89,

Pall Mall, S.W., and Stenson Cooke, the

A.A. and XLC, Fanum House, Whit-
combe Street, \V.

Brighton to tbe Lakes and Back.

I am touring from Brighton to

^ Penrith, then to Ruhmond (Ycrk-

> shire), on to York, and back
* LiJ agiiin 10 Brighton. Will you

please tell me the best way to

go without touching Manchester or

Sheffield or such like large towns. I

don't mind bail hills so long as I can
get good scenery. I wish to call at the
Jollowing places: Reading. Sutton Cold-
field. Hi.ddon Hall, and Windermere.

^ 1! should like to know the distance.

—

E.C.S.X.
We should recommend the following
route : Brighton, Henfield, West Orin-
stead, Billingshurst, Rudgwick. Shalford,
Guildford. Bagshot, Wokingham, Reading,
Pangbourne, Wallingford, Oxford. Ded-
dirgton. Banbury, Warwick, Keiiilworth,
Coleshill, Sutton Coldlield, Lichtieldj

Abbots Bromley t'ttoxeter. Ashbourne,
Hartington, Haddon Hall, Bakewell, Bux-
ton. Macclesfield, Harthall, Ivnutsfnrd,
Nerthwich, Runcorn, cross the River Mer-
sey by transporter "bridge and proceed
through Rainhill. Rainford, Ormskirk,
Kuft'ord, Longton, Preston, Lancaster,
Carnforth, Kendal, to Windermere. Pro-
ceed to Penrith by skirting the shores of
L'llswater. The return journey should
be made through Brough, Bowes, Scotch
Corner, Richmond, and then on to York,
continuing through Tadcaster, Ferry-
bridge, Doncaster, Bawtry,, Retford,
Kewark, (Jrantham, Stamford, Wansford,
Stilton, Buckdeii, Eaton Socon, Biggles-
wade, Baldock, Stevenage, Welwyn, Hat-
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field, St. Albans, Watford. Rickmans-
worth, Uxbridge, Cohibrook, Staines,

Cheitssy, Guildford, Shalfcrd, Cranleigh,
Horshiim, Cowfold, Henfield, to Brighton.
The distance is approximately 790 miles.

READER'S REPLY.
I see "E.L.S..M." asked your opinion

on February 1st concerning the general
reliability, speed, and hill-climbing

capabilities of the 3g h.p. Lincoln Elk,
and how it is made at such a com-
paratively tow price. Well I will tell you,
and perhaps you will be good enough
to explain tliis. In the first place, I make
practically everything on my own
premises and my establishment charges
are very low. Labour is very much
cheaper in Lincoln than in Coventry, and
I do not keep trade riders for racing or

expensive trials, but malce the motor for

evei'v-day use. where reliability is

required. For all-round work, for busi-
ness or pleasure, for speed and hiil-

climbing, it is good, but I do not make it

as 1 rantns machine.—.J. KmiiY

EXPERIENi"ES WANTED.
Readers desirous ot obtaining the expe»en:es

of others with various motor cycles or acces.iories

must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in

which the replies may be iorwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/0
The Editor.

"J.P." (Leicester). Coach-built v
wicker and cane sidecar bodies.

' C.E.J." (Old Colwyn). A.S.L. single

and twin.
"H.B.C." (Southampton). A.L.

generatcr, di~y batteries,
,
and electric

lamps for economy and reliability.

"G.J.K." (North Shields). 3i h.p.

three-speed New Hudson.
"Alcestras." A.C. sociable in a medi-

cal practice.

"J.H.C." (Leeds). Lincoln-Elk.

"J.P." (Dulwich). Binks two-jet car-

buretter on an 8 h.p. Jap runabout; ease
of starting, slow and fast running.
" W.A.F." (New Zealand). 8 h.p. Bat-

Jap solo ; wear on tyres and belts, and
petrol consumption.

" F.S.J." (Wimbledon) 5-6 h.p. F.N.
with sidecar.

A quaint street in Peel, Isle of Man (overlooking the harbour).
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A WINTER RIDE IN THE SNOW.
ON Thursday, the ist inst., a number of members

of the Harrogate Club had decided to ride

over to Scarborough to hear the lecture which

'

was to have been given there by Mr., J. L. Norton.

Nothing definite had been settled regarding the time

of starting, etc. ;

,

At nigiit we went to bed fully expecting to have a

good ride next day, on hard, frosty roads, and we
were naturally somewhat surprised, when waking up
next morning, to find the ground deeply covered with

snow and a perfect blizzard raging. Of course, all

thoughts of Scarborough were immediately put out of

our heads, but nevertheless, when a number of us
met together on the Friday morning, various state-

ments were made as to its being possible or otherwise
to get to Scarborough before midnight—a distance of

sixty-two miles—if Harrogate were left at twelve
o'clock, midday.
The usual offer of slight odds was made and imme-

diately accepted by W. E. Grange, who stated he
would ride a 2j4 h.p. three-speed Premier. His
friend, C. Wilson, then agreed to accompany him on
a two-speed Douglas. After these two had departed'
to attend to their machines, T. W. Monkhouse stated
he would ride the distance in the same time on an
ordinary push-cycle if anyone would bet him loo to i

he could not do it. This bet was settled, and he went
away for his machine.

The Start.

Just after twelve o'clock Grange
and Wilson started, and by this

time the weather overhead was
beautiful, and remained so for the
rest of the day, although a nasty
north-east wind had a tendency to
retard the riders' speed.
Wilson took the wrong road at

Knaresborough, which lost about
fifteen minutes' valuable- time, and
from here to
Green Hammer-
ton the riders

came up with
the snow plough

at work. A further stop of about one hour was made
at this village to allow the plough to do some useful

work. Slipping belts and a broken one caused further

loss of time ; snow-drifts were also a source of trouble,

and in more cases than one the motor cyclists had to

• help each other to drag- tKeir m:achines through.

York, a distance of twenty-two miles, was reached

at 3.20, and here the riders stayed for some time.

Getting on the way again, the roads were found to

be rapidly improving, and Malton, eighteen miles

away, was reached at five o'clock. Here petrol, etc.,

was taken aboard, and at Sherburn a stop was made
for tea. After Sherburn a good many more drifts

were experienced, but without further trouble Scar-

borough was reached at 7.15, making just over seven

hours for the sixty-two miles.

Old Records.

But in the meantime what was happening to the

push-cyclist, who, by the way, will this year reach the

age of fifty-four? From 1897 to 1910 he held the

twenty-four ho'jrs Yorkshire (paced) record of 347 %
miles. From 1908 to 1909 he held the world's unpaced

twenty-four hours' record of 304 -)4 miles, and he has

also held the twelve hours' record at various times.

In 1891 he finished fourth to Shorland (i), Walsh (2),

and Bidlake (3) in the North Road race, which was
run in pouring rain with about fifty

starters. You will see, therefore,

he is (or was) by no means a feeble

individiial in sports. Bevenons a
lo.s moutan/i, as the French would
lay. We find Monkhouse leaving

Tome at about one o'clock, and
:aking slightly over twenty minutes

to do the first three miles. From
5reen Hammerton to York proved

the worst, and near Skip Bridge

the rider found it necessary to carry

his machine for nearly a mile ; and,

in spite also of

a fall whilst

watching some
youngsters slid-

ing, he arrived

I

(1) T. W. Monkhouse, the push cyclist, stifting OB for his sixty-two miles ride througf thf snow,

(2) Group at the start of the ride. The two motor cyclists an,

:

(left) C. Wilson (2) h.p. two-spood Douglas).
(right) W. E. Grange (2J h.p. tliroe-spoed Premier).

(3) A " SIX horse ,)Owor " snow plough at *orit, which
rendered valuable aid In the ride trom Harrogaie to
Soai'boroui^h.
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A Winter Ride in the Snow.—
at York at 4.15, dead beat, and practically deciding

to throw up the sponge. Persevering, however, he

found, as the others had done, the roads very much
improved, but he called a halt at Spittle Beck and
had something hot, and his legs well rubbed with

whiskey.

Better Conditions.

After this things improved, and Mai ton" "was reached

about 7.15, where some more sustenance was obtained

and also a welcome rest of about half an hour. The
snow-drifts near Staxton caused considerable trouble.
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but luckily they- were ordy rJeep and not broad as

well. This last section is twenty-two miles, and it

was covered in about 2h. 20m.—an exceptional per-

formance.
The motor cyclists took seven hours and a quarter;

the push-cyclist took nine hours and a half. The
motorists had stopprd more than the other, and would
easily have improved their times had they gone straight

on, and they natura.y arrived at the joumey's end
much fresher than the cyclist; but, notwithstanding

these comparisons, the performances of all were excel-

lent under such extraordinarily arduous conditions.

H.VV.F.

Taxation of Business Motor Cycles.
A TEST CASE TO BE FOUGHT BY THE A.C.U.

WE are repeatedly asked whether a motor cycle

is exempt from the local taxation licence

provided it be used solely for the purpose of

business. Our reply is to refer readers to the list of

•definitions and exemptions published on the declara-

tion form for establishment licences. This reads as

follows :

" For a waggon, cart, or otlier such vehicle which is

constructed or adapted for use, and is used solely for the

conveyance of any goods or burden in the course of trade

or husbandry, and whereon the Christian name and surname
and place of abode or place of business of the person, cr the

name and style and principal or only place of business of

the company or firm keeping the same, shall be visibly and
legibly painted in letters of bot less than one inch in

length."

We feel compelled again to draw attention to this

matter on account of some -correspondence which has

been sent us by a Yorkshire reader, who informs us

he ases his motor bicycle solely for the carriage of

goods connected with his trade, and has his name
and address painteil upon the machine in letters one

inch in height, the machine being equipped with an

extra large parcel carrier. Our correspondent, Mr.
^T. W. Taylor, of Skelmanthorpe, near Huddersfield,

lias been exempt from the licence since July, 1Q07,

-because he received a letter from an Inland Revenue
official of Huddersfield pointing out that his machine
was exempt from carriage licence duty provided it was
fitted and adapted for carrying goods, and was solely

so used.

Five Years without Paying a Tax.
From 1907 until rgii Mr. Taylor paid no tax, but

since the collection ol^ the licence fees has been in the

h.ands of the county authorities at Wakefield he has

.,been informed that his motor bicycle does not come
wthin the exemptions provided by statute, and that

-the licence committee have no authority tp release him
from payment of the duty. In view of the 1907 letter

^referred to, the committee did not press for the pay-

-ment of the hcen-ce fee for 1911, but-they do insist

on its payment for 191 2, and in a letter from the

Wakefield authorities it is pointed out that to claim
exemption the vehicle must not only be used solely

for business purposes, but must be constructed or

adapted solelv for the carriage of go.ods. The same
letter points out that a motor cycle is constructed for

the comieyance of a person, and the mere fact that

an article or articles are carried on the machine does
not bring it within the exemptions referred to. An
appeal by Mr. Taylor to the Inland Revenue Board

in London brings the reply that " the Board of

Customs and Excise having vested the administration

of the carriage licence duty in England and Wales in

the respective county and borough councils, they can-

not interfere in any way in matters in dispute between

the councils and the public." This is curious, as this

body frames the regulations and sanctions the forms
which are sent out.

What is the Correct Interpretation ?

One of our reasons for publishing a summary of

this correspondence 'is that an Inland Revenue officer

h;i\ing interpreted the exemption clause in such a

way that it allowed a motor bicycle to be exempt, and
subsequently another authority gives an entirely oppo-
site opinion, leads one to suppose that there is some
cnnsiderable doubt as to the correct interpretation.

The authorities, of course, argue that if a motor
bicycle can be used at any time for pleasure purposes
it cannot be constructed solely for the purpose of

carrying .goods. It is just one of those cases which
Ave think should be settled one way or another at once,

because if a motor cycle owner is prepared to swear

that he never uses his machine for any other purpose
than for business and the carriage of goods, we do not

think he should be called upon to pay any more than

the owner of a trap or other vehicle who does not use

it for pleasure purposes.

It is the duty of the county authorities to find out

whether the person who makes a declaration is stating

the truth or not. If the owner never uses the motor
cycle for any other purpose than the carriage of

goods, how can the authorities demand a tax except

by taking proceedings against him for making a false

declaration ?

We thought the above case of sufficient importance
to warrant the attention of the governing body of

motor c\=cling, therefore the "whole of the corre-

spondence has been laid before the Legal Department
of the Auto Cycle Union, who have decided that if

proceedings are taken they will arrange to defend the

case at their exoense in the interests of motor cvclists

generally. Readers wi.ll, we know, await the derision

of the authorities in'this matter with interest, because

there must" be a rtrmber of motor cyclists who
use their machines solely for the carriage of goods in

the course of business, and who are doubtful whether

to refuse to pay the local taxation licence imder the

circumstances.
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OCCASIONAL COAAENTS.
By "IXION."

The War Office.

If one may judge from the prophecies of service

men in general, we are in graver danger of war on

English F'aI than we have been for many centuries,

and it is obvious that if this country were invaded, or

compelled to prepare for invasion, our vast host of

motor cyclists could be of enormous utility to the

defending generals. ' •

Nalurally, a great many motor -cyclists lack the

time and inclination to undergo military training, but

should an invasion come to pass we should probably
all be called upon. • Consequently those w'ho do not

care to attach themselves to a military unit in times of

peace should, nevertheless, . stretch their patriotism

so far as_ to acquire two sorts of knowledge. The one
is an e.xact and detailed acquaintance with the roads

of their own counties, including all by-lanes, an'

acquaintance sufficiently thorough to render fast night

work within a radius of fifty miles an easy matter

;

and the other is the rudiments of I'ifle practice.

Perhaps not all my readers are aware that the rudi-

ments of marksmanship can be acquired with a saloon
rifle or airgun. Prior to the outbreak of the South'

African war an Oxford tutor used to train a few under-
graduates with air rifles over a twenty-five yards range
in his garden ; when the war broke out all these under-
graduates enlisted. Not one of them had ever

handled a service rifle before', and each of them shot

up to "marksman" standard at his first visit to t'le

ranges.

Stream^line Bodies as a 'Weather Protection.

I have been out on the roads during the late severe

weather, and from sights and experiences I am sure

the genuine all-weather motor cyclist could do with

something in the way of a light shell body, preferably

of the detachable type. It should not be very diffi-

cult to devise a light steel framework, with either

wired panels of patent leather, attached by spring

clips, or aluminium panels, which could serve a

double purpose, and both protect the rider from dirt

in mucky weather, and from cold on frosty and
blusterous days.

On the 5th inst. I drove down the Bath Road in-

side a comfortable limousine, and, the motor cyclists

we encountered were arousing sincere pity all along
the famous highway. They were muffled in leathers,

furs, and helmets, but were obviously shivering, and
on several occasions we saw riders dismounted and
trying to stamp themselves warm. A few days pre-

viously I had seen a large clump of mud-bespatler<Ml
men arousing pity and derision for quite a different

cause on another famous main road. There is not
the least reason why a. motor bicycle should not be as

.suitable for all weather work as a car, skidding only
excepted.

A light shell body, the plan view of which would
be rouglily V-shaped, would transform rough weather
riding; it should protect the whole of the front of tin;

driver, and come high enough to safeguard his

anatomy as far as the breastbone, since the ears and
eyes can be protected by goggles and sideflaps, while
handle-bar muffs can keep tlie hands warm. The
side guards could lie made to come sufficiently far

back to shield the legs and thighs from side winds,
without rendering mounting or dismounting difficult.

A machine so fitted would be a rare preventive of
chills and colds. The weight need not exceed 20 lbs.

to 30 lbs. all told, and the cost would be under ;^5.
The existhig mudshields are. well enough as a begin-
ning, but they^ stop short at the protection of the
machine, and only, in one or two instances do they,

protect the rider's legs. Any rough weather rider-

will tell us there are moments when he does not care
a hang about the condition of the machine—his whole
being goes out in one fervent sob for better protec-
tion of the man. If "stream-line" bodies are desir-

able for racing purposes, as a- recent correspondent
believes, a somewhat more lofty and commodious
stream-line body is certainly essential to warm and
cosy riding in extremely severe weather.

The Transmission Question.
I notice that some of the American motor cyt:le

journals are making great copy out of the fact that

the number of chain-driven machines exhibited at

Olympia is on the increase, and their scribes w^rite as
if England were abandoning the belt dr^'e on stan-

dard touring machines. The facts are quite opposed
to such a view. The increase in chain-clriven

exhibits over here is at j^resent almost exclusively due
to. (a) .the_ increase in. change-speed ..gears, (b) the
increase in passenger outfits, and (c) the increase in

twin-cylinder engines.

On the single-geared 3^2 h.p. standard touring
mount the belt is not "only /wc^'/e juinccjm, but its

reign is practically undisputed. I do not deny that

a more weatherproof transmission may eventually

oust the belt, for the faults of the belt are as obvious
as its merits, but- at the present moment the English
trade and public appear to regard the belt as a mpst
satisfactory trahsmission for standard solo mounts.

Moreover, it is quite on the cards, when we take

other pointers of developnient into consideration, tiiat

if a rigid drive does eventually become predominant,
that dri\e may be a' shaft rather -than a chain.

ANOTHER CONVERSION.

The tlinui-whooicd sociublo sliown in the accohipaii.viiii; illustration is tlie

proporl.v of Mr. R. W. Edwards, of Spenn.vmoor, Co. Durham, and was
I'Oi.ncrly a Roxotlo tricar, jt is llttod with an 8 h.p. water-cooled twin engine,
th6 transmission is by chain to the roar wheel, and, as will bo seen, tiller

steering has been ailopted in place ol the 9^ ( steering originally ntted. •
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MOTOR CYCLE
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WRITE TO-DAY FOR ART CATALOGUE.

It will cost you One Half-penny.

IT MAY SAVE YOU POUNDS—AND TROUBLE.

Dept. 2, Ariel Works, Bournbrook, Birmingham.

Jn answering this acliertisement it is desirable to mention " TheMotor Cycle."
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" The Daily Mail;' February 2, 1912,

says of the

1

2 h.p.ROVER
"IDEAL MOTOR CYCLE."

*' Here, surely, is as near the

ideal for its type as one can

expect motor cycle manufacturers

to produce.

It is in perfection of detail

that this machine makes so rare

an appeal.

Never have I ridden a machine
of this type which was genuinely

quieter under all conditions of

driving.

This engine proves a veritable

delight in its instant responsiveness.

The workmanship is obviously

of the very best."

1912 Models from

THE ROVER OO., LXO.,
COVENTRY.

SSSSSSSSSSSSStSSSSSSSm
hi a>,,-u'iriiig lliis a</ici li.~i iiii/it il U iheinihli: Id iiii iilion "The Mutur Ci/cle.'

J
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THE EDITOR.
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

War Office Test at Brooklands.
Sir,—I observe in the issue of February 1st an interesting

account of the War Office test of certain motor cycles, and
one cannot help thinking it strange that so few of" the well-
kno\vn home manufacturers took part in an event of such
public importance. The machines tried were certainly good
ones, but I cannot understand why others like the Singer,
Humber, Rover, New Hudson, etc., were not included.

Naturally, one can only surmise that tlie War ()ttice

authorities imposed some restriction which caused these firms
to stand out. Tlie 2J h.p. twin Humber with three-speed
gear which won the Junior Tourist Trophy race last year
would, I have not the slightest doubt, have put up a good
performance, and there are several others which might have
been included in order to make the ti-ial a representative one
of the best British produced machines. G. W. NOTT.
[No restrictions were imposed other than those published

regai-diiig speed and hill-climbing. The trial was private,
so, naturallv, the War Office could ask which firms it

liked.--ED.]

Cycle Passenger Attachments.
Sir,—It is quite evident tliat the 2 and 2^ h.p. motor

cyclist has friends, wife, or children whom he would gladly
have for companious. but the expense of higlier horse-power,
two-speed gears, extra wear on tyres, belts, etc., makes it

quite out of the question. To this class of rider I make the
following suggestion :

Get a strong lady's pedal bicycle (l|in. tyre for preference),

remove the front wheel and forks, fix the saddle some few-

inches further back, and couple up alongside the motor cycle.

By withdrawing the front fork you not only save the extra
licence, but can get a strong connection through the head
of the pedal cycle. Then there would be no extra weight
on the rear wheel, which is a consideration. Each machine
carries its own rider ; very little strain on the motor frame,
because on approaching any hill the cyclist would pedal as

well as the motor cyclist, and this should be about equal to

a two-speed gear. The handles would be retained, and
the usual back wheel brake.

I generaDy ride alone, and am getting tired of it, and
think if the makers of such appliances would only put the
above mentioned to a test, it would become popular. Should
be glad to see opinions of lightweight riders through the
medium of The Motor Cyde. CD.

Bmi-climbing.
Sir,—Last summer I had occasion on tour to descend

Honister, so that perhaps the following may be of interest

to Mr. F. Smith.
The " surface," if such a word can be applied, consisted

of about a foot deep of "loose scree," making it necessary,
if I valued myself or my machine, to walk down. This I

did, and it required considerable force to hold back the
machine, and on applying the brake, even slightly to check
the machine, it would skid, and several times nearly went
over, the wheels being quite unable to get a grip.

A motor cycle is intended, I believe, for use on ordinary
roads and in reasonable places, but to put it to a hill like

Honister is sheer imbecility. If all that Jlr. Smith wants
is trouble, he will get plenty of it, and welcome to it. But
I do not think this is what he wants ; if not, he is well
advised to leave it to someone else. Really, is the honoui
and glory of being able to get up worth the expense and
risk—expense for new tyres, and certain damage to other
parts on account of falls; risk of injury to himself, serious

if he gets off the road on either side ? If he thinks it is.

let him try, and if he succeeds, then let him attempt tlie

ascent of Ben Nevis, for surely he will not own that what
a car—and an American one to boot—can do, his machine
cannot. But if he wants a good honest pull to test his

Clyno, let him go abroad, and try some of the pimples there.

With regard to Mr. Newman's remark as to the gradient.
I should say that he is correct, as when descending I

measured the gradient at several places. PETROLIX.

To the Tyrol and Back.
Sir.—I have read with interest the "Tyrol Tour" of

Messrs. Fawcett and Grange, all the more so a.s they fol-

lowed, to a great extent, the route I had taken, three weeks
before them, to Venice. I was hoping to learn that they
were the two English motor cyclists who had left the Hotel
Croix de ilalte et d'ltalie at Lecco on the morning of the
day I arrived there, viz., July 6th, and I .see that Mr.
Grange, strangely enough, stopped at this same hotel, but
on July 26th. Who were these two other English motor
cyclists? Will they declare themselves? Truly, the world
is a small place for motor cj-clists.

I cannot agree with Mr. Fawcett that the surface of the

Simplon Pass was so bad. There are large stretches of

unrolled stones, it is true, but one cannot expect a steam
roller on an Alpine pass. Again, I found the pass regula-
tions more fearsome on paper than in the reality. The pa^s

is about twenty-four miles, and, surely, one would not
grudge four hour.s over this, through gorgeous scenery.

X\Tien one goes to Rome one must do as the Romans do.

Therefore, when one goes to Switzerland, drive slowly and
considerately, because the Swiss are motorphobes at present.

I feel quite at one with Mr. Fawcett as to the " un-
civilised " pavi in the neighbourhood of Versailles and St.

Germain, and indeed in all the towns and villages on the
Boulogne side of Paris. To escape bad roads and yaxi, go by
way of Cherbourg and Noriruvndy, and so diagonally across
France to Switzerland. -

May I ask Mr. Fawcett one question? He rode a single-

geared machine, I a two-speeder. Quite apart from the
merits or demerits of gears, would he not have been happier
and (in the appalling heat) more comfortable on bad -pwvi''.

jnountain hair-pins, and passes generally, if he had had ;i

low gear to crawl along on? In answering this question I

would like him to p'ut aside whether or not there is more
sport in conquering passes on a single gear. Mr. Fawcett
will agree with me, I am sure, in advising all prospective
tourists to avoid the roads in the Plain of Lombard}'.

I m:iy say that I have planned a tour for this summer
which comprises the Rhine Valley and the four highest
European passes, but I have not yet found a companion.

I should like to thank Mr. Fawcett for a most interesting

article, and I hope you will continue to publLsh tours, as
to me, at any rate, they are infinitely more interesting than
accounts of records, hill-climbs, reliability trials, and such
like. R.M.B.J.

Experiences of the R.I.C.
Sir,—May I relate an encounter I had with a Dublin

'bobby"? I was pushing my motor cycle along a side

street trying to find a certain office. Not finding the place,

I pushed my machine to the end of the street, where there
was a constable on point duty standing on the far side
of the main street. As I was pushing my machine, I did
not trouble to sound my horn when I came to the corner.
When I reached my friend, he gravely pointed out my
error at my not sounding the horn, and said, " Shure now, if

B3
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ye was kilt ve woulJ not have a word to say tor yourself."

On my remarking that that was move than likely, he told

me to "G'wan out of that," and then, bending down, he

whispered softly, "I suppose you couldn't give me any

tips for Leopardstown."
The Irish pohce are, as "Pat" fays, a most spDvbng

lot, but are as stern as any other breed against wiUul

ofl'enders. ^- *- ^

Sir,—Having read with considerable interest, " Pat's

"

letter on the sporting way in which the R.I.C. dealt with

his case, I should like to inform your readers of the dif-

ference in treatment meted out to me by the London police.

.

On Saturday, December 9tli, 1911, I Avas proceeding to-

wards Sutton, and, owing to the congested state of the

traffic, was compelled to run very slowly (for some distance

on the low gear). On getting to' Figgs itarsh, where I was

aware a police trap was being worked, I was stopped by the

police and informed I was exceeding the limit. My ma.xi-

mum hand on the speedometer registered 14| m.p.h., and

this was pointed out to the sergeant. However, I was sum-

moned and convicted at the Croydon Police Court on the

evidence of the three policemen working the trap, which

Avas so much at variance with my evidence and that of my
witnesses that the solicitor to the E.A.O. (who defended

me in court) brought the case to the notice of the Scotland

Yard officials. 'Whilst the high police official who investi-

gated the ease was most courteous in his treatment, he

expressed regret, etc., that nothing cruild be done, the evi-

dence being so conflicting and the police officers' statements

so much alike. The main jjoint Avas that the sergeant

stated in evidence that he tapped the glass of the speedo-

meter (a Cowey), and the maximum hand fell back, whereas

my witnesses swore that he did not tap it. and that had
he done so it would not have fallen back. The high police

official who investigated the case asked the sergeant to tap

the glass of the speedometer in his presence, which he did,

and the maximum hand did not fall back.

Although I had the matter investigated, the position re-

mains precisely the same, so I have adopted the only course

of active protest open to me. I resigned from the special

reserve of police and the National , Reserve, and I would
suggest that if an active protest were made by motorists

in all cases -where they have been so unjustly treated, there

would' soon be a mucli better state of affairs brought about,

and the long-suffering and undoubtedly persecuted motorist

\vould receive treatment more in accordance with our friend

"Pat's" experience.

In conclusion, please allow nic to congratulate Irish

motorists on having such a fine liodv of pohce as the R.I.C.

A. H. PRIESTLEY.

Suggested Eoutes for the Six Days' Trials.

Sir,—You mav recall some correspondence over the sig-

natures of"Tilll" and "H.P.H.," in which route 746

in the " Contour , Road Hook" was mentioned as a tough

one. A little party, including the ab6ve-mentioned,

acquainted through your valued journal, made measure-

ments of part of the'^ route and gradients during a recent
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Contour section of route 746 from Gall and Inglis route book. Between
the 12th and 13th milestones the steepest gradient is 1 in 5-3, 13th and 14th
1 in 4-8, 4-9, 5-5, and 1 in 6 ; 14th and 15th 1 in 5-3 ; 16th and 17th 1 in

4-5, 5, and 6'3, and on a bend 1 in 4-36 ; 17th and 18th varying from 1 in

3'5 to 1 in 6 from inside to outside of bend.

week-end. I enclose a conlour section culled from Gall

and Inglis, and the actual gradients obtained appended
thereto.

The corner marked A on the diagi'am provides an excellent

example for "the exaggeration of gradients." Measured at

various points across the width of the road, anything

between 1 in 3.5 and 1 in 6.0 is obtainable. A solo machine
ridden wide out would traver.^e the latter figure. A sidecar

machine (sidecar on left) would take a track at about
1 in 4.5 to 5.0; but J v-enture to opine if a certain type

cf rider went over the route, it would be a much-lauded
performance over a 1 in 3^ grade Dartmect (Ashburton
side), like Birdlip, has no acute corners, but is shorter and
considerably steeper. One occasionally reads of the 1 in 4

on Birdlip, but such docs not exist. The very worst of

Birdlip occurs nearly in the middle of the hill, and give.s

thirty yards of 1 in 5.3. At the top it tills up again for

a few "yards, from 1 in 9 to 1 in 6.

A Triumph (solo), Bradbury (soh>), and 5-6 h.p. Bat
(two-speed, coach ear, Whittle belt) journeye<l, and none
made %n entirely clean ascent of all hills, though at the

same time no particular effort was made to do so, f^urvey-

ing being the order of the day. Belt slip (in spite of resin)

let the sidecar outfit right down on two occasions, 7.7 being

loo high a gear to allow any margin for belt slip and for

the heat resulting from miles of. large tliroltle, on low gear.

The failures wore particularly annoying, as occuiring on
grades quite insigniHcaiit with those already cliinbeil. No
second attempts were made, owing to the belt-slretchiug-

and-sligping nuisance.

This being a main road route, I suggest it affords a good

road for inclusion in the Six Days' (Taunton) Trials, especi-

ally if non-stops were insisted on, to exclude the crude
nii'thod of change-speed gearing by shortening belts aiid

screwing out pulleys.

If anylhing steeper is wanl:'d, a liill I'lf this ro.ul grades

1 in 21. and ikjI merely a Slaxlnii ]5row liinnp in the road

((((/< gonlleinau resiiliiig near liy). 11. P. I!.

Sir,—Willi Taiinlon as a centre of the Six Days' 'J'lials,

the com|ietitors will no doidit have an npporluiiity of testing

their inacliiiK's on the Devonshire hills, wliiili are nan'owcr

iind mure ciuiy than some which they have met bcl'oie

;

and innoeent-loiiking hills, on which, when the afiparcnt

Kumuiit is readied, is fmnid another rise willi porha|)s a

single figure gradient, are followed by au ascent with

several bends of perhaps half a mile. .
,

'

There are, however, two routes in Devon that the oi'di-

naiy local rider geiuually sliiuis. or, it he goes there, is

prejiaied (nv possible iJouble, 'These routes Mi'c the Lyntim

and .Lyinnoulh roiid.-^, .-nHl I'orhu'k (allliough ii little way

J'-l
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inside the Somevset border) miglit be included. The other
route is the twenty miles run from Tavistock to Ashburton
vid Two Bridges.
Could not local riders perhaps help the organisers of tlie

Six Days' Trials by making suggestions and giving par-

ticulars of hills a little bit off the main road, but suffi-

ciently close to be useful as a hill-climb? Would the
organisers welcome such suggestions? T 1111.

Definition of Quadcais and Runabouts.

Sir,—^In looking through your issue of February 8th, we
could not help feeling some little sui-prise at the absence of

any reference to the Wall machine in your article on the
definition of quadcars and runabouts. As you know, our firiii

were one of the pioneers of the tricycle movement, and its

present perfected form deserves a place in any comprehensive
review of these interesting articles. A. W. WALL, LTD.
[We apologise for the apparent omission of the Roc

tricycle, but the list published was not a- complete one
of every runabout on the market. The weight of the
Roc chassis is 3 cwts.

—

Ed.]

Two-stroke Engines.

Sir,—Having read with great interest the very able article

by "W.G.A." in your issue of the 1st inst. upon the subject

of two-stroke engines, miglit I be permitted to ask for infor-

mation upon a point which, I believe, would be of general
interest to those who, like myself, are begirming to awaken
to the possibilities of these engines?
What I would ask "W.G.A." to oblige with is a brief

description of the means adopted by the various makers he
mentions to vary the speed and power of their engines within
the limits of flexibility of the type. I presume the ettect

of varying the time of ignition to be about the same as in a
four-stroke engine, but the arrangement of the throttle (if

any), and whether it is placed between the carburetter and
the crank case or other compressor, or between such com-
pressor and the working cylinder, is a point upon which I

desire enlightenment ; also I should like to know approxi-
mately what range of flexibility can be obtained with each
type. - T 51.

[All of the engines described in the article on two-stroke
engines are controlled in exactly the same way as are those
of any other type, viz., by altering the setting of the
ignition and by the use of the throttle on the carburetter.
Whether this system is right or not remains to be seen,
and it is possible that this point will be thoroughly dealt
with in a future article. In the meantime, it is interesting

to note that the two-stroke Scott engines which were used
iu the T.T. race last year were fitted with rotary dis-

tributers applied to the transfer ports, whilst a mechanical
arrangement in the distributer itself takes the place of the
usual throttle.

—

Ed.]

Who will Adopt the QuadcarP

Sir,—While agreeing in general with your remarks in your
.eaderette of the 8th inst., relating to quadcars, permit us to
point out that it is by no means difficult or impossible to keep
within the weight limit of 3 cwts. for these cars. No model of

the Bedelia, which is practically the only standardised quadcar
which has stood the test of time, weighs as much as 3 cwts.
Even the 10 h.p. model, which is the heaviest, does not
exceed this weight. L. N. PALMER AND CO.

OT^IUI i6()

Sir,—I am rather sorry to note the position you take up
iu your leaderette, " Who will Adopt the Quadcar? " With all

possible respect to the weight of the editorial opinion, I

submit that the " sociable " of whatever form is a vehicle
of interest only to motor cyclists. Tliis being so, how can
it be expected that men whose whole interests are centred
in cars can sympathise with the wants of motor cyclists, who
are tlie class that will use the new vehicle? Surely tlie

officials of the A.C.U. are the men! The fact that Govern-
ment regulations dub a motor cycle with four wheels a car
should not have much influence on the opinion of motor
cyclists.

The demand for the sociable arises primarily from those
who are dissatisfied with the protection given" to the rider
of the sidecar. Though his passenger is well looked after,
he must still don the hideous and ostracising overalls. We
want a motor cycle to carry two—a substitute for the side-
cnr Whether the best form is one with three or four wheels

remains at present an unsolved problem, and one that should

be decided as soon as possible. But this can oiHy be done
by allowing the two to compete side by side, with no
restrictions save weight and price.

It seems to me absolutely axiomatic that if the new vehicle

is to survive it must be in virtue of its complete discomiection

from car lines, partaking entirely of the characteristics of the

motor cycle. I think, therefore, that the limits of 600 lbs.

and £100 mentioned on page 138 of your issue are too liberal,

since they will a-dmit much of the car element which must
be kept out at all costs. It is rather interesting to note in

this connection that the only machines in your list which
have acquired any reputation at all fall far within these

limits, ilay it not be that herein lies one of the secrets of

their success? H.M;

Multi-pole Sparking Plugs.

Sir,—Having read with interest the correspondence under
tliis heading, I write givinir my experience with the Lodge
d.p. plugs, which I have fitted to my sidecar machine, a

9 h.p. Bat-Jap.
I have the d.p. plugs fitted in cylinder heads and plugs

of another make over the exhaust valves. I have not had
any trouble in starting (owing probably to having free engine

with handle starting), but I find a great improvement in run-

ning, the engine being more flexible and keeping much cooler

with a marked increase of power with the same throttle open-
ing. This can easily be test-ed—when climbing hills and short-

ing the ordinary plugs the engine speed falls off, but when the

short is taken off the engine at once picks up without touching
the throttle or air lever, which proves what the makers claim

for them. —
As to the magneto this is not in the least affected, and does

not seem strained or overloaded, and does not get hot, which it

would do if overloaded, especially in a position like the Bat,

protected from cooling draught in the tank.
H. WITHERS.

Sir,—In reply to the letter from Mr. Arthur E. Bennett on
the above subject, we would like to point out that the Lodge
plugs are in use on a large number of motor cycles, and no
magneto has yet been damaged by their use. This is as evei-y-

body, who looks into the question, would expect.

The' severest strain that a magneto must be designed to

withstand is when the engine is turning round fast, and the
high tension cable becomes detached from the sparking plug.

The spark, of course, then occurs at the safety spark gap. If

the use of the double pole plugs strained the machine to any-
thing like this extent, there would be constant misfiring, owing
to the spark occurring at the safety gap. As a matter of fact,

if the double pole plug is used according to our instructions, it

is practically no harder work for the magneto to fire at the
two plugs than at the one ordinary plug You will
observe that no maker of magnetos who does not also make a

double pole magneto has offered any objection to the use of

the Lodge plugs.

We think the two diagrams shown below will illustrate
what a slight difference there is between the two methods of

SECONDARY WINDINB SECONDARY WINDING

mwm m^m
6 SPARK

GAP

I

Diagram of high-tension circuit

for ordinary magneto, using one
Lodge donble-pole plug and one

ordinary plu.

.

Diagram of high-tension circuit

(or double-pole magneto, using
two ordinary plugs.

firing under discussion, and unless the double pole magneto is

considerably larger than the single pole magneto, it would be
difficult to provide any more insulation. The two circuits are
the same, the onlv difference being that a different part of the
circuit is "earthed." LODGE BROS. AND CO.
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Silence.
Sir,—111 your issue of February 8th we notice a

letter from JN'Ir. __H. ,D. McEae Gallanday, describing and
illustrating a silencer in which air currents are induced by
and mixed with the exhaust gases. This silencer was fitted

to the early experimental "Scott" machines, and is fully

protected by our patent No. 3367 of 1904.

THE SCOTT ENGINEERING CO., LIMITED.
FliANK PhILTI'I'.

Silenrers in the Big Trials.
Sir,—To read " Ixion's " comments in the i.^sue of

February 8th in regard to the above, one would think that
there was only one type of .silencer, and that the barrel style

with a number of small holes out of which the exhaust
gases pass.

I would like to ask if " Ixion " has any objection to the
type of silencer used on the Indian motor cycle, which
consists of a very large exhaust box with a long tapered
tube attached to it leading out past the rear wheel, and
would he .suggest that this most efficient tyne of silencer be
discarded in favour of his suggested A.C.U. silencer with
a fixed number of holes and an auxiliary barrel inside the
main exhaust box—a device which, at its best, can only be
an efficient silencer and cause back pressure, or be free

and noisy. NIGHTBIRD.

Experiments \vith Hydrogen Peroxide.
Sir,—The tip which one of your readers gives to increase the

l)rplliancy of the light of acetylene lamps, namely, by using
liydrogen pero.xide H„0„, is at fault, for when oxygen is mixed
with an illuminating gas it reduces the luminosity oE the gas
by consuming the carbon in the flame ; but, on the other
hand, if acetylene be burned in an atmosphere of pure oxygen,
or rich in oxygen, it burns with intense brilliancj'. Special
care should be taken not to spill hydrogen peroxide on any of

the aluminium pai'ts of the cycle, for it instantly oxidises it,

and, if left on, will rapidly corrode it into holes.
' M.P.S.

A proof of the above letter was submitted to Mr. A. Ren-
fred Myhill, whose article on the above was published January
25th. He replies as follows :

Sir,^I am leturning the proof of your correspondent's letter.

With regard to the first part, I think he must be thinking of

the effect of oxygen on a gas such as ordinary coal gas, where
tlie admission of oxygen into the gas would have the effect

described. With acetylene, however, much more oxygen is

required for complete combustion than in the case of coal gas,
so that, up to a certain pointy mixing oxj-gen with it before
combustion is an advantage, since ordinary air around the
flame rarely suffices to burn the gas in the best possible
manner. Of course, a great excess of oxygen would reduce
the brilliancy.

With respect to the second part of his letter, he is theoreti-
cally correct, as H,0, certainly has an oxidising effect on
aluminium, but, from experiments I have conducted, I find

that the action-is so slight as to be of no great inconvenience.
I am sending, under separate cover, two pieces of aluminium,

one of which (marked " X ") has been in a solution of hydrogen
peroxide (about ten volumes) for forty liours, and another
|)iece, cut from the same sheet, vfhicli has been left untouched.
You can see for yourself that tlie action is very slight, so that
vonr correspondent's remark that it will "rapidly colrode it

into holes" is quite erroneous. A. RENFRED MYHILL.

A.C.U. Trials Regulations.
Sir,—It was with some surprise that I read tlie summary of

ho conditions for the A.C.U. one day trial, to be held on
ilarch 2iid. To qualify for a first-class certificate a macliine
mist confonii to the eleven requirements drawn up by this
lody, No. 1 of which I think quite out of place, viz., " tl'iat all

Machines tmiKl liave a free engine or a variable gear." Now.
II iiiy case, I have just bought a 19X2 Douglas n'lodel G, that
s the ordinary single speed and no free engine. There is no
ii-ed for nic to go into the abilities of this famous little

Machine, as it is now well-known, but I feci certain whatever
lie course may lie on ilic 2nd. excepting punctures, I shall get
oiind and fulfil all the other requirements of the A.C.U.
.My weight in oriliiiary clothes is 10 stones 8 lbs., and I am

lile to take hills of about 1 in 6 or 7 witiiout ]iedalling. \\
ic .?ie to liave sleeper hills than this (Ivhidi may quite well
e i-xpcc(c(i) I I i-jii'vr lliis machine comes under the class when

pedalling is allowed. However, if one has faith enough in his

machine to enter why should he not be allowed. to without
having to ride a free engine or variably geared model?
What is the use of a free engine on a machine that starts as

easily as a 1912 Douglas, or a two-speed gear for a rider of my
weight? It takes me practically anywhere without pedalling
and absolutely anywhere with pedalling. I know some object
to be seen pedalling. Well, they need not be seen doing so if

they ride a Douglas, because it is only on exceptional hills

right away from main roads that it is ever necessary, and in
such out-of-the-way places there is seldom anyone to see thern.

The A.C.U. has lost my entry fee for one in this trial, and
I am certain there must ibe others who own matfiines quite
capable of making non-stop runs without having the free

engine or two-speed gear, but who, under Rule 1, will be
shut out

I am, for the time being, with my single-speed mount,
CONTENTED.

The Evolution of Transmission.
Sir,—The recent articles in your most excellent paper on

the above subject are quite interesting. Of course, it is fairly
obvious that eventually the shaft drive must, come to the fore.
A belt or chain was naturally the first drive to be used, as
its construction is so much cheaper and its mechanism simpler.
The motor car started in just the same way, and it is only
of recent years that it has emerged from the abyss of the
belt-slipping or chain-juniping-sprockets-never-ending trouble
of this foTm of drive, and, of course, as soon as the public
demand it, the motor
bicycle will do the same.
The accompanying draw-
ing is a simple form of

clatch which could be
fitted to a shaft drive to

guard against the un-
pleasant consequences of engine seizing. A B is the driving-

shaft. A is the engine end, and has fixed flange C and also

pin D, One end of the shaft marked B is finished oft' square,

upon wdiich is placed the flange E, which meshes with the
flange C. F is the nut to adjust the tension of the spring

until it is just strong enough to hold the ratchet in position

when the engine is pulling full power. Then in the event
of the engine seizing, the ratchet would slip, and thus pre-

vent unfortunate events equally as well as the belt.

E. NEAUM.

Inclined Engines.
Sir,
—"Ixion," in the issue of February 8th, comments on

the American practice of inclining the single-cylinder engine
backwards, and expresses a desire to learn the reason why.

I can only speak for the Indian, the pioneer motor cycle

of America.
The first and most important reason why our single-cylind r

engine is inclined backwards is because the cylinder walls get
far better lubrication in this position than when standing
vertical, particularly on the back side of the cylinder where
all the piston thrust comes. It is a well-known fact that in all

twin-cylinder engines (except our own, where the oil is fed
directly into the wall of tlie front cylinder) the rear
cylinder gets better lubrication than the front. A little study
of the principle of splash lubrication will soon convince any-
one why this is so.

A second and very good reason why the sin,gle-cylinder
is inclined backwards is that on account of its being a long-
stroke engine with overhead m.o.v., a lower frame can be
used than would be pcissible if the engine were set verticallv.
A third and somewhat reasonable argument for inclining

the engine backwards is that in this position there is no piston
chitter, whicli is so often experienced in vortical engines,
though partially overcome by putting a piston ring at I he
bottom of the piston.

The only reason I can oft'er for other Ameiicaii niaiuifac-
turers adopting the backward position of the single-cylinder is

that they all more or less endeavour to copy our design, in

the same way that some of the more recent entrants into the
I'jiglish motor cycle business have copied the pioneer makes
ill this country.
As for weiglil dislribution, inclining the cylinder back-

wards does not tlirin\' more. than two jionnds at the very most
off the vertical position, and in onr case this is inoic than
(iffaet by the locatiiiii of the magneto.

W. II. WKLLS.
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INTERNATIONAL

A\ish to

A WORD ON
NOW that after a lapse of some years inter-

national competitions are being revived, it is

to be hoped they will be well supported on
both sides. The hearty welcome extended by the

Dutch Motor Cycle Club has met with an excellent

response, and we hope that other important Conti-

nental
,
competitions will likewise be supported. In

the same way two great international events, the

Tourist Trophy Races, are open to the world, and
foreign makers will be heartily accepted in the entry

list to compete on even terms with British machines.
Last year France, Germany, America, and Switzer-

land were represented, and we hope that support will

be forthcoming from these sources again. We do not

A SHROPSHIRE TOLL
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COMPETITION.
be unpatriotic, but if important English

makers wilfully withdraw from the races, the A.C.U.
has no other alternative but to welcome entries from
small English makers and foreigners. It would greatly

emphasise the sporting side of the event if a special

international prize were given to tlie best aggregate
times made by a team of five riders, the components
of each team to be of one nationality, and if, say,

England,. France, Holland, and Germany were to

enter teams it would greatly increase the interest in

the races. In whatever Continental events Englisli

teams compete this season, it is to. behoped that their

members will respect and not abuse the hospitality

offered to them.

o
BRIDGE DOOMED.

N the wall of the toll house at the end of the

doomed trestle bridge at Cressage in Shropshire
may be seen the scale of charges. Coach and

six, 2s. ; coach and four, is. 6d. ; carriage with two
horses, is. ; cattle, lod. per score; sheep,' 5d. per

score; pedestrian, id. There is no mention of tlie

motorist, but the toll of one shilling for a car and
sixpence for a motor cycle has been a cause of much
ad^'erse criticism for several years*. \\'ithin a few
weeks the work of replacing this wooden trestle bridge

by a stone bridge free from toll will be commenced.
The property has already been purchased for tlie sum
of one thousand pounds, and during Marcli tlie task

of demolition and construction is to be initiated.

Gradually but surely the few remaining toll bars and

bridges are being swept away to make room for more
modem methods. No form of road traffic has more
right to demand up-to-date improvements than the

motor cvcle and the motor car.

nOTOR CYCLISTS' PROGRESSIVE ASSOCIATION.
THE following manifesto letter has been sent to

us for publication. It has been'issued by a

provisional committee of members of the

A.C.U. and representatives of affiliated clubs, who
are desirous of introducing reforms in the conduct of

the A.C.U., the governing body of the pastime. We
publish an editorial comment on the situation in

another portion of this issue :

The Editor, The Motor Cycle.

Sir,—At a meeting on the 8th inst., it was agreed

to form the above Association, its immediate objects

being :

I.- To assist the A.C.U. in furthering the interests

of motor cyclists.

2. To work to secure the adequate and efficient

representation of active motor cyclists throughout the

United Kingdom upon the coinmittee and sub-com-

, mittees of the A.C.U. ; in other words, to ensure the

^government of the pastime by motor cyclists for

t motor cyclists.

Only open to A.C.U. Members.
It is strongly held by tlie promoters that there can

Noilly be one governing body, and that body is the

[A.C.U. For this reason, membership of the Asso-

^ciation is confined to members of the A.C.U. and its

•affiliated clubs.

'

It is equally strongly held that the governing body

must, in future, keep closely in touch widi the needs

and desires of the motor cyclists of the kingdom.
We want the A.C.U. to have a membership of

100,000 instead of about 5,000.

The subscription to the Association is is. per

annum, so that no one need hesitate to join on the

score of expense.

May we point out to our provincial friends especially

that this Association should, and doubtless will, pro-

vide a special means of conveying their views .to the

governing body in London.
The committee appointed—with power to add tc

its number—consists of Messrs. J. W. G. Brooker,

W. H. Brown, C. C- Cooke, W. Cooper, F. A.

Hardy, A. J. Moorhouse, W. H. Wells, and the

undersigned.

A further Meeting on the 29th inst.

A further meeting has been arranged to be held at

the Holborn Restaurant at 7.30 p.m. on Thursday.

February 29tli, to wliich all members of the A.C.U.
and affiliated clubs, in sympathy with the movement,

are cordially invited.

In the meantime, applications for membership,

accompanied by subscriptions (is.), should be ad-

dressed to Otto Thomas, chairman. The Motor Cycle

Offices, 20, Tudor Street, E.G., or W. G. McMinnies,

lion, secretary and treasurer, Temple Press, Ltd.,

Rosebery Avenue, E.G.
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
" ' '"^"' 6.10 p.m.

6.14 ,,

6.17 „
6.21 „

Feb. IStli

„ 17th

„ 19th

„ 21st

Winter Biding in France.

Despite the cold and the snow-covered
roads, the Motor Cycle Club of France,
to the number of fifty, held a run early
last week from Paris to Compiegne.

Gala Day at Brooklands.

.. The Royal Automobile and Associated
Clubs will hold a race meeting on the

27th July at Brooklands. The follow-
ing motor cycle races will be held : A
teim race, each affitiated club to send a

team consisting of two solo and one
passenger machine, and a handicap race
for solo machines. Mr. H. P. E. Harding
is representing the A.C.U. on the E.A.C.
sub-committee ai^pointed to draw up the
regulations.

A.C.C.F. Hill-climb.

Ihe following regulations have been
adopted by the A.C.C.F. for the hill-

climb at Slontenglaust (Coulommiers) on
the 25th inst :

Motor cycles. Classes 1 and 2.

—

Maximum weight of machines unladen,
but otherwise ready for the road 50
kilos (110 lbs.); section of tyres 50 mm.
(2in.)

Cla.ss 3.—Maximum weight 60 kilos

(132 lbs.); section of tyres 60 mm. (2|in.).

'• Tricars and Voiturettes. — Combined
weight of passenger and driver 150 kilos

(330 lbs.). The competitiou is open to

amateur riders, and the names of the
machines ridden will not be published.
The results in each class will be worked
on formula.

Entrajice fees are : Manufacturers,
20 . frs. ; manufacturers (members of

A.C.C.F.), 15 frs. ; amateurs, 10 frs. ;

amateurs (members of A.C.C.F.), free.

Auto Cycle Union Notes.

Oi'E.s CoMfETiTiONs.—Periuits liave been
granted to the following clubs to hold open
(ompetilions. subject to the regulations
being iu order :

Essex M.C. Open hill cliiiib, M;irch I6II1.

Derby and iJi.slrict M.C.C. djum hill-

cliinb, Mar( h 7)0th.

Bristol M.C.C. Oiiun liill-cUinb, Aiiiil

20lh.

Taunton and Disliict M.C.C. (l])en liill-

climb, May 16th.

IJiniiiiighain M.C.C. ,Open hill cliiiili,

.June l.st.

Birniinghrjm M.C.C. Twenty-four limus'
run to Kdinbin-gh, iSeptembcr 21.st.

Mersey -M.C. One day trial, May llh.

Mersey M.C. Open hill-cliinb, June
29th.

iMer.sey M . (.;. (Ipun hill-cliuib, August Tml.

1-.12

Six Day.s' Tki.\ls Awards.—As an-

nounced in our last week's issue. Tlie

Motor Cycle has offered two silver cups to
tlie A.C.U. for the Six Days' Trials—one
for the best performance by a private
owner on a solo machine, and one for the
best performance of a private owner on a
passenger vehicle.

Dr. lies, president of the Tannton B.C.,
has offered a silver cup for the best per-
formance of a solo machine in a slow climb
up Porlock, and it has been suggested that
the cup offered by Mr. F. Harrison shall

be awarded for the best performance of a
passenger machine also in the slow climb
up Porlock Hill.

Colonel Bowles, M.F.H., M.B., president
of the Taunton and District M.C, has
been asked if he will agree to the cup he
has kindly offered being presented for the
best performance of a passenger machine
on the observed hills.

A hearty vote of thanks to those who
had kindly offered these prizes has been
forwarded by the A.C.U.

Motor Cyclist v. Roller Skater.

An exciting race took place at the
Bootle Roller Skating Rink recently
between Mr. J. Davies (5 h.p. two-speed
Rex) and INIr. Warbis, who used roller

skates. i\Ir. Davies is an amateur rider,
who has never taken part in any race
before ; whilst Mr. Warbis is the fastest

amateur skater in the district. The com-
petitors started from opposite sides of the
rink, and had to cover sixteen laps, or

one mile.

The skater took corners very close in,

and foot by foot drew up to his rival

until at one point he was within six

yards of the back wheel, and then the
motorist pulled away from him, and finally

won by y;irds. Time, 3m. 45s., 16 m.p.h.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
A Winter Ride in the Snow.

Electric Lighting for Motor ^ycles.

A Sidecar Tour in Ireland.

Ciiest Pads for Racing.

American motor cj'clists who wish to

crouch down as low as possible on then-

machines to overcome wind resistance wear
pads on their chests to protect them from
vibration as they lie flat along the top bars •

of their machines.

British Imports and Exports of Motor
Cycles.

The imports and exports of motor
cycles and parts for the month ended
January 31st, and extending o\er the

.

last three years, are as follow :

Impoets.
1910. 1911. 1912.

Motor cycles ...£3,676 £3,603 £3.480
Parts thereof ... 3,888 3,503 4,833

Total

JNfotor cycles

Parts thereof

..£7,564 £7,106 £8,313

EXPORI.5.
1910. 1911. 1912.

..£8,702 £18,804 £38,727.

... 2,283 4,895 13,426

Total £10,985 £23,699 £52,163

As will be seen, the value of the month's
exports each year is just over twice the

amount for the corresponding period of

the previous year, whilst the value of

motor cycle parts exported in January
this year is nearly tliree times that of

the same month last year. The Jannai'y
imports have slightly increased since

1911, but an export value over six

times that of the' imports is sufficient

proof of the healthy state of the

industrv.

cfF THE BE/.TEi>' TRACK. A scono in Choshiro durins the recent severe weather.
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Inter-team Trial in Surrey.

Owing to confusing F. W. Barnes
with another competitor, we credited the
former with clianging the belt on his

Zenith-Gradua in the above team trial,

whereas he went right through with only
one puncture in an unobserved section.

Entries for the T.T. Races.

The following is a complete list of the

entries for the Tourist Trophy Races to be
held in the Isle of Man on June 28th and
July 1st

:

SE^^OE Race.—O. C. Godfrer (liolder),

C. R. Collier. H. A. CoUier, "S. A. JM.

Witham, Bhimfield, Ltd. (three Blumfield
machines), Jolm Gibson, J. T. Bashall, W.
H. Bashall. D. C. T!(.lton. Hal. Hill. E
T. Bolton, J. L. Norton (3^ Norton), P.
Brewster (Sj Norton). Scott Engineering
Co. (two Scott machines), J. W. Wood-
house (Precision), and F. A. Applebee,
jun.( ).

Junior R.\ce.—P. J. Evans (holder),

C. R. Collier, H. A. Collier, and J. W.
Woodhouse (Precision).

The A.C.C.F. and the A.C.F:

At the present time the only body which
is really alive to the interests of motor
cyclists in France is the A.C.C.F., which
ran the Gometz hill-climb so successfully

last December. This energetic club is the
first to devote itself seriously to the
development of the motor cycle across the
Channel, and is organising a hill-climb at

Coulommiers on the 25th inst., and the

. BEAUVAIS

[pyTOlRE lS!^iEiP!TS

Feb. 17.—Sutton ColJfiekl A.C. Open
One D.1V Trial.

Mar. 2.—A.C.U. Open One Dav Triat

,. 23.— B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

„ 23—Herts. County .A. C. Open
Quarterly Trial.

„ 30.—Derbv and District M.C.C.Open
Hill-climb.

Apl. 5-8.—N.W. London and Herts.

County M.C.C. Joint Trial

and Open Hill-climb (Yorks;)

and Indies' Competition.

8.—Westmorland M.C.C. Open
Hill-climb on Urigster Brow

13.—Oxford M.C.C. Open Hiil-climb

COMPIEGNE

PIERREFONDS

CHARTRES

round Paris two-day reliability trial at

Easter . (appended is a map of the trial

route), to which the Auto' Cycle Union
intends to send an English team, as well

-

as other competitions, llie latest develop-

ment has been the refusal by tlie Auto-
mobile Club of France to recognise the

A.C.C.F. What has happened is that the

A.C.F. has let whatever interest it had in

motor cycles drift into oblivion, and. now
that an energetic body has set the ball roll-

ing, has suddenly awaked to the fact that its

powers are being usurped. It is unfortu-

nate that there should be any discord at

all at this juncture, when the sport is

receiving a distinct tillip, and it is to be
hoped that the A.C.F. and the A.C.C.F.
will speedily patch up any differences

which may exist. After the activity dis-

played by' the latter body, the Motor Cycle

Club de France has suddenly roused itself

from its lethargy, and is organising several

competitions.

Proposed Speed Limit at Hammersmith.
The inquii-y into the necessity for speed

limits at Hammersmith will take place on
the 29th inst., when the following restric-

tions will be asked for : (1.) A ten-mile

speed limit from Brook Green to Hammer-
smith Broadway. (2.) A five-mile speed
limit across Hammersmith Broadway and
the immediate approacnes. The R.A.C.
and the A. A. and M.U. are opposing this

application, which is of unusual interest,

as it is the first to be made for a speed
limit on an arterial thoroughfare in

London.

A Wonderful Engine.
A friend of ours, whose fertile brain

turns out many inventions per annum,
has lately built a wonder-
ful engine which is fitted

to a quadcar. The said

engine is of microscopic
dimensions, and fires a

mixture composed of secret
ingredients compressed to

200 lb-- per - -nn,." in.h.

Although some of our
friend's inventions are
never lieard ut, this one
has been, and its dulcet
tones were first heard by
a policeman. " Sir," said

the. worthy member of the
force whose attention had
been drawn to a gentle
sound like the accentuated
burking of an accelerated
pom-pom, " you cannot
drive a noisy motor Ciir

like that in the public
streets." Our friend

wni.spered above the re-

echoing reverberations,
" You mistake, my worthy one, the .silencer

cut-out byelaw is not yet in force."
"No more it ain't," responded the
sporting bobby in the purest classical

English, " but if you will kindly make
that machine stop that there bark-
ing, I'll help you pttsli it 'ome. otherwise
I shall constitoot that there motor car
to be a noosance and hact accordingly" ;

all of which is b.v way of being a true
story. The moral being that the byelaw
refeiTed to is unnecessary, as the police

can prosecute under existing conditions.

Proposed Saucer Track.

What has become of the proposed
Jlidland saucer track, concerning which
there was considerable talk a month or

two ago? Is it to sink into oblivion, as

many other schemes in connection with
motor cycling have done this last j'ear

or two '/

FONTAINEBLEAU

Rear Red Lights m Warwickshire.

The first prosecution since the new red

re^r light byelaw came into force in

Warwiclcshire was brought before the

authorities on Monday. Defendant was
driving a carrier's cart ; he was let

oft on payment of costs. Every vehicle

in Warwickshire after dark must cany
a red light at the rear.

Saturday's Trial.

There are over a hundred entries for

Saturday's open reliability trial of the

Sutton "

Coldfield A.C, "including the

majority of the leading trade men. A
new figure to competitions of this nature

is C. R. Collier, who has entered an 8 h.p.

Matchless-Jap.

Arms Hill Ciimbed.

Arms Hill, near Henley-on-'Thames.'

was the subject of an article in this

joumal on the 1st inst. Since that date

several parties of motor cyclists have

journeyed to the hill in order to try con-

clusions with it. Some photographs

appear on page 175.

Universal Rear Lights.

Tire Bucks Coanty Council decided uu

the 8th inst. that supplementary_ byelaws

bo made by the council reriuiring all

vehicles to carry a red rear light aftei

dark. It is to be hoped that the example
which has now been set by Warwickshire.

Hampshire, and Buckingham, will be;

speedily followed by other counties.

An Unconfirmed Rumour.

A rumour to the ett'ect that Jake ch'

Rosier is to ride a Matchless machine in

the "T.T. Race ha\-ing gained currency, we
enquired of Messrs. Collier and Sons, Ltd..

if the report were true, and their reply is

that they know nothing of the matter. It

is known that de Rosier ordered a Match-
less motor cycle when he w-as in England,

as we announced the fact some months ago.

An American Motor Sledge.

A motor cyclist of Cokunbus, U.S..'\..

has designed and made a motor sledgt

driven by the power unit of a 7 h.p. Indian

with the usual transmission. The power is

conveyed to a motor cycle wheel fitted

with a pneumatic tyre, and adhesion to the

snow covered ground is obtained by means
of a chain which encircles the tyre similai

to a Parsons non-skid. 'J he engine, mag
neto, oil tank, etc.. are situate in front

of the sledge, and the driving wheel in tlu

centre. The steersman sits behind th(

steering wheel with a leg on each side o
the driving wheel.

Necessity is the Mother o£ Invention.

One of our staff was riding home ont

night during the recent severe frost and
saw a strange liglit at the side of the road.

On approaching he found it was a small

fire, the result of petrol being poured on
the road by a motor cyclist. The rider

had been held up through the water in

the lamp generator freezing, and to thaw
it he spilled petrol on the ground, lit it

and was holding the generator over the

bonfire
—"needs must."

An acquaintance recently had the
unpleasant experience of a belt breaking
at 2 a.m. on a winter's day, and a

search in his tool kit failed to reveal the

belt punclr, so he took out the belt fasten-

ing screw, held it in a pair of pliers an 1

made it red hot in the flame of the

B13
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SUTTON COLDFIELD A.C. RELIABILITY
TRIAL.

The following additional entries have been I'eceived

for the above trial which will be held next .Saturday

starting at 9.30 a.m. from the Gun Barrels, Bristol

Road, Birmingham. Competitors will be started in

pairs at half minute intervals; there will be ij^ hours

for lunch at Banbury, and no stop on homeward run.

C. R. Collier (8 Matchless) 0. Peers (3^ LincoIn-EIk)
C.A^ Marshall (2J-S.I.A.M.T.) N. Q. Blackwell (6 Zenith)
" — — - Alec. Walsgrave (2| Haz.le-

wood 3-sp.)

W. Sampson (3i AUdays 2-sp.)

N. Alldays (3i Alldars 2-sp.)

R. N. Corah (4i Corah 2-sp.)

R. E. Guest (6 Matchless sc.)

Roy Walker (3^ New Hudson)
C. Williams (2^ A.J.S. 2 s-p.)

H. G. Allen (3J, Humber 2-sp.)

A. G. Fenn (2J Humber 3-sp.)

J. Slaughter (3i L.M.C.)
J. Oliphant (S^ Premier 3-sp.)

H. A. Parrie (
)

R. G .Mundy (Singer)

{3^ Rudge)

C. Hill {3i Rudge)
G. Bryant (6 Rex-Jap sc.)

H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan)
S. Kenipsbn-Jones (3^ L.M.O.
two-speed)

L. Yates (8 Rex-Jap sc.)

N. Crozier (2^ Levis)
J. Chater-Lea (8 Chater-Lea

sc.)

E. T. Hill (3i Ixion-Jap)
W. Russell (3i Quadrant)
W. L. Overend (5 P.V.)
T. J. Watson (3^ James 3-sp.)
A. G. Clease (4-i Calthorpe sc.)

R. Lord (6 Rex 2-sp.)

FEBRUARY 15th, igi2.

PROHIBITION OF CUT-OUTS ON
-AOTOR CARS.

The Local Government Board have issued the new
regulation ^yith regard to the prohibition of cut-outs

on motor cars which comes into force on March 31st

next. The wording of the clause is as follows :

"
. . . shall not use any cut-out, fitting, or other apparatus

or device which will allow the exhaust gases from the engine
of the motor car to escape into the atmosphere without first

passing through a silencer, expansion chamber, or other
contrivance .suitable and sufficient for reducing, as far as

may reasonably be practicable, the noise which would other-
wise be caused by the escape of the said gases. Provided
that this regulation shall apply only to a motor car propelled
by an internal cbriibustion engine and shall not extend 'to
a motor cycle."

As we have already pointed out, the regulation is

really unnecessary, as a law is already in existence

with regard to noise and the creation of a nuisance,

and any motorist (whether autoearist or motor cyclist)

can be summoned under this .statute if by the use of a

cut-out he cjause annoyance to others which can be
construed as a .nuisance.

ENGLISH-DUTCH TRIAL.

THE suggestion of Mr. W. Cooper that the

British teams in the above International con-

test should be chosen by readers of The Motor
Cycle is a good one, but, having considered the matter,

we are opposed to the suggestion, as a referendum
among so many thousands of readers entails an

enormous amount of work, and we are not disposed

to trespass on their good nature too frequently.

Further, as readers have pointed out, it would favour

men with a large circle of motoring friends.

We have recently had an interesting proposal placed

before us by the governing body, the Auto Cycle

Union, which is now under consideration, and an

announcement may be expected shortly.

Criticising Mr. Palmer Scott's suggestion to choose

machines in preference to men, Mr. VV. Cooper says :

" Not only is it necessary for the riders to have excellent

and up-to-date machines, but it is also most essential that
each elected candidate should see that liis mount is fully

equipped with new (or good) tyres, belts, and especially belt

fasteners. I remember failing myself in one of the A.C.U.
({uarterly trials owing to a broken fastener ; and that is why I

emphasise the fact that it behoves everyone to see that his

machine is fully prepared."

F. C. Wasley, captain of the Bristol Motor Cycle
Club, has decided upon a 2| h.p. two-speed Douglas,
and will ride that mount, if chosen, in the amateur
section.

J. McGhie Lamb's patent detachable wheel being ntled to a Bradbury.

A detailed description will be tound on page 180.

Streatham and District M.C.C. v. Siu'rey M.C.C.

Tile following, in addition to those published last

week, liave qualified for awards in the above inter-

tcam anil reliability trial held on the 3rd inst. :

Sir.VKR Mkdai.s (Highe.st Award).
StreatlKLin and District M.C.C—V. Taylor (3^ h.p. Rudge),

C. V. Malltin ('I'.T. Triumph), W. 0. Ohl'man (8 li.p. Rat sc),

J. S. Flood (8 li.p. Chater-Lea sc), R. G. Mundy (2i h.p.

Singer, Ihicu; speeds), J. Rate.son (3^ h.p. L.A.C.-Jap), am!
T. H. Kenriington (2^ h.p. New Hudson).

Surrey M.C.C—J. T. Wood ((J.W.K. runalumt).

]'|<0N/,K MUDAT,.
Surrey 'I'cam.—J. S[)arks (four-cyliiidor F.N.).

W. H. Davey (Slrealham and District M.C.C, 3i Ii.p.

Bradbury sc.) will probably receive a silver medal.

J,U4

First 1913 B.M.C.R.C. Meeting.

' The iiist Members' Meeting of the B.M.C.R.C. is

'

fixed for .Saturdny, Marcli 23r(l. The programme is

as follows:

1 p.m. (li'or Classes A and B and all sidecar machines).

' 2 p.m. (For Classes C, D, and E).—The 100 Miles All-

comers' Race. Competitors will be limed for 50 miles,

1 hour, and 100 miles.

4.15 p.m.—The New-comers' Race (or runabouts and fpiad-

cars not exceeding in weight 600 llis. witlwint driver and,
pas.songer. Distance, three laps, or about eight miles.

5.10 p.m.—The Three-lap Sidecar Scratch Race.

The race for runabouts should prove unusually Jnler-

esting.
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CLIMBING ARMS HILL.

ON Monday, last week, in company with N. D. Slatter,

I left town early in the afternoon en roxitu for Arms
Hill. Slatter's mount was his record-bi'eaking 2 li.p.

Alcyon, mine being a 2^ h.p. three-speed Singer.

After several stops on the road we eventually arrived at the

foot of the hill. It was now dusk and snow falling fairly

heavily. After lowering gears, an ascent was attempted.
The hill is really bad in more ways than one ; not only is the
gradient terrific, but the surface is* very bumpy indeed.
Several attempts were made, but as the darkness and sno^i"

were against us, we decided to stay the night at Henley-on-
Thames. Kext morning, the snow having stopped, we were
early astir, and went straight out to the hill again. The
snow was still fairly thick, but, notwithstanding this, the
Alcyon got within twenty yards or so of the 1 in 3 portion,
the Singer getting very nearly to the top of this pitch.
A'. D. Slatter slates that he is convinced that he could climb
the hill with a smaller pulley, and means to do so directly
the road surface improves. The Singer would doubtless
succeed on a dry surface.

I' made further arrangements tor a party to meet at Henley
on the following Friday to have a try
at this hill. The roads were in a
wicked condition, and at the lo\\-er

part of the liill a patch composed of
wet clay had to be crossed, and then
the steep pitch is reached. The sur-
face at this point is composed of
chalk, and is full of pot-holes. I tried
several times on a T.T. Triumph, on
each occasion stoppmg dead on the
clay with the back wheel spinning
round. Then J. S. Flood (3J, h.p'.

L.A.C.-Jap single-speed) and H.
Garner (8 h.p. Zenith) arrived in com-
pany with a local resident on a 1912
clutch Triumph. Garner and Flood
tried

_
several times, but on each

occasion with the same result as the
T.T. Triumph before -mentioned.
Garner then attempted an ascent witli
Flood on his carrier, but after skid-
ding all over they road, tliev landed
in the ditch with the machine on top
of them. Darkness was now coming
on, so we decided to return to Henlev
for tea.

On^the following Sunday a jiarty met outside the Shepherd's
Bush Empire at- ten o'clock, their intention being to try

several unknown hills. W. L. T. Rhys arrived on his .8 h.p.

Zenith, but as he suffered a puncture in his rear tyre he
decided to accept W. H. Davey's offer of the seat in his

sidecar. After passing over some miles of extremely bad by-

roads, we eventually arrived at High Wycombe. About a
(|uarter of a mile from the latter place we found Green Hill,

a turning on our right-hand side. Hal Foote (8 h.p. o.h.v.

T.T. Bat) made a splendid ascent at his first attempt. An
ascent of equal merit was performed by C. W. Meredith
(1910 two-speed Bradbury). 0. K. Meredith (6 h.p. Zenith)

and the writer (T.T. Triumph) failed at their first attempt,
having taken the hill on, the run without stopping to cool

their engines. However, after descending, both came up
well. VV. H. Davey (two-speed Bradbury and sidecar) put
up an excellent performance. He climbed most of the vi'ay

on top speed. We then had a fine run to Arms Hill. Hal
Foote, after only stopping for a minute or so, made a lightning

ascent on his Bat geared 3^ to 1. the surface at the lower part

of the hill was still in a very greasy condition, and the wet'
chalk on the 1 in 3 pitch was exceed-
ingly treacherous. He, however, flew

over this with his back wheel leaping

about all over the road, to the
astonishment of the "assembled com-
pany. After failing twice, 0.
iC. Meredith eventuaJly reached the
summit at a good speed, having
dropped to a very low gear at the
start. Then H;l Foote tried again,

skidding very badly in the chalk at

the bend ; he recovered himsFlf and
successfully accomplished the ascent.

The next attempt was made by the
writer, who skidded and fell. F. A.
Applebee (3| h.p. Scott) made numer-
ous efforts, but even after wrapping
\\ire rope round his rear ^heel he still

found an ascent impossible, his back
wheel flying round in the chalk on
tile one in three gradient. The hill

still awaits a conqueror on a 500 c.c.

single <r ared single-cylinder.—R.G.M.

(1) A view from the fop of Anns Hill. An article in this journal concerning the hill has I id to several parties j Jurneying over.

(2) The riders ftom left to right are J. S. Flood (3i h.p. L.A.C.-Jap), ( i J i tae - n i portion.

A. Garner (8 h.p. Zenith), and R. G. Mundy (Si h.p. Triumph).

BI9
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CLUB NEWS.
Carlyle (Chelsea) C. and M.C.C.

The annual geueral meeting was held at headquarters on
the 8th inst,, iMr. J. M. Watson (president) occupying the
chair. The following officers were elected for the motor cycle

section : Captain, Mr. A. J. Brookes ; vice-captain, Mr. F.

Priston; secretary, Mr. C. W. H. Clark, 69, Comyn Road,
New Wandsworth.

Gloucester M.C.C.

The first meeting of the newly formed Gloucester M.C.C.
was held on the 31st ult., and forty motor cyclists in the

district have signified their intention of joining. The head-

quarters will be at the Ram Hotel, Southgate Street,

Gloucester. The president is the Rev. 0. E. Hayden, and the

hon. sec, Mr. F. C. Morgan, 155, Westgate Street.

Rotherham M.C.C.

At a meeting held on Friday, the 2nd inst., at Horsfalls

Cafe, High Street, it was decided to form a motor cycle club.

All interested are requested to attend a meeting at the above
Cafe on Friday, February 23rd, at 8.30 p.m. Joint hon. sees.

pro tern.. Messrs. H. Page, Fitzwilliam Road, and R. H.
CJilling, College Street.

Bristol B. and M.C.

On Saturday next an intev-team trial (captain v. sub-

captain) will be run over a fifty mile course starting from
AVestbui-y-oa-Trym ; marked course, secret check, and no
sijeedoraeters. On Tuesday, the 20th inst., at headquarters,

there will be a paper on "Modern Lightweights" with a
junior T.T. Humber as a demonstration machine.

Western District M.C. (London).

A social evening will be held at headquarters, Paul's
Restaurant, 4, New Broadway, Ealing, on February 21st,

1912, at 8 p.m., when the hon. secretary will give a lecture

entitled " Switzerland and the High Alps," illustrated by
lime light lantern views from his own photographs. The
opening run will take place on JIarch 5rd, members to meet
by the horse trough on Ealing Common at 10.30 a.m. The
destination is Wisley Hut, Surrey.

Cardiff M.C.

The members -met at the Whitehall Rooms, Cardiff, on
Wednesday, the 7th inst., for their annual whist drive and
dance. The attendance this year was not quite so good
as last year, owing to clashing of dates with other social

functions, but neveitheless those present (about 110) had
ji most enjoyable time. Dancing took place in the Ball

Room, whilst the whist drive was held (concurrently) in the

Lounge. The prizewinners were : Ladies—1, ]\lrs. Bishop
;

2, J\[rs. .T. C. JMoore ; 3, Jliss E. Parry. Gentlemen—1,

.1. A, Dunlop; 2, W. H. Bowen ; 3, C. R. M. Peaby.

Hull and East Ridin? A.C.C.

The annual smoker and prize distribution was held

: I I he (jroKvenor Hotel on Friday, the 2nd in.ot., Br. W. H.
('iiatfs presiding. An excellent musical programme was gone
(lirr)ugli. and the large number of members and friends

(lidiiuglily appreciated the various items. The prizes

jHiir'Jed exceeded £40 in value.

'i'he annua! general meeting took place on Tuesday, the
(jlh inst., when the following officials were elected: lir. W.
H. Coates, president; Mr. Dick Ellis, captain; Mr. J. L. E.
Kmeraon, vice-captain; Mr. A. E. Tuton, treasurer; Mr. J.

Fletcher , Walton, secretary; Mr. T. H. Langton, trials

fiecretary.

Glasgow M.C.C.

The Glasgow club had its second annual dinner last

. Tliiirsday at the Corn E.xchange Restaurant, when about
100 members and friends sjient a most efijoyable evening.

The chair wa.s taken by the club's )iresident, Mr. .John.

Gow, who, in replying to Mr. Chas. iMiddleton's toast of

the club, gave a rdxaiiii' of last season's doings, and mentioned
that thi' mcmljership had. in a single year increased from
57 to 120. Mr. Noiman Mainiillan, iiresidciit of llic Ediu-
birgh club, ii) replying for the guests, asked f<n' a revival

<if the former ititer-club trials and hoped the two (tlubs

would feii morn of each other in the future. Sevcial
speakers referred to the di.^appointment of Scottish riders and
-traders in the failure to obtain a motor cycle section at the

recent motor .'^how.

North Birmingham M,G.

A meeting will be held at the Acorn Hotel, High Street,

Erdington, on Tuesday evening, the 20th inst., to consider
the formation of a club for Noi-th Birmingham.

Bristol M.C.C.

Mr. A. E. Bennett, ot the Bosch Magneto Co., will

lecture on Wednesday, the 21st inst., at' the B. M.C.C. 's

hea-dquarters. Queen's Hotel, Clifton, at 8 p.m. sharp.

Haverstock M.C.C.
The first supper was held at headquarters, the Abbey

Tavern, Kentish Town Road, on Thursday, February 8th.

The chair was ably taken by the president, Dr.- Giobons,
and the members spent a most enjoyable evening. Great
thanks are due to Messi's. Richards and Roberts for the
splendid way in which they superintended the musical part
of the programme. The secretary, Mr. Moliver, 81, Prince of

Wales Road, N.W., will be glad to hear from any gentlemen
wishing to join the club. The first rvm will take plaoe on
the 25th -inst. to Markyate, Hei-ts.

Pontefract M.C.
The annual general meeting was held at headquarters on

Wednesday, the 31st nit. There was a good attendance of

members. The treasurer presented the tinancial statement
showing a balance in hand of £15 15s. 6d. Among the officers

elected were: Col J. R. Shaw, president; Dr. E. M. Dolan,
captain and trials secretary ; Mr. H. Holmes, treasurer

:

and Mr. E. E. Vaux, secretary, in succession to Mr. W.
Bentley (resigned), who has been secretary since the forma-,
tion of the club, and who has done much in helping to
put the club JDU its present sound basis.

Cambridgeshire M.C.C.

The annual general meeting was held on Wednesday, the
7th inst., at headquarters. The secretary and treasurer's
reports showed that the club is numerically and financially

in an excellent condition. Officers elected were : Presi-
dent, Councillor G. 0. Palm^-r ; vice-presidents. Aid. F.
Morley, Dr. Selby Clare, and Mr. W. King; captain, jMr.

H. S. Wallis ; sub-captain, Mr. C. W. Wilson ; treasurer,

Mr. A. B. Hurry ; hon. secretary, ftlr. W. J Field, 61,
Tenison Road. Cambridge.

Shefiield and Hallamshire M.C.C.
The annual general meeting was held at headquarters on

Thursday, the 8th inst., with the president, JMr. F. Dover,
in the chair. Fifty-three members were present. The
balance sheet showed a balance in hand of £6 with stock
of the value of £24, and outstanding assets of £4 3s. 5d..
whilst the liabilities were nil. 'Ihe club luis affiliated to the
A. A,, and Jl.U. The following officers were elected: Fresi-
flent' Air. H. Besbev ; vice-presidents, Me.=srs. Duvant, Ardern,
Sliicey, and Kay; treasurer, INfr. W. Hill; secretary, Mr. I).

Ilradbuiy; captain', Jdr. C. Bellamy; vice-captain, Mr. F.
Cawood.

A photoRraph sent to us by W. Pratt (the left-hand llgure of the three in

the foroground), who is enjoying the winter games in Switzerland. He
has given up motor cycling for a time in favour of ski-ing. A motor
cycle would be of little use in three feet of snow. The children in the

background are lining up for a ski race.
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Club News.
Haslingden M.C.C.

interested in

20th, at the

A meeting will be held this evening at the Commenial
Hotel, Haslingden, with the object of forming a motor
cycle club for that district.

Nelson and District M.C.
A general meeting of members and all

motoring will be held on Tnesdav, Februa]y
Bull Hotel. Nelson, at 7.30 p.m.

A New Club for Dublin.

It is proposed to form a motor cycle clnb in connection

with Trinity College, Dnblin. A good number of motor
cycles are now owned by the University men.

Herelordshire M.C.C.
A smoking concert will be held at headquarters, the !Mitre

Hotel, Hereford, on Thursday, the 22nd inst., at 7.30 p.m.
All motor cyclists in the district are cordially invited.

Hgrts County A.C.
The Motor Cycle Section has had a most successful year.

The club has been ably represented in the various open com-
petitions. An excellent 1912 programme ha,s been a.Tranged.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
Some of the forthcoming events are as follows : Miircli

13th—Opening run and speed-judging competition. April
loth—Sidecar trial for machines under 500 c.c. May 4th

—

Motor cycle reliabilit}' trial (open). June 15th—M.C.C. team
trial fur The Motor Ci/dc Cup. A reconnaissance with boy
scouts as the enemy will also be held some time in May.

xTiersey M.C.
A lecture will be given on "Speed and Power," illustrated

by slides, this evening, at seven o'cloclf, at club headquarters,
by IMr. W. G. McMinnies, all motorists will be welcomed. The
club has now extended its operations so as to cater for
Southport, and members are being enrolled belonging to
that town.

Walthamstow M.C.
Tlie farewell supper to jMr. Fairchild and social evening

held at the Essex Brewery Hotel on the 1st inst, was a
great success, 102 members and friends sitting down to an
excellent repast. ]\1t. Percival, hon. secretary, reported the
-club membership as now standing at seventy, and stjid L :i

hoped to be able to make it 100 this season,"

Essex M.C.
The annual general meeting took place on Thursday, the

1st inst., and the following officers were elected:
President, Mr. S. G. Cummings ; vice-presidents, Jlessrs

0,_ L. Summers, A. G. Keynolds, and Stenson Cooke ; hou.
secretary, Mr. D. S. Kapadia ; hon. treasurer, Mr. E. G.
Bass; captain, Mr. A. P. Howard; vice-captain, Mr. A. E.
Brassington ; technical adviser, Mr. A. E. Lowe.
Great enthusiasm was shown at tlie meeting, and tliere is

every probability of a most prosperous year for the club.
Motor cyclists and motorists who care to join should
write to Mr. D. S. Kapadia, The Grange, Aldboro'
near Ilford, Essex.
The open hill-climb will take place on March 15th..

will be open classes for all standard types of motor
and members' classes for runabouts and qnadcars.

Hatch,

There
cycles,

->—«aO^>—<—

ESSEX M.C. ANNUAL DINNER.

IT
was just a nice little family gathering that assembled at

the Abercorn Rooms of the Great Ea.stern Hotel on
Saturday last to celebrate the sixth annual dinner of the
Essex ]\'lotor Club ; at least, that is what the chairman,

.\lr. Stenson Cooke, called it. _

In proposing the health of " Tlie Essex ^lotor Club," ilr.

Stenson Cooke m.ide a, delightfully frank retraction of an
opinion that some three or four years ago he had expressed
to the effect that local and county clubs would in the long
run fail to justify their existence and die out. In the face

of such healthy development as was exhibited by such bodies
as the Essex Club he unqualifiedly withdrew his words. In

outlining the very strong and ambitious programme for the
conring season, Mr. Stenson Cooke laid particular stress on
the club's hill-climb to take place on March 16th next. The
speaker was glad to add that at this event their friend Jlr.

Selfe liad very kindly promised to help. The chairman then
went on to pay a well-deserved tribute to the services that
had been rendered to the club by such gentlemen as ilr.

({eorge Reynolds, Mr. G. F. Smith, Mr. Owen Summer.*, Mr.
1). S. Kapadia (the secretary), and Mr, BuUer.
Mr. G. F, Smith, in leplying, made particular reference

to the motor outing for crippled children, nn event arranged
through the good offices of th« Essex ifotor Club in con-

nection with the Ragged School Union, and one which, to

judge by the references of iSIr. Smith and other speakers,

thi; Essex Club has particularly at heart, and which the

chairman had done much—in fact, almost everything—to

render possible. Jlr. George Reynolds also res|3onded, and
paid a grateful tribute to the assistance the club had received
from outside sources, making particular mention of the
A.C.U. in this connection.
After ,the prizes won in the competitions of the past

season had been given away by Mrs. Stenson Cooke, tire

health of "The Visitors, Ladies, and Press" was proposed
by the president, Jlr. S. G. Cummings, who went straight to

the point by saying that they looked to the visitors to increase
the membership of the club, to the ladies to encourage it

by their presence at its meetings, arid to the Press to

enhance the work of the club by publicity.

In an amusing and witty speech iMr. Leechman replied

for the guests and ladies, wliile ilr. Meyrick-Jones lesponded
for the Press.

Mr. 0. L. Summers then proposed the health of " The
Chairman," and referred to Mr. Stenson Cooke's perennial

youth, for though he had founded and was conducting an
important organisation with ' a membership of 40,000, he
appeared " always merry and bright," and as little worried as

a boy—he had almost said "boy scout." Before concluding,

Mr, Summers eloquently expressed the gratitude of the club
to Mrs. Stenson Cooke for her presence that evening to dis-

tribute the prizes, and after the health of the Chairman and
ilrs. Stenson Cooke had been enthusiastically celebrated, the
Chairman expressed his thanks in an admirable sj^eech of

response. Thus ended an evening that w"i!l long remain a
pleasant recollection.

^^^m^msm^.

Tse latest French production " The Baby" qiiadcar. This iittle vehicle has an air-coolefi single cylinder engine, propeller shaft cirlve to'a friction-driven conntershaft

thence by chain to one rear wheel. The driver sits slightly in front of the passenger jv])icji reduces the overall Kidth of the body.
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Electric Lighting for

Motor Cyclists.

Now that dynamo electric lighting

installations liJive become practi-

cally a standard factor in the

equipment of the higher grade
motor cars it is natural enough to find that
those who cater for the smaller wants of

motor cyclists are turning their atten-

tion to this aspect of the lighting

question. The design of a suitable

electric generator for motor cycle use is

certainly a much more difficult problem
than that which confronts him who is

making one for use on a car, for, in the
first place, not only is space extremely
limited, but there is no place in which
the dynamo can very easily be installed,

also if the article is to have any public

demand it must be produced at a com-
paratively low price. Year by year, head
lamps of whatever kind are made of

increasing power because motor cyclists

wisely insist that it is impossible to have
too much light. It may be said, there-

fore, that, the motor cyclist demands
almost as much light as the user of a
small car.

Prime Cost.
Now, a complete dynamo electric light-

ing installation for car use costs between
£40 and £60, and it is fairly obvious
therefore, that some very elever design-

ing has got to be done to bring the motor
cycle outfit down to a rea.sonable figure.

A word or two on this very C[uestion of

cost may not be out of place.

First of all it should be realised that

although the prime cost of an electric

lighting outfit may be much higher than
a, similar set using acetylene, with
electricity, once the device has been
installed ; there is practically no further

outlay to be considered. I imagine that

the average motor cyclist, who covers, let

us say, about five thousand miles in a
year, probably expends about 10s. in

carbide throughout that time. His
initial outlay on the lamp and generator
would be, probably, about 50s. If then a
complete electric installation can be pro-

duced at an inclusive price of JG4 it will

bear close comparison with the acetylene
outfit specified above, for, on the allow-

ance of carbide assumed, it will pay for

itself in three years, and lat the end of

that time it is highly probable that it

will be worth more than the acetylene
head lamp and generator. At the same
time it must not be forgotten that with
an electric system one achieves a great
saving -in time, trouble, and convenience,
jjrovided that the mechanism be properly
designed and satisfactory.

Freedom from Trouble.
First of all, it should require no atten-

tion from one year's end to another
beyond an occasional spot of oil on the
bearings, it is always ready for use, it

requires neither matches to light nor
fuel for replenishment. It is practically

automatic in action, and all the rider has
to do is to operate the switch as cir-

cumstances dictate. The above facts are
given on the assumption that the amount
of light given by both systems is about
the same. So far, however, onlj' one
electric lighting installation has been
placed upon the market which gives an
illumination comparable to that of a full-

sized motor cycle acetylene head laAnp.

The other two, whilst they do for their

size yield a tolerable amount of light, can-

not be said to come up to the present
head light standards as provided by gas
illumination.

THE POLKEY-JARROTT ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEM.

Before proceeding to a description oi

the outfits v'hich are upon the market
at the presen, time, it may not be out
of place to suggest an ideal installation

;

and something fairly close to this the near
future will probably bring forward. The
difficulties in the way of its realisation,

if any, are not insuperable, the only one
of any moment being, as pointed" out
above, the question of production at a
reasonable price. The dynamo of the
ideal system will probably be incorporated
in the ordinary high tension magneto, so

that its installation will practically make
no increase in the number of working
piarts.

A Suggested Compound Magneto
and Dynamo.

Having passed through prolonged and
searcliing tests, a compound ignition mag-
neto and lighting dynamo on these lines is

being placed upon the market for car use
;

hence there is no reason wliatever why
it should net be adopted on motor cycles.

The ordinary permanent magnets are con-

siderably increased in number as well as

in size, and enclose two separate arma-
tures, one of which is wound with a
secondary winding in order to give a higli

tension current for ignition, whilst the
other (the two armatures are placed one
above the other) is wound to give a con-
tinuous low tension current for lighting
purposes.

The compound machine is, of course,

rather larger than the ordinary mag-
neto, but, so far as motor cycles are con-
cerned, if provision were made for its

reception by motor cycle engine designers,

any difficulty arising from this source
would speedily disappear. The storage

battery, which need not, however, be of

Fig, I.

FiJ. 1.—The dynamo. A, slot lor bc'l Fig. 2.—Aulomalic swiloli.

Fig 3,

Fig. 3. Driving pulley ol the lighting dynamo
connected to the armature-shaft by brake blocks

which lorm Kovecnors.
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Electric Lighting for Motor Cyeiists.—

any great size or weight, is desirable, both
on practical and theoretical grounds, as,

although simplicity may be gained by
doing without it, it is almost essential

tliat a light should be available whilst
the machine is standing still. At the
same time, it is by no means necessary
tliat when so stationary the head lamp
should be giving its full power, and it

is. therefore, more than probable that

the future lamp bulb will be provided
with some means by which the light can
be turned down. There are three ways
of accomplishing this end. First, by
using both cells of the battery in series

for running and in parallel tor standing
still; second, by using a special switch,

which cuts a resistance into circuit ; and
third, by having a lamp, which contains

ill a. single bulb two different filaments,

one of which is made to give very little

light and to absorb very little current.

Some such means of turning down the
light are highly necessary in a nintor cycle

installation, because the use of a large

battery is out of the question ; and if

the small one is to have, any reasonable
life, it is essential to prevent it from
Sischarging too heavily.

Dynamo and Battery for Ignition
and Lighting.

Although the combined magneto and
lighting dynamo has been suggested as

the ideal system, it is onlv fair to say

that there is another which is almost
equally ideal, and "which stands just us

good a chance—if not a better—of coming
into vogue, 'the alternative is to discard

the magneto altogether, and put in its

])lace an ordinary dynamo which charges

a battery that supplies not only the

lamps but the ignition current as well.

On the face of it, most motor cyclists

would rather deprecate this idea, for they
have had in the past a bitter experience

of coil and accumulator ignition ; but
if they would bear in mind the fact that

the principal cause of this trouble was
the difficulty and nuisance of keeping
accomuhitors sufficiently charged, they
\vould realise that there is much to be
said for a syste which essentially over-

comes this difficulty and provides them
with the means of obtaining an efficient

spark quite irrespective of the speed of

tlie engine. Which type will eventually

survive would seem to depend largely upon
the developments which will in the mean-
time have been made in magnetos them-
selves.

The Polkey=Jarrott System.
This installation is practically a minia-

ture reproduction of the Polkey-Jarrott

car lighting equipment, and consists of

a dynamo and a liead lamp containing

an accumulator, a switch, and an ammeter.
It is, as will be seen, quite the most
complete system that has appeared so

far, though it is CJiily fair to point out

that its cost is considerably greater than
that of one or two others.

First of all, with regard to the
dynamo. This is intended to be clamped
u])on the chain stays immediately behind
the bottom bracket of the frame, and
111 that position to be driven from the
engine by a belt passing over a special

pulley fixed outside the ordinary driving
belt pulley. Practically the whole of
the dynamo is enclosed, with the excep-

. . tion of a slot cut in one of the end cas-

ings to allow the passage of the driving
belt. Fig. 1 shows the external appear-
ance of the Polkey dynamo, w'hich is

primarily one of the ordinary com-
mercial type with -drum wound armature
and bi-polar electro magnets. As is

w ell known, the output of such a dynamo
is directly proportionate to its speed,

and as it is used always to charge a
storage battery special means have to be
taken, first, to prevent the voltage rising

sufficiently high to damage the battery,

and, secondly, to prevent the battery dis-

charging itself through the dynamo when
the latter is being driven at an insufK-

cieiit speed to give an output, the
potential of which is greater than the
battery. In other words, the battery is

one of four volts, and hence until the
dynamo produces current at this pressure
no connection between battery and
dynamo must be made, otherwise the
current will simply flow from the former
to the latter. The devices by which
these two things are achieved are en-

tirely mechanical, and work upon a very
simple and well-known principle.

Pig 5
Figs. 4 and 5.—Polkey head light with accumu-

lator battery behind mirror and ammeter and switch

at back of lamp. In Dg. 4 the battery is hidden by

the cowl which is shown open in flg. 5.

The minimum cut-out—that is to say,

the automatic switch which throws the

dynamo into circuit with the battery as

soon as its output is sufficient—is shown
in fig. 2. Mounted at the non-driving

end of the armature spindle are a pair

of governor balls supported on bell crank
levers. The ends of these levers engage
in a grooved reel, which is normally
held in position by a helical spring, so

that it holds apart the two brass plates

which constitute a switch between the

dynamo and the battery. When the

governor balls fly out at a predetermined
speed, the switch is closed, and. accord-

ingly the dynamo commences to charge
the " battery. Below this speed the
switch is open, and no passage of cur-

rent takes place.

Method of Driving Armature=
shaft.

The ingenious device by which the pre-

determined pi'essure of current generated
is entirely pievented from being exceeded
is sketched in fig. 3. The driving pulley,

instead of being made fast to the arma-
ture-shaft, runs loose upon it, and drives

it through the medium of a couple of

fibre-lined brake shoes, which are

anchored on a cross head, this last being
permanently fixed to the armature-shaft.
As can be seen from the sketch, the tw-o

brake blocks form in themselves centri-

fugal governors, and are held in con-

tact with a drum, which is made one
with the pulley by means of adjiistable

springs. When a certain predetermined
speed of armature revolution has been
reached, centrifugal force causes the
brake shoes to fly outwards, and in doing
so they, of course, allow the pulley to

slip on the armature-shaft. However
much the speed of the pulley be in-

creased beyond this limit, that of the
armature remains constant, and hence
over-charging of the battery is prevented.

It might be thought that this device
would make the armature drive inter-

mittent, but in practice it is found that
the alternation between slip and grip of

the brake shoes is so rapid that the
rotation of the armature remains always
absolutely uniform.

Lamp and Battery One Unit.
Figs. 4 and 5 give two views of the

Polkey electric head light for use with
this set. As will be seen, it is of pleas-

ing and workmanlike appearance, and it

must certainly be admitted that it is

arranged most ingeniously. In front is

a silver-plated parabolic mirror. The
glow lamp gives 4 c.p. at a pressure of

four volts, and is fixed in an adjustable
adapter, so that it can be slightly lifted

or lowered, as well as fixed axially, with
the mirror. Behind the mirror is a metal
compartment containing a four-volt accu-
mulator of twelve ampere hours capacity.

The sides of the battery chamber are
provided with spring blades, which hold
the accumulator firmly in position. The
whole is neatly hidden in a quickly
detachable cowl.

The Functions of the Switch.
On the back of the lamp is an ampere

meter in which is also contained a switch.
This ampere meter, when thrown into cir-

cuit, indicates the rate at which the
dynamo is charging the battery. The
switch, which is clearly shown in fig 5,

gives three positions. First, it switches
the battery into circuit with the lamp, and
this is, of course, the ordinary normal
position at night; second, it throws the
lamp out of action ; and third position dis-

connects the dynamo entirely from the
battery so that the latter cannot possibly
be overcharged. At the same time the
winding of the field inaguet is cut out of
circuit, so that the dynamo produces no
current no matter at what speed it bo
driven, and, of course, in these circum-
stances, it takes a quite negligible amount
of power to drive it. Even wlien generat-
ing, however, the power absorbed is so
slight that it would scarcely make a differ-

ence to the running of a lightweight
machine, and there is. of course, no neces-
sity to fit the driving belt until the light
is wanted, or the battery partly dis-
charged.
The arrangement of the head light is an

extremely happy one. as everything is

actually under the rider's eye as well as
W'ifliin reach.
The makers of this equipment arc the

PolkeyrJarrot Electric Equipments Co.,
Pittsford Street, Birmingham.

(To he concluded ncrt ttccl-.i
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LEICESTER AOTOR CYCLE SHOW.
MODELS for 1912 of most makes

were on view at Leicester on
Wednesday last, whicli day
marked the opening of the third

annual show in the Y.M.C.A. Buildings.

W. J. Glover and Co., Ltd., had a
large and well-staged exhibit, which in-

cluded Singer, Rex, Rex-Jap, A.S.L., and
Bradbury models, and a good show of use-

ful accessories. Among
other things they showed
us a serviceable water-
proof coat which can be
worn as an ordinary walk-
ing coat or buttoned be-

tween the legs, thus form-
ing overalls for motor
cycle use.

AU the 1912 Premier
models were being snown P Hion seat shown

by H. Jenkins, of Ayle- ^^ <''''»'«' ^"^
stone Road.

Paskells and Keeys were exhibiting
Zenith, Douglas, Macbeth, Matchless,
and New Hudson models, and were ex-

'

pecting a Clyno at any moment. They
also had a nice-looking coach-built sidecar
of their own manufacture.

Besides a good show of accessories, T.
H. Wathes and Co. had on view a 3^ h.p.

Wivern-Precision fitted with the College
mud screen, wliich consists of a neat
leather guard extending downwards from
the top tube to below the crank case and
strapped on to the bottom bracket.
Triumph machines were on view on the

stand of C. Williams, of the Y.M.C.A.
Buildings.

The_ Campion Cycle Co. Depot had a
good display of their models, fitted witli

J.A.P. and Peugeot engines and Roc two-
speed and Villiers free engine hub.
W. H. Chapman exhibited A.J.S. models

and an Ivy-Precision fitted with a D.H.K.
hub clutch.

Clyde models and a Rollo car were to

be seen on Wait and Co.'s stand.

Two tyre firms were exhibiting in the

main hall, namely, the Leicester Rubber
Co., who were showing the John Bull tyre

and a good selection of rubber accessories,

and T. Cann, who, besicles showing his

method of cover Repairing by sewing in

new pieces, staged a fine display of tyres

and 1912 models of the Trump-Jap, Levis,

Motosacoche, and Rudge motor cycles.

In the gymnasium Lester and Fdllweli

showed the new B.S.A. models and an
A.G. chassis.

The Ebo motor cycles formed a new
exhibit. They are on standard lines and
fitted with Precision engines. One of

those on view had a P. and M. ji'ear. We
are informed that tlie firm will .shortly

market a two-speed gear of their om'i

design and construction.

Lucas Bros, showed a large selection o)

accessories.

Humber models were shown by G.

Main and Co.
New Hadleys, Ltd., showed a 2^ h.p.

Hobart, and were expecting a L.M.O.
The Quorn Motor Garage staged a 7

h.p two-speed Indian, and Clarke Bros,

had a complete range of Pythian-Preci^pn

motor cycles, to one of which was attached

a Morrison spring wheel sidecar. '

On the opening day it was too early; to

say what the public attendance would' be

like, but the show was successful and well

arranged.

The twin-cylinder loop-frame Clyde-Jap exhibited at the teicester motor cycle sliow.

A DETACHABLE WHEEL FOR MOTOR CYCLES.
A few days ago wo had Ihe oppor-

tunity of examining an exti'emely ingeni-

ous detachable wheel suitable for motor
cycles.

."ketch showing arrangement ot Lamb's detachable
wheel.

I'lie inventor, Mr. J. Mc(jliie Lamb, of

ijjatliam Jlouae, Kirkby Park, Kiikby,
/ancasliirc, slKjwcd u.s the <levice fitted to

a standard Bradbury machine.
io prove the ease of detachment wo

hjay say tliat wc timed Mr. Lamij to

detach the rear wheel in under ten

Bcconds, and the front in about seven
US';

seconds, and this was accomplished with
the. aid of one spanner only.

The construction is as follows, and may
be easily followed by referring to the
accompanying sketch, which shows the
forks with the wheel removed. To each
fork is rigidly bolted a small liub running
on' ball bearings. Attached to the oft'

side hub is the chain wheel or brake
drum, and to that on the near side the
chain wlieel or belt rim. (The sketch
shows the small hubs, scre«'ed to take
chain wheel or brake drum, and spokes
for belt rim.)

I'he tyre rim is carried o]i a third and
central hub wliich lies between the two
small hubs, and is lield in position by a

bolt wliich pas.«es through all three hubs,
'this bolt docs not carry the weight, but
pulls the outer hubs together, thus giving

a frictional su^iport between the face A
and corresponding faces on the other hubs.
The drive is transmitted lo Ihe Mheel by
means of the dogs B, and thence to the

brake drum or iiedalling cliain Inib liy

similar nieaiis.

All thill is necessary to detach the wheel
is lo remove the central bolt, upon which
the wheel falls out, leaving the transmis-
sion and brake coar untouched. The

hubs are so constructed as to be suitable

for either front wlieel, rear wheef, or side-

car wheel, so that in case of tyre trouble

with a passenger machine it matters not
in which tyre the trouble lies, for it. can
be replaced by the spare wheel in a

minute or two.
We may add that this wheel has passed

the experimental stage, and has under-
gone long road tests with satisfactory

results, it should be particularly suitable

for owners of certain chain-driven motor
cycles whose .rear wheels are not parti-

cularly accessible.

Harry Long's Projected Ride.

Mr. Harry Jjong called on us lasl-

Monday and informed us tliat he would
be starting on a long distance ride late in

March or early in April, and iutende.J to

ride a 4 h.p. Singer two-speed motor
cycle and Millfoi'd rigid .sidecar. Hi.f

daughter, who weighs nine stones, will

accompany him, as the idea cf the ride

is partly to demonstrate tliat a sideoai

is suitable for an all-weather vehicle foi

ladies' use. In addition to the coast

riile Mr. Long intends to visit every town
in Great .Britain, and contemplates
covering 20,000 miles in six months.
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A Miniature Inspection Lamp.
Quite a useful little electric lamp for

inspection purposes or for repairs has
lately been pro-

duced by MeEsrs.
Leo. Ripanlt and
Co., 64a,. Poland
Street, Oxford
Street, W Tlie

lamp is not a toy,

as it is provided
with a dry battery
of considerable
capacity. It mea-
sures in its case
about 5Jin., and
will go comfortably
into a tool bag.
The capacity of the
battery is twenty
hours continuous

inspectfonlamp
working; twenty-
live hours if used

intermittently. ' The price of a refill is

extremely moderate. A rubber clip is

supplied to fasten over the brass contact
piece, 60 that there is no danger of the
lamp being lighted accidentally. A per-

manent light may be obtained by bending
the brass strip so that it makes contact
with the lamp.

Patch Fixer.

A new accessory which is certain to be
welcomed by motor cyclists has been in-

troduced by the Dunlop Tyre Co. in the
shape of a patch fixer for

motor cycle tyres. The
fimction of this tool,

which can be cari-ied

conveniently in the

wallet, is to do away
with tho rolling on of a

patch, and to this end
tlie patched part of tlie

tube is gripped between
two plates, pressure be-

ing applied by forcing a

ring along the arms to

Avhich the plates are attached. By this

simple operation all air is forced out from

under the patch, thereby making a perfect

joint when the solution has dried. The
fixer -will undoubtedly facilitate tyre

repair, and help materially to give perman-

ence to the patch.

The J.P. Tyre and Belt.

Messrs. John Piggottr Ltd., 117,

CheapSide, E.G., have sent us a new
jiattern of , motor cycle .

tyre for ti ial.

This tyre has a distinctive tread, con-

sisting of hard red rubber. The pattern

consists of a single rib down the ceritre,

witha single row of large studs on each

side.. The cover is constructed on the

same lines as a motor car cover, and is

biiilt up of tliree plies of canvas. It is

iutcresting to ;note that all" covers sold

by Messrs. Piggott are guaranteed for

3,000 miles. We are shortly putting this

cover to a riding test.

Another novelty introduced by the
same firm is the J.P. Red Curve belt.

This belt is of the rubber and canvas
type, ivith the top made of red rubber.
The chief point about it is that it is

moulded in a curve, so that it is claimed
it fits easily round the pulley, and there
is less likelihood of it cracking.

Winter Mudguarding.
Messrs. Grant and Co., 3, Brewers

Green, Victoria Street, Buckingham Gate,
S.W., have sent us a photograph and
model of the G. and G. belt shield. We
reproduce the photograph herewith, which
is practically self-explanatory. The belt
shield is made out of light sheet metal and
in the fnun of the lettei U. On the

The G. & G. belt shield.

bottom hall the C-shaped trough is

covered in, the cover being made de-
tachable so that it can be slid on and off

for ease of attaching or removing belt.

The makers inform us that in the case of

belt breakage the belt disengages itself,

although the bottom half is running in a
tunnel. The shields are made in standard
sizes, and ore easily fitted.

New Sparking Plug.
A new plug has lateh been placed on

the miirket called the "Re. V.," sold by
the Re. V. Sparking Plug Co., 64a, Poland
Street, Oxford Street, W. The insulating
material is the
best French porce-

lain, and the
electrodes a r e

pure nickel. Two
qualities are made,
one specially for

magneto ignition

and the other
slightly cheaper.
The magneto plug
has a central elec-

trode, and two
l^oints from the
plug body. In
conjunction with this plug a neat form
of terminal is sold, consisting of a ball

' screwecl-on to the terminal of the plug

and a' vulcanite terminal, to which the

. plug and spring

Itrminal.

high tension wire is attached. The end
of the terminal consists of a spring-steel

fork, which is flattened and drilled .at the

ends. This fork makes^firm contact with
the ball in whatever position the high
tension wire may be.

Back Wheel Mud Flap.

The accompanying sketch shows a mud
flap which also acts as a thorn catcher

fitted to a B.S.A. It is attached to the

stand and hinged so that it may be

turned up when the stand is in use. The
patentee, iNIr. W. R. Blacksha\\', Con-

gleton Road, Macclesfield, has, lie inforirs

us, tried the device on his own
machine with great success. .

It should

certainly prevent the mud from the back

being tiirown about the machine.

Sidecar Fittings.

Mr. A. W. Bond, 245, Euston Road,

N.W., has just intro-

duced a very serviceable

sidecar lamp bracket.

The bracket is made from
an annealed steel casting,

finished black enamel, and
is provided with a large

clip, which surrounds the

outer longitudinal mem-
ber of the sidecar frame,
and also one of the flat

springs, thus forming an
exceptionally rigid fixing,

which shoidd carry the

heaviest motor cycle lamp.
The lamp, when in posi-

tion, is just forward of

the wheel guard, and
about on a line with the
passenger's seat.

"H

New sidecir lamp
bracket.

A child's side-

car seat is made
by Mr. E. Farrar,

of Halifax.
^Yhen not in

use it springs

up into the posi-

tion in'dicated

by the dotted

lines.
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A Few Points on Motor Cycle Insurance.
By DOUGLAS LEECHMAN, Barrister-at-Law,

MOTOR cyclists as a body are not as ready to

insure as they ought to be. They are too

much inclined to take the risks themselves.

But this is not a wise course. Not only should they

insure, but they should insure their machines before

they are delivered. For vi'ho can tell ? They may
have a flare-up the very first time they try to start,

and then where will they be?
In proceeding to insure, there is a good deal to be

said in favour of carrying out the business through
one of the brokers who make a speciality of motor
cycle work. They are able to advise the rider as to

the companies whose policies are best adapted to his

particular case, and as to what stipulations he should
make. Further, they are often of assistance in getting

claims settled promptly.

In any case, the motor cyclist should obtain copies

of the policies issued, as well as of the proposal
forms, as then he can see pretty clearly what he is

offered for his money. On the back of the policy he
will fmd a number of "conditions," and these should
be carefully studied, as by legal interpretation a con-

dition goes to the essence of a contract.

The first condition is as to the notice to be given
to the company in case of an accident. Notice should
not be required to be given within a specified time,

such as forty-eight hours, but only as soon as reason-

ably possible.

Other conditions may release the company from its

liability while the machine is outside the United
Kingdom, while it is on hire or being used in speed
competitions or pace-making, or by any person who
is unlicensed or incompetent. Incompetence is largely

a matter of opinion and comparison, and where this

restriction is sought to be imposed, the insured would
do well to give the company such evidence as they
may require of his competence and get " competence
admitted " endorsed on his policy.

The condition should not extend to such contests

as reliability, speed judging, or consumption trials

;

tiiough the inclusion of racing and perhaps experi-

menting and tuition can hardly be objected to as dis-

qualifications. A condition that the injur}' shall not
be increased as by riding the machine in its damaged
.state after an accident is reasonable.

A more general restriction is that the company shall

not be liable when the insured admits to a third parly

tliat damage done to the latter was due to his, the

insured's, fault. This is reasonable, and it is a
matter for thanks that the companies do not always
stand by it strictly. On the other hand, care should
be taken not to accept a condition of this kind where
it is of a sweepingly general nature.

A condition that the machine shall be kept in good
rcijair, and that the insured shall take all due and
reasonalile precaution to safeguard the machine, is

good, as it promotes the mutuality of interests of the

insurer ami the insured.

Other conditions stipulate that the company sjiall

not pay more than a proportion where the insured has
taken out several policies covering the same risks in

respect of the same machine ; anrl that the comjiany
shall have the right to cancel the policy on notice and

return a proportion of the premium. This last would
seldom be exercised except where the company sus-

pected they were being "exploited."

Possible Disputes.

Some of the insurance companies connected with

motoring associations suggest more or less urgently

that any disputes which may arise between the insurer

and the insured should be dealt with by a committee
appointed by the association from its members. This

is excellent so far as the reference of the trouble to

a body familiar with motor cycling is concerned. But

there the excellence ends. I do not for one moment
question the absolute honesty of purpose of such a

body, either individually or collectively, but human
nature being what it is, a sub-conscious partiality can

hardly be absent. Such a committee is hardly likeiy

to have the legal training necessary to the proper

handling of evidence, and it also possesses the dis-

advantage of plurality. This last is an objection 10

the last condition in some policies which, in requiring

that disputes shall be referred to arbitration under the

Arbitration Act, also stipulate in effect that there shall

be two arbitrators and an umpire. This only lea<Is

to unnecessary complication and expense. A single

independent arbitrator is all that is required, and he

gets through the work with a minimum of delay and
expense. -

. Proposal Forms.
When it has been decided which company shallbe

selected, the proposal form must be filled in with

great care and perfect good faith, as any material mis-

statement therein will entitle the company to repudiate

its responsibility should a claim be made against it.

In this connection, I think it is a pity that some of

the proposal forms issued are of such restricted dimen-
sions. If the companies want proper answers to their

questions they should provide at least reasonable spare

in which to an,swer them. For example, it is a little

difficult to write a full address in a single line less than

jj^in. long, Avhile the allotment of an even smaller

space in which to give a detailed account of any

accidents caused or suffered by any motor cycle owned
by the proposer is little better than an inducement to

write the single word "none." Howe\'er, the owner
should give full particulars in an accompanying letter

if necessary, and put "see letter" in the inadequate

spaces.

The particulars of machine must be accurately filled

in, and as the registered letter and number are asked

for, it will be necessary to get the machine registered

before it can he insured. Sometimes the niunber of

persons carried or the number of seats on the machinr
has to be stated. In the case of a bicycle one wouUl
naturally put "one," and under these cinuimstanrcs

it would be (juite open to the company to refuse to

recognise a claim if the accident arose while a

passenger was being conveyed on the back carriei'.

As a n)atter of fact, most of the companies are willing

to waive the point, but it is prudent to state on the

form that a jiasscnger may sometimes be carried on

the machine, if the case, and get a note endorsed on
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the policy acquiescing in this. Of course, if a sidecar

or forecar is to be used, this sliould be definitely stated

on the proposal form, and an increased premium will

have to be paid.

Answers to Questions.
No difficulty will be experienced in answering, the

first few questions set out on the form, but the 4uery

relating to the use to which the machine will be put

requires some consideration. Naturally, a machine
that is used for pleasure purposes only will not be
ridden as much as one that is employed as a business

vehicle. Further, the former will be used mostly on
open roads, while the latter will probably encounter
a good many of the risks due to congested traffic. If

the owner intends to use his machine only for holiday
and leisure time riding, he can answer the question,

"Vvill the machine to be in.sured be used solely for

])rivate pleasure purposes?" in the affirmative. But
if he do, he must not be surprised if the company
refuse to acknowledge his claim made in respect of

an accident which occurs on his riding in to work
some fine morning, or when riding over to a neighbour-

ing tow^n to do a little business that happens to require

his attention. Using his machine for either of these

purposes is not using it for private or pleasure pur-

poses only. True, probably most of the companies
would admit the claim, but they would do so as a

matter of grace only. Some of them will even allow
tiie insured to use the machine as his ordinary means
of conveyance to and from his place of business and
still hold tliemselves liable. But if the owner wishes

definitely to cover the risks attending occasional or

]iartial business rides of this kind, he should say so

in his proposal, nnd see that a corresponding endor.se-

nient is made- on his policy. And if he be asked to

l)ay a little more he should not grumble; while, if he
be going to use his machine for commercial travelling

or s^imilar business purposes, he must say so clearly

and pay accordingly.

Machines Ridden by More than One Person.
Another question is, " Will the machine be driven

solely by the proposer?". Here again it is rather

unwise to reply simply " Yes." No doubt you
buy a motor bicycle for your own riding, but
there may be a few occasions when you will wish
someone else to ride it. " Ixion " may come along
am] be persuaded to run it a short distance to see,

if it is well tuned; or towards the end of the season
a prospective purchaser (after having deposited the

cash) may be granted a trial trip. The better answer
to this question, therefore, would appear to be a

qualified one, " Yes, as a rule," or something to that

tffect, and if the company want an explanation you
can give it. Sometimes the insured is asked if he is

suffering from any physical infirmity, especially if he
is insuring against personal accidents. This question,

like all the others, should be answered with perfect

good faith. If you are aware of any defect, mention
it, and if you arfe at all uncertain, get the .company
either, to accept your doctor's certificate or let their

own doctor examine you. It is no economy to get

the eom])any to accept you—and your money—and
then, when you have a smash-up, find you are not

entitled to receive any compensation, because you
have, even innocently, misrepresented the true facts.

The mr)st important risk to insure against is what is

often called "third party." claims—that is, claims by
members of the public for injury to themseh'es or

their property occasioned by the motor cycle. Other
risks are accidental damage to the machine by impact,

ditto by fire, theft, and injuries to the owner.

As to the claims by the public, there is no saying

hoW' many of these may be made during the course

of the year, nor how much each may run to, so that

there should be no limit in the policy to either the

number of accidents or to the amounts involved.

Further, not merely the "claims " should be covered
but also all law costs which may be payable.

Accidental damage to the machine is often confined

to damage by impact or collision. This seems un-

necessarily restricted. At least one company's clause

indemnifies the person insured against damage by
"accidental and external means," which is a gooil

deal wider than mere impact or collision. This com-
pany holds itself liable, too, for consequent damage
caused by mechanical breakdown?.
Some companies even refund the cost of removing

the machine from the scene of accident to the repairers

and back to the owner.

Claims and Repairs.

Each policy is accompanied by a claim form, aiid

when an accident occurs it is best to make the claim

on this form. As a general rule, repairs must not be
commenced without the company's consent, but this

is now frequently modified, repairs up to ^£2 or so

being allowed to be proceeded with forthwith, if a

written estimate signed by a ciualihed repairer be first

sent in to the companv. This is a great con\'enience

when one is touring. Information of the accident

should always be gi\en to the company where there

is any possibility of a claim being made by a third

party. The insurance companies are generally glad

to make a substantial reduction from their premiums
if the insured will bear part of each loss or damage

—

say from ;£.i to -Q^—l)ut, as a rule, it is not wise to

avail oneself of the offer. Most of the injuries sus-

tained only cost a pound or two to rectify, and fi)r

these the rider would lie largely or entirely uncoxered.

A KENT CROSS-ROAD IMPROVEMENT.
At the foot of Farnborou?h Hill, on the Sevenoaks-Ha5tin?s Road, open nils

have been substituted for thick hedges at the corners,, thus allowing a clearer view
of oncoming traffic.
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A Zenith CcnstructioD,
In the well-kiiown Zenith machine tlie

belt slack resulting in the use of a variable
pulley is taken up by sliding the rear

wheel in the frame. In the constiiiction

now- illustrated, the wheel A is held
rigidly, and the engine itself is moved to
take up the slack. The cylinder head is

pivoted at B to a bracket C rigidly secured
to the frame, and is adapted to be oscil-

lated about this pivot by a hand lever G
v.'orking over a quadrant H. A variable
pulley of suitable type is employed having

|j^^(^iLlE

a pair of operating arms D, connected to

links pivoted to an anchor on abutment

y^C'./-7=>^

F. The operation of the pulley is such
that as the engine is swung about its pivot
by the lever G the arms D are rotated in

opposite directions aibout their axes, and
vary the distance between the pulley
flanges. The parts are so designed that
the variation of the pulley is in suitable
proportion to the movement of the engine,
so that the tension of tlie belt reinains con-
stant for all changes of gear. Means of

adjustment are provided by the screws
at Fl.—Zenith Motors ,Ltd., and C. M.
Smith, No. 485, 1911.

A Slipping DifleTeutial.

This invention is illustrated in the ac-

companying plan view as applied to a light

vehicle, driven by V belts. Motion is

transmitted from the engine A by a belt B

FEBRUARY Jsth, 1912.

to a counter-shaft C, and therefrom by a

belt D to the rear axle. The axle is con-

structed in two parts, an inner part E
carrying one driving wheel and an outei

sleeve part F carrying the other. Each part E
and F carries one flange of the pulley G, so
tliat when the belt D is slacked ofi fhe two
pulley flanges may move in relation to

one another when travelling in a curve.

Slacking of the belt D is provided for' by
mounting the counter-shaft C to slide in the

^^^
frame, and providing it with operating
mechanism consisting of links H connected
by a rod J to the lower end of a pivofed
lever K, oscillation of which effects the
desired object. — G. Armstrong No.
29,539, 1910.

Trade Announcement.
B. Alan Hill has joined the staff of the

Hehdee Manufacturing Co., W. A. Sale

having resigned his post

An Unfounded Report.
We are asked to deny a report- that

is current that Messrs. Brown and Barlow
;ii-e- giving up the manufacture of their

universal type of racing carburetter, owing
to its being unsatisfactory. The car-

buretter is not only a great success, but
is enjoying a large sale.

Silent Chain Tiansmisson.
Hans Renold, Ltd., Manchester, are

making a special silent chain suitable for
I liain-driven motor cycles, particularly

those wliere a counter-shaft gear is fittsci

behind the engine and chain drive used
from engine to counter-shaft. The new
cliain will be jin'. pitch by fin. wide, and
iu place of the centre guide usually
employed with silent chains for motor car
transmission to prevent tlie chain riding off

the pinions, shrouds will be fitted to the
side plates.

Gudgeon Pin Fixing.

'J'he accompanying illustration is that
of the gudgeon pin fixing used on the

7>!i
h.p. Itover engine. The small spring-

iiiilrolled plunger should be pus^hed up
fioiM uiiilerneatli with the aid of a piece
of wire or the end of a file, wlien the

^^^^^

gudgeon pin (.'in be kiineked out from tlii'

other end. When reinoviug the Uiiver
gndgiiiii pin, it should never be* knocked
lo remove it until the plunger has been
liiat of all forced upwards. ...

Catalogues Received.
- As might be expected, the 1912 catalogue

of the Indian motor cycles is an interest-

ing one. Both models are well illustrated

and described with a specification of eack
printed underneath the illustration. Eight
pages are devoted to descriptions and well

executed half-tone illustrations of Indian
features, among which are the new rear

hub, foot starting device, and rear Avhecl

brakes. Interested readers can obtain
i-upies on application to the lleiidee Mfg.
Co., 178, Gr.eat Portland Street, W
The Ariel 1912 catalogue is a well got

up booklet, describing and illustrating the
various models and chief features of these
uiachines. There are also detailed illustra-

tions of the Ariel features, hints on adjust-
ment, lubrication, and timing of the
engine, Applicaticm for copies should be
made to (!oniponents, Ltd., Ariel Depart-
ment, Bournbrook. Birmingham.

An exceedingly well got up catalogue,
which is of inestimable value to Tiiumph
users, is tho "Triumph I!,epairs and
Parts Catalogue," in which every single

part of a Triumph machine is priced and
listed, '.riie lists are considerably

. aided
by clear illustrations, in which each part
is numbered and shown photographically.
At the end of the booklet there is a.

list of accessorie.-^. 'I'he Triumph Cycle
Companj' :ilso kcihI a copy of their

Vii.6 catalogue of Triumph motors, which
is a, mo.st aitistic )irodnctiou printed in

two. colon r,s Jn addilion to illnslral ioii,s

and specifications of these well-known
machines, the constructional details are
very fully described and illustrated by
half-tone blocks, showing many of the
principal parts in section. Most, of these
are jxclusively Triumph details, which
cannot be seen in any other catalogue
Application for copies should be made tc

Coventry.'

A New M.R. Hub Clutch.
The . iloto-Rcve Company are now

fitting a multiple disc type hub clutch

to their twenty-seven guinea- model which
enables the engine to be started by means
of the pedals with the back wheel on the
ground. The extra cost for this improve-
ment is quite- moderate, and will largely

add to the Gonve;iience of this particular

pattern.

Carburetter Valves Sticking.
The Aston Motor Accessories Co., Ltd.,

Aston, Birmingham, inform us that as

there has been considerable prominence
given in descriptions of winter trials lo

the trouble of carburetter valves sticking, ,

they have pleasure in staling that of all

-the complete carburetters sent out of their
latest pattern they have up to now re-

ceived no complanits.

An Adjustable Pulley.

Mr. C. 1-). Bird sends us details of an
invention which he has had in use si-x.

months with great sati.sfac-

tion. The Hango A screws
m\ the boss B, and has eight
keyways cut in it. The key
(!, which slides in a koyway
on the boss, can be made to
engage with any of these.
This key is moved by the
adjusting fl.ange 1), which
akso screws on to the boss B,
and is locked by the screw
M, The key is made .slightly

taper to facilitate its entrance
into the keyways on the
movable llaiige A. No tools
are i'e(piiiTd I'oi- the adjustment
|,nlley.
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Don't shatter
nerves

your

by bumping over rough roads. Ride an

A.O.L/
the most comfortable of all

motor cycles. ALL vibration

is absorbed by the air springs

front and back, the rider

being literally

"RIDING ON AIR."
More than doubles the

pleasures of motor cycling.

Descriptive booklet free on vequest.

Head Offlce: 3, Great Winchester Street, London, E.C.
Tele. : "Infrequent, London." 'Phone: 1435 London Wall.

Works : Corporation Street. StaOord.
Showrooms: G. N. HIGGS.31, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., London.S.W.

'Phone: 1215 Victoria. C.D.C.

SIMMS
IGNITION.

Insist on Simms Magneto and Simms Plugs
When buying a motor cycle, because everything
depends on your ignition service, and the All-
British Simms never jibs at anything, and is
unaffected by vibration.
We invite you to come and see Simms

Magnetos in course of construction.

THE SIMMS MAGNETO CO., LTD.,
Welbeck Works, Kimberley Road. Willesden Lane. Kilbum. N.W,
Telephone: 3843 Paddington. Telegrams :

" Expansible, London.

"

COVEN TRY : St. IVlary Street.
NEW YOBK. U.S.A. : 1780 Broadway. PARIS: 12 Rue de Courcelles.

LATEST SUCCESSES
achieved on

WAKEFIELD
*CASTROL'
WAR OFFICE TRIALS, BROOKLANDS.

SPEED TEST (Standing Start),

FIRST, F. W. Barnes, Zenith Gradua.

SPEED TEST (Flying Start),

FIRST, F. W. Barnes, Zenith Gradua.

HILL-CLIMB,
FIRST. F. W. Barnes, Zenith Gradua.

C. C. WAKEFIELD & CO.,
27, Cannon Street, London, E.C.

In answering llie.se advertisements it is desirahle to mention "The Motor Cycle." A3?
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6 and H h.p. Models.

The finest machine in the World for

Design, Workmanship, & Finish

NOW IS THE TIME TO BOOK YOUR ORDER
FOR ONE OF THESE EXCELLENT MACHINES.

Write. 'Phone (2125 Central), or call—

306, Deansgate,
Manchester.

Sole Agents for Manchester & District for the Canoelet Sidecars.

Applications for Agencies invited.

London Agents—The Service Co., Ltd., 292, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Liverpool Agents— Messrs. Henry Whitlock & Co., 40, Hope St., Liverpool.

H. Reed & Co.,

SIOECAR MODELS.
Can give prompt deliveries of

"CLYNO." "BAT." "ENFIELD." "INDIAN;
Upwards of 100 second hand Bargains.

Note the following and write for complete list.

igii 3* h.p. F.E. TRIUMPH £43
igii 3I h.p. T.T. TRIO.nPH £12
igoq 31 h.p. F.E. TRIUMPH £35
1909 3J h.p. TRIUMPH £31
1911 3I h.p. PREMIER £36,
1911 3J h.p. Two-Speed HUMBEr! £40
I'tjTO jj h.p.'Two-Speed HUiVIBER .: . £35 ,

igii 3J h.p. KERRY £35
jgio 2i h.p. Twin E.4FIELD £22 10

1910 2j h.p. Twin MOTO-jJEVE £22 10

All machines guaranteed.

ROBERT BEVAN, Castle Street, CARDIFF.

Three-seated Sidecar.
(registered.)

The unique a^vantaves of this

s:da:ar are very apparent.

The two smaller sea'.s are for

children of from i to 8 years
of age.

For the use of TRAVELLERS
the small seats can be removed
and boxes or baskets fitted

instead.

A 3^ h.p. to 5 h.p. machine with two-speed
any ordinary roads with full load.

gear will take the sidecar over

.Price £12 12s. only.

DANIEI. CROTTY,
Special Terms to Agents.
immeJiate Oe.ivory.

BRIDGE ST., DUNGARVAN.

NEW EDITION
. . NOW READY . .

Model
Flying Machines »

Their Design and Construction
(Second Edition).

Revised throughout, Enlarged, and brought right up to date.

A handbook devoted to the construction of practical models
of flying machines of all types. The greater part of the

book is devoted to aeroplane models, but special chapters
are included, dealing with direct lift and flapping wing
tjrpes, and also with model dirigibles.

Profusely illustrated from drawings by the
author.

The advice given is the result of the personal experience of

the writer, and the book will be found of the utmost service

to all who follow the fascinating and instructive bobby of

making and flying models.

PRICE

1/-
Net.

Obtainable from the Publishers of " THE
AERO," ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.,

and all the leading booksellers.

Remittance must accompany post orders.

By Post.

1/2

AJl In (t ll>:irrrt ll'l advcrlucmcnla %t is deairabli to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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HOW'S THIS, BHOYS ?
No. Make. Price. Total.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

50 Matchless, S n.p 70 7 3,517 10
40 Bradbury, chain drive 58 10 2,340
2o Number, 2-speed 52 10 1,050
36 Bat-Japs, S h.p 72 12 2,613 12
2a A.C.'S 87 10 1,750
26 Morgan Runabouts .

.

89 5 2,320 10
40 Zenitns 55 13 2,226
50 P, and M.'s 60 3,O0D
38 Scctts 65 2,470

37 Douglas ..50 1,850
IOC Clynos 68 5 6,825

6 Premiers, twin 52 10 315
20 Lincoln Elks, 2-speed

and free-engine 42 840
Assorted New Machines of

various kinds 5,090

Total .. £36,117 12

The above is a sura in arithmetic, and represents
a portion of the New stock that Kitchen's have pur-
chased for the coming season, 19 1 2 . All these
machines have, to be sold, and we look to you to
help. A considerable number are already booked,
but we have PLENTY FOR EVERYBODY, and
anticipate your kind assistance in the matter of shift-
ing them.

'

We believe we are correct in supposing that no
other Srm in the Kingdom has placed such large con-
tracts for 1912 machines. We are out on the JUMP
ourselves, and we h^pe that you are THE S.\ME ;

if not. it is time that you were, unless you wish to
be left lilte a pebble on the beach when the tide has
gone back. It is NO USE writing to us in June, as
the machines will then be sold up, and the bhovs
riding them. If you want a machine, GET A MOVE
ON YOU, and come Morecambewards at once and
see us ; or if you can't, wxite us.

We can take your old machines in part payment
for many of these, and we can sell you a machine on
the Deferred ; we can sell you a machine for cash !

Besides the above, we have £3,000 worth of Second-
hand Machines on the premises at the cioment ; all

gorts, all sizes. anH all ages—nia=;t of them, however.

.1910 and 1911. Our stock of scrappage is very small !

However, we have a few that" we can sell the bhoys
at a nice handv price for £3 do%\Ti and the balance
by instalments

When you have made up yoiu- mind what you are
wanting to buy, don't waste a minute, but get on the
buzz, and let us have your order. We would be sorry
for you to find that when you are wanting, say, a
Clyno, and write up to Mnrecambc, that Hitchen's
are sold up for a month or two in advance—perhaps
more. This year is going to be a KNOCK-OUT
season, the biggest in the History of the Motor Cycle
boom.. While it is on, get on the hop, and have your
machine bought. Don't pnde yourself on the fact
that the boom will be over by and by ! Now is the
time to buy. Write us, and we will put you on the
right track. If you are undecided wha: to buy, get
into touch with us and get the benefit of om experi-
ence. Our opinion will be unbiassed. We ha\e
always some of everything, and can guarantee you a
right thing for your requirements. Amongst the
above, you v.ill uote that threequarters of them are
two-speed sidecar machines. These, together with the
A.C. and Morgan Runabouts, are the coming tiling.

If you once go in for a sidecar machine, you will not
give up motoring. We can s\ipply you with these at
from £15 to £76. We do not tell you that one at
the former price is as good as the latter, or that you
can go anyxvhere with a 3^ h.p. machine and sidecar,
because you cannot. WE can give you GOOD VALUE
for j'our money.
You nill notice that we are extensive advertisers,

but we keep our yarns within the range of truth,
and do not wander away and teM you a lot ot bunkmn.
We are still at the old, old game, bhoys ! sending

you goods for three dav-s on approval. If you don't
like them, send them back, and have your money
back in full. We feel sure that any deal you put in
hand with us will be well attended to and give vou
every satisfaction.

While we are on the question ot sending goods on
approval, we would draw the attention of a few Sunny
Jims to the fact thai because we do more for the
public than anyone el'^e, it does not justify them
thinlang that we are doormats. For in-^tance, it is

no use sending for an article and keeping u for a fort-

night, and then return it and ask for your money
back, as this is beyond oiur scope entuely. and we
are not " having any." T( vou cannot find out in

three days whether a thing is to your satisfaction,
you will not do so in three months. However, yoc
will not have yom' money back in this case, but what
we will do for you is to_ exchange it. This will apply
t" R.erything. To make it clear to all, at any time
wiihni THREE DAYS we will return the money, bul
we will not do so after three days, vve will exchang*
the goods anv time, but we will not return the monei
after then. Please GET THIS HOME. It is no us'*

WTitiug saying that you are the Captain or Secretar;
of a Club, and that you will not recommend us if yoi
don't get your money hack. Neither is it any us*

saiyiug that if we send your money back you will

buy everything you want from us between now anc
the millennium ; or again, it is useless saying yoi
will tell Mr. Editor if we don't send your money back
as this is all away troni the mark. We have a systen
of business that we adhere to, and "we intend YOt
to DO THE SAME.

If you want anything plainer than this, write tc

Morecambe, and we will give you a packet on
your own.
Another little thing which has dawned upon us is

that when we send goods on approval, we expect tc

get thera back—if they are returned—in the same
condition as when despatched from here. We don't
accept broken articles. If they are brokt-n whec
received by you, you must al once claim from tht
Railway Company. If you break them yourself, you
must be responsible. We pack all our articles very
well, and send them per passenger train at company's
risk. It you instruct us to send same pei post, and
they are lost, you must accept the responsibility
yoiirselves. Occasionally some Sunny Jim asks tc

have a motor cycle and sidecar sent at Owner's risk
and when the articles get damaged they expect us
to make the damage good. This is a luxury we
certainly cannot indulge in. If you leave the mattei
in our hands, we will send at Company's risk, but
we accept no responsibility after the goods pass intc
the company's hands at Morecambe Station. If this

cap fits you, put it on, but don't be insulted, as £

lot of vou have " asked for it " for two years now.
Note our -^M a'Hrp;c_ whrrp U-" will be pleased tc

have your kind enquiries and orders.

HITCHEN'S, Euston Road, Morecambe.
*Phone : 112 Morecambe. Tels. : "Motor, Morecambe"
By the by, we have now got twj cau..ries, su we

want more orders for the seed pots.

WE

tJy carrying a spare
tube, you can be on the

way in =, minutes.

Reduced Prices.
AU sizes trora ij to 3 V

•2fis2 •2lix-Ji 2fi X 2i

14/ 16/- 18/e
Pedal Cycle, il i} i-i 7/-

Tandem, i^ i^ 8/6

Converts—
2 2\ 2^

_

5/6 6/- 6/6

Don't go by the first cost
but by what you save.

Send size of Cover.

RICH DETACHABLE
AIR TUBE CO.,

CRAWLEY. Sussex.

26x2
32/-

DETACHABLE
AIR TUBE.
The only perfect detach-
able on the market.
Use the tube that gives
satisfaction, and can be
repaired or the inside
with ordinary rubber
and solution. i\o expen-
sive patches required.
No LJutt ends to burst.
Endless or Butt-ended

c^n I ,-M« conxerted. Further
rUILLUw particulars, write for

booklet,

HAVE NO TERROR.
The RICH COVERS
Non-Slipping and Reliable.

One price. One quality— the Best.

26s2i 26x2* B.E. Pedal Cycle,
36/- 40/- lOys W.O, 11/- B.E.

pAGETS
PURCHASE PLAN

You can purchjise any ol tne well-known
mal<es of motor cycles easily and with-

out disturbing your capital by taking

advantage of Pagets' Purchase Plan.

of the total amount is payable

with order, the balance being

spread over 12 months. If

necessary special arrangements

can be made to suit individual

requirements.

The interest added to the makers'

cash price is small—ranging from

2 %—and we can give early delivery

of most of the best known makes.

EARLY DELIVERY.
Write for full details.

PAGETS LIMITED,
10-11, Jcrmyn Street,

LONDON. S.W.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mentioi^ " The Motor Ci/cle. A37
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these colnmna
-First 14. words or lass 1/6, and Id. per word
after. Each paragraph is charged separately.

Name and address must be counted. In the

case of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advert'sements in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices o{ " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters shou d be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Xudor Street, E.C.), by
the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
state distinctly under what heading and in what
Issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
i

For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand
motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

,

tricl:s. as many readers Uke to know what machines are

for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before going
further afield.

j

PUn showing division of England into SectionSi

Northutmbrrland, Cumbc-rlimd, Durham, and
^

Wt'stinorcland.
SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

SKCTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Chrsliu-e, Derby, Stafford,

Shrtipshire, Mootgom(^ry, and Merioneth,

SliCTlON IV.

Nottini:;h.iin, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,
Warwick.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridg", Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECnON VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, firecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, CarmarLlien, C:ir(lig;iii, and Pembroke.

SIXTION VII
Clfiicester, Oxford, Buckingham, IJcrlo, Wilts and Hants,

Channel IsUin-ls,

SECTION VIII.
I

ll'jiford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex,

SEcrioN rx
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall,

SECriON X.
SwilJand.

SECTION XI.
Ireland ind Isle ot Mao.

OVl^HER^

IN

ENGLAND
CAN YOU
SEE

SUCH A
LARGE
SHOW OF
BEST 1912

MOTOR
CYCLES

OR

SUCH A
FINE

DESPLAY

OF NEW
1911 &
GENUINE
2nd HAND
BARGAINS

OR

OBTAIN

SUCH

MODERATE
PRICES

WITH
PROMPT
DELIVERY

AS WE
OFFER

TO-DAY

AT

Can buyers obtain such a

selecUi^D ol tully guaranteed
b.irg uns as are contained m our
TO-OAY'S LIST, SENT FREE,

WHICH INCLUDES—
h.p. C s.

1944. 23 1911 Douglas. . 30
i945- 2^ lyll 2-ipeed

Douglas, Mudel E 38 10
4946. 23 1911 Douglas.. 32 10
4954. 3A iqo* Irce-engine

Triumph 33 10
4956. 3^ 191 1 2-bpeed

Humber 37 10
4957. 8 iqio BU and

sidecar 40
4960. 3.^ lyio 2-speed

P. ana M 42
4961. 3A 1911 [rec-

eilgiue Rudge . . 40
4964. 3J 4-cylindC'r F.N. 12
4913. 3* iqii tree-

engiuc Triumph.. 42 10
2-:| III 1 1 2-spced
Lougias, Model E 38
2:] ii(ii 2-speed
Dougl;s, .Model E 38 10

4926. 3> 1910 Hremier.. 27
3j 1907 Triumph
and sidecKF .... 27 10
3i 1909 Triumph 30
3S i9o« Triumph 25
3 J iqooTriumpii 28
3I 191 1 2-specd
Humber 38 10
ij F.N 7 10

4893. 3^ Pstgeot 20
+ JU3. 3* lull toiu-ist

hex 30
4868. 8 1911 2-=pecdBat 55
4854. 3} mil frce-

engme Triumph. . 45
3.i 1911 Zeiiitii-

uradua 42 10
3| ujii Kerry-
AOingdon 32 10

47fJo. 5 191 1 free-engine
Indian 42

+863. 3J lyii Chater-
Lea-Jjp 35

4823. 3^ iqii James ..35
4733. 6 1909 Cnater-

Lea, 2-sp., chain
drive, and sidecar 40

4727. 3« 191 1 Kerry-
AOingdon 32 10

4533. 2 11)11 i-spoed
Hu.ntier 35

4723. 3* 1908 Triumph 27 10
4758. 3j uiii single-

speed Humber . . 30 |

4420. 3I 191 1 irec-

engine Premier . . 42 10
|

476S. 2^ lull standard
liouglas 30

I

4575. 3i 191 1 standard
Bradbury 35

|

4038. 3i 1911 free-

engine Triumph . . 45 |

4628. 3i iiiio Triumph,
Mabon, variable
gear 38 Gns

1571. 3i 1911 standard
bat 35

4919,

4921.

4929.

4933-
4934-
1930.
4941.

4K74.

t597-

4O07.

OFF FLEET ST.,

NEAR LUDGATE.
Telt.'phone : 1S777 Uolborn.

: fipificer, London.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at -'The Motor Cycle'* OfiBce.
When this is desured, 2d. will be charged for registration^
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
tor forwarding rephes. Only the nuniDer will appear, in
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No.
000, c;o The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or it
" London ''

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
i "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, £.C,

W^DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Tersons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the_

;

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit tfae \[
amount to the seller, but if ]iot we return the amount 3'

to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays'l
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

J

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. i? charged, when under :

£^10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at I

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made ;:

payabie to Ihffe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertiseirents and receii'e no

answer to their enquiries are retuested to reeard the .''-

silence as an indication th t the ocds rd^erlised have 1

already been disposed cf. Adcrt^scrs f.ftcn receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impcssliile to reply to eacb .

one by p^st.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
n estmoreland.

NEW Triuraphs, ready for delivery, also new 1911
model , wiiat offers.— \\ ulker's.

|41|10 Triumph, in Rcod comtition. Whittle belt and
Ift/ spares; £36.—Waiter's.

IQll 3iii.p. Premier ann ?pare3, almost new; £37
bargain-— walker'

TNDIAN. Sbji

Fishburu, Ferryhill.

free engine, clutch, with various-
Holzapfel, North Elowick Hall, Ncw-

PREMIER. 2ih.p., 1912. brand new. never ridden
oiiLT, margnifii ent machine ; cash ouly; i52/10.~

No. 9,630. 7'he. Motor Cycle OtHi-cs. Coventry.

3ih p. Auto Moto, newly enamelled and plated. Chn-
2 lOirr tyrps, B. and U., perJect condition; .sell at

£8 ; any trial.—Burton. 95, Lundon Rd- Carlisle

motk'l, free engine, brand new
£52. with lamp and horn; a .

Turvcy and Co.. The Motor Houtie. Sunderland.

rEIUAlPH. 3ih.p.
out of rrafe ; tj dear £52. with lauip and horn

bartraiu.-

TUIUMPHS. Hmnbers. B.S.A.. Ruyal Euftekl motor
I'yt'les, htflitweights, 2 speeds, tree engines; write, :

wire, or 'phone fur immediate deliveries—Turvey and
Co.. The M>,tor Hout^e, Sunderland. Tel.: No. 626.

!"|Q10 Triumph. first-i'la.s> condition, Jone^ trip sp^ed-
J. •^ ouiptcr. Lut-ap lamp- generafor. mirrtir, -jpare tube

llaiid cucif. tourmt; \•^ii^e, puuituippii of hand, tools, spiuea;
J|£35.— Harburn. JVpl St.. iti-utip AucUhtno.

Write for a copy. Send details of your
Ubcd motor cvcle and receive <mr
unequalled hbnral exchaujie offer tor

baiiie in part payment of a laiesl 191.1

model,

A38 In aimwerrnt/ l/irse adivrliscmcnts it w dei^inMr In mnUio7i

3II1.P Rex Mntor Cyilp. 1909 mode!, niapDPto, h b.c,
2 spring' lurks aud sent, in splfiniid ruunin? order;

£21 to i-Iear — Turvey and Co-, T..e Motor Uou^e, Sun-
derland. Sole a^entt; Triuiiii)h3. Huiuber.s, Jj.S-A., Kn-
tlelda, Caltlurpes E,\tra ratalngiie Iiee.

SnCTION M.
York and I.niicnshire.

4 .SX. A.S.L. A.S.L.

OIT on Air Sprlnffs and Cusbioiis to Kido.

J
CXOinouS Motor Oar Coml'ort Awlioel.

MAXCriESTHIl and ri'tni'l Solo AgCDta ; iuspco-
tinn invited,—Motor KxirhftliKO. 32, Dowllint,' St.,

\rii\nili (iTiitin,

ITOIiOaON for Clynos (in stoelil.

tJODOSON for rrcniiers (Jaiinnry).

ILTOIIGKON foi Sidecars (In stock),

TJOIUISON', 10, Horton Rd., Jlradford. Tel.: 5361,

NMW Clmter-Lpn No. 7 Fnimo, JB3/10, or oflcr,-IIal-
iti-,-..1. >vln.(!hvrlKllt, 0«<eM.

C1lI.\TRl!,-r,|i;A No, 9 I'-rauje (new) ; 50/-, - Cook,
' Clmr.di I,nnc, Uston, S,0.

T/ic. Motor Gi/clc."
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The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
'Phone, 766. Telegrams, " Perfection."

£A DO^A/N ^^^ ^/" weekly secures prompt*^ '*' »» » despatch of any of these machines.
2i h.p. F.N., very good order £12 10
Tnin REX, spring forks £16 10
Lightweight MOTOSACOCHE, spray, rmis well .. £14 10
3 h.p. QUADRANT £10 10
2jh.p. KERRY, spring forks £10 10
Tnin Magneto MOTO-REVE £17 10
3jh.p. WOLF, spray, smart, h.b. control £12 10
3 h.p. HUMBEK, Cham drive £9 10
5! h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £16 10
3! h.p. REX, spring forks, reliable - £15 10
Sih.p. BRADBURY £16 10
3 h.p. ANTOINE, h.b. control, spring forks £12 10
2} h.p. DE DION . .

.-.
_ £10 10

- deposit and 10/- weeklv secures

—

4^ Magueto TRIUMPH £25 10
^W 5i h.p. Twin REX DE LUXE, mag. £22 10^L Four-cylinder F.N., magneto .... £19 19

T«. m 3j h.p. Magneto REX £19 19JM m Twin MOTO-REVE £19 19W F-"- Magneto Lightweight £19 19

3i h.p. Magneto MINERVA £19 10
Magneto Twin REX £19 19

TYRES. SPECIAL PRICES. APPROVAL.
S6X2 and 26x2} Clippcj and Continental Covers 14/9
26x 2j Michelin Heavv Tricar Covers 25/-
24 X 2j and 26 X 2J Tubes 5/11

Brand New 1911 3^ h.p. Tourist REX 43 Gns
,, „ igri 2j h.p. Two-speed REX Junior. . 50 Gns
,, ,, ign 34 h.p. Free-engine REX 48 Gns

„ igri 3i h.p. REX DE LUXE 57 Gns
„ 1911 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE 60 Gns

Liberal E.xchanges in addition to Cash Discount.

GUARANTEED IN RUNNING ORDER.
6 h.p. Magneto G.B., spring forks
1912 25 h.p. Two-speed REX Junior, NEW
1912 Twin REX Sidette. In stock. NEW
J9ii 3S h.p. Plate Clutch TrtlUMPri, only 500 miles
191 1 3^ h.p. Tourist REX, done 750 miles
1911 2| h.p. Two-speed REX [unior, as new
1911 3i h.p. REX, clutch model
191 1 5 h.p. Two-speed REX DE LUXE
I910 7 h.p, REX DE LUXE, two speeds
1910 7 h.p. Twin REX, HOT STUFF
igio 5 h.p. Twin REX, very fast
1910 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, fine sidecar m.ichine
1910 3* h.p. REX, very fast, special machine ....
Magneto Twin REX, 1911, Mabon clutch, and

castor wheel sidecar
'906 3i h.p. REX, magneto, Druid fork
1909 3* h.p. Two-speed REX DE LUXE
54 h.p. Two-speed Twin ROC magneto, Druids .

.

I90S 3l h.p. Magneto REX, vcrv fast
1907 3I h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks
5i h.p. Twin REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch, sp. forks
Brand New 3J h.p. REX, spring forks, and pedals
Brand New Twin Magneto REX
3! h.p. Two-speed N.S.U., smart
190S TRIUMPH, very powerful
Magneto TRIUMPH, spring forks, specijUv low ..
3i h.p. REX, very fine condition '

Four-cylinder F.N., magneto, spring forks
F.N. Magneto Lightweight
3i h.p. Magneto FAFNIR, M.O.V '.

'.

.

3j h.p. WOLF, Stevens engine, h.b. control ....
Twin Magneto MOTO-REVE .. .

3 h.p. QUADRANT, low frame
3 h.p. ANTOINE, very smart machine
2.5 h.p. F.N., in very good order, recommended ,

,

3 h.p. HUMBER, chain drive
MOTOSACOCHE, Druid forks ...

2i h.p. KERRY, spring forks

3i h.p. Magneto MINERVA, h.b. control

Easy Payments at Special Rates.

£26 10
£45
£75
£47
£32
£39
£37
£47
£48
£37
£29
£42
£27

£28
£24
£32
£32
£22
£19
£22
£31
£37
£21
£28
£23
£15
£18
£16
£19
£12
£17
£10
£12
£12
£9
£14
£10
£19

1912 BRADBURY
REX

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Tj^.N'., 1911 model, 5-61i.t>,, 4-cvI., gunranteed perfect

'OnditioD, only run 700 luileg, like new, spares;
.^aonnoe £36.—Hayiland and Armitage, Upperliead Eow,
Hiiddersfield.

Tp-N.. IJli-p , magneto, spring' fork-a, ?plendid condition,
-- good tyret;, new lij-so belt. lamp. to.)l3, many spare-,
Urn hill-fliiuber; £19.—Ireland, 21, Tliurstane St-, Halli-
well, Bolton.

"jQll Premier, £34: 1911 Bradbury, £35; 1910 Tri-
JL*^ nmph, £35; 1910 P. and M., £38; 1912 Tn-
iimpbs, P. and M.'s, Bradburys, Ivy motor cycles.—T.
Reed, Nettle.^wortb.

FOE. Sale, 1912 Zenith. 6b-r-. as taken out of crate,
3in. tyres; owner going abroad, and has no u.^^e

for same; c:^t £73. will take £66, lowest.—No- 9,635
The Motor Cycle Officer, Coventry.

TRIUMPH, 3ih.p., 1 907, new Avon combination
rover back, new Clincher Dreadnought fr.nt. ad-

instable pulley, in fine crder; £20. first cheque secures.—
vMiittaker, 630; Bacup Kd-. Waterfcot.

3ih.p. 2-5tr:ke Ecx, 1910^. Bo.sch. Amao. Ii.b.c. Lyso
2 and Wl>ittlc bi^It^^.lamp. horn, tcol*, spares, just

t^e-bnshed, exfjelbnt condition: £30, cr near offer-—No.
9.632. The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

PHELON - MOOREr 19093, completely overhauled
summer, new cylinder, piston, wedgebars, chains,

etc., all in periect ccmdition, runs like new- any ex-
imination; £39.-13. Wclbury Drive. Bradford-

LIVERPOOL Agency for Triumph and Matchleps
Motors. IlitL-hincj*^. Ltd.. 74. Bn!d St., Liverpool.

the pioneers of utotor cycling in the North. It will pay
'ou to deal with Hitching.^, Ltd.. an old-established
ftrm of higbc-t reput*?.

DOUGLAS, 1911, Model 1'', open frame, with 2-speed
gear ihiti-n, and hauuie starting; not ridden 500

iiiles; exceptionally nne condition; a bargain at
;i9.-Hiitaiuys Ltd., 74, Bold St, Liverpool.

BAEGAIN--1909 Bh.p. Vindec Special. Peugeot en-
gine, Wliittle belt, new pulley, new Palmer cord,

irown and Unriow carburetter, isoscu magneto. Just
enamelled and overhauled: £25; any trial albwed--J.

Rogerson, 25, Ormskirk Ed., Newtown, near Wigaru

3ih.p. Triumph, 1911 as new. fit complete, £40:
2 3;]i.p. Scott, 1910. 2-';ppcd, and free engine, a

'itt. £39/10: 5h p. Indian. 1911, tree entrine, net ridden
200 mil&i, fit complete, £45, a bargain.—J. Hebden.
Tlie St. James* Motor and Cycle Dep.t, Burnley.

IQll 3:h.p. Tourin;? Norton (79x100 engine), 5-70
J-«^ m-p.h-, well-known winner of ^'peed trialfl, hill-
flimba, and reliability trials, broke wcrlu's record for
flyintr kilo in May last, only done about 1.000 mile^
magnificent condition ; 36 guineaa.—D. Bradbury. 3
Fulmer Ed-. Sheffield.

1Q1I T.T. Roadster Triumph, very fast engine, de-
j-iJ livcred June last, not done 3,000 mile^, in ex-
pptionally fine condition, nbeolutely unscratched, com-
plete with A-K- knee-grips, ?flf-tontained acetylene
'amp. Lucas horn, Veeder eycloiQcter, Bro.'ks lugcage
earner; price £42.—Eobert Spencer, Tranby Croft- Har-
rogate.

HITCHINGS, Ltd.. for Triumph and Matchle*^^
Motors ; any make supplied on most favourable

terms ; exchanges arranged ; absolute satisfaction ami
ourteoue service a^i^nied by dealins \rith Hitchin^=
Ltd.. 74, Bold St., Liverpool. Established over 30 yearr

£4 Deposit, and br- weeklv secures: 3h.p. Quadrant,
£10/10: 3h.p. Humber. £9; Mntosacoc] e, £14/10:

-^Jli-p. Kerry, £10/10; Mnto-Eeve, £17/10; 3-'.h,p. E-'X,
£15/10: 3h.p. Ant.ine, £12/10; 2.^h.p. F.N-. £12/10:
3!.h-p. Bradbury. £16ao- twin Ecx. £16/10.-M'.to
Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

REXES—New 1911 models: discount for ca^h ; Jibera!
all< wames for ether makes; accumulator Eexcr^

wanted--Motor Exchange, \\e5tgate, Halifax.

TQ12~ Bradbury^: deliveries from >tock; second-hand
-i-iJ machines taken in exchanire: send particulars;
quotation by return.—Colliers. Westgate, Halifax.

FOE Sale, Triumph motor cycle, 1907 model, 5ih.p.,
old type. Brown and Barlow carburetter, h b.c-,

accesr^c.rie-^. £17/10. or nearest ofEer ; also Star motor
car, about 1902 model, 7-9h.p.. 2-cyI., detachable back
seat, 3 lamps, siiaro tube, jack, and pxmip. £35. or nearest
..f?cr-—Vor iurtlier particulars apply tu Buttercll and
Ridgway, Cogan House, Hull.

A FEW High-class Bargains.— 1912 Moru-an runabout,
1912 hood, screen, £97/10; 1910 81i.p. Jap-Bat,

£36: 1910 Triumph, £35: ditto, 1911. £39: 1911 Tri-
umph, shop-soiled. £46; 1911 Roval Enfield, ehop-soiled,
£59; new Molo-Eeve twin, f=iiop-soiIcd, ±32/10; 1911
Eex, 5-6h.p.. 2-€peed, £45: ditto, £42/10: three
1910 Indians, 5-6h.p., £32/10 each: 2 1910 N.S-U.'e,
5-6h.p., 2 epeeds, £32/10 each; 5-seater Humber car,

perfei't. £145; 6h.p. Eover car, perfect, £60: 1911 F.E.
Calthorpe, £45; 1911 Premier, as new, £39; 1911 8h-p
Matchless, £52/10; 1910 F.E. Motosacocbe. £25; Moto-
Eeves from £15 to £30: 1910 Eoyal Enfields. £25 to
£28; Triumphs, all ases : 1910 and 1911 Eex Speed
Kings, £27/10 to £35- Beside- these 200 m^.re, all

sortc and sizes. Weekly lists waiting- All sold on ap-
proval ; money returned if not satisfactory.-Hitchent^,
Morecambe-

5, HEATH STREET,

HAMPSTEAD.REY^^
^ Close to Hampstead Tube StatioD.

relegrams: "Rey Hampstead." Tel. 2678 P.O.,Hampstead.EXTENDED F>/4YIVIENTS
Taken on any Machine or Runabout.NO EXTRA CHARGE ON
IVIOST MAKES.

TERMS: QUARTER DOWN, BALANCE IN TWELVE
EQUAL MONTHLV PAYMENTS.

Following 1912 Machines for
Immediate Delivery:

BRADBURY, 1912, standard In stock
BRADBURY, 1912, T.T
BRADBURY, 1912, free engine „
BRADBURY, igi2. two-speed „
RUDGE, 1912 standard model

,

RUDGE, 1912 T.T ,

RUDGE, igi2 free engine. , ,,

ZENITH, 1912, 3j h.p
ZENITH, 1912, 6 h.p
ZENITH, igi2, S li.p.. ?i\ d.i\s „
BAT, 1912, 3j h.p., two-speed „
BAT, 1Q12, 6 h.p., two-speed „
BAT, 1912, 6 h.p., standard model .... ,,

BAT, 1912, 8 h.p., standard model .... „
TRIUMPH, I9r2, st.mdard model
TRIUMPH, 1912, frcc-enginc model .... „
DOUGLAS, 1912, model H, tivo-spced .. „
DOUGLAS, 1912, model G
F.N,, igi2, 2j h.p., two-speed gear „
F.N. , 1912, 5-6 h.p ,,

SINGER, 3j h.p., 1912, free engine „
LINCOLN ELK, 1912 ij h.p

LINCOLN ELK, I9r2, 3 h.p
LINCOLN ELK, iqi2, 2ih.p
SINGER, ji h.p., iyi2, three-speed Rear £58 15
BEDELIACars (6 d,lys), 7i% extra E.P. 59 Gns.
G. & N. Runabouts, 8 h.p. (in 6 weeks) ,, 87 Gns.

A.C., speed sociable type (in Feb.) . . ,. £87 10
Any other makes on application.

ABOVE MACHINES FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
NO WAITING THREE WEEKS.

LINCOLN ELKS

£48
£48
£54 10
£55
£48 15
£43 15
£55
53 Gns.
G7 Gns.
69 Gns.
£59
£70 12
£58
£60
£48 15
£55
£47
£41
45 Gns.
50 Gns.
£55
£34
£30 10
£28 10

I ^B28 lOs
Sole London Agent for the famous LINCOLN ELK. Finest

value on the market for quality and rclialiility. All models
on view and for immediate delivery.

TRAuE SUPPLIED WITH VARIOUS MAKES.
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS ALLOWED.

Second-hand Machines at Bargain Prices to clear.
BAT, 8 h.p., igio, with Millford sidecar £40
HOBART, 2j h.p.. new i.,ir £29
F.N., 6 h.p., good order £18
REX, 5 h.p., igoq, two-speed £25
LINCOLN ELK, 3J h.p., loir cluich, and sidecar . £30
PRECISION, 2.! h.p., igli, almost new £25
DOUGLAS, 1910, fine order £24
TRIUMPH, igio, free engine £37
TRIUMPH, igio, free engine, splendid order .... £38
TRIUMPH, 1909, splendid order £28
BRADBURY, 1911, 2-speed gear £35
BAT, 5 h.p., T.T., condition like new, bargain. . . . £45
REX, 4 h.p., T.T., twin, 1911 model, splendid order £24
DOUGLAS, rgil. Model D, all accessories £26
ZENITH, 1910, good order £25
ZENITH, 1911 3>, h.p £39
ZENITH, 1911, 3J h.p £40
ZENITH, 191 1, jjh.p £42
TRIUMPH, 1910, I'.li £39
JJX.P.-OHATER-LEA, I9ii,2jh-p.,sp. f'ks.,mag. £18
ZENITH, 8 h.p., 1911, splendid order £48
ZENITH, 3?, h.p., 1911, good order £38
TRIUMPH Standard, 1910, with clutch £29
LINCOLN ELK, 3i h.p., and clutch £26
Cnne Sidecar, good condition £4
AU Accessories included on S.H. at the price advertised.

IN STOCK.
LIBERAL

EXCHANGES.
In answering these cidveilkcnn nt-? it is desirable to mention " Tlie Motor Cycle."

THE
£4-10 REY Sidecar£3 - 10

With Hutchinson or Michelin 26 x 2i Tyre and Tube,
30/- extra.

The famous" REY" EXHAUST WHISTLE now reduced
to 12/6 each. Triumph standard type.

The "REY" Leather Belting outlasts two of any other

makes. Price 2/- per foot.

Special Discounts to Tr.xde.

ONLY HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY.

REY, 5, HEATH STREET,

HAMPSTEAD.
A41
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BARGAINS.
Big Discount to Cash Buyers.

1912 MACHINES IN STOCK
1912 3ih.p. BRADBURY, single-speed £48

1912 sjh.p. BAADBURY, two speeds £55
1912 3i h.p. NEW HUOSON, three speeds 57 Gns

1912 zi h.p. NEW HU JSON, three speeds 47 Gns

igi2 2I h.p. A.il.S., two speeds, chain drive 47 Gns

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
tji.p. WOLF, A.J.S. engine, magneto .. £15

2I h.o. CASWELL vertical, Bosch, Amac,
h.b. control ^12

ijro 2f h.p. kiOTO-keVE, magneto, Druids tiU

1910 2jh.p. MOTO-REVE, extra hue order £23

1909 24 b.p.Twin MOTO-REVE, jox 70mm. £20

1908 T«in MOTO-REVE, magneto Druids £15

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
1910 3j h.p., &ne goer £27
lyio 3^ h.p., extra good £28

3* h.p.'i9og Speed King, extra iine £23
3" h.p. 190S Featherweight Re.t, Bosch mag £17

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.
1911 5-6 h.p. de Luxe, M.O.V., two speeds £44

1909 5-6 h.p. de Luxe, two speeds, fine . . £34
1906 5-6 h.p. Twiti Rex, M.ibon clutch £16 10
5-6 h.p., Bosch, Llovd's variable gear £22
7 h.p. de Luxe, two speeds, M.O.V £43
5-6 h.p. de Luxe, 1908, two-speed model.. £28
5-6 h.p. de Luxe. tgoS, two speeds, special £29 10

5-6 h.p.1908 two-speed de Luxe, 1909 e igine £32

N.S.U s. N.S.U'S N.S.U.'S.

5 h.p. twin, Bosch magneto £19
IQio 6 h.p., .M.O. v., two speeds £33

OTHER MAKES. OTHER MAKES.
1911 RUDGE, free engine, new November £45
1911 3j h.p. SINGER, clutch model, done

2oo"iiiiles £43

3^ h.p. L.M,C., igio model £25

3 h.p. SINGER, Bosch. V belt drive, B.& B. £16 0
3 h.p. QUADRANT, Bosch, B.& B.,sp. forks £16
3; h.p. QUADkANT, h.b. control, sp. forks £16
ij h.p. MINERVA, V bell £4 10

3I h.p. MINERVA, Bosch magneto, Amac £22

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
5-6 h.p. Clutch Model REX and new sidecar £29
5-6 h.p. Two-speed 190S REX and sidecar £33
7-g h.p Two-speed REX and -sidecar .... £53
1910 6 h.p. N.S.U. , .M.O.V., two speeds, com-

plete with N.S.U. coach-built sidecar . . £38
All fitted with Magneto and Spring Forks.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION II!.

Carnarvon, Dcnbigli, Flint, Cheshire, Derby.
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

FOR Sa'e, 1910 Bradbury motor. cycle.—Lloyd's Motore.
Stafford.

I t>12 Models, any make supp'ied; early deiivery of
-L»/ all the leauiiip makes.—Moss, \vem.

1 Q 1 1 Trimuph, free enjjine, bike and tyree perfect

:

±if £40—Oakley, Station St., Hertnesforci

LATE 1911 7h-p. Clutch Model Indian, £45; or ex-
change single and cash.— Hnush, Leamcre Walsall

PHELON and Moore, brand new, 1911 standard
tourius model: in stock; £56'10.— Mces. Wem.

tyres and coil, partlj; re-enamelled:
Burton-on-

f)lh.p. Daw.
'W 2 £3/10.—Uolman, 27, Leicester St.

X"2 nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.
3C>0 1/UWll BALANCE 6,- WEEKLY.
3 h.p. REX, vertical engine £9

3J h.p. BROWN Bicar, .M.O.V., jbin. wheels £12
t| h.p. MINERVA, V belt, spray carbiu-etter £5

JPO. nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.3^^ liUWn BALANCE 6/- WEEKLY.
3! h.p. QUADRANT, h.b. control, sp. forks £16
3 h.p. QUADRANT, h.b. control, Bosch mag. £16
3 h.D. SINGER, Bosch magneto, h.b. control £16

X>C% nn\*7N SECURES ANY OF THESE.
3b«J WUWn BALANCE 7/6 WEEKLY.
4j-5t h.p. N.S.U., fiobcn g.. h.b. control £19
r9lo"23 h.p. Twin IMOTO-REVE £22
1909 23 h.p. Twin MOTO-REVE £20

CARS AND TRICAFvS.

5 h.p. NUMBER Car, two-seater, good goer £22

6J h.p. PEUGEOT Car, two-seater £35
Duocar. Bosch magneto £45

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
f^Iew Screw-cutting I..athc. 4111. centres . .

.

iMilford Castor Wheel Sidecar
Prestod Accuinulalonj (new), 1.5 amp. ...

Tricar Frame, suit 6 h.p. eniiiiie

£6 10
£5

35/-

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,
'Jclephoiic ¥¥ A ¥ T^^^A^KT (Two minutOB

trom G.P.O.)

3 111. p. Twin Ciemeiit-Garrard, epring: forks, studded
2 tyres, perfect order; £13.-96, Overend St.. West

BroruTvich.

HlMBBR. 1911, June. 3^h.p., 2-speed. F.E.. new
Diinlcp, exiellent condition ; £40. — Vickers,

Jongletou, Clie^Lire.

3ili.p, Quadrant Mntnr Cycle. low, perfect condition,.
4 £7 leathei jacket and uap, new condition, £1.—

Ison. ujut<]nst. Blcswich.

A-S-L., SjJi.p., onl.v ridden 1.000 miles, new condi-
tiiin, witJj speedomfter. lamp, pparea; best ofier.—

Bacon. U'ellimrton. Salop.

ROTAL Enfifld 1911 Twin Lightweight, belt driven',

38 i-'umea mcdel. ridden only 10 miles; what
offers P—Bai-nn, WelIing1;on, Salop.

I Q 12 Zenith. S'jh.p.. unused; 50 guineas, or near
J-t? offer: c-a.-:h only; netting' twin-—Box 9,626, The
Motor Cycle Offiues. Coventry

BRADBURYS. 1912. free engine and 2-rtpeed models,
with all their .superb i provementa. — Pa^ke.ls,

i\"alsalL Motor Depot. Staflcrd St.

ZENITH-URADUA. 1912. 3tkp.. the motoi cycle
that is " barrfd " from all hill-rljmbin? icntests;

It speakr for ittself —Sole au^euta».fo7 distrurt, Pati^eils,
Walsall. Mntoj Depot. 250. Statlord St.

ICfcll Zenith - (Jradaa, 6h.p. twin, only arrived
-!-»? Oviaber ; th^' one and only one for heavy work.
-Pa«5ki.-lli. 250, Stafiord St., Wal-«iU.

CLYNO— Sole distrii-'t agents tor the hi'l-climbinp
Clvm.: br.oU at oni'e lor early del.very.— Pa^kells,

250. Stafford St.. Walsall.

1 Q 1 1 Xpw Triumph, ridden under 1 50 miles : casl

X tJ' wanted: £42: private owner seller.—Bos L5,876.
The Motor Cycle Otfifes. 20, Tudor St.. cO
1 Qll 7h.p. Indian. 2 speeds, practically new condi-
l-iJ tion throu^ihout." run 800 miles, most luxuriou*-
sidpuar machine; sacrifice £47-—R. Else, Leawood, Mat
lock.

31.h.p. C.TE.. spring forks, h.b.e. Bosch, Phe'on and
2 M.oorb 2-speed, tyres art new. very low, in perfect

ondition ; trial; £20,— Hallaiu. Baths, George fct-, i

Ru.^ton. - '

£12—Res, 1908. 3-h.p.. sp'endid lunninp order; real
bar^^ain ; Continental. Bates. ShamriK-k-Glorla,

overliauling coijt £10 reuently.—lanerty Stores. Wem,
5hrop:ihire.

5-6Ii.p. TT. Rex, in 'eplendid condition throughout,
rninpletp with lamp, hi-ru, tools, and spares; must

^ell: £17. -Apply. A. Wakefield, 35, Water St.. Nortb-
wich, Clie.-ihirf'.

3ih.p Mui'Tva. very low. cond climber, jnst been
2 ovrThaokd, new ai-cumulalnr; in-arefit £16; oflers

,iDd excliaufii-^ fousidered.— Yuaraley. 84, Hiph Si., Wine-
lord. Che?*hire.

BIRKENHEAD.-Triumph 1909',. 2-.'5peiMl. free, and
"iUwar i-nai'h-tiajli. encinc had 1911 fittings,

trial, £39: Triumph. £22/10: 34i p Minerva, £16, tor-

pedo, h.b.c— Keller, (iran^'e Rd.. W
4 ill. p. Twin Minerva, low, loni: handle-burs, spring

2 tork^, Lt. uiid JI.. TanaDie, "wnittle. £17; with
sidecar £19; or exi-haufre toi 7u p P^'Ui;^'0t or J.A.P.
engine and cadli-— 26. Moorland Rd., Stockport.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Jutland,
Nortiiamptonshire, aud Warwiclishire.

GRIl-TUX 3h-p., uf'W tyrcri, pnod order; Bpleudid bar-

ciiin. £6'10.-PliiMtnw, (Jriuir-by.

WOOIMJATK for Triumphs; sinck, or early delivGri^^

fit all mcdelrt; al.>*o several accuuMiand.

WOODOATE foi Sinj,'cri, 2i, 3)., and 4h,p, models,
with 1. 2, and 3 fipci'ds: two seiioud-hnud

WOO D(}ATE for Royal Rnfiold.'*; immediate .ielivery

2iii-p. 2.spcfd. and 6Ii [i Hidi-rar couihinntion.

WOOliOATE for Rndjrcs, Ariel,'*, Ri'xcs. nr any otlier

nialip yoti miiy liincy : also for n-ully liiKh-fluwM

,

fci (nirl-haiid^- Ki't us have youi cmpiirlcH.— .J, .1. WikmI-
^'atcV Motor D.'iait U-xluh. 1900), Coventry Rd., liir-

mtiii-'luim *l*honii: 372 Virt.ivla.

liorn, li.li.c ; £21, or
Coventry.

Wolf, h.b.r., t^plendkl conditidu

:

£10. no oltfiH.— I'. J. Collier, 8t. John'n. WunvicU-

RF.X. 3ili.p., inaKiH'to, lamp,
ncare.H.— Owen. 32, C(aindon ltd.,

T lUirrWEIUTIT

FARRAR'S

Model C, £7.
-„ Our other Models are

:

'

MODEL DE LUXE £6 &
MODEL E; with child's seat £7 5
MODEL D, coach-built £8 ,0

Carriage paid to your home.
All complete with Michelin or Continental Tyres.

.;

Customers have option of Round or Car Pattern
Mudguards.

The following refinements are fitted to all models.
No extra charge whatever :

1. Ki:k-up Stand for jacking up sidecar wheel
for tyre repairs.

2. Large sized Cocoanut Mat fitted to foot of

sidecar.

3. Spe.ial Sidecar Lamp (plated), and fitted to

show white light at front and red light

to rear.

4. Extra Rapid Quick Detachable Joints.

5. We pay carriage to any town in the United

Kingdom.
Discount to Trade buyers.

MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES
We have a quantity of frames by well-known maker.

Pri:e 32 6 ea:h.

Rigid forks. 7,'6 extra. Druid lories, 45'- extra.

Enamelled and plated in first-class style.

TYRES. TYRES. TYKES.
Heavy Rubber-studded Covers. 26x2^^.... 18,'6

26 X j^ HutchinboD Heavy T.T. Cnvers .... 25 -

26 X 2 and 26 X 2i Wired-edge Covers 12 6
Continental Rubber Non-skidi, 2bx2j or 2} 30--

Hutchinson Ribbed Tread. 2f>x2j 18,'6

Continental, beadf^, 26x2 18/8
Tubes, .ill ^izeb. guaranteed 9/6
New Buitnd Tube. 26x 2i 8/6
New Butted Tube, 26 x 2.4 9/3
Special Heavy 2O x 2!t Tubes, guaranteed .

.

7/6

55/-

9.6
11/6
11/6
14/6

NilSCELLANEOUS BAkGAINS.
Mabon Clutch, hts twui Rex
Brooks Bioo Saddle
Brooks BJ05 S;iddle

Lycett's Liot) SadtUe (new)

Lycett''? ditto, padded tup (new)

Cocoa Fibre Sidecar Ftioiniats 3/-

Soiled Amac CarburetitTb, h.b. control .... 15/-

Second-hand ditto 12/6
New Bnsch D A V Twin Magneto, 48" ...

.

£44
Bosch .Magneto, D A 2, singU-cylinder .... 57/6
Rex Pattern Belt Run Brake incw) 6*6

Lycetfs Carrier Tnolbag-^ (new) 7/6
1 h.p. Electric Motor. 230 volts £7
New 4 h.p. N.SU. Engine, perfect £7

3^ h.p Re^ Engine. MOV £5 10

6 b.p. Staliniiary linguic. carburetter, coil .

.

£6
Sidecar L.inips, show red light behind .... 7 6

Trailer, 26111. wheels 25.'-

New Toolbags, uxOx sjin, ~ 4 6

Sidecar Apiuris, grerii nr red, with studs .. 7 6

Dnnd Spring Forks (new) £2 6

Ni'w Lyii'tr's Tubular Canicrs ,

Loiigui'inare Carburetters 1 T
FARRAR'S

IVtOTOe? EXCHAI^GE,
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,

HALIFAX ''•'• '"-"'

Telephone Qly.

Irom (i.e.O.)

Ill anawcrina iJiesa advcvCiscmi'iils it is (Jenirahte, to iiictilion " Tht Motor Cycle."
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AN IDEAL
SIDECARMACHINE

X' MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
yv IQll Slip. Zenitli, shop-soiled, delivered Dec; £65.

X ion 3!Ii.p. Zenith, shop-60iIed, delivered Dec: £50.

1Q11 2;h.p. Standard Douglas, shop-soiled; £35.

Two-speed Free Engine

X 1'Qll Standard Ariel, eecond-hand, grand condition;
If JLt* £28.

Y IQ^^ 2-speed Dongias, clutch model, grand condition

;

XI Q 1 1 Second-hand 3ih.p. Zenith, only run 500 miles

;

HI I B H ^r ^iv X 1 Q*-*^ 2^1].p Douglas, 6tandar(i model, pood condition;

^^J ^^^ ^^P ^ 1^ ^*^ £20—Colm<ire Depot. 62. High St.. Leirester.

:^ 1 Q12 Douglas, all models; boob now for early delivery.

** 1 Q12 Zenith, all models; spring deliveries selling faet.y J- *^ Order at once.

1 Q12 New Hudson, the famous S-speed machine; call

K J-t/ and cet deKcriDtion.

The engine starts with back wheel on the
groimd, and on test these Rudges give 8 h.p.

RUDGEt two speeds, free engine £56 10

ALL MACHINES GUARANTEED AND
ACTUALLY IN STOCK.

RUDGE, 1912 standard £48
RUDGE, tgi2 standard £48
RUDGE, Miilti-Kt-ar Model, delivered ist March
ROYAL* ENFIELD, rgii model, two speeds,

h.mdle starting, a beauty £33
TRIUMPH, bike new, not done 500 mileSj

gu<iran teed £40
RUDGE, tree en"-""- ign, Paltner Cord

covers corraiaon £45
BRAOr^RY, stHtulnrd 1911, unscratcbed,

el.iborate condition £39
RUDGE, Racing Model, tiiit all improve-

int-uts, very speedy, first-cIass con-fition £40
N.S.U., 4^ b.p.. twin, 2 >peed gear, Bosch

matrneio, very fast £24
N.8.U., yi h.p.. rgoS, magneto, h.b.c, good

and s<juul1 throughout £21
HUMBEk, ig09, 3i h.p.. two speeds, very

povverrtil. ...;,.,,....., £28
N.8.U., 3 h.p., magtieto, all improvements .. £18
QUADRANT, 3^ h.p., take a sidecar, good

condiiiun .~.
'. .... £12

REX, igit. brand new twin-cylinder, Bosch
dlunuiinini, footboards, all improvements £38

REX, s h.p., lyoy, spnrig furks, adjustable
pulleys £26

REX DE LUXE, 1909, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed gear,
vannblH pulley £32

REX DE LUXE, 5-6 b.p,. Bosch, spring' foVks,
two spt^ds, handle startuig £28

ADVANCE. 6 h.p., magneto, h.b.c, twin
cyliti(Jf-r, povvprfnl £-17

PORTLAND, Peugf'.t engine. 3^ h.p.,' *iqii
mtjilei. Iins<iv ni.igneto. rubber non-skids,
machine little and Ciirefiillv used ". ..... £32

MINERVA. 8 h.p., Roc 2-speed. handle
st.irting, torpedo tank, grey fmin-h, very
el.iborate and smart, complete with
sidecar £47 IQ

CENTAUR, P. & M., two speeds, complete
with sidecar, splendid nnmint; ['. £25

REX, 5-6 h.p., igii, M.O. valvp.s. two
speeds, free engme, Hmks' carburetter,
sidecar, good tyres to all wheels, splen-
did order thrnuglmut £42 10

LLOYDS, 2 h.p., smartly finished £8
OE DION, Phopni.x 2-speed gear, low and racy £10
REX, 2 h.p.. spray carburetter £7

CASH, CREDIT, or F.XCH.-VNGB TERMS
TO SUIT VOUR POCKET. WRITE US.

S. & R. Sidecar, wicker basket, nicely up-
holstered £5 5

S. & R. with wheel supported at both sides £6 6
S. & R. ^^^th white cane basket £7 7
S, & R. with torpedo enclosed body £8 8
S. & R. with coach-bnili body t\\ 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
1911 Brott-n and Barlow carburetter 25/-
Pcst Horns, Lucas pattern, very loud and

musical 12/6
New PulliT Midget Coil 7.3
Long Handle-bars ,,,, , 4^-9
Second-hand P. and H. Lamp, excellent con-

dition and order 6/6
Rubber-studded Genuine 26 x 2in. Avon

Tyre 20 '-

Xl9'
and get description.

2 Clyno. the sen-nation of the Show; a few left of

the Touript Trophy rare winners.—
Hish St., Leiceater.

the spring deliveries.

XT Q12 Matihio
^*J Colmore Depot. 62

B-B. carburetter, h.b-o., new tyre;
£10/10— PUi.-;tow. Grimsby.

X 'T'Rirail'H, 1910. F-E., speedometer, lamp, generator,
__ -L horn, back rest, Jiew condition; £42/10.—Plastow,^ Grimsby.

X 'PKItJMPH. 5h.p.,

Collier's Motorles,

Westgate, Halifax,

ENGLAND.

Brand New iqii 3* h.p. Tourist REX 43 6n$
„ „ 1911 2\ h.p. Two-speed REX Junior.. 60 GrtJ

„ „ 1911 si h.p. Free-engine REX 48 6nj

M >. 19x1 3i b.p. REX DE LUXE 57 Gns

w TTUMBEE. 1911, 2-ppePd. Cnwey epeedometer, lamp,

X
_enpnitor. licra. wbi'^Tle, sidecar, only ridden 2.300

railp..^ : £45.— Pla.<tow, Grimsby.

HTJMBEE. 1911. 2-sr"'ed, brand new heavy Kempshall
tyra.^; £35.— t*la*;tow. Gnmsby.

TkOUOLAS. 1911 m^del E., 2-«peed. free engine,y J-' handle starting, ridden 2,000 miles; £37/10.—*^ Plastnw. Grim<*by.

£29.—

absolutely perfect; £27.

Also 191 1 New 2-.speed Twin REX
DE LUXE as per illustration 60 GnS,

Discount to Cash Buyers. Liberal Excltanges.

X "T^OrdLAS, 1911 Model D., new condition
•liif^tow, Grimsby.

rjOtJGLAS. 1910 Model U.,

free en-
motor.

Xw -L' -l'i:i.itow, Grimsby.

IVTINERVA, 3ih.p., 1910, B.B. carburetter, new Pal-
XlTj. mer cor^l tyre, perfect order; £21.—Plaetow,

Gnmsby.

X 1Q'^ Tniunplifi in etork, D.-.uelas, B-S.A-. Bradbury,'* -Itf Ru.lse, Zenith; oaers.-Clifford, Eastwood, Notts.y ESfhanyert.

XT^UIL'MPH, 1910. clutch model, accesjiorie.>» ; expert
X e.'ijtmiuation ; £36.—J., 100, Pershore Rd,. Bir-
minchHiu.

X TTU-MBEE, 1911 model. 3ih.p., tree engine. 2 speeds,±i [)'ml<rp.i, priii-ti.ally u<*« ; har^'ain, £33/10; cost

X £52-12. RuH Ems. Birminirham.

X'T'EIUMPH, 1911, 3ih.p., Duulop studded tyres, free
-I en^'ine. as new; bargain, £40.-12, Bull Ring, iSir-

-- iiiinirlmm.

IQ'" ^^^' ''rin-cyl., 5-Bh.p., plate clutch, fXX «7 LTue. r^priui: turkti and seat, grand sidecar
— 12. Bull Rius, Birmingham.

XT> EX De Ltise, 1911 mc«lpl. twin-cyl., 6h,p.. free en-
-tV L'ine. 2 speeds, mairuelo, drip fet-d. ahuuiuirmi foot-

X boards as new; bargam, £40.—Brown's, 12, Bull King,
Biruiingiiam.

XA RNO, 1910 model, 3ih.p., maeneto ignition. Dniid
XX ppriug forks, Dunkip studded tyres, h.b.o. ; bar-

yr gam. £19/10.-12, Bull Emg, Birmiugham.

X"Vr.S.tr., 1910 model. 3ih.p., magneto, spring fork*,
i'l lihc: bargain, £19/10.—Brown's, 12, Bull Ring,
Birmingham.

/V IQll 3ih.p. Standard Bradbury, new, nnr-dnen: £40,
__ X .7 ln\VH.it

; private o%vner.—9,633, The Muttrr Cycle

J^ Oflli es, Coventry.

XO l.b.p. Late 1911 Zenith Gradua. in perfect condition,
t>2 very little used; what 0fFeT3?-H. F. I'homley,

»* 32. St.. Al,ary's Crescent. Leamington.

** 1011 Twin Rex de Luxe, 5-6h.p., free engine, 2XX «/ jpetsls. braud new. jiLst deliVHre<l. — Box No.
9.f^4. Tht Motor Cycle Oltlees, Coventry.

jt 1Q11 4ih-p. Precision, h.b.c, Chater-Leu frame,
Xi7 Druid fork.s, lamp, horn, like new; £28.—Rowe,V Station House, Little Bytham. Grantham.

X1Q11
P. and M., sidecar machine, 2.Jin. tyres, and

Xt/ extra fittings, not run 2.500 miles, condition
ac; new; £50.-120. Pershore St., Birmingham.

X rpErCMPH. 1909. 'WTlittlo belt, Cowey. head lightXX and generator, souud tyres, perfect riinning order;
£27/10. bargain.—Stevens, Third Av., Nottingham.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
CASH, EXCHANGE, OR EASY PAYMENTS.

IQir 3.^ h.p. SINGER, free engine, new £49 9
1911 T\an Tw. .-speed REX DE LUXE £«7 10
6 h.p. Turn ZEDEL, Bo^ch, \S. & B., spring forks £26 10

I'll" 7 h.p. Twm REX, M.O. V £37 10

FAFNIR, Bosch, h.b.c, liidiao red, Druids £19 10

Magneto TRIUMPH, spring torks, very smart .. £25 10

Magmto T«iu REX £19 '»

RtX, iMio. 3} h.p., "hot smH" £29 10

Si h.p. Two-si»-eii Twin REX OE LUXE £29 10

5 h.p. igio I'uin REX, apeclal (nachme £29 10

4j h.p. Four-cvlinder F.N., maguetD £19 19

5I h.p. Twui REX, very simirl £16 10

2j h.p. KERRY, run- well,. spring forks £10 10

l.jlo 3» h.p. T r. REX, very fast £27 10

TKIUIKPH, w"^ verv goon .£23 tO

2i h.p. DE DION, 5prav carburetter £10 10

3 b.p. HUMBER, ch.iin drive £7 10

lt)Ov 3i h.p. REX Oe LUXE, two spends ; £32 10

lijoS 3! h.p. M..gnri.. BEX, spring fnrlu £22 10

H107 34 h.p. M.ignt-tn REX, spnng forks £19 19

3J h.p. Tourihl REX, brnn.l new £29 10
11,10 Twin REX DE LUXE, two speeds .' £« 10
Kvw Twin REX, L.intilever seat ... 36 Gn«
Twin REX OE LUXL md sidecar £27 10

3i h.p. .M.ignru. IVllNEh\*, . .^ £19 10

r/lOTO-REVe, magnet,,, Druids £19 19

MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight £14 10

3} h.p. MINERVA, .M.O.V £14 10

F.N. Ligiilweighi, magneto spring forks £19 19

REX, 3J h.p. spring fu.rks £15 10

iql 1 3* h.p. Tonri-l REX £32 10

I9ir Twnn REX OE LUXE £48 tO

191 1 Single-cylinder Twn-spced REX, 300 miles .. £42 10

3j h.p. Twn-spt-ed N.S.U., extra good £21

3 h.p. ANTOINE, h.b. control £12 10

2i h.p. F.N., h.b. control, very smart £12 10

A CALL WILL REPAY YOU.

Early deliveries of
1912 Bradbury machines.

SCOTT'S,
Victoria. Motor House,

POWELL STREET, HALIFAX,
Telephone—433 National.
Telegrams—*' SCOTT, Powell Street, Halifax.'*

XXKXXXXXXXXX

X 1Q12 F-E. Triumphs, B-S.A.'s, Rudges, Bradbnrys,
* j-*J Prpiuier?;, tor iujixieaiate delivery; 1911 new r .E-V Eudffe, delivered November, oilers-—P lastow, Grimshr.

XrpBIUMPII, clutch model, 1911 engine'and g^ars, all

J- a<:i.'es-:orie8, ppriec-t (.'ondition, grand sidecar
mathiDe; £35.-41. Spring Rd.. Edgbaston. Birmingham.

X
X B.S.A., S^h.p., 1911, variable pulley, Albion free en-

gine, excellent condition; £42; seen by appoint-
ment.-
ha:

Doct:r, 19, Montague Ed., Edgbaston, Birming-

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."

Exchanges Quoted. Distance no objection.

28 X 2i CAL.MON and CLINCHER Covers 14/6
26X 2I Wired MICHELl.N Heavy Tricar Covers .. 17/6

Tubes, all sizes, guaranteed 5/11

24x21 REFLEX Beaded Covers 12/6
Tubes 5/11

A43
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMPH, 1910, free engine, exieptional etudition;

DO winter or ^idCv-ar u-^p; ridden and well 1 eked
after by owner only; price £35, real bargain.—Wheeler,
Sparbbrocli Co., Coventry.

ZENITH. 1911. 3ih.p.. with patent liandle starting,
aisu Aiuuif^Qoiery ^aetar. iiuiaa lurni^, spares:

£oi; grano LOuiinuuiioH.— j-. j. Ji^vans, 358, Stratford
Rd-. btraiinjiiiuai.

HUMHER. 3ib.p., 2-speeQ model, complete with slde-
L<ir, lump. >pjres; £42.—jr. J. JLVuns, 358, Strut-

fcird Ra. . 13irutin;:uam.

CLYNOS, 1912 models in stock; also Montj^oinery,
Clyno, and Can..elet sidecars; exchanges audtnale

arrun^v ...— ^-
. o - i.v.m.s, SparKniii, ijirmingnam.

HUMBER. 3ilj.p., 2--pped. 1911. only been driven
500 miles, condition as new, witli Uimu, lji.rn,

GarnoT alfinn. tco! kit rt'-- : £35.—Apply, No. 9.617,
The Motor Cycle Ofiires, Coventry.

TRIUMPH. 1909-10. Bo.sch. li. and B. variable jet.

Pdi^jcr 'orui la iiij, tienirat r. lioru, tn ^, d
sp:tres, condition like neve; £30 —Evans, c/o Brown and
Burlow, Westwocd Rd., U inou. Birmingliaoi. ,

1 'Qill Triumph, tree engine, conditirn as new. Dun-
JLc/ Inji-^ (nt-w baUi/. F.R.S- 58/6 s.-t. spares. £45;
al>o 1911 '.liin") Rud^H Wliitworth, Irt-e eusine, lyrts
art new. Rev eshaudt wliif^tle. uiirroi, watch, tc^la, £tki.—
Wheelpr, Earl St., Ccventry.

TRIUMt'ri. 1911. tree engine, speedometer, £45;
F.,\ , 1910, 2-sppf^d. free engine, i.ia.\i.. Lead light.

Bcces^nrie-i. £ki//10; PremJcr. 19ii.. Irei- engine, new.
£50: Mmerv.i. ^ijii.p.. uew ti. and lj. i:urbureuer, £13.
—Wostgate Motor Co., Peterborough.

"B Q 1 1 5h.p. TT. MatnhlP>;s. overhead valves, not ridden
X«7 300 mile^, in ^^Xrclltnt < rd<-r. £02: 1911 Sjb-i.
Humber. new July. 2-..pet;d ir-^ar. tref- ent:in^, splendid'
condition. £39:. 1910 Sjhp- Triumph, very little u-ed.
and in good order: £29-— 8. Shake.s].eure St., Nottingham.

SECOND-HAND Motor Cycles.—We never bang on to
fiertmd-lian'U- A quii k turni'VPr i? what we nam.

and lliat i-; wliy we oficr second-Imnd molor pyrlps. at
pound"^ belijw ntnt;i lumses. We have just received dt--

livtTy of a lar^'e nunibpr m' new 1912 liougias unniiines.
anil have placed tliesp with cu-^tnmers niij Ihitp es-
ch»itii:ed their I9ll and 1910 mounts Ion know tlie

eayius. '" On<e a l'fiugla:i rider always a Hcugla.- nner"
Thfse fiecdud-liaml? are being Ihoruughly renuvuted, and
Tvill he ilpared at bariraiu prici^- 1910 Dougla-i, fr.11)

£22, 1911 n'iu;;las, from ±.'11 £25 ip^'ut on a Cnlmore
Dougla-) will pn.vp a fine inveFtineut Let us send you a
list of about PO really good .second-hands in stock--Col-
more Depot, 27, Colmore Row, Birmingham.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdcn
and Bedford.

MANN. EirtTton and Co., Ltd.. of Norwich, have
the fdllowing motor cycles for sale;

31.h.p. 1911 Premier, free engine, only run 1.200
2 railns; £42/10.

3ih.p. 1910 Triumph, free engine, corpletcly pqnipped
2 \rjth Cowcy sijeedomcler. Lui^as J^cad la-^p auu

geufrator. born, etu., in excellent order; £40.

ZENITH Bicar, in good running order; £8, or near
offer.

1 Q12 Bradbury, tree engine model, in atc^^k : first
iS7 L-beque £54/10 secure^.— Wiil iiott B.os., Ntrwici.

~|Ol2 Rover, free engine model. £55/5: aKo 2 h p.
XJ/tw: " ' .- - - "-
Norwich.

£9 -23h p. Kerry. B. and B., h.b.c, new C.A.V
jHfumulatur, Lyso beil. perfect.—Bret ti High St..

Brandon

riiRTUMPHS. Bradburys. E.S.A.'s, Humbera». Rurigea,
i Fnflpld-i. Premiera, Mutcllle»9, from stotk.—Lain-
btrt. ThetfoTd.

NEW Kerry-Abingdon. 3ib.p.. fitandard model: £45:
in Btf» k : pleiu^ed to show to likely buyers.—Hitch-

cock. Klnifwoll.

Di)U01,AS. 15»10. engine just returned DouglaH,
tvrc .'.vfelltnt conditiou; £27-—ltobius-.n'a, Creen

6t.. Ciiinhiidge.

1 on Triumph Standard. 3ih p. engine, esrcllent £39

.

XJ/ -landiinl Tnu.iiph. 1909 pattern, £29.—Robin
fio'j'H. iJr''ii St.. Cuinhridgc

ZENITH. 1911 patterr, 3ih.p.. witb lamp, hnrn,
-pnt'damolcr; £45.— RobinBou's, Urccn St., Cam

bridwB

rQll Premier, 3ib.p., free engine, under 200 niilos

;

V £39.-Ri.hinf*on':i. Green St.. Camliridgc.

CLYXOS. ClviiDR. 1912^2-ypi'Od Itlic fldccnr uperinll.

in .tn I; i'l-tant delivery; £68/5.— Uobiiieon'«,
Grc^t) St., CamhrHlge.

*1 Q09 Mot .Revo, rciently nrerbaulfd, £16: 1911
X*y .Vl'iu-Ui've £20.—Uoblut'On's. GrocD St., Cam-
bridge.

1 012 Trlnipph. fr/^c t'ndne. In utocU; inrtnnt dc-
X*y \\\viy £55.— Hf.bin^on•», Gtcen St.. Ciiuibndge

Idll I'rcmior. free engine, 3ih.p., qnlte new, £45;
J.rl i,,i wi"' 7>'.\\v; Miite rir'vv. £42.— Uubnt.<oii'>,

Green St, Canilrt"i(li;o.

ivin Centaur, £42; both in titock.—Willmctt Bros.

1912REX-JA.P.

— the Motor Cycle

of the year
and the machine you should purchase if

you require a pouerful, reliable, Motor
Cycle, easy running, simple to drive,

capable of climbing any hill with sidecar

and passenger, and with Frame and Tyres

which will stand the strain.

THE CLUTCH AND TWO SPEED GEAR, with
handle.jlarimg.liveaxli-irnade under 'Roc' license!
is seii-coniained,.)( simple tonsiruction, and liighly
efficienl. che bell speed being constant. Direct
drive on top speed. Correct- gear engagement is

positive. Either gear may be engaged without
passing through tlie other.

ONLY TWO PEDALS—there can be no mistake in
selecting the gear, so that speed changes may be
made conridenily. Simplv "Press the Pedal " and
the clutch engages gradually, imoolhly, and with-
out shock. The ma-.-hine can be started on any
hill. It gives vou perfect control in traific, and
enatles you to stop and start at will without leav-
ing the saddle. It is the onlv perfect, reliable
clutch jnd two-speed gear for Sidecar work, and
has been luUy tested and proved.

We shall be pleased to post you Catalogue

describing the many advantages of this

unique machine.

A)ENTS—Write for Contract terms.

COLONIC L DEALERS—The Rex-J.A.P.
Colonial models will be of interest to

YOU,

THE PREMIER
MOTOR CO., LTD.,

Aston R ad,
BIRMINGHAM.

Telegrams: "Primus, Birmingham."
Telephone: Central

.f 310.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A., 3ih.p,, new September. 1911, uuseratohed and

nntarnislied, very liille riilaen; f 't4.10.—Hawat,
feauthwnlfL

PREMIEE, 3ih.p. twin, late 1910. not ridden lant
year or this, perfect order, tyres as new; £32.-41,

nigh St.. Sonthwcld.

F.N.. 1910. 211i.p., 2-spre<1, 1911 pattern cylinder,
lamp horn, spares, excelleai conditiLn, uareiuUy

li.ed.—Stepperson, Key\rortn. Benwick, March.

"I Q09J Triumph, recently overhauled, new piston,
J. tf .itndded tyre^. \^ iiittle, la up. horn, - ptc. : per-
tect order: f28.-BooliBr, Wereham, Stoke Ferry.

T.H.. NICE and Co., Bury St. Edmunds, etc., for
'imme<liate delivery Hnaibeys'. ' New nudaohs, 'Pre-

miers, B.S..\.'.^; exceptional alli.wances f..r old maehinee.

O.S.A, : B.S.A.: B.SA. 1 - Early deliveries of all

J-* models of the^^e celebrated machines; secoud-Uaud
' machines part payment.—A. F. Garuliam and Co., sole
Mgent;; Ip~wich.

IQ12 Triumph, B.S.A.. Eirdge, Bradbury in fitock;A" e.xchauaes. 1911 free engine Triumph, new,
£48; 1911 free enirine Trin uph. horn, lamp, mirroi,
£15: 1911 Tourist Trophv Triuaiph, horn. lamp, mirror,

£42; 1910 Igitwpi;;ht Enfied, £18 1911 8h.p Bat
and sidecar, 2--speHd, hum. speedometer, nearly new, £63.

—l>arker and Son, St. Ives. Hunts. Instalments taken.

SECTION VI.

VVorcester=hiie, Hereford hire. Radnor, Breck-

nock, Munmoutli, Glamargan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SINGLE, 1911, 2h p., perfect ocndifon thionshout;
£26. or near cfler.— Saunders, Usk.

HUMBEE Lightweight, 2ii.p., in perfect order; ie25.

—W r (iraliam. Norton Barr,uiis. Worcester. '

HUMBEE, 1911. 3!h.p. u-speeo. perfect throushcut;
£37/10.-tieen, Marrioxt s luuxor House, Here-

lord.

N.S.U. Lightweight, lih.p., Bosch, 1,000 mile.s;

£15/15, or exchange 3ih.p.—Mowbray Joyce, Ponty-
pridd.

TUItTMPH, 1912, free engine, arrived to-day; instant
delivery from stock.—Tilley, Motors, Ledbury, Here-

fordshire.

B.S.A-, 1911. 3']i p , Albion clutch, lamp, horn. Garner,
perfect condition ; 38 guineas.-Williams, Spring-

field. Pontrpridd.

FOE Earliest lleliveries of Triumph, Humber, En-
field.s. Singer, Premier, apply at once, Griffiths,

Cycle Emporium. Llauelly.

"IQlli Bradbury. Sih.p., excellent condition: best
Xi' ca*^h offer, or exchange 1912 F.E. Triumph.—
L. W- Thackway, Eign St., Hereford.

PAXi) M.. 3ih.p.. 2-sppc(i, uone 4,600 miles, splen-^

did i-onuition, lately oventauleu. new KempshiiU
tyre, spares. uo»ey speeaomexer: iob.—Oakes, Pershore.

BRADBUEY. 1910i, conuiuon like new, lately over-

hauled, new Palmer .tyre, spares, very fast; £30.
-Oakes, rersjiore.

BEAriBUEY. SJh.p.. standard 1911, only rid>Vn 400
miles, as new; cost £48/15 soil £38, a bargain.

-On vn^w, W. Pugh, 12, Lion St.. Hay, Hereford.

MINEEVA. 2Jhp.. h h.c. magneto, adjustable pulley,

new tyrtT.. B.nit- carburetrei ; Uuadroul .'uutue,

Slip.. flrst-ila«s condition : Nilmeiior coil, 3/-.— Bowling,
chemir^t, Pembroke Dock.

"I
Q06 Triumph. 31li,p.. uuridden since overhonling at

Xt/ thti cost .if £10. inchidiuit oew Simns magneto,
Lt and B carbiirctter, lootrcsts. hnudi<^bar. stand, etc.,

engine like ut-w, Uui.tle belt. C;incli.-r tyres; bargain,
£22.—Collier. 52. Sonier.-et St.. Abertillerj.

IVOR ROBERTS. Oxford St.. Swansea.-1910 frc»
cnL-:ne 3;li n Tnu uph £37/10; 1910 twin Enfield,

aih.p.. not ndilcn 2,000 iiiili\s. £24; 1910 twin EriHcld.

2,lh.p.. £18; 1910 2h.li. .\Ioto-Ecve lightwciglit. £21110;
i;h,p .Mniervu £3: 1911 Zah.p twin Fiillcld, 2-sp.'cd.

tree engine, chain drive, net ridden 1.000 miles. £40;
^Ui p Cle ncnt-Oarrard. cord condition, £5; 1910 Vin-loo
Siiecnil. 2-speed. free engine. 7li p witli Fiilforii rn.lial

wheel sidecar. £55; in stocli. 1912 2 epccd free cntiiio

2;ii.p. twin Ehfleld. 1912 Rudge. 1912 free engine
B.S..V.

SECTION VII.

(iloncester, Ovford, Itiickint^ham, Rerka
'

I
Wilts, and Hants, and Cliaivnel Islands.

»>3.h.p, Enfield, new July; £45 —.Mi Bride, LucknailJ,
'W4 Chippenham.

DOt'ULAS. 1911. 2-.speed. perfect condition; £35.—
Wnsley, 9. Victoria St., Uiistol.

1011 New Bradburys, standard and S-spced mo'Tbls;
iJ biirgaiu prices, ca.sh ollcra. — G.nger, Motorw,

Hiiihiiry

1Q10 Triumph, elntch model, perfect, and good con-
t-tJ dition: £36, or nearest offer— 3, Alma Court,
Newbury.

DOUGLAS. 1910. little u.Hcd. new tyro, etc.. cplcn
di<i condition ; £27 ; approval—26. Loudon ltd..

A.,1 III aiinviriiij/ t/icac advcrtiecmcnls it is dcsiruliU to mention "'J'ln' Motor Ci/rh."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
5]i.p. Twin Vindt'c:, special Truflault ,'^print; forts, mag-

netn. two nfv; lyres new Whittle belt, just over-

hauled; £25.—Below.

3ili.p- Kerry, spring foik^', B. and B. carliuretter,

4 26in -wheeLs Clinciiei tyres, nearly new Lyso
belt, fo^trrsts, «tand, ^ brakes, low build, as new; £14-
—Apply, The Warminster M'. tor Co., Ltu-, Warminster,
Wilts.

"jQll T.T. Triumpli, splendid pcnditlon, very Ult'eXv used, lamp, liuru. span? belt and carrier; price
£38.—E. A. Dans. Ringwocd, Hiiuts.

DOUGLAS. 22b. p., 2-speed pear, footboards, and fitart-,

ixm bandlH, I9ii model; £35.—T- liaker and Sons,
Friar St-. Ecadmg.

DOUGLAS, 22b.p.. 1910 model; £25.—T. Baker and
Son5, Knar St., Readius.

OUGLAS. 2|h.p.. 191X model; £28—T. Baker and I

S-^ns, Friar St., Reading.

"TRIUMPH. 35b p., late 1909 model, all accessories;.
£30.—T. Baker and Sons, Reading-

j

OUGLAS. 23b.p, 1911 model; £32.-T. Baker and
Soiirj, Friar St., Reading.

N. Ligbtwei;-ht, 2-(jpeed. free engine; £28.—T. Baker
and Slus, Friar St.. Reading.

PREMIER, 5ihp., 1912 model, witb 1911 engine
fined, splendid oraer and conditioa; £27/10.—T.

Baker and Soud, Reading-

^li.p. Donglas, late 1910 vvliittle, 2 extra tyres, fine
4 iiiil-cli.iioer: £db: warning 2-seater.— U.S.. 48,

jj.i,'j St , JforismoutD.

33b.p. Minerva-Ariel, new tyrea and tubes, engine re-
4 bu.slied. low built: £6/10 bargain.— Feutuu. Pal-

mers Store.-*. Cheltenham-
1Q12 Triutupb, free engine, not impai-kf^n; aiBO
A*.' seuond-iiand Quadrant, Sjb, p., BosL^h magneto,
good order —ML-rrea, (jorsliam,

5 -6b- p. F.N., new condition tbrougbout. magneto,
climb unythius, very powerful; bargain, £19,—

119. Ilaviluud Kd.. Eournemcutb.

B.S-A., 1911, standafd, only done 1,800 miles, com-
plete with lamp. born, etc-; £38.—Frank Belcher,

Marston St- Laurence, Banbury.

RUDGE and Bradbury Models, for prompt delivery;
trial runs; exihjui^ieri entertained ; send for lists.—

Agent, Barnes. Colnbrook, Biicka.

IMMEDIATE Iielivery from stctk 1912 3ib.p. B S.A.,
free eniiin*'. £56a0: 1912 2'.b-p. SinKer, £39--

Davenport Vernun and Co., High Wycombe.

3Xb.p. Magnetu Brown, very Uw, (iprtuir fork''. Amac.
2 nearly ufw tyres, rebored, euam'-lli-d, and plated:

£22.— Dale, Pound St.. Warn^iuster, Wlltti.

"ttQll Dcnglas, atu^olutoly as new, only u?-cA week-
it/ t-nds; owner gong abnad; any trial; £28, or
near offer.-Gordon Judd, Barton Stat*-y, Hants.

TRIUMPH. 1910. July, done 2.557 mites, variable
pulley : £-52 tor quick sale, or sidecar £35/10;

no otters.—Jai-oo. Noel cottage, liletciil<jy. Bucks.

The Famous

Garner
M.C. Alarm.

2

qih.p. Cham Drive Humbcr, in excellent condition,
just rebushed, h.b.c, Xl'All spring fnik-. gond

tyres, and greatly improved; £9.—Shiirpi, Bradiord-un-
Avon-

ETLES and Eyies. Motor Cycle Garage, Osford.—
Bargains in serond-band machines; Indians (tjintrle

and twin, free engine), Douglas, B S-A., Premier. Hum-
bcr i2-speed).

EYLES and EyIes. Meter Cycle Garage. Oxford-
Latest models Bat. B.S.A., I'rejnier, and Ivy Pre-

cision motor cycles;
fit.ck.

cane and coach-built sidecars in

1Q09 2h.p. Twin Mcto-Reve, magneto, b.b.c
J-*^ belt, adjustable pulley tyres

£16/16.-

^Tiittle
new, in perfect

Burnett, Burnett

33.hp- lioutilaa.

4 butte^l tubes.

rnnninsr order : mufst
Tyre Co., Melksbam.

IQllA Triuaipb, MaboD free engine, Lucas 50/- lamp.
Jiij riaacu uutier 900 miles, aciessorie-* and i^pares,
practif-ali'' unscrutilied auu laultless ; 38 gmneas.—T.
±L Bennett. Portsmouth Waterworks-

RUIlGE-WHITWOltTH. 3)h.p.. 1910 model, new
Marih. only c^imht u/^e, perfect condition, Lucaa

Imnp. all (<parfs. toi-ifi, oen Hunlop pp:ire tyre; £40, or
of!er.-Orr Ewing. Christ Cbunh, Oxford-

perfect running order, tyres gcod.
(ouiplpte accessories and spares, in-'

eluding belt. tyr^. and 2 tuhe^^ : 16 guineop wHUted, ijide-

.;ar machine.— (Jiisn^U, Hifrh Sch:oI, Melkshum-

EXFIELD. 23h.p., 1911, free engine. 2-speed, chain
drive, dr.viut; cliain ccmpletely encased, pmcti-

cnlly new, new November, run 350 miles: owner getting
Bldecar model; £40-—R., Ea^dale. Alexandra R4-,
Andover

SECOND-HAND Motor Cycleji—We have the larcest. 1

^to!l; in the Li'uuty, comprising passenger. m-Io, '

and lightweight machines, all in excellent condition

;

list free per return- — Morns, Motor Cycle Garage,
Oxford.

all mnkes tor earliest delivery, cash or
yment.^; book your marhine now for

certam Easter delivery «rid avoid disappointments.—
Morris, Motor Cycle Garage, Oxford.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
IN Stock, one F-E. 3!b.p Triunipb, one F-E- 3ih.p.

Rudge, 01 <- F ""^ ^'b.p Rud^e, one 2ih.p. L.W-
Premier, all four 191 nicrueJe; also one new 1911 3'

b.p- Lincoln Flk, one ,-econd-hanrt 2ih-p twin Moto-
Reve; what offers?—Randall, Andover.

"IQ12 Statchless IMotnrs ; c.^'irly deliveries 6h.p. clutcb
JLiJ model; 60 guinea-^: 1912 H:iz'ewood motors from
stock, 3 speeds, free engine, 47 suineas: catakgues, par-

ticulars free; 1911 Rudge, Julv. 320 luiles. as new, spare
valves, tools, £40.— Bnlfcurs, Motor Works, Banbury.

SECTION VlII,

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

TpDMUNDS and Waddcn. Weybridge, Surrey-

T> EAL Bargains.

iqil F-E. Triumphs at £35. £40, £42. and £44-

•J012 Clutch Triumphs in stock; £55.

-in 12 F-E. Budge, new; £55.

Id 12 New Hudson, 3-6peed. free engine; 57 guinea*

TOGS Triumph. 2-6peed, £25; 1910 Triumph, £32.

IQll Indian. F-E-, Sh-p. : £40.

Afi Jklore Real Good Mounts- Must sell.

TELEPHONE: 343 Weybridge- — Edmunds and
Wudden.

B-S.A. 1912 2-fipeed Models in stock.—Bivett, Le^ton*
stone.

B-S.A. 1912 Free Engine Models in stock.-Eivett,
Leytonstone.

B.SA. 1912 Eised Engine Models Id stock.— Ilivett,
Leytonstone.

Il/roTOR Supplies—Up-to-date stock at Rivetfe, 236.
•LvX High Ed.. Leytonstone.

F-N-. 4-cyl.. 1911 model, perfect order; £30.—Bunt-
ing, wealdstone-ing,

N.. 4-cvl., 1910 model;
Bunting. VVcaMstouc.

another bargain, £25.-

Stocked by a

best agents and A
factors in the

kingdom.

Sole Makers & Patentees—

HENRY GARNER, Ltd.,

LIGHTWEIGHT Hmuber, 1911. doctor's machine;
25 guineas.—Bunting. Wcaldstone.

ARIEL. 3ih.p-, variable gear, grand sidecar machine;
E3//10.—Bunting, Wealdstoni.',

ARNO Depot.-3}b.p. 1912 '±.T. model, in stock;
£45; old ma«hine part payment.

ARNO Depot.—3ih.p. 1912 Tmirist, in 6tcM:k ; £45;
iX. gold mc<lal„24 hours' MC.C. trials.

ARNO Depot-- 2;h.p,. in stOLk, 1912 model, gold
medal 24 hours' M.C.C. ; 39 guineas.

ARNO Depot.—21h.p., in stock, eplendid machine foi
town use ; 36 guineas.

RNO Depot.—Any of above machines may be pur-
hased on dt>icrred , payment system.

ARNO Depot.— 5'Jh.p. twin Rex, magneto. Roc, free
engine; taken m part pavmeni lor^our 1912 Arnoj

£23/10-

ARNO Depot.—5h. p. twin V.S.. magneto, and nd- car.

Whittle belt, splendid conditiin; taken in part
pajTuent 1912 Arno; Ji6Q.

AENO D'^pot-— 1911 Triumph, free engine, run about
600 miles, us new ; £45.

A RNO Dfpot.—Sidecars from £4/17/6, complete with
tV- tyre and tube-

A RNO Ft*-p<'l —Wholesale and Eetail Agents. 2, The
A. Piirade. Kilburn. Maida Vale. N.W.

QUADRANTS.-16 distinct models for 1912—Apply,
Ca.s^'s tsee below).

CASS'S Slotor Hart. 5. Warren St-. Euston Ed., W.,
(iole agi-nts ffu the famous Quadrant mctor cycles;

catalogue upon application: exihanges entertained;
book ;it oni'i- mr ''^livery before Easter.

UADRANTS 1912 Quadrants, with Armstrong
3->ptca gear, are the cncaifcst and best 4.'h.p.

machines on the market for siuccur work.-Apply, Cassia

isee ahovei.

Q^

1Q12 Models.
XV easy payment.^ ; book your

19 093 Twin Mot("Ri-ve, jiist been re-enamPlled,
overhanlpd, 1912 iJ, tiud B.. Lyc-etts i^adclle,

Watawata. P. ami U '

^. head lifrlit (nnw), mirror, tool;
eti'-, complete, perfect cundition; sacrifice, £23/10
eScrs.—CShaa. Sigss, Wolrerton, Bucks.

«« I nit M. ^ U/—!,- i"j|/fOT08ACOCHE, 2ili.p., 1912. new, variablo gear;

MOSeiey • Motor WOrKS, ,iVl immeaiats UeUveiy; £40.-Oas3's Isec- below).

BIRMINGHAM.

'Phones : South, 3 and 4.

Telegrams : "Dependable, Moseley."

Birmingham Showrooms

:

°°;NEW street (opposite G.P.O.)

In answering these advertisements it is desirahlc to mention " The Mofor Ct/ric

BRADBUEY, 3!.h.p-. 1911, with new <=idecar; ma-
L-hmo jn exLcUent condition; £45--Ctis-s's ^ (See

bnlow).

REX de Luse, 5h.p., new sider^ir, speedometer, lamp,
accessories, just OTerbaulcd ; £27--Cass's Mottr

below),

TORPEDO, brand new, 2ih-p.. Amac carburetter,
Precision engine; i37.—Cass's (see below).

TEIUMPH. 3ih. p., -2-speed and free engine, h.b.e.,

accessories, just overhauled : £27.— Cat^t^'s Mctor
Mart. 5. Warren St., Euston Rd., W. (oiiposite Warren
St. Tube Station). Tel-: 3624 Mayfair.

A-K5
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
AGLES.—Rex, 3ih.p., magneto, dropped irame,

spring lorits, h.b.c, nne oraer ; ifilH'lO.

EAGLES.—Bradbury, 1911, standard model, nearly
new, witit all accessories; £36.

EAGLES —N.S-U., 3h.D., single-eyl., enamelled cream,
new last Oit., Kiseinann magneto, 1911 spring

forks, low franif; £24.

EAGLES-NSU. 2^1i.ii., smde-cvl., new last Oct..
onlr ridden 200 miles. Bosch magneto, latest spiins

frame, 2 speeds, and free eng-ine: £35, as new-

EAGLES-F.N., 4-(iyl.. 5-6h.p.. 1911 model, aa new,
latest i;!iprove.iieuts, automatic carburetter, drip

lubrication; £58; exchange lower power.

AGLES.— Triuiiipli. 1910, free engine model, had
little use. equal to new; £o'9'10.

EAGLES.—N.S.U., SAh.p. model de luxe, 1910. Bosch
uiUL,'ncto. 2 speeds, fr^e engine, rnly run 1,500

miles, spifedometer, etc. ; £34 '10.

EAGLES.—Motosacoche lightweight, Hellesen ignition.
Whittle belt, tine condition; bargain. ' £9/15.

pAGLES and Co.. High St., Acton.-N.S.U. Went
X^.' London district agency. Early delivery of 1912
models; liberal ullowanres for maciiines iu part pay
mont. Tel.: 556 Chiswiik.

CROYDON".—1912 Enfields in etocli : no waiting.—Call
and eee the agents, 86, South End, Croydon.

CROVI).ON.-1912 Hobartr^, all models, immediate de-
livery.—Agents, 86, South End, Croydon.

CROYI)ON.-1912 Levis, 2-stToke; a trial run will
convince; immediate delivery.—86, South End.

Croydon

CROVDON.—Send for lists of second-hand machinea;
exi'bangP'! entertained —The Cr.-ydcn Motor Alart.

86, South End. Croydon. TeL: P.O. 797.

P.
and il., 1912. still in crate; what offers over £60?— ,7.. 58. Portland Pla<.'e. W.

FAFNTR, 3h.p.. Ly«o, lamp, good tyres: £10, or near
offer.—Thompson. Arsent St.. Graye.

21.h.p- Peugeot; exchange higher power: give cash--
2 Young. 241. High St-. Berkhamsted.

SCaTT. 1911, little used, perfect condition: £46;
bought ear.— 204, ±iigh Rd.. Weed Green, N.

3ih.p. y.S.U., Amao. h.b.c, fast and pcwerfnl; eacri-
3 fire. £12,-.^peeL-h:ey. 45. Churrb Rd.. Aitcn.

OVERS. 3-6peed, clutch or fixed engine, in stock
Chatwin and Hartley. lUng St., Kichmond-

LNT^RvA. 2:lh.p.. nfrlect, .^nlendid runumg order,
£6. or ofJer.—Gough. 81, Endwell Ed.. Brockley.

OUGLAS, 1910. in pscellent conditicn. sp-ire tyre.
accessoric.i ; £25.—Apply, 28, Lidson Gn.ve, N.W

3h.p- Enfield, hardly used, lamp, tools, etc., perfeit
4 thrjughout; offers.— 124-, Romford Ed-. Stratford.

>l.h.p. Minerva, low built, perfect couditirn: £10/10
>2 qni.'k sale.—49. Shrublands Av., Beikhamsted,

i EIELS, variable gear, and T T. models: immediate
A. delivery.—Chatwin and Hartley. King St.. Richmond

ZENITHS, 3^. and 6h.p. models in stock: exchanges
^ arranged.—Storey's, I. Endell St.. Long Acre, WC.

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS "ip THE HEART OF THE TRADE"

R
M
D
2

S
19
ford.

FECIAL T.T. Brown, very fast. B. and B., Druids,
Hui.,IiUi^on, perfect; £15.— :i6ki, cornsey Eu.. N.

12 Triumphs, in stock, clutch moflels; £55.— F.
Spearman. Bridge Street Garage, Bishcp's Stort-

3

1(n|12 Rudge-Wliitworth, in stock, clutoh model; £55.
J-^ —1''. Spcar,iian, Bxioge Street Garage, Bitihop's
Stortford.

"I
012 New Hudsona, in stock, 23h.p. lightweight, 47

JLij guineas; Sili.p., 57 guineas; all Sited with irfe
emcino and 3-&peed gear.— j.''. Spearman, Bridge Street
Garag';, Bishop's Sturtl'ord.

M UMBER, 23h.D. 1912 twin, used once, £38: S.lh-p

2-spc'eUcr, io^UO, or exciiange-—i'^rencli', Newhaven,
Buefiex-

NEW Hudsons, Triumphs. Bradburys; order, now foi
early deliveries.—Godfrees. 124, Romford Rd-.

Stratford.

h.p. Triumph, magneto, pood tyros, fltanda-d model,
e.^ce!li-nt ordiT: £16/10-29. East St., Bjrkiug

3ih.p. 1909 TriuTuph. magneto, h b c, sprint; (orkn.
2 good tyreri. excellent order; £27.-29, East St.,

Barking.

31.h.p. 19103 Trinraph. corflltion perfect, lamp, horn;
^ -acritlce, £34.-54, Wellington Rd., St. John'.s

Wood.
Olh.p. Minerva (1909). £19; Sihj). Singer, £13: mag^2 m-tOB. both overhauled--Clifford Cant, Bruiswick,
ColchC'^t'T.

1jC|10 Hunibcr. 3ih.p., 2-speed. free engine, eplendid
Jrt/ .oiidition; £2B.-Salter, 20, NoLson 6t., Green
wi"-]i, S.E.

LATK 1910 Kerry-Ablngdon, perfect condition, lamn.
and Mparoj, now Uunlup tyres; £26.—Wheaton.

L<'utlicr]ica.!.

TRHJMPn, 1908, splendid crndition. QccpMoricR-
bargain, £28. — Sctii at Diivls's Garnffo, Tooting

Jun.:tinu. S,\V.
"

,

TRIUMPH, 1909A. magDoto, lump, liorn, gparo valves 1

iU., WW L'oudltfj.u J f30.—70, Asliow Rd., Shep-

1

)iprd'H Hii«li.
,

I

EARLY

DELIVERIES.
Birmingham ;

MATCHLESS
DOUGLAS
ENFIELD

Walsall :

BRADBURY
ZENITH
CLYNO

Liverpool :

CHATER-LEA
BAT
DOUGLAS

Manchester

MATCHLESS
PREMIER
MACBETH

Leicester :

CLYNO
NEW HUDSON
DOUGLAS

COLMORE DEPOT,
35, Colmore Row,

BIRiVUNGHAM.
And at

MANCHESTER : 261, Deansgate.

LEICESTER : 62, High Street.

LIVERPOOL : 18, Renshaw Street.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
WANDSWOETH.-Two Brana New F.N. Latest 4.

(.yls., cosi £b2/ao. full suarantee; £45 each.—
Below,

"\X7AXDSWOETH.-Brand New Cnatel-Lea-Jap, Sh.ii.,
*V m.o v., uia^neto, wriiteo guaianxee; great saexi'

fl..e. £47a0.—Below.

WANDSVVOETH.-Zenitlj-Gradiia, latest 1911 3i-
ivu.p. ui.o-v., J.A.P., uiagneto, iuLQ new; cieup,

38 Kuineas.—Below,

WAXDSWORTH.-Humber, latest 1911, 3Jli.li., mag-
ueiu, k; siJeeds, handle starting, as new ; f08/IO

—

Below.

WAND8W0ETH.-F.N.. latest 1911 model, 8b.p;,
luUijiietu, unp feed, nearly new ; £36.— Below.

11TANDSW0ETH.— \',a., 5-6n.p., twin, magneto, Truf-
luici, guaranteed, nearly new, uuBcratcDedi
9/lS.—Beiow,

VV fault
bargain, i

W^

iirst-class condition. £20 ; 4h.p. An?

WAKD3W0RTH.—Triumph, late 1909. Sih.p., m.G.v.,
niaKnetu, u.b.c, gooa^oruer; special, £ii&.—Below-

WANDSWORTH.—Res ce LnSe. latest 1909. 5-6h.p.,
twin. magneEo, -runs wen ; extra eneap. £22/10.—

Below.

AND3W0RTH.-Bat, Ssn.p.. Roc 2 speeds; £l2n5i
wanaswonn j.u.ui.or iiiXehange, Ebuer

St., Wandswortii-

REX 5-7h-p- Twin, magneto, faultless condition; £25;
would entertain cycle in part.—27, Piinces Sq.,

anington.

5-6h p. Brcugh, Peugeot, Cliater-Lea 6. Bosch. Barlow,
footboards; £24: T^'ith Mabon £26.—Fienclt, New-

haven, Sussex.

^""iRIUMPH, 1907-8. Sih.p., splendid condition, £3
-i- epent, Watawata, accessories; £24/10.—4, Guttei
Lane, Cheaiwide.

3h-p. Kerry Motor Cycle, low machine, vertical engine,
splendid condition; £12.—Murray, 37a. Church St^

Hatton Garden-

41.h.p. rafnir,
4

Rd.. Stockwell-

rRIUAii'tlS. Bradburys. Singers, Rnd.i^es, and others;
exchanges; send us your enquiry.—Storey's, 1,

Endell St.. w .C.

MINERVA, S^h-p.. 261n. wheels, new Hel'eaen, good
ruanins order: £11-—Williams, 43, Poynders Rd.,

Claphaui 'Piione.

TRIUMPH. 3ih.p-, late 1907, magneto, splendid con-
lion ; nearest ^0 guineas.—JMoyse, 15, Barlby Rd-,

North Kensington.

3. J.A.P. Motor Cycle for sale, taken for debt,
needs -litrbt attention: £8, or oiler-—U.J.W., 199,

Church St.. Deptford-.

INDIAN, twin, 5-6h.p., red, perfct, very powerful)
59 guineat^ : exchange Triumph.— 2, Lyall Mews,

Eaton Sq., London-

ALCYON. twin Zedel, 65x75 magneto, spring forks,

good 2i Unniops: £16.—" Alcyon," 14, Lansdown«
Gardens, London. S. W.

1 QIO 3ih.p. N.S.tr.. magneto, new tyres, belt, just
Xtf overiiauled,_and perfect; £15. — Wallis, Aobey

24^"

as new,
-S.. 20,

Hotel, Saffron Waldeu.

DOUGLAS, late 1909, 2-speed. free, engine,
uiiuvel 01 Lomiort. ac^essoned; oarguin--

Ciavering Av., Barnes,

"JQII Standard Triumph, everything aa new; any
JLt/ exauiinatiou ; liitle used; £38.—Brady, 3, Aliea
>t., Canonbury,' Loudon.

K K / _ —2ih.p. Minerva, iu good order (wants new
tf tf / • front tyre): ^— — "^'- -

^-•^ ••

Florence Rd
owner g^ing away--The Beecl;0!

Saudcrstoad.

1 Q12 Zonitli-Grndxm. latest 3ih.p., not ridden a yordj
X*/ going abn ad unexpectedly; eacritico, £51.—
Landan, 43, Harrow Rd., W

.

IE Vou Want a really good 1910 Triumph, call oi
tue Meat pi liaiu M.icniniSTa' Co., Ltd., 248,

Jishop^satc, London, E.U.

PREMIER, 1911, 3ih p.. 2-,''peed hub gear, new cover
to back wiiccl, good condiviun.—Appiy, 1). Osmond,

233. Essex Rd, '
'"

TJEX. 3.:,h.p,,

l.sIini^Ltin, N-

1911 Aiiiao. Palmer cords, new buck,
perfect rnuniug order; £12. — llmgo-

Mild:iuiy Rd., Romford.

, free en>[ine

^vauts?—Walbro Kii-
IN Stock, fixed Hover, free engmo Rover

Siniicr, S.li.p. i^cnitu ; who
Kiiicering Co., Baflron Walnen,

ROC-PEUGEOT. 511. p.. 1910. 2-5peod, Druids, Bosch,
B. and n., Whiule, I-'. U.S. lamp; £30.-Garagcd,

MceUs. Archway UU.. Hi^'Ugaio.

P.
aud M., 1909". luileago 1 500, in cxcel'ont crDiU-
tion, .-iieedoiiiotcr, eic, ; £58.~P.ndor, 1, OhnlUmn)

Rd., Bcckcniiiiiii.

TVTOTO-REVJ

ltd.. \

Aiipiiintmeut.

1910, 2i'li.i)., twin, Kemp.qliull, Con-
. »;ii0/10,-33. Dorse)

Uil.. Wi:st nn'on Ilil., TutfiniUnm.

21i.i>.. Miclielin tyros, new tubo and bilt,

oroiigiirunnini,' order: seen any time; £8/10--
ICil. Olnireli St.. Keu^ingVou. \v.

TKIUMI'II. 3)li.ii., 1911, perfect condition, very littU
U!<ed, lamp, gcneraicr, ^jnre ivre, ete. ; £42,-

ISyron, 20, FembrldBQ Ed'. " " " '

W.
NottlMK Hill Gate, ZiOndon.

A!<. Iv /ivfii-rring fhrKC. advcrliscmfnts it is <l(;nrahh lo mention "The Motor Oyrle.'
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Free Engines in Important Trials.

ONE' of the regulations for the Auto Cycle Union
one-day trial reads as follows : "To qualify

for a first-class certificate the machine must be
equipped with either a free engine or variable

gear." This rule has caused some heart-

burning, but those who think they have a grievance

against the Auto Cycle Union on this score should
bear in mind that the A.C.U. trials are not run as

sporting events, but for the general improvement of
motor cycles. The regulations for the A.C.U. one-

day and other trials were threshed out at joint con-
ferences between members of the trade and the A.C.U.
Competitions Committee, and the above rule is the

outcome of these deliberations. Those who find them-
selves barred from the A.C.U. trials because they

own machines that are not fitted with either variable
gear or free engine should console themselves with the

reflection that, although they are prevented from taking
part in the important A.C.U. events, there will be a
great many club competitions open to them during the

year in which they will find plenty of opportunity to

display their sporting instincts which inspire them
with a desire to oppose their single-geared clutch-

less mounts against those prBvided with change-speed
gears and free engines. The grumblers should also

remember that the rules are framed to assist the

improvement of the very mounts which they will

probably purchase at a later date. Those who com-
plain of the regulation say that with pedal assistance

they could climb all the test hills. In our opinion,

however, the A.C.U. is quite right to prohibit pedal-

ling, as the public wants to see and hear of what the

engines can do, and is not particularly interested in the

muscular efforts of the rider.

L.G.B. and the Cut-out.

THE
announcement that the new regulation with

regard to cut-outs does not extend to motor
cycles can only be interpreted as a somewhat
lenient view taken by the Local Government
Board, and a decision which has doubtless been

arrived at as the result of the tests, recently described

in these pages, whereby the L.G.B. officials had proof

that, if cut-outs weie absolutely prohibited on many
makes of motor cycles, it would seriously hamper the

industry at a most inopportune time. Now while the

Board state that they have not found it possible to

deal with the use of cut-outs in connection with motor
cycles in the present order, they are considering the

practicability of requiring motor cycles to be fitted in

every case with a suitable silencer for reducing noise,

a source of annoyance to others. We feel confident

that the L.G.B. have waived the question of prohibit-

ing cut-outs on motor cycles only for a time, as they

thoughtfully decline to interfere with manufacturers'

designs at this juncture. The absolute prohibition of

cut-outs would have meant a serious loss to manu-
facturers at this season of the year when deliveries are

being urgently hurried forward, but it is certain that

they will insist upon efficient silencers being fitted in

the future. The exemption of motor cycles, there-

fore, should not be taken too lightly, and increased

efforts should be made to reduce noise as much as

possible. With the cut-out closed there are several

makes of motor cycles which run quite silently;

therefore if the L.G.B. could see their way to allow

a reasonably sized cut-out to be fitted on the silencer

only and to institute proceedings against riders who
make themselves a nuisance by indiscriminate use of

the cut-out, their action would be welcomed.

;
A19
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ONE day last week we made our annual pilgrim-

age to Stoneleigli Hill, the testing ground of

Coventry motor cycle manufacturers, and

found the hill literally alive with testers on new pat-

tern motor cycles. Never have we known such an

animated scene, and it is just a further instance of the

wonderfully increased activity in the motor cycle world.

.Similarly, just as the pronounced increase in the

number of motor cycles on th(^ road is apparent, so is

the marked increase in efficiency of the present-day

engine—^for that unit, after all, is the heart and soul

of .a motor cycle. First of all one of our photographers

demanded the attentions of 'the group, which, 1)\-

the way, was con.stantly increasing in numbers as one

tiy one the testers arrived to carry out their daily task.

What ,a jolly lo^ of fellows these testers are! Good
natured chaff is their usual greeting, and not only the

riders have nicknames but their machines have some
weird pseudonym typical of a peculiarity they may
pos.scss—none too complimentary to the makers in

some instances, for the tester is a wily bird.

The Ignominy of Knocking,

.Should srrme unfortunate tester muddle his igniliim

or air lever and cause his engine to omit a kn(x:k, it

is immediately echoed and reverberated clown the

hill, and in bad ca.ses the defanlling tester has no
jieacc the rest of that day.

On the occasion of our visit there were Humbers,
l<e.ves, Triumphs, ' Premiers, Rndgcs, Ha/.lcwoods,
Rovi'i's, and .Singers being Icslcd up Ihi- hill, and wlial

/WO

a pace some of them attained on the r in 9 gradient ! Of
course, i in 9 is nothing to a motor cycle nowadays;
but Stoneleigh happens to be the steepest hill within

easy reach of Co\'entry, so other methods than a mere
rush up the gradient ha\'e to be resorted to.. Some

Four passengers on a eh.p. Rox sidetto, which (ook (he load up the hill with e^^se.
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K Morning with the Testers.
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makers, for instance, specify that tlie machine sliall

cl^mb the hill from practically a standing start on a
" Higher gear ratio than standard, others demand that

the machine shall take two riders up the hill at full

speed, and we watched with interest the machines swoop

up the hill one by one till it got monotonous. After

watching a 3!- h.p. Rover and Triumph take an extra

rider up, which performance was easily o\-ershadowed

by a 2\ h.p. lightweight Singer, which followed their

example, we suggested that someone should try three

on the machine. W. F. Newsome was the 'first volun-

teer, and. the spectators thought

he had done something wonderful

when he succeeded at the first

attempt. His pace at the top we
estimated at 22 m.p.h., w]Tich led

us to suggest

Still Another Passenger.

But the difficulty was hoAv to

pack him on the machine. Young
Crawley first clambered on to the

handle-bars, but in this position

the driver was afraid of the right

angle oend at the hill foot. Even-
tually, by squeezing two on to the

saddle, Crawley was crammed' on

to the carrier tail; and the ascent

coaiimenced. To everybody's in-

tense surprise and admiration the

machine with its human freight of

37 stones sailed up at a good bat,

the engine never once raising sigrs

of distress. We measured the gear

ratio and proved it to be 5 J^ to i,

so what would a 19x2 Triumph do

with the limit ratio of 6^| to i ? Next F. H. Ayres,

an ambitious rider of a low geared 2 J^ .h.p. Singer,

tried three up, but after a brave show he stopped on
the steepest section, which is i in 8.9.

Meanwhile, a couple of twin Rex machines put in

an appearance, and what a fine engine the 6 h.p.

m.o.i.v. with side by side valves really is. A sooth-

ing purr from the long exhaust pipe, and that is all

one hears as it regularly sweeps over Stoneleigh with

a sidecar and passenger on top gear of 4 to i. The
limit of its capabilities "was not reached when it

climbed the hill with four up on a gear of 8 to i.

Seven different makes of motor cycles at Stoneleigh last week. Left to right : Hazlewood, Rover, Triumph,
Humber, Rudge, Premier, and Singer. The Rex arrived later.

This was the first occasion we had seen the three-

speed Hazlewood perform on a hill. One with a 2^
h.p. engine made no mistake about the way~ it went
up on the middle gear even with an extra passenger

on the carrier. The Rudge, Premier, and Humber
riders were content to make the usual test ascents

without attempting anything sensational.

After witnessing the single-geared clutch machines
restart on the steepest section with an extra passenger

on the carrier we left with a firm conviction that the

general all-round improvement in 19x2 engines is

more real than some would have us believe. Pro-

gress is slow but sure, and the commencement of every

year marks a decided step toward the attainment of

the ideal motor cycle.

A Stanoard Z\ n.p. free engine Tiiampli climbing Stoneleigh witli ioor up.

L.G.B. AND THE SILENCER CUT-OUT.
Official Notification,

WITH reference to the paragraph published last

week on the prohibition of cut-outs on motor
cars, the Local Government Board point out

m a circular letter to The Motor Cycle announcing

the new regulations, that, although " the Board have

not found it possible to deal with the use of cut-outs

or similar contrivances in connection -with motor cycles

in the present order, they are consjderuig the prac-

ticability of requiring motor cycles, when used on the

public highways, to be provided in every case with a

suitable or sufficient silencer for reducing the noise

commonly caused by these vehicles."
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Electric Lighting for

Motor Cycles.

The Voltalite.

The Voltalite, whilst being a much more
modest instrument than the one described

above, is, nevertheless, an extremely
practical and simple little device, which is

produced at so low a figure as to bring it

well within the reach of all. The drawing
of the complete dynamo, which together

with the head lamp forms the complete

installation, is given in fig. 6. It consists

of a pair of specially shaped permanent
magnets between the pole-pieces of which
runs an H section armature, very similar

to that of a magneto. The whole is

encased in an aluminium dirt and dust-

proof case, and the armature runs on self-

contained ball bearings which are carried

in gunmetal end pieces. The armature-

shaft terminates in a rubber-tyred friction

wheel, by which the dynamo is driven

from the rim of either the front or back
wheel of the machine, and for this purpose

special brackets are provided for attach-

ment of the device into whichever position

is found most convenient. Wires are

taken direct from the dynamo to the lamp
bulb, no automatic switches being in this

case necessary.

The reason of this is that, owing to the

use of permanent magnets the magnetic
field in which the armature revolves

remains to all intents and purposes abso-

lutely constant in intensity, and hence the

voltage of the current generated does not

rise with an increase in armature speed

;

but, on the other hand, the amount of

current produced, that is to say, the

amperage, does increase, but as no accumu-
lator is used it is only necessary to provide

a lamp capable of taking the maximum
amount of current generated without
damage.

(Concluded from page 179,)

Owing to the large size of the armature
and the constancy of the fields a sufficient

current to light the bulb is produced at

quite a low speed ; in fact, quite a practi-

cal light is produced at about walking
pace. The maximum light is given at

about eight miles per hour, after wliich it

remains constant up to almost any speed.
Fig 7 illustrates the armature of the Volta-
lite dynamo, and shows also the neat
spring collector brush' which is fitted to one,

end of the armature spindle, and communi-
cates with a screw at the end of the ball

bearing housing (see fig. 6). This screw is

mounted on a cone which is insulated from
the bodj' of the machine by a fibre ring.

Two rubber driving wheels are pro-
vided, one having a vulcanised tread of

special canvas for use in wet weather in

order to prevent the pulley slipping on
the rim. The rubber wheels can be
changed in about ten seconds, as it is

only a case of slipping one off and the
other on.

The only switch used in the circuit is a
mechanical one, which takes the rubber
wheel out of contact with the rim and so
throws the Voltalite completely out of
action. The device is mounted on a
special gunmetal bracket (see fig. 8), which
is clipped to one of the tubes of the
frame. This, it will be seen, is slotted
in order to allow a certain amount of

latitude of position so as to get the driving
pulley in the correct position relative to

the wheel rim. The dynamo is carried
in a bracket forming a sort of trunnion,
which allows the dynamo to be swivelled
to and from the wheel of the motor cycle
rim, and works on tlie dead centre prin-
ciple so that the pulley can be thrown off

or on as desired. In one position a spring,

THE VOLTALITE GENERATOR AND HEAD LAMP.

clearly shown in fig. 8, holds the pulley on
to the rim and in the other holds it

away from it.

The head lamp and its bracket arc

shown in fig. 9, and although light in

weight, ar'e strongly made of brass. The
mirror is of the metal parabolic type, and
is practically hermetically sealed. The
lamp is fitted on a stem which slides in a

special clip at the back, thi.s being of

sufficient diameter to allow the bulb ti)

be completely withdrawn when necessary,

as well as to be adjusted to any desired
position. Both leads are taken to binding

screws fitted to a fibre disc at the back
of the focussing tube. The bracket, as

shown in the sketch, allows the lamp to

be adjusted to any position, the locking

device being exceedingly secure and pro-

viding great rigidity in spite of its

simplicity.

The makers are Messrs. Ward and Gold-
stone, Sampson Works, Springfield Lane,
Salford, Manchester ; and the London
agents are Messrs. the Service Co., High
Holborn, W.C.

The Rip.
The Rip dynamo electric lighting set

for motor cycles is quite a new introduc-

tion, and although similar in principle In

the Voltalite described above, the appli-

cation is somewhat different. As in the

previous design, the generator is of the
constant voltage type, and no battery is

used. Light is therefore only obtainable
when the machine is in motion. As will

be seen from fig. 10, the generator in

outward appearance resembles a miniature
high-tension magneto, having two stout
little horse-shoe magnets between tlie

special pole-pieces on which the II section

armature revolves. This latter is exactly

Fig 9

Fig. 6.—The dynamo showing Heft)

rubber - tyrej friction wheel and
(right) terminals ror wire conJuctorj.

-T.«A

Fig. 7.—Tho amialurc.
Fig. 8,—Tho generator clamped lo its

special gunmetal bracket, which is

clipped to tho cycle frame at a con-
venient point on bacli slay or front forl<.

Fig. 9. -Head lamp and adjust-

able bracket.
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Electric Lighting tor Motor Cycles.
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similar in construction to that of a higli-

tension magneto, except that it only has
one winding, which is shown in detail in

fig. 11. One end of the winding is. of

course, earthed, whilst the other is carried
along the armature-shaft to an insulated
brusli at its non-driving end. The arma-
ture-shaft revolves on plain bearings,

which form the end plates of the machine,
and is driven througli a rubber-tyi'ed fric-

tion disc wliich rolls on the beaded edge
of the rear tyre rim. The position that
tliis little dynamo occupies in working is

shown in fig. 12. It may be mentioned

frame and supports the generator on a
swivel piece, a strong spring normally
holding the wheel in contact with the rim
bead. To disconnect the dynamo, it is

bodily swivelled on tliis pin until the
spigot of a spring plate marked A in the
sketch drops into a depression in the
bracket tixed to the base of the dynamo
itself, and holds the friction drive out of

action. To throw it into action, the
.spring is released by a touch upon the
plate A. Reference to fig. 10 will show
how an outside collector brush is used to

take the current from the insulated end of

the armature-shaft to a binding screw

MP FRICTION-DRIVEN ELECTRIC GENERATOR DEVICE.

Fig. 10

Fig. II,

Fig. 10.—Rip generator, fleft) friction wheel,
(right) collector brush and binding screw.

Fig. 12.—Method ol driving the generator
trom beaded edge of lyre rim.

that the Rip is quite a tiny little affair,

its overall length being about three inches,

its height and breadth about two and a

half inches each, whilst its weight is only

about 1 lb. For all that, its concentrated
form enables it to give a very practicable

supply of current.

The instrument is shown with its sup-

porting bracket in fig. 13. This latter is

clamped to one of the back staj's of the

" V.H.K." (Grimsby) desires owners'
experiences of the 3j h.p. two-speed
Lincoln-Klk and sidecar.

"A.H.VV.B." (Stanmore). 3| h.p. 1912

Scott for 14^ stone rider.
" P.H.J. ' (Horley). 1912 3^ h.p. T.T.

Peugeot engine ; also 3j h.p. Lincoln-

Elk. Strength and durability.

"H.J." (London, N.VV.). 3^ h.p. Lin-

coln-Elk.
" H.A.N." (March).—Lomax detachable

non-skid.
" H.W.H." (Bromborough).—Albion

two-speed and free engine hub for Sj h.p.

touring machine.
"C.A.B." (Co. Mayo).—N.S.U. auto-

matic carburetter, particularly with regard

to consumption ; 3^ h.p. single-cylinder

N.S.U with sidecar.

Fig. 11.—Single wound armature us(d on iba
Rip generator.

Fig. 13.—Bracket supporting generator normally
lield in engagement with the tyre rim by means of a

spring. A. Spring plate carrying spigot.

carried in a fibre bush, the other binding
screw being earthed to the body of the
generator.

T'lie head lamp supplied with the Rip
is shown in fig. 14. This is, as can be
lieen, mounted on a spring bracket, which,
however, is not likely to prove so satis-

factory for motor cycle work as a rigid

bracket, as there is no difficulty in obtain-

ing bulbs which will stand quite heavy

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences

of others with variDus motor cycles or accessories

must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in

which the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor.

"A.G." (Crinan).—5-6 h.p. four-cylin-

der F.N. two-speed for sidecar work in a

very hilly district.

"F.F.U." (Hamflton).—Dot with V.S.
gear.

"F.J.H." (Hull).—Electric head lamps,^

reliability, etc.

"E.W.H." (Hayfield).—6 h.p. Zenith-
Gradua sidecar; also SJ h.p. Scott and
sidecar.

" J.'Y." (Cambuslang).—Mabon gear
fitted to 3j h.p. with and without sidecar.

"J.I.E." (Openshaw).—Albion and
Mabon clutches.

x8g

vibration. The mirror is a polished metal_

parabolic one, and the position of the
glow lamp can be adjusted as to focus

with a simple form of slide. The makers
are Leo Ripault and Co., 64a, Poland
Street, Oxford Street, W.

It will be gathered from the above
descriptions that those who are attending
to the requirements of motor cyclists in

the matter of electric lighting are tack-

ling the problem in two very different

waj'S. The Polkey set may be described

as a car lighting installation reduced to

motor cycle size, while the Voltalite and
the Rip may equally be described as push
bicycle accessories brought up to motor
cycle requirements. At the same time
it must not be by any means forgotten

that the difference in price between the

one type and the other is very marked
indeed. To our view, two points stand
out very strongly. First and foremost,
the diflSculty of arranging the dynamo and
its drive in a place where it could be
protected from mud, dust, and wet. On
muddy and bad roads the present arrange-
ments scarcelv allow the devices to

Fig.

Fig. 14.

14.—Rip head lamp and spring braeket.

demonstrate their good qualities, and I

certainly think it desirable that a more
perfect form of drive should be provided.

The second point is with regard to the

head lamps themselves. Every means
should, I think, be taken to promote the

efficiency of the lamp itself, not only as

regards the strength but also with regard
to the illuminating power. Since the light

provided by these dynamos is compara-
tively small, it is essential that only the

best types of mirror should be used.

Although the price of the two smaller sets

is exceptionally low, I cannot belt) feeling

that it might be reasonably increased

without raising any objection, provided a
stronger, better, and more easily cleaned

head lamp were included in the set.

W. G. Aston.

"H.W.S." (Edinburgh).—8 h.p. No. 7
Chater-Lea, Bosch dual ignition, Senspray
carburetter.

"A.C." (Begelly).—3i h.p. 1911 Rover.
"A.V.G." (Hyde Park).—5-6 h.p. Clyno

and 8 h.p. Matchless sidecars.

"R.W.M." (Whalley).—3i h.p. Rudge
1912 model.

"O.G." (Horrabridge).—2i and 3 h.p.
Lincoln-Elk, reliability, hill-climbing.

"E.B.H." (London).—Sj h.p. two-speed
Humber and sidecar.

"W.R.H." (Blackburn).—3^ h.p.
Zenith-Gradua with Canoelet sidecar.
"F.W." (Walthamstow).—1911 two-

stroke Scott.
" W.A.E." (Birmingham).—Gradua sear.
"A.H.C." (Bristol.) Mabon vari/ible

gear on 3^ h.p. motor cycle.
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Betwixt and Between.
The analysis of the quadcar and runabout market

on a weight basis, published on page 138 of the issue

for February 8th, shows the wild confusion at present

existing in this comparatively new department of the

industry. In addition to those in the list, there are

several three and four-wheeled vehicles of a semi-

motor' cvcle character in existence, and the inventors

of many of them intend to manufacture on a large

scale it (it is a large " if ") they can procure the

necessary capital. Even in the short list referred to

the weights ransed from 300 lbs. (the Bedelia) to

896 lbs. (the Eric), and no two vehicles in the list

are even approximately similar in design and specifi-

cation. Apart from the fact that engines, ignition,

and carburation have been considerably improved, we
are no nearer standardisation than we were in the

jircmature tricar boom of half a dozen years ago.

Probably a majority of the untried passenger vehicles

will prove to be lacking in durability, or marred by
grave faults of design, or so costly to build that their

production can never be commercially remunerative.
Until experience has progressed further, and design
finally settles down upon well-tried lines, it would
be a grave mistake to crystallize definitions, and to
organise machinery for pu.shing a type of vehicle
which may or may not prove satisfactory.

There are always a few individuals who regard them-
selves as inspired men of genius, and are eager to
hustle evolution. Some of the lay papers up and
down the country have already done a deal of harm
by publishing glowing descriptions of .immature
<lesigns, and informing their credulous and ignorant
readers that such and such a runabout was destined
U) revolutionise economical motoring. I recall one

particularly glar-

ing instance. A
small provincial

paper was .some-

how persuaded
to print a glow-
ing eulogy of a

<:ertain runabout.
There; was in ex-

istence but a
single sample of
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Scenes near
Johannes bu r i;.

The Inset Rives

an Idea of the

difllculllos to bo
overcome in

tourin; in that

climale whore
drifts and spruits

are frequemly
encountereii. The
machine i& a
Rud,^e.

this machine, namely, the original experimental

chassis—and a very bad -chassis it was, though even

its maker and user had no conception of its many
glaring faults.- The article resulted in a number of

local orders, and I do not know whom to pity most

—

the editor, the maker, the reporter, or the men who
have got delivery.

Within a year or two quite a number of thest?

vehicles may have "made good," and the time will

then be ripe for a formal definition, for fresh legisla-

tion or L.G.B. orders, for a decision whether the

R.A.C. or the A.C.U. shall undertake the supervision

of such vehicles. In the meantime, there are several

well-tried machines of the type on the market, of

which the powers and reliability are sufficiently

exposed.

Readers who are thirsty for light passenger outfits

will do well to confine their interest to these sources

of supply. It is not the tradition of sound British

industry to let the buying public do the experimental
work, and the maker who adopts such a tradition

soon weaves a noose for his own neck.

Accaleration in the T.T. Race.
The decision to adopt the longer Manx course again

will have a greater effect on the T.T. races than
anyone who has not been a spectator of the 191

1

events can imagine. A great deal of time is either

saved or lost by each competitor on the climb up
Snaefell out of -Ramsey. The first stiff stretch is

about two miles long, and commences with the ill-

famed " Hairpin " ; this stretch terminates in the other
ugly bend nicknamed the " Gooseneck," above which
there is almost another mile of quite steep gradient.

At no point iii the race are good engines so clearly

differentiated from bad engines as at these two points.

Both corners are sufficiently severe to slow even the

best riders right down to a crawd, and the acute
observer can put any engine in its proper class by
noticing the smoothness and rapidity with which it

gets away again after the.se bends.

Last year the use of variable gears complicated the
question, and after watching a lap at the Hairpin I

walked "up some little distance beyond it. Here the

men who had dropped on to low gears at the corner,

in order to )irocure a lightning jjick-up, were trying

to get back to their top gears, and here again engine
(piidity was differentiated. Some of the second-rate

engines did not get going on. top ge;ir until the second
or third attempt, and others "chunk-chunked " heavily

for many yards, while the pick of the machines
accepted toj) gear at the first time of asking, and shot

away like cannon-balls without even a momeiU.irv
baulk.

The few enlraiils who relied on single gears per-

formed uncommonly well. 1 particularly noticed two
3'j h.)). machines of different makes, which enjoy

a somcnvhat similar reputation on the open market.

One had a variable gear, hut even with this assistance

I0 hill-clinil>iiig it was very handsomely hcalen on each
l.ip bv its single gcaivd ii\al.
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Mixing Sulphuric Ether in Petrol.

A CORRESPONDENT hailing from America
recently suggested in these columns that a

mixture of sulphuric ether and petrol is pre-

ferable, during the Avinter months, to ordinarj' petrol

used alone. A friend of ours who dabbles in

chemistry and kindred subjects has kindly sent us

the following notes regarding this mixture, and is

careful to point out that they are merely theoretical

ileductions; and that, as a perfect test of the advant-

ages or disadvantages of such a mixture, the only
true method is a road trial. He say.s : "The propor-

tions recommended were half an ounce of ether to

each gallon of petrol. Since this mixti.'''e contains

less than 1% of ether, it is evident that no noticeable

gain m power will result, as the power which a given

fuel will produce is proportional to its calorific value

(everything else being kept constant). The calorific

value of ether is not high, so that tlie addition of

1% will hardly affect the power produced per gallon

of spirit. There is one point, however, in which ether

will probably score : it is exceedingly volatile, and
will fire at a very low temperature, so that, by
having a vapour which contains a mixture of ether

and petrol, easy starting is assured. This is a very

important point in the cold weather, although in

.summer the advantage will hardly be so self-evident.

The mixture will also have a beneficial effect on the
' picking-up ' qualities of the machine, on hills, etc.

Sulphuric ether is usually known in England simply

as ' ether.' The variety which is prepared from
methylated spirit, and know^i as ' methylated ether,'

is the cheapest form, and quite, good enough for the

purpose. Probably the use of 'petroleum ether

'

(which, chemically speaking, is not an 'ether' at all)

would have a better effect than sulphuric ether, as

its volatilitv is '.r'-rh higher and its .flash point lower."

THE NORMA.fi GATEWAr AT CAUNCESTON.
CORNWALL.

AN INTERESTING EXHIBIT AT SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUA.

IN
the Science Museum at South Kensington may be

seen many articles that perhaps may be looked
upon as curiosities, but at the period of their

existence they were considered the acme of perfection.

About fifteen years ago a motor bicycle was made
and ridden by Col. H. C. L. Holden, F.R.S. It is

one of the first made, has been on exhibition at the

museum for a number of years as showing what the

first motor bicycles were hke. This motor bicycle is .a

four-cylinder machine "with handle-bar control. All four

exliaust valves lifted simultaneously. Weight, 105 lbs.

Recently an example of the latest motor bicycle has
been placed on exhibition at the Museum alongside

that made by Col. Holden. The machine selected

by the authorities is a Rudge. Its original engine

design with the radiating fins largest at the combus-
tion head—its drop-pedal device giving a riding posi-

tion comparable only to the perfect seat on horseback
—free engine clutch, and easy accessibility, are some
of the points that make the Rudge so distinctive.
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Redlator Fins on V Twin Engines.
THE radiator fins on a modern V twin-cylinder are

almost invariably set at an oblique angle to the

axis of the cylinder. This is obviously more
expensive than the older type, if only because it means
that the single-cylinder castings cannot be used in a

twin-cylinder of double the power. The prospective

purchaser is therefore duly impressed at the mathe-
matical precision of the maker's endeavours to obtain

the maximum efficiency at whatever cost. The
ostensible idea, of course, is that, by casting the fins

jiarallel to the plane in which the engine moves, the

horizontal currents of air, induced by that motion,
shall have freer circulation, and so presumably carry

away the heated air round the cylinder more readily,

and keep the engine cooler than it would be if the
older type of fins were adopted, with planes at right

angles to the cylinder axis.

It would be interesting to know how far these
" skew " fins^ are the result of actual experiment, or
whether they are not rather the outcome of theory.

The Princiolas of Cooling.
A few elementary principles must be considered

here. A heated body such as an engine cylinder gets

rid of its heat in three ways—radiation, convection,
and conduction. The heat felt on approaching the
hand to the cylinder, when the machine is standing,

is principally radiant heat, i.e., rays of heat which
pass through the air without materially raising its

temperature. These rays are quite unaffected by a
[urrent of air, and are therefore foreign to the present
discussion. Cooling by their means is precisely the
same, whether the machine is moving or standing, or
whether the fins are straight, skew, or New Art, pro-
vided their area is the same. Convection is the second
means of cooling, and is really only a continuous form
of the third means—conduction. The air in imme-
diate contact with the cylinder is heated, and, becom-
intr lighter, rises, its place being taken by cold air,

which in its turn is heated and moves on, thus forming
a steady natural current. This is how a cylinder chiefly

cools, when standing with the engine .stopped, as may
be proved by noting the difference in the heat felt by
the hand at the side and then above the cylinder, the
first being the effect of radiation only, and the second
both radiation and convection.

Convection and Conduclion.
The natural currents due to convection, however,

are entirely overpowered and lost in the currents set

up between the radiator fins when the machine is

moving, so that convection also may be disregardeil in

comparing the two types of fins. It may be pointed
out, however, that any advantage on this score is all

on the side of the straight fins. Being at an inclina-

tion to the horizontal, Ihey assist the gentle current

of heated air to rise ; whereas the skew fins are at right

angles to this natural current, and so retard it.

Ikit, it will be said, since the skew fins are paralKI
to' the currents set up by the motor cycle's motion,
they will, by the same reasoning, offer less resistance

to the artificial convci'tiun resulting. The same argu-
ment docs ntit hold, as the conditions are very differ-

cni. Willi llie (relatively speaking) immensely power-
ful lurrcnts set up when in motion, it is an advantage
lo offer some o|)))'isitic)n to their direct (low.
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The reason is simple. Air is a very bad conductor.

Therefore, only a very thin layer of air in immediate
contact with the area of the cylinder and its fins is

heated at all ; and were it not for the convection

currents, or the artificial currents we are now consider-

ing, would remain like a blanket round the heated

cylhider,, preventing it from cooling. What happens,

however, in practice is that this strong artificial current

sweeps away the thin layer of heated air, and brings

a continuous stream of cold air into contact with the

heated metal, carrying away its superfluous heat.

Which is the Better.

The whole crux of the question is whether the

straight or skew tins the better h^lp this, action. A
reference to tlie diagram would go to show that the

slight opposition offered by the straight fins is a real

advantage, and though it is possible they very slightly

retard the currents, the difference in time during which

any given particle of air is in contact with the hot

metal is too infinitesimal to have any effect. The dia-

gram shows a pair of skew fins and a pair of straight

fins. Round each is depicted a (much exaggerated)

thin layer of heated air, A. A current of cold air

of relatively high speed is coming in the direction

fi!i}m''iii"'im"Hiimm>>""''>">''-'-'''''q'^-'''-'»''''^im̂ ^

STRAIGHTFINS.

Note how the layers of hot air A over which fthe writer poiirts out) the oold
air gliaei in one case, anj how they are broken up in tne lower diagram.

of the arrows. In the one case this current flows

straight through between the two fins, and, it is

ob\'ious, never comes directly in contact Avith the
heated metal. Of course the heated air, being lighi

is swept away in its train, but the action is weak. With
straight fins, the current, travelling horizontally, im-
pinges on the layer of hot air on the lower flange,
and bores its way right through to the metal. Furtlun-,

it will be reflected thence on to the upper flange,
where it will have the same effect. Moreover, the
general course of the current resulting will be as shown
by the dotted lines, and hence, in addition to the direct
action of the horizontal components, there is the same
general eff^ect as with skew fins. It is sufficiently ob-
vious, then, that on this reasoning the straight fins

should be the more efficient.

Of course, it is possible actual expcrimeiils may
have been made which have satisfied makers that skew
fins are really something more than a talking point.
ff so,, they will iH'obably lot us know the fact ; but, if

not, it is more than likely that in practice there is no
percc])tible difference in efficiency between the two
types, whatever may be argued theoretically. And
lhcr(tfort; the straight fins are to be preferri^l, if only
on the score of workshop roiuH'nieiicr, H,K.T.
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THE PULLMAN CAR
OF MOTOR CYCLES

New Catalogue
awaits your
request.

{This we. say in no boastfuL spirit: we merely repeat what is being

affirmed by all Bat riders).

Take this twin-cylinder, two-speed model.

Ti embodies the best ideas in motor cycle

constr7iction, realised in the best material, by

^est workmanship. Its applications i?i tise

^J^e many, Asa solo motmt it can be driven

<^^ a crawl through traffic and interesting

country, or it may be speeded iip to a j)ace

that equals records. United

with a sidecar, it affords an

exceptionally efficient passenger

combination, capable of anything

yet accomplished on the road. It

will give willingly and tmtiringly

the best service, for

Bat means
1912 Models and Prices

3J-4 h.p V. £48 10 C 7 8 h. p. Special Two speed Model £7b

Ditto, with P. &. M. 2-speed Gear 59 T.T. IVIodel, 31 h.p 50

5-6 h.p 58 Do. 5 h.p 62 O

Ditto, Special Two-speed Model.. 73 O Do. 8 h.p 65

7-8 h.D 60 Any make of sidecai' will fit.

Best

The
BAT MOTOR
MANFG. CO..
PENGE, S.E.
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ROVER
The Daily Mail;* February 2, 1912,

says

"IDEAL MOTOR CYCLE."

" Here, surely, is as near the

ideal for its type as one can
expect motor cycle manufacturers
to produce.

It is in perfection of detail

that this machine makes so rare

an appeal.

Never have I ridden a machine
of this type which was genuinely

quieter under all conditions of

driving.

This engine proves a veritable

delight in its instant responsiveness.

The workmanship is obviously

of the very best."

1912 Models from

COVENTRY.

In anewerina thif advertisaru'nl it ie desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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o£LTTERS To
THE Editor.

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Taior Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

H w to Exhibit a Faige.
Sir,—I .see your correspondent "P" suggests the front

number plate is the best position {or exhibiting the A.A.
badge. This I suggest is quite wrong, and is borne out
by a conversation with one of the A. A. scouts, which I had
at Ascot last summer. Having stopped to enquire the way,
the conversation tui'ned on badge position. I was then
carrying mine well up on the handle-bar and facing the
direction of travel. The scout remarked that he wished all

motor cyclists would do the same, as when the badge is on
the number plate it is impossible to see it until the rider

is opposite the scout. He said carrying the badge in the
position I had it made it visible some distance away.

J. R. BELGHEE.

Cooling the Exhaust Valve.
Sir,—I notice in your issue of February Stb, a report of

a meeting of the A.C.U. at which a paper was read entitled
" Speed and Power," and one of the devices shown was
intended to force cold air on to the exhaust valve for cooling
the engine.

I beg to call your attention to th^ fact that I bold a patent.

No. 25533, 1909, for cooling internal combustion engines by
adrnitting cold air to the exhaust valve. I shall be glad
if you will give this the same publicity that j'ou have given
to the meeting of the A.C.U. F. B.. WELLS.
[Devices tor cooling the exhaust valves of internal com-

bustion engines in a somewhat similar manner to those

mentioned have been patented by several, notably by jMr.

Hai'ry H.eed, Manchester.

—

Ed.]

The All-weather Motor Cycle.

Sir,—I am sending two photographs of myself riding i^y

3j h.p. 1910 Bradbury motor cycle on my way to business

through very deep snow, wliich fell at Leeds early this month.
Although I found it extremely difficult to keep upright, my
engine never failed me until I was about twenty yards from
my place of business, when the back wlieel, as can be seen, got

completely clogged up going through a very deep snowdrift.
E. M. GLEN.

Who will Adopt the Quadcar P

Su",—I am quite in accord with your leaderette of the

8th inst., " Who will adopt the Quadcar ? " There is no
doubt that a large market awaits this type of vehicle. The
suggestion that makers should submit their machines to an
R.A.C. trial is a good one. I see no reason why a properly

designed and built quadcar should not be Cjuite as reliable

as a sidecar combination.
Seven years ago I designed and built a light car on what

is now described as "up to date lines," and I should cer-

tainly have no hesitation in submitting a similar one to

such a test, the original machine having passed out of my
hands. Had I the capital at my command now I should

certainly place it on the market. B.J. 305,

The Proposed R.A.C. Road Guides. Attitude of the A.A.
and M.U.

Sir,—Tlie follow-ing letter has been addressed to the secre-

tary of the Roval Automobile Club :

12tli February, 1912.

Sir,—I am directed by my committee to communicate with
you in regard to the sclieme for the establishment by the

Royal .\utomobile Club of a system of road "guides" in

uniform, the details of which have been published.

It is unnecessary to point out that the duties which it

is stated these road " guides " will perform are identical

with tliose w-hich have been carried out for the past seven
years by the pati'ols of this association, at a cost at the

present time of over £20,COO per annum.
It is difficult to believe that your club seriously contem-

pjlates the adoption of a scheme, which is not only an
encroachment upon work to which this Association has been
devoted since its inception, but which wiU also, if persisted

in, lead to unnecessary overlapping, to the detriment of

the reasonable motorist whose welfare should be our common
concern.

The unammous approval which greeted the amalgamation
between the Automobile Association and Motor Union
(which now number's over 39,000 members) is evidence of

_ Motor cvcliDi in the snow. (See letter signed E. M. Glen on this page.)

rg
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the strong feeling wuicli animates the motoring public against

unnecessary duplication of work. Any action which would
tend to a recurrence of friction and lack of unity between
the national motoring institutions cannot be too strongly

deprecated.

ivjy committee hone that the General Committee of the

Royal Automobile Club will pause before embarking upon
a policy which can only be conftrued into an act of aggression

directed against a friendly organisation.

STENSON COOKE, Secretary A. A. and M.U.

Sir,—Reference has been made in the press to " The Com-
ing Fight between the Royal Automobile Club and the

Automobile Association."
The real position is as follows : For years the Automobile

Association has been in the habit of rendering its members
certain assistance on the road, and this assistance has been
carefully confined to its members.
The members and associates of the Royal Automobile Club,

numbering over 25,000, have asked that similar assistance

should be rendered to them by their own organisation,

and this assistance it is now proposed to give to the members
and associates of the Royal Automobile Club
The club does not propo.se in any way to uiterfere between

the Automobile Association and its members, and sees no
reason why the Automobile Association should interfere
between the club and if>s members.
This position presents no materials for a "fight," eacn body

being entirely free to render such assistance to its
' own

members as it sees fit. J. W. ORDE.
Secretary Royal Automobile Club,

Stream-jne Bodies for Motor Cycles.

Sir,—Perhaps a short account of a personal experience last

winter may be of interest to any of your readers who may
contemplate "stream-line" bodies on their motor cycles.

The motor cycle I used had an open frame, and therefore
offered unusual facilities. A flat shield was fitted something
after the nature of a car dashboard, reaching as high as the
seat and slanting upwards and backwards just in front of
the rider's legs, as this was found to give the maximum of
warmth and protection. It was speedily found necessary to
attach side pieces for the protection of the outside of one's
trousers and boots. Fncidentally. I found that if the roads
were in the lea.st dry dust flew up the slanting dashboard,
covering the rider's front and face to a most astonishing
degree. The great disadvantage experienced, however, was
the feeling of insecurity from being boxed in. The degree
of warmth and protection was such that I persevered,
nevertheless. One day, on turning a corner at the top of a
hill, [ was met by a gust of wind, which, catching the shild.
for a moment made steering to my right side a bit difficult
and erratic. Uefore 1 had regained complete control, a car
appeared round the corner, coming fairly fast. A collision
resulted. L'sually, in such a case, the motor cyclist is thrown
clear; and tliia would have occurred in my case but for the
shield, which, crui.i|iliiig up, pinned me helpless to the
machine. The clevrT driving of the c;ir alone saved my life
and T escaped witli a badly crushed foot.

'

I have no hesitation in saying that on a two-wheeled motor
cycle anything in the nature of the bodies illusitrated in your

recent uMiclc, and referred to by "Ixion" in his note, would
1; ro

be veritable death-traps for all but the most expert I
cannot see that there is any way out of the difficulty " Ixion

"

mentions, save first to adopt the three or four-wheeled
machine, which is stable of itself, and then to fit the stream-
line body. p !,,[

A Simple Form oJ Quadcar.
Sir,--I am submitting to your notice a design for a light

four-wheeled runabout which may be of interest to your
readers. No, my name is not "Dew," although I am
indebted to him (through the medium of your esteemed
journal) for what the artists calls the "altogether." I
I think the drawing will explain itself. The details differ
from those of Mr. Dew, and are mostly original.
The engine is a standard 3i h.p. J.A.P., and this, in

conjunction with a counter-shaft clutch and two-speed gear,
should^ prove an ideal propulsion lor a sporting "go "any-
where'' type of mount. The one illustrated should present
little difficulty in upkeep over and above that of a motor
cycle. I may say that the drawing is not a lesson in
draughtsmanship, and I hope your readers will overlook

NECK AND NECK I A motor cycle racing incident The artist has
endeavoured lo depict (and we must say witli considerable success) a Tnumnh
and a Rudgo rider in a great duel.

'
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technical errors. I have had an offer by a leading cycle

and motor cycle man in the district (Keighley) to construct
a runabout on the lines illustrated for £50 complete, which
I consider very reasonable. Wishing your valuable paper
a continuation of the success it has deservedly attained,

P. TAYLOR.

Sheffield and Hallamshiie M.C.C. and Affiliation.

Sir,—In reading the account of the Sheffield and Hallam-
shire Club's general meeting in Club News of last week's
issue, 1 note that it is stated that this club has affiliated to

the A.A. and M.U. As a member of this club, and one
who was present at this meeting, I suggest that the writer

has no authority in making the statement, as the club did

not affiliate to the above body. J. HASLAM.
[It appears that a proposal to affiliate to the A.C.U. was

defeated, and an offer of free legal defence of the membera
accepted from the A.A. and M.U.

—

Ed.]

Necessity is the Mother of Invention.

Sir,—On page 173 of the last issue, under the above head-
ing, you report how a motor • yclist thawed the geneiutov
of his lamp over a petrol fire which he made on the road.

This method, to my mind, is waste of good petrol, and
an addition to a bad tax—the petrol tax.

Three of us here (Koyston) had similar trouble with our
generators one evening when we went skating. When we
were returning, we found that the generators were frozen

hard, and we adopted a very simple method. First we un-
screwed our carbide containers, and filled the remaining space
available above the carbide with snow, which we collected

from the side of the road. We then spat on the snow and
replaced our containers as soon as possible. The saliva

started the formation of gas and heat, the heat in its tura
dissolved the snow, which produced more gas and heat, and
the heat from this melted the ice in the water compartments.
When once we got a good Same it would have been an

easy matter, had the heat not thawed the ice, to remove the
burner and play the flame on the container for a few minutes.

Of course, I mean, when I say remove the burner, that the
burner is easily removed with its seating, as is the cas«

in the excellent F.H.S. lamp.
Wishing The Motor Cycle every success, t. hich it riohlv

deserves. (Dr.) SELBY CLARE.
'

Inclined Engines.

Sir,—In reply to " Ixion's " remarks on the subject of

engines inclined backwards, I should like to say that my omis-
sion was deliberate. Having set out to state the case for a
departure from the usual vertical engine, I tailed completely
to discover either by reasoning or experience any notable
advantages in the inclined-backwards construction. Now,
however, Mr. W. H. Wells has stepped into the breach and
made good my deficiency. Therefore, further comment from
me on that branch of the subject would be supererogatory.
In referring to the Scott machine, Mr. Samson asserts that

its steadiness is due, not as I suggested, in part to a forward
position of the centre of gravity, but, on the conrtary, to a

backward position of the load. Mr. Samson implies that there

is more weight on the back wheel and less on the front wheel
of a Scott machine than on most other makes. Now this flat

contradiction comes as rather a shock, because it is customary
to study facts and figures before making such assertions as the
above. I will presently quote figures which seem to indicate
that Mr. Samson has not done so.

I agree that much depends upon the ability or otherwise of

the rider, but should like to point out that it is very often
otherwise. Does ilr. Samson build his machines for men of

Mr. J. Marshall's calibre? To do so Is not a commercial pro-

position. It is for ordinary unskilful amateurs like myself
who go to hill-climbs and races but do not go in for them
that machines are turned out by the thousand.

I should like to refer again to my experience along the Holy-
head Road, over the best limestone butter. The machine I

described was, of course, a P. and M., the weight distribution
of which is the most remarkable, and also the most satisfactory

from the said amateur's point of view of any of the three types
quoted below.
Assuming the load on the back wheel to be unity, I give

the proportionate load on the front wheel in three cases. It

is best to put it that way because weights like ages—time and

^95

gravity are merciless, blind, tmdiscriminating—are often better
unrevealed. The first case is, of com-se, a criterion for a large
number of standard machines at present on the market, and
the result is obtained from measurement. The results in the
second and third cases are from figures supplied by the
makers : Free engine Triumph, .76 ; Scott, .79 ; P. and
M., .96.

Convention demands that I should state the unfortunate fact
that I have no financial interest in the three firms mentioned.

B.Sc.

Lubrication Systems.
Sir,—^I think most readers wiU agree with the opinions

expressed that ball bearings, inside flywheels, oil drag, exces-
sive cylinder lubrication, carbon deposit and rapid bearing
wear are serious objections to the modern engine, and that the
various methods suggested for overcoming these, such as the
outside flywheel and plain bearings, have objections from
other points of view. As an engineer especially interested in

internal combustion engines, there appears to me to be only
one satisfactory method of getting over these difficulties, that
is by adopting forced lubrication. In this case tlie fliywheel

does not drag in the oil, lubrication of the cylinder depends
on oil pressure, and can be regulated ; there is no bearing
wear and no necessity for an outside flywheel.

In writing this, I have in mind the W.D. engine, which was
described in your paper at the time of the Olympia Show.
With an engine designed as cleanly as this one, it appears to

me that there is not even a single compensating disadvantage,
as the complication involved is less tlian with many of the

mechanical lubricators now on the market, which are at best

onlv a shght improvement upon the old-fashioned hand pump.
R. H. DOWNS.

To the Tyrol and Back.
Sir,
—"R.M.B.J." t-akes me somewhat to task for execrating

the road from Domo d'Ossola up the Simplon Pass, in my
article " To the Tyrol and Back." T only gave my impression
of the road, and, it may be a guide when I say that in 1901
there was a landslide that swept away chalets, a forest, and
covered an area twice the size of Hyde Park with dibrie,

burying the road 30ft., and a detour isnow made t-o go round
this area. It was perhaps here that I was thrown on a road
resembling a quarry bottom ; in fact, "R.M.B.J." says "there
are large stretches of unrolled stones." Quite so; and this on
a climb of over twenty miles. Is It not a fact that "R.M.B.J."
came down the worst side, and, therefore, was not so in-

convenienced ?

As to a st-eam roller, I may say we oidy saw two during
the whole of our tour, but then a steam roller is not necessary
to make a road smooth. The Simplon rises to a mere 6,600ft.,

and is a disgrace, whereas the Stelvio rises to over 9,03Cft. and
the surface has the Simplon "chased up a back street."

"R.M.B.J." asks me if I would not have liked a two-speed,
putting aside the sport in a single gear, and in answer I may
say he has asked me a puzzler, as the answer is yes, and yet
no, because there were a few times only when I could have
done with a lower gear ratio than the boss in the J.A.P. will

allow ; but, in any case, I should not have relished a twenty-
miles grind on a machine geared '^. and 9 to 1. If I was
going exactly the same tour again and had to have a two-
speed, I should choose a gear giving 4'i and 6i to 1, or one that

wiU give any reasonable gear, say the Gradua.
However, what my macldne is to be, single or two-speed on

my next tour, is "on the knees of the gods."
W. FAWCETT.

S.I.A.M.T., Ltd., w-rite that they wish to correct the
impression that has gained ground that the machine entered
in the Herts County A.C. Trial was a 2^ h.p. The machine
was fitted with the standard 2| h.p. engine, and was single-

geared.

A motor Elejge, bailt in America, and nuej with a 7 h.p. Indian motor cycle
eagine. The wheel steering will be noted. (See page 173 last week.)
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Feb. 22nd
„ 24th
„ 26th
„ 28th

6.23 p.m.
6.27 „
6.50 „
6.34 „

English-Dutch TriaL

Further news respecting the above
international trial will be published in

niir next issue.

Oxiord Club's Programme.
For the annual open hill-climb of the

Oxford M.C.C. on April 13th, a class for

sidecar combinations and runabouts will

be included. A further event proposed

by the Oxford M.C.C. is an open speed

trial in a private park, also a 100 miles

cipeu reliability trial over an extremely

difficult course.

Hill-climb in New Zealand.

A hill-climb organised by the Otago
AT.C.C. (Mew Zealand) at Saddle Hill

proved a great success, the class winners
being as under

:

Private Owners.—A. MacDougall (3^

h.p. Triumph)
Trade Riders.—G. Paterson {2a h.p.

T.T. New Hudson),
Sealed Handican.—Private Ownersi: S.

Poole (5 h.p. Indian).

Ladies' Competition and East«r Toui to

Harrogate.
Particulars of the second lady motor

cyclists' trial organised by the Herts
County A.C. are now ready, and may be
obtained from Mrs. 0. C. Cooke, North
Mimms, Hatfield. The run to Harirgate
is on Good Friday. On the Satuiclay

there is to be an open hill-climb at Barden
MOor, and for the North v. South con-

test Messrs. Phelon and Moore, Ltd., have
presented a challenge cup. Easter Monday
marks the termination of the tour, wheii

the return journey to Ix>ndon will be
commenced.

Twenty-riie T.T. Entries.

Entries to date for the Touri.st Trophy
llaces are as under:

Sknioii.

0. C. Godfrey Hal Hill

(holder)

C. II. Collier

H. A. Collier

S. A. M. Witham
niumfield, Ltd. (3

niacliitica)

.lohn Gibscin

W. li. BwshuU
.(. T. liashall

J). C. Bolton

E. T. Bolton
J. Norton
P. Brewster
Scott Engineering

Co, (2 machines)
J. W. Woodhoufio
I. B. Hiirt-Davies

C. B. FranUin
P. W. Owen
P. Butler

JUNIOII.
I'. J. Evans (holder) J. W. Woodhouse
( L R Collie, W. H. Bashall
> A. tol.jcr P. W. Owen

K. \f. Applcbeo

New Company to Manufacture Quadcars.

In a recent issue we referred to a
company which was in process of forma-
tion to manufacture quadcars. The
prospectus is now in the hands of the
public, and the subscription list will be

.
closed on Monday next, the 25th inst.

The title of the concern is Duo-cars,
Ltd., the authorised capital being £10,000.
Prospectuses and further information
may be obtained from the secretary (pro
tem.y, Mr. W. H. Stirling, 114-121,

Mansion House Chambers, 11, Queen
Victoria Str-eet, E.G.

Arms Hill an Attraction.

Another party of motor cyclists

journeyed from town to Arms Hill,

near Henley, at the week-end, and on
arrival there found quite a number of

motor cyclists actively engaged in trying
to conquer the ascent. Any other readers
wishful to try their prowess should refer

to The Motor Cycle of February 1st

last, wherein the first mention of the
hill was made, and a map published
showing its location. We have received

a communication claiming that the first

ascent on a fixed geared 500 c.c. single-

cylinder was made by a Mr. Shaw on a
T.T. Rudge. The first ascent on a
variably-geared 500 c.c. is claimed by
C. Q. Roberts on a three-speed Rover.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
Midland Open Reliability TriaL

New Western Artery for London.

A Morning with the Testers.

Will Makers Support the T.T. ?

Stolen Machines.
Jiarglars succeeded in purloining a

motor cycle from a lock up shed at

Richmond a few nights ago. The stolen

mount is a 2^ h.p. 1912 N.S.U., engine
number 19394, registration mark LE
977. The owner, Mr. R. S. Ingram,
" Strathearne." King's Road, Richmond,
offers a reward of £5.
Motor cvcle and sidecar, the property

of Mr. VV. Wilson, Tottenham, 4^ h.p.

Precision, No. 1462, Eisemann. Druids,
Binks carburetter. Wood Mihie back,
Michelin front, wicker sidecar.

The premises of the Colmore Depot,
49, John Bright Street, Birmingham,
were broken into between last Saturday
night and Monday morning, and two
motor cycles stolen—one 19ll two-speed
Douglas, registered No. O 4537, the
other Macbeth-Precision, Armstrong
three speeds, two pairs footrests, no
pedals, registei'ed No. 7411. Two
suits of motor clothing were also taken,
one belonging to C. R. Collier, which
he left after the Midland Trial.

FAST CORNERING IN THE GREASE.
Four compelitors in the Midland Trial, at tlie bad bend on Sunrising Hill. W. W. Douglas (Donglas),

C. H. Walden (Premier), S. Fontaine (Quadrant), and J. Cliater Lea (Cliater Lea sideoar.) A less lortunaie
competitor is looiting on disconsolately.
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Thvirsday March 21st

The date of Thr Malof VijcU Rpet'ial

Spiiiig Nnniher

Motor Cyclists' Progressive Association.

T]ie meeting of the neivly-iormed iXntiir

Uyulists' Pi-ugi'i-ssivf Association i*

to-Ti'ujhl. Thuisday, at the Holborn
Restaiu-aut, at 7.30. All memb-.'rs of the
A.C.U. and its affiliated clubs will be
weicfune.

Owners' Experience.

A sign of the times is the increase
in tile nnmber of " Exyjeriences Wanted"
in this issue The iiueries are sent by
readers an.xioiis to place orders for the
motor cycles and accessories enumerated,
subject, of course, to favourable reports
by fellow readers of this journal.

Sundeiiaud Motor Cyclist .gets Darnage?.

W. l'\ Ranshaw, a motor cyclist of

Sunderland, has been successful in a claim
for damages against a Hrni of niaiket
gardeners owing to the negligent diiving
of a trolley, which did not allow sutficieni

room for the motor cycle to pass.

Illuminated Speed Limit Signs.

The R.A.C. and the A. A. and M.U.
repiesentatives met the Hants C.C. with
regard to the proposed speed limit in

Basingstoke. After an inspection of the
roads it was agreed to waive all objection
on the local authority agreeing to siip]ile-

meiit the ordinary speed limit signs with
special iUuminati-d signs, so that motorists
should have aderjuate warning of the
existence of the restriction at night.

A Monster Motor.

Cenrremans the well-known Belgian
pacemaker. is at present in Paris
superintending the building of what
promises to be the largest motor cycle
ever used for pacing purposes. It is to

have four cylinders, and when complete,
Ceurremans with Arthur Vanderstuyft
following in his trail, will endeavour to

wijie ont Paul Guignard's long standing
paced push cycle world's hour record
of 63 miles 256 yards set up at ilunich
a few years ago.

A Misstatement.

Misguided people often step in where
angels fear to tread. The rumour contra
dieted in our last issue that Jake de
Hosier woulcl ride a Matchless in the
T.T. Race was a feat of sublime inijgina-

tion. Poor de Rosier is suffering iroir'

the effects of an accident that occurred in

the autumn, and. so we are informed,
his doctor has advised him to refrain

_froni riding for some time to come. Con-
seqirently he has. since his recovery,
occupied himself with track promoting.

Motor Cycle Paced Racing at Home.
Motor cycle paced racing pronn-cs to

form one of the popular attractions at

cycle race meetings during the coming
season. ;iSeveral well-known riders have
purchased motor cycles for pacing pur-
poses, for llieir own private use, and it is

very probable that a four-cornered paced
match will figure in the S.C.C.U. pro-

gramme at Hcrne Hill on Good FL-iilay.

Now that motor cycles are so plentiful,

one wonders why tin's form of interesting
racing has not been more encouraged. It

has great possibilities.

|j^^(^lL]E

[MTOIRE- IS^lSKir^

Mar. -.-^.A.C.U. Open One Dav Trial.

i6.—Essex M.C.C. Open Hill-climb.

2!.— R.M.C.R.C, Race Meeting.

23—Herts. County .\. C. Open
Quarterly Trial.

30.—Derby and District M. C.C.Open
Hill-cli:nb.

ipl. 5-S.—N.W. London and Herts.
County M.C.C. Joint Trial

and Open Hill-climb (Yorks.)

and Ladies' Competition.

>.—Westnn-rland M.C.C, Open
Hill-c imb on lirigstor Brow

13.—Oxford M.C C. Open Hill-dim^

The LateiiMr. D. G. Gilmour.

On Saturday last England lost one of

her most daring and skilful aviators,

who sacrificed his life to the cause of

.science. Douglas Graham tiilmour was
-known intimately to the writer, who
knew him to be one of those intrepid

Englishmen of whom his country may
be ju.stly proud. Very many of his

friends blamed Gilmour for his rash
ness, but thougli his doings on motor
bicycle, car. and aeroplane were of the
hair-raising order, his extraordinary
skill led those who knew him better to

criticise him more kindly. Apparently
the terrible accident which removed him
from our midst was in no way his fault.

It was in 1907 that he rode through the
Six Days' Trials on a 9 \\.\>. twin Bat,
85 X 95 mm., and with it gained a first-

class certificate. That large engine was
thought to be a terrible monstrosity in

those days. Yet Gilmour woirld make
it start at the first push, and would walk-
in a circle beside it, with each cylinder
firing with perfect regularity. He was
intensely amusing, and well does tire

writer remember how, on the occasion
of these trials, there happened to him
one of those thrilling incidents which
he so dearlv lox-ed, ' "I was going

J97

quietly through a village when a stupid
old horse in a cart started to run away.
Of course, I chased it and passed it

easily, and then a police inspector
stopped me and said it 'was my fault.

Silly ass! I can tell you I told him
~

what' I thought of him. ' Some years
aftci-. .Mr. (ieorge Reynolds, who had
been a judge in the 190/' trials, was walk-
ing a'.'iMss the Brooklands flying ground,
above which Gilmour was soaring in a
monoplane. He never forgot his old
motor cycle friends, and, swooping, over
Reynolds like a hawk, scared the life

out of him. Hardly had R.eynolds re-

covered from his trepidation when a
cheery voice called out, "Hallo I

Reynolds. I thought I recogniseil you
just now. Sorry I came so close, but I
had to make sure it was you." None
of those splendid sportsmen whose doing's
have been recorded in Tilt Motor Oijdt
ivill be regretted more than our old
friend, whose name has been added to
the too long list of those whom aviation
has claimed for her own.

The R.I.A. in Surrey.

The East Surrey Centre of the
R.I. A. is taking a very active interest
in the scheme for the construction of
the relief road at Croydon. At its last

meeting, the chairman" (Councillor A. 1'.

Lewis) made a special report thereon.
The Corporation are now completini;
surveys and plans of the complete road
(Thornton Heath to Purley), the total
cost of which the borough surveyor
estimates at £eO.COO. Towards this the
Iioad Board have definitely agreed to
contribute £30,000, the Ecclesiastical
Commissionei.i ib.SOO and provide the
necessary land and compensate the
present owners, and the L.B. and S.C.
Railway Company have agreed to pro-
vide new bridges at Waddon and
Mitcham EoaJ Crcssings. A scheme for
widening the Shalford to Reigate Pioad
was discussed and further details are to

be obtained, and the matter wi'll be
further con.sidfied at the next meeting.

The late D. Graham Gilmour, a one time motor cyclist, who was killed in a monoplane accident at Richmond
last Saturday, He personally gave us the above photograph.
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AUTO CYCLE UNION NOTES.
Membership.^—Seventj'-two tuuring memliers and

seven private members were elected at the last com-
mittee meeting. The 5s. touring membership scheme
is going well, and enables motor cyclists to obtain

valuable benefits at a smaller subscription than any
other motoring institution demands.
Nottingham Centre.—We are gi\en to understand

that a Nottingham Centre is in process of formation.

National Automobile Council.—The National
Automobile Council on which the A.C.U. is repre-

sented is fortunate in ha\-ing the Right Hon. Walter
Long as chairman.

Judges in A.C.U. Trials.^The names of a number
of members from which the A.C.U. may make .a selec-

tion of judges for A.C.U. competitions-is to be sub-

mitted to the Manufacturers' Union.
Sub-committee to Consider Tourist Trophy

Regulations.—The above consists of Mr. J. R.
Nisbet, vice-chairman, Messrs. J. W. G. Brooker, A.

J. Moorhouse, and E. M. P. Boileau.

Quadcars.—The A.C.U. Competitions Sub-com-
mitte-e and the R.A.C. Competitions Committee met
and di.scussed the question of the control of the above
vehicles last Thursday, but nothing definite was
decided. A further joint meeting will be held this

evening.

A sub-committee consisting of Messrs. Victor Hart,
H. P. E. Harding, M. G. Duncan, Otto Thomas, C.
A. Smith, J. W. G. Brooker, and F. A. Hardy met
recently to discuss the question of representation upon
the A.C.U. General, Committee, and it was unani-

mously recommended that, in order to give everv

affiliated club an equal voice in the control of affairs,

a revised system of election of club representati\'es

should be instituted in accordance with the following

scheme: (i.) At least twenty-eight days prior to the

annual general meeting the secretary shall issue re-

quests in writing to all affiliated clubs to nominate

individuals for representation on the General Com-
mittee to the number of the agreed club representa-

tion. Such nominations must be recel\ed from the

clubs not less than fourteen days prior to the annual

general meeting. Thereupon the nominations shall

be printed on a voting paper and circulated to the

clubs, who shall return them completed to the A.C.U
not Later than three days prior to the annual general

meeting. (2.) Such ballot paper shall contain the

names and towns of residence of the individuals nomi-

nated, together with the name of the club of which
'the nowiinee is a member, and the names of the club

or clubs nominating him. (3.) The result of the \oting

shall be reported by the secretary at the annual

general meeting of the council, and the stipulated

number receiving the largest number of votes will then

be qualified to serve on the General Committee.
One-day Spring Trial.—The above event will be

held on Saturday, March 2nd,

starting from the Swan and
Sugarloaf Hotel, Croydon, at

8.30 a.m. The course will extend

over about 160 miles in a southerly

direction, the luncheon stopping

place being at Tunbridge Wells.

Motor cyclists who are. willing to

act as honorary observers along

the route between Croydon and
Tunbridge Wells are invitefl to

send their names to the secretary,

the A.C.U., R.A.C. Buildings,

The new Auto Cycle

Union sign to be exiiibited

outside recommended
hotels for motor cyclists.

Pall Mall, S.W.

Will Makers Support the T.T. ?
THE above question is Ijcing asked by almost,

everyone interested in the T.T. races, to be

held in the Isle of Man on Friday, June 28th,

and Monday, July i st. Every motor cyclist knows
that practically the whole of the trade have signed a

bond which places them under a heavy penalty if they

direcllv ni- indirectly support the races.' Naturally, a _

bond becomes null and void if the signatories agree

that it shall be cancelled, and the question now arises

will the Manufacturers' Union, in view of public

opinion, waive the bond or allow it to run its course?

At the time of writing no one cart say definitely what

the trade decision will lie, but a meeting which was
to lake place after these pages had gone to press

would decide the matter, and we know which way the

wind was blowing.

('onsideral)le indignation was caused among Manx-
men, motor cyclists, and, in fact, certain manu-
facturers, members of the trade, union, by the letter

sent to the Manx Highway Board, urging it to

refuse to grant permission fur the T.T. races to he

held this year on the grounds of danger, etc. Il now
transpires that the communication was not sanctioiuMl

by the motor cycle section of the Manufacturers'

Union at all, and that the members (if that si'ction do

iiul rec(jgnise the document

Naturally this letter has been interpreted by motor
cyclists to mean that motor cycle manufacturers are

opposed to sporting events.

The makers' contention is that they have done no-

thing to discourage .sport; their view is that they have
endeavoured to prevent a professional race, and had

the Auto Cycle Union been willing to confine the race

to amateur riders they (the manufacturers) would ha\e

done nothing to interfere with the contest in any way.

The A.C.U. did not see eye to eye with the makers.

; and decided to hold an open event which according

to the makers has altered the circumstances, and the

Tourist Trophy Race bond now requires some further

consideration. We are informed there is no lack of

cohesion among the makers, but the altered conditions

justify them in reconsidering the question. We think

die real situation is that the Manufacturers' Union
iliDught that without their support the A.C.U. would

abandon the races, of they would at least confine them
lo amateur riders, which was the desire of the makers.

The A.C.U. have, however, gone ahead, obtained the

necessary permission to use the Isle of Man roads,

already secured a fairly important entry, and the

opinion now is among a number of makers that they

cannot afford to be left out. We should not be sur-

prised if the " bond " were thrown to the wind.
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A SUGGESTED SILENCER.
THE primitive form of silencei- is

a straight pipe of uniform bore.

A step, toward efficiency is made
by perforating this. The series

of lioles, by wlTicli a portion of the
escaping gas is released, lessens the
pressure and volume, thus reducing the
impact occurring at the main outlet.

No. coercion is. however, brought to bear;
as much of the gas escapes as pleases.

Now I propose to force the escape
by pressing in the side of each perforation'
f'lrthest from the valve. By this means
the holes become a sei'ies of scoops, and
that a good percentage of gas shall escape
becomes a point assured. By making the
pipe of diminshing bore—^of corn'se

increasing the number of perforations in

ratio to increasing pressure—this point
IS further assured. The coiling of the
pipe is a natural outcome of the cum-
brousness of an efficient length of pipe;

The point aimed at in evoh-ing .wlJat

might be styled "The Snake Silencer" is

a combination of the above essentials in

a form neat, readily assembled, and
cheaply manufactured.'

This it is proposed to do by making
it in two portions, an outer and an inner,
each to be a hollow cone—the former
bearing the impress of a convex spiral,
constantly diminishing on its outer sui'-

THE NOBLE-PRECISION.
Herewith we illustrate a new motor

cycle built by Alfred Noble and Co.,
Stoneleigh Works, Hill Street. Coventry.
The machine is on standard lines, being
fitted with Druid
forks, dropped top
tube, and the Preci-
sion engine unit.

Great attention has
been paid to the de-
tiiil work on this

machine, and it has
obviously been con-
structed by a practicnl
rider. It is notice-

able, for instance,
that the petrol and
<iil pipes are carefully
anneided and left un-
plated. The stand
and carrier are par
ticularly substantia'

2in. Davidson filler

ops are used on the
tank, while the lubri-

cation is by the Best
and Llnyd semi-automatic system.
The bottom bracket is formed so as to

make the attachment of a counter-shaft
gear a simple matter should it be desired

—that is, by undoing tAvo nuts and re-

moving the pedalling gear.

The standard machine is fitted with
Dunlop 26in. x 2^in. tyres and lin.

Midland belt. The handle-bars are very
comfortable and are bent in a pleasing

sweep, the ends being well dropped so

as to^ give a natural position to the rider's

wrists. Both front and rear mudgnaids
are of unusual width. Altogether the

machine has a smart and workmanlike
appearance, and throughout it is built on
standard lines, with a dropped top tube
-to give a low position.

face ; the latter a cpncavitv to match : the

pair forming, with the latter wedged
within the former, a continuous duct
joined at its interstices by a double
sheet, or sheet-like, connection of metal,

an integral part of the whole.
The material used might be copper,

brass, or aluminium spun, or pressed, or

both ; or iron, cast or pressed. The

FiG.l.

Fig. I.—Sketch of complete sualce sUejicer.

Fig. 2.—Section of one side of cone showing method
of putting together

—

The perforations which may be inside or outside are

not shown.

-^-mm^ <

THE 8h.p. CHATER-LEA
ENGINE.

Though the C'hater Lea ilanufacturing
Co. have been manufacturing engines for
same time. Mr. Chater-Lea recently told

A specimen of the 31 h.p. Noble uilli Precision engine.

us that even now many people were of

t4ie opinion that his engine was not made
at the Golden Lane works. This is

abenrd, as we have seen the engine
actually being mtinufactured, and a ver\'

interesting engine it is. This twiu-cvlin-

der, 85 x 85 mm., is designed specially

for the propulsion of the Chater-Lea No.
7 sidecar machine and the Chater-Lea
(|u»dcar. and has a low compression so

that it may keep cool. Not the least

interesting part abtjut it is the valve gear,

which is both simple and in.genious.

Thougli it is a twin-cylinder fitte<l with
mechanically-operated inlet valves, there

are only three timing wheels—that <in the
main-shaft and the two lialf-tiine wheels.
On the two latter there ure two sets of

efficiency being in no wav impaired so

long as the form were retained, the

materiaf and method would be of no
importance, and would be decided by
economy. Spun and pressed aluminitnn
would be, probably, found most satis-

factory.

In the accompanying sketches I have
attempted to illustrate the complete con-

trivance. The inner portion is the com-
plement of the outer.

The joint between silencer and exhaust
pipe would be made to suit exigencies

The pipe might be tapered off, wedged in.

and secured by a pin and two nuts ; or.

better still, a permanent nnion could be
affixed to the silencer. Neither method
would involve any difficulty.

Except for the initial cost of plant,

which need be by no means great, the
whole process would be inexpensive.
Two alternatives offer regarding the

position of the perforations, which might
consist of one or more rows, the total

area exceeding that "of the entrance to the

silencer. If on the outside, the escape

will be in all directions. Perforated on
the inside, with the small end of the cone
sealed, the gases would be ejected at the
large end in a uniform direction. No
cut-out would be required.

H. A. Rogers.

cams, one set. internally cut, operating the

inlet valves, and the other set on the other

side of the wheels of the usual type
working the exhaust valves. Each set of

valves is conti-olled by rockers Avith rollers

at the end engaging with the cams, so

as to reduce the friction to a minimum.
The internal exhaust lifter is interesting,

consisting as it does of a flat-ended

S|jindle to which the control arm operated

by Bowden wire is fastened. The flat end.

which has rounded edges, presses aeainst

the exhaust rockers when turned, and thus

raises the valves.

NEW NORTON PULLEY.
ilr. J. L. Norton has lately produced

•an extremely simple and ingenious adjust,

able pulley, which he has patenttd.

Herewith we give

a sketch showung
the principle. The
inner flange A
carries a boss,

which is screwed
on the outside
and has a keyway
cut in it. A key
fixed to the outer
Hange B fits th:s.

and allows B to

slide but not to

revolve. . C is a

milled cap which
is screwed inter-

nally to fit the
screwed boss on
A. Machined on
this cap is m

conect face, cut at

such an angle
that, so long as

the belt is in position forcing the Hange
B outwards, it grips a corresponding coned
face in 1! and locks the whole palley solid.

Ti;e new Norton adjust-

able pulley.
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motor cyclistis who in the past have taken part

in Army ?i"lanceuvres sliould feel sympathy with Mr.
Stewart in his present unfortunate predicament, for

it is to him they are indebted for being invited to

tal<e |iart in the operations; for it was he who organised the

intelligence servi';e and to a great extent defrayed the
expenses thereof out ot liis own pocket.
Those motor cyclists, therefore, who in recent years have

taken part in Army Manieiivres will have watched with great
interest the trial of Air, Stewart for espionage at Liepsig. }\[r.

Stewart has paid the penalty of being too keen. Last July,

ignorant of the German language, he went over to the Father-
land during the Morocco crisis to find out for himself what
the chances of war might be. Within forty-eight hours lie

\vas arrested iis a spy. locked up for six months, and now at

his trial he has been given three more years of confinement.
For some years past Mr. Stewart has during mancjeuvres been
attached to tlie staff of the Cavalry Division. We mot<ir

cycli'-s who like to take part iu Army Maiucuvres will miss
him this year—his tact, his energy, unfailing good humour,
and kindly consideration for all those witli whom he came in

contact. The Cunuians may call Mi'. Stewart a spy and im-
prison him as such. Imt those of us who know him vote him a

".jol'.v good fellow." and will be glad to see him back.

Motor Cyclists for Manceuvres.
It was ilr. Stewart who was asked last year to draw up a

report for the authorities on the best means of obtaining
motor cyclists for manoeuvies. and it is an open secret that
two allernalives were set forth.

The first was that which Tin- ^liiltir C>i/rli' has coii.sistently

advocated, that of. forming a Motor Cycle Staff Corps as

an independent unit of tin' Terriliu'ial Army, the nienibei's

being attaclred foi' drill, etc.. to tlie nearest Territorial unit,

but grouped in sections all over the kingdom. The other
alternative was officially to recognise the motor cyclist

sections belonging to the thirteen cyclist battalions, giving
the men suitable petrol allowances and specni! pay to cover
the wear and tea;' of machines. K<ir reasons of economy the
second alterinitive will be adopted, ami in A|iril next we may
e.>cpect to hear that motor cyclists will lie organised on [he

lines suggested in my note.^ I.'i.^l nioiilh.

This Year's Army Manoeuvres.
It is proverbially unpiotilable lo allcmpt lo fcneshiuhnv

forthcoming events, but there seems every indication, iirovided
Parliament assents, tliat this year Army Manceuvres will

be held on a very big scale over nnicli the same ground as was
contemplated last year, that is, in Kast Anglia. In Anijust
there will lie a cavalry concentration of four or. jierhap.s even
five brigades, and it is on the cards that four or six battalions
of Tcnitoiiiil cydists will also bc.^ called upon to lake part.

'i'he dates will jirobably be f-tom September 14th to the
19tli. ,.\lst) there will be the Divisional MiiiKcuvies. when
cyclists and inutor cyclists will be employed, lasting until
.Mid Seiitember, when the season will hnisli n|i with a week of
grand jnamcuvres for all arms. Motor cyclists who wish to
particifiate should take steps soon lo join o"ne of the 'J'erritoiial

cyclist ballalions. as it is more than likely that outsiders who
do not .join this year will not in future' years be invited to
come out and pai'licipate in the fun and excitement of .'\rmy
.Maineuvres. Those pro|iliecics may be false, Jiul iniless I liarl

good reason to iielievc llicin ap|iroximately correct 1 woidd
not jiiit I hem forward.

The Ideal Military Motor Cycle.
In view of the divci ncm , of opinion ainongsl motor lyclisls

as to the mo.st ."uilabli' form of molor cycle for mililary pur-
poses, it would be irUeresting to hav<' "the ojiinions of' those
who have most experience. In this nuilter il nnist be lemeiu-
bcaed how very few experts there are, if any. for a man ma\

well be an expert m all that regards the ridmg and handling
of his machine and yet be a novice iu njilitary matters, or
rii:e verm, and since the readers of 77ic Motor Oi/cle are more
likely to be expert motor cyclists than expert soldiers, it might
be as well to postulate some of the most important features
that a machine should possess from the iiurely military point
of view in order to approximate the ideal military "roonnt.

A machine used for nii'itary purposes must essentially
possess the following characteristics :

1. lie able to go dead slow amongst troops, and as fast as

possible on an open road. It must not only be foolproof and
weather-proof, but liable to as little mechanical derangement
or tyre trouble as possible, and it must have sufhcient powei'
t-o be able to start on a steep gradient if stopped on a hill.

2. It must have siilKcicnt power to tow a cyclist when
required, or lo carry the blankets, spares, and kit ot its rider.

3. It must be particularly well-sprnng. especially as regards
the front forks. Now almost any two-speed free engine of
high power when suitably built up' is able to fnltil theabove.
but at the same time it is extremely advisable that a military
machine should not be so heavy tliat when the engine is at
fanlt the rider is powerless to move the cycle along.

I do not pretend to lie a motor expert, but I have ridden
many and various types of machines at Army Manoeuvres, and
my ex|ierience leads me to believe that if it were possible to
mount a three-speed 4 h.p. twin engine on to a light fran;e so
that the cycle complete would not exceed one hundredweight
we should then have something as near the ideal as possible.
One point to remember is that one does not want a machine

that needs a lot of adjustment, or that is ditticult to start.
Nor does one want a racer. A machine (hat can average 30
ni.p.li. on an open road and climb any gradient from a stand-
still is what is requiied Doubtless sur h a mai hine if made
W'ould also hr.d a icnh n iikcl i i i n^st mm mililaiA rideis

SIDECARINC AT NINliPJ-NlNE.
Tho veteran siilecarisl is the Rev. H. M. Sherwood who died a lew weeks .150 al

Pershore. In the warm wcalhcr he was fond of rldin'; in a sidocnr attache:! to his
son's 1911 Triumph. The deceased Kontloman roiic a bonciliakor bic.vclu in tho
sixties ; il was Iherclore lllling Ihat ho should llnd the sidecar a groat iniprovcmeiil
upon a Balh cliair.
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A New Western Artery for London.

/ HOUKSLOV/ HEf.Tl-

V>,*.^0- BACEff BRIDQE

4 >i ^ I

The proposed new western artery tor London. The eastern end commences near West Kensington Station. The existing Bath Road
is shown by a dcubie tine.

SEVEKAL iiimouiiceuieiits have.__beeu made of late whicli
serve to show tliat active steps are being taken tu

better tbe lot of Jletropolitan motorists. If the road
conditions are improved for the car user tlie motor

cyclist will derive ten times more benefit. Only those who
are active users of motor bicycles can appreciate how murh
a good surfaced road not thronged with heavy traffic means
to them. The latest announcement is that of the Road
ISoard. wliicli proposes to construct a new westerly main
road exit from the Metropolis. That such a road is wanted
there is no sliadow of doubt. Hammersmith "Broadway, King
Street, Hammersmitli. and the disgraceful Brentford "bottle-
neck," with its double line of trams, are objectionable and
dangerous items in a long tram-laid road, which riders even
in these days of flexible engines do not care to face on a

single-geared machine. Thanks to the courtesy of the

MOTOR ROLLER SKATES FOR ROAD AND TRACK.

A French production filleil with a V type two-cylinder engine of J h.p.

It is said to be capable ol .30 m.p.h. The accumulators and spare wheels are

carried in a case attached to the waist of the sliater.

:iecrelary of the Koad Board, we have been etialjled to go

over the original map showing the course of the projected

new route.

The proposal is that the West Cromwell Road should be

extended and a bridge made over the West London Extension

Railway, and the road carried due west, leaving Hammer-
smith Broadway on the right. The river is then followed

for a short distance, and a due westerly direction is then

struck until Kew Bridge is reached. This is an important

point, as here the proposed new route crosses the Hounslo«'

Road at right angles, strikes north-west and then west, com-
pletely avoiding the abominable Brentford. When level with

the end of Brentford's death trap, a loop road is to be con-

structed leading into the Hounslow thoroughfare. Leaving
this point, the road extends through comparatively open
country until it joins tlie Bath Road at Hounslow Barracks.

From tliis point a dotted line is shown on the map leading

to East Bedfont, on the Exeter Road.

Of Special Value to Motor Cyclists.
No words can express the value of the proposed route t<j

motor cyclists entering or leaving London, but the question

arises as to whether or not the Road Board, which has none
too nnich money to spend, would be justified in payiiig

£850,000 of the estimated cost—£1,750,000. Would it not be

better for the Board to continue its goud work of improving

the main thoroughfares in the country by smootliing out

dangerous corners, and thus making its influence more widely

felt throughout the kingdom? We are inclined to think so,

irat we do hold that the Brentford Ijy-iMss might be built,

as the condition of the main road through the Middlesex
apital is a disgrace to civilisation. Reverting again to the

jiroposed route, we noticed, on perusing the original map.
that apparently very few existing roads will be utilised, and
as the building of the new road will necessitate much puamg
down of old buildings, the purchase of much property, and
the construction of a bridge, the estimate appears to be none
too liberal.

New Route to avoid London.
In another direction nntch good road work is being done,

and that is the mapping out of a route round London, which
is being carried on by the Royal Autnmobile Club, and^ very

.'hortly a map, dra^n up by a capaljle committee, will be
published by -a well-known firm which will enable motorists

to see how to travel east to west and north to south

(jii the' outskirts of the Metropolis without once meetin<;

thick traffic. The county rider is equally benefited thereby,

as by using it he will be able to travel, say, from Doncaste)

to Croydon, from Houn.'^low to St, Albans, or from Dartforri

to Enfield without getting tied up in a maze of carts, omni-
liuses. and electric trams. Such a ma.p \vas given in an

issue of The Autocar about two years ago, but the R.A.C.
map will be sold separately, and will be on a ratlier more
elaborate scale. T'hat such a map is badly wanted is clearly

proved by the number of routes Ave arc asked to work mt
so, as to avoid London
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ON SiiUuday last the Sutton Coldiield A.C. ann'ial open
reliability trial wa-s lield over typical winter roads,
^the entries, which numbered 106, constitutizig a record
fur a reliability trial. The chief award was the

Colmore Cup, presented by Mr. F. S. Whitworth, and held

liy Mr, \V, L). South, who last year rode a vScott, The best

represented makes in the trial were the Premier and
Kudge with seven each, there being six New Hndsons and
live Quadrants, Thirty-four amateurs entered for the special

prize, but this section performed disappointingly, for only
.six accomplished non-stop runs,

TTie start was at 9,30 a.m. from the Gun Barrels Hotel,
lUistol iload, Birmingham, and just before the starting time
tile lung line of competitors' machines, together with the
many oflicials and spectators, formed au impressive sight.

'J"he regulations for this trial were, in our opinion, most
praiseworthy. Tlie ordinary long-distance trial over a flat

i-uurse is as uninteresting and valueless as one can possibly
imagine, and the Sutton' Coldfield A.C, recognising this fact,

.select several well-l;nown acclivities for embodiment in the

route, and rely mainly upon the hill-climbs to weed out the
weaklings. Further, they demand that the hills be taken
iin the run with hot engines, wliich makes the test still more
instructive and nearer the ideal.

104 Starters.

One hundred and four entrants answered to the roll-call,

and they were despatched in pairs at half-minute intervals.

One of the non-starters, James St. John, the energetic trials

hon. secretary, uniortunately skidded on the cxi'cedingly
treacherous roa3 surface, breaking his magneto bracket.
,\l<i«t (if the competitors had adopted some special form of

mild shield, undcrpan or belt guard, on the lines <il' those
illn.-trated in these columns of fiirnicr trials, and they were
badly needed on Saturday, for the roads could hardly have
been in a worse state. There were two ladies in the ti-ia.l,

.Miss Berend and Mi.ss Hough, the former riding a new
model, a three-speed O.K. -Precision with sidecar, the bicycle
of wliich had an unusual design of frame, half diamond and
half open. Harry Reed's IJot was noticeably quiet, and on
investigation we found he had adopted a recent suggestion
of Tliv MdUir Ci/rlc, viz., to fit an extra large silencer under
the frame of the sidecar. C. R. Collier was competing in
liis first reli.-ibilily trial. Fancy the Knglish champion a

novice

!

Miirk.^ wen- .iwaided for ea.sc of starting, so that tefore
getting under way several competitors lost inarks, including
A. li. VVado (ZeniLli sidecar), whose passenger pu.slied ami

leapt over the back of the sidecar, A. ]J. Arter (James),

E. Smith (Regal-Precision), A. Winchcombe (Macbeth), N.
M. Hall (Corah), and W. W. Houglas (Douglas). ^Yithin a

stone's throw of the start Cheshire (Iriumph) experienced
a fail.

The route was via Longbridge and Rednal to Rose Hill.

This ascent is not a severe one, but hereabouts the surface
was particularly slippery, which accounted for the fact that
at this point no less than sixteen spoilt their non-stops.
Through Bromsgrove to Crabb's Cross, Alcester and Strat-
ford presented no difBculties except to keep upright. N.
Crozier (2-^ Levis) had the high-ten.'.icn wire come out of the
magneto terminal, and he lost much time fitting it in again.

W. D, South (Si h.p. Rudgel at the lop ul Sunrising hill.
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Competitors preparing to re-start from the foot of Warmington Hill.

11. Morgan suffered a burst tube, and later the throttle wire
broke and caused a further stop. H. Egginton (New Hudson
sidecar) broke a valve and, after ahuo^t linving made up
'lime, [Hiuctured. P. Brewster (Norton sidecar) retired, as
his low gear would not grip, whilst T. I'eck (Rudge) also
dropped out of the running,' reason not stated. Miss Berend
was early in trouble with her new machine, and was con-
srderabl,y delayed, but undaunted, she kept on.

The conditions overhead were excellent, a fine bracing air

w-ith the sun doing itsbest to peep from behind the clouds.

Troubles were continually befalling the riders, though of a
niinor character. \V. H. LI. Sheldon (Regal-Precision) several
times pulled up with mysterious overheating, W. Russell
(Quadrant) was passed efi'ecting an adjustment. E. V. Pratt
(Ivy) stopped to clear the jtt which choked three times during
the day, and N. AUday (5jJ Allday.'') had a petrol pipe break.

The Ascent of Sunrising.

At Sunrising a small crowd had gathered, and we noticed
witli pleasure that on this occasion there was no deaiih of

olKcials to observe the performances. It is indeed good to
think that so many honorary workers are willing to give up
tlieir Saturdays in the interest of the pastime, and so many
otliers willing to loan official cars.

^f^.xr'^^i^^r-'' v.?:wrs«Ki3gyrj^i^«iC;jptg;???g>;r^'.g^\'T

J. Chater-Lea (8 h.p. Cliater-Lea) making a good ascent of Warmiatton.
He made a non-stop run.

Sunrising, as was to be expected, fetched many out of the

saddles, but to turn to the other side there were some really

excellent performances. Jack Woodhouse (Regal-Precision)

was up first, and travelled at a fine pace to the top; albeit,

his machine was noisy, and at the finish he was disqualified

along with R. H. Clark (T.T. Corah) for excessive noise. W.
D. South (Rudge)—the holder of the Colmore cup—by dint of

judicious slipping of the clutch, managed to get up, his slow

speed being explained by a choked jet. R. Lord (6 h.p. Rex)
created an excellent impression as also E. F. Baxter on a

sister machine ; W. W. Douglas,' who with back down shot up
as if he were Tee Teeing, and H. C. Newman (Ivy) performed
splendidly. Probably R. H. Clark (T.T. Corah) was the fastest,

but there was little to choose between him and G. Brough (5

h.p. Brough), W. E. Newsome, and E. W. Cheshire (free

engine Triumphs). By the way, the two last mentioned
machines were noticeably quiet, probably in anticipation of

the much-boomed A.C.U. cut-out rule being carried into

effect for the first time

!

Good Ascents on Variably=geared Mounts.
Some of the variably geared machines, which travelled

slowly but surely, included Arter's James, Graham Dixon's

and Beard's New Hudsons, Winchcombe's Macbeth, Gibb's

Douglas, Greaves's Enfield, Bushby's twin Humber, Taylor's

Rudge, North's Ariel, Mundy's P. and M., and Slaughter's

L.M.C. P. J. Evans climbed practically all the way on the

top gear of Iris 1912 5^ h.p. Humber, which machine, beside

being prettier, is much more powerful than its predecessors,

n fact of which we have had practical proof.

One or two had very hard lines. For instance, Seymour
Smith (Norton) got almost on the crest of the hill but his high

gear just failed him. Fenn missed gear on liis Humber and
stopped. P. Moss (3^ h.p. Premier sidecar) found the gradient

just too much for his limited engine power and ran alongside

a few yards; whilst E. A. Marshall (2-i h.p. S.I.A.M.T.) got

up with pedalling—an excellent performance for such a tiny

engine. But the eye-opening performance was by H. Newey
on a 2i h.p. two-stroke Levis. He had no pedals, yet climbed
the hill unaided in astonishingly good style.

The passenger machines, generally, made a fine showing, C.

R. Collier on an 8 h.p. Matchless with double belt drive and
V^.S. two-speed gear made no mistake ; the two Morgan run-

rbouts had plenty of power in hand, which may also be said

of F. Smith's Clyno, Colver's Enfield, J. Chater Lea's sidecar,

and Yates and Bryant's Rex-Japs F. W. Finnemore (Veloce)

broke his high gear and retired, whilst W. Russell (Quadrant)
punctured.

Continuing along the ridge of hills, competitors descended
Edge Hill, turned to the right in the village of Kineton and
proceeded to Warmington, where a stop was arranged. The
hill was really- no test after Sunrising, especially as engines
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were cooled at the toot, yet three came to a standstill. Lunch
was lakei) at the Red Ijiori. Banlun-y. one and a half hours
being allowed.

The Re=start.
It was not permitted to start engines on tlie stand, and

on receiving the word to go, officials noted the ease with
which the engines responded and deducted marks accordingly.

The return route was over the same roads as in the morning,
the [liicK dr- if.iistnnci; being the ascent of Edge Hill, the
corresponding ascent to Snnrising, concerning the respective

severity of which gradients no two motorists are agreed.

There was a big crowd of motor cyclists and car owners
assembled to witness the fnn._

Practically all who did well on Sunrising reproduced
their success. South (Hiidge) making no mistake this time.

Newey made another' brave attempt to conquer the hill on
his little Levis, but failed near the top owing to a slipping

belt. Descending after tightening it, he annihilated the 1 in

6 gradient with ease. H. Pickering (i!^ h.p. A.J.S.), wdio

was going well, missed his gear change, but picked up again
after assisting with his feet, which procedure involved loss

of marks. By the way. this rider had a small water tank
on the top tube which allowed cole', water to drip on to the
e.xhaust valve cap. iN'Ioss (Premier) had to stop this time,

as also Spittle. H. Berwick (until lately riding Humbers
and now with the New Hudson Co.) had to pedal, but
liigby, Dixon, and Beard (3^ h.p. New Hudsons). appeared
to have plenty in hand. The twin Eexes ridden by Lord
and Baxter again pleased the spectators, and were certainly
among the fasle.'t machines. Brough let his machine out
on this hill for the first time. C. ]?eers (Lincoln Elk) had
a most unusual experience. He was going well when the
celluloid infiator attached to the bottom rail must have come
in contact with the hot cylinder, for it burst into flames. W.
S. Overend (P.V.) was again brought off solely owing to

belt slip. Miss Hough (Douglas! received a well-deserved
ovation. The only exciting incidents were when Gibb
(Douglas) and Rowlandson (Rudge) finding themselves side

l)y side were seized with the spirit of emulation, aud
crouching low down on their machines, tried to outpace each
otbei'. Eventually the little Douglas forged ahead and won
by ten yards, on its low gear at a speed of about fifteen miles
per hour. The other incident was when three sidecarists,

all going well, were almost abreast and scattered the line

of spectators. i\Iarshall was another who failed owing to

a slipping belt, the muddy state of the roads no doubt
accounting for this trouble. Walsgrove (Hazlewood) this

time made a clean climb, though he fumbled his gear on
Sunrising. A. A. Tye (on a 2^ h.p. Premier) stopped on
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F. H. Stevenson (Morgan Runabout) climbing Warmingfon.
the tew amateurs to mahe a non-stop run

He was one of

a better fate. Viggers (En-

nn,i Tower, so he went home
the very crest ; he deserved
field) had a stop near the R
to Banbury.

After descending Sunrising the only ascent

Gorcutt Hill near the finish, which troubled 1

ot no
iibiuU' i'.vre|)t

The usual busy

scene in the

yard of the Rsd

Lion Hotel

Banbury, t h e

turning point

of last Satur-

day's trial.
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E. W. Al.day (3J h.p. two-speeii AUdivs) nearing the summit oi Edge Hill
where the gradient is steepest.

the unlucky, one of whom was Miss Hough, whose gear lever
jumped into neutral. Troubles were not over. N. U. Davies
(Blumfield) ran over a fowl, which broke his front wheel mud-
guard, so he threw it away. As may be imagined, he presented
a pretty spectacle plastered with mud from head to foot. South
had to change a plug neai' Alcester ; Reed's auxiliary silencer

had broken away from its brackets and was trailing, then
a stone got in his belt rim and spoilt his clean record ; H. A.
Shaw, whose four-cylinder F.N. was as quiet as any, was
considerably delayed ; P. Puraphrey (Arno) was obviously^ in

fear of a fall, and no wonder, for as we rude behind him
we detected his wheels out of line; H F. Ladsgrove (B.S.A.)
did well, but tor a skid. Here is a genuine case uf ill-luck 1

L. Yates (Rex-Jap sidecar') climbed all hills and had a
splendid run until fifty yardi of the finish, when he came to
a standstill with a dry petrol tank. The finish was
arranged at the Alcester Road tram terminus, and all but
one or two raanajied to get in before dark, but there was
insufficient light to attempt any examination of the efficacy

of the mudguarding as had been intended.

Complete Official Results.
The band of willing officials after colleiting the cnmpetitors'

cards repaired to a private house, and thanks to the arrange-
ments of Mr. Howard Smith, the hun. sec, the list of non-
stops was announced the same evening.
There was some grumbling concernina a wrong measurement

on the roate card to the control at Wainiington. and a number
of competitors contended that they lost time at this check
owing to being misled by the mileage At a meeting of the
Sutton C'oldfield A.C. Committee on Monday evening it was
wisely decided to ignore this check entirely..

The official results are given hereunder, the order of merit in

the rase of equal marks being determined bv the time at the
secret check

:

COLMORE CUP AND GOLD MEDAL.
Marks.

Frank Siimi (5-6 h.p. Clyno sidecar)

(; Urough (6 h.p. Brough)
Res U. Mundy {3i h.p. P. and M.) ...

» f
H. Lord |6 h.p. Rex)

^•(B. W Lee (3i h.p. B.S.A.)
II. Crahain Dixon (3j h.p. Xew Hudson)
W B. Gibb (21 h.p. Di.uglnsl

A (i Higby (3J h.p. Ne« Huclson) ...

V Phillips (21 t..p. Dongla.'!)

14 ll(ill<iway (3i h.p. Premier)
1 I'lilhick (3i h.p. James)
C. R. Collier (8 Matchless sidecar) ...

12 Z'^-^'- Golver (6 h.p. Enfield sidecar)

IJ. Oliphant (3i h.p. Premier)

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

200

200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
20O
200
200
200
200

.5 / H. J. Woodgate (3i h.p. Macbeth) ...

\.3. A. Rowiaudson (3i h.p. Rudge) ...

14. H. C. Newman (3^ h.p. Ivy-Precision)
15. W. F. Newsome (3i h.p. Triumph) ...

16. V. Busby (2-1 h.p. Humber) ...

17. J. H. Slaughter (3i h.p. L.M.C.) ...

18. W. W. Douglas (2-J- h.p. Douglas) ...

19. J. Chater-Lea (8 h.p. Chater-Lea sidecar)
20. H. Greaves (2J h.p. Enfield)

21. R. E. Guest (8 h.p. Matchless sidecar)

J. Woodhouse (3^ h.p. Regal Precision) gained fuU marks,
but was disqualified owing to the noise of his engine.

All the above scored full marks, the under-mentioned, who
made non-stops, lost marks for being late at controls, or for

difficidty in starting.

Marks.
. 200
, 200
. 200
. 200
. 200

200
200
200
200
200

P. J. Evans (3^ h.p. Humber)
Vernon Taylor (3^ h.p. Rudge)
F. C. North (3i n.p. Ariel)

F. H. Stevenson (8 h.p. Morgan runabout)
E. Harvey (5 h.p. A.J.S. sc.)

S. Fontaine (3^ h.p. Quadrant)
E. Smith (3^ h.p. Regal Precision)
R. W. Duke (3^ h.p. Zenith Gradua) ...

G. Bryant (6 h.p. Rex -Jap sc.)

E. F. Baxter (6 h p. Rex)
Douglas Arter (3^ h.p. James)
H. Pickering (2^ h.p. A.J.S.)
A. Winchcombe (3^ h.p. Macbeth)

INIarks.

. 199

. 199
, 198
, 198
. 198
. 198
. 193
. 197
. 197

. 197

. 194

. 194

. 193

PRIVATE OWNERS' AWARDS.
11. E. Guest was awarded the gold medal for the best

performance by an amateur.
F. H. Stevenson wins the pair of Hutchinson tyres for best

performance other than a pnze winner.

Thirty-eight competitors accomplished non-stop runs, and of

these twenty-four scored the maximum of 200 marks.

There were a number of plucky riders of single-geared
machines in the trial. Those who showed up well on the hills

included R. Holloway's Premier. Newsome and Cheshire's
Triumphs. Clarke's Corah. Baxter's Rex. Brough's Brough,
Heaven's Bradbury, Marshall's S.I.A.M.T. (with pedalling),
and Newey's Levis.
We heard of two competitors who failed on Rose Hill,

Rednal, only six miles from the start, and went home.

-2^

Three sidccarists descending Sunrising Hill on the homeward journey. P. Moss
(Premier) leading H. V. Colver (EnHeld), followed by C. R. Collier (Matchless).

1 £9
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Anglesea M.U.
This newly-formed club is affiliated to the A.C.U.

President, Mr. H. R. Davis; captain, Mr. 0. H. M.
Williams ; hon. treasurer, Mr. H. Pickford ; hon. secretai'y,

Mr. G. E. Roberts.

Haslingden M.C.C.

A genei'al meeting will be held on Thursday, the 29th
inst., at the headquarters of the club, Blackburn Road,
at 7.30. All motor cyclists in the district are cordially
invited.

Oxford University M.C.C.

There will be a motor cycle liill-climb for members of the
University, at Horsepath, near Oxford, on March 9th. Entries
to be sent in to Mr. A. C. Hardy, New College, Oxford, before
March 7th.

Derbyshire and North Staifordshire A.C.

A motor cycle section has been formed with a strong com-
mittee and a present membership of twenty-five. Applica-
tions should be addressed to the hon. secretary, Mr. E.
Russell, Nuns' Pingle, Ashbourne Road, Deiby.

North-west London M.C.C.

A novel competition will be held on Saturday, March 2nd.
This will take the form of a night paperchase, or Will-o-
the-wisp competition. Lanterns as well as paper will be
used to mark out the course. The competition will be of

about one and a half hours' duration. Competitors will

meet at the High Stone, Barnet, at 6.30 p.m., when the
car carrying the scent will start.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The ninth annual general meeting was held at head-
quarters, on Saturday, the 17th mst. The following

officers were elected for the year 1912 : President, Mr. H.
Austin ; captain, Mr. R. W. Duke ; treasurer, Mr. E. W.
Winckle ; trials secretary, Mi\ H. J. Cox ; secretary, Mr.
R. Vernon C. Brook. Six new members were elected to

the club. There will be an open hill-climb at Wenlock Edge
on June 1st.

Mid Bucks M.C.C.

1'he annual meeting was held on Wednesday last when the

following officers were elected :

President, Mr. A. C. de Rothschild, C.V.O., treasurer,

Mr. T. Loader ; captain, Mr. H. T. Ball ; sub-captain, Mr.
F. Edgington ; vice-captains, Messrs. E. H. Eborn and G.

Owen. An interesting programme was drawn up for the

season and new members will be heartily welcomed by the

hon. secretai'y.

Bishop Auckland, Darlington, and District M.C.

The winter reliability trial of the above club, for the

Rex Motor Manufacturing Go's silver cigarette case, was
held on January 28th last to Wethei'hy and b;u?.k, and

resulted in a tie between Presland (Cliater-Lea), Foster

(Triumph), and C. W. Smith (New Hudson). The winner
will be decided on the best perfoiniance of the above three

riders in the opening reliability trial.

Derby and District M.C.C.

A.t the annual gc'iicnil meeting the following officers were
(Occted for 1912: Chairman, Mr. K. V. Clarke; captain, Mr.
A. Ainsworth ; hon. secrclary, Mr. A. B. Bennett.

'J'he competition for the liimsell Cliallenge Cup will be re-

iim on the 24th insl. 'J'lic course will lie a circular one,

starting from AlloHtree.

'J'he open liill-( limb will taUe |)hu:c on March 30th at

Oakamoor (between Ashbouijic and Cheadh'). There will

be clusscH for '1'. 1. niauliincs. 3i li.p. RiiiKJes. large twins.

and an all-comers' event.

Wakefield and District M.C.C.

A meeting will be held this evening (the 22nd inst.) at

eight o'clock, at the Graziers' Hotel, Market Street, for the
purpose of forming a motor cycle club. Motor cyclists are

invited to be present.

Worksop and District M.C.C.

At a meeting held at the Royal Hotel, Worksop, it was
decided to form a motor cycle club, and the following officers

were elected : President, Mr. R. Allen; vice-president,

Mr. A. G. Tomlinson ; hon. treasurer, Mr. G. Kemp ; hon.

secretary, Mr. F. Burton ; 2a, Ryton Street, Worksop.

Chesterfield and District M.C.C.

The first annual dinner and presentation of prizes passed

off very successfully on the 14tli inst. at headquarters, the

Hotel Portland, Chesterfield. In proposing the toast of

"the A.C.U.," Mr. A. C. Seals pointed out that motor
cyclists owed a great debt to that body which, by exhaustive

test and trial, had done much to perfect the modern machine.

Chester and District M.C.C.

It is suggested that a motor cycle club be formed for

Chester and district. All motor cyclists interested are

requested to send their names and addresses to Mr. A. H.
Catlow, Glen Auldyn, Kilmorey Park, Chester, and should

sufficient names be received a meeting will be called tc

discuss the scheme.

Westmorland M.C.C.

The open hill-climb on Brigsteer Brow will include classes

for lightweight singles up to 360 c.c. ; singles, 480 to 580
c.c. ; singles, unlimited ; lightweight twins up to 480 c.c.

;

twins above 480 c.c. ; variable gears over 480 c.c. ; unlimited

with sidecar; unlimited on time. The entries close on
March 31st.

Kssex M.C.

The open hill-climb takes place on the 16th March, and
classes tor all types have been arranged, including light-

weights, 500 c.c, twin cylinders, passenger machines and
runabouts. The venue of the hill will be kept secret, so that

a fail' chance is given to all competitors. Entry forms and
particulars are now ready, and can be obtained from Mr.
Ernest J. Bass, Bishops Stortford, Herts. Entries close on
the 9th March.

Salford M.C.C.

At a meeting of the Salford motor cyclists, held on
Thursday, the 15th inst., at the Langworthy Hotel, it was
decided to form a motor cycle club. The following were
elected as officers : Captain, Mr. A. Hojjkinson ; vice-

captain, Mr. W. Jordon ; treasurer, Mr. S. Chrisp ; secretary,

Mr. T. Metcalfe. The opening run was fixed for February
25th, start from Langworthy Hotel at 10 a.m. Intending
members are invited to attend the run or write to T. Met-
calfe, 193, Langworthy Road, Salford, who will willingly

forward full particulars.

A.C.U. ONE DAY TRIAL.

Entries for the A.C.U. one day trial, on Saturday, March
2nd, stood as follows on going to press:

J. Kerr (3^ N.S.U.) B. A. Hill (7 Indian sc.)

R. M. Bvice (3i Brown) E. Frassetti (7 Indian sc.)

C. Tinline (3i Rudge) W. Cooper (3i Bradbury)
K. W. Cheshire (3i 'I'riumph) Cecil Roberts (3i Rover)
W. K. Ncwsome (3i Triumph) F. W. Applebee (2£ Centaur)

G. T. Gray (3i Rudge) R. Lord (6 Rex)
0. C. Godfrey (7 Indian sc.) Frank Smith (5-6 Clyno sc.)

Bntries clo.w on Saturday.
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Club News.

—

Blackburn M.C.C.

This club, formed in July last, has now fifty members. The
season is to commence with a club run and hill-cIimb, particu-

lars of which can be obtained by members at the monthly
meeting on the 29th inst.

Grosvenor M.C. (Manchester).
The opening run will take place on the 3rd of March

next, tu Bells, Peover ; meet heudquarters, L iiicorn Hotel,
Altrincham, at 2.45 p.m. Other runs for the month will

be : 13th March, Matlock : 17th March, Chester ; 24th
March, Southport ; 31st March, Tavporley. The secretary,

B. Turner. Wood Dene, Brooklands, Clieshire, will be pleased
lo receive names of any intending members.

Bolton and District M.C.C.

The annual general meeting was held at headquarters on
Wednesday, the 14th inst. It was decided again to affiliate

to the /*.C.U. The subscriotion for l'^12 is ti be
7s. 6d. The officers elected for season 1912 are : Presi-

dent, Mr. H. Holmes ; chairman, Mr. Curwin ; vice-chairman,
Mr. A. R. Batten; hon. secretary, Mr. N. Haddock;
treasurer, Mr. Leadbetter ; captain, Mr. S. Parker ; vice-

captain, Mr. L. Hordman.

Chorley and District M.C.C.

A meeting Avas held on Wednesday, the 14th inst., at

Court Chambers, Chorley, for the purpose of establishing
a motor cycle club. The various officers and committee were
elected, and it was decided to adopt the above name. The
secretary will be nlea'-ed to i"fei"e emaiiries Irom :iny

motor cyclists in the district. The temporary headquarters
and serret;irv's address are Court Chambers, 17, St. lUomas's
Road, Chorley.

Maidenhead and District M.C.C.
On Monday, February 12th, an enthusiastic meeting was

held at the Saracen's Head Hotel, Maidenhead, to discuss the
formation of a club for Maidenhead and district. Mr.
A. W. Heybourne was appointed chairman pro tcm., and
rendered great assistance in framing the rules and conducting
the meeting After due discussion, a club was formed, about
eighteen members being enrolled. It was decided to limit the
radius for members to six miles, to hold competitions, and to
have weekly runs every Thursday and Saturday alternately.
A discussion then took place as to whether quadcars and run-
abouts should be eligible, and ifc was finally decided not to
admit them. It was decided that the headquarters for the
present should be the Saracen's Head Hotel. The officers for
the ensuing year were then elected : Captain, Mr. R. C.
Owen-Wells; vice-captain. Mr. C. C. Browne; hon. sec. and
treasurer, Mr. H. H. Hacker.

- ^-ri-.i:-

The A.C., or Auto Carrier, is bein? largely adopted by commercial houses as a
handy and cheap means of distiituting the lishter form of goods. The carrier
illustrated is one lately pressed into service by a typewriter company.

Motor Cycling Club.

The opening run will this year again be to the Old Ship
Hotel. Bi-ighton. meeting at Crawlev. on Saturday afternoon,
March 23rd. and returning the following day. The Exeter
medals will be presented in the evening.

Southampton and District M.C.
Tlie annual general meeting was held on the 14th inst., when

the following officers were elected : President, Mr. A. H.
Oakley ; captain, Mr. S. Docking ; vice-captain, Mr. S. W.
Duggins ; hon. sec. and treasurer, Mr. H. Percy Young. Al
the conclusion of the meeting Mr. A. H. Burnand read a papei
on carburetters.

Cardiff M.C.

The newly formed motor cycle section has now beer
inaugurated, and it has been decided to affiliate to th(

R.A.C. and A.C.U. A club room has been arranged foi

at the Globe Hotel. The opening run will be to the Speed
House, with a hill-climb in the vicinity. Two opei
meetings will be held in conjunction with the South Walei

A.C. A mass meeting of motor cyclists will be held at tin

Globe Hotel, on Saturday, tlie 24th inst.. at 8 p.m. Par
ticulars of competitions may be obtained from Mr. T. Parry
24, Bovei-ton Street.

Surrey M.C.C.

The following competitions have been arranged for the

coming season : March 27th (Wednesday), opening run

and speed-judging contest; April 24th (Wednesday), mem-
bers' hill-climb ; May 15th (Wednesday), petrol economy
competition ; June 1st (Saturday), penalty run ; June 25th

and 26th. reliability trial to Exeter, for the Triumph Chal-

lenge Cup, starting" on Tuesday night; July 27th (Saturday),

twelve-hour reliability trial.

It is hoped to arrange also with the Hants M.C. Union
an inter-club hill-climb, to be held on a Saturday about the

end of August.
For the chief competitions there will be an attendance

qualification for the first prizes. Those members who pro-

pose to enter for these competitions should therefore

endeavour to qualify in good time by regrJar attendance at

club events. -
'

Scouting Section.—The sub-committee is at present pre-

paring a scheme and programme for the coming season.

Those members who are interested in this work are Re-
quested to send in their names at once to Mr. G.'S.
Williams, Sandycoinbe, Ridgeway, Woking.

iviffisrs. 4eil and Deak' i, designers and makers of the Canoelet sidecar, are
pricUojl motac cyclists, and are frequently to be seen In the Birmingham
i >tci.:i .vim (aeic C.i'. A ajifH an J Oanjelet sidecar.

LOST AND FOUND.
We receive many letters regarding accessories, etc.. both

** Lost and Found," whicti we are unable to find space tor.

As these particular matters are of interest lo two persons
only, viz., the finder and the loser, we keep a list ot such
articles, and, should we receive a loiter from the finder

which corresponds lo the article lost, the Iwo persons are

put into communication.

l^2J
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. AH queries should be
addressed to the Editor. "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal queries should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

*^

A Low Registration Number.

Please let me know in what
county I can get a low registra-

tion number for my motor
cycle.—R.W.C.

Low registration numbers can be obtained

in the following Irish counties : Clare,

Carlow, Donegal, and Monaghan. •

Harrogate to Cookermouth and Colwyn Bay.

Would you kindly tell me the

^JTl best route, avoiding all the large" towns possible from : (1.) Harro-
_LJ gate to Cookermouth (Cumber-

land). (2.) Harrogate to Colwyn
Bay (North Wales)? Would you kiuaiy

also state distance to these places?

—

C.E.H.M.
We have pleasure in giving you the fol-

lowing routes : (1.) Harrogate, Kipley,

Ripon, straight along the road to Thirsk
until you meet Leeming Lane, go straight

along " Leeming Lane, turning left at

Scotch Corner, turn left again, and go
through Bowes, Appleby, Keswick, to

Cockermouth. The distance is approxi-

mately 119 miles. (2.) Hari-ogate, Blub-

berhouses, Skipton, Gisburn, Clitheroe,

treston, Rufford, Ormskirk, Liverpool,

by ferry to Birkenhead, Kastham, where
turn for the road to Hawarden, and go
through Holywell to Rhyl, whence there

IB a direct road to Colwyn Bay. The dis-

tance is approximately 150 miles.

The Uses oj a Two-speed Gear.

(1.) Do you consider tlie B.S.A.
f^ri two-speed free-engine gear quite

I ^1 reliable and foolproof, and suit-

L*_i able for hard wear ? (2.) Would
a two-speed gear be any great

advantage for town and traffic work
with sidecar ? (3.) Am I right in

presuming tliat when riding solo one
could tinotlle down as slow with a free

engine, and keep one's balance, as with
a two-speed gear ? (4.) Woidd the
two-si>eed gear eventually pay for itself

by saving the belts and tyres ?—G.H.C.
(L) The gear in question should bo
suitable. (2.) Such a gear won'd be of

an undoubted advantage for traffic riding

with a sidecar. Wlien riding solo you
would hardly need the low gear at all,

but it would be useful in traffic and you
would have it always in reserve in the
case of an emergency. (3.) Willi .1

free engine one can slow down almost as

mucli. provided a good cliitc-h bo fitted and
the gear ratio itself be not too high. (1.)

A two-speed gear would be aiore valuablo
in cnab'ing you to get un -..-.y hill and
to start on any gradient than it would
be in the saving of bells and tyrfs.

112 (

Sidecar lor Devon.

(1.) Is the 6 h.p. Matchless with
two speeds and free engine quite
suilab.e for occasional sidecar use,

and sidecar tours, say, in Devon-
shire? I presume this machine

would be quite easily handled as a solo

mount in traffic? (2.) Is the Millennium
two-speed and free engine quite suitable

for above machine? (3.) Is Maude's
Portland sidecar, advertised in tlie

columns of The Motor C>/ch a good
investment and quite suitable for use

with above machine? Is the weight of

this sidecar (78 lbs.) heavy or quite

normal? (4.) Jones £3 3s. speedometer
—what of this? (5.) Could you tell me
approximately the weight of the Matcli-

less single-geared machine?—H.M.B.
(1.) the machine in question would be
quite suitable for use with a sidecar, and
would be quite easy to handle in traffic.

(2.) The gear mentioned is good, but the

one used by the makers of the machine
is the V.S. (3.) Yes; the sidecar in ques-

tiori is good value for the money asked tor

it. We should say that the weiglrt is

normal. (4.) The speedometer mentioned
here is excellent. (5.) We think that the

weight would be about 180 lbs.

Maximum Intensity of Spark.

Can 3'ou help me in this matter?
I have a Boscli magneto, D.A.2,
and when I fully advance my
uiagiieto I do not get such a bril-

liant spark at tlie plug as when
the lever is about half-way advanced.
I certainly have my make and break a
bit wider apart than usual.—B.M.

This is only natural. The maximurn
position occurs rather in advance of

half-way in the quadrant. As you ad-
vance the spark further its intensity be-

comes a little less, but as the intensity

increases with the speed you get quite as

strong a spark at high speeds as you would
do at low or medium speeds when the lever

was at maximum position. The extra gap
at contacts would cause later firing.

-pf .,,.,.^^-^^SlflP^^^

A SUITABLE OUTFIT SUGGESTED BY THE RECENT INCLEMENT WEATHER.
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Upkeep of a Big Twin.

I am thinking of cliaiigiiig ray

3^ h p. macliine, which I find in-

suificient to take a sidecar, for

an 8 h.p. Matclil«ss. But before
doing so, I want to know,

roughly : (1.) How many m.p.g. an
8 h.p. engine and sidecar would go, and
also wbeilier the average upkeep of

a twin would be much more than a
single. (Z.) Do yon recommend the
Matchless for rough hill work and for

all-round work?-dl.F.D.B.

(1.) You must, o; course, ex(>ect the up-
keep to be rather mere than that of a

single-cylinder. The machine would run
between fifty and sixty miles to the gallon

of petrol. Also, you would have to pay
more for tvres and belts. (2.) We can
thoroughly recommend the machine for

vough work.

Fitling Hob Clutch without Alteration lo Frame.

Some months ago, my brother

^T] in India M'rote to a certain acces-

•^ sory manufacturing company
-SJ oraering a free engine clutch hub

and wheel, stipulating that they
were to be built so as to fit his 1911

UouglES (single-speed model) " without
structural alteration " to the frame.

The company undertook to carry out
the order, but on receiving the hub and
wheel my brother found that the width
over cones was 5|iu., whereas the width
of the Douglas , forks is only 4-iin. I

have therefore been in correspondence
for him with the makers of the hub,
who fiist aisseited that no structural

alterations were necessary, "as it is

quite an easy matter to pull the forks

open with one's hands to the width
required." On writing to Messrs.

Douglas Bros., however, I w: s informed
that the forks cannot be pulled open
to the desired width. In their last

letter to me the makers of the hub still

maintain that no structural alteration is

necessary. (1.) Do you consider that

forks normally 44in. wide can be opened
without structural alteration to take a
hub which is SJin. over cones, or have
you ever known of a case where it has
been done? (2.) If it cannot be done,
have I a legal claim to a refund of the

amount paid for the hub and wheel?
(3.) If the makers are liable to refund
the cost of the hub, can they also be
coniDelled f" -pfund the cost of carriage

to India ?-K.D.K.

(1.) Messrs. Douglas are right, the forks

cannot be forced open to such an extent

by hand without damaging the frame.

(2 and 3.) There is a good claim against

the acces.-^ory manufacturers, but it is only
your brother in India who can commence
proceedings. You cannot issue a summons
here on your brother's behalf, but a soli-

citor can do so in the County Court, pro-
vided security to the satisfaction of the
Registrar is given for the costs of the

other side, in the event of the other side

winnin)i the case. The solicitor's own
undertaking with regard to this would be
sufficient. As the accessory manufacturers,
evidently knew that the hub and wheel
were going to India, we think the carriage

both ways could be recovered from them.
In our opinion, your brother should return
the goods before the action is commenced,
and request that his money be refunded.
The best plan is for you to see a solicitor

before you do anything further.

f^^^^lLE
Adjusting Petrol Level.

Petrol runs over top of jet,

even when back W'heel is on
stand, off ground. On steep
liills the engine pulls up, with
absolute loss of power with a

choked sensation—presumably too rich a
mixture. I have adjusted the float

until there is hardly any play at all

(which ought to reduce level). Float
appears to be good, air and petrol tight.

For example, under no circumstances
whatever can I ever get up Brockley Hill,

Edgware Otherwise the engine is

in splendid condition in all respects,

and I tliink the sole trouble is car-

buration.—J.H.L.L.
You may get over the difficulty by adjust-
ing- the collar on the needle valve. First

of all, mark the spindle so that you will

know exactly where the collar was origin-

ally ; then heat this, put the needle
Icosely in a vice and gently hit the head,
so that the collar is slightly raised, this
should have the required effect. Detailed
instructions for adjusting the petrol level

are given in " Motor Cycles and How to

Jlanage ITiera."

A'

2og

Kefistr'^tion pni Li^bitty.

I have bought a second-hand
motor cycle for the purpose o{
renovating and selling at a profit.

The machine was I believe,
registered at Bristol, but no

registration fee has been paid for some
while, as );he maclihie has not been ready
for riding, and the original number ia

still on it. If I cancel this number
now, will the authority drop on me
for any arrears, and if I get a licence
for it will the same thing happen?

—

G.E.O.
No, you are not liable, except for the
transference of the number to your name.
What you had better do is to write to
the authorities, tell them the facts of
the case, and ask them, if the number
has not been cancelled, to transfer it to
your name. If the number has been can-
oalled, then you are liable for the full

registration fee of 5s. The registration
refers to the machine and not to the
owner ; and if the registration has not
been cancelled, all the authorities can do,

is to exact a fee of Is. for transferring
the number to you. _

EDITORIAL NOTE.
Owing to the increase in the number of

enquiries desirjng readers' experiences of

motor cycles and accessories, the feature
has been transferred to page 189.

PILLION SEATS.

Though the above method of carrying apssssn^er must always be characierisea as rislty. it is surprisin^;

how many ladies, utterly oblivious of the chances tliey take, willin'jly accept an invitation to try the 'barrier seat.

We recently heard of a married couple undertaking a long tour in tiie manner depicted. The machine is a
free engine Singer,

E23
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Electric Lighting ior Blotor Cycles.

Messrs. Nye and Co , 16, Hampstead
Road, Tottenham Court Road, N.W., are

the London agents for the Polkey-Jarrott
electric lighting set desci'ibed in the last

issue.

Motoring in Ireland.

We are in rec€ipt of the latest Burrow's
Guide, entitled " Motoring in Ireland,"
which is published under the auspices of

the R.A.C. Touring Department. The
whole matter has been carefully gone
through by Mr. H. A. T. Moroney, the
capable manager of that department, and
it is interesting to note that the letterpress
has been written by Mr. C. G. Harper, the
author of "The Autocar Road Book." A
feature is a bird's eye map of the country,
showing the principal roads and natural
fatures.

New Sidecar Stand.

Messrs Pitce and Co., London Colney,
Herts.; have lately introduced a new
Ukantej sidecar stand. This follows the
principle of tbe same firm's motor bicj'cle

f^^OT^ILl

stands, which have been on the market
I'ur many years. The sidecar stand is

fixed to the axle by means of four bolts,

and is securely locked in whatever
position the leg may be put. The bolt

which locks the leg of the stand is con-

trolled by a pedal, so that the stnnd
may be put in and out of action without
stooping to lock and unlock the bolt.

When out of use the leg is in alignment
with the cliain stays of the motor bicycle.

New Northern Depot.

The Northern Depot, Ltd., Leece
Street, Liverpool, advise us that they are

shortly opening a new showroom in the
old Argyll premises in Liverpool, and
will show " everything motorish." They
are sole agents for a large district for the

A.C. Sociables and Kerry-Abingdon motor
cycles, and carry a good stock of

electrical and rubber goods XL'All
saddles and Jones speedometers. The
depot will bo under the management of

i\ir. S. Kenneth Broadfoot, A.M.I.E.E.

Lamps.
The latest catalogue of Messrs. Miller

and Co., Ltd., Miller Street, Birmingham,
is aptly entitled "A Catalogue of Lam|)S
that won't go Out," and is an excellcnlly

got up and instructive publication. In
it the various typos of lamps manu-
factured by this well-known firm are
riearly lisU'd and described, and also

various component parts of which they
are wmntructed. A novelty which is a
.speciality of Messrs. Miller and Co.,

Md., is ail acetylene tail lamp, which
should appeal U> users of qiiadcars and
Mich like vehicles.

Crank Fin Design.

The English patent number of the

N.S.U crank pin design published on
February 8th, page 152, is 8,192, 1911.

Change Speed Gears.

The Wulfruna Engineer' ng Co., Ltd.,

Great Brickkiln Street, Wolverhampton,
advise us that they are in a position to

give prompt delivery of the Thornton
two-speed gear, of which they have the

sole control.

Low Riding Position.

We illustrate a new XL'AU back rest

which has been embodied m the design

of the anatomical seat. It is designed to

rise and fall witli a parallel nioliuo, tlius

avoiding the rubbing of the rider's back,
and it is fixed sufficiently low to be easily
cleared when mount-
ing or dismounting.
XL'All saddles are
now made and sup-

plied with saddle
pins to give the
lowest possible riding

position with any
make of motor cycle.

This has been ren-

dered possible by a
careful study of the design of all makes.
A motor cycli.st ordering one of these

saddles has merely to state the make of

FEBRUARY 22nd, igiz.

Trade Announcement.
|

Mr. Harold Williamson, late of the Rex
\

and Singer companies, has been appointed ;!

to an important post with the Vacuum
Oil Co. 'i

Nortons in London.
Norton motor cycles can now be

inspected at Messrs. Robertsons, 157, '

Great Portland Street, W., who. are the
London agents. Facilities for acquiring
the same machines by deferred payments '

are being made by Harrod's Stores.

Two New Engines.
Messrs. Job Day and Sons, Leeds, will

be shortly placing on the market two
new motor cycle engines of Z'% h.p. ajid

7i h.p. 'These engines have been
designed by Mr. H. A. Smith, the designer
of the Illston and Smith engines which
were recently described in these pages.

A Long Climb.

From Glossop to the Snake with tliirty-

two stones weight and sidecar lias
recently been climbed by H. Egginton,
of Sheffield, on a 45 h.p. Excelsior of
which he had just taken delivery. Such
a feat is not exceptional on summer roads,
but there was a good depth of snow on
the occasion in question.

his machine, and the most amtablo saddle

support is available. Wo illustrate three

examples.

The J.P. rubber-studded non-skid covet
(sold by Jolin Piggott, Ltd., wiiicb is sent
out witli a guarantee for 3,000 miles. We

are about to try one.

Efficiency.

The Otago Motor Cycle Club held its

annual hill climb at Saddle Hill, Dunedin,
on December 9th, and George Patterson,
jun., again did the best performance of

the day for efficiency on his 2| h.p. three-

speed New Hudson.

New Depot.

We hear that Wrench's, of 120, Hamp-
stead Road, N.W., have opened new
premises in Eustou Road, under the
management of Mr. W. Hayes, who, in

addition to his commercial experience, is a

practical rider.

Catalogues Received.

We have received an interesting cata-

logue from the Roberts Motor Tyre Co.,

Gripwell Works, St. Mary's Row, Birniing-

liaiii. Tills includes a good show of all

rubber goods which are of interest to
motor cyclists.

The 1912 Brooks book for motor cyclists

contains detailed descriptions and illustra-

tions of all Brooks motor cycle specialities

from the patent anti-vibratory motor cycle
.seat to the carbide carrier and sparking
plug case. The booklet is artistically

printed, and is of interest to all motor
cyclists. It can be obtained on application
to Messrs. J. B. Brooks and Co., Ltd.,
Great Cliarles Street, Biriiiingham.
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Do yoti res^lize ?

/. That the jLJ&t)\\X\ opens a new
field of enjoyment?

2. That the ^^Gradua^^ sear, by

its infinite variation of gear ratio change,
reveals pleasures hitherto undreamed of?

3. That its reliability, power, and speed are
some of its outstanding features ?

4. That if you have not got a Zenith you
are missing a great deal ?

Let us send you particulars. ZENITH MOTORS, LTD., Weybridge.

THE

L.M.C.
Complete Catalogue

for 1912

NOW READY.
POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

Before placing your order for new machine, don't
fail to get a copy.

3J h.p. L.M.C. Cob. Free Engine Model.

The Ideal Touring^ Machine.
"Starts like a Car."

New Model, with L.M.C. Engine,
89 X 92.

Two-speed Gear, Sprung Footboards.
Specially Designed for Sidecar.

Makers: THE LLOYD MOTOR ENGINEERING CO., LTD,
L.M.C. Works : 132, Monument Hoad, BIRMINGHAM.

In answering these advcrtiscmenfs it is d/;sirnhh to mention "The Motor Cycle." E27
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THE MACHINE
WHICH WAS AWARDED

THE SPECIAL
GOLD MEDAL

FOR THE
MOST
MERITORIOUS
PEiiFORMANCE
/N THE
AC.U.
SIX DAYS'
TRIAL
(Tiie most severe test

ever held).

Catatonic b'y request, or

trial by appointment.

S ,le British Concessionnaircs :

G. N. HIGGS,
31, Vauxhall Bridge Rd.,— London, S.W. —

Tdeplione—ViiiCoi'ia 121.j,

Vastly superior to any
other machine of its size.

If you are thinking of pur-

chasing a lightweight, we
invite you to investigate the

claims of the 2 h.p. single

geared ALCYON. For its

weight and power

nothing can touch it

on road or track.

THE

QUADRANT ARMSTRONG ^

3-SPEED GEAR and FREE ENGINE
MEANS A PERFECT MACHINE FOR ALL PURPOSES.

THE POV\/ERFUl-4i PASSENGER.

AGENTS
WRITE
FOR

TERMS.

AGENTS
WRITE
FOR

TERMS.

London Showrooms : Cass's Motor Mart, 5, Warren Street, Euston Road (opposite Tube Station). Nottingham Showrooms : Ropewalk.

WRITE FOR LIST.

16 distinct and distinctive models.QUADRANT, Lawley Street, BIRMINGHAM.
/ II iiii'inriiui thixr ml fcrlhvniiiils il is ih'-iiulilr lo viriUioH " Thr Miiinr Ciji'le."
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NOW, CHAPS!
This weelt we have a specially good thing for you :

we have got a bargain in the way of igii new Piemiers.

These are very similar to the 1912 models, and, of

course, you know the iiuality of thc^ir workniansh-ip.

Tlie ]irices are, roughly, iio less than the price of the
machines of the sam^; horse-power 1912 models. We
have not yet got the full details of the machines that
we have purchased, but by the time you read this

advertisemeni ve shiill have got them in stock ; and
if you will drop us a line, we will have great pleasure

in giving you full particulars. We are sure it is :\n

opportunity that you will not want to miss. We are

prepared to sell them for cash, or exchange with ap-
proved machiues ; but we are sorry we cannot enter-

tain deferred payments on this particular consignnient.

In addition to the above, plca-^c note that we have
the following i;jI2 models in stock here at JMorecambe :

P. & M.'s, Scotts, Jap-Eats, Matchless, Clynos, Zeniths,

Dougfas, Indians, Lircoln Elks, Rudges, Triumphs,
Bradburys, Premiers, Humbers, A.C.'s, and we have
Morgan Runabouts on order for deUvery each month.
See last week's advertisement for a portion of our con-
tract, which will be ;^40,ooo

In second-hand machines we feel quite sure that we
have the largest stock in the world, at prices ranging
from £5 to £50.

Kindly note that when we advertised machines on
the deferred at £3 down, we did not mean that you
would be able to get a 1912 Triumph for this sum
down, or anything of that kind. A fortnight ago
two or three hundred people wrote offering to give

(^l down for 1912 models. This, of course, is a ridiculous

proposition, and is one that we never intended to

convey would be accepted. What we can do is to

supply you with any kind of a motor, cycle, with one or
two exceptions, on the deferred at a slight increase

in the price, and the amount of deposit will be governed
by the value of the machine. We hope this is now clear

to you. We are, of course, still taking: on e.xchanees.

and we await your esteemed order for the motor cycle
that you are thinking of purchasing. Our terms of
business are still the same ; what you purchase from
us you have on approval, and, if not satisfactory, you
return it and have your money back in full. This does
not, however apply to new machines. You cannot have
any new machine for three days on approval, and
then, after trying it, return it, as it will not then be a
new machine, but a second-hand one. If you buy it

you keep it, as you are supposed to know all about a
new machine before you get it. We find it necessary to
speak plainly through this column, and it is our only
excuse for making the remark.
We are agents for every machine that is worth

having, and in all cases we have piuchased nothing but
two-speed gear models. At the same time the makers
will be pleased to alter and supply a single-speed in
lieu of the two-speed if our clients so specify.

^Ve are open to purchase from the trade any quantity
of Cljnios, Zeniths, Douglas, Scotts, P. & M.'s, Morgans,
Matchless, and Triumphs, aud we await the traders'
offers. tJur terms are cash with order in all cases. We
ask for no credit. We are prepared to purchase from the
public a few high-class igii machines (two-speed gear
preferred), also any quantity of second-hand speedo-
meters. Whittle belting, F.R.S. and Lucas lamps,
leather clothing, up-to-date saddles, magnetos, and we
wiQ either buy for cash, or exchange, just as the bhoys
like. We are in a position to do well for everybody,
and we feel sure we can trade with every one of you
if you don't want something for nothing—we are not
entertaining this kind of thing for the present. If you
have never been to Morecainbe, make it in your way
to blow in, and you v. ill be startled at the size of the
stock. We have the new in one department, and the
second-hand in the other, and the same applies to
accessories. If you don't see what you want in either
case, ask for it. In the Accessories Department we
are declining, and we want to shift the stuff, so let's

have your orders to help us to do it. Send postcard
for lists, which are ready waiting to be sent out. They
are no use to us here, and were got for the purpose
of distribution.

We always prefer the bhoys to cume down if possible,

as we think it pays them. When they come here they
can pick a machine from the stock and try it on the
road if they wish to do so, aud we can then explain
the various levers, etc. On the top of this the railway
fare will beless^ than the cost of carriage on the machine.

and the satisfaction is bound to be much better. We
are anxious to see you, and have nothing to hide. We
have not an eh borate place here, but we have the stock,

and that is what you want. We are rough and ready
in our system of business, but we get through the trade.

We arc anxious to make your acquaintance, whether I

you buy anything or not. We are always very busy, I

but can spare the time necessary to shew you what we
have got to sell, and we now look forward to the
pleasuie of seeing you. Easter will soon be here, and
you will want a naachine then if you do not want one
before. - Those who come first will get the pick. Our
stock is getting less, as we have had more customers
thi^i last week than for the last three months. The
weather is improving. ;ind the roads getting better, and
we tiierefore expect the enormous boom to continue.

If you don't know where Morecamte is, then we beg
to say that it is four mites from Lancaster, and is. on I

the L. iS: N.W. and Midland Railway systems, and you
can get excursions several times a week from all parts.
At the same time, if you come down in the morning,
yon can ride the machine home, as we do not' sell

|

machines that can only be taken home by train.

We are glad to note that our forcible advertisement I

of a fortnight ago did so much good. We always find
]

it best to speak straight out, and say what we mean.
We do not wilfully mislead anyone. If you cannot

j

deal straight with us, you can't do a straight deal with
anyone. If you are thin-skinned, and are soon in-

sulted, our advertisements may insult you. However,
while we should be sorry if this is the case, we like to
tell you straight out what we will do and what we won't
do ; so you know what to expect.
As you know, we are the only firm that advertise I

on these lines, and we find it a most satisfactory way of I

reaching the public. Misleadiug advertisements are I

no use cither to the trade or to the. public. This is a
f

fault that no one can place on the shoulders of I

Hitchen's, of Morecambe. We may possibly lose I

trade through being so outspoken, and we are sorry I

if this is the case, and take this opportunity of apolo-
f

gising to the Sunny Jims who are likely to be insulted
by our bluff letters, but wc can only say in closing that
" they ask for it." Remember our address :

HITCHENS, MORECAMBE,
For a packet on the 'Phone, our No. is 112; for a

1

Telegram. " Motor. Morecarabe''

mAL noBv

1912 Catalogue of Motiir CyMes is now ready, and you should have

a copy of tms up-to-date puitlii^atisn.

Our Specification cannot be beaten.

J.A.P. ENGINES.
OHATEE-LKA FIl'IINGS.
I105CH MAGNiiUo AX13
I'LUGS.

JillOW.'J MSn BAKL0W8
CAEBUBFTTKRS.

DKUIl) 8PEING FORKS.
BO\\])'='N FRONT BKAKK.
FXHArST LIFT, AND
MAGNFTO CONTEOI,.

IirNLOl^ TYEFS AXU BELTS.
BROOKS' SADLILES ANII
TOOLBAGS.

VILLI KRS' FREE ENGINE
HUB

RO"^ WO.=r'-''FD AND FREE
ENGINE HUB.

STUR-UE-X-AKOH'i'B THREE-
ST'KED AND FREE ENGINE
HUB. Etc.. etc.. etc.

EVERYTHING OF THE HIGHEST POSSIBLE GRADE.

I

Manufactured by

The Royal Euby Cycle Co., "Ruby" Works,
Great Ancoats Street, MANCHESTER.

Buy your 1912 machine
in this easy way.
Do not disturb capital, but buy any well-lcnown mal<e

you prefer and pay for it by monthly instalments.

Ttiis is the gist of

PAGETS
PURCHASE PLAN.

/n. answering these idvcrtisemrnls it is chsirahh to mcntwn ' The Motor C'l/dt.'

Pay one-fifth of the total with order and the balance

during 12 months. The premium added to the makeis'

price ranges from 2%, and we can generally give

PROMPT DELIVERY.
Write for full particiilays.

PAGETS, LIMITED,
10 and 11. Jermyn Street. London, S.W.

V-il
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVEHTISEMENTS in these columns
-T-First 14 words or less 1/6, and Id. per word
after. Each paragraph is charged separately.

Name and address must be counted. In the

case of Trade Advertisements a series 0)

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should b(

accompanied with remittance, and be addressee

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry

To ensure insertion letters shoud be posted ir

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,'

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), bj

the first post 00 Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements shoulc?

state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

tricts, as many readers Uke to know what machines are

for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before going
further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION in.
Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, StaSord

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton.
Warwick.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII
Gloucester, Ciford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hant?

Cbonacl Islan.ls.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex

SECTION IX
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI.
Ireland isd Isle of Man.

I

FOR PROMPTNESS

WITHOUT PREMIUM
WE LEAD.
We have still a great Stock

of nearly 50 best 1912

Models, and nearly 200 New

1911 and Genuine Second-

hand Machines in stock, and

we give

IMIVIEDIATE DELIVERY

NOW OS ON ANY AGREED

DArE WITHOUT PREMIUM

TO-DAY'S LIST SENT FREE.

8 h.p. lOii BAT-J.A.P f
JO

3J hp. 1911 2.speed HUMBER .. £36 10

vih.p. iQio TrtlOMPH.freeengine £39
2" h.p. 1910 WOLF f18
3i h.p. 1911 free eng. BRADBURY £40

7' h.p. 1911 free engine INDIAN.. £45

2 h.p. 1911 lightweight HJMBER £28

34 h.p. 1910 T.T. TKIUmKri .... £34

^ h.p. 1910 2-speed V.S £35

3i h.p. 1911 T.T. BfiAOBURY . .
£35

ijh.p. 191 1 DOUGLAS £30

2:1 h.p, 1911 2-speed DOUGLAS,
Model E *55 IS

3* h.p. 1909 free engine TRIUMPH £33 10

si h.p. 1911 2-speed HUMBEii . .
£37 10

8' h.p. 1910 BAT and sidecar £40

3I h.p. 4-cylinder F.N £12

alh.p. 1911 free engme TRIUMPH £42 10

2» h.p. 1911 2-speed DOUdLAS,
Model E £38

22 h.p. iqii 2-speed DOUGLAS,
Model E £38 10

3* h.p. 1910 PREMIER £27

3* h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH £23
31 h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH £30
3J h.p. 1908 TRIUiWPH £25

3* b.p. 1909 TrtlUWPH £23
3I h.p. 1911 2-speed HUMBER .. £33 10

iih.p. F.N "10
3i h.p. PEUGEOT £20

3i h.p. 1911 tourist REX £30

8 h.p. 1911 2-speed BAT £55

3i h.p. 1911 free engine TRIUMPH £45

3* h.p. 1911 ZENITH-GRADOA .. £42 10

Sih.p. 1911 KERRY-ABINGDON £32 10
5" h.p. inn free engine INDIAN. . £42

3l h.p. 1911 CHATE^-LEA-J.A.P. £35

3l h.p. 1911 JAMES £35
6" h.p. 1909 CHATER-LEA, 2-sp.,

chain drive, and sidecar .... £40

3lh.p. iqii KERRY-ABINGDON £32 10

a h.p. 1911 s-speed HUMBER ..£35
3i h.p. 1008 TKIUrtlPH £27 10

3* h.p. igii single-speed HUMBER £30

3i h.p. J911 free engine PKEMIER £42 10

2} h.p. ion standard DOUGLAS. . £30

31 h.p. 191 1 standard BRADBOKY £35

3i h.p. 1911 free engme TRIUMPH £45

3i h.p. lyio TRIUMPH, Mabon,
variable gear 38 Gns

ASK FOR OUR TO-DAY'S Li8T.

Send details ot your present Motor

Cycle, a>id receive our unequalled

liberal exchange offer for same m part

payment of a new model.

TELL US YOUR WANTS,
and we will make you an offer o! just

what you need.

4982.
4989.
4990.
4993.
5001.
5003.
5005.
5006.

5007.
5009.

4944.
4945-

4934-
4956.
4957.
4964.
4913.
4919.

4921.

4926.
4929.

4933-
4934-
4939-
4941.
4874.
4893-
4903.
4868.

4854.
45(17.

4607.
4760.
4863.
4828.

4733-

(Li' OFF FLEET ST
NEAR LUDGATE.

Telephone: 5777 Ilolborn,

Wires : Opiticer, London.

N'

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For th,e conveaience of advertisers, letters may be

iddressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office,

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,
and three stamped and addressed envelope must be sent
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear iu
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or it " London "

is added to the address, then to the number giveni c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX.

3W-DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availmg themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are ad\'ised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
,

amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
^10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Ilifie and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are ret^uested to regard the

silence as an indication th t the ocds sdiertised have
already been disposed of. Ad'crtiscrs cftcn receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impcssible to reply to each

.

one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
*i estmoreland.

SXJ-, 3h.p., nmsneio, 1908, horn, and spares ; a
bargain, £12/10.—HigRleEon, Eyhope.

3 h.p. Siufier, magneto, new tjres and belt, frood run-
ninK order; £16-—Apply, 9,702, The Motor Cych

Offices. Coventry.

RUDGE, 1912, standard, new; £48 cash; would ex-
change for 1910 or 1911 and cash.—Bibby. Electric

.V.rl;.. Mrrpotli.

1 Qll Scott, in perfect condition, and mechanicalljlU sound; owner buying 1912 Scott; price 50
guineas.—Aruhdale, liish^piou Lane, StOLkwju.

1 Q12 Phelon and MoLirCti, Iree encine Triumphs, Doug-
it/ la^ps. Bradhurys, H.^.A.'s. Enfieldts, in stock.
'Phone 1X2,—Stout's Garage, Egremont. Cumberland.

rEIUMPH, 3ih.p., 191 model, free engine, brand new
out cf rrafe: ta clear £52, witli lamp and horn; a

bargain.—Turvey nud Co., The Motor Houte, Sunderland.

TRIUMPHS, numbers, B.S.A.. Royal Enfield motoi
cyclea, lightweights, 2 speeds, free engines: write,

wire, or 'phone for immediate deliveries —Turvey and
Co., Tile Motor House, Sunderland. Tel.: No. 626.

31.h.p Rex Mctor Cycle. 1909 model, magneto, h.b.c.,
2 spring forks and seat, in splendid running order;

€21 to clear.-Turvey and Co., Tiie Motor Houee, Snn-
lerland. Sole agentft Triumphs. Hnmbers, B-S-A., En-
fields. Calthjrpes Extra catalogue tret

o>5.h.p. 2-#peed Free Engine Royal Enfleld. 1911. drne
-^4 1.350 milexs, flr-t-cla-ss coudit.on ; reasonable
.rial; £40, no ofiers.—\Viikinson, 35. Asliwood Terruce,
Junderlani

4h.p. Roc, macneto, Cliater-Len, footbonrde, porJ'nt
order. £25: 3Jh.p. FiUnii and sidecar, Chater-j^ca,

torpedo tank, fcothoanlrt. good tyre^, all .spares, futit aiui
powerful a bargain, £20.~Jiox No. 9,646. The Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventry.

SECTION n.

York and Lancashire.

A-B.I*. A.S.L. A.S.I/.

QIT on Air Springs and Cushions to Rldo.

T UXURIOUa Motor Cur Comfort Awheel.

MANCTIEBTER and District Solo Affents; Jnapeo-
tinii Invited.—Motor Exchange, 32, Downing St,

Ardwlck Green.

TTOUGSON for Clynos (in etoclt).

TTODGSON for Premiere (in etock).

TTODGBON for Bidocari (In etooi:).

TTODGSON. 10. HortoD Ril., Bradford. TeL: 6361.

//( onsircring thf^f. advertuemeTiU il is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
'Phone, 766. Telegrams, " Perfection."

£3 to £5 DOWN l'^!JJ;Z7^l !r^
Tirin REX, spring forks •. £16 10
Lightweight MOTOSACOCHE, spray, runs well .. £14 10
3 h.p. QUADRANT £10 10
23 h.p. KERRY, spring forks £10 10
Twin Mafneto MOTO-R EVE, Druids £15
ajh.p. WOLF, spray, smart, h.b. control £12 10
3 h.p. HUIWBER, chain drive £9 10
5l h.p. Twin REX, spring forks £16 10
3i h.p. REX, spring forks, rehable £15 10
3ih.p. BRADBURY £15
3 h.p. ANTOINE, h.b. control, spring forks £12 10
23 h.p. DE DION £10 10
N.S.U. Magneto Lightweight £15 10

£7
deposit and 10/- weekly secures

—

Magneto TRIUMPH £25 10
51 h.p. Twin REX DE LUXE, mag. £22 10
Four-cylinder F.N., magneto .... £19 19

3i h.p. Magneto REX £19 19
Twin MOTO-REVE £19 19
F.N. Magneto Lightweight £19 19
3i h.p. Magneto MINERVA £19 10
M'agneto Twin REX £19 19

TYRES. SPECIAL PRICES. APPROVAL.
Z6X2 and 26X2J CUpper and Continental Covers 14,'9
26 X 2i Michehn Heavy Tricar Covers 25/-
24x2} and 26 X 2t Tubes B/11

New Sidecars, with latest improvements £4 19 6
Brand New 1911 3^ h.p. Tourist REX 43 Gns

„ ,, 1911 2I h.p. Two-speed REX Junior. . 50 Gns
,, „ 1911 3.V h.p. Free-engine RE)r 4S Gns

x„ „ 1911 3i h.p. REX DE LUXE 57 Gns
„ „ 1911 3 h.p. REX DE LUXE 60 Gns

Liberal Exchanges in addition to Cash Discount.

GUARANTEED IN RUNNING ORDER.
1912 2j h.p. Two-speed REX Junior, NEW £45
1912 Twin REX Sidette. In stock. NEW £75
igii 3i h.j Tourist REX, done 750 miles £32 10
iqll 2I h.p. Two-speed REX Junior, as new .... £39 10
1911 3i h.p. REX, clutch model £37 10
19115 h.p. Two-speed REX DE LUXE £47 10
1910 7 h.p. REX DE LUXE, two speeds £48
1910 7 h.p. Twin REX, HOT STUFF ; £37 10
1910 5 h.p. Twin REX, very fast £29 10
1910 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, fine sidecar machine £42 10
1910 3i h.p, REX, very fast, special machine .... £27 10
Magneto Twin REX, 191 1 Mabon clutch £21 10
J909 3i h.p. Two-speed REX DE LUXE £32 10
5i h.p. Two-speed Twin ROC magneto, Druids . . £32 10
190S 3i h.p. Magneto REX, very fast £22 10
1907 3i h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £19 19
5i h.p. Twin REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch, sp. forks £22 10
Brand New 3^ h.p. REX, spring forks, and pedals £31
Brand New Twin Magneto REX £37 15
3.i h.p. Two-speed N.S.U. , smart £21
1908 TRIUMPH, very powerful £28 10
Magneto TRIUMPH, spring forks, specially low .. £25
3i h.p. REX, very fine condition £15 10
Four-cyhnder F.N., magneto, spring forks £18 18
F.N. Magneto Lightweight £16 10
3* h.p. Magneto FAFNIR,M.O.V £19
3J h.p. WOLF, Stevens engine, h.b. control £12 10
Twin Magneto MOTO-REVE £17 10
3 h.p. QUADRANT, low frame ...^ £10 10
3 h.p. ANTOINE, very smart machme £12 10
2jh.p. F.N., in very good order, recommended . . £12 10
3 h.p. HUMBER, chain drive £9 10
MOTOSACOCHE, Druid forks . £14 10
sjh.p. KERRY, spring forks £10 10
3i h.p. Magneto MINERVA, h.b. control £19 10

Easy Payments at Spe:ial Rates.

1912 BRADBURY
REX

IN STOCK.
LIBERAL

EXCHANGES.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 Q09 Triumph, £28: 1910 Triumph, free engine,
J-t^ coach-built sidecar, £45; 8h.p. Minerva, twin-
cyl., magneto, £35.—Thompsons', Triumph agents. Moor,
Sheffield.

1 Qll Free Engine Triumph, tyres almost new, en-
J- *^ gine recently overhauled at Triumph ivorks : £44.
—First instance by letter to Colbeck, 111, HarehilLs
At,, Leeds.

HALIFAX —Brand new 1911 single and 2-speed
Rexes from stock, discount for cash; liberal allow-

ances for accumulator Rexes-—Motor Exchange, West-
gate, Halifax.

BRADBURY, 1912 m;3dels, immediate delivery; cash
or excnauge; second-hand lirit on application —

Colliers, westgat'C, Halifax.

MINERVA. SAh.p.. late 1909. new cylinder, Clyno
pulley, new Januarv Bosch magneto, Amac, h.b.c-,

little' u?ed, good condition; £23.—Hunn, 2. Mosley
St-. Manchester-

3ih.p. p. and M-, new October, 1910, perfect condi-
2 tion, lately thoroughly overhauled by malter?.

Miller mudshield, etc. ; £45.—Gerald Tolson, Kirkbur-
ton, Hudder-ifield.

IQll Premier, £34; 1911 Bradbury, £35; 1910 Tri-
J-*y umph. £35; 1910 P. and M.. £38; 1912 Tri-

umphfl, P. and M.'e, Bradburys, Ivy motor cyclee.—T.
Reed, Nettleswaith.

1 Qll Premier, 3jhj).. new September, cut down frame,
J-iJ touring and T.T. handle-bars, 2 belts, tyres a^
new, all f^pares, etc., only run 600, faultless; £44/15
lowest.-SprouUe, Mirfield.

SCOTTS, 1912. in stock, also 1911 and 1910' model?
Rudge3. Hazlewood'S. Rexes, Bradbury.^: several

second-hand machines in stock, cheap for quick sale.—
Everingham, Pocklington-

POWERFUL 5-6h.r. Rex de Luxe. 2-speed and free
engine. 1911 model, like new, £42; 1910 3Tb. p.

Rex and sidecar, splendid condition, £29-—846. Chester
Rd., Stretford, Manchester.

1 Q09 Triumph, £24: 1907 Triumph, £20; 1907 4h-r
X*/ Quadrant. £15: 1907 3ih.p. Singer. £13; 1908
22hp. Rex lightweight. £15: all magnetos.— Grosvencr
Motor Co., Bradford St. West. Bolton.

1 Q09 Humber. Roc gear, unscratched. £30; N-S-U-.
-i-tJ 3:h.p.. £22 ; exrhange both and cash difference
for 5-6b.p. sidecar combination, or sell separately.—Tay-
lor, Bridge End, Waterf_-ot. Lancashire-

Q3.h.p. Twin Moto-Revp. purcha.'ipd July. 1911. cost
^4 £45. slightly soiled, otherwise p rfect, not run
60 raile.^: £38; or pay cash and take 1912 Trimuph.—
T. D. Eitton. Market Place, Huddersfie:d.

LIVERPOOL Agency for Triumph and Matchless
Motors, Hitchin-rs. Ltd,. 74. Bold St., Liverpool,

the pioneers of motor cycling in the North. It will pay
you to deal with Hitchings, Ltd.. an old-established
Arm of highest repute.

HITCHINGS, Ltd.. for Triumph and MatchleP?
Motors; any make supplied on most favourable

terms : exchanges arranged ; absolute satisfaction and
I'ourteous service assured by dealing with Hitching;
Ltd.. 74. Bold St., Liverpool. E.^^tablished over 30 year;

"I Cbl2 Rudge, free engine, brand new, just delivert-d.

-L«7 spares, all new, belt, tube and case, Veeder trip
recorder, Chantecler exhaust whittle, lamp, plug, ' ard
numerous other spares, comprising a complete 1912
motor cyclin<r outfit; good reason for celling; best offer

over £55.—Howard, 146, Manchester Rd., Rochdale.

CLTNOS, for business or pleasure, unequalled. The
Clyno motor cycle and Clyno sidecar are years

ahead of every other combination; demand wonderful,
supply limited; place your oraer now. Tiie Clyno ex-

haust whistle, highest grade, plated, to fit on long pipe.

h.b-c. ^1/-, approval, post free.-Potter, Clyno Agent,
Leicester Grove, Leeds.

NORTHERN Depot, Ltd- " Everything Motorish,"
Leece St., LiveTpool.—A-C. Sociable, in stock

:

A.C. Sociable, 3-seater, 3 weeks; Zebra 2-seater car, 2

weeks; Kerry-Abingdons. any model, 1 week; write for

rder forms; Avon tyres, F.R.S. lamps (all patterns).

Xl'all saddles, Lyso belts, hand and foot mufis. mud
screens,'- sidecars, petrol and luggage carriers, Jones,

Cowey speedometers, etc

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,

Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and

Merioneth.

B-S.A-, 3Ui.p-. late 1911. shop-soiled, lamp, horn

;

£37/10.—Williams Garage, Matlock Bath-

ZENITH, 3ih.p., 1912, late^^, just arrived: 53 guineas,
cash.-Pepper. Piccadilly, Hanley. Staffs.

TRIt'Ml'H, 1910, standard, with 1911 fitment^: £33:
any trial arranged —Gittins, Lawn, Oswestry.

BRADBURY, 3^h.p., 1911 model, excellent condition;
only £35-—Pepper, Piccadilly. Hanley, Staffs.

HUMBER. 2hp-. 1911, new machine, only this one;
£32 cash.-Pepper, Piccadilly. Hanley, Staffs-

CLYNO 5h.p. Twin. 1912. latest, just arrived: 65
guineas, cash.—Pepper, Piccadilly. Hanley, Staffs.

HUMBER, 3ih.p-. 1911 modH, new machine; price

£45, sell for £39 cash.—I'epper, Piccadilly, Han-
ley. Staffs.

31.h.p. N.S.U., magneto, beautiful condition, Palmer
2 if.rd=; first cheque £18/10. — Watson, Motors,

Ripley. Derby.

5, HEATH STREET,

HAMPSTEAD.REY' ^" * ^ Close to Hampstead Tube Station.

Telegrams: "Key, Hampstead." Tel. 2678 P.O.,Hampstead.

EXTENDED Pi^YMENTS
Taken on any Machine or Runabout.

NO EXTRA CHARGE ON
IVIOST MAKES.

TERMS: QUARTER DOWN, BALANCE IN TWELVE
EQUAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS.

Following 1912 Machines -for

Immediate Delivery :

BRADBURY, 1912, standard In stock £48
BRADBURY, igi2, T.T
BRADBURY, 1912, free engine
BRADBURY, 1912, two-speed
RUDGE, 1912 standard model
RUDGE, 1912 T.T
RUDGE, 1912 free engine :

ZENITIf, 1912, 3 J li.p

ZENITH, 1912,6 h.p
ZENITH, 1912, 8 hi. p., six days
BAT, 1912, 3} h.p., two-speed

BAT, 1912, 6 h.p., two-speed
BAT, 1912, 6 h.p., standard model . .

.

BAT, 1912, 8 h.p., standard model
TRIUMPH, 1912, standard model
TRIUMPH, 1912, free-engine model ...

DOUGLAS, 1912, model H, two-speed .

DOUGLAS, 1912, model G
F.N., 1912, 2i h.p., two-speed gear

F.N., 1912, 5-6 h.p
SINGER, 3j h.p., 1912, free engine

LINCOLN ELK, 1912, 3i hp
LINCOLN ELK, 191::, 3 h.p

LINCOLN ELK, I9r2, 2i h.p
SINGER, 3.V h.p., r9l2, three-speed gear £58 15

BEDELIACars (6 days), 7j% extra E.P. 59 Gns.

G. & N. Runabouts, 8 h.p. (in 6 weeks) „ 87 Gns.

A.C, speed sociable type (in Feb.) .

.

„ £87 10

Any other makes on application.

ABOVE MACHINES FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
NO WAITING THREE WEEKS.

LINCOLN ELKS
From £28 iOs.

Sole London Agent for the famous LINCOLN ELK. Finest

value on the market for quality and reliability. All models

on view and for immediate delivery.

TRADE SUPPLIED WITH VARIOUS MAKES.
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS ALLOWED.

Second-hand Machines at Bargain Prices to clear.

BAT, 8 h.p., 1910, with Miilford sidecar £40

HOBART, 2j h.p., new 1911 £29
F.N., 6h.p., good order £18

F.N., 2i h.p., 1911, two-speed £25

REX, 5 h.p., 1909, two-speed £25
LINCOLN ELK, 3i h.p., 1911 clutch, and sidecar . £30
PRECISION, 2 J h.p., 1911, almost,new £25
DOUGLAS, 1910, fine order £24
TRIUMPH, 1910, free engine £37
TRIUMPH, 1910, free engine, splendid order .... £38

TRIUMPH, 1909, splendid order £23
BRADBURY, 1911

' £30

BAT, 5 h.p., T.T., condition like new, bargain £45
DOUGLAS, 1911. Model D, all accessories £26
ZENITH, 1911 3JI1P "9
ZENITH, 1911, 3i h.p £40
ZENITH, rgii. 3i hp S42
TRIUMPH, 1910, F.E £39
JA.P.-CHATER-LEA, igii, 2!, h.p., sp. f'ks., mag. £18
ZENITH, 3* h.p., igir, good order £38
TRIUMPH Standard, 1910, with clutch £29
LINCOLN ELK, 3i h.p., and clutch £26
Cane Sidecar, good condition £4
All Accessories included on S.H. at the price advertised.

£48
£54 10
£55
£48 15
£43 15
£55
63 Gns.
67 Gns.
69 Gns.
£59
£70 12
£58
£60
£48 15
£55
£47
£41
45 Gns.
50 Gns.
£55
£34
£30 10
£28 10

,*§«

£4 - 10 REY Sidecar£3 - 10
With Hutchinson or Michehn 26 x 2^ Tyre and Tube,

30/- extra.

The famous" REY" EXHAUST WHISTLE now reduced

to 12/6 each. Triumph standard type.

The " REY " Leather Belting outlasts two of any other

makes. Price 2/- per foot
Special Discounts to Trade.

ONLY HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY.

HEATH STREET,

AIVIPSTEAD.REY,H
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A27
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1912
MACH INES
in Stock for immediate Delivery.

3J h.p. RUDGE, fixed gear £48
3jh.p. NUMBER, 2-speed model £52 10

1912 3J h.p. BRADBURY, single-speed £48

1912 ii b.p. BRADBURY, two speeds £55

1912 34 h.p. NEW HUDSON, three speeds 57 Gns
1912 2jh.p. NEW HUDSON, three speeds 47 Gns

1912 2I h.p. A.J.S., two speeds, chain drive 47 Gns

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
t^h:p. WOLF, A. y.S. engine, magneto . . £15

25 h.p. CASWELL vertical, Bosch, Amac,
h.b. control £12

1910 2j h.p. MOTO-REVE, magneto, Druids £22
rgio 2j h.p. mOTO-REVE, extra fine order £23

1909 2j h.p.Twin MOTO-REVE, 50 x 70mm. £20
igo8 Twin MOTO-REVE, magneto Druids £15

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
1910 3i h.p., fine goer £27
1910 34 h.p., extra good £28

3I h.p. 1909 Speed King, extra fine £23
3" h.D. 190S Featlierweight Rex, Bosch mag £17

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES
1911 5-6 h.p. de Luxe, M.O.V., two speeds £44
igog 5-6 h.p. de Luxe, two speeds, fine . . £34
1906 5-6 h.p. Twin Rex, Mabon clutch £16 10
5-6 h.p., Bosch, Lloyd's variable gear £22
7 h.p. de Luxe, two speeds. M.O.V £48
5-6 h.p. de Luxe, 1908, .two-speed model.. £28
5-6 h.p. de Luxe, rgoS, two speeds, special £29 10
5-6 h.p.igoS two-speed de Luxe, igog engine £32

OTHER MAKES.
5l h.p. N.S.U., 2 speeds and free engine £25
6" h.p. N.S.U., M.O.V., 2 speeds £33
1911 2I h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, liagneto £27
iQir 34 h.p. SINGER, clutch model, done

200 miles £43

3i h.p. L.M.C., rgro model £25
3 h.p. SINGER, Bosch, V belt drive, B.& B. £16
3 h.p. QUADRANT, Bosch, B.& B., sp. forks £16

3i h.p. QUADRANT, h.b. control, sp. forks £16
ij h.p. MINERVA, V belt £4 10
3l h.p. MINERVA, Bosch magneto, Amac £22

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
5-6 l..p. Clutch Model REX and new sidecar £29.

5-6 h.p. Two-speed 1908 REX and sidecar £33
7-9 h.p Two-speed REX and sidecar .... £53
1910 6 h.p. N.S.U., M.O.V., two speeds, com-

plete with N.S.U. coach-built sidecar . . £38
All fitted with Magneto and Spring Forks.

ESE..f9 nAllfN SECURES ANY OF THEabo uuwn balance 5/- weekly.
3 h.p. REX, vertical engine £9

3! h.p. BROWN Bicar, M.O.V., 26in.wheels £12
ij h.p. MINERVA, V belt, spray carburetter £5

X>/l nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.
db'*- UUWll BALANCE 6/- WEEKLY.
3I h.p. QUADRANT, h.b. control, sp. forks £16
3 h.p. QUADRANT, h.b. control,Bosch mag. £16

3 h.p. SINGER, Bosch magneto, h.b. control £16

.tC T\AWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.
StjXi UUWn BALANCE 7/6 WEEKLY.
r2 ti.pr WOLF, A.J.S. engine, magneto .... £15
igio 23 h.l-. I win MOTO-REVE £22
igog 2,1 h.p. Twin MOTO-REVE £20

CARS AND TRICARS.
5 h.p. NUMBER Cir, two-seater, good goer £22

5 h.p. REXETTE, Opperm.inn, 3 speeds, . . £18
Uiiocar, iioscli iri.igniito £45

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.

New Scrcw-cuttmg Lathe, /(in. centres .... £6 10
FuKord Castor Wheel Sidecar £5
Prested Accumnl.itors (new), 15 amp 9/6
Tricar Trame, suit h.p. engine 35/-

Farrar's Motor Exchange
1 9, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,
lelephonc HALIFAX '^"'""'"''•"

from G.P.O.)

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
RUDGE. T-T.. July, 1911, yerjr fast, winning mount,

spares; £38; reason for sale, buying 1912 Budge.—
George Hill, Willenhall.

TRIUMl^H, 1909, enamelled, plated, overhauled, equals
new, new tyres, tubes, and belt; otfers-—Saville,

Jan., Lymm. Cbeshire-

BEADBURYS, 1912, free engine and 2-fipeed models.
with all tbeir superb in provemeuts. — Pa^kells,

Walsall. Motor Depot, Stafford St.

ZENITH-GRADUA. 1912. S^li.p., the motor cycle
that is "barred" from all hill-climbing contests;

it speaks for iteelf-—Sole agents for district, Paskells,
Walsall. Motor Depot, 250, Stafford St.

"I Cfcll' Zenith - Gradua, 6h.p. twin, only arrived
-LtJ October; the one and only one for heavy work.
-PaekelLs, 250, Stafford St., Walsall.

CLYNO.— Sole district agents for the bill-climbing
CIvno; book at once lor early delivery.—Paskells,

259i Stafford St., WaJsall.

QTTADEANT, 3h.p., complete with spring forks,
Brooka eaddle, B- and B. carburetter; only" £10.—

Pepper, Piccadilly, Hanley, Staffs.

*| Q 1 1 Triumph, free engine, middle August, under
JL*/ 600, absolutely as juew. fully equipped; ,£50, or
near offer-—Lewis, Kerry Rd., Ne-wtown.

TRIUMPH, 1909, T.T. recently been rebushed. spare
valves, new cover, Dnnlop, for baek; ^£31.—

Franklin, 8, Mount Pleasant, Bilstou, Staffs.

1 QIO T.T. Triumph, racing 6 touring cars, p'erfect
X*/ order, £37 ; 1911 Indian, 5h.p., red, equal to new,
£40.—Sidney ALmshall, Stoneway. tJiiagnortn.

3ih.p. N-S-U., magneto. latest L.b-c. carburetter, ma-
4 chine, tyres, belt as new, whistle, very power-

ful; £20; offers; trial-—2, vyilmot Villas, Buxton.

1 OlO Triumph, splendid condition, F-R.S. lamp and
JLt/ Lucas generator, Jiorn, 1911 puUey, new Palmer
ord tyre, engine just rebushed: £33.—Bostock, Middle-
v;ich.

Th-p. Indian, 1911, 2 speeds, foot clutch, new con
ciition throughout, done 800 miles, most luxurious

sidecar machine produced; fiacrifice, £47.—R. Else. Lea-
wood, Matlock.

KERRY, 23h.p-, B. and B. carburetter, Dunlop 'tyres,

new air tubes, new tank and accumulator, splen-
did condition ; absolute bargain, £9/10.-29, Burling-
ton St., Chesterfield.

TRIUMPH, 1911. standard, carefully kept and ridden,
splendid condition,^ £39 ; Bradbury, 1912 stand-

ard, brand new, £46; private owner giving up riding.—
Brandon, 151, Welsh Row, Nantwich.

3ih-p. Humber Engifie, vertical Rex frame, Dunlop
2 belt. B-B. carburetter, 2 accumulators, 2 coils,

gojd condition; going abroad; sacrifice, accept £9, or
offers.—Sta ley, Shuttlewood, Chesterfield.

BARGA1NS.-1911^ 3ih.p. Lincoln Elk, aa new,
£26 ; 3ih.p. Quadrant, low, h.b.c, spring forks,

new Palmer cord, Midland belt, accumulator (cc^t £7),
£14.—Allen's, pawnbrokers. Chestergate, Macclesfield.

INDIAN Twin, Th-p-, 19l'lA, 2-speed genr, free engine,
.also Millford radial castor wheel sidecar, and new.

Palmer, eord spare cover, numerous spares; £69, or
be\st offer--Address, Fiehwick, Brook Lane, Alderley
Edge.

5-6h.p. Twin Rex. free engine clutch, magneto, long
exhaust ,i'ipe. adjustable Clyno pulley, very com-

fortable and reliable, spare belt, etc. : £20, or with Mills-
Fnlford sidecar £23, no offers.—H- Shaw, 32, Broad St-,

Wolverhampton-

41.h.p. Excelsior, free engine (Villiers), new ,Jnly,
4 1911, unused during wiiiter, B. and 3f., Bosch,

Wliittle. Druid. Brooks large saddle, adjustable pulley,'

tyres excellent, spares, h.b.c, m.o.i.v.. sidec-ar machine;
•ost 50 guineas, accept £40, or near^ffer. — Jones,
dentist. Crewe.

*^

GREATEST Bargain ever offrred.-3h.p. Triumph.
Boscli mitgnnto. overhauled by Triunipli Co. nt a

cost of £6/14 1911. 26^:2^ tyros, new pulley, new .spring
forks, new belt, splendid running order, very fast, com-
plete lamp, horn, bag, tool.'^, spare cover; accept £16/10.
'in f ffers ; cheap at £23.—Brown, Gloucester Rd-, Ches-
t-^rfield.

CHESTER. — i!al2 Triumphs, Rudges, Brodburys,
Zeniths, Douglas, and A..T.S. motors, in stock

:

il.'io 1911 2-spefd A..1.S.. £33, perf-W ; 1911 T.T.
Hoadster Triumph, new .Tuly. £38 ; 1911 free engine
Triumph. £40; 1911 Indian. F.E., 5Ii,p.. hardly soiled,

,£a0; 1911 F.E. Bradbury, nearly new. £40; 1909 2-

-Iioed K.E, Triuuipli, £34; 1911 F.E. 5h.p. A.S-L.,
£33: 1911 eh.p. CIvnn, £35; 1909 Triumph. £28: 1910
M.U, twin, £20; 2jli.p Miuerva. £C\: iiiul n nuniinT Ol
others, all bargaiiLs.— Marston'a, 26. Bridge St. Chester.

TTTE North Wales Motor Exchange. Rhosddu, Wr(*x-
hnin. Tel. : 283.— Gentlemen, we will altend to

yniir riMiulreiticnts by rcttirn 1912 F.I-;. Ritdgc, Scn-
Hjiniv (uinTateil), £55; 1911 Infliiili, Slii'.. eliilcli u\<<(\i\

.hily hou^'lit, £42; 31i.p. 1win N-K.IT. Iiglitwciglil, alisn
J

liit.elv like new, £:i7/10; 1909 .i nniiii)lir just bael( Iroiii

TriuiiiT)h workfi, £7 Hpcnt on overliuiiling, receipts nhown,
'

£.^2/10: 1908 .-i'-i^.p. 'J'nuri.st liv\. nuinui'lu, i;:iO ; 190}',

Hex 'Twin, tfiurist uiodcl. fine onler £-i5; 4iii.p. Twin
Mincrvii. magneto, juHt been ovcrnoulcd at a cost cii

£6, now Mndiin clutch, car lyre on buck, perfect order, I

fine Pidecur machine, £28/10; Bli-i)- Rexelte. wheel
|

Htrnrlng, water cooled, 2 Hperdfl, built on cor lines, flno I

ler. (iny trial. £22/10: cxriiungcs u speciality.

CARRIAGE PAID.
We nQ\v pay carriage on our sidecars to any

address in, the United Kingdom.

The following refinements are fitted to all models.
No extra charge whatever :

1. Kick-up Stand for jacking up sidecar wheel
for tyre repairs.

2. Large sized Cocoanut Mat fitted. to foot of
sidecar.

3. Special Sidecar Lamp (plated), and fitted to
show white light at front and red light

to rear.

4. Extra Rapid Quick Detachable Joints.

5. We pay carriage to any town in the United
Kingdom.

Model E.—£7 5s. Model D.—£8.
All complete with Michelin or Continental tyres.

Customers have 'option of car or round pattern mud-
guards. Discount to the trade.

MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES
We have a quantity of frames by well-known maker,

Price 32/6 each.

Rigid toiks, 7/6 extra. Driiid forks, 45/- extra.

Enamelled and plated in first-class style.

TYRES. TYRES. TYRES.
Heavy Rubber-studded Covers, 26 x 2J ...

26 X 2i Hutchinson Heavy T.T. Covers . .

.

26 X 2 and 26 X 2^ Wired-edge Covers
Continental Rubber Non-skids, 26 x 2i or 2

Hutchinson Ribbed Tread, 26 x 2^
Continental, beaded, 26 x 2

Tubes, all sizes, guaranteed
New Butted Tube, 26 x 2l
New Butted Tube, 26 x 2i
Special Heavy 26x2^ Tubes, guaranteed .

18/8
2S/-
12/6
30/-
18/6
18/8
9/6
18/6
9/3
7/6

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Mabon Clutch, fits twin Kex
Brooks Bioo Saddle
Brooks B105 Saddle
Lycett's Lioo Saddle (new)

Lycctt's ditto, padded top (new)

Cocoa Fibre Sidecar Footraats

Amac Carbui'ctter, h.-b. control

Ruthardt V Twin Magneto, 45° angle .

.

New Bosch D A V Twin Magneto, 48° .

.

Rex Pattern Belt Rim Brake (new)

Lycett's Carrier Toolbags (new)

1 h.p. Electric Motor, 230 volts

New 4 h.p. N.S.U. Engine, perfect

3* h.p. Rex Engine, M.O.V
6"h.p. Stationary Engine, carburetter, coil

Sidecar Lamps, show red light behind .

.

Trailer, 26in. wheels
New Toolbags, 1) x 6 x 3i>n

Sidecar Aprons, gieen or red, with studs

Druid Spring Forks (new) T. . .

.

New Lycett's Tubular Carriers .

Longuemare Carburetters

; 65/-
. 9/6
. 11/6
. 11/6
. 14/6
. 3/-
. 16/-
. £3 is
. £4 4
. 6/6
. 7/6
. £7
. £7
. £5 10
. £6
. 7/6
. 25/-
• 4/8
. 7/6
. £2 5

FARRAR'S
MOTOR EXCHANGE,
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,

HALIFAX 7.Zo!PZ
lelephone 919.

'A78 in aiijswerinu lli^se adverliscmentx it,

V.v'N .>..\f. ..iV'V"

1.S ilrsiralih to iiioilion " The, Motor Cycle.'
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X
BUDGE, two speeds, free engine £56 10 V

X

Two-speed Free Engine

RUDGE.
The engine starts with back wheel ot

ground, and on test these Rudges give 8 h.p.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

2itL.p. Minerva; £5.—E. Clarke, 36, Alderman's Drive,
4: Peterborough.

TRIUACPH, 2412.^ J.A.P enciQe. good order; special
bargain, £7.—Plastow, UnmsDy.

TRITJilPH, 1910, F.E., speedometer, lamp, generator,
horn, back lesi, new condition; £42/10-—Plastoi\%

Grimsby.

HUMBER,
tyres; £35.—Plastow,

2-epeed, brand new heavy Kempshall
Grimsby.

DOUGLAS, 1911 madPl E-, 2-?peed. free enpine.
hanrlle starting^ ridden 2,000 mile:^ ; £37/10.—

Plastow, Grimsb;'.

DOUGLAS. 1910 Model U..

—Plastow, Grinisbj

ALL MACHINES GUARANTEED AND
ACTUALLY IN STOCK.

X RUDGE, T912 standard £48

X RUDGE, igi2 standard £48
RUDGE, Multi-gear Model, delivered ist March

X ROYAL ENFIELD, 1911 model, two speeds,
handle starting, a beauty £38

X TRIUMPH, bike new, not done 500 miles
guaranteed £40

X RUDGE, free engine, 191 1, Palmer Cord
covers, line condition £45

X BRADBURY, standard 1911, unscratched,
elaborate condition . . . .^ £39

X RUDGE,' Racing Model, 1911, all improve
menis, very speedy, first-class condition £40

XN.S.U., 4i h.p., twin, 2-speed gear, Bosch y
magneto, \ ery fast '. £24 *»

XN.S.U., 3,5 h.p., 1908, magneto, h.b.c, good W
and sound throughout £21 *»

X NUMBER, 1909, 3i h.p., two speeds, verv V
powerful ."

'. £28 '^
XN.S.U., 3 h.p., magneto, all improvements .. £18

QUADRANT, 3J h.p., take a sidecar, good

X condition £12 W
REX, 1911, brand new twin-cylinder, Bosch ^

X aluminium, footboards, all improvements £38 yPREMIER 3^ h.p. igii, not done 500 miles,. . £36 '»

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

ibsolutoly perfect: £27.

IQl^ F.E. Triumphs, B-S.A.'s. Rudges, Bradburys,
Ji*J Premiers, for immeoiatc delivery; 1911 new i'.E.

Rudse, delivered November, ofiers.—Pla^itow, Grimsby.

WOODGATE for Triumphs; etoek, or early deliverie-

of all models; also several second-hand."

3?, and 4h.p. models,
two second-hand.

Collier's Motories,

Westgate, Halifax,

ENGLAND.

Brand New 1911 3* h.p. Tourist REX 43 Gns

„ 1911 2j h.p. Two-speed REX Junior.

.

50 Gns
igil 3I h.p. Free-engine; REX 48 6ns

>. 1911 3lh.p^ REX DE LUXE 57 Gns'

^OODGA'

^ REX DE LUXE, 1909,^ variable pulley
5-6 h.p., 2-speed gear,

X
X
X
X

£32 X.
XREX DE LUXE, 5-6 h.p., Bosch, spring forks, y

two speeds, handle starting , . . . ; £28 **

X ADVANCE, 6 h.p., magneto, h.b.c, twin
cylinder, powerful £17

X PORTLAND, Peugeot engine, 3J h.p., 1911
model, Bosch magneto, rubber non-skids,

X machine little and carefully used £32
MINERVA, 8 h.p., Roc 2-speed, handle

X starting, torpedo tank, grey finish, very
elaborate and smart, complete with

X sidecar £47 1 y
CENTAUR, P. & M., two speeds, complete J^

Xwith sidecar, splendid running £25 y
REX, 5-6 h.p., 1911. M.O. valves, two #V

X speeds, free engine, Binks' carburetter, y
sidecar, good tyres to all wheels, splen- #*.

Xdid order tiu-oughout , £42 10 y
HUMBER 3 h-P- h.b.c. B.B. carburetter, 26x2^ A

Xnon-sldd tyres £11 y
LLOYDS, 2 h.p., smartly finished £8 A

XDE DION, Phoeni.x 2-speed gear, low and racy £10 y
REX, 2 h.p., spray carburetter £7 A

WOODG/VTE for Sin!,'er«, 2i,
with"!, 2, and 3 speeds;

OODGATE i°or Eoyal Enfields; immediate delivery
2-r;peed, ana 6h.p. sidecar combination.

TTTOODGATE for Rudi,'e3, Ariels, Rcxe.s. or any other
VV make you may fancy : also for really~high-clas?
second-hands. Let us have your enquiries.—J. J. "Wood-
date's Motor Depot (estab. 1900), Coventry Rd., Bir-

ming'bam. 'Phone: 372 Victoria.

"IQll 6h-p. Zenith, shop-soiled, delivered Dec; £65-
-Lt/ —Colmore Depot. 62, Hi-h St., Leiccvter.

IQlI SAh.p. Zenith, shop-soiled, delivered Dec; £50.
JL^ —Colmore Depov. 62, Hij^'h St., Leicester.

1 Qll 2;h p. Standard Donslas, shop-.soiled : £35-—XU Colmore Depot, 62, Hi^Ji St., Leicester.

1011 Standard Ariel, eecoml-hand. g^rand condition;
1^ £28--Colmore Depot, b2. High St., Leicester-

1 Qll 2-speed Douglas, clutch model, grand cotidition:
X«/ £38—Colmore Depot, 62, Hiyh St.. Leicester.

IQll Second-hand 3Jh-n. Zenith, only run 500 miles;
Xt/ £42-—Colmore Depot, 62. Hiyh St., Leicester.

1 O09 2Jh-p Douglas, stimdard model, good condition;
J-U £20.-Co!more Depot, 62, High St.. Leicester.

1 Q12 Donclas. all models: hook now for early deliverv.
J~U —Cohnore' Depot. 62. High St.. Leice^iiter.

1 CI 12 Zenith, all models; spring deliveries selling far^t.

-L*/ Order at once.—Cohnore I.iepot, 62, High St-,
Leicester.

"I Q12 New Hudisou, the famous 3-speed machine: call
J-iJ and get description--Colmore Depot, 62, High
St., Leicester.

1 Q12 Clyno, the sensation of the Shew: a few left of
A^ the spring Deliveries —Colmore Depot, 62. High

Also 1911 New 2--speed Twin REX
DE LUXE as per illustration 60 Gns.

Discount to Cash Buyers. LiberaS Exchanges-

XCASH, CREDIT, or EXCHANGE TERMS
TO SUIT YOUR POCKET. WRITE US.

St., Leicest'

19
31ii.|l. Eex (£22) and 3ili.p. JT-S-TJ. (£17). niasiu-tos

;

2 or exchange.—137. Upper Conduit St., Leicester.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

CASH, EXCHANGE, OR EASY PAYMENTS.

loii 3* h.p. SINGER, free engine, ne^y **? .9
igli Twin Two-spceil REX DE LUXE £« 10

1 h.p. Two-speed free engine ROC *35

ir,lo 7 h.p. Twin REX, M.O.V -V f" ]"

3l'h p FAFNIR, Bo^th. h.b.c..' Indian red, Druids £19 10

M'agneto TRIUMPH, sirring foriis, very smart . .
£25 10

Magneto Twin REX «" "
REX inio ^h h.p.. " hot stuff *'^^ ^^

5l h.p. Two-speed Twin REX DE LUXE £29 10

5' h.p. igro Twin REX, special machine £29 10

+i h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., magneto £19 19

3i fi.p. Twin REX, verv smart !!5 !?
23 h.p. KERRY, runs well, spring forks *1S ]?
1910 3.i h.p. T.T. REX, very fast £27 10

3i h.p. TRIUMPH, 1908, very, good |?5 1„
2I h.p. DE DION, spray carburetter £10 10

3 h.p. HUMBER, chain drive

1909 3! h.p. REX DE LUXE, two speeds

: ilatchlsss. the Tourist Trophy rare winner.s.-
Colmore Depot. 62, Hig'i St., Leicester.

DOUGLAS, 1911, perfect condition
or near ofiej-.—Hewitt, 15,

. litlle u<
A.ddison St.,

I'd: £32,
Nottins-

6 h.p. Twin Eex (1910).
approval williuslv;

excellent condition, uiasneto,
liargain, £25.—B. Morris,

X S* & l^. Sidecar, wicker basket, nicely up-•"
bolstered £5

If S. & R. with wheel siipported at both sides £6
S. & R. with white cane basket £7

If S. & R. with torpedo enclosed body £8
S. & R. wit T coach-built body £11

19
X
X|R

5JII9
6 X

12 Clutch Triumph, bnmd new;
carriage paid; wire secure^.-

52 Kiiineas, lowest,
-Curoupe, Leamiug-

EX, 23h.p., 1908, magneto, B.B. carouretter, h.b.c.;
trial; £15-—Loesou, 15. Constitution Hill, Bir-

"X
MISCELLANEOUS.

, 1911 Brown and Barlow carburetter 25/- ^
Post Horns, Lucas pattern, very loud and ' y

musical 12'6 *»
New Fuller Midget Coil 7/3 v

. Long Handle-bars 4''9 I\
Second-hand P. and H. Lamp, excellent con-

dition and order 6/6
Rubber-studded Genuine 26 x 2in. Avon

Tjte '. 20/-

11 Sih.p. Premier, nearly new, makers' guarantee
given with it; £35.-Tlngle, 42, Castle St.. Wel-

lingboro".

1QX2 Triumphs in stock. Douglas, B.S-A.. Bradburv.
-LCF Endge, Zenith; cflers.-Cliaotd, Eastwood, Notts-
Exchang&3.

JUNE, 1312. cmteh Triiunph, scarcely sfiled; 42
^guinea..,; lamp, horn, and spares. — Warner .and

Miles, Leamington.

TEIUMPH, 1908. standard, good condition, recenth-
re-bushed throughout, all accessories; £23.—Tic\or,

East Kirkby. Notts.

_h.p. Minerva, Cljater-Lea, with new carburetter.
2 in pood <-nndition; £10.-223, Newark Ed-,

Bracehridge,

£7 10

lyui, 3,-, i,.y. -..« ,
two speeds

Ill In
190S 3* h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £22 10

1907 3! h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £19 19

-,1 h.p. Tourist REX, brand new JrX .„
1910 Twin REX DE LUXE, two speeds £42 10

New Twin REX, Cantilever seat JJ,''"'
Twin REX DE LUXE and sidecar »" '

"

ii h.p. Magneto MINERVA f3» IJ
MOTO-REVE, magneto, Drnids £'9 19

MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight VA la
F;N. Lightweight, magneto, spring forks il| 19

REX, 3i h.p spring forks |15 10

joii 3* h.p. Tourist REX ••• »« IQ

I9ir Sfngle-cvlinder Two-speed REX, 300 miles . . £J2
'»

3S h.p. Two-speed N.S.U., extra good £21

3" h.p. ANTOINE, h.b. control
fl-? IS

2j h.p. F.N., h.b. control, very smart £'2 10

A CALL WILL REPAY YOU.

1912 BRADBURY STOCK.

02 condition;
Lincoln.

SCO T'S,
J( Victoria Motor House,

^ POWELL STREET, HALIFAX.
-- Telephone—433 National.

X Telegrams—" SCOTT, Powell Street, Halifax."

In ansu-ering

BEADBUET, 1912, standard and free en^'ine models,
in itock; eschangeii arranged.—A,' E. Clare, 364.

Moseley Ed.

OINGEE.
!^ A. E. High-class Sidecars, complete with tyr

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
fJiese advert iacments it is desirahh- to mention " The Motor CUidt.'

1911-i, standar^d, new, 3ih.p. ; to clear £40.—
Clare, 364, MoscIey Kd... Binuingnam.

OUGLAS, 19111, new, standard model; to clear

£35._A. E. Clare, 364, Moseley Rd., Birmingham,

., free eug'ine, and eare c-idecar, little

£40.—A. E. Clare. Birminshani.

D
PEEMIEE, 1911

used; bargain.

AENO, 3ih.
to ckar.-

p. model. I311J. new: list £45,
-A. B. Clare, 364. Moseley Ed.

"8 X 2J CALMON and CLINCHER Covers

26X2J Wired MICHELIN Heavy Tricar Covers .

Tubes .all sizes, guaranteed

24 X 2i REFLEX Beaded Covei-s

Tubes

£4 15

14/6
17/6
5/11
12/6
5/11
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HUMBEE, 1910;, 34I1.P., 2-speed, excellent condition,

new back tyre; £32.—G. W. Oapewell, Sonthwell.

19 12 3ih.p. Humber, 2 speeds, braDd new, in makers'
crate; cash oflers.—Pollaid, Wragby, Lmcoln-

QJLli-p- EoTer, 1911. free emgiae, capital order, juet02 oTerhauIed ; £42/10.—Hollick, 97, little Park
Bt.. Coventry.

TEIUMPH, 1911, F.B.. Palmer coida, F.RS. lamp,
Cowey can be had, in grand order-—Troman, The

Ehns, Solihull.
^

1Q12 Bradbury, Eudge, B.S.A., Alldaya, New Hud-
--*' aon, 2Jh.p. and 3ih.p. S-speeda in stock.—Black-
bom, Spalding.

TEIUMPH, 1910, firet^class condition, just overhauled
tyrea in good order; cash f32.—Hulbert, Hunning

liam, lieamington-

1 Q12 Triumph and New Hudflon, 3-speod, clutch,
-I-«^ and standard, in atock.—Maeon, Triumph agent,
Wellingborough-

TEIUMPH, early 1911, never been ridden, owne]
went to Canada; sacrifice £37, or best offer ovei

—152. Parade, " Leamington.

31h.p. NcTV Hudson-Jap, single speed, 1911 model
2 splendid machine- bargain. £33-—Cady, 177.

Grove Ed-, Sparkhill, Birmingnam.

REX De Luxe, 1908. 6h.p-. Roc cJuteh, Cantilpvei
seat, car tyre, perfect; any trial; £20, or exchange

lightweight.— 1, Gosta Green, Birmingham.

1 Qll Twin Eex de Luxe, 5-61i p.. free engine, 2
jLiJ speeds, brand new. just delivered. — Box No.
9,634, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

4h.p. Clyde, JA-P. engine, low built, recently re
plated and enamelled, winner of reliability ant;

hill trials; £25.—Wait and Co., Ltd., Clyde Motor Works,
Leicester.

3ih.p. Bradbury, 1911 model, just tuned up by makers
2 almoet as good as new; £40, or near offer.—Wail

and Co., Ltd-, Leicester.

LINCOLN 1912 Models in stock; Triumph, free en
gine, B.S.A-. Zenith Gradua, Enfield 2-speed

A.J.S. : early application necessary.—West's Garage,
Lincoln.

TEIUMPH, 1910i, F.E., Palmer tyrea, Cowey spee:"
indicator, 2 lamps, Mills-Fulford sidecar, in firs1

class order; owner buying car.—Adkins, miller, Broou
Junction.

ROYAL Enfield. 2ih.p. (Sept.. 1910-1911 pattern)
nearly new Dunlop and Kempshall tyres, black

enamel, spares, splendid order; £24.—Eobinson, 4, Higj
St.. Nottingham.

IQlli N.SiU., 3ih.p., Model de Luxe,- 2 speeds, fre-
-M-iJ engine; cost £53/10; only ridden 30 mile«,
absolutely as new; bargain, £40, near ofSer- — 72, Oval
Ed.. Gravelly Hill.

VINDEC Special, 4h.p.. late 1909. Bosch magneto
B. and B. carburetter, h.b.c, free engine, all ir

splendid order; bargain, £24.-64, 'l*iiion Ed., Smai
Heatli, Birmingham.

3ih.p. Rex, B.B. carburetter, h.b.c, Mabon clutch
2 fipring forks, special saddle, footboards, new

Palmers, new belt, perfect, reliable; photo; £25.-9,712
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

FOR Sale, 2Ii p. Motosacoche, magneto. Whittle, all

h-b-c, Clinchers, free engine, 1911 machine, anti
everything in first-class condition; £24.—Winteringham
Ltd., St. Andrew's St., Northampton.

TRIUMPH, 1911, free engine, in splendid condition
with lamp, born Jonea speedometer, and Brook;

extra larue tojibag and spares; a bargain, £45.—Cap
tain Eliott, 55, Park Kd.. Cuventry.

J.A.P., 4h.p-, Druid ioi\m, magneto, Kempshall tyres.
stand and carrier. H. and B. larburetter, built t'

order. £33; if with 2-j.peed hub. £41.—F. Hopley and
Co., Upper Highgate St., Birmingham.

'pRIUMPH. 3ih.p., late 1909, only done about 6.00r
J- miles, just been overhauled by makers, splendii'
condition: price £35, including tools and spares; ownr;
requires 5-6li-p. Bat or Matchless.—Poynton, 25, Chesto
St., Coventry.

TRIUMPH, 1909i, standard, carefully used, nice ap
pearance, all accessories, guaranteed. £32^; also late

1910 twin Enfield, 2ih.p., 40 guinea Kliaki model, un
nscd to June, 1911, all accessories, guaranteed, £25; botl
delivered free-—Holt, Motors, Leamington.

IQll 5b. p. T-T. Matchless, overhead valves, not ridden
At/ 300 milcH, in ex-r-llent order, £42: 1911 3ih-i)
Humber. new July. 2-si)ccd ijear. free engine, splendid
condition. £39; 1910 Sih-p. Triumph, very little used,
and in good order; £29.-8, Shakespeare St., Nottingham.

REX. 5h.p-, M.D.L., 2-Bpeed gear, Lucas lamp and
gf-noriitor, belt caso, 2 spare tubes, horn, jiLst

overhauled, £35; TT. Triumph. 1911. new conditKm,
Palmer cord tyrcn, £37; Indian, 6h.p., n«w Feb., 1911,
£36; Pholon and Moore, 3iu.p., witu sidecar, ju-st over-

honied by mokors, £36.— Ouyvor's Garage, Stratford-on-
Avon.

DOUQLAB, 1910, condition cxcpilent, ju«t overhauled.
AutotlipKO lump, horn, watch, 2 Brooks panniti

bflgs, Krrjfjks wndrllp with collapsable back rest, Hprinv
scat pillar, Brookn tourine bag, with Inside cuHe, ionlH,

Palmer cord tyif*, excellent conditiftu ; owner going
•broad; accept £29; inHiJcntion inviti-^d— Apply, Wiil 1

ieri and Co., Ocean Chanihers, Blrniinghaui.

igj2 REX-JAP,

specification of 8 h.f.

de Luxe Model.

ENGINE—8 b.p. Twin-cylinder J.A.P., 85 % 85

mm.
" The motor that is full of life."

" The motor that is all life.'

'

FRAME—Exceptionally strong, built of double-

butted tubes throughout, with brazed-on lugs

for Sidecar.

SPRING FORKS—Made under ' Druid ' License.

SPRING CANTILEVER SEAT—New pattern,

absolutely insulating driver from all vibration.

SADDLE—Brooks, Padded top B104P, fitted

with Brooks' Patent Compound Springs.

IGNITION—New igrs enclosed type Bosch
High Tension Magneto, fitted behind engine

in a thoroughly sheltered and very accessible

position. Handlebar controlled.

CARBURETTER—Brown and Barlow, handle-

bar controlled.

LUBRICATION—Patent Automatic Sight-feed

Lubricator, also auxiliary hand-operated

pump,
MUDGUARDS—Strong and wide, with side flap

to front mudguard, and shield over belt.

TANK—Fitted with extra large filler caps and
straining gauzes for both petrol and oil.

CARRIER—Strong Tubular Carrier, with com-
partment for tool bag, leaving top of carrier

free for luggage.

CLUTCH & two SPEED GEAR—Live axle,

hand-starting (made under Roc hcense),

simple, self-contained, and fully enclosed.

TYRES—650 X 65 Grooved Dunlop on back
wheel. 26x2^ Rubber Studded Extra Heavy
Dunlop on front wheel.

We shall be pleased to post voii Catalogue

describing the many advantages' of this

unique machine.

AGENTS—Write for Contract terms.

COLONIAL DEALERS—The Rex- J.A.P.
Colonial models will be of interest to

YOU.

THE PREMIER
MOTOR CO., LTD.,

Aston Road,

BIRMINGHAM.
Ttlegruus i

" Primus, Birmingham."

Telephone I Central 4310.

19

19

PMELON and Moore, 1911. special sidecar
2iin- Kempshalls, all extras; cost £64, ace

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
CJECOND-HAND Motor Cycles.—We never hang on to
*^ eecond-hands. A quick turnover ia what we want,
and that -is why we offer second-hand motor cycles at
pounds below other houses. We have just received de-
livery of a large number of new 1912 Douglas machines,
and have placed these with customers who have ex-
changed their 1911 and 1910 mounts. You know the
eaying, " Once a Douglas rider always a Douglas rider."
These _£econd-hands are being thoroughly renovated, and
will be cleared at bargain prices- 1910 Douglae, from
£22; 1911 Douglas, from £27. £25 spent on a Colmore
Douglas will prove a fine investment. Let us send you a
list of about 60 really good second-hande in stock.—Ool-
more Depot, 27, Colmoie Row, Birmingham.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.-

10 Twin Moto-EeTe, in splendid condition; £17/17
3a, Bridge St., Cambridge.

Jih.p. 1911 Standard Budge, in topping order: £33-a —37, Searle St.. CheeTerton, Cambridge.

12 Bradbury, free engine model, in stock- first
cheque £54/10 secures.—Willmott Bros., Norwich,

1Q12 Rover, free engine model, £55/5: also 2?h pJ-tf twin Centaur, £42; both in etock.—Willmott Broa.,
Norwich,

F.N., 13h.p., new cylinder and piston; £15, or ex-
change.—62, Upper Clifl Ed., Gorleston, Great

Yarmouth.

TRIUMPHS, Eradburys. B.S.A.'s, Humbera, Endgea,
Enfields, Premiers, Matchless, from stock.—Lam-

bert, Thetfojd.

PEEMIER, 3ih.p.,-1911 model, brand new, in exate,
£37/10; similar machine, free engine, £43, not

unpacked.—T. H. Nice, Bury St. Edmnnd'e.

machine,
-. , , accept £49;

little used, excellent condition.—37, James St., Cam-
bridge.

B.S.A. ! B.S.A. ! B.S.A. I - Early deliveries of all

models of these celebrated machines; second-hand
xachines part payment.—A. F. Garnham and Co., sols
I gents, Ipswich.

3ih.p. N.S.U., magneto, recently overhauled by makers,
2 perfect condition, spares, good tyres. Riches

tubes; accept £20, or near offer.—J. Riches, 22, How-
bury St., Bedford.

3JLh.p. Triumph, 1907, B. and B„ h.b.c. Palmer
2 corde, new belt, thoroughly overhauled last

June-, condition perfect: £22.—Motorist, 9. John St-,

Rose Lane, Norwich-

CAN Deliver the following 1912 models from stock:
Zeniths, 32h.p. and 6h.p. ; Douglas, models K.T.

;

Enfield, 2-epeed, 23h.p. ; B.S-A., clutch; Singer, clutch;
Bradbury, clutch ; Matchlees, 6h.p. standard.—King and
Harper, Cambridge^

BEADBURY, standard, £48; New Hudson, S-speed,
47 guineas ; 1909 Triumph, Cowev. lamp, horn,

£34; 1907 Triumph, overhauled, lamp, horn. £23;
Ohater-Lea eidecar. nearly new, £7/10 : exchanges;
1911 2ih.p. Humber, egnal new, £25.—Wilderepin, agent,
Ohatteris-

1Q12 L-M.C. Motor Cycles, 3i and 4h.p* immedi-
J- *y ate deliveries : all models in stock ; catalogue
and beat terms.—W. "E. Sneezum, 14, Fore St-, Ipswich,
sole agent Ipswich and district, including Felixstowe,
Walton, Woodbridge, Mplton, Wickham Market, Fram-
lingham, Hadleigh, Ne^fiham Market, etc Trials and
interviews by appointment.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, I^adnor, Breck-
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.
OUGLAS, August, 1911. perfect, and equal to new,
many spares; what offers?—Deeley, Bromagrove-

RUDGE, 1911. T.T., F.E., in excellent running con-
dition; £42.—Passey and Hall, Ltd., Robs, Here-

fordshire.

1 ih.p. Motoeacoche, thorougihly overhauled, condi-X* tion perfect. Palmers; £16.-2, Penybryn.
Gobolfo, Cardiff.

£37.-1911 Rex, 6h.p., perfect condition, new Dunlop,
take any hill; approval, deposit.—O'Callaghan, The

College, Worcester.

FOE Earlie.st Deliveries of Triumph, Humber. Kn-
flelds. Singer, Premier, apply at once, Qrlfflthg,

Cycle Emporium, Llanally.

BROWN, 3ih.p., in perfect running order, magneto,
non-skJd tyre, new belt; £15; will ride 50 mllei.—

Frank, Pout Office, Eveslinra.

TRIUMPH, 1912. F-E. (new}, in stock; would take
1911 F.E. Triumph in pari exchange.—Pussey and

Hall, Ltd.. Roei, Hereford.'diiro.

NEW Hudjon, 23h,p.. 1912, 3-Bpeed model (new), In
stock; would take 1911 F.E, Triumph in part

exchange.—Passey and Hall, Ltd., Ross, Herefordshire.

IQI04 Triumph, perfect condition, P. and H. lamp,
X«J Joncji Bprcdomcter (trip milcnge), exhaust whistle,
HpnriM

: £38.- Williamfl, 67, Gwydr Orescent, Swansea.

D

A 10 In answering thtse advertiBemetita it is duirtMt to mtntion " The Motor Oyclt."
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The Trade and the T.T.

THE
meeting of the motor cycle section of the

Manufacturers' Union referred to in our last

issue, where one of the items on the agenda
was to consider the Tourist Trophy Race Bond,
was duly held, and the decision was that the

bond sliould be sustained. Two or three prominent
members brought forward strong arguments in favour

of the races being supported as heretofore, but they

could not carry the meeting and were finally outvoted.

The principal reason offered in favour of the b<ind

being upheld was that the trade recognised at the time

they signed the document that it was a binding agree-

ment, and that any arguments against it should have

been raised beforehand and not after it had been
signed. This latter is a dignified w^ay of looking at

the subject, but not in our opinion a final and binding

reason for refusing to cancel the bond, provided it

was wrong in principle or detrimental to the industry

and pastime. However, the bond is sustained, and
Avill, we believe, be adhered to loyally. The A.C.U.
will have to do the best it can without the Manufac-
turers' Union, whose members—at least those who
have signed the bond—cannot aid their clients more
than to tune up any machines ordered for the race to

the best of their ability at their works and hand them
to the purchasers. More than that they cannot do
without breaking the terms of the bond. The signing

of the bond was not, however, unanimous, and already

three or four manufacturers have entered for the race.

We still believe that, despite the decision of the

manufacturers, practically all the best makes will be

represented by private owners who will, we hope, be

genuine amateurs in every sense of the word. At the

same time, we cannot help thinking with our know-
ledge of what occurs in connection with the T.T. and
other important events that there are very few men
who are prepared to buy their racing machines and
accessories, pay entrance fees, all their own training

and other expenses, and race purely for the honour of

winning, even if they are in a position to do so. There
are exceptions, of course, but we doubt if they are

sufficiently numerous to make a really successful race.

The trade should not close their eyes to this.

The A.C.U. will also find it difficult to organise

the two races over the long course without financial

assistance from the trade in the way of entrance fees,

neither can it expect monetary help from the Manu-
facturers' Union in the same manner as it was assisted

by the Stanley Show Committee if it run contrary to

the wishes of the Union. It has been suggested to

us that if the A.C.U. would even now confine the race

to private owners the Manufacturers' Union would
make a handsome donation towards the fund. The
dispute which took place between the N.C.U. and
A. A. regarding the control of pedal cycle racing

resulted in the Manufacttirers' Union giving the

N.C.U. ^'250 to help the latter to retain its control

of the pastime; if it would do this for the N.C.U. it

would probably do as 'much or more for the A.C.U
Whether the race be a mixed one or not the chief

point to our mind is to ensure that all who enter as

private owners do not obtain assistance in any form.

Unless the regulations are rnost carefully drafted and
rigidly adhered to there is a strong possibility that
" shamateurs " will creep in, and if stratagem be
resorted to it is one of the most difficult problems to

detect who is or who is not a genuine private owner.
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LUBRICATION.
Can we Improve upon Existing

Systems ?

THE lubrication of the motor cycle engine is a

matter which for a year past has aroused con-

siderable interest. True, the pump of to-day is

a vastly improved affair, and in expert hands the

system is one which gives excellent results. There is

a total absence of comphcation, and one may apportion

the oil supply according to the load or speed of, the

engine, so that quite a good case may' be made out

for a policy of letting things be.

However, we are not all experts, and many would

welcome some automatic device which would require

no attention.

Again, convenient and efficient as the hand pump
is it is decidedly not ideal. The
ideal lubricating system should

give a steady supply of oil, where-

as the pump injects large doses at

considerable intervals.

The Drip=feed, etc.

Motor cycle lubrication ha_s so

far gone through very much the

same stages as car lubrication did

in the early days. The hand pump
being abandoned as a nuisance by
the motorist, t'he drip feed came
into vogue, and although this in

turn has been long supplanted on
the car by more scientific systems,

it represents the most advanced
oiling system in use to any extent

on motor cycles at the present

time. The drip gives a steady
,

supply of lubricant and lends itself to accurate adjust-

ment, but the oil being thick arid the feed only by

gravity the pipes have a tendency to choke, and by

the time the sight feed is flooded it may be too late

to avoid a- seized bearing. Also the sight feed is by

no means very reliable, for the oil is splashed all over

the glass, rendering it a matter of difficulty very often

to see if the oil be feeding at all. Moreover, we must

retain the hand pump to fill the crank case after

emptying. The Rex arrangement of oil spray in the

induction port acts well, but is, of course, subsidiary

to the main system. Suction operated systems in

which oil is drawn into tlie crank case on the up stroke

of the piston are quite practical.

Lubrication and Wear of Bearings.

It is not generally recognised that with a suitable

oiling systerii " wear in bearings can be almost

eliminated. Had the ball bearing crankshaft not been

rcnrlercd practical, and so ol)viated wear on the main

liearings, the crude hnnd-oiliivg system would, no
doubt, have been supplanted before this. As it is,

'

the main bearings being of the ball type are easily

suited in the rnatlcr of lui)rjcation, leaving (he big-'

end, gudgeon pin, and cylinder to be providc:il fni-.

Fig. 1.—An automatic
pump to take the place of

one of the valve caps.

A. The plug fitting.

B. The plunger,

C. The inlr-t from tank.

D. Ball valve for outlet.

E. Outlet to cranit case.

Now the existing method of oiling all these parts is

by simple splash, whatever may be the means adopted
for introducing the oil into the crank chamber.

But is splash lubrication the only method ? Could
not ,a more scientific system be evolved giving free-

dom from smoking, less carbon deposit, less wear of

bearings, and greater economy in oil?. The Avriter

thinks so, if motor cycle designers wbuld use a pump
and do away with splash. It is quite easy to demon-
strate the crudeness of oiling by splash. In the first

place, there is no regulation except by the level to

whi-gh the flywheels dip and their peripheral speed,

while such a part as the gudgeon has to rely upon
drippings of hot and -consequently thin oil containing

very often particles of carbon, the result of. oil

charring on the inside of the piston head, to say

nothing of the sediment of carbon and worn metal

which is being continually splashed to all the bearing

.surfaces.

Surely a more scientific way would be to supply

each bearing surface independently, and do away
with the splash, catching the oil, filtering it, and
using it again.

With present-day systems the oil consumption ,, is

admittedly low, but there is no reason why one

should be steadily pumping oil to waste all day.

A Suggestion for Forced Feed.

What the writer suggests, then, is to take a

from the car designer's book, and use a pump
to put oil into the crank chamber,
but to distribute the oil directly

to the bearings. If we can over-

come leakage, there is no reason
why we should not force ; oil

under 5 to 10 lbs. pressure to. the

bearings, and by so doing form a
film of oil between bush and
journal which will prevent actual

metallic contact.

This can be done, and has been
done, and tests show a steady, de-

crea.se in the power lost by fric-

tion as the oil pressure increases.

Also the engine is made more
quiet, and the fact that bearings

so oiled take longer to run ' in

is proof that the wear is less.

Such lubrication also gives an

engine which can devcloji its

maximum power for longei

periods—a quality which, needles.s

to say, is a most desirable one
in a. motor cycle engine.

A defect of a pump system is

often said- tobc the ' difficulty -of

driving it slowly enough to avoid

leaf

hot

Fig. 2.—Sketch to show
the application of forced

feed to motor c.ycle en-

gines. The oil under
pressure is shown black.

A. F.iceulric driven off

half-liTne f.i ar.

B. I'Uuigcr pump,
C. Sump.
1). Wire gauze filter.

1'". Scraper rinp. mi juston

r. Holes (Irillid in piston
,

' to jillow t'Scii])e of

e,\ccss of oil.
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Lubrication—
filling up the crank chamber, and a worm drive is

generally considered the only solution.

But if we have a sump in the crank chamber uito

which all oil drains after exuding from the bearings,

and if we use this oil over and over again, only

filling up from the main tank about once in a

hundred miles to compensate for wastage, the actual

amount thrown by the pump does not matter within

reasonable limits. \Ve can therefore have a tiny

plunger pump eccentric actuated from the timing

gear or a little pinion pump. While it is best to

"drown" the pump by placing it at the bottom of

the sump, so that there would be little likelihood of

its pumping air, it might be more convenient to have

it directly attached to the timing gear, or even

attached to the cylinder. In these cases it would

be best to have the lead from tlie hand pump con-

nected near the feed pump. The simplest pumping

FEATURES OF 1912 PATTERN MOTOR CYCLES

the ball type as regards life, and would give both quieter

and smoother running, on account of the substitutKjn

of an oil film of considerable surface tor the metallic

point contact of the balls. From the crank pin a

hollow connecting rod would take the oil to the gud-

geon, while the oil thrown off the flywheels would more
than suffice for the cylinder walls. Over-lubrication

of the cylinder is indeed one of the principal troubles

with forced feed on cars, but it can be successfulW

overcome even where the usual baffle plate is omitted.

By drilling the skirt of the piston, not only is weight

reduced, but excess of oil can escape ; while another

solution is the provision of a scraper ring at the bottom
of the piston. With some means of preventing an

excess of oil on the cylinder walls we can flood the

other bearings, thus materiallv decreasing friction and
actually helping to cool the surfaces.

With the thicker air-cooled oil and the greater heat

one would need larger oil wavs than where water

A sprag is Bttcd to the Puch sidecar,

as shown, and should prove exceed-
ingly useful in Iheie days of expedi-
tions in search of unclimbable bills.

The rocking pulleys of the Autotrix runabout,

giving a variable gear.

device of all would be a simple spring and plunger

device screwed into one of the valve caps. It could

be adjusted to operate by explosion pressure, the

.spring providing the return suction stroke, and thus

a pump without driving gear would be obtained.

Filtering the Oil.

Given a good oil, well filtered, tests have

slwwn that continued use has little deteriorating

effect. It may be discoloured and have a certani

amount of water and petrol in suspension, but, if cf

good body in 'the first place, retains its quality s:)

-hmg as solid matter is removed. The latter means an

efficient filter, and the simplest is merely a fairly fine

gauze oxer liie sump. However, this, if fine enough

to be really efficient, becomes too easily choked, while

it is not altiigether easy of cleaning, unless the entire

sump, with oil and gauze, can be readily re-Tioved.

The great difBcult\- is to arrange for the removal of

the pump and filter for iii.si)ectijn or i:leaning without

wasting oil, and this is best met by surrounding the

pump with a triple gauze cylinder, and placing both

in a little cylindrical chamber at the side of the sump,
so that thev can be drawn straight out vertically.

With open ball races there is a little difficulty in

introducing the oil into the oil-ways drilled through

the crankshaft, but, with a^little ingenuity, this cculd

be overcome in several ways. Also, with forced lubri-

cation, the plain bearing would .compete quite well with

The front mudguard
with side extensions
on the latest Bat.

cooling is employed, if the danger of blocked feeds

is to' be avoided.

Such, then, is the case for forced feed as applied

to the lubrication of motor cycle engines. There are

admittedly many difficulties, and, no doubt, opinions

will differ as to the practicability of the system, but

efficient lubrication being an absolutely vital function

of such a mechanism as the light, high speed, air

cooled internal combustion engine, one may at least

suggest that there is scope for improvement on the

crude hand pump. Cyclops.

RJi.G.S., an appropriate title selected by T. W. Tattersal! for his Chater Led-

Peugeot. This rider and machine won a gold medal in the London-Exeter run.
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Up Ed^e Hill on a 3ih.p. Humber Sidecar.

ON the 17th inst. a member of our staff accepted a

seat in a Humber sidecar for a trial run to

Banbury and an opportunity of seeing something

of the Sutton Coldfield

ReliabiUty Trials. The
machine had only that

morning been finished

and had had no testing,

vet it ran most excel-

lently and -with great

steadiness in the experi-

enced hands of S. Wright

(the holder of the light-

weight hour and other

records). The engine was
the latest model with

offset cylinder 84 x 90
'mm. bore and stroke,

499 C.C., and was fitted

mth a half compression
device. The magneto
was handle-bar con-

trolled. In spite of the

heavy road.s—and they

were heavy in places

—

the machine made light

of the gradients, and we
sjied along merrily to

the foot of Edge Hill.

Having lowered the gear

we started the climb
with engine still hot and
got within 150 yards of the top, not through over-

heating, but due to the gear not being low enough.
As time w.t.-^^ getting on we did not stay for another
attempt then, but went on to Banbury, where we
lunched with the Sutton Coldfield competitors. In

'he afternoon wc returned to Edge- Hill, and after

The 1912 two-3pecd Humber silecar,

recountea on

witnessing the ascents, good, bad, and indifferent,

another attempt was made, this time with a cool

engine, and the machine came up well; also after again

returning to the foot a

second ascent, with a

stop and restart on the

hill, was successfully car-

ried out. This must be

considered very satisfac-

tory in view - of the fact

that ' many 3^ h.p.'s

failed when ridden solo

(there was only one 3^^
h.p. with sidecar in the

trials). The Edge Hill

test being satisfactorily

acpomplished we re-

turned to Coventry by

way of Stratford-on-

Avon, and in spite of

the mud the Humber
showed a very good
turn of speed, touching

35 m.p.h. in suitable

places, and having no

difficulty in keeping up
with a 3^ h.p. solo

machine. Although the

machine had had no
previous test, only one
small adjustment was
required throughout the

day, viz., the tightening ,of one of the two-speed

gear bands, which was done in half a moment. The
engine started easily and pulled very well, and the

conclusion forced upon us was that the Humber side-

car combination \yas an eminently serviceable mount,

and very stable in grease.

some experiences with which are
this page.

->^«>»€

NEW BAT FOOT STARTER.
The Bat sidecar is nuw fitted with a foot starting

device, consisting of a large sprocket to \vhich the

l)edal is attaclied, carried eccentrically in a bracket
brazed to the off-side of the rear fork adjacent to

the back axle. The after of the two gearshafts carries

a set of dogs, the corresponding set of dogs being
carried on a free wheel running on a phosphor bronze
spindle attached to a bracket fastened to the gear box.
The ratio between the free wheel sprocket and the
larger sprocket is 3 to i (the total ratio from starting

pedal to engine being 6 to 1). The free wheel, which
is carried on a [ihosplior bronze spindle so as to obviate
wear, possesses a ball ])ushed up against the spindle
fiy means of a sjjring. At llie end of the liracket there

is a pedal attached lo the arm for pressing the free

wheel S])rocket in engagement with the dogs on Ihe
gcarshaft. On the starling pedal being depressed and
the engine started the free wheel is automatically
thrown out of engagement with the gear.shaft. The
plunger inside llie free wheel serves to prevcnl the
latter from being pushed accidentally into engagement
with the gear.shaft. 'J'he starling pedal is provided
with a stop against which it normally rests. A (oot starter is Ihe latest adlition to the Bat sidecar.
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BY 'iKIO/i'

Lighting Dynamos on Motor Cycles.
There seems to be a certain tendency to hall the

advent of lighting dynamos upon motor cycles, but
in my opinion it is a somewhat premature tendency.
Acetylene head lamps may 'be susceptible of improve-
ment, but the man who carries a couple of simple
generators and exercises ordinary commonsense in

operating them seldom has any real ground for com-
plaint. In putting a miniature lighting dynamo on a
motor bicycle at the present moment it appears to my
mind that the rider is burdening himself with e.xtra

weight, complication, and unreliability, and obtaining
less in the way of illumination. A detachable dynamo
may well pro\-e to be the light of the future, but at

the present moment I cannot compare it with" a good
acetylene outfit in point of lightness, simplicity, and
reliability. In my opinion the next stage should be
small tanks of dissolved acetylene.

Magneto Timing.
I can well remember when makers "stamped no

timing marks on the valve gear pinions, and the

unlucky wight who rashly disturbed his pinions fre-

quently spent many hours in the effort to find a setting

which did not cause both his valves to open and close

simultaneously or achieve some other equally weird

eccentricity.

To-day the thoughtful factories save such gentry

from themselves by stamping tlie timing wheels in

unmistakable fashion. But the magneto timing is

not similarly safeguarded, and quite a crop of cases

came under my notice last year in which unskilful

amateurs were hung up through inability to tirae their

magnetos.

In some instances the frlction-hetd sprocket on the

amiature spindle shifted ; In others the timing was
disturbed in the course of repairs; in others the chain

stretched or broke, and so on. We want to make
the machines as fool-proof as possible, and words fail

to describe the folly of many enthusiastic riders. I

an» well aware that all makers give instructions in

their handbooks, but the hints leave room for wide
error. A careless rider fails to judge the top of the

compression stroke bv two or three niillimetres ; he
further misjudges the exact break of the- platina by
several more millimetres ; he puts his ignition lever in

the wrong position during timing operations ; and he
finally lets the sprocket or pinion slip on the armature
spindle while he is tightening the nut, with the result

that his home-made timin.g is often inaccurate.

It would be a very easy matter for the makers to

safeguard duffers in this respect, as thev are already

safeguarded in resoect of valve timing. A punch-mark
on the inner flange of engine pulley or sprocket would
indicate the piston's dead centre to a hair ; and a
supply of gap-gauges (for use between armature and
pole-piece) could be used for setting the armature,

and would serve as stops against which to tighten the

Comments
- driving sprocket or pinion . alternatively, the better

plan of a rigid lock -for the driving mem.ber, as

utilised by one or tw^o makers, might be universally

adopted. Within the last two years I have encoun-
tered twenty or thirty cases of inexperienced amateurs
in trouble for want of siich help, sometimes in big
competitions, sometimes in private tours ; and in three

cases I have found riders baffled by failure on hills

ascribable simply to home-timing of the magneto.

My Tyre Plans for 1912.
My^ tyre luck has been dead out for several years

past, but I have learned a great deal, and readers may
be interested to know how I hope to dodge the puncture

bogey in 1912. My touring mount will be shod with

two of the heaviest and most expensive covers money
can buy; they will only be 2^|in., because it is auite

possible to hav a thick t}'re without having a broad
tyre. They will be non-skids of the rubber pattern,

devoid of steel studs ; nothing gives quite as high a

security factor as steel on the worst type of grease,

but steel studs strain the fabric casing, and can induce

side-slips on .smooth stone or wooden surfaces.

Inside the covers T shall not have butt-enders,

because once last year I got a huge nail through the

butt, and had a rare job to mend it. 1 shall 'start with

endless tubes, in the hope that they wiii go through

the year unpunctured : if I have to cut one of them
out some fine day, I can easilv have it butted during

repairs.

The tuoes will be filled with Firmax. I have not

found this compound provide any special safeguard

in the event of a really big puncture, but on several

occasions it has proved a real boon. Once last year

I ran over a packet of pins (or so Sherlock Holmes
inferred from the state of my tyres), and yet the tube

held UD fairly hard for six hours at least. Such

a mishap in pouring rain, without the help of Firmax,

would break the stoutest heart, if no spare tube were
available. A front

wheel stand, and a
quickly detachable

back wneel, with tho
brake outside the

periphery of the

belt rim, complete
my provision. For
repairs I shall carry

a modern repair

outfit, provided
with the

repairing

and a

patch

best tyre

solution,

Dunlop

presser—

•

"Ixion" recently suggested a light shell
body as a protection from the elements. An
admirer ol " Ixion's " notes has put the sug-
gestion on paper, but it cannot be termed
elegant.

the last is one of

the neatest acces-

sories that has glad-

dened my cynical

heart for years.

A29
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Cost of Running a Motor Cycle.
Further Selection of Replies to a Reader's Query. See also pages 1197, 1247, 1318A, 1357, 1380,

14.22 (1911), 5, 64, 131 (1912).

Sir.^I have always kept an account of every item that my
motor cycling has cost me, I have just turned it up, and find

the following results—perliaps they will interest your readers.

Total cost of everything, including insurance (three years
only, third party, fire, and theft), A.C.U. fee, oil, petrol,

repairs, renewals, tyres, and licences

:

3i H.r. Eex.

Miles run.

Machine cost.. £14
Sold for - ... 12 U

Tkiumph.

Machine cost.. £26 10

Sold for ... 20

1906
1907

£14 8

2 2

7»

4
1,580
735

5i H.r.

1908
1909
1910
1911

£6 10
6 13
4 8

4 3

8
6
6

1,882
1,711

1,125
425

Tl. for

6 yrs. )£o8 6 7 6 )7,458

Per year £6 7 9 1,243

Years 4 )£6 10

£1 12 6

£3

*A great deal had to be spent to put machine in up-to-

date order.

The cost of extras, which other contributors seem to
make a great point of, will perhaps be a startler, as the
only cost I have to record is—

Burberry -motor cycle coat

Hat
Ditto '

-

Leggmgs, one pair overalls, etc

Gloves (three pairs)

Breeches ... ...

Goggles, etc., are included in renewals.

3
3 11
3 U

13 6

10
16 2

Years 6

Per year

)£6 JO 6

£119
Against this I saved in railway fare for

the six years ... ... Years 6 )£11 6 9

Average £1 17 9

W.V.P.

Sir,—I set up a motor cycle last March, ;and thought
perhaps particulars of the first eleven months' running
expenses might be of interest to some of your readers.

They are as follows :

Licences
Insurance and A. A. subscription ...

Two sets of overalls

New inner tubes
New outer covers
Lamps ...

Sundry repairs
New valve
Valva extractor
Lubricating oil'
Punctures and patches
Goggles
Carbide
Petrol
J

Total
' ..:') ': ./ • , .

My first machine was a second-hand 3i li.p. Triumph,
which cost me £45. In".Tunc I cxchanceti it, for another
make, aiiU again disposed of the latter for a 1911 Triumph
iiioder. paying an additional £17, so that the total co.st of
my m;ichino- was £62. Nothing has been allowed for
depreciation.

.
; , ,

• '. (Hrv.) .T. A. ROSS.
... . ...',. „.-. ".; ,. <;.,",, :..

SirjAI have, nqw"b'een::avVender of your valuable naper
for several years.' arid have 'read with gjieiit interest the
columns neatled •

" Gost of Running a Motor Cycle" by
various pw.ple. I have i'or the past four years kept strict

A30

. £1 5
3 11

3 17
1 6 6
4 2 9
1 17
2 6 5

4 6
1 9

6 3
4 4
3 6
1

2 7 7

£21 14 7

machine, and I think
through my figures,

which any individual
approximate cost of

Cost. Pence per

£ a. d. ' mile.

records of the upkeep of my Sj h.p.
you will agree with me,, on looking
that they form a very fair basis from
rider may calculate for himself the
running his machine.

No. of
miles.

Depreciation (in market
value) after riding same
machine for four years
(when average mileage
= 5,000 miles per annum)

One gallon of petrol ...

Back cover (Dunlop
studded)

Interest on outl.iy of £oO
at 5%

Renewals and upkeep
Belt (Stanley Dermatine)
Front cover (Dunlop

studded)
.
Onequartof lubricating oil

. Licences (when average
milea.ge=5,000-miles per
annum) ... - ...

Insurance (third party
claims only, value £50)

Back tube (Dunlop)
Front tube (Dunlop)

Total cost per mile = 1.13d.

The rate per mile is taken from, average length of life

of various parts, observed over a period of four years, with
a yearly average of 5,000 miles.

R. S. GREENHALGH.

20,000
90

30
1 .3

.36

.15

3,E00 2 .13

5,000
20.000
3,000

2- 10

6
16

.12

.07

.06

8,000
300

2

1 6

.06

.05

5,000 15 .06

5,000 . 10 0. .02

6.000 10 .02

12,000 10 - .01

Sir,—I have read the recent letters on running costs, and
perhaps my experience with a 5-6- h.p. four-cylinder F.N.
may be of interest. ' ' "

I notice the majority of letters deal with the first 5,000

or ' 10,000 miles—a season's run—which, in my opinion,

gives a wrong impression to the average motor cyclist.

Early in 1910 I purchased a second-hand 1909 4^- h.p.

four-cylinder F.N. I had the 4^ h.p. cylinders replaced by
the 5-6 h.p. size. The machine had been run about 5,000
miles. During the past two seasons I have covered a dis-

tance of over 15,000 miles, making a total of 20,000 miles.

Oil consumption.—I am a pretty heavy hand with the
oil pump, seldom getting more than 200 miles per gallon.

Wear and tear.—Although my machine has covered 20,000
miles, the compression is quite as good, the petrol con-
sumption is equal, and the machine certainly climbs better
than it did for the first 10,000 miles. I replace all the inlet

valve springs every 1,000 miles to get equal tension. This
is the one weak point of the F.N. These springs only cost

Id. each, however. I have also replaced one or two parts
of the spring forks.

Transmission.—This
,
is the best point , of the F.N.

Although it has run over 20,000 miles, aiid been subjected
to rough usage, it has not cost me a ' penny for repairs. I

have adjusted it about three times—a five minutes' job.

A replacement I had to make was from a most unusual
cause, due in the main to my own carelessness. This was
stripping of the timing wheels arid breaking the magnetn-
.sliat't. This originated with the m,igneto cover falling
down at one end, and as the F.N, magneto is upside down
eiimpared with the usual, it allowed the .road grit to enter
tlie interior of the mai;ncto.

Tyros.—My average mileago for tlie back tyre is 3,000.

BILL 0' JACKS.

[With fjie above letters wo bring this series to a conclusion.
There can .now be no doubt existing in tlio minds of pro-

spective riders as to the low cost of running a motor cycl;-,

and, ,TS the repHe.s prove, cost largely depends uwn' th<
jicrsonal iiiclinauoas- of the rider.

—

Ed.]
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THE MIDLAND RELIABILITY TRIAL.
BY A COMPETITOR.

THE scene at the Gun Barrels on the Bristol Road
at nine o'clock on the morning of the 17th

looked to the casual observer a mcUe of motor
cycles and weirdly clad figures with numbers round
their waists.

To the competitors it w.is different, and arriving a

little before nine o'clock I soon had my numbers
fi.xed and the official time on my wrist.

After a little confusion Ave lined up, and punctually
to the tick got away easily. The 'styles of getting

away were many and various, somjC had handle
starters, some kick starters, and these could be sub-
divided into those that worked and those that didn't;
others had to run, some a few feet, some a few yards

;

Qthers got off easier, as, for instance, the Levis riders,

who merely sat on and prodded the ground- with their

-feet, and at once the little two-stroke went off with
a roar. Tramlines to the top of Selly Oak were not
appreciated, and it was soon evident that riders of

insuflficiently guarded machines were in for a mud bath.
Rose Hill claimed some victims, and there was a little

knot of spectators on the steep bit. We created quite

a sensation in Bromsgrove, as, indeed, we did all

along the route, for the entry

was large, and the procession

of motor bicycles must have
seemed unending to the various

spectators.

Steadiness in tlie Grease.

Soon after leaving Broms-
grove one of the Morgans was
Seen in trouble with tyres, the

roads were in a shocking con-

dition after the hard frosts of the previous week,

and I was much surprised at the steadiness of

the Morgans on the grease. Most of the solos and
some of the sidecars were far from comfortable, skating

all aver the road, the steadiest machines being the

twin lightweights. Soon after Stratford one or two
unfortunates were passed ruefully examining tyres, due

doubtless to the occasional patches of unrolled stones.

Sunrising claimed its usual complement of failures,

but the New Hudson and sidecar made a fine climb,

although apparently geared low. McNab nearly

succeeded in getting his tiny Levis, up, but the last

few yards made it necessary for him to run, a voice

from the crowd urging him to get something more
powerful. Warmington Hill proved easier, the sur-

face was slightly better, but it Avas said that the

officials w^ere a mile or more out in their calculations

of- the distance. Banbury folks should by now be

getting used to long streams of motor cyclists, but

their interest was still miabated. Some few meri

retired here, and one or two late arrivals came in for

a little chaff. Petrol was taken in, and one of

the garage attendants tried hard to persuade me that

he had put a gallon and a half

into a tank that just held a

gallon. He tried in vain.

Homeward Bound.'

Starting back, we found the

road a bit drier, but Edge Hill

was very greasy, and the side-

car ' drivers had to get their

passengers to bear down on
the back wheel—a matter for

(1) General view at the toot of Warmington Hill. (2) Competitors approacliing Edge HUl, C. R. CoIIiei (Matchless) leading. (3) H. C. Newman (Ivy-Ptecision)

at the hairpin bend on Sunrising. (4) The last knooli, Atailure on Sunrising. (5) A Triumph rider makes a good ascent ol Edge HUU
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The Mitlland Reliabilitv Trial-

disqualification if rules were adhered to. The Rex,

Douglas, and Triumph machines came up well.

Holloway, on a single-geared Premier, also shone

conspicuously, but the sidecars did not perform

as weli as they might have done, the Calthorpe and
the A.J.S. suffering from sHpping clutches. Slipping

belts fetched several out of the saddles, and a slipped

^OT^CILIS FEBRUARY sgih, igii

gear lever momentarily slopped Miss Hough. Between
Sunrising and Stratford it was evident that some
making up of lost time was taking place: the riders

were thinking of that secret check in tiie last section.

Belt trouble was very small cojisidering the awful state

of the roads, but one thing struck mc—the chain-

driven sidecars were more susceptible to back wheel
slip on hills than the belt^dri\en type, A.G.D.C.

Another /Meeting ^t Arms Hill.

ANOTHER party of London motor cyclists met
last week and journeyed down to Henley to

attack Arms Hill. The roads were in a

terrible condition, almost every rider skidding. On
arriving at the hill the writer was surprised to find so

many local non-motor cyclists and riders from quite

distant parts; the last-mentioned had been there all

the morning, and many claimed to have made an

ascent. The surface was undoubtedly worse than on

the previous week-end, as two men failed on this occa-

sion who managed to get up last week. These were

O. K. Meredith (6 h.p. Zenith) and C. W. Mere-
dith (3J^ h.p. Bradbury N.S.U. two-speed). The star

])erformance was undoubtedly made by G. Griffiths,

who literally tore up on the 8 h.p. Zenith belonging to

\V. L. T. Rhys. The owner tried first but skidded

;

Rex G. Uundy astride the SJ h.p. P. and M., on wiiicli he gained third place
in the Midland open reliability trial. THe photograph was talien at the [cot of

Arms Hill, near Henley-on-Thames.

he then invited Griffiths to try. Seeing the last-

named made such a fine performance Rhys was deter-

mined to equal it, which he did in no uncertain

manner. It was a sight not to be missed to see these

iwo in turn bring the Zenith roaring up the steep

as.cent, annihilating the i in ^ as if it were a mere
nothing. The rear lyre was a rubber and steel-

si iidiJcd Shamrock-Excelsior, and the engine" was fed

from a Binks carburetter.

On the first attempt Hal Foote, 8 h.p. o.h.v. T.T.
Bat, who the previous week had made such a fine

show, skidded, but after returning to the hill foot

subsequenlly managed to reach I he lop at a terrific

|)acc. To got down again is usually a very exciting

business, but Foote (Jecided to ride down, and on the

Ii2

I in 3 lost control of his machine and ab.solutely tore

down over the grease, all looking" on and expecting

every nioment that he would have a bad smash at the

bottom. He, however, managed to regain control of

the big Bat and pulled up safely.

A Machine Runs AmoK.
The most exciting incident was when a rider came

up on a Bradbury, skidded completely round, fell off,

his maci'iine rmming down the hill minus its rider,

and continuing without falling for thirty yards or so,

when it took the bank, bending the handle-bars and
footrests. Vernon Taylor, on a multi-speed Rudge,
had ridden from Coventiy to try the iiill. He was
unable to get his rear wheel to grip on the i in 3 pitch •

and skidded badly at each attempt. W. H. ]Javey

would in all probability have reached the top on his

T.T. Bradbury had not the magneto chain come off

on each occasion, A splendid perfonrianco was made
by N. D. Shatter on his 2 h.p. record breaking Aicyon .

fitted with a Cap <'arburetter. He came up at a

rattling pace, but rider and machine being so light he
was unable to hold up on the grease. He, how-
ever, managed to get well above the "Cannons,"
which waA marvellous considering the size of his

engine, namely, 62 x 82 mm., only 247 c.c. Slatter

is determined to get up. G. N. Higgs, who arrived

on his "A.C.," "Peter the Painter," asked a man
present to get some sand and ashes to strew on the

sleep pitch. This made things much easier, but at

the same time it was impossible to get up without a
non-skid tyre; steel studs for preference.

A Single=geared Machine Succeeds.
Shaw, a T.T. Rudge rider, made a splendid per-

formance. His machine has Dunlop non-skid tyres and
a Senspray carburetter. He had made an ascent on a

634 to j: gear when the writer arri-\'ed, but he continued

to go uj) after raising his gear ratio. This he did
until 6 to I was reached, when he .still flew up. H.
Ctarner (8 h.p. Zenith sidecar) tried with a passenger
u]) but failed. He then tried solo when his belt

broke, winding itself all-round the frame. Later he
tried again, but his rear wheel, which was rubber-

studded, whizzed round on the steep pitc'h without'

the machine making headway. Rex Mundy tried on
a 3J4 h.p. P. and M., but failed .solely through the rear

wheel refu-sing to grip. A Kempshall on the back w.a.s

considerably worn, so much, in fact, that the non-skid-

ding properties of the tread had disa])peared. R.
l''Ietchcr and ('. O. Roberts claimed to have been U[)

mounted on a 3J-J h.p. three-speed Premier and a

3/^ h.p. three-speed Rover respectively. The greasy

state of the hill undoubtedly helped riders in a way,
as it enabled them to keep up their engine speed on
the really stiff [larl.
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NON-STOP RUNS
ate often spoilt by the «se of infeMor tyres. There can be no
better example of the false economy of fitting cheap tyres

than that shown by the number of motor cycles that are put

out of the running in competitions from this cause.

In the SUTTON COJ.DFIELD A.C.'s OPEN RELIABILITY
TRIAL, Mr. Frank Smith (5-6 h.p. Clyno and sidecar) made
quite certain on this point by fitting his machine with

PALMER
TYRES

the result being that he "WON THE HIGHEST AWARD, the

COLMORE CUP
AND

GOLD MEDAL
AGAINST 102 OTHER COMPETITORS.

THE PALMER TYRE, LTD., 119, 121, 123, Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.C.
Motor Cycle Tyre Department: 103, St. John's Street, Clerkenwell.

SEND A CARD TO-DAY FOR #iJ'i'ii'lJalrAB H T"'^ "PALMER'' BOOKLET.

In nnaii'crivg tJiix adver'lsemcnt it is desirable to mevtlon " TJip HFrifor Cyrle.^'
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•PERFECT IN EVERY PART. ^

Every man's e'pcn'ciuc is a lesson due to nil."

The machine runs Tine, ami i have no-
thing but praise for il. The sweetness o£
running and flexibility is wonderful.

F. PENNINGTON, Bradford.

I have now completed 3,600 miles on my
B.S.A. Motor Cycle, 2,200 of which was
with sidecar attached, and have not had a
minute's trouble or anxiety with regard to it.

Mr. C. H. BAYLISS, Gravelly Hill.

I wish to congratulate you on the e.ioc!-

ence of the B.S.A. Motor Bicycle.

B. D., Edgoasion.

. I consider your machine a perfect louring
rriaohine in every respect, and can safely
siate there is not a better machine on the
road,

P. F. SCOTT, Urmston.

r
N j

MIDLAND CPE
RELIABILITY

TRIAL.
Mr. B. W. Lee, Tiding a

^\ h.p, B.S.A. in the above
Trial, in connection \vith

tiie vSutton Coklfield A.C.,

over a difBcult and hilly

conrsc ^^ith nuiddy roads,

made a

NON-STOP,
and gained

FULL MARKS.
v.,.^ ___y

I think the B.S.A. one of the best mounts
anyone can purchase.

Mr. H. TICKELL, Wigton.

Allow me to compliment you on the
reliability of your machines.

Mr. G. H. WILKINSON, Leicester.

h.p.In fact, the B.S.A. is the fmest 3J

Motor Bicycle I have ever ridden.

Mr. A. G. N. CHALMERS, Lyme Regis,

I am more than satisfied with the machine,
which is the best I have ever had for speed,
hill-climbing, and flexibility.

Mr. F. C. WAKE, Darlington.

I have nothing but praise for the machine,
which I consider one of the best mounts
on the market.

Mr. W. JACKSON, Ashton-on-Ribble.

Write now
for a copy
of the new
book of the

BS.A.
Motor
Bicycle.

It fully describes the
new models, with
illustrations of the
e.vclusive U.S.A. Re-
finements. The con-
structional details of
the B.S.A. Two-.specd
I'rec ICngine Ilidj are
also dealt with iu
simple language.

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS CO., LTD.,
13, SMALL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM.

In nii/iu-crhir llicft ,ul icrthfini'iil il i.K i/i:iiriih/(: In inrnlioii "
'J'/ic Midiir Ci/r!i>
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o£LTTERS To
3Ed/

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Silence and Silencers.

Sir,—The Scott, Engineering Co., Ltd., claim that the
silencer described by Mr. Gallanday, and iSustrated in

your issue of February 8th, infringes their patent of 1£04.

I made (and sold) a silencer of identical constructic.i

about 1902. This silencer was copied from the Oldsmobile
—an American car much in favour about that time.

L.H.

Silencers in the Big Xiials.

Sir,—Wliat a pity it is that correspondents like " Night-
bird " should make 6uch positive assertions which are not
facts. Whilst criticising the type of silencer consisting of

a barrel with holes in it and an auxiliary barrel inside, ho
says that it is " a device which, at its best, can only be an
efficient silencer and cause back pres.'iure, or be free and noisy."

Can " Nightbird " explain why one of the best motor cycle

engines ever made—the 2| h.p. De Dion—when fitted with the

De Dion silencer, which was of exactly the type described and
one of the quietest silencers ever fitted to a motor cycle,

would give more power with silencer fitted than with the

exhaust pipe and silencer completely disconnected. This

is no fairy tale, and I am sure that there are hundreds of

motor cychsts who would bear me out in stating a fact

which I have myself proved time and again.

H. .J. DENSHA.M.

Suggested Routes for the Six Days' Trials.

Sir,—I see in your issue of February 15th a route sug-

gested for the Six Days' Trials. Another good rout« is

Tavistock, Horrabridge, Huckworthy Bridge, Walkhampton,
up Peak Hill, through Princetown, then to Two Bridges and

on to Ashburton by the same route as suggested. The hill

-down to Huckworthy Bridge would try the bralces very

well, and from the bridge to the top of Peak Hill is one

2ontinuous climb, the hills being much steeper than those

between Tavistock and Two Bridges. The i-oad between

Huckworthy and Walkhampton is bad, but the remainder

lias a very good sm-face. T 1189.

Sir,—I was glad to read " H.P.B.'s " letter re above in the

issue of the 15th inst. The route Ashburton to Tavistock ought

to be included. While not being too bad a surface, the tills

are all one wants on a main road to make a most sporting

and interesting, run, and. without leaving the road, there ore

plenty of hills between Ashburton and Tavistock that would
serve as observed or test hUls. The spot "H.P.B." marks
A (if it is the one I have in mine?) should give some trouble.

It is not usually approached at speed, as the rider has just

rounded a hair"pin bend, with a narrow humped bridge in

the angle before meeting it. In a very little while after he is

confronted with a gate right across the road. When five or

six yards from the gate he will notice (mostly when too late)

that the road turns back sharply to the right_ at a very

acute angle. I don't suppose one in twelve single-geared

machines will round it without a stop, the rise being sudden
and commencing at the corner. The last time I rode over

this route (last summer) the surface, except Poundgate Hill,

was very fair, much of it good. I was riding a 2| h.p.

chain-driven Enfield, geared 6J to 1, which took all the hills

comfortably without pedal assistance. A party of us were
holding a "hill-cUmb up the steepest side of Dartraeet Hill,

which, however, is descended in the suggested route.

Widdicombe HUl is a very puzzling hill, having some diffi-

cult corners and being very narrow ; but I am afraid it is

rather out of the way. Our club men here think that on no
account should the Ashburton to Tavistock route be excluded
from one of the runs. Ashburton to Dartmeet is considered
bv some to be the worst six miles in Englard for gradients.

A. POWELL,
Hon. Sec. Torbay and District M.G.C.

Driving in Traffic.

Sir,—May I be allowed to correct " Ixion " ahout his ideas

of a car being more easily handled than a motor cycle in

traffic? I have tried it, and found it was not tjie case. I

successfully drove my free engine Triumph from 'Shep^ierd's

Bush to the Metropole Hotel without the slightest difficj'*y.

Although there were several traffic blocks, I started each time
as quickly as the car in front of me, and very often was able

to accelerate and slip through openings which no car could
have gone thiough. I kept my cut-out closed, and only had
to sound my norn once when I was going to start again after

a block. By using one's cut-out in traffic a rider makes him-
self an infernal nuisance, and if it ia done it is no wonder
the " man in the street " calls motor cycles " beastly noisy
affairs." The first thing motor cyclists must do if they want
to make the motor cycle popular is to convince the non-
motoring public that their machines are not noisy. I think
that this regulation about no cut-outs has been brought for-

ward to a great extent through motor drivers using their

cut-outs in traffic. Let "Ixion" use ,a free engine in traflSc,

and he will find driving a motor cycle as simple as a car.

Also, if he has a really quiet machine, he will find that he
will draw more attention and approval than by keeping his

cut-out open. FREE ENGINE.

A Heavy Trio.

Sir,

—

I am sending you a photograph of my 6^ h.p. New
Century tricar, Aster engine, chain drive. I\Iy passenger on
the forecar is my old friend Mr. A. Briggs, manager of the
Grand Junction Arms, Lower Place, Harlesden, a well-luiown

A load of 51 stones 12 lbs. on a tricar.

sculler of 17 stones weight. I am at the wheel—heavyweight
champion sculler of the Old Chums Rowing Club on the Grand
Junction Canal, weight 16 stones. My son is seated on the

caiTier ; his age is nineteen years, weight 18 stones 12 lbs.

—

total, 51 stones 12 lbs. FRED WILES.
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Multi-pole Sparking Plugs.
Sir,—In refereriLt .„ ..ii. ^iUk.i h,. Bennett's letter, writing

for the Bosch Magneto Co., on tliis subject, the fact that it

is necessary to place the points of both plugs very close

together for starting does not constitute an admission " that

the magneto is not capable of doing the work imposed upon
it," as he states, but I do admit that the spark cannot jump
two gaps of .0 mm. each wlien the magneto is running at the

minimum speed that will giv. a spark across one gap of this

measurement, so the remedy is to reduce the two gaps to

.25 mm. each.

I believe every magneto is provided with a safety gap, and
it the current will easily jump the points of a 'double pole and
single pole plugs in preference to this- gap, I do not see how
the magneto can sustain damage.
The Bosch Co. can now supply a two spark magneto, but

those who wish to try two sparks and are not particularly

anxious to replace their present single spark instrument by
purchasing one of these may do so by the use of a Lodge
double pole plug without fear of damage ; at least, this is my
experience with both Simms and Bosch magnetos, and users'

experiences are what Lodge Bros, asked for.

There must be some hundreds of these double pole plugs in

use, but I have never yet heard of a single case of bad efiect.

I am disinterested, other than as a user in this discussion.

W. J. LANCASTER.
[Tile above letter has been unavoidably held over.

—

Ed.]

Sir,—With reference to Messrs. Lodge Bros.' letter and
diagrams published on the 15th inst.,and their statement that

the two circuits are practically the same, I should like to point

out that there is a great difference in these circuit,?, and one

that bears directly on the argument. In the double-pole plug
circuit thr t o spark gais r; m series, r^qu ring a higJier

potential difference tlian in the double-pcle magneto circuit.

It follows, therefore, that the magneto armatare is working
at a higher potential supplying two plugs in series, and has
more risk of breaking down. It does not necessarily follow

that it will do so, this depending on the factor of safety

allowed in tlje design of the mpgneto.
CLIFFORD PRESSLAND.

Sir,—In the construction of their magnetos, the Bosch
Co., knowing what resistances the machines will normally
have to overcome, will have designed them for this value,

allowing, of course, some factor of safety.

That they are capable of overcoming high resistances, if

necessary, shows the cnution *he rrakers have exer''ised. ind
they are, without doubt, justified in demurring when their

machines are habitually run under these higher resistances.

So far as I can see, the Lodge system possesses one advant-
age over the Bosch, namely, that with two plugs in series

the chance of total stoppage through sooting is decreased.

(n the Bosch, which, I presume, is two plugs in parallel, the
( hances of stoppage through sooting would be slightly

increased. A. T. STURGESS.

Sir,—I have read with much ^ interest and no little

amusement the correspondence on the above subject. There
seems to be an idea prevalent among many of your corre-

spondents that using multi-pole ignition increases- the load

on a magneto. It may interest Mr. Withers, who found
that Iiie magneto did not overheat when using Lodge
ignition, and also several other correspordents, to know
that two. or even a dozen, plugs, sparking in series, do not
in any way increase the load on the magneto. The strain

sot up is not a mechanical one, but is purely an e.'ectrical

htrain on the insulation of the secondary windings. The
reason of this strain is fairly obvious ; it takes a much
greater voltage to spark through several gaps of a given
size in series than it does to spark through one of those

gapsy. 'I'his increase in voltage is nut directly proportional

to t!i« increase in the spark gap, but is nearly so.

.\ magneto only absorbs power when the contact breaker
it; closed, i.e., when it is not sparking. This hiad is duo
U> the fart that when the contact breaker is closed it short

cinuils 1lif armature windings, allowing a heavy cm'rent

to circulate round these windings, this load being entirely

indepi'iidni! of the number of plugs or the length of spark
gap in the secondary windings.

i fully endorse
' Messrs. Lodge Bros.' remarks. No

(laninrfi' can iio.ssihlv I)'- done to any nnigncto by the use

of their e.\i-i;l!(!nt dmiblc-jinle plugs, provided the magneto
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be fitted, as all good magnetos are, with a properly-designed
safety gap. The safety gap is, of course, adjusted to Hash
over before the secondary voltage can rise to a maximum
sutHcient to break down the insulation of the secondary
windings.

ED. C. JENNINGS.

Sir,—We notice that iMessrs. Lodge Bros.' are again writ-

ing on the question of two point ignition, and we do not
wish to continue this correspondence any further, having
demonstrated to our own as well as many other peoples'

satisfaction that a special magneto is necessary.
Under these circumstances, we wish to ask what is the ,

use of Messrs. Lodge Bros, encouraging people to abuse goods
of our manufacture. Surely we, as manufacturers of such
apparatus, should know what it is capable of, and what
treatment is likely to be detrimental to it

The diagrams sent you by Messrs. Lodge Bros, and Co.
and published on page 169 are most misleading, as they do
not point out that in the case of the ordinary magneto,, two
gaps are being used under compression, whereas the magneto
is only designed to satisfactorily operate one; in the case

of the double pole magneto, the construction of this machine
is modified to do the additional work.
We hope that you can find room to insert this letter, and

sincerely trust that we shall not have to write further on this

subject. THE BOSCH MAGNETO CO., LTD.
Akthur E. Bennett, Technical IManager.

Proposed R.A.C. "Road Guides."

Sir,—Win you be good enough to say whether the scheme
of R.A.C. road guides, referred to in the last issue, has
been officially adopted? So far as I can see it is rather

a bad plagiarism upon the Automobile Association scheme
of scouts, and in that case it does not appeal to me as

sportsmanlike, to say the least. Surely there is no real

need for the R.A.C. to encrcach upon the field in which
a purely road organisation like the A. A. has operated with
such distinguished success for many years. I suggest that
this is undesirable rivalry that must lead inevitably to

overlapping, friction, and waste of force and money, and
that is not for the good of nrctorists generally.

REIGATE HILL.
[The scheme has not, so far as we are aware, been officially

adopted, but is under consideration by the R.A.C.

—

Ed.]

Sir,—I observe in your last issue a letter from the

Secretary of the Royal Automobile Club in connection with
the proposed scheme, the details of which have been
published, for the employment by them of uniformed
"Road Guides."
That letter admits that the scheme is a deliberate copy

oE the road patrol system of tlie A. A. and M.U. The
Secretary of the R.A.C, alter referring to the fact that tliis

Association has four years past rendered certain assistance

to its members on the road, adds :

"The members and associates of the R.A.C, amount-
ing to over 25,000, have asked that similar assistance

should be rendered to them by their own organisation,

and this assistance it is now proposed to give,"

It will therefore be seen that beyond question the duties

which the proposed R.A.C. "Road Guides" are to perform
will in effect be identical with the duties performed by the
patrols of this As.sociation.

I would like to draw the attention of motorists through
the medium of your columns to the following salient facts :

The Club has, we believe, about 7,000 diro:t members, of

which number over 4,000 also belong to the A. A. and M.U.
In addition thousands of the Club's associates (appro.ximatcly

over fifty per cent.) also subscribe to this Association, and
therefore the value of the argument that the scheme is the

outcome of a demand on the part of 25,000 members of the

K.A.C is materially reduced, and one is driven to the con-

clusion that the action of the R.A.C is devised solely to

counteract the phenomenal success of tin's Association's road-

•scheme. The Secretary of the R.A.C. states that :

"The Club docs not propose in any way to interfere

with the A. A. and its members, and sees no reason why
the A. A. should interfere between the Club and its

members."
1 think your readers will agree that a more cynical attempt

to justify what may tiltingly be described as deliberate
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piracy of ideas has never been put forward on behalf of a
responsible organisation.

The Automobile Association was founded seven years ago
with the chief object of organising a patrol service to

render assistance to motorists on the road.
This was the first practical attempt ever made to combat

the oppressive and unfair manner in which the speed limit

was enforced on the open road. For years we fought single-

handed the battle of the reasonable motorist, without assist-

, ance from the R.A.C. and other organisations, which stood
^' idly by, and if they did not hamper our efforts at least did

not assist us.

The patrol organisation has always been regarded as
essentially the leading feature of the Association's work, and
its popularity is evidenced by the fact that the membership
has grown from less than 100 in August, 1905, to a total at

the present time of nearly 40,000 direct subscribers.

Now at the fruition of our efforts, and when the battle of

the open road has been fought and won, the R.A.C. proposes
to imitate our patrol system.
Our organisation is in evidence on practically the whole of

the main roads of this country. Unless, therefore, the

R.A.C. intends to confine its efforts to those roads which
are not patrolled (which in the circumstances is incredible)

its action, even as regards its own members, can only
involve overlapping and duplication of that work which for

so long has been efficiently carried out by this Association.

My committee still think it inconceivable that the R.A.C,
which claims to be the ruling body of motoring rn this

country, will deliberately adopt a policy which has already
been described as one of aggression to a friendly organisa-

tion, particularly at a time like the present, when unity is

so essential in the interests of the motoring public.

Stenson Cooke.

Sir,
—" Uniformed Ro.id Guides '' lias an ancient and

Bcout-like atmosphere. What the R.A.C. did in the matter
of free legal defence it seems to be going to do in the

matter of road patrol—both in palpable imitation of the
A.A. Apart from the fact that this is not cricket, 1

suggest that it is not dignified. Certainly the A.A. has
no copyright in its ideas, but as between two bodies

presumably friendly, and certainly working for a common
end, I should have thought that the annexation of one of

the planks in the other's programme, without so much as

a "by your leave," was almost unthinkable.
I do not suppose the A.A. will take this last act of

aggression from the R.A.C. lyins do\vn. and if the latter

persists with its development (doubtless in the sacred

name of unity), I suggest quite seriously that the A.A.
challenge the R.A.C.'s right to govern. The A.A. is quite

as responsible a body as the R.A.C, and certainly quite as

free from trade influences. Its certificates of observed
performances would carry as much weight as the R.A.C
certificate. It can organise trials as easily, and perhaps
carry them through better, and, by right of enormously
superior membership, it can assume the powers of govern-

ment and demand representation upon the International

Council. If I know the International Council as I think I

do, the credentials of the A.A. should be accepted readily.

I submit that as one way in which the A.A. might answer
this last act of R.A.C. piracy—a way mutually better and
infinitely more satisfactory than any likely to lead to an
expensive and entirely unnecessary internecine struggle—is

for both si.-les to get together and decide upon a poUcy
that will allow each to develop freely and without conflict

with the other's interests. Short of complete unity, this

form of federation, quite easily possible, is, I venture to

think, best. PLAY THE GAME.

HiU-oUmbing.
Sir,—Upon reading the correspondence appearing in your

paper respecting the proposed attempt to climb Honister
Pass by Mr. Frank Smith on his Clyno and sidecar, I got
into communication with the Clyno Engineering Co. and
offered my club's assistance in organising the climb.

I have had a reply to the effect that they would be very
pleased to leave the arrangements in our Shands, and with
this object in view they tell me that they have definitely
decided to arrive on the ground in time to tackle the hill on
March 9th, all other arrangements to be left to this club.

WM. M. MILBURN,
Hon. Sec. Cuml)erland County M.C.C.

Sir,—If you can spare me the space in your paper. I

should like to reply to the letter from " Petrolix " in a recent
number re the climbing of Honister. Whilst admitting
that the surface on the Buttermere side of the pass is very
loose, I should consider that the hill is climbable by any
pow-erfol two-speed motor cycle, and that without in any
way damaging either the machine or tyres, as a few members
of the Westmorland Motor Cycle Club have spent some
considerable time on this part of the earth, and the last

time we were there two Rudges and one dTriumph single-

cylinder machines almost did the trick. In the opinion
of these three riders, given a favourable day and condi-
tions, a 3^ h.p. single will manage it comfortably, as there
is only one stretch of sixty yards that has not been
conquered. With all the trials we have had on the hill, so

far, there has been no damage to tyres, machines, or riders,

so can only conclude that there is no special danger in trying
the pass, and we are quite of opinion that if Mr. Smith will

attempt the climb he will be successful, and quite a number
of the Westmorland members hope to be there at the same
time to give the Clyno a lead. B.G.W.

The Kominal Horse-power of Motor Cycles.

Sir,—Regarding horse-power rating, I found a very simple
formula which I have used for ten years in motor construc-
tion practice. I found this method always reliable. What
do you thinli about it?

A well-designed motor cycle engine gives one horse-power
per 120 cubic centimetres capacity. Now, by dividing the
c.c. by 120 you will find the exact horse-power of the motor.
Examples :

Peugeot lightweight 55 x 70 twin =

499 c.c.

352 c.c.

120
"

Triumph 85 x 88

F.N. four-cylinder

120
494 c.c.

120

= 2.76 h.p.

= 4.15 h.p.

= 4.11 h.p.

Matchless 76 x 85 twin
776 c.c.

120

Doubs, France.

flf our correspondent's method gave accurate results ten years
ago, it is obvious that nowadays it will be more correct

to divide by 100, as already suggested.

—

Ed.]

= 6.46 h.p.

SAUBERLI.

Cooling the Exhaust Gases.
Sir,—I herewith enclose a description and drawing of a

silencer scavenging device which I am fitting to my T.T.
Quadrant.

It consists of an air scoop or
funnel, reaching through the
silencer into a long exhaust pipe
leading to the back stays. The
rush of air tlu-ough the scoop into
the long exhaust pipe should effectu-
ally induce the gases to leave the
silencer more readily, thus reducing
back pressure to a minimum. The
sketch should make the device quite
dear.

n.A.F.

Two-stroke Engines.
Sir,—I was very interested in the article by "W.G.A." on

two^troke engines. I have given this type a lot of con-
sideration, and hope you can allow space for a little criticism.
Your contributor, in comparing two and four-stroke

engines, mentions four disadvantages and three advantages.
With regard to this, taking the advantages first. No.
1 needs no comment, being fairly obvious. No. 2 says the
two-stroke is the more silent owing to there being no noisy
valves and valve gear. He evidently forgets that in most
motor cycle engines the noise of the exhaust completely
drowns the valve noises, and as the two-stroke engine, to
work with satisfaction, must have a free exhaust, we can
expect in most cases, a more noisy engine. No. 3 says ease
of and cheapness of manufacture. This advantage depends
upon from whose point of view the advantage is looked at.
If it be the point of view of the motor cyclist it is non-
existent, so that we must say this advantage goes to the
manufacturer. But the motor cychst does get the advantage
from fewer and larger movinff parts, with less liability of
breakdown.
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Taking the disadvantages. No. 1: Decrease- of efficiency

owing to shortness of mixture in the cylinder. This is only

a matter of design, and in a properly designed engine it

-is possible to get a better and bigger charge of new gases

into the cylinder than with even a tour-stroke engine.

No. 2 : Inflexibility. This is said to be owing to bad
suction on the carburetter with crank case compressio.-..

Whilst this has its etfect, it is by far a lesser evil. It is

well-known and proved that two-stroke engines, with the

usual type of piston with a deflector cast on the piston head,

allow a lot of the incoming charge "to escape through the

exhaust ports. This varies trom 7X> at high to 33% at low

speed. The top of the cylinder is left full of burnt gas, and
the incoming charge must be rich enough to make an explo-

sive mixture when combined with the burnt gases. This

accounts for the inflexibility and excessive petrol consump-
tion. This evil can be entirely overcome in a properly de-

signed engine.

i\'o. 3 . i>itticulty of keeping the piston gas-tight. As your
contributor compared the two-stroke piston with the four-

stroke piston, he must refer to leakage past the piston rings.

In his case both types are in the same position, and the

result is the same—lowered compression and less of power.

The remedy is the same for both types, namely, new rings,

and possibly the cylinder reground, etc. But the leakage is

greater with the two-stroke under similar conditions, owing
to the vacuum :n the crank case, and the result is disastrous

as far as the suction on the carburetter goes.

No. 4: Burning of the sparking plug points. This is

owing to the reason explained under the second disadvantage

—the exhaust gases are never completely cleared out, so that

the plug points never cool. This can be overcome by suitable

design.

Your contributor goes on to say that to give good results

as a valve the piston should be tight in the cylinder, under
which conditions it would soon fail as a piston. Surely a

piston with three rings above the ports will hold the same
compression as in a four-cycle engine. If they will not hold
the compression, how can they be expected to hold the explo-

sion pressures ? This brings out another advantage of the two.
stroke. When the rings have passed the ports there are no
leaking valves ; all leakage must pass the rings, which are
cooled and oiled. And a piston with one ring at the bottom
will surely hold the crank case compression, which does not,

as a rule, go above 20 lbs. per square inch absolute.

With regard to water cooUng, I do not consider this neces-

sary when the exhaust gases are got away quickly and
completely. F. UMPLEBY.

Inclined Engines.
Sir,—I have read with much interest the reasons given by

Mr. Wells in his letter of the 15th inst. for inclining a
single-cylinder engine backwards. Mr. Wells states that
"all the piston thrust comes on the back of the cylinder,"
but I fail to see why this should be the case. It is true
that the maximum thrust during the working stroke is on
the back of the cylinder, but, on the other hand, during
the exhaust and compression strokes the thrust is on th«
front of the cylinder, and this is not so small that it

need not be taken into account.

I do not see why the backward inclined cylinder should
get more oil on the back than on the front of the
cylinder, since the oil is thrown off the flywheels to that
side of the cylinder opjjosite to the direction in which the
oil is flung.

To incline the cylinder backwards must surely have the
effect of increasing the unevenness of thru.st, for in this case
mo.st of the weight of the piston itself is resting on the back
of the cylinder. This is not the case with a vertical engine.
There is little drubt, I think, that the modern vertical

engine receives all ihe oil it requires at moderate speeds,
while at high speeds it is a generally accepted fact that the
oil fills the crank case in the form of a mist, so that it

would pass through an opening in the top of the crank
case, just as readily as through an opening in the side.

If the CTigiiiB must be inclined for the sake of the valves
or the length of the stroke, why not incline it forwards, as
in the P. and M. and Motosacoche, and so minimise the
inequality of the thrust by allowing the weight of the piston
to act on tlifi side of the cyliniln' which receives the least
piston thrust?

I should be obliged if Mr. Wells would explain to mo
why a backwardly inclined engine should prevent " piston

BIO

clatter." I am the possessor of a bicycle with a single

cylinder vertical engine which has no ring at the bottom
of the piston, and should be very much surprised if the
engine which Mr. Wells upholds has less "piston clatter"
than my own, this noise being absolutely unknown to me.
As regards evenness of piston thrust, wear of cylinder and

piston, and cooling, the vertical engine must certainly score

over the backward inclined engine. VERTICAL.

Cycle-car Design.
Sir,—Might I give a word of advice to designers and

prospective constructors of runabouts ? There seems to be
an impression about that to build a successful car all you
want to do is to design .something that looks neat.

Now, I can assure these gentlemen that it is one thing
to sketch a runabout and quite another matter to see the
same in a materialised form and. at the same time, a success.

Of course, I admit it takes very little "to please some folks.

Whilst appreciating Mr. Taylor's reference to my name,
I do not think it was necessary to couple the same with his

design. My friends would not have made that error.

Is the Brooklands race for runabouts a handicap? If so,

how are they going to draw the line, as it is ever so much
more creditable to attain 40 m.p.h. with a 3.^ h. p. engine
than 50 m.p.h. with an 8 h.p. ' HAROLD E. DEW.

Necessity the Mother of Invention.
Sir,—Under the above heading in your issue of 22nd inst.,

a correspondent relates his method of thawing generators.

Would it not have been a more, satisfact-ory plan to start

up the engine on the stand, and warm the frozen' part
at the silencer? J. B. DALL

Sir,—I was particularly struck by the remarkably cute
wrinkle adopted bv Dr. Selby Clare, but after reading his

letter twice to make sure I quite followed the course of

operations, I thought I would like to enquire what simple
method Dr. Claa'e adopts on a hard, nioping, clear, moon-
light, frosty night, and when the date of the last snowfall
was some time during the. previous winter. Personally, I

prefer the petrol fire to waiting for a snowstorm.
A. B. BENNETT.

The Evolution of Transmission.
Sir,—^I not'ce in his letter, published on the 18th ult.. Dr.

Patterson states that after trying gear drive for six months he
lost heart in motor cycling. Does it not occur to this gtntLmiui
that to get such poor results something must have been
radically wrong witl his transmission? Probably it was loose,

and I admit that a loose gear drive is most unpleasant. I

tail to see that a seized engine is dangerous in a rigidly driven
machine when fitted with a clutch. I have had an engine
jam suddenly while riding a chain-driven machine, but the
clutch slipped and brought the machine safely to rest.

I was disappointed not to see more weather-proof tran.>^-

missions at the Show. The chain-drive people make great
claims for their system, but in the weather we have b>eii

hiving lately I found that even my pedalling chain became
coated with mud and unreliable, p I have not yet seen a
machine witli adequate protection for its chains.

I have tried three methods of ge:ir drive—(1) Singer, enginr
in wheel, very violent; (2) F.N., vary good; (3) T.A.C., worm
drive, the smoothest running machine 1 have ever been across.

'

H. K. RENDALL.

SITIMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
" Continental Tourist." who is contemplating a long

motor cycle trip in Holland, Germany, Switzerland, and
Italy, or across France, and by water to the North coast
of Africa, wants companions. He writes as follows: "A
party introduced through Tha Motor C'l/ele might meet at
Whitsuntide and ride four or five hundred miles in England
to gain knowledge of eiich other's idiosyncrasies, etc Then,
if the party were mutually agreeable, arrangements could bn
made to start some time in .luly. Expenses, 10s. per diem

;

time orciqiicd, about llii'ec to four weeks." Letters addressed
to "Continental Touri.-it," c/o the Editor, will bo forwarded
to the right quarter.

The carrier tricar illustrated on page 207 last week is'aii

Omiiiuni, marketed by the Omnium Motor Co., Ltd., 198,

Urcat Poi'lland Street', W.
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An Ingenious Pressure-fed Engine.

' E have seen, owing to the kind-
ness of its designer, Mr. Archi-
bald R. Low (the inventor of

the Cup plug), details of a new
•type of internal combustion engine.

Briefly described, it is practically one

of the Diesel type. Imagine a water-

sooled engine, the jackets of which are

filled with petrol instead of water ; then
as the engine gets warm, the petrol will

boil and produce a large amount of

vapour, which will develop considerable

Fig. 1.—Cylinder and pump of the Low engine.

pressure. Now let the engine be iitted

with a small valve in the cylinder head,

so arranged as to open when the piston

is at the top of its compression stroke

and allow a certain amount of vapour to

enter the cylinder under pressure. The
carburetter jet may now be cut out of

action, as the engine wiU work on a

cycle of operations, which is as follows :

On the suction stroke the piston will

draw in through the inlet valve a volume
of cold air, which will be duly com-
pressed. At the top of the compression

stroke, immediately previous to ignition,

a quantity of petrol vapour is injected

into the cylinder, mixes with the air

already there, and forms an explosive

mixture which is fired and exhausted.

Three Important Advantages.
1. The waste heat oi the engine is

largely regained, as it is utilised to

volatilise the petrol before it is injected

into the cylinder in the form of vapour.

2. Owing to the fact that only ~pure

air is compressed and the petrol vapoui'

admitted only when the compression is

complete, an extremely high compression

•ratio can be used. Beyond a certain

limit, about 150 lbs. to -the square inch,

a mixture of petrol gas and air cannot
be compressed, for the reason that the

temperature produced by compression is

sufficient to ignite the mixture. When
the petrol gas, however, is not mixed
with the air until this stroke is complete,

Hie compression may be carried to

almost any desired figure, and accord-

ingly results in a very considerable

increase of efficiency.

3. The mixture at the moment of

firing is, relatively, far from uniform,

and consists of a zone of very rich mix-
'"re surrounded hy a number of zones

of mixture, each of which is progi'essively

weaker as it is more distant from the
part through which petrol vapour is

admitted. The explosion, therefore, as

in the case of the Diesel engine, is not
a very sudden one, producing an almost
instantaneous impact upon the piston,

but gives rise to a relatively slow com-
bustion, with the result that the pressure
on' the piston, instead of falling off

rapidly, is maintained longer.

A 416 c.c. Engine giving 18 h.p.

We understand one of these engines has
given satisfactory and promising results,

a twin-cylinder model of 2in. bore and
4in. stroke having developed about 18
h.p. Unfortunately, we cannot give

working drawings, and therefore indicate

the arrangement diagrammatically.
A (fig. 1) is the cylinder, provided with

an inlet and exhaust valve (not shown)

;

the former is automatic, being inverted

and placed over tlie mechanically-operatfd
exhaust. Wound round the cylinder is a

coil of steel tubes, which serves the pur-

pose of a petrol jacket.

Until the engine has developed suffi-

cient heat to vaporise the petrol in this

coil, it is run off the carburetter like any
other engine, after which the petrol jet

is cut out of action and pure air only

drawn in through the inlet valve. The
vapour, under high pressure from the

heating coil, is conducted to a small dome
in the cylinder head, in which is con-

tamed an inlet valve, which is operated
mechanically by a very simple and in-

genious means so as to open on the top

of the compression stroke and allow a

volume of pure petrol vapour to pass into

tlie cylinder head. Furthermore, this

valve is arranged to close comparatively

slowly, so that the vapour continues to

be forced into the cylinder even after

ignition has taken place, but it, of course,

closes before the explosion pressure has

risen very considerably.

The ignition is by coil and batteiT, the

coil being arranged to give a stream of

sparks throughout practically the whole of

the explosion stroke.

Petrol is supplied from tank. D to

the vaporising coil by a species of V
' Worthington " pump, which works prac-

tically automatically and utilises for its

working the pressure inside the coil itself.

The pump (not to scale) is shown in fig.

1, and consists of a double trunk piston

B C. A connection between that part of

the pump cylinder below B and the petrol

jacket is provided by means of a non-

return ball valve. 'Between tlie upper

end of the piston B and the pump cylin-
der head is a spring, shown in section,
against which the gas acts when forcing
the piston B and its smaller extension C
up in their respective cylinders. An
equalising pipe, fitted with a tap, is

taken, as shown, from the large cvliiider

of the pump to the vaporising coll, and
when the piston B is at the top of the
stroke, forms a continuation, as it were,
of the coil circuit. In actual working the
piston of the pump, by reason of tbe

Fig. 2.—A later design.

Fig. 3.—Variable cut-oH or tlirottie

spring above it being purposely made a
little stronger than would otherwise be
necessary, vibrates very rapidly, and finds

a position in which it practically floats,

all tlie time feeding petrol to the vaporis-

ing coil. It will be seen that if the stop'

cock at the side of the pump be open
no petrol is admitted into the jacket, as

the circuit of the coil is closed and the
pump remains at the top of its stroke.

When, however, this cock is closed, the
pump goes on working until the pressure

in the coil more than counterbalances the

strength of the spring upon the piston

B. In intermediate positions of the tap
a constant supply of greater or less

volume is supplied.

In a itewer type of engine which is

about to be built, the arrangement shown
in fig. 2 is being adopted. Instead of

having the vaporising coil wound round
the cylinder a steel petrol jacket head is

being used which will contain an oscillat-

ing cylindrical type of inlet valve operated
from a camshaft by rockers, and furnished
with a mea:is whereby the cut off of this

valve can be varied in unison with the

tap on the Worthington pump before

mentioned, so that the amount of mixture
admitted to the power cylinder can be
changed in volume without being affected

in quality.

The means for obtaining this variable

cut off are shown in fig. 3. The valve,

which is rocked to and fro, is traversed

by an oblong slot and is closed by being

rocked out of register with the inlet port

above and below it. In order to tlirottie

the air as it passes to the cylinder through
this valve the whole valve can be moved
sideways by means of a quick thread drum
operated by a worm gear, the horizontal

shaft of which actuates the valves of the

two cylinders simultaneously.
Whilst it is impossible, with the

limited particulars of practical working
results which we have had placed before

us, to prophesy what the engine will do.

its public performances will be looked

forward to with exceptional interest.

B13
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TIME TO
Feb. 29th
Mar. 2nd

4th

., 6th

LIGHT LAMPS.
6.36 p.m.
6.39 „
6.43 ,,

6.46 ,.

Sentry Boxes Jor A.A. Scouts.

The A.A. and M.U. scouts at certain

dangerous cross roads are liow being pro-

vided with sentry boxes.

Belgian Motor Cycle Show.

The Belgian League Velocipedique have
decided to organise an exhibition of motor
cycles and accessories in Brussels on
December 21st to 29th.

Auto Cycle Union Notes.

One-day Tbial Judges.—Captain H.
E. Davidson, E.E., Captain D. F.

Nicholl, R.A., and Mr. C. J. Feeney
have been invited to act as judges iu

the one day trial next Saturday.
Permits.—Permits to hold open trials

have been granted (subject to the rules

being in order) to the following bodies :

Liverpool A.C.C., reliability trial,

April 12th.

Oxford M.C.C., hill-climb, April 13th.

Bristol C. and M.C., hill-climb, April
27th.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.,; re-

liability trial, May 4th.

Birmingham M.C.C., cyclecar reli-

ability trial, May 18th.

Liverpool A.C.C., hill-climb, June 1st,

Liverpool A.C.C., speed trials, July
20th.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C., hill-

climb, August 3l3t.

Liverpool A.C.C., reliability trial,

September 7th.

A cyclecar class will be a feature of

the Essex M.G. hill-climb on March 16th.

The Cyclecar, roKMi!iu,Y known as

THE QUADCAR, MONOCAR, DuOCAR, OR, lb"

IT HAD Three Wheels, the Tricar or
RuNAiiOOT.—The result of two confer-
i^nces by the A.C.U. Competitions Com-
mittee and the R.A.C!. Competitions
("Committee has been to define what is

now to be known as the cyclecar, which
was formerly called by all the above
titles. The cyclecar, therefore, which is

to be under the jurisdiction of the
Auto C^cle Union, must -be fitted with
an engine the cubical capacity of the
cylinders of which does not exceed
1,100 c.c, and the chassis wc'.^ht of

whicli with tyros docs not exceed 6 cwt.'^.

Wliere the body and cha.ssia are identical,

as is the case with certain of these
vehicle."!, the whole is counted as the
chassis, but for jnirposes of weight tlie

cushions, etc., would not, we take it,

be counted. The hybrid, lliei'cfcjre, as a
result of this meeting comes out with an
odicial distinctive name and a definition
•—two thing.s it never had before. It

must be noted that no imposition of any
kind has been placed on its develop-
ment, and improvements may be made
in the cooling, change-speed gear, trans-
mission, mudguarding, or comfort to
any extent, provided the weight or c.c.

limits are not exceeded. In competi-
tions for cyclecars, or in which there
are classes for these vehicles, the we:<;ht

complete, but with tanks empty, must
not exceed 7 cwts.

Midland Boy Scout Movement.
One of the Coventry and Warwick-

shire Motor Club's events, to be held at
the end of May, is a Boy Scout Manceuvre
in which upwards of 250 scouts will be
engaged. This event is to replace the
Military Reconnaissance which w::s

an interesting and instructive item of

the past years' programmes.

Sidecars or. Small Cars in the States.

Commenting on the quadcar move-
ment in this country, a leading American
motor cycle journal says: "For a couple
of seasons, at least, low-built, three-

wheeled creatu-res, not quite in the big
motor car class have been trying to butt
into the cainp of the two-wheeler—to

tempt motor cyclists, says one writer,

with a chea:{> imitatio-n of a car. . .

In this country it looks like (1) motor
cycle, (2) motor cycle with tandem seat,

(3) motor cycle occasionally attached to

sidecar, (or some time to come ; for

anything bigger, the small regular car."

SPECIAL FEATURES.
Makers' TT. Bond Sustained.

English-Dutch Trial.

Lubrication.

Frerch HilJ-cimb (lUus.)

Motor Cyclists Obtain Damages.
At the Ludlow County Court last

week, George Jlone, of Shrewsbury, sued
Cecil C. Brinton, of Kidderminster, for

£7o, for personal injury and for damages
to a motor cycle caused by a collision

between liis motor cycle and defendant's
motor car on Corve Bridge, Ludlow, on
Sunday, June 2oth, 1911. After a long
hearing the jury found for the plaintiff

for £35 14s. 6d., with costs.

Harry Juckes, of Blackburn, sued
Constance de Jong, Hoylake, at the
Shropshire Assizes, for personal damages
and for damages to a motor cycle, caused
by the negligence of the defendant or

her servants in driving a motor car.

Defendant denied negligence, but, on
the cantrary, said plaintiff was guilty of

negligence or contributory negligence,
and she counter-claimed for damages to
her motor caj-. After a short consulta-
tion, the jury found a verdict in favour
of tlie plaintiff, and judgment was
accordingly given for £160 (the agreed
amount) on the claim, and verdict and
1-- ' -lent also for Juckes on the counter-
claim.

LkiJa-j;.-:

HILL-CLIMB AT IHONTANGLAUST, FRANCE.
H. Newey (2| li.p. two-stroke Lovii) gaining first place in Clais I.
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Jyclecar.

The new name adopted by the Auto
Cycle Union for light three or four-

wheeled runabouts on motor cycle lines.

r.T. Entries.

Undermentioned are further entries

received for the T.T. Eaces, making a

total of thirty-eight to date

:

Senior Rack.—P. Butler, H. R. Fowler

(3i h.p. Norton), V. Wilberforce, N. 0.

Soresby, and V. Taylor (3^ h.p. Rudge).
Junior Race.—J. P. Pattison, V.

Wilberforce. S. A. M. Witham, and S.

Taylor (2| h.p. Levis.)

American Records.

According to a cable from Los Angeles,

some remarkably fast times were accom-
plished on the track on Saturday last

(February 2^th). by W. E. Hasha, of

Dollox, Texas, who is the great rival of

Jake de Rosier, of Indianapolis. Hasha
rode an 8 valve twin-cylinder Indian, and
is credited with the following new
records: One mile in 39|s., two miles in

Im. 19-|s., three miles in 2m. l|s., and foui

miles in 2m. 40|s.

The M.C.P.A.

Elsewhere in these pages a report

appears of the llotor Cyclists' Progres-

sive Association's first meeting. It is a

body which has a very laudable object,

but from the names it has suggested to

represent the private members of the

A.CU. we must say it falls rather

short of the mark at which it is to be
presumed it is aiming. These nanie.^ are

those of highly estimable men, but it is

most unfortunate that seven out of the

twelve are actively engaged in the trade,

and three more are indirectly inter-

ested. We do not for a moment object

to trade members serving on committees

—in fact, they are welcomed, as one or

two can guide the committee and give

expert information—but here it is dis-

tinctly overdone, and we hope that

when the final elections take place on
March 7th a committee will be elected

in which the private owner element is

more strongly emphasised.

[FtOTOlEE EJ^lEi^TTS

Mar. 2.—A.CU. Open One Day Trial.

„ i6.—^Essex M.C. Open Hill-climb.

„ 23.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

„ 23.—Herts. County A.C. Open
Quarteriy Trial.

„ 30.—Derby and District M. C. C.
Open Hill-climb.

April 5-8.—N.W. London M.C.C. & Herts.

County A.C. Joint Trial and
Open HiU-cUmb (Yorks.) and
Ladies' Competition.

, 8.—Westmorland M.C.C. Open
Hill-climb at Brigsteer Brow.

, 13.—Ojtford M.C.C Open Hill-

climb.

Dangerous Road Obstruction.

At 11 p.m. a few nights ago a Norfolk
pojioeman found 'a horse on the road side

which was tethered by a chain to a peg
on the other side of the highway.
Imagine the fate of any motor cyclist

should he have ridden into this chain

!

Anotner Road Danger.

A Bristol correspondent, Mr. T. E.

Dougal, calls attention to a dangerous
cable made of twisted undergrowth wlrich

was stretched across the road about on a

level with his face whilst in the saddle.

This obstruction was met at 6.15 p.m.
about 100 yards from the foot of the hill

leading to the village of Norton Marle-
ward on the road v'la the lanes from
Chew Magna (Somerset) to Bristol. The
local police are investigating tlie matter.

A Limousine Body Suggested.

An inventor who has evidently read our
articles on streamline bodies, and " Ixion's

"

suggestions for a similar body as a

weather protection, has gone one further.

In a letter to Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., he
suggests u-Uh ali seriousnesa a sort of

limousine body for motor cycles made of

metal, with side, front, and rear glazed
windows. In a sketch the superstructure
is shown supported from a framework of

rods, and at the base on each side are two
small supporting wheels raised about an

inch from the ground. In front is a dog
catcher. The firm have no intention of

adopting the idea.

Birmingham Novices' Trial.

A novices' trial, held by the Soutli

Birmingham M.C.C. on the 26th inst.,

resulted in a win for W. E. Bayiis (3^
h.p. Allday), three tying for second
place, viz., S. H. Fletcher (3^ h.p
Premier), G. F. Norton (3^ h.p. Humber),
and E. H. Allday (3i h.p. Allday). Only
seven competitors out of twenty succeeded
in climbing Sunrising Hill.

Dissatisfied with English Machines.

We notice a testimonial published in an
American contemporary, and addressed to

the makers of the. four-cylinder . Pieice
motor ej'cle, which reads :

" I am now sure
I shall stick by your machine instead of

investing in a car, as I had intended doing,
faU'uKj to And a satisfactory motor ci/de

in England, although I tried practically
every make.

—

Donald B. Larke, Stoke
Holy Cross, Norfolk, England." The
italics are ours. Mr. Larke appears to

be a difficult man to please.

Lady Rider's Fatal Accident.

We very much regret to report the
fatal termination to an accident which
occurred on the lltU inst. to Mrs.
O'Donovan, the wife of Mr. D. R.
O'Donovan, of Bedford. Mrs. O'Donovan
was riding her motor bicycle at Card-
mgton Cross, on the outskirts of Bed-
ford, when the machine side-slipped and
she fell. Her injuries, which were not
thought to be serious at the time, re-

sulted in the unfortunate lady's death
on the 21st inst. This is the first fatal

accident which has occurred to a lady
motor cyclist.

Clean Counties.

At a recent meeting of the Flintshire
Police Committee the Chief Constable
aeported that he had received and tested

a number of samples of stop watches
which it was suggested should be
supplied to the police for timing motorists.

In twenty-four hotn's the wiitches had all

varied though started together.

FRENCH OPEN HILL-CLIMB.

A N.S.D, rider clear of the ground. A godly crowd collected to see the "jumping" hare. Vernon Taylor (T.T. Rudgej, wmner of two classes.
"* the s:round at the ridge near the hill summit.

He is clear

iJi5
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FRENCH OPEN HILL-CLIMB.
LAST Saturday morning an English party of motor

cyclists left Charing Cross Station at ten

o'clock, their destination being Coulommiers,
near Paris. The riders were W. W. Douglas, O.
C. Godfrey, E. H. Lees, Vernon Taylor, H. Newey,
Harry Reed, Jack Woodhouse, W. F. Newsomej W.
G. McMinnies, and R. G. Mundy. A. P. Maurice

Vernon Tiylor anl his winning Rudge.

{,!,% h.p. Premier) failed to put in an appearance; we,

however, found him at Coulommiers on arrival there.

The journey over was uneventful, excepting a little

incident at Longneau in the afternoon, where an a.vle

of the train caught fire, the railway officials being

obliged to change a lot of luggage into another truck.

At Paris we were met by the officials of the Auto
Cycle Club de France and conducted to the other

station en route for Coulommiers, a little village some
thirty-six miles from Paris whefe the hill-climb was to

be held on the morrow. Hal Hill and A. J. Moor-
house, both of whom were included in the party, stayed

the night in Paris and came over to .see the hill-climb

in the morning. After dinner the Englishmen were

entertained by the President of the French Club,

champagne being very much in evidence. As prac-

tising on the hill would be stopped at 9 a.m., most of

the competitors retired to bed early so as to be up in

good time for some practice spins.

Bad State of the Surface.

The surface of the hill was in a shocking condition,

being extremely bumpy and very grea.sy, especially

after gaining the summit of the hill where a straight

down hill course was taken. The latter part, where

terrific speeds would have been accomplished, was in

a very greasy condition, and later it was decided to

cut this part out and finish about 130 yards from the

summit of the hill. Some of the riders had fitted

])lain racing covers to their machines. How they

wished for non-skids! 'J'lie competitors were given

about 130 yards flying start before being tirned. At
the top of the hill was a hump, and here, it was
estimated, the men jumped ten to twenty feet. Many
of the machines had some extraordinary fitments.

Canale's little Alcyon was fitted with four overhead
valves, one at each " corner " of the cylinder, and
sparking plug right in the centre. There were five

classes for all types of motor cycles.

The first man despatched was Canale (Alcyon), who
got up a good speed but came off at the hump. He
later descended to the foot of the hill with his hands
bandaged up. However, he rode in the next class,

but naturally was much slower.

The N.S.U. riders had an extraordinary way of

continually starting up their engines on the stand and
running them " all out " for a minute or more on end
just before their turn came. Brunet, on a 1% h.p..

Griffon, had an extremely small pulley with the belt

very low in the groove. Nevertheless he found it

necessary to pedal up the i in 10 gradient. Newey
on his two stroke I^evis was the first Englishman up,

making an excellent ascent and winning his class.

Next came W. W. Douglas, who put up a splendid

show on his 2^-4 h.p. twin, beating Rex G. Mundy,
who was placed second on his 2yi h.p. Singer.

Although two New Hudsons were entered, only one

went up, and it was not fast.

Godfrey's "Star" Turn.
After the two N.S.U.'s, ridden by Gomertz and

Robert, came O. C. Godfrey on his 3^ h.p. Indian,

who travelled like a' rocket. His performance was un-
doubtedly the star turn of the day. Hitting the hump
at quite 40, m.p.h., he shot into the air, and it was*
estimated that he did not touch the road for twenty

feet. When he did so he missed his left foot-rest,

his foot touching the ground, causing the spectators

to think that he had put his foot out to correct a skid

as his machine slid across the road at this minute.

He, however, recovered himself in a marvellous way,
and succeeded in making fastest time of the clay. He
was disqualified later on account of his auxiliary ex-

W. W. DouRlas Ci.' li.D. Dou::;liii./, vviiiiu'i ol his class in reiniirh.iblv last lime.
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French Open HiU-elimb.—
liaust ports. Maurice (Premier) and Harry Reed (Dot)

put up fair performances, but Gabriel (clutch Triumph)
was poor. Vernon Taylor made an excellent ascent

and jumped a long way at the ridge, landing ver)'

neatly. E. H. Lees made a fair performance.

McMinnies was slow. J. Woodhouse stopped on

account of water on his high tension wire. A similar

trouble befel Newsome, who found water on his plug

terminal. The officials at first agreed to their having

another start, but later refused to allow this—very

hard luck it was thought after travelling all that

distance

!

A nateur Events Decided on Formula.
All the preceding classes were decided on time alone,

die next class for amateurs being decided on formula.

Vernon Taylor again made a fine ascent on his T.T.
Rudge, gaining first place. In this class McMinnies
failed on account of mud getting into the carburetter

^^^IL®

A Eeielia competing in the.Lill-cIimb at MontangUust.

needle guide, thus causing the needle to stick.

This trouble accounted for his poor ascent in the

previous class. He, like many others, rode minus a

back mudguard. There was some discussion as to

whether it would be compulsory to have rear guards

the evening before. It was decided, however, to allow

them tc be removed. Godfrey was the only English-

man to ride without a front guard, and he arrived

at the top of the hill with his face and clothes plastered

with mud.
The road was kept clear by the police, a fair crowd

being present. Had the weather been better, we were

assured that a great number of motor cyclists would
have journeyed over from Paris to witness the event.

After all the classes had been run off . the machines

had to be taken to the official garage, where seals,

which had been affixed to cylinders earlier in the day,

were examined and the cylinders of the first three in

each class were measured.

It will be seen from the results below that the

Englishmen won all the classes, a striking demonstra-
tion of British superiority.

The Results.
Class I.—Engines not exceeding 255 c.c, minimum weight

110 lbs., tyre 'Section 40 mm,
1. H. Newey (2i Levis) Im. 5is.
2. Brunet (IJ Griffon) 2m. 21s.

Canale (Alcyon) fell.

Cl.vss II.—300 c.c. singles, 350 c.c. twins, minimum weight
110 lbs., tyre section 50 mm.

1. W. W. Douglas (2i Douglas) Om. 56Js.

2. Rex G. Jlundy (2^ Singer) Im. 4|s.

3. Robert (N.S.U.) ... ... Im. 12|s.

4. (2| New Hudson) Im. IQls.

5. Dacier (2 Alcyon) Im. 19|s.
6. Canale (2 Alcyon) Im. 20fs.
„ /Stoffel (2 Alcyon) ... Im. 33s.
'• iGomertz (N.S.U.) ' ... Im. 33s.

Cl-\ss III.—500 c.c. singles, 550 c.c. twins, minimum weight
132 lbs., tyre section 50 mm.

V. Taylor (54 Rudge) Om. 47^5
(H. Reed (5 Dot) Om. 52Ss.

^A. P. Maurice (3^ Premier) Om. 52|s.

E. H. Lees (5 Indian) Om. 54|s.

W. G. McMinnies ;34 Triumph) ... Om. 59s.

Gabriel (3i Triumph) Om. 59|s
Naas (Griffon) ... Im. 10s.

Yves Fort (N.S.U.) Im. 14i-s

Olivier Fort (N.S.U.) ... Im. 41|.s.

0. C. Godfrey (3^ Indian), 44|s., disqualified.

AiiATETJE Class.—On formula 2 P V -i- V\

1. V. Taylor (3^ Rudge) ...

2. A. P. Maurice (3^ Premier)
3. L. de Trevals { ) ...

4. E. H. Lees (5 Indian) ...

5. Maurice Purson (
)

Om. 46-is.

Om. 53is.

Om. 51is.
Im. ms.

\'oiTrRETTE.s.—750 c.c. singles, 1,000 c.c. twins, 1,250 c.c

four-cylinders.

Class I.

1. Ducasse (Sinpar) 3m. 3Js.
2. PeUier (Cohendet) 3m. 7|s.

3. Guerry (Bourguignon) 3m. 14^s.

Cl.\ss II.—Belt-driven.

1. Bou%'ille (Bedelia) 2m. 50|s.

The voiturettes covered 2 kilometres.

Items of Interest.

Altogether the party consisted of twenty, including

competitors and their friends. Four went over to see

the Levis win its class.

F. A. Appjebee took a Scott and sidecar solely to

demonstrate to those on the other side of die Channel.
This necessitated a lot of work for himself and W.
H. Wells, as they were obliged to detach the sidecar

when putting the combination in the trains or on the

boat.

The petrol level in Dacier 's Claudel-Hobson car-

buretter was so high that he was obliged to turn his

petrol off when standing still. It was suggested that

he nsed no float.

It appears to be unnecessary to have identification

number plates on these occasions, as many of the

machines were minus these essential English fitments.

We saw an interesting machine in Coulommiers
during the afternoon It was a three-speed ji h.p.

water-cooled overliead-valved sidecar combination

with chain drive. It is known as the Viratelle. The
one under notice, we understand, is the first of its

kind.

Some of the English party stayed in Paris over-

night, arriving in London at midday on Monday.
BI7
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A.C.U. One-day Spring Trial Entries.
FOLLOWING are the entries for the A.C.U. Spring One-

day Trial to be held on Saturday next, starting from
the Swan and Sugarloaf Hotel, Croydon, at 8.30 a.m.
The course is a secret one, but will extend over 160

miles. The luncheon interval is at Tunbridge Wells

:

CO. Gear.

*W. Cooper (3^ Bradbury) 517 ... N.S.U.
B. Haddock (2i A.J.S.) 315 ... A.J.S.

R. G. Mundy (3^ Singer) 499 ... Armstrong
S. A. Rowlandson (3j Kudge) ... 499 ... Rudge variable

W. E. Cook m A.S.L.) 499 ... N.S.U.
F. G. Edmond (3^ Humber) ... 499 ... Humbei*

*C. Pressland (3i Rudge) 499 ... Rudge variable

*M. G. Dew {3i Zenith) 499 ... Zenith Gradua
*r. R. Trotter (3^ B.S.A.) ... 499 ... B.S.A. 2-sp.

T. Pollock (3^ James) 557 ... Heron 2-sp.

W. 0. Oldman (5-6 Bat) 761 ... P. and M.
R. Hare (2| Enfield) 343 ... Enfield

*F. Dover (3^ Premier) 499 ... Armstrong
V. Taylor (3i Rudge) 499 ... Rudge variable

W. Pratt (3i P. and M.) 475 ... P. and M.
*V. Tomkins (3^ Rover) 499 ... Armstrong
G. L. Fletcher (2J Douglas) ... 340 ... Douglas
P. Phillips m Douglas) 340 ... Douglas
F. Ball (2-J Douglas) 340 ... Douglas
P. C. North (ii Ariel) 498 ... Ai-mstrong
L. Newey (3, Ariel) 498 ... Armstrong
R. Lord (6 Rex) 896 ... Roc 2-sp.

F. W. Applebee (2| Centaur) ... 340 ... Armstrong
'J. Kerr (3-^ N.S.U.) 499 ... N.S.U.
R. M. Brice (3^ Brown) 499 ... Bowden
»C. Tinline (3^ Rudge) 499 ... N.S.U..
W. F. Newsome (3^ Triumph) ... 499 ... Free engine

E. W. Cheshire (3,^ Triumph) ... 499 ... Free engine

G. T. Gray (3^ Rudge) 499 ... Rudge variable

C. Q. Roberts (3^ Rover) 499 ... Armstrong
A. J. Sproston (3^ Rudge) ... 499 ... Rudge variable

•F. E. Pither (2| Enfield) 343 ... Enfield

"RothweB m Rudge) 499 ... Rudge
>-

*H. G. Ayers (3i A.S.L.) ...'
" J-s.) ...

c.c.

499
298
470
340
499
499
584
499
299
499

Gear.
JSI.S.U.

A.J.S.
P. and M.
Armstrong
Armstrong
Armstrong
N.S.U.
Rudge variable
Armstrong
Armstrong

J. W. Ayers (2i A.J
Mrs. M. Hardee (3i P. and M.) ...

V. Busby (2J Humber)
H. Berwick (35 New Hudson) ...

H. G. Dixon (3i New Hudson) ...

W. L. Overend (3i P.V.)
'N. 0. Soresby (3^ Rudge)
J. Cocker [2^ Smger)
N. A. Ayers (3^ Singer)

*H. Hill (Premier) —
'Rev. E. P. Greenhill (2| Douglas) 340
L. E. Oiss m Quadrant) 564
J. Oliphant (3^ Premier) ... 499
*A. H. Wright (5 A.J. S.J 630
A. V. Deacock (3^ Alldays) ... 499
*H. Johnson (3^ Triumph) ... 499
*H. A. Shaw (3i Scott) —
P. J. Evans (5i Humber) ... 499

Passenger Class.
A. J. Luce (6 Zenith sc.) 776
W. S. Stagg (5-6 A.C.) 649
H. Munday (5-6 A.C.) 649
F. HUl (5-6 A.C.) -

... 649
0. C. Godfrey (7 Indian sc.) ... 994
B. A. Hiir(7 Indian sc.) 994
E. Frasetti (7 Indian sc.) 994
F. Smith (5-6 Clyno sc.) 774
S. T. Tessier (8 Bat) 964
A. J. Stevens (5 A.J.S. sc.) ... 630

*E. Vallis (5-6 Clyno sc.) 774
E. B. Ware (8 Chater-Lea sc.) ... 964
H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan) ... 964
G. N. Higgs (5-6 A.C.) 649
E. E. Guest (6 Matchless sc.) ... — ...

The asterisk denotes a private owner.
More obsei-vers are wanted. Offers should be addressed

I to the A.C.U. secretary, R.A.C., Pall Mall, S.W.
^Oa>~<

Douglas
Armstrong
Armstrong
A.J.S.
Roc

Scott 2-sp.

Humber 2-sp.

Zenith Gradua
A.C.
A.C.
A.C.
Indian
Indian
Indian
Clyno
Bat 2-sp.

A.J.S.
Clyno
Chater-Lea
Morgan
A.C.

Sutton Coldfield and Aid-Warwickshire A.C.
The A.G.M. took place on Friday, tne 23rd inst., when

the balance sheet for the past year was presented.

A very satisfactory state of a.fairs was shown, and there

remained a good balance in hand at the bankers. Amongst
the club's property there should be mentioned a complete
set of first-class field telephones and timing" apparatus
bought during the past season, and no less than five silver

challenge cups of an estimated value of £65.
It was decided, owing to the large increase of member-

ship and consequent general work of the club, to engage the

services of a professional secretary who would relieve both

the trials and general hon. sees, of a large portion of their

work. Another important matter decided upon was tlie

alteration of the club to the Sutlon Coldfield and Mid-War-
wickshire Automobile. Club. This was found necessary owing

to the widening of the club's sphere of influence. In respect
to the car members it was decided to become associated
direct with the R.A.C., and only affiliate the motor cycle
members to the A.C.U. Separate committees were arranged
for each section.

The annual dinner and prize distribution of the club took
place on Saturday, February 24th, when a goodly company
of between sixty and seventy assembled. Prizes to thf
value of between £130 and £140 were distributed.

Mr. Thos. Clayton was chairman, whilst Mrs. BIyth
C!layton attended and graciously presented the prizes to tiie

various winners
A large number of lantern slides of motor and motor cycle

events (some loaned by T/ie Motor Ci/cle) were exhibited
by Mr. T. Blyth Clayton and much' enjoyed.

A SILENCER TEST AT LAST.

Thu Motor Cycling Club has decided to hold a motor cycle
sik'ucc)' trial on Saturday, April 27th, at a venue as near
lyoudon as possible. No restrictions are being made with
regard to standard silencers being fitted, and any means
inay he adopted to silence the niacliines. The motor cycles
wifl be tested in such a way that it will be useless for a
competitor to fit any device to liis machine which affw ts the
eliiciency of the engine. (Jut-ouls in any form will not be
permitted, and a jury of independent juclges will be invited

if) arbitrate. 'J'his will be the first silencer trial wliiih has
been held by any private club, and every effort is being made
to ensure a Katisfactory test. The name and address nf the
hon. secretary of tlje Motoi' Cycling Club are Mr. Snuthcomb
May, 34, Gower Place, l>ondon, VV.C, to whom corinnuni.

cations regarding tlic test should be addressed.

The fir.st silencei' trial in England was organised by tlie

Autr> Cyr-le ruion in 1906, and that body h.is alreudy an-
nounced its 'inti'nti(jn to hold a fnitlier trial this year.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY M.C.C.

HILL-CLIMB.
A very successful hill-climb was held on Saturday, Feb

rmiry 17th, at Orwell Hill, near Cambridge. The result;

were as lollows :

Class 1 (standard touring singles, on formula) : 1, T. 1'.

Ellis (2i New Hudson), figure of merit 45.13.

Class 2 (nuilti-eylinders up to 750 c.c, on formula): I,

E. H. Lees (5 Indian), figure of merit 51.14.

Class 3 (T.T. singles, on time) : 1, J. W. Cox (3^ Triumph),
time 31|s.

C!las3 4 (all comers, on time): 1, E. H. Lees (5 Indian),

J. W. Cox m T'riumph), and R. C. Maxwell (8 Matchless),
All tied for first place in this class, time 32^s.

Class 5 ('I'.T. roadster singles, on formula) : 1, 0. K. St(uit

(3i Rudge), HguH! of merit 43.33.

Fastest time of the day : J. W. Cox (3^ Triumph), SlgS.
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ENGLISH-DUTCH TRIAL.
Map of (he Course for the International Reliability Trial in August.

ON this page we reproduce two maps, one show-
ing the whole of the route to be covered in

the above International trial to be held on
Bank Holiday Monday, August 5th, the smaller one
lieing a map of Holland with the route shown on it

to make clear the district cohered. The distance of

the trial is approximately r6o miles, and the only hill

of note on the route is de Grebbe, which, however,
should worry none of the English competitors. Mr.
Citroen tells us that his 6 h.p. Matchless-Jap ascends

the hill at a speed of fifty miles per hour, i.e., with

a flying start, but on the occasion of the trial the com-
petiiors will be stopped at the foot of the hill and
despatched singly from a standing
start. The trial will start at 8 a.m.
from Amsterdam, whence com-
petitors will journey to Naarden and
Soestdyk (check), continuing via.

Hovelaken and Voorthuizen to Appel-
doorn, where the second check is

encountered and lunch will be taken.

Replenishments will be allowed here.

The first check in the afternoon is

De Steeg, after which competitors
proceed via Arnhem to the foot of

de Grebbe. Here tea will be
arranged, and it will be" permissible

for competitors again to replenish

tanks. The only ascent on the route

worthy of mention follows. Doom
is the next place of note, and at

Utrecht competitors will be checked
for the last time before finishing at

Amsterdam, which is reached by
way of Breukelen and Baambrugge. The speed to be
averaged throughout is nineteen miles per hour, and
competitors will be started in pairs, viz., one Dutch
and one English rider. The system of marking will

be on accepted British lines, an involuntary stop will

!iot disqualify, but will involve loss of marks.

Teams Increased in Numbers.
At the council meeting of the Dutch Motor Cycle

Club last week, in consideration of the already large

;ntry, our suggestion to increase the teams to eighteen
aside, i.e., nine private owners and nine trade riders

representing each country, was adopted, which means
that fewer entrants who are anxious to compete will

be refused. There will now he three riders in each
class. The trip will extend over four days, and for

the benefit of new

Dutch Motor Cycle Club will be in waidng to conduct
the English party to the Hague for breakfast. lo-ii

a.m., a visit to Scheveningen, the celebrated bathing

place. Lunch will be taken here. The remainder of

the day will be spent sight-seeing at the Hague and
Haarlem. At 3.30 a move will be made for

Amsterdam, where the night will be spent, the

Dutch M.C.C. having kindly offered to make all

arrangements. The Dutch and English competitors

will dine together at the official hotel.

Monday, August 5th, is the day of the trial.

Tuesday, August 6th, boat trip to the well-known
fishing town of Volendam, and other places of

ii-.Ua, AliOiVia^ pUa.l.wa Oi L1.6

International course.

readers we outline

the daily itinerary.

Sunday, August
4th. The English
party starting from
Harwich on Satur-

day, August 3rd,

at 10 p.m., arrive

at the Hook of

Holland at six

o'clock on Sunday
morning. A de-

putation from the

The cour-ie o( 160 miles to be covered in the English-Dutch trial.

interest. The return boat leaves the Hook the same
night at ten o'clock, but it will be necessary for com-
petitors to be at the Hook by 7.30 to 8 p.m., as it

takes some time to embark the motor cycles.

Small Entrance Fee for Amateurs.
With regard to entry fees, it was agreed at a recent

council meeting of the Dutch Motor Cycle Club, which
is organising the trial, to charge an entry fee of 53.

to the British amateur entrants-^this with the idea

of eliminating those competitors who may be inclined

to send in their names, but who are not seriously in-

tent upon going to the country of windmills and up-
holding the- reputation of their country. We shall

therefore be glad if those, amateur entrants whose
names appear in this article who are still desirous of

forming one of the British team will send the amount
to the Editor, The Motor Cycle, without delay.

A National Trophy.
It is probable that a cup will be offered to the

country winning the reliability trial, to be held for one
year, the successful team having to defend the ctip

on its own ground.
In thi^ connection it must not be taken as a foregone

conclusion that England will win, for the Dutch motor
cyclists are most enthusiastic and will leave nothing

to chance.

Within the next week or two some definite scheme
for choosing reoresentative British teams will be com-
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English-Dutch Trial.—

menced. A number of suggestions have reached^ us
from readers which are having our consideration, but
pending the scheme suggested by the Secretary of the
Auto Cycle Union being put on paper, the matter of

choosing the teams is in abeyance. It will be noticed
that in Class A only two different makes have been

Petvate Owners.

Class A. Class B. Class C.
Machines up to Machines from Machines from

340 c.c. 340 c.c. to 500 c.c. 500 to 1,000 c.c.

J. C. Bennett Geoffrey Smith W. Cooper
Mitchell Vernon Taylor {5i Bradbury)

(2| Douglas) m Rudge) L. A. Baddeley
H. M. Carter Seymour Smith (7 Indian)
(2| Dou!;las) m Norton) W. 0. Oldman
F. 0. Wasley Fred Dover (Bat)
(2-1 Douglas) (3^ Premier) C. W. Wilson
D. J. Danth A. E. Uffleman (Morgan runabout)

(2L Grandex- m Humber) Gordon B.
Precision) C. C. Cooke McKechnie

m Triumph) (8 Dot-Jap)
Horatio Wallis Andre Manheim
(1912 Triumph) (T.A.C. sidecar)
Richard Cussons E. B. Ware
(3i New Hudson) (Cliater-Lea sc.)

F. A. Hardy, machine not stated.

entered by private ow«ers. If the cubic capacity were
increased to 350 c.c.—as we have suggested to the

Dutch M.C.C.—it would admit the standard pattern

of other well-known lightweights, and the Dutch
M.C.C. are desirous that the entries should include

a.s many makes as possible. So far the following

riders have entered

:

Tk.\de Team.

Class A. Class B. Class C.
Machines up to Machines from Machines from

340 .c.c. 340 c.c. to 500 c.c. 500 to 1,000 c.c.

W. W. Douglas W. Pratt F. W. Barnes

(2J Douglas) m p. and M.) (6 Zenith)
R. Holloway J. Woodliouse Hugh Gibson

(2i Premier) (3i Precision) (3^ Bradbury)
Sam Wright W. F. Newsome W. H. Wells
(2| Humber) m Triumph) (7 Indian)
H. V. Colver Roy W. Walker Frank Smith
(23 Enfield) m New Hudson) (5-6 Clyno)

R. G. Mundy P. C. North R. Lord
(2i Singer) m Ariel) (6 R«x sidette)

H. Graham Dixon Geo. Brough F. A. Applebee
(2J New Hudson) (3i Brough) m Scott)

J. S. Holroyd
(Motosacoche)

Ladies' Section.

Mrs. A. Wade (5% Scott) 1 Mrs. C. C. Cooke (3i Triumph)

->—•••—<-

A Sociable of Special Construction.
WHILST riding his Douglas, Mr. J. Parker,

instructor of physical culture, etc., at the

Abbey School, Beckenham, and other well-

known schools, had the

misfortune to be run
down by a large car

driven by a chauffeur at

a local road junction.

After smashing the

machine and rider, the

car continued on for

another forty yards be-

fore coming to a stop

against a wall.

In an action-at-law

the motor cyclist ob- (

tained ;^24o from the ,

'

car owner, but unfortu- 'in-

nately his injuries left V

"

him with a permanently *

stiff knee, the bone
refusing to unite.

Recently a public

testimonial was opened
on his behalf, the sub-

scribers including not

only many friends and
present pupils at the

Abbey School, etc.,

but many former pupils

residing in various parts of the couiitry.

With pBlC of the proceeds—on Mr. Parker's sug-

gestion—an A.C. Sociable has been purchased, and
the machine he has already found of great assistance

for travelling in connection with his profession.

Owing to his injury a straight leg position was
necessary, and as the A.C. is low he can mount or

J. Parker and his A.C. sociable.

dismount easier than would be the case with a four-

wheeled car, and, after his experience with motor
bicycles, he found the management and control an
.. _ easy matter after one

short ride.

Extra Fitments.

The machine is

smartly painted in grey,

and has one or two fit-

ments of interest ; for

instance, an extra hand-
applied brake at the

right side, though this is

seldom required. Dupli-

cate ignition is also pro-

vided, and adjacent to

the starting handle is a

slidhig lever operating

the carburetter; this is

very handy for starting

up the machine. A screen

is also fitted, the whole

making a very business-

like machine.

One can under.stand

that Mr. Parker finds

the A.C. invaluable. Its

upkeep is comparatively

inexpensive, and it is

handier and certainly faster than the small single-

cylinder car.
" Of course," he states, "it is not such a sporting

machine as a motor bicycle." -His Douglas—which

he still retains—was the identical machine that made
a non-stop in a winter A.C.U. Quarterly Trial, when
ridden by his friend, Mr. H. A. Cooper.
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A NOVEL DESIGN OF MOTOR CYCLE.

THE latest American production
is tlie underslung Militaire, a
motor cycle with an open
frame incorporating some

radical departures, 'ihe makers assure

us that it is the outcome of two years'

experimental work, and they are tirmly

convinced that " it is five years ahead
of the motor cycle world, from every
point of view." It has artillery wheels
and " idler " wheels attached to eacli

side of the frame^ controlled by the

side lever seen in the illustration.

The centre of gravity is unusually
low.
The engine is a vertical single-cylin-

der, air-cooled, enclosed by a polished

casing, open at the top. The air is

drawn down by a highly developed
sirocco blower in the flywheel, aiid

discharged doM'nward and away from
the rider. This cooling system is said

to be equally efficient with the machine
travelling or standing.

A unique feature of the design is the friction drive, which
gives any variation of speed desired, from 30 to 1 on low

An American novelty. The Underslune: Militaire.

I to 3 to 1 on high, with 10 to 1 on reverse. The steering

I wheel is identical with standard car practice, the control

I
levers working from the centre of the column.

THE MOTOR CYCLISTS' PROGRESSIVE ASSOCIATION.
A meeting was held at the Holborn Eestaurant, at

7.30 p.m., on Thursday, the 22nd inst. The cliairman, Mr.
Otto Thomas, stated that he would allow no personalities

during the course of the discussion, and stated emphatically
that if the- IM.C.P.A. did nothing else it would take
steps to suppress bad manners at public gatherings. The
Chairman then announced that the jnembership numbered
forty-five. The main business of the meeting was to select

suitable men for election oc the new committee. A ballot

to elect representatives for the committee at the private

members' meeting on Jlarch 7th resulted in tlie election of :

Messrs. A. Sharp. Otto Thomas. W. Cooper, H. F. S. Morgan,
T. H. Tessier, W. Pratt. T. Carter, W. H. Wells, A. H.
Priestley, T. PJiys Pyle. G. N. Higgs, and G. L. Fletcher.

Eighteen members were then suggested to represent the

affiliated clubs on the A.C.U. committee. These are ;

j\Iessrs. A. J. Moorhouse, T. Oliver, W. H. Browne. F. A.
Hardy, W G. McMinnies, B. ilarians, C. J. Feeney, T. W.
Loughborough. Hal Hdl, E. J. Bass, D. Scatter, G.
Rowden, E. Mundy, R. Fletcher, E. B. Ware, J. Foote, P.
^lills, and E. Garrett.

It was decided to send round the list of suggested club

representatives to all the afiiliated clubs asking them to add
further names. When this has been done the M.C.P.A.
committee will select from the extended list a final one which
wiU be submitted at the annual ganeral meeting of the
council on March 30th. Mr. A. G. Reynolds suggested that
the secretary of the R.A.C. be asked to receive a deputa-
tion who would explain the programme of the Motor CycHsts'
Progressive Association.

LSf^rLMi""

LA COURSE DE COTE DE MONTANGLAUST.
A dccidel Iiump was encountered during tlie ascent, which lifted miehine and rider clear ot tne ground. 0. C. Godfrey (Indim) is seen with both

wheels of his machine several inches oil the ground. He made fastest time in his class, but was disc.ualified for usine auxitiarv exhaust ports„
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Group at the start of the Leicester M.C.C. opening run to Lutterworth last week-end.

Glasgow M.C.C.

The annual general meeting will be held thi.s evening at

eight o'clock, at the Religious Institute Rooms, 200-204,

Buchanan Street, Glasgow.

Reading and District M.C.C.

At a meeting held <it Reading recently, the re-

construction of the above club was decided upon. New
officers were elected, new rules drawn up, and a programme
formulated. The newhon. secretary is Mr. S. A. Serpell,
" Bromsberrow," 69, Alexandra Road, Reading.

Maidenhead and District M.C.C.

A breakdown competition was held at the Saracen's Head
(headquarters) on the 20th inst., but no one proved suc-

cessful. Many new members were enrolled. Local motor
cyclists should apply to Mr. H. H. Hacker, hon. secretary,

25, High Street, Maidenhead.

Essex M.C.

Included in this club's open hill-climb on March 16th is the
first competition ever held for the new type of vehicles

officially designated "cyclecars." The A.C.U. has granted a

permit for this class, and the club has fixed the limit at

1,100 c.c, with a maximum weight of 7 cwts., to inckide
proper touring bodies and complete outfit as sold to the public.

Western District M.C. (London).

The recent lantern lecture on Switzerland by the hon.
secretary was much appreciated. There is a committee
meeting at headquarters, at 8 p.m., March 1st. The
provisional fixtures for March are ; March 3rd, opening run
to Wisley Hut. Surrey. March 9th, Rickmansworth. March
10th, Redbourne. March 17th, Stokenchurch. March 23rd.

Staines. March 24th, Reigate. jNIavch 31st, reliability trial

for N.S.U. gold medal.

Taunton and District M.C.C.

The club will hold its open hill-climb on Thursday, May
16th. The hill .selected is Cothelstone Hill, about seven
miles from Taunton, and one of the suggested test hills for

the six days' trials in August. It is about one mile in

length, with two bad corners, and has a gradient of about 1

in 6 at its steepest part. All events will be won on fastest

time. There are five open classes and two club classes.

Full particulars, rules, and entry forms are ready, and can
be obtained of the hon. secretary, Mr. W. G. Potter, 41,

Belvedere Road, Taunton.

North Birmingham A.C.

At a meeting of Krdiiiglon and district motorists, keld at

the Acorn Hotel, Krdington, on Tuesday, the 20th iiist., pre-

sided over liv Mr. W. J!. Goodwin, the propn.sal to form a

club under the title of the North Birmingl>am Automobile
Club was mot with great enthusiasm, and over thirty members
were eni'olled, and almost as many pi'omises from others who
were unable to attend the meeting. Mr. W. C. Sutherland, of
" Daylesford," Moor Knd Lane, Krdington, was elected hon.

lec, Mr. R. Ernest Yates hon. treasurer, and Mr. W. li.

Goodwin trials hon. sec. It was decided to affiliate with the

R.;^.C., also ;,he A.C.U.

Redditch and District M.C.C.

The second annual general meeting of the club will be
held at headquarters, the LTnicorn Hotel, Redditch, on Wed-
nesday, March 6th, at 8.30 p.m.

South-east London M.C.C. and Woolwich, Plumstead,
and District M.C.

The inter-club competition between these clubs will take
place on March 16th, starting from the Fox, Keston. The
course decided upon ia a severe one in Kent, including two
stiff hills which will be observed. Gold medals will be
presented to the winning team.

Brookdale Club, Catford (Motor Section).

At a meeting held at headquarters on I''riday last, Mr.
W. J. Cakebread in tlie chair, the folhrwing officers were
elected : Messrs. H. A. Cooper (captain), G. H. Shrimpton
(vice-captain), and B. T. Soppit (hon. sec), to whom all com-
munications should be addi-essed. The opening run was
fixed for March 31st, leaving headquarters at 10.30 a.m..

The club is to be affiliated to the A.C.U.

Botherham and District M.C.C.

On Friday, the 23rd inst., a large and enthusiastic meet-
ing was held at Horsfall's Cafe, High Street, when it was
inianimously <lecided to form a motor cycling club. The
club commences with a membership of forty-eight. The follow-

ing officials were elected : President, J\lr. J. H. Pickford
;

secretary, Mr. R. H. Gilling, College Street; treasurer, Mr.
H. Page ; captain, Mr. E. Cross. The secretary announced
that Mr. Pickford had signified his intention to give a trophy
for competition by membei'S of the club.

Bristol B. and M.C.
The inter-team event last week was a great success.

Seven aside started over a treacherous course from West-
bury-on-Trym, and the sub-captain's team defeated the
captain's team on points.

On the 20th inst. an interesting paper on "Modern
Lightweights " was read at headquarters, Mr. R. E.
Moore demonstrating a Junior T.T. Humber.
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Competitors in tho recent Bristol B. & M.C. inler-toam trial.
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Ciub News.—
Oxford University M.C.C.

The ]iill-climb, announced last week to take place at Horse-

path on March 9th, is open to past and present members
of the University.

Purley and District M.C.C.

Mr. A. E. Bennett '."^ctiired oi- ' Magnetos " on Monday
evening, the 19th inst. to a good audience, who showed their

interest by numerous questions The membership advances
by leaps and bounds. The competition season opens on
Jtarch 9th with a niglit tnzl over a course of some 140 miles.

CLIMBING WAFMINGTOM
HILL IN

,E ?jj

Wansbeck M.C.

The annual meeting will be held at the Portland Hotel,

Ashington, Marck 20th, at 7.30 p.m. After the usual

business has been transacted, Dr. V. Burrow will read a

paper on "Wayside Repairs and Makeshifts."

Bristol B. and M.C.

A highly successful team trial (captain v. sub-captain) was
held on tiiturday, the 17th inst., with Westbury-on-Trym
as a centre. Sixteen members turned out over a course that
was tricky and treacherous. In the end the sub-captain's
tea.ni won. The whole of the competitors were amateur.s.

THE MIDLAND RELIABILITY

TRIAL.

R. E. Gnest (6 h.p. Matchless sidecar

winner of

NEW RECORD MADE IN NATAL.
Of the several motor cycle events in the nrotor gymkhana

neld by the Natal M.C.C, the most interesting was the

race won by J. M. Read (Buchet racer) in the record time
of 12m. 38-3S. for ten mifes. His opponents were F. . G.
Raynor (Ariel) and C. JMorris <N.S.U.)_, but as their

machines were standard touring mounts, it is not surprising

that Bead won, thougn at the beginning Raynor went ahead.

HILL-CUMB IN AUSTRALIA.
The West Australian Jlotor Cycle Club held a hill-climb

at Mount Street in December. The day was verv unsuitable,

the wind coming in violent gusts down the hill. This was
the first official climb, and an amusing incident on the day
previous was the an'ival of several police officers with orders

to arrest those practising for exceeding: the limit. Several

competitors' names were taken, and only after a deputation

to the chief of police was the matter dropped.
Lightweight Class up to 300 c.c.—1, J. U. Cockrane (2-sp.

F.N., 1 cyl.); 2, Wallis Nelson (2-sp. F.N., 1 cyh);

3. Cliff Lloyd (N.S.U., 2 cyl.). Fastest time. Cliff Lloyd.

Standard Tom-ing 3^ h.p. 5C0 c.c.—1, R. Wigmore
(3g Triumph, 1 cyl.) ; 2, H. Norton (Sj Kerry-Abingdon, 1

cyl.) ; 3, B. Thornley (Si Triumph, 1 cyl.). Fastest time,

R. Wigmore, 29-| sec.

Open event.—1, J. Naylor (4-cyl. F.N.) : 2, W. Nelson
(2-sp. F.N., 1 cyl.) ; 3, H. Norton (1 cyl. Kerry-Abing-
don). Fastest time, J. Naylor.

the gold medal for best perlormanje

by an amateur.

SOUTH AFRICAN CHAMPIONSHIPS.
The motor cycle championships, held on the West Rand on

January 21st, provided some veiy interesting racing, and some
excellent performances were made. P. Flook and J. Hodgson
are especially to be congratulated, as is also G. T. Taylor, who
won the open event. J. Hodgson (Bradbury) made the fastest
time of the day, the time in the open event being rather slower
in consequence, possibly, of the wind which had sprung up.
P. Flook (Humber twin) won tlie lightweight class in excellent

.

time (faster than many of the larger machines). Results :

Lightweights.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

P. Flook (Humber twin)
M. s.

... 4 25
T. F. Stange (Singer) ... 4 36J-

G. Preston (Humber twin)

Standard Singles.

... 4 50

C. Bright (Triumph) ... 4 If
A. Siems (B.S.A.) ... 4 4|
A. L. Fox (Bradbury)

Racing Singles.

... 4 5

J. Hodgson (Bradbury) ... 3 391
P. Flook (Triumph) ... 3 43f
J. Steele (Triumph)

Any Machine.

... 3 49i

G T. Taylor (Bat twin) ... 3 44
V. Flook (Triumph) ... . ... 3 45f
J. Hodgson (Bradbury) ... ... ... 3 47-i
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters
containing legal queries should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

?

Chain or Belt.

I am placing an order tor a

liglitweiglit, but am undecided

between two makes, similar in all

respects -except the drive—one

being chain and one belt. Should

prefer chain if satisfactory, but do not

want to order one if unsatisfactory.

—

J.D.

V'ou may quite safely invest in either belt or

chain drive. Chain transmission, if looked

after, really gives less trouble than belt.

but the drive is hardly so sweet. There

is, however, very little difference in tins

respect.

Foot Starter. Pillion Seats.

(1.) Is there a kick or otlier

start-operator that I can have

fixed to a Zenith Gradua gear

motor cycle, 6 h.p., with side-

car, to prevent the run and

jump start; and at what price? (2.) Do
you think a pillion seat would inter-

fere with the Gradua gear? (3.) Do
vou advise a side or straddle seat ?

—

V.C.

(1 ) No, there is no starting device which

can be conveniently fitted to this

machine. (2.) There is no reason why
you should not have a pillion seat on the

carrier if you desire it. (3.) This

depends upon whether you desn-e to

carry a lady or a gentleman.

Large Single-cylinder Engines.

Would you kindly inform me
what is the largest air-cooled

single-cyhnder engine now being

built for motor cycles ? For seven

years I used a "special De Dinn

90x100 engine, which, driven in a par-

ticular way of my own, gave the greatest

possible satisfaction and absolutely

smotitli running although geared 4 to 1.

I wish to procure anotlier such engine at

least as powerful, and with a heavy fly-

wheel. The latter feature is, of course,

essential to tlie best running. Wliy I

particularly wish for tlie single-cylinder

is tliat I like trying experiments, which

are thereby considerably facilitated.

—

F.ir.

IJelow we give some of the largest single-

ylindcr engines on the market:

?

4i h.p. Excelsior

4| h.p. Norton...

New Imperial ...

J.A.P.
Precision

Buck
Calthorpo

MM.
86 X 112

82 X 120
90 X 96
90 X 93

89 X 95
90 X 95
90 X 96

r.c.

650
636
611
592
597
604
611

?

Single-cylinder and Sidecar.

(1.) I am wanting a motor cycle'
and sidecar for light work {'t.g..

18 stones and riot long journcy.s

—

—twenty to fifty mile.s—nor 20
m:p.b.)." Will a 3i h.p. fitted

with two speeds do what 1 want? I sup-
pose some hills will have to be climbeil
with passenger walking, but, I hope,
not pushing. (2.) 'Will it be worth my
while to go to the extra expense of a
radial castor sidecar? (3.) If I'wanted
to take a big bag, say 40 lbs., in a
rigid sidecar—no passenger—would it be
safe (not the bag, but for myself) ?

(4.) Is an Armstrong three-speed gear
likely to last as long as a two-speed
and which would you recommend foi'

above work.—T.L.C.

(1.) You must not expect very extraordi-

nary results from a 3^ h.p. single-cylinder

machine with sidecar. It would, however,
do ordinary work in a- country which is

not very hilly. (2.) We should say the
ordinary rigid wheel sidecar would be good
enough. (3.) We consider that 40 lbs.

would be hardly enough ballast to carry. -

The ballast should be somewhere apjiroxi-

mate to the weight of a passenger. It

is, however, quite possible to ride with
the sidecar empty. (4.) We should say the
three-speed gear would outlast the
machine, and' three speeds are always
better than two.

Spark Advance and Economy.

To settle an argument we have
decided to leave it to your de-
cision. One says a motor cycle,

say on 100 miles run, will use
more petrol with the spark re-

tarded than oil the same journey with
spark advanced. Is this so?—S.W.

Yes. There is no doubt that to drive as
economically as XKjssible the ignition should
be fully advanced, the gas should be cut
down and as much air should be admitted
as the carburetter will take.

Trembler Coils on Hills.

A short time ago I bought a
book on motor cycling (" Hints
and Tips for Motor Cyclists "),
and in paragraph 197 I find the

following : 'J'hat a trerabkr coil in

conjunction with a make and break con-
tact gives the best firing on a hill when
the engine slows <lawn a little. Why
is this so?—R.W.

Tlie advantage of the trembler coil on a
hill when running slowly is that the speed
has no effect upon the intensity of the
spai'k, as the make and break occurs
electrically. With a plain coil or magneto
you get a feebler spark at low speeds, as,

to get a good spark, the points of the
contact breaker should separate quickly,
and the quickness in this case depends
on speed of rotation.

A SPORTING MOUNT.

The abovo Is the latest design produced by the Rex Motor Manufacturln? Co., Ltd., and is likely to be seen

in forthcoming open events in the hands of R. Lord. As will be noticed the frame permits of the lowest

possible riding position. The engine is the standard 6 h.p. twin m.o.i.v. Bex. 77.6 x 9S mm.
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Running on Acetylene Gas.

lu the event of running short

of petrol miles from the nearest

town, is it possible to run a
standard one - cylinder motor
bicycle, B. and J3. carburetter,

etc., on acetylene gas by connecting the

generator tube to the carburetter by
taking the jet out, pushing the tube
up, and plugging the bottom air hole

with rags, and running with extra air

and throttle as before? If not, what
adjustments should be necessary ? I

understand this is possible, as I believe

l^rince Borgia ran his Itala several

hundred miles thus in the Pekin-Paris

race some years ago. Is the makeshift
advisable?—EK 160.

It is quite possible to reach home on
acetylene gas as supplied by your lamp
generator. Acetylene, however, is some-

what uncertain in its action, and occasion-

ally rather more violent in its explosions

than one would like, consequently there is

alwtys some risk in its use. It might be
that a broken connecting rod would result.

It is quite possible to run on paraffin,

which ©a-n generally be obtained, but it

is difficult to start the engine if it has had
time to •ool.

Dry Cells and Coils.

T should lie glad if you would
help me with a second-hand motor
eycle I have bought. It is of 2|

h.p., a.o.i.v., accumulator ignition

by trembler coil. (1.) I am told

that the trembler coil will quickly run
dowH a dry cell (which I prefer to an
accumulator), and that it must be run

on an accumulator. Is this so? (2.)

The crank case conrpression release

valve is in front of the cylinder, and
consequently a lot of oil is thrown out.

Would a pipe fitted in and ended at

the bottom of the crank case be advis-

able? (3.) What are the best means of

keeping an a.o.i. valve in order? Tlie

machine is fitted with a new h.b.c. B.

and B. carburetter.—J.S.E.

?

(1.) Many trembler coils are certainly

extravagant and so quickly run down a

dry cell. Under the circumstances you

had better purchase a special economical

plain coil supplied by vendors of dry cells.

(2.) Certainly a pipe fitted as you suggest

would be an advantage. (3.) These valves

need no special attention except examin-

ing the springs and renewing them from

time to time; also keeping an eye upon
the lift, which often varies through wear

un the cotter.

A Common Query.

(1.) Please let me have your
^Tl readers' experiences with regard
"5 to the 3A h.p. Ijinccln-Elk motor
SJ cycle. (2.) I should also want to

convert the above machine into a
two-speed free engine. Can you recom-
mend a good inexpensive make?—H.J.

(1.) The reports concerning this machine
we have received of late have been quite
satisfactory. If you wish for readers' ex-

periences, kindly write us a separate letter

to this effect, enclosing a stamped and
addressed envelope in which the replies

may be sent to you. (2.) We should
recommend you to communicate with the

makers regarding a two-speed gear for this

machine.

Cams and Tappets.

I would be greatly obliged if

^Tl you would kindlv state briefly

<^ your opinion of the merits and

.f_ demerits of an engine the tappet

rods of which are operated direct

from the cams, as compared with one

where rockers are iiiterposed between
the cams and the tapiJei rods.—R.W.

When rockers are interposed between the

cams and tappet rods there is far less

friction, and the tappet rod has a direct

vertical lift, and there is no binding

action on the guide. This, we tliink,

speaks sufficiently well for this paiticular

system. Engines in which no rockers are

interposed between the cam and tappet

rod cannot therefore be so efficient, and
the w-ear on the tappet guides is likely

to be excessive.

READER'S REPLY.
Pelrol Leakage on to Exhaust Pipe.

I observe in your issue of February 15th,

page 162, in reply to " Novice's " queries,

you state that if the i>etrol were to leak on

to a red hot exhaust pipe it would cause an

explosion. On February 16th I conducted

a small experiment in the following form ;

I placed a small quantity of petrol in a tin

and plunged a red-hot soldering iron into

it. The result was tliat fumes came from

the petrol, but no flame. Therefore, I

imagine that if the petrol were to leak on

to a red-hot exhaust pipe the result in this

case would be the same as in my experi-

ment.

—

Juvenile.

[The above experiment is a dangerous one,
and the fact that the petrol did not catcli

fire is no proof that it would not do so
under slightly different conditions. It

reminds us of a case of a veteran motor-
ist who was experimenting with a spark
gap, some nine years ago. He thought
he had conclusively proved that a naked
external spark gap on a plug could not
set fire to petrol vapour. To do this he
soaked petrol in cotton wool and placed
it adjacent to the gap. Having agitated
the "trembler forty-nine times he came
to the conclusion that liis theory was
proved, but he finally decided to try
once more for luck when he found, to his
surprise, that the cotton wool instantly
blazed up.

—

Ed.]*

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences

of others with various motor cycles or accessories
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in
which the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor.

" South Carolinian " (Shrewsbury) would
like the advice of readers who have
successfully converted a 9 h.p. Riley tricar

to the sociable type.
"T.O.L.H." (Hebburn).—5 h.p. A.J.S.,

with and without sidecar.

"A.C.F." (Aylesbury).—3i h.p. Radge,
with multi-speed gear.

"F.W.C." (Ledbury).—3| h.p. 1911

Scott sidecar.

"F.J.'' (Swansea). — Bedelia and
Sabella quadcars. Durabilitv, etc.

"A.T.B." (Lowestoft).—1911 3i h.p.

Tourist-Rex sidecar.

"K." (Greenock).—Steel-studded and
rubber-studded tyres with 5 h.p. twin
sidecar.

"W.B.H." (Tunbridge Wells).—
L-M.C. Auto-Varia pulley and free engine
on 5 h.p. twin-cylinder.

' J.K." (Huddersfield). —• Sturmey-
Archer three-speed gear with sidecar.

"C.W.S." (Kettering).—8 h.p. Bat
two-speeds and sidecar. Also Biiiks car-

buretter.

"C.J.F." (Manchester).—2i h.p. Pre-

mier, Armstrong three-speeds.
" W." (Cardift').-A.L. generator. Reli

ability, etc.

An 8 h.p. Mor?an
Runabout fitted with
a London made two-
seated body. It may
be seen at Messrs.
Harrod's, Ltd.

-^

-2g
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Speed Gear Transmission Adjustment.
TJio two-speed bottom-bracket type

gear which is being experimented with
by the Triumph Company is provided with
simple means for adjustment of the chain

by whicli it is driven from the engine.
The gearshafts are mounted in a circular

casing A, the periphery of -which is

eccentric to the axes of the shafts. This
casing is carried in a bousing B which is

split, and provided with a clamping bolt

at C. It is obvious that by slacking off

the bolt C, arid rot^iting the casing A in

the housing B the distance between the
engine and the gearshafts can be adjusted.

The housing C is formed integral with the
frame lugs D and engine clamping plates

E.—Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., and C. W.
Hathaway, No. 7,957, 19U.

Two-stroke Engine Flywheel Consferuction.

This invention relates to the type of

two-stroke engine in which the charge is

first drawn into the crank case A and
then forced into the combustion chamber
via transfer ports B by the downward
movement of the piston. The object is

to reduce the air capacity of the crank
case by enclosing the space left by tho
overhanging rims C of tho flywheels.
This is clfoctod by the insertion of plates

D, which aie huld in place by spinning
over the flywheel faces as shown at E.

—

Stuart-Turiiev, Ltd., and A. F. Plint,

No. 2,213; 1(311.

p. 30

0rLcWWeJfdB

Sidecar Contiol.

In order to enable a sidecar combination
to be driven from the sidecar seat a steer-

ing wheel A is provided mounted upon a

come this, the belt is moulded ae illus-

trated in section. The sides, at the widest
part of the belt, are formed with ribs A
of rubber, and at the narrower parts have

;

grooves B. By tliis means, distortion of

the upper part "draws in" the rib A,
and compression of the narrower part fills

up the groove, the two sides of the belt

;

thus becoming practically flat and afford-
ing the maximum frictional surface.

—

Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd., and J. V.
Worthington, No. 3,009, 1910.

The D.H.K. Hub Clutch.

In this simple and ingenious free engine
hub the belt pulley and pedalling sprocket
are carried by a sleeve A moimted upon
ball bearings on the spindle B. Around
the sleeve A is arranged the hub shell C, a
bush D of phosphor bronze being inter-

posed and secured to either the shell or the
sleeve. The shell is enlarged at E to
accommodate a pair of brake bands F G,
wliich are adapted to be expanded by

pillar B, having arms C, connected by rods

E to corresponding arms D on the cycle

handle-bar. The engine control may be
effected by suitable hand or foot levers

arranged conveniently for the occupant of

the sidecar.—H. Dawson, No. 6,730, 1911.

A Dunlop Belt Improvement.

In this specification it is pointed out
that when a belt having flat inclined sides

passes round a pulley of small diameter,
the total area of the sides does not
engage the pulley flange. This effect is

produced by the distortion of the belt

causing its upper and wider part to de-

crease in width, whilst at the same time
the compression of

the lower part, due
to the curve of the
belt, causes an in-

crease of width, the
intermediate portion
of the sides remaining
practically normal.
The result is that the upper and inter-

mediate portions of the belt do nut
materially assist in the drive. To over-

levers H J pivoted on the sleeve A. These
levers are operated by an internally re-

cessed sliding collar Iv, which in turn is

moved by a sliding rod and block L, thrust
bearings being interposed as shown.—J.

Doherty, No. 19,560, 1911.

EDITORIAL NOTE.
The Editor disclaims all legal responsi-

bility in any way for loss of copy in the
form of manuscript, drawings, or photo-
graphs submitted to him. Rejected
manuscript, drawings, and photographs
will only be returned provided a stamped
addressed envelope is enclosed for the
purpose.

Tho nnisliod lady's model 2\ h.p. Singor, the dvess guarding of which is worthy of 9|ieciai notice. The machine
illustrated is a clutch model ; it can also be obtained with a two-speed countershalt gear if desired.
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THE EASTER HOLIDAYS
begin on April 5 th.

Get your machine ready in the pink of condition before then.

An essential item in your outfit should be

bDDC
SPARKING PLUG
DESIGNED FOR -MAXIMUM POWER.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

Lodge Bros. & Co. have pleasure in advising

all motor cyclists that on and after March ist the

Lodge T.T. Steatite Motor Cycle Type Plug (as

illustrated) will be sold everywhere at 4/- each.

Owing to the great success of this T.T. Steatite

Plug, the price of which has always been 5/-,

hitherto, we have decided to supply it as our

regular motor cycle plug for the future. Although
the ordinary porcelain insulated type will still be

procurable when required.

This special T.T. Plug is more expensive to

make than our ordinary pattern, but we hope and
expect that all motor cyclists will so appreciate the

reduction in price that we shall be able to make
up for the reduced profit on each plug by the

greatly increased quantity which will be sold.

When buying the plugs it is only necessary

to say Lodge Motor Cycle Plug ; and it is packed
in a striped red box. Each box contains the plug

and sparking point gauge as illustrated, push-on
terminal, copper-asbestos washer, and instructions.

PRICE 4/- NEXT.

LODGE BROS. & CO., DEPT. E,
hiEW ST., BiRMINGHAM.

LODGE

Tn ansicprivri. t/iis advertisement it ie des-irable to mention "The Motor Ci/cfc." B3I
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A REVOLUTION in Carburetters
RACERS, 59A
ROADSTERS, 4-5/-

Complete with Lever Wire

Variable Choke Tubes

and 6 Spare Jets.

If you doubt what I sa.y you
can readily believe the following:

unsolicited TESTIMONY :—

H.M.S. "Cynthia,''
Shcemess.

Jan. 2i}Ji2.
Dear Sirs,

I am writing to thank you for your advice
re fitting a two-jet carburetter to my 5/6
Bat-Jap two-speed gear and sidecar. I have
had it fitted and tried under a good variety
of conditions of weather, etc., and find that
every one of your claims have been fultilled.

The results were excellent, and far exceeded
my hopes. I have done away with the
troublesome and dangerous practice of inject-
ing petrol in the cylinders (1 have three times
had a carburetter on fire through this) and
can now start a walking pace without any
ureliniinary fiddling about.

I find the single lever control very easy,
and the engine is now quite amenable to tlie

slightest alteration of throttle and very
Bcnsitive to small alterations of the spark
lever, enabling the engine to be kept just
ticking when free, as you claim. I have
never been able lo do this with a high
powered engine before, although! think I am
gifted with the average amount of common
sense. On top gear the machine will climb
hills with a passenger that it wouldn't look at
before ex-^ept on low, and the pace on long
moderate hills has increased in a most gratify-
ing way. In short, your carburetter has
transformed a really good machine into a far
better one, and I cannot myself understand
why makers send out expensive machines not
fitted with a carburetter that will give these
results, when for a few shillings extra such a
one could be fitted. Surely the machines arc
worth it ? Please send me three spare springs
for keeping the choke barrels i[i place, and let

mc know the cost. 1 might mention that I

heard of your carburetter quite by chance,

Yours faithfully.

The original of this letter will be shown
at the v/orks.

It you will call on me I will show you scores

of similar letters, which I greatly prize.

CBINKSi'^'Eccles,

GENTLEMEN, this is what you
MUST HAVE to get

EASY START, a
SLOW PULL in TRAFFIC,
PERFECT FLEXIBILITY,
UTMOST POWER, and
A TICK ROUND wheil
STANDING or DECLUTCHING

Near

MANCHESTER.

THE TESTIMONY
of Advertisers,

Two extracts from letters received

by " The Motor Cycle."

" We are glad to sav that our previous
advertisements in your well-known
paper have given us the greatest
satisfaction. We have had enquiries
from all parts. . . .

The Haven Motor Cycle Works,
Old Kent Road, S.E.

" Last Thursday I advertised a 1912
, not a new machine, in

'The Motor Cycle,' £50. t sold the
machine the same day."

A.F.D.

"The Motor Cycle" can
be relied upon to bring

satisfactory results to

advertisers.

II
"THE MOTOR CYCLE"

ROUTE BOOR.
It contains descriptive main routes for the

whole of the United Kingdom ; speed

limits ; forty-five maps (Bartholomew)
;

and copious index.

Price

1/6 net

Bv post,

1/9.

Obtainable of ILIFFE & SOHS LW., 20 Tudor Street,

London, EC, and leading Booksellers.

[Rcmitlancc must tKcotupatiy alt post orders).

U32 In answering t/iryi: advertisements it i,s de.iirahtr tu inni/iaii " T/ic Ma/iir Ci/ch:
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HOW TO DO IT!!!
This is a question we are ven' often asked by

intending purchasers ! If you have a motor cycle,

and you want to get rid of this in exchange for

another, the proper way to do is to \^Tite to Kitchen's,
of Morecambe, for an estimate of the value of the
machine, at the same time mentioning what you
think it is worth yourself. They will then tell you,
to one or two pounds, what they will allow in ex-
change for another machine ; and they will also tell

you ^hen they can deliver it, if it 1= a new one. If

a second-hand one, they will send you full speci-

fications iu a list which they publish each week. In
the case of frst-class machines, they will arrange
that, if the deal does not go through for any parti-

cular reason, tbey will return yoiu machine carriage
paid. This suriply means that they wilt share with
you the expense to which you have been put. They
will also arrange that, if vou arc a little short of the
money to complete the deal, you can pay the balance
by instalments, on terms arranged. Hoping to sell

motor cycles for cash to-day is rather a vain hope.
We ourselves find it an impossibility on account of

the enormous number of second-hand machines there

are on the market. Still, there is no reason why you
should not be able lo exchange them, even if there

is a glut. The " exchanging " of motor cycles is our
business, and we are ALWAYS pleased to do it. At
the same time, we cannot indiUge in the luxury of

taking in a 191 1 motor cycle on the exchange sj-steni

for another one of the same make—this year's model
—for £5 to boot. Please get this notion out of your
mind at once. For some peculiar reason we have
been deluged this last week with letters from people

who thought 'h>t if they paid three to five pounds
down, and their last year's model, they could have
the same model new this year. You will clearly

understand that this is nonsense. Neither Hitchea's,

of Morecrtmbe, nor anyone else can do such a thing.
\

.''e are pi epared to give you a very reasonable allow-

aace, bul shall not tetl you that £5 will do the trick,

I crsuade you to send along yoiu: machine, and then
ti-U you that " we are awfully sorry, but we shall

1* quire £15 to boot." This rot is not the class of

business which appeals to us by any means. We are

slso not in a position to delivera new iqi2 model
for £3 down, and the balance in instalments. This is

another fallacy which people have in their heads,
and which we wish to drive out. What we can do
is to supply any machine, barring one or two excep-
tions, and allow you to pay from one-quarter to one-
third down, and the remainder in twelve monthly
instalments. Of course, we charge a small com-
mission on this kind of business. It might pay you
better to pay more than one-third down, and pay the
balance off within six months, thereby getting better-
terms. When you write for particulars, kindly say
how you are prepared to pay. This saves a lengthy
correspondence, gets straight to the point, and is more
satisfactory for everyone concerned.

If you are looking out for a motor cycle, do not
wxite and ask iis what we can do for you without
stating whether you want to pay seven pounds or
seventy, as this, of course, necessitates a letter from
us asking you what you wish to spend. You are not
likely to get the same class of machine for £y as you
will for £70, so that an idea of the price in your fii^t

letter is essential. Also, if you have any particular
fancy, just mention it. This also saves correspondence.
We have a lengthly list, but this does not comprise

the whole of our stock by any means. Do not write
to ask our casfi terras for a machine, and then tell

us that you have two old crocks you wish us to take
in part payment, and that you would have to pay
the balance in instalments. We do not consider this
to be cas.i business. Neither do we consider it to be
cash when pan of money is paid down, and the
remainder by instalments. Don't ask us for anything
like ro% off motor cycle list to be paid for by
instalments, as this is another class of business that
we cannot entertain. We have answered consider-
ably over one thotjsand letters per week for the last

month explaining to people that there is only one
thing we consider to be casi, and that is the coin of
the realm. However, we are always please3 to have
your kind enquiriet, no matter uiiatever kind tbey
are ; we can fix you up better than any others.
During the last month we have been enabled to

increase our contracts', and think we shall now have
quite £50,000 worth of machines coming in. This
will come in at the rate of a few thousand pounds'
worth per week, and we want your assistance to help
us to shift it as it comes in.

At all times we are always pleased to oblige other
agents where the makers make no restrictions, and
we are always pleased to buy from other agents sucli

machines as Scotts, Phelon & Moore, Morgans,
chain-driven Bat-Japs, chain-driven Bradburys,
Clynos, Douglases, Matchless, and Zeniths. If you are

in the trade and have a client wanting a machine,
we shall be pleased to have your enquiries. We are

out on the jump ourselves, and hope you are the
same, as we feel quit-B sure that the motor cycle boom
lor new machines is with us, and we intend to take
advantage of it. -

We are giving up the accessory Irade, and wish to

clear our stock ; so if you are wanting anything, drop
us a line. Of course, we shall still continue the

agencies for such things as F.R.S., Lucas Lamps,
Cowey and Jones speedometers, etc., etc. These we
shall be pleased to supolv on cash ot exchange terms.
Our terms aie all on approval. If not as

specification money back within three days or

exchanged any time. No other firm will treat you on
tiie same terras, so you cannot do better than get

on the mo\e with Kitchen's, of Morecambe, as they
are prepared and anxious to treat you well, and
thereby secure vour recommendation. Our stock of

second-hand machines is enormous—much larger

than that of any other firm ; and we shall be pleased
to have the pleasure of supplying you with a list

of same.
If you should hear someone say that we have no

new stuS to sell, don't you believe it. We have
seldom less than one thousand pounds' worth of

new stui?, and often the stock of new models is worth
£2,000. They are all here awaiting your acceptance.
Next week we have six Phelon & Moores coming
through, ^^'e have also Scotts, Bat-Japs (chain

drive, also with the P. & M. two-speed gear). Zeniths, .

Rudges F.E., Humbers, Premiers 1911 and rgia
models (both new), Clynos, Bradburys, A.C.'s,

Douglas, and several more things due for this week.
We are not contracting very miich ahead, finding it

more satisfactory to have the iljichines here for the
bhoys to see. This saves a loi ui complications, and
saves you from haying to wxite to the editor com-
plaining about the unsatisfactory system of business,

etc. If you will get on the tele^one, pr wire, we can
give you an answer at once in sfock or not.'

Remember the old address :

H I T O H E N ' S, IV]oreca.mbe«

Telegrams : " Motor." Tel. 112.

MOSELEY
GROOVED

Extra stpong beads, 3-ply heavy canvas

36/- per cover, 26 x 2i beaded.
FROM ALL AGE^^rS.

Catalogue free from ilie- makers— .

DAVID MOSELEY & SONS, LTD.,
Ardwick, MANCHESTER.

I
CONSISTENT
RELIABILITY

is the predominating feature of the

**U. H."
MAGNETO.

It can ahvays be relied upon to give a

perfect spark. Short circuiting through sooted

plugs and all ignition trouble is unknown to the

user of the " U.H." Fit it to your machine.

Particulars free on request,

,S. WOLF & CO., 115, Southwark St., London, S.E.

Telegs. ;
" Widerstand, Loadon." 'Phone: 5172 Central.I

111 answering these advcrtiscmenls it is desirable ',0 mention'" 'J' fie 'ilotor Cycle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these eolunw!
•—First 14 words or less 1/6, and Id. per wore

after. Eacb paragrapli is charged separately

Name and address must be counted. In th<

ease ot Trade Advertisements a series

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

AU advertisements in this section shonld b
accompanied with remittance, and be addresse'

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Coventry

To ensure insertion letters shou d be posted ii

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,'

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.G.), bj

the first post on Friday morning previous t(

the day ot issue.

AU letters relating to advertisements shouU
state distinctly under what heading and in wba
Issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hanc

motor cycles, the advertisements arc classified into dis

tricij, as many readers like to know what machines art

for sale in tlieir immediate neighbourliood before going

further afield.

PUn showing division of England into Sections

Northumbprland, Curabi;rland, Durham, anc

Westmoreland,
SECTION II.

Vork and Lancashire.

SRCTION III.

Carnarvon, DenbiRh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford

Shropshire, Montgomery, and IVIerioneth.

SRCTION IV.

Nottinijham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northamjitoi
Warwick.

SRCTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bcdforc

SRCTION VI.

Worcester, Hereford, Kiidnor, jirecknock, Monmonfi
Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardit^an, and Pembroke.

SICCTION VII
Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, IJcrks, Wilts and Hanb

Channel Islan.Is.

SflCTION VIII.
II('rl(ord, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex

SRCriON IX
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, .and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scf>tland.

SECTION XI.
treland lad lele of Maa-

The
Motor

Cycle Mart

of the Kingdom.
The resort of all w-ho want the Best Motor

Cycle Bargains in latest 1912 models, either

delivered immediately or promptly at a guar-

anteed agreed future date. The Kmgdoms
largest stock, comprising over 250 New and

Genume Secondhand Machines, mcluding—

nl h.p. JQii standard BAT £38

3S h.p. iqo8 2-speed P. & M S27 10

2Jh.p. R3VER • «10 10

lih.p. 1911 2 speed HUMBER .
. £38

2! h.p. IQII MOTOSACOCHE .... £28

s" h p igio 2-specd V.S. & sidecar £35

8 h.p. IWATCHUESS £*0

2} h.p. 1910 2-specd F.N. . . .... £22 10

3{ h.p. 1910 cone clutch REX . . trJU

3^ h.p. 1910 free-engine TRIUflllPH £38

3.1 h.p. 1911 2-speed HUMBER
si h.p. J911 2-speed D0U6LAS,

5011
5018,

5029,

5030.
5036.
5040.
5041,

5044
5046.

50i9'
5051
5052,

4982,
4989,

4990,
4993^
5001
5003
5005
5006.
5007.

5009,

4944.

4945

4954.
4956-

4957.
4964,
4913-
4921

4926.

4929
4933
4934
4939
4941
4S93
4903
4868,

4854
4.'i97

4607.
4760.
4863,
4S28,

4733

4727.

4758,
4420.
4768
4'i75

4638,
4628,

£37 10

Model E £42 10

8 h.p. roil BAT-J.A.P ««0

3lh.p. 1911 2-speed HUMBER .. £36 10

3I h.p. 1910 TRIUMPH, frecengme £39
2' h.p. 1910 WOLF £18 "
3S h.p. 1911 freoeng. BRADBURY £40
7" h.p. ion free engine INDIAN.. £45

2 h.p. 1911 lightweight HUMBER £28

si h.p. 1910 T.T. TRIUMPH • . • £3*

5 h.p. 1910 2-speed V.S £35

3i h.p. 1911 T.T. BRADBURY . . f35
2I h.p. 1911 DOUGLAS £30

2jh.p. 1911 2-si)eed DOUGLAS,
Model E *38 10

ti h.p. IQOQ free engine TRIUMPH £33 10

3I h.p. 191J 2-speed HUMBER . .
"£37 10

8 h.p. 1910 BAT and sidecar £40

3* h.p. 4-cylinder F.N £12

Ii h.p. 1911 free engine TRIUMPH £42 10

23 h.p. lOTi 2-speed DOUGLAS,
ModelE "5 1<>

3? h.p. 1910 PREMIER £27

3i h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH £23

3i h.p. 1900 TRIUMPH £30

3i h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH £25

3* h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH £28

34 h.p. 1911 2speed HUMBER .. £38 10

3i h.p. PEUGEOT £20

3i h.p. 191 1 tourist REX £30
8 h.p. 1911 2-spced BAT £55

31 h.p. ion free engine TRIUMPH £45

3i h.p. 1911 ZENITri-GRADUA .. £42 10

3i h.p. 1911 KERRY-ABINGDON £32 10

5 h.p. ion free engine INDIAN.. £42

3i h.p. 1911 CHATER-LEA-J.A.P. £35

3! h.p. 1911 JAMES £35
6 h.p. 1909 CHATER-LEA, 2-sp..

chr in drive, and sidecar .... £40

3I h.p. ion KERRV-ABINGDON £32 10

2 h.p. 1911 3-spced HUMBER . . £35

3! h.p. 1911 single-speed HUMBER £30

3i h.p. 1911 tree engine PREMIER £42 10
2» h.p. ion stand.ard ly 1GLAS..£30
3i h.p. 1911 standard BRADBURY £35

3l h.p. 1911 tree engine TRIUMPH £45

3J h.p. 1910 TRIUMPH, Mabon,
variable gear 38 Gns

for copv of List. Matchless value in

E.\cIiango or used motor cyc'es for new. Send

details of yours, and receive our unequalled hand-

some liberal offer lor same in part payment of a

new model.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, SHOE LANE,

FLEET ST., LONDON, E.G.

Ask

•phone

:

<777 Holborn.

Wires:
" Opiflecr, London."

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may bc

Addressed to numbers at *' The Motor Cycle " dffice.
When this ip desired, 2d. will be charged for registrafion,
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
tor -forwarding replies. Only the number will appear in
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No.
000, c/o * The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or ii " London "

is added to the addres, then to the nunjter giveni c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX.

JWDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to .unknown persons

may deal in perfect safely by availing themselves o( ouB
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "^The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.'

The time allowed for a decision after receipt -of'|the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit' the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
'to the depositor, and each party to the transaction jiays

carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £ito in

value, a- deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when u^der
£i<3 the tee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be niade

payable to llifle and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and reoeivd no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard ithe

silence as an indication th t the 'ocds advertised I^ave

already been disposed of. Ad'ertisers <;ften receive, so

many enquiries that it is quite impcssible to reply to e&cb

one by post. : ~

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Dufiiam, and
Westmoreland.

I QI2 Scott and Douglas; order now for early delivfiry.

At/ —Arehdale, Biehcpton Lane, Stockton-on-Tees.

I Qll Scott, in perlect condition, and mechaplcally
JLV sound ; owner buying 1912 Scctt : price 50
guineas-—Arehdale, iJiehopton Lane, Stockton.

TRIUMPH, 3^h.p., 191 model, free engine, brand new
out of orafe: to clear dE52. with lamp and horn; a

bargain.—Turvey and Co., The Motor Houee, Sunderland.

TRIUMPHS, Humbers, B.S.A., Royal Enfield motor
cycles, lightweights. 2 speeds, free engines; write,

wire, or 'phone for immediate deliveries.—Turvey and
Co., The Motor House. Sunderland. Tel.: No. 626.

31h.p. Eei Motor Cycle, 1909 model, magneto, h.b.c.,

2 spring forks and seat, in splendid running .order;

£21 to clear.-Turvey and Co., Tue Motor House^ Sun-

I
derland. Sole agente Triumphs, Humbers, B-S-A.^ ^in-

I fields, Calthorpes Extra catalogue free-
|

TRIUMl'H. 1910, free aneine model, fixcellent con-

dition, hb.c, lamp, horn, spare Rich tube, belt,

and valve; £37/10,—Ross, High Dock House, South
Slue Ids.

4]i.p Tt.oc, mairneto. Chater-Loa. fontboardfl, pi^rfRct

order. £25; Sih.p. Fafnir and sidecar. Ohater-lieu,

torpedo tank, footboards gooQ tyres, all sparo.s. fu*;t inui

Iiowerful. a oarguin, £20.—Jiox No- 9,646, Th6 Motor
Cycle Oflicca, Coventry.

SECTION n.

Vorli and Lancashire.

i.S.L. A.S.I. A.S.L.

OIT on Air Springs aud CusJiions to Rida.

T IJXTJRI0U3 Motor Cur Comfort Awheel.

MANCHESTER ami District Sole Agents: inspec-

tion invited.—Motor B-Yehange, 32, Dowuing Bt.,

ArdwieU Green.

TTOIIQSON for Clynos (in stoek).

TTODOSON for rroraiers (in stcoli).

HOIjGSON for Sidccors (in etocs^).

TTODGSON. 10. Horton Rd., Bradford. Tel-: B361.

19
19'

10 Triuniiili, firfit-elass condition, lamp, Lorn, tools,

eimt:.<; £32110.

1 Moto-Ee 0, 2ih.p. twin, elirp-soilod : iiJ2/lli—
LoynJ.s, l.ucltwortli St.. Dnrwen.

THK r,.

field,

nit OouKlas Asent. Doiigta, Gonrliiy, Kullow-
Mnnchester.

OJ-bp. 2-8iieed P. nnd M.
02 Wdodhino St., Siilford.

perfeet ; oflern.

A-?6 In answeriiKj tiitae advertisements it is desirable lo meiuwii "The Motor Ci/9\
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The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
'Phone, 766. Telegrams. " Perfection.'

GUARANTEED IN RUNNING ORDER.
Igi2 2f h.p. Two-speed REX Junior, NEW -. . £45 ol
1912 Twin REX Sidette. In stock. NEW £75
1911 3* h.y Tourist REX, done 750 miles £32 10
igii 2^ h.p. Two-speed REX Junior, as new .... £39 10
1911 3i h.p. REX, clutch model £37 10
1911 5 h.p. Two-speed REX DE LUXt £47 10
1910 7 h.p. BEX DE LUXE, two speeds £48
1910 7 h.p. T\vin BEX, HOT STUFF £37 10
1910 5 h.p. Twin BEX, very fast £29 10
1910 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, fine sidecar machine £42 10
iQio 3i h.p. REX, verv fast, special machine £27 10
Magneto Twin REX, 1911 Mabon clutch £21 10
1909 3l h.p. Two-speed REX DE LUXE £32 10
5I h.p. Two-speed Twin ROC magneto, Druids . . £32 10
.1906 3^ h.p. Magneto REX, very fast £22 10
1907 3i h.p. Magneto BEX, spring forks £19 19
5J h.p. Twin BEX DE LUXE, Rnc clutch, sp. forks £22 10
Brand New 3I h.p. REX, spring forks, and ped.ols £31
Brand New Twin Magneto REX £37 15
3i h.p. Two-speed N.S.U., smart £21
190S TRIUMPH, very powerful £28 10
Magneto TRIUMPH, spring forks, specially low .. £25
3^ h.p. REX, very fine condition £15 10
Four-cyhnder F.N., magneto, spring forks £18 18
F.N. Magneto Lightweight £16 10
3i h.p. Magneto FAFNIR, M.O.V £19
si h.p. WOLF, Stevens engine, h.b. control £12 10
Tnin Magneto KIOTO-REVE £17 10
3 h.p. QUAD<;ANT, low frame £10 10
3 h.p. ANTOINE, very smart machine £12 10
2f h.p. F.N., in very good order, recommended . . £12 10
3 h.p. NUMBER, chain drive £9 10
MOTOSACOCHE, Druid forks £14 10
2| h.p. KERRY, spring forks £10 10
3I h.p. Magneto MINERVA, h.b. control £19 10

Easy Payments at Spe>:iai Rates.

1912 BRADBURY
REX

IIM STOCK.
LIBERAL

EXCHANGES.

New Sidecars, with latest improvements £4 19 6
Brand New igii 3! h.p. Tourist REX 43 Gns

„ „ 1911 2I h.p. Two-speed REX Junior. . 50 Gns
„ „ 1911 3J h.p. Free-engine REX 43 Gns

' ,. ,. 1911 3i lip- REX DE LUXE 57 Gns
„ „ 1911 3 h.p. REX DE LUXE 60 Gns

'PRECISION" ENGINES AT SLIGHT EXTRA COST.
' Liberal Exchanges in addition to Cash Discount.

£3 to £5 DOWN Xpl'dr/afcUr""
Lightweight MOTOSACOCHE, spray, runs well .. £14 10
3 h.p. QUADRANT £10 10
a| h.p. KERRY, spring forlis £10 10
Twin Magneto MOTO-REtlE, Druids £15
Sih.p. WOLF, spray, smart, h.b. control £12 10
3 h.p. HUMBER, chain drive £9 10
3i h.p, REX, spring forks, reUable £15 lOj
sih.p, BRADBURY £15
3 h.p. ANTOINE, h.b. control, sprmg forks £12 10'
2ih.p. DE DION £10 lOl
N^S.U. Magneto Lightweight £15 10

deposit and 10/- weekly secures

—

Magneto TRIUMPH £25 10'

54 h.p. Twin REX DE LUXE, mag. £22 10
Four-cylinder F.N., magneto .... £19 19
3j h.p. Magneto REX £19 19
Twin mOTO-REVE £19 19
F.N. Magneto Lightweight £19 19
3J h.p. Magneto MINERVA £19 10
Magneto Twin REX £19 19

SUNDRIES.
1911 Mabon Clutch, fits Rex 55/.;
Brooks's Bioo Saddle 9/6
Brooks's B105 Saddle 11/6
New Large Lycett's Saddle 9/6
New Sidecar Aprons with studs 7/6
Plated Rex Pattern Handle-bars 6/6
New 20-anip. Fuller Accumulator 11 /-
New Harrison's Back Rest 9/6

£7

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
33.11. p. Weruer, m.o-v., F.N. automatic, h-b-c, 31in-
* liigb, accmiiulator, fine order; £10.—Arthur

Holdsworth, Eastriuk, Yorks-

1 QII5 Zenith, 3ih.p., Lucas lamp, hom, WTiittle belt,
*-*^ tools, etc-, perfect condition tljroughout; £41.—
Dickinson, Gt. Neleon St-, Liverpool.

HALIFAX.—Brand new 1911 single and 2-3peed
Rexea ; discount for cash ; exchanges accepted.

—

Motor Exchange, We^tgate, Halifax.

4h.p. Quadrant, mag'neto, spring forks, li.b-c-. B. and
B., adjustable pulley, new tyres, belt, eTerything

perfect- £15.-65, Hilden St., Bolton.

1 Q 12 Bradburys from stock : few goo3 accumulator
J-*^ ma<^^hinc9 wante'd in exchange; liberal allowances
for cash deals—Colliers, We^tgate, Halifax.

1 Qll Triumph, clutch model, excellent condition,
-*-€r new Kempshalls. spare belt, valve, t-oole, etc.;
£43/10—31, Princet^ Rd., Urmstjn, Manchester.

UNCEATED 1912 Bradbury; must sell this fine
macDine at ^reat sacrifice; anyone wanting bar-

gain?—9,768. The Motor Cycle Omc&3, Coventry.

1 QlOi Twin Eoyal Enfield, new belt, tyre^, 1911 im-
J-t7 prcvements. absolutely perfect: £25, or offer--
Hy. Haworth, 141, Duckworth St., Darwen, Lancd-

4ih.p. Humber. 2-apeed and free engine, wc. and
2 chain driven, just overhauled, trres a!mo.<!t. new,

going abroad; best offer.—125. Arpley St.. WaninB-ton.

3ih.p. Triumph Motor Cycle, in excellent running
2 order and appearance, tvres new Dunlop?, lamp,

horn, and tools; £35.—Carnforth Motor Co., Carnforth.

LrVEEPOOL Offlci.al Agent-; for Bradburv. Zenith.
Singer, Rex, Aloyon, Moto-Eeve; delivery from

•^tork.—F. C. Jones and Co., 3. Eedcross St., Liverpool.

1 Q12 6h.p. Dot, with 2^^peed and free enigne, J-A-P.,
J-V not ridden 300 miles ; best offers

;
good rea-

son for selling.—Dobson, Bm-y Bridge, Bury. Nat. Tel.

:

294.

6 h.p. J.A.P., Chater-Lea frame, Bosch magneto. Druid
spring forks, free engine clntch, in pplendid con-

dition; bargain, £32.—Allen Bros., Wellingrton Rd.,
Stockport.

IN Stock, 1912 Matchless U-ins, Zenith, single and
twin. Douglas (£41). Bradbury (£48); accessories,

repairs, sidecare—W.F. and Co., 5. Cheltenham Parade,
Harrogate.

DELTVERT from Stock.-Zonith Twin. Rovers, En-
fields. Motosacoche. Jame«. Excelsior, Triumph,

Gloria Sidecars; catalogues free,—Thompson, 83, Anlaby
Rd., Hull.

3JLh-p. Rex, free engine, Bosch, hb.c, tank, enamel.
2 belt, valves, bushes, Cowey. Kerrv handle-bars, all

new; lamp, tools, horn; best cash ofler.—Tuson, West-
clifle, Preston.

"IQll Premier. £34: 1911 Bradbury, £35; 1910 Tri-
J-t/ umph, £35; 1910 P. and M., £38; 1912 Tri-
u'Tipha, P. and M.'s. Bradburys, Ivy motor cycles.-T.
Reed. Nettle*worth.

PHELON-MOOEE. 1910. 2 speeds. Millford radial
castor sidecar, C-owey speedometer, gw>d condition.

I'ead lamp and generator, many spares; £50.—Bagshaw.
pbotographer, Doncaster.

HUMBER. 3ih.p., 2-ppeed, free engine, in perfect
condition, unpunctnred hutt-ender^, new March,

1911, done- 1.500 ; buying 1912 ; £38 ; no offers--
Eidinff, 227, Crooke.^ Sheffield.

1Q12 Free Eniiine Triumphs in ptick, cash or e.x-
-LiJ change; 1912 free engine BSA.'s in stock, cash
or esciiange; 1912 2-speM Bradburys in stock, cash
or exchange; 1912 Ivys, etc., in stock.-Below.

QO Second-hands in stock for cash or exchange

;

^" send your reauiremcuts.—Stanley Garage, West-
brook St., Bolton. 'Phone: 1348.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of 1912 Scott, free engine
Triumph, 6h.p. Eoyal Enfield. 8h-p. Zenith, 2-

speed Clyno. free engine Rudge : all in .sto-k : cnod
rfl'nwanca on any gocd make. — The Castleford Motor
Garage-

LIVERPOOL Agency for Triumph and Matchless
Motors. HitchiuTs, Ltd.. 74. Bold St., Liverpool,

the pioneers of motor cycling in the North. It will pay
you to deal with Hitchings, Ltd.. an old-established
firm of highest repute.

HITCHINGS, Ltd., for Triumph and Matchless
Motors; any make supplied on most favourable

terms ; exchanges arranged : absolute satisfaction and
courteous service a.ssured by dealing vrith Hitchings,
Ltd-. 74. Bold St., Liverpool. Established over 30 years.

RtJBY-L.M.C., free engine, Sih.p:, and Millford side-

car, 2 Duniops, 1 Palmer cord, machine £51/10;
sidef^ar, £9/9; buying lartrer; new Oct., 1911, perfect
condition : what cflers ?—"Woodhead, Woodlea, Norw .;od

Crescent, Southport-

IQll Humber. Sih-p., 2-speed, accessories, spare belt,

Xt/ valve, detachable tube, etc., beautiful condition,
also Millford ca^itor sidecar, easily detachable, magnifi-
cent complete outfit; £43 the lot.— 149, Stamford St.,

Old Trafford. Manchester.

33.h.p-, Chater-Lea fittings, spring forks, free engine,
4 accumulator and drv battery, h.b-c, B. and B.

(1911), kick-up stand, actylene and electric lamp, low
saddle, tools. 2 belts, tyres excellent, perfect condition;
going abroad; sacrifice, £12/15.-115, Talbot St., Moss
Side. Manchester. - --

HAMPSTEAD.5, HEATH
STREET,

close to Hampstead Tube Station.
Telegrams: "Rey, Hampstead." Tel. 2678 P.O. .Hampstead.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS
Taken on any Machine or Runabout.

NO EXTRA CHARGE ON
MOST MAKES.

Following 1912 Machines f^or

Immediate Delivery

:

BRADBURYS
RUDGES
ZENITHS
BATS
TRIUMPHS
F.IM.'S

SINGERS
LINCOLN ELKS
HUMBERS

all Models
all Models
all Models
all Models
all Models
ail Models
all Models
all Models
all Models

DOUGLAS, H.&G all Models
BEDELIA Cars (6 days), 7.5°^ extra E.P. 59 Gns.

G. & N. Runabouts, 8 h.p. (in 6 weeks) „ 87 Gns.

A.C., speed sociable type Hn Feb.) .

.

„ £87 10
Any other makes on application.

ABOVE MACHINES FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
NO WAITING THREE WEEKS.

LINCOLN ELKS
From £28 lOs.

Sole London Agent for the famous LINCOLN ELK. Finest

value on the market for quality and rcliahility. All models

on view and for immediate delivery.

TRADE SUPPLIED WITH VARIOUS MAKES.
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS ALLOWED.

Second-hand Machines at Bargain Prices to clear.

BAT, 8 h.p., 1910, with Millford sidecar '. . £40
HOBART, 2llh.p.. new igii £29
F.N., 6 h.p., good order £18
F.N., 2^ li.p., 1911, two-speed £25
REX, 5 h.p., igoq, two-speed £25
LINCOLN ELK, 3J h.p., 1911 clutch, and sidecar . £30
PRECISION, 2i h.p., igii, almost new £25
TRIUMPH, 1910, free engine £37
TRIUMPH, lyio, tree engine, splendi'l order £38
TRIUMPH, 1909, snlendid order £28
BRADBURY, 1911 £30
BAT, 5 h.p., T.T., condition like new, bargain. . . . £45
ZENITH, igri 3J h.p .£39
ZENITH, 1911, 3ih.p £40
ZENITH, igri, 3! h.p £42
TRIUMPH, r9lo, F.E £39
JJ\.P.-CHATER-LEA, tcjii, 2S h.p., sp. f'ks., mag. £13
ZENITH, 3l h.p., 1911, good order £38
TRIUMPH Standard, rgio, with clutch £29
LINCOLN ELK, 3j- h.p., and clutch £26
All Accessories included on S.H. at the price advertised.

5, HEATH
STREET,

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " Tlie Motor Cvclt."

£4-10 REY 'star£3 - 10
With Hutchinson or Michelin 26x2} Tyre and Tube,

30/- extra.

The famous" REY" EXHAUST WHISTLE now reduced

to 12/6 each. Triumph standard type.

The "REY" Leather Belting outlasts two of any other

makes. Price 2/- per foot
Special Discounts to Trade.

ONLY HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY.

HAMPSTEAD
A39
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CARRIAGE PAID.
We now pay carriage on our sidecars to any

addrnss in the United Kingdom.

The following refinements are fitted to all models.

No extra charge whatever

:

1. Kick-up Stand for jacking'-'up sidecar wheel

for tyre repairs.

2. Large sized Cocoanut Mat fitted to foot of

sidecar.

3. Special Sidecar Lamp (plated), and fitted to

show white light at front and red light

to rear. "

4. Extra Rapid Quick Detachable Joints. ^

5. We pay carriage to any town in the United

Kingdom.

Model E.—£7 5s. Model D;--£8.

All complete with Michelin or Continental tyres.

Customers have option of car or round pattern mud-
guards. Discount to the trade.

MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES
We have a quantitv of frames bv well-known maker,

Price 32/6 each.
Rigid forks, 7/6 extra. Druid forks, 45/- extra.

Enamelled and plated in first-class style.

TYRES. TYRES. TYRES.
26 X 2 J Hutchinson Heavy T.T. Covers, B.E. 25'-

Heavy Rubber-studded Covers; 26x2^ 18/6
26 X 2 and 26 X 2 J- Wired-edge Covers 12/6
Continental Rubber Non-sldds, 26 x 2% or 2} 30/-
Continental, beaded, 26x2 18/8
'Tubes, all sizes, guaranteed 9/6
'New Butted Tube, 26 x 2^ 8/6
New Butted Tube, 26 x 2^ 9/3
Spoci:i! Hi-rivv 26x2}^ Tubes, gunranteed .. 7/6

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.

4i li.p. Waler-cooled Engine, vcrticjl £5 10
2 h.p. Simnis Engine '. 25/-

New 4 h.p. N.S.U. Engine, perfect £7

3i h.p. Rex Engine, M.O.V £5 10
.Mabon Clutch, fits twin Rex 55/-

B lirooks Bioo Saddle 9/6
Brooks Bio-i Saddle 11/6
Eycett's Liofj Saddle (new) 11/8
Lycett's 'iillo, padded top (new) 14/G
Cocoa I-ibre Sidecar Eootmats 3/-

Aiiiac Carburetter, h.-b. control 15/-
Riillip.rdt V Twin Magneto, 45^ angle 23 15

New Bosch DAV Twin Magneto, 48" £4 4

Hex I'aUcrn Belt Rim brake (new) 6/6
i-ycelt's Carrier Toolbags (new) 7/6
I h.p. i:iec:tric Motor, 230 volts £7
Sidi'car Lainns, show red light behind .... 7/6
Trailer. 26in.' wheels 25/-
Ntw Toolbags, 9x6x3iin 4/6
Sidecar Aprons, green or red, with studs .. 7/C
New Lycett's Tubular Carriers 4/11
I^ongneinart; Carburetters 5/-

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
PHELON and M,-iore and Sidecar, eomplfete, late

1910. £50; Millfora castor wheel sidecar, £6/10;
15 guinea model Diirsley-Pedersen 3-6peed eycl&, enam-
elled green, shop-soiled. £10; -wanted, Clyuo.—Beunett't-.
pawnbroker. Heekmondwike.

1 0il Bargairis.—Bradbury, shop-soiled, £39; 2iL.p.
-Lt/ 2-6peed F.N., in spleudid or4er, £32 ; 3ili.p.

Premier, run 150 miles, £33; 14*,guinea Millford castor

cane sidecar, hardly used, £ll/5.-S'Xhe Brighouee Motor
A^ennv. Bailiffe Bridge, Brighouse.

NORTHERN Depot, Ltd.. "Everything Motorish."
Leece St., liivnpool.—A.C. Sociable, in etock;

A.C. Sociable, S-seater, 3 weeks ; Zebra 2-seater car, 2
weeks; Kerry-Abiugdons, any model, 1 ^veek; write loi

order forms: Avon tyres, F.R.S. lamiis (all patterns),
Xl'all saddles, Lyso bolts, hand and foot umffs* mud
screens, sidecare;, petrol and luggage carriers, Jones,
Cowey speedometers. ct(.'.

GREAT Sale of motor cycles.—3ih.p. Rex. £7/10;
4h.p. Chater-Lea, mag-neto. spring forks, B. and

B., £12; 3h-p. Triumph, £9; 1909 Douglas. £18/10;
1911 Kerry-Abingdon. £28; 5-6h.p. Rex, 1909, ti\in-

eyl., free engine, and eidecar, £25, worth £40; 1908
Triumph, no-w condition, £25; V. and H., nearly new. 2-

t^peed, free engine, £37/10; we have about 60 second-
hand motor bikes in stock, consisting of 1907, 1908,
1909, 1910 Triumphs, prices from £15: several Brad-
burys, Siugers, Moto-Reve's; all machines eold are
warranted in fiood order: eidecars from 50/-.—The Motor
Cycle Exchange, 160, Youn/? St., Sheffield-

SECtlON III,

Carnarvon, Denbigh. Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

1 Qll F.E. Triumph, in cood condition; £38.—Bag^-
-l-t^nall, Horninglow, Burton-on-Trent.

"I Q12 Standard Bradbury, in crate j best cash ofler-—
-B-«? 9,780, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

TRIUMPH, 1912, free engine model, JM&t arrived, un-
packed ; immediate delivery ; £55.—Moss, Wem.

ZENITH-GRADTJA, 1911 model, 3^h.p. J.A-P., splen-
did order througbout, guaranteed, accessories;

£42.—Moss, Wem.

NEW Hudson, 1911, new Sep.. 3ih.p. J.A.P., Arm-
strong gear, special 2i Palmer cord on back, ideal

sidecar machine, ffuarauteefl • 50 guinea-s-—Moss. Wem.

SCOTT, late 1911 modei new August, very little
j

used, tyres scarcely marked, guaranteed ; 50 guineas.
—Moss, \veni.

TRIUMPH, late 1911 (July), standard model, like
new, 'tfuaranteed absolutely perfect: £40.—Moss,

Wem.

NEW Shop-6oiled 1911 3ih.p. Rover, Triumph free en-
gine; big bargaiu, £45.—Washington, Middlewich.

1 Qll Tourist Trophy Triumph, practically unridden,
J-i/ with spurff^ ; £40 net cash-Rose, Birchill, Hales-
owen-

,

"1012 Frcf Iriiiiint^ Ttradhurv in crate ; cash offers.

'Uty.

-Box Xo. 9,779, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-

I

FARRAR'S
MOTOR EXCHANGE,
19, 21,23, 25, Hopwood Lane,

HALIFAX ''"" """"""

Tclci'honf 'ji'j.

Irom (i.P.O.)

I Q12 Indian. 41i-r.. brantl now; cash offers -wanted.—
-•-«' Box No. 9,781, The Motor Cjirie • Offices, Cov-
entry.

TRIUMPH, 1911, trie enjiue, liiand , neiv frniii

makers, not lieen lidilcn ; £50.— Gordon, printer,
C'oneleton.

CHATER-LEA, lie Bion, 2ilj.li. cvcle, rcQilirea onr
cover; barsuin, £5/10.-100, I'utnoy Ed., Hands-

north. fStafSi.

Silip. Twin Clemeut-Garrard, siirin? forlrs. ^ stucWed
2 tyres, perfect condition; £12.-96 Overend St.,

We.st Bromwich.

TlilUMPH, 1910, engine perfect, new Mieliclin
tvrr.s, Dnnlop belt; £35, aniek sale.—H. Wardlo,

1 Wliitelinri-li, iSalop.

X'l-P. Twin Sarolea, Chntcr-Loa frame, Mal)on free rn-
•i^ ;;ine, ]t jseli raat'ueto; best olfcr.— Oleiii.'nplc, .Had
nnr Prive, Lidcard-

"J
QIO Twin Prcnii'T. 3„'li.|i,, lamp, horn, tools, per-

X«/ IVit tlirnnBhout ; £30. <ir ofter.- 42, Church 8t ,

Itlaenau l''estiniog.

RUDOE, T.T.. July. 1911. very fast, winninjr mount,
spares; £38; rear^ou for gale, bnyilif,' 1912 Eudge —

(;ctjrfe Hill, Will.'nliall.

BBADlllIUY. 3;li.p.. elutrli nioild, new Angnst,
1910. new ClincJier Dreadnenght tyres ; £32/10

Talbot, I'rotnti Ht., Wakall.

BRAIIHIUIYR, 1912, free engine and 2-iipeca mothls.
with all Iheir superb iniprovonionts. — Paskell-^,

vValaall. Motor Deimt, Btail'ord St.

^rENITH-OllADIiA. 1912, 3Jh.p., the motor cycle
^ that is " harr.d " from all hill-climbing contests

II pponkri for itHell.-'Sole agent.s for district, Paskelly,
Walsall. Motor )). iiot, 350. HtiiBord St,

PjrMNlTll-OBADIIA, 19n, Gli.p, twin, only aniv. .1

fj October; the ono and only one for ll^-uw woil,
I'lirtkells, 350, Ktall'ord St., Walsall.

/ -ILYNO-Solc district ag. nts for the hill-clinibiMg
v/ Olyno; book at once lor early (lelivery.— I'aaiiclls,
;T;0, Stalford (jl,, Walsall.

1912
MACHINES
In Stoclcfor immediate Delivery.

SHALL WE QUOTE YOU FOR EXCHANGE ?

3i h.p. RUDGE, fixed gear £48

3i h.p. NUMBER, 2-speed model £52 10
Jgl2 sJb.p.-BRADBURY, single-speed £48
.1912 3i h.p. BRADBURY, two speeds £55
'J9L2 3l h.p. NEW HUDSON, three speeds 57 Gns
I9r2 2|h.p. NEW HUDSON, three speeds 47 Gns
J912 2I h.p. A.J.S., two speeds, chain drive 47 Gns

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
ijh.p. WOLF,,,A.J.S. engine, magneto .. £15
ijh.p. CASWELL vertical, Bosch, Amac,

h.b. control £12'

1910 2i- h.p. MOTO-REVE, magneto, Druids £22
J910 2|h.p. MOTO-REVE, extra fine order £23
1909 2j h.p.Twin MOTO-REVE, 50 x70mm. £20
1908 Twin MOTO-REVE, magneto Druids £15

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
i9io''3j h.p., fine goer £27
1910 3I h.p., extra good £28
sl h.p. r909 Speed King, extra tine '£23

3 h,p. 1908 Featherweight Rex, Bosch mag £17

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.
I9ri 5-6 h.p. de Luxe, M.O.V., two speeds £44
1909 5-6 h.p. de Luxe, two speeds, fine . . £34
rgod 5-6 h.p. Twin Rex, Mabon clutch. . . . £16 10
5-6 h.p., Bosch, Lloyd's variable gear .... £22
7 h.p. de Luxe, two speeds, M.O.V £48
5-6 h.p. de Luxe, rgo8, two^speed model. . £28 JO

5-6 h.p. de Luxe, 1908, two speeds, special £29 10
5-6 h.p.igoS two-speed de Luxe, L909 engine £32

OTHER MAKES.
5i h.p. P. & M., late Tgo8, two speeds .... £28
3I h.p. Twin PREMIER, fine machine £25
3 h.p, TRIUMPH, M.O.V., h.-b. control . . £17
5^ h.p. N.S.U. , 2 speerls and free engine. . . . £25
'1911 2j h.p. MOTOSAOOCHE, magneto £27
rgrr 3^ h.p. SINGER, clutch model, done

200 miles £43
3-! h.p. L.M.C., rgro model £25
3 h.p. SINGER, Bosch, V belt drive, B.& B. £16
3 h.p. QUADRANT, Bosch, B.& B., sp. fbrks £16
35 h.p. QUADRANT, h.b. control, sp. forks £16
3j h.p. MINERVA, Bosch magneto, Amac £22 6

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
5-6 h.p. Clutch Model REX and new sidecar £29
5-6 h.p. Two-speed rgoS REX and sidecar £33
7-g h.p Two-speed REX and sidecar £53

All fitted with Magneto and .Spring Forks. '

X"9 nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.
aC#0 l»UWn BALANCE 5/- WEEKLY.
3 h.p. REX, vertical engine*, £9
3.; h.p. BROWN Bli:ar, M.O.V., 26in. wheels £12

^/L HAWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.
ail'* 1/UWll BALANCE 6/- WEEKLY.
3S h.p. QUADRANT, h.b. control, sp. forks £16
3 h.p. QUAPRANT, h.b. control,Bosch mag. £16
3 h.p. SINGER, Bosch magneto, h.b. control £16

3 h.p. TRIUMPH, M.O.V., h.-b. control . . £17
190S MOTO-REVE, magneto. Druids £15

^R nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.SbO fUWil BALANCE 7/6 WEEKLY.
19 h.p. WOLF, .\.J.S. eii^gine, magneto .... £15
tgio Ti h.p. Twin MOTU-REVE £22
igoq 2;l h.p. Twin MOTO-REVE £20

CARS AND TRICARS.
i h.p. HUMBER C 'r. iwn-seaier, RoociRoei l'/2

5 h.p. REXETTE, Opperniann, 3 speeds . . £18
l)uoc:ir, Bosch iii.i;i;neto £45

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.

1 'ulford Castor Wheel Sidecar £5

I'uKord Kigiil Sidecar, aliin. wheel £4 10

Itlontgomery Sidecar, 2(iin. wheel £2 10
N.S.U. Sidecar, coach-btiilt, 20in. wheel . . £4 10

Farrar's Motor Exchange

/ 11 n II tr- I ' in/ (''."( inlfirt'i-'-i nii'hfy it 7v ih --t rilhh' /. • Tht

19, 21,23,25, Hopwood Lane,
1elc,,.K>n,, HALIFAX 'fr^rG^i!)

Motor Cycle."
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE-
HtTMEEE Midland Depot, wholesale and retail, 78,

New St., Birmingham.—All 1912 models now on
view; write for catalogue or give us a call. 'Phone:
Central 7298.

HTIMBER Motor Cycles.—Have you booked your
order for 1912? if not, do so at once. We are

specialists on these famous machines, and can there-
fore gTiarantee satisfU'Ction.—Jicnry . Garner, Ltd-, 78,
New tit. _ T-A. : Dependable. Tel. : Central 7298, Bir-
mxng'ham-

"I
Qll. Free Engine Triumph, with numerous 1912

At/ improvements, laultlese condition, 50/- lamp, horn,
lin. Dunlop belt, and Quantity spares; £46,-9,765,
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

FOR Sale. 2hp. Motoeacoche, magneto, "Whittle, all

h.b-c, Clinchers, free engine, 1911 machine, and
everything: in flrat-claes condition; £24.—Winteringham,
Ltd., St. Andrew's Kl.. Northampton-

REX, 5-6h.p., free engine, 1911. cone clutch. Bosch,
B- and B., b.b.c. carburetter, handle starting,

spring forka, condition equal to new; sell bargain, £36-
—Davis, 81, Thornbury Kd., Perry Barr, Birmingham-

3ih.p. Wolf, B. and B-, b.b.c, spring forks, tyres aa
2 uew, a perfect mount. £14; lOh.p. twin Buehet,

long, low, not d^ne 600 miles. Amac, powerful machine,
£20, or neat cfEer ; exchange.- Geo. Dawson, Fletton^
I'etCTboroush.

HUMBER Motor Cycle, 3ih.p., new from the works
Tune, 1911. 2-speed, free engine, Dunlcp rubber

' studded tyres back and front, footboards, splendid con-
dition ; owner gone abroad.— 9,769, The Motor Cycle
Ot&ces, Coventry.

jQll Singer Lightweight, new Palmer tyres, Dunl:p
JiiJ' belt, ~pare valves, tools, horn, pump, does 125
niilefl per gallon, smart, reliable machine; approval
willingly; offer nearest £27.—Vickers, Dunchurch Hall,
Rugby-

. .
.

'

BRADBURY, 1911, 2-speed, exceptionally fine condi-
tion, not scratched, peveral spares, 40 guineas

;

Rudge, 1911, Cowpy, Autoolipse, numer:.us spares,
36 guineas; 2h-p. MinCTva, £7/1-0.— Grocock, Horncastle
Rd., Boston.

1 Qll Douglas, perfect condition, horn, N.A.B. spring
At/ seat-pillar, with Brooks" special padded eaddle,
automatic back rest, mirror, watch, rubber grips, many
spares, all tools : expert examination invited ; owner
bought car.—Severn, Olive Villa, Skegnees-

3h.p. Motor Cycle, Kelecom engine, only iLX^ently re-
bored and new piston fitted, re-buahed, new coil

and accumulator, Amac, h-b.c-, foctboards, low. position.
Bates tyre-i, as new. in eplendid running order; bargain,
£10/10, or near o3er.—Fiudlay, Market Place, Market
Deepin?, Lince.

LADY'S Douglas, 2-6peed, free- engine, footboard,
ladv'a 1911 machine, in perfect condition, new

October laH : tLi.s was the machine that obtained flrst-

c!a:^3 certificate in the A-O.U. October Quarterly Trial.
one of the few that climbed Farlow Bank ; price £42,
cost £50.—Miss N. Hough, Glenthorn, Penns Lane, Erd-
ington.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

1 QI2 New Triumphs in crate.—Triumph Agent, King'aX tf Lynn.

12 Indian, 7h.p.; delivery from stock; £67.~P.
J. Howard, Wisbech, Cambs.

10 Clutch Triumph, horn, lamp, spare valve, lin.
Lyso belt; £35/10.—Parker and Son.

H Standard Bradbury, new October last, e.xcel-
lent condition ; £36.—Parker and Son-

1Q11 T-T. Roadster Triumph, perfect condition every-
-t-*/ where', horn, mirror, spare valve, etc.; £41.—Par-
ker and Son.

1Q11 Sh.p. Bat and Bat Sidecar, P. and M. 2-3peed,
A*/ new Dunlrp on rear, new lin. Ly«3 belt. i?peed-
ometer, 2 -head lights, horn, mirror, many spares, per-
fect condition, new Mav last, ridden only 2,000 miles-
cost £96, accept £60.—Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts-

h.p. Iris Motor Cycle, Dunlop tyres, low, perfect
running order; £5/10.—G. Seaman, Hunstanton.

12 Bradbury, free engine model, in stock;" first
cheque £54/10 secures.-Wilhnott Bros., Norwich.

1Q12 Rover, free engine model, £55/5: abo 2 h.p.
A*/ twin Centaur, £42 ;: both in stock.-Willmott Bros.,
Nornvich.

BRADBURY. 3ih.p. standard, perfectly new in crate;
£40.—Bailey, jeweller, Soham.

BAT, 3;h.p., 1911 model, covered 1,000 miles, superb
condition

;
going abroad-—Denton, Pitt Club, Cam-

bridge

TRIUMPH, 1910, new tyres and belt, vperfect condi-
tion throughout; nearest £35--Richards, Stukeley,

Huntingdon.

run 100 miles, perfect
£55. — Bush, Pembroke,

19

19
19

2
19

The
New L.G.B. Regulations

do not apply to

The Famous

Garner
MX. Alarm.
It is recognised as the most
effective, beautiful, persuasive

alarm on the market.

Price, N.P.,

Stocked by the

best factors and

dealers throughout

the kingdom.

World-wide Reputation.

Read this. Then kindly order.

Park Street, E. Cowes,

14/2/12.

Gentlemen,—Will you please forward per
return one Garner Exhaust Whistle.

I had one on my previous machine, and
find I cannot do without it on my present

mount. I might say IT is IT. I want
Whistle to fit a Zenith.

Yours faithfidly,

B. P.

Messrs. Garner, Ltd.

1 012 Singer, 2ili.p., only
-Li/ condition, Danlop-s;

, Curiibridge.

B.S.A. ! B.S.A,! B.S.A. ! — Early deliveries of all

models' of tliefie celebrated niacliines; second-hand
machines part payment.—A. F. Garnham and Co., sole
agents, Ipswich.

Sole Makers & Patentees—

HENRY GARNER, Ltd.,

Moseley Motor Works,

BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
BEDFORD —Singer, 1911. free engine, exceptior.ally

fast macliine. touch 60, splendid condition; bar-
gain, £40.

BEDFORD.—Triumph. 1911, free engine, sood as
new, not done 3,000 miles; £46.

BEDFORD-Bradbury. 1911, standard, perfect con-
dition, had Tery little use; bargain, £38.

BEDFORD.-Mills-Fulford rigid sidecar, new Decem-
ber, 1911, Dreadnoughii cane body; wife riding;

coat £13/10. accept ±;10, bargain.

BEDFORD.-Triumph, 1909, standard engine, in
perfect condition; £32.

BEDFORD.—Douglas, late 1911, 221i-V; good as new;
owner buying sidecar machine; £33.

B EI U''ORD.—Triumph. 1909. engine just been over-
hauled, good condition ; £30.

BEDFORD.—Bradbury. 3h.p., h-b-c, accumulator
ignition; accept £10.

BEDFORD.—N.S.tJ., 2-spGed gear, h-b.c, magneto
ignition, new tyres; £15.—Apply, o. Crawley St.

Mary's Motor Cycle uepot.

2ih.p. Minerva, accumulator, long handle-bars, low,
2 in real good running order; £13.—Horn, High

St., Heacham.

DOUGLAS, 1910, engine juat returned Douglas,
tyrei^ excellent condiriou; £.i7.—Robinson's, Green

St., Cambridge -

1 Qll Triumph, stanciard, 3jb.p.. engine excellent,
Xt^ £39; standard Triumph. 1909 pattern, £29.—
Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge.

CLYNOS, Clynos, 1912, 2-6pced (the sidecar special};
delivery March; £68/5. — Robinson's, Green St.,

Ciunbridge-

DOTJGLAS, kick start, 1912, model K., in et^ck;
£ 50 ; no waiting.—Robinson's, Green St., Cam-

biidge.

1 Q09 Triumph, standard model, tyres and engine
-»-t/ first-class; £29.—Robinsons, ureen tit., Cam-
bridge.

1 Qll Premier, free engine, ' Dunlops. quite new; to
X«^ clear £46—Robinson's. Green St., Cambridge.

TRIUMPH, free engine, late 1910, lamp, horn, speed-
ometer, little need; £40.~Robin5on's, Green St-,

Cambridge.

MINERVA, 3^h-p., Chator-Lea frame, good running
order, tyres good; first cheque £10 secures.-Dunn,

Abbeygate St., Bury St. Edmunds.

1Q12 L M.C. Motor Cycles; immediate delivery; trial
-»-*' runs and interviews by appointment.—W. E.
Sncezum, 14. Fore St., iDswich-^^Sois agent Ipswich
and district.

1 Qlli 3ih.p. Matchless, in good order, lamp, all
JL«-' accessories, new back tyre, Mabon clutch; £38,
or offer.—Jackdon, 20, Portugal Place, Cambridge.

3 h.p. Minerva, new tank, pump, and Helle^en, requires
tank levers and silencer; sacrifice, £3/10, must

sell.—Richardson, 875, Woodbridge Rd., Ipswich.

RES, Sh.p., 1909-10. splendid condition, 1911 B.
and B. carburetter, Bosch, all spares and acces-

sories; bargain, £25.-17, Cardiff Rd., Luton. Beds,

PREMIER, 3ih.p., 1911 model, brand new. in crate,
£37/10; similar machine, free engine, £43. not un-

packed.—T. H. Nice, Ipswich and Bury St. Edmund's.

EW Hudson; see latest models-—Agents for Suffolk,
T. H. Nice, Ipswich and Bury St. Edmund's.

MOTOR Cyclists purchasing 1912 Premiers, Humbeis,
B.S.A., or New'Hudson machines, will be allowed

exceptional prices for second-hand magneto maohines
if ordered without delay from T. H. Nice, Bury St.

Edmund's, Ips-wich, or Depots.

DELIVERY from Stock. — 6h.p. Zenith, 3ih.p:
Zenit.u, Bat 2-speed 3ih.p., 2ih.p. Motosacoche,

4ih.p. Excelsior. — Kola agents : Knaster and Cos,
Cambridge.

ORGANS, Morgans.—4 left; best k offers—Knaster
anri Cox, Cambridge.

1011 Sh.p. Bat, new in August, £45; 1911 F.E-
Xt/ Triumph, £40; 1909 31h.p. Excelsior, £22; 3i
h p. V>'. and P-, magneto, £13 : l^n.p. Motosacoche,
£18, magneto; 3 tricars, 2-speed6, Rover and Humber;
must clear; best offer.-Knaster and Cox. Cambridge-

3ih-p. N.S.U., magneto, recently overhauled by makers,
2 perfect condition, spares, good tyres. Riches

tubes; accept £20, or near offer;-J. Riches, 22, How-
bury St., Bedford-

3ih.p. Grandex-Precision, new August, 1911, in
2 splendid condition, not done 500 miles, Palmers,

also spare studded Warwick, new; £25.—W. E. ±±art,

Bury St., Stowmarket, Suffolk.

LATE 1911 Sjh.p. Rover, free engine model, brand
new December 1 5th la>5t." been used few times

only, not scratched, everything like brand new, cla-ssy

machine, horn, lamp, tools; £46/10-—Wallia, grocer,

Hiilrf Rd., Cambridge.

1Q12 L-M.C. Motor Cycles, 3i- and 4h.p', immedi-
-i-^ ate deliveries: all models in stock; catalogue
and best terms.—W. "E. Sncezum, 14, Fore St-, Ipswich,
sole agent Ipswich and dij^trict, including Felixstowe,
Walton. Woodbridge,' Melton, Wickliara Market, Fiam-
lingham. Hadleigh, Neeiliam Market, etc. Trials and
interviews by appointment-

N

M'

In ansu-erinc/ these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.' All
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION VL

Worcestershire, Herefordshire. Radnor, Breck-
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

3h-p. Roc, low, h.b.c, in good order; £15.-193, Cow-
bridtje Rd-, Cardiff-

"DRADBURY, 1911, as new, Autoclip^e lamp, horn,
-*-* watch, tools ; £35.—Edmund w illiams, Bromyard.

RUDGE, 1911. T.T., K.E., in excellent running con-
dition; £42.—Pasuey and Hall, Ltd., Ross, iiere-

fordshire.

6h.p. Zenith-Gradua, Sept., 1911, done under 700
miles, perfect as new: ^49/15.—Clarke's Garage,

Port Talbot.

1 QlO Phfelon and Moore, 2-epGed, re-enamelled and
"' overhauled, new Kempshall back tyre; £38 —

Below.

4-CYL. F.N"-. ju-^t overi'^nVd Li;-..: ur e died, nearly
new, Palmer cord tyrea; £18/10—Below.

OTO-RbVJ<: Iv.in, 19il. as new; cuit £45/3,
£28/10.—Beiow.

DOUGLAS Twin, 1910, reliable: £23/10; and many
others.—Clarke's Garage, Porr Talbot.

T\ELrVERT from stock, Zenith, standard Triumph,
JL' T.T. Triumph, F.E- Triumph, T T. Rudge, 3ih.p.
Singer, and B.S-A. —Clarke's Garage, Port Talbot.

FOR Earliest Ueliveries of Triumph, Humber^ En-
flelds. Singer, Premier, apply at once, Griffiths,

Cycle Emporimn, Llanelly.

DOUGLAS, 1910, tyres aa new, B201 saddle, lamp,
generator, h^rn, tools; bargain, £22.—Passey and

Hall, Ltd., Ro6s, Herefordshire

3h.p. Minerva, good running order, B. and B- carbur-
etter, h.b.c, spring forks, lamp, horn ; £9/10.—

Planet Motor Works, Newport, Mon.

ZENITH and Scott Motor Cyclea.—Sole agents for
Glamorgan and Monmoutiisliare (excepting Port

Talbot): Burrelli, Ltd., 2, Albany ltd., Caroifl.

1 Q12 6h.p. Zenith, actually in Btock, immediate de-
X*/ livery-

SCOTT, 3ih.p., late 1910, gueiranteed in good condi-
tion; £i8.

31h.p. Lincoln Elk, 1912, latest variable jet, B. and
2 B. carburetter, waterproof Boson magneto, etc

£34.

WRITE for list of further ma<Jiines for sale to
Burrelli, Ltd., 2, Albany Ed-, Cardiff.

"IQlOi Triumph, perfect condition, P. and H. lamp,
Xt/ Jones speedometer (trip mileage), exhaust whistle,
spared ; £38.—WilliEuns. 67, Gwydr Crescent, Swansea.

TRIUMI'H, 1909, for sale, in splendid condition,
almost new, steel studded back tyre, new belt;

price £26/10.—Joners, Victoria Garage, Milford Haven.

RUDGES. 1912, free engine. £55; Himiber, 3ih.p.,
2-6peed, new August. 1911, £38: F.N-, good con-

dition, £12; Vindec Special twin, £25.—Bladder, Wor
ceeter.

T.T. Humber. 23hp. twin. 3 speeds and clutch, late
1911, condition as new, spare roadster handle-bar,

hr-rn, etf. : ccet £54, a^jcept £37.—^Whorton and Hartill.

Motor Depot. Dudley-

TRITJMPH, 1 909
I
September], new rubber belt,

Clinchers, nufneruus spares, Lucas Acetaphcte,
complete, perfect- £30, or ueareijt; approval willingly.—
Tregaski-s, Taffs Well.

CLYDE, 3ih.p„ magneto, h-b.c. JB- and B. carbu-
reiter. Dunlops, euaiuelled trrey, 2 spare tubes,

lamp anu generator; bargain. £12/10—Blundell, Burcoi
Grange, near Bromsgrove, Worcestershire.

TRIUMPH, clutch model, August, 1911. as new.
£45; 1909 Triumph, £29; 1910, £34; Arno.

£20; Lincoln Elk. with Mabon, £24: twin Enfleld.
£20 : twi u Moto-Reve, £16; clutch Kerry-Abingdon

,

?uitG new. £44; B.8.A., clut<Ji, nearly new, £45; oilere

nvited.—Cranniore, Redditch.

SECTION vn.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

"I Q 1 2 23h.p. New Hud'^on, 3-spccd. Jnat delivered

;

XJ/cuhIi offiTrt.— Bennett, \\eHt St., Fareham.

TRITlMrH. 3i!i.p., 1908, magneto, all accespnricfl,

cxi.cUciit cunditi.-n; £29.-7, Fleet St., Swindon-

lOil New Bradbnrys. Btandnrd and 2-Bpei-'d models;
J */ bari^uiu prii-i!-, casli otters. — Qingcr, Motuns
Banbury.

TRIUMPH. 3ili.p.^ Hplendid condition : £25 HparoH.—
Smith, 3, Albion Terrace, Park Ru., Furnbnm'.

TRIUMI'H, 1910, standard, excellent condition, new
Piilmi^T bark wheel; honf^trt- value, £30.— Laytim's,

Bic^stter.

TRIUMPH, 1911, Htundard. done 2,000 milcH only,

ami not been uned la«t 5 months; £38.— Loyton'H,
Bine-U-r.

TRIUMI'H, 1911. TT. roudMtcr, not done more tluin

1.000 mijc^, »'i rii'W; Im-ky if you get it; £40,
or near offer.— liiiytnu'rt, BiccrtltT.

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS n EART OF THE TRADE'

. i^J^ *>>

COLMOREDEPOT— BIRMI/MGMA/VV —

The Best House for
stock of

Standard Models
and for

Early Delivery of

Scarce Models.

BIRM INGHAM.
Matchless
Douglas
Enfield
Macbeth, etc., etc.

WALSALL.
Clyno
Zenith
New Hudson
Premier, etc., etc.

LEICESTER.
Matchless
Douglas
Zenith
Macbeth, etc., etc.

LIVERPOOL.
Clyno
Douglas
New Hudson
Dcll| ClC>j GlCi

MANCHESTER .

Douglas
Matchless
Premier
B.S.A., etc., etc.

COLMORE DEPOT,
35, Colmore Row,

BIRMINGHAM.
And at

WALSALL : 250, Stafford Street.

MANCHESTER : 261, Deansgate.

LEICESTER : 62, High Street

LIVERPOOL : 18, Renshaw Street.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 Q12 Clynos, in stock, for immediate deliveiy.—
-1-*' Special atjentd, iiorria Motor Cycle Garage,
Oxford.

1 Q13 New Hndsons, immediate delivery of model 3B.
Xt.# —Sole district agents, Morris Hotoi Cycle
Garage, Oxford.

1 Q12 Models, all makes, for earliet^t possible delivery;
X*/ place yonr order with ns, and avoid disappoint-
ment.—Morris Motor Cycle Garage, Oxford.

1 Qll 3ih.p. Free Engine B.S.A., as new, not done
Jl*7 30 miles, Dunlop studded tyres; great bargain,
£45.—Below.

SECOND-HAND Machines, all make<=, in excellent
condition, at lowest -possible prices ; our l.at is

bound to interest you, it you want a bargain in a second-
hand mount.—Morris Motor Cycle Garage, Oxford.

PHELON-MOORE, Sjii.p,, 2-speed. free engine, excel-
lent condition, spares; £38—Dominy, Jewry St.,

Winchester.

CLYNO, 1911. new. 2-speed, chain driye; sairiflie

£58 or near oHcrr going to. India—Motorist, 17.

Upton Park, Slough.

IMMEDIATE Deliveries.—NVrite Gibb, Gough, and
Son, Gloucester, ^ole agents for JDouglaa, ^Brad-

bury. Premier, Rover.

C*AROLEA, 'eh.p. twin, 2i nearly new tyres, B'. and
B., magneto, recently enamelled, adjus.abie

pulley; £30, or offer.

3ih.p. 1909 Rex. low, long handle-bars, magneto, B.
2 and B. carburetter, tyres nearly new, very fast,

reliable machine; £15.

3.3h.p. Kerry, B. and B. carburetter, coil, accumu-
4 lator, engine been bushed, all in perfect condi-

tion; £10.—Eeply, Watson, Faxnbtfo' St., Farnboro',
Hanta.

CHATER-LEA, ,3ih.p. Fafnir, B. and B-, h.b.c,

spring forks, spares, fast, £12/10; eidecar, 45/-.—

59, Banbury Rd., Oxford.

RUDGE and Bradbury Models, for prompt delivery;

trial runs; eschangee entertained; send for lists.—

Agent, Barnes, Colubrook, Bucks.

TRIUMPH, very little used, as new, 2in. belts. Palmer
cords, lamo, norn, mirror, watch, spares, and

tools; sacrifice, £35.—Morwood, Mortimer.

1 008 Douglae, perfect condition, recently overhauled,
-1-*/ new parts fitted, usual accessiries; only £14.—
Kensington Motor Garage, Clifton, Brifitol.

IMMEDIATE Delivery from stock 1912 3jh.p. B-S.A-,
free engine, £56/10: 1912 21h.p. Singer, £39—

Davenport Vernon and Co., High Wycombe.

3h.p. Very Low Midget Bicar, excellent tyres, perfect

running order, h.h.c. ; £8.; good gramophone part,

or oflerB.—Goodall, Littlewick, Maidenhead, Berks.

1 dH Clutch Triumph, speedometer, euit caee, new
-Lt7 belt, tube in case, lamp, etc., new condition;
nearest £47.—Horwood, Eastcote, Twyford, Berks.

1 Q09 Standard 3ih. p. Triumph, excellent condition,
Xt7 engine just overnauled, re-bored, new piston, tank
re-painted, also 1911 handle-bars; £32. or coneider ex-

change twin.—Dawson, 9, Glouceter Terrace, Swindon.

1 Q12 Matchless Motors: early deliveries 6h-p. cinteh
At/ model, 60 guineas; 1912 Hazlewood motors from
stock, 3 speeds!, free engine, 47 guineas; catalogues, par-

ticulars free; 1911 Rod^e, July. 320 miles, as new, spare

Talvee, tools, £40.—Ba Ifours. Motor Works, Banbury.

HUMBER. 1911, 3ih.p., 2-ppeed. be,<;t Mills-Fulford
sidecar with luggage grid, new Kempahall back

tyre, spare retreaded Clincber lunuseu), AutoclipKO

lamp, Whittle belt, ridden uader 2,000 miles, always
kept in excellent eondition ; Buying car; £47/10. —
Robinson, Windsor Terrace, Clifton, Bristol.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex. Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,

and Sussex.

1 Q12 Bradbury, chain drive; £59/10.— Below.
j

iqi2 6h.p. Zenith; £70/7-~x,elow. 3

Id 12 Win-Precisions, 2J. 34. 4i and 6h.p; cneh or
X«7 easy terma, £2 a, month.—Below.

"DEX, 3ih.p.. and sidecar, n. and B-; £12/10.—Bolow.

"DROWN, 2ih.p., just overhauled; £7.-Bclow

LIGHTWEIGHT, 2ih.p., just overhauled; £7/10.--'

Below.

LATE 1911 Win-Precision, Roc 2-6pcc(i. handle etnrV
ing, J >unlajt spcciula. nut done 500 miles ; £46.

— IJuU's Motor Mart, Bouthchurch Rd., Southond-ou-

1

Sea.

D.B.A. 1912 2'«peed Models in utock.—Bivett, Leyton-
stone.

.A. IS
Leytjnstono

"O.S.A. 1912 Frco Eni^ine Models in atock—Rivett,

B.S.A. 1912 Fixed Engino Models in stock.—RlreM,
Lryt.in.'<tono.

MOTOR 8upp]i(!.i,-Up-to-dato eto<-k at Rivett'e, 23«,
lli^'li lid.. Loytunstone.

A44 In ajinwariiKj ih<'sc advertisements it U desirable to mention " ^^hc Motor Ci/cle."
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Contributions to Club Prize Funds.
SECRETARIES of motor cycle clubs will be more

than usually interested in the latest decision of

the Manufacturers' Union regarding the method
that this body proposes to adopt for dealing with

trade contributions to club prize funds. Applica-
tions to makers from club secretaries for contributions

to their prize fund will be referred to the Secretary of

the Union, who will point out that the members of that

organisation have pledged themselves to support only

those events which are restricted to hona-fide private

owners, members of the organising club or neighbour-
ing clubs.

Contributions to ten of the most important events

of the year will be made without the restriction

regarding private owners, but no contribution will be
made to any open event which is not authorised by
the Auto Cycle Union, and such contributions will

only be awarded to whole day events, and will not

apply to hill-climbs and other competitions which take

place in the afternoon.

The above arrangement will secure uniformity in

the distribution of prize funds, hut it will prevent

many clubs from holding open competitions unless

they are willing to find all their own prizes without

depending on the trade for assistance.

Many clubs run their yearly competitions, and
particularly their closed events, without applying to

the trade for donations, but in the case of big open
events it is customary to look for such help.

The trade view is that open competitions are being

overdone, and that no good purpose is served by the

same trade riders competing against each other practi-

cally every week. This is a view which we have urged

on rnany occasions, not because we wish to disnarage

the trade riders in the slightest degree—in the

majority of cases they are excellent fellows and
thorough sportsmen—but on account of the gradually

growing discontent among ordinary club members
that they have no chance against expert trade riders

when they are competing on level terms.

In course of time club life mu.st suffer if the same
coterie of riders win all the best prizes. If the manu-
facturers' proposals stimulate competition among club

members it will be a good thing.

At the same time there is another view of the

question which should not be overlooked, i.e., whilst

the Manufacturers' Union confines . its attention to

conditions which are purposely directed towards

encouraging the ordinary member to take more interest

in his club events it will render good service, but

if its efforts go further and tend to curtail the

number of competitions, the reverse will be the case.

However, we are assured that its present most
laudable desire is to encourage club life and com-
petitions amongst club members only.

The above scheme, as regards makers of complete

machines, is already in operation, and the Manu-
facturers' Union, through its secretary, is now in

communication with all the motor cycle tyre and acces-

sory manufacturers, who have been informed of the

decision arrived at by the machine makers' section,

and asked for their views on the question with an idea

of similar conditions being arranged in their case Avhen

applications are made to tiiem for contributions to club

prize funds.

Of course there are a few clubs in the country which

will not be affected in the slightest by the scheme
outlined above, as they never solicit in any direction

for contributions to their prize funds.

A2I
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OUTSIDE FLYWHEELS.
AT the last Olympia Motor Cycle Show there

were two or three new-comers exhibited with

outside flywheels, and it is to discusis the pros

and cons of this design that the following article is

penned.
The points usually raised against the outside fly-

wheel are mud-throwing, the difiiculty of fitting an

adjustalile pulley, wear on bearings, and, ;occasionally,

the effect of gyroscopic action on' the steering. This-

last may be dismissed without going into! details, as,

after riding various outside fiywheeled raarhhies for-

the last seven years, the writer has never once noticed

this troulile on any of the several makes which he has

had under observation.

It is true that the flywheel is apt to throw mud, but

not to the extent that might be imagined, for- the rim

speed is so high that it cannot pick up much mud;
besides this, the wheel can be neatly protected from

mud by a light underscreen.

The Adjustab e Pulley Difficu'ty.

The ditticulty of fitting an adjustable pulley has

been a stumbling block for some time, but this trouble

is not insuperable; in fact, during the past year an

experimentaf mat-hine has been on the road fitted with

an outside flywheel and an aiijustable pulley, whic-h is

considernhfv simpler to adjust than the average pulley

as at present fitieii. Ai the time of writing dettiils

are not obtainahle for nublication, as the patents are

not yet completeil. Wear of crankshaft bejring.s is

a point very freely raised, but experience of well-made

machines tends to Dro\'e that, if properly designed, the

cranksnaft bearings on an outside fiywheeled engine

last at least as long as those with inside flywheels.

Quite recently I saw an otitside fiywheeled engine

stripped after more than four years' hard work, and the

crankshaft he;irings were apparently as good as the

day they were put in.

Now, the advantages of the outside flywheel are

many. Fir.itly, a flywheel with a larger diameter can

be employed and the weight placed well in the rim.

This allows the total weight to be considerably re-

duced, though the flywheel effect is the same.

Secondly, there are no internal wheeKs to churn up
the oil, and consequently throw it away from the big

end bearing. Thirdly, with this design split big ends
and one niece crankshafts are usual, luiih of which
have decided advantages, for the split big end can be
easily taken up when wear occurs, while a one piece

crankshaft cannot be erected out of line if it is turned

out correctly in the first instance.

A Few Instances, Ancient and Motlem.
From very early days we have had successful

outside flywhpele(i machines, and the old brigade will

remember the Clement-Oarrard and 2 '4 h.p. Buchet,
both of which were very good machines in their day.

In more recent rimes, the twin Premier made two or
three of the fastest laps in the Tourist Trophy of
igio. The litile Douglas has earned for itself a great

and well-dpser\ed reputaiion. The sweet running F.N.
has had an outside nywheel for years. And among pro-

mising newroniers we ha\'e the Veloce and Levis, also

the Wooler. of which we hope to hear more later.

Extremely good running at low speeds is a feature
of all well-designed outside flywhccled engines, but

AZ2

it must be remembered that the size and weight of the

wheel can be considerably overdone, and when this

is the case the machine vvill not accelerate quickly.

I cannot refrain from mentioning a short con-

versation overheard at the loio motor cycle show. A
pseudo-technical ^ customer was complaining of the

skin friction caused by an outside flywheel revolving

at high speed' in the air. This struck the poor tired

salesman' (who is by no means an unknown figure in

the motor cycle world) as going rather a long way to

find trouble, and he remarked, " Yes, sir, but we can
easily fit a lubricator for you."

Apparently there is a popular prejudice against the

outside flywheel, as many of the arguments t>rought

against it have little more in them than the above.

This article is not intended to be a w'holesale con-
demnation of the usual type of engine, but merely to

try and convince readers that, because a machine is

fitted with an outside flywheel, it is not necessarily

a freak, but may have manv good points. Surely

car manufacturers have reasons for placing the fly-

wheel on the end of the crankshaft and outside the

chamber. -

Oil Throwing.
While I write I aai reminded of another alleged

trouble, i.e., the throwing of oil from ttie main bear-

ings. After constant use of both tvpes of engine, I

can truthfully say that I have never found one type

worse than the other in this respect, and I cannot
see wdiy the outside flywheel should be accused of this

\dce. In almost every instance the pulley covers

the end of the crankshaft bearings, entirely protecting

the flywheel from oil ejected therefrom. On the
other hand, outside fiywheeled engines are usually

fitted w'ith a long plain bearing, Which is obviously a

better oil-retainer than a ball race, especially if fitted

with felt caps and other device-s usually employed to

make a reasonable oil joint where ball races are used.

Ubique.
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Rex G. Mundy (2,\ h.p. SinRor), second in tho lighlwei^lu class of Iho hill-climb

at Montangliiusl, Franco, last wook, Mundy had collecting pipus nttod to both
Inlets of the carburettor, but very little if any improvemout in speed resulted thereby.
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The Future of Engine Design.
By A.M.I.C.E.

SPEAKING to a friend recently, I asked his

opinion of the future of the motor bicycle.

Jestingly, but at the same time expressing his

serious opinion, he replied, '"There isn t to be a

future," and argument failed to move his conviction

that the motor cycle would be improved out of

existence.

The two-wheeled, dirty, skiddy, loathsome abor-

tions—to mention a few of the adjectives, etc, used

by this epicurean motor cychst—will die the death.

Fortunately, the motor bicycle is anything but the

black thing he paints it, and my friend's remarks may
be attributed to a mind diseased, due to his having

been luxuriating in an up-to-date high-powered limou-

sine car, watching someone else do the driving and
other work. He is like that. Nevertheless, I fancied

I detected a gleam of sanity when he said mth abso-

lute conviction, " This (191 2) is the last year of the

single-cylinder. The twin is coming." And I won-
dered. Changes are undoubtedly pending, and whilst

manufacturers of single-C3-linder engines are increas-

ing, and singles of large capacity are not now un-

common, there is an under-current of desire for a more
uniform torque, and smoother action generally.

Why the Demand has arisen.

There is not the slightest doubt that this coming, in

fact this present demand, is largely due to the inferior

design of many single-cylinder engines, slavish copy-
ing of outline with ignorance of principles, and in

other directions making every desideratum subservient

to the demand for efficiency, power, and compactness.
The result is seen in the tale of transmission and tyre

troubles, the demand for expensive speed gears, and
the call for more cylinders, to which the man in the
street lends his voice, imagining a crowd of little evils

better to be chosen than one great one.

The T.T. Races and various Brooklands events go
to confirm his opinion, because in these he sees the

result of greater power and not necessarily higher
efficiency, as he imagines. His call must, however,
be heard, and whether it will be answered by the

multiplying of cylinders, or a correction of inferior

design in the single, remains to be seen; doubtless, as
with most things, it will be a case of the sun-ival of
the fittest, but fitness in this case will be measured not
alone by depth of pocket, and length of patience,
necessitated by the greater cost and tuning needs of
the multi-cylinder, but by the demands of utiUty and
circumstance.

_
Were fitness to be decided by efficiency alone, the

single-cylinder would remain the monarch of motor
cycles, for an increase of cylinder dimensions within
an extremely wide range has showoi an increase of
thermal efficiency, and in the larger engines higher
mechanif»-l efficiency.

A well-designed single with correctly-shaped and
dimensioned valves and ports is one of the most
efficient power producers known, and possibly always

will be. In the future it may be made to run so

smoothly, and with so even a torque compared with

the average motor cycle engine of to-day, that the

rider and machifie need suffer no detriment and realise

no disadvantage in its employment.
Bearing this in mind, one wonders if there is any

real need for multi-cylinder engines, and if the

demand for -luxurious riding would not be more wisely

provided for, by improvement of the single with its

efficient simplicity, than by the multiplication of parts,

with the additional cost and complication. But there

will always be those to whom luxury appeals more than
any other feature, and they will say :

" If a correctly

designed single-cylinder will give us so large a measure
of our requirements, would not a similarly well

designed twin do better still?" and we have to answer
that in many respects it would. Although losing in

simplicity, and in both thermal and mechanical
efficiency, yet the twin will lend itself to a greater

power development for several reasons. As power
will be transmitted with less shock, lighter frame parts
may be used, lighter transmission and speed gears,

and possibly a lesser call upon the nerve forces of the
rider, owing to the smaller waves of vibration.

Another Aspect of Chain v. Belt Drive.
I am reminded of two machines identical in every

respect save transmission—one was belt, the other
chain drive through a clutch. It was absolutely im-
possible to jeel any difference in the machines, but a
run of 100 miles with the chain drive fatigued one as
much as a far greater distance on the belt- driven
machine. I could only attribute this to the unrealised
tremor or vibration caused by the chain links striking

the teeth, affecting super-sensitive nerves. The
heavier reciprocating parts of the single, not for-

getting the larger valves, stronger springs, "etc., all

more or less unbalanced (although possibly unrealised),
\\\& tell their tale of vibratinn to a greater extent than
the smooth running twin which should, therefore, be
less fatiguing. This, of course, merely from a com-
parative standpoint, the fatiguing effects due to vibra-
tion of a modern engine usually being negligible.

The smooth running twin will therefore be less

fatiguing, although developing more power than a
single of equal capacity. The bearings of a twin will

have a longer life, but the engine will not maintain
its tune so well.

In spite of the drawbacks one is bound to conclude
that the smooth humming ghde of the 500 c.c. twin
will be heard in the land. 191 3 will see many on the
road, but for purely utility purposes it will not, in mj
opinion, oust the single for many years to come.
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A Run on the Roc Tricycle.

MARCH 7th, igi2.

WE recently spent a most interesting morning in

the Roc works and on the road in the latest

pattern tricycle made by this firm.

Mr. A. VV. Wall is a great believer in something

more than a motor cycle and less than a car, but

ROC METHOD OF
TRANSMISSION.

A. Crank case. B. Bevel for magneto,
C. Reduction gear casing.

D. Starting gear case. E. Two-speed
gear case.

F. Shaft carrying the operating levers.

insists on the necessity of two driving wheels and _a

differential gear. As the tricycle stands in its present
redesigned form, it is a neat and light device on quite

unusual lines.

The frame consists of two large diameter tubes
swept downwards from a heavy motor cycle type steer-

ing head and fixed rigidly to the rear axle sleeves

;

two stout tie-rods, or rather tubes, slope backwards
and downward from the top of the head to a cross
member.
', The engine, which has a bore and stroke of 90 x

96 mm., is held rigidly in the frame from four points,

and carries at the back an aluminium casting wliich

forms a casing containing a spur gear reduction from
crankshaft to counter-shaft, a geared up bevel starting

device, and a two-speed gear similar to the Roc motor
cycle gear, giving a 40% reduction on the low ; besides
this,; the casing carries the magneto, which is bevel
driven from the crankshaft. The whole forms a neat
and substantial power unit. From the gear box a

propeller-shaft conveys the power to the rear live. axle

by means of bevel gears and a differential of the spur

type. The propeller-shaft is enclosed in a rigid tube,

which acts as an additional frame stay and does away
with the necessity of universal joints. The front forks

are of the motor cycle type, but extra strong, and
steering is accomplished by means of a long flat steel

tiller, which absorbs road vibration. On this chassis

is a comfortable two-seated egg-shaped body slung on
long laminated springs.

On the road we found the machine steady in grease

and particularly well sprung. The engine seemed to

have plenty of power, and the foot control made
traffic driving a pleasure, while the brakes, which are

of the band type oh the rear hubs, are powerful and
smooth in action.

We found all control levers come conveniently

to the right hand, and the exhaust lift arranged

so as to be gripped by the left hand, while

the starting handle is revolved from outside by the

right hand. The body is comfortable, and silence is

a feature throughout. In all these points there is

e\idence of forethought and caieful expeiiment

The redesigned Boc (ricycle, which has an air cooled engine and is gear driven.

The Motor Cycle in Germany and Austria.

A.S yet, notwithstanding reports to the contrary,

there is little or no evidence of the likelihood

of an early revival of the motor cycling spOrt

ill Germany. The Berlin movement, to wdiich we
recently referred is, at best, but significant of a

desire to raise the sport from the low level to which
it has fallen by degrees.

One of the few definite programmes for infusing life

into German motor cycling has been formulated by

tiie Magilcberg branch of the (jerman Cycling Federa-

tion, who.se rhiff interest, we may point out, centres

on the push-bicycle. The bianch invites its motor
cycling members to a mileage competition between

March ist and the second Sunday in September, b<jth

dates inclusive. Competitive touring is, however,

restricted to Sundays and public holidajs, and com-
petitors must bind themselves to cover at least i,.2 5o

miles (2,000 kilometres) They will receive ch.tM.i

\26

and checking cards from the branch's touring super-

intendent.

Austrian Club's Programme.

Turning to Austria, we note a greater activity, the

Allgemeine Motorfahrerverband, whose headquarters

are in Vienna, having already drawn up an intere-tiii|j

programme, including the following four meet'irg'--.

May 26th.—International hill-climb on the Rieder-

berghohe, open to racing and touring machines.

June 2nd.—Races on the St. Polten trotting course.

June jolh.—Races in the Neuenkirchner AUee.
July 14th.—Reliability run, round the Semmering.
The season will probably terniiiiale with a com-

petition on the Semmering itself, somewhere about the

middle of September. This hill, by reason of its

length, tortuousness, and steepness, affords plenty of

scope for expert and daring riding.
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Cost of Running a Motor C^cle.
I have received a number of frenzied protests from

variuus readers ag.iinst the estimates of motor cycling

expenses perpetrated by a contributor to a Sunday
- newspaper, who admits he has abandoned the pastime.

I think the extraordinary increase of the hobby must

be regarded as the most sati.'.factory answer to any

exaggerations of normal experience. For myself I

can only say that I have been a strenuous rider since

the first days of the era, and that I have never been

confronted by a single large bill, other than the invoice

,for the machine itself. On the rare occasions when
some defect of design or workmanship has necessitated

extensive repairs, the cost has invariably come under

the makers' guarantee, and I have jogged along very

comfortably from week to week and from year to year.

The normal expenditure of the average motor
bicyclist consists of frequent small disbursements for

petrol and oil, at the rate of about one shilling and
threepence a hundred miles for the former, and of

sixpence to eightpence a hundred miles for oil. Once
a month or so the purchase of a new valve or a new
sparking plug must be faced, which implies an outlay

of about three to five shillings ; and once in each season

the tourist requires a new belt, say a guinea, or a new
cover, say £^2. Except in rare instances other

; expenses are due to the fault or fancy of the rider. A
"reckless man will open his throttle on a tempting

stretch in a police-harried county, or round a blind

corner too quickly; a helpless man will have recourse

to the repairer for every puncture or leaky valve or

loss of a hundred engine revolutions. The resultant

fees must be debited not to the sport as a sport, but

to the individual as an individual.

The Commissariat Depar'ment.
Personally, like the majority of my riding acquaint-

ances, I have avoided accidents, fines, and long lists

. of items on a garage billhead. The heaviest expenses

I have incurred as a motor cyclist are due to my
personal idiosyncrasies, and have been deliberate

extravagances. I dislike scratch meals. Some men
get through a double century run on a packet of home-

made sandwiches and a flask of liquor from the

- domestic cupboard. I detest dry and crumbly sand-

wiches and lukewarm drinks ; when I am on the road,

I time my route to approach excellent hostelries in

'the neighbourhood of meal times, and foot the resultant

bills merrily. But I do not blame the sport; a tin

flask and sandwich case would obviate thisv waste.

Old and Ne-vir Accessories and Clothing.

Again, I loathe out-of-date accessories; I might

have economised to the tune of a small fortune by

- retaining an excellent Schmidt lamp and B. K. horn,

which I bought about 1903; both are still in use, and

. have cost little in repairs. But I sold them with my
IQ03 machine, and most seasons since have seen the

purchase of at least a brace of hooters and lamps.

Gross extravagance, I admit; but I do not blame the

sport.

I am, always seeing something new in clothing, and

spend pounds every year on new gloves, leggings, and
coats ; but there still hang in my garage the crude but

serviceable gannents I bought a long while ago.

Sometimes, too, when the weather is bad and I am
in a lazy mood, or the initial portion of my route lies

over roads 1 know and loathe, I travel part of the way
by train. Again I do not blame the sport. The
inevitable exj enses imposed on me compulsorily by

my adoption of motor cycling as my pet hobby have
never totted up to anything like ten shillings a Aveek,

even though I distribute them only over the four

months of the summer season.

Once a Motor Cyclist Always a Motor Cyclist.

I should not have the least hesitation in remaining

a motor cylist if Mr. Lloyd George taxed my income
do^m till I had but a humble dollar a week for spend-

ing m(.fiey ; though I admit I should then be a less

frequeni figure at hotels, retain my accessories as long

as ttiey.W'iuld hold together, wear somewhat weather-

beaten toj^gery, and absolutely eschew the railway train.

The essential and inevitable expenses of motor cycling

are ridiculously small for anybody who does not regard

every outing' and every hobby as a fresh opening for

lavish personal expenditure in sidelines ; and this is

true even of the amatettr novice, who may have to

acquire a little ruilimentary mechanical knowledge
before he can rank as independent of the repair shop.

I started on the hobby as that particular brand of

idiot w ho uses a hammer on an ordinary wood screw,

and never remembers which way a gas tap turns on or

off. Tliere were no handbooks availal>le, and machines

were very, very bad. But after I had once seen a

mechiinic grind a valve or adjust a trembler, I began

to do my own repairs ; and to-day—apart from machine
tools— I flatter myself I know more about motor cycle

repairs than 999 out of every 1,000 garage mechanics.

This knowledge has been earned on the road, and

I do not regret one moment of the delays in which I

acquired it, though some of them were very long.

A susgcstion of The Motor Cych is being adopted in. several quarters. To
silence effectively a motor bicycle is dilQcult owing to luck of space for a large

silencer, but with sidecar machines a large box can be attached tc the sidecar

frame as shown. The Rudse Co. are now trying the idea.
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How a Variable Gear is Made.
RECENTI^V we spent an instruc-

tive- morning, studying tlie manu-
facture and assembling of the
different parts of tlie Rudge

variable gear, a modified design of
which has recently made its appearance.
One of the most interesting processes is

the pressing o( the divided rear pulley
or .jelt nm. The two separate halves
are pressed from
" czzzzu-

E
-^

fiat circular
plates of steel.

The plate for the
outer or loose

flange undergoes
five pressing
operations t o
bring it to the
correct size and
shape, and three
more to wire the
edge for strength-

ening piirfioses.

The operations
can be easily fol-

lowed by refer-

ence to the ac-

companying line

drawings.
The , first pro-

cess brings the
flat plate to a
cup shape as in

fig. 1. Next th^ cup is reduced in

diameter, and the flange is begun
(fig. 2). The next two pairs of

dies bring the flange to a more cor-

-rect angle and further reduce the

diameter of the cup (figs. 3 and 4),

while' the final operation finishes the
angle of the pulley, and turns over both
inner and outer edges and cuts out the

centre. After this the drum is put in

a lathe apd the edges rleaned up. Then
begins the wiring. A wire ring is placed

inside tht larger of the turned-up edges,

and three more presses finish the wiring
by turning over this edge (as in figs.

1, 2. and 3b).

The inner or fixed flange is made in

a similar fashion, but needs fewer opera-

tions. When both flanges are finished,

the inner one is spoked to the wheel rira

and the outer is spol<ed to a secondary
hub, which lies outside the wheel hub,
and which is capable of being slid

laterally.

The Gear and Clutch.
Passing now to, the combined expand-

ing engine pulley and clutch, the first

thing to strike one is the compleLe mud-
guardmg of the device. The ample- ball

thrusts are protected by rings which
project over the outer edges of the pulley
flanges, and the belt and pulley are
shielded by a sheet-steel case extending
half round the pulley. It was discovered,
however, that the belt carried in a
certain amount of mud. consequently
louvres were cut in the front of the
shield to allow dirt to be thrown out by
centrifugal force, without permitting any
to enter from outside.
,- The lubrication also is very ingenious,

the oily vapour from the crank cas*

passing down the hollow crank spindle

and out through carefully positioned

holes to the ball races and clutch plates,

wjiile provisron is made' for external
oiling should it be considered advisable.

Before escaping to the air, the vapoui
passes through fine gauze supported., on

Sudse belt r:m pressini

showing various stages of

operation.

Iha new RuJge variable gear which has been
renaered neater and smaller.

Showing combined gear and clutch.

a disc of perforated tin, which catchei

the oil and prevents the ingress oi

mud. It is most fascinating to' watch
the assembling of the pulley and. clutch.

The " truth " of the pulley "flanges with
the central member is ensured by tlieir

^eina erected on a spei uit mandrel, which
can only be withdrawn in the case of

an accurate St.

The clutch is operated by a lever on
the left handle-bar through the hiedium
<.f a Bowden cable, while the gears are
operated by a long lever workitig in a

quadrant attached at a convenient posi-

tion on the tank. The lever ex-

pands the front pulley by means of

cams, and at the same time contracts
the rear pulley, or ru'<> crrsii; hy this

means the belt is always kept at the
same tension and the pulleys, 'are alwnya
in line The whole construction isi care-

fully carried out, all necessary parts
being hardened and ground, u

,- 'We described and illustrated on
January llth, page 46, a very interest-

ing two-stroke motor cycle engine called

the Schickel : we now illustrate the
novel magneto drive on this engine.
Tile engine i» of the three-port typi^

—

having no suction valve—and has a bore
and stroke of 32iii.,

A NOVEL MAGNETO DRIVE.

being
inlet

ports

pipe
with
and
that

Schickel 3pring drive

method.

the rating
5 h.p. The
and exhaust
and transfer
are all cast
the cylinder,

arranged so
the inlet gaa is

vaporised by the
hi^al of the exhaust
pipe. The magneto
IH carried in an

crank case, and is

whole mag
extension of the
advanced by rocking the
neto inside the cajie : it is driven direct

>3S'

from the crank
pin through an
ingenious spring
drive. The
lubrication is

carried out by
measuring a cer-

tain quantity
of oil into the
petrol tank and
allowing it to

feed in through
the carburetter.
We hear also

that this lubri-

cation has been
found quite suc-

cessful owing to

the construction
of the engine.
The engine is

carried in a
neat but strong frame, in which tUoro are'

Showing Schickel method
of currying tho magneto in

extension of cranli chamber.

no top tubes, their place being taken by
a cast aluminium tank, with which are
cast the lugs for the steering head, down
tube, and seal post.

TRIAL OF A M.R, CLUTCH
In our issue ol the-lSUi nil. we made,

reference to a multiple; disc..hub clutcli^

fitted to the .\loto-Heve- We had an op-!

portunity of testing one of these clutches
the other evening; and must say thai it

impiessed us most, favourably The
twenty-four clutch plates are .contained in

the hub of the hell rim. making a very
neat lilting. The extra weight Involved ia

bill 9 lbs. Although ihe engine is n small
one. tlie rtrive is taken up quite smoothly,
and the clutch started an eleven stone
rider from standstill without ditliculty.

The clutch is operated bv means of a
lever on the handle-bai- The makers in-

form us that the complete weight of th^
machine with clutch 's < nly 80 lbs.
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STATED in previous notes that every' cj-clist

. battalion in the Territorial Army had been
given authority to enlist one motor cyclist

officer and seventeen motor cyclists- under special con-
ditions.. It now appears that only certain battalions

were gi^en this permission, which will not become
general until April ist next, therefore those motor
cj'clists who wish to avail themselves of the excellent

terms offered should wait until March ha.s run its

course before they apply to the cyclist battalions to be
enrolled under the new conditions.

War Office Lethargy.
- Some four years ago a committee was formed to

consider the best means of assisting the War Office to-

form a corps or register of motor cyclists who would
be wilung to serve their country in the event of war.

Captain A. H. Trapmann was co-opted a member of.

thfs committee,, and in due course the results of. its

labours were laid before the War Office and were duly

pigeon-holed. A few months later Captain Trap-
mann drew up a sclieme on similar lines and sent it

to the War Office, also to be pigeon-holed. It "was

calculated that for. an expenditure of _;£2,ooo a year

500 motor cyclists could be organised, equipped, and
trained to their duties in the field. The next move
was Lord Haldane's announcement of the intended

formation of the " Technical Reserve," which

scheme never got beyond the announcement stage,

and did not propose to do anything more than register

the names and arldre^sses of those who owned motor
cycles and would be willing to serve their country in

an emergency. Latterly, a committee has been sitting

at the War Office to consii.ler the matter, but although

eighteen months have been devoted to this laudable
purpose, neitlier the committee nor the considerations

have got any " forrader," and motor cyclists are still

freezing in the outer atmosphere of military neglect.

The National Association of Cyclist Defenders.

Then early in January the N.A.C.D. sprang into

existence, and latterly it has been announced that

Captain Trapmann has consented to act as honorary

secretary, so one feels very much like exclaiming,

".Here we are again!" Verily, there are more ways
of making an engine work than tickling the carbu-

retter.

The object of the N.A.C.D. is to form corps:

of twenty-five cyclists all over the kingdom. Some of

these corps (London, Coventry, Liverpool, Man-..

Chester, and . Glasgow) will be composed entirely of

motor cyclists; in less populous centres corps will be

mixed. Members register their names and addresses

and engage to come out and serve their country, in

theeaseof invasion, but in order to render members,
capable, of .doing useful service in such an emergency
they will have opportunities in peace time of leammn

their duties, of attending lectures on scoulmg,
demolitions, despatch riding, etc., and of working
occasionally in conjunction with the military, more
especially with the cyclist battalions of the Territorial

Army, and with the regulars at manceuvres. It seems
to be just the very scheme that was wanted by most
of us, and one that motor cyclists in general will be
glad to support until the War Otlice sweeps out its

pigeon holes and gives us something better. Perhaps
now that it has been put on its mettle it may make an
effort. In the meanwhile, motor cyclists are joining

the N.A.C.D. at the rate of several dozens a week.

Motor Cyclists in the T :rritorial Army.
It is rumourei.l that somewhere about Easter time an

attempt will be made to summon a vast mobilisation

of motor cyclist members, and thus to demonstrate to

the authorities not only the mobility of the motor
cyclist, but the advantages of the new organisation.

Also there is very good reason to believe that only

those motor cyclists who actually belong to the Terri-

torial Army, or to some recognised branch thereof,

will be invited to volunteer, and if I may venture into

the realms of jirophecy I would ventuc.-e to state that

the newly-formed N.A.C.D. will be asked to furnisli

all the motor cyclists required by the mihtaiy authori-

ties_ who cannot be supplied by the Territorial Cyclist

Battalions. The obviou.s advice to motor cyclists viho

wish to take part is to join one or the other of these

institutions at an early date.

,
Lance Corporal J. W. Watt, who lelieves that he was the first militir.y motor

cyclist in Scotland. Last year he was attached to the 1st Highland Div. Tel. Co.,
K.E.T. Aberdeen, and camped at Monkton, Ayrshire.
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Hydrogen Peroxide in

Acetylene Generators.

THE article on the use of Hydrogen peroxirle m
acetylene generators which appeared ui the

issue of January 2Sth, although interesting,

was limited, due no doubt to a misconception of

facts on the part of the author. When this applica-

tion of hydrogen peroxide was first suggested it seemed

to open up a great many possibilities, but a little

logical thought on the physical and chemical proper-

ties of hydrogen peroxide and commercial carbide will

convince anyone that the possibilities are very

limited.

..-The properties of liyurogen peroxide were ably

shown by Mr. A. Renfred Myhill in the afore-

mentioned article, and he emphasises the absolute in-

stability of this substance, even of very weak solu-

tions, and it might be added that even shaking under

certain circumstances Avill produce decomposition.

This being so any solution of hydrogen peroxide

placed in a generat'oi on such a vibrating body as a

motor cycle or car will be, to a great extent, decom-

jiosed into water and oxygen, the latter escaping by

the air vent placed in the top of the generator, and

so the conclusion is that if there be any advantage in

its use it w-ill only be initial and not lasting. This is

(inly one of the many instances which go to prove its

instability and its unsuitability for generator work.

The Purifying Effect.

But supposing for the sake of argument hydrogen

jieroxide were stable and could be used for any length

of time retaining its strength to the last, the strength

of solution suggested by Mr. Myhill is S(j small that

the amount of available oxygen would be negligible

even if extraneous circumstances could be excluded.

The acetylene Imrner the author experimented with

passes approximately 14 litres per hour, and the water

consumed was about 12 c.c. per hour. Now tjie sug-

gested strength, 2 ounces of hydrogen peroxide (20

xols.) to X pint of water, is a 10% solution. Now 20

vols, liydrogcn [)eroxide, being interpreted, means
ihat one volume will give 20 volumes of oxygen, or

one volume of a 10% solution will give two volumes

of oxygen. That is, for every 14 litres or 14,000 c.c.

acetylene there will be 24 c.c. oxygen, or to put it

liriefly, .17% of the gas would be oxygen. This (|uan-

lity is very small, and is not likely to have any material

effect on the candle-power of the light by directly

aiding its combustion as suggested by Mr. Myhill.
" But, how is the candle-power affected as shown l)y

Mr. My hill's curves?" one will .ask. These curves

are practically valueless, for apparently the necessary

])recaulions were not taken to ensure, what is abso-

lutely essential for a comparison of that descrijUion,

that the consumptions and the pressures at

the burner were identical. However, the addition

of hydrogen peroxide would have the effect of raising

by FRANK HARVEY.

the candle-power owing to its purifying effect on the;

gas. Commercial carbide contains many impurities,

both inorganic ' and organic, w'hich when acted oh ;by

water are given off with the ai:etylene. Afnongst^

these impurities are compounds of sulphur and'phos-,

phorus. Sulphuretted hydrogen is the chief of these,;

and has a great affinity for oxygen, and so any oxygen^

which the hydrogen peroxide will give up is used",

up in what is termed "oxidising" this impurity..

One of the substances formed by this oxidation of

imjiurities is sulphuric acid, which will and does

readily attack the metal container, and one W'hich the

author has shows distinct signs of corrosion.

To Obtain the Best Light.
The chief points for consideration in endeavouring

to obtain the maximum candle-powder are

—

T. Purity of the acetylene evolved.

2. Pressure of the gas at the burner.

3. Design of burner and lamp.

Acetylene may be purified by the above method,
but for reasons stated it is undesirable. The method
the author would suggest is to have a separate chamber
made of a non-corrosive material and fill it with small,

lumps of pumice or Kieselguhr soaked with chromic

acid or an acid .solution of cuprous chloride. The gas

is passed through this and thence to the burner.

The pressure of the gas at the burner has a very

great effect on the candle-power 'of the dight. The
candle-power of any light, as Mr. Myhill demon-
strated, depends on the amount of oxygen or air which
is .supplied to it. This is called aeration, and the

aeration depends upon the pressure. It Would be
possible to supply acetylene at such a pressure that

it would take up enough air to become non-luminous,
and nearly as hot as the oxy-hydrogen blowpipe, but
unfortunately acetylene is not sta;ble at high pressures

.and explodes with great violence. This effect of
pressure shows that a properly designed burner should
give just the ptessure sufficient to "inject" enough
air at the burner to obtain tn.e maximum candle-
|)ower, and this is what manufacturers aim at. Of
ciiurse, this pressure deiiends upon the facility with
which the air gets to the flame", and very often a little

hole is placed in the burner near the hole from which
the acetylene escapes to allow the air to be drawn in

more freely. Tt is advisable, therefore, when buying
a burner to jiurchaso one used or recommended by the

lamp makers.
Filially, the explanation given by Mr. A. Myhill,

"(he excess of oxygen in an acetylene light cools the

flame down and .so decreases the candle-power," is a
misconception of fact, and the writer begs to remind'
liini of the abnormal heat obtained from the oxy-
ac(-tylcne blowpipe, which gives an entirely non-.

luminous flame.
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How to Exhibit a Badge.
Sir,—5Iay I offer to your readers a method of fixing a badge

on their machines which is both simple and effective. All
that is necessary is to drill two small
holes in the extreme front of the
front mudguard, and make two small
brass angle plates. Fix these on *"

the front mudguard with small pins,
and touch up with paint of the
same colour as the machine. The
badge can then be easily fixed to the
front part of the angle plates with
two more small pins.

I have fixed my A.A. badge in
tiiis manner, and find it is out of
the way, keeps fairly clean, and is

most easily seen bv all users of
night, as the lamp lights it up splendidly. Perhaps the
enclosed rough drawing will make my meaning more clear.

A.A. badge.
Brass angie plates.

Number plate.

D Mudguard.

the road, even at

THOS. E. HAMPTON.
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An Aaxiliary Sidecar Coupling.
Sir,—I have pleasure in submitting to you a sketch of an

auxiliary sidecar coupling which I have patented No. 25027.
It consists of one

steel tube telescoping ,_y_
into a larger steel

tube, with a clip and
bolt brazed on to one
end to fasten the
inner tube m position.

Both these tubes have
jaw clips brazed
into one end, wliich
couple up to other
clips on the front
down tube of the
motor cycle and the
longitudinal tube of

the sidecar.

The idea of the
above is to strengthen
the front portion of

the sidecar, and take
away the swinging
and fagging motion when rounding corners. It keeps the
sidecar perfectly rigid. P. H. COCKCROFT.

Experiments with Hydrogen Peroxide.
Sir,— I should be glad if I may be allowed to correct

a misunderstanding which seems to have arisen out of my
article on "Experiments with Hydrogen Peroxide."

I refer to the danger of its use. Many people with whom I

have conversed on the subject have expressed a desire to adopt
the idea, but are afraid to do so on account of the possibility

uf explosion.

Let me say, once and for all, that if the proportions
recommended, viz., 2 ozs. of 20 vol. H^O, per pint of water
are adhered to, there is absolutely no danger whatei-er. An
txplofion under such circumstances is a physical impos-
sibility.

I suppose the little incident I described of a friend of

mine, whose generator exploded, has been the cause of all

the discussion, but this case was the result of experimenting
with a solution far and away stronger than any J. used or
should dream of using. It is possible to blow the generator

to pieces if you purposely try to do so, but I think tliis is

the only case in which there is any fear of explosion.
I should be glad if you would call attention to this matter,

as I see there are comments, not altogether favourable to

me, in other periodicals besides The Motor Cycle.
A. RENFRED MYHILL.

Inclined Engines.
Sir,—I have noted a letter in The Motor Cycle signed by

"Vertical," in which my name is mentioned several times,

and which letter appears to have been written by a

gentleman in the trade who has an axe to grind.

If he will kindly mention his name, I will endeavour to

reply to his query. W. H. WELLS.

Sir.—With reference to " Ixion's " remarks of the 8th ult.

,

and the correspondence that has followed, on inclined engines.

Casting the radiating fins on certain inclined engines paralle]

to the gi'ound has always appeared to me to be wrong. If the

fins are disposed horizontally, then when the machine is in

motion they travel in the path of least resistance, whereas tlie

more forcibly air is made to impinge on them the more heat

will be carried away. If the fins were disposed at an angle,

and with easy entry between tliem, as in the diagram, then,

MWU.

OiVeefTon of '£

Travel

owing to the sudden change of direction imparted to the rusli

of air as it entered between them, it would be kept in close

contact as it traversed the fins, and thus more heat would be
dissipated. •

With the usual arrangement practicalljf only such heat as
is a<;tually radiated is swept away, and m many engines the
radiating surfaces are not developed sufficiently, hence such
engines quickly store heat.

Whetlier the few makers who incline their engines and
omit to alter the radiating fins to lie parallel to the ground
in accordance with custom do so by design, or merely to
simplify the pattern, can only be surmised.

MELANZIE.
[This letter was unavoidably held over.

—

Ed.]

The Ideal Military Motor Cycle.
Sir,
—

" Celeriter," in his Jlilitary Notes of the 22nd ult.,

invites one to express an opinion as to the best type of motor
cycle for use in military operations. Under item No. 1,

"Celeriter" proposes that the machine should be able to
go "dead slow" amongst troops. Most motor cycles to-day
are capable of slow speeds, and when a speed of less than
five miles per hour becomes necessary, it would be better
to disengage the clutch and dismount. The order "dis-
mount" is generally given to pedal cyclist corps when
rningling with other branches of the service. When not
given, the dismount more often than not occurs in-
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voluntarily, or by t!ie wily design of tiie foot or horse
soldier—over goes the iron liorse contingent into a most
inartistic heao.
A motor cycle used under military authority would have

at times to do very rough work ; crossing over fields, through
water splashes and stretches of sand, consequently a 4 h.p.

machine weighing only 112 lbs., as suggested by " Celeriter,"

would soon be suffering from a very bad attack of the
rickets. On the other hand, if the machine were of the
heavy gun-waggon type, it would prove cumbersome and
unwieldy with equipment attached, and be a source of delay
when bsing removed from a place of hiding. Into a place of

hiding it would have to be often placed when the rider was
with any advanced party. The type of motor cycle which
would perhaps be best suited for the task might answer
to the following specification; the object being to have the
medium article in size and weight, and for this size and
weight to possess maximum strength: 34 h.p. single or

3| h.p. twin engine fixed well above the ground, strong and
exceptionally well .sprung frame, variable gear, preferably
three speeds with clutch combined, tyres 2|in. of first quality,

a. carrier extra strong and capable of securely supporting
the weight of an average man, no plated parts wlratever, and
the enamelled ones to be' either dark green or khaki in

colour. Last, the machine would have to be as silent as

possible, otherwise anyone engaged in scouting might as

well carry a i«)werful rattle and cry, "I'm on your track,

Martin." Good soldiers should be well equipped; but good
equipment does not, of itself, make good soldiers.

AUTO MILITAIRE.

Sir,—Your military coutributor "Celeriter" need wait no
longer for his ideal motor cycle. The two-speed Douglas
just about fills liis requirements. It will travel at from
three to forty miles per hour, or average thirty miles per
hour for hours over give and take r jads ; climb anything up
to 1 in 4 from a standstill, tow a cyclist or a light sidecar

over all but the worst hills, and weighs only a- few pounds
over the hundredweight he stipulates.

I am speaking from about nine months' experience of a
1911 model E, but I suppose the 1912 model K, one of which
1 am anxiously awaiting delivery of, is even better.

An advantage of such a mount which "Celeriter" does

not mention is that it can be ridden without damage over

rough ."surfaces where one would hesitate to take the ordinary

heavyweight. J. C. BENNETT-MITCHELL.

An Australian Engineer's Mount.
Sir,—I have been a constant reader of The Motor Cyr/c

fur many years, and have always thoroughly enjoyed it.

Thinking you would be interesied, I enclose a photo-

graph of my new free engine two-speed gear motor cycle,

which I have recently completed, in reference to the engine,

the cylinders are 3in. bore by 3^in. stroke, ihc ladiators aie

machined out of the solid ; the body of

cylinders below the radiators is

machined and polished. The combustion
space is larger than the bore of tlie

cylinder; this allows of large diameter
valves. The cylinder heads are detach-

able, and are secured to tlie cylinders

with six .stud.s. The undersides of the
valve heads have i^-in. diameter pins

jirojectiBg. These work througli a

.-^Ijcctacle plate which is secured to the
detachable heads. If the valve heads
break off they cannot fall into the cylin-

der, as they arc caught by the spectacle

plate. Up to now tlicac pins and plates
liave Bot caused ])re-)gnition.

Titc crank case is of gun metal,
machined and polished ; the fiywlieels

are of cast iron ; the crank.-;hafts of

<'ast steel (hollow), lin. diameter; the
irank pin cast steel (hollow), l^in.

diameter, Iiardencd and ground; the
main bushes are patent metal ; the
(onnecling rods aie mild steel, machined
out at the sides to form an H section

;

'

tile big ends have pliosjilior bi'onze bear-
ings, and tlie small erul beaiings are cast- '^ *•""=''' "'^^ni""

>teel hardened and ground ; the gudgeon pins are of mild I

steel, ca-^e-harrtened ; the levers for working the tajipet rods |

are fitted with rollers running on the cams ; the exhaust lifts
are so arranged that the back cylinder is cut out first—this is
handy for traffic ; the magneto is chain-driven ; and the chain
runs in an oil bath.
The back wheel hub is the same as is fitted to the V.S.

machine : this two-speed and free engine gear has given me
every satisfaction. lam using a Whittle belt for transmission
top gear 3,3 to 1, low gear 6.6 to 1. The machine has two
stanos (the front one, not shown in the photograph, is just
under the magneto), and weiglis 2 cwts. My weight is
15^ stones.

The tyres were specially made by the Barnet Glass Rubber
Co., having square treads |in. thick at the centre of the tread.
The trame is of Chater-Lea parts, altered as shown. I
designed and built the engine tliroughout.

In conclusion, I may say that it took me eighteen months
to build the complete machine, which was done in spare time
in my private workshop.
Wishing T/ie Motor Cycle every success.
Victoria, Australia.

"

V. E. E. GOTCH.

Hill-climbing.
Sir,—I have noticed in your journal that Mr. Frank Smith

IS desirous of finding a hill in England on which to test
the hill-climbmg powers of his Clyno and sidecar, which
he almost guarantees will climb any hill in the country.
May I draw his attention to a little "pimple" we havem the Isle of Wight. The hill I am referring to is Tulse
Hill, Ventnor. This hill is what one might term "short
and sweet," the length being a bit under the quarter of
a mile, and the gradient is, I should say, about 1 in 2^.
I may also add that the surface is good. This hill is said
to be the shortest and steepest hill in England, and no
doubt the correct length and gradient would be given Mr.
Smith (if required) if he writes to the Town Surveyor of
Ventnor. May I congratulate Mr. Smith on his previous
records. 1.0.W.
[The Town Surveyor of Ventnor, Mr. H. Hughes Oakes,

C.E., kindly informs us that the gradient of this hill is
at the bottom part about 1 in 4, top part about 1 in 5.
The hill is- open to ordinary traffic, but little used.—El).]

Improvised Variable Pulley Gear.
Sir,—Perhaps the following tip concerning the Blumfield

adjustable pulley would interest your readers.
Into the knob which lias to be "pressed in when the gear

is altered a piece of steel bar should Be screwed so as to
project about {m. To the end of this piece of steel is
brazed a round disc about lin. diam. If the disc be
pressed in with the foot when engine is running, the gear
\yill be raised, and if pressed, in when the exhaust valve is
lifted the gear will be lowered.

Of course there are no means of taking up the slack in
the belt This comes in useful for tightening the belt

built by an Australian motor cyclist. (See accompinying letlar./

wluin it 13 slipi)ing, slow riding in towns, and picking up
on hills. ZEDEL.
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dissatisfied with English Machines. One Reason.
Sir. I read with some inttrest the paragraph re Donald

Lai-ke headed "Dissatisfied with English Machines." I
also noted your remark thereon, but you might jiave added
that Mr. Larke happens to be the agent for the Pierce motor
cycle. American papers please copv.

- W. F. ROGERS.

The Dust Nuisance.
Sir,—I shall be glad to know if any of your readers can

suggest any means of preventing dust being thrown up by
the back -wheel. It may seem rather early yet to worry
about dust, but it will soon be due. My experience of motor
cycling is that it is much easier to keep oneself in a pre-
Bentablo- state' in winter than it is in summer.. I ride -i

1911 Triumph, and do not want a better mount ; but I

slioald like to be able to eo. for a snin in the summer
<Kifhout knowuii; that by the time I had do.it twenty miles
my face ana the back of mv head would be m an awful
state of dust.

] feel sure that the dustr must be thrown up by the
back wheel. Are there not any means of preventing this?
If you would b^ so good as to insert this letter, perhaps
a discussion on the subject may lead to some remedy being
found.

'

S.H.M.

[The only remedy for dust is to treat the road surface- with
a suitable tar preparation. More dust thrown up by other
vehicles settles on the rider than rises from his owu
driving wheel.

—

Ed.]'

Necessity is the Mother o! Invention.
Six',—I see in a recent issue of l^he Motor C'l/de, under the

above heading, that Mr. A. B. Bennett asks me what plan I

would adopt to thaw a generator on a frosty night when thfj

date of the last'snowfall was some time during the previous
winter. If Mr. Bennett would care to put himself i;; com-
munication with me (my address is The Beeches, Bassingborn,
Cambs.) I shall have great pleasure in giving him full particu-

lars of the method employed on several uccasions by me to

thaw a frozen geneiiior, and I i-an assure him that it has been
a great success, and is very much cheaper and more efficient

than thawing the generator over a ^/ctrol fire, and he need
have no necessity to wait for the next snowstorm.

I have never tried Mr. J. B. Dall's method of warming the
geneiator at the silencer whou the engine is running, and I

do not think liat the gases coming from the silencer would
have the desired effect, as I always find that chu exhaust when
it leaves the silencer is nearly cold, except perhaps after a
long run, and even then it would be a long job to thaw the
generator.

When I wrote my original letter to you I related the method
I adopted a few days before. We in East .\nglia had a fall

of snow, but perhaps in Mr. Bennett's locality there was no
snow. (Dr.) BELBY CLARE.

Three and Four-wheeled Cyclecars.
Sir,—In view of the keen interest that is now centring

round the motor cycle type of passenger vehicle, the probable
Supremacy of the four wheeled class : as opposed to that of

tliree wheels, is. I feel sure, a matter of vital interest to all

those who have in any way studied the problem of runabout
construction.

1, therefore, make no apology for this letter.

I have- endeavoured to take a totally unbiassed view with
regard to the relative merits of the two types of vehicle.

Viewing the matter, therefore, with all impartiality, I have
come to the following conclusion. That the fom'-wheeled
vehicle weighing under 5 cwts. will obtain absolute
supremacy over its rival the three-wheeled runabout.
' Having inade my statement I will now give my reasons.

The three-wheeled vehicle labours under the following dis-

advantages.
To deal firstly with the seating problem. If the two seats

are placed side by side between the two front wheels the
weight over the rear driving wheel is insufficient to cause
efficient road adhesion, and satisfactory running under all

weather conditions is impossible. If the passenger be placed
in front of the driver (as in the old forecar) the aim of the
machine is totally defeated, as all sociability is lost. If, on
the other hand, the driver and passenger are placed one each
side of the.. tear wheel the seating space is very^res'tricted,
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and in the case of there being only the driver on board,
the balance is aaversely affected.
Now with regard to the mechanical side of the rear-driven

three-wheeler.
. The first and uiremosl objection is inacces-

sibility of the rear wheel What modern car owner would be
content to squat in the mud and mend a puncture in the
pouring rain ? The modern runabout owner is not going
to- be content to do so either ; he is going to demand inter-
changeable wheels, and he is going to get them too, on the
foiu'-wheeler

Then the driving strain on the rear wheel must ce
abnormal. What car designer would be satisfied to transmit
8 h.p. through one 3in. tyre ? (gnoring the load which it

IS imperative that the rear wheel should cairv in ordei ',o

obtain proper road adhesion, we still have conditions which
determine the life of the rear tyre as being—at th" i^fistr—but
a short one.

llow as to the case of the four-wheeled vehicle.
By adding a wheel at the rear we obtain the following

conditions—conditions absolutely indispensable where satis-
factory service is to be obtained

Firslly, all four wheels are directly accessible, and, where
desired, interchangeable

Secondly, both weight ana driving strain are shared by
two tyres, thus ens iring an increased tyre life of at least
10O_% over and above that of the three-wheeled vehicle.

Thirdly, the necessary road adhesion is obtained without
coiTupting the design by an effort to place abnormal weight
over the rear wheel.
FourtUy, the stability obtainea is all that can oe desired.

It, therefore, seems. obvious that, taking everything into con-
sideration, the services which the "n-iotor cycle type of
passenger vehicle will have to give demand the provision of
four wheels, ana that the three-wheeled type ' will never
quite supply the want which so rlf-.a.rlv exi«t.'5 tV a machine
of this class.

If I have in any way over-rated the indispensability of
the fourth wheel, I shall be only toe glad to hear of any
sufficient reasons for an alteration in my opinions.

CilLBEPvT J. ALLDAY.

Pillion Seats.

Sir,—Referring to your illustration of a lady and gentle-
man on a pillion seat, I wish to say that my wife
and myself took a tour from Edinburgh down to Towyii in

PILLION SEATS. A tour from Edinburgh to North Wales was undertaken
by the riders depicted.

Wales, exactly in the same way as the illustration shows.
I enclose -you a couple of illustrations, one showing the

seat exactly as it is, and the other snowing my wife on it.

The cycle is a 3^ h.p. Bradbury with a fixed gear, and
took us both down there and a week's tour round the
Snowdon district without pny involuntary stoppage of any
description. My wife says she would no more go in a
sidecar on some of the roads that we traversed than fly.

CHAS. .0. COX.
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Multi-pole Sparking Plugs.

Sir—We would like to point out in reply to the letter

from : Mr. Clifford Pressland on the above subject that,

whether a Lodge double-pole plug and an ordinary plug
are used with a single-pole magneto, or whether two
ordinary plugs are used with a double-pole magneto, the two
spark gaps are "in series" in either case. We think that

our diagrams in your issue of February 15th should liave

made this quite clear.

In winding an armature you can either "earth" one

end of the secondary winding and have, say, a pressure of

100 volts positive at the other end, or you may "earth" the

middle point of the winding and have 50 volts positive

at one end and 50 volts negative at the

other. You can also wind the armature without any
" earth " connections, and then the pressure may be any-

thing from to lOO volts at either end, the actual pressure

depending on the external circuit.

Of these three methods, the first is that used in a single-

pole magneto, and the second and third are those used in

double-pole magnetos. So far as straining the insulation is

concerned there is practically no difference with armatures
of similar size. To get the same spark pressure, the same
amount of wire must be wound on the armature which-
ever method of winding is used, and there is the same
amount of space available for insulation ; any difference is

merely in the arrangement of the insulation. Therefore if

the double-pole magneto is the same size as the single-pole

magneto, the strain on the insulation is no greater in the

case of the single-pole magneto firing at two plugs in series

than it is in the case of the double-pole magneto firing at

two plugs in series.

We should like to make it quite clear that we do not

wish to detract in any way from the value of the double-pole

magneto, and, in fact, we have always made the Lodge coils

on this double-pole principle, but nevertheless the advantage
of being able to fire in two places in the cylinder simultane-

ously can be obtained with the ordinary single-pole magneto
by using the Lodge double-pole' plug; and this without there

being the least danger of straining the magneto.
LODGE BROS. AND CO.

A.C.U. and M.C.P.A. Committees.

Sir,—The paragraph on page 225 in your last issue prompts

me to ask the favour of your wide circulation in order to

acquaint members of the A.C.U. with the present-position of

affairs concerning the General Committee. . One of the early

members of the Union—then called the Auto Cycle Club— J.

have served upon the committee for several years, and always
endeavoured to jealously guard the 'interests of private

owners, as have also other practical motor cyclists represent-

ing individual members and affiliated clubs. But during the

past four years the trade element, small at first, has in-

ireased to an extent which now threatens the future welfare

of the A.C.U. as the governing body of the sport. Some of

I hese gentlemen are connected with the Manufacturers' Union,
;ind skould that organisation ever differ from the A.C.U.
upon some important policy, it is a n-'it'iral expectation that

;ill trade members would hold toget 3r in committee and
iiut-TOte the delegates who have no axes, to grind.

Tka self-constituted "progressives' committee" announce
that they wish to reform the policy of the A.C.U. and bring
in to the fold a large accession of members—an ingenuous
statement seemingly drafted to ma-sk other intentions. Because
of log-rolling that had reached beyond rensonable limits, a
lacit understanding was come to amongst the private owners
on tbe committee that the tnide element ought to be excluded
from the Competitions Suh-conimittee, and was put into prac-

tice foi 1910 and 1911; is it only a coincidence thiit some
ijf the " excluded " are the moving spirits starting the
wrongly-named "progressives'" ciimpaign? Tlie intention is

more clearly rcvc^aled by the two lists of names recommended
Mt suitable men reH|>ectivcly to represent individual members
and afliliatod clubs.

Yoa, sir, have directed attention to the fact that the list

for indiyidual members includ'jfi seven gontleinen actively
engaged in the motor cycle trade and three indirectly in-

terested Perusal of the list for anili''tcd club delegates is

also worth consideration, for of the eighteen names five are
.-ictively engaged in some section of the tiadc, live are in-

directly interested, five are private owners, but the standing
of the remaining three is not known to the writer. There-

fore, I deduce that ' the thirty suggested names comprise
twelve actively engaged in the trade, eight indirectly in-

terested, seven private owners, and three whoni I cannot
place. Comment is needless.

It has been charged against myself and others of my way

.

of thinking (who for years have spent much time with the
sole object of making the A.C.U. a truly influential organisa-
tion) that we are not practical motor cyclists. If by practi-

cal is meant taking part in hill-climbs and speed contests, 1

must plead guilty and be placed in the same category with
my friends on the committee who ride machines for pleasure,
but we drove motor bicycles before some of our critics had
left school.

Were the Manufacturers' Union not in existence I could
not dissent from the view that help from many members
of the trade would be a useful ,asset to an A.C.U. com-
mittee; but the amicable arrangements entered' into between
the manufacturers and the A.C.U., for joint conferences upon
matters in which the trade is concerned, at once disposes
of that contention. The recent meeting of men officially

representing both bodies, who 'mutually drafted the rules for
the one day and six days' trials, proves that the responsible
leaders of the trade are quite satisfied. Through their own
organisation members of the motor cycle industry possess
adequate means for full expression of opinion, and, backed
by that influence, such desires will, I hope, always carry
the weight they deserve with the A.C.U. No private owner
would dare suggest that he is entitled to be represented upon
the trade' body or to "vote in committee whilst he has his
own recognised association also to render assistance.

The only means of communicating with the individual
members of the A.C.U. is through the medium of the Press.
If their important interests are to be respected, it is essential
they should attend the annual general meeting to be held
this (Thiirsday) evening at eight o'clock at the H.A.C. Build-
ings, 89, Pall Mall, London, S.W.

H. P. E. HARDING, a Vice-chairman of the A.C.U.

Sir,—In the report of the Progressives' meetings, I notice
that the chairman stated "it would take steps to suppress
bad manners at public gatherings." . Excellent in , theory,
but in practice not adopted, for this "body" must be
hard pressed for good men, when it includes upon its recom-
mended lists the names of 'the ringleaders who created
disturbances at two public dinners in London a few weeks
ago. The Motor Ct/cie commented strongly upon the conduct
of these men a week afterwards.

INDIVIDUAL MEMBER,.
[If this be the case, surely it is a good move to have the
exuberant members on the committee with a - view to

persuading them to exhaust their superfluous energies in
keeping general order.—En.]

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Mr. F. W. Finnemore writes: "I rode a Veloce with

two-speed gear in the Sutton Coldfield Trials. Owing to

the breakage of a ball race, I was unable to complete the
course."
' The Rom Tyre and Rubber Co. (1909), Ltd., write. "In your
last issue we notice ' Ixion's ' remarks in regard to tyi-es,
' Nothing gives quite as high a security factor as steel on the
worst type of grease, but steel studs strain the fabric casing
and cause undue sideslips on smooth stone or wooden
sm'faces.' ' We quite agree that steel .studs alone, while
they grip the worst grease, slip on smooth stone or wooden
surfaces if dry. This, however, must not be confused with
the combination non-skid, such as the Rom, as this incor-

porates rubber with steel, the steel gripping on tlie grease,

but the rubber projections performing their function as a
non-skid on all dry surfaces, stone setts, etc. As regards
the studs injuring the casing, this is quite impossible by
reason of the sjiccial construction of the casing and tread."

LOST AND FOUND.
We receive many letters regarding accessories, etc.. both

" Lost and Found," whicti we are unable to iind space tor.

As those particular matters are ot interest lo two persons
only, viz.. the Hnder and the loser, we keep a list oi such
articles, and, should we receive a letter trom the finder
which corresponds to the article lost, the two persons are
put into communication.
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THE G.W.K. CYCLECAR.

The G.W-.K. chassis.

AX interesting little four-wlieeled i-uuabout is the
two-cylinder- Ct.W.K., wliieh is soundly constructed
throughout, and is a thorouglily practical' little
vehicle on motor cycle lines. Its moti^x power is a

two-cylinder vertical, water-cooled Coventry Simplex engine,
86 X 90 mm., 1,046 c.c. : the magneto and water pump are
driven o"ft' the camshaft.

Reav view showing"; change s;eed lever (inside), rear braise lever (ouiside),
clatch, foot brake and accelerator pedals, rear axle, propeller-shaft, and
torque rod.

The frame is of pressed steel, and the engine is carried
transversely in it on two cross -members. The engine is

situated midway in the frame, and both it and the trans-
mission may be easily reached by lifting a lid in the coach-

.. work behind the driver's seat. The large flywheel acts as a
friction disc, the friction wheel which engages with it being
faced with a special fibre preparation. The system of drive
and geaj-ing will be familiar to our older readers when we
tell them that it is somewhat similar to that used on the
Armadale tricar. The square shaft carrying the fibre wheel
is kept in contact with the disc of the' flywheel by means
of a strong adjustable spring. The forward end of the
square shaft carries the foot brake drum, while its after
end terminates in a universal joint, of which there are
two on the propeller-shaft. The final drive is by bevel to
a well-designed differential rear a.xle. The rear wheel
brakes are of the internal expanding type. Declutching
consists in mo\-ing the fibre wheel away from the driving

. disc, and naturally when driving, the further the fibre wheel
.• is from the centre of the driving disc the higher is the

geai'. Any number of gears may be had between two points.
and if the fibre wheel be pushed to the other side of the
centre of the driving disc the reverse is obtained. The
pedal which controls the friction disc, and may be called

The complete cyclecar.

the clutch pedal, also applies a brake if depressed to its

fullest extent. It is interesting to note that the adjusting
collar, which increases the tension of the spring for the
fibre faced wheel, is also used for the adjustment of the
foot brake.

The steering is of the rack and pinion type. The steer-

ing rod is carried in an eccentric bush, so that wear can be
easih' taken up by tui'uing the eccentric bush until the
teeth of the pinion are further engaged with the rack
teeth.

The chassis is sprung on serai-elliptical springs forw-arit

and on Lanchester type springs at the rear. The radiat(3r

is of the multi-tubular type. The front axle is tubular, and
the wheels are 26 x 2^. The body has high side doors, and
seats two people side by side. Ample foot room is pro-

vided under tihe bonnet, at the front of which the radiator
is carried. The whole is low built and of racy appearance.
Altogether the design impressed us mo-st favourably, and
though perhaps a little prejudice may at first be encountered
against the friction drive, we do not see for a moment
why this should not be satisfactory in the case of so ligliL

and so medium powered a vehicle. It will be noticed that
the engine easily comes within the 1,100 c.c. limit recently

imposed by the R.A.C. and A.C.U., and no difliiculty will

be experienced in bringing the chassis weight within the
prescribed limit, as it already weighs within a few pounds
of the 6 cwts. unladen.

ENTRIES FOR T.T. RACES.
The following additional entries have been received by

the Auto Cycle Union for the Junior and Senior T.T.
races on June 28th and July 1st. The entrants do not men-
tion what make of machine they intend to ride :

Senior R.^ce.—W. L. T. Rhys, Rex G. Mundy, P.

Johnson, and E. B. Ware.

.JrxioR Race.—Kex G. Mundv, P. .lolmson, and E. 1$.

Ware.

TWIN PREMIER WITH A NEW DEiIGN FRAME.

The latest model 3? h.p. twin-cylinder Premier has a dropped top lube to give
the lowest possible riding position, and it will be agreed that its apppaarance
has bsen considerably enhanced thereby.
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TIME to LIGHT LAMPS.
Mar. 7th

9th
nth
13th

6,48 p.m.
6.51 „
6.00 ,,

6.58 „

A Fortnight Hence.

The ninth special Spring Number of

The Motor Cycle will contain special

articles and illustrations. Price Id.

Midland Open Reliability Trial.

H. C. Fickering writes us that what
we mistook for a water tank on his

A.J.S. machine in the Sutton Coldfield

trial was in reality a quart spare petrol

tank. From this we can only suppose
that on Edge Hill the tap became turned
on, as we have a distinct recollection

of liauid dripping on to the cylinder.

Motor Cyclists and the Coal Strike.

In the event of the railway service

becoming more seriously disorganised

than it is at present, motor cyclists

will be entirely independent of trains.

This was brought forcibly to public

notice last year during the railway

strike. Hundreds of motor cyclists were
enabled to keep their business and
holiday appointments with the aid of

their motor cycles.

Something Entirely New.
A three-speed counter-shaft gear was

seen undergoing test on a 3^^ h.p.

Triumph on Edge Hills last week-end.
We understand that it is the latest pro-

duction of the Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.
We hav-; known for some time—in {act

we said as much—^that the company in

((uestio.i is not altogether favourably
impressed with the two-speed gear, deem-
ing the change from low to high gear
too big a jump. We would urge readers
not to approach the Triumph Co. for

further details of the new gear at pre-

sent ; a& soon as arything definite is

decided an official statement will appear
in these columns.

Sidecars and their Excellence.

As a really luxurious sidecar turnout, we
have examined few to coiial W. H. WeJIs's

now y h.p. Indian with Canoeletbody on a

specially slroii[; trame. The otlico' day the
owr^er hnvited lis to go a short spin with
liim, aiiH "'^ were indeed most impressed
with tke luxury and general suitability of

(lie combination. Naturallv, one expi'cts

SON '
g gi "d of Mr Wells, ;>>'' his

))artic<iiar Indian engine undoubtedly is

the most silent motor cycle engine it has
been our pleasuio to sample to date, and
the even ipjinner in which it would turn
o^"-f at sltn> spec-ds without the slightest
fnfis was indcc:d an eye opener. It can
truly be faid that one has not cxperienc;e<l

to uie Jul! the joys of sidecaring iinlil

an opportunity of a "ido in such a luxuri-
<)U.< i iir-'/' iit comes ci.e a way
D14

Large Funds but No Organisation.

The Auto Cycle Union received £104
9s. 6d. to organise its one-day spring
trial on Saturday last, viz., forty-three

entries at £2 2s. = £90 6s., and twenty-
seven entries at lOs. 6d. = £14 Ss. 5d.

Surely this is sufficient to have arrows
erected every half-mile if need be, and
all the officials travel on luxurious cars

throughout. Ever since Saturday our
telephone bell has been ringing, the
motor cycle manufacturers asking quite

seriously what is being done in view of

the hash. We can only retort "Wait
and see." The A.C.TJ. committee are

not likely to let such a muddle slip

past without a proper enquiry.

English-Dutch Trial.

The latest amateur entrant is E. Lester

(3i h.p. P. and M.) We have to acknow-
ledge entrance fees for the trial from F.
Dover, G. Smith, Vernon Taylor, C. W.
Wilson, Horatio Wallis, R. Cussons, J.

0. Bennett-Mitchell, Seymour Smith, H.
M. Carter, and A. E. tjifleman.

The Dutch M.C.C. have written
strongly recommending that the trij) be
extended another day, or otherwise it

will be impossible to see Volendam.
Their suggestion is

:

Saturday, August 3rd.—By boat to

Holland.
Sunday, August 4th.—The Hague,

Scheveningen, and Amsterdam.
Mondav, August 5th.-^Trial.

Tuesday, August 6th.—To Volendam
and back to Amsterdam.
Wednesday, August 7th.

—

Via Haarlem
to the Hague and Hook.
Thursday, August Btli.—Arrival at

Harwich, 6 a.m.

SPECIAL FEATURES.

The Evolution of Engine Timing,

A.C.U. One-day Trial and its

Shortcomings.

The Future of Engine Design.

Coventry Club's Reliability Trial.

The open reliability trial which is

being organised by the Coventry, and
Warwickshire Club for Saturday,: May
4th, will be over a secret course, which
will not be divulged until a few hours
before the staxt of the competition. It

is, however, an open secret that the
course will be a severe one, including

the counties of Warwickshire, Worcester-
shire, and Gloucestershire.

Honister Pass.

The outcome of recent correspondence
in The • Moto? Cycle with regard to the
possibility or otherwise of climbing
Honister Pass will be an attempt by
Frank Smith to climb the hill on
Saturday next on liis Clyno, the sidecar

seat of which will be occupied by G.
Smith (The Motor Cycle). The party
will leave Keswick (Quick's Garage) for

Buttermere via Newlands Vale in suffi-

cient time to reach the Fish Inn, Butter-
mere, at 2 p.m., the climb to commence
from Gatesgarth to the top of the Hause
at 2.30 p.m. Afterwards another ascent
to the top of the pass will be made by
way of the Old Coach Road. In view
of the correspondence which followed
Mr. H. Newman's challenge in this

journal, there is sure to be a crowd of

motor cyclists to witness the attempt.

Till) cyclocar to wliicli IVlr. Low's forcod Induction ongino, diisorlbed last week, is fitted. The driver's seat
is in the middle, which allows a more oomlorlahle position lor the driver when the machine is used solo.
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ANOTHER SUCCESS
MH^^ the ^^

Dot^las
VIBRATIONLESS ^^^7 LIGHTWEIGHT

The Great

International French
Hill-climb.

ONE

DOUGLAS

ENTERED

ONE

DOUGLAS

WIN

HILL-CLIMB AT MONTANGLAUST. FRANCE.
W. W. Douglas (23 h.p. Douglas),winner ol his class in remarkably last time.

Class 2, for Machines 350 C.C—W. W. Douglas won this climb, averaging

the remarkable speed of over 45 miles per hour. Most of the leading

French, German, and English machines competed.

"The sensation of this class was the splendid climb
made by the Douglas." —Vide Motor Cycling.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE TO

DOUGLAS BROS., Kingswood, BRISTOL.
London Office—336, Goswell Road. E.C

III aiiswtring this advertisement it Is - desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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'SHAMROG; SHAMROCK
EXCELSf"

a
26 X 2;1 in. per cover, 27/-. 26 x 2i in, per cover, 37 /6.

S. E. TYRES are best and last longest.

Inner

Tubes

26 X 2|, each 12/6.

SAFE FIT. EASIEST TO HANDLE.

1/5d.

SHAMROCK-
GLORIA ®

'RUBBER BELTS
hold World's Record

3 R/ Speed of 9r37 miles y|^^

^ per hour (C. R. Collier). i^E

J French International HJIl LSr
1/9d. r

^ Climb- Mr. H. Bashall |t
_ i makes fastest time of the rw—

7» = £^ day using S.G. Beh. ^j^E

2/ld.
—

^k\ Substitutes. /^Sr

^igjaiJF^

All Goods supplied -from Stock.

E.XCEI.S(,

ICOMBINATI

\ N9 I ^

26 X 2,1, pi-r cover 52/6.

shamrock
excelsior^
combinationJ

2() X 2.\, jior cover 70/-.
,

Write "For complete catalot^uc.

THE HANOVER RUBBER CO.,

17, Gosweli Rd., Aidersgate, London, E.G.

MORE
SUCCESSES

accomplished on

WAKEFIELD
" CASTROL."

French Open Hill Climb, Coulommiers, Feb. 25,

1912, Mr Vernon Taylor riding a 3} h.p. Rudge.

1st IN CLASS 3, and

1st IN AMATEUB CLASS.

SUTTON COLDFIELD A.C. TRIALS

7 Gold Medals
were gained by competitors using Wakefield
" Castrol," " the oil that circulates everywhere,"

Use it on your machine.

C. C. WAKEFIELD & CO.,
27, Cannon Street, LONDON, E.C.

See this

picture

n^ It shows the
v4k construction

of the ATLAS
Puncture-Proof Inner
Case and how it absolute-

ly prevents puncture.
Write for our booklet — it fully ex-

plains all and proves the economy
and other advantages of the ATLAS.
ATLAS NON-PUNCTURE INNER CASE SYND. Lid..
124 High St., Kensington, Lonndon, W. 'Phone 4634 Weslern.

WhoU'sale Acenls

:

MANCHESTER- J. E. Fcay, 28 Jnckon"! Row, Dj=n5(;«le.
SCOTLAND -J. Tham^on & .Son. Lady L.awson St., Edinburch.
IKELAND-H. WSilchcjd & Co.. 9 May Slrcel. BcU.si.

BIO /n answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The J^lvlar Oi/clc."
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French Club Run.
Tlie Jlotcr Cycle Club de France had

a run from Paris to Evreux on Sunday
last.

Cyclecars in the Tour de France Auto-
mobile.

Two Bedelias and one each Ronteis.
Violette. Ponette, Sphinx, Phiinomobile.
JJumond. and C.L.C'. are competing in

the Tour de France which started on
Friday last, and will finish on the 20th
iiist. All the machines mentioned abovf
are in the voiturette class and built on
the lines of the cyclecar.

The Motor Cycle on the Stage.

It is a novelty for a stage play to be
written round the production of cycles and
motor cycles. "Captain Billy"" is the
name of a play produced at the Royalty
Theatre, Redditch, on Thursday last.

Thrilling incidents of the play are when
the heroine is thrust by the villain into an
electrically heated enamelling stove at tlie

luilield Works, and the capture of spie.^.

who have broken into the works to obtain
possession of secret specifications, by the
hero. Captain Billy, who arrives at an
iipportune moment, of course on an En
Held motor bicycle.

The Trade and the T.T.

The secretary of the .Manufacturers'
Union, ilr. Alfred Bednell, has addresseil
a letter to the p'-ess in which he points
out the views of the manufacturers
section regarding the T.T. Races. An
extract from the letter reads as follows :

" I submit with all respect that the
attitude of the trade on the T.T. Race
(juestion has been misconstrued. An
impression has been created that the
trade is inclined to discourage the sport.
Exactly the contrary is the case. The
trade takes the view that the private
owner is altogether at a disadvantage if

he is called upon to compete with trade
riders, and that the sport and pastime
will accordingly suffer unless events hi
which ,the trade rider is to compete with
tlie private owner on even terms are re-
stricted."

The L.C.C. Again in the Wrong.
An important case came before Mr.

Denham at the Marlborough Street
I'olice Court on the 15th nit. The
L.C.C. sought to impose the tax in
respect of two cars which had been
tested on the highway bearing the ordinary
dealers' identification marks. The lase
was taken up by the A.A. and Jl.U., as
it was -one of great importance to the
makers of motor cars and motor cycles.
for it would be a great hardship to" hold
a maker liable foi the tax on every car
jc cycle that he had for sale, all of
which undergo ;: road test. Mv. W . T.
Parkes appeared for the defendant. .Mr.

Denham dismissed the case with two
guineas costs against the L.C.C. For-
tunately 'for motorists, the London
magistrates not only under.stand the law,
hut administer it without fear or favour.
We wish we could say the same for all

benches. It will be remembered that
quite recently the L.C.C. tried to
compel Lord rinssfll to fill in particulars
of taxes foi which he was not liable and
made a paltry attempt to make it appear
that he had kept a car without a licence.
Mt. Curtis Bennett dismissed the case
with three guineas costs against them.

iMTOiRE E^EiF^nrs

.Mar. 16.— lisscx M.C. Open Hill-climb.

„ 23.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

„ 23.

—

Herts. County .A.C. Open
Quarterly Trial,

„ 30.—Derby and District ,M. C. C.
* Open Hill-climb.

April 5-8.—N.W. London M,C,C, & Herts.
County .A.C. Joint Trial and
Open Hill-climb (Vorlcs.J and
Ladies' Competition.

„ 8.—Westmorland M. C. C. Open
Hill-climb at Brigsteer Brow.

„ 13.—Oxford M.C. C, Hil!-clinib.

„ 13.—Liverpool .A.CC, Open Re-
liabilit\- Trial,

War Office Orders for Motor Cycles.

The recent War Office Tests at Brook-
lands have resulted in several firms
having received instructions from the
War Office to supply motor cycles which
are to be subjected to severer tests than
those they recently went through at

Brookhinds, The firms who have notified

us as having received orders are Douglas
Bros,, Phelon and Moure, Ltd.. lUidge-
Whitworth, Ltd., Triumph Cycle Co.,

Ltd., Premier Cycle Co,. Ltd., and Zenith
Motors. Ltd.

L.G.B. and the Noise of Motor Cycles.

Last week a question was asked in

Parliament relating to the noise of motor
cycles. Mr. Burns (President of the
Local government Board), replying to

Mr. Guinness (U., Bury St, Etlmunds),
said : I did not find it practicable to

apply the recent regulation as to the use
of a cut-out to motor cycles. What is re-

ijuired in the case of a motor cycle is

not merely that the use of a cut-out
siiould be prohibited, but that the cycle

should be provided with an effective

silencer, and I have under consideration

the cjuestion of issuing an order on the
subject.

One Day Trial Incident.

-Mr, A, H, Priestly, who was doing
excellent work as a narshal during Siitur-

dtiy's trial, had a curious incident happen
to him at Horsham, where he placed his

sidecar machine close to a fountain oppo-
site the King's Head Hotel. An old
inhabitant objected to the machine being
there, and on being gently reminded it was
no business of his, assumed an aggressive
attitude, and had eventually to be removed,
by a policeman;

New Speed Limits.

The Local Government Board has
sanctioned a ten miles an hour speed
limit in the parish of I'etworth, Sussex,
upon many of the roads in and adjoining
the town. Jlotor cyclists are advised to

observe these limits with care.

A ten mile an hour speed limit is also

in force at Richmond, Middlesex, on
Bridge Street, and on so much of the
road running over the river bridge as ex-

tends from the junction of the bridge with
Bridge Street to its junction' with
Willoughby Road, Twickenham.

R.I.A. Activities.

The National Vehicle Owners' Associa-
tion, an intlueutial organisation of horse-

owners, with headquarters at Birming-
ham, and one of the constituent bodies

of the ilidland Centre of the R.I. A., has
agreed to circulate to its members cards,

to be hung in stables, etc, conveying
specific instructions to drivers to keep, at

all times, as near as possible to the left

kerb. This action by the horse-owners
themselves is extremely valuable and
demonstrates very forcibly the useful ser-

vice rendered by the R.I, A, in combining
all forms of road traffic in road mattei-s.

Special action is being taken by the .Mid-

land Centre of the R.I, A, to obtain au
improvement in the road from Packing-
ton to Coleshill. The road, which has
long been in bad condition, is reparable

bv Loid Avlesford,

A.C.U. ONE DAY TRIAL, WHICH PROVED A FAILURE.
A String of competitors ollmliing Cudham, the flist of the two test hills.
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A French View of the Motor Cycle.
THE current number of the Touring Club de

France Gazette contains an interesting article

on the motor cycle from a French point of

view. This article deals with the 1912 French

models, and compares them with English machines.

The writer claims that the sidecar, although prac-

tically unknown in France, was in\'ented many years

ago by a Frenchman named Bertoux. This will cause

considerable sni-prise to some of the British sidecar

makers. However, he does not say when M. Bertoux

invented the sidecar, but says it was at first applied

by him to a pedal bicycle. The same writer also

claims that the free wheel as fitted to the pedalling

gear was first patented in France.

He outlines the history of the sidecar, and points

out why British machines differ so much from those

used by French riders, and implies that the greatest

difference is due to the fact that the British rider in

the majority of cases desires to use a sidecar, whereas

the French up to the present time ha\e made very

little use of this handy passenger attachment. Clutches,

change-speed gears, chain transmission, and other

items found on English machines, he says, have all

been introduced on account of the sidecar, whereas
in France it has always been held that a motor bicycle

should be light in weight and as free as possible from
mechanical complications. British motor cycles, he

says, are usually over 150 lbs. in weight, and English

riders do not look upon ;^8o as an exorbitant price

for a powerful twin-cylinder sidecar machine with

change-speed gear and free engine. The French
ideal he instances by the following specification:

Very light single or twin-cylinder engine of about

2j^ h.p., simple belt transmission, variable gear by

means of an expanding pulley, and of a total weight

unladen not exceeding 100 lbs. Quoting further from
the article he points out that French motor bicycles

have usually been looked upon as too heavy and too

powerful, and now there is a growing dread that

another enemy to the advancement of the pastime
threatens French manufacturers, \iz., mechanical
complications. Finally, it is somewhat startling to

read that in the opinion of the T.C.F. contributor

the French roads, which we have always regarded as

superior to British ones, are too rough for the com-
fortable use of a sidecar combination, and that the

voiturette is the type of vehicle he recommends for

passenger-carrying. Surely the low cost of running a

sidecar in comparison with a small car has its ad\'ant-

ages, and in our opinion the scarcity of sidecars in

France would be better excused by reference to the

lack of knowledge regarding these attachments 'and
want of enterprise among most French makers.

Putting the sidecar question on one sid«, the

French ideal specification is not a bad one, but in

this country we have been educated not to look upon
complication as an undesirable feature, provided the

mechanism be reliable.

->-•••-<-

The R.A.C. Road Guide Scheme.
CONSIDERABLE adverse criticism has been

published in the public press about the scheme
of road guides now under consideration by the

Royal Automobile Club. The R.A.C. therefore in-

vited members of the motoring and motor cycling press

on Thursday night last to listen to a full explanation

of the idea from Mr. J. R. Nisbet, who is one of the

vice-chairmen of the Auto Cycle Union. 'J'he scheme
intimately concerns the motor cyclist, as no fewer than

5,000 members of the A.C.U. and affiliated clubs will

benefit thereby. The idea, Mr. Nisbet pointed out, is^

no infringement ; it is merely an extension of the

R.A.C. guide scheme. The R.A.C. had since its

inception offered- all the ad\'antages put forward by

other bodies, sa\e free legal defence, which was not

inaugurated till 1910, and had gladly helped the A. A.

and M.U. in every way, especially as regards the

foundation of its touring def)artment. The R.A.C.
had fought the motorists' battles since 1895, and had
spent altogether ^60,000 in so doing. Below we give

an outline of the scheme :

That the present system of appointing R.A.C. local

guides should lie enlarged by placing men in uniform

:

1. At great junctions where there i.s a choice of routes.

2. At cross roads at times of abnormal traffic.

7). In the neighbourhnod of towns on market days.
4. In the touring centres during the touring season,

and at the R.A.C. hotels in irnich frequented towns,
5. At places where mernljcirs and associates may require

special information.
6. In places where inconsiderate driving has been

reported, to prevent the inipiisition (if :i speed limit.

7. .At certain jjorts, to assist motor tourists.
'I'hiit the duties of the guides should include;

'I'o report any exceptional damage to road surfaces.

That the guides stationed outside certain large towns
should have at tlieir call a corps of assistant guides, who
would pilot motorists through the town for a small lee.

That the guide.s should carr_y maps and plans of the
towns and districts in which they are emphiyed.
That the guides should wear R,A.C. uniform, and

should be described as " ll.A.C. Touring Guides."
That the men selected should be recommended time-

expired service men as tar as possible.

That a number of the guides should be permanently
employed, others should be temporarily emphiyed.

The press dinner was held in the Great Gallery, and
was followed by an excellent musical entertainment.

M.C.C. LAND'S END AND BACK RUN.
The entries for the above run which will commence on

April 6th are already coming in apace. Keaders will doubt-
less remember that' the above 'M.C.C. event consists of a
.twenty-four hours' run from London to T^and's find 011

Friday, April 6th, returning on Easter Monday, .\piil

8th, The principal trophy put up for competition is (he
•larrott cup presented by The president, \\\\ Charles Jarrott,
The trials hon. sec. is Mr. E. Gwynne, \^'hite Lodge,
llrediton Road, West llampstead. Entries lo dale
S. >[av (8 Portland-.Tap). '

' '

S. G. Frost (4i V,S,-.fap).

C, Patteson (2| Enlield).

H, Patteson (2| Douglas),
G. E, Purcha.sc (3i Triumph)
F, J. Watson (3^ Swift).

L. A. Baddeley (7 Indian).

D. S. Baddeley (3i P. & M.)
H. Karslake (3^ Itover).

S. 0, PeriTman (3^ Ariel),

V. C, North (3i Ariel),

S, .1, .Saunders (3.', liiidge),

E, Pond (3^ Riidge).

J, K, Haswell [i\ Triumph
»c.).

G, 0, Pigotl (5 6 Zenith-
Grailna),

A, P, Dickinson (3^

'i'riuinpli),

W, Pratt (3i P. &, M.).

1.. A, .Mather (5-6 F,N,).
II, K, Deightim Simpson

(3^ 'i'rium|)h).

a, (ircaves (2-'' Enlield),

B. Alan Hill (7 Indian sc).

E, Gwynnc (3^ Triumph).
A, G. Peppercorn (3i Brad-

bury).

W. B. Gibb (2| Douglas).
V. Olsson (3^ Trump-Jap).
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ONE-DAY TRIAL.
A Direful Finisli. Trial Annulled.

The start from Croydon ai 8 a.m.

SATURDAY, March 2nd, will be remembered as an
unfortunate day in the annals of the Auto Cycle
Union. March, following ancient tradition, came in

like a lion with boisterous winds. The previous day's
rail! rendered the roads in an execrable condition; grease
of the worst type, deep soft ruts, and a cold, almost sun-

less day made the riding conditions of the worst. The
course was a highly sporting one, but it necessitated the
negotiation of many byelanes, was must intricate, and
needed scrupulous care in marking. Hardly- an arrow was
in its place. The official car promised for this work failed

to materialise. Mr. J. W. G. Brooker was sent on at the

last moment on, a sidecar which promptly broke down, with
the lesult that almost every section was unmarked. The
course had been kept secret only too well. No one had
any idea of his position when he lost himself, as he had had
110 opportunity of studying the country he had to traverse.

Theii the day finished up with a perfect deluge of rain, and
the trial was declared null and void, but more of this later.

As regards the weather overhead, the trial did not start

so very badly. The scene outside the Swan and Sugarloaf
Hotel was a busv one. The new judges. Captains Davidson
and NichoU, were hard put to it examining the machines,
and were ably helped by the more experienced members of

the competitions committee. Mr. Feeney, the other judge,

worked like a Trojan at the scales, helped by Jlr. Hart,
and the weights of the competmg macliines, fully laden and
ready for the road, given below make interesting reading :

. ,

_

Weight
Rider. Machine. Gear. in lbs.

Rider. Machine.

B. Haddock (2i A.J.S.) ... .. A.J.S. 2-sp. . 176
R. G. Mundy (3i Singer) ... Armstrong 3-sp. .. . 232
S. A. Rowlandson (3^ Rudge) .. Rudge variable . . 258
w E. Cook (3i A.S.L.) ... .. N.S.U. 2-sp. . 214
F. G. Edmond (35 Humber) Humber 2-sp. . 248
C. Pressland (3i Rudge) ... Rudge variable .

.. Gradua variable .

. 240
G Drew (6 Zenith) . 256
T R. Trotter (3i B.S.A.) ... .-. B.S.A. 2-sp. . 237
T. Pollock (3i James) Heron 2-sp. . 261
K. Rare (21 Enfield) .. Enfield 2-sp. 172

F. Dover (3-^ Premier)
V. Taylor (3^ Rudge)
W. Pratt (3i P. and M.) ...

V. Torakins (3j Rover)
P. Phillips (2| Douglas) ...

F. Ball (2| Douglas)
P. C. North (3i Ariel) ...

L. Newey (3i Ariel)

R. Lord (6 Rex)
F. W. Applebee (2| Centanr)
J. Kerr (3^ N.S.U.)
R. M. Hrice (3i Brown) ...

C. Tinline (3-^ Rudge)
\V. F. Newsome (3^ Triumph)
E. W. Cheshire (3^ Triunipli)

G. T. Gray (5i Rudge)
C. 0. Roberts (3i Rover)
A. J. Sproston (3^ Rudge)
F. E. Pither (2| Enfield)

R. Rothwell (3i Rudge)
H. G. Ayers (3i A.S.L.)
J. W. Ayers (2i A.J.S.)

Mrs. JI. Hardee (3^ P. and M.)
V, Busbv (2| Humber)
H. Berwick (3^ New Hudson)
H. G. Dixon (3^ New Hudson)
W. L. Overend (3i P.V.) ...

N. 0. Soresby (3^ Rudge) ...

J. Cocker (2i Singer)

N. A. Ayers (3^ Singer) ...

H. Mills (3i Premier)
Rev. E. P. Greenhill (2i Douglas
L. E. Cass (4^ Quadrant) ...

J. Oliphant (3^ Premier) ...

A. H. Wright (5 A.J.S.) ...

A. V. Deacock (3^ Alldays)

H. Johnson (3^ Triumph) ...

H. A. Shaw (3i Scott) ...

Gear.

Armstrong 3-sp.

Rudge variable
P. and M. 2-sp.

Armstrong 3-sp.

Douglas 2-sp.

Douglas 2-sp.

Armstrong 3-sp.

Armstrong 3-sp,

Rex 2-sp.

Armstrong 3-sp.

N.S.U. 2-sp. -

Bowden 2-sp.

N.S.U. 2-sp.

Free engine
Free engine
Rudge variable
Armstrong 3-sp.

Rudge variable
Enfield 2-sp.

Rudge variable
N.S.U, 2-sp,

A.J,S, 2-sp.

P. and M, 2-sp,

Armstrong 5-sp.

Armstrong 3-sp,

Armstrong 3-sp,

N.S.U. 2-sp.

Rudge variable
Armstrong 3-sp,

Armstrong 3-sp,

Armstrong 3-sp.

Douglas 2-sp.

Armstrong 3-sp.

Armstrong 3-sp.

A.J.S. 2-sp.

Roc gear
Single gear
Scott 2-sp.

Weight
in Ids.

238
242
230
235
173
170
253
237
284
172
231
216
233
218
218
239
234
240
163
246
206
165
233
170
242
242
214
239
178

255
225
171

229
238
238
229
208
245
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The A.C.O. One-day Trial.—

An A.C. sociable coming over the top of Polsteeple.

The passenger machines were not weighed. N. Ayers
(3^- h.p. Singer) created quite a sensation by the extra-
ordinary slow running of his engine. He walked away and
left his machine jacked up on the stand, with the engine
giving a quiet puff once every second, and all the world
wondered. Ware was driving his famous Chater-Lea sc.

machine with the latest Stewart-Precision carburetter. He
seemed far from well, and little fit to drive in a reliability

trial.
,

F. (i. Edmond's Humber had a very neat belt

guaird, and the method of enclosing the valves on Deacock's
Alldays was worthy of comment. Frasetti was driving a

new Indian and sidecar. The dropped frame and springing
of the latter were \yorthy of note.

A Start at 9 a.m.

A late start was made, as weighing operations took a good
deal more time than was anticipated. Incidentally, some of

the figures revealed by the balance needle caused some
astonishment in more than one instance, and it is interesting

to compare the actual weights with makers' catalogue esti-

mates, remembering, of course, that the trials machines were

MARCH 7ih, ic)T2.

equipped for touring, and in all cases had lamp and generator

and complete kit of tools, and ninety-five per cent, had change-

speed gears. Nearly all got away cleanly and well, the

A.C.U. clause demand"ing.a free engine having one good etfext,

at least, viz., the entire absence of the panting rider galloping

alongside his machine to start a cold eni^ine. Instead, a

dig at the pedal or foot-starter, and ttie engine readily

responded with a crisp bark. In some cases the low gear

lever was engaged, and the rider calmly walked alongside,

hopped into the saddle, and away the machine would go.

\Varlingham was the first point on the ronte, and, over-

taking a liudge rider who had forgotten to fasten his tool-bag,

we were able to perform a useful service by halting to collect

the bits and scurrying after him again.

Hardly had Warlingham been left behind than the usual

tale of woe counnenccd. Two competitors—F. Ball (Douglas)

and F. W. Applebee (Centaur)—were side by side cleaning out

jets, and barely a quarter of a mile further we oveitook G; L.

Fletcher performing the evolution of attempting to clean his

jet without dismounting. In free-wheeling down a hill he had
actually removed the throttle slides, and would soon have
completed the operation but it was time for the engine to fire

and he had perforce to stop. Polsteeple Hill took many com-
petitors by surprise. The road was greasy, and is extremely
narrow. Over half the competitors failed owing to being
baulked, as a fallen passenger machine occupied nearly the
whole of the road, and could not be moved for some time.

/PEBBLECOMBE ^^- ,,^^-^.
IJILL POLSTEEPLE BBASTED

fiiiiLCLlMB p-^2^il H1LL1I2) (224) ,MEREWORTU

VVLEITH H!LLil26)

V^^OfKLEY

A.C.U. ^^^
ONE DAY SPRING TRIAL. 4

COURSE ///

SAT. IMAR. ^nd, 1912. J,
'^iHORSMONDEN

. Gray iRudge), H.
ascendinii

H. Berwiok (New Huilson
narrow track.

At 'L'atsfield nearly all the competitors went wrong. Up
to this point a solitary A.C.U. arrow had been noticed, tliongh

many times there had been need for one. and along with Had-
Jock (A.J.S.) and Edmoiid- (Humber) w'e continued by the

signposts, eventually arriving at the top of Cudham Hill. In

,1 moment or two another bunch of competitors arrived by the

same route. Messrs. Straight and Hart, who were at the hill

summit, directed them all to descend the hill to Downe and
come up again by the orthodox way, but, of course, the value

of the test with engines comparatively cool was considi-'ralily

negatived.

Cudham and its Victims.
The appi'oach to Cudham was unpleasantly greasy. The

Knap, Trough, DeviFs Elbow, or whatever the steepest part

of C'udham calls itself, was soft and slithery, and as bad
as could be. It is a really .steep hill, and the best ot its

kind near London. We may begin reporting this climb

by saying that every man who made a clean ascent deserves

congratulation. The successful ones were : V. Tavlor

(7)i
Kudg.'), W. Pratt (3i P. and M.), iMis. Hurdec '

(S.i,

P. and M), P. Phillips (2s Douglas), L. Newev (3' Ariel),
[f. C. North (3i Ariel), F. Dover (3.^ Premier), A. J.

Sproston (3J, Rudge), V. Busby (23 Humber), 'I'. Pollock

(3i James), R. Lord (6 Re,\), C/ Tinline (3.' Rudge), H.

Berwick (3i New Hudson), H. (!. Dixon (3^ New Hudson),

W. F. N'ewsome (3i 'I'riumph), E. W. (Iieshire (3;,

Triumph), G. T. Gray (3^ Rudge), W. L. Overend (3.;,

P. v.), B. Haddock (2^ A.,t.S.), 0. Drew (6 Zenith), L. E.

<':is« |4i Quiidrant), H. Hills (3^ Premier), .). \V. Averf
(31 A.J.S.), J. Cloclrer (2i Singer), J. OliphaJit (3' Premier),

who surmounted the hill with difficulty, N. A. Ayers i'ij
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tLe A C.W. One-day Trial.—

B. Lord (6 h.p. two-speed Rex) on Polsteeple Hill, twelve miles trom.the start.

Singer), R. G. Mundy (3^- Singer), who just managed to

leach the top, C. Pressland (3g Rudge), and A. H. Wright
(5 A.J.S.)
The following passengers performed remarkably well

:

E.'-B: - Ware .(8 Chater-Lea and sc.), H. F. S. Morgan
(8, Morgan runabout, with A. G. Reynolds as passenger)

particularly good, F. Smith (5-5 Clvno and so.), S. T.
Tessier (8 Bat and sc), 0. R. Collier (8 Matchless and
sc.),.ana A. J. Stevens (5 A.J.S. and sc), who managed
well, despite the excessive slipping of the driving wheel.

The spectators, of whom there were goodly numbers on
non-competing machines, were none too careful about'
keeping the coui'se clear, and several failures were due to
the competitors being obstructed.
We have now the unpleasant duty of recording the unsuc-

cessful performances : S. A. Rowlandson (S^ Rudge), V.
Tomkins (3i Rover), Rev. E. P. Greenhill (2| Douglas), H.
Mills (3g Premier), who was baidked by J. Kear (3^
N.S.U.), N. 0. Soresby (3^ Rudge), R. Hare (2| Enfield),

H. Johnson (3^ Triumph), who assisted with his feet, 0. C.

Godfrey (7 Indian and sc), B. A. Hill (7 Indian and
sc) assisted with his feet, but completed the ascent, H. G.
Ayers (3^ A.S.L.), F. E. Pither (2| Enfield), F. Hill

(5-6 A.C.), C. O. Roberts (3i Rover), W. S. Stagg (5-6

A.C., the dash of which was broken), J. Chater-Lea
Chater-Lea), whose failure was solely due to back wheel

slip, T. R. Trotter (5^ B.S.A.), E. Frasetti (7 Indian and
sc), E. Vallis (5-6 Clyno and sc), baulked by a private
owner, W. 0. Oldman (8 Bat and sc), who later had the
whole combination turned over by a cart, R. _E. Guest (8

Matchless and sc), and A. J. Luce (6 Zenith and sc), who
then retired.

But after Cudliam the marking of the rou_te was a little

better. Before reauliing Seal we passed V. Tompkins (3j h.p.

Rover) repairing a puncture. After leaving that place

there was a long winding hill to climb, which, however, caused
no failure. Next followed a four miles stretch of the greasiest

road surface it is possible to imagine. It was soddened with
the continuous rain of the last few days, and even the motor
cycles caused deep ruts as they passed over it. A sigh of

relief was breathed when this section was left beliind.

Imagine then the feelings of the competitors when a P. and M.
rider, failing to find arrows at any of the cross roads, decided
Ihat tile men had taken the wrong turn, and commenced
to retrace his wheel marks ! The majority, however, preferred

to keep on, and after many conjectures as to the right road
and failure to find any names referred to on the route card, a
party of twenty or thirty came to a standstill utterly flabber-

gasted. F. G. North went to a cottage to ask the way to

Jloreworth, according to the route card. The mystery was
deepened when the reply came that no such place was known
in that district. The real name, it appears, is Mereworth

—

pronounced Merryworth—which accounted for the misunder-
standing. On the route was a certain Roughway Hill, and
liere an observer waited for two hours, and not a soul came by.

All the competitors left the course at this point.

The denunciations of the A.C.U. and its methods were now
thick and fast, and pronounced in no uncertain manner. Tims
early the trial had developed into a farce, and therep.fLe'r nt

E. Fiasetii ;7 h.p. lodian and sidecar) stops on' Citdham; dne to over gearing;
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T. B. Trotter (3J h.p. B.S.A.) and H. A. Shaw 131 h.p. Scott) at the second
coiner on Cudham.

one regarded it seriously. Competitors continued their own
way, and by pure guessworli eventually did find a direction

arrow to Plaxtol, and away we all went for Paddock Wood,
near wliich place we actually found an A. C. U. official at a
convenient stop.

At the next village we stopped to notice, as the competitors
filed past, the most silent machines. We particularly made
notes of the quietness of the P.V.-Jap, Scott, twin A.J.S.,

Hill's Indian, and Smith's Clyno sidecar. S. A. Rowlandson
(Rudge) had a sideslip at Goudhurst. Nearing Tunbridge
Wells, Spray Hill had to be climbed, but caused no failures.

The crowd which watched the riders arrival and departure
from Tunbridge Wells might not have evinced the mterest
they did in; the A.C.U. trial if they had been aware of the
many weaknesses of its organisation.

The macliines were stored at Rawson's Garage, and lunch
was served at the Castle Hotel.

The Afternoon Run.
Leaving Tunbridge Wells, a southerly course was struck

fid Forest Row to East Grinstead. Still the all-important
arrows on such an intricate route were missing, and it would
be a sur|)rise to us to hear that any single competitor kept
on the right track. Near Forest Row a competitor took a
wrong turning, realised his mistake and suddenly pulled up,

which caused our photographer to crash into him, the

latter escaping with slight injuries. Turner's Hill, outside

East Grinstead, is a windmg ascent two miles in length,

which brought low gears into requisition. We allowed
twenty or thirty competitors to get ahead, and then con-

tinued our way. In tliree miles we came to a fork, and
A.C.U. officials on board a Humber car told us that at

least ;j dozen riders had taken the road to the right, whereas
the left-hand road was the correct one. Leith Hill, we
imagined, would cause some failures, though we personally
saw no one stop. An oflicial was posted here. It now came
on to rain, and it simply poured, so everyone scurried to

Horshnm, where, at the Kings Head Hotel, tea provided
by 7'Ae Uolur Cycle was in waiting for the rain-soaked
competitors.

Here wu got into conversation with two private owners
of 6 h.p. Knlield sidecars who had followed the competitors

lound the course, thongh not conipeting. We remarked upmi
the splendid way we iiad noticed them negotiate the hills,

and learned that one of tho djivers was a complete novice,

and had never driven a motor vehicle of any description

except the Knfield <jt which he had that week taken delivery.

'i'lie tea interval was lengthened from fifteen to thirty-live

minutes, which announcement still further displeased tho

iii8
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disgusted competitors, as it meant a finish in darkness.
Presumably the idea was to enable A.C.U. arrows to be pnl
up on the last section.

The roads were simply atrocious, surface water causing
competitors many an anxious moment as the engine raced
round due to a slipping belt. Quite a number had, how-
ever, guarded against tliis trouble by fitting guards such
as we have illustrated on numerous occasions.

The driving rain somehow or other drenched the best

of mackintoshes. White Down Hill was the next incident

in the trial, and its surface was in a very greasy state. The
condition of the road and the awkward corner were the
sole difficulties the hill presented. The first arrivals

turned up in a blinding rainstorm, and having successfully
negotiated the bend were obstructed by an official car.

The plucky Mrs. Hardee on a P. and M., closely followed
by the gallant W. Pratt, cleverly dodged the obstruction

;

Edmond (3-j Humber) managed to get by; Lord's Rex,
though misfiring, got up, also Rowlandson (Rudge), Gray
(Rudge), Newey (Ariel), Tinline (Rudge), Kerr (N.S.U.),
Oliphant (Premier), V. Taylor (Rudge), Phillips (Douglas),
Drew (Zenith), Soresby (Rudge), Haddock (2^- A.J.S.),
Trotter (B.S.A.), 0. C. Godfrey (Indian and sc), Newsome
(Triumph), Dixon (New Hudson.), H. Berwick (New Hud-
son), Mundy (Singer), Cheshire (Triumph), Busby (2|
Humber), Pollock (James), Pither (Enfield), Tomkfns
(Rover), very quiet, Mills (Premier), who nearly fell,

Greenhill (Douglas), Cocker (Singer), Overend (P. v.), N.
Ayers (Singer), IBrice (Brown), Ball (Douglas), Cook
(A.S.L.), J. Ayers (2i A.J.S.), and North (Ariel), who all

made good ascents. Roberts (Roverl and Johnson (Triumph)
heeled on the ground, Deaco^^ (AUdays) failed through
slipping belt, and Frasetti (^uaian and sc.) was unsuc-
cessful.

White Down Hill.
The rain increased in violence as the. journey was con-

tinued via Effingham, and we passed four in quick suc-

cession effecting adjustments, viz., G. Cocker, whose 2^' h.p.
three-speed Singer had been running splendidly, and
climbed all hills en route, Frasetti and his Indian, and
Fletcher (Douglas). Prank Smith (Clyno) who had been
off the , route, commenced hurrying to catch up time, and
his back tyre burst. How it rained, and what a day to be
remembered 1

Pebblecombe Hill, the Second Timed Test.
"Pebble" Hill, the last timed ascent (White Down 'was.

only an observed hill, on which Captain Davidson officiated),

was reached in the dark and pouring rain. Herg Captain
NichoU was on duty. He is a keen motor cyclist, .tint his

Clyno had broken down early in' the trial. It poured in

At Cudham. F.O. North (3) h.p. Ariel), who suocesslully ollmbed all hiUs.
'
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G. Cocker (2J h.p. three-speed Singer) checking in at Tunbridge Wells, the

luncheon stop.

torrents, and was now so dark the men's numbers were
indistinguishable, and tha timekeepers' watches could not

be read. Taylor came up very slowly with his exhaust

pipe glowing in the gloom, with men running beside him
warming their hands against the pipe. Belts were slipping

on many machines, the competitors were tired, soaked

through, and miserable, and after a short interval the

timing was abandoned. Mrs. Hardee, who had done splen-

didly up to Pebble Hill, failed at this point, but practically

all the remainder who were successful on Cudham again

succeeded.
We tore through the grease on our little twin Humber

—

a more stable machine one could not imagine—and marvelled

how it was possible for the enf;ine to keep up its putter-

putter under such conditions. But our rejoicing was timed
too early ; the searching rain at last told its tale by first

cutting out one cylinder, and soon No. 2 followed suit.

Diagnosing a mysterious trouble under a tree which gave
no shelter at all, what time the water trickled down our
neck in' most discomforting fashion, is all very well to
read about, but is not our most favoured occupation. Water
in the carburetter or petrol tank we at first conjectured,
but ultimately we found that the magneto had ceased work,
nor would cleaning or contact breaker adjustments restore

the errant spark. Water on the armature was the final

diagnosis. We must therefore ask our readers' forbearance
for lack of road incidents during the last few miles of

the run.

Observations.

Thus ended a fateful day. Men knew not how they got

home. Wet and blinded by the rain they came in one by one
to Croydon, many having lost their way and wandered miles

off the route. Grumbles were heard on all sides, and, to make
matters wOrse, those who were successful learned later in the
evening that all their trials all their troubles, and all the dis-

comfort they had endured had been of no avail. The judges
and those of the Competition Committee who were present
met together and decided that, as the route had been so badly
marked, and there was no means of either observing the men,
or of knowing v\'ho left the course and who did not, the trial

would be annulled. Those who asked for their entry fees back
would have them returned, or if they did not ask for them to

be returned they could be credited with them on a future
occasion. It was decided to run the trial again, preferably

near the Midlands, and April 20th was suggested as the date

;

there was some talk, hoivever, of holding the trial on a
Wednesday.

All this trouble could have been avoided by a little enter-

prise and initiative on the part of the A.C. Q. staff. Too
much is left to honorary officials, and we must say we cannot
refrain from censuring those responsible for the blunder.

As the car which was to take the officials to arrow the

route did not appear, why could not an official, mounted on
a motor cycle, have laid a confetti trail at the last moment?
Something must be done and that quickly to prevent a Aasa>
of tliisi kind occurring again.

C. Pressland 13.'. h.D. Riidse) and R. G. Mund.v (3; h.p. Singer) climbing Cudham. The gradient at the steepest point is 1 in 4i. Oljserve the roaii

to Downu winding away in the distance.

Bl9
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The Evolution of Engine Timing.
T is interesting to

review the various

devices that have
been employed by
those motor cyclists

whose business or pleasure it is to enter into competi-

tion with their fellows, and verily the more one reflects

the more one marvels at the assiduity with which the

problem of obtaining more speed and power has been
attacked. No part of the engine seems to have been
left untouched to secure this end, and I propose to

make a short article out of the various " fakes
'

' that

have come to my knowledge during my motor ';ycling

career, in the hope that it may prove interesting to

some, at least, of those who read it.

Ever since hill-climbs became popular about six

years ago (I always consider that it was the A.C.U.
Hill-climb at Birdlip in September, 1906, which really

set the ball rolling), a continual struggle has been
waged by, on the one hand, the expert to get the last

ounce out of his machine, and the ordinary rider, on
the other hand, to find out how he does it. The former
of course always tries to keep his dodges as dark
as possible, but rumour is very busy in matters of

this sort, and as soon as anything leaks out, others

are not slow to experiment on similar lines.

CranK Case Release.

The first fake I remember was practised at the afore-

mentioned Birdlip hill-climb, I believe by that redoubt-
able veteran, Mr. F. W. Applebee, who argued that by
removing the crank case drain plug, there would be
less resistance to the piston and other reciprocating
j)arts, consequently an increase of power. I should
have thoifght that the consequent lack of " cushion-
ing " action (so well known in steam engine practice)

would have militated against the success of this

scheme, but anyhow it was stated that a certain engine
which would not climb Birdlip with the drain plug in

made a creditable ascent as soon as it was removed.
No doubt the oil pump had to be kept going ! I

recollect hearing of this dodge on only one subsequent
occasion, and that was when a certain rider, who per-
formed wonders in hill-climbs in 1906-7 on a 3^'^ h.p.
sliigle-cyluider, was discf)vered one day with a fright-

fully (liny engine, which vomited oil from the bolts
holding the cylinder to the crank case. These had been
drilled to act as auxiliary air release holes!

Carburetters did not receive much attention until a
well-known Mulor Cycle noter stated that by using a
cork cari)urettcr float he had been able to obtain a
remarkable increase in speed—so much so, in fact,

that he succeeded in beating even the trade rider of

his particular make of machine in hill-climbs. This
started a wave of experiment, which has continued to

tiic present day, among amateur sneed merfhants. as

B20

it is a comparatively easy matter to effect carburetter

adjustments, and the results, judged from a purely

speed aspect, are quite gratifying.

Inlet Valve Adjustment.
So far I have only dealt with single-cylinder

machines, and it is a remarkable, thing that until this

year the motor cycle tuner seems to have confined'

his attentions to the single-cylinder engine almost
exclusively, consequently the twin has not been
developed with anything like the same rapidity as the;

single. Yet there was one rider of the twin engine

—

need I say that it was Mr. W. H. Wells?—who
obtained some phenomenal results in hill-climbs some
years back, and I personally ascribe his success in a

large degree to the fact that he thoroughly understood
the adjustment of the automatic inlet valves. A strong

spring and a small opening was the rule -with these

. valves, but after seeing engines with valves that had
through wear got a terrific opening and flabby springs to

boot, their owners being evidently quite unaware of this

primary rule in engine efficiency, I do not wonder that

the average twin-cylinder machine of three or four years

ago did not do its five horse-power's worth, or any-,

thing like it ; even when adjusted correctly the auto-

matic valve did not retain that adjustment for long, :

and it is a laborious business to check lifts and spring

strengths every few hundred miles. While considering

the subject of twins, we jnust not forget Mr. Amott's

5 h.p. V.S. " Humming Bird," with its two inlet valves

per cylinder, adjustable sparking plug gaps, and
special carburetter with a jet to each cylinder, which
machine 1 consider represents the high water mark of

engine faking, beating even his converted Triumph
with two additional valves in the valve caps ! The
" Humming Bird " is credited with a speed of about
seventy-five miles an hour, I believe, and was not fitted

with an inordinately high gear.

Forced Induction.

This article is not written with the idea of assisting

riders to obtain seventy miles an hour from their

500 c.c. engines, but merely to chronicle a few engine
fakes of the last few years. As I write I have
memories of the picric acid that was at one time mixed
with the petrol with the idea of increasing power {en

passant, it has since been stated that picric acid
cn'stals are not soluble in petrol) of systems of

forced induction, for which purpose a pipe is led from
the crank case to the inlet pipe or carburetter, of

the oil mixed with the i)etrol, in which a well-

known rider at Brooklands has great faith, and the now
fashionable ro.se jet. I think the strangest tuning

wrinkle T ever heard of was from a chniiffcur, who
asstired me that if T lubricate*! the valve stems of my
engine copiously with |)araffin (!) a marvellous improve,
ment in speed would result

!
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There is, however, yet another factor in obtaining

engine speed—perhaps the greatest of all—which I

have not 3'et touched upon and which has only recently

become, a matter of common knowledge outside the

ranks of the experts. 1 refer to valve timing. It is,

of course, now well-known that a certain very success-

ful rider at Brooklands has a very special valve timing,

the secret of which he says he would not sell for ^100,
and, further than that, I will go so far as to say that,

il we except one or two engines, no track records of

recent date have been made with the standard valve

timing as fitted to road machines. Those riders

who have done any scorching at Brooklands and have

taken any. pains to ascertain their speed either by \vatch

or speedometer will bear me out when I say that (again

excepting one or two engines) the road machines do
not' approach the speed of the track' " specials " by a

considerable margin—in one case that came to my
knowledge by eighteen miles an hour. We advance
our ignition a little, we put in a big jet, and we
increase the air supply, and do all the other little things

that are so dear to the heart of the motor cyclist, and

vet apparently similar machines in the hands of the

trade rider do infinitely better. We ask ourselves,
" What else is there to do ? " and our question has long

gone unanswered, but I believe " the cat is out of the

bag " at last. It is the amount of overlap that is given

til the valves. The inlet valve does not wait until the

exhaust valve closes before it opens ; the closing of the

exhaust valve is retarded or the opening of the inlet

valve is accelerated, perhaps both, so that both valves

are open together for a short space of time, called

overlap. The diagrams Avill, perhaps, make it more
easily understood. That overlap timing gives wonder-

ful results may be judged from the fact that Mr. H.
Martin's i 3^ h-P- machine has travelled at over sixty

miles an hour. I understand, too, that the speed of

Mr. C. R. Ciillier's record Matchless mav be ascribed

'-57

toto valve timing. I do not propose to deal with the

mechanical side of engine tuning, as that would deserve

a special article. Enough if I say that some of the

racing pistons are triumphs of fretwork .skill

!

E. M. Oliver.

Di F1G.2. C

1.—Ordinary valve timiuj.

Di

D. Dead centre at top of strolve. Dr. Dead ceatic at bottom of strode.
E. E.xhaust. I. Inlet. C. Closes. O. Opens.

Fig. 2.—Valve timing, showing the overlap of the inlet and exhaust.
Each circle represents one revolution of enjine. The blick parts show
when the valves are closed. Tiie overlap is shown shaded.

A BUSY WEEK-END IN CHESHIRE.

The-dry toads and sunshine in the North last week-end brought thousands of motor cyclists out from the Manchester district on the famous Chester highway.
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Sheffield and Hallamshire M C.C.

The above cluD laela a whist drive on Thursday, Viie 29tli

ult., at Hudson's Restaurant. One hundred members and
friends were present.

Southsea M.C.C.

A meeting, to which all motor cyclists are invited, will be
lield at the King's Hotel, on the 11th inst., at 9 p.m., to

discuss the formation of a motor cycle club.

Scarborough M.C.

The annual general meeting took place on the 28tli ult., at

Headquarters, and the following officers were elected :

Chairman, Mr. R. W. Ringrose; captain, Mr H. Frain

;

hon. treasurer, Mr. G. H. Storey; hon. sec, Mr. J. W. F.

Tranmer. The first important event of the season will be
the lull-climb on Staxton Hill on Easter Monday.

Crossgates and District M.C.C.

The formation of a motor cycling club in this suburban
district of Leeds has met with considerable favour.

Over forty members have enlisted since its origin (a fortnight

ago) and everything points to it being a successful organisa-

tion. The first official club run is to take place on Saturday,
the' 30th inst., at 2 p.m. from the headquarters. Brown Cow
Inn, Whitkirk.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

The annual general meeting will be held on Friday, March
15th, at the King's Head Hotel, at 7.50 p.m. A series of

lantern slides will be shown during the evening by Mr. T.

Blyth Clayton, of Birmingham. Next day (Saturday) the
opening run and speed-judging competition will take place,

meeting at the residence of the president, Mr. M. J. Schulte,

Hill Crest, Kenilworth, at 2.30 p.m. It has been decided
to award The Motor Cycle 50 guinea cup for the best aggre-

gate performance in competitions during 1912.

Otago M.C.C. (New Zealand).

A slow hill-climbing competition was held on the road
leading up to Vauxhail on a recent Saturday, when, despite

the showers which fellj an interesting afternoon's sport was
provided. The competitors were divided into pairs, and the

last man up of the two was declared the winner of that

trial. The machines were not allowed to be geared below
6 to 1. The winner, A. McDougall, had his machine
beautifully- ..tui^ed up, and well deserved his victory

Bristol B. and M.C.
The open hill-climb will take place on April 27th.

Blackburn M.C.C.

The second annual liill-climb will take place at Waddington
Fells on April 5th. There are two open classes, and ten.

classes for members, one being for old macliines, which should
aft'ord an interesting means of comparison.

Mersey M.C.

A breakdown competition was held on Thursday, the 29th
ult., at headquartei's. On Friday, the 8th inst., at 7 p.m.,
at headquarters. Mr. Ghas. F. Larkin, F.R.C.S., will give;

a description, illustrated by lime-light views, of a " Motor,
Tour in the North."

Doncaster ana District M.C.C.

A most successful gymkhana was held on Thursday even-
ing last, the 29th ult., at the Doncaster Roller Rink. There
were fourteen entries for each event, biit owing to the.

limited time, and the number of ' entries, the last event
(Victoria cross race] had to be postponed to a future date.

"The winners of the gold medals for the two even;ts were :

Balloon breaking, Mr. C. Barnsdale (St^ h.p. Rex) ; musical
chairs, Mr. F. H. Dunstan (3^ h.p. Eudge).

Bristol M.C.C.

The recent dinner was a great success, about fifty m.embers
being present.

A lecture was given by Mr. A. E. Bennett, of the Bosch
Magneto Co., on Wednesday, the 21st ult., at which over
160 were present. Forthcoming events are : Opening run
dinner and speed-judging competition on March 9th. Lecture
on "Speed and Power," by Mr. MaeMinnies on 14th. Inter-*

club trial with Exeter and District^ M.C.C. on 23rd. Mem-
bers' competition on 30th. The open hill-chmb is oiv

April 20th.

Belfast and District M.C.

At a meeting held on the 29th ult., the final arrange-
ments were made regarding the open hill-climbing com-
petition on April 8tn on Knocksaughey Hill, which is:

near the famous Giant's Causeway in the North of Ireland.

The gradient of this hill, which is on a principal county
road, is 1 in 3^ A very hearty invitation is extended to

all cross-Channel riders, many oi v.-hom have alreadyi

signified their intention of being present. Full particulars

from Mr. William Kearney, 53, Donegal Place, Belfast.

Cambridgo University M.C.C. tiall-milo spood lesi at Fampislord last Saturday, which' was abandoned owing lo the pouring rain

l.'Reid (TriumDh),in the class lor standard touring singles. 2. General view oi t&e starting polnu

nai
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Clnb News.—
Hampshire M.C.U.

At a committee meeting held at Winchester on February
28th a provisional programme was arranged. Early events
are as follows :

April 5th.—Meet at Salisburv.

„ 28th.—Meet at Brooklands.
Jlay 15th.—Social meet and hill-climb at The Grange, Alresford.

North Staffordshire M.C.C.

The first annual meeting will be held tliis evening at the
club headquarters, the Saracen's Head Hotel, Hanley, at 7.50

prompt. Any local motor cyclists who wish to join the
club will be heartily welcomed. A very attractive sports pro-
gramme has been proposed for 1912, including several invita-

tion events.

North Middlesex M.C.C.

The opening run will take place on March 16th, starting

from headquarters, Ye Olde Gate House, Highgate, at

2.30 p.m. All keen motor cyclists are cordially invited.

Those members who intend to take part in the Easter tour

and reliability trial should notify the lion, secretary at an
early date.

Cornwall M.C.C.
The annual dinner and meeting was held at Clywas

Hotel, Truro, on Friday, Februai-y 9th. The following officers

were duly elected for the ensuing year : President, Dr.
Meace; captain, Mr. Tressider ; hoii. sec, Mr. A. C. Sims.
All Cornish motor cyclists are invited to join, and any
particulars may be obtained from the hon. sec, Jlr. A. 0.

Sims, ''Tedworth," Enys Eoad, Camborne. Several cups
have been presented to the club for competition.

Liverpool A.C.C.

_ The first of a series of short-distance non-stop trials was
held ou the 25th ult Nine members made non-stop runs.

The other trials of the series will take place weekly till

Easter, as follows, starting at 10.30 a.m. March 10th, Seftoii

Arms, Aintree, to Southimrt ; March 17th, Sefton Arms,
Aintree, to Parbold ; March 24th, Broad Green to Runcorn
and Chester; March 31st, Broad Green to Hale {circular

route).

Other early events are the breakdown competition and
penalty run to Kendal.

Llanelly and District M.C.C.

A meeting will be held at the Thomas Arms Hotel on
Tuesday next, the 12th inst., at 7.30 p.m., for the purpose of

forming a motor cycle club. All motor cyclists in the district

are cordially invited to be present.

Derby and District M.C.C.

The result of the re-run winter trials for the Kussell Cup
was : W. H. Orme (Rudge), first; A. L. Spriggs (Bradbury),
second. G. Brough (6 h.p. Brough) secured equal points

with- the winner on time, but was disqualified for pumping
up tyre during the interval after first circuit, this not being
allowed by the rules. Next event, invitation run to Abbots
Bromley and Lichfield, March 15th.

Oxford M.C.C.

A special general meeting was held on Monday, the 19th
ult., when a. proposal was put forward to inaugurate a club
room for the use of members, and it was resolved that a

room should be taken at the Hotel Restaurant Buol, which
should be fitted up entirely for the convenience of members.
It was decided that a special subscription of 5s. should be
cliarged to members desirous of using the room, over and
above the club subscription.

Leicester and District M.C.C.

At an extraordinary general meeting, the position of the
trade members was discussed and the following definition

jiroposed :
" That a trade member is any member who is

directly interested in the sale of motor-driven vehicles as

a source of income." It was moved that no trade member
hold office or take executive part in competitions. Both
motions were defeated, so that the position remains as before.

Manchester Amateur M.C.C.

A hot-pot supper will be held in the Mosley Hotel,
Piccadilly, on ilonday, March 11th, at 7 p.m. After supper
a Triumph engine will be dismantled and put together again
by a mechanic, through the courtesy of the Triumph Cycle

Co. Tickets 2s. 6d. from the secretary. All amatems
cordially invited. The Easter tour will start on April 5th
from the George and Dragon Hotel, Cheadle, at 9 a.m.

The route to be followed includes Hereford, Ross, the Wye
Valley, Aberystwyth, Dolgelly, Beddgelert, and Bettws-y-
Coed.

Durham ana District M.C.C.

A fault-finding competition was held at headquarters,

Neville's Cross Hotel, on Saturday, February 24th, there
being a record attendance. The late chairman, Mr. W. P.
Robinson, who set the "fault," presented the prize, which
took the form of an excellent pair of overalls. As no com-
petitor succeeded in locating tlie fault at the first attempt
of six minutes' duration, a second "round" was arranged,

and in this only two competitors succeeded. Result : First,

Mr. C. F. Christon ; second, Mr. R. W. Holmes. Immediately
after the competition, the chairman, Mr. G. Harrison,
presented the late chaimian (who is leaving for the South
of England) with an inscribed silver cigarette cjse from the

members of the club as a token of respect and gratitude for

his past services as chairman and honorary treasurer of

the club.

CONSUMPTION TEST IN AUSTRALIA.
The Motor Cycle Club of South Australia held a petrol con-

sumption test on a hilly course of thuty miles, at Northfield,

on January 20th, with tlie following results :

James Hodgson (3i h.p. T.T. Bradbury), winner o[ the Transvaal single-cyimder

motor cycle champfonship for 1912, He covered 3i miles on the road in

".min. 39|secs.

Ton-miles
Rider and machine. Weight. m.p.g. per sail.

1. H. Ragless (Triumph) . 345 ... 137.4 . . 21.1

2. A. J. Hinton (Norton) . 382 ... 120.4 ... 20.5

3. J. Maags (Triumph) 350 ... 130 ... 20.3

4. T. Ragless (Norton) . 346 ... 131.3 ... 20.2

5. H. C. Pobjoy (Triumph)
6. V. K. Towde (Triumph) ..

387 ... 116.8 ... 20.1

380 ... 112 ... 19

7. G. G. Wadev (P. and M.) .. 323 ... 126.2 ... 18.2

8. C. Lindsay (J.A.P.) . 331 ... 113.4 ... 16.7

9. 0. Churchward (W.C. Lewis ) 389 ... 93.4 ... 16.2

10. E. Lewis (Triumph) . 329 ... 102.5 ... 15

11. F. C. Walters (Twin J.A.P.).. . 443 ... 63.2 ... 12.5

W. Courtney (Lewis), .H. J. Gilbert (B.S.A .), F. C. Gogler
(Res), and E. Lienert (Norton) were disqualified for dis-

mounting.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not

majt OJ aoioaipiiisi b/ a statnpei ailressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of tne paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing lejil queries should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Radiators on Exhaust Pipe.

I was much interested to see

[3ri in your issue of February 1st a

IV letter suggesting brazing on fins

lIA to the exhaust pipes. As I aui

experimenting with silencing de-

vices on a noisy 8 h.p. twin which I

intend taking to a hot and liilly part

of India, this idea seems to me to be

of double assistance. I shall, therefore,

be extremely obliged if you will tell me
what objections there are, if any, to

cairying out this idea, at any rate for

a short distance along the exhaust

pipe.—H.W.S.

We see no objection whatsoever to your
making experiment of this idea. It can

do no harm, and, on the other hand, may
do a great deal of good.

Easy Starting.

I own a Sj h.p. Minerva a.o.i.v.

which when going is a thing of

joy ; it IS, however, very difficult

to start. I think this is due to

the flywheels being rather small.

The compression is perfect. It will not

start slowly. I have tried all the usual

tips, but in vain. I shall, therefore,

be extremely obUged if you will advise

me ''. I wondered if you knew of a

decompressor.—T.F.S.

The firm in question never made a 3^ h.p.

engire with a.o.i.v. With regard to your

trouble, you might obtain easier starting

if you fitted an A.M.A.C. decompressor,

sold by the Aston IMotor Acessories Com-
pany, Aston lload, Birmingham, or the

variable compresision device made by
Messrs. Packer and Prentis, Roden
Street, Ill'oid.

Batli to Margate.

Please give me the best route

from Batli to Margate, with a

'iriiimpii sidecar. I want, if

possible, to call at Woking.
Perhaps you could give me a route

to call at Woking and another way
back?—R. A.

Your best route would be as follows ; Rath,

C'liippenhain, Calnc, Malmcsbury, Hunger-
ford, Reading, Wokingham, Sandhurst,

Ragsliot. lirookwood, Wohing, Ripley,

West Horsley, fjist Horsley, Dorking,

Reigate, Redhill, (Jodstone, WeRlerhain,

Rivcrhead, Seal, Maidstone, Cliaring,

Canterbury, and Marg.-ite. You could not

do bettiT tlian follow I he. same route back

as far as Dorking; after (hat go throiigli

Uuildford, Parnham, Odihain, Rasingstoke,

Whitchurch, Andover, Ludgersliall, Up-
avon to Devizes, Melksham, and Bath.

B28

slow.

?

Tlie Need of Rebushing,

There is clearance in the big
_ and little ends of my 1911 twin
5: to the extent of nearly 3-32in.,

also a perpetual knock if the
engine is working hard—fast or

I think it needs rebushing, and
that the cause was that the flywheels
went out of truth a little while ago.

I should be glad of your opinion on
this. I have only run 3,600 miles,

and feel sure rebushing should not be
required so soon. If rebushing be the
remedy, could you give me the names
of firms who would do this thoroughly
well?—W.A.E.

We should strongly advise you to put
the machine in the hands of a repairtr
at once. It should not be run a moment
longer than you can help with so much
play in the big end. Probably it would
be more satisfactory to take the machine
to the makers than to employ a repairer,

as no one can tune the machine up better
than the makers themselves after fitting

the new bushes.

Oil in Magneto.

I have a two-speed 4 h.p. 1909
Roc about which I would like

some advice. (1.) How often
should the magneto be oiled, and
what eflfect would over-oiling have,

and what spares shoulj be carried for'

the magneto'; (2.) How often should the
engine have oil, the pump being a fair

size? (3.) How far could one run on low
gear without doing damage to the
engine? (4.) I do not understand the
mechanism of the two-speed gear. If

anytliing goes wrong, what is it likely

to be, and could a roadside repair be
effected, and in case of breakdown could
the spokes of the belt rim be wired up
to the back wheel and thus make a tem-
porary fixed gear?

—

Tempus.

(1.) You should oil the magneto about
every 200 miles. Over-oiling will interfere

with Ihe etticiency of the magneto by spoil-

ing the contact of the carbon brushes ; it

is easily wiped off. Very excessive oiling

might damage the insulation of the wind-
ing on the armature. It is really best to

tarry a set of Bosch spares, or, if you do
not care to carry all these, a spare high
tension carbon bi'ush and platinum
points. (2.) Give the engine half a puirip-

ful every five or seven miles. (3.) Do not

run on tlie low gear longer than you can
help, as it tends to overheat the engine.

This is the only advice we can give you in

this roBjipct. It is possible, under excefr-

tional circumstances, that you might have

to use it for one mile it you are touring in

a hilly district, but usually you would only

have -to use it just on the. stillest part of

the hill, if your machine is developing its,

full power. (4.) The gear is lucidly

explained in "Motor Cycles and How to

Manage Them" (which can be obtained;,

from these offices, price Is. 2d. post free).''

The difficulty is more likely to occur in

the low gear, and, in the case of a break-
down, the high speed clutch w;ouId lock the

whole gear solid.

Too Thicli an Oil.

I own a 2^ h;p. Royal Enfield,
'^ and have great difficulty in free-

ing the pistons during cold

weather. I inject paraffin usu-
ally, but when it is freezing I

am obliged to warm the cylinders with
a blow-lamp. I used to use Price's B
lubricating oil, but lately have used
Vacuum Mobiloil. Once the cylinders

become warm they work freelv.

—

C.T.R.B. '

We can only think that you are using
rather too thick a brand of oil for the
cold weather. You may eaf«ly use
water-cooled Vacuum oil or Huile de

Luxe. You certainly should not have tc

warm the cylinders with a blow-lamp.

Numbers on Cardboard.

A friend of mine was out for

a spin a few days ago and
unifortunately lost his back
number plate, and as he could

not secure a proper plate, he got

a piece of cardboard and printed the

number in full on it and fixed it where
the original plate was. While riding

through the town of Eastbourne he was
stopped by a police constable for not
having a proper plate on his machine.
Are there any regulations that the

numbers must be printed on a standard
plate ? Can anyone be prosecuted for

riding a motor cycle with the letters

and numbers in standard size on card

board ?—A.C.
The law says that the letters must be of

certain dimensions, and white lett/crs on
a black ground. Under the circum-
stances, a reasonable bench of magistrates
would dismiss the case, but, strictly speak-

ing, to print them in black on cardboard
is against tlie letter of the law. If you
arc a member of any motoring orgiinisa-

tion we should recommend you to take it

up with their Legal Department. If the

letters had been of the coiTect size and
were white lett<ers. on a black card, the

police would have had nothing to say.
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Throttle and Valve Opening.

Kindly inform me on the fol-

lOl 'owing. I have a 2^ h.p. Rex
' > I

1903 motor cycle, and receotiy liad

It dtted with B. and B. carbu-

retter, h.b. control, but it doe;
not answer to the throttle. For in-

Btante, after I have it half open a

further movement does not mate any
difference to the engine speed.—J.AI.

Possihlj you have the wrong conbination
of jet and adupter. The former should be
about .028 and the latter .42. Or if you
have the universal pattern, try the lever

in the middle and live holes open. It is,

however, more likely that the inlet valve

does not open far enough, or that the

ports are too small in which case no
further opening of the throttle can have
any effect. You can obtain sets of jets

from Messrs. Brown and Barlow, West-
wood Roadj Witton, Birmingham. Tell

them the bore of your engine and they
will send you suitable sizes.

Bry Cells and Trembler Coils.

My machine is a 3^ h.p., and

^1 (juite modem in every way except

^1 ignition, which is accumulator.
_U 1 ran it nearly all last year, and

never had any trouble with
ignition, only the bother of having my
accumulators re-charged. I have been
axivised to try dry batteries. Do you
think it possible to run with them and
3 trembler coil and wipe contact

breaker? About how many miles would
an ordinary size battery run?—J.CD.

We should advise you to conimunit-ate with
Mr. A. H. Hunt, 115, Cannon Street,

E.G., or Messrs. Siemens Bros., Woolwich,
and tell them you require one of their dry
batteries. Also send up your coil at the

same time and get it tested. If they re-

port that it is too extravagant in current

you would have to purchase probablv a

specially sconomical trembler coil, other-

wise the battery will very quickly run
down. On the average, however, they
should last about 1,600 miles each. It is

ad'-isable to carry two batteries connected
by a switch, and use them alternately.

A.O.I.V. on Small Twin.

I am being offered a 1909

pattern 2^ h.p. JIoto-Reve for

£14. From the present owner's
description it appears to be in

good order and sound. I have
been looking up some back numbers of

Tfie Motor Cycle, of which I have been
a reader many years, and I am
under the impression from ar. illustra-

tion •f a 19C9 Moto-Eeve that same
has a.o.i.y's. Am I right in thinking

so? For a lightweight of this type have
m.o.i.v's. any advantage over a.o.i.v's ?

Also can you tell me what type of

magneto was fitted to these maTchines ?

I shall be obliged if you wiU favour me
witk your opinion of the 1909 JMoto-

Reve, and shall be pleased to know
if yon consider it a reliable machine.

—

W.M.
Yes, the machine in question had auto-

matic inlet valves. ilechanioal inlet

valves . have an advantage on a twin,

though we may say in this pai'ticular

case automatic valves work well. The
magneto fitted to ' this machine is one

specially made for the Moto-Reve Com-
pany by a French firm. Both machine
and magneto are quite satisfactory.-

?

Macclesfield to Benlleet, Essex.

Please tell me the best way
from ilacclesfield to Benfleet
(Essex). I have a 3^ h.p. two-
speed N.S.U. and sideciir, so
should like to avoid . very bad

hills and also much traffic.—H.S.J.

Your best route would be as follows

:

Macclesfield, Leek, Ashbourne, Derby,
liOugiiborough, Melton Mowbray, Oak-
ham, Stamford, down the Great North
Roa-d through Wausford, Stilton, as far

as Huntingdon ( in the neighbourhood
of which drive with great care), then
strike from Huntingdon to Cambridge,
a d on through Bishop Stortfoi'd..

Harlow, Chipping Ongar, Brentwood,
Biilericay, to Benfleet. We do not think
you will find any serious hills on this

route.

One Cylinder won't take Air.

I have a small twin which
lias lately had new big end
bearings and gudgeon pins fitted.

When the engine was reassem-
bled, the back cylinder refus-sd

to fire, except when the extra air was
completely closed. Under normal con-
ditions, "the extra air is half open.
The front cylinder takes the same
amount of air as usual. There is a
good spark at the plug. The valves

do not stick and have the correct amount
of clearance. There is no air leak that

can be discovered, and the throttle

slide opens correctly. Is there any-
thing else that should be seen to, and
is this at all a usual complaint with
twin engines?—F.W.C.G.

The trouble might be due to the piston
rings of the back cylinder being in line.

Y'ou do not say what machine you are
using, but if your carburetter is of the
type that has a jet for each cylinder, you
will find, in all probability, that the
back cylinder jet is stopped up, in which
case the front cylinder will be covered
with soot owing to running on too rich

a mixture. We have not experienced this

trouble when the same jet has supplied
both cylinders.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences

of others with various motor cycles or accessories
must enclose a stamped addressed cnTcIope in
which the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor.

"T.H.O." (Oxford).-5-6 h.p. 1912
Clyno.

"P.W." (Crowland).—Mabon gear on
3^ h.p. motor cycle.

"G.C." (Y^ardley).—2i h.p., ? h.p.,

and 3^ h.p. Lincoln-Elks.

"J.N." (Southport).—Bowden extra
air inlet on eneine fitted with ordinary
carburetter.

"M.A.A.C." (Parkstone).—3i h.p.

1912 chain-driven Bradbury, two speeds,
and 1911 Scott with sidecar.

"C.M.W." (Blackburn).—3i h.p. two-
speed Lincoln-Elk with sidecar.

"E.A.O." (Sydenham). — Armstrong
three-speed gear for sidecar.

" P.S.". (Wigan).—2 h.p. Motosacoche
free engine model.

"F.R.C.S." (Dublin).-2i h.p. shaft-

driven F.N.
" E.R." (Harleston);—Mabon gear with

Triumph and sidecar.

"J.S." (Totton).—Atlas puncture-proof
inner case.

"Rex" (Chichester).—Armstrong three-
speed gear for sidecar.

" W.H.G." (Bristol).—3i h.p. two-speed
llumber and sidecar, combined weight 18
stones.

"F.W.D." (Doncaster).—N.S.U. two-
speed gear and Mabon variable gear on
3^ h.p. motor cycle with sidecar.

EDITORIAL NOTE.
The Editor disclaims all legal responsi-

bility in any way for loss of copy in the
form of manuscript, drawings, or photo-
graplis submitted to him. Rejected
manuscript, drawings, and photographs
will only be returned provided a stamped
addressed envelope is enclosed for the
purpose.

2i h.p. Puch spring frame machine with sin la chim drive and twD-speed hub gear. This Austrian
make of motor cycle has an excellent reputation and shoulj soon gain a hold in this country. All
Puch machines have footrests, Zenith carburetters, and Dunlop tyres.

S3i
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British Tyres in Pans.

The makers of the Wood-Milne Et«el-

rubber tyre? and belts are building up an-

extensive Continental business', with a:

' de^iot at 212 ter. Boulevard Pereire,

Piuis, as a base

War Office Tests.

As a result of the success of the P. and
M, in the recent War dffice test at Brook-
lands, the firm has received an order from
the War* Office for machines to be sup-

plied with a view to more prolonged trials

under severer conditions.

Open all the Week End.

Many garages are not open all day on
Sundays, bat Mr. D. B,. Clarke, of' the

Century Motor Works, St. Albans, in--

forms us that his garage is open during'

the whole week-end, usuallj' from 8 a.m.
to 8 p.m., but later if necessary.

Rand M.C.C Competition.

On the 17th December last H. L.
Weddell, riding a 3i h.p. T. T. James,
was su:cessful iu winning the Excelsior

Trophy put up by the Rand M.C.C,
South Africa. In this competition relia-

bility, petrol consumption, and .speed on
the level and up-hill were taken into

consideration. The petroi consumption
worked Dut at 162 miles to the gallon,

which is an excellent performance for
.

an engine of 557 c.c.

1912 Improvements.

The oil tanks and forks of the
Wilkinson T.M.C. have been recently

re-designed, and the machine in its final

form presents a very neat appearance..

The front forks used will be the Saxon.

,
The neat little Grandex lightweight

with its grac€tul frame dropped at the
rear, which was favourably reviewed in

Vim Motor Cycle Olympia Show report,

will in future, be supplied with a light

form of two-speed engine shaft gear
specially made by the N.S.U. Company.

New Friction Driven Cyclecar,

Messrs. Robertson's Motor Agency,
157, Great Portland Street, inform us
that they have .secured the sole London
and Southern Counties agency for the
Lurquin and Coudert four-wheeled cycle-

car. This vehicle is friction-driven and
fitted with a 9 li.p. twin-cylinder water-
cooled engine. The gear provides iive

speeds forward and a reverse. The same
firm specialises in part exchanging second-
hand machines for new Nortons, the
balance being paid in ca.sh or spread
over monthly paj'ments.

A Useful Handbook.
"All About Diinlop Tyres," 1912

edition, runs to^nearly sixty pages. In
addition to other items of interest to
motor cyclists, it contains information
about tyres and their treatment. Statia-

tici in this ' booklet show that 371
Uunlop motor cycle tyres were fitted to
rnachine.s at the last Show, or 22:77% of
Hie total number exhibited on machines.
Of bells fitted 1« motor cycles, Diuilo|is

were on 25% of th(! niachines shown, an
advance of 17%, on the previous year.

Motor cyclists can obtain a copy of the
booklc4 from any of the Diinlop 'I'yrc

C'o. '« depots, or the liead office, Aston
CiosH, Jlirrningliaiii.

Interchangeable Wheels.

Mr. J. iMcGliie Lamb, whose inter-

changeable and quickly detachable wheel
was described and illustrated on the 15th
ult., page 190, informs us that several

important motor cycle manufacturers have,
written asking for information regarding
terms of licence.

Tyre Reliability.

The accompanying illustration depicts

two John Bull Ci'oss Groove covers made
by the Leicester Rubber Co., Granby
Works, Leicester. We are informed that
the cover which shows the most signs of

wear has done 12,000 miles, and the

newer one, shown on the right, has
done 8,000 miles. These covers are vul-

canised while subjected to great pressui'e,

which causes the tread to be exceedingly
tough, and also has the effect of forcing

the rubber into the foundation.

A New Sealer.

Herewith we illustrate a handy tool

for sealing motor cycle parts, for trials,

etc. The sealer is only fain, overall and
weighs 6ozs., so ca.n be easily carried

in the pocket. The stamp can be
engraved with twenty letters. The
seals are simply attached, and, once

affixed,
,
cannot possibly be tampered

with without detection. They ar^
already in use with many • gas, water,
and electrical companies, and can be
obtained from the British Porter Safety
Seal Co., Ltd., Norfolk House, Laurence
I'oitntney Hill, E.G.

MARCH yth, igi2.

Motor Cycling in New Zealand.

We are informed that at the Boxing
Day meeting of the Hawke's Bay M.C.C.
held at Hastings, New Zealand, J.

Johnson (2^ h.p. Brown) was first.

Three-speed Counterrshaft Gears.

The Albion Engineering Co., Ltd.,
Tower Works, Upper Highgate Street,

Birmingham, are shortly placing on the
market a three-speed epicyclic counter-
shaft gear, the middle and low gear ratios

of which will be 27% and 50% reduction
from' the high gear. The gear will pro-
vide a free engine on atl speeds, and- will

only have one internally cut gear wheel.

Trade Announcements.
The Rom Tyre and liubber Co., owing

to increase of business, have removed to

larger and more commodious premises at

.36, Brook Street, Holborn, E.C., ~a few
doors from their old address.

Messrs. P. J. Budge and A. G. Daw
have taken premises at 69, Leather Lane,
Holborn, E.G., and deal in new and
second-liand motor cycles and accessories.

Catalogues Received.
The frontispiece of the Bat catalogue

shows two contrasts, the famous 2j h.p.
spring frame Bat, which created such a
sensation in 1902, and the 1912 two-speed
chain-driven sidecar machine. A short
history of this machine is given in the
introduction. Each model is lucidly
illustrated and described. The spring
frame is shown in detail. The spring
forks, stand, two-speed gear and othe'r

parts are illustrated, and the booklet
can be obtained from the Bat Motor
Mfg. Co., Penge, S.E.

We are in receipt of the two latest

Bradbury publications. The motor cycle
catalogue is one in which the various
models are described. The other interest-
ing publication is the book of the Brad-
bury 1912 3^ h.p. machine, which gives
useful information regarding the various
component parts, and liints on the use and
maintenance of this well-known machine.
Both booklets can be obtained from Brad-
bury and Co., Ltd., Oldham;

The latest Palmer Tyre catalogue deals
with the three-ribbed, rubber-studded cord
tyres and butt-ended tubes ; also the
ribbed and rubber-studded Palmer Priva-
teer tyres, which jire made of fabric, and
are much cheaper in price. The booklet
of Palmer tyres contains some very inter-

esting information regarding tyre construc-
tion, some notes on motor cycle rims and
on tyre repairs, and can be obtainsd from
Palmer Tyre, Lt-d., 119-123, Shaftesbury
Avenue, W.C.
The Lloyd Motor Engineering Co., Ltd.,

132, Monument Hoad, Birmingham, send
us their complete catalogue for 1912.

L.M C's have been very successful in our
•colonies, in addition to their many wins in

home events, and incidents in connection
with these competitions, also tours, are
illustrated by means of photographs, many
of whicli are reproductions froia ?'/«•

Motor Cycle.

The illnstriitcd catalogue of the
(Coventry Eagle sidecars contains speci-

fications and illustrations of seven
separate patterns, all of which -Can -be

supplied with numerous alternative chair
designs. These sidecars are sold under
Millfoid natents by the Coventry Eagle
Cycle and Motor Co. , Covontiy.
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Another British Success!
This is the machine the connoisseurs are talking about so favourably.

The

'Perfectly
Vibrationless'

Model No. 3 - 3Jhp.

J^ ^^ p^ Encine It is so obviously sim.le, and so scisntitically contracted, that

detailed description is unaecsssary. It is the smoothest running and

^ CI 5 most comfortable mount on thz road. We invite your criticism and
•

shall be pleased to see you at any time.

Fitted with N.s^U. 2spe£d SEALE & de BECKER. Ltd.. 162a, Gt. Portland St., LONDON. W.
Grama— Breunabor. London." Garage and IU;pair Shops—97 9fl. 99 Bolsi ivfir Scrcui Ixindon W phiint>—Mayfair 43Gear £7 7s. extra.

THE MOST

WONDERFUL
PERFORMANCE AT

THE

^^ _ FRENCH HILL-CLIMB.

^^ H. NEWEY ON LEVIS

LIGHTWEIGHT MOTOR CYCLE
FITTED WITH

AMAC CARBURETTER

jST IN ITS CLASS.

Though only 221 c.C. it did

FASTER time than any Conti-

nental machine in AIMY class.

ASTON MOTOR ACCESSORIES CO., LTD.,

TALFORD ST., ASTON, BIRMINQHAM.

Truth Knows No Fear

tb

USOLINE"
MOTOR OIL.

You've heard uhat the experts say cboat it!

You've seen the results obtained by the use ofit!

W hy hesitate ?

Manufactured under the supervision of

Vi. RLiSELL
(late of Price's Patent Candle Co. Ltd. Loodon),

^^ RUSSELL BROS.,
NATIONAL OIL WORKS.

Adams Street, Birmingham.

In answering t/icse advertisements it is def'irahle to mention "The iliitnr Cycle.", A3
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19JO 5-6 INDSAN, unscratched £32 10
3 h.p. TR UiVlPH and Sidecar, trial £25
igij DOUGLAS, hardly used £32
1909 DOUGLAS, perfect £22
1910 ROYAL ENFIELD, like new (only been

on the road two or th ee times) £28

Most luajies of new macliinea a d BOme seronff handB on easy
terms Hione /J3 Stratford.

GODFREES', 124, Romford Rd., Stratford.

^ Carbon Deposit Remover.
For removing carbon deposit.

As Illustration.

A most use-ful tooL
Price - - 2 /-each.

O. LUCAS,
RAINMIUI., l.a.ncs.

CLARKE'S,
New Century Motor Cycle Works,

ST. ALBANS.
EARI.V DELIVERIES OF Akk

FIRST.CLASS IVIAKES.
SEND FOR LIST OF SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS OF THE REVISED

AUTO CYCLE UNION
SPECIAL

INSURANCE POLICY
Apply to A. H. PRIESTLEY,

199, Piccadilly, LONDON, W.

CHIPMAN'S HOUSES.
We'itlier proof. SpaRnned timt>er.

Trent^'l ntvj'er\ative

RAISED DAMP-PROOF FLOOR
7ft X 3tt. X 7ti. bigb ..£2 6 6
8ft. x6ft.x7tt. „ ..316
gfl. X7lt. X7ft. „ .. 3 II
loft.x iftt X 7Mt. „ ..490

Entrance Ga-E" ay Jaft.xHtl x r|ft. „ ..530
Saves Lftin;. Wide dont'le doom ^/ pxira. Prices on rail

' taint-B Dehverv tron. Stock Lists free.

COLUMBIA WORKS, KINGSTON ROAD, STAINES.

CHtAP MOTOft CYCLE HOUSES.
THE

BEST IN ENGLAND.
U rite foi illustrated

cataloBue post free to

South Western
Timber Co.,

85, West Hill, '

Wandsworlh, Londoo

Phone Battersca 787.

SIDECARS.
NOW READY, OUR

1912 SIDECAR CATALOGUE
FREE.

ANGLO-SAXON Co.. 31, Newgate St., London,

HOI.DTITE I.OCK
PATCHES.

(Surridge*s Patents.)

FROM ALL AGENTS.

OVAL,

No. I, . !.!. 9d. doz.

No. 2, . 2s. Od. doz.

No. 3, . 4s. Od. doz.

No. 4, , . 6s. Od. doz.
No. 5, .. 10s. Od. doz.
No. 6, . . 16s. Od. doz.

Nickelled Brass
Flask Non-Flam.
Solution, with
brush, 6(1. each.

Magneto Covers, Original and Best, 2/6 each.

Send for list and samples free.

58, George Street, Camberwell, London.
Scotland—9, Oswald Street

THE.

TURNg)
SIDECAR

PflTt(lT.M0K..J9ll.

KEG DESICN.SKISS

PROTECTION. COMFORT. ELEGANCE.
LuxnrlDOr), weaibcrprool. as «oud as a motor car Huod.
AcUustaltlo bcroeii. I n lotsgo Cairlor. conii>lf<tti £18 lOs.

Manufacturers: GRIFFIN & CO., MInorles, B'HAM.
tan tH-' vMu and trlt«l at

Robertson'!, 167, Great Portland Street, London.

LARCE & SMALL IN PURE* HARpENED

NK ROBERT,W.COAN*!!
• EI9,OOSWELL H°. LONDON.C.C-

^

IRON CYLINDERS ALSO REPAIDED.

A SMALL ADVERT.

"THE
wiU

MOTOR CYCLE'
soon find a customer for your

second-hand macfiine.

"SEE THAT LEVER?
Raise It and Pulley is

"

adjusted immedialely.

No tools required.
No belt removed.
Fits any machine.
Simplicity itself.

Wriie at once to

The Advance Motor

Manufacturing Co., Ld.

NORTHAMPTON.
Fat. II0.21UI/07

V
A
N
C

P
D
L
L
E
Y

s
^

< ( _ 4

e M4CNET0 CDUEnSlUN SET

Suitable for Peugeot and other Eiigines.

J. TAYLOR, Motor Works, Warwisk Rd., BIRMINGHAM.

Oxy-Acetylene Welding
IN ALL METALS.

Sound work, qnicli delivery, reasonable prices. We
are practical engineers and welders of 30 years*
experience—n o t novices. Once tried, custom
asstirrd. Also manufacturers of welding plants, and
welding and blowpipes. All work Kuaranteed.

OX V.ACETYLENE WELDING,
349. Lillie Road, Fulham Cross, LONDON.

Repair Ontfit Ponch
,To carry on Handle-bar.

Pouch only 1 /-

„ and G.B. out6t 2/3
„ and Patchquick 3/8

REG. SAMSON,
Ladywood Road,

BIRMINGHAM.

THE QUIDOS PATENT CORK FOOT MUFF
FOR SIDtCARS.

IN WATERPROOF CANVAS.

KEEP THE FEETWARM
WITH THE NATURAL.
HEAT OF THE BODY.

Price 8-'6.

LEOLINE EDWARDS, 81, ST. MARGARET'S RD.,

TWICKENHAM.

DON'T
ORDER

UEAVE IT UONGER.

WAUCHOPE'S
SHOE LANE, FLEET ST., LONDON.

TRADE PRICES.
For Cylinders. Pistons. Rlnc;s, Connectme Rod-i. Shafla,

Bushos, Gear wheels,Flywheels Crank Casps.

Nickel Steel Vjivesinrl PuMpys.

Cams.
Ptice list on apphcaiton.

CYLINDERS REBORED
Up to 76 mm. with new piston and rings,

Latest two-ring type r'*^tons. 3/- «xtra

10./-

NOBLE & CO., General and Automobile £ngin<-sr5,

and 11, Surrey Row, Blackfrlars Road. LONDON. S.B.

A.̂ 6
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ADVANTAGES.
Hitchen's, of Morecambe, are not so conceited as

to imagine that you will trade with them for any
reasons other than because it pays you ; and imme-
diately it interests you to deal with someone else,

they natiu-ally conclude that you will do so ; but
AT PRESENT all the advantages are with you
dealing with HITCHEN'S, of Morecambe, as follows :

NO OTHER FIRM in the world can give you such
quick delivery of new models. At the time of writing
we have ON THE PREMISES—

P. & M.'s, Scotts, Jap-Bats (chain drive and belt
drive, with P. & M. two-speed gears), Clynos,
Bradburys (two speeds, chain drive models due
this next month), F.E. Rudges and single speeds
(two-speeds coming through this month). Pre-
miers (lightweights, single speeds, and two-
speeds, also lightweight three-speed). Zeniths
(3A h.p.. 6 h.p.. and 8 h.p.}, Lincoln Elks. A.C.
Tricars, Triumphs (F.E. models), Matchless
(5-6 h.p. and S h.p., two-speed gear models), New
Hudson? (three-speed gear), Indians (7 h.p.,
two-speed gear), Indians (clutch raodelsl, Moto-
sacoches (two-speed), Humbers (two-speed),
and Humbers (lightweights, three-speed).

Besides these, we have other models of the same
makes, also Morgan Runabouts and Model K Douglas,
coming through ; and we would like you to ask your-
selves the question ; Is there any other firm in the
world vvho has as many as these ? Is there any firm
in the world who have MORE than these ? And we
thmk the answer will be, NO ! Hitchen's have the
largest stocks in the kingdom, and this they always
intend to have.
Tbey CONSIDER THEMSELVES in a position

to treat you well, and. if you are WANTING a
machine, get on the jump and telephone, wire, or
write at once, stating what machine you want to
buy, and your commands shall have prompt atten-
tion. You will clearly see the GRE.\T ADVAN-
TAGES of dealmg with Hitchen's, of Morecambe,
and of havmg such a large stuck to choosp from.
Morecambe MAY BE a LITTLE town, out of the

world in many things ; but it is m MORECAMBE
where Hitchen's, of Morecambe, are located. It is

in MORECAMBE where the LARGEST stocks of
Motor C.vvles in he wnole ^vorld are scored, and it is

to ..i<^RECAMBE you ought to come, or wTite, when
you want lO buy a MoL^r Cycle. Just in the same
way as Port Sunlight is ouied for soap, so More-
cambe is noted for Motor Cycles ; and, as Port Sun-
light has risen by the sale of soap, so Hitchen's, of
Morecambe, are RISING by the sale of Motor Cycles !

Another of the SEVERAL ADVANTAGES that
we wish to drive home to you is that you NEED
NOT BE FAST as to HOW you are going to buy a
Motor Cycle. Our system of business is as flexible
as indiarubber : You are simply asked how you want
to buy, and what you want to pay for it, . If you
cannot answer these two questions, then you don't
want a Motor Cycle.
Get on the jump and \vrite to Hitchen's at once

and say what you want to buy and how you' want
to pay for it, and whether you have anything to
swap or not. If you have anything to swap, say
what it IS. Don't write for cash terms, and at the
finish say there is SOMETHING THAT YOU WANT
TO SWAP, and pay the BALANCE on the DE-
FERRED. If you are asking for a cash price, we
want the money, and no PROMISES to PAY so
much per month. We can CUT THE THING
FINE for cash down. ^We consider that if a man is paying for a raachme
in twelve months that he is having the advantage
of our money, and therefore he should not expect
us to cut all the orofit away for his benefit. IN ANY
CASE you vnU 'find OUR TERMS, whether Cash,
Exchange, or Deterred, better than other dealers.
You must know that no man has anything to GIVE
AWAY ; and if you are out to buy a machine, you
will find Hitchen's, of Morecambe, will be able to
do as well for you as anyone else, and BETTER
THAN MOST.
DON'T place your order with the little trader who

has machhie ON ORDER for delivery so-and-so : he
may have, but he may not—and most Ukely will not
get It at the time mentioned, and you are then " up
the pole." The proper way is to buy from Hitchen's
now, when it is HERE in the garage, and then you
are sure of getting it.

The advantageji to the trade in dealing with
Hit hen's, ol Morecambe, are VERY GREAT.
Hitchen's have purcnased £45,000 worth of Motor

Cycles, and can always accommodate the trade by
excnanging what Hitchen's have for what the trade
has ; or, on the other hand, let them have machines
(where the makers have no objection) at a trade dis-
count. There is no branch of the business that
Hitchen's do not take up, unless you call the fact of
giving a machine away a branch of the business

;

if so., this is a line that we are not interested in at the
moment. We can nearly give something away,
however, as w;e.have a few accumulator machines at
the very modest and interesting price of £4 igs. ii^d.
If the bhoys have a £5 note in their pocket, and will

blow over to Morecambe, they can have one; but
don't ask for one of these on the DEFERRED
pa>anent terms, as it is in this case " dibs " down, or
we keep the'inachines.
We want everybody to ride a motor cycle, but we

want the bhoys who e.Kpect to get a igi2 machine
for £3 down please note we cannot accommodate
them in this direction. If they are prepare-d to pay
down from one-fifth to one-third dowu, we can then
do business, and look forward to hearing from them.

Don' I imagine that, because we have this week
spoken of nothing but new machines, that we have
no second-hand ones, because we H.WE. There are
close upon 200 here stored at Morecambe. and lists

of these are prmted every week. If you have not
got one, vou Silould have one. Get on the move and
GET ONE: a postcard will DO THE TRICK.
At the same time, we will send you a long list of
accessories that we want to get rid of, as we wish
them out of the place, and we don't intend to re-

place them, so NOW IS THE OPPORTUNITY for

the bhoys to get something cheap. Our room is

too limited for storing and selling acces.^ones. We
intend, however, to keep on a few of the leading lines,

such as Lucay and F.R.S. lamps. Cowey and Jones
speedometers, and things of that kind. So now
YOU HAVE IT STRAIGHT ! If you want any-
thing, NOW IS the time to get it. Look handy.
Remember the old address :

HITCHEN'S,
Morecambe, LANCASHIRE.

Telephone :

" T12 Morecambe.'
Telegrams:
" Motor, Morecambe,'

LUKIN SINGLE CONTROL
CARBURETTER.

EXTREMELY
SIMPLE.

ABSOLUTELY
AUTOMATIC.

VERY
FLEXIBLE.

" The Motor Cycle " says :

—

".
. . We have had the opportunity

of giving it (the Lukin) a thorough
road test on one of our machines. The
Lukin has given great satisfaction
under all conditions; it enables the
engine to run extremely slow (slower
in fact than any standard carburetter
,we have tried) and at the same time
the engine will pick up at once on
suddenly opening the throttle," with-
out any of the hesitation which is a
feature on only too many present-day
carburetters. ..."

A rider who uses a Triumph machine
fitted with the Lukin says :—
". . . . I need hardly add that the

engine keeps much cooler when using
the Lukin, as the mixture is alwaj-s
correct "

A rider who uses a Rudge machine
fitted with the Lukin says :

—

'*....! am getting over mo miles
per gallon. I fully endorse all j-ou

say with regard to the merits of
the carburetter, which is so much
pleasanter to drive with, especially in

traffic,' than the old-fashioned two-
lever type. ..."

\\nte for particulars to

LUKIN, LTD., Tbe Ride. Newcomen St., BoroQgh,
London, S.E).

Special Agents—
THE SERVICE CO., LTD., 292-3, Hi?h Holborn, London, W.C.
H. TAYLOR & CO., 21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.C.

'' ^a^-^
1^^5^^
r
.1

WB1 i

L^ J

MOTOR CYCLES
BY EASY PAYMENTS

Whiteleys are prepared to supply,

ANY MAKE OF MOTOR CYCLE
on the EASIEST OF EASY TERMS

Interest Charge from 2 per cent.

A TEN POUND NOTE
secures delivery, and you can pay the balance

afterwards by twelve monthly instalments.

Early Deliveries of

Premiers New Hudsons Zeniths

Scotts Matchless Swifts

Bradburys Calthorpes Clynos

Triumphs James P. & M.'s.

Indians Singers A.C. Tricars

Douglas Rudges Bedelia Cars

Rex-Japs BaU Premier Motorettss

Carriage Paid to any Station in the UnitedKingdom.

WHITELEYS
QUEEN'S ROAD, LONDON, W.

In answering these advertisemenls it is desirable lo viention. " The Motor Ciich.' A30
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS In these colmnns
—First 14 words or less 1/6, and Id. per word
after. Each paragraph is charged separately

Name and address must be counted. In the

case of Trade Advertisements a series 0.'

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advert'sements in this section should b'

accompanied with remittance, and be addresser

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Covent^^

To ensm'e insertion letters shou d be posted ii

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,'

Coventry, or London (20, ludor Street, E.C.), b;

the first post on Friday morning previous tc

the day ot issue.

AU letters relating to advertisements shoul'

state distinctly under what heading and in wha
issue the announcement appeared.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hant

motor cycles, the ac^vertisements are classified into dis

trids as many readers like to know whit machines ar
for sale in their immediate neighbourhot^d before- going
further afield.

PUn showing division of England into Sections.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

SECTION in.
Carnarvon, Dr-nbi^h, I'lint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.
Nottin'ilham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, NorthamptoD

Warwick.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, CambridE;'', Huntingdon, and Bedford

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Herfford, Radnor, Brecknock, Mnnmoutb

Glamorgan, Carmarthcti, Car(lit;jii, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII
CloucfstfT. Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hosb

Channel Islan-ls.

SECTION VIII.
Hr-rtford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex

SECTION IX
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall*

SECTION X,
Scotland,

SECTION XL
Ireland ind Isle of Mao.

STAND

ALONE
For their great number and
variety of stock motor cycles

ready for instant delivery and
for the early dates at which their

MO contracts enable them to "give

1911 NE'^ and delivery of the most soueht after

SECOND-HAND machines of the year. All who
MODELS. contemplate buyinga motor cycle

should see Wauchope's great

show.

TO-DAY'S BARQAIN LIST INCLUDES :

5011.
5018.

5030.
5036.

5049.
5052-

4982.
4989.
4990.
4993-
5001.
5003.
5005.
5006.

5007.
5009.

4944-
4945.

4956.
4957.
4964-
49'3.
4921.

4926.

4933-
4939-
4941.
4893-
4903.
4854.
4597.
4607.
4760.
4863.
4828.

4733-

4727.
4533-
4758.
4420.
4768.

4575.
4638.
4628.

5052. 22

5052-

5053-
5056.
.•1058.

5064.
5065.
5066.

5082.

5084.

ASK
FOR
TO-DAY'S
LIST.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, SHOE LANE,

LONDO^M, E.C.FLEET ST.,
'Pbone ;

5777 Ilolborn.

Wires :

" UpificcT, London."

h.p. 191 1 standard BAT £38
h.p. 1908 2-speed P. & IVI £27 10

h.p. 1911 2 speed NUMBER . . £38
h.p. 191J MOTOSACOOME .... £28
h.p. 1910 free-engine TRIUMPH £38
h.p. igii 2-speed DOUGLAS,

Model E £42 10

h.p. iqii BAT-il.A.P £40
h.p. 1911 2-speed HUMBER .. £36 10

h.p. 1910 TRIUMPH, freeengine £39
h.p. 1910 WOLF £18 10
h.p. 1911 free eng. BRADBURY £40
h.p. 1911 free engine INDIAN.. £45
h.p. 1911 lightweight HUMBER £28
h.p. 1910T.T TRIUMPH .... £34
h.p. 1910 2-speed V.S. £35
h.p. 1911 T.T. BrtAOBURY .. £35
h.p. 1911 DOUGLAS £30
h.p. 1911 2-speed DOUGLAS,
Model E £38 10

h.p. 1911 2-speed HUMBER . . £37 10

h.p. 1910 BAT and sidecar .... £40
h.p. 4-cylinder F.N £12
h.p. 191 1 free engine TRIUMPH £42 10
h.p. iqii 2-speed DOUGLAS,
Model E £38 10

h.p. 1910 PREMIER £27
h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH £30
h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH £21
h.p. 1911 2-speed HUMBER .. £38 10
h.p. PEUGEOT £20
h.p. 191J tourist REX £30
h.p. 1911 free engine TRIUMPH £45
h.p. I9ri ZENITH-Gi^ADJA . . £42 10
h.p. 1911 KERRY-ABINGOON £32 10

h.p. 1911 free engme INDIAN.. £42
h.p. 1911 CHATE<<-LEA-J.A.P. £35
h.p. 19H JAMES £35
h.p. 1909 CriATER-LLA, 2-sp.,

chain drive, and sidecar .... £40
h.p. 1911 KERRY-ABINGDON £32 10

h.p. igii 3-speed HUMBER . . £35
h.p. 1911 single-speed HUMBER £30
h.p. 19JI tree engine PREMIER £42 10
h.p. 191 1 standard DOUGLAS.. £30
h.p. I9II standard BRADBURY £35
h.p. ign free engine TRIUMPH £45
h.p. igro TRIUMPH, Mabon,
variable gear 38 Gn»

h.p. 1911 2-speed DOUGLAS,
Model E £42 10

h.p. 1910 2-spced F.N £28
h.p. igii L.M.C., variable gear £35
h.p. 191 1 Standard DOUGLAS £30
h.p. I9ri ZENITH-GRADUA .. £45
h.p. igii 2-specd HUMBER ..£38
h.p. 1911 2-speed HUMBER ..£40
h.p, igri Standard BRADBURY,
Mabon clutch £37 10

h.p. 1910 ROYAL ENFIELD . . £22 10
b.p. 1910 Twin REX Sidetto . . £38

Send details of your used motor
cvcle, and receive our handsome
offer of its utmost value in part
payment of a new model.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may ht

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " OfSce.
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
lor forwarding replies. Only the number will appear in
ihe advertisement. Replies should be addressed, "No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or it " London "

is added to the address, then to the number -given, c/c
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C. -;

SWTDEPOSIT SYSTEM,
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by avaihiig themselves of ous
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The

'

Motor Cycle," both parties are adwsed of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the -

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we rerpit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the ^nount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £ro in

value, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charged, when under
.

£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Ihffe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Headers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication tb t the ocds advertised have
already been disposed flf. Advertisers cften receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to eaeb
one by past.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

Iih.p. Wolf, magneto, tyre.^ new, perfect rmaning
2 order; ;&14.-rar4;, 1, High St., Berwick-

"I
012 Scott and Douglas; order now for early delivery.

:

LiJ —Archdale, Bitjhopton Lane, Stockton-on-Teea.
.

!

1^ 1-1 Soott, in perfect condition, and mechanieolly
'

X»^ sound: owner buying 1912 Scctt; price 50;
guineas-—Archdale, Bislicpton Lane, Stockton. v,

ZENITH. 1911. 3ih.p.. little used, perfect condition
throughout, expert exaaiinaiiun luviied; bargain,

£39.—L. B. Parker, iiongpool. ii-endai.

BRADBURY, 1909, perfect condition througiiout,
just overhauled, tsres as new, sat.s.actory rtasun

lor sale; £22.—Moun, Werftbourne. Viila, Darlington.

PREMIER Liffhtwe »>t, 1912, 2ih.p , brand new. in
,

crate, climbs any hill, fast and puwertni; cuah-"'

only, £32/10.-9,855, The Motor Cycle Ofllces, Coventry.

T.T. Roadster TriuiiipJi (done _800 miles), conditinn
like new. tyres unpnnctured, many spares, includ-

iuH" belt; £41.-9,850. Tke Motor Cycle OfliLeti, Uov-

[
entry-

MOTO-BEVE 2Jh.p. Twin late 1910 'pattern, been very
little run. new earbureuer on, in ttrst-class run-

;
jing order; price £19/10.—Apply, W. Wharton, iour-
•stones.

1Q12 2ih.p. A.J.S., 2-speed, chain drive, Lycett
Xtf EpeL'iul pan saddle, delivery from makers 26th
ebrnary: £43/10.—Blackshaw, 27, Ironside St., Hough-
toQ-lo-Spiing.

REX. 1909i. 5h.p. twin, fitted with 1910 Roo 2 epeed,
Whittle, Boticli, new retread combination on back,

tinny sparei; upprova!. deposit; £32.—Apeduile, Slock-.-
^on St., West liartlepuol.

TRIUMPHS, Hnmbers, B-S.A., Royal Enfield motor
cycles, ligiitweiglils, 2 speeds, free engines: write,

wire, or 'plioiie for inuuediate deliveries--Turvey and
Co., The Mutor House, Snndtrland. Tel.: No. 626.

IQll Hninher. 3ihp., 2-speed, Whittle, and new
J- i/ rubber belt, sparu valve, butt-ended tubes, also
rigid side eiit ranee sidecar; the combination new iq
Sept.; £43.-3, Ripon Gardens, Neweastle-on«Tsne.

N.S.U- 5-6h.p. Motor Cyrle and coach-built sidecar, 2-

upeed, free engine. iiinKiietn, piTfoet condition;
£27; 3, h.p. Lincoln Elk, 1911 model, as new, cheapj
biirgaina.—Apply. (J- H. Musou and Co., West Bt,,

Gaiorthead-on-Tyiio.

TWO 1911 Standard B.S-A.'s, £38; two 1911 Sih-p-
T.T. roadster Triumphs, £40 each : 1911 brand

now 3fli.p. SinKcr, £40; 3J.li.p, Triumph. Btandnrd,
£28; 2ili.p. llobart liKlitwcik'lit, £23; 6h.p, N.S.U.,
2-Hpepd, rouijil'ti' with Mtintgoiiiery fiide(!iir, £35 : all

nbuvo iierfoi't, and aubjoet approviil ; any cxuuiination.—
Stouts' UuraKL", E^;remout, Cumberland. 'J'liouc: 1X2.

Qlh.p. New 1911 l-'ieo Kuginn Triumph, with 1912Oa pjittern fipriug f.irk, coinplelo, lamp, and Jiorn,

£52: 1911 DouKlan, new, 2-h]ioi'<I, elutcli model, £42.
—Stout'K (Jaragf^, Efjrctuont, Omnherland. 'l*lione: 1X2.

A40 Jn ansvfering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle
"
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The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.16
'Phone. 766. TelegTiirns. " Perfection.'

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
LIGHTWEIGHT F.N., running: order, SS/IO; twin

plain cfiil. 5/-; 3-rtpePri sC'ir and free engine, ctf
ChHler triiar, 15/--—Ajiiiita^e, Clarendon St.. uyrte.

LIVERPOOL Official Agents for Bradburir. Zenith.
Siniier, Ees, Al<-yon. ilnto-Reve; delivery from

sl"eli.— F C. .Tones and Co.. 3, Rederoso £3t.. LiVerpuoI.

BRADBCRY, 1912. free euL-ine model, new 2 ireets
ayo, nut (t. ne 20 mile-, eo^t £54/10. for eut^h

and 5/- weekly secures
^^9/10; no otfero.— Hamjlton. Huvenijwiute. C'perfltuu.

prompt despatch of QT. HELENS.— 1911 lAusucit) 2JU.p. it tc^aeoibe,
. Twin REX, sonne forks £18 101 ^ F.E.. luileage 600 all iiiee.-sories, perfeit rondi-
LigllCiveigluMOTOSACOCHE- spray, runs well .. £14 10 <'""• as new: 26 guineas.- 153. North Ed.. St- Helens.

3 h.p. QUADRANT £10 101 t a nvs
2jh.p. KERRY, spring lorks £10 lOi JL
Twm Mrfliei,- MOTO-REoE. Druids £15 01 \-„rtli- ltd. St Helen
3! I..p. WOLF, spriv imart. h.b. control £12 10l^„, ,', ,„,, ,j .. „ ,

Shp.'HUMBER, ch.un dr;vr £9 10,21 "' ^'""~'*- '^" "'-'"™ "'"' Bir'.""- o™ <y"!

£3 to £5 DOWN

1910 Magneto ilnto.^aeoehe, all avre.'itfones.

new tyre, ^sielleut condition: 20 jjuineas.- 153.

3i h.p. REX, 'pniig lorks. reliable £15 10
Sili.p. BRADBURY £15
3 h p. ANTOINE, li.b. control, spring forks £12 10
2'Jh.p, DE DION £10 10
j^;b.U. Maijiieli. I.JKhUveiaht £15 10

£7

Miimrvit, 1911 Brovm and Barlow,
n'liiiiiiilattii. low, fast, ti^nrniitiijly overhuu!t-i1,

"l-rtje ralve. b«]t: £10.—Siuitii. irouiuuny^ti, Nortiiailt-r-
ti'O

P.
and -M.. S^h.p.. 1911, .-Jtilpudid i-diidition. just over-

lijiiiiwl liT Q]n!ii-rs. Leapi^ of spurns, mud ^lii'-ld

:

£<16/10.—NormuD Senior. Low HuUf^e. iJeuhy. Hndderf-
fi^^ld- -

TBIUMI'H. 1911. free eutrinp. £45: 1910 free eui^inf
/iijft t-idt-i-ar. £43 1910 free entJiUf, £38; 1909

ilcpo^il ami 10- ^veeklv secures

—

M.igneto TRIUMPH £25 10
5i h.r'. Tvvii, REX DE LUXE, mag. £22 10;
Four-cylinHtT F.N., magueto .... £19 19 Trin't-pli. £27/10.—Xlioiapsous'. Triiuuuli agents, Alour,

3* h.p. M;i{4liftn kEX £^9 19, Slj^ttield

Twin MOTO-REVE £19 19' t>oyaL
F.N. Magiif-io Lightweight £19 13
3A h.p. M;iEiielu MINERVA £19 10
MiiRiieio Twill REX £19 19

Nf_w Sidecar^, wiih iHiesi inipruvemtnis ..;.., £4 19 6[
Brand Newiqii 3! h.p. Fourij-t REX . : 43 GnS'

Fref-eiigine REX 43 GnsI
REX DE LUXE 57 Gns

ROY
V

u'Min-

p.N

Enflpld 25h.p., 2-<iiPe<l. free ensrine. quite
_. si £52'10 take £38: thin is yeuuiue bm-

Tboiiifjsoi,. 83. Miiur, Slinffield.

igii 3-1 h.p.

igii 3I h.p.

1911 5 b.p. REX DE LUXE 60 Gns

1911 liiodt-l, 5-6}; p., Q-cyl-, eond a« new: £37:
oul.T re;i-;ou for -"-lliu^' tno pnwi-rf ill : owner qoiut:

lu t ir hu'htweitiht F.X-~9.799, The SS-jIot Cycle OiQc-e^.
Cnventrr-

i-Ri've.

"PFEECISION" EN&INES
Libfral Rvrh.ingps in

FITTED TO ORDER.
itioi" ii' C-ish Di^munt.

"I QlO M<'to-u»'ve. mo
J- tf tithe. i.hitr>, el.

Iiidy',

Brt^'liuiwp

300 miles, -jpare valve, bt-it.

I- Uim[t. horn. .omplHtP: £27
biUe and La>L.— \v- Beaumout. BirdV Euvd

HAMPSTEAD.

I oil Premier. £34: 1911 Bradbury. £35; 1910 Tn-
J-tf uiupU £35: 1910 P and M.. £38; 1912 Tri-
uniphri. P nwi M.'ii. Bradburys. Ivy motor eyelet.— X.
Reed. Xpirlt-.n-i>rtU

PREillKR. 3ibD.. 2-apHPd.
limit*- uont. all toi'l.''.

July iJi-t. t:-0(l puller: 40
B.irn.-sley St.. WiuiiU-

and Mouttr<iiiifry Rideiar.
PN'^'ll^-nl rouditinri, uew
giiiueao. — Wllt.^hlre, 52.

19
ht'ht. and all
Hev^rley Ed . H
IQlli Fr**^ l-JnL'ine Triumph, niisi-nitc-he'1, pond

if ne«. ridden ?c)0 miles, raliuei hark. Whittle, i

10 'Intel I'heloD and Moore, reepntly overhauled,
nev tyre jiud chains, had little ninnitis, head-

c>^<^orie(^: cu.sh £40, giiick ,.al6.— 50.

haiHt
T-mice,

Vlll-tle.

Mid.lle.hrc, L-h.

f42;10—Apply, H..ru8, Borne

PHE!,1).\ MOIItiii. 1910,
ca-Iipi -iileciir. Cnwey '

liea4l lamp ai.

pliiitoLTapher.
i i-'eaeraliir,

r'ctica>iter.

2 npped--*- Millfnrd radial
eedfKneter, sinHi .onditii'U. |BAT

mauy sparer; £50 — Batfsjjaw.
'

free en'.rlne, Sept., 1911.
£47, in splendid" ooudi-

-elliat;.—Appiy after 7 o'clock, 8.

GUA'^ANTEEL> Id KUAINING O^DEft.
IgiZ 3j h.p. Slaiiilar.l B.^ADBURY. .VLW £43
I912 2f h.p. Iwo-speed KEA luiuor. NliVV £45
1912 Twin REX --ulette. Ih itoi k NliVV £73
I0I2 4 h.p. U.C. REX Sidcue, NEW £74
ICJI2 Two-speed REX luiilor £45
It) It 34 h.p Touriil HEX, done 750 miles £32 101 'T'H"'M I'H, 3>h p £55, :

1911 25 h.p. r«c—peed REX lunior. asnew .... £39 )0I * la:nn. horn uiiri'ic, f,it

I'lll 3* hp. REX, cliiirl, model £37 10i'"'°'
' ...

I9'.I 5 h.p. T«.,-,pced REX DE LUXE i4; lol
^

1911 25 h.p. Twin DOUGLAS, cso miles £32 Ifll "pRU'llPH. 1909. 1910 Improvenients. very
,1910 7 h.p REX DE LUXE, two speeds £43 q ^ (yrcK. new l.elt. psliaii.^l o-ln^tlh. t.eceral extra:
19 10 7 b.p. T\iii. REX, HOT STUFF £37 10
»9"' 5 h.p. Twin REX, very fast £29 10
luio 3i' h.p REX. \-erv t.4>t. special machine £27 10
MagnetnTwin REX. 191 1 .VI .bcii, .-hiiih £21 10
1900,3* h.p Two-spe«l REX OE LUXE £32 10
5i h.p. Two-spee.l Iwii, ROC inaguciii, Druids .. £32 10
1906 jj h.p. Magnein REX, very f^.st £22 10; TSIMKDIATE llelivery 1912 Mat, lilew T;rin» Zeniti
1007 35 h.p. Magneto REX, spring Inrks £19 19' .1 roinrle and iwul Bradhnrv^ ii:48i l>i.a::las i41),
5i h.p Twin REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch. =p li.rks £22 lOi ""'""' l'iil1..rd. Wolhri-nn «idec«r». ace e-sorn-s: rcpairs.

' ^ "^ and Co.. 5- Cliellenham Parade. HarrosMte.

Preioier 3ih.p. new .'^ppteiiiher, .pecial cot-
down frame, tonrine and T T. handle-harB, 2

belts, tyre.s ui. new. all j^pares, etc.. only run 600, nu-
-. latched and funltlesa; £34/15, lowe.^l.—ESproulle, Mir-
fleld.

5, HEATH
STREET,

Close to Hampstead 1 uoe rstation.

Telegrams; "Key, Hampstead." Tel, 267S P.O.,Hampstead.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS
Taken on any Machine or Runabout.

NO EXTRA CHARGE ON MOST MAKES.
Following 1912 Machines for Immediate Delivery :

BRADBURYS all Models
RUDGES all Models
ZENITHS all Models
BATS Barchain drive) all Models
TRIUMPHS all Models
F.IM.'s all Models
SINGERS all Models
LINCOLN ELKS all 'Models
HUMBERS all Models
DOUGLAS, H. & G M jdels
BEDELIA tars (6 days). 7i% extra K.P. 59 Gns.
G. & N. Uunabouts. 8 h,D. (in 6 weeks) „ 87 Gnt.
A.£., speed sociable type „ £87 10

Any other makes on application.

ABOVE MACHINES FOK IMIVIEOiATE DELIVERY.
NO WAITING THREE WEEKS.

LBNCOLN EI.KS
From £2S lOs.

Sole London Agent for the famous LINCOLN ELK. Finest
value on the market for quality and rcliafllHty. All models
on view ana for immedlnte deliverv.

TRAuE SUPPLIED WITH VAttiOUS MAKES. .

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS ALLOWED.
Second-hand Machines at Bargain Prices to clear,
BAT, c h.p., 1910, wiin Milllord sidecar £40
hOBART. ;j h.p. new 191c £29
CHA ER-JAP, j1 h p.. Willi si.lccar £16

ditlnn like
Tnnmpli.-Bndi,'

£30 01

s. Shre«>bnry
A-
Ud.

good

b<'a;.'hi tree cukid
llolton.

riih sidecar

RUOGE, jl h.p.. i9U,siamUrd • E2S
ELK. 1 h ! ,

magneto £15
ER&OBURV, TT, 1911 £29

n p.. 2-«l>eed gear £42
TR OIHPH, 1910, F E I3J
REX, s h p., iQoq, two-speed £25
LINCOLN ELK, 3S h.p., I91 1 cluich, and sidecar ; £3>
PREOiS.On, 2j h p.. 1.111 alm.isi new £25
TRIUMPH. 1910, free engrne £31
TRIUMPH, 1910 tree engine, splendid order £38
TRIUMPH, t909, splendid order £28
BRADBURY, i9ri. £30
BAT, > h p., T.T., condition like new, bargain..,. £45

CLEM''"^.VT
chain m

liAHKAUD. 2lli p., 2-ei
id Wliillle. 1911 !)iiiiiM

Paliiiere. Kreiii h -rrey

cheap. £2.—Enhard VV.

ZENITH, lOlT 3j h.p.

1 cnnnter-shaft 1
ZENITH. 191 1. 3( h-P-

(? H ami I), ZENITH, Kiit, 3i h.p.

up-t.^dale. 1;15;
ines, HHiiisley.

19'

ld'°

Brand New j{ h.p. REX, spnng lorks, and' ped.iU £31 Ql
Brand New T>nn Magneto REX £37 15
Si h p Two-speed N.S.U., sni.irt £21
Igol- TRIUMPH, verv powerful £28 10
Maeneu. TRIUMPH, spring lorks, specially low.'.' £25 0.
Si h.p. REX, very hoe c.,i,diTi..n £15 |0{
Four-ryhnder F.N., magneto, spring forks £18 18'
r.N.-VIagneio Lighlweit£fii £16 10'
3! h.p. .Vlagncto FAFNIR, .VI-O V £19 q
3* h.p. WOLF, Me\eii. ei.gme. h.b. control £12 10
Twin Magiiei.. MOTO-REVE £17 10
3 h.p QUADRANT, low Iranie £10 10 T rTERPOOL
S b.p- ANTOINE. very smarl machine £12 10 •'

• "

2S h.p. F.N., in very goud onier. recnimnended .. £12 10
3 h.p NUMBER, chain drive £9 10
MOTOSACOCHE. Uniid forks £14 ifl

xi h.p. KERRY, spnng lorks '.

£10 10
3! h.D. .Magiielo MINERVA, h.b. control £19 |o
SJ h.p, .MaBiieto EXCELSIOR £16 101

Easy payments al Special Rates.

7b. p. Matchlftsfl, 2-ppeed, tree entrine J-A P.
peedoiueTei. laiiiD. hum, etc. £30; also eetefal

;e,,uud-lmnd Tniiniphs. 3jh.p- Hiuutiet 2-spe,.,l. 3it, p.
.VS.Cr. 191? 6h.p. Dot.-Dobsoo, Bury Bridge, liury.
Nat Tel.: 2Sa _ .,

M..t..-Li

the pi..

I

you to
firm ot

SrOTT, late

iueiit,.i, ai

SUNDRIES.
New Sidecars, tip-top quality £4 19 6 and £6 6
Backrest, to lit XL' All saddle 7 '6New Cane Sidecar Body , 17/6
Brooks's Kroo Saddle !.!!!!!!!! 9 6
New Large Lycett's Saddle !!.*!!!!!- 9 6New Sidecar Aprons with studs !.]]!!!! 7
Plated Rex Pattern Handle bars '..', 6 6
New 2o-amp. Fuller Accumulator
New Harrison's Back Rest

Agency for Triumph and Matchless
nit. hiu-s. r.td, 71, H..ld St., Liverpool,

eers of iiii-tor ''yidiuir in the North It wil; pay
deal Willi llitiiiinus, Ltd.. an old-estabUi,lied
luiihe^t reimle.

1910. 3Jh p 2-speed, all 1911 improve.
lioju.itii lubrication, guaranteed altMv-

iiit^Iy a.- new in every reapect, enamelled and plated;
give 50 miles, (.idecar trial; a geutime bartraan. £59 —
105. Milnroit EiL. Ro.l,.lale.

Matchtes3
- - favourable

arrjtn;:eri; ali.solnte satisfaction and
ist^ured by dealiue with Hitchlugs,
Liverpool. E^talilished over 50 years.

TRIUMPH, 19I0. r-".H

ZENITH, i4 li-p., £01 1, gofHl .ir.lei

TRIUMPH Standard, loio, will, clutch
LINCOLN ELK, tl h.p.. ..nd cliiuh

£39
iii

. £42
, £3J
£13
£29
£2S

All Accessories included on S.H. at the price advertised

HITCHl.VGH. Ltd,, tot Triumph and
M'ltiirs. any make supplied on most

terms: exchanges
ci-urteou*. sf-rrne

Ltd.. 74, Bold St.

19"

Litei^

09 Truuiiph, eood condition, oew bmb tyre, all
aiie.scuiies. spare bell in •Ji.'^e, ba- brt-r-f. £28;

11909 TT Res. ,5h-p. erey 6nis,h. CAP rarhurener,
,,. , dc 65 m.p.h . new tyre. Cu^ey. ali acteshone*,. x-zS;
'1 /- appointment.—Fern Bank. 167. PlymoutJi Grove. Man-
9/6 1 Chester.

THE
£4-10 REY bidecar£3 - 10

With HutcDinson oi .licheiii. zbx zi Tyre and lube.
JO'- rxtra

Thefamous*' REY " EXHAUST WHISTLE now reduced
to 12 6 eacn. Ttiumoh standard type.

The "REY" Leatnci belting outiastb two of any other

makes. Price '/'• pei loot
Special l>t^L'lUUtb tu [rad^i.

ONLY HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY.

5, HEATH
STREET, HAMPSTEAD.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A43
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CARRIAGE PAID.
We now pay carriage on our sidecars to any

address in the United Kingdom.
The following refinements are fitted to all models.

No extra charge whatever:
1. Kick-up Stand for jacking up sidecar wheel

for tvre repairs.

2. Large sized Cocoanut Mat fitted to foot ot

sidecar.

3. Special Sidecar Lamp (plated), and fitted to

show white light at front and red light

to rear.

4. Extra Rapid Quick Detachable Joints.

5. We pay carriage to any town in the United

Kingdom.

Model E.—£7 5s. Model D.—£8.
All complete with Michelin or Continental tyres.

Customers have option of car or round pattern mud-
guards. Discount to the tra-le.

Any model can be supplied with tip-up basket
without extra charge.

MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES
We have a quantitv of frames bv well-known maker,

Price 32/6 each.
Rigid forks, 7/6 extra. Druid forks, 45/- extra.

Enamelled and plated in first-class style.

TYRES. TYRES. TYRES.
26 X 2j Hutchinson Hea\'yT.T. Covers, B.E. 25/-
Heavy Rubber-studded Covers, 26X2J.... 18/6
26 X 2 and 26 X 2J Wired-edge Covers 12/6
Continental Rubber Non-skids, 26x2^ or aj 30/-
Continental, beaded, 26 x 2 18/8
Tubes, all sizes, guaranteed 9/6
New Butted Tube, 26 X2i 8/6
New Butted Tube, 26x2^ 9/3
Special Heavv 26x2} Tubes, guaranteed .. 7/6

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.

4i h.p. Water-cooled Engine, vertical £5 10
2 h.p. Simms Engine 25/*
New 4 h.p. N.S.U. Engine, perfect £7

3J h.p. Rex Engine, M.O.V £5 10
.Maljon Clutch, tits twin Rex 65/-
prooks Bioo Sadrlle 9/6
Brooks B120 Saddle 9/6
Lycetl's I-109 Saddle (new) 11/6
Lycett's ditto, padded top (new) 14/6
Cocoa I'ibre Sidecar Footmats 3/-
Ruth.irdt V Twin Magneto. 45" angle .... £3 15
New Bosch DA V Twin M.igncto, 48° . , .

.

£4 4

Rex Pattern Belt Rim lirake (new) 6/6
Lycett's Carrier Toolbags (new) 7/6
I h.p. Electric Motor, 230 volts £7
Sidecar Lamps, show red light behind .... 7/6
Trailer, 26in. wheels 25/-
Ncw Toolbags, qx 6x 3iin 4/6
Sidecar Aprons, grren or red, with studs .. 7/6
New Lycett's Tubular Carriers 4/11
Longucmare Carburetters 5/-

FARRAR'S
MOTOR EXCHANGE,
19, 21, 23. 23, Hopwood Lane,

HALIFAX IJo": "f.o.?'
'

Telephone 919.

A44

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 QH Bargains.—Bradbury, shop-soiled. £39; 2ih.p.
Xt/ 2-«;iieed F.N., in splendid order, £32 ; 3an.p.
Premier, run 150 miles, £33; 14-cuinea Mitiford caatoi
L-ane sidecar, hardly ased, £11/5.—The Brighoune Motor
Agency, Bailiffe Bridge, Brighouse,

BARGAIN-—8h.p Bat, new June, 1911. J.A.P. auto-
matic carburetter, J.A.P- adjustable pulley, heavy

tvres, Garner whistle, all spares; owner buying similar
machine. 1912 model ; rost £65, eell £48; condition
as new—Marshall, Cannon Hill, Lancaster-

S GRANGE'S 1911 T-T. Triumph for sale, winner
of Bradford Club speed trials. 723 milee per

hour, aleo winner of open hill-elimb, fastest amateur in
England, guaranteed in ^•plendid condiiion, epares. tools,

etc. ; price £40.— Broekleiiar=;t, Park View, deckheaton

B-S.A-, Cbater-Lea. Triumphs, J.AP.'s, 1912 niodels;
sidecars irom 5 guineas; large stock of Mi(?helin

and Palmer tyres, accessories, accumulators, ma^^netos:
accuruuJators recharged; petrol. Vacuum and Pru^e'-
oils; sole agent for Lincoln Elks.—Pickies, Church St.

Garage, Bradford.

NORTHERN Depot, Ltd-. Everytblng Motorish. Leeco
St., Liverpool -Auto-Carriers, commercial, de

livery fortnight ; Sociable, stock ; 3-seater, 3 weeks

:

Kerry-Abingdons. clutch mjdel. etock, other models
week ; Matchless, fortnight : Zebra 2-*;eateT car. fort

night; special stockists F.R.S. tampa, Avon tyres. Xl'all

saddles, Ly.so beltti, sptedometerrt ; all advertised good^
in etock ; sole agente celebrated Deluge motor suitd

;

14 oils stocked-

CHATER-LEA 3ih.p. J-A.P. Motor Cycle, complete
with Chater-Lea spring forks, Cowey t'peed indi

cator, Lucas King jf the Road lamp, 3-note horn, ne^^

liempshall 26in. x 2iin. tvre on back wheel. Rom tyre
on front, pump and automatic drip feed lubrication,
ignition bv Boecb magneto. Matchless silencer, witl-

cut-out, pedals, and fnotrests. tcolbag in carrier, witl

side bag for spare belt and tube, machine in excellent
condition, almost as new. winner of several important
competitions; price £35.—Durant, Chapeltown, Sheffield

GREAT Sale of motor cycle6.-3ih,p. Rex, £7/10;
4h.p. Chater-Loa, magneto, spring frrks, B. and

B.. £12; 3h.p, Triumph. £9: 1909 Douglas. £18/10;
1911 Kerry-Abingdon, £28; 5-6h p. Res, 1909. twin
f'yl., free engine, and sidecar. £25, wrrth £40 : 190f
Triumph, new condition, £25; 1-*- and M., nearly new. 2
-peed, free engine, £37/10; we have about 60 sec.'ond

hand motor bikes in stock, consisting of 1907. 1908
1909, 1910 Triumphs, prices from £15 1 several Brad
bnrys. Singers, Moto-Reves: all machines #=old arc

warranted in good order- eidecars from 50/-.—The Motoi
Cycle Exchange, 160, Young St- Shetfield-

SECTION in.

Carnarvon, Denbigh. Flint, Cheshire, Derby

Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and

Merioneth.

Kh.p. A-JS. Twin, in stock; 60 guineas.—Taylor

Oih-p. A.J.S..

perfect order : £25-—Taylor, Oakeswell, Wednes

2-spee(l delivered July, run about 40r
mile^, complete, lamp, horn, epares ; dE37.—Tay

lor Oakeswell, Wedne^.bury.

1 Qll 2ih.p. A.J.S., belt ^ri ye, lamp, horn, jrpares,

bury.

A J. STEVENS. 2ih.p., 2-spGed gear, free engine;
• immediate delivery, new; £42.—Below.

AIR Springs, Ltd., Sjhp.. in splendid condition. 1911
model, as new ; any trial ; £36.—W. G. Odborne,

35, Bridge Rd., Wellington, Salop.

"Id 12 New Hudeon: inmiediato delivery given. - M.
X«/ Davies, Market St., \\ ellingtijn. Saicp.

TRTTJMPH. 1908, good condition; seen bv appoint-
ment-—Kendall, 11, Chichester St. Chester.

TRIUMPH, 1912. free engine model, jnst arrived

unpacked; immediate delivery; £55.—Moss, Wem.

PHELON and Moore, 3ih.p. model, 2-Kpeed gear an<l

free engine, perfect condition: £38.— Moes, Wem.

12 3ih.p. Zenith, rariablo gear, only ridden 2Ci

miles ; £50--Motor House, Low Town, Bridg19

1 012 3^h.p. Zenith, new, in cri'ite; cneh offers wanted.
XJ/ —Box No- 9,864. The Motor Cycle Omces, Cov-

c-:try.

I Qll Hnniber 2-ppeed, machine, tyrea, etc. as new:
I.J/ £36/10—Andrews, Heage Rd-, Ripley. Derby«

TRIUMPH, 1911, Btandnrd, carefully liept and ritiden.

KpU-ndid conditluu; £37. — Bruudou, 151. Welsh
.tow, Nuntwich.

Olh.p. RndgG. freo engine, new in November, with nil

Oa fjpiireH; beat olter—Lloyd, Hohulcigh. Crarcii

AriU8, Salop-

ROC 5li.p, Twin, 2-spepd, free pngino, pnanielling and
plating like new ; £33.-9,859, The Motor Cycle

Xlicos, Covi'nlry,

RUDOE. T-T.. July, 1911, Tcry fiifit, winning mount,
.Kjinrfs; £?;8: reawon for aalc, buying 1912 Rudge —

(JiMirgft Hill, Willcnhull.

MOTO-iACOCHi':. 1911, 2ih-p., vtfTy littlo used, per
f(( t order, lairip. liornj sparo tyre, i'lilmor tyroM

;

nfTcr-..-niiiiiihy. Wi-lshpjol.

NEW HUDSONS!!!
These beautiful three-speed machines are making

|

the twin-cylinder brigade " sit up."

COME AND HAVE A TRIAL SPIN.

We are Sole Agents for Halifax and Huddeisfield
and districts.

NEW 1912 MACHINES IN STOCK.
3J h.p. b^uUbc, hxed yi; £48

3I h.p. HUMBEA, 2-speed model £52 10
1912 3i h.|>. BRAOBUKY, single-speed £48
igiz 3ih.p. BRADBURY, two speeds £55

ItQiz 3JI h.p. NEW KUDSON, three speeds 57 Gns
I9r2 21 h.p. NEW HUDSON, three speeds 47 Gns
1912 2j h.p, A.J.S., two speeds, chain drive 47 Gns

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
rf h.p. WOLF, A.J.S. engine,, magneto .. £15
2I h.p. CASWELL vertical, Bosch, Amac,

h.b. control £12
1910 2| h.p. MOTO-REVE, magneto. Dmids £22
1910 2} h.p. IWOTO-REVE, extra fine order £23
1909 2i h.p.Twin MOTO-REVE, 50 x70mm. £20
1908 Twin MOTO-REVE, magneto Druids £15

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
i9ro 3j h.p., fine goer £27
1910 3i h.p., extra good £23
3j h.p. 1909 Speed King, extra fine £23
3 h.p. 1908 Featherweight Rex, Bosch mag £17

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.
1909 5-6 h.p. de Luxe, two speedg, fine . . £34
1906 5-6 h.p. Twin Rex, Mabon clutch £16 10
5-6 h.p., Bosch, Lloyd's variable gear .... £22
7 h.p. de Luxe, two speeds, M.O.V £43
5-6 h.p. de Luxe, igo8, two-speed model.. £28
5-6 h.p. de Luxe, 1908, two speeds, special £29 10
5-6 h.p.igoS two-speed de Luxe, 1909 engine £32

1911 Lady's HOBART. Armstrong 3-speed £36
5-6 h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., very good .... £19

4i h.p. N.S.U. . Bosch magneto, h.-b. control £21

3i h.p. P. & ivi., late looe, two speeds £28

if h.p. TwinPKEMIER, finemachine £25
i h.p. TRIUMPH, M.O.V.. h.-b. control.. £17

ji h.p. N.S.U., 2 speerts and free engine. £25
igii 2j h.p. mOTOSACOCHE, magneto £27
igir 3* h^. SiNGElt, clutch model, done

200 miles £43

3i h.p. L.M.C., 1910 model £25
3 h.p. SINGER, Bosch, V belt drive, B,& B. £16
3 h.p. QUADRANT, Bosch, B.& B , sp. forks £16
3j h.p. MINERVA, Bosch magneto, Amac £22

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
5-6 h.p. Clutch Model REX and new sidecar £29
5-6 h.p. Two-speed 1908 REX and sidecar £33
7-9 h.p Two-speed KEX and sidecar £53

All fitted with Mncneto and Spring Forks.

^O nAllfN SECURES ANY OF THESE.abO UUWll BALANCE 5/- WEEKLY.
3 h.p. REX, vertical engine £9

lj h.p. BROWN Bicar, M.O.V., Jfiin.wheels £12

X'/l l\AU/N SECURES ANY OF THESE.
SJ** UUWn BALANCE 6/- WEEKLY.
5-6 h.p. Twin REX, splendid goer £16 10

i h.p. ijUA-(.\Ai«i, iui'. LotiLiul,)3osch uiag. tlli

5 h.p. SINGER, Bosch m.igncto, h.b. control £16

3 h.p. TRIUMPH, M.O.V., h.-b. control .. £17

igo8 MOTO-REVE, magneto, Druids £15

x><: nnWN secures any of these.3&0 UUWn BALANCE 7/6 weekly.
1} h.p. WOLF, A.J .S. engine, magneto .... £15

1910 23 h.p. Twin MOTO-KEVE £22
1909 2S h.p. Twin MOTO-REVE £20

OAR^ INND TRICRS
ii h.p. HUMBER Tricar, two speeds, wheel

steering £19
5 h.i'. HUMBER ^.n, iwo-«.iuer, RocjiiRoer l,:i2 D

5 h.p. kt'vcfTE.Opperniann, 3 speeds .. £18
Duocar, Bosch magneto £45

MIS'^ELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
~

1912 B. and B. Carburetters, variable jet3 S8/t
1911 Portland 6 guinea Sidecar £3 10
I'ullord tastor VV.iCCI Siilii-ar £5
i'ulford Rigid Sidecar, 26ia wheel £4 10
Montgomery Sidecar, 2fiin. wheel £2 10
N.S.U. Sidecar, coach-built, 26in. wheel ., £4 10

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,
'- ' — • — —.—. > —^- (Two mlnutu

rrom G.P.aD
icephonc HALIFAX 'Twoniinufo,

In. answcrinq these, advertisements i( is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle"
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Consumption Comparisons.
ATTENTION is drawn in this issue to the

increased cost of petrol, and although the

price of fuel is not of so much consequence to

motor cyclists as to autocarists, on account of

the smaller quantities used by the former, it

has- an influence on the expense of the pastime.

While writing on this subject one is impelled to

again refer to one of the unanswered questions r-elating

to the running of motor cycle engines. It is general

knowledge that, based on ton-miles per gallon, a motor
cycle engine consumes approximately double the quan-

tity of petrol for a given engine cubical capacity and
weight that is burnt in a motor car engine. This
abnormal difference in consumption has never Ijeen

explained satisfactorily, and still remains a puzzle.

If we take the average weight of a 3^-^ h.p. .single-

cylinder motor cycle of 85 x 88 mm, = 500 c.c. and
its rider as 3 cwts., and that of a four-cylinder 15 h.p.

car 80 X 1 20 mm. = 2,409 c.c. as 30^ cwts. with

passengers, we have a vehicle in the latter case of ten

times the weight and nearly five times the cubical

capacity of the motor c\cle which will average twenty

miles to the gallon. The consumption in the case of

the motor cycle will be about one hundred miles to the

gallon.

Various theories have been ad\anced to explain

the difference, but none is satisfactory. In respect

to carburation the motor cycle should be more
economical, the design of its vaporiser is rriore

settled, and on standard designs the twin lever control

of throttle and air is admittedly superior to the single

control on a car. It can hardly be due entirely to

variation of gearing, because the average top gear ratio

of motor cycle and car, allowing for the difference in

wheel diameters, is not sufficiently great to account for

the whole difference in consumption, though it may be
responsible for a part. The absence of a change
speed gear has been mentioned as the probable reason

for the discrepancy, but motor cycles fitted with various

multi-speed devices have been in use for years, yet

greater economy in fuel consumption is not claimed

by reason of their use.

Piston speeds in the case of the ^^% h.p. motor
cycle and 15 h.p. car are about the same, and the

piston speed of car engines is continually increasing.

Can it be due to any difference in the ratio of weight

and area to atmospheric resistance ? For example,

we will assume the total area of a motor bicycle and
its rider travelling against the wind is nine square

feet, and the area of the car and passengers which
offers a resistance to the atmosphere as thirty square

feet. Here we have a possible explanation because
the power of the car, reckoned on engine cubical

capacity, is nearly five times that of the bicycle, whilst

the-ratio of area to atmospheric re.sistance is only three

and a third times more ; against that there is the extra

weight to consider, which is, in the case of the car,

ten times greater. It might be argued that the greater

volumetric efficiency of the car engine accounted for

the difference, which would probably be correct if the

increased volume w^ere contained in one cylinder

instead of being divided into four, in which case it can
ha\e no effect : the difference in size of the cylinder

being quite insufficient to make much difference in fuel

efficiency, i.e., in consumption per brake horse-power
hour. The subject is one of such interest that w'e

invite readers' opinions on a problem which has baffled

us from the earliest days of the pastime, and which
has never been satisfactorily explained.
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The Motor Cycle for

Commercial Travellers.

DISCUSSION concerning motor cycles is now tak-

ing a prominent place amongst the habitues of

the commercial hotels. After the day's work is

tniished, we gather round the smoking room fire, .and

the advantages and drawbacks of this modern method
of locomotion form one of the chief topics of con-

versation. To-night we are in great force : there are

four enthusiastic motor cyclists whose ardour has not

been diminished even by the rawness of the winter air,

the grease of the highway, nor the bumpy sets that

form the roads of this " Never Never Land" they call

Lancashire. It is absolutely the worst district I have
to work, and I always send up a prayer of thankfulness

when this week's journey is finished and I hie rne away
to the hills of North Wales. There the mountains take

the place of huge chimneys, the birds' songs instead of

the factory hooter,. and a clear crisp atmosphere instead

of the murky soot-laden air which our system of

Industrialism usually bestows upon the inhabitants of

jur manufacturing centres.

A Large Mileage.
The number of miles some of us cover in our week's

work is surprising. One of the four here (VVigan) has

just come up from Gloucester, and is contemplating a

journey to Stockport, Glossop, and Sheffield to-

morrow. I condole with him, as the experience of a

rainstorm on the " Snake '

' is very fre.sh in my memory,
and also those interminable tram lines that stretch

practically all the way from Glossop to Wigan. I

should like the pleasure of having the Chairman of the

Roads Committee on my carrier through many im-

portant towns I wot of, and I am sure it would be to

the good of the whole body of motor cyclists. A
Rudge rider averages about 300 miles per week. I

have covered 9,000 on my two-speed A.J.S. since April

(jf last year, and my friend of the Triumph has a simi-

lar score. It will thus be seen that the Quarterly

Trials, London to Edinburgh Run, and Six Days'

Trials are great determiners as to choice of mount for

the aspirings motor •cycling traveller.

While we W'ere discussing the merits and demerits

of chain transmission an embryo Ananias joined in the

conversation and told us that in the early days of the

motor he had a trial run on a bicycle, and I cannot do
better than use his words as near as I can remember.
" I very well remember my first ride on a motor bicycle.

I left Hanley on a prospective mount and I could not

stop it until I reached Gongleton, and thenl fell off.

After a rest I started back, and I tried to avoid running

into a girl ; she dodged and I dodged, but I at last

ran into her. I was so exasperated that before I could

think I had boxed her ears."

When we enquired as to make of machuie and how
it was controlled, he passed it off by saying he eventu-

ally bought the bicycle, and started once )nore to give

us his further experiences, so we moved off in a body.

Last year's unrest among railway servants, and the

.fear of a further strike, caused many " Knights of the

Road " to gather in catalogues, and considering that

they number about 60,000 in these islands, it behoves

manufacturers to consider their requirements. I have
found s. 2]4 h.p. two-speed A.J.S. , with its chain

drive, an admirable mount for my use, but as I carry

no luggage, beyond my bedroom kit, my experience

would not benefit the other man with his hundredweight
of samples. I should like to see makers a little more
interested in mud and rain dodging fitments, as there

is plenty of room for improvement in these things.

The utihty of the motor bicycle for the business

man is not the only point in its favour, the freedom

The "Cat and

Fiddle" inn, be-

tween Buxton
and Macclesfleld,

a favourite resort

of motor cyclists

during the sum-

mer months.

The " Cat and

Fiddle " is gener-

ally supposed to

be the highest

public - house in

England, but it

is not so.
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and delights of motor cyclists cannot be over-esti-

mated. They have experiences and sensations mi-

known to the carist, inasmuch as the cycle becomes

a part of oneself. The steering is not only con-

ducted with hands and arms, but with the whole of

your body. You feel the vibrating mechanism under

you, a' slave to your will. Mighty hills have no

terrors, and the freedom of the bird is yours as you

rush down into the valleys. The intimate feeling a

man has for his bicycle was brought forcibly home to

me when I left mine on a railway platform. I had
just enjoyed a delicious skid which had pre^'ented me
from continuing by road. I felt quite sad at leaving

mv steed to follow me on the train. It perhaps was

very sentimental, but most of our enjoyments have

their basis in sentiment and not in reason. I have

travelled thousands of miles in the train, by steam-

lx)at, and by motor car, but none of these have ever

been so incorporated with myself as the motor cycle.

It is no doubt this strange unifying process that makes

the motor bicycle so very popular.

I have just finished a ride, from Barnsley to

Chester, and have enjoyed mimensely the .vagaries

of a powerful wind. As I ascended and descended
the long winding hills from Chesterfield through
Buxton to Macclesfield, I had the wind first at my
back, then directly in front on my right and on my
left; in fact, these roads seem capable of causing -a

constant wind to blow in every conceivable direction.

Climbing to the "Cat and Fiddle " it acted as an
auxiliary to my engine, and I roared up the ascent

;

then its tactics changed, and it became my brake for

the long descent into Macclesfield. It is on such
roads as these that a motor bicycle emphasises the

fact that it is a " gift of the gods." To the man who
.stores up his machine in the winter such pleasure is

denied, for I aver that the exhilaration caused by a

run in the face of a biting wind, or a fall of Snow,

when the natural forces seem to war against you, can-

not be obtained when the summer sun is powei-ful and
the mad winds of winter are changed into a caressing

zephyr. Take out your bicj'cle, wrap up warmly, and
taste the joys of winter motormg! R.F.P.

NEWSPAPER DISTRIBUTION.
THE motor cycle has, of course, been used for

some time past for the collection of news, but

it is only recently that it has been used for

long distances, for the distribution of newspapers.

The SjtorisiiKiii having experienced difficulty in get-

ting its papers through to Wales, there being no

suitable train on the Sunday night to carry the Mon-
day morning papers, the proprietors decided to ex-

periment with a motor- cycle and sidecar, and after

several rims decided to establish a weekly service be-

tween their London office and Gloucester, where the

papers are put on trains and sent to their various

destinations, and it speaks well for the present day

reliability of the motor cycle that the papers have

alwavs been up to time. The road to Gloucester is

fairly difficult for a motor cvcle with a sidecar loaded

with about 300 ib.s. dead weight, and I often feel the,

necessity for a change-speed gear, but at present have

to be content with a fixed ratio. The roads during

the past few months have been in a terrible condi-

tion, and on ever)- run I have been expecting tyre

trouble, but my Roms have not let me clown, and I

have found them a great safeguard against sideslip.

Mv machine is a 6 h.p.. J.A.P. with U.H. magneio,

Whittle belt and Rom tyres, and a Dunkley sidecar

lis -used. - - - -

Connecting up with the Train Service.

Every Sunday, about midnight, as soon as the

fSporfgnian is off the press, it is rushed into the side-

Ecar and away goes the machine. Every moment is

|pf importance, for should the connection be, lost the

vhole ride to Gloucester will be in vain. The route

Itaken is through Piccadilly and Shepherd '-s Bush

—

'where there is about a mile of what I should imagine

must be the worst road in London. There is not

much traffic about, except taxis and a few motor

'buses, and a fair speed can be indulged in, but a

little farther on when well on the open road speed is .

the order of the day and the milestones slip by. Ux-
bridge is soon past, and nothing happens till I begin

to look out for a rather stiff hill about a mile past West
Wycombe. I am never confident of getting up here,

for my engine is geared rather high to enable good
speed to be made, but up to now I have managed to

coax the engine up all right, although. I usually sigh

fOT a change-speed gear, without which no machine
can really be called up-to-date. After this there is a

long descent into Tetsworth, where a very fast run

is made to Oxfoid and Cirencester, but the roads have

been in a terrible state, two or three inches of mud
being quite usual. From Cirencester to Gloucester

is rather, an anxious time imtil the papers are handed
over to the railway authorities and another journey

has been covered to the credit of the motor cycle.

While the tanks are being refilled I have time for a

wash.and refreshment, then comes the return journey,

A motor cycle and sidecar regularly used tor iransponing newspapers irom
London to Gloucester.

A23
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which is quite a pleasant jaunt, for there is not tJie

mental anxiety, and should anything go wrong I have

time to put it right. In the intense cold, clothing is

an important matter, and the hint published some time

ago in The Motor Cycle I have found of service, viz.,

a pair of silk socks under a pair of football stockings

to keep the feet warm, and a silk handkerchief be-

tween the neck and an ordinary linen collar to retain

the heat of the body. For overalls I prefer the

Burberry. I have found them waterproof after hours

of rain, and their lined treble-breasted coat is also

very warm. A short time ago I recollect a discussioil

in the columns of 2'he Motor CycU re the sooting of

plugs, but this difficulty I have never experienced

with the L.M. plug, although I give the engine liberal-

doses of oil. Riding throughout the night, it is hard

to judge the rate of travelling, and one is apt to take

corners at a dangerous speed, but since fitting a Jones
speedometer this danger is overcome, and you can
slow down to a safe speed when cornering. Riding
in the fog is the only thing I object to ; rain and snow
are bad enough, but fog ! I have not yet found a lamp
that is any use in fog, and if any reader knows of one
he will greatly oblige by letting me know. I do not
think I have had any experiences worth relating, for

beyond once seeing a tramp being searched by a con-

stable I rarely meet anyone. I cannot conclude
without a word of praise for the Whittle belt; at first

I thought I should experience belt trouble, but it has
gone through untouched in all weathers. ' It was only

about a week before I started my weekly trip that 1

had ever driven a sidecar, and it is wonderful how
simple it is to master. A.B.
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HOW TO AVOID LONDON.
We aro continu&)ly bolni; askod how to avoid the Iradlc ot the Metropolis by readers who wish to travel North, South, East, and West, and who do not wish to pass

through the centre ot London. The above map, which has been prepared from two sketch maps issued by the R.A.C. Touring Dept., shows how this can be done.
Incidentally, the routes prove how the R.A.C. gives valuable road inlormation to its members and associates, including members of the A.C.U.
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Cyclecars.

The past history of the governing bodies as directors

of the pubhc vocabulary has not been at all encourag-

ing, and I doubt whether the. latest effort is destined

to enjoy a rosier future. New things demand new
words, and the old brigade can well remember such

attempts as " autocyclette," " autocyclist," " autocarist,"

and the like, many of which have passed into obli\'ion,

while others survive as affectionate tokens to the age

and standing of the long-established journals. The
old company registers, bristling with such cacophonous
<lesignati(5ns as "The Great Horseless Carriage Com-
pany," show Uiat the trade is as powerless and as

poor a prophet In such respects as our governing body
—e\'en shrewd Hoo\donk's " Trimo ' is a dead word
to-day. . Is anybody seriously proposing to talk of
" cyclecars " except on' entry forms, and even then an

intelligent nil)" will curl into a sneer? I prefer all the

older' words, sucK as " quadcar," "runabout," and
"carette," for I notice that some users favour

"tweeny car''' at present.

The question is psychological, and I fancy the user

of a quadcar will not greatly love aiiy word which
relegates his machine to the junior class, that is, to

motor cycles. He will rather desire to present it as

belonging to the motor car class, though he will be

compelled to add a prefix or suffix which will distin-

guish it ; and if a word can be found which implies

that it is a car, and yet a great deal more sporting

thaji the standard full-sized automobile,- that is the

word he will lick his tongue round most lovingly.

The Transmission Question.
A weatherproof-transmission still represents my chief

ambition. I get- on very nicely indeed with two belts

and a 4% gear in drj' weather and easy country ; but

set me to ride in a genuinely hilly country with a small

pulle)', and the belt alone can inspire me with a vin-

dictive loathing for motor cycling and all its works,
as the result of spending hours in pouring rain on steep

gradients, and spending" the night sixty miles short of

my destination, with my hands grimed right through
to the meaty parts. 'What is the trade doing ? The
one bright feature is the growing popularity of the
counter-shaft transmission, which affords a big belt

pulley half way along the drive, and indubitably re-

duces belt slip such as one experiences in heavy rain

Dr when riding through pools of water.

The shaft drive is still confined to tw'o or ihree
machines, although it possesses the unique advantage
of being encasable without making the machine look
ugly.

Chain drive is w-el! enough, provided the intrinsic

harshness of the drive is softened down by a proper
clutch or spring device, and each chain is provided
with a simple and substantial adjustment; but how
many machines fill this bill ? Last year I rode several
chain drivers; one of them possessed two chains with

two adjustments, and both adjustments were cumbrous
and finicky—so much so that I soon resolved to take

my chances with a belt. The other shared one adjust-

ment between two chains, and though workable, was
oftentimes worrying.

I am very strongly of opinion that, pending more
rex'olutionary innovations, it would be a great blessing

if all the single-geared belt-drivers were converted to

chain-cum-belf drive ; if a ball bearing counter-shaft,

carryiiig a- large belt pulley (preferably adjustable),"

were inserted at the bottom bracket, and the drive from
the engine to the counter-shaft were performed by a

chain hidden in a neat aluminium case, resembling
those now applied to magneto covers. I have testeil

this system exhaustively, and /am . convinced that it

prolongs the life of a belt incredibly, that it verv

largely obviates belt slijp due toWet. weather, and that

it entails only a microscopic loss of efficiency.

]f it raise the first cost of a machine by a trifling

sum, the user is repaid by the economies effected in

his belt l)ill ani-1 the reduction of his road stoppages.

The single-geared belt-dri\en hiachine is not a pleasant

mount for a heavy rider in hilly counties in bad
weather, and the above simple alteration is capable of

transforming it under these \erv common conditions.

James St, John, trials hon. sec. of the Sutton Coldfleld Automobile Club, ana his
1912 model 3* h.p. three-speed Quadrant. To Mr. St. John's organising ability the
success of the recent Sutton Coldfleld Reliability Trial, which attracted a record
entry, is attributable. A paid secretar" of the club having been elected, Mr, St. John
will shortly retire from his post.
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With a Bat Sidecar in the One-day Trial.

IN
the recent one-day A.C.U. trial we had the good
fortune to be allocated as observer to a Bat side-

car. Quite one of the first people we met at the

Swan and Sugar !Loaf (what on earth have swans to

do wdth sugar loaves?) was Mr. T. H. Tessier. The
machine, he said, is all right, but- the sidecar is not

much to talk about, and Ted the w-ay to where the

machine was drawn up by the side of the road. We
could see nothing wrong with the sidecar, ,^nd, as

events proved afterwards, it was most comfortable.

Here we found Mr. S. T. Tessier, who was. destined

to take the Bat combination through the trial. We
started about half an hour late, and the first part of

the course was so easy as (except for the comfort of

the machine and the quiet easy way it ticked along)

to call for no remark.

It was at Polsteeple Hill that we got the first taste

of the Bat's quality. You
come on the hill rather

unex]3ectedly, but the lie

of the road affords a

good run at it,, and do\\n

hill, too : the trouble is a

corner just at the foot.

This corner, however,

was not very sharp, and
Mr. Tessier, jun., took a

good rush at the hill

looming formidably in

front. We got round the

bend at quite a reason

able speed, and once
more the engine instantl)

responded to throttle and
spark, and began fairly to

roar round, almost be-

fore we were aware that

the narrow road up the

hill was choked with

machines, their riders

waving their arms vio-

lently and warningly for

us to stop. So strongl)

was the machine running,

in fact, that it had to be
brought pretty sharply to

a stand at only about one-fifth of theway up the lull.

As far as could be gathered, some non-competitors

travelling in front had got hung up on the hill, which
is really very steep, with a bad and slippery road sur-

face. Here we stayed a good many minutes until the

traffic at the top was a little clearer, when down came
an A.C.U. ofificial, saying that all the machines had
better go down to the bottom and start again.

" I'm not going down to the bottom," said young
'J'essicr. " I've got here and I'll start from here."

" You will nc\'cr get a niarhlnc to do that," rctunicd

the fifficial.

" Oh ! can't 1 ? " said Tcs.sier. " Well, I'm going to

try, anyway."

We got aboard, tJie engine roaicil free, then in went

the low speed, and we started. The surface was

bad enough at first, and as the machine picked up
s|jeed the riding was by no means improved by the

The 8 h.p. Twin Bat-Jap and suci
One-

fact that the other machines lying along the side of

the narrow lane' at tunes almost forced us into the

gutter. Higher up, on the, steepest part, the difficul-

ties were increased by the slippery clayey soil, and
several times the trusty Dunlop driving tyre began to

slip ; in fact, it was a wonder that it gripped the road

at all, considering the steepness of the hill and the

speed at which the machine was being driven ; possibly

the fact that it was a large one—voiturette size

—

helped matters. Though on low speed all the way
up, we seemed to be fairly flying along, and we looked

upon it -as a great performance, although our job on
this occasion only consisted of sitting still and holding

tight.

^lose to the very top of Polsteeple Hill there is a

sharp bend, and here we found a pony cart on the one
^ide, with a passenger machine carefully disposed on

the other, necessitating

an instantaneous declutch

and brake application,

such w'as our speed.

The tricar machine was
quickly shifted a foot or

two, and we slipped by

and passed on.

Through lovely coun-

try our route lay over

hill and dale, until clown

a winding lane we saw
Cudham Hill hing ahead.

This was the first of the

timed hill-climbs.

The road up to Cud-
ham affords a very fair

rush at the hill, owing to

its straightness, but the

quality of its surface is

anything but conducive
to speed. As soon as we
got on to the straight,

once more the engine

was opened up, and we
tore full tilt past the

lower timekeeper, with

all the engine's 8 h.p.,

and a good bit o\'er, we
should say, working for nil it was worth. Over the

rough, slimy surface of the clayey road we rocked and
bounded faster and faster. It was quite exhilarating.

Up and up we went, with never a falter or suggestion

of changing down, while the way the speed kept up
in face of the hill was quite remarkable.

Then came the corner, and the steepest part of all,

and here the usual ubiquitous obstructionist in thg

shape of a motor cyclist who had not drawn into the

side, brought the clutch out and an instant slowing

down; otherwise we really l)elie\''c the machine would

ha\-e done it on top.

After that, in common with the official car that was
indicating the route, we lost our way, and before we
had done the seventy-two miles to Timhrldge Wells

(where we had lunch), as indicated on the route card,

we had done an extra six and a half miles goose

chasi'ig on wrong roads.

.11 ajiven bj S. T. Tessier in tlie A.C.U.
diy Trial.
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Its previous per-

With a Bat Sidecar in tlie One-day Trial.—

After lunch there was nothing in the way of hills that

were worth mentioning with such a mount as ours

until long after the rain had started to descend. After

Leith Hill there was a narrow lane of villainous surface

with ruts inches deep ; and here we had another

example of the Bat's capacities,

formances had been more of the

dashing and brilliant order, but on
this hill the track was so narrow
that it was impossible to get past

the machines ahead of us, and so

we had to force our way up at the

speed of the slowest competitor by
sheer engine power. Although this

was nothing like as fine a perform-

ance as at Polsteeple and Cudham,
it was good enough to do credit to

any machine.

Then came the rain. How it

poured I Night set in, and once
more we lost our way, and pelted

through unknown lanes with every

drop of rain that struck one's face

stinging as though it had been the

outcome ot the pea-shooter of our
schoolboy days. Finally, we found
ourselves at Dorking, in company
with some fourteen other motor
cyclists. After that any attempt to

follow the route would have been
ludicrous, so we made as straight

as we knew how for Croydon.

By the by, from. Dorking we
took a third passenger sitting

on the carrier, but his weight

seemed to make no appreciable

difference to the J.A. P. engine, which roared along
just the same.

It is true that the qualities of the Bat chain-driven

sidecar combination were drawn out to the fullest

extent by Tessier's very fine handling, but even dis-

counting this, the Bat is, to our mind, a quite remark-
able machine.

AK EXCITING MOMENT IN THE ONE-DAY TRIAL.

Climoing a 1 in 4 gradient. Success in climblnf an exceptional liiil with a sidecar frequently rests with the
sporting propensities of the passengers. For instance, the lady passenger depicted above has seated herself on
the top of the apron with the object of springing out should the machine come to a standstill ; further, by
leaning towards the bicycle, she is doing her utmost to prevent the back wheel slipping in the grease.

->—•«•-<-

ANOTHER LIGHT RUNABOUT.
The Autocrat is another of the' runabout machines

of the cyclecar class which is being marketed by the

Autocrat Light Car Co., Gough Road, Birmingham.
The engine is a twin-cylinder air-cooled Peugeot, tlie

transmission being by chains to a'di.sc clutch on the

counter-shaft,, from the counter-shaft to the gear \m\,

and thence to a differentially geared back axle. The
frame is of pressed steel fitted with semi-elliptical

springs fore and aft. The gear box has three speeds,

and the brakes act on drums fitted to rhe back wheel

hubs The wheels are 26in. x sj^in. shod with

Clipper tyres. The chassis weight is about 6 cwts.,

"the wheelBase I't., and the track 3ft. Sin.

V Chassis ot the 7-9 h.p. Autocrat cyclecar. The motive power is a V twin Pougcol

ife engine, and the transmission is by chain. -

FURTHER NOTES ON LUBRICATION.
My notes last week on existing lubricating systems

, and the possibilities of improved methods have brought

me a letter from Messrs. Best and Lloyd. To supplant

the old type of pump by the Best combination

of pump and drip would certainly be a great advance,

but. even so we are a long way from the pressure fed

system for which I pleaded.

My statement that with drip feed the feed is only

by gravity is objected to, as in the case of the Best

there is a mechanically forced drip. My point was

that the pump maintained a clear oilway and ensured

the oil reaching the crank case, while the drip

dependent only upon gravity makes choking of the

oil lead more likely. The Best system may be forced

as far as the drip, but thereafter it is by gravity as in

other cases. Certainly by opening the regulator we

can pump right through, but in so doing must fill the

sight-feed, thereafter leaving it in such state as makes

it difficult to justify its name. Certainly I have no

objection to the drip feed, but I do not regard any

hand pump and drip combination "as representing

finality in motor cycle lubrication. Cyclops.
A3

1
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o£LTTERS To
SStJ/

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

Driving Licences.
Sir,—Eefemng to the paragraph in " Current Chat,"

page 147, like " N.S.U.," I also possess a driving licence
issued to me by a county authority other than the county
I am living in. KING DICK.

A Simple Form of Quadcar.
Sir,—In my last communication I made reference to an

offer I had had made to construct a light runabout for £50.
I have had some con'espondence on this matter, mostly
dubious as to its possibilities as a. commercial proposition.

I may say that this offer was not made under the impression
that the machines could be supplied to all. and sundry at

the price mentioned, but was merely applicable to
myself. Thanking you for finding space for my last letter

and hoping you vfill be able to insert this, P. TAYLOR.

Red Rear Lights in Hampshire.
Sir,—I see on page 173 of your issue of February 15th, you

mention Hampshire as being one of the counties vpliich has
set the example of requiring red rear lights on all vehicles.

Is there not some mistake here ? for, with the exception of steam
and petrol driven vehicles, I have seen very very few (if any)
red rear lights on the road in Hampshire, and it makes very
dangerous travelling for us motor cyclists, especially if our
machines are fitted with good silencers. Horse drivers cannot
then hear our engines, and we cannot see them, especially in
some of the darkest parts of the New Forest and other
wooded districts.

'

• C. PARKES.
[The byelaw to which reference was made on page 173 of the

issue of the 15th ult. was adopted by -the County Council of

the 'administrative county of Southampton on November
13th, 1911.—Ed.]

Two-stroke Engines and A.C.U. Formula.
Sir,—Referring to last year's results of open hill-climbing

competitions, it will, I am sure, interest the riders of the
Scott and other two-stroke engines to find not one hill com-
petition has been won by a Scott. Why? The A.C.U.
is the authority which is responsible for the formula, arid

which is supposed thoroughly to investigate before imposing
a handicap of any description for the yeai'. The experts
are evidently satisfied. I find they have stuck to the unfair
divisor of 1.32 for 1912
The makers of the Scott machine seem to delight in it,

making an excellent epistle in their 1912 catalogue, proving
by a well-aranged diagram that the A.C.U. assumes the
two-stroke Scott engine to be double the power of the
ordinary engine, and that the Scott riders are on equal

term» in competitions with the 5 and 6 h.p. machines of

other makes
] would like to know through your paper from the A.C.U.

fiecretary or any other secretary if they consider the above
a fair and just handicap for 1912 after the results of 1911.

I do think the A.C.U. might allow a, little consideration

fc. ,'^ho riders (who are possibly its supporters), arid give

them a sporting chanc« by a 'reasonable handicap.
I have been inlormed that the Scott riders have given

. lip all hopes in competitions, and 'are not likely to enter

for the Westniorland M.C.C.'s hill contests at Urigsteer

firow on EasUjr Monday.
, 'J'he A.C.U. maihtains it assists

its members under difficulties. Perhaps it will com-
mence hero for a start, and place tho Scott competitors on
a I'casonable spnrtinE footing with oth(T riders, f.o that they
can again join tlie ranks of competitors, or bar Ihe machine
and bo done with it. FAIR PLAY.
*12

A Loeaiiy Made Foot Starter.

Sir,—I notice in your issue of February- 29th, a query from
a correspondent signing himself "V.C," relating to the possi-

bility of fitting a focit starter 'to a Zenith-Gradua macliine.

With the aid of a local engineer I have had this done to an
8 h.p. 1912 model, with considerable success. A larger half-

time shaft was procured from the J. A. P. Co. (who, apparently,
stock these), and this was allowed to extend tlu'ough the
timing casing far enough to admit of a free-wheel clutch
being fitted to it. Then the usual stand bracket was fitted

with a pedal, sprocket, and chain wheel on the right-hand
side, and a spring to keep the said pedal always in an almost
vertical positioii when not in use. The addition of a standard
Ukantes stand and the alteration of the brake pedal to the
front footrest were the only other necessary alterations.

In practice the device works extraordinarily well, and as,

I believe, most people usually make use of their free engine
for starting and stopping whenever possible, it entails very
littls more wear on the belt. The gear from pedal to engine
is 3 to 1, which renders it possible to kick the engine over
compression even when quite cold.

C. GERALD BROCKLEBANK.

How to Exhibit a Badge.
Sir,—I enclose herewith

method which I employ for this

photograph showing the
purpose. It is a modifica-

tion of the arrangement
suggested by Thos. E.
Hampton in your last

issue. The top of the

badge is attached to the
front of the number
plate, so" that these
mutually support one
another.

H. R. S. WALFORD.

The Design of Cyclecars.
Sir,

—

I have noticed
lately that the cyclecar
is making itself known
very surely. But I, as

others, think it must be
made as cheap and
simple as possible. Now
the transmission is a

vital part in this ques-
tion ; that being so, why
not do away with
chains, shafts, gears,

differentials, and the
H. R. S. Walford's melhoa of ox- two outside belts, and

hibiting a badge. necessary pulleys and
counter-shaft ?

I make the suggestion of having a straight tlirough drive
from the engine to the buck axle by means of a wide, long,
flat belt. 1 his is a simple and olMcicnt drive.

As regards the differential, let the back pulley be split

in the centre, making two pulleys, so that wlu-r, the lar
is rounding a cornel- the bolt would slightly slip on one
half. Hero there would not be so much friction as with
separate belts slipping in V grooves.
As regards gears, let there be a jockey pulley, which

would be raised or lowered by means of a lever on the
steering' column, making a sort of clutch and gear com-
bined, so that when starting up the belt would be slack and
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when starting off the belt would gently draw tight, making
a smooth send-off. This type of drive is as old as the hills,

but nevertheless it would be an efficient one for a light car,

bearing in mind to have a wide and long belt, a jockey
pulley, and engine and back axle pulley flanged.

W. J. STEVENS.

Suggested Route for the Six Days' Trials.

Sir,—1 am glad to see that the secretary of the Torbay
M.C.C. has written in the name of himself and his feliow
me.nbers, thoTOughly endorsing the opinions already expressed
on ihe Ashburton-Tavistock route. To appreciate fully

this route, I think it is "essential" that it, be traversed
both ways, and I fancy that he would agree with me in

this. With Taunton as a starting point, this could easily

be arranged.
That Mr. Powell exactly locates the corner speaks well

for "H.P.B.'s" map; the bridge mentioned is Holne
Bridge. Mr. Powell's description is a very good one. Even
if geared low, and knowing the corner well, it is very
difficult to r^^gotiate.

There is another corner on this route near the signpost
marked Leusdon Cross, and about a quwter of a mile on the
Ashburton side thereof ; the corner is excpUonai even for

Devonshire, and is met very suddenly. Both corners if

taken very "wide" indeed have a gradient of about 1 in 5
or 1 in 5^, and both are. I fancy, "banked" th^ wrong way.
Can anyone say how the hills on this route compare with,

say. Arms Hill, or any of the well-known hills on whicli
jlimbing competitions are held? Tllll.

The Agency Queslior.

Sir,—I think the following is a state of affairs that ought
to be done away with.

I am desirous of purchasing a certain motor cycle. My
local agent, being only a small man, is unable to take my
machine in part payment, and as I found tie demand tor
piy machine not at all good, I applied tc one of the
large advertising firms -ivlwse advertisements qopear in

The, Motor Ci/ch. This firm suy they wiil be pleased to
supply me with the machine that I want, add take,' my old
mount in part payment. My agent now says that if I buy
the particular make of machine from ^nvoile other thaii

himiielf, he will call upon the firm to give him 5%., Now
the firm I want to buy fron» say they will not pay this
peiYentage, or any other, so that between the two of tbsm
I have to do without that particular machine. Surely this

is carrying the agency question much too far. 1 consider
thstt if a firm ha.s given a monopoly to one man, it should
see thao he is financially ab\e to conduct his business in a
proper manner, or tet someone else do it for him.
A friend ot mine is also desifous of ; buying a machine of

another make, and hj. trouble is this : The agent cannot
deliver until June, and therefore he has to dKj without a
machine until that month, and yet he sees the large firms
advertising the same machine week by week.
The above are the examples Of what the agency question

has come to, and I shall be glad to know the views of other
riders on the matter, as I contend 'hat if 1 feel sufficiently

interested to go toia Vown io buy a machine where a firm

has it to sell, I should be allowed to buy it in the ordinary
way, and that no restriction of any kind tught to placed
on ray actions or that nf the firm wiiicli has the machine U
sell which I am in want ol.

The whole affair looks like assisting', the,; small aijent at

the expense of the smart up-to-date advertisine firms.

WILLIAM TOPPING.

Cycle Passenger Attachments.

Sir,—In your issue of the 15th ult., a correspondent,
"CD.," makes mention of a novel passenger attachment suit-

able for owners of lightweight iiiotor cycles. Strange to say,

his suggestions are almost exactly embodied in a type of side-

car wliich I have been using (often with a 28 lb. weight for

passenger) during the past thi'ee wint«r months.
Briefly, it consists of a lady's strong cycle frame with front

wheel and forks removed, a motor cycle wheel (size 26in. x
2 in.) behind, a Brooks motor saddle (with back rest) set well

back on an extended saddle pillar, and the whole is attached
to the motor cycle by two main stays, supported by three

auxiliaries, all held fast by quickly detachable Chater-Lea
joints.

Now let me shortly enumerate what I have proved to be
points of real merit in a sidecar of this design.

1. It is light, weighing less than half the average ordinary

sidecar.

2. Wind resistance with it is reduced to a minimum.
3. Starting is made exceedingly easy, and even very steep

liills lose their terror because the passenger can pedal, wliich

assists the engine w-onderfuUy.

4. It is thoroughly safe and entirely free from side-slip.

5. The side strain is very slight, as each wheel supports its

own rider,

6. It costs less than the ordinary sidecar, besides being
an economy in belts and tyres.

7. The width is .much narrower than in thp case of the

chair-car. and still the tendency to tilt is not so great.

8. Vibration with a 2{ti\. tyre is scarcely felt, while the

steering of the motor is not a bit affected. To prove this, I

have covered long straight stretches without holding the

handle-bar at all.

I am convinced that a future is- in store fof a passenger

attachment of this type when once its many merits are made
known A.L.

P.S.—Tlia designer's name is Mr. Cainpnell. The makers
intend to fit a V-shaped sliield to the front of then- next model,

which will also, I am informed, be supplied with collapsable

footboards and a bucket seat. A friend and I are planning a
day's outing with the side-bicycle and a 1910 single-geared

Triumph. We shall send you photographs of the unique com-
bination, and perhaps a description ol the run.—A.L.

Pillion Seats.

Sir,—Being an interested reader ot your paper, the lirst

thing I noticed in the issue ot February 22nd -was the photo-

graph on page 209. I should like to tell you that my wife

and I travelled about 3,000 miles last season in the way
depicted by the photograph enclosed, which was taken in

North Wilts while on tour last August. I must say we both
much prefer it to the sidecar, which we only use when the
roads are wet. We tried the sideways seat first, but I found
the passenger interfere with tlie steeriug when going round

Photograph aecompanyin? Mr. Bowditch's letter.

corners. You will see by the photograph how my wife

sits, and will note the leather wheelguards which are strapped
on. The footrests are on the stand, and my wife sits on a
special air cushion. We are both longing tor the time to come
when the roads will be in a fit state for us to travel safely in

the same old way. I was afraid it would pull about t'ln back
wheel, but the machine—a 1910 Kerry-Abingdon—nevei- gave
the slightest trouble throughout the whole distance, not even

a choked jet E. J. BOWDITCH. •
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Clutches and Variable Gears.
Sir,—I was much amused by the photograph you pub-

lished on page 254a in your issue of March 7th; representing

a Mr Frasetti and his sidecar stuck on Cudham Church
HOI because of "over-gearing. • As the name is un-

common. I suppose this is the same Mr. Frasetti who a
few months ago wrote frequently to your correspondence
columns asserting that the free engine clutch on his machine
was so efficient as to equal an infinitely variable gear. I

notice he is stil! riding the same make of machine, and
should be interested to know whether he still considers a

free engine capable of serving as an infinitely variable

gear, or whether the clutch of the 1912 models is not quite

such a miracle as that fitted in 1911.

COMMONSENSE.

Cost o£ Motor Cycling.
Sir,—In his cycling notes in the Sunday Chronicle a con-

tributor again refers to the cost of notor cycling, and re-

asserts that the sport demand an annual outlay of £50 and a
continuous expenditure of 10s. a week. It this be so this

writer must be correct in stating that uhe pastime is beyond
the reach of th^ " working fad."
Most motor cj'clists, I think, will agree that his assertion

is mi.sleading. If one buys a motor cycle for, say, £55, and
after a year's I'unning sells again, one would find oneself out
of pocket equivalent to a sum certainly equal to 10s. per week.
This would, however, include the capital outlay. On the
other hand, if one were to buy a good second-hand machine,
say tor. £25, and after running for a couple of years one were
to sell the weekly cost would average sometlijng lilce 5s. per
week, tliis, again, inclusive of capital outlay. ,1 am not put-
ting anything to credit for train fares saved, and I am pre-
suming one has a reasonable amount of luck with tyres.

The above figures - Would, to my mind, cover a greater
mileage ;than the average motor cycle travels. The Sundaj/
Chronicle writer is undoubtedly happy in singing the praises
of the ordinary bicycle. His reference to the " skilled

mechanic "leads me to believe he is not a motor cyclist, as
this myth has been exploded long ago.
With reference to " R.M.B.J.'s " letter in a recent issue, I

echo his wi.sh tliat you publish more accounts of tours. I find

them most fascinating reading. J.L.

A.C.U. and M.C.P.A. Committees.
Sir,—Permit me to reply to Mr. E. V. Harding's letter in

the issue of March 7th. Apparently, Mr. Harding belongs to
that unhappy class which is incapable of crediting .the opposi-'
tion .vith the same honesty of purpose and singleness ot aim
which he claims for its own members. I ain sorry to think
so, nut his references to masked intentions, etc., trace one
to that view.

Let me a.ssure him that the M.C.P.A., whether its methods
be right or wrong, at all events, has only one object in view,
viz., to strengthen and improve the AVC.U. The formation of

the M.C.P.A. is due to the efforts of a "private member"
—Mr. Brown—and not to members' of the trade. I have
accepted the office ot chairman (at least, for the present)
because I am anxious to make the A.C.U. a really progressive,
active body, in touch and .sympathy with the motor cyclists
of the kingdom, and for no other reason.
The sometimes maligned "trade" is capable of taking caie

of itself. It does not need the M.C.P.A. to tm-ther its

interests, nor would I remain chairnian it it did. On the
other hand, it seems folly to refuse the services of active and
keen motor cyclists raer(!ly for the reason that they are con
nccted with the trade. VVe want all keen men to .join us
'J'here is no reason to fear that " the tiade " will overvvhc Im
us as a consequence. As a matter of fact, the leading mi iii

bers quite realise that the A.C.II. should be governed mamlj
b,y others than thum.selves. They want adequate representa-
tion no doubt. Surely the right policy is for the trade and
the private members to work together for the good of the
cause, with the balanci; of power, so far as A.C.U. matters
are eoncertu'd, in the hands of the latter. If the M.C.P.A.
jncmberH be elected to the committee I believe we shall
attain that end.

Mr. Harding writes as a vice-chairman of the A.C.U., who
has "served upon the connnittee for sevi'ral years." He can-
not be very ))roud of the results of his labour when he relh^cts

upon the present position of the A.C.U. and its chaotic
organisation as ilhiHtrated liy the Hascii (;f ihc ,S|)iiiig Trial on

»4

March 2nd. W-e all know that it is easier to criticise than
create—easier to pull down than to build up—but that know-
ledge must not prevent us taking any action at all in present
circumstances. "He who criticises is my friend; he who
flatters is my enemy." I do not intend to flatter Mr. Hard-
ing ! I liope he will regard me as a friend ! We all know he
has given much time to the A.C.U., and it may be he is

suffering for the sins of others.
The private members to whom he appealed appear to think

that we are on the right lines, judging from the result of the
election on Thursday. The affiliated clubs we hope will
follow their example.
With regard to the other letter signed " Individual

Member," your comment expresses our view exactly.

OTTO THOMAS. Chairman M.C.P.A.

Ball and Plain Bearings.
Sir,—• The above subject is undoubtealy of great interest,

and from twelve years' practical experience I draw the
following conclusions : Take the case of the present fashion-
able main shaft ball bearings as against the plain bearing.
The former is moi-e easily replaced than the latter owing to

that tact that no wear takes place on the main shafts. The
ball bearing also retains oil better and facilitates neat crank-
case casting, no outside bearing bosses being necessary. Also
the main shaft may be stout and short, giving great strength
where most necessary; on the other hand, the ball bearing
soon develops a slackness, wliich c.annot be adjusted. This
slackness gives rise to the rumbling sound so often emitted
from worn engines with this type of beai'ing, and no
adjustment being provided the only remedy is to fit two new
bearings—an expensive item in themselves—apart from tak-

ing engine down and fitting up again. The case for. the
plain bearing may be stated thus : Engines fitted with
plain bearings I'un quieter, due to the better cushioning effect

obtained on the tu'ing stroke. Less wear takes place, pro-

vided the bearing be properly proportioned and lubricated,

and the cost of the bearings (bushes) themselves is infinitesimal.

Regarding the replacement of worn plain bearings, the cost

may vary considerably, as wear also takes place on the shafts,

no matter how carefully they be hardened. The latter

remark also applies to crank and gudgeon pins on which wear
in the best engines is very noticeable. This wear is not
always true, and in fitting new bearings or bushes it may
be necessary to grind or tui'n the shafts circular again to a

slightly reduced diameter. To obtain perfect results from
plain bearings they should be long and project as far as

possible inside' the crank case. The main shafts should be
of as small a, diameter as possible consistent with safely,

and the .syste.n of convieying oil to the bearing should be
improved.

*

JIAIN SHAFT.

A FAMILY SIDECAB.
Dr. J. A. R. Loo, of Mexbo.uugh sends us Ihc above interesting photoprnph ot

a Rover and sidecar, incidentally, he mentions that he uses his niuChlne every
day, and up to the present it has given entire satisfaction.
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Necessity the Mother of Invention.
Sir,—Dr. Selby Glare assures us that the exhaust gases

emitted from his silencer are nearly cold, and he does not
think my suggested method of thawing the generator there,
would have the desired effect. Should the doctor be able to
hold his hand .over the silencer holes for a couple of minutes
with the engine firing it would be interesting to your readers
to have particulars oi his engine, exhaust pipe, and silencer.

We are all striving for a cool exhaust and would be pleased
with anything under 100° Fahr. from a 3^ h.p.

motor cycle- run at the usual speed on the stand. Tlie
doctor's " patient " if subjected to that temperature (100°) would
have a speedy recovery, I have no doubt. J. B. DALL.

Evolution of Engine Timing.
Sir,—Regarding the article " The Evolution of Engine

Timing," your contributor mentions Mr. F. W. Applebee as

being the person to remove the drain tap to get up Birdlip in

1906. He is mistaken. It was I that opened the drain tap
on my 2^ h.p. 70 x 80 mm. Kerry, and, moreover, I got up
the hill, and my weight being over 12 stones, and the machine
198 lbs., it was not a bad performance. What would present
day motor cyclists think if given a 70 X 80 engine, single

gear, and told to weight it to 366 lbs., and get up Birdlip?
Yet we constantly read of the great improvements and effi-

ciency of present day engines. G. ALDINGTON".

A.C.U. One-day Trial.

Sir,—^Tou have given notice in your paper of a lamentable
muddle that was made of the A.C.U. one-day trial. We had
ourselves kept out i>f these trials for some years, as we con-

sidered that there were too many of them held, but when
the A.C.U. agreed to reduce the number to two per year
we thought that we were justified in re-entering.

After going to the expense of this it is extremely annoying
to find that, owing to the lack of proper management, the
whole trial was abandoned, and the A.C.U. simply offer

to return the entrance frees, or give another trial. Under
these circumstances we have asked them to return our
enti-ance fees, as we have no intention of competing in any
further trials, unless they make some great difference in

their management.
Our machine was doing remarkably well, and would have

probably been one of the very few that would have
made a non-stop run.

We trust you will insert this letter, as we should like the

reason known why we do not enter these trials. We gave
them our support for many years, but reluctantly have
come to the conclusion that owing to their bad management
they are now of no further use.

BROWN BROTHERS, LIMITED.
R. B. Banks.

Inclined Engines.
Sir,—The cooling effectiveness of horizontal or inclined

radiators is a subject of interest. Without any definite

data upon the subject, I should imagine that horizontal

radiators would be more eifective than the inclined. The
advocates of the latter base their arguments upon the fact

that the faces of the radiators meet the air with greater

force, and for that reason part with more heat, but they
appear to overlook the faet that only one side of the radi-

ator fin would be impinged upon, the other side being pos-

sibly in a partial vacuum. I am of the opinion that as a

matter of faet there is a smaller amount of air circulating

between the radiators of the inclined than the horizontal,

and that effective cooling depends more largely upon the
quantity of air brought into contact than upon the pres-

sure. In any case the difference in heat transmission of an
engine with radiators set at an angle or horizontal would
be so small as to be almost negligible in its effects upon
the efficiency or power of an engine, and not to be com-
pared with the efiects of otlier differences of design.

JAS. L. NORTON.

Sir,
—
"May I trespass on your space to reply to Mr. Wells's

letter of the 7th inst. Mr Wells has, I am afraid, made a
mistake in surmising that I have any connection with the
firms mentioned in my previous letter (15th ult.).

Unfortunately, I have none whatever, nor am I in any
way connected with the trade.

The P. and il. and the Motosacoche were mentioned
merely as examples of machines having, in my opinion,
a better engine-position than that machine with which
Mr. Wells is connected.

I am sure there are many others besides myself who
would be pleased to read Mr. Wells's replies to my queries.

Since I am not in the trade, my name will be of no
interest to that gentleman, and it will, therefore, be suffi-

cient to sign myself VERTICAL.

Electric Lighting for Motor Cycles.
Sir,—I thought my opinion of the Voltalite dynamo might

be of some use to your readers. I find that it does not
give quite enough light for a motor cycle ; the rubber ring
on the puUey also wears out rather quickly. There is

one mistake which Mr. Aston makes in his article. He says
that " When the speed of the armature is increased the
voltage remains the same and the current rises. It is the
voltage which rises (since more lines of force are cut by
the wire on the armature), and the current rises only a
very little. KEITH CHARSLEY.
[The statement in the article in question was made in

error, and our correspondent's correction is quite right.
It is the voltage which rises, and a lamp is used which
is able to take the increased pressure of current without
damage.

—

Ed.]

The Air Injection Principle. •

Sir,

—

Fe letter from "H.A.F." in your issue of February
29th on the subject of injecting air into exhaust gases, your
correspondent is I think under a misapprehension as to
the object aimed at in doing this. He assumes that the
rush of air from the frame A (in his diagram p. 221) would
help the gases out of the exhaust pipe. To do this, how-
ever, the incoming air would have to move faster than the
exhaust gases—a thing hardly possible, considering the
extremely high velocity of these gases.
On the contrary, such an appliance would cause consider-

able back pressure, especially when travelling slowly. For
it is obvious that the gases rushing past the open end of
the air tube E would exert a high air suction in the tube,
thus diminishing their kinetic energy. For kinetic energy
being imparted by the gases to the air, in order to make
their

_
velocities equal, it is clear this would leave less

kinetic energy in the gases themselves—in other words, there
would be back pressure.

I believe the common theory as to injecting cold air is

that it cools the gases and so reduces their volume. This
however is a fallacy. First it is extremely difficult to think
of any method of injecting cold air without causing back
pressure, but even if this could be done, that is to say, if

the air could be injected at the same velocity as the exhaust
gases are moving at, it would not diminish the total volume
of gas in the exhaust pipe but increase it. We would then
have an increased volume of gas, moving at the same velocity,
and hence there would be additional back pressure.

I hope this will make it clear that the cold air injection
principle is quite useless in any form. I must apologise for

such a lengthy letter, but considering the number of people
who are wasting time and money e.xperimenting in this

direction, you will, I hope, find room to publish.

H. R. MEREDITH.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
H. C. Mills (3j h.p. Premier), a competitor in the One Day

Trial, writes : " I notice in your report you have me down as
having failed on Cudham Hill. This is quite a mistake, as I

took aU the hills on the course without failing on one."

We are informed that Cyril C. Paterson is riding a 2J h.p.
i\I.R. in the M.C.C. Land's End and back run and not a 2J
h.p. Enfield as stated in the list of entries published last week.

LOST AND FOUND.
We receive many letters regarding accessories, etc., both

" Lost and Found," which we are unable to find space for.
As these particular matters are of interest 10 two persODS
only, viz., the finder and the loser, we keep a list ot such
articles, and, should we receive a letter from the finder
which corresponds to the article lost, the two persons are
put into communication.

B1
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Oxford University

M.C.C.

Htll-climbing

Competition.

THE O.U. M.C.C. held a very successful hill-climb

at Horsepath Hill, about five miles away from

the city, in the. direction, of Wheatley. The

hill chosen was dead straight and the gradient was

not severe, being as near as we could judge about i

in 10. There was. however, a slight wind blowing

G. E. Wayman (8 h.p. Bat and sidecar), of Eveter College,

starling. The passenger is leaning over tlie back part of tlie

macliinc to prevent the driving wheel slipping in the grease, which

was very bad at the bottom of the hill.

down the hill, and near the start the surface \Yab very
greasy and dangerous. The results, which are given
on next page, were decided on the following formula :

(bore)^ X stroke x No. of cyls. x . 9 x (time)2

weight.

In Class I. G. K. Pippet made a fine ascent on his

2j4 h.p. Singer.

L. P. Openshaw

(Christ Church)

making fastest

time o( the day

on his 8 h. p.

Zenith. He is

credited with as-

cending the hill,

which is hair a

mile in length, in

86 sees.

nH

In Class II. for touring singles the performances

were fair but not in any way startling. Wyley, on a

3J/^ h.p. Rover, made fastest time, but came out third

on formula, being beaten by Wayman and Doherty,

both on Triumphs. The latter took a toss at his first

attempt omng to the greasy road, but afterwards made
a good ascent.

A Fine Ascent.
A. C. Hardy, on a T.T. Norton, secured both~

fastest time and formula wins in Class III. He made
a p.Trticularly fine ascent, which was unfortunately

marred by his carburetter falling off about forty yards

from the finish ; in spite of this he was well ahead on
time.

Class IV. for any twin produced some high speeds,

being won by A. H. Dalton on a 5 h.p. T.T. Match-
less. Fraser, who ran second, was wobbling badly.

The fastest time went to Openshaw on an 8 h.p.

Zenith.

Class V. was responsible for the two star perform^

ances of the day. Openshaw made fastest time of

the day with a fine straight climb and roared past the

finish at a great speed. In the previous class he
broke his exhaust lift but managed to stop and get it

repaired in time for Class V. In Class V. also A.
C. Hardy made the best formula performance on his

T.T. Norton. Incidentally he made second fastest

time of the day, being beaten by Openshaw only, and
tying with A. H. Dalton's 5 h.p. T.T. Matchless. In

Class VI. for sidecars Openshaw was the winner both
on time and formula, and made a very fine climb.
The club is to be congratulated on its arrange-

ments and organisation, and the members on their

good fortune in getting through the afternoon without
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Oxford University M.C:C. Hill-climbing Competition.—

rain. The number of specianjrs was disappointing,

but it must be remembered that it was not an open
hill-climb, and consequently was not largely advertised.

Class I.—Lightweights.

^^^IL3S

G. K. Pippet (2i Singer)
Fig. of m-erit.

... 411
K. U. Wood (Douglas)

Class II.—Touring Singles.

... 776

G. E. Wayman (Triumph) ... 438
i". C. Doherty (Triumph) ... 441

W K F_ Wyley (3i Eover)

Class III.—T.T.' Singles.

... 460

A. C. Hardy (Norton) ... 360
G. K. Pippet (2i Singer) ... 371
U. i*. Symonds (Triumph)

Class IV".—Any Twin.

... 445

A. H. Dalton (5 T.T. Matchless) ... 367

J. W. Fraser (6 Zenith) ... 407.5

L. P. Openshaw (8 Zenith)

Class V.—Open.
... 416

A. C. Hardy (3^ Norton) ... 331.5

A. H. Dalton (5 T.T. jMatchless) ... 389

L. P. Openshaw (8 Zenith) ... 406

A.C.U. AEABERS' A.G.M.
'The above meeting was held at 89, Pall Mall, .S.W., at

8 p.m., on Thursday last, Mi\ J. R. Nisbet was in the
chair. The sole business of the meeting was to elect delegates
to the council and twelve individual members to serve on
the A.C.U. Cummittee. In previous years members of the
R.A.C, who, on account of their membership to that body
pay a subscription of 6s. and yet enjoy all the privileges of

the private member, voted as such. But this year the Chair-
man stated that he -could not see it stated in the rules that
they should vote as private members, and ruled accordingly.

The following members were elected to serve as delegates
on the council : Captain D. F. Nicholl, R.A., Messrs. W.
'H. Browne, B. T. Rhys Pyle, G. N. Higgs, J. Flet-cher, A.
H. Priestly, S. Carter, Hal HiU, Rev. E. P. GreenhiU,
Otto Thomas, W, Pratt, F. A. McNab, C. H.
Hawkins, D. K. Hall, W. H. Wells, A. G. Reynolds, W.
G. McMinnies, F. A. Hardy, B. Marians. J. R. Nisbet,
H. P. E. Harding, W. Cooper, V. Hart, A. S'hai-p. E. Nelson,
H. G. BeU D. M. Jlorgan, J. W. G. Brooker, T. H. Tessier.

A. S. Ross, A. M. Low, 0. C. Godfrey, A. G. Forster, and
A. J. Sproston. The following twelve members were elected

to serve on the General Committee : Messrs. T. H. Tessier, A.
Sharp, B. T. Rhys Pvle, Otto Thomas, Rev. E. P. GreenhiU,
W. Pratt, W. H. Wells, G. L. Fletcher, W Cooper, A. H.
Priestly, J W G. Brooker, and G. N. Higgs.

A liOiiic-inade runabout built up with tlie frame of an old Singer governess
car and a 3i h.p. De Dion air-cooled engine. Tiie change speed gear is made up
of various old chain wheels and actuated by a gate change. The machine is

driven daily between Barnet and Mill Hill by its owner, H. Ide. of New Barnet.

Class VT.—Sidecars.

L. P. Openshaw (8 Zenith)

A. H. Dalton (5 T.T. Matchless)
^ Creagh (8 Bat)

275

375
414
523

The hon. sec, A. C. Hardy, of New College, nearing the top of the hill

on his T.T. Norton. His time was 40 l-5th sees. = ^5 m.p.h.

ESSEX OPEN HILL-CLIMB.
The entries for the above club's open hill-climb on

Saturday next closed on the 9th inst., antl are as follow :

Class A.—Engines not exceeding 275 c.c.

R. Holloway (Premier)
F. W. Applebea (Centaur)
Lieut. R. H. Hope (Levis)

F. G. Scales (S.I.A.M.T.)

G. Griffith (Alcyon)

N. D. Slatter (Alcyon)

E. A. Marshall
(S.I.A.M.T.

Class B.—Not exceeding 350 c.c.

Rex Mundy (Singer)

P. Weatherilt (Zenith-

Gradua)
C. S. Franklin (Singer)

N. D. Slatter (Alcyon)

H. . C. Newman (Ivy-

Precision)

T. E. Seear (Motosacoche)
*J. S. Holroyd (Motosa-

coche)

'G. L. Fletcher (Douglas)
*Miss R. Hammett (Doug

las)

*C Ir'earson (Douglas)

*F. W. Applebee (Centaur'

W. Aslen (Grandex)
W. Bashall (Humber)
A. Bashall (Humber)
F. C. Dear (Douglas)

F. E. Pither (Humber)

Class C.—Not exceeding 500 c.c.

R. Holloway (Premier)
H. C. 5fewman (Ivy-

Precision)

S. R. Cooke (Rudge)
*E. Gwynne (Rudge)
*G. T Gray (Rudge)
W. D. South (Rudge)
nV. H. Elce (Rudge)
'G. D. Fletcher (Douglas)

P. Brewster (Norton)

V. Taylor (Rudge)
G. Griffith (Rudge)
B. Pattison (Brown)
P. Weatherilt (Zenidi

Gradua)
F. A. McNab (Trump-Jap,
J. Oliphant (Premier)

W. 0. Oldman (Bat)

Class D.—Not exceeding 750 c.c

R. Holloway (Premier)

H. C. Newman (Ivy-

Precision)

*E. Gwvnne (Rudge)
W. D. "South (Rudge)
P. Brewster (Norton)

Vernon Taylor (Rudge)
E. H. Lees (Indian)

Hal HiU (Bat)

F. W Barnes (Zenith

, Gradua)

I
*W. Oldman (Bat)

Class E.-

*E. Gwynne (Rudge)
P. Brewster (Norton)

A. Moorhouse (Indian)

H. Bashall
*D. Kapadia (Rex-Jap)

Class F.

-Not exceeding 1,000 c.c.

E. H. Lees (Indian)

Hal Hill (Bat)

F. W. Barnes (Zenith

Gradua)
*Alan HiU (Indian)

-Passenger motor cycles, engines not exceeding

1,000 C.C.

*D. Kapadia (Rex-Jap) I *Alan HiU (Indian)

F. W. Barnes (Zenith- |
F. A. Applebee (Scott)

Gradua) I

*These have also entered in their respective classes for the

members' events.
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TIME TO LIGHT
Mar. 14tli

„ 16th

„ 18th

„ 20th

LAMPS.
7.0 p.m.
7.3 „
7.7 „
7.10 „

Next Week's Special Issue.

The Special Spring Number of The
Motor Cycle will contain many interest-

ing articles and numerous extra illustra-

tions. The number of pages will be
considerably increased, but the issue will

be Id. as usual.

Brooklands Easter Meeting.

There will be a short race and a long
race for all classes of motor cycles, also

the First Hybrid Stakes. The last is a

race for cyclecars, the enghies of which
must not exceed 1,100 c.c. and the chassis
weight unladen 6 cwts. ; the distance will

be a short sprint of about two miles.

flilitary Motor Cyclists Wanted.
The Home Counties Divisional Tele-

jraph Company Royal Engineers have a
ew vacanc'es for motor cyclists txi make
ap its establishment, which is otherwise
X)mplet6. The company offioei.? are all

enthusiastic motor cyclists, and intending
recruits are assured of excellent oppor-
•/unities of gaining knowledge and experi-

snce in this most interesting branch of

>he territorial force. Full particulars may
be obtained at headquarters. 86, Riley
[load, Brighton.

lustralian Reliability Trial.

The West Australian M. C.C. is holding a
reliability run from Perth to Kalgoorlie at
Easter over a total distance of 362 miles.

The captain of the club, Mr. Roy Wig-
more, Subiaro, vict Perth, W. Australia,
woulj like to hear from secretaries of
British clubs respecting the methods
employed in this country for reliability

trials. As the run takes place at Easter,
any of our readers who feel disposed to

communicate vvith Mr. Wigmore should
write at once.

Why Petrol Pi-ices have Increasefl.

In ihc bwi issue of Tltc Aiiliirar, there
is an article under the above heading
giving W)me of the reasons for the rapid
increase in the price of petrol during
the last few weeks. In the article the
writer says that there is every appearance
that further advances are in store. One
cau.se is due to the dearth of available
steamers for ocean transport ; ships are
now being built an rapidly as possible,
but many months must elapse before
then; can be ;iny appr<'ciablo increase in
the number of oil tank sleamcTB. At the
time of writing the coal strike is affect-
ing prices, and there does not appear to

be any sign of settlement. Motor cyclists
who have the opportunity of storing a
few tins of petrol during the present
week would be v/e\l advised to do so,

as there is every indication of prices
being still further advanced.

[MTOM. l^EeT^
War. 16.—Essex M.C. Open Hill-climb.

„ 23.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

„ 23.—Herts. County A.C. Open
Quarterly Trial.

„ 30.—Derby and District M. C. C.

Open Hill-climb.

April 5-8.—N.W. London M.C.C. & Herts.
County .'V.C. Joint Trial and
Open Hiil-cUmb (Yorks.) and
Ladies' Competition.

„ 8.—Westmorland M. C. C. Open
Hill-climb at Brigsteer Brow.

„ 13.—Oxford M. C. C. Hill-climb.

„ 13.—Liverpool A.C.C. Open Re-
liability Trial,

The Effect of Frost.

The accompanying photograpli shows
an unusual effect which was produced
on a cold morning last week. The tank
of a Triumph, which was ' undergoing
its road test, was leaking slightlj' and
the petrol dripped on to the high-
tension wire. The evaporation of this,

combined with, the frosty morning,
caused sufficient coldness to cover the
high-tension wire with hoar frost as

shown. A frozen carburetter is not

%'^^:i^:U&i.i.:.i-^:

uncommon, and one often sees irost on
the inlet pi|)e, espfecially if it be a long
one, but frost nn tlie high tei.sion wire is,

wo think, unique.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
The Motor Cycle for CommercialTravellers

Climbins; Honister Pass.

Consumption Comparisons.

Oxford University M.C.C. HiU-climb.

Motor Cycle Makers and the Coal Strike.

Motor cycle manufafturers in Coventry,
Birmingham, and other places are mostly
dependent on the various power stations

and gas works for the running of their

factories, and so long as the Corporation
power stations bold out the works will

be able to run. Deliveries of raw
materials, particularly castings, have
caused a certain amount of inconvenience,
and in the case of the Rudge-VVhitworth
firm, who found deliveries of cylinders

and crank case castings slow, owing to

delays on the railway, a fiidecar service

was organised last week. One of this

firm's testers was returning from Birming-
ham with a very heavy load of castings in

a sidecar when the attachment, parted
company from the bicycle and the castings

were strewn all over the road The
driver wisely halved his load and
returned for the balance later.

British Imports and Exports of Motor Cycles,

In comparing tlie imports and exports

of motor cycles and parts given in the

following tables it will be noticed that the

value of the exports for the month ended
February, 1912, were over three times

the value of the imports for the same
period, while for the two months ended
l<'ebruai'y the exports were over four
times as much as the imports.
ImroRTS.

—

For Month of Fkbruahv.
1910. 1911. 1912

Motor cycles .. £2,161 £2,898 £4,040
Parts thereof ... 4,187 6,209 8,214

Total £6.348 £9,107 £12,254

For Two Months kvdbd Feiirtt.^ry.

'.910. 1911. 1912
Motor cycles ... £5.8S7 £6,501 £7,520
Parts thereof ... 8.075 9,712 13,047

Total £13,912 £16,213 £20,567

ICxroRTS.

—

Fob Montit ov FnimTtARY.
1910. 1911. 1912

Motor cycles ... £6,556 £17,140 £35.712
I'arts thereof ,., 2,904 3,809 10,059

Total £9,460 £20,949 £43,771

For 'I'wo Montiis'ionded Fkrruary.
1910 1911. 1912

Motor cycles ... £15,258 £35,944 £72,439
Parts thereof ... 5.187 8,704 23.495

Total £20,445 £44,648 £95,934
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A.C.U. One Day Trial.

A sub-committee has been appointed
to enquire into the causes of the mis-
management of this trial, and to select

a suitable dat-e for the event to be re-run.

A.C.U. Office Staff.

Owing to the great increase in the
membership the A.C.U. has decided to

increase its office staff^ by the addition
of a junior clerk and a' junior shorthand
typist.

Red Rear Lights.

Another driver of a horse and cart
was summoned and fined in Warwick-
shire last week for failing to carry a
rear light or reflector. This makes the
third conviction in the county since the
new byelaws came into force,

Australian Road Records Beaten.

We have just received news that G.
Patterson, jun. (who was a well-known
performer at open hill-climbs last year,

and has lately repeated his successes at

Otago and Canterbury, New Zealand), has
beaten all Australasian road records,

covering the distance of three hundred
and twelve miles in twelve hours, and in

twenty-four hours no less than five hun-
dred and forty-seven miles. Considering
the state of the roads in Australia, this

speaks well for the machine, a 34 h.p.

Mew Hudson.

The A.C.C.F. Easter Trial.

On February 15th we published an
outline map of the course for the above
event. The A.C.U. has decided to send
over a team to compete in the competi-
tion, and this week a representative went
to Paris to make arrangements. Our
idea is that the A.C.U. should make the
trip as attractive as possible, and sug-

gest to the French club that the start

should be outsdde Paris—Mantes, for

example, is but 86i miles from Dieppe

—

and so organise things that the whole
trip is dona by motor cycle and steamer
and not by train. Further enquiries

should be sent to the Secretary, A.C.U.,
89, Pall Mall, S.W.

Moto Cycle Club de France Hill-climb.

The Moto Cycle Club de France is

organising a hill-climb for the 24th inst.

on the Argenteuil-Montigny les Cor-

meilles road. The course is three kilo-

metres in length, of which one kilometre

is on level ground and two kilometres

are up hill. The chief attraction to

EngUsli riders wiU be the International

Challenge Cup. The following classes will

be run

:

Motor Cycles, Class I.—Section A, up to

225 c.c. ; Section B, up to 350 c.c. ;

Section C, up to 500 c.c. ; Section D, over
500 c.c. An allowance of 10% will be
made for multi-cylinder machines.

Class II., for Tricars and Sidecars.

—

Section A, up to 500 c.c. ; -Section B,
above 500 c.c.

Class m., Cyclecars.—Light cars in

touring trim, not exceeding 350 kilo-

grammes, air-cooled engines, any type of

transmission, metal spoked wheels. All

vehicles must conform to the descriptions

in the catalogue.

The entry fee is 20 francs, and entries
close on the 18th inst. to the Secretary,

48, Rue St. Ferdinand, Paris

||ot«(^ilii

R.A.C. Warning Signs.

Owing to the dangerous nature of the
level crossing over the Midland Railway
on Watling Street between Daventry and
High Cross, the Club will erect a special

danger sign at this point.

The Six Days' Sidecar Record.

ilention has been made of an attempt
to "beat the existing six days' sidecar

record by A. Butler. Mr. Butler left

London on the 6th inst., and was last

heard of on Jlonday at Newmarket,
when he reported all well.

A New Challenge Cup.

A silver challenge cup has been pre-
sented to the Sutton Coldfield A.C. bv
Mr. W. R. Jones, of the Whittall Engi-
neering Co. It is to be called the Ixion
Cup, and has to be won three times in

succession bv an amateur.

Motor Cycles Registered in London.
During January 360 motor cycles were

registered by the London County Coun-
cil, whilst 3,685 licences to drive were
issued.

Motor Cycle Tours in Sweden.
The triptych system has been extended

bj' the Swedish authorities to include
motor cycles. Hitherto the duty had to
be paid on lauding. Tlie triptych is

obtainable from the A.C.U. and A.A.
and M.U.

Toronto Show.

The annua] motor show was held in

the Arniouri9&, Toronto, from February
21st to March 1st, when a good range
of motjr cycles was shown. American
machines took the lead. Two British

makes were shown, viz., Rudge and
Triumph.

THE STEEPEST GRADIENT OF HONISTER PASS.

Frank Smith {5 h.p. Clyno) making the first authenticated ascent of Honister on a motor cycle
and sidecar last Saturday,
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WHEN Mr. H. Newman's challenge appeared in

The Jtlotor Cycle a few weeks ag,o with re-

gard to an ascent of Honister Pass from the

Buttermere side, one little thought that the event

would develop such interest as it did. Mr. Frank
Smith duly made his appearance at Keswick last week
in anticipation of the arranged attempt on Saturday,

the gth Lnst., for he had accepted the challenge with

his 5-6 h.p. Clyno and sidecar. When we arrived at

Keswick the day previous to the climb excitement ran

high, and a small crowd outside Edmundson's garage

denoted unmistakably that the champion motor cycle

mountain climbers were inside. But F. Smith was
not alone in his object. Seeing the published

arrangements which the Cumberland County M.C.C.
had made, others were seized with a desire to try their

fjrowess, and when the time for the line up at Kes-
wick arrived, the under-mentioned were ready for

the fray.

Frank Smith (5-6 Clyno sidecar), four speeds,

chain drive.

Hugh Gibson (3^ Bradbury and empty sidecar),

two speeds, chain drive.

Vernon Taylor (3^^ T.T. Rudge), single gear, belt

drive.

Bert Haddock {2}^ A.J.S.), two speeds, chain drive.

Not having seen Honister, we were told with bated

breath of the stony surface, little better than a sea

beach, the appalling gradient in the middle, the narrow
road, and, al)ove ail, the yawning chasm awaiting the

unfortunate motor cyclist who failed to steer a <:om-

paratively straight course. Practisifig, it appears, had
been going on for days, and in each instance there

seems to have liccn a hurried retreat to fit lower gear

ratios, and gears of 17 and 17^ to i were consef|ucntly

the order of the day.

l;i6

The day -was fine, but clouds overhead looked

threatening enough. However, the conditions did not

deter the members of the Westmorland and Cumber-
land county clubs journeying from various parts to

witness the first official attempt to climb Honister on
a sidecar. It had been arranged to journey via. New-
land^, but time having been lost, the programme was
slightly altered and the more direct way followed vid

Derwentwater and Seatoller.

The road surface was in a very greasy state, besides

starting for Honister (rom Edmondson's Garage. Hugli Gibson (31 h.p. two-speed
Bradbury) and B. Haddock (21 h.p. two-speed A.J.S.)
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_ ionister Pass Climbed.

—

being twisty and rough, oonsequently slow pro-

gress was made. At the foot of the old road to the

top .of Honister we came upon a small cxowd of motor
cyclists who were busy lowering gears, and many were
the, hurried attempts to get up the hill. Practically

all, however, had to resort to the toll" road, which is

easier, though severe.

The Stony Surface.
About three o'cIocJc tlie Midlanders commenced to

"descend. the hill, and this, in itself was no light task,

as. it was impossible to travel at more than a snail's

pace for fear of losing control of the machine. The
"order- of starting had been settled by a spin of the

coin, it-being agreed that Frank Smith was deserving

of the first attempt, seeing that the climb was the

outccone of his offer. The spectators selected a point

1(^]U|- 3/9

approached, it was seen that the stones were bouncing
the macliine all over the road, and the difficulty was
to steer anything like a straight course. His speed
would be about six to eight miles an hour, but even
at this pace, no matter how the handle-bars were
gripped, the front wheel would follow its own course.

As for the rear wheel, it was churning up stones and
deep ruts, especially so when the steepest pitch was
reached. Here was the crux of the climb. The crowd
cheered vociferously as Smith struck the steepest

gradient. Gradually the speed got slower and slower.

Would he do it? At the top of this steep pitch there

is a huge boulder which in practice had stopped nearly

every competitor, as even tlrough the front wheel was
sometimes persuaded to mount the stone, the back
wheel refused to climb over it. It was now a case

of touch and go whether the Clyno would be success-

A SCENE NEAR THE TOP. F. Smith (Clyno) may be observed descending tlie liill for liis attempt.

about half a mile from the summit of the pass, where
the steepest gradient is encountered, and which was
estimated to be about i in 3. The start was from
the last farmhouse from Gatesgarth after Buttermere,

and the distance from here to the top of the pass is

a little over two miles. But the surface ! Never have
we seen motor cyclists attempt to ride over its equal.

It is exactly like a river bed, big flat stones lying

about in thousands. Our first impression was that it

was hardly a fair climb. The long wait before the

Clyno sidecar appeared in sight was sufficient to rouse

the excitement of the crowd to fever heat. The minutes

sped by, but no one. came in sight until a spectator

espied the Clyno low down in the valley o\'er a mile

-away, and then all eyes were strained to" watch it

inake its slow progress up the pass. As Sfnith

ful. For one moment the front wheel rose in the air,

and seemed to hesitate whether it would go over or

not. The driver stood on the low gear pedal, the

machine Hfted, and then appeared to spring

over, every tube being strained, to its uttermost. It

was indeed a sight to see. The crowd was delighted,

and never have we seen such enthusiasm evinced in

a feat of this kind. Both passenger and driver looked

thoroughly frightened, the passenger especially so as

he excitedly threw his legs in the air as the front

wheel lifted on the boulder, and one can quite under-

stand it, seeing that rocks and boulders fifty feet below

awaited the sidecarists if they failed to keep in the

ten- foot roadway. The crowd, realising that the

climb was almost bound to be successfully completed,

jumped down from the rocks and ran after the

B17
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Honister Pass Climbed.

—

Vernon Taylor (T.T. Rudge) at the last bend on the Pass. Note the stony con-
dilion of the surface. Honister Crag is seen in the background.

machine as it completed the last half mile. Some,
an.xious to congratulate Smith, arrived at the top

completely fagged out. Saturday, March 9th, will

go down in history as the first occasion on which
Honister was climbed on a sidecar with two
passengers, and the credit must go to the Clyno.

The Solo Climbs.
Next to try his luck was Hugh Gibson, whose Brad-

bury seemed in exceptionally fine fettle. He had
attached a very light sidecar, his idea being that he
would be better able to steer a straight course with

a sidecar.' His Bradbury climbed the pass on the low
gear at a really splendid pace, and appeared to have
plenty in hand, except on the steep section. His task

to keep the light sidecar down appeared to us most
difficult, for at times he had to lean over until his

body was almost horizontal. Encouraged by his suc-

cess, later in the afternoon he attempted the Pass with

a light passenger, but could not top the i in 3 section.

Vernon Taylor next tried his luck on a T.T. Rudge,
but, although he assured us that he had made a clean

ascent in practice, three times he stopped, due to the

engine roaring round and the belt slii)ping. Aflcr

descending the pass and raising the gear to 7j^ to

I to give the belt a better chance to grip, he made
the fastest ascent of the day. His exhil)ition was, in

fact, a hair-raising one, for no one imagined that such

B18

a speed could be maintained without fear of a bad fall.

Bert Haddock, on a little A.J.S., picked his way
slowly up the pass, his engine never exhibiting signs

of distress, despite the i-]% to i gear. Occasionally
he would put his foot down to steady himself, but this

was well-nigh impossible to avoid. Somewhere about
the middle of the pass he picked up a pin in the
back tyre, and gradually it deflated until, within sight

of the summit, his machine came to a standstill.

Locating the puncture took some time, so, descending
to the first bridge (which section includes all the severe

gradient), he made a sure climb, only touching the
ground with his feet on one occasion.

Some of the Westmorland and Cumberland County;
Club members also tried their luck. W. Westwood
on a T.T. Triumph, which appeared to have a Moto-

:

sacoche engine pulley, did well, but he was obliged 1

to jump off and run alongside on the steepest part.'
|

When he regained the saddle evei7one imagined that;

he would successfully reach the top, but this was not

to be, for, within a hundred yards of the summit, he
fouled a big stone and shot clean off the side of the

road, his machine after- him. At this point, it so

happens that the mountain stream is further away
from the roadway and the bank is inclined. If he had
fallen two hundred yards lower down the hill there 1

is no knowing what might have happened to him and
his machine.

Riders of a 7 h.p. Indian, 3^ h.p. three-speed

Premier, T.T. Rudge, and Zenith Gradua tried con-

clusions, but all failed from one cause or another,

Fletcher on the three-speed Premier on the third or

fourth attempt successfully reaching the summit,

though he had perforce to use his feet vigorously.

Climbing the Old Road.
While these last mentioned ascents were in progress

F. Smith had descended the other side of the pass

known as the old road from Seatoiler. It will be

remembered that Hugh Gibson made this climb about

twelve months ago on a Bradbury, and a long con-

troversy followed in these pages. Suffice it to relate

that Frank Smith and his victorious Clyno were again

successful in their self-imposed task.

Ooi Spring Number next week will contain references and

further photographs of this hill-climbing expedition in Lake-

land, including Red Bank, Grasmere, and Eirkstone Pass.

The pictures were taken specially for The Motor Cycle by

Mr. G. P. Abraham, F.R.P.S.

>—•••—<

M.C.C. LANDS END AND BACK RUN,
The following additional entries have been received for the

Land's End and back run at Easter

:

F; C. Wasley (21 Douglas)
P. Grout (4^ QuaJrant)
A. Q. Barr ft^ Quadrant)
G. B. Fry (3^ Quadrant)
J. A. Neumann (3i I-ludjfesc.

B. Marians (3i P. and \f.

I'. H. Bentley (3^ Triumph)
H. C. Owen-Wells (3i Brad-

bury)
C. VV. Meredith (3i Brad-

bury)

G. T. Gray (3^ Rudge)
W. H. Elce (3i Rudge)
G. Brouf;h 16 Brouch)
W. C. Heniy (3i Precision)

J. S. Holroyd (2i Motosa-
coche)

A. J. Sproston (3i Rudge)
W. Cooper (3i Bradbury)
R. Lord (6 l{ex sidette)

J. Milncr (7 Indian)

r. Phillips (23 Douglas)
Conipotitoi'S are advised not to leave it too late in applying

for rooms at the Union Hotel, Penzance, and the Bridge
House Hotel, Staines, if they intend staying there on the
Friday. A dinner will be prepared at the Bridge House
Hotel at 8.30 p.m. Tho trials hon. secretary is Mr. Edwin
Gwynne, White Lodge, Crcdilon Road, West Hanipstead.
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THE HILLS AT CUDHAM.
IN

view of the fact that Cudham Hill was included
in the A.C.U. One Day Trial on the 2nd inst.,

^

a few particulars regarding the gradient, etc.,

taken from the current issue of The Autocar, will be
of interest to our readers. Cudham Hill is the hill

on the road from Downe, and must not be confused
with Church Hill, which leads across the valley from
the church to the main Westerham road at Biggin Hill.

Of these two hills Cudham is considerably the snorter

and steeper. The total length is 700ft. (rather more
than one furlong), and the rise is ior.36ft., which gives

an average gradient of Just over i in 7 (by this we
mean a little steeper than i in 7). The gradient

begins with i in 10J2, and gradually increases for the

first 100 yards, by which time it is i in 8 ; then it

becomes rapidly steeper till its extreme gradient of

I in 4.1 (very nearly as steep as the steepest part of

the test hill at Brooklands) is reached 150 yards from

the start, after which the gradient relaxes slightly till

at a point 220 yards from the start it i? i in 6.^. This
is practically the top of the hill, for the last few yards
are only i in 35.7. One hundred and seventy yards
from the start this hill joins Church Hill, the gradient

at that point being i in 5.4. As is usual on all hills,

the steepest gradient is at the bend.

Church tlill, Cudham.
Cudham Church Hill is 1,250 feet in length, with

a total rise of 155 feet, giving an average gradient of

nearly i in 8. The steepest gradient is i m 5.34
nearly 100 yards from the start, then the hill becomes
less steep for some distance, but it gets more severe

as it nears the top. There are two bends, the first

being 100 yards from the start, and the second (a

veritable hairpin) just before the roads join 80 yards

from the top.

Some members

of the M.C.U.I.

(Ulster Centre)

who took part

in the paper-

chase held re-

cently through

Co. Down.

NOTES.
last committee meeting 173

A.C.U.

J

Membership.—At the

members were elected.

Affiliations.—The following clubs have become
affiliated to the governing body: Wimbledon M.C.C.,
Cardiff M.C., North Birmineham A.C., Brookdale
Club (Catford), and Glouceste'r M.C.C.

Annlial General Meeting of the Council.—
It was decided that the election of club representation
to the committee should be deferred five weeks in

order that the procedure under the new rule regu-
lating the method of electing club representatives may
be brought into order. The existing committee and
sub-committee meanwhile remain in office.

Permit.—A permit was granted to the Motor
Cycling Club to run off an open silencer trial on April
27th.

French Reliability Trial.—Mr. E. M. P.

Boileau was appointed delegate to meet the A.C.C.F.
secretary -.n Paris to discu.ss , the arrangements for an
English team to compete in this event at Easter.

A.C.U. AND n.C.P.A. COAAITTEES.
It will be seen that at the annual general meeting

of the private members of the A.C.U. the Progressive

party carried the day. Every one of the members they

suggested as forming the new committee was elected

with one exception, and in his place a keen amateur

rider was chosen. It is true that, as we pomted out

in a previous issue, the trade is rather strongly repre-

sented, as there are five members of the new com-

mittee who are acti\-ely engaged in the motor cycle

industry. On the other hand these members have

had great experience, are keen riders, and know their

machines from stem to stern ; in fact, it is a committee

of motor cyclists, and as such should do excellent work

for the Auto Cycle Union. We hope that the new mem-
bers will succeed in bringing about a better organised

and more active programme. It has been suggested to

I'S that the M.C.P.A. might also devote its attention

.0 the trade assisted "amateur." It has been aliened

that one so-called amateur has ridden five different

machine";. in five imoorfant events since Christmas.

B2T
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FRAME DESIGN.

FTT'T' E have long deluded ourselves with the belief

\A/ that our frame design was above suspicion,
' but it was pointed out by an expert some

days back that tliere is much which may be improved.

Some of the worst faults are the cranking of the chain

stays to allow room for the belt rim and the short

steering head used on many makes. To remedy these

faults the makers put in very heavy castings, with the

result that the machine is somewhat heavier^ than it

need be it properly designed. I would point out,

however, on behalf of the manufacturers, that some

of them are ahve to these defects and are trying to

remedy them by a better design; for instance, the

Rudge has straight chain stays with a single sweep

in at the top, and this lead has been followed by

quite a number. I could name off-hand half a dozen

so built. In this connection it is as well to notice

that chain drive permits a mu-ch better design of

frame, making it much easier to employ a perfectly

straight chain stay.

Short Steering Heads.
The short steering head is remedied in most cases,

for example as in the B.S.A. machine, also in the

Chater-Lea and Royal Enfield ; this is varied in some
makes by the use of a web in place of the short re-

inforcing tube. Another point of criticism is the

method of attaching the engine by cradle plates, and
the expert mentioned above gave as his opinion that

the loop frame was stronger and more desirable than
this method. Personally, I believe a lot depends on
the design of the cradle plates—some grip the engine

at two points very near together, and often much out

of the line from the centre of the engine to the rear

wheel. The tendency to adopt the Trump method
of employing a stay from the bottom of the crank case

^ to the rear of the chain stay is a confession on the

part of the makers that all is not as it should be.

The Bradbury method of incorporating the crank
case in the frame gives a very strong and rigid frame,

and allows the secondary top tube under the tank to

be dispensed with, but the great drawback to this

method is the inability to remove the engine as a
whole.

The Dropped Top Tube.
As regards the rear part of the frame, it has been

admitted that the chain stay if continued should pass
through the centre line of the engine axle.

A few words concerning the merits of the dropped
top tube. It is generally said that this gives a much
lower riding position, but this is not the best of its

advantages; in fact, the diamond frame enthusiast?

say that they can obtain just as low a riding position,

and they are correct, at least to half an inch or sc.

To obtain the very low position with the diamond
B22

frame means that the steering head has to be very.'

much shortened, while with the dropped top tube Jt^

long steering head and large tank may be retained^:!

and the riding position still be brought low. AlsOi'

the dropped frame allows the weight of the rider ttj),;

be distributed more equally on the two wheels, at th^.i

same time keeping a short wheelbase ; this makes fojt;

steadiness on greasy roads and better steering at high

speeds. Since if the front wheel be insufhciently loaded
steering at high speeds becomes very difficult. The

'

dropped frame is somewhat weaker at the dropped end
of the tube than if the tube were kept straight, but no
trouble is likely to arise from this if the secondary
tube be kept straight; I do not, however, like those!::

frames which have both tubes dropped, there is no''

advantage in dropping the lower tube, and it weakens
the frame too much. Apropos of frame strength, I

was told by a leading firm last week that the ordinary

frame as fitted to 3j4 h.p. machines was not strong

enough to take a sidecar with perfect satisfaction, and;

they are making it a practice to use heavier gauge, ^i

tubes in all their 35^ h.p. two-speed machines. I do"
not wish to raise a scare amongst the single-cylinder

sidecar brigade, but let them not be surprised if after

running mth thirty stones or so aboard they find their

frames slightly twisted. A.G.D.C.

' Two Beauties," the title suRgestcd by B. Dungworlh, of SheHleld, who sends llie

aliovo picture of liis Koiry-Abingdon and buildog pup in tlie sidecar.
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THE EISEMANN WATER-
i PROOF MAGNETO.
The new Eisemann magneto is a splen-

I idly compact job, which is claimed to

I

3 absolutely waterproof. One of tlie

j

lief points of interest is the fixing of

1
le high-tension brush holder. Instead

i i the brush holder being screwed in by
!

vulcanite thread, which is liable to

j

'ack and cause mysterious shorting, it

held in place by a strong steel

amp, fixed by two screws, thus pre-

inting the possibility of tlie brush
ilder working loose. The substantial

lap on the high-tension terminal is

ry neatly and sensibly carried out

;

lite a tug is necessary to remove it,

id there is no fear of its coming adrift

id perhaps spoiling a non-stop run.

Ihough of small size, the magneto
'es a fine hot spark. As will be
in, there are four horseshoe magnets.
te Eisemann magneto is being used
t several leading firms, including
Idge-Whitworth, Ltd., and Humber,
d.

IE SIMPLEX TWO-SPEED
HUB GEAR.

V two-speed hub gear was described
i illustrated in our issue of April 6th

1 1 year, page 326. This gear will Jje

(rtly mauufactured by the Eagle Jlotor
, Shepherd's Bush Road, W., and wiU
put on the market under the name of

!^ Simplex. It is of the epicyclic type
Tng a reduction between the liigh and
»j gears of 45%. The chief alteration

4f the gear was first described is in
}:: operation of the high gear brake
jfinents. Weight will be reduced by

! introduction of an aluminium and
E'l alloy whenever possible. In this

.V it is hoped to reduce the weight
the ordinary gear to twenty pounds.

:"o hubs are made The standard is

(table tor engmes up to 9 h.p., and
j

mailer type is also made for 3^ h.p.
I under. All the running parts are

I

inted on ball bearings, which may be
isted equally by means of one cone.

j

Juture models all the ball bearings will

I

of the cage type, so that the gear may
dismounted witlx)ut any risk of losing
balls. With this gear the engine

7 be started bv pedalling with ths rear
el on the ground. The gear impressed
icst favourably.

NEW TWO-STROKE ENGINE
Herewith we publish a diagram to

explain the principle of a two-stroke
engine designed bv Mr. J. Taylor, of
Wakefield Lodge, Stony Stratford. The
gas is taken in through the inlet valve
A and is compressed above the main
pi.ston. The lower of the two transfer
ports B being, of course, covered by the

A Inlet valve E Semndary piston
B B Transfer ports F Connecting rod for E
C Exhaust port G Three-throw crank
D D Connecting rods from double piston.

piston until the compression stroke is

almost complete. Both ports B are then
uncovered, and the charge is forced into
the space between the main and secondary
pistons. Here it is compressed and fired

in the usual way, the explosion acting on
the heads of both pistons and the exhaust
port baing uncovered by the sscoudary
piston. The crank to which this piston
is attached has a shorter throw than those
for the main piston and is also given a
slight lead, thus the port C is opened
considerably before the lower port B,
giving, the exhaust gases ample time to

be reduced to atmospheric pressure.
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A B. & B. CARBURETTER
MADE AUTOMATIC.

The accompanying diagrammatic sketch,

which has been sent to us from Capetown
by " Interested," shows how a lightweight

B. and B. carburetter of ordinary type can

be altered to an automatic carburettei

having one-lever con-

trol. The original

extra air hole is

covered, and all the
air is taken from the
bottom air holes,

which are enlarged
as shown by the
dotted lines. The
admission of air is

now controlled in

two ways—(1) by the
vmcovering of the
elongated holes, and
(2) by means of the
taper clioke tube,
which rises and falls

as the throttle is

opened. The throttle
and air slides can be
joined together to
form the new throttle
or a new slide can
be fitted. The top
of the jet is slightly

tapered. The adjust-
ment of the air open

A, throttle

B, sliding choke tube
attached to A
which uncovers the

air holes as it riSL-s

C, air holes, enlarged

as shown by dotted
lines

D, screws holding U
to A

ing in relation to the tlu-ottle can be made
by the screws D. "Interested" has this

carburetter fitted to a lightweight N.S.U.
and finds it most satisfactory and efiicient.

A TIP FOR ALL-WEATHER
RIDERS.

If an all-weather rider does not mind
spoiling the appearance of his machine, he
can coat the whole of the parts with lead
coloured paint which will protect the
enamel and will not look at all unsightly
if properly done. Such paint can be re-

moved when desired with the aid of a

solvent like turpentine or benzine. Tlie

bright _parts of macliine tools are often
treated in this manner for the purpose of

transit or for storing, and the result is not
at all displeasing. Tliis method has one
great advantage over the vaseline coat
ing in that it does not accumulate dust.

The 1912 model lady's Z\ h.p. Rudge, which, as will be seen, is identical with the design of the stan«tard

men's machine, except for the cut away tog tube and belt euard.
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Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.

The inter-team trial in connection with the S.E. London
M.C. will take place on the 16th inst.

The Easter tour to Cheddar will start on April 4th.

Biistol M.C.C,

Despite the horrible state of the roads, which, in fact,

were so bad that several turned back owing to skids, the

speed-judging competition was a great success, and resulted

as follows : 1, F. P. Davies (3^ Rudge and sidecar), 10s.

error ; 2, E. Kickham (2| Douglas), 12s. error ; 3, S. J.

Webber (3^ Triumph), 14s. error.

Redditch and District M.C.C.

At the annual general meeting held on Wednesday, the 6th
inst., the foUownig officers were elected: President, Dr.
Prothero Smith ; captain, Mr. H. T. Guise ; treasurer, Mr.
Frank Hyde ; secretary, ISIr. W. F. Skinner, 4, Prospect
Hill, Redditch. Members who wish to have the A.C.U.
facilities must pay tlieir subscriptions (6s. each) at once, as

members' names and fees are sent up to the A.C.XJ. as

received by the club.

Bournemouth and District M.C.C.

The opening run, was held on the 3rd inst. to Ljndhurst and
Rufus Stone in the New Forest. Several other runs have
been arranged for the remainder of the present month. On
the 13th inst. the meet is at King's Park, at 2.45 p.m., for

Salisbury. Any local motor cyclists who wish to join the
club are cordially invited to send their names to Mr. Noble
Iddon, lion, sec, Berkdale, Shaftesbury Road, Bournemouth.

Oxford M.C.C.

The classes for the open hill-climb on April 13th are as

follows : Junior T.T. maclrines ; T.T. machines up to 500
CO. ; standard single-geared touring single-cylinder machines

;

standard single-geared touring twin-cylinder machines

;

standard variable-geared touring single-cylinder machines

;

standard variable-geared touring twin-cylinder machines

;

standard touring machines up to 150 lbs., single or variable
geared ; any tj'pe of single or twin up to 1,000 c.c. ; standard
touring sidecar combinations up to 1,000 c.c. ; standard tour-

ing cyclecars up to 1,100 c.c, weight in touring trim not
exceeding 7 cwts., or chassis weight, including tyres, not
exceeding 6 cwts.

Bradford M.C.C,

The open hill-climb will take place on May 18th. F
details will be published later. There will also be mini

hOl-climbs on March 30th and May 4th, and reliability trial

on April 28th and May 12th.

Herts County A. and A.C
The open trial on Saturday, the 23rd inst. , will start" fro:

the Old Salsbury Arms, Barnet. With slight deviations, tl R

route will be much the same as in the last trial. The specii \

tests will be a 10 m.p.h. hill-climb, a stop and restart on
hUl, and a fast hill-climb. Entries close Saturday next, th

16th inst. Particulars may be had from Mr. C. C. Gook(
North Mimms, Hatfield.

Mersey M.C.

On the 8th inst. an interesting lecture, illustrated b'

limelight views, was given to an appreciative audience b
Mr Chas. F. Larkin, F.R.C.S. The lecturer described
tour via York, Newcastle-on-Tyne, and Carlisle to the Lak
District. On the 18th inst. Mr. Bennett will lecture, o

"Magnetos" ; this lecture will be held at the club heac

quarters, and all motorists are heartily welcome.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The Easter reliability run to Perth will be on April 5tl

and the return will be made on April 8th. This is the longei

reliability trial that has ever been organised in the province
and a large entry is expected. The competition is open t

Birmingham Club members only, owing to the difficulty <

obtaining a permit for a two days' open trial. Intendin
members may obtain particulars of the competition an
terms of membership on application to the trials hon. sec

Mr. -Harold J. Cox, 21, Stirling Road, Edgbaston.

Western District M.C. (London.)

On Saturday, the hill out of Eickmansworth was t!

scene of an impromptu hill-climbing 'contest. The way th'

vice-captain's (V. VV. K,itchie's) three-speed 2| h.p. Humbe
climbed it called forth much favourable comment.
The next club run is on the 17th inst., to Stokenchurc

(King's Arms), starting from the Horse Troughs on Ealiii

Common at 10 a.m.
The hon. secretary, Mr. G. Tweedie, A.M.I.E.E., li

Baldwyn Gardens, Acton, W., will be glad to send partici

lars ot the club to motorists in Ealing and neighbourhooci

Start of the

Bournemouth

Motor Cycle Clu

Opening Run o

the 3rd inst. to

King's Park.
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Testing Dry Cells.

Please tell roe why a dry cell

will not work a trembler coil on
my motor cj cle, whereas an accu-
mulator will, though I have
tried adjusting the points on the

coil, but without success. It is a wipe
commutator. The accumulator shows
four volts exactly, and ihe dry cell

4.125, on 3 voltaitfter.—H.F.
Jlany trembler coils are most extravagant
in current, and if the coil takes a great

deal of current, the dry cell tires very
quickly. What we should advise y'u to

do is to write to the makers of the dry
cell, and ask them to supply you with
a coil suitable to work in conjunction

with it. It i.« no use testing a dry cell

with a voltmeter, as, although the volt-

age may be high the amperage may be
quite insufficient. Dry cells should be
tested by being momentarily connected to

the terminals of an amperemeter.
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Lyme Regis. Colyford, Exeter, Honiton,
Chard, Ilcheater, Shepton Mallet, Rad-
stock, Bath, Nailsworth, Stroud,
Gloucester, Cheltenham, Evesham,
Stratford-on-Avon, Warwick, Coventiy,
Hinckley, straight on to Nottingham,
then through Mansfield, Worksop, West
Drayton, Newton, to Lincoln. For details

as to the roads round the Dukeries see a
map of Nottingham and Derbyshire.

L. V. Head, the talented young artist wiiose

lietctaes have recently baen rsproduceii in Tin-

Ibtoy Cycle. He is saortly going to Canada and
rill take nis JUinerva machine with him.

Sidecar for Milli Round.

I am thinking of starting a milk
'^ roand, and wish to deliver from

^ the farm, which is about seven
-iJ miles distant, so I should like to

know if you think a motor cycle

with box similar to a sidecar would be
reliable enough, provided I got a good
machine, as it would mean thiitv miles a

day in all weathers? The weight would
be equal to mj-self—12 to 13 stones. I

should also like to know your opinion of

what it would cost to run, including

wear and t-ear. I prefer a single-cylin-

der, as I am only a novice.—G.R.
e think the idea is an excellent one, and
ould i-ecommend you to get uito commu-
tation with one of the sidecar makers
garddng the manufacture of a special

tachment for your purpose. You may
ckon the cost to be from Id. to l-^d. a
ile. We should recommend you to get a
st-class make of motor bicycle fitted with
iriable gear.

j

"
Sidecar Weight.

I—

I

I am hesitating in the purchase

Ivl of a sidecar, and would be much
iJJ obliged for.replies to the fuUowing

enquiries: (1.) lu the case of a

sidecar driven by a 2^ h.p. three-speed
James (single cylinder of large capacity,

557 c.c), what is roughly the most
suitable weiglit of car, in order to pre-

vent unduly taxing the power of the

engine, on average roads with gradients

reasonable for the combination? (2.)

Would a torpedo bodv on a chassis as

light as is consistent with safety, be too

heavy a type for such a machine to

pullf (3.) Does the torpedo body possess

any advantage or disadvantage as re-

gards distribution of weight, in that

some luggage may be carried in the
fi?orit portion of the car?—H.4.BTCOT.

l.)' Your machine should certainly be able

1 draw a sidecar weigliing from 90 to

00 lbs. (2.) A torpedo body would not be
od. heavy. (3.) It affords better protection

the 1 assenger than the ordinary pat-

em and is cosier. It is not adyisable.

B place much weight in the front of the

idecar ; luggage is best placed at the rear.

NEXT THURSDAY!

NINTH
SPRING

SPECIAL
NUMBER.

An Easter Tour.

Please give me the most inter-

esting route for an, Easter tour

from Lincoln rid Oxford to

Winchester, coastwise to Exeter,

then north via Gloucester, Strat-

ford, and Warwick to the Dukeries.

—

E.A.D.
We have pleasure in giving the following

route : Lincoln, Grantham, Oakham,
Uppingham, Kettering, Northampton,
Towcester, Brackley, Oxford. Abingdon.

Eftst Ilsley, Newbury, Whitchurch, VYin-

chester, Romsey, Ringwood, Poole, Lychett

Jlinster, Wareham, Dorchester, Bridport,

EXPERIE'NCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences

of otfiers with various motor cycles or accessories
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in

which the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor.

"H.T." (Hull).—3i h.p. Lincoln-Elk.
" B.R.H." (Leeds).—Atlas inner case.
" l-;.H.O." (Uriogwater).—3 h.p. Lin-

coln-Elk.

"T.M." (Taunton). — Haslam nou-

.st retching belts.

Ol.J.L." (Barnes).—2-i h.p. F.N.
"J.P." (Cambridge).-Albion, D.H.K.,

and Mabon cKitc-hes on 3^- h.p. machines.
"L.P." (Rcsjuakill.)—05 h.p. Ijincoln-

Elk with sidecar.

-D.M.D." (Llanch-indod).-6 h.p. Zenith
sidecar, consumption and reliability.

'E.D.F." (Great Wakering).—Thorn-
ton two-speed free engine hub with

3i h.p. sidecar.

"J.I." (Auclunblae).—2-1 h.p. Douglas
and 3i h.p. Humber two-speed models
with and without sidecar.

" P.E.H." (Oakham).—3i h.p. New
Hudson three-speeds and s-idecar.

"P.Q.R." (Dartmoulh).-^3 h.p. Match-
less-Jap twin, 3i h.p. P.V.-Jap twin,

and 34 h.p. New Hudson III. B.

"P.M. P." (Altrinchara). — .Smith's

speedometer, 3i h.p. 1912 clutch model
B.S.A.
'•B3669."—̂ 3 h.p. A.J.S. witb and

without sidecar.

"H.G." (Sherbcvne).

—

liiiiks carburetter

on four-cylinder F.N.

A STUDY IN EXPRESSIONS.
A passenger machine in the A.C.U. one-day " trial " was assisted by willing hands on the 1 in 4 gradient ot

Cudhaih, which fact appeared to be amusing to everybody except the driver! The passenger seemed to be

particularly elated. We wonder if his expression changed when he heard of other passenger machines wiuch

stopped at the self-same spot.

E39
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A Novel Waistcoat.

Messrs Harrison and Co., 76, Finsbnry
Pavement, E.G., have introduced a novel

form of waiotcoat which possesses several

peculiar advantages. It is very light

an^ weighs only 1 lb. It buttons, up
tightly round the throat and over the

chest, and being made of linen enclosing

two layers of waterproof paper, and
lined with flannelette, is extremely warm.
It also possesses the further advantage
of being very moderate in price.

Company Notices.

On page 1193 of the London Gazette,

16th February, a statement appears to the
effect that the Rom Tyre and Rubber
Company. Limited, in pursuance of

Section 188 of the Companies (Consolida-

tion) Act, 1908, will hold a meeting of

creditors for the purpose provided in the
said section. We are asked /;< ;joint out

that the said notice refers solely to the
1908 company, which was bought up by
the Rom Tyre and Rubber Company
(1909), Limited.

Of Interest to Lancashire Readers.

A depot has been opened at 19, Hard-
man Street, Manchester, by Messrs.

Kemps, vulcanising experts, for repair-

ing and retreading covers and fitting

new butt ends to air tubes. The same
firm is acting as wholesale stockists for

Robert's belts, non-skid bands, clip-on

gaiters, etc.

Tourist's Handbooks.

"A handy pocket book has lately been
introduced by the Homeland Association,

Ltd., Chaiidos Chambers. 15. Bedford
Street, Stand, W.O.. entitled "Our
Homeland Chuirhes and How to Study
Them." The illustrations are particularly

good.

SPMK*
IXTJ',

The Tulip Sidecar.

The accompanying illustration shows
an original sidecar called the Tulip, made
by Mr. M. J. Varley, 57, Stoney Lane,
Birmingham. The body is made on the
lines of a car body and the seat is

adjustable, while, underneath there is a

toolbox; there is also anotlier under the
footboard. The wind screen has patent
joints which enable it to be adjusted to

any angle. The chief feature of the
chassis is the tube being set down from
the main back axle, thus giving a drop
of about 5in. The springs are C-shaped
and shackled. On the rear axle is a
smart luggage carrier which turns on
three T lugs, and can be used as a stand.

A Decompressor.

Although this invention hos been
patented by the Triumph Co., it must be
understood that it is not at pveseTit being
manufactured. The principle of it.«

operations consists in raising the e.vhaust

valve slightly for a part of the compres-
sion stroke, and the means wherebv this

is effected is shown in t-lie view of part
of the timing gear given. The u.^^ual

exhaust va]\'e rocker A is provided with,

an cxten.eion B, which is engaged by one
arm of a bell crank lever C, the other
arm V) of whicii lies in the path of a

(prlcmOdJ/ord

being lifted ; and this is timed to take
place during part of the compression
stroke, with the well-known result. To
enable the lever C to be moved into and
out of its operative position, it is mounted
upon an eccentric G, to. which is con-

nected a control device of any suitable

kind.—Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., and A.
G. Franklin, No. 4,772, 1911.

Tricycle Spring Suspension.

The accompanying elevation and plan
illustrate a spring suspension for tricycles

having two front steering wheels. Bolted

cam E carried by the pmion F. The
device is illustrat^Kl in its operative posi-

tion, and it will he clear that slight rota-

tion will bring the swell of the cam E
inft) engagement with the arm D of the
h;viT C, resulting in the exhaust valve

r.30
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Catalogues Received.
The new Humber catalogue is a hand-

some brochure, which, besides describing
in detail and illustrating the various
different models, also contains an enter-

taining account, with illustrations, of

the Junior T.T. Race. Sections of the
free-engine hub and two-speed gears are
also included, besides drawings and
descriptions of the important parts

which go to make such a successful
machine on road or track.

If any prospective motor cyclists are

hesitating whether to adopt the pastime
or not, and had an opportunity of glanc-

ing through the Clyno Engineering Co.'s

latest catalogue—" The Book of the Clyno
Sidecar"—they would hesitate no longer.

In this book are reproductions of many
interesting and exciting incidents in the
career of the Clyno muchir.e, many
of the illustrations having already
been published in these pages. '

' Of
course one must not forget" the

descriptions and illustrations of the 5-6

ii.p. Clyno sidecar model with two-sneed
gear, also the standard machine. Colonial

model, and detail illustrations of the

power unit and transmission. Copies can

be obtained on application to the firm at

Pelham Street, Wolverhampton'.
The 1912. catalogue of Royal Ruby

motor cycles, sold by the Royal Ruby
Cycle Co., Great Ancoats Street. Man-
chester, has been received. The illustra-

tions show that the standard model has
a frame with the top tube dropped at

the rear, Druid spring forks, front wheel
stand, kick-up back wheel stand, and
tubular luggage carrier. The models
listed are 2^ h.p. and 3^ h.p., with Roc
two-speed gear and free engine. Two
types of free engine clutches can be
supplied to order, the D.H.K. and the
Villiers.

to the longitudinal frame members A B are

laminated sprmgs C D, the ends of which
are formed to receive swivelling standards
E P carrying the wheel axles G H. The
standards E F are provided witli a tie rod
J, and a steering arm K is carried by the
standard E.—A. H. G. Girling, No. 1,269,
1911.

B. and B. Carburetter Improvement.

The carburetter body is of cruciform
shape, A being the extra air inlet and

B the gas outlet.

These passages are

controlled by slides

C as usual. The
fuel jet D is vari-

able, being provided
in the construction
illustrated with an
eccentrically
mounted cover plate
E, carrying a lever
F at its lower end
to permit of easy
adjustment. The
main air enters by
the ports G ar-

ranged around the
jet nuzzle, and the

ur thus formed impinge on
one another and upon the jet of fuel,

assisting in forming an intimate mixture.
In a later model these holes iU'e placed
higher up and can be covered by a slide.

—C. Blown and Brown and Barlow, Ltd.,

No. 1,412, 1911.

coliuni of
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mAL iU/BY

1912 Catalogue of Motor Cycles is

a copy of this up-to-date puOlicati

Our Specificatioa

J.A.P ENGINES.
OHATEE-LEA FITTINGS.
BOSCH MAGNETOS AND
PLUGS
UEOWN AND BARLOW'S
CAEEUBETTEES.

nEUIII SPEINQ FORKS
BOWDEN FEONT BEAKK,
EXHATTST - LIFT, AND
MAGNETO CONTEOL

now ready, and you should have
on.

cannot be beaten.

DUNLOP TTEES AND BELTS.
BROOKS' SADDLES AND
TOOLBAGS.

TILLI13RS' FREE ENGINE
HUB

BOO TWO-SrRED AND FEEE
ENGINE HUB.

STUEMET-.\ECH''R THTl^F-
SPEED AND FEEE ENGINE
HUB Etc., etc. etc.

EVERYTHING OF THE HIGHEST POSSIBLE GRADE.

Manufactured by

The Royal Ruby Cycle Co., "Roby" Works
Great Ancoats Street. MANCHESTER. J

14
Worlds' Records

and

Numerous Hill-

Climbs during 1 9 1

1

Gold Medals in

London-Exeter-

London-Birming-

ham-York-Birming-

ham Winter Relia-

bility Trials.

Price 45/6 post free.

We do not guarantee 12% increase in all-round

Efficiency.

WE DO GUARANTEE
to refund your money U (^unsatisfactory after

7 DAYS' TRIAL.

Orders for delivery by EASTER must be

PLACED IMMEDIATELY
Will be Htted by all makers if specified.

New Zealand

—

W. H. Phipps Black, Cashel St., Chrislchurch,

London—The Service Co., Ltd., 292-3, High Holborn.

Sole makers and Patentees :

C.A.P. CARBURETTER CO.,
102, Colmore Row, BIRMINGHAM.

motor cycles, formerly sold at the

price of 5/- each, is now (dating

from March ist) being • sold at

4-/-, the same price as the regular

porcelain type Lodge Plug.

The new type will be supplied to

all orders for Lodge Motor Cycle
Plugs, unless otherwise specified.

The porcelain type are in plain

red boxes.

Tlie new Steatite type in striped

red boxes

.

The green boxes contain the type
for car.s.

PRICE 4/>» EACH.

EVERYWHERE.

Sole Manufacturers

:

LODGE BROS. & Co., SeTst!"

BIRMINGHAM.

The Speedy
Little Car with

the Big Prestige.
(English Made.)

— SPECIAL POINTS OF ADVANTAGE. -

Simple construction—every part easily accessible—of best m
worliinanship and material—does not skid—easy on tyres

—

petrol consumption about go miles per gallon—low cost of

upkeep—no differential gear box—in every respect the ideal

little * runabout. Price £96.

t
Illustrated Booklet ajtd Price List free from

, SABELLA CARS, LIMITED,
W/!,_ S3, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.

In answering these advertisements it it desirable to mention " The Motor Ciide A?S
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MOSELEY
GROOVED

Extra strong beads, 3-ply heavy canvas

36/- per cover, 26 x 21 beaded.
FROM ALL AGENTS.

Catalogue jree ftom the makers—

DAVID MOSELEY & SONS, LTD.,
Ardwick, MANCHESTER.

Once

DETACHABLE
AIR TUBE.

Admitted by
THOUSANDS to be

the only perfect detach-

able on the market.

Use the tube that gives

satisfaction, arid can be

repaired on the inside

with ordinary rubber

and solution. No
expensive patches re-

quired. No Butt Ends
to burst. Further par-

ticulars, write for

booklet.

PUNCTURES HAVE NO TERROR.

By carrying a spare

tube, you can be on the

way in 5 minutes.

All sizes from 1} *• ^1-

?_UX2 2f. X2.t 2(-X2.!

14/- 16/- 18/6
Pedal Cycle, li li i! 7/-

Tandem. t\ i.'l 8/6

Converts-
Pedal tyolc, 1/9

z 5/62! 6/- 2i 6/6
Df.n t CO I'y tilt! Ilr«t coHt,

but by wliiit ymi "av<j.

Send Size ol Cover.

liiiotiiblainable in your
town write <]irect

—

RICH DETACHABLE
AIR 1UBE CO.,

CRA\ LEY, SUSSEX.
'felegrains ;

" Rich, Clrawlcy."

nr.xj

32/-

The RICH COVERS
KON-SLIPPING and RELIABLE.
One price. One quality—the BEST.

zbxii B.K. Pedal Cycle.

40/- IO/6VV.0. 11/- b.c.

2f.x;(

36/-

M^EVOID^^F MlEVOID ^^ F Mb rouble
— MOTORS. —

6 ana a h.p. itiojeib

The finest machine in the World for

Design, Workmanship, & Finish
NOW IS THE TIME TO BOOK YOUR ORDER
FOR ONE OF THESE EXCELLENT MACHINES.

Write, 'Phone (2125 Central), or call—

306, Deansgate,
Manchester.

Sole Agents for Manchester & District for the Canoelet Sidecars.

Applications for Agencies invited.

London Agents—The Service Co., Ltd., 292, High Holborn, London, W.C.
Liverpool Agents—Messrs. Henry Whitlocli & Co., 40, Hope St., Liverpool.

B. Reed & Co.,

TWO USEFUL BOOKS.

HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.
3rd Edition, containing a multitude of useful hints on the
repair and improvement of the motor bit-ycle.—Information
on the quickest and most economical method ot " tuning up.'*

etc. Price 1/- net. Post free 1/2, •

" THE MOTOR CYCLE " ROUTE BOOK.
An invaluable companion to motor cyclists. Carefully chosen
routes with best surfaces arc given throughout the whole of
the British Isles.

Price 1/G net. Po=t fiee 1 /».

Obtaina;)[o from " THE MOTOR CYCLE '* Offices, 20,TudorSi.^ London, E.C.

SIDECAR MODELS.
Can give prompt dcUveiics of

"CLYNO." "BAT. ENFIELD." "INDIAN."
Upwards of 100 second-hand Bargains.

Note the following and write for complete list.

1911 3l h.p. F.K. TRIUMPH 143
iqil 3! h.p. T.T. TRIUMPH M2
igoi) 34 h.p. I'M'- TRIUMPH £35
iqnojj h.p. TRIUMPH £31

lijn Vl h.p. PREMIER £36
i.)n 3* li.p. Two-Spc.:il HUMBER £M
KjioU li.p. Two-Spied HUMBER £36
lOii 3.i h.p. KERRY £35
loio 2j h.p. Twin ENFIELD £22 10

lijio zl h.p. Twin MOTO-REVE £22 10

All machines guaranteed.

ROBERT BEVAN, Castle Street, CARDIFF.

'34 In unswr.rinij ihcxc cJcertiscinenCs U is dcsirahle lo iiiinthm " 'I'hc ilutor Oi/cle."
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£50,000.
This represents the value of new machines now

in the course of being delivered at Hitchen's, of

Morecambe. They comprise : P, and M.'s, Scotts,

Jap-Bats, chain drive, and 3^ h.p. belt drive, with
P. and M. two-speed gear ; Matchless, 5*6 h.p.

and 7-8 h.p., besides the No. 7 passenger model

;

Clynos, with and without sidecars ; Zenith, 3J,
6. and 8 h.p. models ; Humbers, lightweights,

with and without three-speed gear, also sJ h.p.

two-speed f;ear models ; Premiers, lightweights,

with and without three-speed gears, also 3^ h.p.

two-speed gear models ; Lincoln Elks, light-

weights, 3.V h.p., with and \\-ithout two-speed gear,

also free-engine models ; Bradburys, chain drive
and belt drive, two-speed gear, also single gear
and free-engine models ; Rudges, ordinarj' models,
free engine, and" multiple-speed ; Douglas, all

models ; Motosacoches, all modpls ; Indians, clutch
model and two-speed ; F.N. ditto ; Triumphs,
ordinary models and free-engine models ; A.C.
tricars ; Morgan runabouts ; Turner's light petrol

car;*Rolla cars, and several othere, and THE
BEST OF THE BEST in the Motor Cycle and
Light Car productions.
We have these machines coming in to our order

each veek, and we believe we are correct in stat-

ing that we have the largest stock of new machines
for sale ever gathered under one roof. It is not
a misplaced title to call our Garage the " Olympia
of the North."
The reason we have a greater stock than all

other people is because we have not indulged in

the luxury of booking our stock in advance, pre-

ferring to get the stufl and risk finding the cus-

tomers afterwards! By doing this we are saved
a good deal of unpleasantness ourselves, and it

save: much irritation to our clients, and, altogether
gives more satisfaction than would be the case if

we rushed into booking orders on the strength of

our contracts. There are none of the high-class

makers to-day in a position to deliver up to con-
tract, practically all of them being behind for one
reason or another. We could have sold most of

our contracts at and about show time, but after

our experience of PAST SEASONS we decided
to adopt our present attitude, and we have, so
far, not had any cause to regret it, as we have

been able to find customers week by week imme-
diately the machines have been ready for delivery.
We shall continue to follow this course of pro-
cedure all through the season, and you can alwaj's

rely upon Hitchen's, of Morecambe, having
machines in stock, or coming in within the course
of a few days , that is, subject to the makers
not getting any further behind with their deliveries.

In MANY OF OUR CONTRACTS we have as
many as 12 machines of one make per week
coming through later on in the season, and at
the present moment as many as 4 coming through
each week ; so you will clearly see we are -

prepared for the boom, and CUT OUT TO
DELIVER machines without the previous irrita-

tion and vexations. We hope our clients WILL
BEAR THESE THINGS IN MIND, as we are
wishful to drive these facts home, and feel sure
that a buyer of a machine would much prefer
to deal with us than to book his order with a
firm who merely HAS THEM ON ORDER, and
who may or may not be in a position to give
reasonable delivery.

With us a WIRE or TELEPHONE CALL will

at once give you the information required. We
have often thought how few people appreciate
the advantages offered by the use of this handy
mode of communication. ' For a matter of sixpence
or a shilling you can speak to Hitchen's, of More-
cambe, as comfortably as if you we e by our side
in the Garage. We ourselves never lose any oppor-

'

tunity of speaking to a client if we know he is

on the telephone. Distance is altogether im-
m'aterial to us ; so long as we know that he is

on the telephone, we try that way to bring a
deal off. When you wxite us. please say if ^ou
are on the telephone ; and if so, give your nun.ber,
and intimating what time you would like us to

ring you up. We shall always be'pleased to do
this, and make no charge for the accommodation.
Our clients have thus a chance of speaking to
Hitchen's, of Morecambe ; and it there is any
prospect of our'arranging a deal, we are " on the
jump " to bring it off. If you have no telephone
of your ow-n, you can visit a friend who has. or
call at the nearest telephone office, and by' pay-
ing for one or two calls you can, in a general
way, fix up any deal that you may have in your
mind. Our number is " 11:^. Mor'-carabe." If

you call us up in the morning, say before ten

o'clock, or in the afternoon after foiir, there is a

good chance of your having a clear line, as at

these times there is not much doing, as compared
with other times dmring the day. Or again, if

you call us up after six in the evening, we believe

we are correct in stating that you will get six

minutes for the same price as three minutes
during the day, and as we are open until eight

o'clock at night, there is a chance for the business

man to fix up his private matters after he gets

home at night. If you are wanting to buy a

machine quick, there is no better system than this.

If, however, you do not feel interested in the
telephone, remember that a telegram is just as

cheap, and sometimes cheaper. If neither mode
meets your views, you can always fall back upon
the marvellous " penny post." We mention
"penny post" specially, because many people
seem to have an idea that it is possible to send a

letter for halfpenny so long as they leave the

envelope unsealed. This is not so, and if you
only put halfpenny stamp on, Hitchen's are

charged a penny before they get the letter. The
Government are giving pensions at seventy years,

with hopes of them at seventeen in the sweet by
and by, also giving you ninepence for fourpence,

and other luxuries, but persist in asking a penny
for the carriage ot a letter.

In wTiting to us it is a good plan to put your
name and address on all your communications.
We get a dozen letters and postcards every week
without names on. Sometiities we can send them
to the address, but more often than not the only
place we can put them is to consign them to the

waste paper basket. This is a pity, as it is a

waste of energy on the part o> our correspondents
when this is all that we can do with them. Then
again, another peculiarity of some of our clients is

to put their name and address on the first letter

they send us, and only their mitials on their sub-
sequent communications. All our correspondence
is filed away every morning under the letter of

their names, and unless you wriie full name we
cannot trace.

Let's have that p.c. for h'st sharp.

H I T O H E N*S, IVIoreca.ml3e,
'Phone : 112.

Telegrams :
" Motor. Morecambe."

LUKIN SINGLE CONTROL
CARBURETTER.

EXTREMELY
SIMPLE.

ABSOLUTELY
AUTOMATIC.

VERY
FLEXIBLE.

'"^1
" The Motor Cycle " says :

—

". . . We have had the opportunity
of giving it (the Lukin) a thorouijh
road test on one of our naachines. The
Lukhi has given great satisfaction

under all conditions; it enables the
engine to run extremely slow {slow er

in fact than any standard carburetter
we have tried) and at the same time
the engine will pick up at once on
suddenly opening the throttle, with-
out any of the hesitation which is a
feature on only too many present-day
carburetters. . .

."

A rider who uses a Triumph machine
fitted with the Lukin says :—
".

. . . I need hardly add that the
engine keeps much cooler when using
the Lukin, as the mixture is always
correct

"

A rider who uses a Rudge machine
fitted with the Lukin says :

—

" .... I am getting o\'er 100 miles
per gallon. I fully endorse all you
say \rith regard to the merits of

the carburetter, which is so much
pleasanter to drive with, especially in

traffic, than the old-fashioned two-
!e\er type. ..."

Write for particulars lu

LUKIN, LTD.. The Ride, Newcomen St., Borongh,
London, S.E.

Special Agexts—
THE SERVICE CO., LTD.. 292-3, High Holborn, London. W.C.
H. TAlfLOR & CO., 21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.C.

WHERE ARE
YOU GOING
AT EASTER?

All best routes

are given in

'^he ^JHCotor Cycle
^

ROUTE BOOK.
It contains descriptive main routes for the whole of the United Kingdom ;

speed limits ; forty-five maps (Bartholomew) ; and copious index.

Price

1/6 net.

By post,

1/9.

Obtainable at ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor Street,

London E.G., and leading Bookstalls.

{Remit'ance must accompany all post orders).

in answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cucle.' A37
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 14 words or less 1/6, and Id. per word
after. Each paragraph is charged separately.

Name and address must be counted. In the

casB of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters shou'd be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by

the fir.t post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

Al! letters relating to advertisements should

state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of sccond-hnnd

motor cycleSj the advertisements arc classified into dis-

tricts, as many readers like to know what machines are

for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before going
further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

SFXTION I.

Morthuniberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
W(;stinorclaiid.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.
SFXTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Chesliire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,
Warwick.

SECTION V.
Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Mer'.ford, Kadnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmartiien, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.
Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islan.ls.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall,

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI.
Ireland aiid Isle of Man.

ASK
FOR
TO-DAY'S
LIST.

EXCEL FOR
PROMPT
DELIVERY

AKD KEEN PRICE.
We Hold the Largest and Most
Representative Stock Ready for
Instant Delivery, and Our Large
Contracts allow us to Guarantee
Prompt Future Dates.

OUR BARGAIN OFFERS TO-DAY INCLUDE—
5104. 3}h.p. igiaZfNITir-GRADUA .. £50

23 h.p. 1911 Standard DOUGLAS.. £30
2j h.p. 1910 Standard DOUGLAS. . £24
3ih.p. igii 2-speed 'BRADBURY

and Sidecar £45

3H1.P. 1911 Standard TRIUMPH £37 10

2i h.p. 1912 Free-engine SINGER. . 38 Gns.
2" h.p. loii NUMBER £27 10

3i h.p. 2-'speed CLE £22 10
8* b p, 1910 Standard MATCHLESS £35

3^ h.p. 1909 2-speed P. & M ^35

3J h.p. 1909 Tourist REX £22

2} h.p. 1910 Standard DOUGLAS £25
3i h.p. 1911 standard BAT £38
3; h.p. 1908 2-speed P. St M £27 10

3,! h.p. 1911 2 speed HUMBER . . £38
2i h.p. iQii MOTOSACOCHE .... £28

3^ h.p. 1910 frec-engme TRIUMPH £38
8"h.p. r9tr BAT-J.A.P £40

3* h.p. 1911 2-speed HUMBER .. £36 10

3i h.p. 1910 TRIUMPH, (reeenguie £39

3* h.p. 1911 free eng. BRADBURY £40
7" h.p. 1911 free engine INDIAN. . £45
2 h.p. igii Ughtweight HUMBER £28
3I h.p. i9to T.T. TRIUMPH £34

5 h.p. 1910 2-speed V.S £35

3.U1.P. 1911 T.T. BRADBURY ..£35

2I h.p. 1911 DOUGLAS £30
2* h.p. i9ti 2-speed DOUGLAS,

Model E £38 10
3ih.p. 19TI 2-speed HUMBER .. £37 10
8' h.p. 1910 BAT and sidecar . . . . £40

3i h.p. 4-cylinder F.N £12

sih.p. 1911 free engine TRIUMPH £42 10

25 h.p. 1911 2-5peed DOUGLAS,
Model E £38 10

3jh.p.r9l0 PREMIER £27
si h.p. igo9 TRIUMPH £30
3* h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH £28
3+ h.p. I9ir 2-speed HUMBER .. £38 10

3* h.p. PEUGEOT £20
3* h.p. 1911 tonrist REX £30
3* h.p. 1911 free engine TRIUMPH £45
3Jh.p. 1911 ZENITH-GRADUA .. £42 10
3|h.p. 1911 KERRY-ABINGDON £32 10

5 h.p. ign free engine INDIAN. . £42
3ih.p. 1911 OHATER-LEA-J.A.P. £35
3i h.p. 1911 JAMES £35
6 h.p. 1909 CHATER-LEA, 2-sp.,

chain drive, and sidecar .... £40
3.'. h.p. 19IJ KERRY-ABINGDON £32 10

2 h.p. 1911 3-spccd HUMBER . . £35
3* h.p. 1911 single-speed HUMBER £30
3ili.p. 1911 tree engine PREMIER £42 10

2I h.p. 1911 standard DOUGLAS. . £30
3S iLp. r9ii standard BRADBURY £35
sSh.p. igri free engine TRIUMPH £45
3* h.p. 1910 TRIUMPH, Mabon,

vai iable gear 38 Gns
2} h.p. 1910 2-speed F.N £28
3^ h.p. rgii L.M.C, variable gear £35
2} h.p. 1911 Standard DOUGLAS £30
3'. h.p. 1911 ZENITH-GRADUA . . £45
3J h.p. igri 2-sp( r<l HUMBER' . . £38
3.1 h.p. 1911 2-sp(rd HUMBER . . £40
3.1, h.p. 1911 Stand.ard BRADBURY,

Mabon clnlih £37 10
5082. 2j h.p. 1910 ROYAL ENFIELD ..£22 10
We cannot possibly be beaten lor price and our

Exchange Terms are the fairest and most liberal

in the trade. Send details of your used motor
cycle, and receive our handsome offer of utmost
value in part |>ayment of a new model,

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, SHOE LANE,

FLEET ST., LONDOlM, E.G.

I
•Phone :

5777 Ilolborn.
Wires :

" Opificcr, London.'

NUMBERED ADDRESSES*
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Of&ce.
When this is desired, ad. will be charged for registration,
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
tor forwarding repUes. Only the number will appear in
Lhe advertisement. Replies should be addressed, "No.
uoo, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or it
" London "

IS added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

W^DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persoas who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of ous
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are ad\'ised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
f.o the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in
value, a. deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to IlifEe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are recjUested to regard the
silence as an indication th t the ' ocds advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers cften receive so
many enquiries that it is ouite impcssible to reply to each
one hy post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALEr
SECTION I.

Northumberland. Cumberiand, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

3ih.p. .8.S.A-, uew AuRust, new cniidition : any trial;
2 £58.—Pawsoj], Eldon Lane, BIbLcp Auckland.

TEIUMPH Motor Cycle, engine ncTvly overhaulerl by
Triumph Co., magneto, lamp, and spares

; ,£24-

_

N.S.U., lih-p., mat:;neto, JVliittle belt, lamp and gener-
ator, -and complete; any trial ; £13/15.

ROVER SIctor Cycle, accumulator, in good rumiiui^
ord.^r; £7.

ROBINSON and Co., Motor Gdrage, Belfoid, North,
umberland.

TEIUMl'HS, numbers, B-S.A., Royal Enfield motoi
cycles, lightweights, 2 lepeeds, free engines; write,

wire, or 'phone for immediate deliveries-—Turvey and
Co., The Motor Hnune, Sunderland. Tel.: No. 626.

3ih.p. (iiiadrant, accumulator ignition, new B. and
2 B. h.be, carbnTetter, lamp, norn, and tool?, nil

in good condition ; £15.—Goruon, 86, Seuliouse St.,
Marypon;.

FORCED Sale.—Bargain. 2ih.p. Minerva, 1910, m.o.v.
engine, 1911 Amao, Tariable jet, h-b-c, accumu-

lator, belt,- 48/- tyre, all now, low, very faet; £8/10;
offers; must sell.-No. 9,874, TJie Motor Cycle Otfii.-ew,

Coventry.

SECTION II.

Vork and Lancashire.

A .SL.'s, A.S.L.'s, A.S.L.'a.

SEE ! You ^!ule altinff xlie roughest roads and pavr sr

stones -withont biimDS.

LOOK Before You Leap.— l-'reo trial willinely civ n

to inteudine purcliasera,

SOLE Auents, Motor ExclianKO, 32, Downini; St.

(ArdwicI;}. Manchester. Eschanyee arrauped ; i
».

(liiirit'S invited; in etoek. '

CALTHOBPE Motor CvclM.-I'lia'., 2-Bt)eed.- kiill

starter, £57/10; 2ili.p., £35/16: in stock.—Si ilij

i;,'ent*5. Motor E.\ehani,'e, 32. Downin;? St., Mani-hesler.

riODaSON for Clyaos (in .stock).

rroDfiSON for Premiers (in stock).

TTODQ.SON for Sidecars (in stock).

tTODClSON, 10, Horton Ed., Bradford. TcL: 53rii

A EIKLS, at Gourlay's, Fallowfleld. Mundiestcr.

rllK Gr
field,

l.A,.
. .

£39/10.— Darling, Snuny«ide, Kcighley,

DGE. 1911, free engine, eplendid eondii.i>,.i

fico £4S.-\V. JUarling, Earl St., Keigliley.

HE Great Douglas Agent. Douglas Oourlay, Fallow.
"I'ld, Manchester.

B.fi.A.. 1911 new Jab' 400 inile»i, good as new!
£ "

"DUllGE. 1911, free engine, eplendld condition ; fca.ii.

A 38 /n answering these advert'isemenla it is deairable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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WHO'LL HAVE IT?
Brand New 1912 2-speed Free-engine Motor Cycle,

with handle starting, first-class make ; 39 Guineas.
Particulars on application.

GUARANTEED IN RUNNING ORDER.
(I912 23 h.p. Two-speed REX Junior, NEW £45
1912 T\Wn REX Sidette. In stock. NEW £75
1911 Free-engine RUDGE, NEW £46
1911 3ih.p. Tourist REX £30
1911 2i h.p. Twc-speed REX Junior, as new .... Hid
1911 3I h.p. REX, clutch model , £35
1911 3 h.p. LINCOLN ELK £22
jgii 5 h.p Two-speed KEX DE LUXE 4i47

1910 7 h.p. Twin REX, HOT STUFF £37
X910 5 h.p. Twin REX, very fast £29
X910 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE, fine sidecar machine £42
iQio 3J h.p. REX,verv fast, special machine .... £27
Magneto Twin REX, iqii iMabon clutch £21

1909 3i h.p. Two-speed REX DE LUXE £32
5j h.p. Two-speed Twin ROC, magneto, Druids.. £32
1906 3i h.p. Magneto REX, very fast £22
X907 3J h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £19
5A h.p. Twin REX DE LUXE, Roc clutch, sp. forks £22
Brand New 3^ h.p. REX, spring forks, and pedals £31
Brand New Tv.in Magneto REX £37
3i h.p. Two-speed N.S.U., smart £21
1908 TRIUMPH, very powerful £28
Magneto TRIUMPH, spring forks, specially low .. £25
gj h.p, REX, very fine condition £15
Four-cvlinder F.N., magneto, spring forks £18
F.N. Magneto Lightweight £16
3* h.p. Magneto FAFNIR, M.O.V £19
3I h.p. WOLF, Stevens engine, h.b. control £12
Twin Magneto MOTO-REVE , £17
3 h.p. QUADRANT, low frame f 10
31^ h.p. FAFNIR, very smart, h.b. control £13

2I hJp. F.N., in very good order, recommended .. £12
3 h.p. HUMBER, chain drive £9
MOTOSACOGHE, Druid forks £14

3J h.p. BROWN, spring forks, 1911 B. and B. . . £14
Easy Pay nenis rt Sieclal Rates.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE,
hp. Rex, new ClincherO2 "Bosch, B. and B-. 2

condition ; £18.—Annitage,

studded tyres, new belt,

new carrier bags, perfect
Shambles. Barnttlej-.

LIVERPOOL Official Agents for Bradbury, Zenith,
Singer, Kex, Alcyon, Moto-KeTe; delivery from

stock.—F. C. Jones and Co., 5, Redcioss St., Liverpool.

1911 New Hudson,
Indian, 5h.p., free

114, Cambriage Ed.. Sonthport.

1 Qll Bradbury, free engine, £35
J-t? Mabon clutc-h. £54; 1911
engine, £38.—Johnson.

1Q13 New Hudson, 3ih.p., 3-speed, just arrived, 57
J-«7 suineaa; Braabary, Bosch magneto, £16.—John
son, 114. Cambridge Ed., Sonthport.

" ^h.p- Accumulator Machine, h.b.c, low position, £7/10,
01^ exchange entertained; also good ripid sidecar, with
Olhood. Chater-Lea coniilings, £3/10—Hart, College St-,

0| HuIL

JlfJUDGE. 3ih.T).. 1911. free engine model, practically
OjXV new, unscratched, only ridden 860 miles, splendid
0; condition: offers wanted—Hart, College St., Hull.

2| Qih.p. Magneto Moior Cvcle, 1911 B. and B.. ex-
[j;02 t-ellent condition; £14/10, or will exchange lor
"-( twin, -cash adjustment. — A. Wood, 8, Hanover Av.,

Leeds.

•fl Q-| Q BRADBURY IN »TOCK.
LIBERAL

EXCHANGES.

igi2 New Sidecars, with latest improvements ..£4 19 6
Brand New Tyil 3J h.p. Tourist REX 43 Gns

,, „ iqii 2 J h.p. Two speed REX Junior.. 50 gns

,, ,, 1911 3I h.p. Free-engine REX 48 Gns
„ 1911 3H''P. REX OE LUXE 57 Gns
„ IQII "i h.p. REX DE LUXE 60 Gns

Makers' guarantee with every one.

VERY SPECIAL CASH DISCOUNT. GET OUR CASH
PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING. WE DEFY ALL
COMPETITION.

£3 to £5 DOWN and 5/- weekly secures

orompt despatch of

ajh.p. MINERVA, magneto, chain drive £15 10
Ligliiweignt MOiOjACOCHE, spray, runs well .. Ji14 10

3 h.p. QUADkANT £10 10
Zjh.p. KERRY, spring torks £10 Iv,

Twin Mafneto MOTO-REVE, Druids £15
Sjh.p. WOLF, spray, smart, h.b. control £12 10
3 h.p. HUMBER, chain drive £9 10
3* h.p. REX, spring forks, reliable £15 10
3* h.p. BRADBURY £15
2} h.p. DE DION £10 10
g| h.p. J.A,P., low frame, spring forks £9 10

deposit ami 10 - vveekiv secures

—

3ih.p. Magneto EXCELSIOR .... £16 10
Magneto TRIUMPH £25 10

5t h.p. Twin REX DE LUXE, mag. £22 10
Four-cylinder F.N., magaeto .... £19 19
34 h.p. Magneto REX £19 19
Twin MOTO-REVE £19 19
F.N. Magneto Lightweight £19 19

3j h.p. MagnetoMINERVA £19 10
Magneto Twin REX £19 19

3j h.p. Magneto FAFNIR, M.O.V. £19

£7
The Halifax Motor Exchange

<>3.h.p.
/W4 ac

Enfield, 2-speed. free engine, complete with
accetssories, u=ed 3 months, run 1.200 mile^;

£15 under lo^.—Atkinson, 103, Falsgrave Ed., Sear-
borough.

TEIUMl'H. 1911, free engine model, excellent condi-
tion, new Keuip-;halls, all accessories, spare belt

and valve; bargain, £42/10.-31, I'rincese Ed., Urui-
ston, Manchester.

HUMBEE. 1911, 3ih.p., 2 speeds, free engine, per-
fet^t, tyres as new. take sidecar anywhere, unpunc-

tured butt-enders, Dunlops; £38, no offera-—Biding, 227,
Croobes, Sheffield.

"I
Qll Premier, £34: 1911 Brndbiiry, £35; 1910 Tri-

-I-*^ xunph, £35; 1910 P. and M., £38; 1912 Tri-
amphfi, P. and M.
Eeed, Nettleiworth.

6, Bradburys, Ivy motor cycles.—T.

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
'Phone, 766. Telegrams, " Perfection,"

1)1 ansiverinQ thtse

I Qll* Free Engine Triumph, unscratched, good as
--»/ new, ridden 700 mile^. Pahner back. Whittle, ex-
haust whistle, took; £42/10.—Apply, Home, Eome
Terrace, MiddJesbrough.

MAKCHESTEE, Colmore Depot. 261. Deansgate.-
1911 Triumph, clnt<:h. Lucaa lamp, horn, watch,

•ippcdometer, Gloria, best model sidecar, tubes, belts,
etc. ; £65 lot, bargain.

MANCHESTER Colmore Depot, as above. — 1911
jjougtas, fixed gear, brand new, December de-

livery; to clear at £35/10.

MANCHESTER. — Matchless, 1912. any model,
earliest deliveries; 8n.p. 2-speed, most popular

passenger machine.—Write, Colmore Depot, 261, Deans-
gate.

MANCHESTER—Matchless. 1911, 3ih-p-, single
speed, not done 1.000 miles, as new, perfect con-

dition; cneap, £37-—Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate.

M-ANCHESTER.—A.J.S.. 1911. brand new. 2-speed.
cfiain drive, guaranteed : li.>;t price 44 guineas,

first cheque 39 guineas secures.—Colmore Depot, 261.
Deansgate.

MANCHESTER. Colmore Depot. 261. Deansgate.—
You want a Matchless, Douglas, Premier. Eudge.

Bradbury. N.S. U. , or other make. Write us. Ex-
changes our speciality.

MANCHESTER.—A. J-S.. 1911. single speed, done
only 600 miles, as new; £33/10.—CoUnore Depot,

261, Deansgate.

MANCHESTER.—Enfield. 1910. single .epeed, good
oraer; £20—Colmore Depot. 261, Deansgate.

MANCHESTEE.
'•raer; trial

DeansRate.

MANCHESTEE.-Rudge. 1912.
haust whistle.—Write us,

Denot.

Quadrant, B- and B. carburetter, Bosch mag-
neto, spring forks, lamp, tools, reliable machine,

and gfod climber; £25. or near offer.—Herbert W. Tur-
ner, Churcn Lane, Brighousc.

4h.p. Eoc. late 1910, 2 speeds, free engine, Bosch. B.
and B., \Miitt!e, rery low, enamelled grey, re-

- r-ntlv overlianlel ; anv examination ; £27/10.—Slater,
152. Todmorden Rd., Burnley.

IDGET Bicar, 3:Jh.p. Pafnir engine and 2 speeds,
Druid spring forks, low position, new condition

;

£20; getting 1912 machine.—Doason» 24, Armitage
Crescent. Lockwood. Hudderstield.

TWIN Kerry, SJh.p-, new Clincher tyres and tubes.
B. and B. earburetter. BlOO saddle, good running

order; bargain, £15. or part exchange for single-cyl.

magneto.—White. Abbey View, Selby.

NEW Hudson, 23hp., 3-speed gear, free engine, only
run 100 milea, complete with exhaust wliistle,

lamp, horn, accessories; cost £55, will accept £45.—
Holmes, 47. Promenade, Soutbport.

5 h.p. Twin Eex, 1910. 2-speed gear, Roc clutch. B.
and B. carburetter, steel-.?tndded backityre, almost

uew. in running order, splendid sidecar machine; £35.—
E.J.S.. 1, Willows Ed., Middlesbrough.

d^'-eh.p. 4-cyl. F.N., magneto, bought May. 1910, fast
and powerful, perfect condition, tyre;? recently

new, headlight, trip cyclometer, spare tube, etc- ; £25.—
9, Slade Hail Rd.. Longsight, Mancliester.

-Douelas, 1 909. sing's speed,
£24/10. — Colmore Depot,

good
261.

clutch model, ex-
5 above, Colmore

34''^-

M^

Itr"eI^:" hampstead.
Close to Hampstead Tube Station.

Telegrams: " Rey, Hampstead."
Telephone : 2678 P.O., Hampstead.

EXTENDED RAYMENTS
Taken on any Machine or Runabout.

Following 1912 Machines For

imiVIEDIATE DELIVERY.
1829. TRIUMPH Standard Model £48 15
1839. TRIUMPH Standard Model £48 15
1714. RUDGE Standard Model £48 15
1691. RUDGE T.T. Model £48 15
i7o(>. RUDGE F.E. Model £55
l8;o. ZENITH 6 h.p. Model £70 7
1821. ZENITH 6 h.p. Model 67 Gns
1S27. ZENITH 6 h.p. Model 67 Gns
1836. ZENITH 3* h.p. Model 53 Gns
1843. ZENITH 3J h.p. Model 53 GiS
l83i. DOUGLAS L Lady's Model £52

1833. DOUGLAS J T.T. Model £47
1846. DOUGLAS G Standard Model £41
1702. BRADBURY Standard Model £48
17:^8. BRADBURY Standard Model £48
1742. BRADBURY Standard Model £48
1697. BRADBURY Standard Model £48
1743. BRADBURY F.E. Model £54 10

1745. BRADBURY F.E. Model £54 If

1744. BRADBURY F.E. Model £54 10

1703. BRADBURY F.E. Model £54 10
1698. BRADBURY T.T. Model £48

1729. SINGER 3i h.p. 3-5peed Model £58 10
1S08. LINCOLN ELK 3} h.p. Standard Model . . £34 5
1798. HUMBER 3J h.p. 2-speed Model £52 10

1799. HUMBER 3J h.p. 2-speed Model £52 10
1815. BAT S h.p. 2-speed Chain Model £75

G. & N. Runabout in four weelvs.

Any other makes on application.

TRADE SUPPLIED WITH VARIOUS MAKES.
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS ALLOWED.

Machines at Bargain Prices to Clear.

1555. TRIUMPH 1910 F.E. Model £33
1671. TRIUMPH 1909 Standard Model £27
1770. TRIUMPH 1910 F.E. Clutch Model £29
17S4. TRIUMPH 1910 Standard Model £30
1822. TRIUMPH 1910 F.E. Model £33
1856. TRIUMPH 1911 Standard Model £38
1840. TRIUMPH 1910 F.E. Model £33
1640. ZENITH igll 3) h.p. Model £41

1653. ZENITH 191 1 3.4 h.p. Model £38
1654. ZENITH 191: 3* h.p. Model £38
17S6. ZENITH 1911 3ih-P. Model £40
1803. ZENITH 1911 3* h.p. Model £38
1785. BRADBURY 1911 T.T. Model £30
1S02. BRADBURY 1911 Standard Model £32
1569. LINCOLN ELK tgn F.E. Clutch Model .

.

£25

1859. DOUGLAS 1910 Standard Model £25

1855. BAT 19 1 1 8 h.p. Model £36

1857. BAT I9ri 5 h.p. T.T. Model £38
'

3. BAT 19 10 8 h.p. 2-5peed Model £42
I. RUDGE 1911 Standard Model £29

1825. J.A.P.-CHATER 3* h.p. and Sidecar £15
1S58. F.N. 2l h.p. 2-speed Model £26
1099. HOBART 2i h.p. 1911 (New) Model £27 .0

Second-band Sidecar, good order, £8 10s.

THE
£4 - 10 REY Sidecar £3 - 10

With Hutchinson or Michelin 26 x 2i Tyre and Tube,
30,'- extra.

The famous " REY " EXHAUST WHISTLE now reduced

to 12/6 each. Triumph standard type.

The " REY" Leather Belting outlasts two of any other

makes. Price 2/- per foot

Special Discounts to Trade.

ONLY HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY.

5, HEATH
STREET, HAMPSTEAD.

cavcrvacmctiis U IS ' desirable, to mention "The Motor Cycle." A4I
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ITRUE VALUE.
SPRUNG LIKE A CAR.
FARRAR'S SIDECAfiS are sprung both fore
aud aft, CLEAR OF THE FRAME, on special
springs which are UPTURNED C shaiie at both
ends, a refinement found on no other make.
THEN AGAIN, Note where the front arm grips
the centre of the sidecar frame, and compare
this with the lopsided attachment adopted
by some makers.
'0 need to fit extra supports to these sidecars.

CARRIAGE PAID.
We now pay carriage on our sidecars to any

address in the United Kingdom.
The following refinements are fitted to all models.
No extra charge whatever

:

1. Kick-up Stand for jacldng up sidecar wheel
for tyre repairs.

2. Large sized Gocoanut Mat fitted to foot ot

sidecar.

3. Special Sidecar Lamp (plated), and fitted to

show white light at front and red light

to rear.

4. Extra Rapid Quick Detachable Joints.

5. We pav carriage to any town in the United
Kingdom.

Model E.—£7 5s. Model D.—£8.

All complete with Michetin or Continental tyres.
Customers have option of car or round pattern nunl-
guards. Hiscount to the trade.
Any model can be supplied with tip-up basket

without extra charge.

MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES
We have a quantity ol frames bv well-known maker,

Price 32/6 each.
Rigid forks, 7/6 extra. Druid forks, 45/- extra.

linaTiH'lIrd nnr] nlntrd in lirsl-rh';'; stvle.

lVil%>(;ELLAntUUS bAKGAinS.
4i h.p. Water-cooled Engine, vertical £5 10
2 h.p. Simms Engine 25/-
New 4 h.p. N.S.U. Erigine, perfect £7 Q
3* h.p. Ki:x Engine, M.O.V. £5 10
M"iI)oii Clulcli, tits twiii Ro.x 55/_
I'.rmiKs Hroo SiuMle 9/6
Brooks U120 Saddle 9/6
Lycell's L109 Saddle (new) 11/6
Lycdtt's ditto, padded top (new). 14/6
Cocoa i'ibre Sidecar Eontmats 3/-
Ruthardt V Twin Magneto, 45'^ angle .... £3 15
New Hosch DAV Twin Magneto, 48*' £4 4
J<ex Paltcrn licit Rim iJrake (ni;w) 6/6
Lycett's Carrier Toolbags (new) 7/6
I h.p. Electric Motor, 230 volts £7
Sidr-car Lamps, show red light behind .... 7/6
Trailer, 20in. wheels 25/-
Ncw Toolbags, rjX 6x 3iln 4y6
Sidecar Aprons, grcn or red, with studs .. 7/6
New Lycett's Tubular Carriers . , 4/11
Longucmare Carburi'tters 5/-

FARRA R'S
MOTOR EXCHANGE,
19, 21, 23, 25, ilopwood Lane,

HALIFAX ['Z :p.o!r
Tricphone tjt'j.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
REX 6h.p. Twin, 4-Ppeed, Iree engine, Boseh, Whittle

belt, new Kemi^shaila, spare Rom, n. and B. car-
buretter, recently overhauled, exceeding'ly reliable, good
sidecar machine ; :E20.—Dunwell, Wigan liane, Wigan-

1 Qll 3ihp. Bradbniy, unscratched, scarcely used,X */ very powerful, head litjht and generator, horn,
3 belts, spare valve, all tools, txibes iinpunctuied; owner
bought car; £35.-9,917, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-
entry.

FOR Sale, H. D. Shaw's 7h.p. Inman, French grey,
fastest mixehine in the North, £20 worth of spares,

including ported racing cylinders, sprockets, tyres, etc.

;

price £55.—H. D. Shaw, Aijliton Houye, Underclifle,
Bradford.

LIVERPOOL Agency for Triumph and Matchless
Motors, HitchinTri, Ltd., '74, Bold St., Liverpool,

the pioneers of motor cycling in the North. It will pay
you to deal with Hitchings, Ltd.. an old-established
firm of highest repute.

IQll Bargains.—Bradbury, shop-soiled, £39: 2ih.p.
J-tJ 2-epeed F,N., in splendid order, £32; SjU.p
Premier, run 150 mile^, £33; 14-guinea Millford costoi
L-ane sidecar, hardly used, £11/5.—The Briglioiwe Motoi
Agency. Bailift'e Bridge, Brigiiouse.

3ih.p: Kerry, low built, Helle-en dry battery ignition,
2 Brown aud Barlow h.b.c. carburetter, Brocks

BlOO saddle, Lyso rubber belt, accessories, etc., in lir.st-

class conditiou ; £7/10, or part exchange, offers.-Htnry
Tate, 528, ifaneheater Rd., Hollinwood.

ENFIELD, 2^h.p., 1911, 2-speed and free engine,
£52/10, new August, fitted with Jones epeedoiheter,

P. and H. headlight, leatiier mudshield and watch,
irrand conditir-n, a beautv : £38/10.—Box L6,188. The
Motor Cycle Offices, 20. Tudor St., E-C.

BROWN and Barlow with spare i<^U, as new, 22/-;
ualtnorpe touring liaudle-ours, new. 6/-; 1911

Triumph valve, complete, 4/-; '08 Triumph cylinder,
5/-; 2iin. Continental cover, little used, 7/-, ditto 4/

—

36, Crosby Green, West IJerby, Liveipoi'l.

ABSOLUTELY New 1912 aiM,. T T. Peugeot Motor
Cycle, Bosch, h.b.c-. Auiac, Duulop tyres and

belt, p. and H. lamp aud generator, wide xauk and
hllere; cost £4('/ll, aL-i;cpt £56, or nearest cai^h offer;
genuine bargain.—5, Whittani Av., Marten, Blackpool-

HITCHINGS, Ltd., for Triumph and Matchless
Motors; any make supplied on most favourable

terms ; exchanges arranged ; absolute satisfaction an(
courteous service assured by dealing with Hitchings
Ltd.. 74. Bold St., Liverpool. Established over 30 yeare

NEW Hudson, 2Jh.p., 3-speed, Puulp 2i tripU
studded, as new, Lnca« lamp, etc i£52}, Under

wood visible typewriter, with tabulator (£21/19/6):
wanted, high grade 1'911 sidecar combination: expert
examination.—Headmaster, Oatlands Mount, Harrogate

-|Q11 31h.p. Touring Norton (79x100 engine), 5-70
XJ/ m.p-u., well-known winner of speed trials, hill

climbs, aud reliability trials, broke world's record for

flying kilo in May last, only done aliout 1,000 miles,

magnmcent condition; £36.—D. Bradbury, 3, Pulmer
Rd-, Sheffield.

B.S.A., Chater-Lea. Triumphs, J.AP.'s, 1912 models:
sidecars irom 5 guineas; large, stuck of Michelin

and Palmer tyres, accessories, accumulators, magnetos:
accumulators rechartred; petrol. Vacuum and Price'

^

oils; sole agent for LiDcoIn Elks.—Pickles, Church St.

Garage, Bradford.

IMMIi:i)IATK Delivery Zeniths, Douglas (£41). Brad
burv (£48). Matchless twin (54 guineas), and large

quantity ' Millford sidecars with W^lbrown bodies; de
livery of Scott, James 3-speed, James 2-<'peed ohaiu drive,

next week: Clyno, 1912, run 370 miles. 60 guineas.—
W. F. and Co,, 5, Cheltenluim Parade, Harrogate.

OFFERS wautcd for 1911 models.- 3i and Bh.p.

Zeniths. 1911 2-speed Douglases, 1911 Bradbury.-^

and Campious; evi^ry- niachine guaranteed as perfect us

new, all having been tboroufihly overhauled; liavm^
takeu the above in part .;xchauge. fur 1912 im delr;, 3

am open to (liMjiOMe ol same at a gacriline.—Ha^^lam,
293. Eccledall Rd.. Sheffield. 'Phoue: 3971.

HUMBER, 3ih.p., 1911, 2-spced, and Millford side

ear. in good order, jnst overhauled, and R.ic goai

elutche-^. Rayhistos lined, done about 2,200 miles, vcrj

fdiiiplete kit t< ols and sparca, including box maguetf
<^ljarcs, and 3 ^paie iuner tubes, gtuierator, P. and H.
luuip, Joni;s ,^].rL'dum<.'tcr, gomi horn, 2 carrier bags; £43;
nwiuT lonfiirim) ^iiiiii;' abroad.—Apply, Ker.slake'a Gar-.

a^c, We-t 1 icriiy. Liverpooi.

NORTHER.N Depot, Ltd.. Everything Motorish, Leerc
St.. Liveri) ol—Autu-Carrier.>4, commcrciul, de

livery ftirtuiKht ; Sneiable, stock ; 3-Meatcr, 3 weckts

;

Kerry-Ahiii[^(lnii,s, e]tji,eli MKidel, fitoek, other models
uri'lt; il;iti iilc'-s, fortuiKlit; Zebrii ^-fieator car, fort-

ni^;lIt; ,<n>( iai Ntui'ltists I'MLS. lampH, Avon tyros, XTall
Middle.s, L.VNu beltn, Hijtedumeterfi ; all advertised goodt
in etnek ; hoIo agcntd celebrated Dehige motor fiuitt^;

14 oils Ktocltod. I

r^REAT Sale of niuUn eyele^.-3ih,p. Rex, £7/10;
" ^ 4h-p. Cliater-liea. iriiUiinetM. spring I'mk.^, It. and
11., £12; 3h.p. Triumph, £9; 1909 Mnnglart. £18/10;
1911 Kerry-AhiuKdun, £28: 5-6h.ii. Re.v, 1909, twin-
rvl., free cngim-, and Hidienr, £25, worth £"30; 1908
Triumph, new r'(inditit)n, £25; 1*. and M., nearly new, 2-

- [I'M-d. free enuiiie, £37/10; we have about 60 sernnd
liiiiul nintnr liikcii in .stocit, e,mHi.'<tinK nf 1907, 1900,
1909, 1910 Triumphs, prices from £16: neveral Bnid-
liurys, Sinners, Muto-Revi^'H : all machini>s foUi me

I warranti'd in ko'hI orders NidectirH from 50/-.—Tim Motor

I

Cyelo Exehunge, 160. Young St.. HhemWd.

NEW HUDSONS!!
These beautiful three-speed machines are making

the t^vin-cyUnder brigade "sit up."

COME AND HAVE A TRIAL SPIN.

We are Sole Agents for Halifax and Huddersfield
and districts.

NEW igi2 MACHINES IN STOCK.
3i h.p. hUDGE, hxed gear £48
3J h.p. NUMBER, 2-speed 'model £52 10
1912 3ili-P- BRADBURY, single-speed £48
I9r2 sih.p. BRADBURY, two speeds £55
1912 3ih.p. NEW HUDSON, three speeds 57 Gns
1912 afh.p. NEW HUDSON, three speeds 47 Gns
1912 24 h.p. A.J.S., two speeds, chain drive 47 Gns

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
i| h.p. WOLF, A.J.S. engine, magneto .. £15
2I h.p. CASWELL vertical, Bosch, Araac,

h.b. control £12
1910 2j h.p. MOTO-REVE, magneto, Druids £22
1910 2I h.p. MOTO-REVE, extra fine order £23
1909 2Jh.p.Twin MOTO-REVE, 50x70mm. £20
1908 Twin MOTO-REVE, magneto Druids £15

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
1910 3J h.p., fine goer £27
1910 3J h.p., extra good £2S
3I h.p. 1909 Speed King, extra fine £23
3 h.p. rgo8 Featherweight Rex, Bosch mag £17

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES
1909 5-6 h.p. de Luxe, two speeds, fine .. £34
1906 5-6 h.p. Twin Rex, Mabon clutch. . .

.

£16 10
5-6 h.p., Bosch, Lloyd's variable gear .... £22
7 h.p. de Lu.\e, two speeds, M.O.V. . ; . . .

.

£48
5-6 h.p. de Luxe, 1908, two-speed model.. £28
5-6 h.p. de Luxe, 1908, two speeds, special £29 10
5-6 h.p.1908 two-speed de Luxe, 1909 engine £32

OTHCR MAKES.
1911 Lady's HOBART, Annstrong 3-speed
5-6 h.p. Four-cylinder F.N., very good ....
4* h.p. N.S.U. , i3osch magneto, h.-b. control

3* h.p, P. & M., late igo8, two speeds

3I h.p. Twin PREMIER, fine machine
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, M.O.V., h.-b. control .

.

5J h.p. N.S.U., 'ii'l free engine. . .

.

1911 2i h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, magneto
1911 3^ h.p. o«i«v«*i.., clutch model, done

200 miles

3i h.p. L.M.C., 1910 model
3 h.p. SINGER, Bosch, V belt drive, B.& B.

3 h.p. QUADRANT, Bosch, B.& B , sp. forks

3i h.p. MINERVA, Bosch magneto, Amac

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
5-6 h.p. Clutch Model REX and new sidecar £29
5-6 h.p. Two-speed 1908 REX and sidecar £33
7-9 h.p Two-speed REX and sidecar .... £53

All fitted with Magneto and Spring Forks.

£36
£19
£21
£28
£25
£17
£25
£27

£43
£25
£16
£16
£22

.^'a nnwN SECURES any of these.SbO WUWll BALANCE 5/- WEEKLY.
3 h.p. REX, vertical engine £9
3i h.p. BROWN Bicar, M.O.V., jCin.wlieels £12

JP/L nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.
SJ'*- WW n BALANCE 6/- WEEKLY.
5-6 h.p. Twin REX, splendid goer . . . ; £16 10

i h.p. QUAOkAwi, n.u. eunliul.Boscb Tnag. £16
5 h.p. SINGER, Bosch ra.ngnelo, h.b. control £16

3 h.p. TRIUMPH, M.O.V., h.-b. control- .. £17
1908 MOTO-REVE, magneto, Druids £15

.*^R nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.
git\i UXJVin BALANCE 7/6 WEEKLY.
I J h.p. WOLF, .A.I..'^. euRine, magneto £15
lijio 2,? h.p. Twill' MOTO-REVE £22
igo9 23 h.p. Twin MOTO-REVE £20

CARS AND TRICARS.
.jl h.p. HUMBER Tricar, two speeds, wheel

steering £19
5 h.p. HUMBER t ar, two-bcater, gono goer X,-Z2

5 h.p. RE^tTTE, Oppurniaan, 3 speeds .. £18
Unocal-, Busch magneto £45

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
1012 B. and B. C.irbnrettcrs, varialile jets 28/6
h'ranic for inclined engine 7/6
Ftlllord Cablor VVIieel Sidecar £5
Villlord l^igid Sidecar, 26in. wheel - £4 10
Montgoinerv Sidcc.n-, aOin. wlieel £2 10
N.S.U. Sidecar, coach-bnilt, jdin. whi'cl . . £4 10

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Ilopwood Lane,
-'

' ~~ ~~ ITwo minuti..

fr.>ni U.P.O.)

Telephone HALIFAX 'T*" "'""»"

A.12 In aiinwcrhip iIichc. advertisnm n/.s it h dcsirahla to mention " The Motor C'.i/i/c."
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SCOTT'S.
DON'T

FOR
TOO LATE

EASTER.

RUDGES
Two-speeds. Free Engine.

X MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
yn SECTION in.

X 'Carnarvon, Dcnbis^li, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,

i

Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and

J^ Merioneth.

XfyitlUMPH 19U T.T. E;ad;tCT, spaiea, condition as
J- new; £40.—Foivke. Cramer St, Sfaflord-

X ATSP-. S-Sli.p, Bosch, 650x65 baclt, 2;in. front, Dun-
'^ 1> Icp belt (newl; £20.-27, Kiii^jway, Nortliwich.

Collier's Kotorles,

Westgate, Halifax,

The engine starts with back
ground, and on test these Rud^e?

i

wheel on
:ive 8 h.p.

X

X

1912, free engine, ridden 150 miles; £51;
Rudye multi-—Sanihrcck, ^v rrley, Wakall.

fice eugiine Juc<lel, iiniiaLked: sacrifice
Sidawar, The CrC'^, Oid Hill. Staffs-

RUDGE, two speeds, free engine, and

RFDG
buj-

B.S.A,, 1912
f49/10.-J.

RUDGE. 5 months old, condition as new, Cbanticleer
whistle, and ,spare>; ; £40.—Gilbert, Eoce.«ler, Stjfta.

adjustable pulley £56 10 Y /I h.p. 2-speed Roc, in perfect condition, new 2Jin.
'^

.
** ^ Dunk p. pood sidecar macliine; £^5; handle start-

yr ALL MACHINES GUARANTEKD AND Y in?—"'- E. Trott. Slirewsbury.

^ ACTUALLY IN STOCK. '^ /TIRIUMrH. 1910, standard, splendid conditi.n, tyres

X RUDGE, 1912 standard £48 15 Y
]

J- almost new, fast machine, complete; £30.—G.
' RUOGE, 1912 standard ; £48 15 "^ Styles. Elmore Hou.5e, Bloxwici.Y RUDGE.Multi-gearModel.delivered rst March £60 Y

RUDGE, Racing Model, lorr, all improve-Y ments, very speedy, first-class condition £40 Y" RO AL EN,- EU)6, any model **
Y HUDSON, ne^v, three-speeds £57 Y
** ZEN TH-GRAiJUA, new £55 13 '^ „, ,, , ,, _„ - „ .Y TRIUMPH, new, clutch model f51 10 Y ' ^''^ '^°""" ^^"^ O®'-'^^' Coventry,

'* REX, rgio, Binks carburetter £16 -•Y REX, rgoi, spring for,^s, etc £20 Y
N.S.U., 4^ h.p., twin, 2-speed gear, BoschY magneto, very fast £24 Y
N.S.U., 33 h.p., igoS magneto, h.b.c, good _ „„„ ,..„„„^„, j,„,„.., ,,,„ „,,,„,Y and sound tbrougliout £21 Y oHcr.-Evans, Lowex Bar, Newport, Salop.'* HUMBER, rgog, 3i h.p.. two speeds, verv -IY powerful £28 Y T^.S.D.,. 1S12. 5;h.i)., 2-speea, run IBO^miles,

N.S.U., 3 h.p., magneto, aU improvements «1R -^*

1912 BRADByRYS IN STOCK.
IDEAL SIDECAR MACHINES.

3I h.p. Tourist Models £4S
Sih.p. 2-speed BRADBURY £55

THORNEWILL Bros-, Nantwich, Olifisliire, have for
sale a nearlv new 3jh.p. 2-speed Humber, in per-

fect condition ; £42., and ctiiers-

BRADBURY. 1911 standard, carefully iised, splen-
did erudition, spares, tools; £57.—Box 9,933,

MOTOSACOCHTE. 1911. 2^hp.. splendid condition,
ju.st overhauled, s^pring tieat pillar, footrests; what

offers —Blenco. Gcrphwysfa, Conwar.

THILTMPH, 1909. 3ih p.

neyi cylinder, piston,
just cvcrhauled at makers
etc, fitted ; £33, or near

perfect
buyin? I i;.:ljcr poVer "lOr fiidei-ar.—Particulars, iiox

9 918. The Motor

1 QIO Triumph
J-*y haust whiit'e

Cycle OxncGfi, Ctventry,

complete with P- and H-

condition ; £35.-
horn, and

Griffithe, Garasf

lamp,
accessf nee!, excellent
Llandilo.

X QUADRANT, 3i h.p., take a sidecar, good V
** condition £12 **
V MOTOR-REVE,- Twin cylinder, ^-speeds, Uke V
'^ new V £16 '^
yt PREMIER 3^ h.p. igii, not done 500 miles . . £36 V
'^ REX OE LUXE, 1909, 5-6 h.p., 2-specd gear,

'*
V variable pulley £32 V
'^ REX DE LUXE. 5-6 h.p., Bcsch, spring forks,

'^
V two speeds, handle starting £28 ^

ADVANCE, 6 h.p.. magneto, h.b.c., twiu
'*

V cylinder powertul £17 V
** PORTLAND, Peugeot engine, 3^ h.p., 1911

**
V model, Bosrh magneto, rubber non-skids, V

machine little and carefully used £32V MINERVA, 8 h.p.. Roc 2-speed, handle Jf
starting, torpedo tank, grey finish, veryV elaborate and smart, complete with V

'^ sidecar £47 10
'*'

V CENTAUR, P. & M., two speeds, complete V
with sidecar, splendid running £25V HUiVlBEft 3 h.p. h.b.c. B.B. carouretter, 26x2^ V

'* non-skid tyres .- £11 **
V LLOYDS, 2 h.p., smartly finished ^^ XDE DION, Phoenix 2-speed gear, low and racy £10V REX, 2 h.p.. spray carburetter *^ X QAl^P- ^^^- ^- ^^^^ B- h.b...-. variable pulley, 'WTiittle,

HUmBEK, 3 h.p., cham-driyen, low built, Oz Rom tyre, and nearly new sidecar, in grand con-

V 2^^- 2i studded tyres £9 10 X ""
** PEUGEOT Car, h.p., two-seater, three

**
V speeds and reverse £29 V
-, CASH or EXCHANGE TERMS TO SUIT «-
X YOUR POCIiET. WRITE US. A
X S. & R* Sidecar, wicker basket, nicely up-
_- bolstered £5

X S. & R. with wheel supported at both sides £6
^M S. & R. with wliite cane baslcet £7

X S. & R* \vith torpedo enclosed body £8

X
X
X
X

"IQ12 B.S.A.. 2-t;peed model, also free engine B.S-A-

;

Xt/ delivery durim,' filarL-h ; lii^ and particulars.— Gor-

ton, Motor Depot. Darlingicn St-, Wolverhampton.

BRAi")BURY. ju«t arrived. F.E. and 2-.>=peed mjdele.
with all their superb imprcveiueuta: order now, and

don't delay.—PaakeJls and Keys, 250, StaUord St., Wal
sail-

ZENITH Gradua, 3ihp-, the motor cycle' barred from
many hill climbv-i en account of superioritv.— I'as-

kell and Keys, Mrtor Depot. 250, Staff. rd St., Walsall.

ZENITH Gradua. 6h p. twin-cyl., 1911, like new,
arrived Nov. la.^. the b&it motor known for heavy

sidecar work ; eeciue tbia at once —Paskell and Keys
Motor Depot, ZoO, Stafford St., Walsall.

CLYNO Mot.irs—Sole agents for the hill-clirabinf:

Clyun ; t-'ecure one nf the^^e lovely motcr^i at once.

and have tl'e Iauf;h of tho^e who have waited.—Pa=kell
and Keys Mot-nr Depot. 250 Stafford St.. Walsall.

ENGLAND.

Bradbury 3J H.P

Exchanges Quoted. Distance no objection.

FooLrests, post paid 2/10

MISCELLANEOUS.
If Second-hand coach built £g gs. Sidecar .... £5

Second-band £S 8s. Coronet Sidecar £4
jt New Motor Head Lamps, with separate

generators. Special line 9,'6

jt Post Horns, Lucas pattern, very loud and
„ musical 12/6

X New Fuller .Midget Coil ^/3 X" Long Handle-bars 4,9

X Rubber-studded Genuine 26 x sin. Avon" Tyre 20/-

dition : any trial here : £20.—Braeside Lodge, Colwyn
Bay.

HUilBEE, 1911, 3ih.p. 2-speed. free engine, enamel-
ling, plating in excellent condition, tyree Dunlcp

X studded, a^ new; accept £36/10.—Andrews, Hcage Rd.,
'^ P.ipley. Derby.

X
I
Oh. p. Mitchell Motor Cycle, grand gomg order, low

5 U* built, ovprhaulcd, £4/10; B' wdcn belt rim brake,

8 X hew, 8/6: Liberty coupler 10/6.—W. Jones, 64, Ehosddu
1
*• Rd., Wrexham.

8 X T'EIDMl'H, 1911 new July, Jonea speed indicator,

„ JL not done 4.000 miles,

X PPares, tube and valve, etc.

Burnett. Cheshire.

Sto4'k.— 1911 brand new Clutch Triumph, offer.n;

1912 Clutch Triumph. B.SA. Clutch Model,
Rndge Free Engine, R S A. 2-ppeed, Bradbury 2-speed.

—Jones. IJryn Salem. Llanfairuwll.

1Q12 Clutch Triumph, due March; also Sh.p. AJS-,
-Lt/ 1911 Scott, _Ncvember, 250 mijes, speedometer.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
CASH, EXCHANGE, OR EASY PAYMENTS.

iQil 3 h.p. FAFNIR, h.b. control £22 10

ig ri twin Two-speed REX OE LUXE «4f 1

5 h.p. Two-speed tree engine ROC £35
igio 7 h.p. Iwm REX, .M.O.V £37 10

3J h.p. FAFNIR, Bosch, h.b.c. Indian red. Druids £19 10

.Magneto TRIUIVIPH, spring forKS, very smart .. £2; 10

Maineto l-win REX £19 19

REX, igio, 3J h.p., 26x24 tyres. Cantilever seat £27 10

4^ b.p. rour-cviinder F.N., magneto 4.19 19

23 h.p. KERRY, runs well, spring forks £10 10

IQIO 3i h.D. T.T. REX, verv last £27 10

3J h.p. TRIUMPH, tgoS, very good £2S 10

Z'l h.p. DE DIO>^!. sprav carburetter £10 10

3* h.p. 2-speed N.S.U., h.b. control £21

3"u.p. HUMBER, cuain drive »' 10

loog 3l h.p. KEX DE LUXE, two speeds £32 10

igo8 jj D.r. -Magneto REX.SjTii'g lorks £22 10

rgo7 3J h.p. Magneto REX, spruig lorks £19 19

3i h.p. Tourist KEX, brand new £29 10

QIO Twin REX DE LUXE, two speeds £42 10

Now Twin REX. Cantilever seat .'5 GnS

Twin REX DE LUXE and sidecar £27 10

3* h.p. Magneto REX, new and unused £31

3* h.p. Magneto EXCELSIOR, h.b. control £16 10

i,roiu-Ktv t, maguelo, Uruids £19 19

MOTOSACOCriE Lightweight *''*
^

J

F.N. Lightweight, magneto, spring forks £19 19

kEX, 3i h.p., spring forks £15 10

igii 3»h.p. Tourist REX £32 10

Toi I Sfngle-cvlinder Two-speed REX, 300 miles . . £42 10

5i h.p. Twua REX, spring forks £16 10

5i h.p. Magneto Twiu REX £19 19

2i h.p. F.lv.. L .b. control, very smart £12 10

A CALL WILL REPAY YCU

first-elass order, lamp, and
: owner going abrcad.—P-

JN

Canoelet sidecar.—Nelson, Gloddaeth

X
X
X
SCOTT'S

Victoria. Motor House,

X POWELL STREET, HALIFAX,
«- Telephone—433 National.

X Telegrams—" SCOTT, Powell Street, Halifax."

t'.R.S.. with new
St-. LlandudoQ.

N.S.U. 1910 3;h-p. Model de Luxe. 2-speed and free

enfjine. pxi-ellent conditicn, very little runninfj,

tvres as new. s-pares: fir-t cheque £30. cr nearest offer

eecujes.—A- Elliott. 10, Mynors St., Hanley.

EXCELSIOR, 4ih.p-. new July 1911. free engine
'Villiersj, Bo-Jch, B. and B., h.b.c, done about 1.500

with and withnut sidefar: expert examination invited:

cost 50 guinean^ accept £37—Jones, dentist, Crewe.

XI rj-HnrMPH. Enfleld. New Hudson, 1912 raodelg in

I

A atocb : Zenith, Sini,'er. Humber in few weeks

;

alPO following -jefond-hands—19U Rudge. new Sep-

tember. £38: Res twin. 1911. free engine. 5-6h.p., 800
miles onlv and new sidecar. £44: T.T Triumph. 1911.
Cowey, lamp, etc.. little need. £40; 1911 A.J.S.. £20;
Rex, 3ih-P-. magneto, £15: Quadrant, 4h.p.. sidecar

I

machine, £17; also six second-hand Triumphs-—Oswald
Parker, Melbourne, Derby-

THE "POPULAR"
1911 RIGID

SIDECAR,

£4-19-9

X
X

X
X
X

Backed by ^0 years' experience.

Evary car guaranteed 2 months.

" Popular," Clipper or Continental tyre £4 19 9
*' Surperbe " type, with best tyre, apron, etc. . . £5 6

Ditto, with reversible child'i seat £7

Ditto, with best coach-budt body £7 2 6

Improved Quick Detachable Joints. Cranked Extra

Strong B.ick .'V.xle and Spindle to all models. Prompt

delivery to suit Rexes, Triumphs, N.S.U.'s, Indians, and

any other make.
Discount to Trade. Exchanges eutertamed.

50
Brand New Machines at nearly second-hand

prices to cash buyers. Come at once and

get first choice. New 2-speeders, with

accessories, from 40 guineas.

In answering these adveriUcmenis it U cUsirahlt to mcntiGn '' The. Motoj- OycU.' A4^
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutlaad,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

TKIUMPH, 2ih.p. J.A.P. engiue, good older; BpeciaJ
bargain, £7.—Plastow, Grimsby.

TRIUMl^H, 1910, F.E., speedometer, lamp, generator
liorn, back rest, new condition: £42/10.—Plaster

Grimsby.

HUMBEE, 1911, 2-6peed, brand new heavy Kempslial
tyres; £35.—Flastow, Grimsby.

DOUGLAS, 1911 model E., 2-speed. free engine
handle starting, ridden 2,000 miles; £37/10.-

Plastow, Grimsby.

DOUGLAS, 1910 Model U., absolutely perfect; £27
—I'lastow, Grimsby.

,

REX, 1910, 5-61i p., splendid condition, very speedy:
£33.-H. Collett. 4, Lord St., Coventry.

TRIUMPH, SJi.p., free engine. 1910, condition lit-

new; £35.—Martin, 18, Hertford St., Coventry.

ENFIELD, late 1911. Dunlops, Brooks; cost £45
perfect o.der; in-pection.—37, Market I'laee, Boston.

"I
Qll 3Jh.p. Eex Motor Cycle, like new; £34, cr

Xi' offers.-Adams 94, Alcombe Rd., Northampton.

TRIUMPH, 1910, July, free engine, excellent condi
tion; £40.—T. Hutton, 176, Bristol Ed., Binning

ham.

33.h.p. Minerva, recently overhauled, re-wired, etc.,
•4 tyres like new; £8/10.-28, Burton St., Not

tingham.

7Q12 Triumphs in stock, Douglas, B.S.A., Bradbury.
-Li' Rudge, Zenith; oSers.—CliHord, Eastwood/Notts
Exchanges.

LEICESTER.—Zenith, 3{h.p., 1911;. shop soiled, dc
livered December ; £49 secures-—Colmore Depot

62, High St.

LEICESTEE.-Zeniths. 6h.p. and 3ih.p., 1912 models
in 6tock-_—Colmore Depot.

LEICESTER.-Matrhless. 1912, 3i, 6, and Shp, actu
ally in stook, order now and avoid disappointment.—

Colmore Depot, 62, High St.

LEICESTEE.-CIyno, 1^12. 6h.p., 2-speed; we havi
three of these famous mounts ready for immediate

delivery.

LEICESTER.-New Hudson, 1912, 3Jh.p., 3-Epeed, dc
livery from stock.—Colmore Depot, 62, High St

LEICESTER.—Douglae, 1912, all models in Btook-
Colmore Depot.

LEICESTER—Enfleld, 1910, 2ih.p.. brand new; £25
first cheque eecuree.—Colmore Depot, 62, High St

LEICBSTEE.-Bradbury, 1911, 3!h.p., 2-speed, brant
new; £50.—Colmore Depot.

LEICESTER.-Bradbury, 1911, 34h.p., standard model
second-hand, only run 900 miles, perfect condition

:

£38.

LEICESTER.—Triumph 1911 T.T. Roadster, 2 pair'
of handle-bars, grand condition; £38/10.—Colmore

Depot, 62, High St.

BIRMINGHAM, OoUnore Depot.-1912 Enfleld. 2

speed and free engine ; in stock ; immediate de
livery-

BIRMINGHAM. Colmore Dcpot.-1912 Premier, 3'

h.p., Aniistrung 3-speea; in stock; first cheaue
secures.

BIRMINGHAM.—Macbeth-Precision, 1912, free en
gine model and standard, from stock.—Colmore

Depot.

X)IEMINQHAM.—Matchless 1912 models in stock.

BIRMINGHAM.—Matchless. 1911. the last of De
cember deliveries, Sh.p.. brand new, full guarantee

:

to dear at £65.~Culiuore Depot. 31, Colmore Row.

BIEMINGFTAM.—Douglas, 1912. early deliveries any
mudel ; Medd G in stork.—Colmore Depot.

BIEMrNGHAM -Douglas, 1911. 2-9peed, good order,

trial; £38—Colmore Depnt.

BIRMINflHAM.-N.S.U.. 1910, 2-speccl, Sh.p., fine
sjMcrjir conibinution, climb auytning; £32.— Col-

BIUMrNGHAM.—Enfield. 1910. 21h.p^ 3-specd good
order; £25.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row.

1Q11 Hiimber Lightweight, 2h.p., verj_ little ridden

more Depot

£25.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row.

lumber Lightweight, 2h.p., very little ridden,
ept £25.-Kerby, 14, Little Pork St., Cov-

entry.

B.H.A., 1911, xtandard, Uttlo used, gunrantced ns

tir-w. iiiiiHcd since September; £40.—Bharmau,
IJrackley.

4 h.p Clyde, .Tap, Mubun clutch, winner of reliability

trial.!, excellent condition; £25.—Wait and Co.,

Ltd., Lf'icc':,tpr.

10I2 Bradbury, Rudge, B.S.A., Alldayw, New Hii-l

XtJ Mon, 2Jh.p. and 3ih.p. 3-spccdH in Htock.—Bhn k

barn, flpahllng.

lO'l 2Ili.p. MotosQcoehe, not run 1,600 milcH, free

X.V engine. Whittle belt, adjustable pulley, n« new
in every ronpcct; £27/10.—65, Huinnierlleld Crescent,
Blnuingliam.

" Built to an ideal—
not to a price."

The 1912

REX-J.A.P,
^-^=^;,-\7\

Represents the highest

standard in IVIotor Cycle
construction.

LOOK THE FIELD OVER—Go
carefully into the specifications of

other Motor Cycles ; compare every

detail ; note the construction, engine,

tyres, springing, control, style, finish,

and refinements; examine EVERY-
THING ; don't miss a single point

;

when you have done this there can

be but one conclusion, viz. : that the

1912 REX-J.A.P.
is the undisputed PEER of them
all ; the climax of engineering skill

coupled with the highest attain-

ments of the designer, with all the

weaknesses and imperfections so

noticeable in the COMMON PLACE
eliminated. :::::::::
'BUILT TO LAST." the KEX-
J.A .P. ii THE machine for Sidecar

work, and can be relied upon to give

good service under any conditions.

Catalogue free upon request.

AGENTS :—We are fast allotting

districts—write for terms.

The Premier

Motor Co., Ltd.,

Aston Rd., Birmingham.
TcIfcr.Tms :

I'l-lcphone :

" rriimi^, liiriiiiMf,'li.iin." CL-iilral 4310.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 QII4 Hmnber, 2-speed, in good condition, fine side-
XiJ car machine; £35/10.—Hyde s, John Bright at.,

Birmingham.

PREMIER, 1911, nearly new, Sihp., only done about
1.000 miles; dirt cheap at £35; deferred payment

if you like.—Hyde's, John Bright ttt-, Birmingham.

1 QIO Premier, Millennium 2-speed gear, 3ih.p., good
Xt/ for sidecar work.-Hyde's, dofln ilright St., Bir-
mingham.

TRIUMPH. 1910 with 1911 improvements, tyres and
everything perfect ; bargain at £32.—Hyde's, John

Bright bireet, Birmingham.

6 h.p. Twin Stevens, just the bike for sidecar; call or
write for details; £27/10.-Hyde's, John Bright

St.. Birmingham-

1 Q12 Triumph and New Hudson. 3-speed, clutch,
i~*y and standard, in etock--Ma^on, Tliuuiph agent,
Wellingborough-

TRIUMPH, 21h;p., splendid condition, tyres perfect,

new belt; bargain, £10/10. nearest oHer.—Sharpe,
Careby, Stamford-

TRITJMPH, 1908 model, splendid condition, speedo-
meter, lamp, exhaust whistle, etc. ;

. £28.—Baiues
iiros., Gaineborough.

HUMBEE, 1911, 3ih.p., 2-6peed, and sideear, not
run 500 miles; £45, or nearest offer.-49, Ark-

wright St., Nottingham.

ROVER, 1911 Triumph clutch, Lucas, everything as
new; cost £57 last June; £35.-70, Poplar Rd„

Edgbaston. Birmingham.

BEADBUKT, 3ih.p.. 1911 model, specially tuned up,
e.\Lhanged for twin; £38, or near oflei,—Wait

and Co., Ltd., Leicester.

CLYDE. 4h.p., J.A.P.. Mabon clutch, Bosch mag-
neto, Aiuae carburetter, recently overhauled

;

£27/10.—Wait and Co.. LtKl-. Leicester.

CLYDE, 4h.p. J.A.P., S. and B. carburetter, Bosch
magneto, adjustable pulley exceptional condition

;

£30.—Wait and Co., Ltd., Leicester.

CLYDE, 4h.p. J.A.P., Mabon clutch; B. and B. car-

buretter, Bosch magneto, winner reliability trial;

£26.—Wait and Co-, Ltd.. Leicceter.

QUADEANT, Sih.p., 1912, brand new, £52/10 model;
taken iu exclzange for car, sell £44.—Brown, 12,

Bull Eing, Birmingham.

REX de Luxe, 1911 model, 6h.p., twin-eyl., Bosch,
free engine, 2 speeds, aluminium footboards, con-

dition as new; £40.—Brown, 12, Bull Eing, Birming-
-am.

INDIAN, 1910 model. 5-6h.p., twin-cyl., Bosch, spring
forks, fast and reliable; sacrifice £32.—Brown, 12,

Bull Ring, , Birmingham.

J.A.P. 4h.p. Motor Cycle. 19114, Boach, Palmers, ex-

cellent conuition, powerful; £31; photo.—Curry,
27. Lome Rd., Leicester.

BARGAIN.—1911 new 2h.p. Singer motor cycle;

makers' price £35, will take £27/10 for quick sale-

-Beck, Chapel St., Eugby.

1 fXlOi Standard Bradbury, splendid condition through-
it/ out; price £32.—Particulars, apjiy, Larrington,
saddler, Mouiton, Spalding.

lOll 2}h.p. Singer, in excellent condition through-
XV out ; £25 ; owner buying sidecar machine.—
Oliver, 54. Gillott Ed., Birmingham.

MINERVA, 3!h.p., magneto. Whittle belt, tyreS and
tubes new, perfect order ; £12/10; going abroad.

—Fred Hodson, \\ ainlleet, LincolUfihire.

1Q11 Twin Eex de Luxe, 5-6h.p , free engine, 2
Xtl speeds brand new. just delivered; £46.—Box No.
9,851. The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

LATE 1911 3ih.p. Zenith-Gradua, as new; expert
examination solicited; £45, or best oiler.—Edcn-

uurst, 11, Priory Terrace, Leaiuiugtou Spa.

"I
Qll Ariel, S^h.p., variable gear, decompressor, new

XtJ condition,' lamp, horn, spares; £36; £51/5
iiodel.—Willis, 333,- h'oleshill lid., Coventry.

DOUGLAS, Motosacoche, Singer, and Oalcott light-

weighlji; bock now to secure prompt delivery-
Midland Cycle Depot, Hales St., Coventry.

3 111. p. rrniuier, 1911, with Millennium 2-speed genr,

2 n<'W Rom rear tyre; earth iilTers invited.—Bux
No. 9.785. TUe Motor Cyolc GlHcew, Coventry.

BEOWN, 3ih.p., 1908. low mileage, magneto, h.b.c
,

Palmer and Rom. Ly.^o belt, runs like a cluck
;

£18.—Kirman, 21, Clcethorpo U.d., tJrimsby.

ALLDAYS, 3"h.p., 1911), Roc 2-specd, splendid side-

car nuKhine, everything perfcit; £35—Write lor

jiarticulars, Tay, Bunbury Rd., King's Ni rton.

I Qli Twill Rex do Luxe, G-eli p., free engine. 2
X«7 speeds, brand new, jiLst delivered; £46 caiOi

—

Hox No. 9.634 I'/ic Motor CycU Olllees, Coventry.

1 Qll 3!h.p. Bradbury, NS U. 2-Kpeed, Whittle belt,

\-*J eampleto in evcrv detail, ideal sidecar mai'liinc;

£37/10.-41. Spring Rd., Edgbaston, llirmiughiim.

Oilh.p. Genuine Do Dion, llellesen. Brown and BarltJiv,

/w3^ tyres condilion splendid perfect running orrler;

9 gniii'iaa.— Underwood, Radmoor Rd-, Loughboruiigh.

TRIUMPHS, free engine models, B.S.A. 2-speed and
free engine models in «tock; no waiting.— Mjtor

Depot, 49, High St., Black Heath, near Blrminglium.

A.14 111 aiisiccring these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cijele.'
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The Open Road.

THE
open road ! What vistas does it not call

forth ? P"ree to tour from one end of ihe land

to the other, untrammelled by trains, and the

consequent servility to linietahle and confine-

ment in stuffy carriages! The glorious pastime

of motor cycling, never dead throughout the year, is

about to gain a new lease of life from the improvement
in roads and weather. The old enthusiast has obtained

delivery of his new mount and is eager to test its

capabilities o'er hill and dale, while the tyro is on
the verge of tasting the joys of a nomad. Both are

free to wander where rhey list, nothing daunts them;
no acclivity on a main road is too steep for the modern

. motor cycle to ascend ; no declivity too precipitous

for it to descend, dej>ending on its powerful brakes

and the retarding influence of the engine. In fair

weather or foul a motor cycle can he rid<len prac-

tically anywhere, and so the open road is free to all

to go where they like, stay as long as there is leisure

or the will to admire some pretty view, to inspect some
ivy-mantled ruin or other object of interest that meets
the traveller's eye. If a stretch of country w'ith which
familiarity has dulled his sense of interest intervene

between the rider's residence and the object of his

goal, no hard labour of limb is entailed in swift

passage on to pastures fresh and scenery untried

;

districts hitherto unexplored are easily attained, and
then, having tasted the joys of speed for fifty miles

or so, the throttle may be panially closed, and, with
engine just turning over, the new country may be
carefully examined. The holiday at an end, there is

no vague wondering whether physical fitness will allow
a pleasurable return home, for the engine does the

work, and- head winds are of little avail to stay the

power of the present day motor cycle. The sea coast

is within the reach of the most Midland of Midland
dwellers, even though lie have only a couple of days

in which to accomplish the journey there and back.

For some years pa.'jt the i>astime happily has lost

its selfish a.sjject. Time was when it was regarded

as a somewhat lonel) sport to ride a motor bicycle,

mile after mile, without a companion. Now, with the

aid of a passenger attachment, pleasure may be shared

with others. Nothing exceeds the delights experi-

enced by those who, having themselves enjoyed the

beauties of their country, are with the aid of a motoi

cycle enabled to take a friend to participate in theii

pleasure. Old scenes may be visited with a keenness

enhanced by the interest of a companion to whom they

are all fresh, and there is the same, or even greater,

pleasure in pointing to all the beauty spots so often

visited before, as if it were the first occasion of their

discovery.

Such are the delights of the open road, but to those

who are about to commence the pastime of motor
cycling this year it may be opportune to give warning

of its dangers, in no wise terrible for those who are

willing to exercise reasonable care, but sufficiently

fraught with risk to warrant the practice of a certain

degree of caution. The open road is just as free as of

yore, but the speeds attained by modern traffic neces-

sitate wisdom in entering main thoroughfares from
by-lanes and roads. Never cross a main artery with-

out sounding the horn loudly, nor at a fa.ster speed
than will allow an almost instantaneous stop and dis-

mount, should other swiftly moving vehicles be passing

that way. Be certain both brakes are in order, and

never descend an unknown hill at a fast speed without

having a clear view of the road for at l<»ast a quarter-
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mile ahead. When ascending hills never take a corner

at speed unless you are sure the road beyond is

unimpeded, and never cut in on the wrong side at a

corner. However difficult the hill may be, far better

is It to ride slowly; rather fail and make another

attempt than risk a collision at a baid corner. When
passing or overtaking horses drive as quietly as pos-

sible, and under no circumstances leave the cut-out

open when riding through villages and towns. In

overtaking any other form of traffic give as much

warning of approach as possible, and do not cut in

immediately after passing; when passing allow as

much room as convenient, and do not shave other

users of the road. However certain one may be of

a capability to steer to an inch, others are not always

so adept, and nothing unnerves a fellow cyclist or

motorist more than to ride too close. In strange

counti7 look out for speed limits, for these have

increased of late -and the signs indicating fheir where-

abouts are often obscurely placed.

THE AUTO CYCLE UNION

THE arrangements for the silencer trial to be orga-

nised by the A.C.U., the date of which will be

announced shortly, are practically complete.

The silencers will be tested on a 500 c.c. water-cooled

engine to which will be attached a fan brake. The

engine will be run at from 750 to 1,000 r p.m., and will

be placed against a^uall with the silencer outside. On
this engine various types of silencers will be fitted and

tested. Complete machines may al.so be entered.

What constitutes the desired degree of silence will be

arrived at before the date -of the i-ompetition by fitting

to a motor bicycle a silencer consisting of two cylin-

ders sliding one inside the other. They will be

>

SILENCER TRIALS.
adjusted until the whole committee agrees that the
exhaust Ls reasonably quiet, and then, the capacity of

this experimental .silencer will be communicated to the

entrants to serve as a guide. Naturally, this exhaust

box may not be of normal size, but this will not matter,

as it is merely intended to reduce the noise of the

exhaust to a point which is. not objectionable to the

ear. The Manufacturers' Union will be asked to co-

operate with the A.C.U. in organising this trial, as the

Local Government Board, as is generally known, are

shonly to issue regulations regarding unduly noisy

motor bicycles. Further details will be announced at

a later date.

•a«^>-<-

THE TOURIST TROPHY RACES.

IT
is left to private riders to decide whether they will

do their best to organise an amateur race for 1Q12,

and agitate for the resurrection of the T.T. Race
on the old lines in 1913. Two things are obvious. The
first is that the T.T. Race is a great nuisance to the

trade. It comes at the busie.st season of the year, it

costs every competing firm vast sums of money, and
only two or thrfe of them reap any real kudos. The
second is that we private owners foot the T.T. bill

;

if a manufacturing firm spends ;^i,ooo on the race,

as one firm is alleged to have done last year, that

money is distnbuted over the touring machines sold

by that firm, in the form of advertising charges.

Purchasers and vendors have to consider whether a

genuine return is received for the large outlay.

I cannot endorse the ostensible reason put forward

by the trade for the suspension or abolition of the

T.T., namely, that it is of no real service in develop-

ing the tourist mount. We owe a great debt to the

T.T. It has given us engines which can climb

gradients fast, it has given us engine flexiljility, it has

given us durable engines with lots of stamina, and it

has greatly accentuated the factor of reliability in every

detail of the modern machine. Last year it added
the special service of flemonstrating the variable gear.

Brooklands can certainly take its place in respect

of some of the above items ; but a race on Brooklands
can never adequately test engine flexibility or variable

B4

gears. No sane man wants a flexible engine for traci

work; no sane man would dream of using a variable

gear in track work, except to snatch a lew seconds
vantage at the start of a short sprmt event. But
increased engine flexibility and increased demonstra-
tion of variable gears are two of our crying needs
just now; and thert-fore the abolition of road-racing

would be to this degree a calamity.

I must say I take a most pessimistic view of the

Six Days' Trial, as at present conducted; it does not

sup])ly so exhaustive a test as the T T., and its regu-

lations bristle with Iwjpholes which enable a clever

rider utterly to falsify the cofnparison of leading

makes withwhich it is intended to supply the general

public. If a bad machme enters for the T.T., it is

inevitably and ruthlessly shown up ; if a bad machine
enters the Six Days, it may emerge with shining credit.

Nev\r Machines Gain Much Kudos.
Industri.dly, another great value of the T.T. is the

high relief into which it throws a new machine of high
quality. I suppose hundreds of men will ride 2.^4 h.p.

three-speeded Humbers in igi2, for instance. How
many would ha\e sold but for the Junior T.T. ? And
in days when the market is bewilderingly flooded

with a myriad makes, many of them " dark horses,"

the buying f)ubiic need such honest pointers as the

T.T. provides.

B. l-I. Davies.
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LADY'S POINT
OF VIEW.

ONE does not require the genius of Sherlock
Holmes to perceive that the motor cycle is

daily becoming more and more popular with
the weaker sex, and rightly so, for now that makers
have realised that the lady rnotor cyclist is worthy
of consideration, they have produced many excellent

machines of all weights with open frames suitable for

ladies' use. A list of these will be found in " The
Buyers' Guide " published in The Motor Cycle of
November i6th and 23rd last. The weights of these

machines vary from 105 lbs. to 200 lbs. For novices

the lighter machines are most certainly to be recom-

mended, partly because they are more easily handled
when the rider - is dis-

mounted, but many ex-

perienced riders prefer

the heavier patterns.

Some ladies even reject

the machines specially

designed for their use,

• and make their choice

from the bicycles built

for men.

Open Frames or Not.

This practice, however,

can be condemned for

two very good reasons :

(i.) The difficulty of

satisfactorily and grace-

fully disposing of the

skirt—few ladies care to

wear a costume which
can be considered suit-

able for the purpose, as,

aljthough it may be in-

conspicuous when riding,

it will invariably attract

unpleasant notice when
off the machine. (2.) The
impossibility of mounting
and dismounting really

quickly ; in the case of mounting this is a minor con-

sideration, but there are sometimes occasions when
one's safety may depend upon the ability to dismount
quickly. On the other hand, with the open frame no
fantastic garb is required. The skirt, a rough tweed
for preference, should be fairly short. A Gabardine
or waterproof coat should be worn, according to

weather conditions, and a leather or wool waistcoat

with long sleeves adds much to the rider's comfort on
cold days. The hat should be small and fit closely.

Competitions.

Another open question is whether reliability trials

and hill-climbs are really desirable from a lady's

Miss Mina Spiers, o[ Dunedin, New Zealand, who is a lieen rider of a
2! h.p. two-speed A.J.S; Miss Spiers is tte llcst lajy molof cycilii in BouL-urn
New Zealand.

point of view. There is not much, perhaps, to be

said against the former, though the majority of lady
riders prefer to use their machines only for rides and
tours with their own friends. Some latlies, however,

enjoy entering competitions, preparing their mounts
for the event, the excitement on the day, the chance
of a winning place—all these things appeal to their

sporting instincts, and it must be granted that they

often perform particularly well.

Motor cycling is undoubtedly a fine sport for botli

summer and winter. What is more invigorating than

a run on a bright frosty day ? Answer r Two runs.

Practically the whole day can be spent on the road
in summer without undue
fatigue.

Can Ladies Attend
to their Mounts?
It has often been said

that ladies have no

mechanical turn of mind,
and . so motor cycling

would not appeal to

them. The following will

show that they are not

so helpless as they are sup-

posed to be. Two ladies

had been using a sidecar

continually in rain and
mud, so one can judge

the condition of their

mount after such weather.

It was decided that for

the New Year it should

be completely overhauled,

and that they themselves

should do it.

The machine in ques-

tion is a 3J h.p. (two-

speed Roc) Brough (ladies'

model) and sidecar. The
first thing was to rid the

machine of superfluous mud, which had found its way
into every possible nook. Next it was thought

necessary to adjust the gear, so it was decided that

the back wheel should come out and be thoroughly

cleaned before any adjustments were carried out.

This completed, both front and sidecar wheels were

cleaned and tlie hubs lubricated ; also the spring forks

were in need of oil.

Now the most important part, the engine. First

the plug was taken out and the points cleaned and

put close together for easier starting. Next the valves

were ground m and new valve springs fitted ; then the

carburetter was taken off, the jet cleaned, and the

shutters and springs of the B. and B. control oiled.
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Miss Rose Hammett, one of the most successful and experienced lady motor
cyc'isls. Her mount is a DoutIis. During 19il Miss Hammett registerjd over

h&.f a-doiej succvSSjs i.i con.p.iiticn.

Replacing the back wheel proved to be the worst

part of the whole business. However it was managed ;

then, after careful adjustment, both gears worked

perfectly, and the brake acted as it had never done

before. Finally . a run on the stand completed the

preparations for further enjoyable trips.

Points in Eesign.

Ladies' machines have not yet reached the same
degree of perfection as those of the opposite sex, the

open frame and the necessary protection for the dress,

simplicity, cleanliness, etc., being in a large way
accountable for this.

Manufacturers are now alive to the fact that there

are many ladies who would rather drive and look after

their own- mounts than sit snugly in a sidecar, watching

the jometimes futile efforts of a companion to coax an

underpowered combination uphill.

To my mind, the three chief factors which seem
necessary for the making of the ideal machine for a

lady's use are :

1. Very low saddle position.

2. Simplicity of control.

3. Lightness with plenty of power.

It ought to be possible to put the foot flat on the

ground and yet be seated comfortably in the saddle—

a

position in which it would not be difficult bcdi to steady

the machine and push off while letting in the clutch.

A short time a[/o I noticed a young lady struggling

with a machine turned out from the factory as

a lady's motor cycle. She could only just reach the

ground with the toe of her shoe, and thus oould not

properly support the weight of the machine. Ihe
control of the clutch was on the handle-bar, and the

lever actuating this dropped so far down that it was
well ni;^h impossible for the small hand to grasp both
and pull them together to declutch. -She, however,
succeeded in performing this feat. Then came the

grand final, viz., pushing the machine along while
gradually letting in the clutch, and at the same time
controlling the engine to take up the load by means of

the other two levers on the opposite side of the bar.

Needless to say, when the clutch lever was let down as

far as the dainty fingers could reach, it was loosed,

with the result that the already hot engine, after one
or two plucky attempts to keep going, accompanied by
terrible knocks, stopped.

Sutp'y and Demand.
This proceeding was repeated twice before the usual

inquisitive crowd, and then the lady's efforts were
successful, and she sailed away, the poor little engine
still knocking. This incident makes it evident that

there are many extra little details to consider when
designing a lady's motor cvcle.

Iftisi Downie, ol E lnljur;ii, who i; i devotee of the motor cycle, her mouni
being an open frame 2j h.p. twin Forward.

When you read of, and meet on the road, ladies

riding men's machines, it seems v.ery much as if the
demand for ladies' machines exceeds the supply, or is

it that a man's motor cycle is so much more re'iable?

Diana.
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Experimental WorK in Variable Gears.

Fortunately, the evolution of variable gears is by

no means standing still. Behind the scenes the leading

inventors and engineers are working in frenzied but

consrientious fashion at gears far surpassing the best

now available. Several three-speed and variatjle

devices have reduced a two-speed gear to the position

of a temporary compromise. The need for a

small engine pulley on three-speed machines on which
the central ratio is direct has shown another loophole

for pr-ogre.'is. I should not be in the least surprised

if within the near future we are offered a three or

four-speed counter-shaft gear ([lossibly even " in-

finite "'), with the -T.T. type of two-nut detachable

rear wheel, a lieli ilrive that will last 5.000 miles com-
fortably, no hniall pulleys, light weight, and a high
reliability factor. It looks as if we two-speed faddists

have tieen asking fur too little through the long, weary,
hopeless years of uiir past campaign.

Alleged Vibraticn with Chain Drive.
In our issue of March 7th " A.M.l.C.E." (p. 239)

made what struck me as a distinctly rash induction.

Comparing two machines, one of which was belt-

driven, the other chain-driven through a clutch, he
noticed thai a long ride on the chain dri\'ei proved
more fatiguing, and he attributed the extra fatigue to

"the unrealised tremor or vibration, caused by the

chain links striking the (sprocket) teeth, affecting

super-sensiti\e nerves." 1 his is rather a large

generalisation to draw from a single compar.xtive test;

the comparative tesi of two machines is a very complex
matter, embracing hundreds of factors ; for instam-e,

the engine on a ch.un ilriven machine is usually much
more substantial!) bmlt than on a helt-driven

machine; saddle and handle-liar position enter into

the question; spring forks and their efficiency are

most vital, etc. • Am my readers know, 1 am liabitually

a long distance man: I do nbl consider 1 have had a
ride unless my speedometer trip dial shows an access

of 200 iiules or SI), and ihiuigh I am not at [)resent a
chain drive enthusiast, I hol<l no bnel for the belt as

a final -and icleal transmission—in fact, owing to many
of its disadvantages I dislike it, but regard it as

temporarily a good compromise.
I cannot endorse " A.M.l.C.E." in his generalisa-

tion. Sundry long distaiue rides stand out clearly in

my memory as having fangiied me excessively, and the

,
majority of them were accomplished on belt-driven

machines. So far as I can identity the main cause of

the fatigue, it has itivariably been due to soine factor

quite apart from the transini.ssion regarded as a pro-
ducer cf vibration, or the reverse. In one case it

was a peck of punctures; in amx-her, a broiling sun;
in another, the strain on wrists induced fiy constant
correction of side-sbp , in another, extreme cold ; in

another the strain of undue speed ; in another, anxiety

about hill-climbing; and so on.

Comparing tncse glorious no-trouble cross-country

runs from one end of England to the other, which

stand out so hajjpily in a veteran rider's memory, I

can recall no variations of fatigue due to the type of

transmis.sion employed. On such occasions I have

finished quite as freshly on a single-cylinder chain-

driver as on a twin-cylinder belt-driver; and I think

most riders of equal experience would confirm this

view.

One must admit that a few years ago the dampers

fitted to chain transmissions in the way of spring

washers and clutches were not remarkably efficient,

and a single-cylinder chain-driver, climbing a hill

barely within its compass, used to thump a bit, but

this thumping would only be physically deleterious to

a very sensitive rider, and would only be perceptible

for brief patches of the ride ; nor even then could if

afi^ect the user so seriously as a bad riding position, 01

a rigid or bouncy fork.

Nowadays, if you close your eyes, the senses can

barelv detect whether the drive is by chain or belt,

so aiimirably is the snasch of the chain damped Hy

cushioning devices inserted in the drive.
'

The Angle of Radiating Fins.

I am inclined to fancy we are likely to become a

little too superficial and cocksure on the question of

the correct angles for radiating fins. It is very dubious

whether the same angle can suit engines placed verti-

calh and tiltetl either forwards or backwards, or, again,

whether one angle can be best for singles and twins.

There must be an extraordinary medley of cross cur-

rents, when we allow for rebounds both from the

cylinder walls and the upper and lower surfaces of

fins, for altered angle of impact due to' head draughts,

side winds, and following winds, and the general dis-

posal of curretits on the rear cylinder of a twin must

especially be enormously compHcated.
If we were likely to confine ourselves to air cooling

for ever, it would pay some expert in wind currents

to make prolonged and exact tests under all conditions

for the benefit of the industry. At present the situa-

tion is as follows : At the start of the motor cycle era

a few makers adopted a certain design because it was

easy to manufacture and neat in aspect ; and as it

worked fairly well, the main bulk of designers have

followed suit. The design which was adopted for one

particular type has been thoughtlessly retained for

nearlv everv subsequent tvpe, though in many cases

the conditions have undergone radical alterarion.

It is imjirobable that by a gigantic fluke the original

design attained the maximum of efficiency, and still

more improbable that the same happy-go-lucky plan

has retained maximum efficiency through many later

modifications of the conditions. I am not at all sure

that side-plates (possibly perforated), designed to pre-

vent draughts bouncing off the cylinder and fins into

space after infinitesimal contact, might not secure im-

proved cooling in many instances, especially in track

W'Ork, wjiere a head-on blast is always the main factor.
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Therefore, without excuse, I tell the tale

Anent Sir Wotabout, a worthy

knight,~

And Lady Helen de la Farthingale,

And several other people, who have

quite

Escaped the pen and memory mementive

Of ancient bards—my own is more

retentive.

3.

Now at this gladsome season of the year

When Spring puts forth her this-year's-pattern buds

And roadsides deck themselves in flowery gear

And lay aside their best assorted muds.

It doth behove me in these present pages

To tell of those who Jived in the dark ages.

The Lady Helen was the only cliild

Of Baron Brasted, who a castle had

Upon a hill. The Baron often smiled

Because that hill was steep, its surface bad.

And suitors riding up to woo his daughter

Failed on the one in seven-and-a-quarter.

4.

Helen by all the gallant knights was wooed.

Some came on horses, slow and tortoise-like

;

And some in carts laborious and crude.

But no one came upon a motoi'bike.

Because no motorbike was on the market

In those dark days, not even a Noah's Arkette.

In consequence, their lack of dash and speed

In climbing up the Baron's

steep front drive

Made the good Baron very

vexed indeed.

And he declared " Till some-

one looks alive,

Eftsoons ! and does this mea-

sured furlong well in-

Side seven seconds; 'ftone shall

wed fair Helen 1"

6.

This caused dismay among the knights, who knew

Their chance to gain fair Helen's hand was nil.

The Young Sir Wotabout despondent grew.

Yet by an extra effort hoped on still

;

For, as he stood apart and muttered, " Had I

A motorbike!" Helen gave him the glad eye.'
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7.

At this he hied himself unto a cave

Wheie dwelt a dragon. Here Sir Wotabout

Observed the dragon snort red fire, and rave,

10.

His friends advised him not to ride the thing.

It was, they said, both dangerous and noise-

some.

But youth, they knew, of course, must have its

fling.

Sir Wotabout determined to enjoy some,

And having tuned his steed and cut the cackle,

Resolved the Baron's hillclimb ne.xt to tackle.

11.

Upon that hill Sir Wotabout achieved

A Dark Age recoi'd time, and without fail

The Baron him with open arms received,

So did the Lady Helen Farthingale

;

And when the day arrived for him to raarrj

her,

The dragon's tail supplied a splendid carrier.

And breathe blue smoke and thunder from its snout.

"Methinks," thought he, "this dragon hath possession

Of motive power, but bad]^ lacks compression."

8.

That night Sir Wotabout went forth to snare

The dragon by a trap adroit and neat.

He placed a cylinder outside its lair

Fitted with valves and piston all complete.

And when the dragon placed its head unsightly

Therein to search for nuts, he

brazed it tightly.

9.

The captured dragon coughed, and •

gave a hiccough ;

The valves opened and closed in

strict rotation

;

The piston fearful speed began to pick

up

• At each terrific gurgling exhalation.

Placed on two wheels, with belt, belt

rim, and pulley.

It answered speed requirements very

fully.

12.

Moral :—if any—Some who have not tried

The joys oi motorcycling still regard

The engine as a monster close allied

Unto the dragon or the fearsome pard.

Those who have not yet passed through petrol's

stages

Are still existing in to-day's Dark Ages.

Fred Gldleit.

B5-
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How THE Power of an engime

THIS article is penned for the benefit of those

of our- readers who do not get the o])portunity

of seemg their engines tested. In it the writer

will endeavour to explain as simply as possible the

various methods now in use to ascertain the b.h.p.

and to compare their merits and demerits.

The Brake Test.

The brake-horse-power of a motor may be obtained

in several ways. The type of apparatus most com-
monly employed in the automobile industry till recent

years is known as the " Prony " or " Brake" test.

The apparatus is simple and the mathematics required

are of the most elementary kind. Referring to tin

sketch, F is a pulley driven direct from the engine-

shaft. Above and below it lie the wooden brake blocks

A clamped to the beam B by means of the bolts C,

which can be easily tightened by means of wing nuts.

E is a spring balance anchored to the floor and
attached to the beam by means of the screwed bolt Ci

D is a counterj)oise arranged so as exactly to balann-

the projecting arm of B and also the weight of E.

Q^ I

Diagram 0! brake test.

At the commencement of the test the beam B must
be horizontal. The engine is now started and the
brake blocks tightened by means of the wing nuts on
C. The engine is fully opened up and the blocks
tightened until the engine just maintains the speed at

which the test is to be taken. B is then again brought
horizontal by means of the -wing nut on G. Now
the exact engine revolutions are noted by means of a

tachometer, and also the reading in lbs. on the spring
balance R. To arrive at the horse-power of the engine
we have now but a simple sum :

Let TT = 3. 1416
r = Horizontal distance from centres V an<l 1']

n = luigine revs, per minute
P = Reading of E in pounds

Ti ,

zirrnV „. 27r
then n. p. = bmce = .0001004 we

33000 33000 ' ^

may take the latter figure as a constant, and say that

the horse-power e()uals .0001904 x ;• x ;z x P. The
above figures are reliable and may be found in Mr.
O'Oorman's motor pocket book.

'J "his test, though simple, is usually a messy pro-

ceeding, as the brake blocks have to be copiously oiled

to prevent their firing and the oil is thrown everywhere
ijy the pulley. Jt has therefore been modified in

I'. 14

several ways, one of which is used by the Scott

Engineering Co., and is worthy of a description.

A Modified Form of Prony Brake T st.

First of all, the engine is baited down to a heavy iron

stand and coupled up to temporary petrol^ water, and
oil tanks. The engine is then started and allowed to

run for three hours at a pace varying from 3,000 to

5,000 revolutions per minute. After this the revolu-

tions are lowered to about 2,000, and the brake test

A Scott engine undfiigoing bench tests.

is then applied. In this instance the engine is coupled
up to an ingenious water-cooled brake drum by means
of chains. The place of the brake blocks and beam
is taken by a flat belt passing under the drum and at-

tached at each end to separate spring balances, one of

which arts as a positive and the other as a negative
balance. Deductions are made from the ensuing
readings, and when the engine pulls from .5-6 brake-
horse-power it is passed as up to standard, though
as much as 7 horse-power has been obutined.
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After leaving the test shop, the engine is erected

in its frame and undergoes furtlier severe road tests,

the report on each machine having satisfactorily to

answer seventy-nine questions.

The Fan Brake.
The fan brake, which is now becoming common, is

even simpler and cleaner. The system is as follows:

Two arms are formed by a single stout forging, which
is carefully- balanced fjom the centre,' and is coupled
to the engine-shaft. At the extremity of each arm a

flat plate is attached (as may be seen from accom-
paming sketch). The power required to drive these

plates through the air at certain speeds is worked-

=353
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Design of fan brake,

out in the form of a curve. The speeds in fan revolu-

tions being set horizontally and the power required

vertically, curves .are worked out to suit plates of

different areas. Once the cur^^es have been plotted

it is only necessary to affix the fan blades, start up the

engine, and open the throttle till maximum revolutions

are obtained. The revolutions are then checked
accurately by means of a tachometer, and it is ascer-

tained from the curve what power is required to drive

the blades at this speed.

By the courtesy of Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., we
were permitted to watch a test and take the photo-

graph reproduced herewith. A short description c-f

the testing arrangements may be interesting. The
engine is bolted down to a heavy cast-iron stand placed

in front of an electrically driven blower, which when
necessary can force a draught of sixty miles per hour.

In this case the fan blades are fixed to a counter-shaft

aiid driven by a V belt, the counter-shaft being geared

down 2 to 3. From this counter-shaft runs another

belt visible in the photograph, which drives a

tachometer giving the engine revolutions per minute.

The accompanying chart shows curves worked out

for eight different fan blades, varying in size from

A Radge engine undergoing the fan brake test.

50 mm. square to 200 mm. square. The horse-power
is given vertically, the engine revolutions horizontally

at the top, and the fan revolutions at the bottom.

To take a simple instance (not from an actual test).

Suppose the 80 mm. blades were in use, and the engine
when opened out Succeeded in revolving at 2,400
revolutions per minute. The counter-shaft is geared
down 2 to 3 ; therefore it revolves at 1,600. On
following the vertical line between these points, we
find that it cuts the curve for the 80 mm. blade at a

point rather more than halfway berween the 5 and
6 horse-power lines, showing us that it ren\ii'-p= c,-6

ENGINE fiEVOLUTIOH^ PER MINUTE
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tlow the Power of an Engine !s Tested.

—

h.p, to drive the blades at the above revolutions. It

will be noticed from the photograph that the fan

blades are enclosed in a stout wood and wire frame.

This is a very necessary precaution in case a fan arm
should burst. The writer has seen an arm break close

to the blade, when testing a car engine, and though
the broken part weighed probably less than a pound,
it cut right through the wooden roof of the test shop

and broke about a dozen slates. Besides cleanliness

and simphcity, this test has another very real advant-

age, viz., that the engine can be run at full load for

long periods without attention to the fan.

The Electrical Test.

There is another form of horse-power test which,

though used for testing car engines, has not so far (in

the writer's knowledge) been used for motor cycle

engines, and therefore needs but a short descript.on

This is the electrical test.

For this test the engine is coupled direct to a

dynamo, the output of w^hich is measured in "watts "

(volts X amperes), 746 watts = i h.p. Before

accurate results can be obtained the efficiency of thi*

dynamo must be ascertained. Quite a large number
of firms give their engines no bench test and rely

entirely on the ascent of some well known test hill

as a trial of engine power. For this system it may be
claimed that the engine is being driven under actual

conditions, but unfortunately it
*
is irnpossible to

eliminate the personal element, and a clever tester

can do wonderful things with only a moderately power-
ful engine. Ubique.

A NIGHT RIDE IN THE LOW CYCLEGAR.
f T was a dark and foggy night when the opportunity

I came for accepting the long-standing invitation.

The fog was of the clammy variety which rendered
things generally unpleasant, " You mustn't mind if

it is not pulling," said Mr. Low. "The compression
has fallen from 800 to 350 lbs. per square inch."
No, this is not a peep into the future, but an actual

fact. I had not fallen asleep after a heavy Christmas
dinner. I was really talking to the inventor, and in a

' few minutes was behind him in the converted cyclecar

propelled by the wonderful forced induction engine.

Petrol was first injected into the cylinder jackets,

the exhaust lifter was raised, and the compression
reduced thereby to about 30 lbs. per square inch, and
the engine pulled o\'er. This sucked the petrol through
the trip valves into the cylinders, and the engine fired.

The exhaust valve was dropped, and the forced in-

duction, caused by the heat of the explosion raising

the temperature of the petrol and increasing the com-
pression pressure, began.

The Noise of the Exhaust.
The first thing noticeable was the noise of the

exhaust, a totally different sound from the ordinary
engine with cut-out open. It was the sharp, ear-

splitting sound of the high explosion.

We often hear a noisy engine likened incorrectly to

a Maxim, but this absolutely describes the exhaust of
the Low engine. It fired beautifully on the high-speed
trembler coils, and, smoothly getting under way, Mr.
Low swung the machine out of the side turning into
the open road. It was pitclr dark, but the keen eye
of the inventor steered us clear of all obstacles. The
driving mist obscured my vision completely ; blurred
lights sprang up and disappeared; the beats of the
sngine increased in rapidity ; we sped along I knew
not whither. Suddenly lights sprang up all round,
we were again among civilisation. Quickly I gauged
my bearings; we were on a hill. Ere I had realised
it, we were up in less time than it takes to write, and
liad it not been for the glare of electric lamps, I

should never have realised we were on a gradient.
The sense of power was delightful, and the bark

of the exhaust lent a touch of interest which I would
not have been without for worlds. We turned about,
sailed forth again into the darkness, entered the lanes
once more, slowed down at a few corners, and were
ai8

home. No, I did not wake up. to find myself in a

comfortable armchair at 3 a.m. shivering --in a cold

room ; I was actually wiping real fog from real glasses

and brushing real mud off a real coat sleeve gathered

from several times putting on recalcitrant belts which
would jump off.

" 1 must apologise for this exceedingly poor perform-
ance," said Mr. Low. " The loss of 450 lbs. compression
makes, of course, a considerable amount of difference

to the power. You see, the trip valve springs are too

weak, and their hft had to be restricted. The petrol,

instead of being injected during half the stroke, is

only being injected during half an inch of the stroke."

"Quite so," I replied; "but it is hard for one not
accustomed to this engine to realise. I noticed -the

buzz of your coils gave a very high note. I suppose
the tremblers have a very high speed?"

"Yes," replied the inventor, "though the engine,
when hot, will fire without a spark. The long, lasting

spark during the whole stroke enables the mixture to

be fired comparatively
,
slowly and the pressure to be

maintained throughout."

The Method of Control.

" How do you control her ? " I asked.
" By the exceedingly crude and unsatisfactory method

of using the exhaust lift, and by opening or shutting
the cock on the pulsating jiump delivering petrol from
the tank to the jacket, which regulates tire pressure
of the petrol vapour, and consequently the quantity
injected. Jn the new engine, which I hojje to have
out in a couple of mondis, I shall govern by the
oscillating valves, and by these I hope to get an engine
as flexible, or nearly so, as a steam engine.

" One word before wc say good night. I have nevci
let her out, but were I to do so when she was in tune
I should do sixty miles .ui hour." "I believe you," I

replied, " were the belts To hold." " There you have
it," answered Mr. Low, " die new engine will be fitted

to a chassis which has some positive form of trans-
mission." \*'

*

" Is there arjy truth in the rumour that you will

enter a machine fitted with this engine for the T.T. ?"

I asked. "Yes," .said Mr. Low, " I hope to."
"Well," I replied, "I wish you the best of luck with
it. If any man dcsen-ves success you do." And with
that I said good night.

'

E.M.P.B.
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A FORTNIGHT ago Honister Pass, Cumberland,

had not been successfully climbed by a motor
cycle of any description, but now, thanks to

the enterprise of a number of riders, who readily

took up a challenge in the columns of Tlie Motor
Cycle, it can be said that a sidecar has succeeded, a
lightweight machine, and also a single-geared heavy-
weight. Our last week's description of the events of

the Qth inst. would make it clear that the test was
not actually a fair one, on account of the impossible

state of the surface, covered, as it was, with boulders
and big flat shale. Further, an ascent is fraught with

considerable danger on account of the sheer drop
which everlastingly preys on the motor cyclist's mind
as the long climb upwards is made. There were many
opinions expressed as to which was the more difficult,

a climb on a sidecar or on a motor bicycle. Personally

I should favour a sidecar climb, as a slower speed is

possible. Several times I was asked whether in my
opinion the ascent was worse than Porlock, and Frank'
Smith agreed with me that, though Honister Pass is

more difficult and dangerous, simply on account of

the stony state of the surface, the gradient is not so

severe as Porlock. A lot has been made of the stones

having been removed from the steepest part, but as

the> were shovelled aside for but ten or twelve yards

and at the point where a sudden diversion of the front

wheel might conceivably spell instant death to some-
one, 1 can see no objection to this procedure.

The Question of Gear Ratio.

Several - times one heard the comment that gear

ratios alone decided success. That is certainly the

case to a large degree, but, as has been pointed out

before, an engine must be designed to suit its gear,

or it could not travel two miles uphill culminating

with half a mile of 1 in 7, with a stretch of 1 in 3^^
thrown in. Try a low gear for a long ascent with a
high compression engine, and the force of my argument
will soon be appreciated.

Vernon Taylor (T.T. Rudge) was the one man
who made the spectators quake. He is a most daring

rider, and 1 knew that hi? third stop on the hill

would have the effect of stirring him up. When he
had got the belt at the right tension and his best gear

ratio on, he travelled at a wonderful speed in view of

the conditions. His machine was bufifeted about in

a way that would have stopper" many less intrepid

riders. Once 1 found by measurement that his
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wheel marks were within i8in. of the edge of the

road hordering on the soft. drop.

Frank Smith, on his Clyno sidecar, and Hugh
Gibson (Bradbury with empty sidecar) deserve especial

congratulations, as they succeeded in their announced
object at the first attempt.

Bert Haddock, who was mounted on a lightweight

2j'3 h.p. A.J S. with a low gear of [7JI to i, told me
that he guaranteed ' his machine to climb anything

where there was a road at all. Truly we are coming

to something when users of such diminutive engines

express themselves so confiflently.

The Second Day'.s Climbing.

Next day the members of the Cumberland County

M.C.C. and the Westmorland .\LC.C. had arranged

that the party should attempt Red Bank, Grasmere,

and afterwards [^.irkstone Pass. Unfortunately,

Hugh Gibson was unable to join the party owing to

gear trouble, and his nen-es were also' very much
upset hy Saturday's exertions. There was quite

a , happy little gathering at Red Bank, Gra.smere,

which was reached after a magnificent run past Thirl-

mere, Grasmeie, and R\dal A\ ater, and the same

\

"of Red Bank. After photographs were taken, it

commenced to rain very shiartly, so a hurried move
was made to Ambleside for lunch.

KirRstone Pass the Last Ascent.

In the afternoon the long ascent of Kirkstone Pass
was climbed bv Frank Smith (Clyno) and Bert Had-
dock (A.J.S.) with-

out taxmg their

engines to the utter-

most, and no doubt
Vernon Taylor
would also have
been successful, but
after about a mile
and a half of clipib-

ing he imagined he
was at the top of

the hill, and pulled

up. It is strange

that the road ap-

pears to drop at this

point, giving one
the impression that

the summit has
been reached, but
after running slightly

downhill for half a mile one encounters the most diffi-

cult stretch of the climb. This portion is known as
" The Struggle," and consists of a zigzag road, the
gradient averaging aoproximately i in 6 for half a
mile. One of the Westmorland members—L. Pierce
(f.T. Rudge)—made the only non-stop ascent from
Ambleside to the White House at the top on a single

At excEllcnt point of vantage.

The (Irst liglitwcj;ht n aicmj J jaiiter—the 21 h.p. two-speed A.J.S., riJden by
B. Haidock.

success which Smith, Taylor,
and Haddock had achieved on
the Honister Pass climb was
again ineir lot. This is not
surprising, as Honister is ad-
mittedly the most severe test to
which a motor c\cle can he
put. Red liank is very sleep
and rather twisty, but the chief
point is that the .surface is

good. Miilburn and Gregson
(Triumphs), F.ittle and (;il!):ink

(Riid^jcs), made clean ascents

D20

Hugh Gibson, ot Southport, on the steepest part of Honislor Pass witli his 3J h.p. Bradbury motor cycle

and empty sidecar.
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Avon Motor Cycle Tyres.
Suitable -For a.11 clim£i±es.

AVON MOTOR
CYCLE TUBES

fitted with motor cycle valves.

No. 2 Quality P.A. Quality
(Red 01 G rey

)

(Keil or Crey)

24', 26°, and 28".

2" - 8/9 ea. all 2" - 7/6 ea.

2|" - 3/6 „ GUARAN- 2|" - 8/3 ,,

2i' 10/3,, TEED. - 9/- .,

All motor cycle tubes can be fitted

with the Avon Dome Ends at

2/- per tube extra.

AVON MOTOR CYCLE BELTING.
Bin. .. 1/5 poT font. Jin. „ 2/1 p»^r foot
Jin. -. 1/9 per foot. liu. .. 2/4 ijer foot.

AVON IVIOTOR CYCLE
COVER RETREADS.

Size 26" or 2S" x 2", 24", and 2 k'.

Steel Studded "29/6
Avon Combination (tqio) - - - 25/-
Extra Heavy Rubber Stud or

7 line pattern ----- t3/6
Medium A. Rubber Stud, or 7 line

pattern 11/6

Bicar.
~* A

Lightweight B

Made in 24", 26'

and 28".

2" - 15/6 each,

2i" - 16/3 „

2j" - 17/- „ .

A special grade

at a special price,

Steel Studded.

Made in 24", 26°,

and 2S".

.

2" - 4S 9 each.

2i' - 47/6 „
2*' - 49/3 „

Specially constnicter'

studs, large base.

Write for oup new illustrated catalogue, free upon application, full information.

Whiatever machine you ride, see thiat the Tyres bear AVON name.

The Avon India Rubber Co., Hd., wrcikshsm, wnts, EngSEnd.

LOIVDON: S5, Long Acre, W.C. MANCHESTER: ££9, Deansgate.

BIRMINGHAM: £C4, Corporation Street. GLASGCW : 187, Eucharan ttreet.

Large Stocks kept at all our Branches. Also at mcst hig^h-class Meter Cycle Depots.

7?! answering (Jus advertisement it ii desira'He to viention "The Motor Cycle.^'
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E LATEST PHASE.
It is well Inown what has teen dore and is being done wth Dunlop lyres in

hill-climbs, reliabilty trials, and all otler forms of competition ; here you see what

you have never seen befi re, hew a Dunlop st< od up in a collision with a motor 'bus,

— an unexpeclejj trial ol strength, out of which it came triumphant.

I

Mr. J. K. Orsman, 62, Old Woolwich Road,

S.E., the owner of the machine, tells the

story:
—

"I enclose a photo of my motor cycle

and sidecar after collision with amotor 'bus.

The Dunlop tyr'^ on the front vyh'^-pl. notwith-

standing the impact, did not deflate or l^ave

th^ rim , otherwise the machine was a com-

plete wreck."

RELY ON

NLOP TYRES
FOR RESILIENCE AND RESISTANCE.

DUNLOP BUTT-ENDED INNER TUBES
are beinp mere widely used ilis sfascn then ever by all defsfs <f meter cyclists. When
a repair has to be made, there is no need (o lake cut tFe wKel, to unscrew the brake

fittints, cr to interfere with (tier farts. S;mf ly irdo the Pap, c'ifccnnecf the ends, and

draw out the tube. Repair and replcce in the oidirary vay, ftnrg the cover at the

vaKe fiist and making sire that the flrp en the tube is not cicased. These advantaces

should be apprtciat<d bf frr^ 'hf rr sbap: fit lult-<nf'ed lib<s end save disagreeable jobs.

Prices, accciding to size, 11/8 to 16/-.

Send for booklet, "All about Dunlop Tyres," gratis and post free.

The BUMCP FrEUIVATIC TYRE Co., Ltd., Aston Cross, BIRIVIIKCK/IIVI ; Alma Street, COVEIVTRY.

BR/I^CHE8— Lonilcn, Koltlnehcin, Manchester, Newcastle, Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool, Glasgow, Dublin, Bcltast.

7k answering this advcrtlstmcnl it is dasiruble to mcntiun " 2'he Motor Cycte"
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Climbing Honister Pass

geared machine diiring^ the afternoon. A number of

other members were successful in climbing the pass in

two stages.

Altogether the trip was much enjoyed. Lakeland
appears to be an ideal touring ground for motor
cyclists, and especially those sporting riders who
never rest until they have climbed everything. The
best thanks of the Midland party are due to the captain

and secretary of the Cumberland County M.C.C.,

Dunmail Raise, on the second gear of &% to i, we
commenced to pick up time lost in thawing the car-

buretter. By the way, has any motor cyclist noticed

that the milestones from Keswick to Ambleside nre

wrong way round ? On the way from Keswick he

The hill-ciimbing party at Bed
Bank, Gtasmere, overlookine:

the lake.

Vernon Taylor (I.T. Budge) on the 1 in 3 portion of Honister Pass.

Messrs. Little and Millbum, for the arrangements
they made, whilst Fred Greenwood knew ever\thing.

Monday was the day fur general dispersion.

Haildock (A J S ) continued his way over the Scotch

border, Gibson (Bradbury) returned to Southport, and
Taylor (Rudge) and F. Smith (Clyno) journeyed to the

Midlands by road. T occupietl the seat of the Ci>Tio,

and the morning being fine and the air crisp, once
under way we lost no time. It was ten o'clock when
we left, and we were buih anxious to get home that

day. Soon our good beginning was cut short by a
curious trouble; the engine commenred to misfire,

gradually stopped, and glancing downward'^ we found

a colleition of hoar frost on the carburetter. A frozen

carburetter in March is not common, yet we wfre

troubled for a long time in this wise. Once again over

At the summit ol KirltstoDe Pass. F. Smith, W. M. Miliburn, anl B. Haddock.

milestones state distances from that town, and you have

to crane your neck to find how far it is to the next

village. This is contrary to the usual way of doing

things, and it would be interesting to hear the local

surveyor's reason for this unorthodox method. Also

the bits of small granite scattered over this road for

many miles were thrown into my face by the front

wheel. Goggles were consequently a sine qua non.

The same thing happens on muddy roads. I wonder
that some sort of mud shield to the front wheel has

not been evolved for sidecar work.

We greatly enjoyed the ride past Windermere, and,

in fact, were indeed sorry to leave the Lake District
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A striking snapshot s'lowing the enthusiasm of the crowd when Frank Smtth
accomplished tne Qi'st ascent of Hjnisier.

behind. Near Lancaster an A. A. scout advised us of

a long stretch of road under repair, and diirected us

down a by-road. We exhitiited no badge.

There was a thick mist in the atmosphere as we
approached the district so much dreaded by motorist.s

— 1 refer to the Preston- Warrington- Wigan stretch.

Instead of reeling off regular miles at 30 to 40 m.p.h.

on deserted stretches of road, we crawled along, being

bumped out of our seats by the pot-holey surface and
big cobble stories. In the towns our progress was still

further curtailed, as, owing to the coal strike, the

streets were crowded. Once we were hailed by a Lan-
cashire agtm who was anxious to know the result of

the Clyno trip. Having' been informed that it had
proved eminently successful, and everything attempted

had been accomplished, he made us laugh by saying

in the broadest Lancashire, " Weil, you'll have to alter

the name and call your machine the ' Clymb-ote. '

"

Nothing eventful happened up to Congleton,

Cheshire, where we halted for refreshment. On again

to Newcastle-under-Lyme, we hurried along as

fast as possible, the mist betokening that we were in

for a foggy night, and we had still sixty miles to cover

to Wolverhampton.. I was particularly interested to

observe that the Clyno engine was little, if any, the

worse for its severe Ijuft'eting on Honi-jter Hause. It

responded to tlie throttle on every occasion, and the

fact that throughout the 200 miles run home we never
had occasion to drop below the second gear proves
the poAver generated. Once again it is worth pointing

out that throughout my experience of Clynos,

extending well over 1,500 miles, L have not seen a

plug or valve removed on the road as yet. This is

the more striking when one remembers that Frank
Smith does not spare the oil, and whenever he
approaches a steep hill, glances round to make sure

that his mascot, in the shajje of a long blue reek, is

in the rear.

I jjiivalely noted the petrol we look aboard. Start-

B24

ing with a full tank of i ^ gallons, we bought half a

gallon at Preston and another at Newcastle, and the

total of 2% gallons would have seen us safely to

Wolverhampton, where I was to board a train, had
not the black night and thick fog compelled us to

resort to the low gear for many miles; it .was abso-

lutely dangerous to attempt even 15 m.p.h. on the

3^ to I top gear. We lit up in Stone, Staffs, and the

most exciting part of the jo.urney followed. A couple
of F.R.S. lamps exhibited a fine beam ahead, but it

was reflected back by the fog, and we simply had to

crawl along. Just imagine, we actually passed the most
dangerous vehicle on the, road, viz., a timber lorry

drawn by three horses with a huge tree trunk extend-

ing for several yards in the rear—no light at the back,

Ira the Fog and No Petrol.
The excitement was not over. No sooner had dark-

ness come on than our old trouble haunted us again,

and every dozen miles or so we were pulled up to

thaw the carburetter slides, on which ice formed,
causing them to stick open.

Thus ended an eventful week-end and a varied

day's run—first the lovely run through the Lakes with

snow-capped hills on either hand, immediately fol-

lowed by a nightmare of cobble stones and intricate

tiamlines of the thickly populated Lancashire manu-
facturing towns, next tfie barren Potteries di.strict, and
finally a foggy night as black as it. ever could be in

the noted Black Country. Geoffrey ' Smith.

The last hall mile on Ki kslone Pass, known nt " The Struggle," an appropriate

titio from a motor cycli^i's point of viow.
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Showing Gear in high posit. o.».

The

With

its

Infinitely

Variable

CHANGE
SPEED .

GEAR. .

This change speed gear

can be fitted to any Moto-

sacoche by anyone in a

few minutes—or by us

without charge for fitting.

FOR GENTLEFOLKfOSACOCNO VIBRATlOWi

NO OILY DIRT NO NOISE NO CYMNA

The "A " Catalogue can-

not lail to interest you,

send a postcard for it, it

is free of charge.

LIGHTWEIGHT ^
IS AS FAR SUPERIOR
TO ALL OTHER MOTOR
CYCLES AS IT WAS
BEFORE THEY WERE
THOUGHT OF.

IT

In answering this advertisement it

is not only one or two
years of age—The
Motosacoche is not
meant for trials suitable

for Gargantuan monsters
—but we enter it to

show the public how
superior it is to thera^

—

The piles of GOLD
MEDALS do aU the

showing.

MOTCSACOCHE.
Ltd , 65, Holborn
Viaduct,London.

desirahfe

Showing Gear in low position-

to mention " The Mntnr Oi/cle."
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Latest Models of

Motor Cycle Clothing

Coats and Trouser Overalls

s

Waterproof Jackets from 16/6—33/=

Double Breasted Tweed Jacket.

Drencher-proof, lined detachable leather,

soft, pliable, doubly proof against the

severest weather.

£3:10:0
2993. In plain grey frieze, lined

throughout in stout chrome
leather, wind cuffs.

£1:9:6
2996. Ditto, superior leather lining.

£1 : 17:6

Breeches made to match.

Trouser Overalls.

Without Seat 13/6 to 21/.

With Seat..

Very

and

16/6

Comfortable

Serviceable.

to 25/

Proofing guaranteed for 2 years.

The Best Quality is UNTEARABLE.

Be Prepared for Brighter Days and
Order Your Dust Proof Outfits.
The lower illustration shows the finest combination Jacket and Overalls.

Light washable material, easily slipped on over

ordinary coat .. .. .. .. 6/9
Waterproof, better quality linen .. .. 10/6
Silky alpaca, grey or fawn .. .. 15/9

No. 418.

No. 418.' Jackets

No. 418a.

No. 409.

Overalls to match

CALL AT

—

5/9 8/9 12/6

359-361, Euston Road, London, N.W.
72, St. Vincent St., Glasgow. 88, Cross St., Manchester.

New City Branch— 42-43, Lombard Street. E.C.

B26 In answering Ihisi adveriiaemenl it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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A Run on a Ladies' Heavyweight.
THE Premier Cycle Co., of Coventry, is one of

the few firms who have laid themselves out to

construct a 3J^ h.p. ladies' machine, and they

have done this in response to numerous enquiries which

they have received. It is, of course, more difficult to

construct a neat-looking ladies' heavyweight than a

lightweight, but the Premier Cycle Co. is to be con-

gratulated on its success.

We outlined the general design of the machine in

a recent issue, so that it is only necessary to point

out that the front down tube has been replaced by

two tubes of smaller diameter, and that the model
may be fitted with either the Premier free engine

or the Armstrong three-speed hub. It was the latter

type which we were invited to try one morning last

week, the road conditions at the time being

adverse.

Having started up the engine, we took our seat,

and were at once struck by the comfort and the ease

with which the controls came to our hands. The
machine glided away, and we were soon on the high
gear, but deemed it advisable to drop down again to

tne middle or direct gear on account of the treacher-

ous road surface. The engine pulled beautifully, and
we found no necessity for racing the engine when
starting up, the heavy flywheels taking up the drive

comforcabiy and easily. As a test for the engine
power, we changed into the high gear close to the

foot of a fairly steep rise, and were delighted with

the way in which the engine picked up and the machine
sailed over. This will cause no surprise when we state

that the 85 x 88 mm. engine is of identical design to

the 3J2 h.p. engine fitted to the diamond frame
model.

A Clean and Efficient Mount.
We found this mount handy in traffic and, above

all, clean, thanks to the wonderfully efficient belt

guards, which are formed like tunnels, the belt running
through them. This, of course, is an
important feature for a ladies' mount.
The absence of mud may be judged
from the fact that, although w-e were
wearing a long coat, it was as clean on
our return as at the start, which can
only- be attributed to the guards.

Tanks are usually a difficulty on
ladies' machines, but in -this case the

petrol tank will hold a full gallon, and
the oil tank is in proportion. Acces-
sibility has been carefully studied, and
it is possible to reach easily all parts

which may require attention.

Ladies who require a mount with
plenty of reserve power—and there are

many such—will do well to examine
the T,]4 h.p. Premier.

Belt side of the

new i\ h.p. lady's

Premier.

Br jaci; de view showing dressguards over the belt.
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TOURING
EQUIPMENT.

By B. H. D 3.VIES.

EXTREMES meet. In the accessory

world tlie extremes are repiesenied
respectively by the youth with the

Norman-arcli liaik, whose kit is

contained in a mihtary hairbrush, case,

flimsily attached to his spring lurks, and
by the gipsy caravan type of rider, whose
handle-bars sag disgracefully beneath his

8ir.. acetylene flare, his (eleriricaliy

illuminated) speedunieter, his 1 electrically

illuminated, route card holder, lus 1 pig-

skin cased) firsi aid outhl (at least, I .sup-

Eose this is what those triangular handle-
ar bags hoid, I never had the temnrity

to open one), his thirteen club badges, his

golliwog mascot, liis eight-day clock, liis

An ideal Brooks louring bag. It is made of
stout leather, and has in interior casing to
accommodate touring equipmeni, thus render-
ing the bai weather and dustproot.

Baby Klaxon, his Hampton Court maze
hooter, and other triHes of ironmongery.
His carrier stays sway and buckle under
the swing of a top case containing Ids

dress suit, panama, and sleeping kit,

overlaid by three spare belts, two tubes,
and a cover, all shmuded in more pig-
skin atrocities of various shapes and sizes,

and the triangles at the side of the carrier
are oi-cupied by gigantic panniers enshrin-
ing more tools than a decent fitter would
take out of store when he had to dism.antle
a motor 'bus. I loathe both types im-
partially; and, as I said, they often
meet on the road, when the teeteeing
type borrows a big wrench to straighten
his front forks after colliding with a
toad hog perambulator, witich was crimi-

Lycett's touring bit with sppclil mctil clips

for att'\ihlng to tlie carrier. T .o latti r should
prove ., ,!reit boon, as few motor cyclist* I ave
not experienced the trouble ol leather lastenlngs
broaliln.1,

nally nieandering on the wrong side of tne
road, aiid the gipsy caravan proprietor

has to unlash all his load before he can

Forward leather sparlting phig case. It

is a .necessary and useful covering to prevent
damage to tne plug.

^

unearth " just the very tool for the job."

After relaslung. his language perfumes the
circumambient air like a smoky exhaust.

The Toolkit

I counsel the juvenile and viridescent
motor cyclist to deride both these sports,

and to select a moderate and practical kit.

The toolkit is the real essential, and may
consist of a few simpie rnstrumenls. which
are rarely provided by the makers in an
ideal form. I like one big spanner, say
8ui., and one 4in. ditto. The latter with
a screwdriver, a belt punch, a knife, and
a belt fa.steiier, will suffii e for ninety-nine
out of every hundred stoppages, and sliould,

therefore, be kept in a sti.ien duster in a
small push cycle ' a<i st rapped on any w here

;

either the handle-bar or the side stay of

the carrier is a good place. The screw

The Amac belt fastener which. Is specially
' suitable for high-powered machines.

driver should be expensive with a fine

edge. If it be cheap the blade will fall

out. or the handle lie too thin to [jet a real

twist on (as when a belt .screw is rusted
home) ; if it has a thick edge It !.< no use
for belt fasteners. The combined belt
drills and cutters are heavier and some-
what stiffer to use. It istriie they do the
job very accurately, but ,so docs an ordi-
nary screw drill punch of the correct size
lor the belt .section, provided the user's
eye is not inllamed with drink Of course,
if you use a drill punch with an opening
for an inch belt on a ^in. helt, and rest it

against the corner of a stone wall, the
hole will be out ofti'uth, and the belt
will pull through in twenty-five miles.

The main tool outtit will pack nicely

into the little pannier bags provided bj
the makers It is just as well to overhaul
the fastenings of these bags If they are
fixed I" the carrier by plain straight bolta

vyith nuts about a quarter of a millimetre
in iiiaraeter. you will nde pursued by a
const diit lanule until all your tools tumble
off lieiit plates with strong bolts and D
nuts are. however, absolutely reliable; so

HO NEED FOR A CAiyiERA TRIPOD.

The patent ball-ioint camera attachment
marketed by Brown Bros., Ltd., for attaching
a camera to the hand! -.ars.

A. Surew for bxmu ca i.era. B. Ball-joint

C. Handle-bars.

is a good home-made bolt, cut off jaggedly
with a hack saw. and burred well over
its nut. A really nuixl method of sta, king
the essential spare belt has yet to be

devised I have tried the flat round cases

sold for the purpose, but nut a.11 of tliein

have strong straps, and it is sufficiently

annoying to lose a. guinea bell without
throwing in a 7s 6d. case. Personally, I

lil;e wreathing the belt tightly round the
handle-bar or tank, and securing it with
its own fastener or a bit of wire; if

loopeil round the tank it will make a fiiie

substituie for knee grips. The spare tube
can be carried in the small leather collar

A Irousor guard ntiachod to the exhaust and
inlet ports, sold by U. Holt & Co.

B2S
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THE NEW

MOTOR CYCLE SPARKING PLUG.
DESIGNED FOR MAXIMUM POWEB.

The greatest test for a sparking plug is its use on a motop cycle, and

it is of the utmost importance to secure the best possible plug.

The following are the reasons why the Lodge Plug is very

strongly recommended as being the best.

SPARKING POINTS—.The sparking points are so shaped
that the greatest amount of heat of the spark is

given up to the gas.

The shape ot the points tends to expand the spark
allowing foi a very large spark at high speeds and
yet giving easy starting. The points are also designed
that they absorb the minimum of heat and cannot
cause pre-ignition : being made of absolutely pure
nickel they will not corrode away.

INSULATION.—xhe insulation is higher than that in any
other plug. To test this make comparative measure-
ments I sing an electrical insulation meter, and measure
the insulation between the terminal and the body of

the plug when hot and with the cable disconnected.

GAS TIGHT.—The plug is made solid with no packing of

any kind, and is absolutely gas tight and will always
remain so. To test this cover the outside of the

pi g with oil when any leakage would at once be
apparent by the bubbles.

GUARANTEE.—The insulation will not crack nor is it possible

for any part of the plug to come loose. It is for this

reason that, however severe the working conditions,

the makers can comfortably guarantee the plug for

one year.

The plug will, of course, last for many years.

The Lodge Plug is suppl ed with a steel gauge for

accurately setting the points.and with a push-on terminal.

The Plug can be bought everywhere, price 4/- net.

When ordering specify "Lodge Motor Cycle Plug.
'

and they are packed in red striped boxes.

CAUTION. .—There are some unscrupulous dealers who will

offer another make of plug on which they secure a large

profit, but it you are convinced that the Lodge Plug is

what you want, you will resolutely reject any substitute.

This plug has hitherto been sold at 5/-

NOW ZLj'' ^^^'

LODGE BROS. & CO., ^n^t. BIRiVIINGHAlVi.

LODGE

In answering t?ii,<! advertisement it i« desiraile to mention " The Mofnr CTji-le.' B29
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(\LL-BRITISH.)

ROM TYRE Sc RUB BER Co. C1909> Ltd.,
36, BROOKE STREET, HOI.BORN, I.O^SDON, E.O.

TKLKGEAMS: EOMDOM, I,ONIH)N PUONE: 1613 llOLBOKN.
B30 In, amwa-ing litis adveriiscmeiU it is desirublc to menliua "The Motor Cycle."
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boxes made for the purpose—^ii there is a

corner somewhere into which the case can
be jammed, for these cases are an awkward
shape for tight strapping, and a motor
cycle has a marvellous knack of casting

A woollen throatlet sold by Hunt's Stores.

loose any queer shaped objects strapped

to its rigid portions. Personally, I reserve

the left-hand pocket of my waterproof coat

for the spare inner tube.

Seetion of Lodge
patent Steatite

plag.

The- Oleo 2 B.M.
sparking plug specially

designed to withstand
great beat and pressure.

Lamps and Generators.
In the matter of lamps, I find that

the *xtra few hundred feet of illumina-

tion procured by very costly sets make
very little difference to the speed at

which I travel in the dark. Perhaps I

®ICK(CTCILS

lack the pluck to take full advantage
of their light. At any rate, I. usually
employ a lamp at about a guinea (not

including a generator), and find that
this enables me to average legal limit on
roads I know. Probably, if I had better

eyesight, I should use a. more expensive
lamp and average 30 m.p.h. on roads
I do not know, until I got lagged. I
use two generators. One costs 5s. 5d.,

and io a somewhat shoddy affair—it is

employed on all short runs. ,n.nd serves

J^5

A.B.C. separate generator lamp which has an
ebony Qnish for all-weatiier use.

as a spare on the rare occasionsr when
I ride all night; the other is a big
riddle-grid, which is mounted behind the
steeriim head on long night rides. If
you want to be ei-oDomical with your
carbide, and maintain a tirst-rate light

all night, the water valve should be
under your hand all the lime. I have
not yet discovered an efficient automatic
generator, either for ear or cycle, and
I must say 1 should like to try the
Yankee plan, and use a dissolved acety-

lene cylinder.

Detacbability of Lamps and
G-nerators.

My chief point about a lamp is that
it must be instantly detachable. I

A. H. Hunt's electric head lamp, which is fitted

with an ordinary 4 e.p. bulb.

The Miller Mangin lens lamp and generator

set. Ti.e special combined bracket aU^Ciied lo

the steering head is a great convenience, as we
have proved Irom practical experience.

loathe carting round a heavy and costly

and bulbous-louking lamp when I only

intend to ride ten miles at midday ; and
some of the modern lamps resemble a
Chinese puzzle, and call for three special

spanners if ihey are to be rapidly and
accurately attacberl with their formidable

brackets. Nor do I like riding with
their huge forked brackets empty ; if

some rimtr-tem p.- ^n\ one sailing ovea'

the handle-bar, these forks are guaran-
teed to arrest on© painfully en route.

The Incas lamp and generator set attached by
a special bracket to tbe haodie-bar.

Horns and Hooters.
The hooter is a detail on which good

men and true have spent as much as

£o between May and September. There
is the horn which sheds its twisted

mouth and barks grumpily out of an

abbreviated socket; there is the horn
which slides down the bar and jingles

merrily against the A-C.U. badge; there

is the hnrn which suffers from what
doctors call apha.sia. The main point

A.B.C. generator attache! to the top tube by a
special bracket. Tjis also his a black finish.

about the horn is its clip. Eschew the

cheap horn with soft brass screws—their

cheese-heads fall off when you try to

tighten them, and leer drur.kenly up at

you out of the mire. Eschew tbe large

born—it looKs like Johnny Trundley on

a Motosacoche. (let a good small horn,

with a tirst-rate clip, and when it loses

its voice, just stroke the inside of the

A three-coil horn sold by Brown
Bros., Ul.

reed-tongue with a slip of tissue paper,
and all will be well. Exhaust whistles

are all right, if considerately used, but
there are times and places where it is

bad manners to use them; they should
therefore be made use of only when
necessity requires the removal of a deaf

or obdurate carter who is blocking up
one's passage in a narrow lane.

One of my first resolutions is to scrap

the tyre pump presented with the

E31
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The Garner brass exhaust wHstle, showing the

convenient position it occupies near the footrest.

machine; in some cases this pump will

prove to be of peculiar dimensions. 1

believe some pumps are, made tor tins

purpose exclusively,' for nobody outside
Bedlam would ever, buy them for aiiy^

more- strenuous purpose than' intiatmg a
child's toy balloon : but J am pleased

to pee several makers now- give really

sound articles. As a man whose tyres

are usually on the burst, I always carry

a five-shilling pump.

Advantages of Speedometers.
The one luxury I allow myself is a

speedometer, which is really almost a

Smith and S^n'sspeedomctir and ir' eage recorder.

necessity. When the road is dull, it pro-

vides entertainnierit ; when iiiile.-^loiies

are missinf». it provides inlormiitioii ; in

reliability tri;ils, it is abs'ilutfly indis-

pensable under the hnrrid modi-ni regu-

lations of short-time margins at controls.

secret or pub-
lished ; but most
of all is it invalu-

able, in tuning
up. Some riders

tell me their

trouble is to find

a piece of road on
which they; can
test their tunings,

for the machine
does sixty if thsy
adjust the car-

buretter. When
1 am tuning up,

I screw the
adjustable
pulley down to

Us very smallest
Kerry handle-bar mirror,

diameter, so.
that the machine cannot possibly exceed

perhaps 4j m.p.h. ; then any ordinary

road provides a good testing ground in

the early morning, and at these speeds

the machine is easy to hold, and the

speedometer readings are exact and
legible.

A SIDECAR NOVELTY.
The sketches herewith illustrate a

novelty placed on the market by Norman,
Eay, East and Co.-, 36 Woodlands Road,
Ilford.. E. ... It. is termed, the ."Stan-

guard," and, as the name implies,' it

HANDY NIGHT LIGHT.
A neat article is the Sphinx flex jet,

which enables repairs to be effected with
a great deal of comfort at night, and with-

out removing the gas generator ficn its

bracket. The flexible metallic tubing
carries an internal wire which allows it

to stand out rigidly and support itself at

any angle, and the cap at the generator

A handy portable jet enabling difflcult repairs

or adjustment:! to be unuertalien at night,

end fits any standard nipple. This nakeel

light permits tr.vial adjustments to bt

made without disturbing the lamp. LI

is advisable to add the caution that the

naked light must be kept away from
the petrol tank orifices and the car-

buretter. The flex jet should not
be carried loosely in the tool-

bag, as, with a i mall piece of addi-

tional rubber tubing 'pushed on over the

burner, it forms a normal connection be-

tween the generator and the head lamp,
and is thus always ready for use.

Tae "Sianjuard," a name adopted for a
combined sidecar stand and mudguard.

forms a combined stand and mudguard
(foi a sideiarl. When ui use the guard

swings round the wheel and leaves the

tyre exposed for repair pui poses, and
automatically refixes itself when brought

to the •• running " po^^it ion. The device

is neat, and should have a future for

sidecarists.

Turoo tyre band. A useful method of

temporary repair tor bad cuts or gashes in
coveis. It is laced around tne rim.

A FLEXIBLE BELT
FASTENER.

The detachable and adjustable belt

fastener which we illustrate is manu-
factured by Messrs. Packer and Prentis,

Roden Street, llford, E, Its chief feature,

apart from its detachability and adjust-

A new Jones combined speedometer and watch,
a useful addition to Messrs, jVlarlit and Co,*s

range ol accessories.

A NEW BUDGE RACER,
W. F, Guivor, a member of the Broolilands and

British Motor Cycle Racin;: Clubs, and his now
RuJi;e racer built solely for competition work at

Broolilands, Ho will compote at the oponint;

meeting ol the B,U.C.R.C. on the 23rd inst.

Tlie CQ.R, adju-.table belt fastener, with
hinged extensions,

ability by means of hooks of different

length, is the extra bolt and hinged top
plate, which have been introduced to. pre-

.

vent the bolts pulling through. If the
plate were merely extended to take an
extra bolt without being hinged, it would,
of coiir.se, destroy the llcxibility of the
fastaner, but, by hiiifjing it and making
use of spiked nuts, as illustrated, the flexi-

bility of the fastener is retained, . It is

sold under the name of the C.Q.K, adjust-
able bolt fastener.

B^2
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

AU letters should be addresscij to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Improvised Variable Pulley Gear.

Sir,—We notice in your correspondence columns on page
246 of March 7th, a letter from one who signs liimseH
"Zedel," suggesting a method of treatment for our puUeys,
which we strongly advise your readers not to adopt. \Ve
sell this product as a belt pulley, adjustable by hand ; and
not as a variable gear, to be operated by a. kick from the
foot, and we should decline to accept responsibility for the
failure of any pulley -subjected to such abuse.

BLUMFIELD, LIMITED.

Pillion Seats.

Sii",—I should be very glad if Mr. Chas. 0. Cox, whose
letter was published on March 7th (page 247), would inform
us how he and his wife start off, seeing that his machine
is fitted with a fixed gear.

.^
H. PRITCHARD.

Sir,—Now that the riding season has begun, I have
noticed several instances of motor cyclists taking a passenger
behind them on the luggage carrier, , and it is high time
that attention was called to this dangerous practice.

In the tirstr place, luggage carriers are not usually designed
to carry the weight of an adult, and in the second place, the
back tyres of motor cycles' are ncit strong enough/for. the
purpose. -.-..-.-,'-_,
The number of serious and fatal; accidehts whicb occurred

last year ought to make riders Ihink twice before carrying
a -passenger on behind them. ; ,

When one thinks of thfe rider's feelings when the back
tyre has burst, with the driving wheel- wobbling about,
together with his passenger holding on. to try and maintain
a Balance, it is quite easy to see how difficult it is to steer.

"_ G. H. WAIT, M.I.A.E.'

Correct Position of Number Plates.

Sir,—At the beginning of the year there was much written
in The Motor Oxjd& regarding clean counties, and Cambridge
was quoted as being clean. It may be clean as regards traps,

but I should like to make it known, through the medium oi

your valuable paper, how I have recently been treated in- the
Cambridge Borough Police Court.

Recently, as I was competing in a speed trial organised by
the C.U.M.C.C., I stripped my machine and tied my back
number plate to my back, the front plate being on the front
forks. The police summoned me, and I appeared before the
Mayor and one other magistrate, and was fined 10s. with 7s.

'

costs for the purely technical offence of having my number
plate on my back. The magistrates, however, were not con-
tent with thus heavily mulcting me, but caiised my licence,

previously clean, to be endorsed with the following words,
which I consider do not state my " oft'ence " truly, but exagger-
ate it grossly : Date of conviction, March 12th, 1912 ; oft'ence,

driving motor cycle without mark; sentence, fined 10s. and
costs 7s. G. F. RANDALL.
[AVe do not tliink our correspondent can reasonably complain

of the treatment meted out to him. The Act says the regis-

tration number plate must be attached to the machine front
and rear in a vertical position. If he fasten it to his body
it can seldom be in a vertical position, and, therefore, not
always easily distinguishable. As the licence had to he
endorsed, it would have been better to refer to the offence
as a contravention of the L.G.B. Order.

—

Ed.]

Hydrogen Peroxide in Acetylene Generators.

Sir,— I notice in Tht Motor Cycle of March 7th, in

reply to Mr. A. Renfred Myhill, an article on the above sub-

ject. The author would- seem to be unacquainted witli the

elements of chemistry. Three observations I might make. First,

is not the oxidisation of hydrogen sulphide to sulphuric acid a

questionable matter ? Second, how can free sulphuric aeid

exist in the presence of lime ? Chemical action would lake

place between the acid and lime, and the metal could not be

corroded. Third, has not the author altogether forgotten the

catalytic effect of the peroxide?
.

KENNETH "0. ORR.

Sir,—In view of the articles and letters which have ap-

peared in The Motor Gycle for several weeks past, respect-

ing the use" of ' hydrogen peroxide ' for increasing the
luminosity of the acetylene light, it may interest your
readers to know that we, some time ago, applied for letters

patent, covering'the use of sodium perborate for this same
purpose. Several of your correspondents have pointed out

certain drawbacks attending the use of hydrogen peroxide

for the purpose above mentioned. In the first place much
has been said as to the instability of hydrogen peroxide,

and in this connection we would like to say that hydrogen
peroxide is not nearly so unstable a body as. appears to be
generally believed—at any rate, if- the hydrogen peroxide

has been properly made. At the same time it cannot be
claimed that it can be kept for an indefinite period under all

conditions without undergoiug some loss of strength, and,'

of course, the fact of its being a liquid, is a disadvantage.
Commercial hydrogen peroxide is invariably acid, and,

doubtless, as some of your correspondents have pointed out,

this.is objectionable. Sodium perborate, on the other hand,
is quite free from acid, and is perfectly stable, and, being
in the form of a dry powder, it is much more convenient
to handle and to store than is hydrogen peroxide. Sodium

3/ c'y L finds Its way to all cor"iTS ol the earth. Tne snapshot was.

taken in the far away buso m Northern Nisetia, W. Alrlca-
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perborate contains over ten per cent, of active . oxygen, and
it is, therefore, about three times the strength of twenty
volume hydrogen peroxide. It may, indeed,' be regarded as

concentrated hydrogen peroxide in a solid form. Perborate,
hovifever, as usually met with in commerce, is not very
readily soluble in water, but we have overcome this diffi-

culty by modifying the composition of the perborate so

thrtt it will readily dissolve in the water which is added to

the acetylene generator. Should yoa, or any of your
readers, be desirous of obtaining any further information
in regard to this special perborate, we should be pleased
to furnish the desired particulars.

B. LAPORTE, LTD.

Military Motor Cyclists.

Sir,—I read the contributions to your valuable paper by
'Celeriter" on the subject of the N. A.CD. with rather
mixed feelings. It is only natural that I should do so, as

only a year or two baok I advocjited a formation of motor
I'yclists under exactly the same conditions, but at that time
I was soundly rated and taken to task for my presumption,
presumably for thinking of an original and commonsense plan
of home defence before our tape-bound officials.

I lay no special claims to occultism, but I could plainly see

that the time would come—as it is coming now—when our
Government would be glad of men under nearly any condi-

tions. SCOTT.

M.C.P.A. and Trade-assisted Eiders.

Sir,—I have read with interest in The Motor Cycle about
the formation of the " Motor Cyclists' Progressive Associa-
tion," and consider that there is plenty of work for it in

N-arious directions.

For instance, the association might devote its attention
to the trade-assisted amateur. That such a person exists
cannot be doubted by anybody who reads the reports of

the various competitions and trials tliis year, one "amateur"
having ridden no less than four machines since Christmas in

the five following events : London-Exeter, London-Glouces-
ter, Sutton Coldfield, Moutanglaust hill climb, and A'.C.U.
one day trial.

In view of the decision of the Manufacturers* Union not
to support the T.T. this year, I hope that the A.C.U. will

adopt drastic measures to prevent this unsportsmanlike prac-
tice. J. A. ROCKE.

Licences in Clean Counties.

Sir,—Please insert the enclosed copy of letter in your
'.urrespondence columns as a reminder to your readers.

[Copy.]
"

S.V.135.
"To the County Accountant, Bedford.

" Dear Sir,- -Enclosed you will find three declaration
forms duly filled in, together with a money order to the
'.idue of £3. Please issue to each of the persons named
1 herein a motor cycle licence for the year 1912, and forward
.ill three in the enclosed stamped addressed envelope bear-
ing my name.
" In view of the fact that unnecessary police interference

and unsportsmanlike traps are both on the increase in Lon-
don and Surrey, it behoves all motorists residing in these
lilack parts to show their appreciation of the "clean"
rounties—of which Bedfordshire is one—by forwarding their
motor and establishment licences to those who do not u.se

their roads a.s a means of filling their coffers from the
pockets of motorists."

Single-cylinder Class Limits.

Sir,— 1 note that the Bristol Motor Cycle Club are ad-
vertising an open climb for Saturday, April 20th,. and their
r^ingle cylinder touring c]a.ss is limited to 500 c.c, which
excludes several well-known machines.

I Bhould like to point out that during last year many
of the beet known clubs extended the limit 'of cubical
'apacity in their single ('vlindiT toining class to include
"lie machines of several well-known manufacturers who make
.•:. single cylinder engine exceeding 500 c.c. The ".lames"
i-i h.p.. engine, 86 x 96 mm., lias a cubical capacity of
•)o7 c.c.

It soems only rea.sonabli! that clubs, as amateur organisa-
tions, should draft their regulations in such a way that
'>wner.». of uny make <if machine may compete, ,-md \ hope
1" J

it is only necessary to call attention to this matter for it to

be remedied.
Correspondence in the motor cycle press has proved that

there are many experienced cyclists who find that the 500
c.c. engine has not a sufficient reserve of power for touring
and occasional sidecar work, and in fairness to those manu-
facturers who are striving to develop the most satisfactory

engine for all-round work, such engines should not be barred
from competitions. JAMES CYCLE CO., LTD.,

A. DotiGLAS Aktbr, Secretary.

A French View oJ the Motor Cycle.

Sir,—I read in the number of March 7th an article

entitled "A French View of the Motor Cycle"—a reproduc-
tion of the naive ideas appearing in an article in the last

issue of the T.C.F. journal. Allow me, in the name of the
majority of French motor cyclists to protest against this

article. Firstly, the author forgets that change-speed gears
and variable- pulleys first saw the light in England (Gradua,
Midget-Bicar, and Rudge). Secondly, that the light motor
bicycle as made in France generally has automatic valves,
is difficult to start, has pedal bicycle accessories, and is

calculated to deter all those who are inclined to try the
pastime. On the contrary, all really serious motor cyclists

are in favour of greater horse power and reasonable weight—
at least 154 lbs. with change-speed gear, etc. The success
of the Triumph aaid New Hudson machines,' which are
beginning to be seen in Paris, has resulted in no one who
has seen one of these English motor bicycles wanting a
French one. As to the French voiturettes, not one of

thtiin is worth a good sidecar, and, in the opinion of one of

the members of the firm X , are instruments suitable only
for lunatics. Would you be good enough to translate this
protest and let it appear in your' publication, for which I
shall be much obliged. O. DE CARFORT.

Paris.

Three and Four Wheeled Cyclecars.

Sir,—Mr. G. J. Allday's contribution to this subject is

valuable and of special interest to those of us who have
sought a practical solution to the problem of the cyclecar.
As makers of the motor tricycle with two rear wheels, we

heartily agree with his conclusions, for his arguments in

favour of the four-wheeler may equally be applied to our
type of machine, viz. :

(1) Accessibility and interchangeability of tyres.

(2) Rear wheels sharing the weight and driving strain,
Avith consequent prolongation of life to tyres.

(3) Proper road adhesion (with abnormal weight removed
from single driving wheel).

(4) Stability.

These advantages are conspicuous in the machine, of which
you published an illustr-ation, on March 7th, and wdiich.

THE SIDECAR AS A FAMILY MOTOR
An owner of a P. and M. sidecar outfll snapped at Tunbrldge Wells. It is amusing

lo observe the tranquil expression ol tbe eliild in the front ot tbe sidecar.
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Harold Townend & Co.,
POLICIES POLICIES

13 & 14, Abchurch Lane, King William St., London, B.C.

Some of the leading Insurance Companies of Great Britain have

arranged exclusively for Harold Townend & Co., the following

Comprehensive Motor Cycle Policies.
(1) THIRD PARTY RISKS—A complete indemnity against all claims made

for personal injuries or damage to property caused by motor cycle,

including all Law Costs incurred by or with consent of Insurance

Gampany.

(2) ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE to Motor Cycle and Sidecar, including

lamps and rubber tyres when the Motor Cycle is also damaged,
but excluding mechanical breakdowns.

(3) FIRE, explosion, self-ignition, lighting or acetylene gas, mciuding also

accessories and sidecar. '

(4) BURGLARY, housebreaking, larceny or theft, includmg also accessories

and sidecar if motor cycle also stolen.

(5) TRANSIT by road, rail, or inland waterway within Great Britain and
Ireland, Channel Islands and Isle of Man.

(6) BONUS—If no claim is made 10% is allowed off renewal premium.

ANNUAL PREMIUMS.

INDEMNITIES.

UNLIMITED IN YEAR
Up to £250 per accident.

Up to value insured.

Up to value insured.

Up to value insured.

Up to value insured.

Value of Motor Cycle (includmg accessories and sidecar if one used.)

Not exceeding £30 £50 £75
A Under 3^ h.p. £2 £2 2 6 £2 5

B 3i h.p. 2 2 6 2 7 6 2 12 6

C 5 h.p. 2 7 6 2 10 2 15

Special Notice.—THE ABOVE PREMIUMS INCLUDE USE OF SIDECAR, and are

applicable to Motor Cycles used for pleasure purposes, ridden solely by registered owner.

Please Note.— if owner bears first £2 10 of each claim the above premiums are reduced by 20 per cent.

£5 334

ENQUIRY. Date 191.

Please forward me a Proposal Form for Insuring the undermentioned Motor Cycle

;

Registered Letter
and Number.

Make of Motor Cycle.
If any attachment to Motor
Cycle, state in what form. H.—P.

Present Value, includmg
accessories a:.d attach-

ment (if any).

Name
Address

If immediate Protection is required, fill in tlie above particulars and forward with cheque for the premium to HAROLD
TOWNEND & CO., 13-14, Abchurch Lane, King William Street, London, E.C., when cover note will be issued pending
completion of proposal. Cover also given by wire in case of urgency.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." C3
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«

Mr. C. R. Collier says :

Shamrock=Gloria Belts are by far

the best."

So are
Shamrock = Excelsior Tyres !

26 X 2jin., per cover 27/-. 26 x 2l\n., per cover 37/6. 26 x 2{in., per cover 52/6 26x 2jin., per cover 70/-,

You ignore Economy, and do not fully

enjoy the pastime, unless you use the
proved best Belts and Tyres.

Send us your order to-day. All goods supplied from stock.

FULL LIST ON APPLICATION.

THE HANOVER RUBBER COMPANY,
17, Gosweli Road, Aldersgrate, London, E.C.

£8TABLI8HED 60 YEARS.

t4 In anawcriny Una advertiaemeiit %t is acAtruOle to mention "I'he Motor Cycle..
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fitted with a two-seater body, forms a convenient and comfort-
able runabout. On the other hand, we do not quite agree
witli Mr. AUday as to a fourth wheel being indispen.sable,

as a three-wheeler of the type above referred to has the
foJ lowing further points in its favour :

(a) . Absence of side slip.

(h) Capacity of machine to turn in its own spa-ce.

(c) Cheapness and simplicity, of working parts (no reverse

. nor complicated steering gear needed).

(d) Economy of upkeep (not exceeding that of the side-

car combination).
(e) Taxed as a motor cycle. A. W. WALL, LTD.

MORE STREAMLINE NOTIONS.
fwould be

on \Yii! ppom' ^rOou^Ms

Sir,—In your correspondence columns from time to time
appear letters on runabout design, in the majority of cases

setting fortli the supposed advantages of the four-wheeled
design over that of the three-wlieeler ; these critiques are

based on supposed technical reasons, or on experience with
the old type of tricar ; the writers usually aver they are .

unbiassed ; possibly I am biassed as the result of my ex-

perience with, the modern three-wheeler. I will give a few
practical reasons, not theoretical ones.

I own a three-wheeler with side-by-side seating. There
is, contrary to the view expressed generally, plenty of seat-

ing room for motoring, but certainly not sufficient for use
as a caravan. I don't wish to ape the big car ; the petrol

. consumption is 55 m.p.g. ; I can do 55 m.p.h. with two up,
climb anything; it has conquered 1 in 3^, is perfectly steady
iu grease, and, most wonderful of all, will not overturn with
one or two up as your correspondents seem to imagine.
Mr. Gilbert J. AUday, in a letter published ^Iarch 7th,

lays down the dictum " that we still have conditions which
determine the life of the rear tyre as being, at the best,

but a short one"; this is a sweeping statement. I don't
know if he has any practical experience, of this type. He
may be interested to hear that the rear tyre on my run-
about, after roughly 1,000 miles running over some of the
roughest and hardest roads fi the country, combined with
hard driving, is hardly in the decrepit condition that he
imagines; it is, in fact, hardly mai'ked, the rubbing on. the
tread has not worn half down at its worst part.

JMr. Allday claims 100 per cent, additional life for the

rear tyres of tlie four-wlieeler ; that, certainly, is no advant-
age, as the four-wheeler has 100 per cent, more rear tyres.

It has been my unfortunate experience on several occasions

to have comparatively new tyres ruined by cuts or bursts

;

surely there is but half the risk again, with half the number
of rear tyres.

Mr. AUday certainly much overdraws the squatting in

the mud for puncture repairing ; would he suggest repairing

the punctures on a four-wheeler while sitting in it'? Any-
thing that applies to the three-wheeler applies equally to

one with four ; there are such things as butted tubes.

In conclusion, may I point out that it was a three-wheeler,

the A.C., that suggested the idea of the modern runabout;
also, notwithstanding the vaunted superiority of the four-

wheeler, it has never appeared successfully in any competi-
tion promoted for it in this country. The A.C.'s and Mor-
gans have, I think, appeared in every big competition for

some time with remarkably successful results.

The reduced weight of the three-wheeler is notorious ; its

stability is perfect, much more so tlran the tandem sealers

I have tried. My runabout is a Morgan ; I have, unfortu-
natelv, no Interest in it. R.T.A.

Consumption Comparisons.

Sir,—You- certainly raise a subject of great interest iu

your article on consumption comparisons in your last issue.

The chief reason for the comparatively high petrol con-

sumption of the 3^ h.p. 500 c.c. single-cylinder motor cyd«
as against the four-cylinder 15 h.p. car is as follows :

The cycle has an engine which, roughly spealdng, develops

1 b.h.p.' per 100 lbs. weight and the car 1 b.h.p. per 200

lbs., the cycle having just twice the power of the car

weight for weight. The cycle is so geared that unless it

is cKmbing a steep hill it is only necessary partly to open
the throttle to run at 20 to 30 m.p.h., and the engine, is

working for the majority of the time under uneconomical

conditions. The car engine, on the contrary, would be
running on nearly full gas at consequently maximum
efficiency.

Ji||f ^^.^^r^\
>"

l*)£)iv l^irf^dn'uc

for

Ihe indeb^ndcnh
molorisMofMddle
his OVv/fl Cdno^

There is also another advantage for the car. Vv'itU its

four-cylinder engine and even torque a form of transmission

can be used which has high efficiency and no slip. The
best single-cylinder motor cycle Engine has an uneven
torque, and consequently a so-called flexible transmission

becomes a necessity, this usually taking the foi-m of a. V
belt which is inefficient, particularly when passed over a

small engine pulley.

In my opinion the 500 c.c. engine is too large, and as a

standard for solo work, an engine of 350 to 400 c.c. capacity

designed to give a steady torque and fitted with an enclosed

positive transmission, will in the future, do all that the

present 500 c.c. belt-driven machine is capable of under

road conditions.

As examples I quote the 2-^- h.p. shaft-driven ¥.N.,

which, I believe, can easily average 25 m.p.h. and has a

petrol consumption of about 150 m.p.g. and the Douglas

which has just achieved such a wonderfid result at Mon-
tanglaiist. The fonner machine has a shaft- drive and the

latter an intermediate positive gear allowing a large pulley

to be used for the belt. Both these machines, like the car,

have outside flywheels. A.M.LC.E., A.M.I.E.E.
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Sir,—Whilst agreeing that the subject is abstruse, I thinlc

that it is not really so mysterious as at first sight may
appear.
For instance, a lightweight of, say, 2| h.p. that would do

150 miles to the gallon, would be taken as an average. Now
compare my average mileage on my 6 h.p. Zenith during
1911—110 miles to the gallon ! This is absolute fact. This

machine is more than twice the power of the lightweight,

and yet it would go about three-quarters the distance that

the lightweight would go on the same amount of spirit.

Take the weight of the lightweight as 140 lbs. and the 6

h.p. at 240 lbs., and it wdl easily be seen that the ton

mileage is much greater in the case of the heavyweight.
Then take the case of motor cars, although I fear I may

be treading on -unfamiliar ground.
I believe that a car of about 10 or 12 h.p. would be doing

well if it did thirty miles to the gallon, and yet I have
read and heard of cases of 30 and 45 h.p. cars doing over

twenty miles to the gallon. All this points to the fact that

to gain a certain amount of extra power does not necessitate

a con'esponding amount of fuel.

It seems to suggest to me that a certain amount of power
is lost, and only over a certain point do we get full power
from the fuel supplied. Take, for instance, the case of my
6 h.p. Zenith. On one gallon of petrol it was possible for

me to go 110 miles ; now, if I were able in some way to trans-

form it into a 2-J lightweight, I could only go a matter of

imother 40 miles or so, and on this reasoning reduce it still

further to, say, 1 h.p., and you may expect to go 200 mil?s
to the gallon. "

What I am driving at is that it takes a much greater

amount of fuel to develop the initial power ; after a certain

amount of power is developed, then power is cheaply de-

veloped.

As a simile. A waggon standing stationary in the road
requires quite an effort to start, and yet when it is moving
it requires a comparatively small amount of power to keep
it going^even a railway carriage can be kept moving by one
or two men, but it would puzzle them to start it.

On the foregoing reasoning it will be gathered that my
idea of the whole thing is that the greater the power the
less it costs, whether it be motor cycle or motor car.

If you installed an electric plant for driving ten tram-
cars, and. then required to drive 500 cars, you would not have
to build a plant' fifty, times the size.

SYDNEY R. AXFORD.

R.A.C. Warning Signs.

Sir,—1 notice from your last issue that the R.A.C. has
found it necessary to erect a special sign post at the Mid-
land Railway Company's level crossing on Watling Street.
There is also a very dangerous Midland Railway crossing,

although not a level one, on the Bramhall Lane, between
Stockport and Bramhall. The condition of this road, for

about lOO yards, is such that, if a car goes over it at more
than ten miles an hour, it invariably breaks something. I

have seen a car lose its silencer going over tliis small
stretch, and many have gone home with broken springs. I

often go five miles round to avoid this piece, as it is not
even fit to push a good machirie over the footway.
There will come a day very shortly when someone will

break his front axle and run into the wall. After his death,
and the resultant claim for damages, perhaps the road will
be repaired.

Look at this road, and you will agree with
CYRIL M. DAVIES.

Necessity is the Mother of Invention.

Sir,—In reply to Mr. J. B. Dall's letter in the last issue
of The Miliar C'l/rlc, I still hold that it is impossible to
thaw a gcneratfir by holding it close to the silencer whc^n
the machine is running on the stand. My experience only
dates hack for tlie last nine years, and consists ot a li h.p.
Hat belt F.N., a 2 h.p. chain Huniber, a 2J h.|i. Chater-
F.N., a 5J h.p. liexette tricar, a 5 h.p. twin Chiiter
Sarolea, a 5 h.p. Bat, and now I use a 1909i standard
Triumph and a 10 12 h.p. Ilumbor ear.

Wit I] tlie exception of tlio li h.p. F.N. and the 2 h.p.
Iluiiiber, both of wliich I almost forget by now, any of the
above named madiines would not emit the exhaust
sufHciently warm fo thaw the generator, except perhaps

after a long run on a sweltering hot day in a summer
like we had last year, and then we do not get frost in

sufficient amount to freeze our generators.

I have this moment come in from a ten-mile ride on the
Triumph, and when I stopped at my house, I verified my
statement (that the exhaust when it leaves tlie silencer

was practically cold) by holding my hand close- to the
exhaust box when the machine was running on the stand,

and on another occasion I also verified it with the car.

Perhaps, Mr. Editor, Mr. Dall's machine wants a little

doctoring, as its temperature seems up. May I ask how is

its pulse? No doubt an aperient mixture to clear out the

carbon and soot from the cylinder and silencer would bring

its temperature to what I fuid is normal with my machines.

Thanking you, sir, for the spa-ce you have allowed for

my letters in my best weekly paper,

(Dr.) SELBY CLARE.

Two-stroke Engines and the A.C.U.

Sir,—In your last issue, I notice that " Fair Play" has

opened up a subject of great interest to all riders of two-
stroke machines. . As he points out not one hill-climb was
won by a Scott rider in 1911, I think this will be
sufficient

_
proof to the A.C.U. that the special handicap on

the Scott is unfair and does not give. the rider a chance.

All we want is a sporting chance, and when we get that I

am sure that the Scott riders will be there. Surely the

A.C.U. cannot expect a- 3^ h.p. Scott to travel up an incline

at a speed about equal to a 5 h.p. Indian ; when the average
length of a hill is only half a mile the water-cooled machine
has not time to show its advantage over an air-cooled engine.

SIR WALTER.

Lancashire Clubs and Competitions.

Sir,—Would it not (considering the number of clubs in

this county) be a feasible idea to include one or two open
classes in the various club events? In my opinion, it would
create a good feeling among the clubs, and, being so near
together, plenty of assistance would be forthcoming ; also

the holding of such events would be a good opportunity
for getting riders together. A number of inter-club events
would probably be held greatly to the enjoyment of mem-
bers. If two delegates from each club would arrange to

meet, I feel sure it would eventually lead to something.

If club secretaries would write me (c/o the editor) their

views on the matter a meeting could probably be arranged.

R. H. WINTERBOTTOM, trials sec. Burnley A.C.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Mr. G. B. Barham, A.M.I.E.E., wishes to thank tlia

driver of the car and the cyclist who so kindly assisted
him on the 10th inst.

The Low engine. A feature ot tliis engine is ttiat its remarkable power enables
itto give a high road speed for a moderate number of engine revolutions. See
page 293.)
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THE CIRCUIT DE PARIS.
BY THE A.C.U. DELEGATE.

MY arrival at the Gare du Nord was welcomed
with true Gallic hospitality by M. M. Eugen ;

Debailly (President), M. Gaston Buissard

(Vice-president of the Auto Cycle Club of France),

and M. R. Lecomte (a member of the committee).

The Regulations.

The regulations for the event, which takes place

on April 7th and 8th, were discussed at length

the same evening at the Cafe Madrid by

Messrs. Debailly, Buissard, Lecomte, Cheilus, Daiur,

Compain, C. PlasoUes (secretary), and myself. The
trial is for motor cycles divided into five cla.s.ses,

arranged according to cylinder capacity, while there

is a minimum weight limit, which does not concern

English riders, as their machines easily exceed it.

Class I., up to 225 c.c. ; Class II., single cylinders

up to 350 c.c. ; Class III., multi-cylinders up to 350
e.c. ; Class IV., single cylinders up to 500 c.c. ; Class

v., "multi-cylinders up to 650 c.c; Class VI., any

size engine. Passenger machines : Class I., single

cylinders up to 750 c.c. and multi-cylinders up to

1,000 c.c. ; Class II., any size engine. Voiturettes :

Class I., the same cylinder limits as the above; Class

II., for machines with belt
,
transmission and same

cylinder limits as above. The weight of passenger

and driver must not be
less than 150 kgs. (330
lbs.) Any deficiency must
be made up by weights.

Cylinders, forks, and
frames must be sealed

;

hubs and crank cases must
be stamped. The stamp-
ing is microscopic, and
does not deface the

machine in any way. Tyres
must be of standard size.

Those fitted to ordinary

standard English machines
will suffice. Regulation
brakes and efficient mud-
guards must be fitted, and
pedals or some descrip-

tion of mechanical start-

ing device. Exhaust pipes

and silencers must be
fitted so as not to raise

dust. Cylinders may not be drilled so as to allow a

free exit for the exhaust gases. It will be seen that

these rules are not severe, and consequently any
standard touring British motor cycle or sidecar com-
bination is eligible.

Now as to the running rules. These are equally

easy. The machines are stored in enclosures in charge
of an official. Once inside these enclosures nothing
of any kind whatsoever may be done to the machine.
All replenishments, repairs, or adjustments must hi

made outside the enclosure during running time. The
set speed is nineteen miles an hour, but the going is

absolutely free and easy. All that one may not do
is to leave the route or arrive too early or too late at

the controls. If a rider is too earlv he must wait

till his time is up before signing the checking sheet.

If he is too late, he loses one mark for each minute
behind time. The English rider, therefore, need iv/it

be afraid of being boiind down by vexatious rules.

The HilNclimb.

There will be a hill-climb at Montanglaust on the

old road leading out of Coulommiers. It will, in fact,

be a speed trial three kms. in length, of which two
kms. are uphill. Performances in this test will nit

count in the general classification, but will serve to

separate competitors in case of a dead heat. Only
the difference in time between thC' first and second
men will be published. Entry fees are—non-membe /s

60 francs, amateur members free, trade membcis
50 francs. Cost of membership to the A.C.C.F.—35,
Rue Crussol, Paris—is 20 francs. There will also 1 e

an amateur class," cost of entry 10 francs. Amateur
entrants will not have the names of their machines
published in the oflicial results. Entries close Ma'ilr

31st. Competitors who have lost no marks will be

classified according to the results of the Montanglaust
PV -f V3

speed trial on the formula j=;
. P = weight in

kgs. of machine and rider, V = speed in metips per

sec, C = cylinder capacity.

The route shown on the

accompanying map is a

charming one, not tov)

severe, nor too long, but

of sufficient difficulty aiid

duration to make it both
sporting and interesting.

It has been suggested

that competitors should

go the whole way by road,

and I earnestly hope that

the A.C.U. will adopt this

suggestion, and send an

official to organise, the

whole trip who could act

as interpreter and guide

the party as far as the

outskirts, of Paris. If this

idea be adopted, I should

suggest that the crossing

be made on Good Friday
from Newhaven to Dieppe,

which entails the shortest road journey, that a stop

for the night be made at Gournay-en-Bray of some
.such convenient place, and an early start be made the

next morning for Pontoise, where the officials of the

A.C.C.F. would take the English team by the best

road to the Porte Maillot, where the sealing of tlie

machines takes place. Thereafter the A.C.C.F. would
be our pilots, and conduct us to the Porte Doree,

whence the start is made at 7 a.m. the next day.

The A.C.C.F. will offer a gold medal for the best

team performance, one English and the other French,

thereby encouraging friendly rivalry between the two

countries. Intending entrants should communicate
immediatelv with the secretary of the A.C-U., 89,

Pall Mall/S.W.
eg
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Mar. 21at ... ... 7.12 p.m.

„ 23rd 7.15 „
„ 25th 7.19 „
„ 27th ... ... 7.22 „

(^^Qy-f^T

still Climbing!

The ne<£t hill-climbing feat by Frank
Smith and his Clyno will be an attempt
on Tontop, a difficult ascent with eight

acute bends ten miles west of Kendal.

OxJord University M.C.C. Hill-climb.

The officials ask us to state that in the
all comers' class at the Horsepath hill-

climb, Mr. C. P. Symonds (Triumph),
though seventh on time, secured scuond on
formula with the figure of merit of 380.

Magnetos.

A number of letters .have reached us
from readers who have had their 1912
model machines delivered to them with
last year's design Bosch magnetos. The
explanation is tliat the new type water-
proof magneto was not to be ready for

delivery to manufacturers in large cjuanti-

ties until the spring.

M.C.C. Inter-team Competition.

The committee of tlie Motor Cycling
Club have commissioned Mr. F. J. Jen-
kins, 35, Loveday Road, Ealing, W.,
to take charge of the inter-team compe-
tition for Tht Motor Gydt Challenge
Cup. The date of this event is June
15th, and honorary secretaries of motor
cycle clubs will shortly receive particu-
lars of the contest and an entry form

;

in the meantime they would do well to
bring the question of competing before
their respective committees.

The Circuit de Paris. Latest Arrangements.

A sub-committee, consisting of Mes.^rs.

A. J. Moorhouse, W. Cooper, F. A.
Hardy, Hal Hill, W. G. MacMinnies,
and E. M. P. Buileau (the A.C.U. dele-
gate), recently met and discussed the
arrangements regarding the sending of a
party of English riders to compete in the
:ibove event. Mr. Boileau reported the
result of his visit to Paris, and laid

before the committee a translation ot

the rules and a map of the cour.se. It

was decided that the party should leave
Charing 'Cro.ss, at 11 a.m. on Friday,
April 5th. Those who desired to travel
by road should catch the boat leaving
Uover at 1 p.m. It was estimated that
the cost, including travelling expenses,
living expenses, and the cost of tran.=it

for the motor bicycle would bo about £7
lOs. for the three days. The head-
cpiartors in Paris would be, it was sug-
gested, the Hotel St. Petersburg. I'he
.secretary of the A.C.U. is now in pos-
.Meaaion of full particulars, and those de-
tiiring to take part in this, the fii'st in-

ternational icliability tiial. slioulil send
in their names, without delay, to 89,
I'all M.all, S.W. Jt is proposed the
party should return to Englarjd by the
train leaving the Oare du Nord at 9.20
p.m on the Monday.

iVvacn cCaffodCiCs 6cam. '60

i/ic c(oxcy over ike- cCa-Co,:

Vi%y, ificn comes tn tfic

jwcet o'-tnevear;

] Tor i/ic rccC Stoodreigns

in i£e- winterjpaCe- ,

Trial in South o£ France.

The Marseilles Motor Club is organis-

ing a reliability trial—-Marseilles to Nice
and bacli—on Easter Sunday. Total
distance, 196 kilometres. The competi
tors will b/ divided into four cla-sses".

C!las3 1.—Engines under 300' c.c.

Class 2.—Under 400 c.c.

Class 3.—Under 500 c.c.

Class 4.—Over 500 c.c

The results will bo 'oased on the dif-

ference in average speed between each
control anci over the total distance. Two
cups and numerous prizes will be

awarded. The entrance fee is 15 fi'ancs.

and entries should be sent to the Motor
VyrW Club of Marseilles, 14, Cours
Helzuiice Marseilles.

SPRING NUMBER
Touring Equipment
Testi g Brake H orse-power.
Essex M.C. Hill-cHmb.
Climbin? Honister Pass.

Buying Second-hand Machines.

M.C.C. Land's End and Back Bun.

Competitors in the above lun who hava
not arranged for accommodation should

do so at once either at the Central or

others hotels in Penzance. We under-

stand the official quarters, the Union
Hotel, have all their accommodation
booked, and the town is likely to be
very full at Easter.

The Mbtor Cycle in Ceylon.

The pastime in Ceylon is advancing
by leaps and bounds, so we underetand
from a correspondent, who says that for

hairpin and S curves the Ceylon roads

would be very hard to beat. Many of

the up-country roads . are a succession of

bends and curves every few yards.

Riding under such conditions must b?
exciting, to say the least.

American Motor Cycles in Canada.

It is feared t,hal the price cutting in

connection with the sale of American motor
cycles in Canada will have some influence

on the sale of British made machines.

Canada being so close to the American
border, buyers are apt to be influenced

by American ideas. Up to the present

British-made machines have experienced

a good run in Canada wherever it is

possible to follow the pastime.

Australian Long Distance Record.

When the news was received last week
regarding the Australian long distance

road record of 6. Patterson, jun., the
makers of the New Hudson machine
were under the impression that he used

a 3^ h.p. model. A further cable has
since come to hand to the effect that he
was riding a 2| h.p. with three-speed
Armstrong gear, which makes the pei"-

forniance more meritorious.

Motor Cycle Paced Races at Easter.

Following the paragraph in The Motor
Ci/cle. of February 22nd, the secretary of

tlie S.C.C.U. Meet at Heme Hill

on Good Friday was besieged with apjSli-

cations from riders anxious to compete
in the four-cornered motor cycle paced
match, the ultimate selection being as

follows : C. H. Bartlott, Olympic cham-
])ion : H. H. Lee, winner "N.C.U. 100

and S.C.C.U. six hours; S. F. Bailey,

Surrey Cup winner ; and Mitchell, the

holder of all motor cycle paced records

from two to twenty miles.

On Easter .Monday, at Canning Town,
the Eastern Counties Cycling Associa-

tion is including a, series of motor
cycle paced matches in their programme,
«nd it is, very probable that C. H.
Bartlett and s! F. Bailey will ride re-

venge matclies.
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Northern League Disbanded.

Official notification has been received

by the A.C.U. that the Northern League
has been disbanded. It appears as if

the Yorkshire clubs are now friendly

towards the Union.

English-Datch Trial. -

The following entrants for the above
trial have sent their entrance fees, which
we have pleasure in acknowledging. Their
names are : W. Cooper, G-. B. JNIcKeclinie,

F. C. Wasley, and H. C. Few.

Removal of Central Tramway Standards.

The West Bromwich Town Council, as

a direct result of the representations of

the II.I.A., has resolved to remove the
existing tramway standards from the

centre of the High Street, and re-erect

them at the side.

Dangers of Honister.

C. R. Collier is reported to have said

to his passenger that his climb of Honis-
ter was "the maddest thing I have ever

- attempted," that " the grade is no
road, and that if many more attempts
were made '

' there is sure to be a nasty
.^accident."

&.A. and M.U. Scont Prevents Suicide.

An A.A. and M.U. patrol, stationed on
the Warwick-Kenilworth Road, recently

discovered a man lying in a state of col-

lapse. Finding that it was apparently a

case of attempted suicide by taking
laudanum, the patrol obtained an emetic
of salt and water, and administered it to

the . man, and afterwards took him to a
doctor. The man was charged at the
Warwick Police Court on the 7th inst.

with attempt-ed suicide, and was com-
mitted to the sessions.

Et.I.A. Activities.

The Yorkshire (West Riding) Centre
of the R.I. A. is devoting special atten-

tion to the Ripon and Harrogate Road.
Harrogate being one of the largest tour-

ing centres in the West Riding, the

road is consequently among the most
important in the county. Efforts are to

be concentrated to obtain an improvement
in the large number of narrow bends and
divngerous places that at present exist.

A special inspection of the whole route

was made by the Centre Committee
on the 15th inst. A fully detailed

scheme will now be formulated and
representations made to the proper
authorities upon the matter.

The T.T. Race Fund.

It has again been decided to start the
Tourist TropJiy Race Fund. All motor
cyclists are cordially invited to subscribe

towards this fund, which already amounts
to about £18 17s. 5d. Below is a list of

donations to the" fund, and other amounts
will be acknowledged in these columns as

they are received :

£ s. d.

H. P. E. Harding 7

(J. H. Kitchen 5

1. W. F. Tranmer 10
W. W. Hall 2 6

L. Newton Vigard 5
Hugh Gibson 5
The Motor Cycle 5 5

Further donations should be sent to

the secretary of the A.C.U., 89, Pall

Mall, S.W.

BtyiTO^E IWIEKTS

Mar. 23.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

„ 23.

—

Herts. County A.C. Open
Quarterly Trial.

„ 30.—Derby and District M. C. C
Open Hill-climb.

April 5-8.—N.W. London M.C.C. & Herts.

County A.C. Joint Trial and
Open Hill-climb (York;.) and
Ladies' Competition.

„ 8.—Westmorland M.C.C. Open
Hill-climb at Brigsteer Brow,

„ 13.—Oxford M. C. C. Hill-climb.

„ 13.—Liverpool A.C.C. Open Re-
liability Trial.

„ 20.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

Bristol Open Hill-climb.

The Bristol B. and M.C. will hold
its second annual open hill-climb on
April 27th. There are nine events

arranged, and a class is specially set

apart for amateurs.

B.SI.C.B.C. Race Meetings.

Twenty-nine new members were elected

at the last committee meeting of the above
body. Particulars and entries for the

race meeting on Saturday next are given
on page 319. The next meeting after this

will be on April 20th. Tlie races on this

occasion will be a three-lap race for

macliines up to 500 c.c, a five-lap cyclecar

handicap, and a one hour race for all

comers, restricted to solo machines.

Next Saturday's Races at Brooklands.

We hear that one or two new engines

of great power and embodying novel ideas

will probably make their initial bow at

Brooklands next Saturday. The cyclecar

race will also be full of interest, as it is

the first track event in which this class of

vehicle will compete. We hope it will be
a success.

Auto Carriers Ltd. wish to deny a

rumour that has circulated that they
were building a special engine for the
cvclecar race.

A.C.U. One Day Trial.

It is proposed to hold thc' annulled
A.C.U. one day trial on April 24th, pre-
ferably on a course in the Midlands.

Lost at Sea.

A consignment of Singer motor cycles

en rov/e for Bombay was on board the
Oceana when she foundered last Saturday.

Herts County A.C. Open Trial.

An open reliability trial will be held
on Saturday next. A good entry has been
received, and the course, with slight altera-

tions, will be the same as that used by
the club on the occasion of its last

reliability trials. The start will take
place at 10 a.m. from the Salisbury Arms
Hotel, Barnet, the length of the course
being 100 miles.

Night Trial Results.

The results of the night trial held by
the Purley and District M.C.C. on the
9th inst. are : 1, D. S. Ainger (1908
Triumph), Ralph Cole's Challenge Cup
and silver medal; 2, R. Charlesworth (3^
Zenith sc), medal; 3, E. J. Webster (8

Matchless sc). E. M. Oliver (2| Hum-
ber) and W. G. Fowler (Rudge) were
disqualified on technical grounds ; the
former made best score, and the latter
would have taken third prize.

Abolition of Toll Bars.

We are informed, on ab.?oliitely reliable

authority, that negotiations are being
carried on between the Middlesbrough
Corporation and the owners of the toll

bars, which still exist in the Middles-
brough district, for the abolition of these
relics of the past, and that in a very
short time all five toll bars will cease to
interfere with trafiic on the roads.
Middlesbrough is in an unenviable
position, for on all the roads out of one
side of the town there are toll bars—five

in number—whilst on the road to South
Bank, a distance of under three miles
and one of the worst roads in the country,
there ?re no less than three.

General view ot the assembly at tllB f3ot of Aston Hill for the Essex M.C. Hill-climb last Saturaay.

CI5
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ANOTHER CLine UP HONISTER PASS.
ON Saturday last, C. R. Collier arranged

to make an attempt on Honister
,
Pass with a

standard 8 h.p. Matchless and sidecar. Accord-

ingly the Cumberland County M.C.C. made airan>;c-

ments similar to those made for
^

Frank Smith when he per-

formed the wonderful feat of

climbing the pass with his Glyno

and sidecar with passenger on the

9th inst. The club are always glad

to welcome to the hills and dales

their comrades from the South. and

Midlands. Having assembled at

(Quirk's Garage at 2.30 p.m. ami

met C. R. Collier on his 8 h.p.

Matchless and sidecar, the party

then rode out to Honister, where

the most remarkable epoch in the

history of that remote region was

completed.

opinion was expressed that the machine would stick

fast Avhen it got its wheels into the loose shale. How-,
ever, for the moment this w^as forgotten as a speck
appeared a\\a\ down the valley, which gradually got

The Descent.

At the top of the pass we met

many more members of the Cum-
berland and Westmorland Clubs

who were anxiously waiting in the

mountain rain for our arrival. C. R.

('oilier descended the pass with F.

S. Whitworth as passenger, and

J followed on my machine to start

them from Gatesgarth, the bottom

of the pass. We skidded and rolled

from side to side until eventually we reached the start-

ing point. The members waiting on Hill Step in the

meantime examined the state of the road, and

considered it to be in normal condition, and the

C. R. Collier leaving Keswick for Honister Pass, which he successfully climbed with a passenger from
the steepest (Buttermere) side from Gatesgarth.

nearer and resohed itself into the Matchless, C. R.

Collier, and his 1 1 stone passenger. Quickly they

drew nearer until it was obser\-ed that their speed was
abnormal for such a road. Thev travelled up the

C. R. Collier

(8 h.p. twin
Matphless side-

car) ascending

Honister Pass by

the old road from

Borrowdale with

three up. The

two passengers

are members of

the Cumberland

County M.C.C.

lO
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Another Climb up Honister Pass.

—

pass at a speed verging on 20' m.p.h., swerving from
side to side with the front wheel often at an acute

angle from the line of direction. At the bridge about

300 yards below Hill Step the: bottom gear was
engaged, and the pace slackened to about 14 m.p.h.

Could the road possibly be held at this pace? Avas the

question on everyone's lips. Nearer came the_machine,

swerving and rolling, with the passenger performing

wonderful balancing effects until the loose shale was
encountered. Through this it ploughed from first the

inside of the road to the outside, where yawns an
unguarded drop of 100 feet 'over a precipice- to the

stream below. : ; . .

" Showers of Stones.

Upwards still- it rushed, an'd 'after- a moment of

tense excitement Hill Step was', reached. --Rouiid flew

the driving wheel in the deep shale,' and showers of

stones scattered upwards and outwards "in "all direc-

tions, the speed alone carrying the rnachine. and its.

load over the awful loose surface. . Once - over the

Step the machine leaped fonvard, and the spectators

}elled themselves hoarse. From there to the fop of '

the pass the pace was accelerated and all went well,

and a marvellous climb was aG.C(i>mpIished. Collier

then returned to Hill Step to e.xamine the scene of

his exploit. . .
.

I understand that the machine used was a standard
one, which had recently been sold to a private

individual. The gears, verified by the Cumberland
Club, were 5 to i and <)]/% to i. The conditions

throughout were most unfavourable, as it rained in

real Lakeland fashion. Yet Collier, surely the imper-

sonation of coolness' and sangfroid, rushed up the pass

at a pace siihply frightful and nerve, shattering to on-

lookers. — '

The old road on the Borrowdale side- was then
visited,

J
and, - starting from Seatoller, Collier in-

vited -two JDassengers to accompany him. These two
were' " G.- - N-.' - Gilb'ahks and J. Wallace-Moffet - (Car-

lisle).-; Moffet: took the carrier seat, and got a

bumping such'as he hopes he will never receive again.

However,- away the . machine sped with its load and
successfully reached the summit, and this perfonnance,

we think", must vie in interest and difficulty with that

recorded on the Buttermere side.—W. B. Little,

Captain Cumberland County ]\LC.C.

THE MOTOR CYCLISTS' PROGRESSIVE ASSOCIATION.

AS mentioned in our issue of last week, the

M.C.P.A. carried the day at the AX. U." private

members' meeting. That body, however, is not

going to stop short at this point. It has other and

more important work to do, and it means to do it.

Very soon, if we mistake not, the M.C.P.A. will prove

its worth and the effect of its efforts will very shortly

lie evident.

The fiasco of the one-day trial shows that there is

much need of reform in the A.C.U., and here is a

chance for the new committee. Why should it not

appoint a permanent committee of management con-

sisting of the principal officers of the Union,

to whom the staff is directly - responsible ? These
would form a small body of picked men pf_ the "A.C.U.

who would meet together, at frequent intervals and -

watch the interests of- the Union week by week...

The Competitions Committee has .done good work
in the past, but in our opinion it has not gone far

enough. It has worked out the:. outline of: various

trials and competitions, but has left the actual carrying

out of these too much to die staff. ' Now oh futm'e

occasions, we' suggest, those -of the Competitions Com-
mittee who can officiate during these trials, or who can
keep. in touch with them from their inception to their

completion, should be absolutely responsible for their

being successfully run.

The M.C.P.A. has been formed at a time when its

services are badly needed. Its method of action

is to be heartily approved, since, unlike other people
who are not strong enough to effect reforms from
within, who have separated from their parent body
and have either founded a rival organisation or have
ploughed the lonely furrow, the members of the

M.C.P.A. have set to w'ork to put their own house in

order, and, unless we be mistaken, its chambers^ will

be swept and garnished and its whole organisation

reformed before many weeks be past. .
- -

That urgent and complete reform is needed is only

too well apparent, but, unless we misjudge them, the

new- committee will stand no nonsense and will let

nothing hinder the progress of reform. Moreover,
the newly-elected body- has good -leaders, and good
leaders *are essential to a conquemig aim\

Start of the Hull

and E.B.A.C.C.

100 llfles Non-

stop Reliability

Trial held last

Saturday. (See

page 320.)

-i?
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M.C.C. LAND'S END AND BACK RUN.
The following additional entries have been received for

the M.C.C. Land's End and back run, which will take place

on April 6th-8th

:

F. S. Procter (7 Indian sc.)

P. W. Moffat (2-1 Douglas)
H. E. Whitmore (3i Rudge)
A. M. C, Scott (3L Triumph)
S. F. Garrett (3i Premier)
U. Boswell (3i Ariel)

E. A. Babington (6 Bat)
H. C. Mills m Premier)
H. Gibson (3^ Bradbury sc.)

Entries at single fees close to-morrow, the 22nd, to Mr
Edwin GWynne, White Lodge, Crediton Road, West Hanip
stead.

C. Q. Roberts (3^ Rover)
J. Robertson Brown (

)

F. W. Ehlvers {3^ Triumph)
R. C. Davis ( -)

H. G. Slingo (5-6 Clyno sc.)

N. 0. Soresby (3i Rudge)
G. L. Fletcher (2J Douglas)
P. Tippett (3i Humber).

A SIMPLE VARIABLE GEAR.

MR. J. S. TRITTON, of the National Physical Laboratory,
Teddington, has invented a simple form of variable
gear, which he has, we understand, provisionally

protected. It is fitted to a belt driven 1910 5-6 h.p.

Clyno sidecar machine. Not that Mr. Tritton is a believer in

belt drive on passenger carrying motor cycles, but he has
wisely fitted it to his own mount so as to give it as severe

a test as possible. The gear is known as the "Differo," as

it depends on the differential action between two belts for its

working. The gear itself is extremely simple. A bracket
is carried under the motor cycle bottom bracket which
supports a spindle on which the expanding pulley is pivoted.

On the pulley shaft midway between the two outer flanges

is a flange capable of sliding laterally thereon along a feather.

If the pulley be pushed forward b}' means of the gear lever

the one belt ^inks down and the other rises and the s;ear

DUBLIN & DISTRICT HILL-CLIMB.
This competition took place on the 18th inst. (Bank Holi- ;

day) on a hill leading off the Blessington Road, which owing.
to its bad surface proved rather severe for the low and

.

medium powered machines. Results :

Class A.—Under 340 c.c.

J. P. Guinn (2J Douglas)' failed.

Class B.—Under 520 c.c.

J. S. Trilton's Oiltero gear, showing expanding pulley on counter-shaft and
operating lever,

ratio is lowered, if it be pulled back a higher gear is obtained.

'J"ho Bpindle on which the gear is pivoted has a helicoidal

groove cut in it in wliich a pin running through its bearing
engages. 'J'liis allows the whole gear to have a slight lateral

movement, just sufficient, in fact, to ensure perfect alignment
of lliij bclt.s, as the gear is pushed forward or backward by
means of ilic control lever. In actual practice the gear

works admirably. 'J'he control lever works easily, and only

one short movement is required to come down from the

highest to the lowest gear, consequently no time is lost it a

KiiddiMi change down be required. Any belt stretch is tidten

up by the two bells equally, and as tne belts are always in

line lliii wcai' on (hem is decreased.

c:8

Rider, and machine. Time.
T. E. Green (3i Rudge) ... Im. 29^8.

J. Healy (3i Rudge) ... Im. 31-^s.

J. I. Harvey (3^ Rudge) ... Im. 37-Ls.

R. H. Taaff^e (3i Triumph)... Im. 42fs.

Class C.—Exceeding 520 c.c.

B. B. Harvey (8 Bat) ... Im. 17is.

C. B. Franklin (5 Indian)... Im. 23*5.

T. J. Dumphy (7 Indian)... Im. 54|s.

Formula.
126.81
114.58

. 146.21

, 149.18

, 204.6

. 139.4

. 307.9

IRISH MOTOR CYCLE UNION.
The Ulster and Dublin centres of the Motor Cycle Union

'

of Ireland met, in conference, at Dundalk, on Saturday
;

evening, to discuss matters relatirig to the Union. Mr. R. G.
Lindsay, the president of the Ulster centre, presided, and

.

Mr. R. McCann acted as secretary of the conference. It
.

was decided to revive the annual inter-city contest between '

Dublin and Belfast, but. on lines somewhat different from
previous events. It is to take the form of a reliability trial

between the two cities. The date of the event was fixed

for Saturday, June 1st, to start from Belfast.

SIX DAYS' SIDECAR RIDE.
A. Butler, whose photograph recently appeared in these

pages with sidecar carrying papers for the Sportsman to

Gloucester, has recently accomplished a six days' ride oa a

35 h.p. A.S.L. -Precision motor cycle and' Comfy sidecar,

thereby creating a record, beating the previous distance
ridden by Oliphant on a Premier by 113 miles. Before
starting, Mr. Butler's machine was sealed by The Motor Cycle,

and he established his distances by sending us his checking
book, in which the accomplishment of each section is witnessed
and the time booked by various people, such as .newspaper
publishers, motor agents, policemen, etc. He also sent post-

cards day by day to our offices, arid of these thirty-nine were
received from different places on the road. Mr. Butler claims
to have made his ride of 1,459 under the legal limit, flis

machine was a 3^ h.p. A.S.L. fitted with Precision engine,
U.H. magneto, Amac carburetter, Rom tyres, Stanley belt,

L.M. plugs and F.R.S. lamp.

HILL-CLIMB IN S. AUSTRALIA.

THE annual hill-climbing contests of the Motor Cycle
Club of South Australia were held on Greenhill Road
on February 10th. There was great enthusiasm
amongst the members, and the hill, which is 4 miles

148 yards long, was lined with spectators. G. Patterson,

jun., who is touring the world partly for pleasure and partly

.to demonstrate New Hudson motor cycles, gained first place

on formula in the open event. There were three contests,

the first open to all members, second open to amateurs only,

and third passenger class. The first two events were decided
on formula and the passenger class on fastest time, the

combined weight of driver and passenger to be not less

than 20 stones. The grade of the hill varies from, 1 in 8

to 1 in 25, average 1 in 14. The results were as follow :

Open Contkst.
Weight. Time. Points on

1. 0, Patterson, jun. (2| New Hudson)
2. N. K. Torode (3i Triumph)
3. A. Carnell (3^ w.c. Lewis)

*Il. li. Ragless (3i Triumph)
• Fastest time.

Amatkue Event.
1. H. W. CrnwU- (3i 'J'riumph)

2. C. R. Churchward (3i w.c. Lewis) ...

3. R. Barr Smith, jun. (7 Indian) ...

Passenger Class.
1. A. IS. Young (3i w.c. Lewis sidecar) ...

2. W. Sampson (7 Peugeot forccar)

lbs.

324
363
566
520

m. s. formula
8 46 401
7 28 362
7 56 324
7 26| 321

318
386
365

8 25=

9 19
8 44

252
247
232

... 15m.

... 17m.
16s.

15s.
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THE ESSEX M.C. OPEN HILL-CLIAB.

F. W. Barnes (8 h.p. Zenith anl sidecar) passing the timekeeper at the foot of the hill.

ESSEX boasts no hills worthy of the name, so the Essex
Motor Club had perforce to search other counties for a

suitable gradient on which the powers tliat be would
allow a liill-climbing competition. Our dear old friend

Aston Hill, near Tring, was found, and so well was the secret

of the venue of the competition kept that not a single competi-
tor made the ascent, before the event was run off. It had
rained very heavily in the night, and those who journeyed to

Tring by road found pat<;hes of grease at frequent intervals,

and soft, rutty places, which rendered the going far from
pleasant.

Thanks to the courtesy of Cass's Motor Mart, Warren
Street, Tottenham Court Road, we were enabled to reach the

scene of the competition on a 4 h.p. tliree-speed Quadrant,
which took every hill with a vigour that was altogeLher enjoy-

able, and ran as smootlily as the most blase connoisseur could

wish. The car class was down first on the programme, but,

owing to the fact that the heavier vehicles might cut up the
ioad, the motor cycle passenger class and the remaining motor
cycle classes were run off first. The surface of the hill was in

good condition, save for the ruts which are always to be found
thereon. The passenger class for macliines not exceeding
1,000 c.c. was thrown open to cyclecars, but none of these

vehicles were entered.

Passenger Class.
Barnes made the most sensational performance in this

section of the event, while Applebee, on the Scott, and W.
Pratt did extremely well. The results in this class were
decided on A.C.U. formula<

Fig of

Time. merit.

.. Im. lis. ... 78.6

.. Im. 39^3. ... 96.5

.) Im. 273s. ... 126
.. 2m. 13|s. ... 127

.. Ini. 20is. ... 130

Rider and machine.
F. W. Barnes i6 Zenith and sc.)

W. Pratt (3^ P. and M. and sc.)

D. S. Kapadia (8 Rex-Jap and sc]

F. A. Applebee (3J Scott and sc.)

B. A. Hill (7 Indian and sc.)

Hill had the bad luck to lose valuable time at the summit
through a slipping clutch.

Class A.—For machines not exceeding 275 c.c.

The honours for this class fell to the S.I.A.M.T., the new
Italian lightweight which made its debut at the last Show,
since it gained first and third places. Holloway (Premier), of

wliom more will be heard later, also put up a good per-

formance. Results :

1. C. R. Marshall (2i S.I.A.M.T.) ... Im. 3s.

2. R. Holloway (2^ Premier) Im. 9s.

3. F. 0. Scales (2^ S.I.A.M.T.) Im. Mfs.
4. N. D. Slatter (2 Alcyon) Im. IS^s.

5. Lieut R. H. K. Hope, R.N. (2i Levis) Im. 36|s.

6. F. W. Applebee (2 Centaur) ... ... Im. 38|s.

CL.iSS B.—For machines not exceeding 350 c.c.

Zeniths, it will be seen, distinguished themselves in thid

class, as Weatherilt carried off tlie gold medal. Mundy, who
took second place, rode an absolutely standard machine with
lamp, pedals, and upturned handle-bars. Results :

liiss Hammett the only lady 'competitor, takins the first corner on her

.2J h.p. Douglas,

1. P. Weatherilt (2| Zenith) Im. 4s.

2. R. Ci. Mundy (2^ Singer) Im. 6s.

*W. Bashair(2| Humber) Im. 6is.

3. W. A. Jacobs (2-i Singer) Im. 7|s.

4. J. P. Legrand (2i Singer) Im. Q^s.

5. H. C. Newman (2^ Ivy-Precision) ... Im. llfs.

A. Bashall (2| Humber) Im. 13|s.

6. F. E. Pither (2-i Humber) Im. 14=s.

7. F. W Applebee (2| Ceiitaur) ... Im. 15|s.

8. G. L. Fletcher (2-| Douglas) Im. 16|s.

9. N. D. Slatter (2 Alcyon) Im. 17|s.

10. C- Pearson (2| Douglas) Im. 24|s.

11. F. C. Dear (2| Douglas) Im. 25ts.

12. J. S. Holroyd (2^ Motosacoche) ... Im. 33s.

13. W. Aslen (2i Grandex) Im. 40s.

14. C. S. Franklin (2i Singer) Im. 431s.

15. -Miss Hammett (2| Douglas) Im. 53|s.

16. T. E. Seear (2i Motosacoche) ... _ ... Im. 55|s.
* Signifies disqualified for excessive noise.

Disqualified for Noise.
It is a pity that certain machines had to be disqualified

tlu'ougli noise, especially in cases where they did well, viz., the

Bastalls' Humbers, which made splendid ascents, and Elce's

Rudge in the class with which we are about to deal, but it

is the only way in which pressure may be brought to_ bear
upon the manufaeturers to pay more attention to silencing.

Cl.\ss C.—For machines up to 500 c.c.

In this class there were some interesting and exciting

incidents. Holloway -was -impeded on -his first attempt, biit

on his second try he roared up to the summit in splendid

C23
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VI. Cccper sltrlirg E. H. Lcc (B h.p. Inditn).

fmin. sitting his Premier as if it were part of him, arc!

taking the top corner in a manner which evoked murnn ro

of approval on all sides. Cook and Gray, mounted cm
Rudges, both swerved in the ruts; B. Patterson (Brown) puled
up abruptly in the middle of a good ascent through a fouled
plug or choked carburetter; South, another -Budge ricir.

switched off as he took the curves; Graham Dixon, on a

?ingle-speed New Hudson, took his corners particularly well.

(Jliphant (Premier) rode without a contact breaker covor,
and was brought to a standstill at the first bend through
the ring on which the cams are fixed coming off. Oldmaji
Bat) appeared to suffer from too liigh a gear and came up
slowly. Result

:

1. R. HoUoway (3^ Premier) ...

*W. H. Elce (3i Budge)
2. H. C. Newman (3^ Ivy-Precision)
3. H. G. Dixon (3^ New Hudson) ..

4. S. R. Cook (3i Rudge)
*Vernon Taylor (3^ Rudge)

5. G. T. Gray (3i Rudge)
r / H. V. Smytheman (3^ Ivy-Precision

"IT. Weatherilt (3i Zenith)
. 8. W. D. South (3i Rude-)

9. G. Griffith (3i Rudge)
10. H. E. Parker (3i N.L.O.) ...

11. W. 0. Oldman (4 Bat)
12. F. A. McNab (3J Trump-Jai) ..

13. G. L. Fletcher (2| Douglas)

14. E. Gwynne (3-L Rudge)

Om. 49?-s.

Om. 54#s.

Om. 55?-s.

Om. 55|s.

55|s.Om.
Om. 57s.

Om. 581s.

) Om. 59?s.

Om. 59?s.

Im. Ois.

Im. Is.

Im. 2?s.

Im. 3s.

Im. 5U.
Im. 16s.

Im. 18s.

MARCH 21St, I<)12.

Class D.—For machines not exceeding 750 c.c.

Barnes again proved the worth of the Zenith-Gradua, and
made a splendid ascent. Lees made a picturesque climb
with one legging half detached and flying out in the wind.
Newman came up well wearing a weird headgear. Result :

1. F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith) ... ... Om. SOfs.
2. R. HoDoway (3^ Premier) ... :.. Om. 52is,
3. H. C. Newman (Sj Ivy-Precision) Om. 63^3.
4. H. G. Dixon (3^- New Hudson) ... Om. 53|s.
5. V. Taylor (3^ Rudge) Om. 54J-s.

6. W. D. South (3i Rudge) ... ... Om. 55|s.
7. E. H. Lees (S Indian)" Om. 56is.
8. H. V. Smytheman (3^ Ivy-Precision) Ora. 58|s.

9. E. Gwynne Im. 18s.

Class E.—For machines up to 1,000 c.c.

This provided one or two exciting incidents. Moorhouse
took the second bend rather too close in and then pulled
up suddenly with a broken, chain. Hal Hill's rear tyre,

which had previously given trouble, collapsed at the second
corner, sending him all over the road. But clever manipu-
lation saved a nasty spill. Barnes and B. A. Hill both
made splendid ascents and rode in fine form. ~

1. B. A. Hill (7 Indian)
2. F. W. Barnes (8 Zenith) ...

3. E. H. Lees (5 Indian)
4. H. G. Dixon (3i New Hudson)
5. D. S. Kapadia (8 Rex-Jap) ...

6. E. Gwynne (3^ Rudge)

Results ;

Om. 48s.

Om. 48is.
Om. 54is.
Om. 54fs;
Im. 7is.
Im. iOis.

Excellent Organisation.
The classes were run off promptly, thanks to the excellent

offices of Mr. W. Cooper, who officiated at the start. Mr.
R. Selz did excellent work in working out the formulse,
Messrs. J Salmon, W. Whittal, and Andrews were in-

valuable as marshals, while Mr. J. A. Macdonald worked
hard at the scales at Boxmoor Station. Mr. E. J. Bass
acted as hon. organising secretary, Messrs. A. G. Reynolds
and J. W. G. Brooker acted as judges, Mr. A. V. Ebble-
white took the times at the foot, and Mr. J. H. Burley
officiated in a similar capacity at the summit. A report of

the car class will appeal- in next Friday's Avtocar.
In each class a gold medal was awarded to the first com-

petitor and a silver to the second, while in some classes

medals were given for members and novices as well. The
prize list, therefore, is a remarkably large one.

The Leicestershire Centre of tlie R.l.A. are arranging a
practical demonstration on April 22nd, to be attended by
motor cyclists and other road users, of the greatly reduced
risk of accident that would accrue if all other forms of road
traffic would, upon their own initiative, carry reflex rear
lights. Road users are invited to attend, and the hon. sec.

to the centre (Mr. S. C. Winks, 3, Sweetbriar Road, Leicester)
will gladly forward further details.

W. Praft

(3! h.p. P. 6;; M.

and sidecar)

making a cood

ascent.

C2\
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No. 5, with dropped bars.

No. 6, with flat bars and
Carrier. £47 lOS.

Witli Premier Free

Engine Clutch, /6o,

and £6 i with
Armstrong 3-speed

gear.

2| h.p. Type.

Standard Model.

£36.

Extras : Premier
Tree Engine Clutch,

£7 7s.,

Armstrong 3-speed,

£10 10s.

3J h.p. Type.

Standard Model,

£52 10s.

Extras

as 3J li.p. Type.

'Motor Cycling at its ^^^t"— Vide Daily Press

Upon your choice

depends a season's

pleasure— take no
risks—buy a Premier

In answering this advertisement it ii clei^rrciUe to iiieittioii 'T/ie Motci 1 i/iie
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HONISTER PASS CLIMB
like all other severe trials necessi-

tated the use of the most reliable

of all tyres.

PALMER CORD MOTOR

CYCLE TYRES

were fitted to Mr. F. Smith's 5-6 h.p.

twin Clyno and sidecar which is the

first and only motor cycle with passenger

to successfully climb Honister Pass.

PALMER CORD MOTOR CYCLE
TYRES, like the famous Cord Motor

Tyres, come through the severest tests

with flying colours.

Send for Price List of the

three grades of Palmer Motor

Cycle Tyres and Privateer

Tyres.

PALMER
MOTOR-CYCLE
CORD TYRE

The Palmer Tyre, Ltd.,

119, 121, 123.
Shaftesbnry Avenue, W.C.

Motor Cycle Tyre Dept. :

103, St. John St., Clerkenwell,

London, E.C.

C23 Jn nimunr'uti/ t/iiK advertisQiiient it in demrahle to menlion "The Mvior Ci/de.'
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B.M.C.R.C. MEETING.
The following entries have been received for the Spring

nieeting of the B.M.C.R.C, at Brooklands, on Saturday
next, tne 23rd inst. The first race will start at 1 p.m. :

1 P.M.—THE THREE-LAP SIDECAR SCRATCH RACE.
C. R. Collier (2 Matchless)

C. F. Hunter (2 Zenith)

W. W. Smith (1 Rudge)
W. L. T. Rhys (2 Zenith)
S. T. Tessier (2 Bat-Jap)

100 MILES ALL-COMERS' RACE.
Class A (275 c.c).

HoUoway (1 Premier) I H. JIartin (1 Martin-Jap)
N. D. Slatter (1 Alcyon)

|

Class B (350 c.c).

T. A. Carter (2 Matchless)
J. T. BashaJl (2 Bat-Jap)
H. A. Collier (2 Matcliless)

B. Alan Hill (2 Indian)
F. W. Barnes (2 Zenith)

1.30 p.M

R

H. Martin (1 Martin-Jap)
J. Harrison Watson (2

Humber)
A. Bashall (2 Humber)

Class C (500 c.c.)

I

P. Brewster (1 Norton)
W. O. Oldman (2 Bat-Jap)
A. P. Maurice (1 Premier)
0. C. Godfrey (1 Indian)
N. A. Ayres (I Singer)

S. C. W. Smith (1 Singer)

G. E. Stanley (1 Singer)
Howard Smith (1 Triumph)
J. R. Haswell (1 Triumph)
W. L. T. Rhys (1 Triumph)
W. H. Elce (1 Rudge)
W. F. Guiver (1 Rudge)

Class D (750 c.c).

R. U Printz (2 Bat-Jap)
|
Hal Hill (2 Bat-Jap)

Cl.\ss E (1,000 c.c).

F. W. Barnes (2 Zenith-Jap) I A. G. Miller (2 Matchless

, A. Moorhouse - (2 Indian)
|

Jap)

f Class C (with sidecar).

G. Griffith {1 Rudge)
|
W. W. Smith (1 Rudge)

"t)LASS D (with sidecar).

S. T. Tessier (2 Bat-Jap)

Class E (with sidecar)

W. Bashall (2 Humber)
A. E. Woodman (2 Humber)
S. Wright (2 Humber)

S. Russell Cooke (1 Rudge)
W. D. South (1 Rudge)
M. J. Stretch (1 Rudge)
Vernon Taylor (1 Rudge)
S. T. Timson (1 Rudge)
Stanhope Spencer (1 Rudge)
P. J. Wallace (1 Rudge)
L. Wallace (1 Rudge)
E. B. Ware (1 Rudge)
C. T. Newsome (1 Rover)
H. Millidge (1 Rover)

T. S. Carter (2 Matchless)
J. T. Bashall (2 Bat-Jap)
B. Alan Hill (2 Indian)

H. A. Collier (2 Matchless)
S. R. Axford (2 Zenith-Jap)
G. F. Hunter (2 Zenith-Jap)

5.10 P.M.—THE NEW-COMERS' RACE.
L. N. Palmer (1 Bedelia)

S. H. Edmunds (2 Autotrix-

Jap)
G. Wadden (2 Autotrix-

Jap)

H. Martin (2 Morgan-Jap)
O. C. Godfrey (2 RoUo-Jap)
H. Ward (2 Bedelia)

E. D. Tate (2 Sabella-Jap)
W. Ward (2 Bedelia-Jap)
J. Robinson (Sabella)

INTER-CLUB RELIABILITY TRIAL.

THE South-East London M.C.CI. and Woolwich, Plum-
stead and District M.C. inter-club team trial ou
Saturday last was remarkably successful, the Wool-
wich Club being the winners by a margin of twenty

marks. Starting from the Fox, Keston. the first point of

interest was Cudham Church Hill, which was iu very good
condition. Here the only competitor to fail wiis F. G. Sim-
mons (3^ F.E. Triumph), who pedalled and " kouked " out just

after the second bend. The rest took the hairpin excellently,

while of the sidecar machines J. W. Woods (6 h.p, Enfield
two-speed) and S. Browne (3^- h.p. James two-speed) were the
best. Taking the hairpin to Green Street Green, the competi-
tors went by way of Riverhead, Bessells Green, and Wester-
ham village to Westerham Hill, where F. G. Simmons wa.s

again unfortunate, and H. A. Collier (8 h.p. Matchless and
sidecar two-speed) knocked at the top, but did not succumb.
From here the main road was taken back to the start, where
tile competitors turned to cover the course again. On the
second ascent of Cudham Church, Hill F. Roberts (3| h.p.

Rudge) took the hairpin too fast and ran into the bank, while
on Westerham Hill W. Davis (3^ h.p. Rudge) stopped with a

frozen carburetter and unconcernedly set fire to it to get going
again. The following were the performances oh Cudham
Church Hill.

S.E.L. IM.C.C. Team.
1. N. Daintree (5 h.p. Chater-Peugeot two-speed). Excel-,

lent on both rounds.
3. E. H, Paul (3i h.p. P.V. twin two-.=peed). Excellent

and very quiet.

5. G. Brown (3^ h.p. Zenith). Excellent.
7. F. G. Simmons (3^ F.E. Triumph). Failed each round.
9. F. Roberts (3^ h.p. Rudge). Excellent, very fast.

11. S. Browne (3^ h.p. James and sidecar two-speed).
Excellent. The way tliis machine with sidecar and passenger .

ascended the hill, and gained full marks was remarkable. It

is, we are informed, the first .single-cylinder sidecar machine
to go up this hill.

W.P. and D. M.C. Team.
2. A. J. Galley (5 h.p. M.O.B.M. two-speed).

on both rounds,
4. W. Davis (3-i h
6. J. W. Wood

Excellent

. Rudge). Excellent,

h.p. Enfield and sidecar two-speed).
Excellent ; reported to be the best sidecar performance.

8. R. E. Guest (6 h.p. Matchless and sidecar two-.speed).

Excellent.

10. H. A. Collier (8 h.p. Matchless sc. 2-speed). Excellent.

12. J.. Tassell (8 h.p. IMatcUess and sidecar two-speed).
Excellent.

Nine of the competitors came tlu'ough without loss of marks,
wliile the time was remarkably regular, S. Browne on the first

round being only five seconds out, and J. W. Wood only six.

seconds out for the two rounds.

Birmingbam M.C.C. Opening Bun. Kleniiiers ana irienas gioupea rouna me uiu iHaypole, on lUe Aicesier Koau.

52?
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CLUB NEWS.
Maidenhead and District M.C.C.

This newly-formed club held its first run on the 10th

inst. to Arms Hill. The attendance was good, and the run
much enjoyed, despite the bad condition of the roads.

Isle ot Wight M.C.C.

The first general meeting wes held at Newport on the 5th

mst., Dr. C. G. Thompson in the chair. The officers and
committee for the ensuing year were elected, and the mem-
bership, already totalling fifty, promises well for the success

of the new cfub. It has been decided to affiliate to the

A.C.U.
Ilkley and District M.C C.

A breakdown competition was held at headquarters on

Tuesday, March 12th, for a prize, consisting of a motor
cycle accessory, offered by Mr. Stell.

After a keen competition the winner proved to be Walter
Robinson, who located and rectified the two faults in two
minutes three seconds.

Hull and Fast Riding A.C.C.

A non-siop rmi to Seamer and back was held on the

16th inst., the route being through Beverley, Driffield, and
Hunraanby, returning through Bridlington, a total distance

of 100 miles. Eight members started. J. F. Walton (3^

Rudge), J. E. Emerson (3^ Norton), A. E. Tutoii (3^ Brad-

hury), and J. Gascall (6 Clyno and sidecar) made non-stops.

Batley and District M.C.C.

The annual general meeting took place on the 29th ult.,

at headquarters, and the following officers were elected :

President, Dr. Lee Potter ; hon. treasurer, Mr. E. A. Golby
;

hon. secretary, Mr. Joseph Hazzlewood, 35, Commercial
Street, Batley. The first event of the season will be a run

to Blubberhouses, and a speed-judging competition will be

held in conjunction.

Cardiff M.C.

At the last -meeting of -the committee the following com-
petitions were arranged, in addition to the open hill-climb

and open speed trial m July : April 5th, opening meet at the

Speech House, and liill-climb ; April 13th, speed-judging

trial ; May 11th, club hill-climb ; May 27th, twelve hours' re-

liability trial.

'

\

A challenge trophy has been presented to the club by
Mr. R. Bevan,- and a cup by Mr. A. Williams, the chair-

man.
Llanelly and District MiC.C.

A meeting was held at the Thomas Arms Hotel on the
14th inst., and it was unanimously resolved to form a motor
cycle club, Mr. Sydney D. Morris in the chair. About
forty members were represented, and the following officials

were appointed : Captain, Mr. Tudor Thomas ; vice-captain,

Mr. S. D. Morris; hon. treasurer, Mr. E. M. Williams,

G.P.O. ; hon. secretary, Mr. J. Bryn Morgan, 24, Park
Street, Llanelly. Motor cyclists in the district are cordially

invited to the next meeting on April 1st, at 8 p.m., Thomas
Arms Hotel.

Bristol M.C.C.

A lecture on "Speed and Power," by Mr. MoMinnies,
was given before the above club on the 14th inst. On the

23rd inst. an inter-team_ match will be carried out with the
Exeter Club, at Bridgw'ater ; meet at headquarters at 2.30.

On the 30th inst. the spring competition will take place;
the event will be about sixty miles non-stop over a circular

course, starting from Keynsham at 2.45.

Western District M.C. (London).

The club runs for tliis week-end are to Staines on the.

23rd inst. and to Reigate on the 24th inst. Mr. Raworth,
the designer of a 2j h.p. petrol motor attachment to

ordinary push bicycles, has been invited to meet the club

at the top . of Reigate Hill between noon and 12.30_ to

demonstrate the device. On the 31st inst. the first com-
petition of the season, a reliability trial, takes place for the

N.S.t). gold medal over a course of 104 miles.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C
On Friday evening, the 15th inst., the annual general

meeting was held at the King's Head Hotel, Coventryj

.

when the secretary's report and balance sheet were pre-

sented. The report of the year's work proves that the
Coventry and Warwickshire ]Motor Club is an active body,
doing good work in the interests of motorists generally. The
balance sheet shows a handsome balance of £275 odd.
Mr. M. J. Schulte was elected president for the ensuing .

year, and the following vice-presidents were added to ^the

list: Messrs. John V. Pugh, A. H. Bush, and C. H. Elson.

Mr. G. Smith was re-elected hon. secretary, with Mr. A..

Elson as assistant secretary. JMr. A. Wright was also re-

elected as hon. treasurer. The following names were added
to the committee : -Messrs. H. Belcher, B. S. Gorton, J.

W. Roebuck, A. E. Dover, F. S. Pountney, H. Lister

Cooper, and E. A. Isherwood.
It was resolved to contribute twenty guineas to the

R.A.C. touring guide scheme under certain conditions.

The next day, Saturday, the opening run and speed-

judging competition was held, members meeting at the resi-

dence of the new president, Mr. M. J. Schulte, " Hill

Crest," Kenilworth. Over sixty assembled. The competi-
tors drew lots for the speeds they were to average at the
start, and the "hare" car—a 12 h.p. Huraber—^with Messrs.

H. Belcher and G. Smith aboard, laid a tortuous trail of

about twenty-five miles among the lanes.

Tea was subsequently taken at the Goldpn Lionl Hotel,
Stratford-on-Avon, when the results were announced :

Motor bicycles : 1st, H. Lister Cooper (Triumph), Am.
slow; 2nd, B. S. Gorton (Rex), b%m. fast; 3rd, V. A. Hol-
royd (Rudge), ll|^-m. slow.

Gars : 1st, E. J. Hardy (Rover), 5im. slow, and J. Bachelor
(Triumph sidecar), 5ilm. slow, tie ; 3rd, G. T'. Mills (Rover),

5|m. slow.

Particulars and entry forms for the open reliability trial on
ISIay 4th will be ready very shortly, and will be posted to all

motor cyclists interested in the event.

Members and Iriends of the Cnvenlry and Warwickshire M.C. assembled for the opening run at Hill Crest, Kenilworth, the residence of Mr. M. J. Schulte,

the new presidenl, - -

'

-.^o
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HUNTS Ltd.
The City & West End Motor House, RELIABLE ACCESSORIES AT

117, Long Acre, London, W.C. LONDON'S LOWEST PRICES

THE HUNT "ANTARNISH."
A non-greasy, weatherproof, and INVIS-
IBLE Lacquer lor applying to the
plated parts of Motor (jars, Cycles, etc.,

and also to bare clean steel, braes, or
any otlier metal.

Price per -tin, 9d. Postagp 3d.

THE HUNT "ROSCO
CYLINDER PAINT.

Keeps the engine cool, prevents
overheating, producee a emooth dead
black snrface. tTnaflected by heat
or water.
Price per tin, 6d. Postage 2d.

THE HUNT " COVEROLE." For Repairing Leaky
Petrol Tanks, Pipes, Unions, etc.

DIRECTIONS

:

For Wcm Unions.—Paint the treads and cone
lilwrally with '^overole, screw up tightly, and give a final

application to the outside.

Fop Cracked Pipe«, etc.—Smear a piece of paper,
canvas, tape, or similar material with Coverole, and
^Y^ap tightly round the pipe. Price 1/- Postage 2d,

. THE COWEY SPEED INDICATOR AND
MILEAGE RECORDER

(Guaranteed).

Registers a speed
up to 60 miles
per hour- Mile-

' age reccrder regis-
Iters up to 10,000

I
uiile*^, then auto-

^maiically starts
ajain. The indi-
cator can be
easily attached by
any motorist, and
once fitted re-

quires no attention or adjustment whatever. It will
continue to render good service as long as it is

attached to the cycle, for it is constructed through-
out of the best and most suitable materials by
expert British mechanics at Kew Gardens

Price, in Nickel. 84/-, carriage paid.

THE HUNT DRIP FEED
LUBRICATOR.

t^2^ ' THE HUNT NEW MODEL COMPACT VALISE.

For inserting in exi:?ting oil pipe. Adjustable to
any number of drips. Oil tan be forced tlirpugh
by pump if desired

Price (platea) 5/6, postage 2d.

THE HUNT
Valve Spring Remover.

By means of the
compound action the
stoutest spring i(=

easily raised by a
sUgnt turn of the
winged nut, leaving
boLU hands free.

Price 2/6, postage 2d.

THE HUNT "ACME" WATCH
AND CASE.

These Watches are constructed
to stand vibration. Each wat-ch
guaranteed for 12 months. To
clip o» handle-bar. Very neat.
Made in Aluminium. Complete
with Ingersoll Watch.

Price 8/6. postage 2d.
Case only, 3'fi

THE HUNT ALL METAL SWITCH.
The design of this Switch is so

extremely simple that there is
nothing in it to get out of order

;

the contact is quick and definite
for both make <*ud ^reok. The
whole of the i.^jj ir- jjiade out
of heavy sheet jra,^^, well finished
and nickel-pl ted: i'nf terminal
is insulated with e^tra largo ebonita wagheca, and
the fixing clip id attached Dy a oolt and b. not pats-
ing through the sides 01 the metal case, thua eoioilne
a reliable attf.hment to tue handla-bw.

Price. Ope War 2/3. Two Wav 2/9, wystage Id.

Leneth, 18in. ; width, llin. ; deptii, Lih- Manu-
factured of finegt cowhide. Strengtnened inside with
strong hide-covered metal bandfi, ana at the bottom
with two wood batons which prevent bag being
chafed by carrier The inside is lined with a strong
twill, and the outside is fitted with two spring lever
locks and handle- The bag is strongly riveted
throughout, and it is impossible for it to lose its

shape- The handle enables it to be also used as a
Suit Case. Fitted with two leather straps 48 X ail-

for attaching to carrier. The motor cyclist can carry
sufficient clothing inside thir case to last him for a
fortnight's tour. On arriving ai his hotel, the bag
can be taken to hi= room as an ordinary portman-
teau. Jb'inished iu dark nut-brown leather. Price
30/-.

THE WESTWOOD specially prepared Repair Bands.

For use on outside of
cover after same has
buret or been gashed.
Tne outside edges are
tucked inside rim,
i.e., between rim and
cover-
Price 1/-, postage 2d.
Ditto tor in-ide. 8d.

THE HUNT
Motor Cycle Box Spanners.

Oontaining sis sizes, with
tommy. Jijnfflljiii maanfao-

ture- Guarant^ftd.

Price 2/6 set, postage 3d.

I
Make ycur passenger

comfortable by fitting a

GLORIA
SIDECAR

to your Motor Cycle.

This sidecar is beautifully roomy and luxuriously

upholstered, but the patented device of spring

suspending the wheel is the feature which makes

this car a mechanical triumph. In addition the body

work is hung on Cee Springs so that no road shocks

are felt, and the rider of the motor does not feel the

vibration usually inseparable from a Motor and Sidecar

outfit. It is eliminated by the Gloria Suspension.

Booklet describing this and'otlier

unique features post free.

Gloria Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.

In answerinf/ these adv*rtisements it is desirahJe to mention " The Motor Cifle." c*
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The

World's Most

Reliable Acetylene

Motor Cycle Lamp,

The "P. & H." Acetylene

Headlight Set No. 125.
A powerful projector Lamp fitted with a Roni Non-carbonising
burner, special Mangin Lens Mirror, and best plate glass

bevelled Convex Lens. Has special Bracket, suiting Lamp
Bracket or Ball Head, upon which the Lamp can be reversed

if required. Special Generator with adjustable Bracket, of

the highest quality and efficiency, complete with best grey
rubber Tubing. Can be attached to cycle in three ways.

Height. . \Veight. Front, Lens. Best Finish.

7in. 23 lbs.' 5iin. 4iin. Plated on Brass.

Price complete 1:7:0
Or if without Generator .... Price. ...0:17:6

—We recommend this Headlight to all who
deiife a perfect "Light" equipment without
being asked to pay a high price for it.

—Reliability is the outstanding feature of the
" P. & H. " products. See the name is on
your Lamp and you're safe from lamp trouble?.

^Obtainable of all Agents
—''Lamp Booklet"

describing all models sent free on request.

Powell & Hanmer, Ltd
Chester St., Birmingham

c

LONDON TO
PARIS

in 3h. 12.

OLEO
DID IT!

After this refuse all

others. Have a genuine

OLEO for your
money.

Ask for an OLEO 6D
type (Motor Cycle)

everywhere.

LEO RIPAULT & CO..

64a, Poland Street, W.

Your Engine
V\^liLI. MAKE

YOUR HEADL.IGHT
WITH A

Waterproof

SELF.CONXAINED"DYNAMO
32/-

"The last word" in Motor

Cycle Lightin°;.

'!>*%/_ Complole with Dynamo, <>**/_O^ / ™ Headllehl Adjustments, O <t /
"

and Wiring. Costs nothing to fix, and nothing to run.

LEO. R IPAULT& CO., 'tJS.ooN^

^.\2 III answering tJiese adva-ltscmcnts it is desirdhle to mention " The Motor Cijrlc
"
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Parley and District M.C.C.

The night trial, one of tlie most successful competitions
the club has so far organised, was carried through on
Saturday, the 9th inst., mostly in heavy rain. The schedule
speed of 15 m.p'.h. was too slow for Olsson (Trump-Jap),
who " toured round comfortably

"

and arrived at all the controls too
early. The route was via Dorking
and Bury Hill to Worthing, then
by the inland road to Brighton,
and home via the main Brighton
Road and Reigate, total distance
113 miles. The best performances
were put up by E. M. Oliver (2|
h.p. Humber), D. S. Ainger
(Triumph), W. G. Fowler
(Rudge), and H. B. Willoughby
(Rudge), but the actual awards
will not be known until next
week. The rain and the heavy
roads caused several failures on
Bury Hill, and Arundel seemed
an unlucky place, for most of the
competitors oegan to lose ground
at this control for various reasons.
Tomkins (Rover and sc.) punc-
tured, Axford (8 h.p. Zenith and
sc. ) had lamp trouble and ran into
Worthing over an hour late with
an electric torch for head light,

Kemp (6 h.p. Zenith and sc.) ran
out of petrol at Arundel, and
Symonds (Triumph) sacrificed his
chance of winning by stopping to
transfer some of his own supply
to Kemp's tank. Willoughby took
a toss on the vile road between
Worthing and Brighton, and
Gaskins (Rudge) had his magneto
driving pinion come adrift near the foot of Handcross,
whilst D H. Ebbutt (Precision) broke his exhaust valve
near the same place. Everybody finished somehow or other,

despite the long dels-ys which fell to some of the unfortu-
nates. The secret controls, of which there were six, were
arranged by i\ir. Brett with the assistance of several willing

helpers, three of whom were not members of the club nor
even motor cyclists, but showed themselves immensely
interested in the contest.

Sussex M.C.C.

At the meeting heli at the Fountain Hotel, Worthing,
on Saturday," the 9th inst., the following runs were arranged :

March 17th, at 10.30 a.m., starting from Old Shoreham
Bridge, to Lewes; March 23rd,. at 2.30 p.m., to Horsham;
March 24th, at 10.30 a.m., to Midhurst. '

Kingston and District M.C.C.

A meeting was lieli on the 8th inst. with the object of

forming a motor cycle club for Kingston-on-Thames. In-

tending members are asked to write to Mr. A. Strutt (hon.

secretary pro tern.), Ch^sSeld Road, Kingston-on-Thaates,
Surrey.

Leeds M.C.C.

At the annual general meeting of the above club, held in

the Grand Central - Hotel, Mr. Rowland - Winn pre-

siding, the following officers wera elected for the
coming year: President; Mr Rowland Winn; hon. secretary,

Mr. G. B. Corner; hon. treasurer, Mr. J. H. Gash. The

A new Manchester C:ub. This
macuin

amateur boiy recf nJly a'tangf^i a surper, after which a Triumph clutch

3 was dismantled b/ a represertative of the makers.

president announced the probabibty of a new and interest-

ing competition, and the committee are arranging an attrac-

tive list of events. The membership of the club is now
about ICO.

Manchester Amateur M.C.C.

A very successful hot-pot supper was held on the 11th
inst., at the Moslev Hotfl. A demonstration of. the dis-

mantling of a Triumph machine, by the Triumph Cycle Co.,

was much . predated by the forty-four members and friends

present. Tne photograph shows the scene during the dis-

mantling of the engine.

Portsmouth and District M.C.

As a meeting held at the King's Hotel it was decided to

form a motor club. Mr, F. Tappenden, 18. Albert Road,
Southsea, was elected hon. sec. and treasurer.

Finsbury Park C.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

The first run will take place on the 24th inst. to Windsor.
Other events will be announced later. All letters should be
addressed to Mr. E. G. Barrett, 54, Florence Road, Stroud
Green, N.

,A long row of Bradbury riders in New Zealand. The photograph affords a striking instance of the popularity of British male motor cycles in our colonies.

sa
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BUYING SECOND-HAND
MACHINES.

As this is the time of year when a
change of mount is most fre-

quently made, it is naturally a
time which more than any other

sees a great many novices buying their

first macliine, and a word or two of guid-

ance in thi purchase of second-hand
machines will, I hope, justify the space
that thsy occupy. First of all, how-
ever, it must be argued, and, in fact, it

often is, that the best thing a beginner
can do is not to buy a secunci-hand
machine at all, but a new one, as by
that mea.ns he avoids all li'velihood of

coming in for troubles thrown upon him
by the carelessness of his predecessor in

the saddle. Those vho uphold the " new
mach ne '," policy urge that there is no
likelihood of its suffering serious diimage,
inasmuch as tumbles are more liljely to

take place when the machine is standing
etill than when it is running, and that
anyhow, if it came to a case of running

Fi", 1.—Showing how wear, indicatBd by
solid blacli, div lops in cranksh, ft plain
bearings. The Siiiailtr section sh'ws how a

worn shaft lies in its btar.nj.

A, crankshaft C, crank case
B, bush D, flywheel

bead on into a wall, the age or newness
of the machine is nut likely tn be of
miiih consequence; but the priibabilily is

that replacement of the damaged parts
can be mtde just as effectively to. a new
mifchine, and also just as clieaply, as to
the old one.

The same advocates sometimes e" k'< far

as to say that it is a real mistake to
learn on a second hand maihihe urcause
it may have an old type of carburetter,

coil and accumulator ignition, and an
automatic inlet valve, concerning all of

which a lot of information will be gained

machine.

which will be very little

practical use when the rider

graduates to an uptn date
These arguments are all very

well in their way except the last, uhich
scarcely holds gi'cid, because the vt-ry

great majority of ma. Inne.^ on tlie second-
hand market to-day are, hs it oit-re,

"fitted with all modern conveniences,"
and differ only in detail fioni 1912
mounts.

Advantages in Purchasing a
SeconU=harid Machine.

Personally. I strongly lielieve in the
wisdom of learning to handle a motnr
cycle before throwing one's leg over £60
worth of spotless enamel and (jhtier-

ing nickel plate The great advantage
of obtaining intimate knowledge of a

machine that has seen a good deal of
wear is that one can percei.e easily how
such wear has been caused, where it

takts place, and vvliat tteps can be taken
to prevent it developing in a new
n-.achine The lattei will also suffer con-
siderably by the constant undoing of those
nuts and bolts which hide sources of in-

formation from the enquiring eye The
second-hand machine can. however, be
handled with some impunity without
suffering serious depreciation thereby.

It IS not iiiily novices at the game who
are interested in second hand machines,
for there are a great manv motor cyclists

who rarely, if ever, purchase a brand new
mount, but remain, as it were, always a
year or so behind the times, thus follow-

ing their favourite hobby with perfect
satisfaction and at a reduced cost.

Where to LooK for Faults.
The following tips, based on m;'..iy

years of experience, may be of service

to those who contemplate buying a
second-hand ma.chine Points to which
they should direct their special attention

are as follow :

The engine is naturally the part which
is examined tirst, and. although it is of

vital importance, it certainly should not
be allowed to overshadow other prnnts,

whnli. ilM'Ugh not equallv --^o, nevertheless

require careful investigation The first

thing that one nalurall\ goes for is ths

ciimpression, whicli can be tested by turn-

ing the engine over b\ (t.eans of the belt

pulley. If theie is any duuhi about the

integrity of the seller, it may be worth
while to ascertain whether there is any
compression on eTpry upward stroke. . T

kni»w of a case where the compression
of a 4J h-p. De Dion vniturette consisted

of a chair spring, but tricks of this nature
are very unusual. Hiwover, it is always
as well to be on the safe side. In testing

compression, turn the pulley over as

slowly as possible, as, if revolved

shaiply, the engine will show quite toler-

abit- riimpressinii, even if the piston, rings,

an. I valve?, aie all badly wurn. T'he next
thing L*' loiik fill l^ wear in the rniining

pans. .AltPiiiatelx (•iiliing and pushing
the engine piillr^y froin side li» side will

indicate iai.-ral pla\ m the main crank-
siiaft beaiiiig whilst shaking it in a
vertii-ai pi.Liie will give some iiJea of its

journal wear ti\^ I) Tlir same remai ks
ap^''y bi» plriiii .tiHJ liall beaniiiis.

\\ eai t*!! tlie t'li; 'nd ul tfie connecting
rmi and ll'e ^'idL't-on pin can ea.^ilj bo
di'teited b\ roeking llie |iiilley vt-ry

quiiklx bat kwards and forwards, and so

reciprocating the pistnn iifi and down a
veiy sbiin stroke. Any shake that is

in the lifaioigs can thus not only be
distinctly felt,

but also, if

listened for,

heard as well.
'1 lie practised

hand can m fact

quite easily de
tect at which
bearing the play
is developed
The crank-

shaft should be
tested for
s t r a i g h tnpss,

and this is

easiest done by
oiiservina the
pulley when the,

engine is being
r u a o a t li e Fig. 2.—SItetch showln?

stand Bent ^"^ wear In tne armamre

I

V . bearings of a magneto aflt^ca
snails are oy

d,,, clearance (shown solid

no means so un- biachi of the pole pieces,

common as iii-iiiy

people would imagine, and .when they
occur, even ti» a very slight extent, they
are capable of giving more trouble than
almost anything else.

Inspect the Timing Gear.
As regards the valve gear it is certainly

desirable l<j have a look at the liming
piniuus. A.-^ this involves taking ofl the

magneto sprocket, and po.ssilily other

things a,« V1.-II. It may not aUays be
possible to do tiow, but it tine gea.r can
be seen so ninth tlie bettei If not. the

only tiling to do is to ascertain lha.t it

gets, ajid has been getting plenty of

lubrication as if not the prohle of the

cams mav have worn sufficient I v to affect

the power of the engine to an appreciatile

extent, and also back lash develops in the

teeth of the pinions which serves to set up
noise Lateral wear of tappets and guides

can easily be measured. Altlnaigh

this doet not have uiucli effert upim

the power it makes a considerai le

amount of difference iu the external

B33
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Buying Second-hand Machines.—

cleanness of the crank chamber, and as

the protfered machine will be fairly snra

to have been pohslied up assiduously this

is grneially the only guide as to whether

the engine is clean or dirty in actual use.

If the tappets be not fitted with ajiy

means for adjustment the amount of

dearance between the base of the valve

Bteju and the tappet heads should he noU-d

carefully. This sht'uld amouiil to about

the thickness of an ordinary visiting card;

if there be more, new tappets will be

required.

Wear of the Magneto.
If a magneto be Btted this should be

tested for lyear by removing the chain

or gear case and feeling for shake in

the armature shaft (fig 2). Although

magnetos are woiiderfuUv well made as

a rule, they are freqiienliy neglected and

wear is easily set up on the driving end of

the armature spindle. Quite a small

amount of slackneiis at this place will

cause trouble and should be carefully

looked for, as it is essential for the

proper working of this mechanism that

the armature should run perfectly

centrally between the pole shoes of the

magnets. The contact breaker platinums

should be examined to see how much is

left of them. The fibre foot of the rock-

ing arm should also be inspected, as this

will by no means last for ever. In

like manner shake between the pin of

this rocking arm and its fibre bushing

Bliould also be looked for. The bushes

not infrequently swell and hold up the

rocking arm, and the pin or fibre may
have been reduced too much.

If the ignition be by coil and accumu-

lator a test of the working of the former

can easily be made by working the

contact blade with one's fingers or by
turning the engine round and holding

the terminal of the high-tension cable

about one eighth of an inch or so from

some pari of the engine. The condition

of the accLimulator terminals will show
whether the battery has been well looked

after, but it should also be carefully

examined for signs of bent or broken

plates, and for paste having become
detached from the grids.

Carburetter Faults.
The principal things to hmk for in the

carburetter are that it does not leak nor

flood when the machine is standing still,

and that the throttle and air slides work
freely in their ban-el. The only fault

likely to be found in the petrol and oil

tank is leakiness, and this should cer-

tainly be looked out for.

On the cycle part of the machine in.spec-

tion should be directed towards the bear-

ings on the front and back wheals, and
also specially to the articulations of the
spring fork.s and the lightness of the

Bt.-Mniig head. All these can easily be
(ell by shaking Iha wheels slightly from
Bide tn Ride with the machine jacket! up on
the stand, and in the case of the spring

forks by holding the front wheel between
the kiicc.i and pulling up the handle-bars

with 'III '» haiidji.

If the t-an^rniysion is by belt the

engine pulley sliouhl bi^ examined for

that "step" formation which is eaufed

by belt slip an-H long cnntiniied iico (fig.

3). If the nulley be adjiistahle the

outer llange hIioiiIiI be quite free from

tig. 3. — Showing
how a " step " gets

worn in the groove of

a fixed pulley.

sideplay. The truth of the belt rim may
also be investigated, and if it be clipped

to the wheel spokes or fastened directly

by slmrt spokes to the tyre rim, any signs

of the clips or spokes having loosened

shbuld be looked for.

Condition of SprocHets and
Chains.

In chain transmission the condition of

both sprockets and chains is important,

and the way In which the chain rides

on the sprockets when
the engine is turned
Viv pulling over the

back wheel gives a
giiod indicatiiin of

whetlier they are at

all out of pitch. If

in good condition

the rollers should go
fairly and squarely

down to the bottom
of the gaps between
the teeth, the sides

of which, if polished

very bright, will indi-

cate that the user of

the machine has been
careless in aligning

the ba. k wheel after

chain iidjustmeni. It

will be notic-ed, of

course, that, although chain drive is

extremely efficient, it is only so whea
the alignment and conditions of chains

and sprockets are thoroughly good. If

the chain be old and much used it may
easily get so out of pitch as to make
the transmission very inefficient indeed,

and to get good results it will then be

necessary to replace both chain and
sprockets, an item of expense by no

means negligible.

The condition of a bevel transmission

is best obtained by jacking up the back

wheel and feeling the bark lash which

has developed in the teeth. A small

amount is unavoidable, but if there

is sufficient to allow a point on the tyre

of the back wheel to move through an

arc of more than about two-thirds of an

inch when turning the wheel with engine

at rest, the wear is probably si'thcieiit to

demand a new pair of pinions, or at least

to set up a good deal of noise.

Change speed gears in whatever posi-

tion they be fitted require very careful

insjiection. but there are so many kinds

in popular use to-day that it is im-

possible, to do more than touch upon the

general way in which possible faults

should be looked For.

Clutch gears, or those in which the

countershaft carries two driving chains,

winch may be coupled up one after the

other to it, by niHan.- of clutches, gener-

ally show most signs of wear on the

Fl". 4.—Sketch to show how, It the lover

or pedal bo badly adju.lod, the dog clulcnes

do not completely engage.

expanding clntch rings themselves, and
upon the mechanism which is use^ to

operate them If, when the gear pedal
or lever is forced right home, there is

any tendency to slip, which is often the
case after a season's wear, the difficulty

can be met by fitting new operating bars.

Ease of running of the gear can be
tested by putting it into neutral posi-

tion and pulling the back wht-el over.

Ill-use may have affected the expanding
rings and prevented them showing a dis-

position to i-ontract when out of engage-
ment. A geur of this sort should run
a,s freely as the pedal gear on a push
bicycle, and if there is any noticeable

friction it should be enquired into.

Piisitiv-e countershaft gears should
principally be examined for wear in the
teeth of the pinions, which may easily

be done by feeling the amount of back
lash when turning the engine over by
means of the back wheel. Dudiie noise

from a gear of this son, which can be
thoroughly lubricated, is a sign of over
wear. Ascertain that the high gear, low
gear, and free engine positions of the
quadrant lever or pedal correspond with
the position of the dog clutches in the
gear box, and that these clutches are

fully engaged with one another when the

lever is in its respective notches (fig.

4). If the operating lever can be pushed
beyond these notches in both directions

the probability is that the gear has been
brutally used and the dog clutches be-

come badly worn. Wear in the bear-

ings of the primary gea'-shaft can easily

be felt by shaking both the driving and
driven parts of it.

Hub Gears.

As these are of the epicyclic type, points

to look for are absence of friction in the

free engine and top gear pirsitioiis, back
lash between the bell rim and the road
wheel caused by wear on the teeth of the

internal pinions, and the condition of the

brake bands. The latter may have had
all their adjustment used up, in which
case they will require their linings re-

placed. Back lash can best be felt by
holding the tyre with one hand whilst

moving the belt rim with the other.

Lash, in some gears, even when new, is

rather a large amount, owing to the
number of trains of pinions through which
the drive is transmitted. On a two-speed
gear, however, movement of a 19in. belt

rim should not be greater than an arc of
about an inch.' Ascertain that the gears
are firmly and positively engaged when
the lever or pedal is operatod. and that

in mid-positions there is no grating as it

both gears were trying to engage at once.

Free running of the multiple sirface

metal -to-nietal clutches, which arc used
both in hub gear^ and hub cl niches, should
be ascertained by spinning theJiack wheel,
or attempting to do so when the clutch is

disengaged Holding the belt rim and
pulling on the tyre will go some way
towards showing if there is any likelihood

of s'i|) taking pface.

The same iciiiar',;s appl,S' to gears and
clutches intended for application to t'je

engine-shaft. In all cases, the points .v
be looked for are wear on the gearsliaft

bearings and back lash in the teeth of Ihi

pinions.

When it comes to examining tyres,

the prospective buyer is, one must
admit, treading on rather difficult ground,
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"Distinct from all Others."

ESSEX HILL-CLIMB.
Saturday, March 16th.

HUTCHINSON TVRES
FIRST in all SIX
CLASSES and
FASTEST TISVIE

of the day.

HONISTER PASS
officially climbed by C. R.

COLLIER on a Matchless
with sidecar, usin«

HUTCHINSON TYRE")

HUTCHINSON RUBBER STUDDED
The Hutchinson Rubber Studded covers have set the fashion to the tyre virorld. Already

a crowd of successes in all competitions stand to their credit. They possess an extra heavy

tread, and the manner in v^fhich the studs are arranged makes skiddmg practically an impossi-

bility. Without exception they are the finest value that has ever been placed on the market.

BROOKLANDS. TOURIST TROPHY. PASSENGER.
For Motor Cycles up to 2| h.p. For Motor Cycles up to 5 h.p. For Motor Cycles of 5 h.p. and upwards.

Covers. Butted Tubes. Covers. Butted Tutes. Covers. Butted Tubes.

24x2 .. 23/9 .. 9/3 26 X 2 .

.

35/- .. 10/6 26x21 . . 46/- . . 12/9

26x2J .. 36/- .. 12/9 26x2| . . 47/6 . . 14/3

26x2 .. 25/6 .. 10/6 26x2i .. 37/- .. 14/3 26x3 . . 50,3 .

28x2i .. 37/9 .. 13/9 28x21- . . 48/- . . 13/9

26 X 21 .. 26/6 .. 12/9 28x2i- .. 38/9 .. 15/6 28 X 21 . . 50/- . . 15/6

The above prices are for rubber studded t atlern. Ribbed pattern 2 /3 less in every case.

Send at once for our new Catalogue and our latest novelty ' WHY ?

'

HUTCHINSON TYRE CO., 70, Basinghall St., LONDON, E.C.

In answering this advtrtisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' B37
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HUNTS Ltcl
1312 IVIODEU SIDEOARS
Immedjate
Oelivery,

The CITY & WEST END MOTOR HOUSE,

• 117, Long A:re, LONDON, W.O.

IVIOTOR CYCLES for Immediate Delivery.

REI.IABI.E ACCESSORIES Sk.it

LONDON'S LOWEST PRICES.
The HUNT PROJECTOR SET.

TfiH Hunt 19i^ Alu.ltl tiUc<..ir. Ij iJiiul-Kn_(l wicVer
chair, cushion, detachable clips. 26x2i tyre.

,
A

strong and reliable fidwar at a pi pnlar pnce^
^toLked to fit all motor cycles, price £5/15.

Alillford Side<;ars. All models en view, stocked to

fit all motor cycles; prices from £6/6.

Chater-Lea Sidecars. All models on exhibition;

prices from £8
Sidecar Bodies. Wiclier, upholstered in leather cloth,

with cushion; price £1/10. Variuue de-i-ns on view.

OI-OTHINO.

Ncrtli Road Overalls.

Tne-e meet a lo g-felt

naut. They' can be in-

stantly slipped on over
the o dinary tr* u-eis.
T ey fas en round waist
with a ha lier -trap and
bncke. Bting made in
one pere, they are a
great protection to the
stoTfich, al-o it is im-
Ijnppjble for tl e rain to
drive in as with tlie

ordi-ary ovfral s. Made
in three len^tljfi—snort.
me 'in m. and 1 ns-
til'fiped to fro over boot..
Pfitent «ide fastenera.

Price, quality No. 1, 16/6 per pair, postage 6d.

Prire, qiialily No. 2. 13/6 per pair, postage 6d.

1912 Modpl SJh p. Zenith, with the Gradua gear,

pri.e £55/13; 1912 Model 6h.p. Zenith, with the
Gradna ge-ar, price £70/7.

1912 Model 3ih.p. Bradbury, price £48: 1911
Model i)jlJ.p. Braiiburv, prii'e £44: 1911 Mudel
3^h.p. Bradbury, with 2-spiiea geur. price £50.

The Hunt
Ma.^neto Knife.
i useful little toot.

File: For
smoothing 'lown
Piacinmn PoiniK
to 6 cure eveu
I'ontact Gap-
Gauge For set-

tinir Platinum
Points CO fiicity.

Knife i lie

utility nf wli ih
every m'>torst
will rppieciaie

Price /-.

PostflRf Id.

Be.«t English mamifaeture. The lamp i^ titte^

with genuine Baui^ch and Lomb lens, Bray's Rcui
burner, fitted in adju.stable socket for iocuesing, flare

front, deer hung on specially conaxructed hing*'.

Tiie^ie projectors -are tpecially cnstrucied to ccnceii-

trate the light right ahead, and to show anv obstacle

much farther than the ordinary acetylene head lamp.

Special attention has been paid to the eonf^tmction,

all parts being either riveted or screwed, no solder

beins: used. The generator is en ti.e weil-kuown drip

feed-fiystein, arid is fitted with either t.p tube or

fork bracket. Weight of lamp and generator 3 Ibs-

12 czs-,'lamp only 2 1b. 4(z., generatcr only lib.

14 cz. Size of lamp lenfi, 3;in-. front 4Mn. r height

of generator, 7Un. Finished in be^i nickel plate.

Price (f ^et, coaiplete with armoured c^nuectiuu. and
generator fitted with top tiibe bracket, 30/-; if fitted

witli fork braiket. 27/6; lamp only, 18/6; generator

onlv with tip tube bracket, 10/6; ditto, with fork

bracket, S/-
, „ , ^

An extra large 2-way generator can be supplied to

fee-l two of these lamps, fitted with t p tnhe'brackcl.

I'rice 16/-.

The Hunt Hellesen Dry Cell.

No corn, ding terminals. No
acid. No charging. Always
re idv, clean, and. dry- The
" Flaeh." Height 6ix4ix2'in.
Approx inilea.^e, with single-
cvl. engine 1.500; I'rice e/6.
The '• Flight " ditto. Height
5;.x5Jx2iin. Price 6/6. The
' Midget " emergence ditto-

Height 5ix4gxlMn. Will run
approx. 300 miles. Price 4/4.
Postage 6d. extra

KYNOC
FULL OF UP-TO-DATE FEATURES.

ILIABILITY,

COMFORT,
SPEED.

The Essential Features, and many
are embodied in the Kynoch.

others

NOTE a few items in the Specification: Engine 3| h.p., 85x88, Bosch 1912 Waterproof Magneto, B. & B.

Carburetter, Automatic Sight Feed Lubrication, Stand both wheels. Handle-bar Control throughout, Druid or

Saxon Spring Forks, 2,{in. Dunlop Tyres, Dunlop Belt, Brooks Saddle. Price List and Specification on

application to

—

KYNOCH, UIIVIITED, 20, Bucklet-sbury, LONDON, E.C.
Vtfor-lcs -WITTON, BIRMINGHAIVI.

Lon::on Agents. R. LAWSON & CO., 225 and 375, Edgware Road, W., and 50, Higli Street, Putney, S.W.

ANGLO SAXON IVIOTOR & CYCLE CO., 31, Newgate St., E.C.

In answerinfi Ihc ndv il i\ (liKiriihlr III miiitinn " Tlir M iilor Cm-le.."
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Buying Second-hand Machines.

—

because a cover may look good for quite a
long distance ten minutes before it gives
up the ghost altogether. The feel of the
rubber and its appaarance should, however,
give one a fairly good idea of its quality.

If the cover is old it will probalily have a
number of minute cracks lying between
the bead and -the tread. . The latter
should, of course, be examined for cuts
and gaslies, especially those " which are
more than superficial and go in suificiently

far to let water get into the fabric. As a
matter of fact, tyres can only be properly
examined if looked at both from the out-
side and from the inside. As an examina-
tion of the inner tubes and inside of covers
means removing the tyres from the rim,
which is inclined to cause some little

trouble, they will probably have to be
taken on trust.

An Exhibition Run.
Accessories may be assayed more or less

at a glance, but it is quite worth wliile to
ask to have the head lamp lighted so as
to prove both it and the generator at the
sam€ time. A speedometer is certainly
reliable, but will not stand abuse. If out
of condition it will show its three principal
faults quite clearly, viz., shakiness of the
indicating hand, noise, and stiffness.
Spinning the front wheel for a few
moments will give a tolerably good idea
of its working. The condition of the
driven pinion is worth passing attention.
This will not by any means last for ever,
especially as it is rarely set properly in
pitch.

It is not every seller of a motor cycle
who will allow the prospective purchaser a
solo run on the road. If there is no side^
car, a short run on the carrier is likely to
*•- ~- informative as . to the general

speed on the level. In the former case,-

get the rider to climb the hill as slowly as
possible. This will bring out clearly any
knock that the engine possesses, much
better, in fact, than a rush up the hill

would. After this, ask for an exhibition
of fast climbing. In the matter of speed
the buyer is the best judge of what he
himself requires, but it is as well to keep
as sharp an ear as possible for the rattle

that worn parts always set up. A demon-
stration of slow running on the level

should be asked for, as in many ways it

is an even more seaching test than a
speed burst.

In purchasing a second-hand sidecar,

appearance may be taken as the best
guide as to value. Don't forget, however
t-o look for end play in the sidecar wheel
bearing, and for signs of " give " in the
stub axle and frame. Viewed from be-

TRICK RIDING ON A MOTOR CYCLE
(see next page).

be
behaviour of the machine as anything.
Failing this, the seller should be asked to
give an exliibition which should include
as stiff a liill as possible, and a Ijurst of

hind, the sidecar wheel should be exactly
vertical and parallel to the rear wheel
of the motor cycle. Any tendency for the
two wheels to converge upwards may be
taken as a clear proof of weakness in the
sidecar axle or' bad alignment of sidecar

and motor cycle. The alignment of the
springs is,, worth, a glance, as in the
cheaper sidecars their temper is often
rather an indefinite quantity, and if they
are on the dead side they nearly always
manifest a tendency to sag sideways.
Play in the spring shackles is of very
little moment, provided wear has not
taken place to such an ext-ent as seriously

to weaken their strength and that of the
pins on wliich they turn.

Assistance of an Expert Friend.
Finally, if you have any doubt about

your ability to judge between a good
machine and a worthless one, get your
most expert motor cycling friend to go
with you, but do not hesitate to use your
own eyes and ears as well as his. If you
are' a " lone hand," do not pretend to

more knowledge than you have got. The
man who, not being one, poses as an
expert is obviously lacking in common-
sense, and, as such, is more easily taken
in by a slu'ewd seller.

Lastly as to payment. Don't trust a
total stranger, and don't expect him to

trust yuu. Make use of The Motor Ci/clt

depuMl system, and think twice or three
times about a seller who demurs at your
suggesting it. but if both parties are de-
cided that they can do without it, don't

offer your cheque by way of payment and
feel insulted if it be refused. If you
have the cash in the bank you can get it

out just as easily as anyone else and go
prepared to purchase with the cash in

your pocket, which saves any amount of

misunderstanding, W.G.A.

(2) To lessen wind resistance—and a useful
position for a miiitaTy scout.

Tlie clever motor cyclist depicted is A. IBilner,

(1) Tlie above cliangs of position

might appeal to long distance riders

who get cramped.

(3) Riding backwards with the engine actually

running,
of Birmingham, whose mount is a SJ li.p. three-speed James.

B39
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TRICK RIDING ON A MOTOR CYCLE.
THE accompanying

illustrations show
a few methods of

riding a motor cycle which

ire, fortunately, rather

anusual, and while the

ordinary, common, or

ivayside motor cyclist may
idmire, he will not be

likely to wish to imitate,

for while they are interest-

ing as showing what can

be (lone by a skilled per-

former, we do not think

they serve any useful pur-

pose, or that they are

desirable on the jiublic

roads. Mr. A. Milner,

the rider, has been a trick

cyclist on the stage, and

a nicmiier of the Olympian
Troupe, which at one time

toured the music halls.

He commenced trick

riding as a boy, when he

otren incurred his father's

anger by collecting crovvds

outside his place of basiness, and was deservedly

corrected in the orthodox manner.

Mr. Milner's first mount was a bone-shaker which

once belonged to his father, his second a pneumatic-

tyred safety. It was upon the latter that, stirred to

emulation bv some trick-riding which he saw on the

stage, he first set .nbout practising for himself; but

previous to this he had learnt to ride on the driving

A daring position which should dispel

is diiticult

wheel only of an old high

bicycle, for which he gave
the large sum of half-a-

crown, the backbone of

this machine having got

broken.
Mr. Milner created

something of a sensation

at the Sutton Coldfield

Trial, recently held from
Birmingham to Banbury
and back, by running

alongside his mount and
springing on to the saddle

with his feet, when an-

other man would he con-

tent to sit, but we do not

think he rode down Sun-
rising in that way.

Mr. Milner has been the

possessor of thirty-three

motor cycles, and he

speaks very highly of his

present mount, a ^}4 h.p.

James, fitted with the

Armstrong three - speed
hub. This machine will

fire steadily while Mr. Milner goes through the per-

formances shown and cuts figures of eight and circles

while at the same time climbing over his machine.
He has had one narrow escape of an accident. On this

occasion he was trying to stand on his head, slipped,

and caught his shoulder on the saddle. Just at thit

moment a runaway horse appeared and a collision wa
narrowly avoided. "All's well that ends well."

any supposition that a motor cycle
to ride.

(I) Ono way ol tailing a ooiner.

JUGGLING WITH A (!lGID SIDECAR.

(2) The sideoar as an aid (o balanco. The riJcr really assumea a greitor an°;ie than this, the loolrests practically

toaobini; the i;round once or twice, but not within tho range of the camera lens.

mo
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a

with an easy mind

!

YOU CAN. IF YOU HOLD THE

UNION UNLIMITED POLICY
OFFICIALLY SANCTIONED and SUPPORTED

by the Auto Cycle Union, and issued by the

Liverpool Victoria Insuraiice Corporation, Ltd.
Head Office : 43-49, Holborn Viaduct, LONDON, E.G.

THIS POLICY COVERS ALL RISKS AND , INCLUDES A

TOURING MEMBERSHIP OF THE A.C.U.
and several other attractive and unique features.

Full particulars on application to the Head Office,

or aay Branch Office of the Corporation. ^ All contingencies covered for private motor cars
and Busmen Vehicles.

T
H L.M.C.
New 4 h.p. Two-speed Model

L.M.C. Engine. 89 X Q2, IDEAL
for Sidecar. Handle Starting,

S] rung Footboard.

NON-STOP. FULL MARKS

Sutton Coldf eld A.C. Relia-

bility Trial,

17th February, 1912.

104 starters, but only 24 made
Non-Stop Runs and secured

full marks.

THE
L.IVI.C. for Reliability.

Zl h.p. Touprng L.M.C. Model.

NOTE THE LOW SADDLE POSITION.

L.M.C
31 h.p. Touring IKctfeL

Variable Gear, Free Engine,
Ft'otboard Starting Device.

"JUST PERFECT" for solo

touring. Low irame. La-si mail
advises latest Colonial success.

South Cenfeifctry IVI.C.C

Hill-Climb, Timaru, N.Z.,

28th November, igii.

J. C L Y M A, 3I h.p. L.M C,

Touring Class. FASTEST
TIME and third on formula.

The L.IVI.C. for Speed.

See igi2 complete Caiahgtie {free on application) for Record of Successes in all parts of the World.

2,\ h.p. Tounng Model from £48 L.M.C. Free Engine Sets, 73/6 Spares for "Original" Qitadrants,

Makers: THE LLOYD IVICTCR ENGINEERING CO., Ltd.,
132, Monumen-t: Road, BIRMINGHAM.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable, to mention " The Motor Cycle." ^34

1
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This Spring

choose

Spring

frame

As the

"BAT
makes motor
cycling com-
fortable to
the young and
the less young
in a manner
in which no
other can do-
as it absorbs
all roadshocks
and interposes

a buffer be-

tween them
and the rider

as well as the
vital parts of
the motor

—

IT MUST PROVE
THE BEST IN-

VESTMENT FOR
1912.

a'^^ ^^ The
.^r .^T "BAT'

Spring Frame
has stood the

test of time. It

was the first and is

the only frame sprung
both fore and aft which

has been sotested. Minor
improvements have
been effected as the

evolution of the motor
cycle advanced, so that

now the "BAT" SPRING
FRAME is absolutely

the last wcrd in shock-

absorbing devices as ap-

plied to motor cycles. It

Is eloquent of the diffi-

culty that manufactu-
rers have experienced in

designing a really prac-

tical spring rear frame
that nothing has yet

been produced to seriously rival the " BAT " for

giving the maximum comfort to the rider with the

maximum of efficiency in the machine itself.

The Improved "BAT" Spring Frame for (he 1912 Models.

The Catalogue

txplains fully.

Write jor it.

THE BAT MOTOR MFG. CO.
PENGE, LONDON, S . E

.
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HAVING read various desrriptions from time to

time in The Motor Cycle of motor cycle ramp-
ing holidays, it has occurred to me that it

would be of general _interest to give my experience of

the pastime, and describe how to set about acquiring

a suitable outfit from the purely motor cyclist point

of view.

I have only taken up camping in conjunction with

motor cy<-ling during the last year, but the fact that

I have had a very large experience of this method of

spending a holiday^alike by walking, boating, yacht-

ing, in permanent camps, and with and without tents

in various parts of the world^may make my opinion

of some value.

So far as my present readers are concerned, I need
only give details to meet the requirements of a motor
cvclist, but mv former experiences have helped -me
very much in getting together an equipment which for

com]iac-tnes3, lightness, and convenience will take a

lot of beating. This outfit has been ev-olved rather

than designed, and each trip provides me with fresh

ideas.

In the first place, my machine (with which, on these

trips, r use a sidecar whether I have a companion or

not) is a 7 h.p. fixed engine Speke and Ramsden. As
this make is not now on the market. I shall not be
accused of axe grinding when I say I would not part

with my machine for quite a lot. In spite of having
considerable power at my disposal, \ recognised at

the start that the most important problem was to

reduce weight as much as possible.

Weight Reduction.

The tent was the first item for consideration, and
1 ultimately decided on a Canadian type, with jointed

poles, weighing 9 lbs. This tent

is not uncomfortable for even
three to sleep in, and has amply
sufficient capacity for two. Cook-
ing gear came next, and I at first

used an acetylene stove. The
troubles with this, however, such
as giving out in the middle of

preparing a meal, water cho'king

the burner jet, :etc., were so

numerous that F discarded it after

three trips for a pocket Primus
outfit weighing 2 lbs. This I

found eminently satisfactory, -and

I can stew a rabbit on it in a

way that would make a " chef

"

of the " Ritz " envious—although '^

^

"I ses it as hadn't ought."

For pans I obtained a set of ^ -^=^-..

four in aluminium weighing 12 ozs. j.sx a d Lis motir cyds

Two of these are stewing and camping

two frjing pans, the latter forming lids for the former,

and there is one handle common to the lot. For
packing they all nest mto the largest. For water I

used the u.sual canvas bucket.

Next comes bedding. For my part, I have much
faith in personal comfort, and object to sleeping on
the " hard ' when it can be avoided. I therefore make
use of a regulation army palliasse and pillow, which

1 fill with hay at the nearest farm. Thi^ has advant-

ages and disadvantages. The first ronsist of more
comfort and no necessity for blankets under one,

therefore less weight to carry. The latter—if one
arrives late. on the ground, or a farm is not near, hay
may be difficult to obtain, and also the hay has to be
returned or disposed ot in some way so as noi to leave

the ground m an unsighilv condition. Besides these,

I carr\ a ground sheet and three blankets. If I have

a companion the allowance of palliasses, and pillous

is doubled, and an extra blanket has to be carried.

The total weigh: ol .berlding for myself and companion
is 30 lbs. This can be reduced ver) consider-

ably b\ using eiderdowns insteail of blankets, but

as I have not yet tried these I cannot speak
for them.

The Charm of a Nomad's Life.

One of the essential charms of a nomail holiday is

to be able to piti-h camp at any place which lakes one's

fancy, and withnm pre-arrangement. This ma\ i e

ten miles from or actualK m a village. It is nei-es-

sary, therefore, to carry supplies o\ looil. which should

always he kept up to a certain minimum by rejilenisli-

ing en route.

For my part. I take 2 lbs. sliced bacon, i lb. castor

sugar, ^Ib. tea, 1 lb. oatmeal, one tin condensed milk,

salt, and 1 lb. beef dripping. To
insulate the.se comestibles from
\'ibration puzzled me a good deal

at first, but I overcame the diffi-

culty by using canvas bags for the

bacon, tea. and oatmeal, and
le^"er lid tins for the milk and
dripping. 1 have recentiv at-

tached a basket to the back of the

sidecar. This I have found a

great advantage, as in it can be

placed a loaf of bread, fresh

meat, butter, etc., without un-

packing the larger kit. If I am
absolutely vague as to the destina-

tion, I pick up these articles as

I go along and early in the day,

but, as a rule, one knows fairly

well where one intends to stop,

and then the provender is col-

lected in the last village.

B43

and sidecar loaded with
kit.
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The enthusiastic camper does not confine his hobby to the summer months.

This may sound a lot of paraphernalia to cany
ahout on a motor cycle, Imt it is wonderful into how
small a compass it can he packed. The means of

disposing it ilepend on the accommodation available,

and this must vary.

My leni rolls up into a bundle 12 inches by 5 inches,

ami packs, together with cooking gear, food supplies,

plates, knives, cu])s, bucket, etc., into an ol<l suit

ca-.e which happens to til ihe S])ace between the side-

car seat and the frame. The tent poles (in three

pieces each about 2ft. long) are strapped with fishing

rod to the sidecar axle aiiil front sta\.

The rugs and bedding (whii-h are the mo.st cumber-
some items) are rolled in a canvas, which forms a

cover for ihe motor bic\cle, and is strapjied to the

sidecar above the mudguard. Thi.i leaves my carrier

oti the motor free for a case containing night wear
and a change of garments in case nf a wetting. As I

remarked before, I believe in comfort, and 1 therefore

sleep in pyjamas. Verb. sap.

Total Weight Carried 85 lbs.

The total weight of the ei)ui|)nieiii for t\vo people
works out as follows: Suit case mentioned, 28 lbs.;

beilding, etc., 30 lbs.; poles, 2 lbs.; personal clothing,

25 Ibb. ; total, 85 Ibs,

Besides the items mentioned above, there are numer-

ous odds and ends which make for happiness. About
20 to 30 yards of good light cord enable one to dry

bedding, etc., even if the ground be .wet. It is a

good plan to use the motor cycle gas generator foi

illuminating the tent. If it be advisable to remain

two days or more in any one place, it pays to obtain

a soap box to use as a store cupboard and table.

A Holiday Under Canvas.
Pitch camp as near a stream as possible—it makes

washing, both personal and otherwise, easier. See
that drinking water is reasonably accessible. Carry
a small rifle ; it is often possible to obtain permission
to shoot rabbits, which not only helps the pot but
adds to the sport of the outing. Fix on the outside

of the equipment case a li.st of the essentials it should
contain. Always che<-k these after packing and before
starting; anjthing forgotten means expense or di.scom-

fort, or both. 'Never [litch camp directly under trees,

as no tent which can be con\eniently carried on. a

motor c)cle will withstand the large drops falling from
trees during a heavy downpour of rain, the result being

a tine spray which falls o\-er all the occupants of the

tent and soon causes great inconvenience. A descrip-

tion of a typical outing inay be of interest.

A contrast—the camp in summer.

B';4
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CThe sdence of simple controU

Invaluable Advice.

n

t

f

fl

^

BOWDEN

WIRE, LTD.

If your controls are wrong you are. bound to be in trouble. Therefore, before

starting the 1912 season, give them a thorough overhauling.

See that the control levers are working freely, but yet remain fixed in any

desired position. Examine your brakes carefully.

See that the wire mechanism is in good condition. Take up any slack In the

inner wire by screw'ng out the adjustable stop. (An invaluable spare which
permits the replacement of broken wires on the road without soldering is the

Bowden Adjustable Wire Coupling. You must carry one. Price complete 1 /3)

Do not start the season without Handlebar

IViagneiO V^OnirOl. Bo'.h your hands are available for steering,

and the levers will not jolt from the required position. Complete, 8/6 to 1 1/6.

You know the value of Extra Air as an engine cooler, a petrol economiser, and

a brake. The Bowden Extra Air Inlet fits to the induction pipe without

soldering, and shuts right down when not required. Prices, 11/- to 13/-.

If you have inverted levers a Hold-up Clip to release compression will save

you a lot of trouble. Prices, 3d. and 6d.

A few Spring Steel Clips (to hold one, two, or three wires) will keep your

wires neatly in position. Id. each.

What about a Bottom Bracket Gear, designed

to fit existing machines of approximately 3^ h.p,?

'Bowdenlwo Pratt Street,

Camden Town

LONDON.

««

:;>! •'>>!
In answering this advertisement it is desirable in mpTifinn " The Motor Cucle. E45
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BLUEMELS

MODEL S
For Motor Cycles.

THE
BLUEMEL,
MASCOT
PLUG

can be relied on to con-

tinually give maximum
power to the engine.

Its tough Steatite Insulation

and perfectly

Gas -Tight
Enamel Joint

are the two features of its

construction which lift it

"out of the rut"—mako
it reliable and the most

efficient Plug made.

PROOF.
THE MASCOT PLUGS

are fitted to

Deasy, Rover, Lanchester,

Maudslay, Sheffield-Simplex,

Iris, Straker, Sunbeam, and

Commer Cars.

Of all Flrst=class Motor Agents

PRICE 3s. 6d. EACH.

MOTOR CYCLE
SIDE GUARDS

Made of strong light metal,

splendidly enamelled to suit

colour of machine, and with

simple fittings lor quick attach-

ment or removal, these side-

guards are an extremely effectual

protection.

Complete in sets of two pairs,

one upper and one lower.

Write for List, Motor Cycle Dept.,

C. W. BLUEMEL & BROS.,

Wolston, near COVENTRY.
London Dkpot: 37, (".real Ka'stcrn Street, K.C.

A POSITIVE
Guarantee
againstPuncture

V This in brief, is

^--:^the Atlas Puncture-(

Proof Inner Case.

You can run even.:

. on a burst tyre.'
Saves money, worry, time. 1

•
. .

Adds considerably to the;?

pleasure of the Motor Cyclist, (i

, Write for Booklet—sent free.
'

ATLAS NON-PUNCTURE INNER CASE SYND. Ltd.. c
1 24. High St., Kensington. London. W. 'Phont 4634 Western, i-

Wholesale Agents

:

'

f

MANCHESTER-J. E. Feasi28 Jackson's Row. Dea-sgate. /

IRELAND-H. Whitehead & Co.. 9 M.y Street. Belfast
'

HONISTER PASS
CONQUERED
on March 9th for the first authentic time

ON

WAKEFIELD
"CASTROL."

Mr. Hugh Gibson (3i h.p. Brad- .

bury and Sidecar). IVIr. Vernon
Taylor (3! h.p. Rudge).

Both

C.
27, (

exclusively used Wakefield "Cas

C. WAKEFIELD Sr (

^atinon Street, London,

trol."

CO.,
E.C.
c.n.cBi

B40 In aiuweriiuj thtue advertisements it is •desirahle to mrntwn " The Motor Cycle."
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Camping and the Motor Cycle.—

A cmplete camping outflt by Messrs. John Piggolt, Ltd. U includes tent for

two people ; weigiit about 5 lbs., 7ft. 6in. x 4ft. x 4ft. 4in. hisih, waterproof ground
sheet, sleeping bag, Balaklava helmet, nest of aluminium saucepans,
frying-pan, and Primus stove. The long rolled up package represents the tent

.complete, stowed away. The tent is held normally by pegs shown at the entrance.

In my case, the bicycle and camping are merely

incidental to fishing—a means to an end—but the

procedure is the same when camping is "it.''

One day last year I started from Leeds at about
noon for a stream in Cumberland, about forty miles

west of Newcastle-on-Tyne. The distance is about

130 miles via Newcastle, where 1 had arranged to pick

up a friend. This friend failed me so far as the

holiday was concerned, but persuaded me to stay the

night with him. I reached my destination at about

10.30 the following morning, having picked up
steak, vegetables, eggs, bread, etc., at the last village

—five miles from my pitch. With leave from my
farmer—three miles beyond the pitch— I harked back
and fixed up the tent, got out the cooking gear and
arranged the larder. I then made my first mistake,

for which I paid later on.

A Day's Fishing.
In.stead of going to the farm again and filling the

bedding with hay, I started in at once after the elusi\e

trout. Getting back to camp at about two o'clock,

I cooked three trout and had lunch. After a smoke
I washed the dishes and repeated my former mistake.

I fished till about 6 p.m., and, considering tlie state

of the watec, did fairly well, creeling nine. I then
cooked supper and got things read\ for turning in.

At this time I was cooking with acetylene, and the
process took at least twice as long as it should do,
and now does.

I turned in about 9 p.m., and slept fairly well at

first, but towards morning I began to find the ground
harder and harder, and at 5.30 I was cooking
porridge. After absorbing this I fished for about an
hour, bathed, had a good breakfast of bacon and eggs,

and made sure of a comfortable night by gathering hav
at the farm. Having aired the bedding and made all

snug, I went for a run of about fifteen miles to see a
waterfall, which was a disappointment owing to the
scarcity of rain.

Visitors to my Camp.
I inteaided fishing afte-r dinner (stewed steak with

plenty of vegetables), but, in spite of being five miles

from the nearest village and only one house within

three miles, i had so many visitors that I did not get

on the water until the evening. My visitors were much
interested in the equipment, but did not appear to

credit my statement when I explained that it could all

be carried quite comfortably on the motor cycle. The
idea of anyone being content to camp out in the wilds

absolutely solus .seemed beyond them. _ I slept so

comfortably that night that 1 felt quite ashamed of

myself on waking up and finding it was 8 a.m. After

a pleasant day's fishing (not much sport, hut hot and
comfortable), I packed up, burnt all rubbish, and
started homeward at sbc o'clock. T camped that night

alongside a convenient haystack south of Durham, and
reached Leeds about eleven o'clock on the Tuesday.

And so to work. .'

As described, the proceedings may read tame, but
the writer knows his limitations, and funks attempting

to describe the attendant charms. A man with even
less of a poetic temperament but a great deal, more
command of language would be able to. write in glowing
terms of the feelings of fitnes.s and virtue consequent
on early rising, fresh air, and the morning dip. He
would probabK further enlarge upon the sense of free-

dom due to absence of the conventions, the glorious

vistas of sylvan and river scenery on opening the tent

door at sunrise, the gc<-geous appetite' enhanced by
spending day and night in the o])en and the odours
from the pan, and the pioneer feeling of discovering
new countrv.

Eddie Hasha (7 h.p. 8-vilv5 IndiM). The photograph «'?.s taken on the new
three-lap track at Los Angeles, where Hasha recently set up new records. The
ride is standing on the portion of the track from which the men get a start before
as'cendins the 50° banking, which is easily discernible in the picturfi-

B4,
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A selection of questions of generSl interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be
aadressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
most be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to "write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters
containing legal queries should be marked " Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

?

Inland Revenue Licence,

A and B, having paid the £1
reveiiuf tax for 1912. exchange
motor bicycles, and transfer the
numbers from one to the other in

legal form. Can each be legally

compelled again to pay the £1 tax in

the same year, having only one machine
in his possession?—A.A.S.

There is no need to take out a fresh
local taxation licence. The £1 tax en-

ables the one who lakes it out t<i keep
one motor bicycle at a tinie; it does not
matter how often he changes his mount.

Hill-climbing with a Sidecar.

I have a 1911 Scott and

[^1 intend to use it with a sidecar.

I
^1 Would tl>e machine pull a
LiJ Canoelet sidecar well? Tliat

is to say take sidecar and
passenger up Filzjohn's Avenue or
Netherhall Gardens.—B.T.

The machine in question would take a
sidecar quite well and would negotiate
Filzjohn's Avenue with the greatest ease,

but it mig;ht have a Uttle difhcuilty with
Netherhall Gardens. It would be
advisable to write to the makers and
ask if [he gear fitted is sufficienlly low
to take a gradient of 1 in 7,1, which is

tha officially surveyed gradient of the
last mentioned hill.

Masneto Cut-out.

Tlie new Bosch magneto has no

^1 terminal for a magneto cut-out.
*r I propo.xe to attach Hire of cut-
-i-i out to tile h.t. lermiiuil of plug.

Presuming this will act all right,

is it likely to do any damage to the
magneto or cause mittinng?—W.M.

If you write to the Bosch Co. they will

supply you with a contact breaker cover
on which a terminal for the magneto
switch is fitted. This would be rather
better than attaching your switch wire
to the plug terminril, the result of which
would probably he to get a spark jump-
ing from the earth terminal to the switch
through the handle-bar when the switch
was in the "olf " position.

1v\

Pictures wlthont Words. Ho. 1.

The Scott as a Weight-carrier.

.1 am considering buying a 1912
Scott miHor cycle, and 1 should be
very much obliged if you will

answer me the following ques-
tions : Has the Soott more troubles

than a four-stroke motor cycle? What
gradient does the Scott climb with a
rider weiglimg about 220 lbs. and loaded
with luggage for a long run.—M.C.D.
(Koddaba. Egypt).

The machine you refer to in your letter is

an excellent one, and we have no hesita-
tion in recommending it. We do not think
you would have more trouble than with a
four-cycle engine. The machine would
climb a hill of 1 in 5, or e\en worse, with
this load without difficulty, and with the
standard gear.

Timing Exhaust Valve.

Will yen be gf»jd enough to
tell me th* exact position of
the pi.ston in the cylinder when
tbs exhaust valve commences to
open?— tf.F.

What you should aim at is to ensure
the valve closing at the right point, winch
is, in nxist caaes, wiien the piston is

at the top of the exhaust stroke, or-

just after. If you set the valve to close
dead at this point you can turn the
engii>e back ; note when the valve has
begun to open, inst?rt a spoke in the
cylinder and this will tell you how far
down the pi-'^toii 13 when the valve begins
to open. It should be about one seventh
of the length of the .stroke from the
bottom, i.e., when the flywheels have
revolved through 135°.

Sunderland to Southampton.

What should be the exact
power of a motor cycle with 72
mm. bore and 75 mm. stroke?
Which is the best motor cycle
route from Sunderland to South-

ampton to avoid all big towiM? Unw
long would it take to travel with the
motor in question?—R.M.

If the engine is a modern or.e it should
develop oearly 3 h.p. Tlie e.xact power
we cannot give ; this could only be
obtained from a brake test. Your best
route would be as follows: Sunderland,
Durham, Da.rlington, Northallerton,
Bcji'diighbridgc, VVetlierliy, Ferrybridge,
Uoiiciister, l<etford, 'Juxford, Newark,
Gninthain, Stamford, Kettering, North-
ampton, Towcester, Brarkley, Oxford,
Abingdon. Kii.st nsley. Newbury, Wliit-
church. Winchester, to Southampton. It

would tahe you two <l.iyB to cover the
journey comfortably.

Registration and Licence.

I have an 8 h.p. Rexettie tricar.

^1 What licences am I supp<)sed to

^ take out for it, and is it regia-

-U tered as a motor cycle? Is weight
taken into consideration on a

three-wheeler ?—R.A.M.

You will have to pay £1 local taxation

licence, but must register as a motor car,

which also costs £1. The fact that it is

over 3 cwt renders it a motor lar as

regards registration, but tlie fact that it

has not more than three wheels renders it

a motor cycle as regards local taxation

licence.

A Magneto Query.

About last October I had
^Tl trouble with the magneto rock-

^ ing arm of my twin sticking

_LJ and followed your advice to

readers in previous issues to

increase slightly the size of the h«le

in the fibre bush in which the stud ot

the rocking arm fits, also to clean the
stud. The machine has been storpd

during the weather in a dry shed, and
I find, on examination, that the rock-

ing arm is again immovable, in fact

it sticks so badly tha't firm pressure

with the fingers will not move it.

Ca 1 you suggest a remedy to prevent
this occurring again? It appears to

me that the slightest dampness must
affect the fibre bush to a considerable
extent.—X.Y.Z.

In more obstinate cases the cure
is to take a taper three cornered
tool, such as the tang of a small file, and
gently ejise the hole in the fibre, inserting

the fill-tang on both sides. With the
spring of the rocking arm or belt crank
disconnected the arm should be sufficiently

free to fall by its own weiglit. If it

will not do this, the hole must be eased

till it does A belter method would
be to obtain a small reamer a fraction

larger than the stud on the arm and
pass it through the hole. Sticking of

the arm i? about the only thing that

ever causes trouble with a magneto.

Pictures without Words. No. 2.
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Cold Vulcanising,

Could you give me any particulars
of co!d vulcanising? I have tried

two pi-tchts on a red inner tube,
and^ 1 don't think them a success.

After three dayb I can pull p.itch

off; it is not so secure as an ordinary
patch. Do you think a tread can be
fitted in this way to be a, success?

—

Solution.

A process of cold vulcanising at present
in use is called the Ara. A small outfit

costs 25s., and it is quite satisfactory.

Although the instructions read somewhat
complicated, the work is quite simple.
Ihe great thing is to put everything out
ready in order before commencing, and with
a \yatch huudy on the table the times for

vulcanisation can be properly adhered to.

Ihe address of the hrm which supplies
the outfit is Ara, Ltd., ICO, Long Acre,
W.C.

A Twin for Sidecar and Solo Work.

Can you tell me if the 6 h.p.

Enfield sidecar motor cycle is :

(1.) A thoroughly reliable com-
bination ? (2. 1 An expensive
machine in upkeep? (3.) If the

motor cycle is a satisfactory mount
for solo work? (4.) If too heavy for

solo work, would you recommend me
some machines which would better

suit me for solo and sidecar work ?

My passenger and I weigh together

25 stones, and I should occasionally

want to take luggage .as in touring.

I fear a belt drive for sidecar work.
I would probably do more solo than
sidecar driving, yet if I had to make
my choice would rather have a

machine a little unwieldy for solo

riding than_ one under-powered for

sidecar work. Can I hit off the happy
mean?—F.R.L.

(1.) The machine is thoroughly reli-

able. (2.) It is not expensive to keep
up. (3.1 It will be quite satisfactory as

a solo mount, and- not heavier than
other powerful twins. |4. 1 As far as we
can gather from your letter, we think it

would suit your purpose admirably.

Darlington to Pwllheli.

Pleas3 tell me the best route

to take batwean Darlington and
PwUhali (N Wales). I have
done this ride a few times and
have always gone rid Wetherby,

Leeds, HiiddersP.eld, Ollham, Man-
chester, Altrincham, Chester, Conway,
etc.—J 355.

We should recommend the following

route : Darlington, Scotch Corner, down
Leeming Lane, towards the end of

which you branch off to Ripon, go
through Ripley; before reaching Harro-
gate go through Blubberhousss, Skipton,

Gisburn, Clitheros, Whalley, Preston,

Ormskirk, and Liverpool, cross by ferry

to Birkenhead, go through Chester and
Rossett, wh»re turn Uft for the . road
joining the Holyhead Road near Corwen,
then branch on lor Bdia anJ go through
Festiniog to Pwllheli, or, if j'ou prefer

it, go via Conway. The distance is

nearly 220 miles. Your old route contains

far too many towns to suit the average
rider. Another alternative is to go
through Wetherby and straight down the
Great North Road as far as Doncaster,
then go through Tickhill, Worksop,
Chesterfield, Baslow, Bakewell. Buxton,
Congleton and Northwich, to Chester.

©TOlC^U^
EXPERIENCES WANTED.

Readers desirous of obtaining the e:cperiences
of others with various motor cycles or accessories
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in
which the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor.

"Southern" (Lewisham).—Albion and
Roc gears with sidecar.

"R.B." (Andover).—3^ h.p. Ivy-Pre-
cision with and without three-speed gear
and tree engine.

"E.L.L." (Basingstoke).—Mabon vari-
able gear on 3^ h.p. Triumph and side-

car.

" W.S.W." (Lowestoft).—Bowden and
Mabon gears on 3^ h.p. standard Brad-
bury.

"R.F." (Banbury).—Binks carburetter,
Rom tyres, Lomax band, Atlas inner
case, and Morgan Runabout.

331

"L.D." (Godalming).—4 h.p. Rex de
Luxe.

"H.J.C." (Wimbledon).—Morgan Run-
about, with regards reliability, and
running costs.

"A.M.H." (Hinckley).—3i h.p. two-
.gpeed AUdays and sidecar, also G.W.K.
cyclecar.

••J.O." (Edgbaston).^i h.p. 1911
Zeuith-Gradua with sidecar.

"G.D.M." (Mon?ymore).-^4^ h.p. E.x-

celsior. with Villier clutch and. sidecar.

. "FN" (Southampt(...).-I908 or 1929
four-cylinder

. F N.. leliability and
speed over lona distances.

" F R.L " iRoscreal —3^ h.p. and
5 h p. Zenith-Graduao. 3j Up two-speed
Bradbury, and 6 h.p. Enfield with and
without sidecar.

CLIMBING RED BANK, GRASMERE.

A graaienl steeper than Honisle. rnj,. n^. u. gojii suriae . Tie moirr cyclists are F. Smith (5-6 h.p.

Clyno sidecar) and Wt B. Little (3^ h.p. Budge).

B5I
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An Improved Chaio Belt.
This chain belt comprises a series of

buiit-np links A connected by hooks B.
The Jinks A comprise side plates C D,
formed of sheet metal and bent over to
receive leather or other friction pada E.

The plates C D are connected by rivets
F, the two neper of which are eneafed
by the hooks B.— H. S Yoxall and C. W.
ThorneyiToft, No. 2,638, 1911.

The Matchless Variable Gear.
A variable pulley having a movable

flange A is used,, the Hange being operated
by a chain B passing round a sprocket C

£WC. W WALFORD.fcyPA

connected together by depending links
G H. The rear wheel is carried at the
lower end of the link H, and the link
G is extended on the opposite side of
its pivot to form a hand lever, also
working in the quadrant E. By opera-
tion of the lever D, the lower' stay is

moved in relation to the upper, providing
an adjustment for the belt.—H. A.
and C. E. Collier, No. 6,857, 1911.

A New Bosch Contact Bleaker for
High Speed Engines.

At high engine speeds the ordinary con-
tact-breaker blade may Avork erratically

of spring arms B which run parallel with
one another, and is moved endwise by
means of a button C which is actuated by
a cam. As the blades are parallel the
movable platinum contact A travels to-

wards or away from the fixed platinum
contact D in a straight line, so that arc-

ing when the contacts senarate is pre-

vented.—R. Bosch, No. 29,678, 1911.

A Spring Seat-pillar.

Working in the frame tube A is a spring
seat pillar tube B, the upper end of which
is forked at C. A bracket D is clipped to

the top tube E, and pivoted to this is the
seat ariri F, wliich is adapted to fit in the
forked end C of the tube B, and carry the

/ III I I

III

and connected to a lever system D, work-
ing in a quadrant E. With this pulley is

employed a belt tensioning at-viie wmcii
comprises duplicated frame members F

owing to the centrifugal action, in this
case the blade moves endwi.se, the mov-
able contact A being mounted on a pair

saddle at any suitable point. The stem F
is slotted lor tiie passage of a rod G,
wliich operates the adjustable spring
mechanism of the tube B. The cxaot con-

struction of this latter feature of the device
forms the subject of an earlier patent, No.
19,991, 1909.—J. Smith, No. 29,069, 1911.

Lubricating Oils.

We are informed thai the use of Sternol
A. oil is gradually, but surely, increasing
among motor cyclists.

The Easter Demand.
Excelsior motor cycles are in great re-

quest this year, and the makers. iNlessrs.

Bayliss, Thomas and Co., Coventry, in-

form us that the demand has greatly ex-

ceeded their expectatiDus.

A Tyre Guarantee.
Me.'srs. Jolin i'lggutt and Co., who are

marketing the .J. P. rubber-studded cover
illustrated on the 22nd ult., are issuing

a printed guarantee with each cover with
conditions as to measuring distance, horse-
power to be used, and weiglit to be car-

ried to which the guarantee applies.

Readers wh;) (Mintemplate purchasing these
covers can obtain cories of the guarantee
on application to 117, Cheapside, E.G.

Catalogues Received.
The catahjgue of Alessrs. tjough and Co.,

Park Koad, Hockley, Birmingham, is used
to ilhistrate and describe motor cycle
saddles in many forms, various typ;;3 of

tool-hag.s, spare belt carriers, and tele-

iicopic luggage carriers.

'the latjst catalogue of Gloria sidecars,
the cxcel'ent springs and neat attachment
of which created grjat interest at the last

Show, is to hand. Applications for

copies shoul I be made to the Gloriii

Cyole Co., Ltd., Coventry.
A leaflet describing the ,3^ h.p. Sun-

Precision motor hicych". This niacliino

folhjWH Ktatifhiid lines tlir<Hiphonl , and is

made by the Sun Cycle and Fittings Co.,
Ijtd., Birmingham.

1!I3

Acetylene Gas Tubing.
A sample of acetylene gas tubing has

reached us from Mr. J. Atkinson,
Rubber Works, Summer Row, Birming-
ham, This tubing has a canvas insertion
between the layers of rubber, which
makes it impossible to burst the tubing,
and gives it very much increased life.

The thickened ends are carried for some
distance along the tube vfhich it is

claimed prevents craclfing.

Equipment.
Tlie following description of tlie accesso-

ries used by the machines which were
successful in climbing Honister Pass on
the 9th inst. may be of interest:
Frank Smith's Clyno had Palmer tyres,

B. and B. carburetter, and Jioscli magneto.
Jfe used Price's Huile de Luxu.
Hugh Gibson's lU'adbury had B. and B.

c.nrburetter, Bosch magneto, and Clincher
tyres. The engine was lubricated with
Wakefield Castrol.
Bert Haddock's A.J.S. had Hutchinson

tyres, Amac carburetter, and U.H.
magneto.
Vernon Taylor's Rudgc had Lyso bolt,

Hutthui.son tyres, Senspray carburetter,
and Eiseinann magneto, iio used Wake-
field Castrol.

A Weighty Catalogue. •
Fifteen tons ui paper were, we under-

stand, used to print the new edition of

Gamage's Motor List, which is just

published.

Tyre Reliability.

One of the John Bjll cross grooved
covers illustrated on page 262, March 7th,

was incorrectly described. The one on the
right was a new cover, the one on the
left having covered 12,000 miles.

An Effective Road Clearer.
Mosors. Sea brook Bros., 57, Great

Eastern Street, E.C., have lately intro-

duced a bell with revolving gongs. It is

very loud in tone, and should be an
effective road clearer which is not offen-

sive to the. general public.

WuUrunas in London.
Harrods, Lid., lirompton Koad, S.W.,

have a sample of the Wultruna motor
cycle fitted with Thornton two-speed gear,
in their showroom, and will be pleased to
demonstrate the machine and the gear to

interested readers.

Trade Announcements.
On November 15th, last year, we pub-i

lislied a photograph of a O.N. llunabouti
with its owner, Mr. Cecil Whitehead, at]
the wheel. Mr. Whitehead has now do-
ciilcd, owing to the interest taken in the]
publication of this illustriilion, to join I

the linn of tJolfrry and Nash, the'
makers of the G.N. 'liunnbout. Wo are?
asked to publish this iul'ormation, as i

Messrs. (iolfrcy and Nash think it isj
possible rcailcis might bo under the im-

,

prcssion that Mr. Whitehead's apprecia-
tion was not disinterested at the time.

,
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"Sun" Precision Motor Cycles
The SUN is winning golden opinions everywhere.

Simplicity is its keynote from start to finish, and our 25 years' ripe

experience as one of the largest firms in the Cycle and Motor Cycle Trade

ensures the workmanship being as near perfect'on as possib'e.

SPECIF CATION.

Precision 3| h.p. Engine.

B. & B. or A.M.A.C. Car-

buretter, Boscli Magneto,

Dunlop Tyres and Belt,

Druid Forks, Brooks Saddle,

Two Stands. Two Bags and

full kit of Tools. Frame and

Guards, etc., Coslettised,

therefore rustless. Standard 31 h p. Touring Model, 42 Guineas.

Villiers Free Engine Model extra.

READ THIS.

Manchester,
March 11/12.

We have to compliment you
on making such a perfect

Motor Cycle. Ours has leen
subjected to most severe tests

over 1 ad roads, and with two
and three passengers up. but
it has never failed, nor had a
single adjustment except the

belt.

Yours faithfully,

H. N. KENDALL.

The Sun Cycle & Fittings Co., Ltd., Birmingham.
City Depot—

45, New Bridije St.. E C.

tioVAL nuhv
Fitted with

J.A.P
Engines.

CHATERLEA FITTINGS.
BOSCH MAGNETOS AND PLUGS.
BROWN AND BARLOW'S CAR-
BURETTERS.

DRUID SPRING FORKS.
BOWDEN FRONT BRAfCE, EX-
HAUaT LIFT. AND MAGNETO
CONTROL.

DUNLOP TYRES AND BELTS.
BROOKS' SADDLES & TOOLBAGS,
VILLIERS' FREE ENGINE hU3.
ROC TWO-tPtED A^D FREE
ENGINE HUB.

STURMEY ARCHER THREE-
SPEED AND FREE ENGINE HUB.
Etc.. etc., etc.

"A contented mind Is a

Blessing Kind"—so don't

purchase a Motor Cycle

until we send you our
Catalogue.

PROMPT

DELIVERIES

Everything used in the manufacture of the Royal Ruby
is of the highest possible grade and consequently
our motor cycles a' e second to none.

Art Cataloirue free on request.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE ROYAL RUBY CYCLE CO., Ruby Works,
Great Ancoats Street, MANCHESTER

In answering these, advertisements it is desirable to mention, " 'I'he Motor Cycle.' B.53
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OUADRANT ARMSTRONG^
3-SPEED GEAR and FREE ENGINE ^

MEANS A PERFECT MACHINE FOR ALL PURPOSES.

THE POWERFUL 4i PASSENGER,

AGENTS
WRITE
FOR

TERMS.

AGENTS
WRITE
FOR

TERMS.

London Showrooms : Cass's Mot;>r iviart, 5, Warren Street, Euston tioaa (opposite Tuje Station). Noitin^iiam Showrooms : Ropewalk.

QUADRANT, Lawley Street, BIRMINGHAM. ,e .stSa" SLtlfmo-cs

B

Buy your 1912 machine

in this easy way.
Do not disturb capital, but buy any well-known make
you prefer and pay for it by monthly instalments.

This is the gist of

PAGETS
PURCHASE PLAN.

Pay one-fifth of the total with order and the balance

during 12 months. The premium added to tne makers'

price ranges Irom 2°'o, and we can generally give

PROMPT DELIVERY.
Write for full particulars.

ecacLt?:f

^0^^^

PAGETS, LIMITED,
lO nnd 1 1. Jermyn Street London. S.W.

CYLINDEBS DECARBONISED,

BY
THEBEST RESULTS

CYLCLEAN Process

NO DISMANTLING.

Quick and Effective.

Singfie-cylinder 3/6
Twin „ 5/-

Nearly 400 Agrents.

Head Depot : 39, Brick Street, Piccadi ly.

The Internal Combustion Engine
Cleaning Co., Lta.,

3, London Wall Builclines< '.C.

"54 In answtrinn thenc advertkemenls it i» de«irattU: to mention " The Motor Uydt "
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'TIS 'THE PATCH TH\T WdN'T C9ME OFF.

VULCANIZING SUPERSEDED; WORRY ELIMINATED.
by using the world-renowned

'PATCHQUIGK' rATUT SPECIALITIES
(Patented 'n Greit Fiit-iin and Abroad).

" PATCHQUIGK " PATENT PATCHES, the World's Premier Patch, made in four shapes and
thirty-five sizes, from 1/6 per dozen upwards. Simply apply the Patch with "PATCHQUIGK FIX,"

WE DO THE REST!

H
B

o
H
e
99

Illustrated Lists

post free.

No Motor

Cyclist can

afford to be

without a

" Patchquick "

Equipment.

THE "PATCHQUICK" THREE SHILLING EQUIPMENT is the most popular and efficient Repair Outfit on the Market tens
of thousands being made and sold annually. It has broken all sale records the world over, proving itself as popular abroad as in the

British Isles. Our long experience has resulted in the evolution ot the periect product.

N.B.—The i ontents are now packed tight y intc the outer tin, thus producing an adi.olute'y noiseless Out/it.

'' PATCH Oil ICK " OUTFIT WALLETS i^l^!,^u°'^'^l''l*flil°l?'''L'';''^'"?''"''"-„^,'l"'''™-''A^'?J,'''?"''^''
with strong straps.

LiONDON.
2/6 each

; or complete with tyre levers, 3/- cacn. Outfits 3/- e\lra

WOODGATE BROTHERS.
Dept. F,. TIVERTON, ENGLAND. RARIS.

USED IN FIVE CONTIiNENIS: FIXED IN FIVE MINUTES!

THE FORWARD SIDECAR -^Li-f -^

Molor body built Special Regd. Design Chassis for low
built bodies,

7 and 9 h.p. Model, fitted with Dunlop or Michelin tyre,

£12-12-0
3| and 5 h.p. Model, fitted with Dunlop or MicheHn tyre,

£11-11-0
Extras.—Wind Screen, 25/- ; Aprons, 8/6 ; Luggage Carrier, 20/ ; Hood

and Screen, £2.

MANUFACTURED BY

M. J. VARLEY, Forward Works,
Stoney Lane. Sparkbroo.i, Birmingham.

Telegrams—"Streamline. Rirmineham." Telephone—Victoria ^12.

GOLD MEDAL GRANDEX 2-SPEEDERS
(In.orporating the Grandei—N.S.U. 2-Speed Gear and Free Engine.)

3 models:—

2i h.p. Lightweight, 2 Speed .. 40 gns.
Single Speed 33 „

3} h.p. Touriste or T.T., 2-Speed 4-6

Single Speed 39

4i h.p. Big Sidecar Instrument
2Speed 51

Single Speed 44

Perfect Specl'fica.tions

:

Precision Engines.
Druid Spring Forks.
Hutchinson or I'almer Tyres.
Lj-so Belts and Saddles.
B. & B. or A.M.A.C. Carburetter,
Bowden Brakes and Controls.
Grandex N.S.IT. 2-.Speed Gears.
Grandes " LaPt Drop " Tanks.
Very lowest position—27in. from ground.
J. A.P. Engines can be fitted.

In fact " Thk Bkst of Evekything."

Vt rb. Sap. :—Can YOU do better?
Every facility for Trading.

Cash, Extended Terms, and Exchanges.

"GRANDEX MOTORS" FOR THE MULTITUDE. 86, GRAY'S INN ROAD. W.C

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cucle.' B57
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^^<^

COMFORT AND ECONOMY
'^^ N.A.B.
Cost, 12/6 A SOUND INVESTMENT

Minimum life of pillar, 5 years.

RETURNS.
Back tyre will last twice the time. Saves vibration on man and machine.

Saves its cost 4 times over and you get five years' smooth riding in addition.

Don't miss our booMet, jree jrom—

THE RELIANCE WORKS CO., LTD., SOUTHAMPTON

*' HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
TAirtf Edition.

Price 1/-

Revised and brought up to dale.

From Iliffe & Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.,
and all Booksellers.

Nearly 4C0 Hints end Tips.

By Post 1/2

Turco ic Tyi^O Dooiior-.
Yo r Tyrtm liavo uuly i/mhIiob whicli u . maiuroly
nitn tlicj outer covoiH, Turuo " ryr«' Dunto. will

I'ur >iaiit:iiL)y IWI itiuHo uiuiliu- iinil ulvo ymir tyro u
iu!V/ 1 tv»! o< llf . Klllcat-y Kiiiirri)if4<('(l. Ol ml
iJ''ii|i:rH Ck] rind In. Wiitu hh if tiiKiltralriiil'lt).

TURCO, LTD., Clayton, MANCHESTER.

OMRIUM MOTOR CO.,
LIMIIED,

198, Great Portland Street, W.
Sole London agents :

—

THE REX-JAP
MOTOR CYCLE AND SIDECAR

WAS AWARDED

SILVER MEDAL
in the Midland Open Reliability Trial,

Feb. 17th, making a NONSTOP.
Write at once for catalogue and obtain

delivery before Easter.

P.M.C. ^'^fo^r^ £5 17 6
Early Deliveries.

EASY PAYMENTS CAN BE ARRANGED
WRITE US FOR PARTICULARS.

ii Sf

THE ORIGINAL
LEATHER THROAT PROTECTOR.

Quality and Fn Guaranteed.

Made in assorted Shades, with specially shapctE neck,
givinj; perfect lit, ^nd sizes to fit wearers of collars

sizes 15. 16, 17, with press stud fasleniiiR giving haM
sii.es. Stale size of collar worn and shade required.
Beware of iinitations (A.K. marked on chest porticm of

all our prolectors).

vt^AiST be:i.t.

1/9 ca.ch. Poslaeo 1J<1.

Stitchlcss cliaiii hell, nindc from lite finest qnality
EiiKlish hide, apfciallysiiilabli' wlien luolorinR, obviates
btiUuoniii^ of niiickinlnsh. .ind gives ahsitliitootmilort.

Smart. I-Mcxible. Unbreakable.
Send postcard lor de^rriptive leailnii. of the iasDOm

A.K. Knoo Grip and Tyre Gailcrj.

The " A.K." MANFG. CO., 35, Swainc Street, BKuKtrt.

B58 In anawering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cyde."
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YOU WILL BE GLAD TO KNOW THAT THE

Val I

Automatic
Carburetter
has passed all tests trium-

phantly, and that we can
now accept orders for de-

livery by May 1st.

This is ihs Autamatic Single

Lever Control Carburetter which

lias created so much interest

among the leaders of the Motor

Cycle World.

YCU WiLL REQUIRE IT SOONER OR LATER.

ONE I.EVER ONL.Y.
Write For Particulars NOW to

THE STEWART PRECISION
CARBURETTER CO , LTD.,

199, PICCADI1.1.Y, >V:

MOTOR CYCLES
BY EASY PAYMENTS

Whiteleys are prepared to supply

ANY MAKE OF MOTOR CYCLE
on the EASIEST OF EASY TERMS

Interest Charge from 2 per cent.

A TEN POUND NOTE
secures delivery, and you can pay the balance

afterwards by twelve monthly instalments.

Early Delivzries of
Zeniths
S«rifts

Clynas
P. & M.

New Hudsans
Matchless
Calthorpes
James
Singers
Rudges
Bats

A. C. Tricars

Bed-^lia Cars
Premier IVljtorettes

Premiers
Scotts
Brad burys
Triumphs
Indians
Douglas
Rex-Japs

Carriage Paid t) any) Station irt the United Kingdom.

WHITELEYS
QUEEN'S ROAD, LONDON, W.

THE TYKE THAT BEARS
A CHARMED UFE

Skewnon-sVi''s »re mstJe

in ihe Fqv art pattern, »ide

illi'str^tion, also la the
Cround) anti-skid pattern.

Not only!."! the 're- d be vy
but the casing is eoually
cfniit. tbus producipp an
Ali-Pubber tyre which
cr.rnHnf'S an e'^fective

Noi'-'k'd, Freedom from

I uncture, and Long Life.

Write tor ilhtstrated pri-e list

and booklet. It is interesting.

Messrs.

OYLERS, Ltd.,

Manufacturers,

New Cavenaish Street,
LONDON W.

Tele!
phone I

grams
Mayfair 681
Oylerism.

THE

SKE¥ NON 5KID
[n. answering thesis advertisemmis it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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I FOR EVERY MOTOR CYCLING SUPPLY AT THE RIGHT FIGURE-TRY

.TAYLOR
THE HOUSE FOR QUALITY &

EXHAUST
WHISTLES.

Powerful double - note, with
butterfly valve ;. easily fixed.

Price

:

Double-note, 16/6 ;

Single-note, 12/6.

Another pattern, without
butterfly valve.

Price :

Double-uote, 7/3
;

Single-note, 3/9.

COMPETITIVE PRICE, EXPERT SERVICE, & PROMPT DELIVERY.

1912
SIDE-
CAR
BODIES.

THE BEST BELT.
The CENTIPEDE LEATHER,

eyeleted throughout, guaran-
teed. Its reputation is. the best. Recommended lor
sidecar work and powcrtul twui n c^ Pncc per foot.

^iu. Jm. lin. nn.
1,6 1.9 2/- 2/3

PEDLEY RUBBER 1/5 17 19 2/-
LYSO 1/5 1/9 2,1 2/3
WHITTLE LINK GRIP .... 2'9 3 - 3^6 4/-

STARTING HANDLE CARRIERS. leather straps on

side of carrier
; price 1/9.

HORNS. TAYLOR'S Post Horn gives a long, deep

note. Fitted with extra strong cUp. Test it

agfainst all others; price 13/6; with dust

sieve 14/6,

REPAIR OUTFITS. Tlie Patchquick, equals vul-

canising ; price per tin 3/-

The G.B. No. I 1/3

The Reliance 2/-

TOOLKITS. TooIroU, complete with tools, splendid

vahie ; 9/-

ANTARNISH. Saves polishing lamp and other

plated parts. A colourless lacquer ; price per

tin, 9d.

ANTARNISH BLACK. An oxydised black for using

on bright and plated parts; price per tin, 9d..

ELECTRICIAN'S PLIERS. 6in., includes cutters,

wire cutter, tube grips, etc ; price 1/6 ; second

qiiahtv, 1/-

HANDLE-BAR MIRRORS. Very useful for police

traps
;

second quahty, 3.6,

There is no need to practically give away your
old sidecar because the body is shabby or not com-
fortable. We can supply a new body to fit youf
chassis to carry one or two passengers. We have
a fine selection to offer, packed and delivered to

nearest railway station, carriage paid. Write foi

illustrated list, post free.

SELECTIONS.

No. 7. Buff wicker, very strong, upholstered
complete 25/6

211C. Ditto, torpedo model
, 33/-

W2111. Ditto* ditto best quality 40/-

503. Ditto, with extended footboard and
front fitted with toolbox 36/6

031. Ditto, torpedo pattern, with side doors
and adjustable seat for child, best
quality 60/-

583, Ditto, SCT.'oud quality 49/6

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LOINIDON, W.C~121a- STORE STREET.

me

dxceilence
Sterno) Motor Oils set the standard for quality and
results. Some ot the reasons why YOU should u^e
btemni are By doinj; so you reduce runnira
expenses, better lub .cation is secured at less cct
(bccHuse Stemoi is so economical) ; the engine runs
cooler and gives out lull power; and yr.ur Motor Cycle
lasts longer because there is less friction and wear.

KING of MOTOR OILS
retain theit full lubricating qualities at high temperatures. Harmful
chc-micai chaiigi-s carbon deposit, excessive sinoking. hot bearincs,

"."u. ..",""' °"^"' '•'''' Brade ol Stcrnol Oil or Grease is "iusi
nght for its particular purpose.

Ask any gwd Agent lor Stemoi Oil or Grease, or
write lor lull particulars staling rcquiicnicnis to

v/' f''"^^ J"
(Ihcijlern ^ollntbo^l OilCo., Ltd.),

MnHl.uiy Hiiuarn, Loudon. E.G.

NO MOfiE GOOD ^

TYRES ON THE ?

SCRAP HEAP.
Send your old tyres to us,

Bursts and broken beads
repaired by our Patent
Process cannot fail.

Agents for

LEVIa. 2 stroke.
RUDGE-WHITWii RTH.

TRUMP-J.A P.

MOT0SA.COCHE.
CASH OR CR. DIT.

DELIVERY TO-DAY.

I

Wriie for

Particulars,

I

CANN, L"iLEICESTER.
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Two=stroKe Engines.

THE
question of the handicap imposed on two-

stroke engines ha.s again come to the fore.

Both owners and manufacturers of motor cycles

fitted with this type of engine are complaining
that the handicap is unfair and think that the

regulation should be repealed. Advocates of the two-

stroke engine claim an increased efficiency for this type

amounting in some cases to 6o% ; theoretically they
should claim nearly ioo%, because the number of

working strokes is doubled, but owing to incomplete
scavenging followed by a reduced charge and moderate
compression the average claim is about 50 to 60%.
Now the A.C.U. handicap consists of multi-

plying the cubical capacity of the cylinder by 1.25 for

air-cooled engines and 1.32 for water-cooled. If

the gain in efficiency were only 32% this would
bring the two types level, therefore the average claim

of 60% means that if the cubical capacity were multi-

plied by 1.6 no great hardship would be imposed on
two-stroke engines.

So much for theory, now let us consider how this

theory has been borne out in practice, and Avhat can

be said in favour of reducing or removing the handicap

complained of. In certain contests two-stroke engines

are allowed to compete without any handicap,

but up to the present they have shown no superiority

in speed or power despite an increased fuel consump-
tion. They have other prominent features-, such as

evenness of torque and great simplicity, and are

therefore most comfortable to ride and easy to keep

in tune, but on the road size for size we cannot admit

they have sho^vn themselves more than the equal of

the almost universal four-stroke engine. If this be

so why should the two-stroke engine be handicapped?

Number Plates-

^N the last issue we published an Editorial Note to

a letter with reference to the pusuiuii ut iiumoci

plates, pointing out that these should be vertical

front and rear. Our attention has now been
drawn to ah action on the part of a superintendent

of the Warwickshire Police, who, we understand, had
threatened to summons certain riders because the regis-

tration mark on the front vertical plate was not

sufficiently well illuminated by the lamp. The super-

intendent who made this threat stated that in his

opinion the vertical plate used by motor cyclists was
quite ineffective, and has, we understand, demanded
that one of the A shape shall be fitted. Although we
do not dispute the fact that the A shaped number
plate may allow better illumination, no summons
would prove effective against a motor cyclist for using

vertical plates on the grounds that they were ineffec-

tive, because the Act distinctly states that the plates

forming the identification mark shall be fixed, one on

the front of and the other on the back of the machine
in an upright position, so that every letter or figure on

the plate is upright and easily distinguishable. In

the case of a motor cycle the plate fixed on the front

may, if it is a plate having duplicate faces conforming

with the order, be fixed so that from whichever side

the cycle is viewed the letters and figures on one or

other face of the plate are easily distinguishable,

although they may not be distinguishable from the

front of the cycle. In strict accordance with these

regulations the A plates would be illegal. The police

can summon riders if the letters and numbers are

insufficiently illuminated, but they cannot demand that

a plate of any particular shape shall be fitted, provided

the one in use conforms with the regulations.
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Pastime and Industry in France
BY DAGOBERT.

FRANCE is so near England, and the general

touring conditions offer so little dissimilarity,

that it is at first sight surprising to find such

wide differences in the development of the motor cycle

in the two countries. It is only necessary to frequent

the main roads in the neighbourhood of London and
Paris to realise that, notwithstanding the revival of

which one has heard so much during the last few

months, the Frenchman does not display anything like

the same amount of enthusiasm for motor cycling as

is shown by his neighbour across the Channel ; it is

further only necessary to examine a few of the principal

types of machines to understand the entirely different

conceptions of the pastime in the two countries.

Over 36,000 French Riders.

France possesses about 37,000 motor cyclists; the

actual number of those paying taxes during the year

191 1 was 36,549. The annual tax is almost self-col-

lecting. Immediately after January ist each motor
cyclist is under an obligation to purchase a small plate

at one of the tax gatherers' ofiices, or at one of the

more important Government tobacco shops, and affix

it to his machine. The plate costs 12 "francs (los.),

and its presence on a machine is a guarantee that the

tax has been paid. To safeguard against police pro-

ceedings in the case of theft, for the plate is generally

clipped to the frame of the machine, and not soldered

in position, it is usual for the purchaser to register his

name at the office from which he has received it.

Should the police discover a machine without a plate,

they will generally take the trouble to verify the state-

ment that the tax has been paid before instituting pro-

ceedings. It is obvious that the official returns based
on the number of plates sold represent the minimum
number ol motor cycles in use, for there are a few

riders who will run the risk of using their machines
without a plate, a few more make one plate do .service

for two machines, and noliody pays the tax unless the

machine is going to be used.

In addition to the annual tax, all motor cyclists are

obliged to pass an examipatlon and take out a driving

licence similar to that issued to motor car drivers. A
charge of 20 francs (16s.) is now made for the driving

licence, ahhough it was formerly delivered free. It

is considered that this is an excessive charge, for,

although the licence never requires renewing, it is

hardly equitable that the driver of a 2 h.p. lightweight

should have to pay as much as a man in charge of a
60 h.p. car. The French system gives a certain

guarantee that the dri\crs are competent, and also

allows of efficient police control, for each driving
licence bears the portrait of the holder, and a duplicate
photograph is kept at tlic police headquarters.

Last year was the high-water mark of the number
of motor cycles in use in I'-rancc. Six years ago in-

A26

terest began to wane in the sport, and the number
of machines gradually dropped until in 1909 it had
reached the low figure of 26,465. The following year

there was a slight increase, and last year there was a

big jump to the present record figures. Although the
metropolitan district comprises the greatest number of

motor cyclists, the movement ir proportionately more
strongly developed in several of the provincial centres.

At Marseilles, Lyons, Boulogne, and the manufacturing
towns of the North, around Havre, along the shores

of the Mediterranean, and at the foot of the French
Alps, motor cycling is very popular"; it is rather in-

teresting to note that it flourishes better in the hilly

districts of France than on the plains.

The Bad Roads near Paris,

As Paris is the centre of the motor car industry,

nine-tenths of the national output being from within a

radius of five miles of Notre Dame, it is rather sur-

prising that it should not be the same for the motor
cycle. However, a city with an intense manufa<'turing

belt around it, is hardly ideal from the standpoint of

the motor cyclist. The Parisian, in whichever direc-

tion he wishes to ride, must pass over miles of ill-

paved roads, sometimes of such an atrocious nature
that it is painful to drive over them on a Avell sprung
car. It cannot be doubted that this difficulty of using

a motor cycle in the immediate neighbourhood of Paris

is in a certain measure responsible for the lack of

riders.

In comparing the number of motor cyclists in France
and England it must be borne in mind that the French-
man does not have the same amount of leisure as the

Englishman. To the average man the Saturday after-

noon holiday is an unknown institution, and even the

annual holidays are of shorter duration than at home.
Most of the pleasure riding has to be indulged in on
summer evenings, Sundays, and on public holidays.

Club Life in France.

France does not possess a national body for the
control of the sport. As a number of Englishmen
have recently taken part in events organised by the
Autocycle Club of France, an impression has arisen

that this club has control of the sport. In justice to

others, however, it should be , pointed out that the
Autocycle Club of France is only a metropolitan club,

and in this respect differs in no way from the Moto-
cyc.le Club of France, also with its headquarters in

Paris. The two clubs are rivals, and they have both
been very active in connection with the present revival.

The only other organisation in the capital is the Tour-
ing Moto Club, an entirely amateur body. In the

provinces, particularly at Lyons, Marseilles, and at

Roubaix, there are very [irosperous clubs, in no way
inferior to those in the capital.
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The Pastime and Industry in France.—

Theoretically, the Automobile Club of France

should exercise a control over motor cycling, but in

practice it appears to have too much contempt for

the humble two-wheeler to pay any attention to it

whatever. As the present active period is likely to

continue, it will be advisable to create a central cori-

trolling body, on which all the clubs, both metropoli-

tan and provincial, will be represented. As the Auto-

mobile Club of France has so long' ignored the motor

cycle, there is no reason why its patronage should be

sought at this time. Not only have the two Paris

clubs arranged an extensive programme of hill-climbs,

tours, reliability trials, and road races for the present

season, but in the various provincial centres equal

activity has been shown.

Paris being easily reached, English riders are more
interested in the doings of the Autocycle and the

Motocycle clubs, and promise to continue to take part

in their competitions ; but, in addition, it is understood

that a number of English riders will again accept the

invitation of the Motocycle Club of Lyons to take part

in its Circuit du Rhone race.

Superiority of British Machines.
It is admitted, on both sides of the Channel, that

the British motor cycle is superior to that produced in

France. The causes of this superiority are not far

to seek. Whilst for five years' the number of riders

was steadily dwindling in France, and manufacturers

were content to turn out machines from year to year

without any attempt at improvement, the English clubs

were holding trials and competitions which not only

stirred up enthusiasm but materially contributed to

the all-round improvement of the touring mount. In

the hey-day of its prosperity, the motor cycle in France

was an instrument of sport, and as such it became
more powerful, more noisy, and more dangerous, until

at last it was abandoned entirely.

Even now, in motor car circles, the impression

prevails that the motor cycle is a noisy, fast, dangerous
machine subject to frequent attacks of breakdown.
What has been lacking in France has been that close

collaboration between the every-day rider and the

manufacturer which, in England, has resulted in the

production of the comfortable all-round touring mount.
French motor cyclists, when brought face to face with

English machines, are very much surprised to find that

they are fitted with powerful engines, but that the

power is not used exclusively for speed, but also in

order to make them more comfortable, more reliable,

and better hill-climbers.

From One Extreme to the Other.
From the powerful, heavy, road-racing type of

machine, ' the change has been towards the opposite
extreme—the lightweight .single or twin. As an
example may be mentioned the Peugeot Co., one of

the largest in France, which formerly marketed a large

number of 7 h.p. twin-cylinder machines, but is now
doing most of its busine.iS with a twin-cylinder model
'jf 55 ^ 7° Tim- hore and .stroke. Lightweights such
•-IS the Motosacochc, Magnat-Debon, Moto-Reve, F.N.,
and Alcyon are the most popular at the present time.

On these low-powered machines, fic(|ucntly of only

330 c.c, the French makers do not fit such improve-
ments as clutches and variable gears ; indeed, the
makers claim that by reason of I lie low weight liu'y
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are not at all necessary. There is, however, a tendency

to follow on English lines, and an example of this can
be seen in the twin machine just produced by the

Clement Co., one of the largest firms in France devoted
to cycle construction. Their machine is one of the very

few in France to be fitted with a clutch and variable

gear, and, if we may judge by its success, the example
is one that is likely to be followed. Perhaps the more
genial climate of France is responsible in a very large

measure for the neglect of protection on motor cycles.

Certainly this is true in connection with pedal cycles,

and it is doubtless because fair weather can be counted
on with a greater degree of certainty south of the

Channel than on the opposite side that French riders

will accept totally inefficient mudguards and inade-

quately protected parts which would not be tolerated

at home. We have never had mid-winter motor cycle

trials in France, which probably explains why, many
manufacturers have not discovered that there are other

considerations than speed.

The French MarKet.
The French trade has, unfortunately, to struggle

against a demand for very cheap machines. The
riding pubhc has not been educated to the importance
of quality, and too often fails to see the difference

between a shoddy machine at ^30 and a high-grade
production at nearly double that figure. Refinements
in finish, first-class fittings, and detail improvements
all cost money, and so long as price is the first con-

sideration any important improvement is hardly pos-

sible. This difficulty is one that English firms have
to contend with when endeavouring to do business in

France. They have, primarily, a better grade and a
mors costly machine than is usually built in France,

and its price is further increased by the customs tariff.

Not vithstanding this, it is satisfactory to note that at

leasi two English firms have secured a good position

on the French market.

Passenger Machines and Attachments.
The sidecar is altogether unknown in France, and

as the trailer has long gone out of existence, for it

was found to be dangerous and too costly, the taxation

for this extra seat being the same as for the motor
cycle, only solo machines remain. Instead of taking

up the sidecar, the tendency is towards the develop-

ment of the cyclecar. On every hand new machines
are being brought forward, and both large and small

factories are carefully studying the prol)lem. Having
developed the motor cycle, to a very high degree, it

seemed but natural that English makers should seek

to improve it by adding another seat. In France,
manufacturers do not start out with a perfected motor
cycle, and their tendency is to work down from the

motor car. Almost all the cyclecars on the French
market are simplifications of the full-grown car, and
are really very inaccurately described by the newly-

. coined word "cyclecar." If the existing gap lietween

the car and the motor cycle is filled by the French

—

and I believe that it will be—it will not be by a

glorified motor bicycle but by a simplified car. The
Frenchman who can afford to buy a high-grade molor
cycle cnpaiile of doing solo and passenger work, asks

for something that really looks like a car, and if called
" upon to choose between a proved sidecar and an
untried vniturelle on car lines would almosi always

vole for the latter.
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OCCASIONAL COAAENTS.
By '

Consumption Comparisons.
After reading the leading article , in the issue of

March 14th (with the above title), several of us began
making enquiries. The point of the article was that

motor cycles ought to be far more economical in petrol

consumption, as compared with a 15 h.p. car. Judging
by weight, which including passengers in each case

is as 3 cwt. to 30cwt., the car should require ten

times as much petrol as the bicycle, whereas in reality

the fuel proportions are as i to 5 (20 m.p.g. for the

car, 100 m.p.g. for the bicy-cle). Judging by cylinder

capacity, the consumption is proportionate, the car

engine, being just about five trmes larger than the

bicycle's.,. The write'iiB view was that the different

ratios of weight and area to atmospheric resistance

.-may have something to do with the puzzle. My own

.opinion, based on many observations, is that there is a

far greater waste of petrol at two points with the motor
cycle' Excluding .T)ecially I'uned machines, competing
in consumption trials, there is often a great waste on
motor cycles owing to the vibration and the wear of

the float needle. A large percentage of privately-

owned machines have leaky float needles and jumpy
float needles ; either the machine is leaking when at

rest, witli the petrol turned on, or it leaks in motion,
when the tiny needle keeps jumping off its seat.

In the case of the car the needle is of substantial

dimensions, and seJdom wears much in prolonged use

;

while, owing to the complete springing of the chassis,

it is unusual to find wet petrol slopping about on the

lid of the float chamber as too often occurs with a

bicycle. Secondly, there is a great waste with 90%
of motor cycle engines, owing to partially atomised
petrol being blown out at the air holes, when the inlet

valve closes ; these air holes are very close to the

cylinder, and if the hand be placed close to them
with the engine running, a wet spray is usually dis-

cernible.

On a car the main air intake is generally a long
way from the inlet valve, and though wet spray may
be blown back, it never reaches the air intake, and is

not lost or wasted ; if there be an air intake near the

inlet valve, it generally possesses -some type of light

quick-acting valve, which will shut at the first blow-
back and trap the backward rush of vapour.
To speak of more concrete instances, I do not think

any of se\-eral cars within a short radius of my house
waste an ounce of fuel in loo miles, while I am sure

the motor cycles in the same radius waste an amount
that cannot be measured. Experiments on the bench,
with long inlet pipes, proper mixing chambers, and
air holes distant from the valve chamber, would soon,

prove' what waste really exists in this respect.

The Selection of Overall Leggings.
May I offer a few suggestions to riders who are

now purchasing overalls and other garments. A very
fniitful cause of unnecessary expense exists in the
purchase of inferior overall leggings. A good pair,

should be cut exceedingly loose throughout, and a tall

rider may have some difficulty in obtaining a pair of

sufficient size. If they are at all tight in the fork,

they are certain to split as soon as the rider mounts
01^ dismounts hurriedly. If they are at all .tight in

the leg, the boot is* sure to rip them badly ; the leg

IXION."

should be made very wide by the insertion of a

gusset, which can be folded in under the fasteners,

when they are finally adjusted.

The strap which passes mider the boot is often too

short to admit of a stout boot being worn, is of poor

leather so that wet soon destroys it, or is very flimsily

attached to the sides of the legging.

It is an open question whether a seat is desirable

or not ; with a seat the leggings are likely to be badly

ventilated, and most uncomfortable; without a seat,

the rider is, ^kely to suffer if he allow his saddle to

get soaked in rainy weather.- On thewhole, I prefer

a pair which comes high enough in IVont to cover the

abdomen, and so prevent chills; but without a seat,

in which case great care should be taken to protect

the saddle in bad weather.

The coat may be had either in the form of a light

w-aterproof, or of a heavy jacket, possibly including

a leather breastplate and warm lining, waterproofed
externally. Owing to the vagaries of the English

climate, the amount of warm clothing required 1.'=

always changing, and I personally prefer to keep the

protections from rain and. cold separate. Thus I

employ two jackets, one of which is a waterproof pure

and simple, the other being a thick tweed garment
with leather breastplate insertions.

The weak points of most waterproof coats are want
of looseness over the stomach and want of protection

from wet entering at the neck. If the coat be at all

tight over the stomach the bottom button will tear

off and take a portion of the coat with it if the sewing
holds, or rip its buttonhole whenever the rider does
"splits " in mounting or dismounting. The neck, on
the other hand, cannot be too good a fit; some rider.'

use Avaterproof coats which do not fit the neck at al)

closely, and w-rap a huge woollen cravat round the

neck to fill up the interstices caused by the bad fit.

A sopping wet muffler is most disagreeable.

The poor wee manufacturer is being outdone while the craze ft r home-made
machines lasts— hut we predict it will not be for long. The runabout above
illustrated is a sinile-seaier fitted wi(h a De Dion engine and built by P. C. Boxer,
of Brochley, S.E. Its cliief drawbaclt appears to be the absence of springs.
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THE object of this article is to give our readers

a few details regarding certain hills which form
good tests for keen motor cyclists. Nothing

IS more fascinating to the motor cyclist than -a rapid

ascent of some difficult hill, the steeper the better,

and. if one may judge by recent events, the keen and
sporting rider will never tire until there remain no
hills which he cannot easily climb. The suggestion

that we tabulate a list of noted acclivities reached us

from Mr. H. Wyndham Wood exactly a month ago,

but, singularly enough, we had already commenced a
list, realising how useful it would prove so long as the

hill-climbing mania lasts. In some cases the figures

given are only approximate, but are sufficiently

accurate to give a fair idea of the gradients :

Ahms Hill (neai- Henley-on-Thames).—Length, approxi-
mately 1,200 yards ; maximum grade 1—3, 600 yards 1—S^^.

Surface mostly bad ; very greasy in wet weather. Two
bende
Aston Clinton (near Tving).—A long rise with a maxi-

mum gradient of about 1—8j. The chief difficulty is at

the start, where a sharp rise occurs directly after rounding
a riglit-angle corner to the left. Alter this the gradient
becomes easy, and care must be e.xercised at the left-hand
curve, which is worse than it appears to be. The hill

then gets gradually steeper to the finish.

B.\KiiEOOK Mill Hill (near Lynmduth).— Length, 906
yards; maximum gradient, 1—3.64. The road is fairly

straight, but rises 343ft. in the above distance, and the
surface is usually very bad.
BiRUL p Hr L (near Gloucester).—Length, 1 mile 140 yards

;

maximum gradient, 1—5. The easiest grade on tlie hill is
.

I—15. There are no sharp corners, but three curves, of

which the top is the most severe. The road surface is

usually good, but after rain becomes very treacherous,

BuAsrED Hill.—Length, about i mile; maximum gradient,
1—5^. Two bends, between wliich lies the steepest part

of the hill. Surface fairly good ; neither of the bends
severe.

CtTDHAir Hill (from Downe).—Length; 233 yards ; maxi-
mum gradient 1—4.1, average 1—6.8. This is one of the

most severe pitches within easy reach of London. The
surface is generally Quite gt)od.

CuDUAii Cmn<(:pr Hill.—Length, 4161 yards; maxiniuni
gradient 1—5.

"4, average nearly 1—8. There i& a nasty
bend on the steepest pitJ'li. 'J'his hill is not to be con 'used

with the last-mentioned, whicli is shorter, but stepper.

The reads join near the top.

ConNTr.siiiinv (Lynmoulb).—Length, about 2 miles, in

which the road rises 900ft. No dangerous corners, but
Hurface usually soft and bad. 'J'he steepest part is near the
bottom.
Dashwooi) Hn.L (High Wycombe).—Tliis is not a single-

figure gradient, l)ut is included, as it Is a well-known hill.

Loiiglh, 1,130 yards avoinging 1-16, steepest part 352 yards
of 1—10.9. Quite straight, with good road surface.

t'.2

Edge Hill (Kineton).—Length, about J mile ; maximum
gradient, 1—7 ; road rises 360ft. There are three bends>
the first being the most severe. Eoad surface good.
Faelow Bank..—Length, about \ mile ; maximum gradient,

1—5. Hairpin corner to left; two bad corners. Road
surface bad
Gkebnhow Hill (Pateley bridge, Yorks.)—Road rises

1,000ft. in about three miles. The maximum gradient is

I—1).4. There are two bad corners on the steep part. Sur-
face good when dry.
Koi" Hill (Princes Risboro").—Length, about | mile,

n'.aximum gradient 1—5 (approximate). The road gets
gradually steeper till about half-way up, when it eases
slightly, then gets steeper till it reaches its worst a short
distance from the summit. There are no bad corners;
surface fair, but rather loose

Lynton Hill (Lynmouth).—JiOngth, about j mile; maxi-
mum gradient ]--4-i, average 1—6. Though short, this is

one of the sharpest hills in England ; it is rendered worse
by a bad corner at the bottom. Surface bad.
MiLSWELL Hill (Crouch End, New Southgate).—793^,

yards ; maximum gradient 1—9^, average 1—12: A con-
venient test for Metropolitan riders. Surface fair

Nethekhall Gaeden.s (JHampstead). —Length, 760 yards;
maximum gradient 1

—

1\, average rise 1—^18. The hill is

approached by a right-angle turn off the Finchley Eoad,
the worst pitch being before the left-hand turn. ' Surface
fair to gcod.
Newnham Hill (Daventry).—Length, about f mile;

maximum gradient, 1—6. The hill commences just after
leaving Newnham village, and rises gradually to the cross

roads; there is then a fairly level part until the right-
handed curve by the barn ; here the gradient increases
rapidly till it reaches its worst just before the end of the
hill. Surface usually very bumpy. With a fast machine
care must be taken at the cross roads, the barn, and at
the top corner after the finish.

Phtersham Hill (Richmond).—600 yards ; maxinmni
gradient 1—9i, average 1—15. • An easy ascent, but a

handy test hill for London riders. Surface good ; easy
bends. . ;

^

PoiH.ocK (Somerset).—Length, about 2i miles;' maximum
gradient, 1—4. Road rises l,2C0ft. in above distance.

Surface very bad ; two bad corners and one bend.
RiVKR Htlt, (Sevenoaks).—-Length, 1,444 yards ; maximum

gradient 1—9. 8, average 1—13.4. Good road, easy ciu'ves.

Stonklhicii (MoT.sLOwl Hill (Coventry).—452', yards;
maxinuun gradient, 1—9.34. Approached by right-angle

tuin, curves slightly right, then left sharper. This is a
well-known Coventry test-hill

SuNiusiNG (Stratford-on-iivon^Banbury).—1,093^ yards ;

nKixinunn gradient, 1—6.43. Two sharp corners and a
cnive. Road surface irood. The road curves to the left,

then lakes a sharp right handed turn, followed by a stretch
III' 1—7, the gradienl i.'etting win so towards the crest of

thr hill, where (lie road t.irns left ai'aiii.

iSiFTTON Ban'K (Thirsk).— Length, 1,500 yards; maximum
gradient, 1—3.9. 'I'he surface is generally very poor, and
there ia a sharp bend. 'J'hi.s is one of tho best-known York
shire hills.
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Some English Single Figure Gradients.

—

SAiNTBrRY.—Length, 2,341| yards ; maximum gradient
1—6.1, average 1—11.9. Surface modei'ate.

Swain's Lan'e (N. London).—Length, 873^- yard.? ; maxi-
• inuni 1—6|, average 1—12.

WE.STERHAM HiLL.—Length, 1,754;^- yards ; maximum
cradient 1—7.8, average 1—13.4. Good road.

WiLLERSET Hill.—Length, 1,205| yards, in which road
rises 405.3ft. ; maximum gradient, 1—5.9. Two corners

;

surface poor.

The above list gives a few of tlie better-lcnown test

hills, but does not aspire to being in any way a

complete list. T//e Motor Cycle will be glad to hear

of any freshly-discovered single-figure gradients, in

which case the following details should be sent if

lObtainable : Whereabouts, length of hill, and total

rise in feet, maximum gradient and condition of

surface. For the benefit of those who do not possess

a gradometer, a simple device, which we illustrate,

can be constructed by anyone with the slightest

mechanical knowledge. Obtain two stiff strips of

wood about 4ft. long and have them carefully planed
so that their edges are straight and parallel ; hinge
them together at one end so that the lower edge of
one strip and the upper edge of the other would if

produced pass through the, centre of the hinge. Now
mark off the upper edge of the lower strip in quarter or

339

one-eighth inches, starting from the centre of the hiiige.

Fix and adjust a spirit-level on the top strip. Now
arrange a triangular block to slide on the under side of

the upper strip. The face of this block must be exactly

at right angles to the upper strip and be of a certain

known lensfth

Parallel sided wood strips

hinged at C.
Spirit level.

Sliding block.

A simple device for measuring the gradient of a hill.

To ascertain the gradient of a hill all that' is

necessary is to lay the lower strip on the ground (it

is usually necessary to sweep away loose stones, etc.)

and adjust the sliding block till the upper strip is

level. The grade will then be found by dividing the

height of the block into the length in inches, marked

by block from centre of hinge. Thus in sketch. The
height of block is 6in., the point standing at 2ft. from

the centre of the hinge .". we get" ;
grade i—4.

How the Horse-power of an Engine is Tested.
LAST Aveek an article by " Ubique " described in

detail the older and more usual methods of

finding the brake liorse-power of motor cycle

engines, the following is a description of the latest

device used for this purpose. Fan and Prony brake

tests, though useful in themselves, do not give so

accurate a result as an electrical testj moreover, the

Prony test is messy, and the f.an test attended with

some amount of risk, as mentioned in the ai'ticle_re-

ferred to, for a broken blade is capable of doing con-

siderable damage, owing to its ^eiy high velocity, and,

in addition, the results have to be worked out on for-

mula in each ca.se, and allowance made for belt slip

and other factors (including the height of the baro-

meter, if absolute accuracy is required when the fan

test IS employed).

The electrical testing set shown in the accompany-
ing sketch is made by the Phoenix Dynamo Manufac-

turing Co., Bradford. The arrangement is veiy neat,

and the results given are most accurate.

The engine is supported in a tmiversal cradle,

designed to take any nonnal crank case, and it can be

fixed in position in a few minutes ; it is coupled to

tlie generator by means of a flexible coupling, the two

halves of which slide together. The generator is

capable of ab.sorbing more than the full power of any

3J^ h.p. engine, and runs at any .speed required from

300 to 3,500 revolutions per minute. A tachometer

is supplied, also a starting liandle and magneto
bracket, thus the whole set is absolutely self-contained.

To take the load a large control panel is fitted,

having a wide range regulator for absorbing the

generator current, and aLso a field regulator for giv-

ing a fine regulation of load. An ammeter, a volt-

meter, and a wattmeter complete the set and enable

the horse-power readings to be taken very easily.

1 ^
/

i

^
I \
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r

Side elevation
Electrical testing set with engine in position on the cradJe.

End eievalioT>.
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PETROL CONSUMPTION COMPARISONS.
THE companson of the respective petrol consump-

tion in ton-miles per gallon of a car and a

motor cycle is an interesting and coniplex

question. It cannot, in my opinion, be considered to

*be the outcome of any one cause, but rather the

aggregate result of a variety of causes, some acting in

one way and some in another. To begin with, a cycle

is over-engined when compared weight for w^eight with

a car. Taking- the figures given in The Motor Cycle

of March 14th, it will be seen that the cycle

engine is more than ojie-fifth the capacity of the car

engine, Avhile the weight (with rider and passenger)

is only one-tenth that of the car, so, if both were

expected to show the same consumption in ton-miles,

and the car does 30 m.p.g., the cycle must do 200.

Consumption and Cubic Capacity.
Again, taking the figures given, the consumption

appears to vary approximately as the cubic capacity

;

this is a natural result if the weight be neglected, but,

as the weight of the cycle and rider is half what it

\vould be if the same proportion obtained throughout

(viz., one-fifth), we should expect a greater mileage

because the cycle engine would be running light for a

greater proportion of its time than the car engine, and
another point in favour of the cycle is the ' greater

efficiency of its transmission : against this it must be

remarked that an internal combustion engine is running

-

most economically when running under full load and at

a constant speed, and these desiderata are more nearly

approached on a car than on a cycle, partly owing to

die greater number of gears.

It is quite true that a two or three-speed gear does

not i.mprove the petrol consumption of any given

machine ; in fact, it is more likely to have the opposite

effect, but it makes it possible for a 300 c.c. engine

10 do the work hitherto done by a 500 c.c. so far as

die climbing of stiff gradients is concerned. This en-

ables a'man to. do any given journey with a smaller

i-ngine, and therefore with a lower petrol consumption,
.dthough the weight is possibly unaltered.

The Importance of Gear Ratio.
Then, again, the top gear ratio must be considered.

Taking the average of fifteen cars, we find that the

lourth speed comes out at 4 to i. This, with 32in.

wheels, i.5. equal to ^yi to i with 26in., the standard
iize o».i a motor cycle. Thus, when running on top,

i.he car engine turns thirteen times while the cycle

-ngine turns sixteen, the cycle being geared 4 to 1.

it may be urged that the cycle is not improved either

in speed or running by raising the gear to about 3 to

I
, and this is quite true, but it does not prove that

die petrol consumption would not be better. Tlie
more even torque of a four-cyliiiilcr engine enables it

ii> run comfortably on a gear which would be un-
pleasantly jerky on a single-cylinder, and the jiossession.

ul four sjjeeds allows the highest gear to be higher
dian it could be with only a single gear (X two speeds
at one's disjjosal. But against this ii must be alkiwed
that a motor cycle with its higher proportional capacitv
and lower gear will take hills easily on top for which
a car such as that mentioned would have to droj) to

diird or scctKid speed.

If the speeiLs of the two \'ehlcli's differed mmli, air

resistance would account for a great deal, as tlic

III I

power required varies as the cube of the speed ; liow-

ever, I am only discussing ordinary tourhig speeds,

where the difference will not be excessive, thougli

perhaps the bicycle will average a few miles an hour
more than the car does. The area exposed to the air

resistance, however, must be considered, and this, t<i

give an equality in ton-miles, should be jjroportional

to the weight, i.e., if the car presents 30 square feet

to the wind the cyclist should present 3 S(]uare feet,

but except when the rider takes a racing position the

area will be about three times that amount and con-

sequently three times the h.p. and three times the

amount of petrol will be consumed in o\ercoming it.

To overcome this air resistance at 40 m.p.h. about
ro h.p. will be required by the car taking the constant

as .002, Imt the cycle instead of needing only i h.p.,

the amount that should be tiecessary in proportion to

its weight, requires 3 h.p. It must not be assumed
that I regard 40 m.p.h. as an ordinary touring speed.

It may represent 25 m.p.h. against a 15 m.p.h. wind.

Less Innporlant Matters.

The tractive resistance between the tyres and the

road is strictly proportional to weight, and so caii be
ignored. Water cooling makes an engine more
efficient and possibly gives the car a further slight

advantage, though, of course, the fact "of the engine
keeping cooler allows of a larger charge being
admitted when required.

Advantages from a motor cycle point of view

—

1. A more efficient transmission.

2. More running on top gear.

Disath'antages

—

1. A larger engine in proportion to weight.

2. A lower top gear ratio.

3. The engine runs light for longer peii:>ds and
the speed is less constant.

4. Greater air resistance in proportion to weight.

I ha\e not discussed the carburetter question be-

cause so much depends upon the skill of the rider ;;

in the hands of an expert a separate air control may
be an advantage, but ^n the case of an inexperienced

rider the automatic' carburetter is midoubtedly the'

better. Auriga.

A coiiverlod 3J h.p. Ralcteliollo Iricar with specially-designed body (and made
by James Henshaw, of Stockport), (o carry a Carmicn petrol gas out.".t. A si.le

lever gear change, side lever brake, and ma;;ncto have boon lltted.
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Avon Motor Cycle Tyres.
Sui-table 'for a.11 clinna.±es.

Tricar.

Made in 24", 26",

and 28".

2j" - 40/- each.

2\" - 42/6 ;,

Tube, No. 2 Qual.

2i"9/6; 24 "10/3.

Tube Li 36.

.^^?=:r^
Stonehenge.

Made in 24", 26",

and 28".

2" - 25/- eacii.

2f' - 26/9 „

2j" - 28/6 „

A most popular
cover at a popular

price.

Extra strong casing.

Lightweight A.

Made in 24", 26",

and 28".

2" - 17/9 each.

2t" - 19/- „
2^" - 20,^3 „

As a cheap cover
this c-annot he

beaten.

Combination.

Made in 24",

and 28".
26",

2i"

42/3 each.

45/9 ,y

Steel and rubber
studs, an ideal all-

weather non-skid.

AVON MOTOR
CYCLE TUBES

fitted with motor cycle valves.

No. 2 Quality P.A. Quality
(Red or Grey)

and 28".

7/6 ea.

2i" - 8/3

(Red or Grey)

24", 26",

2" - 8/9 ea. all

2i" - 9/6 ,, GUARAN-
2|"-10/3„ TEED. 2l"-9/-

„

All motor cycle tubes can be fitted

with the Avon Dome Ends at'

2/- per tube extra.

w m >
(B 3 <
t)iQ e e

AVON MOTOR CYCLE BELTING.
gin- .. 1/5 per foot. ^in. .. 2/1 per foot.

2iu. .. 1/9 per foot. lin. .. 2/4 per foot.

AVON mOTOR CYCLE
COVER RETREADS.

Size 26" or 28" x 2", 2I", and 2V.
Steel Studded - - - - - - -"29/6
Avon Combination (1910) - - - 25/-
Extra Heavy Rubber Stud or

7 line pattern ----- 13/6
Medium A. Rubber Stud, or 7 line

pattern -------- 11/6

Bicar.

Made in 24", 26'

and 28".

2i" - 32/6 each,

2i" 34/3 ^

Specially constructed

studs, large base.

Write for our new illustrated catalogue, free upon application, full information.

Whatever machine you ride,, see that the Tyres bear AVON name.

The Avon India Rubber Co., Ltd., iv^eiksham, wiits, Engsand.

LONDON : 35, Long Acre, W.C. MANCHESTER : 229, Deansgate.

BIRMINGHAM: 204, Corporation Street. GLASGOW: 197, Buchanan Street.

Large Stocks kept at all our Branches. Also at most high-class Motor Cycle Depots.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cijde."
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Another
Remarkable
Success

at Honister Pass, Cumberland.

Mr. C. R» COLLIER conquers this notorious hill on a

"SHAMROCK-GLORIA BELT"
The S.G. Belt is the only one having accomplished

the ascent on a passenger machine with 2 passengers.

Avoid Substitutes.

THE HANOVER RUBBER COMPANY,
17, Goswell Road, London, E.C.

B*! In unsucriny this advcitiacmcid -U u Uatirailc to mentiu7i "The Mulur Cycle."
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All leUeri.s]ioulii be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and addreSi.

A.C.U. Ore Day Tria'.
Sir,— I notice that you inserted m your issue of

March 14Ui a photograph of my tricar driven by me on
Cudham Hill in the A.C.U. one day trial. I shall be
glad if you will inform your readers that this was the only
hill on which the tricar stopped, and that a little further
down (before the photograph was taken) I was baulked by
another competitor with sidecar, and therefore lost my
engine speed. Had it not been for this, there is little doubt
that I should have climbed the hill, as on a previous occasion
not long before I had climbed this hill easily with the same
gear. G. N. HIGGS.

The Agency Question.
Sir,—If your correspondent's small local agent happens

. to run the only petrol depot within a radius of a hundred
; miles, the former had better pay the five per cent, out of his

own pocket, kiss and be friends.

If not, he should do his business with any of the large

number of firms who have got capital and push."

After all, he needn't tell the agent where he purchases.

LA 2459.

Sir,-7-I had the same trouble last year about the above
when I bought my present mount. The agent I bought my
machine from told me that the agent of a district was un-

able to recover any percentage on a machine sold by an
outside agent to a customer inside the district, unless the
out.^ide agent had made the sale by advertising or touting
in the district. I presume advertisement in the press 's

excluded. In which case Mr. Topping need have no fea .

that the agent from whom he buys his machine will not get

his commission. Perhaps some member of the trade will

explain the case more fully. FREE ENGINE.

The Silencer Trials.

Sir,—In order to make these a thorough practical test I

beg tc suggest that some means be found whereby the various
makes of silencers shaU be tested under exactly the same
conditions.

It is obvious that a maker would prefer his particular silencer

to be attached to a machine that was already comparatively
silent, say a small twin rather than a heavy single.

Hence if the object aimed at is to discover, if possible,

the most effective and efficient silencer, some other way will

have to be found than that adopted by the M.G.C.
I understand that the M.C.C. silencer trial is to- be

regarded as a sporting event primarily for the interest of

its members rather than for technical purposes, which means,
I suppose, that while- throwing the competition open, the

real object is to encourage ideas from its own members
rather than make any serious attempt to find what motor
cycUsts are so much in need of.
' No mention is made of any test for back pressure, except the

ability to climb an ordinary hill, which.almost any motor
cycle can do with a good margin of power to spare, which
power might be absorbed by the silencer.

Surely under such unsatisfactory conditions the results of

the trial will prove nothing, as almost any silencer can be
made quiet if no account is taken of back pressure.

I suggest that only standard Sj h.p. machines be used,

if possible of exactly the same cubical capacity, so that the

same volume of gas be dealt with, then throttle and air

valves in all cases should be fixed so that all machines

be run under the same conditions as to quality of mixture
and amount supplied to the engine, it being obvious that a

rich mixture with throttle fully open wiU make much more
noise than a weak mixture throttled down, it being quite

possible to alter the mixture and throttle down on approach-
ing the judges if they were visible and their positions known.

I only mention tliis to show that failing similar conditions

any so-called silencer trial will be useless unless the same
silencer were tested in every one of the various classes

arranged, which, of course, is not likelv.

HILLS CLARKE.

A.C.U. and M.C.P.A. Committees.

Sir,—On behalf of the Motor Cyclists' Progressive Associa-

tion I should like to reply to Mr. Harding's remarks in the

issue of March 7th. I am glad to note that he does not question

the need of such a body as the Progressives (how could he
in view of the One-day "trial fiasco?). It is only its constitu-

tion with which he finds fault. Apparently he considers

trade influence too strong, but the figures he quotes to

substantiate his remarks are inaccurate. Let me give the

real facts and compare the present and proposed composition

of those representing individual membei-s and associated clubs

on the Auto Cycle Union General Committee.
List of representatives recommended by the M.C.P.A. for

individual members :

:Mr. Harding states there are seven men actively engaged

in the trade and three indirectly.

As a, matter of fact only six "are actively engaged in the

trade and two indirectly, whilst four are private owners.

These figures need not alarm private members, seeing that

in the old state of affairs five men on the committee were

actively engaged in the trade and two indirectly.

We now come to consider the list of men recommended
by the M.C.P.A. to. represent the affiUated clubs on the

General Committee of the A.C.U. Mr. Harding is wrong
again when he states that five of the M.C.P.A. men are

actively engaged in the trade and five indirectly. As a

matter" of fact four only are actively engaged in the trade

and three indirectly, the remaining twelve being private

owners.
Here again on comparing the old composition of .those

representing the affiliated clubs, it will be found that three

rnen were actively engaged in the trade and three indirectly.

Summing up it will be seen that the- composition of the

Progressives' committee is made up of ten men actively

engaged in the trade, five indirectly, and fifteen private

owners, whereas ilr. Harding states that it is made_ up of

twelve men actively engaged in the trade, eight indirectly,

seven private owne"rs, and three unknown. His suggestion,

therefore, that the trade influence is too strong is ridiculous,

as to all intents and purposes it remains in the same propor-

tion as last year. Besides, why should not trade members

do their duty as committeemen in such a manner as to

demand the private members' confidence?

Coming now to the second part of his letter, in which Mr.

Harding states that it has been urged against him and some

of his friends that they are not practical motor cyclists. Mr.

Harding acknowledges that he and his friends do not take

part in speed contests, but ride their bicycles for pleasure.

Surely, seeing that they are members of the Competitions

Committee of the A.C.U., and help to make rules for reli-

ability and speed trials, it would be better if they had some

experience to back them up. It is the object of the Motor

B9
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Cyclists' Progressive Association to see that practical men
should be elected on these committees. Wliere was Mr.
Harding during the ill-fated one-day trial? Was he not a
member of the Competitions Committee which drafted the
rules and is responsible to some extent to see that they are

carried out? What experience have he and his friends had of

organising big trials, and were they as members of the Com-
petitions Committee satisfied that satisfactory arrangements
had been made for this event ? Mr. Harding suggests that
responsible leaders of the trade are satisfied with their joint

committee meetings with the A.C.U., but if this is so, how is

it that three of the oldest members of the trade have joined

the ranks of the Progressives?
Finally, I would like to point out that it is not only in con-

nection witli trials that there is need for reform. In other
matters the Auto Cycle Union will have to adopt a more
businesslike attitude. What has happened to the A.C.U.
Handbook, which was promised for March 1st? What have
become of the proposed lamp trials we heard so much
about? Perhaps Mr. Harding, as a member of the Com-
petitions Committee, could tell us what he has dons in

reference to these points? If the Progressives come into

power we hope to look into these matters.

W. G. iMcMINNIES, Hon. Sec. M.C.P.A.
[This letter was unavoidably held over.

—

Ed.]

Consumption Compaiisons.
Sir,—I notice tlmt in The Motor C'l/dc of Thursday,

the 14th inst., you invite readers' opinions on the reason

why the petrol consumption for a motor cycle is much higher

than that of a car in proportion to their relative weiglits,

etc., and I certainly consider that you have thereby opened
up a very interesting field tor discussion, which I am sure

all keen motor cyclists will take advantage of, and it is to

be hoped that such a discussion will definitely settle tliis

much-debated point once and for all.

As far as my own opinion goes, I entirely agree' with you
that the difference in the two cases is certainly far too great

to be accounted for by differences arising from air resistance

or transmission systems, or any other mechanical differences,

but, personally, I am quite certain that the cooling is at the

bottom of the vi'hole business. I do not think it will be
denied that practically all cars have water-cooled engines,

and that the low petrol consumptions obtained are with such

cars, while almost all motor cycle engines are air cooled, and
there is no doubt that the lower relative petrol consumption
of the car is due to the much greater thermal efficiency of

the water than the air-cooled engine. A little consideration

of the two cases should easily convince anyone that such is

the case, for a water jacket, although absorbing heat during
the initial portion of the expansion or working stroke, gives

up a lot of this heat during the latter part of the stroke,

and this heat is accordingly converted into work by tlic

engine. In the case of the air-cooled engine, however, any
heat given up to the air during the initial portion of the

stroke can obviously not be returned again in the latter part

of the stroke, since the cylinder has by that time passed from
the vicinity of the heated air and is then in contact with
fresh cold air, which continues to abstract heat when it is

really required by the engine to convert into work.
For this renson a large amount of heat energy is entirely

wasted by the air-coeled engine. It will, therefore, be
obvious that the tliermal efficiency of the water-cooled is

much greater than that of the air-cooled engine, and, in

consequence, the former will give a larger amount uf work
tor a given amount of petrol than the latter, giving a cnrre-

Bpondiiigly lower petrol consumption for the same amount
of work.
This question could be definitely settled if comparative

figures were available of the petrol ci)nMiin|itions of cans
having air and water-cooled engines. For this reason it

would be very interesting if the owners of some of the many
cyclecars and runalmuts having air-cooled engines would givc^

us the benelit (if their experiences in llie matter of puti'ol

consumption. C.S.P.

Sir,—In your remarks on consumption comparisons, you
havo set a very iiilcrcKting prohltm, namely, why is it that
a car engine will give roughly thirty to fo'rij, ton-miles per
gallon of petrol, while a motor cycle engine gives a!i<iiit

fifteen ton-mih'.i per gallon. I$iit of still greater interest is

the next prolih.-m. namely, is thia dilference inevitable, or
can J motor cycle reach Ihc anpartntly greater efficieniy of

tl>e car wliile, still retaining its own peniliar advantaiji^a?

Only careful experiment can decide which are the important
points, -for though, I beheve, most of the necessary facts
have been at some time determined, they are so scattered
through a mass of literature that it would be difficult to
make any great use of them. In these experiments we
must have some definite measure Of efficiency, say b.h.p.
hours per gallon of petrol. The mere difference between a
wet and a dry road would make a considerable difference
if ton-miles per gallon were used. To compare the engines,
first the modern car engine is multi-cylinder, water cooled,
long stroke, has ample bearing surfaces, and is mechanically
lubricated. The motor cycle engine is usuall.y single
cylinder, air cooled, short stroke, the bearing surfaces are
often rather small, and lubrication is by splash.
What experiments have been made to determine the in-

fluence of each of these factors on cflaciency as measured by
b.h.p. hours per gallon?
Next we come to the question of transmission. What

percentage of power is absorbed by belt, chain, or shajt?
Does a change speed gear compensate for the power it

absorbs by allowing the engine to be run more often at its

most economical speed? (What effect has engine speed on
efficiency?) And even now wfe have only got the horse-
power hours per gallon transmitted to the road wheels. I
believe, though, as I have said, the experimental evidence
is almost absent, that on every point I have mentioned the
motor cycle is somewhat less efficient than the car (with the
exception of bein^ single cylinder instead of multi-cylinder).
Combined, the effect of all these causes must be consider-
a'ole. Now, as to the force required to drive car or cycle
along the road.

First, road resistance ; every wheel of a car is sprung,
perhaps, not ten per cent of the weight of a car is unsprung,
i.e., wheels, back axle, etc., except in spring frame machines
not half the weight of a motor cycle is efficiently sprung.
This must have some effect. You, sir, in your leading
article, dealt with the wind resistance, though I am inclined
to' think the area of resistance of a car is less than you
stated in most cases, but this only increases the force of
your argument. - EEGINiVLD FISHER.

Sir,—Your leader of March 14th on the above subject
greatly interested me. and assuming, for argument's sake, the
figures put forward by yourself, I have estimated the po'n-er

which it would be necessary to apply at the tread of the
w^heel to propel the motor bicycle and the motor car at 30
ni.p.li. The interesting result of the calculation is that it

appears, as a priori reasoning would lead one to suppose.

J, E. Voo Willi his 3' h. p. T.T. Triumph, oil W'hii;h he rojently broKe Itio

Melbourne lo Sydney record. Tho previous record held by W. Tormey stood at
34 hrs. 7 mins., which Yoe improved upon by 2 hrs. 48 mins. The distance
between the two cities boin;; 577 miles, his average spcel works o t at 18.4
ni,-).h. Both Vce and Xorm^y lost some time tbrough lamp tr JUijios and railway
gates beini closed.
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that the engines are practically equally efficient as prime
movers. The great discrepancy, therefore, in the two cases
as regards the ton-mile economy must undoubtedly be looked
for in the direction indicated by your leader, viz., greater
relative wind resistance.

A summary of the calculation is as follows : R-olling friction

of rubber wheeled vehicle on macadam road, 50 lbs. per ton

;

wind resistance per scpare foot of normal surface, .005 X
[velocity in miles per hour]- lbs.

Motor Cycle, 335 lbs., Motoe Car, 3,360 lbs.,

9 sq. ft. 30 sq. ft.

Rolling resistance = 336 x Rolling resistance = 3360 x
.022 =7.38 lbs. .022 = 73.8.

Wind resistance = 9 x .005 Wind resistance = 30 X .005

X 30= =47.9. X 50= =135.
Ft. lbs. per sec. = 44 (7.38 x Ft. lbs. per sec. = 44 (73.8 x
47.9)= 3.75 b.p. 135) = 16.7 h.p.

At 100 m.p.g. at 30 m.p.h. At 20 m.p.g. at 30 m.p.h.
= .3 gall, per hour. = 1.5 gall, per hour.
= .08 gall, per h.p. = .09 gall, per h.p.

hour. hour.
The near agreement, on these assumptions, of the effective

and shaft horse-power (to use marine phraseology) is also
interesting. W, R. GERALD WHITING.
[We consider that Mr. Whiting is taking the constant of

air resistance' at much too high a figure. ' The Eiffel Tower
formula gives .003 for flat surfaces, and the R.A.C. estimate
is .0017 ; this was obtained from practical results at Bi'ook-

lands. If, then, we take .002 (for ease of calculation), Mr.
Whiting's h.p. hour figures become .15 gallon for the
motor cycle and ,146 for the motor car. This does not
affect the force of his argument, which, however, gives
.a slightly undue importance to air resistance.

—

Ed.]

The A.C.U. Formula and Two-stroke Engines.
Sir,—With regard to the recent letters respecting the

handicapping of two-stroke engines, your correspondents
appear to have overlooked the important fact that the

A.C.U. formula is an attempt to compare the performances
of machines on the point of efficiency. It would be mifair

to the four-stroke engine if the two-stroke engine were not
in any way handicapped, to compensate for its very much
higher petrol consumption. It may be quite immaterial
to your correspondents whether a machine does 50 or lOO
miles to the gallon, but it is a fact which has to be con-

sidered when the relative efficiency of the two types is

being tested.

In any case, the A.C.U. handicap is not a great one, and
I believe I am correct in saying that in the recent Essex
M.C. hill-climb, the P. and M. and sidecar would have
beaten the Scott and sidecar, evea if the latter had been
reckoned as a four-stroke.

A BELIEVER OF FOUR-STROKE EFFICIENCY.

Clutches and Variable Gears.
Sir,—Please allow me to reply to your correspondent

" Commonsense."
I still maintain that the Indian clutch is one of the most

flexible, if not the most flexible clutch, on the market, and
that it answers the purpose of a variable gear witliin certain
limits, i.e., it will allow one to crawl in trafSc, take a hill at
a steady pace, and crest a steep hill, all the time giving a
smooth drive. Naturally, if a machine be geared far too
high for a certain hill no clutch in the world will enable it to
climb it. As mentioned before, there are limits. Power is

absorbed by the slip in the clutch and gained by increased
engine revolutions.

I sliould like to say that, though I was credited with a stop
on Cudham I kept my engine running and gained the top by
turning in a circle. My failure was a combination of circum-
stances. A collision on Polesteejple Hill knocked my sidecar
four inches out of track, causing it to drag heavily on the
machine, aud through others stopping in front of me I was
delayed twenty minutes, and therefore had to drive all out to
make up time. On nearing the steep poi-tion of Cudham I
was baulked by a non-competitor, and found my gear, in tlie

circimistances, too high to allow me to pick up again without
turning, as described above.
To a certain extent, the knowledge that my stoppage has

caused " Commonsense " so much amusement somewhat com-
pensates me for my failure in the trial. Before the start a
friend remarked, " If you can't get through, get a laugh."

ERNEST FRASETII.

Single-cylinder Class Limits.
Sir,—I notice a letter from the James Cycle Co. in the

issue of the 21st inst. pointing out that the single-cylinder
touring class for a certain open hill-cUmb is limited to
500 c.c. engines, and consequently several well-known
machines are barred. IMay I point out to manufacturers of

engines above 500 c.c. that in the classes for single and
variably geared single-cylinder machines in our open hiU-
climb, to be held ' on Saturday, April 12th, no limit has
been fixed. May I also draw the attention of maiiufactr.Ters
of cvclecars to the fact that we are including a special class

for these machines alone. FRANK G. BARTON,
Trials Hon. Sec, Oxford M.C.C.

Lancashire Clnhs and Competitions.
Sir,—With reference to a letter on the above subject from

Mr. Winterbottom, trials secretary Burnley A.C., in last

week's issue, I would like to say how pleased I would be to
co-operate with him in what I concur is most necessary to
the well-being of the sport, to wit, inter-club competitions.
At the same time I would like to point out that the Mereey
Motor Club called a meeting of club delegates to form an
association to carry into effect the same plan, but unfortu-
nately the necessary support was not forthcoming. However,
if Mr. Winterbottom will send me his address through The
Motor Cycle I will communicate further with him and give
him all the assistance in my power.

S. W. CARTY/Hon. Sec. Mersev Motor Club.

Pillion Seats.
Sir,—Regarding Mr. Pritchard's querj' in last week's issue,

I would say the way we started was as foUows : First

I got astride the cycle and had both feet on the ground :

then my wife got seated, and I pushed off as well as 3

could. As soon as engine fired, I assisted with the pedals foi

a few yards ; when it was downhill, even slightly was
sufficient (and if possible we so arranged that it was), there
was no need for this. - Very occasionally some kind friend

would give us a shove off, but the above was the usual way.
My Bradbury starts very easily or this way of starting would
be impossible. This year I have fitted a clutch, as it is

neither dignified nor in a town very safe starting as we did.
- CHAS. -0. COX.

Climbing Honister Pass.
Sir,—Having read the claim of the Clyno Engineering

Co., in which they state that they have succeeded in climb-
ing Honister Pass—a feat which others dare not attempt

—

I am rather curious about the following points : (1) The
gear used. (2) Whether, when Mr. Frank Smith accepted
the challenge, it was understood that the Pass was to be
cleared of loose stones, etc., as I understand was done.

I note that Mr. C. R. Collier climbed Honister on a
standard 8 h.p. two-speed Matchless, geared 9J to 1. Cer-
tainly his engine was larger than the Clyno's, but if the
Clyno's gear were as low as I have heard it to be, the
efficiency of the Matchless combination was greater than the
Clyno's, Also Mr. Collier, as I expected he would, climbed
the Pass straight away, whereas Sir. Smith was there some
considerable time before.

I suppose it is necessary to add that I have no interest

in the Matchless Co. .J. A. ROCHE.
[The gears used were stated in the article describing the
event. See page 278, March 14th.

—

Ed.]

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
In the letter published last week signed Keimeth C. Orr,

the word unacquaintexl should read acquainted.
" C.F.'s " letter should be signed with the writer's full

name. With regard to the query raised, only one type of

Clyno engine is made, bore and stroke 76x82 mm.=744 c.c.

N O T I C E.

The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in any way for
loss of copy in the lorm of manuscriut, drawings, or photograpiis
submitted tn Mm. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-
graphs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed lor the pnrpose. - -

1^
B13
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A TEST OF A BIG SINGLE-CYLINDER.
It is some considerable time since we have ridden an

Excelsior motor cycle, consequently we jumped at the offer

of a trial of one of the new 4j h.p. models with Villiers

free engine ajid sidecar. Having only a short time at our
disposal, we chose Stoneleigh HiU for our test, and, the
ascent with one passenger in the sidecar having been accom-
plished with great ease, we tried two, and this weight also

the engine made light of. Finally, we collected three passen-

gers, two of whom sat on the carrier and one. in the side-

car. At the first attempt the machine failed only about five

yards from the top, so a second and successful attempt was
made after a short wait to allow the engine to cool. This
feat was accomplislied by a single-cylinder engine of

85 X 112 mm. with a single gear of 5-^ to 1, and without
clutch slipping. The Binks automatic carburetter was used.
On the way home we took charge of the machine, and found
it comfortable to ride, flexible, and devoid of knocking

;

while the big single gave one the impression of ample reserve
power. In fact, though we came home three up, we never
had occasion to open the throttle more than halfway. The
machine was standard in every way, and fitted with two
lamps, petrol tin, and all the usual accessories. The weight
uula-den was given us as just over 3^ cwts., and the total

weight of the four passengers just over forty-one stones.

This must be acknowledged to be an extremely fine perform-
ance, and it reflects great credit on the new Excelsior engine,
which has proved itself ideally suitable for passenger work.
There has of late been a distinct call for a big single-cylinder

engine for sidecar work, as many motor cyclists prefer the
simplicity of a single-cylinder engine.

;>—

•

A single-geared ih h.p. Excelsior climbing Stoneleigh Hill with three passengers
and driver.

OXFORD M.C.C. MEMBERS' HILL-CLIMB.
The Oxford M.C.C. held a members' Iiill-climb on Iron-

down Hill on Saturday last. There were fifty-four entries.

The results on formula were as follow

:

Class I. (Lightweights).—1, H. H. Viggers (2f h.p.

Enfield); 2, C. H. Boissier {2-J h.p.
"" --.---

G. Hill (2i h.p. Calcott).

Class III. (Touring Singles).—1,

h.p. New Hudson) ; 2, H. T. Askew
I. E. Webb (3i h.p. Triumph).

New Hudson) ; 3, H.

H. Graham Dixon

(3i h.p. Triumph)

;

(23

, Class IV. (Touring Twin Cylinders).—1, E. H. Viggers
(2-3 h.p. Enfield) ; Z, H. A. Bishop (6 h.p. Enfield).

Class V. (Sidecars).—1, H. A. Beard (3-^ h.p. New Hudson)

;

2, R. A. Bishop (6 h.p. Enfield); 3, J. E. Webb (3^ h.p.
Triumph).
Class VI. (Any Single or Twin).—1, H. A. Beard (3^ h.p.

New Hudson) ; 2, H. G. Hill (3^ h.p. Bradbury) ; 3, Graham
Dixon (3^ h.p. New Hudson).

-7>—••«»-<-

HILL-CLIMB AT
The contest organised by the Moto Cycle Club de France

at Ai-genteuil on Sunday consisted of a flying kilometre and
two kilometres uphiU. The course was bathed in sunshine,
and the drying action of the wind and sun, aided by the cor-

poration sweeper, had rendered the road surface perfect for

fast speeds. British-made machines were responsible for first

places in three out of the six classes, Gabriel's Triumph being
20s. faster than any other machine in the 500 c.c. class, and
the 2f h.p. New Hudson easily won Class II. under 3:0 c.c.—

a

3^- h.p. New Hudson winning the 500 c.c. sidecar class at a
speed of 25 m.p.h. Other machines which performed well

were Peugeot, Motosacoche, and Rene-Gillet. The results

ARGENTEUIL.
Class 1 (lightweights, 225 c.c.)—1, Detrez (Peugeot) ; 2,

Piette (Motosacoche). Winner's speed, 24 m.p.h.

Class 2 (350 c.c.)—1, De Vay (New Hudson) ; 2, Milland
(Motosacoche). Winner's speed, 37.3 m.p.h.

Class 3 (500 c.c.)—1, Gabriel (Triumph) ; 2, Elamber
(Magnat Debon) ; 3, Dubost (Rene-Gillet). Winner's speed,
43 m.p.h.

Class 4 (over 500 c.c.)—1, Pean (Peugeot) ; 2, Debeaume
(Rene-Gillet). Winner'^ spe^d, 44 m.p.h,

SiDEC.\RS (under 500 c.c.)—Lurault (New Hudson), 25 m.p.h.

,
Sidecars (over 500 c.c.)^Ghcdoi'ge (Rene-Gillet), 27 m.p.h.

one ol the bends at Atgonteuil.

r-n

C]wCiotf,o (Ronu-GMIc'l) computing 111 the Moto Cycle Club do Franco hill-climb.
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B.M.C.R.C. MEETING POSTPONED.
EVERYONE in the motor c3'cle world had been

looking forward to the B.M.C.R.C. meeting

on Saturday last. It was to have been a most
popular event, as T/ie Motor Cycle telephone began
ringing on Friday afternoon and continued till quite

up to eleven on the next morning with queries as to

the racing. These tintinnabulations are always the

sign that an event is evoking interest, and it was the

same last week with the Essex Motor Club Hill-climb,

only, thank goodness, " Brooklands " is comprehen-
sible on the telephone and Tring is not. No more is

T-R-I-N-G, even when spelt out with careful enuncia-

tion, but we digress. At breakfast time on Saturday
it hiol-ed fine and promising, at 10.30 a.m. it became

" ."

wmmsm

i

^Kt—

'

^k'^ ' ^^^^
^l^H^^^^^^^r^

|a^ ' "^^JHf

^^^das ^I^H
W^

Tbe clock face which has been placed at itie lork on Brooklands in connection
with long distance races.

overcast, at eleven it rained, at twelve it poured, at

one it deluged, and just before that hour when we
arrived at the track we met Major Lindsav Lloyd,

Mr. N. C. Neil, and a Brooklands employee all

wedged into the little yellow Siiaire, going as fast as

its one cylinder would let it for the station.

Brooklands reminded one of the " Thousand
Islands.'' "A great place," said a competitor, "for

water polo," but no use for motor cycle racing. Com-
petitors, officials, and spectators were huddled under
iron roofs for shelter. The timekeepers, Ebblewhite.

Bidlake, and Reynolds, were walking away from the

course as we arrived. One or two brave souls were
trying their machines in the rain. Bashall was disport-

ing himself on a small twin Humber. One or two
sidecar machines were careering round the track or

trying the test hill, but of racing there was none.

Major Lloyd decided the point on a show of hands.

Two-thirds voted against any racing on such a day,

and the event «as postponed till the following Wednes-
day (yesterday), and a full report thereof will appear
in our next issue.

Two points in connection with this meeting are

worthy of being placed on record. Firstly, mention
must be made of the programme—a really useful pro-

duction, with speed table, complete list of British

motor cycle records up to January 1st, 1912, a dis-

tance table, and full particulars regarding the

B.M.C.R.C.

The Brooklands CIocK.

Secondly, we must refer to Mr. Loughborough's
clock. This clock, for the design and manufacture
of which the clever and capable honorary secretary

of the B.M.C.R.C. is responsible, was completed at

2 a.m. on Saturday. It is not synchronised hourly

from Greenwich. Yet it requires no winding. It has

no works. Yet it ticks when required. You cannot

set your watch nor tell the time by it. But it fulfils

a useful purpose, and competitors would not for worlds

be without the shining whiteness of its snowy
countenance.

Its great dial gazes down the straight full in view

nf the competitors, just opposite the timekeepers' box.

Behind it an official works its one wheel, on a spoke

of which is a spring bolt engaging in a series of holes

bored at intervals in a circle. Each hole represents

a minute on the dial, and the snick of the bolt drop-

ping into the hole is the only tick it can produce.

This wheel controls the one hand, and the object of

it all is to give the riders an idea as to how the time

goes on a long distance race.

At the speed at which competitors travel handle-bar

watches are of no use ; they therefore have good cause

to thank this simple evolution of the clever brain and
the outcome of the deft hands of Mr. T. W. Lough-
borough, who has made the B.M.C.R.C. what it is.

W. H. Elce

(3ih.p. Rudge)

rounding t li e

corner at the

foot of Aston

Hill in the Essex

M.C. Open
Event.
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HERTS. COUNTY A.C. SECOND OPEN TRIAL.

General view of the starling 4)oint at Barnet.

PUNCTUALLY at 9.30 a.m. the first compelitor wa.s

sent away from the Salisbury Anns Hotel at Barnet
on Saturday last. A fair number of spectators
watched the start in a slight drizzle.

From Barnet the route led through Boreham Wood to St.

Albans, where competitors were .stopped one mile from the
town. They then had to ascend Holywell Hill at under
10 m.p.h. The test proved the undoing of a good many.
Full marks were only obtained by nineteen riders. C. W.
Meredith (3^ Bradbury) and R. J. Charlesworth (3-^ Zenith)

made noticeably .slow climbs, and the single gear brigade
distinguished themselves almost without exception.

From St. Albans to Harpenden the roads were very heavy ;

in fact, till about three miles short of Luton mud-ptugging
was the order of the dav. In Hnrpenden we met Charles-

woi'th replacing a control joint pin,

but as this was not a non-stop section

be was able to do so without penalty.

Luton Market Place was crowded,

but the local police were of

great assistance in keeping a clear

lane. Here we met Frank Smith witli

his Clyno and sidecar. He was very
wroth because, although he turned up
in time to start, he was unable to

procure either numbers or a route card,

and consequently lie wisely refused to

start thus handicapped. Then foll(i\\e(l

more mud to Barton-in-the-C'lay. Here
the .secimd non-stop section started,

leading tlnough llitcliin. Shefford, Sil-

soe, and back to Bart<m.

At tlie foot of Sharpenhoe Hill aiid on

the incline all competitors were st<i|)ped

and had to restart. Most riders niiidc

clean ascents, as the suiface- of the hill

was remarkably good. Here the rain

started in earnest. Xewso'.nc (Trinmpli).

Applebee (Cenlaur), and (lilliam iTii-

umpli) came up vvtill. Collici' (6 Zenith)
roared up, but was baulked by I'arkes
(Enfield), who also went uj) well. 'I'he

G.W.K. came up nicely and quietly, and many envied the
dryness of the driver and passetiger. Attenborough (5

Indian sc.) came up fast.

Frcnn Sharpenhoe to Dunstable the roads were
awful, and it was quite a relief tc get on to

the London Road in that town, though it was
only for about threequarters of a mile. Many com-
petitors picked up petrol in Dunstable, so as to avoid the
crush at Tring. On arriving at Tring the machines were
parked at the Rose and Crown, and everyone had a bad time
getting out of his filthy overalls ; therfi was then a big run
on the washliouse.
One liour was allowed for lunch, and competitors were after-

wards taken direct to the timed hill-climb at Aston Cliiiton.
I'hi.s hill is now so well known that it presented little diffi-

ON KOP HILL, PRINCES RISBORO', IN THE HERTS COUNTY TRIAL,
Some oompetitors who found the combination of a 1 in 5 gradient, stony surface and white chalky slime

too much for them. The photograph gives some idea ol tho condition of the hill.
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F. W. auham,

(free engine

Triumph), one of

the se/en com-

petitors to ascend

Kop Hill. Of the

seven, three used

single gears.

^$'<*:.*,

culty, and the surface was much better than we bad
expected. Newsome roared up and made the fastest ascent
of the day. F. W. Applebee made fastest time in Class A,
Avhile in Class D E. G. Atteuborough made fastest time.
Then came a stretch of narrow twisty lanes, followed by

the precipitous descent of a narrow chalky hill, on to Wend-
over, where the road surface improved, and over an undu-
lating course to Princes Risboro'.

Kop Hill Ascended with Hot Engines.
Now came what was a surprise -to many, viz., the ascent

of Kop Hill with hot engines. This proved the undoing of

all but a few. The surface was awful, loose unrolled stones
and soft greasy clay; and, had not a few made clean ascents,
we should have said the hill was unrideable. Clean ascents were
made by Newsome and Gilham (Triumphs). Dixon (3-^ Zenith)
got up at his second attempt. Fordham (Quadrant) was
particularly noticeable, as, though he was twice badly
baulked, he got up in style. Haddock (2-^ A.J.S.) made
a fine climb, CoUiver (6 Zenith). Huckle (5 Rex), and
Meredith (3-^ Bradbury), also made clean ascents. H. Ber-
wick (3^- New Hudson) made one of the best climbs. He
was baulked halfway up the hill, and came to a standstill,
but star-ted up again on the bad part, and finished well.
The machine was bouncing all over the road, and it was

wojiderful how he managed to keep in the saddle. No
passenger •maclrine climbed the hill straight away, though we
hear that Rice-Pyle brought up his 8 Bat and sidecar at the
second attempt.

After Kop Hill the pace was fairly fast, as nearly everyone
had lost time. We passed the Indian, stopped "with "tyre
trouble, and a rider of an Enfield adjusting his chains.
Just before Missenden we met Haswell, who told us that
the Brooklands meeting was postponed, owing to the water
on the track. In ]\Iissenden the route takes a sharp left-

hand turn, and a steep hill is encountered at once
; thence

through Chesham and up the sharp incline of Hampstead
Road. Here we passed a N.S.U. rider apparently in trouble,
though he repassed us again shortly afterwards. From
Chesham the road led to Boxmoor, thence to St. Albans
and the London Road to Barnet;

A Wet and Muddy Ride.

At the finish everyone was wet and muddy, but still cheer-
ful, and there was much talk about the state of Kop Hill.

The route was extremely well marked with arrows, and, in
addition, paper had been laid wfrere there was any possible
doubt. Messrs. D. K. Hall and A. Sharp wor'ked hard to
get out the results on Saturday night, and managed every-
thing except the results of the stopping and starting test at

fhe check at the

foot oi Sharp-

enhoe Hill.
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Herts. County A.C. Second Open Trial.—

Sharpeiihoe, which had not come in. The single-geared

Ti'inmph. iPremier. and Quadrant machines distinguished

themselves in a trial replete with hills, and belt slip did not

appear to be common in spite of the adverse conditions. F.

W. Applebee's Quadrant ran beautifully thronijhout. as did

No. NiiiiK^. Class. Non-
stop.

Schedule
Hill-climbing

Fast. Slow.

B
B
B
B
A
n
H
B
B
B
H
1)

A
c:

B
B
A
L

%
1?

B
B
B
B
B
f.

A
A
C
C
A
A
A
A

45
' 45
so

45
45
15

45
45
45

45
45
35

35,
•5

4.1

50

35
45

45

4 5

45
50
45

45
15

Non-
45

4 5

4S
- 41

49

49
42
22

48
48
45
50
4O

45
40
4S'

4"

33

49
34

37
17

45
48
46
46

' 36
33
3»

starter,

,ir.

i«

16

3"

25

3

30
19
30

9
10
10

7

30'

10

8

18

6

20
20

s W. b'. Newsonr^ (Triumph) 20
20

^ F.' \V. Applebee (23 Centaur)

f) C Howe {'^\ Zenith)

20
20

7 V. W. Gilhain (3^ Iriumph)
*> C. W. Meredith f^.J Bnidburv)

20
20
r;

10 H r Mills f^A Preinipf) 20
20

r
.• K. 1. Cliarlcsworth Hi Zfriiilii

1 1 A. I.Parkes (jj liiilu-kl)

li :;. :\. B. Tootli (.'i Kcxl
]i, W. L. Overenr) (3} I'.V.l

t -, 1-1. A. I'orrlljam (3! QurKliaiit) ...'...

is I H Nott (''Y Enfifid)

20

TO

20

2

i'( 1- A CollivxT (6 Zenith) 20

j„ H, tkal (3 N.S.U.)
.•] I. Klti- (3! N.S.U.l
- A. G. Kiddle (lj A.S.L.)

J3 C. |. Neville (Trivuiipii)

21 A.N. GuUcriciKe (KiidRe) : .

.

2S V. C. North (3* Ariel)

;(. F. (;. EcImiuikI (3j Hluebef)
2^ H. Berwick (3.t New Hudson)
2.'! H. !. HaiKtl'3j Rildse)'-
20 Noii-startf.-i".

3fi A VVi'bsler (2JI Hobarl)

17

10

4

20

20
20

U

31 A. H, Brill Wi Hazlewoorll 1:

3, ]. .M. RcvlKer-i (^ iMnlclllcs^

,,, r. II Haddoek (.'J A. I.S.I

3^ VV. Aslcn (2J Grandexl

(6 V. Busby (23 number)
3; Rc.« Mundv (2} Sjrii;erl 30

W. L. Overend '31 h.p. P.V.) commencing the ascent of Sharpenhoe

Haddock's A.J.S. We also noticed H. F. Baige's Kudge
make a fine ascent of Sharpenhoe. F. C. North (3i^ Ariel)

pluekily rode throughout the day, though, owing to a bad
skid, he liad damaged the steering head, andeo had con-

siderable trouble to keep a straiglit course owing to stiff

steering. The results are given in the following tabk :

Results.

No. Name. Class. Non-
stop.

Schedule
Hill-cliuib ing.

Fast. Slow.

38 ,F Beghy (41 Calthorpe) D
D
D
D
1:)

D
D
13

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

45

35

Non-
25
25

45
45
35

45
35
45

Non-
35

46
16

49
32

+3
starter.

16

32

47
45
44
17

49
48
32

starter.

33

30

,9 H Grose (8 Chater-Lea sc.)

40 C ] Holmra (S Chater-Lea sc.) .

:

(I 1 tic (b Zenitli sc.)

3

4 K H ire (b Enlield s:..)

13 1' 1 B' ickburn (6 Zenith sc)
14 C B i\tcr (6 Basil sc.) 18
4i "1 A Be i7ley (6 Matchless sc.)

4b C M Kciller (G.W.K.)
47 1 Chdtcr Lea, jun. (S Chater-Lea sc.)
4'' 1 1 Uood (G.W.K

)

II

6

4 i -Viud len da Silvira {7 Indian sc.)

50 Clive Preene (6 Rex de Luxe Sidette)
51 If Lord (6 Re.x de Luxe Sidcttr) ..

52 \L. G. .Attentjorougb (5 Indian sc.) . .

55 V. Smith

10-

3
2

54 B. T. Rice Pvle (S Bat sc.)

— Sts;nifies official figure not yet known.

ARMS HILL CLIABED ON A SIDECAR.
Late on Monday evening we received the following tele-

(Jiam from R. A. Bishop, of Oxford :
" Have just climbed

Arms Hill, 5 h.p. Enlield and sidecar ; total weight rider

and passenger, 13 st, 13 lbs. ; first ascent by sidecar com-
bination and passenger ; witnessed by Secretary Oxford
Motor Cycling Club and others.—R. A. Bishop."
This is an excellent performance, on which we congratu-

late JMr. Bishop and the makers, the Enfield Cycle Co.

OPEN RELIABILITY NON-STOP RUN
IN NORTH WALES.

The open leliability trial winch is being organised by
the Liverpool A.C.C'. for April 13th is open to any
class of vehicle controlled by the A.C.U. Route: Stai't

Hamilton Square, Birkenhead, 8.30, Chester, R,osset, Cefn
y-bedd, Bwlchgwyn, Wrexham, Ruabon, Llangollen, Llan
degia, Ruthin (lunch contfol, one hour), Loggerheads, Mold,
Cilcain Hill, St, Asaph, Rhuddlan, Newmarket, Holywell,
Bagillt, Halkin, Noithop (tea control, half an hour),

Hawarden, Chester, finish Hamilton St^uare, Birkenhead
;

distance, 160 to 170 miles. A gold medal will be awarded
to every competitor making an absolute non-stop; certifi-

cates to every competitor completing the course. Competi-
tors will ride ni pairs, and will observe on.e another, in

addition to which there will be travelling marshals and
observers on each steep hill. There is no marking or guess-

iug at times or speeds, no timed hills, no examination of

machines— in fact, it is n purely .=itraightforward non-

stop nm.

The G.W.K, cyclocar climbing Shnrpunhoo. which 15 a cutting liolween

chalk dills
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UNTIL last week I was quite contented with an

ordinary smootli-run.ning respectable push-
cycle. I denounced the motor cyclist as a noisv,

petnjl-breathing, vibrating, and totally unworthy fellow

traveller, who missed the health-giving exercise of the

cyclist, and gained nothing but insane speed. I

was convinced of the supreme joys of pedalling, and
even w"ent so far as to write a revised edition of " Love,
the Pedlar.'"' But an enthusiastic motorist has

destroyed all my arguments by the simplest of all

l)rocesses, which 1 might describe as soh-itur

iiiotorando.

At first I was reluctant to make the e.>;periment,

but the enthusiast knew my weakntss. " Lll guarantee

to frighten you," he said cunningly. "Lll make you
genuinely alarmed by the speed." Of course, I

denied " the soft impeachment," and promptly entered

the sidecar. We tra\"ened for an hour and did twenty-"

eight miles; and now^ 1 am crying out for a motor
cycle every hour of the day.

In the beginning the motion was unexpectedly

smooth and luxurious. We went along at a moderate
pace through the town : but even then there was a

sense of power which was intoxicating. It was like the'

joy of gripping a high-mettled horse ; but it was many
horse-power.

Then when the outskirts of the town were slipping

behind, our speed increased. We began to shoot past

the ordinary traffic—the lumbering drays and clanging

street cars, and we outraced the cycles as a comet out-

leans the creeping stars. The sense of power became
a dirill, a tingling jov ; and I wanted to shout in the

Sheer Pleasure of Motion.

a tcmptati.m to keep on guard—an entirelyI felt

foolish miyjulse to

be watchful and
wary. Keenlv watch-

ing each new turn-

ing for an out-rush

ing vehii-Je, grip-

ping one side of the

chair as if to leap

alertly out or vaguely

imagining that cau-

tion could stop the

machine or brush aside the obstacle. The instinct

was futile, but quite natural. Possibly it was
due to a little timidity or a sense of help-

lessness. Then something happened.
The machine suddenly doubled its speed and gulped

down the road. The feeling - of timidity vanished

as a useless thing ; I fluiig it off as a diver flings

off his clothes ; and we plunged into space. I lay

back wdth feet pressed against the front of the chair

in complete abandonment to pure joy. To say that

we flew is a weak metaphor, and conveys no idea of the

experience—we w'ere hurled along like a projectile.

The velocity seemed to double and double again. It

grew, multiplied, accelerated. It became vertiginous

yet exultant ; it became an all-absorbing passion ; a

sense of power which made us god-like ; it was like a

divine thunderbolt, a soul racmg like a star. We were
being wdiirled into infinity, into eternity ; and the wild

joy filled me like a gale. Time and space became
trivialities ; I was superior to all such paltry things

;

I drank eternal life, till I was drunken as with

old wine.

The landscape flew by on either side ; we sped up

hills and swooped into valleys ; we switchbacked over

undulating country, yet we seemed not to touch the

road. The telegraph poles ran by like Indians on the

trail. The country-side galloped past with a thousand

Gilpins in full chase. Bridges dashed towards us and

leapt oyer us yelling like boys at leap-frog. The
earth's own motion came into our ken, and we became
part of the cosmic consciou.sness.

Fear was impossible in that state of delirious emotion,

and I began to iniderstand that primeval revelry when
the stars of heaven sang together. I also wauled to

shout for jqy_. . . Then we stopped Everything
became mute and
dead. People crawled
about the streets, and
traffic moved slum-
berouslv past d The
thrill of life faded
into n dead-and-alive

existence, and mv
cycle has become a

commonplace.
Novice.
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A SIDECAR TRIAL ON NOVEL LINES.
Something original in the way of competitions is the sidecar

trial arranged by the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. tor

Saturday. April 13th. Though there are thousands of motor
cyclists who use 3^ h.p. machines with sidecar attacliments,

so far no trial has been oiganised to show up their capabilities.

The Coventry M.C. trial is confined to members, and only

sidecarists will be competing.

There will be two classes : (1.) For machines up to 500 c.c.

(2.) For machines over 500 c.c. A special prize is offered to

the driver of a single-geared sidecar who accomplishes a non-
stop run from Coventry and ascends farthest up the test hill,

which will be on the noted range of Edge Hills. Those com-
petitors who succeed in climbing the test hiU will be guided
along a short circuit to the foot of the hill and be expected
to repeat tlie performance ccl lih. until only one non-stop
survivor remains to take tlie prize.

The hon. sec. will issue particulars and entry forms this

week.

> MID ©^*"-<-

RICHMOND MEET OF MOTOR CYCLISTS.
We were informed last week that there was a rumour in

the North that the Good Friday meet of motor cyclists at

Richmond had been abandoned. We immediately com-
municated with ilr. Geoffrey W. Liddle, of the iliddles-

brough and District M.C.C., and have received a reply

from him, of which the following is an extract :

"The Good Friday meet of motor cyclists has always been
arranged by a private organiser until last year, when the

Northern League made tlie arrangements. As this meet has

attained great sucAss, I think it would be a pity to allow

it to fall through, and therefore I am again writing the

secretaries of motor cycle clubs inviting them to foregather

once again this year. jNIy strongest leason for wishing the

continuance of this meet is that it seems the only event in

which all motor cyclists may participate uiespective of club

or union. I must also say that in my own opinion there is

no pleasanter manner of spending a few hours than in the
company of fellow wiieehnen. Aly fellow clubmen intend
spending the day in Swaledale. arriving at Richmond at or

about 11, a.m., having lunch at about 12.30, joining in the
massed group photograph for The Motor Ui/rlr. and then pro-

ceeding further up the dale for tea at Eeeth or Healaugh,
returning home in the evening. I think the Harrogate,
Leeds, Hartlepool, Newcastle, and Scarborough Clubs intend
joining in the- meet.

—

CtKOffrhy W. Liddle, Hon. Secre-
tary Middlesbrough and District M.C."
We agree with Mr. Liddle that it would be a pity to

allow the Northe)-n Jleet to fall through, and trust the
arrangements he is making with secretaries of northern
clubs will be successful.

At the top of the steepest pitch on Aston Hill during the progress of the Essex M.C. first open hill-climb of 1912, (See last issue.)

>-•••-<

THE M.C.C. OPEN COMPETITION FOR MOTOR CYCLE SILENCERS.
This trial will be held on a circular course near London on

Saturday, April 27th, starting at 3 p.m. The object is to

endeavour to demonstrate that the motor cycle engine can
be efficiently silenced without causing it to show perceptible
loss of power.

RuLE.s AND Conditions.
C'laxxp.s.—Classes 1 and 2, lightweight motor cycles not

exceeding 350 c.c. Classes 3 and 4, motor cycles exceeding
350 c.c. Class 5, motor cycles with any size single-cylinder

engines and sidecar. Class 6, motor cycles with any size

multi-cylinder engines and sidecar.
'/'i/jic. 0/ Sili'.7wi'.r«.—Conipetitin'S may use any devices,

they think fit to render their motor cycles silent, but such
devices must, in the opinion of the judges, be of a practical

nature, and capable of being adopted as a permanent fitting

to the motor cycle.

(Jniirmt.- A circular course, not exceeding five miles in

length, in the neighbourhood of Londtm, will be cIkjkcii, arid

coiii|ictitorK must cover this three times without n stop,

niih'N.s Dthi'i'wise directed by the iiHicials in chiiigc.

A hiil of fair gradient will be inclnilcd in the course, and
(•ompetitors will be reipiired to ascend the hill at tile follow-

ing iiiiiiiiiiiiMi spccdM ; Classics 1, 2, and 5, ininiiiium speed

15 m.p.h. ; Classes 3, 4, and 6, miiiimnm speed 19 ni.p.h.

Excessive speed will disqualify. Competitors failing to

climb the timed hill in the required minimum time will be
penalised accordingly.

Stall.—Coin|)etitors will be started at suitable intervals,

and must not ride within two hundred yards of each other

during any part of the competition.
Stops.—The competition will be in the iiatuie of a non-

stop run, but competitors ma.y be sto|j|)etl by tlie officials

to maintain proper spacing, and fiu' any other purposes.
Jiirli/ini/ (ind Markitii/.—Judges will be stationed at

various points on the route, and in some cases will not be
visible to the competitors. Each judge will make inde-

pendent reports, and give marks, based on a graduated
scale, for the silence of each machine as it passes him.

At the conclusion of the trial, the judges" reports

marking will be tabulated by the official timekeeper,
the winner shall be the eonipetitor who thus obtains
most favourable markings.
The trial hon secretary is .\li. \V, K. Soullicomb May,

34, Uower Place, W.C., to whom all entries, fees, etc.,

must be sent. Kntries must reach the trial hon. secretary
I

• before the (i I'st post, Siitiirday. April 20th

and
and
the
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Despite the bad state of the roads on Saturday the Motor Cycling Club carried out its opeaing run to Brighton. The photograph was taken outside the Old Ship
''

Hotel the usual M.C.C. rendezvous for this function.

SIX DAYS' SIDECAR RIDE.
The following is the mileage claimed to have been accom-

plished by A. Butler on the sidecar ride mentioned last week,
see page 316 (mileage from abridged Contour Road Book) :

made detour
Elv to reach

London to Brighton and back
London lo ICing's Lynn
King's Lynn to J^ondon (lost way

to March, and came back to

mam road agiiinj ...

London to iN^ewmarket and back .

London to Reading and back
London to a point near Harlow and back
London to Staines and back
London to Great ifelton and back
London to Chelmsford and back
London to Ca.inbridge and back
London to Reading and back
London to Cambridge and back
London to Hungerford and back
London to Kelvedon and back
London to Cambridge and back .,

London to Guildford and back to Balham

104
100

120
120
84
42
38
96
60

112
84

112
136
84

112
55

Total . 1,459

INTER-CLUB HILL-CLIMB AT EASTER.
The following classes, etc.. have been settled for the

Harrogate and District >LC.C. and Herts County A. and
A.C. joint open lull-climb on Saturday. April 6th, on
Leathley Bank, near Harrogate.

1.—Standard lightweights up to 350 c.c.

2.—T.T. lightweights'~np to 350 c.c.

3.—Standard singles up to 600 c.c.

, 4.—T.T. singles up to 600 c.c.

5.—Standard multi-cylinders up to 670 c.c.

Lightweights not eligible for Classes 3, 4, and 5.

6.—Passenger maclrines, sidecars, and cyclecars up to

1,100 c.c. carrying a passenger of not less than 8 stones.

All the above on A.C.U. formula.

7.—Any single-cylinder on time.

8.—Any multi-cylinder on time.

The special P. and M. Team Trophy will be awarded tor

the team prize.

Particulars may be obtained from Mr. H. W. Fortune, St.

James's Chambers. Harroagte. or Mr. C. C. Cooke, Rose
Cottage, Xorth Mimms. Hatfield.

»0» <

M.C.C. OPENING RUN TO BRIGHTON.

A. Butler (3: h.p. A.S.L.-Frecision and Coml; sidecarj, on which he recently

accomplished 1,459 miles in six days. A tattle of the distances is givenabevs.

Several members of the M.C.C. who had journeyed to

Brooklands in order tcr witness the racing at the B.iM.C.R.C.

meeting left the track at about 4 p.m. for Brighton, there

to meet fellow members of the club for the opening run

The roads and weather were severe, and must users of

belt-driven machines had a good deal of trouble A

blustering wind and almost incessant rain ^^mmm^
detracted from the pleasure of the outward

run, but amends were made by the pri

of a concert and dinner at the destii

Eighty-five sat down to dinner

at the Old Ship.

With the homeward run on

Sunday came the promise of

spring! The weather was quite

warm, and the sun shone

throughout, while so quickly

had the wind dried the roads

that they were inclined to be

dusty.
' The Brighton Road

was alive with motor vehicles,

and, if the conditions on that

famous road can be taken as a

criterion, the coming season

will find the sidecar pre

eminently popular. ' There ap
peared to be more passenger

carrying motor cycles on the

road than any other class of

vehicle, and a very large pro

portion of these were multi

speed singles. Lightweights
were also strongly represented.

Forty members "stayed at Burford Bridge for luncheon.

The Helisonne, £ novel French
motor gong to take ths place ol

horn or whistle. It is actuated

by a screw, set in motion by the

passage of the machine through
the air. which causes a set of

clappers to revolve inside the gong
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TIME TO
Mar. 28th

„ 30th
April 1st

„ 3rd

LIGHT LAMPS.
7.23 p.in.

7.27 „
7.30 ,,

7.33 ,,

Joint Open Hill-climb at Easter.

Permission has been granted to tlie

Harrogate and District M.C.C. and the
Herts County A.C. (motor cycle section)

to hold a joint open hill-climb on Leathley
Bank, about six miles from Harrogate.
The hill is about a mile long, and tor

practically its whole length is extremely
easy; about two hundred yards from the
finish, however, there is a rather sharp
left-hand bend, immediately followed by
an exceedingly steep gradient.

A.A. and M.U. and Manufacturers.

We have seen a letter from the secre-

tary of the A.A. and M.U. addressed to

motor cycle manufacturers, asking them
if they are willing to place a prospectus

of the Union in the toolbag of a machine
when it is delivered to a customer. A
commission of 2s. on each member ob-

tained through this medium is offered.

The A.A. and M.U., in adopting this

system, has, we believe, taken a leaf

out of the Federation of American Motor
Cyclists, which recently induced several

American manufacturers to adopt similar

lines. We wonder how many British

makers will fall in with the scheme?

M.C.P.A. Meeting.

Those who are interested in the excel-

lent work done by the Motor Cyclists'

Progressive Association are asked to be

good enough to attend at the Associates'

Room, R.A.C. Western Entrance, 89,

Pall Mall, S.W., at 2 p.m., on Saturday
next, the 30th inst., when the objects

and aims of the Association will be ex-

plained to those who have not yet had
an opportunity of making themselves

familiar with them. We referred briefly

in our last week's issue to the M.C.P.A.,
and we strongly advise those who wish

to become fully acquainted with its

working to attend this meeting.

Motor Cycle Paced Records.

Now that the N.C.I!, recognises motor

cycle paced records there will be many
aspir'ants for honours in this respect. At
Heme Hill, on April 5tli, 11. Knowles,

of the Polytechnic C.C., will endeavour

to set up a new one-hour record, previous

to the commencement of the L.C.C.U.

meet. H. A. Cooper, a motor cyclist of

nine years' standing, and holder of eighteen

gold medals and five A.C.U. fir.st-class

certificates, will this ye:ir try his hand at

pacemaking, making his dihul at Heme
Hill on April 5th, pacing 11. H. Lee,

of the Kentish Wheelers, in the big motor

cycle paced match.

Motor Cycling in New South Wales.

In spite of the bad road surfaces, the
number of motor cyclists is steadily in-

creasing in Australia, as the constant
receipt of letters from readers in the
various States testifies. The pastime is

not confined to those wlio live in the
big towns, where the roads are compara-
tively fair—it is indulged in quite as

keenly by enthusiasts scattered about in

the up country districts, where there are

no roads worthy of the name. A
" country " reader, Mr. A. B. Garlings.
who lives at Gilgandra, in the western
district of N.S.W., sends us the photo-
graph,- reproduced herewith, of Miss
Hilda Maguire and himself with his 1908
Triumph and Montgomery sidecar. This
combination has given satisfactory re-

sults, and that an average , speed of 20
m.p.h. can be maintained, with a maxi-
mum of 40, speaks well for the machine
itself and the sidecai The machine is

fitted with a Mabon clutch and single gear.

- ,r'2C'^.^2S5S jM.^

A. B. Garlings, oE Gilgandra, who, m sending us
the above photograph, mentions that there are no
unavoidable hills which he cannot climb in his

district on theSJ Triumph sidecar depicted, and an
average ot 20 m.p.h. is easily possible.

but Mr. Garling adds that a two-speed
gear and a somewhat larger engine would
often be acceptable.

Auto Cycle Union Notes.

• Memhkrshii'.—One hundred new mem
bers were elected at the last committee
meeting of the Auto Cycle Union.

Affiliation.—The Isle of Wight
M.C.C, which has thirty -yiembers. has

become affiliated.

Bridgk Toi.l.s.—The Anglesea Motor
Union recently brought to the notice of

the Auto Cycle Tjiiion the excessive

charges imposed on motor cyclists cross

ing the Menai Bridge. His Majesty's

Office of Works, on being approached by

the A.C.U. , replied to the effect Unit it

was not practicable to vary these charges

before the expiration of tlie lease of the

SPECIAL FEATURES.
Single Figure Gradients.
The Pastime and Industry in France.
Herts County A.C, Second Open Trial.

Consumption Comparisons.

bridge, which would come about in 1913.

The A.C.U., however, will not lose sight

of the matter.
R.A.C. LocAi Guides.—The R.A.C.

local guides, who will be installed on
the roads immediately before Easter,
wiU, as has been previously stated in

these columns, be entirely at the disposal

of members of the A.C.U. and affiliated

clubs who carry the A.C.U. badge on
their machines. The Auto Cycle Union
has decided to send a contribution to

the Royal Automobile and Associated
Clubs to help defray the cost of main
taining these guides upon the roads.

T.T. Race.—It has been decided to

ask the Highway Board of the Isle of

Man to extend the time of practising in

the morning to not less than two hours,

as it is not reasonalile to expect a com
petitor to accomplish two circuits of the
course in less time.

The SiLENCEtt Trial.—Col. H. C. L.

Holden and I\Ir. E. M. P. Boileau re-

cently inspected the works of Messrs.
Auto-Carriers, Ltd., Ferry Works, Thame?
Ditton, with a view U) obtaining per-

mission to u.se one of their shops in which
to hold the Silencer Trial. Mr. John
Weller kindly agreed to place a portion
of the firm's engine testing room at the
disposal of the Union tor the trial,

Mr. A. M. Low has been invited t<o serve

on the Silencer Sub-committee.
A Useful Regulation.—It has been

decided to add the following regulation

to all entry forms :
" Competitors are

required to inform the secretary, imme
diately before taking part in this compe-
tition, of any difference which may
exist between the specification appearing
on the entry form, and that of the

machine he is actually riding."

The Secketary's Resignation.— .\li, K,

Straight, who has foi so long been con-

nected with the motor cycle movement,
has tendered his resignation as secretary

of the Auto Cycle Union, which resigna-

tion has been accepted with the greatest

regret by the committee, who heartily

thaidced him for his nine years' seivice in

connection with the Union, and voted hinj

an honm-arium of £100 as a recognition oi

his past work.
Subject to confirmation by the General

Comniittee, Messrs. F. T. IJidlnke, J, H.
Hurley. 11. H. Grifiin, and F. Straight

have been appointed as official time-

keepers.

Pernrits have been granted to the

Harrogate and Herts County M.C.C. 's

to hold an open hill-cliiub on April 6th,
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A Sportsman.

Alan E. Woodman, the one-legged
motor cyclist, has provisionally entered
his 23 h.p. twin Hnmber for the junior

Inter-clnb Event in South Wales.

The South Wales A.C. and Cardiff
M.C. are co-operating to run an open
hUl-climb at Caerphilly, near Cardiff, on
Thursday, July 18th, and open speed
trials on the sands at Porthcawl, adja-
cent to Cardiff, on Saturday, July 20th,
both under A.C.U. and R.A.C. rules.

Automobile Engineers Visit A.C. Works.
On the 16th instant the Graduates of

the Institution of Automobile Engineers
paid a visit to the works of Auto-
Carriers, Ltd., Thames Ditton. The
various shops were visited in turn, and
ft was explained to the party that the
present output of A.C. sociables was
liftmen per week, but before very long it

was hoped to turn out fifty per week.

Ilhe Land's End Bun.
A record entry has been received for

the above M.C.C. event at Easter. Last
year there were 74 competitors, but this
year's total is considerably in excess of

this number, and the entries were ex-
pected to reach a total of 90.

The route has been altered slightly.

Instead of going from Exeter to iMore-
ton-Hampstead and Two Bridges on the
outward journey, the route is rut Ash-
burton and then on to Two Bridges vid
New Bridge and Dartmeet. This stretch
is considered to be the most severe in
England.

A.C.C.F. Circuit de Paris.

On page 307 of our last week's issue

full particulars were given of the Circuit
de Paris. Entries close in England to-

day, but will probably be received up to

.Sunday morning if telegraphed to the
secretary, A.C.C.F., 55, Rue Crussol,

I'aris. This is the lirst time that England
has sent a motor cycle team to take
part in a- French .trial. Motor cyclists

^'.•ho think of entering will, if the
weather be fine, enjoy an experience
which will live in their memories. The
following English riders have, we mider-
stand, signified their intention of com-
peting : G. L. Fletcher (2| h.p. Doug-
las), Rex Mundy (2^ h.p. Singer), H.
Reed (Dot), F. Dover (Premier), R. A.
Bishop, W. Cooper (3| h.p. Bradbury),
E. B. Ware (8 h.p. Chater-Lea sc), J.

Haslam (Zenith), Cook (3^ h.p. A.S.L.),
F. B. Hillman (6 h.p. Zenith), A. Went-
worth Heighton (Blatchless), F. Kil-

patrick (Sj h.p. Rex), E. M. P. Boileau

(2| Douglas), C. M. Smith (3^ James),
W. BashaU, A. Bashall (Humbersh \\

.

G. McMinnies, and T. H. Lake.
Efforts are being made to arrange- so

that competitors' motor cycles shaU be
registered through to Paris at the lowest
possible rate ; this will allow the Cus-
toms examination to be made in Paris.

It is also understood that saloons will

be engaged for the party.

Latest advices from the other side are
that our Frenc'n hosts are anxious to do
t^verything they can to comply with the
wishes of English competitors. It is

anticipated that a bigger entry will be
received than ever before for an Inter-

national competition.

Mar. 30.—Derby and District M.C.C.
Open Hill-climb.

AprU 5-8.—N.VV. London M.C.C. & Hects.
County A.C. Joint Trial and
Open Hill-climb (Yorks.) and
Ladies' Competition.

„ 8.—Westmorland M.C.C. Open
HiU-climb at Brigsteec Brow.

„ 13.—Oxford M.C.C. Hill-climb.

„ 13.—Liverpool A.C.C. Open Re-
liability Trial.

„ 20.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

„ 20.—Bristol M.C.C. Open Hill-climb

„ 27.—Bristol B and M.C. Open Hill-
cUmb.

American Champion Badly Hurt.

Jake De Rosier has had a serious acci-

dent at the Los Angeles Stadium, and
has broken his leg in two places, and
it is feai'ed his skull may be fractured.

This happened on the 10th inst., and we
are led to believe that the gallant racer
will never be able to mount a motor
bicycle again. The accident is all the
more unfortunate as the American papers
put it down to "dirty" riding.

He was competing against Balke, who
also fell heavily, but escaped with minor
injuries. Both were riding Excelsior
machines.

Hill-climbing in Fairs at Oakamoor.
There are 141 entries for Saturday's

open hill-climb at Oakamoor, organised
by the Derby and District M.C.C, in-

cluding most of the leading riders. Lord,
Brown, and Baxter will be mounted on
Rexes, Newsome and Cheshire on
Triumphs, Newman (Ivy), J. H. Slaugh-
ter (L.M.C.), HoUoway (Premier), D.
C. Bolton, E. T. Bolton, and W. D.
South (Rudges). G. Brough (Brough), and
A. Ainsworth (Rudge). Percy .Johnson, of

Nottingham, has entered for three
classes, and hopes to anne.x the fastest

time prize on an S li.p. Matchless.

Bad Behaviour at Barnet.

'Anti-Knut" complains that three

motor cyclists rode to and fro with cut-

outs open in front of Barnet Church last

Sunday during divine service. Such
behaviour is most reprehensible, and we
hope the offenders will not repeat it.

Associated Clubs' Dinner.

The R.A.C. and Associated Clubs' third

annual dinner vtiW be held to-moiTOw
(Friday) at the Holborn Restaurant at

1 p.m. Several motor cyclist members
of affiliated and associated clubs will be

preseit at fhis function. Seats have
been booked at the Paladium, where the

performance begins at 9.30 p.m.

War OfTice Tests at Brooklands.
i'urtlier War Othce tests took place at

Brooklands on Tuesday last, when a P.

and XVI. was tested in the presence of

Lieut. R. H. Verney. The machine
ordered had to cover one lap at 40
m.p.h., and nineteen laps at 3U m.p.h.
W. Pratt had difficulty in obtaining the

maximum speed, but P. Marians,
who also rode, covered a lap in 3m. 55s.

= 41.63 m.p.h. The weather was fine,

but windy.

Post Office Motor Cycles for Melbourne.
Tenders will be received at the office

of the Deputy Postmaster General,
Melbourne, Australia, up to 3 p.m.,

May 7th, for the supply and delivery of

five 3^ h.p. free-engine motor cycles. A
deposit of 5% on the first £1,000 is

required with each tender. Local repre-

sentation is necessary. It would be as

well for firms who intend tendering to

first of all apply to the Agent General
for Victoria, Melbourne Place, Strand,

W.C., who will probably be in possession

of special tender forms and able to

supply further particulars. A point to

bear in mind also is that letters take
from four to five weeks to reach
Melbourne from England, so that tenders
should be despatched by the beginning
of next month to be in time.

^Through t. e traffic of Luton in tlie Herts. County Trial last Saturday. The foremost rider is

.. u. Edmond (Humber),

B19
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CLUB NEWS.
Kewport (Mon.) M.OX!.

I'he season commences with, a speed-judging and reliability

trial on April 5th. There will be a short Easteir tour to

Brooklands.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.
To-morrow evening (Friday), Mr. J. h. Norton will

lecture on " The EflRcieixjy and Tuning of an Engine " at the

Albany Club, Centrar Aifeade, Harrogate, at eight p.m.

Liverpool A.C.C.
On April 5th there will be a penalty run to Kendal,

which will be the headquarters for the Easter holidays; as

several of the members are competing in the Westmorland
club's hill-climb.

Leicester and District M.C.C.
The first round of the Edwajds Cup was held on the 7tb

inst. over a course of seventy-six miles. Result

:

Error.

1. Cyril Bailey 3m. 52s.

2. Harold Petty 4m. 19s.

3. S. 0. Judge 5m. 36s.

Thirteen made non-stop runs.

Birmingham M.C.C.

Entries for the Perth and back run at Easter close to-

morrow, the 29th inst. This run will be the longest trial ever

organised by any affiliated club, the total distance being

approximately 360 miles each way. In order to eliminate as

far as possible the " luck bogey," there will be only two
checks en route, at which competitors will be_ allowed a

margin of forty-five minutes early or fifteen minutes late,

'lo qualify for gold medals, competitors must be within or^e

minute late or early at Perth and Birmingham, the respec-

tive finishing points of the outward and homeward journeys.

Those who wish to compete should communicate with Mr.
H. J. Cox, 21, Stirling Road, Edgbaston.

Putney and District M.C.C.
The opening hill-climb was held on Saturday last on

Pebble Coombe, when a good entry was obtained. The
results were : ~

5^ H.p. Machines up to 550 c.c.

1. J. Montagu Drew (3^ Zenith)

2. J. E. CoUbran (S^ T.T. Rudge) ...

Open Class, up to 1,000 c.c.

1. E. Collbran (3^ T.T. Rudge)
„ /G. S. Drew (6 Zenith)
'^-

I Montagu Drew (3^ Zenith)

Members wishing to join the Easter tour to Devon should

inform the hon. secretary.

18is.

16|s.

18s.

18s.

94r/o
76%
67%

Walthamstow M.C.
The opening run will take place on J.Tarch 31st, starting at

10.30 from the Napier Arras, Woodford.

Cathcart District M.C.C.
The opening run of the season took place on Saturday, the

16th inst., when there was an excellent turn-out of over
tliirty members. On Saturday, the 30th inst., the club

run is to Strathblane.

Mersey M.C.
Starting at 8 p.m. on Friday, May 3rd, from Liverpool, a

twenty-four hours open trial will be held for motor cycles

and cyclecars. Route : Birkenhead, Chester, Wellington,
Worcester, Llandrindod Wells, Lake Vyrnwy, Beddgclert,

. Capel Curig, Ruthin, Queensferry, and Birkenhead. Hon.
Sec, Mr. S. W. Carty, 5, Redcross Street, Liverpool.

Cork and District M.C.C.
The reliability trial, Cork to Killarney and back, was

held on Monday, 18th inst., over very bad roads. Result :

Marks.
1. M. J. Fitzgerald (3i Bradbury) ...

2. R. S. Russell (3^ Matchless)
3. R. Atkinson (3^ Triumph)
4. W. J. O'Callaghan (3^- Zenith and so.)

P'Callaghan won the special sidecar prize.

Manchester M.C.
The opening run of the season took place on Saturday,

March 23rd. There vfas a large attendance of members, but
unfortunately the weather conditions were anything but
favourable, rain fallmg for most of the afternoon and evening.
The meeting place was the Nag's Head Inn at Bucklow
Hill, and the run was -by way of Northwich to Sandiway.

Wolverhampton M.C.C.
The club held a most successful reliability trial on the

16th and 17th inst., to Colwyn Bay and back.
Competitors were allotted 500 mai'ks, and for each second

out at controls one mark was deducted. Non-stop condi-
tions were strictly observed.

1st prize, club gold medal, and a week's stay at The
Connaught, Colwyn Bay : R. Tonks (3i Multi Rudge)

;

marks lost, 214.

2nd prize, club gold medal : B. Haddock (2^ A.J.S.),
two-speed ; marks lost, 215.

3rd prize, club silver medal : J. Stevens (2^ A.J.S.), two-
speed ; marks lost 251.

1st prize (sidecar), club gold medal : R. Lord (6 Rex
Sidette) ; marks lost, 316.

1st (amateur) : H. M. Weir (2^ A.J.S.) ; marks lost, 382.

2nd (amateur) : H. Wolverson (4 Ireland); marks lost, 450.

MemUrs ol tliu Wlfjaii Motor Club wlio tooli part in the 100 Miles Reliability Run to Buxton and
back last Salurtlay. Tlic conipclltors are soon lined up at the Buxton control ready [or tho

return journey
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Club News.

—

Westmorland M.C.O.

Entries for the Easter Monday open liill-cHmb close at

the end of this montli.

The membership of this club now stands at 125.

Sutton Coldfleld and Mid-Warwickshire A.C.

The opening run on April 13th will take the form of a

speed-judging competition for cars and motor cycles from
headquarters to Kenihvorth, where tea will be provided at

the Abbey Hotel.

Cork and District M.C.C.

The forthcoming events include : April 5th, open hill-climb

;

April 5th and 8th, tour to Killarney ; April 8th, open
reliability trial, Killarney to Cork ; May 1st, flexibility

lull-climb ; May 27th, open reliability trial ; June 19th, race

meeting at Garryvoe Strand ; July 3rd, passenger bill-climb
;

August 5th, novices' reliability trial.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The opening run to Evesham was on Saturday, the

16th inst. Some thirty members and friends turned out
notwithstanding the cold and threatening weather. The
Perth reliability trial at Easter promises to be a success.

All who complete the course within seventeen and a half

hours will be awarded gold medals.

Wakefield M.C.C.

It has been decided to affiliate this new club to the

A.C.TJ. and R.A.C. Headquarters : Grazier's Hotel, Wake-
field. Hon. secretary, Mr. C. Hirst, 3, Welbeck Street,

who will supply all information. Hon. treasurer, Mr. .J.

W. Brown. Catalogues and booklets will be gratefully

received.

Aheravon, Port Talbot, and District M.C.C.

The opening run will take place on April 5th, starting

from Bethany Square, tor Tintern Abbey and Chepstow, re-

turn md Monmouth and Raglan.
On Easter Monday a nine hours' reliability trial will take

jilace. The route will be through Mid-Wales.
Full particulars from the hon. secretary, Mr. J. H. Locke,

51, High Street, Aberavon.

Bristol B. and M.C.

The Bristol Bicycle and Motor Club will carry out their

second open hill-climb (A.C.U. permit) near Bristol, on
April 27th, when Mr. F. Strai<;ht (A.C.U. secretary) will

act as timekeeper There will be nine events, and no
restriction has bee'i placed on geai's. In addition to the

small engine, touring, and racing classes, there are events

for ladies' and passenger machines, while a class is specially

set apart for amateurs. Entry forms are novp ready, and
may be had from Mr. H. Blocksidge, 14, Frederick Place,

Clifton.

Halifax and District M.C.C.
The club met on the 17tli inst. for the inaugural run to

Ilkley, via Silsden. Although the weather was not good,
twelve sidecars and six solo machines took part.

Finsbury Park C.C.

The Easter tour in Normandy. The start will be from
headquarters at 5 a.m., the boat leaves Newhaven at 11-30
a.m. Friday evening will be spent in Dieppe, the two
following days in trips to places of interest and the return
will be on Easter iMonday.

Herts County A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

A members' hill-climb for the motor cycle section will be
held on the 20th inst. There will be fourteen classes.
Entries and enquiries should be addressed to JMr. E. A.
Colliver, Chaulden, Boxmoor, Herts.

Brookdale Club (Catford).

The opening run will take place on the 31st inst., destina-
tion Brighton. A 100 miles reliability trial will be held over
a Kent course on Easter Jlonday, including a twenty miles
non-stop portion with Westerham being taken on the run.

Canterbury and District M.C.C.
A hill-climb was held on Barn Hill, Wye, on the 14th

inst. Results

:

Cl.4SS I.—For members who have not won a prize.

Formula.
1. G. Crump (3i h.p. Rudge) 314
2. A. Clark (3^ h.p. T.T. Triumph) 274

• 3. P. Kingsford (5i h.p. Triumph) 264

Cl.^ss II.—Handicap.
Time.
44is.

45is.

45is.

1. T. Timson (3^- h.p. T.T. Rudge) ...

2. C Stephenson (3^ h.p. Brown) ...

3. G. Crump (3^ h.p. Rudge)
Cl.^ss IIl.-^Flexibility Test : Greatest difference between

fastest and slowest times.

Difference in time.

1. T. Timson (3t h.p. T.T. Rudge) ... Im. 56|s.
2. E. Dean (3^ h.p. Bradbury) Im. 36s.

A. Clark (T.T. Triumph, 2m. i2is.) was disqualified for
breaking the tape with his engine not firing, and stopping
a few yards fro.ii the start. He was allowed to ride a trial,

subject to the matter going before the committee.

Cl.\ss IV.—Sidecars.

Formula.
1. G. Crump (3^ h.p. Rud^e) • ..,- 313
2. J. Poxon (3i h.p. Bradbury) 204

The formula used is equivalent to that recommended by
The Motor Cycle last autumn, and gives much more satis-

factory results than the A.C.U. formula.

I
.'

f

!

'^^,

...A^ i'^Jj^^i^S^.^^-X^C^

UNNERVING A COMPETITOR.
The above is a irequent scene in liili-climbs whicti lias led to many an accident. We re:cr to competitors descending the hill beiore all the others in lliat class

have ascended ; thougii, in fairness to those competitors depicted, it should be mentioned that they are we:i clear of the coiuse

E23
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A selection of questions of general interest received from reaaers and our replies thereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal queries should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

?

Improving a Silencer.

I am thinking of fitting a long
pipe to my 3^ h.p. Humber
motor cycle. I do not intend
doing away with the silencer.

If I decide to have it fitted

would it increase the power of the
engine ? Would it make the engine
more silent ?—G.A.C.L.

The best way to do this would be to use
the existing silencer as an expansion
chamber, and to remove therefrom all

baffle plates and bring your long pipe from
this silencer to the rear of the machine.
The long pipe will increase tire power,
but without the expansion chamber would
naki

?

e more noise.

Aylesbury to Hoylake.

I intenO making a trip from
Aylesbury to Hoylake with my
four-cylinder F.N. and sidecar
(single gear), a,nd shall be much
obliged to you if you will kindly

let me know the best route avoiding
large towns. Please give me the
mileage.—H. S. P.

We have pleasure in giving you the fol-

lowing route : Aylesbury, Winslow,
Buckingham, Towcester, Weedon, Daven-
try, turn right for Watling Street till you
reach a point two mile.s south of Lich-
field, go through Lichfield, Rugeley,
Weston, Stone, Pipe Gate, Nantwicii,
Tarporley, Chester, to Hoylake. The
distance is approximately 172 miles.

Congleton to Wells (Norfolk) and Back.

Will you kindly give me the
best route from Congleton to

Wells (Norfolk)' What is the
distance? On the return journey,
could I adopt a different route

without making a very great differ-

ence in the distance 1 should have to

travel? If so, would you kindly give
me a route for the return journey ?

—

M.S.

Your besi, route would be a.s follows :

(-'oiigleton. Leek, Ashbourne, Derby, Not-
tingham, I'ingham, Grantham, Donning-
ton, Hoibeach, Long Sutton, Lynn,
Fakenham, to Wells. Yoa may return by
a slightly different route ; Krom Wells,
through Burnham Market, Flitcham,
Lynn, WiHbeeh, Peterborough, Wans-
ford, Uppingham, Lei<'eKter, Aslihy-dc-la-

Zouen, IJuiton, Tutbury, (Ittoxeter,

Cheadle, Leek, to Congleton. The dis-

tance is approximately 164 miles for the

outv/ard journey anil 176 miles for thu
r<.'.i •11 journev

-2-,

A Country Doctor's Requirements,

As a middle-aged country^ practitioner, living in a hilly dis-

^ trict, and finding that my powers
-i-i as a cyclist are not what they

once were, but otherwise ' feeling
fit and well, I fee! driven to the neces-
sity of considering whether a motor
cycle will help me out of my difficulty.

Before doing so, I would feel obliged
by your assisting me in the following
queries : (1.) Is the modern motor
cycle reliable? (2.) Is it good value for

the money? (3.) Can its driving be
easily learned by a cyclist? (4.) What
would it cost annually to insure with
a first-class insurance company against
third party risks, fire, theft, and
damage by accident? (5.) What are the
advantjiges of menrbership with a Cycle
Union, preferably in Scotland ?

—

Arran.

(1.) The modern motor bicycle is auite
reliable. (2.) If you buy a machine of
good reputation it is good value for the
money. (3.) Its driving can be learned
quite easily. (4.) You may reckon the
upkeep to be about |d. per mile for a
3i*h.p. machine; rather less for a light-

weight. The cost of insurance is, roughly
speaking, £1 10s. to £2 per annum. (5.)

There is no purely motor cycling body in

Scotland. Probably your best plan would
be to become a motor cycle member of the
Scottish Automobile Club ; secretary, Mr.
R. J. Smith, 163, West George Street,

Glasgow.

Cost of Running a Lightweight.

(1.) How many miles per^ gallon does a 2^ h.p. Singer

Y (three-speed F.E.)^ run? (2.)

-2J Could the above engine be started

with back wheel on the ground ?

(3.) Is it necessary to push out the
clutch to change the gear with the
Armstrong three speed ? (4.) What
cycles are fitted with the " Lukin

"

carburetter ? Lately in Tha Motor
Cycle I have seen balance sheets, as

regards cost of running a motor cycle,

but I have never yet seen the cost of

running a lightweight, most of them
being 3^- h.p. machines. I should very
much like to see the balance sheets of

a few riders of 2A and 2J h.p. machines.
—D.P.J.

(1.) It depends upon the roads and how
the machine is driven, but you should
get about 120 miles per gallon. (2.) No,
not with the Armstrong three speed.

(3.) It is advisable when changing up
unless you raise exhaust, but not
necessary when changing down. (4.) We
do not know of any motor cycle which is

fitted with a Lukin as standard. The
Luliin is at present made to fit any single-

cyUnder engine in place of the B. and B.
without alteration. (5.) A lightweight
should cost about one-third less to run
than a 3^ h.p. machine. We are discon-
tinuing this feature for a time, ha,ving
published a good many pages on tliis

subject.

A now 8 h.p. twin Zenith with overhead valvo J.A.P. engine, used by F. W. Barnes in the last open hill-

climb. This is the typo of engine hcld.ng (lie worlu's motor cycle speed record.
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Motor Cycle Citnping.

Where can I obtain a light

folding portable tent, such as

is used by cyclists, and a

ground cloth? \Yhat kind of

stove or heating apparatus would
you a,dvise as being most suitable for

a camping tour (preferably to burn
petrol)?—G.K.

What we should advise you to do is to

get into direct communication with the
secretary of the Cyclists' Camping Associa-
tion, Mr. A. P. Moeller, 6, Duke Street,

Adelphi, W.C, who will supply you
with full particulars. We understand
that Blessrs. John Piggott. Ltd., 117.

Cheapside, E.G., also make a speciality

of motor cyclists' camping outfits.

Adjustable Pulleys and Belt Slack.

Please give your opinion on
the following points : (1.) Which
is the better machine for sidecar

work, Triumph or Rudge ? (2.)

Is it necessary to have a variable

gear ? <3.) Is the clutch likely to get

out of order in the free engine models ?

(4.) When lowering gear (adjustable
pulley), what becomes of the belt slack ?

Is it necessary to have two belts ?

—

Trudge.

(1.) It is against our rule to differentiate

between various makes of machines. Both
are excellent. (2.) It is advisable to

have a change-speed gear. (3.) The
clutch will not get out of order if properly
used. (4.) It is better to have two
belts or an adjustable fastener, if the

gear is lowered to any appreciable extent.

A General Overh-ul.

(1.) I intend fitting a long

^T] exhaust pipe to my 5 h.p. twin

^ Peugeot motor cycle, bringing it

-iJ back to the back stays. What
metal.would you advise—brass or

copper—and what gauge? (2.) What
speed ought I to get out of this machine
geared 4 to 1? (3.) What is the best

place for the plugs on tliis engine? I

find I can fit them in the compression
tap orifice. Would this be better than
at the side? (4.) I have a pair of Le
Lion (French) 26 x 2^ wired covers.

Are these likely to give trouble ? I have
no security bolts? (5.) Do you think I

should benefit by fitting the N.S.U. two-
speed as regards petrol consumption by
coasting down hills? (6.) I have fitted

a 1911 B. and B. What size jet would
be suitable for this engine? (7.) What

- mileage ought I to do to the gallon of

petrol? (8.) What distance should there
be between platinum points on magneto
(Bosch) when open?—F.W.

(1.) Neither brass nor copper would suit.

These do not stand heat well. Fit a good
steel pipe which is not too heavy. (2.)

You ought to get about fifty miles nn hour.

(3.) It wouli always be better to fit the
plugs at the side of the cylinder. ^4.) It

your rims are suitable there is no reason
why the tyres in question should not be
satisfactory without security bolts. (5.)

You would undoubtedly get great benefit

by fitting a N.S.U. two-speed gear.

However, this would not affect your petrol

consumption appr€ciabl3^ (6.) The jet

should be .031, commonly called No. 31.

(7.) You ought to run about fifty or sixty
miles to &e gallon of petrol. (8.) The
distance should be .4 mm.

Carburetter Adjustment.

(1.) Why is it necessary to cut

off most of the air in order to

start a motor cycle? (2.) In
theory, apparently, there is a
perfect mixture for all speeds and

under all conditions. I imagine that
there is one proportion of air and petrol

which makes the most explosive mixture.

(3.) Why then, in order to climb a hill,

does one cut off the air? Is it that on
the level' one does not use the mi.xture

which gives the most power? (4.) But
if so, why should cutting off the air cause
knocking? (5.) Would you also let me
know if it is possible for an automatic
carburetter to be so perfect that, besides

mixing the gas, it does away, with the
necessitv of advancing and retarding the
spark? "(6.) I have a"2i h.p. F.N., with
automatic carburetter. Everything is in

perfect order, but on a cold morning it

will not start without five minutes'

pedalling. Do you think if I fitted a caj)

over the air intake so as temporarily to

strengthen the mixture it would start

easier?—V.M. (Liege).

(1.) It is necessary to cut off the extra air

at starting t-o obtain a correct mixture
because when the piston speed is slow the

suction on the jet is slight, and, conse-

cjuently, much less petrol is drawn through
than at higher speeds. (2.) This is quite

true. (3.) For the reason just given. Y'ou

do not close the an- until the speed falls
;

also, as you suggest, one often runs on the

level Avith the mixture on the weak side,

giving all the air the engine will take.

(4.) Cutting off some of the air stops

knocking because it gives a mixtirre on the

rich side which does not explode so

quickly, and is, therefore, tantamount to

retarding the spark. (5.) It is possible for

an automatic carburetter to be so perfect

that all air adjustment is unnecessary, but

control over the ignition is very desirable

at times. (6.) Most certainly.

Freight and Duty to Vancouver.

Would you be good enough to

let me know the cost of" tlie

carriage of a motor cycle to Van-
couver, and shall I have to pay
any import tax ? Will it be

necessary to rene\v my licence and
register it afresh ?

—

Ct.L.W.

The cost of sending a machine to Jlontreal

or Quebec would be 35s. 6d. From there

to Vancouver you would have to apply

to the Canadian Pacific Railwav Com-
pany (62-65, Charing Cross, W.C), for

the cost of transport, or you could get a

quotation for forwarding it direct from
Messrs. Davies, Turner and Company,
Limited, International Carriers. 52.

Lime Street, E.C. The duty to Canada is

28% dd valorem if of British manufacture,
or 35% ad valorem if of foreign manu-
facture. Y'ou will probably have to take

i>ut fresh licences when you get out'there

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
•' C.W.C." (Bayswater).—Whittle or

other belt suitiible for a 3i h.p. Zenith.
" D 347."—Dunkley sidecar.
" J.F.B." (Horsham).—5 h.p. Stevens,

with and without sidecar.
" W.H.B.- (Watford).—D.H.K. or Maboii

clutch on 2| h.p. machine.
"A.W.B." (St. Albans).—L.M. cvcle-

car. Reliability, hill-climbing, and speed.

"T.A." (Wallingford).—ilabon variable

gear, N.S.U. two-speed gear; Gloria.

Millford-Radial, and castor spring wheel
sidecars, all for free engine 1912 Triumph.

" R.M.R." (Tring).—Rollo cyclecar.

"R.M." (Dun.fermline).—Mabon clutch

cm 5A h.p. engine.

ESSEX M.C. OPEN CLIMB AT ASTON HlLL,

The first open hill-climb of 1912 dil hoi attract such a representative entry as was anticipated, though

good sport was witnessed. Our illustration is of a competitor at the top bend.
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One Million Magnetos.
It is a matter of some ,

historical

interest that the millionth magneto manu-
factured by the, Bosch Co. has Just

been received at the I^ondon headquarters

in Newman Street, W.

Trade Announcement.
In view of pending litigation raised by

Bowden Wire, Ltd., against the Bowden
Brake Ck). Ltd., of Birmingham, Messrs.

James R. Nisbet and J. Bring, who were

directors of both concerns, liave resigned

their directorships of the Bowden Brake
Company.

Tyre Successes.

C. R. Collier used Hutchinson tyres

for his ascent of Honister Pass. The
same make of tyr-es were also used by
the first competitor in each class of the

Essex M.C. hill-climb on the 16th inst.

B. Alan Hill (7 h.p. Indian), who made
fastest time of the day, also used

Hutchinson tyres.

Efficiency.

As -an example of the power developed

by the modern 500 c.c. engine, it may be

noted that in the Essex M.C. open hill-

climb Holloway's 3^ h.p. Premier made
considerably faster time thaiij,, twins of

infinitely greater capacity. Iif^'fact, his

time was only beaten by two machines,

one of 7 h.p. and one of 8 h.p., and in

each case by under two seconds.

Leggingsfor Lady Motor -Cyclists.

Messrs. Rogers, Browne, and Richard,
Ltd., 23, Jewin Street, E.G., the manu-
facturers of Autoclos, now obtainable at

the depot of the Service Co., Ltd., have
lately introduced leggings for lady
motor cyclists, fitted with the Lightning
fastenings described and illustrated in

The Motor Cycle. A pair of these,

which are beautifully made, have re-

cently been supplied to Miss' Hough, the

well-known Douglas lady rider.

A New Spring Seat-pillar.

Hunt's patent spring seat-pillar, illus-

trated herewith, is suitable for fitting to

existing machines, and enables a slightly

lower saddle position to be adopted, if

wished for. The component parts are

few in number, and consist of one piece

SPARKLETt

Ladies' Mackintosh Costume.
The accompanying photograph is that

of Mrs. A. B. Wade, of Cardiff, who is

seen wearing a new mackintosh costume.
Mrs. Wade informs us that for motor

of 8 section tube, one phuiger and nut,
two springs, and a slide whicli is attachad
to the down tube by means of clips.

Springs of varying strength are fitted

suitable U> the weight of tlje rider.

Mrs. Wade wearing a new mackintosh costume.

cycling and walking it is far superior to

an ordinary mackintosh, and the unique
fastening of the skirt is the means of

getting the costume off and on in a
minute's time. It is made and sold by
Messrs. Burrelli, Ltd., 2, Albany Road,
Cardiff.

Catalogues Received.

The 1912 booklet of the P. and M.
motor cycles is a very tastefully-arranged
catalogue. In the
introductory chap-
ter, illustrations

are published of

the first P. and M.
motor bicycle and
the 1912 model on
the same page,
clearly showing
that the principle

of the, original de-

sign first intro-

duced in 1900 re-

mains tnialterod to-

day. In addition
to excellent half-

tone illustrations

of the various
models, tlio cata-

logue contains in-

stnictidns as to

driving, manage-

ment, ana adjustment of these machines.
Copies can be obtained on application to

Phelon and Moore, Ltd., 4, Percy Street,

Tottenham Court Road, London, W.
The Scott is an interesting machine at

all times, therefore the 1912 catalogue
should appeal particularly to our readers.

All the Scott features are well illustrated

and described, not the least interesting

feature being the chapter on " The Scott
Ideals," which should be read by all

who are interested in two-stroke engines.

The cover and some of the letterpress

are in the well-known T.T. Scott colour,

which Frank Philipp made' popular in

the Isle of Man last ;year. Copies, can
be obtained from the Scott Engineering
Co., Mornington Works, Bradford. , ,

The catalogue issued by Mr. J. Kirby,
Broadgate, Lincoln, commences' with a
few notes on the history of the Lincoln
Elk ; then follow complete specifications

of the several models, a list of spare
parts, and line drawings and descriptions
of the two-speed gear and clutch. ^ The
latter is operated by a contracting bronze
band.

New Motor Cycle Tyre Firm.
The firm of Pirelli, Limited, 45, Basing-

hall Street, E.C., well-known as car tyre
manufacturers, are specially turning their

attention towards the motor cycle tyres.

These are made in all standard sizes of

.

the leather and steel-studded and plain

ribbed types. Pirelli tyres are well-known
for their excellent workmanship s^d
wearing qualities.

We also have to acknowledge receipt
of a pamphlet entitled " Pirelli and Com-
pany : 40 Years of Industrial Life,"

which contains some interesting facts con-
cerning the Pirelli works. It is well got
up, well illustrated, and well worthy of

perusal.

Another Hand Cleaner.

We have received samples of' HopjDl

pumice soap, manufactured by Messrs.
Hopol, Ltd., Carntyne Chemical Works,
Shettleston, Glasgow. The preparation
is milled toilet soap containing a special

grime dissolving solvent, pumice atone

ground to a fine powder, and
,
an anti-

septic. The soap is claimed to give a
lather containing these various grime
removers, which quickly cleans away the

oil and grease collected during repairs and
adjustments. It is sold by the Service

Co., Ltd., 292-293, High Holborn, W.C.

3! h.p. lBi2 Win-Procision This—the latest production ot tlte Winoycle
Trading; Co.—has Druid lorlis, Bosch weatlierproot magneto, B. and B. car

burelter, and Dunloo t.vrcs.
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( Y'I'm certain
of a successtul run atBASXER

my mount's an

Absolutely the most comfortable of all motor cycles. You feel "no

vibrations whatever. All shock is absorbed into air-springs or

cylinders fitted to the front and back of the machine, which
can be inflated like an ordinary tyre. The rider is literally

"Riding on Air."
Its reliability was proved in the recent London—Exeter run.

Head Office:

3, GT. WINCHESTER ST., LONDON, E.G.
Teleg.. Infrequent, London. 'Phone: 1435 London Wall. Works: Cor-

poration St., Staflord.

Showrooms: The Hctor Maintenance Co., 184, Great Portland St., W-
Telephone: 4839 iViaj-iair- Sole Agents for Maneheetei and District:

Manchester M( tnr Exchaase, 32. Downing St-, Ardwick.

itf

\

r

>^ft^i6>r. J^j "^

Motor Cyclists

and

Repairs.

Now that winter is over, there
are mauy motor cyclists tliiuk-

ing— some of huying a new
machine, some of putting tlieir

present one in condition after
its long disuse in the winter,
and otliers surveying the wear
and tear of their past mud-
plugging, dolefully thinking of
hills for repairs and replace-
ments to come.

Our advice to all the ahove
is to install in their own garage
a handy little lathe such as
illustrated here, and set to work
on their own repairs. It is not
difficult, it is interesting, it is

cheap, and we help if you get
stuck.

In atisufnvu these advcrlisemcnti: it is desirable to mention ''The Motor Cycle.'
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Latest 1912

Regd. Designs
I"! FORVI/ARO SIDECAR.

Motor body built. Special Regd. Design Chassis for low built bodies.

£11 11

y Scg h.p. model, fitted with f -a 9 -t 9 A
Dunlop or Michelin tyre. £ i & 1 fe "
3i & 5 h.p. Model, fitted with
Dunlop or Michelin tyre.

Extras.

—

Wind Screen, 25/-
;

Aprons, 8/6 ; Lug-

gage Carrier, 20/-

;

Hood and Screen,

Manufactured by

—

M. J. VARLEY, Forward Works,
Stoney Lane, Sparkbrook, Birmingham.

Telegrams—"Streamline, Birmingham." Telephone—Victoria 312.

An Ideal Four-wheeled Runabout.

FAST and SAFE.
Drives like a Car.

PRICE, ready for the road, including lamps

and horn, 95 GUINEAS,

or with Hood and Screen,

100 GUINEAS.

Write for particulars to

THE ROLLO CAR CO., LTD.,
t40, CONYBERE ST., BIRMINGHAM.

SIDECAR MODELS.
Can give prompt deliveries of

"CLYNO." "BAT." "ENFIELD." "INDIAN."
Upwards of 100 second-hand Bargains.

Note the following and write for complete list.

jgii 35 h.p. F.li. TRIUMPH £M
igii 3i h.p. T.T. TRIUMPH £42
1909 3?. h.p. F.E. TRIUMPH £35
igog si h.p. TRIUMPH £31

1911 3J h.p. PREMIER £36
1911 3* h.p. Two-Speed HUMBER £40 a
1910 3i h.p. Two-Speed HUMBER £35
igii 3J h.p. KERRY £35
igl0 2ih.p. Twin ENFIELD £22 10

19102I h.p. Twin MOTO-REVE £22 10

All machines guaranteed.

ROBERT BEVAN, Castle Street, CARDIFF.

TWO USEFUL BOOKS.

HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.
3rd lidilion, ruiUainiri^' a nuiititude of nsolul hints on the

repair and improvement of Ihc motor bicycle.—Information
on the quickest and most economical method ol " tmiiny up."
etc, I'ricc 1/- net. Post free 1/2,,

"THE MOTOR CYCLE" ROUTE BOOK.
An invahiahU: cf>nipa[iion to motor cyclists. Carefully chosen
routes with best surfaces arc i^ivcn tlirou^hout the whole of

the brilisb Isles.

i'ricc 1 /6 net. Post free 1 /».

ObtainaUlctrom" THE MOTOR CYCLE" Othccs, 20, Tudor St., London, E.G.

HARROD
Motor
Accessories—
Overalls. Lamps, Speedo-
meters. Horns, Tyres, etc.

Any Machine supplied

on our unique system

of

Deferred Payments.

Harrods

can give

immediate

deliveries from

stock of

P & M, Zenith,

Bat, Bradbury,
Singer, Motosa-
coche, Hun\bcr,

Swift, Premier,

Quadrant, Douglas,
Matchless, Clyno, New
Hudson, Rudge, Indian,

Norton, Elswick, Browne.

HARRODS LTD. Si^j^ll^l^ySSl; LONDON, S.W.

B2a J II uimirKiuiv t/ic.-n: adci'ilixi'iiiKiils it if dfsiinlili lo mcntiuii " TKc Mutor Cuilf"
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6. RAWS & SONS' Motor Cycling Clothing

!

Suitable Waterproof Garments for Easter Riding.

r-

"STANDARD"
SUIT.

In grey-green or

fawn doul)le texture

cloths. Guaranteed
absolutely water-

proof. Strong and
heavily proofed.

Jackets only.
Double-breasted, deep

storm collar and throat
tab. Inside and outside
wiudcuEfs. Pockets lined.

Price 18/-

l-Gggings only.
Leather adjustable boot

straps, V shaped i;u5sets

aud duixie fasteners
to exclude wind, rain,

and dust. Shaped to

ex tend over fiont of

boot and protect eyclcl

holes. Price 8/-
Complete Suit, 25/-

" ALLSEASON

"

JACKET.
Just the Thing!

A Lined Waterproof!

' Our own design.

In grey-green, double

texture cloth. Guar-

anteed absolutely

waterproof. Double
breasted. Deep
storm collar and
throat tab. Pitted

Avith a warm detach-

able Fleece hning.

Price 25/-

Lady's Allseasons

made to order.

TROUSER-
OVERALLS.

In grey-green or

fawn double texture

cloths. Guaranteed

absolutely water-

proof. AH latest

improvements t o

protect stomach
from cold, wind,
and rain. No tear-

ing at fork. Specially

designed to allow

access to pocket3,etc.

Price

:

Without seat 13/11 -

With seat - 15/11

We are Motor Cyclists ourselves and know your requirements! !

TERMS : Nett Cash with Order. Goods sent By Betubx, carriage paid. Garments may be returned if not satisfactory,

and money will be refunded,

Send chest measurement and length desired for Jackets, and inside leg measurement only for Laggings.

Send at once for illustrated catalogue and patterns to :

G. RAWS & SONS, ^^:^xnr:^°^, %\it::i7,^^^^^%%'r-r*.^: Liverpool.

MOSELEY
GROOVED

Extra strong beads, 3-.oly heavy c mvas

36/- per cover, 26 x 21 beaded.
FROM ALL AGENTS.

CaJahf^ue free horn Uic makers—
DAVID MOSELEY & SONS, LTD.,

Ardwick, MANCHESTER.

An exceptionally popular
and thoroughly successful

TWO- SPEED HUB
" n/IILLENNiUiVI " MAKE.

1 T is centrally designed—operated by

* one foot lever—dust and waterproof.

Its simple, straightforward construction

renders mistakes impcssible. Both gears

controlled by friction clutches.

Unimpaired efficiency on high gear.

Makes control equal to motor car.

Essential to sidecar machines. Can

be fitted to almost any

machine. ,'

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

LAKE & ELLIOTT, LTD.,

Albion Works, Braintree, ESSEX,

London Showroom: 14a, Great Marl-
borough Street, W.

PRICE
&XO

ready to fit

(((. uiiiwcriiig Ihuc adixriif'jnienis it is dasiiubh to intntiun "The Motor Cycle." B31
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Oncfl Used

PUNCTURES HAVE NO 1ERROR
when you use

TheRICH Detachable

AIR-TUBES
ADVANTAGES. By carrying a spare tube you can

Replace tube in five minutes without unscrewing a nut on the machine,

WHY fhey are the
BECAUSE—They are made of the

Reparr at your convenience. Put a

patch on the inside vvith ordinary rubber and solution which never shifts or leaks ; no expensive prepared patches

required, thereby saving time, trouble, and expense, also prolonging the life of tube and cover. No friction of

patch on canvas of cover. Take the valve out and replace from the inside without interfering with valve

seating. (All tubes are valve seated on the inside). Turn tube inside out like a stocking by taking the valve

out. Take tube to the water for testing without taking machine.

THE RICH COVER.BEST and CHEAPEST.
BEST rubber and of substantial thickness. Have free passages

of air, and NO butt-ends to burst. Save you hotel and train expenses. Enables you to keep an appoint-

ment. No need to repair by the roadside and keep your friends waiting. Lasts longer than any other tube.

Saves your tyre bill.

FIRST IN 1904, FIRST ever since.

GUARANTEED AIR-TIGHT.
u PRICE LIST.
Heavy.

26 ill. 28 m.
l"f . 11/- . . 12/- 2i
2 .. 14/- . . 16/- 24-

•/+ .. 16/- . . 18/- i

2i .. 18/6 . . 20/- a
24 in., 6d. less.

Extra Heavy.
26 in. '28 in.

.. 21/- .. 23/-

.. 24/- .. 27/.

.. 30/- .. 33/-

.. 36/- .. 40-
24 in.. 1 /- less.

Pedal Cycle, IJ, 11 \h 7/- Tandem, \h IJ, 8/6
Don't £0 by tlie first cost, but by the money you save in

using tlrem.

Further particulars, write for booklet. 1

RICH DETACHABLE AIR TUBE CO., CRAWLEY, Sussex
Telegrams: "Rich, Chawley,

IMPORTANT.
We draw special attention of the trade and users of

our tube, to turn the female end. No. t, in before

joining, also to use a small quantity of our lubricant

on the male end, No. 2—a little moisture will revive

this when once used. Our tubes are often condemned

through these omissions. See that you get the instruc-

tions, lubricant and correct size.

Don't spoil your Tour by delay with
punctures. Carry a Spare,

7/ yoH cannot obtain ihcm from the Trade, write

direct. Sent per return post.
NON-SLIPPING AND RELIABLE
PRICE LIST.-

I

BEST VALUE ON
Wiitd Beaded the MARKET.

Size. Cover. Covtr. I rr-r^v riMc
26x2 .. 30/- .. 32/. T^* °^^-
26x2i.. 34/- .. 36/- OTHER SIZES
26x2^.. 38/- .. 40/- I TO ORDER.

Sternol Motor Oils set the standard for quality and
results. Some of the reasons why YOU should use
Sternol are : By doing so you reduce running
expenses

; better lubrication Is secured at less cost
(because Sternol is so economical) ; the engine runs
cooler and gives out full power; and your Motor Cycle
lasts longer because there is less friction and wear.

KING 9^ MOTOR 01L5
r tain Iheir full lubricating qualities at high temperatures. Harmful
chemical changes, carbon deposit, excessive smoking, hot bearings,
(-tc, do not occur. Eacl) (^rade of Sternol Oil or Grease is "just
ri)jbt " for its particular purpose.

Ask any good Agent for Sternol Oil or Grease, or
write for lull particulars stating requirements to

.
"STERNOL"

(The Stern Sonncborn Oil Co., Ltd.),

50, Iloyiii London Houmo.
Fluulury buuuru, London, E.C.

for!
LONG I

runs!
rll

i^^^^i I ^^^^^ ^"cl consistent zr
iIIII^HHIIiIHH reliability,

there is no magneto to equal the I

lEISEMANNi
U Fit it to your machine for your Eastep H— tour.

~

I
Gives good and consistent service
under the most trying and arduous
conditions.

ZXA In answeriiui these advcrLimmmUa it if

THE EISEMANN MAGNETO CO.,
43, BERNER8 STREET, OXFORD STREET, LONDON. W.

Tclcplioiii;
: No. .(fioi Cilv. TelOKrams :

" Roiislllon Lomlon

aesiraOle tOt.mention " T/ie Aintor i 'ii
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1912 CANOE CORONETS,

Immediate Delivery.

Pattern i. High-class canoe front body ; latest

quick detachable joints ; extra strong joints ; £6 6

Pattern 3. . Best quality cane body ; strong
axles

;
quick detachables ; £7 7 0.

Pattern 4. Beautiful design cane body, with side
doors ; £8 8 0.

Instructive Catalogue post free, giving
illustrations and full particulars of all models
of Coronet Sidecars. Ever}/ model certain to

satisfy and save money for buyers. Fvll of
improvements. Quick detachable joints.
Latest car pattern mudguards. Wicker, cane,
or coach-built bodies. Child's reversible seat.
Excellent upholstery.

MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS.
We have a large- stock of the best makes from

59/6. Your old coil and ace. taken in exchange.

NEW CARBURETTERS FOR OLD.
27/6 and your carburetter secure^ a new 1912

;
B. & B. with h.b. control, detachable dust screen.

I

18 '6 and your carburetter secures a new Amac
with variable jet and h.b, control.
SENSPRAY Carburetters, 1912 models, £2 2s

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
KEIGHLEY MILLS, BEDFORD ST, NORTH

(off Pellon Lane), HALIFAX. Tel. 1062.

3i^-^-

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
7-9h-p. 2-€peed Free Engine Magnetj 1910 V.S., ne\

1912 model maximum hand trip recorder Jone.-
speedometer. new Continental and Palmer ccrd covers,
have only been on for 300 miles: cost £75, -what ofiers.
—F- M. Fox, H.M-S. Callicpe, Newcastle-on-Trne.

TWO 1911 Standard B.SA.'s, £38; two 1911 3ih.p
I'-T. road.-ter Tr.ampbs, £40 each: 1911 brand

new 3;h.p. Singer, £40 : 3 lb.p. Triumph, standard
£28: 2Jhp. Hobart lightweight, £23: 6h.p. N.S.U.,
2-?peed, complete with "Monti:omery eidecar, £35 : al

above perfect, anj eubjett approral; any examination.

-

Stouts' Garage, Egremont, Cumberland. 'Piione: 1X2.

New 1911 Fiee Engine Triumph, with 191:
pattern spring f^rk, complete, lamp, and horn

£52: 1911 nouglas. new, 2-5peed, clutch model. £42
—Stout's Garage, Egremont, Cumberland. 'Phone: 1X2

SECTION U.
York and Lancashire.

B.S.A., 1912. free engine, in stock, immediate delivery
-Below.

t.A., 1912. 2-speed model, in stock, immediatf
delivery.—Below.

PREMIER, 1912, 3-speed, in stock, immediate de
livery.

THREE Premier 1912 21h.p. Motors in stock; th'
Kins oi Lightweigiits-

CALTHOEPE 1912 Free Engine Lightweight - ii

Slot k.

TRIUMPH, 1910. re-enamelled and" plated, new tyre-
Mabon clutch, guaranteed perfect ; £38, or oSer.

TJUSSELL, Agent, York.

B

SIDECABS from £1110.

A KIELS, at Gourlay's, Fallowfleld, Manchester.

THK Great Douglas Agent, Douglas Qouilar, Fallow-
fleld. Mancbetjter.

ODGSON for Clynoa (in stockl.H
TTODGSON for Premier.^ (in stock).

TTODGSON foi Sidecars [in etock).

TTODGSON. 10 HDrton Ud.. Bradford- Tel.: 6361

"I Q12 F.E. Rildge, ridden 80 miles, perfect; £47/10.- ,

S.O 27. Turkey St., Aci-rin':tfn. I

INDIAN, 7h p., new July. 2-speed. free engine; ab.=i

lutelv loi\e>-t. £50.—Gnlby. Batley.

MATCHLESS. Not*. 5 and 7 modeki: delivery due
inouiiie? invited —Golby. Batley.

MTTLTI-SPEEH Rudge in fitock; the last word i)

variable gears.—Golby. Batley.

INDIAN. 1911. blue. 5h.p., clutch, machine and tyre
a> Dfw.—48, Gloucester Av., Blackpool.

IQII Triumphs, almost new, clutch: £42; standard
!-t7 £38; ripir63.—81, Loug Lane, Preston.

IGAN.—Rover agency- Free ensine and eidecai
3-^peed models in stock at Timberlake's.

TIMBFELAKE. - Hun.ber asency. 3ih p. 2-spee<
m.del, immediate delivery.—King St.. Wigan.

WIGAN.—For the famous New Hudsons. 23h-p. an<
3:.h-p 3-speed models in stock at Timherlake'p

TIMBERLAKE'S for Premiers; all type-i for in
mediate .delivery. We have the pick of the nortl

WIGAN -B-S.A.'fi. all models in stock at Timber
lake's, King St-, "Wigan.

Tli-uBEELAKE'S for exchanges. If you want ti

exchange your present machine for a new one, con
suit ua. It will pay you.

WIGAN.—A number of second-hand machinefl alway.'^

on hand ; all bargains. Send for list to Timber-
lake's.

TIMBERLAKE'S for sidecars. Our value is mar
vellous--Timberlake's, Wigan.

1 012 Triumph, free eugme model, in stock; £53.-

W

T Qll Donsia^. in gnod order: bought 1912 same make.
,

XU -Dr. Aikman, 50, Market St.. Wigan.

9h.p. Bat-Jap. dual ignition, splendid sidecar machine;
£28.—Barker, Fountain St., Hnddercfieid.

LATE 191 1 Bradburv, very little used indeed.

;

£36/10.—Bannister, 93, Briggate. Leeda.

I 1 Oil 5-6h.p. 4-cyl. F.N., good as new; £37.—Box No.
I

Xt7 77. The Motor Cycle Office*^. Coventry. . !

O^h.p- De Dion, Chater-Lea, copper t.:rpedo, good
'W-A going order; £8/10.-1, Brown St., Gorton. i

33.h,p. M.M.C.. XI'All spring forks, very low; £11.—
i

4 128. Roseneath Rd,, Urmston, Manchester.

LIGHTWEIGHT F.N.. running order, wants ac-

;

cumulator; ofleid.-Ainiitage, Clarendon St., Hyde,
j

1912 PREMIERS.
The n^ost successful machine ot the year. The

3^ h.p. Three-speed Model, ideal for sidecar work.
We can deliver trom stockj and offer best exchange
terms.

TRIUtViPH, igog, two speeds £33 10
GHATER-LEA, 4. h.p. Twin Peugeot, igir.. £20
rt&X OE LUXE, 5 b.p., two speeds, 1909 £27 10
REX, 3i h.p., M.O.V.. low built £6 18
N.S.U., 3.^ h.p., 1909, 2-speed gear £23 10
REX DE LUXE 5 n.p., twm, two speeds,

liandle siarting, M.O.V., 1911 model .. £48 10
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., twin, 2 speeds, igio £37 10
REX, 3! h.p., spring forks, magneto, h.-b.

control, 1909 model £22 10
N.S.U., 4 h.p.. single-cylinder, new two

months ago £28 10
REX, sih.p., igo8, spring forks, magneto,

h.-b. control, beautiful condition .... £16 10
N.S.U., 3i h.p.. two speeds magneto £19 10
iVlOTO-REVE, 2j h.p.. igii, Armstrong

3-speed £25 IC
jUADhANT, 3i h.p., magneto, spring torks £16 10

PREMIER, 3i h.p., new, igii model .... £38 C

.^.S.U., 3.\h.p., M.O.V.. magneto £15 It
fi.S.U., 3

'
h.p.. M.O.V.. nice order £10 C

. EX DE LUXE, two speeds, magneto,
handle startmg, h.-b. control £22 IC

.PREMIER, 3-^ h.p., igii, ^-speed. new £46 It
ARIEL, 2j h.p., J. A.P. engine, 26in. wheels £7 10
HOBAHT, 3 h.p ^--rticai engine, low £3 10
KERRY, 23 h.p., 26in. wheels, vertical engine £8 10
JLYMPIC, 3i h.f... vertical engine, 26in.

wheels £6 IC
PREMIER, 3.i h.p., igi2, three-speed gear £58 C

•->REM1ER, 2.^ h.p., IQ12, three-=;peed gear £47 t

QUADRANT, '3 h.p., vertical engine £5 10

PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.

TEE BEE LOV
SEAT-PILLAR,

5/- each.

OREAT OL.EARANCE L1IS9E

Xew Duiilops, 2S X 2 and 2^, wu-ed edges . . 10,6
JO X 2Ain. Genuine Hutchinson Tubes 6/11
J4 X 2"'and zi Beaded Clipper Covers, new 8/6
Jest Quality Butt-ended Tubes 7/9
[50 New Tubes, 26 x 2^ 5, '11

i-iubber-studded Covers, best malie 25 /-

ENGINES.

li h.p. PRECISION engines, new 1012
models. Your preseni engine taken in

exchange. Ueli\ erv from stock.

il h.p. AU rO >JU 1 O, good order £1 15

j^ h.p. N.S.U.. complete vvitb magneto .... £5^0
i h.p. Twin N.S.U.. with magneto £9 10

2hb p. Ml.NEKVA 45 -

il h.p. CLARENDON, M.O.V £2 15

i.1 h.p. BUCHFT, warer-roolpd £6 ;5

) h.p. DAKKACy, water-cooled £9

2i h.p. DE DIUN 35 -

IVilSCELLANEOUS.

B. Sa B. and Amat Carhureiters 5 -'6

w ire Car V\ beeis, with goouooodrich Tyre, each lO/-

New Amac Variable Jet and H.-B. Control ., 18/6

New B. & B. Carburetter, h.-b. control 21 /b

Lousueinare, Miuerva, F.N. Carburetters .. 4/6

Long Handle-bars, dropped ends 5/6 and 6/6
coronet Silencers, up to 5 h-P 3/3 and 4/6
\ew Handle-bar Mirrors 2/3
uripskin Belling: |in. lOd., ^in. lid., tin. 1/-

VVide Mudguards : 3in. 2/3, 4in. 2/11 pair.

New Sidecar Frame, Wheel Fittings and
Guard 35 '-

Minerva Twin Plain Coil 6/-

Powe I & Hann^er £ i Lamp 11/6
16 Guinea Lowen Sidecar £4 4
Nearly New Coronet Sidecar £3 10
New Wheel built with 1912 Millennitun 2-sp*ed

hub, belt rim : £9
New l-ooirests 2/6
New Mirror Lens Lamp with generator .... 12/6
New Coronet Pistons. 81 mm. bore 2/6
Longuemare Carburetter, h.b. control 7/6

Booth's Motories,
Keighley Mills, Bedford Street North, Halifax.

Tel. 1062.

In, ansicering these adiertiscmoits it l;- desirable to mention " The Jlotor Ci/cte.'' A^S
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EGURE AN
have for EASTER a

ECOIMD HAN
FROM

MAUDES'

TndMT.'^^*"' ^"^"^ ' ""' b^ absolutely reliableand ready to ride. Our experts will tune it iin fnnyou and all yo. have to do is to enov in iTt usknow your requirements and we will quote you lowest

-EiW SECONDHAIVD BAROAIWR

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
INDIAN. 1910, 5I1.B., fiileiidid order, 1911 forks and

handle-bare : £36.~Fanell, Ix)werliead Row, Leeds.

and M-, 1911, perfect condition: rare chant-
best offer—Gamman, Higb St., Doncaster. Tel.

Official agents for Douglas motors

;

early deliveries.—Tne Colmore Depot, 18, Renehaw

FROM OUR LIS
SECURES.

FIRST CHEQUE
COMPLETE LIST FRcE

ALL

210.

277.
228.

=47.
I8j.

172.

200.
J 68.

'77-

236
148.

2J7.
265.

I/O.

27S.

276.
IK8.

2f>7.

287.

289.
2gi.

292.

294.
207.

2Q3.

203.

300.

301.

297.

298.

2J5.

GUARANTEED MACHINES.
A few Bargains in 1911 Rexes as below :

S h.p. DE LUXE "''"e'o'Gnr-
''«''««•

3jhp. CONE clutch:::: SsgHs tlt"^:
All new and guaranteed.

Stock No. S COoiO HANDS.

,„ , u' '^ ''•' "J"' model, tourist .. £23
piIvi'VtL P" 'our-cylinder model £22CHATER-J A.P., 4 h.p.. ,9,0 model, n,ag. £26|^,ter'

IKIomPH, 3jh.iJ., 1908 model, standard £'4

Uc.Joi''''-
'9°9ni.dei, I rufl.iult forks

I, e II
' ,3» b-P., I9"0 model, dutch £30

K.S.U., sjh.p., 1908 model, 2 speeds .... £26
N%,! 32,'1-P-. 1911, cone clutch, new £39

Miilci,/« P.-'J'"*- ^ ^P"^^- t-'l«- sidecar £22
7 ii,« '

''- ''P-' '"'"' ^V""g foi^ks £18

JPA';!?''"'
"" ^-P- "'•*•''• engine, good order £10

u c II
'"O-sToke, 2 speeds, |Jalmers £25

Dun '..iy'-P'/ ''P"'^' ^P™e forks .... £24
I, .;,J

quadcar, 8 h.p.. 2-5eater, mag. £30Bt>UWM tricar, 3 h.p.. 3 speeds £10
N.f .U . 3 li.p mapneto. low built £14
F.N., 2} h.p., igio model, 2 speeds £26
REX, 35 h.p., 1909, Tourist, magneto £22

IvSJi'tX^' ^2^"' 3=- b.p., magneto .... £24
EXCELSIOR, 3 h.p., h,indle-bar control . . £8
REX, 5,n.p., Tourist, spring forks £17REX Airette, 5 h.p., wants overhauling £14
STAR Car, 6 h.p., 2-scater.

. £jo
,?,^9I'-'*' *- ''" maerneto, like new:::: £38WOLF. 1} h.p., lightweight ss
ANTCI jE, 3j h.p., free engine, Chater frame £10
TRIUnlPH, 3} h.p., igir, as new

speedometer £3g
REX, 5 h.p., igio, fine machine £30
F.N., 3-6 h.p., i9ir model : £30

P
93.

T IVEBPOOIi.

St.

LIVERPOOL—Ohater-Lea No. 7. the sidecar special,
delivery from stocky Cliater and J.A.P. engines.

LrVEEPOOL. — Bat; early deliveries of Model 1,
sing^le gear and 2-speed; delivery Irom stock, 8b p.

ainglft g-ear.

LIVERPOOL.—New Hudfiona, 3ili.p., 3 speeds, the
iidepar single, standaru and colonial model?, de-

livery from stotk.—The Coliuore Depot, 18, Renshaw St.

LIVERPOOL.— Macbetli. 34h.p. Percisiou, single geiir

and clntob models, delivery from stock.

LIVERPOOL. — Olyno. the mountain climber; now
bookin'j; dates

;
guaranteed for early deliveries- _

LIVERPOOL.—Official agente for Millford, Mont-
gomery, and Turner s iclecars--x lie Colmore Depot,

Renshaw St.

EFINITE
ATES FOR
EL.IVERY
-1912 MODELS

—we are noted for quickest delivery, and you can I

depend upon the definite dates below. Your old

machine in part payment and easy terms arranged

jif desired. Special attention given , to special

requirements. Let us have YOUR enquiry. We
can satisfy YOU as we have thousands of riders all

over the Kingdom, Write or call NOW.

LIVERPOOL.—Douglas, several shop-soiled and second-

hand 1911 models from £2V, all reliable and
tested.—The Colmore Depot, 18. Renshaw St.

£54, or
, .

dition, unworn.—Swiiine, 31, Loudon S;:., South-
TQll Bradbury, as new: £34, or near; splendid con-±V 6i\-

' - - ^ ~ ' •

port.

llirOTOSACOCHE, U
i-vX runmug order; £9/
Halifax.

, epare accumulator, gocd
-Lockwood, 28, Abbey \\alk.

WE CAN DELIVER UNDER-MENTIONED

TIME FOR EASTER.

IN

SCOTT, 1911. i]

machine.—Dr-
perfect condition,
McManus, County

ideal eide'^ar

Asylum, Lan-

WANT a Clyno, 65 gns-?—We liave them; immerliate
delivery; exclianges. — Maudes' Motor Mart,

Halifax.

3¥h.p. Triumph, new condition, 1908-. £25; Kerry,
1911, £29; 3h.p- Triumph, £10.-168, The Mocr,

Sheffield.

BRADBURYS.—New manhines in etock: (me 1911,
in splendid order, £57/10. — Williams Bros

Lytham.

3ih.p. Motor Cycle, -accumulator,
2 forks, adjustable pulley, et-c.-

right cheap, spring
j

Alderson, Starbeck,

'

J.
PORTLAND

- "^ SIDECAR.

PHELON-MOOEE, 1910. with Millford sidecar, ae-

ce^..-orie3, spares, overalls: f49.—Hardman, Yeadcn,
near Leeds-

REX 33h.p., splendid order, new belt and tyres;

trial allowed; nearest offer £9.-22, Abraham
St., Blackburn.

PICKLES for Lincoln Elks— Sih.p. £34. 2 speeds
£42, 1911 3ih.p. Lincoln Eik £26; owner buying

1912 model.

stock

;

Miche-
piCKLES for sideeais

£6 6s. Ktdel, less Apron. £6 6s. Model, with Apron

£7 'It. Model.
Handsome, htroriw, comfortable,
Irom to 12

£8 St. Model.
and efficient, Models

KUincas. Send two stamps lor sidecar
catalogue.

n AUDES' MOTOR MART,
136, GREAT
LONDON, —

PORTLAND STREET,

W.

Telephone—522 Maylair.
Tclcgcaou—" Ab<licato, London.'

from 5 guineas, in

BS A., Chater-Lea, Royal Avena, J-A.P.

:

line 17/6: ma-'hines sold on eommi.:3ion, 5%: no sale,

no charpe.—Pickles, Church St. Garage, Bradford.

OFFERS wanted.—TriniLpli (Boiled), 23h.p. Enfield.

3'h p Brough. free engine, 5h-p. Rex.—86, Far-
gate, Sheffield.

COLMORE Depot, 261. Deansgate, Manchester-—1911
lady'fi Douglas, model F, brand new, guaranteed

;

to clear at £45.

COLMORE Depot, as above.—1911 Don:;la8. fixed
rear, brand new, December delivery; to clear at

£35/10.

MATCHLESS, 1912, any model, earliest deliveriea;
8h p. 2-Rpeetl, most popular paBsenger machine.—
~ Manchester

3'.li.p . single speed, not done
1.000 rai'e«. art new. perfect condition; eheap.

£37.—Colinoro Depot, 261, Deausgate, Manchester.

A.J.S., 1911. brand new. 2-apeed, chain drive, guar-
anteed; liet price 44 guineas, first cheque 39

gipi"e-is secures.-Colmore Depot, 261, Deansgate, Man-
cheater.

COLMORE Depot. 361. Deansgate Mauehestcr.—Yon
want a Matchless, Douglaa, Preuiicr, Rudge, Brad-

Write, Colmore Depot,

TV/TATCHLESS. 1911

Ijury. N.S U.,
our speciality.

other make. Write ufl. Exchanges

A.J.S., 1911. single flpeed, done only 600 miles
new; £33/10.—Colmore Depot, Munchetdcr

us

single speeu,
Mancho.ter.

good order

;

I^iNFlKLD, 1910.
^ Gfihrmro Depot,

DOUGLAS, 1909. single speed, good ordci
£24/10--Ooliuore Depot, Mancheiter.

N.S.U.. 6h p.. 2 speeds, Millford radi:il castor sidecar, %AJmS+^& •C^V%W
1910. perfect condition: £35.-.loni-R. Hiir<t Nni.u ,

^^^ \^tr

£20.-

triul

;

1910. perfect eonUition
;

Bt. Aiiae'B-OD-Sea.

1Q12 Huiobers and Rovers;
-LtJ etock; also Millford
Kiiowsley St.. llultoli.

£36.—Jones, Hnr.^t Nook,
1

iimnediuto delivery froml
sidecars. — Mudgwiek'B,

,

igrj CLYNO, 6 h.p., 2-speed £68 5*

I9r2 REX, 6h.p. Sidette £75 0«

1912 REX. 5 h.p.. Tourist £50 0«

1912 REX, 5 h.p.. Speed King £30 0*

1912 REX, 6 h.p., deLu.te £62 10*

1912 REX, 4 h.p., de Luxe £56 0*

I9r2 MATCHLESS, 7 h.p.. Model No. 7 . . £73 10»

1912 A.C. Sociable £37 10

1912 CHATER-LEA, No. 7 £78 15»

1912 NEW HUDSON, 8B £59 17»

1912 PREMIER, 3l h.p., 3-speed £58 0»

igi2 ARIEL, sj h.p., variable gear £52

1912 RUDGE, Clutch Model £55 0*

1912 RUDGE, Standard £48 15'

I 1912 RUDGE, Multi-speed £60

1912 RUDGE, T.T £48 15»

1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p., Gradua gear

1912 ZENITH, 35 h.p., Gradua gear £55 13*

1912 DOUGLAS, Model G £41

1912 CORAH, T.T., 3J h.p £45 0»

1912 KERRV, 35 h.p., 2-specd model £56 14*

1912 ENFIELD, 6 h.p., sidecar combination £84 0*

1912 BRADBURY, 3I h.p., 2-speed £55

1912 INDIAN, 7 h.p., 2-specd £75 0*

r9i2 ROVER, jf h.p., 3-specd (sidecar model)

1912 PREMIER, 35 h.p., 3-speed £58

1912 BRADBURY, Clutch Model £54 10*

1912 ARIEL, 3j h.p., 3-speed model £59 10

19 [ I REX, 5 h.p., de Luxe £48 6*

I911 REX, 35 h.p., cone clutch £39 10»

At the time oi going to press with this advert.,

we can give delivery from stock of models m.arked

thus (*).

YOU MUST
SEE OUR
"DUTCH CLOG"
£11 lis. SIDECAR,

lists.

BRADlJdUY, ITomicrB, Triumpbti, Arlcla. 1912
iiiiideh now

•

. __ in Htock
noil. Pilling, aar^tung.

cxcbungeH entertuined.— Oor-

F^ . 2\\\.])_, long
lent r-aoditlon

J

A3C

liundJe-hars, b-b.c,, very low, excel-

i>* _». , -,.. i--' *^°' K"" wauloU.—Voyro, 7, Ht
Murtlu'.s rincc, ScarborougJi. I

AUDES' MOTOR MART,

136, GREAT PORTLAND STREET,

LONDON, W.

In answerjii// Ihue adperiisemcnt.n H U drmr/iMe to mmllon

The SPOT for Barealns."

'I'ht Motor Oude."

^
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X
X SCOTT'S, i
X DON'T BE TOO LATE X
X FOR EASTER. X

RUDGES
Two-Speeds. Free Engine.

The engine starts \vi th back wheel on the
ground, and on test these Rudges give 8 h.p.

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
XRUDGE, two speeds, free engine, and

adjustable pulley £56 10

AND X
X

ALL MACHINES GUARANTEED
ACTUALLY IN STOCK.

X
RUDGE, lyl2 standard £48 15
RUDGE, IQI2 T.T. £48 15 X

X
RUDGE, Mi'lli-gear Mode], delivered ist March £60
RUtJGE, Racing Model, iQir, all improve- V

Xnieiits, very speedy, first-clasi condition £40
RCA lNFlEU^, anymodel V
HUDSON,new, tbreespeeds 57 Gns

tV ZkN TH-GRADUA, new £55 13 V
PREM.E^. thrpe-speed pear, 1912, new ..,, £53

X
X
X
X
X
X

J.A.P.-CAMP10N, new 38 Gns X
p. & M.. I II. like new £51
rRIU;VIPH, lyii, clutch model, not aone V

400 miles £49
REX, 1910, se era! improven^ents £27 10 V
RtX, igio. Binks cart uretter £26
RtX, loon, sp ing forks, etc £20 Y
N.S.U., 33 h.p., 1908, magneto, h.b.c, good

and soi.nd throughout £21 Jf
HUMBER, igog, 3^ h.p.. two speeds, very

powerful £28 Y
N.S.U., 1 h.p., raac^neto, all improvemeuts .. £18

J[ QUADRANT, 3^ h.p., take a sidecar, good Y
X

condition £12
IKO OR-REVE, Twii cvUnder, 3-speeds, like V

X-ew ". £36 '^
PREWIE^ 3^ h.D. loii. not (;lone 500 miles .. £36 X

X
REX DE LUXE igog. 5-6 h.p.. 2-speed gear,

"^
variable pulley £32 Y

REX DE LUXE, 5-6 h.p., Bosch spring forks,
-^

jl two S| eeds. handle starting £28 V
X

ADVANCE, 6 h.p., magneto, h.b.c, twin
cvliivItT, powerful £17 V

PORTLAKD, Peugeot engine, 3^ h.p., rpii
"^

jC model, Bosrh m;'gneto, rubber non-skids, Y
m.icliine Ittle nnd carefully used £32

X BUCHET, S h.p., T.T. model £14 X„ FAFNIR, 2 ; h.p . h.b.c £10
-^

X CENTAUR, P. & M.. two speeds, complete X
with sidecar, splendid running £25

X HUMPED t h.p h.b.L. B.B. carburetter, 26x2! X'*
n-n-^kid tyres £11

"^

X LLOYT^S, 2 h.p.. smartly finished *8 X
^^ DE DION, Phurnix 2-speed gear, low and racy £10

REX, 2 h.p.. sprav carburetter £7 X
HUMBER, 3 h.p.. chiin driven, low built,

26 y 2I s udded tyres £9 10 XPEUGEOT" Car. q h.p., two-seiter, three
speeds :'nd reverse £20 X

CASH or FXCHANGE TERMS TO SUIT
YOUR POCKET. WRITE US.

wicker basket, nicely up-

X
X
X
X
X
X
y S. & R. \^'ith torpedo fnclosed hody £3

8. & R. Sidecar;

bolstered .

S. & R. ^'^ith w leel supp'rted at both sides

S. & R. with white cane basket
,

X
5X

i?X^ S. & R. ^''iih co'rh-built body ...^ £11 lu _-
J\ Write for s sic'eiai catalogue which tells you the X
X latest improvements in sidecars. »

fltl X

X ^^i II 'X '

'-r^ 'fe-r:J Xv Footresis, post paid 2/10 w
It MISCELLANEOUS. ^X S?cond-hand coach built /.o gs Sidecar .... £5 X__ Second-hand ^^S Ss, Coronet bidecar ^* ^jtX New Mjtur Head Lamis, with separate X
__ generators. Special line 9/6 •*X Post Horns, Lucas paitern, very loud and X
X

musical 12/6 --
New Fuller Midget Coil 7/3 X

__ Long H.mdle-bars 4 9--X Tubular Carriers each 4/- X
X SCOTT'S, JA Victoria Motor House, VV

X POWELL STfiEET, HALIFAX. X
X Telephone—433 National. «

Telegrams—" SCOTT, Pnwell Street, Halifax.'* A

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HIT^CHINGS, Ltd.. for Triumph and Matchless

Motors ; any make supplied on most favourable
terms; exchanges arranged; absolute satisfaction and
courteoufl service assured b> dealing irith Hitching?,
Ltd., 74. Bold St., Liverpool. Established over 30 years.

PREMIER 1912 Motor Cycles—In etock for immedi-
ate delivery, 2i-h.p. lightu-ei^ht, standard model.

£36; 3ih.p. standard model, last of 1911 contract, new,
reduced price £39. genuine bargain; 22h.p. lightweight,
3-speed, free engine, £46.—Official agents, -Robinson and
i-'nce, 39, Whitechapel, Liverpool.

ROYAL Enfield Lightweight. 2 speeds, free engine,
late 1911 model, brand ucw £40; Uudge. clutch

model, late 1911. just been thorougbly overi-auied by
makers. Lucas £3 lamp eet, new I in. Dunlop belt.
Brooks carrier bag, spares, complete with MiUford side-
ear and Wolbro-nn bc^dy, £55; iriumplii?. New uud-
.^one, Rud^es. Enfieldd, in stock. — "Wardjjian, Princes
St.. Harrogate.

GREAT Sale of motor cyclea.-3ih.i: Res, £7/10.
4h.p. Chafer-Lea. magneto, spring ftrks. B. and

B.. £12; 3hp Triumph, £9. 1909 Douglas. £18/10;
1911 Kerry-AbiQgdon. £28; 5-61i p Rex, 1909. twin
cyL. free engine, and sidecar, £25. worth £40 . 1908
Triumph, new londition, £25; P and M.. nearly new. 2-

f^peed, free ent-'tne. £37/10; we have about 60 second-
hand motor hikes in stock, consisting of 1907. 1908,
1909. 1910 Triumphs, prices from £15; several Brad-
burys, Singers, Unto-Reves : all machines sold are
warranted in good order sidecars from 50/-.—The Motoi
Cycle Exchange, 160, Young St.. Sheffield-

SECTION in.
Carnarvon, Denbigh. Flint, Cheshire, Derby,

Stafford. Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

BRADBQRY. 1912, 2-6peed models; £55.-Hughe3,
Garage. Elle^mere-

TRICMI'HS. 1912, free engine models; £55; above
makes in stock.—Hughes, Garage. Ellesmere.

TRIFMl'H, 1910, .jtitLh, all iiccessoriee. perfect;
what offcF'j.?— Surveyor of Taxes. OsT^estry.

TT. Uurtge. late 1911. lamp. Cowey. etc., verv fast,
perfeit; £38.-S. H- Clarke, Etwall. Derby.

1 Q 10 3Jh.p. Standard Trmmph, splendid condition

;

Xtf £30.— Evans, L.wei Bar. Nenport. Salop.

TRIUMPH, 2ih.p., aciumnlatoi ignition, pood order;
£10.—Ireland. Willow St.. Ellesmere. Salop.

2 h.p Minerva. £6; 2^h.p. Clyde, magnetj, £7/10:
u'nud order both.—Waehiof; ton. Midalewich.

TRIUMPH. 1911, 35h.p.. only ridden a few weeks.
equal to ntw, Uunlops. very fatit; £39.—Below.

TRIUMPH. 1911. 3jh.t'.. fitted with Mabou free en-
gine; genuine barsuin. £38 '10-—Below.

TRIUMPH. 1910. 3Mi-p.. np« Kemp^halls, Whittle
belt, rchable machine; i28a0.— Below.

DOUGLAS, 1911, now being thoroughly overhauled;
•^peiial r-ffer, £30.—Below.

TUIUAIPH. 1910. 3ih.p., ready fur the road; ofEers
wanted— Below.

QEVERAL Second-hand Machines from £5.

NEW Triumphs, Humbers, Levie, Rudge, Douglae.
Molo-Revti. New Hudson actually in stock. —

Shuterti. (iaraL-e, Shrewsbury.

1 Q 1 1 Triumph, T.T. roadster, ae new, sparer, new
Xt^ liiiulnp tyre: £40.— Foi\lio. Cramer St.. StMfford.

1 Q12 4h.p Indian, new, in rrate. will take seiond-
«- *-' baud Sunbeam part.—Fui. Liehfiefd Gulf Club.
Stiifl^

MATrHl.ESS-.LAP 6h.p.. 1910 modfl, automatic
lUiiii.nijun, Uimlop 2] tyres, good order; £33.—

Mn-vi. ^ ^m,

"I-Q12 B-S.A. Motor Cycles, free engine model, £56/10:
i- «^ immediate delivery--The Triplex Motor Co-,
\\ resham

FAJ''NTR. 3h.p., ac^.iiraulato., ii.b.c, j>. and B., jrood
condition, li

"" — - - —

-

Collier's Kotorles,

Westgate, Halifax,
ENGLAND.

low; £12/10.—Nevol3. Lcngdon, Well-
ington. Salop.

£7/10.-2;-h.p. LT- magneto Clyde, good condition.
T-unnin? order; bargain, firtit money order. —

Trevethan. Khyt.

SCOTT, late 1911 model, new August, very little used,
tyres scarctly marked, splendid ccnditiun : £49.—

Moss, Wem.

3ih.p. N.S-U.. magneto, gooti condition, lamp, spare
2 belt and new tube; £18.—Ernest Wells. Cungleton

Rd.. Biddalph. Stafk.

M0T03AC0CHE. 1911. 2Jh p.. splendid condition-
ju=t nverhanled, Fpriug seat- pillar, footreets; what

ofEers—Blemu. (iorphwysfa, Conway.

M0TO5ACOCHE. Uh-p-. 1908. h.b.c, Druids, pood
condition, including tyres; £14/10, 01 nearest-—

Holroyd. 1. Eddi.sbury Rd.. Liscard

TRIUMPH, 3ih.p.. 1910, thorough order, horn, lamp.
£34. bargain : leaviu? i:ountry. only reaeon eale--

Lion \\orks. Navigation St. Waisall-

i^X.h.p Zedel, accumulator, a.i v., in eplpodid condi-
'W 2 non. tyres littl*- u^^ed ; fiO; tnal run.—Jordan.
Bank Side. WhuHey Budge, Cheshire-

1912 BRADBURYS !N STOCK.
IDEAL SIDECAR MACHINES.

3^ h.p. Tourist Models £4%
3* h.p. 2-speed BRADBURY £55

Bradbury 3.) H.P

Exchanges Quoted Distance no objection.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
—CASH, EXCHANBE, OR EASY PAYMENTS.—

8 h.p. Twin J.A.P.. side valves, Chater-Lea frame.
Rot 2 speeds and sidecar £43 10

i<)ii3h.p FAFNIR, h p. control £22 10
igii Tuln jspeed REX DE LUXE £47 10

5 h.p 2-sp<'ed free eritfine ROC £35
iuio7hp Twin REX, M.O.V £37 10
3* h.p FAFNIR, Hosch. h.b.c, Indian red, Druids £19 10
M'.igneto TRIUMPH, sprini; forks, very smart .. £25 10

Magneto Twin REX £19 19

REX, igio, 3.) h p.. 26 X 2 J tvres, Cantilever seat £27 10

4I h.p. 4 cvllnder F.N., magneto £19 19

23 h.p. KERRY, nnis well, spnng forks £10 10

igro 3.! h.p T T REX, very last £27 10

35 h.p TRIUMPH, [1J08. very good £28 10

2i h.p, DE DION, spray carburetter £I0 10

3J h.p. 2-speed N.S.U., h.b, control £21
3" h.p HUNIBER, ol..iin drive £7 10

1909 3.1 h p REX DE LUXE, i speeds £32 10

1908 3J h p M;igiirtc. REX, spring forks £22 10

1907 3i !i p Mnfiiietc REX, bpnug lories £19 19'

3.} h.p Tounsi REX. brand new £29 10

1910 Twin REX DE LUXE, 2 speeds £42 10
New Twm REX, Cantilever seat 35 Gns
Twin REX DE LUXE ..nd sidecar £27 10

3A h.p M.-.giietn REX, new and unu=ed £31

3! h,p Magiiriu EXCELSIOR, h.b. control £16 10

MOTO-REVE, UMgi.i-t.j Unuds £19 19

MOTOSACOCHE Lightweiphl £I4 10

F.N. Lightweight, magneto, spring forliS £19 19

REX, 3* h.p., spring forks £15 10

1911 3.rh.p loiinsi REX £32 10

1911 Sfngle-cvlinder 2-speed REX, 200 miles .... £42 10

5.! h.p Twin REX, spruig lorks £16 10-

J h.p. Magneto Twin REX £19 10

i h.p. F.N., h.b- control, very smart £12 19

A CALL WILL REPAY YOU.

£10 to £15 cash discount from these new machines.

Brand New 1911 3J h.p. Tourist REX 43 Gnl

„ „ igii 23 h.p. Two-speed REX Jimior. . 50 Gnl
„ 1911 3A h.p. Free-engine HEX 48 Gns
„ 1911 3J h.p REX DE LUXE 57 Gns

!, „ 1911 5 h.p. REX DE LUXE 60 Gns

All guaranteed by maimers

£^ Df^^A/N ^"^ ^/" ^^skly secures prompt
t V\M 3n IV despatch of any of these machines.

3j h.p. FAFNIR, 2Cin. wheels, h.b. control £13 10

3 h.p. QUADRANT, V bell h.b. control, sp. forks £12 10
2j h.p F.N., newl\ enamelled and plated £12 10
Lightweight MOTOSACOCHE, spray, nms well .. £14 10

3,1 hp REX, specialiv good condition £8 10
2;hp KERRY, spring forks £10 10

3J h.p REX, trembler coil , £8 10

35 hp WOLF, spray, smart, h.b. control £12 10
5J h.p Twin REX, fine machine £16 10

35 h.p BRADBURY, h.b. control £15

Ihe COLLIER "POPULAR" SIDECAR.—Quick detach-
able httmgs, crankeii a.-cle, extra strong spindle, caged
ball bearings, C.-ntmen!..! 01 Clipper tyres, estra

quality uphoUtered wicker body. Nothing better

obtainable, £5 5s., carriage paid.

^n answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." *39
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Iih.p. Motosacoche, new battery, tyres good, new
4 inner tube, splendid running order; £11.—No.

80, The Motor Cycle OiHcee. Coventry. 1

iniO Obater-Lea Fatnir, Boech. B. and B., In per-LU Ject order, tyrc« g:od, spotless; £20, ofiers.—

Motterebead, Coton. Wbitchuieb, Salop.

IQll James, standard model, new in Jnly, fiist-rate

S.*J condition; £35: owner having new sidecar model.
—W. Holland, Broken Cross, Macclesfield.

N.S.TJ., 1912, 3ih.p., 2-speed, run 150 miles, perfect;
buvinp higher power for sidecar.— Particulars, Box

9,918, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

3h.p. Minerva, m.o.i.v., good condition, Dunlop belt,

one new Eempshall tyre, lamp, hern, etc.; £13/10
for quick sale.—Cockle, Mardol. Shrewsbury.

BRADBURY, 3ib.p., free engine, with all its superb
improvements : in stock, no waiting.—Paskells and

Keys, Walsall Motor Depot, 250. fttanord St.

ZENITH-GRADUA, JJh.p., the motor cycle barred
from most of the most severe hill tests on account

of its overwhelming superiority. — Paskells and Keys,
Motor Depot, 250, Stafford St., Walsall.

ZENITH-GRADUA, 6h.p., 1911, twin-cyl., the only

motor cycle for heavy sideuar work on the market,
tyres new.—Paskell and Keys, Motor Depot, 250,
Stafford St., Walsall.

5,lh.p. Rex, 1907, magneto, h.b.c, spring forks. Pal-
'2 mer cord, new Michelin, Mabon ; £18, or ex-

clange lightweight.— 6. Trafalgar Drive, Bebington.

BRADBURY, 1911, 3Jh.p., very fast, carefully used,

with spares: expert examination by appointment:
£35, or nearest.-No. 60. The Motor Cycle Ottlces, Cov-

entry.

3ih.p. N.S.U., magneto. Palmer cords, mirror, watch,
2 splendid condition, enamel, plating excellent

:

Eacriflce £17 cash,—Thomas Frederic Watfion, Ripley,

Derby.

LOOK!—3b.p. N.S.U., bought new May. 1911, done
1.800 miles, practically like new; sell, or exchange

with £10 for 3i-4Ji.p—Music Repository, Oaliengates,

Salop.

TRIUMPH. 1909, just overbanlcd and le-buahed.

guaranteed in perfect riding order, with about £6

worth of spares; £29, no oflers.—H. Utting. Shardlow,

Derby.

MOTOSACOCHE, splendid condition, complete with

lamp foot pump, accessories, new Michelin spare

cover: £12/10.—Davis, Alma Cottage, Maesgwyn Bd.,

Wrexham.
4h.p. J.A.P. Engine Motor Cycle, late 1911, drip feed,

handle-bar magneto control (latest idea), very Ijttle

ridden; full particulars sent by return.—Gordon-Jones,

Holm Lea, Newcastle, Staffs.

TRIUMPH. 3ih.p., 1911, new July, Jones speed indi

cater, spare valve and tyre, tube, P. and H. lamp

not done 4,000 miles, perfect condition; £35.—Barnett
WorlKston, Nantwich, Cheshire.

I!-OUGLAS, 22h.p., 1911 model, lyres, Le't as new
' engine thoroughly overhauled at works, spares,

valves, etc. ;
price £31.—Apply, W. " G. Osborne, 36,

Bridge Rd., Wellington, Salop.

ZENITH-GRADUA, 1910. 3ih.p., in good running

order, a splendid sidecar machine: price £35.—
Apply, W. G. Osborne. 35, Bridge Rd., Wellington,

Balcp.

T012 Models, In stock and for early delivery.-Tn-

-It? nmiih, Scott, Phclon and Moore, Zenith, Clyuo,

Douglas, Rudgc-Whitw. rth. Bradburv. and A.O. tricars;

yonr enquiries are invited.-Moss. Wem.

TRIUMPH, 1907, magneto, 1910 handle-bars and

cnrburetter, himp- new tyre and tube, spare cover,

excellent running order: £20. or near offer. No ex

chanKCs.-Saunders, Holmes Chapel, Cheshire.

CALTHOEPB, 331i.p., new October, 1911, splendid

condition, L.M.O. free engine, variable ijear. horn

lamp; £45. with car: withjut £42: bargain: ownei

going abroad.—Meriden, Ban- Common, vValsall.

li p. Twin Vindec (19091, magneto, free engine, h.b.c,

„ '

steel studded tyre, .splendid going order, £20 :
alsi

IJh.p. lightweight N.S.U. (19091, magneto, excellent

condition. £14; sidecar, £2.—Bone, Ivanhoe, Llandudno.

TRIUMPH. Enfleld. Bradbury, Singers, actually in

stock; Itndge. 1911. shrp-soiled, £38: 1911 Rex
twin, free engine, and new sidecar, £44: 'l.T. Triumpli.

Cowey 1911. £40: 1911 A.J.S., belt, £20: Bex, 3!h-p,,

magneto, £15; Quadrant 4h.p., sidecar machine, Boscli

£17; six second-hand Triumphs, TT., ttrough, 1911,

£26; cxi;hangc-3.—Oswald Parker, Melbourne, Derby.

JUST Overhauled, ready (or Easter, 3!h.p. Hunibcr,

ni:w June, 1911, beuutUul condition. ?pnre cc ver

and all accc.j.sorics, lamp, etc., 2 speeds, handle starting

£32; also 3;hp. 2-tpced free engine Jiradbury, ncu
IJeciiiib'T. 1911. with 1912 improvements, accept £40-
1j til giinriintced pcrfci-t running orilcr: nl.io spring whci'

I9U M>iiit,:(.inerv art cane sidicur, 26x2i with cam
1ukk:ibo basket, £6.—Millard, Chesterfield.

SECTION IV.

No(tiii)5h.nm, Lincoln, I.clcesier, Rutlanc',

Nortliamplonshire, and WnrwicUsliire.

Ill Unjdbnry, 3ihp., lamp, etc.; oilers—J. A.,

5

19
F

Hml'inn HdUHf^, LcaniiuRton.

N.. B-Oh.p-, 1-cyl., pfrtoct j'ondition

;

flacrlflcc

£27/10.-A. Kf-x, HiRli St., Wni-oln.

A4O In answering thfHc

The

HILL-CUMBER
In the-

ESSEX M.C. OPEN HILL CLIMB
Mr. D. S. Kapadia (an amateur), with
8 h.p. de Luxe REX-J.A.P. and Sidecar,
mide second fastest time a d won

THREE SILVER MEDALS.
This machine was absolutely standard in

every respect, exactly as specified in our
Catalogue, and illustrated above :: :: ::

AT.SO remember that in the Midland
Open Reliability Trial on Februai-y 1 7th,

a 6 h.p. KEX-J.A.P. and Sidecar, with a
driver who had never been in competition
before, made a Non-stop and won Silver.

Medal, making exceptionally fine climbs
en Simrising and Warmington Hills.

We leave it to the public to judge as
to which gives them the best proof of
the capabilities of a Motor Cycle—
performances such as above, or those

made by an expert Trade Rider,
with a Special Machine and Sidecar.

Catalogue free upon request.

AGENTS :—Write for our Agency
pioposition.

The Premier

Motor Co., Ltd.,
Aston Road, Birmingham.
Telegrams

—

Telephone No.

—

" Prhnus," Birmingham. 43ro Central,

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TWIN Fairy. 2-Jh.p., Bosch magneto, good order ; I

£13/10.-Pla3tow, Grimsby.

31.h.p. Triumph, J.A.P. engine, in thorough good
2 order; £7;iO.-Plastow, Grimeby.

TRIUMPH, 1910, F.E., in excellent condition; £37110.
—Plastow, Grimsby.

DOUGLAS, 1911 Model B., 2-speed, F.E., handle
starting, footboards, ridden 2, 000. miles; £37/10.

—Plastow, Grimsby.

TRIUMPHS, in stock.—T.T. roadster, £50; free en.,
gine, £55.—At v. oodgate's. Small Heath.

SINGERS, in stock.—2Jh.p. T.T., £39; 3}h.p. T.T,|
£48/15; 3Jh.p., free engine, £65; SJh p., Arm-

strong 3-speed, £58/15; 4h.p-, 2-?peed, bracket gear,
£65.—At Woodgate's, Small Heath.

ROYAL Enfielde, in etock.—2jh.p., 2-speed, £52/10$
6h.p. sidecar combination, o .A P. engine, coaell*

built, £84.—At Woodgate's, Small Heath,

RUDG'R-WHlTWORTnS, in stock.-3ih_p,, T.T., .

£48/16; Sjii.p., tree engine, £55.-At Woodgate'flj
Small Heath.

ARIELS, in stock.-3jh.p., roadster, £45; 3Jh.il.,

T.T.. grey, with Armstrong gear, £59/10.—At
woodgate's. Small Heath.

SECOND-HANDS, in stock -Properly tnned and '

ready for the road: include SJu.p. 1907-10 Tri- :

umph, £23: ditto, free engine, £26: lilO-lL Triumph,
,

£36, very fine machine; June. 1911. T.T. Ivy, £o5; .

1910 T.T. Ariel, £34; 5-6h.p. twin Rex, new conditicn.
2 speedd, £30; and various others down to £8. L<^t ma
know your requirements, I can tit yi u up at any figure^ . I

Canoelet and .T..1.\V. sidecars in stotk, pri, es fnm I

£3/10. Speedometers, lamps, and horns of all makes, ::

and every accessory for the motor cycle in stock at J. .:

,1. Woodgate's Motor Cycle Depot. Ccv, n.ry Rd,, Small
;

Heath, BirminghdnL 'Phone : 372 Victoria,

DOUGLAS, late 1910 model, new 1911, good order '

throughout; £27.- Main, 36, Parade, Leamington, t

SINGER Lady's Moto-Velo. new, slightly soiled; £28.
—Main, 36. Parade. Leamington.

3 h.p. Humber, 1911. good as new; £27.—Main, 36,
Parade, Leamington.

3ih.p. T.T. Rex, complete with lamp, horn, etc.

;

^ ------- ~ ' ~2 £20.—Main, 36, Parade, Leamington.

B.. lamp, magneto, ty

Oxford St., Nottingham.
Sih.p. Ariel, B. and B.. lamp, magneto, tyres good;
4 £16.-Davi3, 3, Oxt ' "' " ' '

M
B

ODERN 5h.p. 2-epeed Model, with or without sidfr 1

car; about £a5.—26, North Gate, Harbornc. "

.S.A., standard, not d.-ne 1,000. accessories, spares,

perfect: £38.-214. Fosse Rd. North, Leicester.

HUMBER, 2h.p., lightweight, excellent order tljTOUglt j

out: £25.—Evans. 358, Stratford Rd., Birmingham,,'

ZENITH, 3Jh.p., 1911 model, with handsome Mont-^
goiuery sidecar, Lucas lamp, sp-ires, etc. , £50, com- "'

plete.—P. J. Evans, 368, Stratford Rd., Birmingham. '

CLTNOS Still Leading —Immediate deliveries fromj
stock guaranteed, also weekly deliveries : exchangea.-j[

—P J. Evans, SparkhiU, solo Birmingham agenfcj
Telephone: 13 Victoria.

IQllS N S.C, Sih.p., 2 speeds, free engine, as nei
11/ cost £55, baigaia. £40.-72, Oval Rd., Graveiq
Hill.

IQll Ees. 3ih-p., clntcli model, in porfecfc order and
X«/ condition; sacrifice £30.-37, Clareiidcii St.,|

Coventry.

BRADBURY, 1911, July, done nnder 2,000 mileaJ
like new; £36.—H. E. Bomford, Kxhall Conrt,-J

Alcester.

BRADBURY, 3Jh.p., 19D9i, perfect condition fori

Easter tour; sacrifice £23/10.-471, Gillott Ed
Edgbaston.

LADY'S Motosacoche (19101, uiagneto, free engiiig

excellent condition; £22.-Nell, Morris, At^
Villa, Bourne.

I Q12 Triumphs in stock. Douglas, B.S.A., Bradbo
l-i/ Eudge, Zenith; oflers.-Clillord, Eastwood, Notq
Exchanges.

-|Q12 Bradbury, Eudge, B.S.A., Alldaye, New Huil
X»/ son, 2ih.p. and 3ih.p. 3-3peeds in stock.-BlaiJ^
burn, Spalding.

Id 12 Triumph and New Hudson, 3-"peed, cIntcSn
I.X} and standard, in slock—Mason, 'i'r.uiiiph agent,

Wellingborough.

IQll Hmiibcr Lightweight, very little ridden, splen-
-l«J did condition; accept £25.—Kerby, 14, Little

I'ark St . Coventry.

TRIUMPH. 1908, new tyres and tubes, recently ovoN
hauled, all accessories; £28/10.-Apply, Hatwcll,,

Ratcliffc, Alhcr,4ouc.

KERRY-.\HINGnON, 1911, free engine; £39, or

nciirest; any trial; buyijlg 1912.— 134, AndcrtoB
I'ark Rd., Mcsclcy.

rQll 7li.p. Indiitn, free engine, racing and tourinK,
t/ Imndlc-biirs, new tyro on buck, perfect cmdiuioni

ash olVcrs, .\lso

5 h.p. Twin Peugeot and Sidecar, just ovcrbniilcd onA

.

enamelled; £31.-Apply, F. Miles, 42, Bpon 8*.,

Coventry.

ZENITH, 3)li p. : doctor forbids riding; not yet
ridilcn; £55/13.-AdilresB, No. 75, Tin itotcr

Cficlo OlHces, Covcnlry.

advcrliscmcnls it It desirohlc to mention "The Motor Ci/cle.'
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A Mobilisation Scheme.

TWO
thousaiwi motor cyclists mobilise(i in one

Midland town ! That is what we may expect to

see in the near future, if the scheme proposed
by the writer of the military notes in this issue

become an accomplished fact. It is suggested
that riders from all parts of the kingdom should
show our military authorities what can be done bv
motor cyclists in the way of rapid mobilisation. The
Legion of Cyclists, a body already in existence and
with offices in Piccadilly, W., will on a certain Friday
night send postcards to all motor cyclists who are

willing to help and have previously registered their

names and addresses with the secretary of the Legion,
.calling on them to report themselves to the officer

commanding at a conveniently situated Midland town.
These postcards will be sent to reach the riders

by the first post on Saturday. Prizes will be awarded
to those who have, in the opinion of the officers in

charge, accompHshed the best record. Tlie time of

starting must be verified, and we presume, in awarcling

the prizes, the distance travelled and the difficulties

overcome, such as traffic and hills, will be taken into

account. Other points that will require the attention

of the umpires are the power and size of the engine,

and whether a roadster. T.T., or racing machine lie

used. The only impedimenta the motor cyclist will

be required to carry are an overcoat or blanket, food
for twenty-four hours, and a change of underclothing.

This scheme strikes us as a particularly good method
of proving to those concerned what would be possible

in the event of an invasion, and the plan will doubtless
work admirably. But we wish to urge strongly upon
riders the desirability of proceeding at a strictly

moderate pace in towns, villages, and, in fact, in any
place where high speed is likely to cause danger or

inconvenience to others, or to bring them into conflict

with the civil authorities.

From another source we learn that the War Office

have no intention of founding a motor cyclists' corps

as part of the regular army ; and the machines they

have ordered are merely' to be used by subalterns in

connection with assisting the Army Service Corps in

the transport of impedimenta used by an army on the

march. The motor cycle mounted subalterns act as

guides, etc., to the mechanically propelled lorries.

The War Office evidently do not look seriously on

the motor cycle as a fighting or scouting mount,
although there are leading lights in the military world

who are most anxious to make use of its services.

It is, therefore, the duty of motor cyclists who have
leanings towards military work to enrol themselves

members of the new Legion, and show by united action

what they are capable of in the direction of rapid

concentration on one particular spot, even at a con-

siderable distance from home.
We have only two suggestions to offer to those who

are desirous of enrolling motor cyclists in this Legion:

they are to ask appHcants to state the date, horse-

power, and make of their motor cycles—it would be
detrimental to the object in view to enrol riders

possessing antiquated or unreliable machines—and to

consider the question of providing all motor cyclist

members of the Legion who intend to take part in

the ride with a distinctive armlet so that they may be
allowed a certain amount of leniency in regard to speed

for this special occasion, should they happen to come
under the eye of the police..

. _ A23
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COMPRESSION RATIO.
WHAT IT IS AND HOW TO CALCULATE IT.

'F there is one thing

that the average
ni o t o r cyclist,

prtictical and fond of acquiring first hand knowledge
though he be, is thoroughly hazy about, it is the com-
pression ratio of his engine. If you were to ask him
off-hand what this quantity was, it is a thousand to

one that he would give you a figure far wide of the

mark if he gave you an answer at all. The fact of the

matter is that the average motor cyclist regards com-
pression as an exceedingly useful and valuable com-
modity with which he prefers to get acquainted only

sufficiently to know it by a sense of touch on an engine

belt pulley. He doesn't know by any means how much
resistance his wrist ought to meet with in trying to

urge, through the crankshaft, the piston over its com-
pression stroke. If he has a twin engiiie he can tell

you, without any sort of doubt at all, which cylinder

has the better compression, because in relative matters

such as this the sense of touch is a tolerably good
guide, but if, after you had watched him testing the

compression in the usual way, you asked him what it

was in pounds to the square inch, he would be un-

doubtedly puzzled. Inasmuch as the compres.sion

ratio of most motor cycles is about the same, nearly

e\-ery motor cyclist can without difficulty carry about

with him a mental idea of what standard compression
should be.

The Advantage of Kno-wing the Compression.

Now, one of the joys which only the keen motor
cyclist relishes is that which pertains to the art of

"tuning up." Everyone who takes an intelligent

interest in his engine likes to know the conditions

under which it is working, and furthermore likes to

improve these conditions and so get better results if

he can possibly do so. The question of the com-
pression ratio is an important factor in the horse-

power output of an engine and hence it is logical to

suppose that it will receive its share of attention, along

with valve setting, ignition, and carl)uretter, at the

hands of the " ttmer up."
He has been rather erroneously led to believe that

high compression means high power, and probably an

increase of revolutions. As a result he will set about

getting deeper valve caps or possibly ' going to the

lenglh of having a cut taken off the bottom of the

cylinder or the to|) of the crank chamber, either of

which methods serves to increase compression ratio.

'I'he "tuner up " may or may not get good results by

I his means, because unless he keep track of what he

is doing he can have no proper idea of whether he is

going far enough or has actually overshcjt the mark.

'i'he really succe.ssful tuner is he who takes careful

note of every adjustment or inoililicaiiun which he

thinks fit to introduce into an engine, as by this me:;.ns

he obtains a store of knowledge which he can apply

equally well in a great number of different cases. If,

however, anything has to . be done in the matter of

altering the compression of an engine, it is most
essential that due note should be taken of this feature

before any modifications are made. Unfortunately this

desired knowledge of compression ratio is a thing

which takes a little trouble to find. By compression

ratio is meant the volumetric capacity of the cylinder

and cylinder head when the piston is at the bottom of

the stroke, divided by the same capacity wlien the

jiiston is at the top of the stroke.

Calculating from a Sectional Draviring.

Where, as in the case of engines with overhead

valves, there is a .symmetrical arrangement of the cylin-

der head a fairly- good idea of the compression ratio

can be obtained by a simple calculation from a section

of the engine, because if the actual head of the cylinder

be practically flat the compression ratio will then

become the distance between this head and the piston

at the bottom of its stroke, divided by the distance

between the head and the piston at the top of the

stroke. It is only with an engine of this type that a

paper calculation is likely to be worth while, but in

any case it opens up so many opportunities for small

errors to creep in that it will hardly apply to the man
who likes to work to a place or two of decimals. The
drawing from which one makes calculations may, for

instance, be not exactly to scale, and also it may not

be a dead accurate representation of the engine under-

going the tuning process, hence from every point of

view a direct and absolute determination of the com-
].)ression ratio is to be preferred.

In the case of the average engine which has side-

by-side valves, and so cannot have a symmetrical

cylinder head, calculation of the compression ratio is

almost out of the question, as it involves a series of

very tedious processes in which the factor of error is

likely to prove a high one. Calculation is not'by any

means impossible, but it is certainly not expedient.

However careful be a pattern-maker, and however
accurate and careful be a foundry-hand, the actual

cylinder will' differ to a sensiljle degree from the

section shown on the works blue-print, and if it is not

going to be machined all over with considerable nicely,

iniknown c|uantities are going to be introduced which

may upset the truth of the calculation very greatly.

On the other hand, if measurements are lo be taken

from the engine itself they will take as long and give

as much trouble as carrying out a mechanical ])ro(-i'ss

which will give a perfectly accurate and absolutp

result
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Compression Ratio.^

There are three principal ways of obtaining the

figure of compression ratio. Tliey are, all of them,

simple and capable of giving good results if applied

intelligently.

The Shot Method.
The first, which is the cleanest and best, is known

as the " Shot " method, and the modiis operandi is

as follows :

First, obtain a few pounds of fine lead shot. This

may be obtained at an almost negligible price from
electricians,' who use it for filling the counterpoise of

electroliers. Obtain a short piece of ordinary steel

cycle tubing about three or four inches long. The
gauge is immaterial, but it is important that the ends

of this should be cut off as square as possible. Measure
the internal diameter and the length of this tube as

exactly as possible. For the sake of illustration, we
will suppose that it measures ijin. x 3in. respectively.

This piece of tube must now be put on a pair of

scales, the more accurate the better, and carefully

counterpoised by a certain amount of shot in the

weight-pan of the balance. The tube must now itself

be filled with shot, which can easily be done if it is

stood on end. If the balance be now equalised, the

weights which have been added te the pan will give

tlie exact weight of the shot inside the tube. By this

means one obtains the exact weight of shot per cubic

inch. We will suppose the tubeful of shot weighs

ij lbs. The cubic capacity oi the tube will then be

as follows :

Length x radius squared x v"'''"^
/

That is to say, 2.98 cubic inches of shot weigh

ij lbs.

Therefore a cubic inch of shot weighs .419 lb.

Now weigh out five or six pounds of shot and use

these for a store from which to draw for the operation

about to be described-

By means of a spoke passed through the com-
pression tap, ascertain the point at which the piston

is at the extreme top of its stroke, and in order to

maintain it in this position drive a wooden wedge
between the edge of the belt pulley and the crank

chamber. Make sure that the piston is at the top of

the compression stroke so that both-valves are closed.

Remove the compression tap, taking note how tar

its stem extends down the internal thread cut in the

cylinder head. This is easily discernible by the small

carbon deposit which is always to be found on that

part of the internal thread in the cylinder head which
is unused. Leave the sparking plug in situ and also

the valve caps._ By means of a small tun-dish, which
may be made out of a sheet of stiff notepaper, fill shot

into the cylinder as long as it will take any, and when
it is full, stir the shot round as much as possible with

a spoke so as to ensure the pellets running into the

valve chamber and entirely filling it up.

Rule of Three.

To ensure that they do this a smart tap or two may
be given on the outside of the valve chests with a piece

of wood, the effect of which is to shake the shot side-

ways. -.If there is any doubt about this matter, remove
the plug and see whether the shot have gone where

thev ought to, afterwards replacing it. In filling up

the cylinder with shot in this way, care must be taken
not to spill any, as the weight of the shot so filled

into the cylinder is ascertained by weighing what is

left of the store originally weighed out. On re^

weighing this store, it is found, let us- say, that 2 lbs.

6 ozs. have been filled into the cylinder. From, this,

by means of a simple proportional sum, is calculated

the cubic capacity of the clearance volume above the

piston, which from the foregoing data is 5.66 cubic
inches. The compression ratio is now given by the

following fraction :

Cubic capacity of cylinder in inches + !;.66

7^:66
^'

The cylinder capacity in cubic inches is easily

mc.Tsured. as there are 16. ,38 cubic centimetres in a

cubic inch, and particulars of the cubic capacity in

centimetres is given of nearly all engines, but if not
given can easily be calculated from the bore and
stroke. Assuming the engine to be one of 500 c.c,
then the cubic capacity is equal to 30.5 cubic inches
and the fraction is, therefore,

30.5 + 5 .66^— =^-39-

The compression ratio is. therefore, 6.39, from which
the compression in pounds to the square inch can be
found by multiplying this figure by 14.7.

When the above opera-
tions have been carried

out the cylinder is re-

moved and the shot

poured away, the only

thing in this connection
necessary to observe being
the placing of a clean

rag on the top of the

cranl: chamber to pre-

vent any shot falling in-

side.

The great ad\antage
of the shot method of

ascertaining compression
ratio is that, in addition

to its exactness (which, of

course, depends upon
the accuracy of the weigh-

ing), it is perfectly clean,

and can be carried out

successfully with an
engine of which the

piston is an exceedingly slack one. As a matter

of fact, if the piston be tight, fairly thick oil can be

used instead of shot, but it is rather a messy business,

and owing to the large amount which adheres to the

cylinder walls not likely to be very acc\n-ate.

Second Shot Method.
The method described above is not applicable to

all engines. In the case of the Indian, for instance,

it might be rather hard to work, or, in fact, with

almost any engine which has a detachable head and
valves above one another. In this case, another

method, which in some ways simpler, can be used.

After having ascertained the weight of a cubic ir.ch

of shot, the cylinder head is removed and is filled so

that the top of the shot is flush with the washer
against which comes the edge of the cylinder liner

itself, and from this is calculated the cubic contents

The hori'onUI linos divide the

cylinder, with piston at bottom of

strolte, into four e ual volumes.
Hence the compression ratio (the

space being indicated by dotted
shading) is 4 to 1.
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Compression Ratio.

—

of the cylinder head alone. Bore and stroke being

known, the volume swept out by the piston can also

be easily calculated. The only thing left to do is to

ascertain by how much the piston at the top of its

stroke is separated from the washer or ground joint

on the detachable head. If an engine has been run

for some little time this distance is always accurately

recorded by the carbon deposit, which can be easily

measured.
Let us suppose that the cylinder is, as before, of

500 c.c, or 30.5 cubic inches capacity, and that the

head by itself has a cubic capacity of 2.% cubic inches.

The depth of the carbon deposit is, let us suppose,

7 mm., whilst the bore of the cylinder is 85 mm.
From the last two figures can be calculated the

volume enclosed by the clearance between the piston

and th'e cyhnder head, which in this particular case

is 39'73 cubic centimetres, which is equ'al to 2.42

cubic inches. The corppression is, therefore, repre-

sented by the following fraction :

30.5 + 2.8 + 2.42 ^ „ . .

-—'''—=, =6.84 compression ratio,
2.8 + 2.42 '

that is to say, compression pressure 100.5 ^^'S. to the

square inch.
' Needless tO- say, both the above cases are fictitious,

as such high compression ratios are not found on
ordinary engines.

Third Method by Means of a Pressure Gauge.

This is the least accurate of the three methods which
are given, but has a great advantage, that it does not

require the engine to be taken down, although, as a

matter of fact, on very few modern machines is this

much trouble. Tlie pressure gauge requires to be a

sensitive one, designed to read up to 90 lbs. The wider
apart are the limits marked on its dial the greater the

ease whereby its indications can be read accurately.

The gauge must be furnished with an adapter screwed
so as to fit the sparking plug thread into which it should
be screwed as nearly as possible exactly the same depth
as the sparking plug itself. Two difliculties now
present themselves. . Firstly, that the compression must
be read whilst the engine, is being turned over fairly

briskly, and also that such compression will only be
registered momentarily. Both of the,se difificulties can
be overcome by a very simple little device.

Stick on to the dial a semi-circular strip of paper.
This can be done with a few spots of wax without harm-
ing the dial at all. This piece of paper must first be
thoroughly smoke-blacked by holding it over a little

burning turpentine. Next attach to the hand of the

pressure gauge by means of sealing wax a short length

of very thin wire; the end of which lies immediately
under the hand, and presses lightly against the blacked
paper. When the gauge is screwed into position on the

engine the latter may be pedalled or otherwise turned
round any number of revolutions at any rate of speed,

the small recording device always showing the highest
pressure achieved. The throttle should be left open
for this test.

For the sake of example, assume that the pressure
thus -shown is 71 lbs., then the compression ratio is

given by the fraction, 7r -f 14.7 = 4.8.

In the above descriptions we have not dealt with the

value of compression in regard to the efficiency of an
engine, but this point we hope to discuss in a subsequent
article. W.G.A.

The Motor Cycle in the Mail Service.
MORE than a year ago, the Postmaster of Oak-

ham, Mr. G. H. Geeson, invited tenders for

a motor mail . service between Oakham and
Wymondham. A local tender proposing to run the

service with a 3J^ h.p. Triumph motor cycle, in com-
bination with a Mills-Fulford commercial .sidecar,

secured the contract, and the service was commenced
on February 19th, 191 1.

The distance between Oakham and Wymondham
is eight miles, and this has to be covered twice daily

during the week, and once on Sunday, making a mile-

age of 208 miles per week.

This motor cycle mail service leaves the Post Office,

Oakham, every morning at 6.r5, and deposits

mails at the intermediate villages of Ashwell, Teigh,

and Edmondthor{)e, reaching Wymondham at 6.55
a.m. At ir.15 a.m. it leaves this town, picking up
again on its return journey, and in addition, clearing

pillar boxes en route. This quick service is again

re[)cated later in the day.

Dining the whole time the Triumph outfit has been
rinining— ils yearly mileage being over ro,ooo miles

—

it lias given every satisfaction to the postal aulhori-

(ics. The engine has never failed, no trouble wliat-

evcr lias been experienced with the constructional

d»:tails, and there has been no difficulty in maintain-
ing ari accurate time table.

('. is rather interesting to wAv, that this motor cycle,

prior to being employed in the mail service, was
ridden solo for 10,000 miles.

So successful has been this initial experiment that

the Postmaster is authorising the use of another of

these mails to commence early in April, and it is on
the tapis that another route will be served by the

same means.

A Triumph and sidecar which regularly carries the mails in ihe neighbourhood
ot Onkham.
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The Small Twin
and its

Attractions.

To those riders of 3^ h.'p. single-

cylinder mounts who have

come to regard their

. machines as uninteresting, go any-

where motor cycles, shorn of all in-

terest and excitement by reason ot

their unfailing reliability, and who
sigh for something more interesting

and more fascinating to ride, we
would say try a 2I4 h.p. tu-in

Humber. We have undergone such

an experience, and we have been converted. The writer

has for years been a staunch supporter of the 3}-2 h.p.

ultra-efficient single-cylinder, but gradually a feeling

has crept over him that, after all, the 35^ h.p. single

has become an" uninteresting machine to ride. Years

ago we were ntrt certain of ever reaching home to time,

but latterly we have been able to keep our appoint-

ments by motor cycle with the certainty of a railway

train, and there is little to vary the monotony of the

continual " pop, pop, pop " of the engine.

But there are new delights in store for those who
would sa.Tiple a miniature tv.'in such as the Humber.
Instead of the plugging of the one lunger, a smooth

even purr is all one hears as the machine flies along,

bounding over pot holes with a surprising absence of

jolting, due to the well-balanced engine and comfort-

able riding position.

An AU=weather Mount.

-It is a most handy little machine in every way, and
with a three-speed gear, just such a mount as would
appeal to the all-weather rider, seeing that it is as

En.1 visn and sijc eIev.ition of the 1912 Daltern 2'! h.D. twiu-eylinder Humbor engine.

22 h.p. twin-cytinJer Humber, wltli Armstrong three-speed gear and clutch*

Stable in grease as a push cycle, and on the low gear will

wind its way up the steepest and roughe.it hill. Starting

is simplicity itself. One may either sit on tlie saddle and,

with the low gear engaged and the valve lifter raised,

hobble de horse the machine for a couple of yards,

when away the engine will go, or alternately walk com-
fortably alongside, place one foot on the rest, and at

the same time drop the valve, and instantly the engine

responds. It will thus be gathered that no acrobatic

or gymnastic feats are necessary in starting a little

Humber, which, in its management, is simplicity itself.

By judicious use of the Armstrong three-speed gear

rapid acceleration is possible. A fact which will cause
no surprise is that the back lash one notices on thr

top ratio of this gear with a single-cylinder engine i>

not nearly so pronounced in the case of a twin, owing
to the more constant torque.

The speed of this lilliputian twin with its 60 x 60

mm. cylinders is amazing. It is not long ago that

motor cyclists of the sporting type regarded 2 ^4^ h.p.

lightweights as a sort of potterer's mount, but now the

conditions have changed, and instead of the bare 40
m.p.h. which was the

order of the day a year

or two ago, one can hit

up 50 m.p.h. on the

road as a usual thing

under favourable condi-

tions. This fact no
doubt explains why such
well-known riders as

Harry and Audrey
Bashall, Alan Wood-
man, E. M. Oliver,

Sam Wright, and A. G.
Fenn have been won
over by the little

Humber.

Some Features of
Design.

- For sheer originality

in design there has been
no machine evolved to

equal the Humber with

the possible - exception

of the two-stroke Scott.
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The Small Twin and its Attraesions.

—

One can picture the confidence of the designer who
sets out to produce a V-type twdn-cylinder engine with

offset cylindei , compound connecting rods, flat-faced

yalves, single
step-cut rings to

each piston,
and other origi-

nal features of

minor importance.

Its object was to

win the Junioi

T.T., and it \?

now known the

world over that

it was successful,

averaging with P
J. Evans in the

saddle, 41^ mile;:

per hour ; surely

never had a newly
designed motor
cycle such a

splendid send off. Since then, of course, Sam Wright

has established a new hour record with 58 miles 1,408

yards, and the feat still causes much wonderment in

motor cycle circles.

Method of securing
the magneto by me^ns
ol metal strap as in

car practice.

We reproduce a drawing of the Humber twin

engine. Each flywheel and spindle are formed of one
solid steel stamping. Both cylinders are identical in

design, and therefore interchangeable one with the

other. The plugs are placed in the cylinder crown,

and are fired by an Eisemann magneto secured by a

metal strap as in car practice to a bracket formed at

the rear of the crank case. All valves are mechanic-
ally operated, each cylinder having its own separate

cams and valve tappet levers. The exhaust valve

lifters are inside the timing cover, and are operated

by cams, one valve being arranged to open in advance
of the other.

The three-speeder weighs in the neighbourhood of

150 lbs.—which is designated " lightweight "^but
the extreme mobility of the machine would not lead

one to suppose that it exceeded one hundredweight.
Altogether we are looking forward with great

interest to mastering the whims and idiosyncrasies of

our little stranger which has won such good opinions

during its .short sojourn. Only one point has drawn
forth criticism—we refer to the somewhat inaccessible

position of the carburetter sandwiched in between the

cylinders. We have reason to believe that this small

point will soon receive attention, as Humber, Ltd.,

are not the firm to allow such trifles to mar their

progress.

A RAGING CARBURETTER.

WE reproduce on this page an illustration of the

latest Binks carburetter, designed expressly

and "solely for racing purposes and hill-

climbs. This instrument has no throttle, so the

machine must be ridden to the venue with an ordinary

carburetter. The control is effected entirely by means
of the tongue, or shutter, which for starting purposes

is brought up to the horizontal jet. This gives a rich

mixture. When under weigh the tongue is dropped

and the air fully opened, and full speed is attained

in a very few yards. All the air rushes past the jet,

which has six holes in it, through the venturi tube, and

straight through to the engine without meeting any

obstruction. In this way it is claimed that full power
can be got out of the engine, and we are informed

that a speed of 7 1 m.p.h. has been attained by a T.T.

machine fitted with this carburetter on a private stretch

of road. The novel design of this carburetter should

ensure the engine getting; as large a charge as it can

possibly take, of course excepting methods of forced

induction and the compression of the charge before it

enters the cylinder. —>—ojtsa—<-
New design BInks racing carburetter

THE USE OF THE CLUTCH.
Now that free engine cluiciics arc lieroming almost

universal on motor cycles, the following few words of

advice on their use should be read and inwardly

digest (;d. Clutc'hes arc like servants—treat them as

you would a good one and Ihey will serve you well.

Ill-use thorn and tliey will rebel.

Do not make use of the clulcli unnecessarily, and
do not demonstrate for the benefit of others (unless

you are in the 'business) what it is possible to do with

the aid of a clutfli' in the way of restarting on very

stec|) liiJls. Wlicn starting, make use of the clulch

l»3' all means, lail d(j not expei'l it to jicrform miracles,

i.e., instead of expecting it tcj do all the work of start-

ing the dead load, slightly pushing off with one foot

while letting in the clutch will ensure a longer life for

the clutch and enable a much easier start.

The careful expert rider by considerate use of tlie

clutch will jirobably go through a season's riding

without the slightest necessity for clutch adjustment,

whereas he who ill-uses the device will merely add
items to his repair account.

The largest and strongest clulchcs used on motor
cars have to be handled with consideration, otherwise

the leathers or t'lutch plates will be damaged.
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A Cute Sidecar Tip.

Last week a well-known Triumph rider showed me a

positively inspired tip for sidecar users. He obtains a

couple of spare union nuts, which he screws over the
open ends of the socket pins'of the cycle clips whenever
the sidecar is detached. These nut's keep the threads
on the pins clean, and considerably facilitate the

attachment of the sidecar when it is required. In the

case of clips which have a hollow socket for the end of

the sidecar tube to enter, as well as a screw thread, it is

advisable to make a cap for the central hole in the
union nut, either by slipping a penny under it, or
soldering a thin disc, of metal over it. The butt of the

tube. will then find clean entrance.

Three or Four Wheels.
" Cyclecar " (forgive the horrid word) users should

allow their tyre fads to decide whether they will use
a three or four-wheeled pattern. There are some
riders (how I envy them!) who by some skilful knack
slide the stiffest and newest 3in. cover out of the rim
with a couple of prods from a penknife or tooth pick,

whose patches never curl and always stick, who spot
the tiniest puncture at sight, and mend the biggest

gash in three minutes. Men of such genius w'ill

ob\iously choose three wheels. They may only require

to take the wheel out once or twice in a season, for

only a bad burst at high speed can wreck a tube.

- (N.B.—Nly experience of butt-enders on big -three-

wheelers has been the reverse of gratifying.)

Personally I am' not to' be trusted with the repair

of the rear tyres on these three-wheelers. It takes me
a long time to' get a 3in. cover clear of the rim; I get

very hot and perspiring and muddy in the process. I

not infrequently chew my tube up in the sprocket
when I turn the wheel round, and my patches have a

'

: loathsome habit of curling off as soon as the-tyre gets

warm again; if they don ^t I- leave my pipe ormy'eye-
glasses or-a tyre -lever inside the cover, and generally

do te^'erything I ought not . to do. If anyone knows
-low to avoid profanity on such occasions, 1 should
be grateful for the tip.

There are plenty of worse duffers about, and for

men of this kidney the four-wheeler, preferably with

detachable wheels, is the only safe cure. Tyre troubles

are few and far between with a good—ugh-!-
—

" cycle-

car, " provided it be carefully driven and have heavy
ttiough tyres ; but the sportsman who presses such a

machine with under-tyred wheels to its maximum of

40 or 50 m.p.h. on a hot day in summer will seldom
escape three tyre stops per run; and hence the tyre

question is vital, where speed is a desideratum.

The Carriage of Spare Belts.

Year -by year I wait eagerly for some shrewd maker
to solve the problem of carrying spare belts. On a

summer tour in easy country, the belt may, of course,

be packed flat on the carrier, and the use of a leather

case is an aid to beauty as well as keeping the belt

clean. But when a rider leaves home for a month's
trip, solo or with a sidecar, during which he intends to

visit some stiff country, and expects a certain period of

rain, the matter is widely different. The sidecar rider

has sundry cunning receptacles such as " boots " and
pockets at his disposal. The solo rider furls the two
spare belts into neat rolls, and attaches th^m to various

bare spots on his machine.

But watch these two gentry after a trying day's work
among the hills in wet weather. Both men's hands are

filthy, and both machines are bulging with loose belts

flapping about in the wind. I always set out with the

spare belts curled neatly round the tank, and sometimes
protected by a sheet of American cloth wrapped neatly

over them.

However, after two hours of rain among the hills there

is one belt tied loosely round my waist, another sticking

out of my rabbit pocket, and making me look as though
I had a tumour on my hip, and a couple more untidily

furled round my lamp and handle-bar.

Light for N'ght Repairs.
A correspondent informs me that the easiest way to

get light for repairs and adjustments on the rear part

of the machine at night, without unshipping the lamp,
is to put the helm hard over, so that trie lamp shines

at right angles to the machine, and then to fix any
light coloured object, such as a handkerchief or sheet

of paper, at the side of the lamp as a reflector. He
says that a pocket handkerchief or a newspaper is

quite efficient when thus employed. I have tried this

tip when I merely desired to glance at the machine,
e.g., to find where the rear tyre valve was when I

wanted to inflate the tyre. But for a prolonged job

I must admit that I prefer to unship the lamp and
generator and stand them in the road, so as to perform
the work in comfort. If I were in the habit of regu-

larly covering long distances at night, I should carry

one of the repair lamps sold for the purpose with a

long piece of rubber piping to fit to the generator.

"s^m^wir

A locally assem'bled 2^ h.p. Livingstone with Arno engine, by V. J. Ashton and
Sons, of Newport. Mon. It has been built to special order with 24ia. wheels,
enabling a saddle position only 27in. Jrom the ground.
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THIS year is to be the year of the motor cycle

just as next year is going to be the year of

the aeroplane.

It is extremely difficult to define definitely the

present indefinite condition of affairs in the military

motor cycle world, but an impartial summary of the

position could be put as follows.

On the one hand we have

:

(i.) A distinguished company of generals clamour-

ing for the assistance of motor cyclists at Army
Manoeuvres.

(2.) An enlightened Director of Military Organ-

isation clamouring for motor cyclists in the event

of war.

(3.) A parsimonious financial secretary at the War
Office trying to conceive a plan for getting sixpen'orth

of efficiency out of a halfpenny.

And on the other hand we have :

(i.) Hundreds of patriotic motor cyclists willing

to serve their country provided a workable scheme be

devised.

(2.) Willing organisations, which are unfortunately

somewhat ignorant of military requirements, anxious

to help.

Motor Cyclists' Demands.
It might be thought that with all this goodwill

matters would progress swimmingly, but alas! a little

knowledge is a most dangerous thing, and the mutual
knowledge of the military authorities and of. the motor
cyclists is not by any means great, and the probable

result will either be a fiasco or a continuation of the

shilly-shally policy of the past five years. . - '

Now, as I believe that if all motor cyclists who
have military leanings banded together, it would be
possible to obtain suitable recognition from the War
Office, I ask all motor cyclists to club together to

support themselves and one another, and to postulate

the following conditions before they offer their ser\ices

to any military organisation :

(i.) Official recognition.

(2.) A petrol allowance of 6s. 6d. a day when
employed.

(3.) Daily pay at the rate of 2S. a day.

(4.) (ra) Full board and lodging or (li) payment of

hotel bill, or (c) a board and lodging allowance of

6s. 6d. a day.

The Legion of Cyclists.
Within the last few months a powerful association

has sprung into Ijcing and is forming branches ail over
tiic kingdom with the sole object of providing cyclists

and motor cyclists for the use of the military authorities

in the event of an emergency. So far as motor cyclists

are concerned, this emergency occurs annually, at the
time of the aulumn manoeuvres. Already this Legion
of (.'yclists i)osscsscs more than one humlrcd branches
tliroiiLdiout the f kingdom, and hundreds of motor

c}clists of a military turn of mind are already members.
Membership offers the great advantage of not entail-

ing a subscription—all that is . necessary is to com-
municate with the local organising officer or with. the

honorary secretary at 117, Piccadilly, W., and to enrol

oneself as a member.
Moreover, this Legiofi of Cyclists proposes next

month to give a proof of its power, and to call upon
all its motor cyclist members to rendezvous some-
where in the Midlands to give a great demonstration
of mobility.

A Gigantic Mobilisation Test.

The idea is that on a certain Friday a postcard will

be sent to every motor cyclist of the Legion so that it

will reach him by the first post on Saturday morning.
This postcard will summon him to proceed at once by
road to the rendezvous, which will be some convenient

Midland town.

Here they will be inspected by various distinguished

officers, and a prize will be given to the motor cyclist

who is considered to have achieved the best record.

All motor cyclists who are members of the Legion, or

are prepared to join it, are eligible to compete under the

following conditions:

1. Applicants must enclose one stamped postcard

addressed to themselves on the back of which must be
written

—

Mobilise at the at

as earl) as possible on Saturday, instant.

Hour of departure from home,
Witness,

Address,

: The last four lines will be filled in at the time when
the competitor leaves home to go to the rendezvous by
some independent witness, and the card will,be handed
to the umpires immediately on arrival at the place of

mobilisation.

2. Applicants must enclose three penny .postage

stamps,- and signify their willingness to join the Legion
of Cyclists if they have not already been enrolled as

members. -

3. They must also enclose an envelope addressed
to themselves Avith a halfpenny stamp affixed.

Applicants must also bring with them

—

(a) either

an overcoat or a blanket; (hj twenty-four hours' food ;

(c) a change of underclothing, just as if they were
starting on a carinpaign.

5. Applications sliouhl he addi'cssoil to Captain A.

H. Trapmann, hon. sciM-etary, the Legion of Cyclists,

177, Piccadilly, W.
It is anticij)atcd that .some two thousand motor

cyclists will probably compete for this gigantic tost of

mobility, and arran.gcm"nls will be made for tluir

acconnnodation.
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Overheard at
the first open
Brooklands Meeting.

" that the Indian was the most

silent machine on the track.''

that the belt driving competitors

experienced so many troubles that

the\) wished they had had the

reliable chain drive.

BUT WHICH MACHINE WON?

as usual; Mr. A. J. Moorhouse

on a 7 h.p INDIAN MAKING
THE FASTEST TIME OF
THE DAY, AND SETTING
UP NEW RECORD FOR

THE 100 MILES.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE.

The Hendee Manufacturing Co.
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In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The. Motor Cyde."
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The "Trident" cover was originally designed for the driving wheels
of motor cycles of much greater weight and power than the average 3^ h.p.

touring machine.

The "Trident," therefore, when used on a 3| h.p. machine, is not worked
up to the limit of its resistance, but has an ample margin of strength and
resilience to spare. This ensures freedom from puncture and greater comfort

to the rider, as well as longer life to the machine and tyre.

The "Trident" cover, fitted en the rear wheel of a 3 3 h.p. machine, in

the rorJ wheel, forms

combination of all-rubber

conjunction with one of our "Light" covers on
the most inexpensive and satisfactory

covers that you can obtain.

Yzt the PRICE <26 X 21. Beaded

lelephone:

Kensington 4400

(6 Unei].

Edge) is only36/

Telegrams :

" Pneumiclin," or

"Bibendum."

MICHELIN TYRE CO., LTD., 89-91, Fulham Road, LONDON, S.W.
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ONE or two manufacturers complain that many of

their amateur customers are ahvays plaguing

them for a few tips which will enable them to

win in the best company, and display great annoyance
because they find their chances of fastest time in an
open hill-climb, when riding their standard touring

mounts, are so extremely small. I propose to show-

why it is difficult for an amateur rider with a fully

equipped touring motor cycle to compete successfully

against the crack riders of the day;^ who are usually

mounted on special machines.

The Superlative Engine.

The first reason is one of tlie curiosities of motor
engineering. A firm standardise an engine, and put a

batch of, say, 500 through their factory. They employ
materials of even quality, so far as is possible ; every

single part is tested by gauges and jigs, and to all

human appearance every engine in the 500 is the " dead
spit " of all the rest. Yet, despite all precautions,

some dozen engines in the batch will be distinctly

superior to the other 488 ; and probably one particular

engine will stand out head and shoulders above the

pick of the eleven super-excellents.

In the course of use this engine may need renewals,

a new cylinder or piston ; and such modification will

often rob it of that fractional superiority. No matter
how carefully it may be repaired, how skilfullv it is

afterwards re-tuned, it may remain for ever afterwards

a perfectly ordinary engijie.

Such experiences are commonplaces in the secret

history of a factory. Many instances stand out in my
memory. I remember how a certain firm used every

resource known to chemistry and mechanics in order
to duplicate a certain De Dion engine ; but theu' best

imitation was 25% inferior to the original. Jake de
Rosier's famous ^No. 21 " Indian twin was made four

years ago ; and it is alleged, so I am informed, that

the Hendee factory has never contrived to produce
another quite as fast.

Now these star engines seldom get into the hands of

amateurs, unless they are great favourites at the fac-

tory. Last summer I was permitted to overhaul the

testing slip file at a certain factory, and I found that

the testers had earmarked certain macliines sent out

for tests as possessing star engines ; I noted the

numbers, and in the course of the season I frequently

met these engines at hill-climbs in the hands of famous
riders.- This is quite pardonable practice—such
engines would be wasted on the common or garden
duffer.

A firm with a huge output necessarily supplies a

few of these star engines to ordinary users, though
the cream of them never lea\'e the factory through the
ordinary sales channels. A small firm retains them
all for its trade riders and the favoured half-dozen

WHY AMATEURS
GET BEATEN.

^^"ir'j-
By B. H. DAVIES.

amateurs who show up well in climbs—always sup-
posing the small firm's organisation is good enough to
identify these engines as they pass through bench or
road tests.

The Personal Element.
Secondly, not one amateur in a thousand possesses

the knowledge to tune up an engine that the junior
tester of a factory staff can rely on. A lad may get
a job as a tester when he knows very little indeed.
But he spends all the summer riding one make of
engine ; the more experienced testers give him a few
friendly tips, and the flayings he receives from the

head of the riding staff if he passes a machine in poor
tune soon makes him careful. The head tester, who
may be the firm's first string at hills and on the track,

no doubt keeps a few tips up his sleeve, but some day
the junior is despatched to represent his firm in a
climb, and then all the brains of the staff are put
into his engine, and he is able to pick their brains
to some degree.

The amateur who would cope with this selected and
co-operative knowledge must be a man with unlimited
leisure, and with quite unusual mechanical gifts. But
supposing an odd amateur happens to get hold of a

star engine, and has the leisure and the genius to

duplicate the last veneer of factory tune, he still needs
the riding skill to win ; and when you pit a man with

whom motoring is only a hobby, who has perhaps a

wife and family to think of, and whose racing experi-

ence is very limited, against a young mechanic who
has everything to gain and little to lose by a win, it is

not surprising that the mechanic can display a trifle

more dash in the ruts and round a hairpin bend.

The Machine Itself.

Thirdly, it is the greatest possible delusion to

imagine that hill-climbs are really won on machines
in " strict touring trim," and I say this with all due
respect to scrutineers—an office I have often filled

myself, and the uselessness of which is tolerably

evident ; a scrutineer can only limit departures from
regular equipment, he cannot exorcise them.

It is true that some firms claim that their hill-

climbing and track wins are achieved by the same
machines which win gold medals in reliability trials,

and there is a residuum of truth in the statements. I

once saw three men arrive at the starting point of a
six days' trial; during that very afternoon they had
pretty well swept the board at a crack hill-climb, and
their respective employers were within the frontiers

of truth, when they afterwards claimed that the hill-

climb and thousand miles medals were earned by " the
same machines." This expert trio spent half a day
at the starting point changing engine pulleys, tyres,

wheels, carriers, carburetters, handle-bars, toolbags,

and several other minor items. -

B3
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Why Amateurs Get Eeateu.

—

Supposing a novice amateur secures a star engine,

eitlier by accident oi- interest, lie must first of all learn

all there is to be learnt about corner work and hold-

ing up the machine on a rutty surface; then he must

know all there is to be known .about compression and
gear- ratios, ignition adjustment, valve spring

strengths, etc. ; then he must get a special pair of

light wheels and tyres and strip Ms machine down to

the" extreme limits allowable mider the- regulations

;

and finally—and this is very often the real crux—he

must get the most j^erfect carburetter adjustment. I

have seen many an amateur compete in an open hill-

climb on the very same carburetter adjustment he

employs in'toiiring work. He seems to ignore the

fact tliat with the abnormal jets and air intakes used

In speed work it is a v6ry difficult matter to keep the

engine firing in traffic at all. A spectator at one of

the French hill-climbs tells me that one of the English

experts could not keep his engine Firing regularly at a

less speed tlian 30 m.p.h.
\

Importance of Good Carburation. %.,

,

It is therefore obvious that the way of the amateur
fastest time man, like the way of tran.sgressors. is

liard. If he Can persuade the ruling genius of a big

factory that he is fit to use a, star engine, he may
secure a good sample, as the factory is sure to turn

out more picked engines than its own staff can find

Avork for, and if he gets placed a few times in big

climbs with this second grade engme, he may eventu-

ally be allotted one of the half dozen suj)er-excellent

engines issued each year. But no matter how great

his leisure, and how genuine his ridmg and mechanical
gifts, he will find it hard work even to win two or

three third places in open climbs, for he is compet-
ing against the double-starred engines of a 'dozen

ilifferent factories, bestridden by the greatest experts

in the trade, and a few amateurs who are at least as

keen and able as himself. If any reader has
ambitions in this direction I should recommend him
to regard the carbure't'^:• as tlip I'etail wliirh most re-

linys attention.

FURTHER WAR OFFICE TRIALS.
THE War Office is at present taking a g-reat interest

in motor bicycles, as was shown by the trial

held in the presence of members of the Mecha-

nical Transport Committee, at Brooklands, in the early

[lart of the year. To learn for what purpose the War
'Office requires motor bicycles may interest our readers.

In the first place there is no idea of founding' a motor

cyclists' corps in the regular army. The real use to

\vhich they are to be put is this. The Army Service

Corps, as most people are aware, has for its object in

life the transport of ammunition, forage, food, and

other impedimenta necessary to an army in tiie field.

Nearly all the transportation froin the railway to the

troops is now effected mechanically, and the vehicles

are divided up into companies of fifty motor lorries.

These lorries are in charge of a captain who rides in a

two-seated car, while the two subalterns are mounted on

motor bicycles. One precedes the company and shows

the way, while the other follows in the rear to look after

any cases of breakdown which may occur. On the

occasion of the trial on Tuesday, the 26th ult., Lieut.

11. H. Verney, A.S.C., was in charge. Mr. Verney is

himself a keen motor cyclist, and rode one of the

successful P. and M.'s back to Aldershot when the test

was completed. The machines entered were two

Phelon and Moores and two Douglases. The
two P. and M.'s were fresh from the works, and would

have been all the better for a little running in. One of

the Douglas machines was withdrawn at the last moment
owing to a slipping clutch due to the use of a new clutch

lining which was not altogether a success. What the

War Office required was the following: That each

machine should average 30 m.p.h. for nineteen laps,

cover one lap at 40 m.p.h., cover one lap with two up,

show a good petrol consumption, and climb the test hill

Irom standing start.

The machines were not limed to I he fifth of a

second, and were only required to come within a

reasf)n;i1>le margin of the set slaiulard. The day was

lieautifnily line, but a strf)ng wind was blowing d(;wn

die railway straight. I'ratt, who was ridinp, one P.

.irid M., was unable to do the lap at 40 m.p.h., but

J4

Marians, who was riding the other, did better than

the required maximum speed. Pratt's machine was
therefore sent back for further tuning up. On the

test hill Marians made an excellent ascent, but Pratt

failed the first time, though he was successful on the

second attempt. Neither of the tw'o machines had
any difficulty in maintaining the thirty miles an hour
average, and only one stop was made for a broken
lamp bracket, due to setting the lamp too high- on the

bracket. The macMnes were fully equipped, and
carried two stones of lead. Pratt's machine consumed
.?/4 pints of petrel, and Marians's rather under 3 pints.

Marians's machine carried a passenger round the

track in a satisfactory manner. The Model H
Douglas acquitted itself most creditably. It easily

averaged over 30 m.p.h. over the 19 l^ps, made a

fast lap at over 42, took a passenger roii'iid the track

at rather over 39, ascended the test hill satisfactorily,

.md averaged 130 m.p.g. Other machines such as

Zenith and Ruclge have gone througli these tests in a

manner satisfactory to the War Office officials, but

this is the first trial to which avc ha\e been invited.

Liout. R. H. Verney, ot the Army Service Corps, testing liow much petrol the

3i h.p P. and k. had used alter covering aljout 52 mlies on the traci;.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters shcrald be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Another Exceptional Hill.

Sir,—The intensely e.\ 'iting hill-climbs which hare re-

cently taken place on Honister go to prove the splendid
capacity of modern motor cycles, and the wonderful grit
of the men that ride them.

There is a very steep and rough pitch at the head of the
Langdale Vallev (Dungeon Ghyll), which the coaches in
summer descend o>i!i/, after making the long climb from
Little Langdale, passing the romantic region of Blea Tarn.

It would be interesting to know if this pass has been
climbed by a motor cycle. It is not nearly so long as Honis-
ter, but tlie gradient must nearly approach one in three for
the greater portion of the ascent. The road is an extremely
narrow one, much cut up and loose, and would prove a

'

good test for man and machine. The distance is about five
miles from the famous Eed Bank. E. T. COOMBES.

Local Taxation Licence.

Sir,—Are you correct in your conclusion that using the
motor cycle, and not merely keeping it, compels the pay-
ment of the tax? I have in mind a decision of a few years
back, where a heartbroken victim was successfully penalised,
despite his assertion that his machine had been *for months
in an outhouse, unused and unusaMe and completely dis-
sected, and, further, that he nerer intended to put it

together or use it again. Later decisions, too, I remember
somewhat hazily, have declared that "abandonment" must
entail official notification to the tax -grabber and the sur-
render of the number.
This view seems the only sound one from the point of

view of the Government, who never pretend to throw in

any extras for what they take from you, and my recollection

of the Act is that the tax is charged for possessing a motor
cycle. Whether or not voir can or do use it is a matter of
indifference to the Government.

I raise the point, not as a critif, but that we may get
it statutorily cleared to prevent misunderstanding and risk.

W.J.G.
[See L.C.C. r. Fairbank, Justice of the Peace Reports, No.

356, in which this matter is cleared up : also see The
Autocar of JIarch 15th, page 476.

—

Ed.]

Road Dangers in Davon.

Sir,—I should like to warn your readers against an occur-
rence w-hich happened to me last winter whilst riding at night
between Exeter and Plymouth on a dark night. I had a bad
spill when on a lonely piece of road on Dartmoor owing to a
loose pony being frightened by my light and suddenly jumping
in front of my machine. The pony was standing so that I
could not see it, and I never had time ever to lift my exhaust
before I crashed into the animal.

I should like to know that if in the event of any serious
damage being done I should have been able to obtain redress
from anyone. Luckily I was only stuimed and bruised, and
niy machine was not materially damaged. I think the atten-
tion of the County Council sliould be drawn to the matter, as
I have since heard that these- half-wild Dartmoor ponies are-

constantly in the habit of straying on the roads, and naturally
are a source ofdanger to mot-orists. J.P.A.B.
[The laTvs regarding animals straying on the roads are rather

complex, but certainly no redress could be obtained in
tlie case of roads which cross common lands. There have
been several cases lately.

—

Ed.]

Hill-cUmbing.

Sir,—While looking through some old numbers of The
ilotor C'ljcle, I came across the following in the issue ot

April 25th, 1904. in which appeared an article by Jlr. B.
H. Davies, describing a run on a Phoenix Trimo up Wester-
ham Hill. In it he says :

" The engine (of the Trimo) is a

3^ h.p. Jlinerva 82 mm. by 82 nun., being the identical one
which was fitted to the bicycle driven up Westerham in the

Catford C.C.'s chmb at 30 m.p.h. It was then geared 3^
to 1 with a belt drive." Surely this was an e.xtraordinary

performance, and if aiuthentic it appears that the present

3^ h:p. is inferior to a smt'Uer engine of eight years ago.

It would be interesting if Mr. Davies could tell us some
more about this performance if he can carry his memory
back far enough. LIEUTENANT.
This letter was submitted to our contributor, who replies

as follows :

"I regret I do not remember the details. I have no
doubt that Mr. Hooydonk gave me the gear ratios, and as

his victory in the Westerham climb was then fresh in every-
body's memor)'. and the engine was a centre of general

interest, any mistake of mine about the gear would probably
have been coi-rected. After all 3J, to 1 is not such a very
tremendous gear for an easy hill like Westerham, taken by
a light rider with a flying start."

Three and Four-wheeled Cycleears.

Sir,—I was interested to see Jlr. AUday's letter in favour
of two driving wheels on a passenger cyclecar. I quite agree

with all he says in that respect, but surely he did wrong in

calling his letter a comparison between three and four-

wheeled cycleears.

He has absolutely ignored the existence of our old friend

the tricycle w"ith single front steering wheel. This was not
only the first of the type, but, I believe, has never since been
equalled for accessibility. Unfortunately, it went out of

fashion before the present reliability was obtained, and very
little thought had been spent on silence, transmission, or

comfort - Mr. Allday asks tor other opinions on this subject,

and I therefore have great pleasure in plumping for the
tricycle with a single front steering w-heel as being the only
cross between a bicycle and a car that has not most of the
obiectionable features of both without the full advantages of

either.

The only maichine now on the market, to my knowledge,
built on these lines is the Roc, which is described and illus-

trated- in the' same number in which Mr. Allday's letter

appears. Now, apart from the appearance or running of the

Roc (I have never been on one), or any other details which
might be added or "altered in this particular make of raaehine,

I maintain that its specification contains more good points

and fewer bad ones tlian any other cyclecar on the market.
It must be remembered that the single driving wheel type

has, after years ot work and thought, been brought about
as near perfection as the type allows, whereas the Roc, which
is the only living representative of its class, is the recent
production of the" brains of one. firm only. I mention this

to point out that the possibilities of this type have hardly
been exploited at all at present.

If Mr. Allday s list oi points in xavour ot^the fourth wheel
be compared with the Roc specification, I think it will bs
found to vanish into thin air and leave the tricycle with
two excellent points to the good, namely, that it has one
wheel less and that it has direct steerina ivhich is a feature
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of tremendous value. Mr. AUday says he wants intercliange-

able wheels. I don't ; I want interchangeable and perfectly

accessible tyres, which the tricycle has. The possibilities of

seating accommodation, springing, and general accessibility

are as good on the tricycle as on the quad.

I should like to add that the general superstition that the

tricycle is of necessity a difficult and dangerous vehicle to

steer is absolutely false. It is entirely a matter of design

aiid weight distribution.

My pet aversion in the cyclecar line is the four-wheeler
with belt drive. Surely if we are going to have four wheels
've might try to have a Aveatherproof transmission.

Pv.\T.l">H WICKSTEFJJ

Inclined Engines.

Sir,—The centre of gravity is not displaced in vertical,

engines to the same extent as that of inclined en-gines,

therefore a vertical engine ensures more stability in riding
and greater efficiency, especially if placed half way on wheel-
base line. JNIoreover, the nearer the lider gets to this

point in the adjustment of his saddle, the more ease he
obtains on greasy roads. Horizontal cylinder fins are most
effective because a greater amount of air passes between
them. Air is a bad conductor of heat, and only acts in
L'onvection to an appreciable extent. Therefore, the more
lir that passes between the fins, the greater the coding
effect. ' :\rAC STROKERTOWN.

Figs. 1 and 3.

A. DirCLtion of motion of ail'

B. Direction of motion ot engine

Sir,—With regard to the question of whether radiator fins

3n inclined engines should be cast parallel to line of motion
jf machine or not, I should like to point otit one or two
ispects of the case which
occur to me C__ ^^ c^
In the first place, with

regard to the ordinary
.•ertical pattern engine,
ft is to be conceived that
If the fins were cast as
in fig. 1, the cooling
ffect would be somewltat
.j;reater tlian if the stan-

dard desigir were fol-

lowed, for it is evident
that the cooling air

would come into much
more intimate contact
with that portion of the
:)ylinder wliich is most
laturally sheltered. I

think this ia a better
irrangement than that
suggested by " Melanzie '' (March 7th), as in his case the
sloping fins simply act as baffles to a certain volume of air,

ihus preventing it from impinging on tlie fins and conse-

jnently losing some pos-
sible-cooling effect.

Considering the in-

clined type of cylinder
with fills at right angles
to axis. In this luise one
caimot imagine the cool-

ing effect to be greater
tban (C sin 9), where C is

the value of the cooling
effect if the fins are
parallel to direction of

motion. Ilius if the
engine be inclined at all

(either way) the cooling
etitict is less with lins at
right angles to axis, and tbe less tlie angle 9 the less the
cooling effect. Imagine the cooling effect if 9 = zero, i.e.,

cylinder horizontal. The end fin is tlion simjily a bafHe.

As to the fact that nearly all firms follow conventional
leads in the matter of radiator fins, I suppose one can look
at the matt-er in this way, that, as at present in use, the fins

are easily made and in pi-arti<;e give every satisfactitm. As
regards the inclined engine (and, of course, one naturally
thinks of the P. and M.), one would siijipose that the makers
in the first instance would aihjpt tlic present method of
placing fins, with the rcsei vatinn that if it Merc necessary

b8

B

Fig. 2.

A. Direction of motion of air

13, Dii'cctioii of motion of engine
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the alternative method would be adopted. That there has
been no need to alter the design everyone knows from the
performances that the machines have put up.
Whether soine of the firms competing for the hour record

will consider it Avorth their while to improve on the present
radiator fin in order to get every ounce out of the "engine
will be shown in the near future. Personally, I have often
thought that a design as fig. 3 would give best results. It

will be noticed that in order to get full value from the
expanding air the fins are widened as they recede from the
first point of contact with the air current. BETA.

Consumption Comparisons.

Sir,—Your leaderette of March 14th is of particular
interest to carburetter enthusiasts, but although be^vailing
with yourselves the low comparative performance of the
motor cycle in petrol consumption, I must disagree with
certain statements laid down as facts in your article. ,

I will quote the particular passages : "In respect to
carburation the motor cycle should be more economical, the
design of its vaporiser is more settled, and on standard
designs the twin lever control of throttle and air is ad-
mittedly superior to the single control on a car."

With both of the assertions above I differ, and shojild like

to make a few remarks as to my reason for so differing.
The vaporiser on a motor cycle carburetter consists of a

plain jet or jets across which a stream of air blows, petrol
issues from this jet or jets in a plain stream at high speeds,
and no one can say for certain that perfect or even efficient

atomisation is secured by tliis means. From exhaust gas
an.ilysis of some engines fitted with the ordinary type of

fine jet carburetter, one is led to the conclusion , the petrol
in drops does go in with the mixture and does not provide
an efficient mixture.

Compare this with the best automatic car carburetters
iiid I feel sure that any impartial engineer will agree that
the automatic carburetter of the motor car is iin infinitely

superior vaporiser or atomiser to the motor cycle carburetter.

Twin lever control, so dear to the heart of speed merchants,
is, to my mind, a delusion and a snare. What motor cycle
manipulator (excuse the term) can or will guarantee that he
is running at maximum efficiency at any particular time''

I do not believe that any man can adjust .such a delicate
piece of mechanism as a carburetter in one or two seconds
to produce maximum efficiency or even approximately
maximum efficiency, and after all this is what twin lever
control necessitates—a constant succession of adjustments
made in a second or two to meet a condition felt or judged
by the lever manipulator.

The expert follows a rule of thumb law or practice learnt
in the hard school of experience and "gets there" apiiroxi-
mately. The novice is content if the engine pulls sufficiently

well to prevent stoppage.

Neither is certain that the mixture is tin- "best possible"
under the given set of conditions, and this is where the
single lever automatic carburetter is superior.

It was not until I had the exiicriejicc .if riding on Jlr,

E. B. Ware's Clutter-Lea 8 h.p. twin, fitted with a really
automatic one lever carburetter, that I realised thesurprisiiit;
smoothness and fiexibility of such carburation, and th.

feeling of happiness, it I may use the term, is not th"
least of its advantages.

As a step in the investigation of the problem, to dis
cover whether the loss to the motor c.,yclB is duo to engine
transmission or wind resistance, I would suggest that motor
cycle engine manufacturers give us the results of accurate
bench tests in petrol consumption. The average of a well-
tuntnl car engine is about .75 pint per b.h.p. per hour,
although -figures much better than this can often bo secured.
What are the tignres ftu' motor cycle engines? It will

interest your readers to know that motor Itn-iies weighing
about seven to nine tons give over sixty ton-miles to the
gallon.

A touring car giving lorty ton-miles to tne g.-iilon is

locjked on as (larticularly good. Smaller cars give up tn

thirty ton-miles per gallon, and motor cycles averaeo about
llftcen ton-miles per gallon.

Perhaps some of your readers ctin dednco a Ihcory fi-i.iii

these figures. V. N. PTCK'HTT.
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Sir,—I notice in yout issue of- Marcii 25tli a statement by
Mr. Axford to the effect that he can average 110 m.p.g. with

liis 6 h.p. Zenith.

I should very much like to know how he can manage this

low consumption. Does he run his machine for a mile on a

perfectly flat road, witli a following wind blowing at the

rate of 40 m.p.h., take the consumption of petrol for that mile,

and then work out the mileage per gallon? I have ridden

three 3^ h.p. ma/chines, and tliouglrt myself lucky if I could

get 90 m.p.g.
I have just invested in a 6 h.p. R.ex sidette, and can get

just about 50 m.p.g. with a 9 stone passenger and about 60

m.p.g. when riding solo with sidecar detached. There are a

few Jiills around here (Pembrokeshire). For example, take
from Haverfordwest to St. Davids—sixteen miles and sixteen

! i
hills, and some of them are stiff ones. I should like to see

; ;Mr. Axford average 110 miles on that run.

It is very interesting to see it stated that a 5 h.p. machine
can be run 110 miles on a gallon of petrol. I wish 1 lived near
-Mr. Axford, I would willingly go for a run of 110 miles with
him, and if he did manage the whole distance on one gallon

would wiPingly sell my Res and straightway buy a Zenith.

ALEX. R0C4ERS.

Resignation of Mr. F. Straight.

Sir,—I notice in your last issue that Mr. F. Straight has
resigned the secretaryship of the A.C.U.

Considering the many years that Mr. Straight has held
this office, and the enormously good work he has done for

motor cycling, I wish to suggest that you should lend youi
services to receive from Mr. Straight's numerous friends
signatures for facsimile on to a testimonial as a recognition
of his services.

What motor cyclists owe to Mr. Straight will never be
known, but, speaking for myself, I can say that during the
six years I have competed in A.C.U. events I have always
had the greatest consideration and courtesy shown to me by
him, and often under circumstances trying enough to test

a saint.

I trust others will come forward with the same object
in view. FRED DOVER.
[We have received a similar letter from Mr. G. C. Cooke,

hon. secretary of the Herts- County A.C. (Motor Cycle
Section).

—

Ed.]

Climbing Honister Pass.

Sh',—With reference to a letter from jMr. .J. A. Roche
regarding Mr. Frank Smith's remarkable cKmb of Honister
Pass, I think it only fair to point out that the road was not
cleared of loose stones previous to Mr. Smith's attempt ; all

that was done to the road was to brush the loose shingle
to one side for about two yards at one place only, where it

was impossible to get a grip with a motor cycle wheel. I am
fully convinced if this had not been done no motor cycle or
sidecar combination would have got up, as it was like a river
bed at this point ; in fact, all the road is, due to the heavy
rains, which rush down the mountain side and run across
the roads.

I should further like to point out that at this particular
spot it was not safe to try to get over it, as Mr. Roche would
no doubt have agreed if he had witnessed Mr. Smith's first

attempt. The loose sliingle caused the combination to skid
bodily to the edge of the road, and anyone who knows the
Pass will agree that if you go over the edge at Hillstep you
^viU not require a motor cycle again.

1 should also like to inform Mr. Roche that Mr. C. R.
Collier had one if not more attempts' on the Friday before the
witnessed ascent on March 16th. Both Mr. Smith's and Mr.
Collier's ascents are worthy of a great deal of praise, but as
one machine was higher powered and the other lower geared
it hardly does to class them_together.

- I should like to ask Mr. Roche if he has ever seen the Pass,
as I am sure he will agree with me, if he has, that Mr. Frank
Smith's ascent on a 5-6 h.p. with passenger was a most
remarkable feat considering the road surface and a two-mile
run on a low gear before the worst part could be tackled. I
think myself that the Clyno Co. have something to be proud-
of to be the very first firm to produce a motor cycle with
sidecar that will take driver and passenger up the well-known
and always considered impassable climb of Honister Pass.

F. C4REEXW00D.

The A.C.U. Formula and Two-stroke Engines.

Sir,—Replying to " A Believer of Fonr-stroke Efficiency
"

in your last week's issue, if the author of the letter who claims
that the P. and M. would have beaten the Scott, even if

the latter liad been reckoned as a four-stroke, had taken
the trouble to verify his statement before committing
himself on paper, he would have found that 127 {figure of

merit of Scott according to The Motor Cycle.) divided by
1.32 (A.C.U. special handicap on two-stroke water-cooled
engines) gives a figure of merit of 96.2, therefore the Scott

and sidecar would have beaten the P. and M. and sidecar

(figure of merit 96.5). According to the B.A.O. Journal, the

figure of merit is given as 126 which makes the position of

the Scott still better.

It is surely obvious that the only factors which enter into

the handicapping of a machine for a hill-climb are the total

weight of machine and capacity of engine.

With regard to the question of relative petrol consumption
of the two types of machine, it is common knowledge that
larger jets are fitted when competmg in hill-climbs (apart

from the question of special high compression engines, etc.),

thei-efore, according to your anonymous correspondent, a
petrol consumption trial up the hill would have to be made
before everj' hill-climb, and a special formula devised and
worked out for each competing machine.

THE SCOTT engineering; CO., LTD.,
Fr.^nk; Philipp, Secretary.

Two-stroke Engines.

Sir,—With reference to your leaderette in the last issue,

I should like to point out that the power of an engine is

proportional to the actual volume drawn into the cylinders,

and it is further shown that in a two-stroke engine the
pumping capacity of the crank case is very much less than
the pumping capacity of the cylinder in the Otto engine,
and that consequently a far less charge can be drawn into

a two-stroke type of engine. This applies at all speeds

—

that is to say, if you imagine an Otto engine and a two-
stroke engine both turning round at ten revolutions per

minute or a still slower speed, it would be quite impossible
for the two-stroke engine to draw in more than the actual
effective pumping capacity. On the other hand, the throttling

effect at high speeds affects the two-stroke very much more
acutely than the Otto, because, to begin with, the two-
stroke has only half the period during which the charge is

admitted. This is borne out by practical experience, as

shown by the fact that the Scott two-stroke undoubtedly
gives greater power' than, say, a 500 c.c. single-cylinder

four-stroke when pulling hard uphill at a comparatively slow-

speed. What the public wants is a machine which puUs
well at slow speed, and it is no disadvantage if the engine
does not give, compared with the Otto, the same propor-
tionate increase of power at high speeds.
The mean effective pressure of the two-stroke falls off

at high speeds in a marked degree, whilst, comparatively
speaking, the mean effective pressure of the Otto remains
more or less const-ant. This leads us to the conclusion
that the two-stroke engine could only meet the Otto engine
on the A.C.U. formula if the speed of the engine were limited-

to, say, 1,000 revolutions. At twice that speed, say, 2.000

revolutions, the Otto engine should give an allowance to

the Scott engine, since in every modern liUl-clirab the speeds
of the engine are- certainly over 2,000 revolutions, and it

is impossible to expect the Scott to have a chance of win-
ning on the A.C.U. formula. -

With reference to the additional water-cooled handicap,
the A.C.U. must be aware, from the fact that we can run
our machines in competitions without tJie water-cooling
apparatus better than with it, that it is absolutely absurd
to inflict a special handicap for an advanta-ge which has
not time to materialise in the rusi- of a modem hill-climb.

THE SCOTT engineering CO., LTD.,
Alfbed A. Scott, Managing Director.

-SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
A number of correspondents have written to point out

that the Differo gear is similar to gears on which they
already bold patents or have provisionally protected.
A. H. Priestley, who is the owner of a 1912 model 6 h.p.

Rex de Luxe motor cycle with Wolbrown sidecar, writes
that he has covered 1,400 miles at an average cost of less

than three-halfpence per mile.
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RACING IN PAIRS AT OAKAAOOR.
A Record Entry. Some Close Finishes.

' ^V7^-V«*«»*liyaBW««tiR«>SIaw<i*rf'<»«i'JMM^5^J«*^^"iW <''*

Scene at the starting banner. Hugh Gibson (Bradbury) and H. Reed (Dot-Precision),

THE Derby and District Motor Cycle Club em-
'barked on a new venture in organising an open
hill-climb for motor cycles, which was duly

held on Saturday last, and as events proved«the club
captured a record entry, for the list totalled nearly
r5o in the five classes. Unfortunately, it cannot be
said that the organisation was of the best, for at times
everything seemed in a state of chaos and the officials

by no means had a clear understanding. However,
we fully reaUse the difliculties of liandling so large a
number of competitors. The way spectators and
stray dogs wandered aimlessly about over the
course made one's heart quake, but fortunately

no one was hurt. The sport provided was good.
From a spectacular point of view, of course, nothing
can compare with neck and neck racing, and all clubs

• would adopt the plan were suitable hills to be found
in every neighbourhood. Star Bank, Oakamoor, North
Staffs., the scene of Saturday's climb, is not. nearly
steep enough for a hill-climbing test, but the surface
is magnificent, and the three bends only gradual ones.
The sight of pairs of riders rushing along at o\cr

50 m.p.h. practically side by side was much enjoyed
l>y the hundreds of spe(-tators who lined the roadsides,
and several of the duels were worih going a long

way to see.

The Afternoon's Programme.
There were five classes on the programme—(1) for

Junior T.T. machines, (2) Senior T.T. machines, {t,)

makers' t,]/^ h.p. 'class, (4) twin-cylinder machines,
and (5) all comers. The start was on a rise of about
; in 20, but as a pusher-ofT was allowed, few had
difficulty in getting under weigh, though it was notice-
.ible how some of the varinlily geared machines scored
in this resi)e(;t. 'J'he coin-se measured 1,400 yards,

r.i2

and the -average gradient does not exceed i in 12.

There were fifteen Junior T.T, machines entered hi

-Class I., the result being an overwhelming success for

the 2^ h.p. overhead valve J. A. P. engine, which was
used by all the semi-finalists. David Bolton impressed

the spectators most on his Martin-Jap, but, unluckily,

when leading in the semi-final his engine seized.

Notwithstanding their small dimensions, by general

consent the Junior T.T. machines were easily the

noisiest of the whole, lot entered. Results:

H. G. Dixon (Now Hudson), obtains a good lead In the second round ofClass 2.
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H, C. Newman (3} li.p. Ivy) gains a good lead in the Orst hundred yards over W. F. Newsome (Triumph). Tnis was the semi-nnal, and Newsomo was nevec
able to malie up the ground he had lost. Many heat; are won in the Orst hundred yards in this way.

,Semi-pinal.—P. W. Owen (Zenitn) beat David Bolton
pilartin) ; H. Berwick (New Hi'dson) beat H. G. Dixon
(New Hiidson).

' Final.—H. Berwick,, (2| h.p. New Hudson) beat P. W.
Owen {2| h.p. Zenith-Jap) by 100 yards.

Makers' 3^ h.p. Class.

The "makers'" 3^^ h.p. class comprised a medley
of machines, as rider and machine had to weigh
together 350 lbs. Some interpreted the title to mean
standard machines, consequently there was the interest-

ing sight of free engine and. three-speed touring mounts
competing against T.T. racers. The majority used
the same T.T. mounts they had entered for the T.T.
class. Some fine riding was witnessea. By far the

best heaf 'was when Dixon (New Hudson) and Greaves
(Triumph) bounded up the rise at over fifty miles an
hour, never a machine's length separating them, as

each in turn favoured by a bend ".n the road would
forge ahead. Harry Reed (Dot-Precision) was going

great guns, and always had plenty in hand, of his

opponents, despite his thirteen stones weight. W. F.

Newsome (Triumph) won several heats in fine style,

once after being considerably behind overtaking his

opponent near the finishing banner with ease. When
his turn came to contest the semi-final >vith H. C.

Newman (Ivy-Precision), it was regarded as a, veritable

battle of the giants. In the end it was Wenlock Edge
over again, for Newman won by about twenty yards.

F. C. North (Ariel) .had a most unusual experience.

He had won his heat on the_ T.T. Ariel which he has

used in 11 the 'mportant trials of late, its mileage
totalliiTtr about 12,000, when, half way up the hill.

the cylinder burst, and little bits of radiator fins and
piston were shed all over the road as the machine
travelled fully a hundred yards by its own impetus.

.Though the connecting rod was wrenched in 'half, the

back wheel did not skid, and North safely came to a

standstill.

David C. Bolton (3i h.p. Rudge) finishing an easy winner of liie Tourist
Trophy class. His riding was,n!uch admired.
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Racing in Pairs at Oakanioor.—

I'he minimum weight clause gave considerable

trouble. Lead weights were attached to any conve-

nient part of the machine, but the unthinking riders

found that the steering was affected at high speed. C.

A. Goold (Corah), who fell at a corner, ascribed it

to the lead weights attached to the front forks.

J. H. Slaughter (L.M.C.) proved his sporting pro-

pensities when he returned for a fresh start with J.

Bushby (Rudge), who had chartered three vigorous

pushers-off; the last-mentioned did their work so well

at the word to go that they pushed Bushby 's machine
clean out of his hands into the roadside. After that

the officials at the start wisely refused to allow more
than one pusher-off. One of the favourites, R. Hollo-

way (Premier) travelled exceedingly well, but was
beaten by the ultimate winner in a fine race. In the

final of this event two users of Precision engines were

pitted together—H. Reed and H. C. Newman. The
youngster made a splendid start and early established

a lead over Reed, whose avoirdupois was against him,

but once really going he set himself seriously to over-

haul his opponent, and so successful was he in his

endeavours that even the spectators at the finish were

not sure who had won. Mr. F. A. -Bolton, one of

the judges stationed under the finishing banner, de-

clared Newman the winner by half a wheel. Strangely

jnough, the latter's engine seized momentarily imme-
diately after crossing the tape. Results :

H. C. Newman (Ivy-Precision) beat E. S. Brittain

(Triumph) ; W. F. Newsome (Triumph) beat G. Lee-Evans
'ivy-Precision).

Final.— H. C. Newman beat W. F. Newsome, and later

H. Pieed (bye) by half a wheel.

Class II. for Senior T.T. machines provided some
spectacular climbs, D. C. Bolton making an ex-

tremely fine performance on his Rudge. He rode

beautifully, missing the grass at the curves by a few

inches only, iiever swerving, and so -earned a w-ell

deserved and popular win. All the semi-finalists put
up fine performances. Results : -

D. C. Bolton (Rudge) beat W. F. Newsome (Triumph);
J. Woodhonse (Itegal-Precision) beat H. G. Dixon (New
Hudson).
Winner of Final He.at.—D. C. Bolton.

Class IV., for twins, was won by George Brough
with a fine climb. Miss Muriel Hind put up a good
performance on her Rex, but was defeated by Baxter
on a similar machine. Results :

E. F. Ba.xter (6 h.p. Rex) beat Miss M. Hind (6 h.p.
Rex) ; G. Brough (8 li.p. Brough) beat V. Busby (2| h.p.
Humber).

Fln.al.—G. Brough (8 h.p. Brough) beat E. F. Baxter (6
h.p. Rex), and later H. Riddell (Blurafield), bye.

Class V. was an all-comers' event, and here D. C.
Bolton again distinguished himself. Brough and
Riddell tied for fastest time of the day (6o%s.), but
In the run off Brough was successful. Result

:

G. Brough (6 Brough)
H. Riddell (6 Blumfield)
D. C. Bolton (3-L Rudge)
E. Ba.xter (6 R.ex)

H. Gibson (3-^ Bradbury)
F. Brown (6 Rex)
F. Holford (3^ Rover) ...

Bliss M. Hind (6 Rex)
F. C. Coops (3i Triumph) ...

K. H. Clarke (3^ Corah-Jap) ...

J. Woodhouse (3^ Regal Precision)
E. Brittain (32 Triumphi
L. Norton (3^ Bradbury)
A. Ainsworth (3^ Rudjje)
E. T. Bolton (3^ Rudge)
G. Castagnoli (3^ L.M.C.) ...

L. M«gridge (3A Mead Precision)
G. Hiir m Rudge)

60|s.

60|s.

61|s.

634s.

68is.

7043.

72s.
73Js.

75is.

7613.

77-4s.

77-is.

78-13.

81s.

82is.

82is.

84i3.

L of a heat. This oicturo shows t^o way in which spectators crowded
on to the course.

TOW TOP CLIMBED BY SIDECAR.
Continuing liis search for unclimbable hills, Frank Smith,

last week-end, made an onslaught on Tow Top Hill, near
Kendal. He took ?fith hiin as passenger E. 0. Paskell, ofa
Birmingham, wlio describes Tow Lop as a long climb of ioosej
surface, with eight Farlow bends. The Clyno, which was the*
four-speed machine geared from 3^ to 1 on top to 14^ to 1 on
bottom, was successful at the first attempt, though at one.
point the fate of the attempt hung in the balance. Descended
ing the liill he got up again with a 14 stones passenger. Thus,/
Frank Smith and his Clyno are again first to climb stil"^

another notorious gradient. '

TWO THOUSAND MILES IN SIX DAYi
ON IRISH ROADS.

J. ITealy, of tlie i,ublin and District M.C.C., has put J

111-, year old six days" ride quite in the shade by riding from!
]3ublin to Cork and back every day for six consecutivej
d.iys, bringing the performance to a successful terminationi
on Saturday last. Cork is distant from Dublin just underJ
150 miles, and as Healy added to the mileage by slartiiigl
each morning from his home at Chapelizod, his mileage fori
the week totals approximately 2.000 miles. By startiiigJ
at 5 a.m. and timing himself to do 320 miles in sixteenj
hours, he only exceeded (he legal limit by a narrow margin.
The road between Dublin and Cork is probably as good al
.sicaight-away stretch of 160 miles as could fie found inl
Ireland. For the greater part it is level, but the hills abj
Kilworth Camp, near Fer.moy, and at Watcrgrasshill, atS
the southern end of the journey, gave him opportunities to3
use the multi-speed gear with which his 3^ h.p'. Rudge was]
fitli'd. There were only two days on which it did not rain,}
and on the first day it rained for ten hours. His macliineij
w IS naturally covered with mud from top to bottom at the?
Olid of the rido, but a cursory examination did not show thata
it was any the worse, and the seal placed im it before theJ
start by the Dublin and District Club, who undertook tlieJ

chocking of the ride, showed that the cylinder had not been
disliiibed. Healy is a barrister, and a son of Mr. T. M.
Healy, K.O.. M.P.

111(3
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B.M.C.R.C. FIRST MONTHLY MEETING.
Success of the Postponed Event. The First Cyclecar Race Creates Much Interest.

Settling down nitir the start of the 100 miles all-comers' race. Tbe stragglers have lost ground due to sluggish starting.

964 9 2?

734 9 501

BKI(_;HT sunshine and a strong wind which raised the
[jri)\erbial dust worth a King's ransom were the
cirder of the day on Wednesday of- last week, when
the postponed B.M.C.R.C. meeting was held.

Thoui^li held on a Wednesday, the meeting was well

attended, which seems to indicate that the abolition of the
mid-week meetings is a pity.

The first event was the three-lap sidecar scratch rate for

inachijies up to 1,000 c.c. fitted w'ith a touring sidecar
carryiiiu' a passenger not weighing less than eight stcjnes.

Awai'ds : Gold, silver, and bronze medals. At the com-
pletion of the first lap, F. W. Barnes led with ease, and
ne.xt in order came C. R. Collier, B. A. Hill, S. T. Tessier,
and J. T. Basliall. In the ne.xt lap the order was main-
tained, but Hill had gained slightly on .Barnes, while the
final order was as follows :

mm. I.e. m. s

1. F. VV. Barnes (2 cyl. Zenith-Jap) 90 x77.5 998 8 44^
2. C. R. Collier (2-cyl. Matchless-

"i Jap) ...
' 85.5x85

3. S. T. Tessier (2-cyl. Bat-Jap) ... 85.5x64
Hill (7 h.p.. Indian) retired with a broken chain, and

Rashall (8 h.p. Bat-Jap) with a broken valve, both in the
third la)).

There were originally ten entries for this event, but
Smith (Rudge), Rhys (Zenith). -Carter, H. A. Collier, and
G, F. Hunter (^latchless) did not start.

100 Miles AlUcomers' Race.

The next event was the 100 miles all-comers' race for
motor bicycles or motor cycles fitted with sidecars up to

1,000 c.c. competitoi-s to be timed for 50 miles, one hour,
and 100 miles. Awards : Cold medal to the first motor
cycle and the first sidecar machine in Classes A, B, C, D,
and K; the olub'.s silver and bronze medals to the second
and third respectively. Instead of the gold medal, a silver

cup value' £5 or cash at option was offered to the rider of

the machine making the best performance in each class,

provided the 100 miles record is broken. The finish of the
100 miles was 975 yards before leaching the fork in the
thirty-seventh lap. , Classes C, I>, and E with sidecar, and
A, B, and (' solo, were started first, while Classes C, D.
and E for soln machines were started one hour later. •

--Vs a spectacle, the race was somewhat tedious to watch.
It was just a procession of machines of all classes, and
their order, if taken, meant little or nothing. As a test, it

was, of course, extremely valuable, anri many and various
were the troubles experienced. At the end of the first lap.

the procession passed in the following order : Barnes and
A.vford (Zenith), Wright (Humber), Tessier (Bat sc), H. A.
Collier (Matchless sc), W, H. Bashall (Humber), 'A-

Bashall (Humber), Griffith (Rudge), Woodman (Humber),
J, T. Bashall (Bat sc), W. Smith (Rudge), and Slattei

(Alcyon).

. Barnes kept his lead throughout, while all the Humbers
in Class B ran wonderfully well. Not the least remarkable
of the performances of these was Woodman's. Not only

did he, handicapped as he is by the loss of one leg, ride

magnificently, but he acquitted himself well at the finish

of a really plucky ride.

A Thrilling Moment.
One thrilling moment occurred when a competitor out

closely in while passing Woodman, and caused him to

swerve. The latter, however, quicklj recovered himself in

a very clev.er manner. Tessier was early in difficulties and
valve trouble put him out of the runniiii,. Axford ran out
of both petrol and lubricating oil, Slatter ran well for

thirty-one laps, and then with a heartrending screech his

engine gave up the ghost, probably a broken connecting
rod causing the failure.

The position of the passengers in the sidecar machines
was interesting to observe. Some lay back in the seats,

others reclined on their sides. Bashall's passenger sat on the
footboard ; Weatherilt often leant behind the back of the
burly Barnes, whose Zenith carried him to victory, H. A.
Collier had a spare petrol tin, to which a tyre pump and
a delivery pipe were fitted, and at times the passenger was
kept busy pumping petrol into the main tank. Ctriffith.

despite much belt trouble, succeeded in finishing.

S. D. Timpson and W. H. Elce |31 h,p, Rudges) at lull speed In the 100 miles
alt-comers' race.
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TWO CLASS WINNERS AT THE

B.MC.R.C. FIRST 1912 MONTHLY
MEETING.

S. Wright (2; h.p. Humber) and

4. J. Moorhouse i7 h.p. Indian,.

|j^^(3ciL® APRIL 4th. IQI2

Starting the Solo Machines-
Then Glabse.s C, D. and E, lor solo machines, weif

sta.rted. Mr. A. G. Eejmolds marshalled them in single

file, lined them in ulose order opposite the timekeeper's box,
and when the righ,t moment eanie started them. Then the

track resounded with the noise of numerons competitors in

fnll flif^hl. Moorhouse led the ball, but his 7 h.p. bidiar.

w:i.'^ mil too noisy, (iodfrey. on the other hand, who rode

:i single-cylinder machine of the same make, h.ad covered

anxiliary exhaust ports, and the sound from tliese was
{]nite noticeable. Moorhouse put up a splendid pert'orm

ance. and spent his time in lapping everybody else. Godfrey
made an excellent start, and held the second place

till the seventeenth lap, when a broken exhaust valve

caused his retirement. Barnes, after running faultlessly toi'

many laps, had the misfortune to have his belt come off,

and as it did so it struck his passenger, the faithful

Weatherilt. in the eye. stunning him for the moment. Majoi'

l.loyd quickly sent a car to the assistance of the wounded
one. hilt by the time it had reached the spot Barnes was
again under ^^'a.y.

Results of the 100 Miles Race.
Cl.vs.s a. ,

Shittcr iclired for reasons stated.

Class B.

mm. c.c. h. ni. s.

1. S. Wright (2-cyl. Humber) ... 60x60 340 2 10 56
2. .\. K. Woodman (2.cyl. Humber) 60x60 340 2 14 28;i

• " • - • 60x60 340 2 21 46^
creditable in that he

_. ;\. Baslial! (2-cyl, I'lumbcr) ...

Woodman's ride is all the more
had to stop four times for :i loose plug terminal. J. T.
Bashall rude well tlironghoiit the trial, but was troubled

• with a leaky tank, while Audrey Bashall (2| h.p. Humber)
had a punctiiie. There were six entries in this class—five

Hurnhei'K and a .Mai I iu-.Tap ; the latter was a non-starter.

Cus.s 0,

1. \i. U. Ware (lludgcj

2. W. D. South (R:iidgc)

3. W. V. Guiver '(Budge)

mm. c.c, h. in, s.

Sf) X 88 499 I 47 42^
85 X 88 499 1 50 .18'

a)x88 499 1 51 461

trouble; Rhys, who was to have ridden a Triumph, broke
the cylinder tiange the night before the race, and rode
Miller's Matchless, on which he had belt trouble ; Elce
(Eudge) was put out of the running through a fault in the
timing ; Spencer (Rudge) had tyre trouble ; while Ware
(Eudge) had the top of his oil pump come unscrewed on
several occasions.

The original entry list for the 23rd ult. (Saturday) con-

tained twenty-three names. Among those who did not

compete on Wednesday were Brewster (Norton). Stanley
(Singer), Haswell (Triumph), Vernon Taylor (Eudge). L'.

T. Newsome (Rover), Howard Smith (Triumph), Milltdge
(Rover), Oldman (Bat), Maurice (Premier), etc.

Cl.\ss D.
Print:i and Hal Hill, the only entrants, both im Bat

machines, did not finish, the former through belt trouble,
the latter through the belt coming off seven times and a
puncture.

Cl.^ss E.—Solo.

mm. c.c. h. m. s.

A. Moorhouse (2-cyl. Indian) ... 82.5x93 994 1 30 7

This constitutes a record. Previous best, Stanhope
Spencer (Eudge). October 3rd, 1911, Ih. 34m. 8s.

Sidecar Performances.
1 Class C.—With Sidecar.

mm. c.c. h. ra. s.

G. Griffiths (1-cyl. Rudge) Bo x 83 499 3 6 41

Gl.\ss E.—With Sidecar
mm. CO.

K. W. Barnes (2-cyl. Zenith-Jap) 90x77.6 998
l-!ecords

—

fcO miles ... Ih. Om. ISfs. I 2 hours. ..96 mis. 1,694yds.
1 hour. ...49 mis. 1283 yds | 100 miles 2h. 3m. 42|s.

The previous best performance for the one hour was by
W. H. Bashall (2-cyl. Bat-Jap), 85.5x85 mm.. 964 c.c,
November 21st. 1911. 45 miles 659 yards; and for the
hundred miles. H. A. Collier (2-cyl. Matchless-Jap). 85.5x85
mm.. 964 c.c. 2h. 16m. 3s.

The First Cyclecar Race.
The last event—the New Comers' Race—created great

interest as it was the first of its kind. It was down on the
).)vogi amme as being for cyclecars of any type or power, but
not exceeding 5 cwts. unladen, or 600 lbs.- without driver or

passenger ready *or use. Distance, three laps (about eight
iiriles). Awards—gold, silver; and bronze medals to first,

second, and third respectively.

A brief review of the competing vehicles may be interesting.

The .-\utotrix w'as a sensible looking vehicle, with chain
di'ive. Ghater-Lea three-speed gear box. and rod steeling. The
Morgan had a boat body and a 90 x 77.5 J. A. P. engine with

IN FULL FLIGHT.

[n thin class Ayren (Singer) had trouble with his tyrt

valve piiHi'ig out: S. C, W. S-'ith (Singer) siitlVred belt An iinprossion ol iho cvclccars ul lull speoil.
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start of the cyclecar race. It will be noticed that the cyelecar drivers have aped the big car racers even to the smolte oi the exhaust

!

overhead valves, and was one of the smartest of its type we
have yet seen. Godfrey was at the wheel of a Rollo fitted

with J.A. P. engine and expanding geai. Both the Bedelias
had boat-shaped bodies, and one a 90° Bourbeau engine. E.
1). Tate's Sabella-.Tap had a 9 h.p. a.o.i.v. engine, disc wheels,
and was of distinctly lacy appearance.

At the start, Martin in the Morgan was first away. The
Bedelia entered by Bourbeau and that driven by W. Ward
were pushed off. while the former made, a rather poor start.

A Cyclecar Turns Turtle.
At the end of tlie first lap Jiartin was a quarter of a mile

ahead. The others passed in the following order: Tate,
Godfrey (whose machine was misfiring) Robinson. Bourbeau
(whose machine followed a most erratic course). Wadden. and
Ward. The ne.xt lap Martin led by about a mile, and was
timed to be doing rougUy 59 m.p.h. Bourbeau's machine
wobbled till it upset, (jodfrey and Robinson brought up the
rear. Result

:

1. H Martin (2-cvl. Morgan-Martin)
2. E. D. Tate (2-cvl. Sabella-Jap) ...

3. J. Robinson (2-cyl. Sabella)

4. W. Ward (2-cyl.' Bedelia)

5. 0. C. Godfrey (2-cvl. RoUo-Jap) 85.5 x 85

mm. CO. m. s.

90 X 77.5

85 X 95

80 xlOO
85.5 X 85

998 8 321

1066 11 41
13 21|

1006
964

^V-

Harry Manin, winner oi the cyclecar race, on his Morgan runabout,

be seen, the J.A.P. engine is of the overhead type.

.Major F. Lindsay Lloyd officiated as judge and deck of the
course, while the timekeepers were MesS'S. A V. Ebblewhite,
A. G. Reynolds, P. Dutton, and F. T.Bidlake. .Mr. Lough-
borough's new clock, worked alternately by Major Lloyd and
the inventor, was much appreciated

The new comers created a great deal of interest. The photograph depicts the

the Rollo-Jap which was driven by 0. C. Godfrey.

As may

MOTOR CYCLES AT BIRMINGHAM TRADES EXHIBITION.
A Trades Exhibition was opened on the 25th ult. at

Bingley Hall, and about a dozen stands were devoted to

exhibits of motor cycles. The Kerry-Abiiigdon was in a glass

case, which had a mirror back so that one could inspect

both sides of the machine at once. Tw-o models of the

Sun wei-e shown. Each was fitted with a 3| h.p. Precision

unit. One had a Sturmey Archer three-sj^eed hub and
Tuniei' sidecar. Robert Bruce.' Ltd., were showing on
Stand 108 a. T.T. Quadrant. Stand 110 was devoted to

the G.U.W. motor cycles. One model was fitted with a

2-4 h.p. J.A.P. engine. Another had a 31 h.p. Precision.

The "Rollo" runabout (W. C. Hyde, Stand 111) attracted

a good deal of attention. Centaur and "O.K." Precision

motor cycles also found a place on this stand, 3^ li.p.

Trump motor cycles were shown. A 5 h.p. twin was also on

view. Garrard and " Ganoelet " side carriages completed

the e.vhibits.
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TIME lO
AprC 4th

6tli

8ll]

., lOtli

LIGHT LAMPS.
7.35 |i.ni

7.38 „

7.42 ,.

7.45 .,

English-Dutch Trial.

Entries fur the Dutch trial, to be

hold in Holland on .VKiust Bank Holi-

day, close on Satnrday, April Ijih. Com-
mittees of leading motor cycle clubs are

tu be '-isked to choose the Bnciih teams.

Cut-outs Elegal on Cars.

This week the new Local Government
Board Order prohibiting the use of ex-

haust cut-outs on ctxrs came inio force.

We wonder how long it will be before

a similar regulation is issued applying
tn motor cycles.

Soldiers and Reflex Lights.

The .Military Authorities at Aldershot
have issued an ordei' that soldiers, when
marching by night, shall carry a red

reflex light as a precaution against being
run into by motor vehicles. One of the

soldiers in the rear file of each company
on the march will carry a red reflex light

at the hack of his belt.

The Strength of the A.C.U.
the present membership of the Auto

Cycle Union is as under:
AlKliated members (73 clubs) ... 3,437
Individual members 379
Touring members ... ... 1,£03

5,319

Obstruction by Tramcars.

Trie General Committee of the R.A.C.
lias voted one hundred guineas towards
the cost of opposing the Bill that is being
promoted in Parliament by the London
County Council, seeking powers to run
coupjed and trailing tramcars upon their

tram'ways system. It i.-^ felt that the

present - obstruction lo the free passage
of the road caused by tramcars would be '

seriously aggravated if the proposal of

the L.C.C. were allowed by Parliament
to be put into effect.

The following resolution was unani-
mously passed at the council 'meeting of

the H.LA. on the 22nd ult. :

"That this meeting, having considered
the provisions of tlie London ('ounty
Ojuticil (Tiamway.i 'and Improvements)
Hill, 1912, in I'cgard to the use of trailer-

'ars, strongly opposes the granting to the
(,'iiunoil of such povveis in respect that
ihe congestion of tratlic in the streets of

i.hc f'oiirUy of LoikIuu is largely due to

i.h ; .xisliiig Iranmay trallic, and that the
me if tj'ailcr-caiH would, in the opinion
irf the Council of llie Koads Improvemonir
.\sso(;iation (Incorpoialed), very seriouslv

aggrav;ite such rfiti{;rsl inn."

Telegraph Poles on the Highway.
Owing to the accidents which have

occurred in certain districts through
telegraph poles being placed on the edge
of the road instead of in the ditches at

the side, the R.A.C. is making investiga-

tio'ns with a view to the removajl of

this danger to those using the roads.

The Roads Improvement Association.

ihs lessees oi tlie iJarttord ijight Kail-

v."ays have, as a result of representations

from the R.I. A. respecting the unsatis-

factory condilion of a certain section of

thei,- tramway track from Bexley Heath
through Crayford and Dartfoid to Stone,

caused their permanent way engineer to

make a special inspection, and have pro-

mised that the def cts complained of .shall

be rer.'edied forthwith.

Why the Deposit System was Inaugurated.
A Nottingham youth, named Arnold

Sanders, has been sentenced to three

•months' imprisonment for a 'series of

ingenious frauds. He^ advertised in

The Motor Ci/dc a belt for 12s. 6d. It

was contended in evidence that he had
so many replies that he became con-

fused in his methods, and forgot from
which letters he received

_
the postal

orders. Consequently no one got the

belt. Two persons who sent postal

orders took action, and Sanders was
arrested. Subsequently 19 cases were
proved against the prisoner.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
Why Amateurs Get Beaten
Racing in Pairs at Oakamoor.
Compression Ratio.

B.M.C.R.C. Meeting at Brooklands.

To Prevent Knocking.
To obviate noise caused by endwise

movement or the big end on the crank
pin . of car engines, "Mr C. Y. Knight,
the inventor of the Knight-Daimler slide

valve engine, has patented a method of

interposing fibre or other suitable rings

between the ' big end and the.- cheeks
of the crank. This might prevent some
of the knocking one hears so often on
a motor cycle engine which has been
attributed to various causes but is

usually associated with overloading and
lack of lubrication and pre-ignition.

A New Zealander's Experience.
M.W.R. writes us from New Zealand

that a few days ago a friend of his went
for a run on his motor cycle when the
engine suddenly stopped. Upon making
an examination he found a blow-fly fixed

between the top of the sparking plug and
the petrol tank, thus short-circuiting the
current. When removed the fly was
found to be dead—electrocuted. A
rather long sparking plug was being used,

the space between the top of the plug
and the underside of the tank being only

a quarter of an inch.

AT BROOKLANDS IN THE 100 MILES ALl-COMERS' RACE.

^^m^^M
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The new Members' badge, of distinctive design, adopted
by the Coventry and Warwic/iSnirj Motor Club. It is

to be presentad free to all members on payment of

tlieir subseripUon.

Institution of Automobile Engineers.

At the next general meeting of the
Institution on the 10th inst., Professor
Morgan's paper on "Paraffin as Fuel"
will be read in place of Mr. Guest's
paper announced for that date.

A.C.C.F. Circuit de Paris.

In addition to the names published
last week, the following have signified

their intention of taking part in the
Circuit de Paris : H. r.,ister -Oooper (3^

Triumph) and G. GriiBths (3i Multi
Eudge). The English party now
numbers fifteen.

A Hill-cUmbing Week-end.

The joint open hill-climb of the
Harrogate and Herts. County Clubs, to

be held on Saturday next, at Leathley
Bank, has resulted in a large entry, the
usual expert hill-climbers, most of

whom were at Oakamoor last Saturday,
having entered. The majority will

afterwards make a move for Brigsteer

Brow for the Westmorland Club's hill-

climb on Easter Monday.

Auto Cycle Union Notes.

One-day Trial.—This trial will be re-

run on the 24th inst., and will start

from Oxford. The route is to be kept
secret, but we are at liberty to say that

it will not be of such an intricate

nature as the last. There will be a class

for cyclecars, which will be admitted
under the same conditions as have been
instituted for cyclecars in the Six Days'
Trial.

Ctclecabs in the Six Days' Trial.—

•

These must not exceed a maximum
weight of 7 cwts. complete with body.
They must be fitted with a comfortable
touring body, with lamps, an efficient

silencer, effective mudguards, and a

reasonably protected magneto. AU
cyclecars must be provided with a free

engine device and a change-speed gear
controllable from the seat when the
vehicle is running.
Tourist Trophy Race.—Practising

will be allowed from 5 to 7 a.m.
Timekeepers.—Messrs. A. V. Ebble-

white and D. K. Hall have been re-

appointed timekeepers to the A.C.U.
(subject in confirmation by the General
Uommitteeti

Entry Eoems.—AU entry foims .filled

in by riders of variable speed machines
must in future show the number of

speeds and the gear ratios.

Permits.^A permit has been granted
to the Sutton Coldfield and iMid-

Warwickshire A.C. to hold a liill-climb

for amateurs on May 18th. A special

permit has been granted to the M.C.C.
to hold the inter-team trial ioi- The Motor
Cycle Challenge Cup on June 15th.

Silencer Regulations.—The Union is

determined to do all in its power to

[MTOIRE EJflElfJTrS 12
April 5-8.—N.W. London M.C.C. & Herts.

County A.C. Joint Trial and
Open Hiil-cUinb (Yorlcs.) and
Ladies' Competition.

8.—Westmorland M.C.C. Open
HiQ-cUmb at Brigsteer Brow.

13.—Oxford M. C. C. Hill-cbmb.

13.—Liverpool A.C.C. Open Re-
tiabilitv Trial.

20.— B..M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

20.—Bristol M.C.C. Open HiU-dimb

27.—Bristol B and M.C. Open Hill-

climb

cause manufacturers to tm'n out a
reasonably silent machine. For the
present, at all events, the following
regulation shotdd ensure that all

machines taking part in competitions
are tolerably quiet: "The judges of

any open competition shall have power to
disqualify any unduly noisy machine."
This regulation is mainly drafted to

strengthen the judges' hands at hill-

climbing competitions.

Mr. F. Straight.

Mr. F. Straight, the retiring secretary

of the A.C.U., has, we are informed,

accepted a position with the Rover Co.,

Lt-d.', Coventry.

Further War 0:Bce Tests.

Mr. W. Pratt, we understand, easily

siicoeeded in passing the War Office tesi

at Brooklands last meek on the occasion

of his second attempt, as he cov&ed a

lap three miles an hour above the speed

required on a 34 h.p. P. and M. The
failiu-e on the lirst attempt was due to

a stuck piston ring.

B.A.C. and Associated Clubs' Annual
Dinner.

The yearly dinner was held at the

Holborn Restaurant on Friday evening

last. Among the prominent members
'of the A.C.U., which is affiliated to the

parent body, were Colonel H. C. L.

Holdem, R.A., C.B., F.R.S., Messrs.

Robert Todd. J. R. Nisbet, G. F. Sharp,

and E. M. P. Boileau {The Motor Cyrle\.

Speeches were made by Mr. A. Arrai-

tage. Sir John Macdonald, and Mr.
Joynson-Hicks.

Hill-climb on Snaefell.

Considerable surprise has been caused
in Liverpool motor cycle circles by an
announcement on the ilersey M.C. pro-

gramme of events that this club intends

to hold an open hill-climb on Snaefell

on the Saturday between the two Tourist

Trophy Races. The Mersey Club applied

for a permit to hold an open climb on
the date mentioned, but the permit has,

we are informed, not yet been granted.

Motor cyclists generally will, we think,

agree that any open event held in the

T.T. week should be organised by the

Auto Cvcle Union.

DERBY AND DISTRICT M.C.C. HILL CLIMB AT OAKAMOOR.
Start ot a heat. The startinj banner may be seen in the distance.

EI5
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A.C.U. Annual General Meeting of the Council.
THE annual general meeting of the Council of the

A.C.U. was held at 89, Pall Mall, S.W., on Satur-

day afternoon last. It was preceded by a meeting

_____ of the Motor Cyclists' Progressive Association, at

which the chairman of that body, Mr. Otto Thomas, ex-

plained, at some length, its aims and objects. Mr. Thomas
clearly showed that the M.C.P.A. was an association formed
inside the governing body. It would also ensure those pro-

vincial clubs who could not send their own delegates being
represented by active and desirable men.
At 3 p.m. the annual general meeting of the Council

of the A.C.U. . began, under the able chairmanship of Mr.
Eobert Todd. Mr. H. P. E. Harding opened the ball by
asking the chairman if there was anybody present who was
not entitled to vote. The Chairman asked for someone to

challenge Mr. Harding's statement, which Mr. W. H.
Wells promptly did. Mr. Harding then named three mem-
bers, whom Mr. Todd informed that they might be present

though they could not vote.

Considerable time was then spent, on Mr. Harding's re-

quest, in reading the names of the various delegates of the
B.A.C. private members and affiliated clubs, and the lists

of proxies received. The minutes of the last meeting, and
the report ol the General Committee, were then passed,

and the accounts submitted. Several questions were after-

wards asked, which were answered by the treasurer,

who moved the adoption of the accounts, and Mr. E. Nel-
son then enquired as to the fate of the funds of the Federa-
tion Internationale des Clubs Motocyclistes. Mr. G. F.

Sharp gave a brief history of the F.I.CM., and reported

that he held the funds for that body, the only surviving
member of which was the A.C.U. It was suggested that the
money should be spent in reforming the Federation.
The following rproposition ;was then moved by Mv. V.

Hart and seconded by Mr. F. A. Hardy, and carried

:

To alter Rule 42 as follows

:

11th line, after the words " afiSliated .clubs," to delete
"each of whom must represent a different club," and to

substitute, " who shall be nominated in accordance with
a sclieme the purport of which has already been_ circulated
among the delegates. Pending the election of the club
representatives, the existing club representatives on all

committees are asked to^ continue in office. The. election of

officers and members of committees and sub-committees will

be deferred until the first meeting of the General Committee
after the election of the club representatives on the General
Committee, the object of this being to ensure all affiliated

club representatives having power to elect the Union officers.

Re=election of the President.
His Royal Highness the Duke of Teck was re-elected as

president, and the vice-presidents were also re-elected.

Mr. W. H. Browne, in the place of Mr. Howard Smith,
who was unavoidably absent, ihen moved "That the Auto
(Jycle Union compile an official list of names of gentlemen
who are qualified and willing to. act in the capacity of

judges and timekeepers in various parts of the country, and
to j)ublish this list, together with full addresses, in the
yearly Handbook." This was carried with a slight modifica-

tion introduced by Major Lloyd. As the resolution could
not be included in the Handbook this year it was agreed
to circulate it.

Mr. H. P. E. Harding then proposed "That no member
of the A.C.U. connected with the manufacture or side of
motor cycles, motor cars, or -parts used on same, or adver-
tising agents, bo eligible to serve ou the General Com-
mittee of the Union." "ijr. Hardmg, 'in proposing this

resolution, assured tboso present that he did so from no
personal motives. Mr. Harding, after referring in somewhat
sarcastic terms to the M.C.I'. A., asked why many nf its mcm-
bers who were on the committee had not made the A.C.U.
wliat it should be? Tliey had always had a majority. Ho
could only think they had worked simply to got their own
men on the committee. The speaker then mentioned that
the chairman of the M.C.P.A. liad thrown tlie blame of

the failure of the one-day trial on tho Competitions Sub-
committee, and had asked what ho was doing on that
occasion. He then asked where tlie chairman of that
Association was on that day. Why, ho asked, should trade
members be allowed to pervo on tho committee when Ihii

trade had a strong association of their own ?

nj8

Mr. C. H. Hawkins seconded the motion in a most able
maimer, and dwelt at some length on the great worls; the
A.C.U. had accomplished in the development of the modern
motor cycle, and inferred that this could not have been
eifected but for the energy of the private owner.
Mr. Otto Thomas, in reply, said that the proposal had

been drafted somewhat carelessly, as the words " advertising
agent " had been included when the words " advertising
matters " had been intended. It was characteristic of the
work with which the proposer had been associated in the
past. Mr. Harding had approved of the present state of
the A.C.U. and the work it had done. Mr. Thomas ven-
tured to disagree. He felt that all those who had the
interests of motor cyclists at heart must make for the
better management of the A.C.U. He then spoke of the
assistance the trade had given to the Union. He desired to
see members of the trade on the committee; provided they
worked hand in hand with the other members. At the con-
clusion of this speech there was prolonged applause.

The A.C.U. and Trade Members.
Mr. Nisbet said, as j.to- the trade, he was steeped to the

eyes in it. It was in thorough sympathy with the A.C.U.
Mr. Harding had refeired to the trade organisation, and
had asked why the trade should serve on the A.C.U. com-
mittee if it had an organisation of its own. To that he
replied the trade did not impose rules, but only made-
suggestions.
Mr. Moorhouse read a letter .from Mr. Baynes, of the

Manchester club, which had threatened to terminate its

agreement with the A.C.U. He would try to avoid this
after knowing the work the M.C.P.A. had done. Mr.
Moorhouse spoke of, the opposition shown by the northern'
clubs in the past, and how since the formation of the
reforming body the Northern League had been disbanded.
Major Lindsay Lloyd explained how the R.A.C. 'treated

the matter ; how it always felt it was better to have the
trade on the committee and with you. -than outside and
against you.
Mr. 'Harding then replied ; and Mrv Todd made a few

remarks from the chair. He attached great importance to

the matter, but he thought Mr. Harding had gone too far.

He also echoed Major Lloyd's statements.
The proposal was then put to the meeting, and the

voting was 6 for, 50 against. Proxies were" then asked for,

and the voting was 47 for, 83 against.

Some 1912 Fixtures.
Mr; A. R. Hunter then proposed that the following

fixtures be promoted by the Union during, 1912 : Annual
race meeting; inter-team. reliability trial.

Mr. W. H. Browne (for Mr. Howard Smith), on behalf
of the Sutton Coldfield club, and Mr. Shaw Scott, of the
same club, spoke in support of the motion as regards the
inter-team trial.

Eventually Major Lloyd suggested an amendment that it

be an instruction to the General Committee to consider the
holding of the team trial, which was carried unanimously. .

The final proposal on the agenda, " That' the name of the
Nottingham and District Local Centre be changed to the
Fast Midland Local Centre," was proposed by Mr. J. King,
of the Nottingham and District M.C.C., and carried

unanimously.

COVENTRY & WARWICKSHIRE M.C. OPEN TRIAL.
Quite a novel scheme has been decided upon in connection

with the above club's open trial, on May 4tli. Usually, in

the case of secret courses, the route is announced cither the

day prior to the event or on the morning, but the committeei
has decided not to publisli or announce the route at all.

Odlcials. will precede the competitors and erect arrows at

i!very doubtful corner and use a paper trail where necessary,

and competitors will be despatched with instructions to

follow the marked route. A number of steep hills will be
included in the 150 miles course (\yhich must be covered
without an involuntary stop). There will be three classes ;

1, motor bicycles ; 2, sidecars ; 3, cyclccars. In addition to

prizes for the best performance in each class, there willjio
special awards for tlic best performance by<an amateur, the
best performanoo by a club momber, and also for tlie best
performance on a single geared machine.
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Brooklands Easter Monday Meeting.

ELOW will be foand the entries for the two motor
cycle races to be held by the Brooklands Auto-
mobile Kacing Club on Easter Monday next.

2.25 P.M.—THE SIXTH
K. Vaughan (1 cyl.

T. Bolton (l-Jyl.

C. Bolton (1-cyl.

D. Uewar (1-cyl

Campbell (1-cy).

G. Winfield-Smith

E.
D.
W.
M.
S.

H.
V.
A.
S.

E.

W
W.

SHORT MOTOR CYCLE
Triumph) 8j x
Rudge) 85 X
Rudge) 85 x
Titumph) 85 x

TriuraphJ 85 X
(1-cyl. S.I.A.M. T.)

RACK.
88

88

G. E. Stanley (1-cyl. Singer)
N. A. Ayres (1-cyl. Singer)

R. N. Stewart (1-cyl. Rudge)
R. Cooke (1-cyl. Rudge) ...

AV. W. Douglas (2-cyl. Douglas)
E. Kickham (2-cyl. Douglas)
G. F. Hunter (2-cvl. Zenith)
H. Hunter (2-cyl. Corah) ...

85 X 88
85 X 88
85 X 88
85 X 88
61 X 60
61 X 60
90 X 77
90 X 58

E. Govet (2-cyl. Humber)
Wilberforce (i^-cyl. Zenith)
J. Walker (1-cyl. Rudge)
R. Axford (1-cyl. .J.A.F.)
Barnfather (1-cyl. Croydon-Whitgifl)
Stanhope-Spencer (1-cyl. Rudge)
H. Elce (1-cyl. Rudge)

W. Pollard ;l-cyl. Quadrant)
H. Martin (1-cyi. Martin)
W: 0. Oldmau (2-cyl. Bat)
J. H. Manners-Smith (1-cyl. Triumph)
G. E. Staaley (1-cyl. Singer)
N. A. Ayres (1-cyl. Singer)
R. N. Stewart (1-cyl. Rudge)
E. Cook© (1-cyl. Rudge)
W. W. Douglas (2-cyl. Douglas) ...

E. Kickham (2-cyl. Douglas)
G. H. Hunter (2-cyl. Zenith)
H. Hunter (2-cy!. Cor.ih)

3.50 P.M.—THE FIFTH LONG MOTOR
S. C. WinHeld-Smith (1-cvl. Singer) ...

E. T. Bolton (l-cyl. Rudge)
D. C. Bolton (1-cyl. Rudge) ... ...

W. Dewar (l-cyl. Triumph)
M. Campbell (l-cyl. Triumph)
H. E. Govett (2-cyi. Humber)
A. J. Walker (1-cyl. Rudge)
S. R. Axford (1-cyl. J.A.P.)
E. Barnfather (1-cyl. Croydon-Whitgift)
W. Stanhope-Spencer (1-cyl. Rudge)
W. H. Elce (1-cvl. Rudge)
W. Pollard (1-cyl. Quadrant)
H. Martin {1-cyl. Martin) ...

W. 0. Oldman (2-cyl. Bat)
J. A. Manners-Smith (1-cyl. Triuniiih) ...

60
76
85

... £0^

... 80

... 8o

... 85

... 81j

... 76

... 76

... 85

... 69

... 69

... 85

... 85

... 61

... 61

... 90

... SO
CYCLE
... 85
... 85
... 85
... 85
... 85
... 60
... 85

60
t^
68
60
60
88
88
88

59i
t^
89
£0
£0

60
60

58
RACE.

eo^x
£0|
85
85
81^
76
76
85

60
88
60
60

59^-

54^-

89

CLIMBING ARTHUR STREET. EDINBURGH.
A 3! h.p. 1912 pattern Humber climbing tlie 1 in * gradient of Arthur Street,

Edinburgh, with a sidecar and passenger. Tne driver is A. G. Fenn, who has been
in Scotland 'for a month cl mbinj the notorious hills in the neighbourhood of
Edinburgh and Glasgow.

M,C.C. Land's End Run.
/^

RECORD c;.iiy of 86 machines has been received for

L the Land's End run at Easter A supper will be pre-

\ pared at the Bridge House Hotel, Staines, at 8.30 on
t'lid^.y night, the start taki ig place from that hotel at

3 o'clock on Saturday morning. There will be a control in

Exeter, in which city 1 hour 15 minutes will be allowed for
lunch and replenishments, and for crossing the town. A
pretty and mountainous section, but one requiring great
care, will be included between Asliburton and Two Bridges.

15^ hours will be allowed for the outward trip, and 15
returning. Below we give a comi3lete list of the entries :

Southcomb May (8 Porlland- ' H. Greaves (2-| Royal
Jap)

G. E. Purchase (3^ Triumph)
F. J. Watson (3i Swift)

S. G. Frost (4i- V.S.-Jap)
E. Gwynne (3^ Triumph)
E. Pond (3^ Rudge)
G. Brough (6 Brough)
G. G. C. Pigott (5-6 Zenith)
V. Olsson (6 Trump-Jap)
A. G. Peppercorn (3^ Brad-

bury)
L. A. Baddelev (7 Indian)
D. S. Baddeley (

^

A. Dickinson (3^ Triumph)
E. L. Mather (5-6 F.N.)
H. Karslake (3i Rover)
G. L. Fletcher (2| Douglas)
F. C. North (3;- Ariel)

Endeld)
S. C. Perrvman (3^ Ariel)

B. Alan Hill (7 Indian sc.)

J. S. Holroyd (2^ iMotosa-
coche)

A. J. Sproston (3|- Rudge)
W. Pratt (3| P. and JI.)

W. Cooper (3i Bradbury)
C. Patteson (2-| Moto-Beve)
H. R. Deighton-Simpson (—

)

J. Haswell (3i^ Triumph sc.)

W. B. Gibb (23 Douglas)
S. F. Garrett (3i Premier)
A. G. Barr (3^ Quadrant)
G. B. Fry (3^ Quadrant)
F. C. Wasley (2| Douglas)
P. Grout (4^" Quadrant;
P. H. Bentley (3^- Trimnph)

R. Davis (8 Chater-Lea sc.) 1

H. G. Slingo (5-6 Clyno sc.)

A. M. Scott (3i Triumph)
G. T. Gray (3^ Rudge)
Frank Smith (5-6 Clvno sc.)

P. Phillips (2J Douglas)
P. W. Jloffat (2| Douglas)
J. Milnei- (7 Indian)
E. 0. Babington (5 Bat)
.S. Saunders (3^ Rudge sc.)

J. A. Neum'an (3| Rndge sc.)

R. Lord (6 Rex sidette)

H. R. Whitmore (3^ Rudge)
E. J. Hancock (3^ Premier)
T. H. Birdsall (3f Premier)
C. Meredith (3^ Bradburv)
W. C. Hemy (3J- Service

Precision)

F. S. Proctor (7 Indian sc.)

G. Boswell (3^ Ariel)

H. Gibson (3|^- Bradburv sc.)

R. C. Owen-Wells (3^ 'Brad-

burv.
H. C. Mills (3i Premier)
C. Q. Roberts (3^ Rover)
E. Ware (8 Chater-Lea sc.)

N. O. Soresby (3^ Rudge)
P. W. Tippett m Humber)
H. Patteson (2| Douglas)
C. Percival (6 Zenith sc.1

A. T. TampUn (6 Match
less sc.)

S. Savage (3^ Triumph)
A. C. Robbins (3i Humber]
H. Johnson (3^ Triumph)
F. W. Ehlvers (3^ Triumph)
H. J. Bcal (3 N.S.U.)
J. Chater-Lea (8 Chater-

Lea sc.)

A. R. Abbott (3i Bradbury)
S. T. Tessier (8 Bat sc.)

R. Charlesworth (3i Zenith)

P. W. Pumphrev (2-i Arno)
N. C. Dear (2| Douglas)
R. Croncher (3^ Kerry-

Abingdon)
A. P. Maurice (3^ Premier)
S. J Bellchambers (3i

Rover)
A. V. Deacock (6 N.L.G.)
J. Stevens (2^ A.J.S.)

A. J. Stevens (6 A.J.S. sc.)

B Haddock (2)> A.J.S.)

F. Begley (2| Jap)
Hartridge (5-5 F.N.)
J. H. Kerr (3i F.N.)
C. Bailey (3i Rudge)
J. V. Robinson (4^ Ivy Pre-

cision sc.)

H Burton (3^ Rudge)
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CLUB NEWS.
Mersey M.C.

'J'he club held a highly. succ«ssful hot-pot supper followed
hy a '-'smoker" on Thursday, Mai'ch 28th. A run to

Kendal will be organised for the Eastei holidays.

Walthamstow M.C.

The above club held its annual supper at the Essex Hotel,
Walthamstow, on the 29th nit. A large muster of members
and friends were present.

Burnley A.C.

A meeting was held on Tuesday evening, the 19th ult. The
club's first contest is a liiU-climb, to be held on April 2Cth,

particulars of which will be given later. The officials for this

season are : iMessrs. E. Brown (lion, secretai'y), G. Pickup
(lion, treasurer), and J. V. Saunders (assistant hon. sec.)'

Surrey M.C.C.

The result of the speed-judging competition, held on the
27th ult., was as follows : 1, G. S. Williams (3i Arno) ; 2,

F. J. Houghton (3^ Trump-Jap) ; 3, H. R. Owtram (3^
Triumph). The competitors were timed over .an unknown
distance of ten miles from Alfold to Horsham.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

In the last issue i\Ir. Geoffrey W. Liddle was wrongly
described as the hon. secretary. He was the hon. press
secretary, but has now resigned his position. The present
hon. secretai-y is Mr. G. W. Goult, 29, Borough Road, West
Middlesbrough.

Essex M.C.

On the olst ult. a good attendance was put in for the
penalty run to Clacton-on-Sea—a non-stop run of sixty-five

miles—and the following qualified for the club medal : A. E.
Brassington (6 h.p. Rex sidette), G. L. Fletcher (23 h.p.

Douglas), C. Pearson (2| h.p. Douglas), Miss R. Hammett (2|
h.p. Douglas), C. Michell (3^ h.p. P. and M. and sidecar), A.
E. Uffleman (3^- h.p. Humber), A. M. Richards (3| h.p.

Humber), H. Karslake (3-^- h.p. Rover), and B. C. de W.
Siffken (2J- h.p. S.I.A.M.T.).

Fleet M.C.C.

The club held speed trials on Hartford Bridge Flats at

7 a.m. on the 30th ult. The winners were as follow

:

Class I. (open).—1, A. A. Longley (5 h.p. Indian) ; 2,

Lieut. Smith (3^ h.p. Singer).

Class II. (touring machines up to 500 c.c.)—1, T. E.

Little (2| h.p. Douglas) ; 2, A. Nelson (3^ h.p. Kerry).

On Easter Monday a hill-climb will be held, starting from
the Oatsheaf Hotel at 10 a.m.

Woolwich, Plumstead, and District M.C.
The annual hill-climb took place on the 25th ult., at Hog

Trough Hill, Brasted, Kent, the. run being just over half a

mile. Out of twenty-seven entries only seventeen faced
Iho starter. The event was run off on the knock-out
pi'inciple, viz., each competitor had a preliminary run up
the hill and was handicapped on the time he took to climb
it. Any competitor exceeding his time by more than five

seconds was disqualified. Final won by H. A. Collier, 8 h.p.

Matchless (sidecar and passenger-), time 59| seconds. In
the contest for fastest time between S. Davis '(Sj Rudge)
and H. Cork (5 T.T. Matchless), H. Cork ultimately won
in llie time of 435 seconds.

Bediord and District M.C.C.
The rcliiibility run vld Stamford, Uppingham, Kettering,

and l{ushdcn took place on the 31st ult. The ease with whiili

the lightweights ascended Rockingham Hill was a revelation
to the onlookers. Mrs. Kirkpatvick redo very well, and was •

leading on points until the last section, when repeated plug
trouble put her out nf tlu' iiuining. All the singles with one
'.•xception ascejidi-d I'.rickingharn in style. Rcsnlls :

LiglitweightB.—1 (silver medal), C. VV. Jamison (2|' New
Hudson), 198 marks; 2, F. Waring (2iJ Enfield); 3, Mrs B,
Kirkpatrick (23 Douglas).
Singlc-cylitiders.—1 (gold medal), H. J. Woods (F.E.

Triiuuph), 200 marks; 2 (silver medal), \V. W. Edwards (T.T.

Triumph), 199 marks; 3, R. G. Parker (SJ, Brailbiiry), 198.

Big Twins.--! (silver nx^dal), E. Anger (5 I'engeot), 198.

Sidi'car niachino.s.—1 (.silver medal), .\. Williinson (t\V(j-

«peed Bradbury), 180 marks.

Herts County A.C. (Motor Cycle Section),

On Saturday, the 30th idt., the motor cycle section neic

a members' hill-climb on Aston Hill, near Tring. Fastes'

time of the day was accomplished by F. W. Barnes (viz.

45|s.) on a 6 h.p. Zenith. Formula results;

DIVISION 1.

('.|,ASS 1.

1. F. W. Barnes (2| Zenith) i 5. F. W. Applebee (2 Centaur
2. W. A. Jacobs (2^ Singer) I 4. W. Atkin (2^ Gradua)

GL-4SS 2.

1. F. Applebee (2| Centaur)
|
2. A. J. Parkes (2| Enfield)

Class- 3.

1. F. W. Barnes (2-| Zenith) , 3. G. P. Cooper (3i Triumph
2. A. J. Dixon (3i Zenith)

|

'

CL.4SS 4.

1. F. W. Barnes (2| Zenith) , 3. A. J. Dixon (3i Zenith)
2. W. A. Jacobs (2^ Singer)

|
.

-

Class '5.

1. V. Wilberforce (3-|- Zenith) I 3. A. J. Luce (6 Zenith)
2. F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith)

|

4. E. A.. Colliver (6 Zenith!

Class 6 (on time).

W. H. Elce (Rudge), 50s. I P. W. Barnes (Zenith), 52is.

G. P. Cooper (Triumph), 50is. |

Class 7;

E. A. Colliver (6 Zenith), 51s. I G. Carter (5 Matchless), 5ljs
V. Wilberforce (3J Zenith),51s. | A. J. Luce (6 Zenith), 51|s. .

Class 8.—Passenger machines.

1. F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith) , 2. E. G. Attenborough ('i

I

Indian)

Class 9.—Any machine (on time).

P. W. Barnes (6 Zenith), 45is.* I G. F. Cooper (Triumph), 49is
K. Yano (5 Bat), 48f s.

|
E. A. Colliver (6 Zenith), 49-|3

'Fastest time of the day.

CL.iSS 10.

F. W. Barnes, 45-is.* I 6. P. Cooper, 49-k.
K. Yano, 48-Js. |

*Fastest time.

DIVISION 2.

Class 2.

1. V. Wilberforce (3| Zenith)
|

2. K. Yano (5 Bat)

Class 3 (on time).

S. Yano (Rudge), 48s.

H L Baige (Rudge), 53s
H. Meyer (Triumph,), S5|s.

H. C. Worstam (Chater-
Precision), Im. 2^-s.

B. A. Bishop, of Oxford, climbinB Arms Hill, near Honloy on a 8 h.p. Enllcia
sidecar with passenger. This is the llrst ascent by a passenger machine.
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Ciub News.

—

Hampshire M.C.U.
The opening run will Ije to Salisbury (White Hart Hotel)

to-morrow, the 5th inst.

Batley and District M.C.C.
On the 21st ult. Air. J. Hazzlewood lectured at head-

quarters on " Internal Combustion, Total Exhaust, and Vari-

able Compression."

Kildare M.C.C.
Efforts are being made to found a club for motor cyclists

in Co. Kildare. All who wish to join should apply to Mr.
F. V. Devere, Naas, Co. Kildare.

"Crawley M.C.C.
It is proposed to form a motoi' cycle club with the above

title. All who wish to join should apply to Mr. W.
Nightingale, jun., Hazeldene, Crawley.

Newcastle and Eijtrict M.C.
April Competitions.—5th : Rothbury. with surprise com-

petition at Rothbury. Dinner, Queen's Head Hotel. 12.30.

8th {Easter Monday) : Kendal, to witness Westmorland Motor
Cycle Clab hill-climb at Brigsteer Brow. 28th : Team trial

(three in a team), Penrith and back.

Essex M.C.
On Friday, the 22nd ult., a supper was given at head-

quarters to Mr. 0. L. Summers, who has for many years

been captain of the club, and xvho is about to depart for

Canada. A small wristlet watch was presented to him during
the evening as a memento of the club's appreciation of his

work amongst them.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.
On Friday evening, .March 22nd, at headquarters, Cor-

poration Hotel, some thirty-three members assembled to

hear a lecture by Mr. S. Stansfield entitled "The Internal

Combustion Engine ; Some Notes on Actual and Possible

Performances." iMr. Geoffrey W. Liddle occupied the chair,

and a hearty vote of thanks was accorded Mr. Stansfield, on
the motion of Mr. E. Young, supported by !Mr. H.
Beckwith.

North Staffordshire M.C.C.
The first hill-climb of the season was held on the 23ni

ult., at Penny Leasow. Twenty-six entries were received,

and in spite of the bad weather there was a fair gathering

01 spectators. Messrs. Cotterill and Hesp rode well. Tne
fastest time of the day, made by the latter, works out at

38^ m.p.h. Results (Classes I. ajid II.) on formula :

Class I. (under 350 c.c.) : 1, A. Cotterill (2| Zenith) ; 2.

Hesp (2^ Premier).

Class II. under (560 c.c.) ; 1, A. Cotterill

J. A. Prendergast (3^ Rudge).
Fastest time : 1, Hesp (3^ Premier), 46J

Prendergast (3i Rudge). 471 sees.

)S((TCILE 3^3

[2% Zenith); 2.

sees. : 2. .J. A.

Woolwich, Plumstead and District M.C.
The Easter tour is to Cheddar, starting on Saturday'

morning and retui'ning on JNIonday.

Hunslet M.C.C.
Any motor cyclist wishuig to ioin this club is requested

to apply to Blr. G. Megson, Swallow Cycleries, Low Road,
Hunslet. The headquarters will be the .Swan Hotel. A
general meeting will shortly be held.

Cambridgeshire M.C.C.
Members are reminded that the club photograph will be

taken to-morrow,
_ the 5th inst. Meet near the Botanic

Gardens 9.45 a.m. On that day the club run wiU be to
Luton (lunci) and Hatfield (tea).

The Motor Cycling Club.
The headquarters for Easter will be the Mermaid Hotel,

\eovil. This has been selected as in previous years because
it is on the route of the Jarrott Cup Competition. Members
will start from the Cricketers' Arms, near Bagshot," at
9 a.m., on Friday. April 5th, and luncheon will be taken
at the Red Lion Hotel, Salisbury.

Western District M.C. (London).
The club run to Keigate was a great success. After diiinei

in Reigate some members explored the famous caves. On the
way home Pebblecombe Hill was visited, and proved too steep
for some of the machines.

Lincolnshire A.C. (M.C. Section.)
A hill-climb will be lield at SUitiou Hill. Leadenham, on

Easter Monda.y. There will be four classes : No. 1, under
400 c.c. ; No. '2, under 600 c.c; No. 3, over 600 c.c; and
No. 4, variable gear. Results will be calculated on the

Cxil''^
formula, —^— . For all information apply to the hon.

secretary, Mr. W. J. S. Bament, National Provincial Bank,
Lincoln. The membership of the club has now reached one
liundred.

Surrey M.C.C.
The following fixtures for April have been arranged :

April 6-8th (Saturday to Monday).—Easter tour to the
New Forest and to Weymouth.
April 20th (Saturday).—Tour of local liill-climbs starting

from headquarters at 3.30. .
•

April 24th (Wednesday).—Members' hill-climb. Rules and
entry forms will be issued at an early date.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.
The first event of the season will be the or>ening run to-

morrow (Friday) to Richmond. On Easter Saturday the
Harrogate and Herts County open hill-climb will be held

at Leathley Bank.
On Easter Monday the inter-club lull-climb between Harro-

gate and Scarborough will take place at Staxton, neai

Scarborough.

A NEW THREE-WHEELED CYCLECAR.
The two-seater Ulujtrated is an 8 h.p. Lambert, with three-spsed geir an J sojimls seits. It is built l)y Lambert ani Son. of Castls.Street, Ttietlori
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should Oe

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanieil by a stamped adiressei eavelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only^ numbering each query separately, and keiping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal queries should be marked " Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Easy Starting.

Can you inform me if an Amac
decompressor would c<ause easier

starting on a big twin (1911)?

Would each cylinder" require one?
—J.E.T.

(1.) The device in question would make
the macliine start more easily. (2.) Yes,
you would require -one in each cylindei-.

Mold to Cockermouth.

I should esteem it a favour if

^T] you would give me the best route

^ from Mold (Fliutsliire) to Cocker-
-SJ mouth (Cumberland), with dis-

tances. If you direct me througli

Liverpool can I avoid going through
the thick of the traffic?—W.L.

Your best route would be as follows

:

Chester, Frodsham, Runcorn, across the
Irausporter Bridge to Widnes, then go
through Rainhill, Rainford, Ormskirk,
Rufford, Longtown to Preston. This will

avoid most of the bad traffic, though, of

course, it is not an ideal route. However,
it is better than going through Liverpool,

Warrington, or Wigan. From Preston
continue tlu'ough (iarstang, Lancaster,

Amble.'^ide, Keswick, to Cocker-
The distance is nearly 150 miles.

Kendal,
mouth.

Use of Different Gears.

I have an 8 h.p. Jap engine and^ Chater-Lea sidecar complete, the

y makers' No. 7, and have had no
-S-i trouble witli it. What I want

to know is wliich is the best gear

lo drive on downliill, top, second, or

low, also sliould the spark be
retarded or advanced? (2) When go-

ing through traffic on low gear, if the

spark is fully advanced it is rather

noisy, but if I retard it it quietens the

engine. I want to know whether it

injures the mechani.sm in any way.
(3.) Does it affect the petrol consump-
tion at all, or does the high, low, or

medium speed, use about the same
quantity ?—P.M.H.

(1.) It depends upon the liill. If you
are going down a long hill of whiih yon
ran comfortably seethe bottom, you can let

(lie engine run down on top speed; if the
hill, is fairly steep, use the second speed;
if the bill is precipiUjus, use the low
speed. This saves the brakes, and it is

advisable to run down with the switch
off. (2.) You may certainly retard the

spark somewliat in traffic. It does not
injure the engine in the slightest degree,

but, of cour.se, to di'ive habitually with the
Kjiark retarded would leiul to overheating
and a large consumption of pi>ti'ol. (3.)

J'be higher the gear the less petrol is u»ed.

32f)

well.

Valve and Magneto Timing. "- •

I recently purchased a 1912
machine (T.T, engine). It runs
badly, and overheats fearfully,

but has covered four hundred
miles, and should be doing
With magneto fully advanced,

the spark occurs just as the piston
reaches the top of the compression
stroke. The exhaust valve op'ens

when the piston is fully l|in. from the
bottom of firing stroke, but closes

when the piston is just on the top of

e.xhaust stroke. Surely this must be
wrong. The inlet valve opens on the
top, but does not close until the piston
has come about an inch or so up on
the compression stroke. It seems to

me to be a case of fresh cams. What
can I do to improve matters?—C.'B.R.

The timing of your engine is certainly

very remarkable. The magneto timing
is quite sufficient alone to cause the
trouble. The spark should occur at the

top of the compression stroke, when the
magneto is retarded, not when fully ad-

vanced. We presume you are not con-

fusing advance and retard. To retard,

you must move the ring carrying the
segment in the same direction as the
armature revolves. The magneto can
easily be retimed, and we should advise
you to do this first, and let us. know the
result. The valve timing is very un-

usual, too, but more will be known about

this interesting subject shoroiy. You,
will fidid diagrams of the usual settings

on page 256 of our issue of March 7th,

where you will see that the exhaust
opens 45° before the bottom of the firing

stroke ; this in your case would be half

an inch. If the valve timing has to be,

altered, ne~w cams will be required.

Kensington to Wigton (Cumberland).

What is the best route from
Kensington to Wigton (Cumber-
land)?—R.D.

C. T. Newsonie, wlio k Ijeoii tiia^tising on
Brooklands track 011 a 3) 1 .p. f. f. Rover. He
attained a speed of a 'm<le a minute with
apparent ease.

We should recommend the following

routes : A.—Kensington, Regent's Park,
.Hatfield, Stevenage, Baldock, Biggleswade,
Stilton, Stamford, Grantham, Newark,
Tuxtord, Retford, Doncaster, Ferrybridge,
Aberford, Harewood, Otley, Skipton,
Settle, Ingleton, Kirkby Lonsdale, Ken-
dal, Windermere, Ambleside, Grasmere,;
Dunmail Raise (fairly steep), Thirlmere,
Keswick, Bassenthwaite Lake, Bothel,
to Wigton. B.—Follow A almost to
Harewood, where keep straight on through
Wetherby, iBoroughbridge, Scotch Corner,
Barnard Castle, Middleton-in-Teesdale,
over the Pennines (rough and steep) to
Alston, Brampton, Carlisle, and Wig'ton.
Personally we should prefer A as being
the more picturesque.

4i h.p. Single and Sidecar.

I am thinking of buying a new
machine and sidecar. As a
constant reader of your valuable
paper, I gather that you favour
a twin-ejlinder for sidecar work,

but I am afraid of the cost of upkeep
of a twin and greater complications. I

shall be much obliged if you will give
me your opinion on the following
points : (1.) Would a ^S^ -h-P- single
cylinder with a three-speed gear and
I'lutch be satisfactory for sidecar use ?

(2.) Would this go slowly in traffic on
the low gear? (3.) Do you think the
Armstrong three-speed gear satis-

factory and unlikely to get out of

order if not tampered with ? (4.)

Would a 4i h.p. single-cylinde. be
very noisy if fitl'ed with an efficient

silencer? (5.) Number of miles per
gallon of petrol for a 4i, h.p. single.—
A.W.F.

(1 and 2,) A 4^ h.p. with three-speed
gear would do well with a sidecar, and
you woidd have no difficulty about con-

trolling in tralPic. (3.) The special sidi'.-

car gear is satisfactory, and would stand
this horse powder. (4.) The machjue
would not be very noisy if fitted with an
efficient silencer. (5.) You could hope
to do about seventy niilea to the gallon.
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I'YOU RUN NO RISK J)

"J. p.
FOR

3,000" MOTOR CYCLE COVER
LONG DISTANCE TOURS.

The Improved

"ACME"
MOTOa CYCLIST'S COAT.
In Grey or Brown Frieze, lined through-
out, fitted with our new Rlulti Collar and

Duplex Wind CuSs.

PIGGOTT'S PRICE,
~ 25/-

Plain Grey and Dark Fancy Frieze, and
our new Multi Collar, which enables it to
be worn in the three po>ition5 shown ; also
fitted wiih Duplex Wind Cufifs complete.

PIGGOTT'S PRICE,
33/6

Si:es in Stosk, 36 fo 44 chest.
SIZE 26 X 2i

IVFRY

TYRE

G'lARANTEFD

FOR
" 3,000

MILES"

SEND FOR
SECTION

POST FREE.

JOHN PIGGOTT, m^ 117-118, Cheapside,

& Milk St., LONDON, E.C.

"C
U. B. tIACQUEIVIIN BROS.

OLLAPSABLE" "CHLOROPHYLLE" EYE PROTECTORS & GOGGLES
(Aitcheson's Patent) Utegd.) (OPTICALLY CORRECT).

Posidvrely protect eyesight, nullify effect of sun glare, glaring motor lights, etc. Can be worn over eyeglasses. (Vide " Tlio Motor 9j-el«.")

" CHLOROPHYLLE " (Regd.) LENSES (NATURAL TINT) en's CLEAR ' DEFINITION.

(Closed) _
ABSOLUTELY INDISPENSABLE TO MOTOR CYCLISTS, AVIATORS, ETC. PRICES fiora—4/9 • CHLOUOPHM LE LI NSFS, 3/6 PLAIN-

New model goggles now ready, fitted with " Chlorophylle " glass and detachable rain and sun shield. Price 7/6 (see illustration).

Write and send remittance (postage 2d.) to CHAPPE^LL. & CO., 11, HATTOIM GARDEN, LONDON, E.C.

Two Useful Books for Motor Cyclists

"MOTOR CYCLES AND HOW
TO MANAGE THEM."
Fifteenth Edition now on sale.

This book has lonj been recojnijed

as fce standard handbook cf lite

modern motor cjcle.

Net 1/-, post free 1/2.

Obtainable from leading

Booksellers and Railway

Eookstalls, or direct,

with remittance, from

Ilifie and Sons Ltd., 20,

ludor St., London, E.C.

"'THE MOTOR CYCLE'
ROUTE BOOK."
First Edition now on sale.

Specially compiled for users of the hi-^h-

way in the United Kingdom. Route
finilintc is made both instructive and
enlerbmiuK. The book contains the

iriaximum amount of information in the

smallest possible space.

Net 1/6, post free 1/9.

In. answering these adveiiiscmeiits it is dc&nraOle to fnp.ntwn. "The Mutor CycltS' e29
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TCHIiSON1.
Motor Cycle

RUBBER NON-SKID.

" Distinct from

all others."

1
" standard

"

'

(Lightweight)

' For motor cycles up
to if h.p. and side-

car wheels.

" Sunerior "

1
(Lightweight)

for motor cycles up

'% ''^ bp

24 X 1|

24 X 2

26 X IJ

26 X 2

24 X If

24 X 2

26 X If

26 X 2

Covera.

17/9

18/3

19/3

20/6

20/3

21/-

21/9

23/-

Tubes joiBPl

6/3
7/-

7/3

8,3

6/3

7/-

7/3

8/3

RUBBER STUDDED.
' Brooklands "

24

Ribbed pattern 2/3 less in each case.

INSIST ON HAVING
HUTCHINSON TYRES.

2

for motor cycles up 26 x 2
to 2i h.p. 26 x 2i

"Tourist 26x2
Trophy" 26 x 2i

for motor cycles up 26 x 2^
to 3i h.p. 28 X 2i

"Passenger" 26 x2i- .. 46/-
For motor cycles of ^ 6 X 21 . . 47/6
5 h.p. and upwards.

26 x s' . . EO/3

28x2^ .. 50/0

28 X 2i Covers are made to fit 28 x zl Indian,
iims. Ribbed pattern 2/3 less in each case

HUTCHINSON TYRE CO., 70, BASINGHALL STREET, LONDON, E.C

AT BROOKLANDS
On Wednesday, March 27th, 1912—All the winning machines (belt-driven) were fitted with

LYCETT'S LYSO BELTS
Including- the foUo-wing

SIDECAR SCRATCH RACE.
1st. F. W. BarnSs on a Zenith.

3rd. S. T. Tessier on a Bat-Jap.

100 MILES RAGE.
Class C, -with Sidecar.

1st. F. W. Barnes, Zenith.

2nd. J. S. Eashall, Bat.

100 MILES RACE. Class B.
Ijghtweight 1st. S. Wright, Humber.

Class.

Class C.

2nd. A. E. Woodman, Humber.
2rd. A. Bashall, Humber.

31 h.p. S.C.
1st. E. B. Ware, Rudge,
2rd. W. S. Guiver, Rudge.
4th. S. D. Timpson, Rudge.

THE DAY RECORDS.
ONE HOUR RECORD—49 miles, 1,283 yds.
FIFTY MILES—One hour, 18 sees.

F. W. Barnes on a Zenith with sidecar.

I TWO HOUR RECCED—96 miles, 1,594 yds.
I ICO MILES—2 hours, 3 mins., 42 sees.

TO WIN COMPETITICNS YOU MUST USE A LYSO — the pliable and power giving
belt. Write for particulars. All the above used LYSOS.

LYCETT, IHE SAEDLEBIES, BIBMUVGHAM.

UJO Jii anawcriiiy iheae adticrlisciiieiUd U in dtilrabU to inciUiuii. " U'he Motor Oyclt."
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When to have Engine Re-bnshed.

I have now got my 3^ h.p.
Triumph engine down for over-
hauling and find that both ends
of the connecting i-od are a very
little bit slack. Could you inform

me what should be the maximum
amount of play allowed in these bear-
ings before having them rebushed?
Also, if I send the rod to the makers
to be rebushed, will it be necessary to
send the crank and gudgeon pins, or
will they replace with standard
bushes?—E.L.A.

it is about time to rebush the engine
\'hen an appreciably audible knock is

1 eard. If you send the connecting rod
tj the makers, send them also the crank
and gudgeon nin. The standard bnshes
might be too large, as there might be a
slight amount of wear in the old parts.

Eepairing Cracked Valve Seatings.

I notice in The Motor C:/ch

^1 advertisements that cracked
> exhaust valve seatings can be
-U repaired by the West London

Welding Co., Essex Place. Ch's-
wick. I should be very much obliged
to you if you would let me know ii it

is quite satisfactory, as I do rot want
to throw my money away on a useless

,
job?—P.H.

There is no reason why the firm in

question could not do the job satisfac-
torily, provided, of course, it can he
done. Whether or not this is the case, it

is impossible for us to tell without
actually seeing the cylinder. What you
had bett.er do is to S3nd the cylinder
to the firm mentioned above or describe
tlie breakage to them and get them to
give you an estimate for this repair. It

they cannot repair it they will till you.

Two Routes.

(1.) Please give me the best
route from Worthing to Leck-
hampton, Gloucestershire, also
mil.-'age? I should like to avoid
all bad hills, as I shall take a

heavy passenger in sidecar. ily
machine is a 3^ h.p. two-speed Brad-
bury. (2.) Also best route and mileage
from Worthing to Callinglon, Cornwall.
(3.) How far ought I to go the first

day (from Worthing to Callington)?

—

A.C.
We have pleasure in giving you the
following route : Worthing, Arundel,
Chichester, Havant, Fareham, Bishop
Waltham, Winchester, Andover. Ludgsr-
shall, Marlborough, Swindon, Cricklade,
Cirencester, thence follow the Cheltenham
Eoad to Leckhampton. The distance
is approximately 140 miles. We do not
think there is anything on this road to
stop a 3i h.p. Bradbury and sidecar.
From Worthing to Callington your best
route would be, as before, to Fareham,
then on through Botley. skirting Soutli-
ampton, Totton, Cadnam, Wimborne,
Dorchester, Bndport. Lyme Regis, Coly-
ford, Exeter, Crediton, Okehampton,
Tavistock to Callington. The distance is

approximately 212 miles. A shorter and
prettier road is' via Moreton Hampstpad
and Two Bridges, but this is very hilly.

_ How far you ought to go on the first day
depends entirely on the capabilities of
yourself and your machine. If you pro-
pose to take two days, we should
recommend you to do about 140 miles on
the first day.

fj^^i^lLE
Su Leonards-on-Sea to Leicester.

Please let me know the nearest
and best way to get to Leicester
from St. Leonards-on-Sea, and
also the distance. I have a
7-9 h.p. twin Chater-Jap and

sidecar, which will take any hill.—F.P.
Your best route would be as follows : St.
Leonards, Pevensey, Lewes, Ditchling,
Partridge Grreen, west Grinstead, Biliings-

hur.=t, Chiddmgfold, Milford, Elstead,
Farnham, Odihani, Reading, Streatley,
\v allingford, Oxford, Banbury, Daventry,
along vVatling Street till you meet the
signposts directing you to Lutterworth,
and go through Lutterworth to Leicester.

The distance is nearly 200 miles.

Ttis T^x in Ireland.

There is a widespread idea
prevalent here that the tax on
motor cvcles of £1 per year is

not legally enforceable, as the Act
under which the tax is payable

does not apply to Ireland. A number
of motorists state that they do not
intend to pay any tax, and will let

the authorities take action if they
choose so to do. I should be glad if you
would please put the matter before your
legal adviser, and answer through the
columns of T/it Motor Cycle, as it is of
interest to motor cvclists in Ireland.
—E.D.W. (Co. Antrim).

The Finance Act of 1910 imposing the
fresh duties on motor cdrs and motor
cycles expressly provided that the rates

specified should be charged throughout
the United Kingdom. Residents in Ire-

land, therefore, are in the same position

as those living in England, and the duty
must be paid. We have read the pro-
visions in the Union with Ireland Act,
1800, but cannot find that the Act
recently passed is conti'ary to that, and
even if it were, a subsequent Act
of Parliament -takes precedence over a
prior one if they are contradictory.

3S5

Opinion ol tlie Hnmber Twin.
Please give me your opinion of

the 2| h.p. twin Humber light-

weight motor cycie. I am offered
this Humber from stock by a
firm of dealers, so wrote them

for particulars ; also wrote the Hum-
ber Co. One thing I asked each
was the make ol magneto. The
dealers reply the small 19.11 Bosch, the
makers say Eisemann ordinary pattern.
If the machine is fitted with the small
Bosch, would this be as efficient and
have as long a life as the larger types?
If Eisemann, is this, in your opinion,
as good as the Bosch? With regard
to the Armstrong three-speed fitted,

would you advise this as being as good
as any other hub or counter-shaft
gear? The gears Humber Co. give are
31, 5, 7i to 1. I presume these could
be lowered to, say, 5, 7, 10 to 1 by
opening the adjustable pulley?—F.W.E.

It does not matter if the machine is

fitted with an Eisemann or Bosch mag-
neto ; both are equally good. Originally
a Bosch magneto was fitted, but Eise-
manns are being used at present. We
have a very high opinion of the machine,
and the gear is excellent in every respect.

You could not possibly do better. The
gear ratios, of course, could be raised or

lowered by altering the adjustable pulley.

EXPERIENCEfj WANTED.
Readers deEirous ol obtaining the experiences

of others with various motor cycles or accessories
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope la
which the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the Queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor.

" A.R." (Stoke Newington).—Farrar
sidecars.

"M.H." (Lincoln).—5 h.p. Bat-Jap
and 5 h.p. Zenith-Gradua.

"T.E.L." (Uppingham).—3^ h.p.

Rudge with sidecar.

'A.K." (Bristol).—25 h.p. Humber
with Armstrong three-speed gear.

wm^^^^:W^-

STUDYING THE MAP.
A few members of the Brockley Motor Club on the road between Pluckley and Tenterden. We are

interested to observe from the photograph that all three twia-cylinder machines depicted are e:.uiDDod

with car tyres—assure sign of Ions ridine exnerienee.
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A Two-stroke Engine.
In this engine compression of the in-

going gas is not effected in the crank
chamber as usual, but in a chamber, speci-

ally provided for this purpose, the work-
ing cylinder A formed with an exhaust
port B and inlet ports C, the latter being
arranged in a chamber D provided with a
non-return valve E. The piston F has in-

let ports F', and is formed with a projec-

tion G, adapted to fit within a sleeve H,
carried on a base J bolted to the crank
case. This sleeve H is formed hollow, and
has a clearance between its outer periphery
and the cylinder walls to allow of the
passage of the piston F. On the up stroke
mixture is drawn through the valve E and

^Eric.W Walford. FClPk

ports C and F' into the annular space
beneath the piston. On the next firing

stroke this mixture is compressed.. Near
the lower end of its travel the piston un-
covers the exhaust port B, and also allows
the gas beneath it to pass xri& the ports F'
and C from the annular space into the
working cylinder A when further com-
pression and firing take place.—C. T. B.
Sangster, No. 8,878, 1911.

A Three-way Oil Tap.
The sectional views illustrate a three-

way tap to be used with the Best and
Lloyd oil pump, its object being to enable
a charge of oil to be pumped direct to the

Fiai FiG.a FiQa, ,fiq4

engine. The body A is formed to receive
a plug B, provided with an adjustment
nipple Cj by which the orifice through tlie

plug B IS regulated. The plug has three
positions, illustrated respectively in figs.

2, 3, and 4, and corresponding to the
" off " position and normal position as

APRIL 4th, 1913.^

regards figs. -2 and 3 respectively. In fig.

4 the plug B is shown in a position in

which a groove D provides an unobstructed
passage from the inlet to the outlet side of

the tap, enabling a charge of ^oil to be
pumped to the engine direct, instead of

dripping through the usual duct shown, in

fig. 3.—Best and Lloyd and R. H. Carp-
mael. No. 14,909, 1911.

A Best and Lloyd Oil Pump.
This is a modified construction of the

Best and Lloyd automatic pump, with
which is combined a

sight - feed device.

Sunk in the oil-tank

is the pump barrel

A, having a. gauze-
protected open end
B. The plunger C is

raised by the spring
D, and delivers the
oil past the non-
i-eturn valve D" to a

sight feed chamber
E, provided with a
regulating valve F,
accidental movement
of which is provided
by a spring detent G.
With this construc-
tion the plunger C is

depressed against the
action of the spring,
for filling, which is

more convenient than
the reverse, and the
delivery outlet of the pump being at the
top affords a convenient position for the
regulating valve F and sight feed tube E.
^Best and Llovd, Ltd., and R. H. Carp-
mael. No; 17,295, 1911..

A Severe Test.
Hugh Gibson used 1^ iilop tyres on all

wheels when he ascended Honister Pass
on a Bradbury. He has since advised
the makers that the rubber studs are in-

tact, and there is not a cut in any of

the covers.

Entirely Devoted to Motoi Cyclists.

The Colonnade Motor Cycle Exchange,
Colonnade Road, Eastbourne, have just
opened new premises, which will be de-

voted entirely to motor cyqlists.

A new gai-age, solely for motor cyclists,

is being erected by Mr. Fred Flanders,
Regent Road, Great Yarmouth. Here,
not only accommodation for machines
will be provided, but adjoining the pre-
mises will be rooms where riders may
leave their overalls, and wash, etc.

Trade Announcements.
We are informed by Crescent Motors,

Ltd., Walsall, that the firm has been
reconstructed as a limited liability com-
pany, expres.sly for the manufacture of
cyclecara. The newly constructed firm
is now engaged in perfecting a new
model Crescent runabout, of which par-
ticulars will be published sliortly.

Harry Martin, the well-known rider
and record holder, is, we understand,
about to extend liis business at 137,
Cherry Orchard Road, East Croydon,
H.ii. He has taken into partnership
Sj^dney Axford, of the Purley and Di.s-

trict M.C.C., who is a practical motor
cyclist and a keen competition rider.

The linn intends to build nnuhines to

Buit the exact ri-cjin'ri-meMtH of cuKloiiicr.s.

A speciality .will 1)0 pcr.sonal .iufiervisiDii

of the tuning of Martin .lap m.-ic liiins.

A.K. Accessories.

A new A.K. speciality is a leather

chain belt, which is stretchless, and in-

tended for wearing round the waist over

a mackintosh. Users of loosely fitting

mackintoshes will have noticed the ten-

dency for the coats to be blown out,

causing them to offer considerable resist-

ance. With fiat belts one notices a
binding tendency, but with the A.K.
leather chain belt this is done away
with, as it gives under the least strain.

By the way, the A.K. throat protector

has been much improved by the addition

of a neck sliaped to ensure accurate fit.

We are using one of the new patterns,

and can testify to its cfliciency and com-
fort. The makers' .-uldrcss is: A.K.
Manufacturing Co., 35, .Swaine Street,

i;ra(llnrd.

Magneto Distribution.

The City Ignition Co., 274a, Goswell
Road, E.G., have been appointed sole

distributing agents for the British
Empire for the Fein and N.F. magnetos.

Hill-climbing on a Lightweight.

J. S. Holroyd and his Motosacoche
were in evidence at Bristol a few days
ago, and in a letter to the makers, Mr.
Haskins, the local agent, says, referring

to Mr. Holroyd's performance on three
of the local test hills : "I have been with
him to three of our local test hills, which
I never for a minute anticipated he
would climb without pedalling, but the
way the little machine gets over a 1 in

5 gradient is simply marvellous."

April Number of "The Arena."

The second issue of The Arena (the

new monthly magazine for Public
School and University men) has just

been published. It contains many
features that will appeal to those of our
readers who are, or have been, in any
way connected with one or other of the
.Public Schools or Universities. As in

the case of No. 1, amateur sports take
a leading place, and there are special

articles on the Corinthians Football
Club (supplemented by a coloured car-

toon of the captain, Mr. B. H. Day).
There are also very interesting articles

on O.xfurd, Cambridge, and Rugby,
besides numerous attractive illustra-

ticuis, in tho issue. 'J'/ir Arena is pub-
lished by the proprietors of The Motor
Oyrlr, and the pric^ is Is., or Is. 4d.

by post.
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THREE EVENTS
THREE
VICTORIES

ALL ON

WAKEFIELD
l'CASTROL'1
I Three-lap sidecar scratch race won Dy F.W. Barnes.

I
Class E (sidecar) won by F. W. Barries.

I
The new-comers' (cycle-car) race won by H. Martin.

ALL Exclusively used "CASTROL."

C. C. WAKEFIELD & CO.,
27, Cannon St., London, E.C.

Motor
Cyclist

is he whose

tyres are fitted

with Atlas Puncture

Proof Inner Cases.

No worry over Punctures-

it absolutely prevents them.

You can ride even on a burst tyre.

St:nd at once for Booklet and copies of testimonials.

ATLAS NON-PUNCTURE INNER CASE SYNDICATE. LTD..
124, High St., Kensington, London, W. Telephone (2 lines) 4634 and

Wholesale Agents: t«35 Western.

MANCHESTER—J. E. Feay, 28, Jackson's Row, Deansgate.
SCOTLAND—J. Thomson & Son, Lady Lawson Street. Edinburgh.
IRELAND-H. Whitehead & Co., q. May Street. Belfast.

3i h.p. Tourina L.M.C. Model Note the Low Saddle Position.

L.M.C.
New 4 h.p. Two-speed Model
L.ALC. Engine, 89x92, IDEAL
for Sidecar. Handle Starting,

Sprung Footboard.

NON-STOP. FULL MARKS
Sutton Coldfeld A.O. Relia-

bility Trial,

17th Februan', 1912.

104 starters, but only 24 made
Nou-Stop Runs and secured

full marks.

3^ h.p. Touring Moiel.

Variable Gear, Free Engine.
Footboard Starting Device.

"JUST PERFECT" for solo

touring- Low frarue. Last mail
ad\i5es latest Colonial success.

South Canterbury M.C.C.
Hill-Climb, Timaru, N.Z.,

aStb November, 1911,

J. Clvm.a., 3i h.p. L.M.C. Tour-
iag Class. FASTEST TIME

and third on formula.

The L.M.C. for Reliability. The L.M.C. for Speed.

3|h

See 1912 complete Catalogue (free on application) for Record of Successes %yi an parts of'tlie World,

p. Touring Model frcyn £48 L.M.C. Free Engine Sets, 73/6 Spares for "Original" Quadrants.

Makers: THE I.I.OYD MOTOR ENGINEERING CO., Ltd.,
133, IVionumen-fc Road, BIRMINGHAM.

In answering these, advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor -Cucle."
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MOTORS. British.

J.A.P. Twin Lightweight, 60 X 76

J.A.P. Motofs commence the season in theii- uswal form.

The Essex M.C. Open Hill Climb.

SIDECAR EVENT .

J.A. P. 1st. F. W. Barnes on Zenith Gradua.

LIGHTWEIGHT CLASS.

J.A.P. 1st. P. Weatherilt on Zenith Gradya.

750 C.C. CLASS.

J.A.P. 1st. F. W. Barnes on Zenith Gradua.

Honister Pass was climbed by Mf. G. R. CoIIief on a
Matchless J.A.P., carrying two passengers* .

J. A. PRESTWICH & Co., ^or^LTao^nrS:
Telephone—1936 (2 lines).

The "MILLENNIUM"
TWO-SPEED HUB

Doubles the efficiency of any machine.

The "Millennium" is without doubt the finest device of its kind, besides being,

we believe, the lightest and strongest on the market. It gives High Gear, Low
Gear, and Free Engine, with unimpaired efficiency on high gear. Makes the

control of a machine equal to that of a motor car.

Enables you to start from the saddle at stand-still. The gear reduction is 55%.
Centrally built, operated by only one foot lever. Dust and water proof.

Indispensable for low power and sidecar machines.

Write tor fully

dcscriplivc lit-

er « I u r c fric.

LAKE & ELLIOT, LIIVIITFD.
M.il^'is of " Milli-iiiiiiiiii " T<inl'; iui<l Acctssorics
lor Mnlur Curs. Mcil.ir Cycli-s, m\.\ Cyulcs,

ALBION WKS., BRAINTREE, ESSEX.

London Showrooms :

14a, Great Marlborough

Street : : : W.

Can be fitted to almost

any machine without

spoiling the enamel.

A3t f I, II iiini'i ii'j IIkac iii/n iii.-fin< :>; if. in ili.iii-alih- Id iiiniliiiit "'i'lic Mn/i/r C'l/rtc."
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If you intend buying a motor cycle

come and inspect this one first. You will

save yourself a lot of time and trouble,

because you will buy it at sight if you

are a judge of sound engineering construction.

Model No. 3—3* h.p. J. A. p. Engine.

A few features :

Vibrationless.

Free from fads.

Runs as smooth as silk,

and at £55 is the best

value on the market.

Fitted with N.S.U. two-speed

gear, £7 7s. extra.

We shall be pleased to send further

particulars.

SEALE & de BECKER, LTD.,

1 62a. Gt. Portland St.. London, W.
TeKerains— ' Breiiiiabor, London."

ielephoue— Maylair 4294.

Garag? and Repair Shcps ;

97, 98. 99. B iBover St., London. W.

sT p-

LOMAX LEATHER BELTS.
Very strong and flexible. Impervious to wet. Easily kept

in order. No fastener required. Best value obtainable,

fiin:, 1/-; Jin., 1/1 ; Jin., 1/2; lin., ,/4 per foot.

If you would be free from
puncture and side slip fit a

LGMAX NON-SKID BAND
Over your old cover. It will save you money and
trouble. All sizes, 22/6 each, less 5 % cash with order.

THE LOiWAX TYRE COMPANY (Dept, Y), WILLIAM STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Ihhd Edition.

Price 1/-

Eevised end brcvght up lo date.

From lliffe & Sons Ltd., 20, Tudcr Street, London, E.G.,

and all Booksellers.

Kearly 4€0 Hints end lips.

By Post 1/2

In answering this advertisemeyit it is desirable lo mention " The Motor Cycle.'' A-^5
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NEW EDITION NOW READY.

Motor(ifci-ES
& k>wtomanage tKem.

The FIRST and BEST book on the Motor Cycle.

MOTOR CYCLES
& how to manage them.

(FIFTEENTH EDITION.)

Entirely Revised hy the Staff of " The Motor Cyc!e."

Commencing with advice on the choice and purchase of a
machine, this book tells how the motor works, and how its

mechanism may be understood and mastered. It also deals with
every conceivable point in the care, management, and running
of machines of all types.

The New Edition gives details of all principal improvements in 1912
models, and contains a large number of explanatory drawings
and a copious index.

A Reliable Guide to the Beginner and a help-
ful Companion to the more advanced rider.

Price 1/" net. By post 1/3b
OBTAINABLE FROM

ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor Street. London, E.G.
AND ALL BOOKSELLERS.

1912 Motor Cycle Insurance Policies.

THE undermentioned Policies, issued by "The Autocar" Insurance Department,

(1) Unlimited Third Party Claims and all Law Costs.

(2) Damage to Cycle by Accidental and Maiicious Means.
cover

^^^ p.^^ ^^^ Burglary and Tiiefts.

(5) Transit by Road, Rail, Sea, or In and Waterway.

THE MOTOR UNION
Insurance Co.'s Policy

Th2 A.A. & M.U. Policy,

including Membershio

The A.C.U. Policy, inciud

ing Touring IMembership.

H. P. VALUE. PREMIUM.
Not exceeding

3

4

UP TO

£40
;f5o

£2 3 6

£2 II 3

3

4

£40

£50

£2 13

£306
2f

3i

£40

£50

£1 17 6

£2 12 6

THE MANAGERFull particulars of the above, and also
Policies for other H.P.'s and Values, .. _,, .....- w^ ^
can be obtained on application to— " 1 hc AutocaF " iHsurance Dept., Covcntry.

A36 /n aimirerint/ Ihast advi-rtij<i!nii-til.i it is dc.nrabU: In i/wnlion. " 'J'/w Mnlor Vi/cla."
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"SIMPLEX IMPROVED FASTENER,"
hitherto known as "The Stanley Detachable Fastener."

See these pins, they never fall out.

YOU RUN NO RISK.

THIS FASTENER IS

GUARANTEED.
If you're satisfied, tell your

friends ; if not, then tell us.

6a. each, sizes.

STANDARD
HINGED-HOOK DETACHABLE

BELT FASTENER.
Ride with an easy mind
—you can if use this

HINGED FASTENER.

1/= each. SIZES.

SOLE PATENTEES HFRWIN TANNYAND MANUFACTURERS:— nCIV. VV IIN, \^/\.i-^l-NI & CO., 36, William St., WOOLWICH.

"MARTIN-JAP" ^v°cT.Es
For SPEED and REL.I ABILilTY.

Arrangements have now been completed whereby prompt delivery of these
world-famous machines can be givea. There is not suthcieiit space in this
advertisement to detail the various records, ec, standing to the credit of
these motor cycles—indeed, it is scarcely necessary, as the name of Harry
Martin is world-famous. Enough it we state that over 250 Firsts and over
200 World's RecoidS have been secured by the Martin-Jap.

AN af\/IF>ORTAfSIT F»OINT-
Every machine is tested and personally supervised during construction by

Mr. Harry Martin, and no machine will leave the works until it has perfectly
fulfilled the stringent test to which it will be sub.ected. That the Mai tin-jap
is the most efficient marhine made is no idle boast. This is proved by the
consistent Record of Successes in all Open Competitions. In igii the
Martin-Jap competed in 20 Races, winning 17 Firsts, 2 Seconds. Also 10
World's Records were made, and are still standing, no other machine in the
world being able to beat them despite repeated'efforts.

PRIOES -Fi-om 38 GUINEAS,
H. MARTIN & CO. Works : Leslie Grove, East Croydon, Surrey.

FiTZALL" WRENCHES.
NUT AND PIPE.

DROP ^V. FORGED.

SELECTED 'N^' STEEL.

LAST WORD IN WRENCHES.
INSTANT GRIP. NO SLIPPING.

No Motorist or Mechanic should be without one.

Obtainable from all leading accessory dealers, or
full particulars and prices and name of nearest

dealer from

—

PLIMPTON & Co., Ltd.,'"-'"7wElpo"c't.'"'"''
SOLE WHOLESALE AGENTS.

Look for the Corah Trade Mark-
it is SEEN ONLY ON THE BEST
MOTOR CYCLES—

- - THE - -

OORAH
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE.

Prompt deliveries can be given of all models,

either direct or from any of our agents.

THE . .

Corah Motor Mfg. Co.
King's Norton, BIRMINGHAM.

Iv. avswerivt! these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Oucle." A^O
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a^——rmaffliTiMi

LONDON TO
PARIS

in 3h. 12.

OLEO

THE MOTOR CYCLE.—(Supplement viii.) April 4TH, 1912.

DID IT!
After this refuse all

others. Have a genuine

OLEO for your
money.

Ask for an OLEO 6D
type (Motor Cycle)

everywijere.

LEO RIPAULT & CO.,

64a, Poland Street, W.

It pays to use good oil

for Motor Cycle work
and it is just as important to adopt the
lubricant that is most suited for one's engine
if the best results are desired.

Oils for Motor Cycles
are prepared from the finest materials that it

is possible to obtain. The individual needs of

different engines are carefully studied, with the
result that the lubricants recommended can be
relied upon to give the utmost satisfaction. The
brilliant series of successes .scored by Motorine
and Huilc dc Luxe during igii and in previous
years is .sound testimony to their efficiency.

The Oils used in all the.se events have l>ecn

exactly as sold by Motor and Cycle Agents.

Write for 1912 Booklets to

PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE CO. Ltd.,

Battersea. LONDON, S.W.

THE KING OF
MOTOR OILS.

The exclusive use of " Sternol " ensures sweeter

running, reduces your repair bills to the minimum,
and enables your engine to develop greater

power on bills.

The leading agents throughout the country

recognise the superiority of "Sternol," and
always stock it.

Wny not give it a trial ?—you will then have

an opportmttty of testing its manijold merits for

yourself.

I 56, Ro

Full particulars post free on request.

STERNOL.,
Royal London House, FInsbury Square, London,

dl

CrUHDERS DECARBONISED.

BY
THEBEST RESULTS

GYLCLEAN Process

NO DISMANTLING.

Quick and Effective.

Single-cylinder 3/6
Twin j» 5/-

Nearly 400 Agrents.

Head Depot : 39. Brick Street, Piccadilly.

The Internal Combustion Engine
Cleaning Co., Ltd.,

3, London Wall Buildings, E.G.

/,,I un^inii mi tin (ulrfrfis'unul,^ it. i.'i daa'n-ablf tv nhnlioti " T'hi Mnfm- Ci/rle.^'
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OFFERS WANTED.
V/e have close on 300 Second-hand Motor Cyclest

and these, together with the New Machines that
are continually coming in, and the machines that
we have to take in exchange deals, ai'e filling up
the show, and it is onlv with difficulty that we
can get either in or out, and as to the matter of

showing machines, this is an utter impossibility.

Ihey are packed in rows like "herrings in a
barrel." If you have not been to see the show,
come over, and you will get an eye-opener and
startler, more particularly if you have been to

see what other people call their shows. There
axe more machines here than are to be found
under any one roof in the world. There are
Second-hand Triumphs, Humbers, Jap-Bats,
N.S.U.'s, Minervas, Rexes, P. & M.'s, Siig. rs,

Molo-Re.es, Motosacoches, V.S., Moto-Velos,

Rudges, Rovers, and many other two-speed
gear and free-engine models. BesLles these, we
have a dozen or fifteen Accumulntor Machines,
which the Sunny Jims can have at from £3 down
Bnd balance at from 5/- per week. The better

class machines, with a few exceptions, can be had
at one- third down and the balance by instalments.

If you have some cash left aftec the strike, we
want you to make us an offer. Send for our
list and get on thejump Remember that we are

on the telephone, not for the good of our health,

and also that we appreciate a call or wire. We
must really clear some of this huge stock to
make roon:.

In addition to the above, we have a lot of

Second-hand Sidecars that we wish to clear at
from £3 '1O.S, up.'^arfls, as we must make a move
on something or other, otherwise we shall have
to take another shop in order to take in the d?ily

deliverits of new stufl. We want you to give US
a hand to make a move on this tackle.

If ycu have a .Motor Cycle, you are independent
of the Coal War, ^ Railway -Strikes, and other
industrial upheavals. We would 'specially tike

you to come and see us. If you can do this, you
will get a surprise, and we ourselves are rather
surprised that more people do not avail them-
selves of coming to Morecambe for a week-end
during the season. It is a fine place, and is a
top coat warmer than in most of the inland towns,
and two top coats warmer than in many towns
of thiS'Country. If you blow into : Morecambe- for

a week-end, you can be put up very reasonably,
and you can have a thorough try on a machine
before starting, back home again. We make this

proposition to the knuts, as we think it will come
cheaper in the end than having railway fares .to

pay on machines that they want sent on approval.

Besides a host o! Motor Cycles, we have a large

stock of odds arid ends in the way of ,\ccessories,

which, as they say in Yorkshire, are in the gate.

If you have nut had a list, it is time to get one
;

and if you want a new machine, we can supply
you with anything that is worth having

; the
others you do not want.

We have in sb;k at the present moment the
following new models :

P. and M.'s, Bat-Japs, chain-drive and belt-

drive models ; Matchless, two-speed and all

models ; Rudge, ordinary and free-engine models
;

Zeniths, all ntodels ; Clynos, two-speed ; Brad-
burys, two-speed and ordinary models ; Premiers,
lightweights, two-speed, and ordinary models

;

Scotts. Humbers, lightweight three-speed models
and si b.p. two-speed models ; Motosacoche, two-
speed ; Triumphs, ordinary and free-engine

models.

We have also coming in this month, A.C. Tricars,

Douglas model K, Morg.in Runabouts, and we are
open for your kind enquiries.

It you are in the Trade, we can give vou our

best trade terms. We ar^ catering for the whole-
sale, and not jealous by any, means. Before buy-
ing anything, wxite us. Our Garage has a very
poor appearance as far as looks go, but without
doubt we have the largest slock in the \\ orld, and
that is what you want to look at, not the general
contour oi the preujises. We pay a sm^ll rent,

and can give better teru'is than the large City
Houses who have fancy rents to pav. Our stock
of new machines for tlie season is not far short
of £50,000, and we look forward to your assistance
in moving this lot. So long until Eastertide.

The canaries are in full song !

~:o:

NOTE!
We are open

all Eastep Holi-

days. Come and
see us.

—:o:

—

Note the address

:

HITCHEN'S, LTD.,
MORECAMBE.

Telephone : Wires :

" Motor. Morecambe.'

^-Md^B

1

WHERE ARE
YOU GOING

FOR THE

HOLIDAYS?

All best routes

are given in

'"Uhe .Motor Cycle'

ROUTE BOOK.
h conlains descriptive main routes for the whole

of the United Kingdom ; speed limits ; forty-five

.... maps (Bartholomew) ; and copious index

Price

1/6 net.

By post,

1/9,

Obtainable at ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor Street,

London E.G., and leading Bookstalls.

(Remit:aticc must accompany all post orders.)

HARfiODSl
Motor
Accessories

—

Overalls, Lamps, Speedo-
meters. Horns, Tyres, etc.

Any Machine supplied

on our unique system
of

Deferred Payments,

HARRODS LTD.

Harrods

can give

immediate
deliveries from

stock of

P &M, Zenith,
Bat, Bradbury,

Singer, Motosa-
coche, Humbcr,
Swift, Premier,

Quadrant, Douglas,
Matchless, Clyno, New
Hudson, Gudge, Indian,

Morton, Elswick, Browne.

Managing Director)' LOW "On, vS.W.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES,

ADVERTISEMENTS In these columns
—First 11- words or less 1/6, and Id. per word
after. Each paragraph is charged separately.

Name and address must be counted. In the

case of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "Ihe Motor Cycle," Coventry
To ensure insertion letters shou d be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by

the firit post on Friday mornir.g previous to

the day of issue.

Al] letters relating to advertisements should

state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible tor clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

tricts, as many readers like to know what machines are

for sale in their immediate ceighbourhood before going
further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

Durham, and[Northumberland,
Westmoreland.

SECTION 11.

York and Lancashire.
SECTION in.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Deri y, Stafford

Shropshire, Montgomerv, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

NottinKhani, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton
Warwick.

SECTION V.
Norfolk. Suffolk, Cambridg'--, Huntingdon, and Bedford,

Si:(TION VI.

Worcf-ster, Here ford, Radnor, Hrecknock, Monmouth,
Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII
Clouc/'Ster, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants

ChaiinL'l Islan.ls.

SECTION VIII.
HiTtford, I'.sscx, Middlesex. Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

faiicrioN IX
Somerset, Orvon, DorsPt, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI.
Ireland and Isle of Man.

STANDARD OF VALUE.
Proved higher than ever by greatly reduced prices

of Second-hand Machines and Matchless Selection

of Holiday Bargains in New Motor Cycles of every

best make.

NEARLY 300 IN STOCK.
— List Free. —

5166. 3i h.p. 1911 Free-engine TRIUMPH £45
5159- 6 h.p. igli ZENITH-GRADUA . . f55
5124. 3i h.p. 1909 2-speed P. & M £35
5119. 34 h.p. 2-speed CLE £20
5118. 2 h.p. igii HUMBER £26 10
5117. 25 h.p. 1911 Free-engine SINGER .. £38
"1107. 2l h.p. ign Standard DOUGLAS .. £28 10
5082. 2i h.p. 1910 ROYAL ENFIELD .... £20
i075. 4 h.p. 190S Free-engine ROC .... £18 10
ioSB. 3* h.p. 1911 BRADBURV, Mabon d. £37 10
5064. si h.p. 1911 2-speed HUMBER .... £37 10
5>58. 3i h.p. iQii ZENITH-GRADUA .... £45
5055- 3I h.p. 1911 L.M.C., variable gear . . £35
3053. 7 h.p. 1911 Free-engine INDIAN . . £42 10
5001. bJ h.p. 1911 Free-engine BRADBURY £38 10
1990. 3i h.p. 1910 Free-engine TRIUMPH £39
)65. 2 h.p. 1909 MOTO-KEVE £17 10
876. 5 h.p. 1908 V.S £20
046. ilr h.p. MOTOSACOCHE £1110
249. 3j h.p. 1911 Standard BAT 30 Gns.

J322. 3I h.p. 1911 2-speed N.S.O £35
1420. 34 h.p. 1911 Free-engine PREMIER £33 10

t444. li h.p. 1909 WOLF £10 10

4474. 3i h.p. 1910 PSEiVIIER £27 10
)5o6. 3I h.p. 1911 Clutch REX £33 10

4531. 3j h.p. 1910 2-speed SCOTT £32 10

t533. 2 h.p. rgii 3-speed HUMBER 30 Gns.

4346. 3ih.p. 1911 KEiiRY-ABINQDON ..£32 10

(619. 3I h.p. 19H Standard BaAOBUAY £33 10
4628. 3I h.p. rgio TRIUMPH, Mabon vari-

able gear £38
4631. 3J h.p. 1909 J.A.P £22
4673. 5-6 h.p. 1911 4-cyl. F.N £33
4677. 3* h.p. 1910 B.-{ADaUrfY £23
4602. 4j h.p. 1909 4-cyl. F.N £20
4701. 23 h.p. 1909 Twin N.S.U £18
4727. 3ih.p. 1911 KErtRY-ABINGDON . . 30 Gns.

4729. 2t h.p. 1910 ROYAL ENFIELD £22
4732. 5 h.p. 1910 REX DE LUXE and

Sidecar £35 ,0

4735. 3* h.p. 1910 QUADRANT £25
4742. 3J h.p. 190S TRIUMPH and Sidecar £30
4748. 2I h.p. 19 1 1 DOUGLAS £30
4752. 2!h.p. J.A.P £7 10

4759. 3.\ h.p. 1910 2-speed BRADBURY .. £35
4760. 5 h.p. IQII Free-engine INDIAN .. £39 10

4776. 3.* h.p. 1911 Free-engine TRIUMPH £43 10

4799. 3J h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH £23 10

4784. 3i h.p. 1911 T.T. ARIEL £23 10

4792. 5-6 h.p. 1911 4-cvl F.N £35
4S31. 2 h.p. 1911 SINGER £27 10
4828. 35 h.p. 1911 JAMES £32 10

4835. 23 h.p. 1910 DOUGLAS £28 10
483S. 8 h.p. 1910 BAT and Sidecar £32 10

4847. 3l h.p. 1911 Tourist £28 10

4864. 3 h.p. 1907 REX DE LUXE £17 10
4S65. 2J h.p. 1911 HOBART £25
4S91. 2f h.p. iciii DOUiSLAS £30
4927. 2.i h.p. iiri DOJGLAS, Model D . . £37 10

4911. 3 h.p. QUADRANT £7 10

3933. 6 h.]). 1910 2-spccd ROC and Sidecar £29

NEW MOTOR CYCLES IN EXCHANGE FOR UfED
ONES. SQUARE DEALS ALWAYS.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, SHOE LANE, FLEET STREET,

LONOON, E.O.
Wires : 'Phone ;

Opificer, London. llolborn 5777.
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_ NUMBEREu ADDRESSES,
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

Lddressed to numbers at -'The Motor Cycle" OfSce.
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration!
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
lor forwarding repUes. Only the number will appear in
ihe advertisement. Replies should be addressed, "No.
ooo, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or it
" London "

is added to the address, then to the number given, do
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

JH^DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be depositi:d with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised bf this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit thfe

amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £io in
value, a de|?osit fee of' 2s. 6d. i-<! charged, when undtir
fio the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at-
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Ilifle and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are recuested to regard the
silence as an indication th t the ocds advertised bav^
ah-eady been disposed of. Ad' ertisers cften receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impcssible to reply to eaeb
one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION 1.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

12 Free Engine Triumphs, in etocfc.—Louia Smith,
TiiC Garage, Barnara Castle.

3ih.p. Triumph, 1911, spleadid condition, carefnlljf
2 driven; £36, no offers.—Dr. PattuUo, Spennymooi-

PREMIER, 1911, free engine, y)lemlid conditioiti;

£40 ; nppoiutment.—Wood, 23, Garden St., Carlisle.

f Q12 Free Engine Triumph, in titouk ; immediate Ac-
*-«/ livery; £55.~HarburD'3, motor engineers, BieJioJi

A.ut.'kland.

1 QIO 3ih.p. Minerva, Bosch magneto, B. and B. cai-
i-iy bureuer, pcrj,ect Older; £.1.4, offers.—MartindaJe,
architect, Carlisle. .

MOTOSACOCHE, lih p., magneto, lami). generator,
perfect running order; £19.—MclJotKild, 3, War-

wick Rd., Carlisle.

tf>h.p. Werner, enamelled, overhauled, low, smart, good
f^ running order, cash ofllen^ ; aJao gent's cycle. 307-.

—Sampson, Brjugh, \\ ttitmoriand.

3 ill. p. Triumph, 1911 model, in perfect ' conditiou,
2 not done much riding ; £35."—Turvey and Co.,

riie Motor House, Sunderland.

3 ill, p. Triumph, competition model, won priasee iii

2 1911; a bargain. £lS.-'lurvcy and Co., Th«
lotor House, Sunderland.

C>ih.p. Royal Enfield Twin Lightweight, 1910 mode)
'^^ de luxe, in peiieit running iiucr; £;i3.—I'urvi'v
and Co.. The Motor Hou-^e, Sunderland. -

NEW Machines in tstoik, 1912 models, for inuncdiate
delivery.—3. h.p. Triumph, £48/15; 2ih-ii. EnfieM

ii giltweight, 1912 model, 2-:;peed. 50 guinea.i ; 6h.ii.

I'Jnftetd twin, sidecar, SO guineas; 3.h-p. B.S.A., 1912
mtdel, free engine, £56/10; 5;.Ji.p. U.S.A.. 1912 model,
-tandard, £50 : S^.h.p. Hiimber, 2-.-^peed. 50 guiuejw

;

3, h.p. Hnmbnr. (jtiindard. £47/10; one 1911 brand new
iree engine Tiiumiih, fitted with lamp and "hcU, a bur-
i;ain, £52,— l-'or deliveries of aqytliing in the motoi
Lvcle line. Turvey and Co., The Mctor Cycle Houao,
.Sunderland. Tel. : No. 626.

rRiaMl'IIS. numbers. B.S.A.. Royal Enfield motor
ryili'.-. ii;.:l>iuiif;iiio. 2 t[u vdfi, free engines; write,

wire, iir 'iibntir I'm' inimediiite deliveries-—Turvey and
Co., The Mutur llnnse. Sunderland. Tel. : No. 626.

1 Q12 Plielon and Moorea, free entrnic Triumphs,
*-' Doiiglnsen, Bi'ndbvir,VM, B.S.A.'g. Enflflda, in stock.
Phone: 1X2. Stout's Oarago, Egremont, CumberJaml.

TRTTIMl'II. 1910. free engine, excellent eondition,
tinly run about 1.000 milcH. tyres good, lampj-,

tp:ires. rti'. ; own^r bujing cur; £39.— Luun, Cleveland
Av.. Diiriington.

j
Qlli Huniber, 3ih.p., 2-speed, F.E., condition fanlt-

- •-' \wM, tyrcN nearly new, belt new ; owm-r wants twin
;

prii e, Mitli npares and upeeuoriietcr, 40 i,'uiueart : Been
ly appuintmont.— l-jvaurt, St. junits'^ Tcriai-o. Morpeth.

BUADltURY, 3ih.p., free engine, run 1,500 miles,

£37 ; Huinber, SJlip-, 1911. 2-fpepii, tree cnt,'ine,

£53; Kxiclniur. 3Jh.p., 1909, £26; Hund)er, 191 J.

iijlitwclglit, £25; new t rp'-do. 3ili.p., £46, 1911, ofleta

wantt'd ; new Hnmbers, MatrhlcsH, PrnmierH, torpcdooB,
I'tc. in utoik ; Triumphs early.—Mi Iburo'ei, l*enrith-

A \Z III un&wcrino these advertiaemmta it is dfulruhlc to inentioti "The Motor Cycle.**
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The Future of the A.C.U.
//pw^HERE is a tide iii the affairs of men which
• • I taken at the flood leads on to fortune."

I So is it with the A.C.U. at the present

J^ time. What .ve want to do in this sliort

article is to impress upon the pro\-incial

clubs that, notwithstanding any communications they

may have received from other sources, the progressives

are their true friends It is the sole aim of the Motor
Cyclists' Progressive Association to look after the in-

terests of the provincial clubs by seeing that they are

represented by active men whose motto is progress,

and who believe in the government of motor cyclists

by motor cyclists. The old policy of a section of the

A.C.U., who, many think, have been too long in power,

has been to quibble vnth the delegates of the pro\in-

cial clubs at council meetings, and generally to prevent

progress. The application for affiliation of the British

Motoi Cycle Racing Club was refused three years

ago simply through the high handed and unreasonable

action of the section referred to. It is perhaps a

little unfortunate that the proportion of trade repre-

sentatives on the 'progressive side is high, as it gives

the provincial clubs an idea that the Union is governed
by the Trade. This is not so.

The number of proxies in favour of the proposal

detailed in the last issue which had for its object that

no motor cycle trader be eligible to serve on the

General Committee clearly shows that the local club

members look upon the progressives with distrust and
utterly fail to understand their policy. The proposi-

tion referred to was too sweeping, but had it been
framed so that the proposal was to elect only a pro-

portion, sav not more than half, of trade renresenf^--

tives on the General Committee it might have been

adopted.. It is ridiculous to shut one's eyes to iVcts,

and the fact in connection with the trade representatu n

on the A.C.U. is that those traders who give thei^

sei-vices are deeply interested in the development of

the movement and theii ad\ice and experience are of

very great use. Five weeks hence the club represen-

tatives on the committee will be elected, and we sin-

cerely hope that the clubs will carefully deliberate

liefi.ire' thev act.

Lights on Sidecars.

FROM observations we have made recently, a large

percentage of sidecarists are content to use

their machines on the road at night with only

one head light attached to the bicycle. It is

almost unnecessary for us to point out that great

risks of collisions are being run in this way, and especi-

ally does that remark apply to motor cyclists who use

sidecars attached to the right-hand side of the motor
bicycle. It is usual for car owners to regard a single

light as illuminating the path of a single track

machine, and, unless he were a cautious driver and

allowed plenty of room for the machine to pass, a

sidecarist using a single light might suddenly find

himself in a verv awkward predicament. It is strange

that the law does not compel the use of two lights on

vehicles of great width, though it is generally agreed

that, in the interests of public safety,, lights showing

the extreme width of a vehicle should be used. W'c

recommend all sidecarists, both in the interests o'

themselves and other road users, to carry tT;\'0 head

lights, and thereby run no risk of a collision due to

insuflicient lishtina. : .

A21
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ENGLISH-DUTCH TRIAL.
Closing Date for Entries, How the British Teams will be Selected.

THE Council of the Dutch Motor Cycle Club met
recently, when the programme of the above

international trial to be held on Bank Holiday

Monday, August 5th, was considered.

A silver challenge cup called " De N. M. V. Beker "

will be presented by Messrs. J. Ferwerda and A.

Citroen to the victorious team, but it will be necessary

for the countries to meet on more than one occasion

before definite possession of the cup is gained. At

the council meeting several members of the Dutch

M.C.C. offered special prizes for the Dutch competi-

tors in order to stimulate further interest in the con-

test, and so that the Dutch motor cyclists might put

their best efforts forward to win the contest. The
trial is being taken up enthusiastically in Holland.

The Dutch organisation is now four years old, and has

a membership of nearly 400, with a good bank

balance. '

It is a matter of extreme pleasure to the

officials of "the organising body—the Dutch Motor
Cycle Club—that English motor cychstshave adopted

so enthusiastically their suggestion to send over a team

to Holland to compete against the pick of that country.

So far, we understand, the Dutch entrants mainly con-

sist of private owners.

Choosing the English Team.
A. scheme for choosing the team to represent this

country has now been adopted. Entries definitely

close on Saturday next, 13th inst., and immediately

the time is up a list of entrants will be circulated

among the secretaries of leading motor cycle clubs

throughout the country, with a request that they bring

the lists before the notice of their respective com-

mittees, and select the nine best private owners and

nine trade riders, striking out the remainder. A count

of the voting will afterwards be made, and the actual

teams published in these pages at the earliest oppor-

tunity. It is desirable to choose the teams as early as

possible so that those entrants not chosen may make
other arrangements for the August holidays. Further,

there is a considerable amount of work in the organisa-

tion, as checking cards, maps, number plates, etc.,

must be provided.

Those club secretaries who have taken an interest

in this international trial, aLnd would like their club

committees to have a say in the matter of choosing a
representative British team are invited to apply for

the list of amateur and trade entrants.

The Dutch M.C.C. have wisely decided to send big

round number plates as used in the T.T. to each of

the English competitors, so that they may be fitted

at home.
British motor cyclists who desire to enter have still

another chance. Amateurs should have at least three
non-stop runs in observed trials to their credit. The
fees are as follows : Private owners, 5s. ; trade riders,

_£,i. Entries should be forwarded to the editor of

The Motor Cycle. One or two private owners who
have entered have not forwarded the 5s. fee.

Amendments to the Rules.
One or two alterations have been made in the con-

ditions. In the Lightweight Class it has been decided
to increase the capacity limit to 350 c.c, which is the

1912 Junior T.T. limit as adopted' by the A.C.U.
The Dutch M.C.C. request that the visit to Holland

be extended to the Wednesday evening. They point

out that a boat leaving' the Hook of Holland on
Wednesday evening reaches Hanvich next day at

6 a.m. No doubt some of the members of the party
will avail themselves of this invitation.

Mr. Seymour Smith, one of the amateur entrants,

considers it advisable for the selected teams to go
over the course at least once before the competition,

which would necessitate leaving Harwich on the Friday
preceding the trial. These matters, however, will be
suitably arranged at a later date.

Mr. Horatio Wallis, if chosen, has now decided to

ride a two-speed Bradbury.
We are requested to point out that in Holland road

users keep to the right and overtake on the left, the

reverse of the usual order of things.

TWO OF THE CLASS WINNERS AT THE DERBY AND DISTRICT M.C.C. OPEN HILL CLIMB.

H. Berwick (2; h.p. Now Hujson) llrst ot Iho Junior T.T. rijcrs. 2. H. C. Newman (SJ h.p. Ivy-Piocisionj who gained Drst jlKce in Class UI.
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Special Fittings on Brooklands Racers.
THE first race meetings of the season generally

bring forward a number of new ideas, but this

year there have been for some reason com-
paratively few. The accompanjdng sketches, however,

depict some of the more noticeable novelties on com-

peting machines, and from these it will be seen that

in the majority of cases more attention has been paid

Fig. 1.

to silencers than other details. Of these several new
types have been seen on the track. Godfrey's 3^ h.p.

and Moorhouse's 7 h.p. Indian were fitted with

silencers as shown in fig. i. Generally speaking, they

appeared to be effective, and were certainly neat

looking. The wrapping of asbestos cord round the

exhaust pipes is for the purpose of protecting the

Fig 2.

.rider's shin, -as this part of the pipes is immediately

over the foot-rest.

Guiver's and R. Cook's Rudges had large diameter

extended pipes. Else's Rudge was fitted with an

ordinary exhaust box perforated almost all over with

small holes, the bottom of the silencer being left plain

BO that the gases would not tend to raise dust. There

Fig. 3.

is good reason to suppose that if the holes were placed

only at the back of the exhaust box the result Avould

be better. If they face forward at all the pressure of

the air which the machine meets must set up a back

pressure in the silencer by tending to prevent the

exhaust gases finding their way out, and that such

is the case seemed

'

to be proved by the

marks which the

streams of gas had
left on the out-

side of the box,

showing that they

were very sharply

Fig. t. deflected indped.

Yet another Rudge silencer is that shown in fig. 2.

This was much wider than usual, and consisted of an
outer shell supporting practically a tube of closely

perforated brass. It will be realised, of course, thai

the smaller the holes the greater is the difficulty which
the gases experience in passing through them, irre-

spective of theit

number, and this in

ijself is probably
sufficient to induce
a good deal of back
pressure.

Harry ' Martin
had got two very

large silencers on
the successful Mor-
gan runabout, as

shown in fig. 3,
and also a large

one on his Martin-

Jap motor cycle as

indicated in fig. 4.

In both of these a
large expansion
chamber was pro-

vided, and that on
the Morgan run-

about certainly

appeared to be
efficient, as the

machine showed a

remarkable turn of speed, and was, perhaps, the
(juietest of all the cyclecars.

Sam Wright had fitted to his winning 2 .;4 h.p. twin
Humber a neatly arranged foot operated oil pump, a
sketch of which is given in fig. 5.

It will be noticed that the oil is contaiaed in a
wedge-fronted auxiliary tank placed below the back
end of the petrol tank. By this means the redoubt-
able Sam was able to go through the Avhole hundred
miles without having to fill up.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6,

On W. Smith's Rudge and one or two other com-
peting machines of the same make a special "type of

Senspray carburetter was used, a rough sketch of

which is given in fig. 6. It will be seen that the

spraying chamber is provided with two air scoops,

the larger one of which applies to the main air intake

whilst the smaller one directs a small stre,Ti-n of air

immediately over the jet.
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"A" Shaped Number^plates.
I see that "A"" shaped number-plates are growing

in popularity. They are, strictly speaking, illegal, as

the law demands an upright plate ; and in practice

they have one serious defect, in that they greatly en-

large the shadow cast by the lamp at night. If the

lamp be mounted high, their broad shadows fall close

to the front wheel, and they merely prevent the rider

from sighting stones which may gash his tyres or set

his machine on the wobble ; but when the lamp is

carried low the shadow they throw keeps bucketing
ahead of the driver, and considerably interferes with
the comfort of night work. I am a great believer in

the single thin vertical plate carried low, with the
lamp mounted high.

Adjustable Foot Control.
The increased popularity of free engine clutches

lias added to the number of control pedals fitted to

the average machine, and very frequently a maker has
a single standard fixed mounting for such controls.

As most men fail to exceed 5ft. pin. in height, these

control pedals are usually mounted amidships on the
standard macliine, and when a tall rider purchases
one of these machines, he finds it practically unridp-

able until he has altered the controls. I bought two
new machines last year, and neither of them was
really safe for my riding as delivered. On one I had
to make a new pedal, brake rod, and mounting spindle,

for otherwise I rode with my feet miles away from
the vital pedal, and had hastilv to feel for it in

emergencies.

The other—a foreigner—was even worse, for the
brake, clutch, and cut-out pedals were all alike in-

accessible to me. Surely every maker must realise

that his customers will range in height from 5ft. 6in.

to over 6ft., and even if the tall customers are in a

minority, he should none the less cater for them. It

is easily done in several ways. He may either stock
two separate sets of control fittings, one fo'f the rear

footrests (for short and average riders), and one for

the front rests (for lanky owners) ; or lie may adopt
the plan favoured by one or two leading makers by
mounting his rests on short depending arms adjustable
by toothed ring brackets ; if the arm be 4in. long,

this mounting gives a very considerable range of ad-
justment, and will meet the difficulty.

The Scottish Six Days Trials.

I hear that the Scottish Six Day Trials are provi-

sionally fixed for July 75th to 20th, and that a number
of lady riders are eager to compete, provided a mar-
ried lady can be procured to accompany the event and
act as cli.a|)eronc. This i)ro\iso shows how fin de
siicle we arc becoming. Perhaps in the near fulure
all the leading clubs will provide official chajieroncs.
If any married motor cyclist intends to compete and
take his wife wilh him in a sidecar, lie might coni-

inunicate with nic.

\'^4

The route is to be considerably 3tiffer than last

year, and intending competitors may rely on the maxi-

murn^ of gorgeous scenery and a surfeit of sporting

hills. It is not advisable ' to compete in these trials

without a variable gear.

Wanted, a New Wheel Bearing Loch
It is a constant puzzle to me that no motor cycle

engineer has ) et produced a simple wheel bearing

adjuster for ordinary cone adjusting hubs which is not

affected by removing the wheel from the forks.

Barring a few exceptions, the trade aims at making
both front and rear wheels rapidly detachable, in order

to facilitate tyre repairs.

Wlien we get a bad puncture, we mostly prefer tc

take out the wheel and repair at leisure, seated on a

l.iank where the wild thyme grows, rather than to squat

in the dirty road, with one leg on each side of the

machine, and dodge the belt, mudguard, carrier stays,

and so on. But the charm of this newer process is

greatly reduced by the fact that the cone adjustment
of the wheel bearings almost invariably shifts when
the axle nuts are leosened ; in many cases we actually

ask for trouble, because one nut is tighter on tlie

spindle than tlie other, and it is occasionally quite an
awkward and tedious job to restore the correct bear-
ing adjustment. I always order specially tight-fitting

cones, but even thus I usually find that one nut binds
and the other is too loose.

There is a distinct opening on many makes for ;i

new cone lock which shall be independent of the axle

nuts. One cw two firms fit disc adjusting bearings,

notably Triumph and Chater-Lea.

k.^' "f^^^^i
%.--'V—

'

Hurry Reed (Dot) establishing an early lead In the Derby and District M.C.C.
onen hill-climb at Oakamoor.
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A FEW days ago we received an invitation from
Calcott Bros., Ltd., Coventry, to have a short

trial run on one of tlieir lightweights. The
engine of this machine has been increased in bore since

it was described in our Show report of November 2^x{\.

1911. The cylinder is now 70 mm. bore x 76 mm.
stroke, and ' the magneto firing

point, which was previously

fixed, is now adjustable, the

lever for operating it being close

up to the rider on the left side

of the tank.

Reference to the illustration

will show that the frame follows

standard lines, but the steering

head is fairly long and sup-

ported by a tubular stay from
the top tube. The rear frame is

dropped, affording a comfortable
low riding position. The valve

lifter is on the left bar and the

front rim brake lever on the

right. Both levers are of the

inverted type. This machine
has no clutch, variable gear, or

free engine device, and is started

by pedalling or running along-

side, the idea being to produce
a machine with as little com-
plication as possible to enable it

to be sold at a remarkably low-

figure. The machine we took
over for a trial run gf about fifty or sixty miles was
(juite new, and we were at once struck by its quietness
when starting it up on the stand.

Up Warmington -with a Hot Engine.
Accompanied by one of the members of' the firm on

a similar machine, we left Coventry on a fine after-

noon, our destination being Warmington Hill, which
is one of the ascents on the Edge Hill range, and a
hill which we have always
found to be a fairly good
trial for any single-cylinder

motor cycle of the light-

weight class.

The writer's weight being
nearly thirteen stones, he
always considers it a good
performance if a new light-

weight machine will tackle

Warmington Hill and reach

the top with a hot engine
unaided. With a view to

proving the speed capa-
bilities of the little machine
it was not spared on the

somewhat undulating road

The power unit of the latest pattern 2^ h.p. Calcott.

The neat appearance of the Calcott lightweight is aptarent from this

illustration.

via Warwick and Gaydon Inn to the foot of the hill,

which was reached in about one hour riding time from
Coventry, the distance being about twenty-four miles.

At the foot of the hill the engine was indulged in a
little extra lubrication, and the grade as far as the
church was taken at an excellent speed. Just opposite

the church the gradient is about
r in 7, and at this point two or

three turns of the pedals were
required to enable the engine
speed to be maintained suffici-

ently to carry it over the stiffest

portion of the hill. Beyond the

church the grade eases slightly,

and the engine immediately
picked up and took the rest with-

out a falter. In all, we made
three ascents of the hill, but

found that with the standard

gear of 5% to i exactly the same
amount of assistance was re-

quired at exactly the same point.

Comfortable Touring Mount.
At the conclusion of our trial

it was beginning to get late, so

we made our way home, and
returned the machine to the

makers with the opinion that in

their new lightweight model they

have a comfortable, easy run-

ning, easy starting machine

which is capable of taking an

average-weight rider almost anywhere on main roads.

As the machine is provided with an easily adjustable

pulley, it is possible to reduce the gear considerably,

when, of course, it would climb very much steeper

hills than the one on which we tried it; in fact, we

are told that with a gear in the neighbourhood of 7 to

I a sunilar machine has taken about thirty stones over

the well-known Coventry test hill at Stoneleigh.

Incidentally we may
merictjn that the whole of

the power unit with the

exception of the carburetter

and magneto is constructed

by Messrs. Calcott Bros._

in their own works. Cer-

tainly we have never ridden

a better finished or better

running machine which is

sold at such a moderate
figure as the 2-1- h.p. light-

weight Calcott, and more
will be heard of it in the

near future. The magneto
is a Bosch and the carbu-

retter a Brown and Barlow.
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ANOTHER NEW CYCLECAR.

•ziriirT' s'^'!!S2^v^'?*'*''"i

A racy looking 9 h.p. two-speed cyclecar owned by H. J. Harding

ON"
a recent occasion we liad a visit from Mr. H. J.

Harding, who arrived on a 9 h.p. cyclecar, which
he had built for himself in his Paris workshop and
had driven by road from the French metropolis to

Boulogne. - It is an exceedingly interesting little vehicle.

The motive power is a 9 h.p. J.A.P. engine (85 x 95 mm.)
with automatic valves ; the cylinders project above the
floorboards, thus being well e.xposed to the air. The body
parts are held together by means of rods, which run in

pairs from one side to the other, and are held in tension by
nuts abutting on the sides of Hans Renold chain links.

, The transmission from engine to counter-shaft is by Hans
Renold chain. This counter-shaft is provided with a spring
clutch arrangement, which acts as a differential. The
counter-shaft, consisting of a central portion carrying the
chain wheel and two outer portions on which are fixed the
belt pulleys, is connected by spigots. The three portions
;u'e also joined by two coil springs, wliich are tightly

wrapped round the axle and anchored at one end. When
the engine is driving, the springs coil tightly round the
counter-shafts and drive solid. If a corper be turned tlie

inner half of the shaft remains practically stationary,

through the spring sliding over the central shaft, while the
outer half drives practically solid. The broad principle of

this method is similar to the coil spi'ing clutch used on
the Mercedes car. The body, as will be seen from the
pliotograph, is clamped in the centre to two longitudinal

a.^h splines, l^in. square ; tliese form the major part nf the
springing of the vehicle, but interposed between their ends
and the body are spiral springs, while two straps at each
end are provided to restrict the limit of the rebound.

Old Typ3 Gear Revived.

The gear is the well-known Bozier epicyclic two-speed,
wliich was used or] quads and tricych'S in tlie early days
of llic movement. It is controlk^d by one pedal, which,
wlicM pressed riglit down, engages the low gear; in the
midway position it is in neutral, and if allowed to I'ise to
its fullest extent the top speed is in engagement. A lever
is also provided to hold the top gear temporarily out of

jngagemcnt, if rei|uircd, as is the case when very thick
traffic has to be ni^gotiated. The final drive to tlio rear
wheels is by belts. Internal expanding brakes are provided
lo all four wheels. 'J'he two steering wheels arc couple<l

together by the usual lie rod, and their movement is effected

by means of a drum, round which wires are wound. The
petrol tank is at tlie rear of the back seats, and the fuel is

fed by pressure to the carburi'tter.

We tried this cyclecar in the London traffic, and found it

to run extremely well. It is easily controllable, develops
ample power, and made a good showing on Netherhall
Gardens ; but owing to the switch being accidentally cut off,

or to the petrol not feeding properly, it came to a standstill

on the 1 in 7-^- grade, and although the passenger and
driver remained seated it made a most successful restart
without the slightest hesitation.

The vehicle is not actually on the market, but repre-
sents a type which Mr. Harding would like to see taken
up. His address is 211, Northumberland Park, Tottenham,
N., and he was formerly a reserve rider in- the first

International Cup Race, and was on that occasion mounted
on a 4 h.\>. single-cylinder Lagonda.

A.C.U. OFFICIAL HANDBOOK.
The 1912 edition of the Auto Cycle Union official hand-

book is to hand. It contains a complete list of motor cycle

clubs affiliated to tlie A.C.U., also a list of officially-

appointed hotels and repairers, with prices of hotel accom-
modation clearly set forth. The open competition rules of
the A.C.U. are for the first time included in the handbook,
and a perusal of this chapter will be of interest to club
secretaries who are running open events this year. There
iire interesting chapters on hill-climbing and petrol con-
sumption formulaj, legal requirements for motor cyclists;

a rrsimie of the Six Days' Trials, a history of the Inter-

national Tourist Trophy Races, ar.d a list of British motor
cycle rei-ords existing on January 1st, 1912. Continental
lustoms facilities, and a list of ferries in England and
Wales with their charges, and particulars as to International
travelling passes are also included- The handbook is being
issued to all membei's and hon. secretaries of clubs affiliated

to the A.C.U. Those who require further information
concerning the handbook, or other, particulars regarding
affiliation and iiicinliersliip, should appiv to the Secretary,

G9, Pall Mall, S.W.

LOST AND FOUND.
We receive many Idlers rnKarding accessories, etc., bolh

" Lost and Found.** which wo are unable to find space for.

As those particular matters are of interest lo two persons
only, viz., the ftndor and the losor, wo keep a list of such
articlos. and, should we receive a letter from the finder
which corresponds to the article lost, the two persons are
put into communication.
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A New Racing Engine.

THE. Singer Co. have evolved a very novel engine

for racing purposes with which they expect to

do great things at Brooklands. The power

unit was designed by Mr. Louis Coatalen,. of the

Sunbeam Co. The bore and stroke remain 85 x

88 mm. respectively, so that the machine is eligible

The new Singer racing engine with four overhead valves and water-cooled

head.

to compete in the 500 c.c. class. The head is water-

cooled, and in it are placed four large valves, two
.being for the exhaust gases and two for the inlet.

'The ports are cast in the head. A roller chain-driven

"camshaft in front of the engine operates stout push
rods, opening the valves by a neat overhead rocker

system, Avhich can be clearly seen in the accompany-
ing illustrations. The exhaust valves can be depressed

by the usual hand lever through a neat cam gear

bolted on to the lower top tube. Two small water

radiators are carried pannier fashion, attached to the

down tube, circulation bemg carried out on the thermo-

syphon system. The magneto (an enclosed Bosch) is

driven by a separate exposed chain off the end of the

-camshaft. The water-cooled head is bolted down to

an air-cooled cylinder with tapering flanges.

Other Departures from Standard.

Besides the engine there are several unusual points

on the machine, noticeably the webbed lug to take the

rear ends of the top tubes, also the neat method of

controlling the oil pump by a pedal mounted on the

foot-rest. All that is necessary to inject a charge of

oil is to depress by the heel a pedal fitted on the right

footrest. This raises the pump handle by means of

a Bowden wire, the plunger being afterwards depressed

by means of an, internal spring. It is quite reliable,

havmg received a prolonged testing at Brooklands.

Showing design of water-cooled head and valve actuating mechanism.

The tank combs to the level of the top of the frame

on one side, so as to give a greater capacity. The
silencer also is unusual, but as its construction will be

clear from the photograph a description is unnecessary.

It is hoped that the machine will accomplish the

speed of eighty to ninety miles per hour, and its per-

forniances Avill be watched with interest by followers

of the racing game.

The complete machine, in connection with which sneeii^ of ftn m o.h. are
tallied of.
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UP TOWTOP ON A SIDECAR.
A Severe Climb on the Fringe of Lakeland.

THREE weeks ago, when nought but the storm-song

of winter echoed 'midst Lakeland heights, the stern

solitudes of Honister Pass were disturbed. The
motor cycle men from the Midlands came, saw,

and conquered." The worst hill in Cumberland, per-

chance in Britain, was robbed of its reputation for in-

accessibility. But for some the joys of victory were tem-

pered by "ominous hints from the Westmorland enthusiasts.

"It's nought to Towtop !
" came the challenge in broad

North-country dialect.
- Thus, for

"
the . third time in the present month, the

insatiables of the Cumberland and Westmorland Motor
Cycling Clubs foregathered on a recent Saturday as official

observers of the feats of Midland experts. Mr. Frank Smith
on his Clyno was to attempt the first ascent of. Towtop.
At the , outset, it may be said that the hill was as hard

to find as to climb. Even in Kendal, the gathering place

of the motor clans, its whereabouts were most vaguely

described—in fact, practically unknown—and available maps
gave no information.

How to Locate Towtop.
Thus a description of how to find Towtop may be useful.

(Incidentally, for motorists coming to Bowness-on-Winder-
Qiere, there is no finer or more direct

ipproach to the heart of the Lake Country :

than by the foot of Towtop, and thence
along the Witherslack valley to Winster.)

The springtime beauties of this region are

delightful. Aloft, shattered limestone

escarpments gleam in the sunshine ; below.

must turn suddenly to the left in the little village which is

entered a few hundred yards after leaving the Cerby Ai^s.
Two-thirds of a mile further, another sharp and unlikely
turn to the left is taken, and soon a rocky range looms in

front. Nearer approach shows a road of curious and
ancient construction winding airily up into the heights.

This is Towtop. In the good old coaching days it was the
route between Kendal and Ulverston, a:id in an adjacent
homestead relays of four extra horses were kept for the
ascent. The good road to Winster and Windermere cuts at

right angles across the bottom of Towtop.
Such were our discoveries last Saturday week. Soon

the main section of the party arrived, but almost all the
afternoon lost members kept adding to the large gathering,
which comprised a sprinkling of ladies. The Clyno was
now left below, and its driver with his passenger, Mr.
Paskell, inspected the hill. There had been no "trials,"
and neither of them had previously seen Towtop.

The Gradient of the Hill.

The new hill rose at a surprisingly steep angle for almost
a mile, and thence continued in half a mile of easier grade
to the summit. Main interest was centred in the eight bad
turns in the first mile, and on each of these the gradient

I

J

Rounding the upper S bend on Towtop. Tho summit is seen in the distance.

the hazel-bedecked pastures are carpeted with daffodils,

through which the slow-flowiijg Winster winds its way
seawards.
But, best of all, as some may tliiiik, the road surface is

excellent, even better at present than the main highway,
though narrow in places, and at some of the corners the

"speed man" will have little chance of admiring the

views. Wliethcr travelling north or south on the Kendal-
Preston Road, 'WW/ JMilnthorpe, the traveller should turn oK
it Levons and take the Grange Road for some four and a

aalf miles as far as the DeAy Arms. There the main
road is neglected and a sharp turn to the right taken. This

IS the way up to Witlieislack iiall, the residence of Lord
Derby; but i.l'o.se who nltauh more iniporlanoe to Towtop

k30

At the middle bend, about halt way up the hill.

was given as 1 in -4^, but in negotiating them
sljarp "steps" of 1 in 3 had to be rushed. At
eatli of these the surface was loose, and like

unto a mountain side. The curious S turn
about two-tliirds of the way up was voted the
2>ie.ce (Ik resislance. There the sensation-

seeking sightseers took their stand.

The foot of the hill was now visible some hundreds ot

feet below. The roar of the twin cume up to us ; a film

of smoke hid the unnecessary signallers. "He's away!"
was the cry. The first turn was taken slowly, a necessary
precaution as some proved later. Up came the sturdy
machine sti'aining, swinging, bumping, and jumping over
the mountainous slope, Smith and his passenger masters
of craft in their feats of balance and control. Their
strained faces seemed to leap snddenl.v upwards out of the
dcptlis as they appeared oyer the prolile of the gradient at

the third turn. The speed finng them across the stony
surface with a surprising skid, stii'ring to spectators, Clyno
,iiid cliniher.'i alike. 'J'he front wheel swung almost at

right angles tu tlie direction of progress. But the balanca
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Up Towtop on a Sidecar.

—

was just regained for the next turn, which was encountered

instantly.

Here was the woi"st surface. Thfi driving wheel spun
wildly, bits of Towtop were iiung all around painfully, as

at least one of the spectators could prove. Progress was
checked, but not stopped. Gradually the driving wheel

found more solid ground, and a shout of relief rent the air

as we saw the Cfyno' gather speed; with a roar of satis-

faction, as it were, the machine dashed up the straight to

the upper turns and out of sight overhead, never faltering

to the summit.

Ascents on Motor Bicycles.
Numerous motor bicycles attempted the climb ; three were

successful, a Zenith, an Indian, and a Rudge, the latterj

ridden by the hon. secretary of the Cumberland Club, Mr.

W. B. Littlb. Some failed at the first bend through taking

it at high speed. After an unnerving skid one of them bit

the dust, and his tongue also; thus, tortunately, little could

be said. Then, at the finish, Mr. Frank Smith made two
other ascents, the first of these accompanied by a passenger

who mode^stly acknowledged to a weight of nearly fifteen

stones. During the descent a Lakeland rain-storm clouded

the valley ; damp and rain-sodden we whirled back to

civilisation throiieh misty twilight. But thoughts lingered

on the afternoon's sunny prospect from Towtop over fifty

miles of Lakeland beauties, with the pale blue Pennines

hanging dreamily on the horizon. Some of us wiU return

to Towtop.
Finally, why not include the new hill in one of the reli-

ability trials ? Towtop is as much a main road as the better

known, but less trying, Scotch test-hills, and from itf

crest cars or cycles could continue the splendid high road

to Bowness-on-Windermere and. Ambleside.
George D. Aeh.^ham.

Another view of the S bene
to bi

The gradient at tliis point is said

1 in 3.

->-•••—<-

THE LATE AUBREY MANNING LOMAX.
To the many readers of The Motor Cycle to whom Aubrey

Manning Lomax of the B.S.A. Co. was known, the news of

his sad death wiU come as a very great shock. It is surmised

that a tyre burst, causing him to be violently tlu'own while

riding near Castle Bromwich. _
He was picked up unconscious

in the road by passing motorists, who at once conveyed him to

the Birmingham Hospital, where he died, early the. nest
morning from a fractured skull, the verdict at the inquest

being accidental death. It was intended - that he should be

buried at Polesworth, the home of his -fiancee. Miss Da vies, to'

whom our deepest sympathy extends, but at the last moment,
in compliance, with the request of his parents, his. body was

> —

<

embalmed, and, after a very beautiful choral service, con-

ducted by the Rev. Canon Trotter, was. despatched to his

home in New South Wales.
Mr. Lomax left Australia about five years ago, and studied

engineering first at Harvard in the U.S.A., and afterwards at

the Birmingham University. . About twelve months ago he
was engaged by the B.S.A. firm, to whom the family wish to

express especial thanks for all they have done. His relatives

were also much touched by the. kind thought of the Bir-

mingham Motor Cycle Club in sending a beautiful wreath,

and in having themselves represented . at the. service by
Messrs. Duke, Fowler, and Pugh.

THE NEW A.C.U. SECRETARY.

Mr. T. W. Loughbor-onsh, A.M.LA.E., who was last week appointed

seeretar.v of the Aiito Cvcie Union.

The A.C.U. has been fortunate enough to secure as

secretary the services of Mr. T; W. Loughborough,
A.M.LA.E. Mr. Loughborough is best known~-to our
readers as honorary secretary of the BjM.C.R.C: The first

year of its institution Mr. A. G. Reynolds undertook the

work, and his quick perception soon resulted in the singling

out .of Jlr. Loiighborough from among; the members" as hisi

possible successor. Since Mr. Loughborough look over the

organisation of the B.M.C.R.C. tha.t body has gone ahead
by. leaps and bounds, and now- is. one of the' most' enter-

prising clubs in the country ; all the work in. connection with
the.B..M..C.'R.C. has been .entirely, honorary and accomplished
in his spare time. His original ideas, which are embodied
in the races, the excellent organisation of events, and the
general success of the B M.C.R.C, indicate that he should

make a great success 01 the A.C.U., to which he wUl, of

course, devote himself exclusively.

Mr. Loughborough is an old ilarlborongh boy, and it is

interesting to note that he sewed with he regular troops in

the Soutlr African War, and was promoted to the rank of

Captain in the- reserve of officers for services rendered. He
is also an engineer of considerable experience, and has

'

worked witli Maudslay, Sons and Field, Ltd., Thornycroft
and Co., Ltd., and Vickers, Sons and Maxim, Ltd.
We offer Mr. Loughborough our sincerest congratulations

on his appointment and our very best wishes for his success

in the new work he is undertaking. He hopes to be 1
able

to start on his duties early next month.
Mr. H. P. Beasley, whose work for the A.C.U. for the

last seven years has been fully appreciated by all with
whom he has been brought into contact, has been promoted
to the post nf assistant secretary.
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All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Calculating Engine Revolutions.
Sir,—Here is a formula of mine that I have always been

meaning to send you for calculating the engine revs, when
the speed and gear ratio are known ; it is correct to within
jjifth, ajid is talcing for granted that a 25in. wheel is used.

Revs, per min. = 13 x gear No. x m.p.h.
Thus the revs, of a T.T.T., with a gear of 4-1, at 65

m.p.h., are as follows :

13 (constant x 4 (gear No.) x 65 (m.p.h) = 3,380.

It a 28in. wheel be used, put down 12 as a constant in-

stead of 13 ; the error will only be slight.

"LAUEENCE STRAKER.

A Belt Tightening Tip.
Sir,—A few days ago I was motor aycling out to the

golf course and found my leather belt slipping for want of
tightening. I arrived all right, but on my return I couldn't
get engine to start, and it was just about ten minutes before
lighting up time, and I was at my wits end to know what
to do to make it start without shortening the belt. An idea
came into my head. I picked up a small piece of newspaper,
soaked it in water, and placed it in groove of belt rim, started
engine, and came home flying. 1 shall never be afraid of

having a loose belt again, as I believe I could get home
from any distance by this method. I have never heard of

the tip, and if you think it worth while publishing, it would
be a great boon to motor cyclists who use belt drive.

' T. A. ROE, L.D.S.P.C, &c.

Peroxide of Hydrogen in Acetylene Generators.
Sir,—I make use of peroxide of hydrogen almost daily

in my business as an antiseptic and deodoriser, so that
the articles and correspondence in your paper have greatly
interested me.

It is a fact that is well known to users of peroxide of

hydrogen that it will not keep well unless preserved with a
small quantity of acetanilide. The only chemists as far as

I know who preserve it in this way are Messrs. Park,
Davis, and Co., who manufacture it for the use of the
medical profession. This solution answers perfectly for

the purpo.se of increasing the light, and will keep well in

the generator for weeks. This has been proved by experi-
ment absolutely.

Of course, I have no interest in Messrs. Park, Davis, and
Co. except as a satisfied user of their products.

K. W. MORRIS, M.R.C.V.s:

Sir,—A lengthy dissertation on chemical matters would
hardly be interesting to your readers, nor, judging from
the tone of a correspondent's letter, would . it benefit him
much. My article only mentioned the oxidation of hydrogen
sulphide to sulphuric acid as a minor point, but I can
assure him that

—

-(1)' Although "oxidisation" of hydrogen sulphide by
liydrogen peroxide may be a questionable matter, yet

oxidation does take place.

(2) That free sulphuric aeid cannot exist in contact with
the lime is correct, but it is equally certain that the carbide

container, which was referred to in my article, shows
distinct corrosion after using hydrogen peroxide.,

(3) I certainly did not mention any catalytic action of

the peroxide, nor do I assert that peacocks lay eggs and
tor the same reason. FRANK HARVEY.

Design oi Cyclecars.

Sir,—Having seen several descriptions of cyclecars in

your excellent paper, I have the pleasure of enclosing

some plans of mine. I have specially designed this with
an 8 h.p. Douglas engine. The chassis is brazed direct on
the front and back axles. The engine, being well below
the body, receives a full cooling draught, and the body is

entirely insulated from the chassis by four C springs, and
consequently does not receive any of the engine vibration

or road shocks.

The steering is by wheel ; the seating is for two, side by
side, and very low. There is plenty of room for spares
in the box at the back, and luggage on top.

The transmission is very simple, and -has very few work-
ing parts. The drive is direct on high and low gears.

The engine transmits its power through a clutch to a
shaft, on which are mounted two dog-clutches, engaging re-

spectively two different sized chain wheels. The low gear
chain does not revolve when high gear is in operation, so

reducing wear of chain to a minimum. On the back axla
two chain wlieels are also fitted : the one for the low gear
is mounted on a free wheel. No differential is' required,

only one wheel being driven.

By a simple arrangement a single gate lever is used for

both brakes and gears. The clutch is foot operated, and the
foot brake acts on the two rear wheels (the same as the
hand brake), but the hand brake lever stops in. its position

when the pedal is operated. CH. OLLERS.

Interestini! design ot cyclecar with an 8 h.p. horizontal engine. (See letter signed Ch. Oilers.)
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A Converted High Frame.
Sir,—Seeing in your columns from time to time examples

of cut down frames, I enclose an amateur photograph of
ray machine, which was a high framed Chater-Lea. Jly
brother and I did all the necessary alterations, which
included new tank, stand, carrier, footboards, long exhaust
pipe, etc., left crank swings and right crank has a small

The converted machine relerred to in accompanying letter.

sprocket attached in place of ordinary chain wheel, and by
tipping up the right footboard with the toe the machine
can be started on the stand either by hand or foot. The
machine is now extremely comfortable.

VINCENT N. STANLEY.

Consumption Comparisons.

Sir,—As stated in your leading article of March 14th,

the comparison of performances on the ton-miles per gallon
basis gives an apparent advantage to the car. Those who
have followed the progress of the motor cycle will wonder
whether the efficiency of the motor cycle is really as bad
as this comparison would lead one to suppose, or whether
this basis of comparison is fair to the motor cycle.

^Is it not probable that the power required to propel the
cycle or car is not directly proportional to the weight, but
to some powor of the weight?'*

Comparison of performances of a number of cars of
similar form, but of varying sizes, at the same speed, say,

15 m.p.h., would decide whether petrol consumption is

proportional to weight or to some power of the weight.
The two-thirds power of Ihe weight is suggested as a

probable approximation. This would give as a basis of

comparison^

—

(Weight in tons) § x miles per gaU.
Using the figures in your leading article, viz., motor cycle

and rider = 3 cwts. and petrol consumption 100 miles per
gallon, as compared with car of 30 cvTts. with petrol con-

sumption of 20 miles per gallon, we get

:

Motor cycle—(;,y 5 x 100 = 28.2 ton-miles per gall.

Car—(3n)5 X 20 = 26.2 ton-miles per gall.

J.W.

Sir,—In your issue of March 28th, I consider that C.S.P.
makes several unintentional mis-statements re the thermal
efficiency of petrol engines. He says that in the case of a
water-cooled engine, part of the heat, given to the water
during the initial part of the explosion stroke, is given
back again during_ the latter part of the same stroke. Now,
how can this be? I do not know the temperature of the
burning gases, but I do know that it must always be con-

siderably higher than that of the cooling water, which can
in no case be much above 212° F.
^jlf any heat is ever given back to tbe_ expanding gases,

would it not rather be in the^case of the air-cooled engine.
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which, of necessity, must be much hotter than its water-
cooled sister?

Does " C.P.S." forget the radiator, which is giving up the
heat from the water to the atmosphere as fast as it can?

G. DOWSE, A.M.I.C.E.
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Sir,—In reference to the editorial note at the foot of my
letter, which you were good enough to insert in the issue of
the 28th ult., may I suggest that the coefficient you use is in
feet per second units, and mine in miles per hour? In the
Practical Engineer pocket book for 1911 I find the wind
resistance per square foot per mile per hour given as
.00492V" and per foot per second .00288V^
The Eiffel Tower figure is .0036 in miles per hour, but a

large allowance has to be made in applying a coefficient of
. this nature, derived from rectangular plates, to so complex
a body as a motor cycle and passenger. I think it is clear
that were the Eiffel Tower plates to have fixed in their rear
a corrugated sided box a much larger coefficient would be
obtained.

As regards the Brooklands figure, I believe insufficient
regard was paid to the disturbance caused by the towing
car. In fact, the only method of achieving reliable results
is to do as Fronde did with H.M.S. Greyhound—tow the
body whose resistance is desired from the end of a very
long boom, clear of the wake of the towing vessel.

Lastly, the internal evidence shows that the total resist-

ance must be nearly double that obtained by the use of so
small a coefficient as .002, or, alternatively, motor car engi-
neers are designing extremely inefficient engines, for .15
gallon per horse-power hour is about 1.1 lb., whilst small
crude oil engines run on .4 and large ones on .3 and
even less. W. R. GERALD WHITING.
[Our figures are in m.p.h., not in f.p.s. as our correspondent

suggests. We are aware that some authorities give a higher
constant (Carus-Wilson .00254 and D. K. Clark .00585).
We quote from the R.A.C. system of handicapping : "It
is luckily, however, fairly easy to obtain a reliable factor
from existing data, at any rate a maximum factor. Both
the 45 h.p. Mercedes and the 30-40 h.p. Daimler are well
known to be capable of attaining a level road speed of
60 m.p.h. with an expenditure of about 45 h.p. If the
efficiency be taken at 65% (which is, we also know from
experience, a fair figure), 30 h.p. remains to utilisation at
the road wheels. Of this, with the low figure of 40 lbs.

per ton for rolling resistance, 10.4 h.p. is expended in
overcoming road resistance, leaving 20 h.p. approximately
to be utilised in overcoming the air resistance. If the
area of a car be taken as 20 square feet, which is a very
low estimate for it, then the factor becomes .0017 and the
equation for P = .0017V- 20. Though it is felt that .0017
may be a somewhat high figure, it nevertheless is recom-
mended for adoption." In this case the h.p. is 20, and
we get the following equation, Ic being the constant :

HP = 20 = -^ 60 X 20 X 88 X i
550

or h = 20 X 550

60 X 60 X 20 X
.0017.—Ed.]

Sir,—With further reference to my notes on petrol con-
sumption, I have, through the courtesy of Messrs. H. A.
and C. R. CoUier, been able to work out the ton-mileage
of a Matchless motor cycle travelling at very high speed.
In such a case the time in which a gallon of fuel is burnt
is, of course, reduced, and the figures obtained are
interesting.

The ty..ie and rider weighed 397 lbs., the wind "Ssistance
area is estimated at 5 sq. ft., the speed is taken at, 70
m.p.h., and the petrol consumption was 14 pints per hour.
Now the wind resistance alone at this speed accounts

for about 22.4 b.h.p., and", taking the consumption at .5

pint per b.h.p. -hour, this requires 11.2 pints, leaving 2.8

pints for other purposes.

Now, 397 lbs. driven 70 miles in an hour equals 12.35
ton-miles, and this was achieved v;ith 2.8 pints of petrol,

which works out at about 35 ton-miles per gallon.

This compares very favourably with the car at 37.5,

calculated on the same basis. v

If you neglect to deduct the b.h.p. absorbed by wind
resistance, the ton-mUes per gallon work cut at only 7.06,

which is absurd.

B3
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I venture to think, therefore, that the motor cycle is

not to blame, for it is clear that to attempt to use the ton-

mile formula without any factor to adjust it for speed and
wind, area is not only absurd but totally misleading.

This, is very apparent if one considers the two results

that would be obtained on a motor 'bus travelling at 8 and
24 m.p.h. respectively. As a matter of fact, to speak of

ton-miles per gallon as at present computed is like speaking

o£ nominal horse-power—a term we are all anxious to kill.

Can we not kill them both and bury them together?

A. H. -MITCHELL.

The A.C.U. and the M.C.P.A.

Sir,—We think that at this stage in the history of

the A.C.U. it is very important to make known, especially

to members of affiliated clubs and prospective touring

members, the raison d'etre for the M.C.P.A., and what it

is aiming at. Briefly then, we came into being as an Asso- [

ciation because
(a) We consider that the A.CD. up to the present has

lamentably failed to make good its undoubtedly strong

claim to the support of motor cyclists, as a whole, and con-

.

sequently has failed to attract members in anything like

the numbers that the movement warrants.

(b) The A.C.U. has hitherto failed to keep sufficiently in

touch with its affiliated members—especially those of the

provincial clubs—with the xesult that unnecessary friction

nas arisen, powerful clubs have refused their support, the

interests of provincial clubs have suffered, and the move-
ment has been weakened in consequence.

(c) The policy of the A.C.U. in regard to competitions

has been vacillating and variable ; it has Teserved to itself

competitions which should have been left to the affiliated

clubs—thereby competing with its own constituent members
—and diffubed its executive energies, instead of concentrat-

ing them upon such classic events as the Isle of Man races,

six days' trials, etc.

One unjust criticism of the movement is that the M.C.P.A.
is formed by, and for, men who have "axes to grind," as

evidence of which stress is laid upon the number of mem-
bers connected with the trade.

The M.C.P.A. is formed with the one object of making
the A.C.U. a body to be proud of—useful and powerful in

all matters affecting motor cyclists. It was promoted by
private members. It is happy in having the assistance and
hearty co-operation of several prominent trade men. It

will always support adequate representation of the trade
upon the General Committee, but it will resolutely oppose
any effort to take the government out of the hands of the

private owner.
The A.C.U. is primarily an organisation of private

owners, and the trade has sufficient commonsense to recog-

nise fully that position, notwithstanding what has been
stated to the contrary.

The unworthy suggestion that we have "axes to grind"
can be dismissed with the contempt it deserves.

At the annual general meeting of the Council, one of our

critics asked why our members' already on the A.C.U.
committee had not made the A.C.U. what it should be. The
answer is that, although some of our members have worked
—and worked well^for reforms in the past, they have been
overweighted by the personnel rather than the numbers of

the opposition.

We need, and ask for. the support of the affiliated clubs,

as we have asked for and received the full support of the

private members. We are sending out a list of men known
to be keen motor cyclists whom we suggest should be elected

to represent the affiliated clubs on the General Committee.
We hope the provincial clubs will realise that our desire

is to have them aclioebj represented. It is of no use

electing a member of a remote provincial club (although he

may as an individual be better than any other man on
our list) unless he really can and will attend committees.

The better plan is to elect a man residing in or near
London, and then see that lie fully represents the club's

wishes and opinions on every occasion.

If this be done, we ventui'e to think that we shall say

good-bye to the friction and failures of the past. and. with

a united, energetic committee backing up the new secre-

tary, shall lift the A.C.U. into the position it should occupy
in the future.

OTTO THOMAS, Chairman M.C.P.A.
W. G. McMINNIES, Hon. Secretary M.C.P.A.
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Experimental Work in Variable Gears.
Sir,—Regarding " Ixion's " comments on experimental work

in variable gears in the issue of March 21st, we wish to back
up his statements that inventors and engineers are working
behind the scenes on this one important factor.

It will be in the near future when " Ixion " will see his ideal

variable gear in actual existence. We have been designing and
experimenting for some time past a gear invented by Mr. J.

Rowe, Ilford, which will shortly be put on the market, and
known as " P. and P." gear. This will be adaptable
to fit all engines without alteration. It has no jockey pulley,

neither is it necessary tp use a sliding back wheel. The gear
fits direct on to the engine-shaft just like an ordinary pulley.

It is infinitely variable, and is combined with a free engine.

The whole is self-contained and controlled (belt slack taken
up, gear ratio altered, etc.) with one lever.

pp. PACKER AND PRENTIS. .
:

- ' - J. H. Pke.ntis.
,

Pillion Carriers.

Sir,—In reply to Mr. G. H. Wait's letter in your issue of

March 21st, my experience goes to prove that carrying a
passenger pillion fashion is not at all dangerous, and that the
slight risk, wertr, and tear, etc., are not comparable with the
extra pleasure to the motor cyclist or passenger.

Naturally, if the rider takes corners at 30 m.p.h., and the
passenger enjoys the sensation to the extent that he allows
him to travel at this speed, then they must both be on the

Jook-out for trouble ; but taking IMr. Wait's two points, first

regarding the carrier not being strong enough.
This is the first thing the rider who contemplated doing any

pillion carrying would assure himself of by having, say, two
extra struts fitted

Now the second point, regarding back tyre not being strong
enough. Has Mr. Wait any costs or data to back this state-

ment? .It may be of interest to him to read the letters of

mine you published in your issues of October and December
28th, 1911, and to see the photograph of passenger and myself.

If he will go carefully into my running costs he will find that

I bought only one tj-re during a season's running of over

11,000 miles, this being a T.T. Hutcliinson, and that one of

the two original ones was retreaded, but this is with a 2^ h.p.

A.J.S., not a 3^ h.p. machine, which I pointed out in my
letter lequiies consideiably moie foi tyre upkeep

BASIL ADAMS.

Several readers having asked tor turther particulars regarding the cycle

passenger attachment described in the letter sipined "A. L.," and published

March 14th page 271, we reproduce herewith an illustration ol tbe oomblnaiioa

which IS the work of A. Campbell, West Lothian, N.B.
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TIME TO
April 11th

„ 13th
„ 15th
„ 17th

LIGHT LAMPS.
lAl p.m.
7.50 „
7.53 „
7.57 „

Next Meeting of the B.M.C.R.C.

The next meeting of the B.M.C.R.C. at

Brooklands is fixed for Saturday, April

20th. Four events are down on the pro-

gramme—(1) Time trials ;_ (2) tliree-lap

50O c.c. scrat-ch race ; (3) five-lap cyclecar

race ; (4) one hour all comers' race.

Weather Forecasts.

The A.A. and M.U. have arranged for

information as to weather conditions to be
telegraphed to their head ofiice every

morning from various points on the main
roads round London. This information

will be available to members at 9 a.m. on
application either by telephone or tele-

gram both week days and Sundays.

Brighton to Worthing Road.

A correspondent in South Lancing
complains of the very bad surface of tlie

road along the shore from Brighton to

Worthing. Between Shoreham and
Southwick repairs were in progress last

week, and the new metal was laid four

inches deep the fuU width of the road

and unlighted. The lower road through
Shoreham, Southwick, and Fishergate is

unfortunately no better.

BJ.A. Notes.

Schemes for the improvement of Cogan
Hill, Penarth ; the easing of the corners

at the north and south ends of Healdon
Eoad, Whitchurch, Glam. ; the erection

of signs on each side of the Church Road
crossing of the Merthyr Road, Whit-
church, and the efficient lighting of the

first central tramway standard at the

entrance to the. city of Caa-diff were among
the more important matters dealt with
by the South Wales Centre of the R.I. A.
at its last meeting.

ft.ir-cooled Engines and Low Temperatnies.

On the occasion of a lecture by Sir

Ernest Shackleton, at the R.A.C., on his

last Polar Expedition, he referred to the
trouble he had experienced through over-
heating of the air-cooled engine employed
on the motor sleigh used by his party.

There seems to be no doubt whatever
that a low temperature has compara-
tively little effect upon an engine cooled
by air, and it is interesting to note that
Capt. Scott's motor sleigh was so much
troubled by this failing, even though
the temperature was much below zero,

that the sleigh had to be abandoned alto-

gether. The opinions of readers in very
cold and very hot countries would prove
of great interest, especially as so many
cYclecars are air-cooled.

A Belgian Motor Cycle Ti'ial.

The Moto Club Liegois, Hotel Schiller,

Place du Theatre, Liege, is organising a
reliability trial for motor bicycles on Slay
25th ; entries close May 16th. There will

be three classes—(1) Up to 300 c.c. ; (2)

400 c.c. ; (3) over 400 c.c. for one-cylinder
machines. The motor cycles must be
equipped as touring maclunes, with spring
forks^ificient mudguards,two brakes, stand,
carrier, lamp, and generator. Silencers
must be fitted, but cut-outs may be used.
Auxiliary exhaust ports may not be fitted.

During the trial there will be a speed trial

on the level, a speed trial up hill, and a
starting test up hill. In the speed trial

on the level Class 1 will be expected to do
45 k.p.h. ; Class 2, 50 k.p.h. ; Class 3, 55
k.p.h. In the hilhclimb the following
maximum speeds must be maintained

:

Class 1, 24 k.p.h. ; Class 2, 28 k.p.h.

;

Class 3, 32 k.p.h. In the starting test on
the hill competitors must be in their
saddles at 15 metres from the start and
they can pedal for the following 15 metres
afterwards. The route will be from Liege to
Bastogiie (lunch), and Bastogne to Bouillon.

Next day, from Bouillon to Phillipeville

(lunch), and then back to Liege. At the
luncheon (one and a half hours) and other
stopping places the machines will be
parked in enclosures, when nothing may
be done to them.

SPECIAL FEATURES.

HOLIDAY EVENTS (iUustrated).

New Racing Engine.

Future of the A.C.U.

The FJ.C.M.
A proposal is on foot to re-establish

the International Federation of Motor
Cyclists, or, to give it its correct title,

the F.I.CM., which signifies Federation
Internationale des Clubs Motocychstes.
This body was originally founded
immediately following the first Inter-

national Cup Race with the object ol

encouraging and looking after inter-

national events. The clubs affiliated

were the Auto Cycle Union, the Ger-
man Club, the Austrian Club, the
French Club, and the Danish Club. As
the interest in motor cycling died away
on the Continent, first one club and then
the other dropped out, and finally the
A.C.U. alone paid its subscription, which
it did until 1908.

The result is that £127 of the funds
now remain in the possession of Mr. G.
F. Sharp, who acted as honorary trea-

surer to the Federation. Of this, about
half is due to the A.C.U. The idea to

re-establish the Federation to control inter-

national events is a good one.

A MOTOR CYCLE WEDDING.
W. E. Grange, a well-known Harrogate motor cyclist, was married on Easter Saturday, riding to church

on his Bradbury and afterwards taliing his wife home on the pillion seat. Witnesses of the happy event also

iourneyed to church on a motor cycle and sidecar. Later in tho morning Grange look his wife to the Leathley

Bank Hill Climb, and made fastest time in Class 3.
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Taming the Tables at Oakamoor.

H. Bidden (8 h.p. Blumfield) won
Glass 4 at the Oakamoor liill-climb,

scoring over George ^. Brough {8 h.p.

Brough), who had his revenge in the

all-comers' event by rever.sing the order.

Accident to V. Olsson.

Vivian Olsson, who had the misfortune

to meet with an accident on Easter

Monday, may be sure of our
deepest sympathy, and that of a very
large nurcibar of motor cyclists. He is

a well-kno\yn competition rider, and
popular wherever he goes.

Sidecar Records.

When F. W. Barnes created four new
sidecar records at Brooklands on the

occasion of the first B.M.C.E.C. monthly
meeting, he used a side by side valve twin
Jap engine of 85.5x85 mm. on his Zenith.

Barnes's average speed for the 100 miles

was in the neighbourhood of 50 m.p.h.

Spanish Motor Cycle Race.

Vernon Taylor went to Spain last

week-end to compete in a road race on
his : Rudge. He says he met with two
other Hudge riders, and they had some
exciting racing over a very dangerous
course with frightfully right angled
corners. Taylor says he had two pieces

of rock thrown at him—one hit his front

wheel, the other cut his eye. There
were thirty in the race, some from
Paris. The course was Bilbao to San
Sebastian.

Motor Cycling in Australia.

A series of open hill-climbing contests

was held by the South Australian Motor
Cycling Club up Greenhill Road, over a
course measuring 4 miles 148 yards.
The winner was H. H. Ragless

(3j h.p. Triumph), who covered the'

course in 7m. 26|s., thereby winning
his 'fifth consecutive gold medal. First

place on formula and second place on
speed by gained by N. K. Torode
on the same make of machine. The
amateur class was won by H. Crowie,
who seciired tlie Continental twenty
pijineas rose bowl.

Motor Cycle Signpost.

Quite a novelty in signposts has been
erected at Masons Hill, Bromley, on the
Sevenoaks Road. Over each arm appears
a large model of a motor bicycle, aero-

plane, and _ car. The arm pointing in

the Sevenoaks direction reads " Hastings,

Paris." In the reverse direction "Lon-
don, John-o'-CJroat's," whilst a third arm,
over which is a model motor cycle, reads,
" Croydon, Brooklands, and Land's End."
It was made by the proprietor of an
adjacant garage, and attracts a good
deal of attention.

April 13.—Oxford M. C. C, Hill-climb.

„ 13.—Liverpool A.C.C. Open Re-
liability Trial.

,. 20.— B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

„ 20.—Bristol M.C.C.Opeu Hill-climb

„ 27.—Bristol B and .M.O Open hiU-
climb.

„ 27.—M.C.C. Open Silencer Trial.

May I.—Birmingliam M.C.C. Open Hill-

climlj.

,, 4.—Coventry and Warwickshire
M.C. Open Reliability Trial.

,, 4.—^Mersey M.C, Open One-day
Trial.

„ (.—Dul.lin M.C.C. Open Reliability

Trial.

Fined for Obstruction.

At Gloucester County Police Court, on
the 6th inst., Charles de Lisle Wells,
farmer, of Noke Farm, Hucclecote, was
summoned tor wilful obstruction by
Sydney D. Lane. Complainant was
'driving a sidecar, and when about
twenty-five yards from defendant he
sounded his horn. Defendant looked
round, and then deliberately pulled his

horse across the ix)ad on to his wrong
side, and an accident was narrowly
averted. J. O' N. Martin corroborated,
and said that the action of defendant,
about whose conduct complaints had pre-
viously been made, appeared to be in-

tentional. Defendant denied the charge,
but was very properly fined £2 and costs.

We confrRf'late both the complainant
and the Bench.
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Police Trap.

We have received inforniation of a

police trap working on the Harrow Road
on. the south side of the hill. .There is

another at Stilton, on the Great North
Road.

A Regrettable Accident.

A fatal accident to a sidecarist occuned
at Birmingham on Saturday last, the

unfortunate driver, E. J. Berry, colliding

with the kerbstone in attempting to

avoid a tramcar and being thrown
heavily. '

Motor Cycle Road Guide.

One of the inspectors of the newly]

formed R.A.C. road guides attractedj

attention on the Sevenoaks aJld-Maidstone^
roads during the holidays.- He rofle,

a new Rudge motor" cycle, and wore a'

smart grey uniform with peak cap.

'

Eastertide.

There was a record number of motor
cycles on the road at Easter. Except for

the strong winds, which churned up the
dust in clouds, riding conditions were
exceedingly good. The enormous popu-
larity of the sidecar cannot fail to" have
impressed the most casual observer.

A Misstatement.

The Wilkinson T.M.C.Co. have written
us to point out there is no truth in a
'statement made" elsewhere that they
intend to use a slide-valve engine for

their 1913 models, being qtiite satisfied

with the four-cylinder water-cooled engine
now being used. ....
Speed Limits in Ireland.

An application has been made to the Irish

Local Government Board by the Lisburn
Urban District Council to confirm a
byelaw limiting speed of all vehicles

within the urban area to nine miles an
hour. The L.G.B. hold the view that
the byelaw could only be confirmed in

regard to the entire urban district and
could not be limited to certain streets,

and if a speed limit were required on the
main streets application should be made
under Section 9 of the Motor Car Acts.
The matter is now under 'the consideration
of the Irish L.G.B. and the Irish A.C.

CLIMBING HOLNE CHASE IN THE LONDON-LAND'S END-LONDON RUN,

flj8

(1) On thn hairpin bend, near Ashburton. (3) G. B. Fry (three-spe)d QuBd:&nt|j)n the steepest gradient.
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THE RICHMOND MEET.

Group ol mbtor cyclists assembled around the cross in Rictunond Market Square.

A'
LTHOUGH the Nortkern League of Motor Cyclists has

been disbanded, and no official arrangements were
made for holding the now old-established meeting at

Kichmond this year, nearly as many as ever turned
up, as in previous years, and spent the greater part of last

Friday there. An exceptionally strong head wind faced tlie

riders from the east and made it very unpleasant riding down
the Great North Road, and, in addition to this, the morning
dawned dull and inclined for rain, which, however, kept off.

This year the visitors were later than usual, but towards
noon they amved thick and fast, and by one o'clock the

Market Square had all the appearance of previous years.
Amongst the first arrivals we noticed Mr. Geoffrey W. Liddle,
that energetic member of the Middlesbro' Club, who is, we
believe, the originator of the gathering. Mr. Liddle's club
had, we were informed, the largest muster this year, and
had run a competition to Richmond, whicli example had
been followed by the Leeds, Pontefract, Doncaster, and
other clubs.

The catering arrangements this year were very bad, and
it was exceedingly difficult to get a meal anywhere.

A great many of the machines had sidecars attached, and
very few lightweights were noticed, although most makes
of machines were represented. The cyclecars present were
two Morgans and a Bradford made runabout, Mr. F. Laag-
ton (Leeds M.C.C.) had also a T.M.C. and sidecar.

This year there was no meeting in the Town Hall, so the
visitors were off on the homeward journey a little after

three o'clock.

The clubs had, as usual, arranged competitions en route,

Middlesbrough having a big muster of members present, whilst

Darlington and District ran a good second. Other clubs that

mustered in force were : Leeds, Pontefract, Newcastle, Hull,

and Bradford. The Leeds speed-judging competition was won
by F. Green, who judged the twenty-two miles within I3

minutes (early).
'*'

Motor cyclists leaviDg Rjcbmond alter the Good Friday meeting.

STAXTON BROW
THIS annual fixture, held conjointly by the Harrogate

and Scarborough clubs, and open to their members
only, was duly contested on Easter Monday. There
were six classes for motor cycles, but one of these was

cancelled. Classes 1, 2, 4, 6, and 7 were decided on formula.

Class 3 was decided on time. The results were :

Class 1.—Standard lightweights not exceeding 350 c.c.

1. F. Mackay (2| Humber)
2. J. Mackay (2^ Singer)

Clasps 3.—Any single on time.

1. D. Gill (3i Calthorpe)
2. D. Bradbury (3i Norton)

HILL CLIMB.
Class 4.—Standard touring single.'-,.

1. D. Bradbury (3^ Norton)
2. J. L. Emmerson (3^ Nor(on)
3. G. H. Storey (3^ Norton)

Class 5.—Sidecars and cyclecars.

1. B. Gash (own make)
2. Vernon Gash, (Zenith and sc.)

Class 7.—Any machine not later than 1909.

1. J. H. i)ale U308 Triumph)
2. vV. J. Turner (1909 Triumph)

The final for the Tranmer Trophy was won by D. Bead-

bury (1912 3^ h.p. Norton), whose speed averaged ^4.8

m.D.h against a 50 m.p.h. gale of wind.

Bir
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HILL-CLIMB AT LEATHLEY BANK.
Successful Inter-club Event in Yorkshire.

Two aspects of the bad corner on Leathley Bank.

(I) K. Clark (3J Coran-jap) grazes the bank at th2 roiisiJo. (2) E. R. Davies (3J Triumph) thii;d, negotiating the corner with good judgment.

THE open hill-climb arranged jointly by the Harro-
gate and District M.C.C. and Herts County A.C. at
Leathley Bank last Saturday proved a great success.

The entry list totalled over 100 ; the sport was good
and exciting, Dame Fortune was kind in the matter of

weather, no untoward accident occurred, and the hundreds
i>f spectators who congregated near the summit seemed well
[jleased with their afternoon's outing.
Leathley Bank is a long climb situated between Otley and

Harrogate, and will be recalled as the test hill in the A.C.U.
penalty run a couple of years ago. It commences with a long
L^radual rise, with easy curves, then a level stretch, a right
m^le turn to the left, which leads to the .steepest section,

which was approximately 1 in b^- The course measured
threequarters of a mile in length. It is worthy of mention
that both the organising secretaries were competing—C. C.
Cooke on lus Triumph and H. W. Fortune on a Brown. Both
did well.

After the weighing operations and examination of the
machines at Beckwithshaw in the morning, a move was made
for Leathley, four miles distant. Practising was permitted
till 1 p.m., and during this period an exciting incident
occurred. Miss Berend, who had driven her O.K. -Precision

' sidecar from town in the inter-team reliability trial, had lent
it to a lady friend to drive over to the hill. The brakes on

^

the macliine required adjustment, and on the 1 in bi^ gradient
I lie machine got out of hand, the frightened driver and her
passengar shrieking " Can't stop " as they tore down the hill

at a fast pace. The machine was travelling too fast for any-
one to dash out and clieck its flight, and to avoid a serious
iccident the Fair driver had to round the bad bend at over
30 iii.p.h. This slie did with great skill, the htlpless specta-
tors looking on with bated I'renth. Neither wlieel lifted, but
the tj're was almost wrenched off.'

Mile a Minute Speeds Uphill.
A fairlj' prompt start was made with the hill-climl). A fly

ing start was allowed, and with a boisterous wind behind it

was estimated that some of the competitors exceeded a mile a
minute in parts. A regulation which caused a good deal of

dissatisfaction was the one prohibiting competitors to touch
the ground with their f<'pt in rounding the bends. It has
become quite a habit with most of the well-known riders, and
one or two did it unconsciously and were, unfortunately,
disqualified.

Class L. for lightweights, was chiefly remarkable for the
speed of H. C. Newman's Ivy, which has the new Ion;,'

stroke 2^ li.p. Precision engine. He was faster than the
majority of ^i h.p. riders. Mi.is Berend's O.K. had a
similar engine, and lii:r time w;ia gcod considering tliat slio

grazed the hank at the corner and almost stopped. She
ni2

was applauded for her skill in recovering. The officials

interpreted the rules very strictly, and a number who used
overhead valve engines in the standard classes were dis-

qualified. F. W. Barnes (Zenith) was one of these. ]?. H.
Goddard (Douglas) pedalled and suffered a like penalty. F.

G Edmond's exhibition on a 2 h.p. Humber was deserving
of great praise. For such a diminutive engine to account
for 1 in 5^ with a single gear is an undoubted proof of

efficiency, though Edmond's daring corner work undoubtedly
helped to win him first place.

Formula prizes only were awarded, and we give the order
of the first six.

Class I.—Standard lightweights up

Fig.

1. F. G. Edmond (2 Humber)
2. H. Berwick (2?- New Hudson)
3. H. C. Newman (2| Ivy Precisioii) ...

Jim Mackay (2i Singer)
E. R. Davies (2| Hazelwood)
C. A. Nettleton (2| New Hudson) ...

Disqualified for using overhead valve racing type of
engine :

F. W. Barnes (23 Zenith) 68.99 ... 1 17|

to 350- c.c

of merit. Time.
M. S.

70.94 ... 1 321
85.25 ... 120
88.89 ... 1 14
89.99 ... 1 314
90.32 ... 143
91.53 ... 1 53|

H. C. Newman (2 j Ivy Precision) Hnishing; a fine asoeal. He was the
most successful competitor.
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68.99 . 1 171
86.04 . • 1 27i
88.02 . 1 29J-

89.03 . 1 141
96.06 . . 1331

There was a remarkable occnrience at the Leathley Bank hiil-climb. }. L.
Kershaw (3^ b.p. RucUe) overshoi the corner, lan up the bank much higher than
depicted in the snapshot, and dropped perpendicularly on to the road again
unscratched.

In the T.T. lightweight class, J. Dudley had the cylinder
head blow off, grazing his leg. The winner's time was
slightly slower than in Class I.

Class II.—T.T. lightweights up to 350 c.c.

1. F. W. Barnes (2a Zenith)
2. H. G. Dixon (2| New Hudson)
3. Jim Mackay (2-^- Singer)

H. C. Newman (2| Ivy Precision)
Fred Mackay (2| Humber) ...

Nine Competitors Disqualified.
The class for standard single-cylinder machines up to

600 c.c. brought out thirty-one competitors, of whom nine
were subsequently disqualified for riding semi-T.T. machines.
The nine included the four fastest riders, so that W. K.
Grange (Bradbury) was lifted from fifth to first place. By
the way, Grange was married that morning, and took his
wife to the hill on a pillion seat attached to the back carrier.

Slaughter (L.M.C) was going splendidly, but took the comer
too fast and grazed the bank which slowed him considerably
on the all important steep stretch. Many spoilt their chances
in this way. A most remarkable incident occurred later. J.

L. Kershaw (Rudge) rounded the bend at a perfectly crazy
speed, shot up the grass banking, sweeping aside bushes, and
then dropped perpendicularly a couple of yardn on to the road
again, neither his machine nor himself damaged in the
slightest. H. V. Smytheman (Ivy) promised to emulate this

feat, but his wheels met something hard, aiid he came to a
sudden stop.

Class III.—Standard singles up to 600 c.c.

1. A. J. Dixon (3i Zenith)
2. D. Bradbury- (3i Norton)
3; J. Slaughter (3-i L.il.C.)

C. A. Nettleton (3^ New Hudson)
W. E. Grange (3^ Bradbury) ...

_B. D. Shaw (3i Norton)
Six were disqualified for not conforming to the rules re-

garding standard pattern machines, including the two
leaders :

H. C. Newman (3i Ivy-Precision) ... 89 06 ... 1 3-^

J. Woodhouse (34 Regal-Precision) ... 89.21 ... 1 6|

There was nothing exceptional in the class for T.T. singles,

though it was remarked that the Triumph representatives,

Newsome and Cheshire, had a different style of cornering
from the others, and that was to rush at full speed nearly to

the corner, lift valve, and apply brakes, and, as soon as the
course was clear, drop the valve again. This was by far the
safest way, and it also gave the machines a chance to pick
up, which they did splendidly.

,

Class IV.—T.T. singles.

1. F. W. Barnes (3i Zenith) 89.10 ... 1 13^
2. H. C. Newman (3^ Ivy Precision) ... 89.15 ... 1 3
3. J. Woodhouse (3i- Regal Precision) ... 90.3 ... 1 7|

92.90 . • 1 171
108.41 . . 1 27|
108.63 . • 1 21J

109.13 . . 1 401
109.52 . • 1 12|
112.63 . . 1 211

. 102.6 . .. 1 4|

. 102.9 . .. 1 23i

. 104.9 . .. 1 181

403

W. F. Newsome (3^ Triumph)
D. Bradbury (34 Norton)
J. Slaughter (34 L.M.C.)

Dearth of Multi=cylinder Machines.
E. A. Colliver (6 h.p. Zenith) rode with great skill, and

rounded the bend with excellent judgment. He beat
Barnes and Fawcett on similar machines for speed, and pro-

tested emphatically when informed that he touched the
ground with his foot at the corner. He was ultimately
awarded the premier position.

Class V.—Standard multis.

1. E. A. Colliver (6 Zenith) 122.1 ... 1 2J

H. E. Taylor (44 F.N.) 135.6 ... 1 54J

W. Fawcett (6 Zenith) 140.3 ... 1 12^

Disqualified for using feet round corner :

F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith) 122.5 ... 1 4|

There were about seven competitors in the passenger
class, and one of these stripped his timing gear in descend-
ing the hill. By far the best exhibition was by H. G.
Dixon on a 34 h.p. three-speed New Hudson, with H. Ber-
wick in the sidecar. Spectators could hardly believe their

eyes as they watched this 34 h.p. single cylinder approach
at a. faster speed than some of the bicycles. Once round
the bend the machine even gathered speed, yet we witnessed
several machines up to 7 h.p. fail.

Class VI.—Passenger machines.

1. H. G. Dixon (34 New Hudson and sc.) 85.3 ... 1 43

F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith and sc.) ... 97.2 ... 1 23-^

C. M. HeUier (8 G.W.K. runabout) ... 101.9 ... 2 Oi

The "any single" class was captured by Howard New-
man, who made the fastest ascent of the single cylinders

during this ascent, though hard pressed by P. Weatherilt,

who made a daring climb. Still, Newman lost the award
for using his foot at the corner. F. Mackay (Singer) made
a practice of grazing the bank every time he came up. H.
J. Pooley (Premier) was going well when, at the corner,

his machine slid from under him. Result on time :

Class VII.—Any single.

c.c. m. s.

P. Weatherilt (34 Zenith)

W. F. Newsome (Triumph)
E. W. Cheshire (Triumph)

C. C. Cooke (Triumph)
H. G. Dixon (New Hudson)
K. Clark (Corah-Jap)

Fastest time ; H. C. Newman (Ivy Precision), Im. 2|s.

F. W. Barnes, riding the 8 h.p. Zenith, accomplished

the fastest climb in the " any multi " class—60^ sec-
travelling at a terriffic speed on the lower stretches, though

negotiating the corner cautiously. Result

:

Class VIII.—Any multi.

F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith) 986 ... 1 0^

E. A. Colliver (Zenith), 63s., disqualified for touching

ground with his foot.

493 ,.13
499 ..14
499 .. 1 5|

499 .. 1 101
doq .. 1 US
493 .. 1 12|

G. M. HeUier (G.W.K. Cyclecar) makinj a neat ascent ol Leathley Bank.
C15
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A.C.C.F. CIRCUIT DE PARIS.
AIjIj

the fourteen English competitors duly turned np
ut Charing Cross on Friday last. There was, of

course, a good number of people, travelling by. the

boat train, and consequently . it was - somewhat of a

rush getting the machines registered .through: to Paris.

Several had .left! things to the last . minute, and Mr. Beasley,

the .Auto Cycle Union Assistant Secretary, had to put in an

appearance on Good Friday morning with tickets, and Interr

national passes for those who had. not; obtained them before

hand. Pratt, Olsson, and several other well-known riders

Competitors passing througti Clement de Vay.

cume to see the English team off. Kilpatrick had ridden np
from Portsmouth in the morning with his friend Heighto.ii,

and had lost no time in doing so. He passed through Guild-
ford in the early hours at a speed slightly in excess of that
allowed by law, and was promptly called to book by a
policeman. "Can't you see this plate?" said the redoubt-
able rider, pointing to the G.B. plaque. "Beg pardon,
sir," said the man in blue, and saluting he let him go.

Ihe South-Eastern Railway people were evidently some-
what muddled owing to the Easter rush, as will be seen
from the following e.xamples of weighing and calculation :

Rex Mundy's Singer weighed 172 lbs. and cost £1 5s. 6d.,
Lister Cooper's Triumph weighed 200 lbs. and cost £1 6s.

9d., Cook's A.S.L. weighed 188 lbs. and cost £1 16s. 4d.

;

the attention of the A.C.U. will be called to these figures.

Confusion.
Although the competitors .gave considerable a.ssislaiice to

the railway staff at 'Folkestone, they were not allowed to
touch the machines at Boulogne, as, being registered, the
railway company were responsible. At the French port
McMinnies and Giiftith ascended on the crane platform with
their machines, and a.') they went np the porters sheuted,
" Adieu, Monsieur Bl&iot." The Paris train was divided
into two portions. Five of the men caught the first part, and
ivs tlie cros.sing had been a rough one, tie boat was late, and
there was no lime for lunch, they had to go hungry to Paris.

'J'hese five oom]jetitors were duly met by Me.ssieur.s Debailly,
Buissard, Lecomte, and Fentnn, and a few minutes after-

wards the second bat,ch arrived. These took their machines
straight into the custoiTLS hou.'-o and so missed those who
were there to meet them. This caused some confusion, and
had it not been for Davis, a friend of Fletcher, it might
have gone baf^^y for this section of the pai'ty. However, all's

will tliat enas well, and it eventually turned out that the
Knglish party wa.s distriliulc^il among three hotels within a
Huurter of a mile of one anotlier.

On Saturday afternoon the sealing took place at the Garage
Edinbourg, kindly placed at the. disposal, of the Auto Cycle

Club de France by its proprietor. On Sunday, the 7th inst.,

we all made an early start, and duly reached the official

starting point, the Porte Doree. No sooner had we got

our pass-out checks from the Octroi, declaring the amount of

petrol in the tanks, •than the gardiens of the Forest of
^ Vincer>:ies refused to allow us. to jproceed, and we had per-

force to make for the Porte de Cha.rentois, where a start

was eventually made at 7.50 a.m.—half an hour late.

Pave at the Start,

The men were started in groups of four at one minute
intervals, and once under weigh there ensued some miles of

the worst pave to be found in France. Soon, however, the

roads improved, and we made good progress till Villeneuve-

St. Georges was reached, when the surface again became
appalling. The English motor cycles stood the racket
fairly well, but my stand refused to remain in situ, and had
to be fastened with string. The road was alternately good
and bad till we reached Fontainebleau, where was the first

control ; this was prettily situated in the forest. It did not
matter how early we were, all that, we had to do was not
to leave before the hour stated on our time, cai'ds. Once
we had left Fontainebleau the. roads became much better,

and one and all enjoyed the spin. Reed's Dot was suffering
from over-heating, but the rest of the. team were happy.
Montereau was the next control, at which only, the sheets
were signed. No times were taken in the next section ending
at Coulommiers. The English team lost three men. Cook's
back tyre burst ; he fell and broke the frame. Reed had
a sparking plug blown out and tho point entered the tank,
and the leakage of petrol resulted in his machine being
burnt up. Lake retired with gear trouble. Mr J. R. Nisbet,
who was spending the week-end in Paris, cam© and rendered
the Englishmen valuable assistance. Another incident was
the catchiiig fire of my own machine, due to petrol being
spilt on the silencer while the tank was being filled. Beyond
the traversing, of some bad pave, at the beginning of which
I found Kilpatrick with tyre troubles—a hitch which caused
his ultimate retirement—nothing further exciting happened.
At Compiegne not a bed was to be had, so most of us took
train to Noyou, where the Auto Cycle Club had tliought-

fully engaged rooms. We only had about five hours sleep,

as we were called at 4.30 a.m., and taxis supplied, by the
Club conveyed us back to Compiegne. It was raining, and
very cold, when we started at 6.30 a.m., while a strong
wind blew dead against the competitors. Several complained
of bad petrol, and my own carburetter was far from happy.
Dover was soon to be put out of the running with tyre
trouble, and had it not been for an English, tourist, who
lent him a spare tube, he would have fared badly. My

xmemvammagsismsBfiBisS^siaBfr.:

0, Grifllths {Si h.p. Budge M^ltl) (rdveillng well in thQ blll-clltnb at Monlanglaust.
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SOME BRITISH C0MPETITDK3 IN THE CIRCOT DE p^R s.

F. Dover ;3; Premier). H. Lister CooBer (3} Triumoh). E. W. Cjok (A.3.L.) G. L. FlJtchar (2; Doailas'.

bad time came next. The vent in my filler cap became
choked with dust and caused symptoms of partial failure,

which I put down to a choked jet. The day before the
float was also punctured, and the gear rod needed adjust-

ment. The bad roads, of course, started the fioat trouble,

while the other small details are such as would easily cause

delay to one who was riding a strange machine. This- day's

run was chiefly noteworthy for the splendid roads wo
traversed. Bad pare was comparati^'ely rarely met with,

while the scenery on both days in such places as Fontaine-
Weau, Chateau-Thierry, Coiupiegne, Vernon, and Rambouillet
was really beautifid.

A Series oS Mishaps.
Lunch was served at Yerimn, and .at the foot of the pretty

descent to the town I found Heighton in trouble. His tank
was almost empty, and when he jacked up the machine no
petrol woald reach the carburetter. I gave him some of the

precious fuel, and was able to save another man to the
English, now doomed to lose another lider, the ill-fated Rex
Mundy, whose back wheel collapsed after his tyre had become
deflated. Hillman tried conclusions with a dog at Les Thilliers

and hurt his arm. As regards the Frenchmen, the riders

of the Griffons sufl'ered a good deal of trouble. Th-sy were
followed by a car, the occupants of which, against the rules,

doled out coils or accumulator when required. The Clements,
which followed Enfield lines, ran well, and were much admired.
Fenton had chain trouble, wliile the lightweight New Hudson
was frequently seen stopped through carburett.er trouble.

The 'pavi entering Versailles was execrable, but we
managed somehow to survive it. Here the survivors' machines
were placed in an enclosure. Pernette (La Frangaise) arrived

first, and someone presented him with a bouquet of flowers,

which ought not to have been allowed, as nothing was to be
gained by arriving first.

The following arrived at Versailles, where the trial

^nrtually ended: Class I., up to 225 c.c, one N.S.U., two
Motosacoches, and one New Hudson. Class III., up to

350 c.c, three Clements, of which one was ridden by Fenton,
one N.S.U., two Peugeots, one Griffon, a Motosacoche, one
Enfield (Bishop), and ar Douglas (Fletcher). In Class IV.,
up to 5C0. Lister Cooper (Triumph) was the sole entrant to

finish, while in the open class a Frangaise alone finished.

In the amateur class the Englishmen scored, Boileau
(Douglas), McMiunies (Triumph), Hillman (Zenith), and
GrifBths (Rudge), completed the course. In the Voiturette
Class the Cohendet and Bedclia finished.

Personal Notes.
Although the Douglas I rode gave a little trouble, it

behaved splendidly, and stood up to its work well, giving

ample power, and, on account of its lisht weight, was most
convenient to handle on the journey. Griffiths's variable Rudge,
the tyre of which collapsed on the first day, causing him to

swerve dangerously, did remarkably well, and he was nearly

always in the van with the two English Triumph riders.

Rex Mundy's Singer made fastest time in Class I. at Montan-
glaust, but this, of course, does not count, as he did not finish

the course. H. Lister Cooper (Bradbury) made fastest time
in Class IV., Pean (Peugeot) in Class III., and McIMinnies
(Triumph) in the Amateur Class, The hill-climb took place

immediately after lunch—the liiH itself can hardly be counted

as such in English eyes, as the gradient is only 1 in 9 and the

course two Riiometres long, one kilometre being on the level.

The trial was well organised and altogether enjoyable, and
was a credit to the French Club. The R.A.C. and A.C.U.
left no stone unturned to make the journey a comfortable one.

E.M.P.B.

MOTOR CYCLE EVENTS AT
BROOKLANDS.

Two motor, cycle events were included in the Brooklands
Easter meeting, which .was run off iu a boisterous wind that

made riding v°i'y tricky. These were the Sixth Short Motor
Cycle Handicap and the Fifth Long ISIotor Cycle Handicap,
and they attracted twenty-five and twenty-four entrants

respectively, of which twenty and nineteen riders started.

I'he first race, 5| miles, was won by about 2C0 yards by
D. C. Bolton, 56s. start, whose Rudge was the same a.':

was so successful at Oakamoor ; G. E. Stanley (Singer),

Ira. 22s. start, was second, and M. Campbell (Triumph).
Im. 22s. start, third.

In the second race, 8^ miles, Bolton was penalised 21s.;

and finished third, the winner being Stanley (Singer), Im.
3s., who won by the length of the finishing straight from
T. A. Manners-Smith (Triumph), 2ra. 3s.

The handicapping of the two races appeared to be i-ather

peculiar as, in the first race, Stanley (Singer) received 40
sees, start from Elce (Rudge), a.nd in the second race they
both started fi'om ,the same mark.

G. E sunley (3J h.p. Sin en, winner cf tli; Long Motor Cycle Handicap at
the Brooltlands Easier Monday Meeiing,
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M.C.C. LONDON-LAND'S END RUN.
FORTY-SIX COAPETITORS COAPLETE THE 330 MILES RUN TO SCHEDULE TinE.

might see the fun on Holue Chase Corner, and we were in
no way disappointed. Nearly all who did not know the
corner overshot it and had to try again, and having got up
they came down again to watch their friends' attempts.
Among those whom we noticed make really good clean
ascents at the first attempt were Oeorge Brough (6 h.p.
Brough), H. R. Slingo (Clyno and sc), H. Karslake {5-^ h.p.
Pover), R. C. Davis (Chater-Lea and sc), W. Cooper
(Bradbury), Holroyd (Motosacoche), who pedalled very
slightly, G. T. Gray (3-i h.p. Rudge), Frank Smith (Clyno
and sc), F. C. North (Ariel), Alan Hill (Indian and sc),
and Eli Clarke and P. W. Moffat, both on Douglasses. We
had continued our journey before the last competitors had
come up, so the above is not a complete list. Holne Chase
was only the beginning of a series of precipitous grades,
which were made even worse by half a gale of wind against
the competitors. Dartmoor was enveloped in a mist, and
this never really left us tOl St. Austell, where it turned to

a sea fog.

An Encounter -with a Bull.
The Cornish roads were very wet and heavy rain must have

fallen during the day. Close to Truro some consternation
and much amusement was caused by a crowd of competitors
being held up by a bull. Though several riders were charged,
everyone escaped serious damage except Frank Smith, -^hose
sidecar was somewhat badly damaged ; he, however, com-
pleted the course. George Brough, who had been running
well to time, missed his way, and, though he checked in at
Penzance, he had missed out the last check before that town.
Gwynne took a toss early in the day restarting after

stopping for sneep, but, fortunately, he was not damaged,
and completed the course to time. G. E. Purchase (Triumph)
and A. C. Robins (Sj h.p. Humber) both retired at Two
Bridges with belt rim trouble. F. Begeley (2J h.p. Hazelwood)'
ran into some water between Penzance and Land's End and
came in soaked. Fifty-six riders finished the outward journey
within schedule time, and started on the return trip on Mon-
day morning. Rain commenced to fall when the first few com-
ipetitors had started, and the Cornish roads were heavy and.
treacherous. Hayle, Camborne, and Redruth were all respon-
sible for more or less serious skids, among the unlucky ones
being C. Bailey (Rudge) and W. Cooper (Bradbury) who dam-
aged his lamp and fittings. After Exeter practically no rain

fell, and the roads again became dusty. It was a great relief

to have the wind behind instead of plugging nearly all out
against more than half a gale. The easier route, across Dart-,
moor, via Moreton Hampstead, was followed on the "return,
and, though this road includes some good climbs, very little

difiiculty was experienced by most competitor's. At the lunch!
stop nearly everyone showed up and got out of Exeter well.

i. B. HasweU h.p. Triumph and sidecar) at tlie secret control at Lebcombe
Corner, Salisbury Plain.

IT
was a dark but mild morning when the first man was
punctually started from Staines on the 550 miles journey
to the End and back. The competitors were got away
punctually, and there appeared to be no hitch in the

arrangements. At Basingstoke the dawn broke grey and
cloudy, and most of the competitors here extinguished their

lamps. Over Salisbury Plain the head wind gave us a
foretaste of what was to come, and made the long slopes

seem like severe hills. Through Salisbury and on to

Shaftesbury ; by this time the sun was shining inter-

mittently, and everyone commenced to look happier, but a crop

of punctures began to hinder the competitors. Nearly all

the trouble we noticed was caused by tyres. Chard and
Yarcombe were responsible for very few failures, as the
surfaces were in fine condition. From Chard to Exeter
the roads were very dusty, and great trouble was caused
by the number of sheep and cattle which were being driven
along the road.
After the lunch stop at Exeter, brilliant sunshine accom-

Eanied us through the beautiful district to Ashburton. We
ad purposely got ahead of the competitors so that we

The cnecK at me
top of Chard Hill,

near H o n i t o n.

The riders are H.

R. D. Simpson

(Artel), H. C.

Mills (Premier),

E. B. Ware
(Chater-Lea side-

car), and N. 0.

Soresby (Rudge).

Bl8
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starting the second half of tbe ontward Journsy trom Exeter.

up to time. Punctures were again the order of tlie day, but
were not so common as on Saturdaj'." After Basingstoke a
lot of motor traffic was encountered and the dust was bad.
The finish took place just after dark at the eleventh mile-

stone from London, on the Hounslow Road, and forty-six

competitors came - in to time, thus qualifying for gold
medals, subject to the times at the checks being correct.

The riders finished in the fo'lowing order :

F. J. Watson (3^ Swift)
E. Gwynne (5^ Triumpli)
E-. C. Davis (8 Chater Lea

sc.)

S. C. Ferryman (3i Ariel)

H. R. Slingo (5-6 Clvno sc.)

E. Pond (Rudge)
H. Karslake (Rover) •

H. Greaves (2J Enfield)

Eli Clark (2} Douglas)
J. S. Holroyd (2^ Jloto-'

sacoche)
F. C. North m Ariel)

B. Alan Hill (7 Indian sc.)

A. J. Sproston (Rudge)
W. Cooper (Bradbury)
W. Pratt (3i P. and"M.)
J. R. Haswell (Triumph

- sc.) ; ,

W. Gibb (2| Douglas)

P. H. Bentley (Triumph;
P. Grout |4| Quadranti
G. T. Gray (Rudge)
Frank Smith (5 Ciyno sc.)

J. Milner (7 Indian)
P. Phillips (2| Douglas)
*P. W. Moffat (2J Douglas)
H. R. Whitmore (Rudge)
C. W. Meredith (Bradbury
F. S. Procter (7 Indian sc.

H. Gibson (3j Bradbury

R. Owen-Wells (3^ Brad-
' bury)
W. C. Hemy (Service Pre-

cision)

R. Lord (6 Rex Sidette)

N. 0. Soresby (Rudge)
E. B. Ware (8 Chater Lea

sc.)

L:-

r"^ T^^i^^Sl^''', '

^ "^^ •.^ w.-'t.j^^'^gAiV.<vj^.tfri>g.F-^fe>i.^-Sai^^.--j^

A siiecariit making a good ascent oi Hoine Ctiase near A5ii..Uftjn.

F. W. V. Ehlvers (Triumph)
H. Johnson (Triumph)
S. Savage (Triumph)
S. T. Tessier (8 Bat sc.)

R. Charlesworth (3^ Zenith)

J. Chater Lea (8 Chater
Lea sc.)

An iinoincial check near Shaftesbury.

P. W. Tippett (3i Humber)
A. R. Aboott (32 Bradbury)
R. Croucher (3^ Kerry-
Abingdon)

A. P. Maurice (3^ Pi-emier)
A. J. Stevens (5 A.J.S. sc.)

C. Bailey (Rudge)
+J. Stevens (2i A.J.S.)

|

* Moffat was riding with Phillips, but stopped to help

a competitor, so was credited with Phillips's time.

t J. Stevens did not sign on at the finish.

F. S. Procter got mi.xed up with a cow and a large stone

in Devonshire and bent his front forks. A. T. Tamplin (6

Matchless sc.) is reported to have charged a wall on Dartmoor.
but without serious damage to himself. R. Lord suffered

from a broken sidecar frame, but patched it up and got

liome to time. Deacock (N.L.G.) also had trouble with nis

?idecar and did not return. A regrettable accident occurred
iisar the finish, when V. Olsson (6 Trump-Jap) collided with a

large car. Willing hands went to his aid, but the doctor

jjionounced a compound fracture below the knee, and he was
wheeled to the hospital in an ambulance.

Our hearty thanks are due to Mr. Bidlake, who gave us

a seat in the official six-cylinder Standard for the return

journey as, owing to an argument, with a dog, our motor
cycle was hors dc combat.
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INTER-TEAM RELIABILITY TRIAL.
BARNET TO HARROGATE AND BACK.

THE 400 miles inter-team trial for the Service Cup
arranged by the Herts County A.C. did not receive
the support it has done on the two previous occa-

sions on which the trial has been held. The start

was from Bamet on Good Friday, and the route to

Harrogate via Hatfield, Biggleswade by Stevenage, Norman
Cross, Grantham, Newark, Doncaster, and Wetherby. Three
clubs were represented, the Herts County, N.W. London,

experienced tyre trouble in a non-stop section, and continued
on the rim, which was the commencement of a long list of
troubles, which delayed him several hours. C. C. Cooke was
caught in a trap at Stilton, two policemen who were in a
ditch at the end of the measured distance starting the watch
as they saw a motorist pass a spot 180 yards away. (This
should be a case for the A.C.U.) Lunch was taken at

Grantham and tea at Doncaster. Near the latter town the
strong wind increased to the fury of a gale, raising clouds
of dust. The following table shows the marks lost on the
outward journey :

Gran- Don- [Harro-
No. Name and Macbine. Biggleswade. tham. caster. gate. Total.

!; C. C. Cooke (Triumph) N.S. 7 I 6 2 16
b1 J. W. Thomas (Douglas) -M.S. I 2 6 I 10
So Miss Berend (O.K.) 5 marks I 2 1 19 28
iS A. N. Gutteridge (Rudge) .

.

N.S. I I 7 9
60 H. J. Pooley (Premier) N.S. 3 1 X 5
84 D. H. Noble (Rover) N.S. I 2 5 8

10 A. J. Dixon (Zenith) N.S. 3 4 7
71 E. D. Rose (Rudge) N.S. 2 7 9
8"i T. R. Williams (Triumph) .

.

N.S. 3 I 4 10 18

74 C. Rose (P. and M.) N.S. 5 5

87 H. Boocock (Enfield) N.S. 2 2 1 10 15
30 E. A. CoUiver (Zenith) N.S. 3 I I 2 7
7-; A.J. Dreydell (Ivv- Precision) No time 46 X 46
88 T. A. B. Brown (tab-Jap) .

.

5 marks 7 7 14
<|2 H. H. Huckle Elswick) N.S. 2 4 2 8

76 A. E. Taylor (F.N.) N.S. I X X 100

S'i C. Worssam (Precision) .... 5 marks ^ X X 100
78 P. H. Goddard (Douglas) .

.

N.S. 3 I 5 9

The following competitors survived the double journey :

Miss Lottie Beienil (O.K. Precision sidecar) restarting from Doncaster in the
inter-team reliability trial to Harrogate.

and North Middlesex. The score or so of competitors who
started from Baniet at 7.30 a.m. made good progress. J.
W. Thomas, the veteran rider of a Douglas, punctured on
his way to the start, but, assisted by a fellow-member, he
wa.«i able to start to time. A. J. Dreydell (Ivy sidecar) also

C. C. Cooke (Triumph)
F. G. Thomas (Douglas)
Miss Berend (O.K. sc.)

A. H. Gutteridge (Rudge)
H. J. Pooley (Premier)
D. H. Noble (Rover)
A. J. Dixon (Zenith)
E. D. Rose (Rudge)

P. H. Goddard's Douglas seized eight miles from tte finish,

the rider pedalling the machine home.
E. A. Colliver (6 Zenith) retired at Silton with tyre

troubles. The return journey proved a very hard ride
owing to the high wind.

T. R. Williams (Triumph)
C. Rose (P. and M.)
H. Boocock (Enfield)

A. Di-eydell (Ivy-Precision)
T. A. B. Brown (Tab-Jap)
H. H. Huckle (Elswick)
C. Worssam (Precision)

BIRMINGHAM TO PERTH AND BACK.
THE Birmingham M.C.C. run from Birmingham to

Perth and back was started on Saturday morning
last from the Parson and Clerk on the Old Chester
Road. The morning was very dark, but quite fine,

and of the twenty-one entrants nineteen started. G. H.
Mansell (Singer and sidecar) was too late to start with the
remainder of the competitors, but he followed to Perth.

Just before reaching Whitchurch, Rigby (New Hudson)
ran into the hedge at a bad corner and was forced to retire.

Passing through Whitchurch most of the competitors were
.slopped by the police, who examined the number plates.

The roads were in fine trim except over Shap, where the^

>urface was greasy.
After leaving Carlisle a terrible head wind sprang up,

and over the moors near Abington most of the competitors
were driving on low gear with the throttle wide open, and
by lying along the top tube they just managed to keep
?oing. The checker at the secret check between Carlisle
md Beattock failed to appear. Cox (Forward) retired at
Lanark through the magneto shaking loose. The competi-
tors who arrived at Perth one minute either side of schedule
time were Taylor (Veloce), Newey (Ariel), Rollason (Pudge),
IJuke (Zenilli), Jones (Zenith), Sangster (Ariel), Seymour
Smith (Norton). Stceley (Triumph), Busby (Twin H umber),
I'eck (Rudge), Ball ('rriumph). Brook (water-cooled Pro-
tision), Ba<kwcll (Zenith), and Pollock (James).
At Perth the compelilors stayed iit the Poyal George

Hotel, where excellent accommodation was provided, and
ill arrangements were carried out by the Perth and District
M.C.C, whose officials acted as checkers. The return
journey was commenced at 3 a.m. on Monday.
Soon after leaving Perth ..it coninieniM^d ,to rain, and hitcr

on, when getting near Stirling, a gale sprang up and the
machines could hardly move. Driving over the moors near
Abington the gale caused it to be most dangerous as it

tended to_ blow the machine over sidgjv,ays.

Checking at the Racecourse Garage, Doncaster in the intei-club reliability trial

tor tlic Service Cuo.
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BRIGSTEER BROW HILL-CLIMB.
A LARGE ENTRY FOR THE WESTMORLAND CLUB'S EASTER MONDAY EVENT.

E. W. Cheshire

(Si Triumph)
after successfully

rounding the

bend on Brigsteer

Brow.

i»"B^yITH a piCgrkiTuue containing competitors' numbers
\V / up to 179, theie was promise that the Westmorland

: yy Alotor Cycle Club's second open hill-climb on
Easter Monday would prove a most important event.

It was not surprising, therefore, to find hundreds of spec-

tators at the hill, which is situated four miles west of

Kendal. Weighing operations took place at the public

scales, Kendal, in the morning. No practising was per

mitted on the day of the contest, and a start was made
with Class I. at noon. A telephone apparatus was installed

on the hill, and altogether the arrangements were exceed-

ingly good. Makers had been very liberal in the matter of

prizes, which enabled the club to present first, second, and
third awards in each class. The weather was rough and
the sky overcast when racing commenced. The results are

given hereunder

ResuHs of Nine Classe.= .

Class I.—Single-cylinder lightweights, 360 c.c, on formula.

1. F. W Barnes (2| Zenith) 1 3. F. C. Jones (2J- Singer)

2. G. Cocker (2i Sirger). I

Cl.\SS II.—Single-cylinders, 480 c.c. to 580 c.c, touring
machines only, on formula.

3. B. Jetferys (3^ Triumph)
4. Miss Ida Pickles (3i

Rudge)

±. G. W. Braithwaite (3

Zenith)
2. F. W. Karnes (3^" Zenith)

Fastest time, S. Crawley (3g Triumph).
F. W. Barnes (Zenith) starting in tlie Variabls Gear Class—whicli he won—

foUoweil by C. Murdoch (Singerj.

Cl.vss III.—Single-cylinders, any capacity, on time.

4. W. F. Newsome
Triumph)

(3^

B. P. Montiomery 3J Roilee and sidecar) founding the second b^nd.

X. P. Weatherilt (3^ Zenith)

2. R. Bowness (34 Matchless)
3. G. Bi-aithwaite (3-^ Zenith)

Cl-ISS IV.—Lightweight twins, 480 c.c, on formula.

1. S. W. PhiUpott (2| 3. H. L. Slingsby (2|
Humber) Doug]

2. -V. H. Alexander (2|

Douglas) .

Gl.\ss V.—Twin-cylinders, any capacity, on formula.
1. F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith) 3. N. H. Brown (7 Indian)
2. J. R. Alexander (5

Indian)

Class ^^.—Variably-geared machines, on formula.
1. G. W. Braithwaite (3J-

1 2. F. W. Barnes (3^ Zenith)
Zenith) . , 1 3. A. J. Moffatt (3^ Zenith)

Class VII.—Any power with sidecar, on formula.
1. H. Dixon (3i N. Hudson) I 3. R. P. Montgomery (3i

2. F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith)
|

Rudge multi)

Class V'III.—Any capacity machine, on time.

1. F. W. Barnes (8 Zenith) I 3. A. J. Moorhouse (7

2. A. Alexander (7 Indian)
|

Indian)

Class IX.—Novice class.

1. G. Steele (7 Indian) ]
2. E. F. Baxter (6 Rex)
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CLUB NEWS.
Motor Cycle Union of Ireland (Ulster Centre).

The opening reliability run of this centre was held on the

6th inst., the course being from Belfast to Londonderry.
The event was down for decision on the previous week-end,

but was postponed, and the change had a beneficial result

on the entry. The roads were in fairly good condition, and
the weather exceptionally fine. Four open controls and

several secret checks were established en route, whilst in

addition observers were stationed on one of the hills on the

road between Coleraine and Limavady.
The result was as follows ; 1, J. Stewart (2| h.p.

Douglas); 2, J. R. Thompson (3^ h.p. T.T. B.S.A.;; 3,

J. Lavery (3^- h.p. Ariel); 4, C. E. Mai-tin (3^ h.p.

Triumph).
Manchester M.C.

A one-day reliability trial to North Wales was success-

fully carried through in connection with the annual Easter

tour. It took the form of a non-stop run from Manchester
to Beddgelert, and the time allowed (including one and a

half hours for lunch) was six hom's and forty and a half

minutes, which made the average speed twenty miles per

hour. Competitors were checked outside Beddgelert, the
competitor losing the least number of majrks and passing

the check in the nearest time to the schedule to be the

winner. The route lay by the way of Chester, Mold, Ruthin
to Cen-ig-y-Druidion (lunch), then to Bettws-y-Coed, Capel
Curig, Pen-y-gwryd to Beddgeleii,, 103^ miles. The weather
conditions were anything but perfect, a strong gale facing

the competitors all the way. W. Heaton (2^ A.J.S.) proved
to be the winner, beating J. Tytler by one minute and forty

seconds.

Cumberland County M.C.C.

The opening hill-climb took place on the 5th inst. The hill

chosen this year was Underwood hill, Watermillock, on a
by-road leading from the road along the side of TJllswater

Lake from Pooley Bridge to Patterdale and contains three

almost right angular corners. Despite the unfavourable con-

ditions, the following riders did well: G. W. Braithwaite

(Zenith), R. Bownass (Matchless), W. B. Little (Rudge), L. L.
Pierce (Rudge), P. E. Tolfree (Matchless), W. M. Milbnrn
(Triumph), H. B. Harrison (Rudge), E. Jeffrys (Indian), and
E. SomervUl (Indian).

The results, which were decided on formula, were as follows

:

Singles (any capacity).

Rider and machine.

1. Geo. W. Braithwaite (3^ Zenith) ...

2. R. Bowness (3^ Matchless)
3. W. B. Little (3^ Rudge)

Twins (any capacity).

1. E. Jefferys (5 Indian)
2. R. Drinkall (2| Douglas)
3. A.. Somervell (7 Indian)

Fastest time : R. Bowness (3-j h.p. Matchless), 53-^ sees.

Belfast and District M.C.

This club held a most important open hill-climbing com-
petition on Knocksaughey Hill, near Giant's Causeway.
The distance of the diiiib was about 1.550 yards, the

gradient averaging 1 in 10. The surface was good, excepting

a patch at the final bend. The event was decided to the

accompaniment of a furious hurricane, which prevented
several from starting. Thirty- four entries were received.

The A.C.U. formula was used. Results;

Class I.—Not exceeding 500 c.c.

Fig. of merit.

1. R. Holloway (3i Premier) 75.81

2. .Tames Stewart (2J Douglas) 81.9

3. W. Cameron 83.76

Class II.—Unlimited capacity.

Fig. of

Time. merit.

57s. 74.1

63is. 81.6
64s. 84.4

65is. 106.5

103is. lOli.3

56s. 139.1

Time.
52^s.

63s.

55?8.

1. R. ITollowav (5i Premier)
2. J. Tliompson (3i B.S.A.)
3. S. Corry (3i Matchless)

lloiloway's time c(|ual8 about 61 m.p.h., and ia partly

af<«unlcd for hy the favouring gale.

Great intorcHt was taken in the contests by Belfast and
liiillyincna motorists.

Coik M.C.C.

The open hill-climb took place at Grange Hill Ovens on the

5th inst. Results

:

(Jlass a.—Under 500 c.c.

Time. Fig. of merit
E. Harrington (2 h.p. Humber) ... 758. ... 64
J. T. O'Callaghan (2 h.p. Humber)... 86s. ... 65
R. S. Russell (Matchless) 46s. ... 71

Class B.—Over 500 c.c.

L. Dobbin (8 h.p. Matchless) ... 43.6s. ... 106
M. J. Fitzgerald (6 h.p. Zenith) ... 68.6s. ... 127

Cardiff M.C.

A large number of members met on Good Frida.y morning
at the City Hall (by kind permission of the Lord Mayor) for

the opening meet. The weather was, however, dull, and fine

rain fell at intervals. A group photograph was taken, after

which the members proceeded to Speech House, Forest of

Dean, where, after lunch, an impromptu hill-climb was held,

with the following results

:

Class 1.—Motor cycles, any capacity, run on handicap,
entrants being paired. .^:

1. A. B. Wade (6 h.p. Zenith).

2. J. C. Moore (3i h-p. Rudge).

Class 2.—Motor cycles, any capacity, with sidecar attach-

ments, run on handicap, entrants being paired.

1. E. Chapman (6 h.p. Zenith).

Torbay and District M.C C.

The club held a hill-climb near Ashburton on the 5th inst.

in splendid weather on a hill two-thirds of a mile long. A
strong head wind blowing down the course increased the diffi-

culty of negotiating it, and several machines failed to get up.

Hardy's Norton made fastest time in good style, Williamson's
Norton of 490 c.c. being only one second slower, and the latter

rider being a heavier man makes his run up an excellent one.

The climb was run off in three divisions—the first open to all

for first on time and formula, the second for those members
who had not previously taken prizes, the third lightweights,

and an " old crocks " event, which, however, attracted only
one entrant—a Quadrant, yclept the "Roebuck"—which got

to the top well. Of the lightweights Powell's 2i h.p. Enfield

was first, making very good time. Results :

Rider and machine. Time.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

A. C. Hardy (3i Norton) ... 57|s— Williamson (3i^ Norton) ... 58|s.

W Harding (6 Zenith) '.!'. Im. Sfs.

H. Benny (3^ Rudge) ... Im. 7is,

R. Broadbear (3^ Premier) ... ... Im. 8is.

A. Powell (2J Enfield) ... Im. 16|s.

.irnno nl Iho sUrl of (ho Dgncastor and DUtrict M.C.C. spood judging compel lion.
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Club News.

—

U. D. Shaw making his debut on hi> new 8 h.p. twin Zenith at the Bradford M.C.C.
minor tiiU-climb at Ton^. Tne J.A.P. engine is of the overhead valve type.

Bradford M.C.C.

Tlie club opened its season's programme with a handicap
hill-climb at Tong. The surface was treacherous, but some
good riding was witnessed. H. D. Shaw (8 Zenith) proved
the winner by 0|seo. from T. H. Dunston (T.T. Rudge),
after a keen struggle. Percy Shaw (T.T. P. and M.) and H.
B. AuH (T.T. Triumph) rode well Pvcsult : 1, H. D. Shaw
(8 Zenith) ; 2, T. H. Dunstan (T.T. Rudge) ; 3, F. Hodgson
(Bradbury sc.) ; 4, H. B. Ault (T.T. Triumph). The annual
open hill-climb is fixed for May 18th, and a two days' open
reliability trinl. Bradford to Edinburgh and back, for Whit
jMonday and Tuesday.

The Motor Cycling Club.

Copies of the flashlight
,
photograph taken at the opening

run dinner at Brighton can be obtained from Mr. B. Wariane,
4, Percy Street. Tottenham Court Road, W., for 2s. each.

Taunton and District M.C.C.

The opening run of this club took place on the 28th ult.

to Burnham, when over forty members turned up and a

most enjoyable afternoon was spent. The club now numbers
just over sixty, and it is hoped this number will be increased

to a hundred before the end of the season. Great local interest

is being taken in the open hill-climb to be held on Cothel-
stone Hill on Thursday, May 16th, fuU particulars of which
can be obtained from the hon. secretary, Mr. W. G. Potter,
41, Belvedere Eoad, Taunton.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

There will be race meetings at Portmarnock on the 13th
and 27tli inst. ; on each day there will be three events.
;FJying half-mile competitions will take place on the 25th

inst: and the 22nd prox., early in the morning, on "a

level road.

An open reliabilitj' trial will be held on JMay 4th. Start-

ing from Donnybrook at 2.Z0 p.m., the route will be via

Ashford, Laragh, Drumgoff, Aughrim. Ovoca, and Path-
drum. Observers will be stationed on Ballymacroe Hill.

Bristol M.C.C.

A very interesting and instructive lecture was given by
Professor W. Morgan, of the Bristol University, before the
members of the Bristol Motor Cycle Club on Thursday
evening, the 28th ult., at tlie club's headquarters, relative

to valve setting.

The club held its sprmg competition on the 30th ult.,

starting at Keynsham and covering a circular course twice.

The run was a nou-stop, and the result was . 1, F. Davis

(3i Rudge) ; 2, W. T. Symes (2| Douglas) ; 3, E. Kickham
(2| Douglas). .->; •

Entries for the open hill-climb close on Monday next, the
15th inst., to Mr P. Orout, ' Warmley, Bristol. There are
tea classes

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

The opening run took place on the 30th ult., on a circular

course in Derbyshire. The attendance was good.

Coventry and Warvrickshire M.C.

Entries for the members' sidecar trial to be held on
Saturday next, the 13th inst., close first post to-day to the

hon. sec., Mr. G. Smith, 19, Hertford Street, Coventry.
The course must be covered without a stop and includes six

accents of Edge Hill, which will ensure a sporting contest.

Wolverhampton M.C.C.

On the 27th and 28th inst., a two-day reliability trial for

the Stevens Cup and medals will be held. This, will be
over a secret course, wliich will be made known at head-
quarters on Friday evening, the 26th inst.

The committee have also arranged for a lecture on " Mag-
netos," by Mr. Bennett, of the Bosch Magneto Co., Ltd.,

in the Lecture Hall, Garrick Street, Wolverhampton, on
jMonday, the 22nd inst. All motorists in Wolverhampton'
and district will be most welcome. Admission free by-

ticket, to be obtained of the hon. secretary, George Hill,

Temple Road, Willenhall.

The following runs have been fixed for April : 13th,

Buxton ; 20th, Hereford ; 27th and 28th, Stevens Cup reli-

ability trial (secret course).

Will the present hon. secretaries of the following clubs

send their names and addresses to the Editor : Amman
Valley and District i\l.C., Halifax and District M.C.C, Hull
(Kingston) M.C, Irish Motor Cycle Union (Ulster Centre),

Oxfordshire A.C., and Pontefract M.C.
)—i^e» <

100 Miles per Day on a Sidecar.
Last week we had the pleasure of meeting Harry Long

and JMiss Long, who have just started on another long-

distance record-breaking ride. This time, Mr. Long is

riding a 4 h.p. Singer, with Singer two-speed gear and
Millford sidecar. Mis intention was to spend Easter in

Wales, and then journev from Land's End to Jolin-o'-

Groat's (possibly more tLan once), touching on the way

Harry Long, who has commenced an attempt to cover 100 miles per day by sidecar.

most important ilidland towns, after which he will repeat
last year s coast route trip. All the while his object is to
cover one hundred miles per day _

Mr. Long is very hopeful, and confident of success. He
told us the old tale of doubting Thomases, who describe
the coast trip with a sidecar as impossible. We left him
going out to finish his daily hundred miles in a very
cheerful frame of mind We wish hmi all good luck and
a successful accomplishment of his plucky venture.

B29
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be

addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and

on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal queries should be marked " Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from

questions bearing on technical subjects. ..<,-.,,,;.

Ignition Control.

I have a 2 h.p. Humber motor

cycle with fixed point magneto

ignition. (1.) Should I gain any
material advantage by (itting a

spark control? (2.) What altera-

tions to magneto would be necessary in

fitting control?—M.E.E.
(1.) Yes, you would find .considerable

advantage by ntting a spark control.

This would give the engine greater flexi-

bility and prevent knocking if it be

used intelligently. (2.) All that would be

needed, probably, is a new contact breaker

:over.

Baldock (Herts) to Llandudno and Back.

Plea-se give me the best route

^ from Baldock, Herts, to Llan-

f I
dudno, avoiding hills as much as

-i-i possible and also traffic in towns,

with an alternative route home
—B.F.

Your best route would be as follows

:

Baldock, Shefford, Bedford, Northampton,
West Haddon, Crick, then straight up
Watling Street, following the signposts

of the R.A.C. to Wellington; go
through Wellington, Shrewsbury, and
follow the Holyhead Road through Llan-

gollen to Bettws-y-Coed ; here turn right,

and go through Llanrwst to Llandudno.
You might return vtA the coast road
through Abergele, Rhyl, Flint, Chester,

Tarporley, Nantwich, Stone, Rugeley,

Lichfield, and join Watling Street near
Weeford a few miles further on.

Long Distances on a Ligtatwcisht.

(1.) I purpose riding niv 2ih.p.
twin Enfield from Ashby-de-Ia-

Zouch to Cromer. Please tell me
the most direct route (avoiding,

if possible, the biggest hills) and
distance. (2.) Do you consider I

should get 80 far on such a small

machine? (3.) Would it be wise to

average twenty-five miles per hour, I

mean on account of the low power of the

machine ?—T.L.D.
(1.) Your best route would be as follows :

Ashby, Lougbboi'ougK, Melton i\'Iowbray,

Orikham. Stamford, Peterborough, Wis-
Ijftdi, King's Jjynn, Fakenhani, Holt, to

Crrirner. Tlie di.stance is appro.timate'ly

144 miles. (2.) Tli<;re will be no diffi-

culty in travelling this di.stanre in a day.

We have ridden from near (lloucestor to

Newquay (Cornwall) on n similar machine,
and the DevonKliire hills are far more
Bcverc than any you will meet. (3.) The
machine ia ea.sily capable of averaging

25 m.p.h or more, out we recommend
you to average 20 m.p.h.

C30

Exeter to Walthamstow.

Please tell me the best route to

London, avoiding the larger towns
if possible : also how to get

through London to Hoe Street,

Walthamstow? I think I had
better time myself to reach the outskirts

of London early in the evening, and tlien

wait until about 1 a.m., and slip thi'ough

the City when the streets are clear? Do
you think this a good plan? I live eight

miles below Exeter, and, supposing 1 left

here at 7 a.m., could I, with good going
and ordinary luck (averaging 15 to 20
m.p.h.), get to the outskirts of London
the same day? .1 want to go up to

London in a month's time, and if you
can advise me on the above points I

shall be very grateful. I am only a
motorist of a few years' standing, and
so do not know much of the roads out-

side Devon. My machine is a 1911 two-
speed Humber.—C.W.jM.

Your best route would be as follows

:

Exeter, Honiton, Chard, Crewkerne,
Yeovil, Shaftesbury, Wilton, Salisbury,

Andover, Whitchurch, Basingstoke, Hook,
Hartley Row, Bagshot, Staines, and
Hounslow. The best way to proceed
would then be : At the entrance of

Hounslow turn left just wliere the Bath

Road joins the Exeter Road, and go
through Heston Hounslow, Hestcn St.

Leonards, skirt Osterley Park, cross the
main Oxford Road under the railway
bridge (dangerous crossing), turn first left

and then right at Greenford, and go
'

straight on to Harrow-on-the-Hill. Here
turn right, and go straight on until you
reach Edgware Road, cross straight over^
this, and go through Hendon St. Mary to
Finchley Station. . Here ask your way to
Muswell Hill, where, close by Muswell
Hill Station, yon will find a road which will

take you direct through Tottenham High
Cross to Walthamstow. At Blackwash
Road Station anyone will tell you the way
to Hoe Street. Tlie route we have given
you avoids as much of the traiBc as
possible, but it takes you right round
London. This route is best seen on
Bacon's Map of Twenty Miles Round
London (which can be obtained from these
offices post free. Is. 2d.). If you leave
Exeter at 7 a.m. you should be able to
reach London the same evening. It would
be worth your while getting the map we,
mention and studying the route round

;

you might find this more convenient than
waiting till 1 a.m. From Starcross to the
outskirts of London is approximately-,
175 miles.
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RACING IN PAIRS AT OAKAMOOR.

W. E. Cook, on an A.S.L., appears to bo taking matters very easily. He was eventually put out by a

mysterious stoppage, his engine restarting immediately.
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Oil-tight Joints.

What is the best stuff to use
for making oil-tight joints in a
base chamber on a motor cycle

when any sort of paper is too
thick? Also, what is the best

stuff to use to make oil joint between
cylinder and cylinder head and be-

tween cylinder and crank case (old

M.M.C. engine) ?—R.W.
Oil-tight joints in both the places men-
tioned may be well made by means of
Coverol, made by Conrad Schmidt and
Co., and sold by the Service Co., Ltd.

Removing Contact Breaker.

I was just going to write to you
on the subject of "A.J.W.'s"
question, which you answer in

The Motor Cycle of February 15th.

My rocking arm also has stuck

owing to the damp. As I am nervous
about tampering with my magneto, will

you kindly supplement your reply to
" A.J.W." by answering these questions ;

(1.) Cannot the rocking arm be removed
without removing the whole contact
breaker and nut in the centre? (2.) Does
the contact breaker include the rocking
arm, and will that be removed with the
contact breaker? (3.) Is there any diffi-

culty in replacing the contact breaker in

the right position? (4.) Does the rock-
ing arm turn on a fibre pin? If so, is

there any danger of breaking it? (5.)

My rocking arm appears to be kept in

place merely by a spring. Is this so?

The magneto is a Bosch.—A.C.R.

(1.) Yes. The rocking arm can be removed
without removing the whole contact breaker
by simply pushing the spring to one side

and unscrewing the spring which controls it.

(2.) It does. To take off the whole contact
breaker, remove the centre nut, then
taking two swewdrivers and placing thera

behind the contact breaker plate at oppo-
site sides, gently lever tliis out. It will

come away without difficulty. (3.) There
is a small projection on the contact breaker
plate extension which ensures the latter

always going back in the right position,

so that it cannot possibly be put back
wrongly. (4.) There is no (danger of break-
ing the pin on which the rocking arm
moves if care be used, as it is steel not
fibre ; the latter material is used for the
bush. (5.) Yes.

Spartiing at Contact Breaker.

(1.) I have a 1909 Triumph,

f-l and, on removing the cap of the
^ magneto, I found that it sparks
-2J at the points of the contact

breaker. Is this serious, and
does it in any way affect the running
of the machine? If so, how can it

be remedied? (2.) I also find that oil

leaks between the cylinder and the
crank case, so that the latter gets

covered with this black, gritty . slime,

making it very difficult to clean. What
is the best method of cleaning the crank
case, valves, etc., when in this con-
dition? (3.) What is the most suitable

washer to have between the cylinder
and crank case? (4.) What is the best
route from Andover to Leeds for above
machine?—W.R.V.W.

(1.) When you remove the contact
breaker cap from this particular type of

magneto, you interrupt the condenser
connections, consequently you see a.

31 H.P. TO START 120 H.P.

The Daimler Agricultural Tractor, designed for

drawing a 25 disc plough for Canada, is fitted With
a six-cy inder engine of t50 mm. bore and equal
stroke. To start this 120 h.p. engine, use has been
made of a separate 3J h.p. B.S.A. motor cycle
engine. The engine is started in the usual way,
and by means of a clutch the power is utilised to
drive a shaft, which in turn starts the big engine
by means of a friction wheel on the end of the
small shaft pressing against the big flywheel.

fairly \-iolent spark at the contact
breaker. It does not affect the running
of the machine, except tlhat it burns up
the platinum points. (2.) Wash the
crank case down with a stiff brush soaked
in petrol. (5.) Brown paper soaked in

boiled linseed oil is the best washer.

(4.) Your best route would be as follows :

Andover, Newbury, Abingdon, Oxford,
Bicester, Buckingham, Towcester, North-
ampton, Kettering, Oakham, then on to

the Great North Road, and through
Colsterworth, Grantham, Newark, Tux-
ford, Retford, Doncaster to Leeds.

413

Leeds to Folkestone.

Please inform me which is the
best and most direct route from
Lee^s to Folkestone via Shep-
herd's . Bush, London, giving
principal towns, also mileage.

—H.R.M. .

•

Your best route would be as follows :

Leeds, Doncaster, straight down the
Great North Road through Retford,
Newark, Grantham, Stamford, Stilton,

Eaton Socon, Biggleswade, Baldock,
Stevenage, Regent's Park, down Lan-
caster Gate to Shepherd's Bush. From
here cross over Wandsworth Bridge, and
when over the river turn right, and
then immediately after the railway
bridge, ascending a steep hill, go
straight on and bear to your left till

you see Wandsworth Common. Turn to
your right and follow the Trinity Road
right to Tooting ; here ask your way to
Mitcham, and . follow the road through
Mitcham, Croydon, West Wickham,
Farnborough, Riverhead (left), Wrotham,
Maidstone, Ashford, Hythe, Folkestone.
The distance is approximately 270 miles.

We should not advise you to go by
Shepherd's Bush if you can help it. It

would be better to avoid London, and
go through Stevenage, Hertford, Ware,
Harlow, Ongar, Brentwood, Tilbury,
Gravesend, to Wrotham.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences

of others with various motor cycles or accessories
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in
which the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor.
" P.A.L." (Chatham).—Mabon vari

able gear.

"G.S.W." (Battersea Park).—Bedelia
cyclecar.

" W.A.E." (Weston - super - Mare).—
Mabon, Zenith-Gradua, and N.S.U.
gears, all with 1911 free engine Triumph,
with and without sidecar.

"T.B." (Durham).—B. and B., Lukin,
and Binks carburetters ; also Bowden
counter-shaft gear for 3^ h.p. machine.

"Y899" (Sandford).—A.C. sociable.

NEW MODEL WULFRONA MOTOR CYCLE.

This machine is fitted with an Arno engine and Thornton two-speed gear. Other fittings used include

Druid forks, Lycett saddle, Hutchinson tyres, and Bosch magneto carried at rear of engine.

A.^3
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A Highly Efficient Valve System.

One of the chief objections to using

mushroom valves of large diameter; is

due to. the big resistance oftered to the

exhaust valve when opening, as it lifts

against; the pres-

sure existing m
ihe cylinder which'
may be 50 lbs. or
more per square
inch. In this

construction the
valves are of con-

siderable port
opening. The
exhaust valve
lakes the form of

a sleeve A which
seats at B, and

f

when raised aliows
the gas to pass
through the out-
let C. It will be seen that 'the exhaust
valve is not held on its seat by the
pressure in the cylinder, so requires

practically no effort to raise it. The inlet

valve takes the form of a sleeve D with
packing rings interposed between it and
the exhaust valve sleeve A. The inlet valve

sleeve has a conical seating at E on the
cylinder head F. The whole of the
combustion chamber is machined.—A.
W. Reeves, No. 41, 1912.

Sturmey-Archer Three^speed Hub;
This is a construction of three-speed

hub gear having a direct drive on top

speed, and incorporating a plate clutch.

SJnS
Eric, w Walford. fupa

Upon the usual ilxed spindle A are

mounted driving members B C, tlie

former receiving motion from the engine,

and the latter having a free wheel connec-

tion with the hub shell D, which is

mounted upon ball bearings on the mem-
bers B C. The driving member B is

flanged over to form an internally toothed
ring E, engaging planet pifiions F, which
revolve on studs on a carrier G. This
carrier G, like the member B, is also

flanged to form an internally toothed rmg
II, which engages planet pinions H' on
a second carrier J. Both trains of planet
pinions engage a sun pinion fixed on the
spindle A. The outer peripheries of the
driving member B" and . Dlanet pinion
carriers H and J are formed witl\ clutch
teeth engaging corresponding teeth on a

clutoh ring K free to slide on the spindie
A, and engaged at its boss by an operat-
ing key and rod L. At the other end of

the hub is arranged a plate clutch com-
prising a sleeve M and a disc N, the latter

having a sliding connection with the
clutch ring K, which provides a positive
drive, but allows of tiie necessary move-
ment of tile clutch ring K for operation
of the gears. With the sleeve M and disc

N co-operate friction plates, alternately

engaging the sleeve M and the hub shell,

the plates being normally pressed into

engagement by springs 0, but being
capable of disengagement by the. operation

of a draw-rod and key device P. -In

operation, assuming tlie plate .cUitch to be

in engagement, 'when thei clutch teeth on
the driving member E are in engagement
with the clutch ring K the drive is

"direct" to tue hub shell pia the plat^

clutch. If now the clutch ring be moved
to release the member A and engage the

planet pinion carrier' G, the drive Is fi'oip

the member A tlixough the planet pinions

F to the carrier G, and so to the hub shell.

When the clutch ring engages the carsier

J, both sets of planet pinions P are in

operation and a doubly reduced speed is

transmitted. The provision of the pedal-

ling sprocket C enables the hub to be

rotated to start the engine —Sturmey-
Archer Gears, Ltd., and J. Cohen, No.
2,013, 1911.

Motor Cycle Thefts.

Owing to the number of thefts of

motor cycles from various London depots,

Messrs. R. G. Nye and Co., Hampstead
Road, Tottenham Court Road, have been
enterprising enough to insure clients'

machines entrusted to their care against

both fire and burglary.

Insurance.
Under the new A. C.U. insurance scheme

full particulars of which can be obtained
from the A. C.U. Insurance Department,
199, Piccadilly, W., damage to lamps
is included without extra charge in the

motor bicycle premium, and also fidecars

without extra charge, provided the full

value of the combination be insured.

Preventing Rust.
The Bancioftian Co., Bishopsgate

Street, E.C., have introduced a new
lacquer for preserving plated and other
bright parts from rust. To apply it the
part is first polished, then rubbed over
with cotton wool soaked in methylated
spirit, and afterwards the lacquer is

ipplied with the same piece of wool.
L'^roni samples we have seen, the prepara-
iion appears to be quite successful.

"The Autocars of 1912."
'J'he above title is that of a new book

which luis just been published by Ililfa

ind Sons, Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, E.G.,
price Is. 6d. not, or Is. 9d. post free.

In it is an alphabetically arranged iiiblo

of cars on the British market; also

IrawingH of their bonnets and radiators.

Motor cyclists who -are keen on picking
jut and recognising the various makes
)f cars they meet on the road will bo
interested to examine these drawings of

listinctive bonnets and radiators with
which the hook IR illustratefl

''34;

mmtETs

Upkeep and^ana'gement.
Quite a good little booklet on the

management of the Rover motor bicycle is

that entitled " Instructions for the Up-
keep and Management." It is full of lucid

illustrations and well-A'ritten reading
matter, and is quite one of the best bocks
of the kind we have seen.

For the Good oi the Cause.
The Hendee Manufacturing Co., 178.

Great Portland Street, W., nave had
some special notices printed on cards,

which will be sent to any bond tide

motor cycle agent on receipt of 3d. to

cover the cost of production and postage.

The notice reads

.

"Do not run your machine on the
stand longer than 30 sees, at one time.

Never run it at full speed on the st-and

at .any time.

No air-cooled motor ever buiit will

stand such treatment. It burns out
rings and injures bearings.

More motors have been ruiijed on the
stand than on the road."
The advice is excellent, and one of IJie

cai'ds should be prominenlly placed in

every gara,ge. The card bears no iianie

or advertising matter in eonneclion witli

the Ilenden Co or tlie Indian machines,
so that tlio distribution of the cards can
be said to be a disintere.stBd action

Folding Clothes Brush. -

The sale ot the neat and handy folding
clothes brush which we illustrated in the
issue of January 4th, page 20, has been
taken up by Brown Bros., Ltd., Newmap
Street, Oxford Street, W., who are re-

tailing it at a very moderate figure.

A New Tyre.
The Liga Rubber Works, Frankfurt

a/M., whose! London business is conj-

troUed by Mr." Clifford Wilson, havte
just introduced a new tyre, to be known
as the " Ligatire." The tyre cover is

black in colour and built up on Tripolitan
fabric; woven in such a manner that'

even when the tyre is board hard its

resiliency is said to be unimpaired.

Tyre Sizes.

J. Pedley and Son, Ltd., Oxford
Works, Great Charles Street, Birming-
ham, inform us that they are now able
to supply a 26in. x 2iin. cover which
will fit a 2iin. rim ; also a 26in. x 2^in.

cover to fit 2^111. rims. R,paders who
are interested can obtain .sections ot the
tyre covers mentioned from the above
address.

Catalogues Received.
The Corah model.s fur 1912 are the

touring model 3| or 4^ h.p. and the
T.T. model with overhead valve engine

;

the last-niimed is also made with a slide-

valve engine if desired. Catalogues of

Ihe.se nnuliines can bo obtained from the
Corah Motor Mnmitacturing Co., King's
Norton, Birmingliain.

Wo are in receipt of a leaflet from
Me.sprs. Ednnmd Wadden and Co., The
Quadrant, Weybridge, Surrey, descrip-
tive of the Antotri.x. cyclocar, a racy
looking little vehicle with low-built seats,

sloping bonnet, and wheel steering.
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Buy this Lamp
—in preference.
BECAUSE IT IS THE WELL-KNOWN

Powell & Hanmer
Motor Cycle Lamp
—th2 mate with the biggest " QUALITY" reputa-
tion—the biggest sale—and the biggest benefits for

uszrs.

There's over a thirty years' experience behind the

"P. & H." production— and that means perfect

service with its consequent perfect safety awheel.

Note the marked value—then buy

—

SPECIFICATION.
MODEL 125. The "P. & H." Powerful Projector Lamp fitted

with a " Roni" Non-carbonisiag burner, 4 Un. specially silvered

Man^n Mirror, and best plate-glass bevelled Convex Lens.
Special Adjustable Bracket, upon which the Lamp can be
reversed if required. Special Generator, of highest quality and
efficiency, complete with best grey rubber Tubing connection.

Height. Weight. Front. Lens. Best Finish
7in. 2 4 lbs. 5,'in. 4iin. Plated oa Brass.

Price 27/= complete
ready for attaching to Cycle in either position—on Handle-bar,
Stem, or usual Lamp Bracket.

Obtainable of all Motor Agents, or direct

Powell & Hanmer, Limited,

Chester Street, Birmingham.

In answerino thexi: ndr.f.rf.iac.mrnls it is desirable. 10 mentLoa " The Motor Cucle." A3 5
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I
12/6 & 18/6.

bJ

NO MORE GOOD '

TYRES ON THE
J

SCRAP HEAP. J

Send your old tyres to us.

Bursts and broken beads

repaired by our Patent

Process cannot fail.

Agents for

LEVIS, 2 stroke.

RUBGE-WHITWORTH.
TRUMP-J.AP.
MOTOSACOCHE.
CASH OR CREDIT.

DELIVERY TO-DAY.

Write for

Particulars.

i

LAn ri , Li LEICESTER. Jb

THE KING OF
MOTOR OILS.

The exclusive use of " Sternol " ensures sweeter

running, reduces your repair bills to the minimum,
and enables your engine to develop greater

power on hills.

The leading agents throughout the country

recognise the superiority of "Sternol," and
always stock it.

tVliy not give il a trial ?—you will then have

an opportiiiiily 0/ li'stiitg ils niaiii/old mcrils lor

yourself.

Full Imrliciilars post free on request.

STERNOL,
56, Royal London House, Finsbury Square, London, E.G.

Do you want your machine

to run smoothly and with

increased power ?
THE

U.H
MAGNETO
will make your mount simply fly

up hills, and will give you, absolute

immunity from ignition trouble.

Particulars post free on request.

S. WOLF & CO.,

115, Southwark Street, London, S.E.

Telegrams :
" Widerstand, London."

'Phone : 5173 Central. •

MOSELEY
GROOVED

Extra strong oeads, 3-ply heavy canvas

36/- per cover, 28 x 2] beaded.
FROM ALL AGENTS.

Catalofiuc ircc ftoin the mahcn.—
DAVID MOSELEY & SONS, LTD.,

Ardwick, MANCHESTER.

A2f, J Ii (iiiiiri liiifi these oilf rtifcmcnls it in Jcsiiablc lo incnlioii, "The Motor Cycle."
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THREE RIBBED.

SPENCER
MOULTON
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES
Made in three kinds—three-ribbed,
steel studded, and standard heavy.
The same excellence of quality
obtains in these covers as in our
well-known motor tyres.

Full particulars and prices on application to—
GEORGE SPENCER MOULTON & Co., Ltd..

London: 77 & 79. Cannon St., (j.C.

giasgow : 65 & 67. fBolhwell St

Leeds : 68. Jlllion Street.

KINGSTON MILLS,
BRADFORD-ON-A VON,

WILTS.

"MARTIN-JAP
JJ MOTOR
CYCLES

foi- SREED SLnd RELIABILITY.
Arrangements ha\e now been completed whereby prompt delivery of these

world-fnmous machines can be given. There is not sufficient space in this

advertisement to detail the various records, eic, standing to the credit of

these motor cycles—indeed, it is scarcely necessary, as the name of Harry
Martin is world-famous. Enough if we state that over 250 Firsts and over
200 World's Records havjbeen secured by the Martin-Jap.

AIM I IVIRORTANT l=»0 1 NX-
Every machine is tested and personally supervised during construction by

Mr. Harry Martin, and no machine will leave the works until it has perfectly
Fulfilled the stringent test to which it will be subjected. That the Mai tin-Jap
is the most efficient mai hiiie made is no idle boast. This is proved by the
consistent Record of Successes in all Open Competitions. In 1911 the
Martin-Jap competed in 20 Races, winning 17 Firsts, 2 Seconds. Also 10
World's Records were made, and are still standing, no other machine iu the
world being able to beat them despite repeated efforts.

F>F7ICES -From 38 GUINEAS,
H. RflARTIN & CO. Works : Leslie Grove, East Croydon, Surrey.

SIDECAR MODELS.
Can give prompt deliveries of

"CLYNO." "BAT." "ENFIELD." "INDIAN."
Upwards of 100 second-hand Bargains.

Note the following and write for complete list.

1911 3i h.p.F.E. TRIUMPH €43
1911 3i h.p. T.T. TRIUMPH £42
1909 3J h.p.F.E. TRIUMPH £35
1909 3J h.p. TRIUMPH £31
1911 3i h.p. PREMIER £36
1911 3J h.p. Two-Speed NUMBER £4C
1910 3 j h.p. Two-Speed HUMBER £35
1911 3I h.p. KERRY £35
1910 2J h.p. Twin ENFIELD £22 10
1910 2} h.p. Twin MOTO-REVE £22 10

AH machines guaranteed,

ROBERT BEVAN, Castle Street, CARDIFF.

In answering these advertisements it

Dft TEVOID ^1^ F M, IEVOID ^^ F M, ROUBLE
MOTORS.

6 and b h.p. Models.

The finest machine in the World for

Design, Workmanship, & Finish

NOW IS THE TIME TO BOOK YOUR ORDER
FOR ONE OF THESE EXCELLENT MACHINES.

Write. 'Phone (2125 Central), or call-

H. Reed & Co.,
306, Deansgate,

Manchester.

Sole Agents for Manchester & District for the Canoelet Sidecars,

Applications for Asrencies invited.

London Agents—The Service Co,, Ltd,, 292, High Holborn, London, W,C.

Liverpool Agents— Messrs, Henry Whitlock & Co,, 40, Hope Si,, Liverpool.

desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle
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ROC WORKS,Sole Makers

:

A. W. WALL, LTD., Hay Mills, BIRMINGHAIVI.

THE WALL TRI-CAIIRIAGE.
A sound, practical, and scientifically designed three-wheel

Runabout.

Price with Two-seater Body: ~

100 Guineas.
The luxury of a car with motor cycling economy.

Differential Axle. Easy Steering.
Shaft Transmission. Does not skid.
Roc change speed gear. Turns in own space.
Easy geared-up hand starting. Safe, Speedy, Reliable.

Early Deliveries.

Wsite for catalogvie,

New
Edition
Now
Ready.

The FIRST and BEST bock en the motor cycle.

MOTOR CYCLES
& how to manage them.
Fifleenih Edition. Entirely Revised by the Staff of "The Motor Cycle."

PRICE

1/-
Net.

Corrmencing with advice on the choice and purchase of a machine, this

bock tells how the motor works, and how its mechanism may be under-
stood and mastered. It also deals with every conceivable point in the
care, management, and running of machines of all types. The New
Edition gives details of all principal improvements in 1912 models.

By Post

1/3
Ollainable of ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor St., Lc n^0Il, E.G., and all booksel'er*

HUILES DE LUXE
Summer and Winter are prepared
frorh the finest materials that it is

possible to obtain and they are
the most efiicient lubricants.

Summer
Huile de Luxe

Winter
Huile de luxe

was used by Frank
Smith on his 5-6 h.p.
Clyno when he
climbed Honister and
other hills in the Lake
District.

was used by R. A.
Bishop on his 6 h.p,

ENriELD and sidecar,

the first to ascend
Arms Hill, nr. Henley

B.M.C.R.C. MEETING
on the £7th March, 1912,

100 mis. all-ccin«rs' race.

Winter
Huile de Luxe

Winter
Huile de Luxe

was used by Sam
Wrighl on his 2.3 Ii.]).

twin H UMBER, llu;

winner of Cla.ss I!.

was used by E. B.
Ware on his 3! h.p.

KuDOE, the winner of

Class C.

Full particulars in 1912 Booklets.

PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE CO. Ltd.,

Battersea. LONDON, S.W.

THE
NON-SKID.

"BURNETT"
PATENT SUCTION - CUP

TYRE.
TESTIMONIAL.

Colliery Inn, Brandon Colliery,

Co. Durham,
Dear Sirs, March 6th, 1012.

1 have preat pleasure m saying that llic

BURNETT Suction Motor Cytle Tyrts
ha\'C turned out most satislactory in use.

I am particularly pleased with their CNcelleiit
wearing quaiilics, and further, I find them to be
good Non-SIiids,

I travelled formy holidays with Pillion passenger,
and lupgago making a total weight of 30 stones on
back cover, without machine, doiufS 550 miles in
four days, over sonic of the roughest road in
Scotland, without the slightest trouble.

I am a satisfied user of Bunielt Covers, and intend using no other,

Bclie\e me to be, yours truly,

The Burnett Motor Tyre Co., (Signed), Chas. 1'. CiiRisio;',

MeJkshani, Wilts.

26 X 2

26 X 2.1

26 X 2i

lixtra Hca\ y.

33/-
34/6
36/-

Tubes.

8/6
9/6
10/6

Carrliif!:e Paid. Less 10% Cash with Order.

THE BURNETT IVIOTOR TYRE CO.,
MELKSHAM, WILTS.

Tfl. : 33, Millslmm. Td. AiWriss :
" VACUUM, MliLKSllAM."

Jn uiisu'triiuj these advcrtiscincnls it is desirable io ment'h The. Mutur C'yrle.'
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Be Independent
of collier strikes, railway strikes, and industrial

upheavals generally. You can do this if you
BUY A MOTOR CYCLE. We are wanting to

sell some. Please note.
Whether you are a man with little money or

much money we can still find you a machine. If

you, have PLENTY OF MONEY, we shall be
pleased to have your order for any of the high-
class machines on the market. We are agents for

thera all. If you are a man with a settled income,
and do not feel interested in paying the whole
amount dowo, you will find us prepared to accom-
modate you on the deferred payment system. If

you are a Sunny Jim with a wage, and can pay
from ^3 down and from 5/- per week, you can
have a motor cycle. We can do everything for

everybody, excepting those interesting innocents
who wTite to ask if they can have a motor cycle

for 5/- down. We would draw their attention to

the fact that we are not selling gramapbones,
push cycles, or watches ; 5/- down is no use to

us. We must have at least £3 down and the
remainder as we might arrange.

You will find us always perfectly straight-

forward. We do not tell, you one " fairy tale
"

and mean another. Probably we lose a lot of
business through our straightforward, blunt way
of dealing. However, we cannot help that, know-
ing that we gain a lot we should not otherwise
get, and the man who wants all is likely to get
little. WE are out to get as much as we can,

and believe in the principle of giving and taking.
Probably some of you will think our advertising

is rot. Neither do we worry about that, so long
as you read it, and we feel quite sure that every-
body who buys " The Motor Cycle " does read it,

even if it is only to see what that silly kid Hitchen
has to say this week. The trade all read it to

see what ideas they can pick up. We do not mind
this in the least, and would take this opportunity
of saying that we shall be pleased to have the
traders' orders for any machines they want to buy.
We are the largest contractors in the world, and
are not troubled with trade jealousy, but respect-

fully solicit their orders for any motor cycles they

are wantmg. Being, as we are, large buyers, we
can treat them well, and better than other people,
and, what is more to the point, we can give prompt
delivery of the machines, where, of course, our
contracts do not prohibit.
We are out on the jump, and have been " on "

for some time. The fact that we are able to
purchase from the makers ^50,000 worth of motor
cycles should prove conclusively that Hitchen's
have confidence in themselves, and that they have
created such a trade that they feel quite sure
they will dispose of these machines, and, long
before the season is over, be live OUver Twist,
*' asking for more."
At the present moment we are buying from

traders what we want, and with the same willing-

ness we sell to them. If you are in the trade,
and have Scotts, P. and M., Triumph, Matchless
(No. 7 model), Jap-Bat (chain drive model),
Douglas (any model), C1>tio, or Morgan Run-
abouts, we shall be pleased to purchase from you.
Cash down. No waiting. Money always ready.
You need not pay any carriage. We will take
them from the works. When you write us, state
what you want net cash, and we will wire at once,
accepting or declining.

By the by, it is almost time you wanted some-
thing in ClC way of tyres, belts, and accessories
If so, you cannot do better than get on the jump
with us. Wc are clearing out of the accessory
trade, and are wanting your assistance in this

direction . We can supply anvthing you may
ivant AT A RIGHT PRICE ; and if you have not
had a list, it is time you had one ; a halfpenny
stamp will do the trick, and you will have one
through by return post. Let us have your en-
quiries witho^it delay. We are wanting to shift

an enormous amount of stuff, so that we shall be
in a position to deal with the heavy consignments
of new machines which will be coming in each
week. As the season advances our commitments
increase, and we are very short of room to
begin with.

W'e have an enormous amount of second-hand
tackle which we should like you to come to see.

This applies to both motor cycles and accessories,
and we feel quite sure it will be worth the railway
fare to see the stuff. The bargains you will get
will more than compensate you for the fare paid.

We are really determined on shifting it. Necessity
is the mother of Invention. We have no other
place in which to put our new machines, there-

fore there is nothing else but to shift the old. If

you are a cash buyer YOU CAN TAKE FROM
10% to 15% OFF OUR LIST PRICE for second-
hand motor cycles. All we ask is that you make
us a reasonable offer, and you will get a bike.

P-elieve us, we are not talking through our hat,

but intend to shift the lot between now and the
end of April. It is the time of the year when
"the b'hoys " want motor cycles,- and we are

making this exceptional offer to clear them out.

If you come with some money in your pocket,
and you cannot buy a motor cycle, then you do
not want one, as if you show the least sign of

buying, we will guairantee to sell you one. We
have no objection to doing trade with you in

any way which will suit you best, and shall be
glad to have a visit or a line from you.

Before closing we will enumerate some of the
machines we have in stock and have coming in :

Pheloh and Moore's, Scott, Jap-Bat (chain drive
and belt drive), single and 2-speed gear ; Match-
less, all numbers of 2-speed gear models ; Clyno,
Douglas, Zenith, Bradbury, 2-speed gear, belt

drive (chain drive by and by) ; Premier, single

and 2-specd gear, lightweight 3-spced gear

;

Huraber, 3^ b.p. 2-speed, lightweight 3-speed

;

Lincoln Elk, single and 2-speed ; Motosacoche,
2-speed gear ; Triumph, ordinary and free engine ;

A.C. tricar, and Morgan runabout. Many of these

you can have on the nod, and any you can have
for cash. Remember, the great thing in motor
cycle dealing to-day is delivery. It is no use
your hanging about for weeks for the sake of a
shilling or two discount, and losing the season.
We can do as well as anybody in the way of
discount, and better than anybody in delivery.

Remember these things. We have practically

nothing booked up, and are ready for your orders
any time. We do not appreciate the system of

booking up, preferring to be able to say, WE
HAVE THE STUFF, READY FOR SELLING.
Come and see the canaries. Note Address:

Hitchen's, Ltd., iVIorecambe.
'Phone

»

Wires
112 *' Motor, Morecambe,

"Imgladlgbtit"
** A -friend of mine lold me to write for the-

ROYAL RUBY catalogue and I'm glad I got it.

Such a specification as yours combined with the

famous J.A.P. engine, and the ROYv^.L RUBY
reputation for first-class workmanship, must
certainly appeal to the most fastidious motor

cyclist."

FOR DEFERRED PAYMENTS
4 down and balance in

12 monthly equal

payments. ^^^ I

^ c iv/irkT

OT)*^
THE

BEST HOUSE
for MOTOR CYCLES

SIDECARS
OH

RUNABOUTS
Sole Concessionnaires of the celebrated

MORGAN RUNABOUTS.
Stockists of G.W.K. MOTORETTE,
SABELLA, ROLLO, etc., etc.

Finest motor' cycle showrooms in London.

NOTE ADDRESS:

HARRODS LTD.
(Richard Burbidge, Managing Director), -

BroiDDton Road, LONDON, S.W.

In ansicering these adicriisemenls it in&dfjiirahU In mp.niion "The Motor Cvde.' &41
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 14 words or less 1/6, and Id. per word
liter. Each paragraph is charged separately,

Same and address must be counted. In the

sase of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry,

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

lime to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,'"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by
the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
state distinctly under wh^t heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purcliascrs of second-liand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

trict6, as many readers like to linow what machines are

for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before going
further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

.Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

SECTION IL
York and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,

Warwi-^k.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford

SECTION VI. <

Worcester, Ilert-ford, Radnor, IJrccknock, Monmouth,
Glamorgan, CarmarlJicn, Cardigan, and Fenibroke.

SECTION VII,
GhucestcT, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islan.is.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX.
komcrsct, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall,

SECriON X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI,
Ireland and Isle of Man,

STANDARD OF VALUE.
Proved higher than ever by greatly reduced prices

of Second-hand Machines and Matchless Selection

of Holiday Bargains iu New Motor Cycles of every

best make.

NEARLY 300 IN STOCK.
— List Free. —

5166. 3ih.p. 1911 Free-ensine TRIUMPH £45
5159. 6 h.p. 1911 ZENITH-GRADUA . . £55
5124. 3j h.p. 1909 2-5peed P. & M £35
5119. 3j h.p. 2-speed CLE £20
5118, 2 h.p. 1911 NUMBER £26 10
5117. 2i h,p. 1911 Free-engine SINGER .. £38
5107. 2jh.p. 1911 Standiird DOUQLAS .. £28 10
5082. 2i h.p. 1910 ROYAL ENFIELD .... £20
5075. 4 h.p. 1908 Free-engine ROC £18 ID
5066. 3i h.p. 1911 BRADBURY, Mabon cl. £37 10
5064. 3ih.p. 1911 2-speed HUMBER £37 10
5058. 3I h.p. 1911 ZENITH-GRADUA .... £45
5055, 3^ h.p. 1911 L.M.C., variable gear . . £35
5053. 7 h.p. igii Free-engine INDIAN . . £42 10
5001. 3i h.p. 1911 Free-engine BRADBURY £38 10
4990. 3* h.p. 1910 Free-engine TRIUMPH £39
2965. 2 h.p. 1909 MOTO-REVE £17 10
3S76. 5 h.p. rgoS V.S £20
4046. li h.p. MOTOSACOCHE £1110
4249. 3j h.p. igll Standard BAT 30 Gns.

4322. 3I h.p. 1911 2-spped N.S.U £35
4420. 3i h.p. igri Free-engine PREMIER £38 10

4444. I* h.p. 1909 WOLF £10 10

4474. 3J h.p. igro PREMIER £27 10

4506. 3J h.p. igri Clutch REX £33 10

4531. si h.p. 1910 2-speed SCOTT £32 10

4533. 2 h.p. 1911 3-spccd HUMBER 30 Gns.

4546. 3.Vh.p. rgil KERRY-ABINGDON ..£32 10
4619. 3J h.p. igir Standard BRADBURY £33 10
4628. 3i h.p. rgio TRIUMPH, Mabon vari-

able gear £38
4631. 3.; h.p. igog J.A.P £22
4673. 5-6h.p. igii 4-cyl. F.N £33
4677. 3J h.p. 1910 BRADBURY £28
4602. 4i h.p. igog 4-cvl. F.N £20
47or. 23 h.p. igog Twin N.S.U £18
4727. 3,^h.p. igll KERRY-ABINGDON . . 30 GnS.

472g. 2i h.p. igio ROYAL ENFIELD £22
4732. 5 h.p. igio REX DE LUXE and

Sidecar '£35

4735- 3i h.p. igio QUADRANT £25
4742. 3I h.p. igoS TRIUMPH and Sidecar £30
4748. 2? h.p. 1911 DOUGLAS £30
4752. 2il h.p. J.A.P £7 10

475g. 3l h.p. igio 2-spced BRADBURY .. £35
47O0. 5 h.p. igii Frce-engme INDIAN .. £39 10

4775. 3* h.p. igil Free-engine TRIUMPH £43 10

4799. 3I h.p. igog TRIUMPH £28 10

4784. 3i h.p. lyll T.T. ARIEL £28 10

47g2. 5-6 h.p. igii 4-cvl F.N £35
4831. 2 h.p. 1911 SINGER £27 10
4828. 3.', h.p. igii JAMES £32 10

4835. 2I h.p. igio DOUGLAS £26 10

4838. 8 h.p. igio BAT and Sidecar, £32 10

4847. 3J h.p. 191 1 Tourist £26 10

4864. 5 h.p. igo7REX DE LUXE £17 10

4865. 2S h.p. 1911 HOBART £25
4891. 2? h.p. Kill DOUGLAS £30
4927. 2} h.p. loii DOUGLAS, Model D . . £37 10

4911. 3 h.p. QUADRANT £7 10

3933. 6 h.p. ig 10 2-spccd ROC and Sidecar £29

,NEW MOTOR CYCLES IN EXCHANGE FOR USED
ONES. SQUARE DEALS ALWAYS.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, SHOE LANE, FLEET STREET,

LONDON, E.G.
Wires : 'Phone :

OiJificcr, London. Holborn 5777.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

ddressed to numbers at " ITie Motor Cycle " Office.
When this is desired, 2d. wUl he charged for registration,'
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear in
the advertisement. RepUes should be addressed, "No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; o.- it " London ','

is added to the address, then to the number given, C/O
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

3W-DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of ouB
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " Th$
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of thi
goods is three days, and if a sEile is effected we remit thft

amount to t!ie seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £io iij

value, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charged, when undeir

£10 the fee is is. AU deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders'should be mad«
payable to IlifEe and Sons Limited.

,

SPECIAL NOTE. '

Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no
answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication th t the f oods advertised have
already been disposed o{. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impcssible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

1 QI2 Free Engine Triumphs, in stock.—Louis Smith,
Xi/ The Garage, Barnard CaStle.

3ih.p. Dene-Precision, perfect condition; £33.-4,
2 Fenham Terrace, Newcastle-on-Tyne. '.

IQlli T.T. Trimnph, 1910 T.T. roadster, 1910 free
J-tf engine Triumph, 1910 standard Triumph; every
one perfect; offers.-Duguid, Kirkby Lonsdale.

'

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

XXODGSON for Clynos (iu stoci).

XJODGSON iox Premiers (in stock).

TTODGSON for Sidecars (iu stock).

TTOUGSON, 10, Horton Ed.. Bradford. Tel.: S361.

THE Great Douglas Agent, Douglas Gourlay, Pullow:'
Held, Manehetiter.

TWO Twin Eexes, perfect. £13/10 and £12; sidecar,
50/-.-280, Birch Lane, Dultiufleld.

1Q10 Triumph, new hack tyre and tube; £30, per-
i-iJ fect.-17, Gatefleld Ed., Sheffield.

MOTO-EEVE, 1910. 231i.p. twin, magneto, Druids,
good order; £19.-2, Hartley Hill, Leeds.

BEAnBUKY. 1911, 2-spped, beautiful condition;'
£38, or uciir otfor.-3, Charles St., Blackpool.

HUMIIEE Lightweight, 1911, 2h.p.. ,«plendid condi-
tion; sacriliCo £22/10.-30, Church St., Leigh. '

6]i.p. Bat-,Jap. 6 months old, duo condition, will do
60 m.p.h. ; £45.-Biglaud, tUver.stou. Lnncnshire. '

3JLh.|i. Free Engine Uex, absolutely new condition;,
2 must sell, cash nffcrs.-Tusou, Westclia, Presfuii.

REX, 1911. uew August, best model, touriiJt, SJh.p.,
umlcr 1,000, perfect; £33.—Eeed, 6, Blako 6t.,'

York.

WOLFE, 2h.p., 1910, mngnelo, Druids; any trinlj
£18/10.-57, I'arrin Lane, Monton, neur Mon-

ehctfter.

DOUGLAS, 2Jh.p., stimdurd model, very little usc<l,
as uew; accept £32.— \\ ilfshire, 52, Bnrnslcy St-,

Wigan.

QUADEANT, 2ih.p., li.b.c, triul ; cxclmngo, £7/10.
—A. Illingwortli, 1, Euskin Terrace, Leo Mount,

Halifax.

31 h.p. Triumph, new condition, 1908, £25; Kerry,
2 1911, £29; 3h.p. Triumph, £10.-168, Tho Moor,

Shcnicld.

1Q11 Eex cle Luxe. 6-6Ii.n., 2-t^pced and free engine,
L«/ evcrytliiitg perfect, lamp, lioin; iiny tiial; £40.
- An<l<'r3on,
.heater.

iruninougtT. Uorscliill, Stretfnnl, Man-

A 12 7n. onswcrinq these advertUemcttls U in dcsinihli: la mention, " The Malor Ci/cle."
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1912 CANOE CORONETS.

Immediate Delivery.

Pattern i. High-class canoe front body; latest

quick detachable joints ; extra strong joints ; £6 6

Pattern 3. Best quality cane body ; strong
axles

;
quick detachables ; £7 7 0.

Pattern 4. Beautiful design cane body, with side
doers ; £8 8 0.

Instructive Catalogue post free, giving
Uhistrations and full particulars of all models
of Coronet Sidecars. Every model certain to
satisfy and save inoney for buyers. Full of
improvements. Quick detachable joints.
Latest car pattern inudguards. JJ'icker, cane,
or coach-burlt bodies. Child's reversible seat.
Excellent upholstery.

MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS.
We have a large stock of the best makes from

59/6. Your old coil and ace. taken in exchange.

NEW CARBURETTERS FOR OLD.

27/6 and your carburetter securer a new 1912
B. & B. with h.b. control, detachable dust screen.
18 '6 and your carburetter secures a new Amac

with variable jet and h.b. control.

SENSPRAV Carburetters, 1912 models, £2 2s

BOOTH'S
KEIGHLEY MILLS,

(off Pellon Laoe),

IVIOTORIES*
BEDFORD ST. NORTH
HALIFAX. Tel. 1062.

w
w
w

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
PICKLES for Lincoln Elks.— 3-^h.p. £34, 2 speede

£42. 1911 3ih.p. Lincoln Ejk £26; owner buying
1912 model-

PICELES for sidecais from 5 guineas, in stock

;

B.S-A., Chater-Lea. Royal Avena. J.A.P. ; Micbe-
lins 17/6; machines sold on commission, 5%; no sale,

no charge.—rickles. Church St- Garage, -Bradford.

OFFERS wanted.—Triumph (soiled), 2Jh.p. Enfield,
3-h p. Brough. free engine. Sh.p. Bex.—86, Far-

gate, Shetfleld.

1 OH Standard Triumph, new Kemptihall, and Dunlop
-Lt/ belt, £40; 1911 Bradbury, £35.—Cross, agent,
Rotlierham.

REX. 3sh.p-, splendid order, new belt and tj-res;

trial allowed; nearest offer £9.-22, Abraham
I St., Blackburn.

ZENITH, 1911i-, 3ih.p.. Jones, Autoclipse. horn,
spare cover, tube, ralve, warranted ; £44-—Dr.

Godley, Blackpook

I Q12'6h-p. Matchle;« in .^tock, 54 gn^- ; early deliveries
J-t' of Triumphs, Bradburys, and Douglases.-Cross,
agent, Rotlierham.-

1 Q12 Humbers and Borers: immediate delivery .from
J~iy stock; also vJtIillfOld sidecars- — Madgwick's,
KnowGley St.. Bolton.

WIGAN.—New Hudson, 3ib.p., 3-speed models, for
immediate delivery, also 2^h.p. 3-speed-—At Tim-

berlake'3. King St.

WIGAN.—Rover Ageniy. Clutch and 3-^peed side-

car models in etock.-Timberlake'd, King St.

IGAN-—Timberlake's, King St., for Humbers, all

models in stock.

IGAN".-E.S.A. Agency. Clutcli and 2-speed models
for immediate delivery.—Timberlake's, King St-

IGAN.—Enfielda, 2Jh.p.. in etock; early delivery of
6h.p. sidecars —Timberlake's, King St.

LIVERPOOL Official Agents for Eoyal Enfield. Hum-
ber, N.S-U. ; inmiediate delivery from stock-—\T.

flarrieon and Co, 73, Bold St.

BRADBURY. 1912, 2-speed. F.E., not done 150
mile^, perfect j^rder and condition; £44.—D. Davieti,

34, Aitken St-, Accrington, Lanes- •

1 Q12 2ih.p- Enfield, unpacked. 2-6peed, free engine:
At/ 1909 2ili-p. Moto-Reve. splendid condition, mag-
neto, £12.—Fred Lee, Pockiington.

1 Q07-8 Twin Bex, 5-61i.p.. Mabon clutch, B. and B.
X tf carburetter, h.b.c. good running order ; offers
wanted.—87, Ayres Rd., Manchester.

TRIUilPH, 1910, perfect^fondition, enamel and plate
perieLt. nu ueious ^pures, very fast; barsain, £31.—

Robinson, 33, Rhodes St. Halifax.

1 QIC Triumph, free engine, perfect condition Ihrough-
A*/ out, splendid climber. Palmer back tyre, tools;
£37.—Gray, tax collector. Bridlington.

33.b-p.- Minerva, 1911 Simms, B. and B., ppring forks
4 and saddle, light and low, footboards ; £15.—

Heyworth, photographer. St. Annes-on-Sea.

1Q11 Ees Tourist, free engine, Senepray carburetter.
At/ not done 300 miles, as new, to. Is, spares, etc-;

£35.-Larrad, Knitter, Horbuiy, Wakefield.

PHELON and Moore, late 1909, almost entire ne^
engine and gear, perfect condition, splendid side-

car machine-—13. Welbury Drive, Bradford-

Bur the Best.—4h.p. 2-speed Singer, £65: 2-speed
B.S.A., £60: F-E. Budge, £55; F.E. Singer, £55.

—Grosvenor Motor Co-, Bradford St. West, Bclton.

F.N., 2ih.p., with tricycle attachment, 2-speed, free
engine, multiple plate clutch, fir.'it-class order,

oiileage under 1.000; £25.—Dr. Naden, Warrington.

N.S.U"., 3ih.p., magneto. B- and B., new tyrc-e, lamp.
Whittle, bars, fcotboaras, thoroughly overhauled,

like new.—Write or call. Parkinson, Oldcotes, Botherham.

PBACnCALLY New 1912 4h.p. J-A.P.. Boscli.

B. and B., Brooks, studded Dunlops, ridden 120
miles; £39/10; trial; sidecar, £4/5.—P. Proud, Birk-
dale.

DOUGLAS. 1911. in good order, including Veeder trip
cvclometer, gcod lamp and horn; bought 1912 same

make; £26/10. a bargain.—Dr. Aikman, 50, Market St..

Wigan. •

1 Qlli Ssh.p. Humber Motor Cycle, fixed engine, tour-
*-*y ing model with T-T. competition engii-e, about
700 miles—H- Bert, Rockclifie, Princes Bd-, Lostoek,
Bolton.

2-STROKE Scott, Jowett 2-speed, free engine, kick
starter, new tyres, splendid condition, climb any

thing, all accessories; £22.—Can be seen 6, Binnie St,
Bradford.

1 Q112 Rex de Luxe Model, free engine, 2 speeds, per-

1

-1 «/ feet, not ridden 50 miles, owing to illness ; I

sarrifice. £40. — 6, Wellands Terrace, Bradford Moor.
Bradford.

31,b.p.. P. and M. engine, B. and B., magneto, belt.

2 free engine, recently overhauled, splendid ccn
dition. Clinchers; trial; accept £15.—Blackburn, North-

I

gate, Dewsbury.

TRIUMPH. 1910, free engine, recently re-plated and
re-enamelled, and clutch parts renewed by makers,

new main and rod bearings, new pins, splendid mount

:

£39 : bought new machine —B., 34, West View Rd-,
Barrow.

1912 PREMIERS.
The most successful machine of the year. The

3i h.p. Three-speed Model, ideal for sidecar work.

We can deliver from stock, and offer best exchange
terms.

1911 PREMIERS.
LIMITED NUMBER ONLY.

3i h.p. Three-speed Models £49 10

3J h.p. Standard Models £40

Cash or exchange.

TRIUMPH, 1909, 2 speeds £33 10
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., 2 speeds, 1909 .... £27 10
REX, ii h.p., M.O.V., low built £6 18

N.S.li,, 3j h.p., 1909, 2-speed gear £23 10
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., twm, 2 speeds, handle

starting, M.O.V., 1911 model £43 10
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., twin, 2 speeds, 1910 £37 10

PEX, 3^ h.p., spring forks, magneto, h.-b.

control, 1909 model £22 10
REX, 3i h.p., 190S, spring forks, magneto,

h.-b. control, beautiful condition ,. £16 10
N.S.U., 3.t h.p., 2 speeds, magneto £19 10
MOTO-REVE, 2'lh.p., 1911, Armstrong

3-speed £25 10
QUADRANT, 3i h.p., magneto, spring forks £16 10

N.S.U., 3i h.p., M.O.V., magneto £15 10
REX DE LUXE, 2 speeds, magneto, handle

starting, h.-b. control £22 10
HOBART, 3 h.p.. vertical engine, low £8 10
OLYMPIC, 3} h.p., vertical engine, 26in.

wheels £6 10

PREMIER, sih.p., 1912, 3-speed gear £58
PREMIER, 2j h.p., 1912, 3-speed gear .... £47 5

QUADRANT, 3 h.p., vertical engine £5 10

PUSH CYCLES T-A.KEN IN E.XCH.\NGE.

TEE BEE LOW
SEAT-PILLAR,

5/» each.

GREAT CLEARANCE kINE.
New Dunlops, 28 x 2 and aj, wked edges .

.

10/6

26 X 2jin. Genuine Hutchinson Tubes 6/11

2+ X 2 and 2j Beaded Chpper Covers, new .

.

8/6

Best Quality Butt-ended Tubes 7/9

150 New Tubes, 25 X 2i 5/11

Rubber-studded Covers, best make 25/-

ENGINES.

4i h.p. PRECISION Engmes, new igi2 models.

Your present engine taken in exchange. Delivery

from stock.

MILLENNIUM 2-SPEED GEARS.

DeUverj' from stock, I9r2 models. Machine can

be started with wheel at rest on ground.

Cash or exchange.

MISCELLANEOUS.

3. & B. and .\mac Carburetters 5/6

Wire Car Wheels, with good Goodrich Tyre, each 10/-

New Amac Variable Jet and h.-b. control . . 18/6

New B. & B. Carburetter, h.-b. control 21/6

Longuemare, Minerva, F.N. Carburetters . . 4/6

Long Handle-bars, dropped ends 5/6 and 6/6

Coronet Silencers, up to 5 h.p 3/3 and 4/6

New Handle-bar Mirrors ••••.•
J''*

Gripskm Beltmg : Jin. lOd., Jm. lid., im. 1/-

Wide Mudguards, 4in Pa»r 2/11

New Sidecar Frame, Wheel Fittmgs, and Guard 35/-

Minen'a Twin Plain Coil 6/-

Powell & Haumer £r Lamp 11/6

16 Guinea Lowen Sidecar £4 4

Nearly New Coronet Sidecar £3 10

NewWheel built with 1912 Millennium 2-speed

hub, belt rim £9
New Footrests 2/6
New Mirror Lens Lamp with generator 12/6

New Coronet Pistons, 81 mm. bore 2/6

Booth's (VIotories,
Keighley Mills, Bedfoid Street North, Halifax.

Tel. ro62.

In answerina these adiei-tisemcnts it is dt-iirahle to mention "The Motor Cvcle." *^^
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Let us do the

SPADE
WORK.
Buy your new machine at " THE
SPOT for Bargains " and we will

tune it up and get it into thorough

going order and deliver it ready to

ride. We do the spade work and
don't expect our clients to after they

get delivery of the machine. But
that is only one advantage of buying

from Maude's. The fact is, there

are so many advantages that we
have only space to dwell upon ONE
oach week. We take your old

mount in part payment for a new
1912 model. Cash, Easy Payments,

or Exchange.

EARLY DELIVERIES
OF

1912
Indians,

Rexes, Clynos,

Zeniths, Bats,

ArieEs, New Hudsons,

Premiers, Scotts,

Chater Lea,

Bradburys,

Rovers, Rudges,

Etc, etc.

^PORTLAND
^ ' >• LIMOUSINE OF SIDECARS."

Send two stamps for Illustrated catalogue.

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART,
136, GT. PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, W.

,^^^^^^^^9^^^

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TQll Premier. £34; 1311 Bradbiiry, £35; 1910 Tri-
J-t/ uuiph. £35: 1910 P. and M., £38; 1912 Tri-
innphs, P. and M 's, Bradburys, Ivy uutor cycles.—T.
Reed, Nettlesworth.

7h.p. Twin Peugeot, with best Montgomery eidecar,
Albion plate clutch, back hub. Whittle belt, Bin-

adjustable pulley, lamp, horn ; £40 ; trial. — Hardy,
Tcviot Dale, Stockport.

HUMBER, 1911, 3^h.p., 2-8pe^d, free engine, takes
sidecar anywhere, lamp, horn, new valve, tools, new

Watawata belt, Dunlops, in fine -condition; any trial;
£38.-227, Crookes, Sheffield.

ONE New 1911 Enfield, 2-sbeed, free engine, chain
drive, sh.p-soilcd, sell cheap; one imperial Tri-

umph. 3:>.h.p., with masneto, eound condition, sell cheap,
—Parkinson and Co-. Rawtenstall.

CLYNO 1912 Motor Cycle and Sidecar, ridden 250
miles, just received delivery, absolutely new; ,co6t

£85; financial reasons for celling; accept £80.—Apply,
Laiighton. Cycle Dealer, Leopold St., Slietfield. ,

PREMIER Motor Cycle for sale, Millennium 2-speed,
free emrine, new June, 1911; cash cfEers, or ex-

change for new machine of approved make, pay cash
difference.—J. Langton, 26, Hi-h St., Ohorley.

ORIENT Motor Cycle, 3ih.p. Norton engine, B.B.
carburetter, h.b.c, Druid forks, Bosch magneto,

just overhauled, perfect condition, tooi*, lamp, horn;
ni'arest £17—Cole, 77, Barlow Moor Rd., Didsbuiy,
Manchester.

REAlJiT for Delivery-—2J-h-p. lightweiprlit, in excellent
order, magneto, free engine, B. and B. carburetter,

h.b-c, heavy rubber studded tyres, almost new ; trial

b s' appointment ; £ 1 2 cash.-T. Patrick, 34,~ Byelanda
St-, Aliddle.^brough.

TRIUMPH, 1912, clutch, new Feb., £50: Triumph;
1910, in sound order, complete with F-R.S. lamp.

£27; 1912 Quadrant, 3-speed, and F.E., as new, £47;
T.T. Rudae, 1911, new Oct-. £59; 1912 61i.p. Zenith.
£62.—Barker and Stacey. Dronfield.

PHCENTX Forecar, 2-s-peed, tree, handle starting, ruag-
netoi new carburetter, tyre, and tube, recently

p'lintcd and overhauled, £15: also Bradbury motor cycle
(1911?), 2-speed. free, not ridden 50 miles, £45, or near
offer.— 16, Chelsham Rd., Bury. Lancashire.

PREMIER 1912 Motor Cycles—In stock for immedi-
ate delivery. 23h.p. lightweight, standard model,

£36: 3^l!.p. standard model, last of 1911 contract, new,
reduced price £39, genuine bargain; 2i"h.p. lightweight,
3-speed, free engine, £46.—OlScial agents, Robinson and
Price, 39. Whitechapel, Liverpool

NORTHERN Depot, Ltd., everything moforish, Leeee
St.. Liverpool.—In stock for Easter, all new 1912

models, finest assortment in liivcrpcol, clutch Trimiiph,
clut<:h Kerry - Abingdon, 2 - speed Kerry - Abingdon,
Hu'iiber 2h.p. lightweii,dit, 8h.p. 2-speed Rex-Jap, Clyno;
another Clyno for April 27th r Northern special cidecars,
5gna-, complete; de luxe torpedo body sidecars, 12gns.,
equal to the fine^^t made; Millfoids in etock; foot mufls,
luggage carriers, and every requisite for the Easter tour.;

showrooms not quite out of "builders' hands, but all above
goods in etock.

GREAT Sale of motor cycles.-3ih.p. Res, £7/10,
4h.p. Chater-Lea, magneto, .=pring forks, B. and

B.. £12: 3h.p. Triumph, £9; 1909 Dougla.*. £18/10;
1911 Kerry-Abingdon, £28; 5-6h-p. Rex, 1909, twin
cyl., free engine, and sidecar, £25, worth £40 ; 1908
Triumph, new condition, £25; P- and M., nearly new, 2-

fpeed, free engine, £37/10; we have about 60 second-
hand motor bikes in stock, consisting of 1907, 1908,
1909, 1910 Triumphs, prices from £15: several Brad-
burys, Singers, Moto-Revos: all machines sold are
warranted in good order- eidecars from 50/-.—The Motor
Cycle Exchange, 160, Young St.. Sheffield.

SECTION lU.
Carnarvon, Denbi^li. Flint, Cliesliire, Derby,

Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth,

Rover free engine motor cycle, new, with side-
car.-J. Cjoke, Sandbach.

BRADBURY. 1912, brand new, nnriddon ; what
ofEer.s?-Branduu, 151, Welsh Row, Nantwich-

RUDGE. T.T., bou^iit last autumn, new tyres; any
cxaiiiiuatiun; £37/10. — Parry, Gaytou. Heawall,

3ih.p.
2 CO

Ohoflhire.

Oih-p. Magneto Ami. excellent condition £16/16;
Hill, photographer, Abbot'** Brom2 trial ; jiliotn,

ley, Rut;<'I('y, Staff.'^.

TRIUMPH, standard, 1908, everythinp in splendid
ciuidition; £27. or near off^r.—Speed. Watergate

Rt., Whitchurch, Salop.

£7-—Rex, ni.o. valvo!*, low, long, new tyres, . engine
wantt rh:aniiig, and new coil.—Particulars, T.S-A.,

20, Widlington Rd., Rhyl.

now hist April, excellent con-
""

.
flcT. bargain.-

(irc-'nlialgli, Dawioy, Shropshire.

B.H.A,. latn 1911, 3ih.p., standard model, with or
witlmut Montirompiy Hideciir, perfect condition;

wbat nfr.MsP-Lnwe, Old Mill, Congleton.

Motor Cycle, only n-ed few tiniOH, i^plrndld
. siM-ritli'c for £28 if eold at ouco.—81,

spriiiL' Il;iiilt, Nfw MillK, Derbyshire.

Tltirrill'HS. frcf! onginf! jriodeN, B.S.A. 2-specd and
In (! ciiKino modf.-Is in ^^Un'^l ; no Willting".—Motor

Deiif.t, 49. Hinh Bt, Black Ilcath, StafCs.

OXh.p. A.S.L.-.T.O 2 dition. iwoeiit^orios; £36,

BAT 41.
I

liill-rlinibcr
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We afford special
facilities to

CLUBS
who wish to appoint us their Officinl Repairers

and in buying generally SECOND-HAND MOTOR
CYCLES OF ALL KINDS. We always have a

large stock at bargain prices for Cash, Exchange,

or Gradual Payments. Every macliine thor-

oughly overhauled and ready for riding. V/rite

lor List now and get fixed up before the season

is further advanced. The following are a few

specimens. All fully guaranteed ;

StodcNo. SECOND-HANDS.
2IO.. REX DE LUXE 7 h.p., 1911 model.. £44

277- TRIUMPH 3j li.p., igog model, tourist £28
228. F.N. 4j h.p., .j-cylinder model £22

247. CHATER-J.A.P. 4 h.p., igxo model,
magneto £26

181. N.S.U. sih.p., 1908 model, 2 speeds £25

172. TRIUMPH 3i h.p., jgo8 model, stand. £25
200. V.S. 3 h.p., igog model, Truffaultforlvs £25
168. KERRY 3* h.p., igio model, clutch £30

177. N.S.U. sjh.p., igo8 model, 2 speeds £26

23C1. REX 3I h.p., igir, cone clutch, new £39

148. N.S.U. 3i h.p. J igo8, 2 speeds, take
sidecar' £22

265. TRIUMPH 2ih.p., J.A.P. engine,

good order £10

230. BRADBURY sJh.p., spring forks .. £15
170. SCOTT, 2-stroke, 2 speeds. Palmers. ., £25

278. N.S.U. 3i h.p., 2 speeds, spring forks £24

276. PH<ENIX Quadcar, 8 h.p., 2-seater,

magneto £30
1S8. BROWN Tricar, 3 h.p., 3 speeds £10

267. N.S.U. 3 h.p., magneto, low built , . £14

287. F.N. 2f h.p., igio model, 2 speeds . . £26

289. REX 3* Ii.p., igog, tourist, magneto £22

291. TOM SILVER, igio, 35 h.p., magneto £24

2g2. EXCELSIOR, 3 h.p., handle-bar con. £8
2g4. REX 5 h.p., tourist, spring forks .. £17
207. REX Airette, 5 h.p., wants overhauJing. £14

2g3. STAR Car, 6 h.p., 2-seater £20

2g5. F.N. 5-a h p., igio, 4-cylinder £29
ig"^. ANGLIAN 2 h.p., vertical engine £9
igS. CENTAUR 2 h.p., belt drive £8

275. MINERVA2h.p., M.O.V.. lowbuilt.. £8
2ar. INDIAN 5 h.p., clutch, blue model, as

new £42

REX 5 h.p. de Luxe, igog model £30
REX 5-S h.p., 2 speeds, 1911 model £36
HUMBER 3j h.p., 1910, 2-speeds £30
REX 5 h.p. Tourist, spring forks £16

ENFIELD 2.; h.p., igii, twin, chain drive £28

T
H P

ORTLAND
" LAST WORD IN LUXURY."

I i

I Models for everybody. Prices from £6 6s i

I to S12 12s. Strong, comfortable, well I

I sprung and balanced, liaudsonie and well I

I finished and appointed. Write for List. I

See our New " Dutch Clog " Model.

M
AUDE'S MOTOR MART,
136, GT. PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, W.
'Grams :

'" Abdicate, London.'*

Telephone: ^22. Majfair.

.J
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Unofficial Records.

THE
present is an era of record breaking, and

the motor cycle pastime is quite as much to

the front in this connection as any other form
of sport; in fact, it is more so,- and we have
so many records on the carpet that they are

becoming well nigh bewildering. We have no fault

to find with properly authenticated record attempts,

but we think it is time to suggest that in future all

records, no matter in what direction, should receive

the hall mark of the -governing body of the pastime
before they be accepted. We are often asked to assist

riders by sealing their machines and to receive at our
offices proof of their visits to various towns and
villages on the lines of their rbute by the posting of

signed cards. This we have willingly undertaken,

because it is our duty to record all important events

in the history of the sport and pastime, but in our

opinion, it would be very much better for all concerned
if aU test rides and record attempts, of no matter

what description, were done under the legis of the

Union. The difficulty is that the A.C.U. cannot

recognise any performance on the highway where the

legal limit of speed is exceeded. However, there are

many methods of demonstrating the capabilities of a

machine and its rider without resorting to excessive

speeds, and such performances might quite reasonably

be observed by A.C.U. officials and proper fees be
charged for the checking and certifying.

Last year a well-known rider did set out to establish

a record under proper A.C.U. surveillance, but, unfor-

tunately, met with an accident, over which he had no
control, and was compelled to relinquish his attempt.

This alone proves that the A.C.U. is quite will-

ing to undertake the checking of long diitance rides.

A good deal of what we look upon as unnecessary
exploits in this direction would be suppressed if the

Auto Cycle Union were to issue certificates of relia-

bility, hill-climbing, etc., on the lines of the certified

performances which the Royal Automobile Club under-

takes in connection with motor cars and accessories.

This method has always appeared to us to be such

an excellent one in every way for hall-marking a

performance that we recommend its consideration

to the Auto Cycle Union Committee, not only

as a means whereby the pastime may be bene-

fited generally, but also as a remedy for depleted

coffers. It would be, we think, useless to argue that

the expense of such checking and certifying would
hinder riders from undertaking the trials or record

attempts, or that the A.C.U. could not make a profit

out of the fees. The suggestion we make is one that

should receive the attention of the A.C.U. and the

Manufacturers' Union; the former in the interests of

sport, the latter as a business proposition. If both

bodies were to set their faces against unregistered per-

formances they would die a natural death j the time

is opportune to kill them.

Last year, at the commencement of the record

breaking season, we made another suggestion, viz.,

that as the A.C.U. could not recognise certain

records it might be advisable to form a special body
which would hall mark these performances on the

lines of the Roads Records Association which controls

cycling feats which the N.C.U. cannot recognise.

Our suggestion bore no fruit, but it would be better

for the pastime if this were done than to allow tlip

question of unofficial records to drift.

A21
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Gathering of members of the Taunton and District M.C.C.

Marseilles to Nice Rosd Race.
THE most important road race of the season in the

South of France was held on the 7th inst. from
Marseilles to Nice—a distance of 122 miles—and was
won by Berlie on a twin Moto-Reve of 63 X 80 mm.

bore and stroke, at an average speed of practically 39 m.p.h.

The race, which was held for the second time by the Moto
Club de Marseilles, and elicited forty entrants, was distinc-

tive by reason of the remarkably fine country to be traversed.

Starting from the suburbs of the great seaport at 5 a.m.

at intervals of one minute, the competitors ran tln-ough

the smiling Provence country to Trets and Brignoles, touch-

ing the shores of the Mediterranean again at Frejns. From
this point they had to climb into the Esterel, comprising

twenty miles of magnificent mountain country with only

one house on the entire route. Starting from the sea level

MOTOR CYCLE

ROAD RACE
IN THE
RIVIERA.

Desistcr (N.S.U.)
negotiating one of

the numerous
bends.

at Frejus, they rose to an altitude of more than 1,000ft.,

then dropped down to tlie sea level again at Cannes.
Practically half the distance through the Esterel was up
beautifully surfaced roads cut out of the face of the moun-
tain, and the other half was a dangerous winding descent.

From Cannes to Nice the road ran close to the sea shore,

and was perfectly level. Owing to the dangerous nature

of the road, however, by reason of the presence of tram-
ways and vehicular traffic, the competitors were given ,one

hour in which to cover the twenty miles. The finish took
place on the famous Promenade des Anglais at Nice.

Ilesiilts :

Motor cycles op moke tehn 500 c.c.

Agnero (twin Peugeot)
Perrin (single Peugeot)

Motor cycles or less than
Berlin (twin Moto-Eeve) ...

De Carfort (smgle N.S.U.)...
Cavalier (single Magnat-Debon) .

Closs (single N.S.U.) . .

Motor cycles of less than-

Nicolas (single Magnat-Debon) .

Vache (single Magnat-Debon)
Oesister (twin N.S.U.) ...

Motor cycles oe less than
Cuzeau (single Terrot)
Duvcrnoy (single Peugeot)...

h. m. s.

.480

. 4 29 40

500 c.c.

. 3 8

. 3 49

. 3 51

. 4 1

400 c.c.

. 3 38
. 3 40

. 3 43

300 c.c.

. 3 53

. 4 29

A3
I

Alcr (Magnjt-Debonj on the Esterel Pass. A. Borlio (Molo-Rove), the winner, rounding one of tlie dilllcult S bends of llie Esterel.

The photographs were talton between Frejus and Cannes.
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The Novice's First Machine.
At this period a number of novices are busy

wrestling with their first machines, and a few hints

may prove useful in acquiring that centaur-like under-

standing of the jigger which is essential to enjoyable

riding.

The first necessity is to acquire the art of mounting,

and I recommend taking the machine to a dip in -a

lonely road, and after removing the belt, to practise

mounting and dismounting and braking, until perfect

:onfidence is attained—a process that need only

occupy half an hour. In practising mounting witii

the engine firing, one hand 'should be kept on the

valve lifter lever, and the other on the throttle lever.

The engine can then be instantaneously stopped b_\- a

twitch of either forefinger, and mounting is as easy
as with a push bicycle. Starling troubles are avoided
by warming the engine up on the stand ; a no\ice

should never essay starting the engine unless it has
first been warmed up foi a few seconds, or at least

freed by injections of petrol or paraffin.

Finally, it is a great tip for the noyice to use a

low gear.The tremors of learning are greatly enhanced
by a 4 to I gear, with which many machines are

delivered. The machine needs running along at a far

greater speed to ensure an instant explosion when the

\'alve drops, and it bounds away too quickly. I

always instruct a timorous novice with a. 5 % gear, and
teach hinr to keep the throttle as nearlv closed as

possible until confidence is attained. Before the first

traffic run, do not be ashamed to spend ten minutes
with the machine on the stand, practising with the

foot brake until die requisite toe movements become
automatic. Theoretical knowledge scoots out of the

brain at the first genuine emergency, and the muscular
movements essential to rear braking should be made
automatic, instmctive, and subconscious as soon as

possible. Many no\ices rely on their front brakes in

emergencies, and modern front brakes are usuallv

fairly powerful ; but sudden and violent front braking
is the worst thing imaginable in a particular emer-
gency rather frequent in the earlier rides, ^^z., ap-

proaching a corner at too high a speed,' the rider

being deceived bv the smooth running of his mount.

Inferior Tyre Repair Outfits.

I am rather sorry to notice that some makers con-

tinue to supply old-fashioned tyre repair outfits,- con-

taining patches and solutions of the very partially

adhesive type, which became unsaleable on the ordi-

nary market three or four years ago. Even,'body

knows that to-day several specialised brands of solu-

tion and patch are streets ahead of the normal types

produced a few years back.

The old-fashioned types were efticient in the hands
of a tyre expert. With the newer patented outfits the

rawest no^ice can hardly botch a repair. Yet some
motor cycle manufacturers are so penny wise and
pound foolish as to send out kits which no up-to-date

rider would ever dream of buying, or even of using.

I hope the erring manufacturers will be persuaded to

include reallv good stuff in the near future. They
might just as well gi\'e nothing awav as tliese inferior

£®MffllFl
IXION.'

outfits which are barely suitable for repairing push-

bicycle tyres, and are not always suitable for those.

Starting Engine by pulling up Rear Wheel.
Those ardent spirits who have bought T.T.

machines devoid of pedals should not rest conteiit

untU they can rely on their engine starting easily and
surely when the rear wheel is pulled up. This is not

always easy—and sometimes even impossible—^wlien

the engine is tuned to the adjustments which win hill-

climbs. But it is desirable for a machine not in-

tended _ for competition. The adjustments include a

narrowish spark gap, some choking of the bottom air,

not too large a jet, knowledge of the most suitable

setting of the carburetter levers, and an ignition not

unduly advanced. These adjustments are compatible
with the attaining of fifty miles an hour on the road,

which is amply sufficient for fast road work.

I am just busy performing these settings on my own
brand new T.T., which as delivered was a shockingly

bad starter. I have inserted a choke tube, and con-

siderably' retarded the ignition, which caused bad back-
firing when the machine reached me.

If the rear wheel were pulled up, engine refused to

fire at all on the stand if the ignition were retarded,

as the spark was not hot enough with the armature

out of maximum position. I have not yet got things

quite to mv liking, and fancv I shall have to raise the

petrol level a shade, before a gentle pull-up of the

wheel starts the engine-song with certainty.

I notice some makers who retain a rear brake /"-

.siV/e the belt rim are arranging for the rear wheel to

be withdrawn without unshipping the brake, by splay-

ing their rear forks sufficiently for the wheel to be
edged past the brake shoe. This is aU to the good,

and is quite as efficient as fitting the brake outside the

peripher,' of the belt drum. I doubt if these outside

brakes are quite as powerful as the inside patterns.

In the winding Deronshiie lanes during the proare^ of tie H.C.C. Jarrott Cup
Competition. The rider is Geo. Brough (6 b.D. Broughj nearing Hoi ne Chase.
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A NOVEL SLIDE
VALVE ENGINE

THE successful application of the slide valve

principle to engines for motor cars has un-

doubtedly whetted the appetite of many motor

cyclists, and, accordingly, not a few among them look

forward to the advent of a slide valve-engined cycle

with considerable interest. On this subject there can

be no i^ .estion, however, that it is maiiily by the aid

of water-jacketing that this sort of motor has been

rendered practicable, and few types of the slide valve

Avould be of use without provision for water-cooling

the cylinder. But a general objection appears to

prevail against water-cooled motor cycle engines.

The modern air-cooled motor cycle engine is, with-

out doubt, a very efficient prime mover, achieving

quite remarkable performances. That it turns at high

speeds, propelling a machine for mile after mile under

adverse conditions, yet with great regularity and pre-

cision, is striking proof of its efficacy. The excellence

of workmanship and material also has a great deal to

do with this service that the motor cyclist receives

from his mount. On the other hand, it will be

admitted by experienced persons that the valve mecha-
nism—the mushroom valves of the motor— is not free

from defects, inasmuch as the heat generated by the

engine renders the valves liable to warping and
fractures, and their springs to loss of their temper.

If it were not for these deficiencies the motor cycle

engine would be almost perfect : they constitute the

rift within the lute which is ever prone to annoy the

motor cyclist en rotite. For some time past much
ingenuity has been expended upon improving the

mushroom valve ; nevertheless it does not appear at

all easy to overcome the difficulties mentioned.

In view of such facts, together with recent develop-

ments -in engine construction, one turns, naturally

enough, to a consideration of the possibilities of the

sliding valve system. Valves of this kind demand
extremely thorough means for lubrication, which when
achieved is a great advantage in itself, but usually a

water jacket is an essential feature in order to prevent

the oil from being dried or burnt ui). Once we .<;ome

•to the application of ordinary slide valves, whether
reciprocating or rotary, to an uiijacketed, i.e., air-

cooled, engine we are likely to be disappointed, for

they cannot well be oiled, and are, v'y/.so facto, of

little or no use. At any rate, they are almost certain

U) i)r(jve poor substitutes for the familiar mushroom
jjaltcrn. And, although valves of the last menlinned
category work in an unlubricated state in direct con-

tact with the heated cylinder, I think—nay, I know—

•

that mf)st c.\j)erimcntcrs who have attempted to

utilise sliding valves in a similar way have experienced
failure. Hence I am parlicularly inlcrested in the

design now before me of a forlhconiing new engine for

motor cycles, because k uould sceju to :i])|)roximate

i:losely to the ideal
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BY AN ENGINEER.

The figure reproduced is a sectional side elevation

of the vertical single-cylinder, having a diameter of

83 mm. (3;^in.), with a piston stroke of loi mm.
(4in.)-, and it shows the special construction clearly.

Within the unjacketed cylinder A are the usual

piston B and connecting rod C, but it will be
observed that, though the cylinder is provided with

the customary radiating ribs or fins, there are two large

slot ports D and E .for admission and exhaust respec-

tively. These ports form two junctions with the

cylindrical flange F surrounding the cylinder head (at

a distance of about half an inch therefrom), and the

whole is an integral casting. With the exception,

therefore, of these

port junctions be-

tween the cylinder

and flange, there is

an annular air-cooled

space G around the

cylinder head. This
ventilated .space is

for the purpose of

carrying off the heat
from the cylinder and
insulating the hot
cylinder from the

chest in which the

valves are arranged
to work. This is a

decidedly ingenious
departure, and, no
doubt, its utility,

quite apart from the novelty, will readily be perceived.
Above and below the ports (D and E) is a pair of

packing rings H and J, and embracing the flange h'

concentrically are a pair of thin, narrow valve rings

K and L, provided with slot ports (not shown) corre-

sponding to those at D and E. A second removable
flange M, adapted to be bolted to the out-furntd
lower rim of the flange F, forms a circular cover
comprising the vah'e chest. It has inlet and exhaust
jjort holes as indicated, and a pair of integral slide-

ways for the valve guides, one of which is seen in

section at N. Within this slide-way N is the hollow
circular i-alve guide O, and the slide rod P passes
through it, hokling the upper and lower edges of each
\alve ring by means of clips R and Ri, which are

secured together by the bolt S. The valve rings are
reciprocated in proper sequence through their slide

rods that arc mo\'ed in the usual manner by a pair of

iialf speed gear wheels, having attached to them two
small cranks and connecting rods, in lieu of cams. Jn
the position illustrated the piston li is at the com-
])letion of the compression stroke, when the innei

pressure-holding valve K has descended to its lowest

jjoint, its ports being covered by the packing ring
J.
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A Novel Slide Valve Engine.—
The working piston B is lubricated by crank splash,

but the valves are oiled mechanically by forced feed
apparatus, which, for the present, I am not at liberty

to describe. It may be said, however, that the

lubricant is forced in regulated quantities to the top

of the valve chest, while the lower edges of the valves

dip into the constant level of an annular oil well.

The oil is pumped from the crank chamber, and the

surplus finds its way back thereto by an appropriate

coiiduit. The reader will, perhaps, understand the

importance of the annular air-cooled space G, for

thereby practically nothing exists to cause overheating

of the valves. Through this air way the draught

affords ample insulation from cylinder heat, and I am
of opinion that it assists rather than retards the cooling

of the main cylinder. As for the valves themselves,

it is clear that they are extremely light and well guided,

and also that they are easy of approach for cleanmg or

renewal. I should say that valves of this sort so

arranged ought actually to wear longer than the

working piston, for the reason that they are balanced,

have no side thrust, and are subjected to but little

heating effect. One cannot expect more than this from
any type of valvular mechanism, and one does not

usually get so much.

—> a ea*—<

—

A Convert: A Coal Strike Episode.

IT
was the second week of the coal strike, and

railways were practically useless as far as pas-

senger traffic was concerned, when a Birmingham
clergyman had to speak at a meeting at Malvern at

3 p.m. and return to Birmingham in time for another

meeting at 8 p.m. Tranis Avere so scarce that in

order to reach Malvern by three o'clock it was neces-

sary to leave Birmingham at a few minutes after nine.

The question was how to reach Birmingham before

8 p.m., when the only train certain to run would not

arrive till close on midnight, although a train might
possibly be leaving Malvern at 6 p.m., arriving in

Birmingham some time after eight o'clock. Obviously

the only alternatives to trains were to motor by road
or travel by air. The first alternative was chosen, so

accordingly a 3^ h.p. Zenith and sidecar were gene-

rously placed at my disposal by a friend, and it was
arranged that I should meet the reverend gentleman
at Malvern at 5 p.m.

Leaving Birmingham at 3 p.m., I made very good
running with the empty sidecar, although hindered

by a strong head wind, and, reaching Droitwich, I

stopped to take oil and petrol aboard. This and a

few rninutes' conversation on the evergreen topic of

carburation occupied some twenty minutes. Proceed-

ing, on my way, Worcester was reached without inci-

denfi and I crawled through the traffic, turned to the

right at the Cross, and headed straight for the Malvern
Hills.

Easily overhauling two motor cars, I reached Mal-
vern some minutes before five, but having to enquire

and find my final destination, I finally reached it dead
on time. The keen wind had sharpened my appetite,

and half an hour was allowed for tea. At fi\'e minutes

after the half hour the Zenith "was headed back for

home with the passenger on board. With the same
strong wind now helping us, I appreciated the Zenith

gear, as it was possible to 'speed easily' along on a

high gear without the engine labouring in the least.

On Worcester tram setts my passenger appreciated

the luxurious springing of the sidecar ; he had alreadv

expressed surprise at the speed and hill-climbing power
of the turnout. Droitwich was passed, and Broms-
grove saw us make our first stop to light up. The
sky had got very overcast, and we anticipated a return

to the rough weather of the morning.

. As we passed through Rubery a few flakes of snow
fell, and before we reached Longbridge we were in

the thick of a blinding snowstorm. Goggles were
useless and were discarded. I could then see better,

but had to be constantly mopping my eyes, as the

soft snow plastered on my forehead and, melting,

literally filled my eyes with water. Twice we nearly

crashed into vehicles as we overtook them, although

I had reduced speed to a mere twelve miles an hour.

Eventually we ran clear of it at Selly Oak, but time

had flown considerably, and it was nearly eight o'clock.

Through Birmingham, we dodged the traffic, and I

e\entually landed my passenger only two minutes late.

We had both managed to keep dry, thanks to water-

proofs and oilskins, but the last thirteen miles had
been extremely severe, and had occupied an hour and
five minutes. Despite the discomfort of the last stage,

my passenger was converted ; he had to confess that

the sidecar was quite as comfortable as a car, and,

as for convenience, if he had waited for the possible

train at six o'clock he would not have reached the

second meeting till nearly an hour late. However, he
now no longer looks down on motor bicycles as noisy,

nasty nuisances. A.G.D.C.

A lona line ot members of the CardiD M.C. assembled outside the City Hall, Cardiff, on the occasion ol the club's opening run to thi Speech House, Forest cl Dean.
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How to Cheapen Running Expenses.
By -IXION.'

NO motor cyclist who keeps strict and accurate

accounts ever found motor cycling an expen-

sive hobby. Not one rider in a thousand can

point to any large compulsory expenses, except the

first cost of his machine, and the loss due to depre-

ciation when he comes to sell it. . The fainl rumours

of the costliness of the hobby arise in the following

way. Unbusiness-like persons of a seit-indulgent

temperament buy a macnine, and, though they keep

no accounts, thev discover at the end of the year that

quite a number of tradesmen's accounts remain

unsettled. As the motor cycle has been their sole

new cause of expenditv.re, they pull a wry face, and
remark to themselves and to their acquaintances

:

" Hang it all ; hadn't an idea motor cycling made
such a hole in your purse. Those silly papers say

it's cheao. All I know is. I've got to sell my jigger,

and sell it quick, or the butcher, the baker, and the

candlestick maker will be sending along a bit of blue

paper !
" The tale of woe sounds extremely plausible,

and Smith, Brown, and Robinson, whose dens were

littered with motor cycle catalogues, take fright and

postpone,the happy day indefinitely.

A Hdlf Truth Is often More Dangerous
than a Lie.

In such cases the motor cycle is concerned in the

temporary insolvency, though it is a
.
gross libel to

pretend it is the real cause. Before the now harassed

and impecunious Wiggins got his motor bicycle he

was leading a fairly simple life. He spent a shilling

or two weekly on theatre tickets, tobacco, billiards,

and the like, without feeling the strain.' After he got

his bicycle he remained a victim to these amiable

\reaknesses. because the motor bicycle did not occupy

all his spare time by any means. Moral No. 1 : Many
a man can afford to motor cycle as his sole hobby,

though not everybody can be a regular theatre-goer,

local billiard champion, cavalier rJ"-- da>>:ei<, etc., etc.

The Cost of a Holiday.

Wiggins's annual holiday in his i)re-motor cycle era

])robably consisted of a week or a fortnight at Scar-

Ixirough or Yarmouth with two or three ot the hoys

or one of the girls. He puts up in a cheap boarding

house, and iavished half-crowns tolerably freely at

\arious evening resorts. This cheap pastime dis-

appeared when he bought his motor bicycle He now
"tours" the country, and spends each night of his

fourteen days' holiday at a different hotel—often the

iiest hotel in the towns he visits, partly because these

are u.sualiy motoring houses, partly because his riding

companions are often wealthier than- he is.

The result is that two nights at hotels, couplcil willi

two lunches at other hotels fn roiitc, various ilust-

layers in the form of roadside tipple, and two teas

it a confectioner's, cost him more than a whole week's

bill ;it the Yarmouth Ixiarding house in ancient days.

Moreover, he still paints the town red each evening

of his holiday—lie trots rfnind to give the girls a

treat, and ends \\\) in tlie local theatre or billiard

saloon.

Apart from liis slri<'(lv motor cycle expenses, he

is sprnding riinch more than he used to do; and if he

rides 200 or 300 miles a day as well, uses up one
cover, one belt, one valve, two plugs, a belt-fastener,

has to pay a police fine, loses a generator and toolbag,

purchases fresh wearing apparel because he forgot to

pack sufficient collars and socks on his carrier, it is

evident that the total bill for his annual outing may
be double, treble, and quadruple what it once was,

though perhg.ps not a quarter of the increase has

been spent on the machine and its needs. Moral
No. 2 : Many a man can afford a motor cycle who
cannot afford a fortnight's tour with meals and
residence at swagger tiostelries; and many a rider can

afford a fortnight's tour, provided he be content with

a stroll and a pipe after arrival at his destination for

the night.
. .

Different Methods of folloiving the Pastime.

Once again, the careless type of petro! financier is

usually rather a lazy bird. He knows how to mend
a tyre; but it is a dull job, and when he has done it

once, he prefers to emolov the nearest cycle shop as

his deputy, while he strolls up the street to invest in

some fags or picture postcards. He knows how to

grind a valve, doncherknow, but when he's been

sitting on the 'oeastly jigger ^aii day a feller gets rather

sick of it, and—why, here's a garage still open ! Any
fool can scrape the dirt off a machine, but one only

carries a single suit on tour, and it would be a pity

to spoil it ; so he tells the ostler to polish it up a

bit before morning. In the morning, honest Joe of

the stable puts on a coaxing expression, and says

:

"There ain't just a few nicks abaht these 'ere blessed

motor sisickles : took me two mortial howers, s'welp

me, to get it like a new pin !

'' Wiggins looks a

thought rueful, but realises that he niust rise to the

occasion, and^bang goes another half-crown.

Temptation to Buy Superfluous Accessories.

Again, at one of the places where Wiggins stops to

take in petrol there is a tempting display of the latest

accessories. Wiggins feels a trifle ashamed of his

perfumed oilies as he surveys the neatly-cut fawn
gaiters with shaijed calves (" 14s. 6d., sir—thank

you ! "), and as he eyes the tool tray enviously, the

astute salesrhan unloads a patent ratchet spanner, and
a positively inspired belt-drill and cutter (which before

evening has worn a huge hole in the unfortunate

Wiggins's pocket, and al^o Isanged all the cuticle off

his slender hip). Such is the progress of the amiable

and thoughtless Wiggins along the primrose ]iath of

the unpractical motor cyclist. Moral No. S: If you
wish to motor cycle with economy, do all your own
repairs and adjustments, and remember that clothes

and accessories are not of such vital importance as to

keep your jigger going.

So my advice to the would-be motor cyclist who
desires to exhaust the thrilling joys of our fine hobby
(in "I'd. a day, and .still to save enough to furnish a

bijou \illa for Belinda before the 1913 T.T., is fairly

siin|)le.

Making Up One's Mind.

He must first decide whether motor cycling is to

be a substitute for three or four modest hobbies,
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A perfect saddle service

the first essentialIS

to a successful Tour—

The luggage you leave

at home will never minis-

ter to your convenience—

Touring Talks
|

for, nothing will weary you more rapidly

than the saddle of inferiority. On the

other hand the

BROOKS
will make the longest ride—the roughest

road—vibrationless
'

It will ensure your perfect comfort under

all conditions, and

—

With it fitted you will reel off mile on

mile, and, at the journey's end, feel fit

to cover many more.

Below we illustrate the latest model

—

It is the B170—the seat part of which consists of

a steel base, carefully moulded on anatomica I

lines, comfortably cushioned and covered with

substantial leather

—

And test will prove its absolute superior-

ity. Others are illustrated and described

in detail in the Motor Cyclist's edition

of the BROOKS BOOK, and—

That is free I

J. B. BROOKS & Co., Ltd.,

49, Criterion Works, Birmingham.
Kole'thnt a full range of the BROOKS Saddles
may be seen at our

LONDON SHOWROOMS :

11, firape Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.

(Oxford Street end.)

BROOKS Eiyo—
particularly tow built,

and—yoiu sit IN it

rattier than ON it^

Hence, leave nothing to chance—let your

equipment be complete, and carefully

consider the merits of the bags that

BROOKS
make.

Individually these are perfect receptacles

for the articles they are designed to

carry

—

Collectively they form an ideal luggage-

carrying equipment.

There are bags for every purpose and
every one of them is so designed as to

make waste of space impossible.

Here we illustrate B9650—made of the finest

leatheroid, with removable inside case—fitted with
special dust-excluding arrangement and attached

to the carrier by means of steel clips.

And the many other models you will find

in the BROOKS BOOK (Motor CycUst's

edition).

Let us send copy.

J. B. BROOKS & Co., Ltd.,

49, Criterion Works, Birmingham,
NoU thai a full range of the BROOKS Bags m ly

be s^en at our

LONDON SHOWROOMS:
11, Grape Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.

(Oxford Street end.)

BC1650

Reg. No.

538,:;o3.

Til a,nsii;ering this adverthemeiit it u desirabU to mention " The Motor Cycle
"
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Gold Medals

Rover riders

In the M.C.C. London to Land's End

and back Trial for the Jarrott Cup,

Mr. Harold Karslake successfully

completed the 560 miles of hilly

roads at the scheduled 20 m.p.h.

Touring Model - £55:5:0

Speed Model £49 : :

The Rover Co., Ltd., Coventry.

Ill rin»waring this advertisement it is cltnrahh to mention, "The Motor Vnd"."
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How to Cheapen Running Expenses.^

which at present provide him with recreation, or

whether he can afford to indulge in- it as an extra,

and retain all the amiable outlets for expenditure
which now grip him from 8 p.m. to ii p.m. six days
a week. He must next consider whether he can afford

to expend more than _;^5 a week on his annual holi-

day; if he cannot, he must surrender the idea of a

round-the-coast tour, or else scheme the route out
\-ery shrewdly, and cadge beds from wealthy aunts.

He must make an invariable rule of eschewing garages

except on those sad occasions when the best made
piston shivers into shapeless fragments. Professional
puncture repairs are the mark of the gilded youth or

the early bankrupt

421

The Real Enthusiast.
He must finally remember that it is more imposing

to ride up Birdlip in oilies with a prehistoric gas lamp,

a small tool bag containing two rusty cycle wrenches,

and a phthisical hooter, than to push up Sutton with a

machine which bristles with nickel-plated accessories,

and boasts a picturesque knot of expensive overalls

tied round the handle-bars.

In fact, the wisdom of the sages records that the

expenses into which a motor bicycle forces us total an

annual sum at which the tip-expecting gamekeeper on

a Scotch grouse moor would wrinkle his freckled nose

heavenward, but that the outlay into which a motor

bicycle can tempt a thoughtless youth with a i in 17

forehead, would equip a Dreadnought.

AN 8hp. GORDON CYCLECAR.
AFTER many months of hard testing, Mr. Gordon

Armstrong, of the East Riding Garage and
Engineering Works, Beverley, East Yorkshire,

has perfected the Gordon cyclecar (which we first

illustrated about a year ago) with a patent variable

gear and differential. Great improvements have been
effected on the latest model, which is far superior to

the first one.

The engine, an 8 h.p. J.A.P., is air cooled by a

very powerful fan, belt-driven from the outside of the

clutch; the latter is of the multi-plate type.

Mr. Armstrong having found that belt drive is not

suitable for such heavy work, has changed the trans-

mission from a variable gear and belt drive to a two
speed, or three speed, and reverse gear box with

chain drive. ' The tension of the long chain from gear

box to rear axle is sustained at the correct adjustment

by means of a jockey pulley carried on a cranked arm,

which is clearly discernible in the first illustration.

The chassis and body framework is built entirely

of steel tubing. The seat is slung from the top tube

of the body frame to the cross tube, and is uphol-

stered like an ordinary car body.

The panels are all aluminium screwed to the tubes

;

this system saves a great deal of weight, the complete
car' coming out at under 5 cwts. This we can quite

believe, as Mr. Arm.strong easily turned the car on
its side to enable a photograph to be taken.

The engine is started from the side, and the second
pull of the handle was sufficient to start it from cold

without injecting petrol. During a short run, the car

started very smoothly with the plate clutch, and was

Under sile view of the chassis of the Gordon cyclecar showing chain transmission
tliroughout, silencer, engine position, etc.

soon in top gear, climbing a fairly stiff hill without
the least trouble at about 25 m.p.h.
The car is fast, quiet, and comfortable, proving

that the springing, which is of the Lanchester type,

is ideal for light work. The fans do their work most
efficiently. The clean, simple design gives one the

impression that there has been care and forethought
in the production of this cyclecar.

Threequatter side views of the Gordon cyclecar shown with hood down and up.

B3
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

Three and Four-wheeled Oyelecars.
Sir,—Theory is not of much use in dealing with a prac-

tical question which must be decided by practical tests. Of
course, anyone who has driven both a three-wheeler and a

four-wheeler (and the best of each kind) is entitled to give
his opinion—which will differ from the opinions of some
other riders. . But, for those who- have not that practical

experience, the following facts may be moi'e useful than
theories : (1.) A three-wheeler won very easily the only
cyclecar race yet held, at a .'speed of about 59 m.p.h. The
three-wheeler was, in fact, "first, and the rest nowhere."
(2.) At this speed the three-wheeler was ab.s6hitely steady,
whereas the only four-wheeler w'hich approached it

"snaked" badly and finally turned turtle. (3.) No four-

wheeler has, as yet, got through an official long distance
reliability trial, open to both three and four-wheelers, where-
as a three-wheeler has been consistently successful in these
trials. (4.) So far no three-wheeler with single front steer-
ing wheel has entered for any official trial. I may add
that I was all in favour of four w-heels until I was converted
by experience. H. GEORGE MORGAN.

Proposed Hill-climb on Snaelell.
Sir,—Last year the Mersey Motor Club entertained the

iJutch Club, and also accompanied them in the Isle of Man.
Whilst there it was remarked what a pity it was that an
I'veut was not organised to entertain the visitors on the
Saturday. In view of these facts, my committee instructed
me to ascertain from tlie island authorities as to whether
they would be willing to grant us permission so to cater for
visitors, and this permission has now been granted. In the
meantime, my committee applied to the A.C.U. for a permit
for an open hill-climb, arranging that as soon as the per-

mission was granted by tlie island authorities so soon would
they notify the A.C.U. that the aforesaid permit was for
Snaefell. My committee has no intention of interfering with
the A.C.I), events or in any way robbing them of their

ju.st dues.

As I have not been able to sunnnon my committee in order
to ascertain its wi.slies, I cannot say more, except that
personally I would be pleased to assist or act in co-operation
with the A.C.U. if it would like to partner us in the con-
cern, in a similar mauuer to the way in which it partnered
Miy old club, the Newcastle and District M.C., at the first

Sutton Bank hill-climb, of which I was hon. secretary. The
event is being organised primarily for visitors, and the
ch-isses are so arranged not to cater unduly for T.T. riders;
in fact, special prizes are being offered for novices.
In conclusion, tbi.s clul) has ajiplind to the A.C.U. for re-

affiliation. S. W. ClARTV, Hon. Sec.

The A.C.U. Formula and Two-stroke Engines.
Sir,—Having followed keenly the correspondiMire regarding

I he A.C.U. formula as applied to two-stroke engines, I feel

prompted to write in reply to your correspondent "A
r.eliever in Four-stroke Efficionoy," and for his enligliteiunent
ipiotyc a few facts.

]''ir«tly, that Scott riders quite understand and dn not,

Mvorlook the important, fact that the A.C.U. formula is an
"attempt" to compare the pc^'formaiicea of machines on the

|>tiint of efficieiH'y. 'i'his is juj't our gnimlilc,

iind what a miserable one it is.

Secondly, the handicap is nut 0)1 |jclr(

Oil the type of engine. And I would here

the " attempt,'

I'onsuuipllnn, but
lik(^ til inentiiiu.

for yo"ur correspondent's edification, that I _
know several

Scotts doing eighty miles per gallon, which is not by any
means extravagant, and necessary to handicap.

Lastly, the-A.C.XJ. formula to your coixespondent may not

.s.&em a great one, but probably he is looking on things with

a jaundiced eye, and is not up against it like the Scott

riders are.

Now in answer to his hist letter, wtiere he compares the

P. and M. and Scott sidecar- performances, I should like

to know if he possesses a P. and M. sidecar, as, if so, I

would not mind taking him on for speed up any of his pot

hills ....
Anyhow I think in fairness to a big number of the A.C.U.

members, who are Scott riders, the handicap ought to be
removed or modified to give us, at least, a sporting chance,

and not put us up against 5-5 h.p. twins.

REKALB, Ji N.

Pillion Seats.

Sir,—May I beg a little space in your excelltiit paiJer for

a reply to the numerous critics of pillion riding? On my
1910-11 3i h.p. fixed gear (5^ to 1) Ivy-Precision, my
wife and I (total weight, 22 stones) have ridden some 3,000

miles, including two tours—North Wales (800 miles) and
Somerset and district (500 miles). Personally, I find the
running steadier and no increased difficulty whatever in

taking corners. I use the machine a great deal solo, and
have taken friends numerous spins. The back wheel, stays,

ind in fact, the whole machine, die apparently none the

Mr. and Mrs. Turner (Ivy-Precision), who favour the pillion scat.

worse fcu' the increased strain. The tyre.s (cirdinai'y Dun!o|i
studded) .stand up to the work splendidly. My (uily trouble
has bi^eu belts, but since fitting a Whittle that has dis-

apjii^ared.

Aly method of mounting is, after my wife has taken hoi
seat, to start in the usual manner, and then vault on side-

ways, throwing the riglit leg over afterwards.
1 can personally recommend this mode of passenger carry-

ing as absolutely safe, provided macliiuo is sound, passenger
weighs no more than 10 stones, and one drives carefully and
at a moderate pace. W. B. TIIRNER.
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Avon Motor Cycle Tyres.

42/3 each.

44/- ,

«/9 „

Steel and rubber
studs, an ideal all-

weatlier non-skid.

Suitable -For cill clima.±es.

AVON MOTOR
CYCLE TUBES

fitted with motor cycle valves.

No. 2 Quality P.A. Quality
(Red ore rey) (Red or Grey)

24", 26", and 28".

2' - 8/9 ea. all 2" - 7/6 ea.

9/6 „ GUARAN- 21" - 8/3 „
TEED. 2|" - 9/- ,,

All motor cycle tubes can be fitted

with the Avon Dome Ends at

2/- per tube extra.

2^"

2|"-10/3,.

e o M I.> s o
< u u

AVON MOTOR CYCLE BELTING.
gin. .. 1/5 per foot. Sin. .. 2/1 per foot.

Sin. .. 1/9 per foot. lin. ... 2/4 per foot.

AVON nnOTOR CYCLE
COVER RETREADS.

Size 26" or 28" x 2", 2I", and 2^".

Steel Studded ------- 29 /6

Avon Combination (1910) - - - 25/-
Extra Heavy Rubber Stud or

7 line pattern ----- 13/$
Medium A. Rubber Stud, or 7 line

pattern -------- 11/6

Write fop ouv new illustrated catalogue, free upon application, full information.

Wiiatever machine you ride, see that the Tyres bear AVON name.

The Avon India Rubber Co., Ltd., Meiksham, wiits, England.

LONDON : 35, Long Acre, W.C. MANCHESTER : 229, Deansgate.

BIRMINGHAM: 204, Corporation Street. GLASGOW: 197, Buchanan Street.

. Large Stocks kept at all our Branches. Also at most high-class Motor Cycle Depots,

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." B5
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TWIN-CYL.

Four Models to choose from
each as perfect as can be, each fully equipped

and prepared to give complete satisfaction.

It is over eleven years since the first N.S.U. was built. To date, over 24,000 have been supplied.

The actual experience and comprehensive knowledge of every detail of motor cycle construction

acquired by the makers during those years ensure the absolute trustworthiness of the mounts

and form a strong reason—apart from the proved Reliability and Efficiency of the N.S.U.

—

why you would gain the satisfaction you seek in an N.S.U. more certainly than in any other.

Single-cybnder

Twin-cylinder

1912 MODELS.
2| h.p. and 3^ h.p.

3 h.p. and 6 h.p.

The N.S.U. models are the moderns of the moderns, being fitted with all the latest improvements such

as loop frame, rear spring, automatic carburetter, separate tanks of special design, handlebar control,

two powerful brakes, Bosch ignition, low seating, under-geared pulley as standard. The famous

N.S.U. two-speed gear and free engine fitted if required.

MOTOR CYCLES
THE N.S.U. MOTOR COMPANY. LTD..

Offices and Showrooms : 186, Gt.. Portland Street, London, W.
Goods and Repairs : 83-85, Bolsover Street, London, W,

SINGLE-CYL. SINGLE-CYL.

u6 fii a iisnxring this advertisement it is deiirabk to mciilloii "The Mutar Vycle."
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Daa Brajbury and his 4 h.p. 1912 Norton, a winner at Staxton Brow.

Private Owners and Trade Riders. Three Classes Suggested.
Sir,—For some time there has been some discussion with

respect to the definition of a private owner as laid down
by the Auto Cj'cle Union. We all know that many men who
sign a-declaration that they are not in any way assisted by
the trade are actually so assisted in various ways, whilst

there are many competition riders who would undoubtedly
compete more were it not for the fact that under the very
comprehensive rule regarding trade riders they are classed

as such.

I would like to have the views of your readers through
your columns on this matter, and would suggest for their

consideration—and it there be sufficient interest taken in

the matter—that the question be brought before the Council
of the Auto Cycle Union, and that there be in futru'e three
classes.

(1.) Amateurs bona fide pure and simple, who do not
receive assistance in kind or cash of any sort from the
makers of motor cycles and accessories.

(2.) Riders who are not connected with the U'ade, but
who may be riding for a trade firm ; also competitors who
are in some way connected with the trade, such, for

instance, as being employed by firms having retail businesses
or connected with the industry in the sale of accessories or

fittings, but who do not ride for the manufacturing firms.

(3.) Riders who are openly employed by large firms for

competition purposes.
I would suggest that the Auto Cycle Union Council

should make every competitor sign a declaa'ation form when
applying for a licence, and ifc should be at the council's

discretion whether a man be transferred from 1 to 2 or from
2 to 3, or vice versa. There should be no argument on the

matter, fcur if the council were satisfied that a certain man
who had signed the amateur form was going about too

much in a way that was not reasonable to expect, he should
be transferred to class 2. The hardship and trouble in these

matters lie in the fact that clubs promoting open com-
petitions generally charge double fees lor trade entries.

Manufacturing firms have no reason to grumble at this ; they
can afford to pay. Amateurs only pay half; this is all right,

as they are only out for sport, but why should the middle-
class be penalised? In the majority of cases they only ride

for sport, but in some slight way are assisted by the manu-
facturers. S. W. PHILLPOTT.

Another Exceptional Hill.

Si)',—I notice in your correspondence columns, under the
heading of " Another E.\ceptional Hill," the climb from
Langdale Valley to Little Langdale is recommended as a
test for hill-climbing enthusiasts. There is no doubt about
it being a test, and I doubt whether any motor cycle would
climb it, however skilful the driver. I have seen an
expensive motor car defeated before the real ascent had
commenced. I have often wondered if it could be climbed.
There is another climb which it would be interesting to

hnow if anyone had done, and that is between Wrynost
Pass and Eskdale, Hard Knot Pass (to ascend either way
up, from Eskdale or Wrynose Pass). Hard Knot Pass is

between four and five miles from Little Langdale—toward;
Eskdale. J.H.W.

STAXTON HILL-CLIMB. The curious position ol the rider will be noted; he appears to be lying along the carrier and seat.

BJ
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BrooMands Easter Meeting.

Sir,—On page 405 of last week's issue your remarks as to the

liandicapping in the two motor cycle races at Brooklands are

somewhat at variance with the facts.

We would remind you that in the Short Motor Cycle Race

Mr. G. E. Stanley was riding a 2^ h.p. Singer, with a bore

and stroke of 69 X 80 mm. = 299 cc.

With this machine he was given the same start as other

well-known riders who were mounted on 3^ h.p. machines, 499

c.c. It reflects great credit on his riding in being able to

obtain second place under these conditions.

In ths second race, wldch he won easily, Mr. Stanley rode

a Z>2 h.p. 499 c.c. machine, and, of course, started from the

same mark as other 3i h.p. riders.

SINGER AND CO. (1909), LTD.
W. E. BuLLOGK, Works Manager.

The Speed of Motor Cycles in Leamington. A Warning
Irom the Chief Constable.

Sir,—I respectfully wish to bring to your notice the fact

ut motor cyclists riding at excessive and dangerous speeds

through this borough. No doubt you are aware the roads

in and about Leamington are wide, well laid, and offer every

inducement for motorists' comfortable traveliing.

In addition to this, the local police authorities have laid

llieniselves out to induce motorists to visit this town, with-

out tear of running into any specially laid traps (a practice

which I consider totally unworthy of any police authority

to recognise). Notwithstanding this, I am sorry to say that

a great many motor cyclists who visit this town have no

regard for the safety of other people, but go racing through

some of our principal streets at speeds varying from 18 to

ZO m.p.h. My Watch Committee have had the matter under

consideration," and have been forced to the conclusion that

the police must take more drastic action with a view of

bringing some of the offenders before the justices. I do

not know how far you can help me in this matter, but I

should be glad it you could intimate through The Motor

Ci/de in a friendly way a caution to motor cyclists to

exercise a little moi( caie with legaid to excessive speed

The scene in the market pl.ico at Richmond fYorks.) on the occasion ot the

tiinual meet ot motor cyclists, which hns always boon well supported by
North Country riders.

APRIL j8ih, igi3.

when passing through this town, and to take this warning

in the spirit in which it is given, and so obviate'''the neces-

sity ot any police proceedings.

T. T. EaRNSHAW, Chief Constable.

Cold Vulcanisiig.

Sir,—I was interested in your reply to a correspondent in

a recent issue on " Cold Vulcanising."

I notice you recommend the " Ara " outfit, and can

testify to its excellence for outer cover repairs, but, like your
correspondent, I cannot get patches to stick on tubes, and

can get no assistance from the makers, who simply tell me
I am not following instructions. I follow them to the

letter, but can still pull the patches- off easily. A motor

cycle tube does not seem suitable to the process, but 1

write this letter in the hope that some reader may have
found a way of overcoming the difficulty. If the " Ara "

process was as good for inner tubes as it is for burst covers,

it would be a blessing. CLARENCE PONTING.

A copy ot the above letter was submitted to Ara Ltd.,

who reply as follows :

Sir,—We beg to thank you for kindly forwarding to us

a copy of your correspondent's letter, and we are pleased

to give all the assistance we can to those readers who are

using the "Ara" vulcanising process.

Your correspondent says lie has a tube which he cannot
repair by it, and, considering the thousands of "Ara"
vulcanisers that have been sold, and the large number o'

testimonials we are receiving from motor owners who use

the " Ara " vulcanising process for this work only, it is, to

say the least, somewhat extraordinary.

We think, in view of what the letter says, one of the

best possible means of testing the difficulty would, be to

send the inner tube on to i^s, and we will place the same in

hand for repair free of charge.

It is a. fact, however, witn which you may be acquainted,

that some rubber articles, inner tubes and outer covers,

etc., cannot be repaired by any known process satisfactorily,

but these cases ai'e so rare that we shall be surprised to

find in these days a firm manufacturing worthless rubbish of

this kind, as, of course, the value to the consumer is quite

as much represented by good repairing possibilities as other
good points. Ak.\, Ltd.

Consumption Comparisons.

Sir,—With reference to the correspondence on the above
taking place in 'your columns, it has always appeared to me as

a man engaged on fairly lieavy engineering work, and as one
with about ten years' actual experience in tins line, that motor
cycle designers, or the buying public, do not take efficiency

into consideration when designing, or buying their machines.
It is a well-known fact that any engine, especially internal

combustion ones, are extremely inefficient, working on light

loads. After a riding experience with an old pattern 2| li.p.

a.o.i.v. motor cycle, geared 4J> to 1, I am firmly convinced
that carrying the extra weight and having a larger engine,

rnnuing most of the time on a very light load, is not etHcient

by a very long way. With my " old crock," with the engine
showing plain signs of wear and the compression doubtful. I

,can tow a person on a push bicycle at a speed exceeding the

limit any wliei'e and up anything . it is possible to ride a

piisli bicycle up without very great exertion. Riding alone

the difficulty is to find the engine something to do. Of course,

I get stuck on. very steep hills, but a two-speed gear would
overcome that, therefore, why heavy mainlines with largo

engines ruiiuing most of tlie time inefficiently? This, T think,

is where the car wins, as most cars seem to have effiriciit

change gear arrangements, which allow a smaller engine lu be

worked at a better load factor.

Keterriug to your correspondent who sa,vs the water-cooled

engine takes up heat at the coniiuen<:ement of the stroke, pail

of which it gives up again as useful wcuk at the end, or near

tlu! end, of the same stroke, ia not clear to me. 1 am not
" leaincd " in this, but, judging the dVect of the heal at

exhaust (sulficient in some cases to make the conni;ction3

nearly red-hot), 1 rather think the taking up game would go on
through the whole sti'oke. Mo must be thinking of steam

engines; something of this sort takes place in those, I believe.

Cannot motor cycle and car makers be induced to rate their

engiuiis in b.li.p., and give us the consumption per b.h.p. !.<pnr

at full and ]iarl loads? M.A.P.

i>S
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44 BELT'* RELIABILITY
If you have a doubt as to which is the Belt for " Reliability " the following Record will surely help to dispel it.

At the great M.C.C. LONDON-LAND'S END 550 miles Run on April 6th, 1912—one of the "classic" events

of the season

—

TheJARROTTCup was wonbyH.Karslake
riding a standard 3^ h.p. Rover Slotor Cjxle fitted

With a <LYSO' BELT
winning premier place against 46 competitors.

As you are probably aware, this Race was run under the most adverse conditions—against half a gale of wind,
dust, and parts in pouring rain and fog : various difficult hills with steep gradients, hairpin bends, fight-angle turns,

etc., and described by the Press as "the stifl'est and most severe coiu'se.'"

At Holne Chase Hill, the most difficult part of the course, the scene of many spills, and on which 75% of the
riders had to make two attempts to get up, JMr. Karslake made a clean ascent of the hill FIRST TIME—the Press
description of his ascent being " a very good climb "—and at one point on the hill he had to ride around a com-
petitor who was falling, on a gradient of 1 in 4

!

The above facts but serve to again emphasise the "Reliability" of the " LYSO " Belt and mark its supreme
efficiency as a dependable "power-transmitter."

For ordinary work, and extra-ordinary work—and particularly for machines with Sidecars—"LYSO" is the
Belt you should use, always.

Obtainable of all Agents. Prices: Size |in. 1/5; fin. 1/9; |in. 2/1 ; lin. 2/4; and IJ-in. 2/9 per foot,

LYCETT'S,"The Saddlery, " Bromley Street, Birmingham.
ITMITI

In answering f/iia advertlsemevl it is dcsirahle to mention "The Motor C-iich
"
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A SIDECAR TRIAL.
THE Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club successfully

carried out a novel trial for sidecar combinations

only on Saturday last, for which sixteen entries

were received. The start was from the outskirts

of Coventry at 2.40 p.m., and competitors were despatched

singly over the following route : Kenilworth, Leek Wootton,
Warwick, Bartord, Wellesbourne, Friz Hill, Kineton, to

Edge Hill, which test gradient had to be ascended on the

run. Competitors were then directed past the Round Tower,
down Sunrising Hill, and, thanks to the assistance of the

Rudge Cyclists' Corps, along narrow and tortuous lanes, vid

Radway, to the foot of Edge Hill, this small circuit of about

six miles having to be repeated five times. An involuntary

stop put a competitor out of the running.

The event was divided into two classes : Class 1, for

machines with engines up to 500 c.c. ; and Cl.iss 2, for

machines with engines over 500 c.c.

The mileage to Edge Hill was taken from tlie Contour
Road Book, but it was afterwards found that the distance

was not so long as stated. Con-sequently most of the com-
petitors found themselves too early, and for five miles W.
H. Wells, H. D. Teage, E. A. Gorton, and G. Smith
crawled along on their low gears to tlie foot of Edge Hill.

Despite this severe handicap the bigger machines easily

Teached the hill summit.
.

A special prize was offered for the highest ascent of Edge
Hill on a 500 c.c. single-geared touring sidecar, and the

(lossibilities of a sporting afternoon on Edge Hill brought
several hundred spectators on cars and motor cycles to this

well-known acclivity. It was hardly to be expected that a single-

geared 3i- h. p. machine would reach the summit of the hill,

although there were three who made the attempt, all on
Triumphs. H. Holt stopped first, Frank Hulbert got much
higher, but he was beaten by a private owner, Ambrose
Elson, who got within about 2C0 yards of the top of the
hill. Later in the day he made a clean ascent with a cool

engine and gear of about 6^- to 1.

The necessity for passenger machine trials is proved by
the fact that only five competitors made non-stop runs and
survived the six ascents of Edge Hill, although the list

would have been augmented by F. Ponntney (Rudge-Multi),
had he not unfortunately punctured in Warwick, and J. R.
Haswell (two-speed Triumph), who went off the course. It is

particularly unfortunate that these two should have suffered
as they did, as they were by far the fastest in the 3^ h.p.

class on Edge Hill, particularly Ponntney, whose Rudge-
Canoelet combination had a surprising turn of speed.
H. T. Lloyd, one of the Triumph Company's testers, had

out for the first time a Triumph with a new two-speed
rounter-shaft gear, which is of the epicyclic type. It is

very neatly arranged and more compact than the last of this

company's productions, which we illustrated about Novem-

Start of the Coventry and Warwijkshire M.C. first sidecar trial last Saturday.

In the foreground W. H. Wells (7 h.p. Indim sidecar; is scan ieadinj oil.

ber last. The final drive by V belt is retained. Lloyd was
put out of the running by a sooted plug.

In Class 2 the biggej machines made light of Edge Hill,

despite its length and 1 in 7 gi-adient. Geoffrey Smith
(Enfield) and W. H. Wells (India.n) tied for first place, the

former being adjudged the faster and the latter having the

more silent machine. H. D. Teage (Clyno) climbed the hill

very easily and silently on each of the six occasions, but
w-as not so fast, which could also be said of C. T. Lloyd (6

h.p. Rex sidette). The complete results are given hcre-

uiider :

Cl.\ss 1.

1. S. Wright (3^ h.p. 2-sp. Humber), non-stop.

J. R. Haswell (3^- 2-sp. Triumph), ran off' route, other-

wise non-stop.

F. Ponntney (3^ Rudge Multi), piuicture.

H. T. Lloyd (3^ 2-sp. Triumph), stopped third round.
Bert Yates (3-i 2-sp. Humber), stopped third round.

The undermentioned stopped at Edge Hill on the first

round : Ambrose Elson (single-geared Triumph), H. Holt
(single-geared Triumph), W. J. Spittle (3-sp. Premier), F.

Hulbert (single-geared 'Triumph), aird A. Wright '{Triumph,

N.S.U. 2-sp.). -

Class 2.

1 f Geoffrey Smith (5 h.p. 2-sp. Enfiell), non-stop.

tW. H. Wells (7 2-.sp. Indian), non-stop.

Henry D. Teage (5-6 2-sp. Clyno), non-stop.

C. T. Lloyd (6 2-sp. Rex Sidette), non-stop.

Edward A. Gorton (6 2-sp. Rex Sidette), stopped

.second round.

The judges were Messrs C. H. Elson, T). Elson, and H.
M. Carter. Timekeeper, Mr. 1). K. Hall.

C. T. Lloyd (6 h.p. Hex sidcltoi and H. D. Toai;r) (fi-fi h.p. Clyno sidecar) on the
&tcepost porlion ot Edge HilU

DUBLIN & DISTRICT M.C.C. RELIABILITY TRIAL.
With a whole gale of wind blowing and drci\('hing shuwera

railing, the club started its first reliability trial of tlie season

on the 8th inst. from Donnybrook. The conditions were
of the customary character, a scheduled pace of twenty
miles per hour being- fixed, with a number of open controls.

Certain hills were Jilso (djserved, and in addition there were
a couiilf of secret controls. The course for the most part
lay in the Co. Wicklow, and \va,s a particularlv tryiug one,

iu<:luding such hills as the Waterfall Hill on the south side

of the (ilencree ^'alley, Sally Cap, Drumgnlf, and
Auglavaiiiigh. 'J'he distaiu'o was about 100 miles. Fort\niately
the day iuiproved, and once out of Dublin the ciiudition.s

were more favoui'able. The had morning, hywever, nuiterially

I'edured the Meld, and only twelve started. Kesult :

1, F. J. Walker (3^ -Ku'dge); 2, P. J. Brady (3.^ Uudgc).
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PROPOSED SCOTTISH MOTOR CYCLISTS' UNION.
FOR some years past there has been a movement

in Scotland, having as its aim the foundation
of a Scottish Union for motor cycHsts. At

present the pastime is controlled by the Scottish

CycHsts' Union, a practically moribund body without
funds and quite unable to assist the movement. The
S.C.U. received its powers from the A.C.U., but the

independents assert that the latter body had no stand-

ing in Scotland, and that in the Scottish Automobile
Club is vested governing powers for all forms of

motoring.

Last year informal conferences were held between
the S.A.C. and representatives of several clubs, but
not until this year was any great progress made.
Early this year the chairmen of the Edinburgh and
Glasgow clubs and of the Scottish A.C. formulated
a scheme which the Scottish clubs are invited to dis-

cuss at a joint conference to be held at the Golden
Lion Hotel, Stirling, on Saturday next, the 20th inst.

The Scottish A.C. are willing to give all the assist-

. ance in their poAver and to make a monetary grant
towards initial expenses. They would also be pre-

pared to grant through the proposed Union free legal

J defence, home and foreign touruig facilities, copy ot

' the handbook, hotel and hotel coupon arrangements,
and use of their " guide " system, etc. For these

benefits it is suggested that associated clubs should
pay the Union a subscription of 2s. per member, or
that individual members should pay los. 6d. per
annum.
Such a scheme, with the resources of the Scottish

A.C. behind it, should not, nor is it likely to, fail to

meet with the approval of the clubs, which in the

Union will have a body capable of looking a"fter their

interests and of effectively governing the pastime.

A NEW TRIUMPH GEAR.
The above two-spaed countershaft gear, which is of the epieyclic type, was seen

on the road for the first time in Saturday's Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
sidecar trial. Note the starting handle.

BIRniNGHAM CLUB'S ARDUOUS RIDE TO PERTH.

THE distance from Birmingham to Peiih is 360 odd
miles, which, in itseh', constitutes a. good ride, but
when a gale of almost record severity is encountered
for almost the whole distance dead in the riders' faces,

then the trial becomes really severe.

Some competitors had difficulty in finding their way
through Warrington, Wigan, and Preston, and it was also

difficult to get petrol at that early hour in the moraing.
Over Shap the roads were somewhat greasy, but there

were no failures. From Carlisle the gale was too severe to

be described ; most of the competitors had many nan'ow
escapes from being blown over. Crossing the bridge over

Liddle Water, just after leaving Gretna Green, it was
necessary to lean over at a considerable angle to maint-ain a

balance against the wind

!

From Beattock to Crawford the road winds through the
mountains, and the flints blown up by the wind were
particularly painful to one's face.

A peculiarity of the wind was that it came in gusts and
quite upset the carburation, increasing the difficulty of

driving tenfold. From Crawford the wind dropped slightly

and competitors were able to make up lost time rialit into

Perth.
Competitors were weU looked after at the Royal George

Hotel, Perth, and the Perth and District Club officials,

who did the checking, also very kindly entertained the
visitors and organised a walking party on the Sunday. The'
return journey was commenced at 3 a.m. on Monday. The
wind was found to have changed round and was again in

the competitors' faces ; it commenced to rain at Stirling

and continued to Kendal. The wind was stronger than ever
between Crawford and Beattock and up Shap. At Kendal
Duke and Brook were the two first arrivals, followed shortly
by Newey and Sangster, all four of whom were just the
three-quarters of an hour ahead of schedule time allowed.
Ball, Pollock, and Pearson arrived just within the time
limits. It appears that after leaving Perth troubles were many ;

Rowlandson liad a seized smaU end on his coimecting rod.

Busby got lost near Stirling, as did Steeley and Egginton,
who found themselves in Edinburgh. Peck had magneto
trouble, and undertook a six mile walk into Carlisle. Sey-
mour Smitli was last seen in Lanai'k in trouble. H. D.
Jones got lost, and came back via Edinburgh, but com-
pleted the journey by road to Birmingham, arriving about
three-quarters of an hour late. Taylor and his machine
were lifted bodily by the wind on Shap, and coming down
to earth with a crash, the ,machine was damaged and had
to be trained home. Blackwell had belt, magneto, and
tjTe trouble, his tyre being nearly cut in two at Warrington
by a fallen slate. Yates was last seen at Kendal behind
time. Mansell, whose Singer-Turner sidecar attracted much
attention, ran out of petrol somewhere near Lanark.
From Kendal onward the roads were dry and the wind

had dropped considerably. Duke (Zenith), Brook (water-

cooled Precision), Newey and Sangster (Ariels), Ball

(Triumph), and Arter (James) were the only competitors to

arrive to schedule time.
Pollock and Pearson unfortunately had a smash when

about 400 yards from the finish. It appears that Pearson's

lamp was out and he ran into the back of Pollock's James
;

both riders came off, and Pearson sustained a cut head and
broken collar bone. It is surmised that Pearson fell asleep

on his machine.
Gold medals have been awarded to Messrs. Ball (Triumph),

Brook (Precision), Duke (Zenith), Newey (Ariel), Pollock

(James), and Sangster (Ariel) for completing the double

journey.

Bronze medals have been awarded to the following : Black-

well, Busby, Egginton, H. D. Jones, Peck, Rowlandson, S.

Smith, Steeley, Taylor, and B. Yates, for the single (out-

wards) journey.

The trial was very severe both for rider and machine.

The chid trouble throughout was punctures. The only lady

was Mrs. Yates in the sidecar of her husband's machine.

E15
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TIME TO
April 18th

., 20th
,; 22nd
„ 24th

LIGHT LAMPS.
7.59

8.2

8.5

8.8

p.m.

THE JARROTT CUP WINNER.

The Tourist Trophy Fund.

Tlie fund to help defray tlie expenses
of running the T.T. races now amounts
to about £58.

Bristol Open Hill-climb.

For Saturday's open hill-climb of the
new Bristol Motor Cycle Club, 120
entries have been received.

English-Dutch Trial.

Two further entries for the Dutch
trial have come to hand, viz., 0. Maurice
Down (2j h.p. Enfield) in the private
owners' lightweight section, and J. H.
Slaughter (3i h.p. L.M.C.) in the 500
c.c. trade class. Every class has filled,

and some of the entries must be refused.

Easter Events.

It is worthy of record that last week's
issue of The Motor Cyde was the only

journal to include photographically
illustrated reports of the following im-
portant holiday competitions :

(1.) M.C.C run to Land's End and back.

(2.) The Richmond meet of motorcyclists.

(3.) A.C.C.F. Circuit de Paris.

(4.) Brigsteer Brow hill-climb.

(5.) Brooklands Easter Monday racing.

(6.) Doncaster and District M.C.C. speed-

judging competition.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
How to Cheapen Running Expenses.
Oxford M.C.C. Open Hill-climb.

Liverpool A.C.C. Reliability Trial.

A Sidecar Trial.

Harold Karsiake (3' h.p. Rover) passing through
Salisbury in the early hours m route Jor Land's End.

V. Olsson has now been removed from
the Hounslow Hospital ' to a nursing
home in London at 15, Welbeck Street,

and is getting on well. He would like
to thank the many M.C.C. riders and
other friends who rendered assistance.

Clashing of Dates.

The Birmingham M.C.C. applied for

permission to hold an open passenger
trial on May 18th as far back as Decem-
ber 30th last year, and on March 6tli

they obtained a promise of a permit from
the A.C.U. It appears that the North-
West London M.C.C. have also received
a permit for a passenger trial from Lon-
don to Coventry on the same day.

B.M.C.R.C. Meeting at Brooklands. '

The second 1912 monthly meeting of
the B.M.C.R.C. is down for Saturday
next, and the entries are numerous. In
the first 1912 time trial there are
twenty-nine entries in the five classes.

In the three-lap 500 c.c. scratch race
there are nineteen entrants, five-lap cycle-

car handicap eight, and in the one hour
all comers' race twenty-three.

A.C.U. Notes.

The time for practising for the T.T.
races has been extended from 5 a.m. to

7 a.m. on the fourteen week days prior

to the Junior T.T. on June 28th.

The re-run Spring one day trial will

take place next Wednesday. The course,

which is a secret one, will be about 150
miles in length, Oxford being the start-

ing and finishing point.

COVENTRY & WARWICKSHIRE M.C. FIRST SIDECAR TRIAL. G. Smith (6 h.p. Enfleld sidecar) ohurnini; the dust on Edge Hill, which gradl.ni

was a.cenilod six limes. G, Smith and W. H. Wells (7 h.p. Indian sideoar) tied (or nrsi place.

niA
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p. J. Brady (3'. h.p. Rudge) winn r cf Ihe four

mil3s handicap, and runner-up in th" scritch race

and the twenty miles handicap at Portmarnocli last

Saturday. (See Club News pages.)

More Records in the Air.

-A. J. Mooihouse will shortly attempt
tlie six hours and intermediat j records at

Urooklands on a 7 h.p. Indian.

Police Traps.

We liave received information that a

[jolice trap is working between CullOmpton
(Devon) from the corner by the school to

the end of the long straight stretch of road

towards Wellington (Somerset).

Arms Hill Rendezvous.

Alter the I Ixford M.C.C. hill-climb last

Satitrdav several competitors and specta-

tors joitrneyed the following day to Arms
Hill, w-liere" attempts were made to get up.

Riders of a Bradbury and a Scott were

said to be sitcccssful in reaching the

summit.

M.C.C. Team Trial.

A special permit has been granted to the

Motor Cy-cling Club in connection with the

team trial for Tlie M'lor I'l/Hi- fifty guinea

challenge cup. on June 15th. which will

render it unnecessary for competitors to

hold an A.C.U. competition licence. A
number of clubs have already notified their

intention of competing.

Spanish Motor Cycle Race.

A Spaniard named Espinosa proved
the winner of the motor cycle race

between Bilbao and San Sebastian men-
tioned m the last issue. He was
mounted on a Rudge ilulti. Vernon
Taylor, the only English competitor, says
the riders rode itito thick lain aird fog

when climbing the Pyrenees, and the
race was a very hard one.

French Challenge to Motor Cyclists.

The reliability trial to be he'd hv the
Jloto Cycle Cliib de France on May 12th
is over a course which is said to have an
excellent surface, and to be sufficiently

hilly thoroughly to test the machines
which will take part. Messrs. Pernette.
Bac, and Guepperon have deposited £12
with the Club, and challenged any foreign
team of three riders with engines between
350 and 500 c.c. Here is a chance for air

Eaglish team to take up the glove. Thp
Motor Ctjde Will forward letters addressed
to the secretary of the M.C.C de France.

Smgle Figure Gradients.

As a result of our article on the above
subject, we have been inundated with
letters some of which are of considerable
interest, and will appear in these pages
in due course. We should, however,
like to point out that descriptions of

bad hills (feldora given in contour books)
are, though interesting, quite useless to

us for publication unless particulars are
given of the maximum gradient, length
of hill, and total rise in feet.

Proposed Scottish Cyclists' Union.

A Scottish Mctor Cyclists' Union is ou
the tapis. Representations have been
made to the Scottish A.C_, and every
Scottish motr cycle club is advised to
send a delegate or delegates to the
(irldjn Lion Hotel, .Stirling, on Satur-
day next, the 20th inst., when the pre-

liminaries in connection with the forma-
tion of the proposed, union wUl be dis-

cussed, and we hope the new organisa-
tion will meet with the success it de-
serves. Scottish motor cyclists have
been rather backward in not forming an
organisation of their own before now.

[FOirOl^ E^EI^TI

April 20.— B..M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

„ 20.—Bristol M.C.C. Open Hitl-climb

., 27.—Bristol B and M.C. Open Hill-

climb

„ 27.—M.C.C. Open Silencer Trial.

May 4.—Coventr\' and Warwickshire
M.C. "Open Reliability Trial.

., 4.—Mersev M C. Open One-day
Trial.

June I.—Birmingham M.C.C. Open Hill-

climb,

A ppeeial heading inr competition
announcements will be fiund at the
end of the miscellaneous advertisement
columns.

The M.C.C. London-Edinburgh and Back.

The route for the \\'liitsun run of the
M.CC, will be, after Xencastle-on-Tyne,
the same as that used for the London-
Edinburgh run of 1909, viz,, vid Alnwick.
Berwick. Ayton, and Dunbar, but com-
petitors will enter Edinburgh by a different

road, so avoiding the unpleasant dusty

ride from Levenhall. Several new trophies

have been put up this year Mr. R. 0.

Clark offers a cup for sidecars, double
journey ; ilr. W. H. Wells another for

sidecars, single journey ; and Mr. S. H.
Fry another for cyclecars, double journey.

There will also be the usual single and
return medals, the M.C.C. challenge cup,

and a special cup for cars to be won out-

right, put up by ilr. C. Gordon Watson.
Entry forms, rules, etc.. wil! be posted to

the members very shortly

Secret Course Reliability Trial.

In connection witn the Coventry and
Warwickshire M.C. opeir reliability trial

on May 4th, it has been decided, to award
a special prize for the best performance in

Class A for lightweight motor cycles up to

350 c.c. in addition to the awards
already enumerated Entries close on
Monday next.

The Grand Prix of the A.C.C.F.

The Auto Cycle Club de France has

decided to organise a 300 kilometres race

on a specially guarded circuit of 20 to 25

kilometres in length. The actual course

has not been chosen, but the date has been
fixed for Sunday June 9th. The classes

will be divided as follow :

Class 1.—250 CO., weight 50 kilos, tyres_

45 mm.
(singles),

(twins),

(singles),

(twins).

weight 55

weight 55

w^eight 60

weight 60

Class 2.—350 c.c.

kilos, tyres 45 mm.
Class 3,—350 c,c,

kilos, tyres 45 mm
Class 4.—500 c.c

kilos, tyres 55 mm.
Class 4.^600 c.c.

kilos, tyres 55 mm,
Belgian Motor Cycle Trial.

The following route has.' been mapped
by the ilotor Club Liegois for the two
days' trial. May 26th and 27th : First
day—Liege, Ayw-aille, Lierneux. Laroche,
Bastogne (lunch), Neuchateau, Habay-la-
Neuve, Florenville, and Bouillon (dinner
and sleep). Second day—Bouillon, Libin,
Dinant, PhiKppeville (liinch), Yvoir, Ciney,
Hamoir, Aywaille, and Liege. As will

be seen, this route embraces the .prettiest

scenery and best roads of the Belgian
Ardennes.

A NEW 5-6 H.P. TWIN.
The Forward machine illusiraied is a larger replica of the 2-J h.p. Forward which has ah-eady won it

The bore and stroke are 73 x 82 mm. It has interchangeable m.o.v., two silencers, gear-driven magn'
three-speed hub gear.
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AC.C. Run to Land's End and Back.
Official Results.

WlUNBR OF THE J ABBOTT CuP.
Error Iroui siheilule

Harold Karslake (5i Rover) Om. 52s.

Winner oi' the LiGHi'wnif4iiT Phi/.e.

P. W. Moffat (2-i Douglas) Irn. 2s.

Winner op the Sijiecar Prize.

Frank Smith (Glyno and so.) 2ni. 27s.

fioLD Medal Winners.
P. Phillips (2| Douglas),
G. T. (Iiay (Rudge)
F. V. Xorth (3i Ariel)

H..lireaves (2| Enfield)

Hugh Gibson (3^ Bradbury i]id sc.)

R. Owen Wells (J)i Bradbury)
S. 1. 'I'essier (8 Bat and sc.) , ...

11. H. Whit.-uire (Rudge)
E. Gwvune (3i Triumph)
-\. J. iSteveus (5 A..J.S. and ac.) ...

F. J. Watson (3i Swift)
W. Pratt m P. and :\l.)

Kli Clark (2| Oouglas)
C. \V. Mereditli (Bradbury)
R. Charlesworth (3^ Zenith)
W. Cooper (Bradbury)
C^ Bailey (Rudge) ...

8. (.'. Perrynian (3i Ariel)
A. J. Sproston (Rudge)
H. H. Slingo (5-6 C'lynn and sc.) ...

P. tl. Bentley (Triumjjh)
B. Alan FFiU '(7 Indian and sc.) ...

K. Pond (Rudge)
J. S. Holroyd (2^ Motosacoche) ...

S. Savage (Triumph) ...

F. W V. Fhlvers (Triumph)

Silver M:on\L Winners.
J. Milner (7 Indian)

J. R. Haswell (Triumph and sc.) ...

W. C. llemy iServiue-Precision) ...

H. Johnson Cl'riumpli)

A. P. Maurice (3^ Preniiei)
W. r4ibb (2? Douglas)
R. Crouc:lier (3^ Kerry-Abingdon) ...

R. C. Davis (8 Chater-Lea and sc.)
J. Chater-Lea (8 Chater-Lea and sc.)
P. Gniut (2| Douglas)

Im. 13s.

2m. 6s.

2m. 16s.

2ui. 38s.

2in. 41s.

2m. 53s.

2nr. 53s.

3ui. 36s.

3m. 49s.

3m. 57s.

3m. 5Bs.

flm. •8s.

. 4m. 38s,

4m. 52s.

5m. 38s.

5ni. 45s.

6m. 4s.

Pm. 47s.

9m. 33s.

9ni. 58s.

10.,n. las.

lOm. 12s.

12.n. 15s.

14m. 7s.

14ni. 55s.

14m. 41s.

7m. 49s.

15ni. 23s.

15m. 33 s.

17m. 4s.

18m. 23s.

21m. 57s.

22m. 20s.

23m. 8s.

23m. 45s.

24ni 10s.

... 28ni. 2s,

... 37m. 29s.

... 39m. 8s.

... 43ra. 42s.

... 88m. 42fi.

A. K. Abbott (3i Bradbury)
R. Lord (6 Rex sidettc)

E. B. Ware (8 Chater-Lea and sc.)

F. S. Proctor (7 Indian and sc.) ..

J. Stevens (2^ A.J.S.)

Disqualified for being more than fifteen minutes early.

—

N. 0. Soresby (Rudge)"and P. W. Tippett (3^ Humber)."
.1. Milner (Indian) only gets a silver medal, as he was over

the time limit on the outward half.

The Penzance check on the outward trip was not taken
into account, owing to the bull incident.

Sir R. K. Arbuthnot's 2m. 9s. error in 1910 was the
previous best record.

P. Cirout rode a 2-| Douglas, as his Quadrant had not been
delivered.

Open hill-climb at Knocksaujhey, promoted by the Belfast and District M.C.C.
J. Stewart (2',' h.p. Douglas), who was second in the class for engines under
500 C.C., and laest performanee on a Lightweight. (See page 410.)

Results of the Circuit de Paris.
THE Auto Cycle Club of France is a young body, yet it

organised the Circuit de Paris extremely well." The
direction arrows were splendidly conspicuous, being
[our times the size of those used by the A.C.U. The

name of the club was piinted right way up on the top and
upside down underneath, so that the arrows could be used to

show either way. At any one of the two points where an
arrow was missing the New Hudson sidecar occupants, who
distributed leafiets in all directions, placed a little heap of

these Ijy the roadside to guide the other competitors. The
A.C.C.F. seals were also dirt'erent from ours. They were made
•of light metal, which was clamped over the wire by a special

pair of pliers. They were not only one-tenth the weight of

lead seals, but they were absolutely secure.

Besides the English machines it will be seen that the follow-

ing well-known makes on the French side lost no marks:
Class [I.— X.S.U., Now Hudson (entered by the Paris agents),

aiul .Motosacoche; C'la.ss III.—Peugeot, N.S.U. (|s. behind
first), two Motosacoches, two Clements, and a Griffon.

It may be thought that the trial was no test,

merely a free and easy blind. Far from it. The awful
pavi encountered at frequent intervale, the speed itself, and
the lung bills met with near Chateaii-'i'liierry and N'ernon
iiiailc the trial by no means tfjo easy. The way the majority
of thi! macliines stood up was very gratifying.

The positions of thone who were not penalised were decided

on the results of the limed hill-climb at M<jnla;iglaust. The
figures iifter tlie first in each class indii.'jti' the number of

neconds slower Hum Llif first. '

Class II. (Full marks).

Rider and machine.
1. Poulain (1 cyl. N.S.U.)
2. Rousseau (1 cyl. New Hudson)
3. Millaud (1 cyl. Motosacoche)

Class III. (Full marks).
1. Pean (2 cyl. Peugeotl
2. Paul (2 cyl. N.S.U.)
5. Lacroix (2 cyl. Peugeot)
4. R. Bishop (2 cyl. Enfield)-

r Dewav (2 cyl. Clement)
G. L. "Fletcher (2 cyl. Douglas) ...

7. B. Dacier (2 cyl. Clement)
8. Brunei (Griffon)

9. .Miinch (Motosacoche)
10. Bondini Motosacoche)

Class IV. (Full marks).
1. H. Ijister Cooper (1 c,yl. Triumph)
2. Pernette (1 cyl. Fran(jaise) ...

.Amateur Clas.s (Full marks),

1, W, G, iMcMinnies (1 cyl. Triumph) 499 ,

2. T, Tillman —
3. G. Griffiths (1 cyl. Rudge) 499 ,

Amateur Class (Penalised),

4, E. .M. P. Boileau (2 cvl. Douglas) ... 50
, 5, .\. \\. Hoighton (Matchless) 57

6, Tatin 76

The voiturettes Bedclia and Gohendcl lost nu

c,c. sec.

296 .

292 7

298 . 46

332 , .

322 ,

3
1;

332 , . 4i
345 , • 5?
343 , .

6'

340 , . 6

345 12i—
,

20-^

_
,. 30"

— 45^

499
482 , . li

marks

iiiarks.
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OXFORD n.C.C. OPEN HILL-CLIMB.
AN EVENTFUL DAY'S SPORT.

THE venue uf the Oxford Motor Cycling Club open hill-

climb on Saturday last was thought by many to be
the famous Kop Hill, particularly as competitors
were requested to assemble at Princes Risborough.

However, the Oxford M.C.C. oflitiaU had a surprise in store

For the riders, in the shape of a test much superior to Kop
in a hill locally known as Pink Hill. This is situate about
thi-eequarters of a mile from the hitherto famous Kop, both
being on the Chiltern Range. Pink Hill is about three-

quarters of a^ mile in length, and commences with a

tliird of a mile of fairly easy gradient. At the end of this

section there is an extremely sliarp turn to the left on a

gradient of 1 in 5 (surveyed for the Oxford M.C.C); from
this point to the summit the incline varies from 1 in 9 to

1 in 6. It was on a section of 1 in 9 that the stopping and
restarting test was held ; competitors on variably-geared
machines had to stop between two lines thirty feet apart,

and restart while seated in the saddle.

The weighing of the bicycles took place at the hill foot,

under the superintendence of J\Ir. H. P. Beasley, and the

sidecars and cyclecars were weighed at Rishni'ough iStation.

At the scales only one machine was finally rejected, viz., G.

Griffiths' 2 h.p. Alcyon, entered for the Junior T.T. class,

as it had only one brake. One or two entrants in Class

VII. up to 150 Ibj. weight had to remove a few super-

fluous spares, etc.. to bring their mounts within the pre-

scribed limit. The record weight for a motor bicycle, 'which
had been heavily laden with lead to come out well on the
formula, was 290 lbs.—its real xseight was aliout 100 lbs.

less. Rupert May easily topped the list of riders' weights,
but. notwithstanding his bulk and avoirdupois, he made two
perfectly clean ascents, including the wicked corner.

Several Disqualifications.
The club officials are to be congratnlated on the good

marshalling and the promptness with which the start was
made. Sharp at 1 p.m. P. Weatherilt (Zenith) rode up the

hill in the Junior T.T. class, and. with the aid of his Gradua
gear, got safely round the corner, w-here, of course, most of

the spectators had assembled, anticipating some excitement in

the form of tumbles. There was little danger of serious falls.

as the turning was so acute and on such a steep grade that

every one cut out when approaching it, and the slightest

error of judgment meant a tumble at comparatively slow
s]ieed. "Legging ' was indulged in bv some competitors,

who would have failed bad they not nsed this method of

assisting their engines to pick up after the corner w-as passed.

However, the officials ruled, that putting out one foot to save

a spill was permissible, but obvious "legging" was not, and"

''^;:MS!Eia®«^RC3;s»^efcs&,^» ;^^r—

Scene at the starting line.

they disqualified several who would otherwise have been well
placed.

Of the Junior T.T. riders. Ayres (Singer) rode in place of

G. E. Stanley. The latter told us he took exception to the
Sr'lection of a hill with such a bad corner for a hill-climbing
contest, and preferred to stand down. \V. W. Douglas
(Douglas) made a very fine ascent, changing down for the
corner and up again as soon as he got round. There were two
or three failures and a dead heat between Weatherilt and
Newman (Ivy-Precision).

The sidecars were expected to provide some excitement,
as the turning -was a left-hand one and towards the sidecar.
F. 'W. Barnes (6 /Zenith) was first up, the wrench at the
corner causing the driving tyre to leave the rim. Barnes
went on unconcernedly on the rim. and_in a later try made
fastest time. 'J'he spectators raised a cheer whenH, G.
Dixon and his passenger in the Xew Hudson took the
corner, the passenger assuming a position th it < an best be
compared with the outriggei of a skift The sidecai m heel

Two aspects ol the left-hand bend of Pink HHl, Princes Risborough. The riders are R. Holloway (left) and A. J. Moorhouse eight).
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meeting. The timekeepers weru ilessrs. F. T. Bidlake and
F. Straight.

Results on Time.
Thu following are tlie official lesults on time. Those

marked * were disqualified for as.si sting the machine with
their feet at the corner :

Class T.—Junior T.T. up to 350 c.c.

F. C. North i3; h.p. three-speed Ariel) awaiting the signal to restart in the

variable gear class.

of A. James's Clyno just lifted, but luckily the machine
righted itself immediately.
The T.T. class for machines up to 500 c.c. proved as

popr.lar as ever; there were 25 entries, and 20 rode. The
severity of the corner will be evident when we point out that
Uvo of the most skilful trade riders fell, and others only just

grazed round.
Everyone appeared greatly interested in the cyclecars—two

n.W.K.'s and a Morgan. The former looked very neat and
workmanlike, and the one entered by J. T. Wood carried

a by no means lightweight passenger. The speed capabilities

of the Morgan are so well known that it will be no surprise

to hear that it was the fastest in its class.

The principal awards in the single-geared tourist single-

cylinder class w-ere on formula, there being only one time
prize, which was won by H. C. Newman in the fast

time of 55fs. Newman and his Precision engined Ivy were
thus i-esponsible for two firsts on time. S. Crawley
(Triumph) was a good second, being only two seconds
slower : four fell at the coimer, including one or two who
had previously got round in other classes.

Three=speeders Score.
In the variably-geared class all but one succeeded in the

stopping and re.starting test, and this was, to our mind,
most instructive. Each competitor was kept 30 seconds
between the lines, which is indeed a good test, but rather
long. Three classes followed this event ; touring twins,

touring machines up to 150 lbs., and any single or twin up
to 1.000 c.c.

Of the touring twins three Enfields were first, second, and
third on time, ridden by Greaves, Colver, and Viggers.
Riddell (Blumfield) would have been second, but was dis-,

i|ualified for "legging." Alan Hill couldn't quite get I'ound
the corner on the big Indian, but he had a good try.

JTiss Hind was the only lady competitor, and she very
pluckily brought out her 5 h.p. Eex, to meet with failure
at the corner, which was the Waterloo of several in the
all comers' class. Even the redoubtable Barnes came down,
firiffiiths' Alcyon caught fire at the carbuietler after he liad

I'alh'U. G. F. Cooper picked up liis Triumph with the
i-Mgine running, and as the rear wheel touched the ground
away went the machine, and again it fell. A. Moorhouse
(7 h.p. Indian) made the fastest time of the day—53|s.—
but he was di.squalified, and this let up E. W. Cheshii'e
(Triumph) into fir.st place on time; incidentally, this was
the fastest single-cylinder time of the ^ay.
The formula u/ed was Professor Calender's well-known

one, adopted by the A.C.U., and Mr, A. Sharp, who,
with Mr. Brooker. acted as judge, was responsible for

the calculations. Messrs. W. A. Matthews (hon. sec), F.
n. Barton (trials hon. stc), and a host of willing hslpsrs
worked haid. and were rewarded by a snccesslul nnd evenlful

1. W. W. Douglas (2| Douglas)

2 / P. Weatherilt (2| Zenith)

I. H. C. Newman (2^- Ivy Precision)
4. H. Berwick (2| New Hudson)
5. A. G. Fenn (2| Humber)

*H. G. Dixon (2| New Hudson) ...

.M. S.

1 4|
1 n
1 41
1 9

1 13
1 9?

Class IX.—Touring sidecars up to 1,000 c.c.

1F. W. Barnes ^6 Zenith, Gradua gear)

2. H. G. Dixon (3^ New Hudson, Arm-
strong gear) ... ... ... ... 1 23|

3. R. C. Davis (8 Chater-Lea, Chater gear) 1 35|

Cr.ASs II.—T.T. machines up to 500 c.c.

1. H. G. Dixon (3i New Hudson) 59
2. W. F. Newsome (3^ Triumph) 1 1^

3. E. V. Pratt (3^ Ivy Precision) 1 1;

4. P. Weatherilt (3i Zenith) 1 6

*R. Holloway (3i- Premier) 59

*S. D. Timson (3^ Rudge) 1 51

Class X.—Touring cyclecars up to 1.000 c.c,

1. H. Fr S. Morgan (8 Morgan) 1 37§
2. J. T. Wood (8 G.W.K.) ,,, 1 45^
3. C. M. Keiller (8 G.W.K.) 1 521

Class III.—Single-geared touring single-oylinders.

1. H. C. Newman (3^ Ivv Precision) ... 56^

S. Crawley (3^ Triumph) 58|
J. W. Tolladay (3^^ Triumph) ... ..: 1

J. H. Pountney (3^ Rover) ... ... 1 3|

S. R^ Cooke (3i Rudge) 1 5|
J. Cocker (2^ Singer) 1 6|

Class V.—Variably-geared touring single-cylinders.

1. F. C. North (3^ Ariel, Armstrong gear) 1 47
H. Berwick (3j New Hudson, Armstrong

gear) ... ..". 1 47|
P. Weatherilt (3,l Zenith. Gradua gear) 1 48l

F. W. Barnes (2| Zenith. Gradua gear) 1 56

2.

N. A. Ayres (4 Singer, Singer gear) •2 01

Class IV.—Single-geared touring twin-cylinders.

1. H. Greaves (2| Enfield) 1 7|
2. H. V. Colver (2| Enfield) 1 16|
3. H. Viggers (2| Enfield)

*H. Riddell (4-5 Blumfield) ... ... 1 8

W. A. Dall iBradburvl scatters Iho spoct;itoi's b.v ninnin» into <he bunk in

Iho variable |.^oar class.
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Oxford M.C.C. Open Hill-climb.—

Class VII.—Standard touring machines up to 15Q lbs.

M. S.

1. H. C. Newman (2^ Ivy-Precieion) "... 1 2|
2. J. Cocker (2^ Singer) 1 5|
3. H. Greaves {2i Enfield) 17
4. H. V. Colver (23 Enfield) 1 121
5. G. Bell (2| New Hudson) '.. 1 17f
6. R. Viggers (2% Enfield) 1 18|

Class VIII.—^Any single or twin up to 1,000 c.c.

1. E. W. Cheshire (3i Triumph) 561
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2. H. S. Askew (5 Bat)

3. R. Holloway (3^ Premier) ...

4. S. R. Cooke (3^ Rudge) ...

5. Hal Hill (5 Bat)
5. P. Weatherilt (2| Zenith) ...

*A. Moorhouse (7 Indian) ...

*VV. P. Mewsome (3i Triumph) .

Formula Results.

B8f
1 Oi
1 If
1 24
1 3^
531m

Class IX.—Sidecars up to 1,000 c.c.

Fig. of Merit. Award.
1. H. Graham Dixon (3^ New-Hudson) 69 Gold medal
2. F. W. Barnes (8 Zenith) ... ... 106

3. A. James (5-6 Clyno) 108 .

Class X.—Cvclecars.

1. C. M. Keaier (8 G.W.K.) ..'. ... 98 Gold medal
2. J. T. Wood (8 G.W.K.) 102

3. H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan) ...

Class III.—Single-geared Touring Single-cylinders.

1. J. Cocker (2^ Smger) 67 Gold medal
2.' Rupert May (3^ Triumph) .., ... 82 Silver medal
3. H. C. Newman (3i Ivy Preri.sion) ... 84 Birmze medal

R, Hollowav (3; h.p. T.T. P.-emisn. who tied with H. G. Dixon on time ia

Class II., but was disqualiflel.

Class IV.—Single-geared Touring Twin-cylinders.

1 H. Greaves (2| Enfield) 86 Gold medal

2; H. V. Colver (2-J Enfield) • 90

3. R. Viggers (2-| Enfield) 101

Class V.—Variably-geared Touring Single-cylinders.

1. F. W. Barnes (2J Zenith) 102 Gold medal

2. J. Cocker (2^ Singer) 123 Silver medal

3. F. C. North (3^ Ariel) 148

Class VII.—Touring ilachines up to 150 lbs. weight.

J. J Cocker (2i Singer) 66 Gold medal

2. R. Holloway (2i Premier) 70 Silver medal

3. H. G. HiU (21 Calcott) 71

A new racing frame, sligiitly longer t an the standard design, is being tried by
the Triumph Co., and those who have ridden it pronounce it a great improvement
E. W. Chsshirs, the rider in the illustration, us^d it at Fink Hill.

Class VIII.—Any Single or Twin up to 1,000.

1. P. Weatherilt (2J Zenith) 59 Gold medal

g /H. G. Dixon (23 New-Hudson)
) ^. Silver medal

^^ IH. Berwick (2| New-Hudson) /
°^ Bronze medal

A.C.U. ONE-DAY TRIAL.
The following entries have been received for the Day Trial :

F. A. McNab (3^ Trump)
J. Slaughter (3^ L.M.C.)
R. R. Rothwell (4 Scott)

R. Mundy (Singer)

W. E. Rootes (^ Singer)
F. Smith (Clyno sc.)

R. E. Guest "(8 Matchless sc.)

J. H. Kerr (3i N.S.U.)
Late entries will be accepted up to Friday (to-morrow).

H. A. Collier 8 Matchless sc.)

S. T. Tessier (8 Bat sc.)

J. Chater-Lea (8 Chater sc.)

P. W. BJschoff

F. Dover (3^ Premier)
F. W. Applebee (2| Centaur)
W. E. Cook (3i A.S.L.)

NEW BINKS SILENCER.
We illustrate herewith the latest pattern silencer from the

Phcenix Works, Eccles. It consists of concentric cylinders

drilled with a large number of holes, the holes being smaller

in the outer cylinders, but more numerous. The total area of

these small holes is much greater than the area of the exhaust
pipe section, consequently it does not cause back piessuie vet

^^eeS'ScrefO oeo e ss ess see4s« »« 6-K

the gas IS so split up that all noise, except

a hiss, IS prevented. The silencer can be

easily taken to pieces for cleaning purposes

—

which will not often be necessary—by re-

moving the central bolt. A cut-out is

fitted
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Liverpoof Reliability Trial in North Wales.
*L. Mogridge (3^ Mead-

Precision)

*C. Murdoch (3i Singer)
"F. W. Sixsmith (3| Scott)

*N. C. Schafer (3^ Humber
E. F. Jenkins (3^ Macbeth)
*M. Glasgow (3^ Triumph)
H. C. Marston (3^ Rudge)

*P. P. Syrret (6 Matchless)
R. Lord (6 Rex)
*W. E. Coates (3i Rudge)
*Harry Webb (3i Premier)
A. J. Jenkins (3^ Macbeth)

*J. H. Fox m Rudge)
*Miss N. Baxter (3i Rex)
*G. Castognoli (3^ L.M.C.)

*Private

*T. Pollard (3i Triumph)
W. Jones m Rudge)

*V. Hoi-sman (3^- Singer)

*Mrs. L. M. Baxter (3^ Rex)
*Jesse Baker (3| Scott)

*E. F. Baxter (6 Rex)
G. Wray (3i Bradbury) '

*H. E. Ashley (3i L.M.C.)
*A. A. Jaffa (7 Indian)
*J. Lamb (Si Bradbury)
R. Bielby (3-^ Rover)
H. Gibson (3i Bradbury)

*H. W. Coopland (5 A.J.S.)
*R. Holford Jones (3a Scott)

*E. Longden (8 Dot)
*C. Coddington (6 Eofield)

At the start of the Liverpool A.C.C. open trial. Mrs. and Miss Baxter in the

foreground.

THE Liverpool A.C.C. open non-stop reliability

trial proved an important event, as some sixty

competitors turned out. A start was made
Irom Hamilton Square, Birkenhead, at 9 a.m. The
riders went off smartly in pairs; several well-known

men figured on the card, consequently a large crowd

watched the proceedings with interest. Few made
non-stop runs, though fifty-three survived the course.

The gold medal winners were

F. G. Edmond (3L Humber)
•F. Rees (3i Rudge)
J. C. Smyth (6 Matchless)

*F. Dover (3^ Premier)

C. T. Newsome (3^ Rover)
D. H. Noble (3i Rover)

J. Haslam (6 Zenith)
N. H. Brown (7 Indian)

*G. A. Gregson (3^ Brad-
bury)

R. Mundy (S-i Singer)

F. Smith (5-6~Glyno)

The remaming competitors were :

•T. W. Harley (21 Douglas)

S. W. PhiUpott (2| Hum-
ber)

W. Heaton (2^ A.J.S.)

»C. Hobbs (2| Humber)

*F. G. Pierson (2J,- Levis)
F. C. Jones (2i Singer)'

*A. S. Lloyd (3i Triumph)
0. L. Scott (3i- Rudge)
*W. dc Jongh f3i Rudge)

Eric Longden had besides his passenger a fojf,

terrier which went all through the trial. The course,

part of which was covered in the last trial, was called

severe, loose stones caused punctures and other

troubles, and the riders were early in difiRculties. R.
Bielby, on a Rover, had a skid on the. wet tram-

lines leaving Eastham, and charged a hedge at

Rossett, where the first hill of note was encountered.

About fifty yards of this, near the top, was covered

with loose stones from side to side, but there were only

a couple of failures. From here to Cefn-y-Bedd and
Llangollen nothing of interest was recorded.

On dropping down the valley, after a dust-up on the

level for several miles, the riders were confronted with -

the worst hill of the day—Bwlch Hill, or the Horse
Shoe. Cilcain proved easy to it; some exciting inci-

dents were witnessed here. Hugh Gibson, on a chain

driven two-speed Bradbury and sidecar, got halfway up
when snap went the driving chain ; the machine shot

down the hill backwards and charged the bank. A
badly bent sidecar axle was the extent of the damage

;

this was put fairly straight, and a return made to the.

bottom of the hill. Gibson then had another try

which was successful. This was his only stop. .Many
riders gave up when they began jumping the awful,

watercourses or gullies which ran right across the road

Frank Smith

(Clyno sidecar]

climbing tlie

Horseshoe Hill

with ease. He

is passing

stranded

competitors.

E-S;iu,-
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Some fortunate and unfortunate competitors on Rossitt HiU,

at short intervals. Not more than six riders got to

the top at the iirst attempt. T\vo-.speed gears seemed
to be of no avail. The riders didn't seem to care for

the risk of a tumble down the side of the hill. Frank
.Smith, on the Clyno, did the best performance, and
might have been sauntering along a level road without

hustle or fearful swerves. G. Wray, on a Bradbury

two-speed gear (his own de.sign), glided over the hill

in the same cool way as Frank .Smith.

Cilcain Hill.

From this point Ruthin was the next destination,

where a halt of one hour was called for lunch. Many
riders were late, so they were despatched in any order

when their hour's stay was up. Cilcain, the trick hill

of the course, was next, and here a great crowd
awaited the riders. Nearly all got up. J. Baker on

a Scott went up without a swerve. N. C. Schafer on

a two-speed 3^ h.p. Humber made a wonderful

recovery ; at the corner lie hit the grass hump,
wobbled badly, righted himself, opened his jammed
throttle and sailed up. E. Coates (Rudge) went up with-
out cutting out. Of the sidecars, Longden (Dot) stopped
near^ the top, but his engine still kept going; H. VV.

Coopland (5 h.p. A.J.S.), very good; Frank Smith,
(Clyno) very easy. Hugh Gibson (Bradbury) rushed to

the bend all out, tore round the corner, pulling his right

handle-bar with both hands, did a mighty skid, and
was up and out of sight before people had got over
thinking what a fearful smash there would be.- Mrs.
and Miss Baxter (3J.2 Rexes) went as far as they could
without undue risks, and walked to the top with
engines still running. F. C. Jones {2% Singer), a very
burly rider, had two tries and got up, paddling both
feet on the ground in such a funny manner that e\-ery-

body roared w'ith laughter.

Newmarket Hill, a long, winding, narrow road with
stretches of new stones, caused a few more failures,

as, owing to the slow running of engines on account of

the bad bends, many " konked "to a standstill through
overheating. E. F. Baxter (6 Rex) spoiled his non-stop
record by hitting tiie bank and rebounding on loose
stones and falling off. W. Heaton (2^- A.J.S.) acci-

dentally turned his -iietrol tap off, and consequently
stopped.

The Final Stagr.

From Newmarket Hill to the control at Northop
(tea) was easy, and the last stage of thirty-two miles

was very quickly over.

There were very few non-stops, and up to 7 p.m.

many riders had not turned up. G. Wray (Bradbury),

J. Baker (Scott), F. Smith (Clyno), Gregson (Brad-

bury) were some of the non-stoppists; the last named
went through very well. The minimum speed was

15 m.p.h., no restriction othenvise. The weather was
perfect, no wind, not much dust, and a very enjoyable

time was spent by all the riders. The route was very

well marked. Some fifty motor scouts were placed at

the disposal of the club and lent great assistance in

showing the riders the turns, especially in the narrow
livways off the main roads.

Mrs. Baxter

walks up Cilcain

HUl with the

engine running.
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CLUB NEWS.
Blackburn and District M.C.C.

The members' hill-climb which was to have taken place

recently was postponed owing to fog.

Eampstead C. and M.C.C.

The first run of the season wiU be held on Saturday next,

the 20th inst., starting from headquarters. Jack Straw's
Castle, at 4 p.m., for Dunstable, tea at the Saracen's Head.
Jlotor cyclists are invited to attend.

Surrey M.C.C.

A members' hill-climb will be held on Wednesday, the
24th inst. Entries will be received up to Saturday, the 20th
inst. Six classes will be arranged, each subject to a

minimum of three entries.

Bristol B. and M.C.

The club will be holding an open hill-climb on the 27th inst.

There will be nine events, including one for amateurs only.

Entry forms can be obtained from Mr. H. Blocksidge, 14,

Frederick Place, Clifton.

Walthamsfow M.C.

A non-stop and speed-judging competition was held on the

Cambridge Road on the 13th inst. Competitors had to ride

at a set speed of 18 m.p.h., watches and speed indicators
being barred. The results were as follows : 1st, G. West
(5 h.p. A.C.), 21|s. slow; 2nd, A. G. Peppercorn

(3g h.p. Bradbury), 3m. 50|s. slow; 3i'd, J. Kerr (3^- h.p.

N.S.U.), 4m. 13s. fast.

Mersey M.C.

There will be a team trial on the 21st inst. via Mold,
E,uthin, Bala (lunch), Corwen, Wrexham, and Chester. The
committee trust that as many members as possible will

turn up, as they wish to select from the competitors a team
to represent the club on June 15th in the team trials to be
held in the Midlands by the INIotor Cycling Club for The
Motor Cycle Challenge Cup.

Glasgow M.C.C.

The sudden death of Mr. W. M. Branston left the Glasgow
Club without a secretary, but a new hon. sec. and treasurer
has now been appointed in Mr. Geo. H. Cutbush, Blanefield,
near Glasgow. The club's membership continues to increase
at a very satisfactory rate, and a big entry is expected for

the open spring hill-climb, which is to be held on May 4th on
a new hill.

Cork and District M.C.C.

The Pohlmann Cup Competition, Killarney to Cork, via
Kenmare and Glengarriff, took place on Easter Monday.
The roads for the greater part of the journey were rough
and twisty, and four mountain passes had to be climbed.
A gale of wind made the competitors' task all the more
difficult. The following tied for first place, without loss

of marks : W. J. O'Mahony (7 h.p. Indian sc), W. J.
O'Callaghan (3^- h.p. Zenith sc), B. H. Clibborn (3^- h.p.
Triumph), P. A. Egan (3^ h.p. Bradbury), L. Dobbin (8 h.p.
Matchless), and R. S. Russell (3^ h.p. Matchless). The
tie is to be run off on a secret course without tire aid of
speedometers or watches.

South Birmingham M.C.C.

The first members' hill-climb will be held on the 20th
inst. The membership now totals ninety-five.

Sutton Coldfield and Mid-Warwickshire A.C.

The opening -j-un of the season took place on the 13th
inst. The course took the competitors into the heart of

Shakespeare's country, and the run concluded at the Abbey
Hotel, Kenilworth. A speed-judging competition was
arranged, and tlie results were as follows : 1, Seymour
Smith (Humber car), gold medal ; 2, A. Butterfield (Levis

motor cycle), silver medal; 3, W. H. Sheldon (Regal Pre
cision) and F. P. Mayell (T.T. Triumph) tied.

The open amateur hill-climb will be held on May 18th.

Trade riders and those who have won first prizes in open
hill-climbs will be excluded.

North StaSordshire M.C.C.

The route for the first reliability trial for the Ashton Cup
lay tlirough Newcastle, Stoke, Leek, Ashbourne, Uttoxeter,

Stafford, Whitmore (vyhere lunch was taken), Market Dray-
ton, Audlem, Nantwicli, Newcastle, back to Whitmore. The
following finished : T. F. Rogers (8 h.p. Morgan) and W. B.

Baines (3^ h.p. Triumph) tied for the first place, with 100
marks each; 3, J. A. Prendergast (3^ h.p. Rudge), 97^ max'ks

;

4, G. Tagg m h.p. Triumph), 95 marks ; 5. T. W. Waiing

m h.p. Triumph), 93^ marks; 6, H. W. Teeton (5 h.p.

twin Kerry), 69 marks; 7, C. E. Fowke (5 h.p. A.J.S.),

with passenger and sidecar, 61 marks.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

On Saturday last the Dublin and District Motor Cycle Club
opened its speed season with a race meeting at the Velvet
Strand, Portmarnock, a venue that, for the past nine years,

has provided excellent testing ground for Irish motor cyclists.

After a week of calm weather the going was in good order,

and, with a practically still atmosphere, some fast times were
put up during the afternoon. C. B. Franklin won both the

scratch races, the distance in each instance being one mile.

In the class for machines under 520 c.c. liis time was Im. lOfs

on his 3g h.p. single-cylinder Indian, and, riding the sami
macliine in the unlimited class, he did Im. 8|s. P. J. Bradj',

who was second to Franklin in the limited scratch race, won
the four miles handicap from the scratcn mark on his 3^ h.p.

Rudge, and in the twenty miles he put up a fine fight against

W. Cui-tis (Indian), both starting from the same mark and
being divided by 8s. at the finish. Details :

Mile Scratch (under 520 c.c.)—1, C. B. Franklin (3^ h.p.

Indian) ; 2, P. J. Brady (3^^ h.p. Rudge) ; 3, W. Curtis

(3i^ h.p. Indian). Won easily in Im. 10|s.

Mile Scratch (unlimited).—1, Franklin; 2, Curtis; 3, Brady.
Winner's time, Im. 8|s.

Four Miles Handicap.—1, P. J. Brady (3^ h.p. Rudge), 12s.

start ; 2, W. Beattie (3J- h.p. Rudge), 14s. ; 3, W. Curtis

(Indian), 12s. ; 4, T. Greene (3^- h.p. Rudge), 15s. Time,
5m. 15|s.

Twenty Miles Handicap.—1, W. Curtis (Indian), Im.

40s. start; 2, P. J. Brady (3i h.p. Rudge), Im. 40s.; 3, W.
Beattie (3^ h.p. Rudge), Im. 50s. : 4, J. Healy {^ h.p.

Rudge), 2m. ; 5, C. B. Franklin (Sj h.p. Indian), scratch.

Time, 21m. 25s.

Bradlord-on-Avon and District M.C.C. members assemblsd outslila their headquanors lor the openini; run.
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A TRIO OF EDIMBUBGH MOTOR CYCLISTS AT BRIGSTEER BROW.

J. R. Alei mder (5 h.p. Indian), J. Steele (2,; h.p. two-speed T.T. Doughs), and
A. H. Alexander (7 h.p. Indian). They all travelled by road to the hill-climb.

Cornwall M.C.C.
This club held its reliability run, Penzance-Exeter-

Penzance; on the 30th ult. The outward journey was via

Truro, Bodmin, Launceston, Tavistock, Two Bridges, and
Moreton Hampstead. Out of twenty-six starters, twenty
arrived well on time at the Bude Hotel, Exeter. The home-
ward route was Chudleigh, Ashburton, Holne Chase,
Poundsgate, Two Bridges, Tavistock. Callington, Lipkpard,
hostwithiel, Truro, and Penzance, Only ten completed the

course before midnight, three arriving at 12.30. Piesults

:

1 (silver cup). T. Rayner

Merionethshire M.C.C.

At a meeting lield at Bala on the 4th inst. it was decided to
form a club with the above title.

Western District M.C. (London).

Ou the 21st inst. the postj^oned reliability trial for the
N.S.U. gold medal takes place. The distance to be covered
is 104 miles, lunch and control being at Oxford. . The
outward journey of forty-eight miles and the return trip

ni fifty-six miles are to be made without a stop. The winner
^vill be he who makes non-stop runs and is nearest to the
schedule time on arrival back. The start and finish of the
trial is from Ealing Common at 10 a.m. and S p.m.
respectively.

Lincolnshire A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

Results of the members' hill-climb held Easter Monday
afternoon at Station Hill, Leadenham, the course being a
quarter of a mile in length and the surface in good condition.

Position on
formula.

133
145
149

.. 150

.. 150
152

Ci,,vss I.—Up to 600 c.c.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

(8 Zenith-Gradua'
2 (goll medal); W. Tres-

idder (3^ Triumph).
3 (silver medal). F. C

Wheller (3i liradbury 2-sp
)

4 (bronze medal). R. \\

Williamson (3i T.T. Norton)
5 (bronze medal). H. V\ il

liamson .(3i P. and M.)
6 (broiize medal). JM. Vai\

Ash (3i Triumph).
Great sympathy was e\

pressed with Mr. Raine, tht

donor of the cup, who w.i^

riding a 3^ h.p. Scott, at his

having met with an accideui

on the tramlines betwct n

Camborne and Redruth
the outward journey.

GATHERING OF SIDECARISTS
SIDECARS HELD BY TH

J. H. Brookes (3^ Rudge) ... 20^s.

,T. E. Harston (4 Campion-Jap) ii2|s.

W. Deane (4 Zenith) 24s.

W. J. S. Bament (3i Rudge) 21|s.

R. H. North (3^- Rudge) ... 24 's.

A. B. Goold (3i Rudge) ... 22-^?.

Cuv.ss II.—Over 600 c.c.

1. L. W. Forington (6 Bat-Jap) 18|s. ... 172
Z. A. W. Grocock (6 Zenith) ... 21s. ... 197

The Wright Challenge Vase for the best performance of

the day .was awarded to J. H. Brookes.

North-west London M.C.C.

A permit has been obtained from the A.C.U. for an
open twelve hours' reliability trial—London, Coventry and
back—by the above mentioned club, to take place on

Saturday, May 18th, for

passenger machines only. In
lonnection with this compe-
tition there will also be an
inter-club competition for

teams of four passenger
machines, the component
members of which shall also

be entrants for the open
individual competition. The
trial is being organised for

the purpose of forming a

contrast between the merits
of the different cyclecars,

and also a further compari-
son between these machines
and sidecar machines, and,
as such, should be very in-

teresting. The start will be
at 7 a.m. from Hampstead.

AT THE FIRST HILL-CLIMB FOR
E CAPE PENINSULA M.C C.

Sidney Jones about to take a corner in racing fashion on his 3'. h.p.
Triumph. He proved to be the winnec.

G. Turner " all out " to the Nek. He secured second place on his 6 h.p.

EnOeld.
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A Competitor's View of the Circuit de Paris.

LET me begin from the beginning, and express

my thanks to the R.A.G. and A.C.U. for every

effort tliey made towards helping us on our

journey. As regards train accommodation, a saloon

was provided for the outward journey, arid two re-

served compartments were provided on the way home.

British compititors in the A.C.C.F. Circuit de Paris about to embark for

Boulogne from Folkestone.

The fact that nine of the competitors were left to

their own devices was purely an accident, as the ever

hospitable and kindly members of the A.C.C.F. were
at the Gare du Nord to meet them, but these nine

men who came by the second of the two trains from
Boulogne never thought of looking for their friends

at the barrier, but went direct to the Cu.stoms House,
and so missed the very men who were on the spot

to look after -their interests.

They were finally discovered at a small hotel near
the St. Lazare Station, and two of the party then
removed their bags to one of the official hotels, the

name of which the A.C.C.F. should have wired to the

A.C.U. This omission on the part of the French
club was the only real hitch in the proceedings.

Was it worth it all ? I say most emphatically, yes

!

We had the time of our lives. One cannot but
admire the enterprise, enthusiasm, and really hard
work displayed by the members of the A.C.C.F.
Monsieurs Debailly, Buissard, Lecomte, Plazolles,

Longuemare, and Dacier all worked with a will, and
their work is purely honorary.

French Roads in Town and Country.
They chose a course over magnificent roads. French

roads near town.s and around the metropolis are noto-
riously bad, but so good was the surface in the open
country and so charming the districts traversed tlial

the uncomfortable part of the journey was soon for-

gotten. In fact, after a little practice, jmve. ridinp

soon became a habit. The only difficulty was for tin

Englishmen to realise that the trottoir cydnhk \\\\-.

for use when encountered.

It was quite wonderful how the same officials turned
up at the controls in different parts of the country,
and how each was worked in an orderly and efficient

manner. The absence of a - rigidly observed speed
limit and the resultant go-as-you-please method of

running, quite unobtainable in this country, lent the

trial a charm which can only be realised by those who
took part in it, while the same may be said of the

kindly attitude, of the inhabitants, who showed them-

selves to be true sportsmen. Groups gathered at all

the caniveaux in the villages, and cheered and clapped
when an unfortunate rider got bumped out of his

saddle, and egged him on to travel faster.

Everyone thought it was a race, and an old gentle-

man who saw me stop and take a photograph of a

competitor coming through the picturesque gateway

at Moret told me I would never- win if I stopped to

take pictures.

As regards my experiences as a competitor. I rode

a. 2% h.p. Douglas with two-speed gear and no free

engine clutch, which, though it was the lightest

machine in the English team, carried the most lug-

gage. My bag contained spare suit, collars, shirts,

pyjamas, etc.,. and weighed a considerable amount.

The little machine rode over the awful pave out of Paris

ui a perfectly splendid manner, but after the Fon-
tainebleau control, where we began to strike really

good roads for the first time, I experienced symptoms
which made me suppose the jet was choked. Closing

the air and racing the engine for a few seconds
appeared to cure the obstruction, and I had no further

trouble till after the speed trial at Montanglaust.
I am, however, progressing a little too fast. I was

travelling well and longing for Coulommiers, when,
seeing a pretty village on a hill across the intervening

valley, and thinking what a pretty picture it would
make, I heard a crash and saw Cook's machine in the

road and Cook picking himself up, while just before

Fletcher, BLshop, and I had helped Lake, whose
two-speed gear was making an appalling noise.

We consulted with a peasant, and leaving Cook's
machine with burst tyre and broken head by the road-

side we bargained with a cab . proprietor at Mont-
pertuis to take the wreck to Coulommiers.

Gtncral view in the parl4 at Versailles, where the trial ended.
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A Competitor's View of tlie Circuit de Paris.

—

At this place my machine was being filled up when
the boy with the can spilt the petrol all over it. At
the first sign of an engine explosion, as the machine
was wheeled along, flames burst out. Bondini (the

Italian rider of the ai h.p. Motcsacoche), Pernette,

Fletcher, and one or two others, rapidly came to the

rescue and beat the flames out with their caps.

Thanks to their prompt action the situation was saved
and no damage resulted, but it was a near thing.

After the hilbchmb and speed test my gallant little

machine began to misfire and fall off in power, and an
examination of the carburetter revealed a punctured
float, due probably to the awful vibration set up by the

2yavL Nothing else seemed amiss. The machine ran
well in fits and starts, and by a little manipulation of

the levers I got to Soissons ten minutes late.

The rest of the run was made to Compiegne in

excellent form. There was, perhaps, a little grumbling
at their being no hotel accommodation at Compiegne,
but the pretty taxi drive through the forests the next

morning was much appreciated.

The Second Day's Run.
The second day of the trial was very different, from

the first. The first day was like summer, and the

second was bitterly cold, and the head wind very

trying. After leaving Beauvais I decided to put things

right. At the same time my gear lever wanted
adjusting, so I saw to this myself and handed the

mechanic in charge the float to repair. This in-

telligent person had when next I saw him soldered up
the float with the petrol in it, so I told him to punch
a tiny hole with a needle and boil the petrol out in a

saucepan. As soon as I had finished the small adjust-

ment I found he had punched a Ys'm. hole with a nail,

so I had to do the job myself eventually and pay a

franc for the privilege. Even then the trouble was not

over, so I at last took the Avhole carburetter down,
and beyond finding a good deal of grit in the float

chamber everything seemed all right.

However, all seemed to go well, and as I had lost

much time there now foUawed a Junior T.T. of my
own to Vernon. The little Douglas sped on at an

incredible speed, with the wind whistling past my ears,

for many a mile, and my spirits rose accordingly. I

was gaining valuable time when the trouble happened
again. Always after stopping the machine recovered,

.\nd eventuallv I found that the whole of the bad
running was due to the vent hole in the filler cap being

choked with dust. This vent hole is a groove in the

threads on to which the cap screws, and when it is

stopped up there is no outward indication of the fact.

Once the obstruction was cleared I made up time

with a vengeance. Leaving Vernon last of all, I soon

caught up my own class, and was not much behind my
bigger brothers. At Maintenon there w'as _a controJe

but no controlleur, so we waited about till it was time

to re-start and then departed, and more Junior T.T.-
ing followed to Versailles. With the wind behind

we sped along in fine style, and made short work ot

the intervening distance.

At Versailles I had' a look at La Frangaise, a

machirie with an Anzani engine, slightly inclined

forward, and desaxe cylinder, an overhead exhaust,

and two automatic inlets in the cylinder head. It was
quite a fast machine.

After the wait at Versailles for all the men to turn

up, the competitors formed into a procession to ride

into Paris. Tillman, as was mentioned last week, had
recei\-ed injuries through a fall caused by a dog, and
could not start unassisted, so a Frenchman and I

pushed him off. I arrived by one road at the Porte
Maillot, while most of the others who followed another
route had an unpleasant experience which I missed.

Accident to an Unfortunate Cyclist.

A cyclist, like many others of the scorching tribe,

both French and English, was riding with his head
down and never saw a tram approaching him. Griffiths

and others yelled at him, but it was too late ; he was
struck on the head and a competitor rode over him.
Of course, we all entered Paris with a good deal

less petrol than when we left, and so there would have
been no duty, to pay, but we were all too tired to

jjcirlez-voua with the Octroi officials, so one or two of

us squeezed through beside a tram and sped up the

Avenue de la Grande Armee, tore down the Champs
Elysees, swooped round the half empty Place de la

Concorde—inadvertently on the wrong side of the

Column, causing a policeman to gesticulate madly and
play tunes on his whistle, to which we did not stop

to listen—and flying up the Rue Royale, we turned off

by the Madeleine, and so reached our hotel.-

It was a great ride. Dover and Kilpatrick e\entually

met at the Gare du Nord on Monday, having drifted

in, one from Soissons and the other from Compiegne.
They then went to Longchamps together, and there

ICilpatrick was relieved of all his sjiare cash.

E.M.P.B.

SUGGESTED HILL-CLIMB IN THE
ISLE OF MAN.
Permit Refused.

An application has been considered by the A.C.U.
from the Mersey Motor Club for a permit to hold
an open hill-climb in the Isle of Man on June 29th,

the day after the Jimior Tourist Trophy Race. After

full consideration had been given to the matter, it

was decided that the permit be not granted, as it was
felt that it was undesirable for any other competitions

to be held in the island at the same period as the

T.T. races.

MARSEILLES TO NICE ROAD RACE. A control in Iho Esterel, amU
magnificent scenery, between Frejus and Cannes.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters
containing legal queries should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Steel-studded Band.

The tyre of my 6 h.p. Zenith

"ZTl has worn very smooth. Can you

^1 recommend the Lomax steel

._•-] studded band? Does it gi-ip th«

road well and prevent punctures

and skidding?—N.
The steel studded band mentioned is quite

good. It grips the road well. The band
will certainly not skid on a. wet road and
it will prevent punctures.

Brittle Gear Teeth.

I have just purchased a new^ two-speed chain drive motor

^ cycle of well - known make.
-U Upon the first trial recently a

tooth in the gear box became
broken and wedged. This I thought
might have been my fault, although I

have driven cars and owned motor cycles

since 1904. I sent the gear box back to

the .makers, and they repaired and
returned it free. Now, upon the second
trial the same thing occurs, through no
fault of mine that I can see. I had ridden
the machine out about five miles on top

gear, stopped in free engine position to

light the lampj but upon trying to start

again could not do so, the gears being
fixed, and upon being dismantled two or

three teeth were found broken and
Is it reasonable to ask the

makers to exchange the macliine for one
of their free engine belt-driven, with
epicyclic two-speed gear?—F.E.B.

Yes ; under the circumstances, we should
advise you to take the matter up again

with the makers and ask them to meet
you. Really the fault seems to be due to

over-liardening of the teeth. Such a fault

should never occur in the case of a well-

made gear box. What you had better do
is to put the case before the makers just

as you have done to us.

3^ h.p. Two-speed and Sidecar.

Will you please give me your
advice respecting the latest

3^- h.p. B.S.A. motor cycle with
two-speed gear? Is this gear
thoroughly reliable, equal to

taking a sidecar up any reasonable hill?

Is the wearing quality of tliis macliine
of the best? I want it for good all-

round wear, not for racing.—A.W.H.
We have a high opinion of the machine
mentioned, and feel sure it would suit your
purpose. The gear should be reliable and
would take a sidecar up most main road
hills, only you must not expect a 3^ h.p.

to do wonders on single figure gradients
without a very low bottom gear ratio.

Manchester to Souths mpton.

I am contemplating a holiday
run from Manchester to South-
ampton and back. Would you
please advise what you con-
sider a suitable route, avoiding

trafhc as far as possible? I had
though of route as follows : Man-
chester Stockport, Crewe, Shrews-
bury, Hereford, Gloucester, Swindon,
and Southampton. Would you consider
this a good route? - What would be
distance by the route you advise?

—

J.M.
We should recommend the following
route : Manchester, Salford, Altrincham,
Northwich, Middlewich, Nantwich,
Market Drayton, Newport, along M'at-
ling Street, tlu'ough Brownlulls, through
Castle Bromwich, Stonebridge, Kenil-
worth, Warwick, Banbury, Oxford,
Abingdon, East Ilsley., Newbury, Whit-
church, Winchester, Eastleigh, South-
ampton. This is a better route, avoiding
more towns and traffic, than that
suggested in your letter. The distance
is approximately 240 miles.

:.!,

-#«
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Two-stroke Machine.

Has the Scott two-stroke as
much flexibility and power of

speedy acceleration as a four-

cyhnder P.N.? What might I

expect to get a 1910 Scott for
(in good order) from a firm like Godfrey
and Applebee?—S.C.M.

The machine in question is fairly flexible,

has plenty of power, accelerates excellently
and is a really magnificent machine. It

you are investing in one we should recom-
mend the 1911 model, which is a great
improvement upon the 1910. The 1910
model could be purchased for a fairly

reasonable price. We should strongly
advise you to purchase one at about £35
of a later type.

A Lightweight for Convenience.

I should be glad to have your
opinion of the 1911 2^ h.p.
Motosacoche and 1911 2 h.p.
Humber. Is there much actual
difference in the speed and reli-

ability of these machines? I want a
motor for short distances, though occa-
sionally for 70 mile runs, but owing
to a long passage, yard, and big stone
step, and to this being the centre of
the town, I cannot use a heavyweight.
At the same time, as I am twelve stones,

-I must not have anything under-powered.
—E.F.P.

We should say there would bn very little

to choose between the two machines
mentioned in your letter, though the 2^
h.p. is naturally the more powerful. Both
are good and up to your weight. Either
would suit you for short distances. Of
course, you must not expect exceptional
speeds from cither of these machines,
but as you live in a comparatively flat

country the power will suffice.

9

SCENES AT PENZANCE, THE HALF-WAY POINT OF THE LONDON-LAND'S END AND BACK RUN.
The timekeeptr, BIr. F. T. BldUUce, storting J, Chater Lea. Compatitors lining up lor the start o( the homeward Journey, J. Stevens (6 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar).
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UiUTCHIi m

R
M.C.C. LAND'S END
RELIABILITY TRIAL.

15 MEDALS
OBTAINED BY RIDERS OF

THESE FAMOUS TYRES.
ALSO THE

SPE^OIALy AWARD
FOR

BEST LIGHTWEIGHT PERFORMANCE,
Won by Mr. P. W, Moffatt.

^s« HUTCHINSON TYRES
5^^ o \ Secure over 33J% of the Total Medals Awarded.

IMPORTANT. The Hutchinson Tjnres used in all competitions

on track and road are identical in every respect to those supplied

to the public.

Fill up Coupon, aiid send to us with name and address.

HUTCHINSON TYRE CO.,
70, Basinghall Street, EC.

Jn answering tliis advertisement it is dedrah'i '- meiiti"n "The Motor Cycle." B29
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The Bradbury
Reliability.

again

proves its

London to Land's End and Back. FIVE
BRADBURY Riders successfuL

(Messrs. W. Cooper, C. W. Meredith, A. R. Abbott, R. C. Owen Wells
—on a Chain-driven Machine—and Hugh Gibson, who finished to

time, winning Four Gold and One Silver Medals.)

The only Single cylinder Machine with Sidecar that came successfully through the trial was
the 31 h.p. 'Iwo-speed Gear Bradbury, ridden by Mr. Hugh Gibson. Motor Cycling says of this

performance that " it was one of the finest in the trial, and how he got through on time is a marvel,
considering the severity of the course."

The above trial was a real and severe test of a machine's reliability, and the success of the Bradbury
Motor Cycles is convincing proof of their excellent qualities.

HARROGATE MC.C. HILL CLIMB. Class 3.

Mr. W. E GRANGE.
First and fastest time:

Send for catalogue and address of nearest agent to-

BRADBURY & Co. Ltd., OLDHAM
"30 111, aiimrcriiuj /.his adci^rlmcmenl it is dcmraOle to mention. " 'J'/m ilvlt>r Cycle."
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London to Holyhead.

Please tell nie the best I'oiite

from London to Holyhead and
tlie distance.—F. O.K.

Your best route would be as follows

:

London, Regent's Park, Barnet, St.

Albans, Dunstable, Fenny Stratford,

Stony Stratford, Weedon, and Daventry.
At the end of the town there is a signpost
to Holyhead, put up by the Koyal Auto-
mobile Club. All you have to do for the
rest of the journey is to follow these sign-

posts. The distance is approximately 260
miles.

Exeter to Finsbury Park, N.

In a week or two I am
driving my 1907 single gear
twin Rex and sidecar from
Plymouth to London and should
like to know the best way from

Exeter onwards, and the best way to

get to Finsbury Park, N. I have done
very little town driving, and none in

London.—J.F.
Your best route would be as follows :

Exeter, Honiton, Chard, Crewkerne,
Yeovil, Shaftesbury, Salisbury, Andover,
Wliitchurch, Basingstoke, Bagsliot,
Staines, Hounslow ; at the junction of

the Bath Road turn left and go through
Hanwell, Greenford, where turn left and
then right for Harrow. Near Harrow
Station turn rigiit and go straight through
till you reach the Edgware Eoad, cross

over here, go througli Hendon and along
Golders Green to Hampstead Heath.
Here ask your way to Highgate, a road
from which will bring you to Upper Hollo-
way, which is close to Finsbury Park.
Anyone there will tell you where you
want to go. The ronte avoids moat of

the bad traffic. The distance would be
approximately 178 miles.

Touring At}road.

(1.) Will you kindly oblige

me with the I'oute (good scenery)

from Ostend, Belgium, to

Neuchatel, Switzerland, i-eturn-

ing through France to Paris
I'ouen, and Dieppe? (2.) What is the
condition of the roads? ^(3.) Is petrol

easily obtained and at what price?

(4.) What are the speed limits?—T.B.
What we should recommend you to do
is to become a touring member of the
A.C.U. (89, Pall Mall, S.W.), where
they have all the machinery for working
out tours and giving information. (1.) In
the first place,we should advise you not to

entertain Ostend or Belgium if you are

going to Neuchatel. Except in the
.\rdennes, the roads in Belgium are very
bad. Evidently the best way would be
to go by the followmg route : Dieppe,
Neuchat-el, Beauvais, Compiegne, Sois-

sons, Reims, Chalons-sur-Marne, Vitry,
le Francois, Neuchateau, Bains, Luxeuil,
Montbeliard, St. Hippolyte, Gounois, La
Chaux de Ponds, Neuchatel. (2.) We
know this road as far as Bains and, for

the most part, the surface is good The
scenery is pretty, especially in the
Vosges, and it would be infinitely pre-

ferable to going through Belgium, where
the roads are execrable. (3.) Petrol is

obtainable practically eve.rywhere at about
Is. 8d. or 2s. per gallon. The average
price is about forty-two centimes per
liti^e. (4.) The speed limit is nominally
nineteen miles an hour ; actually there
is no limit at all

L.

Two-stroke for India.

(1.) Is a two-stroke engine to
1 be recommended tor a novice on
I the ground of simplicity? (2.)

J Would a hot climate be likely
to put any difficulties in the

way of running a two-stroke engine?
(3.) What is the lowest h.p. possible
for a cycle (with two-speed gear and
single-cylinder) and a sidecar with a

light passenger (eight stones) and in a
fairly flat country? (4.) Is a shaft-

drive likely to be superior in every
way to a belt-drive in a hot, damp
climate (Bengal) r—R..I.H.

(1.) There is not much to go wrong in

a two-stroke engine, (2) but if you are

going to use it in a hot climate a

water-cooled engine would be advisable.

(3.) The lowest h.p. fcr sidecar work is

441

Magneto Rocking Arm Sticking,

Several of your readers complain of

the magneto rocking arm sticking. To
get a straight hole through the fibre bush,
the following, I have found, answers well

Procure a round piece of metal a com-
fortable fit in the bush, put a fine saw
or file cut in the top and then ream
through with thumb and fingers.—R. H.
Ati.k'H.s.

machine with shaft-drive

;

fitted.

chain-drive is

READERS' REPLIES.
St. Leonards-on-Sea to Leicfisttr.

I notice in your issue of April 4th a

query by '" F.P." for best and shortest

route from St. Leonards-on-Sea to

Leicester. As I recently did this journey
both ways, perhaps I might be permitted,
with all due diffidence, to offer an alter-

native, and, I tliink, superior, loure to

the one you give. I went as follows:

St. Leonards, Robertsbridge, Tonbridge,
Sevenoaks, Westerham, Godstone,
Caterham Valley, Upper Caterham,
Coulsdon, Woodmansterne, Banstead,
Ewell, Surbiton, Kingston, Hampton,
follow tramlines and turn off to the left

at Uxbridge Road, through Feltham to

Uxbridge, Amershain, Aylesbury, Buck-
ingham, Towcester, Daventry, Lutter-
worth, to Leicester. Abont 175 miles. 1

did this very comfortably on my 191C
two-speed Huniber in eight hours last

month, including two stops for petrol and
three-quarters of an houT for lunch. The
traffic and tramlines are no worse than one
encounters going through Reading. The
distance is by Cowey speedometer.

—

H.\ROLD F. A. Kinder.

E.XPERIENGEa WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences

of others with various motor cycles or accessories

must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in

which the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor.

"H.C." (Plumstead).—3^ h.p. Rex single

speed, with and without sidecar.

" H.F.P." (Guildford).—2i h.p. Levis
two stroke, and 2 h.p. Humber for busi-

ness purposes.

"Pedro" (New Maiden).—3^ h.p. Lin-

coln Elk, with and without two or three

speed gear.

"F.C.B."—BowJen and other counter-

shaft gears.

'P.W.D. (Richmond).—3^ h.p.

Rudge Jlulti with sidecar.

"A.K." (.^.ylsham).-3i h.p. 1912

Bradbury chain drive.

"W.L." (Kensington).—The Binks two-
jet and Lukin carburetters, slow running
and control in traffic.

" P.C.B." (Selsey).—A.C. Sociable,

average petrol consumption.

"C.C." (Folkestone).—T.M.C. and
sidecar, reliability and jietrol consump
tion.

".l.H." (Durham).—T.M.C. 1912 with
sidecar, power, transmission, gears, and
starting with clutch.

"J.B.'.' (Gathcart).—2J M.R., Arm-
strong three-speed gear.

".I.B." (Glasgow).—F.N. four-cylinder

two-speed .gear for sidecar work, hill-

cliuihing, petrol consumption, and cool

running.

M.C.C. TRIAL FROM LONDON TO LAND'S END AND BACK.
Some ot tlie early arrivals at tho " End." The riders are R. Lord (6 h.p. Re.Y sidetle), S. J Bellchambers

(3i h.p. Rover), G. T, Gray (3] h.p. Rudge), and B. Alan Hill (7 h.p. Indian sidecar).
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Six Days' Sidecar Ride.
Arnold Butler, who recently accom-

plished a successful six days' sidecar
ride, used a Stanley belt on his A.S.L.
machine. He assures us that the belt
went .through without trouble, and was
anly shortened once.

Trade Announcements.
We are asked to point out that Mr.

Fritz Sabel, director of' Sabella Cars,
Ltd., is the original designer of the
Sabella cyclecar.

Mr. Stacey, a well-known member of

the Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.,
has joined Mr. J.- Barker, of Dronfield.
The firm will be known in future as
Barker and Stacey.

A Neat Tyre Repair Outfit.

The accompanying illustration shows
how extremely neatly the leather wallet
supplied by Messrs. Woodgates Bros.,

Tiverton, JDevon, encloses their well-

known Patchquick repair outfit and the

set of three tyre levers. This wallet is

designed to fasten on the carrier of the
machine, and is one of the most useful

and novel accessories which have been
brought to our notice of late.

Vulcanising.
Harvey Frost and Co., 27, Charing Cross

Road, W.C, are just about to jilace on the
market a small portable H.F. vulcaniser
especially made for motor cycle tyres. It

will be in a very compact form, and will

repair covers and tubes either on or off

the wheels. It will be sold at a very low
figure.

Catalogue Received.
The eighth edition of the catalogue of

Juno motor cycles and accessories is to

hand. Tliis is a very complete list, em-
bracing as it does descriptions and illus-

trations of the Juno machines, various
makes of tyres, speed indicators, and
other accessories. The list, which is

issued by the Metropolitan Machinists'
Co., Ltd., 248, Bishopsgate, E.C., also
contains particulars and prices for build-

ing wheels fitted with most of the free

engine and variable gears on the market.

A Good Belt,

A few weeks ago. Brown Bros., Ltd.,
Newman Street, Oxford Street, W.,
sent us a lin. rubber and canvas belt for

trial. This we fitted to one of our side-

car machines,- and after running it about
300 miles we find it is quite satisfactory.
In the initial stages it required shorten-
ing a few times, but as it was used in the
very worst of weather this is not surpris-

ing. The extra strain of hauling a sidecar
always shows up the merits of any belt,

and, considering that the Brown belt

has done 300 miles in extremely bad
weather, and looks little the worse for

its experience, it must be classed among
the best of this type of power transmitter.

APRIL iSih, igi2.

Burglars Again.
G. T. Riches and Co., 19, Store Street,

W.C, inform us that tlieir premises were
entered by burglars during the Easter
holidays. Among other things the letter

box was rifled, so that if any of our
readers do not receive replies to any
communications they have made to

Messrs. Riches they are requested to be
good enough to repeat them.

Sidecar Lighting.
It is advisable, nay essential, for side-

carists to carry lamps placed in such a
position that they show the full width
of the vehicle. Recognising this, H.
Miller and Co., Miller Street, Birming-
ham, have introduced a reasonably priced

acetylene lamp complete with a bracket
specially designed for attachment to a
sidecar. The lamp shows a white light

in front and a red rear light, and is

hung on springs. It is made to suit

either the left or right side, and is

priced at a very moderate figure.

Brooks's Anatomical Saddle.
The distinguishing characteristic of the

B 170 Brooks saddle is the seat part, which
consists of a carefully moulded steel base
amply and very comfortably cushioned.

and having over all a substantial leather

covering. Being shaped on anatomical
lines, tliis seat enables the rider to sit in

it rather than on it, and its consequent
comfort is particularly noticeable on long
journeys. The springing is practically

identical with the same makers' compound
springs, which eliminate vibration, and
dispense with objectionable rebound.

._ J

JUcmbcrs ol the BrooKilalo Club (molor section) photogrnplioa outsldo Ihc lioadquarlers, Biookdalo Hall, Callord, on tho occasion ol Iho opening run to Brighton.
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ONE REASON
FOR THE GREAT SUPERIORITY OF

LUCAS
KING

LAMPS
OVER ALL OTHERS IS THAT THEY ARE
DESIGNED AND MADE BY MEN WHO KNOW
THEIR BUSINESS THOROUGHLY—NOT BY
THOSE WHO MERELY MUDDLE THROUGH
AND THINK THEY KNOW. SKILL COUNTS

,

Send for descriptive Catalog of Lucas Motor-Cyclealities, post free from Dept. F.

JOSEPH LUCAS LTD., BIRMINGHAM.

The Lncas *' King of the Road'
. Projector Set No. 462.

Fitted with Mansia Lens Mirror and Instantaneous
Carbide-Container Fixing,

NEW PATTERN FOR 1912.

Woodend Lane. ErHinq;ton,

Birir.:TigT:a~..

5[essrs. Tosepli Lucas. Ltd. April 4.th. 1912.

Dear Sirs,

Will you kindly send catalogue of your latest

Lamps, etc. I have used your lamps on Matchless and
Sidecar this last year, and am pleased to say they

have never given^ any troubfc. As for light si\ing I

consider them far superior to anv other make. I have
tried several of the highly priced and advertised lights,

but ha\e been very pleased to see the last ot them.
' Yours truly,

(Signed) T. BRIDGWATER.

DEPOTS :

London, Mancnesiei, Dublin,

Newcastle-on-Tyne.
sc3a

^^^l^^aJgSJ^HJ^gl^J^^ WE MAKE LIGHT OF OUR LABOUR.

Dunhill's
ALL WEATHER SUIT.

There is nothing more gratifying than the sense of independence aroused

by clothing which can be relied on to protect you against all conditions

of weather. A suit that will, on a wet day, take you dry through the

heaviest shower, or, on a drj-, dusty day, effectually exclude all dus^.

Such a suit is one made of our popular Dunwear Cloth, which, though

combining the qualities of both Showerproof and Dustproof garments,

unUke Paramatta or Holland, it can be properly tailored, and has the

distincti\^e feature, which neither of these can claim, of a remarkably

smart appearance. Being rubbe. less, the perfect venUlati on essential

to comfort on a hot day is ensured. Tliis suit is especially ideal at

present, the weather at this time of the year being mo e varied than

at any othe.- period, and to fully enjoy h'.s rides the motor cycUst

must have one.

P^'pr^j"*"-

Everything for the Motor

Cyclist, and everything

for the Motor Cycle.

Price of Jacket
,, ,, Trouser Overalls
„ ,, Ordinary „

£.1
O
O

1

17
IS

O
6
6

CALL AXD SEE THEM AT

359-361, EUSTON RD., LONDON, N.W.
72, St Vincent Street, GLA.SGOW. 88, Cross Street, MANCHESTER,

City Branch : 42-43, LOMBARD STREET. E.G.

Jn answerinc! these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A33
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THE LURIN
SINGLE CONTROL CARBURETTER.

Absolutely

Automatic

^

Extremely

Simple.

Very

Flexible.

^

Perfect

Vaporiser.

Wfilc for particulars to

:

LUKIN LTD., The Ride, Newcomen Street, LONDON, E.G.

SPECIAL AGENTS

:

THE SERVICE CO., LTD., 292-293, High Holborn, London, W.C.

H. TAYLOR & CO., 21a, Store St, Tottenham Court Rd., London, W.C.

LONDON TO
PARIS

in 3h. 12.

OlEO
DID IT!

After this refuse all

others. Have a genuine

OLEO for your
money.

Ask for an OLEO 6D
type (Motor Cycle)

everywhere.

LEO RIPAULT & CO.,

64a, Poland Street, W.

(C LINCOLN ELK" New Models, 1912
Manufactured Completely by

J. RIRBY,
Broadgate, LINCOLN.
Telephone

:

2Y5.

Telegrams

:

ELK," LINCOLN.

Wholesale Agents for Scotland :

The North British Machine Co., Ltd.,

56 & 58, Great Clyde Street, Glasgow.

3ih-p., £34 - - 0.

3 h.p., £30 -10 - 0.

2i h.p., £28 -10 - 0.

All Models fitted with Palmer
Tyres, Bosch Magneto, and
Footrests. " Druid " Spring

Forks.

Sole London Agrent:

R E Y,
Heath Street Motor Works,

5 Heath Street,

Hampstead, London, N.W.

MARTIN-J.A.P. Motorcycles.
THE WORLD'S RECORD HOLDERS.
BROOKLANDS EXISTING RECORDS.

CLASS A. Vi h.p. MARTIN-J.A.P , 270 c.c.

World's Kilometre—over 66 miles an hour ! !

,, Mile „ 64 „
50 Miles Time 55 minutes 24 seconds.

CLASS B.
"
23 h.p. MARTIN-J.A.P,

345 0.0. World's Kilometre over
68 miles an hour I I World's Mile

over 65 miles an hr,

CLASS C. 31 h.p.

MARTIN J. A. 1^.498
c.c. World's Kilo-
inetro-over73 miles
an hour 1 ! World's
Mile over 72 m.p.h.

H, MARTIN & CO.,

Works : Leslie Crovo,
East Crojdon, Surrey.

FITZALL" WRENCHES.
NUT AND PIPE.

DROP ^'\^ FORGED.

SELECTED ^^^ STEEL.

LAST WORD IN WRENCHES.
INSTANT GRIP. NO SLIPPING.

No Motorist or Mech.iiiic should be without one.

Obtainjiblc from all leading accessory dealers, o*
lull particulars and [irics and name of nearest

dealer from

—

J. C. PLIMPTON & Co., Ltd.,'"-""''Ifv''ER?rL"'"'''

SOI.li WIIOI.I'S.AI.I' AGliNTS.

A.Vl 111 aii!iu:i:iiii(j these advat'i.ai:mcnts it is ticsiiahlc Co iiuiUlun
"

'I'ht Mutur Oi/cle."
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FREE GIFTS
TO ALL.

We are wishful for a list of all the Motor Cycle
Agents and Dealers in England. In order to get this,

we are prepared to make you a present, according to

the number of names and addresses that yon can
send us. These presents will vary from Harrison's

Back-rests to Exhaust WTiistles and Handle-bar
I\Iirrors. Everybody will get something, as long as

you send us the names and addresses of a dozen
Motor Cycle Dealers. We don't want those that

advertise in the papers, as we know all those. We
want particulars of the little man in a small way,
and of the big m^n if he does not advertise. If you
send the name and address of every one of these in

your town, you will be entitled t*^ something in the
way of an Exhaust Whistle, or Mirror, if you can
make the list up to a dozen. Besides the present, you
will get one of our Sale Lists.

We are declining the Accessories Trade, as you are
perhaps aware, and we have an enormous amount of
goods that we want to clear out cheap. They com-
prise such things as the following, for instance :

Just over 200 pairs of Morecarabe Ribbed and
Studded Covers, which you can have at i6/iii,
ig/Li\, and 23/iri. We have also 1,000 Tubes,
4/iiJ^ and 8/iii ; butt ended, ri/iii. All are good
class stuff, and new. Besides the covers and tubes,
ue have a stock of Belts, and, as long as they last, we
arc clearing them out at 4d. per foot off list price.

We have also dozens of Lamps, all makes, including
Lucas and F.R.S. ; XL' All Saddles, Seat-pillars, and
Spring Forks ; F.R.S. and Harrison's Back-rests

;

Exhaust Whistles ; Mirrors ; Speedometers ; New
and Second-hand Saddles, all makes ; ditto Bags

;

Mabon Clutches, about two dozen, to 6t various
machines ; one or two N.S.U. two speeds ; also
Albion two-speed and f.e. ; Paraffin Tricar Lamps
and Car Lamps ; odd lines of Clothing, from ii/iii

persuit; Waterproof Leather Jackets, ig/6 ; Gamer
Whistles ; odd Engines, Frames, and Wheels

;

Trembler and Non-trembler Coils ; Accumulators
and Dry Cells ; Druid, Bradbury, and Air Springs,
Ltd., Spring Forks ; and many other odds and ends
for the bhoys building up Motor Cycles ; 100 igii
B. & B. Carburetters, 22/6 each to clear them out

;

1912 ditto, 26/- each ; about a dozen Accumulator
Motor Cycles : these you can have at £4 19s. 6d,
each, cash down

;
good machines, but not guaranteed

to do Honiston Pass ; send along £5, and we will

pick you out a machine. If you want one a little

better, send £1 more. If you can sport £10, send it

along, and we will send you a magneto macliine.

For cash do^^a you can take 20% off any second-
hand machines in our list. If you have not had one,
you should have one. We must have many hundreds
of pounds' worth of tackle about -the place people
are wanting every day in the week. Let us know
what you want before buying elsewhere. We keep
a staff of clerks handy to answer letters, and we are
always pleased to reply to all our clients' enquu'ies.
We can do a great many things for you, barring
supplying such things as a 1913 F.E, Triumph for
about £12, and an accumulator machine or a 5-6 h.p.
Clyno and Sidecar for £25. We very often get letters

from our friends wanting such luxuries, and we have
to keep telling them that we have nothing to give
away. We gave all we have to give away last week.
We get a matter of a dozen of these Sunny Jims
wTiting every morning, and we can only imagine that
they write either from ignorance or under the im-
pression that we are running a philanthropic institu-

tion, or perhaps to hear what that kid Hitchen will

say for himself when he gets his hair off.

We are also wishful to shift the enormous stock of
Second-hand Motor Cycles that have been gathered
together in the garage during the past few months,
and which have been taken in exchange deals for new
machines, and we have over 150 here. Owing to the
huge stock of new ones that we have coming in during
the season, we shall have to shift them or will have
to take another garage, as there won't be room for
all the stuff. Write and tell us what you want

:

make us an offer. We have made up our minds to
sliift this second-hand tacide, coal war or no coal

the railway or other strikeswar,- and whether
come off or not.

We still believe we have here the largest stock in

the world, and if you have not been, to see us you
should have been. It will be an eye-opener for you.
We don't waste valuable time in putting all this stuff

in a list in the papers, as it would cost £50 per week
to do so. By not spending this amount we are able
to sell you things cheaply.

Another reason why we are able to sell things so
cheaply is that we do not pay huge sums in rent. Tile
rent of our establishment does not cost as much per
annum a^ some firms pay per week. The place is a
shabby old place. It is nothing to look at. but it is

large, and the STOCK IS THERE ; and that is what
you want to see—not an elaborate building of hand-
some proportions.

Amongst the stock at the moment there are : P
and M.'s, Jap-Bats, Matchless, Clynos, Bradburys,
Zeniths, Humbers, Premiers. Motosacoches, Lincoln-
Elks, A.C.'s, Rudges, New Hudsons, Triumphs, etc.;

and we expect Douglas and Morgans any time. We
have all models : Single and two-speeds, twins, and
all tlie rest of it. The trade will find us on the jump
for their orders. Don't waste time. Wire or 'phone
your orders. Best trade terms and early delivery
guaranteed.

Note.—The above hst of machines is conect. We
get the machines deUvcred before others, as we pa>
promptly, take all dis., and the makers can rely on
Hitchen's being ready with the rhino when they are
ready with the machine. At the moment of writing
we hold five P. & M.'s, four Scotts, and other equally
rare luxuries for your piuchase. Don't believe the
tale that they cannot be ^ot—it's all cod. We have
'em here for you.

HITCHEN'S, LTD.,
MORECAMBE.

Tel.

:

Wires :

^^2. " Motor, Morecambe."

THE TRUMP.JAP
The most perfect development of motor cycle construction.

RELIABILITY, SPEED, COMFORT.

THE Machine for the Expert.

THE Machine for the Novice.

READY FOR
THE ROAD.

P. &H. LAMP and LARGE
HORN FITTED FREE.

h.p- or 6 h.p. J,A.P. Engines.

FREE ENGINES. TWO AND THREE SPEED GEARS.

'-^)iit"t;

M'riie for our Catalogue and long list of Successes,

TJtey are inieresUng.

TRUMP MOTORS, Ld., 3S, John Bright St., Birmingham.

I

AgeniS— London : Gcdfrev & Appkbee, Ltd., 308. Gt, Portland Slreot.

;

Manchester : St. James' Cycling Stores, Oxford St. ; Belfast : Alex. Bullick

3 ), King Street ; Edinboro' : Alexander & Co., 108-110, Lothian Road
;

Glasgow : Alexander & Co., 272, Gt. Western Rd. ; Darlington : W. E.
Dove & Co., Bondgate; Bedford: Birmingham Cycle Co., 105, Midland
Rd. : , Leicester ; Tom Cann, Ltd., Applegate Street.

FOR DEFERRED PAYMENTS
i down and balance in

12 monthly equal

payments. ^^^ I^V>
THE

BEST HOUSE
for MOTOR CYCLES

SIDECARS
OH

RUNABOUTS
So!e Concessionnaires of the celebrated

MORGAN RUNABOUTS.
Stockists of G.W K. MOTORETTE,
SABELLA, ROLLO, etc., etc.

Finest motor cycle showrooms in London.

NOTE ADDRESS:

HARRODS LTD.
(Bichaii Burbidge, Managing Director),

Bromptjn Roa.fi. LONDON, S.W.

In answering these, advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cii. V." A37
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SGELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 14- words dr less 1/6, and Id. per word
alter. Each paragraph is charged separately,

tame and address must be counted. In the

case of Trade Advertisements a series of!

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should, be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

lothe offices of "The Motor Cycle," Coventry.!

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by
the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

:r printers' errors, although every care is taken
10 avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into dis-

iricts, as many readers like to know what machines are
tor sale in their immediate neighbourhood before going
iurther afield.

Plan showing division o£ England into Sections,

Northumberland,
Westmoreland,

Durham, and

SECTION II.

Vork and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, MoiitKomcrv, and Merioneth,

SECriON IV.
.VottinKhani, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,

Warwick.
SECTION V.

N'orfolk, Sufiolk, Canibridgf^, Huiilingdon, and Bedford

SECTION VI.
vVorctstcT, Hereford, Kadnor, lirccKnock, Monmouth,

Glanjorgan, Carmartlicn, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.
Gloucostcj. Oxford, IJuckinghain, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Char.iicl Islands.

SECriON VHl.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX.
:;omer3ct, Devon, Doraet, and Cornwali.

SECITON X,
Gotland.

DELIGHTED HOLIDAY MAKERS

EVERYWHERE RECOMMEND
THE HOUSE ALWAYS

UP-TO-
DATE
WITH

DELIVERY.

^imnrn
ASK FOR TO-I
DAY'S LIST, IT 1

1 N C L U D E S
THESE BIG
B A RGA INS.

irclnnd nii'

SECTION XI.
Isle ol M.iu.

5192.

5193-

5J95-
5214.
5216.
5222.

5225.

5227.
5230.

5237.

5239-
5241.
5242.

5243-
5246.
5253-
5261.
5262.
5265.
5271.
6275-
6276.
5277.
5285.
5289.

5293.
5294.
JI24.

5119.
5118.

5 1 17.

5107.
5082.
5066.
5064.
5058.

5055.
965.

4046.
4249.
4322.
4420.

4444.
4474-
4506.

4531.

4546-
4628.

463 J.

4677.
4692.
470J.

4727.
1729.

1735.

(752.

1759-
t76o.
4776.

799-
4784.

Famous for largesi

stocks. Ready to delivei

biggest contracts for de
livery at exact definite

future dates. Lowest
prices for cash. Best
allowances for exchanges

£37 10
£20
£17 H
£33 1C

£28
£17 10
£37 10
£25
£28
£28
£29
£30
£22
£30

3! h.p. 1911 2-spced HUMBER
5-6 h.p. 4-cyl. F.N. and Sidecar
z h.p. igoS MOTO-REVE ...

7 h.p. 1909 2-speed V.S
23 h.p. 1911 Standard DOUGLAS
2 h.p. 1910 MOTO-REVE ...

3!. h.p. 1911 2-specd HUMBER
2 h.p. 1911 Lady's SINGER
3! h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH
2|h.p. 1911 Standard DOUGLAS
3i h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH
3i h.p. 1911 Si)«il KiilK REX . .

3i h.p. 1910 LINCOLN-ELK
2|h.p. igil Standard DOUGLAS
3i tp. ANTOINE £15
3t h.p. J908 Twin PEUGEOT £18
3I h.D. 1911 Cone Clutch REX . . £35

3I h.p. 1911 2-specd HUMBER . . £37 10
6 h.p. 1911 ZENITH-GRADUA . . £55
4i h.p. 4-cyl. F.N £18 10
8 h.p. 1911 Standard MATCHLESS £45
3i h.p. FAFN I Rand Sidecar £20
2j h.p. 1910 2-speed F.N £25
2 h.p. 1910 MOTO-REVE £20
3i h.p. 1910 2-spocd HUMBER . . £30
2j h.p. 1911 ENFIELD £28
3i h.p. 1911 2-speed BRADBURY £40
3^ h.p. 1909 2-specd P. & M £35
3i h.p. 2-speed CLE £20
2 h.p. 1911 HUMBER £26 10

2i h.p. 1911 Free-engine SINGER . . £38
2i h.p. 1911 Standard DOUGLAS .. £28 10

2i h.p. 1910 ROYAL ENFIELD .... £20
3lh.p. 1911 BRADBURY, .Mab.3n cl. £37 It
3ih.p. 1911 2-spcf,l HUMBER £37 10

si h.p. 1911 ZENITH-GRADUA .... £45
3j h.p. 1911 L.M.C., variable gear . . £35 Q

2 h.p. 1909 MOTO-REVE £17 10

lib.p. MOTOSACOCHE £11 10

3i h.p. 1911 Standard BAT 30 Gns.

35 h.p. 191 1 2-speed N.S.U £35
34 h.p. 1911 Free-engine PREMIER £38 10

li h.p. 1909 WOLF £10 10

3J h.p. 1910 PREMIER £27 10

3i h.p. 1911 Clutch REX £33 10

34 h.p. 1910 2.spcc,l SCOTT £32 10

34 h.p. 1911 KERRY-ABINGDON .. £32 10

34 h.p. 1910 TRIUMPH, Maboi, vari-

able gear £38
3! h.p. 1909 J.A.P £22 «

3i h.p. 1910 BRADBURY £28 C

44 h.p. 1909 4-cvl. F.N £20
2j h.p. 1909 'I'wii, N.S.U £18 C

34 h.p. 1911 KERRY-ABINGDON . . 30 GnS.

2i h.p. 1910 ROYAL ENFIELD ....£22
34 h.p. 1910 QUADRANT £25
24 h.p. J.A.P £7 10

3J h.p. 1910 2-specd BRADB'IRY . . £35
5 h.p. 1911 Fren-engiiic INDIAN ..£39 10

34 h.p. J9II I'ree-enK-ine TRIUMPH £43 10

34 h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH £28 II
'4 h.p. 1911 r.T. ARIEL £28 1C

O, SHOE LANE, FLEET STREET,
L.ONDON, E.G.

'Phone

:

Holborn 3777.

Wires

:

Opificcr, London.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of adveriisers, letters may be

Addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Of&ce.
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,'
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding repUes. Only the number will appear in
the advertisement. RepUes should be addressed, "No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London "
is added to the address, then to the number givem c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

2>S^DEPOSIT SYSTEM,
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System.- If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The tnne allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions' exceeding £10 in
value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
£tq the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL ^fOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements attd receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication th t the .' oods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION 1.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland,

12 Free Engine Triuinphp, in stock.—Iiouis Siiiitl,,

The Gamble, Barnard Castle.

Wolf, magneto, tvres new. perfect order; £12.
Park, 1, High St., Berwick.

19
[¥'':

M

F

OTOSACOCHE, 1910. lih-t)-. mapneto, very attl>^

used; f18—iXclJonald. 3, Warwick Rd., Carlisl.

.

O Immediate Puri-haser £11.—De Dion, low frame,
24h.p. (grand condition), good tyres--l^eel, Watchet.

N., 2yh.p., 2-si)eGd, free engine, shaft drive, nnif;-

neto, perfect; £26.-A^skew, Curwen St., Workint;-

3ih.p. Minerva, Brown and Barlow, splendid coiidi-

2 tion, spaies ; £16, or nearest offer.—Reed, Chester
Moor.

1 Q12 Triumph, free engine, in stock, £55; 1912 2^
-Lt/ h.p. Caluott, 3-speed, £42.—Nixou, Brampton.
Cumberland.

1 Qll Free Eugino Rudge, T-T. bars, condition exc*!
X tf lent, tvre.^ good, spares, lamp. etc. ; no otters

;

£42/10.— Dixon, 58, Victuiia Ed., Darlington.^

MOTOR Cvolc. 1912, free engine Bradbury, offers;

1911 4ii-p. 2-spepd Quadrant, £40: 1911 71i.p. free ,;
engine Rex. £36 —Walker, Fishburn, FerryLill.

BAT. Sih.p., racer, holder of 5 miles record (Winl-iugj
ton Track}, in fine order; £22. or near ott'er.-a

Wilkinson, Ednuudfsun's Gurugo, Keswick, Cumberland^

1 12 Plielon and Moorrs, tree ensine Trinmphs,4
Xt/ DoiigiHsed, Bradburyfi, B-S.A.'s, Entiehls, in stock.]

—rhoue: 1X2. Stout's Garage, Egrcmont, Cumborlaudij

ARIEL, 3:;h.p-, 1911, variable gear, F.E., deeomd
pre,5sor. spring seat, .'Spares, belt, and tube, valvosjl

lump, etc-, perfect J cost £55. accept £32; trial; baxT
yain.—H. Anderson, Croxdale, Durham.

ARNO. the ideal machine. -3ih, p. T.T. niod<'l, £45fl
Tourist model, £45; 2i{h.p. modivmi, 39 Kuiueas;

3ili.p. 2-3pGed uud free engine, £55; sidecars to ftt any
iiiacliine in stock.-Myejs, Neville'6 Oiosa, l>urhaui.

TRIUMPHS. HuiabcrB, B.S.A.. Royal Enfield niotur
eyeles. lights eitjlitti, 2 speeds, free cnyinci; write.

Hire, or 'phone for iuunetliate doli verier.—Turvey am!
Co., The Motor House, Sunderland. Tel..: N" 626.

SECTION U.
Vork nnd Lancashire.

TT0DU30N lor Clynos Un stock).

TTODaSON" for Breniicrs (iu etock).

TTODGSON for Sidecars (in etock).

TTODGSON, 10, Horton Rd-, Bradford. Tel.: 5361

1QI1 Motor Cycle. Iops rnffinc, brand new;*£10.--&,
Xt/ Buckley Brook St., RouhUalo.

In aiiyinriiKj (/i<xi: oil rv.rtucincnts it m f/rsiroh/c to fncfifion " 77(f' ^^otor Cii'^c.^'
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The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,
16. WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

'Piione, 766. Telegrams, " Perfection."

£3 to £5 DOWN T,L^J;,Zt^^
3j h.p. FAFNIR, iow frame, h.b. control
Tpiii REX, spring forks

3 h.p. QUADRANT .'

2jh.p. KERRY, spring forks

3 h.p. HUMBER, chain drive
3i h.p. WOLF, sprav, smart, h.b. control
3* h.p. BRADBURY
2jh.p. DE DION ,

3I h.p. BROWN, h.b. control, very powerful

ii h.p. REX, h.b. control

secures
of

£13 10
£16 10
£10 10
£10 10
£8 10
£12 10
£15
£10 10
£14 10
£8 10

£7
deposit and 10/- wf'ckiv secnres

—

23 h.p. Mag. MINERVA, chain drive £16 10

3I h.p. Magneto SINGER £15 10
1-our-cylinder F.N., magneto .... Sil9 19

3i h.p. Magneto REX £19 19
Twin MOTO-REVE £19 19
F.N. Magneto Lightweigbt £19 19
:iih.p. Magneto EXCELSIOR £16 10
2j h.p. REX Magneto Lightweight £16 10

1911 REX BARGAINS. Makers' price. Ours.
3Jh.p. Rex Tourist 43 guineas 34 guineas

3I h.p. Free-engine 48 guineas 37 guineas

3I h.p. 2-speed de luxe 57 guineas 46 guineas

5 h.p. 2-speed de luxe 60 guineas 49 guineas
All new and guaranteed. Exchanges liberally dealt with.

1912 DE LUXE
SIDECAR
£6 6s.

" Exchange," with Continental motor cycle tyre £5 5
" De Luxe "type, with best tyre, apron, etc. , . £6 6
Ditto, with reversible child's seat £7
Ditto, with best coach-built body £7 12 6
Improved Quick Detachable Joints, cranked extra strong

back axle and spindle, tip up body, and caged ball races
to all models. Prompt delivery to suit Rexes, Triumphs,
N.S.U.'s, Indians, and any other make.

Discount to trade. Exchanges entertained.

GUARANTEED IN RUNNING ORDER.
1912 3^ h.p. Standard BRADBURY, NEW £48
1912 2| h.p. Two-speed REX Junior, NEW £45
1912 Twin REX Sidettc. In stock. NEW £75
igi2 4 h.p. W.C. REX Sidelte, NEW £74
1911 Two speed REX Junior £45
19^1 3i h.p..Tourist REX, done 750 miles £32 10
SCOTT 2-speed, Aug., 1910 £37 10
1911 3i h.p. 2-speedmUMBER £38 10
rgii 3* h.p. 2-speed BRADBURV, as new £42 10
1911 3i h.p. REX, clutch model £37 10
1911 5 h.p. Two-speed REX DE LUXE £47 10
1910 7 h.p. Twin REX, HOT STUFF £37 10
igio 5 h.p. Twin REX, NEW £34 10
1910 3i h.p. REX.verv last, special machine £27 10
1910 ROYAL ENFJ ELD, smart £22 10
,5^ h.p. Two-speed Twin ROC, magneto, Druids.. £32 10
Brand New 3J h.p. REX £27 10
3J h.p. Two-speed N.S.U., smart , £21
1908

'3J h.p. MagnetoREX, spring forks £22 10
3^ h.p. REX, very fine condition £15 10
Four-cylinder F.N., magneto, spring forks £18 18
F.N. Magneto Lightweight £16 10
Sj h.p. WOLF. Stevens engine, h.b. control £12 10
3 h.p.^QUADRANT, low frame £10 10
2I h.p. KERRY, spring forks , £10 10
3J h.p. Magneto EXCELSIOR £16 10

Easy Payments>at Special Rates.

SUNDRIES.
Rexette Cha=3is, with bodv and Ivns £7 10
XL-ALL forks .'

._ 8/6
Monocar Frame, 4-wheeler, with axle and tyres .

.

£6 10
Backrest, to fit XL-ALL saddle 7/6
Triumph Pattern Horns, New 4/6
New Cane Sidecar Bodv 17/6
Brook's Bioo Saddle .' 9/6
New Lar£;e Lycett's Saddle 9/6
Wicker Sidecar Body 10/6
Cane Sidecar*Body, New 17/6
New Sidecar Aprons with studs 7/6
Plated Rex Pattern Handle-bars 6/6
New 20-arap. Fuller Accufnulator 11/-
New Hurcisoa's Backrest, usual price 12/6, ours 9/6

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 QIO Scott and Sidecar, wind screen, and hood, back
Xt/ wheel re-built ((stronger), 2* tyre, 19H radiator,
2 back sprockets, sidecar, and eolo; £40, complete.—
Wray, Southport.

Sib. p. Free Engine London-Minerva, Bosch, B. and
2 B., spring forks, re-enamelled and plated, £22;

Mitlford sidecar, £4; both perfect.—479, Bury New Ed.,
Kersal, Manchester.

"I
nil Premiei-. £34; 1911 Bradbury, £35; 1910 Tri-

-1-t^ umph. £35; 1910 P. and M., £38; 1912 Tri-
mnphs, P. and M-'s, Bradburys, ivy mator cycles.—T.
Reed, Nettlesworth.

DOUGLAS, 1911, single speed, excellent condition,
ridden 2,000 mile^, Avon tyre.'*, Watawata, Jone^

f^pcedometer. lamp, and spares; £30.—Lyall, 30, Kings-
ton E.d-, Didsbury, Manchester.

ONE New 1911 Enfi.eld, 2-speed, free engine, chain
drive, sh: p-soiled. sell cheap ; one Imperial Tri-

umph. 3;h.p-, with magneto. 6ound condition, sell cheap.
—Parkinson and Co-, Rawteustall.

1 Q 12 Rudge, free engine, h.b.c. to magneto. Sen
i-iy epray carburetter, KempshaH back, lamp, and
hoiu, only done 30 miles; cost £58/18, what oflers?-
3, Elm Grove, PrestAvich, Manchester.

PREMIER Motor Cycle for sale. Millennium 2-ppeed,
tree engine, new June, 1911; cash ofiers, or ex-

(.hanse for new machine of approved make, pay cash
(hfieience—J- Lan?tou, 26. High St.. Chorley.

T> tJDGE, new last September, free engine, not run a
XV thoiLsand miles, complete with lamp, horn, tools
and brand new Mills-Fulford t^idecar; price 54 guineas.—
Lieut. Warren, c/o Waite Barrett, Weardley, Harewood,
Leeds.

3ih.p. Free Engine Singer, delivered from work;
2 Augu>:t, 1911. Kempshall back. Dunlop front, un

punctured, whole condition as new : £40 ; owner buying
4h.p. Singer.—Ernest Clow, 52, Storey Sq., Barrow-in

Furn ess.

1 Q09 5-6h-p. 4-cyl. F-N., latest automatic carburetter,
Xt/ central intake, magneto, new Michelin Trident
on back wheel, perfect condition, with oilskin suit, and
new waterproof suit; £25.-4, Yicarage St.. Hollinwood
Oldham.

IQll Douglas, 2-speed. free engine, not ridden 1,000
XJ/ miles, cost with Powell and Hanmer lamp, horn,
extra chain to gears, Veeder trip cyclometer, all spares,
£50, sell £36; lilre new, tyres splendid—Box No. 205,
The Motor CycU Ofllces, Covcntry-

5 h.p. Rex de Luxe, 1910, June, coach-built sidettc,

very little used, magneto, 2 speeds and free,

Whittle, 2 lamps, Jones speedometer, specially strcns
ba^k wheel with Eempshall, new spare Dunlop and
tube; illnest; reason for sale; £55, or near.—Radcliffe,
Stubley, Littleborough.

GREAT Sale of motor cycles.-3ih-p. Rex. £7/10;
4h.p. Chater-Lea, magneto, spring forks, B. and

B., £12: 3h.p. Triumph. £9; 1909 Douglas. £18/10;
1911 Kerry-Abingdon. £28; 5-6h.p. Rex, 1909, twin
cyl., free engine, and eidecar, £25, worth £40; 1908
Triumph, new condition, £25; P. and'M., nearly new, 2-

epeed. free enpine, i*37/10: we have about 60 second-
hand motor bikes in stock, consisting of 1907. 1908,
1909, 1910 Triumphs, prices from £15: several Brad-
burys, Sineers, Moto-Reves; all machines sold are
warranted in good order: sidecars from 50/-.—The Motor
Cycle Exi^hange, 160, Young St., Sheffield.

NORTHERN Depot, Ltd.. everything motorish, 21
and 23, Leece St., Liverpool, beg to announce

that they have purchased the#cntire stock of motor
clothin? from the Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd., of Leece
St.. Liverpool, and in future will carry a very heavy
assortment of these celebrated garments. Full ranges
of Brooks motor adjimct-s stocked, all Xl'All saodles
storked, all F.R.S.. Lucas, and Miller's lamps stocked,
all H. A. Hunt's specialities stocked, 13 types Lodge
phig.^ stocked, Price's, Wakefield, Vacuum, G. B. Dick6,
Havohne and Packard oils stocked, all Bluemel's acce?;-

soiies stocked; in short, all specialities of the leading
firms on show. No waiting while one odd article £s

obtained. Special display of hundrcdf of the finest
Sheffield tools (Footprint) specially designed for
motorics. Special stockists for the Avon India Rubber
Co.'s tyres, all patterns on view. The largest stock of
motor parts of repute in this part of the country.
Machines in stock, all new 1912 mcdels: ClutL-h Tri-
umph, clutch Tverry-Abinguon, also 2-speed Sh.p. Rex-
Jap de luxe, Clyno, 1911 clutch Rud^e and Jlillford
£50. This week's special bargain: Brand new 1912
2h.p. Humber lightweight, £34. Sole agents Eerry^
Abingdon, Rex-Jap, Auto-Carriers, and Zebra 2-Reaters
also the gentleiuan's motor cycle suit, the Deluge
properly tailored and cut. price 47/6 suit, complete witl.

best leather belt, cheaper quality 35/- suit, posrt free,

guaranteed ab.^olutely proof, yet cont;iin no rubber.
Special lines in 5 and 12gn. sidecars. Call and inspect
Machines sold on oommiseion. Everything at Loudon
store prices.—Telephone : Royal 5029. Telegrams
Depend.

SECTION in.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby.
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

19 12 Bradbury, quite new,
model wanted.— Banks,

tools; £46; ofEers

;

Etwall. Derby.
T.T

ROVER, 1912, 3ih.p., free engine, brand new.—Car-
roll, Brereton Green, Sandbach, Cheshire-

1911. standard, new belt and tyre, equal to
; £35.—Moyle, Manor I^odge, Halesowen,B'

HAMPSTEAD.5, HEATH
STREET,

Close to Hampstead Tube Station.

Telegrams :
" Rey, Hampstead."

Telephone : 2678 P.O., Hampstead,

EXTENDED RAYIVIENTS
Taken on any Machine or Runabout.

NO EXTRA CHARGE ONMOST MAKES.
Following 1912 Machines for

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
TRIUMPH Standard Model £48 15
TRIUMPH igi2 F.E. Model £55
RUDGE Standard Model £48 15
RUDGE T.T. Model £48 15
RUDGE F.E. Model £55
ZENITH 6 h.p. Model 67 Gns
ZENITH 3i h.p. Model 53 Gns
DOUGLAS L Lady's Model £52
DOUGLAS T T.T.Model £47
DOUGLAS G Standard Model £41
BRADBURY Standard Model £48
BRADBURY F.E. Model £54 10
BRADBURY T.T. Model £48
SINGER 3.1 h.p. 3-speed Model £58 10
LINCOLN ELK 3V h.p. Stand.ird Model £34 5
HUMBER 3l h.p." 2-speed Model £52 10
BAT 6 h.p. Standard Model £58
P. and M. 1912 2-speed Model.
B.S.A. F.E. Model £56 10

G. & N. Runabont in four weeks.
Any. other makes on application.

TRADE SUPPLIED WITH VARIOUS MAKES.
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS ALLOWED.

Machines at Bargain Prices to Clear.
1671. TRIUMPH 1909 standard Model £27
1770. TRIUMPH 1910 F.E. Clutch Model £29
1784. TRIUMPH 1910 standard Model £30
1856. TRIUMPH 1911 Standard Model £30
1640. ZENITH 1911 3* h.p. Model £41
1654. ZENITH 1911 3ih.p. Model £38
1786. ZENITH 1911 3i h.p. Model £40
1803. ZENITH I9ii'3i h.p. Model £38
1785. BRADBURY 1911 T.T. Model £30
1802. BRADBURY 1911 Standard Model £32
1569. LINCOLN ELK 1911 F.E. Clntch Model . . £25
1859. DOUGLAS 1910 Standard Model £25
1855. BAT 1911 8 h.p. Model £38
1S23. BAT 19 10 8 h.p. 2-speed Model £42
1858. F.N. 2i h.p. 2-speed Model £26
1099. HOBART jjh.p. 1911 (New) Model £27
1906. F.N. 1911 4-cylinder and sidecar £38
EC. RUDGE F.E. 1911 Model £40
OS. G. and M. 1911 Runabout. Trial car £75
1893. REX Twin 6 h.p., good order £12
1882. TRIUMPH igoSi, good order £25
All Accessories includecl on S.H. at the price advertised

.

Second-hand Sidecar, good order £4 10

THE
£4 - 10 REY Sidecar £3 - 10

With Hutchinson or Michelin 26x2! Tyre and Tube,
30/- extra.

The famous " REY " EXHAUST WHISTLE now reduced
to 12/6 each. Triumph standard type.

The " REY " Leather Belting outlasts two of any other
makes. Price 2/- per foot.

Special Discounts ro Trade.

ONLY HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY

5, HEATH
STREET, HAMPSTEAD.

In answering these advertisemenls it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cucle.." A4I
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IREED GANE BODIES.
Undoubtedly this class of cane is far superior and

more classy than ordinary cane or wicker work,
besides being considerably lighter. These beautiful

sidecars appeal to those who want absolutely the

best.

Model E

£r lOs.

Model F

£8 ds.
OUR POPULAR MODELS ARE GOING STRONG.

Model E.—£7 5s. Model D.—£8.
Complete with Lamp, Foot Mat, Kick-up Stand,
Quick Detachable Joints, Continental or Michelin
Tyres, Round or Car Pattern Mudguard, and
CARRIAGE PAID.

MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES
We have a quantity of frames by well-known malter,

Price 32/6 each.
Rigid forks, 7/6 extra. Druid forks, 45/- extra.

Knamcllecl and platetl in first-class style.

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
C.A.V. Mat^ncin, Uvin, 45' angle £3 3

4 J li.jt. Water-cooled lingiiic. vertical £5 10
^ h.p. j.A.P. lingine, M.O.V £9
2'i h.p. Kerry Engine, good £2 6
2 li.p. Stationary Engine, water-cooled .... £5
I'hfiiiix 2-speed and Free Engine Hub , . , , £2 5
liinks Carburetter, cost fifty shillings £1
],i,;iininnton Passenger Chair, new £1
A\\A<m Clulcii, fits Triumph 55/-
34 Kcx Engine, M.O.V £5
lirooks liioo Saddle 9/6
L ocoa l''ibre Sidecar Footmats 3 /

-

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, HopwoodLane.

HALIFAX (^"° """'"«'

Telephone 919,

A42

from G.P.O.;

19
MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

1 2 Triumph, clutcli model, from stock.—Collier,
52, Somerset St.. Abertillery.

1 Qll Standard Triumph, very carefully used, In eplen-
-L*/ did condition; £36—Collier, 52, Somerset Bt-,

Abertillery.

"J Q06 3Jli.p. Triumph, fitted with new Simms magneto.
^*y B. and B. carburetter, Whittle belt. Clincher
tyres, in splendid condition throughout; bargain, £21.—
Collier, Abertillery.

1 Q06 Quadrajit, 3ih.p., spring forks, B. and B-,
X*/ Whittle, and adjustable pulley; £10—Collier,

52, Somerset St., Abertillery.

ENFIELD, 1911, Bhop soiled. 23h.p., 2-8peedp free
engine; 45 guineaa.—Oakley, Station Ed., Hednee-

ford.

TRIUMPH, 1907, 1910 cylinder, etc, excellent con-
dition ; any trial, 2 up ; £25--Pineon, Codaall,

Staffs.

"I012 Clutch Triumpb, in stock, £55: 1910 standard
X*/ Triumph, £33. — Nelson, Gloddaeth St., Llan-
dudno.

AENO, 1910, 2ih.p., Eisemann magneto, Druid forks,

Dunlops; £20 cash.—Geoffrey Humble, Walton,
Chesterfield.

1Q11 Singer 2h.p. Moto-Velo, magneto, Druids, lamp.
Xt7 horn, splendid condition; £24.—J. 0. Jones, Oak
St., Llangollen.

1 Qll B.S.A., as new, original Kempahall tyres, all

XiJ accessories; any trial; £35, bargain-—Deane, Mat-
lock Bath, Derbyshire.

3ih.p. Quadrant, 1910-11, free engine, guaranteed;
2 any trial ; what offers —Harper, Daintry St.,

Oakhill, Stoke-on-Trent.

MOTOSACOCHE, magneto, Whittle, h.b-c, perfect
condition; buying larger machine; £18/10.—Muir.

Lyme Grove, Altrincham.

AEIEL, July, 1911, variable gear, free engine, per-

fect condition; £43 cash; seen by appointment.—
Roberts, Ty Brith, Mold-

TRIUMPH, clutch model, just arrived, £55; New
Hudson-Jap. 3-.specd, 57 guineaa; Singer, clutch

model, as new, £45.—Miller, Craven Arms.

IQll? 3ih.p. Bat, not done 400 miles, complete with
-i- «/ accessories, like new, and perfect tliroughout

:

£35.—T. W. Uentley, 159, Waterloo Rd., Burelem.

31h.p. Excelsior, re-enamelled and plated, splendid
2 condition, powerful, some parts new; £12/10, or

lower power and casji.—-Bairatt, Eairfield, Buxton.

1 QIO Triumph, standard, new front tyre, back excel-
Xv lent, Lucas lamp, usual tools and spares; genuine
bargain, £30- — T. Parsonage, jun-, Sweetbriar Hall,

Nantwici.

DOUGLAS, 1911, September, just overhauled, per-

fect condition, new rubber studded, spares, in-

cluding inner tube, lamp, horn; £31.—Leake, Admaston,
Shropshire.

ZENITH Gradua. 3ih.p., 1911, in perfect order, con-
dition like new, Kempshall non-skid back, Hut-

chinson T.T- front, Service lin. belt, extra mudguardiiig

;

£44—Hurd, Kidsgrove, Staffs-

PHELON and Moore, 3ih-p., 1911 model motor cycle

for disposal, lamp, horn, mud screen, and heap.'*

spares, absolute new condition, ridden solo only; price

£50.—Nutt, auctioneer. Clay Cross-

TEIUMPH, 1910, NS.U. 2-3peed gear, Diinlop and
Kempshall, new Service belt, air springs, back rest,

pump, horn, tools, spares ; expert examination ; 37
guineas.-Vickers, Newport, Salop.

SCOTT. 1910. first-rate condition throughout, over-

hauled last month, excellent Palmers, tools, horn,

spring footboards; expert examination; cost £60, accept
37 guineas.—J. Vickers, Newport, Salop.

ZENITH Gradua, 3ih-p., only one left ; the motor that

is barred from most of the severe tests on account
of its overwhelming superiority. — Paskells and Keys
Motor Depot, 250, Stafford St., Walsall.

ZENITH Gradua, 6h.p. twin, 1911, new, delivered

November, the only cycle for heavy sidecar work.—
Paskells and Keys Motor Depot, 250, Stafford St-, Wal-
-sail.

ZENITH-GRADUA, 1910, 3ih.p. J.A-P- engine, just

tlioronshly overhauled by makers, new tyre back,
front hardly worn, excellent condition ; £35.—W- G.
Osborne, 25, Queen St., Wellington, Salop.

HUGH GIBSON'S End-to-end Sidecar Record-break-
ing Bradbury, fitted 1912 N.S.U. 2-specd Rour, 2

^^paio covers, epare tube, etc., etc. ; accept £38; no
ulfers.—Bux 218, The Motor Cycle Offlcee, Coventry.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1909, Uh.p., magneto new May,
1910. Whittle, compression good, Cllnclier very

L-nod, Palmer back good, 160 miles gallon, climb any
average hill uniiided ; £17/10, offers.-Knight, 130,
Waterloo Rd., Wolvorlmnipton.

MAKSTON'S, Clieatcr, have in stock 1912 multi
llndgo; 1912 F.E. RuUro ; 1912 V.li. Briulbury

:

1912 X''-K. Triumph: 1912 3ih.p. Zenith; 1912 2-8r"'''ii

A.J.S.; 1911 Indian, F-E., 5h.p., £.40, nearly new; 1911
3ih.n. Zenith. £38, nearly new; 1911 6h.p. A.B.L., £33.
marly new; 1911 3ih.p. Ilex. £28, nearly now; 1910
It'ivfil Knllcld twin, £25, perfect; 2Jh.p. liglitweiglit

lOx. £15. inayiu'to: 4ih.p. Excelsior, £10. will take
Hidi^ar ; 2i|li.p. Minorva, £6, modern fitment* ; special

1912 F.K. Brudlniry, £50, new-—Note address, 26, Bridge
St., Chester.

LATEST 1912
BROWN AND BARLOW CARBURETTERS.

Variable jet, h.b. control 28/6
Single jet, h.b. control 27/6
Senspray 1912 Carburetters 28/6

Delivery Irom stock.

NEW 1912 MACHINES IN STOCK.

3i h.p. RUDGE, fixed gear £48

3i h.p. NUMBER, 2-speed model £52 10
1912 3i h.p. BRADBURY, single-speed £48
1912 3|h.p. BRADBURY, 2 speeds £55
1 112 3i h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds .... 67 Gns
1912 2|h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds 47 Gns

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
1910 3j h.p., fine goer £27
1910 si h.p., extra good £28

3i h.p. 1909 Speed King, extra fine £23
3 h.p. 1908 Featherweight Rex, Bosch mag. £17

TWIN.CVLINDER REXES.
1906 5-6 h.p. Twin Rex £18 10
5-6 h.p., Bosdi, Lloyd's variable gear .... £22
7 Ij.p. de Luxe, 2 speeds, M.O.V £48
5-6 h.p. de Luxe, igo8, 2-speed model .... £28
5 6 h.p. de Luxe, 1908, 2 speeds, special .

.

£29 10

OTHER MAKES.
1910 P. and M., 2 speeds, fine goer £32
1909 MOTO-REVE, twin engine, magneto,

Druids £20
1910 8 h.p. BAT, M.O.V., 2 speeds £45
if h.p. WOLF, magneto, spring forks .... £15
191 r Lady's HOBART, Armstrong, 3-speed £36
4i h.p. N.S.U., Bosch magneto, h.b. control £21

,

3i h.p. P. and M., late 1908, 2 speeds £28
3j h.p. Twin PREMIER, fine machine ....£25
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, M.O.V., h.b. control . . £17
5^ h.p. N.S.U., 2 speeds and free engine . . £25
1911 2| h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, magneto ..£27
Zi h.p. L.M.C., 1910 model £25
3* h.p. MINERVA, Bosch magneto, Amac. £22
4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., B. & B. Carburetter £12

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
8 h.p. BAT, 2 speeds, Millford sidecar .... £50
1908 P. and M. 3J h.p., MiUford sidecar . . £32
?-6 h.p. 2-spced igo8 REX and sidecar .. £33
7-9 h.p. 2-speed REX and sidecar £53

All fitted with magneto and spring forks.

-C9 nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.S#0 uyjnn BALANCE 5/- WEEKLY.
3 h.p. REX, vertical engine £9
3i h.p. BROWN Bicar, M.O.V., 2ein. wheels £12

OA nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.SfM. WUWn BALANCE 6/- WEEKLY.
5-6 h.p. Twin REX, splendid goer £16 10
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, M.O.V., h.b. control .... £17
4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., h.b. control £12 10

CARS AND TRICARS.
4j h.p. HUMBER Tricar, 2 speeds, wheel

steering £19
5 h.p. HUMBER Car, 2-seater, good goer .. £22
5 h.p. REXETTE, Oppermann 3 speeds .. £18
Duocar, Bosch magneto £45

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Camel lin. Rubber Belting per foot 1/3
1912 Senspray Carbinetter 28/6
1912 B. and B. Carburetters, variable jets.. 28/6
Frame for vertical engine 7/6
Fulford Castor WliVel Sidecar £5
Fulford Rigitl Sidecar, 26in. wheel £4 10
Montgomery Sidecar, 26in. wheel £2 10
N.S.U. Sidecar, coach-built, 26in. wheel .... £4 10
Kex Pattern Belt Rim Brake (new) 6/6
Lycett's Carrier Toolbags (new) 7/6
Sidecar Lamps, show red light behind .... 7/6
Trailer, 26in. wheels 26/-
Ncw Toolbags, 9x6x3jin 4/6
Sidecar Aprons, green or red, with studs ,. 7/6
New Lycett's Tubular Carriers 4/11
Longuemare Carburetters 6/-

Farrar's Motor Exchange
1 9, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,

''^^:fr HALIFAX 'T"" "'""'«•
Irom Q.P.O.)

In answering these adverliscmeiilt it is desirable to meyition " The Molor Cycle."
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Motor Cycle Taxation.
10-DAY the Treasury Committee on Horse-power

Rating will hear the evidence of the Auto Cycle
Union delegate on this important subject. This
committee specially asked the A.C.U. to give

evidence, and Mr. Archibald Sharp, whose
technical knowledge renders him eligible for the work,
has been chosen to attend the meeting. It is as well

to point out that to many motor cyclists, ^ especially the
large number who ride cheaply purchased second-hand
machines, the present taxes are inordinately high.

£1 for the local ta.xation licence plus the 5s. driving

licence and 5s. registration fee—;£i ids. in all and
plus 3d. for every gallon of petrol he uses, make a big

hole in the income of the man who has bought a

second-hand machine for _£io.

, In proportion to the income of the. average motor
'cyclist, and considering that the motor bicycle does
but hltle more damage to the road than the pedal
cycle, the tax is already a great deal too high. What
seems to us a reasonably fair suggestion would be to

leave the present tax as it is for all sizes of machines,
and to allow the owners of machines of over two years

old to pay half the present amount, over four years'

old one quarter. There is also talk, we understand,
of taxing two-stroke machines more heavily than those
fitted with four-cycle engines. If this be so it is most
unfair. The two-stroke engine, it is true, should
develop theoretically double the power of the four-

stroke engine, but we know very well in practice it

does not. It is, moreover, young as regards the motor
cycle industry, or at any rate its growth has not been
rapid, and its development has been slow. Now it is

beginning to revive^ and promises to take a prominent

part in the industry of. the future. Weight for weight

motor cycles are taxed far more highly than motor
cars. 5s. per cwt. would-be ample.

Unofficial Records Doomed.
[OLLOWING our leaderette of last week, we are

pleased to see that the Auto Cycle Union ha.s

decided to take action with regard to all record

performances which are not held under the

competition rules of the Union. These record

attempts were rapidly assuming a farcical position, and
it was quite time that steps were taken to prevent too

great prominence being given to accomplishments
which would, if persisted in, have drawn ridicule

on the pastime. If the General Committee of the

A.C.U. endorse the views of the Competitions Com-
mittee, and we see no reason why they should not,

the day of the unofficial record is doomed. As we
have previously mentioned, there are many methods
of securing publicity in connection with properly

authenticated performances, as the A.C.U. is quite

willing to check the reliability and power of any

m.achine that is submitted to it, and to issue ceilifi-

cates showing exactly what the machine is capable of.

Brooklands, the finest track probably In the world,

exists for pure speed records. Speeds greatly in exce^^

of the legal limit on public roads are not desirable,

and as a proof of human stamina the long distance

rides entailing day and night riding are in danger of

being overdone. Ample proof is in existence that the

motor cycle is as reliable as human skill can make it,

and if anyone wants further to improve its capability

for continuous travel let him devise an unpuncturable

pneumatic tyre.
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IN
season—perhaps likewise out of seasonal Iiave

in these pages besought my brethren of the motor
cycle to stick together and to work together to-

wards our common welfare, and now once more I

make one last appeal to every single one of my
readers to make one last little effort, assuring them,

if they will but do this, there will be no cause for

future worry—the victory will be won and the great

sport of motor cycling will come into its own in one

victorious jump, proving to the world at large—and

to the military authorities in particular—that the motor
cyclists are a great and united body, and constitute

a force of public opinion and of military power that

can no longer be disregarded.

The Military Aspect.

My opinion is that within one month of the mobili-

sation test referred to in The Elotor Cycle on April

4th, an order will emanate from Whitehall allowing

every Territorial Cyclist Battalion to enlist twenty

motor cyclists, who will receive an allowance for petrol

and wear and tear of machine; and within three

months a still further order will issue from the same
source, calling upon two thousand civilian motor

cyclists to enrol their names as .willing to serve their

country in the event of a great crisis, and willing to

come out at Army Manoeuvres for special staff work,

when ample financial allowances will be payable.

The Civilian Aspect.

But many of you will jDut forward the plea that

you xlo not care a jot for matters military, but is that

a reason why in this supreme moment you should with-

hold your support from your more patriotic brethren ?

"Just one more effort, .Sooky," as dear old Dan Leno
used to say in the pantomime. In one word I appeal

to the civilian-minded motor cyclist to lend his brother

a helping hand—help him to attain his heart's desire

and the official recognition ana status that he un-

doubtedly deserves, and most undoubtedly will attain

if you will but help him on this one day—this day of'

supreme importance in the history of motor cycling.

Apart from all question of appealing to your good-

nature, surely this is a truly sporting and enjoyable

test into which you are invited to enter—a test of

which you yourself will feel proud. If you take part

therein ycju will meet hundreds of motor cyclists from
every part of the kingdom. Already competitors have
sent in their names from every city, town, and county
from the Solway Firth to the English Channel; from
the German Ocean to the irisii Sea.

The Scheme Explained.
Every motor cyclist in England, Scotland, and Wales

is invited to take part. Those who send in their

names will receive by post the magic word to "mober-
Use'' at the secret rendezvous. 'Jliesc suminonses will

be despatched in such a way as to enable every com-
jielitor to reacii tiic selected spot on the Satur-

day afternoon. Here they will be inspected liy

General Thorneycroft, C.B., and a staff of officers, who
will make notes on the condition of the machines, the

distance travelled, and the times accomplished. Here
also accommodation of e\ery kind will be provided

for those who desire it, to suit every condition of purse

and pocket. Subsequently a list will be published and
circulated giving the names, etc., of the himdred
riders who are considered to have_ accomplished the

most meritorious performance. Merit will not depend
on any one factor of speed, distance, endurance, etc.,

but all of these will be taken into consideration.

How to Talle Part in the Mobilisation.

In the first place follow the directions given on page
366 in The Motor Cycle of April 4th. You will then
receive the order to mobilise on your own postcard,

and this you will carefully hand in on arrival at the

rendezvous to the officer on duty.

Although this mobilisation is being carried out under
the auspices of the Legion of Cyclists, they are throw-

ing the entry for the test open to everybody—which is

rather sporting of them, but perhaps part of a wide-

seeing policy, for undoubtedly the vast majority of

those who compete will take that opportunity to join

the Legion. In the past few weeks this new force in

the world of wheels has sprung into a prominent place,

and now has some hundred and twenty branches
throughout the United Kingdom
The object of the Legion is to organise in peace

time those motor cyclists and cyclists who in case of

an invasion would be willing to assist in the defence
of their country. Not only are its members organised,

but they are also given as many opportunities as they

can desire to acquire military knowledge, so that when
their services are needed they will be of some avail.

Those desirous of joining should apply to the officer

in their own locality or to the hon. secretary of the

Legion, Captain A. H. Trapmann, 117, Piccadilly,

W., enclosing a stamped and addressed envelope.

Membership of the Legion entails no expense, and
there is no subscription, but members must provide
themselves with a badge of Legion (is. 4d.), and later

with the corps badge of their own locality (gd.)

The Future of the Legion.

The Legion hopes in the course of the next feu-

months to number at least ten thousand members,
grouped into organised corps, each under its own
officers and in close touch with the military authorities.

It will then be in a position to supi)ly not only the

whole of the 2,000 motor cyclists which I have referred

to above, but also corps of local cyclist guides, tele-

graphists, and other specialists for the Technical

Reserve when at last that scheme is given to the pulilic.

]'"rom time to time during the year great national

rallies and gatherings will be organised by the Legion.

In the meanwhile all motor cyclists are invited to join

this great national movement. But lliosc who wish tc

take part in the Mobilisation should apply at once.
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Stijies cfCcrnerincj

at the OxfordMCC
cl)en tii/l Oimp-^

1. C. A. Stevenson (O.K. Precision'.

2. H. Berwicls (New Hudson),

3. W. F. Newsome (Triumph).

4. H. C. Newman (Ivy-Presijsion).

5. F. W. Barnes (Zenith).
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IN PRAISE OF THE
VARIABLE GEAR.

A TRIAL OF THE RUDGE MULTI

_>—_^

THE more one studies the change speed gear

question the more one is forced to the con-

clusion that an infinitely variable gear, that is

between high and low hniirs, is the ideal in theory

whatever its shortcomings may be in practice. Vari-

able gears by means of expanding and contracting

engine pulleys have been evolved by the dozen, but

usually their designers have relied upon the movement
of a single engine pulley flange only, which obviously

has the effect of throwing the belt out of line when the

ratios are varied, and this leads to undue wear of the

belt. It was discussing the shortcomings of gears,

in this way that led Mr. "Victor A. Holroyd, works

manager of Rudge-VVhitworth, Ltd., to invite us to

use on an extended run a Rudge Mul-i, the variable

gear of which has now undergone many thousands of

miles of road testing in all weathers, and has further

been rendered neater, lighter, and more compact than

it appeared at the last Olyrapia Show. Mr. Holroyd
proffered his own machine for our trial, and on the

day arranged if "vas dehvered to our offices, when we
took an early opportunity of becoming acquainted

with its management.

First Impressions.

First of all we should like to record our sincere

thanks for its complete
equipment. U n f o r t u -

nately, we poor journal-

ists are too often saddled

with a new machine for

trial devoid of toolbag,

nay, even a tyre pump,
and yet are expected to

travel far and wide. To
anyone personally ac-

quainted with the owner
of our trial mount, it will

suffice to say that the

machine was fitted out in

true Holroyd style; td

others we would say it

lacked nothing a motor
cycle should have on a
1,000 miles tour, and had
a good many finings one
could well do without.

Now to the running ol

tlie machine. Starting

the engine by the pedals
a n d disengaging the

Tlie 3) h.p. Rudge Multi with which our tost was made. The special mudguatding
ol this machine cannot fail to atlruot attention.

clutch, one pushes the machine off the stand with the

toes, and with the gear lever anywhere behind the

central position of the quadrant, the clutch is engaged,

and away the machine will go, picking up speed with

astonishing celerity, thanks to the comparatively low
gear ratio. The next operation is to suit the gear to

the rider's desire, and there is a range of no less than
twenty ratios all within the rider's reach. - Think of

it, ye speed lovers! a racing gear of 3J4 to i for

favourable stretches, and a 9 to i ratio for hills, and
all this possible without a dismount and with very little

added complication; in fact, nothing worse than a

few pounds extra weight.

A Dream Fulfilled.

But what of the belt, asks the wary individual who
has perhaps heard of rapid belt wear on variable

pulley gears. We ourselves took particular notice of

this question, and on our initial run from Co\-entrv

to Harrogate sbr;njned the belt once en ivute, and
again at Harrogate, but that was the last time, for the

run home was accomplished non-stop, and several

other shorter runs, makmg a total of about 260 miles

without need for shortening the Dunlop belt, and we
observed with satisfaction that the fastener ends of the

belt were practically undamaged. Now this is an un-

doubted step forward.

What motor cyclist has not dreamed of a machine
which will do twenty miles

'J
per hour on the level with

the engine slowly ticking

round, that is .safe to crawl

through traffic, and up single

figure gradients on narrow
twisty by-lanes, and yet have
the capacity for tearing up
hills

^
on occasion when the

cunditions are favourable?
Such a mnclii ie is among us

;

it is the Rudge Multi, and the

man in the su'eet is acquainted
with the fact as the machine
Hashes past'him, no! not solely

m account of its healthy bark
so much as the lettering on
the tank. In connection
with the noise of the exhaust
we made rather an interesting

experiment, to us at any rate.

It is well-known that the

Rudge has a liberal-sized rut-

out, but as it also is of the

variable pattern, it is possible
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to get any degree of noise from fairly silent to very
noisy. Finding that the engine kept as cool as ever
with the cut-out only half-open, we left it in that posi-
tion, and no one could say that the machine was un-
duly noisy. Rudge owners read,
mark, m-.A inwardly digest.

Those readers who have experi-
enced the delights of bowling along
a favourable stretch of road on a
high gear will appreciate the Rudge
multiple speed gear; those who
are used to touring day in and day
out with a fixed gear of about 5 to
I have pleasures in store. The
sensation of hurtling through the
air on a gear of t,14, to i, the
engine calmly turning over, is a real
delight, and there is no lurking sus-
picion that " I believe I shall have
to get off and lower the gear for—." A tug at the conveniently
placed lever and the rider may drop
to any of the nineteen ratios avail-
able

; he does, in fact, suit the gear
to the gradient. Some gears of the
type under review are not efficient
on the lower ratios, but as we have
climbed Leathley Bank, Edge Hill, and Sunrising on
the Rudge Multi with plenty in hand, such a
suggestion in regard to this machine may be dis-
counted.

Section of the rear bob ol the Budge Multi,

showing the sliding sleeve.
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Constructional Details.
Reverting to the question of belt wear, the reason

the Rudge is not hard on belts is no secret at all. The
operating le^e^ expands the engine pulley by means
of cams, and by the same movement contracts the

rear pulley in unison. Thus the

pulleys are always in Une, and the

belt is always at the same tension

or ajyproximately so. We repro-

duce a section of the rear hub and
belt rim showing their construction.

The rear wheel is built up with a

special hub over which slides a

sleeve. The fixed portion of the

belt rim is attached to the wheel
spokes, ut the loose flange is

spoked to the sleeve. Five studs

in the sleeve pass through slots in

the wheel hub and into a bush, so

that the drive on the loose flange is

partly taken by the spokes of the

whee' hub and partly by the studs.

The bush is connected to a rod

passing up the centre of the hollow

axle, the control of the rod being

governed by the movement of the

cam disc of the engine pulley, so

that a forward movement of the

hand lever moves both the inner flange of the engine

pulley and the outer flange of the rear pulley outwards.

For "go-anywhere " work and occasional use with a

sidecar the Rudge is eminently suitable.

T^filifL

ENGLISH-DUTCH RELIABILITY TRIAL.
The Complete List

THE list of British entrants for the above contest
as printed below has now been circulated
among the secretaries of the leading motor

cycle clubs throughout the country with a request that

the matter be brought to the notice of their respective

committees. We are. asking the co-operation of clubs
lin choosing the British team, as we are desirous of

.obtaining an absolutely impartial selection. There
will be three competitors in each class, and the votes

will also determine the reserve men.

of British Entrzn's.

Club committees are asked to bear in mind the

request of the organising body, the Dutch Motor
Cycle Club, to vary the makes of motor cycles

represented as far as possible.

It is expected that the replies from the clubs will

be to hand by the middle of May, and the actual teams

can be made known by the end of that month.
Dutch motor cyclists are taking up the trial enthu-

siastically, especially private owners. In this section

there are fifteen entries.

Private Ownehs.

Class A. Class B. Class C.
Machines up to Machines from Machines from

350 c.c. 340 c.c. to 500 c.c. 500 to 1,000 c.c.

Geoffrey Smith Vernon Taylor W. Cooper
(2| Humber) {3i Eudge) (3^ Bradbury)

J. C. Bennett Seymour Smith W. Oldman
Mitchell (3i Norton) (Bat)

(2| Douglas)
Fred Dover C. W. Wilson

H. M. Carter (3i Premier) (Morgan runabout)

(2| Douglas)
A. E. rflaeman Gordon B.

F. C. Wasley (3^ Humber) McKechnie
(2| Douglas)

Richard Cussons
(8 Dot-Jap)

F. A. Hardy (35 New Hudson) Horatio Wallis
(Norton)

E. Lester
(2 speed Bradbury)

C. ^Maurice Duwu (3^ P. and M.) H. C. Few
(2| Eiifiuld) (5-6 Clyuo sc.)

Mrs. A. Wade (3-

Ladies' Section.
Scott)

I
Mrs, C. C. Cooke (3^ Triumph)

Trade Team.

Class A.
Machines up to

3t,0 c.c.

Class B.
Machines from

340 c.c. to 500 c.c.

Class C.
Macliines from
500 to 1,000 c.c.

W. W. Douglas
(2-1 Douglas)

W. Pratt

(3i P. and M.)
F. W. Barnes

(6 Zenith)

R. Holloway

(2i Premier)
J. Woodhouse
(3i Precision)

Hugh Gibson

(3i Bradbury)

Sam Wright
(2% Humber)

W. F. Newsome
(5i Triumph)

W. H. Wells
(7 Indian)

H. V. Colver

(2| Enfield)

Roy W. Walker
(3^ New Hudson)

Frank Smith
(5-6 Clyno)

R. G. Mundy
(2i Singer)

F. C. North
(3^ Ariel)

R. Lord
(6 Rex sidette)

H. Graham Dixon
(2| New Hudson)

Geo. Brough

(3i Brough)
F. A Anplebee

(3] Scott)

J. S. Holroyd
[2is IMotosacoche)

J. H. Slaughter

(3i L.M.C.)
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A Chaperone for the Scottish Trials.

Mr. Dickson, of Aberdeen, informs me that he
intends to compete in the Scottish Trials, and that

his wife will occupy the sidecar of his 8 h.p. Dot-Jap;
so that any unmarried lady riders desirous of observ-

ing the proprieties may now rest assured that Mrs.
Grundy will be satisfied.

It seems to me that it is the club's bounden duty to

furnish a spare chaperone, and carry her on the official

car. The responsibiHty at present laid upon Mrs.
Dickson's shoulders is too great. What will happen
if the 8 h.p. Dot-Jap should happen to drop out ?

Even if the club award gold medals to all ladies claim-

ing full marks up to the moment of a chaperone's
disappearance, the fair competitors will suffer the dis-

appointment of being unable to complete the course.

I commend this burning problem to the attention

of the M.C.P.A., which, I presume, imitates other
" progressive bodies " in being suffragist, if not
suffragette.

Sensitive Carburetters.
There are now several single-lever carburetters on

the market, and I really wonder that some of the
leading makers fail to realise how intensely these auto-
matic vaporisers would appeal to perhaps fifty per
cent, of the ridi ig public.

I grant that .vith certain tunings any carburetter
can be made quasi-automatic. But the usual tourist

adjustment renders most two-lever carburetters exces-
sively sensitive ; and while this ultra-sensitiveness pro-
vides the opportunity of fierce joys to the expert, it is

an unmitigated nuisance to the ordinary man.
I have just taken delivery of a beautifully tuned

touring mount; it will not start easily except with a
certain lever setting, w'hich has to be learnt by ex-

perience ; whene\'er it has to be slowed down in

traffic, or on a hill, or round a corner, the air lever

has to be brought back smartly to avoid a heart-
breaking knock ; while it is really a tricky business to
obtain and to maintain correct mixture when the
engine is roaring round at speed or up the foothills

of a steep range.

These delicacies are the breath of life to me when
I am in the saddle. I regard them as so many chal-
lenges to my intellect, and experience lurid joys in
coping with them; but if I w:ere a raw novice they
would sicken me. They would lead to those involun-
tary dismounts in thick traffic and on the crucial
knuckles of hills which set many a tyro against the
pastime.

Now there are on the market several excellent one-
lever carburetters which suffer from none of tjiese
delicacies, and provide almost as great a dynamic efli-

ciency as my cof|uctlish two-lever type. Why on earth
do not the trade realise that half their customers
would lie better suited ijy an automatic carburetter,
or at any rate a quasi-automatic setting of the two-
lever typo r

Drilled Pulleys.

When specifying a drilled pulley, it is well further to

specify the gear ratio at which the holes shall operate.

It is unsafe to drill a light pulley over the whole sur-

face of the flanges, and if the selection of a gear be

left to the makers, they will us.ually drill the holes at

a height on the flanges which allows them to operate

only for highish gears.

Now the holes are seldom urgently needed, except

when a stiff hill has to be climbed in wet weathei

on a very low gear, say 5^2 or 6 to i ; and, therefore,

it is well to ask for the holes to be drilled low down
on the flanges. A heavy pulley, however, may be
drilled from top to bottom of the flanges.

Differentiated Valves.
Does anybody know why a certain famous engine

maker, after using interchangeable inlet and exhaust

valves for several years, has this year reverted to

differentiated valves ? Apparently the designer in

question has come to the conclusion that it is impos-

sible to construct a really satisfactory exhaust valve of

the dimensions previously popular, for his 1912 ex-

haust valve has a much larger head and a thicker

stem, and is much heavier than the inlet valve.

I hear of several users who were panic stricken when
a rider broke his only exhaust valve and discovered

that the spare was an inlet and did not fit. But the

other kits luckily included spare exhausts, so that the

stalled rider was sent on his way rejoicing. It would
be interesting to hear if anybody has broken a stan-

dard type inlet valve on a first-class engine during the

last two seasons. Personally, I find I break more
overhead inlet valves than I have ever broken exhaust
valves ; but I have never within my memory snapped
a " cheek by jowl " type of inlet valve.

To ask another question, has anybody unearthed
a racing type of engine, with both overhead valves in

the centre of the combustion head, which does not
break its valves ? The last engine of this type which
I used became extremely perilous after about a

thousand miles. Either vaWe, inlet or exhaust in-

differently, was liable to emerge from the engine
through the cylinder, or to descend into the engine
through the piston head, with frightful velocity. Con-
se(]uently 1 replaced the valves with new spares every
1,000 miles, until I encountered a sportsman willing

to relieve me of the machine at a fair price.

The Value of Two=p'ece Footrests,

Details always en,il)lc the astute observer to identify

the really brainy makers. I was studying two machines
of different makes the other day, both of which
possessed the new "drop" footrests, in which the
pedal portion depends by a vertical arm from a short
horizontal spindle higher up, to which it is attached
in adjustable fashion by two notched faces and a
lock nut.

One maker had collared the notion from a com-
petitor in the most unintelligent fashion, Avithout using
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an atom of intelligerice^possibly he had none to use.

At any rate he had utterly failed to see the possibilities

of the little refinement. His upper spindle was of

thin diameter, and of the same material as the vertical

arm and pedal spindle. The vertical arai was 2i'^in.

in length. I made enquiries among his customers,

and found that if the machine was dropped one of two
things happened—either the upper spindTe bent,

because if was no tougher or heavier than the lower

spindle; or the screwed end of the upper spindle

snapped off at the thread.

The other maker had a bubbling brain. His upper
spindle was of stout, heavy stuff, and the lower spindle

was of light steel of high tensile quality. As a result,

when this machine was dropped, the lower spindle

necessarily bore all the damage, which was thus con-

fined to the smallest possible area, while its tensile

quality enabled it to be readily straightened. Further-

more, the vertical drop-arm was ^m. long, so that a
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great range of adjustment, to suit riders of widely
different heights, was possible. In such trifles must
true greatness be sought and pursued.

Waterproof Magnetos.

A humorous commentary on the ways of men is

provided by the recent delivery to me of a machine
fitted with the latest type of "flood-proof magneto,"
carefully protected by its assembler with a cumbrous
waterproof shield. Such suspicion ought not to exist

between assemblers and electrical supply makers.

Does the magneto maker lie when he calls the

machine " waterproof " ? Or is the motor cycle manu-
facturer so soured by twelve years' experience of the

business that he disbelieves other firms' slogans? I

must solve the question by getting the housemaid to

douse buckets of water over the magneto while I run
the engine on the stand. I suspect that the motor
cycle manufacturer is simply fat-headed, so I suporess

his name

!

->-•©•—<-
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A New Brough Ladies' Model.

"E

Basford,

have recently had the opportunity of ex-

amining a very neat open frame model,

manufactured by W. E. .Brough and Co., of

Nottingham. The engine has a bore of 85

• valve ports. Two petrol tanks are fitted, one com-
bined with an oil tank in the forward part of the

frame, and one behind the saddle tube ; both are con-

nected to a common petrol pipe. A Villiers hub
clutch is fitted, and both belt and pedal chain are well

guarded. The low saddle position and compact ap-

pearance will be gathered from the accompanying
illustrations. This firm has devoted considerable

attention to the manufacture of ladies' machines, and

those who prefer a powerful mount will find their

wishes catered for in the Brough.

A Fictitious Rumour.
We have been asked to correct the report which has

recently been circulated that W. E. Brough and Co.

are not building their own engines. We can ourselves

testify to the fact that we have seen the drawings,

patterns, and castings in the rough of both twin and
single Brough engines, and have seen the parts being

machined and assembled. Moreover, there are

several disrincrive and original features in the 191

2

Brough designs. We are asked to state that anyone

is quite at liberty to prove the, truth of these statements

by a \isA to the firm's works.

mm. and stroke of 88 mm., and
has low compression so as to be

easy to start. The top frame
is duplicated, giving ample
strength even for sidecar work.

Neatness of construction and
sound design characterise the

whole machine. Both pedal
cranks are straight and set close

together, which renders pedal
starting easy. The cylinder is a

particularly neat casting, and
has good air spaces round the

tj^as&iL'

New u.«Ti model Brousb, fittej with iil h.p ^insle-cylindei oigine and VilUets

bnJ) eiutch.
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ANOTHER NEW MODEL-THE HERCULES.
THE Hercules is a new motor cycle produced by

the Hercules Cycle'and Motor Cycle Co., of

Coventry Street, Birmingham. The machine

follows standard lines throughout, and may be fitted

with ^j4 and 4^ h.p. Precision and Sarolea engines.

The frame has a dropped top tube, and is fitted with

Saxon forks. Albion free engine or two-speed can be

obtained to order. The tank is large and wide, and has

a capacity of approximately two gallons. Lubrication
is by tapless oil pump, but we understand that

customers will, in future, be given the choice of a

Best and Lloyd semi-automatic lubricator. Brown
and Barlow carburetter and Bosch magneto, 2^ in.

tyres and iin. belts are included in the standard

equipment. The whole machine, as will be agreed,

has a neat g,nd strong appearance.

Left anl right side views ot t!ie new moJel 3V h.p. Hercul3S-Pr£cision.

>—<a o•—< •

MORE RECORDS FALL TO PRIVATE-DOWNER'S PROWESS.
No more suitable day than Thursday, i8th inst.,

could have been chosen for record breaking. The
sun shone warmly, its bright rays unhampered by any
darkening shadow of an eclipse, while all around the

track the trees were decked by the brilliant hues of

early spring. Even in as good trim as Nature herself

was Arthur Moorhouse's 7 h.p. Indian, 82.5 x 93 mm.,
998 c.c. Timed by Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite, he accom-
plished a splendid performance, annexing seven

records, four of which—250 miles, three, four, and
five hours—are world's records, beating all American
times.

Not the least wonderful part of Moorhouse's excel-

lent ride was the marvellously consistent running of

his machine. Between the 6ist and the 68th laps his

time only varied by %s. Three consecutive laps were
reeled off in 2m. 16^55. eacli—just under 72 m.p.h.
Moorhouse stopped several times to change tyres and
fill up his tanks, but the only untoward incident

was the breakage
four hours.

A. J. Moorhouse.

Mis. h. m. s.

150 ... 2 16 18 ...

2C0 ... 3 1 541 ...

250 ... 3 55 30 ...

Krs. mis. yd.s.

2 ... 1?0 1,020 ...

5 ... 197 1,271 ...

4 ... 250 1,W5 ...

5 ... 277 950- ...

of an oil pipe at the end of the

• Previous best (Nov. 21st, 1911).

h. 111. s.

J. R. Haswell (Triumph)
J. R. Haswell (Iriumph)
W. L. T. Rhys (Kudge)

J. R. Haswell (Triumph)
J. R. Haswell (I'liumph)

J. R. Haswell (i'riamph)

W. L. T. Rhys (Kudge)

2 26 34?
3 14 46|
4 38 54^^

mis. yds.

124 158
184 1,388
2," 9 947
268 154

->—«COO—<-

AUTO CYCLE
T'he New Secretary.—Mr. T. W. Loughborough,

.\.M.I.C.E., the new A.C.U. secretary, begins his

duties on May ist.

Affiliations and Membership.—The following

clubs have become affiliated to the governing body:
The Duille) and Disiri<n, the Wnkefield, the Ash-
bourne, anri the Wath and Dlslrict Motor Cycle Clubs,

and ihe Mersey Motor Club.
R.A.C. kEPRE-iENTATIVES ON THE A.C.U. COM-

MITTEE.—The foilouiiig gentlemen ha\e been elected

to represent the Kn\al AiUDniobile Club on the Auto
Cycle Union Committee: Major F. Lindsay-l-lnvd,

Capt. H. E. Davids'in. R.E.. Capt. D. F. Nicholl,

K.A., and Messrs. R. 'I'fxld. J R. Xisbei. D. C.

Bolton, G. F. Sharp, E. M. P. Boileau, L. M.. Mey-
U'i

NOTES.
E. Harding, M. G. Duncan, and

UNION
rick-Jones, H. P.

C. A. Smith.
Rei^lex Lights.—On the suggestion of the Surrey

M.C.C., the A.C.U. has decided to confer with the
R.A.C. regarding circularising the various district

councils throughout the county on the ad\isability of
comjjeiling all \ehicles to carry reflex lights at night,

as has been done in Warwickshire and other counties.

The Tourist Trophy Races.—The final draft

of tne rule; have now been ajiiiroved by the Isle of

Man aiuhorities. The engine si,.es are up to 350 c.c.

for the junior race, and iij) to 500 c.c. for the senior.

Owing to Saturday, June 2Qth, being a market day,
practising will not be allowed on the morning of
that day.
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Ten Years' Experience of the Pastime.
By F. STRA.GHT,

I

HAVE often been asked how it was that I first came
to take a hand in the organisation of motor
cyclists, and how. it was that I continued to stand

by and to have faith in the future of the sport and
pastime during the troublous times through which the

industry passed in the years 1904 to 1906. One of

the reasons I first took an interest in motor cycling

is due to the fact that as an official handicapper of the

National Cyclists' Union I was in constant touch with

sports promoters on the look out for

means of increasing their gate.

During 1902 I had handicapped
several motor cycle races at Canning
Town, and seeing the amount of

interest I was taking in the new type

of vehicle, the Automobile Club
approached me with a view to

organising a motor cycle section of

the Club, with the result that in

Januar)-, 1903, I was to be found
installed on the Club premises in

charge of the motor cycle section.

The year 1902 was a very im-

portant one from a racing point of

view. Races were held on the

following tracks : Aston, Canning
Town, Coventry, Plymouth, Putney,

and Uxbridge. In the same year

at the Crystal Palace Motor Show,
Februar)' 14th to 22nd, a motor
cycle section was arranged, and
Ariel, Excelsior,' Minerva, Quadrant,
Mitchell, Derby, Chapelle, New
Hudson, Phoenix, Humber, Wemer,
and several other machines were on
view, whilst trial machines were
running in the grounds.

It was in August of the same year

that the Automobile Club held the

first purely motor cycle race meeting

on the Crj'stal Palace Track. One
of the events was the hour scratch

race in which C. Jarrott, T. H.
Tessier, H. Martin, F. W. Chase,
E. J. Steele, and J. Van Hooydonk
were competitors. Jarrott, who was
riding an 8 h.p. De Dion tricycle, TSe writer,

experienced a lot of trouble, and
finally retired, the winner being J. Van Hooydonk,
who, of course, rode a Phoenix and covered 42 miles

290 yards in the hour, winning by over four laps.

A Weird Scene at the Crystal Palace.

Perhaps, however, the most exciting event at this

meeting was a ten miles handicap, which was run in

one heat. There were twenty riders, and the present

day motor cyclist can imagine what an extraordinary

scene was presented with so many riders on a small

track. The roar of the engines was deafening, and
th^ pace at that time was considered terrifying. Some
of, the competitors had their exhaust boxes glowing a

bright red, and this in the gathering darkness looked
very weird, and I have certainly never seen trything

to approach it since.

late Secretary A.C.U.

Soon after I took up my duties at the Automobile
Club steps were taken to organise a club which would
take overjhe complete control of motor cycling under
the auspices of the A. C. G.B.I. This resulted in the

formation of the A.C.C. The idea occurred to me
soon after the formation of the A.C.C. to promote a

long distance reliability trial, to which the committee

agreed, and the first 1,000 Miles Trial was the out-

come. It extended over a fortnight, the first day
being taken up with the weighing

and other preliminaries, whilst the

last day consisted of a speed trial

on the Crystal Palace Track. The'
Crystal Palace was chosen as the

centre for these trials, and in the

grounds was erected a huge marquee
for the accommodation of the com-
petitors' machines, which at the

close of each day's run were placed

there in charge of officials who were

on duty all night.

Unfortunately, the weather was
of the most dreadful description,

rain falling heavily almost every day,

with the result that the ground be-

came sodden, and the interior of the

marquee was nothing but a quag-

mire. Fortunately the competitors

took rnatters very philosophically.

In view of the suggestion recently

made in Th-e Motor Cycle that the

concluding day of the 1912 Trials

should consist of a long distance test

at Brooklands, it is worthy of note

that in 1903 the competitors on the

last day of the Trials had to ride

five miles on the Crystal Palace

Track.

First International Cup Race.

The first competition for the

International Cup, which was held

on French roads in 1904, was not

by any means a British success.

Our team consisted of H. Rignold,

W. Hodgkinson, and T. Silver, the

first-named being the only one to

complete even one lap. This race

was chiefly notable for the fact that somebody had
lavishly strewn the course with nails, and tyre after

tyre came to utter grief.

The following year an eliminating trial was held in

the Isle of Man, and for some reason or other the

start had been fixed for 3 a.m. The weather at that

time, however, was very hazy, and it was decided to

delay the start for half an hour. One of the con-

ditions was that machines should -not exceed no lbs.

in weight, and it -was amusing to see the riders when
their machines w'ere put on the scales and found to be

overweight filing away all possible parts in order to

reduce the weight. The rubbers were taken off the

pedals, side plates discarded, holes bored in the

pulleys and belt rims ; in fact, the majority of machines

were so w^eakened that it was not to be wondered at
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that cnly two completed the course, viz., J. S. Camp-
bell (6 h.p. Ariel) and H. A. Collier {6 h.p. Match-
less), the former winning by im. i6s. over a distance

of 12c miles, which was covered in 4h. 9m. 36s.

George Barnes was one of the competitors in this race.

He made a very brilliant start from Quarter Bridge,

darting away like a shot out of a gun, but we saw
nothing more of him, and it was reported that at the

first bad corner he was travelling too fast to get round,

so went straight on and in at the door of a cottage.

Reminiscences of Bygone Trials.

It was in the Six Days' Trials of 1905, when they

were held in the West and South-west of England,

starting from and finishing in London, that I had two

instances of what a keen rider will do in pursuit cf

his favourite hobby. The first instance to which I

refer is that of F. W. Applebee, who, not wishing to

compete, very kindly oflered to officiate, and to him
was given the unthankful task of riding behind the

competitors and reporting at night upon the stragglers.

I well remember how on one or two occasions he
reported himself to me at the hotel in the early hours

of the morning with a modesl and cheery, " Well, I've

got here," without a complaint against those riders

who had been the cause of his late arrival.

On another occasion I rode with him from London
to Great Yarmouth, and on the return journey, soon
.ifter leaving Lowestoft, something went wrong with

the macliine I was riding, which neither of us could

locate. He would not hear of leaving me behind, and
eventually towed me all the way to London.

I have often wondered how, in the early days of

competitions, when machines were far from reliable,

bus ' business men would enter for the Six Days' Trials

and take them as part of their summer holidays. It

was in the 1905 Trials that A. V. Baxter, a Warring-

ton rider, told me that he was taking his holiday that

way. Well, 1 have never seen a man work so hard

before or since on a holiday. I think Baxter had all

the troubles that could possibly befall a motor cyclist

on that trip.

It was in the first Land's End to John-o'-Groafs
Trial (1906) that Miss Muriel Hind made her first

appearance in a long distance event. Early on the

Sunday morning previous to the start, the noise of a

tricar was heard outside the hotel, and we found that

Miss Hind had arrived, having driven through the

night alone, . the lateness of her arrival being due to

the fact that she had been rendering assistance the

previous evening to another j-onlpetitor who had met
W'ith a mishap on the way down and had to be left in

charge of a doctor.

Of course, such a trial as this is full of incidents,

but one feature of the event which appealed par-

ticularly to me was the fact that after the trial" was"

over, and we were on our way back to London on the
^

following day (Sunday), we met competitors on the

Ord of Caitliness still making their way to John-o'-

Groat's, determined to complete the trial over the

classic route even if they were a day behind time.

What we Owe to the Magne o.

There is no doubt that the introduction of the high-

tension magneto in such a reliable form as we have it

to-day and have experienced it from about 1905-1906
has been the salvation of the motor cycle. In the

early days most of our troubles were caused through

faulty ignition, due very often, it must be admitted,

to carelessness in not properly looking after the

accumulators.

The more recent happenings in the motor cycle

world are comparatively fresh in the minds of the

majority of my readers, so there is no need for me to

recapitulate them, but I can assure present day riders

that, although we experienced a lot of trouble in the

early days, we got a very great deal of amusement and
enjoyment out of our favourite hobby.

A FOUR-CYLINDERED CYCLECAR.
THE FIRST OF ITS TYPE.

The cyclecar class is, we understand, about to re

ceive a new entrant into its midst in the shape of th(

new small Marlborough car, sold by Messrs. T. B
Andre and Co., 5, Bering Street, New Bond Street

W., which is an exact facsimile in miniature of a

up-to-date motor car. It' is fitted with a four-cylindc

monobloc engine 60 x 100 mm.,' but we understan(

that a model is to be built fitted with an engine of 5

mm. bore, which will bring it just within the 1,10

c.c. limit, while the chassis weifjht does not, w

understand, exceed 6 cwts. The Marlborough is, <

course, rather more exi)ensive than the ordinary tyji

of cyclecar, in that it is far more a car than a cycli

as in design it follows s'andard car lines throughout
it is one of those vehicles which could be purchasei

with confidence that it will give the greatest satisfac

lion to its owner. The engine is water-cooled

and has a racy-looking V-type radiator, as will be see

from the accomjianung ilhistiation. It will b

obvious to all motor cyclis's that an evenly balancci

four-cyli'idcr engine is likely to be very successful i

a cyclecar, as a light vehicle of this type i.s subjected

to considerably more road vibration than heavier cars

wliich hold the road better Tlie Marlborough, a miniature tour-cylinjer ear.

\
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A Long Tour on Lightweights.

6ir,—The enclosed print of my wife and myself may interest

you. It was taken ac the ceramencement of a six weeks'
holiday in North Wales, during which we covered about
600 miles, climbing both Aberglaslyn and Llanberis Passes.

At no time did the machines receive any attention, ex-

cepting tyres and the twisted belt on the lady's.

Photograph accompanying " H.C.'s " letter.

As my wife had never ridden a motor cycle before this

tour, and my machine was an absolutely new and untried

one, I think this speaks volumes tor the jNlotosacoches on
which we were mounted. H.C.

The Sidecar and the Coal Strike.

Sir,—In consequence of the coal strike, a large number
of trains in various parts of the country were susoended,
and nowhere was this more so than m the Manchester
district. As a result, the morning mails from Manchester-
to Glazebury and Kenyon were interfered with, and as no
coaches run in the direction of these places the mails had
to circulate ina Leigh; at this point the mails were met
by the Brothers Timms with their motor cycle and sidecar

and conveyed to their destination. The enclosed is a

photograph taken on the 12th inst. F. TIMMS.

Hydrogen Peroxide in Acetylene Generators.
Sir,—I notice in yous issue of April 11th that you are st^iTl

liaving correspondence on the employment of peroxide of

hydrogen in acetylene generators
:

I should like to draw your readers' attention to the fact that
by an Order in Council, dated May 15th, 1900, it is illegal to

use peroxide of hydrogen in the water of an acetylene genera-

tor As your readers will know, the use of peroxide of

hydrogen results in the acteylene gas being mixed with a small

quantity of oxygen. The following is an extract from the
Order in Council above referred to

:

'Acetylene when in admixture with atmospheric air or with

oxygen gas in whatever proportion and at whatever pressure

and whether or not in aamixture with other substances shall,

be deemed to be an explosive within the meaning of the

Explosive Act.
" And whereas it is in the judgment of Her Majesty

expedient for the public safety that acetylene in admixture
with air or oxj-gen. when an explosive within the meaning
of this Order, shall be prohibited."

I shall be pleased if you can see your way to publish this

letter, as, in the interests of the acetylene industry, I am
desirous that tlie practice of using peroxide o£ hydrogen in

acetylene generators should be discontinued.

H. S. SMITH,
Acetylene Publicity, Ltd.

Compression Katie.

Sir,—I was much interest-ed in your article on the above
subject. I have used a system for several years which I

consider is at least as simple and probably more accurate than
the majority of methods. All the apparatus necessary is a

quantity of the usual cylinder oil and a glass measure, the size

I use myself being a photographic measure of one pint capacity
and costing Is.

The method is as follows : Thoroughly decarbonise the com-
bustion space, and assemble the engine, less the tappets and
centre plug of the cylinder, and bring the piston to top of

stroke. Heat the oil and carefully fill the measuring glass

with the same. Fill the combustion space with this oil, rock-
ing the engine meanwhile to dispel all, air When this is

completed, read off on the scale on the glass measure the
quantity of oil used. Bring the piston to the bottom of

stroke, and proceed as before. Compare the ratio that the
first named quantity bears to the second, and the result will

be the ratio of compression. L.F.P.

[This method is very similar to the shot system described
by our contributor.

—

Ed.] _

Sideearists who conveyed the mails from Manchester to Glazebucy during the

coal strike.

BC,
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Another Episode of the Coal Strike.

Sir,—No doubt during the recent strike you have received

dozens of letters regarding the use of motor cycles for business

and pleasure purposes,, but, nevertheless. I would add my
experiences.

A neat-Ioikin,; but comparatively unknown make—the Monarch.

On Saturday, March ^Oth, I had instructions to go to

Dundee from Hull, but, owing t-o tha difficulty of getting

through by rail, I decided to go by road, leaving on Sunday at

breakfast time. In addition to extra clothing, I carried

nearly a hundredweiglit of goods, part on the carrier, and the
remainder on the handle-bars.

It rained at starting, but afterwards brightened, and I quite

thought I should have a nice ride. However, I was very
much mistaken, as it never stopped raining untj I reached
Berwick-on-Tweed at 7 p.m. It was a gruelling ride, and
belt-slipping made matters worse, and I was very gratafu! to

my Hutchinsons for-standing to th^ir work. I had a skid at

York which bent my footrest and broke some glass that I

carried- a"d a ne-lal. I stayed the night at East Linton, and
got to Edinburgh early on Monday. The ferry people refused
lui liicn^iiaie au tua.itun, so I started lor CiJUden's J<eiiy.

Before reacliing it, however, I met friends, and so did not
cross until 2.45 p.m I made a call at Cupar, Fife, and this

made me miss the 5.30 ferry from Newport by a few minutes,
but still I reached Dundee in good time.

After finishing my work, I started on the return journey on
April 7th. Ihe ferries took up a lot of time, but I reached
Edinburgh in time for dinner. Sundrv calls delayed my start,

but eventually I made a non-stop to Berwick in ths rain, and
soon after I gave in and hoped for a better day on Monday.
Those who had the misfortune to be out on Eastsr Monday

know what my ride must have been. Three times I was
blown over, and Just outside Darlington a tree fell on me.
Fortunately, it was rotten and shattered into luindreds of

pieces without doing any damage. A little further on I had
my first puncture. After that all went well until within
twenty miles of Hull, when I punctured again. Tliis time I

was not so fortunate in getting away, so put in my spare.

Eventually I reached liome little the worse for the worst ride
I have ever had

Throughout the whole tirpe my Monarch pulled finely, and
the onlv miss was when my coat got on to.the plug.

I enclose a photograph of my machine, wliich I do not think
is as well kiown as it might be. Its many sterling qualities
induce me to say I would never go by rail again if 1 could get
there on my motor cycle. S.M..U.

Consumption Compari-ons.
Sir,—I have read -Mr. Pickett's letter with some interest,

altliougli I have tried no experiments so far on my cycle. The
results I liavc obtained in my motor boat with petrol consumjj-
tion u'ay throw .souie light o-i th? matter. 'J. lie boat is a 4
h.p. Dain hr (old type) fitted with the aivr.a carburetter as
the coiiipa-iy apijarjiilly eippliijd with the n;otor. 1 was not
satisfied wilh the p:;trol cot suuiption, and had considerable
trouble with valves and plugs. We did a good deal of experi-
menting with the old carburetter, but got very little better
results. We then decided to scrap it. and in its jilace fitted
an American make of carburetter witli a central jet, this

mo

being quite common with boat work, as the level of the petrol
in the jet is independent of the level of the boat.
We then fitted a silencer close to the engine, and made a

jacket for it, and from this jacket supplied hot air to the
carburetter. If this new carburetter be supplied with cold air

the results are very little different from the old one, but with
hot air the saving in petrol is most marked.
For the previous year the petrol cost £1 15s. 6d., for last

summer it was reduced to lis. 4d. The boat was not used
quits so late in the summer as the pfevious year ; but, owing
to the brilliant weather last summer, wliile I was able to use
it, it had a lot of use. I estimate the saving to be about 50%,
piobably more, and we had no trouble with valves or plugs.
The air supplying the carburetter is so hot that it is not
possible comfortably to bear ths hand on the pipe, while the
pipe from the carburetter to the engine is about the tempera-
tuie of the surrounding air, showing that a lot of heat is

being absorbed in the gas-making process.

M/ thsory is that now the engine' is being fed with a true
gas, easily exploded, with perfect combustion; before it was
getting a damp vapour with imperfect combustion. The
majority of motor car. carburetters are fitted wi^h hot air pipes,

and all the air passing the jet is heated, only the extra air

being cold, and I am inclined to thin'c tlus has more to do
with their greater efiiciency than water-cooling the engine.
Anvway, as I am not satisfied with my present consumption of

petiol in the motor cycle, I am going to try some experiments
on similar lines. K.

The Sidecar for Milk
Dalivery.

Sir,—Enclos.d is a
photograph showing
the utility of the motor
cycle. The owner, Mr.
Edwards, of Kington,
Herefordshire, has been
using the 3^- h.p. two-
speed Humber and side-

car for the purposes of
delivering milk daily.

By this means he is

able to dispense with a
horsa and trap, which
would otherwise be
required.

A 31 h.p. two-speea nu .i.oi rasularly used for ^- ^^- TURNER,
delivery of miiii.

Disqualifications at Leathley Bank.
Sir,—I am writing in the hope that you will find room

for the fol'owing statement in regard to the facts leading up
to my disqualification in the standard single-cylinder class
at the hill climb recently held by the Harrogate and District
and Herts. County M.C.C.'s. It will be remembered that'

I won in this cLifs, making the climb in 63|s. I rode the
same machine which I have used throughout the whole of
last year, the present senson, and also during the winter;
it is a strictly standard Ivy machine, and I think I can claim

More mairiod couples who motor cycle—the Rev. anj Ms. H.
Stanley TIbbs. The machines are a Triumph aoU a Douglas.
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to have been almost religiously careful with regard to its

equipment.
I have invariably ridden the machine with ordinary up-

turned handle-bars, footboards, shield for the magneto,
mudguards, tool bags, the machine being, in fact, an exact

replica of a standard Ivy.

These facts were duly pointed out to the officials, but
the only satisfaction I got was a statement to the effect that

no ordinary touring engine could climb the hill in the time

that I took, so that, presumably, had I made this climb at a

slower speed, I could still have won and not have suffered

the indignity of disqualification. I now wish to state that

the engine was a standard competition Ivy-Precision engine,

and that it does not vary in the slightest degree from those

fitted to the machines we sell, except in so far that it has
seen a good deal more work than most.

It seems to me distinctly unfair ruling that a rider should

lose the result of his care and experience because of

efficiency which is apparently above the normal.
H. C. NEWMAN.

Clashing of Dates.

Sir,—I notice a paragraph in the " Current Chat " page of

your issue of last week referring to the clashing of the

passenger trial arranged by my club—the North-West London
M.C.C.—with that organised by the Birmingham Club.

I should be glad if you woulcf publish this letter in order to

make it quite clear that this unfortunate clashing was cot in

sny way due to my committee, as the original date of the

fixture was settled at the meeting of secretaries at Olympia
in November.
We have always made a point of avoiding interfering with

other clubs' affairs as much as possible, and when, in spite of

the date being appi-oved at this meeting, another club fixed a

trial for the same day, we applied in January to the A.C.U. to

have our date altered to May 18th, which, at that time, was
an entirely open date. The permit was granted to my club

quite a lon» time ago, and I trust you will make this clear so

that the Birmingham Club will not feel that we have inten-

tionally arranged anything which would be likely to interfere

with the success of their own competition in regard to which
we wish them the best results.

It seems to me that some arrangement might be made in

regard to protecting the interests of clubs in such matters.

The meeting of secretaries at the Olympia was intended for

this purpose, but, judging by what transpires each year, very

few feel morally bound by the arrangements.
H. J. POOLEY,

Captain North-West London M.C.C.

Three and Four-wheeled Cyclecars.

Sir,—It would appear from Mr. H. George Morgan's letter

in last week's issue of your paper, that there is nothing on

four wheels that is any good whatever, and that the summum
(xrnum of all self propelled vehiclss is embodied in the three-

wheeler. I notice that he says that anybody who has

driven a three-wheeler and a four-wheeler is entitled to

give his opinion, which will differ from the opinions of other

writers, and then proceeds to give us so-called facts, which
he says may be more useful than theories.

He savs. firstly, "A three-wheeler won very easily the

only cyclecar race yet held at a speed of about 59 m.p.h.,

the three-wheeler, in fact, ' first ' and the rest nowhere."
"This is perfectly true, as I myself witnessed the race,

but Mr. Nlorgan omits to say that the three-wheeler was
fitted with a special J. A. P. engine gi\nng over 14 h. p., fitted

with overhead valves, and was, in fact, an absolute racing

vehicle. One is perfectly willing to admit his second point,

that his three-wheeler was absolutely steady, whereas the

only four-wheeler which approached it in speed, as he says,

"snaked" badly, and finally turned over. One admits that

this vehicle, being an old pattern four-wheeler, was much
too lightly built for racing purposes, but the point is open
to doubt whether it would have turned over had not the

front tyre on the right wheel burst.

His third point, that because no four-wheeled vehicles have
been entered for officially long distance reliability trials, is

no criterion -that four-wheelers are not as reliable as any
three-wheeler. W. H. STIRLING.
[We have received other letters on this subject written under

the assumption that the writer of the letter published last

week is the maker of the Morgan cyclecar. His initials,

however, are H. F. S., not H. 6. Morgan.—Ed.]
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Carrying a Camera.
Sir,—I am thinking of carrying my camera (Klimax with

Ross lens) on the top tube of my motor cycle. I intend
making a box exactly to fit it, and should like any sugges-
tions from other riders who carry cameras. Also 1 should
like to know if the lens will be damaged by the vibration.

GORDON M. WILSON.
[The general opinion of those who combine motor cycling
with photography is that the best place to carry a
camera is slung on the rider's back.

—

Ed.]

Pillion Seats.

Sir.—I notice several letters under the above heading
asking the best method of mounting and starting a motor
cycle with a passenger on the carrier, and would refer your
readers to the following tip. Let the passenger take his

[her] seat, and push off in the oi'dinary way I When the
engine fires, place the left foot on the pedal, sit on "side
saddle," and raise the right foot over the tank. This can
easily be done with a little practice, thus enabling one to

start almost anywhere. By the way, I would warn your
readers against the use of any but the best tyres for this

kind of work, as I narrowly escaped a nasty accident owing
to the bursting of a tyre ifmade by one of the oldest tyre
manufacturers) which had only run about 200 miles. Since
last August I have been using a " Palmer Cord," and have
done over 1,500 miles of passenger carrying in addition to

my ordinary riding. A. E. PAINE.

Private Owners and Trade Riders. Three Classes Suggested.

Sir,—If, as Mr. PhiUpott says, " Many men who sign a
declaration that they are not in any way assisted by the
trade are actually so assisted in various ways," why does he
not, being evidently in the "know," report such "shamateurs"
and do two good turns, viz., (1) to his o\vn and kindred clubs

who would reap the benefit of double fees, and (2) by making
motor cycling a pure sport.

I use Mr. Phillpott's name as an argument, not as an attack.

Can he be truthfully classed as anything but a " trade rider " ?

(By his letter I presume he desires to fall into Class 2.) He is

entirely devoted to the motor trade, and is the local agent for

the machine he rides. He has skilled mechanics under him
who are always at his call to tune up and do sundry jobs that

an amateur would either have to do himself (in not such a

perfect manner) or pay to have done.
Two classes should be sufficient for us—(1) Trade riders, i.e.,

makers' riders, or any rider who receives any sum or even
present for riding any machine, using any accessory, or for

even wearing So and so's famous goggles ; (2) men who ride

their own machines, and spend their own money on its up-

keep, and who pay for their own accessories.

PERCY P. SYVRET.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Mr. Stenson Cooke (secretary A.C. and M.U.) writes that a

Mr. L. Colley, rider of a 6 h.p. Rex sidette. has written him
but has omitted his address. If this should catch his eye will

he write again ?

Mr. H. D. Jones writes that in the Birmingham M.C.C. com-
petition to Perth and back he took the wtong road at Stirling,

and finally reached Birmingham some thirty minutes before

time, not threequarters of an hour late as stated in the official

results published last week.

Mr. Soiithoombe May. hon. secretary of the M.C.C, 34,

Gower Pla<;e, W.C., informs us that numbers of his club

letters go astray through their being ineoriei'tly addressed

to Gower Street. Will members and other readers kindly

note?
" E.M." (Brighton) wi.«hes to secure a companion for a

long Continental motor cycle trip this year to Japan via

Siberia, returning the same route or a different one. Letters

addressed as above, c/o The Editor, will be forwarded to

the right quarter.

NOTICE.
The Editor disclaims all le»al resDonsiblUtv in any wa? for

loss of copy in the form ol mmuscrint. drawings, or pboto^aplis
submitted to bim. Rejected maouscript, drawines, and ph^to-
graphs will only be retorned provided a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed lor the purpose.

B13
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TIME 10 LIGHT LAMPS.
April 25th

„ 27th

„ 29th
May 1st

8.10 p.m.
8 13 „
8.16 „
8.20 ,,

Last Week-end.

A gloriously fine week end marred by
two most regrettable accidents.

M.C.C. Silencer Trial Cancelled.

'J he coniiiiittee of the .Motor Cycling
Club announce that, owing to irsufficient

entries, they regret being obliged to can-

cel the open silencer trial which was
advertised to take place on Saturday
next. Motor cyclists generally "ill be
sorry to hear of this, as improvements in

silence are generally desired.

Sutton Coldfield and Mid-Warwickshire A. C.

An open race meeting for lishlweight

motor cycles, singles, and twins. T T.

Junior (1912) limit, will be held at Aston
trsV,-. )n May 4th, at 3 p.m., and will rom-
pi'ise the following events : Three-mile
scratch »ace and five-mile handicap The
tiandicapping will be three yards per mile

per cubic centimetre difference. The latest

date for receipt of entries is the 29th inst.

Memorial to the late A. 7. Moorhouse.

It is proposed to ©rect some sort of

memorial to the late A. J. Moorhouse,
whose sad death is reported in our
account of Saturday's B..M.C.R.C. meet-
ing. The proposal will be discussed at
the R.A.C. Association Rooms. 89, Pall

Mall, W., on Monday next, the 29th
inst., at 8 p.m., when all motor cyclists

interested are invited to be present.

Hill-climb in Leicestershire.

The opening hill-climb of the Leicester
and District M.C. was held at Beacim
Hill, Woodhonse, on the 5th inst. A
strong wind was blowing down the hill,

60 fast times were few. An electrical

timing apparatus was used, and results

on formula are :

Class 1 (lightweights).—1, H. Petty

(2i Singer).

Class 2 (single-cylinder touring
machines).—1, R. G. VVaiiiwright (3^
Campion); 2, A. L. Barker (3i Clyde);
3, .>lr8. K. H. Simpson (3^ Rudge).

Class 3 (twin-cylinder touring).—1, E.
Goodin (6 Clyde).

Class 4 (touring sidecars).—1, T. O.
JuUgp (7 Indian).

Class 5 (T.T. roadster).—!, H. Petty

(3i Singer); 2, E. Polwell (34 B.S.A.)

;

3, VV. \>. A. Chapman (3i Tiiiimph).
Class 6 (open).— 1, E. f:o<ulin f6 Clvde)

;

2, W. VI. .\!;!Uhews (6 Zi-nilhl; 3', VV.

U. Glover (6 Hex).
Winner of first round of Judge Cup.

—

Ji. Pctiy (2i Singer).

Winner of novices' prize.—M. Simp
son (3^ Ilndgo).

An Irish Test Hill.

Can any reader tell ns the average
and also the steepest gradient of Krock-
saughev Hill, the venue of the Belfast
and District M.C.C. hill climb on liaster

Monday? We are assured that the hill

averages 1 in 4, which means that the
rise is from sea level to about 1,100 feet,

in 1.S50 yards.

Inquest at Weybiidge.
Ai the Coroner s inquest on the body

of piKir .Vlooi house, held at Weyhijdge
la.^l .VIonday. thf jurv returned a verdict

of ' Accidental deatli," and added that
110 blame attached to anyone.
An eye witness of the accident, who

was also a competitor, reports that Moor-
house was not bending down to adjust
anything on his machine—he appeared to
swerve off the top of the banking where
he had steered the machine to get extra
speed before entering the straight.

South Australian Speed TriaL

On .March 9th the M.C.C. of South
Australia held its second speed test over
a Hying half-mile im one of the country
roads near Adelaide. A strong side wind
was blowing, which somewhat reduced
the sp&ad. The following were the
results :

Single-cvlinders up tfi 500 c.c. : 1, F.

R. Limb (3^ h p Calthorpei, I2'^s. : 2. H.
H Hagless (3^ h.p. I'.T. Triumph),
32|s. ; 3, L. 11. Linton ^3^ h.p. Rudge),

Twin-cylinder Class: 1, A. Barthnlo-
maeus (6 h.p. Rova-.Iap), 30?s. ; 2, V. R.
Limb (6 h.p. Rova-Jap), 31s. ; 2, C.
Lindsay (6 h p. -lap). 31s.

Great interest was taken in the relay
. race from Adelaide to Sydney. 1,148
miles, which

,
has already been men-

tioned in Tlie Motor Cycle,.

SPECIAL FEATURES.

The Mobilisation Scheme.

B.istol M.C.C. Hill-climb.

Ten Years' Experience of the Pastime.

New Pattern Machines,

Marseilles to Nice Race.

vie ai-e informed that Cuzeau's time
was three hours twenty-two minutes
twelve seconds, not thiei hours fifty-three

minutes a-s given in the last issue. This
makes hini first in his class (under ZOO
C.C.I and second to Berlie in the entire
race, a very fine performance for so
small an engine (the Terrot).

B.A.C. Touring Guides.

iNow that the new road scheme of the
R.A.C. has been put into practical'
operation, it is interesting to note the
financial assistance given by some of the
affiliated clubs. - The Scottish A.C. is

placing fifty men on the roads under its

own jurisdiction. . The A.C.U. has
given £100. The Hampshire Club is

considering the gift of a similar amount.
Other donations are : Bradford A.C.
£45. Conimeiiial Motor Users' Associa-
tion £30. Nnrthants Club £27, Yorkshire
A.C. £25. Kent A.C. £25. Coventry and
Warwickshire £21, Ladies' A.C. " £25,
while the Halifax and Somerset Clubs
are giving 2s. 6J. per head.

Ninety-five Miles an Hour.
We hear from America that E. Hasha,

riding an eight valve Indian on the new
track at Los Angeles, has beaten all

record.^ from one to ten miles. The
times are :

m. s. m. a.

1 mile 37| .. 6 miles 4 If
2 miles 1 I8f .. 7 miles 4 42|
3 miles I 59 . .. 8 miles 5 24
4 miles 2 39? . .. 9 miles 6 5
fa miles 3 20J . .. 10 miles 6 45|

D. C. Bolton with the 3) h.p. Rud!;e on wliich

ho won the tbreo-lap scratch race.

The speed of the first niib i.^ equal to
over ninety five mih^s an hour, and the
average speed for ten miles is 88.71
miles per liour.

The Motor Cycle in South Africa.

.Mr .S I'" 15 Ige has just returned from
a motor car trip in South .Africa, whore
he was accnnip;iiiicj by .Mr. Cha'L^s
J.irn,tt. In a leceni issue of T/ir Anfurar
iMr. EJge gave a summary of his experi-
ences, and ill leoly to 'I'hi Aiilnrnr re-

fircsentative's query regarding the nsa
of motor i-ycles in South .Alrica, said :

" I foresee a huge future there for motor
cycles, for (he rea.^on that they can run
on the KafTii tracks, hut though I hey
slioull be well powered, they should not
be too fast. A 3 h.p. engine with Iwo-
speeJ gear shoulj be about the thing."
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foiksbire Hill-climb.

Ti.e Bradford JJ.C.C. will hold it?

annual hill-climb on May 18th. Mr.
Felix Scriven tells us that there will be
about niue classes, two of which will be

confined to amateurs. The electrical

timing apparatus, which proved so satis-

factory last year, will be again used.

The Mobilisation Scheme.

The writer of our military riotes. who is

an Army officer, further explains the

scheme for the great mobilisation test.

Hundreds of replies hare been received

tlu'ougli Tlie Motor C'ych' in response to

the original appeal published in these

pages on April 4th

A Scottish Invitation.

The Edinburgh M.C.C. has extended ku
invitation to the Auto Cycle Union to send
a team of eight crack riders to take part

in a hill-climb to be held on a Saturday in

June. Those anxious to take part should

^end in their iiaines to the secretarr of the

A.C.U.

The New T.T. Regulations.

The rules for the Tourist Trophy
Races are now available. ilost of the

Junior T.T. manufacturers are increasing

the capacity of their engines to the full

limit = 350 c.c, and we have heard of

several twin-cylinder engines of 500 c.c.

in preparation for the Senior race. It

would appear thai the A.C.T^ will have
to rely for its major support from
private owners.

A.C.U. Competitions Committee.

The Competitions Committee of the Auto
Cycle Union has made the following recoui-

ineudations to the General Committee :

Unofficial Recoki s.—That the follow-

ing recouniiendations be adopted ;

'" Any
owner, manufacturer, dealer, agent, or

driver taking part in or directly connected

with any trial or competition, otherwise

than under regulations ii.ade by the Auto
Cycle Union, and obtaining extensive

advertisement therefrom, shall be deemed
guilty of a breach of tliese rules, i.e.. the

competition rules, and shall be suspended.''

This is based on the I'ule found at the head

of the R.A.C. Competition Rules.

Tb.\ck Rkcoecs.—That the records set

up by the late .Mr. A. .1. Moorhouse on

April 18th be confirmed.

TWO-STKOKE ENGINf;s— I3H'0KT.\.N' r Dkci-

sioN.—That the handicap imposed on two
stroke engines (air and water-cooled) be

removed.

OvFici-iL TiiiETiEEPEE.—That Mr. A. G.

Kevnolds be reappointed official timekeeper
for 1912.

Permits.—That permits be granted to

the Tunbridge Wells M.C.C. to hold three

and five miles handicap races and a three

miles scratch raee for machines litied with
engines not exceeding 76 x 76 on Whit-
Monday ; and to the Sutton Coldfield A.C.
to hold a tlu'ee miles scratch race and a

five miles handicap race for Junior T.T.
machines on May 4th. It was recom-
mended that these permits should be
granted provided tlie machines are not

geared higher than 5 to 1, and that this

- gear should not be exceeded for any race
held on a grass track ; also that no permit
should be granted to hold any race on a

track which the A.C.U did not consider
suitable and safe.

I^j^S^ILE

[pyTOl^ ElfEHTTS

April 27.—Bri=tol B and M.t Open Hill-

climb
27.—.M.C.C. Open Silei'cer I'riai

Mav 4.—Coventry .ind Warwicksiiin-
M.C. Open Rc^ahility Trial.

4.—^Mersev M C. Cipeti 6ne-tla\-

Tri'il.

June I.—Birrningh-nn M.C.C Open Hill-

climb
,, I.—^Liverpool .\.C.C. Opt-ii Hiii-

climb.

A ^yerial LeLidiuEr foi cumi>etitiuu
annonncenients will be fcuurl at the
end of tie mi^pellauemis advertisement
columns.

Open Amateur Hill-climb.

The Sutton Coldfield and Mid-AVarwick-
shire A.C. is working hard to make the
open amateur hill-climb a success. There
will be four classes (under 350, under 520.

T.T. machines, and unlimited). The
entries close on May lOtli. This is

claimed to be the first event of its kind,
and it is hoped that _ amateurs will

support it entliusiastrcally.

Chased by Two Lions.

Th" Livi mi^iuiiia Xf:ic>- for April men-
tions an adventure two mot<ir cyclists bad
recently while returni,ig from the Zomba
(Central Africa) Coronation ceremonies,
rile riders, Mr. and -Mrs. Macdonald. the
former a magistrate at Mzimba, were
chased for five miles by two lions, which
showed no fear of the noise made by
the engines, and galloped after the motor
cyclists with evident determination to

kill them. The lions were finally out-

distanced, and the riders, suft'ering uieatly

from nervous strain, reached their home
in safety.
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Reduced Speed Limits.

i.ocal Government Board inquiries have
been held during the past week or two
into applications for reduced speed limits

at the following places : Windsor, Lam-
beth, Lindfield. and Swiss Cottage.

A Dual Success.

lu addition to winning the Tranmer
Challenge Trophy at the Staxton Brow
hill-climb, 1). Bradbury (3^ Norton) also

won the New Hudson Challenge Cup for

the best performance on formula on a

standard single-cylinder machine.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Open
Trial.

Entries for this event will close next
Saturday, the 27th inst. . The route,

which wiU be a secret until the day,
will follow a sporting course, and will be
well marked. A representative entry
has already been secured.

Motor Cycles in the Postal Service.

We are informed ' by the Coventry
Postmaster that it has been decided to

continue the experiment of the Rover
motor cycle in the Coventry and district

|)0.stal service for a period of twelve
mo:iths. The exact running costs will

be ascertained at the close of the trial.

M.C.C. Team Competition.

Entries, or definite promises to enter, for

the M.C.C. team competition tor The
Motor l.'ych cup have been received from
the following clubs Birmingham M.C.C,
Biadford and District M.C.C, Bristol
M.C.C, Coventry and Warwickshire Jl.C,
Derbv and Northants M.C, Bristol B. and
.M.C". Liverpool A.C, Mersev M.C.C.
I'xford M.C.C, Sheflneld and Hallan;shire
.M.C.C, North-West London M.C.C,
Notts and District M.C.C, and South-
East London JLCC.

BRISTOL M.C.C. OPEN HlLL-CLlMB AT GREAT CHEW.
F. W Barnes (Zenittn near the top of tlie hill. The photograph shows how the spectators crowded on 10

the course, which was none too wide at this point.
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Birmingham

M.CC. All Eqial

Hill-climb.

R. W. Duke,

surroundelby his

fellow members,

adjusts the " old

crook " at the

foot of the hiU.

The engine with

which it is fitted

is an old White

an I Poppe.

The Scottish Auto Cycle Union.
Successful Confere

Nearly thirty representatives of motor cytb clubs mtt
at the Golden Lion, Stirling, last Saturday, to disci^ss t'le

formation of a Scottish Auto Cycl; Union. Mr. Jrlm
Gow, president of the Glasgow M.CC, tc-o'c the chair, sup-
ported by Messrs. R. J. Smith and J. R. Nisbet. The clubs
represented were ; Edinburgh, Glasgow, Perth, Dundee,
Scottish Border, Cathcart, Falkiik. Leven and Uistrict,

Wishaw and District, and West of Scotland.
The discussion was opened by Mr. J. S. Fulton (Glasgow),

who dwelt on the necessity for such an ov"^-^; atio" on ' t'l?

exceptional opportunity which was now offered. By them-
selves they woul:l have to put in many years' work bcf' re

they could obtain the benefits which co-operation with the
Scottish A.C. secured the" at the outs't. ffe accordin Iv

moved that such a body be formed.- The matter of title

aroused some discussion, a section desiring the bo ly to be
termed the Scottish Motor Cycle Union, but on taking a

>—«a

nee at Stirling.

vote the majority favoured the Scottish Auto Cycle Union.

Jlr. R. J. 'Smith then submitted a draft constitution, which

was formerly approved of, and a provisional committee was
then formed' to discuss this in fuller detail. This committee

was elected as follows : Messrs. J. Gow, W. Macmillan, J.

R. Nisbet, jun., J. S. Fulton, F. Salvesen, C McGregor,
Bruce 'Syme, A. F. Sinclair, Thomson, Craig, Whitehouse,
and Shepherd, with Mr. R. ,J. Smith as secretary yro tern.

Ihe question of reciprocity was raised, and Mr. J. R. Nis-

bet. without speaking officially, assured the meeting that full

recognition woulj be given by the A.C.U., while, owing to

the connection with the Scottish Club, they would have all

the advantages of R.A.C and A.C.U. membership when
they crossed the Border.

With regard to licences for forthcoming competitions, it

was decided that the Scottish A.C. should Lisue them in

the interim.

A SIMPLE CARBURETTER WITHOUT A FLOAT CHAMBER.
This carburetter differs

float, the petrol supply
wldch is operated by the

the vacuum chainlicr. an

We arc informed by tl

from the usual oattern ir having no
being controlled bv a needle-valve

suction of the engine. The petrol

enters by tiie , as.uge
B, which is closed ty
tlie needle-valve. The
valve A is lifted by the
suction of thi engine
alloA'iig petrol to enter

] by the jets E (three

in number), and air

through the choke
tubes CC. The petrol

supply can be \aried

by the milled nut F.

As the engine speed
increases extra f.ir is

adn itted through the
ports n D, the supply
beiny i'ont;olli'd by tlii'

valve II and the spi'inj;

I. the tension of which
is adjusted by the nut

J rile throttle con-

sists of a gunmetal
sleeve (not shown),
which revolves inside

(1 is contiolle'' by a Bowdcn wire,

e maker. Mr. B. Cooper, Bruintree,

Essex, that the carburetter has had a thorough testing on the

road, and has proved most satisfactory in use, and quite auto-

matic. It has the morit of simplicity, and if it will do all

that is claimed should become popular.

i. Chaier-Lcja on his 8 h.p. Chater-Lea cyolecar. He gained tblcjl place lo tbe

cyclecar raoe at urooHlaniU last Saturday.
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The late Mr. A. J. Moorhouse.
ALL those who follow the motor cycle movement

closely will be grie\'ed to read in our report of

the B.M.C.R.C. meeting of the death of Mr.
A. J. I^Ljorhouse. He was one

of the best sportsmen who ever

mounted a motor bicycle, a

genuine private owner, and a

keen and skilful rider. He was
popular with all who knew him,

and one of those men we can ill

afford to lose. His name first

became known to our readers as

a prominent member of the Man-
chester Motor Club, and when
he came to London last autumn
for Messrs. Waygood and Sons,

the well-known lift manufac-
turers, and took his seat on the

Auto Cycle Union Committee,
his fellow workers felt he was a

real acquisition.

He was a good speaker, clear

headed and well balanced, while

his knowledge of competition

work and of club life renderei:l

him an extremely useful mem-
ber of committee. Despite the

short time he was on the com-
mittee he did excellent work,

and was largely instrumental in

bringing about the reform of

which the Union was so badly

in need. In fact, he became an

appreciated ambassador from the North.

— >

The late A. J, Moorhouse. He met with a fatal accident at
Brooklands last Sattirday.

It is impossible to express in^ words the sympathy
we feel for his widow and children, but we are sure

that every motor cyclist who knew him, and even those

who merely read of his prowess
on the track and on the road,

will join us in this. His death
is a sad loss, and all tfie sadder
as he was the type of man we
most want in our competitions
and in the control of the sport.

It is some small comfort to be
able to record that he was sud-

denly and painlessly taken from
our midst while engaged in the

sport he loved before all else.

Among the late Mr. Moor-
house's principal successes may
be mentioned that he was the

winner of the Jarrott Cup in

iqrt, third in last year's Tourist

Trophy Race, while only a week
ag(j, as is reported elsewhere in

this issue, he beat no less than
seven records. The hour record

Class E—70 miles 1,388 yards

—still stands in his name.
A later account of the fatal

accident mentions that the un-

fortunate rider crashed into a

telegraph post which bears the

imprint of his goggles. The
cause of the accident was that

splendid self-confidence without

which daring deeds can never be done.

THE EAGLE 10 h.p. MOTOR BICYCLE.

THE engine of this machine, which we had the

opportunity of seeing last week, is de.signed

for sidecar and cyclecar work, and for these

purposes it should be eminently suitable. It is made
by the Eagle Motor
Manufacturing Co.,

at Shepherd's Bush,

who also make
worm-driven back
axles, three speed

and reverse gear

boxes, steernig parts

and clutches for

cyclecars. The size

of the engine is 85
mm. bore by 88
mm. stroke, cubic

capacity 998 c.c.

The cylinders are

unusuallv smooth
castings. There is

a system of double
exhaust which allows

the e.xhaust gases from each cylinder to pass under
the exhaust valve of the other as well as down itsuwn
exhaust pipe to the rear. The cylinders are slight!)

offset and compression is fairly high. The inlet \alvt'

is of the mechanicallv <iperated o\erhead tvpe. The

plugs are placed in the centre of the cylinders, and
the compression taps at the side where they are readily

accessible. The magneto timing is independent. The

-Bi

I'owei iJiant ol the Eagle. Note the system
of double exhaust.

The Eagle 10 h.p. Motor Cycle.

Bent! in and Stone method of lubrication is used com-
bined with a sump at the bottom of the crank case.

Ihe small end has already been described in our

columns. The gudgeon pin is keyed to the connecting

rod and rocks in wide bearings attached to a disc which
screws into the top of the piston and is then secureil

by fiicans of a wedge bolt and nut. The machine '

equipped with a Senspray carburetter.
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A BEAUTIFUL afternoon, June-like as to its

temperature, with hardly a breath of air,

graced the second B.M.C.R.C. meeting.

There was one really excellent event, the three lap 500
cc. race, the cyclecar race was also interesting, but

little did we think the proceedings would terminate so

tragically. It is hard, indeed, to describe what hap-

pened in the other events owing to the terrible acci-

dent that occurred to poor Moorhouse, and the know-
ledge that his name will never appear again in a

B.M.C.R.C. programme.
The first events on the programme were the first

1 91 2 time trials over the kilometre and mile, flying

start. Certificates are issued for the best performance

in the various classes, and a gold medal will be

awarded in each class for the be.st aggregate perform-

ance during the season. Competitors rode in the

usual direction round the track, and were expressly

told to keep outside the. 50 feet line. Despite these

in.structions Stanhope Spencer, S. Wright, Oldman,
and Axford kept too near in during their first try, and

were each given another. On the occasion of his first

attempt Wright's start afforded considerable excite-

ment, as by some means or other the handle-bar

slipped out of his hand, but after a tough struggle he

cleverly regained control and succeeded in mounting
his machine.

Results :

Class B.—Up to 350 cc.
Kilonietfa- Mile.

Sees. Sees.

E. Stanley (1 Singer. 69x80 mm., 299 cc. 38.46 62.16
.A, ,Ayres"(l Singer, 69x80 mm., 299 cc.) 39.56 64.13
Wright (2 Humlier. 60x60 mm., 340 cc) 47.84 77.42

Ci.A.ss C. — Uii to 500 cc
!;. Stanley (1 Singer, 85x88 mm., 499 cc) 31.89 52.34
C. Bolton (1 lUKlge, 85x88 mm., 499 o.c.) 32.52 52.71

, 0. (Ildmiin (2, Bat-Jap,
76x54.5 mm., 498 cc.) 34.07 53.67

4. Slanlicipe Spencer (1 Budge,
85x88 mm., 479 cc) - ... 34.52 55.89

StanleyV Singer was provided with a neatly fitted foot-
operated oil pump.

1, (i.

2. N.
3. S.

1. (J.

2. 1).

3. vv

Class D.—Up to 760 cc.
1. S. 1. Tessier (2 Bat-Jap,

85.5x64 mni., 741 cc) 31.56 51.63
2. H. Hunter (2 Corah-Jap, 90x58 mm., 750 cc) 32.99 54.56

Class li.—Lp to 1,000 cc
1. C. K. Collier (2 Matchless-Jap,

90x78 ram., 998 c.c) 28.04 45.71
G. F. Hunter (2 Zenith-Jap and sidecar,

90x77.5 mm., 998 c.c) 34.47 60.99

Collier's machine was fitted with a special oil pipe
to the front cylinder, which could be closed by means
of a tap. The end had been removed from both
silencers.

The second event on the programme was the three
lap 500 c.c. scratch race. Distance, 8 miles 269 yards.
First prize, silver cup presented by Singer and Co.,
Ltd.; second prize, the Club's silver medal; third
prize, the Club's bronze medal. Starters were barred
except in the case of Woodman, who has only one
leg, and Alan Hill, who is lame. - Spencer got away
first. The start was quite an impressive sight.

Close Finishes in the Three Lap Scratch Race.
In the first lap Stanley established a good lead, 'but

Bolton was making a good fight. Spencer, Oldman,
Franklin, Timson, Alan Hill, South, Woodman,
Guiver, and Axford was the order of the rest. In the
second lap Stanley and Bolton continued their fight
for first place, Spencer and Oldnian some way behind
struggled for third place, and the rest came by in the
following order: South, Timson, Alan Hill, Guiver,
Franklin, Axford (whose engine was misfiring hadlv),
and Woodman. '

The finish was most exciting, Bolton heal Stanley
by barely a length, Spencer came next some way be-
hind with Oldman close on his heels, then an interval
and a hard struggle between South and Timson. Hill
and Guiver after a fiirlher interval came next almo.st
neck and neck Axford brought up the rear, while
Woodman was last with a partially seized piston. It

was one of the best motor cycle races ever seen on
Brooklands, and the way in which the firsl six finished
in pairs was quite extraordinary.
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U, C. Boltoo iRuJ^ej aaj G. E. Stioley (Smsar) anis^iiii^ close toietiisr m the thraa-Iap scratcti race.

Eesult :

m. s.

1. D. C. Bolton (1 Rudge, 85x88 mm., 499 c.c.) ... 7 371
2. G. E. Stanley (1 Singer, 85x88 ram., 499 c.c.) ... 7 37f
3. W. S. Spencer (1 Rudge, 85x88 mm., 499 c.c.) ... 7 59|

W. 0. Oldman (2 Bat-Jap, 76x54.5 mm., 498 c.c.)

-W. D. South (1 Rudge, 85x88 mm., 499 c.c.)

S. D. Timson (1 Rudge, 85x88 mm., 499 c.c.)

Woodman rode the machine entered by McNab.
Bolton's Rudge was fitted with an Amac carburetter

and Timson's with a Cap.

The Cyclecar Race.
The Five-lap Cycle Car Race next figured on the

programme; distance 13 miles 1,035 yards; first,

second, and third prizes, the club's gold, silver, and
bronze medals respectively. A debut was made by the

A.C. Mighty Atom racer, the first of the new models

turned out. It was fitted with the new type of engine

seen at the Show with a larger bore, extra radiating

surface, and larger flywheels. A Senspray carbu-

retter was fitted. The silencer was carried trans-

versely, about i8in. behind the back seats, and on each

end thereof a number plate was carried. Other new-

comers to Brooklands were the G.W.K. and the

Chater-Lea.
First lap : The A.C. and the Autotrix passed at

the end of their first lap before the Morgan and

Bedelia started. They were followed by Chater-Lea,

G.W.K., and Bedelia and Morgan. In the second

lap A.C. was leading, but Autotrix pressed him hard.

Chater-Lea took third place, and was followed by
Bedelia and Morgan.
Third lap : Autotrix had just passed A.C, and the

rest came by as follows : Chater-Lea, Morgan and
Bedelia.

In the fourth and fifth laps the same order was
preserved. The Morgan was clearly the fastest

machine, but could not pull up the allotted handicap.

Result:
Start. Time.
M. s. 51, s.

1. G. Wadden (2 Autotrix-Jap,
85x85 mm., 964 c.c.) 5 20 17 45-^

2. F. Hill (1 A.C, 96x102 mm., 723 c.c.) ... 4 45 18 40^
3. J. Chater-Lea (2 Chater-Lea,

85x85 mm., 964 c.c.) — 18 51|
H. Martin (2 Morgan-Jap,

90x77.5 mm., 984 c.c.) scr. —
H. Ward (2 Bedelia, 84x100 mm. ,1,100 c.c.) 10 —
A Tragic Ending to the Hour Race.

It is now our sad duty to record whaX happened in

the hour all-comers' race. This was divided up into

the usual classes. Moorhouse's m.ichine was running

badly just before the start, and he was the last man
to line up. However, he seemed to get away fairly

well, and soon got into his stride. The big Indian
was pulling well, and was reeling off laps at 70 and 71
miles an hour. At the seventh lap Moorhouse was
leading the throng, and was followed by Stanley

Class C), H. A. Collier and Tessier (both in Class E).

^oene at tbe atari ol the flve-lap cyclecar race at Brooklanns last Saturday.
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Moorhouse was seen bending down apparently trying

to fix his silencer whicli was loose. The next thing

we saw was a big blaze at the beginning of the rail-

way straight, a great flame and a column of smoke
ascending in the air like a funeral pyre. People

realised a machine was on fire, whose no one knew;
not a soul could be seen even through powerful glasses.

We could only guess that it was Moorhouse.
The first authentic news was from Oldman, who

said Moorhouse was seriously injured and that the

race was stopped. Ex-entually Mr. T. W. Lough-
borough told us that poor Moorhouse was lying on

-his face stone dead in the ditch adjoining the track,

and his machine was on the grass completely burned
out. ft is supposed that he was bending do\vn trying

to fix the silencer when the front wheel struck a bump
in the track ; the machine swerved, got completely out

of control, and flung its gallant rider to the ground.

Death was mercifully instantaneous.

No one saw' the accident, and its cause can only be

surmised. The event cast a sad gloom over Brook-
lands, and a glorious afternoon terminated in the first

tragic ending of a motor cycle track meeting in

England. We have been connected with motor cycle

racing in Great Britain for the past nine years, and it

is interesting to note that poor Moorhouse's terrible

accident is the first which has terminated fatally to

a motor cycle competitor on Brooklands track.

The Autotrix-Jap cyolecar entered by G. Wadden, winner o{ (he live-

lap cyclecar race.

> »e a» <

TWO NEW VARIABLE GEARS.
THE BARNETT.

THE writer recently had the opportunity of an after-

noon's run on a motor cycle fitted with a variable

gear invented by Mr, Barnett, an engineer of Derby,
A few particulars of this test may be t)f interest to

readers of The_ Motor Cycle.
To describe the gear : The back wheel is mounted in an

eccentric, and backward or forward movement of the rod E
gives a corresponding movement of the rear wheel in rela-

tion to the frame. The front portion of the rod is attached
to a small arm working cam faces B.

The action of the cam faces sliding against each other
jpens or closes the pulley flange A. The thrust at B is taken
by two ball thrust bearings, over which i neat dust cap '.s

fitted. The gear is infinitely variable, and incorporates a free

The working of the gear came quite naturally, as pressure
on either pedal for high or low is all that is required. On
two occasions I found it quite easy to crawl past a flock of

sheep at about three or four miles an hour, accelerating in

a few yards when the road was clear again. A.B.B.

THE
HIS new variable gear, invented by Mr. Rowe, is

now in its experimental stage, and will be put on

AND P.
gear, invented byT

_|_
the market by Messrs. Packer and Prentis, Roden
Street, Ilford, E. Referring to the diagrammatic

sketches, the small gear wheel D is fastened to the engine-
shaft and engages with the internally-toothed gear of the
pulley B, which is thus caused to rotate about the eccentric
C. The gear is raised by turning the rod H, which, by
means of a worm gear J, revolves the eccentric C about the

engine. It is also adaptable for pedal or hand lever opera
tion. In the accompanying illustration, downward pressure
of the pedal C give.s low gear and free engine, whilst depres-
sion of right pedal causes reai' wheel to travel forward, closes

up pulley flange, takes up slack of belt, and gives high gear.

The method of moinitiiig the rear wheel in frame nsure?
absolute liiteral rigidity, whilst the ^ear is claimed to be
foolpi'oof. unci to be the most accessible variable gear yet
introduced. The relative movement of rear wheel and pullei

flange ir. «u<'fi that the belt ie always at proper t«nsion. Gaaff
oljlaitKiIili- Of to 1 to fr»b engine.

centre of the engine-shaft. This movement alone would
alter the tension of the belt, but at the same time the (lart

F, which is kept from revolving by the engagement of (.!

and H, moves along a thread on the eccentric, and foi'ces

the flange A towards the inner flange of the pulley, thus
raising the gear. A and B rotate together, being connected
by feathers.

The gear is infinitely variable between its limits, no
jockey pulley is required, nor is it necessary to slide the
back wheel. The entire gear will weigh about 8 lbs., and
the moving parts 3 lbs. A free engine can be obtained by
bringing the eccentric right back. The belt then will rent

the buttoiii of the flangi'.

iringing t

n' x\u\f [II
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THE BRISTOL M.C.C. HILL-CLIMB.

W. Cjoper starting, the Lrsi i.ompelUcr,"W. W. Doaslas (21 h.p. Douflas), who
later secured second place m Class 1.

THE above club held a successful hill-climb en Saturday
last at Chew Hill, about seven miles out of Bristol.

The day's sport was marred by a sad accident to

E. \V. Cheshire (triumph), who started a wobble
and failed to correct it on the top corners. He took the
bank at high speed and sustained severe injuries to his

head, i'ortanately, a doctor was on the spot, and he re-

ported severe concussion but no bones broken. Cheshire
was removed in a semi-conscious condition to the Bristol

Hospital by a car, and on Sunday morning had not regained
consciousness, allhough it is reported that he may possibly
recover.

Three AwKward Bends.
The hill was a sporting one about threequarters of a ir.ile

in lengtu, getting gradunllv steeier towards the BunTinit,

which was probably 1 in 7 to 1 in 8. The surface was
excellent, and there were no bad corners, but three bends
which were awkward at high speed, espeLially as throughout
the afiernoon some difficulty was experienced in keeping
spectators off the course. At one time the competitors re-

fused to ride unless the course was better cleared. Mr. W.
Cooper's energies seemed inexhaustible, and had it not been
for I. IS powerful lungs and sharp wit, aided by the hoii.

secretary, Mr. P. Clrout, there would have been mare bad
accidents. After Cheshire's accident Newsume and Crawley
(Triumphs) did not ride.

E. Kickham (2| Douglas) rounjin: the Oist bend in the lightweight class in

which he gained third place.

The Douglases had a day out in their own country, and
did extremely well. It was wonderful to watch the little

twins roaring over the top of the hill. W. W. Douglas
took a toss on the last bend, but fortunately no damage
was done.

CL.iSS I.—Junior Touring Twins.
a.

501
50|
50|

1. F. Ball (21 Douglas)
2. W. W. Douglas (21 Douglas)
3. E. Kickham (2| Douglas)

This was a clean sweep for the Douglas.

Cl.vss II.—Junior Touring Singles.

Ne'ivman, riding a 70 x 90 Ivy-Precision, made a verj
fast climb. F. V. West (Levis) came up well,, but appeared
under-geared.

m. a.

55|
56

1. H. Newman (2^ Ivy Precision)

2. V. W. Barnes (2| Zenith)

, JR. Holloway (2^- Premier) \. ..

^\F. G. Edmond (2 Plumber) • / ^«

Cl.\ss III.—Senior Touring Singles and Twins.
This time Newman was riding the 3^ Ivy, and again

scored b • a good lead, the next four times being very close
together, Kickham's Douglas being very noticeable, and
only one second slower than an engine of far greater capacity.

H c. Newman

{3i h.p. Ivy-Pre-

ei;iDn) nearing

the top ot Chew

Hill, the scene ot

last Saturday's

Bristol M.C.C.

HU-climb.
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A Triumph rider passing the tinishmg point on Chew Hill last Saturday.

1. H. Newman (3^ Ivv-Piecision)

2. Veinon Taylor (3^ Rudgo)
3. !S. Crawley (3^ Triumph)
4. W. F. Newsome (3-A Triumph)
5. E. Kickhani (2| Uuiiglas)

i\2l'

471
48
481
491

Class YV.—Fixed Gear Touring Singles.

Besides the three fastest times, H. Spanton and V. Taylor
(Rudges), J. Cocker (2^ Singer). R. H. Clark (Corah),^ and
Lhe unlucky Cheslure all made good and fast climbs,

Clieshire's accident occurring after rounding the first bend
uf the S curve.

s.

1. S. Crawley (3^ Triumph) 42|
2. H. Newman (3^ Ivy-Precision) 43|
3. W. F. Newsome (3^ Triumph) 471

Class V.—Ladies.

Unfortunately there were only three entries in this class.

However, all three made good clean ascents, though worried
by a cart. Mrs. Simpson wa.« twice sent back to the start

after being baulked on the hill, and consetiuently started
with a hot engine.

Mrs. Simpson (3^ Rudge)
Mrs. P. Grout (21 Douglas)
Mrs. Gibb (23 Douglas) ...

1 7|
1 16

1

1 33i

Clas.s VI.—Racing ITiiliinited.

Some fast times were accomplished in this class. \V. G.
.McMinnies rode his Triumph splendidly, and with HoUoway
(Premier), in a later class, shares the honour of the finest

ascents from a rider's point of view.

1. F. W. Barnes (8 Zenith) ...

2. H. Newman (3.1 Ivy-Precision)
3. W. G. McMinnies '(3i Triumph)

42i
43'

46-S

Cla.s.s Vn.—Passenger,

Neil her the Morgan nor the Williamson which were
i-ulered turned up. It is reported that the latter had had
an argumeni with a liay cart and wfls still suffering.

iM. .s.

1. F. VV. .Barnes (6 Zenith sc.)

2. A. B. Wade (6 Zenith sc.)

3. H. (i. Uixon (3i Xew Tludsun sc.)

4. K. Lord (6 Hex sc.)

59|
1 91
1 151
1 39i

Class VIII.— Racing Singles.

'Jliis was another win for Newman closely folluwed li)

Holloway and McMinnies. P. Maurice (Premier) made a

good climb, but had the misfortune to break a belt close

to tile lop.

Mrs. Simpson (3£ h.p. Rudge) who made fastest time in Class 5.

1. H. Newman (3^ Ivy-Precision) ... ... 44J5

2. R. -Holloway (3i Premier) 46^
3. W. G. McMinnies (3^ Triumph) 47?

Class IX.—Junior Racing Twins or Singles.
F. Ball's Douglas was again a winner, snd both the Humber

and Enfield came up fast.

1. F, Ball (2| Douglas) 501
2. W. Moore (2t Humber) 511
3. H. Colver (2| Enfield) ... " .. 63-^

Class X.—Club.
This class was run for club members only, and some good

performances were made.

1. P. Mathews (3^ Ivy-Precision)
2. F. Clement (3^ Singer) ...

3 W Douglas (2| Douglas)

48|
53|
53-1

IN FAVOUR OF WATER-COOLED MOTOR CYCLES.
. R. Voinon C. Brook, hon. see. o( lhe Bh'minnham Motor Cycle Ciub, with his
Tioat-lookinB 3J h.p, walcr-coolod Prooislon-enBlncd Iwo-spood machine. On this
mount Mr. Brook Rainod a gold modal in Iho cvor to be remomberod Birmingham
to Perth and back roUabiUtv trial. The perlormanoes of his Precision have entirety
won Mr. Brook over to water coolins.
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The formula results in connection with this competition
were calculated on frofessor Callender's or the A.C.U. formula,
and are as follow :

Class I.—Junior Tounng Twins.
Fig. of merit.

... 57.9

... 59.3

... 60.2

E. Kickham (2| Douglas)
V. Phillip.'. [21 uiiuglas)

W. VV. Uoujjlas (2| Douglas)

Class II.—Junior 'louring Singles.

F. W. Karne.-* (2| Zenith) ^9 2
F. G. Edmon.l (2 Hun ber) ... 51.3
U. Hnlloway (2^ I'lemier) 56.0

Claims III.—Senior Inuring Singles and Twins.
1. F. W. Barne.s (2| Zenith) 49
2. J Corker |2i Singer) £0.3

3. E. Puckham (2| Douglas) £6.6

Class IV.—Fixed Gear Touring Singles.

1. J. Cocker (2i Singer)
2. V Taylor (3i Rudge)
3. J. Slaughter (3^ L.M.C.)

Class V.—Ladies.
1." Mrs. Simpson {3^ Rudge)
2. Mrs. P. Grout (2| Douglas)
3. Mrs. Gibb (2^ Douglas)

Class VII.—Passenger.

1. F. P. Davies (3i Rudge and sc.) ...

2. H. G. Dixon (32 Xew Hudson and so.)^

3. F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith and sc.)

Class X.—Club.
1. P. Phillips (2| Douglas)
2. E. Kickham l2i Douglas)
3. W. W. Douglas (2| Douglas)

Classes \'I., VIII., and IX. were decided on

54.6

.. 63.1

.. 65.0

,. 908
,. 94.9
.. 118

.. 61.7

.. 64.8 -

.. 71.0

.. '60.5

.. 60.6

.. 62.3

time alone.
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CLUB NEWS.
Streatham and District M.C.C.

A members' luii-ciunb will t„ke place on the 27th inst,

i'here will be the usual classes with weight limits.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

Forthcoming events are as follows : May 4th, club hill-

climb (handicap); 5lh, club run to Skegness; June 1st, open
speed trials.

Newport M.C.C.

The opening run and speed-judg.ug competition took place

on the 5th inst. Results : 1, H. Saiitli 57 sees, slow ; 2,

A. Axelson, 94 sees, fast; 3, G. Mitchell; 4, 0. Harris; 5,

F. G. Purnell.

The Brookdale Club, Catford (Motor Section).

A rehaoility trial was held on Eastei- Monday, and re-

sulted : 1, H A. (Jo.iper (liradbnry), 100; 2. F. U. Kennard
(Matchless), 97; 3. J. S<iutligate (Matchless). 95.

Portsmouth and District M.C.

At a meeting held at the King's Hotel, Albert Road, on
the 15th inst., the following were elected : Mr. Frank
Tappenden, captain ; Mr. A. E Potter, vice-captain ; Mr. F.

lappenden, 19, Albert Road, Southsea. hon. secretary.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

*0n the occasion of his marriage to Miss Margaret C. Butt,
which took place on Tuesday last. Mr Geoffrey Smith, the
hon secretary of the club, was the recipient ot a handsome
present and letter of onngratulation from the membeis.

Herefordshire M.C.C.

A good muster attended the opening run, on the 5th inst.,

through Abergavenny to Llangorse (lunch). The alternoou
was spent by the Lakes, and the road taken again to Hay
(tea), followed by a splendid 6nishing run into Hereford. A
new handle-bar badge is in progress.

Birmingham M.C.C.

This club held its tliir<l aniual "all equal" hill-climb on
a steep hiil having a ri^ht angled turn at the foot and a
very roujih surface, near Alvechurch. hist Siiturdiiy Eiich

competitor had to ri<ie the same machine. nhi(h was an
old crock of unknown make, date; or h.p Results: 1, L.
Newey ; 2, V. Busby ; 3, K Ho'den. See page 4-8.

Western District M.C. (London).

The reliability truil for the N.S.U. guld medal was run
off on the 21st inst., and, subject to confirmation by the com-
mittee, the results are :

1. E. S. Ritter (2| Douglas), 1.5 Fees. slow, takes gold
medaf ; 2, Wji F. lUtchie (5 X.S.U.), 22 sees. fast, receives a
certificate; no otlier comi etitors made non-stop runs.

Merionethshire M.C.C.

. At a meeting held at Bala on the 17th inst., the following
ofiiLials were elected: President, Dr. E. Williams, Bala;
vice-president. Captain Allan Jones, Penrhyndeudraeth

;

treasurer, Mr. A. Williams, Bala; secretary, Mr. B.

Edwards, "lalrafon," Dolyeily. It is the club's intention
to affiliate with the A.CD. The number of members is

increasing rapidly. A club run will take place on May 16th.

Pont5£ract M.C.

There will be a speed trial in Byrani Park for the Carnes
Trophy on May 16th, and a hill-climb for the Robson Cup
on June 13th.

Aberdeen and District M.C.C.

The club held its opening run on Saturday, the 6th inat.

The destination was Stonehaven, via the Slug Road. About
forty-five members turned out.

Merthyr M.C.

A meeting was held at the Castle Hotel, Merthyr, on the
3rd inst.. which resulted in a club being formed. It was pro-

posed, and adopted, that the club be affiliated to the A.C.U.

North Middlesex M.C.C.

The London to Stratford-on-Avon and back run for the
Premier Challenge Iropliy will, take place on May 5th. The
run will be over a course of about 200 miles, starting and
finishing at the Gate House, Highgate.

Chester and District M.C.

There was a run to Congleton on Easter Monday and an
impromptu hill-climb on AUgreave Hill, near -Buxton. Lord
Tollemache has accepted the presidency of the club. The hon.
sec, Mr. A. H. Cat-low, 89, Brook Street, Chester, will be

glad to hear from prospective it embers.
Results : 1, H. Fox (3^ Rudge Multi) : 2, R. R. Thomson

(i!^ Corali) ; 3, W. Leather (3,^ lir.ndbury) and A. H. Catlcw
(3', Hovpr).

C. W. Smit , of Dariinjton, v.lt 1 his 6\ h.p. Sm th-P ecisin, on which Im
competej in l..e luiJdlesbrou; 1 anj Distr ct Ml -rlimb at Castiet n. He
mate fastest t me if t^e day in t e cpen class f.r any macliine, and
secred urst place on time in tae c.ass (or tou.in^ sin^ie cylindeis.

Eig
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Club News.
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Purley and District M.C.C.

Saturday's team trial for Mr. S. F. Edge's silver cup was
won by C. W. Meredith 16 h.p. Zenith) and H. B. Willoughby

(2J h.p. Humber). Third place was taken by R. W. Gaskins

(Eudge) and V. Tomkins (Rover). Th« course was a stiff

one of ninety miles, and included Brasted and Titsey, which

had to be climbed three times each on the run.

Pontefract M.C.

A speed-judging competition was held on Wednesday,
April 17th, over a secret course of 28 miles. The winner

was Herbert Holmes (Triumph and sidecar), 19 m.p.h., who
was 5ni. 50s. fast. H. E. Haigh (34 Rover), 19^ m.p.h., was
second, being 6m. 9s. fast.

Wolverhampton M.C.C.

A reliability trial for motor cycles and passenger machines
will be held on April 27th and 28th, for the Stevens

Challenge Cup. The start will be made at 1.30 p.m. from

St. Mark's Church, Chapel Ash. The route will be secret.

This will be given out at headquarters on Friday, April

26th. The judges have power to disqualify noisy machines.

Hamilton and District M.C.C.

The club held its openinjg run to Moffat on the 17th inst\,

where it held a slow speed competition. D. Cameron
(Triumph) and J. Ross (Roc) being successful. The officials

are as follows : President, Mr. R. Cassells : captain, Mr. W.
JJick; treasurer, Mr. W. H. Rodger; hon. secretary, Mr.
J. Low, Carmaben, Hamilton.

Mersey M.C.
The committee of this club would gladly welcome the

assistance of any gentlemen who would act as marshals,

r'vc , on the route of the open twenty-four hours' reliability

trial. The trial starts on Friday, May 3rd, at 8 p.m., from
Liverpool, and finishes ,on Saturday, May 4th, about 8 p.m.

Anyone willing to assist should write to Mr. S. W. Carty,

hon. secretary, 5, Redcross Street, Liverpool.

Bishop AucKand, Darlington, and District M.C.

The club held a reliability trial to Whitby and back along

the coast route on the 5th inst. The results were : 1, C.

W. Smith (Zenith), lost marks, winner of Palmer cord

tyre and tube ; 2, J. P. Forster (T.T. Eudge), lost 4 marks

;

3, A. B. Hare (T.T. Triumph), lost 7 marks. In spite of

the severe route along the coast and the strong head-wind,

no failures occurred on the observed hills

APRIL 25th, igi2.

Kingston-on-Thames and District M.C.C.
Euns have been held to Brighton and Oxford. The

membership now numbers upwards of 40.

Westmorland M.C.C.
Reliability run, held April 21st, from Kendal to Ulverston,

Millom, Whitehaven, and finish at Keswick : 1, B. Jefterys

(3i Triumph); 2, S. W. Phillpott (2| Humber); 3, W. B.
Little (3^ Rudge) and G. Hogg (3^ Triumph). Bronze
medals : E. Jefferys (5 Indian), L. Haygarth (3^ Bradbury),
and L. Pierce (3g Premier).

Ipswich and District M.C.C.

The first reliability trial was held on the 5th inst. over a
course of 98 miles, the route being Ipswich, Yarmouth,
Norwich, Scole. Some twenty members took part and
arrived well up to schedule time at the controls. Eesultff

as follows : 1, C. Bristo (2^ h.p. Enfield) ; 2, V. Brown anii

K. Portway (T.T. Triumphs).

Aberdeen and District M.C.C.

This club held its first competition of the season at-

Caim o' Mount on Saturday last. The climb was only over .

ttte short stretch at the Bridge of Dye, which is, however,
the stiffest bit of the whole ascent, while the road surface,
though not bad for Cairn o' Mount, left much to be desired.

The winners were: 1, J. A. Wood, jun. (3^ Rudge), .041;

2, H. C. Matthew (3i T.T. Triumph), .026; 3, J. Forrest

{3i Rudge), .025; 4, J. Corbie (3i- Rudge), .024.

Essex M.C.
During the Easter tour the famous Porlock Hill was visited,

several attempts were made, but the 8 h.p. Rex-Jap. was th«
only sidecar to make the ascent with passenger. G. E.
Revill had hard luck in damaging his Zenith gear, but he
detached his sidecar and then made an astounding ascent.

A circular run home was made on Monday.

Burnley A.C.

A hill-climb will take place at Crown Point on May 4th.

There will be the following classes

:

1. Lightweights.—For machines with engines not exceeding
400 o.c. capacity.

2. For machines with engines between 400 and 500 c.c.

-3. Open Class.—For machines up to 500 c.c. capacity.

4. Unlimited Class.—Open.
5. Sidecar Combination.—Run on handicap.

The machines must be standard touring motor cycles, and'

snnilai m detail to those usuiUy sold to the public.

(Lett lo rlKht).—W. J. Splller.

3j Triumph.

OFFICERS AND COMMITTEE OF THE TAUNTON AND DISTRICT MC.C.
G.F.Arnold. W. J. Goodman. T. 0. Crump. W.G.Potter. A. J. H. Ilos. W. H. Lock.
Motosacochc. 2,' Dou;las (sub-capt.) Si Ariel trioyole (oapt.) 3i P. & M. (hon, sec.) 2J EnOeld. 3j Rex (hon. treas.)
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Club News,

—

Redditch and District M.C.C.
Eighteen entries were received for a liill-climbing competi-

tion on one of tlie Cotswold Hills. In the novices class,
George Wiiite (Douglas), 69 marks, and
Ernest Davies (Humber), 66 marks, were - ~ — —
first and second respectively. In the
.private owners' class, K. HoHen, 67
marks, was first, and L. Sealey, 66 n:arl,s,

second, both riding B.S.A. machines.
George White was again first in the open
class (any machine) with 72 marks, and
K. Holden second with 66 marks. Iha
results were worked out ori the A.C U.
formula. ,

The next corrpetition takes the form of

a speed-judging contest, between^ Droit
wich and Kidderminster on the 27tli inbt

Doncaster and District M.C.C.

The results of the opening run, which
took the form of a speed-judging com
petition to Wetherby, Yorks., a distanc
of thirty-two miles, are given below: 1,

C. tarnsdale (3J h.p. Rex), total error

4m. ; 2, E. Goult 5^ h.p. Rudge), 6m. ;

2, J. Wilkinson (5-6 h.p. Matchless and
sidecar), 5m. ; 4, T. Dew (3^ h.p.

Triumph), 55m. Four prizes are given,

and Messrs. E. Goult and J. Wilkinson tie for second prize.

Motor Cycle Union oJ Ireland (Ulsfer Centre).

Under the auspices of the M. C.U.I. (L.C.) a u:ost success-

ful and interesting hill-climbing competition was held on
Saturday, April l.'tti, on the mountain road, Derriaghy. Ihe
hill measures a little less than 1,000 yards, with one very
sharp turn, and a gradient at places about 1 in 4. The
surface was in very good condition, and the atmospheric
conditions almost perfect.

In the private owners' class the result was ;
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Wishaw and District M.C.C.
This club, the latest addition to Scottish motor clubs, has

already a membership of forty. A hill-climb has been
arranged for Saturday, May 11th.

Time.

50Js.
52 is.

5:;s.

1. W. F. Adams {3J- B.S.A. T.T.I ...

2. J. Bailie (3i B.S.A.. T.T.)
3. J. Martin (3| Triumph^ ...

In the open class the handicap brought about a very close

result for first place. W. F. Adams (3^ h.p. B.S.A.) and
S. P. Corry (3^ h.p. Matchless) tied, but in the run off

the former won. Result :

Time.

W. F. Adams (3^ B.S.A. T.T.) 50|s.

S. P. Corry (3^ Matchless) 51|s.

J. Stewart (2|- Douglas) 51|S.

following 'ipen events will take place during the

season: May 4th, speed trials at Magilligan ; June 1st, re-

liability run, Dublin v. Belfast ; July 15th, Irish end-to-end
reliability run; August 10th, hill-climb.

1.

2.

3.

The

Group of competitors and oiBiials in tlie Red-itcli and District IH.C.C. hill-climb.

South Birmingham M.C.C.
The members' hill-climb will be held on the 27th inst., by

permission, on Wenlock Edge. There will be three classes—lightweights to 350 c.c, heavyweights to £00 c.c, and
passenger machines of any capacity—and aU events will be
decided on A.C.U. formula.

Derbyshire and North Stafford A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

The Uttoxeter Challenge Cup Competition took place on
Saturday, the 12th inst., under most favourable conditions,
the weather being grand and the roads in perfect order.
The course—Allestree, Duffield, Belper, Shottle, Weston,
Kedleston, Allestree—was an excellent one for such a trial,

and had to be covered four times, making a total distance
of eighty Diiles. Several stiff hills were encountered
The competition attracted nineteen entries, including

Miss Lottie Berend (2| h.p. Enfield) and Miss Walmsiey
(3^ h.p. Brough and sidecarl. The latter, unfortunately,
was put out of the running with valve troubles, and Misa
Berend , who had made a fine first circuit, generously stopped
to help her, and so gave up her place in the competition.
The club has now greatly increased in membership, and

has established a ladies' section.

Result (highest possible marks, 200)

:

1. M. Nicholson (8 Bat( ' 186 marks
i. tj li L-iiiiiell yd^ Biadhury) ... 185 ,,

6 J Hiivheiiouuh (3i Hudgel ... 184 ,,

The Llanelly anl District Motor Cycle Clul) is of recent formation, and has already a membership oi sevenly.

E23
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly and
on one side of the paper "only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference Letters
containing legal queries should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Leicester to Talybont-on-Usk.

Will you be so good as to

Cri direct me the best way and
I «?! approximate distance to Taly-
LsJ bont-on-Usk, Wales? My machine

is a 1910 Triumph.—C.D.E.B.
Your best route would be as follows :

Leicester, Lutterworth, Rugby, Warwick,
Stratford-on-Avon Bidford, Evesham,
Tewkesbury, Ledbury, Hereford, Whit-
ney, Three Cocks, Brecon to Talybont.

The distance would be approximately 130

miles.

Hill-cIlmbing Formulae.

On page No. 355 of The Motor
nri Cycle I note you refer to a

|"[ formula wliich you recommended
LLJ last autumn, and used by the

Canterbury Club in its recent

hill-climb I cannot at the moment turn

up the issue in which vou published par-

ticulars of this formula, and should be

much obliged if you would send me
details of it. At the same time, p'.ease

give me particulars of the latest A.C.U.
lormula so that I can compare them. In

a hill-climb which I shall be arranging

shortly I want to include a class for

both passenger and " solus " machines.

The former will be for sidecars exclu-

sively, and I should like to know if you
can suggest a formula which would do
for this class and give satisfactory

results. When replying can you give me
the name and address of the district

surveyor for that part of Oxfordshire
which lies just north of Panghoiirne and
Whitchurch, as I wish to write him to

ascertain one or two gradients of hills

in that district?—R.G.B
The formulae vou refer to are in our issue

foi September 21st, 1911, pages 976-977;
further notes appear on October 5th. pages

1028 1029. The formulae are as follows:

D= X S X <" , . ,

for singles,W
D' X S X N X .9 X <'

W for multi-cylinders.

If you have our capacity table the forniuUe

C X .'^

can be more simply expressed, —xn— andW
The smallest figure of

C X t

W

Cx N X .9 X C
vv

merit wins. The A.C.U. fommula is

By the last formula, if the size of the

engine bo doubled the speed must be

doubled to give the same Hgure, which is

imfxjssible. Our HugtteRted formiilio con be
used for solus and sidecar machines. Write
to the County Burvoyor's Ollice, Oxford.

Overheating.

I am a member of the large^ number of keenly interested

"f motor cyclists with small pockets
_iJ and, therefore, second-hand
^ machines. I have a 3^ h.p. '07

01^ '08 Hex, and tliis machine, though
reliable, gets red hot on the cylinder
top over the exhaust valve after about
ten miles riding at about eighteen to

twenty miles per hour. Can you help
me by suggesting a remedy? I have
watched your questions and replies

column for some time, but have seen
nothing like this mentioned there. I

have ha-d the cylinder head off and
thoroughly cleaned it of deposit. I

drive with as much air as the machine
will take, spark almost fully advanced
(magneto), and give half a pump of

oil every four or five mi'es. The
machine does not stop running when
it gets red hot. I have fitted new
piston rings and exhaust valve, but
there is, as yet, no improvement. The
timing I haven't dared to interfere

with yet, but it is as 1 got it from
an agent who has a fairly good repu-

tation. The carburetter is a 1910 B.

and B.—A.E.H.
The machine possiblv wants thorone^ilv

cleaning out, but. the most probable

cause is that the magneto wants
re-timing and that the spark is

occurring too late; this would have the
effect you mention.

On tlie Choice of a Machine.

I am a cyclist of twenty^ years' experience, and no ex-

y\ perience of motor cycling. I
-D propose to purchase a second-

hand motor cycle and sidecar
for self (12st.) and wife (9st.), and am
prepared to spend up tQ £40. I shall
be grateful if you will help me by
answering the following questions : (1.)
Which makes do you advise me to
look out for? (2.) Of what horse-
power? (3.) Should I expect a two or
three-speed, free engine, and sidecar
for the figure named? (4.-) Single or
twin cylinder?- (5.) Would you advise
purchasing the motor first, learning to
drive, and then fitting a new sidecar?—H.J.S.

(1.) It is against our rules to recom-
mend any particular make, (2.) We
should recommend not less than 3^ horse-
power. (3.) You should have a change
speed gear of some kind, and you might
Jjossibly get a machine thus equipped tor
the money named. (4.) For this price,

it would be a single cylinder. (5.) Yes.

\

M.C>U.I. (Ulstor Centre) hlll-ollinbing competition at Derriaghy. Competitors at the start. The winner
(No. 7) W, F. Adams is seen in the centre with his 3i h.p. B.S.A. (See Club News pages.)
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Norwich to Hay (Brecknockshire^

WDl you oblige by giving me
the best route for motor cy-cle

and sidecar from Norwich to

Hay, Brecknockshire, together

with some idea of the distance?

—G.H.B.

Your best route would be as follows

;

Norwich, Thetl'ord, Newmarket, Cam-
bridge, St. Neots, Bedford, Newport
Pagnall, Buckingham, Aynbo, Dedding-
ton. Chipping Norton, Stow-on-the-Wold,
Tewkesbury, Ledbury, Hereford, Willers-

ley to Hay. The distance is approxi-

mately 255 miles.

Sidecar Licence.

I should be glad of your opinion
nri regarding the question of lici;nce

j^ duty on a sidecar. The revenue
lAJ authorities here (Edinburgh) hold

that a motor bicycle with a side-

car is liable to two duties—one of £1 for

motor cycle, and ore of 15s. for sidecar

being a carriage. The contsntion is that

the sidecar is a carriage within the
meaning of the Customs and Inland
Revenue Act, 1888, which says that the
expression "carriage" means and in-

cludes any carriage drawn or propelled

upon a road by staam or electricity, or

by any other mechanical power. The
reason given for not including the side-

car in the duty of £1 for the luotor cycle
is that in the Finance (1909-10) Act,

1910, which impos3s the duty, is a clause

wliich says that the expression " motor
car " includes a motor bicycle and a
motor tricycle, but does not include a
vehicle drawn by a n-otor car. As the
matter is one of considerable importance
to myself and to your readers, I would
be glad to learn if the question has been
raised before, and, if so, with what
result?

—

Leith.

Scotland holds definitely that a sidecar
and motor bicycle are one vehicle. Let
your local authority hold what it likes—
refuse to pay more than £1 for a three
wheeled vehicle. If you receive a sum-
mons, or are threatened with prosecution,
immediately leport the matter to the
secretary of tlie Auto Cycle Union (Legal
Department), 89, PaU Mall, S.W., and
your case will probably be taken up free
of charge.

A tester initiitts the pcstmin
in bu new duties.

Variable Gears.

Will you please let me know

—

"^1 (1.) Whicli is the best machine for

^ sidecar work—3^ h.p. Premier or

-U Si h.p. Macbetli-Precision, either
with the Armstrong three-speed

gear and F.E. clutch? (2.) Can
the machine be started from rest from
the saddle with tlie back wht;el on the
ground, or do I have to push off? (3.)

Can the gear be changed without dis-

engaging the clutcli whilst running?
(4.) Is tlie Albion two-speed and fiee

engine hub gaar a good one? (5.) How
much does it cost for driving licence ard
registiation of a motor cycle? Is there
any other expense? Is any further
licence required for a sidecar? Will you
please instruct liie as to the best method
to go about this/—C.A.H.

(1.) Both machines are first class, (2.)

A machine fitted with the Armstrong hub
does net allow the engine to be started
with the wheel on the ground. The
ma;liine can be put on the stand,
engine started, and the wheel then
placed on the ground, the clatch
having been previously withdrawn, or you
can push off. (3.) \es ; but it is desiratle
to dec utch or raise the exhaust whan
changing up. (4.) Tile Albion two-speed
is excellent. (5.) In addition to the driving
licence ai:d registration (os. each) you
must take out, at any post office, a local

taxaticn licence (cost £1). No additional
licence is required for a sidecar, but
reg.ster the mathine as a tricycle.

Starting away from the garage.

READER'S REPLY.
Melton Mowtray to Cromer.

I go to East Kunton, near Cromer,
every year for. my summer hciiday, and
1 always go by motor cycle VlU Saxby,
BuL'kmu.scer, Coisterworlh, Coriuy,

bouiue, &piildir.g, Holbeacn, Long Suttun,
and King's Lynn. From Lynn take the

middle read - to Fakenhani u.a hoydou
St.itionj Weasenham, and Toft-trees (the

upper road via ilillington and Duntjn
was execrable last summer), and so on
to Holt and Cromer. The ro d from
summer. Your querist must be care-

ful between Fakenham and HoJt, especi-

ally if he arrives there towards dusk

;

there is a sharp right-ancle turn to ihe

ICit, followed immediately by a similar

turn to the right just before you reach

Holt. Last year at this corner an unfor-

tun.ite motor cyclist with a brard new
machine, had a bad accident; he h d
gone straight ahead in the failirg li ht

pt 35 m.p.h. inti ths hedc;e and bank,

hoping to reach Hclt by lighting-up time

E. Percy Smyth.

EXPERTENCi!.^ WANTED.
Readers desirous ol obtaining the exoeriences

of others with various motor cvcles or accessories

must enclose n stamoed addressed envelooe in

which the teolies may be forwarded. Answers
to the Quene; below should be addressed c/o
The Editor.

".I.C.J." (Streatham).—23 h.p. or 3i h.p.

Wurruna-Arno.

"S.J.F." (Ainsdale).—Binks and Lukin
carburetters.

" W.A.C." (Birmingham).—Rollo cycle-

car or other make with four wheels.

" R.T.M." (Smethwick) Mabon clutch

with 5-6 h.p. motor cycle and sidecar.

"M.P.S." (Dublin).—Mibon clutch on

3i h.p. Triumph with sidecar.

"J.K." (Huddersfield).—^i h.p. Zenith-

Grradua and Rudge Multi with s'dscrr.

" R.C." (Scarborough).—Lincdti - Elk,

petrol consumption and hill-climbing.

•C.W.S.S." (Cheadle).—Mabon, Bow-
den. Albion, and Millennium gea.rs on an

old pattern 3i h.p. Triumph with sirfecar.

" H.R.W." (W. Norwood).—Villiers
clutch.

".T.K.W." (Westcliff).—6 h.p. Zenith

and 5 h.p. Clyno.

Te-chin; a postman to driva

the n V Eover G.P.O. sld.car

combination.

BM
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A NOVEL SIGNPOST.

A fortnight ago werrf r'ed to the curious signpost

erected at M SJn's Hill, Bromley, We are now
able to illuitrais it.

Carburetters and Hill-climbs.

In three open hill-climbing competitions,

'viz., Oakamoor, Leathley Bank, and Erig-

steer Brow, we are informed machines
fitted with Amac carburetters won thirteen

different classes besides several seconds
and thirds.

Three-wheeled Cyclecars.

The makers of the Wall tricycle, A.
W. Wall, Ltd., Hay Mills, Birmingham,
are prepared to arrange trials of the
standard two-seater either at the works
or in London. The 1912 iDusti'ated cata-

logue is also ready and will be forwarded
on application.

Tyre Successes.

Clincher motor cycle tyres scored a
signal success at the Staxton Brow hill-

ilimb in the class for standard touring
bitigles. the tlu'ee Norton machines
which finished first, second, and third,

being fitted with these tyres. The
winner of the Tranmer Trophy, who also

made fastest time of the day, used the
same make of machine and tyres.

Neat Repair Outfit.

The vSevern Rubber Co. have sent us a
neat motor cycle repair outfit, which is con-

tained in a metal box measuring 5in.x4in.

X Ijin. 'J'he solution is specially prepared
for use with Severn patches, and is kept
moist and in good order by being packed
in a circular tin box provided with pcrrw
lid which cannot work loose. The outfit

incliules a good supply of Severn specially

prepared patches of various sizfs, oval
and reclangiilar, glass paper, prepared can-

vas, chalk, valve rubber, cle. Exprri'Tiee

with tliese iiatchcs and Folution enables
us to recoinnion'l them with every c<mfi-

dence, if the solution be well ivbbed in

jini the tube properly cl(faru'<l before

applying the patch ; the rejjair v ill last

practically indefinitely.

tl28

Easy Payment Systems.

Among the firms which make a

speciality of supplying motor cycles on
the easy payment plan are the Wincycle
Trading Co., Ltd., 106, Great Saffron

Hill, E.G. An illustration of their latest

model was published on March 28th,

page 358.

A New Twisting Grip.

The sketch herewith illustrates a new
twisting grip designed and manufactured
by Charles Binks, Ltd., mainly for

racing purposes. The grip is made
suitable for almost any handle-bar, and
can be fitted in a few minutes. The
two halves are placed over the bar, and
held in position by a screw clamp. The
halves can then be tightened by means
of screws till the desired amount of

friction be obtained. The grip is sup-

plied well finished and plated. We hear

that racing experts pronounce the
device excellent, as it is difficult and
dangerous to release one's hold of the
handle-bar to alter the usual type of

control levers when travelling at high
speeds.

APRIL 2jtk, 1^12.-

The Jarrott Cup Winner.

Harold Kai'slake's 3^ h.p. Rover, which
j

won the Jarrott Cup this year, was fitted
j

with Bates new pattern tyres and Lyso
;

belt. Karslake went through the trial
i

without a puncture or a stop of any kind I

due to tyre trouble.
|

Catalogues Received.
I

The latest catalogue issued by G. Raws
j

and Sons, Oldhall Street, Liverpool, gives

particulars and illustrations of this firm's

Albany clothing. The Albany AU-season.
jacket is fitted with a detachable lining.

The special features of "The Duo," a
four-wheeled runabout, made by Duo
Cars, Ltd., are described in a well illus-

trated quarto catalogue just to hand.
The offices and showrooms of this firm
are at 76, York Street, Westminster.
The new catalogue of the Royal Enfield

motor cycles is a. most interesting pam-
phlet. Besides full specifications of the
four models, it contains details and draw-
ings of the Enfield two-speed gear,
friction clutch, cush drive, lubrication

methods, and other particulars that
should be carefully studied by
purchasers. There is also a sectional
-view of the ii| engine, and the catalogue,
which can be obtained from the Enfield
Cycle Co., Redditch, concludes with a

list of some of the numerous successes.

A Farewell Gathering.

To bid farewell to Mr. A. Mellano, the
popular manager of the Hutchinson Tyre
Company, a dinner was given at Guer-
mani's Restaurant, Dean Street, on the
evening of the 18th inst. Mr. Mellano,
whose arrival was greeted with great
enthusiasm, is about to leave England
to take up the management of the Italian

business of the company. The gathering
was an informal one, and throughout the
evening demonstrations were given of the
affection with which the firm regard Mr.
Mellano. Mr. E. M. P. Boileau was
present on behalf of The Motor Cycle..

The photograph depicts what is undoubtedly the Ilrst cyclecar wedding. U was taken on the occasion of

the marriage of the Kollo Car Co.'s worlis manager at Christ Churcli, Sparkhill, Birmingham. After the

ceremony the happy pair left for a tour in North Wales.
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—The s-mple'tj most ndaptable, and safest

method ot control over the working parts of

your bicycle is best attained unquestionably by

\m\

—i e , the adoption ot the Bowden Brake Co.'s

Brakes and various Bowd^n-m c anism
Con.rols operated from the handle-bar, etc.

—Have the efficient ma-agement of your
mach.ne completely at your finger ends by
u'iing Bowden F tments ! — and see these

appl anccs bear our mark.

—Write for our interesting Illustrated Booklet
of " Boudon-controi " productions.

Specify "TYSEI^V mrke"
when ordering "BO WPiiN 'supplies

THE BOWDEN <,

Ltd., TVSFI.FY.

Telegraphic A ddr^ss

;

"Bowden, Acocus Green."

ji BSAKE CO.,

Birmingham.
Telephones

:

Acock Green, 103 and T04.

TYSELEY

BOWDEN Motor-cycle FRONT BRAKE. B.M.B.tOO.

tt

r
Always ask for a

Model 125

when buying a LAMP
NOTE IT'S SPECIFICATION. ,

MODEL 1 25. The " P. & H." A powerful Projector Lamp fitted

with a " Roni" Non-carbonising burner. 4 in. specially silvered

Mangin' Mirror, and best plate-glass bevelled Convex Lens.
Special Adjustable Bracket, upon • which the Lamp can be
reversed if required. Special Generator, of highest quality and

: efficiency, complete with best grey rubber Tubing connection.

Height.
7in.

Weight.
2 J lbs.

Front.
S.in.

Lens.
4^in.

Pest Finish

Plated on Brass.

Price 27/- completa

ready for attaching to Cycle in either position—on Handle-bar,
Stem, or usual Lame Bracket.

—Remember Ihe "PoWell & Hanmer" make is Ihe

make with the biggest 'QUALITY" reputation—

the biggest sale—and the biggest benefits for users.

The e's over a thirty yeais' experience behind the

"P. & H." production- ar.d that means perfect

service wilh i.s consequent perfect safety a^srheel.

Obtainable of all M;tor Agents, Garages, etc.

Powell & Hanmer, Limited,

Chester Street, Birmingham.

In answering these advertisements if is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." ^31
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Official Repairers to the

ROYAL AUTOMOBILE CLUB,
AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION

AND MOTOR UNION.

B

AGEHCIES.
BAT
SCOTT
CLYNO
RUD GEINDIANZENITH

H U M B E RTRIUMPHDOUGLASBRADBURYMOTOSACO CHE
PHELON & MOORE

A. C. TRICARS, ETC.
"MILLFORD" & "GLORIA" SIDECARS

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

Eastern Garage
418, ROMFORD ROAD,
•S. FOREST GATE, E. ^

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
1912 DOUSLAS " K," 23 h.p £45
1910 INDIAN, 5 li.p., Red £32
1910 MOTOSACOCHE, 2 h.p £21
1910 REX, 5 h.p. Twin £32
1910 TRIUIVIPH, free engine £37
1911 INDIAN, 5 h.p. F.E £42
1911 TRIUMPH, 3J h.p £36
1911 PREiVllER, 3,f h.p £31
1911 TRIJIVIPH, tree engine ..., £44
1911 RUDGE, free cn-ine £33
1910 REX, 3', h.p. F.E. (new) £38
1911 KERRY-ABINGDO,^, 3I h.p £31
1911 BRADBJRY, free enjine £33
1907 TR|JIVIP.^, 3,1 h.p. £21
1911 KERRY, 3,1 h.p. two-speed £35
1911 DOOaLAS "D," 2i h.p £29
1910 TRIUiViPH, 3I h.p £31
I9ro REX SPEED KIN3 3I h.p £23
1908 BROWN 3I h.p., Roc geir £25
1908 ROC, 5 li.p., F.E., aud Sidecar .

.

£25

Official Rcpairerfl lo

AUTO CYCLE UNION.

ESSEX COUN TY AUTOMOBILE
^LUB.

P P

Jl ^Magazine for T*uhlic

School & University -JMen.

MAY NUMBER
NOW READY.
Principal Contents :

HARROW SCHOOL, PAST
AND PRESENT. (Illustrated.)

CAMBRIDGE FIFTY
YEARS AGO. Part II.

With numerous illustrations.

THE RHODES SCHOLARS
AT OXFORD

aud a summary of their
achievements, with
photographs.

PARTRIDGE PRESERVA-
TION AND PROTECTION,

by Frank Bonnett.

THE 'VARSITY SPORTS.
An historical review of
the annual contest.
Illustrated by "Nibs."

ATHLETIC? SPORTS, 1912.
(Illustrated.)

Some recent perform-
ances at the Public
Schools.

THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
BOXING, FENCING, AND
GYMNASTICS COMPETI-
TIONS.

A brief Retrospect,
followed by an account
of this year's meeting
at Alders'hot. Specially

.illustrated ;frora photo-
graphs and cartoons.

THE WINTER SEASON.
Rugby Football, Asso-
ciation Football, and
Hockey— reviewed by
special contribiitors.

OUT OF BOUNDS, by Owen
John (" The Autocar ").

NOTES FROM THE
PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND
UNIVERSITIES.

Price - One Shilling Net.
. . . Of all Newsagents, . . .

Specimen copy is. 411. from

The Publishers : ILIFFti & SONS Ltd.,

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.

BE YOUR

OWN EXPERT..
Are you quite sure that that car you
are thinking of buying is all that its

owner represents it to be ?

In these matters a practiced know-
ledge of the working parts of a car
is indispensable.

This can only be obtained by a
thorough course of tuition such as

that provided by

—

The international school
of motoring,

PYKE HOUSE 19, Oxford Street, Wv
(opposite Oxford Music Hall}. ™

Call, write, or 'phone, for free

illustrated prospectus.

We offer special terms to Motor

Cyclists for private tuition.

YOUR OWN
ADVICE IS BEST!

FUTURE CLUB EVENTS.

Coventry and Warwickshire IVIotor Club.

Open Reliahilily Trial

May 4th, 1912.

Entries close definitely Saturday, ,\pRrL 27th, to J. F.

SPENCER, Trials Hon. Sec., Priory Mill. Coventry.

EVERY SATURDAY.

I

A SMALL ADVERT.
— IN —

*'THE MOTOR CYCLE" ]

will soon find a customer for your
second-hand machine. .1

l'^- In atiewerhid these advertisements it is desirubk la mcntlcii " The Motor Cycle."
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SECOND- HAND
MOTOR CYCLES

at from 2/- to 5/- in the £ discount

!

This means that we are going to move the stuff !

Tf you have not had a list you OJGHT to have had
one. Get on the jump and let us have that postcard,

and we will send you one straight away. Look
through the list ; spot a machine to suit you ; make
us a cash ofier, or deferred payment offer, and be
handy about it ; and you will have a machine through
in about three da\'s. The coal war is now settled

for the time being, and everyone is more or less

pleased with themselves, so that it is time you got
a bike. You will find it come in handy in view of a
possible railway striUe. However, we have got used
to strikes now, and it is no use worrying about the
matter. Get a motor cycle, and thus have a means
of locomotion of your own at hand, and you are then
independent of everything in this respect.

We are not advertising for amusement ! Please
note ! We INTEND TO SFXL. If you won't buy
at our price, let us have your offer, and we will try
and sell at your price. The makers are deluging us
with new stuff every week, and we do not know
where to put it. We have been telling you this tale

for a month, and although the second-hand machines
are goiag fairly satisfactorily, we want them to go
quicker. Remember twenty ur thirty new machines
are coming in every week, and these take up room.
We have also several cars coming through, aad these
will take up more room still, so that between the
lot we want your assistance to shift the second-hand
stuff. If you have not enough monev, let us know
how much you have, and we will get on the jump
and try and sell you a machine. If vou will be quick
we will be able to sell you a machine as quick as a
packet of Woodbines. You cannot go wrong with us.

If you can come down, we will show you the stock,
and let you try a machine on the road ; this will be
far better than sending you one. The railway com-
panies are now nmning excursions, we believe, and
if you cannot get one of these, you can always get a
chepp ticket, or it will pay you to come by the ordi-
nary train. If you cannot possibly come over, send

for a list, and spot a machine, and we \vill send
same along to you. If it is not as per specification,

you can return within three days, and have your
money basK in full ; or we are pleased to exchange
at any time for another machine.
We are offering you all sorts of tempting terms,

and we want your trade. Don't wait while the
summer comes. Get on the jump now ! There is no
time like the present !

We can suit ever)' man, even down to the man with
only 50/- in his pocket. You can become the owner
of any accumulator m.ichine in ourgirage for £7 10s.

cash down. If this is too much for you, you can have
one for ^4 rgs. 6d. ; and if you cannot spring thus
far, have another packet, and have one for 50/-.

These are machines that will run, not something to

look at. The prices are ridiculous, but the quality
is good, and we intend to shift them. If your fancy
lies in the direction of a magneto machine, you can
have one from £12 los. upwards. There is no price too
low for us, nor yet is there any too high. We can fit

vou up with a new or second-hand iVIatchless, jap-
i3at, C lyno, Scott, P. & M., Bradbury, Zenith, Moto-
sacoche, Humter, Douglas, Premier, Morgan Run-
about, A.C. Tri(a\ and heaps of other machines,
which you can pay for on cash or deferred terms. We
will guarantee our stock to be the largest in the world.
\\ e are not out to tell you a tale and drop you in.

All we ask you is if you have not seen our stock to

come across someone who has seen it. and see what
they have to say about it. Many firms advertise
whose stock is not one-twentieth as large as ours,

and yet on paper they make quite as good a show
as we do. You don't know what our stock is like

without seeing our list. We cannot afford to publish
it in the paper and tell you the tale besides.

We have no interest in any other firm in the king-
dom, therefore don't mix us up with others. When
you are finished ^vith our list, pass it on to your pal,

so that it tecomes a rolling ston^.

If you don't know where Morecambe is, we will tell

you. It is three miles from Lancaster, the capital
town of Lancashire. If you live in Ireland, you can
come across by boat to Hej-sham , which is three miles
from Morecambe. The roads around here are excel-

lent—the finest in the Kingdom. You can come by
train, and ride the motor cycle back.

There are one or two things that we want to tell

you this week, (i.) We cannot let motor cycles go
\

and accept payment by cheque from strangers.

(2.) If you run into a wall with a motor cycle, we
\

cannot guarantee to repair it for nothing. (3.) We
cannot send a mechanic down to, say, Wolver-

_

hampton to show you a motor cycle,as our men are

too busy at home for anything of the kind. If you
mil come up here, however, we wili.show you what
we have, and let you try one on the road, and we can
guarantee to give you satisfaction. (4.) We can
supply you with a great deal better value than any-
body else, but we cannot supply the impossible,

such as, for instance, a 1911 P. & M. or F.E. Triumph
forf2g. Wecan do a lot, but our reply to an enquiry I

of this sort would, we fear, be of a kind that would
be anything but pleasing to you. We are not out to

act the goat for anybody, ;dthough if you said such
an enquiry was in the nature of a joke, we might be
able to appreciate it.

Another thing, bho>'S, we don't open on Sundays.
By Saturday night we have had quite enough of it,

and if we cannot make sufficient money m six days
we will not take the trouble to try and do so on the

seventh. Remember, we put in twelve or thirteen

hours every day of the six in the week ; and if any of

you do the same, we are sure you will not feel in-

clined to work on the seventh anymore than we do.

We have still any amount of accessories to shift,

both new and second-hand. The stock seems enor-

mous, and we want you to help us to get rid of it.

You cannot do better than make up your minds
to have a week-end at Morecambe. You can then
get a machine, new or second-band, and buy all t le

accessories you want while you are in Morecambe.
We have told you before that we are agents for all

the very tip-top stuff, and the fact that such people
as P. & M., Matchless, Scotts. Clyno, Bradbury,
Humber, and Jap-Bat, and all the rest of the makers
consider us sufficiently good business peoplf- as to

accept our orders for thousands of pounds worth of

machines should make it quite clear to you that we
are a firm of sufficient standing to justify your
placing your orders with us.

Till next week, bhc'V'S, good-bve !

Kitchen's, Ltd., Morecambe.
Telephone

:

112.

Wires ;

' Motor, Morecambe."

THE TRUMP-JAP
The most perfect development of motor cycle construction.

RELIABILITY, SPEED, COMFORT.

THE Machine for the Expert.—— -
-

TH£ Machine for the Novice.

READY FOR
THE ROAD.

P. &H. LAMP and LARGE
HORN FITTED FREE.

3 n.p. or 6 <• p. J.A P. Engine^.

FREE ENGINES. TWO AND THREE SPEED GEARS.

Write tor our Calalog'ie and long list of Successes,

TItey are interesting.

TRUMP MOTORS, Ld., 38, Jolin Bright St., Birmingham.
Agenls— London ; Ccdfrev & Applebee, Ltd., 208. Gt. Portland Street.

;

Manchester • St. Jamts' Cycling Stores, Oxford St. ; Belfast : Alex. Bullick

39, King Street ; Edinboro' ; Alexander & Co. 108-110, Lothian Road

;

Glasgow : Alexander & Co., 272, Gt. Western Rd. , DarUngtun : W. E.
Dove & Co., Bundgatc; Bedford: Birmingham Cycle Co., 105, Midland
Rd, ; Leicester : Tom Cann, Ltd., Applegate Street.

FOR DEFERRED PAYMENTS
i down and balance in

12 monthly equal

payments. ^^^ I

^^^^
^ c^^ i\/im

O^)*^
THE

BEST HOUSE
for MOTOR CYCLES

SIDECARS
OR

RUNABOUTS
So'e Concessionnaires of the celebrated

MORGAIM RUNABOUTS.
Stockists of G,WK. MOTORETTE,
SABELLA, ROLLO, etc, etc.

Finest motor cycle showrooms in London.

NOTE ADDRESS:

HARRODS LTD.
(Richard Burbidge, Managing Director),

Bromptan Road, LONDON, S.W.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/cle." A?=:
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

1

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 14 words orlfss 1/6, and Id. per word
atter. Each paragraph is charged separately.

( aue and address must be counted. In the

case of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is charsed as twelve.

Mi advertisements in this section should be
acccmpanied with remittance, ard be addressed

to the offices of "The Meter Cycle," Coventry.

To ensur't insertion '1 tiers shou'd be pasted in

time to reach the ofEces of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (;0, Tudor Street, E.f.), by
the f!rit pest on Friday m.rni.g previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
state distirctly under wh:t beading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistalt.es.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles the advertisements are classified into dis-

tricts, as many readers liUe to l<now what machines are
for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before going
further afield.

Plan shovting division of England into Sections

SECTION 1.

Cumberland, Durham, andNorthumberland,
Westmoreland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

Carnar\ Denbifih, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,
Shrifpshire, MontfromfTy, and Merioneth,

SECTION IV.
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leircstcr, Rutland, Nortbampton,

Warwick.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridc", Mnnlingdon, and Bedford

SECIION VI.
Worce5ter, Hert-ford, Hadnor, Brecknock, Mnnmnnth,

C.lamorgan, Carmarlhen. CariliRnii, and Pembroke,

ShCTION Vll
Gloucester. 0.\lord, nuckitighani, Berks, Wilts and Hants.

Channel Islari>ls.

SECTION vm.
Hertiord, Essex, Middlesex. Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SbLTiON IX
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, an<l Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI.
Ireland and Isle of Mao.

BARGAINS THAT SATISFY
EVERY BUYER.

Britain's Biggest Selection of every make of motor '

cycle, new and second-hand, 1912 models delivered
I

from stock or at earUest dates of any house in the !

trade. Lowest
prices for cash.
Best allowances
for exchanges.
Ask for to-day's
Ust. ^^

5300.
5302.
3306.
5308.

5309.
5210.

5313.
5320.

5330-
5332-
5338.

5331-

5275-
5124.
5192.
5193-
5195-
5214.
5216.
5222.
5225-
5230.
5237.

5239.
5241.
5242.

5243.
5246.

5253-
5261.
5262.
5271.

5275.
5276.
5277.
5285.
5293-
5124.
5118.
5107.
5066.

5064.
5055-
2<)65.

4046.
4249.
4322.
4420.

4474-
4506.
4531-
4546.
4628.

4631.
4602.
4701.
4727.
472f).

»735.
4752.

1759.
(7ho.

4776.

'Mil

2 h.p 1910 MOTO-REVE £18 10

3J h.p. QUADfiANT £15

3I h.p 1910 P. & M £42
3j h.p. 1911 2-speed HUNIBER and

Sidecar £42

3J h.p; igo8 TRIUMPH £25
3ih.p. igo8 MINEKVA £16 10
5 h.p. 1911 Twin REX DE LUXE £40
4 h.p. 1908 2-speed ROC £20
7 h.p. 1911 INDIAN £42
5-6h,p. 1911 4-cyl. F.N £33 lO

2} h.p. igi2 DOUGLAS, Model K . . £49
35 h.p. 1912 P. & IH £60
3i h.p. 1911 Free-engine SINGER . . 40 Uns.
3* h.p. 1912 T.T RUDGE «0 Gns.
3i h.p. 1911 Standard TRIUMPH . . £40
8 h.p. 1911 Standard MATCHLESS £45

3J h.p. ryo9 P. & M £35
3.1 h.p. 1911 2-sieed NUMBER .. £37 10
5-6 h.p. 4-cyl. F.N. and Sidecar . . £20
2 h.p. J<308MOTO REVE £17 10

7 h.p. 1909 2-speed V.S £33 ID

2j h.p. 1911 Standard'DOUGLAS . . £28
2 h.p. 1910 MOTO-REVE £17 10

35 h.p. 19JI 2-speed NUMBER . . £37 10

35 h.p. 1909 TRIU.flPH £28
2.1 h.p. 1911 Standard DOUGLAS . . £2B
3ih.p. igog ThIUMPH £29
3* h.p. 19JI Speed Kins; REX £30
3J h.p. 1910 LINCOLN-ELK £22
2{ h.p. 1911 Standard DOJaL.AS . . £30
3.V h.p. ANTOIi^E £15
3.r h.p. IU08 Twin PEUGEOT £18
3* h.D. igi I Cone Clutch REX . . £35
^i h.p i;ii 2-speed HUMBEA .. £37 10

4! h.p. 4-oyl. F.i< £18 10
8" h.p. igii Standard MATCHLESS £45
3* h.p. FAFNIR and Sidecar £20

2I h.p. 1910 2-speed F.N £25
2 h.p. 1910 MOTO-REVE £20
23 h.p. 1911 ENFIELO £2?
3! h.p. 1909 2-specd P. & M £35
2 h.p. 1911 HUMBER £26 10

2} h.p. jgii Standard DOUGLAS . . £28 10

3^ b.p. 1911 B >ADBURY, Mabon cl. £37 10
3S h.p. 191 1 2-speed NUMBER £37 10

3? h.p. igii L.M.C., variable gear . . £35
2" h.p. 1909 MOTO-REVE £17 10

i,h h.p. MOTOSACOCHE £11 10

3* h.p. 191 1 Standard BAT 30 Gns.

3* h.p. igi I 2-spped N.S.U £35

3J h.p. igii Frec-en(!inc PREMIER £38 10

3>, h.p. :gio PREMIER £27 10

3j h.p. igil Clutch REX £33 10

3I h.p. igjo 2-specd SCOTT £32 10

3Jh.p. 1911 KEKAY-ABINGDON .. £32 10

3* h.p. igioTKIUMPH, Mabon vari-

able gear £38

3J h.p. 1909 J.A.P £22
4 Ui. p. 1909 4-cyl. F.N £20
2.3 h.p. igog Twiii N.S.U £18
3i h.p. igji KERRY-ABINGDON .. 30 Gns.

21 h.p. jgio ROYAL ENFIELD ....£22
35 h.p. igio QUADRANT £25
2J h.p. J.A.P £7 10

3i h.p. igio 2-specd BRADBURY . . £35
5" h.p. 1911 rrec-cngiuc INDIAN .. £39 10

3! h.p. 191 1 Frcc-onKinc TRIUMPH £43 10

3J h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH £28 10

3jh.P. 191 1 T.T.ARIEL £26 10
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NUMBERED ADDI2ESSES*
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at '* The Motor Cycle " Office.
When this is desired, sd. will be charged for regif:tration,
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear in
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed j " No.
000, c/o * The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or it
" London "

is added to the addi-ess, then to the number given, c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.U

J^ITDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of ouu
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of thi
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all 'transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. Gd. is charged, when under
^10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orda'S should be made
payab'" to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication th t the oods sdi ertised have
already been disposed o£. Ad'crtisers rften receive so

»>ny enouiries that it is quite inipcssible to repiy to each
I by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE-

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberlaad, Durham, and
v> estnioreland.

EX de Luxe. 1909, 5h-p. tiviu. Roc 2-fipeed, splendid
condition; £23.—Sander.?on, chemist, l'"ence Houses.

N.S.U., 5h.p., perfect runninff order; trial offered;

£10/10. — Kelvey, 5, Victoria Terrace, South
Shields.

1 012 Zenith, 6h.p.: owner cannot tate ueUvery; what
jLO uffersP no trade.—Box 234, The Motor CycU
Otflrea, Coventry.

IQU; TT. R;adster Triumph, absolutely lilce new,LU very last. uU sparci; £40.-232, liie Motor Cycle

QJtii-ed, Coventry.

BRADBDRY, S'.h.p., 1911 model, perfect condition,
atce-isorie^; £35, or reasonable cfier.— 19, Portland

Terrace, Newcastle-on-Tyue.

TRItTMPH, 1911. 'free engine, excellent eonditiou;

tyres fjood. new belt, la.up, horn, and spares; £43.
—Clark, 15a, Lonsdale "St.. Carlisle."

6ih.p. Chassis, less ensine, tubular frame, 2-spGe<l,

2 rpver-e, baU benring wheef<, gcod tyres; eacrifico

£7/10.—Nixon, Brampton, Cumberland-

1 QIO* 3ih.p. Touriet Trophy Premier. ennniePed rreum
-It/ and pold leaf everything' as new; £30; trial-—

Elliott, Schools. Brampton, Cumberland.

1Q11 3ih.p. Ariel. decoinnreHsor. free engine, variable

5/ -(^ears: list pnee £51/5 r never been run; saeri-

fire £45.—Murtiudale, architect, Carlisle

OTOR Cycle. 19T2, free entwine Bradbury, offers;

1911 4h.p. 2-spped Quadrant, £40: 1911 7h.p. fiee

tniKiue Rex, £36.—Walker, Fishburn, Ferryliill.

OJ.h.p. Motor Cyelfi, good condition, Mieholin, Jinn-

'O-i kip, Stanley-Dermatine, spares, tools, euit be-

L'iniirr; nearest £12.—Tliomley Vicarage. Tow L»w,
hurham-

TRIUMI'H 1912 T.T. Roadster, practicniy new. lamp,
h..rn. belt bap:, spare tyn', tube, belt, valve, etc.;

£48, n baiKnin—Cyril Walker, Hill View, The Piiilt,

West Hartlepool.

TRIUMl'H, bought new 1910. in fine condition, tiiily

used weekends, fimltless throughout: £32, or ex-

change for late powerful twin, cnsh adjustment.— I'ar-

ticularw, 84. Glrtiunl)oiough Urovc, Newcastle.

ARNO, the ideal miicliini\—3ih.p. T T. mrdd. £45;
Tourist mudol, £45; 2ih p. medium, 39 giiincae^j

Sih.p. 2-8pecd and free eugiuc, £55; sideoars to fit any
miu-liiue in stock.- Rlyor.-^, Neville's Cross, Duiiiaiu.

TRIUMrHS. HmuLers, B.S.A.. Royal Enfield motor
lycltti. Ii;ilit\uiglit(^, 2 speeds, tice ouginea; write,

wire, or 'phone for iinmodiiito dclivt'iies.—Turvey and
Co., Tlio Motor House. Sunderland. Tel.: No. 626.

HUMIIKR. 3Jli.p., 1910 lute. Roe 2-^pccd. free ongiin?,

handle ^'turling Oowoy, n«ncr liiiviag Hied uttcl
UiML' tlluoKs. Idtul luilouge rit'drii under 200 niiics,

7,iiitiuK, eujunel unscratclicd, alwohitcly new ciuiditmu,

in perfect order, all tooln, accessories; tost £60, sucrittuu

£40, or nearest offer.— Ilutton Wilaon, Kb'glescllflA

M

111 aiialrcrinct these advui'lisemcats it is mention "Tin; Mutar C'l/cle."
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The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,
16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

'Phone, 766. Telegrams, " Hertection."

£3 to £5 DOWN and 5/- weekly secures

prompt despatch of

rwin Magneto MOTO-REVE . .

.' £15

34 h.p. FAFNIR, low frame, h.b. control tl J 10

Iivin REX spring forks £16 m
3 h.p. QUADRANT £10 U
2|h.p. KERRY.sprins forks £10 10

3 h.p. HUWBER, chain drive £8 10

si h.p. WOLF, i-prav. smait, h.b. control £11 10

3* h.p. BRADBURY £12 10

sj h.p. DE DION £10 10

3J h.p. BROWN, h.h. control, very powerful £14 IJ

zj h.p. J.A.P., spring forks £8 10

£7

NOETHERN Depct, Ltd., "
Leeoe St., Liverpool. T.A ;

2} h.p. .Mae. MINERVA.chain drive £16 10

3J h.p. Magneto SINGER £15 10

1-our-cyi el r.M., iiuigueto £19 19

3j ii.p. Magneto REX l;j lo

Twin l»i01>J-.-tVE £19 >9

F.N. M-i^netn Lightweight £19 19

2jh.p REX Magneto Lightweight £16 10

1911 REX BAftaAINS. Makers' price. Ours.

3| h.p. Rex Tonnst 43 guineas 34 guineas

3^ h.p. Free-engine 48 guineas 37 guineas

3I h.p. 2-speed de luxe 57 guineas 46 guineas

5 h.p. 2-speed de luxe 60 guineas 49 guineas

All new and guaranteed. Exchanges liberally dealt with

1912 DE LUXE
SIDECAR
£6 6s.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
GREAT Snle of motor fydcs.-Sih.p. Kex, £7^0;

41i.p. Cliater-Lea, matrneto, sprinj? I'orka. B. and
E.. £12; 31i.p Triumph, £9: 1909 Douglas, £18/10;
1911 Eerry-Abinsdj-u, £28; 5-6h.p. Ees. 1909. twin-
(.yl-, free eng-ine, and eidecar. £25, worth £40; 1908
Triumph, new condition. £25; P. and M., nearly new, 2-

speed, free engine, £37/10; we have about 60 second-
bund motor bikes in stock, consisting of 1907, 1908,
1909. 1910 Triumphs, prices from £15: several Brad-
burys. Singers, Moto-Iieves ; all machines sold are
w.inanted in good order; sidecars from 50/-.—The Moior
Cycle Exchange, 160, Young St., Sheffield.

Everything Motoiieh."
Depend. Tel. : Koyal

5029— Machines in ^ock. 8h.p. Kex-Jap, 2-«peed, also
4h.p. ditto, clutch; Kerrv-Abingdone. 4h.p. clutch and
Cob racdels: 2h.p Hmuber lightweight: clutch Eudge
and Millfcrd, done 700 raile.^- Sidecars in stock—Mill
ford, Herald, Northern special cane tcipedo, d.cr, and
-term apron coaip ete. £13- Northern special, 5 gns., with
cranked back axle. Beck for delivery in 1 week 2vpeed
Clyno and Cance'et sidecars; A C Sociable for May 7th;
ftr-t flep ~it secures eitl^er- Northern warbling whistle,

h.b. Bowden ccntrol, suit sin^'le or multi-cylinder engines,
21/-. post free; Garner whistl&^, brass :r p'ated 12'6
post free. The be-t mrtor cycle suit m'de, absolute!}
i:uarauteeri. and contains no rubber, po:t free 35/- and
47/6; send clie-t measure. Avon tvres, all pittern-

vozt free pe'' return. Ly-o belts, all sertions and length-^

pn-^t free; XTall saddles in stock; Covey speed indicate r

with =pp"ial br-i ket« for A C. Sociable, 91/-. pest free
lined heavy gloves fr m 5/6, with gauntlets: chauiri:
gifves fro '1 1/3; dust jacket; and overalls; special di^^

p'ay of sidebar and can er luggage ciwes : Northern side

car dust screens, 7/6; everything for motor cyclists i^

atock-

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Dcnbijih. Flint. Cheshire, Derbv
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

»ih.p. Minerva, running well, has sidecar: £10, c;

^ 2 near offer.—Williams, Navy League, Liscard.

HAMPSTEAD.

" Exchange," with Continental motor cycle tjTC £5 5
" De Luxe " type, with b^ sl lyre, aprcn, etc, . . £6 6
Ditto, wiih reversible child's seat £7
Dino. with iRsi co.ich-built body.... £7 12 6
Improved Quick DetacliaDle Joints, cranked extra strong

back axle ?.nJ 'spindle, tip up body, aiiJ caged ball races
to all models. Prompt delivery to suit Re.xes, Triumphs,
N,S.U.'s, Indians, and any jtbei make.

Disrouni to trade. £ changes entertainfid.

CUARANTEED IN RUNNING ORDER.
I0I2 6 h.p. REX Sidette, chain driv^e, new model.

.

igi2 3* h.p. standard dAAUdJAY, .\li\V £45
igi2 2^ h.p. Iwu-speeu kEX lunior, NEW £45
1912 Twin REX Sidette, NE\V t75
igii Two i^peed KEX junior, as new £3* 10
191 1 3i b. p. Tourist REX^ done 750 miles £32 10
SCOTT 2-spee(l, Aug., igio £37 lO
1911 3J h.p. 2-speed NUMBER £38 10
I9ii3lh.p KEA, Clutch model 1,-7 1

J

19115 h.p. fwospeed HEX DE LUXE i4/ IJ
1910 7 h.p. Twin REX, HOT STUFF £37 10
1910 5 h.p. Twin ftE i, special finish £28 10
igio 5 h.p. Twin kEX, NEW £34 iJ
1910 3^1. p REX. verv ra^ii. special machine .. .. £2/ tO
igio ROYAL ENFIELD, smart £22 10
5j h.p. Iwo-spee.l I wm KOC, magneto, L)iuid5>. £32 tO
Brand New 3^ h.p. REX £29 10
3i h.p. Two-speed N.S.U., smart £:ii j
X908 sh h-P- Magneto REX, spring forks £22 10
3* h.p. KEX, \.erv rine condition tla j j
Four-cyUnder F.N. , magneto, spring forks £18 18
3J h.p. WOLF . Mevens engme. h.b. control £12 1 1)

3 h.p. QUAliRANT. low frame £10 10
2} h.p. KERRY, spring forks £10 10

Easy t'ayments at Special Rates.

fNFIT^LD, 1911. shop soiled.
J engine ; 45 guineas.—Oakley,

2;h p.. 2-spi

Station Bd.,
ed. free
Hedne^=

33.h p. Twin Mrto-Revp. run 220 mile3 only: wort'
4 £35, accept £25.—Brown, Gloucester E4., Chester

fied.

11 Bradbury, 3'h.p., good app-'arance and tune,
very fast; £35.—Slack. Spring Place, Chsister-19

Roc, magneto, free engine, handle starting, per-

fect condition : trial-—23, Sitwell St-, Spondcn,

N.S.U.. 3^h.p..
"Pare tuoe

1 lerby.

T.T. Rex, 5-6h.p., 1910. wants carburetter, ctLerwise
pc-fect; £1/, must sell, offers.-34, Parad.ee St.,

>Jorthwich.

3ih.p. Minerva, hb-c, spring fcrks, Whittle, foct-
2 boards, tyres gcod.—R. Ncdder, Asliover Rectory,

Chesterfield.

1Q10 P'nfleld Lightweight, perfect order t £21; pusb
X«^ hike or old meter taken part payment.—Spaan,
Aston, Nantwich-

1 012 Scott, new, just delivered in crate; first cheque
'-*/ £70 secmes.—JJox No. 288, The Motor Cycle
Oi& es. Ccventry.

magneto, new cover and tube on bark,
belt, lamp, jn good condition; £18,—

. Wells. Biadu)ph.

TRIUMPH. 1909, free engine, speedometer, mcder
ately u^ed, and ex cptionally gcod condition: £32.

—2, Harold St., Egremj.nt.

/?h.p. J. A P., perfect conditim. B. and B. carburetter,
*J Bo-seh. magneto, eats hills; £25; going abroad.—

Lime Grove, Timperley.

good tyres and belt, smart
sell, £30.—Box No- 309,

rkc Motor Cyc.e Offices, Ccventry.

Premier, late 1910. just overhauled, splendid
ondition, lai p, hum, etc., with sidevar; £^2.-

.». Wood, Astcn Rd., Wem, Salcp

1 Qll Chater-Jap, Bc«;ch, B. and B-, Lucas, spare
X«/ valve and tcoh : £26/10, or £25 without lamp
set.—0. Alcock, 16, ilardol, Shrewsbury.

torpedo tank, h b c, 26in. wheels,
genuine barg.dn I2^'n^<. cash; trial.-

Rcwe Dale Cctiage. Dove Holes, Buxton.

5, HEATH
STREET,

Close to Hampstead Tube Station.

Telegrams :
" Rey, Hampstead."

Telephone : 2678, P.O.. Hampstead.

EX-TENDED RAYIVIEMTS
Taken on any Machine or Runabout.

NO EXTRA CHARGE ON
IVIOST iVIAKES,

Following 1912 Machines'for

IMIVIEDIATE DELIVERY.
TRIUMPH Standard Model £48 15
TKiUMPH l()i: F.E. Model £55
RUDGE Standard Model £48 15
RUOGE T.T. Model £43 15
RUDGE F.E. Model £55
ZENITH 6 h.p. Model 67 Gns
ZENITH 3J h.p. Model 53 Gns
DOUGLAS L Ladvs Model £52
aOUGLAS J T.T. Model £47
DOUGLAS G Standard Model £41
iKADBURY Standard Model £45
iRADBURY F.E. Model £54 10
3.ADBURYT.T Model £43
SINGER 3J h.p. 3-speed Model £5B tO
LINCOLN ELK 3j h.p. Standard Model £34 5
HUMBEA 3* h.p. 2-speed Model £52 10
BAT 6 h.p. Standard Model £5B
SINGER 2-speed 4 h.p. Sidecar Model £65
ZENITH 8 h.p. Model 69 Gns
JOJGLAS Model L Lady's £52
DOUGLAS Model K £50
BKADBURY 2-spced Model £55
KUOGE Multi-speed Model £60
B.S.A. 3-speed Model £60
B.S.A. F.E. Model £56 10

G. and N. Runabout in four weeks.
Auv other makes on ap[)Ucation.

TRADE SUPPLIED WITM VARI US MAKES.
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS ALLOWED.

-•.2

1Q11 Bradbury. Sih.p.,
l.ij find pOTverfuI; mu-1

Si''"-

SUNDRIES.
;I9I2 De Luxe Sidecar, nearly new £5 5
Rexette Lh^r^sis, with body and tyres £7 |o
XL-ALL forks 8/5
Monocar I-raine. j-wheeler, with axle and tyres .

.

£6 10
Backrest, to fit XL-ALL saddle 7/6
Triumph Pattern Horns, Nevr 4/6
New Lane Sidecar Hody 17/q
Brook's Bion Saddle 9/6
New Laree Lvrctt s Saddle Q/Q.
Wicker Sidecar Bodv 10 6 ocn
Cane Sidecar Body, New , 17/S

' -^ '

New Mclec;:r Aprons wiLh studs 7/61 * t^t-ct av„-
Plate.1 Kex Pattern Handle-bars 6 '6

'
^ ^ - °'

New 20-aiup. Fuller Accumulator 11/.

i>ih.p. ,T,A.P.,
f^ 2 pxtra !( vf :

Ford

1 010 Douglas, 9.rst-cla<'5 order, 2i[h.p., fast and
JLi/ poweriul. very -'uart and grcd appearanie; £.2.
Bos No. 310. The Motor Cycle Offi.es. Coventry.

"1 010 Douglas, 2Jh.p., tli.s machine is in the p'nk
Xt/ . rf roudltion, new tvjc? and belt; £24/10; ap-
proval—Box No. 308. The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry.

1 Q09 Triumph, faultless condition, lamp, horn, spare
Xt/ bet. valve ping etc., spent £10 Feomary lafit on'

" liirkennall, Biddulph.

Villiers hub,

engine, tyres, etc £30"cash.—A.

free engine,3Xh p. 1912 Singer, free engine, Villiers hub, nrt done
2 100 miles; any expert esamjnation^ will acifpt

New Harrison's Backrest, usaal price 12/6, ours 9/6l Nantwich.

nearest ofier.—285, 2'Ae Motor Cycle Offic^^
Coventry.

_. 6h p. J.A.P. engine, 1911, Bosch mag-
-cX neto, Druid loiks, perfect ocnriitii n; a gpnu ne
bargain: equal to new; £28/10. — T. George, Aciton,

IVIachines at Bargain Prices to Clear.

1955. F.N. 4-cylinder, iQii, good order £35
igo6. F.N. 4-cylinder igii Model and Sidecar .. £38
1966. F.N. 23 h.p. Magneto, good order, low .. £15
1967. RUOGE F.E., 1911, splendid order £39
1859. DOUGLAS, 1910. splendid condition £24
1802. BRADBURY, 1911, nice machine £29
1785. BRADBURY TT., made 191 1 ....£30
1968. REX, niio.^. good condition £26
1640. ZENITH igri 3J h.p. Model £41

1654. ZENITH 1911 3ih.p. Model £38
1786. ZENITH 1911 3ih. p. Model £40
1803. ZENITH 1911 3i h.p Model £38 S

1855. BAT 1911 8 h.p. Model £36
1823. BAT 1910 8 h.p. 2-speed Model £42
1858. F.N. 2

' h.p. 2-speed Model £23
1099. HOoART 2ih.p. 1911 (New) Model £2/
1S93. REX 'I win 6h.p., good order £12
Ail Accessories included on S.H. at the price advertised.

Second-hand Sidecar, good order 5"4 10

£4 - 10 REY Sidecar £3 - 10
With Hutchinson or Michelln 26 x 2i tyre and tube,

30/- extra.

The famous " REY" EXHAUST WHISTLE now reduseil

to 12/6 each. Triumpii standard typs.

The "REY" LEATHER BELTING outlasts two ot any
other makes. Prjge 2/- per Foot

Special Discounts to Trade.

ONLY HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY.

5, HEATH
STREET HAMPSTEAD.

In answering tJiesc advertisements it is desiraMe to mention " The Motor Ovde.' A^Q
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Caught On ! ! !

- OUR —
REED CANE BODIES

have undoubtedly hit the mark.
Cndo.ibiedly this class ol cane is lar superior and

more ciassy tban ordinary cane or wicker work,

bfsides being con:i lerably Iiyuier. These beautiful

sidecar^ appeal 'o those who want absolutely the

BT lOs.

£8 8s.
OUR POPULAR MODELS ARE GOING STRONG.

Model ie Luxe.—£6 5s. Model G.- £7.

' Model E.—£7 5s. Model D.—£3.
Complote wiLli Lamp, Foot Mat, ICicIi-up Stand,
Ouick Dr.tacliabic Joints, Conlinental or Michclin
Tvrcs, R-jund or Car rattcni Mudguard, aad
CARRIAGL PAID.

MOTOR CYCLE FRAIViEo
u u ha\'e a (juaiitity ol Iraim^ Uv well-Unowii iiiuKcr,

Price 32/6 each.
Kigid, forl(s, 7/6 ixira. Oruiil forks, 45/- extra.

Fnarin-llpd nnd pl.ilrd in nrsl-c4:\ss '^ivle.

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
4J h.p. \Vat.:r-c<iolc(l ICmiirir. vertical £5 10
2^ h.p. Kerry liriyiiie, good £2 6
i b.p. Stationary i-jieine, water-cooled £5
Binks Carburei tor, cost fifty shillinj;s €1
Ix'atiiinfiton PasscnK<T Cliair, new £1
Aibinn Clutch, fits Triumph 55/-
1} k'-x Hnginc, M.O.V £5
liroolcb IJloo Saddkr 9/6
t. (jcoa l-'ibre Sidfi:ar I'of triiats ':< '-

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, llopwood Lane.

HALIFAX ir aTS:r
Tcicpnonc 019,

^^() '{ n aiiHiri fluff (h

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
IMMEDIATE Delivery 1912 Models, ai^tually in stock,

Scott, Triumph, Clyno, Rudse-Wh itworth, and
Dougla.=. etc. ; also early delivery of any other make.—
Moss, "Wem.

JUST Delivered, ,^3h.p. twin liglitweight T.T- Hiimber
motor cycle, can detpatcu imiuei,liately : first cheque

£42 will secure it.—Campion Cycle Co., Ltd., Station
St., Burton-on- Trent.

MOT03ACOCHE, 1911, 2h.ii., magneto, free engine,
new Dunlop tyre frcnt. Whittle belt, lamp,

pump, tools; £22. barssiin.—Gilbert Mayers, M;iciune,
Ghri^stletou, near Chester. .

"jit|ll 2-^peed Bradbury, N.S.XJ.. in bc^t condition,
-Lt? tyre« perfect, bclc good, enaine sound and piwer-
;ul, 2-.sijeed, in perfect order; £35 nett; approval.—
Bos No. 311. ThQ Motor Cycle Offices, Covemry.

DOT. 8h.p-. m.ov.. new September, 1911, not done
1 000 miles, Albion clutcu, pp^re MatcLless puKey.

lamp, horn, spares, tools, 60 mp.h. guaranteed, perfect
condition; £48. — Stevenson, The Limes, Christletou,
Ctester.

ONE Moto-Reve. 1910, 2h.p., very little used, gooil

tvre?, Dniid forks, magnet."*, in perfect order, £15:
one Moto-Reve, 1911, 2b p-, Druid forks, li.b.e., mag-
neto, pnitieuny new, £17, rr exchange both for good
3ih.p. free engine model—Ellis, Salop Kd.. Oswestry.

ZENITHS. Rudges, Enflelds, 1912 models, in: stock.

Following fiGCond-hands, in splerdid order: x.T.
Triumph, 1911, Crwev. £40: Triumph, free engine,

£36; Triumph. 1907. £20: Sh.p. ti'in Pengect, mag-
'leto. £17; Rex. 3ih P-, magneto, £15.—Oswald Parker.
Melbourne, Derbyshiie.

TRIUMTH. late 1907, 1910 piston and cylinder.

h.b.c. fitted new la'^t Septr-'uhci' vith Albion free

engine clutch, Whittle belt. fJavison'.^ tank, with petrol

and oil gnige(?. Palmer studded back tyre, I'aluier ntudded
on frrnt in good ernditicn. runs well; what cash cilers?

-Heath, Cramer St., Stafford.

TWE North Wales Motor Exchange, RVosfMn, Wrex-
bam. Teh: 285.—Careful and immediate attt-n

tirn givpu to all enanirle.;. fsel a"i?efi a ?pe ii'ity

1912 F,F. RudTe. Sen,--p'iiy. £55: 1912 3ihp N.S U.
de luxe. £48; 1912 AJ.S., lighlwe'ght, model A, pur-
obased rft the ^tand at O'vnipia, on y done 200 mile^,
P35- 1910 N S TT twin liy^'^tweight, a bf^mty. d ne 500,
£27/10; 1908 Triumph, fine mount. £26: 1907 Ti-
uuiph, iu=t overJuin''d £22: 1909 3-^h.p. ba'l bearing
Rex. beautiful condition. £25; 19^9 51]. p. Rex. 2
-pi-cds. hand'e starting, fine goer, £30; 1^09 3J.h.p.

Matcb!e=s spring forks, Bosch, bargain. £16; 4ili.p

twin Miueiv'i. mo(lern'<^ed. u' w magnrto, b b.c-, just

been overhauled, beautiful condition thrcughfut, en y
wauts peeing, £27/10. To begnne-fl, we have some
-plendid machines, cheap, send for lists.

STDFCARS.—We hold a largo stork of ti'ese, and
can give imn^ediate deliverv. exce'lent valua, £5/5:

accessories, etc.; lot us know what you require—Above.

SECTION IV.

Vofd'MsIham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutlant^,

Nortliamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

HUMBER Lightweight, 1911, 2h.p., as new, spare's;

£28.—Sterne, 10, Ccpe St, Coventry.

NEW 7h.p Indian. 2-s'p'-ed mode! ; delivery from
fitock— Main. 36, Parade, Leamington.

Rex, 1908. Bosch iragne'o, coD'plete wi*b
lamp, horn, and tcols; £15.—Main, 36, Parade.

Leamington.

31h.p. Rex, 1909, TT:, comp'ete witn lamp, horn,
2 and tools; £20.—Main, 36, Parade, Leamington.

Sh.p. Rex, 1909, Roe 2-t^peed. lamp, born, etc; £23.—
—Main, 36, Paradr, Leamington.

DE DION. 23h.p.. Chatcr-Lea, Ion'

thing; £5/10.-1, Vine St,

REX', 5h-p.. magneto. fa?t, epiendid condition; sacri-

fl.e £18/10.-Matt9, Wig-iton Fields, Leicester.

ELECTRIC Mrtor Cycle Lamp given free to purchaser,^

of any maliO—Barrow, Steelifcrd, Binningham.

1 Q12 Triiimpha, Bradhurys. Premiers, Humbcrs,
i-t' Rudgo, ia stock.-C liltord'a Motcries, Eastwood,
Notts. I

TRIUMPH, 1909, free rn;:ine. cxfellent conditi.n. new I

tyre« and belt.—Pniljiott, Boughton House, Ketter-

<

iug.
I1Q11 3:'.b.p. Lincoln Elk. £23; owner buying 1912;

At/ nil 'li'l sanio make.—Kddcu, Warwick Rd.. Kiue-
t(Hi. Waiwhrk.

2ft.h.p. Humber. chain drive, accumulator, free engine

!

4 clutch: £8/10.-l)nck.:tt, tailor, Kin.'ton, War-

1

wick.
I

Q JJi.P- J. A.P., moirueio, uparo valvcH, be't, tubes,

'

/Si/ 2 LOver; a bargain, £16.— Woodcock, baker, Upping-
liaui.

IQ12 Bradbury. RndRO. B.S.A., AUdays. New Hud-

1

!-«' Hoii. 22h-p. and 3ili.p. S-cpceds in Htock.— Black-'
burn, Spalding ,

LADY'S MrtoMacocho Lighlweiu'ht, I9I0. lungncto ; ap-
p'-ovnl willingly; bargain, £21.— Nell Morris, Athol 1

Villa, BourDC.

qiRlUMPlI, late 1909, new condition, ffunrantccd i

I

X p,.|i.-t, cp'ir.w; £28.-13, Homcr St., Balt<a!I '

lli'titli, Itinnin^hum,

qih.p.

bar*?, climb any-
Astcn Manor.

MORGAN RUNABOUTS.
nflAY DEUIVERY.

We Irave two of these deliglitful vehicles for May
delivery. What ofters ?

NEW 1912 MACHINES actually in stock.

3i h.p, 3-spced NEW HUDSON 57 Gns
2jh,p. 3-speed NEW HUDSON 47 GnS
3J h.p. RUOGE, fixed gear £48
35 h.p, HUMBER, 2-speed model £52 10
I9I2 3* h.p. BRADBURY, single-speed . . £48
i'ii3 3j h.p. BRADBURY, 2 speeds £55

SiNGLE-CYLINDt R REXES.
igio sJh.p,, fine goer £27
igio 3i h,p,, extra good £28
3i h.p, 1909 Speed King, extra line £23
3 h.p igo8 Featherweight Rex, Bosch mag. £17

TWIN-CVLIMUtR REXES.
1906 5-6 h.p. Twin Rex £16 10
5-6 h.p, Bosch, Lloyd's v.ariablc gear . . £22
7 h.p, de Luxe, 2 speeds, M.O,V £48
5-6 h.p. de Luxe, 1908, 2-speed model .... £28
5-6 h.p. de Luxe, 1908, 2 speeds, special . . £29 10

0'»-"=B lUIflK-^S.
3jh.p. 1911 PREMIER (new) Millennium

2 speeds. Offers.. ,

3J h.p, igri PREMIER (new), Armstrong
3 speeds, Ofters,

1910 P. and M., 2 speeds, fine goer £32
1909 MOTO-REVE, twin engine, magneto,

Druids £20
rgio 8 h.p. EAT, M.O,V,, 2 speeds £45
li h,p. WOLF, magneto, spring forks £15
1911 Lady's HOBART, Armstrong 3-speed, . £36
4! h,pN.S.U., Bosch magneto, h.b. control £21

S-i h.p. P. and M., late 190S, 2 speeds £28
35 h.p Twin PREMIER, fine machine £25
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, M,0,V„ h.b, control ..£17
5i h.p. N.S.U.. 2 speeds and free engine' .... £25
1911 2j h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, magneto £27
3! h.p. L.M.C., iqio model £25
3i h.p. MINEUVA, Bosch magneto, Amac, , £22
4 h.p. ANTOINE, IM.O.V., B. and B. carb. £12

SiCECA"^ CO»l' INATICNS.
8 h.p. BAT, 2 speeds, Millford sidecar .... £50
1908 P. and M., 3j h.p,, Millford sidecar , . £32
5-6 h.p. 2-speed 190S REX and sidecar .... £33
7-9 h.p. 2-specd REX and .sidecar £53

All fitted with magneto and spring forks.

f 'S nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.S>^ WUWil BALANCE 5/- WEEKLY.
3 h.p. MINERVA, vertical, M.O.V £12
3* h.p. EXCELSIOR, Amac, h.b. control .. £10
3 h.p. REX, vertical engine £9

3J h.p, BROWN Bicar, M.O,V,, 26in. wheels £12

££i nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.O 1/UWll BALANCE 7/6 WEEKLY.
3 h.p. 1908 REX, Bosch magneto £17
5-6 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, h.b, control £16 10

4J h.p. Twin N.S.U., Bosch magneto £21
Twin-cyliiuler MOTO-REVE, magneto, l>uids £20
3lh,p,MINERV.«, Bosch magneto, M.O.V. £22
i| h.p. WOLF, A.J. S. engine, magneto .... £15

CAR'S «ND TRICAR'
4jh.p. HUMBER Tricar, 2 speeds, wheel

steering £19
5 h.p. HUMBER Car, 2-seater, good goer . . £22
5 h.p. REXETTE, Oppermaim 3 speeds , , , . £18
Duor.Tr, Bosch magneto £45

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
1912 B. and B, Carburetters, variable jets,

.

28/6
1912 13. and B. Carbnretters, single jet . . .

.

27/-
1912 Senspray Carburettci-s 23/6
Camel lin. Rubber Belting per foot 1/3
Frame for vertical engine 7/6
Fulford Castor Wheel Sidecar £5
Fnlfnrd Rigid Sidecar, 26in. wheel £4 10
Moiitgotnery Sidecar, 2tiin. wheel £2 10
N.S.U. Sidecar, coarh-bnUt, 20in. wheel .... £410
Rex Pattern Belt Rim Brake (new) 6/6
Lycctt's Can-ier Toolbags (new) 7/6
Sidecar Lamps, show red hght behind 7/6
Trailer, 26hi. wheels 25/-
New Toolbags, 9 x 6 x 3 Jin 4/6
Sidecar Aprons, green or red, with studs .. 7/G
New Lycctt's Tubular Carriers 4/11
Longuemarc Carburetters 6/-

Farrar's Motor Exchange

19, 21,23,25, Hopwood Lane,
Telephone HALIFAX ^]ZT.%^

" uih'irtiHeiacnts it u dcxlrahtf to mention " 'J'ln: Motor Ci/cln."
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SCOTT'S,
POWELL

X
X

STREET, X
HALIFAX. ^

RUDGE 2-speed and fret^engine and
adjustable pulley ; engine starts with __
the back wheel on the ground £56 10 y^

RUDGE multi-speed £60 »
R UDGE free-engine model . . . . ; £55 /V
RUDGE standard £48 15 y
RUDGE T.T. £48 15 "
RUDGE igii £37 X
ROYAL ENFIELOS, 1912, any model. -.
NEW HUDSON 3 speed 57 Gns X
ZENITH GRADUA £55 I3 V
ZE.4ITH GRADUA, 1912, 4.h.p., guaran- '*

teed not to have done 50 miles ; a Y
bargain £50

PREMIER, 1912, 3-speed Armstrong gear
with special sidecar hub £59 __

JAMES, 1Q12, any model. Deliver^' from stock. J\
.A.P.-CAMPION, new, 1912 £33
TRIUMPH, 1911, clutch model, not done

400 miles £49 V
NUMBER, 1911, like new, complete £44 10

F.H. 2} h.p Lisrhtweight, 1911, 2 speeds J\
'"'' free engine £35 "-.l-rjj.j-

Xil

X
X
X

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIITMPH. clutch raotlel, 1911 engine, rest machine

1909. perfect ccnditicn ; £35.-41, Spring Rd.,
Edsbastou. Birmingliara.

,

Oih.p Brown, leas back tyie and tube, engme spieB-^2 did t.Lua.L.L_. .:.*.:„. .. __. a. , ±,1 ... ,

84, Craven Rd., Rugby.

1Q11 Standard Triuaiub, recently bad new back tyre
-LtJ and belt, per.ect cidtr; £37/10.—E. Johnson, 44,
Clarendon St., Earlsdon, Coventry

Motor Bike £500 bond
L nd^u.

Northamptcn.
Ballet Seciicn.

FOR Sale or Escharge for
Provident A3-ociaiiL.n rf

£J0 p3id.-19, Kerr St.,

RES, 3'h.p , 1911 mcdel, in.o.v., magneto, cone clutch,
spring iork3, B. and B carburetter; bargain-—

Brown's, 12, Bull Ring. Birmingham.

DOUGLAS. 2^h.p. Lightv.eigbt. 1910 mcdel, Bosch
magneto, h-b.c carouietter, Druid spring forks

cellent running
mingbain.

order; £24.—Brown, 12, Bull Ring, Bir-

INDIAN. Sb.p., twin 1910, magneto, spring forks;
bargain, £29—Brown's, 12. BuU Ring, Birming-

ham-

F.N., igii, 6 h.p., 3 speeds and free engine,
4-cylinder, with rgii engine £45 »*

F.N. 4,-ryMnder, splendid running order . . 18 Gns '^
I RIUMPH si h.p £20
PREMIER, not done 500 miles £36
MOTO-REVE, late 1911, like new, 3 speeds

and free engine £34
MINERVA 8 h.p., chain drive, P. and M.

2-5peed gear, complete mth sidecar. . £40
REX, 1910, several improvements £27
REX, 1910, Binks carburetter £25
N.S.U. 5 h.p., 2 speeds, spring forks,

B. and B, h.b.c. carburetter £24
CHATER-LEA-PEUGEOT 3J b.p., mag-

neto ignition h.b.c £18
N.S.U. s h.p., all improvements £18
QUADRANT 3^ h.p., will take sidecar . . £12
REX DE LUXE, 1908, 5-6 h.p.. 2 speeds

and free engine, handle starting .... £22

"X
"x
10 A
•x
oX
oX
Sx
oX
X
X
X
X
X
X
oX
X

PEUGEOT Car, 9 h.p,, 2-seater, 3 speeds ^
and reverse £18 q y

8. & R. Sidecar, wicker basket, nicely up- V
bolstered -. £5 5 **

S. & R. w'itb wheel supported at both sides £6 6 V
Write for a sidecar cataloffae which tells you the **
lat^t improvements in sidecars. Y

- e ^ xm 'T I y ,..^j X
X

50/- down and 5/- weekly secures any of the
following

:

MINERVA 2j h.p., h.b.c £10
BUCHET 8 h.p., T.T. model £14
FAFNIR 23 h.p., h.b.c £10
HUMBER 3 h.u., h.b.c. B. and B. carbu-

retter, 26x2j Qon-skid tyres, chain
drive £11

LLOYD'S 2* h.p. smartly finished £8
DE DION, Phcenix 2-speed gear, chain

drive £10
REX 2h.p., spray carburetter £7 o
HUMBER 3 h.p., chain drive, low built £10

X
X

Fojtrests, pest paid 2 ^10
MliCHLLANEOUS.

Second-hand coach built £'} gs. Sidecar .... £5
"Second-hand £8 Ss. Coronet Sidecar £4
New Motor Head Lamps, with separate

generators. Special line 9/6
Post Horos, Lucas pattern, very loud and \[

musical 12/6 '*
New Fuller Midget Coil 7 /3 Y
Long Handle-bai3 4/9 W
Tubular Carriers each 4/- V
Rubber Goggles, 2 sets of glasses 1 /8 per pai^ '*
Horns, Triumph pattern 4/9 Y
S C O T T ' r

Victoria Motor House,
POWELL STREET, HALIFAX. X
Telephone—433 National. y
Telegrams—" SCOTT, Powell Street, Halifax." '^

X

RES de Luxe, 1911 model, 6h.p., m-ov., free engine,
2-speed. drip feed. B. and a. carburetter, fiited

vrith handsojie coachbuilt sidecar; sell turnout £48.—
Brown's. 12. Bull Ring: Birminsham-

PREMIER. 3;h.p., free engine, magneto, spring- forks,
with coach-built sidecar, grand touring machine;

£35.—Brown's, 12, Bull Rinsr. Birmingham.

PRECISION. 31h.p engine, m-cv.. 1912 Eoscb mag-
neto. ±j. and B. carburetter, Druid spring forks,

only rdden few miles: bargain, £29/10.—brown's, 12.
Bull Ring. Birmingi-am.

,
2-stroke 3ib d- engine, B. and B. carburetter,

Bosch magneto, Oruid lorks, new tms year; ££.9.
wn'e, 12, Bull Ring, Birmingham.

spring forks,

12, Bull
F.N. Lightweight, 1939 type, magneto, _.

spring f^rki: bargain. £16/10.—Brown's,
Ring. Birmingham.

REX de Luxe, 1910 model. 5-6h p. engine, magneto,
plate clutch, free engine, spring forks and seat-

pillar: sell bargain, £32.-12. Bull Ring, Birmingham.

BROWN Mctor Cycle. 3;h-p., Bosch magneto, B. and
B, carburetter, -spring lorks, studaeu tyres; bar-

gain, £16/10.-12, Bull Ring, joirmingham-

QUADRANT. late 1910. 3ih p., magneto, Dunlcp
tyre? spring fojks, splendid order; bargain, £26/10.

—12, Bull Ring, Birmingham-

LADT'S Hobart, 1911 model, with Armstrong 3-speed
gear, c( ndition as new ; £35, complete.-P. J.

Evans, 358, Stratford Rd., Birminirham.

ZENITH Gradua, 1911, 3ih-p. model, witli M nt-
gomery sidecar: £48, complete.—P. d. Evans, 358

Stratford Rd., Birminpham-

HUMBER Lightweight. 1911, 2h p., splendid condi
ton: £25, bargain.—P. J. Evans, 360, Stratford

Rd. , Birmingham.

CLXN03 —Book at once for immediate delivery- I
have weekly deliveries, , so can supply your i^-ant.s

:

exchanges arranged.—1*. J. Evans, Spaikbill, sole Bir
mingbam agent. Tel.: 13 Yictoria-

and B. carburetter, Dniid
handle starting ; bargain,

£15/10.-102, Eingsway, Coventry.

MINFRVA, 31h.p.. Bosch magneto, spring forks,
h.b-c . low build, thoroughly reliable; £13/10--

55, Sxmimerfield Crescent, Birmingham-

"I Q09 Triumph, in good condition, £30; Montgomery
i-*J sidecar, cost £16, sacrifice for £7, or first cheque
tor £35 secures the lot.—Owen, Sleaiord.

1 Qll Rex Twin, 7h.p., free engine, grey fiu-sb, con-
Xt/ dition as new, tools, spares; reascn..ble price
accepted.— Gorton, Warwick Rd., Coventry.

free engine, Bosch,
. £23. - B.iker, 43.

.Strensham Rd., Cannon Hill, Birmingham.

twin Rex, cone clutch, not drne
.

jisjratehed, take side:iar anywhere;
Smith, 3. Newhall St., Birmingham.

Premier, 1911. with Millennium 2-?peed gear,
new Rom rear tyre : cash offers invited--Box

9,785, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

RES, 5h.p., magneto, B.
fcrks, Mabon clutch,

61i.p. Peugeot^bater-Lea, 1910,
footboards, sidebar maijhme
s"

1 Qll. June, Sh.p.
Xt/ 1,500 miles,
£38.-S ' "" "

Si'-*
No.

SINGER,
Druid

£23. real

MOTOR, 3h.p.
guaranteed

2b p.,

forks.
bargain.

-

1911 lightweight, B§sch magneto,
in perfeec condition, soiled only

;

-Peace, Earlsdon St-, Coventry.

Clarendon engine, low build, h-b.c.,

thorough working order: £6/10- —
Tennant Engineering Co-, Pershore St., Birmingham.

3 h.p. 1911 Humber. with 1912 improvements, just
overhauled by makers, new back cover, excellent

-John Fox, Ailesley, near Coventry.

1907, B- and B., 1911, new bandle-
and Dunlop tyres, good climber; £12,

Warner, Church Farm. Cossall, Nottingham,

nearest ofi^er.-2ih.p. Lloyd, 1907, new
Lyso, Avon, and Continental covers, new accumu-

lator; trial here.—A. M- Pollard, Wragby, Lincolnshire,

3ib.p. Special Quadrant, magneto, Brown-Barlow,
2 footboards, "Wliittle belt, tyres good, enamel and

plate as now; £15.—Freeman, 12, Shakespeare St., Strat-
ford-on-Avon.

condition ; £25.-

RES, 3ih.p.,
bar?, belt

or nearest.-

Collier's Motories,

Westgate, Halifax,
ENGLAND.

1912 BRADBURYS.
THE IDEAL SIDECAR MACHINES.

The greatest power in single-cylinder machines, giving
maximum efficiency and freedom from attention.

3l h.p.

3i h.p.

Tourist Models £48
2-5peed BR.ADBURY £55

Bradbury

Exchanges Quoted. Distance no obiectian.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
—CASH, EXCHANGE, OR EASY PAYIVIENTS.—

1910 2-speed SCOTT £37 10

iQii si h.p. 2-speed HUMBER, grand condition.. £33 10

igii fmn 2-SDeed REX DE LUXt £»7 10

6 h.p. 2-speed Twin ANTOINE, Druids, as new. .. . £35

19H 3i h.p. Tourist RE <, ne.v and unused 34 gns.

5 h.p. 2-speed free-ena:ine ROC £35

1910 7 h.p. Twin BEX, M.O.V £37 10

M.igneto TRIUMPH, spring forks, very smart .. £25 10

Magneto Twin REX, new and unused 33 Gns.

REX, 1910. 3i h.p., 2bx2j tyres, Cantilever seat £27 10

4i h.p. 4-cvlinder F.W., magneto £19 19

2? h.p. KERRY, runs well, spring forks £10 10

loio 3 J h.p. T.T. REX, very fast £27 10

2I h.p. DE DION, sprav carburetter £10 10

3* li.p. 2-speed N.^.U., h.b. control £21
3" h.p. HUMBER chain drive £7 10

I903 3i h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £22 10

2? h.p.'Magiieto MINERVA £16 10

3* h.p. REX, brand new .-nd unusrd £29 10

New Twin REX, Cantilevtr seat 35 Gns
Twin REX DE LUXE and s.decar £27 10

3! h.p. M.-igneto REX, new and unused £31

3J h.p. Magneto EXCELSIOR, h.b. control £16 10

MOTO-REVE, m.igneto Druids £19 19

1910 ROYAL ENFIELD Lightweight, very smart £22 10

REX, 3* h.p., sprmg forks £15 10

1911 3Jh.p. Tourist REX £32 10

1911 Single-cvlinder 2-speed REX, 300 miles .... £37 10

5 J h.p.Twin BEX, spring forks £16 10

'I h.p. ALCYON, wants attention £6 10

A CALL WILL REPAY YOU.

COLLIER'S
1912 Sidecars,

from £5/5.

Backed by 10 years* experience.

Every car guaranteed 12 months.

Popular" CUpper or Continental t>Te £5 5
Superbe '

' type, with best tyre, apron, etc £6 6
Side-entrance body, as illustrated £7 10
Ditto, with best coach-built body £7 12 6
Improved Quick Detachable Joints, Cranked Extra

Strong Back Axie and Spmdle to all models. Prompt
deliver)- to suit Rexes, Triumphs, N.S.U.'s, Indians, and
any otlaer make.

Discount to Trade. Exchanges entertained.

1911
In answering these advertisemenls it is desirable to mention "The Molo

Brand New Tourist and de Luxe
REXES from Stock. Liberal ex-

changes In addition to special Casli

Discount.

Ci/cle.." A4.I
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I
MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

PIASTOW, Grimsby, has the following new F.E. and
maJti-;peecI iiiode't in StOL-k: Triumphs, B.S-A's,

Eudgea, PremieTe, Bradbiirys, and Humberd, ioi imme-
diate ceh-\^ry.

PLASTOW, Grimsby, has the foIloTnug Becond-hand
machiiif fl lor sale : 3h-p. Griltin, £6 ; 3ih.p.

JT'-prva. £9; i:i- n C'.e -r-nt-Garrard. £8 3!i'.p C3-.i^''?,

ilO/lO; 2?h.p. Fairy, Bosch magneto, £12/10; 1908
liiii.uii.1, £-+; 19^9 j.riuujp.i, £^b; 19J.0 h'.J?;. Trimupli,
£37/10: 1911 Standard Trintuph, ridden 1,200 miicsi,

£40; 1911 F-E. Triminih, £40; 1911 2ih.p. Hobarfc,

£27; 1912 2 Ah p. Premier, run 100 miles, £53-

BARGAINS to Amateur Mechauics—3h.p. Quadrant,
incomplete, 26in. wheels, £3; 6h.p. twin Autoine,

incompltte, new cylinders, will pull sidecar; £5-—

Wynu, Alcester-

FOR Early Delivery of Triumphs. Premiers, Rovers
numbers. Singers, Rudges, Rex, and Clyno, oidei

from the man on the epot. Brandish, motor agent, ij'olee

Jiill Rd., Coventry.

i*|Qll Twin Res de Luxe, free engine, 2 speeds.
'Xtf 5-6h.p., brand new, delivered Aiiril 9th, usual 3

months' guarantee; £46.—Box No. 215. T)u Motor Cych
Offices, Coventry.

PHELON and Monte, 1911 mcdci, compiero Tfitli

Montgomery spring frame sidecar, Lucas lamp
etc.; combination cost £72. aeeept £55.—P. J. Evan..,

358, Stratford Rd-, Birmingham.

LADY'S Hobart, 1911 model, 3-speed gear, in prac-
tically new condition; £35. complete.—P. J. Evaui,

358. Stratford Rd., Birmingnam.

SIDECAR Combinations, 1912 Clyuos and Enfields

;

immediate delivery guaranteed — P. J. Evans,
a^ent, 358, Stratford Rd., Birmingham.

1Q12 T.T. Rudge, special machine, fitted with larg'
-fl-i/ tank and special fittings; £42.—P. J. Evans,
358, Stratford Rd., Birmingham.

BAT, 8h.p., 1910-11. Matehless 2-speed, double belt

drive, handle start, sidecar, F-R.S. and other lamp.-
Bjieedometer, horn, many sparer, splendid order; veij

cheap.—Lowe, Thurmaston, Leicester.

*| Qll Moto-Ve'.o, 2h.p., Bosch magneto, Lyso helt
J-t? Clincher tyrci, all spare-^, Ine'uding belt and
tube, not done 200 miles; illness cause, selling; £25,
lowest.— St. Elmo, Edward St., Nuneaton-

IN E.^cellent Running Order and condition, 2ih.p. En-
field. 2-C3'l. model. Palmer tyres ; this machine

is new being looked over by tbe maniifaetuiers ; £22/10.
—Apply, F. Robinsju, Nantglyn, Coventry.

1 Q12 Triumphs, one clutch, one standard in stock, im-Av mechatc delivery; 1909 Trinmpa, engine just
cvcrhauled by Triumph Co.. new cover and tube, lamp,
and spares, £29/10.—Mason, agent, Wellingborough.

"I Qll 3:h.r. Matchless, Albion clutch. "Wliittle. Lnea-^
Xtf lamp, spiire tyre, tube, belt, and case, £38; side-

car, £3/10; pijifoit combination, cond tiou as new

—

Apply, Saturday, Sunday, or after 6 other evenings, 48,
Carver St., Birmingham

1Q12 Zenith-Gradua, Triumph, Singer, 4h.p., 2ih.p..
J-«y F.E., in stock; standard Triumph, September,
1911. not ridden 500 miles, £39; 1910 J:'.E. Trimuidi,
£38; Sinser. SIh.p.. 1911. F E., £39; Enfield, 1910,
£23.—Stiusou, Coalville, Leicester.

£7, great bargain.—3ih. p. Rover, overhauled, rebushcd.
new iing.s, recently enamelled, fine order, fast,

low. h.b.e., new accumulator, new belt, heavy Dunlop.s,
clitul' anything, touches 30; trial here; guaiamccd.—
Roland C^iaj'pcll, Fern Lea, Skctchley, Hinckley.

J.A.P., 4h.r., Druid forks, B. and B. carburetter,
Kf-iiip^hall tyr<s, comp'ete with stand and carrier

£35; ^-ith Albion irt-e en;rine diec clutch in hub, £40:
with Rne 2-sj.i'cd bull, £45; built to order; early de-
livcrii.-.—F. Hoidey, Upper Highgate St., Birmingham.

N.S.U., 2Ih.p., new October la< run 700 mile^,
sjiring frame, automatic one-lever tarburetler,

Cowcy, lamp, generator, watch, horn, mirror, rellcx,

Brooks case with new Rich tube and belt, condition and
running ab.«tlutcly as new; £30. — 84, Murray Rd.,
Rugby.

£12.—3ih.p. twin "Werner, in excellent condition, Vw
pfisitioii. sprincr furks, B. and B. 1911 rarburclter

new Whittle belt, Miihcliu tyres, accumu:ator ignition,
wipe cuutact, can bt- altered to make and br-jak in few
minutt-T* to run with dry battery; buying eiuccaj
machine.—44, Pool Bank St., Nuneaton.

TQll 8-lOh.p. J.A.P., Bosch, overhead valves. 2;in
Xt/ Diirihips, two U belts, Cowey. registering 10-100
m-p h., C.A.i'. carburftter. Autoclip^c lamp, fastest tinu
Newnliam Ojicn Hill-climb, full tourist, wpares, tool*:,

don*' 400 iiiilcH: coat £70. nell 42 nuincaa—A. Mar-
li'^uzie C'tt, 44, Holyhead Rd., Coventry.

SHCTION V.

Norfolli, SiirfolK, Cambridge, Htindnt^don.
and Bedford.

r|-iiur\nMI. 1910, frrn engine, fine order; canh only
X j,35.— Bailey, jcwelh-r, Koham.

JiWlF Triumph Atrunts for Cambrldgo {curly de
liveries), King and Harper, Cambridge.

I> AUdnyj*. Bf-^rb magneto, B. and B., cowl tyre^-

and belt: £15,-lJi;lt, 17. Station Rd-. BcccIeH.

I. p. Magneto Vindcc, new bark cylinder, piston, tyre;
ilr,4 n-asouubli oflf(r,~-\V. Nunn, Necdhnm Market.

h.p. IrN Lightw.nKlit, low, vertiual cnKin<', Dunloim,
beautiful com'ition; £6.-0, Bcnmun. ilunstuntni).

C
2¥

2

TheREX-J.A.P.
in the hands of

A PRIVATE OWNER.
" 9S, Mnrchmont Road,

" Edinburgh, March S5, WIS.
" Dear Sirs,—/ feel it is only

rifjht that 1 should let you know
liow absolvtely satisfactory my
6 h.p. SEX-J.A.P. is provin/j.

" ISince taking up Motor Cyclinri

I have been in the habit of u.^ing

. a 3-^ h.p. with Sidecar, and while
some makes proved themselves
able to occasionally take us up
hills on the low gear, others were
decidedly opposite, and it was
generally a case of running along-
side or shedding the passenger.
'•My REXJ.A.P. is geared S|

to 1 on top, and I have never (as
yet) required to put her into low
gear on any hill we have come to.

A slight touch of the throttle,

and away she goes, devouring the
ground like a 90 h.p. car.

" On Saturday, with a lady pas-
senger of 10 stones, and myself of
10 stones 9 lbs., she registered by
Jones Speedometer S3 miles per
hoar, and she wasn't ' all out,' so

goodness knows what speed she
will attain lohen ridden solo.

" / am going in for a lot of
Sidecar competitions, and feel
very confident of several suc-
cesses. With all good wishes to

you.

"I am, Yours faithfully,
" (Signed

J

'• FBJW. J. HUTCHISON."

We sliall be pleased to post 3'ou Catalogue
upon request.

AGENTS—

The Premier Motor

Co., Ltd.,
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.

Telegrams

:

Telephonr

,

" I'riinus, Birraiugham." Centra) -1310.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
8 h.p. Matchleas, 2nspeed, been 100 miles only, aa ne^lS

ofiera. a
"jOll F.E. Triumph, grand order; £45.

IQll 5h.p. Indian, exceptionally fa^t; £35

Tji.N., 4-cyI. ; £16.
"

^

yWIN Enfield; £18.

QXh.p. Excelsior; £22.

3.h.p. Minerva; £6.

Ob. p. 2-speed . Chaiu-diiven Humber; £18.

TWO Morgans left.—Particulars, Knaster and Co:^
35, Trinity St., Cambridge.

N.S.U., 3h-p. magneto, B. and B., epring forks, gogi

going order ; bargain, £18.—Lowe, Walpole, Wi8
bech. -; ";

BRADBURY, 1912, free engine, slightly soiled, otbet
wise perfect; oatsh oliera wttnted.—Bailey, jeweller,

Soham.

1 <>ll 2Jh.p. Moto-Reve Lightweight, in perfect order,
At/ all spared; £20.-37, Searle St., CheetertoHi
Cambridge.

3ih.p. Eafnir, overhauled, plating and enamelling
2 new; just purchased ear; £20.—Buiruws, Higl

St., Leiston,

TRIUMPHS, Bradburye, Matchlese. B.S.A., Rudgt
Humbers. Eufi^lds, etc., new and eecond-haud.-

Lambert, Thetfovd.

IN Stock, 1912 Bradburye, Btandards £48. free engin^
£54/10; 1910 standard, oUers wanted.— (Jrisdweli*

Garage, Newmarket.

MOTO-REVE, 2Jh.p., November, 1910. perfect couj

dition, faet; £^3/10.-Apply, Crown, Werehanl
ritoke Ferry, Norfolk.

F.N. Lightweight, eprmg forks, Boseh magneto, B
and B. carburetter, u.h.c., gOLd order: £12/10,^

N. Smith. Gransfieu, Cambs.

5 6h.p. 1908 Rex, Roc 2 speeds, magneto, Bink,s car-

buretter, Vvniitle belt, (Speedometer, host of extras;
£24.—3a, Bridge St.. Cambridge.

I "ICfclO 2:^hp. Moto-Reve, only been 1,000 miles, good
X«-' conuitiLU, magneto, Uruids; £19, oi ofler.—
L-'.E.W.. Conservative Club, Cambridge,

PREMIER, 1911, S^h-p., Millennium 2-?peed gear,
50/- Lucas lamp. Jone«i t^peedometer, Lucas hjrn,

-

belt, bag, etc.. in splendid cond.ticm, ridiien 1.300 miles ^
only; inclusive. £4ij.—UobJn'On's, Green St., Cambridge. -.

TRIUMPH, 1911 standard, Ihinlcp.^: bargain, £35.
-Robinson's, Green St., Cambri.Lge.

ENFIELD, 1910, 23h.p. twin, tyres and engine first-

Claris; ±;21.—RobiUf;on'a, Green St., Cambridge.

PREMIER 1912 Twin, 32h.p. price £59/17, free en-
gine clutch, Duulops, n:^eu once only, local hill-

elimb: £55.—Robinson's. Greeu St., Cau^badge.

CLYNO, sidecar special; sole agent Eastern Counties

;

one date open, 27th April ; £68/5-—Robinson'a,
Gieen St., Cambridge.

TRIUMPH, 1911. free engine, Dnnlops; £42.—
Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge.

p OBINSON'S Motor Bicycle Garage, Green St., Cam-
XX bridge- Tel.; 588. T-A. : BiLyeles, Cambridge.

7 h.p. Twin Jap-Chater-Lea, overhead valves, condition
excellent, veiy last, £35 ; Triumph, 19j8, condi-

tion like new, £29.—iL Middletou, Fairlaud bt,,

Wymondham.

FOR Sale, 2^h.p. Hiiraber motor cycle, chain driven,
in perfect condition, runs good as new. good t,vTes,

;iid sever.il sp.ue tubiw and nccctiporieti; £15; reason
of sale, bought car.—Ash^orth, surveyv-r. i'uiaou Drove,
Cambs.

BRADBURY, 3lh.p., 1911:. (standard roadster, ur.-

eicratched. P. and M- hmiji, k< '"'"ttor, large ex-
haust wJiistle, new Stau]ey-J,icrm;itiin' belt, born, tiimics,
Hi (^isorie.s: siiiy trial ; bargain, iJ6, cumpicte.—^yril
Catchpole, Rookery, Felixstowe-

MOTOR Cyclists, save £20.—Ton can possess a motor
cycle equal to any on the market ; we are eupply-

\iv^ dirc;:t to tlie riding public coiuplcto molur cyclo
set*; at wliulct^alc prices: 3ili.]). Precision engine, Sitnms
,iuigne1u, Druid loil;.s J(. and B. carbuio tir, Hutchin-
son tyres, Irco engine, and everything ready linii^hed
ill best r;tyle for af<scad)liug, with all 1912 iniprove-
iicnta, £35; no tilting whatever required; equal lo the
Inst higlwiriced marhine.- Wrilo us, A. F. Garnhiim
Hid Co., Crown St-, Ipswicli.

SICTION VI.

Worccsfcrsliiie, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck
nock, MonmoiiUi. (ilamorgau, CainiurlJien,
Cai-(li};:Mi, and Pembroke.

O-IJi-P- Briullniry. 1911 (June), all in flrst-closs condi-
*SP'l tinn; £35.—Sharp, Grccnbill, Evesham.

ARfEL 3ib.p. Decomprosfior, absolutely new, but 1911
Inle pattern; wluit ollcrsP—Marriott, Motor Huuso

Hcrofo.d.

A42 In answering Ihest adccrtiacincnis it is duairuble to mention *'
jfVic Motor Cycle,''*
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This Year's T.T. Races.

THE
regulations for this year's T.T. Races have

been passed by the Auto Cycle Union, and
nothing now remains except to secure a large

entry and a sufficiency of funds to ensure good
races taking place. The rules are practically

the same as for the 191 1 events, with the one very
important alteration regarding cubical capacity of the

cylinders. Last year multi-cylinder engines were
allowed 85 cubic centimetres greater capacity in the

Senior race and 40 cubic centimetres extra in the

Junior race. This year single and multi-cylinders Avill

compete on level terms for the first time in the history

of the race, and all engines, no matter of what type,

must be mthin the same limits, viz., Senior race

500 c.c, Junior race 350 c.c. Thus the Sei:ior twins

are brought down to the level of last year's singles,

the Junior singles go up 50 cubic centimetres, and the

Junior twins 10 centimetres. The most important
alteration is in connection with the Junior singles,

and some excellent results may be expected from a
single-cylinder engine of, say, 76 x 77 mm. =349 cc,
particularly if the machine be fitted with a change-
speed gear.

British Motor Cycles in Canada.

ONE
who is closely in touch with Canadian motor

cycle matters, and who has also a knowledge of

the British motor cycle trade, asks a pertinent

question in a letter addressed to us when he
says. What is the matter vAth British motor

cycle manufacturers ? This motor cyclist says that he
is not speaking without his book when he assures us

that at the end of thi.s year the motor cycle market

in Canada vAW be as completely in the hands of the

United States as the motor car trade now is. Various

reasons are given for this state of affairs, most unsatis-

factory from a British point of view. We mention a

few of them, and presume that British makers are so

extremely busy now that they have neither time nor

opportunity to devote to the Canadian market. How-
ever, the demand will not always be as brisk as it is

at present, and our correspondent's views should, we
think, be duly considered by all British makers.

It is alleged that American manufacturers give

Canadian agents a considerable advantage in discount

in comparison with their home traders, and that British

makers will only allow the same terms as they do to

home agents. Owing to the recent reduction in the

price of all American machines, we are told that they

are now being sold in the Dominion of Canada at a

much lower price than English motor cycles. This in

spite of the fact that the United States products pay

duty at the rate of 35% ad valorem against the pre-

ferential rate of. 2 2ji% on British-made machines.

In discussing the question with other British readers

of The Motor Cycle in Canada our informant says it

is noticeable that in the home market the English

manufacturer is popularising his machine by entering

it in almost every contest that is held, but when it

comes to Canada it is not considered necessairy to

take steps to enter into competition with riders of

American machines. It is said the United States

manufacturer sends riders aiid machines ito compete
in all Canadian events, and although he is able to do
this more conveniently than English makers, owing to

the close proximity of the U.S. and Canada, it might

he advisable for British makers to take heed of this
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warning with regard to the way in which American
manufacturers are popularising their mounts in the

jJominion.

It is hardiv practicable to send riders and machines

from Enaland to take part in these competitions, but it

is perfectlv easy to make arrangements with agents in

Canada for British machines to be represented in

these contests, and unless something of the kind be

done ue are told that the demand for British motor
cycles in Canada within the next twelve months
will be nil.

Here is another instance tliat the American manu-
facturer realises the possibilities of the Canadian
market. A United States firm which is located across

the border line is already making plans to build

machines in Canada and so avoid all duty.

We feel certain that the sterling qualities of British

motor cycles will always secure them a market abroad,

Si

but it is adxisable to take heed of competitors Who are

only too ready to take advantage of what is often

described as ISritish lethargy. In our opinion our

makers are far fro-ni lethargic, and the onimous warn-

ing given by our correspondent is due to the difference

between American and British manufacturing methculs.

'I'he American maker is inclined to Ije more speculalive

in production, and must find outlets for his surplus

products. In conseouence he is prepared to accept

A'ery much lower prices for exported machines than

those sold at home, wiiereas the demand in England
at present is so large that the majority of' British

makers have no necessity to make concessions. We
do not wish to pose as alarmists, as we know that one

or two of our makers have an excellent connection

in our Overseas Dominions, but it is with a-view to

assisting them to retain it and helping others to gain

a footing that we have penned the above article.
(

«o*>-<-

The Problem of the Automatic Carburetter.
THE air seems full of automatic carburetters, each

. one more economical, more flexible, and more
powerful than its predecessors if the claims

made on its behalf are to be believed. This, and

B,.

R. Holloway (Premier) taking one of the bends on Chew Hill in the

Bristol M.C.C. Open Hili-climb. His cornering at high speei was much
admired by the spectators.

I lie fact that the problem of the automatic carburetter

has always been a very difficult one to tackle, renders

the subject a very interesting one at the present time.

It will be as well to review the principle on which

Ihe modern motor cycle carburetter is designed. First

we have the essential that the petrol (except in the

case of one carburetter—the Senspray) must be

exactly level with the'top of the jet; then (again with

one or two exceptions) we have the main air, the

correct proportioning of which, through the medium
of the choke tube, means a great deal to successful

running; then we ,have the hand operated extra air

to compensate for the extra suction on the jet at high

i-ngine speeds. Engine suction affects the flow of

petrol and air in an inverse ratio, consequently some
uiean.s have to ije adojjted to reduce the pressure on

I lie jet at high engine speeds, and this is accomplished
liy means of Ihc extra air. Contrary to general belief,

on the extra air port being o[)ened, no more air enters

the cylinder ; what happens is that the pressure in the

inlet pipe being reduced, less petrol is drawn from the

jet, consequently the. mixture is weakened, and though

this may appear to amount to the same thing at first

sight, yet a little reflection will show that it is a very

different result altogether. The problem is to design

an automatic device that will invariably give the

correct amount of air to ensure a perfect mixture

under all running conditions—by no means an easy

matter when we consider that there are no less than

four items that require to lic taken into consideration,

namely

:

.

'

;

1. Throttle position. '

2. Engine speed.

3. Temperature.

4. Specific gravity of petrol.

] now propose to treat each item se)iaratel.Y :

Laurence Pitcher (3! h.p. Norton) who secured llrst place in the

Reliability Trials held recently in New Zealand from Christchurch to

Akaroa. Mr. Pitcher gained full marks and won Ihe pelrol con-

sumption lest.
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—

Throttle Position.

This is what to all intents and purposes go\'erns the

air supply; it is quite a practical proposition to make
a carburetter in which the air suppl}' varies in unison
with the amount of gas admitted, and, in fact, this

was done as long ago as 1908, the Quadrant machine
of that )-ear being fitted with a carburetter of this

type. "The present day multi-jet carburetter works
on this principle.

Engine Speed.
Though this only affects the extra air supply to a

limited extent, yet we cannot afford to leave it out of

consideration, as every motor cyclist knows how much
more air the engine will take when going fast. The
reason is, as I explained above, owmg to the fact

that the flow of petrol and air does not vary propor-
tionately. It is- quite possible to restrict the flow of

petrol by mechanical means—witness the Dunlop car-

buretter, which made its appearance during the early

days, which had a sort of fret saw blade in the jet,

the idea being that this Avould act as a sort of .check _

on the excess of petrol.

Temperature and Specific Gravity of Petrol.

We can bracket these together, as w-ithout doubt
the best way of dealing with each would be to fit an
adjustable air intake on the carburetter body, so that

we could adjust the amount of air to suit the conditions

day by day.

Let us see what there is to fill the bill in the motor
cycle and car world. Though one would think that

the most reasonable way to design a carburetter

would be to arrange for the throttle piston to uncover
extra air ports and for some automatic device to

admit air in addition according to the engine speed,

yet I do not remember a carburetter designed on these

lines—they all seem to rely exclusively on onei_ method
or the other. The original Krebs (car) carburetter

(which is the ancestor of all modern automatic car-

buretters) had a spring-controlled valve, which,

operated upon by the engine suction, opened in

accordance with the engine speed. A dash pot was
fitted to prevent chattering. Up to a couple of years

ago, practicallv all car carburetters worl^ed on this

principle, but of late there seems to be a tendency to

give air strictly in accordance with the position of the

throttle, regardless of engine speed. .

So it will be seen _that there is nothing much to

interest us in the car world, and moreover, ,as a mi.'tui'

cycle engine has to work between wider speed .

Hniitt

than a car engine, a principle proved in motor car

engineering may not necessarily be the best one on
which to design mot.-ir cycle carburetters.

Modern Autsmatic Carburetters.
At the present time we have a good many motor

cycle carburetters of the automatic variety to choose

from. First, there is the '" Jap," which has a number
of jets each with a separate air supply, and wdiich are

uncovered. by the throttle sleeve, which has been be-

fore the public for a number of j'ears, and the fact

that it is used for racing shows that . it must be

efficient. This carburetter has an adjustable air \\\-

take wl ^oh one sets to accord with the engine's
" humour Among others are the Stewart-Preci.sion,

Lukin, Bmks two-jet, Claudel Hobson, and F.X.,
but I cannot help thinking that all the automatic car-

buretters I have mentioned (excepting the "Jap,"'
which has the air aeijustable) are open to criticism on
the same ground as car carburetters, viz., the designers

seem to take it for granted that the engine spe^d

always varies with the position of the throttle.

Obxiausly, it does not, and Ave want more air with the.

engine buzzing on half throttle on a level road than

we do when the engine is pulling comparatively slowly

uphill on the same amount of gas. These automatic

carburetters, however, do not allow for this, conse-

quently they must always be adjusted for certain con
ditions and for those alone.

Semi-automatic Types.
There is another type of carburetter, which I shall

call the semi-automatic type. The Douglas, Indian,

C.A.P., and old pattern Amac are examples of what
I mean, and though they are fitted with air levers yet

they are practically automatic, as air is admitted
according to the position of the throttle, and the air

lever need only be touched at the beginning of each
ride. I regard this type of carburetter as a particu-

larly meritorious one, and I am surprised that manu-
facturers have not taken the matter up with more
enthu.siasm.

Middlesbrough

M.C.C. HiU-climb

at Castleton Bank

— Danby(7-8h.p.

Indian) taking

the comer rather

wide and a little

too fast. He ran

into the bank
about twenty
yards further on

but was fortun-

ately unhurt.
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The Problem of the Automatic Carburetter.—

To deal with the claims made on behalf of the auto-

matic carburetter as regards power and economy in

fuel consumption, obviously the hand-controlled car-

buretter must be at least as powerful and at least as

economical as any of the automatic type, as power and

consumption are entirely dependent on the correct-

ness or otlierwise of the mixture supplied to the

engine, and the present-day non-automatic carburetter

provides, in my opinion, a mixtm'e which cannot be

improved upon by the best representatives of the one-

lever variety. It is only in the case of an absolute

novice that the automatic carburetter would be of any

great benefit, and a man does not always remain a

novice. [Some do.

—

Ed.]

' To Sum up, though there is undoubtedly a demand
for .automatic carburetters, yet I do not think that

they are in a sufficiently advanced state to merit their

being fitted as standard, and certainly,- owing to the

exacting requirements of the motor cycle engine, I

flo not see liow we can ever do without the extra air

lever, which" has proved itself to be an indispensable

adjunct in the past. On how many occasions, for in-

stance, has not the timely closing of the extra air

cured an attack of " conkitis " ? Does not every rider

adjust and readjust the quality of the mixture, until

he feels that the engine is doing its best ? Come what

may, automatic carburetters or not, I shall regard the

extra lever as a valued friend. E.M.O.

ANOTHER NEW CYCLECAH.
T.-.e above cyclecar has been desijnsd by N. Crane, ot Nott'ngham and he

has a so built it without any professional aid whatever. It is fitted with an 8 h.p.

J.A.P. engine (fan-cjoled) and Kinjston carburetter, while tne final drive is *y
means of Whittle belts on eitlier side. A two-spsed and reverse gear is provided.

->—«sO Cg» <

A RUN ON A ROVER.
OWING to the kindness of Mr. J. K. Starley, a

T,% h.p. Rover fitted with the Armstrong three-

speed hub was placed at our disposal for the

re-run A.C.U. One Day Trial. On Tuesday afternoon

last week we left Coventry for Oxford on a bright

sunny day. The wind was just cool enough to make
riding almost perfect. Soon after leaving Coventry
we changed into the high gear (approximately 3^ to

i), and except for traffic we never had to change down.
This is probably accounted for by the heavy flywheels,

which also increase the smooth steady pull of the

engine.

With the cut-out shut the machine is the quietest

we have ridden, as there is not a sound from the xaXve

gear. The Rover Co. seem to have discovered the

The new model 31 h.p. Rover with dropped top tube and rounaed top to tank,

way to make quiet valve gear without sacrificing the

efficiency of their cams, and we should be glad to see

some other firms make experiments in the same direc-

tion, for riding a Rover in traffic can be compared to

driving a high class car. There is not a click to

be heard.

The day of the trials was perfect in every way,^ and
though the dust was bad in places, generally speaking
it was not so bad as might be expected. The Rover
ran perfectly throughout, and took both Birdlip and
Saintbury hills on the middle or direct gear. Uley
Hill came as a surprise, and, owing to a bunch of

competitors, we were unable to get up any pace, and
so dropped to the low gear, on wiiich we could play
with the hill. Sunrising required the low gear for the

last few yards, but this was only
because we had been travelling

fast so, as to get ahead of the com-
petitors and had thus Avarmed up
the engine.

We are grateful lo llie Ro\cr Co.
lioth for the opportunity of a

delightful run on such a fine

machine and for the complete
way in which the machine wa.s

equipped. The only adjustment
made was the changing of a l)clt

fastener link, so as to take up
a slight amount of belt stretch.

On our return to the works we
ins])ccted a new model which is

fitted witlt a dro))pcd top tube and
a tank with rounded top. This
model has a particularly iie;it

appearance, as will be .seen from
the ai;companying illustration.

AJO
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A HilNclimbiag Championship.
The A.C.U. might arid a little extra interest to the

)'ear's open hill-climbs by starring certain open climbs

a=; championship events, and awarding a championship

cup in each ciass to the riders scoring the highest

number of marks in the total of performances in these

climbs during the summer. This would be a simple

and practical method of getting into touch with riders

living in distant corners of the provinces, and would
also limit the number of climbs to which firms are

practically compelled to send their trade riders.

The increasing number of open climbs bids fair

to be a greater incubus to the trade than the old glut

of one day reliability trials ever was. Further, the

competition between club secretaries to get their climbs

on to the championship card would tend to improve
organisation, which is very often astoundingly faulty

at certain provincial events billed as "open climbs."

Furthermore, the records thus necessitated would
pro\'ide a register which might be utilised to secure

genuine novice classes. It would open the \yay to

novice classes, in which any rider who had ever com-
peted in a championship class would be ineligible. Of
course, the list of timekeepers allowed to ofliciate in a

championship climb would have to be sternly super-

^•ised. Some of the country timing is childishly in-

efficient, and there are few hills on which it is safe

to start two riders side by side. I hope the skilful

driving tests of slow riding and restarting will be more
utilised this year. A slow riding test with the men
starting in pairs is great fun, and remains a novelty

in many districts.

Gears for Sidecar Worh.

Are variable gears of the hub l5'pe for sidecar work
to become popular? If a hub gear fail to provide a

lower ratio than 8 to r-, and if that be only obtainable

when the engine pulley is screwed out to a diameter at

which a belt is not at all likely to grip in wet weather
or on a long hill, then I should prefer either a chain

drive or a counter-shaft gear. 8 to i is a very satis-

factory low gear for a chain-driven twin and sidecar,

unless Honister is on the tapis. But 8 to i is not too

joyous a ratio for a 3J^ h.p. single and sidecar up
Sunrising on a wet, windy day. If the engine remain
happy, the belt may very probably prove a trifle

morose. In my opinion the variable gear with the best

future where a belt is used is that which affords a

genuinely low gear in conjunction with a very big

engine pulley.

SMALL TWIB ENGINES AND THEIB ENTHUSIASTIC RIDEES.

Both these machines—a Trump and a Matchless—are fltted with the J.A.P. 3J h.p twin engine (60 mm. bore by 76 mm. stroke, cubic capacity 430 c.c). The

owners tell us that tne machines are capable of an average speed of 35 m.p.h. when geared ti to 1, that they can do 54 m.p.h. on Brooklands track, and climb

the test hill at 30 m.p.h. The riders, S. G. and J. C. Bain, have previously owned single-cylinder machines, but are so delighted with the little twins that they

intotm us th^y do not intend to ride any but multi-cylinder machines in the future.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped afldressei envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters
containing legal queries should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects^

?

Coventry to Cardiff.

I shall be obliged if you will

tell me the shortest and best route
from Coventry to Cardiff, avoid-
ing big towns and tramlines.

Your route will be Coventry, Warwick,
Stratford-on-Avon, Evesham, Tewkesbury,
Gloucester, turn R down Westgate St., and
take first turning to the left after crossing

the second bridge over the Severn. Ck>

through Newnham. Lydney, Chepstow,
and Mevfport.

Brooklands.

(1.) ^¥hat meeting is there on
rjTl at Brooklands on Whit-Monday y

1^ (2.) Could you give me the route

uAJ from here (Woodbridge) by road ?

I should prefer to avoid London.
(3.) What does it cost for admission to

Brooklands track as a spectator? (4.)

Wliere can I see an advertisement with
full particulars?—H.I.

(1.) There is a full motor car race meeting
at Brooklands on Whit-JIonday, in which
there will probably be two motor cycle

races. (2.) The route from Woodbridge
would be as follows : Woodbridge, Col-

chester, Witham, Chelmsford, Billericay,

Till)ury, Gravesend.'Wrotham, Riverhead,
Westerbam, Redhill, Reigate, Dorking,
Leatherhead, Cobham, then straight to

Brooklands. This avoids all the London
traffic. (3.) The entrance costs from 2s.

6(1. on that day. (4.) Full particulars can
lie obtained from the Brooklands Auto-
mobile Racing Club, Carlton House,
llegeiit .Street. S.W.

Oil'.* o{ Ihe new CalcoU lightwciKlils photographed
on EdRC Hill. TJio makers, Calcott Bros., Ltd.,

Coventry, inform us thai the tester had no dilllculty

in ascordlne the hill with a passenger on the

carrier.

Mending the Float.

Recently my carburetter started

^1 flooding, owing to the float being

5 punctured. I had this neatly
-Sj soldered, and everything was

right for about fifty miles. Now
I can't run slower than 15 m.p.h., for

with the throttle practically closed it

requires air halt open. I notice that when
the engine is running it blows jietrol out
of the air holes in the chamber. I have
taken down the carburetter and can
find nothing wrong. Would you please
advise me what to do?—W.C.

The trouble is probably due to the excess
of solder on the float, which has dis-

arranged the level of the petrol in the
float chamber. You will have to reduce
the petrol level slightly or make a neater
job of soldering the float.

Touring in Germany.

I shall be taking my P. and M. and
sidecar over to Germany shortly
to visit some friends' at Nurem-
berg and return again after about
a week's stay. The route I intend

to travel will be Qiieenborough-Flushing,
Cologne-Nuremberg. I should be obliged
if you would inform me—(1.) Whether I

can obtain a triptych from the A.C.U.,
of which I am a member, which will

enable me to pass my macliine through
the Customs duty free both in Holland
and Germany? (2.) Will tire machine
huve to carry a plate, and will the
restrictions and formalities in force in

Germany regarding motor cycles affect

me in any way? (3.) What road maps
should I have to obtain. and^Where can 1

get them? (4.) Will it be necessary to

detach the sidecar when crossing, and
what are the freight charges for both ?

—H.H.
(1.) We should strongly advise you to get

into communication with the Auto Cycle
Union Touring Depaitniciit. 89, I'all Mall,
8.W.. without delay. They will give you
valuable information regarding your route,

and will arrange for your triptych and all

details of the tour. (2.) You will have to

carry an international ])late, and at the
Frontier j'ou will have to take out a slciicr-

kartc In (Terniany yijii drive on the

light. (3.) Ma])s can be obtained I'roni the
.Auto Cycle Uiiiun and Royal Anlomobile
(Jliib. Nearly every ilem in your letter

could be answered in greater detail liy the
I'loyal Antoiiinbilc C'lul) Yoaring Depart
incnt (to whom the A.C.U. will refer you),

(4.) Tlie co.'it 111 freight for a nintdi- bicycle

and sidecar [icnn Qnecnlun-ongli In Fhish-
ing, or from Folkestoiu' to Flusliing I.1 30s.

Yon iii'i'il not (l(>(iirh the sidecar.

9
Oiling an Engine-shaft Gear.

Please tell me how often it is

necessai-y to oil the N.S.U. two-
speed gear fitfed to my 1909
machine and how to doit.—^E. P. iJ.

If the gear receives oil from the engine,
if you over-lubricate the engine or givp it

rather more than the normal quantity of
oil, the gear will lubricate itself. If, liow-
ever, the gear receives no oil from the
engine, undo the grub screw marked
"oile" and inject engine oil through the
hole by means of a squirt. This should
be done about every 200 miles.'

Cleckheaton to CI' ester.

Please tell me the best route
from Cleckheaton to Chester, as

I am thinking of fetching a motor
cycle from there. I wish, if possi-
ble to avoid the big towns.

Would v'ld Preston and Liverpool be out
of one's way, as tha road from Chester
to Preston is excellent?—L.C.R.

The shortest way (avoiding Jilancliester) is

Cleckheaton, Huddersfield, Marsden, Moss-
ley, Stalybridge, Ashton - under - Lyne,
Stockport, Altrincham. Northwich, to
Chester. If you wish to go via Preston
your road will be Cleckheaton, Halifax,
Todmorden, Bacup, Hasiingdon, Black-
burn, to Preston. The road from Burnley
to Blackburn is bad, and you would have
to traverse pait of this.

?

Mrs. C. E. Ross, of Moseley, Birmingham, MM her
2 h.p. throo-spoe < Hiimber Lightweight. Mrs. Ross
is a member of the Sutton Coldueld and Mid-
Warwic)(5hire A.C.. and is a very Itoen rider.
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Situations in tlie Trade.

I wish to obtain a sitiw.tion in

the motor cycle trade. Will you
please tell me h,ow to proceed. I

have had practical c.xpe'rieiico

with lily own machine and fonr

and :i half ycMis iu the drapery ImsiMCss.

-Is trade riding tire result uf working'
line's way up?—A.J.

^ our proper course would lie to ap[)Iy to

thiise manufacturers witli whom you would
like to work. If you have not iiad mecha-
nical traiiiing we do not think your
chances are very good. A post as trade
rider is sometimes the' result of success in

open hill-climbs.

Hi]I-c!imbing Formulae.

Some time ago you published in

The Motor Cycle a tabic showing
bore and stroke of engines and
their covrespondinj capacity.

Coidd you suppily me with a

similar table, and let me koow the date
of that particular issue, as I wish
to look ifc up? Should also be glad of a
good bu'nuUa for hill-climbs.—i"

. \\

.

The L'nbic Capacity Table can be obtained
frnm Tlic Mdfnr Cijdc Offices, Coventry,
price 4d. po.st free. It was published m
the issue of .Tune 17th, 1908. A
good formula lor hill-cliudjs is Tlw MUlcr
I'ljiic formula. Ste our issue for Scplou-
ber 21st, 1911. It is as follow.s ; For

•

I

D= X S X <=
• , -csniglt'S, ,,f J

or n;ore simply itW
vou have the C.C. Table, w For

multi-cylinders

G X .9 X <-

W
satisfaclory.

D-' X S X X X .9 X <"

w '
°''

You will find this very

Intermittent Kunning.

I have a 4^ h.p. V twin
_| Hamilton inotnr (a.o.i.v. of

> course), to which I recently had
-iJ to lit an odd rear cylinder of

another make, but same bore
and stroke and type. The ignition is

by accumulator and tremblers, and the
bicycle is Htted with an old B. and 1!.

carburetter, which has always been
satisfactory. The motor starts up well
and accelerates quickly to almost any
sjiced on advancing the s|.)ark, bu't

after going three or four hundred yards
it fails iiiid stops altogether, and will
d<i this repeatedly. (Wiring has been
oM'rbanled.) I have tried different
accumulators and tremblers, with flic

same result. The engine will take,

nearly full air when once started. (1

have cleaned the larburclter.) Com-
pression is somewhat better in fiont
cylinder than iu rear. \\'hcn going, a
heavy passenger on the cai'rier ilues

not seem t(j check the machine's speed
in the least. (1 have tested both spark-
ing plugs.) How would yiiuarcount fm-

it failing thus, and what remedies wonl.l
you suggest?

^
It is difficult to tell

whether it fails on both cylinders or
one only. Is it worth while going to

the e.xpense of fittiug machine "up with
a magneto?—E.A.

Your trouble is probably du.c to an
obstruction in the petrol pipe or to an
air lock in tank or pipe. A magneto
would be an improvement, but \shether
it is worth while or. not is for yourself
to decide.

Ignition Timing.

I wotico in rep>y to "C.B.R.,"
on the subject of "Valve and
Magneto Timing." that you state

that "the ."^parfc should occur at
the top of the compression stroke

'when the magneto is retarded, not
when fully advanced." I have always
undci stood that the furthest you could
ailvance the spark to was the top of
the stroke, and that retarding caused
S|)arking as the piston ^vas descending.
It probably accounts for the fact that
my ?4 h.p. Triumph, 1910, is not giv-

ing me the power it should be since I

readjusted the timing. (1.) When cor-

rectly timed, shmild the spark occur
before the top of the compression stroke
wdien the ujigneto is fully advanced?
(2.) What are the most probable causes
of uverbeating? (3.) Is the fact of ex-
plodnig (viz., sparking) before the top
of the compression stroke, when (a)

running slow or (b) running fast, one of

the causes in (2)?—C.A.B.
You will find an interesting article in

The Aiitoear of April 13, pp. 574-5, on
the subject of ignition timing. (1.) The
movement of the engine piston is so
rapid on small high speed engines used
for mntor cycle work, and the full ex-
pliision of the gases takes an appreciable
time, therefore when the- magneto is fully
advanced sparking occurs before the piston
has reached the top of its compression
stroke. (2.) 'There are many causes of
overiieatiiig, the chief of which may be
too large a jet, too little air, carbon
deposit inside the cylinder, insufficient

lift of valve, incorrect valve timing, and
ignition too far retarded. (3.) (a) If the
explosion occur before the piston has
reached the top of its compression stroke

.
\\'hcn running slow you will get knock-
ing, and the engine will slow down until
very soon it stops. If it continued it

might possibly set up overheating, (b)

The engine should not overheat with
sparking occurring before the top of the
compression stroke when the engine is

rnnning fast.

Carburetter and Coil.

I have an old 2J b.p. .Minerva

^JTI with U. and B. carburetter and

^ plain coil. The carburetter is

_lJ an old tank controlled one, and
seems rather large foi' the

niacdiino ; the jet is a Xo. 36. The

throttle can be set so that the clnsing

of same admit.s air through the adjust-

able air inlets onl,y, or can be so set

that no air or gas is admitted to

cylinder at all on closing the throttle.

(1.) Whirh is the correct setting of this

carburetter, and why'? (2.) Is a No.
36 jet too big for this machine'? (3.)

What would be about the correct sized

jet for a 2| h.p.? (4.) Will the jets

now sold in cases of three or foor fit

my old carburetter'? (5.) Would the
cheap kind of whistle at about 2s. 9d.

be any good for my engine? (6.) .My
coil, a large round pdaiu one, has a

resistance in the primary winding of

.8 amp., thus taking 5 amps, at 4

volts on continuous circuit. This seems
to me very excessive. Is it possible
this coil was meant to be used on 2
volts.

—

Max.
(1.) Set the carburetter to admit pure
air when throttle is closed, as this wilt

help to cool engine. (2.) Yes. (3.) Number
29 would be right. (4.) The jets are
suitable for carburetters made ui 1908
[el si'c/.). (5.) Yes, if correctly Irtted.

(6.) Five amps, is certainly excessive,

but we do not suppose your coil

w-ill work with two volts
;
you can try it

by using one cell of the accumulator.

EXPEIUENCES WANTED.
"M.W." (Cheltenham).—1911 or 1912 Z!,

h.p. Hex with two-speed gear, speed and
W'earing oualiiies.

"G.F.O." (Bassiugbourn).—6 h.p.

Rex-.Jap 1912 model,
" Todavia " (Cilasgow).~-8 h.p. chain-

driven Chater-Lea or Bat-.Iap, tyre cost

and petrol consumption with sidecar.
" S.H." (Durham).—Sj h.p. Quadrant

three-speed, also Bowdeii and N.S.'U.
two-speed gears with 3^ h.p. and sidecar.

During tlio recent labour strike in Brisbane a number ol members of the Queenslind Motor Cycle Club ottered

their services to the police as a dispatch corps. They are depicted above.
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A GREAT contrast to the unfortunate fiasco in

the South, the re-run spring one day trial in

the ?kli(llands, was a great success. The
course was a good one, and if it erred at all it was on
the side of leniency, but it was almost as stiff as one
could. find in the district in which the trial had to be
held. For the next event we shall have to go to

Wales or some mountainous district to iind hills of

sufficient seventy.

The yard of the Railway Hotel, Oxford, was not
large, Ijut of just sufScient size to accompiodate the

forty-fne riders. 'J'he evidence of the A.C.U. assis-

tant secretary's good organising powers was at once
apparent. The machines were all arranged in

numerical order, Ko. i being near the exit, so that

there was no trouble about starting, and the jydges
could easily get at the machines to examine them.

At an early hour confusion slowly became trans-

formed into order. Mr. Hart, assisted by willing

helpers of the Oxfoid M.C.'C, who were of \alual)le

assistance through the trial, took charge of the scales.

.Mr. Beasley kept a watchful eye on everything, the

judges set to work on their ta.sk of inspecting the com-
jjeting machines, and route Cards and armlets were
distriiiutcd. Captain l)a\idson and Captain NichoU
worked with a will. The former, it may be remem-
bered, is secretary of die Mcrlianical Transport Com-
mittee of the War Oftice. ami as lie superintends the

purchasing and testing of machines used by the Army
Service Corps he is thoroughly nii. fait with the in-

dustry. Captain Xichnll is hinvself a jtractical rider,

who is not only a keen user of a 5-6 ( 'Ivno and side

car, luit keeps it in top nolch tunc in his ])ri\-ate work
shop.

Interesting Items on the Machines.
Thrir were scvcval inlrrcsling machines in llic I rial.

Kndiw.'ll's Scoll was liiieil with ,ui extra oil tank, W .

IC (iiok's A.S.r.,. had an injector form of extra air

nlci. ('. 'I'. Xcwsome's smart Icioking Rri\Tr had :i

ribbed silciHcr, and was verv i|uicl. The Mmgaii
runabout was ,1 pailicularU pleading lijiil<ing luiii-iinl

resplendent in its newness. Bischoff rode a glorified

Triumph lltted with Armstrong three-speed gear, and

a foot-controlled decompressor wliich he pronounced
to be very near to absolute perfection. Mrs. Hardee,
the gallant lady rider who made such a plucky perform-

ance in the last trial, was there on her P. and M.,
Johnson {^% Triumph) used a Stewart-Precision car-

buretter, W'hich appeared to work very well.

A ^•eteran rider whom we were pleased to see on
the road again after his recent accident was T. Silver.

He was badly injured some little time ago liy a

machine which lie was testing catching fire. The
n.W.K. was another very smart runabout, an ingenious

feature of which was the speedometer fixing. The
dial of the latter was set flush with the dashl>oard, and
very neat it looked. On a conveniently placed board
in the hotel yard was placed a Bartholomew's map
with the route marked there;)n in red ink, and a noti<-e

Sienc in the yard ol tlio iinilway Holol, Oxford, at the slart of the trial.
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The Ee-rim One Day Trial.—
that fifteen minutes would be allowed for The Motor
Cycle tea stop. These i^" .eJ maps were also sup-
plied to the principal of^^cials.

The Start from Oxford.

The first man left punctually at 8.30. The motor
oicycle riders were got smartly away in pairs at one
minute intervals, while the passenger machines were
ilespatched shigly. F. Smith (Clyno and so.) could

not compete owing to pressure of business. It was a

glorious morning when the competitors left Oxford.

First there came a ten-mile limit, which the Oxford
(rit)' Fathers have imposed for reasons best known to

themseh-es on an absolutely straight and safe road,

Judges examining mactiincs before the start. The silencer on the new
model A.C. sociable will be noticed,

which is practically open country, and then the ascent

of Cumnor Hill, which the modern machine hardly

feels. A cool breeze was blowing across the course

which soon carried away what Uttle dust there was.

The route was particularly well marked; in fact, one

official suggested it was too well done, and this excel-

lent marking was particularly noticeable in Farring-

<lon, which is a tricky little town to negotiate.

Up to Cirencester the road is good and presents no

difficulties. In this fine old town we stopped and

watched the competitors go by. A point policeman

rendered valuable service at the cross roads, regulating

the traffic and directing the men. Tke most con-

spicuous machine in the trial was Woodman's Bat,

vvhich was offensively noisy. No silencer of any kind

was fitted, and the straight through exhaust pipes

caused a deafening din. It is reasonable to suppose

that even if this machine had not been put out of the

running for various causes it would have been dis-

qualified for noise alone.

A Surprise Hill at Uley.

From Cirencester the journey was continued through

Vetbury to Dursley, and at this point the route

became hilly. There then came a long winding

descent through the village of Uley, followed^ by a

bad twiscv hill, which was almost as steep as Birdlip.

Here Webster (Hobart) was brought to a standstill.

After Uley the roads became narrow and very dusty

;!ntil Stroud was reached.

Two of the comp2tiIoi's passing Cirencester Parish Church.

The next interesting feature of the trial was the

ascent of Birdlip, once the terror of the motor cyclist,

now but an incident in a day's run. Birdlip lies on
that fine old road, the Ermine Way, which the com-
petitors joined by turning to the right at a point

marked on the map as 220 feet above sea level. From
here the road rises to 909 feet at the summit. The
surface on the hill was excellent, but the wind blew
gustily and seemingly in all directions during the

ascent. While waiting for the competitors we saw an
8 h.p. Matchless and sidecar take three people up the

hill without a falter.

Observations on Birdlip.

Most of our observations were made on the Knap

—

the steepest portion—which is i in 5^3. F. A.
McNab (3 54 Trump), who rode as No. i, came up first

in excellent style. F. Begley (2 -'4 Hazlewood) changed
up as he topped the Knap. The following riders

appeared to come up particularly wellr'W. E. Rootes
(314 Singer), R. Mundy (3;^ Alldays), P. W. Bischoff

Alan Woodman (8 h.p. Bat and sidecar) making a good ascent of Birdlip.
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ine Autotnx cyclecar rounding the bend at the top of Birdlip Hill.

(3^^ Triumph), L. Bees (3^^ L.M.C.), D, H. Noble,

(3^ Rover), L. Cass' (4^^ Quadrant), W. E. Cook

(3;^ A.S.L.), R. A. Bishop (2.% Enfield), R. Lord

(6 Rex), T. R. Trotter (3 J4 , B.S.A.), P. J. Evans

{3% Humber) who was travelling on top speed, J.

St. John (3>^ Quadrant), J. Slaughter (3.1.4 L.M.C),
W. B. Gibb (234 Douglas) who made a splendi(.l

ascent, R. H. Viggers {^j4 Macbeth-Piecision), A. V.

Deacock (^j4 Alldays), H. Johnson {^^'.2 Triumph) a

very fine performance, J. S. Holroyd (2^ Moto-
sacoche, which was the lightest machine in the trial)

came up without pedalling, C. R. Collier, H.> A.

Collier, and R. E. Guest (all on 8 h.p. Matchless

machines and sidecars) came up in excellent form. J.

Chater-Lea. jun. (8 Chater-Lea and sc), also made
an excellent ascent J. T. Wood (8 G.W.K.) made a

splendid climb which should go far towards dispelling

any prejudice which may exist against friction drive.

'J'he Morgan came by us at a splendid pace, but almost

on the crest of the hill it stopped, ran back, restarted,

and finished without difficulty. The Autotrix came up
well, as also did the A.C. Hill, the dri\cr of the

latter, stopped to change a faulty plug, and arrived

late. Mrs. Hardee (3^ P. and M.) came up slowly,

but, made a clean ascent. Poor Silver climbed the

hill on a flat tyre, ^ which troubled him several times

again during the day. J. H Kerr (3^-^ N.S.U.) faile(.l

through a broken belt fastener. R R Rothwell

(4 Scott) missed his change and stopped on the Knap.
W. B. Whitaker (314 Rudge), H. Beal (3 N.S.U.),

and H. J. ^^oodgate (3^2 Macbeth-Precision) dis-

mounted, while Applebee had to stop owing to a

sooted plug. The minimum hill speeds Avere : Up to

350 c.c, TO m'.p.h. ;. over 350 c.c, 15 m.p.h.
;

passenger machines, 7 m.p.h. The following com-
petitors climbed the hill at less than minimum speed:

Mrs. Hardee (3^ P. and M.) and F. Hill (5-6 A.C).
T. E. Seear (Motosacoche) arrixed too late to

be timed.

Along the Ridge of the Cots-wolds.

After the hill-climb there foUoAved a fine drive

along the ridge of the Cotswolds, from. which there

was a glorious view,, and then came the descent ol

Leckhampton Hill into Cheltenham, where lunch

^inftvim

i wo Alotosacoolie competitors on Sunrlsing Hill.

C. R. Collier (8 h.p Matchless sidecar) coming up Birdlip. A similar machine
Uiut in the trial) ascended the hill witn turte up.

was served, and the machines were stored in Steel's

garage.

Several incidents had happened by lunch tnne.

Tessier (Bat and sc.) had chain trouble and a punc-

ture, and ran into the wall coming into the garage.

He retired eventually. Tillman (6 Zenith and sc.)

gave up at Cirencester owing to belt trouble, and the

G.W.K. had suffered a puncture; Woodman (Bal

and. sc.) had trouble with a stretched valve and soot)

plugs, and gave up at Birdlip.

. After lunch came 'the long, trying ascent of Cleevc

Hill out of Chei.tenhnm, which was all the more

troublesome owing to a strong head-wind.

We noticed that W. E. Cook (3;^ A.S.L.) made a

very fine ascent of this hill. Here Kerr (KS-U.^i

again had trouble owing to a slipping belt, and had

to' dismount. After Cleeve Hill the road was good,

but winding, to Broadway, and rather intricate; bul

thanks to the splendid arrowing- which, wc under

stand, was carried out by Mr. A. H. Priestly—there

was no difficulty in finding it. :
'

Saintbury is a pretty ascent—long, rough as to

surface, and of a gradient not much worse than i in
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The Re-run One-day Trial.—
6 to I in II. It was more difficult to negotiate than

Birdlip, but not nearly so severe as any one of the

timed hills in last year's Six Days' Trial. Most people
climbed it without difficulty, and most of the bicycles

hardly noticed it.

Gibb (Douglas) again made a fine ascent, while

the following other performances stand out pre-

eminently in our memory: C. T. Newsome (Rover),

W.- E. Cook (A.S.L.), J. S. Holroyd (Motosacoche),

L. Cass {4% Quadrant), J. Chater-Lea (Chater-Lea

and sc), J. T. Wood (G.W.K.), H. F. S. Morgan
(Morgan), the Autotrix, and the three Matchless- side-

car machines. F. W. Applebee, sen., was still

troubled with misfiring, but made a clean ascent

;

Kerr (N.S.U.) stopped and hampered St. John (Quad-
rant); Whitaker (Rudge) and Woodgate (Macbeth-

Precision) dismounted; Webster (Hobart) pedalled.

Sunrising Hill.

The run to Sunrising Hill was through beautiful

country,, and part of it followed another famous
Roman Road, the Fosse Way, to Ettington, there join-

ing the Stratford-Banbury road which leads to Sun-

rising. Here again most people made a clean ascent.

Gibb got up on top speed—no mean performance

for. a lightweight. Those w-ho dismounted were Mrs^

Hardee and H. Woodgate. We were told that the

stop for tea, provided by The Motor Cycle at " The

ff^^(^!L!l ^i

Tower,' ' Edge Hill, was much appreciated, and
certainly the proprietor carried out his part of the

programme very well, while Mr. A. H. Priestly did

excellent w'ork at that place as marshal.

The Organisation.

The remaining 30 miles to Oxford was through
practically flat country and over excellent roads. All

that can be said against the trial was that it was a

trifle too easy. Vet although this was said pretty

freely, 21 competitors out of 45 starters failed to secure

an absolutely clean sheet. The trial was a great

success, and those responsible for its organisation

deserve to be warmly congratulated. The time-

keepers w'ere Messrs. F. T. Bidlake and A. V. Ebble-
white, who were conveyed from point to point by Mr.

J. R. Nesbit. Other officials were Messrs. F. G.
Barton, E. C. Cooper, R. C. Davis, John Gibson, W.
A. Matthews, W. Pearson, A. Ross, F. Salter, H. E.

Steel, and members of the A.C.U., Oxford M.C.C.,
Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.C., Bristol M.C.C.,
Bristol B.and-M.C Birmingham, Worcester, and
Gloucester M.C.C.'s.

Mr. Oswald Cole, chief constable of Oxford City,

was an interested spectator at the start and finish.

The Oxford county police did excellent w'ork in direct-

ing the traffic at cross and side roads on the course

during tlie afternoon over that part of the route

which traversed Oxfordshire.

CERTIFICATES OF PERFORMANCE. MOTOR BICYCLES.

Eider and Machine.
No.
of

Cyls.

Bore
and

Stroke.

Cubic
Capacity.

Gear.

Weight
of

Machine
Remarks.

F. Begley (2i Hazlewood)
J. H. Slaughter (4 L.M.C.) . ........

L. Bees {3' L.M.C.)

*Rev. P. W" BischofE (3i Tiiumph) . . .

W. E. Cooke (3i A S.L. Piecision) . .

.

Leslie Cass (4i Quadrant)
*T. B. Trotter '(3}- B.S.A.)

*R.. A. Bishop (2i Enfield)

D..H. Noble (3|- Rover) _

C. T. Newsome (3^ Rovei )

P. J. Evans (3J Humber)
W. B. Gibb (2-f Douglas)

R. H. Vigers (3i Macbeth Precision) .

J. S. Holroyd (2i Motosacoche)

*Rex Mundy (Zl Alldays & Onions) . .

.

*r. A. McNab (3J- Trump)
*H. Johnson (3J Triumph)
*Fred Dover (3J- Premier)

*W. E. Rootes (3i Singer)

*J. St. John (3i Quadrant)

E. W. Applebee (2J Centaur)

*J. H. Kerr (3i N.S.U.)

*R. R. RothweU (4 Scott)

*Mrs. M. Hardee (3|- P. & M.)

A. Webster (2i Hobart)

R. Lord (6 Rex)
*H. Beat (3 N.S.U.)

H. J. W'oodgate (31 Macbeth Precision)

"W. B. Whitaker (3J Rudge) .

,

T. E. Seear (21 Motosacoche)

A. V. DeaCock (3J Alldays) 1

T. Silver (3^ Quadrant) 1

70
89
88
85
8.5

87

85
54
85
85
84
60
85
64
85
85
85
85
85

85
60
85
74
82

70
77
58
85

mm.
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

76
92
88
88
88
95
88

X 76
X 88
X 88
X
X
X
X
X

90
60
88
90
88

5x 85
88
88
88

x
X
X
X
X
X
X 62
X 88
X 78

.5x 95

60

88

75

292
572
499
499
499
564
499
340
499
499
499
340
499
289
499
499
499
499
499
499
340
499
446
475
299
896
396
499

Ai'mstrong 3-spced .

Roc 2-speed

L.M.C. variable ...

Armstrong 3-speed .

N.S.U. 2-speed ...

Armstrong 3-speed .

B.S.A. 2-speed
Enfield 2-speed
Ai'mstrong 3-speed .

.

Armstrong 3-speed .

.

Humber 2-speed . . .

,

Douglas 2-speed . . .

,

Armstrong S-speed .

.

Motosacoche variable

Alldaj's 2-speed . . .

.

Single gear

Single gear

Armstrong 3-speed .

.

Armstrong 3-spe^d .

.

Armstrong 3-speed .

.

Armstrong 3 speed .

.

N.S.U. 2-speed . . .

.

Scott 2-speed

P. & M. 2-speed . . .

.

Sturmey 3-speed . . .

.

Rex 2-speed

N.S.U. 2-speed . . .

.

Ar-mstrong 3-speed .

.

NO AWARD.
85 X 88 499
85 X 88 499

85 X 88 499
64 X 90 289

Roc 2-speed

Armstrong 3-speed

Rudge variable

Motosacoche variable

lbs.

168

230
216
200
205
228
233
170
220
232
260
164
218
138
218
192
192
228
228
235
168

240
245
225
148
290
183
210

218
212

230
136

1st class certificate.

1st class certificate.

1st class certificate.

1st class certificate.

1st class certificate.

1st class certificate.

1st class certificate.

1st class certificate.

1st class certificate.

1st class certificate.

1st class certificate.

.

1st class certificate^'

1st class certificate.

1st class certificate.

1st class certificate.

Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Non-stop.

Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Non-stop.

Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Non-stop.

Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Non-stop, f
Non-stop.f
Non-stop. Wheel bearing loose

Non-stop. Pedal loose.

Non-stop. Engine very oily.

Plug tr'ble Birdlip, engine dirty

Failed Birdhp, Cleeve, Sa'tbury

Failed Birdlip, engine dirty.

Failed Sunrising, engine dirty.

Failed Uley and Birdlip.

Puncture.
Failed Birdlip, leaky oil tank.

Failed on observed hiUs.

Timing adrift, tyre troubles.

Tyre troubles, outside maxi-
mum time.

Retired, failed observed hills.

Belt troubles, finished outside

maximum time.

* Private owners. The weights given are with petrol, oil, tools, and spares.

t Would have qualified for first class certificate if change-speed gear or clutch had been fitted.
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The Re-run One Day Trial.-

CYCLE CARS AND SIDFCARS.

Rider and Maciiia«.

No.
ol

CyU.

Boje
and

Stroke.

Cubic
Capacity.

Gear. Remarks.

C. K. Colliei {^ Matcliless & sidecar) .

.

'George VVaddeu (8 Autotrix cyclecar) .

.

*R. E. Guest (8 Matchless & sidecar)

J. Ciiater Lea, juu. (8 Cliater Lea & sidecar)

H. A. Collier (8 Matchless & sidecar)

J. T. Wood (8 O.VV.K. cyclecar)

r. HiU (5-6 A.C. Sociable)

H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan Runabout) .

.

95
85

85

85
85
83
92

Xl02
X 85

NO

964 V.S. 2-speed
964 Autot.ix 3-speed .

.

964 V.S. 2-3peed
964 Chater Lea 3-speed
964 V.S. 2-speed
1070 rtiotion gear
723 A.C. 2-speed ....

Morgan 2-speed .

.

AWARD.

Lst class certificate.

1st class certiticate.

1st class certificate.

1st class cei tificate.

let class certificate.

Non-stop.
Non-stop.

Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Non-stop.
Puncture.
Plug tiouble, outside time Birdlip.

Stopped on Birdlip.

S. T. Tessier (8 Bat & sidecar) 2 85. 5x 85 964 Bat 2-speed Broke chain, tyre troubles, retired.

•Alan Woodman (8 Bat & sidecar) 2 85.5 X 85 964 Bat 2-speed Valve, plug, and sidecar trouble;

disT|uaiiiied for excessive noise.

^Ernest Vallis (5-6 Clyno sidecar) 2 76 X 82 774 Clvno 2-3peed Finished outside maximum time.

*F. B. Tillman (6 Zenith & sidecar) 2 76 X 85 862 Gradua gear Retired, belt trouble Cirencester.

* Private owners.

JUDGES' REPORT
The postponed Spring One-day Trial was held on

Wednesday, April 24th,. arting from the Railway
Hotel, Uxford. The distance was 152 J4 miles, and
the route followed was Faringdon, Fairford, Ciren-

cester, Tetbury, Dursley, Stroud, Birdlip Hill, Chel-
tenham, Broadway, Saintbuiy, Moreton-in-the-Marsh,
Sunrising Hill, Banbury, Deddington, to Oxford.
The timed hills were Birdlip and Saintbury, and, in

addition, several hills were included at Uley, Cleeve,
and Sunrising.- The route for the most part was
over main roads, and although not so severe as the
one selected in March last, it formed a very good test

of the capabilities of the machines, as shown by the
comparatively small percentage of first-class certifi-

cates obtained.

Weather.—The weather conditions were as good
as »ouVd be desired, although there was a strong wind
blowing against the competitors for some miles after

the luncheon stop.

Roads.—The roads were in very good condition
th>3ughout, but in a few places they were dusty.

Entries.—Thirty-two single and thirteen pajssenger

machines were entered. Of these only one, a passen-

ger machine, did not start. Only two of the machines
were fitted with fixed gears.

Awards.—Fifteen first-class certificates were
awarded to single machines, and five to passenger
machines. In addition to these, two machines would
have obtained first-class certificates but for the fact

that they had not complied with the regulation requir-

ing a free engine clutch or variable gear, and four
machines lost first-class certificates through tyre

trouljle.

Failures.—Birdlip accounted for seven failures,

but the other hills did not apjiear to present any great
difficulties. The speeds attained on the time.d hills

were in most cases well al)Ove the minimum retiuired.

Cleanliness.—There is still room for considerable
imj)rovement under this heading. The very clean
condition of two similar machines showed that this

end can be attained. Some machines were particu-
larly bad ill this respect, more than one first-class

f:ertiricate being lost through this defect. The oil

leakages were not confined to any one ]iarticular part
of the machine, but often appeared to be general.

Silencers.—Manv of the machines are still too

«4

noisy, and considerable improvement is required in

this respect. Here again the presence of quiet

machines showed that it is possible to achieve silence

without loss of efficiency. One machine was disquali-

fied for excessive noise.

General Condition.—There appears to be a ten-

dency with some riders to neglect the cycle parts, such

as the head and hubs. The front wheel brakes in

some cases did not free themselves well when released.

In one instance the two brakes acted independently on
the belt rim, a system which does not appear to be
altogether desirable.

Tyre Troubles.—As already stated, four first-class

certificates were lost through this cause. It would
appear to be highly desirable, in view of the greatly

increased horse-power developed by modern engines,

that heavier tyres should both be made for use on
motor cycles and actually fitted to them as standard.

. D. F. Nicholl, Captain R.A.
H. E. Davidson, Captain R.E.

(Signed)

H. S. moon (f roo-s eeJ New Hudson), winner on Lrmi la ol the tiu in?
sin;le cy in J r das* in the M ddlosbrou^h and District Hill-ci.mb at Castleion
on iiie 20t.i ult. (Sco Cub News pa^eii).
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MOBILISATION DAY AT DAYENTRY.
483

A group otsome ol the motor cyclists who responded to tUe call to mobilise in Daventry on Saturday last. The men rode from all parts o£ the country<- The
average speed of the participants in the test works out at 30.1 miles per hour.

CONSIDERING all things the mobilisation test

of Saturday last must be considered fairly

successful. Out of 173 who sent in their

applications 99 put in an appearance at Daventry, the

rendezvous, before the lists were closed at 5 p.m.,

and some 37 others arrived after that hour, includ-

ing one rider from Glacgow. Before I proceed
to discuss the military lessons of the test I will give

the results as compiled from the official register.

From the following cities and towns two or more
riders arrived before 5 p.m. : London 11, Coventry

7, Birmingham 6, Manchester 6, T-iverpooI 4, Shrews-
bury 4, Northampton 4, Nottingham 4, Hull 3,

Southampton 3, Sheffield 2, Doncaster 2, Swansea 2,

Cardiff 2, Leamington 2, and Bradford 2.

The rider who came from the furthest point away
from Daventry was R. P. Chester, 33, Leicester

Street, Southport (3]^ h.p. Triumph), who rode the

160 miles in 5h. 48m. The best run of the day, and
the first actual man to arrive was R. A. Milligan, Lax-
field Hall, Suffolk (7 h.p. Indian) ; he accomplished

the 130 miles in 4h. im., starting at 4 a.m. on Satur-

day. W. E. Rootes (3-i h.p. Singer)

nineteen miles from Coventry in 27m.
rode the

The all-round average speed of competitors works

out at 30. 1 miles per hour, and the average distance

travelled at 69.8 miles. The only counties in England
not represented were Northumberland, Cumberland,
Devon, Cornwall, and DurhaiTi. During the afternoon

hill-climbing tests were carried out on Newnham Hill.

No single machine failed to make the first ascent, but

no times were taken, as this was not considered of

Captain A. H. Trapmann, the organising ofHcer 0! the mobilisation test, receiving

comoetitors* cards as they arrived at the rendezvous.

R. A. Mil gan (. h.p. Inlian), the first comp3titor to arrive at Daventry. He left

his home la ouHoiii at 4 a.m. on Saturday, and was in Daventry soon after 8 a.m. '

military importance in the hill-climb itself. At the,

second test, where machines were called upon to re-

start on the stiffest portion of the gradient, only one of

those who tried failed to reach the summit.
The variety of machines employed was almost as

varied as the places the riders hailed from, and none
of the best known makes was unrepresented.

Triumphs, P. and M.'s, Rudges, and B.S.A.'s head
the list, and amongst others there were three big

Indians.
,

These are the facts and figures which we have to go

upon. The next point is what do they teach us?

E7
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Mobilisation Dav at Eaventry,

General Tborneycroft (rigbtj, Captain Trapmann (centra), anil Major Symans (lelt).

Lessons of the Test.

Firstly, we find that in peace time under peace con-

ditions and speed limits the average keen motor

cyclist can be counted upon to ride at a speed of 30
miles an hour over long distances, and judging by the

reports handed in the modern motor cycle is practically

accident-proof. This means that under war condi-

tions any service of motor cyclists that was organised

could be scheduled to run at 35 miles an hour on re-

lays, and when it is remembered that unless perma-

nent ways are guarded and patrolled throughout their

length railway trains in war time are not scheduled to

do over 15 miles an hour, it will be seen that even

where railways exist between two given points the

motor cycle is more than twice as swift.

As compared with telegraphic communication,, the

motor cycle has already in repeated tests been proved

superior for any distance under thirty-six miles, whilst

for distances up to sixty it is largely a matter of con-

gestion of messages on tlie one hand and of weather

conditions on the other.

Address by General Thorneycroft.
These are some of the basic conclusions on which

to form our judgment. In the address given at the

conference by General Alexander Thorneycroft, C.B.,

commanding the South Midland Division, very great

stress was laid upon the value of the motor cycle in

modern warfare, and the plain fact of the matter is

this, that although we have thousands of excellent

motor cyclists in the country, there is at present no
.suitable provision in the regulations for them to serve

in the Regular or Auxiliary Forces. In the course of a

lew weeks doubtless the regulations will hi amended,

and it will thi;n remain to l>e .seen whether they are

of a nature likely to appeal to tlie sort of man who
owns a motor cycle,

c.a

How to become a Recognised Military Motor
Cyclist.

At present there are only two authorised methods

of becoming an officially recognised military motor

cyclist, either to join a Divisional Telegraph Com-
pany R.E. of the Territorial Force as a Territorial

soldier (100 vacancies in all) or to join Section B of

the Special Reserve (100 vacancies); in the latter case

the motor cycli.st should first join the Territorial Army
and then be transferred so soon as he has accomplished

his recruit drills. He will get a retaining fee of ;£4
per annum, engineer pay plus 6s. 6d. a day whilst

called out for training, which will be for a period

of fifteen days, with the Regular Army at^manoeuvres.

Doubtless this latter offer will prove attractive to

those who are Jceen on military matters and who can
undertake the liability to go abroad with the Regular

Army if sent away on a foreign war.

Doubtless also in the course of the next few weeks
the long-delayed authority will be promulgated per-

mitting each of the existing thirteen cyclist battalions

in the Territorial Army to enlist one officer and
seventeen motor cyclists. These will draw the

ordinary pay and allowance of their rank whilst at

annual training and. a petrol allowance, which, it is

rumoured, will amount to 7s. 6d. a day.

Objects of the League.
That is exactly how matters stand at present. It

is the object of the legion of cyclists to enrol 2,000

motor cyclists, who in the event of a national

emergency would turn out to serve their country.

Without a shadow of doubt," when that emergency
arrives emergency regulations will be made to absorb

that number—they will be urgently required.

In the meanwhile the legion wishes to organise

them, teach them their duties, and prepare for war,

whilst the military authorities are still chewing the

cud of pensive reflection. Celeriter.

Private Schulten (6th West Vorks.), who rode his twin Rex from Bradford to

Dayentr; to participate In the moljillsation test 01 motor cyclists on Saturday last.
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
May 2nd 8.21 i^.m.

4th
6th
8th

8.25

8.28

8.31

Good News of Cheshire.

All motor cyclists will be glad to hear
that E. W. Cheshire, who fell at Chew
Hill, is progressing favourably, and it

is hoped that- he will be able to leave
hospital before the end of tliis week.

The Cyclecar Movement.
Coventry is the centre of the motor

cycle trade, and, therefoie, it is hardly
surprising to find that three large con-

cerns are interesting themselves in cycle-

cars, and are maknig arrangements for

large outputs in 1913.

Tourist Trophy Races.

The following have notified the

A.C.U. that they intend to compete
in the Tourist Trophy Races :

Senioh Race.—C. E. Murphy and J.

A. Hoffmann.
Junior E.\ce.—H. Huckley (Enfield).

Mr. T. W. Loughborough leaves for

the Isle of Man on the 13th inst. to make
preliminary arrangements for the race

week.

A.C.U. General Committee.

A large number of nominaticms have
been received by the Anto Cycle Union
for the eighteen vacancies on the General
Committee reserved for the representa-

tives of the affiliated clubs. The ballot

papers have been circulated to all the

clubs, who are entitled to one vote in

respect of each twenty-five members or

portion thereof. Ihe papers must all

be returned to the Auto Cycle Union not
later than Saturday next, the 4th inst.

Restarting Tests in Lyons Reliability Trial.

The ilotor Cycle Club of Lyons held a
touring reliability trial on the 28tli ult.

Great interest was taken in the class for
variably geared macliines. Among the
machines which took part in this were
^lotosacoche, Terrot, Riviere, and Clement.
|Tlie variably geared maclunes had to be
stopped on two steep hills, viz., Cerdon and
Serriers, and restarted by the aid of the
clutch. Riders in this class had to weigh
not less than 11 st, 11 lbs. The results
\*'ere as follows

:

CL.-1SS L, 250 c.c—1, Perrln (Peugeot).
Ci..\ss II., 333 CO.—1, Stoffel (Alcyon)

;

2, Ponti (Moto-Reve).
CL.4.SS HI., 417 c.c.—1, Ludovic (Alcyon).

;

Class IV., 500 c.c—1, Es-officer (Masr-
pat-Bebon) ; 2, Pemette (Erangaise) ; 3,
Gabriel (Triumph).
Class V.. 750 c.c—1, Pony (Moser).
C'i/.\ss VII., Vaeiable Geaks. — 1,

Guiguet (Motosacoche) ; 2, Gream Fenton
(Clement) ; 3, Golaz (Clement).

A Police Trap on Watling Street.

We are informed that a police trap ia

in operation at Watling Street between
the Four Crosses and Gailey Cross Roads.

C.T.C. Circular Tour.

The Cyclists' Touring Club announces
a motor cycle circular tour.

The general idea is a twelve days' run
w-ith London for the start and finish,

and taking in the following centres :

Bristol, Birmingham, Manchester, Leeds,
Newcastle-on-Tyne, Edinburgh,_Glasgow.
Keswick. Bradford, Leicester, and so
back to London,
The tour will be in no sense a compe-

tition, or trial, it will be a demonstra-
tion pure and simple, nevertheless we
hear certificates will be awarded.

Herts County A. and Ae.C.

At a meeting of the General Committee
held last week, resolutions were passed
revoking the appointment of the com-
mittee of the motor cycle section and its

officers, aird handing over the control oi
that section to the General Committee
and officers of the club. The officers

and members of the motor cycle section
have, therefore, handed over the control
of their section to the General Commit-
tee, as the former could not see their
way to sign the indemnity required by
the latter for 1912. It was further re-
solved that a sub-committee of the motor
cycle members, to be approved by the
General Committee, be formed tor the
purpose- of organising competitions.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
Mobilisation Day.

Re-run O.ie Day Trial.

Bristol B. and M.C. Hill-climb.

Making the Best of It (Illustrated).

Funeral of the late Mr. A. J. Moorhouse.

The funeral of the late Mr. A. J.

jMoorhouse, whose sad death was re-

corded in last week's issue, took pla<:e

at the Dury Cemetery, near Manchester,
on Wednesday of last week. Some idea
of the late lamented rider's popularity
may be gathered from the following list

of names of individuals and bodies
associated with the sport and pastime
who sent wreaths : jlr. and Mrs. W.
H. Wells, Mr. and Mrs. Broadhead
(Northern Supply Co.), Mrs. Stenson
Cooke, Messrs. Percy Butler, G. N.
Higgs, N. D. Slatter, Ernest Frasetti,

the committee of the M.C.P.A., The
Motor Cycling Club, the Hendee Manii-
faotm'ing Co. London Staff, The Motor
Cycle, the A.C.U., the B.M.C.R.C,
directors of Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd.,
Hutchinson Tyre Co., Staff of the
Northern Supply Co., A. H. Horn, the
Rex Manufacturing Co., Manchester
M.C, Anglo-American Oil Co., Man-
chester, members of the Bradford M.C,
members of the Stockport M.C, Imperial
Boys' Manchester M.C, Britannia Lodge
No. 3,005, workmen of the Rex Motor
Mfg. Co., Coventry, staff of Motor
Cvcling, London. Streathara and Dis-
trict M.C.C, and Bristol B. and M.C.

The G.W.K. cyclecar on Sunrising. This machine unfortuaalely sufTered a puncture, or it would have
made a non-stop run in the A.C.U. One Day Trial..

BlI
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Next Saturday's Brooklands Meeting.
Seventeen entries have been received

for the Seventh Short Race on Saturday
at the ^ A.E.G. meeting at Brooklands,
and- i;iteen tor the Sixth Long Eaca
First tace 2.25 p.m.

Fresh Ideati&cation Marks.
New identilication marks have been

allotted to Middlesex (" -MX " in addition

to "H"'; ai.d to til* County of London

—

" LF " in addition to those already
ollotted, which are A, LC, LN, LB, LD,
LA. and LE.

A Stolen Machine.
A brand new T.T. Roadster Triumph

with dropped handle-bars was stolen from
the coach house of Mr. F. H. CotLerill,

East View, Sutton Road, Walsall, on
the night of Friday, the 19th ultimo.

The numbers on the; machine are : Frame
No. 192539, engine 19011, magneto 984860.

The owner otters £5 reward to anyone
who will give .

information which will

lead to the recovery of tire machine.

The Late Mr. A. J. Moorhouse.
JMr. VV. ±1. Wells, of the Hendee Co.,

wishes to express his very great apprecia-

tion of the many letters of sympathy
received by hiai from nnmeroiis friends

of the late Mr. Arthur J. Moorhouse.
These are so numero..s that he finds it

impossible to answer them all. Mr.
Wells also asks us to point out that
any reference made in the last issue to

records at Brooklands was done under a
misapprehension.

7he London-Edinburgh.
This important event will be held on

the 24th to 25th inst. The meeting
jilace is the Old Gatehouse, Highgate,
on Friday evening. May 24th, where a
liot supper will be served at 7 p.m. sharp.
All machines must be at the starting
place at 7.30, and competitors will be
.started at nine o'clock at suitable inter-

vals, and in. the following order: Motor
bicycles first, sidebars second, cyclecars.

third, and cars fourth. The finish will

be at the Royal Hotel, Princes Street,

Minburgh. The awards, which are
numerous, are—single and return journey—
gold medals in all classes, M.C.G.
Challenge Cup for motor bicycles only,

"Wells" Gup for sidecars single journey,
"Clark" Cup for sidecars double jour-

ney, and "Fry" Cup for cyclecars double
journey. Gold medals will be awarded
to every rider (except the winner of the
"Wells" Cup) reaching Edinburgh in

twenty-three hours, silver medals within
twenty-four hours, and broii/.o medals
within thirty hours. Speedometers will

be allowed this year.
Among those who have already entered

are : VV. Cooper (B.aobury), Geo. Brough
(Urough), R. M. Brioe (Brown), SouLh-
comb May (Porilaiid-.Jap), and Owen Wells
(Bradbury and sidecar), L. A. Baddeley
(3i liaddeley), N. O. Soresby (3i Rudge),
\V. Pratt (3i P. and ivi. and sc), N.
Greaves (2.1 Knfield), Gordon B. Mc-
Kechnie (8 IJot-Jap), A. C. Robbins (3i
Jluiiibcr), D. Gibbons (3i Eover), J.
I'arnacroft (cyclecar), K. .J. Watson (?i
Swilt), J)r. Stanley (o Indian), A. Mabon
(.ji Rudge), E. Gwyiine (7 IndianJ,
.J. R. Haswcll (7i Triumph and sc),
Harry G. Bell (5-6 F.N.I, and .). Kerr
(3i N.S.U.) The president, Mr. Chas.
jarrott, will again drive tliroiij;h the run,
and twenty cyclecars are oxpoclod to take
part.

IMTOIEIE (^ES^TS

May 4.—Coven trv and Warwickshire
H.C. 'Open Reliability Trial

„ 4.—Mersey M C. Open Oue-dav
. Trill.

„ 4.—Dul lin M.C.C. Open Reliability

Trial.

„ 4.—Glasgow M.C.C. Open Spiing
- Hill Climb.

„ II.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

A eperial heading for competition
onnonuupiiients will be found at tlid

end of tbe mitioellaneous advertisemout
culuains.

The Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
Open Reliability Trial.

Over sixty entries have been received

for the above club's open reliability trial,

which will take place on Saturday next,
starting from Coventry at 8.30 a.m. The
route, which is a secret one. and will only
be made known to -the competitors on
the morning of the event, comprises a
number of steep hills, and the perform-
ances of the machines on each of these
will be observed by officials of the
Coventry and neighbouring clubs. The
event promises to be one of the most
successful ever held by the club. The
performances in the cyclecar class will

be particularly interesting.

The First Motor Cycle Race.

The first hon. secretary of the Motor
Cycling Club, Mr. George E. Roberts,
wishes to correct the statement made in

the article, " Ten Years' Experience of

the Pastime," by Mr. F. Straight, and
published in the last issue. Mr. Straight

said that the first purely motor cycle

race meeting was held on the Crystal
Palace track in August, 1902, whereas
Mr. Roberts points out that the first

race meeting confined to motor cycles

was engineered by the Motor Cycling
Club, and was, he thinks, held in

January or February, 1902.

MAY 2nd, igi2.

Errors in Timing.
Tne following amended times in

Classes 6, 7, and 10 in the Bristol

M.C. open hill-climb have now been
issued : Class 6—3rd, E. Holloway
(Premier), 4o|s. Class 7—3rd, F. P.

Davies (Eudge and sc), Im. 12|s. Class
10—2nd, E. Kickham (Douglas), 53-^3.

B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.
ine third meinbjrs' meeting will bs

held at Brooklands on the ilth inst.

Racing will commence at 1.30 p.m. and
will comprise the following events : The
second 1912 time trial for the kilometra
and miU Hying starts. The 5C0 c.c.

car challenge race for motor cycles

of any type, distance (3 laps) 8 miles

269 yards. Tha second 5 lap cycle-

car handicap, distance 13 miles 1,035
yards. The 750 c.c. car challenge race
I'he 1,C00 c.c. and the 50 mile senior

T.T. race for heavy weight motor cycles

complying with the T.T. regulations,
except that mudguards, etc., may be re-

moved. Entries close on the 4th inst.

Paris-Trouville.

A successful reliability trial was held
on the 21st ult. by the Touring Moto
Club of France from Paris to Trouville.
Unfortunately several of the competitors
SI ffered punctures owing to ' someone
having strewn nails all over the road
at one part of the course. There wei'6

a few tumbles, fortunately without injury
to the riders, in the neighbourhood of
Evreux and Lisieux. The event was
divided into two classes. Those who
arrived at Trouville and averaged 18i^

m.p.h. were

:

Fixed Gear Cuss.-^Brunet (2J
Griffon), Desitter (2 N.S.U.), Gabriel (3-^

Triumph), Naas [Z^ Griffon), Poulain (i

N.S.U.). Paul (2 N.S.U. ), and Quatrenoix

(2J Motosacoche).
Vajiiable Gkak Class.—0. de Car-

fort (3^ N.S.U.), Mme. Despaignes (2a

Motosacoche), M. Despaignes (2|- Moto-
sacoche), Dubost (2| New Hudson),
Gompertz (2% New Hudson), Portejoi

(2J Motosacoche), De Vay (2| Clement),
and Weill (2| New Hudson).

ShoiUoU and Hullamslilre M.C.C. Speed Judginc Conte i. Some of 1 e oO,iipel.t./rs vvaitiii,i for t.io

starting signal. (Soo Club Nows, pn^es 490-191.)
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BRISTOL B. & M.C. HILL-CLIMB.

A MOST successful hill-climb was held by the

above club at Clapton in-Gordano, near Port-

bury, and the club is to be congratulated on'

the thoroughness of its arrangements and the

promptness with which the machines were got away.

There was a slight delay at the start owing to one of

the official timekeepers being late, but except for this

everything went smoothly.

The hill was an excellent one for a climb—^it is

approximately two-thirds of a mile in length, and has

an average gradient of i in 7. The start was on an

upward slope, and almost immediately the competi-

tors had to take a sharp right-handed turn and found

themselves on a i in 6'grade; after this the hill eased

somewhat and allowed the riders to get up speed.

Not far from the top of the hill there is a right hand
bend with a nasty hump on the road surface, but only

the fastest machines had to be cut out here.

Event i (for single-cylinder lightweights) provided

some wonderful perfonnances. Berwick's New Hud-
son went up in fine form, as also did Barni. (Zenith)

and Slatter (Alcyon). Cocker's Singer came up well,

but seemed to be over-geared. In this class Edmond's
little Humber made a really wonderful climb for so

small an engine.

Event 2 (twin-cylinder lightweights) was a Douglas

success, Kickham's machine showing up wonderfully.

His exhaust had the clean sharp bark of a perfectly

tuned engine. We noticed several of the Douglases

were fitted with Aniac carburetters.

Event 3 (tourmg twins and singles).—Newman
(Ivy-Precision) made fastest time, clo.sely followed by

Kickham (Douglas) and Harry Reed (Dot).

Event 4 (touring singles) was chiefly noticeable for

the fact that Davies (Rudge), Kickham (Rudge), and
Dixon (New Hudson) all made exactly the same times

and tied for third fastest time. Newman and Reed
again came up very fast.

Event 5 (for ladies) produced only two riders—

•

Mrs. Simpson (Rudge) and Miss M. Hind (5 Rex).

Both came up well, and the latter made a very fast

climb.

Event 6 (the fastest times for racing machines)

went to Dixon, Miss M. Hind, and Maurice (Premier).

Compelitorj wailing for ILeir macaine^ to be w^i^lied at the loot of the h'li.

Miss Hind rode extremely well, but by keeping close

in to the side of the road encountered some nasty

bumps. Haskins (Singer) and V. Taylor (Rudge)
both showed up well in this class.

Event 7 (passenger machines).—Barnes made very

fast time on his Zenith sc. W. W. Douglas brought

up the Williamson sidecar in style and tied for second

fastest time with Wade (Zenith).

Event 8 was for racing singles decided on time

only. It was won by Newinan on his Ivy-Precision.

He had been improving his times at every ascent, and

in this class made fastest time of the day. H. Reed
(Dot) was second, and Tanner (Triumph) third.

Webb (Premier) and Dixon (New Hudson) also made
fast climbs.

Event 9 (for amateurs) prcs-'ided the second and
third fastest times of the day. They were made by

J. Cocker

(2J h.p. Singer)

just entering tli«

straight after

rounding the first

bend.

B13
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H. Kesa Kii iu-). Dot), seojni on tiJl3 m t*j ousir,, pasiiaj taa ilmsjins oanoer.

Vernon Taylor's Tsuage ana Kickham's Douglas re-

spectively. After the climb both officials and competi-

tors adjourned to the Full Moon Hotel, where a very

excellent supper was prepared. Everything went with

a swing, and toasts of " The Ladies," " The Club,"
" Competitors," and " Motor Cycle Press " were all

duly honoured, and afteru ards a concert was held.

Time results :

- Event 4. (Touring singles, 500, c.c.)

H. 0. Newman (3^ I vj- Precision)

H. Reed (il Dot)
F. P. navies (3^ Rudge)
E. Kiclcham (3^ Rudge) "

...

H. G. Dixon (3^ New Hudson)

Event 5. (Ladies.)

]\liss M. Hind (5 Re.x)

Mrs. Simpson (3^ Rudge)

Event 5. (Racing, 1,C0D c.c. ; time only.

H. G. Dixon (3| New Hudson) '.

IMiss M. .Hind (5 Rex)
A. P. Maurice (3^ Premier)

^Cs.
44 s.

471s.

47. s.

47;s.

4513.

52|s.

)

44s.

44^3.

45 s.

Event 1. (Lightweight singles, 315 c.c.)

H. Berwick (2| New Hudson)
F. W. Barnes [2.% Zenith)
F. G. Edmond (2 dumber)

Event 2. (Lightweight twins,

E. Kickham (2^ Douglas)
W. W. Douglas (2| Douglas) ...

F. Ball (23 Douglas)

344 c.

52^3.

6£)i3.

c.)

4-Js.

45^3. -1

is./45

Event 3. (Touring singles, 500 c.c. ; twins, 650 c.c.)

H. C. Newman (3^ Ivy- Precision) 41s
E. Kickham (2| Douglas) 4313.
H. Reed (3^ Dot) ... 45is.

. B. Wade (3 h.p. Zenith sijecir), who ti»d wit'i W. W. Doujla'. (Williamson
sid.:(;arl fo. sejoni pla^ie. startn^ in the pa i^a^ti class.

Event 7. (Passenger, 1,000 c.c.)

F. W. Barnes (8 ZenitW ... 49is.

W. W. Douglas (8 Williamson-Douglas) ... 54|s. 'i

A. B. Wade (6 Zenitli^ 5413. /

Event 8. (Racing singles, 500 c.c. ; time only.)

*H. C. Newman (6^ Ivy-Precisionl 40s.

H. Kced (3i Dot) 42?3.

F. J. Tanner (3r Triumph) 43^5.

Event 9. (Amateur singles. 500 c.c. ; twins, 6£0 c.c.)

V. Taylor (3i Rudge) 42|s.

E. Kickham (2-| Douglas) ... 421s.

H. 0. Adams (3r Triuiii|jh) 48is.
* Fastest time of day.

Mrs. Slmn^on

(3i ti.p. .a'ies'

Rudge) ro'inl ni

the flrsi bind

after the start.

iii4
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MAGNETIC

SPEEDOMETERS

MOTOB CYCLE FITTED WITH STEWART SPEEDOHETEBS, BOTH FRONT AND BACK WHEEL.

The BEST Speedometer at the LOWEST PRICE.
You can pay more, but you cannot get more.

Stewart Speedometers are made by skilled mechanics, the costliest materials,

in the largest and best equipped speedometer factory in the world.

During the last three years, the average output from our factory has been

1,000 Speedometers per day, and that is the sole reason for their low price.

If we didn't sell so many we should have to charge more for them.

There are more Stewart Speedometers in use than all other makes combined
—that's a good recommendation.

THE COOPER-STEWART ENGINEERING CO., Ltd.,

11, DENMARK STREET, CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONION. W.C.

r^
In answcrino this advertisement it m desirable to mention ''The Motor Ci/clc." Bie
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G4MAGBS
STYLES* VALUES

Fig. I.

The "Motor" Frieze Cycling Jackets.
Fitted with the "TRIPCOL" COLLAR. Double-breasted.

Lined throughout body and sleeves with leather or fleece.

No. *

No.
No.
No.

No.

No.
No.
No. 8

1. Grey Frieze, lined Fleece (Fig. i)

2. Do., Leather (Fig. i) . .
-

3. Do., Superior quality, lined Fleece (Fig. 1) .

.

4. Grey Frieze, Superior quality, lined Leather
(Fig. I) ..

5. Grey Frieze, Superior quality, lined detachable
Leather (Fig. 2) ....
6. Real Irish Frieze, asst. colours, lined Fleece (Fig. i) 40/-
7. Do., lined Leather (Fig. i) .. .. .. 45/-

~ lined Detachable Leather (Fig. 2)

21/9
23/9
30/-

35/-

40/-

Do., 50/-

Extra Long ^rl
Brown jt[
Chamois jgrnr ^
Waistcoat. Jntt ; A,

With JH
/\...Sleeve.q iUH^HI

close HsIIIV'
fitting at ^^^L^B
wn.st. MMHlMnr '

excluding ^^THf
all HmP

""
'

draughts, K' 1

35/- |Bi|JH .jj»

All sizes !! ^|gj

Fig. 2.

The New Note in

Motor Clothing.

OUR NEW
'DUAL-COAT'

SUIT
JACKET & BREECHES

(as illustration)

in superior quality Tweeds
and Homespuns.

Detachable leather linin gs,

45/- SUIT,
to order only.

Belter quality Scotch Tweeds

63/- SUIT,
to order only.

Our Latest

Speciality for

Motor Cyclists.

Leather or Fleece Under-
Jackets. These can be
worn under an ordinary
Jacket ,and when not in use
can be rolled up small and
strapped to the machine.
The Fleece Jacket is

double-breasted, and the
Leather Jacket is fitted

with a flap entirely exclu-
ding all cold winds.

In Tan Leather - 35/-
Made in best quality

selected Skins - 45/-
In Camel Fleece - 26/-

Patterns and Self.measurement Forms post free.

Our Motor List, No. 11, is post free on request,

pOt-BOI^IS^ xO;p%i^,,^ C.HEAPSIDB.

Jn answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cj/ch."
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Bristol, B. and M.C. Hill-climb.^

The results on A.C.U. formula are as follow :

Event No. 1. (Lightweights.)

F. G. Edmond (2 Humber) ... 40.17

F. W. Barnes (2| Zenith^ 45 59
H. Berwick (2' New Hudson) 51.25

EvKNT No. 2. (Twin lightweights.)

E. Kicicham (2| Douglas) 49 95
W. W. Douglas, (23 Douglas) 5192
P. Phillips (21 Douglas) 53.47

EvKNT No. 3. (Touring, single and twin.)

F. G. Edmund (2 Humber) 38.45

F. W. Barnes (2§ Zenith) 43.50
E. Kickham (2J Douglas) 50.19

^W(^ILffi 489

EvBNT No. 4. {Touring singles.)

F. W. Barnes (2| Zenith)
H. Berwick (2| New Hudson)
J. Cocker (2^ Singer)

EvisNT No. 5. (Ladies.)

Mrs Simpson (34 Eudge)
Miss Muriel Hina (7 Rex)

EvKNT No. 7. (Passenger.)

H. G. Dixon (3^ New Hudson) ...

F. P. Davies (3^ Rudge)
V. Taylor (3^ Rudge)

Event No. ,9. (Amateur.)
E. Kickham (2| Dougks)
F. C. VVasley (2| Douglas)
V. Tavlor (3i Rudge)

43.32
53.21

55.14

73.11

12a. 16

51.35
58.76
61.83

49.03

53.70
56.30

RACING AT PORrnARNOCK.
RACING AT
PORTMAR-
NOCK.

Start ol the four

miles scratcj

race.

F. J. Walker

(3i h.p. Rudge),

the winner is the

second rider from

the left.

The second of the Dublin and District Motor Cycle
Club's race meetings at Portmarnock Strand took place oh
Saturday last under very agreeable conditions, and with
the sands in excellent order. The straightaway mile was
won by P. J. Brady, on a 3^ h.p. Rudge, from T. E.

Greene, similarly mounted. F. J. Walker had his Rudge
tuned to perfection, and in the four miles scratch race for

machines of unlimited capacity he beat the winner of the
first race vei'y easily, and also won the thirty miles handi-
cap from the Im. 2O3. mark by over half a mile. Walker
did the four miles in 4m. 38|s. , and the thirty miles in

38m. 59|s.; which must be regarded as very fast times, bear-

ing in mind that the races were run over an out and home

course of a mile, with a turn at each end. Results :

Mile scratch (under 520 c.c.)— 1, P. J. Brady (3| h.p.

Rudge) ; 2. T. E. Greene (3^ h.p. Rudge) ; 3. T. J. Dunphy
(3;^ h.p. Triumph). Won by 150 yards; 100 yards between
second and third.

Four miles scratch (unlimited horse-power|.—1, F. J.

Walker (3^ h.p. Rudge) ; 2, P. J. Brady (3! h.p. Rudge) ; 3,

T. E. Greene (3^ h.p. Rudge). Won ea,sily ; a good third.

Thirty miles handicap (unlimited horse-power).—1, F. J.

Walker (3| h.p. Rudge), Im. 208. start; 2, P. J. Brady

(3^ h.p. Rudge), 20s.; 3, J. J I'arrel] (2| h.p. twin Hum-
ber 1, 9m.

->-»o»—<-

COVENTRY MOTORISTS v. BOY SCOUTS.
The manoeuvres in connection- with the above event, on

Saturday, May 18th, will operate in the vicinity of Rugby.
The idea of the scheme is that twenty cars and one hundred
motor cycles will be used in an attempt to break through a
cordon of scouts numbering with officers 250 strong. The
motor force will be composed of members of the Coventry
and Warwickshire M.C, and the scouts will be drawn from
Rugby, Leamington, Warwick, Daventry, Southam, etc.

The scouts will occupy the roads, etc., within a six-mile

radius drawn from the Clock Tower, Rugby, but will not

go outside this line, neither must the motorists attempt to

cross it, before 3 p.m.

The rules are that at least five motorists must break
through and leave evidence of their having done so at Mr.
I. B. Hart-Davies's omce. Bank Street, Rugby. A propor-

tion of three to two on either side withm twenty yards of

each other captures. If the proportion be less than three

to two, both retire 100 yards and await reinforcements.

Motorists will wear white badges, whit;h will be replaced

with red when captured. Scouts will wear uniform, with a
white band when captured. The motor force will make use

of motor cyclist despatch riders to communicate with their

base, The Midlnvd naily Telryro i>/i 0*ces, Coventry, but
must not use telephone or telegraph, which are to be con-

sidered as "lines cut." The general rendezvous will be the

G'orge Hotel, Rugby, at 5.50 p.m.

TEE ARTHUR MOORHOUSE MEMORIAL FUND.
A representative meeting of motor cyclists was held at 89,

Pall Mall, S.W., on Monday evening last to consider the ques-

tion of a memorial to the late A. J. Moorhouse. Mr. Otto
Thomas presided. It was agreed that an effort should be
made to raise a sufficient sum to endow a bed in the Wey-
bridge Cottage Hospital. This will re(juire about £1,500,
and it is hoped tliat something approaching this sum will be
received.. Donations shorii be sent to jilr. T. W. Lough-
borough, 89, PaU Mall, S.W.

tJ ' •

£ s. d. £ s. d.

Hendee Manufac- H. Karslake
turing Co. ... 26 5 H. Foote

The Motor Ci/Hc. ... 10 10 H. C. Mills ...

The Hutcliinson H. P. Beasley ...

Tyre Co. 10 10 W. H. Browne ...

W. H. Wells ... 5 5 E. St. C. Duncan
S. F. Garrett ... 5 5 Percy B"thr
The B.A.R.C. ... 5 5 N. D. Slatter ...

Phelon and Moore 3 3 A. H. Priesthy ...

B. Marians 2 2 J. T. .Madesley ...

T. H. Tessier 2 2 b G. Hillsion
0. C. Go-ifrey ... 2 2 W. Cooper
G. N. Higgs ... 2 2 W.- Grew
F. A. .\pplebee ... 2 2 E. M. P. Boileau
W. Pratt 1 1 Otto Thomas
_F. A. Hardy and J. R. Nisbet have notified their I'nteii-

tion of subscribing.
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Coventry & Warwickshire A\.C. Open Trial.
The following entries have been received for the 150 miles

open reliability trial of the above club which will start from

Coventry over a secret course on Saturday next at. 8.30 a.m.

Motor Bicycles
A. Walsgrove (2| Hazlewood)
H. R. Whitmore (3i Rudge)
J. H. Pbuntney (3^ Rover)

C. T. Newsome (3^ Rover)

M. Anderson (S^ Swift)

-T. Pollock (3^ James)

H. G. Hill (2i Calcott)

A. G. Fenn (2| Humber)
F. G. Edmond (2 Humber)
P. Moss (Sj Premier)

H. Milledge (3^ Premier)

D. Elson (3i- Triumph)
R. Holloway (3i Premier)

A. N. Barrett (oi Rudgc)
S. A. Rowlandson (3^ Rudge)
W. G. Blatch m Rndge)

R. N. Corah (4 Corah)
K. Clark m Corah)
C. Q. Roberts (3i Rover)
W. F. Newsome (35 Triumph)
H. Greaves (2| Enfield)

R. W. Walker (3i New
Hudson)

H. G. Dixon (3| New
Hudson)

T. Carpenter (2i Calcott)

Aliss N. Hough (2-|- Douglas)
F. Whitworth (2| Douglas)
C. O'Connor (3^ Rudge)
C. Bailey (3^ Rudge)
W. D. South (3i Rudge)
M. H. Simpson (3^ Rude:e)

SlDECABS.

J. R. Haswell (3i Triumph)
F. Smith (5-6 Clyno)
A. D. Arter (3-^ James)
S. Wright (3i Humber) .

E. A. Gorton (6 Rex)
Miss Berend (4^ O.K. Pre-

cision)

B. Alan Hill (7 Indian)
S. T. Tessier (5-6 Bat)
V. Taylor (3i Rudge)
H. A. Collier (8 Matchless)
C. R. Collier (8 Matchless)
R. E. Guest (8 Matchless)

AV. JIcMmnies (3^ Triumph)
|

Mrs. M. H. Simpson (3j

T. Silver (3i Quadrant)
J. Slaughter (4 L.M.C.)
H. M. Carter (21 Douglas)

G. E. Cuffe (7 Indian)

S. C. Ferryman (3^ Ariel)

L. Newey (3^ Ariel)

S. R. Cooke (3i Rudge)
Cyclucars.

Rudge)
H. Spanton (3^- Rudgej
A. J. Sproston (3^ I.'udge)

H. A. Crane (3^ Hercules)
R. Viggers (c>i Macbeth-

Precision)

P. W. Pumphrey (3j Arno)

G. N. KeiUar (G.W.K.)
(8 Rollo)

J. W. F. Crouch (6 C.M.C

F. Hill (6 A.C.)
H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan)

Mobilisation Day. Du.in» the hill lest at Newnham, J. R. Haswell (3; h.p. two-speed
Triumph and sidecar) took Captain Trapmann to the summit.

->> '»a^ <

CLUB NEWS.
Foleshill and District M.C.

A reliability trial via Kenilworth, Barford, Kineton, Edge
Hill, Sunrising Hill, to Stratford-on-Avon, was held on the
27th ult. W. Brandish (Triumph) was -first, R. Edgar
(Triumph) second, and A. Broad (Triumph) third.

North Middlesex M.C.C.

A speed-judging contest was hell on the 21st ult. at
Ivinghoe. Each competitor was required to ride a measured
course four times at different specified speeds without the
aid of watcli or speedometer. Results :

Total error.

1. H. Boocock (Enfield) 2is.
2. T. R. Williams (Premier) 9Js.

3. P. Dangerfield (Premier) 17jS.

North-west London M.C.C.
The Service Cup has been awarded to the N.W. London

club in respect of the Easter inter-club competition to
Harrogate and back combined with the hill-climb at Leathley
Bank. The individual awards were as follows :

Silver cup.—C. Rose (Rudge) and H. J. Pooley (Premier),
total marks lost on the three sections 7, tie for prize for
best pei'formance.

Silver medals.—J. W. Thomas (Douglas), 17 marks lost;

E. D. Rose (P. and M.), 19 mai-ks lost.

Bronze medal.—P. H. Goddaid (Douglas), 109 marks lost.

Flexibility hill-climb, held at Northaw on Saturday, the
20th ult. Results :

Lightweight.—1, G. H. Hollis (Douglas); 2, H. H.
Berlandina (Douglas); 3, F. Thomas (Douglas).

For engines less than 500 c.c—1, E. D. Rose (P. and M.)

;

2, E. Lawrence (Rudge), fastest single; 3, H. J. Pooley
(Premier).

For engines over 500 c.c.—1, F. C. Newbury (6 h.p.

Maicheiss); 2, S. King Smith (5 h.p. Bat).
For passenger machines.—1, C. M. Down (7 h.p. Indian

sc); 2, E. North (3i h.p. Premier sc); 3, J. B. Haylor
(7 h.p. V.S. 8C.)

The aide by side racing resulted in wins for Berlandina
(Dougl.T.8) ancf Lawrence (Pudge) in their respective classes.

Open passenger machine trial to Coventi'y and back, May
18tli.—Jbntrica are coming in well for this event.

1)22

Cardiff M.C.

A hill-climb will be held at Rhubina Hill, near Cardiff,

on Saturday the 11th inst., at 2.30 p.m. sharp.
The competition is open to members of the South Wales

A.C, Welsh A. and A.C, Newport M.C.C, Aberavon, Port
Talbot and District M.C.C, and the Cardiff M.C.
The competition will be divided into eight classes. '.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

Tile club held a flying half-mile time trial ou a quiet road
in the early hours of Thursday morning last. Although the
road was slightly uphill, some very fast speeds were attained.
Most of the owners of big motor cycles did not compete,
and consequently nearly all the motor, cycles were of the
favourite 3g h.p. type. The results were as follows :

Class A.—Engines under 520 c.c. Mean Timei.
Dunphy (3^- Triumph)
J. Walker (3^ Rudge)
E.- Greene (3^- Rudge)

, . Class B.—Unlimited.
Dunphy (3^ Triumph)
J. Walker (3i Rudge)
E.' Greene (3i lludgc)

Streatham and District M.C.C.

hill-climb was held at Titsev Hill on the
w •^

The formula used was , as recommended
CxT-

'ht limits for each class.

1. R.
2. F.

3. T.

1. R.
2. F.

3. T.

29.9s.

31.3s.

31.9s.

29.83J

30.93.

32.6s.
•

A members'

27th ult.

Cijdr, with wei.by r/ie Motor
Ri'.sults :

Class I. To 360 c.c. Weight limit MO lbs.—1, R. G.
Mundy (2i h.j). Singer); 2, H. G. Ayres (2i h.p. A.J.S.). .

Class n. 450 to 550 c.c. Weight limit 190 lbs.—1', B.
Pattison m h.p. Zenith) ; 2, J. W. Ayres (3i h.p. Zenith). '

Class III. 550 to 1,000 c.c. Weight limit 240 Ibe.—1,

S. T. Tessier (5 h.p. Bat) ; 2, H. Hunter (5 h.p. Corah).
Class IV. Any type machine to 500 c.c—1, W. 0. Old-

man (3i h.p. Bat); 2, R. G. Mundy (2i h.p. Singer).
Class V. Any type machine to 1,000 c.c.—1, S. T. Tessier,

(5 h.p. Bat); 2, G. F. Hunter (7 h.p. Zenith).
\

Class VI. Passen.gcr machine.—1, G. F. Hunter (7 h.p.
Zenith and sc.); 2, V. II. Garner (8 h.p. Zenith and sc.)
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Club News.—
Herts County A. and Ae.C.

The open hill-climb which was arranged to take place on
the 4th inst. is cancelled.

Manchester Amateur M.C.C.

This club will hold a 100 miles rel ability trial in Derbyshire
on Saturday next. The start will be Irom headquarters,
the George and Dragon Hotel, Cheadle, and the first n.an will

. be despatched at 2 p.m. Ihe competition is for a cup offered

by Mr. Ed. Broadhead, which is to be competed for in three
trials of 100 miles each, of which this is the first.

Western District M.C. (London).

The ladies' day run to Burnham Beeches on the 28th ult.

was well supported.
After a picnic lunch, an impromptu brea'xdown competi-

tion was helj. The machine on which members tried their

skill was E. S. Ritter's 2J h.p. Douglas. Four attempts
were made, each competitor being allowed five minutes.
The only one to succeed in getting the machine to start was
W. F. Eitchie, who took 3m. 50s.

Essex M.C.

The above club held a reliability trial of 200 miles in
twelve hours, in glorious weather, on the 21st ult.

An out and home course was chosen to King's Lynn and
back, via Stanstead, Cambridge, and Ely. Of eleven stcrtcrs
only one failed to finish, the following qualifving for the
club's silver medal : C. F. Michell (3^ P. and" M.), A. E.
TJffleman (3i Humber), A. P. Howard (2^ Singer). H. J.
Beal (3 N.S.U.), C. Pearson (2J Douglas), A. da Silveira (7

Indian), G. E. Revill (6 Zenith), W. C. Hemy (3J, Bradbury
and sc), D. S. Parsons (5 Rex sidette), and D. S. Kapadi'a
(8 Re.x-Jap and sc).

Paper."hase.—Members are reminded that the paper-
cha^e will ta'ce place on Saturday, the 4th inst., starting at
headquarters at 3.0 p.m. There will be a supper at the
Eagle Hotel afterwards.

Bradford M.C.C.

The fourth annual open climb is to take place on Saturday,
the 18th inst. The timing will be by the san:e accural*
electrical apparatus, which proved so satisfactory at last year's
climb. The hill chosen (for which permission has been
obtained) is Leathley Bank, near Pool, and not far from
Otley. The climb will be about threequarters of a mile in

length. There will be altogether eleven events, ircluding a
class for sidecars and cyc'ecars. Entry forms and fees n ust
Ije in the hands of Mr. Sheard Grange, trials hon. sec, Brad-
ford Motor Cycle Club, Albert Puildings, Victoria Square,
Bradford, by noon on Tuesday, the 14th inst. The hill is of
excellent surface.

Surey M.C.C,
' The results of the members' hill-climb which took place
on the 24th ult. are as follows :

Class II.

1. E. Cox (3i Zenith-Gradua)
2. H. Mitchell (3i Premier)
3. F. J. Houghton (3^ Trump-Jap) ...

Class III.

1. P. W. Barnes (6 Zenith-Gradua) ...

2. T. G. Meeten (5 Matchless)

Class IV.
1. E. Cox (3^ Zenith-Gradual
2. F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith-Gradua) ...

3. G. Meredith (3^ Triumph)

Class V.
1. F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith-Gradua sc.)

2. E. Cox (3i Zenith-Gradua sc.) ...

2. W. G. WeUs (5-6 Clyno sc.)

Class VI.

1. F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith-Gradua)
2. T. G. Meeteu (5 JIatchless)

2. G. Meredith (3^ Triumph)
Class VI. was decided on time. The

W
decided on the formula :

Time. Formula.
X4-19. ... 163
X+16.2 ... 158
X-(-16.2 ... 149

X-(- 3.8 ... 165
X-1-12.6 ... 103

X-i-16.8

X-f- 3.8

X-fll.2

X-M3.8
X-+-44.

X+52.2

171
165
159

195
173
111

Time.
X-f 2.8

X+ 5.6

X+ 13.6

other classes were

time of the day.
C.C. X (T— it)

'

where t fastest

Motor Cycling Clab.

A members' hill-climb will be held on May 11th on a

liiU to be announced later. All machines must be standard
touring types. There will be five classes for motor cycles,

one for sidecars, one for cyclecars, and one for cars.

Cumberland County M.C.C.

Tins club held a reliability trial on the 2cth ult. over a

distance of eighty-five miles. The course selected was a tour,

in Eskdale and Dumfriesshire, and included an ascent of the
Eskdalemuir Hills, on which the surlace is vile. There wera
tlires checks on the outward journey and a secret check on
the ret.irn, and, despite the latter, four members tied for first

place, each completing tha course without losing a single n^ark.

These were : W. S. Clark (Rover three-speed), R. L. William-
son (T.T. Bat), E. T. ScoU (T.T. Triumph), and W. B. Littla

(T.T. Rudge).

Crossgates and District M.C.C.

This newly-formed club oi>ened its competition seasoB

on Saturday last, with speed trials over a hying half-mile,

there being classes for sclo and sidecar machines. The
handicapping was in the hands of the captain, Mr. J. Stuart-

White, and valualle assistance in marshalling and timin"

was rendered by members of the Leeds Motor Cycle Club.
Rest Its :

Solo Class : 1, .J. Tattersall (3^ Bradbury), Qs. start, figure

of merit 22^; 2, G. Botterill (3i Triumph), figure of merit

23; 3, S. Kir'c (2i Singer), figure of merit 26.

In the sidecar class, H. Whitfield (3^ Triumph), with 203.

start, just beat F. Crosthwaite, scratch (8 Matchless).

The club will hold a hill-climb next Saturday.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

Brilliant weather favoured the hill-climbing competition
held on Saturday, April 20th, at Castleton Bank. A goodly
crowd of spectators was present, and some excellent riding

was witnessed.- The results, which were decided on A.C.U.
formula, were as follows :

Class I. (Lightweights not exceeding 140 lbs.).—1, J.
Nivens (2J h.p. Enfield).

Class II. (Touring Single-cylinder Machines).—1, H. S.

Moon (2| h.p. New Hudson); 2, C. Smith (3^ h.p. Precision).

Class III. (Twin-cylinder Machines).—1, H. Beckwith {2|

h.p. Douglas).
Class IV. (Variable Gear and Free Engine Machines).—

1

P. WiUiams (3^ h.p. f.e. Triumph) ; 2, J. Gilchrist (3i h.p.

Zenith Gradua).
Class V. (Open to any machine).—1, J. Dale (3^ h.p.

Triumph) ; 2, E. Goult, Doncaster (3^ h.p.p Rudge).

Harrogate and District M.C.C.
In fine but dull weather a speed-judging competition was

hell on the 27th ult. over a give and take course of twenty-
two miles, the route having been kept secret and the
distance being unknown : 1st, J. J. Day (3^ Bradbury), 2ra.

583. slow; 2nd, E. Maynard (3^ Triumph), 3m. lis. slow;
3rd, M. Kitchin (3^ New Hudson and sc), 3m. 46s. slow.

..Harrogtt; anj Di tri.t M.C.C. So ei JuJj.n; Cjmittition. S-.eno at t.ie sian.
Tde fitit motor tyclut in the picture—J. J. Day (SJ h.p. bra.buryj—ult.ma.ely
prove! the winner.

B25-,
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents,

AH letters should le addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street B.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Gradient oJ Knocksaughey Hill.

Sir,—The gradient of Knocksaughey Hill is 1 in 4j, the
hngth only 1,500 yards. The high speed on Kaster Monday
was due to a very strong gale blowing ud the hill.

ALEX. GALBRAITH.

Sir,—^Regarding your query as to gradient of Knocksaughey
Hill, where the Belfast and District M.C. hill-climb was
lield on East.er Monday, I know the hill thoroughly, the
steepest part being, I feel sure, 1 in 3. As to the average
for the whole hill I make it 1 in 4 to 1 in 4^. It is by a

long way the steepest hill in this country on a principal
road. The information which I have given you is on the
authority of a civil engineer. I should say that the top of

the hill is most certainly more than 1,000 feet above the
sea level. WM. YORK.

The Tragic Accident at Brooklands.

Sir,—With regard to the tragic accident which occurred
at Brooklands on the 20th ult., I must say the various
explanations that have been put forward seem to me far
from convincing ; in fact, there is no explanation at all,

except that a thoroughly experienced Brooklands rider lost

his balance in the first fifteen minutes of a race.

I think we may take it that Mr. Moorhouse was just

before the accident steering with one hand ; the other was
,

probably doing something to the carburetter (surely not the
hot silencer, as some seem to think). I suggest that, while
trying to make an adjustment, the rider's hand came in

contact with a high-tension wire terminal. This would
fully explain the sudden swerve, which, to the regret of

all, he was too late to rectify. V.A.G.

Clashing o£ Dates.

Sir,—In your issue of the 25th ult. you publish a letter from
Mr. Pooley, in which he claims that his club is not to blame
for the clashing of dates. My committee did not draw up
their fixtures for this season until late in December, and when
drawing up the fixtures had in front of them the list drawn
up by other clubs at Olympia, and, as a result, fixed tlie

cyclecar trial lor May 18th, which at that time was open
except for a speed trial organised by another London club
which was not likely to be afliected by or to affect the cycle-

car trial.

My club applied to the A.C.U. for a permit for a,n open pas-
senger trial on May 18th as long ago as December 30th, 1911.
Oii March 6th I had a letter from the A.C.U. mentioning
certain conditions that would have to be embodied in our rules
for a cyclecar trial and promising us a permit on these con-
ditions. Naturally, with this letter in front of them iiiy com-
mittee considered the permit as good as granted, On hearing
of tlie North-West London trial for May 18th I was instructed
by my committee to write the A.C.U. pointing out that as we
were in the field first with the suggestion to hold an open
passenger machine trial, it must cancel the North-West
London CIuli's permit. . .

I have now lieard from the A.C.U. that it will not cancel
this permit. 'Hiis is not all, however. I learn this week, for

llic first time, that a per?]iit has been granted to the Liverp(jol
M.C.C. for an open hill-climb on Juno 1st, this being the
same dale as our open hill-climb, which was arranged as long
ago ux Deceinber, and a i)eriiiit )n-onii.sc'J on Febiuarv lOtli.

R VKUNON C. BROOK, hon. sec. Birminuham 'M.C.C.

How to Carry a Camera.
,

Sir,—I quite agree with your editorial note to the effect

that a camera should be carried on the rider's back, aiid

should not in any circumstances be strapped anywhere on the

machine. Perhaps it would interest Mr. Wilson to knpw
that I carry my Klimax under my macintosh, which '. I

always wear when motoring, and the dark slides (six}* ara

hardly noticeable in an inside pocket of the jacket. I never
'

carry a stand, and can always use the machine or sidecar

for time exposures, and have found this method very

satisfactory. F. J. WOOD.

(Inofiicial Records.

Sir,—I am pleased to find, according to your leaderette in

last week's issue, that these unsatisfactory unofficial trials are

to be discountenanced by the powers that be. Last year I

called attention in your columns to the unsatisfactory nature of .

these unofficial trials, only to raise the wrath of certain riders,

who concluded, erroneously, that I deprecated the sporting _ -

phase of such rides, when, in reality, I made it clear that 1

admired the ride, as a ride, but in the interests of prospective
purchasers of machines condemned the " bunkum " with whibll

such rides abounded in respect of reliability, since there was
no method of making the general public cognisant of tfie

repairs and adjustments needed, how many times belts, etc;,

were attended to, petrol consumed, and so on. One day we
shall doubtless see the A.C.U. " observing " trials, like the
R.A.C. in the car world. However, it is some satisfaction fjd

have my views of last year vindicated.

HARRY P. BELL:

MOBILISATION DAY AT DAVENTRY.

General Tliorne.yoro(t ohatting with a group of the Legion of Motor Cyclists at
Davontry (see pace 4881.
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Wanted, a Hub Cone Locking Device.

Sir,—I was rather surprised to notice '.'-Ixion's " remarks
regarding the necessity for a new hub cone lock. On my
Premier, which is a 1910, the usual loose cone is screwed
into position, after which a D washer is placed up to same,
the spindle having a fiat to accommodate this, and then a
further locking cone is screwed up against the washer. In
taking wheel in and out of the forks, the adjustment is not
interfered with. D. EICHARDSON.

Are Open Hill-climbs being Overdone?
Sir,—Of what use are tlie present motor cycle hill-climbs?

Do the trade rilers really care for them? I have attended
some of the big hill-climbs, and I always come away with a
feeling of disgust that such competitions a.re allowed on
what are often extremely dangerous hills, dangerous not
only for the competitor, but also for the spectator. Each
week one sees one or two poor trade riders have bad spiUs.
Does it do any good to the industi-j-? As far as I can see
it is breiding a type of machine and man that ar© not
wanted on the road.

One has to go far to find a liill that is a real test for

the modern motor cycle, and surely the hill-climbs at present
become a fai'oe as such, and merely a speed test over ?

tricky course for those riders who care to risk their necks.
The Royal Automobile Club has suppressed the open c;"

hill-climb on the road, and, if it does its duty, will put a sto;

to the present motor cycle hill-climbs that are often ru

with poor organisation on dangerous hills where high speed
are attained. EEIC W. WALFORD.
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Sidecars and Single-cylinder Engines.

Sir,—Scarcely a week goes by without some of your corre-
spondents enquiring whether a 3^ h.p. sidecar combination
is really satisfactory. I think it would interest novices oi
hesitating purchasers to know another novice's experience.
Mine is a 3^- h.p. 1912 New Hudson, with Millford sidecar,
having extra seat for child. This machine was delivered at

the end of February, and since then has been driven just
under l.COO miles in journeys varying from thirty to sixty
milas, t.'ie petrol consumption being rather over 75 miles
per gallon. As regards trouble,^ though almost a novice, I
have had very little—the belt pulled through in 208 miles
(a Dunbp lin.), both exhaust and inbt valves springs broka
(cause unknown) during the next 100 miles, and then the
exhaust valve head smashed, probably. I am told, owing to
my using a spring of wrong strength whilst waiting for tha
manufacturers' replicement. The tyres (Dunlops) have
given no trouble, though they have had rough usage. The
worst hills round here ("flat" Essex has some hills, e.g.,

Colchester, " Clingoe," etc.) have no terror for the machine,
thanks to the Armstiong three-speed gear, which is absolutely
satisfactory, and has needed practically no adjustment so
far. I write this, as I firmly believe that these minor rif'.fts

are of vital interest to many would-be motorist!., a=, well as

The Trade and the T.T.

Sir,—I should like to write a few words against the atti-

tude which has been taken up by the maufacturers tovvards

the T.T. Races. Now, it must be fairly evident to the
majority of motor cyclists that the Tourist Trophy Races
have done an incalcid ble amount of good to motor cycles.

and as the motor cycle of to-day is by no means perfect,

why do the makers of present day motor cycles make this

unwise boycott? I notice, moreover, that the firms who
were in favour of the bond being abolished are tirms who
have benefited enormously by their racing experience and
enterprise, and this leads one to the conclusion that other
makers are afraid of risking their new features, the whole
machines tor that matter, to this rigorous test.

On the other hand, I notice that the cause of the forma-
tion of this bond is that manufacturers do not wish to spoil

amateurs' sport by entering their ti'ade machines and riders.

If this be so, how is it that firms send specially picked
machines and riders to open hill-climbs week after week
practically to sweep the board?
Surely this attitude is scarcely consistent.

One can see in the machines made by makers who have
had a great deal of racing experience the results of this

experience.

One has o- ly to inspect the Matchless, Scott, Triumph, and
Rudge machines to prove this, and as an admirer (nothing
more) of these machines, I can- see on every hand where
racing experience has been incorporated, and, I think, the
above firms will admit that their experience on track and
road has been invaluable. This race has been the means

—

no other race ooi Id be so exacting—of giving us engines re-

liable and efficient, good, sound, strong, and serviceable
fittings, and, of late years, the variable gear. This latter

part needs more and more perfecting, foe it is scarcely in

its ideal form on any motor cycle at present. Freak hill-

climbs serve no useful purpose, save that of enhancing the
driver's reputation. Short spurts with "competition"
engines on a short gradient of 1 in 10 serve tlie orly purpose
of providing a spectacle for onlookers ; the majority of

reliability trials only serve to show how accurately a man
can gauge his sneed between control?, so I think that the
Tourist Trophy Rices. stard out as the supreme test for a
motor cycle—a test that all makers are not willing to sub-
ject their machines to. I only hope that these manufac-
turers who submit their machines to the great test will

receive their due reward, and that other ma.kers will lose

owing to their efforts to produce a stagnation in the trade.

Distinct departures from standard are now almost a rarity,

so-let -us have the T.T. -Races to encourage and h=li the
enterprising manufacturers. MERE RIDER.

The "family coach" tsferrej to in letter from Leonard Fenn.

old hands. On one occasion alone, doing shopping in a

neighbouring town, co less than three absolute strangers,

seeing my machine outside shops, approached me with many
apologies, followed by many queries as to the machine and
gear.

.

»

Needless to say I have not the slightest interest in these
firms beyond that ari-ing from the satisfaction of ownership
of one of the'r prodvcts. I enclose a photograph of my
" familv coach." I rode exactly as illustrated tor a mile or

so to test the power of the machine. She ran beautifully,

though I did not risk top gear." LEONARD FENN.

Consumption Comparisons.

Sir;—I was much interested in your recent articles and
letters on petrol consumption comparisons, and my opinion
is that the heavy comparative consumption of a motor cycle
is not due to what the engine itself consumes, but what
the carburetter and its connections WASTE (in big letters

p'ease). I am a novice, and bought a 5-6 h.p. Rex twin,
second-hand, in 1911, which ran about forty-eight miles per
gallon when I bought it. Seeing that tlie engine and
bicycle parts were in good condition, I fitted a 1911 B. and
B. carburetter, shortened the lift of the inlet valves from
-^ to 82 thousandths of an inch, took springs out of the
inlet , valve that would open with ^ 1^. weight, fitted

3i lb. springs (I have found the knack of making a spring
that will always keep its strength), and large extra air
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pipes over both extra air and main inlets pointing
upwards.
The reason for being pointed upwards was that petrol

vapour, being heavier than air, lies in the bottom of the
pipes when standing, is drawn into the engine, and makes
starting very easy. When the air pipes were fitted I foand
more extra air could be given, so I fitted a smaller jet, No.
30. As thus fitted I ran 400 miles on three and a half
gallons of petrol, 150 miles of this with a 10^ stones
passenger on the back. The 400 miles was done from
Birmingham to Aberystwyth and back and various trips
out every day to Aberayron, Devil's Bridge, and other places,

so that, as remarked by Mr. Alex. Rogers, I had some big
hills and the roads were not picked.

I may say I always ride with the spark well advanced,
throttle nearly closed, and as much extra air as engine will

take without misfiring. Average riding speed twenty-five
miles per hour, gear 3|- to 1, Bosch magneto ignition, fixed
engine. The engine thus fitted with small jet is not
apparently in racing trim, but I can get the engine running
so quickly that it merely hums. No exhaust can be heard ;

in fact, as fast as I care to ride, as T have only one neck.
I cannot give the speed, as I have no speedometer.

It has always been my opinion that the efforts of makers'
should be in the direction of economical running, as ample
power is now got out of the ordinary bicycle engine, and
instead of trying to get 10 h.p. out of an engine fitted with
bearings that a stationary engine maker would fit to a

5 h.p. engine, the makers should try and improve the
running costs. It makes a considerable difference to the
jMcket in 5,000 miles with petrol at Is. 6d. per gallon.
The ordinary carburetter appears to waste more petrol

than it feeds to the engine, and on all carburetters, if

examined .round the extra air inlet, evidence can be seen
of the wastage, especially if the carburetter be dusty. In
a perfect motor cycle not a drop should be wasted or blown
out, and, if blown out, should be caught and taken into
the engine on the next suction stroke. If Mr. Alex. Rogers
will take a little trouble with his power plant, no doubt he
will get equally good results, especially keeping his float

chamber in order, so that nothing is wasted when standing.
It will be seen that with the same engine I improved the
running consumption from 48 to over 120 miles per gallon
(proof absolutely that petrol was being wasted, not con-
sumed), with better running into the bargain.

ROBERT W. BILL.

Rejuvenating Old Pattern Machines.
Sir,—As regular readers of The Motor Cycle, we thought

it might interest you to let you see how we have converted-
an old motor cycle, of which we enclose a photograph.
Originally it was a gent's machine, 2J h.p. Minerva (jn a

An old pattern Minerva which has been converted tor lajy's use.

Chater-Lea frame. This we have cut down and re-assembled
as a larly's machine. We may say it runs spleiiilidly. i'ciiinps
this will solve the problem 'of what to do with the obsolete
motor cycles. BROWN BROS.

Interference with Competitors in the Liverpool A.C.C. Trial.
Sii-,—Dining till' Livcipiiiil .,iih. 1 y ,,• ^,uij tiiiu .JO ,,.il

13th it was my duty as a marshal to'stoij all the competitors

B30

at the approach- to • Cilcain Hill, and to send them up singly.;

During my wait there I wa« approached by the constable!

placed on the hill and informed that he had heard rumours of;

a plot by certain members of a chapel congregation in the!

vicinity to drive a horse and cart down the liill in order to'

baulk all the competitors on the hill, in spite of the fact that
we had made arrangements to send them up separately, tq
cause no obstruction. '.

Now a cart did turn up, and got in the way of Miss Baxter
and others, and just as it was passing me the driver lashed
out with his whip, intentionally striking Mr. Pollard across
the shoulders.

I was just going to run after the cart, and obtain the name
and address of the driver, when seven or eight competitors'

turned up, and, as I had no assistance, I was unable to leave

my post, but several of the competitors' saw the man's action;

which I think most dastardly. :

My object in writing is that if any reader of your paper
who happens to be driving through the district and meets
with similar treatment will communicate with me, I will seS

that the matter is placed in the proper quarter to have a stop
put to it.

'

LIONEL C. BARTON,
Vice-president Liverpool A.C.C.

Washing Shower-proof Overalls.

Sir,—My overalls are dirty, and I should like to know
if you or any of your readers have had any experience in

washing proofed woven material and the best methods of

retaining or regaining the "shower-proof" qualities. •

J. L. HOFFMANN. \

Deposit in Petrol Tank.
Sir,—I find that after two years' use my petrol tank, made

of brass, is lined inside with a fluffy, sticky deposit some
of which often clogs the wire gauze of the carburetter. It

is no use to swill the tank with paraffin. Swilling it with
paraffin and some balls has only removed part of the deposit.

Perhaps some of your readers can tell me how I can best
remove this objectionable deposit and prevent formation' of

a new lot. L. W. J. DEUSS.
Fort Johnston, Nyassaland.

Pillion Seats.

Sir,—I notice with interest a letter from Mr. W. B.
Turner supporting the above method of carrying a passenger,
and can endorse his remarks re safety and comfort of this
practice, provided reasonable care is taken to , see that
the carrier is sufficiently strong, all nuts secure, and tyres
and tubes in good order.

I have carried a friend several thousand miles in this
manner—our combined weight is twenty-two stones—on a
1910 Triumph with Mabon clutch. My friend sits upon a
" Michell " seat, and is perfectly comfortable even on the
roughest roads ; in tact, I think the spring cushion is more
luxurious than the saddle.
We have toured from Wanstead to Wye Valley, South

Coast, and East Coast, generally using a gear of about 4i
to 1, and have very rarely come across a hill which the
machine would not romp up with its double load.

In my experience the steering (even round corners^ is

improved by the extra weight, which, as Mr. Turner savs,
has a steadying effect, and it is obvious that as the dead
weight of a sidecar is dispensed with, and wind resistance is

not increased, this method of passenger carrying puts far less
strain upon the engine, and allows a higher average speed
than a sidecar combination with the same power.
The Mabon clutch is a great boon, always getting us

away without trouble, and proving very useful in traffic,

turning iti the road, etc.

I had some trouble with rubber bells, but since fitting a
"Service" belt all worry has disappeared, except 'for occa-
sional slip on steep hills.

''Tyres have also stood up very well. I am at present
using a Clincher Dreadnought on the back, wliicli, after
1,100 miles, shows very little sign of wear.
One objection to pillion seats is the fact that the passenger

is just in the riglit position to catch the dust thrown up by
the back wheel, but this objection can be washed away
with a little soap and water.

EGBERT T. H. ADAMS.
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Two New Gears
AND

Some Accessories.

Two Useful Spanners.

Messrs. A. W. Gamage. Ltd., Holborn,
E.G., are always to the fore with useful

accessories for motor cyclisU. The two
spanners which we illustrate are decidedly
handy and interesting. The bigger of

the two is known as the Crawford, and

is provided with a spring and screw
controlled movable jaw enabling one to

adjust the jaws instantly to any size

nut. The smaller one is, owing to the
shape and size of the jaws, exceedingly
handy for small nuts and inaccessible
parts of a machine.

Lincoln-Elk Two-speed Gear.

\n interesting counter-shaft two-speed
gear has been brought out by Mr. James
Kirby tor the Lincoln Elk motor cycles.
There is an enclosed chain-drive from
the engine to the counter-shaft. The
counter-shaft runs o^ ball bearings
throughout and carries two contracting
rlutches C contained in the clutch boxes
A and operated by the fingers B. These

fingers are normally held in the free
engine position by leaf springs attached
to the clutch-boxes, but are caused to
actuate their respective clutches by
sliding the centre spindle D. This is

done by a change-speed lever fixed on
the bottom tube of the frame. In tlie

forward position of the lever, the low
gear clutch is engaged, and the final

drive is by chain ; the middle position
gives free engine, and the backward
position gives the high gear when the
final drive is bv belt. An engine clutch,
of a similar type to the gear clutches,
can be fitted if free engine only be re-
quired. Both clutch and two speed
have undergone extended road tests
before being put cjn the market, «and
have proved satisfactory in every way.

The Crofton Hunt Transmission.

This metliod of varying the gear ratios,

which hails from Johannesburg, has
enabled the inventor to climb Mulder's
Drift Hill on a 5^ h.p. Precision with
sidecar and passenger, total weight 614
lbs., a feat previously considered im-
possible. The gradient varies from 1 in 5
to 1 in 11. and the hill is considered the
stillest in the Transvaal, consequentfv it

will be seen that the performance redounds
to the credit of both gear and engine.
The ratios obtainable without altering the
adjustable pulle-p ^-re from ^ to 11 to 1,

The principle of the gear is already well

known to our readers, being similar to the
J. A. P., Ditt'ero, and others, with the
difference that one belt is on each side of

the machine. However, we understand
that provisional protection has been
granted, and that Mr. Crofton is sliortly

ieaving for England to interview manu-
facturers. The method of operation will

be easily seen- on reference to the accom-
panying diagrams.

An Ingenious Compression Tap.

Mr. A. C. Davison, the well-known
accessory manufacturer, of 153. Arlington
Road, Camden Town, N.W., has lately

placed on the market an ingenious com
pression tap which is of quite novel

design. The tap consists

of two main portions, a

spindle forming a ball

valve (this spindle is pro-

vided with a square situ-

ated in it.e centre and a

fibre handle) and a cup,
consisting of an upper
and detachable portion or
lid provided with two
recesses on its inner peri-

phery. These engage with
two keys on the edge of

the cup itself. The keys
and slot simply serve to

prevent th? two from
turning. A spring is employed which seives

the double purpose of keeping the ball

valve close against its seating and pressing

the lid against the cujj. To open the

compression tap it. is only necessary

to depress the spindle. This releases

the ball valve from its seating, and if

the spindle be turned and depressed, the

square is allowed to pass through the
slot in the hole in the lid The square
thus holds the lid close up against the
fibre handle, and the spindle -.an be tipped
to one side and sufficient room is left for

the injection of petrol, etc. To close the
compression tap, it is only necessary tc

hold the handle between the fingers, turn
the lid until the key on the cup engages
with the recess in the fcrmer, give the
handle a half-turn and ine spring re-

turns the spindle to its normal posi-

tion". By means of the spring the ball

valve is kept up against the seating,

and there should be no possibility of

leakage. It possesses the advantage of

being neat, diist-proof, and compression
tight.

A Neat Plug Case.

Mr. Parnaby, 319, Fletcher Road,
Preston, is making a speciality of a
neat sparking plug case, an exceedingly
useful accessory made of turned wood. It
is adapted to take plugs of almost any

size, and ensures them being carried

safely and being kept clean. Such an
accessory should find a place in every
motor cyclist's tool bag.

A Dropped Frame Sidecar.

A new boat-shape sidecar is being
introduced by Messrs. W. Hastings and
Co.. motor engineei-s, Huddersfield. One
tube of the dropped frame is beneath the
axle, to this is attached the diogonal

stay to the saddle pin, giving great
rigidity, A six inch car mudguard is

fitted with footboard on which is placed
a small locker to contain generator or>

battery. The body is of reed cane
sprung from three points. There is ample
tool and luggage carrying capacity, com-
bined with a pleasing appearance. Our
iHustration is from a line drawing of the
sidecar sent to us by its makers
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MAKING THE
BEST OF IT.

THERE is no motor user in the

world keener than the average
motor cyclist in getting the

utmost power from a small

engine, and it is only fair to say that,

generally speaking, there is no one more
successful. One and all, from him who
bestrides a 1912 T.T. model, down to the

humble follower of the sport who jogs

along on an antediluvian 1^ h.p., are

actuated by the same desire, that of

wanting a little more power out of the

engine, and many and various are the

ways in which they set about this

business. There are several methods of

tuning-up an engine, and these may be
divided into two classes, first, that which
requires mechanical alteration and- re-

designing of certain parts, and second,

that which is -obtained by the mere
adjustments of existing parts.

Mechanical Alterations.
Than the former there is certainly no

more fascinating hobby to those who do
not mind having their machine off the
road for perhaps a few
days at a time, and who
likewise possess or have
access to workshops ia

which the necessary
machining can be done.

To tun- an engine in this

manner is practically to
reconstruct it, all of

wldch requires time, a

certain amount of money, and a great

deal of knowledge if the results are

in any way to be proportional to the

outlay of each. To carry out this class

of work with any chance of a satisfactory

result it is absolutely necessary that

the operator be a fairly shrewd engineer,

and he would, therefore, require no
special hints and tips to guide him on
his way.
The second class of tuning-up is one

that can be carried out by anyone who
ases a little commonsense and possesses

enough skill to use the few homely tools

which are required.

Adjustments.
Provided (he motor cyclist restricts

liis attention to mere adjustments and
verv niiuur alterations, which after all is

a fairly wide field of activity, he is at
least sure thai no lasting harm can be
clone even sliould he make some foolish

mistake. 1 have often seen it stated that
to onconragc; amateurs to interfere with
tlieii' engines is entirely wrong, since
makers may be counted upon to have
tliem adjusted to give the best possible
results. WUli this T do not agree. In
the first |ilac(', there is nothing so in-

form.'itive and naefnl as the luiowledge
wliicli can bi- gained in tuning-up an
rngine inl i-lligciitly, and if a rea.ionable
progianime of operations be followed

TREATISE ON TUNING-UP. By ^ .G

nothing but good can result. On the

other hand, it is perfectly absurd to sup-

pose that any manufacturer of motor
cycle engines, turning them out at a

competitive price for the open market,
can possibly afford to spend upon each
one the time and trouble necessary to

bring it up to the very highest pitch oi

ethciency. The designer sets himself a

certain minimum limit of power output
for each type of engine, and as a rule

no engine leaves the works until it has
passed this standard. At the same time, .

every engine maker knows that, by some
happy chance, an occasional engine comes
along, which, though apparenily exactly
similar to all the others, gives under test

a very notable increase of power.
Beyond a certain point, the adjust-

ments required for improvement and
efficiency become very very fine indeed,
and these occasional super-engines may
be considered to take advantage of minute
differences occasioned in course of

machining. Whilst one would not be so

bold as to say that equally good results

Fig. I.

could be obtained out of any other
engine, provided sufficient pains were
taken upon it, this much at least is abso-
lutely certain, that the average engine,
as turned out from the factory, is always
capable of a certain amount of improve-
ment.

Variation of Engines.
The amount of this improvement is,

however, a varying quantity, for it is

well known both in locomotive, motor
car, or, indeed, any other engineering
practice, that even when micrumetrical
measurements show that two engines are
as far as humanly possible absolutely
similar in all respects, yet there is always
some almost psychological difference
which may cause a marked variation in

their behaviour. This is due to some
very slight differences in .the composition
and " state " of the metals used, which
differences are. of course, quite beyond
deliberate practical control. This fact
need not, however, worry the motor
cyclist, for no one can possibly do iiiiiir

than get the liighest '//oxfihli' resnlls, anil,

if the fates liave willed that bis engine
must at least be sliglitly on the ineflicient

side, he is not to blame. He has done
his work when he has reached his limit.

The tuning-up, whirl) can bo done by
mere adju.stment of an engine, offers a

sufficiently wide field for experiment for

the most aspiring amateur record breaker,

and this field may be classified as follows :

1. Carburation.
2. Ignition.

3. ConipTcfsion.

4. Valve setting.

5. Gear ratio.

6. Silencer.

It is, pernaps, a little too much to say
that they are all equally impoit;);it, but
it is certainly sure that they are far more
equally so than has been imagined. For
instance, how few give more than the

scantiest attention to gear ratio. Yet, if

the very best results are to be obtained,
this must be adjusted to something more
than one place of decimals, but it is rarely

indicated to more than the nearest halt,

that is to say, the rider will only know
that it is somewhere between perhaps
four and four and a half to one. If there
is one section, however, which is more
important than any of the rest, it is the
carburetter, for there is no doubt that

the mean effective pressure upon the
piston, or in other words, the power of

the engine is more dependent upon the

heat value of the mixture supplied than
upon any other factor.

Carburation.
The average carburetter is open to im-

provement, principally in the manner in

which the petrol is sprayed, and also in

the lengths of air inlet and mixture inlet

pipes. There is not the slightest doubt
in my mind that the best of spray car-

buretters do allow the liquid petrol to
pass into the engine, with the result that
at the moment of combustion the gas is

divided into a n,umber of regions of
varying mixture. The result is tliat in
many of these, incomplete combustion
takes place with a consequent increase
in fuel consumption and a decrease in

engine efficiency, and increase of carbon
deposit in cylinder head. The' more
uniform and homogeneous is the mixture
supplied to the engine the better the
result, and, therefore, no pains should
be spared to increase the vaporising
qualities of the carburetter.

In this respect more can be done with
the inlet pipe than many people imagine.
In the ordinary machine the inlet pipe
is practically absent, as the carburetter is

generally clamped direct on to the
cylinder. One reason why a longer inlet

pipe is not used is that the mixture
would be cooled thereby, also it is

desirable that the carburetter should be
kept reasonably warm. So far as
vaporisation is concerned, a tolerably
long inlet pipe is a great advantage; in

fact, the longer the better, always pro-
vided that it can be kept warm.'

Improving the Inlet Pipe.
This pre.sents very little difficulty, and

it is quite safe to say that if an arrange-
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ment be made as described and illus-

trated herewith, an improvement in

eflSciency will be obtained.

Fig. 1 shows the idea. First of all, the

inlet pipe is enlarged by means of an

Fig- 2.

external liner as shown, and inside this

a length of thick copper wire, wound into
the form of a quick-pitch screw, is placed,
the ends being passed through holes in

the tube at each end and riTeted over
to prevent it coming loose. Round the
outside of the inlet pipe is a wrapping
of asbestos string, over which can be
slipped a piece of thin brass Treblett
tube. The length of the inlet pipe may
be experimented with, but 5in. is gener-
ally about the best length. In the sketch
two copper helices of decreasing pitch are
shown, but three or four may be ex-
perimented with. The function of this

device is two-fold, firstly, to assist in
keeping the inlet pipe hot by conduction
from the engine, and secondly, to in-

crease the relative distance through
which the mixture has to pass, and so
increase the amount of heat which it can
take up from the internal surface of the
inlet pipe. It is true that the gas is

given, to a certain extent, a whirling
action, but this is, in itself, I think, a
matter of no great importance. The
asbestos string is, of course, simply to
keep the heat in.

I have found this device oi real value,

and it will be recollected that an exactly
similar arrangement, though without the
asbestos lagging, is used on the inlet

pipes of the Scott two-stroke en.gines. and
on these it has clearly proved its worth.

The Long Inlet Pipe.
A fairly long air inlet pipe to the

carburetter is desirable. I notice that
when this idea is being discussed it is

always regarded in an entirely wrong
light. The idea is, according to most
people, that the momentum of the air

inside the tube helps to pump more gas
into the cylinder than would otherwise
get through. This, in my opinion,
is an entirely fallacious explanation,
because one can only gain from this

momentum a little less than one loses in

accelerating the volume of gas, and hence
the device couL"} only be of service if the
inlet valve were caused to open much
earlier than usual. The real value of the
device comes in, not when the machine is

running at a uniform speed, but when it

is being accelerated.

Assuming that before the acceleration
takes place the mixture is correct, then
the petrol passing through the jet and
the air ]iassing round it, are flowing at
definite speeds. Now, the inertia of the
petrol is considerably greater than that
I if the air, and, accordingly, when the
throttle is opened the air increases con-
siderably in velocity almost immediately,
whilst the petrol does so more slowly.
This means that the mixture is weakened

precisely when it is most required to be
enriched. Now, by adding a long air

intake tube, opening of the throttle has
to accelerate the whole column of air,

and, of course, the longer this is the
greater is the inertia of it. If the
correct length be found, then, when the
throttle is opened, both the petrol jet

and the air flow wiU accelerate to the
increased speed in the same time, and
the mixture will, therefore, remain of a
constant quality. An even better effect

can be obtained by so proportioning the
length of the air intake tube that the
inertia of the air becomes greater than
that of the petrol, and in this case, when
tlie throttle is opened for acceleration,

the engine induces a mixture which is

slightly richer than usual. By this

means the utmost degree of acceleration

can be obtained. The length of this

intake pipe varies with the dimensions
of the engine, its ordinary running, and
the design of the carburetter, and it is,

thei'efore, next to impossible to calcu-

late the best possible dimensions. This
can only be arrived at by experiment.

Fig. 3-

I believe that the best possible shape
for this tube would be as shown in fig. 2.

Tile tube is perfectly straight, but very
slightly tapered towards its mouth where
it is turned over a little, the area at the
mouth being equal to the area of the air

orifice.

Motor cycle carburetters are not, as a
rule, distinguished by great perfection of

design, and this is not surprising, con-
sidering the price at which they have to

be turned out. They are, in fact, only
really efficient when the throttle is wide
open and the induced gas takes a straight-

through course right across the jet.

When the throttle is half opened the gas
has to pass a sharp cornered constriction
somewhat as shown in fig. 3, which gives
rise to a great many eddy cuiTents as
indicated in the sketch. The formation
of these leads to a decrease in volumetric
efficiency of the engine, that is to say,

on its induction stroke it does not get as

much gas as it ought to.

Some improvement can be gained by
rounding off the corners of the two slides

as shown by dotted lines in the figure,

and also by rounding off the edges at the

junction of the vertical tube and the
horizontal one. It must also be pointed
out that when a solution of petrol vapour
and air meets, in its flow, wnat is known
as a "surface of discontinuity," such a«

is shown in fig. 3 at A, the velocity of

the gas in this region at once drops
very rapidly, with the result that the
petrol has a tendency to come out of

solution and deposit itself in liquid form
on the wall of the carburetter, giving rise

in doing so to a mixture which is not
uniform. This is best stopped by re-

moving the likelihood of such surface of

discontinuity forming, in lieu of which

.

the next best cure is to warm the car-

buretter so as to enhance the vaporisa-
tion of the spirit.

Variable Jeta.
Since the engine is obviously moat

efficient when working at full throttle,
in which case, of course, the compression
is at its highest, and the carburetter be-
haves best, it is important to have a jet

which is exactly the right size, and there
is no doubt in the writer's mind that if

this end is to be accomplished properly
the only means of doing so is to have a
jet which is mechanically variable with-
out dismounting the rest of the car-
buretter. Different sized jets may, of
course, be tried and the results with each
noted, but the probability is that the
best results would be given by a jet of
intermediate size, which, of course, it is

not always possible to obtain. In a
good many carburetters, however, there is

no difficulty, or, at all events, very little

in fixing up a mechanically variable jet.

A good type of such a device is that
shown in the sketch. Underneath the
jet support is sweated a small bi'ass
collar, which is tapped with a fine thread.
Needless to say the drilling is done from
the top so as to ensure the lower hole
being in register with the upper one, in
the latter of which the jet is screwed as
shown. A plug to fit the tapped hole is

now made, and in this is sweated an
ordinary bright brass pin with the head
removed. A needle can also be used,
but it is likely to get rusty. The length
of the pin is made so that it is just
clear of the actual jet orifice when the
lever, which is attached to thfe plug, is
in a normal position. On screwing up
the latter the pin enters the jet, and,
of course, slightly reduces it in area to
any desired extent. For experimental
purposes a fairly large jet is used, and
the orifice reduced to that at which the

Fig. ^.

best results axe obtained. The positipn of

the lever can then be noted so that it can
always be returned to the same place. A
small section of stiff rubber tube, placed
as shown at A in fig. 4, serves to prevent
vibration from turning the lever round
and also any leakage m petrol.

Needless to say the threads of the
plugs should be as good a fit as can be
made. A well-made electric binding-screw
can easily be converted into a plug and
iiito a collar, care being taken as before,

to line up the holes correctly.

(To he conliiiued.)
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Trade Announcements.

Kemp's Vulcanising Co., 19, Hardman
Street, Manchester, have been appointed
wliolesale stockists fur Ganlois and Hut-
chinson tyres.

Change of Address.

In con.sequeJice of largely increasing

business, the Service Co., Ltd., have
been compelled to remove their pedal

cycle department to 302, High Holloorn.

Extensive alterations are being made at

292 and 293. High Holbom, to give

greater accommodation for motor cycles.

Lightweights as Aids to Other Sports.

The 2 h.p. Humber lightweight intro-

duced eighteen months ago is now, we
understand, selling in lai'ge quantities.

This popular model is admirably adapted
for the use of those persons indulging in

golf, tennis, cricket, etc., enabling tliem

Lo reacli and return from their venue with
tlie greatest of ease and a niininiuin of

trouble. The figure at which this machine
is now retailing is a very low one indeed,
considering its efficiency.

Prevention Better than Cure.

Prevention is better than cure, but

often it is easier to cure than to prevent.

For instance, it is not easy to prevent
motor cycle tyres leaking through piuic-

tures. The Self-sealing Rubber Co.'s

air tubes, however, render all ordinary

small punctures made by thorns, pins,

and nails absolutely harmless, the layer

of rubber in compression instantaneously

and permanently closing the puncture
made in the tube.

Renovating Rusty Cylinders.

Mr. P. E. :\lassey, of Alderley Edge,
has submitted us a sample of his Pern
cylinder black which we have used for

renovating the appearance of a somewhat
I'usted cylinder witli complete satisfac-

tion. The only possibility of bad results lies

in careless cleaning of the radiators. If

the cylinder bo carefully purified of dirt

and oil, and a little Pem be thinned

down with petrol f)r turpentine ancj

applied with a brush, the resulting

effect is quite satisfactory, and the hue
and surface pi'oc\u'ed are reminiscent of

a clean iron casting.

Silencer Test.

Messrs. J. C. Lyell and Co., Ltd., 113,

Great Portland Street, London, W., the

makers of the Clair silencer, are naturally

rather disappointed at the cancelling of

the M.C.C. silencer trial. They had
entered a 7-9 h.p. twin fitted with one of

their silencers, and will be pleased to

demonstrate its silence to anr callers.

Tills piece ot flaiteuej mttal tubing entered ti.e

cover of a motor cycle tyre and embedded itsell

between the rubber and canvas witboat
puncturing the air tube, until it gradually wore

its way through.

Lightweight Deliveries.

The Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd., Redditch,
• inform us that they have recently en-

larged their motor department, and none
of our readers who may be contemplating
the purchase of a Royal Enfield light-

weight need have any doubts as regards
the question of delivery.

WESTMORLAND M.C.C. RELIABILITY TRIAL.

MAY 2vd, igi2.

The Popularity of the Sidecar.

A. L. Middleton and Co., m.Tkers of

the -Middleton sidecars, advise us tluit,

owing to the increase in tlirir business,

they have been compelled to take addi
tional premises at 27. Stroud Gn'cu
Road, Fiusbury Park, X.

Hobarts in London.

Norris. Russell and Co. havi' rt'Ino^cd

from 45, Hatton Oardeu. K.C.. to a.

larger building at 6, Great Eastern Street.

E.C., where a speciality will be made i.f

Handy Hobarts for which the firm are

sole agents for London.

Lubricants for Racing.

One of the latest successes to. Ih

credited to Sternol is the dual win by S
T. Tessier in the flying kilometre and
the flying mile—Class D, 750 c.c—at

Brooklands on the 20th xdt. .\ great jjoinl

about this oil is that with it the engiui

starts quickly from cold.

Three and Four Wheeled Cyclecars.

With respect to the discussion that is

taking place in our columns on tlit

relative advantages of three and four

wheels for cyclecars, it is worthy of

note that the G.W.K. four-wheeled
cyolecar has been placed in e^-ery event
in which it has taken pari. Among its

successes are Streatham and District and
Surrey joint trial, silver medal highest
award; Herts A.C. reliability trial, gold

medal; and Oxford M.C.C. hill-climb, first

and second on formula.

Catalogues Received.

The latest catalogue of H. Taylor and
Co., 21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court
Road, W., is one of the most comprehen-
sive accessory catalogues we .have seen

this season. A speciality is made of

motor cyclists' clothing.

The catalogue issued by Mr. Leoliue

Edwards, 81, St. Margaret's lioaii,

Twickenham, contains descriptions and
illustrations of tb.'j Quidos cork stuffed

sidecar foot muffs and camping mattresses.

We are in receipt of the latest cata-

logue published by .James Grose, 4, Old
.lewry, Cheapside, E.C. This contain^

every known tvfie of motor cycle accc>

sory ; also complete engines.

Scene at the slarllng point. B. Jeflreys {i\ h.p. T.T, Triumph) winner o( (he Quirli Cup.
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1

The Dominant "Duo-
The latest word of those who were first in the

movement of Sound Engineering Construction in Duo-Cars.

Bali-Bearing Countershaft 8 h.p. J.A.P. Engine Lukin Carburetter.
1912 Bosch Magneto Detachable Bonnet No Gearbox.
No Differential Variable Pulley, giving free engine and gears of 4-8! to 1.

Tandem Model, 91 Guineas Sociable Model, 95 Guineas.

Write for Catalogues and full particulars to

DUO-CARS LTD., 76, York St., Westminster, London, S.W.

1912 Motor Cycle Insurance Policies.

^HE undermentioned Policies, issued by "The Autocar" Insurance Department,

cover

(1) Unlimited Tliird Party Claims and all Law Costs.

(2) Damage to Cycle by Accidental and Malicious Means.
(3) Fire. (4) Burglary and Thefts.

(5) Transit by Road, Rail, Sea, or Inland Waterway.

THE MOTOR UNION
Insurance Co.'s Policy

•The A.A. &. M.U. Policy,
including Membership

'These Policies include the use of a

sidecar.

The A.C.U. Policy, incind-

ing Tonring Membership.

Full particulars of the above, and also

H.P. VALUE. PREMIUM.

Not exceeding

3

. 4

UP TO

£40

:£S0

£2
£2

I

6 6

3

4

£40

;£50

£2

£2

10 6

15 6

2|

3i

;£40 £1

£2

17 6

12 6

THE MANAGER-

rfte oLine'd'on"- application to-!: " Thc AutocaF " InsuFaHce Dept., Coventry.

/ II anfirtfihig ihe-u advertueinrnl'- it is i/e.sirable u, nirnliuH - Tin Motor Cycle."
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The
MOTOR CYCLE

CARBURETTOR
IN THE WORLD

is the BINKS 2-JET. ^^
THIS IS A BROAD CLAIM, r
BUT IT IS VERIFIED.

Mr. A. C. R0BB1NS uTite^: \

Rr.M.\RK^ —1 have used your Two-jet Carbur-

ettor througliout igii with cminentlysatisfactory

results, and intend fitting ;^our Twq-jet Car-

burettor:=. on both my 1912 motor cycles. I also

used it in the four following events, when 1 was
awarded four medals, viz *

—

June 3-5. The iroTou Cycling Club's Run
irom London to Edinburgh and
back, 800 miles Gold Medal. \

May D. The North-West London Motor
Cycle Club's Run from London
to Coventry and bpck, 213 miles

Silver Medal.

June 24. The Essex Motor Club's too Miles

Non-stop, Speed, and Flexibilitv

Trial Gold Medal.

July I. The North-west London Motor ,

Cycle Club's 14. Hours' Circuit,
j

240 miles Silver Medal.

If further proof is needed we give \

the latest of hundreds of com- 1

plimentary letters.

Brettargh House,
Lancaster, April 17th, 1912. i

Dear Sirs,—The carburettor arrived by post \-

this morning, and I put it on at once, and liave \-

to-day had the most enjoyable run I have ever had
on my S-h.p. '' Matchless." I could not believe 1,

a carburet lot could make such a diffeiencc. It \

works most beautifully when rumiing slowly and
\

picks up in the most wonderful way. I put 4 jet '1

in the pilot and have kept the (3 in the main jet,
\

and could not wish for better results. i

However. I will try various jets, and if I can
'

make an improvement will be more than satisfied,

1 shall certainly recommend them to my various
friends. Believe me, yours faithfully

VV. HERBERT SATTERTHWAITE.
The origfinal of this entirely unsolicited

Testimonial, together with others, will be
shown at the works.

WHY SHOULD NOT YOU
IMPROVE THE RUNNING OF
YOUR OLD MACHINE, OR
INSURE BETTER SATISFAC-
TION FROM YOUR NEW ONE,
BY FIRMLY INSISTING ON

HAVING ONE.
SEND FOR LISTS TO-DAY,

AND A COP-,' OF MV

TREATISE on CARBURATION,
Invaluable to Motor Cyclists, FREE.

Price 4-5/- complete.

Quite Automatic, One Lever Does All,
including extra air.

Jpts and Choke Tubes instantly
variable, you can adjust it to
suit every condition of machine,

country, and climate.

ADDRESS ME PERSONALLY,

C. BINKS, Ltd., ECCLES.

1 'u

A MAGAZINE FOR PUBLIC
SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY MEN.

MAY NUABER
NOW READY.

Principal Contents :

HARROW SCHOOL, PAST and
PRESENT. (Illustrated.)

CAMBRIDGE FIFTY YEARS AGO.
Part II. (With numerous illustrations.)

THE RHODES SCHOLARS AT
OXFORD

and a summary of their achieve-

ments, with photographs. '

PARTRIDGE PRESERVATION AND
PROTECTION, by Frank Bonnett.

THE 'VARSITY SPORTS.
An historical review of the annual

contest. Illustrated by " Nibs."

ATHLETIC SPORTS, 191 2. (Illus-

trated.)

Some' recent performances at the

Public Schools.

THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS BOXING,
FENCING, AND GYMNASTICS COM-
PETITIONS.

A brief Retrospect, followed by an

account of this year's meeting at

Aldershot. Specially illustrated

from photographs and cartoons.

"ItHE WINTER SEASON.
*^ Rugby Football, Association Foot-

ball, and Hockey—re\'iewed by

special contributors.

OUT OF BOUNDS, by Owen John
('(The Autocar").

NOTES FROM THE PUBLIC
SCHOOLS AND UNIVERSITIES.

PRICE ONE SHILLING NET
. . . . Of all Newsagents. ....

Specimen copy Is. 4d. from the

Publishers : ILIFFE & SONS LIMITED.

20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.

J_
Iti ansxotriny llir.aii (LdvcriheviciUs It i.t ilcnivahU lo inciUion " 'J'/ie Motor Vyclt."
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Read this

twice. i

'"iirsory glance
niiifUt fail to adf*

qualely convey the

A simple
GiviicR.
Puncture
Repair

'imolicitv of the Parsonn

Methorl of puacture repair.

Parsons Rapid Repair Kit mends
Piuicturea in one minute. Four
inple operations con^plete the jub

1. Take Out damaged part of tube.

2. Punch hole clean 3, Stretch and insert
"* pluff. 4. Compress—and the repair is made

O ice compressed, the plug can never leak or conie

adrnt ; neither can it harm the tyre.

Complete Kit, consisting of piercing tool, stretcher

dosing pliers, and 12 plugs weighs 1 lb., measures 7in. x4in

(fits the pocket) and costs

15-
/

Rapid. Repair j^t.

Write for descril>Hve boolilet,

PARSONS NON-SKID CO., LTD.,

23, Store Street, London, W.C.,

and 237, Deansgate, Manchester.

He'sgothisalso
and so has near!y every other reader of " Tho
Motor Cycle."

Have you got vour

ROYAL RUBY MOTOR CYCLE CATALOGUE ?

If not you are letting the machines with the finest
specification of the year slip past your notice.
With its famous J. A.P. engine. Chater Lea fittings,
Bosch Magneto. Dunlop, etc., tyres. Villiers, Roc.
Armstrong or Sturmey Archer, variable speed and
free engine, hub, etc, etc. the ROYAL RUBiT is

' the " classiest " mount cf the season.

And it's not dear either.

Let us send you a copy without further delay.

ROYAL RUBY CYCLE CO., GL AncoatS SUeet. MANCKESTER,

FOR DEFERRED PAYMENTS
i down and balance in

12 monthly equal

payments. ^^^ 1#>
THE

BEST HOUSE
for MOTOR CYCLES

SIDECARS
OH

RUNABOUTS
Sole Concessionnaires of the celebrated

MORGAN RUNABOUTS.
Stockists of G.WK. MOTORETTE,
SABELLA, ROLLO, etc., etc.

Finest motor cycle showrooms in London.

NOTE ADDRESS:

HARRODS LTD.
(Bichard Baibidge. Managing Director),

Brompton Road, LONDON, S.W.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columno
—First 14 words or less 1/6, and Id. per word
after. Each paragraph is charged separately.

Name and address must be counted. In the

case of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accons nied with remittance, and be addressed

to the ofiices of '-The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by
the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue . ; announcement appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every cj^re is taken
to avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

riiotor cycles, the advertisements are classified into

<iistricts, as many leaders like to know what machines
are for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before
poijig further afield.

Pian showing division of England into Sections.

SECTION L
Northnmbc-rhnd, CumbiTlnnd, Durham, and

Westmoreland.
SECTION 11,

Voik and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

Caniarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Sliroi-^hire, Montsomcrv, and Merioneth

SECTION IV.
Nottiii.i;ham. Lincoln, Leioeslcr, Rutland, Northampton,

Warwick.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambrides Huntingdon, and Bedford

SECTION VL
Worcester, Hereford, Uadnor, Brecknock, .Mcnmo'^th.

Glamorgnn, Cirmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION Vll
Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants

Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and CornwalU

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI*
Ireland and Isle o( Man,

THE ABNORMAL PLACE
For variety and
value, minimum
rates, and maxi-
mum salisfaction

in motor cycles
of all best makes

new 1915 models, or genuine second-hand bargains,
ready for immediate delivery

ASK FOR TO-DAY'S LIST. IT INCLUDES :

.')33-- 5-6 h*p. 1911 4-cylinder F.N
:i34i. 3} h.p. 1908 P. and M
'i348. sA'h.p. igoS Tourist REX
'S357. 3* h.p. 1912 T.T. RUDGE
5358. 2I h.p. 1912 2-speed ROYAL

ENFIELD
5361. 35 h.p. 1911 2-speed P. and M
536S. 6 h.p. 1911 ZENITH and Sidecar..

5372. 3.1 h.p. 1911 T.T. BRADBURY ....

5379. 34 h.p. QUADRANT
5381. 3I h.p. igii 2-speed P. and M
5382. 3i h.p. 191 1 Standard B.S.A
5184. 3I h.p. 1910 Standard TRIUMPH ..

5391. 3I h.p. 1911 2-spee<i HUMBER
5392. 3J h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH, with

Mabon variable gear

5300. 2 h.p 1910 MOTO-REVE
5302. 3! h.p. QUADRANT
5306. 3i h.p 1910 P. & M.
53-8. 3! h.p. 1911 2-speed HUMBER and

Sidecar

5309. 3J h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH
5210. '3J h.p. 1908 MINERVA
5320. 4 h.p. 190S 2-specd ROC
5332. 5-6 h.p. 1911 4-cyl. F.N
512 |. 35 h.p. 1909 P. & M
5192. 35 h.p. 1911 2-speod HUMBER
5193. 5-6 h.p 4-cyl. F.N. and Sidecar

5195. 2 h.p. 1908 MOTO-REVE
5216. 2j h.p. 1911 Standard DOUGLAS ..

'5222. 2 h.p. 1910 MOTO-REVE
5225. 3i h.p. 1911 2-spced HUMBER
5230. 3J h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH
5237. 2} h.p. 1911 Stan<l,ird DOUGLAS ..

5242. 34 h.p. igio LINCOLN-ELK
52(3. 2I h.p. igll Standard DOUGLAS ..

524(1. 3* h.p. ANTOINE
5253. 3i h.p. 1908 Twin PEUGEOT
5261. 3A li.p. 191: Cone Clutch REX
5262. 3j h.p 1511 2-5peed HUMBER
5271. 4I h.p. 4-cyl. F.N
5276. 3i h.p. FAFNIR and Sidecar
5277.-- 2j h.p. igio 2-speed F.N
5285. 2 h.p. 1910 MOTO-REVE
5293. 2? h.p. 1911 ENFIELD
5118. 2 h.p. 1911 HUMBER
5107. 2? h.p. 1911 Stand.ird DOUGLAS .

.

5066. 3I h.p. 1911 Bi<ADBURY, Mabon cl.

5064. 35 h.p. 19 1 1 2-specd HUMBER
5055. 3k h.p. 1911 L.M.C, variable gear .

.

2965. 2 h.p. 1909 MOTO-REVE
4046. il h.p. MOtOSACOCH E
4249. 3I h.p. 1911 Standard BAT
4322. 3! h.p. igii 2-speed N.S.U

4420. 3I h.p. 1911 Free-enRinc PREMIER
4474. 3i h.p. igio PREMIER
4506. 3I h.p. igri Clutch REX
4531, 3i h.p. 1910 2-speed SCOTT
45.0. sJh.p. 1911 KERRY-ABINGDON ..

4628. 3J h.p. igto TRIUMPH, Mabon vari-

able gear

4O31. 3J h.p. igog J.A.P
46fp2. 4i h.p. 1909 4-cyl. F.N

4701. 2.? h.p. igog Twin N.S.U

1727. 3! h.p. 1911 KERRY-ABINGDON .

.

4729. 2\ h.p. igio ROYAL ENFIELD
4735. 3l h.p. igio QUADRANT
4752. 2!h.p. J.A.P

£33 10
£25
£18 10
40Gns

£47
£48
£55
£32 10
£16
£48 a
£36
£33 10
£37

£27 10
£18 10
£15
£42

£42
£25
£16 10
£20
£33 10
£35
£37 10
£20
£17 10
£28
£17 10
£37 10
£28
£28
£22
£30
£15
£18
£35
£37 10
£18 10
£20
£25
£20
£28
£26 10
£28 10
£37 10
£37 10
£35
£17 10
£11 10
30 Gns.
£35
£38 10
£27 10
£33 10
£32 10
£32 10

£38
£22
£20
£18
30 Gns.
£22
£25
£7 10

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters mav be

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office
v\'hen this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration-
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent'
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear ia"
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, "No/
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

j or if "London "
is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G.

3W-DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send monev to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by avaihng themselves of our
Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effe^:ted we remit the
ainomit to the seller, but if not we return the amount
To the depositor, and each party to the transaction payS'
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding /lo in
value, a deposit fee of 2s, 6d. is charged, when "under
^10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and monev orders should be mad&
payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited,

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no^

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication th t the -^oods advertised have'
already been disposed of. Ad' ertisers cften receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

1 QI2 Seott frir inini'^diate dolivi^ry: aeooiit bn^f etf'^r"

A*^ over £65.—Arclidale, Ei.-ilioptou Lane, Stoi-lrton-
on-Tees-

"IQll Rudf;e, free engine, T-T. bars, machine nud'
X«/ tyret? excellent, Jatup, and spares; i41, no offers.
-Dixon, 58, Victoria Rd,, Darlington

5-6h.p. But, extra heavy Kemp^hall 2Un. back, Dun-
lop front, spring frame, mag:neto, lamp, tuol^;

£35.—Emerson, Evenwood, Bidiop Auckland-

1 Q 12 Phelon and Moores, free entiine Tiinmplis,
Xt/ Douslasee, Bradburys, B-S.A.'s, Enficlds, in stork,
—Phone: 1X2. Stout's Garage, Egremont, Cumberland.

FOR Sale. Sih.p. motor cycle, will take sidecar, «prins
laik.s, h.b.c., t^rree nt^ new, foot brake, no repair

rcnuircd; inspection invited. TliOfi. Duherlv, 145, Strii-k-
landgate, Kendal.

;
.

BXh.p. Cliater-Lea-Pafnir, inapneto, Cowey .'^poed-

2 oniPter, new Dunlfp bai'k. low muchlno, dnno
4,500 miles, perfect condition ; £27 ; sociable wanted-
—Lang, St. George's Sq., SunderUipd.

ARNO, the ideal machine.—Sjh.p. T.T. model, £45;
Tonris-t model, £45; 2Jh.p. medium, 39 guineas;

S^h.p. 2-speed and froo engine, £55; sidecars to ftt any
uachina in stock.—Myers, Neville's Cross, Durham.

TRIUMPHS, Hmnberg, B.S.A.. Royal Enfleld motor
cyvlet^, lightwi'ights, 2 spcedi^, free engines; write,

wire, or 'phone for immediate delivcrio;^.—Turvcv aud
Co., The Motor House. Sunderland. Tel. : No. 626.

SECTION II.

Vork and Lancashire.

PICKLES lor Lincoln Elks.-3ih.p. £54, 2 <rooda
£42.

PICKLES for .^idecaifi from 5 ffuineaR. in stork.;
B.S.A., Chatcr-Lea. Royal Avena, J.A.P. ; Mirlio-

line 17/6; marliinos sold on (•omniir*,'<ion, 5%; nff ^alo,

no cliarKP.— IMcklc's, Cliureh St. Garage, Bradford.

THE Great Douf-'las Agent, Douglaa Qourlay, B'allow-
flckl. Man<lift<tcr.

A .S-L., 1911 5h.p. Twin, lamp, horn, Bpiires ; £40-—

I 012 Rud^re, free ent,"ine, little Uf^ed, crand nini-hiiM';
iLU £45.—Conpo, 7, Pilot St., Aeeriugtun.

,

j

IQII Bradbury, 2.«pepd, 40 Rnincaa, or nciir rffi 1
—

I- •? J tay, Isalco, Copplno Drivi', Harrutcati'.

"I
Q12 F.N. Tricycle, not ridden 5 miles, porfoct ; fr^O,

I

l.*^ or ncnrcwt uHcr.— Enibro Cyulc and Motor (n.,

9, SHOE LANE, FLEET STREEl^
L.ONDON, E.G.

Wires

:

Thonc :

Opificer, London. Ilolborn 5777.

REX, 3ih.p., 1911. B. and B
60 miles; £33 * "

ropato.

'nrburetter, ni'W. nnd'*r

A. Mantle, 62, Y.^rk Place, Hav-

Id Hi 3ih.p. Speed King Rex, comfortable pnsitinn,
At7 condition ulniOHt as new; £30.-93, Wallj-'tite,

Winan.

A36 2/1 ansivcriiif/ fhrse advcrtisctncuts it is da-iirahlc to mention " The Motor Ci/ch.^*
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The Halifax Mojor Eicchange

Largest Rex Dealers,
16. WESTGATE. HALIFAX.

•Pbone, 766 Telegrams, " Perfection."

£3 to £5 DOWN and 5/- weekly secures

Drompt despatch of

2.! h.p. MINERVA, spring frame,' h.b. control £9 10
Twin REX spring forks „ £16 10
S h.p. QUADRANT £10 10
zjh.p. KERRY £10 10

S h.p. HUSflBER, chaiu drive £8 10
Sjli.p. WOLF, 6prav. smart, h.b. control £12 10
SJh.p. BRADBURY' £12 10
2Jh.p- OE DION , £10 10
2^ li.p. J.A.P., spring forks £8 10
3 Ji.p. IH.M.C, torpedo tank £10 10

3i b.p. REX, h.b. control £8 10

deposit and 10'- weekly secures

—

2i h.p. Mas.MINERVA, chain drive£16 10

Si h.p. Magneto SINGER £15 10
I'our-cylinder F.N., raagDeto .... £19 18
3 J h.p. Magneto REX £19 la
Twin MOTO-REVE £19 19

2j h.p. REX Magneto Lightweight £16 10

1911 REX BARGAINS. Makers' price. Ours.

3i h.p. Rex Tourist 43 guineas 34 guinea:

3I h.p. Free-engitie 48 guineas 39 guineas

$1 h.p. 2-speed de lu.\e 57 guineas 4ti guineas

5 h.p. 2-speed de luxe 60 guineas 51 guineas
AU^new and guaranteed. Exchanges liberallv ilcalt with

1912 DE LUXE
SIDECAR
£6 6s.

"Exchange," with Continental motor cvele t\TC £5 5
" De Lu.ie " with best lyre, apron, foot mat . . £6 6
Ditto, with reversible child's seat £7
Ditto, with best coach-built body £7 12 6
Improved Quick Detachable Joints, cranked extra strom;

back a\le and spindle, tip up body, and caged ball racfc
to all models. Prompt delivery to snit Ke.ies, Triumphs
N,S.LJ.*s, Indians, and any othei make.

Discount to trade, E>.changes entertained.

GUARANTEED IN RUNNING ORDER.
1912 3i h.p. Standard BRADBURY VI w
igii Twin REX Sidetlp. In stock, NEW . .

1911 2} h.p. MOTO-REVE, soiled only
1912 Two speed REX luuior
J911 3* h.p. Tourist REX, done 100 miles
SCOTT 2-speed, .\ug.. 1910
1911 35 h.p. 2-speed HUMBER '.',

1911 3A h.p. REX, clutch moflel, as new
J911 5 h.p. Two-speed REX DE uOXt
I910 7 h.p. Twin REX, HOT STUFF
1910 5 h.p. Twin REX, NEW
1910 5 h.p. REX.verv last, special machine ....
1910 ROYAL ENFIELD, smart
5i h.p. Two-speed I win ROC, mapneto, Druids..
Brand New 3.J b.p. REX
3} h.p. Two-speed N.S.U., smart
1906 3J h.p. Magneto REX, spring forlis

3* h.p. REX, h.b. control
Vour-cylinder F.N., magneto, sprmg forks
gi h.p. WOLF. Stevens engine, h.b. control
3 h.p. QUADRANT low frame
2i h.p. KERRY .. .'

Easy Payments at Special Rates.

£43
£75
£29 10
£45
£.12 I.;

£37 11

£33 10
£34 10
£47 10
£37 10
£34 10
£29 10
£22 10
£2» 10
£29 10
£21
£22 10
£15 10
£18 13
£12 10
£10 10
£10 10

SUNDRIES.
F.K.S. Lamp 18/6
Mabon Free-engine Clutch, fits Triumph 35/-
Mabou Free-engine Clutch, fits Rex 35/.
Kexette Chassis, with body and tyres £7 lu
Monocar Frame, 4-wheeler, with axle and t\Tes ..£610
Backrest, to fit XL-.4LL saddle 7/5
Triumph Pattern Horns, New 4/6
New Cane Sidecar Body 17/^
Brook's Bioo Saddle 9/6
New Large Lycctt's MOTOR S.\DDLE 9/6
Wicker Sidecar Body 10'6
Cane Sidecar Body, New '.'.'. 17/6
New Sidecar Aprons with studs

'

. 7/6
Plated Rex Pattern Handle-bars 6'6
New 20-amp. Fuller Accumulator If/.
New Harrison's Backrest, usual price 12/6. ours - 9/6
Mvers' Motor Cycle Stand 3/.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
NOETHEEN Depct, Ltd., " Everything Motorish,"

Leece St., Liverpool. T.A. : Depend. Tel. ; Eoyal
5029.— Machines in stock. 8h-p. Rex-Jap. 2-speed, also
'Ih.p- ditto, clutch ; Kerry-Ahin^done, 4h.p. clutch and
Cob models : 2h.p. Humbei lightweight : clutch Eudpre
and Millford. done 700 miles- Sidecars in stock—Mill-
ford. Herald. Northeni .^i^ial cane tjjrptnio. djor, and
storm apron compltrte. £13 : Northern special, 5 gns., with
cranked back axle. Book for deliverj in 1 week 2-epeei!

Clyno and Canoelet sidecars : A.C. Sociable for May 7th

;

first deposit secures either : Northeni warbling whistle,
h.b. Bowden control, suit sin^rle or muhi-cyliuder engines,
21/-, post free: Garner whistles, bra.ss or- plated, 12/6.
post free. The best motor cycle suit m'lde, absolutely
^'uaranteed. and contains no rubber, post free 35/- and
47/6 : send chest measure. Avon tyres, all patterns
Dost Sree per return. Lyso belts, all sections and lengths,
post free; Xl'all saddles in stock ; Cowey speed indicator,
with special brackets for A.C. Sociable, 90/-, post free

:

lined heavy gloves fr.im 5/6, with gauntlets: chamois
{,'loves from 1/3 ; dust jackets and overalls ; special dis-

play of sidecar and carrier luggage -cases : Northern side-

ear dust screens. 7/6; everything for motor cyclists in
stock.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,

Stafford, Shropshire, Montg-jmery, and

Merioneth.

MATCHLESS-.T-A.r., 4h-n.. 2-spcc.l, with accessories;
£36.-Fithon, Pans Bank, Sandbach.

ZENITH- 3Jh.p., 1912, run 500 miles. £51; new side-
car, £5/10.—Spaveu, South Nonnanton.

TRIUMPH. 1911. standard, new June, in splendid
condition ; £35, no offers.—Murray, Itugeley.

ENFIELD, 1911, shop soiled. 2Jh.p.. 2-5peed, free
engine; 45 guineas.—Oakley, Station Ed., Heduee-

ford.

Ill 3ih.p. N.S.U., 2-sp*ed ecar; accept £29, cost
£54/10; guaranteed.—Mills, Salter Gate. Chester-19

TWO Second-hand Tiiumphs, stundnrd and ivcp engine,
fir^t-L-lass condition, "also two fiidecurs-—J. Cooke^.

Sandbach

MOTOSACOCHE. eprin^ forkfl, li.b.c, tyres ppi-fc^t

:

£12/10.—Davies. Aima Ccttase. M-ics^wyn Ed,
Wrezham.

1 Q07 Triumph, recently overliauled by makers, new
J-^ parts fitted ; best offer.—Simmons, Cluufjunfoid.
Shropshire.

5h-p. Indian, 1911, free ensine. fnst niaeliinp. ppr
t'ect order, complete; £40.—Wade, Shaw Heath.

Knut^ford.

1 Qll^ 2-6peed Humher. iu<;t nverhaulr-fl and ciiaran-
J-t/ teed fully; lowest £30. worth £50.—Millard,
Chest errteld.

PEUGEOT. 2ih.p., h.b.c. torpedo tnnk, CliucLpr
tjTes, low poHition. eood order; £12.—Ditvies, 11,

Wood St.. Crewe

3ih.p. Aiitomo+o';. 1911, B. and B.. hb.c, pood
2 tyres: £7/10. bufyain.—No. 575.. The Motor Cycle

OrHLes, Coventry.

3iR.p. N.S.U., 1911, £23: SJh.p. Kex, £20, or ex-
2 chan-.:e for boot^i, diapery, or clothing.—Warren,

Eekinb'ton, Derbyshire.

NEW Eover. used one day only, complete, now out-
fit, new spare belt, tube, valves-—Enquire, 75,

Westminsiter St., Crewe, Cheshire-

LADY'S 2h.p. Moto-Eeve, free enirine clnteh. little

i;sed, nearly new, complete with all oceeisorii---

:

£36.—Eowland, Belvedere, Bangor.

3ih.p. Triumph, late 1907. B. and B.. h.b.c, Pahner
2 and Keiip-hall, Fplendid condition; £25.--

Hulden, Peasehill Farm, Eiploy, Derby.

BEADBUEY. stpndiiTd. 42 ^lineas: Hnmber, stand-
ard. 2-r:peed, 44 Kuinens ; both brand new ; first

uherjue:-Watson, Motors, Eipley. Derby.

31h-p. Triumph. 11/1907. in perfect nmning order;
2 £20.-Tat't;. Ashfields, "Newcastle, Staffs.

DOUGLAS, 2Jh.p., rtandard. end 1910, P. and H.
lamp, horn, new iyie-i, snares, snlendid condition

;

£29; appointment.-Shone,- 70, Watergate St.. Chester.

3ih-p. Eerry-Abinjdon Motor Cycle, free cnfrine. iu
2 perfect rondition, late 1911, and ncl; done 1 COU

miles; £35.-W. Beard, Cadley Hill. Burton-ou-Trent.

IMMEDIATE Delivery 1912 Models, actually in stock.
Scott, Triumph, Clyno, Eudse-Whitworth. and

Douglas, etc.; also early delivery of any other make.—
Moss, Wem.

SELD or Es:chans6 for Iiishtweight, 5li.p. Vindec,
.lust spent £9 on overhauline engine and new

tjres, Bosch, B. and B., tools.—Pierce, Tanyclawdd,
j ohnsto^Ti, Euabon.

1 Qll F-E. Triumph, new in October, used 1,000
JL%J railed, perfect condition, complete with lamp,
horn, etc.: £46; owner going abroad; must .sell; new
Sih.p. Zenith Gradua, 53 yuiueas.—H. Marston, Eock
Feriy. ,.-..-

HAMPSTEAD.5, HEATH
STREET,

Cln^e to Hampstead Tube Station.
Telegrams :

" Key, Hampstead."
Telephone; 267S, P.O.. ILunpstcad.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS
Taken on any Machine or Runabout.

NO EXTRA CHARGE ON MOST MAKES.
Following 1912 Machines for

liVllVlEDIATE DELIVERY.
TRIUMPH Standard Model £48 15
TRIUMPH rgij F.E. iModel £55
RUDGE Standard Model £48 15
SUDGE T.T. Model £48 15
RUDGE F.E. Model £55
CLYNO 5-6 li.p. iqr? 2-spced Model 65 Gns
P. and M. 3.S h.p. igrz 2-speed Model £65
B.S.A. 3,V h.p. 191:: :-speed Model £60
B.S.A. 3.V h.p. ror2 Standard Mode! £50
BRADBURY ll h.p. iqi2 2 speed Model £55
ZENITH. 6 hip'. Model 67 Gns
ZENITH 3ih.p. Model 53 Gns
DOUGLAS L Lady's Model £52
DOUGLAS J T.T. Model £4T
DOUGLAS G Standard Model £41
BRADBURY Standard Model £48
BRADBURY T.E. Model r: £54 ID
BRADBURY T.T. Model £48
SINGER 3l h.p. 3spced Model £58 10
LINCOLN ELK 3~i h.p. Standard Model £34 S
H UMBER 3i h.p." 2-speed Model £52 10
BAT 6 h.p. Standard Model £58
SINGER 2-5peed 4, h.p. Sidecar Model £65
ZENITH 8 h.p. Model •. 69 Gns
DOUGLAS Model K £50
BRADBURY 2-speed .Model £55
B.S.A. F.E. Model . £56 10
G. and N. Runabout iu four weeks.

Any other makes ou application.

TRADE SUPPLIED WITH VARIOUS MAKES.
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS ALLOWED.

Machines at Bargain Prices to Clear.
2olr.

2049.
2047.
R.D.
r968.

1955.
r905.

t966.

1967.
1859.
1802.

t785.
1640.

1855-
1823.,

rSsS.

1893.

F.N. rqrr 4-cylinder 6 h.p., splen:lid order
BAT 5-6 h.p. Twin T.T., r9rr engine ....

F.N. 2i h.p., t9ir, 2-speed gear
TRIUMPH 3* h.p. 1911 T.T. Roadster ..

REX t9roi 3i b.p., good order
F.N. 4-cylinder. r9rr, good order
F.N, 4-cylinder rgrr Model and Sidecar .

.

F.N. 2'i b.p. Magneto, good order, low .

.

RUDGE F.E., rgrr, splendid order
DOUGLAS, rgto, splendid condition ....

BRADBURY, rqrr, nice machine
BRADBURY T.T., made rgit
ZENITH lyit 3ih.p. Model
BAT lyrr 8 h.p. Model
BAT igro Sh.p. 2-speed Model
F.N. 2} h.p. 2-speed Model
REX Twin 6h.p., good order

.\11 Accessories included on S.H. at the price adv
Second-band Sidecar, good order

BAT r. & M. two speed gear, new

£35
£35
£26
ii35
£26
£35
£38 • n
£15
£39 n
£24
£29 u
£30 n
£41
£38
£42
£26
£12
ertised.

£*10
£10

£4-10 REY Sidecar £3 - 10
With Hutchinson or Michelin 26x2^ tvre and tube,

30/- e.xtra.

The famous "REY" EXHAUST WHISTLE now reduced
to 12/6 each. Triumph standard type.

The "REY" LEATHER BELTING outlasts two of any
other makes. Price 2/- per foot

Special Discount? to Trade.

ONLY HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY

5, HEATH
STREET. HAMPSTEAD.

In anstVKiiiif/ Ih'^se advtilisemenis it is desirable to mcnlion " The Motor Cycle." A39
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Caug^ht On ! ! !

- OUR —
REED CANE BODIES

have undoubtedly hit the mark.
Undoubtedly this class ot cane is far superior and

more classy than ordinary caae or wicker work,
besides being considerably lighter. These beautiful

sidecars appeal to those who want absolutely the

Model E

£T lOs.
Model F

£8 8s.
OUR POPULAR MODELS ARE GOING STRONG.

Model E.— £/ 5s. Model D.—£8.

Complete with Lamp, Foot Mat, Kick-up Stand,
Quick Detachable Joints, Continental or Michelin
Tvres, Round or Car Pattern Mudguard, and
CAkl-:lA(.l': I'AllX

MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES
Wc have a ' uantity ol frames by well-known maker,

Price 32/6 each.
Rigid forki 7/6 extra. Druid forks, 45/- extra.

En.Tirn'ilod nrid plntotl hi firsl-class '=tvlr.

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
4\ h.p. Ast(T Engnit, water-cooled £4 10
New 1912 Brooks lirso Saddle 14 -

N<;w 1912 Brooks Bio,], padded 16/-
Ncarly new li?.ot, padded lop 14 '-

New Scrcw-cuititiK Lathe, 4in. centres £6 10
^Jli.p. VVater-ajol(.'d Jinginc. vertical £5 10
2 h.p. Stationary Engine, water-cooled .... £5
J,eaininRton PasseuKcc Chair, new £1
Albion Clutch, fits Triumph 65/-
Brooks Bioo Snddie 9/6
C<jCoa J'ibrc Sidecar I-'ootrnats 3/-

Farrar'sWlotor Exchange
19,21,23, 25, HopwoodLane,

HALIFAX 7,Z l^.^T
Telephone 919,

A40 In anflwe/iiti/ ih

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TEIUMPH, 1910J. excellent condition, complete with

accessories, £34/10, or best offer; also twin Moto-
Reve, magneto, £15.—Boulton, Waterloo Plating Wurlis
Newcastle, Staffordshire.

TRITJMPH, 1909, just been thoroughly orerliaulpi],
re-enamel led, and re-plated by Trinmiili Co., per

feet condition: £32, or near offer-—Frank Dodd, Choi
uiondeley, Malpas, Chetsbire.

TEITJMPH, new cylinder, 1911 BoscTi, B. and B.,
I'.b.c, tonch 50; money urt^ently wanted; accept

£16/10, cost £8/14 thorough oveihaul by Trinmiih hrm
1911,—Palmer, Staveley Town.

BRADBUllY, 2-speed, free, enfriuft, July, 1911, and
Bradbury model de luxe sidecar, excellent con-

dition, many sparefi; £48; trial "wiUingly.—H. Berth
.loues, " Redcot," Rhos-ou-Sea, Colwyn Bay.

LIGHTWEIGHT Moto-Reve, 1.000 miles, tyres as
new, spares include belt, butted tube, exhaust and

inlet valveri complete ; expert examination ; £20.—
lijbberd, Sunnvside, Newhall, Burton-on-Trent.

TRIUMPH, 1910. in ab<=olutely perfect ccnditiou,
little used, almost new. Palmer cord 011 back,

original Clincher on front, usual sparer, and spare
Dunlop belt, horn, etc.; expert examination; £33/10.—
6. Bloxwieli Rd., , Walsall.

,

TRIUMPH, Zenith, Singer, Rudge, Enfield. IEjiT:

models, actually in stock, i'ollomng second-hand-;

:

Triumph T-T., 1911, £38 Triumph free engine, 1910,
£39; Triumph standard, 1910. £32; Rudge, 1912; £38;
A.J.S., 1911, £21; Bradbury free engine and eidecar,
£35.—Oswald Parker, Melbourne, Derby.

THE North Wales Motor Exchange Rhosdda, Wres-
bam. Tel. : 283.—Careful and immediate attcn

tion given to all enquiriet?. Exchangee a speciality
1912 P.E. Rudge, Senspray, £55; 191'2 3ih.p. N.S.U.
de luxe, £48; 1912 A.J.S., lightweight, model A, pur-
chased off the etand at Olympia, only -done 200 miles,
£35; 1910 N.S.U. twin lightweight, a beauty, dnne 500,
£27/10; 1908 Triumph, fine mount, £26; 1907 Tri-
umph, just overhauled. £22; 1909 3^h.p. ball bearing
Rex, beautiful condition, £25; 1909 5h.p. Eex, 2
speeds, bandle starting, fine goer, £30 ; 1 909 Sih.p.
Matchless, epring forks, Boscli, bargain, £16; 4ih.p.
twin Minerva, modernised, new magneto, b.b.c-, just
been overhauled, beautiful condition throughout, only
wants seeing. £27/10. To beginuere, we have eomo
splendid machines, cienp, send for lists.

SIDECARS.—We hold a large stock of the,se, and
can give immediate delivery, excellent value, £5/5;

accessories, etc. ; let us know what you lequire.—Above.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, I^utland,

Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.
EW 7h.p. Indian, 2-speed luodel; delivery from
stock.-Main, 36, Parade, Leamington.

31h.p. Rex, 1908, Bosch magneto, complete Tvith
2 lamp, horn, and tools; £15.—Main, 36, Parade,

Leamington.

3ih.p. Rex, 1909, TT., complete with lamp, horn,
2 and tools; £20.—Main, 36, Parade, Leamington.

5 h.p. Rox, 1909, Roc 2-speed, lamp, liorn, etc.; £23.—
—Main, 36, Parade, Leamington.

ZENITHS. 3i and Sh.p., in stock for immediate de-
livery.—Taylor, cycle agent, Kettering.

TRIUMPH, 3.'h.p., new August, 1911, sparer; accept
low price £36.—23u, Coundon Rd., Coventry.

llj- F.E. Trimnph, ridden 2,200 milcR, pood con-
dition ; £45.—Kiugston, auctioneer, Spalding.

OUGLAS. aiew last September, splendid condition,
all (Spares ; £32/10.—Johnson, Accountant, Louth-

1 Q 12 Bradbury, 3!h.p., 2 spoiHls, practically new

;

-i-t? offers—Evan^, 62, Nnrthumberland Rd-, Cov-
entry.

TRIUMPH, 1909i, jufit overhauled, fnuHle^s, spare
cnvpr. belt, usual accosaorie.'S, lamp; £28.—Euden,

All'^sley, Coventry.

1012 Triumphs, Bradbnrys, Premier.'!, Huuihcrs,
-Lt^ Rudge, in stock.— Clifford'ri Motorics, Eaetwood,
Notts.

MOTOSACOCHE, 2',h.p., F.E.. 1912 model; de-

livred Jan. 20th; ridden 500 milcn-, £32.-Horn,
Bourne.

TRIUMPH, 1908, good tyres, tnboa, lamp, horn,
gi'uerator, tools; £24. — Johnson, 30, Long St.,

Atherstone

1Q12 Bradbury, Rudye. B.S.A., AUdaya, New Ilud-
J-t/ »;ou, 2ili.p. mid .=lih.p. 3-spced3 in Btock.— BUiii.--

burn. Spalding.

3ih.p. Brown, magneto, fa«t and powerful, very good
2 urder : £16, or nearest.- 5, St. George's Place,

Nnrthauiptnn.

31 h.p. Minerva, h.b.e., gof>d climber, low, splendid
2 iniiditiun; ni'arcst offer £9/10.-143, Cromwell

ltd,, Pi'tcrliorovigh.

LAUV'S and GontV Clemont-OarrordB, perfect order;
plmt'w; £14 the two.-Btimp.sou, Broad Walk.

Stfiitfi-rd-un-Avoa.

PREMIER, 2ihr.. Arni-^tronj? 3 .speeds, free engine,

only riddfn few miles; £41.— Swan, I-'ichlKatn

I>awn, Kenilworth.

T.A.P., 2ih.p., 1912. B. and B., Uuivorwil Jnt. good
• ' running order, tyrca good; £14. — OUlliam, 16,
Albert Bt., Rugby.

c advtfihem<!nUs If ts (h'sirnhlr /it /nfiifion. " 7'
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MORGAN RUNABOUTS.
BVIAV DELIVERY.

We have two of these delightful vehicles for May
delivery. What offers ?

NEW 1912 MACHINES actually in stock.

3jh.p. 3-speed NEW HUDSON 57 Gns
2jh.p, 3-speed NEW HUDSON 4T Gns
3* h.p. RUDGE, hxed gear £48
3i h.p. HUMBER, 2-speed model £52 10
1912 3* h.p. BRADBURY, single-speed ..£48
1912 3i h.p. BRADBURY, 2 speeds £55

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
igio 3-ih.p,, fine goer £27
igio si h.p., extra good £28
3I h.p. 1909 Speed King, extra fine £23
3 h.p 1908 Featherweight Rex, Bosch mag. £17

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.
1906 5-6 h.p. Twin Rex £16 10
5-6 h.p, Bosch, Lloyd's variable gear . . £22
7 h.p. de Luxe, 2 speeds, IVI.O.V £48
5-6 h.p. de Luxe, igo8, 2-speed model .... £28
5-6 h.p.- de Luxe, igo8, 2 speeds, special . . £29 10

OTHER MAKES.
Sjh.p. ign PREMIER (new) Millennium

2 speeds. Offers.

3* h.p. 1911 PREMIER (new), Armstrong
3 speeds. Offers.

igro P. and M., 2 speeds, fine goer £32
1909 MOTO-REVE, twin engine, magneto,

Druids £20
igro 8 h.p. BAT, M.O.V., 2 speeds £45
i'2 h.p. WOLF, magneto, spring forks • • . . £15
igir Lady's HOBART, Armstrong 3-spced.. £36
4* h.p. N.S.U., nosch magneto, h.b. control £21

3} h.p Twin PREMIER, fine raachme '....£25
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, M.O.v., h.b. control ..£17
igri 2jh.p. MOTOSACOCHE, magneto.... £27-

3i h.p. L.M.C., igio model £25
3i h.p. MINERVA, Bosch magneto, Amac. £22

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
8 h.p. BAT, 2 speeds, Millford sidecar .... £50
5-6 h.p. 2-speed 1908 REX and sidecar .... £33
7-g h.p. 2-speed .REX and sidecar £53

AH fitted with magneto and spring forks.

.09 HAWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.S#0 fUVVn BALANCE 5/- WEEKLY.
3 h.p. MINERVA, vertical, M.O.V £12
3* h.p. EXCELSIOR, Amac, h.b. control . . £10
3 h.p. REX, vertical engine ,. £9
31 h.p. BROWN Blear, M.O.V., 26in. whceb £12

fA THAWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.K«0 l»UWll BALANCE 7/6 WEEKLY.
3 h.p. 1908 REX, Bosch magneto £17
5-6 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, h.b. control £16 10
4j h.p. Twin N.S.U., Boscli magneto £21
Twin-cylinder MOTO-R EV E, magneto, Druids £20
3jh.p. MINERVA, Bosch magneto, M.O.V. £22
i| h.p. WOLF, A.J.S. engine, magneto £15

CARS AND TRICARS.
4j h.p. HUMBER Tricar, 2 speeds, wheel

steering £19
5 h.p. HUMBER Car,..2-seatcr, good goer .

.

£22
5 h.p. REXETTE. Opperniann 3 speeds .... £18
Duocar, Bosch magneto £45

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Tgl2 B. and B. Carburetters, variable jets.. 28/6
igi2 B. and B. Carburettors, single jet .... 27/-
igl2 Senspray Carburetters 28/6
Camel lin. Rubber Belting per foot 1/3
Frame for vertical engine 7/6
FuUord Castor Wheel Sidecar £5
Fulford Rigid Sidecar, 26in. wheel £4 10
Montgomery Sidecar, 26in. wheel £2 10
N.S.U. Sidecar, coach-built, sOin. wheel .... £4 10
Rex Pattern Belt Rim Brake (new) 6/6
Lycett's Carrier Toolbngs (new) 7/6
Sidecar Lamps, show red light behind 7/6
Trailer, 26in. wheels 25/-
New Toolbags, gx 6x 35in 4/6
Sidecar Aprons, green or red, with studs . . 7/6
New Lycett's Tubular C.irriers 4/11
Longuemare Carburetters 6/-

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19,21,23,25, Hopwood Lane,
Telephone H A ¥,¥1?AX ^*"' '^'-'''-°*

919,

he Motor Cjirlr.

Irom G.P.O.)
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Modern Hill-climbs.

REFERENCE to our correspondence columns will

show that the Manufacturers' Union at their

meeting last week adopted an important resolu-

tion respecting competitions which include hill-

climbs. The opinion of the members of the

Union is that there are too many of these events which
they are practically compelled to support Avidi trade

entries, and tliat instances .have occurred where their

trade riders have risked life and limb in negotiating

dangerous bends on unsuitable hills.

It has been resolved that in future the members of

the Union will not support these competitions -where

the positions are decided on time, and tliat no prizes

will be allotted to the organisers unless they can prove

to the satisfaction of the Competitions Committee that

proper precautions have been taken to safeguard the

riders from accident, either by the selection of a

suitable hill without dangerous bends or the adoption
of a form of contest which does not necessitate undue
risks being taken for the sake of a win.

The resolution not to support hill-climbs which are

decided on time might have just as well included

similar events where a formula is used to decide the

positions, because time enters into the calculation of
all formulae, and a competitor who wants to win on
formula has to take just the same risk as one who
wishes to win on tune.

There is no denial to the fact that great risks attend

fast speed up some of the hills selected for hill-climbs,

and it is a great wonder that more accidents have not
occurred recently ; this can only be explained by the

good luck and skill of the majority of expert riders.

No sport, however, is without danger, nor would it

have any attraction for many if the element of risk

were altogether absent. It is inadvisable, however,
to court injury by the selection of tortuous hills, but
the difficulty of organisers is to find hills' steep enough
to slow the modern motor bicycle without one or more
corners which are either so sharp that the riders have
to slow down to such an extent that their engines
cannot pick up again or the corner is of a tempting
radius which entices them to ride too fast with the
hope of getting round, and then accidents occur.

Riders of variably-geared machines have not to

take the same risk as those on fixed geared
machines, because if the fonner slow down at

a bad corner they have no difficulty in picking^ up
again by using one of the lower ratios, but thev are

unfairly handicapped because the rider of a fixeil

gear standard machine seldom uses a standard
gear ratio in a hill-climb, but one that is lest suited

to the particular hill he has got to climb. A solution

of the difficulty inight therefore be found in fixing a

gear ratio for each fixed gear class- and making that

ratio sufficiently high to . prevent dangerous speeds

being attained, yet bringing out the capabilities of the

machine as a hill-climber on a standard gear and the

skill of the rider to a more marked degree. -.

To our mind the question resolves itself into one
query. Are hill-climbs held to prove tb.e best rider

or the best machine? The maker sends his men to

these events to ad\-ertise his machine, the clubman
competes to show his skill in driving: It therefore

rests with organisers to devise means wherebv the best

rider and machine "may be determined without the risk

beuig more than a fair sporting one
A23
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ALTHOUGH a contemporary takes to itself all

of the credit of last week's mobilisation, and
refers to the. hon. secretary of the Legion of

Cyclists in quite a de haute en has manner, the

majority of motor cyclists, who are a justice-loving

lot, will feel inclined to give credit where credit is

due, and incidentally in the same quarter to which the

military authorities are also throwing such small

crumbs of thanks as can be snatched from the table at

AVhitehall, viz., to the Legion of Cyclists.

Without a shadow of doubt the Legion is greatly

beholden to the papers devoted to the sport

—

The
Motor Cycle amongst others—for -the publicity given

to the event, but after all that is only what could be

expected, and what the Legion had a moral and
justifiable right to expect. However, I think the

matter can wisely be left at that.

The Legion is a self-supporting body which is at

present in hands well able to support and look after

its prestige. Moreover, it is well deserving of

the support of all motor cyclists, and doubtless that

support will be given ungrudgingly.

All those who took part in the recent mobilisation

received certain papers from the hon. organising secre-

tary setting forth the objects and organisation of the

Legion, and since these are of universal interest I have

ventured to suggest they might advantageously be

reproduced in these pages. I am informed that the

press of work on the hon. secretary is enormous, and
correspondents are requested to possess their souls in

patience. There are some districts in which gentle-

men who have an hour or so of spare time in the week
would be very welcome if they would undertake the

work of organising ofBcer and of recruiting twenty-five

motor cyclists in the vicinity.

As to the effect the mobilisatiDU has had upon
the authorities it is yet early days in which to venture

a prophecy, but the omens are most propitious.

Objects of the Legion of Motor Cyclists.

(i) To organise into corps of twenty-five men (or

more) those motor cyclists who, though now unable
to join the Territorial Army, would be willing in the

event, of a foreign invasion to

(Group i) Enlist in a Territorial Cyclist

Battalion,

or (^Group 2) Fight as irregular cyclist " Francs
Tireurs.''

or (Group 3) Serve as molnle town-guard in

their own town, or village.

(2) To train these men in elementary military

knowledge so as to fit them for these duties.

(3) To obtain recngiiiti')n for the I,egion as an

authorised force of the Crown.
(4) To assist corps to Imin vohmlary 'Sumincr en-

campments.

(5; 'J'o stimulate patriotism and recruiting for the

'J'crr'torial Force both in ])cace and war.

There is no subscription, but every member who
can afford it is expected to become an annual sub-

scriber to tiie official magazine of the Legion.

Every member must be in possession of the Legion

badge, which can be obtained either from his own
organising officer or from the hon. secretary (price

IS. 4d. post free). When a corps attains twenty-five

members a corps badge will be struck (price pd.).

Every corps will be placed in touch with the nearest

military authority so that members can attend lec-

tures, field days, and instruction in scouting, demoli-

tions, etc. These are not compulsory.

Members of the Territorial Army can become mem-
bers of the Legion, and are very welcome. '

How to Join.

Fill in the application form below and send it to

the nearest organising ofticer, with a stamped and
addressed postcard.

Those willing to act as organising officers should
apply direct, enclosing a penny stamp, to the hon.

secretary of the Legion, Captain A. H. Trapmann,
1

1

"]; Piccadilly, London, W.
The under-mentioned, having signified their willing-

ness to receive the enrolmept of motor cyclists, are

appointed organising officers :

London Legion.—S.E. District : R. D. Brown, 9, Brock-
ley Road, London, S.E. N, District.; F. W. King, 148,

Culford Road, Southgate Road, London, N. Suburban
Districts : G. P. Barham, 347, Kingston Road, Wimbledoii.
Essex Legion.—W. T. Austin, 39, Huddart Street, St.

Paul's Road, Bow, London, E.

Suffolk Legion.—F. W. Sear, Broughton House,
Royston, Herts, and F. Milligan, Laxtield Hall, Franilingliaiii.

Norfolk Legion.—P. Crtjwther, The School, Fulmode-
stone, Guist, S.O.
Northern Legion.—J. Wilson, 101, Sydney Grove, New-

castle on-Tyne, and L. F. .Jones, Wold Newton Vicarage,

Hunmanby, R.S.O., Yoiks.
Scottish Legion.—H. A. Ritchie, 38, Falfield Street,

Glasgow.
Palatine Legion.—G. K. Goulding, Homeleigh, Cromer

Road, Aigburth, Liverpool, and M. Oberdorfer, 30, Atwood
Road, Didsbuvy, Manchester.
Midland and Western Legion.—A. H. Hill, 31. Col-

more Row, Birmingham ; J. Fawkner-Tideswell, York
House, Old Allesley Road, Coventry; and J. T. Wilkinson,

4, Swanscombe Road, Aylestone Park, Leicester.

APPLICATION FORM.
Full Name
Full Address
In which Group do you wish to serve—1, 2, or 3?
Age .'

H.P. of Machine
Previous Milit.iu'y Service, if a)iy (Rank, Corps,

d lu'ation )

Will yiiu act as Local Organising Officer?

Oalli : I, the undersigned, do .sincerely promise
and swear that I will bear true allegiance to

His Majesty King George V., his heirs and
successors, and that, in the event of a general

mobili.sation, I will take up arms and serve him,
lii.s hciis and successors, to defend the integrity

of Great Britain against foreign invasion.

Dull' lUl... SiijruUura ;....;...-.
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A NEW GENERATOR.
An acetylene generator for motor cycles, which is some-

',v)iat of a departure from the usual drip feed type, is the
Lux, made by Mr. D. S. Campbell, Critchfield, Bosham,
Sussex. The carbide
container consists of

a tray or drawer,
which the illustration

Tenders self-explana-

tory. That portion
of it which comes in

contact with - the
main body of the
generator is lined

with sheet rubber to

render it gas-tight.^

It is held in position

by a ring which en-

circles it, and is

locked by a screw. The
The liUX generator for motor cycle

acetylene lamps.

most interesting part of the generator is the water drip,
which is controlled by a worm operated by a milled nut
placed horizontally. The supply of gas is controlled solely
by this drip. Usually the hand on the dial found on the
top of the apparatus need only be turned to the first point
by means of the miUed nut, if a 12^ litre burner be used.
Owing to the delicate control of the water in this generator

no more gas need be generated than is consumed, and the
pressure may be varied at will. It is advisable to use large
uncoated carbide, and the residual ash is, we are assured,
always jn the form of dust, and is not caked.

It is claimed that almost immediately after the water is

turned off the gas ceases to be generated, c'onsequently the
generator may be used several times without refilling. No
spring is used to keep the carbide in position, there is no
central chimney as in most containers, and no filter is used.
The generator is simple as to its construction and easy to
clean, and a trial of it under road conditions would" be
interesting. A gas purifier is supplied separately.

MOBILISATION
DAY

AT DAVENTRY.
Scene at the foot

of Newnham Hill

on which climb-

ing and restarting

tests were held

during the day.

AN ALL-ROUND SPORTSMAN.
"On the Conrt and Off." Anthony F. Wilding. Methuen

andCo., 5s. The name of i\Ir. A. F. Wilding is well-known
to our readers. Those of them who are lawn tennis players

will read his book with no less avidity than those who are

interested in the pastime with which this journal deals,

r.awli tennis fiiay be said to be the author's first love-, but
motor cycle riding is his second, and a very good second

.*t-,that. "The whole secret about practising lawn tennis."

say.s Jlr. Wilding, "is to concentrate on the work in hand.
Don't wonder why the back cylinder of your motor cycle

refuses to fire, or worry about your business." Dealing
with his stay in Johannesburg, which, he says, was abso-

lutely deligfitful, he tells how, "The motor cycle club

escorted me over to Pretoria, where we all lunched together

and made motor bike speeches to celebrate the occasion.

Then we adjourned to the temiis courts and had some good
doubles. To finish a fin© day w© raced back on our

machines to Johannesburg." In a special chapter, entitled
" On the Koad and In the Air," nearly the whole of the
matter is devoted to motor bicycle riding and its joys, and
very good reading it makes. " For Continental transit, as a

medium for getting from one tournament to another, and
tliat often a thousand miles away, I have found the motor
cycle invaluable. Jly friends persist in thinking it has
affected my play ; on the contrary, I believe it has improved
it. At any rate, it has kept me moving in the open, and
it has brought me experiences and introduced me to phases
of life abroad that I would not have missed for all the
championships in the world." The book is well illustrated.

Pictures appear of Mr. Wilding on the faithful Bat on which
lie rode from Land's End to John-o'-Groat's in the A.C.U.
six days' trial of 1908, and of ilr. G. W. Hillyard. also of

lawn tennis fame, rider of an 8 h.p. Zenith and sidecar.

The 2; h.p. lightweight Garaagc, an up-to-date, well made litds macliine,

fitted with Armstrong three-soeed gear, wide mudguards, spacious luggage

carrier, and strong stand.
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SPACE does not admit of a description of the

pleasant but. uneventful ride to Oxford. The
next morning we started out on the trial in per-

fect weather. As we rolled along smoothly mile after

mile, ' we shall all get first-class certificates at this

rate," said H. A. Collier. The first part of the route

was une\'entful, but about 2J2 miles from Dursley,

after a long climb, the hills of the soutliern Cotswold

district suddenly opened up before us. There was

Dursley in the valley with Longdown overlooking it,

while to the right rose Frocester and Selsley.

" 1 am not much used to this 20 mile an hour busi-

ness," "H.A." confided to me, though from what I

saw of his practised hand-

machine showed at its best. We saw the white flag

away in the distance, and rough surface as it was, tlie

throttle was opened out and the ignition advanced, as

ColUer knows how to do it, and in a few yards ^Ye

were rocking along at a healthy 4.5 miles an hout;
naturally, it was not long before we flashed by the

timekeeper. It took less , than no time to climb the

steepest part, and, when we had got by the judges, in

my innocence I thought we had come to the end of the

hill. But "H.A." knew better, and we continued-

our rapid career over a surface that must have
seriously handicapped anv less efiicient machine. Then
came another steep part, and on top of that the flag

of the limit. I should not

ling I should never ha\c

known it.

" How does it feel at

.speeds of 70-go miles an

hour?" 1 asked.
'

I don't know that you
feel anything much except

tlie rush of the wind and
the \ibration; the only

thing is to hang on to

your machiTie like mad.
It praclicallv wants no
steering at those speeds.

'

'

We dropped down into

Dmsley, and then turning

eastward towards Uley be-

gan to feel the full force

of the wind. It made it-

self especially felt after

we had climbed from the

valley up a \cry stifi' bit

of road from the village

of Uley up on to Fro-
cester Hill. It was a

jiity the weather was so

hazy, for on a clear day
the \iew from Frocester is very line; still, there was
little opiiortunity to admire it as we bumped over the
x'ery poor road along the top of the ridge and down
into Stroud. Then up again to Painswick and through
tlie beautiful Cranham woods, which in their new
spring finery were looking as nearly perfect as any-
thing on this wicked earth. P.ii-d!ip has been little

uscil for climijing of late, but it is a \'ery long and
trying ascent.

Its length broughl c\cn the powciful 8 h.p. engine
down on to second gear, though, of course, to a

niarhinc lik<' the Matchless, Birdlip presented no real

ditlicullv. but it wns u|i .Sainiliiny Mill llial the

H. A. Collier on tlie 8 h.p. Malchles
through the A.C.U. one-day trial.

'5^ think the machine's speed

ever dropped below 20,

and by the time we had
got to the limiting flag,

where the steepness of the

hill had somewhat eased.^

oft', we must again have

been doing about 40 miles

an hour. The hill was
little more than a dream,

it seemed to have been
so easily negotiated, yet

those who have failed .on

it or had to walk up it,

will not say so. After

passing through Bourton-

on-the-Hill the dust of

about a dozen competitors

hoN'e in sight in front of

us, and for some miles we
were compelled, to travel

in this dust. At last it

became so unbearable

that six miles or so fmui

Sunrising the .machine

was slowed down in good
earnest. Sunrising was not a timed hill, and though
round the bend we came down on to the second speed,
it, of coi'irse, presented no real difficulties.

The worst of travelling on a machine like the 8 h.p.

Matchless is that it renders a journey so tniexenlful.

Hills that you have failed on in the old days and
pushed up with frightful labour seemed hardly to exist,

"

while even the worst hills in good weather cannot be
taken very seriously. Thus it was that from the Edge
Hill tower our journey into Oxford, and, indeed, its

night continuation uj) to London once more, were
c|nite without incident. Altogether the experience
was most cnjovalilc.

i motor cycle .ind sidecar which he dr ive

This machine secured a first class awar I.
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The A.C.U. Six Days* Reliability Trials.

Once again I appeal to the organisers of the A.C.U.
reliabihty trials to penalise bad tyres. I hear rumours
that the before breakfast interval for, repairs (often

utilised for changing tyres) is to be abolished this

year, and so far as this affects mechanical troubles, it

is all to the good. But it is scarcely -fair that good
machints should be dis(]ualified or heavily penalised

because of bad tyres. Punctures are all in the day's

work, and in these days of quick drying solutions and
butt-ended tubes, I have no desire to see punctures

selected for .special allowances ; indeed, it is prac-

tically impossible to allow for them. But a good
machine des'erves protection again.st bad covers.

There has never been a Six Days' Trial in which good
machines have not been hampered by radically bad
covers. The rider cannot protect himself. He is

bound to start the week on new covers, and even if

he fit covers of a make that he has often tested, he
cannot make sure that the particular samples supplied

for the trial will not let him down by splitting or

bursting.

In previous years there has been some protection.

Unless the burst or split occurs in a short control,

he could usually struggle on to the end of the day
by inserting -a gaiter, and on reaching the night stop

- he could either change a cover overnight under ob-

servation without penalty, or utilise the half hour or

hour before breakfast next morning in changing the

co\er. This year, with the stiffening of riding tiiiies

all round and the (probable) abolition of the morning
interval, riders will be at tlie mercy of tyre makers ;

and our sole protection will be to ride fast on long
controls, and so save half an hour for tyre changes
if a t;o\-er gi^'es way. This fast riding and the keep-

ing secret of tyre makers' deficiencies are both highly

undesirable, so I hope the ingenuity of trials' organ-

isers will be devoted to penalising the tyre maker and
not the motor cycle_ manufacturer.

The Design of Three=speed Hubs.
I want to make further reference to a practical

point of controversy in the design of three-speed hubs.
The direct drive of the Armstrong hub is the second
[speed; the advantage of this design is that the lowest

rgear is obtained with only one set of pinions in

motion, i.e., with the minimum of friction; its dis-

•. advantage is that whenever a very low gear is required,

;
the engine pulley is small, and belt slip is not unlikely.

-On the Siurmey-Arche* hub the direct drive is the

top ratio, i.e., the diameter of the engine pulley is the

normal ratio. This arrangement permits of a very

low bottom ratio, without screwing out the engine
pulley to very small diameters, which is an advantage.
On the other band, the bottom gear is obtained

through two trains of pinions, i.e., with additional

friction, which must theoretically reduce its efficiency.

Two points occur to me which may be kept in mind
in studying future designs. The one is that the test

place for a variable gear is on a counter-shaft, which
enables the primary reduction to be obtained either

by a chain or by a large pulley, thus obviating the
tendency to increase the liability of belt slip at times
when a gripping belt is most urgently required.

Probably the future of evolution lies almost exclu-

si\ely with the counter-shaft gear, which design further

retains genuine accessibilitj' for the rear wheel. Last
year I could change a rear cover in fifteen minutes

;

this year (thanks to a hub gear) the same process occu-
pies me threequarters of an hour.

The other point I should respectfully commend to

hub- specialists is that we should be grateful if they
would manufacture their hubs with two sets of ratios.

One firm at present sells a special sidecar hub, but it

is identical with the solo hub, except that it has more
plates in the clutch. Such a set of ratios as 2,}i, 5^i
(pulley), and jyi, serves admirably for a well-tuned,

well-ridden 3^^ h.p. solo, but the ratios are not low
enough for a go-anywhere sidecar outfit, and if the

engine pulley be screwed out far it is too small

for sidecar work, and it is odds against the belt hold-
ing on a bad climb in dry weather, not to mention
wet weather.-

The 33^ ratio is not of much valiie for sidecar work
all the year round ; it is often very pleasant in fine

weather both on the level and on falling grades, but
it could easily be dispensed with altogether. Now
a sidecar hub with ratios of, say, 4, 7, and 10 would
be infinitely preferable, and while hubs and sidecars .

are selling so very freely, a separate sidecar hub would
repay manufacture, prox'ided its design did not reduce
the diameter of the engine pulley unduly.

A group of prominent New South Wales motor cyclists. The photograph was
taken on the morning of the racing carnival at which W. Bearpsrk 1 marked with
an X) was killed through losing control of his machine. The mounted motor
cyclists are W. Hillsden and J. Lucas of New South Wales, who both lide T.T.

3^ h.p. L.M.C. machines.
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BEST OF IT.

Short of rigging up a brake-test, which
is quite necessary in tuning up a motor
cycle, the next best method of testing

the results of various adjustments is to
take any even length of level road and
time oneself over it, first in one direction
and then in the other. This gets rid of
variations in wind pressure, which may
otherwise enter into calculation. The
mean of the two times gives, of course^
the nett speed.
Another way of applj'ing tests is to

afHx the speedometer drive to the back
wheel and run the engine for a few
seconds on the stand, noting the highest
speed which the indicator registers. This
is quite a good test in its way for almost
any adjustment, but is not calculated to^
lead to such good results as the previous
one. For instance, when running light
it is possible to have the spark advanced
much further than one could have it

when running the engine under load,
so that the mere engine speed test is

not perfectly reliable.

Twin Engines.
On twin engines some loss in efficiency

is oft«n caused by sharp corners in the

TREATISE ON TUNING UP. By W.G,

IConcliidcd from page 497.)

on as shown. They do not make a

particularly beautiful attachment, but in
nearly all cases they do add to efficiency.

Where there is any suspicion of

"choking," which is quite common in

twin engines, which do not fire at even

. .

rig. 5.

inlet pipe, especially at the bend at

which the T-piece joins it which branches
off to the carburetter. As has already

been pointed out, it is important that

the mixture supplied by the carburetter

should not have to make any sharp turns
in its course to the engine, because such
sharp turns lead to surfaces of discon-

tinuity being set up, in consequence of

which the petrol vapour tends to como
out of .solution and to prevent the mix-
ture from being quite uniform. Fig.

5 slujws this idea, the surfaces of dis-

coutinuity being indicated by Jotted
sliading.

ill some inlet pipes the sharp corners
at this ])oint can be removed by filing

the '1' lug, which, of course, has to be
iinswealed for this purpose. If this can-
not be done an arrangement such as that
shown in fig. 6 may be u.sed, as by
means of suliHidiary diagonal tubes tin-

speed of the mixture round the sharp
corners is consiiliM'ahly incn'eaHcii. Thesr
diagonal tidie.s should be alioiit ^iii. in

dianielir, and may .be svvcalcd and winil

A^2

Fig. 6.

intervals, it is quite worth'while to make
a completely new inlet pipe such as that
shown in tig. 7. Th-e writer can iestify

to the effectiveness of this device, the
only objection to which is that it sets

the carburettei- out a little further away
from the cylinders than usual. Twin
inlet pipes can, of course, be enlarged
and furnished with helical copper heaters
as applied to the single-cylinder inlet

pipe described last week. Anything that
will tend to make the power given off

by each cylinder of a twin engine as
nearly as possible the same, will in-

evitably' lead to improvement in every
I'espect.

Ignition.
The two matters which give the greatest

scope for tuning-up the ignition system
are the timing of the magneto armature
and the setting of the plug points. A
considerable amount of experimenting can
also be done with the exact setting of

the contact breaker platinums, but as a
rule the gauge supplied with magnetos
indicates an adjustment for this which
one can hardly hope to better. It is

not so, however, with the sparking gap of

the plug, because the width between the
two points for maximum efficiency varies
with the speed of the engine and the
compression, to say nothing of the make
of magneto. For experimental purposes,
therefore, a jilug should be chosen in

which the width of the ga|) can be ad-
justed readily, and
in this case a

single-point typo
will generally tie

found most con-

venient. The next
thing to do is to

make a gauge as

shown in fig. 8.

This is constructed ''' '''

of a strip of hard brass
oiie-ciglith in inaximum thicUness
leiigtii .should be 3iu., and for the half
of this, thai; is to say, between the two
lioinls niarlted with arrows, the strip

shouhl lie lilcd down to an even taper,
llii' lliirkiicss of till' point A being rather

bout
Tlie

less than that of the ordinary magneto

;

contact breaker gauge, viz., about one-
third of a millimetre. The gauge sod
made can be roughly graduated, so that

J
very careful and accurate settings of the'
pins can be made, their actual distance
apart in millimetres or fractions of a

millimetre being, of course, quite im-
material.

It is surprising the amount of differ-

ence in the rmming of an engine which
can be obtained merely by plug point
adjustment, although some engines are
more amenable to this treatment than
otiiers, especially those in which the
compression is not very high. I lune
also found a marked diffference in tlie

gaps which give the best results in

engines of exactly the same type, whilst
on the last engine I experimented with,
a twin, the best possible gap for the
front cylinder was decidedly laj^er than
that giving the best results in the back
cylinder. This was probably due to the
increased wear, due to poor lubrication,

on the front cylinder slightly reducing
the compression.

Next with regard to the timing of tlie

magneto armature in relation to the
engine. It is easy enough to get this

nciirhj right, but to get it perfect re-

quires a good deal of manipulation. On
some engines provision is made for
giving a fine adjustment to the driving
sprocket or pinion, but this is the ex-

'

ception rather than the rule. Where
none is fitted it is easy to make a little

jig which gives remarkably good iesults

and is exceedingly easy to make,
Fig. 9 shows the device as applied to

a gear-driven magneto pinion. A strip

of brass or steel is bent round in the
form shown in the sketch, the internal
diameter being the same as that of the
pinion carried on the armature-shaft.
The end of the strip A is turned sharply
inwards and filed until its shape .enables
it to 'fit into one of the teeth,
•wliich .sliould be marked in some way.
The other end of the strip is twisted and
bent over as shown, whilst a small piece

of brass is sweated to the turned-in end
so as to form a clip whereby, with the
aid of a i^ nut and bolt, the whole can
be clamped tightly on to the pinion.
The .e.vtcnded arm B is used .as a kind
of dial. Into the end of the armature
shaft, which in the drawing is shown
with ils iiul., a. dianielrical nick is cut
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with a fret-saw to the depth of about
fijin., or perhaps a little more, and to

tit this nick a piece of old hack-saw-

blade is taken, softened and twisted over

as shown at C. Tlie end of it D is

Fig. 9.

then filed until it is an easy fit into the
end of the armature spindle nut, and
when this has been done the blade is

hardened again.

This simple little device enables the
magneto to be timed with e.xtreme

; accuracy, provided that the pinion or

.
sprocket is not keyed to the armature.
If it is the key must be removed. To
use the conti'lvance a dot is made with
a centre puiich on B exactly opposite the

^ edge of the blade C, when the pinion
1 is in the normal position. This dot
forms the starting point for further

, adjustments, as by making quite rough
graduations on the brass arm ,an ex-
tremely fine adjustment can be made on

' the armature-shaft, using the blade C to

,
set it in position relative to the pinion
ur chain sprocket. By this means it is

possjble to get the very best possible
timing, and the setting can be done with
absolute case and certainty. The manner
in which the device is ai'ranged for a
chain sprocket is shown in fig. 10.

Amongst other points which are worth
experiment are the position of the plug

or plugs in the cylin-

der and also the
depth to which they
extend, whicli is

commonly known as

the " reach " of the
plug. In engines
with side - by - side
vaJves only short
reach plugs can as

a rule be used so

as to prevent the
likelihood of the
inlet valvee pushing
the points together.

In other engines improved running
is obtained, as shown in fig. 11,

by using a long I'each plug jn the
cylinder head so that the points come
below the siu'face of the combustion
head. By this means the inflammation
of the mixture is made as rapid as

possible, with the result that the engine
can be got to run effectively at a higher
speed.

Compression.
The compression ratio of engines is de-

cided upon by their makers with a view

Fig. 10.

to the average work which they will

have to perform, and it is, therefore, in

most ordinary engines, slightly on the
low side, so as to be suitable and com-
fortable to people who do not want much
speed. Where capability of fast work
is considered of more importance than
a slight decrease of comfort when potter-
ing, and an inability to run evenly at
very low speeds, the compression ratio

may be slightly increased with good re-

sults. In this respect it is hard to lay
down any hard and fast rules, as the
matter depends so much upon the design
of the engine.
With a side-by-side valve arrangement,

special valve caps can nearly always be
obtained which project further into the
cylinder and so decrease the compression
space. In some engines they prove an
advantage, whereas in others they make
little difference. One reason of this

is that whilst they tend to increase
efficiency by increasing compression, they
defeat their own ends by promoting a
bad internal form of the combustion
chamber as indicated in fig. 12. This is,

unfortunately, the only easy way of alter-

ing the compression short of having a
piece turned off the cylinder flange. It

may, however, be reduced easily enough
by placing packing plates, alternately of

sheet iron and oiled brown paper, between
the cylinder and the crank chamber.

Valve Setting.
In most motor cycle engines the means

allowed for altering the timing and

Fig. II.

setting of the valves are very limited.

The cams are nearly always in one piece

with the half time pinions, whilst the

timing pinion on the crankshaft is

generally keyed or otherwise held im-

movable in position. This is certainly

as well, be _:ause it prevents immodca'ate

"playing about." Usually the timing

of an engine can be taken as correct if

it is set as it was when it leaves the

maker's hands. If the machine is second-

hand, however, it may easily happen that

the previous owner has upset the valve

timing.

Once the timing wheels have been
marked with a centre punch so that
they can always be put back into their

original position, it will often pay the

tuner-up to try the effect obtained by
advancing or retarding them a single

tooth, not forgetting that if the exhaust
opening is moved it may upset the mag
neto timing.

The period of opening and closing of

valves varies quite considerably with
different designs of engine, but the

following figures represent an average of

fairly high efficiency. The inlet valve

should open exactly on the top' of the

stroke and should close when the crank
has passed tlu-ough an angle of 210°,

that is to say the inlet does not cIoel'

until the compression stroke has started.

The firing point should occur, when fully

retarded, about 5° before the piston is

Fig. 12.

at the top of the sta-oke. The exhaust

should open about 45° before the end

of the explosion stroke, and close slightly

after the piston has reached the top of

the cylinder.

Those engines which are fitted with

adjustable valve tappets lend themselves

most readily to precise tuning, as they

enable the best possible clearance between
the tappet and the valve stem to be

arrived at and fixed with great ease.

Tills clearance is a matter of considerable

importance, and is best effected by a

process of trial and eri-or.

In engines in which there is no provision

made for adjusting tappets, wear can only

be taken up by lengthening the tappet

itself or the valve stem. The latter is the

easier. Special thimbles which fit tightly

on to the base of the stem, and of various

tliicknesses, can sometimes be obtained,

but in their place quite an easily made little

dodge can be used. To construct it one
requires three or four different thicknesses of

mild steel sheet, which are cut out roughly
with the snips and afterwards filed to the

shape shown in fig. 13.

They are then bent up
to the form shown in

fig. 14, and applied to

the base of the valve
stem, as illustrated.

The two encircling

arms should be bent
i-ound a piece of rod
smaller than the valve
stem, so that when
applied to the latter

they make a thoroughly tight fit. The
edge of the valve stem which abuts
against the upturned piece should be very
slightly rounded off with a file, as shown
in the sketch. This prevents the adapter
breaking at the corner. By making
different thicknesses the valve clearance
can be nicely adjusted and the adapters
can be slipped on and off.

On overhead valve engines in which
there is an outside tappet rod the
clearance of this should be adjusted
when the engine is hot, tor this

reason ; The cylinder when running is

hot whilst the tappet rod remains practi-

cally stone cold, hence the clearance
between the tappet and the valve stem
increases the hotter the engine gets.

When properly adjusted there should be,

therefore, practically no clearance at all

when the engine is cold. It will, of

course, be realised that the smaller the
clearance the earlier the valve opens.

Fig. 13.
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Gear Ratio.
If appearances be not deceptive, the

matter of gear ratio is one that, even

if properly understood (which it seldom is),

never as a rule receives more than scant

attention at the hands of the, ordinary

amateur, as in most cases the deep-rooted

fallacy is held that the higher the gear

the higher will be the speed of the

machine. There never was such a per-

sistent misconception as this, for there is

nothing so easy as to overgear a small

engine, and it ought to be well known
that very frequently to decrease the gear

is to increase possible speed, to say

nothing of improving hill-climbing abili-

ties, etc. When tlie machine is running

at its highest rate of speed on the road

the engine should be turning pi'etty

nearly as fast as its maximum rnunber

of revolutions on the stand.

Owing to the fact that the higher the

speed of the engine the less becomes its

volumetric efficiency—the h.p. curve does

not go up proportionately with the revo-

lutions, and it is for this reason that a

cai'eful choice of gear ratio is so im-

portant. It is not enough roughly to

measure the diameter of the engine

=>nift

.

PT©IS((JCILIS

pulley. To ascertain the gear ratio

coi'rectly (and it is well worth while to

do so with the utmost exactness) for

future -adjustments, both the back tyre
and the engine pulley should be chalk-

marked and the precise ninnber of ie\-o-

lutions and fractions of a re\olnti()n

made by the engine for one of the back
wheel measured. In this matter belt

fa.iteners which allow of two or three
different adjustments are very useful.

MAY gth, 1912.

Fig. 14.

On chain-driven machines the gear
ratio cannot be altered with such e.xact-

ness unless a whole stock of sprockets
be invested in. The tuner up should,
however, have no difficulty in seeing if

the gear is in need of con.sidei-able

alteration, and if so then the purchase
of a single sprocket should be sufficient

for improvement. They are, however,
not cheap things to buy, so that the-

chain-drive enthusiast is restricted to

other branches for his tuning up.

Silencer.
It is generally admitted that motor'

cycle exhaust boxes (ohe hesitates to call

them " silencers ") are not as efficient as

they should be, but the point is not
generally realised that often a few
simple a-lterations will make them not
-only quieter, but better from the engine
efficiency point of view. In quite a
number of silencers the exiiaust gases
enter a box from which they can only
emerge by passing through a number of

very small holes.
,
By blowing down tlie

exhaust pipe one can of course detect no
suggestion of back pressure in such an
arrangement, but it is a very different

matter when it comes to gases travelling
at exceedingly high velocities. In these
circumstances small holes offer a very
high degree of resistance. Improvement,
however, can sometimes be made by
boring out these holes considerably larger
and fitting internal baRle plates, the idea
being to give the exhaust a fairly free

passage, whilst cooling it as much as

possible. By this means both increased
silence and increased effi'jiency can often
be obtained.

Two up Edge Hill on a Lightweight.
FOR some time past we have been

promised a trial of the 2| h.p.

Hazlewood three-speed geared

machine, and quite recently Mi'.

Hazlewood telephoned us to

fay that a machine was
ready.

First of all we had a good
look round and were struck

by the excellent finish and
attention to c'etail. Both
mudguards are fitt<:d with
side flaps, the clutch rod is

divi led so as to prevent whip,
and an excellent leverage is

obt; ined. All control levers

com in convenient positions,

and almost every nut is

cast Hated and cottered so

that there is no chance of

its working loose. We
were accompanied on our
trip to Edge Hill by Mr.
Walsgrove, of the Hazlewood
lirm. The machine we rode
was absolutely standard and
(juite new, but we were
a.stonished at the power de-

veloped by the little 70 x 76
mm. engine. At our first

attempt at the hill we got

up comfortably on the low
gear, and at a later attempt

up well on the normal
of 61—1. We then
on to Sunrising and
two good <limbs, both

on the normal gear. When
it i.>. con.sidereil lluit a very
short time ago Edge Hill and
Suin'isiiig were both con-

sidered severe tests for a SJ,

h.p. motor c.ycle, it KccniH truly wniidci-

ful to be able to lake a standard 2iJ li.p.

machine over both these hills nn the

iiorniiil gear. Not content with this, .Mr.

VValsgrove suggested tliat we should

come up on his carrier. At the first quart-

attempt we failed within about thirty mum
yards of the top, but on slightly lowering avera.

the gear sailed over comfortably. Surely journ-

came
gear
went
made

Two views ot tho 211 Hazlewood, which is fitted with a J.A. P. 70 x 76 mm.
engine and Armstrong gear.

this IS a, iiiagiiiliceiit performance for .so

small ail engine. The low fi'ear ratio

when cHrcfiilly checked was just 9—1.

I'lie weight of passengers totalh'd 21

stones odd, and Edge Hill is nearly three

Open Hill-climb in

Yorkshire.
The Bradford U.G.C. has

selected Leathley Bank, iiciu

Pool (Otley), for its foiirtlt

iiiiiiual open hill-climb 011

Saturday week, the 18th
insl. 'I'here are eight classes

on tlie programme embracing
every type of motor cycle

from the lightweight lo the
cyclecar. Stri|)ped machines
will be allowed in Ihc racing
classes. El.''cli-ical timing
will be u^ed. A competitor
weighing '"'less llian 154 lbs.

musi proyide ballast to bring
his weight up to this niiiii-

iiiiini. The Eric S. .Myers silver trophy
will again be comneleil f<jr. The annual
open reliability trials will take place on
Whit Monday and Tuesday, .May 27Hi
and 2Btli, to Edinburgh and back.

ers of a mile long, having a maxi-
grade of 1—7. and an approximate
ge grade of 1—10. On the return
ey we were troubled by two

punctures, both caused by
nails, but otherwise, with
the exception of lowering the
gear for our attempt with .

two up, the toolbags re-

mained unopened. The men-
tion of toolbags reminds us

of the con?plet-e eqiunnieni
of tools packed neatly in

pannier bags, and the 2in.

moulded Dunlop tyres sup-
plied with all Hazlewood
motor cycles. We) are in-

debted to Mr. Hazlewood
for a very pleasant run and
an eye-opener as to the
capabilities of a modern
lightweight.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should tie aldressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Inside or Outside Flywheels.
- Sir,—I would very much like to know readers' opinions
on the following question : How is it that, although internal
flywheels are obsolete in aeroplane, car, and motor boat
engines, they are still retained on motor cycles? As the
owner of a 2| h.p. machine with outside flywheel, I should
like to point out that it climbs better and will run slower
than any other motor cycle I have owned. As this is my
fifth machine, I think I should be able to compare the two
different types of flywheel. PASSENGER.

Sidecar Taxation in Scotland.
Sir,—I was rather interested in the query signed "'Leith"

in Tli( Motor Cycle of April 25th. Your correspondent
i.s evidently going by what he has heard, and not made
enquiries at the revenue offices. I ha<i occasion to fix a

sidecar to my machine this week, and not knowing whether
I was obliged to pay e.xtra tax or not, I went to tax office

in Waterloo Place, Edinburgh, and was most courteously
informed that no extra licence was' required, as a sidecar

made the combination into a tricycle and £1 tax already paid
covered bicycle or tricycle. 1 was further informed that
an extra tax' was required for a trailer, as this made a four-

wheeler.
'

EDINBURGH.

Disqualifications.
Sir,—After reading Jlr. H. C. Newman's letter, re his

disqualification in the touring single-cylinder class at Leatli-

ley Bank, one is forced to the conclusion that he has a very
real grievance against the officials. The only reason given
by tliem to Mr. Newman, i.e., '"that no touring single-

cylinder could climb the hill in that time," would be-

ludicrous, were it not for the fact that lie was actually dis-

qualified on that account.
'

' "

Would it not be advisable, to avoid misunderstanding and
to make things quite clear, it the disqualifying officials

made public, through The Motor Ci/rle, the actual facts

leading up to the dis'qualification of the Ivy.

As the matter stands it is very unsatisfactory, and is liable

to create wrong impressions. "IVEONA."

THREE PARSON BROTHERS WHO MOTOR CYCLE.
Rev. H. Stanley, Rev. Geoilrey, and Rev. P. G. Tibbs. Their

mounts are a Triumph, Homber, and Douglas respectively.

Carrying a Camera.
Sir,^In reply to Jlr. Gordon JI. Wilson's letter published

in the- last issue, I would strongly recommend him not to

carry his camera and lens in a box fixed to the top tube
of his machine ; even if the vibration were not sufficient

vitally to harm his camera, it is. yet well within the bounds
of possibility that the "centring" of his lens might be
seriously interfered with. The Ross anastigmats are really

tirst-class lenses in every way, and it therefore behoves the

owner of such an instrument to take every care of it and
run no unnecessaiy risks.

I always carry my camera in a leather sling case with the
.strap passing over my right shoulder and under my left arm.
The case contains loaded slides as well, and I have nevei
noticed its presence except when actually needed.

E. G. EVEYARD, S.L.P.S.

Lubrication.

Sir,—I have a small twin, and the oil reservoir and pump
are in the rear end of the tank, easily accessible from the
saddle. I have removed the check valve and fitted a small
tap on the oil pipe to engine, and to this tap I have
soldered a thin sheet steel lever about six inches Iouk,
coming level with the top of the tank. I have marked on
the tank when the tap is closed and when it is open for

average running.
The long' lever admits of the tap being opened or closed

with great nicety, and the engine can be kept running
w ithout attention for many miles ; the vacuum in the crank
case appears to induce the oil, even with an apeiture through
the tap so small that movement of the pump plunger, when
pressed hard, is imperceptible. By opening the tap, a

pumpfu! can be passed through at any time, but in practice

I find it quite unnecessary.
On long hills, I move the lever slightly forward until I

see smoke at the exhaust, and then put it back to normal.
In short, the arrangement seems to meet all requirements,
and is so simple that anyone can fit it, and the running
position of the long lever is easily i'crimd by experiment,
once and for all.

.

C.E.

The Kolyhead Road at Corwen.
Sii',—Could you spare me a few lines in your paper tn

vent a complaint and give a warning to other motor cyclists.

It has been my misfoitune. with two other friends, to

traverse that last ten miles of the Holyhead Road intj

Corwen from Bettws. I shall not attempt to describe the

awful state that tins road has been allowed to get into

—

there is not a language that could do it justice and no
imagination that could picture it—one has to go over it to

realise how bad a road can be ; the horrible gutters and
terrible stones that are hidden by water, which in places

reaches nearly to the hub of the wheel, form real death-

traps. I might state that the damage done to my cycle wa:5

badly dented rim, cut tyre, buckled front brake, and broken
back stand. I will not worry you with what I think of

the powers that' be for' allowing a main road to get into

such a state, but, in conclusion, let me advise any motor
cyclist who intends touring North Wales not to touch that

first ten miles out of Corwen, for a ploughed field is a
paradise to it. H. M. WILLIAMS,
[Readers who wish to avoid this stretch of road on their

way to the North Wales coast should travel via Ruthin,
Denbigh, and St. Asaph.

—

Ed.]
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A Sidecar Tip,

Sir.—^It may be of some use to the readers of The Molnr

Ci/ck to know that a two-gallon petrol tin is^ just the

right height to be used as a sidecar stand. As many
motor cyclists carry a spare tin with tnem, they will find

it very" useful for jacking the sidecar wheel to mend
puiictu'res when a sidecar stand is not obtainable.

I'ersonaliy, I jack my cycle on the front and back stands,

and put a "petrol tin under the sidecar axle, thereby taking

ill wheels off the ground when the cycle is to be left unused

fur ;uiy long period. It is a good plan to place a soft rag

between the axle and the can to prevent scratching the

enamel.
Some people find difficulty in carrying a spare petrol tin

on a sidecar. I used to -carry it on a platform under tJie

sidecar, but once when I came to require the petrol I

found that a hole had been worn in the tin where it came
iii contact with the sidecar frame. I now fix it on the

down slope of the sidecar seat, on the inside, under the

passenger's legs, and I find it does not inconvenience the

passenger in the least, and is out of the way and does not

affect the appearance of the sidecar. . R.G.E.

An Amateur Hill-climb.
Sir,—May 1 through your corresjMmdence columns brini;

to the notice of amateur riders the open amateur hill-climb

tliat is being organised by the Sutton Coldfield and Mid-
\Varwickshire A.O. to take place on the 18th inst. ?

During the past year or two there have been a large

number of complaints from private -owners, who ask wliat

chance they have of winning when competing against the

trade cracks, such as one meets at every big hill-climb.

The sport consequently suffers, as the same small coterie

of expert riders are to be met with all over the country,

and the prizes usually fall to them.
The Sutton Club, however, has attempted to till the

gap by organising an open liill-climbing competition in

w-hicli no members of the trade will be eligible to compete.

Tn addition, all amateurs who have won a first prize in

any open hill-climb are also barred, and it i.* hoped that

this will have the effect of attracting a large entry from
amateurs all over the country.
The usual classes are provided, and good prizes arc

awarded, and as the climb will be conducted on the "knock-
out" principle, where riders race up the hill in pairs, some

most attractive and exciting sport is assured.

All particulars can be had from the trials hon. .secretary,

r. .Tames St. John, 33, Fountain Koad. Edgbaston.
HOWARD SMITH.

Hon. Sec. Sutton Coldfield and Jlid-Warwickshire A.C.

U

Perished Air Tubes.
Sir,—I have had rubbcj' inner tubes in use and in g 1

condition for five years or longci'. I have recently seen a

jiiece of rubber that I played with as a cliild fifty years ago

that still requires an expert and a wetted knije to cut.

I believe this was natural ndjber, unmanufactured. Oli,

for a cover made of that

!

I have recently !iad a tube fium one of the l.|cst mauu
fartnrers tliat split beyond a mended puncture two day.<

Inter, for four times in succession, alid was as rotten as wet
paper. I sent it to the makers for their report upon it. Tlu^

next day they wrote "that they could (iud no faidt with it."

In the meantime I put one piece of a new tube to soak
in petrol and anotiier in mineral naphtha that I used for

cli-aiLing the tube and patch before solutioning for ]iatcliing.

Tliey were both as soft as wet paper. My second letter to

I he m.akers, explaining that I had found out the cause of

I he troulde, crossed their reply. In three days tln^ rotlcn

patches that I had soaked, wliicli in the meantime h:ul be

exposed to the air, had returned lo tlieir jialiuiil, stiong,

and flexible condition.

Therefore tlie advice to the wise is : Don't u.se tliesi'

cleaning mediums unless you give lime and opportunity fur

till' inbb(U- to I'ecover from the tempoi'ary damage, and
ii'meiober thai, aithoiigli the oidsidc of lube aiul palrli

.s ion recover, the inner side of (lie tube requires, for tln'

siiMic effect, thai it shoidd be filled with air and oniptinl

many times prior lo iiillating hard. ••' '

'I'hese ch'aning mediums <'nl(^r Die tiny puncture easily

and run along llie inside of lh(! tube. I Ihink Ihis will

.e-rount fill trouble lo I he tubes of iiiaiiv of voor I'eaders.

W.' Jl. HOWK.

Petrol Consumption.
vSir,—The importance of this subject to all motor cyclists

is my excuse for asking for the insertion of this letter in

your columns, in the hope of gaining some useful informa-
tion for myself and doubtless many otheis whose experience
coincides with my own.

1 have observed that you liave several times stated that

the popular 3^ h.p. machine should run about one hundred
miles to the gallon of petrol. I can only say that neither

myself nor any motor cyclist I ha%e enquiied oi has ever

bt'en able to get anytiiing like that result from an ordinary

3^ h.p. model; and I find the general average seems to be

somewhere about seventy miles per gallon.

Personally I ride a 1911 pattern of a very popular mount,
and over several thousand miles my consumption averages

just si.^ty miles to the gallon. My carburetter is a 15.

and B., and the jets used are .030 and .032.

It would be interesting, and perhaps advantageous, to lean,

fiom a more general body of motorists if the consumption
I name is really abnormal, or if t)ie figure you and the

makers give is only a "paper" one that cannot be borne out
by actual touring experience. If the former is the ease, jierhaps

some hints may be forthcoming to create an improvement.
I am sure thev would be welcomed by a large number of

motor cyclists
"

' /. ENQUIKEIl. ,

Three and Four-wheeled Cyclecars. *

Sir.—Mr. Stirling mistook my meaning. I did not assert

tliat "the miinmuin honvin of all self-propelled vehicles is

eiiiliodied in a three-wheeler." Such an assertion would be
ridiculous; it would imply that I preferred a Morgan run-
about to a RolLs'-Royce ! Jly point was that, so far, tlie three-

wheeler cyclecar has an advantage over other cyclecars. At
present (I make no prophecy as to the future) the four-wheeler
labours under this disadvantage, that it must be either belt-

driven or be fitted with a differential. To the belt drive

there are obvious objections, though I do liot for a moment
assert that a belt-driven car is "of no good whatever." On
the other hand, if a differential be fitted the ]irice of the car

is increased, and another complication added. In point of

fact, a c,yclecar with a dift'erential is practically a small car

and nearly as expensive as some small cars. The cj'clecar at

£130 or £140 should be able to give points to the second-hand
ca-f costing £80 or £90 (though at present the cheaper car
holds its own), but at that price it does not supply the need
which the cyclecar is intended to supply.

For iny own part, I think that the R.A.C. and A.C.Li,

would do well to add to its definition of a cyclecar, "and
costing, not over 100 guineas." Mr. Stirling, I notice, does
not dispute my facts, though he tries to explain tlicin away.
I could explain his explanations, but I will not tresjiass on
your space. Allow me, however, to add these additicmal

facts." In the handicap race at Hrooklands on April 20th
three-wheelers were first and second, and another tlirec-wlieelei-

made much the fastest time. In tlie A,C,U. reliability trial

on April 24tli onlv one cvclecar—a three-wheeler—obtained a

first-class certificate.
"

H. GEOROE .MUUdAN.

Tiic 25 Mitos Bicycle Chamiiioiiship ot South Alrica, lioll recently, was inutor

cycle paccil, Ti;e pacers may bo seen " pickhie up " their men at the start.
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Clashmg of Dates.

Sir,—I have read Mr. Brooks's letter in youi- last issue,

and as be refuses to accept my assurances on the point of my
committee's ignorance of his club's trial being fixed for tlie^

same date, I would ask you, at the risk of using more of

your space tlian the subject probably merits, to place the
{ollov,-irig consideration before your readers. If my committee
liad known that another well-known club would be running a

similar tnal is it likely that they would have deliberately

jeopardised the chances of securing a represeniative entry by
selecting the same date?

I only asked you to publish my first letter on this matter
in the hope that it would make clear to the Birmingliam Club
that we have no wish to-interfere with anybody's sport, and
I am convmced, Mr. Brooks's letter uotwitlistanding, that tlte

appearance of my letter would liave this effect with the
average member of the Birmingham Club.

^., H. J. POOLEY,
»^"r~' Captain North-West London M.C.C.

The Trade and Competitions.

Sir,—I have pleasure to advise that at a meeting of the

Motor Cycle Section of this Union, held on May 1st, it

was resolved : .

"That in future members of this section will not
support, either by entries or by contributions to prize

funds, 'any hOl-climb, or any competition which includes

hill-climbs, if such hill-climbs are to be
(1.) Won on time, and
(2.) Unless the personal assurance of the promoters

is given that the hill selected is free from
dangerous corners or hair-pin bends."

It is hoped that you will consider such a resolution to be
in the best interests of the sport, and that you will give

it the desired publicity in your columns.
ALF. BEDNELL,

Secretary, Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufacturers and Traders'
Union, Ltd,

The Problem of the Automatic Carburetter.

Sir,—I cannot allow statements appearing in an
article under the above heading t-o pass without comment.
Your contributor says "it is -essential that the petrol level

•must be exactly level with the top of the jet in all carburet-

ters with one exception." I would like to say that in the
' Binks " two- jet carburetter, when running on the small

jet, no matter how slowly the engine is turnmg round, the
velocity of the air up the small choke tube is so great that

the height of the petrol is immaterial. This can readily be
proved by shutting the petrol tap off, and the engine will

run without misfiring until the float chamber be emptied.
Then again he says that on opening the extra air port no
more air is admitted to the cylinder. This statement is in-

accurate. When the engine is revolving at a high rate of

speed, the restriction of tl>e choke tube causes friction, and
when the velocity of air exceeds ninety feet p r second, iht
riow is restricted, and the effect of opening a £xtra air port
undoubtedly admits a greater volume, and, course, re-

duces the v€lorit.y past the jet somewhat, ccmsequently re-

ducing the flow of petrol. I also suggest that a- motcv cycl?-
does not work within widei speed limits than a motor caj
engine. Almost any well designed car engine will run at

half the speed of a motor cycle engine and accelerate to an
equal number of revolutions, and all this is obtained in a
modern carburetter without having to fiddle about with
e.xtra air level's.

The principle on which a two-jet carburetter works seems
to be altogether misunderstood by people who are otherwise
well informed, and the satisfactory results obtained by thes3
carbiu'etters is due to the fact of one jet automatically cor-
recting the other. So perfect is the action, that no matter
at what speed the engine is running up to certain limits the
opening of an extra air port makes no appreciable difference.

If your correspondent would care to call at my works with
his machine some time, I shall be pleased to fit him a
carburetter on, and explain the principle personally on w'hich
it works, and he can then conoborats all I say bv a road
trial, CHAS. BINKS.

The Trade and the T.T.

Sir,—A good deal has been written criticising the maiiu-
factm-ers' action with regard to the T.T., but very little

has been said in their defence.

, The manufacturer has to look upon the T.T. race from
a business point of view, and the first question which has
to be considered is expense. No private owner can have
any conception of the cost which such a race involves. The
dislocation of a system which it has taken years to perfect,
brought about by the necessity to make a special model in
the middle of the season, means a loss which can hardly be
over-estimated. The firm's most highly skilled riders and
testers will be engaged for weeks on these special machines,
iiistead of on their ordinary work of testing and improvin.g
the standard models. One or more depots must be estab-
lished in the island and a huge stock of spare parts sent
across. 'The so-called amateurs competing on the firm's

machines will require continual attention, and the entry
fees, fares, hotel expenses, etc., all go to swell the total.

Nobody denies that, as a sporting event, the T.T.
deserves encouragement, but surely the manufactui-er is the
best judge of its value from a business point of view.
They are not up against the T.T. to spoil sport, but

because they consider the costs and the risks too great ; but
frame the regulations so that the race is a genuine amateur
sporting event, and the financial support which would be
forthcoming from the manufacturers would open some
people's eves. - -- .-- B. MARIANS.

MERSEY M.C. OPEN RELIABILITY TRIAL.

A scene near Cerrig-y-Druidon. The only silecu saivivor—S. Lcid (6 h.p. Rex sidettel His passenger is as^esp.
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Mersey M.C. Twenty-four Hours Trial.

THIS event, which was held on Friday and Saturday

last over a severe course partly in North Wales, was
to decide the winner of the Butler Cup. Oold medals

were also awarded to all who finished within maxi-

mum time allowed.

W. Davits (3; h.p. J.A.P.) and R. Rees (3! h.p. Eudge) checking in al
' Ruthin. These two were the first arrivals.

Long before 8 p.m. on Friday tlie competitors ' hogan to

arrive on St. George's Plateau, Liverpool, this being the

rendezvous, where numbers, armlets, etc., were distributed.

From here a move was made to the landing stage and thence

3ver to Birkeiiliead by a special ferry boat. At nine o'clock sharp

the fii'st man was despatched, Init had not proceeded far

before he skidded, breaking the foot rest and pedal clean utf

Ills Kover. As he had nowhere to rest his foot he promptly

retired. The first part of the route lay through Ciiester and
on to ^Vorcester.

1 A Chapter of Accidents.
Before leaving Birkenhead we pa.ssed Chas. !Murdock (3;,

h.p. Singer), who bad 'oiokeii his lamp bracket, and was
delayed .'*o long tliat be retired. In Chester we overtou^c F. C.

Junes (32 h.p. Bradbury), who had lost liis pulley locking

nut. This caused the gear to be raised to 3 to 1 ; he was
unable to olitain another nut, so proceeded as far as llodnet,

v.here rather a nasty accident oiicurred. Just after passing

through the village a .sharp corner to the left is encountered.
A party were riding together, led by J. M. Lamli (2^ h.[).

I'leniicr), who skidded and fell. Fred Dover (3^ h.p. Premier)
rail into liiin, and likewise came oil, added to whiili an ()\er-

laiiil car, which was competing, lan into Ihp.iii. Lamb was
rather badly infured, and was taken back to Hodnet in the
car. Fred Dover, luckily, only cut Ids eye and slightly hurt
liis ankle. After helping Dover to repair liis rear tyre, which,

had hiir.st, and generally straighten things out, we gave him
u pn.sh 'ill', liis ankle jireventing him from starting himself.

Alter a few yards, liinvevor, bo dL^covercd that the front
fork.s were badly bent and the tyre uas rubbing, lie was,
therefore, coniiielled to reliie.

At Wellington, the first ebiMk, suj)pcv was |iidvided.

The road.sweie dry until just biibire entering Worcester,
where a great deal of rain ajipeared to ha\e fallen, \'. K.
Hoisnian [7>\ h.\). Singer), had fioin all aceoiiiits fallen asMeep
niid ^l<j,lded on llie greasy iramliins. 'i'bis brought him olf.

Ml

and as he was badl.v shaken he decided to retire, and was
taken into Worcester on Mr. Percy Butler's Lancia car. Tlif

second check was at Worcester, and after partaking of hot
coffee, the riders pushed on to Llandrindod Wells.

Breakfast was sei-ved at the Bridge Hotel, competitors
being timed in and one hour allowed for this meal. Thence
tire route led us to Welshpool and Bala. Just before reach-
ing the former place rain commenced to fall heavily ; however,
after we had checked and filled oirr tanks the weather im-
pro\-ed. The roads now became very narrow and twisty,

being in jiarts more like footpaths. A steep hill out of

Peny-bont-fawr led us over a mountain pass with a shock-
ing surface and many gates, all of which were closed. The
road was very narrow, and from its edge there was a sheer'

drop of 200 feet to the valley below. Down a very steep hill

with a hair-pin bend on it brought us into Bala, where
many of the competitors checked in late. The road on to
Beddgelert, via F«stiniog and INIaentwrog, to start with, was
crossed by many gates, all of which had to be opened by
the competitors. A fairly steep and tricky hill led us out
of Festiniog, where a great number of people awaited the
competitors.
At tile Roj-a! Goat Lm, Beddgelert, lunch was served and

tanks refilled. Just as ilundy was about to start- ne dis

covered a nail in his rear tyre and had to effect a repau-.

When most of the competitors had left W. Heaton (2^ h.p.

A.J.S.) arrived, reporting nine punctures and two bursts.

While Heaton went uito the hotel to secure some much
needed refreshment, a non-comp«titor repaired -his rear

tyre, and while this was being done the front tyre .went

down. Surely this was very hard luck

!

Outside Beddgelert, on the way to Kuthin through Bettws-
v-Coed, we met a great jiuinber of cars coming in the
opposite -direction. In the latter place we noticed one of

the new R.A.C. road guides in his smart uniform and on his

blue-coloured bicycle. Then the rain started again and con-

tinued until Queensferry, which was reached rid Ruthin,
where a.check was arranged. The rain had made the roads in

a shocking condition, and the competitors had to ride with
great caul^ion. JNTaiiy side-slipped and fell, among whom
was G. A. Gregson {3^ Bradbury), who skidded while pump-
ing some oil into his machine. He was travelling at a good
speed, and was thrown right into the gutter, covering him-
self from head to toe wit!h mud. tin this section .). If.

Roscoe (3^- h.p. Singer) skidded, smashing one of the springe

of his forks.

At the ciitl ol the 2\ liours' run. A muddy but happy trio (loft to right)—
George Wrav. Huih Gibson, and H.irry Reed.
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Mersey M.C. Twenty-four Hours Trial.

—

At Gayton tea was served at 5.15 p.m., and the first

man was despatched for Woodside, Birkenhead, aftei- having
been allowed thirty-one ininutes for tea. Seven and three-
quarter miles brought us to Birkenhead, the finishing point.

The following completed the trial :

W. . Davies (3-^- Victoria-Jap)

C. Hobbs (2| Humber)
G. A. Gregson (3^ Bradbury)
F. Rees (3^ Rudge)
W. E. Rootes (3i Singer)
A. J. Jenkins (6^ Macbeth)
N. Howarth (32- Bradbury)
N. H. Brown (7 Indian)
A. C. Smith (3^ Rudge)
M. Eimmer (3^- Zenith)

The Mersey Club is to be congratulated on the organisa-
tion, and everyone commented on tliis point.

Hugh Gibson (3g Bradbury)
R. G. Mundy (3^ Singer)
H. Scott Clark (3i Rover)
G. Wray (SjL Bradbury)
J: Cadwallader (21 Enfield)
A. Marston
H. Reed (Dot)
W. Heaton (2i A.J.S.)
R. Lord (6 Rex Sidette)

THE LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN.
Further entries tor the M.C.C. London-Edinburgh ran ha\e

been received as follow, the total up to date being 45.

Bicycles.
F. Wasling (2| Enfield)

A. J. Duncan (7 Rex)
S. F. A. Oldfie'd (2| Enfield)

C. Stanley (5 Indian)

H. E. Davison (3J- Rex)
E. Pond (3i Rudge).
3. Holroyd (2^ Slotosacoche)

H. Le Vack (2^ Motosasoelie)

J. A. Campbell (3^ Rudge)
Chas Louett (3^- Triumph)

Passemgkr Machines.

A. Peppercorn (3^ Bradburv)
G. T. Gray (3^ Kudge).
Ronald Clark (3i Rudge)
H. Frankenstein (3| Scott)

-

Harold Karslake (3^ Rovei4
W. C. Hemy (3i Service)
A. E. Catt (3i Triumph)
Commodore Sir R. K.
Arbutluiot (3^ Triumph)

W. F. Newsonie (3^ Triumph)

B. Howlett (A.G. Sociable)

H. E. Hull (7 Indian sc.)

C. Bealby (5-6 Clyno sc.)

J.T.Wood (G.W.k. cydecar)

W. Eggerton (3^ Xew
Hudson sc.)

W. H. Wells (7 Indian sc.)

B. Allan Hill (7 Indian)

A set of three meal coupons for the single and six for the
double journey may be purchased for 8s. and 16s. respectively

from Mr. H. G. Bell, the trials hon. sec, of 3, Granville

Road, North Finchley, N.

THE 1912 T.T. RACES.
As vifas announced in our issue of last week, Mr. Lougli-

borough, the secretary of the A.C.U.. is crossing to the Isle
of Man next week to make arrangements for the holding 'of

the above classical events. As will be seen from the list given
below, no fewer Ihan fifty entries have already been promised
for the two races, so despite the abstention of many trade
entries, there is every prospect of the races being successfully
held. The preliminary regulations are now out, and entries
close on June 1st. AH those, therefore, wlio contemplate
supporting these interesting events should send hi their
entries as soon as possible. The Auto Cycle Union is exerting
every effort to render the Isle of Man- week as attractive as

possible.

Sf.niok Race.

0.

C.

Single or twin-cylinders not exceeding 500

C. Godfrey (Indian)

R. Collier (Matchless)

H. A. CoUier (ilatcliless)

S. A. M. Witham
Blumfield, Ltd. (three

machines)
John Gibson
W. H. Bashall (3^ Pat)

"^ J. T. Bashall (3^ Bat)
D. C. Bolton
E. T. Bolton
A. Norton (Norton)
P. Brewster (Norton)
Sc'ott Engineering Co.

machines)
C. E. Mmphy

(two

H. H. Bowen (Dot)

J. W. Woodhouse
I. B. Hart-Davies (Triumph'
C. B. Franklm
P. W. Owen
P. Butler
V. Wilberforce
N. 0. Soresby
V. Tavlor (3^ Rudge)
W. L." T. Rhys.
Rex JJundy
Percy Johnson
E. B. Ware
J. Alexander, jun. (Indian)

S. F. Garrett (Premier)
H. C. Mills

Junior Race.
Single or twin-cj-linders not exceeding 350 c.c.

P. J. Evans
C. R. Collier (Matchless)

H. A. Collier (Matchless)

F. W. Applebee
J. W. Woodhouse
W. H. Bashall (2J Humber)
J. P. Patterson
P. W. Owen (Zenith)
V. Wilberforce

A. E. Woodman (2J Humber)
J. H. Watson
V. Taylor
Rex Jlundy
Percy Johnson
E. B. Ware
H. Huc'-le (Enfield)

H.-H. Bowen (Humber)

At th {Inish of the M3r53y M.C, TA«nty-f )ur Hjurs Hsliability Trial at 3 D.m. on Satu day last.

B9
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Mnv 9th

11th
13th

15th

8.52 p.m.
8.36 „
8.39 ,,

8.42 „

Aston Track Race Meeting.

P.ain interfered with tlie motor cycle

liK-es arranged by tin?. Sutton Coldfiehl

A. (J. at the Aston track last Saturday,
and the meeting was postponed until

ne.Kt Saturday.

A.C.U. One Day Trial.

Lionel E. Cass, whose 4i h.p. three-

speed Quadrant gained a iirst-class certi-

ficate ill the above trial, asks ns to point
out that he was inadvertently billed in

the programme as Leslie Cass.

Bristol B. and M.C. Hiil-climb.

.Miss M. Hind asks us to mention that
tile Ilex she rode at the Bristol B. and
M.C. climb is a 6 h.p. The old 5 h.p.

machine, which .she only uses for touring,

has an open frame, whereas the 6 h.p.

has a special drop frame, which was
ilhistrated in The Molor Vych on Feb-
rnary 29th last

Racing in New Zealand.

Triuinph machines had C[uite a tea

])arty, as de Rosier would have called it,

at the New Zealand beach races which
were held at Warrington Beach. Four
events were decided, and the first man in

eacii case was a Triimiph lider, the re-

sults being as follows :

Two Miles Open Handicap.—W. •Jack-

sun (3v|. h.p. Triumjih).

One Mile .Scratch Race {pri\ate

owners).,—A. McDongall (3i h.p.

Triumph).
One Milo Scratch Eac'e (trade).-—

W. .Jackson (3^ h.p. -Ti'iuin|ih).

Two JNIiles Relay Race.—A. An^ell
and A. jMcDougall, both on Triumphs,
lied foi- first place.

Ihe Team Trial.

The following additional clubs have •

S'lit in their entries for the M.C.U. team
trial, bringing the present total u|i tu

t'.venty-onc : jjerby !^i"l District, Jllssex

,M.(;.,'Motor Cycling Club, Sutton Cold-
field and Mid-Warvvii'ksliirc, Noitliamp-
lonshirc, Norwich and District, North
M id(lli'.se.\, and \Volverliain|)ton. Entries

njust be sent to Air. i'', .1. Jenkins, trials

lion, sec, 25, Loveday Bond, Kaling, NV.,

by June l.st, or by additional fee .'JuiU!

i'th. Last year there were twenty com-
peting team.'t, so ihut there i.s already

one moro entry for the coming trial.

A new i'ImIj in the Scaiborcnigh :ind

District i\1.(!. is raising a tram for the.

M.C.C. 'J'eani 'J'rial Uii'J'lif Matai Cijilv.

I hiill.nge Out: on June ISIIi.

Racing at Brooklands.
There will be two motor cycle events

at the B.A.R.C. meeting on Whit-
Mouday. the 27th inst.. viz., handicaps
for all classes of machines o\ er distances
of 5| and 8^ miles.

English-Dutch Reliability Trial.

The matter of sidecting a representative
British team to compete against the team
of Dutch motor cyclists in the Inter-
national l^icliability Trial on August
Bank Holiday has been taken up enthu-
siastically 6y the different motor cycle
clubs throughout the country. On going
to jiress seventeen club committees had
made their selection, and the voting for

the respective competitors was as follows :

Piiiv.vrE OWNKRS.
Class A;—Geoffrey Smith 16. C.

Maurice Down 12, F. A. Hardv 7, F.
C. Wasley "6, J. C- Bennett ilitchell 6,

and H. M. Carter 5.

Class B.—Vernon Taylor 15, Fred
Dover 13, E. Jjester 7, Seymour Smith
6, A. E. UfHeman 5. and Ji". Cussons 3.

Class C—W. Cooper 14, G. AV. Wilson
10, W. 0. Oldman 9, H. C. Few 8, Gor-
dob B. McKechnie 6, and Horatio WaUis"2.

Tk-^de Team.
Class A.—W. W. Diraglas 12, R. Hollo-

way 11, R. G. Muudy 8, S. Wright 6,

H. V. Colver 5. H. Graham Dixon 5, and
J. S. Holroyd 4.

Class B.-^W. F. New.some 15, W.
Pratt 13, J. H. Slaughter 8, Geo. Brough
6, F. C.' North 4, R. A\', Walker 3, and
J. 'Woodhouse Z.

Class C—l-'rank Smith 15, F. W.
Barnes 14. F. A. Applebce, 10, Hugh
Gibson 5, W. ^. AVells 4, and R. Lord 2.

Club secretaries are reminded that the
forms should be returned by Thursday
next, tliu 16th inst.

V. A. Holroyd fRudgc Mullil who, v.ith A. Elson
{T.'iuniph) Journeyod round the Coventry Club's

reliability trial course to erect dircclioii arrows.

Observe the belt witi) holster lor hnmmor nnd pouch
lor nails. The jiholoer.'ilih was taken at Saintbury.

SPECIAL FEATURES.
COVENTRY CLUB'S OPEN TRIAL.

(Coinplete Results,)

MERSEY M.C. 24 HOURS OPEN TRIAL.

MODERN HILL CLIMBS.
(Important Trade Decision.)

Stolen Machine Recovered.
i\lr. F. H. Cotterell whites to say that

lie has recovered his T.T. Triumph, notice
of the loss of which was given in Tlir

.Molar Cji'-'lv. and that the thief has been
arrested.

M.C.C. Members' Hill-climb.

The rendezvous for tlie M.C.C. mem
bers' hilbclimb on Saturday is the

Ijambert Arms, at the foot of Aston
Rowant hill, at 1 p.m. The actual hill

selected is liwo or three miles away.

Dublin Reliability Trial.

After examination of the checking
sheets, the following residts have been
annoanced : 1, F. J. Walker (3^ Rudge)
and J. Healy (3^ Rudge), 100 marks
(max.) each; 3, J. Brown (3^ Trium[ili),

99.

Inter-'Varsity Hill-climb.
On Tuesday, the 21st inst., there will

b? an inter-club hill-climb between thl^

Oxford and Cambridge Uui\'ersity iMotor

Cycle Clubs. The hill has not yet been
hxed. There wdll be six classes: 1.

—

Lightweight singles and twins up to 350
v.r. 2.—Touring single-cylinder machines.
3.—Touring niulti-cyliuders up to 1,000

c.c. 4.—Tourist trophy singles (500 c.c).
5.—-Passenger machines up to 1,000 c.c.^

6.—All comers. A'ariable gears will lie

allowed in all classes. Entries close on
the 17th inst., and no late entries will

be accepted. Fees : 2s. 6d. per machine.
Entries should be sent to Messrs. A. V.

Hardy (New College, Oxford) for tlio

Oxford members, and T. M. O. Chap-
man (Trinity College. Cambridge) fur the

('ambiidge membeis.

Road Improvements at Garrard's Cross.

Motorists are fullv awaro of tho daiigir.

oils nature of the cro.ss roads at Gerranl's

Cross, wliert^ the roads friini .\iiiorali:iiii,

Uxbridge, Slongh, and lieaconslield respc.

tively Till converge. The danger has lorg

been realised by tlie local authorities, and
sonic time ago the Koad lioanl granted a

sum of money iis a coiitriluil ion towards
the cost of etfcctinf: an ihipioveiiicut al

one of the corners by setting back the

hedge, snlistilnting . an open iron feni'c,

and opening out the coruor, but, uiifortu

natoly, local dilficulties have arisen wliii h

have preveid,ed this work being carried

out. Sevei'iil accidents have- occuir<!d at

this ciossing, and in \ iew of the urgent

iK'ed for some ineaiis of )irevenling fnilhcr

.•ic( idcnts the U.A.C. is now arranging to

erect two of its .sjiecial danger signs.
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Irthur Moorhouse Memorial Frnfl.

Mr. Vaiidyk, a member of the M.C.C.,
lia? offered an enlarged framed photograph
of Mr. Moorhouse to be hung in the
A.C.U. premises.

A.C.U. Judges.

Motor cyclists who feel themselves
eligible to act as judges in motor cycle
competitions may send in their names
to the A.C.U. secretary, Mr. T. W.
Loughborough, 89. Pall llall, S.W., when
they will receive the consideration of the
A.C.U. Competitions Committee. No one
connected with the trade in any way
is qualified to act in this capacity.

Motor Cyclists and Dogs.

Several motor cyclist members of the
A. A. and M.U. have recently reported
having been worried by dogs addicted
to jumping out into the road at passing
motor cycles. The A. A. has t^iken up one
such case by communicating with the
owner of the dog, which is an old offender,
and impressing upon him tlie necessity
for placing some restraint upon his
animal.

Cancellation of Registered Numbers.

At Ripon City Court F. F. Topham,
vice-captain of Kipon M.C.C., was finscl

Is. (14s. costs) for neglecting to notify
the authorities when selling a machine
and using the same numbers on his new
mount. The purchaser also used this

number, consequently two machines were
running on the road bearing the same
identification marks.

Victim oi Negligent Driving.

On the 29th ult. at the Feltham Police
Court, Hounslow, the driver of the
National Motor Cab Co.'s lorry, which
ran into V. Olsson on the last day of

the M.C.C. Land's End Run, was prose-
cuted by the police, convicted, and fined

£7 or six weeks' imprisonment for not
stopping when called upon after the
accident occurred. Mr. Olsson, who is in

a imrsing home at 15, Welbeck Street,
W., is progressing favourably. He asks
us to point out that he will be glad to
see any motor cyclist friends at the above
address.

Reliability Trial in France.

The Grand Prix de Champagne, organ-
ised bv the Touring Mcto Club de France
and L Aefo, of Pans, will be run on June
9th. Tliis competition, which promises to
be one of the biggest motor cycling events
of the year in France, will be run on a

, circuit of fill /-four kilometres, to be
jCOvered four tiuios. The circuit is situated
in the neighbonihood of" Reims, the start
land finish fjeing near that town. The
'route is via Ponehcry-sur-V«sle, Savigny-
sur-Ardre, Favorollcs, Tramerey, Poilly,
Sarey, and Pargny-les-Rei-ms. The follow-
ing classes have been fixed :

' I 1. 600 cm. for single-cylinders.
~ 2. 350 cm. for twins.
3. 500 cm. singles and 650 cm. muUi-

cylinders.

4. 1,000 cm. for singles and multi-
cylinders.

Entries should be sent to the offices of
L'Aero, 23, Boulevard des Italiens, Paris.
It is hoped that a team of English riders
will enter for this competition, wliich
promises to be one of the most interesting
Bver organised in France.

gtyiTOM. E^EKTJ

May II.—E.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.
16.—Taunton and District M.C.C.

Open Hill-climb.
18.—North West London M.C.C.

Passenger Trial to Coventry
and bacK.

18.—Streathain and District M.C.C.
Open Speed Trial.

18.—Birmingham M.C.C. Open
Cvclecar Reliability Trial.

„ 18.—Bradford M;C.C. Annual Open
Hill-climb.

,, 18.—Sutton Coldflcld and Mid-
Warwickshire A.C. Open
.Amateur Hill-climb.

Tune 15.—M.C.C. TE.^M TRIAL.

Military Motor Cyclists.

The North Midland Divisional Tele-
graph Company Royal Engineers are in
need of several motor cyclists. Any local

riders living near Stoke-on-Trent, who
are anxious to enlist, should communicate
with Lieut. E. T. Bolton, North Jlid-
land Division R.E., Lightoaks, Oaka-
moor, N. Staffs.

The Motor Cycle Union of Ireland.

The Motor Cycle Union of Ireland is

about to enter into an agreement with
the Auto Cycle Union, so that members
of the governing body visiting the
Emerald Isle ifiay enjoy the privileges ot

the M.C.U.I., and members of the
M.C.U.I., on a visit to England, may
enjov the advantages offered by the
A.c:u.

North-west London Passenger Trials.

Tlie A.C.U. decision in regard to the
suggestion of the North-west London
M.C.C. . to run its passenger trials

on the 18th inst, from London to Coventry
and Coventry to London, both ways
simultaneously, has met with refusal, as

it contravenes a rule with regard to

passing more than twice on one day
through the same town.

5IJ

Elotor Cycles in South Africa.

We read in the Brifish and Si'iill

African I'lrjiortOaz-ette that motor cyclof

have become very popular in the Trans
vaal. There are over 1,000 in use in

•Johannesburg, and about 500 more along
the Reef. For this district machine

.

should have a clearance of eight inches.

The A.C.U. Silencer Trials.

Messrs. F. E. Baker (F. E. Baker,
Ltd.), C. \V. Hathaway (Triumph Cyclj
Co., Ltd.), and John V. Pugh (Rudge-
Whitworth, Ltd.) have been selected by
the Manufacturers' LTnion to represent

them at a conference between the A.C.U.
and Jtanufncturers' Union in connection
with the silencer trials.

Jake de Rosier.

We deeply regret to inform our readers

that Jake de Rosier, who was injured
on the Los Angeles track, California,

will probably never be ab'.e to ride a

motor cycle again. He hopes, if he re-

covers, that he may be able to engage
in the motor cycle business either here
or in America.

Le Mans Automobile Meeting.

The above important French meeting
is to be held May 26th-27th and will

comprise events for motor cycles. The
organisers, the Automobile Club de Sarthe

et L'Ouest, recognising the fact that if

they wisli to secure English entries, -the

cylinder dimensions of the machines must
be the same as for the British Tourist

Trophy Races, have altered the maximum
cylinder dimensions for the three classes

to 250 c.c, 350 c.c, and 500 c.c. The
passenger class is opeir to sidecars and
tricars fitted with any size of engine.

£400 in prizes will be awarded at tliis

meeting, and the entry fee for motor
cycle, sidecar or tricar is twenty francs,

which should be sent to the secretary ot

the A.C. de Sarthe et L'Ouest, Le Mans,
France.

In England we are striving to get motor cyclists to join the Territorials as scouts or despatch riders ;

in Paris every motor cyclist who owns. a machine of 3h.p. or over-is compelled hy law to register his

machine lor military purposes. Our photograph shows motor cyclists being registered last week at Paris

Ell
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Speed and Reliability

Trials in Ireland.

Speed Trials on Magilligan Strand.

A SERIES of ojieii speed trials was promot-ed by the
M. C.U.I.

,
at Magilligan Strand; Londonderry,

on Satiiiday last. Tlie afternoon was most favour-
able, and the sand so firm as almost to resemble a

rement surface. Three events, viz., a four miles scratch
for engines not exceeding 600 c.c, a ten miles, and fifty miles
handicap, comprised the programme. The scratch event
was decided on a straightaway course, and the other events
on a 2^ miles out and home route. A number of cross-

Channel iiders competed In the toiu miles sciatch a held

Saturd.iy's speed trials at Ma°>lligan Strand. W. W. Douglas {2! h.p. Dougias)

alter winning the ten miles race.

iif el.'ven turned out, and tlie men got away in a bunch.
I. Tliompson (3^ h.p. B.S.A.) won comfortably from .T.

liailie (3^ h.p. B.S.A.), their respective times being 4m.

26is. and 4ni. 41^s.

l''iftecn started in the ten miles handicap. J. Stewart (2-^

h.p. ])ouglas) was penalised seven minutes through being
laie at the starting po.st. W. Douglas (2m.) made the
most of his liandicap, and at half distance was leading by.

half a mile. Eoi- the tape he was hard pushed by C. E.
Alaitin, 3i li.p. 'i'rinmpli (50s.), but managed to maintain his

lead by one second. (!. K, Murphy, who was on scratch, was
li'avelling the fastest of the three when ciossing-tlie tape.
Altogether tliis was an excellently .judged liandicap.
K.'sult

:

fur the tape was brimful of excitement as Stewart just gained

a victory by one-fifth of a second, the placings being:

Handicap. Time.
J. -Stewart (2s h.p. Douglas) 12im. ... 76m. 26|s.

F. C. North- (3-L h.p. Ariel) 25s. ... 64m. 21fs.
- C. Martin (3^ h.p. Triumph) 50s. ... 67m. 379.

The winner of the fifty miles was awarded the handsome
cup presented by Eudge-Whitworth, Ltd,

Dublin and District M.C.C. Reliability Trial.

The open reliability trial of the Dublin and District

M.C.C. on Saturday last attracted an entry of twenty-four
riders, and of these twenty came to the post and were
despatched at minute intervals from three o'clock.

The course for the most part lay in Co. Wicklow, and
covered some exceedingly hilly countrj'. It ran from Dublin
to Bray, thence through the Glen of the Downs to Ashford,
between which point and the summit of Ballymacrae Hill

there was a non-stop control. From Ballymacrae the course

ran to Laragh, and theii along the military road by Drum-
goff and Aughavanagh to Aughrim. returning by Wooden-
bridge, Rathdrum, and Newtownmountkenuedy, and
Bray to tlie starting point. The distance was apprxjximately
lOO nriles, and the customary conditions as to legal limit

speed were enforced; There were surprise controls at
Aughavanagh and' Rathdrum. The ascent of Ballymacrae
Hill was the severest part of the trial, and five of the riders

failed to make clean ascents. A feature of the competition
was the way the Enfield sidecar took the climb. It came
up at an exceedingly fast pace, and actually passed several
of the singles on the ascent, It subsequently retired from
tlie competition under circumstances that do 'credit to Mr.
Weir, the driver. Descending the sharp hill to Aughavanagh
he came across Sparling, who had got a nasty fall by
striking one of the many watercourses on the road, and as
he was not able to continue, Mr. Weir took his maclunp,
while Iris passenger, Mr. F. A. Wallen, drove the injured
rider in the sidecar to Aughrim, where he got medical
attention. He remained at "W oodenbridge for the night, but
was able to return to Dublin on Sunday.

Eleven of the twenty competitors completed the course in
time to give them a chance in the final placings, which will
not be known until the secret checking controls are examined.
R.. Duuiphy was a minute too early, but the following were
exactly on schedule time, viz., T. J. Dumphv (Triiiiniih),

ft. Roche (Rover), T. D. Rollins (Rover), ,T. P. OrviU
(Douglas), W. J. Towell (Rudge), J. Browne (Triumph), T.
E. Greene (lludge), J. Healy (Rudge), P. Hurse (Rndge),
and F. J. Walker (Rudge). Of tliese Hurse, Green, Orvill,
and Towell were amon<rst the failures at Ballymacrae.

Time.
13m. 46^s.

11m. 57|s.

Urn. 593s.

1. W. W. Douglas (23 h.),. Douglas)

2. C. R. Martin (3], h.p. Triumph)
3. (J. E. Murphy (3^ li.p. Triumph)

l''ijr the fifty iniies fifteen started, and great interest was
inanifcKted by the large crowd of spectators. Starts wcic
conreiied the lightwcighls iiji U> 12 Un. J. Stewart (2^ h.p.
Dongliis), off the limit, h-l tliioiighout, Ihongh his niargin
was gradually reduced as I, lie raci! progressed. W. Douglas
retired early with a <lainagcd plug. C. It,. Martin I'ode into
second place, but when going stiong had t'» slop and change
11 plug, and F. C. North went abi'ad of him. The final rush

..V . "" -":]

1 1-^-^,1:^^
y

^^PIHFll^gSi
1

Djtiiii and District M.C.C. Reliability Trial to Aujlirira anil back or
Saturda.v. S. E. Greene (31 li.p. T.T. Rudge; leaving Donny..rook.
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Glasgow M.C.C. Open Hill-climb.

As usual, the Glasgow M.C.C. opened the Scottish
season with its open climb. This took place on
Saturday last on a Reuirewshii-e hill near How-
wood. The hill was not severe as regards

gradient, but a doublj bend at the stiffest part provided an
extremely severe test, and eliminated nearly half the com-
petitors. Those who took the curve too fast bit the dust,,
while the nervous ones who took it too slowly knocked
their engines to a standstill. The best times were made
by those who took the corners cautiously. The electric
timing apparatus gave some little trouble during the after-
noon, so that the start was made somewhat late. Two runs
were allowed, the fastest counting for the formula, which
had been simplified this year by eliminating the gear factor,

leaving merely Weight
Cubic capacity x time ''*

In the- Tightweight class there was no doubt of the
superiority of the Douglas ridden by A. H. Alexander,
although McKechnie on the 2^ h.p. Levis made (^uite a
good climb. The tourist class was the most popular, and
some fine riding was done, a Rudge driven by a well-
known Glasgow amateur-, W. Hood, making fastest time and
also scoring on formula. A. G. MacLennao on a clutch
Triumph made second best time, and D. S. Alexander on a
3j- h.p. Kerry-Abingdou was third.

Strange to say, the times in the Tourist Trophy class

were slow compared with those made in the full touring
clas.s. D. Alexander (JKerry-Abingdon) making fastest time,
but being beaten on foi-mula bv Anoll Duncan's Rudge,
which carried about 40 lbs. of lead beneath the crank case
and had the carburetter elaborately adjusted.

Weieht. citv. m. s. merit.

. 307 340 43| 310

. 296 335 52i

. — 269 1 48*
223

A. H. Alexander on one of the new 6 h.p. Rexes wit'i

dropped top tube made fastest time in the multi-cylinder
cjass. J. R. Alexander was second by ^s. in this class on
his 7 h.p. Indian, but beat everybody on time in the pas-
senger class, altho'ugh carrying three passengers to add
weight and to keep the machine down at the corners.
The complete results were as follow :

Class I.—Lightweights under 350 c.c.

fapa- Time Fig. r.i

Rider and machine.

Z. A. H. Alexander (Zg Douglas)
2. T. L. Rankine (2^ Singer)

G. B. McKechnie (2j Levis)

Class II.—Toui'ing machines under 500 c.c.

W. Hood (3i Rudge) 361 499
A. G. MacLennan (3i Triumph) 347 493
G. W. Orr (3J- Ariel)" 392 482

Class III.—Tourist Trophy models.

F. Anoil Duncan (3^ Rudge) ... '406 499
M. Gany (3i Triumph) — 499
A. G. MacLennan (3-^ Triumph) 347 499

Class IV.—Multi-cylinders over 500 c.c.

— Alexander (5 Indian) 361 635
2. J. R. Alexander (7 Indian) ... 421 994
3. A. H. Alexander (6 Rex) 357 896

Class V.—Passenger machines.

1. G. W. Orr (3i Ariel) 647 482
2. J. R. Alexander (7 Indian) ... 947 994

3. Ben Patersou (6 Clyno) 681 668

40
41
47-L

286
265
252

44

1

48i

275
219
208

391
351
351

229
193
183

1 6|

56|
1

247
224
220

THE rain spoiled the second 1912 Brooklands race meet-
ing. It lia,d been raining fairly steadily all day in

town, and although three races in all were run off,

the meeting had finally to be abandoned By
reason of the weather the attendance was by no means good.
The only motor cycle race to be i-un was the Seventh Short
Handicap. The start was at the fork, which the machines
passed once and then entered the straight. Prizes. The
entrant of the winner to receive 8 sovs., the entrant of the
second 4 sovs., and the entrant of the third 2 sovs. or cups
at option.

Shaw made a good stai-t_. but his machine misfired rather
badly, and later his belt came off. Slatter stopped just

after Ids engine had begun to fire and got away badly. Com-
petitors passed the fork in the following order : Slatter,

Campbell, Stanley. Axford, Elce, Ware, and Stanhope
Spencer. Axford (Martin-Jap) won easily. His mount wa.'!

a smart-looking machine, finished in mauve, fitted with a 76

x54.5 mm. twin Jap overhead valve engine, Amac carburet-
ter, and Hutchinson tyres. The speed was 58^ m.p.h. Result :

Rider and niacmne.
1. S. R. Axford (2 Martin)
2. G. E. Stanley (1 Singer)
?. M. Campbell (1 Triumph)

W. Stanhope Spencer (1 Rudge)
W. H. Elce (1 Rudge)
N. D. Slatter (1 Alcyon)
E. B. Ware (1 Rudge)
D. Lavender (1 Triumph)

, H. D. Shaw (2 Zenith)

G. Griffith (1 Alcyon)
J. Cocker (1 Singer)
K. Yano (2 Bat)

'

Shaw finislied with the maximum
showing what appeared to be 10 m.p.h. over
the limit of the scale, so he must have travelled well at the
outset. He had fitted a neat foot control to his oil pump. It

will be seen by the results that Stanley's small Singer was in

excellent form. M. Campbell was leading till he entered the
straight, and then his engine stopped through the carburetter
being starved. He also competed in the May Pri-vate Ccan-

petitors' Car Race. After the third race the meeting was
suspended, and was eventually abandoned.

Racing at Brooklands.

Bore and Start.

stroke. c.c. M. S.

76x54.5 ... 498 .. 54

69x80 ... 294 .. 1 20

85x88 ... 499 .. 1 24-

85x88 ... 499 .. 38

85x88 ... 499 .. 44

62x82 ... 247 .. 2 10

85x88 ... 499 .. 58

85x88 ... 499 ... 1 24

90x77.5 ... 998 scratch

62x82 ... 247 ... 2 10

85x88 ... 499 ... 54
85x88 ... 998 ... 12

hand of 1 is speedometer
p-h. over 80, which was

If

,>.ciiaagwT' -.. _a;„

H. D. Shaw (Zenith), K. Yano, a Japanese rider of a two-cylinder Bat-Ja;,
and W. S. Spencer (Rudge) at the starting line.

>—•••—^
A TOUR OF THE RUDGE 'WORKS.

At the invitation of Mr. Tideswell, manager of the adver-

tising department, we joined a party of the Leicester j\- C.C.

in their tour of the Rudge works, and spent an interesi-ii.

and instructive afternoon watching the manufactui~e of ever\

part of a motor cycle on the latest and most approved lines.

During our inspection we saw 170 motor cycles in various

stages of completion. Great interest was evinced in many
of the processes, notably in the engine assembling. It i.s

wondei'ful what a lot of work there,is to bodone even in the

manufacture of a spoke, and how quickly it is accomplished

by modern machinery. Both the quantity and quality ot

the productions greatly impressed the visitors, who ex-

pressed themselves as. highly delighted with their afternoon's

tour. When we left thirty had signed the vis.itors' book,

including several ladies.

313
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Coveniry Club's Open Reliability Trial.
Nine severe hills included. Rain renders conditions most arduous.

Some cf the competitors and spectators asssmblud on the Kenilworth Road at the start.

OF the si.xty-Uii'ee entrants for the abuve trial, which
ti;K)k plice on Saturday last, hi'ty-three duly started,

and it can be said at once that they will never
forget their experiences. The recent spell of fine

weather gave place to rain, which came down with discom-
forting persistency tliroughout the day. It will be remem-
bered that the course selected was to be kept secret, and
tlie evening before the trial a meeting of competitors and
officials was called, when the route was divulged and pi-o-

grarmnes handed round, and any questions which competitors

desired" to ask were answered. Tlie meeting was well

attended.
The route was very severe, probably more severe than any

course ever selected for a reliability trial. Support is given

to this surmise by the fact that only eight accomplished non-

stop runs. Competitors desoribed the run as a continuous hil!-

climb. We reproduce on the next page a map of the route,

and the marking of such air intricate course was naturally no
light task. On Friday a car load of officials journeyed over

the cour.-e and erected arrows at every turn, and in the early

hours of Saturday Messrs. V. A. Holroyd and A. Elson, with
iireman's belts containing hammer and nails, and route

curds strapped to their motor cycles, preceded the competitors

round the course to verify the positions of the arrows. De-
spite these precautions some competitors went oft' the route,

and it can only be supposed that the incessant rain soddene<l
the cardboard, or maliciously disposed persons removed thu
arrows.
There -were three ladies in the comjietition—ifiss N.

Hough, who was riding a two-speed Douglas, Mis. Simpson,
the Rudge rider, and Miss L. Berend, who bestrode a Kegal-
Precision sidecar, but all were unfortunate.

Mr. F. T. Bidlako slarlinn H. Crcavos (2? h.p. Enlleldl. Mr. M. J. ScluiUs
tbe club president. Is at the extreme right.

D Clso 1 [Z\ h.p. Triumph) comin:j up Oltclnirch Hi!! in i!u' r.iiii.

A Prompt Start.

A prompt slart was made at 9 a.m.. Alec Walsgrove (2J
Hazlewoad) leading off Iho ball. There w'ere eight com-
jietitors in, the lightweight class, of wlioni six started. All

got away well, though J, R. H,asw;pll (3^ Triumph) land

i\Iiss IJcreud (I'egal Precision) had dillicidty in pushing their

sitlecai'K (ilT the maik. Tlic brothels Collier, with their

powerful .Matchless .sidecars, shot oil the line in line style,

though H. A., not noticing tlu; very first twist to the. right,

attfni|iled to tin'n loo quickly, and in so doing, w'renched
the rear tyro off the rim. He returned to ,lhe starting

point, and after repairs, went on again. 'J'here was an
abundance of officials on the ctturse, wliich was aht^olutely

necessai'V in \'iew of the dozen or so I'ises all ha\ing single

lignre giudients, and ou wliicli the rnuipetitors wi'ie (ilscr\{ii

but not limed.
ill
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EAXBURY

Coventry Club's Open Reliability Trial.

—

The Route.
The route led through Stoneleigh up the famous Cuventry

test hill, to Offchurch, where is a steep short pitcli with a

bad approach, then to Ufton, a long gradual climb. From
Southam to Caydon
presented no diffi-

culty, and just be-

yond Kiueton the

Fosse road wa«
joined and continued

upon , till Ilmington
Milage was reached;
the hill beyond is

severe, ^^^th a maxi-
mum gradient of

about 1 in 6. On
through Chipping
Campden and up to

the summit of Wes-
ton Hill (another of

the Cotswold acclivi-

ties) and, descend-
ing the other side,

the Stratford-Broad-
way road was joined

at Weston-sub-Edge
and followed to che

turn for Saintbury,
now a well-known
ascent. Arrived at

the top, the main
AVorcester - London
road was traversed
through Bourton-on-
the-Hill to Moreton-
in - the - Marsh and
ytow - on -the - Wold.
At the last-named
bleak Cotswold town
a sharp right turn
led to Andoversford
and Cheltenham.
Tlie hills on this

"section were not ex-
ceptionally steep,

but the road undu-
lates severely nearly
all the way, and on a
Xaunton is trying to

CLOUCESTEU

T:JE COVENTRY TRIALS ROUTE.
X denotes a steep hiil.

wet day the ascent to the inn at

under-powered machines. After
Clieltenliam a detour embraced the notorious Birdlip, then,
skirting the Cheltenham submbs, Cleeve Hill was ascended,
then came a drop into Winchcombe. A sharp right turn ir,

the centre of Winchcombe brought the competitoi-s to Sude-
ley Hill, a new find of the Coventry Club and one of the
worst ascents- on to the Cotswolds. It is considered by
many in" the trial to be much \vorsc than Birdlip. The
rise commences at the gates of Sudeley Castle and gradually
climbs up for about a mile, then follows a long section of
single figure grivdient culminating in a pitch of 1 in 6 for

a considerable distance, and. just when one thinks the top
is reached, a bend to the right discloses another long stiff

a.scent.
, The top is nearly 1,000 feet above sea level, and

the total rise is about 700 feet. The surface is oolite,

mostly rongh,'.and holding and treacherous when wet. From
Sudeley the outward route was joined at Stow-on-tlie-Wold,
and, with the exception of the hill in Bourton, the ascent
from Weston-sub-Eage, the rise to Ilmingtun, and one or

two short steep bank.s cii the Fo.sse, the rennxinder was
easy.

Nine Severe HiHs
Tile following figtues sliow the Heights in feet above sea-

l«el reached during the trial: Ilmington. 600 feet ; Camp
r',d Sainlbinv. 864 feet: P.irdlip, 940 feet; and Sudeley,
932 feet. The valley roads averaged about 200 feet above
sea level In all, nine severe hills were climbed, and a
number of lesser ascents.

Troubles commenced early. Sprostrm (I!udge) came to a

standstill on Stoneleigh, which was in a very greasy condi-:

tion awing tu the overhanging trees, and a few miles further
oil C. 11. C'l'Uier (Matchless) had ta replace a broken valve

spring. S. Wright (Hu'nber) and S. Crawley (Triumph)
experienced punctures, and were dogged throughout the day
by the i)uncture fiend.

On Ilmington Hill.

A secret check was arranged on the outward and home-
ward runs, and Ilmington was the .spot, selected by Mr. F.
Straight, the timekeeper. Ilmington Hill is a severe climb
almost on a par with Edge Hill. Notably good climbs were
made by A. Walsgi'ove (2| Hazlewood, three-speed), j\Iiss

Hough (2-| Donglas, two-speed), T. Pollock (3-^ James), W.
I>. South (3i- T.T. Rudge), Vernon Taylor (3^ Paidge), P.
Moss (3^ Premier, three-speed), S. Crawley (S^ Triumph),
R. Viggers (3^ Macbeth-Precision), j. H. Pountney (Sj

Rover, three-speed), and K. Clark (3|^- Corah, three-speed).

Ot the passenger machines nearly all the big twins made
light ivork of the liill, but special mention is due to J. R.
Haswell (3^ Triumph, two-speed sc.), who changed down
about halfway up and romped up the remainder oir his low
gear ; S. Wright (3i- Humber two-speed sc.) was troubled
with a slipping belt, but he got up, although slowly towards
the top ; A. D. Arter (35- James sc.) also made an excellent

climb. A few failures occurred, but it is only fair to point

out that the first twenty riders had a. much drier road than
the remainder, as the rain fell faster dirring the second half

of the climb. The folio,v;ng lost marKs : T. Carpenter (2^
Calcott) stopped, H. A. Crane (3i- Hercules) stopped, H.
G. Hill (2L Calcott) pedalled, _C." Q. Roberts (3i Rover)
pedalled, ]\Iiss Berend (3i- Regal-Precision sc.) stopped, and
J. W. F. Crouch (6 C.M.C.) stopped road wheels.

vSaintbury wa-j the tiext hill of note, and at this point
. nine competitors were added to the list of the fallen. H,
G. Hill ran alongside his Calcott, but T. Carpenter came
to a standstill, as did H .A. Ciane, who charged a. wall
at the foot 'of the hill. Others who stopped were : ilartin-

Anderson (Swift), R. Viggers (Macbeth), S. Wright (Humber),
•J- W. F. Crouch, and Miss Berend. C. T. Newsome
(Rover) was the victim of bad luck, as he had surmounted
the steepest portion when his belt jimiped off the pulleys.

Miss Hough (Douglas) made as good a climb as anv com-
petitor in the trial, and, we believe, climbed the whole of

the ascent on top gear. All those who showed up con-
spicuously on Ilmington reproduced their form on Saint-

bury Hill, and in fact on most of the hills until Sudeley
was reached, of which more anon. Mrs. Simpson (Rudge)
made a very good cUmb. The passenger machines were
I'limbing the liills well. Collier Bros, had plenty of power
in reserve, Tessier (Bat) and Hill (Indian) also did well.

G, E. Cuffe (7 h.p, Indian sidecar) skidded roimd the
bend, his sister, who occupied the sidecar, lying across the
carrier to keep the rear wheel on the ground.
The course was now of an tmdiilating nature, but with

no really notable ascent before the luncheon stop, w hich

Vprnon Taylor (31 h.p. Rudge) on Ilmington Hill. He was one of the eight

competitors to accomplish a non-stop run.

BIQ
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Crjventry Club's Open Reliability Trial.—

was at Clielteiiham, lunch being taken at the Queen's
Hotel. On arrival here,' A. D. Arter reported that his

machine momentarily caught fire, necessitating a dismount.
Competitors fully appreciated the hour and a half allowed,
seeing that they were in most cases drenched. S. Wright
(Humber sidecar) arrived late, and reported five punctures.
F. Smith (Clyno; was also late, due to a broken chain.
H. S. Morgan withdrew his runabout owing to tyre
troubles. The spacious hotel yard presented a busy scene
as the first man was despatched at 2.10 p.m. in the direc-

tion of Birdlip. The arrangements and marshalling here-
abouts were well carried out by Slessrs. F. Corbett and
H. A. Cooke.

Birdlip and Sudeley Hills.

The road surface was extremely heavy, but, nevertheless,

the majority of the survivors made clean and sure ascents
of this noted rise over the Cotswolds, the variably-geared
machines winding their way up steadily but sui'ely, the
single-speeders racing up the hill ten to fifteen miles an
hour faster

Cleeve Hill, Cheltenham, wa.s the cause of much engine
knocking, but this ascent was nothing to what followed
soon after Winchcombe was reached. The Coventry and
War\vickshire Motor Club officials managed to unearth a
hill which, we predict, will prove a stumbling block to

motor cyclists for years to come. We refer to Sudeley
Hrll, the gradient of which is estimated to be 1 in 5 to

1 in 6 for about a 'quarter of a mile, although the hill

itself is over a mile long. Sixteen came to grief at this

point, including a number who had hitherto experienced
no trouble. As it was the last hill of note, these competi-
tors are especially to be sympathised with. Some notably
good climbs were made. W. F. Newsome (free engine
Triumph) appeared to ti'avel as fast as anyone, but about
midway up the hill he skidded for about ten yards, nar-
rowly missing The Motor Cycle photographer, who threw
his camera into the air and backed into the ditch. New-
some kept his engine running, and managed to correct the
skid in wonderful fashion. S. Russell Cooke (Rudge) and
Cyril Bailey (Rudge) assisted with their feet, and P W.
Pumphrey (Arno) reached the very crest of the hill when
he was obliged to jump oft and run alongside for a few
yards. Roy Walker (New Hudson) made a sure climb, as

did Mrs. Simpson (Rudge), H. Millidge (Premier), H. G. Dixon
{New Hudson), and L. Newey (three-speed Ariel). M. H.
Simpson (Rudge) skidded into the ditch. T. Pollock (single-

geared James) had a clean record up to this point, and
would have climbed Sudeley but for the fact that his

machine skidded three times, and each time -he had to lift

MAY gth, jgis.

R. Vlggers (3> b.p, three-speed Matbetli-Preclslan) cllmbins Ilmln^ton Hill.

CLIMBING SUDELEY HILL, WHICH UNSEATED 16 COMPETITORS.
A. D. Arter (3^ h.p. two-speeit James and canoelet sidecar), who successiully

climbed all hills.

the valve to correct the skid, aniin so doing nearly stopped
his machine. J. Slaughter (L.M.C.) x'esorted to his low
gear and went up at a comfortable pace.

Of the sidecars the two JNIatchless machines, climbed the
hill without difficulty, although beaten for speed by S. T.

Tessier (Bat). Alan Hill and G. E. Cuffe (7 h.p. Indian
sidecars) spoilt their otherwise clean records. Undoubtedly
the most meritorious ascent was by J. R. Haswell, a popu-
lar Coventry Club member, on a two-speed 3-^- h.p. Triumph
sidecar. His engine certainly had very little in hand on
Sudeley, but few expected that a 500 c.c. machine with
sidecar and passenger could account for such a hUl on the
run. A. Douglas Arter (James) was the only other success-

ful single-cylinder sidecar user to climb Sudeley
The Crouch carette appeared to have sufficient power to

climb the hill, but insufficient weight on the back wheel,
which necessitated the pa,ssenger walking to the summit.
Fred Hill (A.C. sociable) made a gallant attempt, but the
gi'adient was too much for his engine, although he got
within a stone's throw of the top. The G.W.K. driven by
C. M. Kellier was anxiously awaited, but a competitor
I'eported that he had passed this maciiine luing up by tli.»

roadside.

The Most Severe Trial.
By this time competitors were unanimous in the opinion

that the Coventry Club's trial was as severe as any ever
held, but the hill-climbing was not yet over, for Guiting
Gi'ange and Weston-sub-Edge further taxed the hill-climbing

powers of the competitors' machines. Perhaps the hardest
piece of luck in tlie whole trial occurred at this point. ' Alec
Walsgrove, who had successfully accounted for all liills on
his 2| h.)). Hazlewood, was brought lo a standstill at
Weston due to a stone jamming the brake on the front

whtK'l. Still, he was the only competitor in the lightweight
class to finish to time, which is indeed a meritorious per-

formance considering the arduous nature of the course and
the weather and road conditions.

From Chipping Campden homewards was compai'ativoly

easy, except for occasional trouble in finding the course,

due to the absence of arrows. G. E. CuiTc { Indian) damaged
his sidecar wheel owing to running on a Hat tyre, so he

detached the sidecar, put his pa.sscngcr in Alan Hill's side-

car, and continued solus. Frank Smith (Clyno) broke a

chain and retired, as aLso did Fred Hill (A.C.) A few
miles from home H. Millidge- (Premier) and H. Newey
(Ariel) ran out of petrol, and were delayed considerably in

(ibtaining fresh supplies. The same trouble befell C. Q.
Roberts (Rover), whose first stop was due to a broken belt.
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THE

t> Ci ^ MOTOR
0.0./\bicycle

" Perfect in Every Part
J?

has attained its foremost position b}' sheer superiority, which is being constantl}' demonstrated
in rehabihty trials, hill climbs, and on the road. This is diie to the quality of B.S.A. work-

manship and material. Each part is severely tested at every stage of manufacture. As in

all B.S.A. productions

Every Part is Guaranteed Interchangeable.

A.C.U. One Day Trial.

April 24th. 1912.

A Private Owner on a

B.S.A. Motor Bicycle

made a non-stop rnn,

and was awarded a

SILVER MEDAL
and FIRST-CLASS
CERTIFICATE.

Write now
for a copy
of the new
book of the

B.S.A. Motor
Bicycle.

The annoyance of waiting for spare parts is dispelled as these can

be supplied direct from stock. This scrupulous care in constraction

is justified by the growmg popularity of B.S.A. motor bicycles

amongst riders who require a reliable mount to take them any-

where at any time with speed and comfort.

Model A - With fixed engine and fitted witli -.-^ _ ^
pedalling' gear .

.

£50
Model B - With free en'^ine and double cone

clutch in back hub; pedal-starting «.« .^ «
from saddle .. .. £56 10

Model C - With free engine and two-speed
gear in back hub : gear operating
by foot lever, whidi can be locked ^«« « -^
by control lever on handlebar .. toO U

Model D - Tourist Trophy; without pedalling

gear, fitted with 26" x 2" Dunlop
tyres, semi-racing handlebar; wheel- „-- -« «
base 3i' shorter than standard .. Elo 10

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS CO., LTD.,

13, Small Heath. BIRMINGHAM.

A Motor CycUst's advice—"Always use B.S.A. Cylinder Oil for Motor Cycles."

In answering this advertisement it U desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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An inventive Scot
who built his own cyclecar
narrates his exi3erience of the

DUNLOP
BELT

DRIVE

Mp. ROBERT SMELLIE, a West-of-Scotland motorist, recently designed and built

for himself a cyclecar which has attracted much attention, as it is employed for*

the conveyance of goods as well as passengers. In this car, which is driven by a
5-6 h.p. air-cooled engine, no fan is used, and there is no differential ; it has two
speeds and reverse, and the transmission is by means of Dunlop motor cycle

belts, which have run over 4,000 miles and are still in good condition. Of these

belts Mr. Smeliie writes in terms of the highest praise; and his views, based on

expert knowledge, will be of value to other motor cyclists, particularly to those

who look with approving eyes on cyclecars. Writing from " Inchbrae," Easterhouse,

Lanarkshire, Mr. Smeliie says

—

" I have much pleasure in stating that the Dunlop belts have greatly exceeded my expectations.

Up to the present—March 30th—they have done over 4,000 miles, and the only wear that is obvious
is on the main belt from engine to countershafts The two belts to the driving wheels are absolutfely

unscratched, and, as far as I can judge,

I do not see what is to hinder them running 20,000 miles.

This may soimd a bit strong, but anyone with any experience whatever, examining the belts at
present, would be astonished at their new appearance.

Further, the car is out in all weathers, and meantime the belts have no protection whatever.
Needless to say, I wash them carefully after a very muddy run."

THE DUNLOP MOTOR-CYCLE BELT gets through the hardest work without
flinching, singly or in combination. In addition to the usual sizes, it is now made
in IJin., and the cost is only 3/ld. per foot. The standard lengths are: 7ft:. 6in.,

8fL, 8fL 6in., and 9fL DUNLOP BELT PIERCERS AND BELT FASTENERS
should be carried in every wallet.

THE DUNLOP PNEUMATIC TYRE CO., LTD., Aston Cross, BIRMINGHAM ; Alma Street, COVENTRY.
BRANCHES— London, Nottingham, Manchoslor, Newcastle, Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool, Glasgow, Dublin, Boilast

(n answtrlny thin adirj-tt-iancnt it ia dcsini/jtc to /neiUiuii, " T/ic Motor Cycle."
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Coventry Club's Open Relialjility Trial.

—

.1. W. F. Crouch (C.M.C. Carett?) finished late, but to liim

is due tile credit for being the only cyclecar competitor to
lomplete the course. The run home was rather a cold one.
and tliis added to the rain, whicli hardly ever stopped all

day, made the majority glad that the test was over.

Official Results and A-wards.
The following results were passed by the connnittee of

tlie Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club at a meeting
Jield on. Monday evening:

Cl.iss a.—Lightweights.
Marks lost.

1. Alec Walsgrovc (2| Hazlewood, 3-speed) ... 84
H. G. Hill (24. Calcott, 3-speed) 246

JiIaciu-Ves ovek 350 c.c.

1. W. F. Newsome (free engine Triumph) ... 9

J. H. Slaughter {4 L.M.C., 2-speed) ... 18
A. N. Barrett (3i- Rudge, multi) 21
Roy W. Walker (3^- New Hudson, 3-speed) 21
J. H. Pountney (3i Rover, 3-speed)

Vernon Taylor (3^^- Rudge, multi) ...

The above six competitors made uon-stop runs.

Cl.\ss B.—Sldecaes.

1, .T. R. Haswell (3i Triumph, 2-speed)

R. K. Guest (8 i\fatchless, 2-speed) ...

The above competitors made non-stop runs.

Cl-vss C.—Cyclec-\rs.

1. .T. W. F. Crouch (C.M.C.-Carette) ...

24
32

4
15

224
Si)uveuirs will be awarded to all who made uon-stop runs.

Special Awakds.
Best performance by a lady.—iVIrs. Simpson (3^ Rudge,
Best performance by a Coventry Club member.—J. R.

Haswell (3;^- Triumph sc.)

Best performance on a single-geared machine.—W. F.
Newsome (3|^ Triumph).

Best performauce bv a private owner.—R. E. Guest
(8 Matchless sc.)

Those who sur^'ivod the course in addition to the above-
nienlioiied, but did not make non-stop runs, were:

Class A. Marks lost.

S. A. Rowlandson (3i Rudge) 26
L. Newey {3i Ariel) 27
H. Millidge ("5^ I.T. Premier) 35
C. Q. Eofaerts (3i Rover, 3-speed) ... ... 52
R. H. Viggers (3^ Macbeth-Precision, 3-spced) 57
C. T. Newsome (3^ Rover, 3-speed) 64
S. Russell Cooke (3^ T.T. Rudge) 72
P.-W. Pumphrey (3i Arr.o) '

'... SO
K. Clark (5^ Corah) ?0
,S. Crawley (3i Rovci) ... 95

W. D. South (3i T.T. Rudge) 98
A. J. Sproston (3^ I'aidge, uudti) 137

W. Cr. Blatch (34 Rudge) 147
David Elson (3i Triumph) 147

SiDECAUS,

S. T. Tessier (7-8 Bat. 2-specd) :•! -

C. R. Collier (8 Matchless) 61

H. A. Collier (8 Matchless) 63
B. Alan Hill (7 Indian, 2.speed) 87
A. D. Arter (3^ James) 104

' G. E. Cuffe (7 Indian) 120

The Cyclecar Hour Record.
The first -cyclecar to establish the hour record was the

8 li.p. Bedelia. The paiticular car entered was absolutely

standard and so, Mr. L. N. Palmer assured us, quite devoid
of any special tuning. The engine is a Bourbeau-Devaux,
80 X 190 mm., and with the cylinders set at 90°. The firing

Avas by magneto, driven by chain off the main shaft, and
running at half engine .speed, while the distributer was
• Iriven off the half-time shaft. The engine was fitted with
automatic inlet valves. The lidnicaut used was commercial
castor oil, and Michelin tyres, 550 X 60, were fitted.

A start was made at 4.42 last Friday afternoon.' The
engine started misfiring at once, and continued to do so

throughout the trial. This was due, we were informed, to

tile G. and A. carburetter, vdiicli was of the two-jet chamber
type, the float chamber bemg in the middle. This carburet-

ter, it may be remembered, is supplied with a series of balls

\vhich are lifted off their si'atiug by means of tlie suction
nf-tlie engine, thus adnutting air in correct proportion to the
engine speed, and consecjuently to the amount of j^trol

drawn through. The uneven surface on the track caused
tliese balls to joggle up and down and to upset the mixture.
'Che first lap w-as covered at the rate of 46.81 miles an hour,
and the third, which was the fastest, wa.s covered at 46.89
miles an hour. At the 8tli lap the s)ieed dropped to 41.45
miles an hour. After that the speed improved, in the tenth
la|), to 42.75, falling to 41.84 ni.p.h. iu the la.st lap. The
total distance covered was 43 miles 1,034 yards. H. Ward,

the driver, had rather a pooi' time, as the deck chair seat

gave way, and he had to sit on the bar to which the cloth

portion is attached.

lasfeiii

Th3 8 h.p. Bedolia driven by H. Ward (at the rear of the vehicle) which
established an hour record of 43 miles 1,031 yards at Brooklands last week.

The Arthur Moorhouse Memorial Fund.
Tlie foUowiiig additional donations to the aljove fafid ha\'Q

lueu sent in since the list was published last week.
All subscriptions should be sent to the secretary, Mr. T.

\V. Loughborough, 89. Pall Mail, S.W.

Amount previously

subscribed ... 9i

Per Mr. Percy Butler :

.Motcu' Union In-

surance Co. 10 10
]','niple Press, Ltd. 7 7
Coventry and War-

wickshire M.C 5 5
Motor Cvcliug Club 5 5

d.

9

£ s. d
British Jlotor Cycle

Racing Club ... 5 5

Per Mr. Otto Thomas :

James R. Nisbet 3 3

J. W. G. Brooker 110
Per Mr. W. Pratt :

V. Olsson ...5 5

H. H. Collier ... 2 2

C. Lester ... 2 >2

Kempshall Tyre
Co

Tom Foy
W. Montgomery
C. R. Collier ...

H. A. CoIUer ...

A. G. JTevnolds
A. V. Ebblewhite

Hal. Hill

Rex Motor Mfg.
Co. ... .'.

Edward Lycett ...

£ s. d.

2 2
1

1

1

1

1

1

2 12 6

2 2
2 2

Major L i n d s a V
Lloyd ... .:. 1 n

Edward tond 1 C
IMiss Muriel 3'nd 1 ; i

J. H. Slaugl, er ... 1 b'

Continental Tvra
Co. . .

"... 1

E. ?. Dicksor 1

M. S. Alexande" ...
T

tambridge U.-M.C.O. 1

J Wadliam 10 6

,M-ss Burke u
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CLUB NEWS.
Redditch and District M.C.C.

A speed-judging competition to Kidderminster was held
on the 27th ult. Results : 1, J. Fisher, Im. 20s. slow ; 2,

H. Malins, Im. 25s. slow ; 3, G. White, Im. 55s. slow.

Leeds M.C.C.
A hill-climb took place at Beulah Hill on the 4th inst.

Som.B close finishes were witnessed, especially so in the

semi-finals and final, the results of which were :

The winning riders and machines at tt'ecdncicsion of the Leeds M.C.C. Hill-

cliit b at Biulah. R. T. Cawthorne (6 h.p. chain-driven J.A.P.) and C. H. Benn
(T.T. Triumph). The latter won.

Semi-finals : C. H. Benn (5J- h.p. T.T. Triumph) beat

Jim Mackay (2i- h.p. Singer). Cawthorne (6 h.p. J.A.P.)
beat Hawks (3^ h.p. multi Rudge).

Kinal : C. H. Benn beat Cawthorne.

Lowestoit M.C.C.
All motor cyclists who would like to become members of

a motor cycle club, which is in course of formation, are

invited to communicate with Mr. A. Elkington, 11, Royal
Avenue, Lowestoft.

Canterbury and District M.C.C.
The i-esults of the hill-climb held at Petham on the 25th

ult. are as follows. The formida used in all classes was
W

p—SSJ-, as recommended by 27ie Motor Cycle, twins having

one-tenth of their capacity deducted. T.T. machines were
handicapped +l|s. :

Class I.—Any tyjje of machine, including Pavillet Cup
Competition.

1. H. Pavillet (2L Singer) ...

2. S. Timson (3^ T.T. Rudge)
3. B. Mai-tin {3J- T.T. Rudge)

Time.
-flSis.

+ 12-S,

-t-lSifes

E,esult on
formula.

694
682
631

Class II. -Single-cylinders under 560 c.c. of later pattern

tlian 1910.

1. H. Pavillet (2^- Singer) -t-ie^-s.

2. S. Timson (3i T.T. -Rudge) ... -I- 12s.

3. B. Martin (3-i T.T. Rudge) ... +ll-3iS.

Class III.—Any type of machine, 1910 pattern

1. 0. Dawson (3J. 'Triumph, 1908) ... -|-17i.s.

2. W. Wass (3^ Triumph, 1909) ... -f22J,s.

3. A. LiAchworth (7 V.S., 1909) ... +15is.

Class IV.—Any type of machine, for nienibei's

never won a prize iii a chib hill-climb.

1. Lieut. 11. iSimonds, R.N. {^
Trump-Jap) ... '. -|-12^s.

2. B. .Maitin (3^ T.T. Rudge) ... -|-13f<5S.

3. C. DawHon (3^ Triumph, 1908) ... -)-17|s.

781
702
678

(U- earlier.

512
382
378

Iiave

652
623
493

who

Class V.—- Oiien to <^lub mc-niViers of the trade, any machine.

1. H. Pavillet (2i Singer
_ _ -+14fts.

2. (1. Crump (3^ Rudg.O -fl2VoS.

3. J. Poxon (3i Bradbury) -t-14^oS.

No rider takes more Hum one fir.st and one .sciond

024

035
653
582

A Motor Cycle Club for Clapton.

All motor cyclists are invited to attend a meeting which
is to be lield this evening at Messrs. Delange, 83, Chatsworth
Road, Clapton, .at nine o'clock.

Taunton and District M.C.C.

A fifty mile reliability trial was held on the 25th ult. in

two sections, «ach of wliich had to be non-stop and -covered

at the rate of 19 m.p.h. Results : 1, E. R. Nort-on (2|
Enfield), non-stop, total error 17s. ; 2, W. Phillips (3^
Triumph), non-stop, total error 20s. ; 3, E. Hancock (3^
Premier), non-stop, total error 25s. ; 4, T. G. Crump (5^-

Ariel tricycle), non-stop, total error 26s.

Western District M.C. (London).

The reliability trial to Bath and back for the Smart Cup
was successfully run off on the 5th inst. Subject to con-

firmation by the committee, the results are : 1st, W.
Ritchie (5 h.p. N.S.U.), non-stop, 14s. slow; 2nd, F.

Ritchie (8 h.p. Matchless), non-stop 30.2s. slow. The
other competitors did not make non-stop runs. W. Ritchie
has won this cup on two previous occasions, and will there-

fore, if the above are confirmed, win the trophy outright.

Cork and District M.C.C.

Two hill-climbing tests were rmi off by this club on Wednes-
day, the 1st inst., at Grange Hill, Ovens. The results were :

Flexibility Test.—Class A: S.. R.^Hosford (2| h.p. Enfield),

slow, Im. 35|s. ; fast, Ini. 5s. ; difference, 20s.

Class B.—1, P. A. Egan (3^ h.p. T.T. Bradburv). slow.
2m. 55is. ; fast,'43is. ; difference, 2m. 12s. 2, H. P. Dobbin
(3^ h.p. Triumph), slow, 2m. 18|s^; fast, Im. 38|s. ; differ-

ence, 40^s.

Restarting Test.—1, P. A. Egan {^ h.p._ T.T. Bradbury),
time Im. 16|s. ; 2, .J. Atkinson (3^ ii.p. Rudge), time I'm.

25-is, ; 3, J. Healy (3| h.p. Premier), time Im. 26|s ; 4. S. R.
Hosi'ord (2-| h.p. Enfield), time Im. 32|s.

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

A hill-climbing competition was held at Bradfield on
Saturday, jMay 4th. Results :

_
Class I. (lightweights).—1, S. Swift (2^ h.p. Levis),

time Im. 31|s. ; 2, A. Parker (2| h.p. Douglas), Im. 34fs.
Class II. (standard single-cylinder machines).—1, D.

Bradbury (3i Ir.p. Norton), 44|s. ; 2, F. Cawood (3^ h.p.

Triumph), 55|s. ; 3, N. Newton (3-^ h.p. Rudge), 59|s.

The results in Class II. on formula are : 1, D. Brad-
bury ; 2, N. Newton ; 3, F. Cawood.
The fastest time of the day was accomplished by D.

Bradbury on his 3^ h.p. Norton, 44*s. The next fastest
was R. Garnett (6 h.p. Matchless), 45|s.

Mutor S. Swift, the smallest rider and maoliine in the Sheflleld and Hallamsh.re

M.C.C. His mount is a ZJ h.p. Baby Levis. Tne photograph showj him mailing'

laslcst time among the lightweights. -"
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Club i:€W3.

—

Daimler M.C.C.

The following runs have been arranged : ilay 12lh,

Lutterworth ; ilay 2Sth, novelty run.

Hall and East Riding A.C.C.

The first quarterly trial was held on the 27th ult. There
were ten starters, and the course was via Hull, Beverley,

York, JlaltoH^ Beverley, to Hull, ninety-four miles. There
were three water splashes on the road, which was very hilly,

and only four competitors survived the entire distance

—

Emerson (3^ Norton). Pickering (3^ Rudge), Brown (3^
lludge). -i-d Walton (3^ Rud??)

Sheffield and HaUamshire M.C.C.

A speed-judging competition was held on the 27th ult. The
course was from Millhouses to Bakewell, a distance of fourteen
miles. Speeds varying from 20 to 14 m.p.h. were set, watches
and speedometers being barred. There were seventeen entries,

and the results are as follows

:

Rider. Speed set. Error.

1. H Short 16 m.p.h. ... ... Os.

... 18 „ 5s.

... 20 , 5s.

... 15 10s.

JT. Durant
\S. Brooks

. F. Cawood

Derbyshire and North Stafford A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

A petrol consumption trial took place on Saturday, the

27th ult., and attracted a good luimber of enfrics. The ton-

miles gallons formula had been adopted, i.e., the greatest

luimber of ton-miles which can be secured for one gallon of

fuel. The start was from Repton, and the course lay

tlrrough some beautiful, picturesque country to Burton,
thence to Repton again. This had to be covered twice,

making a total distance of twenty miles. Results :

1. N. Sayer (Bradbury) " 24.7 t.m.g.

2. J. Birchenough (Rudgc),^ 24.3

3. E. Russell (Bradbury) 22.

Cardiff M.C.

The following classes have been arranged for the inter-

cliib hill-climb on Rhubina Hill, near Cardiff, ue.xt Saturday.;

Class 1.—For touring lightweight motor cycles whose
c\ Under capacity does not exceed 350 c.c.

Class 2.—For T.T. lightweight motor cycles (single or

.twin) whose cylindei' capacity does not e.\ceed 350 c.c.

Class 3.—For touring single-cylinder motor cycles whose
cylinder capacity does not exceed 560 c.c.

Class 4.—For T.T. single or twiu-cylinder motor cyclts

wliose cylinder capacity does not exceed 500 c.c.

Class 5.—For twin-cylinder motor cycles whos'.' capacity
i.s over 480 c.c.

Class 6.—For any motor cycle of unlimited capacity, v.ith

si lecar passenger attachments.
Classes 2 and 4 will be decided on time.

Classes 1, 3, 5, and 6, wiU be decided on the frjllowiiig

W
fiumula : 7\ n^- w'hicli is that recommended bv Th:: ilninr

C X 1-

t'tlrlr.

W = weight in 11).-^.

C = cubic ca|K\city.

T = time in seconds (squared).

Luton and South Bedfordshire M.C.C.
The hon. secretary of this lately formed club is Mr. R. C.

Knight, 68, Dunstable Road, Luton. It has been decided
to affiliate to the A.C.U.

Surrey M.C.C.

The team reliability trial on the 15th inst. wdl take the
form of a run of between sixty and seventy miles, starting
from Guildford at 3.30 p.m. A halt for tea Avill be made
at the half distance. Entrants will be divided into teams
of four, of whom one in each team must drive a passenger
machine. So far as possible the teams will represent dis-

tricts (Guildford. Haslemere, Dorking, etc.) Penalties will

be imposed for (a) stoppages other than traffic .stops, (h)
bad pt^rformances on hills, and (c) errors at control stations.

The Brookdale Club, Catford (Motor Section).

The results of the hill-climb at Brasted are as follows :

Handicap.—1, L. W. Fox (Rudge) ; 2, W. Williams (Brad
burv).

Slow Climb, Single Gear.—1, -S. Jeffery iB.S.A.) ; 2, H.
Smart (Bradbury).
Slow Climb. Variable Gears.—1, W. Ouiver (Rudge multi)

;

2, W. Plimmer (Douglas two-speed).
Fastest Time.—-H. A. Cooper (Bradbury) and J. A. Hoult

(Bradbury), dead heat.

North-West London M.C.C.

The twelve liours' open reliability run for cyclecars and
si.:iecars will lake ]ilace on the 18th inst.

Rl-LE.S -\NI> RF.GrXATIOX.'!.

- Cyclecars may have three or four" wheels and may bi;

single or double-seated. Cliassis weight mu.st not exceed
6 cwts. unladen, and the total piston displacement of enghic
must not exceed 1.100 c.c.

Passenger machines must carry two or more persoii-s

throughout the entire competition.
Tlie route to Coventry shall be riii Watford, Berkhamp-

. stead, Aylesbury, Bicester, Banbury, Sunrising Hill, Etting-
ton, Warwick, and Keuilwortli, returning the same way.
The start will take place from Jack Straw's Cai

stead Heath, at 7 a.m.
Any driver who show.s himself inconsiderate to other users

of the higliway shall be subject to disqualification.

South Birmingham M.C.C.
Tlie results of the members' hill-<limb at Wenlock on

the 27th ult. are as follows :

Si-\ui.i:-cvLi-\ HKn, CL.\s,q.

Position on formula

"astle, Hamj)-

1.

2.

1.

2.

•J. Slaughter (5i L.II.C.)
A. R. Felton (3^ Zenith) ...

L. Bees (3;^ L.M.C.)
LiGHnvjaOHTS.

.1. .J. Wocd.:,Mle [2^ Singer)
V. Busby (2| Humber)

P.\.SSEXGEK Cr..\.S..?.

.1. Woodhouse (o^ Regal) ...

R. Felton (3i Zenith)

1.

2.

3. .J. .J. Woodgate (4 Singer)
Prizes for novices: L. Poole (3^ B.S.A.)

(3^ Allday and sc.)

There were thirty-eiglit entries.

and

54.9

55.0

62.1

118.1
118.3

103.5

107.3

133.3

S. Upton

A iJOmTH BRITISH CLUB. Crcuj c£ meniiers of the Hamlilon and District M.C.C. at the start of the opening run to Moflat which was hell re;entLv.

and menticned in our last issue (see Club News pasesl.

E2-7
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether -intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters
containing legal queries should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

London to Weymouth.

Can yon tell me the road
from Cricklewood, N.W. (Glad-
stone Park), to Weymouth? My
chief difficulty is always to get
away fi-om London quickly. I

have been by Staines, but it takes
me a long time to get to that place.

Time is the chief object, surface and
traffic next. I should be much obliged
if you could find a quick route.—T.H.

Your best plan will be to make your
way to Willesden Junction, go down
Wood Lane to Shepherd's Bush a,nd

straight down Hammei smith Broadway,
over Hammersmith Bridge, down Castel-
nau, over Barnes Common, and up Roe-
liampton Lane to Kingston. From Kings-
ton follow the Portsmouth Road to
Guildford, and then go via Farnham, over
the Hogs Back, Winchester, Romsey,
Ringwood, Wareham, to Weymouth, ov
Kingwood, Bere Regis, Dorchesterj to
Weymouth.

When the Exhaust Liftsr is Raised.

What happens in the cylinders
when the exhaust lifter is raised

V

I have an 8 h.p. Matchless fitted

with a magneto switch, and
have had an argiunent as to

whether the mixture does or does not
fire with the valves lifted. When free-

ling down liill or cornering, I close the
throttle until the engine just manages to

fire, then lift the valves. I quite under-
stand that while the valves are in

the act of opening or closing, a weak
explosion occuis and possibly burns
the valves and seatings a bit if tlie

switch is, not on, but the man who
argued with me said, "Keep the switch
on att the time the valves are up."
IVly point is that the mixture does not
fire at all with the valves fully raised
and the throttle only partly open. I

should also like to know what is the pi'o-

portion of g;is and exhaust gas (taken
back through the exhaust pipe) when
the valves arc raised. , Of cinu-se I

know that this will vary with the
throttle opening.—J.H.S.

When the cvhunst is rai.sed there is, as
a ruk. III. cxphLsion ; when the gas does
(ire, as liapueri.s oi'caRionally, you will
aLso get an <',xplo.Mi()ii In the Mileucer. As
there is no compics.sion, the explosion,
when it does occur, will be weak and
will do no harm. The proportion of gas
to exIiauHt giia will, aa you say, vary
with Die Ihiottic o|K'iiiiig ; it will also
vary with the silcnc.'r coiiHtrui-lioii.

U28

?

Valve Grinding.

(1.) I have a 75 mm. Fafnir
engine (3 h.p.) made, I think,
about 1905. It runs extremely
well, but the spark lever has
always to be in a certain position,

which is, I think, fully advanced, and if

the spark lever is moved the slightest bit

it stops firing at once If the plug is

taken out it gives an excellent spark at

any position of the lever. The ignition
is by ac<^umulator and plain coil. Can
you give the cause and remedy of this?

(2.) Will you jjlease let me know how to

grind in a valve, and does the valve-
seating also have to be done? What
effect does grinding-in have on a valve ?

(3.) I notice the piston head in my
machine has something like gjin. vertical
play on the pin which connects it to the
connecting rod. Should this be so? (4.)

Piston and cylinder get covered with
carbon deposit very quickly. Would
too frequent oiling cause this?—F.G.

(1.) What you want to do is to overhaul
the contact breaker and see if good contact
is made in all positions. -The 'contact
breaker wants carefully watching, and you
must see it at any position there is a poor
earth return, or any chance of a short
circuit. If spark occurs when plug is

removed it does not follow that it will do
so under compression. (2.) Full instruc-
tions regarding valve grinding are given
in " Motor Cycles and How to ilanage
Them." The etfect of grinding in wears
down the valve and the seating till tliey

are both a dead fit. • It also has the effect

of slightly lowering the valve into the seat-

ing, and occasionally a little has to be filed

cS the end of the valve to allow sufficient plenty.

BRISTOL B. & M.C. HILL-CLIMB AT CLAFTON-IN-GCRDANO.
'

A. P. Maurice (31 h.p. Premier) making fast lime in Class VIII.

for racing; singles.

clearance tor the tappet. (3.) The vertical
play in the gudgeon pin will have to be
seen to soon. You, will have to have tha
connecting rod rebushed. (4.) Excessive
lubrication tends to an excess of carbon
deposit.

Misltring at Speed.

I have a S^-h.p. Rex with Bee-
hive cylinder, wipe contact, Fuller
syntonic coil (new), and Amac
1911 carburetter ^nda-.o.i.v. Mj
trouble is : Engine runs well at

low speeds, say up to 15 m.p.h., but over
tliis misses badly, and sometimes stops
firing for a few seconds and then goes
off again. I have taken down the tank
and cleaned it out, overhauled the carbu-
retter, and adjusted the level which is

just below the jet. I have had the fibre
cam off, trued it up in the lathe, and
have rewired all through. The inlet
valve opens all right, and the accumu-
lator is fully charged. Good spark at
the plug (Sphinx). I use jets Nos. 25
and 32.—W.A.McE.

If the carburetter is the 5 jet type the
level should be above the main or con-
trolling jet, so your adjustment would
starve the engine at high speed. We
should, however, suspect the ignition.

(1.) Try the coil with a lighter adjustment,
i.e., not screwed down so hard. (2.) Make
sure the contact piece in the fibre cam is

not loose, and that the blade presses firmly
on the ring. There must be no step wliere
the contact joins the fibre or the blade will
jiimp at higli speed. (3.) Make sure there
is a good earth from the contact breaker.
(4.) Inlet spring may be weak, or valve
have too great a lift

;
^iu. to A in. is
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h.p.

Gears, ani Horse Power.

(1.) With a standard macliiiie,

.

what speed could be obtained
on a level road, and what gear

would be required to be used
with a 3-2- h.p., 5 h.p., and 8
respectively y (2.) What horse-

power would a motor cycle require to

be able to do sixty miles per hour

i on a gradient of 1 in- 20 on a calm
day'/ "(3.) Is the 3J h.p. Premier twin
as' fast as the single 3-2- h.p. ? (4.)

What is the highest gear that can be
used witK a clutch. satisfact«rilv.—
F.A.S.

(1.) A standard machine will do between
45 and 55 m.p.h. on the level. Gears :

3i h.p., 4i to 1; 5 h.p., 4 to 1 ; 8 h.p.,

'5-^-. to 1 approximately. (2.) The horse-

power required for weight-lifting, assum-
ing machine and rider to weigh 350 lbs.,

would be 2.8, for overcoming tractive

resistance 1.5, and wind resistance 5.7.

This gives 10 h.p. About 1 h.p. should

be. allowed for transmission losses. A
6 h.p. twin will produce this power.

(3.) About the same. (4.) For starting

pm-poses a low gear is desirable, other-

wise the usual gear is suitable.

Low Tension Magneto.

I have an engine off a Singer
wheel model motor cycle in nearly

new condition, which I am build-

ing up into a frame and fitting

a pulley for belt drive. I wish

to keep the magneto on it, which is

of the old rocking armature type. (1.)

Can I put it in circuit witli. a plain

coil to make it high tension ignition?

If so, how do I wire it up? (2.)

1 notice that the magneto sparks both
on the forward and
backward strokes.

" Should I get two
sparks at the plug
if a coil is used? If

so, how- could I pre-

vent it? (3.) Do you
think it best to

leave the old low
tension ignition tap-

])et oil as before?

If so. where do I

connect the small
wire coming from
the armature? Would
it do to fasten it

under one of the
small screws which
hold the cover-plate

over the armature in

position?—M.W.H.

(1.) AVe certainly ad-
\ise you to leave the
lo\y tension magneto as
it is. The alterations
are practically impos-
sible and certainly not
worth the trouble and
expen.se. (2.) The two
sparks will cause no
trouble, as the second
spark occurs when it

has no effect on tlie

rl'unning of the engine.

[(3.) The only w-ire from
fehe magneto should be
T|;oimected to any clean
fpart oflhe cylinder. It
was usually fixed to a
screw in the ignition
lapjiel guide.

Inlet Valve Opening.

Having bought a 3^ h.p.

^Tl a.o.i.%. 80 X 94 mm. Peugeot
% engine, I should be glad if you
_2J would answer the following

queries, for, as the engine is

email, I should like to get the last

ounce of power out of it : (1.) What
amount should inlet valve open? (2.)

I have three springs for inlet valve :

A I'equires 2j lbs. to compress to open
valve jin., B Ij lbs. ditto, C 1^- lbs.

ditto. Which do you think would give

the best all-round results, taking into

consideration flexibility of running and
hill-climbing powers? (3.) Would a
mechanically-operated overhead valve
(converting the present one to such) be
s.ny advantage, and, if so, in what
respects? (4.) I have fitted magneto,
driving from sprocket on end of ex-
iiaust cam. If overhead valve as

above is an improvement, how could
I operate same? (5.) Supposing the
rjiswer to No. 3 to be in the affirma-

tive, when should inlet valve (when
converted) open and close, and how
much should it open ? (6. ) I have
ge!ued the bicycle about 4^ or 4| to 1

;

is this about right or not?—E.J.W.
(1.) The iidot valve should lift about
-I'jin. to jin. The inlet valve should be
just so tight that the. valves do not open
when shaken fairly violently. (2.) A
strong spring is the more efficient, but
the weak spring gives better running at

slow speeds. You have therefore to

seek a compromise. Try B. (3.) A
mechanical inlet would probably be' an
advantage, give better slow running, and
need less adjustment. (4.) You will

require a separate cam, long tappet rod.

and rocker on the cylinder head. (5.)

The inlet valve should open about 10°

after the induction stToke has com-
menced, and remain open for 180° of

flywheel movement. The opening should

be -,^6 in. (5.) The gear is correct.

READER'S REPLY.
" Overheating anl Worn Exhaust Valve Seating.

May I trespass on vour valuable space /

to help your correspondent " A.E.H. ," who
wrote on the 25th ult. regarding his difti-

culty in diagnosing overheating? The
same thing happened to me quit<; recently.

After ha^-ing fitted smaller jets to my
carburetter, and altered its level, and
tried various other schemes, I was almost
giving up hope of finding the cause of the
overheating when I noticed that through
continual gi'inding the seating of the
exhaust valve was so deep down that the
valve was pocketed and was virtually

opening late and closing early, hence the
great loss of power and overlieating.

This defect can be remedied by turning
or grinding aw'ay the edge of tliis, pocket-
ing up to the actual seating itself, thereby
allowing the exhaust gases to escape until

the valve is actually down on the seating.

— C. W. Kerhidof..

EXPEPJEXCES WANTED.
Readers desirous ot obtaining the experiences

of others with various motor cycles or accessories
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in
which the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor.

';W.G.M." (Putney).—5-6 h.p. four-

cylinder F.N. Collapsable sidecars,

"P.S." (Levenshulme). — Albion two-
speed and free engine hub.

J. Chater Lea, jun. 18 h.p. Chater Lea sidecar), climbing Birdhp Hill in the A.C.U. re-run one day trial. This rider game! a llrst-

class certiucate. Birdlit 15 still regarded as a very severe climb, as evidenced by the crowd which assembled to see the Cove.itiy

anl Warwiclishire lU.C. riders climb the hill last Saturday.
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Maaufacture of Two-piese Valves.

This process of manufacture consists

in taking a stem or spindle and dividing

its liead end into sections ; then upset,

ting, burring, roughening, or otherwise

distorting the sections, coating the same
with a suitable soldering, brazing, or

tiuxing material, and casting the valve

head therearound.—T. Parker, No. 26,221,

1911.

A Simple Carburetter.

The spray chamber A is secured to

the float chamber B by means of the

clamp C. The main air intake D is

controlled by a

piston valve E
operated by a
Bowden cable

F. The throttle

valve G is

arranged within
a ported sleeve

H, detaehably
secured in the
chamber B by
means of the
clip J. When
the throttle G
is open wide,
extra air is ad-

mitted through
the ports K.
Further, when

the throttle is lowered beyond the

position shown in the drawing, the gas

is cut off and pure air is admitted to the

engine through the ports L.—J. A.

JViackay, No. 9,235, 1911.

IJ^^i^ILE

^£ric. W Walford.fupa

A Non-skid Device.
This non-skid device consists of a leather

band A, upon wliich are mounted plates B,

provided with non-skid studs C, the plates

being secured by having their ends bent
round the leather strap. The sti-ap A is

MAY gill, igi2.

not wrapped round the tyre and rim as is

usually the casp, but is arranged sinuously
over the cover and held in place by detach-
able and adjustable wire clips B as shown.
The objection to devices of this nattire

is that the wheels revolve too close to the
frame.—W. Haseloff,

, No. 7,438, 1911.

A Variable Pulley Gear.

In this construction
the engine pulley A.

and the rear pulley
B are of th« adjust-
able flange type, be-

ing operated by
screw tliread devices
CD. The belt is

therefore constantly
in alignment. Simul-
taneous operation of
both belts is effected

by means of a pair
of chain wheels E
mounted upon the
ci-ank axle F, and
connected to the
front and rear pul-

leys respectively by
chains, not shown.
The pulleys and
operating mecha-
nism are arranged
so as to always
rotate, but yet be
free to move later-

ally upon their
shafts..— L. W.
Wethered No.
28,559, 1910.

Change of Address.

Sabella Cars, Ltd., have removed from

33, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.,
to 110, Albany Street, N.W.

The Shops Act.

H. Taylor and Co., 21a, Store Street,

Tottenham Court Road, W., inform us

that, notwithstanding the Shops Act, their

showrooms will be open on Saturdays
till 3 p.m.

Maintenance of Motor Cars.

The above title is the one selected by
Mr. Eric W. Walford for a practical

handbook dealing with the upkeep of

motor vehicles. The work is not in-

tended so much for skilled mechanics as

owner-drivers who do their own adjust-

ments and minor repairs. There are a
large number of motor cyclists who are

also owners or drivers of cars, and to

them this book should be specially use-

ful. 'J'he contents include chapters on

cleaning, adjustment of the engine, igni-

tion, carburetter, steering, brakes, tran.s-

mi^sion, and timing. There are also

several pages devoted to the fitting and
repair of tyre covers and air tubes, and
the maintenance of the water-cooling

syftom. The chapter entitled "Diag-
nosis" ment!'.)ns pi'actically every possible

trouble or fault which is likely to cM'cnr,

dtsciibes the symptoms, and mentions
the remedy. In ca.ses where any doubt
miglit arise in connection with the
descri|)tioii, a line illustration is appended
{a) rendtT tlie rrieaiiirig nior<' di.stinct. The
work ('om[)ris(-H 143 pages of clearly

printed type and ihjimciouk illustrations,

ami can be obtained from 'J'hc Motor
(Jildr. Officen, 20, Tudor Street, E.C.,

price 2k. M. net.

ei2

Gradual Payment System.

The Wincycle Trading Co., Ltd., 106,
Great Saffron Hill, E.C., have made a
speciality for the last twenty-one years
of the gradual payment system in con-

. nection with pedal cycles. Needless to
say, they have a thorough knowledge of
this branch and supply their motor cycles
and sidecars on the same terms.

W. Paul Wahl, o( Leppavirta, Russia, and his

21 h.p. tliree-speed Hazlewooil. Mr. Wahl says his

rides at this time ol tho year are on the ice, which
is still over three feet thick. The roads in this part

of Russia are Dot suitable for motor cycling until

the middle or end of May,

Catalogues Received.

The Ivy is a machine known to all

our readers on widch H. C. Newman has
scored so many successes. The latest

catalogue shows that machines of various
powers are supplied, as well as both twin
and single-cylinder types,

A speciality is the Newman force feed

central air jet which is screwed in place
of the ordinary jet in the carburetter. It

is said that his partly accounts for the
great efficiency of Newman's machine, in

hill-climbs. -

The latest catalogue issued by Bowd'in
Wire, Ltd., Pratt Street, Camden Town,
N.W. , describes and illustrates the
various types of Bowden wire fittings.

Our readers will find the hints on fitting

Bowden wire mechanism to be extremely
useful, as this is a point which is very
often not properly understood.

Turco specialities are well-known to^

motor cyclists. We ai'e in receipt of the
latest catalogue published by the LTuion
llubber Co.i[ of Manchester. This deals
with repair outfitsj solution, motor cycle

tyres of all types aiid sisjes, Mpair bands,
puncture-proof bands for placing inside

the' cover,, tyre gaiters, patches, and
rubber clothing.

"

'Ward and Goldstone, Springfield Lane,
Salford, Manchester^, specialise in electrical

fittiiigs and their cat.alogu6 naturally

deals j;vilh the following items of interest

to motor cyclists : Charging batteries,

ignition coils, dry batteries, volt and
amperemeters, tho well-known Voltalile

electric lamp, inspection and garage
lamps, sparluug plugs, terminals, cellu-

loid cement, and othe ijlectrical acces-

stnics.
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DO YOU WANT
BARGAINS?

And at

Manchester Street,

Liverpool. _ _" CITY
Everything for the Motor Car.

CYCUS ANO MOTOR

THE GUAFSANTEE

IS IN THE NAME.

Snow Hill,

Birmingham.HOUSE, ^

Everything for the Motor Cycle

MOTOR CYCLE LAMP AND
GENERATORS.

Reliance No. 210, for

linhtweii^ht motor
c\cles. with separate
^'enerator . . 6,i1

No. 240, self-con-

tained .. .. S'11

No. 212. large size.

for heavyweij^ht
motor cycles, with
generator and mirror
lens .. .. 14/11

No. 220, lari^e size,

for heavywei,s;ht
motor cycles, with
hood and lens. 17 '11

Trade Lists Free.

SPARKING PLUGS
from 6d. each.

" Bosch " Sparkinir

Plugs. 3/6 each.
" Bluemers,"3/6ea.
"Simms" . . 3/3 ea.
" Lodge" . . 4'- ea.
" Lodge " Double

Pole Plug, 8 '- ea.

~ZI^~, _- BELT DRILLS.
'-'IWce^^y'— RelianceBeltDrill.lOSd.

P.£l!an;e Canvas & Rubber Belting Best'quality Drill, ' 1 '3
1/2 j"1,'4 i"l,7 ]"1/11 Punch 1/3

,„ ,"1''^,';?*, i-/*')" , ^7 '*'"?,
,,i

-^'l "toW fil any belt.

We also' suppIv'lvso, Stanlev- A''J"f,''on ' King Dick'

Dermatine. Continental, and n-7* p it"i^ -n' ' 1 1/6
Rawido Belts at lowest prices. ^'"° '^^'^ ""^^- >

RELIANCE ALL RUBBER.
//"^^^^^^^ Best quality rubber, .per pair, 1 -

tPH^^H^^s, Ditto, with spare glasses ., 1 '3

LA SVELTE GOGGLE.
_^ -.j;^ ,. Best quality 3 11

f&y-'^
—S^feaSI» Cheaper quality 2 11

T Cml^B*' Brown Leather Mask.. .. 9d.
If i mW^^ Special 11'd.

Superior quality in case . . 13
irllH^^

No. 2005. Goggle with aluminium
l^ JIW^ sides.. .^ .. .. pair. 1 3

For motor cycles

— all brass.

Single note. .3/3
Double note, 6/-

MOTOR CYCLE WATCH & HOLDER
Ver>- good timekeeper,
in nickel-plated case.

To tl.>: on handle-bar,

4/9

TYRES,
LAMPS,
HORNS,

SIDECARS,
MAGNETOS,
TANKS,
FRAMES,
FITTINGS,
HUBS,

SlC.

ACCURACY
SIMPLICITY
RELIABILITY.

Makers of the famous "Girplex"
Cycles.

NEW IMPERIAL CYCLES, Ltd.,

BIRMINGHAM.

THE \ON-bKID.

"BURNETT"
PATENT SUCTION - CUP f

TYRE- i

TESTin/SONIAl..
ijo. Upper bandburst Road,

Brisiington,

BKISTOL.
March 27tli, 1912,

Messrs. The Burnett Motor Ivre Co.
MeJksham, Wilts,

Dear Sirs,—It is with much pleasure that
I express to you my satisfaction of
excellent results 1 ha\e had from one of
your Special 3-pIy Motor Cycle Tyres, which J

purchased from you in 1910.
1 fitted tyre to the rear wheel of my 4'[> h. p.

smgie-cylinder motor cycle, sidecar attached, and
ran about 3,000 miJes without liaving the least

bit of trouble, not even a puncture. I have since
removed tyre to wheel of sidecar, and after r.ooo
miles is still in excellent condition.

It is also interesting to note that during the time t\ru uas runnmg on
rear wheel of motor cycle. 1 used no less than three tyres of well-known
makes on front wheel, which caused me no little inconvenience.

1 may also add that 1 found tyre cxtcilent as a non-skid durin- bad
weather and far superior to any other make -A tvre which I have ever^ried.

Yours truly, VV. H. WHITE.

26 X
26 X
26 X

3- Ply.

33/-
34/6
36/-

Tubes.

8/6
9/6
10/6

Carriage Paid. Less 10% Cash with Order.

L

THE BURNETT MOTOR TYRE CO.,
MELKSHAM, WILTS.

Tel. : 33, Melksham. Tel. Address :
" VACUUM, MELKSHAM."

In answering these advertisemtnls it is dmrabln lu m-iUlun " The Motor Oi/cle."
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Clarionette

English Made.

A handsome, sweet

toned horn for your

otor Cycle. ^ ^
A special line of 16111. nickel - plated horn.
Made expressly for heavyweight cycles. With
adjustable handle-bar clip and best quality
rubber bulb. Fitted with cap to exclude dust.

Easily cleaned. Clear penetrating note free

from harshness. To be had through all agents.

Ask always for Rotax accessories—reliable— — fittings at a reasonable price.— —
18/9

^MX) Motor Accessories Co.,

43/45, Great Eastern Street, London. E.C

Write for

Particulars,

CANN, L"

>-P-'V--- .r-^"

LEICESTER. ;

SELEY
GROOVED

Extra stpong beads, 3-ply heavy canvas

36/- per cover, 26 x 2i beaded.
FROM ALL AGENTS.

Catalogue tree from th£ mah rs—
DAVID MOSELEY & SONS, LTD.,

Ardwick, MANCHESTER.

MOREI
firsts!

2
MORE FIRSTS

WON ON

BETTER
THAN
CASTOR
OIL

The King: of

MOTOR OILS.
A rc^uhir user of "Sicrnnl " secured two uiore lirsts at

BrooUlani.!s, on April 2o\\\, S. F. Tessicr winning both thu

I'lyiig .Ciloinetre and Flying; Mile.

Sample fi'cc.

ST E R N O U,
56, Royal London House, Flnsbury Square,

LONDON, E.C.

E.H.G,

/n cinitwcriiKj llunt udrLrtuKintiits U ia desirable to inrntion " Tlic Miitiir Cycle."
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Read this

twice. A
cursory glance

tnight fail to aJt
aately convey the

I iplicitv of the Pafsons

A simple
citxicl*^
Puncture
Repair

Method of puncture repair

Parsons Rapid Repair Kit mLud^
punctures in one minute. Foui

'iniple operations complete the joh.

1. Take out damaged part of tub-

2. Punch hole clean. 3. Stretch and in frt

A plug. 4. Compress—and the repair is made
Ont e compressed, the plug can never leak or come

adrift ; neither can it harm the tyre.

Complete Kit, consisting of piercing tool, stretcher

closing pliers, and 12 plugs weighs 1 lb., measures Tin. x 4in

PARSipMS
air ¥it.

(fits the pocket) and costs

15/-
Write for descriptive booklet.

PARSONS NON-SKID CO., LTD.,

23, Store Street, London, W.C.,

and 237, Deansgate, Manchester.

FOR DEFERRED PAYMENTS
i down and balance in

12 monthly equal

payments. ^^^ 1ftT)^
THE

BEST HOUSE
for MOTOR CYCLES

SIDECARS
OR

RUNABOUTS
Sole Concessionnaires of the celebrated

MORGAN RUNABOUTS.
Stockists of G.W K. MOTORETTE,
SABELLA, ROLLO, etc., etc.

Finest motor cycle showrooms in London.

NOTE ADDRESS:

HARRODS LTD.
(Richard Burbidge, Managing Director),

Bromptan Road. LONDON. S.W.

Why buy
expensive
plugs, when
the best plugs

in the world

only cost

* each ?

THE FAMOUS

PLUGS
Obtainable everywhere,

English made.

LODGE BaOS., & CO., SI't: BIRMINGHAM.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First li words or less 1/6, and Id. per word
after. Each paragraph is charged separately.

Name and address must be counted. In the

case of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen inserdons is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the ofTices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by
the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

Air letters relating to advertisements should

state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For tlie convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into
districts, as many leaders like to know what 'niachmes
are for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before
going further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections,

SECTION T,

Cumberland, Durham, andNorthumberland,
Westmoreland.

SECTION 11.

Vork and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth,

SECTION IV.
NottinKhara, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,

Warwick.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, JIuntiiigdon, and Bedford

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Herfford, Kadnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Carchgan, and Pembroke.
SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckhigham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,
Channel Islaii.is.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middle-sex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall,

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECriON xu
Ireland and Isle of Man.

OFFER LARGEST CHOICE
AT LOWEST COST.

Always from 200 to 300 Motor
Cycles on hand ready for imme-
diate delivery. A stock that is

always changing, always full of

fresh features, and new bargains

in latest loi^ famous makes and genuine second-
hand machines thoroughly overhauled ready for
immediate satisfactory serNice.

TO-DAY'S LIST INCLUDES :

5395. sl.h.p, 191 1 Standard TRIUMPH .. £37
5396. 4-';h.p. 1912 T.T. IWATCHtESS ..£50
5401. aJh.p. BROWN £16 10
5403. 3ih.p. 1910 KERRY-ABINGDON .. £27 10
5406. 7 h.p. J..\.l'. engine and Bat frame £15
5411. 3ih.p. 1911 2-speed HUMBER £40

2jh.p. 1911 2-speed ENFIELD £40
3jh.p. igii 2-speed HUiVIBER and

sidecar £4S
4 h.p. igii Free-engine I.MOEAN . . £36
35 h.p. lyi^Free-engine BRADBURY £47 10
3.! h.p. 1911 CHASE £27 10
2 h.p. 1911 HUMBER £26 10
25 h.p. 1911 MOTOSACOCHE £28
3.1 h.p. 190S 2-speed P. and IV £25
2;} h.p. igio DOUGLAS £26 10
2j h.p. DE DION pattern £11 10
3j h.p. iqoq MIDGET Bicar £20
5-S h.p. 191 1 4-cvliu(ler F.N £33 10
3l h.p. rgoS P. and M £25
3J h.p. 1912 T.T. RUDQE 40 Gns
2.2 h.p. 1912 2-speed ROYAL

ENFIELD £47

4393-

4942.
5341-
4832.
5303-
4226.
5333--

5341.
5357.
5358.

5361.
5368.
53S1.

5.384.

5391.
5300.
5302.
5306.
5210.

5332.
5124.
5192-

5193.
5195.
5216.
5222.

5225.
5230.

5237.
5242.
5246.

5253-
5262.

5271.

5277.
5285.

5293.
5066.

5064.

5055-
2965.

4046.

4249.
4322.
4420,

4474-
4531.
4541'.

4631.

3j h.p. 1911 2-speed P. and IVI £4S
(5 h.p. iqii ZENITH and Sidecar.. £55
3.1 h.p. igil 2-spced P. and IVI £48
3.4 h.p. 1910 Standard TRIUMPH . . £33 10
3.1 h.p. 1911 2-speed HUIVIBER . . . . E37
a" h.p 1910 IVtOTO-REVE S18 10
3l h.p. QUADRANT £15
35 h.p 1910 P. & M £42
3.5 h.p. 1908 MINERVA £16 10
5-6 h.p. iqil 4-cvl. F.N. . £33 10
3J h.p. 1909 P. & M £35
3I h.p. J911 2-speed HUMBt.! . . £37 10
5-6 h.p. 4-cvl. F.N. and Sidecar . . £20
2 h.p. 190S MOTO-REVE £17 10
2j h.p. 19H Standard DOUGLAS .. £28
2 h.p. igro MOTO-REVE £17 10
3J h.p. igil 2-speed HUMBER .. £37 10

3i hp. 1909 TRIUMPH £28
2.1 h.p. 1911 Standard DOUGLAS . . £28
3.i h.p. 1910 LINCOLN-ELK £22
3ni.p. ANTOINE £15
.3* h.p. 1968 Twhi PEUGEOT £18
3! h.p 1511 2-speed HUiVIBER .. £37 10
45 h.p. 4-cyl. F.N £18 10
2I h.p. igio 2 siK-rd F.N £25
2 h.p. igio MOTO-REVE £20
2? h.p. 1911 ENFIELD £28
35 h.p. 1911 BRADBURY, M.abon cl. £37 10
35 h.p. 191 1 2-speed HUMBER £37 10
3J h.p. 1911 L.M.C., variable gear .. £35
2 h.p. igog MOTO-REVE £17 10
1 1 h.p. MOTOSACOCHE . £11 10
35 h.p. igi I SlauilanI BAT 30 Gns.
35 h.p. 1911 2-speed N.S.U £35
3S h.p. 1911 b'rce-engine PREMIER £38 10
S-i h.p. 1910 PREMIER £27 10

3.J ll.p. igio 2-spccd SCOTT £32 10
35 h.p. 1911 KERRY-ABINGDON .. £32 10
35 h.p. igog J.A.P £22

Write for copy of List, or
call and see the Kingdom's
Largest show of Motor Cycle
H.irgains.

9, SHOE LANE, FLEET
STREET,

L.ONDON, E.C.
Wires :

" Ojjirirer, London,
'Phone ; Holborn, 5777.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be'

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent

'

for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear in
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London "

is added to the address, then to tlie number given,, c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

3)«rDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons^ who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our
Deposit System. If the monev be deposited with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties are "advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is eflected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction p^V^
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding jTio in

value, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d, i^ charged, when under
fio tlae fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques ar.d money orders should be made
payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE,
Readers who reply to sdvertisements snd receive no

answer to their tnauirles are rec.uesfed to regard lhe_

silence as an indication th t the ' oods advertised have -

already been disposed of. Ad'ert'sers often receive so

many enquiries that it is (^uite impcssible to reply to e^eh
^ne by past.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION r.

Cumberland, Durham,Northumberland,
Westmoreland.

and

gh-p

19

Cliater-Lr;i-.Tnii, 2 spe
-Nortli, Mi-riin Works,

.^fts, haiiille staitiiif

Penrith.

12 Endsf
uo tiiut

lint (lor

to ride.-

? 30 mi'.eci, guaranteed pirfert

;

-.Slrirklund, Hazelbank, Wiudi r-

iu criit'\

B.irn-.i-l
1Q12 Free Ensine Triinnph, ju-^it arrived,
J-*/ no waitiug.—litniia Smith, The Garage,
Oa.stIe.

1Qi2 Scott for immediate di^livpry: accept bo^t crfftr

Xt/ ovrr, £65.—Arclidute, Bishoptuu Lane, Stt/clrlou-
on-T(?e.s-

INSURANCE. Against Tliitd I'aiiy
DiUHiigo-—Write for puiticuhiv-;,

surance En-l

and An'iileut;il

lUiugworth, lu-

RUDGl-:, 1^12. 5 1

tvri^s jn.-;t soilcvl

;

^|^(s, old, only done 450 mile-s
,

hiirKuin, £1^5-—Apply, Jiux 425,
The Motor Cych Officer, Coventry.

TRIUMPH, 1908, ii'cw enRiup. carhmettor tlii^ yrar.
in splendid tourinp: euu<Uti:ai ; £30, or ucaiei-t

offer.— Fildcr^. Surveyor, Grasuicre.-

1 QIO T.T. Triimiph,
X«7 Triiimpli, £27;
spares. £ 1 8.—Wi It^ou,

,
Ruaranloed,
4h,p. twin

2, A^h Place

IS new. is:-, 1909
N.S.U., 1. u!s iuid

Sundcrlaiiil.

INDIAN, P. and M. 2--p.'0d
prpou, ^. and B.J h.b.c.

gear. 5h.p. twin, 1910,
'ailiiirnttor. good coitili-

G. Martel, 44, Swinburne Rd., li;u-.tion, take sidecar.-
lington. £38.

TRIUMPH 1912 T.T. Roadster, practically uew, Innip,
horn, b''.lf I)u^', spare tvte, tnhc. hi'it, vidve, off.;

1 bar^'Jiiu, £48.-Cyril ^^ alitor, Hill "View, The Piiik,
Weat Hartlepool.

ARNO, tiio ideal machine.— 3Jh.p. T.T. mrdrl, £45;
Tourist model, £45; 2i'h.p. medium, 39 K'linc:!-*;

3ih.p. 2-Biioed and free I'ub'ine, £S5; sidecars to lit any
luaeiiiuG in ."itock.—Myers, Neville'd Closs, Hurluim.

''PRIUMPHS. HuiuLers, B.S.A. Royal Enlield motorX cycles, lij-'IitwciKhtfi, 2 speeds, froo .entrini's ; write,
ivire, or 'phone for immcdiiite deliverios.-Turvey mid
Co., The Motor House, Suuderlnndi Tel-: No. 626.

(1912), varinhlo pulley, only ridden
"tint condition, overalls, pow'i hi I

lamp, lioru. mirror, and sundries, all as nnv ; rn-1 £4i>,
I'oniplete: accept £52; iuspeetiou invited. — Brc\M ry

House, Work inyt 111.

Qlh-p. Lincoln ElkOa iiOO miles, p..]

i

fork and

PICKI.HS
£t2.

Picicr.KS
USA.,

linfl 17/6;
no chart'e.-

SECTION
Lancashire,

ii'V JjiiK'oJn Klks.-

n.

3;ll.Ii. £34, 2 ppceils

for .tidecais from 5 puincap, in stnrlr

:

Clmtpr-Lca, Uoyal Aveun, J.A.P. : .Miclic-
luui'Iniics pold ou eonniii^yiion, BZ: no Bale,
-I'icklcs, Oliurili St. Gaiaifi!, lirudford.

A3-1 III aiii'iiT.riiui these, advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor C't/cCe.'
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The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,
16. WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

'Phone, 766. Telegrams, " Perfection."

£3 to £5 DOWN l".LV;,Z^l
2i h.p. MINERVAp spring frame, h.b. control
Twin REX, spring forks , ._, .

,

3 h.p. QUADRANT „.
2| h.p. K ERRY
S b.p. NUMBER chain drive
2^ h.p. MINERVA, spring frame, h.b. control. . .

.

3i h.p. FAFNIR, smart and good
2jh.p.DEDI0N
2I h.p. J.A.P., spring forks

3 A h.p. M.M. C, torpedo tank
si h.p. REX, h.b. control

secures
of

£9 10
£16 10
£10 10
£10 10
£8 10
£9 10

£12 10
£10 10
£8 10

£10 10
£8 10

£7
deposit and 10.'- weekly secures

—

2| h.p. Mas. MINERVA. chaindrive £16 10 ^

tour-cylinder F.N., magneto .... £19 19

^

3J h.p. Magneto REX £19 19:
Twin MOTO-REVE £19 19,

2i h.p. REX Magneto Lightweigbt £16 10

1911 REX BARGAINS. Makers' price. Ours.
3Jh.p. Rex Tourist 43 guineas 34 guineas
3J h.p. Free-engine 48 guineas 39 guineas

3I h.p. 2-speed de luxe 57 guineas 46 guineas
5 h.p. 2-speed de iuxe 60 guineas 51 guineas
AH new and guaranteed. Exchanges liberallv dealt with.

1912 DE LUXE
SIDECAR
£6 6s.

' Exchange," with Continental motor cvrle tvrc £5 5
" De Luxe " with best tyre, apron, foot mat .. £6 6
Ditto, with reversible child's seat £7
Ditto, with best coach-built body £7 12 6
Improved Quick Detachable joints, cranked extra stron"

back a>;le and spindle, tip up bodv, and caged ball races
t°^" models. Prompt delivery to suit Reses, Triumphs,
N.S.U.'s, Indians, and any either make.

Discount to tr.ide. ' Ji>change5 entertained.

GUARANTEED IN KUNNING ORDER.
I9t2 3j h.p. Standard BRADRURY, NEW .

1912 Twin REX Sidette. NEW
1912 Two speed REX JUNIOR DE LUXE . .

.'.'.'.

igii 3i h.p. Tourist REX, done 100 miles
BCOTT 2-speed, Aug igio i

i9ir 3ih.p. a-speed TRIUMPH '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

J911 3i h.p, REX, clutch model, as new
1911 3; h.p, 2-speed REX, only done 200 miles'
J910 7 h.p. Twin REX, HOT STUFF
1910 5 h.p. Twin REX, NEW ',[

19 10 5 h.p. REX . very last, special machine ,..'.

1910 ROYAL ENFIELD, smart
si h.p. Two-speed I'winROC, magneto, Druids
Brand New 3J h.p. REX
1911 3* h,p. 2-speed N.S.U., smart and good

','.",'

1908 3* h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks
- 4i h.p.

-t -cylinder F.N., magneto, spring forks . ,

3 h.p. QUADRANT, low frame ....
2jh.p. KERRY ;;;;;
3jh,p, REX, specially good, h,b, control ..',

"

f) h.p. Twin KERRY Tricar

5 h.p, 2-speed NUMBER Tricar, coach-built ,

'

.'

Easy Payments at Special Rates.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
NEW Hndeon, 2}h.p., July, 1911, done 2,000 miles,

new Wood-Milne back, and l^unlop belt, Glare
lamp, Jones speedometer, Garnei wlu^tle, Firmai,
numerous spares and accessories . expert examination
invited; 38 guineas.—Camm, Calderbank, Toflraorden.

GREAT Sale of motor cycles.— Si-h. p. Eex. £7/10;
4h,r. Chatex-Lea, matineto, spring forks. B. and

B.. £12; 3h.p. Triumph, £9; 1909 Douglas, £18/10;
1911 Kerry-Abingdon, £28; 5-6h.p. Eex, 1909. twin-
cyi., free engine, and eidecar, £25, worth £40; 1908
Triumph, new condition. £25 ; P. and M., nearly new, 2-

speed, free engine, £37/10; we have^ahout 60 second-
hand motor bikes in stock, consisting of 1907, 1908,
1909, 1910 Triumphs, prices from £15; several BiatJ-
burys. Singers, Moto-Ueves : all machines . sold are
warrauted in good order; sidecars from 50/-,—The Motor
Cycle Exchange, 160. Tonng St., Sheffield.

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,

Stafford, Shropshire, Montg«raery, and
Merioneth.

REX, 3ih.p., just overhauled, very fast, low position
;

£12—A. Alpress, Saddler, Bu.xton.

RT7DGE. new multi-speed model, for iimuediate de-
livery ; best oHer accepted.—Mc^ss, \\ em,

SCOTT, 1912, best cash offer over list price—Box
No. 378, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry,

1Q12 4h.p. Indian, new, in crate ; ctfers wanted.—
J-tJ No. 429, Tlie Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

1 Qll 3ih.li. Lincoln Elk, now August, good crnditiou
^-^7 new I?almer,—Redfern, Hollies, Etwall, Derby.

SCOTT, 1911}. little used, splendid condition, com-
plete with accet^sories ; £49; trial.—Moss, Wem.

"IQ12 Premiers and Zeniths in stock; best oflers-—
Xt/ Chapel Ash Motor Cycle Depot, Wolverhampton-

3ilh.p. Hinen-a. good running order, low position

:

4 any trial here ; £7,-20, Wellington Ed,, Ithyl.

PHELON and Moore. 1912. delivery May; best oSer
* over list price-—Motor Depot, Blackheath, Staffs.

TRIUMPHS, free engine, £55; B.S.A,, 2-speed £60,
free engines £56/10; in stock, immediate delivery.

-Motor Depot, High St., Blackheath, Staffs.

1Q11 number, 2h.p,, £23/10: 1911 Oalcott, SJh.p.,
-Li/ F-E-S. 58/5 lamp, £27/10; Hmnber, 3ih,p., 2-

speed, £25/10; all ready to ride away.—Motor Ijenot,
High St., Blackheath, Stafls.

1 Qll Free Engine Singer and Sidecar, perfect con-
A.vJ ditioD, Lucae lamp, and all spares; offers.—
Below.

11 Bradbury, 2-speod gear, and sidecar, not done
1.500, £4 worth of spares; oflers.—Below.

eqiud to new, done about 1 ,000

;

19
1 Jill Triumph, T.T.
XJ? £38.-Below.

£43
£75
£45
£31 10
£37 10
£42 10
£34 10
42 Gns
£37 10,
£34 10
£29 10
£22 10
£29 10
£29 10
£35
£19 19
£19 19
£10 10.
£10 to
£8 101

£14 10
£19 10

"ICkll Triumph, sti>,ndard; £36/10; pfrfecf cond:ticn,
1-U -Below-

RUDGE-W UITWOETH, 1912, free engine, not douc
200 miles; offers.-Below.

8-llh-p. De Dion Car, fullv licensed: ot^'er.:: or w
exchange for higher power, cash adjusfmeut

Attwood; The Garage, l;;ccleshall.

or wnuM
C.

OUGLAS, the king of lightweiglrts, new 1912
models, actually in stock.-Moss, Wem.

.S.A., 1911, standiud model, perfect condition, nn
scratched; £36,-Hill, fishmonger. Mill St., Congle-

SUNDRIES^
Stewart Speedometers, front or rear drive £2 15
F.R.S. Lamp Ijyg
Mabon Free-engine Clutch, fits Triumph 35/.
Mabon Free-engine Clutch, fits Rex 35/.
Rexette Chassis, with body and tyres £7 10
Monocar Frame, 4-wheeler, with axle and tyres .. £6 10
Backrest, to fit XL-ALL saddle 7/6
Triumph Pattern Boms, New 4/6
New Cane Sidecar Rody 17/5
Brook's Bioo Saddle '. .

'. "
. 9/5

New Large Lycett's MOTOR SADDLE 9/6
Wicker Sidecar Body 10'6
Cane Sidecar Body, New '..'. 17/6
New Sidecar Aprons with studs ". 7/6
P.ated Rex Pat tern Handle-bars 6 '6
New 20-amp. Fidler Accumulator 1 !

/-
New Harrison's Backrest, usual price 12/6, ours 9/6

.
Mj-ers' Motor Cycle Stand ., 3/.

HUMBEE Lightweight, 1911J, as new, T.T. saddle,
all accessories; £26.— Peace, Westbourne ltd.,

Walsall.

TWO Second-hand Triumphs, .standard and free engine,
first-class c.mdition, also two sidecars.-J. Cooke,

Sandbach. -t,

"I
Qll 3ih-p. Premier, in good condition, £25; 1911

-Lt/ 22h.p- Douglas, in perfect order, £27. — Tom
Booth. I'rodshani.

O6/10-—Clyde, 2}h.p., It. magneto, Longuemare, Pal-
c^ mers, adjustable pulley, running order; bargain —
Trevethan, Ehyl. '

"I Q07 3ih.p- Triumph. adjn,stable pulley, latest car-
-L^ buretter, in perfect condition; £21,—Bennett,
Needham, Bakewell,

1 Qll Free Engine Triumph, lamp, horn, accessories,
-Lt/ spares, guaranteed perfect; £42,—Kolthammer,
Marple Bridge, Derbyshire.

ZENITH Gradua, August, 1911, splendid condition,
all spares, £45 ; with Mills-Fulford sidecar, £50,—

Lake, Whitaker Ed., Derby,

fi.-=t-

439,

Itr"eS^:" hampstead.
Close to Hampstead Tube Station.

Tele : "Key, Hampstead." Tel : 2678, P.O., Hampstead.EXTENDED PAYMENTS
Taken on anv Machine or Runabout.

NO EXTRA CHARGE ON MOST MAKES.
Following 1912 Machines for

IMIVIEDIATE DELIVERY
AND IN STOCK :

TRIUMPH T.T. Roadster, 1912 £50
RUDGE Multi-speed, rqi2 £60
TRIUMPH Standard Model £48 15
TRIUMPH t9i2 F.E. Model £55
RUDGE Standard Model £48 15
RUDGE T.T. Model £48 IS
RUDGE F.E. Model £55
CLYNO 5-6 h.p, igi2 2-speed Model 65 Gns
P. and M. 3* h,p, I9r2 2-speed Model £65
B.S.A. 3V h.p. I9r2 2-specd Model £60
B.S.A. 3J h.p, r9i2 Standard Model £50
BRADBURY 3i h,p. 1912 2-speed Model £55
ZENITH. 6 h.p. Model 67 Gns
ZENITH 3* h.p. Model 53 Gns
DOUGLAS L Lady's Model £52
DOUGLAS J T.T. iModcl £47
DOUGLAS G Standard Model £41
BRADBURY Standard Model £48
BRADBURY F.E. Model £54 10
BRADBURY T.T. Model £48
SINGER 3.1 h.p. 3-speed Model : £58 10
LINCOLN "ELK 3! h.p. Standard Model £34 5
NUMBER 3* h.p. 2-speed Model £52 10
BAT 6 h.p. Standard Model £58
SINGER 2-speed 4 h.p. Sidecar Model £65
ZENITH S h.p. Model 69 Gns
DOUGLAS Model K £50
BRADBURY 2 speed Model £55
B.S.A. F.E. Model £56 10
G. and N, Runabout in four weeks.

Anv other makes on application.

TRADE SUPPLIED WITH VARIOUS MAKES.
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS ALLOWED.

IVIachines at Bargain Prices to Clear.
2011. F.N. 1911 4-cyliridcr 6 h.p., splendid order £35
2049. BAT 5-6 h.p. Twin T.T., r9ii engine .... £35
2047. F.N. 2} h.p., igri, 2-speed gear £26
R.D. TRIUMPH 3J h.p. I9ir T.T. Roadslcr .

.

£35
1968. REX 1910^ 3i^ h-p.. good order £26
1955. F.N. 4-cylinder, rgrr-, good order £35
1906. F.N. 4-cylinder 19 ri Model and Sidecar .. £38
1966. F.N. 2j h.p. Magneto, good order, low .. £15
19C7. RUDGE F.E,, t9it, splendid order £39
1859, DOUGLAS, into, splendid condition £24
1S02. BRADBURY,"! iir, nice machine £29
1785. BRADBURY T.T,, made I9i.t £30
1640. ZENITH 191 1 35 h.p. Model £41
20O5. TRIUMPH, 1910, gool order £32
2of>4. F.N., 2^ h.p., T910, good order £25
2066, J.A.P.-CHATER-LEA, 4 h.p., rgit, good

order £29
V BAT 1910 8 h.p. 2-specd Model £42

185S. F.N. 2} h.p. 2-Sfeed Model £26
1893. REX Twin 6h.p., good order £12
All Accessories included en S.H at the price ad\ertised.
Second-hand Sidecar, good order £4 10
BAT P. & I\I. two spc"d ::ear, new £10

RES, 1910. 3ih.p., T.T. macliiue. verv fast, in
class order, tyres new; £18/10.-Box No.

The Motor Cycle Offlces, Coventry.

1 Qll Douglas, little used, complete, P.ILlamp, horn.

The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

1Q12 F.E. Eudge ; bought sidecar machine; as new,
XJ/ not been run 200 miles; £50. or offers.-Box No.
440, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

TRIUMPH, 1910, clutch model, run 1,500 miles,
new heavy liempsliall. Whittle belt, perfect con-

dition ; £38/10.—Evans, jeweller, Abertillery.

£4-10 REY Sidecar £3-10
\^'ith Hutchinson or Michelin 26 x 2,1 tyre and tube,

30/- extra.

The famous "REY" EXHAUST WHISTLE now reduced
to 12/6 each. Triumph standard type.

The "REY" LEATHER BELTING outlasts two of any
other makes. Price 2/- per foot
Speci.\l Discouxts to Tr.-\de.

ONLY HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY

In answering lh?se adve?-(isements it is desirable to mention

5, HEATH
STREET,

The Motor Ci/cle.'

HAMPSTEAD.
A37
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Caught On ! ! !
— OUR —

REED CANE BODIES
have undoubtedly hit the mark.

UndoubU'dly this class of cane is far superior and
more classy than ordinary cane or wicker work,
•besides being considerably lighter. These beautiful
sidecars appeal to those who want absolutely the
best. Model E

£8 8s.
OUR POPULAR MODELS ARE GOING STRONG.

Model D.-«8.
Mat, Kicic-up Stand,

Model E.—£7 5s.

Complete vvitli Lamp, Foot
Ouick Uctiichablc Joints, Continental or Micheiin
Tyres, Round or Car Pattern Mudguard, and
CAKUIAGli PAIU. .

MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES
We h.ive a qujiitily ol fr.-ini''^ liv well-luiown malior.

Price 32/6 each.
l;ieid forks, 7/6 cxtro. Uruid forks, 45/- extra.

I'jj.ilmlicd .ind p!;i!i-.l m liist-tlass style.

imlSCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
4( li.p. AM. r Imii:;.!.;, wat.T-.-.mled £4 10
New I'ji- ll!•.'|l.^ ilijo S.idillc 14/-
New 1<)12 lirooks iiio,i, padded 16/-
Ncarly new Bsoi, padderi lop 14/-
N'tvv Screw-cuttiuK Lathe, 4in. centres £6 10
-)i h.p. Water-cooled linijine, vertical

2 h.p. Stationary Knqine, water-cooled .

,

].<: uninKton I'assenRcr Chair, new
Albion Clul'-h, fils Triumph
Brooks Kioo S.mIiIIc

Cocoa I'ibr'; Sidecar l''o'.tni;it ^.

£5 10
£5
£1

55/-

9/6
V-

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 23, llopwood Lane,

HALIFAX ll„r oTS:r
Telephone '>i'y.

N.S.U., Sli.p., mafineto,
en;unelled and plated,

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 Q12 Clutch Bradbury, not used; best cash oSers;
-Lf,/ will take l-Sll Sunbeam cycle in part payment.—
i^o. 428, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

TKIUMPH, 1911. £40; Hinnber, 1911, 2-speed, free
ensrine, £37; Moto-Heve, 1909, £15: Moto-Reve,

1910. £18.—Campion Ucput, London Ed-, Derby.

IQll Htmiber, S^h.p., 2-6pecd, h.b. mirror, new
JL iy Lucas lamp, new condition, perfect, unpnnctured

;

n-hat offers ?—Taylor, florist, Souaereotes, Deibyshire,

REX, 5-6h.p. twin, Bosch magneto, B. and B-, very
}?ood running' order, tyres of the be^t. and new

:

£15/10.—Siiupson, The Lsulrels, Hasland, Chesterfield-

new back tyre, recently
ood running' order; a bar-

gain, £15.— S. Wootton, Blythe Biidse, Stoke-on-Trent.

RUDGE, 1912, T.T. model, with standard bars, very
hot, and suiart to ride ; bought twin ; must sell

;

£39/10 nett.-Box No. 438, The Motor Cycle OtHces,
Coventry.

TEIUJIPH. 3!h.p., free engine, practically new.
ridden about 300 miles, lamp, horn, cyclometer,

new carrier bag; cost £58/10, price £48/10, no offers.-

Jone^:, motor agent, Llanfaif P.G.

4 h.p. Twin, made to special order Nov.. 1911, T.T.

and touring bare, accessories, warranted to do 70
m.p.h. : £45 ;

particulars : or exchange Scott.—No. 4_30,

The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

REX de Luxe, 1911, 7h.p., free engine, 2 speeds.

Bosch magneto, B. and B. carburetter. Whittle belt,

Mills-Fulford sidecar, everything in excellent condition

;

cost £85, *;ell £55.—P'reeman, Broad St., Bilston.

IQIO Trimnph, new tyres, Lucas lamp, £33; N.S.D
i-if gear for Triumph, £5; Stunuey-Archer 3-speed

gears in stock, £10/10.—Nelsou, Gloddaeth St., Llan-
dudu

IQl^ Sih.p. Chain Drive Bradbury, 2-speed, free en-
Ji*y gine, kick start, run about 400 miles; bought
twin sidecar machine, with £12 Bradbury sidecar; cost

£73. accept £60.—Box No. 441, The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry.

"DOVER, F.E.. 3;h.p., 1911J, recently completely
-tV overhauled, tyres excellent, new Dunlop belt ; owner
buying T.T. machine; £38, or with Lucas horn and
lamp, and Jones speedometer, £42.—Knight, 44, Stal-

bridge Rd., Crewe.

TOURIST Trophy Triumph, new March, 1910, splen-

did condition, complete with lamp, horn, tools,

spare valve, plug, etc,, brand new tyres and belt; £33,

or reasonable offer; bought new Triumph--Green,
organist. Congletou.

TRIUMPH, 1910, in excellent condition, new covers

back and front, also new Dunlop. belt, lamp, horn,

and usual spares; bargain, £33; owner bought 1912;
can he seen any time by appointment.—Howard Harper,

Brueton House. Bilston.

Slh-p. Tremier, 1910, little used, Kirry free engine
2 clutch (just been fitted), new Kempshall rear,

Dunlop front; inspection, trial by appointment; Powell

and Hanmer lamp, horn; £33, or near offer.—Premier,

Park Hill, Hale, Che.sl.ire.

IVY-PRECISION, 1911, Slh-P-, T.T. and roadster

handle-bars, pedal gear and 2 sets of fcotrests,

tyres good, absolute perfect condition; expert examina-
tion; complete with tools, horn, and spares; £36/10.—
Ellis, Salop Ed-, Oswestry.

IQll (September) New Hudson, J-A-P-. Arrastr.ing

-Lt/ 3-speed, lamp, spare Whittle and valves, £48:
6h-p. V.S. and sidecar, F-R-S- lamp, £26; 4h.p- 2-speed

sidecar combinatiou, £25; Montgomeiy No- 5 castor

sidecar, nearly new, f 7/10.—Rollings, coach-builder,

Wrexham.

TRIUMPH, Zenith, Singer, Rudge, Enfield. 1912
models, actually in .stock. Followii'g second-hands;

Triumph T.T, 1911. £38: Triumph free engine. 1910,
£39; Triumph stjindard, 1910. £32; Budge, 1912, £38;
A .T S-, 1911, £21; Bradbnry free enRiue and sidecar,

£35.—Oswald Parker, Melbourne, Derby.

THE North Wales Motor Exchange, Rhosddn, Wrex-
ham. Tel. ; 283.— Careful and innnediat-; atten-

tion given to all enquiries. I'lxcbangee a speciality-

1912 F-E- Rudge, Smuspniy, £55: 1912 3;h p. N.S.U.
do luxe. £48; 1912 A-,]-S-, lightweight, model A, pur-

chased oft the stand at Olynipia, only done 200 miles,

£35; 1910 N.S-U- twin lightweight, a beauty, diuio 500,

£27/10; 1908 Triaiiiph, tine jiiount, £26; 1911 3lh-P

New IIudsoM. 3-sii(cd. Si'iitomber bought, £48; 1911
3;h,p. Rex Speed King, l-'reueh grey, line goer, £29;
1912 3'b.p- standard Preiiiiei, immediate delivery; 1909
3'li-p. ball beaiinir Rex. hraufiful coudition, £25; 1909
Sii.p. Bex. 2 sp.'cls. haiidlr starting. Him' gcu', £30; 41

li-P. twin Minerva, mndenii^eil, new nuigiielo, h.b,e,, just

been overhiuiled, hn;iiitiful eoiuiilion tliroiiglinut, only

\v:int.» seeing. £27/10. To beginners, we havu some
^jilendid muehines, cheap, send for lists.

SnCTION IV.

Nn(tin}<liain, Lincoln, Leicester, nntl.-ind,

Norllmmptonsliii'c, and Warwickshire.

p Tiiuitiph, 1907, h.b-e., magneto, good order.-
(iilliert Hpieer, Leamingltin.

Jfl'lNITHS, _3) and 6h.p-, in stock for iminedJate d'

O 1 h
•>2

livery —Taylor, cycle agent, lietteiiiig.

.ftAMPlON, 2Sh.p.,
•-^ tlino; £10.-H.

Kond order : burgain ; cpen any
W. Davi.4, Awliby-de-la-Zouch.

Cash, Exchange,
OR

Easy Payments.

NEW 1912 MACHINES actually in stock.

3jh.p. 3-5peed NEW HUDSON 57 Gns
23 h.p. 3-speed NEW HUDSON 47 Gns
3i h.p. RUDGE, fixed gear £48
35- h.p. HUMBER, a-speel model £52 10
1912 3* h.p. BRADBURY, single-speed ..£48
191^ 3ih.p. BRADBURY, 3 speeds £55

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
Tgto 3jh.p., fine goer £27
tgro 3J h.p., extra good £28
3j h.p. rgog Speed King, extra fine £23
3 h.p igoS Featherweight Rex, Bosch mag. £17

TWIN-CVL'NDER REXES,
1906 5-5 h.p. T-ivin Rex £16 10
5-6 h.p, Bosch, Lloyd's variable gear . . £22
7 h.p. de Luxe, 2 speeds, M.O.V £48
,5-6 h.p. de Luxe, igoS, 2-speed model.... £28
5-6 h.p. de Luxe, rgoS, 2 speeds, special . . £29 10

OTHER MAKES.
.3} h.p. igri PREMIER (new) Millennium

2 speeds. Offers.

3ih-p. igri PREMIER (new), Armstrong
3 speeds. Oilers.

rgro P. and M., 2 speeds, fine goer ...... £32
1909 MOTO-REVE, twin engine, magneto,

Druids £20
1910 8 h.p. BAT, M.O.V., 2 speeds £45
i-l h.p. WOLF, in.igneto, spring forks £15
igir Lady's HOBART, Armstrongs-speed.. £36
4i h.p. N.S.U., Bosch magneto, h.b. control £21
3! h.p Twin PREMIER, fine machine £25
3 h.p. TRIUMPH, M-aV., h.b. control . . £17
1911 2} h.p. M0T0SAC08HE, magneto £27
35 h.p. L.M.C., 1910 model £25
3* h.p. MINERVA, Bosch m.agneto, Amac.. £22

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
8 h-p- BAT, 2 speeds, i\'Ii Iford sidecar .... £50
5-6 h.p. 2-speed igo8 REX and sidecar .... £33
7-9 h.p. 2-speed REX and sidecar £53

All fitted with magnet) and spring forks.

.^'S nfkWN SECUIiES ANY OF THESE.^/^ l»UWn BALANCE 5/- WEEKLY.
3 h.p. MINERVA, vertical, M.O.V £l2
3J h.p. EXCELSIOR, Amac, h.b. control . . £10
3 h.p. REX, vertical engine £9

l>ei nnWN secures any of these.S«0 WUWll BALANCE 7/6 WEEKLY.
3 h.p. rgoS REX, Bosch magneto £17
5-6 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, h.b. control £16 10

4i h.p. Twin N.S.U. , Bosch magneto £21
Twin-cylinderMOTO-REVE, magneto, Uniids £20
l-th-p- MINERVA, Bosch migneti, M-O-V. £22
ij h.p. WOLF, A.J.S. engine, m.agneto £15

CARS AND TRICAR.''.
4j h.p. HUMBER Tricar, 2 speeds, wheel

steering £19
5 h.p. HUMBER Car, 2-seatcr, good goer .. £22
5 h-p- REXETTE, Oppermann 3 speeds £18
Duocar, Bosch magneto £45

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
19T2 B. and B. C;irburctters, variiiblc jets.

.

28/6
1012 B. and B. C.u-burcttcrs, single jet ,... 27/-
1912 Senspray Carburetters 28/6
Camel lin. Rubber Belting 1 er foot 1/3
Fullord Castor Wheel Sidccnr £5
N.S-U. Siilccar, eo:ich-built, 26in. wheel £4 10
Rex Pattern .Belt Rim Brake (new) 6/6
Lycctt's Carrier Toolbags (new) 7/6
Sidecar Lamps, show red light be'.iind ...... 7/6
Trailer, 2f)in. wheels 25/-
New Toolbags, 9 X 6x 3iin 4/6
Sidecar Aprons, green or red, with studs .

.

7/6
New Lycctt's Tubular Carrieis 4/11
Longueinare C;irbiirettcrs 5/-

Farrar's Motor Exchange

19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,

Telephono ¥¥ A l.¥F'A.X '^*'' "''""'"'

Irom G.P.O.)

A^8 hi aitiu'iing Hum adveiliacmaiita it is dtmiiahh to iiiriilinn " The Mutor Cycle.
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I
OUR STOCK

I

|MANCHESTER,|

I

I

I

I

I

261, DEANSGATE.
Telephone : Central, 7371.

A MACHINE for your money,

"Not a promise."

All below actually on the premises for

iqiz
igi2
1912
191:;

J91-;

1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
1912
igi2
1912
1912
J912

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

DOUGLAS, model K £52
DOUGLAS, model G £41
DOUGLAS, model H £47
MATCHLESS, 2-speed, passenger £73
NEW HUDS0N-J.A.P.,3-speed £59
NEW HUDSON, 3-speert £59
B.S.A., 2-speed £60
6.S.A., tree engine £56
B.S.A., free engine £56
PREMIER, 3.V h.p., 3-speed £58
PREMIER, 3-3 h.p., twin 3-speed £63
PREMIER Lightweight £36
RUDGE, free engine £55
N.S.U., 6 h.p , 3-speed, passenger.
MACBETH-PRECISION, standard£45
PRECISION, free engine £53
MATCHLESS, 3* h.p., 3-speed. . £58

OTHERS COMING IN D.\ILY.

LOOK BEFORE LEAPING !

BARGAINS ! ! BARGAINS ! !

We do not allow Second-bands to accumulate.

Note these Prices.

1909 BRADBURY, perfect every way £25
1909 HUMBER, 2-speed, free engine £25
1910 DOUGLAS, single-speed £25
1910 DOUGLAS, single-speed £27
1909 TRIUMPH, single speed, abeauty £28
1911 SCOTT, debvercd November .. £60
1911 PREMIER, free engine £30
190S N.S.U., 3J h.p., pull sidecar £24
ign BRADBURV. as new £37
1911 A.J.S., single-speed, trials only. . £30
REX, 3i h.p., accumulator, good goer £7

I

I

I

I

SPECIAL THIS WEEK.

1912 RUDGE, free engine, three
weeks old, done 50 miles, Lucas'
K. of R. lamp, exhaust whistle,

Jones' speedometer, horn, mirror,
tools, and Montgomery sidecar

;

all guaranteed as new turnout;
sacrifice £60.

We have the best stock, in Manchester.
CALL and convince yourself that " We are
the people for season's mount. New or Second-
hand."

GOLMORE DEPOT
261, Deansgate,

IV!AIMCH ESTER.
Telephone : 7371 Central.

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

E

D

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

H~ TjMBER, Sih.p.. 2-ppeed, 1911. good runnins
order, studded tyros, butt-euded tubes, Dimlcp belt.

?pare tube, valve, and 2 piston rings; £38.—Nott, 7,

Alexandra Ed., Erecon, "S. Wales.

TUIUMPH. 1910-11, everything in, perfeci condition,
"complete with lamp, generator, pump, hern, etc.;

bargain. £37, or e5:clian2:e for 2-t?peed sidecar machine.
—Beard, Fairfield, Treforest, "Glamorgan.

HUMBER. 1912, 3;h.p., 2-5peed, £52/10. from
stock; Sudse, 1912, 3^L.p., free engine, £55, from

stock; Ariel, 2i\i.-&.. £11/11/6; Humber, 2h.p.. £25;
F.N., 4-cyI., £18.—Bladder, -agent, Woree?ter-

MOTOSACOCHE, 1911. 2ih.r-., free engine, adjust-
able pulley, Uiiittle, Lucas lamp, horn. Palmer

tyres, good condition. Jones speedometer, Booch, splen-

did condition; £26.—Lewis, 2. Queen's Hill, Isewport,
Mon.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,

^Vilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

TEItTMPH. 1912. free engine; £55; delivery at once.
—Pitt, Fordingbridge.

31h.p., in :rocd condition: £14.—Annr. Seigt. Richard-
2 son, XL Hussars, Aldershct-

TRIFilL'H, 1912, free ensine model.';, from stock;
£55.~Layton'6, Bicester,' near Oxford.

SCOTT. 1912. new machinepi from stock: premium re-

quired for immediate deliverj'.—Layton's, Bicester

TRICMPH, staudard, 1912 models, from stock;
£48/ 1 5.-Layton"s, Bicester.

NFIELD. 23h.p., twin-cyl-, 2-spced, 1912 model;
£46, no offers.-Layton's, Bif ester.

PREMIER. 1912. 2:b.p.. lightweight; cost £36 ten
dav^ ago, our price £31.—Lavtou's, liiceriter, near

Oxford.

3ih.p. Premier, 1910, excellent condition; £30,
2 nearest offer.-Campkiir, Sloush. Bucks.

OUGLAS, 1911. just overhauled by makers; £30;
owner going abroad.—Pitt, Fordingbiidge.

PREMIER, 3ih.p., 3-speed; £58. will accept £54;
not ridden, client seriously iiL — Cough's, Glou-

cester.

3ih.p. Brown. Bosch^ ppring forks, fo: tresis, h-b.e-,
2 studded Dunlop, variable pulley; £17.—Thorn itt.

Banbury.

Q3h.p. Enfield, 1911. -2-specd. perfect condition; cost
^•4 £52. accept £35; bought ear.—Necdham. Suffolk
Regt., Aldershot.

TRIUMPH. 3ih.p.. bought January. 1910. excellent
condition, tvres and belt as new; £30.—WTiiteman,

50. Zinzan St., Reading.

T 009 5-6b.p. 4-cyl. F.N., shaft drive; good condition;
-Lt/ £20.—I'articulars. Box L6.893, The Motor Cycle
Officer. 20, Tudor St, E.G.

N.S.U-, 3ih.p., magneto, just overhauled, splendid
order: bargain £13/10. or near offer.—A. Beale,

26, FawLctt Rd., Soutbsea.

WAXDERER, 1910i. 3h.p. twin. F.E.. spring frame,
perfect order, very fast ; £27, or offer.—Hall,

373, Fic^hponds Rd., Bristol.

ARIEL, cost £51/15, new, used thrice demonstration,
under 300 mile.? : illuccis ; 40 guineas ; acce^ories.

—Burton, Vicarage. Banbury.

RUDGE and Bradbury Models, for prompt delivery;
trial runs; exchanges entertained; send for liste-—

Agent, Barnes, Colnbrook, Bucks.

SCOTT, 1911. splendid conilition, with 1912 canoelet
sidecar; £60, or separately £49.—Butler, Penrose,

Trelawuey Rd., Gotham, Bristol.

MOTOSACOCHE. 1909. magneto, free engine, ad-
justable puUev. tvre-* nearlv new, splendid condi-

tion; fl7.-Morton, Theale. Berks.

B.S-A., 3;h.p., 1911, JTovemher, perfect order, plating
and enamel like new. very little ridden ; £38.—

Hewat, 46. Clare Rd., Maidenhead.

LADY'S Motosacoche, 2h.p., 1911. condition as new,
splendid hill-climber; co^t £42 la^^t; autumn, bar-

gain, £28.-Lewi3. 23, Park St. Oxford.

DOUGLAS. 2;h.p.. new, not ridden 100 miles, 2-

cpeed. free engine and footboards; £37/10 cash,
no offers.-Lees, High St., Fairford, Glos.

4-5h.p- Sarolea, magneto, splendid condition ; £22

;

take old accumulator machine or 3ih.p. engine
part payment.—Hobbs, High ;St., Eastleigh.

4h.p. J.A.P., Bo.sch. B. and B., Millennium 2-speed
hub and free engine, as new, with or without

sidecar.—H. Holland, Stow-on-the-Wold, Glos.

SCOTT, new October, 1911, ridden 300 miles, Cowey
speedometer, horn, V. and H- lamp ; seen by

appointment ; cash £50.—D. B. Lee, R.N- Barracks.
Portsmouth.

Q^h.p. Tourist Trophy J.A.P.. Chater-Lea' frame, B.
n^ 4^ and B. carburetter. Bosch magneto, unscratched.
not done 200 milee; price £30.—W. Rossiter, Ejings-
wood, Bristol.

LADY'S Douglas, 1911. all accessories and" spares,
ridden fiummer months only, easy starter, climbs

Birdlip on top gear; £38. no offer-.— Gibb, Worcester!
St., Glf^ucester.

-
I

cslAaLISHED 20 YEAR TMfc n tART OF IhL TRADE

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

OUR STOCK

BIRMINGHAM,
31, COLMORE ROW,

AND
49, JOHN BRIGHT ST.

All below ready for

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

DOUGLAS G
1912 ENFIELD, 2jh.p.
1912 ENFIELD sidecar, 6 h.p. com-

bination
I9r2 NEW HUDSON, 3J h.p
rgii TRIUMPH
igrj MATCHLESS
1912 PREMIER, 3-speed
igi2 PREMIER, free engine
1912 MACBETH, Armstrong 3-speed
I9r2 PREMIER, 2} h.p

£41
£52 10

£84
£59 17
£48 15
£73 10
£58
£54 17
£55
£36

EARLY DELIVERY OF THE FOLLOWING.
BOOK NOW !

SCOTTS and DOUGLAS K.

Enfield

Bat
All

with
J.A.P.
Engines.

Chater Lea
Matchless

Special

passenger
models.

SECOND-HAND STOCK. TO BE CLEARED.

If you want a machine of any class or of

any price, just write us and tell us your ideas.

We cannot publish a list of all our stock in

detail, for space reasons, but we have machines
of every sort ready.

6 sccond-haad3i h.p. Triumphs from £20 to £40

5 „ 2i h.p. Douglas from £23 to £30

3i h.p. Premiers, both £36

si h.p. numbers, both £35
6 h.p. 4-cyl. F.N., £15, £20, £25
2i h.p. Enfield Lightweights,

£18, £23
I „ 3^ h.p. Brown, Kerry, Allday,

N.S.U., £20 to £30
3i h.p. Zenith, Bradbury, and
P. and M., £28 to £38

I Scott, 35 h.p., rgio, £35
I Chater-Lea, 8 h.p., passenger model, iglr,

splendid machine for sidecar, £55
I A.C. Tricar, £55

SPECIAL THIS WEEK.
PREMIER, 3Jh.p., with 3-speed gear

(Armstrong). Price £58.

This is a splendid machine, that can
be advantageously used tor either solo

or. sidecar work. The gear is safe and
reliable, and the machine is, as every
motorist Itnows, one of the best that

Coventry produces.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

R

RcolmoredepotI

R

31, Colmore Row, and

49, John Bright Street,

BlRIVIINGHAfVI. I
In answeiing Ihese advertisements it is desirahleto mention "The Motor Ci/cle.' A41
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
*|Q09 21i.p. Moto-Reve, magneto, h.b-c, adjustable
Xt/ pulley, Whittle belt, tyres as new, very little
nsod, in iDerfe:t running order; £16/16.—A. E. Burnett,
Jleikshani, Wiltshire.

r.E. Triumph, dellTery third -weelc June ; F-E. Brad-
bury, in stock : F.E. Premier, F.E. Rudge, light-

ireight I'remier, 2Jh.p. twin Enfield, 2-speed; ofiers,
exchanges.—Randall, Andover-

TRIUMPH. standard, 1910, re-enamelled and plated,
new I'aimers, butted tubes, accessories, condition

perfect. £40 ; also sidecir, £4, or combination complete
£42.—Wilkes, 12, Leighton Rd-, Cheltenham.

TRIUMPH. 1912, Iree engine, Cowey, watch, lamp,
liorn, i^pare valve, belt, tube, only done 600 mileti;

priL*e 50 guineas, cost over £63"; seen near Salisbuiy.—
Apply, Lieut. Reinold, H.M.S." Hercules, Home Fleet.

POWERFUL 3ih.p. Minerva Motor Cycle, good con-
dition, reliable machine, engine perfect, belt new,

new Uunlop (back), 2 accumulators, tools, bags, lamp,
spares, et-c. ; bargain, £15.—R-, Ransou, School Hou^e,
Earsham, Bungay, Suffolk.

41h.p. Precision, 1911, re-enamelled and plated, lamp,
it horn, etc., new Dunlops, belt, wjiole as new, £34

;

3ih,p. 1911 Res engine, lass magneto, perfect, £7;
2.'.h.p. engine parts, complete less oiiinlc eai^e, aiai'-'S,

£2; clutch, 21/-; frame and tank, 20/-.—Tuaier, p^oto-
grapher, Marlow.

SECTION vni.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent
and Sussex.

mOTTEXHAM.

WE svp aijeuta for Hnmbprs, Triumplis, Eradburys,
Clyiios A.C.'s, and Matchless.

"1 012 Models in stock.— 3;l;.p. S-speed Himiber, F.E.

month.
Triumph, i\B. Bradbury; A.C. Sociable this

"I Oil Models.—Shop-soiled 2-epee.d Bradbury. F.E
XV Bradbury, standard Bradbury, F.E. Eirdge-Whlt-
wcrth ; what offers ?

1Q11 HumbfT £37/10, 1910 number £34, 1910
XU 3;h.p. Triumph £36, 1910 Motosaccehe £24,
1910 4-;h.B. Fafnir £27/10, BU.p. twin N.S U. £27/10,
3h.p. Triumph £16/10.—Stamford Hill Motor Co., 128,

Hish Ed., S. Tottenham. 'Phone. 1932.

"O.S.A. 1912 JMotor Cycles; easy payments arranged,

models, in stock. —Rirett,

Riyett,' Lej^onstone.

engineB.S.A., 1912, frei

Leytonstone. -

B.S.A., 1912. iixeJ ensine models, in stock.—Eiyett,
Lej'touatone.

MOTOB Accessoriefl, oils, etc.—tfp-to-date stock at

Bivett's, 236, High Rd., Leytonstone.

P.
and M., 2-speed, 2!-h.p., little used.—Write, H.,

24, Fulham Ed., S.W.

5h p. Twin Alcyon, in good condition; £15.—Burow,
Station St., Korthlieet, Kent.

MAGNETO 3h.p. Motor Cycle; £15; in good running
order.— 18, Cnlthorpe St., London.

2ih.p, J.A.P., inclined. Chatcr frame. Palmer tyres;

2 £9.-224, Wood St., Walthamstow.

23.h.p. Minerva, vertical, Dunlop tyres and belt,

4 recently enanrelled and plated, ideal machine for

beginner; £12.-224, Wood St., Walthamstow.

THE Croydon M.-tor Mart.—1912 Enflckla in stock;

no waiting : exchanges entertained.

THE Crovdon Motor Mart.—1912 Hobarts in stock;

immediate delivery; your present machine in part

exchange.

THE Croydon Motor Mart.-1912 Lewis, S-stroke; im-
mediate delivery ; a trial run will convince.

THE Croydon ilotor Mart.—New. Huds.in, immediate
delivery; in stock; no waitin:,'.

THPl Croydon Motor Mart.—Immediate dilivery of
J5cnjtli, ] louglas, Endge ; exchanges entertained.

THE Crovdon Motor Mart.—19113 2-.speed free engine
Knlicld, perfect; £33.

THE Croydon Motor Mart, agents for flle II.O.T.

motors. Tel.; 797 P.O.; early delivery—,86, South
Knd, Croydon.

31_h,p. 1912 Lincoln Elk, brand new; cost £34/17/6,
a c,a,<h £30.-16, Park Ud., WestclifJ.

BRIGIITOX.-Triaraph, 3h.p., good condition, h.b.c.
to carburetter and spark; £17.—Below.

BRTOriTON.-C'lyno. Bradbury, Douglae, Premier, etc.,

etc.—Turpin's, 29, Preston Kd.

CAMBIOUWELL, - Bradbury iiKenta, Bright and
HaylcH, 73, Church St., Camberwcll (jreeu.

CAJinKRWELL.-New Hudson agents, Briglit and
Haylc.H, 73, Church St., Caniberwell (Jrcen.

HUAIBKR. 2h.p., 19113, good ns new. all ncce.ssories

;

£28.-H0Ker«, 42, aiureh Ed., Hendoii.

MOTO.RKVE Twin, excellent condition .good tvres,

spares; fI7/10.-RoKer«, 42. Church Rd., Hcndou,

1Q11 3ih,p. Premier, Million clutch, perfect; £40.-
J-«7 Cuttiuu, XI, Uiiih St., Miildoa, Kascx.

A42 In answering tluic u(le''rl'i!'riiiiiils it is ihairublc'to iiicntiuii "'I

GIVING
UTMOST
PLEASURE to

THOUSANDS.
PRICE:

12/6, nickel plated.

13/6, black.
Postage 5d. extra.

SOLE MAKERS and PATENTEES—

HENRY GARNER, Ltd.,
Moseley Motor Works, Birmingham.

•Pliones : South 3 & 4.
'

•Grams: "Dependable, Moseley,**

Stocked by all the leading factors.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
31i.p. Kerry, Beech magneto, 26in. Tchecls, guaranteed

lipifec't; £11/10.-48. Nortli St., Barking.

51i.p. 4-cyl. F.N., magneto, splendicl condition; 17
guineas.— 59,. Binfleld Rd-, Clapbam, S.W.

j QIO Zpnitli-Grjidua-.Tap; niii.=t erll, £30, near.—48,
-i-U Londei?borougli Rd., Stoke Nt:winstou, N.

unused; £47/10.—Apply,
Phmistcad Common, Kent.

F.N., 5-61i.'p., 2 spced-i, good running ordpr, just over-
hauled; £32.-1, Overstraud Mausious, S.W.

6, or offer.—Li g-]i tire i.^ht, running ordor.— S(.en,
oV Brown and Sons, 7, Manor Park Parade, Lee.

1 Q1I2 Triumrili, not
JL«7 erares; £45.-89,

-| Qll Clutch "Triunu'li-, new,
JLU 18, Kargor Rd- ~"

liddcn 500 milcrt, lamp,
StoL'kwell Park Rd., S.W.

TRIUMPH and Bradbury, free -

stock; early delivery of B.S.A.-

TRITJMPH, F.E.,
spared; £42--

engine models in
-Oebb, Miirgate.

1911, go.id condition, new belt and
J.igo, Markiat I'laue, St. Albans.

TRIUMPH, fiitit-claPfi condition, little u^ed, 1909
model; bargain, £50.-123, Holloway Rd., N-

ENEIELD 2ih.p. Twin, Oi'tobcr, 1910, TJunlops, per-
fect order.— 13, Oulpiu,^ Rd., Thornton Heatb.

QUADRANT, 2^]h.p., h.b.c, liuup, in good order; £5
cai^h.-Kin.near, 110, Church Lane, Tooting, S.\^.

h.b.c.; £10; good
rron, ShephtTdswell, Dover-

M-M-C-, good condition, tyres, etc. ; £7, or
offer.-Jenkin, 47, U.sber Rd., Bjw, London-

Pehok, h.b.c-, footboards, gooS

33.h.p. Magneto Lightwei-ht, B.,li.

4 running order.

0'3.h.p.

3h.p. Pehok, h.b.c-, footboards, gooS hill-elin:iber-,

£11.— Goodwin, 165, Green St., Betbnal Green.

TRIUBIPH, good condition, new cylinder, piston, B.
and B.; £20.-Glover, Kelvedon, E&.-OX.

3 Q12 Pree Engine Rudge, perfect condition; oflers.—
-i-iy Glover, Kelvedou, Esses.

EAGLES-—Douglas, 1911, 2-^pped and free engiuQ
model, hanJle starting, tine condition; £35.

EAGLES.-N.S.U. lightweight, late 1910; had little

use, Bo?ch, 2 speeds, free engine; £24.

EAGLES.—Motosacoche, 2^h.p., latest pattern model,
new 3 months ago, Bosch, free engine; £28.

EAGI/ES.—N.S-U., 3:^h.p., nearly new, Eisemann mag-
neto, 1911 spring forks, 2 speeds, free engine'; £33.

EAGLES.-B.S.A., 1911
equal to new; £40.

EAGLES.—Rex, 3^h.p., Bosch magneto,
frame, Peter Union tyrea; £18,

EAGLES.—Motoeacoche lightweight, Bosch magneto,
Draid forks, Wbittle belt, free engine; £17/10.

EAGLES-—Humher, .Sjh.p., 1911, exceptional con-
dition, 2 speeds and free engine; £38/10.

EAGLES.—Singer, 1911, free engine model, new l&at .

June, cost £55, fine condition; £40.

new la^it September,

di'opped

2ih.p. Twin Lightweight, 1910
m,o. valves, excellent condition

;

EAGLES.-Enfield
model, Bosch,

£22/10.

EAGLES-—Mills-Fulford sidecarr?; always a largo
stock of latest models, frum £6/6.

EAGLES.-N.S-U., 6h.p., latest model, twin, with
2 speeds, free engine; £61/15 tthe ideal sidecar

machine) ; immediate delivery from stock.

EAGLES.—Immediate delivery from stn^k of the
famous N.S.U. 2-spe';c. gearh witii free engines,

from £5/15.

"OAGLES and Co., High St., Acton.-N.S.U. We^t
J-^ London district agency- Immediate delivery of 1912
inodela ; liberal allowances for muehinee in port pay-
ment. Tel. : 556 Chiswick.

r.N.. 1911, 6h.p., new condition ; £34, bargain.—
Taylor, 112. Xcw Kii ' "

' " "

TTUMBER, 19103, 3Jh.p., perfect condition, laniii,

ing'ti Rd., Pulham.

- - li'J JL accessories; £28.—\Yctit, 19, Cranbrook Rd., Ilfora.

P.
and M.'fi, in stock; premium refiuired, cash or de-
ferred terniri.—Whiteley's, Queen's Rd., Loudon, W.

MOTO-REVI-;, 2Ih.p. Twin, magneto, spring forks,
lamp, aceossorios; £13/10.-20, Ilford Lane, Ilford.

and 61i.]i.,

1,

1 Q12 Zeniths,
JLiJ or exchange.— Storey,

3.3h.p. Minerva, splendid condition
4> 10 guineiw.'

bvaud nmv;
EndcU St.,

oU'crs, cnsli

Long Acre.

new 1909. sparos;

B., 54, ])icppe St., West Kciising-

1 Q12 Sih'P. Kerry-Abinprdon, absolutely now, :£41

;

^iy with 2 siieeds, £48.-84, Rodenhum Ed., Clap-
hiiiu.

TRIUMI'H. 1912, F.R., new Easter, unsoratehed;
£51; lamp, Lorn, tjolrf.—Quick, 52, Boundary Rd.,

Hove.

1Q12 Triumphfi and RndgCH, free rncine models, now
-Li/ in stock; £55.—F. Spoarmon, Bndijo St., Bi.sh.ui'a

Stortford.

1Q12 New Hudsnns, nil models in Rtoelt; immediaio
A*/ delivery. -X''. Spcarjnuu, Bridyo Si, Bishop'u
Stortford.

BRADBURY. 3lh,p,,
hack, .^paic tube

Kent.

he Motor CijrJe.'*

1911, stantlurd, new oovit on
£30 casli.-Uibrion, Eynwford,
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Motor Cycle Taxation.

WE
hope the Treasury Committee which has been
appouite(i to consicier the horse-power rating

of motor cycles and motor cars will, when
it has arrived at a definite conclusion on this

matter, proceed to arrange the taxation of

motor cycles on a fairer scale than has been done up
to the present. Why should a motor bicycle be taxed

one pound per annum irrespective of its weight, age,

or value? We do not propose to argue against the

tax- as a tax, because we recognise that one pound
spread over fifty-two weeks is not a large proportion

of a motor cyclist's e.xpenses—it is the unfairness of

the question which strikes us as requiring some con-

sideration at the hands of those who fix the rates.

First of all, it is totally unjust to tax a motor cycle

at all while nothing is paid for saddle horses. Then
it is unfair to tax single-track machines, which cause

practically no injxiry to a well-made road, the sum of

a, pound a year when a small car weigMng ten times

as much only pays two guineas. The original tax

was 15s., the same as a two-wheeled cart, arid our

argument against it at the time it was imposed was

that a two-wheeled cart does infinitely more damage
to the road, not to speak of the iron shoes of the

horse which draws it, and that while 15s. was con-

sidered enough for two wheels on a cart, half this

sum was too much in -comparison for a motor cycle.

Motor cyclists unfortunately are branded with the

magic word " motor," signifying wealth to all and
sundry, and although the Treasury may think that if

a man can afford a motor cycle at all he can easily

pay the tax, it must not overlook buyers of second-

hand machines who are just able to afford a motor

cycle four or five years old costing ;^io to ^^15 ; at pre-

sent they have to pay the same tax as the owner of a
;^5o up-to-date model. We suggest that it would be^

fair to classify motor cycles for the purpose of taxa-'

tion as follows : Machines with two wheels, not ex-

ceeding 150 lbs. weight, and machines four years old

or over, 10s. per annum; exceeding 150 lbs., and
under four years old, and all three-wheeled machines,

15s. per annum; four-wheeled cyclecars under 7 cwts.,

j£i per annum.

The Weight Definition.

THE
question of horse-power, size of engine, and

other details which are not easy to check or to

classify would be all covered by the weight

definition. Taxation should certainly be by
weight, because damage to roads is done in pro-

portion to the weight of the vehicle. Power and
weight also advance together, and it would hardly be

possible, at any rate for some time, to produce an

abnormally powerful machine inside the weight defini-

tion of 150 lbs. Motor cyclists, in addition to the ;£i

per annum tax, also pay 3d. a gallon on petrol, which

at an estimate of 5,006 miles per annum, and reckon-,

ing consumption at ninety miles to the gallon, is

equivalent to a further payment to the revenue of about

14s. per annum. A driving licence costs 5s. and
registration also 5s.

It might be argued that motor cyclists should not

agitate for tax reduction because the money collected

for taxes is devoted to road maintenance. Were the

whole of the taxes so set apart this might apply, but

they, are not, and as motor cycles do so little damagei

to roads in comparison with other traffic, there is a

strong argument in favour of a lower rate.
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In Defence of the Automatic Carburetter.

A FEW years ago someone defined an automatic

carburetter as " a mechanical device which
gives an incorrect mixture at all speeds," and

this definition seems to have become ingrained in the

minds of motor cyclists. Nowadays, however, this is

quite untrue, and there are' several devices which give

us at any rate a close approximation to a correct

mixture at- all speeds. It is usually urged that

it is impossible to obtain such a correct mixture
with an i automatic carburetter as an expert can
get with a hand-controlled air supply. In view of

certam performances on Brooklands and on the road,

the writer is not prepared to admit this. At one time

he himself possessed a certain lightweight which was
fitted with a very, simple automatic device. After

slightly tinkering with the standard carburetter better

times were made up a test hill than w'ere ever reached
with a double-control carburetter. It must be remem-
bered that the average motor-cyclist is not an expert

—frequently he is the reverse—and the fewer taps

and the less twiddling there is to be done the better

he is pleased. It must also be admitted that a novice

with a properly- adjusted automatic carburetter can

do a great deal less damage to his machine than he
can (and does) by giving an incorrect mixture because
he does not know the " feel " of his aiir lever, and it

is safe to say that a fair percentage of riders never

do acquire this " feel." At the present time, with

most double-control carburetters, there is a lot of

fiddling to be done with the air lever every time that

the position of the throttle is altered to any appreci-

able degree. This is especially annoying when one is

opening out on a hill, and a novice will often fail

on a hill merely because he could not get his mixture
right, whereas if he had had a good automatic carbu-

retter he would have got up with ease. No modern
car is turned out without an automatic carburetter,

and yet we have to search hard to find a standard
British motor cycle so fitted. On the other hand,
practically all American machines and most Con-
tinental makes, especially lightweights, are fitted with

automatic devices which work extremely well. Nearly
all the American track records are held by machines
so fitted, or having at least semi-automatic carburet-

ters. As regards reliability, there is not much to

choose between the two types; if. anything, the auto-

matic carburetter has the best of it, as it usually has

fewer moving parts to stick.

The reason why we have not progressed further on

these lines is .simple. The fault does not he with the

.manufacturers but with the public. They have been

given good double lever control carburetters, and will

not risk something which they regard .as an innova-

tion. I feel sure that the best makers of double
control carburetters are ready and waiting to maintain

their reputation with the newer and more scientific

type, and will do so as soon as they receive a little

encouragement from the public.

History Repeating Itself.

Motor cyclists of long standing will remember the

prejudice against the "spray" carburetter in the

days when the surface type was in'vogue, arid yet how
many surface carburetters are to be seen on the road

to-day ? This is a parallel case, and I venture to

predict that in a few years the automatic carburetter

will take its position as a standard fitting just as the

spray type has done. Only those who have experi-

enced trafific ridiiig and touring with the modern auto-

matic can appreciate its advantages, and the way one
can throttle down to a tick or pick up suddenly by a

simple movement of the thumb, gives one a sense ot

security never felt with the old method.
It is often stated that an automatic carburetter is

wasteful of petrol, but after running with the variable

air type for eight years the writer finds that he can

obtain just as low consumption under ordinary tour-

ing conditions with a well-tuned automatic as with the

best two lever type. It was stated recently in these

pages that when the extra air port was opened no
more air enters the cylinder, and that the opening
only weakened the mixture by reducing the pressure,

from which I take it that the writer of the article

had not come in contact with a certain new carburetter

which depends for its mixture on the suction of the

engine on the jet chamber, the amount of this suction

being mechanically varied as the air ports ars OD-jnerl

and shut. As to the temperature and specific gravity

of the petrol used, an automatic carburetter is as

capable of the slight alterations to air adjustment and
the level of spirit in float chamber as any other type

Ubique.

Croup of Notlingham and District M.C.C, membiirs at the Hardwick Inn after the hlll-climb on the 4th inst. (see Club News pages].

A24
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AUTO CYCLE UNION NOTES.
The Royal Automobile Club and Associates'

Race Meeting.

AT the above event, which will be held at Brook-
lands on the 27th July, the following two
motor cycle races will be held : , A two-lap

handicap race for all classes of machines, in which a

gold medal will be presented to the j^rivate owner
who finishes first past the post, and an inter-team

scratch race. Each team will consist of three riders

from a club affiliated to the A.C.U., one of whom
shall ride a single-cylinder machine up to 500 c.c,

another a multi-cylinder machine up to 750 c.c, and
the third a sidecar machine up to 1,000 c.c. The
team gaining the least points is to be adjudged the
winner. These two races were most successful

last year.

Permits.
Subject to the competing machines being geared

5—I with 26in. w'heels, a permit has been granted
to hold motor cycle races at the Cambridge Charity
Sports on the 24th July. Permits have been granted
to the Cardiff Motor Club to hold an open hill-climb

and speed trials on the 20th July, and to the Cumber-
land M.C.C. to hold speed trials

on the 5th August. A permit
will be gi\-en to the Bradford
M.C.C. to hold an open' re-

liability trial on the 27th and
28th May provided compliance
is made with the A.C.U. regu-

lations governing those trials.

Private O^vners.

Owing to certain circum-

stances which have arisen, it

is necessary to point out that

THE COVENTRY AND WARWICKSHIRE MOTOR CLUB
OPEN RELlABlLirV TRIAL.

private owners taking part in competitions must only

ride machines which are actually their own property.
They must not pose as private owners \vhen riding

bowowed machines.

The Edinburgh Motor Cycle Club's Inter^^team
Hill^climb,

The above event will be held on Manor Hill, near
Peebles, twenty miles soutli of Edinburgh, on S_atur-,

day, June 8th, starting at 2.30 p.m. It is proposed
that the team shall be made up as follows : Four
riders of macliines over 500 c.c, six riders of machines
up to 500 c.c, and two riders of sidecar machines
up to T,ooo c.c. The last two may be chosen from
the above ten. There will be two classes, a scratch

class and a handicap class. The team event will lie

followed by an open hill-climb. Tourist Trophy types

of motor bicycles will be admitted, provided they are

fitted with spring forks, full-size mudguards, tyres,

etc. We understand that the hill is fairly short, very

steep, and quite safe. English riders desirous of

representing their country in this event should for-

ward their names to the secretary of the A.C.U., to-

gether with particulars of their machine.

Horse=power Rating.

A Treasury Com.mittee has

been appointed to consider the

horse-power rating of motor
ciars and motor cycles, and the

Auto Cycle Union has been

invited to send a representati\-e

to give evidence on its behalf

before the Committee. It is

not as yet known what the in-

tentions are with regard to the

taxation of motor cycles.

Uj Scene at the start (2) Miss N. Hough (Douglas) who rode splendidly. (3) W. G. Biatch (3} n.p. fiudgs' on Iimington Hill. (4; W. F. Newjcme Irce an/.me

Triumph) who secured flrst pla-se in Class A. (5) A. Millidge .Premier). i6: H. G. Hill (Caieott) on SuJe ej Hill.

-\-7
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Dissolved Acetylene for Motor Cycles.

Some weeks ago I mentioned that most American
riders dispense with acetylene generators, and carry

tanks of dissolved acetylene, which can be relied upon
to feed clean gas for many hours. Readers will be

interested to hear that the well-known D.A. people

are preparing to supply English riders with suitable

cylinders. The first cost is rather high; I am just

paying _^3 15s. deposit on a test cylinder, but the

cylinders contain five cubic feet of gas, sufficient for

about twenty hours' night riding, and the exchange

fee is only 2S. 6d., while there are exchange depots

in all the large towns. The cylinders are quite com-
pact in size, and thoroughly suited to carriage on a
motor cycle, and there is not the least danger of

explosion. The system is likely to be in full working
order by next year, though I believe it is useless to

attempt purchase immediately, as the country stockists

cannot at present be provided with exchange cylinders

of motor cycle size. Twenty hours' light for half a

crown is by no means dear, and the cylinders will

doubtless be very popular in twenty-four hours' trials

next season. One cylinder would last a good many
touring amateurs for an entire season.

Automatic Carburetters.
I read "E.M.O.'s" article on the above subject

with great interest. I think controversialists gener-

ally overlook the fact that the choice at present is not

between perfect efficiency obtained by two lever car-

buretters, and imperfect efficiency obtained by a single

lever type; the real alternative for most riders is- be-

tween imperfect efficiency with either one or two
levers. Let me explain this.

The great factories very seldom send out two-lever

carburetters adjusted to give perfect efficiency ; if they

did the control would be far too delicate and sensi-

tive for a duffer to get good results on cornersome
steep hills, and under other circumstances which con-
stitute emergencies if the rider be timid ov unskilful.

At most factories the standing instruptions given to

fitters and testers result in a carburetter adjustment
which is "rich all through." Consequently, even if

we admit that existing types of automatic and semi-

automatic carburetters fail to attain ideal efficiency,

the standard two-lever type has real defects in practice.

Probably the only riders whose carburation at all

ai)proaches ideality are those amateurs and pro-
fessionals who do not rest content with average adjust-

ments.

Per contra, here are details of three carl)uretters

with which I ha\'c been experimenting of late.

No. I. Hand extra air and spring valve. Pro-
\ideil the spring be kept correctly adjusted, the hand
extra air may be ignored and left idle, except when it

is desired to oljtain maximum fuel economy, or
maximum speed on the level. The adjustment of the
spring valve is mechanical, since the spring has to act
under a given i)ull, and to open a given dislance.
|'iiis is more cfficinnt anrl more suited 1n novices than
the standard two-lover type.
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No. 2. Three-jet type, single lever. An ideal

carburetter when once correctly adjusted. It meets
all " E.M.O.'s " criticisms, inasmuch as the third jet,

being small in proportion to the others, weakens the

mixture for speed work on the level when the single

lever is opened to its full extent, and if only two jets

be open a rich mixture is available for siow engine

speeds on medium large throttle opening, as in hill-

climbing. Defect—difficulty of suiting three jets and
choke tubes, in complex relationships, to different

engines; need of re-adjustment to suit quality of air

under diverse climatic conditions. This carburetter

is not to be recommended, because of the complexity

of its adjustment. ,

^ No. 3. Similar to No. 2, except that it has a plate

on the^spraying chamber which enables the air to be
adjusted to suit different localities or different tem-
peratures without interfering with the jets or choke
tubes. This is a fitst-rate carburetter, .absolutely

economical and efficient, and may be recommended,
because the complexity of the original adjustment is

only a small objection, since the adjustment, once
made, is final, and is modified only by altering the

small plate.

These are but three out of numerous alternative

designs, and two of them are equal in technical

efficiency to the standard two-lever type, as adjusted

by the average maker.

"Four Gold Medals Lost by Tyre Troubles."

The above is a pregnant sentence from the judges

report on the last A.C.U. One Day Trial. How
much longer is under-tyring of machines to continue?

It is common in the car world as well. The fierce

price competition causes manufacturers of both cars

and cycles to fit as standard, tyres which are too light

for their work. With luck and with attention they

will cover a mileage long enough to prevent customers
from clamour, and in tlieir ignorance the purchasers

remain content to buy small thin tyres, simply because
they do not know that tyres are made which will take

them through a season without any trouble at all.

There are tyres on the market which will average

3,000 miles on the back wheel of a 3^ h.p. without

more than one puncture at the outside. But the.se

tyres are expensive, and competition prevents their

being included in list prices, and many buyers are

ignorant of the contrast between them and the stan-

dard light types. Here are some illustrations.

I,ast year I used three light covers in 1,500 miles on
my back wheel, and afterwards fitted a heavy tyre

which ran 3,200 miles without a.puncture. The three

light covers punctured on fourteen occasions before

giving up the ghost for various reasons. In many
cases the firms are themselves ignorant. They havc^

large contracts for light tyres, and they are compelled
to use light tyres in sprint work, so they thoughtlessly

put their trade riders into the six days' events, and
olhcr smaller com]5elilions, on Ihc same overworked
coNcrs.
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\
The Forman Motor Co., of Coventry.

are placing on the market a very neatly
desigi>ed 2^ h.p. power unit. It is

primarily made^to suit those motor cycle

companies who do
not manufacture
their own engines.

The bore and
stroke are 70 x
76 mm. respec-
tively, giving a
cubic capacity of

292 c.c. The
Showing design of valve cylinder casting

head. is a particularly
clean one, and has the valve ports
disposed at the side as in usual prac-
tice, and square radiating fins. Valves
are of large
diameter and very
strong at the
junction of stem
and head ; they
show evidence of

careful design
and long experi-

ence, for though
no weight is spared
where it is im-
portant, the head
is recessed on the
under side so as

to save unneces-
sary metal. The
crank case is of

aluminium fitted

with chilled phos-

,
phor bronze crank-
shaft beariirgs of

A NEW ENGINE.
ample projDortions, and hardened steel

timing gear bushes. Only one pair

of gear wheels is used, the two cams
lying one behind the other and operating
tlie tappets through rocking arms. The
onter end of the camshaft carries a
chain sprocket and drives the magneto
in the usual way, the magneto platform
being cast with the crank case. Cast

Oil catcher on pulley side.

New 2J h.p. 70 X 76 mm. Forman engine.

with the pulley side of the crank ca.se is

a large oil catcher, ha^'ing a drain pipe
from the bottom, and on timing gear
side is a well designed release valve,
which can be easily dismantled and has
no small parts to get out of order. The
piston is light and fitted with two

stepped rings at the top, and a wide rin^

retaining the gudgeon pin. Tlie connect-
ing rod is fitted with phos]:)hor bronze
bushes, and is a. light but strong forging.

The valve lifter mechanism.

Either Bosch, Simms, or Euthardt mag-
netos can be supplied, and the Brown
and Barlow carburetter is a standard
fitting. Altogether we were very w-ell

impressed, both with the design and
manufacture of the engine, and it should
have a ready sale in these days of highly
efficient 2^ lightweights. Tlie Forman
Co. were pioneers in the motor cycle
engine trade, and many of the old Excel-
sior engines made by them, are running
to this day.
The firm are well-known as mannfac-

turers of launch engines and of fire engine
pumping gear, etc.

RACING AT
PORTMAR-

NOCK
BEACH.

J.J. Farrell

(2|h.p.Humber)

starting in the

thirty miles

handicap.

THE AUTO CYCLE UNION SILENCER TRIAL.
It was mentioned in our first announce-

ment concerning the silencer trial that the
standard of silence would be judged by
means of a simple form of silencer, con-
sisting of two tubes . sliding one .inside

the other, which would allow the judges
to see the capacity necessary to render
the noise inoffensive in their opinion. It

has now been decided to start, experi-
ments in this direction, as soon as the
experimental silencers have been con-
structed, on two standaTd motor bicycles
on the road. A Triuniph and a Rudge
will probably be chosen for the test.

As soon as the -requisite standard of

silence has been arrived at, full particu-

lars will be forwarded to prospective en-

trants so that they have a basis on which
to work. In the final test of silencers

submitted, weight, volume, practicability,

and silence will be taken into considera-

tion: Those submitted must not, of course,

make more noise than the standard
silencer. At the last meeting of the
A.C.U. Silencer Sub-committee, Messrs.
F, E. Baker (Precision), C. W. Hatliaway
(Triumph), and John V. Pugli (Rudge) re-

presented the Manufa^iturers' Union, and
a vote of thanks was passed for their

assistance. It is probable that represen-

tatives from the Local Grovernment Board
will be invited to witness the trial. The
date of the preliminary tests will be
announced later.

Registration Numbers.

Buyers and sellers of second-hand
machines are advised not to neglect tlie

necessaary transferring or cancelling of

the registration number. When a machine
is sold, the registration becomes void
unless transferred. At Ryde recently

both parties to a transaction of this

kind were fined Is. and lis. costs each!

A3 I
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TRICAR CONVERSIONS.
TWO INTERESTING EXAMPLES OF REJUVENATED TRICARS.

WHAT has' become of all the old tricars that

were built six or seven years ago? This is

a question which we are often asked, and

surely not without reason. The light forecar or motor

bicycle attachment has died a natural death, for,

though we derived much enjoyment out of this type

TWO INTERESTING CONVERSIONS.

t- >:>;^..> ."^s

^f5ss?r

in the early days, it must
be confessed that the

majority of them were

most- uncomfortable owing

to the lack of suitable

springing, under-powered,

and suffered for the want
of a reliable change-speed

gear. Some of the better

machines are still occa-

sionally to be seen on the

road, but it would be
kinder not to enquire too

closely into the where-

abouts of the rest. But what about the

heavier and expensive coach -built two

or three-speed type, or the car on three

wheels which appeared about 1905? Be-

tween that date and 1908 a large

number of machines were manufactured

by such reputable firms as the Singer,

Riley, and Lagonda Cos. These were

well-built machines with a fast turn of

speed, and possessing good hill-climbing

capabilities. Some of them certainly

had their vices, as did most early

machines. The steering gear on some
was crude and caused one'.s arms to ache

horrilily, some were weak in the frame,

and .some had rear wiicels which lay

down round corners, but mostly they were

jiraiseworlhy machines for their day, am
ijclieve that they have already lived out their allotted

time.

Since tlie rapid growth of the cyclecar movement a

development has taken place which bears out this

idea, for hardly a week goes by in which we receive

no photographs or descriptions of sociable -type

vehicles converted from old-pattern tricars. Some are

weird and wonderful contrivances, others look neat

and up-to-date, but all are the genuine article re-

juvenated, with side by side seats, possibly a body
removed from an old two-seater car,' and a new coat

of paint.

To Obtain a Passenger Machine at
Moderate Cost.

- Now for the man who desires to carry a

passenger in comfort and cannot afford a

new machine there are great possibilities in

this type. Old pattern three-wheelers up
to 9 or 10 h.p., of staunch construction, can
be picked up at very low prices, partly be-

cause their appearance is out of date, and
paitly because in the old tandem form 'of

position, with the driver's and passenger's

seats wide apart, it was not easy to carry on
a con% ersation without the risk of a perma-

nently cricked neck for the pas-

senger. A little ingenuity, the

assistance of the; local agent,

and a moderate outlay will get

over both these troubles, and by
attention to weight distribution,

not only can greater comfort be
obtained, but the upkeep can be
m^teriillv reduced as the posi

1 and 2 show a 9 h.p. Singer tricar converted into a sociable by A. W. Ayden,

or Finsbury Park, N. The body was home made.

3 shows a side-by-side seated sociable which was once a Riley tricar, recon-

structed by W. Baxter, oj Morley, near Leeds.

we cannot tion of the seats greatly affects the life (if tyres.

On this page we reproduce photographs of two

more machines, one of which is (or was) a 9 ii.p.

Singer, and the other a Riley tricar. 'J'hesc may
serve to suggest fresh ideas to anyone who intends to

experiment in this direction.
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MILITARY MOTOR CYCLING NOTES.
Another Mobilisation Scheme. A Cyclist Battalion lor Birmingham.

By "CELERITER.'

TO strike whilst the iron is hot is an old precept

which has the ad\antage of being favoured by

modern men of business, and put to the proof

saccessfully. Those who know best consider that the

I'rostiness of the usual War Office attitude towards

military cycling has been brought to at least a degree

of mild temperature by the recent splendid achieve-

ments at Daventry. It is claimed and admitted that

we motor cyclists have proved our willingness and
ability to rush off at a nioment's notice to any indi-

i;ated locality, but what the authorities now want to

know is, "Are the motor cyclists capable of running

10 a scheduled time schenTe? " and it is suggested that

we should prove that we are imminently capable of so

doing. The Legion of Cyclists has determined to

prove it beyond a shadow of a doubt, and it invites all

niotor cyclists to co-operate. Unlike the Daventry
mobilisation on April 27th, the date of the rendezvous

is not to hs kept a secret. Snn<lay, June 9th, at

1 p.m., is the appointed day_and time, "and the place

\nll be within a forty miles radius of Charing Cross.

The Crux of the Scheme.
The whole idea is to prove that motor cyclists can

run to schedule time over any given course, and the

scheduled times on this particular occasion are to be

as follows: For distances- under 50 miles, 30 m.p.h. ;

80 miles, 26 m.p.h. ; 120 miles, 24 m.p.h. ; 150 miles,

22 m.p.h.; over 150 miles, 20 m.p.h. ^

The ambition of each rider will be to arri\e as the

clock is striking 1 p.m. on .Sunday, June gth, at this

unknown rendezvous, and there he fl'ill hand in his

card to the officer on d-uty. The ideal is to attain

absolute punctuality, and it will be just as bad to be

five minutes early as to be five minutes late. The
names of the twenty best arrivals, their mounts, and
their score vdll be published in The Motor Cycle the

following Thursday, and the representatives of the

daily press will also be given all facilities to attend.

In addition. The Motor Cycle offers a prize of a

silver cigarette case to the rider who makes the best

record as adjudged by the imipire.

At 2.30 p.m. preciselv the cards will be haneled back

to competitors, and they will then retuni home with all

speed, get a witness to their time of arrival, and
return their card by post to the umpire. The event,

therefore, consists of a double one—n time test and

a speed test.

Ho'vvr to Compete.
Address a stamped postcard to yoursrlf, ami then

write in on the back the following particulars:

The rendezvous is the Railway Station at

Approximate miniher of miles

Hour of start

Witness to start

Address
Make and h.p. of iiiachinu

Hour of arrival at rendezvous p.m.

Hour of return home
Witness to return

Address

You should then enclose this postcard, togethei

with three penny stamps, to Capt. .\. H. Trapmann,

117, Piccadilly, W., so as to reach that address not

later than first post Kridav, June jih. 1 iie postcard

will reach you on Saturijay with the rer.de/vmi^ lillcd

in and the other details will be filled in \\\ _\uii, ihe

witness, or the umpire. .Although it is hoped thai \\\f

majority of those who-take part will join the Legion

of Cyclists, this is by no means obligatory.

The Legion of Cyclists.
Whilst on this subject, it will interest all of our

readers who happen to be members of the Legion
to know that at the conference hel'd on Ma\ 4th the

following points were decided :

(i) That each corps should pav an affili:uion fee

of 5s. per annum.

(2) That uniform should be option:il, i)Ul that no
corps should adopt a uniform without sanction fr()ni

headquarters.

(3) That individual members shoulil be allowed
to piu'chase Legion badges provided that their appli-

cation was lorwarded through an organising officer.

- (4) That all members should he encouraged to

become subscribers to th^ Legion official magazine,
which is to make its first appearance next month.
.(Subscription, post free. 3s. per annum, orders to be

sent to the Editor, 128, Jermyn .Street. London, W.).

(5) That until the .\rray Council are prepared to

consider the claims of the Legion f(jr official recog

niiion e\ery effort should he made to impress these

claims upon tliem.

A Cyclist Battalion for Birmingham.
!t will be good news for Birmingham. ('o\entrv,

and the Midlands that the War < Jllice h.i-> in\ited

that district to pro\ide a Cyclist l!nlt;ilijn. It has
been the cry and the desire of Birmingham cyclists

for many a long month—ox shall 1 sa\ \ear?—and
now at la.st it has been granted. The offer has gone
forth, and it remains to be seen whether the Warwick-
shire County .A.ssociatiou will accept it. (.')n this point

there cannot be much doubt, and also there is no
doulit whatever that within a N'erx few week.-, die new-

battalion will recruit up to full strength, for there- are

hundreds of cycHsts and motor cyclists rouml about
Binningham anxious and willing to ser-.e their

country. It is not often that a. weekly journal can
boast of being ahead of the daily press in the matter
of news, but this is the first announcement that has

appeared in print of the offer made by the War Ofiice.

Those motor c\i-lists and cvclists who are desirous of

joining the new battali6n should communicate with

Colonel W. R. Ludlow, C.B., V.D.. or Capiain J. N'.

Townsend, both of the 8th Battalion Warwickshire
Regiment, Aston Manor, Binningharn, who are in-

terested in the formation of the new Cvclist Midland
Regiment.

Legion of Cyclists Gazette.
The following corps having attained fu'l -.uength

and applied for recognition, are gazetted accordingly :

ist Corps (Woolwich), date .April 20th, 1912; 2n(l

Corps (Brighton), date .Mav 3rd, 1912: 3rd Cor|is

(Chertsey), date May 5th, 1912.

Readers who desire information or advice upon mihtary
matters are invited to write to ' Celeriter,'' e/o the Editor .

" The Motor Cycle."
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompaniei by a stamped aJdressed envelope tor reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference Letters

containing legal queries should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.
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Hingham (Norfolk) t3 Malvern.

I should be much obliged if yoii

would inform me— (1.) The best

:uid sliortest route from Hingluiiii

(Norfolk) to ilalveru (Woixester).

(2.) The total distance.

(1.) Your best route would be as follows:

Hingham, Watton, lirandon, ilildenhall,

Xewmarket, Cambridge, St. Neots, Bed-
ford, iStony Stratford, B.ickiugham,
Aynlio, Deddington, Chipping Norton,
Stow-on-the-Wold, Tewkesbury, l.'pLoii,

to Malvern. (2.) The distance is appio.xi-

mately 180 miles. ^

Cylinder Discoloured.

Having to remove my cvliuder

last week 1 found that there was
a thin coating of burrtt oil on
the wall of cylinder extending
2^ inches, right under the- ex-

haust pocket. It is the full width of

exhaust pocket at the top and tapers

off to a point down the cylinder. I

should be glad to know the reason of

this.—A. H.

The fact that the cylinder has become
discoloured shows tli?t it is not truly

cylindrioal, and it should be re-ground
and a new piston Kited.

iSt h.p. and Sidecar.

(1.) Is the -Arno m'acliine

^ thoroughly reliable? (2.) Is the

^ Armstrong three-speed reliable,

_iJ or would you recommend a two-
speed gear in preference? (3.)

Would a 3i h.p. machine, fitted with
a two or three-speed gear, and side-

car, be capable of taking two persons
of average weights up Netherhall
Gardens? (4.) What would be about
the mileage of the back tyre? (5.)

Would a leather belt iSrTvice) last a

Ihnusand miles? (6.) What would' be
about the petrol consumption? (7.)

Wou.d . the machine be capable of

taking two people, say, to ISourne-

niouth without clismomiting (total

weight about twenty stones)?—F.M.U.

(1.) 'J'he uiacliine you mention is reliable,

(ii.) The gear in' question is thoroughly
to lie recommended ; it is better than a

two-speed gear. (3.) Nelherliall (lardens
would be just about the limit for a

3i li.p.- single-cylinder. (4.) Standard
cover ab.iiit 2,000. (5.) Yea. (6.)

Seventy to eighty niileB to tlie gallon.

(7.) TIu>. machine should cerlainly take
yo'i to B.junienioutli without dismount-
ing. Von iiiu.st, howovcr, bear in mind
that u 3i h.p. does not allow very much
reserve of power for sidecar work.

Lanark to Gravesend.

At Whitsuntide I am likely to

be in Scotland, and intend riding

from Laiiaik to Gravesend, Could
you kindly advise me as to which
is the best route, going through

the Lake District? I shall also be glad
if you can tell me how I could conveni-

entlv as'oid going tliroiigh London. --

k.j:c.s.

Your best route would be as follows

:

Lanark, Symington, Abington Inn, f^tat-

toxk, Loclierbie, Gretna Green, Carlisle,

Bothel, Kcswii'k, Ambleside, Wiiidcnnere,
Kendal. Lancaster, (larstahg, Preston,
Buiford, Crmskirk, Rainford. Kainhill,

Widnes, by the Transporter Bridge to

Uuncorn, then through Northwich, Coiigle-

ton. Leek, Ashbourne, Derby, Lougli-
borough. Melton ilowTiray, Oakham,
Stanlford, Wansford, Stilton, Hunting-

..don, CIndmanchester, Cambridge, Chester-

ford, Saffron Walden, Dunmow, Chelms-
ford, Billericay, Tilbury, by ferry to

Gravesend. It is a fairly good road all -

through. The distance is about 400 miles.

Tins loule is the best avoiding London.

f^

Wear of Tyres.

Since fitting a leather belt

(WTiittle) to my 3^ h.p. motor
cycle I find a rubber studded
back tyre does not last me f(ji

more than about 500 miles, solo

riding. I have been advised by one
friend to use a Lomax baud, and by
another a " Duco " steel studded tyir,

but I really want a tyre that will last.

Will the ordinary motor cycle liceiue

cover the keeping and driving of a

motor cycle and ordinary push cycle
coupled together, thus making a fonr
wheel machine?—E.J. .J.

We regret that we are unable to advise
any particular tyres. Both the make.-*

mentioned have a good name. We would
advise you , to make certain your wheels
are in track, as we have used the com-
bination of Whittle . belt and rubhei'
studded t.vre with very good mileage ic

salts for both. The addition of a push
cycle coupled to a motor cycle converts
the machine to a four-wheeler, or, under
the present law. a car. A car licence is.

therefore, necessary.

JACK SCRIVEN. OUt. Of VORKSHIREo 13t.JT KNOWN RIDERS.

Until his illness, Jack Scrivon, of Bradford, was well nigh invincible on a motor cycle in the North. Adoi

d spoil ol car driving, he has returned to his Hist love—the motor cycle- his selection being a t912 Sooll,

, on which he was seen lor the llrst lima at the Leeds M.C.C, Beulah hill-climb. He is aoplotod ohnltlng with

Messrs. Whoatjr nnJ Whittle, prominen mombors o( ihe Leeds club.
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Langley (Bucks.) to Helston (Cornwall).

I shuuld be glad if you would
^T] mention the best road tu. Helston,

5 Coinivall, for 8 li.p. and sidecar.

LU —A.\V.S.
Voiir best route would be as follows:

Slongh. Windsor. Eghani, then take the

main Exeter Koad through Basingstoke,
.Vndover. Salisbury. Wilton, Sliaftesbury.

ie.ovil. Chard. Honiton. Exeter. Crediton.

Okehampton, Launoeston, Bodmin, Fra<j

don. Ladook. Truro, to Helston. The
rnad through Truro i.^ belter thaii

that through Redruth. From Eraddon
til Truro r'i,i ],adock (not Mitchell) is

one of the lie.-t roads in Cornwall or any
other county.

FiUiog Springs to Back Wheel.

II.) What objection is there,^ it any. to springing the real

%\ members of tile Triumph after

.U the maniu'r of the X.S.U.? The
Triumph frame is hinged near

the bottom bracket, and perhaps the

firm's own front fork spring and
buttress runld be adapted. Does any
other firm supplv spring attachments
f.ir J'riumph? (2,) Which will la.st

the longer, steel studs or rubber studs

doing the same work and of the same
size? (3.1 Do you recommend the

Lomax band for tyre economy? (4.) Is

it detrimental to the engine to use

paraflfiu and petrol mixed. I seem to

get more power, and starting is un-

..ffected.—L.M.B.

(1.) We do not know if there is any
veal objection to carrying out the modifi-

cations suggested e.xcept that it is rather

a pity to try experiments with so fine a

machine. Vou could use a spring seat-

pillar fitted with steel or air springs, (jf

which several are marketed. |2.) I'ro-

balily tlie rubber studded tyre- '5.) We
ran recommend the band in question. |4.)

.\o. provided you do not use loo much
parattiu there is no harm.

Care of a Ctutcli.

:\ly nuichinc is a free-engine

ITl Triumph, and in starting the

^ clutch coniimies to sli|) for a

_*J time, after I have removed my
foot from the pedal. There is no

sign 'jf slipping when once the clutch, is

in. even on the stitTest hills. - 11.) Can
this be due to worn plates, or is it

caused b\- the lubrication being too

thick? If the latter, would the injection

of a little parattiu |)ut inattei-s right?

(2.) How wou'd tlu' injection of paraffin

affect the wheel bearings? (3.) In

what position should the spark he when
starting by the clutch? (4.) Can this

particular clutth be siu'cessfuUy slipped

in triifTlc without dang'r of ruining it?

(5.) Is the ordinary lubrication of the

^oack wheel a.de also suificient for the

needs of the clutch? A. P.

(1.) - If you put_a little thin oil into ijie

clutch we think it will cine the trouble.

,\fter all. it does not apjjear to be very
serious. (2.) If y(ni take our advice
I here will be no need to put any paraffin

in the wheel bearings. It would do no
harm, provided that they are properly
oiled afterwards. (3.) The spiark ^should
lie nearly fully advanced. (4.) The clutch
will stand ;i g i deal of slipping, but.

of course, this bitould nttt be overdone.
(5.) The Tiiuniph Co.'s' liaudliook will

give you full ioforu!atiuu regarding
lubricating the clutch.

|j^^(^ILS
Registraltion and Licence for A.C. Tricar.

Can you tell me where I can

^^1 register an A.C. tricar as cycle, so

> that I may use it under tlie motor
-iJ cycle £1 tax? The local authori-

ties in my district will only
register as ear and want the car licence

of £2 2s.—Gt.E.T.

We are afraid it is impossible at the
present, time to register an A.C. tricar

as a motor cycle. The authorities now
know a good deal more about certain

motor cycles than they did a few years
ago,' an({ they all know that this machine
is well over the 3 cw't. limit. The fact

that the machine has not more than
three wheels renders it eligible fur the £1
local taxation licence, but it must be
registered as a car. If the authorities in

your district refuse the £1 local taxa-
tion licence they are clearly in the wrong,
and we should recommend you to place
the matter before the legal department
of whatever motoring organisation you
belong to.

Setting Plug Points.

ily macliiue is a 1908 twin Re.x^ de Luxe, and runs perfectlv on
^ the level at 20 to 25 m.p.h.,
-U but when I want to go faster or

to climb . hills I cannot get a
suilable mixture to fire. What I want
to know is : (1.) Sliould the magneto
|)Iatiuum points be set very tine to fire

a stronger mixture with plug points as
close as possible without touching, or
can you give me -a better setting? (2.)

Do yon think I should get much better
results from a 1912 B. and B. car-

buretter in the place of the one sup-
[ilied with machine?—T.H.C.

Do no| have the platinum points separat-
ing very wide, but you may overdo close
setting as regards the sparking plug
|joints. Vou had better try the points
unlil you Hud which is tile best gap.
Voa may get misfiring at slow speeds if

the gap is too small. You will get better
resuhs from a modern tarbiiretter. when
properly adjusted to the engine.
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READER'S REPLY.
Oilina an Engine-shaft Gear.

With reference to the (|uery. "Oiling
an engine-shaft gear," in the issue of tlie

2nd inst.. the wiitcr need have no anxiety
on the point of whether the gear is

- getting oil, so long as he can see oil

coming through the srjuare opening on the
outer side of the gear, into Avhich the
tool provided for the pur|!0sc of adjust-

ing the gear fits, assuming, that is. that

the machine is also a J<.S.U.. the ex-

planation being that the shaft is hollow
with the express purpose of allow-ing the
oil pimiped to the engine getting through
to the gear. I rode my N.S.U.. bought
in August, 1909, over 8,0C0 mile^s before
parting with it, anci never once oiled

the gear. On the other hand, if the
machine is not of the same make as the
gear, it is then, of course, necessary to

inject oil, as you .state in your answer.
In the new models of this gear a long
screw has been fitted by the makers to

stop the oil coming out at this opening ;

to inject oil, this screw has to be removed
by means of a thin screwdriver and oil in-

jected with a " gun."' I use I'rii e's lubri-

cant jellv. wdiich must first be heated.

—

A.P.S.

XOTE Til QLEKISTS.
If • B.F.H." (London). " J.ilcX." (Bally-

mena). " -\D 2075 " (Acock's C4reen). and
,"A..1.W."' (Swindon) will comply witli

our rules and forward stamped addressed
envelopes we shall l>e pleased to forward
replies to their queries.

EXPE]?IEXCE.S WAN'J'ED.
"E.K.R." (Manchester).—A.C. tricar.
• S.L." (Maidstone).—5i h.p. T.T. Hudge.
' A.E." (St. Helens).—Jones petrol'

atomiser.

"C.E.R.B." (Oxford).—6 h.p. Royal-
Enfield with sidecar.

^R.D.C.D." (Punjabi.—3i h.p. 'Tri-

umph, two or three-speed, with sidecar,

in hilly country such as Devonshire.
"Rector" (London).—I.A.I', or other

automatic carburetter on 3i h.p. Rrailbury
and sidei'ar.

HANDICAP HILL-CLIMB AT BEULAH HILL.

J. Bateson (8 h.p. Chster-Lea sidccari leads (roni Wilkinson 6 h.p. Match:e,si in ihe Leads M.C.C.
contest, but is eventuai;y overtaken hUher up ih-: hill.
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Traffic Dodging Routes
Across London.

'.«^^lww////W//W)f^/fl^

On March 14th we published a map, issued by the R.A.C., giving a circular route round London which should
be useful to those who wish to avoid the Metropolis itself when riding to places beyond. The following article and
maps will show the more desirable routes to take when passing through the suburbs, and should be especially useful

to those who reside in the suburbs or in London itself.

AS enquiries are frequently made by
riders living on the outskirts of

1,011 don vfho wislk to get across
aiul escape tke traffic, especially

traincars, as far as possible, the follow-

ing routes may be useful to many. Street

names are given as far as possible to

allow of tlie routes being followed on
any large scale map. The greater
density of traffic in the north and east

makes it inevitable for both routes to

pass south and west of the central dis-

tricts.

Route A. West to East.
Bearing in mind the great extension

of London in a westerly direction, and
the fact that the typical western road,
the Bath Road, leads infallibly to Brent-
ford, the starting point will be fixed

some distance out, namel}', at Staines.

This is a centre easily reached from
Keading, Windsor, Bagshot, etc. In the
main street turn right as directed by the
sign-post for Sunbury and Kingston.
This road may be followed past Hamp-
ton Court and through _ Kingston, then
joining the Portsmouth Road and pro-
ceeding over Wimbledon Common to
Wandsworth. It is better, however, to

turn left at Sunbury Station (four miles
from Staines) for Twickenham, continuing
straight on with the tramlines to Rich-
mond Bridge, where 'the trams cease.
Shortly before reaching the bridge, and
right through Richmond, a ten-mile limit
is imposed. After the short rise from
the bridge, turn to the left down the
slope—many maps wrongly show it pro-
ceeding straight on—then to the right
at the bottom (George Street), and take
the right-hand road at the fori' which
follows. The Upper Richmond Road
is soon reached, which provides a de-
lightful run over well-laid wood paving

To Ealing

To Hanujtll >^
aid Utbfldtt ^

To Hcuitihw, ftc

with scarcely a break for four miles,

of which, however, the first portion is

occasionally trapped. A double bend at

Hogger's Corner and the crossing at

Putney High Street require care. After
passing East Putney Station, the alterna

ti\'e route via Kingston is joined.

Continuing on through Wandsworth,
cross over the tramlines at Garratt Lane,
and ascend East Hill, which should give
no trouble. Take the right-hand side of

the building which faces you at the
top, thus avoiding the trams which run
to the left, and proceed along past
Wandsworth Common and across the
railway. The road (Battersea Rise) now
dips to an awkward crossing, and rises

again to Clapham Common. Here turn
right immediately, and proceed along a

road. occasionally somewhat bumpy,
whicli crosses the common near this edge.
On the right a narrow strip forms a
tennis ground. Just before leaving the
common take the left-hand fork, and
cross straight over the tramlines (Clap-
ham Road) to Cavendish Road. Follow
this road as it bends to the right, and
then immediately turn to the left along
the wide Poynder's Road, which, con-
tinuing as Queen's Road and Streatham
Place, leads to the Streatham Road.
Again cross straight over to Christchurch
Road, which terminates at Norwood
Road.
Here turn to the left for a few yards

to clear Tulse Hill Station before "turn

ing to the right along Thurlow Park
Road and on through Dulwich Common
Lane to Lordship Lane. From this

point follow the trams to Forest Hill
.

Station, to which the road drops after a
steady climb up London Road. Cross
the railway and turn to the left along
Stanstead Road, which .soon resumes
your original direction by bending to

the rigiit, and leads past Catford
Station to Rushey Green (Bromley
Road). Again turn to the left for a

few yards and tlien to the right along
Brownliill Road to Burntash Road, where
a further sharp left-hand turn leads past
Lee Station to Lee Green. Turning to

the right, there is a clean run through
Eltham to Maidstone, or via Bexley and
Crayford, the Canterbury Road can be
joined, Blackheath and Shooter's Hill

having been avoided.

The Chief Feeders.
In dealing with the chief feeders, it

may be assumed that riders starting from
districts south and east of Kingston will

follow a wider sweep than the road
given. Kingston itself has been already
mentioned. From Hounslow the road to

Richmond is very difficult to follow, so

that through Brentford to Kew Bridge
seems the only course. From Hanwell,
Ealing, Snd Acton, Kew Bridge is also

easily reached. Cross the bridge, and
for .simplicity, follow the liorse tram
tracks to R,icbmond, where, after )iassing

the railway station, turn to the left al

the tire station into the cnntinnatinii

(Sheen Road) of the Ujiper RichiiKmd
Road. A shorter route is to turn loll

at the far side of Kew Green, and taking
the first on the rigiit (Sandycouibe Pvoad)

cruss the railway at the gasworks,
taking the right -liand side of the gas
ometer (sign-post direct." to Riclinioiid

Hill), and then joining the L'pper liich-

inond Road at tlie Black Horse.
From Willesden and Harlesdcn tlicre is

a fairly quiet tram road to llammersinith,
where the Broadway has to be negotiated.
At the present time tliis crossing is under-
going improvements It is then best to

foUpw Fulham Palace Road over Putney
Bridge and along the High Street. The

T" ^totiti

'ftlCMMONO eniDof

To Bromliy To Wrcttiam, M.

To Kln£slon. tit.

Cnule A, crossing London Ironi Wesl lo East, iivowing most Irnni routes and thick Iralllc. Tlio Irani linos are denolod Ijv doited lines.
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TraflSc Dodging Routes Across London.

—

route is joined at Putney Station, where
turn left.

From districts lying north and east of

,
these, if Route B below be followed to

join the other at Clapharn Common, this

comparatively slight detour will enable all

the worst of the central traffic to be
avoided.

Route B. North to South.
In- traversing London from North to

South, it has been found somewhat diffi-

cult to choose the best road- Although
the route given comes as near the centre
of London as the Marble Arch, yet it has
tile great advantage of simplicity on the
northern side. The recent improvements,
moreover, at the Marble Arch have robbed
this' crossing of much of its difficulty. On
the southern side, it has not been found
possible to avoid trams to the same extent
as on the other cross route, but those
encountered are mostly newly laid on
wood-paved roads, and there are very few
points of difficulty.

Starting from Barnet, then, to ride
across to the Brighton Road, follow the
North Road to Friern Barnet, where,
mstead of continuing on to Highgate, take
the right-hand road to Golder's Ureen and
Child's Hill. Just after passing the tram
terminus, when the road shows signs of

dropping, bear right at a horse-trough, but
do not turn sharply. The road bends to
the left, falling rather sharply at first, and
leads into West End Lane, which is

followed through some variations of surface
and width until it ends at the Edgware
Road. At one junction the correct road is

not obvious, but the name is prominently
posted on the wall. The termination iii

the Edgware Road is rather narrow, and
its position should be carefully noted with
a view to the return "journey. Bank
premises stand at one corner, and. turning
left and proceeding south along the Edg-
ware Road, Kilburn Station is reached.

Southwards from the Marhle
Arch.

Now follow the Edgware Road to Marble
Arch. It is a fine wide road, with very
little slow traffic to cause obstruction, and
none but an absolute novice need fear it.

Pass a<;ross the Park to Hyde Park Corner,
and proceed straight over along Grosvenor
Place, keeping the wall of Buckingham
Palace grounds on the left, and turn to the
right along the front of Grosvenor Hotel
(Victoria). Continue as straiglit as
possible by steering round a refuge, and
immediately turning to the left (Commer-
cial Road). When further progress is

barred, turn to the left over Chelsea
Bridge, and follow the trams along
Queen's Road, crossing other tracks in
Battersea Park Road, and then Wands-
worth Road, until Clapham Common is

reached. On the opposite side of the
Common lies the direct Epsom Road,
which can be reached at once by circling
rbund the eastern end. It is advisable,
however, to make a detour by turning to
the right along the north side. The first

turning to the left across the Common
leads direct into the Brighton Road via
Cavendish Road, etc., as in Route A.
Continuing along the north side, drop

down Battersea Rise and climb the other
side—quite a gentle slope—until near the
top a cemetery is seen, where turn left

along Bolingbroke Grove, which runs
beside a common similarly named. At

fj^^(g©LS
the end of the common bear to the right
across the railway, turning to the left

at the foot of the bridge. (St. James's
Road, leading to Trinity Road.) For
Streatham and Croydon cioss over the
main road along Tooting Bee Road, and
at the end of it make left and right
round a fountain. For Epsom, Horsham,
etc., turn to the right instead of crossing
over. For Mitcham, Sutton, and Rei-
gate also turn to the right as far as

To St. Albans, clc.

FRrCTN BARNET

To Edgware

Tolienhai'^. cH.

To Willesdin. elc. '^^^^
I

-—HYI

.^"^f/ vrCTORiA STN

To Brigbon _ ^
To Eastoournt

Routt) B, crossing London from North to Sonth.

the misnamed Tooting Broadway (tram-
way crossing), and then turn to the left.

This is also the commencement of a
useful by-pass which avoids Croydon
and joins the Brighton Road at its

junction with the Eastbourne Road at
Purley. At the clock-tower at Mitcham
Green, soon after entering the ten-mile
Umit, bear to the left, and after crossing
the first railway bridge turn left again.
Now take the first road on the right.
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which passes the railway at a level
crossing and continues in unmistakable
fashion past Beddington to Purley
Station, just at the tram terminus. At
the only point where doubt might arise
a sign-post points to the right fork as
the road to Purley, which is finally
reached by a steep drop down Plough
Lane, which appeal's as the right hand
road of a fork on the return journey
after having turned left out of the
Brighton Road. This road through
Beddington is to be preferred to the
p; illel one through Wallington, which
comes out farther south still.

The chief off-shoot from the main
route is to join the Portsmouth Road,
and is as follows : Proceeding down
Grosvenor Place from Hyde Park
Corner, watch the wall of Buckingham
Palace on the left. When it terminates
at a side road turn right directly oppo-
site, and continue as straight as possibh='

past Sloane Square and along King's
Road, turning to the left when the tram-
lines are met to cross Putney Bridge.
Continue straight on up the hill, turning
to the right on reaching the Heath and
proceeding via Kingston, etc.

How to Join the Route.
To join the route on the northern side

make for the Edgware Road, or for

Hammersmith and Putney, as indicated
under Route A. To avoid trams from
Hammersmith to the Portsmouth Road
cross the bridge, and at the end of the
broad Castelnau turn left for Barnes
Station, Cross the Upper Richmond
Road and follo^v Roehampton Lane until

the Portsmouth Road is joined at the
top of the hill. For the Brighton Road
or the Epsom Road turn left at Putney
Station along the Upper Richmond Read
as far as VVandsworth, and then turn

to the right along the tram track

(Garratt Lane) to Tooting Broadway.
Here join the Epsom Road or proceed
to the Brighton Road via Mitcham.
From Cheshunt, Waltham Cross, En-

field, etc., riders may either strike

across country to the North Road or

tackle the Seven Sisters Road and
Camden Road from South Tottenham,
circling Regent's Park and passing
Lord's cricket ground before joining the

Edgware Road. R.J.T.

A CYCLOMETER TRANSMISSION.
Mr. C. C. Hawkins. C.I.E., Bridgemary,

Fareham, Hants, sends us particulars of a

device he has patented for driving an ordi-

nary cyclometer on the handle-bar. The
device consists of a bracket clipped to the

handle-bar, which will take a Veeder or

Lucas cyclometer. On the bracket is a

bearing, in which runs a small flexible

shaft, ending in a prong coupling, which
engages the star wheel on the cyclometer.

At the other end of the flexible shaft is

another bracket for attaching to the front

wheel spindle. This bracket also carries a
bearing for the end of the flexible shaft,

and on the extremity of the latter is a star

wheel similar to the one on a cyclometer,
and which takes the drive, from the sinall

roller fixed to the spokes of the front

wheel. The cyclometer is always under
the rider's eye and is away from dust and
mud. The inventor informs us that he
has had one of these cyclometer drives in

use for a long time and has found it to

work perfectly.
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THE PUCH SIDECAR.
AN ORIGINAL DESIGN WITH SEVERAL NEW POINTS.

INASMUCH as the sidecar is a thor-

oughly British production, which
only \5ithin the last few months has
shown any signs of gaining favour

m America and on the Continent, one
would suppose that for some time to

come home manufacturers will introduce
new ideas in sidecar design. It is

true that the sidecar has been improved
very much, but except iir point of

body design and
detail fittings not
a great deal of

change has taken
place. Hence the

new idea.s which
are contained in

ail Austrian de-

! ign should not
(all to be of

i.-cerest.

At first sight the Puch sidecar pre-

sents much the same appearance as any
utlier, though it must be admitted that
the shape of the body is not quite of

the most modern type. As a matter of

fact, however, its construction .is quite

different. In the ordinary design tire

"chair," or body, is slung both fore

and aft upon S springs, whicli, in turn,

are supported upon a rigid chassis. In
some cases this chassis is itself sprung
from the axle, but in the ordinary and
most common type the frame is rigid.

The principal individuality of the Puch
design is that there is no rigid chassis

at all. As shown in fig. 1, the chair

springs, which are attached at the seat

and the toe, are carried direct on the
wheel axle, which is made of unusual
strength, and is connected to the chain

stay and back hub of the motor cycle iti

such a manner that it cannot possibly

twist round. It is, as usual, .further

reinforced by a cranked diagonal tube
leading from the saddle pillar clip to

the stub end. The sidecar chair is made
of wicker, underneath which is a light

slecl tubular framework, which follows

its under contour and upon which it is

built up. This framewoi'k is shown in

bold lines in the sketch. From the

front end of it there proceeds a tubular
cross-piece to the steering head of the
motor cycle frame ; this cross-piece acts

d» a coupling rod, and is jointed at each
end as siiown in figs, 2 and 3.

The Distribution of Weight.
I hi' loD.sc juinlti iilluvv tile "toe" of

• lie Bidecar to rock Uji and down quite

:.ree:y under the action of the springs.

.\t Hie same lime Diey ensure that none
if the passenger s weiglit comes upon

I lie bicycle steering wheel. :ill '<< if bc-ing

lakcu upon the sidecar a.\]

The principal advantage of the system
is that a general reduction of weight is

effected, to say nothing of simplifying

tlie whole design. The chair frame
weighs, of course, very much less than
the ordinary chassis. On the other hand,

the system is open to some objection on

the score that most of the tractive effort

has to be transmitted through working
joints, the wear upon which, and strain,

may be somewhat excessive, and as a

corollary to this the chain stays of the

cycle frame may be Jiable to be strained.

Certainly, however, there appeared to

be no signs of wear or strain upon the

model we have had the pleasure of

inspecting, although it is quite clear

that the combination has travelled a

considerable distance. Another point

that struck us as being open to objec-

tion was the fact that the sidecar joints

are not particula.rly easy of detachment,
as. they are of the plain split-pinned nut

and bolt variety.

Points for Designers.
The Puch sidecar, however, contains

.several points which deserve the atten-

tion of home designers, and undoubtedly

show that it has been produced by a
practical man.

Point number one is that the sidecar
joint lugs are made permanent attach-
ments to the cycle frame. This, in our
opinion, is far and away the best plan,
as it prevents the tube bein^ strained by
careless handling with a bi^- spanner,
preserves enamel, and facilitates the
initial setting and alignment.

Point number two. There is a spare
fietrol tank in addition to the unusually
arge capacity of the main one. It
seems to us that there is little reason
why such an eminently useful and simple
attachment should not be made an
integral part of every sidecar (see fig. 4).

No one likes stopping for petrol, yet to
carry a epare tin either inconveniences
the foot room of the passenger or makes
it necessary to kneel in the road when a
roadside fill-up is wanted. Petrol cans
are also not the last word in aasthetioism.
The Puch spare tank holds, we judge,
about one and a half gaUons—the
weight of which is sprung—and is fitted

with a pump connection nipple whereby
the main tank c:an be quickly refilled

through a rubber tube with no liability

of wastage 01- danger from fire. Painted
til mali'li the rest of the niaahine, it is

.il.sii not in the least unsightly.

Point number three consists in the fact
that a very practical sprag is fitted,

which is simplicity itself, and is just a

fork-ended tube pivoted to the sidecar

axle and normally held off the ground
with a strap. Anyone who has used a

sidecar in really hilly country will realise

the value of this inexpensive fitting,

not only in holding the machine up
when it is stopped on a hiU, but also

when starting from rest under similar

circumstances. There is, furthermore, no
reason that we can see why such a sprag
should not upon occasion be made to

serve the purpose of a stand, when
repairing sidecar wheel punctures.
The fourth point is that the uphol-

stery of the sidecar is carried out in

really good glazed patent leather, which
will stand any amount of wear and
weather without looking in the least

shabby. It does not scratch, nor does
it tear, and can easily be cleaned up
after a dusty run to look as glossy as

when new. There is no doubt that its

employment wfould add but little to the

initial cost, and, in any case, the addi-

tional expense would be well justified.

Fifth point. A silencer of sensible

dimensions is attached to the sidecar

axle, and coupled by a long tube to a

small exhaust pot near the engine.

The address of the Puch Motor Cycle
and C^r Agency is Ladbroke Road, Net-
ting Hill, W.

THE PARKINS MOTOR CYCLE BELT.
The belt which we illustrate herewith

is made on a new principle. When an
ordinary leather belt bends over a pulley

the outer strip has to stretch as it takes

X .Y X Y

the larger curve,

and at the same
time the inner strip

ia compressed to

some extent. In

the Parkins bell

the stretch takes

place between the
' " belt rim and

pulley, viz., on the straight portion of the

belt instead of on the curved. This is

brought about by the rivets moving in

slots in the two outer strips. It will be
noticed that at A, where this first contact
of the pulley takes place, the point Y
is next t>b the rivet. At D, the mid-position
on the pulley, tlie rivet is half-way between
X and Y, wliile at B and C, the last con
tacts with the pulley and belt rim. the
rivet is olofle to X. This shows that the
strips slide over one another as the bell

moves round, and thus it is claimed make
tiie b«lt more pliable than it would other
wise be.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

Al! letters shoald be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address,

A Suggestion Regarding Competitions.

Sir,—As a keen motor cyclist, I write to suggest that

some of the reliability trials and special events be held

occasionally on another day in the week than Saturdays,

say Thursdays." ]\Iy bnsiness will not permit me' leaving

on a Satm-day, and I ajn convinced there are thousands
of business and professional men in the same position, who.
if another day were fixed, would take the opportunity of

taking part in or witnessing these special events.

ONE IN A THOUSAND.

Manufacturers' Resolution re Hill-climbs.

Sir.—1 regret a mistalce has been made in the wording
of tliis resolution.

Will you please cancel my last commuuicationj and accept

the following amended matter :

Resolved; "That in future memhers of the Motor Cycle
Section will not support either bj' entries or by contribu-

tions to prize funds any hill-climb or any reliability competi-

tion which includes ' timed ' hill-climbs, unless the personal

assurance of the promoters is given that the hill, in the case

of a timed hill-climb, or timed hills, which may be selected in

reliability trials, are free from dangerous corners or hair-

pin bends." ALF. BEDNELL (Secretary),

The Cycle and Motor Cycle IManufacturers' and Traders'
Union, Limited.

Washing Shower-proof Overalls.

Sir,—In answer to J. L. Hoffmann's query re the washing
and proofing of overaUs [page 494, May 2nd], they can be
washed in the ordinary way. After washing, pass the

garment through a warm soap bath, 1 lb. to the gallon!

Leave in the soap bath for about half an hour so that the
soap will penetrate ; it should then be removed, wrung out,

and passed into an alunr solution—alum, 1 lb *o a gallon of

water. After removal from the alum solviuon the garment
should be again wrung out, passed once or twice through
clean water, and then put through a mangle. The object
is to get the cloth saturated witli soap solution, so tliat

the alumina soap is deposited in the fibres. It should be
dried in the open air. When finished it will be quite water-
proof. E. MASON.

Carburetter Design.

Sir,

—

Be your description of "A Simple Carburetter
without a Float Chamber," page 458, issue April 25th. I

do not know whether this is supposed to be a new idea
for a carburetter, but I may say that my old Mitchell
machine was fitted with a carburetter identical with that

described by Mr. B. Cooper. I still have same in my
possession, and would be pleased to submit it for your
inspection. It must be about ten years old now, but still

works well, though I had to give more air (about two years
ago) by opening up 'the intake. I cannot understand this,

as the carburetter worked all right up till that time, and
then quite suddenly refused to supply enough air, and ft

still has the holes drilled to supply the needful. I find

that, unless the needle valve is kept open only just sufficiently

"to supply enough petrol for the conditions, it is rather
e,xtravagant, but I run on just a minimum, and open the
needle valve when required.

SEVEN YEARS' READER.

Sidecars and Modern Lightweights.

Sir.—It may interest some of youi' readers to hear the

results of attaching a light sidecar to my 1911 model E
Douglas.

I had not previously driven one until the 27th nit., but
after a shoi-t spin without a passenger I found one
sufficiently daring to trust herself in my hands. To my
surprise the little twin made comparatively light of Highgate
Hill, on the low gear and took Barnet Hill on top, and
continuing my trip to Hitchin I had only t-o use the low
gear pceasionally, and, but for a strong headwind, I think

this would have be"en unnecessary. I might add that I

have no interest other than that of a thoroughly satisfied

user. R. W. "WEBB.

Dangers of Running Backwards on a Hill.

Sir,—I am the fortunate possessor of a Rudge Multi and
No. 4 Gloria sidecar complete, which I have acquired for

touring purposes. The total weight of combination,
passengers, luggage, and tin of petrol is just over 5 cwts.

With this weight my Rudge has taken White Horse Hill,

Canterbury Road, at 32 m.p.h. This speaks volumes for

engine power and the variable gear. There is, however,
one diuiger always to be looked for on hill work with a
combination; and that is belt breaking and the running
backward of the machine. Of course prompt application ot

brakes may prevent this, with the prompter exit of the
passenger ; but promptness of the latter in a torpedo sidecar

is not always possible. In order to obviate this confretem p-^,

I have had a sprag fitted to the sidecar operated by a straji

from the motor cycle. The sprag does not grip the ground
rigidly on contact. It is bolted on the axle with, a certain

amount of revolving "give" thereon. The driver drops the
sprag, at the same time slightly releasing foot brake pres-
sure; allows the machine to move backward until he feels

Quite recently, Hugh Gibson (3i h.p. two-speed Bradbury sidecar) climbei
Arthur Street, Edinburgh, with three passengers whose combined weight n'as

thirty-six stones. He also ascendel the Mound with two passengers.
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the sprag hold the ground. Eider and passenger can then

dismount with ease. Experimental use of this sprag on a

steep decline proves its efficacy, and I think sidecarists

should consider the utility of the suggestion. I have com-

municated the idea to the makers of the Gloria sidecar,

and recommend it to your readers. D 7580.

Unofficial Records.

Sir,—There seems little doubt that several attempts on

long-distance records YSfill be made during the coming

summer, and it would surely be a wise move if a body

were to be formed to hall-mark such performances. It may
be urged that such a body would be acting illegally ; but

I cannot agree with this contention, since their supervision

would not in any way prevent action being taken by the

A.C.U. or the authorities. The time is not far distant

when someone will beat the six days' record by one mile,

or the End-to-end by five minutes. As things stand, it is

necessary for the individual claimant to record honours to

prove that he has been honest, and it speaks volumes for

English sportsmanship that there has been no question of

hona-Ades up to date.

It is all very well to say th3,t such attempts should not

be permitted, but they never will be entirely suppressed

so long as men wish to go one better than their predecessors,

and therefore every eifort should be made to check such

rides. The A.C.U. could still drop heavily on to tlie

malefactors, and would no doubt apply to the R.lv.A. (Road

Records Association), who would be bound to assist.

I have promised the A.C.U. that I will take no part m
racing (?) on the road until .June, 1913, and therefore have

no interest in any proposed association, but I feel that

something of the kind should be done before some dispute

about time or distance arises. I. B. HAET-DAVIES.

The Problem of the Automatic Carburetter.

gir^—We seem to be hearing a lot about the automatic

carburetter just now, and I should like to know what faults

the»e are in the Fafnir carburetter and the means of con-

trol that that firm employs, namely, a variation of the lift

of the inlet valve. This seems to me the right method—not

to alter the quality of the charge, but the quantity sucked

into the cylinder. J.G.B.

Sir, I am particularly interested in the short article by
" E.M.O." in your issue -of May 2nd, and coming as

it does from one who has evidently some experience of

carburetters, it has some weight.

It is rather a, coincidence that until a month ago I held

practically the same views regarding automatic carburetters

as "E.M.O.," and after studying the effects of results of

various different makes of automatic carburetters, single and

multiple jets, my mind was quite made up that the hand

controlled carburetter was more satisfactory in the end, be-

cause it satisfied all the claims made on it by throttling,

engine revolution, temperature, and density of spirit.

But just lately the Lukiu carburetter has been brought

before my notice and it seems to me that the vexed problem

of carburation 'las been solved once a.nd for all. I have

personally tested almost every carburetter on the market,

and no results are so .satisfying as those given by the Lukin.

More power ind speed can be obtained than with the

ordinary tw ) lever carburetter. Dead slow running and

"lightning" wick up acceleration are, perhaps, its strongest

claims, where" the throttle is closed a further movement of

the lever alV>ws the ports to open and cold air is drawn into

the engine. This means cooling of the engine and a

.scavenging effect.

The Lult'n principle is unlike any other, excepting that

it has the ordinary float feed. The vaporisation of the

mixture is ji-oportioned "just right." Air is sucbed in

tlirough tho 'ports direct to the inlet valve, at the same time

being impiognated with petrol vapour. The jet is fixed to

the base (./ the carburetter. The petrol is sucked out of

the two holes in the jet and passes tlirougli three holes in

tlie .spindl-;. It is obvious, therefore, that tho vapour niu.st

be suppliid in pjuportion k> the port opening. This is

iffected bv means of a sec<inil pair of plates abov(^ the ji'lr in

the top ..f the spindle. Tlicsii provider tlirc^e more poits

which move simultaneously witli the bottom ports, thereby

iucri'aHinjr or decreasing tlie vacuum above the jet insi<le

the HpiiicCc, and therefore the suction on the jet and tho

supjily of vapour. At "full throttle" the top ports are

dead bhut, '.h'j.-eby causing maximum suction. As the si'iiidlo
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is revolved, closing the bottom ports, it proportionately opens
the top ports, reducing the suction. Owing to the design
of the ports the mixture is kept correct at all openings of

the throttle. While I appreciate a good deal of what
" E.M.O." writes, I think it is manifestly mifair to class

the Lukin synchroniser among those modern "automatic"
carburetters seemingly designed on the assumption that the
engine speed varies always with the position of the throttle.

It may be necessary to point out that I have no interest in

the "Lukin device" beyond that it strongly appeals to
me on scientific grounds.

W. G.A.LLAWAy DUNCAN, M.I.M.E., MII.A.E.

Sir,—I am flattered to tlunk that my little article should
have attracted the attention of such a well-known carbu-
retter scientist as Mr. Charles Binks.
With regard to his first point, as to the petrol level,' I

contend that my statement is correct. Of course, my remark
was meant more as a guide to those who use the stajidard
two-lever carburetter, and I do not wish it to be taken as
expressing a scientific dogma. The fact that an engine fitted

with the Binks carburetter will go on running after the
petrol tap is turned off has no bearing on the question at all.

t'his virtue (if virtue it be) is not confined to the- Binks carbu-
retter. My Triumph runs for about 500 yards after the petrol
tap is turned off, which distance woKild, I suppose, about
empty the float chamber. It is one tiling, however, for an
engine to run with a low petrol level, and quite another
thing for it to run welL I question very much whether Mr.
Binks attaches as little importance as he jiretends to the
adjustment of the petrol level in the article he sells. Also,
is it not one of the claims made for the Binks racing carbu-
retter that when ascending a hill the jet at the' end of the
venturi tube gets an extra supply of fuel owing to the altera-

tion in petrol level and increases speed?
- With regard to my statement that on opening the extra
air port, no more air is admitted to the cylinder, I cannot
accept Mr. Binks's denial. While admitting »that under
abnormal conditions the volume may be increased, yet I

maintain that in the main tliis is not so. I was correcting a
rather prevalent notion that when the extra air lever is

opened "the flow of petrol remains constant, and the volume
increased by the amount of the extra air admitted. This
idea is incorrect, as I think Mr. Binks will admit.

As to the respective working limits of a car engine and a

motor cycle engine, surely ]\Ir. Binks does not seriously con-

tend that a single-cylinder car engine works between such
extreme limits as does a single-cylinder motor cycle? The
presence of a gear box on every car shows the fallacy of

this argument.
It is ceitainly a great achievement to have evolved' a

carburetter that will automatically give an explosive mixture

at all speeds, but there is a great dift'erence between an
explosive mixture and a perfect mixture. E.M.O.

COVENTRY AND WARWICKSHIRE M.C. OPEN RELIABIUTy TRIAL.

Climbing Saintbury Hill. V. Taylor (Rudge) is seon passing

C. T. Newsome ( Rover), whose belt Jumped off the pulleys.
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Sir,—One can hardly allow tlie egotism of Mr. C. Binks,

as exemplified in 3'oiu' issue of i\Iay 9th, to pass unnoticed

I notice that he attacks yoiu- correspondent for stating
" that petrol level must be kept close to the top of the

jet ill all carburetters with one exception," and proceeds

to quote the smaller jet of a two jet carburetter.

His remarks may be true, but why do the manufacturers

of these instruments take such pains to secure a constant

petrol level for their instruments, and insist on this level

being maintained by careful float adjustments?

In the truly automatic cai'buretters, constant petrol level

is not essential, and, in addition to the Senspray, the makers
of the Stewart-Precision and Brooke carburetters place the

float bowl some inches below the top of the jet.

I seem to remember a short while ago that Jlr. Binks
claimed that his carburetter dribbled petrol through the

jet (excluding any suction effect) when a cycle was hill-

iUmbing. I. will make no comment on this theory beyond
remarking that cycles may happen to be left standing in an

inclined position, and the dribble still takes place.

It is interesting to have the views of Jlr. Binks on the

resistance offered by a choke tube. The modern carburetter

often works with an air velocity of nearly 300 feet per

second, and if restriction occurs at ninety feet per second,

I fail to see how Mr. Binks justifies the use of a choke tube.

I was personally of the opinion that the choke tube as

understood by Mr. Binks was becoming obsolete, and it is

interesting to note that in a recent classic article on car-

buretters by R. W. A. Brewer, a i-ecognised authority on
carburation, appearing- in The Autoiiinblle Engineer for

April, at least ten of the modern successful carburetters did

not use choke tubes.

Regarding Mr. Binks's glorification of the two jet principle,

I need only quote Mr. Brewer -as follows :

" There is of necessity a certain amount of stopping up
which is far more pronounced than in other types."

Again, two jet carburetters " have been somewhat difficult

to adjust, and have not been well understood by the user."

I am a believer in the future of the automatic carburetter,

but the cause is not furthered by letters of the tvpe

indicated. F. N. PICKETT.

M^^OTILS

The Trade and the T.T.

Sir,—Unfortunately, few are aware that the letter which
appeared. in the last issue under the above heading is written

under provocation by one who is apparently tasting "sour
grapes," and who is one of a fii'm of motor cjxle makers who
make an ordinary touring machine for single and passenger

work, which, in this category, we must admit has proved itself

reliable, but to suggest for one moment that this type of

)aachine would stand a ghost of a chance in .the Tourist

Trophy race is preposterous. Thus it goes that if a grumble
is required we must go to those who feel helpless to compete.
I say, without fear of contradiction, that no counter-shaft

driven machine could hope to compete with the speed required

of the T.T. if it is only of 3^ h.p. [We would refer our corre-
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t'pondcnt to the last T.T. Race, in which a Scott machine
with 'Counter-shaft two-speed gear accomplished the fastest

lap.

—

Ed.]
I trust, sir, you will find space to include this Utter in

your next issue in the interest of th"" sporting trade generallv.

ONE OF THEM."

Sir,—The manufactures who have actual experience of the

T.T. race will learn with interest from your correspondent,
Mr. Marians, that, by their participation in this sporting
event, they have sustained a " loss which can hardly be over-
estimated," and that the race has meant " dislocation of

system "—" special models, many weeks testing by tlie firm's

most highly skilled riders and testers, the establishment of

depots, and a huge stock of parts" in the island.

It would be more convincing, and certainly most interesting

to your readers, if those manufacturers who have signed the
bond gave us a detailed list of " that huge stock of spare
parts " required for their racing machines.

A. A. SCOTT.

Disqualifications at Leathley Bank.
Sir,
—" Iveona " requests some information on the above.

In Class 3, for standard single-cylinders, the judge disquali-

fied Mr. Newman (previous to him competing, mind you) be-

cause the machine was not, in the judge's opinion, a standard
model, and according to Mr. Newman's letter the judge
was correct, for does not Mr. Newman say, " I now wish to

state that the engine was a standard competition Ivy-Precision
engine"? He himself uses the word "competition" in de-
scribing his engine.

In Class 7, for any single-cylinder machine, Mr. Newman
was disqualified for touching the ground with his feet con-

trary to Rule E, which reads as follows :
" No pedalling

will be allowed ; neither may competitors place the fnot. or

feet on the ground unchr any conslderaiwn."
Coming now to the statement, absurd by itself, but far

more absurd when made by a rider of Mr. Newman's calibre,
" that no ordinary touring engine could climb the hill in

the time that I took, etc." Mr. Newman knows very well

that in Class 3 I myself informed him he had been dis-

qualified, and this previous to the class being run. After
some talk with him over the matter I interviewed the
judge, who eventually agreed to allow all competitors,

whether disqualified or not, to run, and should any of them
desire to object, then on the chance of their objection being
upheld, the officials would be in possession of their times,

ete. This decision of the judge was shouted out to the
competitors before the start of Class 3. And, by tlie by,

Mr. Newman did not object.

In Classes 1, 2, and 4, Mr. Newman was not disqualified,

and as he only ran in two other classes, viz., 3 and 7, both
of which I have fully dealt with, I trust the matter will

now be satisfactory to the majority of your readers, in-

cluding "Iveona." H. W. FORTUNE,
Hon. Sec. for the Leathley Hill climb.

Harrogate and

District M.C.C.

Handicap Speed

Trials.

W. Fawceft

(6 h.p. Zenith),

after passing

T. C. Atkinson

(2i h.p. New
Hudson) in the

final.

(See Club News

pages)

.
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B.n.C.R.C AAY MEETING.
OWING perhaps to the clashing of other week-end

events, many well-known names were absent from
the B.M.C.R.C.'s programme at Brooklands on
Saturday last, and possibly for the same reason

the spectators in point of numbers did not come up to

the usual standard. The time trials, which were conducted

C. R. Collier (8 B.p. Matchless-Jap), winner of the 1,000 c.c. race, starting.

on a part of the track almost invisible from the Fork,

provided no very great excit-ement. Satm-day was well-nigh

ideal for time trials conducted down the railway straight,

as there was a strong wind behind the competitors, and
no one was surprised, therefore, to learn that records had
been broken. The following are the flying mile and the

_

flying kilometre results :

Class A.—Up to 275 c.c.

Kilom. Mile.

Eider and machine. Sees. M.P.H. Sms. M.P.H.

H. Martin (1 Martin-Jap) ... 37.8 =59.18 59.8 =60.2

Class B.—Up to 350 c.c.

O. E. Stanley (1 Singer) ... 35. =63.91 57. =63.16
W. Hodgkinson (1 Caeco) ... 46.4 =48.2 75.4 =47.75

Class C.—Up to 500 c.c.

\V.

s.

49.30 = 73.02
52.4 =68.7
52.2 =68.97
56. =64.29

mile, 49.39s.

E. Stanley (1 Singer) ... 29.65 = 75.45

H. Elce (1 Rudge) ... 31.8 =70.34
R. Axford (2 Martin-Jap) 31.2 =71.7

W. L. T. Rhys (1 Triumph) ... 34. =65.79
"New recora. Previous best: Km. 30.2os.

;

Class D.—I'p to 750 c.c.

*H. Hunter (2 Corah-Jap) ... 28.75 = 77.8

*R. L. Prints (2 Bat-Jap) ... 29.28 = 76.3

C. R. Collier (2 Matchless-Jap) 30.8 ^72.63
A. J. Luce (2 Bab-Jap) ... 32. =69.9
*New record. Previous best : Km 29.78s. ;

Class E.—Up to 1,000 c.c.

C. R. Collier (2 Matchless-Jap) 26,2 =85.38

Class E, with sidecar.—Up to 1,000

"ii. F. Hunter (2 Zenith-
Gradua) ... 31. =72.15

"New recoi'd. Previous best; Km., 37.4?s.
;

Printz improved on the previous best in Class D, but did
not SL't up now figures, as Hunter had gone before him.
G. F. Hunter also set up a new record in the sidecar class,
and his figures for tin; kilometre are certainly extraordinary.
'I'hey'will, we imagine, stand for .some little time. The
.successful Corah was provided with quite a new type of
J. A. P. engine, which had been specially built for this rider,
tiiougli it.M di'sign confoiins throughout to the u.sual ovei'-

hcail .f.A.P. lines.

47.34 = 76.04
48.26 = 74.6

50.8 =70.87
52.8 =68.18

mile, 48.76s.

43.8 =82.19

55.6 =64.75
mile, 60.99s.

Car Challenge Race.
The second event was the 500 c.c. car challenge race, over

a distance of three laps (8 miles 269 yards). The winners
of the first and second prizes qualify for an invitation

race with a selected motor car at the June Brooklands
meeting.

j
G. E. Stanley took the lead from the start and was never

seriously challenged, although Stanhope Spencer was hard on
his heels at the end of the first lap. -Ihe gap between the two
riders, however, slowly increased, and Stanley crossed the
line 200 yards in front of Spencer, the third place being
taken by-Ayres, who managed to overhaul Elce in the last

lap. There was a good quarter-mile between second and
third. Winner's speed, 65.93 m.p.h. :

Rider and macluns. mm. c.c.

1. G. E. Stanley (Singer) 85 x 88 ... 499 ~

2. W. 'Stanhope Spencer (Rudgel ... 85 x 88 ... 499
3. N. A. Ayres (Singer) 85 x 88 ... 499

j
4. W. H. Elce (Rudge) 85 x 88 ... 499

! Stanley's standing lap in the above race was actually done
\ in 2m. 36s., or 62.71. m.p.h. a remarkable performance.

Cyclecar Handicap.
5 The third event the second five lap cyclecar handicap,

distance 13 miles 1,035 yards, resulted as follows :

; 1. J. T. Wood (2 G.W.K.) ...

;. 2. F. Hill (1 A.C.) '

\ 3. H. Martin (2 Morgan-Jap)

Ward's Bedelia showed some disinclination to start, but
•j when once the engine was turning got away very well. Its

time allowance, however, enabled it nearly to complete a lap
before the A.C. and the G.W.K. got away, which the former
did in magnificent style, shooting oft' the mark like. a stone
from a catapult. -Immediately it was under way the driver
tucked himself down, and, except for a tuft of hair, disap-
peared until the end of the race. Martin also gave a good
exhibition of how to get off, but in this he was helped by two
stalwart pushers. Starters were not barred in the regula-
tions for this event, but we think that in future it would be
better that they should be. The A.C. and the G.W.K. were
remarkably evenly matched, and lap after lap were covered
with very little between them. The Bedelia after holding a

THE SINGLE CYLINDER HOUR RECORD HOLDER.
A new Budge racer has been built for W. Stanhope Spencer. The front forks,

-as win be seen from the Illustration, have been reversed, gl'in^ a splendid rigid
fork ; the handle-bar is attached m place of the usuil I imp bracket, whilst another

feature, which, it is cons'dered, has
greatly improved the ste?dinEss of the
machine at speed, is a new form of
building up the horizontal rear stays, the
forward ends of which form a bridge
made in one piece.

mm. c.c. i id cap.

86 X 92 . . 1,070 . . 3

95 X 102 . .. 723 . . 3 20
90 X 77.5 . . 990 . . scr.
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rapidly decreasing lead for tliree laps came to a stop at some
remote part of the track. Neither the Autotrix, which
was the only machine carrying a passenger, nor the Alorgan
appeared to be going at its best. The latter passed the
former at the end of two laps, and in tlie fourth lap lay third

to the A.C. and the G.W.K. In the fifth lap the two "leaders

changed places, the G.W.K. , which was certainly travelling

very well, got to the front and won an exciting race by a
matter of- twenty yards, or one second, the Morgan being a
long way beliind. The winner's speed was 47.2 m.p.h.

The 7S0 c.c. Car Challenge Race.
This race immediately resolved itself into a procession,

with Harry CoUier in front, Printz second, and Hunter

Tie A.C. ani G.W.K. (winner), starting in the 5-Iap Cycle Car Bate.
C. M. Keiller on tlie G.W.K. was tlie ultimate winner.

third. This older was maintained throughout. Luce lost
time through his belt coming off. The Matchless was
evidently being held in a little, as when on the third lap
it was challenged by Printz on the Bat, Collier had no
difficulty in putting on a very marked amount of speed.
The latter beat Printz by about 300 yards, or 9.3 seconds at a
speed of 64.2 miles per hour.

H. A. Collier (2 Matcldess .Jap)

K. L. Printz. (2 Bat-Jap)

mm.
85.4 X 64
85.5 X 65

c.c.

741
746

The 1,000 c.c. Car Challenge Race was practically

a foregone conclusion for Charlie Collier. Rhys got

away from the mark with extraordinary celerity, whilst

Collier was much slower away. However, C.R. had got

well in front by the end of the railway straight, and with
plenty of pow-er in hand romped home an easy winner by
two miniites, with Hunter a bad second. Rhys was suffer-

ing from misfiring. Winner's speed, 68.42 miles per hour.

mm. c.c.

1. C. R. Collier (2 MatcWess-Jap) ... 90 x 78 ... S98
2. H. Hunt-er (2 Corah-Jap) 90 x 78 ... 758

The Fifty Miles Senior T.T. Race.
This event was for the "Alec Ross-" Cup. Out of

eleven entrants only six faced the starter.

Smith had entered a Singer, but elected to ride a

S.I.A.JI.T. of 216 c.c. Altogether this race was one of the

most e.xtraordinary that has yet taken place, not only for

the unexpected finish, but also for the disappointing manner
in which most of the machines behaved. Stanley, whose
Singer was running in a really remarkable way, took the
lead from the very start, the riders being sent off from the

, far side of the track at a point representing about the be-

;'J ginning of the half mile. Before many yards had been
r' covered Foote had to retire through an unusual cause. His

belt came off and the fastener struck him in the back,
causing quite a nasty little wound.
At the end of the first lap Stanley was leading and draw-

ing away from Elce, Ayres, and Haswell, all of whom
were bunched closely together, whilst tlpe tiny S.I.A.M.T.
brought up the rear. Another lap saw Haswell get into

second place. The gap between first and second steadily

increased, and at the end of the tenth circuit the Singer
lapped the Rudge. Ayres retired after four laps. At the end
of twelve laps Haswell. who was nearly a whole circuit be-

hind Stanley, gave up and came in with his tank smothered
with oil ; the cause of the trouble was not, how'ever, given.

Stanley's back tyre was evidently suffering from a puncture,
but it looked as though it would hold him up long enough
to finish. He stopped, however, on tlie sixteenth lap, as alsQ

did Elce, The latter was soon oft again, but he did not;

appear to have much chance provided Stanley could get
going once more, as with only two laps to go he was a lap
and .a half behind. Smith, whose little S,I.A.M.T. was
running very steadily and fast, went to Stanley's assistance
with a pump, but the tyre was evidently in need of repair
and Stanley did not reappear. In consequence, Elce (Rudge)
came in a winner, beating the S.I.A.M.'T. by Im. 3s. Stan-
ley's luck was certainly execrable, as he had every chance
of beating the fifty miles record. His best lap was done in

2m. 25s, at the rate of 67,47 m.p,h,

mm. c.c.

1. W. H. Elce (Rudge) 85 x 88 ... 499
2. S. C. W. Smith (S.I.A.M.T.) ... 65 x 65 ... 216

> i^ a ^ <r-

THE ARTHUR MOORHOUSE MEMORIAL FUND.

IN
connection with the above fund, the decision to

endeavour to endow a bed in the Weybi-idge Cottage
Hospital is a particularly good one. It was felt that
such a means of keeping alive the memory of one of

.our best known amateur motor cyclists would be entirely in

^accordance with what he himself would have wished.
It W'ill be in the shape of no lavish expenditure on

J^wood, stone, or brass, but a lasting moniimcnluiii aere
' pe.re.nniuf—a sum of money year by year to benefit some
;-poor sufferer in the Cottage Hospital at Weybridge, adjacent
to the track on wliich Moorhouse spent so many happy houis.

Any contribution, however small, will be acceptable,
and we hope all who knew Mr. Moorhouse or were pleased
witnesses of his performances will subscribe of theii ability,

All, subscriptions should be sent to the secretarv of tlie

A.C.U., Mr:_T. W. Loughborough, 89, Pall Mall. SlW. The
list of donations previouslv published amounts to £165 Is. 6d.

G.W.K., Ltd.
C. B. Franklin ...

Employees of the
Rex Co.

H. P. Harding ...

P. J. Evans 1 1

Chas. Marks 1 1

Southcomb Mav.. 1 1

G, W. Hillyard... 1

E. J, Bass 10 e

->-••(»—<

UNOFFICIAL RECORDS.

WE have been informed by W. J. Clarke, »f Horn-
castle, that he has ridden 3,008 miles in six days
by journeying daily round the following circuit :

Horncastle, ilarket Rasen, Gainsborough, Don-
caster, Gainsborough, Market Rasen, Mablethorpe, Louth,

|;Horncastle. The circuit mileage (160) was officially supplied
• by Messrs. Bacon and Co. He tells us that he used a Win-
Precision machine with A'illiers free engine. Kempshall tyres,
Druid spring forks, Eisemann magneto, Oleo plugs, Senspray

carburetter. Garner exhaust whistle, XL'AU pan seat.

Parsons's repair outfit, Stanley rubber belt, Cox-Walker
double electric lamp, Pratt's spirit, Wakefield Castrol oil,

Bowden control. Burberry's overalls, trousers, and coat,

Piggott's Motover boots, and Chappel and Co.'s goggles.

His principal food was Oxo and Blal^ey's malted oats.

Mr. Clarke does not mention whose underclothing he
wore, nor the brand of socks he favoured ; there is also doubt
about tlie name of his hatter.

Eg
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SCENE AT THE STARTING LINE. F. W. Applebee (2 J h.p. twin Centaur) is seen waiting for tlie word to go.

WE were told to rendezvous on Saturday last at

that well-known and picturesque hostelry, the

Lambert Arms, Aston Rowant, at i p.m.,

when the venue of the climb would bg announced.
Our journey down from London on a new 2j4 h.p.

Motosacoche, that multum in pai-vo among motor
bicycles, was not entirely uneventful. In Acton the

back tyre caught in a dry tram rail, and for some
seconds the writer wobbled twixt a tramcar and
eternity m the shape of a motor omnibus until a happy
recovery enabled him to pull up Avith the belt thrown
off the pulley. Then just after the dangerous cross

road at Gerrard's Cross was pa.ssed, now happily made
safe by the presence of a R.A.C. touring guide, the

belt pulled through, probably owing to the wrench it

had had in Acton. The, Motosacoche,.. once a mere
baby, has grown greatly in strength since its birth.

It is now a sturdy youngster of a^/o h.p., 64 x 90 mm.,
and the way the engine pulls is truly remarkable.
Fitted with variable pulley gear and free engine, it is

a pleasure to drive in traffic, and stops at nothing.

Another Chiltern Acclivity.

But to return to the hill-climb. The hill is oi

the Chiltern range, hut instead of winding up grace-

fully like Aston Rowant, it rises abruptly from the

level and reaches a maximum gradient of about i in 5.

It possesses a fair surface which is a trifle rutty near
the summit, and two easy curves, easy that is for all

bul the riders in the i,ooo c.c. class, who did not

like the top corner, owing lu it being banked the

wrong way. On- each side there are tree.s, which gave
welcome shade on one of the most beautiful days of

this lovely early summer.
Mr. R. H. Head, the chairman of commillcc, who

was in charge of the start, sent up the first man at

T,.io p.m., and despatched the remainder with a safe

interval between each. In the 350 c.c. cl.'iss (on

formula), Jacobs and I.e Grand (the inseparables)

did well on their .Singers. With Mimdy they performed
a ' gr;ind slam. " Fletcher made a good> showing on his

Douglas, changing down just as the gradient became
steeper. Applebee's Centaur was also running

splendidly.

Cl.\ss 1.—Lightweights, 350 c.c.

Fig. of merit.

1. .J. P. Le Grand (2^ Singer) 14.5

2. W. Jacobs (21 Singer) 14.3

3. R. G. Blundy (2^ Singer) 13.5

Class 2, for single-cylinder machines exceeding

350 c.c. (on formula), was naturally a little more
exciting. H. E. Davison (Kerry) made an excellent

ascent, but he sw'erved badly near the top. B. Marians
on a P. and M. made a good ascent, and of the four

Rovers entered, C. T. iVewsome. and C. Q. Roberts
appeared to make fastest time. F. C. North's Ariel

also gave a good impression of speed.

Class 2.—Single-cylinders exceeding 350 c.c.

Fig. of merit.
1. E. A. Colliver (34 Zenith) 13.3
2. F. G. North (3J Ariel) ..> 12.8
3. 0. Q. Roberts (3^ Rover) 12.4

Dr. C. J. S. Stanley (6 h.p. Indian) makins a good climb.
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Class 3 was decided on time.

Class 3.—Single-cylinders exceeding 350 c.c.

1. C. T. Newsome (3^ Rover) 52|s.

2. R. Croucher (3^ KeiTy) 55|s.

3. D. H. Noble {3i Rover) 565s.

Naturally, Class 4, for multi-cylinder machines over

350 and up to 1,000 c.c. (on formula), provided some
excitement. . S. T. Tessier (5 h.p. Bat) and G. Brough
(6 h.p. Brough) came up well. E. B. Dickson (8 h.p.

Bat) rode sitting upright. F. W. Barnes and E. B.

Ware (Zeniths) made splendid ascents.

CL-iSS 4.—Multi-cylinders not exceeding 1,000 c.c.

Fi°. of merit.
1. E. B^Ware- (6 Zenith) " 13.4

2. S. T. Tessier (5 Bat) 10.5

3. F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith) 10.2

Class 5 was decided on time. Brough 's machine
had a weird guard over the valves, with copper pipes

apparently connected to nothing at all issuing vertically

therefrom. Brough said it was to keep the flies off

the engine, but we venture to think otherwise.

Cl.vSS 5.—iMulti-cylinders not exceeding 1,000 c.c. (on time).
1. S. T. Tessier (5 Bat) ... .' 42ts.
2. G. Brough (6 Brough) 44|s.

3. F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith) 43|s.

The sidecar class finished the event as far as The
Motor Cycle is concerned, as the cyclec^ir class was
abandoned owing to lack of- support. F. J. AVatson

(3J^ h.p. Swift single-gear), with a child as passenger,

made an excellent ascent. Barnes, with the faithful

Weatherilt as his companion, made the star perform-
ance. Pratt, with the stentorian Cooper in the sidecar,

made a good showing; while Wells, with ^frs. AVells

on board, made a fast climb.
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Cl.^ss 5.—Sidecars not e.xceeding 1,000 c.c.

Fig. of merit.

1. F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith sc.) 11.3

2. F. J. Watson (3^ Swift) 10.5

. 3. W. Pratt (3^ P. and M.) 10.1

The awards were gold, silver, and bronze medals in

each class, while gold medals were presented .by Mr.

E. B. Dickson to the fastest novices in Classes 3
and 5 if there were not less than six such entries.

How to get to

Leathley Bank

. L SHIPLEY Ni

BRADFORD

r
BRADFORD LEATHLEY li

L£EHS — io. ;j

QTLEY rf.. i

HARROGATE — >•- *

^ ARTHIKCT--"' - -•> J

Ifljp showing the location of Lcatl'y Bmk, the vanue of the BraJ.ord

M.C.C. open hill-climb on Saturday next.
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RESULTS OF THE MERSEY M.C. 24 HOURS' RELIABILITY TRIAL.
The following riders in the ilersey Motor Club's

twenty-four hours' reliability trial (described in our
issue) have been awarded gold medals :

Wln'ner of the Buti.er Cup.
Hugh Gibson (3^ h.p. Bradbury. Bradbixry gear).

Gold Medals.
F. Rees (^ h.p. Budge, N.S.U. gear).

W. E. Rootes (35 h.p. Singer, Sturmev-Archer gear)

N. Howarth (3J h.p. Bradbury, xV.S.U. gear).

N. H. Browne (7 h.p. Indian, Indian gear).

A]ex C. Smith (3^ h.p. Rudge).
M. Rimmer (3^ h.p. Zenith, Gradua gear).

Rex G. Miuidy (3^ h.p. Singer. Armstrong gear).

W. Scott Clarke (3^ h.p. Rover, Armstrong gear).

open
last

George Wrav (3^ h.p. Bradbury, Wray gear).

J. Cadwallader (2-3 h.p. Enfield, Enfield gear).

A. Marston (8 h.p. Matchless).

Harry Reed (8 h.p. Dot-.Jap. two-speed).

J. H. Roscoe (3^ h.p. Singer).

R. Lord (6 h.p. Rex Sidette).

Silver medals have been awarded to all who finished the

course but did not keep to schedule time. They are :

W. Heaton (2| h.p. A.J.S., A.J.S. gear).

W. - Davies (5^ h.p. Victoria-Jap).

C. Hobbs (2S h.p. Humber. Armstrong gear).

6. Gregson (3^ h.p. Bradbury).
A. J. .Jenkins (3^- h.p. Macbeth, Armstrong gear).

W. Houghton (3^ h.p. Bradbury).

BIRAINGHAA M.C.C.
A very successful hill-climb for members of the club

only was held at Highley Hill, between Bewdley and
Bridgnorth, on Saturday last. The hill is about
a quarter of a mile long, and has a maximum gradient of

1 in 5, with an average of about 1 in 7.

R. H. Edwards CTriumph) and H. C. Newman (Ivy-

Precision) tied for first place in Class 2. On running off,

Newman improved on his first tiriie by |s. , and beat
Edwards by -|s.

l:i Class 1, J.^iss Hough and J J. . Woodgate tied, and
on running off Miss Hough proved the fastest.

Electrical timing and a telephone were used, and the

events were run off in seventy-six minutes. Results :

Class 1.—Lightweights.

.1. F. S. Whitworth (2| Douglas) 22s.

2. P. W. Owen (2| Zenith) ... 22Ls.

. 3. Miss Hough (23 Douglas) 25s.

Class 2.—Under 500 c.c.

1. H. C. Newman (3^ Ivy-Precision) ... 16|s.

iMBE
2.

-RS
R.

3. H.

1. A.
2: T.
3. T.

1. H.
2. R.
3. H.

1. H.
2. C.

3. B.

1. F.
2. E.

3. Dr

H. Edwards (3-^ Triumph)
R. Fowler (3^ Norton)

Class 3.—^Under 750 c.c.

D. Arter (.James)

Pollock (James)
F. Blumfield (Blumfield)

Class 4.—Under 1,000 c.c.

C. Newman (3-^- Ivy-Precision)

H. Edwards (3^- Triumph)
R. Fowler {5-^ Norton)

Class 5.—Single-cylinder passenger.

C. Newman (3^ Ivy-Precision sc.) ..

Snuth (4^ Regal Precision sc.)

Bourke (3j New Hudson sc.)

Class 6.—Twin-cylinder passenger.

H. Southam (6 Zenith sc.)

W. Starkey (8 ilorgan Runabout) ..

B. Fawsset (8 Chater-Lea sc.)

16 is.

17s.

20s.

20is.
22-^s.

16s.

16|s.

175s.

25s.

31s.

Mis.

29|s.

31is.

32«s,

1313
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French Road Race—The Circuit de I'Eure.

AN important road race organised by tke Motocycle

Club de France, over a course of X88 kilometres in

length, took place on the 12th inst. Competitors to

the number of thuty, whose machines had been

weighed and sealed the day previous, were despatched from

Vernon at half minute intervals by M. Polack. The course,

although not dangerous, was hilly, and comprised several

sharp corners, eleven of the latter occurring in a distance of

less than a quarter of a mile. There were also two or three

hair pin bends which were difficult to negotiate, so difficult,

in fact, that some riders had to walk round them. The first

lew circuits were covered at a hot pace, ten competitors giving

the impression of being likely to win. Retirements com-
menced in the fourth round.

Positions at half-distance showed that Pean (Peugeot) was
leading, followed by Pernette and Dancart (La Fran§aise),

Lacroix (Peugeot), Naas (Griffon), Gabriel (Triumph), and

Chartier Devarennes (Indian), in the order named. In the
eleventh circuit Devarennes broke his handle-bar, and Gabriel
(Triumph) suifered a burst tyre/ Pernette lost ground, and
Dancart and Naas improved their positions. The winner
averaged 37^ m.p.h

Trade,
Amateur.

Trade.—1.

2

36 48|
45 585

The results by classification are :

Sidecars. h. m.
—H„ G. Dixon (New Hudson) ; 6
—Bloch (Rene-Gillet) 5

Motor Bicycles, 350 c.c.

Pean (Peugeot) ... ... ... 4 46 18
Pernette (FrauQaise) ... ... 5 16 35]-

Motor Bicycles, 500 c.c.

Dancart (Fran9aise) ... ... 5 3 57
Brunet (Griffon) ... ... 5 52 15

J

Motor Bicycles oveh 500 c.c. .

Naas (Griffon) 5 5 13|
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
-May 16th ..-. ... 8.43 p.m.

... 8.45 ,,18th
20th
22nd

8.49

8.52

Hill-climb in the North.

The Manchester Motor Club is tu

organise an open hill-climbing contest iu

July.

M.C.C. London to Edinburgh Run.
The entry for the London to Edinburgh

run is again a record, beating last year's
Hgures of 162. The next club run will

give members an opportunity of becoming
familiar with tlie first forty miles of the
course which will have to be covered iu

the dark.

Police Traps.

A police trai3 is in operation during
week-ends on the Ashford-Hythe-Folke -

stone road at Ne%ving Green Corner.
Jlotorists are warned to exercise caution
when riding into Hythe on this road.
At Christchurch, the police have a trap

which is worked occasionally.

Imports and Exports of Motor Cycles.

Imports for the month of April and
for the four months ending April 30th
have increased considerably in value,
while the British exports during the same
period have increased to an enormous
degree. Below are given the actual
figures culled from the Board of Trade"
returns :

iMrORTS.

Month ending April 30th.

1910. 1911. 1912.

No. of machines

—

163 ... 203 ... 174
Value with parts

—

£11,020 ... £12.106 ... £17,534
Four months ending April 30tli.

1910. 1911. 1912.
No. of machines

—

509 ... 612 ... 567
^'alue with parts

—

£35,817 ... £40.661 ... £50,721
The actual numbers of complete motor

cycles imported have decreased, the in-

.crease in value being accounted for by
imported parts.

EXI'OUTS.

Month ending April 30th.

1910. 1911. 1912.
No. of machines

—

171 ... 408 ... 779
A'alue with parts

—

£11,196 ... £22,339 ... £42,408
Four mouths ending April 30th.

1910. 1911. 1912.
No. cpf machines

—

801 .... 1,801 ... 3,483
Value with part-s

—

£42,102 ... £86,426 ... £184,048

A.A. and M.U. Motor Cycle Members.

The increase of membersliip of the
A. .4. and M.U. in April was no less

than 2,691. The total membership is well
over 43,000, and it is interesting to note
that of this number just under 10,000
are motor cyclists.

International Road Race, in France.

The French representative of the
Singer Company, Ltd.. has entered four
Singer motor- bicycles for Le jMans auto-
mobile meeting. Two of these will com--
pete in the 350 c.c. class and two in the
SOO c.c. class. Entries close on the
19th inst., and should be sent to the
Secretary of the Automobile Club de
Seine et Oise, Le Mans, or the Manager
of Js'Aitlo, id. Rue de Faubourg Mont-
martre, Paris.

The Team Trial.

Daventry (Northants) has been selected
by the M.C.C. as the centre for the team
triafe on June 15th.

Further clubs which have notified ' the
trials hon. secretary, Mr. F. .J. .Jenkins,

of their intention to compete in the team
trials are the North Middlesex M.C.C,
the South Birmingham M.C.C, and the
Walthamstow M.C., bringing the total
nmnber of teams to twenty-four—an easy
record. It would appear that the Derby
and District M.C.C. will have some diffi-

culty in retaining possession of Thu
Motor Ci/cle fifty-guinea cup in face of

SPECIAL FEATURES.
IMPORTANT FRENCH ROAD RACE.

(IllustrateJ.)

A SECOND MOBILISATION TEST.

WEEK-END COMPETITIONS.
(Described and Illustrated.)

Lightweight Racing at Aston.

The races arranged by the SuttouCold-
field and Mid-\\ arwickshire A.C., and
which were to have been held on the 4th
inst., were run off on the Aston track last

Saturday. The first event was a three miles
scratch race for lightweights not exceeding
350 c.c. The winners of the heats were as
follow : Heat 1.—J. Woodhouse (2^ h.p.
Regal-Precision), 4m. S-^s. Heat 2.—S. L.
BaUev (2| h.p. Humber), 3ra. SSfs. Heat
3.—F". \V. Dayrell (2| h.p. iMartin-Jap),
4m. Final.—1, Bailey; 2, Woodhouse.
Winner's time, 3m. 5d|s. This race was
followed by a five-mile handicap for T.T.
lightweights and resulted as follows

:

Heat 1.—S. L. Bailey, 6m. 8|s., handicap
7is. Heat 2.—J. St. John (2 h.p. Hum-
ber), 8m. 32|s., handicap 104s. Heat 3.—
J. Woodhouse. 5m. 45|s., handicap S^s.
Final.—1, S. L. Bailey, 7m. SOfs. ; 2, J.

Woodhouse, 8m. Ojs. ; 3, J. St. John, 8m.
TJs. J. St. John won a gold medal in
each event for best amateur performance.
S. L. Bailey's riding was . warmly ap-
plauded by the big crowd ; he I'ode his
T.T. Humber in fine style. Geai's were
r.-<tri'lod in 5 fo 1.

SATURDAFS ASTON TRACK RACE MEETING.
S. L. Bailey (twin Humberi lapping J. W. Woodliouse (Regal-PrecisionI in the last lap at Aston track, and

making fastest time. Bailey, who is a well known Ausiralian rider, won both the three miles scratch race
and the five miles handicap, riding in superb style.

Big
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Proposed Ten-mile Limit.
The local tradesmen's association in

Fulham is proposing a ten-mile limit

along Fulham Road, and is canvassing
householders for signatures.

(Amalgamation of French Clubs.
The Touring Moto Club de France re-

ceived the other evening a delegation from
the Moto Club de France proposing that
the two bodies should amalgamate. It

appears probable that this amalgamation
will actually take place.

Another Mobilisation Scheme.

The next mobilisation test of motor
cyclists is arranged for Sunday, Juue-
9th, at 1 p.m. The scheme is explained

by " Celeriter " in another part of this

issue. An exclusive annomicement in

the same article refers to a Cyclist

Battalion for Birmingham.

French Motor Cycle Derby.

The Grand Prix de Champagne, to

which we referred in our last week's
issue, certainly promises to be an inter-

esting event. Numerous competitors, we
learn, have already begun to practise on
the course.

T.T. Race Fund.

The following additional donations have
been made to the above fund :

Price's Patent Candle Co. ... 5 5

Vacuum Oil Co 5 5

Cambridge U.M.C.C 1 I'O
E. M. P. Boileau 10

The total amount subscribed is just

under £31.

Prodigious Speed for a 3i h.p.

The fastest speed accomplished on a

3^ h.p. single-cylinder machine was raised

to 75^ m.p.h. by G. E. Stanley, riding

a Singer, at Brooklands, last Saturday.

It is not generally known that Stanley
takes his inlet valve cam to all race

meetings in his pocket, fits it on the
spot, and removes it . again immediately
the event is over.

Open Amateur Hill-climb.

The Sutton Coldfield and Mid-War-
wickshire A.C. have received good
entries for each class for their open
amateur hill-climb at Wenlock Edge on
Saturday. Class I., for single-cylinder

touring machines up to 520 c.c, has
drawn sixteen entrants; Class II., twin
and single tourist up to 3£0 c.c, 12

;

Cla,ss III., T.T. twins and singles up to

500 c:c., 27; and Class IV., unlimited,

.15. The events will be run oif on the

knock-out system, and some good sport

.should be witnesxed.

T.T. Entrants and the Olympia Show.

The Scott Pjiginccring Co., Ltd.. have
sent us a copy of a resolution passed at

the meeting of the Manufacturers' Union
on the 1st inst., with, a request tl]at we
give it piililicity. The resolution reads as

follows; "That in all cases wliere a bond
is adopted by 80 per cent, of the inembers
of any section tlios(; members of that sci'-

tion ri-fuKing tu .sign sucli, bond shall be
excluded the first ballot for space at any
exhibition which may liei'eafter be jiro-

nioted by the Union, and from all benefits

as to I'ebates or allowances in respect of

show cliarges." ft will be remembered
that tbe S<M.)lt Engineering ('o., Ltd.,

and Messrs. Jl. Co!lier and Sons, .Ltd.,

declined to sign the T.T. bond.

May 1 8.—North West London M.C.C.
Passenger Tr;al to Coventry
and bacK.

18.—Birmingham M.C.C. Open
Cyclecar R^iiabiiity Trial.

l8.—Bradford M:C.C. Annual Open
HUl-climb.

i8.—Sutton Coldfield and Mid-
Warwickshire A.C. Open
Amateur Hill-climb.

24 to 27.—M.C.C. London to Edin-
burgh Run.

27.—Dublin M.C.C. Open Reliability

Trial and Sidecar Com-
petition.

June 15.—M.C.C. TEAM TRIAL.

Remarkable Results in Consumption Test.

In the Oxford M.C.C. petrol consump-
tion test on Saturday, H.-S. Askew (3^
Triumph, single-gear, and sidecar), total

- weight 670 lbs., covered 36 miles with a
petrol consumption of" 31 ozs. 2 drams =
186 miles to the gallon. H. G. Hill (2^
Calcott) was first in the single class.

M.C.U. of Ireland (Ulster Centre).

An open reliability trial will take
place on the 18tli inst. The start will be
from Foi'twilliam Park, and the route
ti/a Cushendun and the Cash Lake Road
to Ballycastle. There will be a non-stop
from Cushendun to Ballycastle, and ob-
servers will.be posted on the hills.

The T.T. Races.

Up to the present, nineteen machines
have been entered for the Junior and
thirty-three for the Senior Tourist
Trophy Races, to be held in the Isle of
Man on June 28th and July 1st respec-

tively. The Auto Cycle Union, which is

organising the contests, anticipates that
by June 1st, the date for closing of
entries, the total will reach between
fifty and sixty for the Senior and thirty
for the Junior.

20,000 Miles on a Singer Sidecar.

Harry Long completed the first 5,000
miles of his trip in Bristol on the
14tli inst. He is now in Cornwall. Most
of his ride so far has been in the Norx,h,
and he has visited thirty-six counties.
He has had no trouble with his engine
or. with the police, though he has passed
through many police traps.

English-Dutch Reliability. Trial.

Only a few voting sheets circulated
amoii.g the clubs are still outstanding,
and it is hoped to be able to announce the
composition of the British teams by the
end of the month. Club secretaries will

oblige by bringing the names of the
entrants to the notice of their respective
committees at the earliest opportunity.

The R.A.C. and A.C.U. Guides.

Numerous R.A.C. road guides are now
to be found on our highways. The ser-

vices of these guides are at the disposal
of all motor cyclists bearing the badge
of the A.CiU. and affiliated clubs. -Each
guide is vjeW acquainted with the dis-

trict in which he is on duty, and will

gladly give information and assistance to
all who are in need.

Hammersmith Speed Limit Application
Refused.

It will be remembered that a Local
Government Board inquiry was held in
February last into an application made
by the London County Council for the
imposition of a speed limit of five miles an
hour at Hammersmith Broadway and its

immediate approaches, and for a ten-mile
speed limit along Hammersmith Road
from its junction with Hammersmith
Bi'oadway to its junction with Brook
Green. The application was strongly op-
posed by the Royal Automobile Club and
the Automobile Association and Motor
Union, and it is gratifying to record that
the Local Government Board has refused
the application.

M.C.C. MEMBERS' HlLL-CLlMB NEAR ASTON ROWANT.
S. T. Tossicr (Bat-Jaol at full speod past the bond. Ho was the winner of two ch.ses.
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Edinburgh and District A.C. Open Hill-climb.
-«

'^

The metting at Manor HUI, near Peebles. Scene at the start.

THE above annual contest took place at Manor Hill,

Peebles, on Saturday last, in indifferent weather.
Rain threatened in the earlier part of the day,
and gradually gave way to a strong westerly wind,

which helped the competitors to some extent. The s;>"face

of the road had been specially swept overnight in jeadi-
ness for the contest, but, in spite of this, it appeared
somewhat loose in parts. The attendance proved to be
the best the club has had at Manor Hill, and a greatly
increased number of spectators, mostly from the adjacent
districts, viewed the competition. As usual with the
Edinburgh meetings, the contest started promptly at

4 p.m., and finished in good time.

Lindsay (2| h.p. New Hudson) made a very fine ascent,

his time being better than many larger maclnnes, and his
figure of merit was the highest for the day. In the open
scratch class, R. S. jNIorrison (5 h.p. Bat) and A. H.
Alexander (7 h.p. Indian) tied for first place, but on a re-

run the former improved his time by |s. , and so won.
Reference must also be made to the performance of J.

Donaldson (3i h.p. RIatchless), who in the open scratch
class, competing against big twins, tied for third place.

The Results.
Cl.\ss I.—Formula. Not exceeding 400 c.c.

Fig. of merit.
A. J. C. Lindsay (2| New Hudson) ...1,019 ...

Time.
35.2s.

40.4s.

40.8s.

exceeding

2. H. Berwick (2a New- Hudson) ... 710
3. A. H. Alexander {2|- Douglas) ... 708

Cr,.\ss II.—Formula. Exceeding 400 and not
600 C.C.

P. E. Tolfree (3^ Matchless) 754 ... 32.4s.

H. Berwick (3-^ New Hudson) ... 665 ... 34.8s.

0. G. Braid (3^- Norton) 652 ... 35.2s.

Class III.—Formula. Exceeding 600 c.c.

J. D. Morrison (5-6 Bat) 619 ... 28.8s.

J. Steele (5 Indian) 581 ... o5.6s.

A. J. C. Lindsay (5-6 Matchless) ... 580 ... 30.4s.

The results of Class IV. are withheld owing to a protest
liaviug -been lodged.

Class V.—Formula. Passenger machines, any size engine.

1. H. Berwick (3^ New Hudson) 736 ... 57.6s.

2. J. R. Alexander, jun. (7 Indian) ... 527 ... 52.2s.

3. F. J. Hutchison (5-6 Rex-Jap) ... 459 ... 64.6s.

Class VI.—On time only. Not exceeding 600 c.c.

1. P. E. Tolfree (3i Matchless) 30.83.

2. J. Gerard (3i Bradbury) 33s.

3. A. B. Lindsay (Sj Triumph) 35s.

.^. J^"^ ft

A. B. Lindsay (3! h.p. Triumph: neEotiating Ihe bend.

Class VII.—Time only. Exceeding 600 c.c.

1. H. S. Morrison (5-6 Bat) 26.2s.

2. A. H. Alexander (7 Indian) 26.6s.

T ( J. Donaldson, jun. (3-^ Matchless) 28.4s.
''

I A. J. C. Lindsay (5-6 Matchless) 28.4s.

It is an item of interest in connection with this hill-climb

that each competitor was allotted a starting time in the

programme, the exact time being printed alongside each
name. It was also one of the rules of the competition that

riders who were not ready to start at the appointed time
would not be allowed to take part.

A. H. Alexander (2.2 h.p. Douglas) awaiting the signal to start,
'

COVENTRY CLUB'S OPEN RELIABILITY TRIAL.
In our description of the above trial in last week's issue,

we ascribed J. W. F. Crouch's stops on the hills to insufficient

weight on the back wheel of Iris C.M.C. carette. Mr. Crouch
diffei-s in his opinion, being confident that the sliops were
due to the use of a plain driving tyre.

C. Q. Roberts (Rover) was stated to have pedalled on

Ilmington Hill in the official results. We are asked to state

that this was an error, Mr. Roberts in fact climbing the

hill on the middle gear of his Annstrong.
It appears that H. G. Hill rode a single-geared Calcott

lightweiglit, and not a three-siieed as stated.

B23
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RACING AT PORTMARNOCK.
AVERY good entry was secured for the supplementary

meeting of the Dublin and District M.C.C. at Port-

marnock on Saturday last, and some good racing

was seen. T. Sunimerfield, a novice, got into some
loose sand, wabbled badly, and fell. He was unconscious
for some time, but was ultimately able to ride home. This
is the first accident at Portmarnock in ten years' racing.

Results :

Six M1LE.S Novice Handicap. Handicap.
1. J. L. Walshe (3^- h.p. Triumph) ... Im. Os.

2. A. J. Read (3^ h.p. Indian) Im. 30s.

3. 0. G. Price (4 h.p. Rudge) Im. 30s.

Twelve others competed; the winner finished 15s. in front

of the second man, third close up.

Four Miles Scratch.—Engines under 520 c.c.

Time.
5m. 19|s.

5m. 22s.

5m. 33s.

1. T. E. Greene (3^ h.p. Rudge) ...

2. F. J. Walker (3^ h.p. Rudge)
3. J. Healy (3^ h.p. Rudge) ...

Four others rode.

Twenty Miles Handicap.
Handicap. Time.

1. O. G. Price (3^ h.p. Rudge) 6m. Os. ... 31m. 27Js.

2. T. E. Greene (3^ h.p. Rudge) 2m. 30s. ... 28m. 52s.

3. F. J. Walker (3i h.p. Rudge) 20s. ... 27m. 2s.

Eight others also rode. Won by 55s., 20s. between second
and third.

OPEN HILL-CLIMB AT RHUBINA.
I'he annual event organised by the Cardiff Motor Club

took place at Rhubina, near Cardiff, on • Saturday. The
feature of this year's contest was the invitation extended by
the club to other clubs in South Wales for their members
to compete. The entries numbered fifty-five, and a start was
made about 3 p.m. The course was about 2,880 feet long,

with an average gradient of 1 in 14.6, the steepest part being
1 iij 7.8. Tlie results in Classes 5, 5, 5, 7, and 8 being on

C X T=
the following formula —tjft

—'- as recommended by The Motor

Ci/cle ; the results in Class 4 being on time only.

Some exceedingly close times were recorded, and as many
as three competitors in Class 4 tied for fa.stest time. Tliis

necessitated a run oft to decide tlie winner.
The results were as follows :

Classes 1 and 2.—Cancelled for want of entries.

In Class 3 (touring single-cylinders up to 560) there were
twelve entries. Results.

Time. Fig. of merit.

1. F. .1. Tanner (3^ Triumph) ... 51is. ... 253
2. S. Davies (3^ Triumph) 55s. ... 246

• 3. A. W. Jones (3^ Rudge) ... 55|s. ... 213
Fastest time : F. J. Tanner.

Class 4 (Tourist Trophy machines not exceeding 500 c.c),
also twelve competitors :

1. J. C. Moore (3^ Rudge) 44|s.
2. H. Britton (3 Pioneer) 45|s.
3. H. Wessendorf (3^ Premier) 45s.

Class 5 (twin-cylinder machines exceeding 480)

:

Time. Fig. of merit.
1. A. B. Wade (6 Zenith) 44|s. ... 252
2. E. Chapman (6 Zenith) 45|s. ... 242
3. A. V. Shirley (7 Indian) ... 44|s. ... 208
Fastest time : A. V. Shirley.

Class 8 (motor cycles with sidecar attachments)

;

1. A. B. Wade (6 Zenith) ... 58is. ... 239
2. F. J. Tanner (3^ Triumph) ... 68s. ... 233
3. E. Chapman (6 Zenith) ... 61-i.s. ... 215
4. G. H. Smith (8 J.A.P.) ... 58|s. ... 208
Fastest time : G. H. Smith.

Winner of the Humber Cup, presented by Humber, Ltd.,
Coventry, awarded for the fastest time of the day : A. Y.
Shirley (7 h.p. Indian!.
Winner of the Rudge Cup, presented by Rudge-Whitworth,

Ltd., for the best figure of merit in Class 3 or 5 : Sylvanns
Davies (3^ Triumph),

CLUB NEWS.
North Staffordshire M.C.C.

The members' reliability team trial took place last week
in bad weather over a difficult course. Four teams, each
made up of four riders, started, but only five men got
through. The route was via Newcastle-under-Lyme,
Cobridge, Leek, Burbage, Cat and Fiddle, Macclesfield,
Congleton, Burbage, and back to Whitmore, and in the
afternoon tlirough Newport, Shrewsbury, and Market Dray-
ton. Results :

G. Jone.s (3^ Zenith) ... ' ...

P. S. Clewes (2J Enfield)

W. Baines (3^ Triumph)
J. A Prendergast (3^ Rudge)
E. Bailey (5 Matchless)

Westmorland M.C.C.

A successful hill-climb was heid on Aughton Hill on the

Marks lost.

...

... 6

... 12

... 16

... 50

8t)i inst. Results

LlGHTWElCiriS.
Formula.
. 50.1 ^

. 77.2

1. L. L. Pearce {2% Humber) ...

2. F. Burn (2| New Hud.scn)

SiNGLKS.

L B. .Teffreys (3^ Triumph) 63.6
2. G. W. Braithwaite (3^ Zenith) 64.8
3. H. Bownesa (3^ Malcl)lce.s) 70.4

Twin Class.
1. L. S. Parker (33 Scott) 76.8
2. K. .Jeffreys (5 Indian) 84.3
3. E. F. Baxter (6 Rex) 108.

Fastest time: Roljin Bowuckh (3^ T.'l'. iMatcliIess).

Nottingham and Disti'iet M.C.C.

Results of the hill-cUmb, held at Hardwick on the 4tli

mst.

Touring Class. Time. Fig. of

m. s. merit.

2 3L ... 106.95

2 21^ ... 111.3
2 5L

... 130.1

1. Reg. Holloway (2^- Premiei-)
2. J. King (2i Premier)
3. J. R. Sylvester (2^ New Hudson)

T.T. Class.
1. J. R. Sylvester (2,% New Hudson) ... 1 53| ... 117.2
2. J. ,J. Kelly (3^ Rudge) 1 53 ...• 156.2
3. *Reg. Holloway (3^ Premier) ... 1 48^ ... 159.

*Fastest time of tlie day.

Walthamstow M.C.

A non-stop and speed-judging coiiipetition was held on
the Cambridge Road over a distance of fifty-one miles,

which had to be covered at a speed of 20 m.p.li. Results;

Passenger Class. Time error.

m. s.

1. G. West (5 A.C. tricar) 1 50|
2. — Shelley (3^ Humber .sc.) 2 22
3. G. Henbi-oy (5 A.C. tricar) 2 59

i\[OTOR Bicycle Class.
1. ,T. Beal (3i N.S.II.) ... .!. ... 2 54
2. F. W. Applebee (3' Centaur) 3 43|
3. F. Gallehawk (3i Rex) 5 331

Essex M.C.

On tlie 28lli ult. a club run took place to Laindon Hills,

and an impromptu fast and slow hill-climb wa.s held,

Ui'Bults : D. S. Kapnilia (0 h.p. Rex-Jap and sc), diffortiice

10m. 5s.; F. W. Applebee (2| Centaur), 6ni. 258 ! ; B. Alan
IJill (7 h.p. Indian and so.), 4m. 4s.
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BRADFORD M.C.C RELIABILITY RUN TO KESWICK AND BACK FOR THE
N.S.U. CUP. J. Norman LongGeld (Scott) starling. The results are not known as yet.

Ipswich and District M.C.C.

Results of members' hill-climb held on the 11th inst., in
Woolverstone Park, by kind permission of ilr. Chas. Hugh
Beruers, J. P. :

Class I.—Single-cylindei- Touring Models up to SCO c.c.

1. W. J. Coe (1909 Triuiuph)
2. K. Portway (1911 B.S.A.) :

3. W. Sneezufu (1912 L.M.C.)
Class II.—Single-cylinder T.T. Models iij-

24J

... 26^8.

... 28^s.

o 500 c.c.

.. 22is.

.. 23is.

.. 24is.

1. E. Herdman (1912 Rudge)
2. D. Poppleweir (1912 Triumph)
3. W. Sneezum (1911 L.M.C.)

Cla.ss hi.—Any machine up tn 503 .-.c.

W. Sneezum (1911 L.M.C.) 23|s.

E. Herdman (1912 Rudge) 24s.

D. Popplewell (1912 Triumph) 24|s.

Classes IV. and V.—Lightweights liji to 400 c.c.

1. D. Popplewell (1912 Singer) 25^8.

F. G. Hammond (1911 Douglas) 35^3.

Dr. Hoyland (1912 Singer) 36s.

Class VI.—Any Machine up to 1,000 c.c.

E. Herdman (1912 Rudge) 22Js.

D. PoppleweU (1912 Triumph) 23-^s.

W. Sneezum (1911 L.M.C.) 24|s.

Class VII.—Slow Climb (knock-out).

D. Popplewell (1912 Singer)
Dr. S. S. Hoyland (1912 Singer)

W. E. Sneezum (1912 L.M.C.)
Fastest time of the day : E. Herdman (T.T. Rudge), 22^

Course,* 400 yards in length; liill with severe "S " bend.

1.

2.

3.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

Harrogat" and District M.C.C.

A handicap speed trial was held on the 11th inst. The
result was as follows : Semi-final.—T. C. Atkinson (2|
New Hudson) a bye; W. Fawcett (6 Zenith), bo-;;;, H. AV.
Fortune (3^ Browu). Final.—Fawcett beat Atkinson. W.
Fawcett tbereforo holds the cup, and can now be challenged
by any member to contest his position.

Sheffield University M.C.C.

The newly formed Motor C'_ycle Association of Sheffield

University held its inaugural competition on the 11th inst. at
lledmires, on a steep by-road liaviiig a gradient of 1 in 5.

The results are as follow :

Heavyweights.—1, E. L. Moxey (8 li.p. Matchless), 40s. ;

2, H. Hart-Davies (5 h.p. twin Rex), 5o^s.

Medium Class (Singles).—1, H. Eardley (oi h.p. T.T.
Premier), 32?s. ; 2, J. W. Gould (3i h.p. Premier), 391s. ; 3,

R. B. Nicholson (4 h.p. Campion), 40s.

Lightweights.—1, T. G. Hall (2J h.p. Minerva), 71^s. ; 2,

Birch (25 h.p. Douglas), 83s.

THREE ENTHUSIASTIC MEMBERS OP THE DONCASTER AND
DISTRICT M.C.C.

E. Goult, tlie club secretary, U in ttie centre, F. H. Dunstan and J.

Willsinson to the Itit and right of him. The trio rode from Doncaster and
took part in the Middlesbrough M.C.C. flexibility hill-climb at Yearby Bank
the sime evening, J. Wilkinson (5 h.p. Matchless-Jap) making fastest time,
and Goult (3i h.p. Rudge) being fastest of the single cylinder riders.

WIGAN M.C.C. HILL-CLIMB AT RIVINGTON PIKE.
Bolton (S h.p. EnHeld) making a good^ ascent. This competition was held on the 12th inst., and a big crowd was present.
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E. H. Lees (7 h.p. Indian) at speed. He was winner of the Ali-eomers' Class at
the Cambridge University M.C.C. hill climb.

Cambridge University M.C.C.

A very successful hill-climb on the knock-out principle was
held on Onvell Hill, near Cambridge, on the 8th inst. The
hill is about five-eighths of a mile long and quite straight.

Results

:

Class I. (Standard Touring Singles), Final.—T. Eeid
(Triumph) beat N. B. Stewart (Zenith). _

Class II. (Tourist Trophy Singles), Final.—E.S. Brittain
(Triumph) beat J. Beid (Triumph) fairly easily.

Class III. (All Comers), Final.—E. H. Lees (Indian) beat
G. F. Randall (Bat). "Both started well, but the Indian
drew away and romped home an easy winner.

Belfast and District M.C.

This club held a very successful hill-climb on Saturday
last at Bangor, Co. Down. The afternoon was most favour-
able, and the hill, which measures a little over half a mile,

was in capital condition. The result, which was based on
A.C.U. formula, was very close. S. Corry (3^ h.p. Match-
less), in addition to making the fastest time, won on formula,
the placings being as follows :

Time. Fig, of merit.

1. S. P. Corry (3^- Matchless) ... 29s. ... 42.40

2. P. H. Dods (2-1 New Hndson-Jap) 44ls. ... 43.51
3. W. A. Conn (2a Huraber twin) ... 41s. ... 43.57

Streatham and District M.C.C.

A trip to Ostend and Bruges is being held at Wliitsun.

The open speed trials have' had to-be cancelled, no course

having been found suitable for the event.

Taunton and District M.C.C.

Owing to the recent decision of the Cycle and Motor Cycle
Manufacturers' and Traders' Union, the hill-,climb arranged
to take place on Cothelstone to-day (the 16th inst.) has been
indefinitely postponed and a hidden treasure hunt will take
its place.

Doncaster and District M.C.C.

A paperchase was held on the 9th inst., in which twelve
competitors took part. The hares (E. Goult and E. R.
Scott) were caught fifteen minutes after they arrived at

their .destination. A good trail was laid with confetti

over a very hilly course. C. Barnsdale (3^ h.p. Rex) and
G. Brenchley (A.J.S.) divide the prize.'

Wimbledon M.C.C.

This club held its first reliability trial on the 4th inst. The
course was from Wimbkdon to Hastings and back, including'

"Westerham and Titsey Hills. The results are as follow :

Solo machines.—1, E. P. Lyon (3^ h.p. Triumph); 2, F. C.

Neave (2| h.p. Douglas) ; 3, C. Stacy (3^ h.p. Kerry-Abing-
don) ; 4, G. Cann (3g h.p. I5radbury).

Sidecar Class.—1, E. Vallis (5-6 h.p. Cljno)
; 2, B. Williams

(4 h.p. Matchless thiee-speed).

DERBY AND NORTH STAFFS. A.C. SPEED TRIALS AT ETWELL, NEAR
DERBY, LAST SATURDAY.

A. F. Wellcsley Greevos (T.T. Triumph) on the rlRht, winner of two events out of

three. A. B. Bennett, the club secretary, is soon on the left ustride his twin
Brough.

Leeds M.C.C. Hill-climb at Bculah Hill. Scene at the start (see last week's issue.)

Derby and District M.C.C.

The result of the reliability trial held on tlie 8th inst. was :

1, E. Horton (3^ h.p. Horton) ; 2, W. Cragg (3-^ h.p, Siiiger).

Cork and District M.C.C.

The run off between the six riders who gained full marlss

in the Pohlmann Cup competition trial took place on the

8th inst. over a secret course of 38i miles, speedometers and
watches barred. There were six checks. Result :

Total variation.

1. R. S. Russell (3i T.T. Matchless) ... 5m. 30s.

2. W. J. O'Callaghan (3J,- Zenith and sc.) 7m. 15s.

3. L. Dobbin (8 Matchless) Bni. Os.

4.' P. A. Egan (3^^ T.T. Bradbury) ... 10m. 30s.

Russell also wins the Hutchinson 'J'yre Co.'s prize for best

performance by an amateur, and O'Galliiglian the special

sidecar prize.

Bm'nley A.C.

The residts of tlic hill-climb at Crown J'oiut wore
Class 1 (liglitweiglits).—1, J. Hebden {2% Humbev) ; 2,

Clogg (2i N.S.TJ.).

Chiss 2 (members' class).—1,

R. Winterbotlom O' Rudgu).
Class 3 (open chiss).—1. R.

2, J. Hodkinson (3.^ Precision).

Class 4 (open unlimited).— 1, (

2, ,T. Hodkinsciu (3^ Precision).

Smith made tlie fa.stcst time of tlio day, climbing (ho

gradient' of over half a mile in 353. 'J'here wa.s about sixty

<^jilrics for the hill-climb, and over 1,000 spectators.

W

A.

2,Simpson (3A Rudge)
;

Winli'i'bdttom (3^ Rudge)
;

!. Smilli (8 Matcliless-.Iap);
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The Biick cycl5c3r which was out for the first time at the Notts Hill-climh
at Hardwick. It is fitted with a Buck 8 h.p. twin engine (fan cooledi, Buck two-
speed gear, bevel drive, light back axle, Amac carburater. and has ball bearings
to most moving parts anl automatic lubricatioa U the engine. The bonnet was
not completed in time for the hill-climb.

Armagh and District M.C.

This club, wliich now has a membership of sixty-five, held
a successful run to Newcastle Co. Down. The captain is

Mr. D. H. McDowell, and the hon. secretary Mr. S. S.
Sloane.

Fulham and District M.C.C.

A motor cycle club is being formed under the above title.

The club is already assured of considerable support. Full
particulars will be gladly sent to anyone interested by Mr. F.
E. Morse, 76, Bishop's Road, Fulham, S.W.

Binningham M.C.C.

The second annual competition for the Lycett Trophy will

take place at Whitsuntide, the 25th and 27th inst. The
route is to be via Cheltenham, Stroud, Bath, Shepton
Mallet, Taunton, Exeter, Moretou Hampstead, Two
Bridges, Tavistock, St. Austell, Truro, Redruth, Penzance,
and Land's End. The schedule will be 20 m.p.h., and for
passenger machines under 5 h.p., 18 m.p.h. Intending
competitors should write at once to the Union Hotel or

Perrow's Hotel for rooms, as the hotels in Penzance are

likely to be very full at Whitsuntide.

Putney and District M.C.C.

A good entry was obtained for the reliability trial at

AYortliing, the winners being :

Total error.

T. F. Agar (6 Zejiith) ... 31is.

F. R. Tillman (6 Zenith and sc.) 32|s.

^Members are reminded that a tour to the Wye, Valley is

fixed for Whitsuntide.

Derby and District M.C.C.

Speed-judging trials were held on tlie 4th inst,, starting
from Dalbury Lees. Rain poured ceaselessly the whole of the
afternoon, and no doubt this accounted for only a small
number turning out. The result of the trial was a win for
tlie secretary, A. B. Bennett (6 h.p. Brough) ; second, A. L.
Spriggs (3^ h.p. Bradbury).

Puriey and District M.C.C.

. The liill-climb at Pebblecombe attracted thirty-seven
entries. The results were as under

:

Class 1. Lightweights up to 350 c.c—1, L. F. Ebbutt (23
Humber); 2, S. J. Tayler (2^ A.J.S.).

Class 2. Touring and T. T. Machines up to 600 c.c—1,
H. E. Startin (Ivy-Precision); 2, V. Tomkins (Rover): 3,
R. W. Gaskins (Rudge).

Class 3. Multi-cvlinders up to 1.000 c.c—1, L. F Ebbutt
(2| Humber) ; 2, C. M. Webster (8 INlatchless).

Class 4. Passenger machines up to 1,100 c.c—1, T L
Kemp (6 Zenith and sc) ; 2, D. H. Ebbutt (A.C. Sociable).

Class 5. Any machine ridden in one of the previous
classes.—1, H. E. Startin (Ivy-Precision); 2, E. M. Oliver
(Triumph) ; 3. H. B. Willoughby (Rudge).

Silver cup for fastest time, presented by JMr P. J. Collins —
E. J. Webster (8 Matchless)
Gold medal (presented by Mr. F. Straiglit) for best result

C X T- "
on The Motor Cycle formula —^ry—.-H. E. Startin (Ivy-

Precision).

North Middlesex M.C.C.
The annual reliability trial to Stratford-on-Avon and back

for tire Premier trophy was held on the 5th inst., twenty-two
of the twenty-eight entrants starting. Ihe course for the
outward journey was East Finchley, Hendon, Edgware, Wat-
ford, Berkhampstead, Tring, Avlesburv, Bicester, Banbury,
Sunrising Hill, to Stratford. "From Banbury to Stratford
was a non-stop section.

The return journey was Sunrising Hill, Banbury, Bucking-
ham, Bedford, Hitchin, Hatfield, Barnet, to Highgate. - From
Stratford to Banbury was a non-stop section. "The following
observations were made on Sunrising Hill : Jennings (Win°
Precision), pedalled; Hemy (Service-Jap), failed; Lloyd
(Rudge), ran; Parker (N.L.G.), failed; Hilger (Premier), -

ran ; Porterfield (Triumpli), stopped with sooted plug

;

Carodus (P. and M. and sc), failed. Other ascents were
good, Bennett (Norton) and Fletcher (Douglas making fine
performances.

The awards are as follow : H. C. Mills (3^- h.p. Premier),
Premier trophy and medal. Silver medals : Noble (Rover),
Jennings (Win-Precision), Lambert (Chater-Lea and sc),
Dangerfield (Premier), Bennett (Norton), A. Cass (Quadrant),
and Miss Hammett (Douglas). Bronze medals : Fletcher
(Douglas), Lloyd (Rudge), and Carodus (P. and M.). Mills
wins the trophy for the second year in succession.

A fancy dress run and competition will be held on Satur-
day, June 1st, starting from Ye Olde Gatehouse, Highgate,
at 3 p.m. Tills will be open to any motor cyclist, and awards
will be made to competitors having the most original costume
relative to the motor cvcle.

MOTOR CYCLISTS EMPEOYED IlfTHE'CAR- INDUSTRY. Crsup of<fiiemb£rs of tje Daimlei M.C.C. at t<u sUrt o( the opOTingitai) to Leicestsron the 4t,i inst.



The Amac Decompressor.

This decompressor is arranged to screw

into a valve cap or other oouvenient
aperture in the cyUnder. Within the

body A is arranged a fixing seat B and
a seating C, which is movable by means
of the irreversible toggle mechanism D
and Bowden cable E. Between the seat-

ings A and B is arranged- a double-faced

valve member F. ' When the movable
seating C is allowed to be moved by the
spring G into its lowest position, the

movable valve member F is forced down
on the seating B closing the passage, the

irreversible toggle mechanism preventing
accidental movement of the parts. When
the Bowden mechanisnr is operated to

raise the movable seating, the compression
of the engine causes the movable valve
F to travel from the seating B until its

opposite Jace comes into contact with

the seating C, and during this time a

portion of the gas being compressed in

the cylinder is aJlowed to escape past the

seating issuing from the apertiu'e H, and
so relieving the compression with the
well known advantages.—F. H. de Veulle,

No. 13,953, 1911.

Change o£ Address.

Owing to the demand for Stewart
magnetic speedometers the Cooper Stewart
Engineering Co. have been compelled to

remove to larger premises at 11, Broad
Street, Bloomsbury, W.C.

Boscombe Garage.

An up-to-date garage recently opened
at Boscombe, on the main road from
Chiistchurch to Bournemouth, is Messrs.

Hart and Lord's, where motor cyclists

will receive every attention at moderate
charges.

Inner Tube Specialists.

The Standard Rubber Co., Bcrner's

Place, Berner's Street, W., are making a

speciality of inner tubes for motor cycles

of tlie Idghest possible grade. They are

constructed of almost pure Para rubber,

are black in colour, and of great strength

and elasticity. Though of ample thick-

ness they are not heavy.

A Successful Lightweight.

The lightweight Alcyon, which did so

well in the various trial.s and competi-
tions during last season, lias been con-
sideiably improved for this year. The
machine is now fitted with wider and
more substantial nmdguards, with side

(laps to the front mudguard, stronger
carrier, rubber covered fcot-x'ests, a new
frame, and a larger silencer, A Claudel-
llobson ciirhurctter is fitted. 'I'his carburet-
ter is, we undcr.staud, most ,«iucce,'<sful and
renders the engine extremely flexible.

So much so that the machine can be
easily turned round in the width of an
ordinary road with the euaiue firine.

ii3i

'TYT^
1 ^

^Cl-Pt^

A Two-speed Countershait Gear.

Within a casing A is arranged a shaft B
and a layshaft C. Motion is transmitted

from the engine to the chain wheel D
driving the shaft B upon which are

mounted a pair of spur gears E and I,

A

. MAY i6ih, igi.2.

ably shaped segments G, operated by in-

cluies on a movable rod H. The spur
gears E and I gear with corresponding
wheels J and K on the layshaft C, and
the wheel E is positively connected to the
oelt-driving pulley L. In operation, when
the brake band holding the gear wheel E
is expanded, the motion is direct from the
shaft B to the gear E, and thence to the
belt pulley L. To obtain a reduced gear
the brake band wheel F is released, and
that holding the gear wheel I is operated.
iMotion is now from the chain wheel D to
the shaft B, thus driving the gear wheel
I, thence to the layshaft gears K and J,
and from J to the gear wheel E, again
rotating the pulley L, but at a reduced
speed.—The Minstrel and Rea Cycle Co.,
Ltd., and G. W. Hands, No. 5,927, 1911.

An Anti-vibratory Seat Support.

The drawing illustrates a method for
carrying the seat supporting pillar A by
means of a pair of laminated springs B C,

ivliich are carried by drums, within which
are arranged expanding brake bands F.

These brake bands are operated by suit-

supplementary spiral springs "D being
employed to take tlie lighter shocks.—F.
A, E. Nicholson, No. 15,359, 1911.

Pillion Seats.

The Michell pillion seat mentioned by
Mr. R. T. Adams in the Correspondence
columns of the issue of ilay 2nd is now
known as the V.M.' tandem seat. It is

supplied by C. F. Michell and Co., 17,

Wormwood Street, E.C.

A Fibre Bush Reame".

A few weeks ago we suggested that a

small reamer might be supplied with
advantage by magneto makers for sizing

the hole in the filjre bush of the contact
breaker to enable the fulcrum to work
freely in the bush when the latter has
swollen through daiiip. Tlie Simms Mag-

neto Co., Ltd., Welbeck Works, Kilburn,

N,W., acting on our suggestion have sent

us a small renmer embodied with the usual

magneto gauge and spanner. These they
are ready to supply to anyone who needs
them at a very small cost. Our sketch of
the tool renders further explanation un-
necessary.

Trial of a New Plug.

We have had one of the new type
Forward plugs in use for the last week or
so. This^ plug has a bent over central
wire, which projects through a ring in
-the centre of the earthed electrode. This
plug has been quite 'satisfactory in every
way ; it does not soot up, and so far we
have Bot found it necessary to remove it

ftam the cylinder.

Catalogues Received.

The Service Co., Ltd., 292-293, Higli
Holborn, W.C., were
one of the earliest

firms to publish a
catalogue specially for

motor cyclists. Their
latest production is a
bulky work which con-
sists of no less than
224 pages. In it there
are 1,000 illustrations

and over 4,000 articles

separately enumerated.
The catalogue deals
with complete machines
down to the smallest The central wire is

.Tccp«isnvv VnlinblH roimii aid the earthedaccissoiy. valuable
electrodes are semi-

liints to those about
to buy machines are
embodied in the pre-

face entitled " Select-

ing a. Motor Cycle."

A new SInims plug.

The chief novelty is

ill connection with the
shape of the electrodes.

circular at the ends,
so providing a correct
gap which forms al-

most a continuous
circuit of the central
wire.
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Motor Cycle
Headlight
'T'HE famous "P. & H." reputation for

^ " Quality " is fully maintained in the

"Model 125," illustrated here. Bntish-made,

thoroughly reliable, it is the Lamp you need

to search out the danger of the road, and

ensure your perfect safety aTsrheel,

—Call at your agents, examine one—-and

note its marked value—then buy it

!

Powell & Hanmer, Limited,

Chester Street, Birmingham.

The "P. & H." Acetylene Model 125

A powerful yin. Projector Lamp, fitted with a
" Roni " Nou-carbonising burner, specially silvered

Mangin Mirror, and 4Jin. best plate-glass bevelled

Convex Lens. Special Generator with Adjustable

Bracket, complete with best grey rublier tubing.

Can be fitted on bandle-^jar. stem, or usual lamp
bracket.

Price complete 27/-

"FITZALL" WREl^CHES.
NUT AND PIPE.

DROP ..'^^ FORGED.

STEEL.SELECTED

LAST WORD IN WRENCHES.
INSTAKT GRIP. NO SLIPPING.

No Motorist or Mechanic shou-d be without one.

Obtain.^ble trom all le.iding accessory dealers, or

full particulars and prices and name of nearest

dealer from

—

PLIMPTON'S BUILDINGS,
LIVERPOOL,

SOLIi \VHOLE?.-\Li; AGENTS.

PLIMPTON & Co,, Ltd.,'

THE THORNTON 2-SPEED AND FREE ENGINE HUB.

Combining

—

STRENGTH,

SIMPLICITY,

AND

EFFICIENCY

Price £B.

Particulars from

THE LEICESTER GEAR CO., THORNTON LANE, LEICESTER.

V6.>,

^^
WHERE ARE

kou^TElooJl YOU GOING
FOR YOUR

HOLIDAY?

All best routes

are given in

Tl

J "^Ae ^otor Cycle"

ROUTE BOOK
It contains descriptive main routes for the whole

of the United Kingdom : speed limits : forty-five

.... maps (Bartholomew) ; and copious index

Price

1/6 net.

By post,

1/9.

Obtainable at ILIFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor Street

London E.G., and leading Bookstalls.

Remittawe must -xccompanv i!i f^'Js^ >rders.

/Tl ansae.rintj the-^t advertisevientf^ it is desirable fo mention " The Motor Gyclt.'^
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mechanism—made by The BOWDEN BRAKE CO., Ltd.
represents the' summit of excellence in the "finger-end" management of a motor cycle, and to ensure the simplest and most
efficient manipulation of the working parts of YOUR machine you should " BOWDEN-CONTROL" it.

—Wfi JIANUPACTURE a range of "CONTROI," FITMENTS—every one of whic is characterised by marked superiority

of design and manufacture—for the complete equipment of the modern motor cycle, including Rim, Brakes, Magneto, and
Carburetter Controls, I<evers, single and double, for Brake, Clutch, \'alve Lifter, and all its other applications, with these three

varieties of BOWDEN Wire Slechanism required for use therewith. '

—Here are two of our Fitments—the best and strongest Models of Single and Double Controls on the market.

—Note them—and that these and many others are, fully described in our 1912 Book of " BOWDEN Motor Cycle FITMENTS"

—

and NOW write for a copy of this interesting publication. It's free.

The BOWDEN BRAKE CO., Ltd., Kings Road, TYSELEY, BIRMINGHAM.

Sinde Control for Maeneto. B.C.L., No. 200, orice 4 6 Double Control for Carburettor. B.C.L., No. 201. orice 6/.

THE LURIN
SINGLE CONTROL CARBURETTER.

Absolutely

Automatic

^

Extremely

Simple

Very

Flexible.

^

Perfect

Vaporiser.

Wrilj lor particulars to:

LUKIN LTD., The Ride, Newcomen Street, LONDON, E.G.

.PECIAL AGENTS:
THE SERVICE CO., LTD., 2S2-293, High Holborn, London, W.C.
h. TAYLOR & CO. 21a. Store St, Tottenham Court Rd., London, W.C.

MOTO-REVE

Illustrating the New 2J H.P. Machine.

Price 37 guineas.

2 H.P. Single - 27 gns.
| 3 H.P. Twin - - 42 gns-

FOR EARLY DELIVERY.

Free Engine Clutch can bo fitted to all ModeU.

THE MOTO-REVE CO., LTD.,
Acton Vale, W.

Telephone: 626 Hammersmith.

hi aiuwtiiiiii thunn advtrlisicmtnls it w (/.csimble lo mention " T/ie Motor Oticle."
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AGENTS, GIVE ENTIRE SATISFACTION
AND SELL

"THE SIMPLEX IMPROVED FASTENER"
RECENTLY SOLD and KNOWN t^hV'STANLEY" T.^^T^k'

^
EACH. EACH.

YOU SEE THESE PINS? THEY NEVER FALL OUT.

We Have Some Very Attractive Show Cards.
Special Terms to Agents Displaying These.

Write fop Particular's.

SOLE PATENTEES & IJCn%A# 11^ /^AIVIIU\/ O ^^^% 36, WILLIAM STREET,
MANUFACTURERS: ndWVIIllj wM 111 111 T OC WW.j Vt^OOUWICH, S.E.

THE

QUADRANT ARMSTRONG
3-SPEED GEAR and FREE ENGINE

MEANS A PERFECT MACHINE FOR ALL PURPOSES.

THE POV\/ERFUL,4-^ PASSENGER,

AGENTS
WRITE
FOR

TERiyiS.

AGENTS
WRITE
FOR

TERIVIS.

London Showrooms : Cass's Motor Mart, 5, Warren Street, Euston Road (opposite Tube Station). Nottingham Showrooms : Ropewalk.

WRITE FOR LIST.

16 distinct and distinctive models.QUADRANT, Lawley Street, BIRMINGHAtyi.

In aii?u-i:rlii(j tlu-ge adciitiieiin ntf it is dcairubln to mention "The Motor Cijdf."
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"Sun" Precision Motor Cycles
The SUN is winning golden opinions everywhere.

Simplicity is its keynote from start to finish, and our 25 years' ripe

experience as one of the largest firms in the Cycle and Motor Cycle Trade
ensures the workmanship being as near perfection as possible.

SPECIFICATION.

Precision 3f h.p Enoine,

B. & B. or A.M.A.C. Car-

buretter, Bosch Magneto,

Dunlop Tyres and Belt,

Druid Forks, Brooks Saddle,

Two Stands, Two Bags and

full kit of Tools. Frame and

Guards, etc. Coslettised,

therefore rustless.
'Standard Model." "Free Engine Model."

" Stunney Archer Three-Speed Model."

BEAD THIS.

Manchester,
March 11/12.

We have to compliment you
on making such a perfect

Motor Cycle. Ours has been
subjected to most severe tests

over bad roads, and with two
and three passengers up, but
it has never failed, nor had a

single adjustment except the

belt.

Yours faithfully,

H. N. KENDALL.

The Sun Cycle 8l Fittings Co., Ltd., Birmingham. City Depot—
45, New Bridge St., E.G.

THE WALL TEI-CARRIAGE.
A sound, practical, and scientifically designed

Runabout.
thr ^heel

Sole Makers :

A. W. WALL, LTD., Hay

Price with Two-seater Body:

100 Ouineas.
The luxury of a car with motor cycling economy.

Diilerential Axle. Easy Steering.
Shaft Transmission. Does not skid.
Roc change speed gear. Turns in own space.
Easy geared-up hand starting. Safe, Speedy, Reliable.

Early Deliveries.

IVBilBS, BBRIV3INGHAM. write tor catalogue.

t( L-liyCOLI^ EL.K" New Models, 1912.

Manufactured Completely by

J. RIRBY,
Broadgate, LINCOLN.

I clephonc :

2Y5-
TelcRramb :

"ELK," LINCOLN.

Wliokbole Agents for Scotland :

The Norlh British Machine Co., Ltd
,

56 & 58, Great Clyde Street, GlaHSow.

3 J h.p., £34 - - 0.

3 h.p., £30 -10 - 0.

2i h.p., £28 -10 - 0.

All Models fitted with Palmer
Tyres, Bosch Magneto, and
Footrtsts. " Druid " Spring

Forks.

Solo London Agrent:

R E Y,
Heath Street Motor Works,

5, Heath Street,

Hampstead, London, N.W.

/» tf/i ur/ lilKj hi' In tin lltion " 'I'll': M ''titr C l/clt.
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THE KYNOCH
FULL OF UP-TO-DATE FEATURES.

RELIABILITY,
COMFORT,
SPEED.

These Essential Features,
and many others, are embodied

in the Kynoch.

Fixed Erigine 46 gns

Free Engine £7 10
extra.

2-Speed and Free

Engine £10 10 extra

NOTE a few items in the Specification: Engine 3| h.p., 85x88, Bosch 1912 Waterproof Magneto, B. & B.

Carburetter, Automatic Sight Feed Lubrication, Stand both wheels. Handle-bar Control throughout, Druid or

Saxon Spring Forks, 2]in. Dunlop Tyres, Dunlop Belt, Brooks Saddle. Price List and Specification on

application to—

KYNOCH L.IIVIITED, 20, Bucklersbury, UONDON, E.C.
Works—WITTON, BIRMINGHAIVI.

London Agents. R. UVWSON & CO., 225 and 375, Edgware Road, W., and 50, High Street, Putney, S.W.

ANGLO-SAXON MOTOR & CYCLE CO., 31, Newgate St., E.C.

THE "KNUT" CRACKER

AT OAKAMOOR, mar. 30112,

WAS

THE"BLUMFIELD
J J 80 X 95

TWIN

FIRST in CLASS 4, and tied for

FASTEST TIME OF THE DAY

IN CLASS 5.

BLUMFIELD L'"' TmmNGHAM^
I It (iH'in riitg thifc adi-titiseinenU it is t/esirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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Siemens - Obach
Dry Ignition Batteries

once used are
preferred to accumulators.

Because

THEY ARE CLEAN,
RELIABLE, AND
ALWAYS READY.

Full information and Catalo:;ues from

—

SIEMENS BROS. &C0., LD.,

WOOLWICH
(Where the batteries are made).

Your local dealer will supply you.

Oxy-Acetylene Welding
IN ALL METALS.

Sound work, quick delivery, reasonable prices. We
are practical engineers and welders of 30 years'

experience—n of novices. Once tried, custom
assured. Also manufacturers of i^elding plants, and
weldinp and blowpipes. All work guaranteed.

OXY-ACETYI.ENE WEEDING,
349, Lillie Road, Fulham Cross, LONDON.

CLARKE'S,
New Century IVIotor Cycle Works,

ST. ALBANS.
EARUY OEUIVERIEES OF AI.U

FIRST-CB.ASS n/IAKES.
SEND FOR LIST OF SECOND-HAND MACHINES

GET WHPTSUN WANTS

THE WISE WAY

WAUGHOPE'S
Largest Choice, Lowest Prices.

9, SHOE LANE, FLEET ST., LONDON

MAGNETO
OONTROI..

EASILY FITTED.

NO CLIPS, ETC.,
NEEDED.

WILL SUIT ANY
MACHINE.

Price 12/-

ASTON MOTOR ACCESSORIES CO., LTD.,

Talford Street, Aston, BIRMINGHAM.

"COVENTRY EAGLE
a

MOTOR
cycl.e:s

2^ h.p. 3i h.p. 4} h.p.

Free engines and two speeds.

SIDECARS. 18 Different models.
Prompt Deu\'Eries.

Send TO-DAY
for Catalogues.

SPARKING PLUG GASES
STRONG, IJURABLE, AND WELL FINISHED.

1/- each, post free.

H. PARNABY, 319, Fletcher Rd., PRESTON.

Repair Outfit Poncta
To carry on Handle-bar.

Pouch onlv 1/-
„ and'G.B. outfit 2/3
,, and Patchquick 3/6

REG. SAMSON,
Islingrton Row,

BIRMINGHAM.

For Carrier Riding
in comfort it is essential to have a seat that will

absorb vibration, prevent friction, and give a

secure and comfortable position. These points are

only to be found in the V.M. TANDEM SEAT.
Extract from letter in " The Motor Cycle," May 2nd.

" Mv friend sits- upon a ' ^Michelt Seat,' and
is perfectly comfo: table, even '6n the roughest

roads ; in fact, I think the spring cushion
more luxurious than the saddle."

V.M. TANDEM SEAT can also be ji^ed in siilc

position for ladic'^.

PRICES—V.M. Tandem Seat 16/-

V.M. Tandem Seat, Model B, fnr

occasior.al use or for juveniles . . 8/-

If with Backrest (as illustrated) extra 5/-

Footrests pair 6/6
Extra Strong Tubular Carrier .... 7/6

The V.M. SEAT also supplied for u'^e in pKicc oi

saddle, its construction, comprised of a patented
combination of springs and well-pndded top. giving
it a greater flexibility than any saddle.

Seats sent on approval if desh-ed.

Send for descriptive leaflet. Trade supplied.

MICHELL & Co.,»'-L'^r'"""'°''
®'

Telephonp : City. 9274.
ondon, £.C.

TRADE PRICES.
For Cylinders, Pistons, Rings, Connecting Rod^, Shafis,

Tlywheels, Crank Cases, Bushes, Gear Wheels. Cams,
Nickel Steel Valves and Pulleys. Price list on application.

CYLINDERS REBORED
Up to 76 mm. with new piston and rings,

Latest two-ring type pistons, 3/- extra

14/-

NOBLE & CO., General and Automobile Enginesrs,
<* and 11, Surrey Row, Blackfriars Road, LONDON, S.E.

tUM^K^
REPAlRSai

LARGE i. 5MALL1N PUREAHARPENED

Sl'^NK ROBERT. W.C0AN.S'.'^Xr<J,1<k.
<^SES 2|9,0OSWELL H°, LONDON. C.C.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS OF THE REVISED

AUTO CYCLE UNION
SPECIAL •

INSURANCE POLICY
Applv I., A. H. PRIESTLEY,

199, Piccadilly, LONDON, W.

A SMALL ADVERT.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE"
will soon find a customer for your

second-hand macfiine.

In ansiftrhiij I/'k.^i ni/ruti

IRON CYLINDERS AI,BO REPAIRED.

"I had 57 applica-

tions for my sidecar

which I advertised in

''The Motor Cycle"
of March 28th.". . .

J. H. DARLINGTON.
195. Chester Road, Watford.

This is the sort of letter wliicli proves con-
clusively that " The Motor Cycle '

is THE
medium for those who desire lo buy, sell,

or exchanife motor cycles or accessoneH
We receive many 1 ke It

i/.- il is ih 'iriiblf lo motition " The Malor C'l/rle."
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^'

Touring Motor Cycle.

&
i"^ Carefully

Note the Specification :

7 h.p., 4-cylinders, Water-cooled,
M.O.I.v., 3-speed Gear Box, Bevel
Drive, Automatic Carburetter,

Automatic Lubrication. Frame
Sprung on Car Lines, and
Specially Designed for Sidecar
Work. Weather-proof Transmis-
sion. Hand Starting, Comfortable
Bucket Seat, 7in. Road Clearance.

WILKINSON T.M.C. Co.,
Dept. a. Oakley Works,

Southfield Road, Acton, London.

0^
5b®®

0^

IDEAL
ALL nOADS,

ALL WEATHEaS.
FOB ALL AGES,

ALL CLIMATES,

A silent machine, unfailing in its reliability,

and remarkable for its efficiency,

con>fortable as an armchair, and
economical on tyres, petrol, and oil, that

it proves a revelation after the use of

other machines.

as

so

®

®

®
®
®
®

:tTTe^OTOR-GYGLE-^JJ-\ ^J^y^ 1 British -Wanufactcire
—

^p^P^^-IlecirjcEjI^acliamp3^-_^
W. T. DONAGHADEE writes :

•*
I have had your Motor Cycle Voltalite for some time now,

and have had it fitted to my motor cycle in order to test

same. I may say it is quite a success and it ought to be

the leading Motor Cycle Uamp of the. future."

.NO OIL- NO BATTERIES- NO MATCHES
The Voltalite Motor Cycle Lamp Is made on

similar lines ,to the Voltalite Cycle Lamp
which has been so eminently successful for

many years. It rhakes its own Electricity

by tne movement of the cycle at walking

speed upwards—full brilliancy is attained no
matter what speed, the same light is

stationary. Price complste, £2 12 6.

Send for our M. & E. Catalogue
also special pamphlet relating
to the Voltalite with report from
"The Motor Cycle" explaining
the working of this wonderful

lamp.

WARD & GOLDSTONE,
Contractors to H.M. Government,

SALFORD, MANCHESTER.
Telephone—7084-5-6 Central.

Telegrams
—"Maltum, MancheBter."

PAGETS PLAN

Pay for your
Motor Cycle in
Monthly Instalments.

There is now no need to wait until

you have all the money before buying
the motor bicycle you want.
Instead of slowly saving up, and
thus wasting all the glorious

summer months in which you might
be enjoying your bicycle, just take
advantage of Pagets Purchase Plan
and have your mount now. You
merely pay one fifth down and
make up the balance in 12 monthly
instalments— or longer if desired.

We can usually arrange Early-

Deliveries of well-known makes.

Write io-day for details.

PAGETS LIMITED,
10 & 11, Jermyn St., W.

In answering these adverhsements « ia desirable to mtnlion " The Motor Cycle.' M3
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Change
that ^^tyre-trouble frown ^^ for the ^^Gaulois smile''

by fitting Gaulois Tyres—the tyres that give no trouble and run Just

as long as the finest materials and workmanship can make them.

Gaulois On—Troubles Off—that's wliy you smile,

change without delay to

GAULOIS TYfiES (1909) LTD., 6, Bath St., City Boad, London, E.C.
Telegrams ;

" Goalwase, London.' Telephone: 7275 London-Wall.

"HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.'
Third Edition.

Price 1/-

Revised and brought up to date.

From liiffe & Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.,
and all Booksellers.

Nearly 400 Hints and Tips.

By Post 1/2

AHJ } II tiiixivertiuj thvac aducrl'iKriHeiilx It i.s- di.oiahU In iiiciilidii, " T/if Motor Ci/cle.'
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CAN BE OBTAINED FROM ALL AGENTS.
Enquire £rom your nearest dealer.

Pattern t. High-class canoe front body; latest

quick detachable joints ; extra strong joints ; £6 6

ft>

Pattern 3. Best quality tane body; strong
axles

;
quick detaciiables ; £7 7 6.

Pattern 4. Beautiful design cane body, witli side
doers ; £8 S 0.

Instructive Catalogue post free, givinu
itlusiraiions and full particulars of all models
of Coronet Sidecars. Even/ model certain to
satisfy and save money for buj/crs. Full of
improvements. Quick detachable joints.
Late.it car pattern mudguards. Wicker, cane,
or coach-built bodies. Child's reversible seat.
Excellent upholstery.

MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS. MAGNETOS.
We liave a large stock of the best makes from

59/6. Your old coil and ace. taken in exchange.

NEW CARBURETTERS FOR OLD.

I
SENSPRAYS. AMACS. B. & B.'s.

^

Large stock of new carburetters. Good allowance
t for your old carburetter in part payment.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
prODGSON'S Bargains.

1 Q12 3Ali.p- Premier, with 2 .speeds, eiderar. and all

Xi/ accessories, one week old. £57/10; 1912 3sh.p-
Zenith, one nionth old, £45; 1911 3ih.p. Humber, 2
speeds, dE38; 1911 3i.h.p. Premier, 2 speeds, sidecar,
all accessories, £40; 1908 3:h.p. P. .-ind M., £30; brand
new machines in stock; Clyno and fidecar, £85; Premier,
3;h.p., 2-speed gear, £58.-10. Horton Ed-, Bradford,
rel. ; 5361.

'T'lMBEELAKE, Wigan, for Premiers; in stock

TIIMBEELAKE, Wigan, for B.S-A.'s; in stock

TPIMBEELAKE, Wigan, for Rovers; in stock.

'piMBEELAKE. Wigan. lor Triumphs; in stock

'piMBERLAKE. Wigan, for New Hudsona ; in stock

#*

"U'igan, for sidecars : large varieti

Humber, absolutely brand new, but sIiotj

£34.-Eelow.

TIMBERLAKE,
in stock-

TIMBEELAKE, \Vi^an, for exclianpea ; "we are open
to take second-hand machines and sidecars of any

known make in part exchange' fjr new one ; we alloi^

jest market value.

THE Great Douglas Agent, Douglas, Gourlay, Fallow-
field, Manchester.

1Q12 Clutch H-udge, only done a few demonstration
J- *? runs, condition as new ; £52.~Bebw.

"I
Q12 Matchless Maoliiuei?, 3i-n.p,, clutch and 3h.p.

it/ twin, in stock; buy nc^ to secure immediate de-
livery.—Below.

-j Oil 2h.p.
-L t/ soiled

;

1 Q12 Rudge, £48/15; 1911 4ih.p. Fafnir, £25; also
J-V new and se*.oud-hand sidecars.—Talbot Garu;
Mersey Sq., Stockport.

IQll P. and M., 2-speed, 3ih p-, Kempshall tyres, as
-LiJ new, complete ; £50.—Thompson, below.

"IQll Kover, clutch model, lamp, horn, spares, perfectX 9J condition ; £38.—Thompson, below.

IQll Bradbury, standard, 33I1.P., speedometer, lamp,
J-t/ horn, spares; £37/10.-Thompson, below.

IQll Zenith. Sih.p-, gear grip lever, spotless, com-
J-tf plete, new belt; £43/10.—Thompson, below.

IQ12 Rover, free eutiinei 200 miles only, complete;
-It-F owner buying car; £52/10, bargain.—Thompson,
below.

IMMEDIATE Delivery Triumph, clutch model. £55:
Rover, clutch model, £55/5; Enfield. 2-;h.p-. 2-

-jpeed, £52/10; Enfield, 2iii.p., 2-ppced, open fraujf
node], £52/10; Enfield, 6h.p., and sidecar, 2-speed, 8C
guineas ; Eex-Jap. 6hp.. 2-speed, 68 guineas ; Moto-
sacoche, 2Ah.p.. £38 ; Excelsi-or, 4ih p., free engiue.
£59/10 : Zenith 8h.p. twin, 69 guineas. — Thompson,
Ltd., 83. Anlaby Ud-. Hull. Tel.: 2820-

ZENITH. 1911. good condition, S^h.p. ; £36, very fast.
—Jeffries, 206, fsalter Lane, Sheffieid.

IQll F.E. Riiilge, guaranteed perfect, several epares

;

J- •-' accept first good offer.—Coatee, Ain«dale.

TRIUMPH, standard, late 1911, perfect order, spares:
£34, close offer.—81., Long Lane, ir'reston.

B-SA. 1912 Motor Cycle, free engine model; immedi-
ate delivery.—Hanson, 42. Otley Ed., Shipley.

variable pulley, h.b.c, fast, low;
45, Sankeq St., \sarrington.

3ih.p- Minerva,
2 £12/10.-Cocke

IQll F-E. Triumph, net run 5,000; best offer over
Xtf £40.—Blakey, 45 Low Ed., Hunslet, Leeds.

1Q10 Triumph, perfect, 3 belts, horn, valves, etc.
Xt7 £30.-Frcd. Hurst. Behuont Bridge, Skipton.

ENFIELD, 1911, 23h.D.. 2-sT)eed. free, engine, nev
Dunlop back tyre, spares; £35.—Outhwaite, Acomb.

1911A B.S.A., Sihp
Lark Lane, Liverpool.

6h.p. 2-speed Twin Antoine. Druids, aa new, special
tyres; £35.—Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax-

1 Q12 2-speed Eex Junior de Luxe, new; £45; liberal
A*/ exchange—Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

IQlO 7h.p. Magneto Twin Res, epring forks, very
J-tf f a.'^t : £37/10? lower power taken in exchange--

IQlli Zenith. Sih.p., £40;
Xt/ £40: both as new.—105,

Motor Exchange, We-stgate,
powe
Halifax.

BOOTH'S IVIOTORIES,
KEIGKLEY MILLS, BEDFORD ST. NORTH

(off Pellon Lane), HALIFAX. Tel, 1062.

TRIUMPH. 1912, free engiue model; bousht racini;
machine; £50.—Ashworth, Westminster Rd-, Eccles.

SINGER, 191H. 3;h.p.. free engine, accessories, spares
as new; £43.-5, Prestage St., Old Traflord, Man

chester-

1 Q12 F.E. Triumph, not ridden, not able to complete
X*J purchase; best offer.—513, The Motor Cycle OfBces,
Coventry.

vertical engine, nearly nev
order.-Walton, Dawson 8q.

jBurniey.

2ih.p. CJement-Garrard, 2 speeds, spring forks. E
2 and B. carburetter. 26in. wheels, fine order.—Wal

ton. Daweon Sq., Burnley

EXCELSIORS, A.S.L.'s, Calthorpes.-Role agents for
these famous machines. Motor Exchange, Zi.,

Downing St., Manchester.

£4/15.—2ih.p. machine,
26in. tyres, running

Exceptional Bargains.
^QR 1 Ac Brand New 3V h.p.
StOU lUOa i9it PREMIER.

4>Afi 1 Ac I^itto, ftted with
X»**0 I U5. ARMSTRONG 3-speed Gears.

Delivery by return guaranteed upon receipt of

remittance. Limited number only.

Remember, these machines are of the highest
grade, and have every refinement.

4i h.p. PRECISION, Millennium 2-speed hub,
Tgi2 mode), onlv run 300 miles ........ £42

TRIUMPH, 1909, splendid condition £27 10
REX, 3i h.p., vertical engine, magneto .... £810
TRIUMPH, 1909, 2 speeds £33 10
TWIN N.S.U., 2 speeds, magneto £22
N.S.U.. 3^ h.p., rooQ, 2-speed gear £23 10
SAROLEA 5 h.p.' Tricar, P. & M. gear £10 10
REX OE LUXE, 5 h.p., twin. 2 speeds, 1910 £37 10
REX, 3J h.p., spring forks, magneto, h.-b.

control, igoq model £22 10
TWIN REX, 5 h.p., spring forks P B. con-

trol, Mabon free engine, ace. ignit.on. . . . £13 10
N.S.U. , si h.p., 2 speeds, magneto £19 10
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., Roc clutch, handle

starting, magneto, h.b. control £18 10
QUADRANT, 3J h.p., magneto, spring forks £16 10
N.S.U..3ih.p.,M.0.V., magneto £15 10
DARRACQ 9 h.p. 2-seater Car, 3 speeds and

reverse £15 10
HOBART, 3 h.p.. vertical engine, low £8 10
OLYMPIC, 3i h.p., vertical engine, 26ia.

wheels £6 10
PREMIER, igi2, 3-speed, only run 300 miles £43 10
PREMIER, a^h.p'., 1912, i-speed gear £4/ 5
QUADRANT, 3 h.p., verticil engine £5 10

PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.

TEE BEE LOW
SEAT-PILLAR,

5/- each.

GREAT OL.EARANCE L.INE.

New Dunlops, 28 x 2 and 2^^. wired edges . . 10/3
26 X 2jin. Genuine Hutchinson Tubes .... 6/11
24 X 2"and 2i Beaded Clipper Covers, new. . 8/6

Continentals, Palmers, Wood-Milne, Rom. Your
old tyre taken in exchange.

ENGINES.

4} h.p. PRECISION Engines, new 1912 models.
Your present engine taken in exchange. Delivery

from stock.

MILLENNIUM 2-SPEED GEARS.

Delivery from stock, 1912 models. Machine can
be started with wheel at rest on ground.

Cash or exchange.

MISCELLANEOUS.

B. & B. and Amac Carburetters 5/6
Nearly new I9r2 Senspray 23/6
Bradbury pattern Handle-bars 6/6
Nearly new Millennium 2-speed Hub £5
Longuemare, Minerva, E.N. Carburetters .. 4/6
Long Handle-bars, dropped ends 5/6 and 6/6
Coronet Silencers, up to 5 h.p 3/3 and 4/6
Gripskin Belting; ^in. lOd., I'm. lid., rin. 1/-
Wide Mudguards, 4in pair 2/11
New Sidecar Frame, Wheel Fittings, and Guard 35/-
New Amac Carb., h.-b. control 20/-
Montgomery Sidecar, 10 guinea model .... £3 10
Nearly New Coronet Sidecar £3 10
Tubular Carriers, with dro i ends 4/6
New Mirror Lens Lamp with generator .... 12/6
New Coronet Pistons, 81 mm. bore 2/6

Booth's Motorics,
Kelghley Mills, Bedford Street North, Halifax.

Tel. 10G2.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A37
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A 'Futurist' Picture.

I F you want a
' "futurist" IVlotop Cycle

GET IT AT MAUDE'S.

i

iPn

i"

We always have an immense stock or new
machines of all makes and in ail models, includ-
ing the very latest types with features which are

bound to be standard practice in the future. If

you have any difficulty in getting latest models,
try Maude's. We are noted for early delivery.

Our stock is an actual one, not merely on paper.
Call and see. We can deliver the following,

amou£;st others, ns stated :

THE 1912 RUDGE.
AU Models iiiriiicdiatc delivery.

THE DOUGLAS.
All Models immediate deliverv.

THE NEW HUDSON.
Sl h.p Models immediate delivery.

n
D
n
au
D
n
t]

D

rj

D

LSO

—

REX. CHATER.
KERRY. INDIAN.
ARIEL. CLYNO.
PREMIER. N.S.U.
BAT. BRADBURY

Etc., elc.

GET IT AT MAUDE'S,
and get it in time.

MAUDE'S MOTOR MART,
136, GREAT PORTLAND ST.,

LONDON, W.
D D D n u u u [J I J [J cj c a D a n D D D D a o a rj lj

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE,
3 ill. p. Bradbury, uew Out., 1911, evorytbing as new,

2 mileage 600 ; £33 ofler.— 2, Paiudise Terrace,

Blackburn.

1.3h.p. N-S-TJ. Mapbeto Lishtweiglit, new belt, per-
4 t'ect order; £11. ~ Fisher, 76, Sootforth Rd.,

Lancaster

PREMIER, 3ili.p,, brand new. 1912; owner cannot
complete purchase; sacrifice £39.-17, Peel St..

Aocrington.

3II1.T). Triumph, 1907, good sidecar machine; any
2 "trial ; £20.—Slater. VVhitting^ham Lane, GoOb-

nargh, Pre^on.

IQll (late} 2h.p. Humber, not done 500 miles, excel-]

-LJ/ lent condition-—Johnston, 1, Canard Rd., Lether-

1

land, Liverpool. -

TRIUMPH, 1910, free engine, scarcely ridden, many
accessories and spares; £36.—Whitehouse, Market

Place, Oldham.

10^2 3^h.p. Premier, 3-speed. done 700. perfect con-
Xt/ dition; £48, lowest--Blackbourn, 261, Eceles-
all Rd., Sheffield.

MERRICK for Bradburys, Chater-Lea. Rudge, A.J.S.,
Matchless, etc.—Merrick's -Store;-, Listerhills, Brad-

ford- 'Phone: 2439.

1 QIO F.E. Triumph, jn«t overhaulcu, new bearings
J-t/ and piston, spare tyre, tube; £37.—Collins, 5,

Promenade, Bridlington.

1 Qlli James, 3ih.p., not done 1,000 miles, in per-
Xt/ feet condition: owner bought car.— 7, Sunuyside,
Prince's Park, Liverpool.

N.a.0., 1910i, 4h.p. twin, 2-speed gear; £30, or close

offer.-Motor Exchange, 32, Downing St., Man-
chei=ter.

CLYNOS,—We are the largest contractors in the
world, wholesale or retail. Write at once. —

Kitchens, Ltd., Murecambc-

1 Q12 3Ah-p. T-T. Rudse, guaranteed new this month,
Xi/ Cowey. horn, not done 150 miles; £48.-509. The
Motor Cycl-e Offices, Coventry-

HUMBER Lightweight, run 200 miles : £25 ; ex-

change with cash tor free engine and sidecar.—60,
Rigby Lane, Bradshaw, Bolton.

3 h.p. Rex lightweight, 1908, magneto, £14, or ex-

change sidecar machine, cash adjustment.— Cold-
well, 19, Victoria St., HoUnfirth.

LOOK.-N.S.U., 1909. 2-speed, £21/10; 1911 clutch
model Moto-Reve (ejn^^le), nm 900, £21/10; ex-

change.—40. Audover St-, Sheffield-

CROSS for Triumphs, Matchless, Bradbury motors;
Douglas in stock. £41; altio 1911 Rudge, as new,

£36.—Cross, jeweller, Rotherham.

3 h.p. Moto-Reve, bought new this Easter; price £22710;
reason for selling, going in for sidecar combination.

—North, Market Place, Malton, Yorks.

IQll T.T. Calthorpe, £32; 1911 T.T. Singer, £34;
Xt/ 1911 T.T. Rex, as new, 5h:p. twin, £35; cash;
no swaps.—Hitehens, Ltd., Moreeambe.

4h.p. Campion-Jap, late 1911 model, special finish,

Palmer cord tvres, 2 lamps, spares, perfect con-
dition ; £40.-G. Walker, jim., Wales, Sheffield.

ilh-p. Minerva, Bosch juagneto, Chater-Lea frame,
4 Continental tyres, and new belt, splendid low-

na-hine; £20.—Batten, Hampden St., Bolton.

1 Q12 Bradbury and Sidecar, Lucas King of tho Road
X«7 lamp, Dunlop and Whittle belts; buying T.T.
model ; accept £49.-19 Moorgate, Rotherham.

1Q12 Blue Indian, 7h.p., 2-speed, kick starter, Kemp-
B-*y shall tyres, condition as new, done 250 miles;
Ju5 Ciish; no swaps-—Kitchens, Ltd.. Moreeambe.

OREMIER, clutch model, £54n7. uncratid; through
L unforosccix circumetances will accept first cheque
2 guineas.— 35, Hough Lane, Leyland, near Preston.

BOLTON.—Immediate delivery special sidecar mr;doI

4h.p. 2-speed Sinx^or, with grey coacli-built torpedo
sidecar; £75.—Gxosvcnor Motor Co., Bradford St. West.
Bolton.

*

3Xh.p. Triumph, 1908,'.. magneto, ju.'4 been overhauled,
3 in perfect cundition, tyres, belt, enamel, plating

LSi'dd; £28/10 cui-'b.—Crewe. Ledger Lane, Outwood, near
WNk"Iield. .

TRIUMPH, 1909, engine recently overhauled, new
tyre, AutoclipsG lamp, horn, back rest, spare lii^lt

bug; £25 ca.-*!!.—Goodbeluvo, 167, Plymouth Grove,
Mancl'ctitcr.

you want a Second-hand
Motor Cycle

—

GET IT AT IViAUDE'S.

2

No pig in a poke business about us. You
may linow what you are buying, and we GUAR-
ANTEE even our SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
That's worth bearing in mind. Nothing is too
much trouble to satisfy you, and you may have
the satisfaction of knowing that the price you
pay is the very lowest limit at which such a
machine could be obtained. We axe cheaper than
private advertisers, and we are always here if you
want us. That's another useful point to remember.
Here are a few

—

ALL GUARANTEED.
Stock Nc.
2IO. REX DE LUXE y h.p., 1911 model .... £44
228; F.N. 4^ h.p., 4-cyUnder model £22
247. CHATER-J.A.P. 4h.p., 1910 model ....£26
183. N.S.U. 5i h.p., 1908 model, 2 speeds . .

.'. £25
177. N.S.U. 5j h.p., 1908 model, 2 speeds .... £26
236. REX 3j h.p., 1911, cone clutch, new .. £39
148. N.S.U. 3i h.p., 190S,. 2 speeds ...£22
r7o. SCOTT, 2-stroke, 2 speeds. Palmers £25
275. PH(ENIX Quadcar 8 h.p., 2-seater, mag. £30
294. REX 5 h.p., tourist, spring forks £17
207. REX Airette 5 h.p., wants overhauling.. £14
293. STAR Car 6 h.p., 2-seater £20
295. F.N. 5-6 h.p., 1910, 4-cyUnder £29
195. ANGLIAN 2 h.p., vertical engine ...... £9
igS. CENTAUR 2 h.p., belt drive £6
27=;. MINERVA 2 h.p., M.O.V., low built £8
2S1. INDIAN 5 h.p., clutch, blue model £42
294. REX 5 h.p., tourist, spring forks £16
316. ENFIELD 2^ h.p, 1911, twin, chain drive £29
322. T.A.C. 6 h.p., 3 speeds, 4-cyUndcr £44
31,}. CORAH 3 J h.p., brand new, 1912 model £44
27(1. KELECOM 4 h.p.,free engine £14
30T. CHATER 4 h.p., Antoine engine £12
298. REX 5 h.p., 1909 model, as new £29

REX 3J h.p., low built, h.b.c £10
313. REX 5 h.p., igo9 model. 2 speeds £31

333. DOUGLAS, igii model, 2j h.p., model D £32
328. MOTO-REVE, 1910, 2 h.p., twin, good

order £2?
PEUGEOT, 7-9 h.p., low built, magneto £24
REX, 5 h.p., 1911 model, 2-spced £42

277. TRIUMPH, 3* h.p., 1909 model £28
334. DOUGLAS. 191 1, 2j h.p.. carefully used £33
339. PORTLAND, sih.p., 1911, tourist,

complete £33
346. MINERVA, 3i h.p., Chater frame, spring

forks £24
345. TRIUMPH, 3jh.p., 1910 model, lovely

order £33
344. PREMIER, 33 h.p., 1910 model, twin. . £28
335. EXCELSIOR, 3 h.p., 2 speeds, 3-wheeler £12
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Y N.. 23h.p., new nccumuiator, h.b.c, B. and B. car

buretter, footboards, good, tyros, ready for the road
£11/10. — R. Greenwood, 10, Stannally St., Lj'dgiite,

'J' rl,iir»rdon.

17()R Sale, 3Jh.p. Brown, £18, Roc free onginc, 2-

siHH'd, Whittle. Brown and Ibirlow control, magneto,
Kiniii;,' fnrlt^; no dfters ; condition Kowl—Apply, Onlvi'it,

J'Mtiiic Iliill, y.i*U\i\.

"IQ12 Gil. p. Hex, (Mine rliitrli, .in tyre un hack, lin.
X.*J Dnnlnp belt, iJc J^iixc Kuddlc, run about 300
inilci, more euitabh; lor Sidociu; £54.—J. Plowitt, Btu-
riiWK Green, Widnos-

^iih.j). Mincn-a, m.n.v., h.b.c, Wbittleibolt. a<ljn8tiiblc

^4 jmlloy, just been th<irnut,'hlv ovi^rliauled, very r<'-

liabl.': £7/10.~Hodi;smi. Mayfleld, ralrfickl Rd.. Latch-
ford Without, Warrinirtnn.

{6 bs Lu £IJ 138. All guaranteed twelve mouths.
MicI elin or Contiueatal tyres. Call and inspect,
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A3S In anfuririiifi th'sc advcr-iisemenii< it is dixiiahtr In iiiciition " 'J'/n Mnlor CU/cle."
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SCOTT'S,
POWELL STREET,

HALIFAX.
RUDGE 2-speed and free-engine and

adjustable pulley ; engine starts with
the back wheel on the ground £56 10

RUDGE multi-speed £60
RUDGE free-engine model £55

RUDGE standard £48 15

RUDGE T.T £48 15

RUDGE rgir £37

ROYAL ENFIELDS, 1912, any model.

NEW HUDSON 3-speed 57 Gns

ZENITH GRADUA £55 13

ZE.4ITH GRADUA, 1912, 4h.p., guaran-
teed not to have done 50 miles ; a
bargain £50

NEW HUDSON, 3-speed several improve-
ments, not done 200 miles £51

BRADBURY, 1911, all improvements .. £36 q
PREMIER, -igi2, 3-speed Armstrong gear

with special sidecar hub £59
JAMES, iqi2, any model. Delivery from stock.

J.A.P.-CAMPION, new, 1912 £38
TRIUMPH, 1911, clutch model, not done

400 miles ~ £49
HUMBER, 1911, like new, complete £44 10

F.N., 1911, 6 h.p., 2 speeds and free engine,
4-cyIinder, with 1912 engine £40

F.N. 4-cvlinder, splendid running order . . 18 Gns
TRIUMPH 3J h.p £20
PREMIER, not done 500 miles £36
MOTO-REVE, late igii, like new, 3 speeds

and free engine £34
REX, 19 10, several improvements £27 10
REX, 1910, Binks carburetter £25
N.S.U. 5 h.p., 2 speeds, spring forks,

B. and B. h.b.c. carburetter £24
CHATER-LEA-PEUGEOT 3J h.p., mag-

neto ignition h.b.c £18
N.S.U. 3 h.p., all improvements £18
QUADRANT 3^ h.p., will take sidecar . . £12
REX DE LUXE, 1908, 5-6 h.p.. 2 speeds

and free engine, handle starting £20

50/- down and 5/- weekly secures any of the
following :

MINERVA 2f h.p., h.b.c £10
FAFNIR 2j h.p., h.b.c £10
HUMBER 3 h.p., h.b.c. B. and B. carbu-

retter, 26x2i non-skid tyres, chain
drive £11

LLOYD'S 2j h.p. smartly finished £8
DE DION, Phcenix 2-speed gear, chain

drive £10
REX 2h.p., spray carburetter £7
HUMBER 3 h.p., chain drive, low built £10
SINGER, 3 h.p., chain drive, high tension

magneto ignition, h.b. control, 20in.

wheels £12

PEUGEOT Car, 9 h.p., 2-5eater, 3 speeds
and reverse £17

8. & R. Sidecar, wicker basket, nicely up-
holstered £5 5

S. & R. with wheel supported at both sides £6 6
Write for a sidecar catalogue which tells you the
latest improvements in sidecars.

2/10FoDtrests, post paid
MISCELLANEOUS.

Second-hand coach built fq 9s. Sidecar .... £5
Second-hand £8 Ss. Coronet Sidecar £4
New Motor Head Lamps, with separate

generators. Special line 9/6
Post Horns, Lucas pattern, very loud and

musical 12/6
New Fuller Midget Coil 7/3
Long Handle-bars 4/9
Tubular Carriers each 4/'

Rubber Goggles, 2 sets of glasses . . . .1 /8 per pair
Horns, Triumph pattern 4/9

SCOTT'S,
Victoria. Motor House,

POWELL STREET, HALIFAX.
Telephone—^^33 National.
Telegtams—" SCOTT, Powell Street, Halifai."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
OUGLAS. 1911. like new, lamp, generator, horn,
spares; £30.—Knight, 42. St. John's Hill, Shrews-D

bmy-

1 Qll Singer, 3:<h-p. F-E., only fillghtly soiled, as
Xtf new, £35; 1911 Humber, 3ih.p. F.E-, 2-speed,
perfect condition, £30 ; 1911 Humber, 2h.p., light-

weight.- as new, £25 : 1911 Bradbury standard, only
slightly soiled, £33.—W. Chetwood, Hospital St., Nant-
wich.

NO. 7 Chater-Lea and Sidecar, J.A-P. engine. 8h.p.,

3 speeds, 800x80 car tyrea, only done 2,800 miles,
complete, speedometer, watch, lamp, horn. 3 spare tyre-?;

£80/10: any trial given; can be t^een any time, Sunday
included.—Alfred White. 162 and 163. Summer Lane,
Birmingham.

ROYAL Enfield Twin, coet £45 four months ago,
condition and appearance exactly aa new, accept

£53. nearest; N.S-TJ.. 1908, 3ili.p., magneto. Palmer
rord?, new tubes, splendid condition, climb anything,
£16/16: 3h.p- Brown, new tyres, tubes, spring forks, bar-
.i;ain at £9/10; acencv for Bradbury, B.S.A-, Singer-—
Watson, Motors, Ripley, Derby.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

23.h.p. Forward Twin. 1911^. equal to new; £25.—D-
4 Cocke, Gas \vorks, Smethwick.

ZENITHS. Z^ and 6h.p., in stock for immediate de-

livery —Taylor, cycle agent, Kettei ing.

RTJDGE, 3ih.p., 1911, little used, new belt, valvea,

perfect: £38.—A. Cole, Eeve^by, Bjston.

3ih.p. N.S.TJ., 2-speed. free engine, battery, reliable
2 machine: £13.—Warr. Buncombe St., Grimsby.

REX de Ivuxe Twin, handle starting, perfect condi-
tion; £25—Smith. 47, Court Lane, Erdington,

RTJMMOND I*athe and Tooi.s, cost £22. accept quick
eale £15 —^Yhite, 162. Summer Lane, Birmingham.

JCOTT. 1910, just overhauled, es-cellent conditirn
5 inside and out; 35 guineas.—Vickers, Dunchurch.

UDGE, free engine, 1912. new; cannot accept de-

livery; £50, no ofiers.—Forinton, furnisher, Bos-

D

R
1 Q12 Triumphs, Brndbnrys, Premiers. Humbert,
-LZf Rudge, in stocfc.—Clifiord'e Motories, Eaetwood,
Notts.

PRECISION late 1911, 3ih.p., F.E., ?peed gear, and
-sidecar; £40; trial arranged.— 9, Charleville E^i.,

Hand 5worth.

"I
Qll Humber Lightweight, very little ridden, condi-

J-*^ tion perfect; accent £23-—Kerby, 14, Little Park
St.. Coventry.

1Q12 Bradbury. Eudge. B.S.A., AUdays. New Hud-
X«7 80U. 23h.p. and 3ih.p. - 3-6peed3 in stock.—Black-
burn. Spalding

PREMIER, 1912, 2ih-p., free engine, Arm^rong 3
speeds, only ridden few miles.—Swan, Fieldgate

Lawn, Kenihvorth.

INDIAN, 1911. 5h.p., clutch model, enamelled blue,

excellent order; £35.—P. J. Evans, 358, Stratford
Rd., Birmingham.

ion Rex, 5h.p., clutch model, and sidecar, complete
J-t/ with all spares; £35.—P. J. Evans, 358, Strat-
ford Rd.

LADY'S Hobart. 1911. -with Ajmstrong 3-speed;
£35—p. J. Evans, 358, Stratford Rd-. Birmine-

liam.

CLYNOS —Bo-ik at cnce for immediate delivery. Don't
wait month-: also one 1912 second-hand, done

about 600 miles, £60. complete, lamp, and horn-—P. J.

Evans. so!e Birmiu'^bam agent, 358, Stratford Rd., Bir-

mingham. Tel.: 13 Victoria.

TRIUMTHS. 1908, standard, excellent order, £27/10;
1909 T.T., very fac^t, £27/10; 1909 standard, free

engine, £19/10; 1910 standard, complete, £32—1*. J.

Evans, 358, Stratford Rd-, Birmingham-

HUMBER. 1911. 2-speed. fiplendid condition, £37/10,
with sidecar £42; 1911 Humber lightweight, as

new, £25.—P. J. Evans, 358, Stratford Rd.. BirmingUam.

DOCGLAS. 1910, standard, £24; 1911 standard.
£28/10 ; both ETuaranteed perfect.—P. J. Evans,

358, Stratford Ed., Birmingham.

1Q12 Rudge, F.E., lamp, generator, tools, and spares,
J-*^ ridden 3 weeks: celling througli illness; £45-—
Hart Davies, Southam.

IVY-PRECISION, 1911, 3ih-p-, Dunlops. perfect con-
ditiDn; £27/10. complete with spared.—77, Ed-

ward's Ed., Erdington

TRTUMPHS, one 2-speed and one direct drive, both
perfect; bargains--James Allday, 11, Vernon Rd.,

Edgba.'^ton, Birmingham.

1Q11 T.T. Roadster Triumph, superb condition, new
-Lt/ back cover: nearest offer to £40, or £46 with
sidecar--Eev. P. W. Bischcft, 1, Kerr St-, Northampton.

1 Q 1 2 Precision, with or without sidecar, enclosed
J- *? magneto, variable jet carburetter, only used a
few miles, complete ; £38.-162, Summer Lane, Bir-
mingham-

Collier's Motories,
Westgate, Halifax,

ENGLAND.

1912 BRADBURYS.
THE IDEAL SIDECAR MACHINES.

The greatest power in single-cylinder machines, giving
maximum efficiency and freedom from attention.

3i h,p. Tourist Models £48
Sjh.p. 2-5peed BRADBURY £55
3th.p. 3-speed BRAOBURY £58

Exc!iangas Quoted. Distance no o^ijection.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
—CASH, EXCHANGE, OR EASY PAYMENTS.—

1910 2-speed SCOTT £37 10
T912 3-speed NEW HUDSON, only had road tests £49 10
iciii IVm 2-speed REX DE LUXE £47 10

6 h.p. 2-speed Twin ANTOINE, Druids, as new £35
1911 3^ h.p. Tourist REX, new and unused 34 gns.

5 h.p. 2-speed fiee-engine ROC £29 10

1910 7 h.p. Twin REX, M.O.i' £37 10
Magneto TRIUmPH, spring forks, very smart £23 10
Magneto Twin REX, new and unused 33 Gns.

REX, 1909, 3jh.p., spring forks, h.-b. control .. £24 10

4 J h.p 4-cy!inder F.N. , magneto £19 19

2I h.p KERRY, runs well, spring forks £10 10

1910 3j h.p. T.T. REX, very last £27 10

2I h.p. DE DION, spray carburetter £10 10
ion 31- h.p. 2-speed N.S.U., spring frame £35
3' h.p.'HUMBER. chain drive £7 10

1911 3i h.p. Magneto REX, spring forte £23 10
2j h.p.'Magneto MINERVA £16 10

1910 3^ h.p. REX, brand new. spot cash, bargain £29 10
1910 New Twin REX, Cantileve seat 35 Gn5
1910 Twin REX DE LUXE and sidecar £45
MOTO-REVE, magneto, Druids £1S ID

iqio KOrAL ENFIELD Lightweight, very smart £22 10

zi h.p. J.A.P., spring frame, h.-b. control £9 10

3f h.p. Light Low REX, h.-b. control £12 10
1911 3i h.p. Tourist REX, roo miles only £32 10
1911 Smgle-cyliader 2-speed REX, 300 miles .... £37 10

5^ h.p.Twm REX, spring forks £1S 10

2I h.p. ALCYON, wants slight attention £6 10

3 h.p. M.M.C., special finish £10 10

A CALL WILL REPAY YOU.

COLLIER'S
1912 Sidecars,

from £5/5.

Backed by 10 years' experience.

Every car guaranteed 12 months.

"Popular" Chpper or Continental t>Te £5 5
" Superbe " type, with best tj-re, apron, etc £6 6
Side-entrance body, as illustrated £7 10
Ditto, with best coach-built body £7 12 6
Improved Quick Detachable Joints, Cranked Extra

Strong Back Axle and Spindle to ah models. Prompt
deliver^' to suit Rexes, Triumphs, N.S.U. 's, Indians, and
any other make.
Discount to Trade Exchanges entertained.

1911
Brand New Tourist and de Luxe
REXES from Stock. Uibsral ex-

changes in addition to special Cash

Discount.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
J.A.P., 2ih.p., Chater frame, low, B. and B., new dry

battery, climbs well, perfect running order; £12.—
32, Manor Ed., Eugby.

9h.p. Bat-Jap. everytliing in perfect order; price £32;
full particulard on application.—Williamson, St.

George's Sq-, Stamford-

£7-—Humber, 31i-p., juet bored and re-buBLed, B, and
B., h.b.c.. good tyres, new belt.—Glenroy, Wake

Greeu, Moseley, Birmingham.

3ih.p. Ees liightweigbt. Bosch magneto, in good run-
2 ning order; £16, or near offer; exchange con-

sidered.—11. Conway Ed., Leicester-

33.h.p. De Dion, low frame, long handle-baxa, B. and
4 B. carburetter, h.b.c., good condition ; £8.—

Beckham, Hallaton, Uppingham, Eutland.

1Q11 Himiber, 3ih-p., 2-speed, sidecar, Cowey, lamp,
-i-t? generator, horn, whistle, only used 2,300 miles;
owner gone abroad ; £45.—Plastow, Grimsby.

PLASTOW, Grimsby, has the following new F.E. and
multi-speed models in stock: Triumphs, B.S.A-'b,

Eudges. Premiere, Bradburys, and Humbers, for imme-
diate delivery,

PLASTOW, Grimsby, hag the following second-hand
machines for sale : 3h-p. Griffin, £6 ; 3ih.p.

MinerTa, £9; lih.p. Clement-Garrard, £8; 3ih.p. Chase,
£10/10; 2Jh.p. Fairy, Bosch magneto, £12/10; 1908
Triumph, £24; 1909 Triumph, £26; 1910 F.E. Triumph,
£37/10: 1911 Standard Triumph, ridden 1,200 miles,
£40; 1911 F.E. Rudge, only ridden 1,800 miles, £43 r

1911 2ih.p. Hobart, £27; 1912 2ih.p. Premier, run 100
miles, £33.

SCOTT, 3ih.p., 1911i, new Palmer tyres and chains,
all necessary spares and tools, epleudid condition

throughout, in perfect tune ; £45.—W. Pennell, Swallow-
beck, Lincoln.

REX, 1911, T.T., 3ih.p., Tery speedy machine, Druid
forks, Bosch matrneto, B. and B, carburetter, in

firet-class order throughout; £25.— Q. Peace, Earlsdon
St-, Coventry.

LADY'S 2ih.p. J.A.P., just overhauled by makers,
splendid condition, magneto ; selling through ill-

ness; £25.—Box L6,992, The Sfotor Cycle Offices, 20,
Tudor St., E.G.

REX De Luxe, 5-6h.p., twin-cyl., free engine, 2
speeds, Bosch magneto, spring forks, fitted with

coach-built sidecar; sell turnout £36,—Brown's, 12, Bull
Eing, BirmirLgham,

DOUGLAS Motor Cycle, 2Jh,p., magneto ignition,
spring forks; sell, bargain, £22/10.—i^own's, 12,

Bull Eing, Birmingham,

REX, twin-cyl., 5-6h.p., 1910 model, free engine,
Palmer tyres, spring forks and seat pillar; sell,

bargain, £32.-12, Bull Eing, Birmingham.

TEIUMPH Motor Cycle, 3ih.p., magneto, Dunlop
and Michelin tyres; bargain, £28.-12, Bull Eing,

Birmingham.

PEECISrON", 33h.p., 1912 model, Bosch magneto,
Druid spring forks. Palmer tyres, lamp, horn,

etc., as new; bargain, £32.-12, Bull Eing, Birmingham.

BE-AJDBUEY Motor Cycle, late 1911 model, free en-
gine, 3ih.p., excellent condition; sell, bargain, £38.—12, Bull Eing, Birmingham.

SPEED King Eex, 3ih.p., m.o.v., 1911 model, mag-
neto, very fast; bargain, £24,—Brown's, 12, Bull

Eing, Birmingham.

F-N., 4-cyl., magneto, spring forks; bargain, £16.—
Brown's, 12, Bull Eing, Birmingham.

INDIAN, red, 1910 model, 5h.p., free engine, spring
forks; sell £32.—Brown's, 12, Bull Eing, Birming-

ham-

1 Qll Bradbury, 2-8peed and free engine, and aide
J- tf car, lamp, horn, spare belt and valves, good
;;ondition ; any trial ; £48- — Tomkins, Cotton End,
Northampton.

REX. 3ih.p., accumulator Ignition, Dunlop 26in. x
2in., heavy hind, and Bates ditto front tyres, spring

foriM, good order; photo-—Apply, Blake, Mill Lane,
Kirkstcad, Lincs-

FOE Early Delivery of Triumplis, Premiers, Eovers,
numbers, Singers, Eudges, Rex, and Olyno, order

from the man on the spot. Brandish, motor agent, i'oles-
hill Ed., Coventry.

B.S.A., 2-8peed and clutch models in etock; why wait
for delivery; first cheque secures one of these

famous roounts.-Offlciul agent, Newell, Lozells Ed.,
Aston, Birmingham.

3ih.p. E<-x, 1910, reliable and last machine, Lueaa
2 lamp, Xl'iill saddle, all spures, including cover

and tube, Imtli tyrw as now; £25. — E. Turner, The
Grove, Button Coldileld.

TIMIJMPH, 1909. fixed engine, ntandard Bpeciflcation,
good condition and ftppcHranco, guaranteed through-

out, what oit-tti? also 1910 2ih.p. twin Enfield light-
wftight. Pjilunr cord tyros, Brooks naddlo, kliuJil, u«cd
500. guaruntt'.'d; aiiproval either.—Holt, Motors. Leam-
ington.

NO- 7 Ohatcr-L«^a and Sidecar, J.A.P. engine, 8h.p.,
3 Hpopd«, 800x80 car tyres, only done 2,800 milcH,

rompKte, Hpnc-doiiittfr. watch, lump, horn, 3 spare tyies

;

£80/10: any trJHl k'lvftu ; ciin bo «(;(-n any time, SunCriy
)n(;Iii'l<(I.-- Alfred White, 162 and 163, Summer Ijanu,
Birmingham.

WE CAN
DELIVER

FROM STOCK
the following new 1912 Motor Cycles

:

TRIUMPH (Free Engine).

ZENITH-GBADUA, 6 h.p.

INDIAN, 7 b.p., two-speed.

N.S.U., 3J h.p., two-speed.

BEX (all models).

HUMBER, 3^ h.p., two-speed.

HAZLEWOOD, Si h.p., three-speed.

We carry a complete range of Lucas

Lamps, Miller's Lamps, Cowey

Speedometers, etc., and can equip

the machine to your own specification

without any delay.

«

Exchanges or Easy Payments.

List of Second-hand Motor Cycles

free upon request.

The Premier

Motor Co., Ltd.,
Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM.

Tel pgrams :
" Prinius," Birminghara.

^phone : Central 4310.

The 1912 REX J.A.P .

The proved best Sidecar machine.

Write for Catalogue.

A42
I

In answering Uieic advertiaeifents it is deairahlc to vieniion " The Motor Cycle."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
~| Q12 N.S.TT-, 3h.p.. twin, free engine, 2-8pe6d, brand
-Ltf new, advertiser paid £5 deposit, cannot take de-
livery, unforeseen circumstances; will sacrifioe deposit.—
217, Heathfield Ed-, Handsworth, Birmingham.

RUDGE, 1911, April, free "engine raodel, mileags
1,865, new Dunlops and belt .reqently fitted, good

appearance, very powerful, guaranteed
,
perfect through-

out, spares : £40 ; approval.—68a, Regent St., Leam-
ington.

TBIUMPHS, 1910 T.T. roadster, all racing equip-
ment. Triumph-Gradua, Millford sidecar, both re-

cently overhauled (Triumphs), periect order; nenuine bar-
gains.—Details, Box 512, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-
entry.

1 Qll Model de Luxe Eex, 5h.p. twin, free engine,
-L*' 2-speed, perfect eidecar machine, practically
new, only ridden a few hundred miles ; too powerful for
owner; cost £63, sacrifice £42.-54, Lozells Ed., Bir-
mingham.

TRIUMPHS.-Five good second-hand Triumphs, also
one 1911 unused, one free engine, and one 1912,

one standard, all ready for immediate sale, from £25.
—Cg.ll or wnte, Colmore Depot, 49, John Bright St.,

Birmingham.

SECOND-HAND S^h.p. Macliinee, in good condition : .

Humber, Premier, Ariel, Bradbury, Zenith, Mac- ''

beth-Annetrong (3-speed) ; one of each of these in stock,
ready, inspection requested; prices from £25; all good
machines.-Colmore Depot, 49, John Bright St., Bir-
mingham,

SECOND-HAND Big Twins for Sidecars, all very
powerful machines : Vindec, Scott, ChatOT-Lea,

N.S.U., Bex; one of ea;ch of these for sale, some ready,
some being overhauled; call and select one.—Oolmore
Depot, 49, John Bright St., Birmingham.

SECONDHAND Idghtweighta, the handy and eco-
nomical type of mounts, in stock, some 1910 and

1911 Douglas machines, also a 2ih.p, Enfield, 23h-p.
Enfield, a Moto-Eeve, and a Motosacoche; price £16
to £30.—Cohnore Depot, 49, John Bright St., Bir-
ming-hana.

SCOTT, 1910. 3h.p., price £36; or with sidecar £39.-
Cobnore JDepot, 49, John Bright St., Birmingham,

F.N., two, fii>6cial, 4-cyl., shaft-driven, the F.N.
special, smooth ruQuing machines. 5h-p., solo or

sidecar. — Colmore Depot, 49, John Bright St., Bir-
mingham.

WOODGATE, for immediate delivery of all models
of Singers, Triumphs, Enfields, Budges, and

Ariels, and Canoelet and J.J.W. sidecars; also for 3'
splendrdrange of second-hands, varying from £5 to £45.
Get my prices and save money; exchanges and payments
arranged- — J. J. Woodgate, the Motor Cycle Depot,
Small Heath, Birmingliam. 'Phone: 372 Victoria.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

CHIEF Triumph Aeente for Cambridge (early de-
liveries). King and Harper, Cambridge.

09 Triumph, in real good order, all spares; £24.—
37, Searle St., Cambridge.

ALLDAT8 Motor Cycle, 2Jh.p., carrier, etc, not
heavy ; cash onJy, £5.—Bailey, jeweller, Soham-

TBItTMPH, 34h.p., 1910 free engine, very fine con-
dition, flexible engine; £35. — Bailey, jeweller,

Soham-

BEADBTJEY, 1911. standard, just through from
works, plate, enamel unscratched; £35.—Bailey,

jeweller, Soham.

BBADBTJEY, 1912, free engine, slightly soiled; cash
only, £50, no offers.—Bailey, jeweller, Soham.

11 3;h.p. Premier, delivered June, excellent condi-
tion, very little used; £35.—Bird, Harrold, Beds.

TEIUMPH. F.E., in stock, also 2-3peed B.S.A.'a, 2-
'

speed Humbers, Bradburys, etc-—Lambert, Thet-
ford.

1 Qll T.T. Triumph Eoadster, condition equal to new,
Air Dunlops, horn, mirror, spare valve; £43.—Pariter

;ind Son.

IQII F.E. -Quadrant and Sidecar, shop-soiled: nbeo-
J-i' lute bargain, £53.—Parker and Son, St. Ives.

Hunts.

LADY'S Royal Enfield. 1912; £45; owner gfttiaif

higher powered inuchine.—Ackroyd, I'emberley Av.,
Bedford.

NEW Hudsons: delivery from stock.-Sole agents for

Suffolk, T. H. Nice and Co., Bury St. Edmund's,
and Ipswich.

PBEMIEES, all models; delivery from stock.— SufYolk
agents, T. H. Nice and Co., Bury St. Edmuiiil's,

and IpswioJi.

TBiaMPIlS, number, Bradbury. B.S.A., Budge, new
and He<.ond-Iiand, also eidBcars.-T. JH. Nice and

Co., Bury St. Edmund's, and Ipswich.

TBTTTMPH, 1912, clutch model, scarcely Mailed,

Garnor whistle, etc.; £50, no ofEore. — Sttvi-na,

LopliJuu, ThctforJ.

MINEUVA, 2;h.p.. magiieio, spring forks, Aman, ad-
juBtiiblo piitloy. Bruoks saddle*; £12/10.—B. .Iouoh,

Dowuliiiin, Norfolk.

LATE 1910 Bh-p. Twin Bat-Jap, froe engine, Dunlop
tyres almost now, engine is perfect; £34

Bridpo St., Cambridge.
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Should Ladies be Allovv^ed to Race ?

RECENT events have helpe(d to strengthen an
opinion we haid formed that racing uphill and
round corners at breakneck speed is not a

pastime recommended for a lady. The straight-

forward reliability trial with an occasional steep

hill included certainly must appeal to the sporting type
of lady motor cyclist, and further one cannot but ad-

mire the pluck and courage of a lady who is willing,

nay anxious, to try her prowess in a speed event, but
many,, we fear, are little aware of the risks they run,

and how near on several occasions they have been to

a severe accident. We will ignore for the moment the

question of whether it is becoming or not for a lady

to be i>pread-eagled on a speed machine of any kind.

Fortunately, we shall not be excluding a large .section

ill pleading that ladies be henceforth debarred from
speed e\-ents, and we do so in the best interests of the

sport and pastime. When one thinks the matter over,

should the g()\erning body be agreeable to a(.lopt our
recommendation, it would not be taking the lead but
merely following the example of the parent body, the

Royal AutouKjbile Cliib, and also of the Brooklands
Automobile Racing Club. The a\erage lady is not

possessed of the self-restraint, or presence of mind,
which a man can command,' and we know we ha\e
many supporters in recommending that ladies be dis-

couraged from taking part in speed events. Ponder-
ing over this year's events alone, we can recollect hav-

ing seen three ladies experience severe falls, and a

case of another accident this month has come to our
ears. Instead of benefiting the pastime this sort of

thing' is proving a serious deterrent to converts, and
the sooner our recommemlation is adopted the better

for all concerned. The ban is not intended to dis-

courage the use of the motor cycle among ladies for

touring purposes; on the contrary, more converts

might result so soon as the frequent reports of acci-

dents cease.

Holiday Rides.

IF
the weather be propitious there will be a very

large increase in the number of motor cyclists

on the road this Whitsun holiday, and a big

proportion of them will be first year riders. The
increased traffic on main roads, and particularly

in the neighbourhood of populous centres, renders it

necessary to impress on all motor cyclists the dcsira-

liility of exercising caution, particularly at cross-roads

and corners. We say all motor cyclists, because the

most e.xperienced rider is not proof against accident

when he is using the same roads as the novice, who,
unaccustomed to the speed of a motor cycle, and not

knowing the rules of the road so well, may issue from

a by-road at a dangerous pace, and the expert rider,

unless he be reasonablv cautious at crossings, may
find himself the victim of an accident through no
fault of his own. It should be made illegalto enter

a main road from a by-road except at a crawl, and
although it is sometimes difficult to differentiate

between main and other roads, the trunk route is

usuallv fairly apparent. There is, howexer, little or

nothing to fear if reasonable care be exercised.

Xovices should ascertain before starting on a lengthy

ride that every detail of the machine is in perfect

order, and take care they are properly clothed. The
season is a changeable one, and chills are easily

caught. Goggles, too, are absolutelv necessary to

]ii;otect the eyesight.

A2.^
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Hill-climbing Formulae, Old and New.
C X T^

W recommended by "The Motor Cycle."

YEARS ago, when the speed of motor cycles was

much less than it is at present, the A.C.U.

formula jr—; gave a tan-ly approximate result.

We sav " fairlv
'' advisedly, because a formula which

assumes that if the weight of a machine and rider is

hahed, the time is also halved, or that the spe&l can

be doubled by doubhng the horse-power, can ne\er

be more than approximate ; but when the speeds

were low in comparison with what they are to-day,

and wind resistance had not so great an effect in

consequence of these lower speeds, then the A.C.U.
formula was sufficient. Nowadays, however, when
.speeds are high and wind resistance plays an impor-

tant part, riders have discovered the weakness of the

A.C.U. formula and the advantage of carrying extra

weight, and often the fastest performance comes out

low on formula. Hence the need of a revised formula

to meet the newer conditions that at present obtain.

Points to be Considered.

If the weight lifted in climbing the hill were all that

had to be considered it would be reasonable to include

i in the formula, and the same applies to road
resistance, which varies as the weight, but air resist-

ance 'i'aries as the square of the velocity,, and the

horse-power required to o'\'ercome this varies as the

cube of the velocity ; hence we recommend the inclu-

sion of t^ (time squared) as a simple means of striking

a fair average. The inclusion of f and fi is perhaps
more scientific, but more complicated, and we showed
last autumn, when discussing this question, that the
formula which we recommended, and which was used

by the Streatham and District M.C.C. at its hill-

chmb at Brasted about a fortnight later (the first time,

we believe, that this formula was used for a British

hill-climb), gave results which differed only infinitesi-

mally from the more complicated formula, containing
both powers of t, suggested by a correspondent. The
formula -recommended by this journal has since been
used in a numl:)er of important hill-climbing competi-
tions, and is likely to come into general favour.

Other Alternatives.

Some clubs, especially those in Scotland, prefer to

use t^-^ or f^-^, but these values are not only much
more difficult to calculate, but, in our opinion, the

results are not so satisfactory. This opinion is

corroborated by the fact that a competitor in a recent

hill-climb where fi-^ was used considered.it ad\isable to

attach 50 lbs. of lead- to his crank case with the object

of coming out well. on formula. He o\erdid it, how-
e\'er, and failed on the hill, so his case does not point
the argument as well as it might.. To prevent the
addition of extra weight one club (again the Streatham
and District) has fixed weight limits in the various
classes, and allows no credit for weight carried l)e-

yond that amount, though it does not disqualify

machines that exceed this weight limit. This is

another excellent plan, but we think that it makes a

mistake in fixing the lightweight c.c. limit at 340,
seeing that 350 c.c. is -the Tourist Trophy Hmit as

well as the Class B limit at Brooklands, and that the

340 c.c. limit excludes one or two well-known machines
(among others the Royal Enfield, the new T.T.
Douglas, and the Forward).

Al-l

The son 01 trick hill-climb the Motor Cvcio Manulacturors' Union is objoclinn lo. The event took pluco on Roper's Hill, Redmiros. and was organise] by
a new Sheinold organisation, viz., the Shcllleld University M.C.C. The motor cyclist In the act of railing is H. Harl-Davies (twin Rex).
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WHEN I interrogated the elder of the famous
l)rothers, who are perhaps the best known
motor cyclists in the world, he began to

meditate, and gave me some interesting motor cycle

/history before he arrived at that e\ent which provided

the most exching ride he had
undertaken. The Colliers are

essentially careful riders, and the

fewness of their mishaps bears

testimony to this. Harry Collier's

first machine was a De Dion
"quad," which he rode in 1899,
and it was not until four years

later that he began c<impetiti\e

ri.ling. 'i'he eliminating trials

for the International Race of

1905 saw him placed second,

but still his riding was singularly

uneventful. In 1906, however,

he had an experience which he

reflects upon with thankfulness

for his immunity from an acci-

dent. After being chosen :o

represent Englami for the

international race in Austria, he

journeyed across to Patzau,

where the big race was to begin.

The "course was over a road

which had been primarily de-

signed for oxen, and on the one

side was a steep pi-ecipice, except

for an interval of some miles,

.

when the road ran along the side

of a big lake. On the other

side, the road was bounded, not by the grass mounds
to which English riders are accustomed, but by huge

stone boulders, while the road itself was terrible, both

in its tortuous descents and in its irregular surface.

During the race, Harry Collier went all out,

passing competitors time after time, and keeping to the

road by the greatest efforts. All through his nerves

were at a tension to which they were entirely unaccus-

tomed, and when he did eventually finish, his first

impression was one of relief at having come safely

through the ordeal. He occupied third place. One
unfortunate competitor hit the rocky side of the road

and fell into the lake, breaking both legs and being

nearly drowned, while others

had accidents which Collier -vvas

thankful not to have heard about

imtil he was through with the

race. Collier has had some
exciting times on road and track

in so far as the striving for pre-

mier position has been con-

cerned, but he reckons all his

rides as child's play compared
with that terrible race in Austria.

' What about the Totu-ist

Trophy Races?" I remarked,

thinking to recall experiences

which had befallen him in Mona.
" I haveji't had any excitement

over there," said he, " other than

the natural excitement of pre-

paring for the event, for on each

and e\ery occasion I have started

i3ut with the idea of riding as

carefully as possible, and con-

sequently it has been nothing

more than a somewhat monoton-
ous run I'ound the course at high

speed. Charlie and I have always

done Avell over there, but we have
done it without excitement or

untoward incident. No, the

Austrian International Race was the most exciting

event I have ever competed in, and I don't want to

come across such another test of nerves. Of course,

a motor cyclist cannot afford to be on speaking terms
uith 'nerves,' but on such an occasion as that, where
it was a case of being between the boulders and the

precipice, one is in a high state of excitement the

whole time, especially when the course is unfamiliar."

Opening meeting
of the Dutch
Motor Cycle Club.

Members to the

number of forty

journeyed from
all parts of Hol-
land to Het Loo,

the summer resi-

dence of H.M.
Queen Wilhel-

mina.
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Stripped Threads on Gear Controls.

I should advise all users of multi-speed hubs to keep
a very wary eye on the details couiDling their control

rods to the gear and clutch mechanism protruding
from their hubs. Very heavy strains are thrown on
these details, and in several instances the screw
threads, and indeed the parts generally, are far from
being up to their work. When a low gear is in opera-
tion the thrust strains and the vibration at these points
are often excessive, and hea\ier fittings are urgently

required.

Decompressors.
Why have we heard so little of the new decom-

pressors, which represent an even greater aid to starl-

ing than the free engine? Nearly a year has passed
since I handled my first sample. It enabled a weak-
ling to walk ofif a 200 lb. machine at about three miles

an hour with a cold and gummy engine, and I thought
the standardisation of the device would come imme-
diately, and enormously popularise motor cycles among
tlie non-athletic type of potential rider. One of my
chief difficulties in making converts to the sport is the

starting trouble, which disappears after a little prac-

tice, but is certainly formidable to a nervous novice;
but the jumpiest tyro can step courageously on to the

footrest of a machine which is just breathing quietly

along at three miles an hour. It is much simpler than
letting in a clutch with a nervous toe poised on a ^in.

pedal of rather crude leverage. I had the opportunity
I if getting a decompressor fitted to my own 1912
machine, but I refused, as I want the machine for

reliability trials, and the makers' slowness in stan-

dardising a device of such ol)\'ious selling attraction

seemed to point to some defect in its present form. I

sincerely hope that only the workshop difficulties of

modifying engine design were responsible, but I advise
my readers to watch the decompressor; it renders the

starting of a heavy motor bicycle as easy as the start-

ing of a push bicycle, and engine makers must be blind

if they do not see that the decompressor is the most
powerful selling factor on which they can concentrate
attention.

A Warning to the " Knuts."
The desire for pre-eminence takes strange forms.

A century ago periwigs, powder, patches, snuff, prim-
rose waistcoats, and duelling were the rage, and Bath
was the hub of the universe. To-day, amongst quite

a large section of our juvenile male population,
Brooklands is the axis of the universe, and not to
have an open exhaust, dropped handle-bars, overhead
valves, bread-trencher pulley, and gnome-like head-
dress is to be a back number.

.Speed has its usefulness, but the genuine .speed

merchant is born not made, and the born racing man
runs risks that are not enviable, witness the sad death
(jf Arlhur Moorhousc and the closing chajjlcr (jf poor
de Rosier's racing career. A good manv of our
\oungcr riders appear to lake it for granted that men
AV.S

of every temperament and mentality can freely indulge

in speed on road and track without prolonged previous

experience at a moderate pace, whereas many of these

dashing riders cannot be trusted to, pull up without

capsizing if their front tyre burst at a mere 40 m.p.h.

Recent events have clearly proved the risks latent in

high-speed work even for men of unicjue skill and
considerable experience ; and the comparative novice

Avho opens out his new machine to 65 m.p.h. within

a week or two of delivery is nothing more or less

than a crazy young fool.

Saddle Design.

I have been using a new and very comfortable

saddle during the last few months which relies almo.st ,

exclusively upon front-hinging, so that there is a huge
amount of up-and-down movement at its tail. There
is no disputing the comfort .thus attained, but the

design necessitates a high adjustment of the pillar,

otherwise the tail of. the saddle hits the mudguard or

carrier whene\er a real bump is crossed, and con-

sequently the saddle design nullifies all the frame-

builder's efforts in quest of a low sitting position. Un-
fortunately for me the front brake connections and

steering stem of my new machine are too short for me
to oljtain a position in which the saddle does not hit

the mudguard, as if I raise the saddle I have to leave

the handle-bar in a position where it fouls my knees

when turning corners.

Wanted, some Real Hills.

Ever since I took deli\'ery of a three-speeded jj''

h.p. 1 have been looking for a hill which could extend

the machine on l.)Ottom gear. The report of the

t'oN'cntry and Warwickshire M.C.'s one day trial put

riie on a new scent, and off I went to investigate, only

to meet with disappointment. Provided one was
willing ,to negotiate sharp bends with the machine
leaning Avell o\'er, there was not a hill on this much-
belauded course which a well-tuned _V2 h.p. could

not tackle on a 5I to i gear on dry roads

:

and if one fuiiked the corners and dropped into the

third ratio, the merest trifle of throttle opening ensured

a safe and comfortable ascent; Sudeley, Saint bury,

Birdlip, and Sunrising are easy climbs in dry weather
for a single-geared t,]4 h.p. with adjustable pulley,

and I suppose I must wait for the freak i in 3 hairpins

to grow anxious on the bottom gear of a thrcc-

sjieed hul).

iMy exjierience is that in solo work with a 7 or 8 to

I gear on a ^% h.p. the most freakish climbs are

straightforward work, provided the rider can remain
in the saddle at all, and provided he does not mudd'lc

the mixture of a sensitive carburetter when he drojis

the \-al\e after rounding an acute bend. Hills like

Farlow, Tornapress, and both sides of Amulree are

rather exercises in steering and carburetter control

than tests of engine power, now that variable gears

have touched tlieir present standard of evolution
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A RUN ON THE VELOCE.
ON a recent \h\t to Birmingham we accepted an

invitation of the Veloce Co. to sample the

running of one of their 2}/i li.p. machines.

The day was not auspicious, foi" all the morning it

poured with, rain, and in the afternoon dried up just

enough to give the tramlines and setts a treacherous

coating of grease. Hoxyever, the low build and light

weight of the machine emboldened us to make a start,

so the low gear was engaged and the machine given

a push, where-
?s.««!«.«i'jBf*»isa««!S!ffi{KP!;s»*sjj upon the engine

started to tire

s 1 o w 1 V , so

slowlv, in fact,

that we were
alilc to depress

the gear pedal
to the free en-

gin^ position with

great ease and
then mount the

machine in com-
fort and tuck

in coat tails, -

etc., before en-

gaging the
clutch. The
gears are ope-

ii rated by a rock-

ing pedal with

the left foot,

pressure back-

wards engaging

2\ h.p. Veloce engine, showing meclianical
lubricator and oil pump under crank case, also

outside flywheel and overhead inlet valve
arrangement.

the low ratio, and forwards the high.

The Low Gear Seldom Needed.
On letting in the low gear the machine slid gently

away, and after slight acceleration in went the high
without a suspicion of jerk. As far as.„ power was
<'()ncerned the- low gear need never have been used,

but we found it a great, blessing in the. thick traffic

and on liie greasy roads. A slight sing in the gears

was noticeable but not unpleasant, whilst the exhaust
and the valve timing gear are beautifully quiet.

Through seas of mud we churned our wav all morning.

and though the particular machine lent us was fitted

up in T.T. style with only regulation width guards

they were so well arranged that the mud thrown up
was not e.\cessive. In the afternoon we had a prac-

tical demonstration of the advantages of forced lubri-

cation, for on slijipery roads in thick traffic one is

relieved of all trouble in this direction by an occa-

sional glance at the indicator, ^\'e noticed two points

in particular, one was that the outside flywheel per-

mitted the engine to run very slowly, and although it

revolves in a contrary direction to the road wheels

the effect is not noliieable; in fact, the machine is

The complete machine. Tl.e large diameter geared down engine pulley will be noticed.

\erv Steady in grease. Secondlv, that throughout the

heavy rain there was no suspicion of belt slip, which
may be accounted for by the large geared-down engine

])ulley. The gear ratios used were 55-^ to i and 9J-2

to I approximately.

The Works Organisation.

On returning to the works Mr. Tavlor showed us

round, and we were delighted with the jigs and
tools in use and the careful wav in which the

jjarts are turned out. For the present year the 70 x

76 mm. engine only, wilf be manufactured, but it is

possible that a larger model also will be marketed in

1913. Before leaving the works in Clissold Place we
were introduced to Mr. Nat Woods, of Christchurch,

New Zealand, who had just placed a considerable

, order for motor cycles with Veloce, Ltd.

BROOKLANDS WHIT-MONDAY MEETING.
Entries fur the motor cycle

2.20 I'.H.—THE EIGHTH
RACE (A HANDICAP).
E. F. Remington (Matchless)

M. Campbell (Triumph)
Captain P. Y. Harkness

(Triumph)
N. A. Ayres (Singer)

(.;. E. Stanley (Singer)

E. A. W. Davi.5 (Triumph)
S. C. Winfield-Sraith (Singer)

S. L. Bailey (Humber)
F. G. Edmoild (Humber)
W. G. Fowler (Rudge)
J. A. Manners - Smith

(Triumph)
W. Dewar (Triumph)
W. H. Flee (Piudge)

races are as under :

SHORT ilOTOR CYCLE

W. Staiiliope-Speneer (Rudge)
H. Jepson (Zenith)

K. L. Printz (Bat)

Paul Schmidt (N.S.U.)
A. G. Femi (Humber)
E. Kickham ' (Douglas)
S. R. Axford (Martin)
D. Lavender (Triumph)
P. Weatherilt (Zenith)

F. W. Barnes (Zenith)

Howard Smith (Triumph)
S. it. Friedlander (Calthorpe)
1;. Barclay (Rndge)
il. L. Ainslie (Zenith)

A. G. Walker (Rudgel

3,20 P.M.—THE SEVENTH
RACE (A HANDICAP).
E. F. Remington (Matchless)
x\I. Campbell (Triumph)
N. A. Ayres (Singer)

Capt. P. Y. Harkness
(Triirmph)

Ct. E. Stanley (Sinccer)

E. A. W. Davis (triumph)
S. C. Winfield-Smith (Singer)

S. L. Bailey (Humber)
F. G. Edmoild (Humber)
\V. G. Fowler (Rudge)
J. A. Manners-Smith

(Triumph)
W. Dewai- (Triumph)
Racing commences at 2 p.m.,

there is an aeroplane handicap.

LONG MOTOR CYCLE

W. H. Elce (Rudge)
W. Stauhope-Spencer (Rudge)
H. Jepson (Zenith)
R. L. Printz (Bat)

Paul Schmidt (N.S.U.)
A. G. Fenn (Hmnber)
E. Kickham (Douglas)
S. R. Axford (ilartin)

D. Lavender (Triumph)
P. Weatherilt (Zenith)
F. W. Barnes (Zenith)

Howard Smith (Triimiph)

S, JI. Friedlander (Calthorpe)

and in addition to car events.
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
Novel Spare Parts Case.

Quite a novelty is a new spare parts

case which we illustrate. It has b&en
brought out by A. W. Gamage, Ltd., of

HolbOrn, and is showir fitted with the

various items which a sidecarist would
find useful on a long tour. It is intended

A sidecar spare parts case.

to be phioed under the cushiou of the

sidecar seat. In it will be seen almost
everytliing a sidecarist could possibly

require, such "as spare belt, Bosch magneto
spares, Tinol outfit, high tension wire,

belt cutter, tyre repair outfit, Philcut,

spanners, e.xhaust spring compressor,
spare exhaust valve spring, sjiare spark-
ing plug, B. and B. jets. This method
of carrying spare parts strikes us as ai

particularly liappy one and likely to

appeal to all sidecarists.

A Magnetic Speedometer.

Tile Stewart speedometer works on
quite a different ' principle from that to

which the average motor cyclist is

accustomed. The principle of its work-
ing is magnetic, and the accompanying
sketches illustrate clearly the method
employed and its construction. In fig.

2, the hollow cup A fits into the groove
between the magnet E and the outer
shell C. On the underside of this shell

a bevel is cut, meshing with the driving
bevel driven by the flexible shaft. On
the spindle, attached to the cup A, the

Fig. 1. - Indicating ilial ot Stewart speedometer.

pointer is earned. There is no mecha-
nical connection between the cup and the
magnet. On the movement of the i-otor,

as the whole of the revolving poiiion of

Fig. 2.—The cup and rotor.

which B and C are composed is called,

eddying currents are set up, which cut
the cup at its greatest diameter, while
lines of force emanating from the
magneto cut the cup directly over it.

The tendency to revolve is resisted by
the spring D, and is exactly proportionate
to the speed at which the rotor turns.

The onlj' objection to this form of

speedometer is that it is affected by the
weather and temperature, and to over-

come this difficulty an ingenious com-
pensating device, illustrated in fig. 3,

has been devised. It consists, as will

be seen, of two bars of steel connected
by a scissors joint at one end. As the
long arm is extended' owing^ to a ri.se

in temperature, it raises the jewel bear-

ing in which the cup revolves above the

Fig. 3.—Compensating device for variations in

temperature.

magnet, and consequently less force is

exerted by the magnet upon the cup.

The speedometer is very well made, and
is of exceptionally simple construction.

The method of transmission off either the
front or rear wheel is by means of

ordinary spur gcorin". The reducing
gear inside the swivel joint is by means
of a worm, and gives a reduction of

sixty per cent. This is a most impor-
tant feature, as the rotor has only to
I'eyolve at about a quarter the speed of
the mechanism of a speedometer work-
ing on the centrifugal principle. All the
bevels and -worm gears employed ' ai'e

pai'tioulaiiy carefully cut. On the face
ot i\w. instrument is an ingein''ously

made W(n'm-driven distance recorder and
trip withiinstnii'nneous. re-set. The par-
tiimlaj iiKjuel we bayo illustrated is de-
•^,,icd to be di'iven off the back wheel,
t'"i flexible, .hIlhH ruiniing horizontally

along the top of the tank. Other models
are designed to be front wheel driven
in the ordinary way. This instrument
is the production of the Cooper-Stewart
Engineering Co., Ltd., 11, Denmark
Street, Charing Cross Road, W.C.

Clothing for Motor Cyclists.

The East London Rubbei Co., Great
Eastern Street, E.G.,
have recently largely

extended their clothing

department, and are

now paying special

attention to this

branch of their busi-

ness. A novelty is

the new all weather
suit made of black
rubber sheeting and
lined with beaverteen
—its chief feature is

Its' complete imperme-
ability to wind and
wet. Another suit,

known as the Kerry,
is not without interest.

It is made of ordinary
waterproof material,

lined with beaver-
teen, is of pleasing

appearance, well The Kerry waterproof

finished, and provided "=•« »'"'
f"^^ '"J

'»">'

11 n 1 1 u motor cyclists and pas-
with P.aglan shoulders, sengers in sidecars,

storm collar, wind
cuffs,' and dome buttons. The trouser
overalls are particularly sensible. They
efficiently protect the seat, are fur-

nished with a fiap in front secured
by spring buttons, a belt to go round
the waist, and snow boot fasteners

for the legs. Another suit, known as

the Ideal, has the coat fitted with an
overflap, forming an efficient protection
against driving rain. A speciality is also

made of oilskin suits. Quite a novelty is

the Kerry cap. One type, known as the

Shackleton, looks like an ordinary smart
looking golf cap, but inside is folded a

neat fur-lined flap, which, when pulled

down, adequately protects the ears and
back of the neck. On the occasion of

'

our A'isit we were shown a new sidecar

apron, of greatly improved pattern, which
effectually protects the passenger, keeps
the sidecar dry, and buttons up tightly

round the neck. Yet another novelty sold

by the East London Rubber Company is

a complete waterproof outfit for ladies,

consisting of a coat and skirt. It should

The Shacltlelon cap with invisible fur-lined Ihp.

be quite as suitable for riding a motoi
bicycle as for wear by a passenger in a
sidecar.
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Latest News from
PREPARATIONS FOR THE

the Isle of Man.
TOURIST TROPHY RACE.

HE visit of Mr. T. W. Loughborough, secretary

of the Auto Cycle Union, to the Isle of Man,
which was referred to in a previous issue, came

to an end on Wednesday, 15th inst. Our representa-

tive met Mr. Loughborough at Euston, and from him
gathered all there was to know. He expressed him-
self as jDeing delighted with liis reception, and men-
tioned tliat everyone took the greatest possible interest

in the races and desired to render e\'ery assistance to

make them as successful as in pre\'iou.s years. Tlie

course he reported to be in excellent condition, e_xcept

on, the mountain road, where the surface was rather

loose, but repairs were in operation, and by tlie time

of the race it would be in perfect order. Several road
improvements are also being effected, notably at

Quarter Bridge, where the road is to be widened,' and
near Greeba Castle, where the corners are being
improved. The starting point will be moved a little

farther north, owing to building operations having
occupied the old site of the grand stand. Better

arrangements will also be made as regards the flagging

of the course. - Mr. F. Straight, late secretary of the

A.C.U., was in the Island with Mr. Loughborough,
and on account of his previous experience was able

to render his successor a considerable amount of

assistance.

Final Arrangements Completed.

An important meeting wa.s held at the Government
Offices, at which Messrs. T. W. Loughborough, F.

Straight, T. Sargeaunt (Government Secretary), C.

T. C. Hughes-Games (chairman of the Highway
Board), R. H. Cubbin (secretary of that body), and
Colonel Madoc (Chief Constable) attended, when the

final arrangements were completed. It was decided

that no competitor would be allowed to use his

machine on the course or any part of it after the hours

of practice on any day, nor at any time on Sundays.

Practising Avill only be allowed from Wednesday
morning, 19th June, ~to Thursday, 27th June, from

5 a.m. to 7 a.m. A competitor must not leave

(Quarter Bridge after 6 a.m. During the whole of

practice silencers must be fitted, but they are not

F. H. Southam startirg in the Birmingham M.C.C. members' hill-climb at
Highley Hill, between Bewdley and Bridgnorth.

U'liologiiiplLby 1'. Llylh Clayton.)

compulsory in the race. Entries close on June ist,

and it is to be hoped that this classic e\'ent will recei\'e

the support it deserves. Everything points to the

races being' a complete success, and Mr. Lough-
borough, his co-workers, and the Isle of Alan

authorities will leave no stone unturned to render the

two races as successful this year as they have been
in the past.

Brief Details of Races.

Junior T.T. Race.— Friday, June 28th; distance,

150 miles; cylinder capacity limit, 350 c.c.

Senior T.T. Race.—Monday, July ist; distance,

187J-2 miles; cylinder capacity Umit, 500 c.c.

Entries should be forwarded to the Auto Cvcle
Union, 89, Pall Mall, S.W.

M.C.C. MEMBERS' HILL-CLIMB ON THE CHiLTERNS.
(1) H. E. Davison (Kerry-Abingdon) going well. (2) F. J. Watson (3 J h.p. Switt) making a good climb— this machine had a single gear of 5* to 1.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All queries should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference Letters

containing legal queries should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Newport to Brighton.

Will you be so good as to^ direct me the best way^ from
^ Newport, iloii., to Brighton,
-iJ and also give the distanced i\Iy

machine is a 3^ h.p. Triumph
with sidecar.—B.J.J.

Vour best route would be as follows

;

Newport, Severn Tminel Junction, by
train to Pilning. and through Patchway,
.Mangotsheld, Bath, Beckington, War-^
minster, Heytesbury, Salisbury, Totten,
Southampton, Fareham, Havant, Chi-
chester, Arundel, Worthing, by the old
road through Shoreham to Brightoji. Be
careful of police traps in the neighbour-
hood of Arundel. The distance is about
170 miles.

Cost of KunnlDg—Single and Twin.

1 am using a '6^ h.p. Humber,^ and intend getting a 6 h.p." Matchless for occasional sidecar

_LJ work. Please say if the cost ot

running a two-cylinder Match-

less without the car would be mure

than that of running my Humber. Is

the two-cylinder more apt to break

down than the single-cyUnder?— .\. 15.

The cost uf running a twin cylindei

machine, with oi- without a .sidecar,

would be sliglitly more tha)i thiit ul

running a 3^ h.p.' The twin-cyliii In and

sidecar is not more likely to break dciwn

than a single-cylinder, but it requiies

rather mure attention to keep in order.

Decompressors.

(1.) What is a decompressor?^ (2.) What does it rio? (3.)

? What is the difference 111 a roil

S-\ sparking |)lug and a magneto
sparking plug';'—T.S.P.

(1 and 2.) There are several forms of de

cimiprcssor—their object being to allow

a certain amount of I lie compre.ssed

charge lo escape so as to render the

engine easier to turn lor startius pur

[loses. This is commouly brought aboiil

by a cam (which can be brought into

action when required) which slightly

raises the exhaust valve during [lart ot

the compression stroke. A decompressor
is not to be confused with an e.vliaust

valve lifter, which, thougli it serves iinicli

the same purpose, keeps the <'.Nhaust valve

raised till loosed by lianil. (3.) There is

practically no difference between plugs

made for batli'iy and coil or magneto
ignition. We have used both iiuli.scrim-

inately ; as a matter of fact there are
very few plugt/ made now lor battery
ignition on molor cycles.

Intermittent Running.

I should feel grateful to you if^ you could explain the extraordi-

> nary behaviour of my 3-^ h.p.

-iJ Triumph. It has, during the last

fortnight, begun to slow after

running about three miles, and the
speed lias only been kept up by closing

tlie extra air and giving more petrol

until the throttle Is about threequarters
open and extra air closed complet-ely.

Then the machine will go for a little

and eventually come to a stop, but will

start again in half a minute or so, and
then will go again for about three miles
when the same symptoms develop. I

cannot account for tlus at all, as the
cylinder is quite tree from carbon
deposit (I am using Price's Motorine A),

compression good, the magneto clean,

and points set to gauge.—A.F.

The symptoms are probably due to a parti-

ally choked jet, wliich occasionally clears

itself and then gets blocked up again, or
to a stoppage in the petrol pipe, wliich

allows the petrol to flow through but not
fast enough to supply the needs of the
engine. The float chamber would havel
time to Hll up during your stops and sol
the engine would start again.

Worn (Salop) to London.

I shall be much obliged if youl
will inform me the best rontea
from Wem (near Shrewsbury) tol
Clapham, S.W., avoiding the!
worst hills, as my macliine isf

2i h.p.—S.A.
Your best route would be- as follows;
Wem, Wellington, by Watling Streetl
to Atherstone, following the H.A.C. sign-

posts to London, going through DaVentry,'
Towcester, Weedon, Fenny Stratford,

Dunstable, St. Albans, Bariiet, Regents
Park, London. Your best way to (Jlap-

ham is over Westminster Bridge, down J
Westminster Bridge lioad, Keiiuingtou..^
Road; at the end of this turn right awA^
you are in the C'la|iham lloaJ. There ig

much traffic and many tramlines after!

crossing Westminstei' Bridge.

only

A FRENCH TANDEM.
The tandem lorm ol motor cycle is seldom seen in this country. In France it is more numerous. The
Rene Qlilotl tandem illustrated was noticed anions the competitors' machines at the Circuit do lEure race.
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Police Traps on the Great North Road.

I propose going from London
U- Aberford (Great North Road),
and then across country to

Ulverston via Ilkley and Kirkby
Lonsdale. Can you tell me

wherf I -am likely to encounter the

police on this route, and whether you
think It possible for a fairly new rider

to manage the journey in one day,

starting trom home at about 5 a.m. '!—
O.E.H.

With regard to the Great Xorth Road,
most of the villages in Huntingdonshire
are trapped. There is a trap working four

miles north and four miles south of

Grantham, between Ponton and Colster-

worth at the south and from the liottom

of Goiierby Hill to Long Bennington on
the north. The police do not prosecute

if you do not exceed 25 m.p.h. These,
with Retford, are the only likely traps

on the North Road. With the exception
of the two Grantham traps the open
country is quite free. If j'our machine is

running very well, you could manage the
journey in the day if you started at Sa.m.

Accident caused by Cricket Ball.

Recently I was the victim of^ a somewhat unusual mishap.

^ Opposite my house is a meadow
-iJ used as a cricket .ground by a

large local school " for the sons

of gentlemen." The niatcli pitch is in

the centre, but as the field is not wide
enough balls are constantly driven over
the road into the opposite property.

When practising they play on the

edge and bowl towards the public road,

and as tltey seldom put up the nets

nearly all balls missed come across the
road, as hedge and fence are "thin."
During previous seasons damage has

constantly been done to gardens, win
dow's, and tilings inside rooms, and
several people have been hit and injured,

but damage has always been made
good. One evening recently, as I was
riding at about 15 m.p.h., a ball came
across the road right under my front

wheel, bringing me down. I suffered

several painful cuts and bruises, besidei

considerably tearing my overalls and
clothes. Lamp and horn were smashcnl

and machine itself considerably dam
aged, and engine injured, necessitating

partial taking down. The master in

charge referred me to the headmaster.
When I called on him later he ex

pressed regret. After some talk and
putting the facts before him, he
thought, perhaps, he was .morally re-

sponsible, but had doubts about being

legally so. However, he promised if I

took machine to my repairer he would
pay his bill up to £1. Now I find no
one will take on the job under these
conditions. I should be glad to know :

(L) If I have a leasonable claim for

damages? (2.) If so, the best way to

get it made good? I propose to hand
htm the repairer's estimate and ask him
to settle with me personally at once.

—

S.li.

Our legal adviser writes as follows :
" It

is certainly a rather difficult case to

answer. There is, of course, no doubt
that it ' S.R.' is able to ascertain the
particular boy who caused the ball to fly

across the road, he could sue him for the
damage sustained. Hi.s father would not

be liable, hut as the schohirs are stated

lu be 'sous of gentlemen,' perhaps the

money would be obtained. As regards

the headmaster, I tliink there would be
some difficulty in making him liable.

Apparently, the field is a suitable one
to be used as a cricket field, except for

the proximity of the road, but the letter

states that the master has provided nets,

although these are seldom put up. 1

tliink that the headmaster might be held
liable if it can be shown that he knew
the field was being used on tliis occasion
without the nets oeing put up, or if it

can be shown that it is customary to
allow the field to be so used without the
nets. In addition, 'S.R.' would have to
show that t!o headmaster allowed the
boys to play near the boundary of the
field and to bowl towards the public road.

I see that your correspondent states that
damage has been made good in previous
cases. Has this been paid by the master
or the boys? If the former, all the
better. , Your correspondent would be
quite right in getting an estimate and
letting. the headmaster know the amount,
and he had better consult a solicitor and
get him to press for payment, if the head-
master refuses to settle with ' S.R.'

personally."

Cambridge to Marlborough.

(1.) I have a 1912 Triumph
and am thinking of getting a

sidecar. I do not intend it for

touring, but only for short pleasure
journeys. Do you think the

h.p. will take one satisfactorily?

Also could you give me the best
route from Little Shelford to Marl-
borough. Wiltshire, and to avoid any
bad Inlls?—W.W.S.

(1.) The machine would take a sidecar
fairly well in not very hilly country.

(2.) Your best route would be. as
follows : Little Shelford, Royston, Bal-
dock. Hitchin. Luton. Dunstable, Tring,
Chesham. Amersham, High Wycombe,
th'eat ALarlow, Henlev, Reading, Hunger-

ford, to Marlborough. Tliis is rather hilly,

but it IS absolutely the best road. If

you want to avoid the hills you must go
through St. Albans, Watford, Eickmans-
worth, Uxbridge to Colnbrook, where you
join the Bath Road, then go on through
Reading. The latter route takes you
through many suburbs with ten- iiile

limits, whereas the former takes you
through exceedingly pretty .ountry and
over fairly good roads.

{^)

READER'S REPLY.
Sir,—.Just a word of warning with

reference to the best road to Cromer fmni
the East JJidlandsl I rode from Spalding
to Cromer through Long Sutton and
Holbeach last Easter (the road you recom-
mended) and back again, and on each
occasion got a puncture (nail), once be-

tween Long Sutton and Holbeach, and
once between Sutton and Lynn. The
road runs near the railway, and the
heavy carts that pass seem to drop nails.

The best road, in my opinion, is through
iMildenhall, Royston. Newmarket, and
Fakenham, to Cromer. I am here speak-
ing of road surface ; no doubt the
Holbeach Road is the more direct.

—

J. C. Allen.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous ot obtaining the experiences

ot others with various motor cycles or accessories
must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in
which the replies may be forwarded. Answers
to the queries below should be addressed c/o
The Editor.

"E..J.W." (Ilford).—Wood-Milne steel-

rubber tyres for 3^ h.p. machine. .

"M.J." (Kensington).—5-6 h.p. four-

cylinder F.N.
"F.E.A." (Askern).—6 h.p. Zenith

and 5 h.p. Rex-Jap with sidecar.

"T.A." (Peebles).—3 and 3^ h.p. Lin-
coln Elk.

" S.L.L." (Stonehouse).—Lomax non-
skid band on back wheel used with
sidecar.

THE OUTCRY AGAINST DANGEROUS HILLS.
rhougb it is not our usual practice to publish photographs of motor cyclists in the act ot biting the dust, we

do 30 in this instance in support of the manufacturers* outcry against the selection of unsuitable and dangerous

hiUs for compstition purposes. A rider who escapes from a fall such as the one illustrated must be regarded as

extremely lucky.
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The Army Manoeuvres.

THIS year the grand autumn manoeuvres are to

take place in the vicinity of Cambridge and

Thetford, and no fewer than eight battalions

of Territorial cyclists are to be included amongst the

combatants. Each of these battalions can boast of

about a dozen motor cyclists at least, so that, apart

from all staff orderlies and umpire's messengers, there

should be about 100 combatant motor cyclists out on

the warpath between September 15th and 20th. In

addition to these there will be another twenty motor

cyclists or so belonging to Divisional Royal Engineers,

and about sixty more required for staff duties. Thus
for the first time in English mihtary history the

motor cycle will be fairly represented at the maiiceuvres

—truly a feather in the cap of the War Office.

Where the Motor Cycle Scores.

The motor cycle has many important advantages

over the car from a military point of view, and these

may be summarised as follows :

1. It moves more rapidly.

2. It can get along better on a road blocked with

much traffic.

3. It does not congest trafific on a road.

4. It is easier to turn round and manipulate.

5. It is less visible, and can be hidden in a ditch

6. It consumes less petrol (which may be difliciill

to obtain).

All these points are matters of grave import from
the military point of view, and it can be safely .said

that for all despatch work the motor cycle will utterly

supersede the car in the course of the next year or two-

Hoiiv to become a Military Motor Cyclist.

Those of my readers who feel a desire to take pan
in Army manoeuvres in the future will naturally desire

to learn how they can do so and what are the con-

ditions of military service. At the present time there

are only two ways of achieving the desired end
The first way is to become a Territorial (if you are

not one already) and join (or be transferred to) one
of the fourteen Divisional Telegraph Companies R.E.
Vour obligations will be tho.se of any other Terri-

torial, and you will do all your soldiering on your own
motor cycle. Whilst at annual camp or Army
manoeuvres you will draw the pay and allowances of
your rank as a " sapper " plus 6s. 6d. a day petrol

allowance and an annual grant of 30s. cycle allowance.
The second way is a trifle more complicated, but

will appeal, perhaps, to more of my readers. Eirst,

you must join the Territorial Force as above, and
then alter conipleiing your recruit's course, say after
three months, you apply to be transferred to the
Special Rt;.serve Section B. Your obligations as to
drill and niuskch) thus cease, and r)nly two obliga
lions remaiii lo vou ;

(i) To come out each year for Army i\ianoeu\'res

(pay. and allowances as above).

(.:) Or if the expeditionary force be sent abroad or

mobilised at home, you are liable to be called upon to

go with it as a motor cyclist.

You receive every year a retaining fee of ;Q^, and

in case of war your motor cycle will be taken over

by the State at a valuation.

Within a few days yet a third door will be thrown
open to motor i;yclists.

The Cyclist Battalions.

There are fourteen cytdist battalions in the Terri-

torial Army, each battalion consisting of 525 officers

and men, all cyclists. A new' regulation is in course

of print which allows each battalion to enrol seven-

teen motor cyclists, including one ofificer, one sergeant,

and one corporal. These whilst at camp, hi addition

to their ordinary pay and allowances, will draw
petrol allowance 'at the rate of 7s. 6d. a day. The
battalions are raised in the following districts:

London Cyclist Battalion.— Headniiaiters, Fiilliam House,
S.W.
Kent Cyclist Battalion.— Headquaiteis, Tiuibiidgc Wells.
Sussex Cyclist Battalion.— Headquarters, 8, Ship Street,

Brighton.
Hants. Cyclist Battali-en.—Headquarters, Southampton.
Devon Cyclist Battalion.—Headquarters. Exeter.
South Wales Cyclist Battalion.— Headquarters, Park

Street. Cardiff.

Birmingham and Coventry.—Only just sanctioned.
Essex Cychst Battalion.—Headquarters, Brentwood.
Suffolli Cyclist Battalion.—Headquarteis. Ipswich.
Norfolk Cyclfst tiattalion.— Headquarters. Norwich.
E. -Yorks Cyclist Battalion.— Headquarters, Hull.
Northern Cyclist Battalion.— Headquai-ters. Sunderland.
Lowland Cyclist Battalion.—Headquarters. Lhilithgow.
Highland Cyclist Battalion.—Headquarters, Birnani, Perth-

shire.

The Legion of Cyclists.

In the meanwhile, all motor cyclists desirous of

taking part in the military defence of this country,
either now or in the e\ent of invasion, are advised to

join the Legion of Cyclists, which already numbers
over 2,000 members.

APPLICATION li^ORIM.

Kull Name
Full Address !.!!.'!!!!!

In which Group do you wish to serve— i, 2, or 3?
Age ;;']"

H.P. of Machine
Previous Militai'y Service, if any (Hank, Corps,

d uration) '.

Will you act as Local Organising Officer?
Oath: I, the undersigned, do sincerely promise
and swear that I will bear true allegiance to
His Majesty King George V,, his heirs and
successors, and that, in the event of a general
mobilisation, I will take up arms and serve him,
his heirs and successors, to defend the integrity
of Oi-eat Britain against foreign invasion '

Dale. t!ll .. Sli/nritiirc
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THE ART OF MOTOR PACING.
THE science of motor pacing,

perfected by the continental

riders, is practically unknown
in this country, although we have

many expert motor cyclists capable

of holding their own in the best of

company as regards racing and record

breaking.

Therefore, in view of the fact

that motor cycle paced events pro-

mise to figure to some extent in the

sports programmes at home this

summer, and. as a result many motor

the motto. It is a decided advant-

age to have the spark advance fitted

on the handle-bar, which for pacing
purposes is considerably lengthened,

so that the rider can sit well back
and upright, and then it is not neces-

sary to let go the bar when changes
of speed are necessary. The method
of fitting this by Bowden wires is

very simple, and can be adopted
with advantage.

Feet on the Ground.
The position of the saddle should

be exceptionally low, so that

either foot can be placed upon
the ground, or if this be not

possible a powerful brake
should be fitted, but the com-
bination of the two is prefer-

able. The advantage gained

the whole of the lap, and it is here

that the handle-bar spark control

comes in. In motor pacing machines,

contrary to racing machines, weight

is of little consideration; in fact, up
to a certain point, the -heavier the

machine the smoother it runs.

When travelling at full .speed the

pacemaker, in the straights, should

be able to watch his man by glanc-

ing over the right shoulder, and for

this, purpose again it is advisable to

practise alone, as the natural ten-

dency when looking behind is for

the steering to follow the turn of the

head—a point which can only be

overcome by practice. The pace-"

maker should be able to converse

with the rider, but on no account

should the rider be allowed to con-

verse much with the pace-

maker except in brief, just

ing instructions, such as

steady," " faster," " pass,"

It is better to travel

a good even pace and go

STYLES OF PACING MOTOR CYCLES.

A German pacing machine which requires a
m;in to sleer an.1 another to control the engine

cyclists will be making their

debut as pacemakers, the

following hints, from the pen

of a correspondent who has

been closely connected with

motor-paced racing abroad,

will no doubt be appreciated.

For all-round purposes a two-cylinder

engine is to be preferred, the great

secret being to have the motor run-

ning evenly, and it is absolutely

necessary that the machine should

start with the utmost ease. To
obtain this result the carburetter aiVd

ignition should be most perfectly

adjusted. It often happens that a

two-cylinder will be firing without

even a miss, yet it may be pulling

irregularly, but this must be reme-

died, as if a mr':ar is at all faulty

in this respect it will " kill " the

linest pace follower in the world.

Ignition and lubrication are the

principal causes of this fault. The
timing of the two cylinders must be

' perfect, every part of the ignition

must be spotless, and the oiling

must be regular and given in small

quantities, " little and often " being

by this is that the pacemaker
when picking up his man is

able to dash up at full speed,

and suddenly slow up in a few
yards, obtaining, if possible,

the inside position so as to be
able to get his man away first.

A good "pick up " in a short

distance race and half the battle is

over, so it is advisable to practice

this together in training. If it be
possible to touch the ground with

the feet as soon as the rider is

" hooked on " the feet can still rest

upon the ground for a time so as to

steady the motor at this critical

moment when the cyclist has
quickly to work up his speed. The
wind is one of the pacemaker's chief

annoyances, as the speed of the

machine has to be carefully regu-

'

lated with and against the wind in

order that the pace may be uniform

An English pacing machine ridden by H. A. Cooper,
who will pace H. H. Lee.

right through than to indulge in
" gallery riding." All nuts and ter-

minals should be secured
. by insu-

lating tape. Every care and atten-

tion should be paid to details.

Finally, there is the question of pro-

tection, which counts for so much,
so after the regulations have been
carefully considered, the resourceful

pacemaker then sets to work to have
himself and his machine equipped .so

as to shelter his man as much 'as

possible as regards wind resistance,

without infringing the pacing con-

ditions. J.S.
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AUTO CYCLE UNION NOTES.
The A.C.U. Committee for 1912 is composed of the following

memberB :

Representing the Royal Automobile Club.

Major F. Lindsay Lloyd.
J. R. Nisbet.
M.. G Duncan.
R. Todd.
C. A. Smith.
G. F, Sharp.
E. M. P. Boileau.

Representing Affiliated Clubs

L. M. Meyrick Jones.

Capt. A. E. Davidson, R.E.
D. C. Bolton.

J. S. Mallam.
W. G. McMinnies (also repre-

senting the Oxford M.C.C.)

B. Marians.
F. A. Hardy.
0. C. Cooke.
E. J. Bass.

W. H. Bro-svne.

C. J. Feeney.
E. M. Oliver

V. Hart.
.H. P. E. Harding.
G. Rowden.

Repre-sknting iNDivijjr.iL Members

S. Carter.

W. G. Tweedie.
F. A. McNab.
J. Shaw Scott.

D. W. Morgan.
D. K. Hall.

H. A. Cooper.
J. W. Ayers.
Ca|)t. D. F. NichoU.

J. W. U. Brooker.
A. Sharp.
Otto Thomas.
T. H. Tessier.

W. H. Wells.

W. Pratt.

W. Cooper.
«. 1. Kice Pyle.

Rev E. P. Greenhill.

G. L. Fletcher.

A. H. Priestley.

^—•••-

The following officers of the A.C.U. were elected to serve
for the ensuing year :

Chairman, Mr. Robt. Todd ; vice-chairmen, Major F.
Lindsay Lloyd, Messrs. J. R. Nisbet, Otto Thomas, and W.
H. Browne ; treasurer, Mr. J. S. Mallam. Tliese gentlemen
form the Management Committee of the Auto Cycle Union.
Trade Members on the A.C.U. Competitions Com-

mittee.—It was decided that no member -of the trade should
be eligible to serve on the Competitions Sub-committee. A
member of the trade is taken to mean one who is a manu-
facturer of or dealer in motor cycles or their accessories.

Affiliation.—The following clubs have become affiliated

to the governing body : The Stroud and District, the Luton
and South' Beds., the Llanelly and District, the Merioneth-
shire, and the Kidderminster Motor Cycle Clubs ; also the
motor cycle section of the Derbyshire and North Staffs. A.C.
Membership.—The inci'ease of membership during the

last month amounts to 492, composed as follows : 15 full

members, 199 touring members, 160 members of clubs
newly affiliated, and 118 new members of clubs already
affiliated.

Unofficial Trials.—The following recommendation was
passed by the Genei'al Committee: "Any owner, manu-
facturer, dealer, agent, or driver taking part, or directly
connected with any trial oi' competition otherwise than
under regulations made by the Union, and obtaining exten-
sive advertisement therefrom, shall be deemed guilty of a
breach of these rules, and shall be suspended."

-<

UNOFFICIAL RECORDS.
BY "

THE A.C.U. has put its foot down upon unofficial

records just in time. There was a period when
tliese runs served a moderately useful purpose.

-Vrnott's and Silver's End-to-end runs were dogged

struggles with feeble and unreliable machines, and

served both to inform the public that motor cycles

were becoming roadworthy, and to prophesy that the

motor cycle would be the cross-country mount /^av

excellence of the ne.Kt decade. The faster runs of

later date over the classic course, ranging from G. P.

Mills to the late A. J. Moorhouse, were more in the

nature of personal achievements.

This record has now ser\'ed its pur]jose. We all

know that a first-rate motor c\cle could easily be driven

880 miles in less than thirty-two hours, so the record

has no longer any technical or mechanical interest ; it

has become purely a rider's record, as such no
objection could be made to ccnitinued attempts, barring

the fact that it is highly dangerous to the rider and to

the public.

Much the same is true of the old six days' record.

When B. H. Davies initiated this particular type of

ride, a large proportion of the public fancied that a

journey of 1,200 miles in a^week would knock the rider

to pieces, supposing his machine lasted out. By the

lime A. E. Catt came near doubling the distance,

machine.s had made too much progress for the ride to

possess any mechanical interest, and the ride was realh

a rider's record, though it- acquired special iuteresi

because is was performed' in the winter when the roads
and weather were bad. Its main public interest lay

in its being a magnificent demonstration of the possi

biliiies of winter riding. Subse(|uent six day rides,

attempted or performed in the summer, were entirely

(levoid of mechanical interest, and have attracted
little attention e.vcepl from- collectors of statistics,

the rider and his friends, the makers of the uiachine

accessories utilised, and, possibly, the police,

vast majority of readers will be glad to hear

IXION."

and
The
that these unofficial records will cease to be described
in The Motor Cycle ; they possess no technical

interest or merit, and the condition of the rider, should
he succeed, is usually no advertisement for the pastime.

THE SPEED OF JUNIOR TWINS.

Paui Pean, wiiinur 01 the Circuit lie L'Eure, described in our last Issue, at a
(peed of 371 m.p.h. His machine is a 360 c.c. 2} h.p. twin Peugeot with
automatic inlet valves. The French race referred to is almost on a par with the
Manx T.T. Race, so that the comparison of speed is niteiosling. P. J. Evans, the
Junior T.T. winner, averaged 41} m.p.h. on his twin Humber.
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Hera is the

SPECIFICATION - mimr
*"TJtc«c AMD aACK. *•

without any trouble.

Of the

CLEANEST, SIMPLEST,

y QUIETEST, and FASTEST

LIGHTWEIGHT
in the world.

The 21 H.P. MOTOSACOCHE.
PRICE, with Free

Engine,

£38

V Rubber Belt and Direct

Drive optional.

ENGINE—2-|-h.p.,64 xgom/m.,with mechanical
inlet valve (perfectly shielded from the

rider's clothes).

CARBURETTER—Dufaux (Patent).

CONTROL—Everything from handle-bar and
footrests.

FREE ENGINE—Controlled from right handle
end(Patent) or footrest if gear is fitted.

SILENCER— Silent (fitted with foot controlled

cut out if required, e.xtra).

IGNITION —Bosch high tension gear driven.

BELT— |in. strengthened Whittle V shape.

NUMBER PLATES—Front and Back.
INSTRUCTION BOOKLET— (in the tool bag),

also Spare Parts List.

TANK—Carrying petrol (nearly one gallon), oil,

paraffin, with gauges (all combined in one
vessel).

PRICE, with Free

Engine and Moto-

sacoche Change

Speed Gear,

£44

FRAilE—Latest design, exceptionally strong and
low, giving plenty of belt clearance, height

from ground to top of saddle from 3iin.

upwards and is fitted with Druid spring

forks, and footrests.

BRAKES—Back brake working on belt rim, by
foot. Front brake working on front wheel rim.

WHEELS—26in. fitted with Non-skid Avon
Tyres.

ilUDGUARDS—Round section strengthened,

especially wide.

CARRIER—Tubular, strong but light.

STAND, " Kick-up"—Held up to mudguard with

a spring clip when not in use.

SADDLE—Lycett's la Grande.
TOOLBAG—Pannier, containing all necessary

engine and cycle tools and oilcan, also

instuTctions.

FOR GENTLEFOLK lACOC
NO OILY DIRT NO NOISE NO GYMNASTICS

Would you like to see our "A" Catalogue ? It is full of interest. Whether you want a

MOTOSACOCHE or any other machine—LIGHT or HEAVY—a id. p.c. is all it will cost

you to get it. So just sit down and write one out now, asking for Catalogue " A."

MOTOSACOCHE, LTD., 65, Holborn Viaduct, LONDON, E.C.
Telegrams—" Motosacoche, London.'' Telephone—Holborn 5439.

'.I an-^yreiiii'i 'Jiif -yin iH^rmeiit it I-' ftrni 'iljli- In mfm'ion '^ The Mi,lor Ciirh.''
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MOTOR
CYCLE,

Four Distinci IVIodeGs for 1912.

Ths 2.\ LIGHTWEIGHT with Vertical Engine, exceptionally powerful and effective—For Hill Climbing it is unsurpassed.

LUION HOO competitions —3 Events, 3 First Prices! IVIost comfortable on long journeys.

Very low riding position. Many other notable features are introduced. An Ideal Touring Mount
when f[lt6d with FREE ENGINE and THREE-SPEED GEAR.

The 3| h.p. STANDARD TOURING MODEL. Up-to-date in every respect. No faster Machine on the Market.

The 2 J h.p. LADY'S Model
with FREE ENGINE and

3-speed gear.

Amongst the many improvements
introduced are the following

—

Adjustable Footboards.

Automatic lubricating device.

Antivibratory saddle,
and

Dress Shields, detachable
in 30 seconds.

London Agents—Messrs. Morris, Russell &
Co., 6, Gt. Eastern St., London, E.C.

The new Type 4 h.p. TWIN
CYLINDER for SIDECAR

WORK.

Owing to the wonderful flexibility
and efficiency of the patented
Engine fitted to this model. It is

strongly recommended for Sidecar
work, a magnificent Hill Climber,
and wonderfully economical of
petrol. The -rapidly increasing
demand for it proves its superiority.

Write for latest Catalogues.

HOBART, BIRD&Co., Ld.(?,^7;)COVENTRY.

SPLENDID
SUCCESSES
in two classic hiil-climbs

on one
day-May
11th.

Write to-day

for the Bat

Booklet, sent

on request.

The BAT MOTOR
MANUFACTURING CO

PE]^GE, LONDON

Edinburgh M.C.
Open Hill-climb.

c.c. Formula, J. D. Morrison BAT Ist.

on Time, R. S. Morrison BA.T ISt.

And Fastest Time of the Day.

Motor Cycling Club's Hill-climb.

Multi-cylinder, on Time, S. T. Tessier, BAT Ist,

Formula, S. T. Tessier, BAT 2nd.

Also Fastest Time of the Day.

In (niitMn.i\ii(] i.licsii a<i certisemenls it ^ dcsirahle to meiUion "Tlie. Mvlor Oj/cle."
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Hill Climbing.
Sir,—Bushcombs Lane was successfully climbed some two

weeks ago by Mr. W. B. Gibb, of Gloucester, on his two-
spead 1912 Douglas in the presence of about a dozen
Cheltenham motor cyclists. This hill is very rough and has
a reputed gradient of 1 in 3. Jlr. Gibb also started un-
assisted on the worst portion, and gained speed the whole of
the way up (low gear 10| to 1). H.A.C.

T.T. Entraats and the Olympia Show.
Sir,—Is it true that those makers who openly enter for

the T.T. race are to be prejudiced in showing at the
Olympia Show? If so, what an injustice to those firms
who, without secretly subsidising privaie riders, have
made up their mind to regain for British motor cycles the
blue riband of motor cycle racing.
Why not first stop the thousands of little twopenny

halfpeimy events, and leave to the last the one event which
is followed throughout the world ? Is not the foreign
trade of sufficient importance to get this fine advertise-
ment for British motor cj'cles and their superiority, or are
the manufacturers afraid ?

Let us stick to the T.T. until we recover for Britain the
famous Toui-ist Trophy. F.S.W.

The Danger of UncontroUetl Dogs.
Sir,^I see in the issue of the 9th that the attention of

the A. A. and M.U. has been drawn to the imcontrolled dog
danger on our highways, and that this body has communi-
cated with the owner of some particular dog. What a boon
it would be to motor cj'clists if all motoring . bodies would
take up the matter really seriously.

Every week scores of riders get thrown from their

machines, with more os less serious injury to themselves or

tlieir machines, more often both, and yet this danger on the
itiu;iu,iy goes on and seems to get worse than ever. I have
been laid up in bed for months at a time from thia

cause, and am deaf in one" ear as the result of one of the

falls ; only a month back I was thrown in Chalfont St.

Peter ; result damage to machine to the value of £5 and
slight personal injuries. I tliink I got oft luckily. Why
should we be in this perpetual danger from an uncontrolled
animal on the highwav? Hoping the matter will be taken
up strongly.

"

F. W. APPLEBEE.

Weak Axles on Low-piiced Sidecars.

Sir,—Now the motoring season has started, one can
hardly help but be impressed by the number of sidecars

seeir on the road, especially of the low-priced variety, and
against these I want to offer a word of warning.
The other day I was riding a popular make of 3^ h.p.

motor cycle to which was attached one of those cheap
sidecars. We were going along a level road (excellent

surface and with the wind behind us) at about 35 m.p.h.,
when, without any warning, the sidecar a.xle suddenly
broke, my. friend and I being violently hurled into the
hedge at the side of the road, and were lucky to escape
without serious injury, the sidecar wheel continuing straight

on and being picked up over fifty yards away. Had it been
a wall, we would for a certainty nave been killed.

Makers, to meet the demand for cheapness, send out
sidecars the axles and fittings of which have a very small
margin of safetv, and it is a wonder there are not more
accidents.

"

ONCE BITTEN.

Pillion Seats.

Sir,—In February I invested in a Sj h.p.- three-speed
Premier, and, having no storage for a sidecar without
expeiisive alterations, I got a pillion seat. I used to carry
my brother about on the carrier of my old jigger, so had no
qualms about the steering.

Our first essay a dcu.r resulted in a tumble in starting,

but we got off vei-y luckily. Next time we went on a quiet

bit of road with some nice hills. We tried a. few times
down hill with free engine, but found the steering tricky.

We then essayed a start on a good dip by lifting exhaust
and popping off on the low gear, and rode a few miles back-
wards and forwards on middle geaa'. It took a long time
and several narrow shaves before we could start with the
aid of the clutch, at all times we found the steering tricky,

and I did not feel inclined to risk taking my wife on it.

Now I have a sidecar, but, like others, I was a bit dubiou".

of the capabilities of a 3j h.p. for sidecar work on such
hilly roads as I must travel in whatever direction I go.

Three months have now elapsed, and several varied rides
and one Easter tour have been enjoyed, and, thanks to my
Premier, I have entire confidence in the 3| h.p. to tiike us
anywhere—with very little low gear work, and at any
speed—with safety. The ratios I have used are 4, 5^, and

8i to L J.A.S.

The Problem of the Automatic Carburetter.

Sir,—Jlay I contriliute a few words on the subject of so-

called automatic carburetters, which I note are receiving
attention in your columns?

Often the term " single lever " would be more appropriats
than ' automatic," because there is, in many cases, no more
automatic action than would be got by clamping together the

ENSURING AN EASY START.
At the start of the Rhobina hill-climb. S. Davies (3J h.p. Triumph) preferred

to sit on his machine and be pushed off by two stalwarts. He secured second
place in his class.

B3
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two levers of the ordinary carburetter control. Such tingle

lever carburetters merely provide for a fixed air and petrol

ratio, regardless of requirements.
Last ^Jfiar I purchased a multiple jet, single lever carbu-

retter, and substituted it on my 8 h.p. sidecar machine for

the standard B. and B., but the results were very dis-

appointing.
In the first place, in order to obtain easy starting, one is

bound to have a fairly large " small " jet. But then, on the

other hand, taking good easy roads at 20-25 m.p.h. , 75% of

one's riding is done on one jet alone, the larger jets being
reserved for hills. In other words, the main bulk of one's

running is done with just the same quantity of air and petrol

as is required for easy starting ; thus, I got hot, noisy run-

ning on the level.

Take the other extreme—a hill requiring the full power of

the engine. One opens the throttle wide, and " automati-
cally " exposes more extra air holes, whereas in ordinary
carburetters one would desire to close the air lever slightly

under these circumstance-3. The same difliculty is encountered
after turning a sharp corner on a slight gradient. Une cuts

the petrol right off to take the corner, and then requires full

petrol and very little air for re-acceleration, but with the

"automatic" this is not permitted. J. F. BRIGGS.

Sii'.--Iu s|iite of all that the makers of automatic carbu-
retters ma}' say, your readers may take it for granted that it

IS an absolute fact that no automatic carburetter can give a

perfect mixture under all circumstances and conditions such
as is possible by means of a separate adjustment of the air

supply by an expert. It is not a difficult thing to make an
automatic carburetter which will answer in a very fairly satis-

factriry manner, but to ensure reasonable efficiency through
all the ranges of throttle advance, it will require adjusting to

suit both the particular spirit used and the average tempara-
rure of the working conditions, which may vary to a very
considerable extent even in the course of one day's ride.

All practical riders know that there are times when one can
hardly give enough air, and on other days this supply re-

quires to be considerably reduced. How is the automatic
appliance going to do this? So far the inventors have not
been able to endow their production with brains.

One of the best automatic carburetters I have yet handled
is that on the Flanders car, but, good as this instrument is,

I find that to get the best out of it an extra air would be a
great advantage. It would tell one in an instant what adjust-

ment to make for alterations in weather conditions, or change
of motor spirit. With the automatic carburetter, one cannot be
expected to be always tinkering with the adjustment, and the
result is that during a considerable portion of one's riding
time the mixture is not at its best, and with an extra control
over some of the air the rider would be in a position to correct
these inaccuracies to his advantage.

A. C. PEMBERTON.

Dangers of Running Backwards on a Hill.

Sir,— I was interested to read the letter of your correspon-
dent, "D7580," in the last issue, and would like to call

attention to. the fact that the "A.J." automatic sid?car
stand can be operated to act as a sprag in the manner
he suggests. In respect to this fitment, it is only necessary
to connect up a Bowden control for driver or passenger, and
stand can be operated at will by either. If an attachment
be fitted as I point out, no relsase spring need be fitted, as
the stand will return to its position automatic?llv.

A. J. SPBOSTON.

Criticism oJ a New Design.

Sir,—The article entitled "A Novel Slide Valve Engine,"
which appeared last month, has just come to my notice. It

describes an engine which the writer says approximates
closely to the ideal. His design looks well in the drawing,
but all he appears to have done is effectually to shield the
most important part of the cylinder walls from the air,

and this in order to place a type of slide valve in such a
position that, for a given temperature of cylinder, the valve
system will remain cooler than is at present the case. But
since in so doing he shields the cylinder from air currents,
the maximum engine temperature must rise, and I am gf
the opinion that by conduction the valve chamber, which
is an integral part of the cylinder, will reach a temperature
approximating to that of a poppet valve system.
The writer also states that the annular space between

valve chamber and cylinder will probably assist the cooling
of the latter ; this is absolutely and entirely impossible.
Assuming the drawing to be roughly to scale, the valve

system consists essentia.lly of two metal cylinders roughly
7in. in diameter, moving relatively to the valve port and
to themselves, the, propulsion being by valve rods, con-
necting rods, and cranks. With such a mechanism, should
lubrication fail, the immediate result will be seizure and
buckled rods. Jn spite of this, the Avriter designs a com-
plicated and doubtful gear, with which he anninilates the
very scarce valve troubles of the poppet system.

I venture to predict that the writer's engine will' lead him
to troubles far more serious than those he is endeavouring
to avoid. CHAS. H. GOULDEN.

The Trade and tne T.T,

Sir,—If the B. Marians, who writes in the issue of May
9th, is the B. Marians of the P. and M. Co., I should like

to ask what authority he has to write on this matter?
The question of cost to the trade, about which he says

that no private owner can have any conception, is all

non.'vsu.se. Are there no genuine private owners who have
ridden in the T.T. and have paid their own expenses?

As a matter- of fact, the most successful riders in the
T.T. do -not spend a lot of money. C. E. Collier assured me
the other day that he would (and has done) leave London
with £10 in his pocket, go to the Isle of Man, stay there
a fortnight, ride in the T.T., and return with a balance
still left.

It is well known that the Colliers do not take a workshop
or a huge stock of spare parts, and yet no riders have been
more successful.

Again, take .P. J. Evans, the v\'inner of the Junior T.T.
I am quite sure that his expenses were not great.

Fancy an official of a firm who can make a machine which
can be ridden for 1,030 miles without opening the toolbag,

talking about huge stocks of spare parts and special models
which stop the output of a factory for weeks in the middle
of a season. Think of it! The whole of the factory wiu'king

on one machine. What a commentary on their ordinary
models.
No! Mr. B. Marians, you are wrong, no event has done

more to perfect the British motor cycle than the T.T.. and
those firms who have been successful in the past are Mattered
by the way in which new-comers in the trade are copying
their designs and measurements; and, forsooth, methinks it

is these same copyists who, fearful that their copies will

show up badly against the originals, are clamouring for

the T.T. to be discontinued.

MOTOR CYCLE
RACING ON
THE VELVET
STRAND AT
PORTMARNOCK
A snapshot during

the 20 miles
handicap. After

a good spell of

racing at Port-

mar nock Beach
there i to be two
mo.itlis' interval.
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Let every maker decide- for himself, without being
threatened by the Manufactm'ers' Union, and may the 1912
T.T. show that Britain is still first and foremost iji motor
cycle construction, ilany brains are at work at the present
time in perfecting designs and details for the coming T.T.

;

work from which many motor cyclists of the future will get
the advantage. E.C.P.

Sir.—I hope you will grant me a little space to reply to

the criticisms of my letter regarding the T.T.
" One of Them " makes no reply to my remarks, but

confines himself to the suggestion that I do not approve
of the T.T. because the machine in which I am interested
is useless for that event.

But he admits that the machine is a satisfactory touring
model and '' has proved itself reliable." That being so. it

is obvious that participation in the T.T. is not necessary
to the development of a touring mount, -and I therefore find

myself in complete agreement witli " One of Them." But
why does he not sign his name? He has really Avritten

nothing to be ashamed about!
Mr. A. A. Scott seems to doubt that a number of manu-

facturers find it necessary to have a stock of spare parts

on the island. It may therefore be news to him to hear
that it is not unusual for a number of complete reserve

machines to be on the spot. B. MARIANS.

Inside or Outside Flywheels.
Sir,—I was very pleased to see " Passenger " taking up__

this momentous question. May I substantiate all he says,

and add the following advantages of the external flywheel

over the internal type : Far more flexibility. More mecha-
nically efficient. Easier starting, owing to (a) momentum
of flywheel overcoming compression, and (b) less tendency to

gum up, owing to there being no internal flywheels c!-uirning

up the oil. Saves about 15 to 20 lbs. in engine weight.

Keeps up speed better on hills, and takes hills more slowly.

Runs slower in traffic. Takes a higher gear without belt_

'snatching." Runs more freely with exhaust valve raised.

Much better big end lubrication, owing to big end dipping

in oil at every revolution. More space for larger big end
bearing. Big end can be taken up without rebushing.

Lower compression can be used to gain the same efficiency.

No need for baffle plate under cylinder.

Somebody once stated that there is considerable oil

drag with inside flywheels. Tiiere may not be much at

high speeds, because, as the Condor Motor Co. stated, in

your issue of February 8th. last, the flywheels revolving fast

cause the oil to be converted into a "Scotch mist." This
is no doubt true, and, if So, where does the big end bearing
get its oil from ? A certain amount runs down the con-

necting rod, but there is absolutely none at the bottom of

the crank case for the big end to dip into. It is also stated
that the external flywheel engine has great disadvantages,
but not what these disadvantages are.

There may be a few slight disadvantages of the outside
flywheel, such as increased cost of manufacture, engme not
quite so compact, possibility of crankshaft bending in case

of a fall, but the latter can be easily overcome by fitting

substantial footrests.

OUTSIDE FLYWHEEL.

Bradlord M.C.C. Hill-climb at Leithley Ban;:.

F. Tnrvey (3.5 B.S.A.) topping the rise just before the bad corner.

THE PROBLEM OF THE AUTOMATIC
Sir.—Eefei'ring to the communication signed F. N.

Pickett, in your last issue, the scriptural words, " The
voice is Jacob's voice, but the hands are the hands of

Ksau," immediately occurred to me. Owing to the tone of

this letter I first decided to ifrnore it. but tlie truly amazing
statements that he makes should, in the general interest

of motorists, not be allowed to remain uncorrected. He
refers to a "constant level," apparently not knowing the

difference between tliis and a high or low level. It is of

importance that the petrol level should be constant to pre-

sent "hunting." In my carburetters, at all events, it is

immatervil whether the petrol is right at the top of the jet.

:is suggested by "E.il.C).," or some little distance below it.

'.riie question of petrol being allowed to dribble out of the

jet of my racing carburetter when going uphill does not

touch this point at all. as it is generally known that if

petrol could be sprayed independently into a larger induction

pipe, more power would be given at high speeds or greater
power would be obtained at low speeds.

Referring to the 300 feet per second, it is common know-
ledge in the scientific world that ninety feet a second is

the limit with "which air can be drawn through a tube
without setting up ' rarefaction. The mere fact of carbu-

retters working at a much higher velocity than this only
tends to show how bad they really are; at present there

is no better way, but my venturi tube carburetter diminishes
this effect.

Referring to his remarks conceitiing Mr. Brewer and his

article appearing in the Auiomohile Engineer, I have no
knowledge of this gentleman, and until his article appeared
in this journal I was unaware that he was even interested

in carburetters, but I tliink he will be amused when he
hears that ten of the carburetters he described did not use

choke tubes. Every carburetter that is made has a choke
tube, without which no carburetter would work ; whether
the. choke tube is fixed or detachable, which I certainly thint
it ought to, be or whether it is part of' the carbiu'elter

CAKBURETTER. MR. SINKS REPLIES.
casting, is immaterial. He then refers to Mr. Brewer's
remarks as to two-jet carburetters necessitating a certain

amount of "stopping up." What this "stopping up" refers

to I have no conception, but it would appear from }"our

correspondent that it is some disadvantase. Kowever, when
it is considered that such cars as the Knight-Daimler,
Napier, Siddeley, and Lancia (and there are no finer cars
in the world) are fitted witli tw'o-jet carburetters, it h.

hardly worth enquiring further. Carburetters of this type,
which liave the jets and choke tubes instantly detachable,
are the most easily understood carburetters that I know
of, and the owner is enabled to tune up very easily.

My remarks about the petrol level will apply equally to

your other more courteous correspondent "E.M.O." The
only thing required if the petrol is Constantly low is to have
the jet orifice slightlj larger. Regarding the respective
working limits of a car engine and a motor cycle, I still

contend that a car engine has the advantage. I have made
engines that would drive a car smootlily at five miles an
hour geared 3^ to 1 and accelerate up to over 50 on the
same gear. I also have in my mind some tests recently
made by S. F. Edge on one of his Napier cars. I think
if your ecu-respondent would look back in the columns of

The Auloeor he would find that the performance of the
Napier car in question, as far as the range of speeds go, i.s

probably greater than can be done with the same efficiency

on a motor cycle engine. The question of the gear box has
nothing to do with it, as I believe this Napier car \vould
ran about four miles an hour slowly and smootldy, and
accelerate to over sixty on the same gear,

I am a pioneer in automatic carburetters for motor cycles,

and naturally expect to have to contend with a deal of

prejudice from a certain class of user, but, as a contributor
in The Motor C'l/cle says, " No modern car is turned out
without an automatic carburetter," and I think it will not
be long before the same applies to motor cvcles.

c'h.vs. BINKS.
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Invasion of RugDy.
Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. v. B.P. Scouts.

^ MAY 23rd, i()i2.

BOUT seventy motorists on motor bicycles, sidecars,

and cars, members and friends of tfie Coventry and
Warwickshire M.C, opposed a force of 500 B.P.
scouts drawn from various towns in Warwiclisliire

and Nortliamptonshire on Saturday last. The general idea

was tliat the scouts acted as defenders, and the motorists as

tlie attacking force in an invasion of Kueby. Ihe motorists'

object was to reach a pomt in Rugby (Mr. I. B. Hart-
Davies's office, Bank Street) without being captured. Five
motorists were to reach this spot and leave their registration

numbers as proof of success.

The Rules of Ihe Game,
The principal rules were : A majority of one or more

mounted caotured the smaller number within ten yards, but

if on foot the capture was by touch. Motorists wore white

armlets, with the badge of the Coventry and Warwickshire
M.C.,, and each vehicle carried a wliite flag. When captured

the motorist's white arnilei was changed for a red one, and
' the snouts placed a white band round their hats. Passengers

in cars or sidecars could leave their vehicles but motor
cyclists could not. Two circles were drawn from the centre

of Rugby, the inner one with one and a half miles radius,

and tlie outer six miles radius. Inside the smaller circle

both sides were safe. No motorist could enter the larger

circle until 3 p.m., and operations ceased at 5 p.m.

At a meeting lield on Friday evening at Coventry the

motorists were allotted stations on the edge ui the outer

circle, their positions being denoted by numbers. A corps -it

despatch riders under Captain F. Halbert was the only

means the motorists were allowed for communicating with
then- base headquarters, 7 he Midlana Daily Telegraph. Office,

Coventry, ilr. V. A. Holroyd was the commander of the
motorists' forces, Mr I. B. Hart-Davies commanded the Boy
Scouts, and the cnief umpire was Captain Arthur Cliurchill.

Each scout section wa under a scout master, and they

were placed at about forty different points within the b"';c

miles radius, the following positions being strongly held :

Bretford Bridge, Brinklow, Grandborough. and Dunchurch.
Shortly before 3 p.m. we came across the motorists' com-

mandant at Stretton-on-Dunsmore, and with him caught tlie

first glinipse of the outposts of the scouts, who had detrained

at Dunchurch and walked to their post. Executing a rearward
movement, as we were on« of the attacking party, we rode by
circuitous lanes to Monks Kirby and saw various parties of

motorists circling round seeking an entry. In many instances

the scouts' positions were disclosed by little knots of spectators

who had gathered to wfltcli the captures. Wherever the

scouts had been allotted an isolated spot single motor cycle

, riders were easily captured, as the keenest boys hid behind
the hedge, and, stationing a bugler, also in hiding, to gi^e 'a

soft warning of the motorist's approach, they were ready to

. spring out as tlie motor cyclist came up, the slight sound of

the bugle at ten yards distant being drowned by tlie noise of

the exhaust.

The crowd in Rugby, both combatants and non-combatants,
was a large one, great local interest being displayed. Here
we learnt that the first two motor cyclists to get through
arrived at 4 p.m., followed by three more at 4.20 p.m., and
two minutes before cease onerations. viz., at 4.58 a sidecar

arrived.

The assembly outJiJo the Orani Hotel, Ruiby, after the " iiiv.winn." Tho Covorlry mclorists were rleci^rr.a winners, seven of tlioir loree having readied the god
within the iiroscribod tir.ie. Inset, the boy Scouts eominuiiJer's car.

u8
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Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club inembers and their captors. The scout mistress is Miss Whitehorne, of Harbury.

• |4.0 p.m.

[4.20 p.m.

The following are the names of the successful riders :

Clifford O'Connor (3^ h.p. Rudge)
*A. N. Barratt (6^ h.p. Rudge) ...

A. R. Bleckley (3^ h.p^ Rudge) ...

A. S. Knox (3^ h.p. Triumph)
Rupert ilay (Sj h.p. Triumph)
X. E. Ward, passenger Dance (5-6 h.p.

Clyno sc.) ~ 4.58 p.m.
Coventry and Warwickshire JI.C. members.

We understood the first two entered the circle via Yelver-

toft, the route of the second batch is a deadly secret, and the

sidecar entered via Churchover and Cosford. J. F. Spencer
rode five miles on the canal towing path, but found the

scouts had not forgotten that means of communication with
their fortress. Sam Wright crossed two ploughed fields witli

his sidecar, and covered about sixty miles, but could not evade
capture. At the Coventry headquarters, 2Vie Midland Daili/

Telf/jraph Offices, the motor cycle despatch bearers, convey-

ing information of the defenders' positions, began to arrive

immediately after 3 p.m., the first message locating the scouts

at Stretton-on-Dunsmore being brought by F. Hulbert. who
on returning to the despatch line, got a little too far in and
was captured. Six despatches were delivered per motor
cycle, and the besieged got nine telephone messages through,

so headquarters were kept well informed. The total captures
by scouts, as far as could be ascertained, were four cars,

eighteen motor bicycles, and two sidecars. Altogether both
sides expressed great satisfaction with the day's fun, and,

in our opinion, are to be congi'atulated on their excellent

organisation.

Captain Churchill (chief umpire) praised the rapid mobility

of motor cycles and said that as a means of taking the rider

to a certain point where his machine could be hidden and
the remainder done on foot, tliey were invaluable. In his

experience a combination of the motor cyclist and pedal
cyclist worked exceedingly well.

In conclusion, it should be mentioned that one of the
objects of the manceuvres was to provide a field day for

the boys, and, judging by their animated countenances, they
thoroughh' enjoyed themselves.

J. Emerson (3 h.p. twin Peugeot sidecar), making a good climb in the Stockport M.C.C. Hill-climb on the 19th inst., at Axe Edge, Derbyshire.
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FIRST AMATEUR HILL-GLIMB.
GOOD RACING MARRED BY TWO ACCIDENTS,

J. St. John (three-speed Quadrant) and J. G. Nickson (Rudge-fflulti) starling.

St. John won this heat.

SPLENDID afternoon's sport was witnessed at the

Sutton Coklfield and Mid-Warwickshire A.C. first

open amateur hill-climb at Harley Bank, Wenlock
Edge, but, unfortunately, the proceedings were

marred by two regrettable accidents. The first occurred

during practice spins in the morning, M. A. J. Orde, son

of Mr. Julian Orde, the R.A.C. secretary, colliding heavily

with the bank in attempting to take the bend at too great

a speed. He now lies in the Wenlock Hospital with a
small bone in his leg broken and sundry bruises. It should
be added that Orde, jun., is a motor cyclist of but three

weeks' experience, and his T.T. Rover, which is capable of

60 m.p.h., is too fast for him. Miss. Hough was the second
victim, her spill occurring in Class II. for lightweights. On
her first run up, when she easily beat her opponent, the

spaed of her open frame Douglas caused great consternation.
She rounded the bend on the outside, and was observed
to wobble slightly. On the next ascent the little twin
seemed to travel faster than ever, but its speed was not
checked at the corner, and, getting over the crown of the
road, the camber (or, maybe, the ovation of the crowd)
upset the driver, and she was seen to wobble violently,

and the next instant dashed into two spectators who were
unwisely sitting at the roadside watching the racing. Miss
Hough was thrown heavily over the handle-bars, but soon
doctors were in attendance, and she was conveyed to
hospital, suffering from concussion of the brain and shock.
A male spectator had a bad cut on his leg, whilst a young
lady's ankles were bruised. It is almost needless to add
that a great deal of the interest had vanished when racing
was resumed.

A Prompt Sfart.

Credit is due to the Sutton Coldfield Club for leading the
way in tile matter of amateur hiU-c'imbs. 1'here has been a
growing feeling of late that hill-climbing conipetitions will
die a natural death if we are to see certain leading trade
representatives .sweeping the board week after week in

different parts of the country. The amateur should certainly
lie encouraged, but it would appear necessary first and fore-

most to select a hill practically free from danger—there have *

l<cen far too many accidents of late—and also to stipulate
that novices, or first year motor cyclists, are ineligible. As
til whether lady motor cyclists should be encouraged to com-
pete in sfieed events is a question upon which we liold strong
views. We refer our readers to the leading article in this
issue.

The oompelitiori stiirted punctually at 2.150 p.m., polii'i!

;'inl odicials ell'uctually ke(!ping the course clear. 'I'he sui'-
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face of Harley Bank is extremely good, and only at one

point is caution needed, and that is the bend, which is a

very gradual one, and consequently more dangerous than
an acute bend, in many people's opinions, as it tempts the

competitors to take liberties. The slightest mistake m
rounding a bend at 40 to 50 m.p.h. spells disaster. Several

hundred spectators gathered to witness the event ; we
counted fifty or sixty cars which had conveyed parties to

Wenlock. There is no doubt that neck and neck racing iu^

pairs is far more interesting to watch than the orthodox
form of hill-climb, and it is unfortunate that there are so

few suitable hills.

The classes were well arranged. The first event was for

variably geared or free engine machines up to 520 c.c.

HEiiT Winners : G. F. Cooper {6^ Triumph), J. St. John

(3i- Quadrant), J. H. Fox (3i Rudge), A. K. Felton (3i
Zenith), and vV. H. H. Sheldon (3^ Regal-Precision).
Second Round : G. F. Cooper beat D. R. O'Donovan

(2^- Singer) bye, J.- H. Fox beat J. St. John, A. R. Felton
beat H. W. Lovegrove (3f B.S.A.) bye, and W. H. H.
Sheldon beat F. W. Banks (Regal-Precision) bye.
Semi PINAL : G. F, Cooper beat J. H. Fox and W. H. H.

Sheldon beat A. R. Felton.
Winner: G. F. Cooper (3^ Triumph), who led at the

finish by about twenty yards.
The final was a good race, but it was noticed that both

competitors in their excitement steered a more erratic course
than in the heats. G. F. Cooper, the winner, made fastest
time in this class, viz., 54|s.

The T.T. LightTveights.

Class II. was for twin and single touring machines up
to 350 c-.c. T.T. regulations.

Heat Winneks : F. G. Smith (2? Douglas), A. D. G.
Clease (2-| Centaur), C. Smith (2| Douglas), L. S. Maclean
(2-J Humber), who, with Miss Hough (2J Douglas), were
appreciably faster than any other competitors in this class,

and H. S. Kershaw (2^ Levis).

Second Round : F. G. Smith beat A. D. G. Clease, L. S.
Maclean beat C. Smith, and H. S. Kershaw beat Miss Hough,
who fell when leading.

Semi-mnal : L. S. Maclean beat F. G. Smith and H. S.
Kershaw beat P. W. Owen (2| Zenith) bye—the latter broke
his belt in starting.

Winner : L. S. Maclean (2-J h.p. three-speed twin
Humber).

Final 01 Class 1. C. F. Coopor (Ti'iumph) winner, and W. H. H. Sheldon
(Ro^al-Precisionj rounding the bond at Wenlock Edt,e. The corner work
at high speed was most exciting.
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F. Miyell and S. Brijgs (31 Triumphs) practically level at the bend in Class III.

Tne' Drst-named eventually won.

Maclean finished an immeasurable distance ahead of his

opponent, and accomplished fastest time in his class, viz.,

57s. He never switched oft for the corner and managed his

machine in such a daring manner that many considered him
reckless.

Quite a long delay now occurred, a lady slowly walking
her pony and trap the whole length of the liill.

Thirly=two Competitors in Class III.

Class III. was for T.T. machines, singles and twins, up to

500 c.c. 1912 T.T. . regulations. There were thirty-two
entrants.

Hk.\t Wixxkks : H. G. Potts ( Triumph), H. Ball

(Triumph), Howard iSniith (Triumph), H. Earcildv (Premier),

\V. H. H. Sheldon (Regal-Precision). S. Briggs (Triumph),
B". Mayell (Triumph), R. H. Edwards (Triumph), H. E.

Perry (I.xion). J. P. iMacdonald (Norton), A. C. Hardy
(Norton), R. Wood (Riidge). and F. C. Sangster (Ariel).

Second Round: H. G. Potts beat H. Ball, H. Eardley
beat Howard Smith, F. llayell beat S. Briggs, R. ' H.

Edwards beat H. E. Perry, A. C. Hardy beat J. P. Mac
donald. and F. C. Sangster beat R. Wood.
Tkikd Round; H. Eardley beat H. G. Potts, W. H. H.

Sheldon beat H. Petty (Singer) bye, F. Mayell beat S.

Briggs, R. H. Edwards beat F. Mayell, and A. C. Hardy
beat F. C. Sangster.

SKMi-FtN-.\L : H. Eardlev beat W. H. H. Sheldon and E.
H. EdwMrds beat A. G. Hardy.
Winner : R. H. Edwards (3^ Triumph), wliu aho made

the fastest time.

The final heat was splendidly _ contested. H. Eardley's
Premier had a Binks racing carburetter, and he worked
his way to the final by prompt starts and quick acceleration.

In the final both he and Edwards were side by side, but
the latter's machine was in exce'ptionally fine fettle and
forged ahead, winning by a few lengths after an exciting

race.

Class l\

.

—Unlimited.

HE.ii Winners: G. E. Johnson (8 Matchless), C. W.
Jameson (8 Matchless), and R. Wood (3^ Rudge). Eyes : G. F.

Cooper. A. C. Hardy, T. U. Hutton, E. C. Backhouse, W.
H. Dunkley, F. Mayell, W. H. Sheldon, R. H Edwards,
S. Briggs, E. V. Pratt, and F. H. Southam.
Second Round: C. W\ Jameson beat'G. E. Johnson, G.

F. Cooper (Triumph) beat R. Wood (Rudge), A. C. Hardy
(3^ Norton) beat T. M. Hutton (8 i\Iatchless), E. C. Back-
house (3^ Singer) beat W. H. Dunkley (6 Matchless), W.
H. Sheldon (3^ Regal) beat F. Mayell (triumph), and R. H.
Edwards (Triumph) beat S. Briggs (Triumph). Byes : E. V.
Pratt and F. H. Southam.
Thxed Round : C. W. Jameson beat Ci. F. Cooper, A. C.

Hardy beat E. C. S. Backhouse. R. H. Edwards beat W.
Slieldon, and F. H. Southam (6 Zenith beat E. V. Pratt

(3i Ivy).

SEMi-i'iN.iL : C. W. Jameson beat A. C. Hardy and R.
H. Edwards beat F. H. Southam.
Winner : C. W. Jameson (8 JMatchless witli Jap overhead

valve enguie).

F.iSTEsT Time : C. W. Jameson, 47s. (second round). In
the final the winner took 48s. to ascend, the hill.

The popularity of the Sutton Coldfield event is proved by
the fact tliat eightj'-three entries were received, competitors
journeying from all parts of the country hij mad. For
instance. G. F. Cooper, winner Class I., rode from Oxford,
R. H. Edwards irom Birmingham, and C. W. Jameson from
Bedford.

M.C.C. LONDON-COVENTRY AND BACK.
Competitors filling up at Leighton's Garage, Bicester. The riders are :

W. Cooper (Bradbury), H. J. Poolcy, Capt.. (Premier), Hollis (Douglas), and
Bean (Matchless).

A BELT FASTENER PINNING DRILL.
The latest idea in belt drills has been shown to us by

Messrs. Lycetts, Ltd., Birmingham, and we reproduce a
sketch of it herewith. The device consists of the usual drill
frame surround-
ing the belt. At
the top is a
coarse threaded
screw which Iiolds

the belt in posi-

tion, operated by
the wing nut
shown ; working
through the centre
is a screw punch
with a fine thread.
This latter ter-

minates in a recess
into which fits

the fastener bolt.

Iir the case of the
sample submitted
to us the fastener

bolts are screwed
at each end, but
later patterns will

have the usual
scjuare head, and
the plunger will

have a corresponding square recess. To use the pnmnig
drill a bolt is fitted to the punch and the end of the belt with

fastener on it is inserted in the frame, the punch is screwed

down, and drives the bolt througli belt and into fastener

without cutting any of the threads of the fabric.
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Bradford M.C.C. Open Hill-climb at Leathley Bank.
T was a lovely afteniouii, with a strong breeze blowing,

when a start was made for this event at 2.45 instead of

2 o'clock, and although there were only about ninety

riders it was not nntil close on eight o'clock thai the

last man was despatched. The I'eason for this state of

affairs was to some extent the amount of traffic, but it can

chielly be placed, in the first instance, to the sad lack

of sportsmanship exhibited by the motor cycling spectatois

wlio were continually riding up and down the hill, and, ui

the second instance, to the marshals (of which there weit'
about twelve), who if, instead of leaving the work to on'

or two, had all done their best and put their shouldeit

to the wheel, would ha\e carried the event through with

eclat. However, in spite Oi' tlie long intervals, the ball was
opened by H. CI. Newman, who made an excellent ascent

as likewise did Jim Mackay. E. Woods o'n his 2-^ h.p

Levis w-ent up nicely. Result of Glass 1 :

2J. Ivv r
Singer)

H. C. jNewnian
Jim Mackay (2,

Fred Mackay (23 Hundjer)

Class 2, for staiidard toUrin

re"isin;i)

20-

291

1

.: 1

1

ma.'hiues, was notable

the appearance of some Scott macliines. which climbed
up well,hill in

so did
corner

F.

V
H,

good style.

foi

the
andNewman, as usual, went

Barnes. Felix Scriven on a Rudge came up to th(

very fast, but failed to pick up. Result :

W. Barnes (3l Zenith) 1 0^
Taylor (3.^ Rudge) 1 4^

C. Newman (3i Ivy Precision) ... ... 1 5^

Class 2a, ccnifined to amateuis, resulted :

V. Tavlor (3^ Rudge) 1 4^
P. Toifree (3^ Matchless-Jap) 1 7

J. Day (3^ Bradbury. 3-speed) 1 23|

Baulked by Non^coirpetitors.
Class 3, for multi-cylinders, had only two runners. One,

J. Mi Somerville (5 h.p. Matchless), was baulked by a

non-competitor, with the lesnlt that he failed to take the
corner and fell, luckily breaking nothing but a few teeth.

Tire winner was F. W. Baines on a 6 h.p. Zenith, who
travelled well, but was Is. slower than his 3^ h.p.

Class 4, variable gears, not exceeding 560 c.c. Result :

P. Weatherilt (3l Zenith) ... "... ... 1 14^
H. Gibson (3^ Bradburv) ... 1 24J

K. Myers (3i Scott) ." :.. 1 32

Class 5, single-cylinder racing machines to 500 c.c.—There
was considerable excitement in this class, for there was
some vei'y bad riding, some of the competitors coming oft'

at tile corner and others wobbling in an atrocious manner.

Hugh Gibson (3^ Bradbury) approaching the corner. The large number o(
spectitors present will be noted.

While competing m this event P. AVeatherilt (Zenith)
made the fastest single-cylinder time of the day. Hoffman
on a Triumph made a very good ascent, and H. Pi,eed (Dot)
did well, the result being :

P. Weatherilt (3^ Zenith)
J. A. Hoffman (3^ Triuhiph)
H. Reed (3^ Dot-

m. s.

591
1 3J

1 6i

J. iMackuy i2t Sin:;er, nnl'.in,^ a '.^ooj c'i u'l. He securoj soconJ plac3 in i is cl \j^.

The Amateur Class.
Class 6a was the same as Class 6, but confined to ama-

teurs. Dawson (B.S.A.) came a cropper, but was not hurt,
as likewise did Birkett (Triumph). Result :

V. Taylor (3^ Rudge) 14*
J. A. Hoffman (3^ "Triumph) 1 5
P. Tolfree (3^ Matchless-Jap) 1 10^

.
Class 7, open to any motor cycle not exceeding 1,000 c.c,

broitght out some good ascents. JNliss Hind took the cornel
very well. Weatherilt, after some fearful wobbles, parted
company with his machine. Barnes and Shaw were evi-

dently too fast for the hill, for they were continually
cutting out ; and T. Hargreaves was one of the imfortunate
ones who were baulked by non-competitors. Result :

*F. W. Barnes (8 Zenith) 581
H. D. Shaw (8 Zenith) 1 Oi
V. Taylor (3|^- Rudge) 1 4^

* Fastest time of day, winning Eric S. Myers Trophy.
Class 7a was confined to amateurs. Miss Hind again

rude well, but Shaw was this time unfortunate, and fell.

Result :

V. Taylor (3^ Rudge) 1 4^
- A. Somerville (7 Indian) 1 6^

.Miss Hind (6 Rex) 1 8

la Class 8 the only competitors were Gibson and Barnes
both doing splendidly. Result :

F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith sc.) 1 15-^

H. Gibson (3i- Bradbury .sc.) 1 42f
Tho class confined to members of the Ilkley and District

-M.C.C. was run on an improvement basis, competitors
attempting to improve on a certain set si)eed. Result :

Speed Speed
Time, given, attained.

m.p.h. m.p.h.
J. H. Hoffman (5i T.T. Triumph) 65^8. 38.66 38.58
.1. Norman Longfield (3J Scott) ... 835s. 35.62 30.11
iiert Cowling (5 Indian) 78is. 37.75 32.05
'I'lu^ winner takes the Dawson Challenge Cup and club gold

iDi^da], the others silver and bronze medals respectively.
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
May 23rd

., 25tU

„ 27th

„ 29th

8.E4 p.m.
8.56 „
8.59 „
9.1 „

Miss Hcugh Progressing Favouraljly.

Tuesday's report concerning Miss
Hougb's condition is distinctly favour-
able. Fortunately no bones were broken,
the cuts on the face being the most
serious.

Eiimingham to Land's End and Bade.

There are thirty-four entries for the
Birmingham M.C.G. second trial to

Land's End and back for the Lycett
Trophy. The outward run is on Satur-
day, and the return journey on Whit-
Woirdaj'.

A.C.C. de France.

The Committee of the Auto Cycle Club
de France is now busy looking for a

suitable circuit over which to hold the
Grand Pri.x race on June 16th. There
are five classes for motor bicycles from
250 c.c. to 5C0 c.c. , and three (lasses for

tricars and sidecars from 350 c.c. to
1,000 c.c.

Petrol Consumption.

In the issue of May 9th, we published
a letter in our correspondence columns
signed " Enquirer," quei'ying.the amount
of petrol consumed by the average 3^ h.p.
standard engine. The replies received
in answer to this letter are so numerous
that we are summarising them for publi-
cation next week. It is worthy of note
that our statements and those of the
makers are fully confirmed with regard
to average consumption.

Grand Prix de Champagne.

The date of the above event, which is

being organised by the Tom'ing Moto Club
of li'rance, has been altered from June
9th to June 2nd. This is in consequence
of an agricultural meeting which is to be_
held on the course on the original date.
The course is 225 kilometres in length, 45
kilometres per lap. Two British com-
petitors have already entered, G. E.
Stanley and Ee.x Mundy, who will ride
Singers.

B.M.C.E.C. Fourth Members' Meeting.

The fourth members' meeting of the
B.il.C.R.C, fixed for Saturday, June
1st, includes three invitation car races,

in which motor cycles of 500, 750, and
1,000 c.c. capacities will race against
cars, besides a five-lap cyclecar handicap
and an hour race for all-comers. Racing
commences at 2.30 p.m. Entries close

first post Tuesday, the 28th inst.

A six hours' race has been, suggested,
and, provided it is sufficiently supported,
will be arranged durinn; the season.

Fiv3 Miles Flying Start Rerord.

G. E. Stanley made an attempt on
the hour record at Brooklands last

Friday on his Singer, but was stopped
" by a broken inlet valve spring. He,
however, broke tlie five -miles (Class C)
fiying start record, his time being 4m.
2t)|s., which equals 67.51 m.p.h.

A Clean Ascent of Porlock on the Run.
In thi TL-liabilitv trial to Porluck and

back, hild hv thi Bristol iM.C.C., W. \V.

Douglas, riding a Williamsun sidecar
machine; ascended Porlock Hill with
W. Rcs;iter, who weiglis 13 stones, as

l)assenger. The lov,' gear was 8i to 1.

Arthur Moorhouse Msmorial Fund.

Donations which amount to £177 2s.

have been previously published. The
third list is just to hand, and amounts to

£24 7s., bringing tlie total of the fund to

£201 9s., the amounts fur which liave

b,.'^n either promised or actually paid."

75 : m.p.h. on a 3i h.p.

For fear the paragraph in our last

i.<sue regarding G. E. Stanley's wonderful
speed of 75^ m.p.h. on a 34 h.p. Singer
should be misinterpreted, we are asked to
explain that the speed attained is not due
to any special shape of cam—which
some readers imagine is the case—but to

the special setting of the valves, which
naturally is a secret of the Singer Co.
If Stanley has - occasion to leave his

machine unattended he takes special care
to alter the adjustment.

SPECIAL FEATURES.

FIRST AMATEUR OPEN HILL-CLIMB

•I-MVASION " OF RUGBY.
Coventry Motorists v. Boy Scouts.

SHOULD LADIES BE ALLOWED TO
RACE ?

The Motor Cycle in Johannesburg.

On March 31st last year, 429 motor
bicycles had been registered in Johannes-
biiig. Tliis year at the same date the
number liad increased to 833, nearly
double.

Tourist Trophy Races.

Xo secure a good position at the start,

intending entrants for the above should
send in their entry forms to the secretary

the A.C.U., 89, Pall Mall, S.W., as

soon as possible. The winners of last

year's races will start first, and alter

them tho starting positions will be

allotted in accordance with receipt of

entry.

R.A.C. Warning Signs.

At the request of the Dorset county
surveyor the R.A.C. has agreed to erect

one of its special danger signs at Broad-
stone, on Corfe Hill, on the road between
Corfe Mullen and Poole. Tliere is a hair-

pin bend on a steep gradient at this place,
and the danger is so acute that the ordi-

nary red triangle has been of little eft'ect.

The R.A.C. special danger sign is speci-

ailv intended for use in such circumstances.

Final of singlc-jylinder class in tlie Manchester Mptor Giub's bill-climb at Heyden Bridge, Woodhead.
H. Smith (Triumph) winner, leading H. Taylor (Bradbury) and W. Munroe (Rover). (See Club News pages).

Big
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Douglas
VIBHATIONLESS LIGHTWEIGHT

Proof
of its

Power
and

Hill- Climbing

Capability.

Sidecars and Modern Lightweights.
iSiV;—It may interest some of your readers to hear tlie

results of attactiing a light sidecar to my 1911 model , E
Douglas.

I had not previously driven one until the 27th ult., but
after a short spin without a passenger I found one suffi-

ciently daring to trust herself in my hands. To my
sui-prise the little twin made comparatively light of Highgate
Hill on the low gear and took Barnet Hill on top, and
continuing my trip to Hitchin I had only to use the low
gear occasionally, and, but for a strong headwind, I tliink

this would have been unnecessary. 1 ftiight add that I

have no intei'est other than that of a thoroughly satisfied

user. R. W. WEBB.

BIRMINGHAM M.C.C.MEMBERS'HILL-CLIMBat HIGHIEYHILL.MAY 11th

Class 1, DOUGLAS FIRST.
The hill has a maximum gradient of 1 in 5.

NORTH MIDDLESEX M.C.C. RELIABILITY TRIAL, MAY 5th.

Miss Hammett, DOUGLAS, SILVER MEDAL. G. L. Fletcher, DOUGLAS,
BRONZE MED.AL. " Fletcher made a fine performance on Sunrising Hill "

—

vide

report in "THE MOTOR CYCLE."

IPSWICH AND DISTRICT M.C.C. HILL-CLIMB. MAY 11th.

Classes IV. and V., F. G. Hammond, DOUGLAS, SECOND.

SHEFFIELD UNIVERSITY M.C.C. INAUGURAL COMPETITION. MAY 11th.

Lightweight Class, DOUGLAS, SECOND. This event was held on a steep by-way
with a gradient of 1 in 5.

MAY WE SEND YOU FULL DETAILS OF OUR MODELS 7

DOUGUAS BROS.,Kmgswood, BRISTOL.
Telephone—No. 51. Telegrams—"Douglas, Kingswood." London—336, Goswell Road, E.C,

io J II answcn.mi tli'iN adrcrtUctnnnl. li t« de-^iyiililr. to hhiiIkiii "
'/'/le lUuli/r t'l/cU.'
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Cyelecars.

The cyclecar trials arranged by the
Birmingham- M.C.C. for Saturday last,

were postponed until July 20th owing to
clashing of dates.

Australian Eour Record.

We have advice from Melbourne that
J. Lukey (3^ h.p. Triumph) has beaten
the Australian hour record by covering
in that time sixty-two miles. The ride
took place on the new sports ground at
Melbourne.

Paris Show Arrangements.
The thirteenth French Show of cars,

niotor cycles, and cycles will be held in

the Grand Palais, Paris, from December
7th to 22nd. Applications for space
should be addre&sed to the secrecary,
51, rue Pergolese, Paris, not later than
July 1st.

A Fillip to the Cyclecar Industry.

We hear that H.S.H. Prince George
of Battehberg has placed an order for an
3-10 h.p." cyclecar sociable. Prince George
is the first member of the Eoyal Family
to patronise this section of the industry,
and has selected the firm of Duocars,
Ltd., for his patronage.

Testimonial to Mr. F. Straight.

Several readers have fallen in with
F. Dover's suggestion, published last

month, to present a framed testimonial
to the late secretary of the A.C.U., Mr.
F. Straight, and have sent us their
signatures for facsimile on to a testi-

monial. The vellum will be placed in

the artist's hands within the next few
days, therefore any readers who would
like their signatures to appear on it

should send them at once addressed to
the editor. Doubtless there are many
competitors in past A.C.U. trials and
others who would like to show their
appreciation of Mr. Stiaight's services in
the above form.

Hill-climb and Speed Trials in South
Wales.

The South Wales A.C. and Cardifl'M.C.
will jointly hold an open and clused hill-

climb at Caerphilly on July 18th, and
speed trials at the Rest Bay Sands,
Porthcawl, on July 20tli. There will be
numerous classes in the motor cycle
events, and the formula used will be that

W
lecorarnended by The Motor Ci/de, 7^

—

There is also a class for cyclecars in each
event. Entries close on July 10th. In-
formation may be obtained from the
joint hon. secretaries, Mr. J. T. Willows
and ^'r. H. B. Jotham, 12, Duke Street,
Cardiff.

Side-slip Up-to-date.

A witness in a recent collision case was
asked by counsel what happened to the
motor cycle'? The reply was, "Oh, that
oocksiddled over." The judge (Sir
William Selfe) : "That's a new word,;
how do you spell it?" The witness, who
:ame from Christchurch, said he did not
know, but it was a Hants expression.
ihe judge then asked, amid laughter,
if they cocksiddled at Christchurch, and
was told thai the word applied to the
over-turning of boats. The next time a
motor cyclist has a bad skid he should
remember to smile and remark that he
Qierelv cocksiddled over.

[H0)TO1^ l^EMTS

May 24 to 27.—M.C.C. London to Edin-
burgh Run.

„ 27.— Dublin M.C.C. Open Reliability

Trial and Sidecar Com-
petition.

,, 27.—Coik and District M.C.C. Open
Trial to Abbevleix and back.

„ 27 & 28.--Bradford " M.C.C. Open
Iri^il to Dunbar and back.

June I.—Birmingham M.C.C. Open liill-

chmb at \Venlock Ed^e.

,, T.— Liverpool .^.C.C. Open HLU-
chmb.

„ I.—BM.C.K.C. Race .\I.-etini>.

„ 1'.- M.C.C. TEAM IRIAL.

In the 'Wind.

A weii-Known manufactirrer, whose
name was a by-word in the motor cycle
world a few years ago, is contemplating
making a three-wheeled sociable, all

three wheels of which 'will be detachable.
.A famous engineer in the motor car
world is designins a new, and we are led
to understand entirely successful, hydrau-
lic transmission for motor bicycles.

New Sidscar Counter-shaft Transmission.

During the iiivasion of Rugby by the
Coventry and Warwickshire Slotor Club
last Sattuday we came upon Roy W.
Walker with a 3^ h.p. New Hudson and
sidecar. His machine was fitted with a
very neat chain-driven counter-shaft and
an 8in. front belt pulley. We learn that
this fitting is as yet experimental but is

giving every satisfaction. It has the
advantage of permitting the use of a kick
starter, and the large diameter front
pulley increases the life of the belt and
practically prevents slip.

Wen'ock.
Harley Bank, Wenlock, is being

favoured for hill-cltnibing contests.

Another open event has been arranged
by the Birmingham M.C.C. for June 1st.

Stolen Maeh.ne.

A 5| h.p. Precision engined motor
cycle and sidecar was stolen from the
garage of Dr. Yates, City Road„:,Higher
Openshaw, Manchester, in the early hours
of the loth inst. The engine number is

3605, frame number 202. The sidecar has
a torpedo body, and the transfers on the
tank and steering head of machine and
mudguard of sidecar bear the following

inscription: "The Rudolph," W. Raines
and Son, Victoria Works, Fairfield, Man-
chester.

The Motor Cycle in Holland.

In sending us a photograph of the
opening meet of the Dutch Motor Cycle
Club, Mr. Citroen, the hon. secretary,

states that the pastime is making great
headway in that country, and every
week new members ai-e elected. The
international reliability trial on August
5th is doing much to liven things up.
F.N. and N.S.U. machines are the
most popular machines in use ; there are
a few samples of British mounts, includ-
ing Matchless, Rudge, Triumph, and
Douglas.

Police Traps.

We have received information that a
police trap is worlung in the Fenny
Stratford five-mile limit. The police, we
are informed, are very active.

On several occasions lately plain clothes
men have timed motor cyclists on Wester-
ham Hill, and summonses have been
issued for driving to the common danger.

, .
FIRST AMATEUR OPEN HILL-CLIMB.

Miss N. Hough (2J h.p. Douglas), a pluelty rider who experienced a bad fall on Saturday at Wenlock.
; The snapshot was taken a moment before she fell.
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N.W. London A.C.C. Open Passenger Trial.

THE success attending the N.W. London M.C.C. open
trial for passenger machines last Saturday was
attained beforehand by days of hard work on the
part of the club's enthusiastic honorary officers, who

had made up their minds there should be iio cause for

complaint. The somewhat intricate portions of the route

near London and beyond Lanbury were arrowed in un-

mistakable fashion, not only by stout cards on walls, trees,

etc., but also by ground posts at the same spots, so that

if a competitor missed seeing one placed high, he was sure

to be confronted by a lower one.

A novel system of route directing was also introduced,

which we hope will be imitated by ali other clubs organising

open reliability trials. Where any corner or awkward turn

At the start from Jack Straw's Cajtle. G. Weslacolt (4 h.p. Zenith), G. Coombes
(7 h.p. Indian), and J. Gibbs (2} h.p. Humber).

had to be negotiated, large cards bearing the words " right
"

or " left " respectively were affixed at least fifty yards before

reaching a corner, and with this preparation drivers had
enough warning to prevent them over-running places with
which they were unacquainted. The route card was also a
model production, it contained explicitly condensed direc-

tions—in case the route arrows were missed—very full tables

of intermediate and total distances out and home, columns
for check timing, and instructions for the checks, the latter

printed black for the outward journey and red for the
homeward trip, together with the most important of the
governing regulations.

Mr. Frank Thomas, the hon. secretary of the event, had
the route arrowed locally from each end late on Friday,

and was out on the road by 3 a.m. on Saturday to make
certain that everything was in order, and to this official

many of the competitors, through the medium of The Motor
Ci/i-h, desire to tender their appreciation of his splendid
organising capabilities.

TimeKeeping and Checking.
The prol)l(!m of agreement between timekeepers' watches

rn roiiti: was simplified by an official travelling ahead of

the men who checked all llie watches outwards to Coventry
and repeated the checking homewards, leaving nothing to

chance.
Advantage was taken of the orgaiiisation to include a class

for mc.mbrrs on solo machines, this being supported by
fouri-ccn roiriju-t lUn'S. The ''opi'ii" class was confined tn

passenger niacliincB, with thilxy-thrce competitors, made up
e[ twenty-seven sidecars and six cyclecara.

The starling point was at the top of Hampstead Heath,
wlienci; the first driver was des|)altlu'd promptly at 7 a.m.
rid the lanes (<i lOdgware, up Hrofkli-y Hill, at'ross Bushoy
Heath, tlirongb Walford, 'I'ring, Aylesbury, Bicester, Ban-
bnry, dfiwri SiiMrisiiig Hill, tlirongh Etlingtori, VVarwicU,
Kenihvorlh. and oji lolhe King's Jlead Hotel at Coventry,
102 miles. There was a nonstop section from the start to

Aylesbnry, the leturn jonrrn^y hcing over the same route, and
the non-stop section being Coventry to the summit of Siin-

rising, this latter section also terminating a timed schednir.

B22

The weather conditions were good, the rain clouds only
dropping a sprinkle for a couple of minutes in the morning,
the remainder of the journey being made more pleasant, by
just enough sunshine. Going out, the only unfortunate
driver in the non-stop section was W. 0. Oldham (6 Bat),

with a punctured rear tyre close to Tring, who, making a

smart repair, was able to run in on time at Aylesbury,
Near Banbury, H. J. Pooley (5^ Premier) was thrown by a

big dog. Pooley turned a double somersault and landed on
his hands ; although wearing thick gauntlet gloves, his left

hand was badly lacerated, but he pluckily continued and ran
back home to time on the damaged machine.
Banbury was fateful for another N.W. London man, C.

Williams (8 Chater-Lea sidecar), an exhaust valve rocker
breaking in the timing gear case and causing his retirement.

A. G. Clayton (3^ Humber sc), running dead to schedule
within a mile of Coventry, was stopped by a choked car-

buretter jet, and was a couple of minutes late. E. W. Ash-
worth (8 Chater-Lea sc.) stopped a mile or two earlier, and
after spending half an hour to locate the trouble was ex-
asperated to discover it was only a wad of fluff in the fuel

pipe. Almost within sight of the limcheon spot Glyn Row-
den (3^ Triumph) was put out of the contest by engine
trouble. Osmond Hill (8 G.N. cyclecar) punctured near War-
wick, and had a repetition of the trouble in control at
Coventry ; as repairs were prohibited in control, and he would
have suffered a possible double penalty on the non-stop sec-

tion, he retii'ed.

Performances on Sunrising Hill,
The centre of interest on the return journey was Sun-

rising Hill, and arriving there with hot engines a number
of failures were expected, but few were recorded. The
star performances were made amongst the single-cylinder
sidecar machines by J. R. Haswell, who achieved a sur-

prisingly fast ascent upon a 3^ Triumph with the two-
speed 'Triumph bottom bracket gear, and A. G. Clayton
(3^- Humber sc. with Humber hub gear), who punctured
the rear driving wheel tyre near the foot of the hill, but
reached the summit without a falter.

So far as we could learn from the officials, the failures

were : G. B. Coombes (7 2-sp. Indian), J. Gibbs (2| 2-sp.

Humber), P. C. Dewhurst (^ Rudge), E. G. Westacott

(3-i Zenith-Gradua), W. P. Tippit (3-^ 2-sp. Humber sc),

and W. S. Percival (3^ 2-sp. Humber sc), the two latter

dropping their passengers. The five cyclecars all made
good ascents. Miss L. Berend (4 O.K. -Precision sc), after

climbing the hill well, had to retire at Aylesbury with a
burst cover.

The following completed the journey in schedule time,

but the awards will depend upon the intermediate checks :

Sidecars.—Woolwich M.C.C. Teaji.

C. R. Collier (8 Matchless) I H. A. Collier (8 Matchless)
R. E. Guest (8 Matchless)

|
J. Tassell (8 Matchless)

Streatham and District M.C.C. Team.
R. G. IMundy (4 Singer) 1 W. 0. Oldman (6 Bat)
S. T. Tessier (6 Bat) I

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Team.
J. R. Haswell (3i Triumph)

I
G. T, Newsome (3^ Rover)

N.W. London M.C.C. Team.
A. C. Robins (3^ Humber). (Other members of tcan

retired.)

Siri'cESSFUL Sidecar Machines.
Frank Smith (5-6 Clyno)
H. W. Lambert (8 Chater-
Lea)

A. S. Phillips (8 V.S.-Jap)
A. .7. Dixon (4 Singer)

J. Oliplumt (3i Premier)

Cyclecars.

Hal Hill (8 Zenith)
W. P. Tippit (3J, Humber)

Percival (Si Humber)
Whcittland '(6 Match-

W. S.

F. S.

less

Fred Hill (5-6 A. C. Sociable)

.). 'J'. Wood (8 G.W.K.)
t!. M. Keiller (8 ti.W.K.)

' Me.m nuns'
II. J. Pooley (3i Premier)
W. t'oopor (3i Bradbury)
H. Bean (6 i\latchless)

Jj. Joiner (3^ Brown)
G. H. Ilollis (23 Dmiglas)
H. Kar'slake (3^ Roverl

H. Morgan
E. Wilmott

(8 Morgan)
Morgan)

Soi,o Cr.Ass.

Erie Hcise (3.', P. and M.)
]'. H. Goddard (2^ Douglas,
G. B. Coombes (7 Indian)
.). Gibbs (2= Humber)
P. C. Dewhurst (3^ Rudge,
E. G. Westacott (3^ Zenith)
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DuiUn and ttstriet K.C'.C.

The flexibility trial, held on the 18tli iiist., canie to an
abrupt termination by an unfortunate accident to R. Dunphy,
which resulted in a compound fracture of his Ifg.

Scarborough and District M.C.

The tl'iird annual spe?d trials will take placp. on Whit-
Monday on a new course which gives an excellent straight
mile. Seven classes for all types of motor cycles have been
included. H. D. Shaw, the present holder of the Webster
trophy, is again competing in the "all-comers' " class.

Herts Couii:y M.C.C. .

At a meeting of Herts County -motor, cyclists, held at the
Re<I Lion, Hatfield, on the 15th inst., it was decided
unanimously to start a county cluh catering solely -for motor
cyclists, iwo hon. secretaries were elected. Mr. E. C.
Jarvis and Mr. C. C. Cooke. The former will be respon-
sible for member.';' events, and the latter for <jpen events.

VVillesden Green C. and M.C.C.
Tli3 first competition was held on the 11th inst. End took'

the foi-m of a speed-judging and reliability trial over a
circular, course to Huntingdon and back. Owing to the
severity of the course onlv eight finished to time. Result :

A. W. Loughhn (3^ Triumph), 1st; C. N. Stafford (3i-
Humber), 2nd; and W. J. Turner (3i Triumph), 3rJ.

Pontefract M.C.C.

The annual speed trials on Thursday last were held in
Byram Park by permission. The bad weatkar, however,
practically spoilt the event, and the slippery road made
very fast speeds impossible.

In the half-mile tiying start the result was : H. Craven
(3^ Triumph), Capt. Smith (32- Bat), and E. Lees, winrer
of the mul;i-cylinder class (3| Scott). Fastest time of the
day was made by R. Gill on a 3^ Rudge.

Dkley ani. District M.C.C.

The Founder's Trophy Reliability Trial was run off last

week.. This year the course was as follows : Ilkley, Skipton,
Gisburn, Hellifield, Grassington, Pateley Bridg;, where two
hours were allowed for lunch, thence rid Riuon. Harrogate,
Skipton, to Ilkley. There were twenty entries. The winners
of the trial proved to be as follows (handicap results) :

1. Walter Mangham (3^ Premier and sc), the Founder's
Trophy, the club goH medal, and special gold medal for
the best performance by a novice.

2. Roy Cowling (3^- Matchbss), the club silver medal, and
special gold medal for perfectly clean schedule.

3. B. Fbtt and A. Claughtcn (3i Triumphs), thj club
bronze medals.

R^sstmoTland M.C.C.

A hill-climb was held on the 16th inst., on a local hill

named the Greyhound. Results :

SlNGLE-CTLINDER Cl.\SS-

Time. Formula.
1. G. W. Braithwaite (3i Zenith) ... 51s. ... 64.6
2. B. Jefferys (3^ Triumph) 57s. ... 70.5

3 R. Bownass (3^- Matchless) ... ... 51|s. ... 78.6

Twin Class.
1. L. S. Parder (3^ Scott) 55|s. ... E2.4
2. J. W Nelson {3^ -Scott! 65s. ... 85.1

3. R. Shaw (3i Scott) 65s. .-- 88.1

Fastest time of day.—A. J. Moffat '(5 Zenith), COs.

The A.C.U. ha%ang disquaUfied a competitor for having
ridden a machine which was not his own property in Class

9 (amateur class) of the Brigsteer open climb (Easter Mon-
day), F. W. B.irnes takes the prize for fastest time of

the day.

York County ffi.C.O.

The annual hill-climb was held on the 12ih inst. The hill

was near Cilossop and rises i.500 feet in two miles. Results:
1. U. Buckley (8 Zenith) X
2. J. A. Preiidergast (3i T.T. Rudge) ... i- il

3. A. iMcConnochie (5 Indian) .. f 18

Knock-out races (handicap).

Final.—McConnochie (5 Indian) beat Waterman (5 Bat).

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

The annual -Welsh run is fixed for Saturday, June 1st,

starting at 7.30 a.m., and journeying iki Shrewsbury. Lunch
will be taken at Lake'Vyrmw (1C4 miles) at 1.3C p.m.. and
the afternoon spent there. In the evening a move will he
made for Llangollen, and the next dav .members will attempt

the mountain road between Bala and Dinas Mawddwy, re-

turning home in the afternoon.

Manchester M.C.

The first competition of the season took place on the 18th

inst: in delightfui weather. The hill was the usual one at

Heyden Bridge, ana the course was a nnie in length. The
competitors were handicapped on weight and h.p., so many
seconds start being allowed sr.d the ric'.srs sent up in pairs.

The fastest time was accomplished by H. ^Marsden (7-9

Matchliss) in Im. 15.5. Rssidts :

SiNGLE-cTLiNDSRS. Weight H'cap.
lbs. sees.

1. J. Smith (3', Triumph, private) ... 228 ... 12

2. H. Taybr (3^ Bradbury^ private) ... 315 ... 12
5. W. Munroe (3^ Rover, trade) ... 335 ... 12

TwnNs.
1. H. ilarsden (7-9 Matchless, private) 590 ... 8

2. J. McCann (7 Indian, private) ... 413 ... 5

3. F. Sirett.(7 Indian, trade) J78 ...scr.

SiDEC.iKS.

1. H. Bottoms (3i Triumph, trade) ... 540 ... 25
2. P. Piatt (3i Bradbury, trade) ... 604 ... 10

3. W. Miles (3i Humber) ... ... — ...
—

Sheffleld and HaJlamshire M.C.C.

The club held its sneed trials on the 18th inst. in a by-lane

near Baslow, Derbyshire. The day was delightfully fine,

and a large gathering witnessed some fast speeds on a

course which was not by any means level- The first 150

yards were on a slight down grade, but the remainder of the

course had an up gradient of 1 in 20 The course was 1,100

yards long, and a flying start was allowed. Results :

Cl.ass I.—Lightweights.
1. J. Haslam (2| Douglas) 55|s.

2. H. Dakin (23 Douglas) 64ts.

3. V\'. Torr (2i Douglas) 93is.

Cl-4SS n.—Standard Single-cylinders.

1. D. Bradbury (3^. Norton) ... ' 38^8.

2. J. A. Stacev (3f,.Rudge) 45|s.

3. S. Sawer (3i Premier; 45is.

C-LASS III.—T.T. Single-cylinders.

1. J. Nicholson 15^ Campion) 40s.

2. J. Haslam (3i Premier) 40|s.

3. F. H. Ronksley (3^ Rudge) 43-^s.

Cl-1SS IV.—Standard Multi-cvUnder Machines.
1. E. L. Moxey (8 Matchless) 35?s.

2. C. E. Nicholls (8 Zenith) 36is.

3. R. G'arnett (5 ^Matchless) 37s.

Cl.->-S,s V.—For any jNIachine.

1. C. E. Nicholls (8 Zenith) 55|s.

2. E. L. Moxey (8 Matchless) 36?s.

3. D. Biadbury (3i Norton) ... ^
37J-S.

The timing was mechani ,al, and was in the hands ot Mr.

J. W. F. Tranmer. of Scarborough, his ingjnious contrivance

eliciting much favourable comment.
E2=;
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Club News.—

Central Technical College M.C.C.

This club has been revived after two years, and has at

present a membership of thirty.

A members' hill-climb was held on May 4th, on a hill

leading out of Wooburn, off the main Oxford Road. The
gtadient io not very severe, the average over the whole
length being 1 in 10, with a pitch of 1 in 7 on the top

corner. Results .

1.

2.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

(JLASS I.—Lightweights, 350 c.c.

H. Dring (2i F.N.)
N. Pocock (2| Douglas)

Class II.—Touring models, 600 c.c.

Firth m Zenith)
D. Lewin (5^ Triumph)
F. Elderton (3^ Zenith)

Class III.—T.T. models, 600 c.c.

Richards (3^ Rudge)
Drew (3^ Zenith)
Buchanan (3^ Norton)

Class IV.—Open.
R. Firth (3i Zenith)

G. S. Drew (6 Zenith)

A. T, Richards (3i Rudge)

Class V.—Sidecars.

Drew (6 Zenith)

S.

S.

R.
H.
E.

A. T.
I\I. G.
E. L.

G. S.

H. H. Bagnall (8 Chater-Lea)

46|s.

62is.

24|s.

26is.

27is.

24is.

25is.
28s.

20is.

23fs.

24is.

32is.
40s.

Sufrey M.C.C.

An inter-team reliability trial, extending from Guildford
to Arundel, by way of Petworth and Bury, and returning

to Milford by way of Petworth and Midhurst, was held

on May 15th.

Competitors were required to make non-stop runs, and the

performances on Bury Hill were carefully observed. The
following made non-stop runs :

Marks lost.

H. Crow (Sj Zenith-Gradua) liS.

C.

P.
F.
H.
H.

A. Crow (8 Chater-Lea)
Kirk (3^ Triumph)
A. McNab (Sj Trump-Jap)
K. Owtram (Sj Triumph)
Jlitchell (3i Premier) ...

2i
4

5

n
Hants Motor Cycle Unior.

Owing to the kindness of Lord Asliburton who allowed
tlie use of his park at The Grange, the Hants M.C.U. wera
able to hold a most successful hill-climbing contest. Results :

Cl.ass I.—Under ,340 c.c.

Entrant, Macliine, and Club. Marks.
1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

1.

2.

3.

A

S. J. Rogers (2 Humber), Soutliampton ... .024

T. Thompson (2| Douglas), Portsmouth ... .022

T. Little (2J Douglas), Fleet 0187

Clas.s II.—Under 500 (touring).

F. Tappenden {5^ Premier), Portsmouth ... .024

Percy Kiln (35 New Hudson), Portsmouth .023

Melvin Clark (3^ Zenith), Portsmouth ... .022

Clas.s III.—T.T. Singles.

Rafe Barclay (3i Rudge), Fleet 025
G. E. Eystoii (3i Rudge), Bournemouth ... .020

W. Blackmore (4J, Calthorpe), Bournemoutli .019

Class IV.
—

^Twins.

A. W. Moore (6 Zenith), Portsmouth ... .0187

J. 0. Kimber (6 Matchless), Fleet ... .0184

J. J. Edney (6 Zenith), Portsmouth ... .016

Class V.—All-comers.

Rafe Barclay (3^ Rudge), Fleet 026
Percy Kiln (3^ New Hndsoii), Portsmouth .025

R. II. Williunis (3i Bat), Winchester ... .021

Class VI.—Sidecars.

Percy Kiln (3J, New Hudson), Porl.'imoiith .031

Melvin Clark (3^ Zcinth), Port.smoulh ... ,021

H, S. Illingworth (3i New Hnd.son),
Poitanicjutli 020

Cla.ss VII,
H, II, Heather (3^ Humber), Winchester 4,17
R. C, l'ear,siin (3J, Premier), Porl.Knionlli 4,6
T. Thoin|iscjn (2^' Dunghis), Portsmouth 3

On the 19th
of the season.

MAY 23rd, igi2.

Mersey M.C,
inst. was held the first members' hill-cUmb

Results

:

Singles.

J. H. Fox (3^ Rudge multi)

C. L, Scott (3i Rudge)
JI, Rimmer (3j Zenitli)

SiDECAKS.
F, Rees (oi Rudge, N.S,U,)
W, E, Smith (5 Zenith-Gradua)
S, W, Phillpott (3i Humber 2-sp,) ...

Lightweights.
F. C. Jones (2i Singer Hxed)
N. Brown (2^ Hazlewood, Armstrong)

Twins,
G, H, Lake (4 Scott)

E. F. Baxter. (6 Rex)

Time. Fig. of merit.

Om. 561s.

Om.
Om.

Im.
Im.
2m.

Im.
Im.

Im.
Om.

52s,

56|s.

23is,

Ibis.

Ois.

2s.

l&|s.

20?s.

45is.

70.7

70.9

74.7

73.05
86.1

92.2

56.2

71.3

102.07
112.4

For the Whitsuntide week-end a

to Lake Vrynwy.

Wigan M.C.
The results of the hill-climb at Rivingtou Pike on the 12th

inst. are as follows

:

Class I.—Lightweights.
1. P. Wiltshire (2^ Singer)
2. Russell King (2-| Enfield) :

3. Leslie Parks (2^ Enfield)

Class II.—Touring Singles.

1. P. Wiltshire (2^ Singer)
2. G. Dickinson (3^ Triumph)
3. R. Rimmer (3^ Triumph)

Class III.—Multi-cylinders.
1. *W. Bolton (6 Enfield) ..'.

2. J. Baker (3| Scott. 1911)
3. Dr. Aikraan (2J Douglas)

*Bolton accomplished fastest time of the day.
CUASS rV\—T.T. Machines,

1. Bert Timberlake (3^ Premier)
2. A. Mynekvme (3^ Triumph)
3. R. King (3i Triumph) ...

run has been arranged

65.85
93.14

102.51

66.03
79.10

79.57

91.23

101.40

115.90

76.75
81.92

86:99
Class V.—Variable Gears (starting and stopping).
1. P. Wiltshire (2i Singer) 86.21
2. R. Rimmer (3;^- Triumph) 109.85

Class VII.—Sidecar Class.

1. Graham Dickinson (3^ Triumph and sc.) 74.20
2. W. Bolton (6 Enfield and sc.) 85.93

Bishop Auckland, Darlington, and District M.C.
The above club held a hill-climb on Penny Bank, near

Barnard Castle, on Wednesday, the 24th ult. The results

T'xC
on the formula —rr^— as recommended by 27(C Motor C'l/cle

were as follows :

Class I.. Touring Singles.—1, P. Kirkup (Triumph); 2,

H. S. Moon (23 New Hudson); 3, H. N. Hull (Zenith).
Class III., T.T. Singles.—1, C. W. Smith (Smith-Precision) ;

2, J. P. Forster (T.T. Rudge) ; 3. F, G. Wake (T,T. Triumph).
Class IV., All-comers.—1, C. W. Smith (Smith-Precision);

winner of Triumph gold medal; 2, H. Mason (Matchless);
3, V. G. Wake (T.T. Triumph).

Class IV,, Sidecars,—1, A, B, Hare (T,T, Triumph and
sidecar); 2, E. 0. Presland (Chater-Lea and sidecar).

team trial will be licM oji W'liil .VIonrlay,
A C,N, cyclecar owned b.y F. Tliomas wliich took part in the N.W. London M.C.C.

IriAl last Saturday. Miss Tliomas is seen at tlio whool.
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SUNTIDE

il yo'j our

HY"->

FOR SOLO WORK
Teken from another recent teslimonial.

" Delightful to forget you have tyres. Up till now have completed S.ooo iniljs without a puncture."
(Si^aeJ) A. J. .\TTVVOOD, Lansdowne Gardens, S.W.

"I
What the " Passenger " Type Cover is to the sidecar combination co the

Hutchinson 'Tourist Trophy" Rubber Studded
is to the solo machine of 3i h.p.

Just as much care is exercised in its manufacture, just as fine materials are used. It is the correct tyrts

for the power and will be found to give complex satisfaction.

If your machine does not exceed 31- h.p. fit the H jtchin;on " Tourist Trophy " cover and forget you have tyres.

PRICES:
"PASSENGER "RUBBER STUDDED. "TOURISTTROPHY" RUBBER STUDDED.

Size. Covers. Tubes- Size. Covers. Tubes. Size. Covers*- Tubes, Siz'.;, Covers. Tuliea.

26x21.. 46/ ..10/3 28x3 ..50 3. 13/3 2?x2 .35/- .. 8/3 26 x 2i . . 37/- . . 11/3
26 X 2| . . 47/6 . . 11/3 28 x 2J . . 50/- . . 12/6 26 x 2| . . 3B/- . . 10/3 28 x 2l . . 38/9 . . 12/8

Ribbed Dattem 2/3 less per cover.

Ilutchinsons arc made in all grades according to tlie power 0/ your engine.

TYRE CO,
.S:ET, LONDON, E.€.

J., aiifutiing (his aiiveittsetucia it a ciesirabu to inad'wK " Tlie Motor Cycle.' B29
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THREE NEW
RECORDS

Set up in the Flying Kilometre and Flying Mile
Time Trials by riders at the B.M.C.R.C. MAY

MEETING, Saturday, May 11th, 1912, using

WAKEFIELD
CASTROL (Regd.)

Class C. Up to 500 c.o.—G. E. Stanley (Single-oyl.
Singer) Kilometre 29.65 sees. ; Mile 49.30 sees.

Class D. Up to 750 0.0.—H. Hunter (Twin-oyl.
Corah-Jap) Kilometre 28.75 sees. ; Mile 47.34 sees.

Class E. Up to 1 ,000 c.e.—G. F. Hunter (Twin-cyl.
Zenith Gradua and sidecar) Kilometre 31 sees.

;

Mile 55.6 sees.

THE 50 MILES SEIIIOR T.T. RACE.—W. H.
Eloe on a Rudge won the "Alec Ross," using

" Castrol."

The above furnish inrlispatable proof of Wakefield
supGriority.

C. C. WAKEFIELD & CO.,
27, Cannon Street, London, E.C

SIMMS!
No.
PLUG

is the only type of plug we now
make. It is used by motorists,

motor cyclists, moior boat

owners and aviators. It does

not soot up, is unaffected by
over-oiling, and has a posi-

tively unbreakable insulation.

Try one. It will give you
more power without trouble

—

thoroughly sound consistent

service.

Price 3/3 each.

Any agent can supply.

The SIMMS MAGNETO
CO., LTD.,

Welbsck Works, Kimberley
Rd., Willesden Lane, Kiiburn,

LONDON, N.W.
Telesrams : " Expansible, London."

Telephone : SSi^ Paddington.

Coventry—St. Mary Street.
New York—17S0 Broadway.
Paria—12, Rue deCourcellea.

5 1
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PALMER til:-'a,
Made with Ribbed

and
Rubber-studded

Treads.

.\f - Splendid Testimony
to the

All-round Excellence
of

Palmer Cord Tyres-

Strongest and Best.

Write for Price List ot three grades
o( Palmers aud the " I'rivateer."

THE PALMER TYRE, Ltd.,

119, 121, 123, Shafte3bury Avenue,

LONDON, W.C.

MOTOR CYCLE TYRE DEPT.—
103, St. John Street,

Clorken»cll, E.C. •..'';';

1,000 miles without

any trouble whatever I

81, Cranwich Koad,
Stamford Hill, N.

2nd April, 1912.
,

"When orderinpr ray 1912 hioimt last year,
I arraused for ' Palmer Cords ' to be fitted.
In view of the disgrusting weather we have

had since November last. 1 tliini; you may
care to Ivnow that in the conrse of just upon
1,(100 miles I have not had the vestise of a
side-slip, pnnctvu'e, or any tyre trouble wha.t-
soever. If 1 wore to tal^e ofl' the tyres and
send them to you. I think it would tax even
your expert knowledge to pick out which was
on the hack wheel, so slly:ht is the wear. The
immunity from side-slip given by the three
large ribs has astonislied me,"

C. R. CiRIFFIN.

ffh::.'---f

v,-r'''i'i-. ^V

MS

W i..\

V.-.i.-'-'.'i'

PALMER CORD TYRES
HAVE NO EQUAL
FOR TOURING.

ifft

B30 rinr/ thcfe ndrerluev^cnla it is dcsirahh to mention ' The Motor

.ir

Ci/r/e."
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Club N8W3.

—

Bristol B. and M.C.

I'hs reliability trial to Taunton and back attracted seven-

teen starters, of whom fourteen made non-stops. The winner

uas L. E. Scammell (3-^ Eex).

Walthamstow M.C.

A non-stop and speed-judging competition was h;-ld to

Newmarket and back on the 12th inst. Results ; 1, A. G.

J/eppereorn (5^ h.p. Bradbury), silver cup aud gold medal;

2, A. Shelley (Oj li.p. Humber and sidecar), gold centre silver

medal; 3, VV. S. Low (3| h.p. Scott), gold centre silver medal.

South Bii'miagham I.C.C.

The -first speed-judging competition was held on the loth

inst. to Bewdley. Result:
Time error.

J. Percos (3i Allday) Im. 15s.

F. W. Merrick (5 Enfield sc.) 2in. 10s.
'

W. E. Bayliss (3^ New Hudson) 2m. 10s.

North-Eastern A.A. and Bishop Auckland, Darlington,

and District M.C.
A team trial under the auspices of the above association

was held recently. The course, which was a severe

one, included Sutton Bank, Lythe Bank, aud Saltburn.Bank,
and the distance the competitors iiad to travel was about
142 miles. Owing to the morning being wet and cloudy, only

five teams turned out ; each team consisted of thi'ee riders

and the winners proved to be : C. Shaw (3^ Triumph), H.
N. HuU (3i Zenith), and G. Wilson (6 Zenith). Each
rider in the winning team receives a small N.E.A.A. silver

cup and a butt-ended tube.

Derbyshire and North Stafford A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

Speed contests took place on the 11th inst. over a per-

fectly straight, level coarse, the distance being one kilometre

from a standing start. Results :

Event I. (For Members of tlie D. and N.S.A.C. and the

Derby and District M.C.C.)—1, A. F. W. Greeves
(Triumph); 2, D. C. Bolton (Martin).

Event II. (For Members of the D. and N.S.A.C.)—1, F.

S. Liimell (Bradbury); 2, D. C. Bolton (Martin).

Event III. (A Scratch Race for Members of the D. and
N.S.A.C.; touring machines.)—1, A. F. W. Greeves; 2, J.

Birchenough.

m^((YG]L3 579

Korth KTiddlesex M.C.C.

A petrol consumption test was held on the ,ltli inst. at

Totleridge. The results were worked out on formula, the
highest figure of merit showing the winner. The first three
are : I\I. Abraham (Indian), 389.5; P. Dangerfield (Douglas),

320.6; S. F. Garrett (Triumph), 286.3.

Scarborough and District M.C.C.

Tire club's spring reliability trials were held on tha 11th
inst., when the coui'se of ninety miles was from- Scarborough
rid Seamer, Flixton, Hunmanby, Kilham, Driffield, Beverley
to Hornsea (tea control), and back rid Carnaby, Bridling-

ton, Cayton Cliffs to Scarborough. D. Bradbury, of Sheffield

(3^ Norton), was first of the motor cyclists, losing only
eleven marks.

Leven and District M.C.C.

A , hill-climb was held recently at Cadger's Brae,
near Pitlessie. Results : Class II. (s<'ngles) : 1, 0. C. Braid
(T.T. James) ; 2. R. J. Braid (T.T. Norton) ; 3, J. Cameron
(T.T. Bradbury). Class III. (twins) : 1, A. J. Carlow (6

Rex-Jap); 2, W, Carlow (6 Bat-Jap); 3, T. C. Balfour (6

Bat-Jap). Class IV. (unlimited, confined) :- 1, S. 0. Shep-
herd (8 Dot-Jap), 35.S. ; 2, A. J. Carlow (6 Rex-Jap), 37-^s. ;

3, R. J. Braid (3J- T.T. Norton), 38s. Class V. (unlimited,

open) : S. 0. Shepherd (8 Dot-.Jap), 33|s. ; 2, R. J. Braid

(3i T.T. Norton), 35|s. ; 3, J. G. Beveridge (T.T. Triumph),
36is.

Norfolk M.C.C.

A members' hill-climb was held at Ringland recently. The
distance is one-fifth of a mile and the rise 105ft., giving an
average of 1 in 10. Results

:

Class I., Touring ilachines on Formula.—1, R. 0. Clark
(2J h.p. F.N.); 2, A. Adcock (2^ h.p. F.X.); 3, H. G. Brown
(3^ h.p. Rudge).

Class II., Flexibility.—1, F. C. North (3i- h.p. Ariel); 2,

E. L. Mills (2J h.p. Douglas); 3. E. M. Wood (3 h.p. N.S.U.).
- Class III., 500 c.c. and under.—1, G. Boswell (3^ h.p.

Ariel) ; 2. K. 0. Clark (5^ h.p. L.M.C.) ; 3, F. C. North
(3^- h.p. Ariel).

Class IV., Unlimited.-1, R. 0. Clark (7 Indian); 2, G.
Boswell (3i h.p. Ariel) ; 3, A. Adcock (3i h.p. L.M.C). Clark
made fastest time of the day in this event.

Class v.. Sidecars.—1. R. 0. Clark (2i h.p. F.N.) ; 2, R.

Attwood (5 h.p. F.X.); 3. H. Gill (7 h.p. Indian).

I

Inaugural meeting of tbe Luton and South Bedfordshire U.C.C. at the Rose ani Crown Hotel, Trins.

B3J
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Engine LubricatioD.

The particular feature

of the invention illus-

trated (it is shown ap-

plied to an engine of

the two-stroke type) is

an arrangement of a
groove A at the top of

the crank case B, which
is adapted to collect oil

draining from the cylin-

der walls C, and con-
veying- it by means of a
duct to the pullej' side

crankshaft bearing E.

—

W. H. Butterfield No.
659, 1912,

A Variable Compression Dsvice.

Cast with the c,vlinder A is a chamber
B, which receives a

plug C, provided
with recesses D of

different capacity.

These recesses may
be put into commu-
nication with the

cylinder by means
of a port E, the
plug C being pro-

vided with a handle
F for this i^nrpose.

Tile result is ihat a

reduction of the
compression ratio is

produced varying in

proportion to the
capacity of the re-

cesses D.—W. E.

Groves, No. 6,508, 1911

0ricW K)a//dr?

ja.

A Deconjpressor.

Screwing into the cylinder is a lioUow

metallic body A, which is provided with
valve seats EC. With these valve seats

co-operate a double-acting valve D pro-

vided with an upwardly projecting stem
E, having a milled knob F at its upper
end. Between the valve D and the upptr
end of the casing A is

arranged a coil sprmg G.
The knob F has a face cam
H on its lower surface

adapted to engage projec-

tions J on the upper part
of the casing A. In opera-
tion, vi'ith the parts in the
position shown in the

sectional drawing the engine
compression raises the valve
D to a position between the
valve faces B C, allowing a

portion of the charge to

escape until the jjressure is

reduced sufficiently to per-
mit of the spring G return-
ing the valve D to the seat C, when no
further loss takes place, and a reduction
of compression is obtained dependent on

MAY 2jrd, igi2.

the strength of the spring G. For ordi-
nary running the knob F is rotated,
causing its cam face H to engage the pro-
jection J on the casing, and drawing -the
valve D normally on to the seat B, pre-
venting any loss of compression.—^F.

Guest, No. 22,896, 1911.

A Sidecar Joint.

The detachable member A is forked
and adapted to receive a projection B
carried by the clip C. The member A
is provided with a boss through which
passes a bolt D, having an enlarged head
E at one end and being provided with a
milled knob F at the other end, a spring
G normally keeping the various parts
in the position shown. To attach
or detach the sidecar, the bolt D is pressed

inwards, releasing the enlarged part E
from the^aperture in the portion B. The
eye in B is slotted out at H to allow it to
pass over the smaller portion of the bolt
D.—J. W. Scott and C. T. Rhodes, No.
21,973, 1911.

A New Model.
At their new showrooms in High

Street, Kensington, John Barker and Co.,

Ltd., have examples of the new Barker-
Fafnir on view and ready for immediate
delivery.

tTyres and Belts in Scottish Hill-climb.
Competitors who used Dunlop tyres aiid

belts' in the Glasgow M.C.C. hill-climb

at Howwood, described last week, did
uncommonly well, capturing amongst them
four first places and three seconds, be-

sides making fastest time in the touring
class.

Lubricants for Racing.
Wakefield Castrol lubricating oil has

been used in many recent successes on
road and track. This oil is favoured by
F. W. Barnes, the Zenith rider, who
used it when he broke the Class E
hour record with sidecar, and established
[ecoids for fifty aiid 100 miles and two
hours. It is marketed by C. C.
Wakefield and Co., 27, Cannon Streel.

London, E.G.

A Leither Chain Belt.

Mr. R. Kleigh, Vict,ori;i Road, Ellis-

town, near Leicester, has sent us a sample
of a leather chain belt which we illus-

trate. The sketch is self-explanatory,
but it is perhaps advisable to point out

that thi! links tire wholly composed of

Icathi-r faslcned together by screws. The
patentee informs us that this design dcK'S

not infringe on any other chain h-Ai an<l

givett Haliafaclory resnlln.

Guide to the British Isles.

The 1912 edition of the " Micheliu CUiide

to the I'ritisli Isles " has been enormously
improved since it was first published, and
the addition of many small villages in

which there are good hotels is a welcon.e
one. Its list of tours, towns, hotels, re-

pairers, and maps of towns and country
are all of invaluable a/Ssistance to the motor
cyclist. It is a most useful publication for

the motor cycle tourist. The new Fi'encii

edition has also been considerably aug-
mented and improved. Both publications
may be had on application to the Miclielin

1'yre Co., Ltd.. Sussex I'lacc, South
Kensington. S.W.

Trade Announcements.
Owiiig to the rapid increase of (he

business of .Messrs. Hu.shmore Lamps,
Limited, fuiiher capital is required, and
it has been considered advisable, in order
to obtain this, to form a now comjKiny
of the same name, with the result that
the present companv will go into volun-
tary lifjuidation. We ai'e recpiested ex-

pressly to point out that the com|iany is

going into li()iii<lation scjlely fo]' the f)ur-

pose of reconstruction, and that all <h'bls

will, of coni'se, be paid in full.

Special Sidecar Tyres.
The North British Rubber Co., Ltd.,

have produced a tyre specially for use on
sidecar wheels. It has been submitted
to very stringent tests, both in the
laboratory and on the road, and has
been found satisfactory in every way.

A Handy Blow Lamp.
H. Taylor and Co., 21a, Store Str-eet,

Tottenham Court Road, W.C, have sent
ns a small blow lamp which we illus-

trate. This lamp is most useful for

Bliiall soldering jobs and is very simply
constructed. All that is necessary is to
remove the tubular wick-holder, fill the
reservoir two-thirds full with mcthyhited
spirit, and apply a lijjht to the burner.
Ill a. few moments an intensely liot flame
issues hori/ontally from the small hole
in the burner. The lamp is quite small
aiLd may be carried in the toolbag if

desired.

.n

i
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"Efficient WHITSUN Equipment"
—ideally found in the '' Good LYCETT Lines."
—Make the Whitsun Holiday really enjoyable by seeing that your mount is well equipped with, the following Equipment—items so essential to

your comfort, convenience, and pleasure awheel.

—In the "Good Lycett Lines" you'll find every need most adequately catered for. Note these items:

—

LYCETT'S "LYCO*' PAN SEAT is unquestionably the most perfect saddle for comfortable and easy riding with it. No chafing or

fatigue, its luxurious An ti-vibratory action eliminates all strain, shock, and jar.

LYCE fT'S " LYSO " BELT is the acknowledged perfect Power-transmitter. Its scientific design ensures a clean easy drive, utilising every
ounce of power the engine supplies.

LYCETT'S " METAL-END " TOOL ROLL. The ideal tool carrier for silence, security, and accessibility. The metal ends prevent tools

falling out, protect them and keep them in orderly arrangement.

LYCETT'S "ATTACHE" BAG is an essential luggage carrying item, capacious and convenient. It can be opened on carrier or removed
complete in an instant as desired. No annoyance of straps to undo.

LYCETT'S CARRIER-SIDE BAG is very neat and compact bag for holding smafl tools and spares, with gusset front and patent lock which
cannot jolt open. Fits securely on carrier by patent clips. No straps.

—Obtainable of all Agents, Garages, etc., or direct. Catalogue free per return.

LYCETT'S, <<The Saddlery," Bromley Street, Birmingham.

Lycett's
PATENT

"Matal-End"

Tool Roll
( open)

Patent " ATTACHE" Bag and Holder.

LYCETT'S Carrier-Side Bag.

In answering this advtrtistment it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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DO YOU WANT
BARGAINS?

And at

Manchester Street,

Liverpool.'^ CITY CYCL.E AND EVIOTOR HOUSE,
Everything for the Motor Car, j^^^j IJkii'^ i

THE GUARANTEE
IS IN THE NAME.

Snow Hill,

Birmingham.
AGENTS WANTED.

Everything for the Motor Cycle.

SERPENTINE
PATTERN
HORN.

MOTOR CYCLE WATCH & HOLDER
Very ^ood timekeeper,

ei-plated case,

on handle-bar,

4/9

Motor
Lamps ot

all kinds.

For motor cycles

—all brass.

Sin(;lenote1/11J
Double note 3/11

Reliance Canvas and Rubber Belting
'••1/2 i''1/4 5" 1/7 I" 1/11

Reliance Leather Belting

I" 1/2 J'' 1/4 5" 1/7 I" 1/11

We also supply Lyso, Stanley-Dermatine,
Continental ^: Rawido Belts at lowest prices.

RELIANCE Frames.

RELIANCE Wheels,

Spokes, Cones, Piston Rings,
Rims, Handle-bars, Sidecars,

Tyres, and Tubes.

Hubs,
Bolts,

TRADE SUPPLIED.

Reliance prices defy competition.

Gauze front, loud and
clear, 7/11.
Triumph pattern,

small size, 3/11.

Large size, 4/11,

Large variety of horns
Hooters of all liinds.

All Rub))er Goggles with spare
glcsses, 1/-; brown leather
mask, 9d. ; best quality, 2/11
and J/ J ! pair.

12/6 & 18/6.

NO MORE GOOD

TYRES ON THE

SCRAP HEAP.
Send your old tyres to us.

Bursts and broken beads
repaired by our Patent
Process cannot fail.

Agents for

LEVIS, 2 stroke.
RUDGE-WHITWORTH.

TRUMP-J.A P.

MOTOSACO'CHE.
CASH OR CREDIT.
DELIVERY TO-DAY.

I

Write for

Particulars.

CANN, L' LEICESTER. \

Vu-

An exceptionally popular
and thoroughly successful

TWO- SPEED HU
" IVilLLENNIUiVI " MAKE.

T is centrally designed—ope; ated by

one foot lever— diist and waterproof.

Its simple, straightforward constraction

renders mistakes impossible. Both gears

controlled by friction clutches.

Unimpaired efficiency on high gear.

Makes control equal to motor car.

Essential to sidecar machines. Can

be fitted to almost any

machine.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

LAKE & ELLIOTT, LTD.,

Albion Works, Braiutrcc, ESSEX.

Sbawronm ;

l.„ruu,;h .'

14n. Ciri!Ul Marl-
rc-,L W.

PRICE
«io

ready to fit.

In anHwurinij t/ttue advertisenienta it is dcsiratlf to lunilion " Tim Mtttqr Cycle.'*
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THE
WORLD RENOWNED

" PEUGEOT."
3i-4 h.p. T.T. Model.

500 com.

For full particulars 0/ Engines, Spare Parts, and "O.G:
Adfustable Pulleys. Apply to

J. TAYLOR,
" O G." Motor Works, Warwick Rd..

Greet, BIRMINGHAM.

m^m

With the VOLEX GIANT 4^ volt (Patent
applied for) DRY BATTERY.

Far superior to acruinulatoL-s, always ready, does not
deteriorate by keeping, gives G5 to 80 hours' light without
renewing. Complete with satchel

^ lor fixing to frame of machine,
motor liead lainp, self- focussing
latnp attachment, metal fitan^ent

bulb," complete ready for use,

Price 20/- post free.
Send tor our M. & li. Catalogue,
giving hill .particulars of these
lamps. The most interesting

Catalogue of its kind issued.

Mention " T.ie Motor. Cycle."

WARD AND
GOLDSTONE,
Contractars to H.M.

Government,

8ALFORD,
MANCHESTER.

What the Judges said
in their report of the A.C.U. Trial, held on Aptil a4th last

under the beading of tire troubles :

" Four first class certificates were lost through
this cause. It would appear to be highly
desirable, in view of the greatly increased
horse power developed by modern engines,
that heavier tires should both be made for

use on motor cycles and actually fitted to

them as standard ."

The above precisely confirms whai we
.
have been saj'ing for the last two years

—and actually practised.

Our tires are easil}' 50% stronger and
heavier than any other standard tire

on the market to-day.

They are not in any sense exaggerated cycle
tires, but designed specially for motor cycles,

and made to withstand the strains of high-
powered modem engines, and endure long
distance touring without giving the slightest

trouble.

We do not make special tires for specific

purposes to cover certain distances, and adver-
tise the result as obtained on stan dard tires.

Tires selected at our agents are as good as

any taken from our o .vn stock, and altogether
more reliable than tires specially made for

competition purposes.

PEDLBY
3 RIB TIRES.

Send us a postcard for a section of the Pedley tire and
see for yourself how very superior it is in every respect
to other makes.

TIRE SIZES :

26 X 2iin. 26 x 2iin. 26 x 2iin. to fit 2Hn. rims.

Sole Makers :

J. PEDLEY & SONS, LIMITED,
Great Charles Street, Birmingham.

LONDON STOCKISTS :

JAMES GEOSE, LTJJ., 4. Old Jewry, E.G.. md 255-7.
Holloway Eoad. N-

NYE AND CO., 16. Hampstead Eoad, N.\Y.
H TATLOE AND CO 21a, Store Street. W.C

m
'-'4,

In answering iht-$€ adcertisement-- U in Motor Cycle
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5/-
Makes your 3^ h.p. into 4^ h.p.

or any power 15% to 25%.

HOW?
By having Jones and Co. 's Patent Jet Petrol Atomiser fitted in
exchange for your old jet. This patent delivers the petrol to
engine in tliousancls of particles instead of in Uqnid.

WHY?
TIais causes the vapour to be properly exploded instead of burnt

;

saves the piston head from, being carbonised, and gives at least 15%
to 25% more power.

WHO SAYS SO ?
Expert riders of world repute. Copies of testimonials free.

WHAX OUARANTEE?
Your money returned witliin 14 days if the jet does not iiiiprove

your engine 15% to z^'^o-

ANY pARBURETTER
fitted. ' Send your old jet, or give exact particulars of your
carburetter. Ffom anv good Agent, or

JONES & CO.,
31. CANNON STREET, BIRiMINGHAM.

PILOT
LAMP

H
English made.

A solid-built, one piece, brass or nickel-plated

acetylene fitment. Fitted with powerful burner and

Mangin mirror lens and non-daz?.Iing glass. Tbis lamp

is undoubtedly of superior finish. You will find it pay

to invest in one, in ' 'conjuitction with a Rotax

generator.

FROM YOUR AGENT

16/6
When you are thinking of fitting accessories to

your Motor Cycle, remember that Rotax means

reliability.

\4^

piaxj Accessories.

. Wholesale only

43/5, Gt. Eastern St., London, E.C,y
BEWARE OF FRAUDULENT IMITATIONS
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Ed
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Cd
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"PATCHQUICK" PRODUCTIONS.
THE Vtf^AI-UET. The World's Premiep Patch, known and

appreciated from the Equator to the

Poles. Simply apply the Patch with
"PATCHQUICK FIX."

WE DO THE REST .

Beware of Counterfeits. ^S
OTHERS IMITATE—WE INITIATE.

THE RATCH.

CARRY YOUR OUTFIT IN THE
•PATCHQUICK" WAY.

These Outfit Wallets have
created a furore in motor

cycling circles.

Price, complete with tyre
levers 3 - each ; without tyre

li;vors, 2/6 each.
Outfits, 3/- extra.

most useful and novci
have been brouRht to

Motor Cycle.

One ol llie

aecesaoriy? which
)iir Mnticc.".—7'/(tf

From 1/6 per dozen.

LISTS POST FREE.

BUY THE BEST-LEAVE THE REST.

WOODGATES BROTHERS,
Dept F, Tiverton, England.

THE OUTFIT.

The world-renowned

No. 4 Outfit, price 3/- each.

This is the only Outfit the motor
cyclist can wholly rely upon

When it is a question of tyre repair,

only the very best will serve his

purpose. To carry a mediocre outfit

Is ec|Uivalont to carrying none at all.

Ed

CO
H
tm

u

e
H
o

u
B
H

'TIS "THE PATCH THAT WON'T COME OFF."

/ II nii.<irtiiiii/ t.hti.-iK advurtiaaiii iil-i il i< dr.-'iriihli- lu inciition "'I'lic .\liilor ('ijilc."
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BEST VALUE.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY from the LONDON

AGENTS :

HAZLEWOOD.

CALTHORPE.
EARLY DELIVERY;

MATCHLESS.
ACCESSORIES. REPAIRS.

THE
' MOTOEo "

MAINTENANCE
^- COMPANY "

Established ^!l|i|^li !ll^ 1907.

184, Great Portland Street, W.
T , f phone : 4839 Mayfair.

I grams: " Motenance, London.

See that

Security Sleeve ?

MARTIN-J.A. p. Motorcycles.
THE WORLD'S RECORD HOLDERS.
BROOKLANDS EXISTING RECORDS,

CLASS A. IS h.p. MARTIN-J.A.P . 270 c.c.

World's Kilometre—over 66 miles an hour ! !

Mile „ 64 „
„ 50 Miles Time 55 minute? 24 seconds.

CLASS B. 2j;h.p. MARTtN-J.A.P. ^^^^^
345 c.c. World's Kilometre—oyer ^n^S,

J miles an hour !

over 65 miles an hr.

CLASS C. 3^h.p.

MARTIN-J.A.F,498
c.c. World's Kilo-
metre-over 73 miles
an hour ! ! World's
Mile over 72 m.p.h.

H. MARTIN & CO ,

Works : Leslie Grove,
East Croydon Surrsv

It overcomes the one disadvantage
of the Butt-ended Tube—bursting at

' the ends, It is the feature of the

"Challiner" Patent Butt-ended Tube.
With it you liavethe security of the endless tube

and the haniliness of tiie butt-ended one.

The Security Sleeve is fixed to the rim by the winged nut
and bolt ; the butt ends of the tube fit in it like a glove.

TJie centre of ihe Security Sleeve Is a bulkhead of insulated

canvas which makes bnrstiitfi of the ctids an impossibility

*Challiner' Patent Butt-ended Tubes
are burst-proof at the ends.

If a tyre fitted with this tub'- were inflated to bursting point, ihe
burst could not occur at the euilti.

The bulkhead keeps the Tube ends firmly in position; and being
fixed to the rim directly opposite the valve, it prevents all 'creepinp.'

Creeping" of the Butl-eiid Joint is what cause oti er tubes
to burst.

Fit "Challiner's** to your mount now !

PRICES (complete with Sleeve)

\ 26" X 2- 26-X2J"
(«™&.?f'"''

700x75m/m

\ 15/- 16/6 177- 20/- /
Se*tt post free on rect^ipt of prict:. /

Shrewsbury & Challiner Tyr« Co. Ltd.,

MANCHESTER LONDON.
\. BIRMINGHAM.

World's Mile

VELOCE
±he RELilABUE

BooksforMotorcyclists
Motor Cycles and How to

Manage Them.
I'be standard Handbook of the Motor Cycle.

Fifteenth edition, revised and enlarged, now
on sale. Price 1 /- net. By Post 1 13.

Hints and Tips for Motor
Cyclists.

full ot useful " wrinkles " with regard to Ih^

care and management of motor cycles. 3ril

edition. F*rice 1 /. net. By Post 1 /2.

The Motor Cycle Route Book.
Contains best routes lor the whole of thf

British Isles, 45 maps and speed limits

Price 1/6 net. By Post 1/9.

Obtainable (with remittance) from ILIFFE & SONS LTD

.

20. Tudor Street. LONDON, E.C., also from all Bookeellers

'

'

'M
^^^

-

^M
~~r

"'
'"tJ^

fPPi^ -^ 1

iJ^at-r #^
^^^ ^SC^^^

'

""s^^^5
i

2i h.p. Patent 2-Speed in Crank-case.

Mechanical Lubrication.

BIRMINGHAM-PERTH TRIAL. 332 Miles.
CJne minute iii front of time

BRONZE MEDAL.
THE H I UI.-C LI IVI BER,

Two Pas.'jengers—combined weigfit, 22 stones.

GRADIENT— T in 7, Ratios—5 to i and 8 to 1

From Standing Start, Witnessed by J. Urry
o' Bicyclino Sews.

For Agency, write at once—

VELOCE, LTD., Fleet Street, BIRMINGHAM.

In answering these advertisemenl.-' it ;.« de.'iirahh to mention " The. Motor Cycle.
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is the machine that embodies all

that is best—the best engine, the best

fitments, the best workmanship,
NO OTHER CAN COUNT. ^

S^?
TIME, TROUBLE, and HONEY have been lavishly spent in making THE ROYAL RUBY the BEST ^^

k

MACHINE of the year.

Its engine is the famous J. A. P. ; its magneto and plugs the Bosch ; carburetters, Brown and Barlows ;

free engine and variable speed hub, Sturmey-Archer, Roc, Villiers, or Armstrong ; front brake,
exhaust lift and magneto control, Bowden ; frame and fittings, Chater Lea ; tyres, Dunlop.

ITS PRICE ? Doubtless you'll let us send you the catalogue which tells you everything.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

THE "CLASSIEST" MACHINE OF THE SEASON.

THE ROYAL RUBY CYCLE CO.,
Doyal Ruby Works, Great Ancoats Street,

MANCHESTER.

THREE RIBBED. STEEL STUDDED.

SPENCER
MOULTON
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES
Made in three kinds—three-ribbed,

steel studded, and standard heavy.
The same excellence of quality
obtains in these covers as in our
well-known motor tyres.

I'uil particulars and prices on application to—
CEORQE SPENCER MOULTON & Co., Ltd..

London: 77 & 79,Cannon St., (5.C.

G'o.cou) .- 65 & 67, rOolhwcIl Si
Lccd! : 68, yllhlon Slrccl.

KINGSTON MILLS.
BRADFORD-ON-A VON,

WILTS.

the famous rider of the Ivy-Precision, who
recently added to his many victories three firsts

and fastest time of the day at Birmingham

M.C.C. Hill Climb, writes :—
' During this year (1912) I have used nothing

iise but 'Sternol' and my successes have

been very much greater, and more frequen t

than when I used other brands."

This should be a guide to you. We will

send you a free sample and name of nearest

— agent on request. —

STERNOL
56, Royal London House,
Finsbury Sq., London, E.C.

In answering Ihcae adveriUe7)ieiUs it in desirable, to menlion " Tlie Motor Citrh.'
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STOCK-TAKING
CLEARANCE SALE
With the end of April comes the end 1 *^ur half-

year, and we wish to reduce the enormous slocks

that are on hand.
There are close upon 100 Second-hand Motor

Cycles Jeft. and these arc taking up room which
should be occupied by 1912 Motor Cycles, A.C.'s,

Morgan Runabouts, and other things that are on
order ; therefore, we want your assistance in dis-

posing of the 100 machines above-mentioned- The
way to help is to send for a list, and, when you
get one, spot a machine to suit you, making us a

. cash offer, and we will try to take it.

During the past month w? have sold close upon
100 machines "to the Sunny Jims who were smart
enough to pick up the bargains. We have plenty
of same for everybody, but by Whitsuntide we shall

have a lot of them cleared out. It is very easy to

do if you will only try. You want a machine, and
we want to sell you one, and what is easier than to

fix up a deal at once. Ycu can take 10% to 20%
off our list price of many second-hand machines.
If you are unable to pay the cash, you can have one
on the deferred at one-third down and the bakincc
by instalments. We also sell new machines at one-
quarter down and the balance payable bv instal-

ments within twelve months. REMEMBER that
we are outto shift the stuff, and that we want your
assistance. Also, remember our system of business

—

this is simplicity itself. You send your money for a
machine, and if the machine is not as specification,

you are at liberty to return same within three days
and haveyour money back in full, and we are at all

times' pleased to exchange. Don't forget this ! You
can't go vfTong, and no one will treat you as well.

In going through the stock, we find that there is

an enormous glut of new and second-hand acces-

sories, which are taking up space that ought to be
occupied with new machines. This tackle we want
to shift. Amongst the most notable things are :

A quantity of Hunt's H.H. Coils, brand new,
but slightly shop-soiled, and these you can have at
half, a guinea a time to clear them out. There are
also 250 pairs of Morecambe Covers, all sizes, which

-you can have at our usual prices : r=;/iij, 19 /itJ-,

and 24,''ii.l, less 10% during the sale. 300 Tubes
at our list prices of 4/iii and SliiS ; and Butt-
ended Tubes, 12/11J, less 10% during the sale.

Quantity of Second-hand Nab Scat-pillars
; 5 /6

a time will do the trick ; better ones 7/6, shop-soiled
ones g .''6. About 50 Pairs of Mudguards, listed at

3/11^- : we are clearing them out at 3/3, 97 Handle-
bars, al! shapes and sizes, at the uniform price of

4/5! ; Triumph* pattern Bars. '4/9. Swan-neck
Scat-pillars, 2/5?^. Generators galore: Nevv ones,
3/ii.\ and 4/ii.> ; Second-hand ones from 2/6, not
guaranteed; but one pennyworth of solder will cure
them. Dozens of Eamps. self-contained, from
4/11.' a time ; don't, however, expect a guinea one
at the price, but they are all right. Separate
Generator Lamps from 2/1I0, Second-hand Bags,
hundreds to pick from, 2 /6 a time ; new ones, see

our list. 85 Brand New Wilby. Saddles, 7/iii
56 Second-hand Saddles, Brooks's, Lvcett's. and
other kinds, from 7/6 to 12/6. S.H. XL'All Spring
Forks, 8/ii.V. A few 7Ht. lengths of -ifin. Rubber
Belts, 6/11^ 100 Pairs of Goggles, i/5j. In Gloves
we have a matter of- 100 pairs, real leather gauntlet
gloves, 4 /si'. A few ^Yool-lined ones, for winter
wear, same price. Special line of Belt Fasteners,
whilst they last, 5id. a time, post free. To those
Sunny Jims who want a carrier on which to take out
their best girls, we will sell one at 4 /5-',.but there
is no insurance^olicy with them. At the same time,
the lady will be far safer in a sidecar, and you can
have one of these, while the sale lasts, at 10% oft

our list price. We have also got a lot of Second-
hand Price's Stands. These have been gathering
up during the winter, and we want to shift them.
They are all right, and you can have them at the
very low figure, whilst the stock lasts, at 3 /gi. You
can have new ones, 7/6. These are the genuine
article, and marked " Ukantcs." We have also a lot

of Rubber Belting about, and we arc knocking
off 46. per foot. If you look handy, you will get one
before they are snapped up. Wc have also plenty of
Suits of Overalls, and if i3/rr^^ is too much, you can
have one at 12/11^, and, if THAT is too much, you
can have a Holland Summer Suit at 7/11'. There
are not many of these left, and if you want one, you
will have to be quick about it. We are out to sell

them while they last. We have plenty' at a higher.

price, it you fancv giving 25/- for a 30/- suit. We
have also 40 Coils, tremblers and nou-tremblcrs ;

these are not guaranteed, and if you like to send us

2/11.'. vou can have one. The same remarks apply

to Accumulators; vou can have these at i/ni
a time, whil-^t tliev last. We have a few Dry Cells,

that ha%'e been used, and you can have them at the

same price. We have also a few Carbide Carriers

left, 1/8.'.. Wc have a box of Bowden Controls;

these are' the genuine article, slightlv rusted, butno
worse for that, ^'ou can have these at the ridiculous

price of 6/ii'v. proper price 9/6. Dozens of Horns

and Hooters, i /s'. each. Pumps by.the dozen, wh le

they last, xi.'.d. Besides these, there is any amount
of stuff, far too numerous to mention in the space

' at our disposal, if y.Qu will only say.whatyou.want, ,;

\ve will find vou something to suit you. We can find

vou a motor bike' for a matter of fifty bob—in fact,

we have one or two that are complete and in run-

ning order, 50/- a time. Don't be alarmed, we are

not going bankrupt, neither are we making a private

arrangement with our creditors : but we are simply

shifting the stuff so that we may have room m which

to move about. . If vou have been to Morecambe
vou will know, ^\hat we mean. We" have £5.000

worth of stuff in ou'r'place, which in reality is only

large enough to contain i'l.ooo ; and-what" betwfeen ,

ourselves and the Canax.ieswe have not rooni.to stir.

By the by, we have a few Car Eamps that weliave.

just spotted; these will be '
all -right for-yoiir!

Morgans, A.C.'s, andflying machines, etc.," and you ;

can have them at'from half a guinea a set. There are
^

not manv of them, so, if you want one, let us have

your order quick. We have still plenty of Tube and

Belt Cases, which you can have at the ridiculous

price of 5 /5I. There are also a couple of dozen Fieu

Magnets ; these are all" right, and will make a spark

if you have any life in you. Three Guineas a time.

To the Sunny Jims that ride chain drive machines,

and do not have belts, we would remark that we have

Tube Cases at 2/11.V, which are dirt cheap at the

price. All these are' new, mind you ! However,

our compliments until next week.

Hitchen's, Ltd., Morecambe.
Wires : Telephone :

" Motor, Morecambe." 112, Morecambe.

PAGETS PLAN

Pay for y 11 r

Motor Cycle by
Monthly Instalments.

There is now no need to wait until

you ha:\'e all themoney before buying
the motor bicycle you want.
Instead of slowly saving up, and
thus wasting all the glorious

summer months in which you might
be enjoying your bicycle, just take
advantage of Pagets Purchase Plan
and have your nioimt now. You
merely pay one fifth down and
make up the balance in 12 monthly
instalments— or longer if desired.

We can usually arrange Early
Deliveries of well-known makes.

Write to-day joy details.

PAGETS LIMITED,
10 & 11, Jermyn Street,

London, W.

Fop

Maximum
Power

on your
Motor Cycle

use

THE FAMOUS

LODGE
PLUG

Obtainable everywhere. Price ^Z™
English made and guaranteed.

LODGE BROS. & CO., Ss'^; BIRMINGHAM.

In answering these advertisements it is desirnhle to mention "The Motor C'licte"''
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First l* words or less 1/6, and Id. per word

after. Each paragraph is charged separately.

Name and address must be counted. In the

case of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by

the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of i:sue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every c re is taken

to avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cvcles, the advertisements are classilied into

districts, as many leaders lilve to know wiiat machines

are for sale in their immediate neigiibourhood before

going further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

SECTION 11.

York and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, StalTord

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTJON IV.

Nottinciham, Lincoln. Leimsler, Rutland, Northampton,
Warwick.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION Vl.

Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Hrecknock, Monmouth,
Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Car(lig.Tii, and Pembroke.

SIvCTlON VTl.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, licrks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islan.ls.

SECTION VIII.

Ilerlfnrd, Essex, Miikliesfx, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X,
Scotland,

SECTION ;<!.

Ireland an'! Isle of .Mao.

SEUECT A

CERTAINTY
When deciding the firm witli

whom to pliice your ordor,

choose a tinu where you aie

certain of prompt deUvcry of a

machine sure to satisfy at the

lowest price with fullest

guarantee. Such a lirni is—

NEARLY 300 NEW
1312 MODELS AND
GENUINE SECOND-
HAND MACHINES
IN STOCK.

C.JiLL AND SEE
THE SHOW.

GET OUR TO-D.\V'S
LIST,

W

H

ICH INCLUDES

5036.

5009.

5055.
5287.
5006.

5470.
5066.
533i.

5358.
4420-
5441.
5468.

5475.
5476.
53^:7.

5384.
5495.
5285.
4863.
4871.
5420,
5424.
5306.
5460
5341.
5493-
5471.
5293.
5499-
4865.
5500.

4957.
47or.

4607.
5290.

4393-
4435.
!,I46.

4226.

4331
41531.

4784.
5333-
543S.

5253.
5448.
3931.
5503.
29S5.

5485.
5169.

4903.
5195.
4,S;8.

40S9.

5437.

2.U1.P.

3i h.p.

35 h.p.

2ih.p.
3-V h.p.

3J h.p.

3l h.p.

5-6 h.p

^i h.p.

3i h.p.

3 1 h.p.

3h h.p.

31 h.p.

3ih.p.
7 h.p.

3ih.p.
3jh.p.
2 h.p.

si h.p.

3i h.p.

2jh-P-
3ih.p.
3i h.p.

2i h.p.

3i h.p.

3i h.p-

32 h.p.

2jh.p.

3i 1-P-
= 2 h.p.

3i h.p.

8 h.p.

23 h.p,

32 li-P

5-6 h.p.

3! h.p.

3ih.p.
3 h.p.

3i h.p.

lihp.
'3-i h.p.

3l h.p.

2 h.p.

3,1 h.p.

3.1 h.p.

35 h.p.

5 h.p.

5 h.p.

2 h.p.

5 h.p.

5 h.p.

3!. h.p.

2 h.p.

3lh.p.
I A h.ii.

3J h.p.

1911 MOTOSACOCHE .... £27

191 1 T.T.BRADBURY . . £32

1911 L.M.C., variable gear £35

1911 DOUGLAS £28
1910 T.T. TRIUMPH .... £34
2-spccd ROC £20
1911 BRADBURY, Maboncl. £37 10

. 19H 4-cyl. F.N £33 10

1912 2;spoed ENFIELD . . £47

1911 FrceEuBinePREIVllERfSS 10 '

1911 BRADBURY £35

1911 BRADBURY £35
1911ZENITH-GRADUA .. £40

1907 TRIUMPH £21 10

1911 sp IREXDELUXE£45
igioSlandai.l TRIUMPH £33 10

190.) BRADBURY, tree eng. £27 10
1910 MOTO-REVE £20
1911 CHATER-J.A.P £32
1911 BAT-J.A.P £32 10

1911 2-5peeil ENFIELD ..£40
1912 F.E. BRADBURY .. £48 10

1910 2-spced P. & M £42
1910 2-speed F.N £27 10
190S 2-spced P. & M £25
igrr 2speed BRADBURY £42
iqii F.E. BRADBURY ..£38
1911 ENFIELD £40
1910 2spc< d HUMBER . £32
1911 HANDY HOBART ..£25
1911 P. & M £50
1910 BAT-J.A.P £35
1910 N.S.U £18
1911 KERRY-ABINGDON 30 Gn<.

.. 4-cyl. F.N £33 10
1911 T.T. PEUGEOT .... £27 10
1911 F.E. PREMIER .... £37 10
N.S.U £15
MIDGET BICAR £20
1909 MOTOSACOCHE .... £16 10
1909 CHATER-J.A.P £22
1911 T.T. ARIEL £28 10

1909 MOTO-REVE £21

1909 2-specil HUMBER . . £27 10
1908 Twin PEUGEOT .... £18
19JI Cone Chitcli REX ..£35
1911 Tourist REX £30 D

1910 INDIAN and Sidecar £34
190) MOTO-REVE £17 10
1901) Tourist REX, F.E. . . £28 10
Twin G.B £20
191

1

I'liurist REX £27 10
i9o,s MOTO-REVE £17 10
11)11 JAMES £32 10
ijio MOTOSACOCHE .... £18 10
i9u.'j TRIUMPH £26

WE M.\KE THE MOST
LIBER.XL E.\C11.\NGE
,\I,l.(nV.\NCE IN THE
1 K.\l)li.

9, SHOE LANE, FLEET
STREET,

UONDON, E.G.
W ires ;

" Opificer, Loudon."
-^ 'Hione; I-Iolborn, 5777

WHITSUN HOLIDAYS.
, Owing to the Whitsun Holidaysi. .

the issue of "The Motor Cycle"
for May 30th will be closed for
press earlier than usual. All copy
an^ instructions for paragraph
advertisements in this issue must
therefore be in our hands not
later than -first post on Thursday,
May 23rd.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES,
For the coiivenience of advertisers, letters may 1

addressed to numbers at "The Jlotor Cycle" Offit
\\'hen this is desured,- 2d. will be charged for rcgistratim
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sci

for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear i

the advertisement. Rephes should be addressed, "
.\,

000, c/o The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "
; or it " Londoi

is added to the address, then to the number given, c

"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.
'

I»-DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown person

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of on
Deposit System. If ihe money be deposited with " Tli

Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of Ih

goods is three days; and if a sale .is effected we remit tli

amount to .the seller, but if not we return the araouii

to the depositor, and, each party to. the transaction pay
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding jfio ii

value, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charged,when undei

^10 the fee is -is. All deposit matt'ersare dealt with a'

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be niaOi

payable to Ilifle xuxd Sons Xhnited- -

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive nt

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard thti,

silence as an indication th t the loods advertised have

already been disposed of. Adiertisers often receijVe so

many enquiries that it is quite in: possible to reply to eact

ne by post. '

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumbeiiand, Cumberland, Durham, anil

Westmoreland.
EW 191:
lively

:

"^EW 1912 Motor Cycles in stocl:. lor immeJiale dr

'T'WO _3;h.p. Humbert
£47/10 and fsa/io

•tandard and 2.,;recil

THREE 3ih.p. ii.S.A.'s. standard, free eusim-j nin

2-sreed gears; £50', £56/10, aud £60 icsiiectiveiy

/~VNE Tliumph, standard; £48/15,

/~yNB Eoyal Enflold, 2lb.p.. 2-ni'Vi; 50 guinc.is.

/~1NE 6h.p. Eoyal Enlicld Sidecar Combination; iSJ

THESE we can ofler for imiuediate delivery, lunr,

ahsolutefy in stuek, but of <( ur^e bcinu ^^nltjcrt u

heins sold on reply.—Write, wire, or telephnne fc

further liarticulilrs. cat;dti;iue<, or booklets, to Tiirv;

and Co., The Motor House ui the North. Siuulerlainl

Tel.: No. -626,

1Q12 Free EnKiue Triumph, .elishtly soiled: fsn-.ii-li

X«/ fe'euuine bur;,'ain.—I'ultnoy Coirio, CarhVlc.

Oaii.p. N.S.ir., 1910, Bood order, linnp, focV
/i4 £25.-24, Curdisun "

N.S.U., 2;h.p.,
with iiniip, t;(

lion; £25.-Ilijlnw

pUIIIJll'H. 3:li.p . 1908,

tic.

1910 twin-,
llltoi', llu

gcncrutur

QUAIIBANT, 3
ditioii; £15.-

lington.

11.

Jilcudid

U.i and (

He:lton, Nt.'

,1. lishtwcight. cnmiilrl'

11, etc., tlrst-chiss coiuli

nnu'lctc with l;unu mi'

inn; £27/10.-Iii'l"W.

Iiitni' iu-nition. '- I t
1

c, J-td., Uoud;;;Hc, |i

2$"Uli.ji, l-'.X., v.. and 11. earhuictter, nceiuniil;'!'!, .

llclli.B.u's M'll. ^niid I'oiidltion; £8/10.- lM\i.-<

l-ndiiu Lane, Uislmp Auckland.
,

RnnilK, 1912. 5 weeks old, only done 4.';0 mil'

tvii'rt jn>'t 'soiled : hai'-Miin. £45.-Apply, Ih'.v' 4.

riii- Mutiir Cudr, OfHccs, Coventry

I 009 Rex. 3:.h.p.

1.0 will rlile 50
c1;.;(in

»1h.p. Minerva

Ilosoli, Aniac, perfect
dies to Imj'ci; £20, n

.\hlu)tsfurd I'iirk, .Muiik>enton.

lili'

built into jiiw nutdern flaim' M.

l-'i'encli ;:ri'y. nil -iinic-^ i:li;it,'

'Vilsou, 6, Adelaide St., Wc.-t ILiitlci

«>2" "li., I'almers.

A?, //f u it!^ii' fi ml tjii'.^c ndrrrti • I i ilisiniOlr lo iiKiilioii '! The Miliar Ciirh'.
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The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,
16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

•Phone, 766. Telegrams, " Perfection."

BRAND NEW 1911 REXES.

Makers' price. Ours.
3|b,p. Rex Tourist 43 guineas 34 guineas

3I h.p. Free-engine 48 guineas 39 guineas

3J h.p. 2-speed de luxe 57 guineas 46 guineas
5 h.p. 2-speed de iuxe 60 guineas 51 guineas
All new and guaranteed. Exchanges liberally dealt with

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMm, £25, excellent condition. 1911 improve-

ments, inau^neto, engine just overliauled-— 107, Bed-
ford St-, liiTerpbol.

P.
and M.. 1911. not ridden 5 milee ; owner, abroad

;

50 irnineas.—Box L7,0S8, The Motor Cycle Otflcee,
20, Tudor St.. E-C.

"I
QlO 3ih.p. Tnuniph, recently overhauled by makers,

J- 1/ new Avon tyre : £30.—Cameron, Appleton Wiske,
Northallerton.

1 Qll 3!b.p. F.E. Ariel, variable gear, spring eeat,
-L«/ Uriiiil forks, excellent condition; £32.-65, Hil-
den St-, Bolton.

SACRrFICE.~1909 3^n.p. 2-6peed N.S-tJ., latent im-
proveuient.^ ; £23/10; sinfjle speed part- —,40,

Andover St.. Sheffield.

BAT-J-AP., 1910. Sh.D.. twin-evl.. been little used,
adjustable pulley; £35. — 19. Moorland KG-.

Woodsmore. Stockuort.

B.S-A. (free engine), new Sep., mileage 610, perfect
condition : £44 ; vrantius stronger maLhine,—Wray

Postmaster, Catterick.

"Rndge. A.J.S..
Listerhills, Brad-

MEERICK for Bradbnrya, Chater-Lea
Matchless,

------
ford- "i'hone

etc.

2439.
-Merrick's Stores,

£3 to £5 DOWN and 5/- weekly secures
prompt despatch of

2i h.p. J.A.P., Clement-Garrard irame £8 10
Twin REX spring torks .,„ ^,, £16 10
3 b.p. QUADRANT „ :..... £10 10
sjb.p. KERRY ,.. £10 10
3 h.p. NUMBER, chain drive £8 10

3l h.p. LiRht Low REX, H.B. control £12 10
2j h.p. DE DION £10 10
2i h.p. JJ^.P.. spring frame, h.-b. control £9 10
3S h.p. M.M.C., torpedo tank £10 10

1912 DE LUXE
SIDECAR
£6 6s.

"Exchange," with Continental motor cvcle tyre £5 5
" De Luxe " with best tyre, apron, foot mat . . £6 6
Ditto, with reversible child's seat £7
Ditto, with best coach-built body £7 12 6

Improved Quick Detachable Joints, cranked extra strong
back axle and spindle, tip up body, and caged ball races
to all models. Prompt dehvery to suit Rexes, Triumphs,
N.S.U.'s, Indians, and any other make.

Discount to irnde Exchanges entertained.

large.^t

retail.
CLYNOS.-We are tli

world, wholesale
Hitchens, Ltd-, Morecambe-

Sih.p- Ariel, late 1911, free engine,
2 £35: unscratched; take sidecar.-

Downing St., Manchester-

EXCELSIORS. A.S.L.'s CaWhorpes.-
these famous machines : Motor

Downing St-. Manrliester.

contractors in the
Write at once. —

variable gear;
Kay, 95, Coi-

-Sole agents for
Excliange, 32

N-'
u.. i9io:,
lo^e offer.

-

Manchester.

4h.p. twin, 2-«reed gear ; £30, or
Motor Exchange, 32, Downing St.

.

3ih.p- Quadrant, splendid puller, ready for road.
4 Ukantes standt;. brake, etc. ; only £7/10.—

Armitage, Clarendon St., Hyde.

1 QH B.S.A., new August, little nsed, splendid condi-
-LiJ tion. horn. i*'-R.S- lamp, spare valve, etc.; £40.—
N- V. Sellers, Overdale. Keicbley-

3ih-p. Free Engine Rover, as new, done 800 miles:
2 expert examination: £38.—F. Hughes, 104, EHes-

mere Rd., Lower Walton, Warringto-

DOUGLAS. 1912 model G., brand new. nnsoiled : Ii~t

price £41, will aci-opt £38 for quick sale.—Box
558, The Motor Cycle Officer, Coveutry-

RUDGE. late 1911 model. 3;h.p.. fixed engine, just
been overhauled bv makers, exr-elleut ccindition

:

accept £35.—Hughes. 100. High St-, Hull

WE have in stock 1912 6h.p. Rex de Luxe models.
also 1912 3ih.p. 2-speed B-S-A.-rCairns and Co.,

Griraehaw St. Motor Exchange, Preston.

EX, 1910. 3;ii-p., magneto, sprini; forks, head, light.

uirror. exliaiist wliiet'e, all sparer; £27/10, or
offer: appoiutnient-- C-. 1, I'ark St., Hull.

Q 3.h.p. Minerva, sprins forks, h.bc., upw tyres, splon-
^^4 did (iindition, rea-dv for road, stand, lamp; par-
ticulars; £10'10.— Williams, Bazaar, Corwen.

CLTN03, wholesale and retail.—For certain quii k d-^-

livery I cannot be beati-n, Potter, the Clyno agent.

HAMPSTEAD.

Leicester Grove, Leeds.

Dou.slas,

Tel. : 4046 Central.

1 Qli; Dou.glas, lamp, liorn, and all spares, not ridden
A~*J 400 miles, like new; for quick sale £28. no cflers-
-Elephant Hotel, Thatto Heath,

12 J.A.P., 4h.]

St- Helens.

Bosch,1Q12 J.A.P., 4h.p-. practiiallv new, Bosch, B. and
i*? B-. Druids, studded J hmlops, ^arriti<e £37/15;

' sidecar. £4'5 ; trial.—i^ioud. Birkdale, Southport-

GUARANTEED IN KUNMING ORDER.
19123* h.p. Standard BRADBURY, NEW £48
IQ12 Twin REX Sideti*^. In stock. NEW £75 Q
1911 3J h.p. 2-speed N.S.U., spring frame £35 Q
2i h.p. HOTO-REVE, almost as new £27 10'TADY'S Motor^acoche, 2h.p., 1911. £28. perfect 1 nji'

1912 2-speed REX Junior, liberal exchange £45 0' dition. only ur^ed wnmmer monVlxs; owner buying
1910 2-speed 3J h.p. magneto CENTAUR ..... ..'. £3410 '^i^liPT power-—Rev. Morcom Taylor. Scarboruiigh.

SCOTT 2-speed, Aug.. igio
._ £37 iq rpRiUMPH. late 1909, Mabon, Whittle. Palmer cords,

1911 2-speed 3i h.p. RUDGE £39 10 J- n-^arly new Chater-Lea sidecar: any trial

1910 7 h.p. Twin REX. loT STUFF £37 10 "

----- _. _
J910 5 h.p. Twin REX DE LUXE, special £42 10
1910 5 h.p. REX, verv tast. special machine .... £29 10

amination ; £40.—Black,

,1910 3J h.p. REX, T.T. machine £27 10
54 h.p. Two-speed Twin rtOC, magneto, Druids. . £29 10
Brand New 3* h.p. REX £29 10
igo8 3J h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £22 10
%J h.p. REX, h.-b. control, 26in. wheels £12 10
.4I h.p. 4-cylinder F.N., masneto, spring forks £19 19
1909 5* h.p 2-speed Twin REX, good and rehable £36 10
'3 h.p. QUADRANT, low frame £10 1G
2i b.p. KERRY £10 10

Easy Payments at Special Rates.

PHELON and Moore, in
tion, 2-;pped, etc-, low

Copley Ed.,

splendid

Doncaster.

Douglas, perfect. £26-

. . _ order and coudi-
nd reliable. £18; 1910

Thistlcthwaite, Gras::ington.

£7
deposit .nnd 10 - weekly secures

—

2j h.p. Mas. MINERVA, chain drive £16 10
Magneto TRIUMPH, spring forks £23 10
I'Our-cviinder F.N. , magneto £19 19
3? h.p. Magneto REX £19 19
Twin MOTO-REVE £19 19
zi h.p. REX Magneto Lightweight £16 10

TRICARS.
6 nji. Twin KERRY £14 10
f hfp. W.C. 2,<ipeed NUMBER £19 10
5j h.p. REXETTE, wants repairs, tyres good .... £710
FORECAR, less tyres £1 7 C

71i.p. Tn-in Rex. £37/10: 5h.ii 1910 tlrin Bex,
£:910; 3;h.r- masneto Eex, £19/19; SJh.p. lisht

liiW Eex. £12'10.-.\Iotor Exuhimfc-e, Wests.ate, Halifax.

TEICMl'H, 3/h.r.. 1909. free enKine, Jut;t overhaulwl,
splendid order tbrou^-hout, lamp, horn, t^pares

:

£35. or near oSer.-Cattle, 50, Middle St., IJriffield,

Yorks.

MATCHLESS. 1912, 24h.r. liKlitivoisht, imridden. and
-in^Qiled : f-atalfJEUe price £42, will accept £38 for

prompt sale.—Box 559, The Motor Cycle
_ Otflcee, Cov-

entry.

4h p. Antoine, mechanical valvcj, Amac, h.bc.. variable
jet. low bniki spring forks, enamel, platins: as

uew. perfect; £9/10.-16, Burton St., Gorton, Man-
cliester.

1Q11 T.T. Triuinph, new la.st Ausu.«t. ridden 1.000
JLt/ miles. lamp, generator, horn. 3 spare belts, valve,

punch, etc.; going abroad; first offer £36.-38, Chapel
Lane. Wi^ao.

1 Q12 6h.p. Hex de /Luxe and Forward Sidecar, and
J-t/ spares, new mouth a;:o, too powerful for owner

Fal.

near offer.-Sharrock, Station
5, HEATH
STREET,

In answerina these advertisemenls it is desirable, to mrntinn " 7'fif. Mnt.nr Cvrln..

£83. accept £72, or
Ocisett.

5, HEATH
STREET,

Close to Hampstead Tube Station^
Tele : "Rey, Hampstead." Tel ; 2678, P.O., Hampstead.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS
Taken on anv Machme or Runabout.

NO EXTRA CHARGE ON MOST MAKES.
Following 1912 Machines for

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
AND IN STOCK :

TRIUMPH T.T. Roadster, 1912 £50
RUDGE Multi-speed, 1912 £60
TRIUMPH Standard Model £49 15
TRIUMPH rrii2 F.E. Model £55
RUDGE Standard Model £48 15
RUDGE T.T. Model £48 15
RUDGE F.E. Model £55
CLYNO 5-6 h.p. I9r2 2-speed Model 65 Gns
P. and M. 3! h.p. t9l2 2-speed Model £65
B.S.A. 3* h.p. 1912 2-speed Model £60
B.S.A. 3.1 h.p. t9l2 Standard Model £50
BRADBURY 3.! h.p. r9r2 z-speed Model £55
ZENITH. 6 h.p. Model 67 Gns
ZENITH 3i h.p. Model 53 Gns
DOUGLAS L Lady's Model £52
DOUGLAS J T.T. Model £47
DOUGLAS G Standard Model £41
BRADBURY Standard Model £48
BRADBURY F.E. Model £54 10
BRADBURY T.T. Model £48
SINGER i\ h.p. 3-speed Model , £58 10
LINCOLN ELK 3i h.p. Standard Model £34 5
HUMBER 3! h.p. 2-speed Model £52 10
BAT 6 h.p. Standard Model £58
SINGER 2-speed 4 h.p. Sidecar Model £65
ZENITH 8 h.p. Model 69 Gns
DOUGLAS Model K £50
BRADBURY 2speed Model £55
B.S.A. F.E. Model £56 ID
G. and N, Runabout in four weeks.

Any other makes on application.

TRADE SUPPLIED WITH VARIOUS MAKES.
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS ALLOWED.

Machines at. Bargain Prices to Clear.
on. F.N., 191 1 model, 6 h.p., like new £35

2017. F.N., 2i^h.p., rgir, 2-speed gear £26
r955. F.N., 4.-cyl., 6 h.p., good order £35
igo6. F.N., 4-cyL, igii, with sidecar £35
io66. F.N., 2j h.p., magneto, splendid order .... £15
1064. F.N., 2Jr h.p., 1910. 2-speed £24
1858. F.N. , 2i^ h.p., 2-speed, igioJ ; £25
1068. REX, iQioi, 3^ h.p £25
1803. REX, 6 h.p., twin, good order £10
2066. J.A.P.-CHATER-LEA, + h.p., rgii £29
1067. RUDGE, F.E., rgii, splendid order £39
2146. DOUGLAS, igro, fine order £24
1640. ZENITH, igrr.si h.p., good order £41

2063. F.N., 4-cvi., nice order £25
2135. ZEDEL twin. 6 h.p., Chater fitting £22

MILLFORDSpringWhcelSidecar.cane. rgir £8
All Accessories included on S.H. at the price advertised.

BAT P. & M. two-speed gear, new £10

THE
£4-10 REY Sidecar £3-10
With Hutchinson or Michelin 26x2i tyre and tube,

30/- extra.

The famous "REY" EXHAUST WHISTLE now reduced

to 12/6 each. Triumph standard type.

The "REY" LEATHER BELTING outlasts two ol any
other makes. Price 2/- per loot.

Special Discounts to Trade.

ONLY HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY-

HAMPSTEAD
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Caught on !

!

OUR

REED CANE BODIES
have undoubtedly hit the mark.

Undoubtedly this class of cane is far superior and

more.classy than ordinary cane or nicker work,

besides being conbi_^°rably lishter. These beautiful

sidecars appeal to tnose who want absolutely the

""=' IVIodel E

ierr los.
Model I

£8 8s.
OUR POPULAR MODELS ARE GOING STRONG.

Model dc Luxe—£6 5s. Model C—£7.

Model E. -£7 5s. Model D.—£8.
Complri<; witli l.amp, Foot Mat, Kick-up Stand,
Quick Uetachablc Joints, Continental or Miclielin

Tyres, Uound cir Car PiUlecn Mudguard, and
CAKKIAGR ]'An>. Srnd for list.

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
.\\ li.j>. Aster iCnRiiio, water-cooled £4 10
44 h.j). Hviclut KiiKinc. water-coolcyl £4 10
2 h.p, Slatirjnary ICnRinc, water-cooled £4 10
Leamington Passenger Chair, new ' 12/6
Cocoannt Fibre Sidecar, foot-rnats 3/-
Albion CUitcb, fits Triumph 47/6
New SfTCU'-ctittinR I-allie, 4111. ceiiHis £6 10
Hrooks's Btos Saddle 10/6
Brooks's rii3o X-w S.id.ll', i^i :; niorl.i 14/6

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21. 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,

HALIFAX 1^*° "'""'"

Ifk-plionc 919.

A38

Irom G.P.O.i

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
F.N., l^la.r-, mag-UL^ta, iitte'l B-roivn ami BarloAT, new

belt, new Avon back, Michtalin front, lamp, many
spares, in iroo<l ooiiditiou ; £12.—Ireland, 21, Thurstane
St., Hallwell, Boltou.

31.1a.p. 191 \\ Triimjpli, all sparos, lamp and horn

;

2 eo-t £52. will accept £40; also 2ib.p. lif^^htweight

motor oyele, in sood order, £10.—Allen Bros., 'Welling-
ton Kd. South, StoukiJOrt-

"I
Qll r. and M., splendid condition, nearly new tyres:

Xt/ owner made' clean accent up Staxton Hill, whieli
if^ 1 in 21 griKlient, on thi^ machine; priee £50/10.-10,
Riclnuond Av., Huddcrsfield.

£17, cost 52 liuineas.- 3^1i.p. twin Werner, 17iin.
frame, spriui,' fork-;, pi/dal^, I'ootrests, fout brake,

adju6tJible pulley, Obacli iLjnitiou, conditioa equals new.
—23, "WliitQ Cross Ed., York.

1Q12 3Ji.p. TT. Ru<l:ie. fitted with extra large
X*^ tauK and tiirmxl uut special for T.T. Race, done
50 mi!e:^ onlv: tirst eli-<iue £44. — Anderson, 846,
Chester Rd-, Stretford, Alaneheb-ter.

TRITTMPH. 1907. mai^neto, 1910 carburetter, h.b.c,
adjustable pulley. J mnlop tyres, good condition,

recently overhauled; £18 for (luick .sale: bought new ma-
chine.—Clymcr, 98, King St., Manchester.

3h.p. Grirt'on, Zedcl cnsiuc, just overhauled, mov-,
' h.b.c, lamp ('separate generator), new rear t^-re.

carrier, .stand, Whittle belt; cheap for qmuk siile.—

Greenwood, 143, North Rd., St. Helens.

3ih.p. Chater-Lea, good tyres, new tubo«, Brooks pan
4 twaddle, quite new, Advance puliey, adjustable jet

carburetter, low, wants re-wiring; bargain, £6/10.—
Chorlton, Mayfield, Kensington St-, Hyde.

7-9h-p. Twin Peugeot, Boech magneto, adjustable pul-
ley, almost new tyres, belt, perfect order, low

dropped frauie. exceedingly fast, ^vith Chater-Lea ^sidecar,

good tyre; £27/10 : sell separate-—Jones, 17, Morven
Grove, Southport.

FOR Sale, H. D. Shaw's 7h.p. Indian, in fully tnur
ing condition, with all racing spares, including full

set of sprockets, spare cylinders, etc. : £50, or otfers.-
l''or full particularti apply, H. D. Shaw, Harris St.

Worki?, Bradford.

SIXGER Lightweight, early 1911, Palmer back tyre
(almost new). Clincher front, lamp (unused), mirror,

watch, caiTier, Brooks -saddle, spare valre, plug, tyre, in
fii.^t-elass condition; £25, or nearest cash offer.—Winter-
bottom, The N\ ellt?, Trimmingham, Halifax.

GREAT Sale of motor cyclGs.-3ih.p. Rex, £7/10;
41i.p. Chat'"-t-Lea, mauneto, spring forks, B. and

B.. £12; 3h.p. Triumph, £9: 1909 Douglas, £18/10;
1911 Kerry-Abingdon, £28; 5-6h.p. Rex. 1909, twin-
cyl., free engine, and tfidecar, £25, worth £40; 1908
Triumph, new condition, £25; P. and M-, nearly new, 2-

speed, free engine, £37/10; we have about 60 second-
hand motor bike.s in stock, consisting of 1907, 1908,
1909, 1910 Triumphs, prices from £15; several Bratl-

burys, Singer*;, Moto-Reve^s; all machines sold are
warranted in good order; sidecars from 50/-.—Tlie Motor
Cycle Exe,h.^ni;e, 160. Young St.. Sheffield,

NORTHERN Depot Ltd., " Everytliiug Motorish,"
Leece St., Liverpool.—Motor cycle exhibition for

Whitsun. Brand new 1912 models in stock; Cob, stand-
ard and clutch Korry-Abingdous; 81). p. 2-speed Rex-Jap;
3ih.p. clutch Rex-Jap; Bradbury, belt driven, 2-'^peed,

and adjustable pulley; clutch Triumph; standard Doug-
las. Exceptional bargain, 1912 clutch Kerry-Abingdon,
ahop-soiled, full niaker.s' guarantee. £48. I-'or delivery
in one week, Clyno and Cauoelet, also A-C Sociable

;

book now ; Zebra 2-seatoTS, sole agents ; very .special

bargaius. Crash dust ."suits, jackets, and leggings, 13/6;
mica face shields, 1/3: wire wheel cleaniug bru>shes, 1/-:
Midlemore D.L. .saddle. 15/-, new, otf Clyno ; Cowey,
for A.C : every known accessory of any consequence
actually in stock. See also advts under Bolts, Tyres.
Exchange, Sideeurp.

SECTION ni.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, IMontgumery, and
Merioneth.

A.J.R., Model B., 2-speed, in stock; 44 guineas-—
Taylor, Oakoswcl), Weducsbur^.

1 Q12 Triumph Tourist Trophy Road>ter ; exchanges
-L J/ entertained.—Woodfln, Tarvin.

COTT.-Onee a S.ott. always Scott; 1912 model for
inntiedinte di'livery,— Moss. Wcm.

RTTTMPII, 1911, standard, new June, in exie'lent
condition; £32/10.— ilurruy, Rug-Iey-

R.\DBURY, 1911, equal to new; trial by appoint-
ment ; £32.— Heath, Congreve, I'ouk-ridgc.

UD(iE, new multi-speed niodol. fur immediaie dn-

ry ; bc-t ol^:r at ccptcd.— Mot^fl, \\ em.

RAi:)BURY, 1910. 3:.h.p. (1911 eyliud.r). take side-
ear; what otVersi^-Best, Whitaker Rd., Derby.

10 Bradbury, very pood condition, will take sido-

eur; what otferP-Bcrit, Whitaker Rd., Derby.

h.p. Poupent, Amne, Ji.b.c. low built, new CHuclicrs,
torpedo tank; £12.-X.)rris, 92, Wcllcsley St., Han-

S'

B
R
B
19
3
ley.

IATK 1909 Triuinpli, in [,'rand rnndifinn. most care-
J fully used; i:28.-Cou«tiihle, Willtiiliuh HU., Uil-

•.li.u.

O6/10.-2Jh.[). Ij.T. Ch:do, Paluiers, adjnstiiblo j)nll.y,
•^ Ktiind, horn, rnniiiiig order; bnrt'Jiin.— Tievetlian,
lihyl.

MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES.
We have a quantity of frames by well-known maker.

Price 32/6 each.
Rigid forks, 7/6 extra. Druid forks, 45/- extra.

Enamelled and plated in first-class style.

IN STOCK.
We have the following new machines actually

in stock.
igi2 Multi RUDGE £60
1912 Standard RUDGE £48
1912 3i h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3-speed 57Gns.
1912 23 h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3-speed 47 Gns.
r9i2 3V h.p. HUMBER, 2-speed 50 Gns.
igi2 3* h.p. BRADBURY £48
1912 3I h.p 2-speP(l BRADBURY .... £55
191 r 3J h.p. PREMIER, 2 spped £48
1911 3i h.p. PREMIER, ,\rnistrong 3-specd £46 10

NEW 1912 MACHINES IN STOCK.
3J h.p. MULTI-RUDGE £60
3S h.p. 3-speed NEW HUDSON 57 Gns
2% h.p. 3-spced NEW HUDSON 47 Gns
35 h.p. RUDGE, fixed gear . .- £48
35 h.p. HUMBER, 2-speed model £52 10
1912 3.V h.p. BRADBURY, single-speed ..£48
1912 3|h.p. BRADBURY, 2 speeds £55

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
rgro sjh.p., iine goer £27
igro 35 h.p., extra good £28
34 h.p. 1909 Speed King, extra fine £23
3 h.p 1908 Featherweight Rex, Bosch mag. £17

TWIN-CYLINbER REXES!
1906 5-6 h.p. Twin Rex £16 10
5-6 h.p, Bosch, Lloyd's variable gear . . £22
7 h.p. de Luxe, 2 speeds, M.O.V £48
5-6 h.p. de Lu.'ce, rgoS, 2-speed model .... £23
5-6 h.p. de Luxe, 1908, 2 speeds, special . . £29 10

OTHER MAKES.
igio P. and M., 2 speeds, fine goer £32
igog MOTO-REVE, twin engine, magneto,

Druids £20
1910 8 h.p. BAT, M.O.V.. 2 speeds £45
igii Lady's HOBART, Armstrong 3-speed.. £36
\\ h.p. N.S.U., Bosch magneto, h.b. control £21
35 h.p Twin PREMIER, fine machine £25
igri 2j h.p. MOTOSACOOHE, magneto £27
35 h.p. L.M.C., 1910 model £25
3t h.p. MINERVA, [josch m.agneto, Amac. £22

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
8 h.p. BAT, 2 speeds, Millford sidecar £50
5-6 h.p. 2-spcGd iqo8 REX and sidecar .... £33
7-9 h.p. 2-specd REX and sidecar £53

All fitted with magtieto and spring forks.

J^ t. nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.S«0 UMrin BALANCE 5/- WEEKLY.
3 h.p. MINERVA, vertical, M.O.V £12
3* h.p. EXCELSIOR, Am.ac, h.b. control . . £10
3 h.p. REX, vertical engine £9

.0A rtAWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.3bO UUWn BALANCE 7/6 WEEKLY.
^ h.p. 1908 REX, Bosch magneto £17
5-6 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, h.b. control £16 10
'\\ h.p. Twin N.S.U., Bosch magneto £21
Twin-cylimlerMOTO-REVE,magneto, Dniids£20
3i h.p. WIWERV.a. Bosch magneto, MO.V. £22

CARS AND TRICARS.
.(5 h.p. HUMBER Tricar, 2 speeds, wheel

steering £19
5 h.p. HUMBER Car, 2-seatcr, good goer . . £22
5 h.p. REXETTE, Oppermann 3 speeds £18
buocar. Bosch niasnclii £45

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
1012 li. and H. tarlMir<'ltors, variable jots., 28/6
IQ12 B. and B. Carburetters, single jet 27/-
1912 Senspray Carburetters 28/6
Camel lin. Rubber Belting per foot 1/3
Fulfnrd Castor Wheel Sidecar £5
l.vrett's Carrier Toolbngs (now) 7/6
Sidecar Lamps, show red light behni'i 7/6
Trailer, 26in. wheels 25/-

Ncw Toolbags, 9 x 6 x 3 Jin 4/6
.Sidecar .'Vproiis, green or red, with studs .

.

7/6
New I.ycett's Tubular Carriers 4/11
Longuemare Carburetters 5/-

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23. 25, Hopwood Lanef
Telephone HALIFAX '^«« """"'»'

from G.P.O.I

III aii'ircriiii/ Ihcie adir.rti.'<v>n''nl>' it is d (."irahl c hi im iilimi. "The Motor Cycle'
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Appointed Official Repairers to the
Auto Cycle Union.

OUR STOCK
at

I

'BIRMINGHAM.!
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FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

1912 DOUGLAS G £41
1912 ENFIELD, 23 h.p £52 10
1912 ENFIELD Sidecar, 6 h.p. com-

bination £84
1912 NEW HUDSON, 3i h.p £59 17
1912 RUDGE, free engine £55
1912 MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., No. 7 . . £73 10
J912 PREMIER, 3-speed £58
1912 PREMIER, fixed engine £47 10
1912 MACBETH, Armstrong 3-speed £55
1912 PREMIER, 2j h.p., a most

economical moimt £36

EARLY DELIVERY OF THE FOLLOWING.
BOOK NOW !

SCOTTS and DOUGLAS K.

All I Enfield 1 <-„„ • ,

uith I Bat
Special

J.A.P. Chater-Lea. ^Xeff
Engines. I Matthless J

™°<^^'=-

SECOND-HAND STOCK. TO BE CLEARED.
If you want a machine of any class or of

any price, just write us and tell us your ideas.
We cannot publish a list of all our stock in
detail, for space reasons, but we have machines
of every sort ready.

6 second-hand 3! h.p. Triumphs from £20 to £40
5 „ 2j h.p. Douglas from £23 to £30
2 „ 3i h.p. Premiers, £36 and £38
2 „ 3^ h.p. Humbers, £34 and £37
3 „ h.p. 4-cvl. F.N., £15, £20, £25
I each „ 3i h.p. Brown, Kerry, Alldays,

N.S.U., £20 to £30
I II II 3^ h.p. Zenith, Bradbury, and

P. and M., £28 to £38

SPECIAL TO-DAY.
ROYAL ENFIELD, 2J h.p, twin 2-speed

lightweight. Just delivered. A fine

little machine. Price 50 guineas.

SPECIAL THIS WEEK.
with 3-Sfieed gear
Price £58.

PREMIER, 3} h.p.,

(Armstrong).

This is a splendid machine. Can be
advantageously used for either solo or
sidecar. The gear is safe and reliable,
and the machine is, as every motorist
knows, one of the best that Coventry
produces.

COLMORE DEPOT,
31, Colmore Row, and
49, John Bright Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

' MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MOTOSACOCHE, 1911. 2;h.p.. practically new, run

about 300 luile^s. free euyine, magneto, Palmer
tyres; £28.—Haydon, 24, Yicarase Ud., King's Heath,
Birmingliam.

B.S.A., 2-?peed and clutch models in stock; Tvliy wait
for delivery : first cheque securer cue of the?;e

famous mounts.—Official agent, Xewell, Lozells Ed..
Aston, Birmingham.

1 Q12 New Sinsrer, free engine, Dunlops, £55 model,
J-t/ delivered this w^ek guaruntfed; first cheque for
£52; secures: delivered free, horn and accescories fitted.

—Holt, Motors,- I/eamingtou.

"IQll Triumph for &ale, free engine, fiillv equipped,
J-«^ will stand any test, price £42/10; also IVIilIlord

sidecar, in good condition, price £&. — Apply, 75,
Northumberland Ed,, Coventry.

1 0~12 Eover. free entrine. delivered April, only ridden
JLt^ 400 miles; £48/10. bargain; buyer can have the
option of a 1912 Monteomery sidecar at a special low
price--Beck, Chapel St., Eugby.

TRIUMPH, 1908, guaranteed perfect, new Clinchers,
engine overhauled Triumph Wurk.-, lamp, horn,

and spLires. take two anywliere ; £25/10.—Apply, 17,
Reservoir E-d., Edgbaston, Birmingham.

1 Q12 N.SU-, 3h.p-. twin, free engine, 2-speed. brand
-Lt7 new, advertiser riaid £5 deposit, cannot take de-
livery, unforeseen circumstances; will sacrifice deposit.—
217, Heathfield Ed-. Hand-;Worth, Birmingham.

1 Q 12 Triumph standard. Brandbury standard, free
J-v engine and 2-sTieed, Rudgc free engine, in stotk

:

also Arno, 3h-p-, soiled, £32; .sidecars from £5,10.—
A. E. Clare 364, Moseley Ed-, Birmingham.

\riNDEC Special. 4;h.p-. free engine, Bosch raag-
T neto, B. and IJ. carburetter, everj-thing equal to
new, just overhauled at a cost of £5; bargain. £26.—
327, Garriion Lane, Small Heath, Birmingham.

1 Q12 Scott, new February, complete, F.E.S. lamp.
j-ZJ horn, whittle, .-speedometer, sparre, guaranteed
perfect: co^t £80, sacrifice" £60; selling through illness.

—O- Widdowiun, 46. Middle St-, Bee*ton, Notts.

1 Qll Model de Luxe Ees, 5h.p. twin, free engine,
J-^7 2-?peed, perfect side4!ir machine, practically
new. onlv ridden a few hundred miles; too powerful for
owner; cost £63. sacrifice £42.-54, LczelU Ed., Bir-
mingham.

ZENITH 3;h-p. Gradua. Triu-nph F.K.. Singer 4h-p..

3ih.p., and lightweight, Eudge-Whitwoith T.T. and
3^hp.. y.E.. :ill 1912. in ^tock ; two 1911 .-^taudard Tri-
umphs and ctiier cccond-haud motors-—Midland Cycle
Co., Coalvillc-

3ih.p. Eex, 1909, Bosch. 1911 B. and B., adjustable
2 pulley, 1 ircadnou'.'lit back, Ly.so. Rich .=pare tube,

f^pare belt, stand, carrier, head lamp, generator, good
condition, take two over Stoueleigh Hill: £20.-541, The
Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry-

3ih.p- TT. Bradburj-, - 1911. 1912 improvements,
2 powerful head lamp, eshaii>t whistle, horn, new

back tyre, new b.elt. e^iiare tnbe, belt, valve, full set tools,

been carefully ridden, and in good condition, a sound,
speedy, and reliable machine ; £35-—Bulford, Estate
Office, Gautby. Lincoln.

TQ113 Triumph, free engine, hern, Ijandle-bar mirror.
J-*7 adjustable cross-har, trouser guard, exhaust
whistle, two new Bosch plugs, new belt, bought Novem-
ber, not ridden till January la-t. done about 500 by
Cowey. absolutely perfect-, unscratehed throughout, just
like new machine. tjTe<^ perfect; any trial; £48.—E. G-
Tomblings, Little Bytham, Grantham.

WOODGATE. for immediate delivery of all models
of Singers, Triumphs, Enftelds,' Eudgee, and

Ariels. and Canoelet and J.J.W. sidecars; also for a
splendid range of second-hands, varying from £5 to £45.
Get my prices and save money ; exchauses and payments
arranged- — J. J._ Woodgate, the Motor Cycle Depot,
Small Heath. Birminghatn. 'Phone: 372 Victoria.

MATCHLESS. No. 7 model, the best sidecar machine,
- 8h.p. twin, orders now booked, early delivery:

Triumph, 1909. free engine, new heavy Kempshall on
back. Lucas lamp, all in good order, £33; bargain, 3h.p-,
Chater-Lea fittings, M.M-C, engine, Pruid forks, spring
seat-pillar, and handle-bar, 1911 B. and B.. in excellent
running order. £9 ; sidecars, several second-hand, in good
order, cheap.—A. D. Powell, Matchless agent, St. James',
Northampton.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

1 Q12 Bradbury, 2-^pped. belt drive, in crate ; £55
J-t' cash.—Parker and Son-

1 Oil Premier, f^plendid condition. £10 spares, includ-
J-«7 ing lamp. • speedometer : £40-—Parker and Son-

IQll T.T. Triumph, excellent condition, Dunlops.
J-t/ minor, hern, spare valve; £40.—Parker and. Son.

IQll Free Ensine Quadrant and Sidecar, shcp-soiled;
±iJ £53—Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts.

CHIEF Triumph Agent<s for Cambridge (early de-
liveries), Ejng and Harper, Cambridge.

31.h,p. Jai)-Chater-Lea. long bar, Palmers ;^10,—'W.S
2 2, Littledale St., Kempston, Bedford.

cotts in stoc
Premier, S^h.p.. Dunlops, £40.—Fitch, Chatteri.^.

eslABLISHED 20 VEARS"1C; THE HEART OF THETRADC*

OUR STOCK

JANGHESTER,.
m 261, DEANSGATE. P

Telephone : Central, 7371.

RA
MACHINE for your money, ^

" Not a promise." I

1 Ql2_Premierfi and Ca^lcotts in stock, also 1911; new

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

All below actually on the premises for

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

1912 DOUGLAS, .Model K £52
1912 DOUGLAS, .Alodel G £41
1912 DOUGLAS, Model H £47
1912 MATCHLESS, 2-speed, passenger £73 10
1912 NEW HUDSON-J.A.P., 3-speed £59 17
1912 NEW HUDSON, 3-speed £59 17
1912 B.S.A., 2 speed £60
1912 B.S.A., free engine £56 10
1912 B.S.A., free engine £56 10
1912 PREMIER, 3'. h.p., 3-speed £58
1912 PREMIER, 3j h.p.. twin, 3-sneed £63
1912 PREMIER Lightweight . . .

."
... £36

1912 RUDGE, free engine £55
1912 N.S.U., 6 h.p.. 2-speed, passenger
J912 MACBETH-PRECISION, stand'rd £45
1912 PRECISION, free engine £53
1912 MATCHLESS, 3; h.p., 3-speed . . £58

OTHERS COMING IN DAILY.'

LOOK BEFORE LEAPING
BARGAINS ! ! BARGAINS ! !

We do not allo\v Second-hands to accumulate.

NOTE THESE PRICES.

1909 BRADBURY, perfect every way £25
1909 HUMBER, 2-speed, free engine . . £25
1910 DOUGLAS, single-speed £25
1910 DOUGLAS, single-speed £27 10
1909 TRIUMPH, single-speed, a beauty £28
1911 SCOTT, delivered November .... £60
1911 PREMIER, free engine £30
J908 N.S.U., 3! h.p., pulksidecar £24
rgi-i BRADBURY, as new £37
191 1 A.J.S., single-speed, trials only . . £30
REX, 3} h.p., accumulator, good goer £7

SPECIALTHISWEEK.

1912 RUDGE, free engine, three
weeks old, done 50 miles, Lucas
K. of R. lamp, exhaust whistle,

Jones speedometer, horn, mirror
tools, and Montgomery sidecar

;

all guaranteed as new turnout

;

sacri&ce £60.

We have the best stock in Manchester.
CALL and convince yourself that " We are
the people for season's mount, New or Second-
hand."

COLMORE DEPOT
261, Deansgate,

IVIANCHESTER.
Telephone : 7371 Central.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
In ansioerivg tJiese advertisements it is desii-ahle to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
NEW Hudsons; delivery from etoct.—Sole agents for

Suffollt, T. H. Nic« and Co., Buiy St. Edmund'e,
and Ipswich.

PEEMTEES, all models: delivery from Etocli.-Suftoll!
aseiits, T. H, Nice aud Co., Buiy St. Edmund's,

aud IllsR-icli.

'•TiKITTMl^HS. Humbcr, Bradbury, BS.A., Eudgc, new
-1.- :iiid M'l'und-haiid, also liidecary.—T. H. Nice and
C^., Uury St. Eduumd'.s, and Ipswicll.

7 li. IJ. 1911 Peu;ieot-C]iater-Lea, excellent order, may*
ucto. etc.: triid: acc.-pt £2S.-Stra);M, 72, Jeeus

Lauc, Cambridge.

MOTO-EEVE. 2Jh.p. twin, maeneto, reifect condi-
tion: fl7, first clicque sccnrcs.-Burrel, Cluircb

Ed., Limbnry, Lnton.

DE liIOX. ,:;enuino, 3;ii.p., Cliatcr.Lea Httin:;s tlmr-
Liui:ljlv reliable, c-vcelleut cuuditiou ; £20-— (J. E.

i-'ustcr. Kcnjp.ston, Beds.

TEir.Ml'H. 1912, free engine; £55: in stock; iiii-

nn.'diate delivery.—Triimipli agcnt,^, Etibiasoii's,
•Giccn at-, Cambridge.

"I
4111 E-E. Triuuipb, ridden 1.600 njilcs; only £12.-

J-t^ Tlia;npli agents, EobinsunV. LJiccii St., Caiii-

luidge.

OlKjJ.AS, 1910. complete, good condition; £25—
Eobin^on's. (jreen iSt., Cambridge.

UMKEE. 1912, 3Jl).p., 2-.spc«l, in stock, nn wait-
ing; £52/10.— Robinson's, Green St., Caiiibridge.

UMBEE, 1912. 2JI1.P. twin, in etock, no waiting;
£46/10.—Eobinsou's, Urcen St., Cambridge.

CLYNO, 6b.p., 2-pFcd: we can deliver absolutely
certain 24tll ilay; f 68/5.—Eobinsou's, Ureeu St..

Cambridge

ROBINSON'S Motor Bicycle Garage, Green St., Cam-
bridge, Trininpli agents. Tel. : 388. T.A.

;

liicycles, Cambridge.

£ll/ia.-Motosacoebc, 1910, npriu- forks, niiignrto,

new Whittle and tvre, just .ivcrlaiuled
; auy trial-

-Erencli, 140, I'ostcr Hill, Bedford.

CLUTCH Triunipl], and 2Jb-p. S-spced New Hudson,
inmiediate delivery; 1911 Kerjy. £27 : "T'riuniplis

from £25: exchanges.—AViklerspin, Cliatteii.s.

BEAUBURYS for Whitsuntide; .hoi'ce of two.-1912
standard, ridden 2 weeks, £44; 1912 2-speed, belt

drive, unpacked-—Potter, l-'riimliugbani, Sutlolk-

"IQ12 Eovers, all nicid.-ls, 1912 2-epeed Br;i.!lbnry,
-JLJ/ ;ind sidecars to tit iibove machines; in r^tock,

iinmedi:ite delivery; cash or cxch;ingc-—loung and Co.,
Newiuiiiket.

POWERFUL 3ih.p. Minerva M.rtor Cycle, good co;;-

dition, reliable machine, engine pi'rtect, belt new,
new Dunlop (back), 2 accumulators, tools, bags, lamp,
spares, etc.; bargain, £15.—E. Eanson, School House,
Earsham, Bungay, Suffolk.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,

, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

D
H
H

12 F.E. Triuni]ih6, Bradburye, EiifieUk, ready for
tlm roijd.—Rose Bros., jJiidgeud, Glamoiyan.

12 B.S-A.. free engine, brand new. ridden 20 mill's;

£51 ; no waiting.—Furriugtuii, Iriiit grower, Eves-

19
19
Lam.

3 ill. p. Kpx. low, h.b-c., B. and B., Bosch, new. nruid-^,
2 ),-uud tyres; £15, or near ofler.—24, Cornwall St;,

Hereford.

3Xli.p- !*• and M., tboroughly overbauled by mabors,
2 and in ijeifeet condition; £35 net.— (Jreen, Haver-

fordwest.

ARIEL 3ih-p. Deoompresfior, obpolutely new, but 1911
late pattern ;'what offers?—Marriott. Motor House,

Hereford.

Sih.n. N-S-TJ., maKnoto, perfect order, s))]!!!-,' l(>ii,-s,

2 jidjustable pulley, 1909; £17/10. -Allru, j.:w<ilej,

Critkhowell.

TRIUMPH 1912. free engine, unpacked; also 1911
standard, great bargain, £35.— Gibbon, elotbiei,

]'nntyi)ridd.

CLUTCH Trinmpli, 1912, in stock, and 6b.p. twin
N-B.U., perfect: also forecar; wbat ofleii^r-

Tlioinas. agent, Aberfan.

"VTMW Hiid.'ions.-Vied Morgan, Talgarth, can givp
li jtroinpt delivery of 1912 inodelt*; also a numbcj
(if fifi tjud-liand nmebincn; euquiricH Bolicited.

41i.p. Twin N.S.U., b.t. Jiof^cl!, B. and It,, li.li.c, l;i>t,

and if-Iiablc. £16, or exrhange nudern 31h.p., Kl*).,

ra-b adjii-tinent.— J-). Jones, Pontybat, JJiecou.

rC|09 Tourist Trophy Triuini)h. engine and nnignitu
</ recently ovcrlmnled by maUein, new tyres and belt.

Cow.y Hp'i'dometer, lamp, machine in line condition

;

£34.—Purnell, Cambrian Brewery. Newport,

CHATKlt-LKA-PKUGEOT, 3i-4b.]>., late 1911, Sax-iii

f'.ik", Iit.H.'h h.b.c. magneto, Xl'all ffuddb', I'ahii-r

cnrdH, fi.otboaid.^ i;jiiirc valvcH, lubi% plUK, tools; jji-iiii-

III. bargain, ±28.—BurK*;HN Sidbiiry, Wnrce^'ler.

]011 (.'altborpe, 3ili.p., £32/10: 1910 htinidard Tii-
U iniipb, £34; 1910 cliildi Trimiiph, £38; 1910

K.-iiy-Abingdon. £25; 1908 Mlueivu, £12; 19U7
Minerva, magneto, £10.—Collier, 52, Bomer«et St., Abi i-

tillery.

iM "Garner"

M.C. Alarm
Nickel Plated

12/6.

Black Plated,

13/6.

Shortens your journey by

clearing the road.

It is not too late to obtain one for

your holiday run.

Delivery from Stock

Order at once and enjoy your
Whitsun tour.

HENRY GARNER, Ltd.,

Moscley Motor Works,

BIRMINGHAM.
BIRMINGHAM SHOWROOMS : 78, He* Street.

Stocked by all the leading factors.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
I

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berk;^

Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands^

TRIUML*H, free engine and sttuidard modol.s ; .ttijii^ct

from etoL'k.—Laytons', Bicester. ^ '

"UDGE-WHITWOETH. multi-speed niudel ; del
7 days.—Lartons', Biee.ster.

S.A. Motor Bicycles, free engine models, from 6

—Laytons', Bicester.

R
B
JAMES, Sib-p., 1912 standard model, the his exij

with a big heart; delivery irum stoek.—Layt^
Bieetiter. y

PREMIER, 2ih.p. lightweight, 1912, mnv 5 A\J

ago, and as new now; cost £36; jmii ollVrs wail
—Laytoii:^', Bicester. 1

ENFIELD, 2Jh.p., 2-cyI-, 2-spieHd modL-t ; delivery tia

tock; £46-—Laytons', Eieestei.

EXCHANGES Considered eoncerning' any nuu-hig
Laytons', Bicester, Oxon.

12 Lincoln Elk, 31i.p., new Mareb : bargain, £2S
Wliite, 42, London Ed-, Camberley.

10 Moto-Eeve. twin, 24b.p-, jxist overhauled^
lieil'eet condition; £20.—White, Camberley.

11 Ki^rry-Abingdon S^.h.ii. Motor Cycle, new Ko^
1912. .^plciidul condition-— White, CambLTley/J

MOTOll Cycle, l''alnir enpiine, E. and B. rarbiir^
in good running order and ' condition ; bargain,!.

—White, Camberley.^

TRIUMPH. 1910, fiee ea^-ine, hmv tvns and belt^'..

splendid condition; £35, lowest.—White, Gamberld

19
19

19

M
19

INEKVA. 3ih.p-. 1909 cylinder; £10/10,
ofleT.—19,> Canute Rd., Southampton.

12 Triumphs, free engine,' in stock; immeeliate^
livery; £55--Pasinau, Xewkeiibury.

3ih.p. Rex. overhauled, splendid running order; sj
2 fieo £8.-8. Blueher St-, Chesham, Bucks.

TQ12 24'h.p. 3'.speed NfW Hud-oi), brand new: ;i>viii;

XV ^3 yuineas.-Benurtt, Wc.-t St., Fareham.

ARIEL, new, under 300, demon>=tration : illnes-^. mii-

sell, any lea.souablL' ott'er.—BurtOu, Vicara.m'. llim

bury.

TRirMRH Motor Cyi'Io; price £20; new r\liii<l''

and pit^ton, magnettt; owner abroad. — Re^uiiic.iJ

Salisbury.

CHAIN ib'ive 2-spced Bratlbury; dellv^Ty froiiistuk
tir?-t cheque £58/10 iieeuies—Goub;h'H Mutci^

(jtloucesler.

-| Qll Rud:.;e, June, not done 900 miles, ii< w "

JLt? demonstration nuiehiuL-. £36.— Balfour's yh-\<.-

\Vork^^ Buubury.

Olh.p. F.N., 2-fipeed, free en;^ine, eplendid eonditi'ii

/W4: climb anything; £22.—Baker, 200, Holdv'ubni^

Rd-, Bouruemouth.

4h.p. Martin, Xl'all cuddle. iuat;neto, needs sli^-bJ i>

pairs; bargain, £12/10; exchange.—King, S1mi>1"I

Bellinj^ci, Andovcr.

.11. litFOR Sale. Hobart. v.r.-utlv re-bu^ln .1, .

dition: £8-- I'iiitirular.s L\tll\''i, wlirrhM i^ht, l>t

Horwood, \Vin.>:low.

ZENITH. 1912. eij.p., rx.'cjitiniially ..[uii'ii-'d : vn-

nearly £80. conditi.^11 in m-vt ;
i55.-HL'yl>Miin

Motor?-, Maidenhead.

ZENITH. 1912, 3;h.p...rmi 200 miles only, 1.11..

condition: £50, no otters.—Lake. Southcourt ( li.i

font Common, Bucks.

B.S.A., 1912. 2-i^p('ed. 2\ tyres, p.Tfei-t. nni 400 miles

fost £61/5, ai'f.'iit £56, ur nearest otTcr.— Riil|

cUlt, Xilminster, Stroud.

/Jh.p. Carette, perfect, wheel eontrol, 2 speedi*. B.O ji.. new tyres: £20; exehanye.—40. Leapliill

[.'okesdawu, Bonrncmoutb. ^t

ENFIELD, 2jh.p., late 1910. perfect condition; o\va<||

buying ear ; accept auy leaaonable ofEer-- Su;^

Hank, Buicott, Aylesbury.

2ilh.p. Jle Dion, acfumulator, and cosh; wanted, lidj

4 \\eit;lit ula^Mleto motor cycle.—Eowlee, UollB
liaye.-!. liartley, Soutliaiuptou.

TRIITMPH, 1909, splendid condition eenerally,
-iao overhauled iind gmiiautoed perfect; £5

(jlougli'.s, Molors, Ulouccrttcr,

TRIUMPH, F.l-:., 1911, only riddon 1,000 niiles.l

eellent condition; bargain, £50-—JJominy 1111 d g
Triumpli agent, Winchester.

TlUDMPrr, 1910. (^taudaid, enamel and plate its npw|
liiiiiranleed "in p.-rl\vt urdei; £39/10,-- Douiiii

Co., Tiiuiuiili a^icui, Wineliestei'.

OXb,|). Quadrant, aeeumulntor innili(>ii, li,b e

O4 mid B. eail)un ttcr, yood order; plioio sent;
-I'ear.'c, Ower, Itnmsey, liaiils.

'

RlUXil-; and Jiiadbnry Models, fur prompt dclitj
(liiil runs; exrhanges eiiteituiiied ; 'send for lisj

A^eut, Biirnes, Colnbiook, Bucks.

I Qll 'J'limnph- free en;;iiie, 2-siii-ed uear. lamp. li|

X«/ e1e., HidtH'ur il' desired; a lnnL:ttiu, miisl bo
-.lai'fib, 6, NoelOotta^cri, Bletcble.v-

TIMUMPK. free cn«iae m< <lel, hv\\ .]u)v, 1911. inj
eoniliti in, lamji, limn, mmi. (iib-:: .L42'10.--Pjr

..on, 31, Leigh lid., a-lii^tleii^b, IJ.ml.

.

A42 7/t anfiwering these advertisements it is dcnrabU to i/tcn/ion " The Motor Ci/r/r..*'
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A Glut of Open Hill-climbs.

RECENT events have conclusively proved that

open hill-cHmbing competitions have been
overdone. Interest in these events must wane
when the same coterie of riders fight out a
weekly battle, one week in the North of

England, the next in the South, and practically always
'with the same result. We know that the trade, speak-
'ing generally, are almost afraid to send their repre-

sentatives to some of these competitions, where in

many instances the hill is a badly chosen one with
dangerous bends which cause competitors, who have
got to win at all costs, to take undue personal risks.

Now that the speed of motor cycles has increased

so lai-gely, there are very few hills which are really

suitable and safe for these contests, and it is time the

Auto Cycle Union stepped in and refused to allow

more than, say, six open hill-climbs during the year,

the hills to be chosen by the competitions' executive.

We do not wish to see sporting events discontinued

by any means, but if hill-climbs are to continue they

should be confined more to club members, and some
improved methods of finding the winners should be
instituted. The absurdity of the modern hill-climb

is .shown by two snap-shots in last week's issue, where
riders are depicted in the act of falling while trying

to negotiate bad corners too fast. Among the ideas

that suggest themselves for improving hill-climbs are

a combined climb and non-stop run of twenty miles

or so at legal limit, so that the hill is climbed with

hot engines, and ascending a gradient several times

non-stop. Unless some measures be taken to reduce the

number of open climbs and to confine them more to

club members, the fact of their super-abundance and

the constant winning of the same riders must eventu-
ally rob this valuable form of contest of all interest.

Already we know of one or two important firms-

who have decided to refrain from future hill-cHmbs

run on the same lines as those referred to in the first

portion of this article. There is also the recent

decision of the Manufacturers' Union not to support
open hill-climbs unless they receive the assurance of

the organisers that proper precautions have been taken
to safeguard the competitors from accident.

Power for Sidecar Worh.

TWO contributors to our correspondence pages

this week take directly opposite views of the

question of the power required for sidecar

work. One thinks the standard ^j4 h.p.

engine quite sufficient, and instances several

performances accomplished therewith ; the other, who
has had experience of many different machines, tells

readers that he does not think any engine less than a

twin-cylinder of about 8 h.p. is any use. Time was
when the standard single-cylinder was not powerful

enough, but the perfecting of change-speed gears has

altered the question from one of power to speed.

Provided the gear ratios are sufficiently low, the single-

cylinder engine will take a sidecar up practically any
hill, but only at speeds which to some are irksome.

It- amounts to this: the single-cylinder requires a

bottom gear ratio of about 10 to i to render the climb-

ing of steep hills a certainty, and the top ratio should

not exceed about 5 to i. The more powerful twin

mil do the same work on higher gear ratios with a
corresponding increase of speed. Individual choice,

therefore, should decide this question.

AI9
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INTER-'VARSITY HILL-CLIMB.
SIXTY COMPETITORS IN A SPORTING EVENT. OXFORD EASY WINNERS.

AT THE RENDEZVOUS—THE LAMBERT ARMS, ASTON ROWANT.

A MOST sporting hill-climb, which took place on
Tuesday afternoon, the 21st inst.,. was ,the

inter-club event held between the two Uni-
versity motor cycle clubs. The competition was quite

well organised when it is taken into consideration that

neither the Oxford nor the Cambridge club have had
much experience in work of this kind. The hill was
well flagged, no one made an ascent before the com-
petition began, and the rules were framed so as to

render riding as safe as possible. The hill utilised

was. Kingston Blount Hill, running parallel with
Aston Rowant, which was that chosen by the Motor
Cycling Club for their members' hill-climb on the

nth inst. The results were decided on the number
.
of points gained. The first place represented five

points, the second three points, and the third one
point. Cla.ss I. was for lightweights up to 350 c.c,
to be decided on formula :

0.
A.

G.

Time.
m. s.

1 32

60x60 ZAO 1 39§

University, mm. c.c.

B. Pratt (2^ Tremier), Oxford 66x72 243
F. R. Broadhui'st (2^

Douglas) ... O.xford

McBain (2.% h.p. J. A. P.), the only Cambridge
representative, flismounted near the .summit, conse-
fjuently the formula was not worked out.

A Second Win for Oxford.
('lass II., for single-cylinder touring machines, to

be decided on formula, consisted of seven Oxford and
seven (Cambridge men. Only three (?antabs, however,
started. Here again the Oxoniajis scored heavily,
wuinmg (m

Kormiila
plaeii.

Ijolh time and formula

1.

2.

n. Pratt (2i Premier
P. MacDonald (3^

3. .1. licid (3i Triiimpli

, Oxford
Norton),
Oxford

Caml)ridn«

66x72 246 '1 24 j

82x94 496 50'

85x88 499 1 -31

In this class D. G. Murray (3^^ h.p. Triumph)
assumed a most curious position, keeping his right

leg in a sort of kneeling posture.

Class III., for multi-cylinder machines up to 1,000
c.c, decided on formula.. Five Oxford men and
eight Cambridge men started. Cambridge scored on
this occasion, while the most conspicuous feature of
the class was the number of 7 h.p. Indians entered.

Sandeman (7 h.p. Indian) (Cambridge) wobbled
dangerously during his ascent, but he managed to

make good time. E. H. Lees, who is a well-known

L. p. Oponshaw (8 h.p. Zenith) making it tasl ascent.
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Time.
niiii. c.c. sees.

67 x95 (2) . 670 51J-

85 x85 (2) 964 45

i

85x88 499 52
85x88 499 54
82x94 496 55-

0. B. Prill (2J h.p. Premeri, who obtained two Brsts on time and iwo
onlormula.

rider outside the, C.U.M.C.C., did not ride in tliis

class, as he damaged his hand in tire Leathley Bank
hill-climb. I. C. Maxwell rode in his place :

Formula.
place. •

.

1. G. W. Pbilli'ps (6 Blamfield),
Cambridge

2. L. P. Openshaw (8 Zenith),
Oxford

3. 1. C. Ma.xwell (7 Indian).
Cambridge '. 82.5x93 (2) 994 52

Phillips's Blumfield certainly travelled splendidly,

while Openshaw, on his Zenith, made the fastest time
of the day.

Class IV., for T.T. singles up to 500 c.c, decided
on time :

1. W. G. McHinnies (3i Triumph),
Oxford ... .'.

2. 0. E. Stout (3J- Rudge), Cambridge
3. A. C. Hardy (3^ Norton), Oxford

Class v., for passenger machines up to 1,000 c.c,
decided on formula. Only two O.xford men and no
Cambridge man finished, so the formula was not
worked out :

1. L. P. Openshaw (8 Zenith sc),
Oxford 85x85 (2) 964 1 10

2. G. V. Sinclair Smith (6 En-
field sc), Oxford ... 76x85(2) 770 1 28|

A. H. Dalton (8 h.p. Matchless and sc.) failed,

while N. B. Stewart (3-i h.p. Arno and sc.) met with
a similar fate.

Fast Speeds.
Class VI., for all-comers, decided on time :

1. L. P. Openshaw (8 Zenith), O.xford 45
2. B. Sandeman (7 Indian), Cambridge 49^
3. I. C. JIcLure (7 Indian), Cambridge 49|

Kingston Blount Hill is not much obstructed by
traflic, but first two cows and then a cart caused some
delay in this class being run off. I. C. McLure had
a traffic stop, and so was allowed a second attempt.

Sandeman had apparently learned the hill during his

first ride up, as he made a much better performance
on this occasion. Mr. A. C. Hardy (New College,

Oxford) worked out the times, and at the Lambert
Arms, Aston Rowant, where tea was served, announced
that Oxford had won—^38 points to 15. Mr. Hardy
was joint hon. secretary with Mr. T. M. G. Chapman
(Trinity College, Cambridge). The judges were

G. W. Phillips (6 h.p. Blumfield) finishing. He was the lastest

rider in Class 3.

Messrs. W. R. McBain and J. J. Conybeare, and the

timekeepers Messrs. F. T. Bidlake and A. V.
Ebblewhite.

The winner of the silver cup presented by Mr. F.

H. A. Marshall for the fastest time made by a

Cambridge man \vas won by B. Sandeman (7 h.p.

Indian). The cover presented by Messrs. Wood-Milne,
Ltd., for the fastest time of the day was won by L.

P. Openshaw (8 h.p. Zenith) (Oxford). The belt

presented by_ Messrs. Lycett, Ltd., for the fastest

time in the T.T. class was won bv W. G. McMinnies
(Oxford).

Colours of the Rivals.
Oxford and Cambridge colours were freely, dis-

played on the machines, on sweaters, and in several

cases by elaborate garters artistically placed round the

left knee.

Robert, as the policeman on duty on the hill was
affectionately called, did excellent work at the cross

roads by the Lambert Arms, and was enthusiastically

-

called forth to take his place in the photograph taken

after the hill-climb. He modestly refused, but

eventually was persuaded to take his place in some-
one's sidecar, and thus to be handed down to posterity

as one who did his duty, and who did it in the sports-,

manlike manner usually displayed by that most
excellent branch of the Force, the Oxfordshire Con-
stabulary. The fact that every competitor was an
amateur in the truest sense of the word rendered the

event all the more interesting, and quite a refreshing

change from the usual run of motor cvcle events.

BRITISH MOTOR CYCLES IN CANADA.
We are advised that two firms handling British

motor cycles in Toronto have relinquished them in

favour of American mounts.
,
American makers are

doing their utmost to educate Canadian riders to

believe that the U.S. models are the standard to

judge by, therefore deviations from such standards

appear odd to some Canadians. British makers of

motor cycles should not lose sight of the big effort

that is being made by our American cousins to capture

the Canadian motor cycle business. The agents for

two makes of American motor cycles have, it is said,

received large orders for delivery this year.

A23
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MY MOST EXCITING RIDE:
No. 2.-W. F. NEWSOME.

tLft yrY most exciting ride?" queried W
IVl Newsome, tlie famous Triumph rider

*'^' find it somewtiat hard to answer

question, for most competitive rides

are more or less exciting. At any rate,

most of the races I have contested

have had some exciting incident or

other connected with them. I think

the Tourist Trophy races have im-

pressed me the most though, ^and of

the series the race of 1909 stands out

very prominently. I hacl excitement

on two scores in that race, for I

narrowly missed an accident, and at

the same time was going so well that

I was near the top all the time. It

became necessary for me to stop in the

sixth round in order to make an adjust-

ment, and as I feverishly opened my
toolbag the usual little t-rowd of

spectators came up. and I en(|uired of

them as to where I stood in the race.

One of them told me I was lying fifth,

and in my hurry to pick up the tools

I dropped them all over the road.

With one's nerves all on end and the

knowledge that every second counts,

fingers become thumbs, and my
average speed suffered through my
haste. But I got the tools together

again, and went off for all 1 was
worth, knowing that I still held a

sporting chance.

F.
'= I

that

W. F. Newsome,
1909, T.T. race
cylinders.Cornering in the T.T.

" In one of the .subseijuent roiuids I liappened to come
aijreast another competitor just before reaching the

bend at the bottom of Creg Willey's Hill. I was over-

hauling my man, but there was not much between our

speeds, and we took the corner neck and neck.

It was quite impossible for both

of us to get round together, it

being quite a difficult job for one

to take -the bend while going all

out as we were. My heart was in

my molith, but, to my intense relief,

the other man switched off, and this

just enabled me to get round first.

Never before did I feel so excited, and
my nerves were pent up right through

until the finish, where I pulled up very

stiff. I had not worn goggles, and my
eyes were full of. dust and terribly

sore, but they fold me I had finished

third in the race and first among the

single-cylinders, as a result- of -which

knowledge I quickly got into trim. It

was a race in which every rnoment was
exciting, and in .which the .incident at

Creg Willey's corner stood out as' the

main feature of the ride."

A Modest Rider.

Newsome is one of the best-.kno\yn

trade riders of the day, and since~the

letirement of Jack Marshall, who won
the Tourist Trophy race. in. 1908, he

,. has been chief rider for the Triumph
-v!%M. Company. His exploits on hills and

t r. -.u A .k- J ... in trials rank among the greatest of
who finished third in the . °,,°..,
and nrst of the single motor cycling teats, and he is a rider

whose exceptional success . has . not
' turned liis head. Unfortunately he will be an

absentee in this year's T.T. race.

A new pattern 31 h.p. A.S.L. made its initial appearance at Leathle.y BanK.
It will be noticed that this machine has 2Gin, wheels, new pattern spring

lorks, and is flnished in French isrev. The rider is W. E. Conk

J. Lockwood, hon. sec. ot the Hiidderslleld M.C.C.with his B-6 h,p.

Clyno and Gondola sidecar. This novel sidecar was referred to

ill our Issue ot May 2nd last.
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steady Speedometer Needles.
Unfortunately the market is not so crowded with

speedometers that we can press for an A.C.U. trial

of these invaluable devices ; but the potential buyer

will do well to make sure that he selects a make which
does not suffer from a wobbly needle. Last week
I tested three different types. On one the needle

swung freely over a fifteen or twenty mile range of

its dial, quite irrespective of road vibration or of

front fork action. On another the needle was com-
paratively staid and sober up to 30 m.p.h., but com-
menced to "hunt" at those higher speeds at which
accurate readings were essential to prove the value

of certain tunings I was experimenting with.

The third device is not, I believe, made in motor
cycle sizes, but had been converted by a car owner.

This device owned a large "blunt needle, which fairly

clung to the correct figure, and pushed itself almost
imperceptibly around the dial, without a trace of

dithering.

I have no doubt that the quality of the road surface

and the action of the front forks have their effects on
certain speedometers, but now that I know from
actual experience that it is possible to turn out a

speedometer with an absolutely steady needle, which
is not affected by any vibration, I shall not be satis-

fied until I have got one.

Petrol Consumption.
In the discussion about excessive petrol consump-

tion and automatic carburetters, correspondents and
contributors appear to have ignored the fact that the

average motor cycle manufacturer instructs his testers

to adjust the carburetter to provide a mixture that

is " rich all through." I have "never yet taken delivery

of a machine which was adjusted to provide sufficient

air for the throttle's widest opening. The reason is

obvious. If the jet be a size or so too large for

absolute efficiency, the engine will start easily and
the mixture will be less sensitive on hills and in

picking up after a slow. These theoretical deficiencies

are "practical merits, since the bulk of motor cyclists

are not expert mixture manipulators, and the buyer
who knows a little can be trusted to remedy the

adjustment for himself.

My latest jiVz h.p. as delivered only did sixty miles

per gallon, .and took full air on half-throttle. So
there is room for semi-automatic or fully automatic
carburetters, to err on the rich side without being
inferior to the standard two-lever type as adjusted by
the makers ; and here is a partial exp;lanation of the

universal waste of fuel.

The addition of a Krebs type of automatic valve

to existing two-lever vaporisers would retain the easy
starting and the non-sensitive air lever without so

gross a sacrifice of efficiency. But most buyers would
need the help of carefully worded instructions for the
adjustment of the valve spring when its tension began
to vary in wear.

Improving Mackintosh Leggings.
Many mackintosh leggings have grave weaknesses.

The first is the flimsy nature of the seams at the fork.

If the legging be cut by ordinary tailors, who have
no idea of the strain thrown on these seams by the

jump mount, they make the legging far too tight a

fit, with the result that the material soon rips when
the rider leaps off the. ground and does "splits " as

he vaults into the saddle. If a dealer's stock does

not contain a pair that are a loose fit at this point,

there are three alternatives: (i) To buy too large a

size
; (2) to strengthen the correct size by solutionhig

canvas strengthening strips over the fork seams ; (3)

to buy a pair of separate pullovers in lieu of trousers.

The defect of separate pullovers is that they give no
protection from a wet saddle ; this may be nullified

by laying a waterproof case in. which; the overalls are

carried, over the saddle when the overalls are being

worn and the saddle is exposed to rain during a

dismount.

Another drawback is the Aveakness of the instep

straps. These are generally made of the same
mackintosh material as the leggings ; their proportions

are more suited to a dancing pump than to a service-

able boot, and unless the leggings are a shade too

long to be a pretty fit, mounting and dismounting

throw a big strain on the straps. Straps made of

mackintosh materia! soon wear through if the rider

place the middle of his foot on the footrests. The
straps ought always to be of leather, and made adjust-

able by means of a buckle. Astute riders never don
a new pair of leggings until they have got a saddler

or cobbler to substitute really ser\'iceable straps of

thistype.

,^,^:..,:^-^

A PROLIFIC PRIZE WINNER.

F. W. Barnes (3 b.p. Zenith-Gradua) miking fastest time in the Bradford
M.C.C. Open Climb al LeattUey Bank. Barnes, as usual, had several first awards
to his credit at this event.
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r THE
ARDEN
CYCLECAR.

AN ENTIRELY NEW
FOUR-WHEELER
WITH SHAFT
DRIVE.

LAST week we inspected the first model produced
of a new pattern cyclecar Avhich is being placed
on the market by the Arden Motor, Co. of

Berkswell, Warwickshire. It is the first of a batch of

twenty-five, and it will be agreed on inspection of the

illustrations that it is of smart design. A motor car

in miniature best describes the vehicle, accepted car

practice being closely followed throughout. Power is

derived from an 8 h.p. J. A. P. air-cooled engine placed
transversely in front, cooling being assisted by a belt-

driven fan. The carburetter is an Amac, the control

being attached to the steering wheel. The drive is

by propeller-shaft through a three-speed gear box of

the sliding tooth type, giving ratios of 5, 8^, and
12 to I, and a reverse of 15 to i, to a differential and
live, axle of substantial proportions. The wheelbase
is 7ft., whilst the track measures 3ft. Sin.

The Margin of Safety.

In examining this vehicle we were impressed by the

fact that, although light weight was the outstanding

factor, no part having an important function to per-

form had been reduced in dimensions. For instance,

Rear sprint; slide and brake gear
of Arden cyclecar, showing internal
and external brake shoes.

Brake operating levers showing
method of adjustment and sturjy
construction.

the brake connectinns and fitliiigs, also the bobbin

and wire steering gear, ajjpearcd to be amply strong

for their purjKjse. Provision for taking up slackiu'ss

in the (;able lias not been overlooked, and as cyclel(<l

ends have been done away with it is considered dial

the .steering gear will oiitlasl (lie car. 'J'hc braking

A28

power is obtained from internal expanding brakes on
the rear wheel operated by a pedal, a side lever con-
tracting externa! bands on the same wheels. The gear

Front springins. Notice how the steering head is canted out at the bottom.

box, which is placed amidships, and which is readily

accessible by removing the footboard, is controlled by
a change speed lever inside the body. It is sup-

Rear view ol chassis showing live axle, torque rods, and general disposition

of parts.
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The Arden Cyclecar.—
ported by a tubular cross member at the back and by

a large diameter tube from the front, which latter also

encloses the forward

propeller-shaft and
is carried at its

front end by a sub-

stantial bracket

immediately behind

the clutch. A re-

finement which \ve

believe is new to

cyclecar design is

that both engine

and gear box are

set on a slight

slope so as to re

duce the angu
larity of the rear

propeller - shaft

The springing ot

the car is particu

larly neat, and
should prove most
efficient in prac-

tice. Laminated
springs project

from each corner of the oak frame, the bottom leaves

The power unit—an 8 h.p. J.A.P. engine

—

showing tan placed in front o( cylinders,

theoretically the correct position.

extending the whole length of the side frames. The
frame is supported by flitch plates, the engine cradle
forming an additional girder. The clutch is of

the internal leather to metal type, the periphery being
thickened in order to act as an auxiliary flywheel to

enable extremely slow running. An important feature

is noticeable in the arrangement of the steering heads,
in that the stub axles are so supported that a line

produced downwards through the pivot centres would
meet the ground at the central point of tyre contact;

this is correct practice and . considerably improves
the steering. A handsome two-seated flush-sided

body with, scuttle dash is fitted, and this cyclecar is

to be sold complete with lamps and horn at a price

which wilt be in the neighbourhood of ^100. Run-
ning boards, curved mudguards, and -covered-in work-
ing parts enhance its appearance. The tyre equipment
is 26 X 2Ain. Hutchinsons on wire wheels. With,

body complete, we were informed that this vehicle

weighs approximately 6 cwts., so that it is well within

the A.C.U. definition of a cyclecar.

Mr. E. A. Isherwood, the proprietor of the Arden
Motor Co. (formerly the Swan Motor Co.), is a motor
cyclist of long standing, and his experience of good
machines will ensure that eveiything, even down to

details, of the Arden cyclecar is perfectly satisfactory

and up to its work before being finally offered to

the Dublic.

—>—S3 3€B-<-

A Powerful Twin of Original Design,

WE are able to give details of a very interesting

mount made to the specification of M. Louis

Augustin, 23, St. Bernard's Crescent, Edin-

burgh. The machine was made for him by Mr.

Saunders, of Bristol, and is fitted with a 7-9 h.p.

Peugeot automatic valve engine, having a bore and

wheels are shod with 26in. x 2^2in. tyres. Two
vei7 noticeable features are the long footboards with

metal mud shields and the tank, which is duplex

and is slipped over the top tube and then connected
up at the bottom. The right hand tank is fitted with

the Jf.A.P. automatic lubricating device, and the'

Left and right side views of the 7-9 h.p. special twin described. The owner is astride the machine in the right-hand illustration.

Stroke of 80 x 98 mm. respectively. The frame and
fittings are Chater-Lea throughout. Bosch magneto
and B. and B. carburetter are used, and the engine

is fitted with two large silencers and a long pipe
extending to the back of the rear wheel and flattened

at the end. Transmission is by Clyno adjustable pulley

and lin. belt to the rear wheel, in which is incorporated

an Albion plate clutch, a handle starter being fixed

to the frame on the offside of the machine. The

space between the tanks forms a neat protection for

generator tubes and wiring.

A second saddle will be noticed on the carrier;

this is frequently used for passenger work and is-

found quite satisfactory. The weight of the machine
ready for the road is 224 lbs., and the machine starts

up any ordinary gradient on a ^i to i gear. If is.

worthy of .observation that tie rods^are used from the

forks to the handle-bars.

A31
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PETROL CONSUMPTION.
CONVINCING PROOFS THAT MOTOR CYCLES ARE NOT EXTRAVAGANT,

A LETTER signed " Enquirer " which appeared

in the issue of the 9th inst. under the heading

of " Petrol Consumption " has brought quite a

flood of replies. The letter pointed out that we had

stated several times that the popular 3^ h.p. motor

cycle should run about one hundred miles to the gallon.

The writer said his average consumption was sixty

miles to the gallon, and he wished to know if the con-

sumption he named was really abnormally high, or if

tlie figures we and the makers gave were only

cir,—Replying to "Enquirer," he must certainly be

riding a very extravagant bicycle. Mine, a Douglas, runs

regularly 270 miles to two gallons. Something the matter

with his engine. Thos. Able.

Sir,—My present mount is a3ih.p. 1912 two-speed Humber,
which invariably exceeds 100 miles per gallon. At first it

would not do more than eighty to ninety miles per gallon,

but by using a smaller jet and getting to know the best lever

positions, I can average from 100 to 110 m.p.g. The
size of the jet is something between .028 and .032.

Shazb.vzzik.

Sir,—My machine is a 3i h.p. B.S.A. with B.S. A. two-

speed gear, which I have had about six weeks. On my first

run of sixty-two miles it required half a gallon to restore

petrol to its original level in the tank. I was fully equipped

for the week-end, with luggage on the carrier. The average

speed was about 20 m.p.h. On a more recent occasion the

machine used one gallon for QSj miles. The jet used on

the latter run was a .0!0 and on the former .032. This is

the first and only machine I have ever owned or ridden,

and I am very pleased with it. J. C. S. D.wiES.

Sir,— I was led to believe that one gallon of petrol would
run about 100 miles. I have kept a careful account of all

petrol used for the miles run, and find that thirteen gallons

has just taken me 1,000 miles, which works out to about
77 m.p.g. Being a novice, and on'ly having ridden a 1912

3^ h.p. three-speed machine about five weeks, I thought
perhaps after a while I might run on a little less quantity, as

I shall change speed less often and stop less frequently, both
of which I suppose consume the petrol. Still, I doubt whether
the experience will give me the other 23 m.p.g. Novice.

. Sir,—Riding daily on business, and with no special

attachments of any kind, my consumption works out at

83 m.p.g. I always give all air the engine will take, and
my speed is never above the legal limit. My machine is a
1909 3^ h.p. Triumph, which ha.s covered, before and since

1 got it, over 6.000 miles. It is fitted with the Triumph
carburetter, and a jet No. 32, slightly hammered up. My
last test was for 800 miles by cyclometer, and consumption
was just nine gallons. M.P.G.

Sir,—I purchased a gallon of petrol on a recent Friday
night, and did sixty miles solo on the Saturday and forty

miles on the Sunday with a .sidecar, and still had a wee
drop at the bottom of the tank—in fact, about iis much
a.3 I had in when the gallon was put in. This was done
on 11 3i h.p. Bradbury without any special regard for

economy. On my last year's machine—a Triumph— I rarely
failed to do at least 100 miles per gallon, and often 110.

1 used a .028 jet, which I found can.sed an ajipreciable
.•saving as compared with a standard .032 jet, although T

am strongly of ^)|)ini(m that i^arefiil use of tlio control levers

and a rhvin and liealthy engine accounts for more economy
Uian all the tinkering with a standard carburetter that the
averago m;i.n can do. The maker.^ of nearly all machines
••idvise giving as much air as the engine will take without
misfiring. This is wise up to a certain point, but fre(|ucntly

mean.H a weak mixture. A little leas opening of both air

and throttle levers will often give the same road speed.

Old 'Un.

paper ones. We left our readers to take up the

cudgels. The replies received are so numerous
that we have made a selection of extracts for publica-

tion which cannot fail to allay any anxiety " Enquirer "

and others may have felt regarding abnormal con-

sumption. The letters distinctly show that 100 m.p.g.

is not uncommon for a 3^ h.p. machine, and is very

often exceeded under ordinary touring conditions.

Under exceptional circunistances a 3 h.p. machine
has done 23 miles at the rate of 220 m.p.g.

Sir,—Quite recently I rode 169 miles, averaging just

under 25 m.p.h. for running time, on exactly 1^ gallons.

Under adverse conditions, naturally the consumption is

increased, but seldom falls below 95 m.p.g. L.V.B.

Sir,—I possess an ancient 2J' h.p. chain-driven Humber
about seven years, old weighing about 200 lbs. all on. I

weigh about twelve stones good. This machine will always
run eighty-seven miles to the gallon, and has done 120 on
level roads in the East Riding of Yorkshire, the average
being about ninety-eight. I have an old Longuemare car-

buretter. Crock.

Sir,-^On my 1912 Rudge I have always exceeded 90
m.p.g., no matter what the conditions of. the ride have
been, and on two occasions I have covered 125 miles on a
tankful of l^ gallons. It therefore seems to me that
"Enquirer" is either careless in his driving or that he
possesses a badly tuned machine. Mybk B. Lee.

Sir,—I ride a 1912 6 h.p. twin-cylinder Matchless with
V.S. two-speed gear. I took delivery on the night of. April
13th, and have since ridden 1,118 m.iles—1,006 solo and 112
with a sidecar, with my wife and boy, who weigh 15 stones;

my weight is 14 stones. This gives a mileage of 74^ to the
gallon, as I have used fifteen gallons. The machine is

fitted with a J. A. P. carburetter, single lever. I use my
machine for business purposes, and my riding has been done
in W. Yorks., Cumberland, Westmorland, and Northumber-
land. Val Tatelor.

Sir,—Sixty miles to the gallon is a very poor average. I

ride a J. A.!*, which is fitted with a Chater forecar attach-
ment (minus seat), and have no difficulty in averaging
90 m.p.g. on average roads. The carburetter is a home-
made article with adjustable jet, and I have no doubt
could be adjusted to yield, 100 m.p.g. IM 17.

Sir,—My 3|^ h.p. 1910 Rex has on several occasions
covered one hundred miles to the gallon. On one occasion
I rode 138 miles on 1^ gallons, with an all-night stop at

Oxford. The carburetter is a B. and B. with an ordinary
touring jet. My brother, on a 5 h.p. Peugeot-Chater-Lea,
B. and B. carburetter, rode 128 miles on one g.allon.

Malcolm J. Round.

Sir,— I have always been able to average a good eighty
to the gallon without any special tuning whatsoever, and
with a 4 h.p. twin last season averagc<^l seventy-live miles
|)er gallon. My present mount, a 4 h.p. Rex with B. and B.
Universal carburetter, averages 90 to 95 m.p.g.

Petrol consumption is governed largely by the following
factors : Speed, gear ratio (this makes a big difference in

(xmsumption), size of jet used, good compression, and waste
of petrol—particularly blowing back through air ports. This
latter waste can be largely overcome by fitting an extension
pipe with gauzo over extra air.

With the B. and B. Universal, of course, it is possible

to run with a much smaller jet opening on the level than
with the single jet type of carburetter, as one can enlarge
the iuljust^ible jet to any size on approaching a iiill.

Personally I always use the smallest jet engine will take.

Petrol level also accounts for a lot of waste if too high.

C.E.T.
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THE MILITARY MOTOR CYCLIST.
NIGHT MANOEUVRING IN SURREY.

familiar

ROBABLY the iirst manoeuvres
this year in which a motor
cycHst took part were held a

few weeks ago near Shere,

Surrey.

The actual seat of the opera-

tions was kept a close secret

until the actual day, and^ hence
no opriortunity was given to

anyone to make himself

with the country. It was a Saturday

morning, and it had been raining steadily for two

hours when I set out from Sevenoaks. The condition

of the roads was appalling in places, but my 1911

Model E Douglas purred away steadily, apparently

oblivious of the pelting rain. Following the main

road through Westerham, Reigate, and Dorking, Shere

was reached punctually to schedule time at 3.30 p.m.

The troops—a detachment from A and B company of

the London Electrical Engineers—arrived at 4.30,

and all sat down to a inuch appreciated meal. At 6.30

the main body were paraded and marched off in the

direction of Peaslake, carrying sealed orders. The
remainder gathered round their officer, who ex-

plained the night's work. It was supposed that an

in^'ading army was ad\-ancing from the South on to

London. The London Electrical Engineers have been
detailed off to locate the enemy, and on arriving at

Shere they find that the enemy's cavalry have just left,

retiring in the direction of Peaslake. Hence the de-

fending forces throw out pickets who advance towards

Peaslake and endeavour to locate the strength and
position of the enemy's outposts. It will be seen from

the map that there are four roads down to Peaslake.

Pickets are sent down each of them, and. the work
of the motor cyclist was to keep in touch with the four

advancing pickets and carry back information to the

officers who were stationed at Burrows Cross. At 7.30
the defending party marched off and the pickets were
sent down their respective roads. The country is

very hilly, and the steady downpour assisted in making
the test of the motor cycle a very severe one. On
arrival at Burrows Cross I was sent off several times

down the different roads to get any information.

The Beginning of the Battle.

Suddenly firing is heard to the West, and I scuttle

off down to No. i road with lamp turned low to ascer-

tain the news. The picket reports that the enemy's
sentries have been encountered but have retired. This

news is taken back as hard as the Douglas could go.

After some time I was sent back along No. i road

and came across one of the picket men returning with

further information. He was promptly taken on the

carrier back, to his advance patrol, and back I went
to report. By this time we had captured one of the

enemy and were led to believe that they were
advancing on Shere.

Accordingly the patrols on Nos. 3 and 4 roads were
recalled to Burrows Cross, and here again the

Douglas carrier helped.

Having concentrated on Burrows Cross we laid in

wait at the cross-roads. It was so dark that one could
only just see the road. After waiting some time I

was told to ride off quietly with doused light and get

some news of No. i road. Coasting down hill slowly

I suddenly became aware of men in front, and found

I was within twenty yards of two officers. Almost
immediately I heard them challenged and give the

enemy's countersign. 'With this news I "hurry back
and am then sent along No. 4 road. It speaks well

for the Douglas that I got right through the enemy's

sentries and pickets to their headquarters—Peaslake

—and back without being challenged.

It appears afterwards that I was seen and fired at,

but as the sentrv only got a snapshot at me as I dashed

across the road he was guarding, and as the man had
omitted to load his rifle, I, of course, heard nothing

of his well—or was it ill ?—meant attention.

The Result.
Towards eleven o'clock we fell back to the railway

bridge which we held until the " cease fire " was given.

The umpires decided that the defending- forces had
succeeded in locating the whereabouts of the enerfiy

to a satisfactory degree. They also considered the

work of the motor cyclist was of extreme value because
of the quickness in which the necessarily scattered

pickets could communicate information to the officers

—» Second class reacts

.*»*.^-S.E. and C.R.l

—(—I—I— Water

T Church

The roads on whicb the mancBuvres
took place described in the accom-
panying article.

and also receive their orders. Without this aid the

scheme would have been impracticable owing to the

difficulty and delay in conveying information. I must
say that my mount behaved splendidly through the

most trying conditions—incessant rain and frightful

roads. The two-speed gear enabled me to negotiate

steep dark lanes slowly but surely, while the belt

showed no sign of slipping, owing to the large counter-

shaft pulley.

I have come to two conclusions, (i.) I am no
longer afraid of skidding after those four hours of fast

night riding on slippery chalk roads. (2.) Actual
picket work at night is a vastly different thing from
what I conceived it.

The nervous tension which one assumes when one
is proceeding along an unknown road to endeavour
to locate an unknown enemy in the dark mu.st he
experienced to be believed. E.C.Y-

1,3
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To Carry a Passenger or Camera.

The accompanying illustration shows a
method of carrying not only a passenger
but a camera, or any other delicate article-

Shrewsbury and Challiner butted tube.

th-e Shrewsbury and Challiner butt-ended

inner tube. The two ends of the tube

fit into a sleeve provided with an india-

rubber division, immediately over whicjr

is a security bolt. Where the strain is

greatest the tube is amply protected, and
with this particular type it is claimed that

biir.sling is impossible.

The next items shown to us were two
new pattern goggles. The first pair of

these is made of unbreakable mica and
possesses the advantage of being folded

up into a very sniiill case and r-.-aricd in

^CESS^IES

The Tynesider camera carrier.

In the latter case very light springs

would be fitted. There is a piston at

each corner, sliding in a guide and con-

trolled by, a spring ; this prevents any
swaying motion ; it is light, strong, and
moderate in price. The makers are the

T. E. Henderson Co., 73, Camden Street,

North Shields.

New Butted Tube and Goggles.

During a recent visit to the Service

Co.'s showrooms, 292, High Holborn,
W.C., we were shown some novel and
interesting accessories which will be nf

interest to our readers. One of these is

A Ileal pair of mica eoSRies sold by llie

Service Co.

tlic pock<'t. A siTond pair is )atb(?r more
I'labiirately coiiHlructi'd, .siinilaily (llted

with u(ibr<-a!<able inic.L witulows. wbiili

in this instance are tinted. The latter

pair will fit over ordinary eyeglasses, and
is sold in a neat chamois leather case.

Y'et another novelty is a tool for clean-

ing and dressing leather belts. This has
a wire scrub brush on one side for extract-

ing grit from the surface of the belt,

and on tlie other side a comparatively
soft brush for applying the dressing.

The Service belting is now made in

lin., Igin., and l^in. sizes for sidecar

and cyclecar work, and a special dressing

is supplied for keeping tliis belt in good
condition.

A Combined Suit and Machine Cover.

A novelty has been introduced by the

Impervious* Rubber Co., Ltd., 38, Fal-

field Street, Glasgow,
in the shape of the
Tirco coverall. This
IS a combined motor
cj'cle mackintosh suit

and machine cover.

The makers say that

it makes an ideaJ. cover
for the machine as well

as for the rider. To
wear the overalls, a

belt is fastened round
the waist, and the
leg overalls are fas-

tened by spring fas-

teners, the coat being
put on in the ordinary
way. To remove the
suit, it is only neces-

sary to give the
springs a pull in the
centre and pull the
tab which is fitted at

the knee, then
fasten the waist

To convert the
to a cover for the
machine, two special

fasteners are fixed on
the inside of the leg-

gings to keep them ex-

tended, and the cover is

then thrown over the
macliine, as shown in

our illustration. The
jacket is made with a

storm front, storm
sti'aps, and wind culls

to sleeves in rublicr

))roof material, thc!

proofing being guaran-
teed for two vcai's.

A Combined Valve-grinder
and Spring Lifter.

A dcvici! wliich will

facilitate the rapid

grinding of a valve lias

been introduced \is

Jiowdcn Wii'c, i>td., 37-

41, J'ratt Street, ('am-

A nev/ comi.iiieJ

waterproof coat and
trcu^er overalls.

un-
belt,

suit.

'aN^

den Town, N.W. This is one of the

neatest of the many ingenious inven-

tions for which this firm has- been
responsible ; it can be operated in prac-

tically any position without dismantling
the cylinder. For grinding, the two main
members ace gripped in the left hand,
and the right hand is free to work the

ratchet handle. The screwdriver-ended
spindle, meshing with the teeth of the
operating lever, locates itself automatic-
ally in the valve head saw cut, and does
not slip out, while pressure on the valve

The Bowden Rapid valve grindor.

may be
hand.

varied by the grip of the left

The clip of the lower arm is

tightly screwed round the valve stem and
a light spring is placed beneath the valve
head, so that the latter is lifted off its

seating when the pressure is released. By
means of the gearing a rapid reciprocat-

ing movement is obtained.
The tool also serves as a valve spring

lifter to enable the cotter to be removed.
For removing the valve spring the
L-shaped fork shown in the sketch is used
in conjunction with the grinder, being
attached to the end of the lower' member
by means of a butterfly nut. The
screwdriver spindle holds the valve

down while the spring is being lifted.

The Tlroo coverall used as a cover lor motor cycle and sidecar.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondeats.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

the issue of

to the many

Tricar Conversions.

Sir,—The article on tricar conversions in

May 16th must have been of great interest

users of old-type machines.
The writer is tlie owner of a 9 h.p. Riley (built in 1907|

that has done excellent service, and is still running as well

as ever, used as a runabout to save the expense of taking a

large car out on short journeys.

I should be very glad indeed to hear of any reader who
has successfully converted a tricar of this type to the
modern sociable pattern, for I cannot see that there is any
great difficulty in doing this. SOUTH CAROLINIAN.

"

Motor Cycle Taxation.

Sir,—As an enthusiastic cyclist and several years reader
of your ijiteresting journal, I was intensely interested in

your editorial on motor cycle taxation.

I am a mechanical engineer with a large family and envy
others who can afford a motor cycle. It is the tax that has
prevented me owning a motor cycle, and if only it was
lowered in the direction you have indicated, it would bring
a second-hand lightweight within my reacli. Having reached
an age at which I find long journeys on my pedal cycle too
much of a strain. I should be delighted to have a motor,
cycle to do long journeys and visit scenes enjoyed years ago.

I hope to see something done in the direction you have
indicated. Wishing you continued suQcess, J.E.K.

Damage to Hedges at Hill-climls.

Sir,—I should like to draw attention to the way spectators
at various hill-climbs (and particularly at Leathley Bank on
Saturday, the 18th inst.) damage and break down the hedges
and fences adjoining the steepest part of the hill selected.
This damage, I feel sure, is done unintentionally, never-

theless it is very hard lines on the farmer, who, as soon as
everyone clears off, has to start and mend up his fences after
each hill-climb.

I understand the tenants of the land adjoining Leathley
Bank are going to apply to the Local Government Board
to forbid the use of the hill for these climbs.
Hoping you will bring this before your readers and those

v:ho attend hill-climbs, thus warning them of the dangei
tliere is of putting a stop to a very tine sporting event.

A KEEN ilOTOR CYCLIST WHO TAKES AN
INTEREST IN THE FARMER.

The Cap Thiowing Danger. Strength of Tyres.
Sir,—On my arrival home the other night, after riding

from Holborn, via Hanwell and Staines, I was astonished to
find a boy's cap lying on my footboard, within an inch of
the driving chain. It had evidently been thrown at the
machine in the dark, as I had not noticed" anything en
route. Had this cap moved another inch, it would have
been caught up by the chains, and a bad smash to myself
and machine would have been the probable result. Could
not the A. A. or A.C.U. circularise head teachers of schools,
asking them to point out to the children the dangers of this
cap-throwing habit? I generally stop and "go for" the

ildren myself when I see a cap" thrown.
Most tyre makers draw attention to the thickness of • the

ti-ead. If, they gave us stouter walls and beads, we should
be better satisiied. Four out of every five tyres I run burst
at the walls, or bead, long before the tread (which is usually
thick enough) is worn out. ENQUIRER.

Where \ot to take out Licences.

Sir,—At Manniugtree (Essex) on the 20th inst., a motor
cyclist was fined four guineas and costs, and also had his

licence endorsed, for riding his machine up a wide steep hil]

at 50 m.p.h. The rider was a most careful individual, and
"it was the first time he had fallen foul of the police.

At the same court, a barman, who had stolen many pov.nds,

and candidly admitted it. was bound over to be of good
behaviour for twelve months. Is this justice? Anyway,
motor cyclists have means of at least showing their objectiou
to such" methods by taking out tlieir motor cycle licences
elsewhere.

'

J. TIPPINS.

The Power Required for Sidecar Work.

Sir,—I enclose a photograph of my machine, which may
be of interest, as it was through advice given in your paper
that I made my choice, and I am glad to say that I cliose
a 5 h.p. Royal Enfield. I can take most hill's on top gear,
and even gain speed on a steep hill after having to slow
down for traffic. Previously I had a 3^ and sidecar, but I
found that I had to take the dust of cars more frequently

Photograph accompanying letter signed '• A Long Stager."

than I cared for, and so I determined to purchase a more
powerful machine, and now I can show most of these gentle-
men a clean pair of heels.

The photograph was taken just before a 2C0 mile run,
which commenced through the Vale of Evesham, where the
blossom was so lovely that we crawled for miles on the low
gear for the sake of inhaling the fragrance. The sidecar is

so well sprung that my wife has lost all nervousness.
A LONG STAGER.

Sir,—I should like to add a word of warning to your
readers not to be, led blindly into following the example
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of tbci'se riders of 3^ h.p. machines with sidecars who write

rapturous letters to your paper after riding 1,000 miles.

I rode one of these fitted witli two-speed gear and clutch

and up to 2.O00 miles; I would have also written rapturously.

After this distance my trouble began. The engine, of course,

had been over-worked the whole time and various parts

gave trouble—in particular the five rivets holding the crank-

pin to the flywheel were always shearing off, necessitating

taking down' the whole engine, crank case and all, and

sjveral other parts required constant lenewal.

The result of my experience is that for serious sidecar

work, a 6 h.p. or 8 h.p. machine is required. A 3^ h.p.

will do well enougli for occasional sidecar work over good

roads, where the low gear will not be freqnently called into

operation and where the engine is not being over-driven.

A single-geared 3^ h.p. for tliis sort of work is absolutely

out of the question, and I should certainly like to examine
the engines of those enthusiasts who write to say what they

.have done with a single-geared 3^ h.p. combination after,

say, 2,500 miles.

I have had seven machines, and my average mileage is

10,COO to 12,0C0 miles per annum with sidecar.

F. G. TOWNSEND.

, Sir,—In the issue of the 16tli inst. I notice a query and
i-eply regarding the suitability of a 3i h.p. single-cylinder

machine for sidecar work ; the machine referred to to be

.fitted with either a two-speed or Armstrong three-speed

gear. You state in your reply, " Netherhall Gardens would
just be about the limit for a 3^- h.p. single-cylinder," and

further on you say, "You must, however, bear in mind that

a 3^ h.p. does not allow very much reserve of power for

sidecar work." My point is that the modern 3^ h.p. single

is as near an ideal sidecar mount for the pure novice as

can possibly be obtained. To variably geared singles

stands the credit of the most wonderful performances since

the invention of the sidecar. The Land's End to .John-o'-

Groat's record is held by a 3-^- h.p. single and sidecar as

is also the Irish End-to-end record, and the six days' side-

car record is also held by a single. JNIr. Hugh Gibson

recently climbed the dreaded Honister Pass -with a Bradbury
and empty sidecar, and in your issue of the 16th inst.

is a photograph of the same rider climbing Arthur Street,

Edinburgh^ with three passengers, the combined weight
being thirty-six stones, on a similar machine. Mr. Harry
Long, in his attempt to cover 20.000 miles in six months,

chose a single-cylinder Singer. He has already covered

over 5.0CO miles and reports "no trouble." Surely these

instances ought to prove that the single-cylinder machine
for sidecar is quite capable of the work it is called upon

to do, and to the raw novice the complication of a twin-

cvlinder engine is entirely done away with. I should like to

hear other readers' opinions. FR.ED W. IIOBERTS.

Punctures.

Sir,— In the accounts of the various trials one sees frequent

mention of tyre troidiles owing to pmictuics, while in other

parts of your pajier one reads accounts of iion-puncturable

tyres, covers, bands, etc., besides sohitions and powders which

immediately stop any puncture. Is it because riders do not

u.se these articles or because they do not fulfil all that their

makers claim? A'KRATOIt.

The Problem of the Automatic Carturetter.

Sir,—I notice that one oi' two of your cfirres|:iondents are

nillicr doubtful about the working of an autinnatir carb\i-

letter, and seem to think that it is not possible to get a,

l"-rfert niixlure'at all speeds. Well, I have had sinne slight

xperience with most types of automatic car and motor cycle

• arhnretters, and would bo very pleased to hear of a carbu-

retter that will give a perfect jni.xture at Ixjth slow and
high speeds.

r notice that "E.M.O.," in referring to tln^ Binks rar

Uuretter; says Ihat it may give an explosive mixture
jiot a perfect mixture.

Some time ago I fitted a two-jet Hinks carburetter I

8 h.p. Zenith, and can honestly say that I have nevei

such a delightful carburettor to control. It is (icrfectly aulo-

matic at all speeds, and engine runs very s^ijwly. As regards

I he speed it is capable of, I tliirik the fact (hat my 8 h.p.

ZiMiitli ridden by Mr. Griflilh and myself when we (limbed
Vrnis Hill, ilenleyon 'rinimi'S. loquol(^ your o«n woi'ds, "at

but

UIV

Iuh'I

terrific, speed," is proof sufficient in itself. I tliink it is the

best carburetter I have yet tried, and am still using it.

I need hardly say that I have no interest in Binks carbu-
retters, but"! like to give honour to whom honour is due.

W. L. T. RHYS. -

Sir,—Your correspondent "J.G.B." has, consciously or

unconsciously, hit upon the touchstone by which the true

automatic carburetter can be recognised.

No definition of the ideal automatic carburetter has, so far

as I am aware, been published in your columns, and perhaps
you will allow me to quote Mr. Dugald Clerk's recpiirements

as stated in a paper on "Principles of Garburetting as deter-

mined by Exhaust Gas Analysis."
"An ideal compensating contrivance ^hou'd vary not with

varying speed, but with varying quantity of mixture drawn
in in a given time. In a car running on the road, for

example, the speed of the engine mav' be kept perfectly con-

stant, but the position of the throttle will vary from point tf)

point on the road, that is, engine speed will be constant, but
the volume, taken into the engine may vary witldn large

limits. The problem is to charge any given volume of air

passing into the engine with a practically unvarying propor-

tion of petrol vapour in a uniform manner.
One might add to this that the proportioning of air and

petrol shoidd not, on the other hancl, depend on the amount
of throttle opening, as an engine might have the throttle set

wide open and yet vary in speed over wide limits under
varying loads on the road.

Therefore the prtrnl siippli/ should he cnnirolled by the

amount of nir piix^hn/ throurjh the carburetter, and not by
the position of the throttle.

Examine the so-called automatic carburetters in the light of

these definitions, and one finds that nearly all tail as auto-

matic carburetters, for it is obvious that it should be possible

to eliminate entirely the tlu'ottle and work on variable-lift

inlet valves, and still rely on an unvarying and correct mix-
ture at all speeds.

The carburetter so eloquently described by your corre-

spondent, Mr. G. Duncan, depends on throttle position, and
would be useless with variable lift inlets, as would also all

multiple-jet instruments.
In my opinion the only one besides the Fafnir which is

scientifically a true automatic carburetter is the Stewart-
Precision, and I have recently confirmed its capacity for

running with variable lift inlet valves by an actual test,

which was in everv way satisfactory.

F. X. riGKETT.

Edwin T. Hoys, of the Manchoslor Roporlory Thoatre, tately accomplished an
excellent run From Manchester to London on his Dot machine and sidecar, covering

the Journey without a sinsie involuntary stop. Mr. Heys is now business manai^er

of Miss Horniman's company at the Coronet Theatre, Netting Hill Gate, W. He
does all his travellinK about on his motor cycle.
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Sir,—From the letters which have appeared in your paper,

it is evident that the action of automatic carburetters is

very little understood. I will endeavour to explain how my
two-jet automatic carburetter works.

In this instrument there are two jets each in a separate

choke tube ; these jets are controlled by a piston throttle.

When the piston is right down both jets are shut off. A
movement of the piston begins to uncover the small jet

which is situated in a very small choke tube, so when the
engine is only just turning round, the velocity of air up this

choke tube is very great, giving instant starting and very
slow pulling. Speed increases as the throttle is further
opened until the full limit of power off the small jet is

obtained. By this time the mixture is a shade on the rich

side, which is necessary for great flexibility. When more
power is required, the throttle is further opened and it

begins to uncover the main choke tube : air begins to ilow

through this choke tube, and dilutes the mixture on the
small jet, thus giving a more explosive mixture and increasing
its volume, this giving more speed ; a further opening of the
throttle causes petrol to begin to spray out of the main
jet, and speed gradually increases until the main choke
tube is completely uncovered. As the suction increases on
the main jet, it decreases on the small jet, and this gives

a pretty constant mixture throughout, the tendency being,

when the main jet is fully uncovered, for the mixture to be
a shade on the rich side. However, to accommodate this, a

further opening of the throttle, which is all done with one
lever, begins to uncover a large air port by which the mix-
ture may be thinned down as much as desii'ed. The sizes ot

the jet and main choke tube are of vital importance, and as

in this carburetter the jets and choke tube can be changed
or varied in less than a minute on the road, it is the easiest

thing possible to get the correct combination which will

allow the throttle to be slammed open and the most violent

acceleration obtained. Your correspondent who states that
the same results are obtained by moving both levers of a

non-automatic carbutetter together is hopelessly at fault,

and if he will call at my works, I shall be pleased to demon-
strate this fact to him, or any other of your readers who are

interested. Whatever others may have done, I have totally

failed to make a really automatic carburetter which depends
on a single jet. When once the idea is grasped of the two
jets working together, one automatically correcting the

other, then the fact that the automatic carburetter is really

satisfactory will be appreciated.

I have noticed in hundreds of instances when just cresting

the top of a steep hill, when the engine would otherwise

have given out on any carburetter, that shutting the throttle

down so that it comes back on to the small jet only will

actually cause the engine to " pick up " again, as the velocity

past the jet will be actually increased when the engine is

running dead slow, whereas in a single jet carburetter the

velocity would be insufficient to cause the petrol to spray

out at aU. CHAS. BINKS.

Sir,—I was most interested in the recent articles on the

problem of automatic carburetters. I agree with " Ubique "

in his prediction that the automatic carburetter will take its

place as standard on the touring machine of the future,

although I think tor track riding the two lever type will hold

its own. The average business man and the tourist who
rides in traflic and on country roads, are the people who can

fully appreciate the simplicity of the single lever control.

A few days ago I had the pleasure of witnessing a machine
fitted with a B.C.B. floatless automatic carburetter give a
very fine performance. It was very interesting to watch the

way in which it would crawl through traffic, and the quick

pick up by just a turn of the throttle, together with its

exceptional hill-climbing power, was to me most convincing.

This carburetter does not seem to be very popular, although

there are several running about here (Bfalstead). I do not
think it has been on the market many weeks. The rider of

tlie machine informed me that the supply of air in this par-

ticular carburetter is admitted througli a spring controlled

valve, which allows air to pass it in varied quantities accord-

ing to the speed of the engine, and not in accordance with
the throttle position. Therefore the mixture is not weakened
when the engine is tugging up stiil hills on full throttle.

CARBURETTER.
[Correspondents are urged to be as brief as nossible or

their letters will be curtailed.

—

Ed.]
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The Mobilisation Scheme.

Sir,—I intend to compete in the National Mobilisation
run as outlined in your issue of the 9th inst. Can you tell

nie my position if 1 am summoned for riding over 20 m.p.h.
in this event? Do the War Office authorities indemnify me
against any fine, or do I take all risks?

FRED DOVER,

Sir,—I have read with interest of the proposed Mobilisa-
tion Scheme under the heading of " Military Motor Cycle
Notes " in your issue of the 16th inst. As a motor cyclist,

and a member ot the Automobile Association and Motor
Union, I feel, however, bound to protest against that portion
of the scheme which is described as a '" speed test." Every-
one knows by now what speed a motor cycle can attain

—

if there is any doubt about it, there is always a racing
track on which the proposed test can be carried out—and by
having a competition in which competitors have to return
home with "all speed" simply means that the winner will
be the competitor who is prepared to take the greatest risk
as-regards cross roads, other vehicles, and scorching through
towns and villages, to the annoyance of the inhabitants.
Such behaviour is only calculated to bring motor cycling into
disrepute, and invite police interference. I sincerely trust
that The Motor Cycle will not be guilty of encouraging such
practices. If you can arrange the competition in order to
demonstrate how large a percentage of the competitors can
return home at a reasonable pace, without stoppages for
repairs, etc., you will, I am certain, be doing far more to
further the cause of military motor cycling than you will
be if the competition is carried out on the lines suggested.

GEORGE BIRCH.
[The War Office cannot interfere in the matter of police

traps; it riders exceed the limit, they do so at their own
risk. With regard to the second letter, it has now been
decided that the return journey shall not be a speed
test.

—

Ed.]

Should Ladies Race?
Sir,—I was sorry to read your leaderette " Should Ladies

Race?" as I think you are a little unfair in your views. In
my humble opinion we should be allowed to enter for speed
events, and the very fact of our wishing to ride in these
competitions plainly shows that we are not likely to suffer
from " Nerves."
After all an odd accident or two should not cause a scare

—look at the crowds of accidents men riders have, and yet
they all continue to enter tor competitions.
The majority ot women will be content with touring, etc.,

but some of us who are really keen on hill-climbs and have
had years ot experience would feel it rather hard it we were
to be shut out from all the sporting events.

I hope other lady riders will send in their views on this

subject. MURIEL HIND.

Sir,—Would you allow me, through the columns of your
widely circulated paper, to thank all the kind friends who
have written, telephoned, or called at the cottage hospital
since my accident a week ago. Fortunately my fall was
not a- very serious one, and I hope to be out of "hospital in •

a few days. I was sorry to read your article concerning
ladies competing in hill-climbs in last week's issue. I should
be very sorry indeed should our entries be refused in the
future. I do not think there is any more danger in racing
for women than men. I certainly have fallen, but mine
is not the first accident that has happened in a hill-climb,

often an expert man rider has come to grief. I shoilld like to
hear the views of your lady readers on this subject.

N. HOUGH.

SUMJIARY Ot CORRESPONDENCE.
J. F. Cramp asks, and we think with reason, why the

Warwickshire Countv Council do not have the Coventry-
Keuilworth main roacl properly mended and then tar treated?
He says, " If the Coventry-Dunchurch Road can be tarred to
prevent the dust nuisance, surely the Kenilworth Road is

worthy of equally careful treatment.
Will any reader residing within a reasonable distance of

Catford, S.E., who feels capable of tackling a difficult problem
in connection with a motor cycle engine of old type, kindly
communicate with " Perplexed," c/o the Editor.
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THE LONDON TO EDINBURGH RUN.
Another Record Entry, and a Long List of Survivois.

FOR the ninth time in succession the Motor Cycling
Club's London to Edinburgh run has been a great
success. It might be said that the first time the
competition was held, it made the Motor Cycling

Club, while every subsequent occasion adds a jewel to its

crown. The very words London to Edinhurgh have magic
m them. Their very sound has a magnetic attraction which
draws irresistibly, and this year attracted another record
entry. It is solely the idea of covering the distance of 400
odd miles between the two capitals inside twenty-four hours

jj:ss::iz;sa.^ss^^iiai!&!^-

Ai Sutioii Crossing on the Great North Road m the early morn:ng ol

Saturday. The competitors are A. J. Duncan (Rex), S. Savage (Triumph),
H Greaves (2J Entte'd).

which fascinates the entrant. The drive is not difficult, and
very little of it is even pretty. To accomplish it is

ridiculously easy. It means simply sitting still tor most of
the time and letting the machine do the rest, and success
almost certainly awaits anyone who can stand the fatigue,

and motor cycle riding renders one so extraordinarily fit that
there are very few who cannot. To gain one of the special
cups the rules are rather more irksome, as schedule time has
to be vigorously observed, and success awaits not necessarily
the man with the best machine or the best driver, but him
who best can guess his speed. Someone suggested bringing
in Sutton Bank, which could have been easily done, as the

men pass within sight of it after York, and to climb it, say,

on formula, after a 220 miles run, would be a really sport-

ing effort, and one really worthy of serious consideration in

our opinion, but we fear this suggestion is rather against the

M.C.C. idea of what the run should be. What think our

readers?

Perfect Conditions.

To revert to the 1912 event. No better weather condi-

tions could possibly have existed. A clear night followed^

a dull day. Clouds faded from the sky after sunset, and
as the daylight waned a bright half-moon behind the men
shed its soft and cheering rays on the highway. The start-.:

ing point, that fine open space beginning at the Old Gatie--

house Ii.M, Highgate, was packed with denser throngs than.,

ever an hour previous to the start. Anybody who was any-

body in the motor cycling world was there, and a right

busy scene it was. Years of experience have taught the

Jl.C.C. officials how to do things, and they have profited.

Everything is now splendidly organised. A rapid glance over

the machines revealed several points of interest. Commodore
Sir R. K. Arbuthnot was there, having travelled all the way
from Invergordon specially to compete. G. N. Higgs for the

first time had entered a 2 h.p,. Alcyon in company with the

well-known exponent of that make, N. D. Slatter. Slatter's

mount was enamelled blue and was labelled the Blue Bird.

The P. and M.'s entered, as they always do, looked sur-

,

prisingly neat and clean. The method of carrying route

cards employed by several was interesting. That fine old

veteran, Applebee, sen. (Centaur), the hero of a hundred
canine encounters, slipped his round the lamp generator and
held it on by means of elastic bands. Charlesworth, a Zenith
rider, carried his secure from the elements in a mica case.

Equipment.
W. H. Bedford (Rex-Jap and sc.) had a new and smart-

looking electric lamp, the " Nups," by Husband, of

Leiceste-, which was certainly novel in appearance, and
possessed a fine compound lens. H. C. Mills (Premier),

Hemy (Service), and others more intimately connected with
the industry, carried: illuminated signs denoting the make
of machine they rode. Howard (Zenith and sc.) employed
a neat back-rest and t very complete set of touring bags

;

Karslake, on his invincible Rover, used a big F.R.S. and
two Cox-Walker electric lamps, and round his waist was
slung an inspection lamp for reading his route card, which,
we hear, will shortly be placed on the market by Messrs.
Siemens. Gwynne (Indian) relied on two Cox- Walker lamps,
and a Siemens battery only ; Letchworth (Bat) carried a

An unofTicJai

check at the

G.N.R. crosssmg,

Sution Notts.

The riders getting

away alter the

train had passed.
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A halt outside Doncaster, showing H. Huclile (Zenith and sideeir), Hujh
Gibson, J. J. Day, and A. Abbot (ail on 3V Bradbury sidecars.)

big brass car lamp; Kerry (N.S.U.) used three baby acety-

lene lamps and one big Duco; E. B. Dickon (Bat) used the
same front Dunlop tyre he used in tlie London to Edin-
burgh run last year, and strapped two spare inner tubes

to each side of his tank—these acted as knee pads ; Pratt
this time rode a P. and M. and sidecar gaily lighted by
three lamps; Griffith was mounted on a smart-looking
Alldays, possessing a wide tank of sensible capacity and a

short frame ; Wasling (Enfield) carried a big electric car

bead light, lit by a high voltage battery, and beneath it,
,

mounted on a board, a car clock.

Previous to the start the officials were working their

hardest to get their various duties done. Messrs. Seed and
Gibbons wers busy doling out numbers, which this year
were fastened to the sile of the tanks; Messrs. Bilney,

Collins, Snell, and BIytcn looked after tlie motor bicycles;

Messrs. Butterfie'd and Wightman were busy with the side-

ear machines and cyclecars ; while it fell to Mr. S. H.
Fry's lot to look after the cars.

When nine o'clock approached, niglit was turned into

day by means of Liversedge portable acetylene lights, under
the glare of which Messrs. F. T. Bidlake and G. F. Shai-p

despatched the men. Ten minutes before the start Mr.
Charles Jarrott, president of the M.C.C., moved off in

his Rolls-Royce, bearing the two travelling marshals, Messrs.

R. H. Head (chairman) and A. Candler (former secretary).

The Start.
The first man to be despatched was H. G. Bell (F.X.),

on whose broad shoulders fell the responsibility of the

_ organisation, and well indeed did he deserve the right to

carry No. 1. Southcomb May, the hon. secretary, rode a

Portland-Jap and sidecar. Both members of The Motor
Cycle staff who followed the nm were well mounted—one
on a 3i h.p. Zenith and the other on the Sj h.p. Moto-
sacoche, th3 excellent behaviour of which has previously

been referred to- in these pages. Guest (Matchless and sc.)

after the start hit a tram and ran on to the pavement.
Once under way the cold began to be felt, and when the

suburbs were left behind it became intense. All along the

route interested spectators on motor cycles turned out to

see the men go by, and most of them, we regret to record,

inconsiderately turned their head lights so that the unfor-

tunate competitors had to face their full glare. The first

check was at Hatfield, outside Water's garage, and this

point was reached without incident. The roads were in

splendid condition, and there was very little dust. The writer

rode the Zenith, which pulled well, and. thanks to the fas-

cinating Gradua gear, was a real pleasure to drive, especiallv

up Digswell and all other hills encountered, where a touch
of the gear handle eased the load and sent the engine
roaring up the slope. The way through Welwyn was shown
by willing helpers, and then followed an easy run through
Stevenage to Baldock, after which the straight Roman
r.jad to Biggleswade was taken.

Tyre Troubles.
Three miles from this town my back tyre collapsed, due

to the butt-ended tube blowing out. Then there ensued
half an hour's struggle with the new tube, the valve of

which refused to go in its hole. All the assistance available

was from a semi-drunken countryman, and was of little use.

Meanwhile the competitors sped by in shoals—a most extra-

ordinary sight. Finally, I had to beg for the assistance of

someone, and the first man I hailed turned out to be Cyril

Patteson (accompanied by C. J. Feeney, both on Moto-
Reves), who, even though he was a Cup man, gladly gave
most welcome and skilful aid. Poor fellow, he deserved a
better fate, as in poor return for his

,
charitable assistance

his engine seized up before Doncaster was reached.
The excellent refreshments at the Swan Hotel, Biggles-

wade, put new life into us. Coffee is a mild stimulant, and
warms the interior better than any other beverage. The
lamps the Zenith carried were an ordinary Broadhurst
acetylene and a C.A.V. electric which Messrs. Vandervell
fixed up specially for the trip. Soon after Hatfield I

realised the lamp was tilted too much downwards, but,

thanks to the simple way in which it was carried, it was
possible to alter the angle while running. This lamp gave
an excellent light, and was no trouble until one of- the
Simplex terminals gave way near Eaton Socon. Now the
writer has his own method of securing vSimplex tenninals.

and the fact that one he himself had dealt with did not
come loose was distinctly pleasing. The tip is a simple
one to follow. Fix the terminal in the usual way, and
before hammering it up loop a thin piece of copper wire
round the groove, and twist the ends round the insulated

portion of the cable, and then hammer it up.

(1) Leaving the Tork Control. W. B. Gihb (Douglas), E. A. Colliver (Zenith), and C. T. Newsome (Rover) at the Station Hotel,
sidecar), and J, J. Day (Bradbury sidecar).

(2) B. Alan Hill (7 h.p. Indian
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Com. Sir. R. K. Arbuthnot, R.N. (3J h.p. TriuraphI, and T. H. Haddock 2'. h.p.

(A.J.S.) about to leavii York.

Meanwhile a respectable-looking young Scot, who, poor
fellow, was walking to Edinburgh, and said he hoped to

get a lift from someone in the competition, came up and
held the matches while tlie break was seen to;. The delay
through the puncture was a serious set-back, and the Zenith
was now among the sidecars and enveloped in their dust.

Everybody was travelling as fast as was safe in the dark,
and it was somewhat . difficult to get away from them.
However, at Alconbury, as it always does if the weather be
fine, a welcome glimmer appeared in the east, the road
broadened out, and in the increasing light the dusty side-

cars were left behind.

The First Surprise ChecK.
Near Norman Cross the Cup men had to stop for a

surprise check. The section from Eaton Socon to Norman
Cross is famous for its much-betrapped villages, and it was
quite curious by night to go through them at legal limit,

while by day 17 m.p.h. incurs a heavy fine. In nearly every
village some enthusiasts were about to watch the long pro-

cession. Just when it was light enough, to see both the
lamps on the Zenith went out, but, fortunately, it was
just possible to do without them. I stopped for a stretch

on the hill leading into Stamford, and Eli Clark came up
and reported his back tyre had come off some way back.

The Zenith rapidly forged ahead, and dropped into

Grantham, having made up much lost time. The fine yard
at the George Hotel was thronged with machines, and the

smart way in which the machines were filled up with petrol

reflects great credit on the organisers.

'j'he worst part oi the journey was over, and the men
fortified by breakfast, the next section was tackled with
lighter hearts and in better spirits. Incidents during the
night run were few and far between. In the early days
men used to fall asleep and tumble off, but cases of this

kind are now unknown. Lam]) troubles used to be frequent,
but now the use of several lamps, or of one lamp and two
generators, has changed all this. Lamps, however, still get
loose, and one or two men were seen carrying their head
lights on the luggage carrier. Deyond Newark was the
second check for those entered for the cup. At Crow Park
level cro.ssing the Zpnith overtook the vanguard, nearly
thirty being hung up by the gates being closed. The pace
was now reduced, and the run into Donraster made "under
easy steam." The road from Bawtry iiitn Donciifter was
very rough, and on tliis portion my accumulator box, though
provided with clips riveted and soldered on, began to come
adrift. I'.otli straps holding in the accumulators broke loose
and the two latter were lost, all of which teaches its own
Ics.son. The C.A.V. lamp itself was a great success and a

ri'ul comfort, and a little extra care over the accumulator
terriiinaU and the method of carrying the batteries thciii-

solves would have .saved all trouble. Corcutl's garage
waa the first check after breakfast, and hero Sir K. K,

I- 1

6

Arbuthnot, W. Cooper, Haddock, and Wasling were signing
on as I arrived. Over the remainder of the section the
roads were rather rough. York was reached at 7.15, after

an easy run in a warmer and more congenial temperature,
througli Ferrybridge and Tadcaster.

Incidents of the Night.
Here Mr. Charles Jarrott watched a number of the early

arrivals sign on, while a few of tlie comparatively scanty

incidents of the first half of the journey came to light.

S. B. White (Service) reported valve trouble, while Higgs
(Alcyon), whom I had seen stopped some miles back with
Slatter helphig him, had been in similar difficulties. Brough
arrived with a marvellously clean engine and an untarnished
exhaust pipe. Bellchamber (Rover) reported an internal

short in his enclosed magneto, wliicli he traced and remedied
without difficulty. Several entered for the cup became
bored with the tedious necessity of keeping dead on schedule

and continued the journey without heeding the necessary
restrictions. Among these were Jacobs and Applebee. R.
C. Uavis arrived with a flat tyre, while Chater-Lea (Chater-

Lea sc.) had a puncture before Grantham. Southcomb May
was delayed somewhat by the carbon brush holders of his

magneto coming loose. Huckle (Zenith sc.) suffered carbu-

retter trouble. White (Rex sc.) reported delay through a

loose magneto sprocket. L. E. Cass (Quadrant sc.) had had
troable with the cones on his Armstrong gear coming undone.
The York check, where breakfast was served, was in the

capable hands of the Rev. E. W. Gedge.
At York a water cart had been busy on the tram lines,

and several riders were performing complicated evolutions in

consequence. At Easingfold, some thirteen miles from York,
came the first secret check in the second' section, set with
some skill. 1

The roads continued good, and the coldness of the morn-
ing was gradually overcome by the sun until it was as warm
as could be wished. Nearly all the way between York and
Newcastle the comp'etitors were bunched more closely
together, and this afforded an excellent opportunity of

studying the running of the various makes. In particular
the two Motosacoches were interesting, as they were getting
along at a steady pace, which pace, to oiie riding a heavy
single, came as a surprise. Certainly these small machines
have wonderful engines.

At Northallerton, Croft, and Neville's Cross were more
checks, the two latter being in the nature of a surprise.
Newcastle would have proved an awkward place to negotiate
but for the excellent way in which the police held up all

traffic for the competitors. The control was outside the
Newcastle and District Motor Club, and its arrangement
was excellent in every way. On arrival the machine was
taken away and placed in the square opposite the club, while
the rider signed on and made a rush for lunch and a wash.
Petrol and oil were easily got, and there was no difficulty
or unnecessary delay. Before the leading singles left the

' R. 0. Clark (23 h.p. F.N. and siddcar) travelling at a good speed between
York and Newcastle. The photograph was taken from a sidecar jusi

following. Clark's F.N. is the smallest engine to complete the double
journey with a sidecar and passenger.
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W. Cooper (Bradbury), D. S. Baddeley (Baddeley), and P. Phillips (DouglasI
passing througb Dringhouses near York.

first sidecars were arriving, all looking well and apparently
iunning to time. The light F.N. and sidecar seemed
especially cursed with tyre troubles, a fate which this small
engined combination by no means deserved. Out of New-
castle the road is the worst in England, and as no care
had been bestowed on it the bumping was awful.

Caught in a Surprise ChecK.
At Morpeth theie was another check, and thereafter to

Alnwick the vile surface played havoc with the accessories.

At Belford a neat surprise check caused an unseemly flutter,

quite half-a-dozen riders hastily concealing themselves behind
a stone wall and consulting watches. In many cases the
check was too much for them, especially as a marshal walked
out and caught them redhanded as it were. From Alnwick
and Berwick the road was slightly better with several curves
and sharp turns on which many emphasised their cornering.
At Berwick a sharp left turn and a steep rise, ending in a

sudden turn up a gradient, led to a paved yard and to the
tea control. Tea was served in a very old and spacious
dancing hall. Outside tlie chinking was worth hearing, as

new arrivals realised a second too late what the gradient
really was. Quite an unusual number turned up with their
lamps, whose gorgeous and complicated arrangements had

been their Joy at Highgate, tied on their carriers in a,

crumpled condition.

Scotland at last !

Some mUes outside Berwick one of the Douglas riders
passed astride the carrier of another Douglas. He had
suffered a stripped timing gear at Berwick. Here also the
Swift had sprung a bad leak in its tank, and it was only
by doing much temporary repairing that the machine was
driven to Edinburgh. Into Cockburnspath, where there was
another control, the road was again vile, and everyone was
horribly shaken. The Scots, as usual, were most enthusias-
tic, every village being crowded. Checks were situated in

both Dunbar and Haddington. The final ones before East
Preston Street were the last on the Journey. Tliereaftei the
speed of all seemed to increase, as no less than ten machines
liassed going fast into Edinburgh, making clouds of particu-
larly penetrating dust. Then at last Edinburgh was reached,
with crowds of people all standing in the road as close tu

tlif competitors as possible. Fortunately, the Edinburgh
police are excellent traffic managers, but even then it took
an open cut-out and a low gear, shouts, and, in fact, all

the noise possible to reach the Royal Hotel in safety.

Extraordinarily little trouble was noticed on this trip.

Here and there, it is true, tyre troubles such as delayed
liaswell's two-speed T'riumph, the A.S.L., and the F.K.
lightweight were encountered, and occasionally some man
with a sooted plug or belt trouble was to be seen, but in

the main nothing interesting was apparent, and it was not

until the finish that any incidents could be' learned.

Competitors' machines ranaed in the Newcastle Motor Club Qaideqs.

W. P. Tippett (Humber), and N D. Slatter (Alcyon) at the Dnish of the run

Unfortunately, two- accidents involving -some injury to

the riders have to be recorded. Marians hurt his arm
through a saddle spring breaking, and McKeclinie, on the

Dot, broke his collar bone, due to a burst tyre. Luckily,

a man with a knowledge of first-aid was present, and by
the time a doctor (who was also a sidecar passenger) came
Marians's arm had been bandaged up. McKechnie was
removed to Morpeth by the driver of a private car, who very

kindly cleared out all his passengers in order to accommodate
the injured man. Howe, on a iiudge, ran into the roadside

during the night, and appeared considerably dazed when
picked up, but w'as otherwise unhurt. North upset his side-

car and himself at a corner, due, it is said, to his passenger
being asleep and not hearing the request to lean out. Frank-
enstein also arrived at Edinburgh with a smashed lamp and
buckled front mudguard, while another report speaks of a

smashed Rex beyond Morpeth.

Fe-sv Accidents.
Mechanical breakages seemed fairly rare, except lor the

number of lamp brackets already referred to, but a Service

broke its frame and the already mentioned Swift suffered a

leaky tank. R. Lord (Rex) had three punctures and endured

belt trouble on two occasions, these latter both occurring

within easy reach of the finish. Gerald Bunn (A.S.L.) had
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the flattest head lamp that has been seen for some -Lime, due

to charging a wall at Morpeth.

All arrangements for meals and refreshments were earned

out as well as could have been wished, and all seem to have

enjoyed themselves to the full.

In Alexander's garage a great deal ul work was bemg put

into the various machines preparatory to the return journey.

Boswell (Ariel) had a leakmg tank, Letch-vvorth (Bat),

Peppercorn (Baddeley), Webb (Bradbury), and Deacock

(N.L.G.) all had smashed lamps or brackets to attend to,

Beal (N.S.U.). was busy with a new oil pipe nipple, VVasling

(Knfield) repairing a mudguard, while on tire G. VV .K.. a cover

had been changed and the friction wheel replaced, as it liad

been badly scored during the run. On the .small F.N. and

sidecar the seat pillar and inlet pipe were repaired while

the drive' and passenger were busy with the rear tyre.

Great credit is due to the 2i h.p. Motosftcoche and the

3i h.p. Zenith, the excellent running of which is responsiljle

for the punctual arrival of our representatives. The Zenith

was shod with Kempshall covers, which gave absolutely no

trouble. The tube which failed at Biggleswade was not uf

the same manufacture as the tyres. Among the silver

medallists Roy Walker owed his bad luck to tyre troubles.

Great credit is due to the cyclecara which came through.

The G.W.K., A.C.. Morgan, Chater-Lea, the e7i7e of this

type, did extremely well. E.M.P.B.

List of Medal Winners.
The following are the results of the outward journey,

subject to confirmation

:

* Signifies that member entered for the IMotor Cycling

Club Challenge Cup.

t Signifies that member entered for the Special Gold
Medal Return Journey Competition.

c Signifies that member entered for the Clark Cup
(double journey),

w Signifies that member entered for the Weils Cup
(singl" journej').

Gold Medals.

•R.

•H,

Harry G. Bell (5-6 1- ,N,)

Com, Sir E, K, Arbuthnot
(3.; Triumph)

•P. Phillips (2J Douglas)
n, S, Baddeley (6 Baddeley)
•Joseph Stevens (2.1 A,J.S.|
+W. Cooper ;3i Bradbury)
T, H, Haddock {2', A,J-S,)
•W. 1'. Tippett (3J Humberl
+N. D, Slatter (2 Alcyon)
•Edward Pond (3i Eudce)
J, Marian* (6 Zenitli)

•A, J. ]>i.\on (3! Singer!
F, E. Waslinfr (2J Enfleld)
•P. Shaw (3i P, and M )

+A. V, Deacock (6 N.L,G.)
•F. W, Applebee (23 CentanrJ
W. Price (51 Cleveland)

•lierald Buun (3J A,S,L,) '

+A, Web,5ter (2i Handy Hobart)
-H. J, Beal (3 N,S,U,)

G. Charlesworth (3^ Zenith
Boswi-ll (3i T,T. Ariel!
J. IJuncan (6 Rex)
.1. Watson {3J Swift)

, Greaves (2} Enfleld)
llaniel Barratt (3! TriU'iiph!
•A, T, Stanton (3i Bradbury)
A, E, Catt (3J Triumph)
•Harold Karslake (3i Hover)
Edwin Gwynne '7 Indian)

'tl, W, Popplewell (3; Triumph)
Ronald Clark (3} Eudee!
•P, C, Wa,«lev (23 Doupla^-)
Stanley Webb (31 Bradburv)
•A. C. Eohbin.s (3i Huniher)
Sidney .Savage (35 T,T. Triumph)
Arthur Lister (31 T,T, jriunip!ii

'II, H, N.ible (3i Eover)
+G, H. 8, Lctehworth (8 Bat)
•K, A, Collins (3i Zenith)
+ \V. E, Bootes (3! Singer) ,

•W. B, Gihb (23 Douglas)
,\, O Pippercorn (3i Baddelevl

•l':ii OInrli (23 nouglas)
"C, T, Xew.Home (3) Eover)
tU. CroniOier (3J Abingdon)
•C. Heiiiy (3J Service!
+.1, Kerr (5( N.S.TJ.)
•U. K. liavidson (3} Kerry)
•lame. liiik.T (3J Alldav.s)
•lU-i:. Ilrongh (3! Brough)
+ 1'!. II, llickwn (8 Bat)
•a. T. Gray (3! Hudgc)
tS. .7. Ilflli'hnmber (3i Roverl
t.I, S, Holrnyd (2J Motnsaro.he)
tC. V,. Lovett (3< Triumph)
•P. Beirley (2J Hazlew.:f-d)
+-T, A, Campbell (3) Radge)
•G, L, PIftrlKT (2J Uouglar))
ur'Mbr-rl Le Vu.k (2) .M.jtoflacoche)
II, O, MIIU (3J Pterai«r!

tW, ¥ Guiver (3J Eudge)
*8, F, Garratt (3i PrerLier)
+G, Griffith (3i Alldays)
•Alee Walsgrove {2} nazlewoed)
tH, R, Whitmore (3i Eudge)
•J. Sydney (3! Quadrant)
•Harold Patterson (2} Moto-Revej
+H, G, R. Slinrfo (3;, Eover)
McE, B. Guest (8 Matchless sc-)

L, A, Baddeley (31 Baddelev)
toW, H, Pratt (3J P and M, ,sc,)

cR, C, Davts (8 Chater-Lea sc,)

F, Frankenstein (3i Scoti)
G, B, i''ry (3(. Quadrant)

M+J, V. Le Grand (6 Rex «c,)
J, Daw.son [3i Triump.,)

".+W, A .lacobs (6 ...ex sc)
P, i). Walker (31 T,T, iuidge)
Jack Haslam (6 Zenith)

icj. Chater-Lea. jun (8 Chater-Lea « .

J, E, Blaekiuirn (6 Zenith)
u'Geo, Wray (3; Bradburv sc)
G, A. Heed (23 Humoer)
w+A. .7, Sproston (3i Rover sc)
J R, G, Eowden (3-; Triumph)
cH, V. Beasley (3; Eo.tr sc)
8 Sawer (3;, I'leinier]
le+R, O, Clark (2.' F.if. sc,;

l''red, 1) .ver (3], Premier)
"5 '!' Tcssier (7-8 jjat sc.)
II. I'. Hmve (3i T.T. Endge)
".V. .Ualion (3J Rud.-e sc)
t.Snutliromb May (8 Jap. Portland .-c.

rP. v.. Pither (6 Enfleld sc.)

Elijah Wells (4 L.M C. sc)
r\\. H. Jk-dford (6 Eex-.Tap se.i

.1. C. Hawaril (5-6 Zenith sc)
eC. W. Meiedith (31 Bradbury so
ic+H. A. Sudtcldt ;0 F.S. J.A.j.-. sc:
wr.n. E. Hull (7 Indian .sc)

itcF. C. North (3-1 Ariel sc.)
Tj E. Ha.swell (3) Triumph Be.)

.1. Jewell (3-1 I', and M.)
li Walker (23 Enfleld!

icW. Barratt .'3! Radge sc.)

Ilr. C. B. Moss-Blundell (3) H-S.A.,
<n7no. W. Hewson (S A.J, 8. sc.)

T'. G. E. James (7 Indian)
7yW. Hugh Gibson (3i Bradburv sc.l
ic+n. A, Hill (7 Indian ac)
a'W, H, Wells (7 Indian sc!
U'cV. Smith (5-6 Clync sc)
TO+H, Hlickle (6 Zenith sc)
cA. Abbott (3; Bradijiirv «c.)

cT. 0. I'rrictiir (7 Iniliaa eel
wV. Piatt (31 Bra.lhiiry sc)
loGeu, Stevens (5 A,J,S, sc,l

wL. Austin (5 A.J.S. sc)
cC V. Hulsall (8 MatelileFW sc)
cGeo, Nott (8 Matchless so.)

cL, v.. CnsR (41 Qnarirant sc.l
wR, Iioid (Hex »c.)

Otolkcaks.
Ur, D. B, Hewlett (5-6 A,C. Sociable) tj. Tallourd Wood (8 li.W li./

tH. F. S. Morgan (Morgan Runabout) tC. M. Keiller (8 Q.W.K.)
'

fl". COiater-Lea (8 Chater-Lea)

Silver Medals
wEoy W. Walker (31 New Hudson sc.) «JtA. G. Clayton (31 Hurnber sc.)

tc+F. White (6 Eex sc.)

The Return Journey.
Glorious weather again favoured those of the competitors

who had entered for the return journey, of whom seventy-

four had been timed out of Edinburgh by F. T. Bidlake.

The first man left at just after 2 o'clock on Monday moriiing.

During the first part of the trip it was very cold, but later

the weather was warm, though the dust was trying. A
large crowd assembled at Barnet to welcome the arrivals,

the first of whom to be greeted was Charles Jarrott. Nearly
every man questioned declared he had had a glorious run,

and of incidents there appeared to be hardly any to record.

The first competitor to sign on was W. Cooper at 10.30,

who brought the news that Brough was running to a second,

and that despite two punctures north of York lie had
reached the control punctually. Two men carried extra
passengers. Begley had Baker on his carrier, whom he had
carried on part of the outward journey and all the way back.
Baker had had trouble with a bearing. Dew had timing gear
trouble at Berwick on the way north, and was brought in

by Fletcher, while Pither suffered tyre trouble. The follow-

ing reached Barnet :

Phillips (23 Douglas)
Stevens 121 A.J.S.)
Cooper (31 Bradbury)
Haddock (21 A.J.S.)
Tippett (31 Humber)
Slatter (2 Aleyon)
Dixon (31 Singer)
Shaw (31 P. and M)
Deacock (6 N.L.G.)
Appleton (23 Centaur)
Webster (21 Hobart!
Beal (3 N.S.U.)
Charlesworth (31 Zenith)
Boswell (31 Ariel)
Watson (31 Swift)
Greaves (2} Enfleld)
Karslake (31 Rover)
Popplewell (31 Triumph)
Wasley (23 Douglas)
Rabbins (31 Humber)
Noble (31 Eover)
CoUiver (31 Zenith)
Boots (31 Singer)
Gibb (23 Douglas)
Eli Clark (2J Douglas)
Newvoine (31 ' Eover)
Croucher . (34 Kerry-Abingdon)
Hemy (31 Service)
Davidson (31 Kerry-AbingdnnJ
Brough (31 Brough)
Gray (31 Rudge!

Bedchamber (31 Rover)
Holroyd (21 Motosacodie)
Lovett (31 Triumph)
Begley (23 Hazlewood)
Campbell (31 Rudge)
I'letcher (23 Douglas)
Le Vack (21 Motosacoohe)
Aiills (31 Premier)
Guiver (31 Eudge).
Garrett (21 Premier)
Griffiths (31 Alldays)
Walsgrove (21 Moto-Heve)
Slingo (31 Eover)
Guest (8 Matchless sc)
Davis (8 Chater-Lea sc.)

Beasley (31 Eover sc.)

Clark (23 F.N. sc.)

Piruer (6 Enfleld so.)

Bedford (6 Eex-Jap)
Meredith (31 Bradbury sc]
Hull (7 Indian sc.)

North (31 Ariel so.)

Haswell (31 Triumph se.)

Hill (7 Indian sc.)

Smith (5 Clyno sc.)

Huckle (6 Zenith sc)
Abbot (31 Bradbury sc.)

Pr,ictor (7 Indian sc.)

Halsall (8 Matchless sc)
-Morgan (8 Mor.gan)
Wood (8 G.W.K.)('

The engine dimensions of R. 0. Clark's 2f F.N. sc. were
65 by 85 mm., the smallest sidecar machine ever seen iu
this competition ; a really wonderful performance.
Letchwerth (Bat) retired owing to a broken frame.

TTie only absentees at one a.m. were Letchworth, Kerr,
.Smith; onib. May, Nott, f'ass, and Keiller.

.-^

Mr. and Mrs. J. Cliatei Lea in the 8 h.p. Chaler Lea cyclecai wmch
attracted much attention alt along the route.
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CUQREK
TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
May 30th 9.2 p.m.
June 1st "

"

., 3rd

„ 5th

ch-at

A.C.U. and the Grand Prix.

Special arrangements are being made
bj; the A.C.U. for those members who
wish to see the C4rand Pri.x race.
Additional interest is lent this year by
the unusual number of English entries.

R.A.C. and Ascot.

There should be adequate provision for
motorists attending this year's meeting
at Ascot (from June 18th to 21st). All
SIX motor enclosures have been secured
°y tlie R.A.C. This is the first time
that self-propelled vehicles have been
allowed inside the course.

Canadian Motor Cyclists' Association.
An association has been formed in

Canada on the lines of the Federated
Association of llotor Cvclists in the
United States. The new' bodv will be
known as the Canadian ilotor Cvclists'
Association, and an agreement will be
drawn up and signed -with the F.A.:M.
to enable Canadians to ride at F.A.M.
meetings and American riders to race in
Canada. The first annual championship
will be held on the Hamilton Jockev
Club's track.

Road Dangers at Night.

Motor cyclists riding by night fioij!

Crowle to Gainsborough via Epworth
should be careful of the ferry at
Walkereth. The signpost " on the "

uiain
-" road reads "To Gainsborough," but Mr.
Cave (who travels by motor in Hie in-

terests of the Turco Co.) suggests that it

.should read "To Walkereth Ferry," as he
recently found himself within a" yard or
so of the water's edge, there being no
signpost to indicate that there was a
ferry anywhere in the neighbourhood.

M.C.C. Inter-team Trial.

The complet-e list of clubs which have
promised entries for the M.CC, inter-
team Trial for Thf. Motor Cycle. Cup
to be held on June 15th, at Daventry, is

as under
: Bedfordshire and District

M.CC.. Birmingham M.CC. Bristol
M.CC, Bristol C and M.C, Derby
and District M.CC, Derbvshire and
North Staffs A.C, Coventrv and Warwick-
shire M,C, Esses M.C' Herts County
M.CC, Liverpool M.CC, Luton and
South Beds. M.CC, Mersev M.C.
Motor Cycling Club. Northants JLCC.
Norwich and District M.CC. Norfolk

. M.CC, North-west Loadon M.C.C..^
: Nottingham and District M.CC. North

Middlesex M.CC, Oxford M.CC,
South Birmingham M.CC, South-east

,
London M.CC. ShefRe'd and Hallamshire
M.CC, Sutton Coldfield and Mid-
Warwickshire A.C, Walthamstow M.C,
and Wolverhampton M.CC

MY MOST EXCITING RIDE.

LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN.
PETROL CONSUMPTION.

BIRMINGHAM-LAND'S END-BIRMINGHAM

v-yfeV^;.gn
Grand Prix de Champagne.

The Touring Motoclub de France re-

.joices in having secured several English
entries for its Grand Prix de Cham-
pagne, which takes place on June 2nd.
In Class I. Berwick will ride a 2| h.p.

Xew Hudson and H. Graham Dixon a

3i h.p., while R. G. Mundy will ride a

3^ h.p. Singer and J. Cocker a 2^ h.p.
Singer.

Speed Limit Applications.
The application by the I^ondoii County

Council for a ten-n-.ile speed limit at
the road junction at Swiss Cottage has
been refused. The A.C.U. and A.A. and
M.U. were represented at the inquiry.

The Scottish Auto Cycle Union.
Already the Scottish A.C.U. repre-

sents some seven hundred motor cyclists,
and its future seems assui-ed. The fol-

lowing, have been ek-cted as a General
Committee : Jlessrs. Norman Macmillan,
C. H. Macmillan, Campbell McGregor,
R. J. Good, J. R. Alexander, William
-Morrison, J. D. Morrison. J. S. Fulton.
George H. Cutbush, John Gow, Alex. R.
Fraser, F. Salvesen, T. R. Marshall,
R. W. C Stevens, John R. Thomson,
G. E. Whitehouse, W. Yeaman, J. R.
Nisbet, jun., D. C Paterson, A. L.
Watt, Bruce Syme, J. Craig, jun.. Simon
McLean. A. F. Sinclair. D." S. Baddeley,
and R. J. Smith. Mr. James S. Fulton,
131, West Regent Street, Glasgow, has
been appointed secretary, and the Jlar-
quis of TuUibardine is to be asked to
accept the presidency. In view- of the
good work done by Messrs. Norman
-Macmillan, John Gow. and John Adam,
chairmen of the Edinburgh, Glasgow,
and Scottish Automobile Clubs respec
tively, the first-mentioned has been
appointed chairman of General Com-
mittee, the second vice-chairman, and
Mr. Adam a vice-president in the com-
pauy of Messrs. Robert Todd and .J. R
.\ishet.

INTEB-'VARSITY HILL-CLIMB.

A. C. Hardy, Oxlord (41i.p. Norton), about to cross the flnishing tape. (See pages 582-583.)
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BIRMINGHAM -LANDS ENB—BIRMINGHAM COMPETITOKS.

A group ol competitors in the Birmin^'ham M.C.C. run to Land's End and back assembled at the Land's End
on Sunday.

Engiish-Dutch Reliability Trial

Next week we hope 10 publish the list

of British representatives in the inter-

national contest to bs held in Holland on
August Banlc Holiday. Over a score of

club committees have assisted in the
fcleclion of the British teams.

Entish Successes in France.

At the two-day Meeting Automobile du
.M:iiis, organised by the Automobile Club
de la Sarthe et de I'Ouest, British

machines scored heavily. On the first

day the results were :

Up to 500 c.c—1, R. G. iMimdv
(Singer), 41^3. ; 2, H. G. Dixon (New
Hudson), 42s.; 3, V. Taylor (3^ Rudge),
43s.

Up to 350 c.b.c— 1, H. G. Dixon
(New Hudson) ; 2, .J. Cocker (Singer) ;

3. Pean (Peugeot).
Sidecars, etc.—1, H. G. Dixon (New

Hudson) ; 2, Bouville (Bedelia).

The result of the joint hill-climb was :

Lightweight and 500 c.c. Classes.—1. R.
G. .Mundy (Singer) ; 2, H. G. .Dixon (New
Hudson).

Sidecars.—H. G. Dixon (New Hudson).

J. Cocker (Singer;

competing in the

hill climb at Le

Mans on Sunday

last. Singer
machines were
conspicuously
suocessiu; at <his

important French

meeting.

^TTO^E ^Eg^TS

fune I.—Birmingham M.C.G. Open Hill-

climb at Wenlock Edge,
r —Liverpool A.C.C. Opea Hill-

climb.

I.— B.M.C.R.C. Rice Meetine.

„ l.t and 15.—Dublin M.C.C. Open
24 Hours' Reliability Trial.

„ 15.—M.C.C. TEAM TRIAL.
„ z8.—JUNIOR TOURIST TROPHY

R ACE.
„ 29.—North Middlesex M.C.C. Open

12 Hours' X^eliabililv Run.

, 2q — Mersev M.C. Oner Hill-"iimb

luiy I.—SENIOR TOURIST TROPHY
RACE.

Unofficial Records.

At Penzance last week-end we were
infornijd that a rider of a Quadrant was
timed away from Land's End on Satur-
day evening in an "attempt to capture the
End-to-end record. The rider in question
has already failed in an attempt to

belt the lightweight record.

T.T. Entries.

Four more entries have been received

for the Tourist Trophy : F. W. Owen
(Norton), J. R. Hayes (K..S.), and N.S.U.
Co. (one machine), senior; N.S.U. Co.
(one maclrine), jiuiior-. The N.S.U.
machines will be ridden by Gassei't, who
rode last year in the Isle of i\'lan.

Hill-climbing.

T. M. Ct. Chapman, of Oadewell, near
Torquay, advises tis that recently his

1912 pattern T.T. 3i h.p. Arno, ridden
by George Fleming, made a clean ascent

of Stentiford's Hill, Torquay, from a

standing start. The gear was carefully

measured and found to be 5 to 1. The
hill is 250 yards in length, with an
average grade of 1 in 5.

Speed in Sevenoaks.

.Many motor cyclists travel too fast

on the London-Sevenoaks road in order
to get up the hill on the London side of

the village, and then forget to slow down
on arrival in the village. An appli-

cation for a ten-mile limit is contem-
plated, but the A..C.U. has managed to

get the Kent County Council to with-
hold their application subject to an
appeal being made to motor cyclists to

moderate , their speed. It is to be hoped
riders will exercise caution, not only in .

Sevenoaks, but all towns and villages,

and so prevent these complaints being
made.

The Next Mobilisation Test.

There are still a large number of ^^'ell-

known motor cyclists who have not yet

entered for the mobilisation test on Sun-
day, June 9th, which ought really to

prove a most interesting event. Com-
petitors should select routes which will

avoid the greater towns. The dbject of

the competition is apparently not quite

clear to some people.

For those who have not followed the
scheme of the competition it may be as

well to repeat the conditions. All those

who send in their ajiplicttions will receive

a postcard on Saturday. June 8th. telling

themi the rendezvous (which will be within
hfty mile.s of Charing Cross). The time
of arrival is fixed at 1 p.m. on June 9th,
and competitors should time themselves so

as to arrive on the stioke of the hour.

All those who wish to take part should
refer to the conditions on page 531 in :

the issue of Mav 16th last.

4
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BIRMINGHAM-LAND'S END-BIRMINGHAM.
A Sporting Long Distance Trial for the Lycett Trophy.

THE second annual competition organised by the J-Sir-

mingham M.C.C. for the Lycett tropliy took place on
Saturday and Monday last over the same course as
last Whitsuntide, viz., to Land's End and back.

Despite the arduous nature of the contest, each day's journey
uecessitatir.E; seventeen hours' riding, there were over forty
entrants. Tlie start was at 3 a.m. on Saturday last, from the

Maypole. Alcester
Road, the competi-
tors having as-
sembled half an
hour or so earlier
in order to have
their numbers al-

lotted and watches
sealed. An interest-
ing feature of this
run was the adop-
tion of the sealed
watch for timing,
which system, we
believe, was first in-

stituted by the
'Bradford M.C.C, of
which club Mr.
Vernon Brook, the
Birmingham hon.
sec, was at one
time a prominent
official. The com-
petitor's sealed
watch has effectually

settled aU disputes
as to timing. At

Tne silver iropiiy, value 30 guineas, presented
by Mr. E. R. Lycett.

one period a competitor with a good watch would find that
checkers' watches varied several minutes, and the wrong
man was declared winner; but in the sealed watch system
every competitor is timed from his own watch.
The air was crisp and cold as the first competitor set out

on his long run with lamp burning brightly.

The Route.
The route was as follows : Alcester Evesham, Cheltenham,

I'ainswick, Stroud, Marlsworth, Old Sodbury, Bath, Shepton
Mallet, Taunton, Cullompton, Exeter, Two Bridges, 'J avi-
stock, Callington, Liskeard, Lostwithiel, St. Austell, Truro,
Redruth, Penzance, Land's End.
The first secret check proved to be approximately six

miles south of Evesham, but so keen was the competition for
the trophy that all were close to time. Most of the com-
petitors ran most regularly, and, the first part of the
journey being over familiar ground, little of incident
occurred.

There was a fine pull up out of Bath, which was a fore-
taste of more to follow in Devon and Cornwall. Several
were reported missing at this point. K. L. Spiers (Enfield
so.), and J. H. Slaughter (L.M.C. sc.) were' notatile
absentees. Punctures were not infrequent, but generally
the riders ran most regularly, which, indeed, was neces-
sary if 20 m.p.h. was to be averaged. Outside Rad-
stock we passed George Bell (New Hudson sc.) repairing a
puncture. A 3d. toll at Burr Bridge gave the stragglers an
opportunity to catch up and chat over the events during
early morning.

Perforirances of the 3J h.p. Sidecars.
Quite a feature of the run was the wonderfully consistent

running of some of the 3^ h.p. sidecar machines. In spite
of the numerous hills and severe, natui-e of the conditions,
splendid progress was made, and several reported absolute
non-stops. A. D.- Arter's James, for instance, was never
once seen stopped, and the way his three-'Speeder annihilated
thei Devonshire gradients, often on the intermediate ratio,
won universal praise. S. Wright and B. Yates were also
plodding along in regular style on their 3^ h.p. Humber
sidecars. The former started at 12.45 a.m. from Coventry,
and started in the competition at 3.2, so he had prolonged
his joinney unnecessarily.

Bourke (New Hudson) reported to the writer that he
never had occasion to open his toolbag on the outward run.

P. J. Evans was driving a 6 h.p. Enfield, with his wife

in the sidecar. We' had a number of chances to observe its

speed, and we noted particularly that he had no difficulty

at all in keeping pace with the bicycles. Two new twin

A.J.S. machines attracted attention by reason of their

silence and smooth running, whilst Fowler's Norton with

Shelley gear was always amongst the leaders.

The first arranged stop was at the Bude Hotel, Exeter,

for lunch (164 miles). Thereafter the course became much
more severe," and single figure gradients were frequent. ^

To make matters worse, the road is narrow and winding,

and one who is . unacquainted with the road has little idea

when a long hill is being encountered. The second secret

check was approximately five and a half miles from
Tavistock, but here again most were on time. Over Dart-

moor the hills were steeper than ever, and many a time the

riders were passed cooling their engines. T. Pollock

(James) was geared too highly, and twice he ran to the foot

of a hill for a second attempt. Dr. Fawssett (Chater-Lea

sc.) was passed repairing a puncture, and he was not seen

again until the Sunday, when he turned up at Land's End.
Sand Hill, Gunnislake, an ascent nearly two miles long,

tested the engines severely. We noticed McNab '(Trump)
come to a standstill, and have no doubt others did the

same. R. W. Duke (Zenith) broke' a valve, and lost three-

quarters of an hour removing the cap. He later burst a

tyre in Hayle, but caught up again.

In Penzance, Mr. Edward Lycett, the donor of the

trophy, was awaiting the arrival of the competitors. What
a temptation it must have been for them to stop, instead

of continuing to Land's End and back—another twenty
miles. As usually happens on these trials, two were
unlucky on this last stage. Blackwell (Zenith) burst a

cover and could not continue, whilst Spiers (Macbeth) broke
the carburetter control wire and had to stay at the End.
A goodly crowd assembled at Holman's Garage to witness

the finish of Saturday's run. Those who checked in were :

Entrant, machine, and gear.

R. V. O. Br-ok (3J rrecision—Eoi-)
H. E. Fowler (3', Norton-Shelley)
F. Read (2i A.J.S.-A.J.S.)
E. W. Duke (Zenith-Gradual
H. Stevens (5 A.J.S.-A.J.S.)
M. E. Baylis (3i N. Hudson—Aim-

stron?)
H. D. Jones (34 Zenith-Gradua)
1'. J. Evans (6 Enfleld-Enfleld)
T. Peck (3J Eudge-sin;le>
H. Blotksidse (3i B.S.A.-single)
T. Pollock (34 James)
A. Youns {3i Kerry—Armstrong)
A. D. Arter (3i James—Heron)
F. A. McNab i34 Trump—Armstrong)
U. Cork {5 A.J.S—A.J.S.)

Entrant, machine, and gear,

J. H. Percox (3} Alldays)
L. Newey {35 Ariel—Annstrongl
F. C. SangSer (3J Ariell
H. Walters (2i A.J.S.—A.J.S.)
A. J. Stevens (2J A.J.S.-A.J.S.)
H. Ball (35 Triumph)
T- E. Blumfleld (34 Kerry—Ann

strong)
S. Wright (35 Huiuber-Eoo)
B. Bourke (34 Humber sc—Ann-

etroug)
B. Yates (35 Huinber ec—Eoc)
G- Bell l02 N. Hudson sc.-Arm-

strong)
H. J. Cox (34 Premier sc--Arm-

strong)

J. L. Norton (Norton sc.) experienced tyre trouble, so
elected to stay at Penzance, as also did P. Brewster on a
similar turnout.

At the secret checb on the fc-vesham-Cneitennam Road in the early houis
01 Saturday.
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The Return Journey.
All got away to time in the early hours on Whit-Monday,

it being just sufficiently light to enable the riders to dis-

pense with lamps. The hills on the homeward run were even
more severe than going out, Lostwithiel, Gunnislake, Red-
ruth, and Tavistock all boasting gradients of the first water.

Over Dartmoor again one or two mounds proved real teasers.

Sangster and Newey on Ariels, kept together throughout,

and always seemed ahead of time. H. J. Cox (Premier sc.)

suffered belt troubles, whilst a number were noticed repair-

ing or changing inner tubes. Cork (A.J.S.) somehow missed
the first check between Liskeard and Tavistock—hard lines

indeed, as he had kept closely to- time throughout. The
right-angled bend at Two Bridges successfully climbed, a

long pull of over a mile on the edge of Dartmoor was the

next rise to command attention. Here Mr. Lycett's car

party were observing the riders. Near Moreton Hamp-
stead Secretary Brook unfortunately landed in a ditch in

rounding a bend downhill, and bent his forks besides

damaging his machine in other ways. He pluckUy con-

tinued and reached Exeter. After breakfast here, the com-
petitors set out with light hearts r\n Taunton and Bath, the
weather conditions being of the best and more familiar roads
being at hand.
Dust troubled the riders not a little, and they presented

a weird sight as they filed through the big towns. Most
scun'ied ahead, in order to snatch a hasty lunch in the

MAY 30th, igi2.

neighbourhood of Stroud and Cheltenham, as no further stop

was arranged. The last secret check was midway between
the last-mentioned town and Evesham, and then the remain-
ing section via Aleester was a mere nothing. P. J. Evans
had time to watch with us the finish of a boat race at the
Evesham Regatta.
The first man was due at Birmingham at 7.46, and almost

to the minute he finished, followed by the remainder as

under :

E. V. C. Brook (3; w.c. Precision)
N. C. Blaclnvell (6 Zenith)
H. Rem l-'owler (3'Jr Norton)
H. IJ. .Tones (3i Zenitli)
E. W. Dillie (3i Zenitli)
W. B. MayUs (3i New Hudson)
!•'. A. McNab (3i Trump)
H. Stevens (5 A.J.S.)
J-''. Eead (2i A.J.S-)
H. Walters (2i A.J.S.)
u. Corl; (5 A.J.S.)
A. J. Stevens (2i A.J.S)
J. H. Pelcox (3i Alldays)
L. Newey (3? Ariel)

The Lycett Trophy winner cannot be announced until

next week.
The run throughout was well arranged ; excellent route

cards with times and distances clearly marked were supplied
to each competitor, and despite the gruelling nature of such
a long ride over roads varying from almost flat to exception-
ally ditficult, the competition was greatly enjoyed by the
participants.

F. C. gangster (3i Ariel)
H. Ball {3i Triumph)
T. B. Blumfield (3i Kerry-Abingdon)
A. Young (3i Kerry-Abin^'don)
H. Blocksidge (3i b:s.A.)
Tom l^eck (3i Eudge)
T. Pollock (3i James)
A, D. Arter (3^ James ec-)

Dr. B. Fan-sett (8 Chater-Lea sc.)

P. J. Evans (6 Enfield sc.)

H. J. Cox (3i Premier sc-)

Sam Wright {3i Humber sc.)

B. Bourke (3i New Hudson sc.)

(1) The Orst arrivals at Holman's Garage Penzance. R. Vernon C. Brook on the 31 h.p. water-cooled Precision.

with Shelley gear, who rode most regularly throughout
(2) H. Rem Fowler (3i h.p. Norton),

THE LEGION OF MOTOR CYCLISTS.
THE HON. SECRETARY'S REPLY TO A RECENT ATTACK.

Sir,—My attention has been called to an editorial in a
contemporary, reprinted in extenso by a twin journal, and
headed " Advice to the Legion of Cyclists." I do not
know on what grounds the writer of the article assumes the
right to give advice to the members of an organisation to
which he himself does not even belong. As Hon. organising
.secretary of the Legion, I would like to advise him to
mind his own business, and, in the eloquent words of the
Titrniic's operator, "To keep out, you fool."
He justifies his pi-esumption by pleading that, owing to

the War Office refusal to recognise the Legion, "it is

obviously futile to proceed with the Legion," and advises
his readers not to waste any more time upon a scheme that
he him.sclf claims to have .started.

I would like to point out that, first of all, your contem-
porary did not start the scheme. The Legion was started by
myself and certain enthusiasts on militai'y cycling. In De-
cember I asked the editor of (.'i/diiii/ to liuid 'it the publicity
of liis pages, and two months later the editor of your
coiitempoi'ary offered also to publish details—a request with
which I complierl. So much for the boastful claim as to
originating the scheme.
Now I hiiould like to say a woid as to the weak-kneed

advice the editor has now ju'esumed to give to the Legion.
At the; very first rebuff from the War Ofiice he throws up

I)i8

the sponge. That, sir, is not the way great causes win to
their own. I myself have had some little hand in gaining
recognition of the value of military cyclists in general. It

has been an uphill battle lasting many years, and we cer-

tainly should not now possess fourteen regiments of cyclists

in the Territorial Army if those who have worked so hard
for the cause had thrown up the sponge at the first rebuff.

Whether I shall win recognition for the Legion eventually
I cannot say, but I shall not cease to fight for it by every
means in my power so long as a dozen loyal legionaries will
stand by me. At present I am receiving splendid support.
Thirty new corps have been formed during the past month,
and i have received many loyal pr6test.ations from organis-
ing officers throughout the country, who are anxious to
stand by me.
Arrangements have been made for publishing an illus-

trated monthly, in which .several pages will be devoted to
Legion news. This journal will make its bow to the
public on June 15th, and is entitled T/ie Terriforinl
nlonthly and Legion A'ci«.s (price 2d.), with editorial
offices at 128, Jermyn Street, W. That very small public
which may have seen the editorial article in your con-
temporary are requested to get the fii'st issue and" reail the
other aide of the case. A. H. TRAPiMANN, Captain

(Hon. Sec. L.O.C.)
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nOTOR CYCLE RACING AT BROOKLANDS.
FINE weather favoured the Brooklands race meeting on

Whit-Monday. The attendance was excellent and the

races were well supported. The first motor cycle race

was the eighth short motor cycle handicap, distance

about 53 miles (for start). The machines passed the fork once
and then entered the straight. All got away well except
Remington, whose machine was slow starting. He eventually
got up a good speed, when his belt came off. The order
at the fork at the end of the first lap was : Edmond, Dewar,
Ivickham, Stanley, Jepson, Campbell, Lavender, Walker,
Barnes, Fowler, Friedlander, Bailey, Axford, Elce, Capt.
Harkness, Printz, and Weatherilt. The race resulted in an
easy win for Dewar who led by about quarter of a mile.

Handicap.
1. W. Dewar (1 Triumph, 85x88) 1 fl2

2. M. Campbell (1 Triumph, 85x88) 1 26
3. (i. E. Stanlev (1 Singer, 85x88) 1 30

The next motor cycle event was down on the programme
as "The Fifth Rnce: 'ilie Seventh Long Motor Cycle

Handicap." Distance, about 8^ miles. The machines passed
the fork twice, and then entered the straight.

The first lap order was Edmond, Kickham, Jepsou, Davis,
Campbell, Lavender, Manners-Smith, Friedlander, Dewar,
Winfield-Smith, Bailey, Fowler, Capt. Harkness, Weatherilt,
Axford, Stanley, Elce, Printz, Schmidt, Barnes, and
Eeraington. Second lap order : Edmond, Kickham, Camp-
bell, Jepson, Weatherilt, Fowler, Lavender, Winfield-Smith,
Dewar, Manners-Smith, "taniey, Friedlander, Axford,
Bailey, Printz, Elce, Capt. Harkness, Remington, Barnes,
and Schmidt. Weatherilt won easily.

1. P. Weatherilt {1 Zenith, 90x77.5)
2. M. Campbell (1 Triumph, 85x88)
3. E. Kickham (2 Douglas, 60x60) ...

Handicap.
... 1 24
... 2 9
... 2 45

Tlie winner's speed was 65^ m.p.h. Campbell, who is

a keen private owner, was, it will be noticed, second in

both races ; he also competed on a racing car.

(I) W. Dewar (31 h.p. Triumph), winner
of tlie eiglith Short Handicap.

(2) A flne finish. (3) P. Weatherilt (Zenith), winner
of the seventh Long Handicap.

DUBLIN TO LISBURN AND BACK.
THE Whitsuntide fixture of the Dublin and District

Motor Cycle Club took the form ol a reliability trial

from Dublin to Lisburn and back, a distance of 186
miles. The start took place from Drumcondra Bridge

at 9 a.m. The White Cup was offered in the event.
The single-cylinder machines were compelled to carry a lady
passenger, and in both classes the combined weight of the
passenger and driver was fixed at 17 stones. There were
two controls on each journey, at Dunleer and Banbridge,
and at the turning point, while two or more secret controls
were stipulated for. The starters were as follows

:

White Cup Competition.
T. J. Dunphy (7 Indian)
F. Keogh (3i Triumph)
H. T. Carroll (3^ Rex)
C. E. Murphy (3i Triumph)
T. E. Greene (3^ Rudge)
J. H. Taylor (3i Rudge)
J. Browne {3i New Hudson)
P. J. Brady (3i Rudge)
G. Roche (3^ Rover)

C. Magennis (3^ Rudge)
F. J. Walker (3^ Rudge)
R. Lowry {3^ Rover)
J. P. Quill (2i Douglas)
R. Walshe (4 Calthorpe)
T. Woods (3i Premier)
A. F. Irwin (21 Enfield)

W. G. Green (2i A.J.S.)
P. Beattie (3i Rudge)

SiDECAK Classes.
B.—Multi-cylinders.

J. L. Walshe (6 Enfield sc.)

F. A. Wallen (6 Enfield sc.)

J. D. Weir (7 Indian sc.)

T. A. Ireland (7 Indian sc.)

0. S. Baker (6 Enfield sc.)

A.—Single-cylinders.

T. D. Rolling (Sj Rover sc.)

E. W. Armstrong (32 Budge)
V. Barton (3^ Triumph sc.)

0. G. Price (3^ Rudge sc.)

J. Healy (3^ Rudge sc.)

W. J. Towell m Rudge sc.)

The feature of the trial was the remarkably high standard
of reliability attained at all open controls. The great

majority were dead on time, and at the finish only three

men varied from the schedule. Consequently the result will

altogether depend on the markings at .'secret controls, and
will not be known until these are examined.

LONDON-COVENTRY TRIAL RESULTS.
The following prize^ were awarded in the above trial.

The figures represent the total number of marks lost by
each competitor.

Members' Class.
J. H. Pooley (35 h.p. Premier), 0; silver cup and special

prize for b-^si 3alo performanje.
Silver Cups.—W. Cooper (3^ h.p. Bradburv), 1 ; G. H.

Hollis (23 h.p. Douglas), 1; H. Karslake (3^ h.p. Rover), 1;
H. Beau (6 h.p. Matchless), 2 ; L. Joiner (3^ h.p. Brown),

3 ; E. Rose (3i h.p. P. and M.), 3 ; and P. C. Dewhurst (3^

h.p. Rudge), 4.

Silver Med.a.ls.—J. Gibbs (2| h.p. Humber), 10; G. B.

Coombes (7 h.p. Indian), 13 ; E. G. Westacott (3A h.p.

Zenith), 16; and P. H. Goddard (2J h.p. Douglas), 21.

Open Class.
C. R. Collier (8 h.p. Matchless and sc), 1 ; H. A. Collier

(8 h.p. Matchless and sc), 2 ; R. E. Guest (8 h.p. Matchless
and sc), 4; J. Tassell (8 h.p Matchless and sc), 4; silver

cups and Woolwich, Plumstead and District team winners
of team cup and silver medals.

J. R. Haswell (3i h.p. Triumph sc), 3; silver cup and
special prize for best member's performance in Open Class.

.Silver Cups.—A. C. Robbins (3^ h.p. Humber sc), 3;
J. T. Wood (G.W.K.), 4; G. M. KiUier (G.W.K.), 4; J.

Oliphant (3^ h.p. Premier sc), 4 ; H. W. Lambert (8 h.p.

Chater-Lea sc), 1; H. F. S. Morgan (8 h.p. Morgan), 1;

F. S. Wheatland (6 h.p. Matchless sc), 3; F. Smith (5-6 h.p.

Clyno), 4; C. T. Newsome (3^ h.p. Rover sc), 5; and R.
G. Mundy (4 h.p. Singer sc), 10.

Silver Medals.—S. Tessier (6 h.p. Bat and sc), 8 ; A. J.

Dixon (4 Singer sc), 13; W. 0. Oldman (6 h.p. Bat and sc).

16; F. Hill (A.C. Sociable), 13; A. S. Phillips (8 h.p.

V.S.-Jap and sc), 15; F. J. Willmott (8 h.p. Morgan), 17;
W. S. Percival (3^ h.p. Humber sc), 31 ; and W. P. Tippet

(3i h.p. Humber sc), 27.
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Nelson and Disti'ict M.C.

The first liill-climb will be held on June 1st on Thorny-
holme Hill, about two miles from Nelson.

Hunslet M.C.C.

A motor cycle club is being formed under the above title,

laformation can be obtained from the hon. secretaries,

Messrs. W. H. Gaines and T. Wasden.

Merioneth M.C.C.

The first competition of this new club took the form of a

club run to Pentre Voelas. The hon. secretary is Mr. B.

Edwards, Talrafon, Dolgelly.

Parley and District M.C.C.

Last Saturday's trial between a team of six Purley riders

and six of the South-East London resulted in a win for the

former by 592 marks to 457. Brasted and Titsey Hills had to

be climbed twice on the run, the total distance being sixty

miles.

Wishaw and District M.C.C.

A hill-climb was held at Kirkfieldbank on the 18th inst.

Results :

Lightweight Class.—1, G. Brown (Douglas) ; 2, A. McLean
(2i F.N.).
Touring Class.—1, J. L. JIuir (Triumph) ; 2, J. Buchanan

(Bradbury).
The above club will hold a confined reliability trial on

Saturday, June 1st. The distance is about 130 miles, and the

route chosen is a very good one for such a trial.

Newcastle and District M.C.

The above club held their annual all night reliability trial

on the 18th and 19th inst., the first competitor leaving the

club house in Saville Place at 9 p.m.
The outward route chosen was rid Berwick and Dunbar,

returning home by way of St. Boswell's and Jedburgh.
Fourteen competitors started, and of this number five

qualified for silver medals and one for the club bronze medal.
The names of ' those qualifying for silver medals are as

follows: J. E. Reed, J. Cooper, R. J. Spencer, W. S. C.

Spencer, and R. Wilson ; bronze medal, W. S. Doods.

Northainptonshire M.C.C.

The prize-winners of the flexibility hill-climbing competition

held on Doddington Hill on the 18th inst. were as follows :

Cl,.4SS L—Single-cylinder Machines.

Difference in time.

1. W. Lees (T.T. Triumph) 2m. 13s.

2. C. T. Underwood (3^ Bradbury) ... 2m. 5fs.

Class II.—Any Type of Machine.

1. C. T. Underwood (3Jj Bradbury) ... 2m. 24s.

2. W. Lees (T.T. Triumph) 2m. 14^s.

The Triumph Cup, which was tlie prize for the first class,

now becomes the property of Mr. Lees, who has won it

twice in .succession.

Dundee and District M.C.C.

The above club held a successful hill-climb, the results

V)eiijg decided un formula.

Lightweight machines, single-cylinder: 1, Miss Kate Scott

(2i Singer); 2, W. Bell (2i
— —

) ; 3, John Thomson

(2^ Minerva).

Twin-cylinder machines: 1. Miss J. Couttie (2| Douglas);

2, G. E. Whitehouse {2% Douglas); 3, Dr. A. P. Low (2|

Douglas).

Ileavyweiglit machines, single-cylinder : 1, J. W. Adanison

(3i Triumpli); 2, W. P. McArthur (3i Triumph); 3, J. S.

Jicvcridge (3i 'J'riiimph).

llcavyweiglit machines, multi-cylinder: 1. I). G. Forrester

(5-6 J. A. P.); 2, S. J. K. ThomBoii (7-8 I5a.t)
; 3, A. S. Morgan

(7 Indian).

Passenger machines: 1, E. Robertson (3i Rudge sc.) ; 2,

S. J. K. ThoniKon (9 Bat sc.) ; 3, H. M. Lowson (3i

Triumph bc).

North-west London M.C.C.

The second competition for the Thomas Challenge Cup will

take place on Saturday, June 8th, starting from Fincliley

Road at 6.30. It will "^take the form of a reliability run of

about 216 miles, with probably eight time checks, and com-
petitors will lose marks for failure on nine observed hills,

including Dashwood, Kingston, Bhrint Kop, and Sundon.

Aberdeen and District M.C.C.

A flexibility trial was carried out on the Slug Road on
the 18th inst. It had been originally intended to have a
hill-climb at the Shooting Greens, but owing to the road
there being under repair the flexibility event was taken
instead. There was a large turn-out of members, and nine-
teen entered for the competition. The winners were : 1, J.

A. Wood, jun., 4.81; 2, A. Stewart, 4.75; 3, G. F. Davie,
4.72; 4, H. Cassie, 4.10.

Mersey M.C.
A Tortoise Race will take place on June 1st. Members meet

at the Shrewsbury Arms, Old Chester Road, at 3 p.m.
Team trials will be held on June 2nd, meeting at the

Farmers' Arms, Moreton, at 2.30 p.m.

Ayr and District M.C.

A flexibility hill-climb was held on the Asylum Brae, near

;

Ayr, on the 22nd inst. The results, based on the formula
Slow — Fast

were as follows :

Fast + Slow
Open Class.

1. Jas. Gilchrist iZ^ Triumph)
2. Jas. Senior (3^ Rudge)
3. D. McGill m Mystery II.)

AjtATEUR Class.

1. Jas. Gilchrist (3i Triumph)
2. Jas. Senior (3^ Rudge)
3. W. Munro (2| Douglas) ...

Novices' Class.
1. J. McKervail (3^ Triumph) ...

2. A. Reeve (3^ Rudge)
3. Jas. Purdon (Peugeot)

Fig. of Merit.

... .614

... .605

... .600

... .633

... .584

... .540

... .568

... .549

... .394

186 MILES TO THE GALLON.
H. S. Askew (3!i h.p. Triumpli sidecar) who is credited witli covering sucli a big

distanffl per gallon of petrol, In the Oxtord M.C.C. consumption contest, that the

manii act irors of tho machine llnd it dilllcult to believe. We have suggested to the

"iford M.C.C. thai the trial be repealed.
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TWO NEW MACHINES,
C. Thackray and the 35 h.p. Conlrsst-Jap on which he competed for

the likiey M.C.C.'s Dawson Trophy.
H. Hodkinson (31 Premo-Precision), on which he competed in the

Bradford M.C.C. Leathley Banli hill-climb.

Evesham M.C.

At a meeting held in the Public Hall, Evesham, on the
14t.h inst., it was resolved to form a club for the district.

Mr. W. n. Chapman was appointed captain and ilr. E.
Holloway hon. secretary pro li-m.

Kidderminster M.C.C.

This new club held its opening competition in the form of

a hill-clirab on the lltli inst,, at Copthorne Hill, near Bridg-
north. The races were run on tlie knock-out plan. Resu't

:

1, F. Wright (Ivv-Precision) ; 2, Cedric A, XiclioUs
(Triumph) ; 3, F, W". Giles (Clyno).

Walthamstow M.C.

The club's standard ride to Norwich and back resulted as

follows: Miss A. Percy (3J Scott and sc), J. AV. Percival

(6 Fafnir tricar), A. G. Peppercorn (3^ Bradbury), F. Picken
(3^ Rudge), H. Eiden (5 F.N.), and H. J, Beal (3^ N.S.U.),
all of whom received silver cups.

Exeter and District M.C.C.

A I'eliahility trial for the Hancock cup will take place on
June 14th and 15th. The route will be round the coast of

Devon and Cornwall, starting in a south-westerly direction

from Exeter via Torquay, Totnes, Plymouth, Tavistock, Lost-
withiel, Helston, Penzance, Wadebridge, Bude. Bideford,
Lyiiton, Mineliead, Tiverton, Sidmouth, and Exeter. No
stops (except traffic) will be allowed between controls. The
total distance is 400 miles, and the schedule speed 20 m.p.h.

'

Sydney (N.S.W.) M.C.C.

The following entries were received for this club's reli-

ability trial to Orange from Sydney on the 5th ult. : ii

Fletcher, F. Flew, W. Spearing, C. Wellsslsv, A. Foy, R.
Carlile, T. W. Green, R. W. Allen. A. Brown, D. St. Clair,

A.' Lawson, E. Fyson, A. Shilling, G. Hungerford, P.
Bayley, R. Robinson, F. Staples, T. E. Green, F. H. Bart-
latt, H. I. Clements, and E. N. Birks.

The conditions were : Speed, eighteen miles per hour, and
the trial to be an absolute non-stop one.
The distance from Sydney to Orange is 165 miles, and R.

W. ADen (3^ Zenith) and P. Bayley (3^ N.S.U.) arrived
at each of the four controls right to time. Both men had
one dismount each, thereby tying for first place. The roads
were fairly good, with the exception of part of that between
Bathurst and Orange, the sand here being responsible for
the downfall of many of the fixed gear machines.

Hamilton and District M.C.C.

A speed-judging competition was heldwas Ueld on the 18th inst.

over a four-mile course on the road . between East Kil-

bride and Strathaven, Results : 1, Thomas Johnson, Hamil-
ton (7 h.p. Indian), speed 25 m.p,h.. Is. early; 2, Robert
Mack, Motherwell (5-6 h.p. iMatchlessj, 15 m.p.h., 3s. early

;

3, James Currie, Motherwell (3-^- h.p. Chater-Lea-Jap), 20

m.p.h., 8s. late.

The above illustration shows the latest form of Mabon variable ecar,

which Mr. Mabon has adapted to a 3! h.p. Rud?e. The control, as will be

seen by the photograph, has been greatly simpliDed, and can now be fitted

to many well known makes of motor cycles. The gear, as shown, is only

in the rough and is a prototype of future models. It was used by
Mr. Mabon in the London-Edinburgh run.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal que'stions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Hastings to Lampeter and Back.

I am contemplating a ride from
Hastings to Jjampet-er in Cardi-
ganshire this summer. Could
vou please inform me as to the
most direct route, avoiding, if

possible, any big towns or much
trafHo? I do not want to go any-
where near London, but . I wish to

stop at Gloucester,—A.G.M,

We have pleasure in giving you the
following routes : Hastings, Pevensey,
Lewes. Ditchling, Cowfold, Horsham,
Ci'anleigh, Guildford, Bagshot, Camber-
ley Crowthorne, Wokingliam, Reading,
Pangbourne, Streatley, Didcot, Wantage,
Faringdon, Lechlade, Cirencester, down
Birdlip to Gloucester, Ledbury, Hereford,
Willersley, Hay, Three Cocks Junction,
Brecon, Llandovery, and Lampeter.
Hastings, Ninfield, Horsebridge, Lewes,
Uitciiling, West Grinstead, Billingshurst,

Cliiddingfold, Milford, Farnham,' Odi-
ham, Basingstoke, Newbury, Hunger-
ford, iSwindon, Cricklade, Cirencester,
Gloucester, Ross, Monmouth, Aber-
gavenny, Crickhowell, Brecon, Llan-
dovery, and Lampeter. These routes
avoid all the big towns. You can go one
way r.nd return by the other.

Ignition and Carburetter.

My machine is a 2| h.p. 1904
nri Humber chain-drive. It runs

^ fairly well on the level, but
I-!lJ will not take a hill, no matter

liow little. Tlie valve and
piston rings are all as bright as silver.

The compression is very good. I might
mention that the engine gets rather
hot. I cannot get above foity miles

to the gallon of petrol.—B.A.
From the description of your troubles

we should say that your ignition timing
is too late or that j'our carburetter is at
fault. Take out plug in cylinder head
and turn engine till piston is dead on
top of compression stroke, tlien retard
ignition lever two-thirds. If wipe contact
is used, the segment should just be
making contact ; if make and break, the
points should be on the point of break-
ing. A most important point in con-
nection with hill-climbing on old pattern
machines is the opening of the valves.

Most probably you will find the exhaust
cam worn and not raising the valve the
full ^in. If so, it should be replaced.
The inlet vaivs should be adjusted to open
^in. to .5 in. xilso try the effect of new
valve springs.

Bushes and Magneto Repairs.

(1.) I have a Triumph ISOg
rZTl free engine ; what is the selling

"I value of same? (2.) Will it take
L-2J a sidecar easily? (3.) How

should I proceed to give the
engine new bearings, and what would
be the cost of this? (4.) What parts
of the magneto ganexally get wwrn
first and want replacing? (S.) What
are the bushes of an engine? (5.) How
low should the gear be to enable the
machine to take a well-loaded sidecar
comfortably? (7.) Are the inlet and
exhaust valves alike?—G.N.

(1.) The second-hand value of your
machine is approximately £30. (2.) It
would take a sidecar fairly well in a
level district. (3.) You had better get
the bearings rebushed by the makers,
from whom the cost may be obtained.
(4.) The contact breaker mechanism and
the armature bearings. (5.) The bush is

the stationary part of the bearing in

which the journal (the moving pait)
turns. (6.) The machine should be
.geared about 5'^ to 1 to take a sidecar,
and with tliat it will not take a hill much
steeper than 1 in 12. (7.) The valves
are interchangeable.

A DOUBLE PURPOSE IWOTOR CYCLE AND SIDECAR.
The pliolosraphs show how, by a simple conversion of bodvworit, a 31 h.p. Humber is made to do dual worli in tlio capacity of a business and pleasure vehicle. tIio

ownor, W. Baseloy. loll', us that he has covered over 15,000 miles on his machine without trouble. He has climbed Mov» Cop Hill, N. Stan's., with a- 12-stono
passfncer in the s'decar.
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Sibnjj.

(1.) The one feature I do not

rjT] like about the 1912 3^ h.p. Rover

I "fl
motor cycle is its extraordinary

liJ silence. Would drilling larger

holes in the silencer make it

louder? (2.) On the above-mentioned
machine there are two ways o£ starting.

One is by running alongside the
machine, and the other is by pedalling

the machine on the stand and letting in

the Triumpli clutch with which it is

fitted. I do not care for, either of these

methods of starting. Is it possible to

employ a method of handle starting

—

' something similar to the Phelon and
Moore or Roc macliines? If so, I shall

be glad of your suggestion. (3.) How
does a Tourist Trophy model diifer from
an ordinary motor cycle? (4.) Is the
petrol consumption of an 86 x £6 mm.
engine higher than an engine of 85 x 88
mm. bore and stroke?— \S'.R.D.

(1.) Drilling larger holes in the silencer

would make it loud.ex. Its silence is one
of its greatest advantages. It is the noise

of motor cycles which hampers their
popularity to a large extent. (2.) We
should strongly advise you to be content
with the present method of starting. A
handle is not satisfactory, as a rule, on
motor cycle engines. The engine can be
started by the pedal with the back wheel
on the ground and the clutch out. (3.) A
T.T, model is shorter and lighter than a
touring niacliine and has no pedals ; it

usually has a high compression engine
and rigid forks. (4.) The consumption of

an 86 x 96 engine would be slightly higher
than that of an 85 x 88.

Road Obstruction.

While travelling to VVoodside

VZJt Ferry, Birkenhead, at abo-iit ten
l?l miles an hour, along New Ferry
LsJ Road, Port Sunlight, I noticed

a lorry on one side and a bread
van on the other—both at a standstill

—with a space between just wide
enough for ray passage. The carter in

charge of the lorry was standing
between the two vehicle.';, but close

up to the bread van, apparently talk-

ing to the driver of the van. I

sounded my horn three times in order,

as I thought, to attract his attention

and then pass on between the van
on the left side and the lorry on my
right. The trouble arose when the
lorry driver, having apparently finished

his conversation, stepped riglit in my
path, on his way back to his horse I

suppose. I had anticipated this and
slowed down to five miles per hour,

but nevertheless I hit him, came off,

and the machine fell and damaged
lamp, foctfests, horn, and plating. The
damage is roughly 25s. to 30s. Have
I a good claim, and if so, against the
man or employer? How should I

proceed?—K 5.

Our legal adviser writes as follows

:

"I have perused the letter from 'K5'
and would suggest if he has any remedy
at all, it would be against the man
himself and not against the employer.
An employer is only lia.ble for such acts

as his servant does in the ordinary course
of his employment, and_ that would not
include stopping to talk to the driver ot

the van. As regards the law, it would
certainly appear that the damage was
caused through the man's negligence in

©TOlOfCXE

stepping across from the bread van
towards the lorry without looking round
to see what was coming. Your corre-
spondent seems to have done all that he
ought to have done, and, provided the
facts can be proved, I think he would
have good prospects of recovering the
25s. The man will, of course, sav that

T.T. and Summer Number
THURSDAY,

June 27th, 1912.

he did not hear the horn, and will

probably be of opinion that the motor
cycle was going much faster than your
corre.spondent states. It would, there-

fore, be inadvisable for ' K 5 ' to com-
mence an action unless he has one or

two good witnesses who will support his

view of the matter. As the amount in-

607

volved is small, I suggest it would be
best for ' K 5 ' to write to the man de-

manding payment of the money, and
threatening proceedings, but if some offer

is forthcoming, he had better accept it.

If he brought an action, it would cer-

tainly be a novel one, and, therefore,

attended with some risk, but personally,

I feel that the ordinary principles of law
apply, and that he ought to succeed if

he prove the facts clearly."

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences of

others with various motor cycles or accessories

must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which
the replies may be forwarded. Answers to the

queries below should be addressed c/o The Editor.

"A.C.B." (Windsor).-^i h.p. two-
stroke Levis. (1.) Speed obtainable. (2.)

Lubrication. (3.) Wearing qualities of

engine.

"F.O." (Weston-super-jNIare).—3^- h.p.

free engine Luicolu Elk with and with-
out sidecar.

'W.H.J." (Notts).—2J h.p. twin-
cylinder Humber with three-speed gear.

Reliability, particularly engine.

-ifT.

^^ fk ''

Pk J,i

J
BATTLING WITH THE ELEMENTS.

No matter whether north, south, eaU, or west, Miss Lottie Berend is usually to be seen at motor cycle

functions. She and her laly passenger are oblivious as to t.ie weatier. In the photograph Miss

Berand is seen battling against a gale of dust. She usually rides Precision engine! machines, her best

performance this year being in the Barnet-Harrogate and back trial.

B19
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A Combined Number Plate and Acety-
lene Generator.

An acetylene generator A is formed of

inverted V-shape in cross-section, and is

adapted to be secm-ed to tiie front mud-
guard, its sides being painted with tlie

registration numbers. B is the water

chamber, and C the carbide cliamber,

which is adapted to be slid longitudinally

into nosition and secured by screws D.

The water control valve is shown at E,

and tlie gas, when genei'ated, passes to

a chamber F, whence it issues to the lamp
O by way of a tap H.—A. E. Bishop and
F. Plater, No. 15,376, 1911.

T.T. Insurance Policies.

Special policies for the Tourist Trophy
liace, including practice and the day of

the race, are again being issued by Percy
B;itler and Co., 3, St. Peter's Square,
ilanehester.

The Circuit de I'Eure

In the above Frencli race, which we
described a fortnight ago, M. Plaudet,
riding a standard two-speed Humber,
secured the Triumph cup which was
offered for the best time for four laps.

Plaudet's time was Ih. 46m. 13|s.—12m.
21i,s. faster than the second man.

Club Members' Performances.

The 25 h.p. Pioyal Eniield, with two-

qieed and free engine, has been very

successful in members' club events of

late. The firm point out that they have
nrit entered their trade riders regularly in

open events this year, but have relied

.'uore on the performances of private

owners.

Trade Announcement.
Ill,- new garage rpteritly built by

.McH.sia. Patterson and Wilberforco, al)i)iit

a iiiile north of Caterham, combines utility

and piacticabilitv with a pleasing appear-
ance. It stands just off the nuiin road, is

.ipproarhed by a short gravel drive, and
i.s 'V'll e(|uippod with waiting room,
lavatories, and a good airy workshop
fitted with elcctricatly-di'iven machinery.
'J he paitnera. Mi'ssrs. Cyril and Harold
I'atterson and .Mr, Wilbcrforce, well-

Uri-jwn motor cyclists, give the woi'k tlieii

pfrsonal attention

nv' .

(^rlcWml/drd

An Exhaust Whistle.

The whistle A is secured to the

exhaust pipe by a clip B, which" also

carries a pivot C, upon which oscillates

a plate D. This plate D is provided

with a hole E adapted to put the

exhaust whistle in communication with

the exhaust pipe when depressed against

the action of the spring E'. The pivot

C also carries the butterfly throttle G,
so that as the plate is moved to open
the passage between the exhaust pipe

and the whistle the butterfly throttle

G is closed, causing the whole of the

exhaust gas to pass through the whistk
by means of the hole E.—W. W. Genn,
No. 8.e94, 1911.

A Two-stroke Engine.

This is a construction in which com-
pression of the charge is not effected in

the crank case but in a separate ' cham-
.

ber provided for

that purpose.
The piston A is

of two diameters,
having a reduced
portion B which
passes down
through a guide
C and carries the
gudgeon pin D.
It wOl be seen
that by this

arrangement an
annular space E
is left beneath
the piston head,
and it is in this

space that com-
pression t a Is e s

place, the gas
being supplied
through the in-

let valve F. In the cylinder wall are

formed ports G which, when the piston

head aproaches the lower limit of its

travel, allow the compressed gas to enter
the combustion chamber, the exhaust gas
meanwhile escaping through the cam
operated valve H.—C. T. B. Sangster
and W. Evans, No. 9,056, 1911.

The Editor disclaims all legal responsi-

bility in any way for loss of copy in the
form of manuscript, drawings, or photo-
graphs submitted to him. Rejected
manuscript, drawings, and photographs
will only be returned provided a stamped
addressed envelope is enclosed.

Belt Fastener Improvement.

The latest Forward belt fastener, which
has been so successful ever since its intro-

duction, is now fitted with a serrated steel

lining. The serrations grip the rubber

of the belt and yet do not tear it.

Successes.

Outstanding victories at the Leathley

Bank hill-climb must be credited to the

Hutchinson tyre—which make, we believe,

won every possible class—the Amac car

buretter—which was also very prominent
—and Lyso belts, F, W. Barnes, whose
Zeniths scored so decisively, used the above.

A Metal-working Firm.

A (li'm making a' spccialily of motor
cycle tanks, carrier boxes, spare petrol

tins and radiators, is A. J. Phillips, 112,

Lynton lload, l!crmondsoy, and 150 152,

Soulhwai'k I'.irk l!oad, S.l'j. The same
firm also supjdy silc:iiccis and the Camber
mudsliiold and under screen. The latter

is stocked in standard sizcii for Br.idbury
and Triumph machiin^s, and can be sup-

plied to fit otliiM' makes lo order in two
or three <hiys.

Motor Cycle Insurance.

IMotor cj'clists contemplating insurance
will find Harold Townend and Co,, 13-14.

Abchurch Lane, E.C., an old established
tirm which has been exclusively devoted
since 1902 to the question of motor
insurance.

Motor Cyclists' Guides.

Two useful books for motor cyclists

are " Throup's North of England Guide"
and the same publisher's "North Wales
Guide," Both have been brought up-
to-date, and may be obtained for 6d,

each from all newsagents, or 7^d, each
post free from T, Throup, 25, Whetlev
Hill, Bradford,

CatalogUEs Received.

The latest catalogue of F,R.S, lainps
and specialities is entitled "My Lamp."
In this booklet are to be found descrip-
tions and illustrations of the latest

F,I!i,S, lamps, generators, back rests, and
front wheel stands, which have. attained
such a wide vogue.

" WhyV The Reason of Success"—

a

booklet proving by testimonials the
reasons for the many successes enjoycil
by Hutchinson tyres. Nearly every make
_of motcu' bicycle is mentioned, and opjio-

sile each is a testimonial from the owner
of one of lluisc giving his experiences.
Tyres, goggles, and motor cyclists' over
boots are also listed. The other publica-
tion is the company's motor cycle tyro
catalogue, which enumerates the various
types of lliese tyres now in use.
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New non-skid principle.
Permanent non-skid quality is your protection against personal danger.

Until now all non-skid tyres wore smooth in time.

Every mile was run on the protecting ribs, studs, or other

non-skid formation.

The non-skid device on

the New (1912)

"Bates" Tyre
is never in contact with the road except

when the machine heels over to slip

Hence it is as effective on a tyre that has run for
months as on a new tyre.

Note the tread-formation

of "Bates" (1912) Tyres.

Heavy central tread takes all the weight.

Undercut side-ridges are off the road

until the machine heels over to slip.

Then their sharp edges check the skid

and save the rider.

See particulars, diagrams, and prices in the new (1912) Bates booklet "The Truth about Tyres." I

Post free from

W. & A. Bates, Ltd., St. Mary's Mills, Leicester.
Depots also in London, Glasgow, and Newcastle-on-Tyne.

In answering this advertisement it is desirabk to mentiun " The Motor Cycle.' A33
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U
THE

BURNETT"
PATENT SUCTION - CUP

TYRE.

NON-SKID.

TESTIMONIAL.
- 3O1 Upper Sandhurst Road,

Brislington,

BKISTOL.
March 27th, 1912.

Messrs. The Burnett Motor Tyre Co.,

Melksham, Wilts.

Dear Sirs,— It is with much pleasure that

1 express to you my satisfaction of
excellent results I have had from one of

your Special 3-ply Mdtor Cycle Tyres, which
purchased from you in rgio,

I fitted tyre to the rear wheel of my 4t h.p.

single-cylinder motor cycle, sidecar attached, and
ran about 3,000 miles without having the least

bit of trouble, not even a puncture. I have since

removed tyre to wheel of sidecar, and after 1,000

miles is still In excellent condition.

It is also interesting to note that during the time tyre was running on
rear wheel of motor cycle, I used no less than three tyres of well-known
makes on front wheel, which caused me no Httle inconvenience.

1 may also add that I found tyre excellent as a non-skid during bad
weather and far superior to any other make of tyre which I have ever tried.

Yours truly, W. H. WHITE.

26 X 2

26 X 2j
26 X 2I

3-Ply.

33/-
34/6
36/-

Tubes.

8/6
9/6
10/6

Carriagre Paid. Less 10% Cash with Order.

THE BURNETT MOTOR TYRE CO.,
MELKSHAM, WILTS.

Tel.: 33, Melksham. Tel. Address :
" VACUUM, MELKSHAM."

We sell more toolkits

than any other firm.

^£*«=Sa=II3
British motor cycle builders order
these kits in thousands. They know
that every tool is made to stand hard-

usage, and thoroughly well tempered.

Toolkits.
The illustration shows a kit constat-
ing of leather case, large and small
spanners, screwdriver, tube spanners,
pliers, pmich, tile and cleaning cloth.

From your agent

and good value.
'^^ (Wholesale only)

43-5, Great Eastern Street, London, E.C.

(T Ask your agent for

J^OmX) Accessories.

See those pointers—
their purpose is to emphasise two exclusive features

of the Miller Generator—the SOLID SCREW TO WATER-
FEED and the HANDLE AIR-VENT—
These eliminate entirely the common fault of splashing, and, by
such service, add enormously to the value of the MILLER miodels.

You know that fault—then you will appreciate the "remedy"

—

It is to be found in all the Miller Motor Cycle Lamps, including the one illustrated here—the

MILLER 26S.
!

And, remember, that lamp has many other merits—among them

—

i A 4in. Mangin Lens Minor, silvered by an entirely new process which renders its lustre absolutely heat-

I proof—less weight on the front door

hinge than in any other head-Hght,

thus entirely overcoming strain and

^the rattle which invariably ensues—

a

valve tha t is practically unbreakable

and cannot be strained.

All this means better service, and—that's

your need !

Then write us for the Miller Calologue, and

note that all Agents can supply

—

and that
promptly—and thai the price of the 26 S

(as illustrated) is 35s.

H. MILLER & CO.. LTD.,
BIRMINGHAM.

fi

'illU>'
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Carburetter.

F. W. BARNES

P.WEATHERILT

H. D. SHAW
H. C. NEWMAN
P. E. TOLFBEE

C. W. JAMESON

W. H. SHELDON

H. BEED
,

H. S. KEBSHAW

WE ONLY ADVERTISE OPEN EVENTS.

BRADFORD M.C.C. OPEN HILL CLIMB
AT LEATHLEY BANK.

CLASS 1.

CLASS 2,

CLASS 3.

CLASS 4.

CLASS 6.

CLASS 7.

CLASS 8.

AMAC
AMAC
AMAC
AMAC
AMAC
AMAC
AMAC

FIRST.
FIRST.
FIRST.
FIRST.
FIRST;
FIRST.
FIRST.

. FIRST FASTEST CLIMB

.SECOND FASTEST CLIMB

. THIRD FASTEST CLIMB

.FOURTH FASTEST CLIMB

. FIFTH FASTEST CLIMB

RECORD FOR HILL

Sutton Coldficld A-C/s Amateur OPEN Hill

Climb at WENLOCK HILL.

FOUR CLASSES. TWO were won on AMAC.
ALSO FASTEST TIME OF DAY.

ASTON MOTOR ACCESSORIES Co.,Ltd.,Talford St., Aston, BIRMINGHAM.

ZENITH.

ZENITH.

ZENITH.

IVY-PRECISION.

MATCHLESS.

MATCHLESS.

IVY-PRECISION.

DOT.

LEVIS.

MARTIN -J.A. P. Motorcycles.
THE WORLD'S RECORD HOLDERS.
BROOKLANDS EXISTING RECORDS.

CLASS A. Ij h.p. MARTIN-J.A.P . 270 c.c.

World's Kilometre—over 66 miles an hour ! !

„ Wile „ 64 „ „ „
„ 50 Miles Time 55 minutes 24 seconds.

CLASS B. 2jh.p. MARTIN-J.A.P.

, 345 CO, Vvorld's Kilometre
68 miles an hour ! I World'
over 65 miles an hr.

CLASS C. 3ih.p.
MARTlN-J.rt.r- .4aS
0.0. worm's Kilo-

, metre-over 73 miles
an hour ! ! World's
Mile over 72 m.p.h.

H. MARTIN & CO.,
Works : Leslie Grove,
East Croydon Surrey

NEALL PRECISION DE LUXE
MOTOR BICYCLES.

Simplicity. Reliability. Combination.

2i h.p. Lightweight Models. 3| h.p. Standard IVIodels.

44 h.p. Sidecar iVIodels.

Druids, Lyso Belts, B & B. Carburetters, Bowden Controls,

Hutchinsons or Dunlops, N.S.U. 2 Speed Gears, Armstrong
or Sturmey-Aroher 3-Sp.eeds.

Prompt Delivery of all Models.

Be sure and get our Prices and Complete
Specifications.

NEALL BROS., Ltd., Manufacturers, DavCntry.

MOTOR CYCLES
BY EASY PAYMENTS

Whiteleys are prepared to supply ANY
MAKE OF MOTOR CYCLE or CYCLE-
CAR on the EASIEST OF EASY TERMS

Interest Charge from 2 per cent.

A TEN POUND NOTE
secures delivery, and you can pay the balance

afterwards by twelve monthly instalments

WHY WAIT 6 WEEKS WHEN WE HAVE IN STOCK

Premiers
Bradburys
Triumphs
Indians
Douglas
Rex-Japs

Carriage Paid to any Station in the UnitedKingdom.

WHITELEYS
QUEEN'S ROAD, LONDON, W.

Alcyons Bats

New HudsDHs Zeniths

Calthorpes Swifts

James Clynos
Singers P. & M.S.
Rudges Duo»Cars

III answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention, " 7'!ie Motor Cycle." A37
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mRSONS RAPID REEMR KIT
The follonring is an example of the many unsolicited ^^^^

testimonials which we are constantly receiving, and of which the ^^g^_^
originals may be seen an application : ^^^

Horncastle, ^MaaSa

Dear Sirs,— May 9th, 1912. <s^^
"I used one of your Rapid Repair Outfits. during my recent Six Days' World's ^^^^

Record Ride of 3,008 miles. 1 certainly only had three punctures, but I

found the outfit a very great help when J had these, as I repaired the tube?

in half the time that 1 should have done had I used ordinary patches

I also find when these are once put on they stay for good. I hope you
will have a tremendous sale for these, which you will deserve. I shal

certainly recommend the Outfit to- all my friends.

PARSONS NON-SKID CO., UTD.,

Send to-day for the
Free Descriptive Book-
let. It shows how you
can mend punctures in

One Minute—perman-
ently, cleanly and
cheaply.

St>sSiSo*i$""" THE
23, Store Street, LONDON W.C, and at 237, Deansgate, MANCHESTER.

Motor Cyclist

!

You will always have
trouble with your' plugs
if you do not use the
genuine

OLEQ
Insist absolutely
upon them.

No. ID
No. 6D

3/.
4/-

" UNBEATABLE

LEO RIPAULT & CO.,

64a, Poland St., LONDON, W.

THE LURIN
SINGLE CONTROL CARBURETTER.

Absolutely

Automatic

^

Extremely

Simple.

Very

Flexible.

^

Perfect

Vaporiser.

Wrile lor pafticulars to:

LUKIN LTD., The Ride, Newcomen Street, LONDON, E.G.

SPECIAL AGENTS:
THE SERVICE CO., LTD., 292-293, High Hailiorn, London, W.C.

h. TAYLOR & CO.. 21a, Store St, ToUcnham Court Rd., London, W.C.

A38 In answering, these udvcrlhcmenU it is r/i'ximhlr m mrnhon "'The Mntm- Ci/r/i'.''
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BOUNCE

!

Many firms exist by Bounce. WE don't ! Our
turnover for the Half-year ending April 30th—the
Winter Half-year, rnind you—was ;Cg,ooo more
than the previous—or Summer—Half-year. This
is all right, and points to a few morals, as follow :

1. Bounce will not increase your turnover by
500 pence. The £5,000 has been made by the
trade given us by our satisfied customers. Through
the customers who have found Hitclaen's, of More-
cambe, to do as they say they will do, when
they " tell the tale."

2. Through the Sunny Jims who have pur-
chased machines from us, and left the choosing
of them to us. Anvthing they get is good, and
the price right. .

3. Through the Trade, who have placed their
Contracts with Hitchen's in preference to buying
direct from the Makers, and binding themselves
to take a good deal more machines. than thev are
ever likely, to sell.

4. Through the Bhoys who have bougni, new
machines on the Deferred, paying a quarter or a
third down, and who are now paying the balance
by instalments.

" Man wants but little here below, and does
not want that little long," so the Poet says. How-
ever, we want a lot ; and more than that, we
want it as long as we can get it.

We are not satisfied with the £5,000 increase
in turnover, even in a Winter Half-year, but we
expect a £30,000 or £40,000 increase this Half-
year. To get this, we intend to treat you well, as
in the past ! To let you have anything you
purchase from us on the usual approval terms,
which are as follow :

Anything you get from us, if not as speci-
fication, you are at liberty to return within
three days and have your money back in full.

At the same time, Hitchen's are prepared to
exchange at any time. The originality of this
offer makes it stand alone. Others imitate us,
both in our Advertisements and in our System of
Business, but as they are only small fry, and have
no stpck, we ignore them. Of course, imitation is

the highest form of Flattery, and while they think
they are advertising themselves in this manner,
they are advertising Hitchen's, ol Morecambe, tbe
Originators of the system.

People write and ask us why we are fixed up
in Morecambe ! Why not be in London, Man-
chester, Liverpool, or Leeds ? The answer is sim-
plicity itself. H we were in London, or any of
the places mentioned, we should not have been
able to get the splendid Agencies that we bold,
comprising such machines as

P. and M., Scott, Matchless, Clyno, Bat-
Jap, Zenith, Humber, Bradbury, Premier,
Motosacoche, Morgan Runabouts, A.C.'s,
Lincoln Elks, and. all the rest of them.

Then again, WHAT IS wrong with Morecambe ?

Halfpenny stamp brings you a list from More-
cambe. A few shillings on the train will bring
you to Morecambe from any part of the Country,
or if you have a good Motor Bike, the roads are
good about here. If you live in Ireland, there is

the boat to and from Heysham, within a couple
of miles from Morecambe. If you live in the Isle

of Man, the same thing applies. If you live in
the Laud of Cakes (Scotland), we are quite near
you ; and the same with Wales. We are Central
for all parts of England, and close to the main
lines. What more do you want than all this ?

The World is our Playground, and there are the
means for getting to every part of it. We send
Motor Cycles abroad. quite as easily as to Lan-
caster, the County town, three miles away. We
send goods to every British Colony in the World,
and to all parts of the Continent.

If you want to buy a machine, and live, say, in
,the South of England, we do not send it from
Morecambe, but direct from the Works, it may
be near London or in the Midlands. Therefore,
you are just as well off, as far as the matter of
carriage goes, as if we lived in London. Or, on
the other hand, if you live in Ireland, we send
the machine from Morecambe to Heysham, and
thence by boat. The same thing applies to
Scotland—the Land of Cakes. If you live in the
Principality, you are within reasonable distance
of the Midlands or Morecambe.
Then again, Bhoys, in the summer time, when

the sun shines, and the roads are dry, which is

the best place to go to—a large City, with its hosts

of tramlines and traffic ; or Morecambe, with its

Sea Breezes and its quiet Rural Roads and beau-
tiful Scenery ? You can come to Morecambe for

a week-end, enjoy the Sea Breezes, and see Mie
stock and choose what you want.

If you want to buy a Motor Cycle, don't fori^et

the Firm in Morecambe that v^ill treat you weill

;

and if you come down and purchase a Motor
Cycle, they will pay your fare here. You will, of
course, ride the machine back, and therefore not
require the return fare.

You can buy a new machine from Hitchen's
either for cash or on the Deferred, and a second-j
hand machine for cash. Deferred, or Exchange
terms.
What is of the greatest interest to you is the fact

'

that Hitchen's, being in Morecambe, only pay as
much in the way of annual rent for their Garage as
the London firms pay in a week. Do you twig it ?

Hitchen's are able to give you a lot of Jhe London
Rent by wanting- less profit on their deals. Then
again, can you go to any of these places, pick a
machine, and try it on the road ? No, certainly
not ! You can come to Morecambe, ' piclc a
machine, and try it on .the road for an hour or
more, and see what you are buying." Don't buy
a pig in a poke.

Just at the moment we are clearing out our
stock of Second-hand Machines and Accessories.
If you have not had our list, send us a postcard,
afad we will send you one. If you" are not in a
position to pay the full amount of cash down, say
how much you can pay down, and how you can
pay the balance per week or month. WE IN-
TEND TO SELL. If we cannot sell at oiu- price,
we will try and do so at vours, but SELL the
BALANCE we WILL. So" now you have it off
by heart. If you want a new bike, we have the
stock, and are open to. do business on your terms,
if reasonable. When you get a list, knock off
10% to 20% and let us have vour bids. We will
meet you. Remember, ALL 'MUST BE SOLD,
as room is wanted, and we are -having big stock
in every day, so please help. The same apphes
to Accessories, Tubes, Tyres, etc., etc. Now
write at once, or come and see the Canary.

HITCHEN'S, MORECAMBE.
Telegrams—" Motor." 'Phone—112, Morecambe

III
Read it

Again.

Anyone can pay

cash for

a motor cycle-

but why
should YOU?

—when Pagets Plan enables you to purchase

by monthly instalments—to enjoy the use of

the machine whilst paying for it. Anything

more easy or straightforward could not be

imagined—just pay one-fifth down and the

machine is yours. Send us the balance so

much a month.

Early Deliveries if Orders given now.

Write for full details of Pagets Plan.

PAGETS LIMITED,
10 and 11, Jermyn Street, London, S.W.

AGETQ
PLANiS

5/-
Makes your 3i h.p. into 4i h.p.

or any power 15% to 25^^.

HOW?
By having Jones and Co.'s Patent Jet Petrol Atomiser fitted in
exchange for your old jet. This patent delivers the petrol to
engine in thousands of particles instead of in liquid.WHY?
This causes the vapour to be properly exploded instead of burnt

;

saves the piston head from being carbonised, and gives at least 15%
to 25% more power,

'WHO SAYS SO?
Expert riders of world repute. Copies of testimonials free.

WHAT GUARANTEE?
Your money returned within 14 days if the jet does not improve
your engine 15% to 25%.

ANY OARBURETTER
fitted. Send your old jet, or give exact particulars of your
carburetter. From any good Agent, or

JONES & CO.,
31, CANNON STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle-'
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 14 words or less 1/6, and Id. per word
after. Each paragraph is charged separately.

Name and address must be counted. In the

case of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be
accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by
the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
state distinctly under what heading and in what
issue the announcement appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into
districts, as many readers like to know what machines
are for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before
going further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.
SECTION in.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,

Warwick.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Wcrcester, Hereford, Radnor, Urccknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SKCTION VII.
Glouci^ter, Oxford, Buckingham, Ucrks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islands.

SECriuiv VIU.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussej:.

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and r/>rnwaU,

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI,
Ireland and Isle of Man.

Start riding^ noiw.
We have the Motor Cycle
you want at the keenest,
value price for promptest
immediate delivery.

Nearly 300 Newest 1912
Models & Great Bargains
In genuine Second-hand
Machines, overhauled and put In satis-

factory riding trim.

CALL AND SEE OUR GREAT SHOW.

ASK FOR TO-DAY'S LIST, WHICH INCLUDES:

5036. 2ih.p. 1911 MOTOSACOCHE £27
5009. 3ih.p. 1911 T.T. BRADBURY ..£32
50S5. 3i h.p. 1911 L.M.C., variable gear £35
5287. 2Jh.p. 191 1 DOUGLAS £28
5006. 3ih.p. 1910 T.T. TRIUMPH £34
5470. j| h.p. 2-speed ROC £20
5066. 3* h.p. 1911 BRADBURY, Maboncl. £37 10
5332- 5-6 h.p. 1911 4-cyl. F.N £33 10
5358. 2^ h.p. X912 2-ipeed ENFIELD . . £47
4420. 3i h.p. 1911 Free Engine PREMIER £38 10
5441. 3J h.p. 1911 BRADBURY £35
546S. 3i h.p. 1911 BRADBURY £35
5475- sih.p. 1911 ZENITH-GRADUA .. £40
5476. si h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH £2110
5327. 7 h.p, 1911 j-speedREXDELUXE£45
5384. 3J h.p. r9io St.ind.-ird TRIUMPH £33 10
5496. 3i h.p. 1909 BRADBURY, free eng" £2T 10
5285. 2" h.p. 1910 MOTO-REVE £20
4863. 3Jh,p. 1911 CHATER-J.A.P £32
4871. 3i h.p. 19x1 BAT-J.A.P £32 10
5420. 2j h.p. 191 1 2-speed ENFIELD .. £40
5424. 3i h.p, 19x2 F.E. BRADBURY ..£48 10
5306. 3.} h.p, 19 10 2-speed P. & M £42
54^0. 2I h.p. 1910 2-speed F.N £27 10
5341. 3* h.p. 1908 2spced P. & IW £25
5493. 3* h.p. 1911 2-spced BRADBURY £42
547X. 3i h.p. X91X F.E. BRADBURY . . £38
5293. 2I h.p. 191X ENFIELD £40
5499. 3.V h.p. X910 2-spocd HUMBER ., £32
4S65. 2I h.p. X9XI HANDY HOBART ..£25
5500. 3I h.p. 1911 P. & M £50
4957. 8 h.p. X910 BAT-J.A.P £35
4701. 2? h.p. X910 N.S.U £18
41307. si h.p. 191X KERRY-ABINGDON 30 Gns.
5290. 5-6 h.p. 4-cyl. F.N £33 10
4393. 3i h.p. 191 1 T.T. PEUGEOT £27 10
4425. si h.p. loxi F.E. PREMIER £37 10
4146. s h.p. N.S.U £15
4226. 3i h.p. MIDGET BICAR £20
4331. ij h.p. 1909 MOTOSACOCHE £16 10
463X. si h.p. 1909 CHATER-J.A.P £22
47S4. si h.p. 1911 T.T, ARIEL £28 10
5333. 2 h.p. X909 MOTO-REVE £21
5438. 3l b.p. 1909 2-speed HUMBER . . £27 10
52'i3. si h.p. 1908 Twin PEUGEOT £18

5H8. si h.p. X911 Cone Clutch rex ..£35
393X. 5 h.p. 19x1 Tourist REX £30
5503. 5 h.p. 19x0 INDIAN and Sidecar £34
2965. 2 h.p. X909 MOTO-REVE £17 10
5485. 5 h.p. X9n9 Tourist REX, F.E. . . £28 ID
5x69. 5 h.p. Twin G.B £20
4903. si h.p. 191 1 Tourist REX £27 10
5195. 2' h.p. X908 MOTO-REVE £17 10
4S28. si h.p. X91X JAMES £32 10
4089. li h.p. 19x0 MOTOSACOCHE £18 10
543; 3i h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH £26

ysiPi
9, SHOE LANE, FLEET

STREET,
LONDON, E.O.
'Phone : Holborn, 5777.

Wires: " Opificcr, London."

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the coavenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at " The Motor Cycle " Office

"

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration*
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding- repUes. Only the- num:ber will appear in'
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed "No
ooDvC/o ' The Motor Cycle/ Coventry "

; or if
" London **

IS added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
"The Motor Cycle/' 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

MrDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availuig themselves of our
Deposit System. If th& money be deposited mth " The
.^otor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision -after receipt 'of the
cods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

iimount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
o-.the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays^
arriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in'

/alue, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under'
{,10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to IlifEe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have.
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive £o
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to eaih
one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

3ih.p. Trimuiih, -snlendid condition: £27/10-—C. W.
2 Sii " ^ ~ '-

Trimuiih, - snlendid condition;
Smith, Northgate, Darlington.

5-6h.p. Zenith-Giadua, Mille-Fulford £21 sidecar,
spare lamps, tyres, complete with all spares

:

^i-'Hinfj throuifh accident (broken leg); "
"

\V. Smith, Noribgate, Darlington.

5:h.p.

£80.-"W., c/o C.

New Hudson, 33ih.p. Zenith-Gradiia and
2 speeds; ready for dtiiveiy.—C. W. Smith.

3Xh.p. Smith-Precision, winner of Darlington climbs
2 and fastest time MiddlesborouKh ; do over 60

;

£39/10.-C. W. Smith, Northgate, Darlington.

"I Q12 Bradbury Standard', only run 100 miles; £46.—
it/ Gaunt, cycle agent, Crook, Durham.

SCOTTS for early drlhoiy, subject to the Scott Com-
pany's aiiiiroviil ; £65.—Walker's, Fiehburn, Ferry-

hill.

1 Qll New Hnd.son, 2^11.5., 3 speed, has been qarcfnlly
-L*' used, spureti: trial; £35--Palmer, Langley Park,
Durham. _ ....
IQll 3ih.r. Ariel, decompressor, free engine, variable
Li/ go;irs, list price £51/5, never been run; 42
n'uiue;is, oflers.— Martind;ile, architect, Carlisle.

"IQ12 Phelon and Moores, free enpine Triumphs,
Xt/ Douglastw, Biadburyp, B-S.A.'s. Enficlds, in stock.

-Phone: 1X2. Stout's Garage, Egremont, Cumberland.

l'Q09 P. and M., £32; 1911 4h.p, 2-spced Quadrant.
-Lt/ liUe new, £38: 1911 Slh.p. Premier, £55; 1911
71i.p. free engine Rex, £33.—Walker's, Fiahburn, Ferry-
hill.

33 h.p. Late 1911 Arit'l, deoompre&sor varinbie gear,

5 new belt : bargain. £33 ; in maguiticent cudor,

tyret^ pprtect.-Tiuvey and Co., The Motor House,
Sunderland.

3l.Ji.P- Premier, new June, 1911, very little ridden,
2 in grand running order; a bargain, 30 gniueas.

-Turrcy and Co., The Motor House, Sunderlnud.

TRIUMPHS, Huml.erg.'B.S.A.. Royal Knfleld motor
cycles, lightweights, 2 speeds, free engines; write,

wire, or 'phone for immediate deliverica.—Turvey and
Co., The Motor House. Sunderland. TeU : No. 626.

H.SHCTION
York and Lancashire.

PICKLKS for Lincoln Ejlw.-Sih.p.
£42.

£34, 2 Bpecds

IilCKLICS for sidecars from 5 guineas, in .*<tnc.k

;

" U.S.A., Chfitoi-Lea, Royal Aveua, J.A. P.; Miche-
lins 17/6; macliines sold on commi(=,^iou, 5%; no ealfl,

Tio charge— Picklca, Cliurch St. Garage, Bradford.

THK Great Douglafl Agent,
lli'ld, Manchc(*ter.

Douglas, Gourlay, Fallow-

'JiRIirMPH. lute 1909. m uf\v, complete. Mahnn, F.E.;

W JL £30.—Todd, Swinton Terrace, M'uslinm, Vorks.

A42 In answering these adverCiacnents it is dc.mahle to mention " The Motor Cycle.**
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The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,
16. WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

'Phone, 766. Telegrams, "Perfection."

BRAND NEW 1911 REXES.

Makers' price. Ours.

Sj h.p. Rex Tourist 43 guineas 34 guineas

si'h.p. Free-en^ne 48 guineas 39 guineas

3J h.p. 2-speed De Luxe 57 guineas 46 guineas

,
5 h.p. 2-speed De Luxe 60 guineas 51 guineas
All new and guaranteed. Exchanges liberally dealt with.

£3 to £5 DOWN l'^L%-,^;it^or''"'
2^ h.p. JJV.P., Clement-Garrard frame £8 10
Twin Magneto MOTO-REVE, Druids £15
3 h.p. QUADRANT £10 10
zjh.p. KERRY £10 10
3 l.p. NUMBER, chain drive £8 10
3i h.p. Light, low REX, very smart £12 10
z} h.p. DE DION £10 10
ai h.p. JJV.P., spring frame, h.b. control £9 10
3i h.p. M.M.C., torpedo tank £10 10

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3i.li.p. N.S-TT.. magneto, 2-speed, good condition

;

2 cheap, or exchange for lightTreight.—Barry. - 28,
Eaet Caatle, Bridgnorth.

THiUMPH, Sjh.p., free engine, lamp, and all acces-
sories, perfect condition; £37/10 cash.—England,

Orchard House, Shrewsbury.

IN Stock, 1912 T.T. and "touring Dot, J.A.P.'s, fin-

ished red, £56/14; exchangee arranged.—Prit-
chards' Garage, Stoke-on-Trent.

QJLh-p- Motosacoche. 1911, free engine model, in ex-
-^2 cellent condition, not run 2,000 miles; £26/10.—
Dr. P. Kingswood, Llandrindod Wells.

TEIUMPH. free engine, 1909, perfect, carefully used,
new Dunlop. £33; Cowey epeedometer, £3; Lucas

50/- lamp, for 25/-.—Kudge, Foundry, Stafford.

TRIUMPH, late 1910, free engine, like new, Kemp.
shall tyre on back, Palmer on front, new Dunlop

belt, all accessories; £35 cash, no cflers.—Griffiths, 56,
Well St.. Euthin.

3ih-p. Triumph Motor Cycle*, 1909, equal to new in
2 every re>pect. no better macbine on the road, guar-

anteed perfect, tyres and engine; price £32; only wants
seeing.—F. Bayley, Eoe St., Maqclesfield-

MINEEVA, 23h.p., Brown and Barlow carburetter,
spring forks, tyres Ccntinental back and front,

nearly new, splendid condition.; bargain, £12/10.—Van-
guard Cycle and Motor Co-, Lichfield St-, Walsall.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

IN Stock, 1912 free and fixed engine Eudges—Binks
and Co., Lincoln-

TEIUMPH, 1912. F.E. model, in stoek.-Johnson
Bros.. Bourne, Lines.

1912 DE LUXE
SIDECAR
£6 6s.

" Exchange," with Continental motor cycle tyre £5 5
" De Luxe," with best tyre, apron, footmat . . £6 6
Ditto, with reversible child's seat £7
Difto, with best coach-built body . . . ; £7 12 6
improved Quick Detachable Joints, cranked extra strong

back axle and spindle, tip-up body, and caged ball race
to' all models. Prompt delivery to suit Rexes, Triumphs
N.S.U.'s, Indians, and any other make.

Discount to trade. Exchanges entertained.

GUARANTEED IN RUNNING ORDER.
1912 3* h.p. standard BRADBURY, NEW £48
1912 Twin REX Sidette £75
1911 3l h.p. 2-5peed N.S.U. and new sidecar .... £39 10
1912 2-speed REX Junior. Liberal exchange £45
1911 3j h.p. Tourist REX, done 100 miles £32 10
SCOTT 2-speed. Aug., igio £37 10
1910 3j h.p. 2-speed Magneto CENTAUR £32 10
1911 3i h.p.. REX, clutch model,, as .new £34 10
1911 3 h.p. 2-speed REX DE LUXE £47 10
1910 7 h.p. Twin REX. HOT STUFF £37 10
1910 3.V h.p. Tourist Trophy REX £29 10
1510 5 h.p. REX, very fast. Special machine .. £29 10
1911 5-6 h.p. 2-speed Twin REX DE LUXE, soiled

, ;
only • • 49 Gns

5J h.p. 2-speed Twin ROC, magneto, Druids £29 10
1908 3J h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £22 10
3} h.p. REX, h.b. control, 26in. wheels £12 10
Twin MOTO-REVE, magneto, Druids £15
5ih.p. 2-speed Twin REX, good and reliable £34 10
3 h.p. QUADRANT, low frame £10 10
2S h.p. KERRY £10 10

Easy Payments at Spe:ial Rates.

£7
deposit and 10/- weekly secures

—

2jh.p. Mag. MINERVA, chain drive £16 10
2j h.p. R. and P. Magneto £14 10
N.S.U. Magneto Lightweight £15 10
3i h.p. Magneto REX £19 19
2ih.p. Twin MOTO-REVE, Druids £19 19
2i h.p. REX Magneto Lightweight £16 10

TRICARS.
6 h.p. Twin KERRY £14 13
5 h.p. W.C. 2-speed HUMBER £19 10

TYRE BARGAINS.
2tX2j CLIPPER Covers 10/6
2+ X 2i CLIPPER Tubes 5/9

HAMPSTEAD.

5 h.p. Eex. 1909, Eoc 2-speed, lamp. Inin, etc.; £23.
—Main, 36, Parade, Leamington.

Triumph, 1906, magneto, good
Main, 36, Parade, Leamington.

LTI Eudge, just delitered, no- _

The Motor Cycle Oflices, Coventry.

a Bradbury, Kempshall Fox tyres,
thing as new; cheap.—18, Barkham St-, Wain-

3 h.p. Triumph, 1906, magneto, good condition; £16.—
Main, 36, Parade, Leamington.

"[i/TTTLTI Eudge, just deliTered, not used.—No. 621,

fQll* Bradbury, Kempshall Fox tyres, whistle, every-

1012 Triumphs, Bradburys, Premiers, - Humbers,
JL t7 Rudge, in stock,—ClifEord's Motories, Eastwood,
Notts.

TEIUMPH, 1909^, eulendid condition, little used,
new tyres, Lucas lamp; £27.—W. Gardner, School,

Alcester.

3ih.p. A.S.L.-J.A.P., excellent condition, lamp, horn,
2 accessories; £32, or otfer-—Level, 7. Arthur Ed.,

Erdington.

TEIUMPH, 1909i, running perfectly, lamp, gene-
rator, spare cover, belt, bought 1912; £26.—Eaden,

Allesley, (Joventry.

£7.—3h.p. Quadrant, in perfect order, 2 new Dnnlops,
good belt: owner bought Triumph. — Luundun,

Hallaton, Uppingham.

TEIUMPH- Motor Cycle, magneto, Brown and Barlow
carburetter, h.b.c, t^plendid order; price £23/10.—

Wilson, Grandborough, Eugby-

IQll Humber, 3ih-p., 2-speed, sidecar. Cowey, lamp,
Xt/ generator, liorn, whistle, only used 2,300 miles;
owner gone abroad ; £45.—I'lastow, Grimsby.

PLASTOW, Grimsby, has the following .second-hand
machines for sale: 23h.p. Fairv. Bosch magneto,

£12; 1908 Triumph, £24: 1909 Triumph, £26; 1910
F.E. 'l^iumph, £37; 1911 2ih.p. Hobert, run 600
miles, £26; 1911 F-E. Eudge, run 1,800 miles, £42/10.

WANTED, offers for new 1912 F.E. B-S-A., 1912
F.E. Eudge, 1912 2-?need Humber, 1912 3-speed

2ih.p. Premier.—Plastow, Grimsby.

MOTO-REVE, 1910. 25h.p-. recently overhauled, new
I'almer studded back, lamp, horn, tools, perfect;

trial ; 19 guineas-—Overy, 163, Edmund St.. Birming-
ham.

3ih.p. Triumph, 1911, roadster, new last October, not
2 run 500 milee, perfect condition, lamp, horn,

spares, complete; £40.—Barker, 54, Clarence St^, Lough-
borough.

LATE 1911 Triumph, free engine model, perfect order,
£45, or exchange for 1912 T.T. racing Triumph,

Eudge, or other gjcd T-T. model.—145, Gladstone St.,
Peterborough. -

MATCHLESS, Model No. 7, Sh.p., twin J.A-P. en-
gine, 2-speed gear, cost 70 guineas in February of

this year, complete with sidecar. £63; any trial, expert
examinarion.—Hilton, Motors, Eugby

3ih.p. Rex, 1909, Bosch. 1911 B. and B., adjustable
2 pulley, Dreadnouirht back, Lyso, Rich spare tube,

.-piire belt, stand, carrier, head' lamp, generator, good
condition, take two over Stoneleigh Hill: £20.-541. The
Motor Cycle 0-ffices, Coventry.

WOODGATE, for immediate delivery of all models
of Singers, Triumj)hs, Enfields, Eudtiee, and

Ariels, and Canoelet and J=X\V. sidecars; also for a
splendid range of second-hands, varying from £5 to a;45.
Get my- prices and save money; exchanges and payments
arranged- — J. J. Woodgate, the Motor Cycle Depot,
Small Heath, Birmingham. 'Phone: 572 Victoria.

5, HEATH
STREET,

Close to Hampstead Tube Station.
Tele : "Rey, Hampstead." Tel : 2678, P.O., Hampstead.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS
Taken on anv Machine or Runabout.

NO EXTRA CHARGE ON MOST MAKES.
Following 1912 Machines for

IIVIIVIEDIATE DELIVERY
AND IN STOCK :

TRIUMPH T.T. Roadster, 1912 £50
RUDGE Multi-speed, loi; £60
TRIUMPH Standard Model £48 15
TRIUMPH 1912 F.E. Model £55
RUDGE Standard Model £48 15
RUDGE T.T. Model £48 15
RUDGE F.E. Model £55
CLYNO 5-6 h.p. 1912 2-specd Model 65 Gns
P. and M. si b-P- 19^2 2-speed Model £65
B.S.A. 3V h.p. 1912 2-speed Model £60
B.S.A. 3^ h.p. 1912 Standard Model £50
BRADBURY 3* h.p. 1912 2-speed Model £55
ZENITH. 6 h.p". Model 67 Gns
ZENITH 3V h.p. Model 53 Gns
DOUGLAS L Lady's Model £52
DOUGLAS T T.T. Model £47
DOUGLAS G Standard Model £41
BRADBURY Standard Model " £48
BRADBURY F.E. Model £54 10
BRADBURY T.T. Model £48
SINGER 3l h.p. 3-speed Model £58 10
LINCOLN ELK 3i h.p. Standard Model £34 5

HUMBER 3ih.p. 2-speed Model £52 10
BAT 6 h.p. Standard Model £58
SINGER 2.speed 4 h.p. Sidecar Model' £65
ZENITH 8 h.p. Model 69 Gns
DOUGLAS Model K £50
BRADBURY 2-speed Model £55
B.S.A. F.E. Model £56 10
6. and N. Runabout in four weeks.

Any other makes on application.

TRADE SUPPLIED WITH VARIOUS MAKES.
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS ALLOWED.

Machines at Bargain Prices to Clear.
2011. F.N., 1911 tnodel, 6 h.p , like new £35
20|7. F.N., 2i h.p., 1911, 2-speed gear ..., £26
1955. F.N. ,

4-cyl., 6 h.p., good order £35
1906. F.N., 4-cyl.,* 1911, with sidecar £35
X966. F.N., 2j h.p., magneto, splendid order .... £15
2064. F.N., 2J h.p., 19 10, 2-speed £24
1858. F.N., 2ih.p., 2-speed, 1910^ £25
1968. REX, igioi, 3lh.p £25
1893. REX, 6 h.p., twin, good order £10
2066. J.A.P.-CHATER-LEA, 4 h.p., 1911 £29
1967. RUDGE, F.E. , 1911, splendid order £39
2146. DOUGLAS, 1910, fine order £24
1640. ZENITH, 1911, 3i h.p., good order £41
2063. F.N., 4-cvl., nice order £25
2135. ZEDEL Twin, 6 h.p., Chater fitting £22

MILLFORDSpringWheelSidecar,cane. 1911 £8
All Accessories included on S.H. at the price advertised.

BAT P. & M. tu-o-speed gear, new £10

£4-10 REY Site £3-10
With Hutchinson or Michelin 26X2J t-VTe and tube,

30/- extra.

The famous " REY" EXHAUST WHISTLE now reduces!

to 12/6 each. Triumph standard type.

The "REY" LEATHER BELTING outlasts two of any
other makes. Price 2/- per foot
Special Discounts to Trade. •

,

ONLY HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY.

5, HEATH
STREET, HAMPSTEAD.

In answering tltese. advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor C'licle." A45
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Caught on 1

1

OUR

REED CANE BODIES
have undoubtedly hit the mark.

Undoubtedly this class of cane is far superior and

more classy than ordinary cane or wicker work

besides being considerably lighter. These beautiful

sidecars appeal to those who want absolutely the

^^''- Model E

£T lOs.
Model F

£8 8s.
OUR POPULAR MODELS ARE GOING STRONG.

Model E.—£7 58. Model D.—£8.

Complcle Willi Lump, Foot Mat, Kiclc-up btami,

Quick Detachable Joints, Con linen tal or Michelin

Tyres, Round or Car Pattern Mudguard, and
CARUIAGIL PAID. Send for list.

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.

4J h.p. Aster EnRiiic, water-cooled £4 10

4i h.p. liuclicl Unginc, water-cooled £4 10
2 h.p. Stationary Engine, water-cooled .... £4 10
Leamington Passenger Chair, new 12/6
Cocoannt Pil)re Sidecar, loot-mats 3/-
AlbionChilch. tils IViumpb 47,

New Screw-fiittiiig Lallie, 4in. centres £6 10
rjrooks's IJ105 Saddle 10/6
Brooks's U130 New Saddle, 1912 model .... 14/6

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane.

HALIFAX ir ^1"^'''

Iflrplione lyio.

A46

Huntingdon,

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HUMBEB, Motor Cycles.—If you missed your chance

at "Whitsuntide, do not get left for the next
holiday; order now from the Mialand retail and whole-
sale agents: Henry Garner, Ltd., 78, New St., Bir-
mineham. Call, write, or telephone Central 7298 for
catalogue. Your present machine taken in part pay-
ment for a Humber. " One of the best."

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge,
and Bedford.

CHIEF Triumph Asiente for Cambridge (early de-
liveries), King and Harper. Cambridge.

11 Standard Douglas, in real good order and con-
dition; £26.—3a. Bridge St., Cambridge.

1 Q12 Humber, 3ih.p., 2-speed ; immediate delivery

;

Xv £52/10.—Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge.

TRIUMPH, fr"ee engine, late 1910. new Palmer cord
tyres, Lueas lamp, complete in every way, also

sidecar; this c.ombimition in excellent order and. ready
for the road; £45.—Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge.

TWO 1912 Triumph, free engine models, actually in
stock ; £55.—Triumph agents, Robinson's, Green

St., Cambridge.

CLYNO, 5-6h.p., 2-speed; sole agents in Eastern
Counties ; £68/5. — Robinson's, Green St., Cam-

bridge.

LAJDY'S Douglas, 1911 pattern, handle starting, 2-

epeed. gear, excellent condition, complete lamp,
horn, Jones speedometer, and quantity spares; £45.—
Robiaeon'e, Green St., Cambridge.

19

TWIN Premier, 1912 pattern, 33h.p.. free engine
clutch, soiled only; £51.—Robinson s,' Green St.,

Cambridge.

PREMIER, 2^h.p., 1912 pattern, 3-speed Armstrong,
soiled only; £42. — Robinson's, Green St., Cam-

bridge.

ROBINSON'S Motor Bicycle Garage, Green St., Cam-
bridge, Triumph agents. Tel.: 388. T-A.

:

Bicycles, Cambridge.

1 Q09 Motosacoche. magneto, in topping order andXU condition; accept £13/10.-37, Searle St., Cam-
bridge-

TRIUM1*H. free engine, late 1910, perfect order;
best offer over £40.—Lloyd, 6, Cromwell St., Ips-

wich.

HUMBER, 2h.p., 1911 lightweight, perfect condi-
tion, lamp, and horn ; £25-—Bartram, Dovedale,

Shexingham.

NEW Hudsons ; delivery from etock.—Sole agents for
Suffolk, T. H. Nice and Co., Bury St. Edmund's,

iud Ipswich.

PREMIERS, all models; delivery from stock.—Sufiolk
agents, T. H. Nice and Co., Bury St. Edmund's,

md Ipswich.

^iRIUMPHS, Humber, Bradbury. B.S.A., Rudge, new
-1- and second-hand, also sidecars.—T. H. Nice and
Co., Bury St. ,

Edmund's, and Ipswich.

BRADBURY, brand new 1912, 3ih.p. free engine,
never used; £50; taken for debt.—Garnham's, 96,

Crown St., Ipswich.

QXh.p. 1911 Ariel, with Ariel half compression, all

dition.—Duberly. Drayton, Norwich

23.h.p. Brown Motor Cycle, spring forks, B-B. car-
4 buretter, in good running order, lamp, horn, new

pare tube, etc-; £11. or near offer.—Brooks, Avenue
House, Flitwiek, Ampthill.

FREE Engine Triumph, delivered December, 1911,
lamp, hjrn, whistle, speedometer, full kit, Clin,-

cher front, Kempshall back, 2 belts, 2 puUeyfi. one T.T.
roadster ; offers.-Apply, A. do Pass, 23. Eitzwilliam
St.. Cambridge.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-

nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

B.S-A., 1911. 3ih.p., lamp, ppares, splendid condition;
£37/10.-Berg, 12. Dyfrig St., Cardiff.

A RIEL 3ih.p. Decompressor, absolutely new, but 1911
f\. late pattern; what offers?—Marriott, Motor House,
iBrr.'or.^.

PREMIER and .Tamefi 2-spepd; sidecars from £5,
all in stock; alMO number second-hand motor cycles.

-Qarat:'' Coinpauy, CnwbridjiC.

ZENITH, 3iUi.p., September, 1911, in perfect eondi-
tiiin: inspection invited; £44; taken delivery of

-h.p.-Undcri(l(, 3, Grange St-, Port Tulbot.

I
QI2 T.T. Model Rhodemon, 33li-p. Pengent, uhp<1 for

Lt/ dciiijn*4tratiou, will dn 60; will ride 50 miles tn

.rospectivc purchaser; £36.—Rhodes Bro«., Coraberton
lill, KiddemiiuHtcr-

SECTION VII.

ilouccster, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,

Wills, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

2 Triumph, 3ih-p.. free engine, cheap.-Vonton,19^

B
MeJkHliani.

KADHURY. 1911. brand new i^tandnrd model

;

hiirgiiin, £39.— Ginger, MutorH, Jlnnlinry-

7n fiHfiirerinf/ fhrsp, adverthemonts it ia dpsiraUe to mention

Kreul

MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES.
We have a quantity of frames by well-known maker.

Price 32/6 each.
Rigid forks, 7/6 extra. Druid forks, 45/- extra.

Enamelled and plated in lirst-class style.

IN STOCK.
We have the follo^ving new machines actually

in stock.
I9r2 Multi RUDGE £60
igra Standard RUDGE £48
I9i2 3ih.p. NEW HUDSON, 3-speed ....57Gns.
1912 2i h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3-speed . . , . 47 Gns.
1912 3J h.p. HUMBER, 2-speed 50 Gns.
i9ri 3i h.p. PREMIER, 2-spped £48
r9ii 3I h.p. PREMIER, Armstrong 3-speed £46 10

NEW 1912 MACHIntS IN STOCK.
3ih.p. MULTI-RUDGE £60
3ih.p. 3-speed NEW HUDSON 57 Gns
2ih.p. 3-speed NEW HUDSON 47 Gns
3ih.p. RUDGE, fixed gear £48
34 h.p. HUMBER, 2-speed model £52 10
1912 si h.p. BRADBURY, single-speed .. £48
1912 3ih.p. BRADBURY, 2 speeds £55

SINGLE-CYLINDtR REXES.
rgro 3ih.p., fine goer £27
igio 3i h.p., extra good ; £28
3* h.p. 1909 Speed King, extra fine £23
3 h.p 1908 Featherweight Rex, Bosch mag. £17

tvvin-cylinder'~rexes,
1906 5-6 h.p. Twin Rex £16 10
5-6 h.p, Bosch, Lloyd's variable gear .. £22
7 h.p. de Luxe, 2 speeds, M.O.V £48
5-6 h.p. de Luxe, 190S, 2-speed model .... £28
5-6 h.p. de Luxe, 1908, 2 speeds, special . . £29 10

OTHER MAKES.
4 h.p. ANTOINE, verUcal, M.O.V. £14 p
igro P. and Ifl., 2 speeds, fine goer £32
1909 MOTO-REVE, twin engine, magneto,

- Druids £20
1910 8 h.p. BAT, M.O.V., 2 speeds £45
1911 Lady's HOBART, Armstrong 3-speed.. £36
35 h.p Twin PREMIER, fine machine £25
tgii 2i h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, magneto £27
3^ h.p. L.M.C., rqio model £25

SIDtCAR COMBINATIONS.
8 h.p. BAT, 2 speeds. MiUford sidecar .... £50
'5-6 h.p. 2-speed iqo8 REX and sidecar .... £33
7-9 h.p. 2-speed REX and sidecar £53

All fitted with magneto and spring forks.

.O'Z TtnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.X>0 l»UWn BALANCE 5/- WEEKLY.
3 h.p. MINERVA, vertical, M.O.V £12
3ih.p. EXCELSIOR, Amac, h.b. control .. £10
3 h!p. REX, vertical engine £9

X'R ItnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.
3ii%» uyjvin balance 7/6 weekly.
3 h.p. 190S REX, Bosch m.igiietn £17
5-6 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, h.h. control £16 10
twin-cvlinder MOTO-REVE, magneto, Druids £20

CARS ANu IHICARS.
4i h.p. HUMBER Tricar, 2 speeds, wheel

steering £19
3 h.p. HUMBER Car, 2-seater, good goer .. £22
5 h.p. REXETTE, Oppermann 3 speeds £18
Dilocar. Bosch ni;ignoto £45

inlSUELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
B. & B. Carburetter, h.b. control, good order 14/6
Amac Carburetter, h.b. control, good order.

.

12/6
C.A P Carburetter, h.b. conUol . 16/6
C.A.V, V twin magneto, 45 degrees C3 3
10 1 2 B. and B. Carburetters, variable jets.. 28/6
1912 B. and B. Carburettors, single jet .... 27/-
igi 2 Senspray Carburetters 28/6
Camel lin. Rubber Bnlting per foot 1/3
Fulfonl Castor Wheel Sirlecar £5
Lycett's Carrier Toolbags (new) 7/6
Sidecar Lamps, show red light behind 7/6
Trailer, 26in. wheels 25/-
Ncw Toolbngs, 9X 6x 3jin 4/6
Sidecar Aprons, green or red, with studs .. 7/6
New Lycol t's Tubular Carriers 4/11
Longueninrc C.irburetters 5/-

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21,23, 25, Hopwood Lane,
'''';?;:;"'"• Halifax ']z:ti%

• The Motor Ciide."
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The Development of the Modern
Lightweight.

NINE years ago, in the very early days of the

motor cycle movement, The Motor Cycle took
up a very firm attitude with regard to 4he
development of the lightweight motor bicycle.

Certain people who took a very prominent part

in the movement were urging the developinent of a

very light machine weighing 80 lbs.— little more, in

fact, than a motor-assisted pedal cycle. One of the

individuals in question even went so far as to have a

machine specially built for himself, but it w^as the

only one of its type actually constructed. We heartily

condemned machines of this nature, as they were
hopelessly inefficient and far too light to be comfort-

able to ride, and wholly unsatisfactory as self-pro-

pelled vehicles. They had no speed, w-ere not only

slow up hill, but bad climbers, and possessed the sole

advantage of portability. By dint of hard work and
the spilling of much ink these facts were driven home,
and, furthermore, every effort ' was -put forward to

persuade the A.C.U. to make the lightweights compete
as nearly as possible on equal teims with the heavy-

weight now on the market. This year we have put

a single and twin-cylinder medium-weight to severe

practical tests, and they have emerged therefrom with

flying colours. Change-speed gears and much im-

provement in the engines, together with a reasonable

view of the weight question, have evolved a really

practical machine. Such a mount is powerful and
speedy, it will climb all main road hills, and maintain

a good average speed. It has power enough in reserve,

and is just that type of machine which should be

the tyro's first mount.

The Glut of Open Hill-climbs.

WE refer elsewhere to the .proposed restrictions

which the A.C.U. intend to issue respecting

open hill-climbing competitiiins. Against

w^ell organised hill-climbs, such as that held

by the Birmingham M.C.C. at Harley Bank
last Saturday, when ex'ery precaution is taken to safe-

guard both performer and spectator, we have nothing

to say. Unfortunately, it has been possible hitherto for

any club—even if only a few months old and whether
experienced in the matter or not—to apply fcir a per-

mit and hold an open hill-climb. Consequentl) many
climbs have been held on unsuitable hills, and the

organisation has often left much to be desired, and
the inevitable result has been a number of unfortunate

accidents, generally to competitors, but sometimes

.

iiwohing damage to spectators as well.

Racing in pairs certainly adds to the danger, for

there are then two riders on the road instead of one

—

a matter of some importance at 'bends and corners

—

and, further, riders are induced by the excitement of

competition when endeavouring to pass a rival to take

risks which they seem not to do if riding singly. The
neck and neck racing has now been banned by the

A.C.U., and we think with reason. The ban will,

however, stidl further rob hill-climbs of interest.

There is no doubt that hill-climbs have their use, and
that much of the high efficiency of present day
machines is due to competitions of this nature. It

must, however, be borne in mind that the tendency

of hill-climbs is to develop a type of machine which
is not wanted, for it is neither comfortable nor satis-

factory for touring purposes or ordinary riding, for

which 99% of motor cycles are used.
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THE BRAMPTON VARIABLE GEAR.

No. I and 2 pulley flanges.

Ko. 3, inside stepped cam.
No. 4, outside stepped cam.
No. 5, sleeve.

No. 6, sleeve engine nut.

No'. 7, end thrust race nut.

No. 8, locking pin.

No. g. free engine ring.

No. 10, stay rods.
No. II and 12, ball retainers.

No. 13, operating chain.

-The solid black marking on Nos. 5 and 6

are oil holes ^or permitting the lubricant
applied to the outer working surface to pass
to the inner working surface.

THIS is an

adaptation of

the variable

pulley method, a

great advantage of

which is that
,

a

large variety of

gears can be ob-

tained. In this

case the number is

seven, varying be-

tween the ratios of

4f and jl to i.

The operation is by
stepped cams, the

seven steps holding

the cams securely

in the desired posi-

tion. ,. The .inside

cam is free to move
laterally, but not

to revolve ; the

outer can revolve,

but not move
laterally. Thus the

outer cam is able

to force the inner

against the pulley

flange, and thus .

raise the
,

gear.

There is no pro-

vision for taking

up the slack of the belt, but instead rounded grooves:

are cut in the pulley in such a way that they are

tangential to the free engine ring, and it is claimed

that by means of these grooves the belt is prevented

from slipping, e\'en when running slack on the lower

gears. The operat-

ing lever ,is conve-

niently placed on a

bracket near the

tank, and connected
liy a chain to the

revolving cam. The
accompanying illus-

trations will enable

the reader clearly to

understand the
Avorking of the

various parts. The
weight of the whole
gear and operating

mechanism is seven

pounds. It has been
tried by H. C.

Newman, the noted
hill - climber, and
spoken of in high
terms. It was e\

pected that he
\\ould use this geai

on his Ivy-Precision

at the Birmingham
M.C.C. hill-cfimb.

An Ivy-Precision motor cycle fitted

the new Brampton variable pulley gear,

method of operation is clearly shown.

with

.

The.'

-^ ^ # B» <

BIRMINGHAM -LAND'S END - BIRMINGHAM OFFICIAL RESULTS.
The Birmingham M.C.C. Committee passed the

following results at a meeting last week :

Error.
WiNNEH OF Lycett Trophy.—T. PoUock (3i James) ... 20s.
SiiCOND AND SiDEC-SE Prize.—A. D. Arter (3^ James sc.) 27s.

Gold ]\Ied.\l Winners.

W. E. Baylis (3^- New Hudson)
F. C. Sangster (3^ Ariel)

J. H. Percox (3J AUdays) ...

A. J. Stevens (2i A.J.S.)

P. J. Evans (6 EnBeld sc.)

R. W. Duke (Zenith-Gradua) .

H. Ball (^ Triumpi*
R. V. C. Brook (3^ Precision) .

B. Bourke (New Hud.son sc.) .',

m. s.

1 15

1 15
1 40
2 40
2 45
4 10
5 20
6 17
6 50

H.
F.

F.

S.

Ir.

H.
H.
H.
D.
A.
H.
T.

Bro
H. J.

Dr B

D. Jones (3^ Zenith-Gradua)
A. jMcNal) (3^ Trump-Jap)
Read (2i A.J.S.)
Wright (31 Humber sc.)

Newer (3^ Ariel)

Walters (2!, A.J.vS.

Rem Fowler Norton)

7

7 15

8 15

8 20
9 45
9 45

- ,-, - - , - - 11 S

Stevens (5 A.J.S.) 12 25
Cork (5 A.J.S.) 13 50
Yoimg (3^ Kerry) 15 10 .

Blocksidge (3^ B.S.A.) 15 15
Peck (3i Riidge) .\5 26

N/,K JIkd.ax Winners.—B. Yates (3^ Humber sc),
Cox (3i Premier sc), N. C. Blackwell (6 Zenith), nnd
Fawssett (8 Chater Lea sc

)

.«TW>P-F-"^^"(,.'-

The winner ol Iho siaocar prlzu,

A. D. After (3' h.p. Jamos ana Canoolot
siJocar;, who ran most re;;ularl,y

Ihroughoul.

SURVIVORS IN THE BIRIVIINGHAIH-LAND'S END-BIRMINGHAM RUN. P.,J. Evans 16 h.p. Enllelil siileoarl, who

The A.J.S. loan, 01 nvo riders, all ol whom completed the K'SVs"X wora^goiSmeJal'''"
dinicull course and gained sold medals.

""'""' SDrings. Me won a goiu meuai.

A21
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OCCASIONAL COAAENTS.

bii

By

Mudguard Attachments.
Years ago; when I first rode a nurtor bicycle, I used

111 replace a mudguard stav about exery fifty miles,

until in desperation I went to a birdcage maker ami

got some pieces of extremely stout wire, whichWould
belter ha\'e lieen termed steel rod. and made a goo'l

job of them.

For many seasons past I have not broken a sing'c

mudguard stay, but I have snapped many a mud-
guard, and I think the trade have still a goad deal to

learn in this respect. At the stem of the machine a

common, fault is to mount tlic rear mudguard on the

carrier without increasing the stiength ot the guard

or its attachments.

Now of all vibratory parts on a motor bicycle the

rear carrier is the worst, as any rider can tell by lay-

ing his hand on it over a bumpy road. Plain bobs

and straps are useless for securing light toolliags

attached to it, and it is small wonder that a mudguard
soon breaks its weakest point, either the small screw

perhaps employed to fasten it to the fork bridge, or

else the guard itself—probably at the drilled portion.

With front mudguards the weight of the front wheel

stand renders the problem more acute, but in any

case \ibration centres at the. middle of, the guanl,

where it is bolted to a bridge half-way up the forks.

The two ends of the guard' usually have a certain

amount of sway, and this central point gets shaken as

a terrier shakes a rat. Add the fact that the securing

bolt at this point is seldom cleaned, and the cause of

the guard's ultimate decease is not hard to find.

Wanted, Commonsense.
t am extremely sony to see that an obsolete t^pe

of adjustable pulley stilL lingers on many macliines

—

I refer to the pattern which requires tools for its

operation. This pattern is just tolerable when the

large thin hexagon nut is made of really staunch stuff,

and the spaimer provided for Toosening it is also a

nrst-rate job ; but these essentials are by no means

: uni\ersal. As a journalist I often ride many makes
; of machine in a season, and in each of the last three

-summers I have ridden a good t^% h.p. machine from

Co\-entry to Cornwall and back. On this particular

run (if the- sporting and scenic routes are selected)

there is a lot of high gear -work—fast, easy, undulating

i J road, easily negotiated on a ^% to i gear, if the

.',,__ engine be of that thoroughbred race vjhich does not

,

' tug or knock under a lofty gear ; hut towards the

westwai'd end the sporting rider will visit several steep

and cornersome hills, which demand a gear of 5 to 1

. in drv weather and an even lower gear in wet or wind.

•With each of the three machines referred to I was
compelled to make the entire run on a 5 to 1 gear,

because the adjustable pullevs were of the tool-

operated type, and badly made at that. The threads

of the loose flange and the locking nut were so care-

lessly designed that the twi.i parts locked up dead hard
in running ; the nut was of soft stuff, and the spanner

' was soft and light. I dare not leave the job of reducing

the gear until I got amongst the hills, for it was an
open question whether I .should be able to shift the

pulley at all. Now tliere are two or three finger-

- operated pulleys on the market to which I ha\'e found

•IXION." .

no ofijection whatever in prolonged use. With them
gear reductions are the work of a moment. I cut the

lielt I jin. from the end, and insert a second hook
fastener I I make up a iiin. bit of belt and put a half

fastener at each end. When I strike the bad hills I

reduce the pulley with my finger, and change the i2in.

bit of belt lOr the nin. The job is done in two
minutes. 1 do not blame the trade" for refusing to

.standardise other people's patents, for I know how it

swells selling prices ; but there are dozens of different

principles cjii which a finger-operated pulley can be
oesigned ; and every maker ought either to fit a tool-

operated pulley of sound design and decent material,

or alternatix'elv to bring out a finger-operated tvpe.

Only a sledge hammer and a lathe carrier could shift

the pullev of a brand new T.T. "machine now King
iin loan hi mv garage.

The Counter=shaft Adjustable Pulley.

I am still waiting for my iileal single-geared ;;i'o

h.p.—the machuie with chain drive (in aluminium
case) to a .ball bearing couijter-shaft with an Sin. fielt

pullev. which is to increase the life of the belt to

5.000 miles, perhaps. This machuie i/iii>:t "come,

unless I am a lying, prophet, and I suppose it will

want' an adjustable pulley like its predecessors. In

case anybotly is experimenting, may I point out that

when the pulley is so big it need not be made of such
hard wearing stuff as a 4in. engine pulley, and I shoulvl

not be surprised if a cheap wooden pulley did not

suffice in this position. In that case adjustability couhl
lie prociu'ed liv inserting washers lietween the flanges.

I do not think the veiy heaxv metal pulleys employed
on some counter-shaft transmissions are at all nece.s,-

sary. Three Sin. wooden pulleys would cost less than

one metal pulley of the same size, and w"ould wea'-

longer, besides reducing weight considerably.

Standardisation in 2000 A.D.
Afier weary years we are at last in .sight of stanihinl-

isation in tyre rims, but I doulit if we shall get it in

other olivious details until 2000 a.d. Here' is mV
latest wail. I ha\-e purchased a huge gasometer
acetylene lamp, and after much lurid correspondence
with its makers haye at last persuaded them to issue

a bracket which cannot shake loose, and which permits

me to leave the lamp at home on brief daylight' spins

"without unscrewing twentv-four Huts, or alternatively

carrying two huge spiked prongs on my handle-bar,

which would infallibly impale me if any accident

caused me to make one of those graceful periodic

flights over the handle-bar, which have become pro-

verbial with so clumsy a rider as myself. But " orl is

not yet peas."' Tast week I was testing a Triumph,-
a Rudge, ancl.an Ariel. The clips were too small for

the Triumph handle-bar, and too large for the Rudge ;

they would not go on the Ariel at all, as its ann.s were
sharply liackswept from the steering head.^i* Surely
the diameter of a handle-liar might be standardised'.

This particular detail' affects a host of fittings and
fundamental necessities. Yet when I go to the fac'-

tories with rolls of leather, rubber, or canvas under
my handle-bar clips I see the running shed manager
lurn uD his lordlv nose at mv untidiness.
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Through Buckinghamshire Lanes on a G.W.K.

Views of the chassis

WHEN first we saw the smart looking little

venicle which bears the initials G.W.K. it

impressed, us favotirably, and we looked for-

ward to a demonstration on the road to confirm our

opinion that it was as good as it looked. The initials

are the first letters of the names of the three members
of the firm, Messrs. Grice, Wood, and Keiller, Mr.

J. T. Wood, under whose skilful guidance, the little

cycle car "performed so well on Birdlip and Saintbury

hills in the A.C.U. One Day Trial, met us at Slough
with a new G.W.K. fitted with a body .which was
standard but for the absence of the side door.

There was much to be learned from this trial of a

new type, not only as regards springing, cooling,

.steering, control, and general running, but more
especially the behaviour of the friction gear, a type

of transmission which up to the present has been much
criticised.

A Hilly Course.

As is natural on the occasion of a trial run, we set

out to find a suitably hilly course for the test, and
found it in the Buckinghamshire lanes. First came
tjuile a steep pitch near Beaconsfield, which the little

\ehicle took in splendid style. Then we entered the

Amersham Road, taking in the reverse direction part

of the old quM'terly trials, course. ,Here we found
ample occasion for testing the ,,cyclecar. On the

longest hill between the two towns we came uiion a

trai'tion engine with its train of trucks, and on the

steepest part of the hill (about i in 9). Here it was.^

too narrow to pass, so we had to remain stationary

on the rough edge of the road and Xvait till the obstruc-

tion had gone by. The restart was made without a

falter, and the vehicle got (|uickly under way; in fact,

its accelerati(jn was quite remarkable.
Drojipiiig gently down the rough surface of Gore

Hill we entered Ghesham and made for the steep

a.scent of Rectory Hill (1 in 7), which was climbed in

good form on second speed (there are four positions,

in the gear qi:adrant). After tea at the picturesque
Grown Hotel, Mr. J. T. Wood courteously handed the

wheel tf) the writer, whose nd\'iliale started with the
ascent of our old friend Gore Hill (i in 8). 'I'hough

in unaccustomed liands Ihc G.W.K, luade a capital

ascent oh .second speed, and on olher sleep pitches

encountered during the rest of ihc run mil Ihc slightest

dilliculty was ex])erienced.

The springing was excellent. I.anchesler tvpc of

.•".Ijiings are fitlccl id the I'ear, and taking il as a whole
llie \i'liii|c rides nii'Sl easily. The slandaiil biidy

and complete vehicle.

' is comfortable, and with the driver's and passenger's

feet extended under the bonnet, a high dashboard,

and conveniently placed screen, one is splendidly

protected against the elements. The control is well ,.

arranged ; the right pedal is the accelerator and the-,

left operates the friction disc and the brake. The
depression of the left pedal, which may be termed the

clutch pedal, withdraws the friction disc from the fly- ^

wheel, and a further movement pr.esses a drimi on its

forAvard end against a fixed brake shoe.

Periodical Engine Vibration.

The gear lever on the A'ehicle we drove was a little

stiff, but this was due to its newness and to the

presence of n little excess of paint. The steering was
also a trifle stiff, also due to newness and possible

want of lubrication, but the G.W.K,. steered well and
Avas well in hand at high speeds. The two-cylinder

8 h.p. vertical CoA'entry Simplex engine ran without

vibration up to thirty miles an hour and pulled well.

Over thirty, that period present in all twin engines with

\ertical cylinders was apparent, but not objectionably

-so, while over a ' certain speed it disappeared

altogether. On the whole the G.W.K. impressed us

most favourably. It has " arrived," and is a practical,

handy and relial)le cyclecar. We have nothing but

praise for the friction gear.

BIRMINGHAM - LAND'S END - BIRMINGHAM HUN. W. T. L. Spiers
(S-spocd Macbeth-Precision) at the turning point, the Land's End Hotel.
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"W HIGH is my' mbst exciting ride?" saiil

Godfrey, in response to my query. " 1

have had so. many, you see." I saw
that 1 must jog his memory, for I liad an idea of

my own as to which was his most exciting ride, and
I put it to him in one word. " P'rome, " I suggested,

remembering that some five years ago Godfrey had
.sped up:Frome's HiU, near Hereford, at' a terrific

speed .and collided with a spectator

at the top. "No,", said Godfrey,
" I remem':>er nothing of that inci-

dent, for.-. I was knocked senseless at

tlve . top,.' and the ride remains a

l)lank. All I know is that it was
niy first experience of a fast motor
tycle.. . Last year, in the Tourist

Trophy liace. I had some excite-

ment, for although I started out

with an idea that I should finish

near the top—for I knew- I had a

fast motor cycle under me—yet I

experienced blue funk at the corner.s-

and sighed with relief as I passed
them. But that was nothing com-
pared with - another experience of
mine, and I think I can easily call

this my most exciting ride.
" It was at the Easter meeting of

the Brooklands Club last year.

During the week-end I had com-
peted in the London-Edinburgh
Trial, and arrived back in London
on Sunday morning, without having
slept since Thursday night.

Racing T\'hen Dead Tired.

" Straightaway to Brooklands I went to get my
Indian in trim for Monday's races. T was terribly

keen on winning, for Jake de Rosier had recently
come to I'higland, and I suppose 1 wanted to create

a good impression. '

Jake. helped me tune the machine,

and after a little practice I went home and snatched

a few^ hours' sleep.

" On the morrow I was dead tired, but I managed
to get to Brooklands, and, in a semi-stupor, I realised

that the lirst race in which I was engaged was about

to start. I don't know exactly how -T got started,

but have a hazy notion of the limit men going oft',

leaving me at scratch to catch them.

It was quickly apparent that my
machine was very^ fast, and I just

let her all out, and lay down along

the tank, but half awake! ! I kept

near in, and recollecf the occasional

purring of the ' other cojnpeting

machines as I passed them one by
one. Still I lay along the tank
while the Indian sped along. I was
sufficiently master of my senses to

turn into the finishing straight, and

I W'On at the fastest speed which has

been credited to any winner in a

motor cycle race, at Brooklands.

Once in the paddock, I felt myself
losing all knowledge of everything,

and I fainted away, '^A'hile on the

track I was kept aw^ake merely by a

determination not to throttle down
as I was tempted to, and the very

strength of that determination kept

my brain active, but at the finish I

was thoroughly knocked out, and a

big bruise all over my chest denoted

the heavy manner in which my body
rested along the petrol tank, I can recall many
narrow . escape,s and exciting adventures on road and
track, but none of them occasion such dread within

me as that terrible ride on the track at Weybridge."
It is known that 0. C. Godfrey is contemplating

retiring from racing events.

THE GLUT OF OPEN HILL-CLIMBS.
A.C.U. RESTRICTIONS TO

IN
view of our recent editorial articles regarding the

glut of open hill-climbing competitions and the

; risks which have to be taken by riders owing to

-the selection of unsuitable hills, the following, culled

from the A.C.U. notes in the R.A.C. Journal, is

intere.sting :

,." The very high speed now commonly achieved in

hill-climbing contests is receiving consideration by the

conunittee. The capabilities of the modern motor
cycle have improved so much during the past few-

years that the conditions under which these events
are held have completely altered. \\'hereas orluinallv

BE EXPECTED SHORTLY.
it was considered a good performance for a machine
to climb-—at whatever .spee.d^a particular hill, it i.s'

now merely a matter of which machine makes fastest

time. Often, where the hill is of an intricate nature,,

the riders have to take undue risks in their efforts to

display the full capabilities of their ma.chines. .'
-. .

It really looks as if hill-climbing events, in their

present form, have fulfilled their purpose. The com-
mittee w-ill, therefore, consider what restrictions it may
be feasible to impose without robbing these contests

of their sporting character or checking their usefi.:lness;

in the development of the motor cycle."

A3 J
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FROM the sidecar' attached to Hal Hill's Zenith

in the N.W. London passenger trial it was -my

good fortune to study some phases in speed-

emotion, and to witness a remarkable exhibition of

self-restraint on the part of the driver. - . .

Put a man on a machine with plenty of power and

elasticity; give him aniopen road ^vith nice straight

stretches and othei temptations; then tell him he

must take six hours in getting from Jack Straw's Castle

to Coventry. I appeal to the shade of Jack Straw,

and ask, is this reasonable? Is it kind? Is it not

asking too much of human nature? Is there no society

for^the-pre\'ention of cruelty to motor cyclists to step

in and (tell the NoJtli-west Londoii Club that these

restrictions, these controls and, sfecret checks, are legal

cruelty "to Hal Hill? Will i»t some great orator,

some public speaker, like W. Cooper, raise his voice

and denounce the shackles of schedulism?

Hoping for a Traffic Stop. .

In spile of the persistent self-control required to

achieve the journey without getting there too soon,

it' was accomplished, and we reached Coventry neither

before nor after our proper time. The first section

presented most difficulties. We found ourseh-es

within two miles of Aylesbury with. twenty minutes in

hand. Could it be done? Ov rather, could it be not

done? Never have I seen so pathetic a display gf

crawling. There was a turning off 'the road in

Aylesbury with an island facing it. We played out a

little, time by circumnavigating that island. Seeing

and misunderstanding this manoeuv-re, a well-inten-

tioned passer-by wa\'ecl and wildly shouted "Wrong
road! " We thanked him politely and pursued the

even "fiver " of our way. An e\en fiver in this case

signifies 5 m.p.h. There were some cattle on the

road, and we hoped for a traffic stop. No such luck.'

The horned ruminant is even a greater chuckle-head

than its reputation admits it to be. In this same town
Pooley had previously negotiated a complete and
cffectix'e dog-stop, but he didn't want it, and a <log

m a front wheel is worse than a dog in a manger.
W'v saw a good deal of Williams and Stern as far

as Hanbury. it was most annoying when they retired

uiili a broken rocker, because they carried a certain

amount of commissariat on l")oard whioh I had fnund

useful for reviving the faded glories of an early

breakfast.

At Uice>!(i-. ( )s. Hill Irieil to liorrow my walch, on

tlie pretext that his own had stop[)ed. 1 had In say

that my own wasn't going eilher—anyhow, nol with

liim. 'J'he confidence (rick is out of place in an event

of this kind. \Vc boiiglit a morning jiaper at Kiceslcr,

and I read out the latest cricket as \sc w'cnt along,

as there seemed to be nothing in the rules to restrain

passengers from reading to their drivers..

• A strange thing happened to Phillips hereabouts.

The iariip leapt off the near side of his .sidecar and
alighted on the road on the offside of the bicycle.

'I'here is nothing to account for this phenomenfui
scientifically. It must be the work of motor bandits

putting dynamite in the lamp bracket.

A Dust Up near Coventry.
.Somewhere beyond \\'arvvick we had a merry dust-

np with Pither, during which I noticed that tlig black

hand of the speedometer was nudging the red hand.
We passed Victor Hart occupying the presidential seat

in the A.C driven by Fred Hill—^on the Shakesperian
maxim that it is better to bear the Hills we have than

fly to others that we know not of.

There was another dusty thrill near Coventry in

which S. Tessier was involved. At the psychological

corner th.e wheel of the sidecar lifted in a way which
made the petrol curdle in the tank. This was the

best thrill we had the whole day.

During lunch I recited to H. Morgan the little \-erse

beginning '' Seated one day," in memory of I'arlow

last year. I think lunch must hax'e hail a demriralis-

ing influence on Hal Hill, for after that meal his

hitherto wonderfull;, maintained self-restraint broke

down, and he decided to make a go-as-you-please

return journey as a mute protest against the paralysing

monotony of 20 m.jj.h. There are limits to the en-

durance of everv human being—except perhaps
Karslake.

Three Up on Corners.
Rowden.'s machine having succumbed to a sudden

seizure, that intrepid dri\er occupied the Zenith's

carrier on the return joinnev. W'lXh three up, when
taking corners it was a case of '' when father says turn

we all turn." Rowden reported a most comfortable

ride home, sitting on a folded mackintosh and a

coiled rubber belt, though there were moments when
tiie words of the latest Caiety play were realised, \iz.,

" I shall l)ounce yer!"

Somehow we missed our homeward wav and went

up Edge Hill instead of Sunrising. With a fairly hot

engine and three up we climbed il easiU-, in spile of a

flock of sheep which cause<l a change down.
Tea was taken leisurely al Tring. oslenlaliousi) in

die non-stoi) section in order that we might enjoy the

])angs of others—especially Mundv and (Iriffith—^who

]ireferred the uncertain lentne of a sibcr ciiii lo llic

certainty of a cup of tea.

'J'lie route throughout vvas excellently arrowed liy

Frank '["homas, whose operatic acquaintance with

"William Tell ''' gixes him c\ncrl .sagittarial

knowledge.
So much for the emotions of this rare and refresh-

ing run. The moral is ^sufficiently indicated in what
I ha\c said aboni self restraint.
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AT the moment when the inlet valve closes and

the piston commences to compress the charge,

there is, in the cylinder of the ordinary Otto

cycle gas engine, a volume of waste gas equal

to between one-fifth and one-fourth of the total cylinder

capacity.

The retention of this proportion of the products of

the last explosion is due to the incompleteness of the

fourth—or scavenging—stroke of the cycle, during

which the piston displaces only about four-fifths of

the contents of the cylinder and combustion space,

leaving the remainder to mix with the next incoming

charge or othenvise to dispose itself.

The Position of the Spent Gases.

What amount of mischief is done by this residuum

depends principally upon the design of the cylinder

head and the disposition of the valves therein. The
best that can be hoped for is that the spent gas will

mix uniformly with the fresh charge, thus reducing its

combustibility as a whole but not introducing irregu-

larities of consistency into it. The worst that can

happen is for the inert and no longer ignitable gas to

occupy a position near to the sparking plug, where its

presence will more or less insulate the fresh charge

from the heat of the spark. It is, of course, of the

greatest importance that the body of gas which has

to transmit the igniting flame to the bulk of the charge

should be of the most regular and unvarying con-

sistency, otherwise the speed with which the com-
bustion is propagated after ignition \vill not be the

same in any two cycles, which is fatal to efficiency

in the operation of the high speed petrol engine.

The diagrams represent four arrangements of cylin-

der heads and valves, showing the probable positions

taken up by the component of waste gas at the end
of the charging stroke.

Fig. I shows the valves placed side by side in a

pocket. In such a design it is probable that, when
the inlet valve opens and the piston begins its down-
ward movement, the spent gas will precede the fresh

charge and travel down the cylinder, leaving the com-
bustion space to be filled with pure gas.

Fig. 2 shows a hemispherical combustion head with

valves in an inverted position. The tendency here,

also, would be for the waste gas to obey the suction

of the piston and take up a position near the bottom
of the cylinder.
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Fig. 3. Here the two valves are each in a pocket
on opposite sides of the cylinder. In this case the

indrawing of the new charge would tend to sweep a

portion of tKe old charge into -the exhaust valve pocket
apposite, the balance following the piston.

Fig. 4 shows the arrangement where the two valves

are in one pocket, one inverted and above the other.

Here, again, the tendency would be to drive the

residual gas down the cylinder after the piston.

In considering the above instances, it must be

borne in mind that more or less mixing must occur
between the cool, moist, fresh charges and the heated
remainders of the old ones, but assuming, however,
that no mixing takes place, and that combustible and
incombustible gases remain entirely separate at the

moment of firing, there is still the fact that a sub-

stantial proportion of valuable cylinder volume is

taken up unproductively.

There are a number of possible ways by which this

defective fourth stroke may be made properly to

fulfil its object. There are mechanical devices of

various kinds, such as differential arrangements for

causing the piston to travel, on its exhaust stroke,

right to the top of the cylinder; spring pistons,

auxiliary pistons, movable cylinder heads, and so on.

There are also such methods as tbe admission of a

gust of pure air through a port low down in the

cylinder wall, this gust being admitted just after the

opening of the exhaust valve and the fresh air being

swept out by the piston on its fourth stroke. Or, on
,

similar lines, two entire strokes may be dedicated to

cleanliness, the piston drawing in pure air on its fifth

stroke and expelling it on the sixth preparatory to

beginning the cycle over again by the inspiration of

a fresh charge of gas. Finally, there is the use of a

forced feed, the required pressure being obtained

variously from crank case compression, from a separate

pump or fan, or otherwise.

Differential Stroke or Forced Feed.
The differential stroke method is perfectly effective

as a scavenging stroke, and has the advantage—in

most of its forms—of causing the succeeding suction

stroke to be prolonged also. The forced feed system,

however, is not necessarily so satisfactory. Unless the

new gas is admitted through a port low down in the

cylinder wall so as to drive the spent gas upwards
through the exhaust valve, or unless the incoming
charge is deflected down one side of the cylinder, so

as to perform a scouring evolution ; there is no
certainty whatever that the cylinder will contain
nothing but pure gas at the moment when both valves
close for the explosion.

In the present position of the petrol engine, where
a high degree of efficiency has been reached, it is

surely anomalous that the prospect of a tAventy-five

per cent, increase of piston thrust should not evoke
the necessary contrivance to secure it. J.B.
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IN
the event of a national crisis the members of

the Legion of Cyclists and Motor Cyclists will

render most invaluable assistance in many ways :

Firstly, they could be called out in a moment of stress

to protect important railway bridges and telegraph

lines against spies prior to the commencement of

hostilities. A study of recent history, more especially

of September, 1899, will show the layman how, when
relations are strained between two possible belligerents,

ministers are very, shy of aggravating the situation by

mobilising the Army, for the order to mobilise might
well be taken as a ca^us belli by the other side. In

such a case the enemy's secret agents and spies would
remain practically "unwatched during the most critical

period.

A Special Job for the Legion.

To tnobilise would probably precipitate war, but to

mobilise the Legion of Cyclists would have no political

signification, and this could be done by the hon.

secretary of the Legion merely calling upon corps

commandants to call up all the men they could get

together. We are at present an unofficial body, and
we therefore have this great advantage that we can
protect the country against the action of spies without

endangering the negotiations of officialdom. It is a

point worthy of the utmost consideration, and one
that has not escaped the notice of the powers that be.

In the very first stages of the crisis the motor
cyclists of the Legion will be called upon to render

very valuable services. It must be remembered "that

when the order to mobilise goes forth from the

Cabinet Council the country will be in a turmoil.

Assisting Mobilisation.

Railway, lines and telegraph lines will be congested

in all cases, and they may also have been tampered
with. This is where the motor cyclists will cotne in

from the very start. The corps of the Legion will

be so organised that they will form a complete chain

of inter-communication up and down the land. Whilst
some will be running on the long trail from the ^\'ar

Office to distant command headquarters .such as Salis-

bury, Lichfield. York, and Edinburgh, others will be

working local areas, whilst the pedal cyclists will be

used for warning outlying Territorial detachments in

their own vicinity. A provisional^ scheme has been
worked out already which provides the spreading of

the news throughout England, South Wales, and the

Lowlands within twenty-four hours, even if all

telegraph and railway lines are cut. To put this

scheme into practice, however, it is necessary to

have branches of the Legion throughout the country,

and riders are invited to send in their names for

enrolment.

The Second Mobilisation Test.

There has been a splendid response to the appeal

in ?7ff Motor Cijch of May i6th, but it is not yet too

late for other motor cyclists to take part in the second
mobilisation test on June 9th. This journal will

present a silver cigarette case to the ridei who makes
the best record as adjudged by the umpire. Write

to-day to Capt. Trapmann, 117, Piccadilly, W.,
sending the prescribed postcard and three penny
stamps for partirulprs of the rendezvous.

Trooper 9eiti.y C. Brjdger, ol Ihe Lancasnire Hussars,wno nas usea
his H h.p Triumph m conjunct on with tbe scouting section of

hl3 rei;imont. We arc told that the experiment has proved
a great success.

L.-Cpl. Thomas (5-6 h.p. F.N.j, L.-Cpl. Gates (8 h.p. Matchless), ana Trooper
Wootton (3) h.p. Rover), who are motor cycle scouts attached to the Loyal

Sullolk Hussars.
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Hub & Countershaft
Gears.

AT last the principle of variable gears, for which

a knot of enthusiasts have fought so hard and

so long, is accepted ; and the arena is changed.

We no longer struggle for the adoption of a variable

gear as an integral item of every refined tourist specifi-

cation ; but we contend whether a hub gear or a

counter-shaft gear is preferable.

The purpose of this article is to suggest that,

although there is a distinct opening for good counter-

siiaft gears at the present moment, the hub gear

should eventually sweep the boards.

For the moment the dominant prejudice is probably

in favour of counter-shaft gears. The first counter-

shaft gears enjoyed quite an enviable record. Though
lhe\ were mostly fitted to \ery primitive tricars, and
utilised via a ridiculously fierce and microscopic cone

clutch to connect up the power of a crude and slogging

single-cylinder engine, they never occasioned serious

trouble.

A Seven Year Old Gear Box.

Wear was slow, and often confined to the keys and
keyways of the gearshafts. I inspected quite recently

a sample of the Humber two-speed gear box, as

applied about 1906 to a 5 h.p. single-cylinder Olympia
tandem, and the tool marks were still perceptible in

places on the gear wheels, while new keys and key-

ways represented the sole replacements in a life of

nearly seven years. Such experiences become public

property, and have induced a certain' prepossession in

favour of counter-shaft gears. Other facts have also

to he taken into consideration. The counter-shaft

gear usually permits easier ac(.'essibility of the rear

wheel ; and in most cases it doubles the belt life by

employing a 6in. or 8in. pullev in lieu of the normal
4/4iii. type.

On the other hand, more than two speeds are

ideally desiralilc for most purposes. The contrast

between ticking along at 30 ni.p.h. on a 3 to i gear

and rattling along at the same .speed on a 5 to r gear

can only be realised by owners of three-speeded

machines. These two ratios are most desirable for

solo work, while occasional emergencies further de-

mand a still lower gear, say of 7 to i in solo work
and of 9 or 10 to i in sidecar work. Even a four

speed hub gear is by no means a distant possibility,

and as soon as the riding public is educated up to a

four-speed hub, it will refuse to buy any gear pro-

viding fewer ratios.

As Reliable as a Magneto.

At present there are only a few detail complaints
brought by practical riders against the three-speed
hull gear. It has thoroughly pro\ed its reliability in

many a searching public test, and so long as it is kept
oiled, and its spindle is prevented from revolving by
proper attention to the locking devices, it is probably

BY "IXION

as reliable as a magneto or a carburetter—which in

these days is high praise indeed. We should only

complain that the oil-retaining devices are inefficient,

and that lubricant messes up the neighbourhood of the

back wheel and gets on the tyre ; that the control

devices might possibly be stronger; that in some
instances we cannot get sufficiently low bottom ratios

without screwing out the engine pulley flange to

suicidal dimensions ; that it is a most toilsome business

to remove the wheel to change a tyre ; and that the

gear controls need adjusting with rather tiresome

frequency, albeit the adjustment is quite easy.

All these trifles can easily be remedied, and, with-

out doubt, improvements will come very speedily

indeed. To facilitate removal of the rear wheel some
quick detachment joint will probablv be incorporated

in the control rods, so that the adjustments all

remain in statu quo, and the wheel will be as readily

detachable as that of a single-geared T.T. mount.
The oil-retaining properties of the hubs will be per-

fected, so that the wheel keeps cleaner and requires

less attention from an oil gun (at present half the

oil injected is wasted) ; and hubs will be marketed
with a greater reduction for sidecar work.

The Hub Gear of the Future.
From the technical aspect, se\'eral valuable advances

are inevitable. The first is the probable provision of

a fourth speed, which will be invaluable in sidecar

work with a single-cylinder engine, and in solo work
with a low-powered engine.

Most of the hub gears at present on the market
dodge certain difficulties of design by carrying the

clutch beyond the gears, instead of at the belt drum
end. This is equi\alent to placing the clutch of a

motor car on the propeller-shaft. It means that the

gear, and not the clutch, bears the brunt of the shock
of engine e.\plosions, and this explains why it is not

advisable to fit chain drive to existing hub gears. The
strain on the clutch when the low gear is in opera-

tion is tremendous. But a hub gear runs more slowly

than a coimter-shaft gear; it should therefore wear
longer.

We may hope, therefore, that we shall e'sentually

be offered a neat, oilproof four-speed hub gear, com-
pletely reliable, and of light weight and practically

everlasting wear, with the addition that its presence
will not hamper remo\al of the back wheel, e.xcept by
demanding the loosening of two snick joints in th«

control rods. Finallv', this gear will allow us to use

a 6in. pulley, which with a 2oin. belt drum (the

largest diameter permissible on a 26ii>, wheel) will give

us ratios of, say, 3J3, ^^i, 6%, and 10 to i, so en-

abling a lightweight to travel on level roads at over

50 m.p.h. and climb any hill, or a 354 h.p. to take a

sidecar anywhere with speed and certainty, and aver-

age well over legal limit with ease.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

The Problem of the Automatic Carburetter.

Sir,—Referring to the tetters published in The Motor
Cycle for May 23rd, I am now a strong believer in the
Binks two-jet automatic carburetter. I have failed to get

anything like equal results out of two other makes. I do
not see what Mr. Pickett has got to object to in Mr. Charles
Binks's letter. I can rather sympathise with the latter in

having to enter into a controversy with a gentleman like Mr.
Pickett, who apparently knows very little about the subject.

In your leading article on automatic carburetters I think
you hit the nail right on the head.

CHAS. W. REYNOLDS.

Fifteen Miles with a Broken Valve.

Sir,—The other day I was out for a run on an old 3j Piex

when the stem of my exhaust valve broke, leaving about an
inch and a quarter between it and the tappet. I had no
tools except an adjustable, spanner, with which I changed
over the valves. The inlet now became automatic, and by
taking rubber tube from generator, pushing one end of it

up on valve stem, which it fitted tightly, and tying it

around the contact breaker cover, I extemporised an inlet

.spring. The machine, being warm, started easily, and I did
fifteen miles in an hour and a quarter. Perhaps the tip

may save some of your readers a weary push of many
miles. WILLIAM A. RYAN, Jun.

'

Tyres for Motor Cycles.

Sir,—We were very pleased to notice the remarks made
by " Ixion " op page 528 of your issue of May 16th.
We have felt for a long time that for the present high-

powered motor cycles a heavy tyre is required to obtain
the necessary wearing powers, comfort, and immunity from
punctures. For this reason we have spent a year or two
in scientific experimenting to obtain the best possible tyre,
practically regardless of cost.

As you know, this is being put on the market this year
in the shape of our new or No. 1 pattern, and the demand
lias proved that a number of riders are prepared to pay a
good price for a reliable article. We know that the tyre
is certaiulv higher in the first cost than some other makes,
but the first cost is the last. W. AND A. BATES, LTD.

The Danger oi Uncontrolled Dogs.

Sir,— I see a letter uiidei- above heading in your issue of
•May 23rd, and can sympathise with the writer. lu this country,
where the dog tax is le.-^s than in England, only 2s. per
dog, and 6d. for stamp, these curs constitute a regular
reign of terror for motor cyclists. A short time ago I was
driving my nearly new triumph about 15 m.p.b. up a
slight liill, when a large sheep dog suddenly jumped out of
a hedge and charged my front wheel. I was smashed down,
and lay with my right thigh pinned between the tank and
the ground. Front wheel was so badly buckled that a new
one was necessai'y, and four spokes and cyclometer broken.
New lamp and luarn broken up, spring forks twisted and
broken, and ball bearing joint bent. Number plate and
spindle also injured, besides other slight injuries. My coat
was torn, and a hole sawed through the toe-cap of one boot
by running lidl. Fortuna'tely ] escafied personally with
some bad birnses. Could you kindly inform me whether
1 have not a claim on owner of this dogV He promised to

pay at the time, but I hear since that he is now iii_ a

different frame of mind. I have a witness, a push cyclist,

who was behind me and saw the whole thing. A few suc-

cessful prosecutions would do a lot to get rid of this

nuisance. I believe the repair bill will amount to about
£2 10s. or £3. The dog was killed. (Dn.) S. A. D'ARCY.

Clones, Co. Monaghan, Ireland.

[Our correspondent certainly can claim damages if the dog
is known to be vicious.

—

Ed.]

Sir,— I feel sure that the letter of Mr. F. W. Applebee
in The Motor Cycle of May 23rd, with reference to the dog
nuisance, will appeal strongly to every motor cyclist and
indeed every cyclist also.

There is no doubt that the danger is a very tangible one,

and when we consider that many valuable lives have been
lost through either the aimless wandering or the vicious

propensities of such animals over our roads, it is certainly

time that the A.C.U. took some definite steps in regard to

the matter. Of my own personal knowledge I can speak'
of weekly, often daily, spills occasioned to riders in this

district (Dudley).
In my own case, with a twenty-five years' road experience,

the majority of my spills have been due to the (in most
cases) unnecessary dog. Some few years ago I was thrown
from my Triumph by the deliberate charge of a large dog.

I promptly gave the owner notice of my intention to sue

him for all damages sustained, and he immediately paid up.

All motor cyclists should adopt this course, and do as I

should have done, if necessary—fight the matter in the

courts at all cost. The governing bodies of the pastime seem
too apathetic to take action.

Another phase of the question that has always puzzled me
is why the fertile brained iraposer of imperial taxes, who
has set his seal upon the motor industry and its poor
supporters has so utterly neglected so easily exploited a

source of revenue. Is there any connection between this

attitude and the huge number of mixed-breed curs one
encounters in the land of " inteet to goodness, look you" ?

The tax ought to be at least one guinea per animal. This
alone would rid our streets and roads to a large extent of

the wholly unnecessary and undesirable cur. Hygienic
reasons also ought to dictate a substantial depletion of

their numbers.
Some definite action ought to be taken by the A.C.U. , as

it ostensibly caters for the needs of the motor cyclist in

particular. In any event it would be useful if only that type
of dog owner who lacks mental balance, and takes a demented
delight in seeing his dog chase a motor cycle, could be
brought to a clear understanding of what his position is.

SCARLET PIMPERNEL.

Weak Axles on Low-priced Sidecars.

Sir,—In your issue of 23rd May there is a warning
against investing in cheap sidecars. This I heartily endorse.
Last summer I fitted a cheap sidecar sold by one of the
leading motor accessory houses to my 5-6 twin. After
ahout three hundred miles use I fortunately discovered that
the axle proper was onitc loose, and on further inspection
found that it was held in its socket in the tube member
solely by a small pin, the brazing having given up the
ghost. In another few miles it would undoubtedly have
come adrift with possibly serious results. Truly a cheap
sidecar is false economy. A.. WALTER.
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Compfe'e . . 1 5/'

Jackets only - . 9/-

Have you had our

48 PAGE LIST? If

not, write ior one. We
send it post free.

THE "KERRY IDEAL ^*

SUIT
(WATERPROOF).

Price with ordinary overalls £1 13 6

„ trouser overalls, without seat .. £1 16
trouser overalls, with seat .. £2 6

COMPLETE OUTFIT
(WATERPROOF).

FOR LADIES WHEN SIDE-
CARING. Includes Raglan

Jacket and Skirt.

Price

:

£2 12 O.

" KERRY WEAR " combines utility with style, lightness with strength. In every respect it is ideal.

EAST LONDON RUBBER CO.
LONDON : 29. 31, and 33, Great Eastern St., E.G.
BRISTOL : Kerry House. 150, Temple St.

» SHEFFIELD: Kerry House. Fumival St

In answering thi/ advertisement it ii desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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The

a\. o. L^.
again demonstrated its reliability and consistent good running by

GAINING GOLD MEDAL
Have you seen the new A.S.L. with 26" wheels and

improved frame ? Particulars free on request.

Headom.r: 5^ fit. Winchester St., London, EX.
Telei,'. :

'" Infrequent, London. ' 'Phmie :
14'i5 Loidon

\Vuil. ^Vorke: Coriioration St., Stafford.

Showiooms: The Motor MaintcnJince Co.. IP4,

Gt, Portland St., W. Tele. : 46m Mayfair.

Soit' > tents for Manchester & District

:

MaiKhcster Motor Exchange. 82,

Downing St., ArdwicU.

"RIDING
ON AIR."

C.D.C.

" More
Comfortabli

than any

car.

Such

is the

verdict

of the

GLORIA
Sidecar.

We have prepared

a booklet dealing

interestingly with
Gloria Sidecars—

a

postcard will bring

you a copy post free.

Camdridge, April 23rd, 1912.

I am writing to tell you how delighted I am with the sidecar.

My only two passengers tell me that it is more comfortable than any

car, which is more than I have heard said about other sidecars. I

myself have only had a short ride in it, but was very much struck

by the smooth riding.

The combination steers perfectly with hands off. Your patent

attachment appears to set the bicycle in an upright position without

any adjustment. And so 1 remain more than satisfied.

{Tlic original ca7i be seen at our offices.) ^
" "

Gloria Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry.

/?! answering these advcrlisements it is i/c.iiraOle In inrntioii " The Motor Cycle."
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M.C.C. ANNUAL LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN.
H. F. S. Morgan (8 h.p. Morgan runabouti, the first eyclecar driver to arrive R. E. Guest (8 h.p. Matchless siilecari leavin;

in Doncaster.

Sir,-

Pro Bono Publico.

-Have you ever noticed that ^I.C.C. (Motor Cycling

Club) could also stand for " Mai/na Cum Ciira "
? (with great

care), which might insinuate that every trial and all

arrangements made and conducted by the M.C.C. are done
magna cum cura—which I believe is the case—and other

motor cyclists will agree with me.
T. NORJIAN BROWETT.

Power Reqnirsd for Sidecar Work.
Sir,—I notice in a recent issue of Tfie Motor Cycle

the various opinions expressed as to the power necessary to

drive a sidecar combination, and must say I am very much
.surprised at the poor opinion two of your correspondents
hold in respect to the ubiquitous 3^ h.p. model when used
for this purpose.

I ride a 3^ h.p. Triumph, with two speed gear, geared at

ratios of 5 top and 6J bottom (which you will admit are
not very wide ranges, neitlier is the bottom ratio a low
one by any means), and yet I can go anywhere with this
combination, of course within reason, and have never had
either to pedal or shed the passenger.

I am not writing my experiences after a few miles running
e.xtending only one season. I am giving a long and varied
experience, covering thousands of miles over all roads, good,
bad, and indifferent, chiefly covered in the South of Eng-
land, where the roads are by no means level, and yet I have

the Doncaster check.

This private owner has been most successful in competitions of late.

never wished that my machine was an 8 h.p., or anything
like it.

As an example of the reserve of power in my machine, I

would instance such runs as Eastbourne and back on top

gear, which I did only the other day, also to Brighton, and
in fact any road with a gradient up to 1 in 15 can be takei:

on the top gear, and with the low gear I have yet to find i>

main road hill I can't climb, and when I say I frequenth
travel on the Hastings Road, which incorporates River Hill

a 1 in 9.9 gradient at the bend, and a mile long, I think )

need not have much fear in this respect. Only the oth;-i

day (Whit-Monday) I thought I had discovered its " Water
loo " by undertaking the ascent of the road from Folke
stone Harbour up the Leas, a gradient which, I think, musi
be quite 1 in 7, if not less, but I ascended two up quite
comfortably. I do not say there are no limits to a 3Ji h.p
machine, because there undoubtedly are, but what I will

say is that from my own personal experience, which I think
can easily be endorsed, this type of machine, with a two oi

three speed gear, will take a sidecar anywhere in reason,
with two up, at an easy average of twenty miles an houi

J. SUMJIERS.

Sir,—1 am afraid that the views of some of your lucky
correspondents who can afford 8 h.p.. two or three speed out
fits costing £80 or £90, are needlessly discouraging to other.s

who can only afford, say, a third of that sum. I only paid
£22 for my machine at Robertson's. It is a 1910 3^h.p. twin

LONDON-

EDINBURGH

RUN.

Signing the

control sheet at

Northallerton,

Yorks. The com-

petitors are F.

Smith (Clyno)

and J. J. Day

(31 h.p. Brad-

bury.)
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Peugeot with single gear, and it does not look so pretty

as when its career began, but it pnlls my sidecar and
passenger nearly anywh,ire. It has climbed the north side

of Brockley Hill with self (eleven stone seven pounds) and

passenger ("twelve stone) on a 5-| to 1 gear without assistance.

It will touch 35 m.p.h. nn the sprhit, so we need not take

tlie dust of many cars. I am thuioughly satistied, and am
seriously thinking of light-^ning my machi;ie by discarding

the pedal gear, for which I have very little use.

LE 2684.

Sir,—I purchased a 1911 model two-.speed Huniber motor
cycle a^t \Vhitsun last year and li;;ve had i:o uiei-hanical

troubles since, although t have dor.e over 3.0C0 miles in this

neighbourhood, mostly with a .-ridrcar (not by j'.iiv means a

flat countiy, as vou know), including one or twr) long tours,

namely, riri Lyme llegis and the coast I'oad to Bturuemoulh.
Southsea, Briglilon and bat;k. On this occasion my brother
accompanied me, and we look enough luggage for a fort-

night's holiday.

Some months ago I had the engine down and what little

carbon there was was removed, and, as an example of

Humber reliability and the power developed by their 3i h.p.

engine, I am pleased to say that recently I climbed Haldon
Hill -with a passenger eleven stones and myself twelve and
a half stones, total weight all up over 6 cwts.

Tile hill rises 780 odd teet in a mile and two-fiflhs, and
has gradients of 1 in 7, 1 in 9, "and 1 in 11, and a few yards
below the summit is 1 in 13. The engine is geared 4^ to 1

^1

*4

C. W. Mayer and his 3^ h.p. Humber sidecar,

on top and 9 to 1 on bottom. The hill has a very nasty hair-

pin bend about a hundred yai'ds from the bottom and at the
steepest part, and the whole road is one of continuous
corners, but tlie engine simply romped round the bends, and
we kept up a speed of seventeen miles an hour all the time,
excepting at the hair-pin bend, which we took at fifteen

miles an hour (by Smith speedometer), and. in spite of
sucli a grind uphill, the machine got into high gear at the
top of the liill and went away without any suspicion of
knocking.

I may say that when we started for the climb the weather
was hot and muggy, and I did not believe wc should be
successful, but the way the untuned engine roared up was
simply— well, "marvellous"; that sums it up.

Aly passenger was very sceptical at the commenoement,
but he admitted that he had had an eye-opener this time.
I am Ko plc;iscd with my 19U model that I shall leave well
alone arul not trouble about getting a 1912 machine as I
inleiideil doing.

I need scarcely add that I have no commercial interest in
the firm whatever, hut write as a satisfied customer.

CHAKLKS W. .MAYER.

yir,—Taking into consideration all that has been written

against the 3^ h.p. combination, I think a good deal of

injustice has been done to it. I myself, who am only able

to motor cycle at w'eek-ends and holidays, wanted an inexpen-

sive running mount. .My friends said, "Get a 6 or 8 h.p.,

or you will always be walking up lulls." Others said the

same, only with a speed gear and so on. until at last I began

to think of giving up the pastime, as I could not ailord a

£70 or £80 turnout, and did not much care about riding

alone (clubs, I consider, are not for the pleasure-seeker).

'However, before giving it up, I was determined to give my
3.^ h.p. (1911) a trial with a sidecar, with the result that I can

(limb any ordinary hill with as much speed as any reasonable

being wishes. I have ridden now with the combination over

2.000 miles, and have never experienced mechanical trouble,

but have had punctures galore (I am going in for a steel-

studded back tyre when my present one has expired). Taking
all in all, 1 am perfectly convinced that a 3^ h.p. and sidecar

is "It" for those who are in the same position as myself,

provided they have a two or three-speed gear (and a good
one at that), with a light but strong sidecar. One might
compare us with a 15 h.p. car. and the powerful Enfield,

Matchless. Zenith, and Indian, etc.. with the beautiful 50

h.p. Rolls-Royce, Daimler, or Napier. They all go well, and
yon can gpt practically the same pleasure from all, except that_

one is liKe dropping half-sovereigns as you ride along and
the other sixpences—but you only get the same result.

My contention -is that if you live or are continually

riding, in such counties as Devonshire and Somerset, or in

Wales, you must have a good 6 h.p. with a three-speed gear,

but if only a week-ender, do not waste money, as the 3^ h.p.

will do all you want of it. Those who are hesitating on
account of this unsettled question do not know what they are

losing. Finally, treat a motor cycle well, and like a horse

—

it pavs you in the end.
KNIGHT OF THE ROAD.

[A number of other letters oir this subject are unavoidably
held over until next week.

—

Ed.]

Petrol Consumption.

Sir,—With reference to the report in a recent issue of the

Oxford M.C.C. consumption trials, it would be interesting

to learn from Mr. Askew and the other competitors the

make of carburetter fitted and any adjustments or special

fakes used. In these days of dear petrol the poorer brethren

amongst us would be glad of a tip. I find an average of

90 m.p.g. for a Oj- h.p.- is about the most. With respect to

"J.G.B.'s" query re Fafnir, governed on the inlet, it is a

wonder to me that this engine is not more used. I have
had one in use for many years, and it seems as good as

new. The mileage must be over 30,000. W.L.B.

A Magneto Experience.

Sir,—May I be permitted to state a little experience
which has happened to me this week, and which, if pub-
lished, may be borne in mind by other motor cyclists when
they are jierplexed on account of misfiring by their engine
from a cause most elusive to trace. In no book of hints,

either by the cycle manufacturer or the magneto maker, did
I find this referred to.

I was troubled with misfiring and endeavoured to trace
it. I changed plug, dismantled contact breaker of mag-
neto, cleaned and adjusted points, took down carburetter,
blew out petrol pipe, and cleaned jet. Still the misfiring
continued. I took out plug again, connected it to cable from
magneto, pedalled machine, and got, what appeared to be,
a good spark. I set points of plug a little closer and cleaned
it well. Misfiring still continued. Now I unscrewed carbon
holde .of magneto, and, behold, the carbon was missing I

The spring holder was still there, and this was, evidently, in
occasioiinl contact with metal segment of slip ring, and so
accounted for the mysterious misfiring.

To get up the carbon was the next job—it was lying at the
base of magneto. I elicited the help of a mechanic, who,
wjth dexterous manipulation of a piece of rag, pushed round
the ring by a' bent spoke, was able to get hold of the
naughty carbon. This, instead of being its [iropcr length of
l^in.. or thereabouts, was only iin., so I concluded that by
reason of its being so short it was not firmly held against
slip ring by the spring, and hence bcu'ug sla'ckly helcl had
shaken out of the spring holder and dropped down. Moral :

Periodically examine carbons to see they have not worn too
short, and always carry a spare one. L. WHEELER.
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Just Glance at this Map !

It tells its own Story.

LONDON -EDINBURGH RELIABILITY TRIAL.

Next time be wise before the Event Specify Tyres made by

THE HUTCHINSON TYRE CO., 70, BASINGHALL ST, LONDON, E.C

'^rfj*isiJiienf it ?.? <irsij-ah.'f^ tu 11,4 n.h^ 'j'hf Mf,f4.r Cu'i"
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6 GOLD MEDALS
M.C.C. London—Edinburgh Trial.

Five Royal Enficlds competed: four 2| h.p. two-speed and Free-engine

models—one 6 h.p. Sidecar combination.

All Qualified for Gold Medals.

Two of the above machines also competed in the

return journey and finished successfully w^ithout

trouble or n\ishap. The sidecar machine carried

the driver and two passengers for a considerable

part of the v^ay.

These consistent successes of Royal Enfields are

worthy of the famous **made like a gun" n\achines.

For Speed, Silence, Flexibility, and Absolute
Reliability, the Royal Enfield has been justlytermed
"the most perfect motor cycle ever produced."

i^BS
'^AOE LIKE A ^^

I II iiiii'irii ihij Ihin advcvl'istmail it is dainMe lu niinl'ioii " Tlic Muhir (fi/rle."

I
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Salisbury to Exeter.

Sir,—I believe tliat the usual route between Salisbury
and Exeter is via Shaftesbury, Yeovil, Chard, and Honiton.
May I suggest an alternative, and, to my mind, an infinitely

better, one, viz., Shaftesbury, Wincanton, Sparkford, Lang-
port, Taunton, Wellington, and CuUompton? Although only
a feAv miles further, the difference in gradients is remark-
able. The severity of the foiTner route has often been re-

corded in Tlie Motor Ctjcle. The latter contains nothing
on the down journey beyond Shaftesbury that even a push-
bicycle cannot mount with comparative ease, and on the
return trip a fifty yarcl pitch out of Xangport and Shaftes-
bury Hill (on both routes) are the onlv gradients worthy of

the" name.
"

WESSEa.

Should Ladies Race?
Sir,—Permit me, as one who has done a fair amount of

motor cycling, to reply to your editorial on ladies riding in

hill-climbs. When a lady enters for this type of competition,,
she thoroughly understands -the risks she runs. Why this

outcry when she is prepared to take them for sheer love

'of the sport; and the few ladies who at present enter for

hill-climbs are quite as capable as the average male com-
petitor. (Mrs.) MABEL HAEDEE.

Sir,-^I was sorry to read your recent leaderette " Should
Ladies Race? " My personal opinion is, provided the lady
has sufficLent nerve and confidence, there need be no fear of

her coming to grief. One must realise that in almost every
sport there is a certain amount of risk. One hears little or
nothing of the accidents that occur to expert motor cyclists

at almost every race meeting, but because a lady has been
unfortunate enough to have a spill, it seems as if the whole
community are against ladies racing. It would be interesting

to have other lady motor cyclists' opiiiions.

(Miss) LOTTIE BEREND.

Sir,—Should ladies race? Certainly not! Anything
more exciting than pushing a perambulator should be
instantly suppressed. No wonder Mr. Stiggins of The
Motor Cycle can find many supporters to his views. Who
would not applaud such laudable sentiments ?

As to the appearance of the lady competitors, can they
be worse than that of some of the men ? We have all seen
men at hill-cbmbs wearing garments that, if not exactly
hideous, are certainly most—unladylike. We, poor souls,

cannot have a mild spurt or an occasional fall without call-

ing forth reams of protest as to our lack of self-restraint.

Surely he must have noticed that the type of lady that
competes m speed contests does not indulge in hysteria, but
perhaps he has been too busy watching the spread eagle

621

effect to observe anj'thirig ^0 trifling. If he dislikes to see
ladies riding (I should say women, for, of course, no lady
would want to ride), why does' he not stay at home ? He
might while away his time helping with the houseworjc, or,

failing that, a periodical that I am certain would afford him
interest is "The Sunday School Recorder," but no doubt
he is already familiar with that. At any rate, please let

him refrain from writing on us—may I say ?—sportswomen
;

his remarks make us so tired.

(JIiss) MAY WALKER. "

Improving Mackintosh Leggings.

Sir.—In your issue of ilay 30th, page 585, I notice
"Ixion's" comments on improving mackintosh leggings. Per-
sonally. I consider these most unhealthy, and have improved
them out of existence, having for many years past worn either
Burberry garments (which are rain but" not airpvoof), or ebj
a. similar material know.n as Gaberdine, built into overalls
by my own tailor. These, far from splitting at the first time
of mounting, will last out two years' hard wear, and even
then be good enough tor occasio'nal use. I get them made
so that they can be pulled over a reasonably large shoe (per-
sonally I wear No. 9's of generous width) and I do not find
it necessary to have any clips or buttons up the side of the
calf, 'lliis does away with all stooping over to fasten same.
As to the leather straps under the instep, I have long ago

abandoned tliese. and instead have sewn on a double thick-
ness of stout flat elastic band (known as garter elastic. Hoii';
foif ipii Dial !/ pense) which gives to the boot when palled
over, and then holds the spat down neatly over the shoe iii

a way no ieather could be expected to. In addition to tliis.

the elastic wears almost as long as the overalls, and can he
easily replaced, whereas leather, from continual soaking and
drying, soon rots. VAGRANT.

Road Conditions between Kew and Richmond.
Sir,—I have read with interest of the feats of the experts-

in climbing Honister and other "impassable" (?) tracts
of road, but in my own humble opinion I have beaten all

these records. I am the proud possessor of one of th;
ancients—to wit. an accumulator ignition Rover. B.C. 1£06

—

and have on this machine ridden over the London Road
between Kew and Richmond, only having been thrown off

the machine once. I passed in safety half a mile of road (?

)

outside Kew Gardens with holes four to five inches deep
every foot or so. but near the gates I fell into a pit, being
hurled clean oft the bicycle. Truly Suwev is a great county '

IN.JllRED ANCIENT
[We should advise our correspondent to communicate with

the R.A.C. to bring pressure to bear on the authorities
concerned.—En.]

LE GRAND PRIXTJE CHAMPAGNE FOR MOTOR CYCLES.
(1) StoBel (Alcyon) at speed in Le Grand Prix de Champagne for motor cycles. (2) Espanet on a Magnal-Debon.

i'5
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HILL-CLIMB AT HARLEY BANK.
Well- organised Event held by the Birmingham M.C.C.

- ' _ W. Owen on a similar machine second and third. F. G-
Edmond and V. Busby came up well on the little 2 h.p.

Humbers, but J. St. Jolin failed. H. C. Newman was using
the Brampton gear, described on page 610, on_ his Ivy-
Precision^ and spoke of it in most complimentary terms.
He also used it at Leathley Bank with success. . .

Cl.vss II. Toming singles between 350 and S60 c.c.—This
class produced some excellent riding, H.C. Newman (3-^

Ivy-Precision) made fastest , time. J. Woodhouse (Regal-
Precision) was second, while T. Pollock (3^ James) and C. T.

Xewsome (3^ Rover) tied for third ]'lace.

Class III. For ladies.—There were only two competitors
in this class, and, as might have been expected, Jliss -\I.

Hind (5 Rex) made fastest time, but JNIiss G. L. IJutterfield

went up very well on her 2^ Levis; in. fact, this little

machine and the 2^ Levis ridden by H. Newey created a

very good impression. The latter especially had a very
healthy biuk.

. Class IV. T.T. lightweights (1912 regulations).—As in

Class I., F. Ball (23" Douglas) was fastest, with P. W.
Owen (2j Zenith) and J. J. Woodgate (2-^ Singer) second
and third. H. V. Colver (2| Enfield) came up well, but
changed gear near the top.

Glass V. .Senior T.T. machines (1912 regulations) up to

500 c.c.—li. G. Newman again made fastest time. D. C.

I

Full speed at Ihe bend. F. W. Barnes (Zenith sidecar) with P. Weatherilt as

passenger.

WENLOCK Edge presented an animated appearance
on the 1st inst., when the Birmingham M.C.C.
ran otf their open hill--climb at Harley Bank. The
finishing tape was wisely brought down the hill

some little way to give competitors an opportunity of slow-
ing up before the corner near the top of the hill. This
point IS worth noting. All ^he arrangements were excellent

and the progrannne was expeditiously carried out, while there
were no untoward incidents to mar the afternoon's sport,

though there was plenty of dashing and skilful riding, H.
C. Newman, J. Woodhouse, P. W. Barnes, D. C. Bolton,
and H. Reed being most conspicuous.
There was thunder about, and it looked very stormy, but

the rain held otf till the competition was over, with the
exception of a few drops between four and five o'clock, but
made up for it later, as by seven o'clock it had set in for a
wet evenini:.

C X /-

The j'ormula recommended by T/ic Motor Ci/c/e,

was used.

Class I. Li°Iitweights up to 350 c.c.—F. Ball (2J Douglas)
n.ade fastest time, with F. W. Barnes (2| Zenith) ancT P.

W

T. Silver iQuidranli huzgin? llio

tlic be

corner. Mos( ol the older hands negotiated
nd in tiiis lashion.

E. Winkle (Rollo cyclecar) approaching the bend.

Bolton, whose red Rudge arrived on the step of a Roll.<-

Rciyce, where special fittings were arranged for it, was
second and J. Woodhouse (3i^ Regal-Precision) third.

Class VI. Racing machines, unlimited.—F. W, Barnes
(8 Zenith).' who was very fast on the straight and caveful

at the bend, made fastest time. H. Reed, -whose 8 ])ot

carried sidecar fittings, was second, and H. C. Newman (3i
Ivy-Precision) third. .1). G. BoHon (oJ, iludgr) and H. Newey
(2^ Levis) came up excellently.

Class VII. Siiigle-t.ylinder sidecar machines. ~Thi' speed

of the machines in this i:lass was really extraordinary, F.

VV. Barnes (3^ Zenith sc), II. C. Newuiiin (3i Ivy-Precision
.so.), and .). \Voodhonse (3^ Regal-Precision sc.) maknig fastest

time in the order nanu'd. I'. Piatt had not forgotten to oil

his Bradbury, and we were nearly choked by the .smoke.

Cla.ss VIII. Twin-cylinder sidecar machines and cyclecars,

—Fastest time was made by H, Keed (8 Dot sc). F. W.
Rarnes (6 Zenith sc.) was SL'cond, and the Rollo cyclecar,

diiveii 1),Y E. Winkle, which came up nicely but did not

seem to be nearly so fast as the sidecars, \\as third.

There were numerous spectators to witntss the sport. The
hill was clliciently patrolled by the Shro|.slure Con.stubulary,

assisted by Hoy Scouts. There was very little traffic tn

interfere with the [iroceedings. We were glad to hear in

Much VVenlook that Miss IIoiil'Ii was so fai' recovered from

her f;ill a rortiiight ago thai she was able to leave hospital.

u6
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ENGLISH-DUTCH RELIABILITY TRIAL.
THE BRITISH TEAMS.

FROM time to time we have published particulars

of the English-Dutch International Reliability

Trial, organised by the Dutch Motor Cycle Club,
together with a list of those who had entered. Great
e'nthusiasm has been shown throughout, and there must
ine\itably be many disappointments; as there are to

be oiily three competitors in each class and two
reserves. It will be remembered that the English
teams were to be chosen by ballot, committees of the
leading motor cycle clubs being invited to aid in the
selection of a representati\ e team. Twenty-two clubs

ha\e voted, and the results gi\en below may be con-
sidered as final, as there are only two clubs who
applied for lists of entrants who have not- voted.

These, however, rhust be relied -upon to settle the tie

which occurs in one instance.

The selections are given below, and form a very

representative team. In each case the number of

votes recorded in fa-\our of the rider is gi\-en after

the name.

PRIVATE OWNERS.
Cl.^ss a.—Up to 350 c.c,

Votes.
- - Geoffrey Smith (2| Hnmber) , 21

C. Maurice Down (2| Enfield) 15
F. A. Hardy (Norton) ... 9

Hv F. C. Wasley"{2i Douglas) 9

Reserve :

- J. C. Bennett-Mitchell (2| Douglas) 6

Class B.—340 to 50O c.c.

Vernon Taylor (3r Riidge) ... 20
Fred Dover (3^- Premier) ... ... ... ... " 16
E. Lest«r (3i P. and JI.) ... 10

Reserves :

Seymour Smith (3| Norton) 9
A. E. Uffleman (3^ Humber) 9

Class C—500 to 1.000 c.c.

W. Cooper (3i Bradbury) ... 19
W. 0. Oldman (Bat) 13
C. W. Wilson (Morgan runabout) ... ... 12

Reserves :

H. C. Few (5-6 Clvno) 9
G. B. McKechnie (8 Dot-Jap) 8

Two ladies have signified their inteDtion of accompanying
the party : viz. : Mrs. A. Wade (3| Scott) and Mrs. C. C.
Cooke (3^ Triumph).

TRADE TEAMS.
Class A.—Up to 350 c.c.

Votes.
. 17
. 13

. 10

20
17

11

S

4

20
17

10

7
6

W. W. Douglas (2| Douglas)
R. Holloway (2^- Premier) l

Sam Wright (2J Humber)
Reserves :

Rex JIundy (2^ Singer)
H. Graham Di.xon (22 New Hudson)

Class B.—340 to 500 c.c.

W. F. Newsome (3| Triumph)
W. Pratt (3r T. and Ji.)

J. H. Slaughter (3^- L.M.C.)
Reserves :

George Brough (3^ Biough)
F. C. North (3i Ariel)

Class C—500 to 1,000 c.c.

Frank Smith (5-6 Clvno) ...

F. W. Barnes (5 Zenith) .:. ... ,

- .;.

F. A- Applebee (3^ Scott)

Reserves :

Hugh CJibson (3-^ Biadburv)
W. H. Wells (7 Indian)

Ma.ximum votes possible, 22.

The trial commences at 8 a.m. on Monday, August
5th, from Amsterdam, and the distance of the trial,

is approximately 160 miles. There is only one severe

hill on the course, the "Grebbe," but we would
advise competitors to take every precaution with their

mounts, for the Dutchmen are keen and very careful.

The trip, which is to occupy four or li\e

days, will be an inexpensive one, an.d those . who
have not been chosen for the teams will do well to

accept the Dutch Club's invitation to accompany the

international team. Their performances will be

checked and subsequei^tly announced. Any trade

entrant who has not been chosen and will not journey

over to Holland may have his entry fee returned on
application. Circular number plates as used in

the T.T. will be issued to the team during this

month.

We hear from Mr. Citroen, the Dutch Club secre-

tary,, who initiated the idea and who is in charge of

the organisation, that the Dutch entries are coming
in w'ell. The Holland agents of the N.S.U. Co. have
entered Gassert, the T.T. rider, for the Dutch team.

AUTO CYCLE UNION NEWS.
The CHAiRMiN" OF THE COMrETITIONS SrB-criHIITTEE.—The

Rev. E. P. Greenhill has been elected chairman of the

Competitions Sub-committee of the A.C.U. for 1912.

-T.T. Racks Officials.—Subject to confirmation by the

(Jeneral Committee of the Union, Captain D. F. NichoU.
Pi.A., has been appointed judge for the Tourist Trophy
Races, and Major F. Lindsay Lloyd, E.E., and the Rev.
E. P. Gireenhill assistant judges. These gentlemen will be
aided in their duties by an examination committee of which
Captain H. E. Davidson, R.E., has been invited to act as

chairman, who will report to them the results of their

examination. Messrs A. V. Ebblewhite and F. T. Bidlake
will be the timekeepei-s. while Mr. Ebblewhite will also act

as starter. The clerk of the course will be Mr. J. R. Nisbet,
who so efficiently filled that office last year.

Regulations affecting Permits for Open Hill-clijibs.—
Further to ensure the safety of both competitors and spec-

tators at open hill-climbs, it has been decided that no permit

will be granted when the hill chosen is not safe in the

opinion of the Competitions Committee, and no permit will

be gi'anted if more tha^l one competitor at a time is started

up the hill. A special form to be filled in by clubs applying
for permits will shortly be got out, and permits will' only

be granted if the rules are sent with the application and
the hill chosen is stated.

Flexibelity Hill-climbs.—The A.C.U. will in all pro-

bability organise one or more flexibility hill-climbs, of

which details will be published at a later date. The outline

of the scheme is that the machines will be divided up into

classes, only the top speed will be used, and the gear ratios

to be employed in each class will be decided on. The
slowest machine in each class will be adjudged the winner.

The M.C.C. Team Tri.\l for "The Motor Ctcle " Cup.
—Mr. I. B. Hart-Davies has been invited to act as judge
nominated by the A.C.U. for this competition to take nlace

in Northants on June 15th.

B9
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CQQRENTf
TIME TO LICHT
June 6th

„ .8th

,, 10th
„ 12th

annual T.T. aud Summer Number.
' On Tlmrisday, June 27t)i. one day
before the Junior T.T. Eace, a special
T.T. and summer number of Thv Motor
OycU will be published.

London-Coventry Trial Results.

_
A. C. Eobbins (3^ h.p. Humber and

sidecar) was the actual winner of the
special prize for best performance by a
member of the N.W. London M.C.C. in
the open class, not J. E. Haswell as
stated la«t week.

The Arthur Moorhouse Memorial Fund.
W. Pratt advises us that the following

donations have been received by him
since the publication of the last li.st :

E. M. Marians £110
F. W. Barnes ... .:. 1 1
J. J. Wheeldon ... 1 1

M.C.C. Team Trial.

The Streathani and District JVI.G.C. and
the Leicester JM.C.C. have decided to send
teams for the above club championship
3vent for The Motor Cycle cup on June
I5th, bringing the total to twenty-six.
Competitors must report themselves to
the chief marshal by or before twelve
o'clock at the Wheatsheaf Hotel, Daven-
try. The competition will start at 1 p.m.
sharp, so, there will be no time to waste
vyith such a host of competitors. Tlie
list of entries as it at present stands is

jiven below:

Bedfordsliire and District M.C.C.
Birmingham M.C.C.
Bristol M.C.C.
Bristol C. and M.C.C. '

Derby and District M.C.C.
Coventry and Warwickshire M.C
Essex M.C.
Jlerts County M.C.C.
'Liverpool M.C.C.
Luton and South Bedfordshire M.C.C.
Mersey M.C.
Motor Cycling Club.
Northants M.C.C.
Norwich and District M.C.C.
Norfolk M.C.C.
K<]rth-wcst London M.C.C.
.Nottingham and Di.strict M.C.C.
North Middlesex M.C.C.
Ilxford M.C.C.
South I'.irniingham M.C.C.
SliL'iheld and ITallamshirc M.C.C.
Sutton Coldficld aid Mid-Warwickshire

A.C.
Walth.-uiistow M.C.
Wolverhampton M.C.C.
Streatliam and District M.C.C.
Leicester M.C.C.

'J'hc above entries total twenty-six. jjate

entiicH will he accepted at £3 3s. up to

Saturday next.
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SPECIAL FEATURES.
INCOMPLETE FOURTH STROKE.

FRENCH ROAD RACE.
HUB AND COUNTER.SHAFr GEARS,

SATURDAY'S COMPETITIONS
{ illustrated;.

Notable Hil'- climbing Feats.
" Spion Kop," Paignton, was recently

climbed by Beg. Holloway on a standard

3^ h.p. clutch model Premier, with a

sidecar attached, and taking as a passen-

ger Mr. H. ¥. Benny (captain Torbay
and District M.C.C.) The combined
weight of rider and passenger was
21 stones 9 lbs., and the gear used 5 to 1.

The hill is about two hundred yards
long, and averages 1 in 4. This is believed

to be the first clean ascent of the bill by
a passenger combination.

Last week, W. F. Newsome, driving

a 3^ h.p. 1912 single-geared Tnumph and
sidecar, took three passengers up Stone-

leigh. the Coventry test hill,' the com-
bined weight being almost 40 stones.

'</

T.T. fund.

Recent donations to the Tourist Trophy
Fund are as under: Mrs. Schulte £3 3s.,

.Miss Muriel . Hind £1 Is., and the
Coventry and Warwickshire .Motor Club
£2 2s.

Another Stolen Machiae.

A 1911 free engine Triumph, engine
No. 12,699, machine No. 173,321, fitted

with a Cmvey speedometer, and having a

broken back stand, also a sit of fawn
o\'eralls, were stolen from Stanley
House, St. Andrews, Pollokshields,
Glasgow, between six o'clock on Satur-
day, May 25th, and eleven o'clock on
-Sunday, May 26th. The owner, Mr.
J. B. Wharrie, is offering £5 for infor-

mation leading to the recovery of the
machine.

T.T. Newj.

Messrs. Ebblewhite and Bidlake will,

in all probability, take the times tor the

Junior and Senior T.T. races in the Isle

. oi Man. The official hotel will be "The
Sefton." As regards transport arrange-

ments, both the Midland . and I.C.M.
iSteam Packet Companies will endeavour,

it possible, to accommodate the machines
on the upper decks of the steamers, and
everything . possible will be done to

render the transport of the machines as

safe and as easy as possible.

..\

HILL-CLIMBING EXTRAORDINARY.
After the London-Eilinbureh Run, P. PIfttt, one of tlie successfnl compotilors, drove liis 3! h.p. Bradbury

up Nottingham Place, Edinburgh, a steep acclivity, with six passonKors on board.
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Lcndon-Edinburgh Run.
Two Hazlewood machines were ridden

in the London-Edinburgh Return Journey
Conipetition and both riders, A. Wals-
grove and F. Begley, were successful in
obtaining gold medals.

The Indefatigable Motor Cyclist.

ilotor cyclists appear to be indefatig-
able. Several return journey men rode
twenty or thirty miles home "after finish-

ing the London to Edinburgh run on
Monday, the 27th ult.

Doncaster and District M.C.C. Reliability

Trial.

The results of the trial on Whit-ilonday
are as follows : 1. F. H. Dunstan, lost

no marks ; 2, A. Stacey, lost three : 3,

T, H. Dew, lost four; 4, J. A. Bassett,
~ lost eight.

Inter-club Hill-climb at Oakamoor.
On Saturday next, the annual inter-

club hill-climbing competition for the
Bolton cup takes place at Oakamoor,
Staffs. The contest is open to the follow-
ing clubs : Derby and North Staffs.

A.C., Jlid. Staffs. A.C., North Staffs.

M.C.C. and the Derby and District
jM.C.C. 'The climb commences at 12
o'clock.

T.T. Entries.

The N.S.U. Co. wish us to correct the
statement that they have entered two
machines for the Tourist Trophy races.

Two N.S.U. machines have been entered
by Gassert—one in the Senior race and
one in the Junior—but this has been
done entirely on his own account, the
machines being in no way entered by
the firm.

Flexibility Trial near Aberdeen.

The Aberdeen and District M.C.C. held

a flexibility trial on the Slug Road on
Saturday last. The winners were : 1,

H. Millar (3 h.p. T. T. Matchless), 5.36;

2. U. F. Davie (3^ h.p. Rudge). 5.12; 3,

3. Corby (3^ h.p. Triumph), 4.61; 4, 'W.

Simpson (3^ h.p. Rudge), 4.45. There
were fourteen competitors. The roads
were in excellent condition, but the
weiither, though dry, was far from warm,
and heavy banks of mist drifting up the

sides of the hill did not help to improve
matters.

G. Duller, a well known jockey, who is as much
at home on his 8 h.p. Chater Lea-Jap as he is astride
a racehorse.

[^TOI^ EJfESflf^

June t^ and 15. —Dublin M.C.C. Open
24 Hours' Reliability Trial.

15.—M.C.C. TE.AM TUIAL FOR
"THE MOTOR CYCLE'
CH.-\LLENGE CUP.

28.—JUNIOR TOURIST TROPHY
R ACE.

„ 29.—North Middlese.\ M.C.C. Open
12 Hours' Reliabil'tv Run

,, 29,—Mersey M.C. Open HiU-cIinib.

luly r.—SENIOR TOURIST TROPHY
RACE.

6.—Dublin M.C.C. Open Hill-cUn

A.C.U. Membership.

Nearly 800 names are down for election
at the next committee meeting of the
Auto Cvcle U
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The Second Mobilisation Test.

There is still a chance for any reader
who desires to take part in the next:
mobilisation test on Sunday, June -9th.

The scheme was explained by our military
correspondent, " Celeriter," in the issue
of May 16tli last.

A Police Trap.

A correspondent informs us that there
is a police trap working between Bristol
and Weston-super-Mare. On entering
Weston lie was stopped by two policemen
and asked for his licence, and informed
that his time had been taken.

A Curious Offer.

We have before noted the unusual
articles which are offered to our adver-
tisers in exchange for motor cycles. A
correspondent writes to say that he has
been offered a complete set of fittings for

a fish and chip shop, but as he is a
metal merchant he does not think that the
fish and chip business would combine w^ll.

Some Contents o£ this Issue.

The results of the London-Edinburgh
Run and also ^ the time and formula
winners in the Birmingham M.C.C.
Harley Bank hill-climb appear in this

issue, besides a description and illustra-

tions of the Grand Prix de Champagne,
and the British teams in the Englisli-
Dutch trial. Brief results of club com-
petitions in all parts are also included.

Care and Despatch at a Hill-climb.

At the Birniingliam M.C.C hill-climb
on Harley Bank 120 entries were run ofl:

in tw'o hours and a quarter. The com-
petitors and machines were weighed at
the top of the hill immediately after

each climb.

Nearly 100 m.p.h.

Under F.A.M. sanction, Ray Seymour,
on a 7 h.p. Indian, at Los Angeles track,
attacked records, and is credited with
covering the first mile in 36|s. = 97.82
m.p.h., if confirmed the fastest speed
ever accomplished on a motor cycle. He
broke all records up to twenty miles, his
average speed being 93^ m.p.h.
Another Indian rider, Lon Claflin, suc-

ceeded in annexing all amateur track
record.'^ from 1 to 17 m.

LE GRAND PRIX DE CHAMPAGNE FOR MOTOR CYCLES. (See next page.)

(1) Verifying the cylinder dimensions of Fenton's Triumph. (2) V. Taylor examining the interior of his engine.
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Le Grand Prix de Champagne.
THE Motor Cyde Gi-and Prix was run off on Sunday

last under bad weather conditions, and was cliietly

noticeable for the troubles experienced by the

English riders, only one of whom (Fentou, Triumph)
completed the course. The course was in the neighbourhood
of Reims. Dixon (New Hudson), after travelling about one
kilometre, suffered a bad fall owing
to his handle-bars coming loose ; this —^-.isc™.^-— - - "- -—.

was curious, as he had tightened them '

overnight ; his fall occurred at about
55 m.p.h., and he cut his leg and
hand rather badly. Cocker (Singer)

was going well, but lost his compres-
sion tap. Vernon- Taylor (Rudge) blew
in the top of Iris piston. Berwick (New
Hudson) blew off his cylinder head
overnight, and though he obtained
another machine for the race his back
cover kept coming off the rim, and he
was thus put out of the race, and
jMundy (vSinger), the remaining English-
man, had a seize after about six kilo-

metres ; surely never was there such a
chapter of accidents.
The English team, however, were

! \

not the onlv ones to have trouble, for

Fay (Rene Gillet) had his front wheel
come out when travelling at close on a
mile a minute. It is a marvel that he
w-as not seriously hurt, but he was
fortunate enough to escape with dam-
aged knees. So much for the troubles.

The Alcyon and Peugeot machines
were particularly noticeable for their

fine and consistent running. Pean,
who proved the winner, on a 2| twin
Peugeot, averaged 41 m.p.h. throughout—a really wonderful
achievement, seeing that some of the corners were so bad
that the competitors were obliged to dismount and run
round. He thus repeated his success in the Circuit de
1 Eure. Gabriel was present to witness the race, but he is

not yet recovered from a fall last week.
Gabriel's new Ti'iumph and finished first

category.' Results ;

Class I.—Up to 300 c.c.

1. Franquebalme (Terrot) ...

2. Cuzeau (Terrot) . . •..,

3. Schwab (Terrot)

h. m. s.

Class II.—Up to 350 c.c.

1. Pean (Peugeot)
2. Lacroix (Peugeot)
3. Desvaux (Peugeot)

7 53
14 43
32 29

Cuzeau (Terrot), rounding one of the numerous bends on the course. He flnished

second in Class I,

Fenton rode
in the third

h. m. s.

.. 3 19 24

.. 3 22 40

.. 3 36 43

Class III.—Up to 500 c.c.

Fenton (Triumph)
Naas (Griffon)

Bloch (Rene Gillet)

General Classification.
Pean (Peugeot) ...

Fenton (Triumph)
Laci'oix (Peugeot)

Vernon Taylor on the T.T. Rudge, though experienc
trouble, managed to accomplish by far the fastest lap,

time being 34m. 20s., = 52.51 m.p.h. For this performa
he annexes the Coupe Hanriot offered for the fastest circ

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

10 3
18 4
28 34

7 53
10 3
14 43

ing
his

nee
uit.

->-•••—<-

T.T. ENTRIES TO DATE.

THE following is a list of entries for the T.T. Races.
In addition to those eiunnerated, up to the time of

going to press, there are twelve provisional entrants
ni the Senior and six in the Junior races, who had

not paid their entry fees. T. Steele cabled his entry from
Johannesburg :

TuK S'exiok Evunt.
Triumph)
jun. (Si

Dot)

J. R. Haswell (3^

J. ii. Alexander
Indian)

H. H. Bowen (3^

N. F. Holder (4 liliiniiield)

S. C. I'erryinan (4 BInmfii-ld)

I. B. 'Hart-Davies (3i
Triuinpli)

F. A. Aliplehec (3i Sc(itt)

IImkIi .Mason (4 Matchii-.ss)

.1. A. llolfniann (3^ Triumph)
F. I'liilipp (3i Seo(t)

Hhimlield, l-td. (4 ISIiiinlield)

i:. I'.. Franklin (3i Indian)
1). (;. Bolton (3i Rudge)
(J'lintin Smith (.'ii 'I'l inni|ili)

<. I!, .\larlin (3i Triumph)
1'. VV. Divcn m Norton)
J. I'.. Hayes [7)1, Cayenne)
Karl (JaHsert (3i N.S.I I.)

Alistcr' Kirk Cil Tri\niipl\i

i-.i ,

G. (JrifHth (3i N.S.V.)
Paul Schn)idt (3-^ N.S.U.)
C. S. Franklin (3i N.S.U.)
A. II. Alexander (3^ Indian)

H. Petty (3i Singer)

J. L. E. Fmersnn (3^ N'rjrlou)

T. Steele (4 Kex)
J. Gibson (3i Trump-Jap)
Cleveland Motor Cycle Co.

(Clevehind)
W. II. Ihi.kle (3i Zenith)
.). VV. Adainsnn (3^ Triumph)
Allen S. Jones (3i Kudge)
VV. Jones (3i Kudge)
J. VVoodliouse (3^ Precisiun)

H. A. Collier (4 Matchless)
C. R. Collier (4 Matchless)
J. F. Sirette (3i twin Indian,
70x54.5 mm.)

Cleveland Motor Co. (one

Cleveland)

Thk Junior R.ick.
P. J. Evans (21 Humber)
Hugh Mason (2|- Newcastle)
S. B. Bailey (2^ Humber)
H. Petty (2i Singer)

J. II. Watson (23 Humber)
U. M. Brown (2 J Humber)
Karl Ga.ssert (21 N.S.C.)
J Stewart (2| Dimglas)
J. I. Walker (2i N.S.U.)
J. Kerr (2i N.S.U.)
Harold Cox (2^ Forward)

T.T. Find.
Donations to the Tourist Trophy Fund have been faiily

luunerous up to tbo present, but as the expense to the
A.C.U. is a very heavy one, turtlier aid is desired.

E. Kickham (2-| Douglas)
H. J. Beal (2^ N.S.U.)
A. E. Woodman (2% Humber)
J. Haslam (2^ Douglas)
Hubert Ellis (2| Nut)
H. C. Newman (2^ Precisi(m)
Rex Mundy (2| Singer)
Vernon Tayhu- (21, (I.K.)

D. R. O'Donovan {2{ Singer)

£ s. d.

IT. P. E. Harding...
J. W. F. Trainner
W. W. Hall
L. Newton V'i/.ard...

Hugli Gibson
'I'll!' Mdlor Cyde ...

Anonymous
(\'imbs. University
M.C.C 110

Herbert E. Brooks 10 6
Price s Candle Co. 5 5

7

1

2 6

5
5

5
40

V^icuuui Oil Co.
E. M. P. Boileau
A. H. Priestley
Mi.ss i\luriel tfind
Mrs. M. Schulte
Continental Tyre Co
Temple Pi'pss, Ltd
A. J. Spr<iston

C<i\'enlry aiul War
wickshire M.C. ..

Dr. Brewerton

£ a. d.

. 5 5

. 10 6

. 10 6

. 1 1 I)

. 3 3
0. 2 2

. 5 5

. 10 6

. 2 2
. 1 1
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M.C.C LONDON TO EDINBURGH AWARDS.
THE following awards were officially given out by

the Motor Cycling Club after the committee meet-
ing on Monday night. For the third year in suc-

cession, G. Brough has won the Motor Cycling Club
Challenge Cup for covering the outward and homeward
journeys most closely to scliedule time—a marvellous per-
formance. The cup now becomes the property of the holder ;

Motor Cycling Club Challenge Cup : Error.

1. G. Brough (3i Brough) ... ...

2. H. Karslake (3^ Roverl Im. 5s.

3. A. C. Robbins (3^ Humber) ikm. 25s.

4. W. B. Gibbs (2| Douglas) 4m. 51s.

Wells Cup, presented by W. H. Wells, and competed for

by a motor cycle and sidecar entered for the single
journey, under the same conditions as the above :

1. F. Smith (5-6 Clvno sc.) "

2. W. Pratt {3i P. and M. sc.) ..". ... . Im. 49s.

0. H. Huckle (Zenith sc.) 3m. 14s.

1. W. A. Jacobs (6 Re.\ Sidette) ... 7m. 20s.

Ci,.\EK Cup, presented by R. 0. Clarli, and competed for
by a motor cycle and sidecar entered for the double journey,
under the same conditions as the above ;

1. F. Smith (5-6 Clvno sc.)

2. A. Abbott [V^ B/adbury sc.) 2m. 29s.

3. T. G. Proctor (7 Indian sc.) ... 7m, 6s.

4. C. F. Halsall (8 Matchless sc.) ... 9m. 20s.

Single .Iotjunky Gold JMkd.als :

H. G. Bell (5-6 F.N.)
Commodore Sir R. IC.

Arbuthnot, Bt,, R.N. (oi

Triumph)
D. S. Baddeley (6 Baddeley)
R. M. Marians (3i P. and M.)

F. E. Wasling (2| Enfield)

W. Price (3i Cleveland)

A. J. Duncan (6 Re.x)

D. Barratt (3^ Triumph)
A. T. Stanton '(3i Bradbury)
A. E. Catt (3^ Triumph)
E. Gwynne (7 Indian)

R. Clark (3^ Rudge)
Stanley Webb (3i Bradbury)
S. Savage (3^- T.T. Triumph)
A. Lister (3i T.T. Triumph)
J. H. S. Letchworth (8 Bat)

A. Peppercorn (3^ Baddeley)

J. Kerr (3^ N.S.U.)
E. B. Dickson (8 Bat)

L. A. Baddeley (3^ Baddeley)
W. Pratt (3i 'P. and M. sc.)

J. Frankenstein (3^ Scott)

G. B. Fry (3^ Quadrant)
J. P. Legrand (6 Rex sc.)

J. Dawson (3^ Triumph)
W. A. Jacobs (6 Rex sc.)

P. D. Walker (3^ T.T.
Rudge)

J. Haslam (6 Zenith)
J. Chater - Lea, jun. (8

Chater-Lea sc.)

J. R. Blackburn (6 Zenith).
G. Wray (3^ Bradbury sc.)

G. A. Reed (2J Humber)
J. R. G. Rowden (3i Tri-
umph)

S. Sawer (Sj Premier)
F. Dover (3^ Premier)
S. T. Tessier (7-8 Bat sc.)

G. P. Howe (3i T.T. Rudge)
A. Mabon (3^ Rudge sc.)

Southcomb May (8 Portland-
Jap sc.)

Elijah Wells (4 L.M.C. sc.)

J. C. Haward (5-6 Zenith sc.)

J. Jewel) (3i P. and M.)

W. H. Wells (7 Indian sc.)

P. Piatt (3^ Bradbury sc.)

G, Stevens (5 A.J.S. sc.)

L. Austin (5 A.J.S. sc.)

L. E. Cass (4^ Quadrant sc.)

R. Lord (6 Rex sc.)

H. A. Siidfeldt (6 V.S.-Jap
sc.)

W. Barratt (3^ Rudge sc.)

J. W. Hewson (5 A..J.S. sc.)

P. G. E. James (7 Indian)
Hugh Gibson (3;^ Bradbury

sc.)
;

Dr. U. B. Howlett (5-5 A.C.) I C. M. Keiller (8 G.W.K,
W. Chater-Lea (8 Chater-Lea)

|

Double Journey JIedals
S. Phillips (2| Douglas)
J. Stevens (2^ A.J.S..
W. Cooper (3i Bradbury)
T. H. Haddock (2^ A.J.S.)
W. P. Tippett (3i Humber)
1). Slatter (2 Alcyon)
E. Pond (3i Rudge)

.

A. J. Dixon (3^ Singer)
P. Shaw (3i P. and M.)
A. V. Deacock (6 N.L.G.)
F. W. Applebee (2J Centaur)
A. Webster (2-^ Hobart)
H. J. Beal (3 N.S.U.)
R. Charlesworth (3^ Zenith)
G. Hoswell (3i T.T. Ariel)
F. J. Watson (3^ Swift)
H. Greaves (2| Enfield)

H. Karslake (3i Rover)
D. Popplewell (3^ Triumph)
F. C. Wasley (2| Douglas)
A. C. Robbins (3;J Humber)
D. H. Noble (3^ Rover)
E. A. Collins (3i Zenith)
W. E. Roots (3i Singer)
W. B. Gibb (2| Douglas)
Kli Clark (2| Douglas]
C. T. Newsome (3^- Rover)
R. Croucher (3^ Abingdon)
C. Hemy (3^ Service)
H. E. Davidson (3^ Kerry)
G. Brough (3^ Brough)
G. T. Gray (i\ Rudge)
S. J. Bellcliamber (3^ Riover)

J. B. Holroyd (2i Moto-
sacoche)

F. Bigley (2| Hazlewood)
J. A. Campbell (3^ Rudge)
G. L. Fletcher (2J Douglas'

H, Le Vack (2^ Motosacoche
H. C. Mills (3i- Premier)
W. F. Guiver (3i Rudge)
S. F. Garrett (3i Premier)
G. Griffiths (3^ AUdays)
A. Walsgrove (2^ Hazlewood)
H. R. Whitraore (3^ Rudge)
J. Sydney (3^ Quadrant)
H. Patterson (2^ Moto-Reve)
hL. G. R. Slingo (3i Rover)

R. E. Guest (8 Matchless sc.)

R. C. Davis (8 Chater-Lea sc.)

A. J. Sproston (3j Rover sc.)

H. P. Beasley (3j Rover sc.)

R. 0. Clark (2J F.N. sc.)

F. E. Pither (6 Enfield sc.)

W. H. Bedford (6 Rex-Jap
.

sc.)

C. W. Meredith (3i Brad-
bury sc.)

H. E. Hull (7 Indian)
F. C. North (3i Ariel sc.)

B. A. Hill (7 Indian sc.)

F. Smith (5-6 Clyno sc.)

H. Huckle (6 Zenith sc.)

A Abbott (3i Bradbury" sc.)

T. C. Proctor (7 Indian sc.)

C. F. Halsall (8 Matchless sc.)

G. Nott (8 Matchless sc.)C. E. Lovett (3^ Triumph)

Cyiihcars.

H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan)
|
J. T. Wood (8 G.W.K.

Silver Medals :

G. Bunn (3^ A.S.L.), 231i

55m.
F. White (6 Rex sc), 23h
9m.

Roy Walker (Si New Hud-
son sc), 23h. 55m.

A. J. Clayton (3^ Humber
sc), 23h. 6m.

->-••«*-<-

HARLEY BANK HILL-CLIMB RESULTS.
BELOW we give the first three competitors as deter-

mined by the formula in Saturday's Birmingham
M.C.C. open hill-climb at Harley Bank, . Wenlock
Edge. The results are subject to cnnfirination by

the committee ;

Class 1.

Fig. of Position.
"Rider and macliiup. Time merit. Time Formula

F. W. Barnes (2| Zenith) ... 58fs. 312 2 1

P. W. Owen (2| Zenith) ... 59^8. 314 3 2

A. J. Dixon (2i-
Singer) ... 64|s. 396 7 3

Class II.

H. C. Newman (3^ Ivy-

Precision) ... 48s. 361 1 1

J. Woodhouse (3-^ Regal-

Precision) ... 50|s. 372 2 2

H. Reed (3^ Dot) 52|s. 391 7 3

Cl-ass III.

Miss M. Hind (6 Rex) 54|s. 830 1 1

Miss Butterfield (2^ Levis) ... lOlfs. 882 2 2

Class- IV.

P. W. Owen (2| Zenith) ... 57s. 292 2 1

J. J. Woodgate (2^ Singer) ... 61s. 390 5 2

F. W. Barnes (2| Zenith) ... 65is. 386 5 3

Rider and machine.

Class V.

H. C. New.nan (3>^ Ivy-Precision)

J. Woodhouse (3^ Regal-Precision)
D. C. Bolton (3-i Rudge)

Class VI.

P. Weatherilt (2| Zenith)
H. C. Newman (3^ Ivy-Precision)

J. Woodhouse (3^ Regal-Precision)

Class VII.

J. Woodhouse (3^ Regal sc.) ...

F. W. Barnes (3^ Zenith sc.) ...

H. C. Newmai- (3^ Ivy sc.) ...

Fig. Positiou
Time. of Time For-

mcrit. mula

47s.

50|s.

48s.

345 1 1

371 3 2

382 2 3

eOJs. 354 11 1

47|s. 360 3 2

£2s. 394 6 3

73|s. 384 3 1

68|s. 412 1 2

69ts. 445 2 3

Class VIII.

F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith sc.) 64s. 621 2i 1

F. H. Southam (6 Zenith sc.) 64s. 525 2/ 2
H. Reed (8 Dot sc) ... .;. ... 59s. £44 1 3

The best figure of merit was made by P. W. Owen in

Class IV.
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DINAS MAWDDWY CLIMBED.
racing motor cyclists, deserve every credit for their fine

performances. A. N. Barrett, a lieavy rider of a 3-^- Rudge
Multi, was almost successful, but all the others were doomed
to failure, which caused no surprise, as this hill, besides
being so exceptionally steep, has a hairpin corner at the
foot, and the surface is covered with loose stones. It is

not an easy matter to steer a straight or comparatively
stiaight course.

Two Members of the Coventry Club accomplish the Feat.

ON .Saturday last the fifth annual Welsh run organised
by the Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club
took place, starting from Coventry at 7 a.m. The
morning's route was to Lake Vyrnwy, the competi-

tors journeying via Coleshill, and joining Watling Street

at Weeford Corner, and then via St. George's, Shrewsbury,
Alberbury, Llansaintft'raid, and Llanfyllin to Lake Vyrnwy.
En route a speed-judging competition was arranged, with
the result that the motor cycle class was
won by J. R. Haswell (two-speed
Triumph sc.) iMr. Geoffrey Smith (2|

Huniber) took times at the secret check
a'nd at the finish, 'whilst Mr. E. J.

Hardy, trials hon. sec, was the time-

keeper outside Shrewsbury.
The following gained souvenirs for

completing the run within five and a
half hours : V. A. Holroyd (Rudge-
Multi), C. T. Lloyd (6 Rex Sidette^,

J. R. Haswell (3i Triumph sc). A,
Elson (4 Singer sc), D. Elson (34
Triumph), E. Martino (3-^ Rudge),
W. G. Blatch (3i Rudge), A. Wright
(3^ Tr-umph), A. N. Barrett (3^
Rudge), A. D. Arter (3-^ James sc),
and W. F. Newsome (3^ Triumph).

E. A. Gorton (6 Rex Sidette) lost his

souvenir by about two minutes, and
reported he had sto>:^ecl. to chat with
Miss Hi"..; in Shr«:'-..sbL^.vy. B. S.

Gorton (3| Rex) was liajf an hour late,

owing to a puncture and broken belt.

E. A. Isherwood (Arden cyclecar) re-

tired in the neighbourhood of Coleshill,

as, unluckily, he lost the fan belt, and
was not aware of the fact until the J
engine commenced to overheat. It took 1 »..
some time to have a new one made, so

he resolved not to continue.
In the afternoon the members of the club (who, with the

car party, numbered over fifty) attempted to climb the
hill leading from Lake Vyrnwy to Bala. This hill has a
gradient estimated to be in the neighbourhood of 1 in 4j,
and rises 1,600 feet. A number of the machines were suc-

cessful, including Holroyd's Rudge, Lloyd's Rex, Haswell's
Triumph sc, Elson's Triumph, Barrett's Rudge, Arter's

James sc, Newsome's Triumph, and Smith's 2| Humber.
Continuing along the stony ridge on the side of the
mountain, which is a route not recommended to be followed
in a hurry or in the dark, the members journeyed to the

Hand Hotel, Llangollen, the headquarters.

The Steepest Hill in Wales.
Next day the objective of the trip, namely, Dinas

Mawddwy, was approached vin Corwen and Bala. The
easy side of Bw'>lch-y-Groes (known as Dinas Mawddwy) was
a foretaste of what was to follow, and a number of the party

came to a standstill. The hilltops were wrapped in mist,

and at some points it was impossible to see twenty
yards. Bwlch-y-Groes rises 1,750 feet in two miles, the

gradient for long stretches being as steep as 1 in 4. It was
intended to hold an impi-vmiptu hill-climb on the southern

side, the prizewinner to be the one who got highest up,

but when W. F. Newsome had reduced his gear to

6-i to 1 and made a clean ascent at the first time of asking,

tlK' competition idea was dropped. This was really a mar-
vellous achievement, and is undoubtedly the first antlieriti-

cated ascent of the moujitain pass. Tho.se who wcnild like

to study the ai^hievement should I'efer to the Contoui' Road
Book, Wi'steri) Division, No. 34, pages 798-9. A ininibcr

of njembeis of the Meiionethshire Motoi' Cycle Chib had
read of tlie Coventry (,'liib's proposed onslaught on this

liill, and had gathered to wittujss the fnn, besides which
two cars conveyed spec^tators to the hill. Most of the other

nieinbcrs of th(' Coventry ('lub had a try, but all were
dtionifd to failni'e exce[)t Sam Wright, whose 32 two-speed
Humber went sailing merrily up the hill in the same way
(rhat it aniiihilatcH every liill that comes within its path.
Hf and Newsome, two veteran reliability trial riders and

H13

At Llangollen. Scene in the Hand Hotel yard.

The scenery on both sides of the pass is magnificent, and
the members were amply repaid for their "exertions. New-
some made a second ascent of the hill at our suggestion,

keeping up a speed of from 15 to 20 m.p.h., and Sam
Wright, feeling that he had so much in hand, attempted to

carry a passenger seated en the carrier, but in this he was
unsuccessful.

A. D. Arter (34 three-speed James sc.) almost reached the

gate, about ^ mile from the summit ; the three-speed 2|
Humber and a Rudge IMulti got to the gate, but there was a

lot more 1 in 4 left.

Immediately the members had had their fill of mountain
climbing it commenced to rain, and a ride home in the
pouring rain, rid Welshpool, Shrewsbury, and Coleshill. will

long be remembered. Who will be the first to take a side-

car and passenger up Bwlch-y-Groes (The Pass of the Cross)?

>-«»«.-<-^

ANGLO-SCOTTISH HILL-CLIMB.
The ahiivi' event t.akes place next Saturday, at 2.50 p.m.,

on Lantuu Hill, near Jedburgh. A team of twelve riders
noniinnted by the A.C.U., whose lianies are given below, will

conipele against twelve riders of the Edinburgh and District

M.C. The lesults will be decided on time and fornnila.

The Aiiglo-Seotlish event will be followed by iin open
hill-clindi. and in the evening the English team will be
entertained at dinner in Edinburgh )iv tlie ICdiubnrgh Clnh.

SiNUI.K-CVr.TNUKUS

W,
J.

II.

iiph)F. Newsome (Triuii

II. Slaughter (L.M.t
,

Berwick (New Hudson
MUT/I'l-CV.LINDHIIS

F.

W.
Jl.

W. Barnes (Zenitli)

E. Cook (A.S.L.)
Reed (Dot)

SlJ)Kt".\RS

F. 'VV. Barnes (Zenith)

The Scottisli team will

Saturda.v uioi'uing.

(500 cc)
W. Barnes (Zenith)
Silver (Quadrant)

(1.000 r.r.)

VV. Jameson (Matchless)
. N. (Ither (

)

(1,000 cc.)

I
H. Berwick

not be definile

(New lludsiin)

y ehosm until
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The Fourth Monthly Meeting of the B,M,C.R.C.

The 1,000 c.c. invitition eir race. Gorlon Watney's Merccies car winning from C. R. Collier (Matchless) at 80 m.p.h.

THE fourth monthly meeting of the British ilotor
Cycle Racing Ciub was quite an interesting affair.

The weather was close and rather threatening, and
though there were seA-eral slight showers there was,

fortunately, not enough rain to interfeie with the racing.
Event No. 1 was the 500 c.c. invitation car race, open to

the winners of the first and second prizes in the 500 c.c.

car challenge race, held on -May 12th. Distance, 3 laps

(8 miles 259 yards). First prize,, silver cup. In this and
the other similar races, the car and cycle or cycles started
about a quarter of a mile from the fork, and kept level

with the B.A.R.C. car until the starter (Jlr. A. Y. Ebble-
wliite) dropped his flag, and then got away. The two com-
petitors were G. E. .Stanley (1 cvl. Singei-j 85 x 88 mm.,
499 c.c.) and G. C. Pullen (24 h.p. 4 cyl. Cameron,
3gin. X 4in., 3,047 c.c, air-cooled). At the start, Stanley
got well ahead, but at the end of the second lap tfie car
was leading. Pullen finished 5s. ahead of Stanhjv. Time,
7m. 22s. = 66.38 m.p.h. "

.

Event No. 2 was the third 5 lap cyclecar handicap. Dis-
tance,' 13 miles 1,035 yards. Ward (Bedelia) was given
4m. 10s. start of the other two. The A.C. had a- boat-
shaped racing body sharply pointed fore and aft. Before
the races it was seen to climb the test hiH on top speed,

but during the event the gear, curiously enough, seemed
too high for a fast speed. The Bedelia held first place for

two laps, but the G.W.K. and the A.C. rapidly overhauled
it, and in the third lap it retired, owing to a broken inlet

\-alve. In the fourth lap the G.W.K. , which was running
in splendid form, had greatly increased its lead, and in the
fifth finished first by about a quarter of a mile. Hill on the
A.C. lost count of his laps, and covered one too manv.
Result :

'

- .

.

1. J. 'J'. Wood (2 cyl. G.W.K., 86 X 92 mm., 1,070 c.c.l

2. E. Hill*(l cyl. A.'C. <D5 x 105 mm., 723 c.c.)

'J'lme, 17m. 23s. = 47.89 m.p.h.

The Car Again Wins.
Event 3. The 750 c.c. invitation car race, ope)i to tlie

winners of first and second prizes in the 750 c.c. car

challenge race, held on Jlay 12th. Distance, 3 laps (8 miles

269 yards). First prize, silver cup. Printz and Collier

easUy left the car at the stait- At the end of the first

lap Collier maintained his lead, the car camo second, aJid

Printz stopped through plug trouble. In the last lap the

car forged ahead hard bv Aeropolis, and won bv 250 vards.

Result :

-
"

1. H. Petit (driving A. Lambie's 22.4 h.p. 4 cvl. Bedford,

95 X 95 mm., 2,694 c.c.)

2. H. A. Collier (2 cyl. .Matchiess-Jap, 85.5 x 64 mm
,

741 c.c.)

Time, 7m. 321s. = 64.9 ni.]..h.

Event 4. The 1,000 c.c. invitation car lace, open to the

wimiers of the first and second prizes in the car challenge-

race, held on May 12th. Distance, 3 laps. First prize,

silver cup. As in the previous car versus cycle races, the

niotni' bicycle got away first, but this time the latter had
no liiajhc- 'liic biir 'Mercedes sonn crot abend, and increased

its lead each lap, wmning by about threequarters of a mile.
C. R. Collier recently had an accident, the result of which is

still, unfortunately, affecting liim. Result •.

1. F. R. Samson (driving Gordon Watnev's 48.6 h.p.

4 cyl. Jlerced'es, 140 x 150 mm., 9.237 c.c.)

t!. C. R. "Collier (2 cvl. ilatchless-Jap, 90 x 78 mm.,
998 c.c.)

'

-

Time, 6m. 33s. =-74.7 m.p.h.

The last event on the programme was the all-comers' hour
race, for motor cycles with or without sidecars, the cyhnder
capacity of which does not exceed 1,000 c.c. Awards : The

'club's gold medal to the first to finish in Class B; the Alec
Ross Cup, kindly presented by JNIr. W. H. Elce. winner of

the cup in the fifty mile T.T. race held on ilay 12th, to I he

first to finish in Class C ; silver and bronze medals to the
second and third ; a silver medal to the first to finish in

Class D. (There were no starters in CIeiss D.)

Tlie order in the first lap was: Stanley. Bailey, Woodman,
Cart 1. Aitken, Hunter, and Wallace.

A Good Performance.

Stanley's Singer and Bailey's Douglas both ran magnifi
cently ; Woodman, as he passed on the second lap, threw
down a sjiare belt which had come adrift. In the third lap

Stanley. Bailey, and Woodman mainrained the order they
kept tluoughout the race ; Wallace and Hunter dropped be-

hind. Stanley steadily forged ahead, keeping up a speed of

over si;rty miles an hour; In the 11th lap he passed Bailey,

vand in che 18th 'lapped him again, Hunter, aftei his set

back, made a gallant effort to regain lost ground, but the

belt coming off three times and petrol feed trouble prevented
him from making a star performance. .'. He had two Wake-
field oil tins in the sidecar, the contents of which his

brother transferred to the oil reservoir by the vigorous appli-

The 750 C.C. Invitation Car Race. H. A. Collier (Matchless motor cyclpi,

B. L. Printz (Bat-.lap , and A. Lambie'; 22.4 h.p. Bedford car st iilin,.

B2-i
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Slirt ol t:ie flil-eoiners' Hour Rici.

tatioci of tyre pumps fixed to each. Woodmaji. who rode
splendidl}', slowed rather in liis 12th lap, but picked up
afterwards. Bailey, who made such a fine showing on the
Douglas, is an Australian, who has been only six months
in England. He rode W. Douglas's competition -machine,
whose engine buzzed like tluit of an aeroplane the wliole time
and never faltered once. Result :

1. G. E. Stanley (1 Singer) ,.

2. S. L. Bailey (2 Douglas) .

3. A. Woodman (2 Humber) ,

G. E. Hunter (2 Zenith sc).

W. L. S. Aitkin (1 Rudge) ,

P. J. Wallace (1 Rudge) .

T. A. Carter (1 r.udge) .

c.c. mis. yds.

85x88 . . 499 . . 60 1,552

61x60 . .. 350 .. 56 755
61x60 . . 350 . , 53 1,250

90x77.5 . .. 988 .. 16 laps.

85x88 . .. 499 .. 12 laps.

85x88 .. 499 5 laps.

85x88 . .. 499 3 laps.

The Rudge team lost two of their best men. Stanhope
Spencer having not yet wholly recovered from a bad fall

on the track which happened a fortnight or so ago, while
Elce was suffering from a chill. The meeting was fairly

well attended, but the events were none too well supported.
The car v. cycle races would have been interesting had the
competing vehiclL^s been more evenly matched,, but the only
one of these races to affoi'd any real excitement was Event
No. 3. .

'J'lie next B.M.C.R.C. meeting is on Saturday, July 20th.

Enquiries are reaching us for pneumatic helmets for

racing motor cyclists. Will the maker kindly communicate
witli tlie editor?

>—«» e •»—<-

A New Counter-shaft Two-speed Gear.

WE are able to describe a new two-speed gear to be
known as the G.H., and manufactured by Jardine's

at Deering Street, Nottingham. The gear is of

the- counter-shaft type with gear wheels constantly

ill mesh, the change being eli'ected by means of dog clutches.

\ special sliock absorbing clutch of tlie multi-plate type

with alternate plates of bronze and steel is fitted to the

engine-shaft; from this the drive is taken by chain to a

friction clutch of tlie three-plate type fitted with cork inserts

on the gearshaft. This clutch is operated by a pedal on the

right hand .'^ide, the dogs being engaged by a lever mounted
(in a (|uadrant on the top tube. All running parts are made
of the finest nickel steel mounted on Hoffmann ball bearings,

and the boxes of a special aluniiiiium alloy.. The fixing of

the gear box i,s so designed as to be easily lined up in almost
any modern motor cycle frame. Our illustrations show the
gear attached to a Sj h.p. Wulfrima. This particular gear
has, we are told, run 1.400 miles, and there are as yet no
signs of wear. Every part is carefully made to Jigs, and
consequentlj' perfect interchangeability is ensured, and at the
(jresent time a special new plant is being laid down for the
purpose of turning out the gear in large quantities. A few
(if the gears are already on the road and giving great satis-

faction, and deliveries are being made steadily. On the
load the gear has proved itself sturdy and sweet in action,'

while the two combined clutches enable a standing start t<i

be made with ease and comfort even on a sharp upward
incline.

Chain bKju oi tiiu Wulhuiri iiiulor cytic lu wliich thu G. H. v^nax ib lUled.

I-.24

G. H. countershaft (wo-spocd gear showing operating pedal.
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DUBLIN V. BELFAST.
M.C.U.I. Dublin Centre

AFTER being allowed to drop for a couple of years,

the inter-city reliability trial, between the Belfast

and Dublin ' centres of the iMotor Cycle Union was
held on Saturday last, under the auspices of the

Motor Cycle Union ot Ireland. The Dubliners started

si.xteen riders, of whom three had sidecars, to Belfast's

seven. ' The conditions were of the customary kind, a

secures a Narrow Win.
Dundalk, but thereafter the conditions were very agreeable.
All of the twenty-three starters duly arrived at the finish

at Drumcondra Bridge, but as two of the Dubliners and
one Belfast, man omitted to return their checking cards the
result we give below is provisional on their returas not
affecting it.

The Dublin team won by three points, thanks to the
enei'gy of the Dublin and District Motor Cycle Club in

whipping up a strong team to represent the capital. The
best six riders on each side counted, and the scores were
as follow :

Dublin Team.
jNIarks.

J. Browne (3i New Hudson) *10U
G. Roche m Rover) ... 99
T. D.Rollins (3i Rover) ...... 98.
P. J. Brady (3^ Rudge) ... ., 98
C. P. Kirk (3i Triumph) ... ' 97
M. -J. Doyle (3^- Humber) ... 97

g«g,:Kijfaf.<;UK;..j;(,.i

iiari ot the Motor Cycle Union of Ireland Inter Centre Run held last

Saturday.

schedulea pace of twenty miles being fixed, with penalties

for variations of more than a minute either way at the

open and secret controls. There weie four of the latter,

mostly in the southern portion of the journey, and the

open controls were at Dundalk and the Hnish. As in former

trials between the two centres, non-stop runs were aimed at.

The roads were wet for the greater part of the journey tn

Belfast Teaj[.

W. Burney (2| Enfield)

J. " Newell" (3^- Ariel)

W. -J. Chambers (3^- B.S.A.) .,

H. Boyle (3-^ Triumph)
J. S. Garrett (3^ Ariel)

J. Stewart (3-i Triumph) ...

589

99
98
97
97
96

586
*Maximum.

The other marks were : J. L. Walshe (6 Enfield so.), 95;
>T. D. Weir (7 Indian), 94; E. W. Armstrong (3^ Rudge
sc), 92; W. J. Towell (3i Rudge), 92; P. Hurst (3^

Rudge), 90; F. A. Cowan (3^- Triimrph), 89; W. Beattie

m Rudge), 76; and T. E. Green, 65. Wallin, Cooms. and
Kettle made no return.

CLUB NEWS.
Western District M.C. (London).

The reliability trial to Daventry on the 2nd inst. was won
by R. F. Adder (Triumph), the "only rider' to make a non
slop run.

Sarum and District M.C.C.

The first hill-climb was held at Bishupstone on the 29th ult.

Francis (2J Humber) made fastest time in the lightweight

class and N. Edwards (3^ Premier) in the heavyweight.

Carlyle (Chelsea) C. and M.C.C.

The first club reliability trial will take place on Jui:e 16th.

The course will be a circular one, starting from East Horsley,

and will have to be covered four times. No speedometers or

watches will be allowed, and iijarks will be lost for being

faster or slower than the schedule time. Entries must be sent

to hon. sec. not later than June lOth.

Derby and District M.C.C.

The club intend making every effort to keep possession

of The. Motor Ci/de Cup, and is sending a strong team to

Daventry. The team will be as follows ; E. V. Clarke (3^

Bradbury), A. B. Bennett (6 Brough). H. E. Sewell (8

J. A. P. sc), H. Baker (3J, Triumph), E. liussell (3i Russell),

and A. Ainsworth (3^ Rudge), captain.

Reserves: E. Lee (3^ Rudge), W. H. Ormc (3J liudge),

and W. E. Murcien (i-^ Singer).

Cumberland County M.C C.

The annual reliability trial was held at Whitsuntide. The
stait was from Carlisle at 1.30 p.m., and the route via

Crawford, Stirling, Perth. Brecon, Stonehaven, Aberdeen,
Arbroath, Dundee, Perth, Edinburgh, Hawick, to Carlisle.

The nights were both spent at Perth, and lunch was taken
at Aberdeen. There was little mechanical trouble, but
some of the competitors suffered from punctures. The dis-

tance covered was 487 miles. Non-stop runs were made
by Hilton Robinson (B.S.A.) and W. .7. Moffat (Singer).

Chesterfleld and District M.C.C.

A successful knock-out hill-climb Avas held at Amber on

tlie 29th ult. H. C. Newman (3^- h.p. Ivy-Precision) won
two very close race? by inches. J. King (2^ h.p. Premier),

a one-armed rider, rode with great skill. H. Eardlej

(34 h.p. Premier) was second to Newman in the T.T. class.

Cork and District M C.C,

The two himdred mile reliability trial for the C4ibson

Cup, Cork to Abbeyleix and back, was held on Whit-
Monday. Result : 1, '.^^. ,J. Fitzgerald (3i Bradbury) ; 2, W.
J. O'Callaghan (3i Zenith) ; 3, H. P. Dobbin (3^ Triumph).

Parley and District M.C.C.

The 240 miles t."ial on Whit-Monday resulted in a wiu
for H. B. Willoughby (Rudge) with a total error of 21g
minutes, E. V. Walters (P. and M.) being second with an
error of 26J minutes, and V. Tonlkins (Rover) third, 28|
minutes. The winner holds a silver challenge Cup (the

President's gift) for one year, and receives a silver medal, a

second silver medal (presented by ilr. H. S. Brett) being
taken by the second man.

tdinburgh and District M.C
The club held their si.^tli anmuil reliability trial on \'ieturia

Day, when the good entiy of twenty-nine ^vas received. The
entry iin-luded motor cycles, sidecars, and cars.

The route was a severe one, going from Edinburgh tc

Peebles, Innerleithen, Moffat, Dumfries, Wanlockhead,
Biggar, atid back to Edinburgh.
The official results are as follows : Full marks—A. H.

Alexander (2| Douglas), R. H. Jlouat (3i Rudge), A. B.

Lindsay (3-2 Triumph), J. Forrest (6 Matcliless), (j. Morgan
(3^ Bradbury), W. M. Eraser (3^ Triumph), A. U. R. Downie
(3^ Ariel), Miss Do-vvnie (Forward), A. Kerr (3^- Triumph),
T. L. Aitken (Clyno and sc), J. M. Boyack (Clyno and sc).

J. R. Alexander, jun. (Indian and sc), E. G. Thomson (16

Standard), and J. Steel (20 Ford).
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Harrogate and District M.C.C.

Although the weather was very threatening, the rain lield

off until the anniml members' hill-climb last Saturday for

the Pilcber Trophy had been finished. Results:

rawTOEE JUNE 6Ut, igi2.

Scene at the start of the Harrogate and District M.C.C. Annual Membeis'

Hill-climb.

Class I.—Liglitweiglits.

Time. Fig. of

m. s. merit.

F. Mackay (2^ Singer) ... ... 42 ... 212

Class 11.—Standard single-cylinders.

C. A. Nettleton (3^ New Hudson) ... 47^ ... 258

Fastest time, H. W. Fortune (3i Brown), 41|.?.

Class IV.—Sidecars, etc.

C. A. Nettleton (3i New Hudson) ... 1 10| ... 237

Fastest time, H. W. Fortune (3i Brown), 56|s.

Class V.—T.T. singles, on time.

T. C. Atkinson (3i T.T. Triumph) 36^s.

The class winners having to re-run for the trophy and

make an improvement on their previous times, resulted in

C. A. Nettleton becoming the holder for the second year

ill succession. W. B. Atkinson eventually made the fastest

time of the day.

Mersey M.C.

A paperchase will be held on the 8th inst., meeting at

3 p.m. at the Shrewsbury Arms. A tortoise race was held

on Saturday, .June 1st. The machines were divided into two

classes, two wheels and three wheels. Lowest gear allowed

5 to 1. Clutches not alloAved to be used, and all with speed

4"ars to use top gear. The course was about a quarter of a

'.ule, and quite a good entry was received. First in two-

wheeled class, F. C. Jones on 3i h.p. T.T. Ariel. First in

iliree wheeled class, A. A. Jaifa on 7 h.p. Indian and sidecar.

Cardiff M.C.

Tile annual twelve hours' reliability trial was successfully

li' 1:1 on Whit-Monday, when si.xteen entrants started on the

! i:il over the, following route : Cardiff to Newport, Aber-

; ivenney, Crickhowell (check), Bwllch .Hill (check), Llan-
' is,e, Talgarth, Biiilth, Rhayader (clieck), Llangurig to

Micrystwyth (check), and return by Devil's Bridge (check),

/
' flryn Castell to Rhayader, Builtli, Erwood, Llysvveii Hil)

'.(•ck), and home to Cardiff, a distance of, as near as

i^ililc, 230 miles, which had lo be complcled in twelve
','iiii>'. The following successtully covered the route in the

\, i-lve houi's and kept to schedule time at the controls:

r.. II. Smith (8 .J.A.P. sc), E. Chapman (6 Zenith sc), .1. C.

i\l lorc (3i Rudge), C. R. Pratt (3i B.S.A.), C. F. M. Peaty

(3i .Malchless), VV. H. Bowen (3^ Triumph), and H. Wcssen-
'lorf (3^ Premier). The following com|ilct.ed the course in

chi'diile time, but failed on one of tlu^ two lest hills : A,

H, Morg;iii (3i Triuiii|ih) aiid D. Pobertson (3^ Triumph).
The following compleled I he course, but were lale or early at

•jne or rmin^ of the coiiIioIr : K. Courtiiey (twin Kei'ry sc.),

J. Wallace (0 Zenith sc), and C, Sunday (3^ Ivy-I'reci.sion),

aim al.io failed on one of the test hills.

r.2«

Torbay and District M.C.C.

Halsanger Hill, on the edge of Dartmoor, and about two-

thirds of a mile long, formed an .almost ' ideal hill for last

Saturday's climb. It is nearly straight for the whole dis-

tance, with only one cross-road. Three classes were run and

good times were made, fastest for day being A. C. Arden's

3^ h.p. Premier. Results :

500 c.c. Class.
M. s.

1 6J-

1 m

H

C

1. A. C. Arden (3i Premier)

2. E. J. Hancock (3^ Premier)
Lightweights to 345 c.c.

1. A. Powell (2J- Enfield) ... 1 18^-

2. W. Hjirding (2| Douglas) 1 18|
Passenger, L'NliiutI':!).

1. Birdsall (3| twin Premier and sc.) ... 2 ol|

Scarborough and District M.C.C.

The following are the results of the flying kilometre speed
tuals, held on the 27th ult. :

Class 1.—Lightweights.
Time. xr.p.h

Moon (2| New Hudson) 54s. ... 41.4

Class 6.—Singles and sidecars.

Swinney (3^ Triiimph) 64^s. ... iib.

Class 7.—Twins and sidecars oi' cyclecars.

G Armstrong (8 Gordon) ... ... ... 76|s. ... 29.3

Class 2.—Standard touring singles.

D. Bradbury (3^ Norton) ... ... ... 38|s. ...; 57i,3

Class 3._—T.T. singles, etc.

R. Flint (3L Norton) ~ ... 38s 58.8

All-comers'- Class.
H. D. Shaw (8 Zenith) 32:^s. ... 69.75

A flexibility hill-climb was held on Wednesday, the 29tl!

ult., on Foxholes Hill, on a straight hill about threequarters
<;{ a mile. Result

:

1. G. Armstrong (Gordon cyclecar), fast time 2m., slow

7m. 49is., difference 5m. 491s.

2. D. Bradbury (3^ Norton), fast thiie 46|s., slow time

4m. 3|s. , difference 3m. 17^s.

.afterwards a knock-out handicap was run between II

Lofthouse (2 Humber) and J. W. F. Traraner (2-J Humber).
The latter won the monthly medal by two yards.

Wishaw and District M. and M.C.C.

A reliability trial of 120 miles was held on Saturday last.

Wm. jNIorton (2-| twin Humber), George Brown (3^ Triumph),
John Adams (3^- Zenith), W. Marshall (3 Clarendon), L.

AfacLean (3^ Triumph), and D. McCartney (2| Royal Enfield),

all arrived at controls near schedule time, and it has been left

to Mr. W. H. Cox, of the A. A., to make the awards.

Wishaw and District M.C.C. 120 Miles Rcliabilil.v Trial. G. Etjwn iTriumplil

and W. Mnrshall (3 h.p. Arno) about to leave the Penliles control lor the last strelci

of forty mile: to Carlow. the finish.
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£. Gjult, hon. sec, starting on his 3] li.p. Rudge in the Doncaster and District

M.C.C. relialiility trial.

Derby and District M.C.C.

The hundred miles reliability trial, which is a fixturt
with the club for the Whitsuntide holiday, drew a good
entry, and was run off in fine weather. The course was
one of three circuits, the route being laid over some difficult

country in the Ashbourne district. Punctures accounted
,
for most stops; a stop of any description, beyond ajbreather
after each circuit, disqualifj'ing. Results;'

1. E. Russell _ (^ h.p. Eu.ssell). Haskard-Mitcham
Challenge Cup.

2. W. H. Orme (Rudge).
3. G. Hardy (3^ h.p. Humber).

DuWin and District M.C.C.

The following arc the placiugs and awards in the Dublin
to Lisburn and back reliability trial of tiie Dublin and
District Jfotor Cycle Club which was held on Whit-Monday ;

Gold Medals.
Marks.

J. Browne (3^ New Hudson) 100
J. P. Quill (2i Douglas) ... ... 100
G. Roche m Rover) 100

Silver Medals.
E. W. Armstrong (3^ Rudge sc), T. E. Greene (3^ Rudge),

T. D. Rollins (3-^- Rover sc), C. Magennis (3| Rudge), P. .1.

Bradv (3^ Rudge), H. T. Carroll (5^ Rex), T. Woods (3^

Premier), F. 3. Walker (3^ Rudge). J. D. Weir (7 Indian
sc), C. E. JIurphv (3^ Triumph), P. Beattie (3^ Rudge).
T. A. Ireland (7 Indian sc), R. Walsh (4 Calthorpe), 5.

Healv (3^ Rudge sc). F. Keogh (3^ Triumph). J. U. Taylor

3i Rudge), T. J. Dunphv (7 Indian), V. Barton (31 Triumph
NC), 0. "G. Price (3^ Rudge sc). W. G. Greene (2^ A.3.S.),

and R. Lowry (3| Rover).

The first three riders were declared joint holders of the
cup. Last year the cup was won by T. Woods, of New-
bridge, and C. E. Murphy, of Cootehill, but neither of

the^e riders figured so prominently this j-ear.

Motor Cycle Competitions in New Zealand.

THE Otago iNIotor Cycle Club held a series of com-
petitions at Easter, which included a club run to

Naseby (ninety-five miles), a reliability trial for side-

cars to Naseby, and hill-climb.s and speed tests

t'?! route.

A start was made from the railway station in Dunedin
at 7.30 a.m. The weather was not as good as could be
desired for holiday touring, but as tlie day grew it

improved. The roads were in beautiful condition, but some
riders experienced difficulties in getting up the steep grades
after riding througli the various watercourses. The course
was an ideal one for a test, being almost one ccjntinual

series of hills. Only five competitors started in the! sidecar

trial, as follows : G. Thorn (3^ h.p. New Hudson), E
Howlison (4^ h.p. Norton), W. Gil>b (7 h.p. Indian), W.
Cameron (Bradbury), and D. Brown (Bradbury). \

When (iwenty miles out, the sidecar became detached
from the New Hudson, so Thorn discarded it and rode
solo. Cameron and Gibb both had the imique experience of

capsizing over a bank in their efforts to climb one of the
numerous long winding hills, but Howlison and Brown
reported a good run and came through without loss of marks.
These two riders took part in a further test, and Howli-
son won.
On arrival at the Brother's Hill (sixty miles), a fast

hill-climb and a slow hill-climb were held.

Fast Hill-clime.—Meek (Triumph), 25s., beat ilcDougall
^Triumph), 3s., by about 4s.

Slow HiLL-rLure.—JIcDougall (Triumph) beat Crolly
(Bradbury).

Next morning the speed events were held on a straight

piece of road near Naseby, and some excellent performances
were made. Results :

Two Mile Handic.\p.

1. Meek (3i Triumph), ban
2. Ansell (3^ Triumph), 15*

3. Lawrie (3^ T.T. Rudge),

Run singly against time.

Time. Result.

dicap 40s.

'lOs.
'.'.'.

m. s. m. s.

... 3 8 ... 2 28

... 2 52 ... 2 37

... 2 48 ... 2 38

Four .Mile HAXuiCAr. in. s. m. s.

1. Pridham (3^ Himiber). handicap 90s. ... 6 48 ... 5 18

2. Fancourt (3i T.T. Triumph), 30s '6 13 ... 5 43

, /McDougall (3^- Triumph), minus 5s. ... 5 42 ... 5 47
•^-

1 Lawrie'" (3^ T.T. Rudge), 5s 5 52 ... 5 47

Flying Mile Record (for Silver Cup presented bv Mr.
.1. McKenzie).—1, McDougall (3^- Triumph), 56|s; : 2,

-Maddox (3^ T.T. TKumph), Im. Ifs^. : 5. Fancourt (3i

T.T. Triumph), Im. 2-^s. ; 4, Lawrie (3^ T.T. Rudge),
Im. 3is. ,

Chesterfield and District H.C.C. hill-climb at Amber Hill, Kelstedge. J. D.
Mitcliell (T.T. Rover) left, and J. J. Kelly (T.T. Bradbury) on right starting

in their heat, wiiich was won by Mitchell.
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A selection o£ questions of general interest received from- readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

London to Newquay, Cornwall.

Will you jilease.tell me wliich

?' is the best route from West-
minster to Newquay in C'oniwall,

-iJ with distance?—A. if. .

' GUI' best plan would be to go .straight

ilirough London, down Kensington High
Road, and through Ilammershiitli Broad-
way,

.
Chiswick, Brentford, Hounslow,

Staines, Bagshot, Blackwater, Hook,
Basingstoke, Wliitcliurcli, Andover, Salis-

bury, Wilton, Shaftesbury, Sherborne,
Yeovil, Crewkerne, Chard, Honiton,
Exeter, Okehampton, Launceston, Camel-
ford, Wadebridge, St. Columb, to New-
quay. Tlie distance is appro.ximately
«60 miles.

,
' '

_

Transmission and Power for Sidecar.

(1.) Do you consider a chain-

driven' motor, cycle less expen-
•sive than a fcelt-driyen one? (2.)

Ls it a disadvantage to liave

the crank case a fixture to the
frame? (3.) Would a 35 h.p. chain-
driven two-speed take sidecar or would
you recommend a 5 h.p. A'.J.S.? (4.)

Is the 5 h.p. much more costly to run

—

about how much per mile approxi-
mately ?—G. E. S. A.

(1.) There is little to choose, but probably
chain drive is the more economical. (2.)

No,_ we do not think so. (3.) For side-
car 'work the 5 h.p. would be better. (4')

A 5 h.p. would cost about IJd. per mile
to run against l|d. for a 3^ h.p. with
sidecar.

Loss of Pace but not ol Power.

My 1912 two-speed machine

IqI
lias now run 2,300 miles. jNlachine

I "v has run SCO miles since last over-
L*J haul. It has now become un-

accountably slow, and to run at

20 25 m.p.h. requires hSilf throttle or
inure. Half . a, spring added to a..o.i!v.

h:is improved it a very little. Com-
pression in both cylinders is good. Jet
and petrol pipe clear. Power is as

tiood as ever on hills. (1.) Is it possible
f ir the magneto to have retarded itself,

iimi if so, would that cause slow running
witboiit much loss of power? (2.)

What throttle would be used wlirn
iravflling 25 m.p.h. ?—f;.B.S.

(1.) The magneto timing may be too late

as you suggest, and we sluHild advise you
to check this. It would account for the
trouble and be likely to cause over-
heating. A weak exhaust valve spring
also may cause falling off in power. (2.)

'J'he position of the throttle entirely de-
pends upon the I'lindltion <tl I hi' roads.

A heavy road reqiiifi's n)*ti'e opening.

Care ot Matneto.

I have just purchased a 4 h.p.

__i single-cylinder machine with

^ Bosch magneto. The' machine -

-U runs and climbs well for about
sixteen miles, sometimes,, less,

when it starts missing until _ finally

it stops, and, on inspection, I find

magneto is giving no spark at plug.

I then take out the terminal' with
high tension wire attached, and find

a little piece Of carbon with spring

attached. I pull this out longer and
clean carbon pencil, and . off it goes

again, and I cannot tell why this makes
it go. If I could I should like to know
what to do another time.—H.S.

Evideiitly - the collector ring is dirty.

This should -be cleaned .by.; wrapping a

piece of clean rag round the end of

a penholder, soaking it in petrol, and
- applying it to the cQllectdr ring, turn-

ing the magneto round meanwhile. What
you did was to increase the tension 'of

the spring and keep the carbon brush
more firmly pressed against the brass of

the collector ring. What ^you ought to

do is to buy a 'copy of " iMotor Cycles
and How to Mariage Them" (obtainable
from' these offices, price Is. 2d., post
free}, where you Avill 'see the working
of a magneto carefully explained. Pro-

-bably the trouble is that the magneto
wants cleaning, and occasionally oil gets

on the collector ring and prevents it

sparking.

An Auxiliary Air Inlet.

I have a 1911 2i, h.p. single

with automatic carburetter. Th.;

machine runs perfectly in every

way, but it seems to me that

an extra, air inlet would econo-

mise and be an advantage. (1.) Would
an extra air inlet in the inlet pipe

interfere with the working of ths
carburetter? Of course I should only

' use it on a long run when 'going fast. -

(2.) The magneto is fixed. Does this

give the spark at the right .moment
lor all speeds? The makers claim that
it gives the necessary advance by a

hotter spark at speed, which is not

quite clear to me.—E.A.C.
(1.). An extra air inlet might make a

difference. It would not interfere with
the working of the carburetter, -because

if closed the machine would work exactly

as if it were not there, provided, of

course, there was no leakage of air. (2.)

There is a good deal in_what the raakeis

say, but, personally, we flunk you w.puld

do better with .a. haiidle-bar controlled

magneto. . Both these can be controlled

by Bowden wires.

Leon Meredith, motor-paced by Cordlngley, who bi'oke the live miles record (or the' New Brighton
track on Whit-Monrtav.
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THE

ZENITH-GRADUA
had a busy

time this

Whitsuntide

and kept well

to the front

—as usual

PROOF of RELIABILITY- 100% Success

7 Zeniths enteredM.C.C. London — Edinburgh Run.
for single journey and secured

SEVEN GOLD MEDALS
3 Zeniths entered for return journey, all finished and obtained

SPECIAL GOLD MEDALS.

Inter 'Varsity Hill Climb.

Class III. Zenith FIRST on Time,
and SECOND on Formula, also

FASTEST TIME of the day.

Class V. Zenith FIRST on Time.

Class VI. Zenith FIRST on Time.

(Every competitor id this eveat was an amateur.)

Birmingham M . C. C. Trial-
Land's End and Back.

Three Zeniths completed the arduous
journey.

Whit-Monday Racing at
Brooklands.

Long Handicap. Zenith WON
EASILY. (Speed—651- m.p.h.)

ZENITH MOTORS, LIMITED, WEYBRIDGl
(Contractors to War Office.)

.^^-
1.

Hold on!
Hold on to the road by fitting Gaulois Triple Stripe

Tyres. They grip the road and do not slip—besides

having all the splendid wearing qualities that have

made the name of "Gaulois" famous.

Gaulois beaded, "Triple Stripe," 26x2J.

Covers: Grey^, 39 6. - - White Tread, 42/9.

Inner Tubes (Red), 10/5.

Remember: "Gaulois on, Troubles off."

GAULOIS TYRES (19D9) LTD., 6, Bath Street, City Road, London, E.C.

Telesrrams • Goalwase. London.'^ Telephone : 7275 London Walt ^
In answering these adoertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.."
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As USUAL!
THE OVERWHELMING SUPERIORITY OF
LUCAS LAMPS was once again
DEMONSTRATED IN THE M.C.C.
LONDON - EDINBURGH TRIAL.
WHEN MORE

LUCAS
N2 462.SET

ROAD"LAMPS
WERE FITTED THAN ANY OTHER FOUR MARES put together.

rai^H OF THE TOTAL OF ISO LAMPS FITTED TO SOLO MOUMTS AND SIDECAR""••^ COMBINATIONS, NO FEWER THAN 74- WERE LUCAS. FOUR OTHER MAKES
DIVIDED 71 BETWEEN THEM, WHILE SEVEN MAKES CLAIMED THE REMAINING 35.

ASK ANY RIDER OF LONG EXPERIENCE AND GOOD JUDGMENT ABOUT
LAMPS-INVAR IABLY HIS ADVICE WILL BE "GET A LUCAS."

Send for descriptive Catalog of Lucas Motor-Cyclealities. post free from Dept. F.

EPH LUCAS LTD., BIRMSNGHAM. °^^°t^=
KL^^ie^oTC!''""'"'''''

WE MAKE LIGHT OF OUR LABOUR.

MORE SUCCESSES. i
BROOKLANDS, MAY 27th, 1912,

Both Motor Cycle Races
were Won on

WAKEFIELD
CASTROL <»'id.)

The Eighth Short M tor Cycle Handicap I^VRGnP
W. Dewar (Triumph) M" aj».» i

The Seventh Long: Motor Cycle Handicap IPT'Rd^
R. Weatherilt (Zenith) r M.M\a M.

FRENCH AUTOMOBILE CLUB MEETING
AT LE MANS : ENGLISH RIDERS USING
WAKEFIELD CASTROL (Regd.) swept
the board. Messrs. Rex Mundy, V. Taylor,
H. G. Dixon, and J. Cocker, who won all

the events bet^^ee^ them, exclusively used
CASTS40L.

C C. WAKEFIELD & Co.,
27, Cannon Street, London, E.C.

the magneto you

can trust is the one

that's made under

the old flag— the

Sound

British

workman-
ship

throughout.

No blarney, boys, &

r SIMMS
Wherever used it justifies the

highest expectations of effici-

ency and durability. You
could not get better if you

tried— 1 h erefore specify
Simms ' when ordering.

The SIMMS MAGNETO COMPANY.
Limited,

Welbeck Works, Kimbt:rlnv Rd,, Uillcsdnn
Lane, Kilbnrn, LONDON', N.W.

I'llOIH- -884:1 rfnUlillKtOll,

QraiiiH -' RxpnilKllilo. l.oiuU)ii."

COVfclN'l'llY -Si. ^],llv SI. ; v\v.\^- \:'

Courcoll™: NiiW \OKK, U.S.A.- i;* Hi.

i

in antwering these advertUemente it U dtswabU to mtrUion ''The Mnloi Ci/cle.'
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iONDOH-EDINEUEGH RUN.

H. C. Mills (3.J h.p. Premier) rode into the

Doncaster contro'l with a punctured back tyre.

Above he is seen lepairing it.

Cleaning Magnets.

I shall be very much obliged

^T] if you will inform me as to the" following : The magnets of the
.-LJ magneto on my 3^ h.p. machine

have become rusty. Will this

in time affect the working of the
magneto? How should I treat the

magnets to clean off the rust and
prevent it recurring? Would emery
paper do and then follow with a coat

of Velure?—D. H. Loaves.

the fact that the magnets have become
rusty will not affect the machine, but
we should advise you to clean off the

rust with emery paper, without taking
the magneto down if possible, and then
black over the magnets with some pre-

paration. Velure would do, but perhaps
a dull black would do better.

London to Clacton-on-Sea.

Will you kindly inform me
the best route from Cricklewood
to Clacton-on-Sea, avoiding as

much of London as possible?

—

J.G.L.

Your best route would be as follows ;

Cricklewood, eta Childs Hill Lane on
to Hampstead Heath, from there straight

on to the Ureat North Road at East
Finchley. As soon as you strike the

Great North Road turn left, take the

first turning on the right, and go straight

on down Muswell Hill, follow the tram-
lines with overhead wires till you reach
those with central standards ; here turn
right for about 100 yards and then turn

left, where there is a little green on the

right, keep straight on till you meet
the main road to Ware. Follow this

road I for about 100 yards to the left,

turn right past Tottenham Station by the

East London waterworks, keeping
straight on till you reach Woodford.
Go through Woodford and Epping. At
Epping turn to the right and you will

find yourself on the Chelmsford Road.
Follow this through to Colchester, and
you reach Clacton by the way of St.

Osyth.

Deposit Paid on Sale of Machine.

I have a machine wliich I

offered for sale, and a friend

informed n^e ^'erbally he would
buy it. A few days after

this, I asked him when he
would take delivery, and he replied

immediatelv after Easter, so as to give

him an opportunity to sell his old

machine. I was not satisfied with
this, and requested a small sum on
account so as to make sale a certainty,

and lie promptly paid me £5 on account,

for which I gave him a receipt. Of
course, beforehand, he had satisfied

himself that the machine was a bargain
and suited his purpose. I have now
approached hira for balance of payment
so that I can hand over machine,
but he desires to cancel the arrange-

ment and demands return of £5 paid

to me, only on the grounds that he
cannot sell his old machine. I refuse

to do this, as I have naturally lost

other opportunities of disposing of

machine elsewhere. (1.) Can I legally

force him to pay balance and take
delivery of machine? (2.) Is he obliged
to forfeit the £5 so that I can sell

raacliine at reduced price?-—J.S.

Our legal adviser writes as follows

:

" 'J.S.' can proceed against the purchaser
for payment of the balance, and he
need not deliver up the machine till

payment is made. With regard to

forfeiting the £5 paid as deposit, the
purchaser would certainly lose this if the
correspondent has to resell, and if the
£5 deposit is not sufficient to cover the
difference between the price he ultimately
gets and the price he sold the machine
for originally, he can recover the
difference, provided, of course, that in

the resale he gets the market value of

the machine. I am, of course, assuming
that the purchaser would not be able

to prove that the sale was subject to the
disposal of the old machine. Apparently

635

there is nothing in writing, and if any
such arrangements were made, the pur-
chaser should have seen that it was
incorporated in the leceipt he obtained
for the £5 on account."

Redditch to Uxbridge.

Would you kindly send me
the route from Redditch to

Uxbridge, near London, with
distances between towns, also an
alternative way back again?

—F.V.

We should advise you to go from
Redditch to U.xbridge vki Alcester,

Stratford - on - Avon, Snipston - on - Stour,
Cliipping Norton, Woodstock, Islip

A^'heatle'y, then join the London-Oxford
Road at Wheatley and go through Aston
Rowant, Stokencliurch, High Wycombe,
Beaconsfield and Gerrard's Cross, to
Uxbridge. The distance would be
approximately ninety-six miles. An
alternative way back would be via
Amesbury, Aylesbury, Bicester, Banbury,
Stratford-on-Avon, Alcester, to Redditch.
The distance would be approximately
eighty-six miles.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences of

others with various motor cycles or accessories

must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which
the replies may be forwarded. Answers to the
queries below should be addrc^ed c/o The Editor.

"A.O.H." (Brixton). 1912 5-6 h.p.

Clyno,

" H.G.G." (Portsmouth)
speed F.N. and sidecar.

;'A.P." (Romford). 3i h.p.

driven 1912 Bradbury, also 5 h.p,

driven A.J.S., both with sidecar

"J.G.S." (Manchester). 2^ h.p. Levis,
particularly as regards wearing qualities,

hill-climbing, and consumption.

5-6 h.p. two-

chain-
cliain-

A racy-looking Sabella cyolecar, owned by K. F. Dunsterville, ot Tynemoutb Castle. This is one o( the
flist of this type ot oar to be seen in the North of England.
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Magneto Driving Mechanism.

This construction is so designed that
the spark always takes place at the

instant o1 maximum flow of current, the

timing of the spark in the cylinder being
variable by moving the transmission-shafl

rlcJflOdJ/drd
.^O./??-^

spindle B running m ball bearings (J.

On a squared part of the spirrdle B is

a sliding sleeve D, carrying a worm
wheel E driven by the wheel F on the

engine half-time shaft. Engaging a

groove on the sleeve D is a pivoted lever

G provided with an operating rod tl.

It will be seen that by operation of

this rod the sleeve D will be caused to

slide on the squared part of the spindle

B. At the same time the engagement
of the wheels F and E will cause the

latter to rotate the spindle D and shaft
A, thus advancing or retarding the

magneto drive in relation to the engine.

—Societe Rene Gillet et Cie., No. 9,948,

1911.

A Sidecar Joint.

The two members A B of the joint are
secured together by
a bolt C, which
passes through them
and is provided with
a link-shaped mem-
ber D, which can be
turned longitudinally with the bolt to pass
through the members AB, and
then turned on right angles to pre-

vent the bolt moving ba.ckwards.
The parts are held firmly together
by a spring E between the head ot

the bolt and the member A of the
joint.—A. PiUdngton, No. 9,442, 1911.

A Two-wheeled Cyclecar.

The accompanying elevation and plan
illustrate a construction of vehicle some-
what of the cyclecar type, but normallr

c

of the magneto in relation to the engine-
shaft from which it is driven. In the

construction illustrat-ed, a flexible shaft
A is employed, which is secured to a

T.T. and Summer Number
THURSDAY,

June 27th, 1912.

adapted to travel on two wheels A B,
supplementary wheels CD being brought
into play mechanically to assist in balanc-

ing the vehicle at low speeds.—E. C. F
Otto and W. K. L. Dickson, No. 6,705. 1911.

Garages.

The Colonnade Motor Cycle Exchange
irtform us that they have moved into

larger and better premises at 56a, Seaside
Road, Eastbourne, behind the Riviera
Restaurant.

An Australian Record.

We are informed that W. E. Peverill,

riding a machine fitted with a 35-4 h.p.

Fafnir engine, has just succeeded in

establishing a Melbourne to Brisbane
record. He experienced no trouble of

any kind.

Our Booksheli.
' Manxland : What to See and Where

to Stay," by W. Keig, proprietor of the
Sefton Hotel, Douglas. This little book
let describes many interesting excursions
which can be made in the charming Isle

of Man, so favourably disposed towards
the sporting side of the motor cycle

pastime.

Lightweigbts in Western Canada.

Henry S. Rungay, an Englishman
-esiding in Newdale, Manitoba, says
he is more liian pleased with his Mot^-
.sacoche, which will climb any hill. The
trail or path in some of the ravines is less

than a foot wide in many places, hut
his lightweight Motosacoche always gets
there.

Sealed Oil Tins.

Messrs. the Stern Sonneborn Oil Co.,
Ltd., Royal London House, Finsbury
Square, E.C, have now put on the
market a new patent sealed tin contain-

\i\\i one pint of Sternol motor oil A for
air-cooled engines. The tin is fitted with
two loops, 80 that it can be conveniently
strapped on to the machine.

Handle-bar Control o£ Low Gear.

Mr. S. W. Philpott, manager for

'Messrs. Henry Whitlock and Co., 40,

Hope Street, Liverpool, informs us that

he has designed and fitted a handle-bar

ratchet attachment for 1912 Humber two
speed geared machines by which the low

gear lever can be held permanently in

the " on " position. This enables the

low gear to be used for a walking
mount, if desired, instead of starting

the engine by the handle. The fitment

is supphed ready for fitting to Humber
machines with all instructions.

A silencer cut-out is now being titled to the

21 h.p. twin (lumber. Above we illustrate the
design udopted.

A New Appointment.

We learn that Mr. A. P. Moeller, latL-

secretary of the Amateur Camping Club,
has joined the staff of Messrs. Robert
son's Motor Agency. 157, Great Portland
Street, W.

Successful Accessories.

The Lycett trophy winner, T. PoUocK,
who rode a 3^ h.p. single-geared James,
used a new pattern Lyso belt and Dunlo|i
tyres on his machine. A. D. Arter,
who was second on his three-speed chain
driven James sidecar, used Rom tyres.

Rex Reliability.

For the seventh time in Loridon-Edin
burgh Runs, W. A. Jacobs won a gold
medal, while both Le Grand and VVnite
have never failed to qualify for awards

—

always on Rex machines. The three
above named rode 6 h.p. Rex sidettes this
year, "covering in all about 900 miles
without the slightest trouble," to quote
Mr. Jacobs's own words.

Another Metropolitan District Map.
Another map of routes round London

has just been published by Messrs. G.
W. Bacon and Co., 127, Strand, W.C.
This map covers a far larger area than
the R.A.C. map which was published
about a fortnight ago, and is especially
suitable for showing routes in tlie dis
tricts round the Metropolis, but is not
so rich in detail, nor does it exist for
quite the same object as the former.
Ordinary macadam country rcjads are
shown green : 'bus routes, .tram routes,
and roads in which there are both 'buses
and trams are shown by distinctive-

marks. Distances from place to place
are also clearly indicated. -
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Rel i abi 1 it y
and Comfort
are the paramount features of the " LYSO " Belt
and "LYCO" Seat—features exclusively their own

—

and users everywhere are endorsing the marked
e.xcellence of these two products of the " Good
LYCETT Lines."

—Of the " LYSO " Belt, we here have some remark-
able records recently achieved at Home and .\broad
—note them. On May nth, 1912, at

BROOKL.WDS, 50 Miles (500 cc.) Senior T.T. Race; W. H. Elce ist and won the "Ross" Cup on a Rudge.

PORTM.A.RNOCK SPEED TRIALS, 4 Miles Scratch Race; f. Green ist, F. J. Walker 2nd, J. Healy 3rd.

20 Miles Handicap—Price ist. T. Green 2nd, F. J. Walker' 3rd, J. Healy 4th, all on Rudge's.

JOHANXESBURG-PRETORL\-JOH.\NNESBURG—The Derby of South Africa. Rudge ist and tastes*
Time, Record for course, on a Rudge.

CUMBERLAND M.C.C. KNOCK-OUT HILL CLIMB. WARMEL FELL. Vernon Taylor ist, on a Rudge.

BRADFORD M.C.C. OPEN HILL CLIMB, LE.\THLEY BANK, May iSth, 1912, Zenith maclunes here won
6 firsts, I second and won the "Eric Myers " Trophy. They made ist. 2nd, 3rd. 4th fastest time of the" day and
also the record time for the hill cliriib. .\lso Rudge machines obtained 3 firsts, i second, and i third. All
above were fitted with " Lyso " Belts. How's that for Reliability ?

—Of the Seat, iVIr. Cyril M. Webster writes ; "I have tried most of the best makes but consider yours ranks ahead
of any other. The absence of vibration and load jar is really marvellous, one might be riding on air."

—See YOUR mount is fitted vdth this world-famous
Belt and Seat and enjoy the advantages these ^_^
perfect fitments ensure.

—Obtainable of all Agents or direcl—Write foi

copy of " The Saddle Book."

LYCETT'S
*^The Saddlery,"

Birmingham.

^

Registered No.

581476,

.

atid Patents

7289 and S215.

LYCETT'S "LYCO' PAN SEAT.
Admittedly the World's really perfect Motor-cycle Seat.

Tyi ojisirering this advf rtiseinent ii is dcsirahJc to mention '' 7'he Motor Ci/rl/j."

J
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The All

J.A.p. 8 h.p. Engine.

MOTORS. British.

Th9 Fines' Motor which tlie World produced For RELIABILITY and SPEED.

LONDON TO EDINBURGH RUN .

25 I'iders of J.A.P. Engines gained Gold IVledals.

11 finishing tlie doubie journey.

BIRMINGHAIVI-LAND'S END-BIRMINGHAM.
4 riders of J.A.P. Engines flnislied thie double journey.

LONDON-COVENTRY TRIAL RESULTS.
Members Class. Silver Cup— H. Beau on iVI?.tchIe3S J.A.P.

Silver Medal — E. G. Westacott on Zenith JA.P.

Opan Class. Silver Cups—
C. R. Collier, on Matchless J.A P. R. E. Guest, on Matchless J.A.P.
H. A. Collier, on Matchless J.A.P. J. Tassell. on Matchless J.A.P.

also gaining the Team Cup and Silver Medals.
Silver Cups

—

H. F. Morgan, on Morgan J.A.P. F. S. Wheatland, on Matchless J.A.P.

Silver Medals

—

S. Tessier on Bat J.A.P. A. S. Phillips on V.S. J A.P.
W. Oldman. on Bat J.A.P. F. J. Willmott on Morgan J.A.P.

SYDNEY M CO., N.S W.

Reliability Trial from Sydney to Orange.

W. Allen on Zenith J.A.P. tied for 1st Place.

BROOKLANDS.
Seventh Long Motor Cycle Handicap. J.A.P. 1 st— P. Weatherilt on Zenith.

Norlhuinberland Park^
I Tottenham, London, NlJ.A.PRESTWICH & Co., .^°'*"-"''«'^'*"'' ''"''•

Telephone—1936 (2 lines).

MARTIN -J.A. P. Motorcycles.
THE WORLD'S RECORD HOLDERS.
BROOKLANDS EXISTING RECORDS.

CLASS A. Ijh.p. MARTIN-J.A.P . 270 o.c.

World's Kilometre—over 66 miles an hour ! !

„ Mile „ 64 „
,, 50 Miles Time 55 minutes 24 seconds.

CLASS B. 2} h.p. MARTIN-J.A.P.
345 c.c. VVorld's Kilometre—over
68 miles an hour ! ! World's Mijp
over 65miles an hr.

Latest Siuxcsses : Tim-
briclge Wells Spoii-^.

Whit-JVIondav, Ma\' zy,

H)i2. — Martin Motor
Cycles swept the board-
winning every event.

btili unbeaten.

H. MARTIN & CO.,

Works : Leslie Grove,
East Croydon, Surrey

Books forMotorcyclists
Motor Cycles and How to

Manage Them.
ilie standarti Handbook uf the Muloc Cycle.
Filteeiltli ediliun, revised and enlarged, now
on sale. price 1/. net. B\' Post 1/3.

Hints and Tips for Motor
Cyclists.

lull of useful "wrinkles" with rej;.ird lu the

eaie and inanagonient uf motor cycles, srd
cdilion. Price 1 /- net. liy Post 1 /2,

The Motor Cycle Route Book.
Contains best routes lor the wlinlc <>i \\\r

IJrilisb Isles, 45 maps and speed linnls.

lYice 1 /6 net. Uyrostl/9.

Obtainable (wilh remiltanco) from ILIFFE & SONS LTD..
20, I'udor Street. LONDON. E.C., also from all Bookiellcri.

In answcriiu/ l.hii' udierlinement it if ih.iiraUe to ineiitidii " T/ie Mntar C'l/c/e."
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ALLDAYS
MATCHUESS

ALLDAYS & ONIONS "-^^"-"^^'^

MOTOR CYCUES-
Whitsuntide Successes.

IVI.C.O. TRIAL
LONDON TO EDINBURGH AND BACH.

3 Gold Medals.
TWO ENTERED.

BIRMINGHAM M.C.C TRIAL .

BIRMINGHAM TO LAND'S END AND BACK.

Gold Medal ,

ONE ENTERED.

Co., Ltd., BIRMINGHAM.ENGINEERING
London Offices & Showi-ooms—58, Holborn Viaduct, E.C.

Liverpool Depot—53, Rensbaw Street. Established 1650.

An exceptionally popular
and thoroughly successful

TWO -SPEED HUB
" MiLLENNIUM " MAKE.

IT IS centrally designed—operated by

* one foot lever— dust and waterproof.

Its simple, straightforward construction

renders mistakes impossible. Both gears

controlled by friction clutches.

Unimpaired efficiency on high gear.

Makes control equal to motor car.

Essential to sidecar machines. Can

be htled to almost any

machine.

WRITE FOR CAT.ALOGUE.

LAKE & ELLIOTT, LTD.,
Albion Works, Braintree, ESSEX.

London Showroom: I-Ja, Great Marl-
borough Street, W.

^.S^ FROMN LONDON TO >
EDINBURGH AND BACK

IS THE

N.L.G.
WAY.

ONE entered. ONE finished.
A. V. Deacock on a 6 h.p. 3-speed.

N.L.G. qualifies for a special

GOLD MEDAL.
The whole distance of 800 miles was
covered without the use of a tool !

!

NORTH LONDON GARAGE,
Corsica Street, Highbury, N.

Phone : 1520 North. 'Grams' ' Tractarian, London.

1)1 answerifig these advertisements it is desirable to mp^nt'ion " The Motor Cycle.''
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MOTOR
CYCLES

LONDON TO EDINBURGH WHITSUN RELIABILITY TRIAL.
MR. A. WEBSTER, piding one of oup latest 2iH.P. "HANDY HOBART" MODELs"
illustrated below, was awarded SPECIAL GOLD MEDAL for accomplishing the

double journey within schedule time.
PRICE £38. Representing the Highest Value in up-to-date Motor Cycles.

Exceptionally Powerful and
Effective.

For Hill Climbing it is

unsurpassed.

Most Comfor'table on long

journeys. Very low riding

position.

WRITE FOR LATEST
CATALOGUES

London Agents—Morris, Russell &
Co., 6, Gt. Eastern Street, EC.

THREE OTHER DISTINCT
MODELS.

2| H.P. LADY'S with
Free Engine, and 3-speed

Gear.

3| H.P. STANDAR D
TOURIST, and

4 H.P. TWIN-CYLINDER
for Sidecar work.

HOBART, BIRD & CO., LTD. (S^^.) COVENTRY.

GOLD MEDAL, GRANDEX
(Incorporating the Grandex—N.S.U. 2-Speed Gear and Free Engine.)

To order only. 5-6 Twins, £52 nett.

"GRANDEX MOTORS"

3 models:—
25 h.B- Lightweight. Single Speed 33 gns.

2-Speed 40 „
Sturmey-Apcher 3-Speed

34 h.p. Touriste or T.T. Single
Speed

2Speed
Sturmey-Archer SSpeed

4l h.p. Big Sidecar Instrument
Single Speed

2 Speed
Sturmey Archer 3 Speed

43

39
46
50

44
52
65

Perfect Specifications:

Precision Engines.
Druid Spring: Forks.
Hutchinson or Palmer Tyres.
Lyso Belts and Saddles.
B. & B. or A.M.A.C. Carburetter.
Grandex N.S.U. 2-Speed Gears.
Grandex " Last Drop " Tanks.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
fC discount will be allowed on first retail order
^^^ received by us from an unrepresented distric.

FOR THE MULTITUDE.

Agents ! Secure agency.

Cash, Extended Terms, and Exchanges.

86, GRAY'S INN ROAD, W.C.

J. B. JACQUEMIN BROS.
COLLAPSIBLE "CHLOROPHYLLE" EYE (PROTECTORS.
I.^itchison's patent.) regd.

WORLD'S RECORD.
Mr W. T. CLARKE writes—" 1 used a pair of your Goggles during my
recent Six D.ays' World's Record Motor Cycle Ride of 3,000 miles. 1

must say the Goggles were a great help to me and acted splendidly

tbroughout ;
you well deserve to sell a large quantity.''

PRICE Irom 4/9 CHLOROPHYLLE LENSES, 3/6 PLAIN (Postage 2d.)

WRITE—CHAPPF.LL & CO., 11, Hatton Garden, LONDON.

SIDECAR MODELS.
Can give prompt deliveries of

"CLYNO." "BAT." "ENFIELD." "INDIAN."
Upwards of 100 second-hand Bargains.

Note the following and write for complete list.

ion 3i h.p. F.E. TRIUMPH £43
ion 3J h.p. T.T. TRIUMPH £42 D

1909 3* h.p. F.E. TRIUMPH £35
1909 3* h.p. TRIUMPH £31

1911 3J h.p. PREMIER £36
J911 3J h.p. Two-Spcecl HUMBER £40
1910 3J h.p. Two-Speed NUMBER £35
tgii 3S h.p. KERRY £35
1910 2i h.p. Twin ENFIELD £22 10

1910 2i h.p. Twin MOTO-REVE £22 10

All machines guaranteed.

ROBERT BEVAN, Castle Street, CARDIFF.

Ill an.<wiiiiiij t/ie.<c aJicrtiscmcnts it is deMrahlc to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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MUST BE SOLD.
We are still worrpng.you to .send for that. list,,

which has now been revised, and- let us have vour
orders for anything that there is to suit you. We have
told you for the last.two months that the garage is

too small for the enormous stocks that we bought at

the Show. What with A.C.'s, Morgan Runabouts,
and other three and four-wheelers, not to mention
Clyno and sidecars, Matchle-ss, Jap-Bat, P. & M.,

Scott, Rudge, Triumph, Zenith, Humber, Premier,
and other things that we are Agents for, and are

having in every week, therefore we are compelled to

make a move on the Second-hand Motor Cycles.

We are out to lose money to clear them out ; but
naturally as little as possible. What we want you
to do is to get on the move ana study the prices in

latest list, when we are sure you will be a buyer.

We are compelled to sell, as we cannot get a bigger

garage in Morecarabe or district. We have the stuff

coming in, and must haVe somewhere to put it. .Ml

we can do is to ask you to buy it from us. If we
cannot sell it at our price, we will try and,do so at

yours. In the last week or two we have sold some
Magneto Machines at from £10 to £12, which should

have really been £17 to £20 ; but what's the use of

keeping tt ^"- here, filling up the place, and hindering

good new business. We have also sold some good
lightweight machines for a few pounds that should

have been at least a dozen. Many other machines

we have sold at £5 or £n a time.

With us, bhoys, you can buy on cash or deferred

terms, and a deposit of from £3 to £13 will purchase a

machine. The balance can be paid in weekly or

monthly instalments. Terms may be arranged to

suit all pockets.

The Sunny Jims, of course, have twigged it and

we have been swarmed with the bhoys on Saturday

afternoons and local half holidays : but still there

is plenty left for you. Of course, with the enormous

stocks that we have, it takes a lot of shifting. If

you intend having a motor cycle, don't. waste any
more time. Speculate in a postcard, and ask for pur^
Special Sale List. If we send you a list, and it does

not. do you any -good, it. won't do you any barm.
The sight of it will startle you, and you will 'be

wondering why you did not get one before. If you .

have had an older list get the latest with last

reduction.

There is a splendid mixed stock left, and you need

not hesitate to buy now. Everything that we send

out is sent on our usual terms : Cash \s'ith order. If

the machine is not as per specification, you are at

liberty to return within three days and have your

monev back, in full. At all times we are pleased

to entertain exchanging Motor Cycles for other

second-hand machines. Whatever you do, you can-

not get wrong with us. We are out to seek your

trade and make room.

We have been advertising for a long time now.

gi\-ing you advice, and the fact that we were last

week enabled to tell you that our turnover for the

last six months (winter months) had increased by
:f5,ooo over the six months in the summer half-year

preceding, shows that we treat our clients in a

straightforward manner, otherwise they would not

be interested in dealing with us. Remember that

there are many firms in the trade, but only one

that will return you your money as above.

If you want anything in the way of .\ccessories we

are sure you might go further and fare worse than

drop, us a postcard for our. Accessories List. The
prices are low and the quality good, and as we are

gradually declining this branch of the business, we
are interested in disposing of the stuff. Some things

are cleared out, "but there still seems to be plenty

left. -If you want anything, write. Don't leave it

until to-morrow. Get your postcard sent at once,

only, when you send the postcard, don't forget your

name and address, and ask for the lists you want.

There is little usem calling yourself, say, John Smith,
and not put the name of the street on, as there- are
scores ,pf John Smiths in every town in Great Britain.
Give us your full address, and there will be no
difficulty. - . - .- - .- :

We might also mention that we are on the tele-

pnone, and there is. nothing like being sharp .ibout I

it. Get on the 'phone and ask us what we have to

sell, and you will probably buy it straight away.
If j'ou happen to be in the trade, whether in a large

or small.way, it wiU do you good, as we have plenty
to sell, and will give you a trade discount off every-

]

thing that we have to move. We don't work foi

nothing, neither do we expect anyone else t'^ do so

therefore, please let us have your enquiries.

From £10 down will purchase a new Motot
Cycle. We aie in a position to deliver any machine I

on the market on these terms. The balance of the

money we are, prepared to allow you* to pay in

instalments spread over twelve months, so that

you do not feel the paying for the machine, whilst I

you are at libertv to ride it and have the full enjoy
meat from same. Our s>'stem is the fairest on I

the market, whilst our selection of high-class models
excels all others. Our deliveries are the quickest,

and there is no reason why you should be without I

a machine. Please get on the jump and let us hear

from you. If you do not want a new machine, the

same terms will apply to a Second-hand one. The
deposit will vary according to the class of machine.

Remember the address, and write for our lists at
]

once.

Until next week, bhoys, good-bye. If you have I

not seen the Canaries,' it is time you came down to
|

the sea.

Kitchen's, Ltd., Morecambe.
Wires

:

Telephone

:

*' Motor. Morecambe." 112, Morecambe,

MOTOR CYCLES
BY EASY PAYMENTS

Whiteleys are prepared to supply. ANY
MAKE OF MOTOR CYCLE or CYCLE-

CAR on the EASIEST OF EASY TERMS

Interest Charge from 2 per cent.

A TEN POUND NOTE
iscures delivery, and you can pay the balance

Jterwards by twelve monthly instalments

WHY WAIT 6 WEEKS WHEN WE HAVE IN STOCK

Premiers
Bradburys
Triumphs
Indians
.Douglas
Rex-Japs

Alcyons
New Hudsons
Cedthorpes
James
Singers
Rudges

Bats
Zeniths
Swifts
Clynos
P. & M.S.
Duo=Cars

Carriage Paid to any Station in the UnitedKingdom.

WHITELEYS
QUEEN'S ROAD, LONDON, W.

Never throw a

bDDGE
PLUG

however old

The materials ofwhich they
are made are so good that
they are always worth

repairing.

Guaranteed for one j'ear.

They last for many years.

PRICE 4/- EACH.

They fit all Motor Cycles.
(incluilinB Tri(iiniilis).

When ordering,' specify

"Motor Cycle type."

Packed in red boxes. (The green
boxes contain the car type.)

Sole Manufactunrs—
LODGE BROS. & Co., "^^^ BIRMINGHAM

In ansu-cring these adrcrtisemcnts it is desirahle to mention " Tiie Motor C't/de." A33
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 14 words or less 1/6, and Id. per word
after. Each paragraph is charged separately.

Name and address must be counted. In the

case of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

<o the omces of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by
the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every cire is taken
to avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
, For the convenienre of purchasers of second-hand
motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into

districts, as many leaders like to know what machines
are for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before
going further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

SECTION T.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.
Nottinghnm, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,

Warwick,
SECTION V.

Norfollt, Sudolk, Cambridg'^, Himtingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarlhen, Cardigan, and Pcmbroke.

SECTION VII.
Glouw^tcr, Oxford, Ruckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants.

Channel Islands.

Sr-XTiON VIII.
H<-rlford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX.
homorset, DrvoDj Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI.
Irdind and Isle of Man.

MATCHLESS
ADVANTAGES
are by us offered to every
Motor Cycle Buyer : The
largest selection in the
trade, the lowest prices,

immediate prompt de-
liver;' from stock. of newest 1012 models, and
reliable guaranteed second-hand machines over-
hauled and put in most, satisfactory repair. Call

and see the great show nf over ^00 machines.
ASK FOR TO-DAY'S BARGAIN LIST,

WHICH INCLUDES—
5504. jJ, h.p. iQio PREMIER, Mabon

free engine £24
5505. jjh.p. lorr Twin CAIHPION ....£2710
5507. sjh.p. iciii 2-speed DOUGLAS .. £37 10
5519. 3J h.p. lyro Standard TRIUMPH £33
5.524. 5-6 h.p. 1912 4-cvlinder F.N,

Qutch Model £48
5530. 35 h.p. 191 1 j-sjieed HUMBER and

sidecar £45
5532. 6 h.p. 1912 REX Sidette £60
55i3- 5 h.p. 1911 Free-engine INDIAN £39 10
5536. 6 h.p. r9ii 2-speed BAT and side-

car £60
5540. 8 h.p, iQir 2 speed MATCHLESS

and sidecar £57 10
5542. 3J h.p. QUADRANT £17 10
5543. 35 h.p. inrr 3-5P. Lady's HOBART £35
5547. 6 h.p. lyri ZENITH GRADUA

and sidecar £63
5555. 3.5 h.p- IQIO Free-cngineTRIUHPH£38 10
5558. 3i h.p. 1911 2-speed BRADBURY £42
5559. il t.p, 1908 TRIUMPH £29
5560. 2lh.p. 1912 Standard PREMIER
55S2. 2jh,p, 1909 DOUGLAS, Roc 2-sp. £29
3544. 3J h,p. igro ZENITH GRADUA . . £35
5565. 3l h.p. igll F.E. TRIUMPH .... £45
5036. 2i h.p. 1911 MOTOSACOCHE .... £27
5009. 3* h.p. rgri T.T. BRADBURY ..£32
5055. 3l h.p. 1911 L.M.C., variable gear £35
5287. 23 h.p. igir DOUGLAS £28
5oof). 3! h.p. 1910 T.T. TRIUMPH £34
5066, 3jh,p, 1911 BRADBURY, Maboncl. £37 10
5332. 5-6h.p. igri 4-cyl. F.N £33 10
535S. 2f h.p. r9l2 2-speed ENFIELD . . £47
4420, 3i h,p, 1911 Free Engine PREMIER £38 10
5441. 3i h.p, rglr BRADBURY £35
5468. 3J h.p, r9ir BRADBURY £35
5327. 7 h.p, 1911 2-speed REX DELUXE£45
3384. 3i h.p, 1910 Standard TRIUMPH £33 10
5285, 2 h,p, igroMOTO-REVE £20
48S3, 3ih.p. 1911 CHATER-J.A.P £32
4871. 3S h.p. rgri BAT-J.A.P £32 10
5420. 2} h.p. 1911 2-speed ENFIELD . . £40
5424. 35 h.p. r9r2 F.E. BRADBURY ..£48 10
5306. 3j h.p. rgro 2-speed P. & M £42
5460. 2I h.p. igro 2-speed F.N £27 10
5493. 35 h.p. r9ll 2-spe(;d BRADBURY £42
5471- 3i h.p. rgrr F.E. BRADBURY ..£38
5293, 2i h.p. 1911 ENFIELD £40
4865. 2i h.p. 1911 HANDY HOBART .,£25
5500. 3J h.p, rgir P. & M £50
4957. S h.p, i9ro BAT-J.A.P £35
47or. 2,f h,p, 1910 N.S.U £18
4S07, 3J h,p. 1911 KERRY-ABINGDON 30 Gns.
5290, 5-6 h.p, 4-cyl. F.N £33 10
4393. 3* h.p. 1911 T.T. PEUGEOT .... £27 10
4425. 3J h,p, 1911 F.h;. PREMIER £37 10
4146. 3 h.p. N.S.U £15
4225, 3il h, p. MIDGET BIGAR £20
433r. H h.p. 1909 MOTOSACOCHE £16 10
4(J3r, 3j h,p, 1909 CHATER-J,A.P £22
4784, 34 h,p. 1911 I'.r. ARIEL £28 10
5333. 2 h.p. 1909 MOTO-REVE £21
5253- 3! h.p, 190S Twin PEUGEOT £18
5448, 3S h-P. 1911 Cone Chneh REX ..£35

9, SHOE LANE, FLEET

I

STREET,
I.ONDON, E.G.
I'hc.ne: llnlbnni, 5777.

Wire^ :
" ()|,ih.,.r, l,,ind..n,"

^1 NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
r For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be
addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office.
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration^
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be'sirnt
for forwardmg replies. Only the number will appeai- in
the advertisement. RepUes should be addressed, " No.
000, c/o The iMotor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if
" London ''

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

3»^DEPPSIT SYSTEM,
Persons whp hesitate to send monev to unknown persons

may deaLin perfect safety .by .availing themselves of our
Deposit .System. - If. the mon£;y! bc.dep.osjte'd; with " The
Motor Cycle," both parties aire advised of thikreceipt.

The time allowed for -a decision, aftei; receipt of the
goods-is three dajs, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, ..but if not we return the amount
.to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage,one way. „F.or all transactions exceeding £10 in
.value, a depOsir fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
/ro the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to- their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed' , of. Advertisers o[tei> receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Ciimberrand, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

NEW 1912 Motor Cycles in stoeli, for immediate de-
livery :

TWO 3ih.p. Huiubers, standard and 2-fpeert gears;
£47/10 and £52/10,

THBEE 3Jli.p. B.S.A.'s, standard, free nvyiue. inid

2-siiPea ;;ears; £50, £56/10, and £60 nsiip.tiu'l.v.

/"kNE Triumph, standard; £48/16,

/~kNE Eoyal Enfiekl, 2J-li.p., 2-slieia; 50 suineas. ,:

r\NE 6h.p. Eoyal Eufleld Sidecar Combination; £84.

THESE we can oilier lor immediate delivery, beini;

absolutely in .stock, but of ouuri-e bciiiK enhjert to

being sold on reply-—"Write, wire, or telephone ioT

further particulars, catalogues, or booklets, to Ttirve7

and Co., The Motor House of the North, SuuderlaiKl.

Tel.: No. 626. - ' — [X955

1012 Scott, perfect order, small mileage; nearest £60
J-V gets it.-Waltoii, 67, Graye Rd., :W. HarlUiuiol.

: , 1X664

3 ill. p. Minerva, spring forks, h,b.e,, adjustable pldley;
2 £9/10.—Purticulars, Dawson, Cleatlam, Winston,

D.arliiis-ton. (X99

HUMBER Lightweight, lute 1911, spare cover, tui.e,

belt, 300 miles, as new;; £29/10.-Hall, Woudlinru
Ed., Ashiugton, Nortlmiulierland.

'

[0441

TEtUMrH, 1910 model, Milleuuimn 2-speert linli, lias

taken sideear about Lakes, done 6,000 niih^i 38
guineas,-Weodlloiloe, Ho.-^tel, Sedberg, ' IX9C4
1012 T.T. Eoud.sfi'r Triumph, lumdle-biir magneto
i-V control, in stm-lt, £50; 1912 21h,p, Culeott, £30;
exchanges arraiigea.—Nixon, Brampton, Cmiiherlautl.

[X784

"JQIO Enfield, engine just overhunled by niakeis, in \v

Xt/ luuikuard, enrricr, imlley, splendid ruiiditi.m,

running iierfeetlv; liurgain, £21.— I'lHlvy -Abbey Tnwii.

;
-

. , ,

1X877

1 Q09 1'-, and M., £32; 1911 4h-i)- 2-«pecd (Jnuilrant.
J-V like new, £38: 1911 3'li-p- rrCmicr, £35: 1911
7h.ii- free eiigino Eex, £33,—'Walker's, Fishburii, Feny-
hill- (013-1

TEIUMn-r, 1910, P,B., Oowey; Al,rt(n-lip»e liuiil<.

horn, spare valvi's, new licuvy Kehipslnill bael;,

C'linelier front, exeellent condition: £38.—Dr, Mnirlieinl,

North Shields, 1060 n

/-*h,p. Twin Alitnine, alinnvt new, many rellnenient
,O good (^hlenir nmeliinr; iiluilo sent; £25, or ev-

ehimge 3ih,p, solo maeliine, cash iidjU'^tmeut fir 1912
iiiiidi1--Portliou-^e, John SI-, Maiyport. (X795
;T1UIUMI'HS, HliniLers, B,S,A., Eoyal Enfield luijlor

i X t-yi-l<^<, lightw eighth?, 2 apeeil.^, free engines; write,

wire, or 'phone lor imniediiite deliveries—Tnrvey and
Co,, The Motor House, Sunderland, Tel.: No. 626.

I

[0061

IADV'S 21i.p. Minerva, Cliater-Leu frame, in sphn
J did Tunning ordi'r ; £12/10, ur exchange gelil's

higher powered imiehine, cash ndjustnient.— Linfool,
^^ Ituui-ignte Forge, .Slni-kton-on-Tees. I055U

A.-?4 In UHsinr'inti //r-.r ,\,lvrr/i.<ifnienle it is denirahle Iv mrnlioii " '/'/ir Mntor t'l/rlc
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The Halifax Motor Exchange

Larg^est Rex Dealers,
16. WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

'Phone, 766. Telegrams, " Perfection.*

£3 to £5 DOWN and 5/- weekly secures
prompt despatch of

2} h.p. BAT, spring frame £12 10
Twin REX, spring forks £16 10
^ h.D. QUADRANT £10 10
2j h.p. KERRY £10 10
3 h.p. HUMBER, chain drive £8 10

3i h.p. light, low REX, h.b. control £12 10

2i h.p. DE DION £10 10
2j h.p. J.A.P., spring fork £8 10

si h.p. M.M.C., torpedo tank £10 10

£

£7
deoosit and 10/- weekly secures

—

2i"h.p. Mag. MINERVA.chain drive £16 10
3 h.p. Magneto TRIUMPH £23 10
3} h.p. Magneto REX £19 19
Twin MOTO-REVE £19 19
2ih.p. REX Magneto Lightweight £16 10

BRAND NEW 1911 REXES.
Makers' price. Ours.

3J h.p. Rex Tourist 43 guineas 34 guineas
3| h.p. Free-engine 48 guineas 39 guineas

3I h.p. 2-speed De Luxe ,57 guineas 46 guineas
5 h.p. 2-speed De Luxe 60 guineas 51 guineas
All new and guaranteed. Exchanges liberally dealt with.

1912 DE LUXE
SIDECAR
£6 6s.

' Exchange," with Continental motor cycle tyre £5 5
" De Luxe," with best tyre, apron, footmat . . £6 6
Ditto, with reversible child's seat £7
Ditto, with best coach-built body .£7 12 6
Improved Quick Detachable Joints, cranked extra strong

back axle and spindle, tip-up body, and caged bail races
to all models. Prompt delivery to suit Rexes, Triumphs,
N.S.U.'s, Indians, and any other maKe.

Discount to trade. Exchanges entertained.

GUARANTEED IN RUNNING ORDER.
1012 3S h.D. stand.wd BRADBURY, NEW
Iat2 Twin REX Sidette, NEW
icir3 Two speed REX JUNIOR DE LUXE
19II 3* h.p. 2-speed NUMBER
SCOTT 2-specd, Aug., rqro
I jto 3J h.p. 2-speed'CENTAUR
iqii 3i h.p. REX, clutch model, as new
19" 3j h-P. 2-speed REX, only done 200 miles. .

1910 7 h.p. Twin REX. HOT STUFF
1910 3 h.p. REX. very fast. Special machine . .

2j h.p. Magneto MOTO-REVE, Druids
1910 3) h.p. Tourist Trophy REX
ion 3j h.p. 2-speLd N.S.U., smart and good
1908 3.V b.p. Magneto REX, spring forks
31- h.p. light, low REX
3 b.p. QUADRANT, low frame
2j-h,p. KERRY, 26in. wheels
6h.p.T«in KERRY Tricar
igog 55 h.p. 2-speed Twin REX DE LUXE

Easy Payments at Special Rates.

£48
£75
£45
£37 10
£37 10
£32 10
£34 10
42 Gns
£37 10
£29 10
£19 19
£27 10
£35
£19 19
£12 10
£10 10
£10 10
£14 10
£36 10

SUNDRIES.
Stewart Speedometers, front or rear drive £2 15
,Mabon Free-engine Clutch, fits Triumph 35>
Monocar Frame, .(-wheeler, with axle and tyres .

.

£6 10
' Backrest, to fit XL' All saddle 7/6
Triumph, Pattern Horns, new 4/6
New Cane Sidecar Body 17/6
Brooks' Bioo Saddle 9/6
New Large Lycett's 5I0T0R S.\DDI.E 9/8
Wicker Sidec ar Body 10/6
Cane Sidecar Body, new 17/6
New Sidecar Aprons, with studs 7/6
Plated Rex Pattern Handle-bars 6/6
New 20 amp. Fuller Accumulator 11/-
New H.-urison's Backrest . . usual price 12/6, ours 9/6
Myers' Motor Cycle Stand 3/-

MOTOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 Qll-^- 2-speed Enfield, excellent condition, P. and
A tf H. lamp, Dnnlop studded tvres ; £34 ; letters

only.—Birch, 25, Park Rd-, \Vi?an. [0585

WE have in stock 1912 61i.p. Res de Luxe models,
also 1912 3ih.D. 2-«poed B-S-A.-Cairno and Co.,

Griinshaw St. Motor Exchange, Preston. [X971

LIGHTWEIGHT 'Wolf, sprin? forks and seat, new
condition, aecessoriee ; £14, or useful part ex-

change—ISO. Smithdown Rd., Liverpool. (X776

22—1910 3jh-p. Rex, pood, reliable machine, very
low. Bosch magneto. B. and B., h.b-c. ; a harcain.

—A. B. Nutter. 227, Keighley Rd-, Colne. [0439

ROYAL Enfield, 21h.p., 1911, splendid condition, for
sale, or exchange lor 5-6h-p. twin sidecar machine.

-Fox, 2. Lawtun Rd-, Heatou Chapel, Stockport. [X805

i) 3.h.p. Kerrj' Motor Cycle, Siinms magneto, B. and
^^4 B. carburetter, good condition; £12, or ca^-h ad-
juj^tment for Itigher power.—205, Wojdhou^e St.. Leeds.

- [X892

1 Q 11^ Ariel, decompressor, condition as new, lamp.
-1-*^ horn, etc.. complete with sidecar : £40, or ott'er

;

would separate; good reasons.—21, Russell St.. Rochdnlc.
CXSoS

1 Q 101 Humber, 3ih.p., 2^speed, free engine, Lucas
JLiJ lamp, \^'hittle and WaDawata, new tvres, perfect
condition; £31.-37, Park Rd.. Stretford, Manchester.

[0375

A.J.S., 1911i, new Novembt-r, nev r been ridden, 2-

rspeed, chain drive ; list £46/4. ^>acriHce £38.—
Muir's, Cycle Factors, Linthorpe Rd , Midd'esbrf u'-'h.

[0494

REX de Luxe, 1911. 5h,p., 2 i^peeds, free, Continental
tyres, Wliittle, Autorlipse, back rest, spare tyre,

valve, etc., as new; £40.—Peters, Wilfred Rd., Bolton.
[0630

BRADBURY, 1911i. new June, perfect, £33:
Bradbury, 1912, free engine, done 50 mile.^, un-

maiked, £50.—Muir'a, Cycle Factors, Yarm Lane,
Sto*.kton. [C495

ZENITH-GRADUA, August, 1911. 3:.b.p., Lucas
lamp, spare cover, tube, etc., equal to new; £39,

lowest ; owner bought car.-Rawson, 46, Portland St.,

Southport. [0117

B.S A., 1912. 3ih-p., free engine, 2i tyres, purchased
April, ridden 200 railer;, perfect condition ; £52.

—Apply, A. Donaldson, Coldstream House, H. Brougli-
ton, Manchester. [S441

LOOK.—3ih.p. 2-6pec^ model N.S.0., new^ end 1910,
overhauled, etc., perfect ; £26/10 ; exchange com^

bination, or .single speed and little cash-—40, Andover
St.. Sheffield. [X925

IQlO 3ih-p. Scott, 2-speed gear, free engine, spare
-l-*^ chains, new cover on batk wheel, in perfect con-
dition throughout; £38.—Duckworth, 197, Manchester
Rd., Sudden, Rochdale. [X893

KYNOCH Motors, fitted with the famous J.A.P. en-
gines, 6peak<^ for it^^elf. — -Order now from H.

Thompson, 166. Stockport Rd-, Leveu>hulme, if you
want immediate delivery. - [X129

MANCHESTER Ag^t for the Kynoch fitted with
the famous J.A.P. engine, il. Thompson, 166,

Stoikport Rd., LeveiLshulme. Order now for early de-
liveries. [X130"

IQll Royal Enfield, 2;h-p., chain drive, footboards,
Xt/ lamp, horn, tools, winner 2 hill-climb^, perfect
condition, unscratched ; £34. or offer.—Hy. Haworth,
141. Dtukworth St-, Darwen. [0325

RUDGE Mnlti in stock, £60: 1912 H;izlewood, 3-
speed, run 700 mile.-<, evprything in uew nndition,

and give any trial, £43; 1911i Rudge, free engine, run
1.500 miles, guaranteed perfect order, £40; 1909 Rex
de Luxe, 3ih-D-. 2-sp_eed, £28; 1911 Enfield, 2-specd,
ill nearly new condition, £32.—^^veringham, Pockliugton.

[X750

TO Traders and Otheri^.-We are op, n to pay spot
cash for Ttaimphs, Scctt, P. a-id M., Zenith,

Matchless, Bat-Jap, Clyuo, Douglao;. Levis, etc., etc.,
also Morgan, G.W.K-, A.C-, or otter good runnbouts;
state lowest price and dale of deliverv, all particulars
first letter.—Cordingley's Motor Cvele Mart, Hi.-^ln;-
den. Tel. : 2Y. [0647

GREAT Sale of motor cycles.-31h.p. Rex, £7/10;
4h.p. Chater-Lea, magneto, spring forks, B. and

B.. £12; 3h.p. Triumph, £9: 1909 Douglas, £18/10-
1911 Kerry-AbingdJH. £28; 5-6hp. Rex, 1909, twin-
-j-l., l'ie:3 engine, and sidecar, £25, worth £40; 1908
Triumph, new condition, £25; P. and M-, nearly new, 2-

speed, free engine, £37/10: we Iiave about 60 second-
hand motor bikes in stock, consisting of 1907. 1908
1909. 1910 Triumphs, prices from £15; several Erad-
burye, Singa.v;. Moto-Reves ; all machines sold are
warranted in good order; sidecars from 507-.—The Motor
Cycle Exchange. 160, Young St., Sheffield. [0100

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

1 Qll 4-cyI. F.N-, a.^ new, exhaust whiet'e, Serrice
-1-*/. li.ira; £35.— Harold Potts, Broseley. [X147

3ih.p., 2-speed, F.E. model, just de-
5-—Hughes, Garage, EUesmere. [0-305

Itr"eI^:" hampstead.
Close to Hampstead Tube Station.

Tele : "Rey, Hampstead." Tel : 2678, P.O., Hampstead.

EXTENDED PAYMENTS
Taken on any Machine or Runabout.

NO EXTRA CHARGE ON MOST MAKES.
Following 1912 Machines for

ilVIIVIEDIATE DELIVERY
AND IN STOCK :

TRIUMPH T.T. Roadster, igia £50
RUDGE Multi-speed, 1012 «50
TRIUMPH Standard Model £43 15
TRIUMPH 1912 F.E. Model £55
RUDGE Standard Model 848 15
RUDGE T.T. Model £13 15
RUDGE F.E. Model S55

CLYNO 5-6 h.p. 1912 2-speed Model 35 Gns
P. and M. 3ih.p. 1912 2-speod Model S65
B.S.A. 3V h.p. 1912 2-speed Model £60
B.S.A. 3? h.p. 1912 Standard Model £50
BRADBURY 3t h.p. 1912 2-speed Model £55
ZENITH 6 h.p. Model 57 Gnj
ZENITH 3} h.p. Model 53 Gns
DOUGLAS L Lady's Model 652

DOUGLAS T T.T. Model 64/
DOUGLAS G Standard Model £41

BRADBURY Standard Model £48
BRADBURY F.E. Model £54 10
BRADBURY T.T. Model £48

SINGER 3i h.p. 3-speed Model £58 10

LINCOLN ELK 3i h.p. Standard Model £34 5
HUMBER 3lh.p. 2-5peed Model £52 10

BAT 6 h.p. Standard Model £58
SINGER 2-specd 4 h.p. Sidecar Model £65
ZENITH 8 h.p. Model 69 Gns
DOUGLAS Model K £50
BRADBURY 2-speed Model £55
B.S.A. F.E. Model £56 10

G. and N. Runabout in four weeks.

Any other makes on application.

TRADE SUPPLIED WITH VARIOUS MAKES.
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS ALLOWED.

Machines at Bargain Prices to piear.
20IT. F.N., 1911 model, 6 h.p , like new £35
2047. F.N., 2ih.p., 191 1, 2-speed gear £26
1955. F.N., 4-cyl., 6 h.p., good order £35
1906. F.N., 4-cyl., 1911, w'ith sidecar £35
1966. F.N., 2j h.p., magneto, splendid order ... . £15
2C64. F.N. , 2I h.p., 1910, 2-speed £24
1858. F.N., 2j h.p., 2-5peed, 1910! £25
ig6S. REX, 19101, 3ihP £25
H.S. T.T. Roadster TRIUMPH, 1911 £38 .

H.S. 1912 A.C., almost new £80
1912 T.T. RUDGE, as new £40
190,^ TRIUMPH, good order £26
2066. J.A.P.-CHATER-LEA, 4 h.p., 1911 £29
2146. DOUGLAS, 1910, fine order £24
16.(0. ZENITH, 1911,3! h.p., good order £41
2063. F.N,, 4-cyl., nice order : . . . . £25
2135. ZEDEL twin, 6 h.p., Chatcr fitting .: £22

MILLFORDSpringWhcelSidecar.cane, 1911 £8
All Accessories included on S.ll. at the price advertised.

BAT P. & i\I. two speed gear, new £10

1 Q12 Bradburv,
Xt7 livered; £5

The £4-10 REY Sidecar £3-1
With Hutchinson or Michelin 26X2J tyre and tube,

30/- extra.

The famous " REY" EXHAUST WHISTLE now reduced

to 12/6 each. Triumph standard type.

The "REY" LEATHER BELTING outlasts two of any
other makes. Price 2/- per fooL
Special Discounts to Irade.

ONLY HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY.

5, HEATH
STREET, HAMPSTEAD.

In. aii-^ircrinff l/n'sc adveilisvmint.i it is chaitahh to mention " The Motor Cycle.' A3 7
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Caught on !

!

OUR

REED CANE BODIES
have undoubtedly hit the mark.

Undoubtedly this class of cane is far superior and

more classy than ordinary cane or wicker work,

besides being considerably lighter. These beautiful

sidecars appeal to those who want absolutely the

>"' tVIodel E

£T lOs.
IVIocJol F

£8 8s.
OUR POPULAR MODELS ARE GOING STRONG.

Model de Luxe.—£6 5s.

Model E.—£7 5s Madel D.—£8.
Complete witU Lamp, Foot Mat, Kick-up Staiirl,

QuicU Detachable Juints, Continental or Michelin
Tyres, Round or Car I'attei'n Mudguard, aiid

CAR k I AGE I'AII). Sr-nd for ii-^t.

MISCELLANEOUS BAfCGAgNS.
4^ li.p. Aster hiiKim.-. vvalr.-i--cooiod £4 10

44 li.p. liuclict i'ljigine, water-cooled £4 10
2 h. p.. Stationary Engine water-cooled . . .

.

£4 10

3 li.p. Simrtis Engine, M.O.V 50/-
LeaiiiiTiglon Passenger Chaic, new 12/6
(,')''», uiut I'ihrc Sidecar, foot-mata 3/-

Allii'Hi Clutcli, lits Triumph 47 .'

New Scresv-cutliiig Latlic, ^in. ceutres £8 10
Brooks's Mio,^ Saddle '. 10/6
IJpjoUh's Hiy> New S;iddlf-. i<)i2 inoiU-l 14/6

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 23, Hopwood Lane,

HALIFAX r"
""""'"

Irom G.P.O.j

Irlci'lionc '

MOTCH BICYCLES FOR SALE.
PEEMIEE, SJh-E., tree engine, 1912 model, iuet

arrived.

BEATIBUEY, 3;lip.. free engine, 1912 model, just
arrived.

PEEJIIEE, 3;li.p., 3-siieod, free enginff, 1912, just
arrived-

"DEAUBUEY, SUi-p . free engine, 1911 model; £35.

TJEEMIEE, 2;h.p., 3-spK'd, free engine, jrtst arrived.

TITOTOSACOCHE. liglitiveigUt, 1911 m del ; £20.

TTyOLF, lighttieight. Stevriis engine; £8 10.

pi.N.. 4.cjyl., 1910 model; £30 cash.

WE hold the largest motor eyide f.ttji 1.

tordshi]e. Write for on^.ea^^ll

meat terms and excliange terms.

NOTE the address H^inlev Garage,
Hanley.

terjn'

Ltd.

X.irth Stal-

; ea.ij- pay-

Cheapside,
[0085

N-S r. Lightweight, l^h.p., 1909, magneto, splendid
<ir.h'r; apprnv;d: 12 gniaea^.—Bone, Ivanhoo, Llan-

dudno. [X905

nur-st

Khy],
S907

X*6.— 23h-p. 1-t. niii.i;n.lo C]y;lr. m ruu-'iug order;^ sell, H'-nninc h;ir;;;nn,— Tii-\i-tli;in. Tile l-'i-rn<,

LAJIY'S H..li;irt,

ditiou: £30.
2ih late

Staffs.

-J Q12 Jl.Klrj K.
i-O livM-y.-Xo.

l-)onf;las;

668,, 77u' Mulur
entry.

ROYAL Eulii-
qiare tjri'.

1. 1911.
alve. eh-

perfert
:
£30--

Eaken-r

1910. ni;;-;n.-tn. good enn
Vr— Welliu-s, Newea.^tle,

[X44-t

nuiihle to take de
Curie OtHees. Cov-

[X811

;-(mditi(ai, Lm'a,^ lamp,
iteKeguie, Y'oulureave.

[XSSI

TEIUJIPH. 1911, 3:li.p riit.tor bike, staialard; £36;
in !-( rd order.— 1). -iji'i;;litcin, Bradh-v Hall Farnr

noiir Stalfrrd" [-V135

TEIUJtl'H, jrtst arrived, first eheqne £55, free eusine;
Xpw Hnds n-Jap. 3-spi-rd. 57 i;niiieus.-Jli!;er,

Craven Alius. [x90i

1 012 -Clutch Bradbnrv. new; ntt'ers, wii; lake ordinary
i-«7 3-speixl cycle piirt.-Bo.\ Xo. 625. 'tlir I\hil„r Ct/rl,.

OtHces, Coveutr.v. [X131

2.;h.p., 1910;. new Palmer. Jliller lamp, new
" overhiiiili'd; £20, rr nearest

A.J.S.. 2.;h.l

cylinder.

Lai

rQ12
3:.ll-p- :

if aim-, ncu-
Motor Ciir'r Otti-

31h-P-
2 ii

tafti rd-

Xew

::xia9

lliid-i-n. 3-.spi.-d sen, .T.A.P en-
hisf rash ,iSii.<.-Box Xo. 627, The

s, Cnvrutry, [X132

Hii'-uher, elciin drive, magnetn, 26x2,t tyres,
perfect eonditiun ; ]>ai ticillars on application;

fl2--Aitken, Heanor Ed-, Ilke-stun. [0345

Armstrong 3-sp(^ed, free engine,
ondition as Ur-w ; £37/10.

3JLh.p. Premier. 1912. An
2 not done 500 niiles.

including slm -K. Grodall, Tiinsta [0329

DOUGLAS, standard, 1911 model. Al condition, new
tamp, tyres, helt, spares; £27/10; expert examina-

tiou--Sllone, 70, Watergate St., Cheeter. [0420

-| Q 1 1 2.speed Endg.
J-iy £63 last November,

and MilN-Fulford
11 for £46, (

l''ox, ^ladttiugton Barracks. Liclitii;

ddecar, cost
near ; any

1- [X810

Rt-TDGE, free eiciilie. 1912
fast, urw P- and H

St £58,

;l"ne about 500, very
lamp, horn, watih. spare
ilecept £48.-IIe(l^on, 153,

[X813

3 ill. p. Miuerv;i, epring forks, B. and B,
2 magneto, new llnnlop belt, Lycett's siiddle.

19^=

Villvi-. jilu;;

High iSt., B
arhuretter.

jusl

been thoron^dilv overhauled and eu;imelled; £22.—Apiily
HTall. Grecualeigh, Matlock- [X973

New Hadson. Armstron;; S-t^pe-ed gear, .T.A.I'

!- engine, enamelled French ^rev, inch Dnnlop
belt; cost with .spares £63. accept £48. no otlVr-.-Law
rence, Lichfield Ed., Bloxwieh. [X902

BEAND New Motors recGutly delivered from makins.
—Triumpli, free engine model, £55 ; BradhiiLj'.

chain drive. 2-.speed gear, and model de liixr snlecar,

£70/10--William3, Motor Depot, Balii. [0506

1 Q12 3;h.p. 2-.*peea Chain Urive Bradbury. £58/10;X^ 1912 3;h.p. 3-specd Eover, £69/10; 1912 3Jh.p-
Xi-w Hudson, 3-8peed. ran 500 miles, perfect cbndition,
guaranteed, £48.—Thos. Booth, PrddBhaui. [X808

TKinMEI-T, 1907 frame. 1908 engine. £14 recently
spent on machine, Bosch. H. iiml B-, very icliabic,

lamp, horn, tools, spares; fall juirliealars ;
£25/10.-

S.x lOtlielstou, Hiiiton, Wliitiliurch, Salop- i.\8.?

1 Qll Free Engine Budge, Rom eonibiuation back
J-*/ iyre, new lin, Ly.so, delivered last August, first-

I la-s condition; rctuson selling bought twin; £45, or
iH-iireet offer. -llrcwin, Biirn^ton, Birkenh. ad. [X107

IV-fTJ.,£' lion
late 1910, iih.p., 2..slieed. to engine lamp,

cti-

;illv new, very little riddiai, .spltndid eoiidili'li; £35,
S, Tiidier. Dcvousliiie Rd.. Totl.y liisc. Ilnhyshire,

[X719
"PUK.MIKII. 3;h.|i., 1911, 2 new Iliudop stnilded 1912
J. tyrcM, with side sliiehls. just been thoroughly ovcr-

Ii;iuled by the Premier Cycle Co., -condition as new. with
all ueee««orio«i £36.-0. H. Bnuoli, Bridge II mse Wiih
-all, BtnB-. tX663

OUOCAR!
We have a ^cry racy two-seater Duocar to dis-

pose of. Genuine De Dion engine, water-ccol.-d,

Bosch magneto, two speeds and reverse. Requires-
overhauling. £25.

IN STOCK.
We have the following new machines actually

in stock.

rgia Mldti RUDGE £60
1912 Standard RUDGE £48
1912 3U1.P. NEW HUDSON, s-specd 57Gns.
rgra 2} b.p. NEW HUDSON, 3-speed 47 Gns.
1912 3i b.p. HUMBER, 2-speed 50 Gns.
rgrr 3J h.p. PREMIER, a-spced £48
igrr 3j h.p. PREMIER, Amistrong 3-speed £46 10

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
rgrr S h.D. CHATER-LEA, j-speed gear box £65 0|

1908 3j h.p. P. and M., 2 speeds £28
3I h.p. N.S.U., magneto, spring forks £17
2 h.p. WOLF, magneto, spring forks .... £15
4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O. v., 26in. wheels . . £14
II) 10 P. and M., 2 speeds, fine goer £32
iQoy MOTO-REVE, twin engine, magneto,

Druids £20
rgro 8 h.p. BAT, M.O. V., 2 speeds £45
rgir Lady's HOBART, Armstrong 3-specd.. £38
3J h.p Twin PREMIER, firte machine £25
iqrr 2|h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, magneto £27

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
1910 3jh.p., fine goer £27
igro 3I h.p., .extra good £28
3^ h.p. igog Speeil King, extra fine £23
3 h.p rgo8 Featherweight Rex, Bosch mag. £17

TWIN-CYLINDER REXESi
1906 5-6 h.p. Twin Rex £16 10
5-6 h.p, Bosch, Lloyd's variable gear . . £22
7 h.p.-de Luxe. 2 speeds, M.O.V £48
5-0 h.p. de Luxe, 1908, 2-speed model .... £28
5-G h.p. de Luxe, rgoS, 2 speeds, special . . £29 10

SIDECAR COMBINATION?.
8 h.p. BAT, 2 speeds, Millford silecar £50
s-6 h.p. 2-speed 1008 REX and sidecar .... £33
7-9 h.p. 2-speed REX and sidecar £53
igri 8 h.p. CHATER-LEA, 3-sp. and sidecar £70

C "St TiiWlJN SECURES ANY OF THESE.a^O i»Uwn BALANCE 5/- WEEKLY.
3 h.p. MINERVA, vertical, M.O.V £12
3I h.p. EXCELSIOR, Amac, h.b. control .. £10

^R THWlJU SECURES ANY OF THESE.
SKi\* WUWll BALANCE 7/6 WEEKLY.
3 h.p. tgoS REX, Bosch magneto £17
5-6 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, h.b. control £16 10
Twin-cylinderMOTO-REVE, magneto, Druids £20
4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., vertical engine.. £14
2 h.p. WOLF, A.J.S. engine, magneto £15
3^ h.p. N.S.U., magneto, spring forks £17'

{k h.p. HUMBER Tricar, 2 speeds, wheel
steering £19'

,5 h.p. HUMBER Car, 2-seater, good goer .. £22
5 h.p. REXETTE, Oppennann 3 speeds .... £18

MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES.
We have a quautity of frames by well-known maker.

Prico 32/6 each.
Rigid forks, 7/6 extra. Druid forks, 4S/- extra.

Enamelled and plated in first-class style.

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
i.)i2 N.S.U. Gear for Bradbury, now £7 7
26x2."> Extra Hcavv ICcniushali Covei', new £2 8

::6x 2i' „ „ „ £1 IS
1912 Senspray Carbmctter, nearly new .... £1
1912 Brooks Bio.). Saddle, padded, new .... 16/6
B. & B.,Carburetter, h.b. control, good oider 14/0
Amac Cirburelter, h.b. control, good order.

.

12/6
C.A P Carburetter, h.b. control 16/6
C.A.V. V twin magneto, 45 degrees £3 3

1912 B. and B. Carburetters, variable jets.

.

28/6-

1012 B. and B. Carburetters, single jet 27'-

1912 Senspray Carburetters 28/G
Camel lin. Rubber Belting per foot 1/3
I'ulford Castor Wheel Sidecar ;. £5
I ATott's Carrier Toolbags (new) 7/6
Sidecar Lamps, show red light behind ...... 7/6
Trailer, aOin. wheels * '25/-

Ncw Toolbags, g x 6x 3ini 4/6
Sidecar Aprons, green or reil, with studs .

.

7/6
New Lycett's Tubular Carriei-s 4/11
LonRUOmarc Carburetters 5/-

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21,23,25, Hopwood Lane.
I'cliphouc WX A 1' 1"E< A ^T (Two mEnules

gig. MMJ^MjRr 1%..^%. from u.H.O.l

hi nii--<irvr'nu/ f/i'y af/rrrt'iMHi'iit.'^ if -is th.^ihabh h> //icnfiou " 77/f' Morfo (/i/cii'.
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A TALL
ORDER
A

Q

a

but one which we are frequently
able to execute by reason of our
LARGE and VARIED STOCK.

ARE YOU BUYING?
Favour us with your inquiry.

Immediate Delivery,

ARIEL.
BRADBURY.

DOT.
ENFIELD.
DOUGLAS.

F.N.

HUMBER.
MOTOSACOCHE.
NEW HUDSON.

PREiVllER.

REX.
RUDGE.

TRIUIVIPH.
WANDERER.
SERVICE.

ZENITH, Etc.

IVIILLFORD, SERVICE, and
TURNER SIDECARS.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
IQI2 Hiunber, Sih.p., 2-speed; immediate delivery;
J-i/ £62/10,—Eobinson's, Green St., Cambridge.

[0118

TEITJMPH, free engine, late 1910. new Palmer cord
tyresi. Lucas lamp, complete in every way, also

sidecar: this combination in excellent order and ready
for the road; £45.—Eobinson's, Green St., Cambridge.

[0119

TWO 1912 Triumpb, free engine models, actually in
stock; £55.—Triumph agents, Eobinson's, Green

St., Cambridge. . [0120

CLTNO, 5-6h.p.. 2-speed; sole agents in Eastern
Counties; £68/5. — Eobinson's, Green St., Cam-

bridge. [0121

LADY'S Donglas, 1911 pattern, handle starting, 2-

epeed gear, excellent condition, complete lamp,
horn, Jones speedometer, and quantity spates; £45.

—

Eobinsoo's, Green St., Cambridge. [0122

TWIN Premier, 1912 pattern, -33h p., free engine
clutch, soiled only ; £51.—Eobinson's, Green St.,

Cnmbridge- [0123

PEEMIEE, 2Jh.p., 1912 pattern, 3--?jeed Armstrong,
soiled only; £42. — Eobinson's, Green St., Cam-

bridge. [0124

ROBINSON'S Motor Bicycle Garase, Green St., Cam-
bridge, Triumph agents. Tel. : - 388. T-A.

Bicycles, Cambridge

NEW Hndsons ; delivery from stock
Suffolk, T, H. Nice and Co. ~

and Ipswich.

PKKMIEES. all models; delivery from stock.—Sufi 3lk

agents, T. H. Nice and Co., Bury St, Edmund's,

[0125

Sole agents for
Bury St, Edmund's,

[0101

and Ipswich. [0102

TRIUMPHS, number, Bradbury, B.S.A., Eudge. new
and second-hand, also sidecars.—T. H. Nice and Try

Co.. Bury St. Edmund's, and Ipswich- [0103

ARE YOU SELLING?
We require good second-hand

machines to replenish our Stock!

A Seie:tion from our second-liand stock :

1911 Scott £47 10

BEADBCET, 1911 standard, just through from the
works, Txnrirrutched, perfect throughout ; £35.—

Bailey, jeweller, Soham. [0321

rtih.p. Pr6i.L-ion-Chatcr-Le], Druid forks, light, fast.

/*2 low and powerful, not 1,000 mileo; £29.— !

Motorist, Bridge House, Boxford. Suffolk- [XSe-T ^DUSt

£3. Eelecoin, 2Jh.p., good running order; 2h.p. Cnif
Minerva, very small and fast. £5 : Clarendon, »'*"H

2;h.p., just overhauled, £8; exchanges--14, Sun Lane, u,«eli'ihlo
Catton, Norwich. [0640 wasnaDie.

6-7h.p. Antoine, im omplete, new frame, tank, whi eLs,

adjustable pulley. Bates tyres, new bearings in

engine: £10, no offers, first cheque secures.—19, Wiil-

deck Ed.. Luton, Beds, [0583

Oh. p. Humber. 1911. new Dunlop belt, spare tube,^ all accessories, new appearance ; ride 50 miles
to prospective purcha,ser: nearest £26,—T. Daish,
Magdalene College, Cambridge, . [X123

AEIEL, 2ih.p-, bushes, rmgs, pulleys, and compression
as new, almost new I'aluier cord back, Peter-Union

front. Amac. h.b.c, splendid order, gi anywhere, light-

weight; quick sale £10.—ilavne, 8, George St. We^t.
Luton. [X716

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-

nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

Double-breasted Jackets and
Overalls which fasten to brace

button, Jackets only 6/3
Overalls only 4/3

Long Holland Dust Coats 4/11

AUweather Waterproof Suits, same

style. Jackets 16/6 Overalls 8/6

Seatless Trouser Overalls 13/6

A few more SPECIAL BARGAINS .

Usual Bargaii

Price. Price,

OEIENT Buckbcard. 4;h p. ; £20.—Sidney Morgan. ^^ ,'..iK1p Tpvtiirp
Tiie Bungalow, I'ontypooi. (0408 ,^0 pair^ couble 1 exture

NEW Hudson. 23h.p., 3-5p ed, new: accept 42 1
Overalls 0/0 S/"

guine.ii-Taylcr, outfllter. Aberg mnny. r0625 133 p^j^j ^OUgh Horsehide
1912 Clyno ....' £63 0, ^.j.^, ^^^^ 2h.p. Mcto-Beve; bargain; got powerful!
1911 F.N- 4-cyl £35 OIJj machine; £16.—Davis, Poplands, Leominster. i- _ _,. ,,

[X150 |2 gross Eye Shields as

Gloves 2/11 1/11

gross Eye Shields as

previously illustrated

•Motor Cycling" 2/6 1/3

1911 three-speed Humber £35 01

1912 4 c/l. two-speed F.N £52 oiT ^TE 1911 Ch.ain-driven Clyno, 6h,p., gocd conditioii,

1911 3! two-speed Humber £37 10 Jd,/'*'' *•""-' ^°-^- " """"' ~ <^"=''-""'
ri/si 1

i"

3 h.p. wanderer £25 ^^^^ ^.^^ Decomuiessor. absolutely new, but 1911 i^O pairs Best Quality in

c\- late pattern; what offers?—Marriott, Motor House,' neat Chamois Leather
Hereford. [0097; ^^^ 4/9 3/11

Glass or Celluloid Lenses.

1911 3S Bat-Jap S33

1911 F.E. Triumph £42 10

1911 F.E. Rex £35 D

1910 31 two-speed Humber £32

1910 2i two-speed F.N £25

1911 two-speed Enfield £35

1909 3.1 Rex £22 10 ton, Mealcheapen St.,

T Qll Calthorpe, 3ilip. Precision engine, very low, in

^ Xt/ splendid condition: £32,10, or offers,-Collier,
j

" 52. Somerset St.. Abcrtiiierj-. [S772j3g Waterproof Caps in

1911, overhauled by makers, splen
idding-

Worcester. [X653

HTTMBEE. 2h.p,
did condition, tyres new, spares ; £20.—Boddini

4/6 3/6fawn

1 gross Canvas cleaning

B-S.A,, 1912, free engine, not foiled, ridden 20 miles. Glove3 with Gauntlets.

_, „.,., __,. ..._^ __. ., what oft'ers? or exchange lightweight and cash.— 3 prs for 1/6
1911 5h.p, Rex deluxe £40 ol'''™nston, fruit grower, Evesham. t^"^

I30 Ladies' Waterproofs,
1911 7h.p. Rex Sidette £47 10l"P-N., 2Jh.p., 2 accumuhitors voltmeter lamp etc.,

. Raplan Sleeves double' -T good running order, good Dunlop tyres; £12.— rcdgldll oiccvcs, uuuuic
Eidsdale, Vicarage, Salford Priors. Evesham. [X143

|
Texture 35/- 25/-

rpouEIS'T Eex, 3ih.p.. new^une, 1911, fast, good 60 pairs black Horsehide
Gloves, extra large

€0 C

Eo
CI,

: ci.

Etc., etc.

All overhauled and in good running order.

THE SERVSCE Co., Ltd.,

292-293, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Telegrams
—

'' Admittedly, London."

Telephones—2071 City. 260 Holboro.

X liill-climbeT, lamp, liora. Whittle belt ; £30 : pood
condition: auj- trial.—Lane, 50. Citj- Kd., Cardiff. [X459

"I Q07 Minerva, 3jhp.. matjneto, B. and B-, tyres and
Xt? belt ETOod condition, complete, ready for the road,

£10; would consider £6 and good pusli cycle.-

Piirk. AbertiUery.

40, Rliiw
[X774

FEED. MORGAN, Talgarth, can give prompt delivery

of 1912 New Hndsons, also some 1911 modelr?.

second-hand, and 3ih.p. 2--speed 1911 Humber, with
Montgomery sidecar, nearly new, 2ih.p, twin N.S.U.,
etc.; enfxuiries eolicited- [X657

Gauntlets 6/6 4/11

THE SERVICE
292-3, HiiTh Holborn,

LONDON,Pbones—200 central.
•2071 City.
Telegrams—Admittedly

In ansicering tJn-se advertisemenis it is dc<irahle to vxenilon " The Motor Cucle.'

<

loo..

LD.,

W.G

.^41
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 Q 09 Motosacoche, magneto, Druitl forks, Whittle
-i-*^ belt. Palmer covers, practically new, ep^endid con-
dition; £16—Apply by letter, Hewertson, 47, -Emiyn
6t., NeTvport, Mon. [0513

1 Q 10 Triumph, splendid contlition, Mabon free en-
J-«^ gine cln^h, new Keinpsball back, Clincber
front, nlb-C-, iii;i!,'neto, spare valve and inner tube; £34,
bargain.—70, Belmont Kfl.. Wurte-ster. [0485

Oib.p. Minerva, 1912 B. and B., low frame, new
'W^: tank, dry ignition, b.b.c, new belt, tyres excel-
lent, will do 40; '^\2\ Tide 50 miles to meet buyer.—
Haines, Elm Tree House, Holuier, Heiefcrd. [0488

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,

Wills, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

DOUGLAS, 221i.p., 1911 model, only ridden 60O miles;
£30.

F.N. Lightweight Model, free engine, 2 speeds, excel-
lent order and condition; £25.

LINCOLN" Elk, 3ih.p., splendid order and condition ;

£18/10.

DOUGLAS. 23b. p., 1911 model, 2-speed, free engine,
starting handle, footboards, excellent condition

tiirougbout ; £35.

DOUGLAS 2^ih,p , 1912 model K., free engine, 2-

speed, footboards, and kick starter, actually in
Btock ; first best cash offer accepted.—T- Baker and Son^^,

35 and 37, Friar St., Reading. [0405

TRIUMPH. 1912, free engine, and standard models
from stock.—Laytons', Bicester. [X742

RUDGE Multi-speed, delivery of new machine from
.itock.—Laj-tons'. Bicester. [X743

delivery from stock-
[X744

JAMES, 1912, standard model;
—Laytons', Bicester.

B.-S-A. Motor Bicycles, free engine models from stock
—Laytons', Bicester. [X745

3 ; been
Bicester. [X746

lightweight, soiled very elightly

;

Laj-tons', Bicester. [X747

ENFIELD, 23h.p., 2-speed model; cos^ £52/10 ; been
run 20 miles only; £44.— Laytons'

PREMIER, 2^-h.p.,

cwt £36, £29.-

delivery from stock

;

£33/10.
[X748

CALCOTT, 2ih.p., 1912;
—Laytons', Bicester.

EXCHANGES Considered ; let us have your ofli'i

with regard to above machines; it will receive oui
careful attention

;

Bicester, Oxon.
we are reasonable people.- Laytons'

[X749

NEW 1912 Himiber. 2-speed, 3ih.p., just received, still

in crate; £50—Schreiber, Lyniington. [0409

BRADBURY, 1911, brand new standard model; great
bargnin, £39.— Ginger, Motors, Banbury. [0082

RUDGE, free engine, 1912 model, cast £55, ccndi-
tion perfect; £45.—Barnes, Colnbrook, Buckfi.

[0543

4h.p. 2-spced Roe, Amao. h.b.c, Bosch, in splendid
uondivion ; £21.—Saunders, butcher, Petersfleld,

[X67e
Bxcelciior, good running order, low, vertical,

26 wheels; £10.-10, Mary Port St,, Devizes
rxio9

TRIUMPH, clutch, August, 1911. tools, epaiee; horn,
condition excellent; £45.—Wayman, Exeter College

Oxford. [Xl59

PHELON and Moore, 3Ah.p., 2-6peed, free engine, in
perfect order; first cheque 28gns. — Beaclius

Ncwcut. [0419

1 Q12 Free Engine Triumph, run 300 miles; given
-fi- 1? up riding ; £51. — Cawte, 3, Mount Pleii.sant

33h.p.
4 S

Lydney. [X66C

TRIUMPH, Bradbury, both free engines, new in

crates; first cheque secures. — Gray's Garage.

;
£55 ; i iimediate de-

only left.—Paxiiiiin.
[C47I

TRIUMTHS. 1912. F.E. model.
livery from stock ; two

Tf'wkcsbury.

HUMBER. 1912, 23h.p. twin, 3-«pred Armstronj;
Kcjr, Hi w, pi--rfv4.-1 ; £46.—Kumber, 10, York Rd.

Maid.'nlM-ad, [0487

3Xh.ii. F.N., 2-Bpce(l, shaft drive, excellent cordi-
4 tinn : £20. — uaker, 200. Holdenhurat Rd ,

Buurncniculji.
.
[0503

rQUJ 3ih.p. Bra-lbury, free engine, magniflicui
•^ machine, pmcticuily new; £35.—Stanley Gali>iii,

IIii;h Wycombe. [Xee^

tf>iili.p. F-N., new tyres, laml), ami horn, B. and iJ
' '

'
' " " ' ' in good order; £9/10.—Hurr^

[XG8:
'W-l rarburcttcr, h-b-c.
Katui, Witney.

tf>J_Ii.p. Triumph, Minerva battery, in thorough gnuf
-^"-J rmiiiin? order, tyres good; barfjaln, £6,—I'al**^

Brjiiinc I'jid, Buclw.
'

,

[C3fj(

IM.MEIiTA'I'E )>i'livery of now Rudgc motor bicycle-,
Miilti- pf'd and fu-o engine njodelH.—Willis fiin

H -n, Eton, Windrtor. [031 <1

ROYAL Eiidfl'I, 231i.i)., new July. 1911. cnrcfiil'v
nncd. till 01" o.'florif^ ; £34, biirRain,— ilcwleit, 3M,

READY
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., for

sidecar use, £73 10

FOR IMMEDIATE
ROYAL ENFIELD, 6 h.p.,

sidecar combination, £84

DELIVERY
DOUGLAS 1912 2-speed

model, £50.

FOR CASH
TRIUMPH, free engine

model, £55

OR BY EXCHANGE

stock"
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

PREMIER, 3i h-P-, with

three-speed (Armstrong),

for sidecar or solo use,

£58

OR INSTALMENTS
ROYAL ENFIELD,
2i h.p. Two-speed model,

handy and fast, £52 10

NOTE THE PRICES.
PRECISION, 3i h.p., with

best of everything fitted,

Bosch, Dunlop, B. & B.,

Druid, etc., 38 guineas.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

49, John Bright Street,H
and 31, Colinore Row, W

BIRMINGHAM.
Also at

LIVERPOOL— 18, Renshaw Street.

MANCHESTER—261, Deansgate.

LEICESTER- 62, High Street.

WALSALL—250, Stafford Street.

CLYNOS in stock

ai LIVERPOOL,
WALSALL, and
LEICESTER.

I

ZENITHS in stock

at LEICESTER,

and WALSALL.
Iljr.ciiiini.-^d Uil., (;ii;ucMler. [XBI?

R[JJ)liI': mid Jiithlhuiy Mnrh-U, for prompt dcHvfry.
1 1 ill! niiii; cxiliiiii'-'c. i"'t'-'1niiic'd ; Hend for i'

AK^'iit, Burnea, Colnbrook, Cuokii. [0003

A42 In anawKring t/uae advcrliacmenta it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."

I

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALl
1012 Free Engine TrimniJh, in stock.—See hi'lo;g

J
012 Multi Endge, in stoil; ; £60—See below

1012 Humber, 2-sBeed, Sih.p,, F.E.—fee below, i^

TWO 1908 Triiunphs, ttoroughly overhauled: .'?i

guineas.—See below. i

"JQ12 Free Engine Eudge, done 2.000 miles; £43f]J~v —See below. ^^

ONE 1907 Triumph, magneto; 19 guineas,
below.

1012 Free Engine Triumph, in stoclc.—See beicw^

"1Q12 Multi Eudge, in stock; jE60.-eee below.

1012 Humbei, 2-speea, SJh.p., F.E.—See below.

TWO 1908 Triumphs, thoroughly oveihaiiKd;
guineas.—See below.

1Q12 Fres Engine Eudge, done 2,000 miles; £43/J;(
J-tJ —See below.

ONE 1907 Triumph, magneto;. 19 guineas.— Si

below.

1012 Free Engine Triumph, in stock.—See btlow.:|

1012 Multi Eudge, in stock; £60.—See below.

"jQ12 Humber, 2-apeea, 3{h.p., F.E.—See below.

TWO 1908 Triumphs, thorouglily OTcrhauled; ,a
guineas.—See below. "^

1Q12 Free Engine Budge, done 2,000 mile.«: ilS.'tt
-LU —See below. . ^

ONE 1907 Triumph, magneto; 19 guinr}
J)elow.

1 Q12 Free Engine Triumph, in stock.— See b( low,
.'

iqi2 Multi Eudge, in stock; £60.—See beluw.

1Q12 Humber, 2-speed, 3jh.p., F.E.—See belcw.

TWO 1908 Triumphs, thorouglily overhauled;
guineas.-See below.

1Q12 Free Engine Eudge, done 2,000 miles; £43/^
JLif —See below.

ONE 1907 Triuuiph, magneto; 19 guineas,
below.

1Q12 Free Engine Triumph, in stock.—See biliM

1012 Multi Budge, in stock; £60.-See below.

1Q12 Humber, 2-speed, 3;h p., F.E.—fee helow.

TWO 1908 Triuuiphs. thoroughly overhauled;
guineas.—See bcKiw. ;,

1Q12 Free Engiue Budge, done 2,000 luies; £43;iJ
-i-iJ —See below. ;

ONE 1907 Triumph, magneto; 19 guincjis.—Sf
below.

1 Q12 Free Engine Triumph, in stock.—See below.'

1Q12 Multi Eudge, in stock; £60—See below.

1012 number, 2-=peed, 3ih p., 'F.E;—See below.

TWO 1908 Triumphs, thoroughly oTcrhauled;
guineas.—See "Ticlow.

1Q12 Free TSnginc Budge, done 2,000 miles; £43/10.
A t7 —See below.

ONM 1907 Triumph, magneto; 19 guinci^ -See
below.

1Q12 Free Engine Triumph, in stock.—See biKn.

iqi2 Multi Budge, in stock; £60.-Seo below.

iqi2 number, 2-speed, SJh.p., F.E.-See below.

TWO 1908 Triumphs, thoroughly overh;iiil( d ; 30
guineas.—See below.

1012 Free Engine Eudge, done 2.O00 miles; £43/10.
LXf —See below.

ONE 1907 Triumph, magneto; 19 guiucae—See
below.

'|qi2 Free Entwine' Tiiumph, in ^teck.~See below.

1012 Multi Eudge, in sknk; £00 -See below.

iqi2 number, 2-«peud, 31h.p., F.E.—See below.

rpilio Above JIaehines for delivery from utoilc. fiuh-

1. jeel to being unsold lui receipt of order.— Wiife,
wire, or 'I'hone lor full deluils, .lulian. Motor Cyclfl

Depot, 84, Jlroud St., UcudinK. Tel.: 1024. 10426
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Manufacturers* Commendable
Decision.

OME weeks ago we announceti that the Motor
Cycle Manufacturers' Union was considering
the question of restricting the number of open
events by selecting a certain number of the
most important, which it would agree collec-

tively to support and to ignore the remainder. The
selection of the representative events has now been
made, and will be found in another part of this issue.

This is undoubtisdly a move in the right direction, as

all will admit that the large number of open motor
cycle competitions week by week in various parts of

the country is really getting monotonous. There is

hardly need for us further to dwell upon this question,

as in our recent remarks under the heading of " A
Glut of Open Hill-climbs," we stated clearly

our views on the subject. We must congratu-

late the Manufacturers' Union upon coming to this

decision, for it is only within the power of the A.C.U.

,

the governing body of motor cycling, and the Motor
Cycle Manufacturers' Union to reduce the number of

contests, the former by cutting down permits and the

latter by abstaining collectivelv from competing. The
A.C.U. might easily have withheld pemiits from
clubs, or restricted the number of open events arranged
by any one club to, say, two per year. However, the

A.C.U. has not seen its way to exercise its authority

in this matter, so we welcome the manufacturers'

announcement to the effect that they have selected,

from the fixture lists issued by the leading motor cycle

clubs ten events which they have decided to support

collectively, not only with entries from the firms con-

nected with the Union, but also in the matter of prizes

which will be given toH:hfr organising clubs out of the

funds of the Union. This decision refers only to day
trials, and the organising clubs selected may be alterec'

another year.

Waning Interest in Hill=climbs.

NOTHING, we believe, has yet been definitely

decided with regard to hill-climbing competi-

tions, although it is plain
, to see that these

forms of contest are fast losing the interest

which was once attached to them on account

of their frequency, and it is high time some-
thing was done to restrict their number. We suggest

that the Auto Cycle Union would be wise to fall in

line with the Manufacturers' Union, and now restrict

the number of hill-climbing competitions instead of

issuing permits to all and sundry whether the club be
experienced in the organisation of open contests or not.

The result would benefit all eventually, for instead of

having a host of unimportant events with unrepresen-

tative entries, we should have a certain number of

really important national contests, and a first prize

would be worth winning. At present the value to the

maker of winning a hill-climb lasts but one week, for

it has become the usual practice for a move to be
made to the other end of England the following week-'

end, and the positions of the leading riders to be'

reversed. So long as this goes on interest will wane,
and it has already had its effect by more than one
leading manufacturer having decided to withdraw from
hill-climbing contests. One open hill-climb per month
is ample in our opinion. We exclude club members'
hill-climbs, which may be as frequent as the organisers

have time to arrange details; our remarks refer to open
events which manufacturers- feel bound to support.

A23
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IAM WRIGHT has had a considerable amount of
experience on the road, -but on trying to hunt
up an exciting incident in his career he could

not think of anything beyond the many little incidents
which every motor cyclist

encounters.

"At Southport," said he,

"in the speed trials of 1903,
1 had an exciting time at the
end of the kilometre race.

I was riding a 2 3^ h.p.

Excelsior, and had just com-
pleted the course at a speed
of sixty-two miles an • hour,
when I found myself running
into a gradually narrowing
avenue between rows of cars.

Then one row gave place to

a wall, and as I sped through
one hand grazed the wall

while the other grazed the

cars. I don't know how I

kept the machine up, but
1 did.

:" But for real excitement,

1 think my hour record ride

in Class B at the Brooklands
Track last November was the race. With my watch
on my wrist I saw that I was lapping at about 2m.

4S^.. and I knew this was good enough for record.

Gradually the hour began to close, leaving me in a
state of great excitement. First I would look at the
watch, then turn and see the lap

scoring cards at the fork, denoting
the distance I had done. All the
lime my ears were keenly waiting,

almost expecting that some mecha-
nical trouble would put an end to

my aspirations. As the time drew
.shorter this terrible apprehension,
which I could not get rid of, became
more pronounced, but I kept on
going, getting e\'erything I could
out of the engine, which, despite

my morbid feelings, was doing its

work well. On I went,, the great
white track flying beneath me as I

covered lap after lap and saw the
scoring board faithfully chronicling
my distance. At last the end came,
and with considerable relief I switched off with I he
satisfaction of knowing Uiat the record—nearly fifty-

nine miles in the hour—was mine." This record was
made in Class JJ (under 350 c.c.) on a twin cylinder
2 ;'4 h.j). Humbcr liglilweiglu.

A J I

Following in titliBr's fooHtops.

Riding Tips.

On interrogating Wright as to riding tips, he was
most eiiiphatic in declaring that every motor cyclist

has to find his own tips, and that the experiences of

one man are of no value to

another.
" You must," said he,

" adapt your brains to your
own particular machine, and
by your very knowledge of

ity' learn tips which nobody
else could give you. * If

there is one ' thing which is

general in its requiring atten-

tion, one thing which every

motor cyclist must do to

ensure good running, it is

the care of the carbu-

retter.

" Always look after your
carburetter; it is the main
thing. You can generally

trust the engine if you look
after the subsidiary con-
trivances'. Half the trouble

on the road is caused by
faulty carburation, and slill

more can be traced back to it."

A Recent Achievement.

Sam Wright's most recent achie^-ement is an ascent
of Bwlch-y-Gioes, more commonly called Dinas-

Mawddwy. This mountain pass
rises 1,250 feet and is two miles
long. Wright is one of two riders

successfully to reach the mountain
top. He was mounted on a 3}^-
h.p. two-speed Humber.
The summit of the pass is nearly

1,800 feet above sea-level, and the
road i.s exceptionally rough, being
covered with large fiat slate

stones.

Up to this year Sam Wright had
the distinction, probably unique, of
never having stopped : involuntarily
in a motor cycle reliability trial.

He is usually chosen as one of the
Coventry and Warwickshire Motor
Club team in the 'I'eam Trials, and

has more than once hcl|)cd to annex the club cham-
])ionsliip trojjhy on his Ihimbcr.

A FORTNIGHT HENCE 1

T.T. AND SUMMER NUMBER.
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Required, a New Accessory.
Many of us are using three-speeded hubs this year,

and we are told to oil these regularly with - ordinary

cycle bearing oil. On tour we rapidly use a whole

can of this oil, but there is no accommodation on the

machine for storing one of the sixpenny cval cans in

which this lubricant is sold. Will some accessory

dealer please market a tiny tank, suitable for storing

this oil, to be attached to the top tube, and sold at a

reasonable figure ? There is no need for an outlet

tap to be fitted. Most of us use suction force-pumps

for oiling our hubs, and we can recharge these through

the filler cap hole. The oil gun should be only

partially filled, any attempt to inject a large quantity

of oil results in leakage on to spokes, rim, and tyre.

Little and often is the motto.

Adjustable Pulleys.

The very day on which I wrote my notes in fa^'our

of the tool-less pulley provided an excellent object

lesson of the point. As I walked along in the pouring

rain I encountered what Mantalini- would temr a

"dem'd moist mipleasant body" in the form of a

worthv medico, attired in full waterproofs, solemnly

pushing home his motor bicycle. The make he

patronises is disfigured by a tool -operated adjustable

pulley, of the well-known type to which you affix the

largest wrench obtainable, and tlren clump its far end
with the coal-hammer. This clumping process had
demoralised the metal of the pulley, so that the outer

end of the fixed flange barrel had suddenly cracked

off on the road, carrying away the locknut with it,

and leaving no thread to which a faked lock could

Edgar Russetl on his home-made machine, which is fitted with m.o. overhead
valve engine. He won the Hasliard-Mitcham cup in the recent Derby and
District M.C.C. reiiabiiity trial.

be attached. As a consequence the unlucky owner

had to push ; for as soon as he started the engine, the

unlocked loose flange unscrewed itself, and swirled

off in a graceful parabola towards the nearest tuft of

nettles. Lightweight machines, wdrich' have thin

flanges and barrels, stand in specially urgent need

of tool-less pulleys.

Steering Fork Design.

I wonder how many riders have noticed the great

variations in the efficiency of fork designs of different

makes. A few years ago no machine could be steered

at all straight at really slow speeds, nor did the failing

really matter, as we seldom bothered to drive at less

than ten or tweJve miles an hour. The situation is

altered to-day. Thanks to variable gears and free

engines, we most of us drive on occasions at single

figure speeds ; we remain in the saddle through traffic

where once we used to dismount and wait or push.

Now nothing looks worse than to see a rider wobbling

violently in the attempt to keep his machine upright,

whether he be moving off on the clutch or travelling

at four or five miles an hour in a press of carts. Last

week I rode two machines of different makeq:; the

fork of one was so designed that, it was impossible

to keep the machine straight at less than 12 m.p.h.,

and at 6 m.p.h. real skill was required to hold the

machine up at all. The other is a make which has

been fitted with a clutch for some years past, and the

steering has been so improved that a clever rider on
a good surface can drive in a bee line without front

wheel wobbles at 6 m.p.h. until he gets tired. Nor
is there any compensating disadvantage at high speeds,

for tire machine which steers best at the low speeds

also keeps its track most tenaciously and requires less

holding than the other at 60 m.p.h. Certain makers
should attend to this point at once.

Clutch Control Fixing.

The clutch control bracket on certain free-engined

and variably geared machines needs partial re-design-

ing. The spindle on which the clutch pedal is

mounted often screws through the two halves of a

split tube clip, and has no locking device of its own.
The makers rely for locking upon the other bolt,

which grips the two halves of the split clip at the other

side of the frame tube. If the clip is bol\ed up evenly

and truly, the strain of starting the machine on the

clutch will often cause the clutch spindle to turn in

the threads, and so upset the adjustment of the con-

trol, either throwing the clutch permanently in or per-

manently out, according to the details of the design.

The simplest way of locking the spindle is to bolt it

up out of truth, by overtightening the short clip-bolt,

so that the clutch pedal spindle is strained awiy, and
cannot move. This is grossly unmechanical, and the

makers ought to lengthen the clutch -pedal spindle,

and equip it with a locknut on either side of the cli^

My own clutch invariably causes this spindle to revolve

a trifle, so that the clutch is never truly free.
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Occa°ional Comments.—

Tyre Tests at Last !

For some years past I have steadily urged the

need of tyre ^observation and awards in the big trials,

and naturally I am gratified to see that the A.C.U.

ha^ at last adopted a suggestion which originated in

these columns. Sound as the principle is, the path

of practice will undoubtedly be thorny, but the A.C.U.

is more alive and efhcient to-day than it has ever

been, and I believe it will emerge triumphantly in a

year or two. Apparently a start is to be made with

optional tests. The behaviour of every tube and cover

entered in the Six Days' of 1912 is not to be com-

pulsorily recorded and published, but it is left to tyre

makers to .submit their wares for a special set of

awards. Possibly certain makers will endeavour to

" crab " the innovation, but there is more liberty in

the tyre world than there has ever been, owing to the

expiry of master patents, and the implication to be

made against abstaining firms is obvious. If a firm

abstains, the public may be pardoned for inferring

that its products are untrustworthy compared to those

which face the music and the publicity. Incidentally

I believe the innovation will give the motor bicycles
.

a fairer chance. Good machines have suffered in past

trials from being shod with light and fliimsy tyres, -

the resulting troubles depriving them of medals well

earned by. intrinsic mechanical excellence. This year

heavier tyres should be more universally fitted, and

the percentage of clean scores should be increased.

Camera Carrying.

My experience of carrying a camera on a motor
cycle is that only a small film camera can be taken

on long rides with any pleasure or comfort, because
the only safe place to carry it is' by a strap slung

across the shoulders. The strap must be fairly tight,

or the bouncing of the camera is a nuisance, and,

consequently, a spring-hook joint in the strap, where
it crosses the chest in front, is" preferable to the ordi-

nary strap, which necessitates a process analogous to

skinning off a sweater. Needless to say, the camera
should be wrapped in dustproof material, in.side its

waterproof case, otherwise dust will certainly enter

the delicate mechanism of the shutter and slow its

operation; then, on the return from the tour, all the

films will be found to be grossly over-exposed.

Improvements to the Ariel Gear. 4
THERE have been a number oi

alterations of a minor order made
to the 3^ h.p. Ariel model during
the early part of the year, and a

call at the works of Components, Ltd.,'

proved interesting in many ways. We
ins[>ected some of the fine plant used in

the construction of Ariel motor cycles, and
were impressed by the number of machines
going tlu'ough the shops. The tank of

the latest model has rounded edges, and
is fixed on the lower of the top tubes,
wliich can be detached entirely bj' remov-
ing two bolts. The cam, gear, and
timing, and also th° decompressor, have
undergone slight alterations with beneficial

results, but the most important change
lies in the free engine and variable pulley,
for though the prini;iple is the same, the
actuation lias been much improved.

Alterations to the Pulley Gear.

The inner pulley flange A is made \vith

a hollow extension fitted with two long
keys, and on which is mounted the ball

race C ; the belt bottoms on this in the
free engine position. On the hollow
extension slides a sleeve D, which is kept
from revolving by the two keys before
mentioned. Tliis sleeve is screwed on
the outside, and on it is mounted the
outer flange B, held in position by a lock-
luit. Next to this is mounted a ball
blirust race carried in the end of what must
be called the worm box E, held in its posi-

tion on D by a locking ring, and then a

nut carrying the powerful flat coil sjjring

F, which presses against a ball race carried
inside the moderately quick pitch worm

T;io / rid varbblo pulley gear shown dlssoctoil.

Showing the variable pulley gear and lubricator,

also the lower position tor the footplates,

G. The whole is locked to the cfiginf-

shaft by an extension of the .starting

handle jaw, which is screwed internally

for that purpose.

The worm box E is anchored to the foot-

board, but the worm can be rotated

by a Bowden wire attached to a lever on
the cover cap. When this is rotated

against the action of the spring F, the

pulley flanges are drawn apart, and the
belt rides on the ball

race C, but as soon
as the self-locking con-
trol lever is eased off

the action of the spring
forces the flanges to-

g.'lher, causing the
lielt to ride to the de-
sired height in the
pulley, and thus vary-
mg the gear ratios. A
key is supplied to
facilitate the removal
of the pulley.

Lower Foot Piates.
A somewhat improved form of rubbei

studded foot plate is now in use, and is

fitted considerably lower down than usual,

thus giving a more comfortable ridin;;

position. A point worthy of notice is

that though the Ariel spring ssat-pillar is

listed as an extra, only a very small per-

centage of macliines are sold without it.

On a short trial of a T.T. model we
were delighted with the geat (v.'hich

showed no signs -of slip, although no pro-

vision is made for varying belt tension),

also with the running of the engine, the

extraordinary slow running ' of which
is rendered possible by the use of the

decompressor.

\.>S

F. C. San^ster on the 3^ h.p. Ariel, with improved
variable pulley gear, with which ho gained third

place in the Birmingham-Land's End-BirnilnT|icm
trial (or the Lycelt trophy.
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Cape Peninsula M.C.C. Hill-climbing Contest.

541

The gathering on the miin road of Groot Schuu\ A Scott ani Lowen
sidecar in the foreground.

THE ever increasing interest in motor cycle doings
accounted for tlie largest gathering of spectators yet'

met at any of the C.P.JI.C.C.'s contests.

The venue was Groot Schuur (the famous grounds
pi'esented by Cecil Rhodes to the people of South Africa),

while tlie climb took place that afternoon on the Memorial
Road with its gradient of one in seven over a distance of

approximately one thousand yards.

Competitors had to cross the main road of Groot Schuur and
dash through the open gates, where a big locking stone in the
centre barricaded a free run tlu'ough. allowing only about
one and a half yards at each side for the macliine.

When H. S. Olive on liis 7 h.p. Indian came flyng past

the large crovyd near the gates at a speed of between thirty-

five to forty miles per hour, there was no doubt left that he
would make fastest time of the day. And so he did. He
would have done evei> better if a slipping clutch had not

hindered the progress and- thus prevented opening the throttle

to a fuller .extent.

Vincent Lee astride a brand new twin Humber lightweight

was watched eagerly^ as great things were expected cf that

T.ie drawing for places. On t.ie extreme right is C. E. Scott (Rudge,, die winner;
next to him, V. Lee [21 h.p. Humber), first in the lightweight section.

smart little engine and the daring rider. . While making
fastest time for the lightweights, beating the next man by
thirty seconds, he however was only able to gain tighth

place on time, and sixth place on formula, which was as

follows : Speed squared multiplied by capacity, divided by
weight of rider and machine. This is the hill-climbing

formula recommended by The Motor GijcU. The following

are the results of the competition :

Kider and machine.

C. E. Scott (3i Rudge)

J. Thornton (3^ Bradbury) ...

H. S. Olive (7 Indian)

D. llcMillan (3^ Bradbury) ...

A. Douglas (3^ Triumph)

V. Lee (2-J Humber)
W. Boyliss (2J F.N.)

• S. Jones (3^ Triumph)

H. L. Stein (3^ P. and M.) ...

H. E. Haddon (3^- Swift) ....

Position OJ
Second?. foimula.

74| ... 1

73-1 ... 2

69 ... 3

83i
86

103

143

101

->-^ec»—<—

THE MOTOR CYCLISTS' PROGRESSIVE ASSOCIATION.

A GENERAL meeting of the M.C.P.A. was held at the

Holborn Restaurant, last week, to enable the com-

mittee to report progress and give an account of

its stewardship to date.

The chairman, JMr. Otto Thomas, reminded those present

that the primary objects of the founders were : the govern-

ment of motor cyclists by motor cyclists, the strengthening

of the A.C.U., and by co-operation with the provincial clubs,

the ci'eation of a truly representative, national body to

foster and encourage the sport and pastime on progressive

lines.

A scheme was evolved to ensure better representation of

the provincial clubs, new sub-committees were suggested,

and active motor cyclists were nominated to the new com-
mittee. They had "

further induced Major Lindsay Lloyd

and Mr. W. H. Browne to consent to act as vice-chairmen

with Mr. J. R. Nisbet and Mr. Otto Thomas, Mr. Mullam
to fill the responsible post of hon. treasurer, and finally

they had secured the election of Mr. T. W. Loughborough
as secretary; which result alone, in the Chairman's opinion,

justified the formation of the jI.C.P.A.

A general discussion followed, and it was decided that

the next general meeting should be held at Olympia during

show week, but that if any special need should arise the

chairman and hon. secretary might call an extraordinary

meeting at aiiy time.

The hon. secretary, Mr. W. G. McMinnies, reported that

the nominal subscription of Is. a . member had not been

-Jifiicient to cover expenses, and it was decided to invite the

provincial clubs, on whose behalf the expen.ses had been
mainly incurred, to contribute 5s. per club to the funds.

The committee will be obliged if club secretaries will

accept this notice as an invitation to subscribe, and, if will-

ing, remit the amount named to the hon. secretary.

A Smohing Concert at Daventry.
It was also decided to hold a smoking concert at the

Wheat Sheaf Hotel, Daventry, at 8.30 p.m., on Saturda,y,

the 15th inst., following the M.C.C. inter-club team trial

for The Motor Cycle Cup.

A concert sub-committee was appointed consisting of : Mr.
W. H. Browne, Mr. McJIinnies, Mr. H. Karslake, ]\Ir. F.

A. Hardy, and Mr. W. Cooper. Tickets, Is. each, may be
obtained on the day. It is hoped that a large number of

our provincial friends will be present.

Hearty votes of thanks to Mr. W. H. Browne, Mr.
McJIinnies, and the Chairman concluded the business of

the meeting.

NOTICE.
The Editor disclaims all legal responsihility In any way for

loss of copy in the form of manuscript, drawings, or photographs
submitted to iMm. Rejected manuscrfpt, drawings, aind photo-
graphs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed
eiw'elope is enclosed tor the purpose.
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TWIN-CYLINDER ENGINES.
IT

is proposed in this article to give a few notes on

two-cylinder motor cycle engines, and where
possible to compare them with singles. These may

possibly help a prospective buyer to decide which, of

the two types to buy, and at the same time give him
a few hints on tuning up should he decide on a twin.

Obviously, the single-cylinder scores in simplicity,

but in these days of m.o.i.v. and magnetos the

advantages are not so pronounced as fonnerly, but

the single-cylinder engine usually develops more
power per cubic capacity. The chief points, against

the twin are faulty synchronisation of cylinders and
unequal lubrication, but, on the other hand, it gives

a very much more even torque and consequently

greater comfort and more freedom from skids at low

engine speeds.

This article deals with modern engines only, so that

we may take it that magneto ignition is fitted as stan-

dard, and so the re-

lative firing points in

each cylinder cannot

be altered without

tinkering the cams in

the magneto make
and break, which it

is advisable for no
one to touch except

the experienced. It

will be remembered
that in single-cylinder

engines the spark
is timed to take place

in the "maximum" Tuning up twins, illustrating splash

. , lubrication effect.

position of the mag-
neto {i.e., in the most efficient position of the arma-
ture). Now this maximum point occurs twice in every

complete cycle (if the magneto- runs at camshaft speed)

liut at equal intervals.

Even Firing.

There are only three types of twin on which both

can be utilised, i.e.^{i) -the. Douglas type with hori-

zontally-opposed cylinders and opposed cranks; (2)

the Alcyon type with two vertical cylinders and one
crank pin; and (3) the Premier type in which the

cylinders are set at an angle and the crank pins at

such another angle as to gi\'e equally spaced firing.

Modern magnetos are so efficient that this point is

not of vital importance, though a better spark is

obtained pn the above three types. A few firms

(notably the N.S.U. and M.M.) have devised a

method of gearing by which the armature is accele-

rated just before the contacts break, and this in some
measure ge'ts over tiic flifficulty.

Inlet Valves.
There arc still a fair number of twins on the r(3ad

fitted with atmospheric inlet valves, and with these it

is of the utmost importance tliat the springs 'should

be of equal tension, and that the valves sliould ha\e
:;r|ual amount of opening. This subject has been
written upon so often that it will be sufficient to say

that tlie oj)ening should lie kept small (5-32in. is the

utmost satisfactory opening for a big twin, and this

iliould be decreased for smaller engines), and thai

strong springs gi\'e good high sjiccd and ])0()r starling,

AH

while the converse is also true, i.e.. weak springs give

good starting and slow running, but are unsatisfactory

for speed.

In the case of mechanically-operated valves, makers
send their machines out timed correctly, and very

little trouble is likely to occur in this way ; hoyvever,

it is advisable to check the timing occa.sionally, and
either adjust the tappets or fit new ones till the lift

and openings are the same on earh cylinder.

Plugs.
A less important item, but one which decidedly

affects the running, is the gap between the sparking
plug points. It is advisable to use the same make of

plug in each cylinder, and the gaps should be the
same in each case (roughly i-32in.) The position of

plugs is important, and for touring w'ork thd inlet

valve cap or in proximity to the inlet valve appears
to be the most satisfactory, though it is doubtful if

this is the best position if the last ounce of power is

required for hill-climbing or short-distatice racing.

It is important that the carburetter should be
placed at an approximately er|ual distance from
each cylinder, and that there .shcjuld not be more or

sharper bends to onecyhnder than the pther. Also
note that there are no air leaks at the pipe joints, as

this is frequently a cause of misfiring at low speeds.

The compression .should, of course, be kept equally

good in each cylinder. Here I would remind novices

that it is not a good plan to take off one cylinder and
scrape" it unless the same is done to the other.

Lubrication.
One of the most frequent sources of trouble in

twin-cylinder engines is kibrication, and in many
instances this has not received the attention which it

deserves at the hands of the designers.

With the ordinaiy type of splash lubrication there

is a natural tendency for the rear cylinder to receive

considerably more oil than the front. The reason for

this can easily be seen from the appended diagram
(in which it is taken for granted that there is always

a certain amount of oil in the bottom of the crank

case). The usual method of i;ombating this error is

for the makers to fit a baffle plate to the rear cylinder

of such proportions that only a sufficient quantity of

lubricant shall, reach the cylinder walls. This method
is only fairly satisfactory, as unless a large quantity

of oil is used the front cylinder is still starved.

The trouble is overcome on Indian m^tor cycles by

pumping nil direct to the rear of the f/ont cylinder.

A" foim of lul)ricatioii wliich v, again becoming
common is to pumjj the oil into trougks round the

liase of the cylinder, into which'the pistons dip. This

allows the oil to go direct to the piston.i, which, of

course, need the best lubrication, and also tends to

equalise the lubrication to each cylinder.

This type of lubrication is by no means new. ^\e

had it in the early types of De Dion single cylinders,

but for -some reason it seems to have been dropped,

and has only recently returned to fashion. It is of

great importance that the connecting rods, and more
especially the pistons, should be the same in each

<'ase, but this is usually attended to b) the makers,

and in any case it is nut a jub foi the ordinary

ai'iLttcUr to" uiidcrtakr. '
' Ubique.
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A TRIAL OF THE EXCELSIOR,

A FEW (lavs ago we accepted an invitation to

lest the hill-climbing powers of a 4^/2 h.p.

siiiglcH'vlinder Excelsior. Accordingly, a solo

mac-hiiie, fitted with a Sturmey-Archer three-speed

gear, and a sidecar machine, fitted with the Roc two-

speed, were brought round.

AVe arranged to go our usual test run to Edge Hill,

and thereupon mounted the solo machine, which was

fitted with a Lukin automatic carburetter. The engine

started at once, and turned o\"er extremelv slowlv

and steadilv, showing the presence of plentv ol' fly-

wheel and good carburation. We slid away, and were

in the high gear (4 to i) in a matter of a few yards.

The run to Edge Hill was uneventful, and on arriving

at the hill we made a clean ascent on the top gear,

the engine never showing a .sign of knocking. At
the top we waited for the .sidecar outfit, which came
up in style—so well, in fact, that Mr. Carson, who
was piloring it, was confident that he cf)uld take three

up. This time we moveci to Sunrising Hill, and on

reaching the liottom slightlv reduced the gear lo 5',;

to 1, and s'raiglitway turned rounil and ascemled the

hill. The high gear was in use right up to the sharji

I'orner. which so reduced the speed that the low'gear

was put into action.

In Full Touring Trim.

The weight of the machine in full louring trim

and with a sidecar was 3 cwt. 2(irs., which, with the

combined weights of the three passengers, brought the

total to approximately 7j4 cwt.

It is interesting to note, in view of recent discirssioiis,

that this fine performance was dune with a Binks two-

jet carburetter. After the climb had been accom-
plished we returned to the bottom of the hill, shed

our third passenger, and took charge of the sidecar

>~»

machine ourselves, ^^e were thus enabled to judge of

the steady pull -and simple control of the maihine.

The climb was accomplished in fine style, and as we

iieared the summit the rider of the solo mount rushed

past us on top gear.

The run home was nnex'entful, except for the pour-

ing rain. As a sidecar mount we were deligh'ed with

the
-I
'2 h.p. Exi'elsiiii-, which is capable of a Inir turn

III' s]iced, and will keep up an axerage of at least the

legal limil or more without showing the slightest sign

of o\-erheatine;.

The 4i h.p. Excelsior two-speeder as it ascended Sunrising Hill

with three passengers.

London-Edinburgh Run: Our Suggestion.

IX
our report of this classic exenl. which is probahU

the most popular of anv in the motor cycle worlil,

we made a suggestion thai it might easily, and

with advantage, be con\'erted ,
from a mere club run

into a test which would be interesting, and, at the

same time, of real value to the public, by showing

which machines were really worthy of the awards they

gained, while the number of gold medal winners would

be substantiallv reduced. Sutton Bank lies so close

to the main road that its ascent would make Ijut a

ver\ small difference in the ilistance, while the situa-

tion of the roads over Hambleton Hills renders it

e(]uallY possible for almost as stiff an ascent to be

made on the return journey. Anvone well acquainted

with the Hambleton Hills district could find a suitable

test hill, which, after the 200 miles continuous running

from Edinburgh, would, be a real proof of the capa-

bilities of the machines and skill of the rider. There
would be no necessity to render this valuable addition

a speed hill-climb, and it might almost be suflicienl

to make it a stipulation that everv entrant for the

outward journey should make a clean ascent of the

hill chosen, similarly on the return journey, no credit

heing given for any speed in excess of twenty miles

an hour. It might be urged that the inclusion of two
stiff hills might jxissilily affect the entr\ list, but,

taking into consideration the enormous eiitrv received
on the oci-asion of the last two runs, the M.C.C.
could well afford to Jose e\en as many as a couple
of dozen.

Too Large an Entry not Desirable.

It would, however, lie a far better advertisement for
the M.C.C. to run the London to Edinburgh Run as

a genuinely severe test of both rider and machine
than to attract a huge and almost unwielrly entrv and
keep the rim -a' mere' procession lietween the English
and Scottish capitals oxer one of the easiest stretches
of 400 miles which can lie found in the British Isles.

Those competitors with whom we ha\e dis'aissed the
idea ha\-e \iewed it in altogether a favourable light,

and we most emphalii-ally place the sugges'inn before
the M.C.C. Commiltee. There are man\ well-known
motor c\"clists who are \er\- intimatelv aci jiiainted with
the district in which the Hambleton Hills are situated
who would be only too happy to co-operate with the
M.C.C. in the selection/of a hill, and in lending their
assistance if this suggestion be adopted
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The Problem of the Automatic Carburetter.
THERE appears to be much misapprehension on

the question of carburation, and even
' E.M.O." in his interesting article does not

seem free from confusion of thought liere and there.

For instance he says, " We want more air with the

engine buzzing on half- throttle on a level road than

we do when the enghie is pulling comparatively slowly

uphill on the same amount of gas."

This has the appearance of a perfectly obvious

statement, but why, after all. does the engine require

more air under the one condition than the other ?

Those of us who pin our faith to the dual-controlled

carburetter so habituallv speak of the control levers as
" air and gas " that we seem to carry the same dual

idea into all our thoughts upon the matter.

The whole problem of carburation is to supply to

the engine the most perfectly combustible, and con-

sequently efficiently explosive mixture of petrol vapour
and air in sufficient quantity under varying conditions.

Perfect Combustion Essential.

Too rich a mixture will result in imperfect com-
bustion, sooting, and loss of power. The giving of

"extra air," on the other hand, beyond, the limits

of perfect combustion has nothing whatever to re-

commend it. A departure in either direction from the

point of " perfect combustion " results in loss of

efficiency and other undesirable features.

In the ordinary form of carburetter a jet of given

size supplies petrol, and the amount sprayed will vary

according to the force of negative pressure in the

spraying chamber induced by the suction stroke.

It follows then that, other things being equal, the

effect of closing or opening a throttle valve placed

between the spraying chamber and the cylinder will

always be to reduce or increase, as the case may be,

the spraying of petrol from the jet.

The air supply is provided through a constricted

vent or " choke tube " surrounding the jet, and which
in the usual type of two-lever carburetter is of constant

size, and an additional " extra air " vent controlled

by the " air " lever.

With the " extra air " closed the spraying of petrol

increases with the opening of the throttle until a point

is reached when the mixture becomes too rich for

combustion at all, and the engine " chokes."
The opening of the extra air serves the double

purpose of tending to reduce the spraying of petrol

and at the same time providing the necessary air to

render the over-rich mixture efficiently combustible.

It is therefore quite possible within certain limits

to vary the petrol spray without touching the throttle

lever. In fact, at least one automatic carbiiretter

utilises this principle. Correspondingly, closing the

"extra air" will increase the spraying of petrol.

Throttle and Air Too Wide Open.
Many manipulators of the two-lever control

nabitually ride with the throttle needlessly wide open
and the " extra-air " still more needlessly wide to

lender the mixture .somewhat inefficient, and then

lOngratuJate themselves they are driving well. What
they are really doing is giving the engine a large

charge of " flabby " gas when a small charge of
efficient ly combustible gas would do the work
infinitely better

The remaining disturbing or compensating factor,

if we ignore atmospheric conditions which will usually

be fairly constant on a given run, will be engine speed.

It will be fairly obvious that increase of ehgine .speed

will tend to result in more violent spraying, and
vice versa.

Now what happens with an ordinary two- lever

carburetter under the circumstances which " E.M.O."
mentions. " With the engine buzzing along at high

speed ^' under easy conditions little power is required,

and consequently the throttle will be closed as far

as possible. But with a fairly large jet and choke
tube the throttle cannot be closed bevond certain limits

or no effective spraying will result.

With the smallest effective throttle opening the

high speed resulting from favourable conditions tends

to increase the spraying abnormally. The obvious

remedy of the dual-control man, since he cannot take

as small a charge as is really required, must be
'

' extra air
'

' to maintain a correct mixture, or more
probably to reduce its efficiency somewhat, since a
smaller charge cannot be taken.

HilUclimbing and Efficient Mixture.
But a hill comes upon which the speed falls off

at once, the abnormal spraying ceases, and the

mixture is rendered altogether too poor. Now unless

the engine is to knock, one of two things must happen.
Either the throttle must be opened to stimulate

spraying and give a larger and richer charge of gas,

or the " extra air " must be reduced. The course will

depend upon the steepness of the gradient to be
surmounted. The truth is " E.M.O. 's

" statement
as it stands is an absurdity. If the engine were
" pulling on the same amount of gas "

it would
require the same amount of air to maintain highest

efficiency. It is just because it is not getting the
" same amount of gas " at a slower speed that the

extra air must be reduced.

Now what happens with an efficient automatic
carburetter. The Binks two-jet is admirable as an
example of efficiency and simplicity. The small choke
tube and jet are so small that effective spraying can
be obtained with a very tiny throttle-opening. The
result is that under favourable conditions the engine
will spin along, taking the smallest possible charge
of good gas. It is running to the very utmost ad-

vantage, the small charge of gas giving a gentle

explosion, and the cylinder being only partially filled,

reducing the retarding effect of compression to a

minimum. The engine keeps delightfully cool.

Now comes the hill I As the throttle begins to open
on the large jet and choke tube, the engine accelerates

and ample power is given for the hill. At full throttle

extra air can also be admitted if the speed be very

high. As the speed drops on the steepest portion, the

extra air can be closed, preserving an efficient mixture.

Let the speed drop never so low, the combined eprcci

of the two jets and chokes continues to provide a good
mixture.

" E.M.O." prefers " tap twiddling," and granted,
if he live upon his machine, it may be an amusing
pastime. But for thousands of riders who jusi want
to ride with comfort and certainty the automat ic

carburetter is "the thing." W.H.B.
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THE WATFORD SPEEDOAETER.
THE Watford speedometer is manu-

factured by Messrs. Nicole, Niel-

sen and Co., Ltd., 14, Soho
Square, W. , who manufacture

probably the highest class chronometers
in the country. Naturally, therefore,

the most accurate work is put into these
speed-recording instruments. The speedo-
meter works on the centrifugal principle.

Fig. 2 shows the main moving parts.

To the base of the spindle A is attached

a lead ring B, which, owing to centri-

fugal force, tends to flatten out as the

speed is increased. As it does so it

pulls down the sleeve C, to which it is

attached by means of the rod D, and

moves the crank on the threaded

quadrant E, which meshes with the

spindle attached to the indicator hand.

The s|n'ing F serves to bring the wheel

B back to its original position as the

speed decreases. To tlu^ indicator hand
spindle is attached a small hair spring,

the object of wliich is to keep the teetli

on the spindle closely in mesh with those

on tlie toothed quadrant and to avoi(t

backlash. The pinion G meshes with

the pinions which drive the mileage and

trip recorder.

Worm Drive to the Flexible Shaft.

The latest improvement is in the

bracket shown in fig. 3, whicli is attached

to the front s|iindle. The drive from

this portion is by means of a worm, the

end of the worm
spindle meshing witli

the key. w-hich is solid

with the flexible shaft

end shown in fig, 4.

The shaft casing is

coveied in leather so

as to prevent the

lubricant from opzing

out. The shaft comes
directly beliind the

driving gear bo-x and
reaches the instrunienf

tfu the haiidle-bai

with an easy eur\'c.

so that steadiness in

running and accuracy
are assured.

The driven shaft in

the gear box in Hg, 3

is provided with a

ball bearing in the
end nearest to the

gear ring to take any side thrust which
may exist, while at the further end is a

plain bearing.

Fig. 2.

As will be seen in fig, 2, the ring
governor spindle works on a ball bear-
"ig. The upper end is lubricated by
means of a coned cap tilled with grease,
which is not shown in tlie illustration.
We merely mention this to show that
the speedometer is as neaidy fool proof
as possible. The principal bearir.gs are
packed with grease before the instruments
are sent out, and they need no further
attention for twelve months, after which
period they should be sent back to the
works to be overhauled and lubi'icated.

A Clear Dial.
The general appearance of the speedo-

meter is particularly pleasing. The
figures are clear and tlie recorder
mechanism is particularly good, A great
point about the trip is that on the release
trigger being pressed the recorder flies

back to zero immediately, in whatever
position the wheels may be wlien the push

T.T. and Summer Number
THURSDAY,

June 27th, 1912.

Fig. 3.

ing to watch, miniature capstan lathes
being used. .Everything is made to limit
gauge, and, in consequence, the speedo-
meters are extraordinarily accurate,
wliile the workmaiiship is of the finest.

W e left \Vat>ford under the impression
iliat -Messrs. Nicole Nielsen's speedometer

is pressed. In the case of some speedo-

meters the trigger will not release the

trip except in a certain position nf the

gear wdieel.

VVe recently spent a very interest iin;

afternoon at the Watford Winks ol

Messrs, Nicole Nielsen and Co., and saw
the manufacture of these speedometers in

every [iliase. The worl; is most interest-

Fig, i.

is a beautifully made instrument, and
we coiigr-.itulate its manufacturers on the
height of perfection to wdiich they have
brouglit it. We have one of these
instruments uiuhn' test with much satis-

faction, of whicli more anon.

AN AIMERICAN FOUR-CYLINDER MACHINE,
E. B. Ware tias just received detivery of a new four-cylinder air-cooled Pierce motor cycle, 10 wliicti iie lias

iltted a Gondola sidecar. This niactiine, which we illustrate above, is highly soot^en of in the St.Ues. and
may be seen In the A.C.U. six days' trials next August.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, K.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

The London-Edinburgh Run.
Sir,— 1 think your idea in including Sutton Bank in the

M.C.C. Edinburgh Run rather a good one, and hope in the
next year's event the organisers will see their way clear

to include this hill. A. C. BOBBINS.

Dangerous Driving.

Sir,—Can you do anything through your excellent paper
lo put a stop to the absolutely dangerous riding of some
.motor cyclists in Cheshire? These roads, I must admit, are

conducive to fast riding, but when, through the excessive
speed of some few, the Chief Constable is compelled to put
the police on the look out for all motor cyclists, something
ought to be done to put a stop to it.

I have lived in Cheshire for twenty-two years, and have
ridden a moto." cycle, on and off, since 1903, and have
iievei- yet had occasion to come in contact with the police,

who, up till the last week or so, have always given
inotori.sts, motor cyclists in particular, a very good margin
over the limit, provided there was no danger to the public.
During the Whitsuntide holidays the Chester to Man-

chester road was a veritable death-trap through motor
cyclists tearing round blind corners. Four accidents oc-

curred on t])is road during Whit week.
WITHIN THE TWENTY-MILE LIMIT.

(We suggest that our correspondent should send the ^registra-

tion number of the offenders to the A.C.U., 89, Pall
Mall, S.W.—Ed.]

A Collapsable Boat Mounted on a Sidecar.

Sir,—We venture to think that the photograph herewith
will be of interest, because it is not every day that a sidecar
is employed for carrying collapsable boats.

'liiwwiiiiiiniiii mtmxK

A collapsable boat.used also as a tent, mounted on a sidecar.

'Pile photograph was sent by the purclia.ser of one of our
iMillaps.-iliic lidal.H— h(! is a member of tlic Amateur Camping
tilth anil t;ikcK Hie lioat (which is fitted s(j as to make a lent

for sleeping in) to liourneinouth and other places, the total

weight being 60 lbs. ACCOItJJlAN BOA'J' CO.

Air-cooled Engines and Low Temperatures.

Sir,—Your remarks in your issue of April 11th on the

above subject should bring forth some interesting experiences.

Personally I have not had any experience with air-cooled

engines, at what one might term low temperatures, but my
invariable experience in our hottest weather here, often

over 100° in the shade, is that air-cooled engines develop

more power with a decreased petrol consumption, and run

cooler than what they do in cold weather. Overheating I

have never experienced even on our hottest days, while on
the contrary I have had decided symptoms of this in cold

weatlier with practically all engines I have tried.

This result I used to ascribe to defective carburation, as

the air supply had to be cut down, while on the other hand
the petrol consumplion increased, producing a mixture of a

very high calorific value. It is quite prcjbable that at very
Idw temperatures this condition of things might be greatly

iinentuated and produce a result exactly as Sir Ernest

Shackleton experienced. A possible remedy would be the

use of a specially distilled very volatile spirit, and in this

connection it might be interesting to know the specific

gravity of the petrol tised by Sir Ernest Shackleton.
Heiibron, O.F.S. ' CHARLES A. CHEYNE.

Petrol Consumption.

Sir,— I noticed in a recent issue a letter doubting a state-

uient to the effect that a reader can average 110

miles per gallon on his 6 h.p. Zenith. It may interest him
to know that I have a 1912 6 h.p. Bat, and with this

machine I can average 112 miles |)er gallon, and the machine
will attain a speed of 65 ra.p.h. on the level, even with this

low consumption of petrol. The carburetter is the latest

B. and B. single jet, the gear I'atio 3^ to 1, and the jet a No.
31. I have filed the extra air intake to admit more air.

I am prepared to back up my statements if any reader

still does not believe this performance possible.

M. CAMPBELL.

Sir,—It is surprising how much ignorance is displayed
in the matter of petrol consumption Ly the average motor
cyclist. A reader recently doubted that 110 m.p.g. was
possible with a 6 h.p. twin, and asked for information.

I would state, for the benefit of his obviously limited
experience, that a clean engine in good tune, a properly
adjusted carburetter, and a little knowledge of driving, are
practically all the essential points.

I also have owned three singles, an old 3 h.p. N.S.U..
which ran 90 m.p.g. ; 3^ Kerry Abingdon, 120 m.p.g. ; and
T.T. Triumph, 110 m.p.g.
The counties in which 1 averaged these amounts are

Surrey, Sussex, and Kent. I have, up to the present time,
confin'ed my riding to these comities. It will be distinctly
understood that it is simply a question of averiige, and yei

a reader gives as an ordinary example of roails, on which
he would like to see me average tliis amount, a district
containing sixteen hills in sixteen miles, and, as he says,
"some of flicni are stiff ones." His idea of what is meani
by " average " must be somewhat quaint.

I am .sorry I do not now own the 6 h.p. Zenith in question,
having invested in an 8 h.p. same make, which, he may be
interested to learn, oidy avoi'aged 25 ni.ji.g. witli sidecar
at a i^ccent n.M.C.R.C. nu'cting; my excuse for tlii.'^

high consumption is tliut 1 was lapping regularly at b^
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m.p.h. with 23 stones up), but I know where it is, and have
no idoubt-could borrow it and prove to any reader's com-
plete-satisfaction that what I say is true. I understand the

rii'esent owner can get 90 m.p-g. -out of it quite easily.

-SYDNEY R. AXFORD.

" Sir,—With reference to the letters recently published on
(jettol consumption, my experience is that the position of the
arir intake on the carburetter makes a considerable difference

in 1;he' amount of petrol consumed. If a Triumph is jacked
up and the engine got- going in a fairly dark room with the

door open (and, if possible, sunlight coming in), a fine spray
of petrol will be seen coming through the extra air holes

o'n the suction stroke, which loss rhust be greatly increased

when travelling over a bad road surface at any speed. There
is no difficulty in proving this, as if the exterior of the
c'arburetter is examined after a day's run, wlien covered with
dust, one- can easily detect the mark of the petrol -nhere

the dust 'has been washed away. Manufacturers should give

this matter their attention, as I feel convinced that in the
great majority of cases this is the cause of the large petrol

consumption, and this waste could easily be avoided by a

better and liiore carefullv designed carburetter.

VIVIAN BARTON.
[The Triumph Cycle Co. have recently introduced a balfle

plate which is claimed to prevent spraying and to increase

the mileage per gallon.

—

Ed.]

Should Ladies Race ?

Sir,—Would you allow a mere man to reply to the-letter
of Miss May Walker? There is some truth in what she
says, but much misapprehension. For instance, she asks,
when speaking of the appearance of lady competitors, "can
they be worse than some of the men? Good heavens! 1

sincerely hope not. A man is made to be knocked about,
but a woman's mission is to look beautiful, and I must
say that many of them fulfil their mission admirably. In
tliese days of -suffragettes and coal strikes it is difficult to

steer a middle course and please all parties. For instance,
a man says he does not like to see a woman fall off a

motor cycle at 40 m.p.h. and hurt herself badly, and he
is told to stay at home and wash the disiies. Another gives

up his place in a boat so that women can be saved—is this

chivalry? Oh, dear no—it is simply "the visual thing."
Perhaps Miss Walker does not know that it is part of Mr.
Stiggiiis's duties to report hill-climbs, and is it fair to

sneer at him because he does not like to see members of

what used to be known as the gentler se.x indulging in

dangerous piirsrits? I should recommend a strenuous
course of Rugby football to all aspirants for lionours in

the hill-climbing world. With reference to men's garments,
I am entirely in agreement ; but are they meant tp be
lady-like? By the way, how many sheets go to the
ream ?

ACTON HILL.

Needless Skidding Danger at Winchester.
Sir,—With your permission, I should like to caution motor

cyclists likely to pass through Winchester against the danger
of passing in or out of Jewry Street (the -High Street end)
owing to side-slip. The road during the daytime is dangerous,
owing to the so-called watering of the surface. It is a lialf-

iiich of grease, difficult at times to walk on. I myself came
off recently in front of a van. The driver happened to pull

up at once, or much damage would have been done. It is

quite common to see cycles and motors sliding from one side

to the 'other. In fact, the place is a veritable trap,

CITIZEN.

A Difficult and Tortuous
Climb.

^
Sir,—I enclose three photo

graphs of the hill that tht

Ceylon M.C.C. used for theii

hill-climb last year. There
is about three miles of it.

and the gradient is pretty
bad in places—but the corners
are worse (as will he seen in

the third illustration). The
machines are a Bradbury.
Premier, and twin Humbei
on a trip from Kandy tn

Colombo. E. M LEY.
Colombo, Cevlon

Sir,—Regarding your leaderette " Should Ladies Race?
"

I am glad that your remarks apply chiefly to hill-climbs
on hills on which there are dangerous corners, because this
matter can be easily dealt with without robbing us of our
chance of sport. Both the Manufacturers' Union and. I

understand, the A.C.U. are setting themselves against such
hills, and when the new "live" committee of the Union
issues permits for hill-climbs, we may safely take it that if

they are safe for male riders they will be -equally so for us.

This being so, there will be no need for any special inter-

vention of the Union on. our behalf until, that is, we make
a point of falling off regularly at every hill-climb, such as
certain male riders do with impunity and without appaiently

any fear of being banned
for ever from competing
in a similar event.
Having had my share of

tumbles during some four
years of riding, I quite
agree with Miss Hind's
remarks that if ladies did
not feel that they had the
nerve they would not send
in their entries. For you
must remember that, as a
sex,, we have the greatest
objection to laj'ing our-
selves open to ridicule.

(Miss) R. HAMMETT.

^m^---^

(1) Kadugannawa Pass (see letter signed E, M. Ley). ,One of the bad hairpin corners on the hill which the Ceylon M.C.C. used for their hiii-climi] la^tyear.

(2) The road passing through the rocli, twenty yards beyond which is another (3) Another view of the pass showing the " S " hends. The road may be

hairpin bend. The natives under the arch have been shifting stones and seen again in the top right hand corner.

boulders off the road—the result of a landslide the night before.
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A Novel Sidecar Body.

Sir,—Enclosed you will find a photograph of a sidecar

body, which I had made from my own design at the E.B.O.
Motor Works, 285, Hiiniberstone Eortd, Leicester. It is

made to seat my wife and child so that the child faces the

breeze. I have run it nearly a thousand miles, and fiiid it

a. complete success, so have had the design regisrered (No.

599,507). The advantages I claim aire a comfortable seat for

A special sidecar with child's seat Sttel to an Ebo-Frecision machine.
(See letter accompanying.)

the child facing the breeze and scenery, and if on a long
journey the child can lean its head on mother's lap and
sleep sheltered by the apron which covers both tlioroughly.

The weight is over the axle, and a well balanced car is the
result. As I am always interested in anything new I see

in your valuable paper, which I have never missed reading
for over seven years, I thought it might be of interest to

fellow readers. C. H. INGAMELLS.

The Problem of the Automatic Carburetter.

Sir,— I have read the various opinions expressed in your
columns with interest. I have now done nearly 2,000 miles
on my Chater-Lea cyclecar. fitted with the Binks two jet

instrument, and if the results are not perfect they are near
enough for practical purposes. You get a "tick round" to
over 40 m.p.h. by simply pulling the lever and the absolute
response that the makers claim.

I have had over 30.000 miles of two lever carburetters,
but should not dream of Htting one after the results I get
from my single lever two jet instrument.

I have no interest in the carburetter in any way, except
as a satisfied amateur user. P. H. STEELE.

Sir,—I have been keenly interested in voiir recent articles

and correspcM'dents' letters re the problem of the automatic
carbureitei', ana rrave pprused the recent letters on the same
with great interest. 1 agree witli the principle laid down
by Mr. liiriks re the multiple-jet carburetter, insomuch as I

bavu had experience of the tests of different makes of carbu-
ri'tters in my capacity as engineer. These comprised several
well-known makes, and tlie deductions from tliese tests led
1(1 the same conclusion as that arrived at by Mr. Binks, and
the result was the adoption of a two-jet carburetter, the
main jet Ix'inj^ o|icned at a pro-determined velocity, and in
crmjunction witli a <iashj)ot to obviate a coninion fault, viz.,

"liunting." This type, 1 may add, was found very success-
ful and econojnical for motor lorry work. 1 have personally
carri(rd out a series of tests with a well-known make, altered,
(jii a twin-('ylinder motor cycle engine on the road, and can
Ket the engine to run with retarded spark (coil and dry
battery) at a w;dking pace, with a i|uick acceleration wheii
Huddeidy opcMiinp; the tinottle. I have, unfortunately, n<pt

had tlicr o[jp(irturiity of Iryirig nuv of Mr. I'.inks's carburet-
tera, Ijiit I must say that, in my o|)iniou, ho seems to be

I!2

on the right track, especially with his " De Luxe " paratfin

carburetter, and I thoroughly agree with the majority of the

points in his letter. It Ifas often occurred to me that the

makers of the Polyrhoii carburetter should endeavour to put
on the ma.rket a type suitable for motor cycles, as this instru-

ment IS an excellent appliance, and has given splendid re-

sults ; in fact, I have made a modified form of such for

trials, and have had excellent . results, although I hold the

opinion that it is possible to dispense with a float chamber,
and am at present engaged on such a "gadget." In con-

clusion, I would advise any of your readers who are particu-

larly interested in the science of cjirburation to peruse the

excellent articles on this subject which appeared in the
/'radical Eiujineer, dated October 20th, 1911, and it will

give them food for thought, especially as regards the curves

and formulse given on page 486, which justify Mr. Bihks's

and my own ideas on this particular subject. In conclusion

I must add the usual disclaimer, that I am in no way
connected or interested in any particular type other tlian

as an interested reader in search of information on this

subject. FRAXCIS H. STEERS.

The Power Required ior Sidecar Work.
Sir.^Under the above heading you have recently pub-

lished some very interesting correspondence, and one or

two of the writers have' expressed a desii'e to hear other

riders' opinions. Well, I may as well say at once that I

am quite satisfied with 3g h.p. for sidecar work. I

covered 7,000 miles in 1911, with a 1910 Triumph,. and with
the exception of a few hundred miles this was all sidecar

work. Of course, I have occasionally felt a longing" for a

little more power, but taking it all round I am well satis-

fied with what I have, and would rather be without anv
extra complications, for the sake of romping up some freak

hill. Naturally, I avoid hills that I know my machine
would not be capable of taking the sidecar up. as much as

possible, but there are times when one ciuuiot do this, and
at the worst it only means a little vigorous exercise in run-

ning beside the machine, sometimes with passenger seated,

and sometimes not. My best run last .vear was one- that

included a cUmb of 1,000 feet, in 3^ miles, and I tackled
it with a hot engine, and did not have to dismount. Of
course I am well aware that I did not ascend in true

competition style, but I was quite satisfied with the per-

formance. My machine with all on. on that day, includ-

ing a camp stove, weighed 5 cwt. 1 qr. I am riding a

1912 machine of the same make, and getting equall,v as good
service fiom it. I have had it two months, and have now
covered 2,0OQ miles.

I certainly shall feel obliged to the makers of my machine
when they fit a change-speed gear as standard, as I am con-

fident that I shall get even better running still. I enclose

a photograph of the complete outfit, taken at Richmond,
Yorks.. on Good Friday. H.W.J.

H. W. J.'s 1912 Triumph and sidecar referred to on Ihis page.
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The heavy up-to-date passenger
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TiSPEEDYl
SECURED76 SPECIAL SUCCESSES. SWEEPING
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l THREE ;

I BRITISH
I

I RECOUDS. I

^ FLYING
I

MILE.

FLYING
KILO.

FLYING ;i

5 MILE, i

Singer Motor Cycle Successes,

April

i

Date.
I

JIarch 9th
9 til

16th
16th
2Srd
6th
6tli

6th
6th
6th
8th
8th
8th
Sth
Sth

i:it]j

i;i(h

lat'i
llith
ISth
13th
TSth
20tl>
21ltli

2 nth
2Uth
2«tU
2l)th
2ntli
2ltth
21st
2.1th
25th
25th
25th
27 th
2 7 til

27 th
27 th

Event.

Oxford University Hill-climb

Essex Open HUl-climb

Herts Connty Open Trial . .

Leicester and District M C.C.

Harrogate Hill-climb
French Reliability Trial, A.C.C. of France
Brigsteer Hill-climb . .

Brooklands Meeting . .

Fleet and Pist'iict ll'.C.C. '.

".

Oxford JI.C.C. Hill-chnib . .

Liverpool Trial in N.W.

Brooklands Time Trials, Flying Kilometre

Brooklands Time Trials, Flying Mile

Brooklands Three-lap Scratch liace
Bristol Open Hill-climb
Bristol M.C.C. Hill-climb . .

Essex Motor Clnb
A.C.U. Re-rnn Trial
Cantcrbur.v and District M.C.C.

Crossgates and District M.C.C.
Birminghara M.C. Hill-elimb

Streatliam and District

:\rr.

Me
Mr,

Competitor.

. G. K. Pippet ..

G. K. Pippet .

.

Rex Mnndy
W. A. Jacobs . .

Rex Mundv . . . .

H. Petty
H. Petty
H. Petty .'

Mackay
Rex Mundy . .

.

J. Cocker
Jones
Stanley
.Stanley
at. Smitji

, J. Cocker
J. Cocker
J. Cocker
Rex Rhmdv . . .

F. C. Jones
C. Murdock . . .

.

V . Horsman . .

.

Stanley
Ayres
Stanley
Ayres
Stanley
F. C. Clement
J. Cocker
J. Cocker
A. P. Howard
R.ootes
Pavillet
Pavillct
Pavillet
S.- Kirk
J, ,T. Woodgate
J. J. Woodgate
Rex Mundy . .

.

Position.

1st
2nd
2nd
3rd

Non-stop
1st
1st

.Indge Cnp
3rd
1st
2nd
3rd
2nd
1st
2nd
2nd
1st
1st

Non-stop

1st
2nd
1st
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
1st

iilver Medal
Non-stop

1st
1st
1st
3rd
1st
3rd
1st

Power ot
Machine.

2 ; h.p.
21h.p.
2Ui.p.
2i h.p.
2ih.p.
2 J h.p.
3.', h.p.
21 h.p.
2 J h.p. .

2 J h.p.
2 J h.p.
2 J h.p.
2ih.p.
3 .V h.p.
3J h.p.
21 h.p."
2 1 h.p.
2ih.p.
3ih.p.
2i h.p.
3ih.p.
3 1 h.p.
2.! h.p.
2.f h.p.
3.'. h.p.
2.'. li.p.

3"l h.p.
2Ui.p.
2.'. h.p.
2,\ h.p.
2* h.p.
3} h.p.
2 i h.p.
2 ,V h.p.
2.1 h.p.
21, h.p.
21 h.p.
4" h.p.
21 h.p.

June 1st: G.E.Stanley wins the All-comers' Race atBrook-

If you want THE FASTEST and MOST RELIABLE
machine on the market, GET A SINGER.

Irish Stockists—Dublin: Mr. C. E. Jacob, 184, Great Brunswick Street. Belfast: Mr. C. E. Jaco

il
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Dinas Mawddwy Climbed.

Sit-,—Referring to the article in last week's issue of
y/ie Motor Cycle about the attempts on Dinas Mawddwy
Hill by some Coventry motor cyclists, I note it is stated
that Newsome's successful climb was "the first authenticated
climb" of this famous hill.

I beg to say, however, that last Good Friday my friend,

M. Glasgow, and myself both made clean ascents of the
hill at the first attempt from about two hundred yards

Vrom Gall & Inglis's Contour Road Book,

Contour section o£ Bwlch-y-Groes, commonly known as Dinas Mawddwy.

below the hairpin bend. Jly friend's ma<;hine was a 1911
standard Triumph, and my own a 1912 F.E. model of the

,
same make, and our gears were both about 5 to 1. Both
our climbs were witnessed by M. G. RoUo, who was on a
5 h.p. Bat-Jap, and would not attempt the hill owing to
the effect the bad surface would have on his tyres.

t may say that ilr. Glasgow and myself had both tried the
hill last October, he on the same machine and I on a 1910
Triumph, but were unsuccessful owing in his case to his
not being able to get his gear lower than 5^- to 1, and in
mine to my machine having done about 8.000 miles and being
in very bad tune. A. STEWART LLOYD.

Hub and Countershaft Gears.
Sir,—Referring to the article in your last issue by " Lcion

"

on the subject of gears, as manufacturers of a counter-shaft
gear we must absolutely disagree with the opinion of your
contributor that the most satisfactory gear of the future" for
motor cycles wdll be in the rear hub. In our opinion and
experience, the following are a few points on which the
counter-shaft gear is far preferable ;

1. Situated imiKediately behind the engine, the weight of
the gear box is in the centre of the machine, and does not
interfere with the comfortable running, nor increase the
tendency to'side-slip.

2. The counter-shaft gear and clutch running at a higher
speed than the back wheel must be under less stress, and
clutch surfaces give far greater efficiency.

3. The space at the disposal of designers is not restricted,
and all parts may be made with an ample margin of safety
against breakages.

4. It is the experience of all users of counter-shaft gears
that they are absolutely reliable. This is, of course due to
the great simplicity in construction.
On the other side of the picture, we submit several points

in which hub gears are as yet not perfect

.

1. Tlie restricted space in which they have to be carried
entails the lightest possible form of construction, with conse-
quent occasional breakages.

2. The clutch working at slow speed is usually very little

over its work ; consequenty clutch slip is not rare.
3. Extra weight in the back wheel must slow the machine,

and always interferes with the comfort of riding, owing to
the increase in road vibration from the back wheel. A heavy
back is also productive of side-slip.

JAMES CYCLE CO., LTD.

Why not Paraffin ?

Sir,—Owing to the recent coal strike the pince of petrol
was greatly increased, and although the strike ceased some
time ago the price shows little sign of reduction, and appears
to be artiiicially kept up.

It seerns to me that in future motor cyclists and other
petrol users are likely to be at the mercy of the petrol
manufacturers and merchants, and, judging from present
experiences, are likely to be very unfairly treated. This, in
time, must reflect on the motor industry and do great harm.
With regard to the carburetters used on present machines,

there seems to be great competition among the manufac-
turers, and although one might be a little better than
another, all the well-known makes appear to be satisfactory.
The competition appears to be proceeding on the lines of
better distribution of the spray, and making it more auto

649

matic ; , but the getting of the last ounce of work out oi

petrol will in the end only appeal to- racing men.
The present time appears to be favourable for manufac-

turers turning their attention to the designing of a simpler
carburetter to use paraffin only. This should be a com-
mercial success, would be a great boon, and cut down the
running expenses to one half or a third what they are at
present, to say nothing about the keeping of petrol down to

a reasonable price.

I believe parafnn with a high flash-point is now the
clieapest variety, and, therefore, paraffin for motors would
be cheaper than the best now used for lighting. STAR.

Inconsiderate Behaviour.
Sir,—During the recent Easter London-Land's End M.C.C.

run, I loaned a box of spare chain parts to the driver of a
sidecar outfit (conspicuous for its noise), whose chain
liad broken, leaving them stranded in the middle of Dart-
moor. I have written three letters to these people, asking
for its return, but to date have neither received the spares
or even a reply to my letters. One expects different treat-
ment from anyone, leave alone two such well-known men.
The lack of these spares has indirectly cost me nearly 30s.
Y'ou will, I think, agree such behaviour is very improper.

H.P.B.

Rosd Conditions between Kew and Richmond.
Sir,—I have read "Injured Ancient's" letter ;r the above,

and can fully sympathise with him. I have had to use this
road four or five times during the last month or so, and, in

my opinion, it is reallv. dangerous ; the road itself is bad
enough, but the bed ot the tramline is worse. I was not
quite so unfortunate as your correspondent, but I had more
shaking than I cared about. It is a pity it is not a criminal,
offence for authorities to allow main roads to get into such
a state. DISGUSTED.

Furniture Vans—and Cricket.

Sir,— I shall be glad it you will kindly state in your columns
that the Scout Manoeuvres against the Coventry and Warwick-
shire Motor Club "were won by the Scouts, and not by the
Coventry Motor Club, as at first reported. The rules laid
down were that five motorists must succeed in reaching my
offices between the hours of three and five o'clock, and that
no other vehicle should be made use of by competitors. It

was reported to me on the day following the Manoeuvres that
Messrs. Rupert Maj', Blockley, and one other motor cyclist

had made use of a furniture van, in wliich they were con-
cealed, and by this means succeeded in envering Rugby. I

have written to the gentlemen in question several times, but
am unable to obtain an answer. Definite proof has now been
supplied to me by Mr. Edwards, Railway Terrace, Rugby,
who- provided the horses and van. The other three com-
petitors reached Rugby in accordance with the rules, and are
entitled to .every congratulation on their success, in view of
the elaborate precaution that we took to safeguard one
hundred square miles over which operations took place.

I. B. HART-DAVIES.

"wi i'l.w»wiiggggK{;i

SATURDAY'S ANGLO-SCOTTISH HILL-CLIMB.
The weigliing-in at a farmyard near Lanton Hill, Jedburgh. W. F. Kowsomo

(Triumph) &B the scales. ., .__
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A NEW ENGINE WITH DECOMPRESSOR.

The complete Eclipse motor cycle which is fitted with a new 3^ h.p. engine
with overhead inlet valve.

IF
you imagine your motor cycle starts easily and
runs slowly it would be advisable, before being

absolutely satisfied on the point, for you to com-
pare its capabilities with those of a new machine which

is being manufactured by the firm of Job Day and

Sons, Ltd., engineers, Leeds. A representative of

this journal had the pleasure of meeting Mr. H. A.

Smith (the designer of the machine in question), the

other day, and was initiated into the various novel

features of the engine, for it is the engine which the

firm in question intend to supply.

Upon the machine being taken out of its shed, and

without doing anything more to it than turn on the

petrol and give a very slight push when wheeling it

along, the engine commenced to fire and to continue

firing quite regularly at a very slow walking pace. It

was, of course, an easy matter to get comfortably into

the saddle, and by releasing the half compression

device (which is worked bv the same handle-bar lever

as the exhaust lifter) to get immediately into full

swing. The engine dimensions are 85 x 88 mm.
As made at present the engine is not intended for

racing, and although it has an overhead mechanical

inlet val\T, the compression ratio is somewhat lower

than standard practice, being about 75 lbs. per square

inch. Howex'er, owing to the low compression ratio

it is found possible to employ very light connecting

rod, gudgeon pin and piston (r3 ozs. in all), and it is

partly due to these light reciprocating parts that the

engine proves capable of fast speeds.

The overhead inlet valve, which is worked by die

usual style of tappet rod and rocking arm, is capable

of being removed from the cylinder in an easy manner.

—in fact by the undoing of one large nut the valve and
its seating come away en bloc. The exhaust valve,

which gives an effective opening of approximately

one-tenth of the piston area, is of the usual type.

An unusual feature is the system of lubrication.

Feeding by means of a Best and Lloyd pump, the

oil flows into a well, in which the lip of the piston

/#CT^^„ t" c- t.. i S > :^_™™.^'^- '
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The Eclipse motor cycle with its designer, Mr. H. A. Smith.

Pulley side ol the new engine built by Job Day and Sons.

dips at the end of each downward stroke, thereby

raising a supply of oil at each upward stroke and
depositing it on the cylinder walls, and so^ lubricating

I lie cylinder most efficiently. One pumpful just

fills the well, and the piston, in addition to lubricating

the cylinder, scatters the recjuired quantity into the

crank case to lubricate the bearings and big end, but

never, in such quantity as to cause friction between
flywheels and crank case; thus again free running is

obtained.

The sparking plug is located in the centre of the

cylinder. The silencer is neatly fitted with a cut-out.

the, whole being so get-at-able that it is only necessary

to undo one nut to take it all to pieces.

' The cylinder is fitted with the usual type of

radiating fins, and the pattern has been so designed
ihal uniformity of the metal allows for equal expan-
sion an<l contraction due to heat.

'I'he ignition is by a Rosch magneto diivcn by a

train of gear wheels, and the carburcllcr is a Ji. and
li. ']"he motor bicycle frame, which is made Ijy Fdlin
Sons, Ltd., is fitted with Druid spi-ing forks and
I'^dlin's patent ili-tich.ilile carrier and mudguard. 'I'hc

ciimi>k'tc machine weighs, without oil or iictrol,

168 lbs.
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MILITARY MOTOR CYCLING NOTES.
Another Successful Mobilisation. Seven Riders reach Aaidenhead exact to time.

By "CELERITER."

:/jBft,!:^^f>^

Some of the motor cyclists who took part in the second mohilisation test getting ready to leave Maidenhead. Captain A, H. Trapmann distributing postcards

to be delivered by the riders when tbey arrive at their destination.

WITHOUT any shadow of doubt, aiad in spite of the
heavy rains experienced, Sunday's time scheduled
mobilisation at Maidenhead was an unqualified suc-

cess, and it is quite evident that these tests are
growing rapidly in favour, perhaps on account of their origin-
ality and real sporting interest, but also on account of the
invaluable statistics they afford.

The Daventry mobilisation, held on April 27th, proved little

beyond the fact that motor cyclists can cover great distances
in very quick time, and that the Legion of Cyclists had built

up an organisation which enabled them to call up the keen
motor cyclists throughout the United Kingdom at a few hours'

notice. Sunday's test proved something more, and afforded a
very welcome change to the eternal round of reliability tests

and hill-climbing events, of which some enthusiasts ai-e

beginning to get tired.

Military Value.
The military value of Sunday's test is enormous, and opens

out quite a new range of possibilities for the military employ-
m.ent of the motor cycle, for the results now offer concrete
statistics of what the motor cycle, when intelligently handled,
can perform. The Army authorities know to a nicety what
the cavalryman, the gunner, and the infantryman can accom-
plish in the minute, the hour, and the day. A few experts
know equally well what can be expected of the push-cyclist.

We now know that the mot-or cyclist can be counted upon
to cover any given number of miles according to a scheduled
speed ; that scheduled speed we did not possess before, and
it will be very welcome news to the Genera! Staff of the Army.

The Actual Performances.
As everybody knows, the competitors in Sunday's event

were asked to ride to a certain specified schedule, in order
that they might arrive at JIaidenhead Railway Station on
the stroke of one o'clock. This schedule varied between 20
and 30 m.p.h., according to the distance the competitors
lived from the rendezvous. The following gives a list of

entries as made up on Saturday night; Ix)ndon. 29; Herts.,
Beds. -Middlesex, and Bucks.. 12; Kent. Surrev. Sussex, and
Hants. 19; East Anglia. 22; South Wale,s, 11 ; Chesliire,

11 ; Jlidlands, 27 ; Durham, 4 ; Derby, 5 ; Yorkshire, 9

,

Lancaslure, 6 ; Somerset and Devon, 4 ; total, 159. Of these,

sixty-seven put in an appearance before 3 P'lu. , the rest

probably falling out or withdrawing owing to the weather
conditions or to some accident at the early start which made
it hopeless to regain lost time.

The prize offered by the proprietors of The Motor Cycle
for the best performance on schedule time is awarded to S.

Sawer and F. Dover, Sheffield (both on 3^ Premiers), 162

miles ; and the next five in order of merit are : 2, A. P.

Isard, Nottingham (3^ Triumph), 123 miles ; 3, H. 0. Spring-

field, Shaftesbury (2| Douglas), 105 miles ; 4, R. S. Pullen,

Hanisworth (2^ A.J.S.), 97 miles; 5, G. Butteau, Cambridge

(3i Triumph), 76 miles; 6, W. Webster, Woodford Green (3i
Budge), 53 miles.

All of the above arrived exactly on the stroke of one
o'clock, riding exactly to their schedules, and the two winners
were only determined by the mileage accomplished.

The furthest distance was Sergt. W. T. Tanfield and G. S.

Bowman on a 6 Rex-Jap with sidecar, who came from Hull

(220 miles), and arrived 29m. late; and perhaps the best

performance was that by the three men who came from
Winsford. in Cheshire, arriving 75m. late, owing to having
to get change to pay the toll at Cookham Bridge^ the distance

covered being 177 miles

Future Events.
In view of the great success achieved by Sunday's mobilisa-

tion, the executive of the Legion of OyclUts have decided to

hold a novel test of some kind every month, but in future

entries w-ill be restricted to members of the Legion. The
irext event will be held- in the vicinity of Nottingham, and
particulars will be given in TJte Motor Cycle during
the next week or so. Those motor cyclists who do
not already belong to the Legion, but who are prepared to

serve their country in the event of invasion, are invited to

communicate direct with the Hon. Sec, 128, Jermyn Street,

London, W., enclosing a stamped addressed postcard together

with a penny stamp, or to purchase a copy oi the" first

number of the Territorial Montiily and Legion News, vifaich

is to be published on the 15th inst.
'

-Eg
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OAKAMOOR INTER-CLUB HILL-CLIAB.

(1) The brothers F. G. and Cyril Smith, both riding 2; h.p. Doujlas
machines, on the starting line. The latter won.

Oakamoor, North Staffs, was again the scene of a motor
^ycle hill-climb on Saturday last. Tliis event was the fourth
annual inter-club contest for the silver challenge cup presented
by Mr. F. A. Bolton, president of the Derbyshire and North
Staffs Club, who organised the contest, which was confined

to their members and those of the Mid-Staff's A.C., the Derby
and District M.C.C., and the North Staffs M.tJ.C.

Star Bank, on the Weaver Hills, above Oakamoor. is a

splendid incline if one could use its entire length, but the

1,460 yards of it which comprised Saturday's course is hardly
a sufficient test for present day motor cycles. Commencing
with a stiff climb, which continues to the first corner, the hill

for a little distance runs almost level, entering upon a further

incline at the second bend to the finish, the gradient not
being more than 1 in 11. From a spectator's point of view,

however, it could hardly be nnproved. three parts of the

course being in view nt the finishing line The competitoi-

(2) Daviii Bolton, who accomplished fastest time on his 3! h.p. Rudge, about

to follow A. F. W. Greeves (Triumph).

handicapped according to their theoretical time, were des-

patched up the hill in pairs. The basis used to ascertain

theoretical time was not disclosed beforehand, but it certainly

provided some peculiar results. The cycle event attracted

some thirty entries, but on the whole the contest was more of

a sporting event than a very serious test. Results

:

Semi-final Round.
Cyril Smith (Douglas), receiving 44|s.

a'. F. W. Greeves CTriumph).
A. Ainsworth (Rudge), receiving 2|s.

P. H. Openshaw (Triumph).

FiN.AL.

/ 1. Cyril Smith (Douglas), receiving 40s.

\ 2. A. Ainsworth (Rudge).
Fastest time.—D. C. Bolton (Rudge), 62|s., but lost to

^ F W. Greeves (Triumph), ip(ei\iiio; ll|s.

1.

2.

1.

2.

ITHE SECOND MOBILrSATlCN TEST AT MAIDENHEAD.
(1) Sergeant Tanfleid (Hox-Jap and sidecar), who came from Hull, and who was the longest distance man. He started at 1 a.m. (2) Captain Trapmann examining th(

cards of the riders. (3) Private Birdseye (35 h.p. Bradbury) with Private Elias, who rode the whole way from Lowestoft on the carrier. They started at 6.11 a.m.

SELECTED COMPETITIONS TO RECEIVE MANUFACTURERS' SUPPORT.
The Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufactui'ers' and Traders'

Union lias issued a circular to the leading motor cycle clubs

to the effect that, for olivious reasons, the motor cycle section

of tlie Union has decided that the number of open events
promoted by clubs all over the country are so rmmcroua as to

make it impossible fen' them to support all. They have there-

fore decided to limit their entries and fiU])port in the matter
of prizes to ten events, amongst which ten arc. included the
following competitions: A.C.U. Six Days Trials and Autumn
One Day Trial, M.C.C. Loudon l''..\eter niii, Coventry and

BIO

Warwickshire M.C. open event, Scottisli Six Days Trials,

Birmingham M.G:C. reliability trial, Bradford M.C.C. reli-

ability trial, Bristol M.C.C. reliability trial, and the Irish

End-to-end run organised by the Motor Cycle Union ol

Ireland (Ulster Centre). Not only will the members of the

ftlanufacturers' Union support the above in the matter ol

entries—and it may bo here observed that the Union' includcE

the big nui.jority of the firms engaged in the motor cycle

trade—but it will support the contests by contributions out
of its collective funds to the prize li.sts.
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SIX DAYS' TRIALS ROUTES.
1,000 MILES THROUGH DEVON AND

THE knowledge that this year's six days' trials are
to embrace the notorious hills and inimitable scenery
of Somerset and Devon has already aroused excep-
tional interest and enthusiasm. The arrangements

for the trials are well in hand, and the course has been
practically mapped out.

An exceptional amount of careful and skilful corner work
will be required, as this hilly district abounds in a multi-
plicity of hairpin and horseshoe turnings.
We understand that fhe following dady routes have been

mapped out, though minor alterations may probably be
made at a later date :

First Day, Monday, August 12th, 177 Miles.
On the first day of the trial competitors will have a

delightful run through some of the
finest scenery in South Devon.
Leaving Taunton, Blagdon is the

first point of interest to be reached,
where a steep hill with a hairpin
bend has to be negotiated.
Avoiaing Exeter, the men will pro-

ceed through Dawlish and Teign-
mouth to Shaldon, where another
bad hill will have to be tackled.
Passing on through Torquay, Paign-

ton, Totnes, and Plymouth, 'Tavistock
is reached. From here a steep hill

leads to Two Bridges and Moreton-
Hampstead, then another bad hill

up to Dunsford, and the ancient city
of Exeter looms in sight.

This ran from Plymouth to Exeter
is very hilly throughout, running as
it does right over Dai-tmoor. A
straight run home follows through
Wellington.

Second Day, Tuesday, August
13th, 166 Miles.

This is a very stiff ride, and in-

cludes Minehead, Porlock, Lynmouth,
Lynton, and then across to Taunton.
Jt was originally intended to return

to Taunton across Exmoor via Simons-
bath, but the organisers think that
the road over the moors is too
rough, and an alternative route will

be selected, probably passing through
llfracombe.
During this day's run the famous Porlock and Lynton hills

will be ascended, and Beggar's Roost Hill may also be
included.

Third Day, Wednesday, August 14th, 1581 Miles.
Taunton, Barnstaple, llfracombe, Parracombe, Lynmouth,

Porlock, and Taunton.
The above I'oute includes Parracombe and Countisbury Hill

out of Lynmouth.

Fourth Day, Thursday, August 15th, Distance
Unknown.

This day's journey will consist of morning and afternoon
trips from Taunton, returning to Taunton for lunch.
The route will riot be disclosed before the day, but will be

very carefully arrowed, and competitors will ride by the
arrows only.

These two runs will include some of the local tit-bits in the
form of severe surprise climbs. The minimum time -in which
the two sections must be ridden will be based on an average
speed of 15 m.p.h.

Fifth Day, Friday, August 16th, 187| Miles.
Taunton, Cothelstone, Bridgwater, Axbridge, Cheddar

Gorge, Dundery, Bristol, Gloucester, Birdlip, Cirencester,

Bath, Wells, and Taunton.'
In addition to Birdlip there is a stiff hill at Cothelstone,

which is used for local hill-climbs, and this will probably
be one of the timed hills.

The long climb up -Cheddar Gorge will need care on
account of the S turnings.

SOMERSET.
Sixth Day, Saturday, August 17th, 188+ or

1511 Miles.
This day's run is not yet decided. It may be as below,

or it may be the alternative route—No. 7.

Taunton, Shaftesbury, Salisbury, Southampton, Amesbury,
Stonehenge, Frome, Glastonbury, and Taunton.
This is a fairly easy run, as there are no severe hills.

Alternative Route (shown dotted), 151| Miles.
Taunton, Chard, Crewkerne, Dorchester, Weymouth,

Wareham, Bournemouth, Blandford, Sherborne, Yeovil,
Ilminster, and Taunton This is also a fairly easy day's nra.

. The following are a few notes regai-ding this year's trials.

In running to schedule tinie competitors may be ten
minutes early or late, but one minute in excess of ten

minutes either way they lose ten marks, and after that one
mark per minute. Five marks will be deducted for every
tyre changed.

Competitors who feel so disposed may make use of the
lunch interval for adjustments by curtailing the time taken
for the meal.
The arrangements for accommodation at the local hotels

have been rather difficult, but are now practically completed.
Competitors wiU have to line up at 7.30 each morning, and

a quarter of an hour only will be allowed for adjustments,
viz., from 7.45 to 8 a.m. At 8 a.m. the men will be started.

STREATHAM M.C.C. TRIAL FOR THE OBDE CUP.
In heavy rain, eleven members started in the above trial

last Saturday, the route being through Riverhead, Maid-
stone, Canterbury, Sarre, Canterbury, Charing (lunch),
Maidstone, Riverhead, Crystal Palace, and thence down to
the Crown and Sceptre Hotel, Streatham Hill, the starting
and finishing point.

Results (subject to confirmation by the committee).—Orde
Cup : W. Pratt (3i P. and M.), non-stop. Gold medal : Rex
G. Mnndy (3^ T-T. Singer), one stop (sooted plug). Silver
medal : H. B. Willoughby (3^ Rudge), one stop (sooted
plug). Bronze medals: S. T. Tessier (8 Bat and sc), one
stop; W. L. Barrett (8 Bat and sc), non-stop; 0. J. Feeny
(3^ Triumph), one stop (belt fastener) ; J. Bateson (Sg

L.M.C.). one stop (puncture) ; W. R. Sweeting (6 Bat and
sc), non-stop; A. G. Daw (3^ T.T. Triumph), one stop
(sooted plug) ; and W. O. Gldman (8 Bat and sc), one
stop (puncture).

BI3
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An^lo-Scottish Inter-team Hill-climb.
ENGLISHMEN'S NARROW WIN.

THIS event took place at Lanton Hill on Saturday. The
lull is about three-fourths of a mile long, and although

there are two bends they are so gradual as to be

negligible. The gradient is not very steep, being

about 1 in 8 to 10 on an average ; it is, however, a long climb

of steady gradient. The two teams were well matched, as the

total differences of 7^s. will show. In the singles Barnes- and
Lindsay tied for fastest time, but the A.C.U. had a gain of

. 13s. in this class, which lead the Edinburgh club reduced to

7^3. by winning the twin and sidecar classes. Among the

twins, Jamieson on an 8 h.p. Jamieson-Jap, and Reed on an 8

h.p. Dot were the fastest. Barnes had his revenge, however,
in the sidecar team climb, and made fastest time quite easily

The Edinburgh team performed most consistently, although
their twins were not so fast as the A.C.U. twins. The intei-

team event was followed by an open hill-climb.

Auto Cycle Union Team.
Single-cylinders.

Bore
Rider aind machine. and

stroke.

F. W. Barnes (3^ Zenith) 90x77i
W. F. Newsome (3^ Triumph) ... 85x88
S. Crawley {3i Triumph) 85x88
H. Berwick (3^ New Hudson) ... 85x88
T. Silver (3^- Quadrant) 85x88

Twin-cylinders.

C. W. Jamieson (8 Jamieson-Jap) ... 90x77^
F. W. Barnes (8 Zenith) 90x77^
H. Reed (8 Dot) 90x77^-
W. E. Cook (5 A.S.L.) 70x80

H. Berwick (3^ New Hudson) ... 85x88
F. W. Barnes (8 Zenith) 90x77^

Figuie
Time. of

merit
53.2

55.8

56.6
62.

81.

4083
3256
3038
2887
2390

308.6 15654

43.2

47.8

46.2

66.6

2840
2681
2652
2434

203.8 10607

. 92.4 ... 3113

.60. ... 3105

152.4 6218

Totals ... 664.8

Edinburgh aito Distkict Motor Club Team.
Single-cylinders.

A. J. C. Lindsay (3i Rover) ... 85x88
0. G. Braid (3^ Norton) 80x100
A. B. Lindsay (3i Triumph) ... 85x88
R. H. Mouat (3i Rudge) ... ... '85x88
A. F. Downie (^ Ariel) 85x85

53.2

59.

62.6

68.

79.

32479

3784
3328
3210
3066
2649

321.8 16037

k. H. Alexander, Scotland (Indian sidocar), starting in the passenger class.

A. J. C. Lindsay, Scotland (Matchless), full speed at one of the bends.

Twin-cjdinders.
A. J. C. Lindsay (6 Matchless) ... 76x85
S. J. K. Thomson (8 Bat) 85x85
J. R. Alexander (7 Indian) ... 82x95
A. H. Alexander (7 Indian) ... 82x93

Sidecars.
A. J. C. Lindsay 5 Matchless) ... 76x85
A. H. Alexander (7 Indian) ... ... 82x93

51.4

52.8

48.2

50.

5061
2666
2557
2425

202.4 10689

... 75. ... 2812
...72.8 ... 2254

147.8 5066

Totals

Single-cylinders
Twin-cylinders

Sidecars ...

Totals

672. 51792

Abstract of Results.
A.C.U. Edinburgh. A.C.U^ Edinburgh.

Time.
508.6 ... 321.8

203.8 ... 202.4
152.4 ... 147.8

Formula.
15654 ... 16037
10607 ... 10689
6218 ... 5066

... 664.8 ... 672. ... 32479 ...

RESULTS OF THE OPEN HILL-CLIMB.
An open event followed the team hill-climb, the

of which are appended :

Class I.—Engines under 500 c.c.

31792

results

A. J. C. Lindsay (2| New Hudson)
P. Weatherilt (3^ Zenith) ... ...

W. F. Newsome (3^ Triumph)
Class II.—Engines over 500 c.

A. J. C. Lindsay (5-6 Matchless)
H. Reed (8 Dot)
C. W. Jamieson (8 Jamieson)

Class III.'—Unlimited scratch
C. \V. Jamieson (8 Jamieson)
M. Heed (8 Dot)
J. H. Alexander (7 Indian)

Time.
77.4

54.0
53.8

51.8

44.2
44.8

Fig. of

merit.

4,285

5,824
3,414

5,045
2,808
2,709

.. 42.2

.. 45.0

.. 49.0

MOORHOUSE MEMORIAL
additional donations have been

ARTHUR
The following

the above fund :

Kntton Cohlfield A.C.
R. Waygood and Co., Ltd. ...

S. F. (jarrott. Cards 306 and 307
S. F. Garrett, Card 309
Staff of Hendee Mfg. Co., SpringBeld, U,
I'cr Mrs. Jefferson and Miss Berend

—

Derby and District M.C.C., Cards 206 and 207
The total amount to date is £260 lis. 5d.

FUND.
received

S.A.

£2
5

5
2

40 15

2 17

M14
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M.C.C.

TEAM TRIAL.

ANOTHER
RECORD ENTRY FOR
"THE MOTOR CYCLE"

CUP CONTEST.

ON Saturday next, the 15th inst., the
ninth inter-club team trial for

The Motor Ci/cle 50 guinea chal-

lenge cup is to be held, starting
from Daventry, Northants, at 1 p.m.
prompt. Again there is a record entry
for this popular competition, which car-

ries with it the motor cycle club cham-
pionship. Headquarters are at the Wheat-
sheaf Hotel, and competitors must report
themselves at noon. There are twenty-
six teams, and the chosen riders, with
their starting times, are given hereunder

:

DERBY AND DISTEICT M.C.C. (holdere).
Starting
Time. No. Rider and Machine.

,H. M. s.10 0.. 1. A. Ainsworth (3i Rudgel
1 20 .. 2. A. B. Bennett (6 Brough)
1 40 .. 3. H. Baker (31 Triumph)
il 1 .. 4. E. Russell (3.'. Bradbury)
1 1 20 .. 5. E. V. Clarke "(31 Bradbury)
1 1 40 .. 6. H. S. Sewell (8 Campion-Jap so.)

Reserves: W, H. Orme (31 Rudge) and H. Lee
(31 Budge)

BEDFORD AND DISTRICT M.C.C.
1 2 .. 11. S. Crawley (31 Triumph)
,1 2 20 .. 12. E. Murkett (31 B.S.A.)
il 2 40 .. 13. S. Savage (34 Triumph)
il 3 .. 14. H. J. Woods (31 Triumph)
I 3 20 .. 15. P. Waring (23 Enfield)
II 3 40 .. 16. L. Kell (4 New Hudson so.)
' Reserves: G. Crawley (31 Triumph) and A.
iLister (3i Triumph sc.)

BIRMINGHAJI M.C.C.

14 0.. 21. R. W. Duke (31 Zenith-Gradua)
1 4 20 .. 22. A. D. Arter (31 James)
1 4 40 .. 23. R. V. C. Brook (3 water-cooled

Precision)15 0.. 24. H. J. Cox (23 Forward)
1 5 20 .. 25. W. H. Egginton (31 New

Hudson)
1 5 40 .. 26. Dr. B. Fawssett (8 Chater-Lea-

Jap sc.)

Reserves: H. Newey (31 Ariel) and F. Southam
(6 Zenith sc.)

BRISTOL B. AND M.C.
1 6 .. 31. W. W. Moore (Humber)
1 , 6 20 .. 32. H. R. Bishop (A.J.S.)
1 6 40 .. 33. A. F. Margoschis (Ivy-Precision)17 0.. 34. S. J. Fair (B.S.A. or A.J.S.)
1 7 20 .. 35. L. E. Scammell (Res or B.S.A.)
1 7 40. .. 36. F. Bevan (Re.x sc.)

Reserves: A. J. Whitcombe (Willway), E. J.

Prosser (Rex Sidette), and A. B. Danks (A.J.S. sc.)

BRISTOL M.C.C.

18 0.. 41. P. C. Wasley (23 Douglas)
1 8 20 .. 42. P. Phillips (23 Douglas)
1 8 40 .. 43. E. Kickliam (23 Douglas)
.19 0.. 44. Eli Clark (23 Douglas)
1 9-20 .. 45. F. P. Davies (31 Rudgel
il 9 40 ... 45. W. W. Douglas (8 Williamson

Reserves: J. B. Kellar (31 B.S.A.) and P. Grout
1(41 Quadrant).

COVENTRY AND WARWICKSHIRE M.C.

;1 10 51. A. Elson (31 Singer)
1 10 20 52. W. F. Newsome (31 Triumph)
1 10 40 53. A. N. Barrett (31 Rudge)
1 11 .. 54. S. Wright (34 Humber)
1 11 20 .. 55. G. Smith (31 Rover)
1 11 40 56. H. Williamson (8 Williamson

sc.)

Reserves: D. Elson (31 Triumph) and E. A.
Gorton (6 Rex Sidette).

ESSEX M.C.
1 12 .. 61. G. T. Gray (34 Rudge)
1 12 20 .. 62. W. Cooper (31 Bradbury)
1 12 40 .. 63. H. C. Hemy (31 Service)
1 13 .. 64. J. A. Campbell (31 Rudge)
1 13 20 .. 66. A. P. Howard (21 Singer)
1 13 40 .. 66. A. Hill (7 Indian sc.)
Reserves: D. S. Parsons (6 Rex Sidette) and

K- S. Kapadia (6 Res-Jap sc.)

HERTS COUNTY AUTO AND AERO CLUB.
Starting
Time. No. Rider and Machine.

e. M. s.

1 14 .. 71. E. A. Colliver (31 Zenith)
1 14 20 .. 72. E. Jarvis (31 Triumph)
1 14 40 .. 73. N, Gutteridge (31 Triumph)
1 15 .. 74. Maurice Down (7 Indian)
1 15 20 .. 75. — Nott (31 Ivv-Precision)
1 15 40 .. 76. B. T. Rice Pvle (3 Bat sc.)

Reserves: A. H. Colliver (34 Zenith) and E. S.
TjCe (31 Rudge).

LEICESTER AND DISTRICT M.C.C.

1 16 .. 81. A. L Barker (31 Singer)
1 16 20 .. 82. E. Folwell (31 B.S.A.)
1 16 40 .. 83. E. Nedham (31 Campion-Jap)
1 17 .. 84. — Yates (31 Rudge)
1 17 20 .. 85. Mrs. Simjson (31 Rudge)
1 17 40 .. 86. F. S. Bowley (7 Indian so.)

Reserves: R. Wainwright (31 Campion-Jap) and
Bowerman (3 Ebol.

LIVERPOOL A.C.C.

1 18 .. 91. N. Brown (7 Indian)
1 18 20 .. 92. W. Heaton (A.J.S.)
1 18 40 .. 93. C. Hobbs (Humber)
1 19 .. 94. J. H. Fox (31 Rudge)
1 19 20 .. 95. S. W. J'hillpott (Humberl
1 19 40 .. 96. P. P. Syvret (Rex sc)
Reserves: C. L. Scott (31 Rudge) and M.

Rimmet (34 Zenith).

LUTON AND SOUTH BEDS. M.C.C.

1 20 .. 101. S. W. Brown (31 Bradbury)
1 20 20 .. 102. G. Bone (34 Triumph)
1 20 40 .. 103. C. Dickenson (31 Rudge)
1 21 .. 104. R. P. Terry (34 New Hudson)
1 21 20 .. 105. F. R. Child (3i New Hudson)
1 21 40 .. 106. F. Mussell (5 Res sc)
Reserves: E. S. Godfrey (31 New Hudson) and

R. 0. Deacon (34 Rudge). ^

MOTOR CYCLING CLUB.
1 22 .. 111. W. Pratt (31 P. and M.)
1 22 20 .. 112. H. Karslake (31 Rover)
1 22 40 .. 113. E. Pond (31 Rudge)
1 23 .. 114. R. M. Brice (31 Brown)
1 23 20 .. 115. P. MoHatt (23 Douglas)
1 23 40 .. 116. W. Chater-Lea (7 Chater-Lea

sc.)

Reserves: P. H. Bentley (31 Triumph) and L.
A. Baddeley (6 Baddeley).

MERSEY M.C.
1 24 .. 121. F. Rees (31 Rudge)
1 24 20 .. 122. T. Moore (34 Triumph)
1 24 40 .. 123. F. C. Jones (31 Bradbury)
1 25 .. 124. T. Heaton (21 Singer)
1 25 20 .. 125. C. W. Samuels (31 Ariel)
1 25 40 .. 126. W. E. Smith (6 Zenith sc.)

Reserves: A. Shaw (31 Rudge) and A. A. .laHa
(8 Zenith sc.)

NORFOLK M.C.C.
1 26 .. 131. A. Adcock (5-6 P.N.)
1 26 20 .. 132. S. G. Allen (31 Triumph)
1 26 40 .. 133. R. G. Attwood"(5-6 F.N.)
1 27 .. 134. G. Boswell (31 Ariel)
1 27 20 .. 135. C. Duberly (31 Ariel)
1 27 40 .. 13-6. J. Boddv (8 Bat sc.)
Reserves: R. Walker (4 Scott sc). Dr. V. H.

Blake (23 Anglican), and E. M. Wood (3 N.S.U.I

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE M.C.C.
1 28 .. 141. A. E. Catt (31 Triumph)
1 28 20 .. 142. W. Barratt (31 Rudge)
1 28 40 .. 143. W. Lees (31 Triumph)
1 29 .. 144. H. H. Saddington (31 James)
1 29 20 .. 145. C. H. Jolley (31 Triumph)
2 29 40 .. 146. D. Barratt (8 Zenith sc.)
Reserves: C. Harris (31 Triumph) and A. Powell

(8 Matchless).

NORTH-WEST LONDON M.C.C.
1 32 .. 161. G. H. Hollis (23 Douglas)
1 32 20 .. 162. E. Rose (31 P. and M.)
1 32 40 .. 163. Glyn Rowden (31 Triumph)
1 33 .. 164. H. H. Berlandina (23 Douglas)
1 33 20 .. 165. W. Cooper (31 Bradbury)
1 33 40 .. 166. E. W. Ashworth (8 Chater-

Lea sc.)

Reserces: A. J. Dreydel (5 Ivy-Precision sc.) and
H. J. Pooley (31 Premier).

NORTH MIDDLESEX M.C.C.
1 30 .. 151. G. L. Fletcher (23 Douglas)
1 30 20 .. 152. C. Q, Roberts (34 Rover)

Starting . ,

Time. No. Rider and Machine.
H. M. .s. „
1 30 40 .. 153. D. H. Noble (34 Rover)
1 31 .. 164: H. C. Mills (31 Premier).

1 31 20 .. 155. P. Dangerfield (31 Premier)
1 31 40 .. 156. F. Pither (6 Enfleld sc.)

Reserves: H. E. Davison (34 Kerry-Abingdon)
and E. C. Jarvis (34 Triumph).

NORWICH AND DISTRICT M.C.C.

1 34 .. 171. H. Chapman (34 Triumph)
1 34 20 .. 172. A. Lincoln (34 Triumph)
1 34 40 .. 173. P. Brighty (3 J.A.P.)
1 35 .. 174. A. Everard (31 Triumph)
1 35 20 .. 175. G. Pope (31 Triumph)
1 35 40 .. 176. C. Clarcey (34 Triumph sc.)

Reserves: J. Body (8 Bat sc.) and H. Brown
(31 Rudge).

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE AND DISTRICT M.C.C.

1 36 .. 181. N. O. Soresby (34 Rudge)
1 36 20 .. 182. J. Farnsworth (31 Rover)
1 36 40 .. 183. C.-R. Smith (44 C.C.R.)

1 37 .. 184, J. Richards (34 Sun)
1 37 20 .. 185. J. R. Sylvester (31 New Hud-

son)

1 37 40 .. 186. A. E. Lole (8 Campion-Jap sc.)

Reserves: R. A. Dawson (4 Bradbury) and G.

W. Spencer (34 Rover).

OXFORD M.C.C.
1 38 .. 191. H. G. Hill (34 Bradbury)
1 38 20 .. 192. W. A. Mathews (31 Triumph)
1 38 40 .. 193. G. P. Cooper (34 Triumph)
1 39 .. 194. H. Askew (34 Triumph)
1 39 20 .. 195. H. G. R. Slingo (5-6 Clyno so.)

1 39 40 .. 196. K. C. Davis (8 Chater-Lea sc.)

Reserves: H. A. Beard, R. A. Bishop, and J. F.
Salter.

SHEFFIELD AND HALLAMSHIRE M.C.C.
1 40 .. 201. J. A. Stacey (34 Rudge)
1 40 20 .. 202. J. Haslam (6 Zenith)
1 40 40 .. 203. S. Sawer (31 Premier)
1 41 .. 204. P. Durant (34 Norton)
1 41 20 .. 205. F. Dover (31 Premiei^
1 41 40 .. 206. M. Neill (8 Zenith S(||

Reserves: P. Wragg (4i Excelsior sc.|l and J.

Ardern (34 Premier).

SOUTH BIRMINGHAM M.0.0.
1 42 .. 211. J.
1 42 20 .. 212. L.
1 42 40 .. 213. S.

1 43 .. 214. L.
1 43 20 .. 215. J.
1 43 40 .. 215. T.
Reserves:

E. H. Allday (31 Allday).

8TREATHAM AND DISTRICT M.C.C.

H. Percox (34 Allday)
Poole (31 B.S.A.)
A. Rowlandson (34 Rudge)
Bees (31 L.M.C.)
J. Woodgate (4 Singer)
W. Atkin (6 Enfleld sc.)

W. Bayliss (34 New Hudson sc.) and

1 44
1 44 20
1 44 40
1 45
1 45 20
1 45 40

SUTTON

1 46 .

1 46 20 .

1 46 40 .

1 47 .

1 47 20 .

1 47 40 .

Reserves:
(Levis).

1 48 .

1 48 20 .

1 43 40 .

1 49 .,

1 49 20 .

1 49 40 .

Reserve:

. 221.
. 222.
. 223.
. 224.
. 225.
. 225.

COLDFIELD AND MID-WARWICK-
SHIRE A.C.

. 231. Seymour Smith (31 Norton)
232. R. Holloway (31 Premier)

. 233. W. H. Sheldon (34 Regal-
Precision)

. 234. J. H. Slaughter (31 L.M.C.)

. 235. T. Pollock (James sc.)

. 236. F. Whitworth (6 Enfield sc.)
.1. St John (Quadrant) and L. Newey

WALTHAMSTOW M.C.C.
241. J. H. Kerr (31 N.S.O.)

. W. Applebee (23 Centaur)
. E. Uffleman (6 Rex-Jap)
. G. Peppercorn (34 Bradbury)
. A. Applebee (33 Scott)
West (A.C. Sociable)

242.
243.
244.
245.
246.

W. Wilson.

WOLVERHAMPTON M.C.C.
1 50 .. 251. T. H. Haddock (21 A.J.S.)
1 50 20 .. 252. Reg. Tonks (34 Rudge)
1 50 40 .. 253. C. Williams (31 Zenith)
1 51 .. 254. J. H. Wedge (3'i Budge)
1 51 20 .. 255. J. T. Ireland (34 Ireland)
I 51 40 .. 256. A. J. Stevens (5 A.J.S. sc)
Reserves: C. Boyes (21 A.J.S.) and G. Hill

(34 Rudge).

Big
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
June 13th 9.15 p.m.

... 9.16

9.17

9.18

15th
17th
19th

Piactising for the T.T.

Practising over tlie course in the Isle
of Man commences on Wednesday next,
the 19th iust., from 5 to 7 a.m. The last
day for practising is Thursday, June
27th, the day before the Junior T.T. race.

.Latest T.T. Entiies.

I

Late entries for the Senior T.T. race
'include W. L. T. Rhys and Percy Butler
!on Triumphs. In the Junior event, M.
Stoessel will ride an Alcyon entered by
;Gentil et Cie., and P. W. , Owen has
entered a Forward.

English-Dutch Trial.

' Further news in connection with the
Dutch international trial will appear next
week. Two of the chosen reserves find
it impossible to accompany the teams for
various reasons, and as it is desirable
that there are two reserves in each class,

the entrants with the highest number of
ivotes outside the teams will be chosen.

Noted Hills in the Six Days' Trials.

j

Among the hills which will be included
in the. A.C.U. Six Days' Trial, which
will be held from August 12th to 17th
inclusive, are the following : Birdlip,

Beggar's Roost, Blagdon, Cheddar Gorge,
a hill near Dunsford (Exeter), Lynton,
Countisbury, Moreton Hampstead, Por-
lock, Shaldon, and Two Bridges. The
positions of most are well known. The
hill at Blagdon is near Taunton, and the
one at Shaldon is between Torquay and
Teignmouth.

cmkt
SPECIAL FEATURES.

THE SIX DAYS' TRIALS COURSE.
NEW MODELS.

THE MOBILISATION TEST,

THE PROBLEM OF THE AUTOMATIC
CARBURETTER.

Italian Grand Prix.

On the 16th inst. the Societa Sportiva

la Torino, 3 Via Cuneo, Turin will hold
a motor cycle race called tire Grand Prix
de Turin over a sixty-two miles course,

embracing Orbassano, Bruino, and Pios-

sasco.

The First Sidecar up Dinas Mawddwy.
In response to the query in our last

issue, " Who will be the first sidecarist

to take a passenger up Bwlch-y-Groes?

"

H. A. Collier advises us that he will make
an attempt with his Matchless sidecar
after the T.T. races. Perhaps, mean-
while, other sidecarists may be tempted
to try their luck. At any rate, the
Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club
can take credit for having focussed atten-
tion on this Welsh terror, which is

almost as bad as Honister Pass.

Original.

A 2| h.p. Douglas will be represented
in the Senior T.T. Race, the Colmore
Depot, Birmingham, having decided to
enter S. L. Bailey, the Australian, for

both events.

This Issue.

Photographs of the Anglo^Scottish, hill-

climb, also the second mobilisation t«st,

appear exclusively in The Motor , Cycle
toiay. Besides other special features

. the first details . and map of the Six Days'
Trials course are included, also a descrip-

tion of a new model—-the Eclipse. The
Motor Cycle is the only journal to give a
complete record of doings in the motor
cycling world, several pages being regu-
larly devoted to important club competi-
tions throughout the country.

Zenith Cup.
On Saturday next,

at the Brooklands
Automobile Racing
Club meeting, a race
for Zenith solo and
;idecar machines is

included. Zenith
Motors, Ltd., have
offered a silver cnp
to the winner of this

event, which we
illustrate. The seven-

teen entrants are
given on page 659.

Competitors in

the Streatham

and District M.C.

competition for

the Julian Orde

Cup to Canter-

bury and back on

Saturday last.

In the foreground

may be seen

W. 0. Oldman

(Bat-Jap-

Canoelet), who

was the holder ol

the cup

(see page 653.)
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\ Sign of the Times.

The Sewage Committee of the Bradford

City Council have decided to purchase a

motor cycle for the use of the resident

engineer (Mr. Wontner-iSmith) at the

r^holt Sewage Works, at an estimated

ost of £75.

Motor Cyclists for the Manoeuvres.

The A.C.U. has been invited by the

War Office to forward the names of

motor cyclists anxious to take part in the

manieuvres, and also for the cavalry divi-

sional training previous to manoeuvres.

Applicants should apply to the secretary,

89 Pall Mall, S.W.

The High Price of Petrol.

At the recent meeting at the R.A.C.,

called to discuss the high price of petrol

at present prevailing, it was decided, on
the proposition of Mr. S. F. Edge, to

form a committee of the R.A.C. and the

A. A. and M.U. and other importiint

motoring bodies to decide the best method
to adopt. The A.C.U. has been invited

to send two delegates.

Imports and Exports of Motor Cycles.

The imports and exports of motor cycles

for the month and five months ended ilay
31st for the last tlu-ee years are given in

the following tables:

Imi'okts.

Jlonth ended May 31st.

1910. 1911. 1912.

ilotor cvcles

—

£4,916 ... £3,935 ... £3.224

Vaifs thereof

—

£3,581 ... £7.228 ... £9.486

[^TOiRE E^EKTS

Total £8,497 ... £11,165 ... £12,710

Five months ended May 31st.

1910. 1911. 1912.

iiotor cycles

—

"£20,585 ... £22.555 ... £21,025
Parts thereof

—

£23,729 ... £29,269 ..". £42,406

Total £44,314 ... £51,824 ... £63,431

British Exi-okt.s.

Month ended May 31st.

1910. 19li. 1912.

IMotor cycles

—

£7,138 ... £17.520 ... £35,957

I'arts thereof

—

£2,357 ... £5.186 ... £16.500

Total £9,495 £22.706 £52.437

Five months ended May 31st.

1910. 1911. 1912.

Jlotor cycles

—

"£36,160 ... £82,470 ... £172,196
I'arts thereof

—

£15,437 ... £26,662 ... £64,309

Total £51,597 ... £109.132 ... £226,505

It will be seen the British exports still

maintain their steady increase, as the total

value of exports for the month of May
this year is over double the value of the
same month last year and over five times
the amount of the previous year, while
for the five months ended May 31st, 1911,

the value of the exports was £236,503.
This, as will be seen, is over twice the
amount for the corresponding period in

1911, and over four times the amount for

1910

Jane -4 Hnd 15.—uublin M.C.C. Ope"
24 Hours' Reliabilitv Trial-

„ 15.—M.C.C. TE.AM TRIAL FOR
-THE MOTOR CYCLE'
CH.\LLENGE CL'P.

„ 2S.—JU.XIOR TOURIST TROPHV
RACE.

July I.—SENIOR TOURIST TROPHV
R.ACE.

„ 6.—Duhlih M.C.C. Open Hill-climb

,, 15. —Irish Open Entl-to-end
Reliability Trial.

,, 20.—B.M.C.R.C. Kace.Mcciia".

Disembarkment of Machines at Douglas.

'the Douglas Coiporation has arranged
a fixed scale of charges for the. porters
unloading or loading motor cj-cles on the
quays. The charges are 6d. per porter
for each machine, or if the porter is

a.ssisting the owner of the machine, 9d.
Formerly these men charged exorbitant
prices for their services.

Another Case Dismissed

L. N. Palmer, of Tooting, was.
on the 3rd inst., summoned for exceeding
the 10 m.p.h. speed limit in Leatiierhead.
Defendant stated that he stopped at the
corner just before the trap, and the
road being slightly uphill it was impos-
siblj for his cyclecar to have attained
the alleged speed in the time, as the
design of the transmission made it im-
possible for him to pick up speed quickly.
The Bench dismissed the case.

A Practical Joke which was not Rehshed.

The Boy Scouts have now been de-

clared winners of the manceuvres in c(m-

iiection with the Coventry and Warwick-
shire Motor Club, as it lias been proved
that three of the six motor cyclists who
entered Rugby got through the Scouts'
ranks in a pantechnicon. The "dis-
covery " has caused great amusement
among motorists, not so the Boy Scouts,
who, according to a daily paper, ''are

slapping their knees and waving their

650 poles in anger,"

Siile Lamps for Sidecars.

Ihe Scottish AutoniMbile Club has
pointed out to the R.A.C. and the A.C.U.
the danger existing through many side-

carists not using side lami'S to s.how the
full width of their vehicie. It will be
remembered that this important matter
formed the subject of a ler.ding artiele
in The Motor Ci/cle recently, and it is

to be lioped that the recommendation
will not be disregarded.

!rhe T.T. Entrants.

A meeting of the A.C.U. C^3mpetitinns
Committee was held on Wednesday last

week, at which all the entries for the
Tourist Trophy Race, published last

week were accepted except that of Alan
E. Woodman, the one-leggad motor
cyclist. The A.C.U. barred Woodman,
as the committee considered that his de-
formity might render him a dangcv to

the other competitors. Woodman is

sorely disappointed at the di'cisimi.

Tourmg in Devon.

Numerous complaints have been made
to the police in Lynmonth as to tlie

conduct of motor cyclist* in rushing
across the cross roads opposite the Lyn-
dale Hotel over and over again in try-

ing Countisbui-y and Lynton Hills. The
matter has been considered by the Town
Council, and, as a- prcliiniiiari/ step, the
police have been asked to deal with
it if possible without going to extremes.
They do not want to issue summonses
if it can possibly be avoided.

A Fine Climb.

Harry Bashall writes us an account of

a new hill which, from all accounts, is a
terror. It is known as Succombes Hill,

and is situated almost opposite Cyril

Patterson's new garage near Caterham.
The surface resembles a river bed, and
there is a bad hairpin bend to the left,

with a reputed gradient of 1 in 3. At
the very first attempt Harry Bashall took
his 23 h.p. T.T. Douglas up the hill. and.
having so much in hand, he lowered his

gear to 10 to 1 and took up Victor Wilber-
torce on his carrier. The combined weight
of rider and passenger totals 24 stones,.

ANGLO-SCOTTISH HILL-CLIMB. H. Berwick (3! h.p. New Hudson sidecar) negotiating the first

- corner at Lanton Hill. It will be noticed that some of the spectators are standing on the inside of tlie

corner, which must have hindered the comoetitors considerably.

323
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fl The great point about Hutchinson

success is that it keeps on.

Not an occasional triumph, and then

—an ominous silence, but success on

success, each fresh victory greater

than the previous one.

Here is the story of our latest coup

:

London-Edinburgh-London

M.C.C. Reliability Trial.

In this event 38 riders started fitted

with Hutchinson Tyres, and of these

8 received Gold Medals for the

single journey, and 30 Special Gold
Medals for the double journey.

un*ph.-«c«« «s^n«« 30 Special Gold Medals.
Hutchinson riders =

g Gold Medals.

Total -- - Gold Medals.

IMPORTANT.—Let us reminci you tliat all Hutchinson Tyres used in the above, or in
any other competilion on road or track, are identical in every respect to those we supply
to the public. We never have made special tyres for competition work, and that Is one

reason why our tyres are " distinct from all others."

Allow us lo send you our latest novelty—" WHY ?"

HUTCHINSON TYRE CO., 70. BASINGHALL STREET, LONDON. EC
B24 In unmnriiKj this adva-tlsninaU it is dcnirahU to mention " U'/ui AJu/ur C'yile.."
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A New Senspray Racing Carburetter.
NEW Senspray carburetter has
been designed for next season,

and though it will not be placed
on the market till then we
been privileged to see ona

The complete carburetter,

of the first to be manufactured. As
might be expected, the Senspray prin-
ciple, which has been so successful
during the present season, has been
maintained, though its adaptation has
been improved. The float chamber is on
the usual lines, though on the new type
a sci'ew top is fitted, and a neater and
strcnger form of float needle clip adopted.
which cannot be damaged W rough
usage. The body of the carburetter con-
sists of a horizontal tubular member, in

' which is carried a duplex barrel throttle
supported in large bearings, and suitably
cut away to allow a free passage of
vapour to the jet at small throttle open-

Rear view showing Senspray nozzle.

ings. The air valve consists of a saddle
piece working on the outsied of the
throttle, and both valves are shut by a

simple but ingenious adaptation of the
drum spring. The control wires are

fitted with eyelets which are slipped over

New clip for Heat
needle

The thiotUe iKirrel, also showing
air saddle.

pegs protruding from the air and throttle

valves respectively.

So simple is the mechanism, that, by
merely detacliing one cover of the throttle

barrel the whole of the moving parts can
be taken out for inspection, and this

without the possibility of their being
put back wrongly.
The bell mouth through which the air

enters is so finished that a dust cap
or loiig tube may be fitted at the option
of the rider (we illustrate herewith a
neat form of dust cap which can be
supplied with the carburetter), and it

will be-.a siranle*;matter to apply crank-
cass pressure to the vaporising tube.
The usual Senspray induction pipe clip

is retained, and a smaller one of the
same type holds the
float chamber to the
carburetter body.
The Jiandle-bar con-
trol has been slightly

modified, the " clip

being, arranged so

that it wiU suit any
type of bar and can
be made to open ~

,

' "'

either inwards or Gauze covered air intake,

outwards. Also the
cable adjustments can now be done at the

handle-bar end with the aid of. a small
screwdriver.

In practice the carburetter is controlled

almost entirely by the thi'ottle lever,

though the air lever comes in useful for

starting and for steep hills.

The workmanship is excellent, and we
are l(;okiiig forward to hearing of splendid
results on the road.

—> ^O^—<-

Next Saturday's Aeeting at Brooklands.
Entries in the motor cj'cle races for the

June meeting of the B.A.R.C-, to be held
next Saturday, the IStli inst., are given
below :

2.25 p.m. The Ninth Short
handicap) :

Bore
E. Kitldiaiii (2-cyl. Douplas)
A. J. Luce (2-cyl, Bat)
W. Dewar (l-cvl. Triumiilil
W. D. South (l.cyl. Euaj.-e|
W. Stanhope-Spencer {1-cyl. HtidLre, ..

W. H. Elcp tl-C7l. Eudiie)
Ternon Taj-Iur (1-cyI. Eudsc)

;
Stanley Timsoo (1-cyl. Eudge>
F. G. Ediuoud (1-cyl. Humber) ..

N. D. Slatter (1-cyl. Alcyonl
J. A. Manners-Smith (1-cyl. Triumitli) .,

H. Martin (l-cyl. Martin)
A. G. Walker (1-cyl. Emlgc)
.T. H. Whitlark (2-cyl. Ee.vl
G. E. Stanley (1-cyl. Sinjerl
J. Cocker (1-cyl. Singer)
J. Pippet (1-CTl. Singer)
1'. G. Flanders [1-cyl. Eudge) ..

G. B. S. McBain (l.uyl. J.A.P.) ..

3.30 p.m.
handicap) :

The Eighth Long Race (a

Race (a

and stroke.
61 X 60
85 X 65
85 X 88
85 X 88
85 X 88
85 X 88
85 X 88
85 X 88

' 60 X 70
62 X 82
85 X 88
76 X 59
85 X 88
771X 95
69 X 80
69 X 80
69 X 80
85 X 88
85 X 60

Bore and stroke.
E. Kickham (2-cyl. Douglas) .. .. 61 x 60
A. J. Luce (2-cyl. Bat) 85 X 65
W. Dewar (1-cyl. Triumnhj .. .. 85 X 88
W. D. South (1-oyl. Eudge) .. .. 85 x 88
W. Stanhope-Spencer (l-cyl. Eudge) .. 85 X 88
W. H. Elce (1-ctI. Eudgei .. .. 85 X 88
Vernon Taylor (1-cyl. Eudge) .. .. 85 X 88
Stanley Timson '1-cyl. Eudge) .. .. 85 x 88
!•'. G. Edmond (1-cyl. Humber) .. .. 60 x 70

. N. D. Slatter (l.cyl. Alcyon) .. .. 62 x 82
J. A. Manners-Smith (l-cvl. Triumph) .. 85 X 88
H. Martin (1-eyl. Martin) 76 x 59
W. G. Fotfler (l.cyl. Eudgei .. .. 85 x 88
J. H. "Whitlark (2-cyl. Eex) .. .. 77!X 95
E. F. Remington (2-cy'. Matchless) .. 90 X 77?
a. E. Stanley (1-cyl. Singer) .. .. 85 x 88
J. Cocker (1-cyl. Singer) 69 X 80
!•'. G. flanilers (1-cyl. Eudge) .. .. 85 X 88

. 85 X 60

P. Eemington, A, G Walker, Herbert C. Tins,
Arthur H. Woodington, W. Gordon-Foiyler. H. W

.

Farmer, F. G. Picken. C. Janieker. E. T. Wood,
Basil Collier, W. H. Edwards, S. EussclI.Cooke, C,

Patteson, E. C. Heis, M. G. Fleming, Charles
Warren, and Cliiiord Pressland,

The Singer Sprint (a handicap) :

One-cylinder Singer. 69x80 mm. bore and strcke:
N. A. Avres, J. Cocker, E. G. Mundy, O'Donoyau,
Petty, Pickering, J. Pippet, Smith, G. E. Stanley,
\^

. A. Jacobs, Harold Petty, and J. P. Le Grand.

The Zenith Motor Cycle and Sidecar

Sprint (a handicap) :

G. B. S. McBain (1-eyl. J.A.P.)

The Rude Sprint4.10 p.m.
handicap) :

One-cvlinder Eudge, 85x88 mm. bore and stroke;
Stanley' Timson, Vernon Leggatt, W. D, South, W.
Stanhope-Spencer, W. H. Eke, Ternon Taylor, E.

->-«»••—<-

The Singer water-cooled single-cylinder
racing machine, designed by Louis
Coataleii, of the Sunbeam Co,, which we
described a couple of months ago, is

being tested on Brooklands again, this
time in the hands of A. J. Dixon.

It is not proposed to attempt records
at present on it, as G. E. Stanley is

confident he can capture the single-
cylinder hour record on his 3^ h.p. 75j
mile an hour air-conIf:fl machine.

The wonderful speed of the T.T.
Douglas ridden by S. L. Bailey at the
last B.JI.G.R.C. meeting cannot have
failed to attract attention ; this well-

known Australian rider told us last week
that he was sure of his ability to improve
upon Sam Wright's 350 c.c. hour record
of 58 miles 1,408 yards on a 2J h.p.

twin Humber, and may shortly make the
attempt- Bailey has entered for the
Junior T.T.

Bore and stroke.

.. 90 X 77i

.. 85ix 85

.. 76 X 54!

.. 76 X 82

., 90 X 77)

G, F. Hunter (2-cyI.l ..

T,. P. Onenshaw (2-cyl.

|

E U. Ware (2.cyl.) ..

P. Weatherilt; (2.eyl.)

F. W. Barnes (2.cyl.)

The following will driye 76x85 mm. twins: H.
Jepoon, E. Charlesworth, H. H. Huckle, H, Lusford,
E. O. Baker, B. S New, W. J. Marshall, F. E.
Tillman. M. L. Ainslie, A. 0. Luce, AY. Moore, and
W. G. Bower.

BROOKLANDS OBSERVATIONS.
Si.xty miles in an hour on a light-

weight is undoubtedly an attractive pro-

position, and the time does not appear to

be very far distant when this. feat will

be accomplished on a 2| h.p. twin.
Of course it is well-known that Sam

Wright came within an , ace of accom-'
plishing the feat on his record ride, but
owing to shortage of lubricating oil he

nearly came to a. standstill in one lap

Bear the finist_
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North Middlesex M.C.C.

In view of the T.T. races, it has been decided to postpone
the twelve hours' open reUability trial, which was to have
taken place on the 29th inst.

Dublin and District M.C.C.
The onen reliability trial will take place on the 14th and

15th inst., and take the form of a twenty-four hours test.

The route will comprise Drumcondra (start). Belfast, London-
derry. Donegal, Cavan, and back to Dublin (Phoenix Park).

Lowestoft and District M.C.C.
A club has been formed in this district, the name of wliich

The Lewes and Tunbridge Wells M.C.C.'s joint hill-climb at Captain Kidd's Hili.

is to be as above, and the following officers have been

elected : President, Dr. -Hutchinson ; captain, ^Nlr. Sidney

Smith ; vice-captam, Mr. Beals ; treasurer, ilr. V. J. Chadd

;

secretary pro tern., Mr. W. S. Wilkins.

Brecon and Radnor M.C.C.

A club has been formed with the above title, its president

elect being Capt. Glen Kidston, Gwernyfed Park. Officers

and committee have also been chosen. The first run was
on the 5th inst ; on the 19th inst. a run will take place to

Piaglan. A reliability and speed trial will come off in the

immediate future. Hon secretary, Mr. C. J. Nott, Brecon.

Ayr and District M.C.

A petrol consumption trial was held on the 5th inst. extend-

ing over a very hilly course of 22^ miles.

C+W
The results were based on the formula „ . . , the

winner of the single-cylinder class, George Sloan, on a

3i h.p. Sun-Precision, used 18^ ozs. of petrol, which works
out at the remarkable figure of 194.5 m.p.g.

Petrol Fig. of

in ozs.

18i
23i
25A

merit,

48.3

37.5

34.

m.p.g.
194.5

153.1

141.1

1. Geo. Sloan (3^ Sun-Precision)
2. Jas. Gilchrist (3^ Triumph)
3. Geo. Cocker ^3^ C. and K.)

Twin Cylindkus.
1. A. Somerville (5 Rex de Luxe) ... 38 50.5 94.7

2. Miss May Senior (2= 2-.sp. Douglas) 26i 23.5 135.8

Hampshire M.C.U.
A speed-judging ccinii)clitii>u was held mi tlie Sth inst. at

Owcr near Romsey. Muinbers of the Southampton, Bourne-
mouth, Port.smoutli, and Winchester clubs took part.

Watches and speedometers were barred. Result ; 1, jMrs.

Glark, I5oiirnenioiith (3^ h.p. Zenith and sc), 4s. slow ; 2,

G. K. Ey.ston, Boiiiiieiiiouth (3^ h.p. Rudge), 5s. slow; 3,
1'. Kiln. Portsmoiitli (3i h.u. New Hudson ard sc), 12s. fast.

B2C

Essex M.C.
On Saturday, June 1st, the above club held a members' hill-,

climb on Dawes Hill, Chingford. Tlie results were as follows :-

SiuECAB, Class.
Rider and machine. Fig. of merit. Time.

G. T. Gray (3^ Rudge and sc.) ... 36.5 ... 45|s.

N. Gray (6 Zenith) 39.7 ... 39Ss.

B. A. Hill (7 Indian) 45.8 ... 36is.
Lewis (8 h.p. J.A.P.) made fastest time in 33|s.

Solo Class.
M. Campbell (3i Rudge) 27.5 ... 20|s.

G., T. Gray (3,^ Rudge) 28.6 ... 23is.
B. C. De W. Siffken (2 S.LA.M.T.) 29.1 ... 30|s.

The amiual twenty-four hours' ride from Woodford to York

,

and back for members only will take place on August 30th
and 31st. Particulars can be obtained from Mr. H. Fuller,

51, Pulteney Road, South Woodford, Essex.

Motor Cycle Union of Ireland (Ulster Centre).

On Saturday afternoon tliis centre held a hill-climbing com-
petition at Roquery Hill, situate about three miles from
Toomebridge, and twenty-five miles from Belfast. The hill

is very suitable, and the distance of the climb was exactly,

half a mile. Result of private owners' class :

Net
Handicap, time.

1. Alan Combe (2^ Singer) 30s. ... 32s.

2. Stanley Pyper (3^- Zenith-Gradua) ... 3s. ... 35|s.

0. C. A. Porrett (3^ Triumph) 10s. ... 3&|s.

Eighteen started in the open class, and although A. Combe
was l|s. slower his handicap allowance was sufficient to
enable him to secure another win, the placings being ;

1. Alan Combe (2^ Singer) 30s. ... 35|s.-

2. J. Gordon Getty (3^ Triumph) 10s. ... 35gs.'

3. P. H. Dods (2i New Hudson) 30s. ... 36is.

.

_
S. p. Corry (3^ h.p. Matchless) from scratch made fastest.

time, viz., 37|s. Very valuable assistance was rendered by.
the members of the Royal Irish Constabulary.

-

AI.C.C. CHALLENGE CUP WINNER.
B.V winning the M.C.C. challenge cup in the London-Edinburgh and bach com-

petition three years in succession, George Brou|!;h, of Nottingham, now becomes the
holder. To win the cup' he has covered 2.377 mitos, his total deviation from
schedule time being 10 min. 43 sees, in 1910, 5 min. Msocs. in 1911, and nothing
this .vcar—auite a record In itself.
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Some of the successful sidecarists in the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. iA/elsh

run. C. T. Lloyd (6 h.p. Rex Sidette), A. Wright ;3; h.p. Triumph and sidecar),

and A. Elson (4 h.p. two-speed Singer and sidecarj.

Bedford and District M.C.C.

On the 19th ult. the second trial was held (a seventy-five

mile non-stop run at a schedule speed of 20 ni.p.h., watches
and speedometers barred). Results : 1, G. Crawley (Sj

Triumph), gold medal; 2, E. Murkett (3^ B.S.A.), silver

medal ; S. Savage (3^ Triumph and sidecar), special prize for

best sidecar performance ; Jlrs. W. H. Kirkpatrick (Douglas),
special prize for best performance by a lady.

Walthamstow M.C.

The 250 miles reliability trial to Yarmouth and back,
held on June 2nd, for the W. S. Low cup, resulted as

follows : 1, J. W. Percival (6 h.p. Fafnir tricar), time error

'at secret check 10s. slow, silver cup and gold medal; 2, F.
Picken (3^ h.p. Eudge), error 59s. fast; W. Fairhead 4 h.p.
Peugeot and sidecar), Im. 14s. fast, and H. Eiden (5 h.p.

.F.N.), Im. 14s. slow, tied for third place.

North Staffs M.C.C.

A reliability trial was held on the 2nd inst., wretched
weather prevailing. The course selected was : Start Plough
-Inn, Endon, to Bakewell, Sheffield, Holmfirth, Woodhead,
Glossop, Longnor, and back to Endon, 113 miles. Of fourteen
entrants, twelve started. Piesult : 1, J. A. Preudergast (3^
Radge), 97^ marks, gold medal ; 2, C4. Jones (3j Zenith), 94|
marks, silver medal : 3, G. Tagg (4i Regal-Precision), 30
marks. The marks obtained in this trial count towards the
Ashton Reliability ChaUenge Cup.

Lincolnshire A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

A social meeting with the East Yorkshire Jlotor Cycle
Club will be held at Scawby Gull Ponds (about three miles
S.W. of Brigg), on Saturday, the 22nd inst. Members
should arrive at Scawby by 3.30 p.m.

Finsbury Park C.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

The result of the speed-judging competition on the Isfc

inst. was as follows

1. R. Gordon Bassett (Rudge)
2. J. Evans (Bradbury)
3. li. Hazell (Kerry)

"

4. C. F. Revelle (Triumph)

Points.
90
88
87
87

Sti'oud and District M.C.C.

The club held a ri^liability trial to Weymouth and back
on Whit-JIonday and Tuesday for the challenge cup pre-

sented . two
,
years ago by .the Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.

Secretly observed checking was worked very successfully at

several points tn route, and the winner, A. C. Ratcliff (B.S.A.
two-speed), completed the course of 230 miles with only a little

more than six minutes variation from schedule time. F.

W. Meadows (Alldays) and P. F. Withey (Triumph) are the

winners of the consolation prizes. .

Surrey Mi C.C.

The Guildford to E.veter reliability competition for the
Triumpli Cup and other prizes will take place on the 18th
and 19th inst.. and the start will be at 11 p.m. from the
Angel Hotel. The controls will be at Guildford, Ycftvil,

Honiton, E.xeter. Salisbury, Winchester, and Guildford.

The latest type of L.M. cj'clecar, built by W. M. Cunningham, of Clitheroe. The
L.M. was one of the original light (iuadcais, and has been greatly improved in

aoDearance.

H. C. Newman (3^ h.p. Ivy-Precision and sidecar) approaching the bend in

Class 7 of the Harley Bank hill-climb organised by the Birmingham M.C.C,

Furness M.C.C.
Result of petrol consumption trial on the 2nd inst. : 1,

E. E. Clow (6 Zenith and sc). 88 miles and 25.6 ton-miles

per gallon; 2, M. Bradbury (2| Douglas), 174 miles and 24,6
ton-miles per gallon ; 3, H. "C. Wilkins (3^ Humber), 119 miles
and 21.5 ton-miles per gallon. Tiie route was Barrow, Xewby
Bridge, Kewton-in-Cailmel, Grange, AUithwaite, and Barrow.
Total distance, forty-nine miles.

Manchester M.C.
The result of tlie iianchestei Motor Club Whit-week

three days' reliability trial over a course extending through
North and jMid-Wales, Aberystwyth, Llandrindod Wells,
Knighton, Hereford. Gloucester, Warwick, etc., finishing at

Stonebridge, total distance nearly, 400 miles, is as follows:

C. E. Kettle (3^ h.p. chain-drive two-speed James and side-

car) and W. Heaton (2^ h.p. two-speed chain-drive A.J.S.
solo) tied for first place, F. Syrett (5 h.p. Indian) being
third. The first and second prizes, value £5 and £3
respectively, to be divided. The Triumph Cup to be run
f.ff by the above-mentioned riders at a future date on relia-

bility only.

The course was extremely hilly, and the roads in many
places slippery and unsafe. Heaton and Kettle both had
one stop each, the former a puncture and the latter a
sooted plug.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., cind whether intended for publication or not
mi t be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters
containing legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Hull to Swansea.

Would you please let me have

j^l the best route from Hull to

y^ Swansea avoiding as many hills

L^ as possible? The trip pi'oposed

is with a 3^ h.p. Centaur and
sidecar, total weight of driver and
passenger twenty-four stone, therefore

I wish to avoid hilly districts. =—L.L.S.

Your best route would be as fol'ows

:

Hull, by ferry to New Holland, Brigg,

Lincoln, Sleaford, Falkingham, Bourn,
Stamford. Uppingham, Rockingliam,
Jlarket Harborough, Rugby, Warwick,
Stratford-on-Avon, Evesham, Tewkesbury,
Ledbury, Hereford, Willersley, lliree

Cocks. IBrecon, Llandovery, Llangadock,
Llandilo, Pontardulais, to Swansea. We
are afraid you cannot avoid hil'.s v, hen
entering Wales. The route we have given
you is the best one, avoiding as many
towns as possible.

Hard to Start After Cleaning.

(1.) iNIy machine is a S h.p.

twin Rex 1S09 pattern with
Bosch magneto. It ran well last

year and started easily. I have
taken off cylinders and cleaned

thoroughly, but have not disturbed
the timing gear. I have ground in the

valves and the compression is veiy
• good. Ou reassembling it starts

easily on the stand and each
cylinder fires regularly, but I cannot
get it to start with a run. (2.) I

propose having a free engine clutch

fitted ; which will be the better, a

!Mabon or Albion clutch? The machine
is used with sidecar. (3.) In timing
the magneto (chain drive) which
cyhnder do you time? (4.) The belt,

a Whittle |in., has run about 1,500

miles and does not show any signs of

wear, but it slips badly. I have treated

it with castor oil during the winter,

but it still shps ; can you suggest a

•remedy?—J.D.

(1.) Probably there is some leak in the

inlet pipe joints or carburetter. This
very easily occurs when reassembling an
engine, and if you carefully overhaul

the joints we think you will soon get tlie

machine to -start easil}'. (2.) Either of

the two clutches should suit yoin' pui-

)JOse. (3.) You can time whichevi-r

cylinder you like. When one is right

the otlier is right. (4.) We sliould

rewmmend you to examine the jnilley

and see if it is badly worn; also scrape

the belt carefully and dress it with
collan oil. This is better for leather

than casl/or oil.

Exhaust Timing.

(1.) I ride a 1911 machine. 3^
h.p., of well-known make, which
knocks badly on hills or when
more gas is given after slowing
down ; moreover, I do not get

more power at full than at half throttle.

The gear and the valve timing are as

the makers left them. In going over
the timing of the valves I find that
the exhaust valve closes before the
piston reaches the top of the stroke
(quite halt an inch). Does this account
for the trouble? (2.) Can the closmg
of the exhaust valve be altered with-
out disturbing the point of opening?
(3.) Would the magri-eto' timing be
affected by the re-tiniing of the ex-

haust? If so, what ought to be done?
(4.) Can you suggest any other remedy
for loss of power and knocking? The
compression is quite good.—T.O.

(1.) It seems that the timing of the
exhaust valve is much too early. It should
close when the piston reaches the top of

the stroke, or a little later, and should
open when the crank pin is 45° from the
bottom of the firing stroke, i.e., about
half an inch. This will certainly cause
bad running. (2.) You cannot alter the
closing of the exhaust valve without also

alteiing the,, openuig tlieirof '3) Thf

magneto will not be affected by the
timing of the exhaust. (4.) The trouble
might also be caused by carburetter
adjustment.

Sheep on the Highway^
'

I was travelling at 10 m.p.Ji.!

^1 on my motor cycle down the^

> long hill that ' connects Tetbury
-I-l with Bath, the other day, when I

saw a flock of about ten/sheep
at 300 yards ahead ; they wore on the
proper side of the road. When I got
within six yards, however, one of them
came out under my front wheel;, causing;
my discomfiture in the dust a few yards
further on. I was not hurt, but the
machine was. Kindly tell me what I

should have done as regards takiui;'

names and addresses, with a view to.

recoA'ering damages.—K.S.K.
We very much doubt if you could get
damages. The defence would be that
having seen the sheep and knowing that/;

they are unreliable .animals and likely to';

run across your path unexpectedly, yOi,i^

should have taken due precaution and disKi

mounted, if necessary. If you thought of;

fighting the case, however, you shonld.i

have asked the shepherd the name and

'

address of the owner, and taken the,;

drover's name and address as a witness',

vhiih he would, of course, have gi\en.

ANOTHER MOTOR CYCLING MARRIED COUPLE.
Mr. and Mrs. Kirkpatricli, of Bedford, with their 3) h.p. Triumph and 2,' h.p.' Douglas motor cycles.
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LONDON—EDINBURGH-LONDON RUN.

M.C.C. CHALLENGE CUP
WON FOR THE

THIRD YEAR IN SUCCESSION
by Mr. George Brongh, on a 3^ b.p.

Brought using

WAKEFIELD
"CASTROL"-... )

C. C. WAKEFIELD & CO.,

27, Cannon Street. London, E.C.

THE

L.M.C
— AT

HOME
RELIABILITY TRIAL.
M.C.C. London to Edinburgh, May 25,

E. Wells, Esq., 4 h.p. L.M.C. with Sidecar,

GOLD MEDAL.

2J h.p. L.M.C. Free-Engine Cob.

ABROAD
HILL CLIMB

AUCKLAND
- - (N.Z.) - -

M.C.C. Climb at Razor Back, Bombay (N.Z.).

Easter Monday, B. Jenkins, Esq., 3i h.p. L.M.C,
FULL TOURING MODEL.

FASTEST TIME
ALWAYS THE SAME RESULT. and SECOND on FORMULA.

See complete Calalogue. post free, L.M.C. Record of Successes during igii.

The Lloyd Motor Engineering Co., Ltd., L.M.C. Works, Monument Road, Birmingham.

In answering tJiese adverti-^ements it is de.sirabh lo meTiiion " The Motor Cyrle." B31
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M.C.C.

Challenge Cup
AGAIN WON BY MR.
G. BROUGH, USING A

SIMMS
BRITISH MAGNETO.

This is the SECOND TIME Mr.

Brough has won this coveted

Trophy on a machine

fitted with Simms
Magneto.

Verb. Sap.

THE SIMMS MAGNETO CO., LTD,
Welbeck Works, Kimberley Koad, Willesden

Lane. Kilburn, London, N.W.
Coventry—St. Mary St. New York. U.S.A.—
1780. Broadway. Paris— 12, Rue de Courcelle.

Theliappj
JMR>tpr
Cyclist

is he whose

tyres are fitted

with Atlas Puncture

Proof Inner Cases.

No worry over Punctures-

it absolutely prevents them.

You can ride even on a burst tyre.
Send at once for Booklet and capias of testimonials.

ATLAS NON-PUNCTURE INNER CASE SYNDICATE, LTD.,
124, High St., Kensington, London, W. Telephone (2 lines) 4634 and

4635 Western.
WEST END AGENTS AND STOCKISTS—Sahnons & Sons, 6 and .S,

Upper St. Martin's Lane, W.C.
Wholesale Agents 3

BIRMINGH.\M BRANCH— 103, Bristol Street.

MANCHESTER—J. E. Feay, 28, Jackson's Row, Deansgate.
SCOTLAND—J. Thomson & Son, Lady Lawson Street, Edinburgh.
IRELAND-H. Whitehead & Co., 9, May Street, Belfast.

Welcome
to our Showrooms.

We shall be pleased to have a call from Provincial customers visiting Loudon. Our premise^? are central

and most accessible from every point. They are a few doors West of Chancery Lane and nearly facing the

First Avenue Hotel. One minute only from Chancery Lane, Central London Tube Station, and two
minutes' East of Holborn Station, on the Piccadilly and Brompton l^ailway, both lines being linked \\\>

with the whole of the Loudon 'underground system and_principal termini. We are also within two
minutes' walk of Kingsway- Tramway Station on the connecting link between the Northern and Southern
systems of the County Council Tramways, bringing us within easy reach of all suburban districts. 'Buses

from all parts of Londou pass the door. Machines can be stored at our Garage. Hours of business 9 to 7,

Saturdays g to i.

THE SERVICE Co., Ltd., 292-293, High Holborn, Lontfon, W.C.
Telegrams :

" Admittcdlyj London,' Telephones : 260 Central, 2071 City..

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL LINES.

;u 20x2) REINFORCED ENDLESS TUBES,
5/6 e.ich.

The SERVICE POST HORN, wc:ll made, hc.ivily

plated, and with a clip that will not break
or pull off, 16/-

Cond SERVICE RUBBER-STUDDED COVERS,
recoililneiuU'd for si(]{'c;\rs, 27/6 each.

The SERVICE ADJUSTABLE BACK REST,
siinplc and eriiciciit in tjpevnlion, lUs most
saddles 10/6

SERVICE HANDLE-BAR MIRRORS, best fniish,

iii],'3/9, 2jin. 2/6.
SERVICE SIDE CARRIER BAGS. A popular

1)11,', exlr;i stioMfi nialir, line quality le.ither,

12/6 per pair.

C.Q.R. ADJUSTABLE BELT FASTENERS, for

^iri, and liri. hells, usual price 2/(>, reduced
to 1/6.

" BELTIC JM," the famous preparation for pre-
veidiou of hell slij), 6(1. per lube.

The SERVICE SELF-CONTAINED SIDECAR
LAMP, 8/6.

Good SERVICE RUBBER BELTING, Service
(lualily, tin. 1/2, jiu. 1/B, Sin, 1/8, lin, 2/-
lier foot.

The SERVICE COMBINED PETROL TANK
AND NUMBER-PLATE, an accessory o( real

use, 3/9.
Spociill Lamp Offer-Lamp, with aluiuiuium

e(in\'e.\ rellcetor, good quality drip gen-
erator, comidele wilh tubing, 13/6.

Large Slocks of Kcnipshall, Contincnlai, Palmer,
Dunlop, John Bull, Good Service, an<l other
makes of 'lyres and Tubes.

SOl.H LONDON AlilvNIS for C.A.P. Carllu-
rntlcrs, Leamington Chairs, A1 Mui1s:reen>,
Voltalitc Magneto Lamp Set.

SrEClAL AGICNTS' for F.R.8. Lamps and
Lukin Carburettors.

uyi In <tn!'irpr\nq IliiifC ail nrtisi'iiiiiilx it is d.vsinibli' tii iiiviitiiiii "'J'lic Mutiir Ci/cle.
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Decompressor for Triumph.

Can you tell me whether the

^^1 P. and 1". decompressor is siiit-

> able tor the Triumph, efficient

-LI and fairly reliable? Or if not,

can j-oii lecomraend any other

devices to make easier the running
start?—W.C.B.

We do not think that there is any doubt
as to the suitability of the decompressor
mentioned. The manufacturers, ilessrs.

Packer and Prentis, Roden Street, Ilford,

E., will, of course, tell you if it can be
easily htted to a 3i h.p. Triumph:

Sheineld to Glasgow.

Please let me know— (1.) The
best and slioitest route from
Shetlield to Glasgow, and the

total distance? (2.) Time re-

quired to do journey comfort-

ably on a 2^- h.p. three-speed machine?
—VV.M.

(1.) Your best route world be as follows:

.Sheffield, Rotherhum. Doncaster, Ferry-

bridge, Aberford, Wetherby, Borough-
bridge, along Leeming Lane, through
Scotch Corner, Barnard Castle, jliddle-

ton-in-Teesdale, ALston, Brampton, Long-
town, Gretna Green, Lockerbie. Beat-
tock, Abington Iniu Hamilton, to Glas-

gow. The distance is appro.ximately

260 miles. (2.) Yon can do it easily in

two days.

Three-wheeled Runabouts.

I wish to purchase a two-
seater three-wheel runabout, and
would like your advice on the
following two types, the Jlorgan
and A.('. .Sociable, {a) Are they
reliable? (I)) .\\& the clutches

designed and up to their work?
[r) Are they comfortably sprung and
silent running? id) Are the engines
liable to overheat easily in hot weather?
I prefer the design of the .Morgan, but
have not seen many on tiie road, and
consequently would be indebted if you
would let me know if they are cjuite

satisfactory.—F.W.T. A.
We should .say that the runabouts in

question are quite reliable. The clutches

and gears are satisfactory. They are

well sprung, run silently, and are un-
likely to overheat, and are perfectly satis-

factory, as witness their performances in

reliability trials. It is a matter of indi-

vidual preference.

quite

well

<o

Hard to Start.

I have a 5-6 h.p. twin Rex
(1908) which is very difficult to

start. It has been in garage
and is very little, if any, better.

The back cylinder misses firing

every now and again, and when it

picks up the machine practically jumps.
It will take very little air; if much
air is given it seems to choke. It is

a machine which was built for speed,
but we are using it for sidecar work,
as it is very powerful when both
cylinders work. I should be pleased
if you can tell me wdiat is the best to

do.—A. E.G.
We should say that the carburetter is

partially choked up or there is an
obstruction in the tank or petrol pipe.

E.xamine the magneto and see that the
high tension carbon brushes are making
good connection on the collector ring.

Also verifj' the setting of your plugs.
When yon get the carburetter clear and
a good flow of petrol through the jet

we tliink you could start more easily.

If, as we think, the carburetter is

obstructed, you will, of course, be able
to give more air when this obstruction
has been cleared.

Single or Twin for Sidecar.

(1.) If two sidecar corabina-

-jl tions were built up exactly alike

^ as regards frame design, type of

-U wheels, tyres, etc., and both
geared the same, one machine

being a single and the other a twin,
which machine would cause the most
vibration when travelling at a given
speed, say 20 m.p.h.? (2.) Which of

the two machines would be most liable

to overheating? (15.) Is a large air-

cooled tW'in (say 8 h.p.) liable to over-

heat on a sidecar if no fan is used to

cool it, provided that it is properly
driven?—A.L.

We should say that mure vibration

would be obtained from the single-

cylinder as the twin is better balanced.
It is impossible to say which would be
the more likely to overheat as overheating
depends upon so many causes. Tlieo-

retically the twin should keep the cooler

as the work is divided up between the
two cylinders. An 8 h.p. twin can be

driven with a sidecar minus a fan with
nut there being any trouble through
overheating.

663

Brondesbury, N.W., to Tonbridge.

Can you tell me the best way
f^ to take from Brondesbury, N.W..
15' to Tonbridge? I have been by
lAJ Hammersmith Bridge and Barnes,

but went vid Sutton and R.edhill,

which is a long way round, as I have
thirty miles to go beyond Tonbridge.
I wish to avoid traffic as much as
possible.—E.F.G.

The best thing you can do is to get a
copy of the new official map of the
R.A. C. of recommended routes. " Into,

Out of, and Round and Across London,"
which can be obtained price Is. 7d. post
free from these offices. If. you look at

this, you had better take the following
route : Cavendish Road, Wreutham
Avenue. Bathurst Gardens, Wood Lane,
Shepherd's Bush, Hammersniifh Itroad-

w-ay. Castelnau Road. Barnes t'ounnoii,

Roehamplon Lane, straight across Putney
Heath, turn to the left at the end of

this road into High Street, Wimbledon,
Jlerton Road, past the Grove Hotel.
Mitcham Station, where tui-n to the left

and then right and follow the tramlines
along the Croydon Road, and after the
railway bridge take the first turning on
the right passing Deddiiigton Lane
Station

;
go as straight as you can past

the Plough Inn, and you will come out
at Purley Corner ; continue as far as

Warlingham. turn left under the railway
bridge, go up Warlingham Hill, which will

take you straight to Westerhani. then
reach Tonbridge via Westerhani, Crock-
ham Hill, and Leigh. This is the best
route we know of.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"Z.Y.X." (Aberdeen). Baby Levis or

Touring Levis two-stroke machines.

"S.F.B.L." (Cork), 3| h.p. twin clutch
Premier, particularly as regards engine
vibration and slow running.

"D.H." (Birkenhead). N.S.U. two-
speed free engine device as fitted to an
A.J.S. lightweight, particularly as re-

gards wear and disorders.

"T.C.B." (Bangalore, India). (L)
Bowden two-speed gear with 1911 Tri-
umph and sidecar. (2.) Ponder's attacli-

nient for steering ntotor cycle fnun side-

car seat. (3.) Araac and P. and P. de-
compressors.

Members of the

North Staffordshire

A.C. who took part

in the reliability

test from Endor to

Sheffield.

a
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A Splendid Result.

The statement of accounts for Brown
Bros., Ltd., for the year ended December
19th, 1911, shows a proHt of £30,642
10s. lid.

Bradbury Machines in the M.C.C. Run.

A. Peppercorn, who won a gold medal
in the M.C.C. run from London to Edin-
burgh, rode a 3^ h.y. Bradbury. Thus
nine Bradbury ridei's were successful in

gaining medal' on this trip.

Motor Cyclists and the A.A. and M.U.

Motor cyclists are reminded that they
are now entitled to the whole of the
advantages of A.A. and M.LT. member-
sliip at the subscription of 10s. td. per
annum. This extension of privileges,

recently instituted, has resulted in a con-

siderable number of motor cyclists join-

ing the Association. During the past
month 1,397 became members.

London-Edinburgh Run.

The Hutchinson Tyre Company inform
us that out of thirty-eight competitors
whose machines were Htted with Hutchin-
son tyres in the London to Edinbni'gh run
all finished the outward journey satis-

factorily. On the return journey, twenty-
'

seven of the machines fitted with
Hutchin.son tyres started and twenty-
seven finished. Many of the successful

competitors have sent their congratula-

tions to the Hutchinson Tyre Company.
Among the ma^jes of lamps wliich

" shone conspicuously ' in the London-
Kdinburgh run was tli^ Lucas.

C^eorge Brough, who for the third time
in succession won the Motor Cycling
Club Ciiallenge Cup, used Wakefield
" Castrol " oil and John Bull tyres on
his 3;^ li.p. Brough.

Tlie London to Kdinbiirgh run proved
once more the reliability of Palmer tyres.

The machines shod with "the tyre that
is dilferent" scored four gold medals for

the double journey, and four gold medals
for the single journey, as well as the
Wells and Clark cups, won by the Clyno,
for the best performances respectively

'ui the single and double journeys.

Insurance of T.T. Riders.

Ernest J. Bass, of Bishops Stortford,
has a special policy for T.T. liders,
covering personal

. accidents whilst prac-
tising and during the race.

Tyre ReliabiUty.

We are asked to state that J. L.
Norton's retirement from the Birming-
ham-Land's End run was not due to tyre
troubles as stated, the Hutchinsons fitted

to the macliine going through the journey
witliout the necessity for the use of a

pump.

An Enthusiastic Report.

A Watford rider of a Bradbury
machine called at the local agents the
other day and had a Binks carburetter
fitted to his machine. A short time
afterwards the same firm were surprised
to receive the following telegram :

'" God
bless Binks.—Edwards." Which is a

sure enough indication that the rider in

question was delighted with the change.

Longevity o£ Tyres.

We are in receipt of a booklet from
-Messrs. J. Pedley and Sons, Ltd.. Oxford
Works, Great Charles Street, Bir-

mingham. The introduction is based
on an exlvact from the Judges' li-eport

of the Spring One-day Trial, 1912, to the
effect that it is highly desirable that

heavier tyres should be made for us^
on motor cycles. Messrs. Pedley claim
that they have been carrying out this

practice for the last two years. Every
tyre is built for touring purposes a.nd is

constructed on similar lines to a motor
car cover. In the book Pedley tyres,

tubes, and belts are listed

JUNE jjth, ICJJ2.

New Machines by Easy Payments.

Kitchen's Motoi Exchange Co., Ltd.,
Morecambe, are disposing of their stock
of second-hand machines, having decided
to devote their attention to selling new
pattern motor cycles on the deferred pay-
ment system.

The Future of the Levis.

Me.5srs. Mahler Bros., who handle
the Levis two-stroke lightweight motor
cycle, inform us that they have now
converted their business into a limited
company, which will trade as Messrs.
Jlahlers' Ltd. JNIr. Vernon H. JIahler and
i\Ir. H. W. iNlahler are joint managing
directors.

Interesting Presentation.

In recognition of his eighteen years'

sirvices with the Triumph Cycle Co..
Ltd., iMr. E. L. Roberts, head of the
Triumph engine department,, was the
recipient of a gold w-atch and albert,

subscribed for by the workmen under hi.'

control, the managers of the company
joining in the presentation. A dinner
at, the White Lion Hotel, Coventry, )ue-

ceded the ceremony, Mr. Schulte hand
ing Jlr. Roberts the gift.

The Brampton Variable Gear.

Regardnig the description of the Bramp
ton variable pulley gear which appeared
in our last issue, we are asked bj' tlie

n^akers, ilessrs. Brampton Bros., Ltd..

(Jli\'er Street Works, Birmingham, to

state that the gear has been designed foi

use on lightweight machines and 3^ li.p.

solo mounts.

J.P. 3,000 Mile Tyre.

We have been using a John Piggott
rubber studded tyre on the driving wheel
of one of our 3^ h.p. machines, and alter

yCO miles it shows little if any sign of

wear, and there is only one small cut in

the tread. It has never punctured.
Judging by the thickness of the rubber,

it would appear to be easily capable of

Its guaranteed 3.000 miles. We shall

have more to say about it later iu

the vea'

Two motor cyolisl siTucants ol the (ilh East Yorlis. Cyclisls' Batlahoii al Ihi

week-end camp at Hornsea The machines are a Zenith and twin Centaur.
Novel carriage tor Maxim gun and accessories tielonging to the 5th East

Vorks. Cyclists' Ratlalion. It is attached to a Si h.p. Bradbury.
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(ALL-BRITISH)

TYRES
CombinatioD

Rubber and St<^e

Cover.

Combination Non-Skid.

47/6.

50/6.

52/-.

49/6.

52/6.

55/-.

51/6.

55/-.

57/6.

24-x 2 m.

2i

26 X 2

2i

2i-

Rubber Stud
Cover,

Heavy.

..39/6

..40/6

. .42/6

..40/6

. .42/6

. .44/6

..41/6

.43/6

, .45/6 Rubber Stud

ROM SIDECAR TYRES.
For the Back Wheels of Heavy Motor Cycles where Sidecars are used.

Cover.

26x3111. (to fit 2|in. rim) with special heavy \'oitiirette tread 70/-

26x 2-|in. (tofit 2j or 2in. rim) do. do. 65/-

Non-Skid (puncture proof), Beaded Edge only.

BELTS,
.. 1/7;

3"
i 1/11 2/2 2/5 per foot.

Harrow-on-the-Hill

,

Gentlemen, June 3rd, 1912.

Re the ROM lin. belt which I used during the A.C.U. Six Daj's Trial, gaining the

Gold Medal, I mu.st admit it absolutely surpassed my expectations, never once requiring

the slightest attention, and, in addition to the six days, it was used in the A.C.U. Team
Championsliip, A.C.U. Quarterly Trial, and several minor events with sidecar, in which
I gained highest awards. Yours truly, W. Cooper.

ROM TYRE e RUBBER CO. (1909), LIMITED,
36, BROOKE STREET, LONDON, E.C

TELEGRAMS—ROMDOM. LONDON PHONE— 1513 HOLBORN.

il

II

III aiiiWij/'ing this advi^rti6tintnt it is dmirahlti, to incnlioii " The Motor Cycle.^'

.J.:;
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THE "KNUT" CRACKER

AT OAKAMOOR, mar. 30112,

WAS

THE''BLUMFIELD
J J 80 X 95

TWIN

FIRST in CLASS 4, and tied for

FASTEST TIME OF THE DAY

IN CLASS 5.

nv lT1iM17I17¥ H I D., '^o "^ower essex st.

Ol^lJlfljr ilLLiIJ^ Li BIRMINGHAM.

Quadrant - Armstrong

Latest Successes.
A.C.U. SPRING RELIABILITY TRIALS, 2 NON-STOPS.
LONDON TO EDINBURGH ... 3 GOLD MEDALS,

Owing to completion of extensions—IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OF 41- h.p. MODELS.

CASS'S MOTOR MART,
5, WARREN STREET,

LONDON, W.

HARRODS LTD.,
BHOMPTON ROAD,
LONDON, S.W.

"QUADRANT," Lawley Street, BIRMINGHAM.

/ii aiii-ivcriiiy l/i.e.ti: iidii rtisKiiitiils it ta ilciimhlv hi inr.iilioii " Tin: Miitur Vi/di:."
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This is about the best

Horn you can buy for

your Motor Cycle!
(ENGLISH MADE.)

Clarionctte
A. srriiirt Ittin. horn for the motor cycle.
Nickel-plated brass, with best quality bulb
and du?t cap Easily cleaned. A clear and fboji tour
penetrating tone. Free from harshness. agent.

(Wholesale) Botax Motor Accessories Co.,

43/5, GREAT EASTERN STREET, LONDON, E.C.

18/9

Mr. S. T. Tessier
the celebrated rider of the "Bat," has won

2 More Medals
—a Gold for London to Edinburgh and a Silver for the

N.W. London Reliability TriaL He always nses "Stemol"

OiL So should you. It does not gum nor carbonize.

Write for free

sample and name
of nearest agent.

• STERNOL.*-
56, Royal London
House, FiDSbory
Square, London,
E.G.

BooksforMotorcyclists
Motor Cycles and How to

Manage Them.
The standard Handbook of the Motor Cycle.
Fifteenth edition, revised and enlarged, now
on sale. Price 1 /. net. By Post 1/3.

Hints and Tips for Motor
Cyclists.

l-ull ol usetul " wrinkles " with regard to ili^

care and management of motor cycles. 3ni

edition. Price 1 /. net. By Post 1 /2.

The Motor Cycle Route Book.
contains best routes ior the whole of the

British Isles, 45 maps and speed limits

Price 1/6 net By Post 1/9.

Obtainable (with remittance) from ILIFFE & SONS LTD,
20. Tudor Street, LONDON, E.C.. also from all Booksellera.

r

The Bowden Brake Co., Ltd.,

and thus ensure the easy manipulation and

perfect control of the best and strongest

wire mechanism.

—To facilitate ordering we here illustrate

and price the various wires we make.

— Full details of all our other Fitments

are described in 1912 Booklet, sent free

on request—ask for copy NOW.

=\

mmHmmmmwmmm
Our Bowden Enamelled Wire, B.E.W.
(One size only, to lake inner wire. ^in. diaraeler). Price lid. per foot

Bowden Waterproof Covered Wire, B.C.W.,

No. I. (To take inner wire, -^in, diameter.) Price 5Jd. per foot

Bowden Waterproof Covered Wire, B.C.W.,

No. 2. {To take inner wire, ^\n. diameter.) Price 9d. per foot.

,||f»HffH»M»»ffHIHfm||

Bowden Waterproof Armoured Wire, B.A.W.,

No, I. (To take inner wire, ig'in. diameter.) Price lOd. per foot

Bowden Waterproof Armoured Wire, B.A.W.,

Na 2. (To take inner wire, ^in. diameter.) Price 1 /2 per foot

Inner \^ire only. No. I. (a in. diameter.) Price id. per foot

„ No. Z (ftin. .. 1 Price Id. „ .

\=
I

THE BOWDEN |
Ltd.,TYSELEY,

""

Telegraphic Address

:

"Bowden, Acocks Green."

I
i£ BRAKE CO.,

Birmingham.

Telephones

:

BECD - Acocks Green, 103 and 104.

TYSELEY _^_^^^^_

I J
In dTiswerini} this adveriUement it is desirable to mention " Thi Motor Cycle.'
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THE LAMP WITH THE FAMOUS .

RECORD BEAMS. ^T
Enabled the Clyno to win Wells Cup. London-Edinburgh.

| '7ft/f|

The Generator w^hich burns for
8 hours and riddles the carbide.

HALL
Ltd., Wrottesley St., BIRMINGHAM.

60. Shoe Lane, London. E.G.
24, Queen Street, Glasgow.
18, Swinton Row, Edinburgh.
18, Eldon Square, Newcastle.

SPECIAL AGENTS:
Service Co., High Holborn,
Taylor & Co.. 21 a. Store St
Robertsons, 1 57, Gt. Portland St,
Cruickshanit, The Viaduct.

Aberdeen

IVIARTIN-J.A. P, Motorcycles.
THE WORLD'S RECORD HOLDERS.
BROOKLANDS EXISTING RECORDS.

CLASS A. Ijh.p. MARTIN-J.A.P . 270 c.o.

World's Kilometre—over 66 miles an hour ! 1

Wile „ 64 „
„ 50 Miles Time 55 minutes 24 seconds.

CLASS B. 2ih.p. MARTIN-J.A.P. „.„„__

ir^

345 c.c. World's iVilometre—over
68 miles an hour ! ! World's Mile
over 65 miles an hr. _.^

Latest Successes Tun-
bridge WeWs Sports,
Whit-Monday. May 27,

1912. — Martin Motor
Cycles swept the board,

winning every event.
Still unbeaten,

H.MARTIN & CO.,

Works : Leslie Grove,
Eas! Croydon^ Surrey

THE THORNTON 2-SPEED AND FREE ENGINE HUB.

Combining

—

STRENGTH,

SIMPLICITY,

AND

EFFICIENCY

Price £8.

Particulars from

THE LEICESTER GEAR CO., THORNTON LANE, LEICESTER.

I

Econonvical. Puncture-proof.
Light. Rigid. Good. Cheap.
Detachable. Durable.

LOMAX
Try one over that
old tyre of yours.

Best English Chrome Leather, impervious to wet. Fitted

with St^el Studs that will not pull out. Attached to

tyre by means of clips which clinch the rim. You can

fit it yourself.

BANDS
t

^

/ Accept no imitations. Get our list from

The Lomax Tyre Company
'Dept YN

) William St., BIRMINGHAM.

Write for
particulars

of the S.I.A.M.T.
Lig^htweigfht.

2| h.p. 35 gns.
Immediate delivery.

RADIUIVI S.I.A.IVI.T., k'td., 336, Gray's Inn Road, W.C.
SOLE ACENTS FOR BRITISH ISLES AND COLONIES. 'Phone 9852 City.

In answering l/ii'st: adverliserntntf it it desirable to meiUion ' The Motor Cycle,"
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ALL PST BE SOLD.
If the foUowing machines don't suit

you, send for a List. We have over loo
to dispose of, and are out to shift them,
as we have no room for the new stutf

that is being continually sent along.
We have just received a consignment of
Morgans, A.C.'s. and several little cars,

besides a heavy lot of Clyno Sidecars,
and other things of that character,
which BU up Ihe Garage.

NEW DEPARTURE.
We are now prepared to sell practi-

cally aiiy new machine on the market at
;^io down, and the remainder by monthlv
instalments. This is the height of per:
faction in the way of Deferred Payment
Business, and we await your commands,
1911 BRAD3URY, 3I h.p.. M.O.V., B. and B. car-

buretter, spring forks, free engine, BoscJi magneto,
two brakes, footi-ests. pedals, stand, carrier, tool-
bag, enamelling and plating good £35

igiL TRIUMPH, 3^ h.p.. free engine, M.O.V., spring
forks, h.b.c, enamelling and plating very good,
tyres 26 x aiin., almost new £40

1911 TRIUMPH, sJ h.p., M.O.V., h.b.c. free engine,
spring forks, wheels 26x2iin., tyres Bates' back
and front, pedals," front and back wheel stands,
carrier, enamelling and plating very good . . £42

KERRY ABINGDON, 3J h.p.. 1911. M.O.V., B. and
B. carburetter, h.b.c, Mabon free engine, Druid
sprin:^ forks,-26x 2iin. wheels, " Kerry." rubber-
studded tyre:^ m good order,enamcHing and plating
perfect, stand, carrier, pedals, footrests etc., £35

1911 DOUGLAS, 2.^ h.p., M.O.V., Douglas carbu-
retter, h.b.c, 26 X 2m. rubber standard t\Tes,

spring forks, -Jin. Lyso rubber belt, stand, carrier,
two pannier toolbags, enamelling and plating like
new, pedals £33

1911 REX, 5-6 h-p., M.O.V., B. and B. carburetter,
h.b.c, Bosch magneto, 2-speed gear and free
engine, spring fork and seat, adjustable pulley,
26x2Mn. Michelin tyre back. Continental front,
long footboards, lin. rubber belt, handle starting,
and altogether like new £45

1910 and Older.
REX, 1910 model, 2-speed and free engine, 3^ h.p.,

M.O.V., B. and B. carburetter, h.b.c, wheels
- a6x2.Hn., new tyres, spring forks, Cantilever
spring seat, drip feed, two brakes, enamelling
and plating verv good £32 103.

PREMIER, 3^ h.p.', M.O.V., 1910, White and Poppe
engine, B, and B. carburptter, h.b.c, spring forks,
tyres Continental front, Palmer Cord back, in
good order, stand, carrier, toolbag, enamelling and
plating like new £25

D0U6LAS, 2jh.p., M.O.V., h.b.c, lyio model,
spring forks, tyres 26 x 2in. Rom studded in per-
fect order, footrests, pedals, two strong brakes,
Dunlop ruTjber belt, enamelling and plating in
good order £25

ROYAL ENFIELD, 2:^ h.p., M.O.V. , h.b.c. iqio
model, spring forks, belt drive, tyres 26x2in. in
very good order, footrests, pedals, stand, carrier,

enamelling and plating very good £20
MOTO-REVE, 1910 model, 2 h.p., A.I.V., h.b.c,

Druid spring forks, t>Tes 26x2in. A Won back
and front, §in. rubber belt, Ukantes stands, en-
amelled black, plating good, machine in very
good order £20

N.S.U., 3.Vh.p., M.O.V.. Amac carburetter, h.b.c,
Fitall 2-speed gear, tyres 26 x sjin. rubber-studded
bd'ck, Continental front, in good order,' footrests,

pedals, stand, carrier, spring forks, long bars, low-
tension magneto, in good going order .. £15 lOs.

F.N., 2jh.p., M.O.V., B. and B. carburetter, h.b.c,
2-speed and free engine, magneto set in front,

spring forks, tyres 26 X2in. Clipper back, plain
front, in good order, stand, carrier, pedals, enam-
elling and plating in good order £22 105.

REX, 5-6 h.p., 1908 mode!, A.I.V., Amac carbu'-

rettcr, h.b.c, spring forks and seat, Bosch mag-

neto, t->Tes 26 X 2}in. Sirdar back, Michelin front.
long bars, low riding position, free-engine model,
strong carrier, enamelling and plating \-ery

good £25
I

MOTOSACOCHE, i^- h.p., A.I.V., h.b.c, free engine,
Druid spring forks. Advance adjustable pulley,

.
26 X 2in. Clincher tyres back and front, two brakes,
stand, carrier, pedals, large saddle, enamelling and I

plating like new £20
j

TRIUMPH, 3^ h.p., M.O.V., 1910 model, 26x2^in.
wheels, tyres Michelin front, Goodrich studded

]

back, enamelling and plating in first-class con- ,

dition £32
REX, 5-6 h.p., A. I. v., Amac carburetter, h.b.c,

spring forks, 1907 model, free enghie, twin wheel
on back, tyres in good order, footboards, Cantilever
seat, low riding position, long handle-bars, enam-
elling and plating very fair £15

N.S.U., 3 h.p., tank control carburetter, studded
|

tyres, leather belt, pedals, footrests, band brakes,
useful bike, most reliable "£13 109.

QUADRANT, 4 h.p., spring forks. ,^in. belt. B. and B.
carburetter, Brooks' saddle, long handle-bars and

|

footboards, 26x2iin. tyres, Reflex front. Her-
metic light car tyre on back, Gsoxesmm., £16

N.S.U., 3 h.p., M.O.V., B. and B. carburetter, h.b.c, I

low-tension magneto, girder forks, wheels- 26

x

2}in., tyres in good order, Shamrock-Excelsior
|

footrests, stand, pedals ^in. rubber belt, enam-
elled green, plating fair, low riding position, long
bars, strong foot brake £17 10s.

N.S.U., 3 h.p., h.b.c, B. and B. carburetter, 26X ,

2iin. studded tyres, low-tension magneto, foot- I

rests, pedals, stands, carrier, Brooks' saddle, nice
useful machine £12

N.S.U., 3t h.p., M.O.V., h.b.c, low-tension magneto.
tyres new, newly enamelled black, strong back
brake, stand, carrier, long handle-bars, in good

|

going order £12 10s.

KITCHEN'S, LTD.,
MORECAMBE.

Telephone

:

\A^ires :

' Motor, Morecambe."

Runabout
in stock.

Immediate delivery at

WHITELEY'S,
Queea's Road, W.

See that

Security Sleeve ?

It overcomes the one disadvantage
of the Buct-eiuled Tube-btirstin;i at

the ends. It is the featme of H

"Challiner" Patent Butt-ended Tube.
With it yoii-liave the security of ihe endless tube

and the haiidiness of the butt-ended one.

The Secui^ity Sleeve is fixed to the rim by the win^i d nut
and bolt; the butt ends of the tube fit in it likeji glove

The centre of ihe Security Sleeve is a bnlkhead of insulated \

canvas which malieti burstitis of the ends an iinpossibilHy.

'Challiner' Patent Butt-ended Tubes
are burst-proof at the ends.

If a tyre fitted wiih this tube wer« inflated to bursting point, the
bnrst coicld not occur tit the ends.

Ihe bulkhead Iteeps the Tube ends firmly in position; and beinfi

fixed to the rim directly opposite the valve, it prevents all 'crecpin .'

r-f-fiuninri" of the Butt-end Joint is what causes^ other tubtsleping

Fit "Challiner's" to your mount now I

PRICES (complete with Sleeve)

26" ^ 2" 26-X2J"
"^"^^ff'

?4"''"^ 700 x 75 m/m
15/- 16/6 17/- 20/.

Se»;/ i>osi free on receipt of price.

Shrewsbury & Challiner Tyre Co. Ltd.

MANCHESTER. LONDON,
BIRMINGHAM.

In answering' these advertisements it is desirabk io mention "The Motor Ci/cle.' A33
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 14 words or less 1/6, and Id. per word,

after. Each paragraph is charged separately.

Name and address must be counted. In the

case of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by

the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is' printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convemence of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into

districts, as many readers like . to know what machines
are for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before

going further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections

f

Northumberland,
VVcstniorelaud,

Durham, and

SECTION 11.

Vork and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

Carnarvon, DenbiRh, riint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth,

SltCTION IV.

NoltinKham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Norlbampton,
Warwick.

SECTION V.
Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridg'^, Jhintingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
V\rrce?tpr, Ilerffnrd, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SliCTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, J3crks, Wilts and Hants,
Channel Islanils.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middl'-srx, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX.
tomccsct, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall,

SECTION X.
^cotl.'lnd.

SECTION XI.
Itchnd and Isle of Man.

GREATEST CHOICE.
Everything in Stock, and,
the largest selection in the

Trade. Where we adver-

tise one New machine we
have generally more, while 1

0? Second-hands we have
generally a variety of every

make. That's what

ENSURES SATISFACTION AT

OUR TO-DAY'S BARGAIN LIST INCLUDES

5566. 3ihp
5571-
5572.
5573-
5574-
5584.

5585-
5586.

5587.
4260.
5158.

5169.
3931-
5504.

5506.
5519-
5532.
554°-

5542.
5543.
5547-

5555-
5559-
5560.
5562.
5036.
5009.
5055-
5287.
5006.
5066.

5332.
5358.
4420.
5441-
5468.

5327.
5285.
4863.
5420.
5424.
5460.
5471.
5293-
4865.
4957.
5290.

4393-
4425.
4226,
4784.

5333-
5.148.

1909 TRIUMPH £31
|h.p. NUMBER £15
3ih.p. 1912 2-speecl BRADBURY £47 10

3Jh.p. 1909 TRIUMPH £30
2 h.p. 1911 3-speed NUMBER .. £32 10

3ih.p. 1911 2-speed KERRY-
ABINGDON and sidecar £42 10

3jh.p. 1911 2-speed NUMBER .. £37 10

3t h.p. 1911 standard BAT £35
9" h.p. 1908 BAT-J.A.P £27 10

2i h.p. BRADBURY £8 10

3I h.p. 1908 2-speed N.S.U. and
sidecar £25

3 h.p. 1908 twin G.B £20
5 h.p. igio tourist REX £30
3ih.p. 1910 PREMIER, Mabon

free engine £24
ifh.p. 1911 Twin CAMPION £27 10
3l h.p. 1910 Standard TRIUMPH £33
6' h.p. 1912 REX Sidette £60
8 h.p. 1911 2 speed MATCHLESS

and sidecar £57 10
3J h.p. QUADRANT £17 10

3i h.p. 1911 3-sp. Lady's HOBART £35
6 h.p. 1911 ZENITH GRADUA

and sidecar £63
3}h.p. 1910 Free-engineTRIUMPH£38 10

3i h.p. 1908 TJIIUMPH £29
21 h.p. igi2 Srandard PREMIER £30

2I h.p. 1909 DOUGLAS, Roc 2-sp. £29
2l h.p. 1911 MOTOSACOCHE .... £27
3} h.p. 1911 T.T. BRADBURY . . £32
3I h.p. 1911 L.M.C., variable gear £35

2I h.p. 1911 DOUGLAS £28
3* h.p. 1910 T.T. TRIUMPH £34
3ih.p. 1911 BRADBURY, Mabon cl. £37 10
5-6 h.p. igii 4-cyl. F.N £33 10
2? h.p. 1912 2-speed ENFIELD . . £47
3Jh.p. 1911 Free Engine PREMIER £38 10

3i h.p 1911 BRADBURY £35

3I h.p. 191 : BRADBURY £35
7 h.p. 1911 2spcodREXDELUXE£45
2 h.p. 1910 MOTO-REVE £20
3ih.p. 1911 CNATER-J.A.P £32
2| h.p. 1911 2-spced ENFIELD ..£40
3ih.p. 1912 F.E. BRADBURY .. £48 10
2} h.p. 1910 2-specd F.N £27 10

3i h.p. 1911 F.E. BRADBURY ..£38
2? h.p. 1911 ENFIELD £40
2} h.p. 19:1 HANDY HOBART ..£25
8 h.p. iglo BAT-J.A.P £35
5-6 h.p. 4-cyl. F.N £33 10
3i h.p. 1911 T.T. PEUGEOT .... £27 10

si h.p. 1911 F.E. PREMIER £37 10

3i h.p. MIDGET BICAR £20

3I h.p. 1911 T.T. ARIEL £28 10
2 h.p, igoq MOTO-REVE £21

3} h.p. 1911 Cone Clutch RtX . . £35

CALL AND SEE OUR MATCHLESS
SHOW. F.'NEST VALUE AND
LOWEST PRICES IN THE TRADE,
AND MOSr LIBERAL EXCHANGE
TERMS EVER OFFERED.

9, SHOE LANE, FLEET
STREET,

I.ONDON, E.G.
'Phone: Holborn, 5777.

Wires: " Opiflcer, London."

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office,
v\'hen this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registrationj
and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear in
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, "No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or if " London-^'
is added to, the address, then to the number given, c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

SI^DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send monev to unknown persona

may deal in perfect safety by- availing themselves of our
Deposit System.

_ If -the money bedeposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the am.ount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in
value, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under

f10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to Iliffe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE,
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive do

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to eacb
one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

NEW 1912 Motor Cycles in stock, for immeJiale tie*

livery;
;

T"W"0 3ih.p. Hurahers, standard and 2-iapeed gears;,

£47/10 and £52/10.

THREE Sih.p. B.S.A.'s, standard, ivn? enpinp, ' and
2-speed gears; £50, £56/10, and £C0 respective. y.

/^NE Triumph, standard; £48/15.

/^NE Royal Enfield, 22h.r., 2-srPed; 50 guineas. -i

|"\NE 6h.p. Royal Enfield Sidecar Combinaticu ; £84.

rpHESE we can offer ior immediate delivery, being;
JL absolntely in stock, but of cturt-e being eubjcL-t to

being sold on reply-—Write, wire, or telephone for

further particulars, catalogues, or booklets, to Tnrvey
and Co., The Motor House of the North, Sunderland.
Tel.: No. 626. [X955

TRIUMPHS. Humters, B.S.A.. Royal Enfield motor
cyclee, light^veights, 2 speeds, free engines; write,

wire, or 'phone for immediate deliveries-—Turvey and
Co., The Motor House, Sunderland. Tel-: No. 626.

[0061
33.h.p. Motor Cvcle, 26in. wheels, running order; £8.

4 —Particulars, Geo. Bainbridge, Witton Gilbert.

Durham. [X1635

in excellent condition thrcugli-

Musgiuve, Langdale Tcrrai v,

[0859

2h.p. Humber, 1911.
out; £25.-G. E.

Windermere.

ENFIELD, 1911, 2jh,p., 2^«peed model, jnst nvi-r-

hauled; £37/10, or nearest cash offer.—Hcrdnian,
Alston, Cumberland. [X1673

"I Q12 Phelon and Moorea. free engine
1-*J Douglases, Biadburys, B.S.A.'s. Enfii'Ids, in stork

aUo lights ciglit

stork.

-

[X.1596

Triumphs,
, in ;

Egremant, Cuiiibe'

3

ml.
0059

"V"EW 1912 B.S.A., Ipdinns, Enfield

McAdnms, "stoikton-on-Tees.

fine

J.I, B.S
Phone: '1X2. Stout's Garaee,

ill. II. .T.A.P., 1912. ni.o.i.v., PnliiiiT lonls,

2 Ohiiter frame, Drnitb, donf uboiit 2,000 iiiilw;

£2S. oflora invited.—Hagliea, ahoemukcr, Cliestcr Bii.,

Siuiderkmd.
" ["962

TRIUMPH, 1912, just delivered, free on.ctine, liuiip

and liorn, i!49/10; 'i'riinnph. 1909, jut ovrj.

Iiauled, now tyro on baol:, new belt, lamp and lioiu,

£25.— Geo. Newslinm, malisler, Mihitluiriie, VVi'yt'iiiir.

laud. [0974

SF.CTION n.

and Lancashire.

Mddel

York
2 Mddel U. Ili;u,;las in stoi'k, f 41.-Ciiisb. nROnt,

notlierliam. 1X1929

, free enpino, in atnck : Rovit, F.Pl..

in ..<tor'lc, £55-— Cro^^a, Trinuntlt. Matohle^a, and
Itmry npent, Rotlicrhom. LX1930

0(1 eondifion, Inmii, sparea ; iiS
[OG83

19^
-| Q12 Trinnilil

' lira.

I QOe Triumph, in p'l.
.

V O —Frank I'eartion, Uedale.

All IctteiH ixl.-illiifi lo ndvcrtiscmcnts ahould quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement, and the date of the isstie.
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The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,
16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

'Phone, 766. Telegrams. " Perfection."

BRAND NEW 1911 REXES.

Makers' price. Ours.

3ih.p. Rex Tourist 43 guineas 34 guineas

3I h.p. Free-engine 48 guineas 39 guineas
3jh.p. 2-speed De Luxe 57 guineas 46 guineas

5 h.p. 2-speed De Luxe 60 guineas 51 guineas
All new and guaranteed. Exchanges liberally dealt with.

SPECIAL.—Easy payments at 5% extra. Low deposits
twelve monthly payments.

and 5/- weekly secures
prompt despatch of

2| h.p. J.A.P., Clement-Garrard frame £8 10
Twin magneto MOTO-REVE* Druids £15
S h.D. QUADRANT £10 10

25 h.p. KERRY £10 10
23^h.p. BAT, spring frame £10 10

ii ii.p. light low REX, very smart £12 10
2j h.p. DE DION £10 10
2^ h.p. J.A.P., spring frame, h.b. control £9 10

S^ h.p. M.M.C., torpedo tank £10 10

£3 to £5 DOWN

1912 DE LUXE
SIDECAR
£6 6s.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
CLYNOS.—Note the reliability and regularity of run-

ning in London-Edinburgh run. First again. Why
not be a proud owner of the. be.-^t sidecar machine, and

1 let it be now. 1 can supply.—Potter, Leicester Urove.
I Leeds. |:s:i920

1 Q12 Humber 2-speed and Humber twin and light-
J~fJ weight models. Rover single-speed and 3-speed
sidecar models, Millford and Canoeiet sidecars, and
any make of motor cycle supplied.—Madgwicks, 79,
Knowsley St., Bolton. [X1652

HUMBER Lightweight, 2h.D., late 1911, perfect con-
diiiun. Si. a. caruuretier. Uctieh luaguitu, Dunlap

tyres and belt, adjustable pulley iiorn, tools, and spares;
buying sidecar maLbine; accept £d5.—Poyutz, 23, CUad-
dock St., Preston, Lanes. [X1900

HUMBEK, 19103, 3ih-p., 2 .'Speeds, Bosch. Druids,
Brooks B104 Whiitle, lamp, horn, accessories;,

spares, tyres new condition, eidec'ar, splendid shape, per-
fect ; purcha.sing runabout; can be seen any time: £35.
—2, Grahams Terrace, Waketield. [5:1927

Saxon ppriu£i

tyre. Whittle,
\\utawata and rubber belts, Luoae head and r^idecar

hi.ux><. exi:ra cover, tube, spares; casii £32.—Side.ar, -.on mdu
Underbank. Hebden Bridge. Ycrks. [0684 J,f,„^*^"

^^-^

LINCOLN" Elk, 3ih.p.. late 1910. Druids, Bosch, B.B-,
l:'tihut;rs, utvr back, new btlt, tpaiLd, just bf^n

tuiuoniiuiy ovprliauled, in tip-top condiiitn, not a raiei.

but fast and good hill-climber; £25, or nearest.— Gcorgi- . ^dudv 1 u
Barker, 9b. l>aliour Ho., Bcutley. Don a ler. [^lb'( 9

J ^JJ^^^J^^^'c r i'*

ELSWICK-l'EECISION, 4ih.p., Armsln n^ 3-spGc.
free engine, new last month, only done 150 miles; iDDAnRiinv

also Rudge MuJti. new April, dtue 2U0 milCvS; hctii
1**""""""^

machines ideal for either sidecar or solo woik; nearest
offer to £50 each; can be seen by appointment.—Walter
Di;an, 10, Aitkeu St.. Accrington. [X1982

NORTHERN DepL.t, Ltd., Everything Motorish, Leeco
St., Liveipooi.—Liite^t 1912 niod-ls in stock,

Kerry clutch and standard, also 1912 ship-foiled ciuteli
Kerry, £48; 1912 model (i Dou^-las, clut. h 1912 Tii-
umpli, cone (clutch Rex-Jap. 4n.p.) Bradbury 2-spLe.l,
iidj ustable pulley ; ehop-riciled Rover, with Slark 111
Armstrong gear, Broclw pan seat, £60. [X1912

5 h.p. Bat-Jap, late 1911, covered 2,000 miles, speedo-
meter, Lucas horn and lamp. Brcoks, pjnnier bag.

Mabon dutch, etc., equal to new. £48 ; 4ih.p. twin

" Exchange." with Continental motor cvcle t>Te £5 5
" De Luxe," with best tyre, apron, footmat "

. . £6 6
Ditto, with reversible child's sent £7
Ditto, with best coach-built body . . . ; £7 12 6
Improved Quick Oetnchtibie joints, cranked extra strong

back axle and spindle, tip-up bodv, and caged baii races
to all models. Prompt delivery to suit Rexes, Triumphs,
N.S.U.'s, IncHans, and any other niaue.

Disponnt to trade. Evrhanse^ entrrtninrd.

GUARANTEED IN hUNNING ORDER.
1913 3i h.p. standard BRADBURY, NEW £43
igi2 3i h.p. 3-speed BRADBU»V £53
1912 twin REX Sidette £75
iqji 3i b.p. 2speed N S.U. and new sidecar £39 10
1912 2-speed REX Junior. Liberal exchange £45
JOii 3j b.p. tourist REX, done 100 miles S32 10
SCOTT 2-speed. Aug., 1910 £37 10
igii 3J h.p. REX, clutch moJel. as new £34 10
igii 5 h.p. 2-speed REX DE LUXE £47 10
1910 7 h.p. twin REX. HOT STUFF £37 10
1910 2-speed twin REX DE LUXE £38 10
1910 3i I1..P. Tourist Trophy REX £29 10
1910 5 h.p. REX, very fast. Special machine , . £29 10
1911 2-Ppeed twin REX DE LUXE, soiled only . . 49 Gns
3 h.p. magneto TRIUMPH, spring forks £23 10
3^ h.p. magneto REX, spring forks £19 19
3i h.p. REX, h.b. control, 26in. wheels £12 10
Twin MOTO-REVE, magneto, Druids £15
5j h.p. 2-specd twin REX, good and reliable £34 10
3 h.p. QUADRANT, low frame £10 10
23 h.p. KERRY : . £10 10

Easy Payments at Special Rates.

deposit and 10/- weeklv secures

—

23 h.p. Mae:. MINERVA, chain drive £16 10
3^ h.p. R. and P., magneto £14 10
3 h.p. Magneto TRIUMPH £23 10
3^ h.p. Magneto REX £19 19
2.} h.p. Twin MOTO-REVE, Druids £19 19
2> h.p. REX '^l.ignetn Lightweight £16 10

£7

~i Q09 Res de Luxe, Millford sidecar,
JlU forks, Voituiette back wheel and

HAMPSTEAD.5, HEATH
STREET,

Close to HamDstead Tube Station.
Tele : "Rey, Hampstead." Tel : 2678, P.O., Hampstead.

EXTENDED RAYeVBENTS
Taken on any Machine or Runabout.

Following 1912 Machines for

imiVlEDIATE DELIVERY
AND IN STOCK :.

F.N., 5-6 h.p., Multiple disc dutch £5?
TRIUMPH r.l. Koad'ster, igi7 £50
TRIUMPH Standard Model £48 15

F.E. Model £55
KUDGE Mnlti-SDted, igl; £60
RUDGE Standard Model £4B 15
RUDGE T.T. Model £43 15
RUDGE F.E. Model t £55

speed, chain driven £53 10
BRADBURY Standard Model £48

i
BRADBURY F.E. Model £54 10

T.T. Model £48
BRAjBUR/, 2-speed Model £55 C

A.C., i<)i2, 3 weeks £87 10
CLYNO 5-6 h.p. 1912 2-speed Model 65 Gns
P. and M. 3J h.p. 1912 2-speed Model £65
B.S.A. 3 V h.p. 19 1 2 2-speed Model £60
B.S.A. 3i h.p. 1912 Standard Model £50
zenith" 8 h.p. Model 6a Gns
ZENITH 6 h.p. Model 67 Gns
ZENITH 3* h.p. Model 53 GnS
DOUGLAS L L.idy'5 Model £62
DOUGLAS J T.T. Model £4/
DOUGLAS G Standard Model £41
DOUGLAS Model K £50

Minerra, 1910, Chater-Lca sidecar, complete \ritii lamp, ISINGER 2-speed 4 h.p. Sidecar .Model £65
pares, etc., _f38/10: Pitall 2-speed Kcar for above. jsiNGER 31 h.p. 3-speed Model £58 13

LINCOLN ELK 35 h.p. Standard Model £34 "£5; 2;h.p. Rex, raajjaeto, nice low machine, £14
Myer5CGUi,'n and Diinsmore, 25, Liveipool Bd.. Great
Crosby-, Lancashire. [X1770

GREAT Sale of motor cycies.—3;h.p. Rex, £7/10;
4l!.p. ChateT-Lea, magneto, spring folks, B. and

B. £12; 3h.p. Triuuipli, £9: 1909 Douglas, £18/10;
1911 Korry-Abingd.n. £28; 5-6h-p. Rex, 19D9. tivin-
cyi., free engine, and t^idc-car, £25, worth £40; 1908
Triumph, new condition. £25; 1*. and M., nearly new. 2-

speed, free engine, £37/10; we liave about 60 second-
hand motor liikes in stock, consisting of 1907, 1908.
1909. 1910 Tiinniphs, prices from £15: several Urail.
burye, Singa . . M to-lteves; all machines sold are
w.irianted m good older; sidecars fnm 50/-.~Tlie Motor
Cycle Exchange. 160, Voung St., Sheaield. [0100

GIVING Up Motor Cycles and Light Molors.-2;,li.p.
Singei'.s motor tricycle, magneto, gocd order, £0

;

2ih-P. inclined cn.:inc. in goc-i meter cycle, ligut. ±6;
2h.p. C.LN. Trinaiph ligl,twtigLt, all very gcou,' £(;
5h.p. tjuadri.nt,.. lignt built, harrow tank, gocd, £8

;

5^.1i.p. twin Clement. 26 whecks light, fair order, £9;
3h.p. P. and M.. chain- driven, b'.li., low built, gcod,
£lu; 8-lOli.p. 2-cyl. W.C. duocar, 3 wheels, 2 spcedi,
Kcod. £30; 6-8h.p. 1-cyl. 2-6eater light ear. fast, rcli.
able, £25: 10-12hp. 3-cyl. 2-spater. light, last, racv car,
£40 ; 8h.p. and lOh.p. Stanley steam cars, good order,
£iO and £50: 14-16n.p. and 20h.p.. 4 cyis., S.B. ears,
Sweaters, from £45 ; light tubular chassis, with wheels,
etc.. 80/-. 95/-; iixles. with 2-speea gears. 45/-: c.ntr;il
chains. 30/-: magnetos, gear biX'-o, tyres and wh' el,;,

iii-ines, steerings, clutches; plea-e state yo<ir nqui.e-
liii'uts to lis: wanted, gocd lathe, sidecar coinbiniton.
Tiicar, ox-acetylene welding plant.—49, Bank Para- e,
Burnley. [X1995

SECTION ni.

Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire DerBv.
Montgomery, and

rear: £30.
[X1624

^ SUNDRIES.
3 h.p. Stevens Engine, almost as new £2 5
3J h.p. M.M.C '£2 2
Myer's Motor Cycle Stands 3/.
New Cane Sidecar Body 17/6 -»-r o rr
28x2i New Calmon Covers '.

' ' '

' 17/6 JM crd26x 2 Continental Covers I5/6 dudno

i.arnarvon,

Stafford, Shropshire,
Merioneth.

IQII Ariel, 3:h.p.. decompresecr, variable
-f-t/ no offers,—Beech. Draycott, Derby.

"DOVER, 1911. F.E.. Miller lamp set, horn, tools, per-At feet: £:i9.—Jackson. Mill St., Congleton. [X1576

ARIEL Lightweight, magneto; any trial here; £15 —
Hill, High St., Abbot's Brcmley, Staffs. [0819

BRADBURY, Aug. 1910, in fine c,-ndition, splendid
sidecar machine; £31—16, Eaetgate, Stafford.

[X1075
^3.h.p. Campion, Minerva engine, just spent £12/10 on
/V4: it, bargain, £18 —?seweum, pawnbrcker, Bolsover.

[0680
"JQlIO^ Douglas, very little wear, splendid condition
Xtf extra padded saddle; £24.-20, Northenden Rd.
Sale. 1X1886

HUMBER 3l h.p. 2-speed Model £52 10
BAT 6 h.p. Standard Model £58
G. and N. Runabout in four weeks.

Any other makes on application.

TRADE SUPPLIED WITH VARIOUS MAKES.
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS ALLOWED.

IVSachsnes at Bargain Prices to Clear.
F.N., 1911 model, 6 h.p., like new £35
F.N., 2i h.p., 2-speed gear £26
F.N., 4-cyl., 6 h.p., good order £35
F.N., 4-cyl., 1911, with sidecar £35
F.N., 2j h.p., magneto, splendid order .... £15
F.N., 2I h.p., 2-speed, tgioi £25
REX, I9I0,V, 3-t h.p £25
J.A.P.-CHATER-LEA, 4 h.p., 1911 £29
DOUGLAS, r )io. fine order £24
ZENITH, i9ri,3j h.p., good order £40
F.N., 4-cvl., nice order £25
ZEDEL Twin, 6 h.p., Chater fitting £22
N.S.U., 2-speed gear, r9t2, as new, to fit

Rudge £6 10
RUDGE T.T,, 1912, as new £40
MILLFORD Spring Wheel Sidecar, cane, fjir £8

All Accessorit^ included on S.H. at the price advertised.

2ori
2047,

1955
1906,

1066,

1858,

1968,

2066,
2T46,

r640,

2063
2135

NEW Multi-speed Rmige; owner crdered abroad- best
cash offers,—No. 713, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-

entry. rS1925
Lightweight, IJh.p.. 1909. magneto, splendid

order; approval; 12 guine.i.-.—Bone. Ivauhce. I.lan-

[X905

The£4 -1 REY Sidecar £3-1
With Hutchinson or Michelin 26X2J tyre and tube,

30/- e.vtra.

The famous "REY" EXHAUST WHISTLE now reduceil

to 12/6 eazh. Triumph standard type.

The "REY" LEATHER BELTING outlasts two of any
other makes. Price 2/- per foot.

Special Discounts to Tpade.

ONLY HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVERY.REY
HAMPSTEAD.5, HEATH

STREET,
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the numher at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of tlie
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Caught on !

!

OUR

REED CANE BODIES
have undoubtedly hit the mark.

Undoubtedly tins class of cane is far superio: and
more cl:iss> cnan ordinary cane or wicker woric,

besides being considerably lighter. These beautiful

sidecars appeal to those who want absolutely the

IVSodel E

£8 8s.
OUR POPULAR MODELS ARE GOING STRONG.

Mode) E.—£7 5s. Mjdel D.—E8.
I
Complete with Lamp, Foot Mat, Kick-up Stand,

I Ouick Detachable Joints, Continental or Michelin
Tyres, Round or Car Pattern Mudguard, aiid

CARKlACr^ PAin. Srnd for Mst.

MISCELLANEOUS tSAKbABHd.
1912 Scnspray Carburetter, nearly new .

.

£1
1912 li & B. Caburettcr, variable jet £1

I

A-nac Carburetter, H.B. control, good .... 12/6
4J h.p. Aster lin^ine, water-cooled £4 10

iJ ii.p. liiicliet luigine, water-cooled £4 10
2 h.p. Stationary Itngine water-cooled .... £4 10
3 h.p, Simms Engine, M.O.V bO/-
Leainington Hassent^er Chair, new 12/6

I

Cocoanut I'ibre Sidecar, (oot-mals 3/-
Albion Clutch, fits Triuinph 47/6
N"-w Screw cut tniK Lathe, ^in. centres £6 10
lirooks's liio^ Saddle 10/6
Hr' Kiks s BT30 New S:iildlc, i()i2 model .... 14/b

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,

HALIFAX ir,~'

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
"I QI2 T.T. Triumpt, done '600; £45, or nearest.—
J-*' F. N. Jones, Stottesdon, Clewbuiy Mortimer,
Salop. [0976

MOTOSACOCHE, epiins forks, tyres perfect ; bargain,
£11.—J. Davies, AUna Cotta ge, Maesgwyn Rd ,

Wrexham. fX1754

BRADBURY, 5ih.p.. 1912, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed
and free engine models, in stock.-^Williams, agent,

Congleton. [X1932

SEPT., 1910, Humber, 3ih.p., exceedingly powerful,
good condition; £28; exchange 2-epeed.—Haskard,

Friargate, Derby. [0865

ZEN7THS. Sali.p-, in stock, ready for immediate de-
livery, freeli from the Tvorks.—Paskells, 250,

Stafford St., Walsall. [0795'

. , 1910i.
splendid condition, new

Moiieh, Ciumpwell, Oswestry.

MOTO-EEVE, 2h.i
snlendid condi

tliorougbly overbauled,
belt, spares; £17.—

[0911

JQIO Triumph, N.S.tJ.
J-tJ rest, A.S.L. seat

IMMEDIATE or Early Delivery of 1912 Models, any
make; Trimnph, Clyno. Douglas, Eudge Multi, and

Bradbury 3-speed, in stock.'—Mces, Wem. [X1771

RILEY, 6bp. twin, m.o.v., low built, as new, a
sbifter, do 60 easily; real bargain, only wants

seeing; £35.—Moss, Wem. [X1772

2-speed gear, F.R.S. back
pillar, tools, spares ; £34,

wbat otters ?—Vickers, Newport, Salop. .- EX1629

1Q12 F.E. Eudge, speedometer, spare belt, not two
X*> months old, will do 60 easv; owner KOing abroad;
£53.—Wliite Lodge, Bromborou;?b, Cheshire. rX1865

1 Q12 Bradbury, speed model, 2 weekn old, B.E. tyres.
At/ Druid forks, perfect, £46; with Bradbury side-

uav, £54.—Hall and Co., Bradbury agents, Matlo(.>k-

[X1793
3ih.p. Minerva Mot:.r Cycle, good running order, new

2 JJunlop belt, spring forks, lamp: £14/10, or part
exchange; seen any time.—Brooke'd, cycle agent, Dar-
ley Dale. ^ [0741

TRIUMPH, 1909i, 1912 piston and connecting rod
recently overhauled^ excellent condition, Pa'mer,

Midland tyres; £28.—F.(i.H., 65, Jeficock Rd., Wolver-
hampton. [XI 826

TRIUMPH 1911 T.T., as new, £35; Triumph free
engine. 1910, £34; Bradbury and sidecar, 1910,

£32; Rex twin and sidecar, 1911, £40; Rex 3ih.p.,
magneto, £15.—Parker, Melbourne, Derby. [X1897

1Q103 3^h.p, l/incoln Elk, N.S.U. 2-speed. free en-
-L*/ gine, torpedo sidecar, lamp, tyres as new, not run
1,000 miles, ready for the road, complete; £28; ex-
chaijge, or separate-—Howard, Bridge St., Bakewell.

1X1705
TRIUMPHS. Zeniths, both models, Enfield sidecar

combination. Enfield 2Jh.p., 2-speed. Singer 2ih.p.,
2-speed, Calcott liehtweights ; above 1912 models actually
in stock: big allowances on excliange.—Parker, Mel-
bourne, Derby. [X189fi

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

Glenfield Ed..
[X513

UMBER, 1911, 3^b.p., 2^peed, £35, with sidecar
£58.-358 Stratford Rd-, Birmingham. [0942

EX, 5ihp., Pit-all 2-sppnd gear, h.b.c, splendid con-
dition; a bargain, £13/10.—Sanders, Quoru- [0668

12 Singer, free engine, just delivered; cash GfEcr^'

wanted.— 68a. Regent St.. Leamington. [XI 813

A.C.'b, immediate delivery.-Smith,
Leicester.

H
R
19
A RNO, 3ib.p. T.T.,
-^ offer.—Newsome,

1912, as new, fast; £40, or
Sherbourne House, Coventry.

fX16423 h.p. Pebok, vertical, all splendid condition: £8; will

ride 40 mile^.—Barrait. Kibwuith. Leircs.i r,

rxiege
1 Qll 5-6h.p. F.N., 4-t'y!.. bevel gpar transmission, ex-
-Lt/ cellent order; £30.—Plastow, Giiiusby. [X1944

3.h.p. Minerva. Bcsch magneto, fitted with Eoc 2-

/•'^ speed gear, handle starting; £16/10.— Plastow,
Giimsby.

_
|:X1945

1 Oil Humber, 2-speed, complete, lamp, horn, whistle,
J-t/ etc.. run 2,000 mileri, new condition; £37/10.—
Pluotow,

Bonk
[0800

Z"

MOTO-REVE, twin, 1910,
£21.-116, Eadclifie Ed.,

Grimsby. [X192C

DOUGLAS, model G.'s in stock, K.'s next week,
now.—Coluiorc Dipot, 62, Hiyh St., Leiucster.

NITH. 3vli.p,, in stock, ready for inlniedijilo de-
livery, fre.^h from the works.—Oolmore Depot. 62.

High St., Leicester. [0803

in excellent condition

:

Wetit Bridgford, Nottin;;-
am. [XI 602

TBITTMTH, 1912 T.T., only 8 weeks old; £46.-
Milncr, 133, Handsworth Wood Rd., Birniing-

lj;im. • [XI 640

IQll* I'lielon nnd Moore, 3ih.p., perfect couditlcn.
JLif hardly eoiledj £65.—Kay, 49, Urjdge St., Gniiis.
Iicroiigh. [0950

Krnnt
Villii.

[X673

IADV'S Motoaacoclie, innpneto, very reliable;
J bargain, £19 cash.—Mrs. ' Morris, Atliol

Itniirne.

A i

H. 1908, and nDcessoriefl, oxeollont condition;
!/16.-Waldron, Olurencc Ed., Fonr Oalis, Snttoii

Cojrlllcld. [0679

A;^8 All luttci'f iclatiii)! to aJvcitiBciiiciits »h<>i:lil iiuotc llie nufti'odr ti't'^ilc end of c:ich ndvcitieement, and the date of the iKfii*

We have a very racy two-seater Duocar to dis-

pose of. Genuine De Dion engine, water-cooled,
Bosch magneto, two speeds and reverse.

£25

IN STOCK.
We have the following new machines actually

in stock.
I9r2 Miilti RUDGE ....£60
1912 Standard RUDGE £48
1912 3i h.p. N EW H U DSON, 3-5peed 57 Gns.
igi2 2} h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3-speed 47 Gns.

1912 3* h.p. HUMBER, 2-speed 50 Gns.
1911 3* h.p. PREMIER, 2-spped £48
r9ii 3J h.p. PREMIER, Armstrong 3-5peed £46 10

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
1908 jj h.p. P. and M., 2 speeds £28

3I h.p. N.S.U. , magneto, spring forks £17
2 h.p. WOLF, magneto, spring forics .... £15
4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., 26in. wheels' . . £14
tQTO P. and M., 2 speeds, fine goer £32
igog MOTO-REVE, twin engine, magneto,
igir 6 h.p. N.S.U., 2-5peeds, foot starter .. £30
3j h.p. N.S.U., 2-speed, spring forks, £16
1910 8 h.p. BAT, M.O. v.. 2 speeds £45
rgir Lady's HOBART,Armstroni!3-speed.. £36

3i h.p Twin PREMIER, fine machine £25
rgri 2} h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, magneto £27

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
rgro sSh.p., tine goer £27
rgro 3I h.p., extra good £28 C

Sih.p. 1909 Speed King, extra fine £23

3 h.p 1908 Featherweight Rex, Bosch mag. £17

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.
1906 5-6 h.p. Twin Re.i £16 10
5-6 h.p, Bosch, Lloyd's variable gear . . £22
7 h.p. de Luxe, 2 speeds, M.O.V £48
;i-6 h.p. de Luxe, IQ08, 2-speed model £28

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
8 ti.p. BAT, 2 speeds. Milltord sidecar .... £50
5-6 h.p. 2-speed 1908 REX and sidecar .... £33

7-g h.p. 2-speed REX and sidecar £53

fS nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.3&0 l»V»Wn BALANCE 5/- WEEKLY.
_ h.p.

lS h.p.

MINERVA, vertical, M.O.V £12
EXCELSIOR, Amac, h.b. control . . £10

oe« nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.
Sit^ UUVin BALANCE 7/6 WEEKLY.
3 h.p. 1908 REX, Bosch magneto £17
5-6 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, h.b. control £16 10
Twin-cylinder MOTO-REVE, magneto, Druids £20
4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., vertical engine.. £14
2 h.p. WOLF, A.J. S. engine, magneto £15

3i h.p. N.S.U., magneto, spring forks £17

tJ h.p. HUMBER Tricar, 2 speeds, wheel
steering £19

i h.p. HUMBER Car, 2-seater, good goer .. £22

5 h.p. REXETTE, Oppermann 3 speeds £18

MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES.
We have a quantity of frames by well-known maker.

Price 32/6 each.

Rigid forks, 7/6 extra. Oruid forks, 46/- extra.

Enamelled an'' pl.ited in first-class style.

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
I0I2 N.S.U. Gear for Bradbury, new £7 7
26 X 24 Extra Heavy Kempshall Cover, new £2 8

26X2J- „ „ „ £1 Ifi

C.A.V. V twin magneto. 45 degrees £3 3
1912 B. and B. Carburetters, variable jets.. 28/6
1912 B. and B. Carb\iretters, single jet .... 27/-
1912 Senspray Carburetters 28/6
Camel lin. Rubber Belting per foot 1/3
l-'ulford Castor Wheel Sidecar £5
Sidecar Lamps, show red light behind 7/6
Trailer, 26in. wheels 25/-
New Toolbngs, 9X 6x ^Jin 4/6
Sidecar Aprons, green or red, with studs .. 7/6
New I ycett's Tubular Carriers 4/11
Loiiguemare Carburetters 5/-

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane.
Tolcplione U A T TIJ" A 'W' (Two minute]

gig. ««i^tJ4*: .A..A. („,,„ u.p.oj
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
BAEGA1N-S.-1911 (May) free engine Eudse, new

Dunlcps and belt. £40; 1911 (April) 2ripeea Sih.p.
Humber. £35: 1911 (May) free engine 34h-p, Premier,
£35; 1909 (June) flxetl Triumph, £28: 1907 axed Tri-
umph. £18; delivered, carriage paid, 1912 free engine
Triumph, , due for delivery June 14th, £55. — Holt.
Motors, Leamington- [X1814

SECTION V.

Norlolk, Suftolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
an(l Bedford.

I

RTTDGB, 1911, stanl^rd mod.
JC:iUs Lane. Cambridge.

3ib,p. Twin J.A.P., __ __
2 miles; £35.-30, Church St.,

£35.-B. tteridge, 51,
fil067

TRIUMPH, 1912, free engine mcdel; prompt de-
livery; cash only.—Bailey, jeweller, Koi_am. [0858

TEItTJIPHS, 1910, 3;U.p.. free engine mcdel.s in verv
flQe order; £35.—BaiJey, jeweller, Soham. [0859

BEADBTJET, Sib.p., standard, perfect as new un-
scratched, poweilul. no faults; £35. — Bailcv

jeweller, Soham. - - [0860

J.A.P., 5-6h.p. twin, Chater-Lea, in excellent order
throughout; casJi £16/10.—Bailey, jeweller, Sonani.

[0861
QU.p. Alldays; clear at bargain price; light and in/va good order; £5.—Bailey, jeweller, Soham. [0862

NEW 1912 2-strolie Scott, best offers, or exoban-e
XSIZ F.E. Triuiuph.-Eweu, King's Lynn. [X757

CHIEF Triumph Agem*! for Cambridge (early de
liveTies), King and Harjier, Cambridge. [0033

1912. Chater-Lea, not d:tne 500
Cromer. [0731

2JLh.p. J.A.P., magneto, spare tyre, tube belt- bai-
2 gain, £4.-33. St. Leonards Av.. Bediord.

1Q12 Endge, 3;h.p., free engine, new April, not
-L«^ soiled; £46.—plunimer. Long Stratton. Norfo k

[0844
-|Q12 Humber, 3;h.p., 2-p.ed ; immediate delivery;
-•-«/ £52/10.-Eobiniiun's, (ireen .St., Cambridge.

TEIUMPH, free engine, late 1910. new Palmer cord
tyre.i. Lucas lamp, complete in overj- way, also

sidecar
; this combiuat.on iu excellent order an 1 re .dy

for the road; £45.—Eobin.fon's, tircen St.. Cambrrds'-.

ONE 1912 Tiiunip'i, free engine model, actually in
stork: £55.—Triumph agents, Eobinson's, Green

St.. Cambridge. - [X1799

CLYNO. 5-6h.p.. 2-speed; sole agente in Eastern
Counties; £68/5.—Itobiuson's, Grteu Bt.. Cam-

Iriilb-e. [XI 800

Ohp. Humber Lightweight, 1912 pattern, srii.d only;^ t^pecial price to clear £52/10,—Robinson's, Green
St., Cambridge. [X1801
DOUGLAS, 1911 pattern, engine, tyres iu excellent

order; price to clear £28.—Robin^un's, Gieeu St..
Cambridge. [X1802

ROBINSON'S Motor Bicycle G.irage. Gr. en St.,
Cambridge, Triumph agents. Tel. : 388. T.A.

:

Bicycles, Cambridge. [X1803
"IQ12 P.E. Triumph, boon 500 miles; first cheque for
-!«/ £49/10 sccuies.-Leigh, 43, Ellislev Av.. Cam-
bridge. [XI 9 54

T Oil 3;h.p. Bat, in now condition; anv expert ex-
amination; £35.—Peter. 35, Trinity St., Cam-

tX195£
6h.p. Twin N.S.tr., with N.S.U. gear, grand sidecai

machine; must se" : £20.—Nightingale. 65, Argyle
St., Cambridge. [X1956
3h.p. 'White and Poppe. magneto, in good order; £12.

—Smith, Carlyle Kd-, Cambridge- [X1957
4h.p. Precision, Millennium 2-speed, good sidecar ma-

chine, in perfect condition; £30.—Knaster. 29.
Green St.. Cambridge- [Xi958
TEIUMPH, SJh.p., magneto, late 1907, splendid order-

£25, great bargain.—Garnham, 96, Crown St., Ips-
i^ich- [X1941

ROYAL Enfield 1911 Twin Lightweight, magneto,
h-b.c.. Palmer cords, will do 140 miles to gallon

:

cash £22/10, big bargain.-Garnham, 96. Crown St.,
Ipswieb. [XI 942
3h.p. Zedel, h.b.c., good condirion; sell or exchange

cycle and cash.—Particulars, 'WiL-btmun. High St.,
Leiston. [0835

ENFIELD, 2ih.p., perfect throughout, liunlops; anv
trial arranged; price £25.—Thomiison, Leiston,

Suffolk. [0926

INDIAN, 7h.p., clutch model, 1912; immediate de-
livery; Ariel, T.T. model, 3;h.p., in stock.—Howard

Wisbech. [X1711
Qih.p. Enfield. 1910. recently overhauled at works.

bridge-

MINERVA, SJh.p., Bates tyres,
throughout ;- cost £20 September,

plendid condition; £22.—'Wiffeu, Church St.,
Clare, SuBolk. [X1580

Bates tyres, new condition
: _j1I £15. - G.

seaman, Hunstanton. [0778
DEADBUET, 2-speed, belt drive, in stock; immedi-
--• ate delivery: cash, ea-^y payments, or exchange-
Parker and Sou, St. Ives. Hunts. [0952
0.^h.p. De Dion, splendid condition. £8: '23h.p.y4 Minerva, Amac, low, £5/10; twin engine wanted.
-Eobinson, Sandy, Bedfordfihire. [X1966

DO YOUKNOW
the pleasure of driving a really satistactorv,
efficient, and economical motor cycle ? If not,
investigate the merits of the 15 12

COPY OF TESTIMONIAL.

WltLCUlea House.
MeoU Brace,

Shrt-usbury.
Gentlemen,

I think the time has come, now tnal 1 have
given my 6 h.p. REX-J.A.P. a thorough testing,
to write and say how very pleased I am with it.

Most of us krow and arc willing to acknow-
ledge that the REX Cotnfyanv /or many years
have had the WEAL RIDING POSITION,
and this, combinai with the J.A.F. engine, leaves
nothing to be disind.
During the pas: eight years I HA] E HAD

FIFTEEN MACHINES, all of them singles,

excepting one, an automatic twin [the less said
about this the better), but had I known the comfort
and delight of the twin, I should have launched
out long ago.

I can get 85 MILES TO THE GALLON, and
the engine is one of the cleanest I have tver
seen—hence low oil consumption.

I shall be dcligided to devionstrate her capa-
bilities at ai\y time I can be of service to you.

Wishing you the luck you deserve, and thank-
ing you for your prompt and courteous attention.

Yours truly,

(Signed) CECIL RICE-OXLEY. .

We have many similar letters of appreciation
from Private Owners. May we have the pleasxire
of sending our CatalcgTie. together with copies
of these letters ?

AGENTS ' are you in a position w aeal with
the enormous demand this year for sidecar
7nachines ? If so, write for the Rex-Jap agency
terms.

The Ppemier
Motor Co., Ltd.,

Aston Rd.,BiRIVIINGHAiVI.
'F'ppT T^ I grams: "Primus," Birmingham
1 i:.L^l-> \ phone : Central 4310.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
T\TOTOSACOCHE. Uh.p.. 1911. Druid soring forks,
-L»-»- magneto, horn, good condition; £17.—L.S.,
Bracondale, Hunstanton, Norlolk. [X1636

QUADRANT, 1912, free engine, ridden only 50 miles;
cost £53, accept £44/10: selling through ill-

health.--Thorp, Bridge Terrace, St. Ives, Hunts. [0978

3 X-4h. p. Quadrant, Anj-lian 2-speed, clutch, Amac car-
2 buretter, magneto, good tyres, perfect, take side-

car anynhere"; £18.-91. \YaIrole Ed-, Gt. Yarmouth.
[0674

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-
nocli, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembrolie.

Toil Premier free engine model. 3ih.p. : first cheqre
-•-€? £35.—Sanderson, Hallow, Worcester. [X1639

BEADBUEY, 1911, ,staiid.-trd. perfect order: £32, a
bargain-—Eldridge, 93, Eyehwids St., Hereford.

[X1752
"I
Q09 Motosacoclie. magneto, perfect running order,

-i-*y looks like new; £16.—Oones, Haulfryn. Aber-
tilkry. Mon. [X182S

FOE Sale, 6h.p. 1912 Eex de Luxe, delivpred Febru-
tiry, grand machine: any trial; -what offers?-'W'il-

liams. plumber, Lampeter. [0715

"1 Q12 Djuglas, 2-speed, free engine, kick starting, new
JLiJ April, unscratcted, accessories; £45, or best offer.

-10, Church Sq-, Oldbury. . [X183S

PEEMIEE, 1911. Sih.p., new March, 1912, ridCen
400 miles, perfect, just fitted Albion clutch; bist

otier secures.—Rhodes Bros., Kidderminster, [0826

CHATEB-LEA-J-A.P., 3hp., Bosdi, gear drive. B. ar.l

it. rarourerter. clut.n, vl^hitile. Clair, nearly new
cheap.—Apply, Hopkins, Garage, Ledbury, Herefordsbiro

? LX1672
ion I'ree Engine licver. with or witncut sidecar,
i-U oflers; also 1909 Triumph. £27/10; botn in

-plendid coadition.—^\allace, Market St., Stourbridge.
[X1871

1 Q06 Quadrant. 3;h.p ,
accumulator ignition, B. and

-!-«/ B. carburettCT, XTall saddle, ,2 good tyres,

L.M.C. variable palley. engine thoroughly overhauled,
takes sidecar; £9.—Collier. 52, Somerset St., Abertillery.

[X1810
IQIO Clutch rriuniph. very uttie used, Kempshall
JLt/ back. Whittle belt, in new condition throughout,
l:imp. horn, etc.; bargain, £38.—Collier, 52, Scmeret
.St.. Abertillery. [X1809

SECTION VII.

jloucester. Oxford. Buckingham, Berlis,

Wills, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

TRIUMPH. 1912. free engine, aud standard models
from stock.-Laytons'. Bicester. [X742

RUDGE Multi-speed, delivery of new machine from-
stock.—Laytous'. Bicester. [X743

JAMES. 1912, standard model: delivery from stock.

-Laytous', Bicester. [X744

B.S.A. Motor Bicycles, free engine models from stock.

-Laytons'. Bice-ster. - [X745

ENFIELD, 2Jh.p., 2-speed model; cost £52/10: been
run 20 miles only : £44.—Laytons', Bicester. [X746

PREMIER, 2;h.p., lightweight, soiled very slightly:
cost £36. £29.-La,vtons', Bicester. [X747

CALCOTT, 2Jh.p., 1912 ; delivery from stock; £33/10.
^Laytons', Bicester.

,
[X748

EXCHANGES Considered; let us have yonr offer

with regard to above machines: it will receive our
careful attention ; we are reasonable people.—Laytons',
Bicester, Oxjn- [X749

BRADBURY, 1911, brand new, N.SU. 2-speed gear;
great bargain, £45.— Ginger, Motors, Banbury.

(XI901
BRO'WN, 1908, 3ih.p., magneto, h.b.c., overhauled,

enamelled; £16/16.—Ginger, Motors. Banbury.
[X1902

UDGE. free engine. 1912 mode', cost £55, condi-
tion perfect; £45--Barnes, Colnbrook. Bucks.

[0543

F.N.. 5-6h.p.. 1911. late, as new. latest improvements:
£30. or exchange lower power.—James, tailor, Bos-

.ombe. [0863

Oilh-p- Enfield, 1912. not ridden 1,000 miles; price
/* 4 £40.—Lewis T. Jone.s, H M.S. Ee earch. Home
Survey. [1021

TEIUMPHS. 1912. P.E. models; £55; immediate de-
livery from stock; two only left.—Paxman,

Tewkesbury. [0471

MOTO-EEVE 2h.p. Twin, first rate running order,

new Dunlop tnev^ ; £15.—Buchanan. 36, Baldwin
St.. Bristol. [0739

SINGER. 32h.p. free engine model, new May last,

only ridden 200 mile.s; £47/10.—Dominy. Jewry
St., Winchester. [X1887

"IQ12 P.E. Eover, 1912 F-E. Singer, shop-soiled, guar-Xv anteed, never been oii road; £50 each-—Moore,
Motors, Andover. [X1061

DELIVERIES from stock Bradbury, chain-driven, 2-

speed, £58/10; DcMglas, Model K.. £60.-Cough's
Motors, Gl.oncester- - [X1789

IMMEDIATE Delivery of new Eudge motor bicycles.

Multi-speed and free engine models.—Willis and
Son, Eton, Windsor. ,. ^ - .. [0314

w

411 letters relating to advertisements should c[tiote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A41
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
"O UDGE and Bradbury Modelfi, for prompt delivery;
JtV trial rnns; exchanges entertained; aend for lists.—
Agent. Barnes, Colnbroo!:. Bucks. [0003

21h.p. Rex Lightweigbt. Bosch. B. and B., spring
2 forks, very low, good running order; £14/10.—

Noitb, AVood Lane, Bmtield. Berks. [0726

3ih.p. 1911 Brown, -with 1912 Kerry clutch, perfect
2 condition, all accessories; a bargain, £28.—

Appl3', Newbeiy, Ameebuiy, Wiita. .
, , .

[S1959
23.b.p. Minerva, tyrps as new. Whittle belt, Bosch

4 magneto, B. and B. carburetter; a bargain, £18,
—Fied Boulton, Theatre, Bordon, Hants.

.
[X1591

3h-p. Clarendon, rebusbed, new tubes, going order, low,
h.b.c, B. and a., £d; Madison engine, unfinisJied,

15/-.—C. Bennett, 3, Chester tit., Oxford. [X1631

IQIO 5h.p. Rex Speed King, alm-^st as new, £26;
J-tf would part exL'hange lower pow^r.—Box L7,317.
The Motor Cycle Officei?, 20, Tudor St. E.G. [lOlS

31h.p. Minerva-Chater-Lea, Bosch, B. B. , very low
2 frame, absolutely reliable, N.S.U. 2-i:peed, and

free engine.—Baeun, Sbinfield, Reading. £22. [X2046

PHCENIX-MINERVA, 2,5b. p., m.o.v., 2 speeds, frc,

engine, handle staitiu-:, low seat, BlOO saadlr,
Hellesen battery; £9/10.-63, Norrey's Av., Oxforu

[0821
DOtJGLAS. 2^h.p , Model ID., 1911, carefully ridden,

in excellent coudiiicn, new PaUiier back tyre; £db,
no oflere.-Bishop, London Rd., Waterlooville, Hants.

[X1581
3Xh.p. Brown, magneto, h.b.c, new studded back tyn^,

2 new belt, Xl'AU spring forks, in gocd order

;

bargain, £16.—Silverburn, King Edward St., Slough.
[0852

DOUGLAS, 1911, 2-speed. footboards, excellent con-
dition, carefully used, new Wcod-Milne back,

N.A.B. ; £36.—Collins, Swindon Rd-. \A'roughton, Swin-
don. [0975

AJEW 6h.p. Zenith Gradun, 1912 model, absolutely
-1- perfect, not run 100 niile^, good lamp and horn;
£55.—Apply, Lieutenant Fra--er, R.N-, Royal Kaval Bar-
rat ks, I'ortsmouth- [0710

<pl0—3ih.p, Carlton, Cbater frame, fitting.^, B. and
<^ B-, h.b.c., r. and E. lamp, enamel, plating, run-
ning in good order.-Piioto and particulars from Taylor,
45, Cheap St., Newbury. [X1683

5ih-p. Sarolea, Chater-Lea, spring forks, footboards,
2 1912 B. and B., variable, trembler, new accu-

mulator, Pedley belt, tyres, good; £17; "particulars.
Btamp.—38, High St., Aylesbury. [X1827

HARVEY'S Motor Cycle Mart. 58 and 60. Poole Rd.
Westbcurne, liournemouth, have, amongst other*

21i.p. 1912 lady'e Humber, 2h-p. Centaur, 2Sh.p. Uouglat
2h.p. F.N., 3ih,p. Triumphs, and others. [0028

3ih.p. Kerry-Abingdon, 1910i, splendid condition, new
2 back tyre and Dunlop belt, adjustable pulley, buy

ing new machine, sole leason for selling; £2b, for quiuli

ea I e.—Painter, Denmark St., Wokingham. [X1701

F.W., 5-6h.p.. just completely overhauled, automatic
carburetter, central intake, magneto cover, good

tyres, splendid condition, complete with lamp, horn,
and tools; £25.—Tailby, 18, High St., Buckingham.

[X179]
PREMIER, 3'h.p,, 1911, brand new; list price

£47/10, will take £36 for quick sale, or second-
hand machine taken in part ex'hanse.—The Chippenham
(Wilt(^} Motor \Vorke, Ltd. (adjoining G.W.R. Stiiticn)

[C822
EYLES and Eylefi, 113. St. Aldate's, Oxford.— 1911

Scott, only soiled, £50; 1910 SloU, £32, isil
Bat, 7-8h.p., 2--'peed, sidecar, £60; 1911 Humier, 2-

epeed, £35; 1910 Enfield, £28; 1908 Triumph, £J6.
[XI 06

ZENITH, 1911, 3ih.p., new late last season, tyre.^

perfect, extra large steel-studded cover on back

;

open to any exnrninatioa ; hud reallv careful use, tools
and accessories; £44.—The Morris Motor Cycle Garage,
Oxford. [X93

ENFIELD Pas.",enger Machines.—We can give you the
earliest delivery for cash or easy payments.-Sole

dLstrict agenta, The Morris Motor Cycle Garage, Oxford.
!X94

DOUGLAS. 1910, splendid condition throughonl,
extra large saddle, tools, spaiee, etc. ; £25.~Thr'

Morri.s Motor Cycle Garage, Oxford. [X166

HUMBER, 1911. 3ih.p., 2-speed, handle starting, ex-
cellent condition throughout, including tyres; bar-

gain, £35.—The Morris Motor Cycle Garage, Oxford.
1X95 :

THE Morris Garage, Oxford, have the largei^t slotl;
j

of new macliini's iu the ccunty; iiiiir.ediate d< -

1

liveriea of nearly a.l inukca for cash or eat^y p.iyaentH i

[\82'7

TUITTMPH, Oct.. 1906, new rylind-r Sopt., 1911,1
iiiutcu'-to, Brown and Ilarluw r;irhiiir-1t- r, jiiwt ovir-

hauled and ftttcd new Dunhp belt, miidf^uarilH, free
whe-'l, godd running order; £17. — I'cihns, Manlon.

I

MiirlboKiiigh. [0779

1 Q09 Triumph, 1911 pI«ton, demODfltrnto enld start'Xv wiilkin;,' jmcc, ariclciatc to 50 vahiabh- sparcn;
or 1910 2Jli.jt. .Ifip-Cliiirir-I,.)!. ii.T. iimgnctf., Triiirnidi
t^yxii-M) control, full 01 [hhvii, U.w frimi'', linlli c.\c<llrn1
condition; uiui*t well; un\i dttailn—Owcii, Ai-^t^vp, lUiu-
bury. [071.1

17'0R Sale, 3ih.p. Triumph, 1909 modtil, in cxi-ellcnt
order, hardly uxcd at all. dutch, ni'W Chnihir

tyrcH, isoan lamp, g«-ncratc,r, niiil ajic^ dumnti r, all tmiH,
ctf-'., /.'MMpl'-fc; price £25, or near oitct; owner niliii„-

haviijg l)f nght motor cur,—A, B. Paget, C;idlii'id,

BoutlKunpton. [1022

3IABLISHED 20 YEARS "IN THE MCART OF TnCTRADr

stock
gg
READY

1 FOR EMIVIEDIATE

DELIVERYgFOR CASH

OR BY EXCHANGE
OR ENSTALIVIENTS.

H

I

H

I

I

I

I

I

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. for side-

car use £73 10

ROYAL ENFIELD, 2| h.p.

Two-speed model, handy
and fast £52 10

DOUGLAS 1912 two - speed
model £50

TRIUJVIPH, free engine

model £55 OM
PREMIER, 3| h.p., with three-p

speed (Armstrong), for

sidecar or solo use £58

ROYAL ENFIELD, 6 h.p. side-^
car combination . . £84 H

PRECISION, 3-1- h.p. with best^
of everything fitted, Bosch,
Dunlop, B. & B., Druid,

etc .,38Gns.*||
* Note the price.

jf^

GOLMORE DEPOT,
49, John Bright Street,^

and 31, Colmore Row,

BIRMINGHASI.
Also at |H

LIVERPOOL— 18, Renshaw Street. H
MANCHESTER—261, Deansgate.

LEICESTER- 62, High Street.

WALSALL— 250, Stafford Street. M
CLYWOS in stock at Liverpool,

Walsall, and Leicester.

ZENITHS in stock at Leicester, m
and Walsall., B

i
MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

CLYNO, 5-6h.p., 1912, new a few' weeks since, epeciar
gold medal awarded in Oxford Motor Cycling-

pluVs open hill-climb, £60 ; Eex, 7-9h.p., 1911, deuion-
etration machine, only £40, — Davis and SUngo, 12,
Oornmariet, Oxford. [X.1681

DOtJGLAS, 2-31i.p., model E, clntch, free engine, 2
epeedfi, Cowey speedometer, Kins Road lamp, spare

inner tube, complete outfit of accet^sories. Palmer tyres,
in perfect running order; £36 cash.—Box L7,302, The
Motor Cycle Ofiies, 20, Tudtr St., E.G. [0754':

A.O. Sociable, late 1911, not done 3,000 miles, and
as new, powerful headlight, oil side lights and rear

light. Cape hood, screen, eide aprons, luggage carrier,

horn, pump, and jack, special non-skid rear, Michelin
fronts: cost £125, accept £85 for quick sale.—Shearman,
St. Malo, Southgate Ed., Winchester. [X2000

HAVING got 1912 model Phelon and Moore, ad-!
vertiser's specially built and finished 1911 model,'

Olympia Show machine, is for disposal, perfect condi-
tion, little ueed, car chiefly last season, faultless per-
former, machine has the following extras : Palmer cord
tyres, petrol filter, and h.b. switch.—A. w. Meti'alfe,

—

Price with horn £50. Machine at Messrs. Willway's

'

and Sons, Ltd., Bristol. [Xiei?

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey,

and Sussex,
rpOTTBNHAM.

1 Q12 Models in stock.

r^LYNO. 1912. 2-speed model

1 Q12 Humber 2-sDeed, Bradbury F.E.,
-B-*' this month.

T0TTENHAM.-1911
soiled Eudge, P-B.,

Kent,

F.E.
£50.

with sidecar; £35.'

A.C. Sociable,

Bradbury, £19; fil.cp."

"I
QIO Humber, 2-speed model; £33.

1 OlO Scott; £34; excellent.

1 QIO Douglas, 1910 Motosacoche. 1911 Humber 2-

-Li/ speed. £37/10; nearly new 4ib.p. Fafnir, '±"^5;

Triumph, 3h.p., £16/10.—Stamford Hill Motor Co., 128,s
aigh Ed., Tottenham. Tel.; 1982. [XlSSeil

A ENO Depot.-1912 T.T. model,' 3ih.p., in stock; £45.='j

ARNO Depot.—1912 Tourist model, 3Jh.p., in stoct;;

£45.

ARNO Depct.—1912 Touri-st, Sihp , 3-6peed gear, frea'J

engine ; £55.

AENO Uepot.-l912 Medium,
guineas.

A BNO l)epot.-1912 lightweight, 2.1h.B

23h:p., in stock; 39.

in stock ; 36.3

from \

gumeas.

AENO Depot.—Sidecars, Quick detachable jjinti

£5/5.

ARNO Depot.—Second-hand machines taken part pay-
ment.

ARNO Depot.—Deferred payment system ; no extra
\

charge.

5h.p. Indian, 1911, blue, free engine;!

1910, free engine, speed- ^

and sidecar, splendid

ARNO Depoi-
£40.

ARNO Depot—3!b.p. Eex
ometer, etc.; £29/10.

ARNO Depot.-5-Bh.p. V.S,
order; £29/10, or ofier.

ARNO Depot.-
good tyres

ARNO Depot, 2, The Parade, Kilburn, Lnndnn.

-3ih.p. Humber. 'Whittle belt, magneto,
£16/10.

'Phone: 4807 P.O. Hanipsteud. 10677

in Btock.—Eiyett,

,S.A., 1912, fixed engine models, in stock.—Rivett,
Lej-ionstone.

B.S.A. 1912 'Motor Cycles; easy payments arranged..

—Rivett, Leytuiistcine.

B.S.A., 1912. free engine models,
Leytonstone.

B
MOTOR AcceF.-oriPfi. oil.s,' etc.-ITp-to-date Btoik at

Rivett's, 236, High Ed., Leytonstone. [0064

41t.^li.p Douglas, splendid condition; £28.—Taylor.
/*'! Shipbournc, Tonbridgo. [X1790

13.—3h.p. Clyde, mugucto, h.b.c—Bales, 24, Alex-

andra Court, Mai.la Vale [X1824

M.M.O., iu good running order; £10 for (lulck

G. Mitclicll, Ualcombe. [0721

MOTOEEVE, 1910, 2;h.n. twin; £18/10.-33, Dorset
Rd., West Green Ed., Tottenham. [O940

TRIIIMPI-T,
chauge.s.-

6
3 Ah. p. MiiRTvu

!i £14.-67, 1

OAliP- J.A.]'., Ii.b.n , Kocil TiiniiiuiT ordpr; £11/10.—
/W2 GuniKud lit 14«, K*\lU1 llii., SuibiUm. [0758

OJJi.p. H'O 2 sale

late 1911, perfect order; £45; no ex-"
-Shuplaud, Ewell, Surrey. [0687

Ii.p. Rex Litetle, 2-speed, magneto: £23.—Elithom,
Stonnttnt, Lime Grove, New ^l:ilden. [X1968

1909. libo.,.in thorough condition;
£14—67. Wellington St., Woolwioll, [X1674

A42 All Icttelli relatliig t<^a(lVertl'8cmciitB vliuuld quolu Uic luimher ut the end o{ uuch iidvcrtiscmciit, uiid the date ot the issue.
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Overloading.

OUR
advice to beginners wlio frequently ask what

horse-power machines they should purchase is

that much depends upon the conditions under
which the motor cycle has to work and the

nature of the country in which that work has
to be done. For example, for an unmechanical novice

2 or 2'}r h.p. Such a man could probably start away
with a 3i'h.p. with perfect safety, but it is better to

be on the right side. For the average lieginner a 2J
h.p. twin; for the average individual slightly ac-

quainted with the theory and practice of the pastime
a 3^- h.p. single ; for the wonshipper at the shrine of
-the goddess speed the twin up to 7-8 h.p. ; for tho.se

content with a moderate speed in a level country, and
who wish to take a companion, the 3?? h.p. with
change-speed gear and sidecar; for a married couple
who 'want to climb all hills a powerful twin with

i-hange-speed gear and sidecar. All of which we con-
siiler to be sound advice based on long experience.

: The practice of overloading the willing engine is,

howe^'er. growing, and it is no uncommon, sight to see

a 2| h.p. twin with a passenger on the carrier, a 3i
h.p. and sidecar (occupied) with a pa.ssenger on the

carrier, a 7 h.p. twin with a passenger and child in

the sidecar, and a passenger on the carrier as well.

Doubtless' the willing engine makes a brave showing
under abnormal loads such as these, and the thought-

ful manufacturers have provided a margin of safety

which allows the engine just to scrape through under
these unfair conditions, but there are parts of the

machine in which there is often next to no margin
of sat'ety_, and this should be obvious to almost anyone.

We refer, of course, to tyres and transmission.

The weight of an extra passenger on the carrier

puts a terrific strain on the rear tyre cover, and trouble

is sure to ensue if the practice be indulged in con-

tinually. The transmission suffers as badly when it

has to put up with such usage. Moreover, heavy loads
(Jemand a generous throttle opening, and inasmuch
as the whole art of driving an air-cooled engine lies

in keeping it running on as little gas as possible, over-
heating and valve troubles are invited. ^\'ere the

a\-erage motor cycle engines water-cooled they would
stand nwre abuse, but as they are not, the rudiments
of air-cooled engine driving must be observed.

Furthermore, the overloading of sidecar machines
puts grossly unfair strains upon the bicycle frame and
that of the sidecar "»,td its connections, stresses which
they were never intended to bear.

All of this is intended to urge riders to use common-
sense in the use of tlie vehicles which come into their

hands. To get the best out of their mounts, the latter

must be u.sed fairly and not abused, and it is to be
feared that, unless due notice is taken of our, warn-
ings, the abuse of overloading will end in some cases

in disastrous results. Finally, the question of pulling
the load is not the only one to be considered.

. Even
more important is that of stopping. Heavy bodies,

as our elementary mechanics tell us, acquire tremen-
dous momentum once they are set going, and those
who overload their mounts altogether beyond the
point for which they have been designed mav one day
find that the brakes fitted for use under normal con-
ditions will prove inadequate when absurdly heavy
loads are carried. It should hardly be necessary for

us to point out that failure of the brakes may have
\"ery serious consequences.

A2I
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A.C.U. SIX DAYS' TRIALS.
SUMMARY OF AND COMMENTS ON THE REGULATIONS.

THE legulations for the Six Days' Trials are now
issued to the jjublic. The manner in which
tiiese are arranged, and the index at tlie begin-

ning of the pamphlet, reflect great credit upon the

secretary of the Auto Cycle Union. Reference has

already been made in The Motor Ci/cle tc) the routes

whicii will be followed through the glorious West

Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Loughborough (8 h.p. Matchless sidecar) outside Clark's Hotel,
Taunton. The new A.C.U. secretary has been over the Six Days* Trials route.

Country, and it now remains only to refer to those

points in which this year's rules differ from those of

last year.

Passenger machines may be motor cycles with side-

cars (the latter, by the way, must not be detached
during the trial) or cyclecars ; and this is the first im-

portant trial in which the cyclecar class may compete.

Important Rule regarding Cyclecars.
C'yclecars must be fitted with a free engine and, a

change spee:d gear frontrollable from the driver's seat

and wliile the vehicle is riiiininr/J, comfortable liody,

tyres not less than 2J.3 inches, etc. E\-ery dri\'er of

a passenger machine must supplv a full-sized water-

proof rug for the comfort of the ol)seryer.

Competitors must ha\e their machines ready for

sealing previous to the beginning of the trial. That
is to say, the wires must be in iiosition round the

cylinders and frame ready for the seals to be affixed.

The trial is open to genuine tourist machines only.

A list of what may and may not be carried in the way
of spares is given. Tyre repair outfits, sparking plugs,

\alve complete, magneto parts, belts, belt fasteners,

chains, tyre levers, inner tubes, control wires, and nuts
and washers may be taken, but no other spare parts
fif any description may be carried on the machine or
on the person of the compelitor or passenger.
A reasonable (|uantity of tools, including a small

soldering outfit if desired, is allowed. 'J'his is a

generous regulation which im[)oses no hardship on the
firivate owner who likes his macliine to be e(]uii)]ied

against any emergency.

The cost of entries is as follows : Trade entries,

^5 5s. for the first machine, and ;£4 4S- for e'>"ery

additional entry, not exceeding three in all ; trade

entries from agents on their own account, ^£4. 4s. each
machine ; pri\'ate ouners, ^^ 3s. each machine

;
pri-

\ate owners who are members of the Auto C)cle Union
or affiliated members, ^2 2s. each machine. Manu-
facturers of tyres mav enter them separately. For a

report on the tyres on one machine £2 2s. will be
charged; for the report on the tyres of any additional

machine los. 61I. Tyres entered will be marked, and
every change of tyre co\er or tyre repair made under
obser\-ation invoh-es a loss of five marks. Entries at

ordinary fees close on July 29th; late entries will lie

accepted up to and including August 3rd at double
fees, and should be sent to the Secretary, Auto Cycle
Union, 89, Pall Mall, S.W. Machines must be at

the official storage depot at Taunton at 10 a.m. ^011

August 1 ith.

System of Marking.
Each competitor will be credited with t,ooo marks

at the beginnhig of the trial. The schedule time will

be calculated on a basis of twenty miles an hour. An\

.

competitor passing any point in the route more than ten

minutes in advance of or behind the schedule time for

that point will be penalised ten marks i or the said ten

minutes, and one mark per minute in excess of that

period. That is to say, any competitor may be ten

minutes late or early of schedule time without loss of

marks.

Competitors will be timed over secret sections, and
if this proviso be efficiently carried out it should put
an end to scorching and waiting outside controls,

\vhereby many riders have secured time for an
unpenalised repair or. adjustment in past trials.

A competitor arriving late at the end of the mornin:^

section may wai^•e part of the luncheon interval of.

one and a half hours. Twice during the trial the

condition of the brakes on the competing machines
will be tested, and marks not exceeding ten will be

"TTCsrHJcarK"

A 8! h.p. three-speed Hover climbing Beggar's Roost. This hill, which has a
gradient of 1 in 3! mav be included in the Six Days' Trials
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A.C.U, Six Days' Trials -

A new view ot Porlock Hili between the two bends. The hill is includei
ill the Sis Days' Trials route.

Jeducted foi: any imperfection. Machines must make
a clean ascent of the te.st hills (pedalling, assisting

with feet, or running alongside will not count as a

'lean ascent), failure to do so involving a loss of fifty

ji.iarks. As the maximum niarks are i,ooo. and 950
are required for a gold medal, one hill failure, plus

the loss of a single mark for any other cause, will

lower a rider to the silver medal class.

Pedalling is only allowed on single-geared light--

weiglits (,500 c.c. singles, 350 c.c. twins), and if

indulged in will be recorded on the machine's ceriili-

<ate. Passenger machines must ascend the hills with

jKissenger and drixer seated in a normal manner. Cer-

tain sections of the route will be non-stop se<-tions.

Kach stop in these sections invohes a loss of five

marks. This rule is probably framed for two reasons :

(i) To prevent cooling and adjustment stops at th^

font of test hills; (2) to test the rider's dexterity in

handling hi.s machine on unfamiliar sections of an
c.Ntremely tricky nature.

Condition of Machines at End of Trial.

In arriving at the awards the condition of the

machines will be taken into consideration by the

judges, and five marks will be deducted for any ascer-

tained defect. A quarter of an hcjur onlv each morn-
ing will.be allowe;! for ailjustments..

007

Owing to the crowding this period will barely sufiic/.

for refilling tanks, and in no case can it sutBce for
any vital repair or adjustment. Probalily most riders
will take opportunities of refilling their tanks along
the route, and will utilise the morning interxal for
e-\amining their machines.

The A'wards.
Gold medals for 95% of marks obtainable^ siher

medals for not less than 85%, bronze medals to all

who complete the trial, within an hour of the schedule
time and with, machines in good condition, and who
have otherwise fulfilled all the conditions of the. trial.

In addition there will be two team prizes for the best

performances by a team of three, trade riders and a

team of three private owners nominated by an affiliated

club, also numerous other special prizes.

Two of the special prizes are earmarked for . slow
hill-climbs, but the regulations at present contain no
other mention of slow' climbs. Obviously .if these

prizes arc offered for competition on the test hills

nobody will deliberately compete, as a failure would
spell a loss- of 50 marks on the medal score. Pre-

sumably the slow climb prizes will be awarded: on
tests separated from the main trial and outside the

time schedule, so that loss of time or failure Avill not
affect a rider's main score. Otherwise nobody will

consider these awards unless he has already lost all

his medal marks.

Every one of the new regulations represents an.

urgently needed reform, and the changes have been
exceedingly well thought out. I'hey bear the hall-

mark of a jjra'ctical organisation in every detail, and
reflect great credit on the management. Humanlv
speaking, they are an assurance to private owners all

over the world that a machine which gains an award
in the 19 12 trials is completely road- worthy, and that

duplicate machines are well suited for hard service

in any country that possesses roads.

The fact that the secretary, who is a notorjriusly

good organiser, has carefully made arrangements well

beforehand, and gone over the whole route on a

Matchless motor bicycle and sidecar, should do much
towards rendering the trial the success we hope it

will be.

TYRE TESTS IN THE SIX DAYS' TRIAL.

Me haxe already commentetl on the excellent idea,

originally suggested in The Motor Cycle and adopted
by the A.C.U., for the Six Days' Trials to have a

separate test of tyres. The difficulty, howex'er, which
does not .seem to have been realised l.iv the organisers,

is that, according to the regulations, there is nothing

to prevent manufacturers producing a special tvre for

the trials. It is well known that, even by analysis,

it is difificult to prove that covers and tubes have been
specially made, and outwardly there is no indication

of the fact. To prevent doubts arising in connection

with this point, we suggest that it would be an
excellent plan for the A.C.U. to make arrangements
for the purchase of tyres by independent persons from
the stock of those manufacturers who desire to enter

tyres in the trial.

The organisers have arranged to mark all coders

used in the trial, liut a check should also be made
upon air tubes used in conjunction with the covers, so

that they could be jienalised if necessary.
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COMMC7SIT6
Three=speed Hubs and Side=slip.

Nothing is more gratifying to an old variable gear

enthusiast like myself than to hear such glowing
accounts of riders' experiences with the three-speed

hubs. Not every user is familiar with a rather

obvious tip in this connection. There is nothing like

a low gear ratio to steady a wobblesome machine over

a dangerous patch of grease. When I feel my back
wheel playing pranks I instantly change down on to

the intermediate gear, and if sufficient pace on this

gear is uncomfortable, I change right down on to the

bottom ratio. It is safe and easy to drive at 20

m.p.h. on bottom gear over surfaces which render

slower speeds perilous on either top or middle gears.

Of course, such engine-racing should only be indulged

in for brief periods or in serious emergencies.

A TanR Suggestion,
Last year the Rudge machine embodied a marked

improvement of the simple sort which makes us all

ejaculate, "Why did nobody think of this before?''

The-jjetrol tank contained a little dam or semi-parti-

tion which trapped a few ounces of petrol, so that

when the machine began to spit in that irritating

fashion which betokens an emptying tank, you hail

only to lift the front wheel high in the air anfl let

the fluid run over the partition to travel a few miles

further. The idea was not well carried out on mv
machine, as the dam was too low, and the petrul

got jerked over it on bad roads, so that on the one
occasion when my fuel got low, the remnant l)ehinil

the clam only carried me two miles. But here is the

suggestion. Most tanks hold about t] gallons. \\\\\

not construct the tanks in twD compartments, each

controlled by a separate tap or needle valve; the main
tank might hold one gallon precisely, the auxiiiarv

tank the quarter or half gallon, Avhatever the surplus

is. ^^'e should then be freed from the annovance of

waiting for a measure at garages, which is a real

hindrance in reliability trials with a large entry. The
trade would soon learn that the main tank of a ic)j3

Triumph, Rudge, or Bradbury, holds e.xactly a gallon,

neither nifjre nor less; and the subsidiary tank would
be large enough to ensure twenty-fi\'e miles running

when the main tank ran dry.

Multi-speed Hub Design.
Willi furtlicr reference to mj- article on " Hnl) and

Cfiunter-shalt (jears," 1 should explain in reph to

I'orrespondents that two arrangements of three-speed

hub trains are at present in \'ogiie. These hubs use

two reducing sun and planet trains; the Armstrong
hub has the solid drive as the middle gear, and takes

both top and bottom gears through one train apiece;

Ihe Sturmey-Archer hub takes the solid hub as top

gear, middle gear reduction through one train, iiotlom

gear reduction through both trains. The confli<'t of

(jpinion is due k; the following considerations. If you
make toj) gear the direct drive, you get a largish engine

pulley for all gears, and can gel a low bottom gear

with a fair-si/,cd engine pullev. If, on the other hand,

I2'>

you make one reduction through both trains, you get

double friction on h)ottom gear. The frictional loss on

each separate reduction is probably abo.ut 10%. A
four-speed hub could be obtained by using one reduc-

tion for second and third speeds, and a double reduc-

tion for fourth speed. A four-speed hub would thus

be very little more compilicated or heavy than the

(Jxisting hubs; it would demand no increase in the

number of pinions, but its internal control parts would
fie a trifle more complex and numerous, and so its size

and weight would be increased.

Sidecar Novices.
Everybodv must learn to drive somewhere and some-

time, lint 1 think a protest w'ould be timely against

youngsters who have no experieiice of motor cycling

Jitting a sidecar as soon as they receive delivery of

their machine, and learning to drive a motor and to

steer a sidecar simultaneously.' Last week there were
two or three ugly smashes in my district, all due tc

novices imagining that it was safe to make their

motoring essays wdth a sidecar, and in all the instance.':

the sidecar appears to ha\e lieen imperfectly adjusted.

The 7912 novices should clearly understand that

some ])ractice is needed before a tyro can escape being'

a public danger even when he drives a vehicle which
steers as naturally and automatically as a motor
bicycle ; the deceptiveuess of speed is a large factor.

But when the raw novice endeavours to acquire speed
experience on a machine as tricky to steer as a rigid

sidecar accidents are bound to follow.
The novice would be well advised not to attempt

sidecar work until he has enjoyed about 1,000 miles
of solo ex[)erience. Otherwise the linst emergency wiU
find him either losing his head completely, or con-
centrating his attention solely upon steering aiid

ignoring his brakes and throttle, or vice versa.

ANGLO-SCOTTISH HILL-CLIMB (described last week).
A tew ot (lie Englisli team in Ihe liill-cllmb at Lanton Hill, Jedburgh. Left to

right : F. W. Barnes with P, WeathoriU as passenger (Zenith). Standing behind
the sidecar li T. Silver (Quadrant). On the right is H. Berwick (New Hudson
and sidecar).
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IRELAND SINGLE AND TWIN MACHINES. (See page 672.)

Twin-cylinder Ireland fltted witli Blumlleld engine.

->-*»» <

A i h.p. single-cylinder Ireland machine.

THE GLOVER CYCLECAR.
WE have already illustrated the experimental

cvclecar built by Glover Bros., and we. are
now able to illustrate the first of the Glover

culecars completed for the market. The machine

Front view ot the Glover cyclecar, showing engine and flat

belt drive.

has been altered in detail and much
improved in appearance, though
the general principle is the same as

that described in The Motor djrh'
of February 8th last. A 4I4' h.p
single-cylinder Precision engine,

fitted with an Amac carburettei

,

supplies the moti\e po>ver, which
is transmitted to the counter-shaft
by a broad flat belt. The countei-
shaft has been considerably altered,

and is now carried on ball bearings
lietween two stout tubular mem-
bers, the upper of which is pivoted
to i- the frame. Bv means of this

device the V and flat belts pull

against one another, and thus ad-
justment is simplified. One inch
Service belts transmit the dri\e from
counter-shaft to the rear wheels.

The body is pivoted at the front and carried on a

woodeji cross-member towards the rear, thus allowing
free play to the ash frame. Adjustable pulleys are

fitted on both high and low gear sides of the

counter-shaft, giving a wide variation of gears.

On the occasion of our trial run the gears

were 4^8 to i and 7 Jo to i. E\en with this

high ratio it was seldom necessary to drop to

the low ratio. The change-speed gear is extrcmelv
simple, and is actuated by a side lever through the

medium of ball bearing belt shifters. A pedal is also

fitted which throws the belt on to the loose puUev,
and thus gi\es free engine when required. Both
hand and foot brakes act on the belt rims, and have
am|3le gripping surfaces. The springing of this little

vehicle is wonderfully good
The engrn.e is protected from the elements liy a

projecting cover, but, being exposed to the air on
three sides, showeil no signs of o'^erheating on our
trip. A large expansion chamber and long exhaust
pipe effectively .silence the engine. The body is

finished in lead grey and upholstered in dark blue,

giving a smart and serviceable appearance to this

interesting little machine. It may be added that the
Glover cyclecar is a real motor cycle four-wheeler,

and does not pretend to imitate the big car.

Side view of the latest Glover cyclecar, which has a 4t h.p. single-cylinder Precision engine.
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THE riders of lightweight motor cycles should

remember that they are riding a type of

machine ^vhich will undoubtedly give satis-

faction if used carefully and as intended to be used,

but if allowed to run in a neglected state for any

length of time the engine may ne\er regain its former

efficiency.

We all know that efficient lubrication on any n^otor

,cvcle engine is essential to good running, and mini-

mum cast of repairs and renewals to engine. Now it

may seem strange to some that the -lubrication of a

lightweight engine is at least , three times more

important than the lubrication of a heavyweight, and

the following reasons willno doubt explain why.

. A lightweight under average riding conditions is

Dften dri\-en full throttle, for instance, on most

.lills and when a good stretch of road is met and a

fairly high speed can be enjoyed with safety. The
lightweight driven at full speed may not exceed 40

m.p.h., but the heaxyweight for a similar speed would

be run on half throttle. Thus it will be seen that the

Cightweight is often dri\-en " all out," and, taking into

consideration the low gear necessary on a lightweight,

one can easily imagine o\-erheating and the necessity

for correct lubrication, and, more important still, the

right brand of oil.

The Importance of Lubrication.

I could name certain brands of f)il that spell ruin

to a lightweight engine, and \-'A are eminently suit-

able for a heavyweight. The l)est plan is tn use no

other oil than that recommended by the makers f)f

the machine, and not to experiment for yourself, as

tiie makers have done that for the rider's benefit. A
fairlv thick oil of well-known Iirands will usually i:e

recommended, and more particularly for small twin

engines, as a thin oil is .soon lost either past the

pistons or' nut of the crank case joints, thereby making
a dirty engine. Little, but \'ery often, is the best way
to lubricate a lightweight engine, and by adopting this

method the engine will keep its efficiency much longer,

and may be run all out for a considerable distance

without fear of overheating. Sexeral makers of

machines fit very small pumps, a pumpful to be gi\en

. every three miles. The idea is good, but a small

pump is a nuisance in winter. A much better pl.in

is to have a larger ])unip, which may be filled, say,

e\ery ten miles or sn, and (u discharge the contents a

little at a lime.

'I'hat under-lubricaliixi is the cause of half the

troubles of a lightweight I am too well aware. I have

even seen an engine "with a rimy carbon deimsii

on the flywheels— flywheels, mark you. That par-

liculai engine was never the same, even after a com-
])lete overhaul and many rejilacenients, in consequence

(jf llio liil.'dly inadeqilalc lub|-iratiiin.

A v

THE CARE OF A
LIGHTWEIGHT.

A \ei\ good plan for lightweight riders to adopt is

this. Before setting out on a fairly long run, start the
engine on the stand, and lubricate until it just smokes.
Then lubricate in the ordinary way, for if an engine
smokes you know it has enough; if it does not smoke,
vou are in a quandar)-.

Belts and Pulleys.

Another lightweight bugbear is undoubtedlv belts,

but even this trouble can be greatly minimised bv
proper attention.

An adjustable pulley is an undout}ted advau'tage,

and it may seem surprising that some makes are not

fitteil with this. The greatest drawback to many
types of adjustable pulleys is the hammering thev

may be subjected to, and the pulley-shaft of a light-

weight will not stand rough treatment. For this

\-ery reason, one prominent maker does not fit or

recommend an adjustable pulley, but. taking into

consideration that there are several types of adjust-

able pulleys on the market that may be quickly

adjusted without the use of any tools, there is no
reason why a pulley of this type should not lie used
with succe.s's. Choose one with as little width a.'*

possible.

The use of an adjustable pulley \yill enable a ->4in.

belt to be used in place of a 5/^in. belt, and tlie dif-

ference will be surprising. I ha\'e at present a well-

kno\vn make .s^in. jubber belt that has done over a

thousand miles, and looks good for another thousand,

yet a S-^in. of the same make rarely lasts a thousand.

A new belt on a fixed pulley gives too high a gear

generallv. Some leather belts T ha\'e used have,

stood up over ^j; in. above the pulley, the belt being

at fault. AVith an adjustable pulley this obvious

defect may be easily remedied.

A Few Final Hints.

Use as flexible a belt as possible. Cerlain types

of belts, although practically e\'erlasting, take con-

siderable power to dri\e them, and do the engine no
good on account of their stiffness and weight : this

T ha\"c proxed conclusi\ely on the rr)ad. Another
bad feature of a S^in. belt is that it slips badly in

wci ; this trouble is largely overcome by a ."4 in. belt.

A leather belt is suitable for any road ci_)ndilion, but

most makes of S^in. leather bells sihui stretch, and
in the <'nd are \'ery expensive. On the whole, a

good rubber belt is to be preferred. '{"iial cerlain

belts absorb considerable jjowcr is |irin-ed b\' Ihc

following. A certain test hill is climbed easily using

a light flexilile belt; 'descending, another belt is

lilted, and machine fails to reach the top; descending
again, original belt is fitted, when hill is again
ascended easily.

The i>elt rim docs not requnc replacing whrii using

a ;''4in. bell in place nf an oiiginal S-fiin., as a belt
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fhe Care of a Lightweight.—

rim readily accommodates a slightly larger belt. A
change from a ysin. belt to a ^4111. would, 1 am sure,

prove a blessing to riders who have had belt trouble.

Compression taps on some lightweights have a

very small bore, and as some lightweight engines re-

quire liberal priming to ensure an easy start, the com-
pression taps should be drilled out larger to allow of

spirit entering cylinder easily and without waste. <

A lightweight is a pleasant machine on which to

tour, but do not put a week's baggage on the carrier,

as the machine i ; not intended as a luggage-carrier.

Drain waste oil out of crank case frequently, as it

soon gets dirty and useless.

Should the carburetter be of a type you do not

understand, do not interfere with it, or you may wish

>-••

you had not. It may be taken down for cleaning

purposes, but let well alone.

Not a few lightweight engines soot the plugs up
frequently. This is best cured by using suitable

plugs.

Assist the engine when required : a pedal in time

often saves nine.

Never fit a very heavy tyre on the back wheel ; it

is not required. A lightweight is extremely light on
tyres, and heavy tyres slow the machine considerably.

Take the cylinders off and clean pistons of deposit

and grind valves before it becomes a real necessity to

do so. Engine power is much better than l.p.a.

A lightweight used properly is an economical and
enjoyable mount, and the pastime may be enjoyed
by those to whom a heavyweight is barred. '' Pilsi."

-(r^

Improvements in the Brown Midget Bicar.

WE have on several occasions referred to the

ingenuity of Mr. J. T. Brown, of Reading,

as regards motor cycle design. His machine,
the frame of which is of sheet steel supported by wood,

is full of interesting points, and is of a thoroughly

practical nature. It is in the e.xpanding pulley gear

that the chief improvements have been made in the

Midget Bicar. .At the beginning of November last

year the prototype of the gear we are about to describe

first appeared upon the market, and this was designed

to be worked by one lever, which controlled the pulley

and took up the slack in the belt by pushing back or

pulling forward the rear wheel, by means of a bark-

ward and forward movement. The chief objection to

this system was that in changing down the pressure

of the belt would almost invariably force the gear

from top to neutral at once, and the intermediate

speeds would be left out altogether. To overcome

this difficulty Mr. Brown has slightly altered the

method of operation by arranging five separate speeds

instead of rendering the gear infinitely variable be-

tween two points and using a separate lever to alter

the belt tension. Fig. i shows the expanding pulley,

the degree of opening of which is limited by means of

five distinct notches, into which the pawl B engages.

This pawl may be released either by pulling on the

shaft C or by tapping on the inner shaft A, when the

gear is lowered one degree for each tap. D is simply

a spring which keeps the dust cap (not shown in the

illustration) in its place.

The Controlling Mechanism.
Fig. 2 shows the method of control. The pedal G

is responsible for the low gear, and a sharp tap on

it with the foot, transmitted through the lever H to

the inner shaft A, releases the pawl B (fig. i) and
drops the gear down one notch. Inside the shaft on
which this pedal is mounted runs the shaft to which
the pedal E is attached, which acts directly on the
fork operating the shaft C (fig. i), by means of which
the pawl is held out of engagement from the ratchet

during the movement from zero to maximum, or vice

versa. Pressing this pedal forward works the high
gear, which pressure in the reverse direction pulls the

pulley open, and low gear is instantly obtained.

The gear ratios obtained are 4. 434^, 5^-^, 6}^, and
7 to I. The advantages of the independent belt

tensioning control are obvious, while the fact that the

free engine position can be obtained simply by depress-

ing the after heel plate of the rocking pedal E is an
excellent point.

On the Road.
While at Mr. Brown's we were given a short demon-

stration of the working of the gear, which in this

case was fitted to a 3^4 h.p. Midget bicar to which a

sidecar was attached. The machine behaved ex-

tremely well on a short steep hill in the vicinity, and
the gear at once showed its worth. The first tap

brought the gear down the first step and allowed the

HIGH GEAR

engine to pick up. Twice more the gear was lowered,

and finally the rest of the hill was taken on second
speed. We then took over the driving of the machine,

and found the gear quite easy to handle, despite the

two pedals and the belt tensioning lever, even in the

traffic of Reading, best known for its biscuits and
central standards. The gear is really quite sound,

and a credit to its designer.
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Reliability Trial of the Cape Peninsula M.C.C.
By ARNOLD KEYZER.

AFTER eighlcen raonlbs ol e.xistence the club

bruught off iis first reliability trial on May
16th. The course selecieil was from Salt

Ri\er (a suburb thiee miles distant from Cape I'own)

iiti BellviUe, S:jnierset West, to the top of Sir Lowry
Pass—36/2 miles—and back to the starting point.

Competitors had to observe the following average

speeds to and from the bottom of the pass: (a) Solo

inai'hines up to 299 c.c, 16 miles; (ji) up to 599 c.c,

20 miles; {r) up to 1,000 c.c, 24 miles per hour.

{II) sidecar machines up to 599 c.c, 16 miles; (6) up
10 J, 000 cc, 20 miles per hour.

Riders ahead or behind their schedule time would
lose marks at the following rate : a : 8, 5 : 10, and c : 12

per minute.

Competitors being allowed watches and - speed-

ometers and freedom to stop where it pleased them,

it is no small wonder—with the guiding milestones at

the roadside—that big losses of marks cannot be

recorded.

From Bellville the route led through Knils River

with its many good stretches of road, crossing the rail-

way line near Gerste River, through Faure and Fir-

grove, where again a free crossing of the line was
encountered. Hereabouts the bell of W. H. Eastoe's

;54 h.p. Bradbury came off, but was soon replaced.

Half the village seemed present roijnd the control

at Somerset-West, where H. S. Olive, who steadily

had overtaken the field on his 7 h.p. Indian (he had
to maintain a speed of 24 m.p.h.), was one of the first

to see his time recorded. He was two minutes be-

hind time, thus losing 24 marks.

A Water=splash to Negotiate.
Another four miles over a very hilly road brought

the men to the water-splash at the bottom of the pass.

Those behind time dashed through the river and were
lucky to evade magneto troubles; others made use of

I he board which serves as a bridge a few yards away.
The competitors were timed on the pass, which hill-

i-jiml) (on formula) formed part of the reliability trial.

Had the latter been a non-stop, hot engines might have
iccounted for many failures in a 3^ miles climb.

N'o one failed to reach the top bar W. Haslam, whose

3J^ h.p New Hudson and sidecar, being geareil loo

highly, came to a dead stop near the hairpin bend. J.

Brooke (2^ Douglas) look the water at the bottom
and met with immediate magneto trouble; he changed
his plugs in \ain, and was in difficulty all the way to

the top, only one cylinder firing.

To see such expert riders as Douglas (33.2 'J'riumph)

and Thornton (3^4 Bradbury) taking the hairpin bend
was to many aji eye-opener in the art of cornering.

Olive (7 Indian) came up with a tremendous pace
but cut out at the bends. He made the fastest ascent

in 6m. 4%s. W. H. L(jgeman (^3
' 2 Huml)er) did very

well in his initial competition.

The Hottentot Holland Mountains, o\er which the

pass rises, are well-known for their scenery. Far
below one watches in the hazy distance the glittering

surface of the ocean—motionless on this siill dav

—

reflecting the rays of the sun. .Vearer by, far below
in the deep, a road winds its way through pasture

lands, where homesteads speak of the farmer's life,

vvhere cattle graze, and horse, mule, and ox supply

the labour for the tilling and the ploughing of the soil.

On the return journey many took the water-splash

in daring fashion. Through the control at Somerset
West the riders went along without any incident, only

T. C. L. Smith's 2% h.p. Torpedo-Precision came to

a stop at Gerste River through the breaking of the

exhaust valve ; the inserting of a spare one and the

rider's subsequent sprinting saw him without loss of

marks at the Bellville control.

As a club run and subsequent hill-climb the day
might have been called a great success ; as a reli-

ability trial the writer opines that the factor of reli-

ability, in the sense it is understood in other motor
cycling centres, has been conspicuous by its absence.

The maximum number of points to be gained was :

For reliability 2,200, hill-climb 400. Result:

Marks M.irks Time
Cvl. toi lor Total Ascend-

Competiioi

.

Capa- I^eli.i- Hill- Marks. ing the
city. bility. climb. Pass.

c.c. m. s.

I. A. Douglas, 3,1 h.p. Triuinpt. 409 2,190 40U 2,590 S 31
2. W. tt LoRem.Tii, 3,V li.p, Huiiibei 499 2,190 ^.30 2,520 S 9

3. W. Bovliii. 2lh.p. F.N 249 2,200 304 2,';o4 '.: 31
4. S. B. Pii.stoii. 35 b.p. P and M, 4O5 2 200 302 2,502 10 ()

5. J. Tlioi-nton, 3,^ h.p, Bradbury .

.

i$i, 2,190 302 2,492 7 2ill

q^ E. F. [enkins, 2| h.p t*. and M, 2,'il) 2,700 2go 2,400 13 i:

IRELAND SINGLE AND TWIN MACHINES.
AVERY sensibly designed motor cycle is being built by

Ireland's Garage, Cleveland Road, Wolvei'hanifHon.
Three models are constructed, a 3^ h.p. 80x90 mm.
single, a 4 h.p. 67x83 mm. twin, and a 5-6 h.p.

67x90 mm. twin In each case the Bliitntield engine is

used, and is giving great .satisfaction. The frame is on
standard lines with a dropped top ttibe which sweeps down
neatly to the line of the back stays. The Bosch magneto
is handle-bar controlled, and a B. and B. carburettei is

fitted. Saxon spring forks are supplied and the standard
finish IS in blue wilh a gold lining giving the machine a

very smart appearance. The Lank is rounded off at the sides

and cut away at the rear sc a., not to chafe the legs, and
llie front niud'.'uard has side flap.s extending its full length,
which very imporlant point we fully appreciated when we
came to have a trial run, aji it was raining nt the time
and the uiads were in ,. shocking slate. We tried both the

3i h.p. single atid the 4 h.p. twin nn llic road and found
'nem particularly ctjrnfortable. The twin emitted a soft
purr and its pick np was wonderful, vet nn vibration was

felt, although we Tea<:hed a fair speed on a deserted road.
The single has the healthy kick of a moderatelv high com-
pression engine, though we were absolutely unable to make
it knock even running slowly in traffic on a high gear after

a warm up in the cotuitry. Mr. Ireland does a large amount
of motor cycle repair work, and has a well equipped shop
or the purpose.

The Ireland tank, which is roundoa m the sides and cui away at the rear.
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FIRST RELIABILITY TRIAL AT THE CAPE (See opposite page)

(1) W, H. Eastoe (Bradbury) leads the competitors in tlie descent ot tlie

mountain pass.

(3) Gtoup ot competitors at the luncheon stop.

(5) T. WidSowson (Clyno sidecar) dashing through the watersplash on the

homeward journey.

(2) H. S. Olive (7 h.p. Indian) nearing the top of the pass. The grand

scenery in these parts will be noticed from the photographs.

(4) The winner, A. Douglas iSi h.p. Triumph) negotiating the last bend on

the pass in good style.

(6) C. E. Scott (Budge) churning the water at the same point.
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The RoUo Transmission.

Variation of gear is effected by the
employment of the adjustable belt

pulleys A B, which are operated by
lever mechanism C. Belt slack is

rlclfldal/oird

compensated by moving the back axle D,
\vhich is mounted upon springs E, carried
by sliding members F G. Upon one
spring E is pivoted a lever H by which

v5?0./7?^

the axle is moved and this lever is also

connected to the pulley operating mechan-
ism C, so that the pulleys A B and rear

axle i) work in uuison. Various detail

features of this gear are described in the

specification.—J. D. Rowland, and
Warne, Wright and Rowland, Ltd., No.
14,313, 1911.

A Detachable Wheel.

By this invention it is. possible to re-

move the central wheel-carrying part of

the hub from the frame, leaving the

pedalling free-wheel and engine pulley-

carrying members in place. The hub
barrel A is mounted upon ball bearings

B, on a sleeve C, through which passes

the usua.1 fixed spindle D. Around the

spindle D, on either side of the barrel

B, are niounted sleeves E F, these

sleeves being secured in the fork ends,

Sidecar Mats.

Brown Bios. are marketing a cocoanut
fibre mat, fourteen inches square, and
made specially thick. This is a comfort-
able addition to the sidecar.

Free Garages.

H. Holt and Co., 68a, Regent Street,
Leamington, have made arrangements
whereby they are now offering free garage
to all motor cyclists.

Cyclecars o£ 1912.

Readers who desire to compare the
different types of cyclecar now on the
market, can obtain a list of these vehicles
from Harrods, Ltd., Brompton Road,
S.W., who hara organised a special
cyclecar department.

A Good Insurance Scheme.
A new A.C.U. insurance policy, known

as the Union Unlimited Policy, is issued
by special arrangement with tlie Liverpool
Victoria Insurance Corporation, Ltd.
The premiums are divided up according
lo the horse-power, and. are based on the
total value of the machine and accessories.
Contrai'y to mostsother policies, it covers
claims arising whilst the insured is taking
part in any event run under the A.C.TL
rules, .such :is hill-climbs, reliability
trials, consumption tests, and speed-
judging, Init excludes actual racing.
The leaHet setting forth this policy has
been got onl, by Mr. A. H. Priestley,
insurance manager of the A.C.U., and
Mr. T. W. Loughborough, the secretary.
.\nyone who takes out one of these
|M)licies becomes a touring member of the
.\.C.LI. without extra payment.

A Good Belt.

At the request of the Roberts Motor
Tyre Co. we have been testing a Roberts
rubber and canvas belt on one of our

machines, and it has behaved splendidly.

The belt is flexible and even when quite

slack it appears' to grip sufficiently to

transmit the power of a 2| h.p. twin.

There are no cracks on the surface of the

belt, which is a common fault, and the

fastener ends of the belt are not bared of

their rubber, which is a familiar sight on
most machines. Roberts belts are sold by
the Roberts Motor Tyre Co., of Gripwell
Works, St. Mary's Row, Birmingham.

«=*-

and carrying ball bearings G H,
upon which run supplementary hubs J
K, adapted to carry the free-wheel
and belt pulley respectively. The hubs.

J K are provided with dog clutches at

L M. engaging corresponding clutches on
the barrel A. To remove the wheel the
sjjindle D is removed. This allows thi>

forks to spring open, diseiigaging the dog
clutches L M, and allowing the barrel A
to fall clear, the supplementary hubs .1

K remaining in place together with the
driving members carried by them.—J.

M.^ Lamb, No. 17,241. 1911.

Toolhag Attachment.

With a view of affording better sup-
port to toolbags which are hung on the

side of the carrier, the metal strips A,
instead of merely running along the side

Ni1

A

J

M,t^
of the bag. are turned over as at B, and
then turned back upon themselve.s to

form the hooks C— E. Lyceft, No.
17,865, 1911.

The new Englebert rubber studded cover with
beaded edge, which is being sold by Englebert
Tyres Ltd., 200, Great Portland Street, W.

Hill-climbing.

Returning from Edinburgli, J. Chater
Lea, jun., journeyed via the Lake
District, taking the opportunity to visit

some of the famous test hills, including
Red Bank, Grasmere, and Kirkstone Pass.
These hills were climbed' successfully on
standard gears, viz., 3| to 1 top, 5| to 1

second, and 8| to 1 low, with heavy
sidecar, passenger, and touring outfit,

and after the machine had been I'un some
600 miles without adjustment.

Strength of Sidecar Axles.
One of the sidecar gold medallists in

the London-Edinburgh Run, A. Sudfeldt,
used a Millford-Cabrio, and during the
journey the wheel of a passing van
struck the axle of the sidecar' wheel.
E.xamination afterwards proved that only
the mudguard was bent, which is a
striking testimony to the strength and
reliability of Mills-Fulford sidecars.

A Useful Pocket Book.
"The Autocar Log Book," obtainable

from Chas. Letts and Co., Southwark
Bridge Buildings, S.E., and The Autocar.
20, Tudor Street, E.G., is a most useful
pocket book both for the antomobilist
and motor cyclist. It contaiius a host
of information, not the least useful being
a table showing the sjieed per hour and
the time for a furlong, quarter, haJf or
one mile, which is most useful for check
ing the alleged speeds over measured
distances. There is a chapter on motor
car law, a chart showing at a glance the
weekly mileage run. a list of towns and
their hotels and repairers, a cost of
maintenance table, a mileage register,

and also a record for tours.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should he accompahied by the writer's full name and address.

Hub and Counter-shaft Gears.
Sir,—With reference to " Ixion's " article in your issue

of June 5th, wliy complicate a hub gear by incorporating
fhe clut-ch in the hub? The place for a clutch, if not on
the engine-shaft, is on the counter-shstft, where it can be
made of ample strength for the work required of it. and
where a kick starter can be easily fitted. This would dis-

pense with another relic of the pedal bicycle, viz., the
pedalling chain. The drive froni the counter-shaft could
then be by either chain or belt. A,G.

Sir,—Referring to the letter from the James Cycle Co.,

Ltd., in which they sum up the imperfect points in motor
cycle hub gears :

'
(1.) The restricted space in whicli they have to be carried

entails the lightest possible form of construction, with
consequence of occasional breakages.

' (2.) The clutch working at slow speeds is usually very
little over its work, consequently clutch slip is not rare.

(3.) Extra weight in the back wheel must slow the

ma-chine, and always interferes with the comfort of riding

-owing to the. increase in road vibration from the back wheel.
A heavj back is also productive of side-slip."

The best reply we can give to the James Cycle Co., Ltd.,

is that in the Junior T.T. Race last year, machines fitted

with the Armstrong gear were first, second, third, and
fourth.

THE ARMSTRONG TRIPLEX THREE-SPEED CO., LTD.

The Trade and the T.T.
- Sir,—We think that everyone connected with the motor
cycle industry should do whatever they can to keep up
the wave of enthusiasm which is now being shown for

motor cycling generally. A good deal of the interest in

the pastime comes from having something to do and
somewhere to go to, and therefore competitions and reli-

ability trials, etc., serve a very good purpose.

As many of the manufacturers have this year decided not
to support the T.T. races, may we appeal to some of the

larger and more influential motor cycle agents that they
themselves should enter a rider for these races?

We ourselves thought of sending a donation to the A.C.U.
fund, but decided that perhaps it would serve the trade and
pastime better it we entered a rider, and this we have done
in the person of S. L Bailey, who, it will be remembered,
on his first ride with the Douglas machuie whicli we sup-

plied to him, put up the phenomenal feat of riding over

fifty-six miles in the- hour.
It may savour of impudence, but we have also entered

Mr. Bailey on a 2|-h.p. Douglas to ride in the. Senior T.T.
Race. "This, we think, will provide a valuable lesson, and
the comparison of the speeds of the machines will no doubt
prove very interesting.

Another suggestion we have to- make is that the more
important clubs, who are all units of the A.C.U., should
themselves be responsible for entering a rider in the T.T.
Race; that each club vote from their fund, or subscribe
voluntarily from among their members, a sufficient sum to

enter one of their members in the T.T. Race. They could
pick the best man, pay his expenses, and no doubt the

A.C.U. could make a rule to fit the case.

T'TE COL-MORE MOTOR CYCLE DEPOT.
[The above suggestion is an excellent one. It may interest

the writer of the above letter to know that in 1907 the
Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Clnb entered a member
for the T.T. Race.—Ed.]

Salisbury to Exeter.

Sir,—As one who has traversed the main roads in Devon
and Somerset with great frequency, I should like to reply

to the letter by " Wessex " on "Salisbury to Exeter"
a recent issue, and strongly advise readers not to take
the route suggested. I am entirely with your correspondent
as far as Sparkford, but thereafter should suggest Ilchester,

Ilminster, Ham, Honiton, , and . Exeter. Tliis road is

generally in splendid condition, and has no really bad liills ;

the scenery is also good. The only objection wortli notice

IS the twisty nature of tlie route through Ilminster, It is

also one of the most direct roads.

As regards " Wessex's " route, the road between Lang
port and Taunt-on is often poor, and thence to Exetei' is

uninteresting. There is a steep hill going either way. near
Wellington, and the surface through the town, especially

in the wet, better left unexpressed. Between this town
and Cullompton there is generally a lot of traction engine
traffic which ruins the road, and the surface of it through
Cullompton is regularly such as would disgrace a by-lane. In
wet weather too, tlie grease from Cullompton to Exeter is

truly appalling. I often go miles out of my way to avoid
this. By Ilminster and Honiton the surface is flint, which
is never greasy, interspersed with stretches of tar ; the road
is also wide and for the most part straight. T 58,')

The Motor Cycle in India.

Sir,—Enclosed please find a photograph of two Indian
cycles, whicli are thriving exceedingly well in India. One is

a 5 h.p. twin, and the other a 4 h.p. single (1911 models). .

There is a good number of motor bicycles here now, and
they are steadily increasing, but unfortunately there are no
organised clubs or competitions of any kind. Triumphs
and Rudges are mostly in evidence, but there are also
Douglas. Enfield, Rover, Singer, Bat, Indian, Rex, Brad-
bury, F.N., and N.S.U. motor cycles on the road here.

Calcutta.
"

TC ED':\rARK.

Calcutta riders ollndian motor cycles. llIustiadoD referred to by K. Edm^ru
in his letter on this page.
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•The Problem of the Automatic Carburetter.

Sir,

—

Re automatic carburetters, no mention has yet been
made of the N.S.U. 1912 standard, as fitted to all their

machines. This is a very good carburetter, and very
flexible, but does not develop the power expected. So for

experiment (and thanks to your suggestion) I, had the

Bowden extra air inlet 'fitted behind, and parallel with,

the gas throttle. The improvement is immense, so much
so that I feel other N.S.U. . riders ought to know. It

may or may not equal the power obtained from a B. and
B., but it is a comparatively inexpensive fitment, well worth
adopting. I am sorry to hear that the company is not pre-

pared to supply the extra-heavy N.S.U. two-speed gear

;

this knowledge will doubtless be disappointing to many
besides myself. HEILBRONN.

Holyhead Road,
Sir,—Readers will be interested to know that the road

between Corwen and Cerry-y-Druidion is being well repaired,

and should soon be in good condition. A few places are now
covered with loose metal, and some corners require careful

negotiating, but the road has good surface elsewhere.

At Conway Bridge, v.hoever wishes to view the river before

passing over must keep one eye on the machine. I was
fortunate to spy my James and sidecar being wheeled over
to Conway. Chasing tliei purloiner (wlio turned out to be

the toll-collector, not in uniform), I stronglv protested, and
demanded an explanation, and called a police officer. They
informed me that because we were on Bridge property, and
had not yet arrived at the toUgate, the collector had a right,

in my absence, to arrest my machine to prevent us going away
without paying the 3d. toll, which had not been demanded,
and I was unaware that it would be reciuir'ed until the bridge

had been crossed, no notice being seen to that effect

W.H.E.

Should Ladies Race?
Sir,—As one of the lady motor cyclists who does race, I

think this matter should be left entirely to us. Any
sporting club who has a ladies' class may be sure of my,

support (club secretaries, please note). We are not going

to be frightened just because one or two of our number
have had one or two falls. We have quite as much pluck,

judgment, and nerve as you men.

(Mr.s.) KATHLEEN H. SIMPSON.

Sir,—I cannot help thinking that Miss Walker is doing a

gi'ave injustice to the memory of the original Mr. Stiggins

when she implies that the: author of your leaderette on the

desirability of allowing ladies to race is a fit and proper
person to perpetuate his name and opinions. Surely it wtuild

grieve tliat well-meaning if mistaken gentleman to think that

his naiiie was associated with an article which strongly advo-

cates reliability trials for ladies, particularly as that article

appears in a journal which for the last six or seven years has
always been ready and willing to give publicity to their

successes as motoi! cyclists. Then fancy likening trial riding

to perambulator pushing. Surely she knows, as a sports-
woman, that the modern motor cycle requires to be driven
rather than led.

In conclusion, I note that several ladies have written to
you on this subject. Some of them are famous in the motor
cycling, world; very nearly all of them are well-known.
T'hey all disagree with your leaderette, but Sliss Walker is

the only oire who has taken offence at it, and who has seen
fit to call its author names. D. S. HOLMES.

Speedometers and Wheel Sizes.

Sir,—Is it not time that speedometer manufacturers realised
the fact that the actual size of a tyre is less than the'nominal
size? My Cowey, which is an excellent instrument in other
respects, was three per cent, fast last year with an Avon
26in. X 2in. tyre, 3115! is nearly seven pel cent, fast this year
with a Palmer 26in. x 2^in. tyre. The error increases as the
studs wear down, and I suggest that the makers should geai
their instruments for a wlieel about five per cent, smaller
than the nominal size.

Ten years ago tins matter was taken up with the Veeder
Co., when it was found that a 27jin. Veeder cyclometer was
more accurate than the standard 28in. size. After the matter
was ventilated, the Veeder Co. geared their cyclometers fuv

a smaller wheel. C:. R. WOOLLEY.

The Danger oJ Uncontrolled Dogs.
Sir,—In reference to the correspondence regarding danger-

ous dogs. The exact reading of the law on this subject is :

" It must be proved that - the owner of a dog knows of its

propensities." Tlrere you have the whole situation in a nut-
shell. I have studied the law as regards dogs' carefully, and
decisions from time to time in reference to the subject. You
may know that a dog is a public danger. . The police may
know also, but unless you can prove the owner knows there

is no redress. There is only one way out of the difficulty, and
that is by means of " The Dogs' Black List," an idea instituted

about two years ago, and which has only just lately struck
road users as being a step in the right direction.

If any cyclist, or motor cyclist, who is attacked by a dog
(the dog may not necessarily be vicious to be dangerous) will

report the matter to me, and let me have a description of the
dog and full name and address of the owner, I will take the
necessary steps.

On a dog being reported full details are entered in the

Dogs' Black List, a registered letter is sent to the owner,
and the local police also asked officially to warn the owner.
Should this dog offend again it is a simple matter to prove
the owner knows of his dog's propensities.

If it is not possible to prove that an owner knows of his

dog's propensities for running at or attacking cyclists oi

motor cyclists, it is a sheer waste, of money, as the law , at

present stands, to take legal action.

Would you, therefore, in the interests ot your numerous
readers insert this letter on the subject in your next issue.

I may add that under 11,0 circumstances is the name of the

informer betraved.
'

L. C. WILKS (C.T.C.)

ANOTHE.t NEW MANCHESTER CLUB. Cir owners anJ motor cyclists as.wmbled outside (he Hotel Rudyard, at Rudyard Like, on Ihc occasion ot tho (Irsi

run of the Mmchesler Hundred Motor Club.
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Descriptive booklet

sent on request.

is- *„.„ .^tsuSEj-'

AND IMPROVED FRAME
is admittedly the motor cycle de luxe. Made
in two models, viz. : 3| h.p. single cylinder,

and 5-6 h.p. twin cylinder, both with stand-
ard 26in. tyres, and fitted with the famous
A.S.L. air spring suspension.

Either wheel can be taken out of the forks
in one minute, an immense boon in case of

tyre trouble. Automatic drip sight feed
lubrication and increased luggage carrying
capacity.

Head Office ; 3, Gt. Winchester St., London.E.C.
Tolcg.: "Infrequent, London." Thone: 1J;1G LonJonWall.

Works: Corporation Street, Stafford.
Showrooms; The. Motor Maintenance Co., 184. Great Port-

land Street, \V. Telephone : 4839 Mnylair.
Sole Agents for Manchester and District :

Manchester Motor Exchange, 3^, Downing Street, Ardwick.

HUNTS Ltd.
The City & West End Motor House,

117, Long Acre, London, W.C.

RELIABLE ACCESSORIES AT

LONDON'S LOWEST PRICES
The Hunt North Road Ov aie Leggir^^s.

Manufactured of Double Tex
.

turo Fawn Waterproof Paru-
tnatta. Worn over the ordin-
ary trouBers, fasteninK round
waist with leather strap and
buckle. 1 he construction
affords gieat protection to tlie

etomach. Impos.sible for rain
dust and dirt to drive in on Ihu
ridel's trouaera .as with the
ordinary leKe'mK^. Slrencth-
ened at fork, spat feet, fasten-
ini-'ut aide with [latent clips.

Stocked in three sizes, i.e.,

Ko 1. Men's, leuKtli over nil

!;'.ina., inside leu Slins.
1

No. -J. Men's, lent'th over all
I

I'-ins.. inside leu aalns.

No, ;t. Men's, leniith over all
I

IVins., hiside lea SCIns.

Price, quality No. 1, IStb per ii;ur. iiu,-iii;;L- 6(1.

Price, quality No. 2, 15/6 per nuir, pttiluye bd.

THE "ALL-WEATHER" SUIT,
Manufactured in

double texture fawn
water-proof material.
Coat, doubif- breasted,
wind and rain cuffs,

storm collar, throat
tab, ventilated under

iA arms, two side pockets
yr-, with Ilaps. Leggings

fsT^' mauuidclured of the
5^*/ same material to

match, with straps for

atlacliing to brac«
buttons, spat feet.

Stock sizes : Coat,
leniith 36in., chest 40,
42, 44in. (size taken
over ciat) LcRgiiij^s,

lul: length 34in.,l'.'nKtli

inside leg 2yin.

Price ol suit complete
£1 5 o.

Coat only . . io 17 6
Leggings only 076

I'oiitiiKc Od.

Specialists in

iViotor Cyclists'Ciothing:
THE HUNT NORTH ROAD TROUSER

OVERALL LEGGINGS.

A Reliable

Outfit at a

Popular

Price,

THE HUNT LEAMINGTON COAT.

Manufactured in doublo

texture fawn Paramatta.

Cut very full in the skirt.

A new desisn for 1912.

Double-breasted
; wind and

rain-proof sleeves. BreasI

pocket, storm collar, throal

tab. Stock sizes : Lengtb

39111., chest 40, 42, 44anc
46in. (size taken over coat)

Front View, ruck Vlow.

Manufactured of Double Texture Waterproof Para-
matta. Worn over the ordinary trousers, fastened
round waist with leather strap and buckle. Being
Mianufactured in one piece they are a great protec-
tion to the stomach. Impossible for rain, wind, and
dirt to drive in on to the rider's trousers as with
the ordinary leggings. Strengthened at fork, spat
feel, faslciiing at side with patent dips.

Stocked in three sines, ^.c.,

No. I. Men's, lengtli over all 4jin., inside leg 3nn.
No- 2. ,j „ n „ 45 , 33 .,

I^o- 3- ., ,. „ „ 47 m „ M 35,.
Price, qnahty Ai, 189. 6tJ. per pair. Postage 6d.

too pp. Motor Cycle Accessory Catalogue poi« tree.

Price, quality Ai, £1

Post free.

THE HUNT BROOKLANDS OUTFIT
Coat—Manufactured of double
texture fawn Paramatta, storm
collar, throat tab, storm sleeves

two outside pockets with flaps,

ventilated underarms; proofing
guaranteed. Stock sizes ; Coat,
Iciu^lh sOin., chest 40, 42, 4,|iii.

(size laken over coat).

Leggings to match the abo\e,
fitted with straps for attaching
to brace )iuttons. spat feet,

patent press buttons at side.

Stocked in two sizes, i.e.,—
Men's No. i, length over all

3iin., length inside leg sSiii.

Men's No. 2, length over all

33in., length inside leg 2i>in.

Price, quality Al

—

Coat, single-breasted £110
,, double-breasted 17 6

Legi^ings .. per pair 10

7 fl

xi^ •/

Po?t free.

In aitsujfrina these adverllscmcnts is deairahU to tncnlion *' The Motor Cucle.
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Suecombes Edl, near Caterham.
Sir,—I notice from last week's issue that Succoinbes Hill

has just beeu re-discovered and climbed by a T.T. Douglas.

I think most of the riders in this neighbourhood have
been up it at some time or another; Mr. E. M. Oliver

climbed it on a Triumph several years ago, when I had the

pleasure of photogi'aphing him in flight, which photograph
was reproduced in Tli« Motor Cycle. I myself was successful

on a 2i A.J.S. a few weeks ago. On the top bend, where
the gi'adient is about 1 in 4 (I don't believe it is 1 in 3),

there is a track about a foot wide in rideable condition, the

rest being loose flints. But for the surface, Suecombes
would not offer much difficulty to a good modern machine,
as it could be rushed easUy but for the need for caution.

My first shot at the hill failed solely because I ran among
these stones, then on to the footpath, and off again amongst
the stones ; after which I judged it time to shut off

!

SYDNEY J. TAYLER,
Hon. Sec. Pui-ley and District M.C.C.

Dangerous Drivring.,

Sir,—In reply to a letter signed " Within the Twenty-mile
Limit," in your issue of .June 13th, it is such riders

as the writer of this letter, and sucli letters and complaints
generally, which, to my mind, somewhat spoil the sport of

motor cycling. I own a 1912 P. and M. on which I rode
from Barnsley to JManchester on the Saturday immediately
preceding Whit-Sunday, and from Manchester to Llandudno.
via Chester, and it is on that part of the road of which your
correspondent complains, namely, Northwich to Chester, that
I am summoned for driving to the danger of the public and
for exceeding the speed limit by 6| m.p.h., viz., 25| m.p.h.
In the first place the road is more than conducive to fast

riding, but it may interest your readers to know that it is

now possible to pull a machine up in a very few yards and
also to pick up very quickly, and unless he was actually

at the "blind" part of the corner he would not perceive

the slowing of a machine. On the Saturday above mentioned
the only traffic was motor trafiic, and all, without exception,

going in the same southerly direction.

I shall be glad if you will publish this letter as a re-

minder to other riders that Cheshire is still a very dangerous
county. C 5546.

TBe M.C.C. London-Edinburgh Run.
Sir,—^In connection with this year's awards there seems to

be some misunderstanding as to the error from schedule of

the various cup winners. It should be explained that the

various winners' times given as or zero meant that that

particular competitor had made the least error from schedule.

It seems to be popularly supposed that the competitors
credited with or zero did not make a second's error from
schedule—a thing which is obviously impossible to anyone
who has the most elementary knowledge of running to time.

I understand tliat the winners' times were not published

to avoid any bickering over the awards, but from what I

hear this arrangement has had quite the contrary effect. It

seems to me in common fairness to those who were close up
to the winners in this arduous trial that the winners' times

should be published. What does the committee say ?

SIXTY-FIVE SECONDS.
[With reference to the above letter, we have received an

official intimation from the trials hon. secretary, Mr.
Hari-y G. Bell, that in connection Avith the winners of the

M.C.C. Cup and Clark and Wells Cups, the zero marks
were only used to represent the best performances, as it

was obviously almost impossible for anyone to accomplish

the distance from London to Edinburgh and back with-

out losing some time at the many checking places on the

route. In the aggregate, the better of the two winners

made an error of several minutes.

—

Ed.]

Petrol Consumption.
Sir,—I have read your editorial remarks and the various

letters from your readers in reply to my first communication,
and I am afraid they are not very helpful. I only referred

to the up-to-date 3^ h.p. machine, and I notice there are

only six letters from riders of such a motor cycle, and their

average consumption works out at a little over ninety miles

per gallon. I further observe that you state that 100 m.p.g.

is "not uncommon," which is a very different thing from

being customary. I can only state that I take every

opportunity of consulting riders on this important point,
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and from the information thus gatnered, i am satisfied that
the ordinary rider does not average over 80 m.p.g. I

should be very pleased to obtain that result.

The knowledge that would be of benefit to myself, and
no doubt many other riders, would be that from experienced
riders who can give definite information as to how consump-
tion is affected by gear ratio, patent jets, fans in the
induction pipe, special arrangements of air tubes, and other
economisers. Doubtless there are many who can give such
experiences, wliich would be very useful to that large body
of riders w-ho have hitherto failed to obtain the desired
result in the way of mileage to the gallon. ENQUIRER.

The Price of Petrol.

Sir,—At the Conference on the petrol supply, held at the
Royal Automobile Club, a speaker, dealing with the present
high prices of petrol, said that retailers all over the comitry
had been robbing motorists during the past two months by
charging from 2s. to 5s. per gallon. The same speaker
pertinently enquired why, if there were directions in which
retailers were controlled, they should not in like manner
be prevented from sending the price of petrol up an milimited
scale?

The obvious reply (which, clear enough to those in the
trade, is not so clear to others) is that organisations of

weight and power are so extremely busy in keeping prices

up, that they have no time (even if they have the inclina-

tion) to do the other thing, and protect the consumer from
extortionate prices.

It will be within the memory of all that Gamages suffered

the extreme punishment of expidsion from the leading motor
society for selling a certain proprietary tyre under the list

price. This being po.-!sibIe, can the public expect any sucli

body to be interested in keeping down the prices of motor
necessities? The remedy is in the hands of the consumers
themselves. If they will only refuse to buy price-maintained
articles, and will only do business with those houses which
have always endeavoured to serve them well, even to the

point of fighting manufacturers in the courts of law, they
will soon find that such an inflated price as that of petrol

will be impossible. A. W. GAMAGE, LTD.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Will J. Summers send his full postal address to the

Editor, as two or three communications are waiting for him?
Will G. Wakefield, who recently wrote to the A.A. and

Jl.U., send his full postal address to the secretary?

Readers who have constructed their own cyclecai's are
requested to communicate w"ith L. V. James, c/o the Editor.

W'e are asked to state that the letter signed Sydney R.
Axford and published on page 647 of last issue had been
unavoidably held over, and was a reply to Alex Rogers,
whose letter was published a few weeks pre\dously. In con-

sequence the introduction was slightly amended.

—

Ed.

A PUSHCYCLECAR. A real spider quad built by tile -river, VV, Garsiles, 0;

Brombledene, Pontefract. Bicycle lyres liad been flUed but none were leit alter

the Pontefract hill climb. The power is supplied by a 2J h.p. I1,M.C, engine.

B5
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THERE was probably the biggest

assembly of motor cyclists

ever gathered together in

England at the ninth inter-club team
trial for The Motor Cycle 50 guinea

challenge cup, which took place on
Saturday last. With twenty-five teams
taking part, representing 150 riders,

and the big majority of the teams
being accompanied by reserve men
and supporters, the impressiveness of

the sight of such a long line of motor
cyclists can be imagined. Daventry
(Northants) was the meeting point,

the Motor Cycling Club's^ head-
quarters being at the Wheatsheaf
Hotel. All roads led to Da\'entry on
Saturday, and from early morning
competitors began to arrive from
such distant points as Sheffield, Yar-

mouth, Liverpool, Manchester, and
Bristol. Naturally, the hotel accom-
modation was taxed to the utmo.st. It would appear
that one of the reasons for the early assembly at

Daventry was the belief that Newnham Hill would be
included in the secret course, for nearly all morning
practising was in progress on this noted acclivity.

The Club Championship.

The M.C.C. team trial carries with it the club cham-
pionship, for the team trial organised by the A.C.U.

the last two years was abandoned. There was never

iny doubt about the popularity of the M.C.C. trial,

and a resume of the results during the last nine years

may be of interest. The cup-holders to date have

been :

1904.—Coventry M.C.C.

1905.—M.C.C. walked over.

, 1906.—M.C.C.
1907.—Coventry M.C.
1908.—Coventry M.C. won old trophy outright.

1909.—^M.C.C.

1910.—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

191 1.—Derby and District M.C.C.

1 91 2.—Nottingham and District M.C.C.

It was not until 1909 that a complete^ team of six

finished the 100 miles course without a stop, but ever

since that date the number of non-stop teams has

increased, which, in view of the progress made in

motor cycle construction, will cause no surprise.

Praiseworthy Organisation.

The start was at j p.m., and here we should inlcr-

posc with a remark regarding the excellent organisa-

tion. The M.C.C. have had sufficient experience of

the organisation of big events to ensure a trial passing

off sm(jothly. For a long stretch before the starting

])oint the positions of the clubs were' clearly defined

l>y cards on the grass by the roadsitle, and as every

i-c)mj)Clitor had had a programme giving the starting

limes, there was a total alisence of confusion. Ntimljers

i-.r,

•THE MOTOR CYCLE" CHALLENGE CUP

for the machines had been doled out

by Mr. F. J. Jenkins, the trials hon.

sec, an hour before the start. Just

before i p.m. the chief marshal, Mr.
R. H. Head, marshalled the men,
and exactly at i p.m. Mr. F. T. Bid-

lake, the timekeeper, sent them off

at intervals of twenty seconds.

The teams were despatched in

alphabetical order according to the

name of the club, the cup-holders,

the Derby and Distrct M.C.C, hav-

ing pride of place. Only one team
scratched, the Streatham and Dis-

trict M.C.C. Five complete teams
had been got away before there was
an incident to record, the Coventry

and Warwickshire M.C.—the most
successful club in the contest—losing

a man at the start. H. Williamson,

driving an 8 h.p. sidecar of that

name, was unable to get away "on
being given the word to start, despite two attempts,

and it was subsequently found that it was due to a

broken clutch spring. The Coventry Club had two
reserve sidecars at hand, but as Williamson had crossed

the starting fine he could not be withdrawn. This
club, therefore, had virtually five representatives, who
all made non-stops. F. C. Jones (Mersey M.C.) was
unluckv at the start. His Bradbury had a choked
carburetter jet, and he failed to get going. He re-

turned to the start, and was allowed another attempt,

but again the engine would not fire, and he appealed

to the judges, pointing out that he should have been
allowed two minutes. The rule, however, is that " a

fresh start will be allowed any competitor returning

A, E. Lole (8 h.p. Camplon-Jap sidecar), ot the winning loiin

angle bend near the starting point.

louinlnii; the ri^tu



The tea slop on the third rouBd.

to the starting point within two minutes of starting."

The -judges, Messrs. Brooker, Grew, and Dr.
O'Rafiferty, therefore decided that a third attempt was
not permissible. A choked jet also put P. P. Syvret
(Rex), Liverpool, out of the rumiing almost at the

start.

,
The Route.

This year's route started one mile from Daventry
on the Banbury Road, and immediately after the start

a right turn was- taken for Sta^erton. After this

village there w^as a gradual rise to Shuckburgh, fol-

lowed by a descent to Southam. Just before the

entrance to the village of Southam a lane to the left

called Welsh Road led to Priors Hardwdck, and a

short stiff hill after the fork roads leading to the

latter village caught five or six competitors napping.

After Priors Hardwick the course followed through
Upper Boddington, where a left turn was taken for

Byfield, joining the Daventry and Banbury Road at

this place. From Byfield' to the finish the surface was
excellent, the only other hill that called for extra

throttle opening being the one at Badbv.

We deplore the fact that the course w'as not more
severe, as the contestants would have been weeded
out so much more effectually. As it was, the run

was a mere jaunt, and the last two rounds somewhat
tedious.

Punctures depleted the ranks of many of the
teams. R. W. Duke (Zenith), Birmingham M.C.C.,
was unfortunate in the first six miles, and he was
joined by Brook (Precision), secretaiy of the same
club. Further on, Durant (Norton), Shefiield, stopped
mysteriously, his machine at once restarting in its

usual style. R. C. Davis (Chater-Lea), Oxford, punc-
tured, as also did F. E. Pither (Enfield), North Mid-
dlesex, and F. S. Bowles (Indian), Leicester.

Glyn Rowdea (Triumph) N.W. Lonion M.C.C. leading compstitOTS down
the biU near Badby,

Uembsrs oftbe South Birmingham M.C.C, running regularly. This team
flnished complete.
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M.C.C. Team Trial.—

The passenger machine is usually the weak spot in

the team trial, and Saturday's contest was no excep-

tion to the rule. No less than six clubs could boast

of non-stop runs throughout the motor bicycles, but

not so with their passenger machines, which is in-

teresting and instructive reading.

The Derby Club men were anxious to retain pos-

session of the trophy, and set out with machines perfect

to the last degree. Unfortunately, two of their men
ran off the well marked course, which entailed dis-

qualification.

And so the afternoon progressed, trifling troubles

gradually thinning the ranks. The villagers turned

out in their hundreds to watch the long line of riders

file past, the boys, having quite a memorable day
throvdng their hats at the machines. We saw some
of the competitors making a collection of caps, and as

a lesson to some of the rascals Sam Wright caught
twoor three and carried them two complete laps before

returning them to the owners. .This action had the

desired effect.

Several droves of cattle hindered the riders, and a

heifer which ran almost wild, and attempted to race

one bunch of competitors, helpjed to vary the

monotony.

An Appreciated Change.
This year a change was made in the order of start-

ing the riders. Each team was sent off complete,

so that friends rode together, instead of a Bristol man
finding himself with a total stranger from Liverpool,

for instance, as was the case in previous years.

Besides, it was easier to tell how many teams w^ere

still in the running, and there Avas a big crowd of

interested motor cyclists Avatching the proceedings.

Once again a new club scored a success, though
seven complete teams recorded non-stops throughout,

if we include the Derby and District M.C.C.
The Nottingham men annexed the trophy by regular

running, beating the next club by ym. rs. There
was great jubilation in their ranks when the results

were announced the same evening ; in fact, they scored

a popular win.

Below we give the composition of the six teams
of riders who completed the trial with full scores in

the order in which they finished.

Winners of "The Motor Cycle" Challenge Cup.
FiBST.

—

Nottingham and District M.C.C.
Time error.

N. 0. Soresby (3^ Radge)
J. Farnsworth (3^ Rover)
C. R. Smith (4^ C.G.R.)
J. Richards (3-;^- Sun)
J. R. Sylve.ster (3^ New Hudson)
.A. E. Lole (8 Campion-Jap sc.)

Total error ...

Second.—Bedfobd and District M.C.C.
S. Crawlev (3i Triumph)
E. Murkett (3i B.S.A.)
S. Savage (3^ Triumph)
G. Crawley (31 Triumph)
F. Waring (2| Enfield)
L.- Kell (3^- New Hudson sc.)

Total error ...

Third.—South Birmingh.\m M.C.C
J. H. Percox (3^ Alldays)
L. Poole (3i B.S.A.) -- ...

S. A. Rowiandson (3A Rudge)
L. Bees (3^ L.M.C.)
J. J. Woodgate (3i Singer)
T. W. Atkin (6 Enfield sc.) ... •

Total error

Fourth.—Motor Cycling Club.
W. Pratf (3L P. and M.)
H. Karslake (3^ Rover)
E. Pond (3^ Rudge)
R. M. Brice (3^ Brown)
P. Moffatt (2| Douglas)
W. Chater-Lea (7 Chater-Lea sc.) ...

Total error ...

Fifth.—Bristol M.C.C.
F. C. Wasley (2| Douglas) ...

P. Phillips (2| Douglas)
— Keelan (3^ B.S.A.)
Eli Clark (2| Douglas) ...

F. P. Davies (3l Rudge)
W. W. Douglas (8 Wilhamson sc.) .

T..tal ellot

m. s.

15 11
16 54
5 30
6 If

9 7
8 23

61 20

10 45
11 4
11 20
11 36
11 46
11 50

68 21

11 35
10 19
11 2
12 8
12 42
11 50

69 36

12 12
12 10
12 30
12 44
12 50
12 57

75 23

13 19
13 34
13 28
14 18
10 37
14 31

79 47

THE NOTTINGHAM MiD DISTRICT MOTOR CYCLE CLUB TEAM, WINNERS OF "THE MOTOR CYCLE ' CHALLENGE CUP,

Lafl to right—.N. O. Soresb.v (31 h.p. Rulgo), J. R. Sylvester (3J h.p. Now Hudson), C. R. Smith (41 h.p. C.C.R.>. 1. Farnsworth (31 h.p. Rover), J. Richards

(Sih.p. Sun), and A. E, Lolo (8 h.p. Can\p)on-Jap sidecar;.
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M.C.C. Team Trial.—
Sixth.-

PJ^^^IL® 68i

-Walthamstow M.C.

J. H. KeiT (3L N.S.U.)
F. W. Applebee (2| Ceutaur)
A. E. Umeman (3^ Rudge) ...

A. G. Peppercorn (3^ Bradbury)
VV. Wilson (2i S.I.A..M.T.) ...

U. West (8 Chater-Lea sc.) ...

Time error

m. s.

... 12 3

... 8 9

... 29

... 9 9

... 11 39

... 12

82Total error

The following accomplished non-stop runs :

CovBNTRV AND Warwick.shiee Jl.C.—A. Elsmi (32 Singer).

W. F. Newsome (3^ Triumph), A. N. Barrett {3^ linUge),

S. Wi-iglit (3^ Humber), and Geoffrey Smith (3^ Hover).
Liverpool Auto Ci"cle Clue.—N. Brown (7 Indian), W.

Heaton (A.J.S.), C. Hobbs (Humber), J. H. Fo.x (3^
Rudge), and S. W. Phillpott (Humber).
Luton and South Beds. M.C.C.—S. W. Brown (3^ Brad-

bury), G. Bone (3^- Triumph), 0. Dickinson (3^- Kudge),
B. P. Terry (3-^ New Hudson), E. C. Deacon (3i Rudge).
Northamptonshire M.C.C.—A. E. Catt (3^ Triumph),

W. Barratt (3^- Rudge), W. Lees (3-^' Triumph), H. H.
SaddLngton (3^- James), and C. H. Jolley (3-^- Triumph).
Oxford M.C.C—H. G. Hill (3i Bradbury), W. A.

Matthews (3^- Triumph), G. F. Cooper (^5-^- Triumph), H.
Askew (32 Triumph), H. G. R. Slingo (5-6 Clyno and sc).
Sutton Coldfield and Mid-W.\r^vickshikb A.C.—Sey-

mour Smith (3^ Norton), R. Holloway (3i Premier), V.
Busby (2J Humber), T. Pollock (.James and sc), and F.
Whitworth (2-| Douglas).
WoLVERHAMi'TON iLC.C—T. H. Haddock (2i A.J.S.),

Reg. Tonks (5i Rudge), G. Hill (3^ Rudge), J. T. Ireland
(35 Ireland), and A. J. Stevens (5 A.J.S. and sc).
Dekut and District M.C.C.—A. Aitisworth (3^ Rudge),

A. B. Bennett (5 Brough), H. Baker (3^ Triumph), and E.
Russell (3^ Bradbury).
BiEiMixGHAM iNI.C.C.—A. D. Arter (3^ James), H. Newej

(3i- Ariel), W. H. Egginton (3^- New Hudson), and Dr. B.
Faw.ssett (8 Chater-Lea Jap and sc).
Essex Motor Club.—G. T. Giray (3i Rudge), H. C.

Hemy (3l Service), J. A. Campbell (3'- Rudge), and A.
Hill (7 Indian).

Herts. Countv Auto and Aero Club.—E.
(3^ Zenith), Norman Gutteridge (3^ Rudge), A.
t3i Zenith), and JIaurice Down (7 Indian and
Leicester and District M.C.C.—A. L.

Singer), E. Folwell (3i B.S.A.), E. Nedham (3i Campioif-
Jap), — . Yates (3^ Rudge), and Mrs. Simpson (3^- Rudge).
Norfolk M.C.C—A. Adcock (5-6 F.N.), E. M. Wood

(5 N.S.U.), G. Boswell (3^ Ariel), H. Collins (8 Jlatchless).

North Middlesex JM.C.C—G. L. Fletcher (2J Douglas),
C. Q. Roberts (3^ Rover), D. H. Noble (3^ Rover), and
H. C. Mills (3i Premier).
Bristol Bicycle and Motor Club.—S. J. Fair (B.S.A.),—
. Hinton (Douglas), and L. E. Scammell (Rex).
N-.-W. London jM.C.C—E. Rose (3^ P. and M.), Glyn

Rcjwden (3^- Triumph), and W. Cooper (3j Bradbury).
NouwiciT AND District jM.C.C.—H. Chapman (3^

Triumph), F. Brighty (3 Jap), and G. Pope (3^- Triumph).
Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.—J. Haslam (6

Zenith), S. Sawer (3^ Premier), and JI. Neill (8 Zenith scj.
Mersey Motor Clue.—F. Rees (34 Rudge), T. Jloore (3^

Triumph), and W. E. Smith (6 Zenith sc.)

A.
H.
sc).

Barker.

Colliver
Colliver

(3i

'.:3:^

The five motor bicyclists of the Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. team nearing
Staverton. All made non-stop runs.

SAILINGS TO AND FROM THE ISLE OF MAN.
The following table shows the times of sailings between

England and the Isle of Man on the more important days
uf the T.T. Race Week. Particulars of charges for motor
cycles on the steamers between Liverpool and Douglas, and
vice versa, and porters' charges at Douglas, are also included.

FROM LIVERPOOL.
Thursday, June 27th: 10.30 a.m.,

2.45 p.m., and 12.50 night (a).

Frid.w, June 28th : 10.30 a.m.,

2.45 p.m., and 12.50 night.
S-\TURDAY, June 2gth : 10.30 a.m

,

2.45 p.m., 5.30 p.m., and 12.50
night. .

MoN'DAY, July ist : I a.m. (Sunday
night), 10.30 a.m., and 2.45 p.m.

FROM DOUGLAS.
Thursday, June 27th : 9 a.m. and

4 p.m.
Friday, June 2Stb : 9 a.m. and

4 p.m.
Saturday, June 29th : 9 a.m. and

4 p.m.
MoND'W, July ist : 12.30 a.m. (Sun-

day night), 9 a.m., 4 p.m!, and
12-30 night.

(a) Cargo and passenger steamer "Douglas" or " Fenella."

On Mon"day, July ist. there will be an excursion at i a.m. (Sunday night),

available to return from Douglas same day at 4 p.m. or 12.30 night. Steerage,
4/- ; Saloon, 6/-,

Four Days Excursion Tickets will be issued on Friday, June aPtli, by
steamers leaving Liverpool at 12.50 a.m. (Thursday night), 10.30 a.m.,

2.45 p.m., and 12.50 night; also by Saturday's steamers, available until the
following Monday or Tuesday. Steerage, 6/- ; Saloon, 9/-.

Fleetwood and Dougl-^b : From Fleetwood, every weekday, 10.30 a.m.;
from Douglas, every weekday, 4 p.m. Extra Services : Fridays, Saturdayj=,

and MDnda\"5, commencing June 28th—From Fleetwood, after arrival of

through trains dus about 3.30 p.m. ; from Douglas, 8.30 a.m.

The following charges are made for motor cycles when
accompanied by passenger, single journey in each case.

Motor Bicycle, 2/6 ; with sidecar, 5/-. Motor Tricvcle, 5/- ; if more
thaT one seat 2/ per sea* extra. Petrol tanks must be emftted before going
on bo ird.

PoRrEKs Chargbs at Douglas : Motor cycle—for conveying same from
steaniei's deck to pier, or vice versa, each porter, 6d. ; for a porter assisting

i person in charge thereof bv conveying; same to the pier, or lice versa, gd.

Midland Railway Servfce : Daily from June 21st to the
29lh. From lieysham 10.0 a.m. and 3.0 p.m. From Douglas
9.30 a.m. and 4.0 p.m.

IMPROVEMENTS TO THE T.T. COURSE.
Ibe Quarter Bridge, which is now about twice as wide as it was last year. The new corner near Mr. Hall Caine's house. The car in the background is on the old part.
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
June 20tli

., 22nd
,, 24th

„ 26tli

9.18 p.m.
9.19 ,,

9.19 ,,

9.19 „

•New Saucer Track in America.

A new saucer track banked to an

langle of fifty-three degrees instead of

the usual fifty degrees will be opened at

Coney Island,. New York, on Saturday

next.

Boad Agent's Assistance.

Near Baruet last week-end we saw one

of the R.A.C. road guides rendering valu-

able t assistance to a rider of i a . Douglas

motor bicycle. The A. A. and M.U. scouts

also helped a competitor in the M.C.C.

team trial, who was in sad trouble with

his tyres last Saturday on tlic London-

JJaventry Road.

A Late Entry.

The holder of the Tourist Trophy, 0.

C. Godfrey, will defend his title on a

twin Indian 64' 497 c.c. capacity, bore

and stroke 70x64.5 mm. It has been

reported that he would not ride in the

Isle of Man. Godfrey's entry brings the

Senior T.T. .entries to 49. There are 25

competitors in the Junior race.

An American Trial.

A Six Days' Trade Trial is to be held

in the States shortly, and we understand

that a Pinkerton "detective will guard

the machines each night of the trials.

The Chicago Jlotor Cycle Club is the

organising body.

Another SuccessJuI Ascent of Tow Top.

We are informed that a party of South-

port motor cyclists made a journey to

Tow 'I'op on the 9th inst. Among those

who succeeded in reaching the summit
were two riders of Scott machines, Hugh
Gibson (S^ Bradbury sidecar, Sturmey
Archei' gear) and G. VVray (3^ Bradbury
sidecar, chain drive, Wray two-speed

gear). The two latter had passengers

in the sidecars. Mr. Fairhurst (two ,^
tpeed Clynoi ha^l rather hai-d luck as he

."itopped on the S bend owing to the back

wheel slipping in the loose surface.

French Grand Prix Cancelled.

The A.C.K. have drcjdeil t(, liniccl the

(,;ra]id I'rix Hoad l!acc, wliicli was to

have taken jjlace on the 30th inst. ant

will rejjlace it by kilometre and mile

t^peeU tests in September. Tliese road

records will be dividerl into classes as

follow: Siiigle-cylintler motor cycles

fitted with engincis of 250 c.c, 350 c.c,

and 500 c.c Twin cylinders, 350 c.c.

and 500 c.c. Tricars and sidec;!us, singles.

350 c.c. and 500 cc ; twins, 350 c.c and
£00 c.c. Cyclecars, singles, 760 c.c.

;

twins, 1,004 c.c.

"I I

Trip to the Isle of Man.
Mr. E. G. Young, Nottuigham, who

has in previous years organised a party
to see the T.T. races, is again making
similar preparations, but instead ot

traveUing by rail the party will travel

by road, leaving Trent Bridge on Sun-
day morning, the 30th inst., at 11 a.m..

SPECIAL FEATURES.
TOURIST TROPHY MODELS.

THE TEAM TRIAL.

THE SIX DAYS' TRIALS

REGULATIONS.

^mi^E Eynpfg
I

June 2S.-JUNIOR TOURIST TROPHY
RACE.

July i.-SENIOR TOURIST TROPHY
RACE.

6.—Dublin M.C.C. Open Hill-climb.

15.

—

Irish Open End-to-eud
ReliabiUty Trial.

20.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

20.—Liverpool A.C.C. Open Speed
Trials.

30.—South Wales .A.C., and Cardia
M.C.C. Open Speed Trials

at l^orthcawi.

and returning by a convenient boat after

the race on Monday, July 1st. The
motor cycles will be garaged in Liverpool
and picked up again on the return
journey. Eiders who do not reside in

Nottingham will be welcome and should
write to Mr. E. G. Young, The Bentinck
Motor Co.. Trent Bridge. Nottingham.

Next Week's Issue.

Next week's issue will be specially

enlar-ged. Appearing orr the eve of the
Tourist Trophy Races, it will contain
details of the competitors' machines,
photographs of the practising, and latest

information in connection witii the races.

A number of other special / articles will

be included in this T.T. and. Summer
Number, and illustrations will be a
feature. '

Dinas Mawddwy the Attraction.

On the 16th inst. two Rudge multi-
riders—F. J. Clarke and Stanley Heales,
of Coventrj-—journeyed over to Dinas
Mawddwy in order to try Bwlch-y-Groes,
and there found A. Stewart Lloyd and
Marcus. Glasgow, on T.T. Triumphs,
attempting the climb. Mr. Lloyd is the
writer of > the letter which appeared in

our last issue. All were successful in

climbing the pass, so the number of
successes on motor bicycles to date is six.

A week hence we have no doubt a
sidxanst will have proved successful.

The flcsl ot Iho 8 h.p. walor-iooloil Willi:imson motor cycles. This machine has a' horizontal engine an J

two-speed i^ear. It was seen at Daventry on the occasion of the Telm Trial.
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f. A. Applebee on his 1912 T.T. Scoti.

ffiil-climbing and ReVability xiia'

A course, which included Cudliam
Chmch, Toys, and Brasted hills, was
used by the Brookdale Club last Saturday
lot a reliability triai with the following

result : First, F.' G. Kennard (Match-
less), esror 42s. ; second. E. 11. Oliver
;Triumph), 102s.; third, H. A. Cooper
Bradbury), 104s.

S^ew Cyclecar Record.

44 miles 1,650 yards were covered in one
liour at Brooklands last week by J. T.
Wood driving an 8 h.p. G.W.K. cyclecar.

riiis interesting machine it will be remem-
bered lias a friction drive. The distance
covered is a record for its type, the previ-

ous best being 43 miles 1,034 yards by a

Bedelia.

Police Traps.

A_ trap is in operation in Kichmoiid
Park, starting about two. hundr-^d yards
from theSmain Eichnibnd Gate, on the
road to Kingston. Motor cyclists are
ecommended to exercise caution every-
ivhere in the park.
Eiders should exercise care in tnenear

tuture in Ashton, Mottram, and HoU-
ingworth, which are in the district of

Stalybridge, and particularly in Mottram
lioad, Stalybridge.

Uuminating the Identification Plate.

Two Whitstable motor cj'clists were
iummoned at Canterbury on Saturday
ast for failing properlj- to . illuminate
.heir identification plates. The solicitor

:'or the defence said they were stopped
mder a powerful street lamp of 220 c.p,,

ind their lamps, which were of 60 c,p.,

lad no chance of -showing their illumin-
iting power under such circumstances,
rhe magistrates' opinion - was that the
nanufacturers were at fault ; defendants
lad good

,

lamps, arid the identification
ilates were in order, but the light did
rot illuminate the plate. The cases

;

vere dismissed on payment of costs.

NEXT THUR.SDAY.

T.T. and Summer Number

Motor Cyclists and the C.T.C.

At a meeting of the motor cyclist mem-
bers of the C.T.C. resident in the Man-
chester district it was decided to form a
motor cycle section.

A Change of Mounts.

W. Creyton, the old Triumph rider,

who was tirst home -on a single-cylinder

machine two years ago," will ride a .Junior

T.T. Humber next week.

English-Dutch Trial.

Owing to extreme pressure on our space
we are obliged to- hold over an article

concerning the Dutch International Trial

until next week. There are now plenty
of Dutchmen entered for the event, and
the dilEculty of the organising club, the
Dutch M.C.C., is to choose a representa-
tive team.

M.C.C. Team Trial.

Donald S. Parsons, who was picked as

a reserve in the -Essex M.C. team, and
whose presence was sought for last Satur-
day at Daventry, his place; being finally

filled by W. H. Wells, has sent us particu-

lars of the reason he failed to reach the
rendezvous in time. Tyre troubles dogged
his footsteps from the start, and although
he fitted new wheels, tyres, and tubes he
only suc-ceeded in reaching Daventry at
6.10 p.m., although he left home (Rom-
ford) about half-past six the same morning.
Of the South Birmingham team, J. H.

Percox (AUdays) jhad water in the
petrol, and L. Poole (B.S.A.) had his

one-gallon spare petrol tank come loose,

and carried it under his arm for ! forty -

miles, then his stand fell, and he kiclfed

it up innumerable timesf until S. A.
Rowlandson, riding behind, closed the
spring by kicking it up against the
back* tyre. Considering the above, the
South Birmingham Club's performance in

being plated third lis an excellent out.

THREE SINGER T.T. RIDERS. H-fetty, R. (3. Mundy, and D. R. O'Donovan, who tsill nds Singer
•nacbines in the T.T. Races.

BIS
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TOURIST TROPHY RACES.
News from the Island. Improvements tj the Course. Aivance Details of T.T. Models.

Tuesday, June 18th.

Practising for the T.T. Races begins on
the, course to-morrow (Wednesday). A
few riders are in the island already, and
by to-morrow the greater proportion of

them will be on the roads. The two Manx
riderS; D. M. Brown on his twin Humber
and Smith on his Triumph, fitted with a

Sturmey-Archer gear, arrived on Sunday
from Coventry.
Indignation is felt in the island by the

action of the Auto Cycle Union in dis-

qualifying Woodman because he has only

one leg. Woodman has lived in England
three years purposely to ride in the T.T.
Races, and this year he was to have
ridden a Humber. He has a good reputa-

tion as a rider on the island, where he has
made his home for some time. Tins year's

rule that competitors must not use their

machines during the daytime is also caus-

ing annoyance, and some of the competi-
tors have had to cancel their apartments
at the country hotels along the course.

The rule was made to prevent riders

annoying country people by travelling

fast at all hours of the day. The police

have instructions to proceed against all

riders who drive in any way to the danger
of the public. Most of the competitors
are stopping in Douglas, and the A.C.U.
headquarters are again at the Hotel Sefton
on the promenade. The Triumphs and
the Scotts will be at the Prince of Wales
Hotel, Ramsey, and over a dozen are
going to stop at Glen Helen, and several
at the hotels in Peel.

Great improvements have been made to
the Quarter Bridge corner (see illustra-

tion page 68), where the- road has been
widened considerably. Care at this

corner will, however, be necessary as of
yore. The corner near Mr. Hall Caine's
residence has also been widened, and now
is an "all out" curvs.

Triumphs.
The Triumph machines to be ridden by

J. R. Haswell and Ivan B. Hart-Davies
possess no radical alterations from
standard T.T. practice, with tlie excep-
tion that Sturmer-Archer

, gears are
fitted, not with three ratios, but two
only, for which the Triumph Co. have

Tho 31 h.p. T.T. Regal mcchinfl lUted with the new air-cooled overhead valvo iiecision engine,
machine has a Sturmey-Archer three-jpood gear.

Valv9 siJe ol the new T.T. twin Matchless, showing gear changing lever, etc.

made a new gear operating mechanism.
With three ratios one must find the
right notch, but with the Triumph
adaptation it is "high" or "low," and
so simplicity itself in changing, no matter
how hurriedly.

Alcyon.
N. D. Slatter is not quite sure which

of the two machines he has at present he
will use in the Junior Race. Of these,
one is fitted with a standard type of
engine, 348 c.c, Mabon gear, and side by
side valves. The other, which, has not
yet arrived from France, has also prac-
tically the same cylinder capacity. The
engine, however, is interesting in that it

has four overhead valves, one at each
corner. The valves are set at an angle
of 45°. The transmission is by chain,
and the two-speed gear is the Riviere.

The Matchless T.T. Machines.
The 1912 T.T. Matchless machines

differ in but minor details from those
which were run last year. The variable
gear is retained, but this has been
improved considerably so far as handi-
ness in practical use is concerned.
The engine is a 3^ h.p. twin-Jap, con-
structed specially for the Matchless
maciiines. ancl has a. bore of 70 mm.
and a stroke of 64.5 n>m., the cubic
capacity is thus 496 c.c. The valves are
of the usual overhead Jap type, all

mcchauicallj' opei^ated. For its power
output the enguie is very light, turning
the scale at 40 lbs. all on. In t'omparison
with the size of the cylinders, tho
flywheels apjiear to be rather on the
small size, but in this connection it must
be pointed out that the engiu* is

]iiiiposely designed to turn over at a
vi'iy considerable speed. It is in order
tip lvue|) up the revolutions and so have
at connuand the utmost reserve of power
tiKil a speeial engine is being used rather
tluin I'lnploy one of last year's pattern,
76 nun. bore, with the stroke, sullicieiitly

I'fdiiced to come within the 500 e.c. limit.

Willi the same idea in view, the gear
has this year been arranged to give tho
eoni|)aratively low ratios of from 3,1 to 1
'• " to 1.

E. B. Ware, who will ride a Zenith in the

with the new 493 c.c. J.A. P. engine.
T.T.,

J
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Tourist Trophy Models.
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Singer.
Of the four riders who have chosen

Singer machines, three will ride the 2-2-

h.p. model with Sturmey-Archer gears,
while H. Petty will also ride a S^ h.p.
fitted with the same gear. With the
exception of foot-controlled oil pmnps
the owners will rely on practically
standard T.T. models.

The Twin Humbers.
On a recent visit to the Hiimber works

we were lucky enough to find four
owners about to take delivery of their
new T.T. mounts. They were P. J,

Kvans, D o u g 1 a
Brown,
Bashall,

Oreyton.
in the
spirits,

peared

J. T
and W,
All were
best of

and ap
delighted

with their machines
The little 2J' h.p,

twins have not
been greatly altered

for the 1912 race.

The most striking
change is the large
tank, which - is

elliptical in section

and fits neatly into

the frame, where
it is fastened by

Sew Humber magneto three steel bands,
.ontrol operated from the Armstrong three-

handle-bar. speed hubs are
fitted, as also are Amac carburetters

. and a neat form of handle-bar magneto
control. The foot brake is supplied
with a heel-operated pedal on each side
of the frame, which should be a great
convenience, especially for corner work.
The machine in our illustration belongs
to D. Brown, who has liad the standard
horned handle grips replaced by Rough-
rider grips.

Precision.

A call on Mr. F. E. Baker produced
some interesting facts, for besides his

usual and competition models he has three
new types on the stocks, all of which will

most likely be seen

ill the Isle of Man.
Firstly, there is

the new 85 X 88
mm. overhead valve
engine. This engine
is more or less

experimental, though
it has given good
results on the road.

The valves "open

directly into the
cylinder head, and
may be detached,
with their springs
and seatings com-
plete, in an extremely
short time. One of
the most noticeable
features o£ this

engine is the size of the radiating fins,

which are very large where they encircle

the cylinder head and gradually taper
away towards the base.

A neat enclosed spring holds the long
tappet rods down.
This is an extremely interesting engine,

and its performances will be watched with
great interest. Next comes the new long
stroke 24 h.p. engine, 70 x 90 mm. This

Adjustable tappet and
guide o[ the 2i h.p.

Precision.

engine is on the standard 2^ h.p. Precision
lines throughout, however it differs in the

size of its valves, the exhaust
being considerably larger than
the inlet. The usual Precision
oil catcher on the pulley side,

which has been so extensively
copied, is fitted to this engine.

]\Ir. Baker tells us that his
new 2^ h.p. model shows
greater efficiency on test than
his 3^ h.p. pattern of two
years ago, surely a fine

example of the progress of
tile industry.

Lastly, we were shown the
Green water-cooled engine,
85 X 88 mm. in a state
bordering on completion. F.
E. Baker, Ltd., will shortly
market this engine in several

types suitable for motor bicycle or cycle-

car work. Many of our readers will remem-
ber this engine, but for the benefit of

those who do not we may say that the
cylinder has overhead valves, and below
these is fitted a water jacket and radiator
combined, thus giving what is probably
the neatest and lightest possible form of

water-cooling.

Regal-Precision.
Tlie two types of T.T. Regal Precisions

are two of the most interesting machines
we have seen. Jack Woodhouse will use
the 85x88 mm. overhead valve air-cooled

engine, out of which we hear he has been
getting good results. It is fitted with
a Sturmey-Archer three-speed. Both
brakes are foot operated on the rear
wheel, one by each foot. H. C. Mir.s
and S. F. Garrett will probably ride the
two new water-cooled Green engined
machines, which are fitted with the
Brampton gear. Both air and water-
cooled machines will be used in the T.T.
with 28in. x 2^in. Hutchinson tyres,
rigid forks, dropped top tube, large
tanks with baffle plates, and a sump for

collecting foreign matter. Best and
Lloyd semi-automatic lubricator, special

Amac carburetter, and Bosch enclosed
magneto are also features of these well
thought out machines. The Regal have a
very businesslike appearance, and are not
unlikelv to be conspicuous in the race.

Frank Phitipp with his new Scott racer. It will be
remembered that this rider accomplished the fastest

lap in the Senior T.T. last year.

Jlessrs. Smitli and W'uodhouse, tlie manu-
facturers of this machine, tell us that,

though they are doing well with their

2^ a.nd 3^ h.p. touring models, there is

a particularly big demand for tlie 4^-

single with variable gear for sidecar work.

Two-stroke Scott.

The Scott machines supplied for this

year's T.T. have a few striking altera-

tions. The engine, 2|in. x 2iin., is water
jacketed round the cylinder only and not
round the head. The distributer valve
is now operated by a train of gear
wheels arranged so as to be easily acces-

sible. Two plugs are set in each cylinder
head, and two long pipes extend rear-

wards from the silencers. 26in. x 2^in.

beaded edge - tyres will be used, and
also a powerful type of Crabbe brake
on the rear wheel. The gear ratios will

be 3—1 and 4.8—1, and the two gallon
tank around the seat tube is fitted with
an exceptionally laige fillei

AN ENTIRELY NEW MOUNT. A 31 h.p. T.T. water-cooled Regal-Pracision, fitted with Brampton vanablt
gear. J. W. Woodhouse will ride this machine, which is considered to have a splendid chance in the race.
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Lined up for the

start of the Sth

Long Motor Cycle

Handicap.

'HOSK will) helpfil tu Inriii liir v,'iy Ian niiwil nt

spectators at Brooklands last Saturday saw some
excellent racing, as several motor cycle events and
more than one car race provided some very close

finishes. The first motor cycle race was the second event on
the programme—the ninth short motor cycle handicap.

Distance, about 5| miles ; fork start. First prize, £10 or

cup ; second prize £5 or cup ; third prize £3 or cup. The
weather was fairly fine, but a very strong wind was blowing.

Martin's machine had a force feed petrol system fitted, which
consists of a small bore pipe from the exhaust, the pipe is

coiled round the outside of the main air intake and enters

the carburetter behind the jet, the exhaust helping to vaporise
the petrol and increase the air draught.
Edmond (2 h.p. Humber), the limit man, made a good

start, while Kickham (2| Douglas) got away in excellent style.

Edmond's diminutive Humber both in this and the next
handicap race performed marvellously well. The order at the
end of the first lap was—Edmond, Slatter (Alcyon), Kickham,
Walker (Rudge), Manners-Smith (Rudge), Martin (Martin),

Dewar (Triumph), Elce (Rudge), Timson (Rudge), Mundy
(Singer), South (Rudge), Taylor (Rudge), and Luce (Bat).

Luce had lus belt come adrift, and Whitlark (Rex), whose
engine had seized just before the race, could not start owing
to sooted plugs, due to over-oiling. Edmond won by about
half a mile. Winning speed, 46 m.p.h. Results :

Rider and machine.

1. F. ii. Edmond (1 Humber)
2. E. Kickham (2 Douglas)
3. W. H. Elce (1 Rudge)

The others finislied in the follov

(Martin), 268 c.c, 44s.; Vernon Taylor (Rudge), 499 c.c,
20s.; N. D. Slatter (Alcyon), 247 c'.c, Im. 44s.; W. D.
South (Rudge), 499 c.c, 32s.; S. Timson (Rudge), 499 c.c,
32s.; W. Dewar (Triumph), 499 c.c, 32s.; J. A. Manners-
Smith (Rudge), 499 c.c, 44s.; A. G. Walker (Rudge), 499
c.c, 32k. ; and R. G. Mundy (Singer), 294 c.c, 56s.

Stanley, who broke an inlet valve, is now probably of tlie

opinion that the number 13 wliich he bore is an unlucky one.

Eighth Long Handicap.
The next motor cycle event was the Eigliih Long Motor

Cycle Handicap. Distance, about 8^ miles ; fork start.

Prizes as in the preceding event. Whitlark's belt came off

just after lie had pushed off, and Mundy failed to start owing
to plug trouble. Tlie first lap order was—Kdinond, Slatter,

Kickham. Martin, MannersSmitli (Triumph), Fowler (Rudge),
Timson, South, Dewar, Elce, 'J'aylor, and Stanley. The
second lap order wa.s—Edmond, Slatter, Kickliaiii, Elce,
Maiiners-Sniilh, Timson. Stanley, Fowler, Duvar, and Taylor.
Kdinond again won easily liy about a kihiinrtre. His speed
was 48 m.p.h., which is a wonderful perforiiumce fur so .',hiall

an engine. Result

U4

Bore
and c.c. Start.

stroke. m. s.

60 X 70 .. . 198 ... 2 32

61 X 60 .. . 350 ... 1 6

85 X 88 .. . 499 ... 20

ng order H. Martin

c.c. Start.

m. s.

198 . ..4
499 . .. 39
351 . .. 2 15

Bore
Rider and machine. and

stroke.

1. F. G. Edmond (1 Humber) ... 60 x 70
2. G. E. Stanley (1 Singer) ... 85 x 88
3. E. Kickham (2 Doug'las) ... 61 x 60
The positions of the others were : N. D. Slatter (Alcyon),

247 c.c, handicap 3m. 12s. ; S. Timson (Rudge), 499 c.c,
Im. 24s. ; W. Dewar (Triumph), 499 c.c, Im. 24s. ; V.
Taylor (Rudge), 499 c.c, Im. 6s. ; W. G. Fowler (Rudge),
49^ c.c, Im. 42s.

An Innovation—One Design Races.
The one design sprint races were an excellent innovation,

the idea, it is said, of Mr. F. P. Armstrong, whose experi-
ence in yacht racing doubtless prompted him to urge the
adoption of a' similar series of races for motor cycles. Mr.
Armstrong is a prominent member of the Royal Motor
Yacht Club, and a steward and a member of the B.A.R.C.
committee.
The event was divided into three races—Race A for

2!) h.p. Singers, 69 x 80 mm. ; Race B for 3-^- h.p. Rudges,
85 X 88 mm. ; Race C' for twin Zeniths with sidecars,

engines not exceeding 1,000 c.c. In Race A, O'Donovan
and Petty were riding the machines they will use in the
.Junior T.T. race.

F. G. Edmond (2 h.p. Humber), winner of tho Ninth Shoriand Eighth Long Motor
Cycle Hindicaos at Brooklands last Saturday. He uveraRod no less than 48 m.p l<.
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The distance of these sprint handicaps was about two
miles, extending from the starting point adjacent to the

railway and finishing at the long finishing line opposite

the paddock.
Race A (the Singer handicap) was won by two lengths,

and pi'ovided quite an exciting finish. Results :

Handicap.
1. W. A. Jacobs ... 2&s. 4. O.
2. J. P. le Grand ... 28s. 5. H.
3. R. G. Mundy ... 28s. 6. D.

The winner's speed was 48 m.p.li.

Handicap.
E. Stanley ... scr.

Petty ... 28s.

R. O'Donovan 28s.

During the race the
adjustable pulley locking nut became loose, and so, we are

informed, the gear ratio worked itself up to 3^ to 1.

The Rudge race was won by about ten lengths. Winner's
speed, 55 m.p.h. Result :

Hand icap. Pla' dicap.

A. G. Walker ... 14s. 11. W D. South .. . 6s.

M G. Flemming 283. 12. s. Timson . 14s.

A. A. Woodington 22s. 13. w. H. Edward 5 .28s.

B. C. Remington 18s. 14. E. Heis . 18s.

C. Pressland 22s. 15. V. Taylor . 6s.

s. R. Cooke 18s. 16. V. Leggatt . 22s.

c. Pattison 18s. 17. Basil Collier 18s.

w Gordon Eov.ler 14s. la. C. Janicker . 10s.

¥. G. Picken ... 24s. 19. R. T. Wood 18s.

H. C. ''^ne 18s. 20. H. W. Farmer .

.

. 28s.

The Twin Zenith Sidecar Kace was the tirst sidecar event
at a B.A.R.C. meeting and was quite inte^-eating. Charles-
v/orth, whose speed was 47^ miles an hour, won easily,
and aiaout a length separated the second and thirti. Result :

Hcp. Hep.
c.c. s. c.c. s.

I. R. Charleswovth 771 55 8. H. H. Huckle... 771 55
2. VV Moore ... 771 60 9. W. G Bower... 771 50
3. H. Luxford ...771 60 10. w. ,T. Marshall 771 60
4. K. B. Ware ... 494 65 11. E. W Barnes 990 scr.

b. L. P. Openshaw 964 37 12. G. F. Hunter... 990 5
6. P. Weatherilt... 744 35 13. A. ,T. Luce ... 771 55
7. H. Jepson ... 771 45 14. U. L. Ainslie... 771 50
Barnes and Hunter had an exciting struggle at the finish.

Ware rode his T.T. Zenith. F. R. Tillman gave up owing
to a broken carburetter control wire. We have previously
advocated " one design " races in The Motor Cycle, and
trust the idea will be further developed. To render a " one
design " race a success every machine should be identical
as regards equipment even to the most minute detail.

A KNOTTY PROBLEM.
In response to the paragraph in our issue of May 30th

asking readers who felt capable of tackling a difficult problem
in connection with a Catford rider's motor bicycle to com-
municate with the owner, quite a number of replies have
been received for " Perple.xed."

DUBLIN AND DISTRICT M.C.C. ALL-DAY OPEN TRIAL.
The Dublin and District Jlotor Cycle Club held a twenty-

four hours' reliability trial on the 14th and 15th inst., over
a course of 420 miles, with the usual regulations. The
weather was very disagreeable for the greater portion of

the time, and consequently the trial proved a particularly

strenuous one. The start took place at 6 p.m. from
Dublin, when the following were despatched at one minute
intervals, there being but one absentee from the sixteen
entrants : W. F. Parker (3^- Humber, 2-speed), .1. Browne
(3-^ New Hudson, 3-speed), J. Doleman (3^- Triumph), J. H.

Taylor (3^ Rudge), T. Woods (3J Bradbury, 3-speed), C. E.
Murphy (3^ Triumph), J. L. Walshe (6 Enfield sc), T. E.
Greene (5^ Rudge), Hugh Gibson (3^ Bradbury sc), T. J.

Dunphy (7 Indian), J. Healy (3^- Rudge), Ci. Roche (3^
Rover), 0. G. Price (3J; Rudge, free engine), C. P. Kirk

(3i T.T. Triumph), and C. Magennis (3^ Rudge, free

engine).

Rough Weather Throughout.

The journey to B ;lfa£t and Derry through the night was
a .'ery severe test, as much rain was
experienced in the north ; but the real

tr.al came in Donegal, where it rained

ir. torrents for several successive

hours. Indeed, the riders did not get

out of the rain belt until Ca-van - was
reached on Saturday afternoon on the

return journey. The ascent of Glen-

gesh on Saturday was the deciding

part of the ride. This hill is gener-

ally regarded as the worst in Ireland.

It has a gradient of 1 in 7, but its

wtrst features are its hairpin bends.

A TRIO
Douglas

OF JONIOR T.T. COMPETITORS. P. J, Evans (present holder of Ihe Junior Tourist Trophyi,

Brown ana J. T. Bashall, v.bo will all ride 22 h,p, twin Humbers in next week's Isle of Han race

Front end ol the 23 h.p. T.T. Humber torpedo'

tank, showing change-speed lever fixinj.

There was a scale of penalties for

failure, based on horse-power and
gear ratio. The only riders to make
clean ascents were Greene (Rudge).

Roche (Rover), and Healy (Rudge).

All these were on single-geared

machines, the Rover being geared 6^

to 1, and the two Rudges 6Ji to 1.

Taylor, Woods, Murphy, Greene,

L.'ibson, Healy, Roche, and Kirk
completed the journey to schedule time.

"2 7
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Manchester Wednesday M. and C.C.

The first hill-climb of the season was held at Heydon
Bridge, near Woodhead, on the 12th inst. Results : 1, J.

Smith (T.T. Triumph); 2, J. Ives (Triumph).

Belfast and District iVT.C.

The annual reliability rmitbr the Jaffe Cup was held on
the 8th inst. from Belfast to Enniskillen (200 miles). Re-
sults : 1, Wm. Kearney (3^ Eudge with sidecar and
passenger), lost two marks ; 2, Tom Mallon (5^ Premier),
lost three marks; 3, James McBride (3^ Premier), lost four
marks.

Pontefract M.C.
The annual hill-climb was run off on the i3th inst. at

Castle Syke Hill, near Ackworth. The members' class was
run off first, but the times were not recorded owing to the
electrical timing not woi'king. The knock-out class provided
good sport and ended in a tie, the brothers Finn, riding
the same machine (6 h.p. Enfield), being in the final. An
attempt was made to run the members' class later on in
the afternoon, but shortly after the start an accident
occurred which unfortunately ended the day's sport.

Motor Cycle Union of Ireland (Ulster Centre).

A further series of open speed trials were held at

Magilligan Strand on Saturday afternoon. There was a
very good entry, and keen contests were the order of the
day. The results were :

Four Miles Scratch (for machines not exceeding 500 c.c).

M. S.

F. W. Adams (3i B.S.A. T.T.) ...

W. J.' Chambers (3i B.S.A. T.T.)
J. Stewart (5^ Triumph T.T.) ...

Hep.
s.

Ten jMiles Handicap.
J. Lavery (Sj- Ariel) 54

C. Pyper (3^ Zenith-Gradua) ... ecr.

3. B. D. Capper (3^ Triumph T.T.) 24

Fifty Miles Handicap.
1. B. D. Capper (3i Triumph T.T.) 7

2. J. R. Thompson (3^ B.S.A. T.T.) 6

3. J. Lavery (3^ Ariel T.T.) ... 9i

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

.. 4 11

.. 4 22

.. 4 23

Nett time
M. s.

12 48
13 34
13 39

62 18
62 21

. 65.55

Wigan M.C.
The following, are the results of the Wigan M.C. 20O miles

reliability nm to Coventry and back on Wednesday, the 12th

inst : First, J. Baker (3| Scott), l^-m. error ; second, E.

Sankey (3^ Triumph), 2m. error ; third, R. King (7 Indian),

4m. error.- Time schedule four and a half hours each journey;
including half-hour control stop at Stone. :'

Scarborough M.C.
The Scarborough JMotor Club held their annual gymkhana

on the 15th inst. on the new Mai'ine Drive, Scarborough.
The weather being fine, the event was a great success. The
following were the results :

Event 1.—Slow Race ; 1, Dan Bradbury ; 2, H. Frain

;

5, J. Tranmer.
Needle-threading Race.—1, Bringham; 2, J. W. F.

Tranmer ; 3, S. Clay.
Lifebelt Race.—1. Vernon Gash ; 2, S. Clay ; 3, J.

Tranmer.
Bomb Race.—1, Atkinson; 2, S. Clay.
Academy Stakes (Drawing Race).—1, Dan Bradbury ; 2,

H. Frain ; 3. J. Dent. This event proved most amusing.

Blackpool and Fylde M.C.C.

A petrol consumption trial was held over a course from
Blackpool to Ingleton, a distance of forty-five miles. The
results, which were worked out on formula, were as follows

:

Miles Fig. of
Rider and machine. per gal. merit.

1. C. C .Humber (2J Douglas) ... 200 812
2. F. Naylor (7-9 Indian and sidecar) 85.20 603
3. T. Bull (8 Jlatchless and sidecar) ... 83.72 555

Westmorland M.C.C.

A reliability run Jield on the 2nd inst. to Chester and
back for the Lonsdale Challenge Cup resulted in five com-
petitois finishing equal. The results of the ensuing re-run
were : 1, L. Pierce (N.S.U) ; 2, L. Pennington (Scott) ; 3,

W. Hutchinson (Zenith).

The following were the results of the hill-climb held up
Orton Scar for the President's prizes on June 15th ;

Single-cylinder.—1, G. W. Braithwaite (Zenith) ; 2, B.
Jeft'erys (Triumph) ; 3, L. Pierce (Corah).

Twin-cylinder.—1, L. S. Parker (Scott) ; 2, R. Shaw,
(Scott); 3, A. J. Moffat (Zenith).

Final of tho PontelracI M.C. hiil-climti. A Tiiumph and Enilela rider al (ull speed. The latter afterwards ran oil the couise.
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Club New=.

—

Some of ihe competitors in tlie Wigan M.C. 200 miles reliability trial at tlie

turning point—Coventry.

Putney and District M.C.C.
A hill-climb will be held on the 22nd inst. ilembers will

ineet at the Green Man, Putney Heath, at 2.15.

Stockport and District M.C.C.
The first reliability run is to be held on the 23rd mst. A

liill-climb took place on the 19th ult. The fastest time of

the day was made by H. Marsden (7 Matchless). Results :

Class I.

Rider and machine. Formula. Time.

1. E. Woods (2J Levis) ...

2. R. Rivett {2| Enfield)

Cl.\ss II.

H. J. Scale (3^ Triumph)
E. Abram (3^ Matchless)

Class III.

H. Marsden (7 Matchless)

F. Sirett (7 Indian) ...

J. McCann (7 Indian) ...

Class IV.
Joe Woodrow (6 Chater-Lea)
H. Greenhalgh (8 Matchless)

Wansbeck M.C.C.
There was a large assembly of motorists at Morpeth on

for the annual reliability trial to Penrith and

1.

2.

120.6 .

149.9 .

11. s.

2 33|
2 64

131.1 .

155.1 .

. 1 35|
. 1 46

181.2 .

196.9 .

198.3 .

. 1 17?

. 1 18|

. 1 221

151.3 .

160.4 .

. 2 29L

• 2 U

error 72s. ; 2, L. W. Hall, error

the 9th inst.

back.
Result : 1, W. Cookson.

77s. ; 3, J. Main, error 85s

South Birmingham M.C.C.
A reliability trial will be held on the 22nd inst. The start

will be from "the Horse Shoes, Hall Gireen, at 2.30 p.m., and
the route via, Stratford-on-Avon, Sunrising Hill, Kineton,
Wellesbourne Hastings (tea), returning in the opposite direc-

tion up Edge Hill. The two test hills will be observed.

Purley and District M.C.C.
The night trial on the 8th inst. to Battle and back (111

miles) waa won by S. J. Tayler (2Jr A..T S.), V. Tomkms
(Hover) being second, and E. M. Oliver (Triumph) third.

^

There were seventeen entries and fifteen starters. Thick,

white fog and greasy roads characterised the outward
journey, but the conditions on the return were very pleasant.

Rotherham and District M.C.
A most successful hill-climb was held at ULley on the

evening of the 7th inst. The hiU was of a winding nature
with a stiff gradient, and one-third of a mile long. Results :

Singles.—E. Cross (3^ Bradbury), 33is. ; L. Shepherd

(3^ Triumph), 35-|s. ; J. Baker (3i Rudge), 35|s. ;
— Watson

(3g Premier), 35|s.

Twins.—H. Redge Garnet (6 Matchless), 30|s. ; G.
Randeson (6 Matchless), 35s. ; M. Newbould (6 Rex), 39s.

Passenger Machines.—Dr. W. Land Debb (6 Re.x sc),

49s. ; E. Cross (6 Matchless sc), 50i-s. ; Dr. McDonald (8

Rat sc), 57-ls.

Wishaw and District M. and ET.C.C^
In connection with the reliability trial, Jlr. W. H. Cox,

of the Automobile Association, has now made his awards as
follows: 1, George Brown (3^ Triumph), marks lost 11; 2,

Julm Adams (3i Zenith), 20; 3, Walter Marshall (3 Claren-
don), 27.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.
Notwithstanding the unfavourable weather there was a

good muster on Wednesday evening, the 5th inst., for the
reliability trial promoted by the Middlesbrough and District
M.C.C. Eight sidecars and four solo machines competed on
a circular course of about 22^ miles, which had to be
traversed twice at a speed of 20 m.p.h. The result was as
follows: 1, Challons (3^ Premier), lost 5 marks; 2, Arm-
strong (3^- James and sc), lost 7^- marks; 3, Sproates (3i
Triumph and sc), lost 10^ marks.

Cumberland County M.C.C.
A knock-out hiU-clunb was held on Fang's Brow, Lowes-

water, on the 8th inst. The semi-finals were as under:
Main (6 T.T. Rex) beat Barron (3-^ T.T. Singer), Hilton-

Robinson (3i T.T. B.S.A.) beat Beck (3^ T. T. Triumph).'
Final : Main beat Robinson. Robinson was leading by twenty
yards, but when thirty yards from the finish his engine
stopped firing for no apparent reason.

A slow climb was got up on the spot with the following
result : Brownrigg (6 Zenith) beat Beck (T.T. Triumph), W.
B. Robinson (3^ B.S.A. two-speed) beat Iredale (3| Scott).

Final : Robinson beat Brownrigg.

Haverstock M.C.C.
A hundred miles reliability trial was held on the 9th inst.,

and the following received awards :

Gold Jledals ; W. Bishop (2^ Brown), full marks 100 ; A.
Lunnon (2^ Brown), 100; H. Moliver (3i Rudge Multi), 100.

Silver Medals: W. Brown (3^ Zenith and sc), 87 marks;
D. Ackland (3^ Rudge Multi and sc), 83.

There will be another competition on the 7th July, round
a course of about fifty miles.

The course will be Jcept secret until the morning of the

trial, and each competitor will have to keep to a schedule
speed. Full particulars can be obtained of the hon. secretary,

Mr. H. Moliver, 81, Prince of Wales Road, N.W.

A HEAVY LOAD.
The photograph reproduced above shows how F. E. Pither journeyed from

Edinburgh to London on a 6 h.p. Enfleld sidecar combination. He believes

that this is the longest distance covered in the manner illustrated.

B29
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A selection of questions of general interest received . from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal questions should be marked ' Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Cardiff to Harrogate.

Will you please give me the

Sbest route for motor cycle and
sidecar from Cardiff to Harro-
gate (avoiding towns as much as

possible) and the distance?—J.P.

Your best route would be as follows

:

Cardiff, Newport, Chepstow, Gloucester,
Tewkesbury, Evesham, Stratford-on-Avon,
Warwick, Coventry, Loughborough, Not-
tingham (turning right at Ti-ent Bridge),
Newark, Tuxford, Retfordj Doncaster,
Ferrybridge, Aberford, Wetherby, Spof-
forth, to Harrogate. This is rather a
long way round, but it misses all the big
towns. " The distance is approximately
270 miles.

A Stiff Engine.

My machine is in first-class

^j condition in every respect, but
^ the engine is so stiff that I
-SJ cannot revolve the pedals on

the stand, and have to run with
machine 100 yards at least before
engine will fire. ^,. Now it is not due
to want of lubrication or over-lubrica-

tion, as it has been thoroughly washed
out with paraffin, and, though start-

ing easier, the next day it was^as stiff

as ever.

—

Novice.

The matter is one which should be
looked into carefully. Either it is due
to too thick an oil being used, to a tight
bearing, to the piston being too tight in

the cylinder, or to the valve lifter not re-

leasing compression. We should be in-

clined to think that the first is the fault.

Wanted, Slow Speeds.

I have invested in a 5-6 h.p.

1^ twin Rex motor cycle converted

^ from an accumulator to a magneto
LLJ and B. and B. carburetter (No.

32 jet), gear 4j to 1. It is a
grand goer at 15 m.p.h. or over, but
it does not fire at all evenly at a
lower speed which makes it extremely
awkward on bad roads and through
traffic. How would you advise me to
rectify this fault? Would a smaller
jet make it slower, if so, what size jet

do you rccomend?—J.W.M.
The trouble may be (1) that the automatic
iniet valves have too strong springs, but
if yoii weaken them you will lose some-
what in efficiency at high speeds, (2) that
the carburetter does not give sufficiently
strong a mixture at slow speeds, or (3)

that the ignition is loo far advanced. All
machines with automatic inlet valves are
difficult to control at low speeds. You
might try a No. 28 jet.

lijo

Variable Compression.

(1.) Would a variable com-
pression device take the place of

a change speed gear? (2.) Does
a lower compression enable a
machine to climb a hill which a

high compression engine would refuse?
Or does the lower gear ajlowable on a
lower compression motor account for

this?—A.K. (Chicago).

(1.) A variable compression device would
not give the same advantages as a change
speed. gear. (2.) A low compression is of
some assistance to hill-climbing. It en-
ables the engine to climb longer without
knocking, and as you say, it admits of a
lower gear without overheating. In other
words, no matter what gear ratio is used,
a low compression engine will run further
without overheating than a high com-
pression engine": It cannot, however, by
any means take the place of a change
speed gear.

Excessive Consumption.

A short time,ago I purchased
a second-hand motor cycle fitted

with a 5 h.p. a.o.i.v. engine.
The Ignition is by coil (plain)

and battei'y. Gear, 65 to 1. I
.soon found out that I could not get
more than 60 m.p.g., and thinking
that the carburetter was at fault had
a Senspray fitted. There was no
improvement. The engine takes very
little air, and if I push the air lever
further away than the i gas lever mis-
firing results. The battery (Hellesen)
registers 4.25 by voltmeter. It has
occurred to me that the fault may be
with the coil, but I am quite at a loss

to prove this. There is no leak of
petrol when the machine is on the
stand nor, as far as I am aware, when
travelling. The inlet valve has an
opening of ^in., and the spring is

fairly weak for easy starting. Is
there any means of testing the coil?

What strength of spring is suitable
for the engine (inlet valve)? I am
having an adjustable pulley fitted, and
this ought to enable me to get about
45 m.p.g. I have no fault to find

with the machine other than the exces-
sive petrol consumption. Any sugges-
tions to put me on the right track
would bo appreciated by " Tiionni.r,]")."

It is difficult to say for what reason
the engine is so extravagant, unless there
is a leak in the petrol tank or petrol pipe
union. Wo should not say that the
extravagance is due to the coil. You
can get the' coil tested by any manufac-

turer of electrical appliances. In gaug-
ing the capacity of dry batteries you
must not go by the voltage, but by the
amperage. The inlet valve spring, if

sufficiently strong, ought not to open
freely when the valve is shaken violently

by the hand. With the 3 h.p. machine
you should get between 90 and 100 miles

to the gallon.

Woking to Brenzett, Dungeness.

I should be much obliged if you
would inform me : (1.) The best
and shortest route from Woking
to Brenzett, near Romney,
Dungeness? (2.) The total dis-

tance? (3.) Are there any bad hills?

-R.A.B.
Your best route would be as .follows

:

Woking, Ripley, Ockham, Effingham,
Dorking, Reigate, Redliill, Oxted, Wester-
ham, Crockham Hill, Tonbridge, Goud-
hurst, Cranbrook, Tenterden, Appledore,
to Brenzett. The distance is- approxi-
mately

,
seventy-six miles. There are

numerous steep, hills between Effingham
and Dorking, and Dorking and Wester-
ham, and at Crockham Hill, but nothing
which should worry a modern motor
bicycle.

j

Magneto. I

I have bought a second-hand
5

2| h.p. motor cycle with Bosch
DA I magneto. I have tried

several plugs, but only get a very
small spark when I revolve the

back wheel round at a fair rate. I

should like to know the principle on
which magnetos work. Could you re-

commend any books on the subject?
How far should the contact screws
separate? Would I get any better
results if I connected a wire from the
drain plug screw in the crank case to
the base of the magneto?—J.C.

The principle of the magneto machine is

too large i subject to -explain by letter,

and we would advise you to get a copy r

of " Motor Cycles and How to Manage
Them," which explains all details.

Speaking broadly, the current is induced ^

by rapidly cutting the lines of force in a ,

magnetic field. The contact points
should be flat and clean (the makers
supply a gauge to test the gap) and
separate by about i mm. With the type
of magneto you spea.k of the hottest spark
occurs in the fully advanced position of
the contact breaker. There is no neces-
sity to fit a wire such as you describe;
the magneto machine is a self-contained
piece of mechani.sm which does not re-

quire any separate earth connection.
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Ketteringto Petersfleld.

Could you kindly advise me
the best route from Kettering
to Petersfleld (in Hampshire),
avoiding London, and, if possible,
the suburbs ; also about what

distance it would be? Jly machine is

a 5j Zenith-G*adua.—J.H.G.

J' We should advise you to go from Ketter-
ing to Petersfleld via Wellingborough,
Ouiey, Newport Pagnell, Woburn, then
make for the main Birmingham to Ixindon

j
Eoad, continuing along that as far as
Dunstable, then turn to the right for

I Tring, over the Chilterns to Amersham,

I

Beaconsfield, Slough, Windsor, then
either ria Ascot or Egham on- to the

I

Loudon-Basingstoke Road—the latter is

the better road and the easier to find. If

you go by Egham. at that town you will

have to turn back on your tracks and
: follow the London-Basingstoke Eoad as

far as Bagshot, gostraight on up the hill

\ and keep to the left at the Jolly Farmer,
through Frimley to Aldershot, Farnham.
and Petersfitld. The distance would be
approximately 110 miles.

Extra Air Inlets.

(1.) What would be the correct

size jet to us« on a 1912
Amac lightweight carburetter,

my machine being a 1911 2| two-
speed Enfield? I have five jets.

Nos. '24, 25, 26, 27, and 28. Also,

which of these is largest and which
.smallest? (2.) As I find that the
machine, when going on about quarter
throttle, will take all the air the car-

buretter will allow of, I am afraid that

in c^se I was driving on three-quarter
throttle, or climbing hills, it would take'

more air if it could be given, and also

keep the engine cooler. Would the

gauze fitted to the Amac have the effect

of lessening the air, and would it be
advisable to take it off? Also, are the

extra air inlets fitted to induction pipes

useful in cases like mine, and for cool-

ing purposes? (3.) Are the chemicals
you see advertised for removing carbon
deix)sit on cylinder and piston without
removing cylinder satisfactory?—J.W.

(1.) We shoula advise the. use of the
smallest jet, No. 24. (2.) When once
under way this carburetter can be used
practically automaticairj' with the air

wide open, except when slowing for

corners. Of course tlie ga.uze retaj-ds the
air to some extent, especially if clogged.
It is important to keep it qjijte clean,
but we should not remove it uiiless abso-
lutely necessary. An extra air inlet would
be of service, if you are not getting
enougii air. (3.) We have had no actual
e.xperience of the chemical decaa'bonisers.

The Cylclean process is excellent.

Connecting Rod Tou'cliing Flywheels.

1 have been troubled lately

nri by a kind of knocking in my
I 7 "5 h.p. 1£08 £--ngle-cylinder, and
l_*-i have found that the connecting

rod is marked up the sides ana
has evidently been fouling the fly-

wheels. The marks are on the rear of
the rod to the valve side and on the
front of tlie rod to the pulley side.

I had new bushes, crank-piu, and
gndgeon-piu fitted' not long ago, and
there is no wear on them, though the
connecting red has a little side swing
and the piston has side play, but of

conrse some siich p'.ay is necessary
The ball bearings on main shaft have
no play either np and down or end-
wise. The knocking noise was absent
until some time after the new bearings
had been fitted ; it started almost
imperceptibly, and has gradually got
worse ; it occurs most when accelerat-
ing on the level or when climbing any
hill, however easy ; in fact, it is

caused when there is anj' increase in

the explosion pressure on the piston.

It is most certainly caused by the
connecting rod, and is not merely the
result of pre-ignition. I shall be much
obliged if you will tell me: (1.) Any
possible reasons for the connecting rod
hitting the flywheels. (2^) Can the
connecting rod have become warped '?

If it were bent, would there not be
wear only on one side? (3.) Do you
think a new rod would improve
matters? I have found ttiat there is

slightly more distance between the
flywheels at one point than another,
but this difference is ahnost imper-
ceptible. Would this be sufficient to

cause the trouble';—D.C.W.

(1.) Some possible reasons for your con-

necting rod fouling the flywheels are

:

\a) Connecting rod may be bent; (h)

crank pin may have been put in on ihe
cross

; (c) piston may have got ti.irned

round slightly in the: cylinder, and
owing to expansion under heat the
cylinder may not be quite round when
the engine is working, and thus the
piston may be held with the gudgeon
pin slightly on the cross, (2.) The con-

necting rod might quite possibly become
bent by such au occurrence as a back-
fire, for instance, w-hen running at some
speed. (3.) If the connecting rod iu

bent or does not lie at right-angles to
its bearings, a new rod ought to improve
matters, but the fact that you have
found slightly more distance between
the flywheels at one point than another
makes it rather a)>pear that the -crank _

pin has not been put into the flywheels
dead true, for with a small clearance
between connecting rod and flywheels
this might be quite sufficient to give
trouble.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experiences of

others with various motor cycles or accessories

must enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which
the replifs may be forwarded. Answers to the
queries below should beaddre>sed c,o The Editor.

''J.S." (Keighley).—5-6 h.p. T.M.C.

" B.L.K." (Old Trafford).—5-6 h.p.

F.N. for solo work. Average tyre mileage.

"G.H.B." (Easingwold).—3i h.p. 1911
Hnmber. 5-6 h.p. 1911 F.N. for sidecai

work, reliability, and economy.

"W.L." (Gateshead).—1912 2^ h.p.

A. .J.S. two-speed, particularly as regard?
liill-climbiug, reliability, speed, and petro
consumption.

" A.G." (Glasgow).-Bowden and N.S.U
two-speed gears for twin and sidecar.

THE SECOND MOBILISATION TEST AT MAIDENHEAD.
(1) Getting ready to leave Maidenhead. A. Stubbs (Si h.p. Dot), J. J. Darlow (3! h.p. Rex), and C. R. Sprague (SJ h.p. Triamph), who came from Winslord,

Chester (173 miles), and started at 4.45 a.m. (2) F. Dover and S. Sawer (3! h,p. Premiers), who rode from Sheflleld, arrived dead on time, and were awarded
The Motor Cydt, silver cigarette cases.
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r O T.EVOID ^^^ F ^ROUBLE
MOTORS.

b ^.id S n.p. Models.

The finest machine in the World for

Design, Workmanship, & Finish
|

OAKAMOOR HILL CLIMB.
1 DOT entered, awarded 2 Silver Cups.

Write, 'Phone (2125 Central), or call—

H. Reed & Co.,
'''-

'*^^2^t^l%.r.

Sole Agents for Manchester & District for the Canoelet Sidecars.

Applications for Agencies invited.

London Agents—The Service Co., Ltd., 292, High Holborn, London, W.C.

Liverpool Agents— Messrs. Henry Whitlock & Co., 40, Hope St., Liverpool,

Leeds Agents—IHessrs. F. K. Langton & Co., 3, Briggate.

Stoke-on-Trent Agents—Messrs. J. E. & L. Pritchard, London Road,

London -Edinburgh—London Run.

M.G.G. CHALLENGE CUP
WON FOR THE

I

Third Year in Succession
by Mr, George Brough, on
a 3^ h.p, Brongh, using

WAKEFIELD
"CASTRO L«'sd

C. C. WAKEFIELD & CO.,|

1 27, Cannon St., London, E.C;

JOHN PIGGOXX'
DUST CLOTHING for MOTOR CYCLISTS

Fawn Drill Double Breasted ^
Dust Jackets, 11/6. >

The Seatless Gaiter Trousers
Made in Dust and Showerproof Material.

Price 6/6 per pair.

Leggings, 5/6 per pair.

Ditto Super Quality Double Breasted

Jackets, 17/6.

Ditto Seatless Gaiter Trousers, 9/6.

Ditto Leggings, 7/6.

The "J. P. 3,000"
MOTOR CYCLE COVER

TIIH SEATLKSS
QAITHIl 'J'liOHSKIlS.

Holland Dust Jackets, Strong and

Washable, 6/6. Leggings to Matcll,

3/11.

Give size round chest on Jackets. Round
waist and lengtli of inside leg for Trousers.

Every Tyre guaranteed for "3,000" Miles if

used WITH or WITHOUT SIDECAR.
"WRITE FOR FREE SECTION."

Wa
117, 118, CHEAPSIDE, and MILK STREET, LONDON, E.G.

B32 In answcriiiii these advertisements it is desirable to iiiciiliun " 'J'/w Molar t^yrlc.
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RAPID REPAIR

KIT
Price Complete with 12 Plugs

Half-Time Puncture Repairs

15/-
special lUuslraied Booklet
post free for the asking.

THE PARSONS
NON-SKID Co., Ld.,

23, Store Street,

Tottenham Court Road,
London, W.C

And 237, Deansgrate, Manchester.

—better and permanent, too—if you use a

Parsons Rapid Repair Kit, instead of the old-

fashioned, troublesome, patch-and-solution way.

Isn't this a strong inducement why YOU—
Mr. Motor Cyclist—should spend 15/- NOW
on a PARSONS RAPID REPAIR KIT ? No

"waiting for patches to dry" ; no uncertainty
;

no leaking ; no mess—with the Parsons Way.

You can be on the move again in a minute

if you carry this little yin. by 4in. Repair

Kit. Get one To-day.

See how

ifs done.

REGAL PRECISION.
Birmingham Open Hill Climb, Wenlock Edge, June 1st, 1912.

Mr. Jack Woodhouse entered one machine, winning
seven medals, including first on Formula in the side-

car class.

Our speciality is 4^ single-cylinder two or three-speed

sidecar machine. Send for particulars.

Ernest Smith & Woodhouse, Ltd.,

88, John Bright Street, BIRMINGHAM.
Lonthn Agents:

Mun-.. H. C. MUls & Co..

15, Woodhouse Parade,

Gl. North Road, Finchley.

Briirhton & South Coast Railway.

MOTORING at DIEPPE.
Grand Prix and Coup de I'Auto.

Cheap Return Tickets will be is«ued to

DIEPPE
On FRIDAY to TUESDAY, June 21st to 25th, from Victoria
10 a.m. and 8.45 p.m., London Bridge 8.45 p.m.. East

Croydon 10.20 a.m. and 9.5 p.m.

Ist Class. 2nd Class. 3rd Class.

RETURN )
(Night Service only).

FARES [ 30/- 22/- 16/-
Special facilities for conveyance of motor cars. Details cf

Continental Manager, Brighton Railway, Victoria, S.W.

In tuning up,

GAS TIGHTNESS
of valves is of first importance.

The face and seating must be

perfect. This applies as much for

general riding as for competitions.

The writer of these notes, recently

discovered that our Cycle Lamp Oil

is wonderful stuff for valve grinding.

The improvement is most marked.

As in the case of Huiles de Luxe, our
Cycle Lamp Oil contains refined fatty

oils, and these seem to preserve the
' cutting power of the emery. A clean
and even surface is quickly obtained.

The writer advises grinding the exhaust
ralve with 220 corn emery, followed by
.lour emery, using our Cycle Lamp Oil

in both cases. Then a touch up of the
inlet valve with the flour emery, which,
with the Oil, puts a splendid finish to

the surfaces. This Oil may be used
with the new Bowden Valve Grinder.

MOST AGENTS STOCK OUR 6d. TINS OF
CYCLE LAMP OIL. TRY THIS TIP.

PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE CO. LTD.,

Battersea, LONDON, S.W.

In answering tli^ae adverHaements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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Does^ur Speedomeier

Needk 60 Like This-

The magnetic principle ujimi

which the Stewart Spccdooictor

works ensures a steady needle niovenicut

at all speeds. This is but one feature wliioh

differentiates the Stewart from other makes..

No centrifugal type of speedometer can give accurate

registration such as the Stewart invariably docs. Tlie

Stewart starts measuring .speed directly the cycle starts,

and it shows the actu.il rate of mov,cmcut from zero up.

And the workmanship of the .Stewart— it is so perfect

that even the unmochanically-ininded man can appre-

ciate that such a fine instrument must give accurate

and long .service.

Fit a Stewart to your motor cj-cle, and in future

know your speed.

Price £2 : 15 :

reading to 50 miles per hour and
season mileage recorder.

Same instrument, but with trip
recorder, £3:10:0.

Send for Booklet describing the principle of mechanism
in detail, or have a Stewart for ^o days' free trial.

Money returned if dissatisfied.

THE COOPER-SrEWART ENGINEERING CO.,

11, Broad Street, Bloomsbury, London. W.C.

MAGNETIC

BRADBURY, RIN«IAN& Co. Ltd.,

GIVE IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OF

RADMILL
THE LAST WORD IN

MOTOR BICYCLES
Fitted withk 3J h.p. JAP. Engine,
Senspray Carburetter, Spring Forks,
Magneto T.&B., Stands for Front
and Back Wheels, Extra Strong
Luggage Carrier, Efficient Silencer.

Price i£45 complete.

Please Call and Inspect Model at

230, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE,
NEW OXFORD ST. END. W.C.

Telephone : 4176 Gerrard.

\/8^;^, WHERE ARE
YOU GOING

FOR YOUR

HOLIDAY?

All best routes

are given in

,. _ _.^*!!!I!I i "Vhe Motor Cycle"

II ROUTE BOOK.
ft contains descnplivp main routes foi* the whole

of (he United Kinfidom ; speed limiu : forty-five

.... maps (Bartholomew) ; and copious index

Price

1/6 net. ••

By post,

1/9.

Obtainable at IUFFE & SONS Ltd., 20, Tudor Street.

London. E.C., and leading Bookstalls.

iketniitancc imtst (iccompanv 'tli T'*^'' -irders.

In an.'iiiri iiig Ikne advi rt'i.^i iiiriii.\ it i» dc.xiralilr lo iifiilii'v " '/'/c Mnhir C'l/r/r."
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How to Win Motor Cycle Races.

The formula is simple—many of the most successful

riders use it. Briefly, it is this—See that the machine

is in perfect working order, and Sternol Oil only is

used for lubrication.

H. C. Newman, using Sternol, has won almost every

race in which he participated during 1912. In seven

race meetings alone he obtained 21 firsts, 3 seconds,

2 thirds, 2 fastest time, and 2 on formula. Newman
confirms the fact that Sternol is superior to every

other oil. Benefit by his e.xperience. For your next

run obtain Sternol "A" Oil—the same as Newman
used. Get it from your dealer.

STERNOL,
56, Royal London House,

Finsbury Square,

LONDON, E.C.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

3|h.p. 1911 T.T. JAIWES £35

3i h.p. 1911 L.M.C £38

3i h.p. 1910 TRIUMPH, N.S.U. 2-speed £40

3k h.p. 1910 N.S.U £27
3.1 h.p. 191 1 SINGER, soiled only . . &iO
2|h.p. 1911 3-speed NEW HUDSON.. £37

2I h.p. 1910 Twin ENFIELD £17 10
2 h.p. 1910 MOTO-VELO £17 10

ROBERT SEVAN,
31, 33, 35, Castle Street, Cardiff.

J. B. JACQUEMIN BF.OS-
COLLAPSIBLE "CHLOROPHYLLE' EYE PROTECTORS.
(AlTCHlsoN's Patent

j
regd

WORLD'S RECORD.
Mr W. J CLARKE writes—" 1 used a pair of your Goggles during mv
recent Six Days World's Record Motor Cycle Ride of 3,000 miles. 1

must say ttie Goggles were a great help to me and acted splendidly

throughout ; you well deserve to sell a large quantity.'

PRICE from 4/9 CHLOROPHYLLE LENSES, 3/6 PLAIN (Postage ^0.i

WRITE—CHAPPELL & CO., 11, Hatton Garden, LONDON.

THE NEW "BROOKLANDS"
AND HILL-CLIIVIBIMG MODEL
WITH OPENING AND SHUTTING

CHOKE TUBE.

reason Its
construction make a machine
sligr>itly faster than with any
other carburetter. No use for
general road work.

Price £5 complete with JETS and KEYS.

GIVES
INSTANT START.

SLOW PULL.

A TICK ROUND.

VIOLENT
ACCELERATION.

GREAT FLEXIBILITY.

ONE LEVER ONLY.

SEND FOR MY
TREATISE ON
CARBURATION.

Complete.

Read the Latest Testimonial.

Friars Court,

June 6, 1912.

Dear Sirs,

Since fitting your carburetter to my new Bat, I am more than ever

amazed why the makers did not fit it at first. The improvement in

every wav is so pronounced. I am simply delighted with it ', both my
friends who have Bats have ordered them to-day, after ha\ing tried nrine.

Yours truly.

Send lor Hit ol testimonials, they must convince you (ha; this is tlie

best carburetter made.

C. BINKS, LTD., ECCLES.

In ari.sii-ering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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THE LAMP WITH THE FAMOUS
. « /^

RECORD BEAMS. ^T
Enabled the Clyno to win Wells Cup, London-Edinburgh.

| 7^/ft
The Generator which burns for
8 hours and riddles the carbide.

HALL
Ltd., Wrottesley St., BIRMINGHAM.

60, Shoe Lane, London, E.G..

24, Queen Street. Glasgow.
18, Swinton Row, Edinburgh.
18, Eldon Square, Newcastle.

SPECIAL AGENTS:
Service Co., High Holborn.
Taylor & Co., 21a, Store St.
Robertsons, 1 57, Gt. Portland St,
Cruickshanl<, The V.aduct,

Aberdeen

MARTIN-vl.A.P. Motorcycles.
THE WORLD'S RECORD HOLDERS.
BROOKLANDS EXISTING RECORDS.

CLASS A. Ij h.p. MARTIN-J.A.P . 270 c.c.

World's Kilometre—over ~66 miles an hour ! l

Mils .,

„ 50 Miles Time 55 minutes 24 seconds.

CLASS B. 2i h.p. MARTIN-J.A.P.
345 CO. World's Kilometre—over
68 miles an hour ! ! World's Mile
over 65 miles an hr.

Latest Successes : Tun-
bridge Wells Sports,

Whit-Monday, May 27
1912. — Martin Motor
Cycles swept the board
winning every event.

Still unbeaten.

H. MARTIN & CO.
Works : Leslie Grove,
East Croydon Surr^.v

BooksforMotorcyclists
Motor Cycles aiid How to

Manage Them.
The standard Handbook of the Motor Cycle.
Fifteenth edition, revised and enlarged, now
on sale. Price 1 /. net. By Post 1/3.

Hints and Tips for Motor
Cyclists.

t-ull of useful " wrinkles " with regard tu tiit

care and management of motor cycles, sni
edition. Price 1 /. net. By Post 1 /2.

The Motor Cycle Route Book.
Contains best routes lor . the whole ot the

British Isles, 45 maps and speed limits.

Price 1/6 net. By Post 1 /9.

Obtainable (with remittance) from ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
20, Tudor Street, LONDON, E.G., also from all Booksellers.

Economical. Puncture-proof.
Light. Rigid. Good. Cheap.
Detachable. Durable.

LOMAX
Try one over that

old tyre of yours.

Best English Chronte Leather, impervious to wet. Fitted

with Steel Studs that will not pull out. Attached to

tyre by means of clips which clinch the rim. You can

fit it yourself.

BANDS
Accept no imitations. Get our list from

The Lomax Tyre Company
(Dept. YN.), William St., BIRMINGHAM.

^' HINTS AND TIPS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS."
Third Edition.

Price 1/-

Revised and brought up to date.

From lliffe & Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.,

and all Booksellers.

Nearly 400 Hints and lips.

By Post 1/2

In answering Ifmse advertiBementa it ia desirable to mention " The Motor Ot/cle."
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eOIN6!fiOINfi!60NE!
This is tlie Auctioneers' cry ! Ours is GOING,

GOING ! We cannot yet say GONE, but we want
you to help us, so that we may be in a position to

add the last word to the phrase.
Our stock of Second-hand JMotor Cycles is fairly

small to what it was, but we want it to be smaller.
There are exactly fifty-three machines left at the
time of writing. Now, you want one of our Lists

of these fifty-three, so that you can have a packet.
If we can't sell them at our price, we are prepared
to try and sell them at your price, but sell them we
must, and, \vhat is more, sell them we wilt ! If you
cannot pay for one in full, you shall have one by
paving a deposit, and clearing off the balance by
ins'talmenls. ^.if you are a CASH BUYER, we will

be pleased to put you one in at the right price, and
we desire your firm offer. Our place is being filled

up with"new machines, which are rolling in daily.

At the present moment Morgans, A.C.'s, G.W.K.'-^,
or Turner Cars are either in or coming. in. As you
know, we have only a small place, and it is soon
filled up ; therefore let us have your cash or de-
ferred terms for any machine that we are Agents
for, and Remember, we are Agents for evervthiug
WORTH HA\^ING, such as Scotts, P. and M.'s,

Bradhury, Zenith, Humber, Matchless, Bat-Jap,
Douglas, Premier, Clyno. Morgan Runabouts, A.C.
Tricars, Motosacoche, Lincoln Elk, etc., etc., etc.

We have a great many more of these machines
coming fii than we can find room for at any time,

and as we want to have as many here as possible,

please help us to shift the second-hand machines out
of the read, then we shall be able to place in their

stead fifty new machines. In addition to the new
machines we have coming in daily, we have machines
standing at different stations in various parts of

the country awaiting our order.

Between you and us and the Gas Lamp, we may
remark that you will find it better by far to have
one of our good second-hand machines at our present
price than to pay a deposit for a new machine.
However, we leave the matter in your hands. We

have sold hundreds of new machines on the deferred
terms this year, and want your orders at once.
The riding weather is just coming on, and if you have
not got a machine, it is high time that you had one.
There is no need to save monev up. but send along
£10, and we will put the deal in hand at once.
The remainder of the money we can arrange on
terms that will meet with your acceptance.

As we were the leading firm in previous years
in the Swapping Trade, so wc intend to be the
LEADING FIRM in the Deferred Payment Trade.
Our motto is, " There's plenty of room at the top :

the bottom is generally crowded, as now." You
will find that we are ready for business when you
are ready to place your orders. Our deals can be
put through in a simpler manner than is the case
with many other firms. Write at once and state
the amount you can pay down ; what class of
machine you want—mention one or two if you have
no particular fancy—and we will uxite or 'phone
you immediately.

If you live in the South of England, we will not
trouble to have a machine sent from Morecambe,
but we can arrange for you to have quick delivery,
without heavy carriage to pay. If you have not
had one of our lists, let us have your postcard to-day.
There is sure to be something in the Accessory line
that you want, and our prices are ridiculously small,
and out of all proportion to the quality of the
goods, therefore you should not miss the opportunitv.

If you are in the Trade,our Accessories and Second*
hand Motor Cycle List, less trade discount, will fix

you up cheaper than you can buy from any^^here else.

If you are in the Trade, and have customers for
new machines, our commission is satisfactory. You
can have machines by coming down here, or have
them sent through. Remember, we buy all our
things right, and are therefore in a position to sell

them RIGHT. You know the old saw, " Money
makes the mare to go." If a firm can't buv right
lor want of capital, how can they expect to sell

right. We know many are short of the filthy lucre
at the moment.
We shall be pleased at all times for our friends

to call in and see us. By the by. we would casually
remark that we have stated for the last three or
four months that we are selling off, and we would

respectfully draw the attention of the bho^-s to the
fact that "selling off" does not mean "giving I

things away." This Whitsuntide a great numbei
have blown in, and from the olfers they have made

|

us, we certainly think they have misinterpreted oui

advertisements, as we can hardly consider £25 a
,

satisfactory price for a igii free-engine Triumph,
neither do we feel interested in the innocent's calling

in and telling '.'? that he \nU give us 1/6 for a paii

of Wool-lined Gloves, which are exceptionally cheap
at our cut price of -1. '5I.

\A'e get a great number of letters, some of them
from the knnts. This sounds interesting, when,
after reading through a four-paged letter, you find

that the gentleman innocently asks whether wg
guarantee a Motor -Cycle and Sidecar to pass his

|

pi!, who is the Captain of the " Sloppy-by-the-Sea "
1

Cycling Club ; as, if so, he will give us £3 to £ic
j

for the combination. You feel tempted to wire,

offering him a prominent position on the Staff of I

Buyers, or give him a Bath free of charge from the

Pier Head ! Kind friends, please note we are not
]

able to do these idiotic things any more than any-
one else, but we can sell you a superior Motor Cycle

at a price y^ry much less than anyone else can, foi I

the simple reason that we want to be out, as we
want the room for something else. Vou now have
ic from us, and we look forward to seeing voui
postcard for a list.

We have close upon 200 pairs of tyre-s, which are

brand new, and made specially for us by a first-

class firm. \Ve have been selUng them at ij/ii^,

rg/iii, and 24/11^. To make a move on them,

you can have them' at 2/- per cover discount, and
|

we make vou an exceptionally good offer. If when
you get the cover you do not think same worth
the monev, send it back at once, and we will refund

the money in full. There is also a matter of 120

tubes, white and red ones. The former we have been

'selling at 4/11A and the latter 8/iiA. You can

take i/- off the white tubes and 2/- off the red ones.
|

There is also a matter of fifty or sixty butt-ended

tubes, which are our usual 13/iii line. Whilst I

they last you can take a couple of shillings off

these.

Kitchen's, Ltd., Morecambe.

MOTOR CYCLES
BY EASY PAYMENTS

Whiteleys are prepared to supply ANY
MAKE OF MOTOR CYCLE or CYCLE-
CAR on the EASIEST OF EASY TERMS

Interest Charge from 2 per cent.

A TEN POUND NOTE
secures delivery, and you can pay the balance

afterwards by twelve monthly instalments.

WHY WAIT 6 WEEKS WHEN WE HAVE IN STOCK

Premiers
Bradburys
Triumphs
Indians
Douglas
Rex-Japs

Alcyons
New^ Hudsons
Calthorpes
James
Singers
Rudges

Bats
Zeniths
Swifts
Clynos
P. & M.S.
DuooCars

Carriage Paid to any Station in the UnitedKingdom.

WHITELEYS
QUEEN'S ROAD, LONDON, W.

See that

Security Sleeve ?

It overcomes the one disadvantag*
of tlie Butt-ended Tube -bursting at

the ei>ds. It is the feature of the

"Challiner" Patent Butt-ended Tube.
With it you have the seciiiity of the endless lubt

and the handiness of the butt-ended one.

The Security Sleeve is fixed to the rim by the winged nut
and bolt ; the butt ends of the tuba fit in it like a glove.

The centre of ihe Security Sleeve is a bulkhead of fntulated
canvas which makes bitistitig of the etids an iviiiossibility.

'Challiner' Patent Butt-ended Tubes
are burst-proof at the ends.

If a tyre fitted with this tube were inflated to bursting point, tht
btir$t could not occtir at the etids.

The bulkhead keeps the Tube ends firmly in position; and being
fixed to the rim directly opposite the valve, it prevents aU'creepin??.'

"Creeping" of the Butt-end Joint is what causes other tubes
to burst.

Fit ^^Challiner's'* to your mount now I

PRICES (complete with Sleeve)

26" X 2- 26-x2i" ^^"^e^x^T"'"^
700x7imlm

15/- 16/6 17/- 20/-

Setit Post free on receipt of price,

Sbrewsbury & Challiner Tyre Co. Ltd.,

MANCHESTER. LONDON.
BIRMINGHAM.

In answering these advertisemejits it is desirable to mention he Motor C'ncle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS,
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 14 words or less 1/6, and Id. per word
after. Eacli paragrapli is charged separately.

Name and address must be counted. In the

case of Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements m this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

(0 the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.C.), by
the frst post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

(inote the number which is printed at the end of

iach advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every c;re is taken
to avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the - advertisements are classified into

districts, as many leaders like to know what machines
are for sale in their immediate neiglibourhood before
going further afield.

Pian showing division of England into Sections.

Northnniberland, Cumberland, Durham, " and
Weotinoceland,

SECTION II,

York and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Notimghnm, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,
Warwick.

SECTION V.
Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridg'^, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Wcrcestf-r, Hereford, Radnor, Hrecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarlhon, Cnrdi^sii, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.
Gloncester, Oxford, Guckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islands.
SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex,

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon. Dorset, and Qirinvrill.

SECTION X.
Scotland,

SECTIO.V XI.
Irehnd and Isle ol Man.

DIFFICULTIES DISAPPEAR.
No difRculties of choice, for
we can show you every make ;

no difficulties of delivery, for

we hold the largest stock in

the kingdom ; and no difficulty

in use, for wc sell machines
fitted with every up-to-date im-
provement, by which all

difficulties disappear

IF YOU BUY AT

PAYmENT OF NEW.

9, SHOE LANE, FLEET
STREET,

UONDON, E.G.

Tlionc: Ilolborn, 5777.

V/ircs: " Opificcr, London."

OUR TO-DAY'S BARGAIN LIST INCLUDES

5424. 3I h.p. IQ12 free engine
BRADBURY £45

3540. S h.p. 151 1 2-3pecd MATCHLESS
andisidecar £65

55SS. j» h.p. 1911 2-specd DOUGLAS,
Model E £36 10

5569. 3.i h.p. 1910 KERRY ABINGDON £32 10
5603. 5-61i.p, jgii 4-cylhider F.N. ....£33 10
5606. 5-6 h.p. 1908 2-speed -4071. F.N.. . £25
5S09. 5 h.p. twin BUCHET and. sidecar £27 10
5612. 3l h.p. tgog toiu^st-REX .' £22 10
5613. 3J;h.p. 1908 MATCHLESS-J.A.P... £18
5614. 2|h.p. 1912 Model K DOUGLAS. . £50
5615. 3J h.p. J9I2 2-speed HUIVIBER ..£45
5fii6. 7 h.p. 1909 2-sp. V.S..and sidecar £35
,617. 2? h.p. 1911 2-speed DOUGLAS,

. Model D £35
.5618. 35 h.p. 1911 BAT-J.A.P £33 10
5621. 2^ h.p. 1912 3-speed HUIVIBER ..£45
5566. 3i h p 1909 TRIUMPH £31

5571. 2ah.p. HUMBER £15
5573. 3l h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH £30
5586. 3^ h.p. 191 1 standard BAT £35
5587. 9' h.p. 1908 BAT-J.A.P £27 10
4260. 2} h.p. BRADBURY £8 10
5158. 3ih.p. igo8 2-speed N.S.U. and

sidecar £25
5169. 5 h.p. 1908 twin G.B £20
3531. 5- h.p. 1910 tonrist REX £30
5504. 3jh.p. 1910 PREMIER, Mabon

free engine £24
5506. i.Jh.p. 1911 Twin CAMPION £27 10
'i'^ig. 3.Vh p. 1910 Standard TRIUMPH £33
1132. 6" h.p. 1912 REX Sidette £60
5542. 3.V h.p. QUADRANT £17 10

5543- 3|t-P. 1911 3-sp. Lady's HOBART £35

5547. 6- h.p. 1911 ZENITH GRADUA
and sidecar £63

5559. 3jh-P- 1908 TRIUMPH £29
5550. 2i h.p. 1912 Standard PREMIER £30
5562. 22 h.p. 1909 DOUGLAS, Roc 2-sp. £29
5036. 2jh.p. 1911 MOTOSACOCHE .... £27 9

5009. 3I h.p. 1911 T.T. BRADBURY ..£32
5055. 3l h.p. 191 1 L.M.C., variable gear £35
5287. 2j h.p. 1911 DOUGLAS £28
5006. 3jh.p. igioT.T.'TRIUMPH £34
5066. 3J h.p. 1911 BRADBURY, Maboncl. £37 10

5332. 5-6 h.p, 1911 4-cyl.'F.N £33 10
.S35S. 2? h.p. 1912 2-speed ENFIELD . . £47

544:. 3J h.p. 1911 BRADBURY £35
5.468. 3J h.p. 1911 BRADBURY £3*
5327. 7 h.p. 1911 2-spccd REX DELUXE £45
^285. 2 h.p. 1910 MOTO^REVE £20
4883. 3J h.p. 1911 CHATERrJ.A.P £32
5420. 2,^ h.p. 1911 2-speed ENFIELD ..£40
5460. 2^ h.p. 1910 2-speril F.N £27 10

'i47l. 3J h.p. iqii I'M!. BRADBURY ..£38
5293. 2; h.p. 19H ENFIELD £40
4865. 2.V h.p. 191 1 HANDY HOBART ..£".5

OVER 300 NEWEST 1912 4IODELS
AND SECOND - HANP MOTOR
CYCLES ON SHOW.
PRICES FOR CASH
MACHINES TAKEN

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may bi'!

addressed to numbers at " Tlie :\Iotor Cycle" office
vVhen this is desired, 2d. uill be charged for registration

'

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must 1 e Vrnl -9
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear i

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No.
000, c/o,' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or it
" London '

is added' to the address, then to the number given c/o
"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C. 'r,

3)*-DEPOSIT SYSTEM,
Persons who hesitate to send monev to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of out
Deposit ..System. If the moneys be.deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both, parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a 'decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a-safe'is effected we remit the
amount to the seller, but if not we return the amount
'o the depositor, and. each party to'the transaction pays
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding ^10 in
value, a^deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under
Cio the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and clieques and mone^- orders should be made
payable to Ihffe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE,
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post. >

MOTOR BICYGLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham,
Westmoreland.

and

SCOTT. Anil, 1912, as n.iv, lide 50 to pinvhaMr;
makerii' |,'Uiir;mtee.— Motorist, Orniathwaitis Ki-~-

wiclc. [X2160

2-si)r'i;l. fret\ cliaiu dnvo,
Diusjiiore, 9,

Arsj-ll St.. iSunderland. [S2151

DAELINGTON.-Cauuot take delivery. £50/8 lad.v's

Hohiirt, 2;h.r., 3-speetl, sacritire f42/10.-Nii. 7-73,

Tke Molur Cycle Olti.e.s Covcnir}'. [X2778

Motor Cj-rle, 2^h,p., low
.spares; £3''10. or oljors

;

111, Stainton, Teurith.
[X2760

n.

33.h.p. Euticld, u.'w 1911, 2nK•^. freo

4 lamp: cost 50 y:ns., lo'ivest £30.-

CHATEE-LEA-WELLEE
built

plioto.-

mi'li'tc ivith

Tbojuiwui, KrUl H.

SECTION
York and Lancashire.

TqriTCHIXGS, Ltd,

pjITCHIXliS, Ltd., Lireuioel.

TTITCHIXGS, T.t.l.. 74, Bold St., Liverpool.

TTITCHIXGS. Ltd., for twin SIotehle,5s, iu sto.lr.

ITCHINOS, Ltd.,HITC
stoil;.

HITCHIXGS. Ltd.
ard, iu btoii;.

Ltd..HITCmXGS,
eai-.>

HITCHIXOS, Ltd.
elliuo-i.

TJITCHIXGS, Ltd.,

for Sf^pced siui^le Jliitclili^s.

for Triumphs, clutch and .^ta

fni .Mnntiioiiiery and Gloiia .-i

ijx yuarauteed secoud-liuiid j

for courtesy anU depcndtihilit.v.

YOUR Euqniries are solieiteil by
Bstiiljlishcd 1880.-74, Bold St;,

Hitehinss,
Liverpool.

TBIUMPH,
1912 9 s

1911, I'lutcli mod-d, irtmpleto. £43: and
nnesi Miiiiti^itniory sideeiir. £6, or to^etlirr

f48.-Hitcliilit!s. Ltd., '74, Bold St., Liverpool. [X2740

CAEES-
cxiliim::

Eudi;e and I1,S..\. free eiisino nwh-ls, fur

Kuovvsl.-y St., Duty. 1X2848

CAEES.— 1911 2-niii'i'd li'mnher, o.Ni'Cllcut order, £36;
19U /.oiiilh. SJIi.p., £38; both exceptional 'bin-

{.'uinR; excjnniyrs ciiti rtidncd.

1Q12 A.C. Soi'inhle; the Mighty Atom, dcliviry In a
Ac? few dayrt, secure it uow.—Jlelow.

CTi'\'NOS.—For quick delivery ntid absolnte (;Mli.«'nc-

tion, try Potter, Leicester Grove, Leeds, Ti 1.

1

4046. 1X2935

IQ12 51i,p. T.T. Matehle.»t<, nnserntehed, too Inft f"

£56, oilers.—Kud'J, leallou, Leeds.
I.X2918

A t6 All letters rcLidfii; 10 .•id\eitiaeiiiciits should quote the number nt the end ol each advertisement, .Tiid tlie diitc o[ the issue.
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The Halifax Motor Exchange

Larg^est Rex Dealers,

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
'Phone, 766. Telegrams, " Perfection.

BRAND NEW 1911 REXES.

Makers' price. Ours.

Sj h.p. Rex Tourist 43 guineas 34 guineas

3I h.p. Free-engrine 48 guineas 39 guineas

3i h.p. 2-speed De Luxe 57 guineas 46 guineas

5 h.p. 2-speed De Luxe 60 guineas 51 guineas

All new and guaranteed. Exchanges liberally dealt with.

SPECIAL.—Easy payments at 5% extra. Low deposits,

twelve monthly payments.

£3 to £5 DOWN ;?o'm^(-de™at'h\r""^
a \ h.p. J.A.P., Clement-Garrard frame £8 10
Twin magneto MOTO-REVE, Druids £15
=1 h.o. QUADRAIVT £10 10

2 J h.p. KERRY £10 10

2| h.p. BAT, spring frame £10 10

3i h.p. Ught, low REX, very smart £12 10

2j h.p. DE DION £10 10

2I h.p. J.A.P., spring frame, h.b. control £9 10

2 h.p. F.N„ 26in. wheels, V. belt £6 10

3i h.p. M.M.C., torpedo tank-. £10 10

1912 DE LUXE
SIDECAR
£6 6s.

"ExchanETc," with Continental motor cycle tyre £5 5
" pe Luxe," with best tyre, apron, footmat . . f6 6
Ditto, with reversible child's seat £7
Ditto, with best coach-built body £7 12 6
improved Quick Detachable Joints, cranUed extra strong

back axle and spindle, tip-iip body, and caged ball races
to all models. Prompt delivery to suit Rexes, Triumphs,
N.S.U.'s, Indians, and any otiier maue.

Discount to trade. Exchanges entertained.

GUARANTEED IN RUNNING ORDER.
1912 MULTI-RUDGE, nearly new £52 10
New 1912 3i h.p. 3-speed BRADBURY £58
New 1Q12 twin REX Sidette £75
iqi'i 3I b.p. 2 speed N.S.U. and new sidecar £39 10
New 1012 2-5peed REX Junior. Liberal exchange £45
X911 3J h.p. tourist REX, done 100 miles S32 10
SCOTT 2-speed. Aug., 1910 £37 10
iqii s^ii.p. REX, clutch model, as new £34 10
1911 5" h.p. 2-speed REX DE LUXE £47 10
19107 h.p. twin REX. HOT STUFF £37 10
1910 2-speed twin REX DE LUXE £38 10
1910 5 h.p. REX, very fast. Special machine .. £29 10
1911 2-speed twin REX DE LUXE, soiled onlv .

,

49 Gns
3 h.p! magneto TRIUMPH, spring forks ".

. .

.

£23 10
sill.p. magneto REX, spring forks £19 19

sih.p, REX, h.b. control, 26in. wheels £12 10
Twin MOTO-REVE, magneto, Druids .; £15
5j h.p. 2-speed twin REX, good and reliable .... S34. 10

3 h.p. QUADRANT, low frame £10 10

2I h.p. KERRY £10 10
' Easy Payments at Special Rates.

£7
deobsit and 10/- weekly secures—
2jh.p. Mag. MINERVA, chain drive £16 10

2I h.p. R. and P., magneto £14 10
3 h.p. Magneto TRIUMPH £23 10

3l h.p. Magneto REX £19 19
2j h.p. REX Magneto Lightweight £16 10

SUNDRIES.
Nearly new Whittle belts, Jin., 2/3 ; lin., 2/9 per foot.

3i h.p. M.M.C £2 2
Myer s Motor Cycle Stands 3/-
New Cane Sidecar Body 17/6
28 X 2j New Calraon Covers 17

'

26x2 Continental Covers r.. 15

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMPH, 3ih.p., 1908, Albion free engine clutch,

excellent condition, £25; Farrai sidecar, nearly
new, £3/15.— Kelvey, 194, Oxford Ed., Manchester.

[X2923

1 Q12 J.A.P. and Precision Machines.—Finest machine
i^ in the market at the price, £38/18; send for

lifit; sidecar, £5/5.—Blackburn, Atlas Lane, Brifihouse.
[X2733

HITMEER, 3:Jh.p., 19111, 2-f:peed, free engine, per-

fect condition, £35/10; extra etrons Millford side-

car, £6/10.—Rayner. Newlay Wood, Horsfoith, Leeds.
[:X2816

NEW 1911 JMotor Cycles, free engine or 2 speeds,
at reduced prices. Easy payments from, £10

doiiosit, balance in 12 monthly payments. Write at
once.—Halilax Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax

[1307
1012 2-sreed Free Engine Rudge, latest model, -with
-»-t/ Senspniy uarburetter. just delivered, not done 200
miles, perfect; firet £50 secures.-Cowsill, Lawrence R4,
Chorley. i;il59

ZENITH, 1912. 6h.p., new. in crate; accept £65
[li.sted £70/7) ; conciidei magneto machine part

;

private : bought car.-Box 779, The Motor Cycle Offices,

Coventry. [X2874

LOOK.—3;b.p. 2-6peed model N.S.U., new end 1910,
overhauled, et<:., perfect; £26/10; exchange com-

bination, or single speed and little cash-—40, Andover
St-, Sheffield [X925

PARISH, Preston, Bradbury and Douglas ' agent.—
Bradbury, 2-si)eL'd, free engine, m stock ; few

second-hand ; cxchaui,^es a speciality ; sidecar builder

;

tyres, belts, spares.
'

[X2933

"1012 4h.p. LM.C. Motor Cycle, 2-t^peed and free.

Xt/ i.-oinpIi,-te, with sidecEir. like new, £65; 1911 3:
li.p. free eni;ine Rover, Hke new, £35.—WojUey Bros., 23,
Rouudhay Rd-, Leeds. [X2572

51i.l>. 1906 Twin Eex, 1912 B- and It-, spring forks.
Cantilever spring f^addlc, new Stanley, WJiittle^.

frood sidecar machine; £13/10.—Riley, c/o Stevens, Wel-
lington Rd., Ltewsbury.

~ [X2698

1 'Q08 Minerva Motor Cycle, SJh.p., £10; also a talk-
JL*y iiig machine and 24 records, 12iu., £4; excliangc
both and cash for ijidecar combination.—Wardte, Abbey-
ford Rd., Woudk^ford. [X2701

TWO ]Jradbury 1912 2-speed Models, like new, bar-
gain, £40 each; 3jh.p. Ariel, in good order, and

cheap, £10.—H. Thompson, Motor Garage, Levenshulme,
Tel. : 338 Heatou Moor. [X2682

F.N., 5-6h.p., 4-cyIs., new tyres, lamp, footboards, mag-
net.:), grand condition; £18, or offers; particulars;

tirst cheque secures; buving lightweight. — Oaklands,
Car^tleton, Manchester. [X2656

1Q12 3ihp. Zenith Gradua, t^plendid condition, Auto-
Xt/ clipse lamp, horn. Garner exhaust whistle, spares,

£50, or near ofler; ako Millford rigid sidecar, £4/10.
—Frain, Snaintdu, Yorki?. [X2877

IQll Royal Enfield, 2Jh.p., chain drive, footboard-^,
X t/ ianip. horn, tools, M'xmer 2 hill-climbs, perfect
condition, unscrtitahed ; £34, oi offer.-Hv. Hiiworth,
141, Duckworth St-, iMrwen. [X2774

3h.p. N.SU., 1911, Bosch magneto, 1911 E. and E-
carhurettcr, gofid tyres, .splendid eondition :

price
£13. or best offer acc'cpted.- H. Fortshaw, grocer, Ruby
Mill, Appley Bridge, near Wigan. [1082

N.S.U., 311. p.. spnn new June, 1911. overhead valve
ma.Lzneto, siiring forks, carrier, footrests, spare's,

etc., excellent condition, handy maeliine; anv trial here;
no exchange; £26.—Rostron, Bullfield. Bolton. [X2843

"I012 Quadrant, 4ih.p., Armstrong 3-speed, new Mav
Xt/ 28th. 1912, ridden 30 miles, perfect, Lucatf lamp,
hum. Whittle, belt case, overalls, t-.ols, plugti, spare belt:
giving up; £51.—Coupe, 27, Pilot St., Accrington.

1X2614
MOTOSACOCHE, 1908, Simma magneto, Whittle,

tootiests, Dnnlop. Moseley motor tyres, tubes.
Brooks B130, engine and machine good condition, used
daily ; accept reasonable offer, bargain.—Garner, Hapten.

i;X2712

1 Q12 Scott, in stock, also Matchless, 54gns. ; Douglat?,
1-*J £41; James, Armstrong 3-speed, trial runs
only. £53; Bradbuv, £48; Zenith single. 53gn6. ; variety
of sidecars, etc.—W.F. and Co., 5, Cheltenham Parade,
Harrogate. -

. [X2764

"I 12 James, 2 r'pecds, chain drive, onlv delivered
X*^ June 6th,- cost' £59/10, will accept £49/10, or
with Luea-^ lamp and Cowey speedometer, £54/10, no
(iffers; owner buying car.—Nightingale, Melbreak, Cad-
ley, I'rcstnn. . - - . [1227

SCOTT, 1911. new August,, perfect condition through-
out,- t.vTet:-as- new, complete- with 2 Brooks' bags,

Lucas lamp, horn, spare?;, tools, etc-; £48; anytriakor
examinatinn ; seen anv time-—Jesse Baker. 2, Acton
Terraee, Wi-an. Tel.: 457. [1174

PREMIER. 3^h.p., 2 special machines, ehghtly differ-

iufi from standard, but absolutely ne>y, and equal

to a 1912 model, ^J^niid fork^, Punlops tyres, etc., etc.;

sacrihee-for £59 each, quick sale; fnll siiarantee.—Col-

more Depot, 261,- Deahsgate,- Manchester. - [X2960

"I Q09 7h.p. Rex, Mabon, Bosch^ B. and B., spring
X*/ . forks; etc., every modern improvement, specially

Inw, just overhauled, £22/10; Mill*;-Fnlford castor wheel
sidecar £16 model. £4/5; motor cycle part.—40, And-
over St.. Sheffield. [X2852

B.S.A., 1911, Rom and Batee, 500. Watawata inter-

mediate, Autoelipf^e, mirror, watch. Garner whistle,

climb an>'thing; Rex, Palmer cord, Dunlop, tricai lamp,
variable pulley, accumulator, no repairs needed for 12
months.-lvockwood, Bibbleden, Holmfirth [X2746

HAMPSTEAD.5, HEATH
STREET,

Close to Hamostead Tube Station.

Tele : "Rey, Hampstead." Tel : 2678, P.O., Hampstead,

EXTENDED PAYWIENTS
Taken on any Machine or Runabout.

Following 1912 Machines for

immEDIATE DELIVERY
AND IN STOCK :

F.N., 5-6 h.p., Multiple disc clutch £58

TRIUMPH T.T. Roadster, 1912 £50
TRIUMPH Standard Model £48 15

TRIUMPH iqi2 F.E. Model £55
RUDGE Multi-speed. iqr2 ,, £60
RUDGE Standard Model £48 15

RUDGE T.T. Model £48 15

RUDGE F.E. Model £55
BRADBURY, 3J h.p. 2-speed, chain driven £58 10

BRADBURY Standard Model £48
BRADBURY F.E. Model £54 10
BRADBURY T.T. Model £48
BRADBURY, 2-speed Model £55

A.C., 1012, 3 weeks £87 10

CLYNO 5-6 h.p. 151 2 2-speed Model 65 Gns
P. and M. si h.p. 1912 2-speed Model £65 ,0
B.S.A. 3J h.p. J912 2-speed Model £60 ;0

B.S.A. 3* h.p. 1912 Standard Model £50
ZENITH 8 h.p. Model 69 Gn»
ZENITH 6 h.p. Model 67 Gni
ZENITH 3lh.p. Model 53 Gni
DOUGLAS 'L Lady's Model £52
DOUGLAS J T.T. Model £47

DOUGLAS G Standard Model £41

DOUGLAS Model K £50
SINGER 2-speed 4 h.p. Sidecar Model £65

SINGER 3* h.p. 3-speed Model £58 10

LINCOLN ELK 3* h.p. Standard Model £34
HUMBER 3jh.p. 2-speed Model £52 10

BAT 6 h.p. Standard Model £58
G. and N. Runabout in four weeks.

Any other makes on application.

TRADE SUPPLIED WITH VARIOUS MAKES.
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS ALLOWED.

Sole London Agent for the famous LINCOLN ELK. Finest
value on the market for quality and reliability.

Machines at Bargain Prices to Clear.
2011. F.N. , i9rT model, 6 h.p., like new £35
1955. F.N., 4-cyl., 6 h.p., good order £35
1906. F.N. ,

4-cyl., I9ri, with sidecar £35
1968. REX, i9iol, 3J h.p £25
2066. J.A.P.-CHATER-LEA, 4 h.p., 1911 £29
2T46. DOUGLAS, 1910, fine order £24
1640. ZENITH, 1911, 3i h.p., goodorder £40
2063. F.N., 4-cyl., nice order : £25
2135. ZEDEL Twin, 6 h.p., Chater fitting £22

RUDGE T.T.. 1912, as new £40
All Accessories included on S.H. at the price advertised.

The £4-10 REY Sidecar £3-10
'With Hutchinson or Michelin 26x2^ tyre and tube,

30/- e.xtra.

The famous "REY" EXHAUST WHISTLE now reduced

to 12/6 each. Triumph standard type.

The "REY" LEATHER BELTING outlasts two o> any
other makes. Price 2/- per fooL

SPEciAt. Discounts to Trade.

ONLY HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DEUVERY

All letters relating to advertfse.metits should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Hsc«.
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Caoght on !

!

OUR

REED CANE BODIES
have undoubtedly hit the mark.

Undoubtedly this class of cane is far superioc and

more classy than ordinary cane or wicker work,

besides being considerably lighter. These beautiful-

sidecars- appeal to those who want absolutely the

^'^'- Model E

^8 8s.
OUR POPULAR MODELS ARE GOING STRONG.

Model E.—£7 5s. Model 0.—us.
Complete vvilli Lamp, Foot Mat, Kick-iip Stand,
Quick Detachable Joints, Continental or Miclielin

Tyres, Round or Car Pattern Mudguard, and
CARRIAGE PAID. Send for list.

1911 B.
MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.

: B. Carburetter, good order. 15/6
\ & M. Carburetter, h.b. control 10/-
1912 B. & B. Caburetter, variable jet £1
Auiac Carburetter, H.B. control, good .... 12/6
4i h.p. Aster Hiigjne, water-cooled £4 10
^4 li.p. liuclict liiiKine, water-cooled £4 10
2 h.p. Stationary linRiiie water-cooled .... £4 10
3 h.p. Simni^ Engine, M.O.V • 50/-
Cocoanut i'lbre sidecar, foot-inaia 3/-
Albion Clutch, fits Triumph 47/6
New Screw-cutlinc Lathe, 4in. centres £6 10
Brooks's B105 Sad<lk- 10/6
Brooks's Bigo New hadlle. i-)ij inodel .... 14/(>

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood lane,

MMJ^M^M.M: J%.A. irom G.P.O.)
(cleplionp ^JIc^

A40 All JcUei's i-clatin>i tu advci (i^iemi-n*!)

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
BAT, 8h.p., 1912, 2-speed, in stock, chain drive,

kick start, £75, usually has to be waited three
months for; also one 1912 Sli.p., belt drive, with P.
and ^f. 2-s]Deed^gear, usual price £70/ 10, cancelled
order, accept £65 to clear quickly.—Colmore Depot,
18, Renshaw St., Liverpool. [1326

CHATER-LEA, delivery one week,' not yet booked
up; £78/15; £10 deposit books this.—Colmore

Depot, 18, Renshaw St., Liverpool. [1327

RUDGE Multi-speed and l*'ree Engine Models, all in
stoi/k; Alldays-Matchless. -S^h.p., with 2-sperd and

sidecar, tlie poor manV motor car, £57/10; pjemiei,
2^h.D., ligJltweight, with 3-r^peed, li^t pr^'C £46/10,
what ofleiji, or exehanpe; Comet, 4,lli.p. Precisiou, with
2-:>peed ^'('ar. 26x2: tyre.-^, an idi-al tsidecar niaL'hiuc,

50 guinMs; 1911 Rud-e, I'rtv (eUHiiie model, like new,
£45, or exehiuii^e.— Parry's, The Oldham Motor Cycle
Di'iiot, every til in;-;' lor' the motor i-vrli.sl, 68, (jcorKe St.

Oldham, fX2879

NORTHERN Dcpiit, Ltd.. " Evrrvthin- Motorif^h,"
Leeee St., Livi'rpool.-Latr.st 1912 inofl'l-* in stocU,

Kerry elutrh, alt^^o .standard ; new tlnti'tj Kerry. sImp-
soiled, £5 off li<t; eluteh Trimuph, I'onf L'lntrli Urx-Jap,
4h.p. ; Bradbury, 2-8peed, with adju-tahle pulli^y; f^hop-

soiled hitest Rover, with mark 111, Arm.';tr(m,L; ;,'ear-

Brooktf pan seat, £4 oft li.<t : 6 and Sh.p. Rex-Jap de
Luxe ; a few vacant datCf? left for delivery in three
weeks: A-C. Sociable, deliverv thiri month; special tor-

pedo sidecar body, £3. [X2927

GREAT Sale of motor cycles.-3!h.p. Rex, £7/10;
4h.p. Cliater-Lea, matjneto, vprins forks, B. and

B.. £12: Sh.p. Triumph. £9: 1909 Douglas £18/10;
1911 Kerry-Abingd.m, £28; 5-61i.p. Rex, 1909, twin-
eyl., free engine, and sidecar. £25, worth £40; 1908
Triumph, new condition, £25; P. and M., nearly new, 2-

Bpeed, free ensine, £37/10; we have about 60 seccmd-
hand motor hikes in stock, consisting of 1907, 1908,
1909, 1910 Trimnphs. prices from £15 ; several Erad-
buryt-, Siuser^, JSloto-Reves ; all maeliines sold are
warranted in good order; sidecars from 50/-.—The Motor
Cycle Exchanj,^e, 160, Younb' St., SheSieid. [0100

SECTION in.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire. Derby.
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

19

19°

12 standard Biadbiirv
Box 770, 37m MuCo

2.81i.'.-d

£25, i.tk'i

LL11AYS._ 3
new; £iO,

fli.4d.

Iialt a Hi.

; hpst oa<li ffft'T; must soil,—
r Cycle OlHii'S, '..'nvrutiy.

'liid)rr, in^t (iviT]i,'ilu('d. re-

^Bailoii. llalri-h St., Walsall.
[1107

1911, roiiditinu I'ljiial t(i

21D, Buxtim lid., Macclrs-
[1034

TEIUIII'H, lifo .'uaiue, 6 n'ertsnld, done 320 iiiiliv,

uuf^ciatcliod, as brand new; best ott'er.— 25. I'ast-

bourne St., Walsall. [1050

31.h.p. Bradbury, li.b.'e., adju.stable pulley, siirini: forks,
2 low, excellent eonditi m

;
£12/10. -WldtlaUer, Mo

Cottage, Maeelesfleld.

AEGAIX.-Twiu li-Jjtwr
ps. lamp, lioin, niai

01ie«ter Ed., New l-'erry.

[X2159

BAEGAIX.-Twiu li-Jjtwri-ht, 2.;h.p., ma.aneto, llun-
lops. lamp, lioin, niauv spares; £22,-117, Ne^v

[1112

BEAT.IBUEY, 1911, ;;. new. s,ir,'donieter. mirror,
spares, ete. ; iiuii'k s;de (..iuaranlivii) £59.—Blair,

Dental Suruiry. Run orn. [1040

"IQ12 BradOur\-, Inr eni^ine mOilel, ridden 150 miles,
Ai/ £47; uith -luini: wheel snleear, £52,— Letter,
Fryars Hd., ]ie;iuuiaiis • [X2e46

IXDIAN, 5-61i.p., 1911, fixed ensine, tyre^, condition
;,'uarauteed, lamp, accessories ; £28,—Box 755,

The Motor Cycle Offlees, Coventry. [X2612

Sh.p. Clement-Garrard. .trood condition, 1-\E,S. lamp,
spring fork'^, Amae carburetter; bargain, £5/10,—

Stimp.son, Barber's Hill, Walrcrn. [X2167

2Jl]i.p. Bradbury, B, and B-, Druid-:, lamp, horn,
2 wateh, r'>-bushed, Li.iod condition; £16.— Wcst-

eate. Albert Ed., Wolverhampton. [X2817

TKIUJU'H, 1908, splendid condition, just overlianled
by Trinuiplis, «pare tyro and parts, complete; £28

—Jackson, 38, I'rinccss St„ Kmitsford. [X2169

1Q11 2;!i.p. Eoyal Enfield, chain drive, ningiu'to, in
J-f/ new conditiiui ; must sell: iiceesHorics ; 30 gU'J.,

cash only; appr.jval.— 53, Market St,, Buxton. [.\2e45

ROVEE, late 1911, free engine, with sidecar, 1912,
perfect eondition ; cxjicrt examination invited;

£38

1910, free eni^inc,

engine ovciliauled
motoring.—Apply,

li, lavest, bargain,— Di, Hill,
[X2168

ARIIOL, 3!h.p.. 1910, free engine, variable gear, de-
craupref^sia-, engine ovciliauled in 1911; liaigain,

66, Liehlleld Ed,.
1X2751

TRU.MI'-.T.A.I'., 1911, 3;il,p„ low Iiosition. last and
reliable, well known, inchuling lamp, horn, sia'cd

onuter, tools, itc, ; £30; trial.—Heutley, Uppington,
Wcllingt lU, Saloji, , [1061

IQll (Oitobei) 6h,p Bex, free engine, 2 speeds, st;ind
A./ c\))ert cxaininaticai ; too powerful ft I owner;
£45, part exchange 1911 F.B. Triumph.—Warren, I'ros-

|re, 1 House, Xcwhall, Burton-on-'J'rent, 1X2796

owner oniernl ca

Lliinr\\-'t.

EIHL, SJli.p.

lupref^sia-,

£23; giving up
Walsall,

'EU.\ll'-,T,A.l'.

[.".NKllOLD Twin, almost new, cost £45 fiw montln
Ij ag{», -sjicriHec, 30 guine.is, exchange Triiimidi;

laufl'it, £10; idVers
Derby, 1X2864

.V.K,r., 1998, 3;h,p,, Palmer cord
inviled,— Thonnis !', Watson, Ui|d

SOMETHING
NOTHING!

We have just secured a few Brand New

1911 ENFIELD MOTOR CYCLES,
Price £25 each.
'

IN STOCK. '

~~
We have the following new machines actually

in stock.

1912 Multi RUDGE £60
1912 Standard RUDGE £48
1912 3ih.p. NEW HUDSON, 3 speed 57Gns.
igX2 2ih.p. NEWiHUDSON, 3-speed 47 Gns.
rgir 3i h.p. PREMIER, 2-speecl £48
igir 3th.p. PREMIER, Armstrong 3-speed £46 10

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
1910 ENFiELD, very good order £19
1908 3J h.p. P. and M., 2 speeds £28
3I h.p. N.S.U., magneto, spring forl:s £17
2 h.p. WOLF, magneto, spring forks £15
4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., 26in. wheels . . £14
1910 P. and M., 2 speeds, fine goer £32
1909 MOTO-REVE, twin engine, magneto.. £20
igrr 6 h.p. N.S.U., 2-speeds, foot starter .. £30
3I h.p. N.S.U., 2-speed, spring forks £16
r9io 8 h.p. BAT, M.O. V.. 2 speeds £45
igir Lady's HOBART, Armstrong 3-specd.. £36
3f h.p Twin PREMIER, fine machine £25
tgn 2j h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, magneto £27

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
rgro sJh.p., fine goer £27
igio 3I h.p., extra good .. , £28
3.4 h.p. 1909 Speed King, extra fine ' £23
3 h.p 1908 Featherweight Rex, Bosch-mag. £17

TWIN-CYLINDER REXES.
1910 5-6 h.p., Roc 2 speeds, very fine .... £37
1906 5-6 h.p. Twin Rex £16 -10

g-6 h.p, Bosch, Lloyd's variable gear .. £22
7 h.p. de Luxe. 2 speeds, M.O.V £48
S-6 h.p. de Luxe, 1908, 2-speed model .... £28 Q

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
6 h.p. BAT, 2 speeds, MiUford sidecar .... £50
,5-6 h.p. 2-speed looS REX and sidecar .... £33
7-9 h.p. 2-speed REX and sidecar £53

jC"» nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.
3G#0 I/U¥Vn BALANCE 5/- WEEKLY.
3 h.p. MINERVA, vertical, M.O.V £12
3,1 h.p. EXCELSIOR, Amac, h,b. control , . £10

CR TtnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.3&0 UUWll BALANCE 7/6 WEEKLY.
ii h.p. N.S.U., 2 speeds, spring forks £16
3" h.p. jqoS REX, Bo.sch magneto £17
s 6 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, h.b. contrnl £16 10
Twin-cylinderMOTO-REVE, magneto, Druids £20
4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., vertical engine.. £14
2 h.p. WOLF, A.J. S. engine, magneto. .. . £15

3J h.p. N.S.U., magneto, spring forks £17

4,i h.p. HUMBER Tricar, 2 speeds, wheel
steering £19

•; h.p. HUMBER Car, 2-seater, good goer . . £22
5 h.p. REXETTE, Oppormann 3 speeds .... £18

MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES.
We have a quantity o[ frames bj' well-known maker.

PricQ 32/6 each.

Rigid forks. 7/6 extra. Druid forks. 45/- extra.
Knamelled and plated in lirst-class stvle.

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
5-6 h.p. Rex Engine, carb., silencers, etc. . . £5
Duocar, z speeds, Bosch magneto £25
26 X 2k Extra Jicavy Kcinpshall Cover, new £2 8
2GX2I „ „ „ £1 19
C.A.V. V twin magneto, 45 degrees £3 3
iqi2 H. and B. Carl )\irc Iters, variable jets.. 28/6
igi2 B, and B. Carburetters, single jet .... 27/-
igi2 Senspray Carburetters 28/6
Camel lin. Rubber Belting per foot 1/3
Tulford Castor Wheel Sidecar ., £S
Sidecar Lamps, show red light behind ..,..., 7/6
Trailer, zd'm. wheels 25/-
New ToolbaRS, gxOx ^.Un 4/6
Sidecar Aprons, green or red, with studs .. 7/6
New Lycett's Tubular Carriers 4/11
l.ongueinare Curburctters 5/-

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21,23,25, Hopwood Lane.
Teleplionc HAT fV A 'V (Two mlnules

9 J.
««>*.»Jl.M' i*..^V from G.P.O.)

Ill iirintc the iitimhci' at tjic c :(] of cicli iiilvci'tiscmunl, miuI the Uute oi the issue.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
BAKGAIN.—5 weelii old 1912 Triimipli, free piiRiuc.

Pdliupr cord tyre's, Dimlnii bflt, Ht>ed 250 miles,
spotlesd, still pnarantoed. £50 ; also Moiit^'-iiileiy 14-
giiint'it castor sidet-av to suit. £10. or ofl<-r(^ ; sfliarate or
loiupletf'.— Holt. Motors, Li'aimui-'toii. [X2735

PREMIKIt. 3;li.p., 2 special macliiiir-s, sliirlitlj- diiler-
ini; irom fitaiidard. but absoliitth- uriv, and equal

to a 1912 model, J'lniid }orl;s, liiiuloii fvres, ite-, itc>.

;

sacnflro for £39 each, ciniilc sale: lull '.'narautn'.-Col-
luore Dcoot, 27, Colmorc Eow, llirmiiiuliaiii. [X29S9

BAEI;aiKS.-1911 IMaj) fr.-e online Eudse, nearly
new Diinlor tyres, belt, £40: 1911 (April) 2-sreed

.^:b.p. Hnmher. £35; 1911 (May) 3;)i.ii. free ensine
Prirmer, £35: 1909 (,Tunei fixed Triuujiih. £28; uitfo"
1908, £24: 1912 Singer. 3',b.ii., (rre engine, just tie-
livered. £55 model, first elieqni' £50, snaranteed: 191;a
'Irmmpli, free engine, just delivered, £55: deliviTed
carriage paid: reasonable eatfli offers coiisideretl.— Holt,
Motors, Leunungton. [X2736

SECTION V.
Norfolk^ Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,

immediate
Wisbeeli

2-speod, immediately;
T\"isbecli.

delivery, Irei^ en;;inc

3-speed tbi;

2h.p. liglitwciglit. 23h.p.
qieed.—Crabtree, "Wisbech.

and Bedford.
~"1£kl2 Triumph;
-*- 1/ model—Crabtree,

1 qi2 Bradbury
-L t' mouth.—Crabtree,
ini2 Huuiber.s, in stoelc

;

-•-" tiriu. 3-speed, 3ih,p.. 2-

1Q12 Alldays-Matchless inXU 40 K"ineu«.—Crabtre...

TO 12 New Hudsons, 3-spoed modi
-L*^ -Crabtree, Wisbech-

1 Q 1 2 Royer, free engine model, complete with lamp
-f-v and horn. Used few times, absolutely as new;
£49.-Crabtr,'e, Wisbech. [X2539
3h.p. Bradbury, in good order; £6/10, or exchange

—.Smith, Ironmonger, Clare, Suffolk. [1288

CHIEF Triumph Agente for Cambridge (early de-
liveries). King and Harper, Cambridge. [0033

stoek, magniti
Wi,sbeeh. '

nt value,

early delii'cries.

<>31..p. 1910 j.A.r.,
^^4 lamp; must r;el!.

"DROWN,

magneto, low, splendid order,
-Sull'ollc, Loddon, Norfolk. [1092

. 3;h.p., h.b.e., spring forks, ca.sh, or ex-
change, offers.—Chapman, Waterworks, Swaffham.

^10.—2;h-p. Mincrra. li.b.c, splendid running order,CM iill accessories, good tyres and belt. -Turner, Spurs-
holt. Ipswich. -

, [1035
6h.p. Matchless, 1911.

very little r " '

ton, Cambridge.

exeellcnt condition throughout,
'^ " ' Cliester-

[X2165
1Q12 Enfield Lightweight. 2-*peed model; original-L«/ price £52/10; not been ridden 20 miles, in every
respect as new; price f46.-Eobinson's, Green St. Cam-
bridge. [X2702

ONE 1912 Triumph, free engine model, actually in
stock; £55.—Triumph agents, Eobiiwoa's, Green

St. Cambridge. [S2703
agents in Eastern
Green St.. Cam-

[X2704
2h-p. Humber Lightweight, 1912 paitern, srilid only

special price to dear £52/10. "
St., Cumbridge.

3UGL.
order

:
prii

C^LTNO. 5-5h.p., 2-spced; sole
y Counties; f 66/5.-Robiuson'.s,

bridge.

to clear X28.-
DOUGLAS. 1911 pattern, engine,

order; ' — -

Cambridge.

"p OBINSOX'S

"I
Qi2 Bradhurj', only delivered 3 w

-Lt/ for owner; sacrifice £40.—Bo

-RobinsonV, Green
[X2705

tyres in exi client
Robinson's, Green St.,

[X2706

„ ,. ., ,¥?*'" Bicy.Ie Garage, Green St.
C;vmhridgi', Tnumiih agents. Tel.: 388. T.A.

nicyclcs. Cambridge- - [X2707
ks : too powerful

. , ,^ „ Box 781, The Uo!o
Lv/c/r (.ittiees, Coventry. [X2899
Tp.N.. 1910. 2ib.p., shaft drive, 2 .speeds, free enginei n'ry caretuUy. n«cd ; £22, a biirgaiu.-H. Leavis, 6'

H:ill Crcsient, Cambridge. [i'160

IQli; llouslas, splendid order, studded tyres, pull
-•-«-' better than wlien new; £27/10, oi near offer.-
l'. Riddelsdell, Boxford, Suffolk. [X2869

Sih-p. Bradbury. N.S.TI. 2-speed gear and free engine,
.

-i splendid order; £32/10. or nearest ofi'cr.-Motor-
1st, Biidge Hon-e, Boxford, Suffolk. [X2B66
Qili.p. Minerva, m.o.v.. vertical, last, light, new
. - ,

accumulator, belt; £8/10, worth £12; any
trial.—Kookwood. Acton. Sudbury, Suffolk. [1204

3h.p. M.M.C.MOTOR Bicycle, 3h.p. M.M.C. ijngiue. thoroughly
_ overhauled, several new oarts; bargain £13 —W

Eybird, 76, Argyle St., Mill Ed., Cambridge. [1053

0.ilh.p. Kerry, spring forks, spring seat, low, fast/W4 ixiwerful, £3 just spent on engine; bargain £6*
worth £10.-124, Northgate St., Bury St. Edmund's.

4
[1098

h.p. Roe, tree engine, 2 speeds, liandle starting
Bosch, Hutchinson. Kempshall, just overhauled

lamp, tooU, etc.; £16. - Naylor, fruiterer, Mill Rd

!

Cambridge. [X2881
3ih.p. Rex, magneto just overhauled by Bosch,

2 .\mao, adjustable pulley, Lyso, spares, 3 tyres,
pulley; £18/10, with 1911 sidecar £21/10.—Page,
50, Southtown, Gt. Yarmouth. [1239

-and will pay
better in the long run—to
the BEST machine.

you

buy

—We are AGENTS for all the best
makes, and in addition to giving
you prompt delivery, can equip
the machine to your own
specification, and give you free
driving lessons.

—We have the following latest

1912 models

Now in Stock for

Immediate Delivery :

SCOTT
(Two-stroke, two-speed).

TRIUMPH
(Free Engine and T.T. Roadster).

REX
(6 h.p. de Luxe, two-speed, and 6 h.p. Racer).

B.S.A.
{^l h.p., two-speed).

N.S.U.
(3i h.p., two-speed).

ZENITH
(6 h.p., Gradiia Gear).

PREMIER
ij2 'i-P-f three-Speed).

HAZLEWOOD
(25 h.p., three-speed).

Cash, Instalments, or Exchanges.

Write tor list of Second hand Machines.

Delivery within 3 weeks of Lhe famous

TJie ideal Sidecar Machine.'^

The Ppemiep
Motor Co., Ltd.,

Aston Rd., BIRMINGHAM.

TELE{f,=grams :
" Primus, " Birmingham.
Central 4310.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

B AKGAIXS.—o^h.p- biaud new rri'iu

ffcf. en-
Sturmpy-

u erate^-.

IJurv St.

[i085

Fixwl engine, lir^t £47/10, our piii.^ £36;
i;ini- li-t £54/17, our pri. e £41/15;
Archer 3-speed &ear, £58, our nriie £45/10;
delivered at any iiddre.'^t^.—T. H. Jsitf- nnd Co,,
Eduinnds.

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-
nocli, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

BRAlir.CET, 1911, .aautliircl. perfect order: £52. a
har^-aiii.—Eldridgc, 93, Evcliinds St., Hcrelurd.

[X1752
3 ill, 11. 2.?iic«l 1910 N.S.U., liTl'cct condition —B. X

2 17,337, r)ic Mijfir Vijcle offlcis, 20, Tudcr St..

E.C. [1023

OilLIi. Steven.s lislit, fust, fnotboiirds, new hiirs, B.
f^4, and B. accumulutor ; £7/15—43. Nortli St.,

Hudlry.. . [1051

3 ill. p. Eudge, multi-jjpeed, 1912, not vet nnpaclvcd
2 from crate: Vliat cflcr*?—Water.* and Sens, Hat-

tiil.l. Herts. [X2266
Qii-P. AIoto-Eeve, -tlioron^tilv sound order, tools, spares,
'^< etc., tvrcs good; flS.'lO. — Pratt, Eocl; Honsc,
Kui«Utou, Hads. [X2840

QUAJIBAKT, 3;-h.p., 1911, B. and I).,' accnniulatcv,
low, fast and iioworful ; £11,'10.—.loucs, Cbiircli

St., Uandcrlcl, Wales. tX2847

IQ12 A..T.S., 2-spced, l;iik -tarter, ridden vcrc little,

JLU niacticallj neiv: co-t £47/10, mjjI £40.— lie la

Har, Eidgc St, Wollaston, Stourljrid|.-c. [1072

"IQ12 S'Gli-p. 4-c.vl. F.N., clutch niruN I, 6 weclcs old,
Xe/ run 500 miles; 50 ans.

;
gnc.d ren.-oiis for sell-

ing.—762, The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [S2664

TEItTAIPH, 1911, condition as nMv, lamp and
generator, ' horn, tools, spare*, luirkre-t, \"ucdrr

cvcloiueter, carbide carrier; price £36, bargain.-Bryant,
Bronusgrove. [X2566
1Q12 Motors Stocked.— 3;li.p. Lincoln Elk, £34;
XtF iintcli model, £36/10: 2li.p. Moto-Eevc, £26,
2. h.p. Levis, £36; lamp, horn, with luachinCA*.—Rhode'
Bro-., Kidderminster. [1291

3 h.p. rCoblc, Amac earbnretter, li-bc. now liandle-bar*

and belt, tyres perfect, vertical engine, cuameller
l''rencli prev, good running condition; bargain, £12.-
Brown, Astley, Stourport. [X262J

MOEGAX Ennabont in stock, with Load and screen
1911 3ih.p. B.S.A. , clutch model, a* new, 4C

gns. : 1911 2Jli.p. New Hudson-Jap. Armstrong 3-specc

and free engine, 33 gns.—Pitts, Evesham St.. Eedditch
1X2795

FEEPI. MOEGAN. Talgarth, can give prompt delivery

of 1912 New Hndsons, also sonic 1911 models,
second-hand, and 3ih.p. 2-specd 1911 Humber, with
Montgomery sidecar, nearly new, 24'h.p. twin N.S.U.

,

etc. ; "enquiries, solicited. [X657

3 ill. p. Alldavs-Matchless, free engine, with variable.

2 2~pced gear, latest B. and B. viiriable jet car-

hiirettcr, and fitted with College mudshicid and apron,
bought new 5 mouths ago and in splendid condition

;

a bargain.—Coles, LaurisTon House, St. Ethclhcrt St.,

Hereford. [X2734

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,

Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

Pr.EMIEK 2;b.p. Lightweight, been ridden 200 miles;
take £26, listed £36.—Tiirnock, Hook Norton,

[X2769
BE-VHr.UET, 1911, brand new, N.S.U. 2^'peed gear;

great bargain, £45.—Ginger, Motels, Banbury.
[X2931

TEIUMPH. 1912, F.E., brand new. nnridden; 50
gns., car. paid.—No. 778, 27(c Mot<n- Ci/ch Officesj

Coventry [X2872
4h.p.' Cbater-Lea-J<ap. spring forks, magneto, tools,

spares;, complete set of overalls: £20.-7, Bedford
Rd., Sbelton. [X2966

Id 12 B.S.A., free engine, in stock, £56/10; N.S.U.,
A-fJ 2-spec<l, free engine, £15, or offers. — Mizen,
Iiowuton, \\M-,. [1241

IMMEDIATE Delivery of new Endgp motor bccycles.
Multi-speed aud free engine models.—Willis and

Son, Eton, Windsor. [0314

I»
OC, Sh.p., 1910, 500 miles, 2-specd, free, Bci>ch,

t Whittle, lamp. m.ov. ; bargain, £37.—George, 33,

Slaney St., Gloucester. [X2155

1-aiO} Moto-Reve Twin, splendid condition; oU'er

;

JLt/ iwehiinge higher iiower. ~ ^Ve3ttield Houf.e,
Western Ed., Wolvcfton. [1103

"I
Q08 Triumph, excellent condition, new Whittle belt;

-L *y £20 ; will ride 50 miles to purchaser.—Wier, Nor.
folk House, Pownencl, Bristol. [1052

RUDGE and Bradbury Models, for prompt delivery ;-

trial runs; exchanges entertained; send for lists.—

Agent, Barnes, Colnbrook, Bucks. [0003

SCOTT, 1910, nice order, with liorn, Lucas head light,

Montgomery sidecar littings ; £33.— Lie\lt. Mascnll,
E.N.. 66, Queen's Ed., Portsmouth [X37n8

3 ill. p. Twin Peugeot, magneto, B. and B. carburetter,
2 adjustable pulley, perfect bargain, loiv build,

—12. Grove Av., Fishponds, BrLstol. [1054

F.N., 4^h.p., 4-cyl., good condition, runs well; trial

here by appointment; £15: no exchanges.— Hor-
wood, Walnuts, Sturt Green, Maidenhead. [X276

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oj each aUvertiseme-nt. and, the date of the
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
LADY'S Singer Motor, 2]i.p., 1911, in perfer-t condi-

tion throughout, has not run more tlian 400 miles;
£26—Captain Cheverton, Rootley, Isle of WiRlit. [1102

PHELON and Moore, 1911, 2-sDeed, new heavy Kemp-
shall back, condition aa new; best oflers.—Willways,

St. Aug-u^tine's, Bristol. [X2657

1 QIO Lightweight F-N-, Boecli magneto, automatiL-
XtJ carburetter, little used, perfect; £19, or nearest.
—Particulars. Box No. 761, The Motor Cycle Offices. Cov-
entry. tX2650
"j Q12 53h.p. Standard Twin Premier, spares, 800
J-*^ miles, cost £64, perfect order guaranteed, excep-
tionally fat^t ; trial ; £43, close offer considered.—Oriel
Collese, Oxford. [1180

TWIN Hex de Luxe, 1909, 5-6h.p., 2 speeds, handle
starting:, free engine. Whittle, new B. and E. car-

buretter, ^cod condition, just rebushed; £30.—Huxham,
surveyor, Amesbury. [1222

LADY'S Motosacoche, 2h.p., new condition, only
ridden 200 miles, illness cause of sale, cost £42

last autumn ; eacrifice £26, or near offer.—Lewis, 23,
Parker St., Oxford. [X2831

TRIUMPH, free engine. 1910. nearly new Kempshall
tyres, engine thoroughly overhauled, speedometer,

lamp, horn, etc, £35; 2ih.p. Enfield, £22.—Longman,
Fisherton, Salisbury. [S2661

OXh.p- Lightweight Premier, Dunlap tyres, only ridden
'V2 100 miles, Lucas 458 Projector set. Serpentine

. horn, watch, spares, etc. ; cost £40 month ago, aecept
£50.-Squire, Bart St., Newbury. [U40
GRIFFON, 2^^h.p., engine re^:eatly rebushed through-

out, new cylinder, new piston, new adjustable
£>ulley, new studded tyre on bact, splendid hill-climbei

;

^12 quick sale.-43, Market Sq., Bicester.. LX2170

P'YLES and Eylee, 113. St. Aldate's. Oxford.-1911
i Scott, only soiled, £50; 1910 Scott, £32; Kexry-

Abingdon 2-spepd and sidecar, £48; 1911 Humber, 2-

ppted, £35; 1910 Enfield, £28; 1908 Triumph, £26.
[X£06

ZENITH, 1911, 3ih.p., new late laet eeafton, tyr&:
perfect, extra large steel-studded cover on bauk

;

open to any examination ; had really careful use, tools
and accessories; £44.—The Morris Motor Cycle Garage,
Oxford. [X282C

THE Morris Garage, Oxford, have the largest stock
of new machines in the county; immediate de-

liveries of nearly ail makes for cash or ea^y payments,
[X282]

SECOND-HAND Motor Cycles.—We have a large etock
of first-chiris machines at reasonable prices. List

free.—Tlie JMorris Garage, Oxford. [X2822

1 Q09 TTiumi)h, iu. good condition, just re-bushed, tyre,
-i-tf excellent condition, lamp, generator, horn, 'a^tf'

f]iares, complete; reason for selling, buying a heaviei
eidecar machine; what offerr^P-Repiv, Box L7,402. Th
Motor Cycle Ofticoy, 20, Tudor Si-, E.G. [108'^

1Q12 Clyno, £68/5; 1912 F.E. Triumph, £55; 191:
-t*^ Entield cnmbiuatiuu, done 800 miles, £75; 1911
F.E. Triuujph, like new, £45; 1911 Douglas, 2-spetd
free engine, almost new, £35; 1911 chain drive Enfield,
£28; 1912 T.T. Triumph, £45, done 500; all in stuck,
no w;iitiiig.~Jenks. Motors, Bewdley. [1311

DOUGLAS, lady'6, 1911, 2-speed, free engine, little

used, £38; Dougla-), 1911, pedal model, in splendid
condition. £30 ; Douglas, 1911, pedal mode!, 2-*ipeed,

only Avunts trying, £33; Douglas, 1912. model I, winner
of special gold medal and best lightweight performance
Loniion-Edinburgh at Whitsuntide, accessories, £42

;

Dougla,s, model K. from stock, £50.— Gibb, Gough and
Son, Gloucester. Tel. : 852. [X2802

HAVING got 1912 model Phelon and Moore, ad-
verli-^ei'a specially built and finished 1911 model,

Olympia Show machine, is for disposal, perfect condi-
tion, little used, car chiefly last season, faultless per-
former, muchine has the following extras; Palmer cord
tyres, petrol filter, and h.b. switch.—A. W. Metcalfe.—
Price with horn £50. Machine at Messrs. Willway's
and Sons, Ltd., Bristol. [X1647

SECTION vni.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey,
and Sussex.

npOTTENIIAM.

Kent

19 12 Models in s-tot_k-

r^LYNO, 1912 2-sreed model, T^ith eidecar; £85.

Bmdlrary F.E., A.O. Sociable,

F.E. Bradbury, £49; 6bop.
£50.

10 Iliiraber, 2-«Deed model; £33.

12 Hiimher 2.sneed
tlii,,! mnath.19

TOT'J'KNIIAM.-igil
foiled Eudt'e, F-E

10 Keott; ill; excellent.

19
19
1Q10 nouslni, 1910 Motosnenche. 1911 number 2XV HVm\. £37/10; nearly new 411i.li. Fnfnir, £25;
Trinnilib. 31i,p., £16/10.-Rlaiufnrd Uijl Motor Co.. 128.
lliKh Rd., a'olteiihaiu. Tel.; 1982. [X1866

XCIOIiSIOB. 3!b.ri., tyreii perfect, 2 accnnmliitni
lamp, liorn, enKine good condition ; £8.— BelnW.

IXKEVA, 2Jb.ri, li and B., Keniiwbnll and Clin-
eli'T tyreji, t-iirinn itnU-*, 2 ar-ciiiiiiilalois, hjh-,

o-neter. mirror, lamp, born; £12.'-Cltatwiii and Hartli

22, Kini; St-, llicbiuond. [1157

E
M
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H A TIP FOB THE T.T.

WatGhfluriflencies

I MATCHLESS
' Immediate

delivery of all - .

Matchless models
6 h.p. or 8 h.p.

or 3| h.p.

SGOTT

with the Colliers
" up," the men who
know the inside and
outsideof a motor cycle
like a scholar knows
his book. The roadster
machines {in our stock)

show the brains and
ability behind the
workman.

Book now for

delivery August
of an inimitable

Scott.

the dark horse, the
silently powerful one.
The machine that hums
like an aeroplane, and
travels as fast. The
"iron hand in velvet

glove" sort of mount, that hides its splendid
efficiency behind a mask of smoothness and
luxury.

DOUGLAS

I

I

I

a

We are the

largest

contractors in

the world '

for Douglas.
Delivery from

stock

.

Mr, S. L. Bailey will

in the T.T. Race,
Douglas,

TRiUmPH.
We have

Triitrnphs in

stock

.

the wonderful little 1

twin, of new principles
and correct ones. Mr.
S. L. Bailey recently
won the hour race at
Brooklands, doing 56i
miles in the hour and
beating esery 3^ h.p.

|

except one.

ride for the Colmore Depot
|

and will ride a Colmore-

Triumphs are always
well up in theT.T., and
will be again this year

PREMIER,
BAT,

ZENITH
[in stock).

These are among those
standing out this 3'ear.

But remember the sen-
sational rides in thepast
of Basil Jones on his
Premier, and Bowen on
his Bat, both among

^... — ^..,. the fastest men "up."
And think of what a chance Barnes would
have had on his hlll-conquering Zenitli.

These are not
T.T. mounts,
but worthily fill

their places as
grand sidecar
combinations.

ENFIELD,
CHATER-LEA,
CLYNO (in stock).

I

f

t

I

I

I

IgOLMORE DEPOTS:!

J
BIRMINGHAM— 35, Colmore Row.

MANCHESTER~261, Deansgate.

LIVERPOOL— 18, Renshaw Street.

LEICESTER -62, High Street. I

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A. 1912 Motor Cyclee; easy payments arranged.

—Eirett, Leytonstone.

B.8.A., 1912, free engine models, in stock.— Rivett,
Leytonstone.

B.B.A., 1912, flxe^i engine models, in etock.-EiTctt,
Leytonstone.

MOTOR Acee-^soriefi, oils, et<:.—Up-to-date stock at
Eirett's, 236, High Hd., Leytonstone. [00S4

PAGE, Letcliworth.—1912 Free Engine Triumph;
£55; motor in part payment. [1229

PAGE, Letchworth.—1907 Triumph, new cylinder and
piston. 1911 B. and B., adjustable pullev, pplendid

machine; £25. [1230

PAGE, Letch-n-orth.-3.;h.p. 1911 Humber, 2-6peed,
tree engine, Mills-Fulford sidecar, done 1,100

miles; £50, offers. (1231

PAGE, Letcb^rorth.- 5h.p. Twin Eex, free engine, 2
new covers; £20. [1232

PAGE, Letcbworth.-4ih.p. Twin Aliaerva and side-
car, magneto; £19. [1233

PAGE, Letcbworth.—Motor cycles repaired ;
good work

and reasonable prices. Tel.: 91 Letcbworth. [1234

EAGLES.-Bat-Jap, 1912^ 6h.p. twin, T.T. model,
Eom combination tyres, nearly new; £48.

EAGLES.—N.S.U., twin, 5ih.p., Bosch magneto, spring
forks, 2-speed gear and free engine; £26.

EAGLES. - N.S.TJ,, SJh.p., 1908, magneto, spring
forks," 1912 B. and B. carburetter, adjustable

pulley; £17/10.

EAGLES.—Indian, 7h:p., 1911, twin, free engine
model, enamelled blue, fine condition ; £43.

EAGLES.-F.N., 1911, 4-cyl., automatic carburetter,
drip lubrication, fine condition; £34.

EAGLES—Trimnph, 1908, standard, perfect condi-
tion, Autoclipse lamp,- all accessories: £25.

EAGLES.-NS-U., 3.;h.p., nearly new, magneto, 1911
spring forks, 2 speeds, free engine; £33.

EAGLES.—Mills-Fuliord sidecare; always a -large

stock of latest models, from £6/6.

EAGLES.-N.S.U., 6h.p., latest model, twin, with
2 speeds, free engine; £61/15 Ctbe ideal sidecar

machine) ; delivery from stock.

EAGLES.—Immediate delivery from stock of the
famone N.S.U. 2-speed gears with free engines,

from £5/15.

EAGLES and Co., Higll St., Acton.-N.S.U. West
London district agency. Immediate delivery of 1912

models; liberal allowances for machines iu part pav-
ment.-Tel. : 556 Chiswick. [X2937

£35.-
[1196

1Q10 Douglas, excellent condition
-L»7 Potter, Preston Hill, Wingham, Eelit.

3ih.p. Humber, 2-speed. splendid condition;
2 Davison, Ditchling, Sussex,

NEW 1912 Multi Eudge; £60.-E. T. Morriss and
Co., Ltd., 139, Einchley Ed., N.W. [1128

2JLb.p. Clarendon, perfect condition, h.b.c. ; £10, or
2 offer.-Eo.-w, 165, High Ed., Strcatham. [1290

TWIN Eex, 5-6h.p., 1910. fine order; £28, ofi'er.-

0., Yew Tree Farm, Burwash, Sussex. [1206

bargain, f27i.—
- [1075

DOL'GLAS, 1911, overhauled makers, excelleut ma-
chine; £27/10.-lJigby, Mereea, Essex. [X2678

DOUGLAS, 1911J, 2-speed, flrst-class condition;
£32.-25, Chatsworth Rd., Clapton, N.E. [1267

DOUGLAS, late 1910, good order; £22, or close
ofler.-Wiggs, 90, St. Albans Ed., Watford. [1202

NEW 5-6h.p. Bat-Jap, ready for immediate delivery.—
Golders Green Garage, Hendon, Eiuchley. [X2663

3 h.p. De Dion, h.c., everything all new, low, reliable,

fast; bc.^t offer.-l, Boud St., Holford Sq., N.
[1120

1009 3ihp. Chater-Lea-l^engeot, take sidecar, low;
Xt? £12/10. -Gidncr, 95, Cecil Ed., West Croydon.

[1240

REX, 5-6b.p., T.T., 1910, excellent condition, new
tvre and belt; £27.—Moon, Camp, St. Albans.

[1125
23.h.p. Tflin Motor Cycle, liglit, low, h.b.c., new con-

4 dition; £ll.-l''ord, 107, Churchlleld Ed., Actoii.
11144

3 111. p. Kerrv-Abingdon, free engine model,- practically
2 new: £26/10.-91, Melbourne Ed., Eastbourne

[1134
TEIUMPH, good condition, £29/10; free engine,

£48/10.-Lettcr, 65, Drayton Garden*-, W. Eiiliug.

(1129
05.h.p. F.N., vspririg forks, all accessories, siilrndiil

^4 condition; £12.-281, Gladstone Av., Wood Green.
:il69

ARNO, 1910. 3!li.p., new condition; photo sent;
cheap, £24.—Parry-.Tones, 6, Quadrant, Weybridg,-.

f>;;.;163

TEIUMPH, 1910, splendid order, tyres, belt, etc,
pertci't; £30; no oHer^i.-129, South Lambeth IM.

|X2rf39
THIUMl'H, 1909, little used, excellent eondiliou;

sncrilico £26.-Edge, 123, HoUoway Ed., Loudon, N.
tX29173 h.p. Sarolea, ningneto, Amae, variable, h.b.c., epriiig

forks, rcccally overhauled; £16.-56, High K1,,

Hoxley. [1028

A44 All letters relating to advxrliscnicnts should quote tile number at the cud ul each ndvertlsemeiit, mid the date ol the issuer
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Standard Machines in the T.T.

THE
attention of all motor cyclists is this -week

focussed on that small island in the Irish Sea
which by reason of its separate form of govern-

ment makes it possible for us to indulge in road
- racing. More than the usual amount of keen

interest is being evinced in T.T. events this year,

both from sporting and technical views. Single and
twin-cylinder machines are for the first time in the

history of the race to compete on level terms. Which
type v.'ill prove the faster? The answer to this query

on strictly theoretical grounds would be that the single-

cylinder should beat the twin on account of alleged

extra internal friction in the case of all multi-cylinders.

T^is year the races will prove real " battles of the

cyMnders," but whichever type comes in first

tlifi importance of the human element must not be
overlooked.

An outstanding feature of this year's T.T. models
is that with very few exceptions they present no, or

very few, novel features. In a sense this is as it should
be, for after all the function of the races is to promote
and encourage the standard touring machine, but it is

only natural that such a classic event has come to be
regarded as the testing ground par excellence for future

models, so that in the past as much interest has been
taken in new departures in design and minor mechani-
cal novelties as in the races themselves. Temporti
mutantiir, however, and it would be-absurd to expect

to-day the same results from what is largely private

eriterprise as were obtained when practically the -^'hole

force of the motor cycle trade was concentrated in

achieving something that should make some particular

name famous.

The industry has settled down into a comfortable

state of energetic prosperity which inevitably and
invariably spells a disinclination to get off the beaten

track. Whether the motor cycle of to-day is sufficiently

perfect to stand, as it were, upon its own wheels,

supported entirely by its own merit, whether th~e state

to which the industry as a whole has attained is

impregnable to the attacks of revolutionary design,

remains to be seen. The point which we are wishful

to bring forward is that to all appearances this year's

Tourist Trophy will be more upon the lines of a
" standard machine race " than ever it has been
before.

To many this state of affairs will be eminentiv
satisfactoiy—as for ourselves, the pointers which the

past has disclosed lead us to think that matters might
have, been better. Progress' in any mechanical enter-

prise is without exception accompanied by the bring-

ing forward of outre ideas, things promising and
things hopeless. Together they must all go into the

melting pot of experiment and trial, and we have
always thought that, in providing such a melting pot,

the T.T. performed its most useful and valuable
function. It may be that this year all the new ideas

to be tried are destined to emerge successfully, and
it is a pity that there are not more of them.
To quote only one example, last year's races proved

the undoubted advantage of change-speed gears, and,
without the publicity they gained in those contests,

they certainly would not have been purchased this

year with the same avidity. They literally came,
saw, and conquered, although change-speed devices
had been exploited for years previously with compara-
tively only moderate success.
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This sentence v/e a!Il had to stammer^
With doubtful sense of imperfect tense
In the days of our Latin Grammar.

In building of- tnurums or -walls
This Balbus v^as second to no man. .

He -was, although mythic and paleolithic^)A really industrious Roman.
That sentence "-v/as building a v^alL
Is apt to mislead and bev^ilcter,
And make one .suppose that BalTous in those
Old days -was a n-iere jerry builder.

With notions of -mortar and bricks

'Wall
His skill we are apt to disparags;
Let me state, once for all, that Balbus's
Was an experimental tri- carriage !

$>%u ]i3ve it. . The secret is out.
Although yoTj. receive it >with mockery; ,

That Vv'ail xwas an air-cooled Roman-bath-ehair,
"Mot a common or garden-v/all -roeKery,

The seeret •'^as rumoured about
By -whispering tongues and hushed tonsils
Q/" aediles and lictors and olive-erowned victors
And amateur- also pro- consuls
TKat EialLus was tuilding a Wall!-

—

The Forum and other old places
•Were full of the news that £albus would "use
His wall in the chariot raees.

They laughed ; the idea of a -wall .

In a chariot raee -vvas Q,uite skittish.
All preferred to back horses on ehariet
At tStadiums Latin or £>ritish. . i

All save. one. One. had faith in the WajU
That E>albus \was said to be building— H-
The girl, of his heart, a youn^ lady from Sparta
"'^' '" lifcjgentle love -was o' er^ildinj^
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COMME7NT6
Jake de Rosier.

It would be a kindly act if some leading motor
cyclist would organise a subscription for poor Jake
de Rosier among the riders who congregate at

Douglas for the T.T. races. The old warhorse is

still lying in hospital at Los Angeles with a compound
fracture of the thigh and a crushed kneecap, and he
will never straddle a motor cycle again. He is in such
poor circumstances that his young bride has to go to

work to earn her own living. Benefits have been held

for him, but the proceeds so far have been rather

poor. His presence added such interest to the last

T.T. races, and his riding there and at Brpoklands,
excited such admiration that any effort on his behalf

would certainly enlist sympathy.

A Criticism of the Decompressor.
A rider who has prolonged experience of an engine

fitted with a decompressor informs me that in extended
use he has one criticism to pass on these handy fit-

ments. After the engine has done, say, 1,000 miles,

he finds that it no longer develops sufficient power to

effect a start with the decompressor in action. The
engine will start, but it " wuffs " along feebly, and
as soon as the rider mounts the machine stops before

he can throw the decompressor out of action. He
suggests that the misbehaviour is due to pitted valves

or other compression leaks, still further depleting the

power developed.

A new idea requires all-round criticism, but this

experience is no argument against the decompressor
as such. Two logical consequences re.sult from it.

One is that all engines deserve a little attention after

1,000 miles; the other is that the ideal decompressor
should be adjustable, so that the deliberate leak can
be reduced, when involuntary leaks set in.

There is one adjustable decompressor on the
market, and if my correspondent possessed it, he
would be able to start on it however badly his engin-
had lost tune, for he would balance the increasing

involuntary leak by reducing the voluntary leak

Probably most experienced riders have at one time or

another ridden machines which have %o far lost theii

compression that they could be started at a walk
without raising the exhaust valve. If so, they can
imagine the delights of using a good decompressor.

T.et me add that I have tested a decompressor
engine on two occasions at-the end of a week's ride

of 500 miles, and the distance travelled had not in

oil her case affected its efficiency.

The Six Days' Trials.

.\o effort should i)C spared to make liie Six Days'
'['rials as pleasant a jaunt as possible for the com-
petitors, without reducing their severity. If we con
sider only the sordid a.spect, i.e., the tiueslion of

advertising the itastime, it is in the makers' interests

that as many amalems as possible should compete and
.succeed

Three main features have in the past acted as

deterrents to amateur entrants, viz.—^(i.) The unsatis-

factory nature of the hotel accommodation, both at

the night stops and at the luncheon intervals. (2.) The
crowding and jostling at sectional controls, often

coupled with inaccurate watches, and rude or unbusi-

nesslike marshals. (3.) The miserable character of

the replenishment supplies, two boys with two funnels

and two measures often having to supply fifty or sixty

men against time. If Mr. I,oughborough desires to

maintain or increase a large amateur entry he should

consiiler every possible reform in these directions,

especially 'as the stiffened regulations, however essen-

tial, dinunish the enjoyment of the ride.

The hotel problem can only be solved according to

circumstances ; there is, however, certainly room for

improvement.

The section controls could easily be eliminated

altogether if two or three car loads of skilled officials

tested the running against time without warning

several times a day. With a sufficient number of smart

officials, and large number-plates, card-signing be-

comes gratuitous.

The replenishment supplies might be very simply

Improved. Funnels could be provided, and measur-

ing done away with altogether by charging each com-
petitor a fixed sum, depending upon the weight and

capacity of his machine, for his week's fuel, and
closing the yard to all non-competing machines. 1

hope further that steps will be taken to prevent com-
petitors utilising garages and repair shcips ; last year

the Harrogate repair shops worked early and late,

because no attempt was made to enforce this rule.

PRACTISING FOR THE T.T.

A. H. Alcxantlor, tho young Scotchman who rodo a water-coolod Rex in last

year's Senior Race, and will this year ride a Z\ h.p. two-speed twin Indian.

ilo i: seen negotiating Quarter Bridge.
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A LADY
NOVICE'S s^/

TRIP TO
NEWCASTLE.

WITH a fortnight's experience of motor cycling

and motor cycles, I started alone on ji tour

from Macclesfield to Xe\vcastle-on-Tyne and
back. It was a dismal Fridav morning, and many
unpleasant prophecies of relati\es rang in my ears as

I set off at lo a.m., but after the first dozen miles,

over known roads on top speed, all these were for-

gotten. Monksheath, Chelford, and Knutsford flashed

by, and I had visions of reaching Newcastle that same
day ; but this happy state of things did not last long,

. Outside Warrington, with a spasmoilic jump or tw i,

file engine stopped. I had not the vaguest idea where
.the tro.uble lay, so I just -sat ui the hedge and tried

to recollect all the theory I had learnt during the last

fortnight, but the stray bits that memory recalled were
of no avail—I could not locate the trouble. A pass-

ing motorist came to my assistance, and yet another
ilid his best, but both were nonplussed, for everything

seemed in excellent order. Then another—bless himi
—came along, and diagnosed " Xo petrol." By this

time I felt about as tall as sixpenn\ worth of coppers,

, and I ,very meekly follow'ed my guide to 'his 'own
garage, where a new store of petrol set me once more
OH ray journey. With" a tut-tut-tutter I started for

Preston. The roads here I found not .so bad as they

had been painted to me. The setts in Chorlev mH/lit

have been worse ; anyway I managed to retain my seat.

Preston I reached at one o'clock, and stayed there

to \isit friends, so it was five o'clock when I resumed
my journey To Lancaster seemed a very short dis-

tance ; the road is a glorious one, and I again tried

diss Holdsworth, of Wakelleld, Yorks., who, though young in years, is a
skilful manipulator of her 21 h.p. two-stroke Levis.

top speed, but, thinking of the speed limit, I regret-

fully thnjttleij down. Great was the interest my mount
excited, and innumerable were the questions asked
about it. .

The writer. Miss Gertrude Gordon, and tier 2 li.p. three-speed Humber.

About 6.30 p.m. I reached Lancaster, «herc I

stayed the night, having no intention of travelling

after lighting-up time. I had done over sexenty miles,

but was not at all tired, so after a good tea and' supper
combined and a much-needed wash, I attempted the

siglits of the town.

Fine Scenery and Hilly Roads.
On Saturday morning I started from Lancaster at

A kind policeman directed me the wrong wav.
but eventually, after luuch meandering, 1 reached
Ivirkhy Lonsdale. It was a lovely day, and the s<'enery

round was magnificent : on the left the sun glinted on
the long slopes of the Cumberland Hills, and on the

right the clouds di.spersed on the dark tops of the"

Pennine Chain. All the time I travelled oir my second
speed, promising myself top speed later— always later.

1 was fairly among the hills, and although the machine
was' driveii in a shockingly amateurish fasliion, every

hill was taken without a hitch or falter.

At the Devil's Bridge, outside Kirkby Lonsdale, I

missed xhe. turning and took a fearful road, greasy

and hilly, and, to my raisfortime, continued, for a

mile before I discovered my mistake. This part of

the journey is vei'y vividly impressed on my mind.
From" Sedburgh the road practically winds through the
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A Lady Novice's Trip to Newcastle.
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Peniiines up the valley of RaAenstondale, but my motor
cycle was running beautifully, flying along ,the level,

and not toiling up hills.

At Brough I again took
a Avrong turning, and «ent

• miles out of my way.

Then through Brough over

moorland tracks that were
not too bad for motor
cycling. Up e\ery hill went
m\ little Humber, on top

speed now,, for I could see

signs of not reaching Xew-
castle-on-Tyne by lightiug-

up time. With a wind
behind that added another
h.p., I fiew along. It was
grand ! After Barnard
Castle all ni}- faculties

were concentrated on the

milestones flying past. Of
Darlington and Bisl"n)p

Auckland I ha\e confused
impressiiuis of a cro^vded

market place, with much
dodging of slippery cab-

bage lea\es. and of a tre-

men(ious hill ; l)ut I really

cannot now distinguish

which was where.
Outside Auckland T

rcamded a bend and found
myself in a pond which

rawraeiLll JUNE 27th, igi2

Avet and the cylinder sphittered, but nothing mrjre

exciting happened. On went my gallant little steed.

The finger posts now hinted at a remote Newcastle,

and my whoop of joy can
be, imagined'- when, at

Nevilles Cross, a definite

"Newcastle rS miles'

came into \lew. This way
I skirted Durham. When
two more milestones had
been passed I discovered

that . I must return to

Ne\ille's Cross garage, for

in my haste and excite-

ment I had ridden awa\
\\1 hi>ut paving for a re-

fill of petrol.

At Birtlev

procession,

match, or

strikers, ' o

there was a

or football

meeting of

something.

An interesting 2 h.p. lady's lightweight, built with a Moto Reve engine anj
special low frame. The machine weighs just under 100 lbs., and the saddle is

supported on a spring pillar. The owner is Miss Ethel Drury.

road. There was a foot 1

trlans, f)ut I did not see

stretched right across the

irldge for cyclists and pedes-

this in time. My skirts got

which necessitated the

whole population turning

out, and, to my embarrass-
ment. I receixed "a great

amount- of notice. Many
people ran after me to see

my machine nKjunt the hill

out of the town, and 1

neaj'ly spoilt the ascent bv

again badlv manipulating
the le'^'ers.

Perhaps lady motor
cyclists in the North are few, for at Chester-le-Street

and Gateshead the sarhe lively interest was e\'itlent.

Once Gateshead was reacheil the very, tramcars said

YORKSHIRE LADY MOTOR CYCLISTS.

. HinchcliUc. ol South Hemsall. with her 2 h.p. HolosacKhe. Mis»^ Andrews. o( Ackworlh, who ridos a 2J h.p. Enfleld
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A Lady Novice's Trip to Newcastle.
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" Newcastle," and I was so excited that I hardlv knew
whether I was sitting or standing on the saddle. Mv
one idea was to rush and wire home, "I've arrived.

'

\Vlren I reached the Tyne Ijridge the traffic wa.s rather
congested, and, just as I thought I was fairly through,
the hand of the law stopped me. Again I was uncon-
.sciously cheating, for there is a halfpenny toll to ps-V

before crossing. Through countless pockets I searched
lor the required coin, while pedestrians were amused,
the policeman annoyed, and 'bus drivers angry at being

kept waituig. Then, not being too familiar with the

working of my free engine clutch—and because he
lookerl S3 annoyed—I mildly suggested to the big

policeman that he should push me off. His look of

offended dignity haunts me yet. To save the situa-

tion the gatekeeper ran out ^and officiated. Then
across the bridge, through the market place an(.l

Grainger Street I rode, and handed in my triumphant
\, ire, " Arrived here on the motor cycle 6.30, ' and
s ) on to pass a happy week with my friends.

The Journey Home.
The return journev was quite tame compared with

the outgoing one. I had decided on the eastern route

through the Yorkshire towns, and started from New-
castle on Saturday morning at 11.30. At Chester-le-

Slreet, in trving to manipulate my skirt, I tumbled
off and lost about two inches of skin in the argiunent

ttith the ground, but reached Durham without further

mishap.

Here I found myself in the open market place, but

had not much time to note its quaintness, being bu.sily

enga'i;ed dodging stalls and stray cabbage leaves. In

hunling for the usual market finger-post I unearthed

a policeman, and he set me on the rocky road to Ferry-

hill, little better than a cinder, track.

Northallerton I passed through, and on to Ripon.

When onlv a mile from this j town the petrol ga^e out
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—this time I knew what was the matter—it was
lucky I discovered an injector full of petrol

in my pocket, and this amount took me into Ripon.
After a delayed lunch and a walk round the town. I

started forJBr.adford,. and had onh' pro<-eei!ed 100

Miss Dcwnie, who rides a twin Forward, is an -occasional competitor in the
Edinburgh M.C.C. Trials. Her brother (also depicted; is an Ariel rider.

\ards when a sudden stoppage occurred. A multitude

of small boys rushed from near and far. but they were
disappointed, for after a momentary examination I

found that the petrol had not lieon turned on.

Bad Roads and Setts.

Through Harrogate, with its stiff hills, and on to

Shipley I raced. Bradford I reached a little befoi-e

five o'clock. As it was Saturday the traffic was rather

complicated, and so it was 5.30 before I was comfort-

ably going along the Manche.ster Road to Hudders-
field. From now until Oldham was passed I had the

greatest difficulty to keep my seat. The setts were

something dreadful, and consequently the jolting

terrific. At Oldham I stopped for petrol, and such

a crowd gathered round that the police had to come
and order a " mo\e on."

Manchester's Saturday evening crowds safely

through, I started with joy on the last lap, and

reached home at eight o'clock, tired but triumphant.

I must add a tribute to mv Humljer motor cycle,

for I was such a raw no\ice that the machine practi-

cally took itself—I merely guided it—and from start

to finish I had not the slightest trouble with it. In

traffic I had no fear because the cycle is so easily

manipulated, and I think that any lady able to ride

a push cvcle could mount and ride my motor cycle

straight awav. O.C'i.

Miss, Muriel Hind and the 6 h.p. IWin Rex un which»5he has successfully

competed in recent hill-climbs. This intrepid lady rider has ordered a new
^^ex which -she is entering-for the-irish-End-to-end run, and the Scottish and
English Sbi,Days' Trials.

LOST AND FOUND.
We receive many letters regarding accessories, etc., both

" Lost and Found," which we are unable to find space for.

As these particular matters are of interest to two persons
only, viz. , the finder and the loser, we keep a list of such
articles, and, should we receive a letter from the finder

which corresponds to the article lost, the two persons are

put into communication.

E5
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WHO WILL WIN THE
TOURIST TROPHY RACES?

By MICHAEL KIRK.

ARE we going to recover the ashes? ^^'ill the

graceful figure of slender silver adorn Madison
Square Garden or Olympia next winter? Such

is the question which is agitating all motor cycling

circles just now and investing the racing Avith such

\i\id interest, despite tlie enforced absence of many
cracks under the manufacturers' bond- The answer is

duplex in nature, and resolves itself into the double-

barrelled query. " Can any twin expect to beat the

Indians?" and " Can a twin win at all?"

A Weakened Indian Team.
The chapter of accidents is all in favour of a

patriotic answer, for the Indian team is distinctly

less formidable than it was in 191 1. The same

machines and engines will be used again with a

.shortened stroke. Of the riders, poor Moorhouse

(third last year) has gone to his rest, and Jake, de

Rosier (a peril wherever he rode) is lying in hospital

at Los Angeles. The honour of the Stars and Stripes

will be upheld by Godfrey and Franklin (first and

third on time in 1911). J. R. Alexander (eighteenth in

191 1). A. H. Alexander, whose last year's machine let

him down in the second lap, and J. F. Sirett, who
was oute<l bv tvre troubles after a fast -opening lap

with his X.S.U. in the 1911 Junior T.T.
Three of these riders have yet to prove that they

are tip-top men, so that the main onus of retaining

the ashes seems to rest upon Godfrey and Franklin,

the former being the more formidable, for he is a

burn race-winner if ever there was one.

The T'win-cylinder Opposition.

Against this depleted team on America's best, we
can pit much the .same twin-cylinder strength as last

year. Both Colliers are riding, and C. R., naturally

the more daring speed-merchant ol \\iv I wo, will not

get entangled in the rules a second time, while H. A.

can drag extra speed out^of himself if any mishap
throws C. R. behind him. These dauntless brothers

do not appear to be subject to the laws, of age and

chance as other-men are, and they, as usiurl. will be

liard to beat. MasOn, the Matchless thild string,

was a slowish fifth on time last year, but; for a debut

his performance .was a sheer miracle. He has more;

experience behind him now, and is taking an exercise

canli.-r in the Jruiiir.

Behind this trio come 11. H. Buwen (Dot-Jap) and

W. H. Bashall on another new mount—a Matchless.

Of this ])air I iised to think that if they could add
a modif:um of restraint and caution to their un-

paralleled dash and devil, they would have the finish

to themselves. I must «onfess I have lost hope of

Bowen ; I question if he has the race-winning lem-

jjerameiit. He may lead at half-distance, steadied

by years and the approach of matrimony ; but I fancy

that after a lap or two the old devil will blaze out

again, and a reckless corner will once more put him
out. Harry Reed has years of experience, and once

got. home first on a twin. Yet on the whole I think

a Collier is more likely to be the fastest twin rider.

The other twins include Holder and Ferryman on
Blumhelds and two Scotts. I should not be surprised

if every twin that starts finishes, but I regard the

Scotts as the only potential victors in the tail. The
Scotts rank as perhaps the verv fastest machines in

the entry, and their riders are worthy of them. Frank
Philipp is in the absolute top flight as a rider, and
given a no-troCible ride might win hands down. Apple-
l)ee was once on the same mark as Godfrey, but he
has not enjoyed the same luck, nor has he had such
fast machines to ride. If the two'-stroke engine can
live the pace without giving any trouble at all, the

Scotts might head the list, but it has not been " tried

out " as thoroughly as the four-stroke.

Applebee's machine gave him trouble of one kind
or another in four laps last year, and his other lap

was speedy. Philipp put up a record lap before his

engine ga\e up the ghost.

Now we reach the real crux of the race, which I can

THE 1912
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Who will Win the Tourist Trophy Races v

—

demonstrate by saying that if Jack Marshall were still

in his prime, and bestriding a three-speed Triumph,
.'5 should plump for him with three stars to win com-
fortably. For the first time singles and twins are

under the same cubical capacity limit. Last year the

-slight vantage allowed the twins in engine dimensions

"was partly responsible for Godfrey's licking the

speediest single by 20m. 39s. He was only 6'c

seconds per mile faster than the leading single,

f Moreover, these figures flatter the twins. Xot only

*.were the twins given the advantage in engine dimen-

;-sions, but the best singles encountered a curious

ramount of trouble, which soon deprived the best

single jockeys of all hope of victory ; and further, a

?niost regrettable and obscuranti.st policy entered the

'astest and most reliable singles on single, gears. The
vjr fastest singles in tqii were handicapped by single

^^ears,. and were penalised in engine size, while the

r^Juck of the day brought several rietty troubles_-to the

best men who had elected to ride on singles. If a

single-cylinder jockev of the first-class enjoys the same
luck as the fastest jockey on a tv.in, nothing can

! ieat him.

Which is the Most Dangerous Siiigle=cylinder ?

Unluckily Carvill, who headed the single-cyli!:der

placings last vear, has not entered, and Lister Cooper.

\V. F. Xewso.me, F. C. North, and B. V. Jones, arc

not competing. On the l)Ook ( Vuintin Smith (8th in

jqii), J. R. Haswell (r7th in 1911), ai-d J. W.
Adamson (4th in 19 10). are the mosf formidable to

rlie twins. None of these, in m\ opinion, can carry a

favourite's confidence. One or two twins ought to

iicat this pair, though both should finish close up.

Among the newer men we musr not lurgct Hart-

Davies. He has weight and (luno ilomiui heavily

again.st him, but he knows the Triumph enguie inside

out, is an excellent cornerist, and has more experience

of speed work on the road than most men. My doubt

J about him is whether he can learn at the first essay

l"to average the 50 m.p.h. rei]uisite for \ictory in the

tT.T., when all his training has been aimed at an

:}'average of 15 or 20 m.p.h. less. He is just such

another as J. W. Adamson; the pair are pretty cer-

tain to finish, and to finish well up ; l)ut younger men
may bar them from premier honours.

David Bolton on the Rudge is another magnificent

.tuner and saddle-sitter, and quite likely to break the

l3ap record. Both he and the Rudge Co. have, how-

cxer, been unfortunate in the T.'l". Race, and I can

'inly wdsh them better luck this time. If the Rudge
is as- good in the T.T. as it has been at Bnxjklands

not many will show Bolton the way home.
Now we come to an eloquent mystery I \\l'iy is

Newman, our hill-climbing crack [lar eifUmre
, nut

in the Senior race? He is entered for the Junior, and

lie has a very fast 500 c.c. machine, yet his name is

missing from the Senior entry. If Newman had

-tailed he would have been a glad draw in any sweep,

:ind might have been made a favourite. AVoodhouse,

vho is riding in the Senior on a Regal machine fitted

ith an overhead valved Precision, may prove to be

ihe real surpri.se packet. Further down the list we

t"

pv the Singer, which has terrific speed; can it last,

nd iOIui.idv .sniart enough to get it home at the top?

^fjehind tl^is fleet come' a host of dark htirses, whom
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nobody expects to win, but, as I said last year, it is

high time by the law of averages that a too to i

chance romped home, and nobody would be dimib-

founded if for once the veterans play second fiddle.

Summary.
On the whole I expect to see the fa.stest, luckiest,

and best-ridden Triumph win by a slight margin,

hunted home by one other single- cylinder, which

might change places with it if the Triumph luck is

poor. Behind these I should look for a small bunch
of twins, including one Matchless and two Indians.

Surprises are most to be expected from Mason, a

Scott, Hart-Dayies, l-iolton. or—especially—Wood-
'

house. I can only faniv ( 'harlie Collier's chances if

all the fastest singles meet petty trouliles : though he

is facing four good Indians single-handed (since H;
A. is slower than he is), I think he only. needs a clean

run to hold them beat, for he has more experience

than Franklin. C. R. is up against the .stiffest pro;

position of his racing life, and he will deserve a terrific

o\ation if he win through.

The Junior Race.
Prophecies of the Junior Race are inileed " wnip

in mislry." 'I'here are plenty of dark horses, but the

c|uality of the known men is too good for an outsider's

victory to lie seriously expected. P. J. Evans shouhl

start favourite, and his runaway win last vear on the

Humber was tremendously con\incing. First and
foremost he has got to beat Newman, the best road

sprint man in England to-day. If the change-speeil

gear on his Ivy-Presision stands up (this is its racing.

debut) and Newman's stamina is equal to his devil,

we need look no further for the winner. Then there

are live Douglas and live Humber machines on the

list. These are par excellence relial)le medium-
weights, and a sample of the Douglas did 56^- miles

-in the hour on Brookiands the otlrer week, so that

Kickham and Bailey have actually had the impu-
dence to challenge the big machines in the Senior

e\ent. 'I'here is a tone of healthy confidence about
ihis policy, ami the Australian, B.'i!ey, is undoubtedly

a tenor.

H. J. Cox, too, who finished third on a Forward,
last )'ear, must not be overlooked. Hugh Mason wili^

nonchalantly regard the ride as a picnic after his

experience in the 1911 Senior, Ijut who knows the,

capabilities of his " 2| h.p. Newcastle-on-Tyne " ?

The Alcyon is a fire-eater, and Slatter' is not the man
to let it rust under him.

W. Creyton will be out on a Humber. and will be

sure to ride to fini.sh as a .placed man ; he is on his

native heath in the Island. The Singer trio are kiwwn
to be as fast as the wind, with Mundy the probable-

leader." Any of the entry might win if misfortune

overtakes Evans, Newman, anil Bailev. I plump for

a furious duel between Evans and Newman, with

Bailev, Mason, Slatter, and Creyton close up. .

The Bashalls (J. T. on a Humber and W. H. on
a Douglas) might create a surprise, but I question

vihether either of them can yet be as " an fait " with

,1 small twin as fliey are with a big J. A. P. The open-'

r.ess of the race consists in .the limited numbers of the.

real class cracks engaged, and, with Evans and New-
man outed, it might be a real lottery. In any case if

will provide a restful ." //ars d'uiiiris '' £oi> the big,-

race on the Monday.

BO
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Wireless Telegraphy on a Motor Cycle.
SUCCESSFUL EXPERIMENT.A FEW PARTICULARS OF

SOME experimeHts ha\e been made by Mr. G. F.

Campion, of the Campion Cycle Co., Ltd
,

Nbttingliam, in sending messages by wireless

telegrapliy from a motor cycle in motion, with \-er)

successful results.

Naturally the- transmitting apparatus, "which is at-

tached to the carrier ~of i;he motor cycle, has to be of

the simplest possible nature, also wliile the machine is

being ridden the aerial mustbe strictly limited in height,

but as this is adjustable, being, in fact, composed of

a certain luimber of lengths of fishing rod, it can l>c

lengthened when the marhine is stationary, and conse-

c]uently messages can be sent to a greater distance,

A

C. F. Campion and the wireless telegrapliy apparatus attached to his motor cyelc.

the height of the aerial being one ol die dclennining

factors of the- space which it is pussible to co\er, li

is oinioiis thai when the ridci' is on the mox'e- a tall

attaclnneiU is nut ol the (|ueslion, liecause it might
foul the branches of trees, telegraph wires, or any
(A'erjiead obstruction, and cause an accident. A mes-
s.'ige was successfully sent from Louglii)orough to Not-
linghain while the machine was traxelling at the rate

of thirly-five miles per hour, a distance of about fifteen

miles. This is f|uite sufficient to pro\'e the practical

use of the instrument, though it is liy no means its

limit. We understanil that messages ha\e been sent

as much as thirty miles.

Of cour.se, as a motor cycle runs on rubber tvres

and is thus insulated, a special earthing contact is

iilC

The receiving apparatus.

required. This is clearly sliown in our first photo-
graph, in which the transinitting apparatus can be
seen fitted to a Campion motor cycle ; the earthing

contact trails iiehind, and is kept firmly pressed against

the road surface by a spring. Our second illustration

shows part of the receiving station.

The many uses of such a contrivance will be obvious
to anyone, and we need not enlarge upon them here.

The possibility of sending messages in this way will

be of immense use in military work, such as scout-

ing, etc. Also, in days to come, our reporter in the

T.T. races and other e\ents can record his impres-
sions still vi\id in his mind while actually following

the competitors : thus an account can l)e in print almost
as soon as the e\'ent is finished!

THE MARTIN AUTOMATIC KXHAUST PRESSURE
PETROL FEEi).

Tlie acccjmpanying illustration renders tliis in-

genious de\ice practicallv self-cxplanatury. The
exhaust gas enters a sjioon recei\'er inside the exhaust
pipe, passes through four coils, then Jlirough tenCoils

round the main air intake and enters behind the j'et,

helping, so the in\'entor claims, t<'> x'aporise the petrol

and greatly increasing the air draught. By the tiilic

the exiiaiisl enters Ihc air intake it is practically cold.

It might be didiight (at first sight) that Ihe c.xhatisl

gases would iuierfcre with the carburation, l)ut we
bar<lly (liiiilv that the latter would be affected, as there

is a large amount of air rushing in behind |o iuillif\

anv e\il effect (here might otherwise be.
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Five
up Ed^e Hill

on a

Rex Sidette.

Hiil-climbing Extraordinary.

U^Sigcitl 703

Q
UITE a happy little band of

sidecarists assembled at

Edge Hill, Warwickshire, last

weeK, the why and wherefore being

a demonstration of the hill-climbing

qualities of the 6 h.p. Rex Sidette.

We were proffered a model of that

brand for our journey to the hill,

and accordingly tacked on to a fast

mo\ing line of sidecars via Kenil-
worth, ^\"arwick, Barford, ^^elles-

bourne, Friz Hill, and Kineton.
Though fairly sexere there is nothing on this route to

tax the energy of the latest Rex. At Kineton there

was a council of war as to the first demonstration of

the general advance made in Rex machines—for such
was the purpose of the outing. We were six sidettes

and two l.)icycles all told. There were Mr. and Mrs.
Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd, Mr. and Mrs. Geoffrey
Smith, j\Iiss Muriel Hind in R. Lord's sidecar, Mr.
Guest, Mr. Edward Gorton, our photographer, and
three assistants from the works.

Edge Hill is approximatelv four miles from Kineton
- ' we suggested that an aticnipt should be made to

The Bex paity at the Round Tower at the sununit of the range ol

w Edge Hiils.

R. Lord climhing Edge Hill with four passengers—Ave in all. Three days later he made the first

ascent of Bwlch-y-Groes,"|Dinas Mawddwy, with a sidecar and passenger.

climb this noted i in 7 accli\ity on the run with hot

engines. Acctirdingly we set out first, and having
reached the hill summit without real difficulty, despite

a top ratio of 4 to r, we turned to watch the perform-
ances of the others. Suflice it to say that five of the

six got to the top at the first attempt. Lord using his

high gear most of the way. It was clear, therefore,

that Edge Hill was quite an ordinary test for a 6 h.p.

Rex, so some extraordinary method of determining
what a Re.x could not do had to be resorted to. Four
passengers were suggested, so Dick Lord tried his luck

and got to the top so easily and without the engine

showing signs of distress that still another passenger
was piled on. board. NA'lth the low gear engaged he
commenced the climb with a human freight of no less

than 57 stones 5 lbs. Slowly the machine progressed

upwards, but never once 3id it falter, and Edge Hill

is no child's play, for it is quite threequarters of a

mile long. If doubt ever existed in the minds of any-

one regarding the pulling powers of the 1012 model
6 h.p.tii.o.i.v.-side by siile vahe Rex. this perform-
ance should banish it, and the feat must rank among
the best exhibitions of the kuid to date. It might
further be added that I^ord's machine is not abnor-

mallv low geared, but is the same two-speed machine
on which he has competed in nearlv all (his vear's

long-distance reliability trials.

The Riders of Solo Mounts.
An interesting change was provided by Miss Hind

making an exhiliition clirnb on her 6 h.p. hill-climber.

She rounded the bends in most fearless style, leaning

ove-r at a great angle, and finally flashed over the top

at over forty miles an hour. PheAv ! This.A\;as speed
with a vengeance ! We very much doubt if anv lady

has been catapulted up Edge Hill in quicker' time.

Though our views may differ on the subject of ladies

racing, we take our hat off to Miss Hind as. tire most
skilful and daring lady motor cyclLst in the 'country.

Xext to the front was the latest production of the

Rex Motor Manufacturing Co., \iz., a 6 h.p. chain-

driven model, with neat aluminium guards above and
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Five up Edge Hill on a Rex Sidette.

—

below the chains. The chain from
engine to counter-shaft is com-
pletely enclosed. This machine
made light work of Edge Hill on
top gear, and we ourselves rode
the machine up, never once drop-
ping below 30 m.p.h.
The party ha\'ing satisfied tlieir

hill - climbing mania without

succeeding in putting any of the

machines out of commission, a

move was made to the Round
Tower for tea. How delightful it

was that lo\'ely June afternoon

—

a refreshing a/ firxco tea, mag-
nificent views all along the range
of Edge Hills, of the Vale of Eve-
sham, Breclon, and Malvern Hills,

and liume again refreshed in body
and mind, with a firm con\iction

that the pjresent vear's Rex is streets

:ihead of anything ^\e ha\e pre\i-

ously sampled of that make.

J
NEW CHAIN-DRIVEN REX. The mount illustrated is the Brst of the new type 6 h.p. chain-driven ReK
twins. The front chain is entirely enclosed, the rear chain having aluminium guards top and bottom. This

model is an addition to the belt-driven type.

->-•••-<-

ENGLISH-DUTCH RELIABILITY TRIAL.

THE regulations governing the al)0\'e international

contest will shortly be issued to the competi-
tors, and before the end of the month the hon.

secretary of the Dutch M.C.C., Mr. A. Citroen, pro-

mises to forward the route cards, number plates, and
Ihe exact progr,imme of the, " feasts." The Dutch
Club will oflier to the British team on Saturday,

August 3rd, an oiiticial dinner in Amsterdam. Next
day, which will be spent at Scheveningen, the noted
batliing place, there will be an official reception and
tea by the president of tlie Dutch Club, Mr. Rob R.
toe Laer.

Monday, August 5th, is tlic day of the international

trial, which starts and finishes in Amsterdam, distance

160 miles.

I'uesday will fie spent at.Volendam, the well-known
fishing town, where there will be an official lunch to

tlie thirtv-six competitors, tlie representatives of

The Motor Cycle and the Dutch M.C.C. by A.N.W.B,
Touring Club of Holland.

Special arrangements are being made with regard

to the transport of the competitors' machines from

Harwich to the Hook, and it is hoped to reserA'c

accommodation at the official hotels in Holland.

It is interesting to know that Dutch entries, though

tardy at first, are now sufficiently numerous. The
class with the least support was the 500 to 1 ,000 c.c.

trade class, but now thfie is a C}clonette, a Corona-
mobil, and a Pha-
nbmobile among
the entries.

To avoid ariv

possibility of the

English team hav-
ing to start with

depleted ranks, it

is hoped that two
resenes in cacli

class will accom-
pany the teams.

Gordon B. Mc-
Kechnie informs
us tliat, owing to

he sus-

in the

to Edin-
run, he
be aijle

R. E. Guest actin;^ Ihe part oi the Good Samaritan b.v towing a stranded car
bnhind his Matchless-Jap sidecar.

1.14

a fall

tained

London
burgh
will not

to attend business

for the next six

weeks, and there-

fore will not be
able to act as a reser\-c.

(Bradbury).

W. M. Wells also funis he will lie abro.'ul al Ihe lime,

(if the (rial, so a reserve man is wanted in his class.

R. Lord (6 h.p. I'iex side(te) is the chosen rider.

W.lvi. V. btKlil!.

The silver cup to be awarded in the Englisii-

Dutch international reliability trial.

The next rider is H. Wallis
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W W^r^HNV hrXmOKINd hXMWK.
^ome jYotahLc (JrcicLCc/vtj 1^1 ~ILjcoucrc

HAVING reiently taken delivery uf two rgi-^ three-

speed Rovers, my chum Brooking and m}seU
deciile'd to spend a week end in North Devon

tesiing their caiKtbilities and exploring the country.
•

The I'harming and romantic stretcli of moor and

oast between Porlock and Ilfracomhe was the district

•hosen. Our headquarters we decided to make at the

excellent little inn known as the Blue Ball, Countis-

Imry, situated on the edge of Exmoor; overlooking

l.vumouth and the sea.

Starting from Uxbridge at ten o'clock on t^riday

morning, I jiicked up my chum at Bath, and made off

for the West, f.eaving Bath by the Wells Road, we
turned (jff o\er the Mendips and dropped down through

the famous Cheddar Gorge to Axbridge. A fast and

uneventful ri(ie followed through Highbridge, Briilg-

water, and the outskirts of Minehead to Porlock.' Here
we expected the fun to comme;icc, .is we meant trying

the famous Porlock Hill on the run. and we had nut

touched our gears since leaving home. M> low ra'.io

was just over 7, and Brookings just over 6]n to r.

Through the \illage we hummeil; pa.st the old .'^hip

Inn and tlie Toll Gate Road, which holds so many
humiliating memories of the pas!—including our own!

PorlocR Hill on the Run.
Through the trees the old hill scemeil to be grinning

(liiwn at u.s—thoroughly amused at the idea of lieing

taken on the run by a 3^^, or, as some might pur it. be

_B/ l^.W.Spencer

Round we swung, wunileriiig whether that corner

would e\er end. Srill the engines ne\er faltered, and

in a few seconds we were on the bit of ^.iraight road

above. Another 200 vards and the road suddenly dis-

appeared ag.ain, this time to the left. Round again

and what a bend! Still on we wen.t, steadily, surely.

caught bene after iiaving caught s.d man\ on the

"bend.'' Still, nothing daunted, on we went, and

pfipjied the low gear in as the Hrst comer ajipeared.

W. B. Gibb (Douglas) on the second corner of Porlock Hill. In wet weather

the surface is covered with thick clayey mud.

Th' hairpin corner on the • easy " road to Ilfracombe from Lynmouth bi«

B.jgars' Roost. A Iresh start can be made from a lane to the right.

trlumphanllv, climfiing this terror of the West. A Uttle

more and w'c were up the worst, and then with middle

ge.irs in snon reacdied the top. We pulled up and

smilingly shook hands, for Porlock taken on the run

with hot engines and home touring gears wiped out

manv an old defeat.

We were now in the heart of the worst part of the

f.jrtlrcoming-Six Days' Trials country, and I might

aiid a note here in reference to the section we had

just traversed from Bath to Porlock—not only for the

benefit of I'ompetitors, but for those who will probably

be running o\er the course before the trial.

Great care should be exercised in descending

Gheddar Gorge. There are several very bad_ S

corner.s—particularly one on the steepest part which

.sweeps round to the left. To ride this correctly, and

if there is much traffic about safely, needs more than

ordinarv i-are. The tendency to over-ride the corner

and shoot o\er to the right is almost^,overpowering.

Sidecarists goingdown here for the fiKt time should

make a special note of this.

I should \-ery .much like to see the A.C.U. award

marks for cornering. There are shoals of motor

cyclists on the roads wdio know nothing about correct

cornering, and they are a danger to everybody. The
A.C.U. could not get a better place than Cheddar

Gorge to experiment in this wav.

E17
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\ Week-end Exploring Exmoor.

—

Care should he exercised about two miles from
iSlinehead, as there is a horrible little hump-back
bridge on the main road from Bridgwater just

opposite the <:astle which will be noticed on the left.

If anybody grjes ' mopping " o\'er this {i.e., the liridge)

all out there will lie trouble. Anything oxer thirty

means l)oth wheels off the' ground, and that luniiv

"lift ' feeling as you come down. The A.C.U. would
do well for everyone's sake to erect a special

caution board here.

Men ' ^ampbng the distiut should not^

that the mwn of Muiehoad can be a\oidtd

b) takni^ tilt ktt turn to Poilock about half

a mde tiom Muithcail

As to Poiliiik ]t>eit one's ad\Ke all dc

jitnds on ueathei and conditions ]f it is

di\ and the suiface good the lirst coinei to

the light should be taken wide on the left,

-ind the second m the centie, keeping a nice

iteadv jog between them
It IS uscle^^ ' lushmg " an\wheie 1 lu

ally letting the machine stop. The three-speed hubs
will be all right if lin. belts are used, and special belt

jiulleys fitted which will screw out to the lowest ratio.

Most of the ordniary pulleys will not do this, as the

flange comes off before you get the bottom ratio.

Men rilling the excellent Armstrong gear (as 1 do)

W(juld do well to insist, howe\er, on a bigger back licit'

rim being fitted or the ratio of gears being altered, a.'-

it is cruel to keep the belt at'the bottom of the pulley.

Ujnn eoU Hill from Hunt:rs' Inn. The road leading to tie left is the coast road which, will be
referred to in the next instalment.

corners cannot lie taken at speed, and it will simply

be heating up engines to no purpose.

If the hill be wet it is next door to being iinridcable,

and the greatest skill and care will be necessary.

'I'he first corner should then be taken close ui on
the right and the second corner close in on the left

all the. way round as near the gutter a.s you dare go,

Don't let the machine shoot out to the right after iIk-

first bit of the' second corner i.s taken.

Above all thing.s beware of the slime, and lia\c the

finest and newest non-skid on the back wheel.

If dry the ordinary rider will find a 3^- h.]i. \ery

comforlablc on an 8j^ low gear.

If wet gel ilie lowest gear the engine will stand— to

to I will not be too low. so that you can start any-

where on the clutch after a bad lurch withoiit aclu-

ni8

Aftei Pollock followed a shoit

shaip lun of eight miles o\ei E\
moot, when we found ouisebcs
at the Blue Ball, Countisbuiy,
just attei si\.

I might jiut 111 a Six Da}s' hint

here—mind the turns on this

section and beware of sheep
everywhere near I'lxmoor. They
lie aliout like stones and dart
right across the road through
holes in the banks.

'\fter a wclcoir.e meal, we
lowered our gears for Devonshire
work to a bottom ratio of just

over 8 to t, and slipped dovm
into Lynmoulh to try the f'amous Lvnton Hill.

Our .second surprise followed, as wc soared uji it

x\'ithout a falter and uilh nothing like lull power 011.

This is one ol' the " lit-bils " of the Six l)a\s'.

I''cH-tunately for us ii was ilry and in line condition,
but if it should lie wel it is worse than Pollock.

'I"he first corner to the left should be taken wide
on the right, and the wall on Ilie right hugged all llie

way up.

Do not rush the first corner, bul l,d<e it stcadih' and
acH^elerate as you feel the engine bite. If it be greasy
don't force the, engine power too much. This is \'crv

important, as if too much throttle is I'.ut on the sudden
.'icceleration will drag the machine oxer.

Mind your fingers do not get bruised against the

wall.
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Mr.H.H.Bowen

on his BAT
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Fastest

Time

for the Circuit

ITmln. 51 sec.
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SPEED
IIV THE

T.T.99

ARE .

INSEPARABLE.

1911
The BAT

in the "T.T."

Speed Trials,

gained

FIRST &
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places in

Class C.

The enthusiastic competi-

tion rider knows there are

plenty of Club contests in

which classes are reserved

for " T.T." Models. The
" Bat " has proved in the

past to be just the mount
to gain prizes in such

events.

THE BAT "T.T." MODELS
can be supplied with Single or

Twin Cylinders, fitted with Over-

head or Side-by-side Valves, and

Rigid or Spring Forks.

1912

"T.T. "MODELS.

31 h.p.

5-6 h.p.

7-8 h.p.

The fastest and smartest

machine on the road.

£50

£62

£65

Wrifi; for full

Catalogue of

these and our

Touring

mounts.
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MANFG. Co.,

PENCE,
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S.E.
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A Week-end Exploring Exmoor.—
^Uter a fill up with petrol at is. yd. a gallon, and a

ramiile round amongst the waterfalls and h(3uses (which

are all mixed up together), we lighted our lamps and
essayed the climb up Countisbury in the dark. This

T.ic wrltT climbing Station Hill, Lynton, on his 31 h.p. Rover. The photo-
graph gives a good impression of the gradient, showing Lynton below.

once dreaded hill we hardlv noliceil, and f(jun<l «e
could start upon the clutch in the steepest part without

fuss or trouble. In fact, of sj little consequence did

it seem that we went down for a batlie and up aga.in

before breakfast

!

Countisbury Hill, however, is another that ligures

])rominently in the Six Days', by which time the

coaches will have cut ii up badly. There is. howe\e--.

nearly always a very nice little solo

(rack on the left going down, ami
on the right coming up. Riders

should hang on to this like grim

(leaUi. If you get off this you are

almost certain to be stopped. ]n

ascending be very careful not 1,0

overshoot the first bend to the

right. Take it very steadily on the

tjuottle and keep close to the

"bifuk on the right.

' Saturday gave promise of another

fnie day, and our programme was
..based upon a long cherished wish

to explore the coast road between

\ Lynton and Ilfracombe. This road,

!j had always, been informed, was
closed to motor traffic on account

of its dangerous hills, corners, and
.surface, and its proximity to the

sea. (All mere spice to keen motor
.'Cyclists!)

' I knew quite well that, the j^jast

, ,road going through tlie A'allcy of

ij^efe, was closed by a .lodge and
gate. I had an idea, however, "that

I IV going round we could reiiain it.
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First we went up to Lynton, and followed the road
right round to the Valley of Rocks. Coming back
again we regained L^'uton Hill, and turned to the right

up the Ilfracombe Road.

Beggars' Roost.

In a mile or so we reached Barbrook and took. the

sharp turn to the left between some cottages, when the

famous hill appeared above us. Taking it in turn to

watch the corner for traflfic, as the hill niiLst he Ud-cii

oil the wrong -side, we made clean ascents at the first

attempt. Beggars' Roost is, however, a real genuine

teaser. Though it has no bad corners, it is more d'-ffi-

cult to climb than either Porlock or Lynton. 'Ihe

gradient is awful and positively precipitous, though
the hill_is quite short, being only about a quarter-mile

long. - It was easily the worst we had tried so far.

It certainly ought to be in the Six Days', as it is

doubtful whether there is a better test hill in the

countr) . There are no bad corners, and the surface

is better than Lynton or Porlock. If possible it should

be taken all out all the way. There is the usual

nice little solo track on the right. Be careful to keep
to this at the first bend to the right.

Leax'ing Beggars' Roost, we returned to the Ilfra-

combe Road. I might mention that without a variable

gear the majority of motor cyclists would have been
unable to follow us up Lynton Hill, but there is a, fairly

easy way round to the top of Beggars' Roost by the

•Watersmeet Road out of Lynmouth, taking the turn

about 3)^ miles from Lynmouth to the right, where a

signpost says "To Lynton and Barbrook Mill."
Follow this lane right to Beggars' Roost, and thus

gain the Ilfracombe Road. A warning must be gi\en

to those descending this hill for the first time. It

should be taken with extreme caution.

This would make a very pretty alternative route in

the Six Days' Trials from Lynmouth to Ilfracombe,
which section is apparently to be included twice.

f'l'o he cdiitiitucd.)

DESCENDING STATION HlLL,- LYNTON.

When the roads are wet and sticliy, as on^the occasion of the writer's visit, descents of Devonsliire hills

are often more exciting than the ascents.
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THE Morning Post asserts that a l-'ifiich i)ri>-

fessional has " fioAvn " a distance of 3ft. yin.

at a height of Sin. on a " winged bicycle " or

"aviette." I ejaculate, witli Dominie Sampson " pro-

deegious!" I have "flown" much further on a

push bicycle utterly (le\-oid of wings. My best flight on

a motorless bicycle up-to-date measured about 20ft.

horizontally, and about 15ft. vertically, and any

aspiring rider can easily equal it if he has the pluck.

Suitable apparatus consist of a., steep hill/ a blood

mare, a boulder, a bridge, a ra\ine, and a butcher's

boy. Arrange the bridge o\er the ravine, and set

both at the foot of the hill. The size and location

of the. boulder depend upon the limits of. the desired'

"flight." When I set up my record, the boulder

was about ift. in diameter, and was placed by the

side of the road about 8ft. from the bridge. The
blood mare and the butcher's boy are not absolutely

essential, but in case the aviator's nerve fails him at

the crucial moment when the take-off approaches, they

have their uses. In my case the butcher's b)oy drove
the blood mare
furiouslv up the

hill._ Tlae blood
mare shied at mv
machine. In at-

tempting to dodge
the blood mare
my bicycle hit the

boulder, which was
suitably concealed
in brambles, and
in comjiany with

my machine I de-

scribed a graceful

arc over the para-

pet of the bridge,

landing somewhat
hea\ib' in the

stony bed of the

torrent beneath.

E\cn as pracllsed

a 1 rifle e\|icnsi\'c.

"1 have flown . on a push licy

ivilli ,'L push bicycle the sport is a

IliTc, is my bill for the solitary flight:

\r\\ liccsiiiii Ilumlicr roadster, fifteen guineas.

.Surgeon's bill, five guineas.

Lf)Ss of salary for four weeks, jQ^o.

Owing In a liiiiihd iiiconic f ha\(' not yfet essayed
Ihc sporl on a motdr bicvclc, but I eslimatc that its

costliness will rise in a ratio depending upon the speed'

and price of the motor cvcle employed.
Many expert aeronautical engineers assert that the

mu.scular powers of a huirtan being cannot be so

applied a? to produce the horse-power requisite for

su.stained flights without the aid

of at least a lightweight engine.

These doubters would, of course,

describe my own record and the

tj:;;,, • ^ French professional's petty vol

ll^lpf* jilaue as a " hop "
; but the fact^

that the French Aero Club has'
offered a prize of 2,500 francs for the best flight, and
that 198 entries have been obtained, looks as if two
opinions on the subject were tenable.

The Auto=aviette.

I commend the notion to British designers, as-

possessi-g certain

ob\ious advant-

ages, and lest these

s h o u 1 d escape
general notice, I

beg to draw atten

tion to one or

obvious supe

lies of the winged
motor cycle, which
may be pr,)\ision-

ally chri-iiened the

auto-aviette.

r. On sustain-

ing a puncture, the

airo-a\iette's wings
will be unfurled

by operating a

Bowden le\er, a: tl

the machine will

fly gracefully to

the ne.xt garage.

2. On e.ncoun-

tering a patch of dangerous grease or a stretch of

unrolled metal, a short flight will instantaneously sur-

mount the obstacle.

3. Hairpin bends will lose Ihcir (errors; instead

of risking the dangers of ' leaning the machine in

and the body out," a hop of not more than fifty yardi-

will land the machine on the slraiglu « iinnicdialely

above the bend.

>r two I

priori- 1

^^-^
"The machine will pass over ihe pclice

trap."
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*A short hop will miilify i tiresome obstacle."

espy-

ing an A. A.

sroufwith an

eloquent ex-

pression, the

elc\ator uill

be tike 1, and
the machine will pass o\er the polire trap at such a

height that its registration numbers shall be unde-
cipherable.

5. If, when taking your
second-best girl out in ;the

.sidecar, you sight a female
in the distance who looks

suspiciously like the best

girl, the entire outfit may
be raised sufficiently high

for the planes to conceal

the sex and lineaments of

your passenger; this pro-

cedure will avoid e.xhaust-

ing aiid tearful recrimina-

tions.

6. The opening of gates

on the villainous mountain
roads lately so popular with

trials organisers will be

completely unnecessary., A
short hop on quarter

throttle will nullify a -tiresome ob.s'.acie.

7. A new rule of the road may be required to avert

novel possibilities of accident under the new condi-

tions, for should two auto-aviettes meet round,:a blind

corner, and^ both simultaneously- rise to the same
height, a verv pretty smash would follow. A pre-

cautionary rule could, however, simply Ije arranged.

1 am ad\ising the Local Government Board to rule

that ".auto-aviettes going south or west hold the rond

in emergencies, auto-a\iettes going north or east lift."'

Perhaps the new secretary of t^he A.CU. will give

the matter his best attention. I am ardently loukiiig

forward to the decrease of the cattle nuisance -.vh.;;!

I get delivery of my machine. Traffic stops in' non-

stop trials will no longer be a cause of friction.

8. No .sane motor cyclist will in future trouble to

thread citv traffic. Without d'oubt each muniriijali;y

A V3ry pretty smash.'
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will erect 90ft. finger-masts in some central position,

and on approaching a centre of pjopulation we shall
'• lift,'' and flving over the centre of the town consult

the iinger-mast en passdnt as to our route onward.

Tramlines may now be multiplied ad lib. without any

opposition from us. Street improvement—a costly

liurden on the rates—may be abandone:!, and historic

cities mav retain their narrow and picturesque streets

without a tremor, for the benefit of American tourists

and other l>ack numbers. As motoi cyclists will now
eschew town rJding, country inns and garages will

profit and thrive on new custom, and the '' back-to-

the-land '' movement will receive a great impetus,

even if motor cyclists whose belts break in miti-air

will inteq)ret the phrase in a fashion quite their own.

9. This last consideration suggests certain warning
ct/unsels to the novice. While the auto-aviette removes
many incon^-eniences which ha\e hampered the de-

velopment of the sport, it introduces a few novel perils.

A fouled, sparking plug, broken valve or slipping belt

is a mere bagatelle on the road ; in the air it is a

breath-stopping calamity. Riders 'will be well adxised

not -to utilise their soaring gear unless they are

abs.)lutely convinced that the machine is in per-

fei-t tune from A to /,. In the near future low
flving will dcjubtle.ss become the rule, when the results

of a slight me<'hanical derangement will be limited to

a gentle return to the adjat-ent earth. But until all

telephone and telegraph wires have been relaid in

underground pipes, low flving must be regarded as no-

less dangerous than moon-
brushing, and it will further

be nci-essary to render all

barbell wire hedges illegal.

The small red boards

erected l)y hunts to signal

the presence of wire are

scarcelv sufficiently obtru-

si\"e to safeguard the low
skimming motor cycle, ami
for the present our motto
must be ' the higher, the

better. ' In conclusion I

foresee a great slump in the

stock if burberry and other

aquascula. Instead of don-
ning gaudv and odorous

oilskins at the commence-
ment of a hea\y shower, we
shall simplv ri^e above the

clouds, and descend on entering a fresh climatic zone,

where the sim is shining brightly.

" Flying over the centre of the town consult the finger-mast

'
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A NEW 3ih.p. CYCLECAR.

A 3^2 li-P- cyclerav of light construction has been
built by Mr. V. G. Vitanoff, of Harrogate,

whose age is only twenty-one years. The
accompanying illustration gives a good idea of the

general design of the vehicle, the chief points being

a ^i h.p. Blumfield engine. B. and B. carburetter,

C.A.V. magneto, and drip-feed lubricator.

The transmission is as follows : To the engine-shaft

is fitted a Chater-Lea leather-to-metal clutch,

thence bv chain drive to a two-speed gear box, from
the gear bo.'c bv means of another chain to a counter-

shaft, and finally to the back wheels by t«o ^in.

rubber belts, thereby relying on belt slip to act as a

differential. The gears are 5 and nh to i. Ordinary

motor cycle wheels, carrying 26in. x 2-J:in. tyres, are

used, and the steering, .by a wheel, is direct.

The machine is capable of a very fair speed, and
easily climbs stiff hills, but the springing device, 1)\

(]uarter elliptic springs, seems rather light. The little

car is a very commendable effort, and no doubt the

next machine turned out by Mr. VitanofI' will incor-

porate many improvements.

—<

BELTS AND TYRES TO BE TESTED IN THE SIX DAYS' TRIALS.
Mr. T. W. Loughborough speaks most enthusiasti-

cally of his reception in the \\'est- Country, where
everyone received him with the utmost hospitality.

Colonel Boles, M.P., M.F.H., willstart the first man
on the first day of the trial (August 12th), and the

Mayor of Taunton will start the first man on the last

day.

The police, boy .scouts, and the press will all

combine to render the Six Days' Trial a success.

The slow climb, during which top gear ratios only

may be used, will be carried out on Countisbin-y Hill

on the third day.

Sidecar combinations and cyclecars will be started

.ifter the motor bicycles at fairly long intervals on

each day, so that the two-wheelers mav not be im-

peded on the hills and narrow lanes «hich abound
on the course. Motor bicycles will be started at one

minute intervals.

It has now been decided at an A.C.U. Committee
meeting that tyres entered for the trial will be pur-

chased o\'er the counter by the A.C.U. , the money
being refunded later, so as to ensure onlv stock tvre:^

being used. This idea was suggested in The Motor
Cycle last week.

It was also decided that belts should be entered

under the same conditions as tyres. Belts entered must

not be fitted with more than one fastener throughoul

the trial. Both tyres and belts entered will be branded.

(Left) Tnc new 8 h.p. Beacon oyclecar, which, as will be gathered, is of very light construction. (Right) Tlio 8 h.p. Warno sociable, built by A. T. Warne & Co.,

01 Leytonstonc, has an air-cooled J. A. P. engine, chain and belt transmission. The gear ratio is varied by expanding and contracting the countershaft pulleys, the

belt tension being adjusted by moving the rear axle. A recent short run in London tralHc convinced us ol its controllability and smooth running.
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THIS year's Tourist Trophy Races
will be the sixth meeting of its

kind. The first race took place

on May 30th, 1907. A race for

motor cycles on the lines of the car

Tourist Trophy Race had been suggested
by Mr. H. W. Staner, the Editor of The
Avtocar, in 1906, but the actual trophy
was the outcome of a conversation be-

tween Mr. H. Collier, sen., and the Mar-
quis de Mouzilly St. Mars.
In the 1907 race, the petrol consump-

tion was limited to 90 m.p.g. for singles

and 75 m.p.g. for twins, and it was won
by C. R. Collier on a 3g Matchless-Jap
at a speed of 38.5 m.p.h., his cunsurap-

tion of spirit being at the rate of 94-^-

m.p.g. H. R. Fowler (5 Norton) won
the twin class at a speed of 36.2 m.p.h.,

and averaged 87 m.p.g.
The fourteen and a half miles tri-

angular course from St. John's to Balla-

craine, Kirk Michael, and Peel was used
in those days, and was continued in use

till last year, when the long course, em-
bracing the Snaefell mountain road, was
adopted after much discussion.

In 1908 the petrol consumption was
further limited, 100 m.p.g. being stipu-

lated for single and 80 m.p.g. for multi-

cylindered machines. The winners were :

Single-cylinders.
J. Marshall (3| Triumph), at 40.4

m.p.h., and having 38 ozs. of petrol left

in his tank.
Twins.

H. Reed (5 Dot-Peugeot), 38.5 m.p.h.,

2^ ozs. petrol left.

New Regulations in 1909.

In the following year the consumption
limit was abandoned. New regulations

were introduced, and singles and twins
were run together on the cubic capacity

basis, singles 500 c.c. and twins 750 c.c.

All machines had to conform to the

A.C.U definition of touring machines,
but no pedals were allowed. The winner
was H. A. Collier (5 twin Matchless) at

49.04 m.p.h. W. F. Newsome (3^

Triumph) being the first rider of a

single-cylinder machine to finish, speed
14 02 m.p.h.

In 1910 the capacity of the twins was
reduced to 670 c.c, but again the race

was won by a twin. Results ;

Twin.
C. R. Collier (5 Matchless) 50.627 m.p.h.

Single.
W. Creytbn (3i Triumph) 47.925 m.p.h.
- Last year a much longer course was
adopted, and the multi-cyiinder capacity

reduced to 585 c.c. The distance of the
race was 187^ miles, being composed of

five laps of 37 miles 4 furlongs. 1911
also marked the institution of a .Junioi-

T.T. for lightweights, singles up to

300 c.c, and twins of 340 c.c, over four

laps of the same course, and the inclu-

sion of the mountain climb strongly urged
by this journal resulted in many new
change-speed gears being brought to

light. Winners :

Senior Twin.
h. m. s.

0. C. Godfrey (3| Indian)
Senior Single.

.. 3 56 10

J. A. Carvill (3-^- Triumph) .

Junior Twin.
.. 4 16 49

p. J. Evans 2| Humber)
Junior Single.

.. 3 37 7

H A Collier (2'- Matchless) 3 46 20

For the sake of comparison, we give
also the speed in miles per hour, but it

must be remembered that the 1911 course
was more difficult than that of 1910, and
the twin engines were smaller :

,0. C. Godfrey (Indian) ... 47.62m. p. h.

J. A. Carvill (Triumph) ... 44.89 ,,

P. J. Evans (Humber) ... 41.47 ,,

H. A. Colher (ilatchless) ... 39.78 „
It Will be observed from the gradually

reduced cylinder capacities and the in-

creased speed how good an effect the T.T.
Races have had upon twin engines.

This Year's Regulations.
This year for the first time twins and

singles will compete on an equal basis,

500 c.c. being the limit adopted in the
Senior and 350 c.c. in the Junior event.

The following prizes are offered :

First. The Tourist Trophy and £40
cash (Juaior, £30).

Second. £20 (Junior, £15).
Third. £10.-

Silver cups and £10 and £5 to the

first and second private owners, provided
they are not in the first three, and that
their performances are sufficiently meri-

torious

Valve side ol the new 2^ li.p. Junior T.T. twin Humber. Observe the large capacity tanli.
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COMPLETE LIST OF T.T. ENTRIES.
DETAILS OF COMPETITORS' MACHINES.

85 X 88

2 70 X 64.5

2 76 X 55

1 81.5 X 95

2 61.8 X 83
1 85 X 88

69.8 X 63.5

70 X 64.5

69.8 X 63.5

BELOW wiU be found a complete list of entries for the

Tourist Trophy Races in the Isle of Man with the

numbers of the competitors in the order in which
they will start. The total number of entries received

lor the Senior Race is forty-nine, and for tlie Junior Raise

twenty-five. In the Senior Race there are twenty-one
private owners, and in the Junior Race eleven private

owners.

Senior Race, July 1st.

Stakt, 10 a.m. Distance, 187^ miles (five laps to the course).

Depots : Quarter Bridge and Ramsey.

.N'o. No. of Bore and
Rider, and JMachiue. cyl. strokt

*1. J. R. Haswell (3^ Triumph) ... 1

•2. J. R. Alexander, jun. (3^ Indian) 2

*3. H. H. Bowen (3^- Dot) "

4. N. F. Holder (4 Blumfield) ...

5. S. C. Ferryman (4 Blumfidd) ...

*6. I. B. Hart-Davies (3i Triumph)
7. F. A. Applebee (3i Scott)

8. Hugh Mason (3^- Matchless) ...

9. Frank Philipp (3^ Scott)

10. J. W. Blumfield, jiin. (4 Blumfield)
'11. J. A. Hoffmann (3.^ Triumph) ...

12. C. B. Franklin (3^ Indian) ...

*13. S. F. Garrett (3^ Regal Green)
14. H. C. Mills {3i Regal Green) ...

*15. D. 0. Bolton (3^ Rudge)
*16. Q. Smith (3-i Triumph)
"17. C. R. Martin (3-^ Triumph) ...

18. P. W. Owen (3^- Norton) ...

19. John Hayes (3^ Gavenne)
20. Karl Gassert (3^ N".S.U.)
*21. Alister Kirk (3^ Triumph)
22. G. Griffith (3i N.S.U.)
23. A. H. Alexander (3^ Indian) ...

24. Harold Pettv (3^ Singer)

25. Paul Schmidt (3^ N.S.U.) ...

26. J. L. E. Emerson (3i Norton)
27. E. B. Ware (3^ Zenith)
28. H. H. Buckle (5^ Zenith) ...

*29. 0. Stanley Franklin (3^ N.S.U.)
30. John Gibson (3^ Trump-Jap) ...

31. J. Woodhouse (3^ Kegal-Precision)
*32. A. S. Jones (3^ Rudge)
*33. W. Jones (3^ Rudge)

No. No. of Bore and
cyl. stroke.

1 81.5 X 95

85 X 88
70 X 65

85 X 88
1 85 X

85
85

X 88
X 88

85 X 88
79 xlOO
85 X 88
65 X 75

1 85 X 88
1 85 X 88
2 70 X 64.5

1 85 X 88
65 X 75
79 xlOO
76 X 55.5

76 X 55.5

85 X 88
1 90 X 77.5

1 85

1 85
1 85

c.c.

499
497
498
495.6
498
499
486.6

497
486.6
495.6

499
490
499
499
499
499
499
490
499
497.7

499
499
497
499
497.7

490
498
498
499
492
499
499
499

Rider and Machine.
34. F. Dixon (3j Cleveland)

*35. J. W. Adamson (3^ Triumph)
*36. A. Hall (3i Rudge) ...

37. C. R. Collier (3^ Matchless)
38. H. A. Collier (3i Matchless)
39. J. F. Sirett (3^ Indian) ...

*40. W. H. Bashall (3^ iNIatchless)

*41. T. Steele (4 Rex)
*42. Percy Butler (3i Triumph)
43. S. L. Bailey (2| Douglas)
44. Harry Reed (3i Dot) ...

M5. W. L. T. Rhys (3^ Triumph)
46. R. G. Mundy (3i Singer)

*47. C. W. Jamieson (3^ Singer)
•48. E. Kickham (2| Douglas)
49. 0. C. Godfrey (3^ Indian)

Junior Race, June 28th.
St.iht, 10 a.m. Distance, 150 miles (four laps to the course).

Depots : Woodlands (Douglas) and Ramsey.

c.c.

499
499
499

X 64.5 497
70 X 64.5 497
70 X 64.5 497

70 X 64.5 497
499
499
354
498
499
499
499
350

85 X
1 85 X
1 85 X
2 70
2

2
2
2

1

2
2

1

85 X 88
'60 X 60
76 X 65
85 X 88

1 85 X
1 85 X

61 X 60
70' X 64.5 497

1. P. J. Evans (2| Humber)
2. H. Mason (2| Nevvcastle-on-Tvne)
3. S. L. Bailey (2| Douglas) " ...

4. Harold Petty (2i, Singer)
*5. J. Harrison Watson (2| Humber)
6. D. M. Brown (2| Humber)

*7. Karl Gassert (2^ N.S.U.)
8. Jas. Stewart (2| Douglas)
9. H. J. Cox (2-1 Forward)

no. J. H. Kerr (2^ N.S.U.)
*11. Ed. Kickham (2| Douglas)
*12. H. J. Beal (2^ N.S.U.) ...

14. H. C. Newman (2^ Ivy-Precision)

15. Jack Haslam (2| Douglas)
*16. J. Ingram Walker (2^ X.S.U.) ..

»17. Robt. Ellis (23- Nut)
18. N. D. Slatter (2^- Alcvon)

*19. D. R. O'Donovan (2^ Singer) ...

*20. W. H. Bashall (2| Douglas)
*21. J. T. Bashall (2-| Humber)
22. P. W. Owen (2| Forward)
23. M. Stoeffel (2| Alcyon)
24. R. G. Mundy (2^ Singer)
25. E. V. Pratt'(2i O.K.-Preci.sion)...

26. W. Crevton (2i Humber)

60 X 60

2 60 X 61

2 60 X 60

1 69 X 80

2 60 X 60

2 60 X 60

-2 54.4 X 75

2 61 X 60
56 X 70
75.5 X 78
61 X 60
54.4 X 75

70 X 90
61 X 60
75.5 X 78
53 X 78

68 xl08
69 X 80
61 X 60
61 X 60

56 X 70

xl08
X 80

70 X 90

61 X 60

69

345

349
350
299
345
345
348.6

350
344

349.2

350
348.6

348

350
349.2

344
299
299
350
350
344
299
299
348
350

*Signifies private owner.

Announcing the Progress of the T.T. Races.
'THE MOTOR CYCLE" SERIES OF TELEGRAMS.

AS in previous years, The Motor Cycle has arranged

to telegraph the progress of both the T.T.
Races lap by lap, and the final results will be

wired to various firms throughout the kingdom. The
following firms will exhibit these telegrams as they are

handed in :

London.

The Eastern Garage Co., 418, Romford Road, Forest
Gate, E.

Alfred Dunhill, Ltd., 359, Euston Road, N.W.
Selfridge and Co., Ltd., Oxford Street, W.
A. W. Gamage, Ltd., Holborn, E.G.
John Piggott, Ltd., 118 Cheapside, E.G.
H. Taylor and Co., 21a. Store Street, Tottenham Court

Road, W.C.
The Hutchinson I'yre, 70, Basinghall Street, E.G.
Godfrey and Applebee, Ltd., 208, Great Portland Street, W.
Maude's Motor Mart, 136, Great Portland Street, W.
Robertson Motor Agency. 15.', Great Portland Street, W.
Benetfink and Co., Ltd., 107, Cheapside, E.G.
G. N. Hif^gs, 31, Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W.
The Service Co., Ltd., 292, Higb Holborn, W.C.

Birmingham.—The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Road;
the Para Rubber Co., 93, John Bright Street; Thomas
Clayton and Son, Ltd., 125, New Street; P. J. Evans,
358, Stratford Road, Sparkhlll ; the Colmore Motor Cycle
Depot, 31, Colmore Row.

Manningham Lane.
" Leader " Cycle and Motor

Bradford.—Eric Myers, 52
Bristol (Montpellier).—The

Depot, Station Road.
Coventry.—Midland Daily Telegraph Offices.

Dublin.—F. A. Wallen and Co., 6 and 7, Nassau Street.

Edinktiroh.—Alexander and Co.. 113. Lothian Road.
Hull.—" Embro " Motor Co., 191, Holderness Road.
Leeds.—Al Mudscreen Co., 39, Guildford Street.

Leioesteh.—Tom Cann. Ltd., 18, Applcgate Street

Liverpool. —Reliance Engineering Co., iManchester Streat

;

Hitchings Ltd., 74, Bold Street.

LLANDRiNiinii Wells.—Tom Norton. Ltd., the Palace of

Sport.

Manchester.—H. Reed and Co., Deansgate.
Newoastle-on-Ttne.—The Rover Co., Ltd., 86, North

umberland Street; the Percy Motor Co.. St. Andrews
Place.

NoTTlNOHAM.— Beutinck Motor Co., Trent Bridge,

St. Alhans.—The New Century Motor Cycle Co.

WoLVKnnAMPTo.N- -Bruce. Ltd , 64. Lichfield Street.
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Unalloyed Pleasure—
That is the experience of all who
ride the SUPERIOR MACHINE--

^M^ . . THE - • ^

Douglas
VIBHATIONLESS LIGHTWEIGHT

I
N order to obtain the maximum of enjoyment from a motor

cycle holiday or tour, it is necessary to ride a machine
which can be relied upon absolutely to give no trouble.

Such a machine is the DOUGLAS VIBRATIONLESS
LIGHTWEIGHT. The engine will run for a practically

indefinite period without tuning -up. The 1912 models embody
numerous improvements. No detail which could be criticised in

1911 has been left untouched. Space prevents these improvements
being given here, but they are set out fully in our 1912 Catalogue
—a copy of which will be sent on request. ^ P P P

We do not ask you to accept our word alone for the above statements.

The proof has been and is bein^ given week by week on road and track.

Douglas successes during igii occupy five pages of small type in our Cata-

logue, and the achievements in 1912 to date make another formidable list.

ONE INSTANCE OF DOUGL4S SUPERIORITY.
1912 London-Edinburg:h Run.

FIVE DOUGLAS MACHINES completed the DOUBLE journey to Time,

and secured FIVE SPECIAL GOLD MEDALS.

^
Iirustrations and full specification of all our models are

given in the 1912 Catalogue, together with price list of

spare parts and sundries. The catalogue also contams

fuU instructions for the care and management of the machmeaf7i;;;_

May we send

you a copy ?».

DOUGLAS BROS., feingswood.Bm^L
Telegrams—" Douglas, Kingswood.'

5, ^o&Londoi\^S56, GoswelLfioad, lE.C

>1la- Telephone—No. 5

In answering Ih ff'Trtfp*i'¥fe**'?^t«4F>M(^'-f/??st7^W<sW5«i8««w»r^^^

ilVj; J -'VAL
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THE

mOR BICYCLE^
PROVED

THE MOST ECONOMICAL
ON PETROL.

The following letter has been received from In^•ercargill, New Zealand :

—

We have been very busy to-day running off the

motor cycle test for petrol consumption. The results

have proved very satisfactory to us, we having entered

three B.S.A. Motor Cycles and scored FIRST,

SECOND, and THIRD against all well-known makes

competing.

(Signed) P. H. VICKERY.

Write for latest Catalogue of

B.S.A. Motor Bicycles.~?^ '
iifiii-r

R,:^5\ I ||^\v^^^^^^ (1

THE BIRMINGHAM
SMALL ARMS CO., LTD.,
13, Small Heath, BIRMINGHAM.

. 1 Motor CvcliU's Advice:—"Always use B.S.A. Cylinder Oil /or Motor Cycles."
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T.T. Matchless Machines.

As mentioned in last week's issue, the
new T.T. Matcliless are fitted with
a 3^ h.p. twin .Jap engine of 70 mm.
bore b}^ 64.5 mm. .stroke. The gfar

[®¥(D®<^€1L.II 7n

Fig. 1.

Gear changing
lever on the

new six-speed

Matchless.

ratios are lower than was the case last

year, as it was fmind inipos^ible to take
advantage of the higher, gears.

An Amac carburetter and an enclosed

Bosch magneto are employed. A Best
and Lloyd combined hand pump and drip

feed delivers a continual stream of oil

to the rear wall of the front cylinder

at a point slightly below the liottom

edge of the piston wall when the latter

is at the top of the stroke. Bv this

means an equal siipply of oil is allowed
to both cylinders, as centrifugal force

causes the reai one to be splashed much
more thoroughly than the front.

The petrol tank holds over tw-o gallons

and the oil supply is proportionately
large ; both are fitted with large filler

caps, ilatchless girder spring forks are

employed, and the wheels are shod with
Hutchinson 2iiu. rnbber-studded "passen-
ger type" tyres.

The principal changes in the design
of the variable gear will be best under

stood by referring to fig. 1, which shows
the arrangement of the gear levers.

The larger one controls the movement
of the rear wheel, whilst the smaller

operates the expanding pulley by means
nf a chain whicii passes iivi^v a s|)rocket

attached t" the i|uick-threa.-| screw
mechanism of tlie outer flange. In last

year's model botli these levers moved
over a notched quadrant attached to the
tank, and they were arranged in such a

manner that they could both be manipu-
lated together, or separately, w'nen it

was required merely to tighten the belt

without changin.g gear. In tliis year's

pattern a much more convenient and
handy design has been adopted. As is

shown in the drawing, the notched
quadrant of the outer lever is attached

to the inner lever, and moves with it.

so that unless the belt stretches appreci-

ably only one lever has to be handled.

The movement of the 'smaller lever

corresponds to taking up two inches of

slack in the belt; so that all reasonable

emergencies are provided for.

Improvement in design has also taken
place in the swinging of the rear hub,

New hub suspension

by means of bell

crank links.

which rocks on pivot levers- with a

parallel motion In previous models the

under pair of "chain .stays'' were taken
direct to the a.xle ends, but, as will be
seen in the latest type, a bell-crank link

has now been interposed. This is a

The Regal Precision team—H. C. Mills, J. Woodhouse, and S. F. Garratt—returning from practising,

which ceased at 7 a.m. each day.

J. Haslam iZl h.p. Douglas), Sheffield's repre-

sentative in the Junior T.T. Race.

very considerable improvement, as by
means of the slot in which the hub a.xle

is carried the wliole back wheel can be
slipped out very readily. Hitherto the
Colliers have been fortunately fairly

free from tyre troubles in the T.T.. but
the above shows that they are placing
no reliance oir luck, but are prepared to

meet any emergency.
As usual, long undershields extending

from forward of the crank chaniber to a

point nearly level with the rear hub
will be fitted to all the machines, so as

to keep the transmission at all events
as nearly as possible free from effects of

weather and road conditions.

Another' detail worth noting is the
provision of a new two-legged stand.
As in previous years, the .Matchless

machines are enamelled a workmanlike
dove-grey, and it is safe to say that no

machine in the race will be more complete
as regards finish and attention to detail.

O.K.-Precision.
v. Pratt will ride a 2^ h.p. 70 x 90

mm. O.K.-Precision fitted with a

•Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear, Bosch
magneto, Amac carburetter, and 2^in.

Hutchison T.T. tyres. All fittings are
brazed on where possible, and an
au.xiliary lubrication pipe fed by a Best
and Lloyd semi-automatic lubricator

leads to the side of the cylinder. This
machine will be conspicuous by reason
of its large two-gallon tank painted
bright yellow with broad black lining.

Forward.
P. \V. Owen and Harold Co.x will

both ride 2| h.p. twin Forwards fitted

with Armstrong gears in the Junior race.

The design of these machines will closely

resemble last year's model. P. W.
Owen will also ride a 3-^ h.p. 79 x 100
mm. Norton in the Senior race. This
machine is fitted with the Armstrong
gear and is conspicu(ms for its com-
paratively long wheelbase. The tank
has a capacity of two gallons of petrol

and three quarts of oil. Druid forks

and C.A.P. carburetter are used. J.

L. E. Emerson will ride a similar

machine.
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Triumph.

A band of eight stalwarts, J. R.

Haswell, I. B. Hart-Davies, J. A. Hoflf-

man, Quentin Smith, C. R. Martin,

Alister Kirk, J. W. Adanison, Percy

Butler, and W. L. T. Rhys upliold this

classic make, and it is not the least

suprising to find that one and all \yill

be mounted on standard machines which
embody no experimental points whatever.

One point, however," it worth attention.

In the ordinary course of events, the

.hange-speed lever ar.d cinadrant of the

Stnrmey-Archer three-speed hub is carried

on the top tube where a special lug is

placed for its reception. In the T.T.

I'linrnph machines a position much more
convenient to a racing attitude on the

part of tlie rider has been adopted. This

|OTr®l(ffciLE

Triumph gear thaning meclianism on left-banl

side ot tank. The operating lever is on ine fight.

luis necessitated a new design of gear
iever and quadrant. The lever is carried

jn a sleeve clipped to the tube below the

tank and is placed well forward. The
lever itself is capable of sliding laterally

in the sleeve against the action of a

spring waslier, and as the quadrant is

furnished with aide slots, or rather
grooves, changing gear is performed by
a simple push or pnll action. J. R.
Haswell is particularlj' delighted with
tills arraiig'ment, and informs us that he

i, R. Haswel! (31 h.p. two-spesd Ti-iumph) salutes

our photographer. This well-known amateur has

been doins exceedingly well in practice.

finds changing a matter of perfect ease
ill all circumstances. As mentioned last

week only two speeds are employed, the
bottom gear ratio being supju'essed alto-

gether, although the parts still remain
111 the hub.

On Haswell's Triumph, the position and
nature of the brake pedal has also been
altered. This is a modification of standard
practice, and is solely due to the require-

ments of the racing position, in which the
strength of a hee! movement can be"
taken more" advantage of than a toe
movement. E.xcept for the pedal, the
brake remains exactly the same as on
the standard models. It will be noted
that the boss ^of the pedal which is

attached to the rocking pivot is formed
into a small "ear" which abuts against

JUNE 2yth, rgi2.

one of the crank chamber bearer bolt

heads in order to provide a stop.

Ivan B. Hart-Davies will ride a' T.T.
Triumph v.-ith a Sturmey-Archer change-
speed hidi. otherwise the machine will

have only slight alterations.

Regal-Precision and Regal-Green.

Tliese two iiiakes, the former of which
is ill the hands of the redoubtable J. W.
Woodhousc. whilst the latter will be
ridden by II. C. Mills and S. F. (4arrett

respectively, are exactly the same except
for the engines and gears. ^Voodhouse's
mount, which was described last week, is a
very formidable looking air-cooled engine,
with enormous radiating surface. Wood-
house finds that even after long puUmg

Showinj^ the special gear-changing lever on the
Triumph machines, which have a Sturmey-Arolier
gear adapted for two-speeds only, to enable a quick
and sure change.

under heavy load—liy way of trying tlie

machine thoroughly it was made to carry
a passenger on the carrier from Birming-
liaiu to Liverpool—there is not only no
sign of overheating, but actually no

Scenes d J In; the early mornin;'s piactisin^. On the lelt P. J. Evans, last

year's Junior T.T. winner, is seen chaltin;; with the brothers Alexander.

PRACTISING FOR THE T.T.

On the riii:ht A. J. Spro-.ton anil H. P. Beisley keep order at

Quirtor Bridge, where a crowd assembles each morning.
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symptom to suggest that the engine was
even getting hot at all. At practically

any time the hand can be lield quite com-
fortably on the radi-

ating tins. A rather
special point of tliis

macliine is the care
which has been taken
to ensure that the
three-speed Sturmey-
Archer gear does not
throw any strain upon
the chain stays and
other part« of the
frame. First of all, a
secondary pair of chain
stays—which may be
described as simple
torque tubes — are
arranged a hi Trump-
Jap to reinforce the

back axle liousings. but an even more im-
portant detail is the strengthening up of
the attaclnnent of tlie hub spindle itself.

It may not be generally known that on
the top and intermediate gears a clock-
wise rotational strain is thrown upon the

A saddle spring damper
on J. Woodhouse's

macbine.

Hub spindle locking device and torque tube on Regal-
Precision mactiines.

hub spindle, whereas when the lowest gear
is engaged an anti-clockwise strain is pro-

duced. In order to relieve the spindle as

far as possible it is provided with a locking
piece, which is applied to its flattened

threaded ends upon wliich it is a close driv-

ing fit—inside the chain stay ends, and it is

here firmly locked in position by the same
stud which secures the foot of the cariier

tubes. A plate is fi-\'ed at each side, that
on the pulley side being much stronger
than that on the other. For additional
security the axle nut is furnished with
grub screws.
Both brakes are on one brake rim, and

both are controlled by foot. One is above
the chain stay, whilst the other is below.
Transverse sawcuts are made in the fibre

The Regal-Green and Regal-Precision silencers.

in order to prevent, as far as possible, any
liability to glaze, and also to make the
engagement more gentle. The tank holds
two gallons of petrol and about half a
gallon of lubricating oil.

Woodhouse pointed out two other

interesting little details, one in connection
with the exhaust pipe. The
latter- is very long, coming
to well behind the back
hub, and of large diameter,
and the end piece is secured
iir position by a liner and
set-screw. Whilst it will be
always retained in practice,

it will probably be removed
oil the occasion of the race
itself, but not unless this is

found to be an advantage.
The other point is an in-

genious method of imparting
extra rigidity to the saddle
springs. The coils of these

are partially locked together
with copper wire, which is

claimed to hold them later-

ally stiff even in the worst
circumstances.
As for the Regal-Green

it is quite safe to say
that no more interesting

machine will take part in the race. It

is covered with interesting points, all of

which show the practical lines upon
which the design has been got out.

Readers of The Mo1nr Ci/cle are already
familiar witli the Green system of water-
cooling bv natural circulation, in which

Sphin.x sparKing
plug which is

made for use on
Green water-
cooled engines.

y^5

the radiators are applied to the actual
water-jacket of the cylinder. An addi-
tional water tank is carried, which, is

punt-shaped, and placed immediately
under and behind the steering head ; it

is filled through a large L-shaped tube
provided with a stopper. On each side
are outlet pipes, which proceed to the
top of each of the honeycomb radiators.
Cursory examination of the valve system
might lead to the impression that the
spring is quite short ; it is, however, of
quite usual length, but, owing to the
depth of the water-jacket which sur-

rounds the valve chest, only a small part
protrudes above the cylinder head. The
carburetter is carried behind the cylin-
der, while the exhaust pipe occupies a
similar position in front.

Water tank arrangement

on the Regal-Green T.T.

machines.

o o o o o
o o o o o
o o c c o
'0 o o o' c>

o o o

,

special -ones

bodies have been

T ;e iduiu Kudfie Tourist Tropny machinei, vvaich have tweniy speeds,
.spring forks fitted backwards.

Ibe forks are the standard

The depth of the jacket
above the combustion
head, ali'eady referred to,

prevents the employment
of the ordinary sized
plug, and accordingly
with enormously long
made by the Sphinx Jlanufacturing Co
These are of the single point va.'iety.

and possess by reason of their very
design a notable advantage over tht
ordinary pattern. This is that the mica
insulating pillar does not get nearly sc

hot as usual, and is therefore a much
nrore perfect non-conductor. This point
is so apparent that Woodhouse is using
the same plug on his air-cooled engine,
although in this case, of course, an ordi-

nary short-bodied plug. could be used.
The Regal-Green machines are both

fitted with the Brampton gear, a descrip-
tion and illustrations of which appeared
in T/ie Motor Cycle of June 6th.

The gear change lever and quadr.mt,
working the pulley through a twin-link
chain, is situated in a very convenient
position on the top tube, to which it is

clipped by a special attachment. Means
are provided for adjusting the lever
segment as to chain tension, and also as
to its position relative to the inclined
planes of the pulley.

The general tendency in the Island is

to look upon these water-cooled mounts
as providing a very probable winner.

Trump-Jap.
The Trump-Jap, ridden by J. Gibson,

is a decidedly smart machine, standard
in every respect with the exception of
dropped handle-bar, large filler caps,
etc. It is fitted with an Armstrong
three-speed hub, Aniac carburetter,
Druid forks, and is, generally speaking,
amongst the least noisy of" the T.T.
machines. Gibson has competed in

previous races, so may be expected to

do well.

C5
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Indian.

The 3^ h.p. twin Indians are exactly

the same, in fact identical with the
machines which swept the board last

year,_ except that the stroke has been
shortened to 64.5 mm. to get the

'capacity within the limit. They have
tlie new type of roller bearing back
hub with enclosed brake, which made
its first appearance at last year's race,

and also large auxiliary oil tanks.

N.U.T.

Amongst the neatest constructed
machines entered for the Junior T.T.
are the N.U.T. 's (short for Newcastle-

iVllOTO JUNE 2ylJl, IQI2.

Heel brake on the N.U.T.

jpon-Tyne), which will be ridden by
Hugh ilason and Robert Ellis. The
former is also riding a Matchless in the
Senior. This last machine has already
been described in these columns, and it

therefore suffices to mention only a
small fitting which Hugh filason has
i'.jtroduced on his own account. This is

a double brake arrangement which
:;ppears to \vork very well. There are
two pedals both mounted on the same
:;pindle, one being operated by the toe
and ;.the other by the heel. Each
octuates a. separate shoe on the belt rim,
,".nd, whilst one of these shoes is placed
i:bove the chain stay—so providing a
lierce brake—the other is below it, and
is more gentle in action. The two
Ijiakes can each be applied separately
jv both can be put on together.

The two N.U.T. machines are
identical except for their engines, one
of which (Mason's) is a specially-

designed twin .J. A. P. of 50 mm. x 61
mm. (345 c.c), wliile the other is a
Moto-Reve twin, 53 x 78 mm., also
specially designed. It is rather interest-
ing to note that the former motor unit
is nearly twice as heavy as the latter,

although their c.c. are almost the same,
but, on the other hand, the J. A. P. is

certainly slightly the more powerful of
the two. The Moto-Reve unit weighs
as a matter of fact just on 30 lbs. com-
plete with magneto, carburetter, etc. It
has been specially constructed—the work
only occupying some three weeks—and
is practically a reduced facsimile of the
bigger twin which the intrepid Berlie
rode in the Senior race last year. A
small feature which is worth attention,
though it may easily escape it, is the
provision of insulating washers for the
purpose of preserving the temper of the
valve springs. The latter rest upon
what are practically little metal foot-
stools with four legs arranged to allow
the air a free passage round and
through them.

Cylinder of new overtioad Moto-Reve online fitted

'<j Ihe N.U.T. machine.

The larje capacity tank on the N.i;.T.

noted.

The cylinders are set at an angle of
45°, and the valve tappets face one
another across the top of the crank
chamber. The valves- are of large
diameter, but exceedingly light, aiid
necessitate a .very wide combustion
chamber. Nothing could be more
striking than the difference in design
between this engine and the equivalent
J. A. P. In the latter, for instance, the
valve springs are at least six times as
strong as in the other. The M.-R.
engined N.U.T. is credited unofficially
as having covered a measured distance
at 60 m.p.h.—a marvellous performance
for so tiny an engine.

Mason informed us that he has im-
proved his own engine, the J. A. P., con-
siderably bj' installing a heavyweiglit
size of magneto which does not, at high
speeds, seem to take as much fiom the
engine as it gives back, v-hilst the
pulling power at low revolutions is very
marked. Both engines have Amac car-
buretters. The transmission is by belt,

and Armstrong 'l.'riplex hub gears are
fitted. The change-speed quadrant of
the latter has on one of tlie machines
been fitted with an additional .securing
device to ^nard, as I'ai' as possible, against
the possibility of unintentional gear
changes. A split pin tied to a piece of
string and a hole in tlie quadrant platt
are all the working parts ul' the device.
Lulirication is by licst and JJoyd forced
drip feed. The brakework "on these
hghtweights is carried out in a way tliat

conclusively proves Mason to "he a
designer of scnnid sense. Each machine
h.-is a coiijilc of foot brakes iis well as

the usual hand brakes. On the J.A.P.
engined machine, the hub pedal is

arranged somewhat differently from that
on the Moto-Reve.
A very notable feature of the N.U.T.'s

is the large capacity of the oil and petrol
tanks. ' The former has a volume of 2^
gallons, and it is expected that it will

be able to run right through the 150 miles
without filling up ; although large it does
not appear clumsy. The deep well at the
rear end of the tank is not only useful in

allowing the last spot of petrol to be
used, but it is especially valuable when
water gets into the petrol ; turning on
the drain tap for a moment practically

ensures its liberation with very little loss

of spirit.

Singer.

In common with so many other machines
the Singer lightweights wluch are being
ridden in the Junior race by Harold
Petty, R. G. Mundy, and D. R" O'Dono-
van, are the ordinary standard 2^ h.p.

model, similar to that which G. E. Stanley
has been riding so victoriously at Brook-
lands. The only novel detail about them
is the foot operated lubricating device.

A long crank is pivoted on
the footrest bar, and is

fitted with, a roller-pedal,

wliich gives a multiplying
lever effect to the end
piece, to Avhich is attached
a Bowden wire, the cas-

ing of which is anchored to
the chain stay. The wire
l^asses up the saddle tube
and along the tank to the
hand pump, which it oper-
ates in opposition to a

\'er_y strong internal spring.
Tlie whole arrangefnent is

very nicely carried out, and is not in the
least unsightly. Petty states that he finds
it a very great convenience indeed, as it

can be worked without affecting one's
knee grip.

The well at the r?ar end will be

Pedal oil pump device on the Singer Junior
machines.

Scott.

Many interesting features are
found in the two Scott machines

to be
which

will be ridden by Frank Philipp and F.
A. Applebee respectively. In general the
design is the same as last year, but thei*
is a Jiumber of detail differences. In the
first place llie engine is smaller, having
a bore of 69.8 mm. and a stroke of 63.5
=

^
486.6 cubic capacity. The in<ist

noticeable change in the engine is, how-
ever, the arrangement of the water
jacket; formerly this extended right over
the cylinder head, but in the T.T.
machines the head is left plain and air-
cooled—the exact reverse of the 1910
Scolts, which had water-cooled heads ami
air-cooled cylinders.

Several advantages are claimed for the
alteration. Firstly it allows a higher
compression to be "

iiseil williout daiigri
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of pre-ignition—this is owing, however,
principally to the fact that the plug
points are more adequately cooled. Ne.xt

it reduces the quantity of water carried

and so reduces the weight and size of

the radiator. Around the cylinder the
water jacket is set eccentrically, giving
the larger space on the upper side of

the engine. The plugs are screwed into

quite thin steel sleeves, which are in turn
screwed through the water jacket into

New T.T. Scott engine, the sides of the cyUnders of

which only are waler-cooled.

the cylinder. There is thus no excess of

cast iron round the plug, and 'the thin-

ness of the adapter renders its cooling
very efficient. As a stand-by in case of

need a second plug is inserted in each
cylinder, but on a distance of 1,200 miles
it has not been found necessary to use
the second set.

It may thus be concluded that all

possibility of plug trouble has now been
successfully obviated. A point that is

worth noting is that the plugs which are
not used show no tendency to soot up.
The patent distributer valve, which

was used for the first time in last year's
race, has been retained, but instead of

being, as previously, driven by chain,
it now employs a train of pinions which
are contained in a neat stamped alu-

minium casing attached to' the side of

the crank chamber. The main drive is

taken from a toothed ring on the lay-

shaft to a second pinion on the end of

a short shaft which passes right through
tlie right hand crank chamber. The

Section of Seott valve. The letters are relerrei to in

our description,

valve itself is of ingenious design and
forms a distributer controlling the ad-
mission of gas to the crank chamber,
where it is compressed, and thence to the
cylinder proper.

The action of the valve will be
perhaps better understood by reference

to the sectional sketch. When the port
A is at the top it places the crank
chamber in direct communication with
the carburetter, the port B for this

purpose being registered with a port of

the crank chamber and the body of the
valve having a deep channel cut in it.

Later in the stroke the port A dis-
appears behind the containing sleeve,
and a third port C is brought opposite
the crank chamber port at the same
time as the port B is opposite the
cylinder jjort. The , compressed gases
thus pass from the crank chamber to tlie

combustion head.
Whilst this is taking place the ports

of the other end of the valve are open-
ing communication between the car-
buretter and the other crank chamber,
and so the cycle of operations proceeds
in due course.

The valve, which is specially lubri-
cated and takes a quite inappreciable
amount of power to drive, rotates at the
same speed as the crankshaft, and is

employed to give a very rapid cut-off,

large port area, and to prevent wear on
the pistons affecting the volumetric
efficiency of the engine.

Last year the engine control was
effected by advancing, or retarding the
rotary valve by means of a quick thread
screw device. This has been discarded
in favour of an ordinary throttle to the
carburetter. The carburetter is fixed

on the side of the crank chamber instead

of in its usual position, where it forms
the lid of the crank chamber itself ; it is

thus readily accessible. Tliis is an im-
portant point.

The inlet pipe, which is quickly de-

tachable without the use of tools by
means of special spring clip devices, is

covered with indiarubber in order, as

far as possible, to retain the heat and
so enhance the mi.xing effect of the

petrol and air.

Other interesting points of the Scott

machine are the new silencer with
double e.xhaust pipe and the foot brake
operating on the tyre rim. The tank

is very ^arge and is fitted with a filler

cap of record dimensions, viz., 3Ain. in

diameter. The wits have it that the

idea is for the rider to sit in the tank
in case of rain.

The gearing is absolutely standard /'

so far as percentage difference- is
'

concerned, but natirrally both
ratios are higher than on the tour-

ing machines, benig 3 to 1 on top
and 4.8 to 1 on bottom. On the

low gear a speed ot

toity eight miles per '-\

houi IS obtainable. *JS^

Ivy-Precision.

H. C. Newman's 2^- h.p. Ivy-Precision
is a stoutly built little machine which
looks as though it could stand a deal of

knocking about. For all that it is a
marvellously speedy little mount. The
engine is the standard lightweight model,
70 mm. bore x 90 mm. stroke, and is

principally notable for the pate.*it force

feed device wliich Newman has fitted to

the carburetter—an Amac. From the
timing gear case a pipe, with a bulb valve
at its foot, is led to the air inlet under-
neath the jet. The effect ot this is that
on the down stroke of the piston tlia

Jockey pulley arrangement for tightening the belt on
H. C. Newman's Ivy-Precision.

compression in the crank chamber forces

a stream of air past the jet at high
velocity and so materially helps to atom-
ise the petrol. According to report this

simple little contrivance has a remarkable
effect on petrol consumption, whilst it is

also claimed to keep the engine much
cooler than would ordinarily be the case.

This is another machine on which the
brakes have received adequate attention,

there being two separate foot brakes on
the belt rim as well as the front rim type.
Newman is using the Brampton gear,

but employs a foot-controlled belt ten-

siouer in connection with the variable

pulley. It consists simply of a grooved
roller mounted on a roller-bearing
spindle and carried by a crank pivot-
ing on the footrest bar. To tension
the belt the pedal is simply depressed.

^^^^^ Under normal condi-

i -"^ tions this roller is not
working and is out of.

*> the way. It is not
suggested that it is a
1 ecessaiy adjunct to
the gear, but simply

that on the lowest
gears it may prove
useful and cannot
do any harm.

N. D. Slalter ani the co.m'oined chain and be.t-driven i.vo-speed Alcyon he uill ride in to-morrow's

Junior T.T. This machine has behaved extremely well in practice.

eg
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PRACTISING ON THE COURSE.

J Gibson (Trump-Jap) bringing in J. Harrison

Witson, wtio suffered a spiii on the mountiin
road and bent his forlts.

Wednesday, June 19th.

Very few of the riders and machines
have arrived yet, and in consec_ ience the
official opening morning of practice was
rather tame. Douglas IM. Brown (2|
Humber), P. W. Owen (2| Forward), J.

R. Haswell (3^ Triumph), and Qnentin
Smith (3^ Triumph), were the only liders

out, and all were content with a single

circuit at a very moderate speed. Rain
poured down through the whole of Tues-
day night, and this fact no doubt deterred
the others from practising. As a matter
of fact the general opinion was that the
roads had stood their sousing very well
indeed, but that part of the course that
lies between Kirk Michael and Ramsey is

treacherously greasy under the trees, and
rather rough going at that.

The improvements to the course, which
have been made by the Highway Board,

and which were illustrated last week, are
much appreciated. The road over
Quarter Bridge is now nearly twice as
wide as it previously used to be. Sur-
veyed from the hill down which one
descends to it, the bridge still looks
formidable, but its safety has been en-
hanced out of all knowledge, and provided
reasonable care be used it can be nego-
tiated at a fairly good speed. The work
has cost the Highway Board a matter
of £1,200, and the competitors can con-
gratulate themselves upon reaping the
immediate benefit, since, as it has only
just been completed, the surface is smootli
hard Tarmac, which will be moderately
skid proof in any weather.
The other improvement, also illustrated

last week, viz., the widening of the road
opposite Mr. Hall Caine's residence,
Greeba Castle, was most desirable. The
bend here was very deceptive, especially
as it was partially obscured by trees. As
a danger spot it has now ceased to exist,

and thus one of the nastiest sections ot

the course has been removed.
The marking of the course is now

finished, and it has been done in a very
thorough manner. Three hundred yards
before each danger zone, such as Brad-
don Bridge, Sulby Bridge, etc., a large
blue banner is slung across the road at a
suitable height bearing the following in-

scription in monstrous 'white letters.
" Such and such a place 300 .yards." Last
year wind, weather, and hay carts played
havoc with the banners, and in order to
prevent a repetition of this arrangements
have aiow been made whereby the banners'
are erected every morning and taken
down immediately after the conclusion of
practice. Tliere are altogether twenty-
two marked places.

The Second Day's Practice.
Thursday, June 20th.

A much better morning's practice was
got in to-day, thanks to a decided im-
provement in the weather. It poured
with rain yesterday afternoon, but during
the night a brisk wind dried up the
roads wonderfully. A number of com-
petitors and niacliines arrived vesterdav,

J. A. Hoffmann (Triumph) passing Woodlands.

This point is near the start.

and most of the new comers were out
betimes this morning. With the roads
as they are, and at the beginning ot

things, nothing in the way of fast circuit

times has been attempted, the best so
far being about an hour.

The annua-1 trouble with spectators
on motor cycles has cropped up again.
For some unexplainable reason some
motor cyclists are riding round the
course in the reverse direction. During
this morning's practice a number of liders
made complaint about meeting non-com-
petitors coming in the opposite direction.
A firm stand on the part of the officials

must be made another year to remove this

difficulty. This morning there was little

or no mist on the mountain, but the sheep
on tile roads weie troublesome.
Amongst the earliest out at Quarter

liridge were the Regal-Green and Regal-
Precision riders, S. F. Garrett. H."C.

P. J. Evans and

W. Creyton in full

flight. Evans, it may
be observed, has been

using a speedometer

during practice. The

Quarter Bridge is

seen in the back-

ground.
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Fractising on the Course.—
Mills, and J. W. Woodliouse. Harrison
Watson and D. M. Brown (2J Humbers)
soon after came along, and both showed
excellent aceeleration from the Bridge.
The road to Braddon is in excellent con-

dition, and offers one of the few oppor-
tunities at present for travelling all out.

W. Jones and A. S. Jones were the next
to appear on Rudge-Multis, which appear
to be ordinary standard machines. Quen-
tin Smith and J. R. Haswell (Triumphs)
were also early out and found the going
better tlian yesterday. P. W. Owen
(Norton) was in slight trouble witli his

gear adjustment, but from the sound of

the engine exhaust he can have little

to complain of in the way of power. The
Norton has a characteristic long-stroke
exhaust, very reminiscent of a ported
cylinder, and shows excellent powers of

acceleration.

The brothers Ale.xander were out on
two-speed 7 h.p. Indians. Evidently the
policy of practising on a hack to save the

sufficient to lay the dust. As it is, the
greasy parts of the course are getting
worse and worse, and in view of this

fact it is really surprising that such
good times have been made.

This morning the police turned up at

Quarter Bridge, and caused the crowd to

leave the fairway clear. Exactly why
it should be so is not obvious, hut for
some reason or other there are always
at Quarter Bridge youths who persist in

doing figures of eight on push-bicycles
in the middle of the road just as a

competitor is coming down the hill.

Another unexplainable mystery is this

—that several motor cyclists, both conr-
petitors and • non-competitors, lose all

sense of responsibility the moment they
set foot on Manx soil, or, indeed, on
Manx steamer deck. Yesterday quite an
amount of trouble was caused by com-
petitors who refused to show their
licences to the police officer who meets
every boat, on the ground that at the
time of asking they -were not riding their

The Silencer Question.

It is rather unfortunate that the
" silencer " farce is still being played
this year. According to the regulations

issued by the A.C.U., "efficient silencers

must be fitted during practice." Now
the quietest of all the machines can be
heard literally for miles when its throttle

is opened, and it is reaUy very difficult

to see how some of the engines could be
made much noisier for the actual race

(wherein silencers are not required). On
the basis of cubic capacity, this year's

machines seem slightly noisier than they
were last year, and therefore the para-

graph which states that " any com-
petitor . . . whose machine makes
any noise, likely to inconvenience other

users of the highway will render him-
self liable to disqualification " might
just as well have been left out.

This morning the following i-iders

were out, some of them doing two cir-

cuits, but most of them only one : P. W.
Owen (Norton), J. L. E. Emerson (Nor-

T.T. RIDERS PRACTISING ON THE COURSE.

-Percy Butler (Triumph). 2.—F. Philipp (Scott). 3.—J. H. Alexander

1—H. Reed (Dot-Japi. 5.—H. A. Collier (Matchless).

6.—W. Heaton (Dot). •

hunter which worked so well with the
Indian team last year is being judiciously

followed bv these riders. P. J. Evans
{2| HumbeV), the Junior T:T. Cup holder,

was also out. S. F. Garrett (Regal-Green)
picked up the first puncture on the course
near Quarter Bridge. J. W. Woodhouse
found himself going too fast at Sulby
Bridge, and wisely turned into the side

road. H. Petty (2^ Singer) jumped the
kerb at Ramsey, and rode on the foot-

path to avoid the waterspiash.
The greasy parts of the road were so

bad that great care was exercised by all.

Friday, June 21st.

A beautiful evening on Thursday,
warm and fine, with a valuable drying
wind, gave promise of better road condi-
tions this morning, but, unfortunately, a
hea\'y shower fell during the night, and
the course has therefore had no chance
to recover. From appearances at the
time of writing, more rain to-day seems
imminent. What is wanted is, of course,
a spell of fine weather, winding up with
a light shower the day before the race.

machines. Of course, the police stopped
these men immediately they mounted
their machines.
On the whole, however, the tolerant

inhabitants of a thoroughly sporting little

island will not have so much to grumble
at this year, as stringent regulations
have put a stop to most of the futile
" blinding " which used to take place.

Mr. H. P. Beasley, the A.C.U. assistant

secretary, has maintained authority very
well indeed under rather difficult circum-
stances.

Why competitors cannot take the
trouble- to read the regulations of a
race which must cost them from first to

last a very considerable sum of money is

one of those things which will only be
understood in the millennium. The re-

gulations say that ear-rolls must be worn
at practice (a very wise provision in-

deed), ofiicial number plates must be
carried, and competitors must not be on
the course except between 5 and 7 a.m.,
yet only constant watchfulness prevents
a breach of such simple rules by quite
a number of riders-

ton), Harrison-Watson (Humber), P. J.

Evans (Humber), A. H. Alexander and
J. R. Alexander (Indians), J. A. Hoff-
mann (Triumph), John Gibson (Trump-
Jap), J. Haslam (2| Douglas), S, F.

Garrett (Regal-Green), H. C. Mills
(Regal-Green), N. D. Slatter (Alcyon),
I. B. Hart-bavies (Triumph), Hugh
Mason (N.U.T.), R. Ellis (N.U.T.), H.
Petty (Singer), A. S. Jones and W.
Jones (Kudges), J. Stewart (Douglas),
H. C. Newman (Ivv-Precision), S. L.

Bailey (Douglas), and' E. V. Pratt (O.K.-
Precision).

Several competitors got round in just
about one liour, by far the best time being
the unofficial one of 49m. credited to P.
W. Owen. If this is correct, it simply
shows the value of knowing the course, as
Owen has done two laps each morning so
far—more than anyone else.

S. F. Garrett created a mild sensation
by taking Quarter Bridge at a good speed,
and swinging down the Castleto^vn Road
instead of remaining on the course. This
would have been all right except for the
obvious fac; that the Castletown Road
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Quentin Smith, J. W. Adamson, and C. R. Martin practising on the T.T. course on Monday morning last

All are riding Triumphs in the senior event-

was almost blocked with competitois'
machines, cars, and spectators. Garrett
kept straight on at the latter, who, fortu-

nately, jumped aside in time- As luck

would have it, there was nothing else in

the waj-. As he seemed particularly

. pleased with his exploit we will not spoil

his triumph by reproducing the remarks
made at the time by competitors and
spectators alike.

Beyond the facts that Harrison-Watson
jran into the bank somewhere near Hill-

berry and crump'ed up his forks, and that

,Garrett's engine smashed something in its

("innards," nothing of note happened.
\ Slatte*" was mounted on a standaid
single-cylinder Alcyon—not the machine
,on which he will race.

Saturday, June 22nd.

On Friday night it poured with rain

again, and the roads were very little

improved by practising time this morn-
ing. The number of competitors who
turned up was small. Amongst others, the

following, however, braved the elements :

S. F. Garrett (Regal-Green), A.
^
H.

and J. R. Alexander and J. F. Sirett

(Indians), P. W. Owen (Norton), J.

Woodhouse (Regal-Precision), A. Hall
(Rudge), J. W. Adamson (Triumph),

Hart-Davies (Triumph), J. R. Haswell
(Triumph), H. G. Mills (Regal-Green), D.

C. Bolton (Rudge), Quentin Smith
<Trium))h), F. Philipp (Scott), A. S.

Jones and W. Jones (Rudges), J. L. E.

Emerson (Norton), H. C. Newman (Ivy-

Precision), and N. D. Slatter (A.lcyon).

Unquestionably the most admired man
of any was Frank Philipp, who arrived

yesterday. The way his machine flies

away from the mark with a perfectly

startling acceleration compels everybody's

attention and admirati<jn. Philipp has

done the very wise thiijg of giving his

machine a thorough bucketing before

bringing it over. It has already run

over 1,200 miles, mostly over Welsh hilLs,

and is cijnsc(iucntly perfectly run in.

Unfortunatiily, F. A. Applebee liad the

very bad luck to smash the fiont fiii'ks

of his Scott in taking it to Ramsey. 'J'he

accident occurred at a turning, and might
easily have been worse, 'i'he front wheel

was ' buckled out of aU .shape, but the

frame stood the strain all light. Happily,

Applebee escaped with a fe\v biuiscs.

l^ittle of note occurred this morning,

lu^arly everybody contenting himself

with one steady lap. Newman broke a

valve on the mountain, whilst Slatter took
a to.ss at Windy Corner.

Monday's Practising.
Monday, June 24th.

I'ractising continued this morning in

fine weather and on good roads. The
brothers Collier, Percy Butler, and the

brothers Bashali made their first appear-

ance on the course. Alan Woodman, who
has been debarred from racing by the

.'V.C.U. on account of his infirmity being
likely to cause danger to other competi-
tors, also rode round.

Tlie following lap times were made

:

H. A. Collier (Matchless) 49m., A. H.
Alexander (Indian) 50m., J. R. Haswell
(Triumph) 62m., D. M. Brown (Humber)
55m. Unfortunately, a rather nasty acci-

dent occurreci it Kirk iMichael corner. H.
H. Huckle (Zenith) struck the bank and
was reported to have suffered slight con-

cussion of the brain. He was taken to his

apartments in Douglas by the doctor- S. F.

r
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Ciarrett (Regal-Green) feU at Sulby Bridge,
but, fortunately, was not injured. A. H.
Ale-xander (Indian) also hit the tiridge.

On the mountain road H. C. Mills (Regal-

Precision) fell and broke the frame of his

machine and buckled a wheel. C. R.
Collier (Matchless) made one circuit, but
stopped to help Huckle.
W. H. Bashali (Douglas) informed us

that it is possible a four-speed gear box
may be fitted to the Douglas machines.

C. R. Franklin (Indian) arrived fresh

from his last week's Brooklands perform-
ance, and ^.i once commenced practising

in earnest.

Police Regulations.
Competitors, as they arrived on the

boats at Douglas, were met by a police

representative and asked for their driv-

ing licences, particulars of their machines,
and where they intended to stay. This
did not do away with the necessity of

iegi\tering with, the Isle of iMan High-
way Board and also the Auto Cycle
Union. Arrangements were made where-
by it was possible to get petrol on the
pier so that a long push to the nearest
garage was obviated. Blotor cyclists who
cross this week will welcome this con-
venierce, and we 'understand that their

thanks are due to the Auto Cycle Union,
whose assistant secretary, Mr. H. P.
Beaslej', was on the island all last week
making this and similar arrangements.
A private road through Ramsey is

giving competitors a shaking during their
practice spins, but the surface may be
remedied before the races are run."

TouHisT Tropht Race A\v-4rds.—Gold
medals will be awarded to all competitors
who complete the course within half an
liour of the first man home.

N.S.U.
None of the N.S.U. machines entered

for the races had been seen on the
Island by mid-day on Tuesday. From
what we can learn, it is extremely im-
probable that N.S.U. riders will' take
part, which is to be regretted.

L. Bailey, the Australian, and E. Kickham. ot Bristol, who are much fancied riders of Dou-la.-

machines in the Junior T.T. Both have also entered lor (he Senior Race on Monday
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The Next Mobilisation Test.

J2

1

'1 lie result of the second mobilisation carried out at

Maidenhead on the 9th inst. was so satisfactory in the
valuable statistics it afforded that most of the criti-

cisms hitherto levelled at motor cyclists from the
military point of view have been withdrawn.

It should be remembered that these tests are carried
out with a very definite object, viz., that of establish-
ing the value of the motor cycle as an instrument of
war—incidentally they provide a considerable amount
of sport and pleasure for those who participate.

The next-test will be held in the vicinity of Notting-
hani on Sunday, July 7th, the hour of concentration
being fixed for i p.m. A novel feature will be intro-
chiced on this occabion, for participants will nave to
ride in teams to the place of rendezvous. Each team
Will travel in whatever formation the senior organ'sing
officer present deems most suitable. There will be
seven teams in all made up as under, each having its

own rendezvous and allotted hour of starting.

f-^am. Rendezvous.
1. London and S.E.

All those who wish to participate in this test should

send three penny stampjs, together with a stamped
postcard, addressed to themselves' made out as

follows :

[ propose to join team No
at

at (Time to be filled in by hon. sec.)

to arrive there at 1. p.m.
Make of machine and h.p
Hour of actual arrival'at team rendezvous
Hour of actual arrival at general rendezvous

Name
Entry postcards should be sent to the hon. secre-

tary, the Legion of Cyclists. 128, Jermyn Street, W.

England
S.W. England
West
East Anglia
S. Midlands
N. West ...

N. East

Tottenham Cross.
Newbury G.W.R. Station.

G.W.R." Station, Cheltenham.
Market Place, Royston.
The Motor Cijde Offices, Coventry.
L. and N.W.R. Station, Crewe. '

.

N.E.R. Station, York.

—^ <p 9 ^^

TYRE MAKERS AND THE A.C.U. SIX
DAYS' TRIAL.

At the time of gomg to press, we understand that at

a meeting of the Tyre Section of the Manufacturers'

Union, the tyre makers present, after some discussion,

unanimously decided not to enter any of their tyres

for the test which is to be run in conjunction with the

Six Days' Trial, the reason given being that the

expense would be too heavy. This decision is very

much to be regretted. However, we understand

that the A.C.U. will, if it cannot be dealt with direct

from the trade, obtain tyres elsewhere and make
awards in connection with their performances.

-<

Round the Coast of Devon and Cornwall.
THIS strenuous trial was run otf bv the Exeter and

District M.C.C. on the 14th and 15th inst. The
following riders started from Exeter at 10 p.m. :

T. H. Birdshall (3| li.p. Premier), B. Rae (B.S.A.j,

P. Pike (3i h.p. Humber), S. Saunders (Rudge multi), E.
Cliesnutt (2| h.p. Douglas), W. Abbot (Bradbury two-speed),

E. Babington (5 h.p. Bat), J. Jlilner (Rudge multi), E. Wood
(3^ h.p. Humber), F. Broadbear (Premier), H. Maurice
(Premier). , E. T. Arden (Premier), A. Arden (Premier),

W. E. Roots (3-^ h.p. Singer three-speed), L. JIartin (Singer),

H. Tremlet (Rudge), and L. Long (Zenith), and fifteen arrived

to time at Plymouth where a stop of fifteen minutes was
allowed. The next stop was Truro, where Woods retired with
engine trouble. The fourteen survivors having breakfasted

at Penzance, followed the North coast as far as Bideford

without incident. Here Long retired through valve trouble.

Now came the severest part of the course, hut the riders were
equal to the occasion, though Lynton Hill was in a shocking

condition. After tea at Lynmoutli, Countisbury Hill and the

descent of Porlock were safely accomplished by the thirteen

survivors. Roots retired at Minehead owing to gear trouble,

which was unlucky, as this rider had come from Coventry to

compete and had finished the hardest part of the course.

Twelve riders passed through Tiverton and Sidmouth, most
of them making a clean ascent of Peak Hill. Arden was,

unfortunately, stopped by a seized engine near the finish.

Pike was the first to arrive at Exeter, quickly followed by
Saunders, Babington, Broadbear, Arden, Abbot, and Maurice,
who all arrived within schedule time. Chesnutt, who rode
the only lightweight to complete the course, was a few
minutes late. Birdshall came in with a flat tyre, as he
had punctured four miles from home. Saunders, Maurice,
and Babington claim non-stop runs. Considering the weather
— it rained for twelve hours—the results were excellent, and
the riders are to he heartily congratulatad on their perform-
ance on this stiff coast ride.

LONGEST DAY PILGRIMS AT STONEHENGE. June 21sl Deing the oniy day in Ihe whole year thai at sunrise a snailow is cast by the Heei Stone across iht

Altar Stone at Stonehenge. it was made the occasion of a pilgrimage at daybreali by members of the Universal Bond of the Sons of Men jnd many Americans

Our picture shows a number of motor cycles whose owners rode in before sunrise to be present.
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A T.T. Race in the Wet.

Up to the present, a wet day for the

T.T. Race is unknown, but it seems highly
probable, in view of tlie fact that it has
rained every day this month, that this

chain of luck will be broken.

Hill-climbing.

F..C. North writes to inform us that his

3i h.p. Ariel and sidecar recently took
four passengers up Rose Hill from a stand-

ing start. The performance was witnessed
by numerous cyclists and motor cyclists.

M.C.C. Fourth Race Meeting.

The fourth private race meeting of the

Motor Cycling Club will be held at Brook-
lands on Saturday, July 6th, and promises
to be as successful as its predecessors.

There will be twelve events, including
one for cyclecars. Racing will commence
at 2 p.m.

Bwlch-y-Groes and Sidecars.

Since writing the ^otes on page 724, we
have hearcT that J. Mills, of Rhyl, with
George Yarnold as passenger, climbed the

pass on his 5 h.p. Knfield sidecar

on the 21st—the same day as R. Loid.
The ascent was witnessed by two others.

We are now exercised in 6iu- minds as to

who was really the first to reach tlie sujn-

niit of the pass on a sidecar, Lord or

Mills.

The Liverpool A.C.C. at Bwlch-y-Groes.

Fired by the reports of successful
ascents of Bwlch-y-Groes, the Liverpool
A.C.C. arranged a trip to the hill on the
23rd inst., as mentioned elsewhere in

this issue. Of a good number who
took part, si.t riders made clean ascents.

The star performances were certainly

those of L. Mogridgc, who made a clean
ascent on hi.s 3i single-geared Mead-
Preci.sion ; N. Brown, who took up a

passenger on liis 7 h.p. two-.speed Indian
;

and S. \V.' Pliilpott, who made a fine

accent on a 2J two-spcirl lliiinljci— the

first successful lightweighl.

Bi mingham Reliability Trial.

Dr. B. Fawssett (8 h.p. Chater-Lea
and Lowen sidecar) won the South Bir-
mingham M.C.C. reliability trial last

Saturday, gaining the gold watch, S. K.
Jones (3-2- L.M.C.) being second, silver

watch winner, and E. Roberts (3-i

Triumph) third, bronze medal. 85% of

the competitors climbed Sunrising, and
90°/, aot up Edge Hill

Arthur Moorhouse Memorial Fund.

The following are among the more
recent donations to the above fund : Per
S. F. Garrett (card 316), £2 6s. j Stock-

port and District M.C.C, £2 2s. ; some of

his friends at Waygood's, £15; Zenith
Motors, Ltd., £5 5s,; Bristol M.C.C,
£2 2s, ; Bosch Magneto Co., £5 5s.; J.

W. G. Brooker, £1 Is. ; and E. Gwynne,
£2 2s The fund now totals over £300.

NEAH THE TOP OF BULCH-y-QROES, FROM THE DINAS MAWDDWY :..DI:.

This severe mouiituin climb, which has ooon much talked of since the Coventry mid Warwickshire C:ui} weiu
theri> at the beginning of the month, was visited b.v the Liverpool A.C.C, this week,

1.. MogridRO /Si Maad-Precision) is seen come wel* near the top
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LONDON TO EDINBURGH
HIGHEST AWARD

again won on

PALMER
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES-

4
GOLD
MEDALS
SINGLE
JOURNEY

WELLS CUP
CLARK CUP

SPECIAL GOLD MEDAL
The three awards were taken by Mr.
F. Smith with his Clj'no and Sidecar
fitted with Palmer Tyres. Mr. Smitli
makes all his successes on Palmer
Tyres, thus testifying to the confidence
experienced riders have in the relia-

bility of Palmer Tyres.

4
GOLD
MEDALS
DOUBLE
JOURNEY

N.W. London Open Passeng'er Trial.

TWO SILVER CUPS
won by Users of Palmer Tyres.

Mr. F. SMITH and Mr. A. C. ROBBINS.

Send for Lists

In atisweriiici this advertisement it is dusirahle to mention " The Motor Ciicle."
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"DISTINCT FROM ALL OTHERS."

lIViPORTANT NOTICE.

The Tyres used in the above
event, and in every Competition
or Trial are identical in every
respect to those obtainable
from any bona-fide Agent. : :

THE HUTCHINSON TYRE CO.,
C24 J II III! "ir^ /ill!/ i/iie iiilvi il'iti nil III it is di:.nruhli', Iv /ii'-nliun " The jVulor Ci/cle."
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A New Name.
The Leeds is the title by ivliicli the

Sj h.p. machine made by i\[essis. Job,
Day and Sons will in futnre be known.

Good News.

Belts as well as tyres are to be
officially tested, in the A.G.U. Six Days'
Reliability Trials, to take place in

August on Devon and Somersetshire
roads.

T.T. Rules Explained.

A meeting of T.T. com2>etitors and
ofhcials will be held at the Sefton Hot^el,

Douglas (A.C.U. headquarters) this even-
ing (Thursday) at six o'clock. The meet-
ing will give an opportunity of clearing
up any doubts regarding the interpre-

tation of the regulations. Armlets and
instructions will also be issued to officials

and members and to the competitors.

Road Race in South Africa.

There was some good riding in the
Orange Grove to Pretoria and hack road
race on the 12th ult. G. T. Taylor
(T.T. twin Bat) was expected to win, but
he was put out of the. running by belt

trouble. The winner rode very well.

Results: 1, A. Howie (T.T. Rudge), Ih.

8m. 37|s. ; 2, R. Cotter (T.T. Triumph),
Ih. 12m. 27s. ; 3, A. Siems (B.S.A.), Ih.

17m. 16is.

How the Railways treat Motor Bicycles.

The Great Xortliern Railway Company
lately issued a counterfoil of consign-

ment note and waybill for live stock by
passenger train No. 370 to a member
of our staff and described the live stock

as one motor biri/ilc.

Was the author of this interesting

document the immortal porter of a country
station, who. on looking up the rates for

a live tortqise, ejaculated ;
" Rabbits is

dorgs, and cats is dorgs, but this 'ere

seems to me ter be a bloorain' insect."

The New' Sunbeam.
Like most other large firms who have

entered the motor cycle industry at a

late stage, John Marston, Ltd., of

Wolverhampton, are carrying out their

tests with motor cycles most carefully.

For months motor cycles bearing the

Sunbeam transfer have been seen under-
going tests on the roads in the neigh-

bourhood of the works, and we are given
. to understand that a 2| h.p. single-

cylinder mount, with two-speed counter-

shaft gear and chain transmission en-

closed in oil bath cases, will be the model
finally adopted. The specification is

certainly a tempting one for all-weather
solo work.

Machines in the T.T.

It is interesting to compare the numbers
of the different makes of mounts entered
for the T.T. The Triumph has been
chosen by nine riders in the Senior race,

Indian by five, Rudge. ilatchless, and
N.S.LT. four. Singer and Blumfield three.

Dot, Scott, Regal-Green, Norton, Zenith,

and Douglas two, and Trump-.Tap, Regal-
Precision, Cayenne, Cleveland, and Rex
one each.

In the Junior race Humber and
Douglas head the list with five each,
then come N.S.U. four, Singer three,
Alcyon, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and For-
ward two, Ivy-Precision, and O.K.-Pre-
ision one eacli.

^OTOlSt^CILiI

iJ mimjmE [§!/iEKTr^

JUQC :S.-TUNIOR TOURIST TROPHY
RACE.

Tulv i.-SF.NIOR TOURIST TROPHY
R.ACE.

„ 6.—Dublin M.C.C. Open HiU-climb.

„ 15.

—

Irish Open End-to-end
Reliabilitj' Trial.

„ 20.—B.5I.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

,, 20.—Liverpool .4.C.C. Open Speed
Trials.

„ 20.—South Wales .\.C., and Cardifl

JI.C.C. Opea Speed Trials

at Porthcawi.

Jake de Rosier Fund. .

The above fund, started- by Motor
Ci/clinij, of Chicago, U.S.A., has now
reached £50. It will be remembered
that some months ago Jake de Rosier
in a match at one of the saucer tracks
in America sustained serious injuries, and
is still in hospital.

Stolen Machines.

On the evening of Sunday, the 15th
inst., two 3^ h.p. Rudges, one a 1912
muJti, registration AM384. machine No.
641670, engine No. 2748, were stolen from
Stamford Hill. The other is a six speed
1911 model. Information should be .given

to the Liverjjool and Victoria Insurance
Corporation, 45. Holborn Viaduct, E.C.

Experimental Cyclecars with Double
Engines.

There are a couple of e.xperimental
cyclecars running about the Coveniry
district fitted, with two 5^ h.p. standard
single-cylinder motor cycle engines a la

the Quadrant carette of 1S05. These
machines are the product of large local

firms, but there is no intention of adopt-
ing them as a marketable article—at any
rate until they have undergone exhaus
tive tests on the road.

A Detailed Report Next Thursday.

Next Thursday's issue of this journal
will contain a detailed description of the
Tourist Trophy Races written and illus-

trated by our own staff.

Reckless Driving—A Warning.

We understand that the Birmingham
police are about to take active measures
against motor cyclists for driving reck-
lessly.

A.A. and M.U. General Meeting.

The annual general meeting of the
Automobile Association and Jlotor Union
will take place at the Hotel Cecil
(Richelieu Room), London, on July 1st
at 12.30 p.m.

B.A.R.C. Meeting.

The tenth short motor cycle handicap
will be run at the B.A.R.C. meeting at

Brooklands on Saturday, July 13th.

This is a race for all ; classes of motor
bicycles, distance five and three-quartet
miles ; the entrant of the winner to re-

ceive ten sovereigns or cup at option, the
second five sovereigns, and the third three
sovereigns. Entries close July 2nd and
should be addressed- to the secretary
Carlton House, Regent Street, S.W

Scottish Six Days' Trials.

The entries for the Scottish trials to

date are as follow : B. Allan Hill (7

Indian), Hugh Gibson (3^ Bradbury sc),

W. D. South (3i Rudge), C. W. Meredith
(3^ Bradbury), Vernon Taylor (3^ Rudge),
S. J. K. Thomson (8 J3at sc). Miss
iluriel Hind (6 Rex), T. Silver (3^

Quadrant), L. E. Cass (4^ Quadrant), J.

Henderson Begg (S^' Rudge), J. S. Hol-
royd. (2^ Motosacoche), and H, Le Vack
(2i ilotosacoche).

The hon. secretary of the Edinburgh
and District M,G.. 32, Alva Street,

Edinburgh, will be glad to hear from any
motor cyclists who might be willing to

assist the club in checking.

THE MECCA OF MOTOR CYCLISTS.
Hardly » day has passed this month without motor cyclists crossing to the Isle of Man. Above may be

seen a Rudge and Triumph rider wheeling their machines aboard the "Viking" at Liverpool, They had

ridden from the Midlands.
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"A NEW F.N. no DEL.
The engine of the nev," model 2>3-3 h.p. F.N. ha.s

a bore and stroke of 65 x 86 mm. = 285 c.c. 'i he

tank is now much -wider and fitted with large glass

top filler caps. The telescopic sliding joints of the

spring forks have been made grease and dust proof,

and grease caps are provided to the spindle both on

the fixed and movable portions of the forks. The
crank case is provided .with two windows,, opposite

each other, so that it is possible now to see right

through and thus to gauge the level of the. oil with

greater certainty. The new oil pump is larger than

the old one. When the plunger is pulled up a power-
ful spring returns it slowly to its original position and
forces the oil through a sight feed below the tank.

The frequency of the drips can be regulated by turn-*

ing the pump handle to the left. The frame of the

machine is 2in. lower than previously, and is now Only

i7in. in height. The whole machine is beaLitifullv

RECORD BREAKING AT BROOKLAKDS.
310 MILES IN 300 MINUTES.

On Thursday last, at Brooklands, C. B. Franklin, on a 7
h.p. Indian, No, 28, 998 c.c, succeeded in making a handsome
addition to the list of records already held by the Hendee
Co. He started at 11 a.m.. in very windy weather, and
during the ride there were two heavy .showers. The machine
was equipped with Hutchinson tyres, while Pratt's spirit and
Wakefield Castrol oil were used. The records beaten were
the following : .

m.p.h.

65.99
63.73

62.00
62.33

m.p.h.

64.92

63.72
62.50

During the whole of this magnificent ride Franklin never
failed to maintain an avex-age of over 60 m.p.h., while several
laps were covered at the enormous speed of 71 m.p.h. No
mechanical troubles were experienced, the only stop being for

refVeshment and twice to change the tyres as a precaution.

made, and is a splendid example of the excellent

work cf the F N. Company.

mis. vds.

Two hours 131 1,735
Four hours 254 1,638
Five hours 310
Six hours 373 1,725

h m. s.

250 miles ^} 51 3

300 miles ... ... 4 42., 31?
350 miles ... 5 36 21

AN IRISH RECORD BREAKER,
t B Franklfo (7 hA Indian), who is tlie first motor cyclist to cover 310 miles

within 300 mins.

The New 2i-3 h.p. single-cylinder two-speed F.N.

BWLCH-Y-GROES (DINAS MAWDDWY) CLIMBED
ON A SIDECAR.

EVER since the query we asked at the conclusion of
our description of the last hill-climbing exploit
at Bwlch-y-Groes (more commonly called Dinas
Mawddwy), who would 43e the first to take a sidecar

and passenger up this nountain pass, rumours of projected
attempts have reached
us, and we ourselves
have been invited to

observe no less than
four attempts. The
feat has now been
accomplished, R. Lord
twice successfully
driving a 6 h.p. Re.\

Sidette to the summit
of the pass. on Friday
last. To avoid con-
fusion, we should ex-

plain that the real

D i-n a s Mawddwy,
climbed (?) by the
competitors in the
A.C.U. six days'
trials of 1909, lies

between the village of

that name and Dbl-
gelly. But this ascent,

though sevei-e, does
not compare with
Bwlch-y-Groes — the
Pass of the Cross

—

which is nearly two
miles long and is

1,790ft. above sea
level. Approaching „ „ . . n , u ^
,, , .,, ' ' ,, ,

." How to got to Bwloh-ji-Groes.
the hill with his

standard gears of 4i and 8-i to 1, Lord tried his luck to

gain an idea of the ratio required for success. Fortunately
for him thp gate was open, and he just managed to get to

the 1 in 4 section before coining to a standstill. Descending
again, he lowered the gear to 5 to 1, giving a 10 to 1 low
gear, and this time was successful. Tlie passenger's name
was A. Clayton. He continued his way to Bala, and at

the White Lion Hotel told the proprietor, Mr. William
Owen, of his achievement., Mr. Owen, who weighs nearly
14 stones, at once accepted an invitation to occupy the sidecar

seat in a further attempt, so Lord took all three up the
Bala side of the pass on the Rex, and later climbed the
noted Bwlch-y-Oriios .again with iMr, Owen.
At the beginning of this week the Liverpool M.C.C.

arranged a run to the hill, and though several motor
bicyclists were successful, including E. F. Baxter (6 Rex), S.

W. Pliilpott (23 Humber), and a ridei' of a 7 twu-.spccd liuli.in ;

no member's sidecar was snceessful.

To W To Corwcn^ ^
Cciii£-y-Dniidioii, \\ ^^^

\ /^ Jua-'-lrrkl.

CALa\-''''^.>-^;N_x^ To

/v^^ Abtr 1 ^^

/mWu.^\iOO\\ER. J
I.Un.w.MI,„.)^.^ \ 11

^'^\ 1
(/ \ /

M \ V^
\ \ RHIWARCOR

BnLrH-V-CRCIEsi ^ N. W

'
f
ABER BlIIWLECH, ^T^

C1A6

To DolgtUy, ^XYDIS-AS MA\MJD\n'
MINI.I.YN

yf ^ r-^ and Slirewsbuij-.

'I MALLWVD

U//

i V J ? ? 1 ^

SCALE IN HILES
i
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CLUB NEWS.
Wath and District M.C.

[The above club held a successful hill-Glimb at Bromborough
the 15tli iiist. There were sixteen entrants. The fast

and slow event was won by \V. Kelly (P. and M.), second
|nize by W. Nicholson (3^ Campion).

Taunton and District M.C.C.

The 100 mile reliability trial, held Oii the 13th inst., was
run in three sections, each starting and finishing in Taunton.
Result :

'

,

1. T. Drayton (3^- Triumph), non-stop, error 85s.

2. G. F. Arnold (2i Motosacoche), error 116s.

3. A. H. Knight (2' Hnniber), one stop, error 22s.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

The novel competition, which included, amongst other

items, reliability, fast and .slow hill-climbs, and brake tests,

resulted as follows :

Solo Class.—1. W. Favvcett (2i A..J.S.) ; 2. R. E. Davies

(5 Matohless) ; 3, 0. Hill (3| Scott).

Passenger Class.— 1. W. Hill (51 Scott sc.) ; 2, C, A.

Nettleton (3^ New Hudson sc.) ; 3. M. Kilchin (3i New-

Hudson sc.)

Cumberland County M.C.C.

A. very successful non-stop run, for whicli there were a

do/,1'11 entrants, took place on the 15th inst., starting from
Keswick at minute intervals. The competitors rode three

circuits of Bassenthwaite Lake, and on each round were timed
at the Pheasant Inn, Peel Wyke. Some lieavy showers made
I'iding to schedu'e .time most dirtlcult. Sluiw (N.TJ.T.) and
II. Robinson (U.S.A. T.T. model) tied by riding dead on time.

These riders were again sent tp do another circuit, and a

secret check was taken where Robinson was 50s. ahead of

lime. At the finishing check Robinson was 5s. out and Shaw
10s. On the total count the latter proved to -be the winner.

J. \V. Whitclock (N.S.r.) was third.

Ilkley and District M.C.C.

The reliability trial for the Pi'esident's Trophy took place

on the 15th and 16th inst. The course was rid York and
Pickering to Wliitby, where the night was spent. On the

ne,\t day the homeward journey w-as by the coast road to

Saltburu, then to Guisborough and Thirsk (where thei'e was
a two Injurs' lunch stop), then over Sutton Bank and
Rivcaux Bank "to Helmsley, Boroughbridge, Harrogate, and
llklcy. The hills on the route proved too much for some
of the men. The result is as follows :

1 (winner of President s Cup), j\lorris Wood (5 li.p.

.Matchless), gross error 2j marks, handicap 3, nett error —3.

2, .1. Norman Longfield (3^ h.p. Scutt), gross error" -^

mark, scratch, nett error .^.

3. Clnis. Thackray (3^ Contrast-.Jap), gross error 52|
marks, siratch, nett error 521,

Misaiesorouffh M.C. 200 miles Reliability Trial to Harrogate ana back,
of members p.t the start from Marton Bungalow.

A group

Herts A. and Ae.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

A speed-judging competition will take place on the 6tih

prox. The competition will be held at the cross I'oads on
No-j\Ian's-Land, about three nn'les north of St. Albans.

- Grosvenor M.C.C. (Manchester).

._ The lesult of the 100 miles reliability trial, held on the
16th inst. from the Swan Hotel, Bucklow Hill. Cheshire, is

as follows: 1. ,]. Anderson (3^ T.T. Rudge) ; 2, .J, Dawson
(3^- T.T. Rudge) ; ,3, A. Hopkinson (3^ Triumph).

Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

A novel competition was held oir the 22nd inst., a race

down Baslow Hill on the knock-out principle with the high-

tension wires removed. Maximum gears and weights were
fixed. Results: 1, Dan Bradbury (3^ Norton); 2, S. Sawer

m Premier) :.3, F. H. Ronksley (3^ Rudge).

Newport (Mon.) M.C. ,

The results of the last competitions are as follows:

Flexibility Hill-climb.—1, W. C. Venn (Triumph) ; 2, W.
Jones (James).

Petrol Consumption Trial.—1, 0, Harris (T.T. Rudge), 160
m.p.g. : 2, W. F. Turner (T.T. Rudge).
Speed-judging Trial.

—

1. W. Watchell : 2, J. Foreman

Merionethshire M.C.C.

A petrol consumption test over a circular route of about
forty-nine miles was held on the 19th inst., starting from
Dolgelly. Results : 1, 0. Hughes (3i Arno) ; 2, Eniou Pierce

(3i Rudge) ; 3, E. W. Hughes (3i Triumph) : 4, Arthui'

Williams (3^ Triumph).

Streatham and District M.C.C.

The otticial results of the reliability competition for the

Julian Orde Cup. held on the 8th inst., are as follows : 1,-

W, L. Barratt (8 Bat sc), 487 marks, wins the cup ; 2, W.
Pratt (P. and M.), 486. gold medal; 3, R. G. Mnndy (Singer),

476, silver medal. Bronze medals: H. B. Willoughby 475,

0, J. Feeney 468, A. G. Daw 466.

Carlyle (Chelsea) C. and M.C.C,

The club's first reliability trial was held on the 16th inst.

Three prizes were offered for running nearest to the schedule

time (watches and speedometers bai'red). The winners were. :

1. Ct. T. Hopkins (6 Zenith), lost 4, marks ; 2, A. J. Brookes

(3^ premier), lost 5 marks; 3, F. Priston (3^ Humber), lost

11 marks.

Westmorland M.C.C.

The President's hill-climb took place at Urton Scar on

the 15th inst. The knock-out competition was won by A
Moffat (6 Zenith), fastest time of the d;ij,. G. \V. Braith
waite (32 Zenith), fastest time on a single-cylinder. S.

l^earse (2| N.S.U.) won Lord Ixmsdale's Challenge Cup.

Western District M".C. (London).

The results, subject to confirmation of the annual hill-

W
climl), worked out on the formula -p tj- as recommended

bv 7'/ir ^/otor Cycle, are as follow : 1, W. F. Ritchie (3-^-

h'p, Bradbury), 340: 2, F, W. Ritchie (8 h.p. -Matchless),

290; 3, G, \). tirecn (2-?- h,p. Douglas), 2i86.

FIjxibilitv Hill-climb'.—Result : Class L—1, A. C.
Robbins (2' h.p. Humber); 2, W. F. Ritchie (3i Bradbury),
(lass IT.—1, E, S. Ritter (2-J h.p. Douglas); 2, Vt. D.
(.ittii (23 h.p. Douglas). Class III.— 1, H. Butler (9 h.p.
t hater Lea-Jap and sc.) ; 2, F. Eagle (6 h.p. N.S.U.
1 ul SJ.),

Dublin and District M.C.C.

The novices' reliability trial on the 22iid inst. from
Dublin to ]\Iaryborough and back brought out a field of

fifteen riders. Rain fell throughout.
The following finished the course : J. Livens (3^ h.p.

Rudge), P. Beattie (3J h.p. Rudge), J. Bradley (2| h.p.

Douglas), B. J. Gogarty (3^ h.p. Triumph), W. J. Towell
(3^ h.p. Rudge). B. Hartmann (3^ h.p. Rudge), V. J,

FarreD (3-^- h.p. Triumph), H. T. Carroll (3,^ h.p. Singer),
W. G. Greene (2J h.p. A.J.S.), H. A. Conneff (3-^ h.p.

Triumph), and J. S. Mathews (Sg h.p. Triumph).
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full np.me and address.

Road Conditions between Kew and Richmond.
Sir,—ihe bad condition of this road has been caused by

motor traffic. In tlie old dnys of the horse trams it was all

that could be desired, but since the motor 'buses invaded
Richmond regularly the road has got into a scandalous con-

dition, and I think it is high time the authorities were asked
by the R.A.C. or A.C.U. to make it fit for modern traffic.

Knowing the above and also Honister Pass, which "Injured
Ancient" referred to, I can state that the surface is "not
yet " quite so bad as Honister, but if nothing is done it may
be ere long.

I would recommend motorists going from Kew Bridge to

Richmond to turn into Mortlake Road after passing Kew
Green. Then take the first turn to the right, which leads on

to Sandycombe Koad, and thence straight into Richmond. It

is very little farther than by the main road, and is certainly

much more comfortable for travelling over.

W. B. LITTLE, Captain Cumberland C.M.G.C.

Cyclecar Design. -

Sir,— I have pleasure in enclosing a photograph of a
registered design of the H.S.Jl. two seated cyclecar which
I have recently designed and bnilt.

This machine is mounted on three wheels, with spring

forks to the front wheel and semi-elliptic springs to the

rear axLe, absorbing all road shocks.

It is fitted with 7-9 h.j). J. A. P. engine, 9in. leather to

metal clutcli, Chaler Lea three-speed gear bo.x. wheel steer-

ing, coach built metal panelled body, and adjustable wind-
screen.

I have given it a severe testing on the road, and the

results have been very satisfactory. The vibration is very
slight, and, although I have driven it over e\ery condition

of road, both wet and dry, I have ne\er had the slightest

skid or side-slip.

With my" wife as passenger, oar total weigljt being just

over 24 stones, the vehicle has never yet refused a hill.

The machine can be turned in its own length.

-

F. HELLENS.

The Danger of Uncontrolled Dogs.
Sir,—I am glad Mr, Wilks (N.C.U.) is taking up the

question of. dogs, but would it be any good to report the

matter to a policeman I was cycling through LI

the other day and a policeman's dog chased me for soine

distance and the owner did not seem to try to get him
back until I shouted to him, and he was a sergeant too.

Dogs are the greatest danger to motor cyclists and something
should be done. D.M.D.

Sir,— I think the suggestion of having a "black list"

for dogs a very good one, and I am sure if motor cyclists

will take the matter- up, as suggested by ilr. Wilks, that

we shall very soon see a great reduction in the number of

uncontrolled dogs on the road. You were good enough, about
a year ago, to insert a letter of mine, in which I suggested
the same remedy, but, unfortunately, it was. not taken up.

Hut I think now that' .Mr. Wilks has kindly offered to do
the greater part of the work, we as motor cyclists have an

opportunity that ought not to be missed. I am sure the

result will be. well worth the small amount of trouble. I,

personally, shall be pleased to take it up, and I should like

to know the address to which particulars mav be sent,

S. H.'iMERRICK.

The H.S.M. double seated sidecar.

Should Ladies Race?
Sir,—The several letters re ladies riding in speed competi-

tions appear to have been prompted by the regrettable acci

dent to Miss Hough at Harley Bank, and the writers imply,
or seem to take it for granted, that the a.ccident- occurred
l/i'i:aii<<: the rider was a lady, and for that reason did not

pos.sess the necessary nerve or ability a present day hill-

climb demands, I am in no wise in favinu' of ladies racing,

preferring to see them engaged in less dangerous pursuits
;

neither do I imagine the average lady is so mentall.v and
physically fit for the sport as the average man ; nevertheless,

I think it is dtie to those courageous fair ones, particularly

,\liss Hough and Miss Muriel Hind, to say that many male
riders would need considerably to improve to equal some of

their performances. With no desire to Hatter, I maintain
that a comparison of Miss Hough's corm^ring with that ot

the iiiajiiii/!/ of the men riders in the Hrst two classes of the
Sutton Club event, at Harley Bank put the men to shame.
A clean sweeping curve with the machine at the limit ol

angle, it appeared on the verge ot a skid the whole way
round, and yet no trace oF nerves or hesitation—not a wobble
—and the same in the second heat until she struck that

slight dip in the road centre, which at that speed meant a

crrtain skid or a wider cin'vc. She took the latter, and the
spectators, who had been warned, proved her undoing.

Here I would like emphatically to contradict a report that
has gained currency to the effect that Mr. Frank S. Whit-
worth, the agent for the machine she w'as riding, was re-

sponsibh' for the accident, owing to his expressing dissatis-

faction, and asking lier to <lo better on her next a,scent.

This is a gross injustice. lie asked her to be careful,

and to cut out if she found she could not keep on the inside

of the crown of the road. Will irresponsible gossippers and
others please note this?

!\lotor cycling for ladies generall.v, louring or competinp;
in reliability trials, seems in no way to dcirai't from the
womaidiness of the jiarticipant ; but hurtling at dangerous
speeds with bent back and tense muscles in a hill-climb docs
not impress me with the sense of gentleness one likes to

associate with the sex, although not implying that such
denotes an absence of these attributes.

JAMES L. XORTON.
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Should Ladies Rao«?
Sir,—With your permission I would again encroach on

your valuable space to convey to Jlr. Acton Hill my thanks
for the information he so kindly imparts in your last issue,
especially for informing me of woman's missiou. Now I

shall know. The sufi'ragette snot is an idifortunatc one.
as at present I am one of the anti's and would much
prefer a Kempsliall cover to a vote. Where the coal strik-e

conies in, 1 hardly know—leave that to Mr. Hill. Possibly
lie is a niin(o)r. Perhaps if I did not know that .Mr.

Sliggins's duties partly consisted of reporting liill-climbs, it

had occurred to nie that he was not writing merely for amuse-
ment. You will forgive me, I am sure, if I fail to see the
point of the boat incident. In my ignorance, I imagined
that self-sacritice was a matter of tempei'ament^ not of sex.
And wliy (fori'ive my questioning) "the usual thing "?-

•Most people only need to drown once (e.Kcept we cats). If

I do not appear siitticiently grateful for the solicitude which
he evinces towaid.s those ladies who fall off at 40 ni.p.h ,

he must not feel hurt; it is only because—as the young
lady said- to the young man—"this is so unexpected."

(Miss.) MAY WALKER.

Power Reguired for Sidecar Work.
Sir,—A sidecarist who can claim first-hand knowledge of

a'3i h.p. and a big twin has only to give a little advice
on the question, when it immediately calls forth a host of

epistles telling the readers what the writers have been doing
in the way of climbing hills, etc. What do they expect to

do? A Sj h.p. machine to-day can be geared down to a
farce, and, theoretically (putting aside friction in the gears,

etc.), can be made to haul a heavy commercial load. But
air-cooled engines get tired and hot and were never intended
for hauling purposes, and that is what pulling a sidecar up
H long steep hill with a 3^ h.p. machine amounts to.

Pid ajiy 3^ h.p. men face the gale last Easter ilonday?
I did. on the much frequented road from Birmingham to

Llandudno: but not one sidecar passed us. neither did we
overtake one. so everybody on the road was going the same
speed (not too much of the speed about it). The gas on
full, occasionally a little extra air, the oil pump going con-

linually. petiol also, and plenty of low gear work on the

level llirown in to pile the agony on.

I hate cruelty of any kind, even to 3J, h.p. petrol motors,
and after that ride of torture to both riders and inotor

and the gruelling which always takes place on any hill

worthy of the name, whatever the weather conditions. I

decided to practise it no more, but invest in a big twin, and
certainly 1 sh;ill not go back again to what is so often

dcsi-ribed a.s the luarvcllons 3^ h.p. 7 9 H.P.

Sir,—A word in reply to F. G. Townscnd in his wholesale

cnndcmuation of the 3^ h.p. for sidecar work. If the 3^ h.p.

two-speed- to which he refers was of good make, one would
think he must have been rather unkind to it. 1 have driven

iny 3i h.p. two-speed Humber over 1.100 miles, fully half

of' them with sidecar ; engine replacements to date, two
new piston rings, one valve and springs. Only last

Wednesday I took a ten and a half stone passenger 155 miles

in the day (Dunmow to Wisbech and back, flat country 1

admit), the machine running perfectly and as well, or very

nearly as well, as ever it did. We had several bursts of

twenty-five miles an hour by speedometer. I ))ay my machine

a good deal of attention: lots of riders do not like that

work, hence the troubles we hear of. I am quite willing

that .Mr, Townsend take my cylinder down to ascertain

wear—he will not find much. 1!. H. .\DA.MS.

Sir,

—

lit: the correspondence in Tlii: Miiior C'l/rlu as to the

power required for sidecar work. .-\t tt'hitsuntide my wife

and I took a short tour on a 9 h.p. Singer tricar (1906

pattern), Riley engine and gear box (three speeds and re-

verse). Wc went riii i!i[ion. u]i Wensl-'V-Jale. branched off

at Bainbridge as if to come down into Buckden, but instead

swung round the f,iot of Semmerwater, and back by the

other road to Bainbridge, on to Hawes. where we stopped

the night. N'ext day we climbed the Biittertubs Pass to

Swaledale. and then rode up thrungli Keld to the Tan Hill

(the highest pnblic-liouse in England): from here down
through .\rk;ngarllidale to Heath and P>ichmond. We
slipped dovn\ the Great North Road to Thirsk and finished

the day's run by climbing Sutton Bank. The whole day s
run was absolutely trouble free. Next day we returned
home. The roads we took were in manv cases excessivelv
rough, and the gradients (as a glance at the contours will
show) are very severe. We reached a point of 1,750-1,800
feet above sea level in several places.
On this run we saw many motor cycles and sidecars ol

all powers. One rider of a 3^ outfit we met at Aysgarth.
He was going as far as Hawes, and was returning down the
dale again for the very simple reason that he could not climb
any of the passes or roads leading from Wenslevdale into
tile neighbouring dales. One man on an 8 h.p. Chater-Lea
with sidecar had come over from either Wluufedale or Ingle-
ton way without trouble, and told me that he had not had
too much power to spare. On the lonelier and less known
parts of our run we met no motor vehicles at all. but I

am sure that such bits as from Semmerwater to Conntersett.
Silver Hill at Keld. and one or two other places on the
Buttertubs Pass, say, would effectually stop any 3^ h.p.
machine and- sidecar.

_ It is common ' knowledge that no
standard 3^ h.p. machine even in good everv-dav condition,
with or without change-speed gear, will climb .Sutton Hank
with sidecar and passenger, . and some of the hills
we climbed were not far from being Sutton Banks, and the
surfaces were woi-se.

On the occasion of Leathley climb on Easter Saturday, I

know of a 3^ h.p. two-speed chain driven machine which 'was
forced on to low gear on the level by wind alone.
Again, a truly variable gear gives the best chance of all.

yet how many 3^ Zeniths does one see compared to their
6 h.p. models.

Perhaps, sir. the solution is that for those riders wli.i
take the main roads only, a 3|; h.p. macliine is enough with
two-speed gear, but the grande.st and wildest, and in smiie
cases the most picturesque scenery is a sealed book to such

A FAMILY SIDECAR.

Percy J. Newburn with his 3.1 h.p. Rover sidecar combination, which is

regularly used as a [amily turnout.
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ail outfit. The letters you receive from southern riders are

strong testimony to tliis, and having ridden through nearly

ail the southern counties I can say that those hills I have
come across were contemptible from a Yorkshire dale's point
of view.' How many of your southern 3^- h.p. contributors

tell of tours into Devon and Cornwall.
gradients of 1 in 7 or so are common up here in the dales
and moors. Even my 9 h.p. was Just enough for Sutton
Bank, and no more.

In the above, of course, I am referring to machines in that
every day condition in which nineteen out of twenty are
found and can only be found. What a 3| will do when tuned
is another matter. LOIDIS.

The Price oJ Motor Cycles.

Sir,—We all know that the motor cycle has come to stay,

and we all know that the average price for a new machine
is between £50 and £60. Admitting that it is excellent

value for this amount, yet it is not everyone who can afford

to put down such a sum, even though lie does receive the
utmost value for his money. Who has not heard the
remark, "I would like a motor bicycle, but shall have to

wait till they become cheaper "
?

A great number of people have the idea that present-day
motor cycles will cheapen to about half their present price

in the course of two or three years. Anyone in the trade
knows this cannot be done; if machines are £10 cheaper
in two or three years, it is as much as they will be without
sacrificing present-day refinements. Who would hope to get

a 3^ h.p. magneto, various speeded touring motor cycle for

about £25? This caimot be done, but I think I know
what can be done for this amount. Many potential motor
cvclists with limited purses would be satisfied with a much
simpler mount than the ordinary machine if it could be
depended upon. Supposing one could produce a simple
medium weight motor cycle of about 3zt h.p., engine to be
as plain and simple as possible, fitted with a good system
of dry battery ignition, and cheapened in other respects as

far as luxury goes, yet fitted out readj' for the road, do
you think such a machine would sell at, say, from £20 to

£25? By going very carefully into the matter, I think it

can be done, and shall be grateful for any suggestion which
anyone might offer, as I am thinking of putting such a

machine on the market—that is, if there is any call for it.

WILLIAM JOHN FITCHETT.

Continental Touring—Duty on Sidecars.

Sir,—The R.A.C. Touring Department advise me as

follows ; In the case of motor cycles, to which are attached
sidecars, etc., the above mentioned card (special Customs
card, free of charge to members) does not apply, as the Con-
tinental Customs officials regard a three-wheeled vehicle as

a car, and the ordinary Customs duty on cars has to be
paid.

This difficulty is overcome by means of the club customs
papers (triptyques).

Under this arrangement the duty is deposited with the

club before departure a:nd a set of (Customs forms are issued.

The duty thus deposited is returnable at the completion of

the tour, provided the regulations, which are perfectly

simple, are duly carried out.

So if I decide to take my bicycle and sidecar for a run
down the coast after the English-Dutch Trial I must deposit
with the club :

£ s. d.

For Holland, 5% ad valorem on, say,

£60 = 300
For Belgium. 12"/, arl nilnrrm on, say,

£60 .'.. = 7 10

For France, £2 Os. 8d. per cwt. on 3
cwt = 620

£1.6 12

or risk lo-^iiiw the same amount if I meet some crusty
Customs (iflicrr who will not accept my version of the
affair to the effect th:it the combination is a motor tricycle,

or that I have a sppaiate Customs card for the motor cycle

and another for the sidecar.

But, perhaps, the Cu.stoms are not .so black as Ihi'y are
painter!.

Will any Continental tourists ulin have taken a sidecar

give their e.viicripMrpv. and '_;ipatly oblige V.A.H.

The Glut o! Open Hill-climbs.

Sir,—We read with interest your leaderette in the issue

of June 13th with regard to the waning interest in hill-

cUmbs. We are of opmion that your views are shared not
only by most, if not all manufacturers, but also by all

motorists interested in the sport.
Recent hill-climbs have had little interest, which may be

accounted for, partly by their being so numerous, but
to a great extent owing to the fact that many were of the
freak character and the machines entered were hardly such
as would be used for ordinary pui'poses.
We aie staunch supporters of real sport, as we believe it

materially assists in popularising motor cycling, and we are
hoping you will use the great influence of your columns in

supporting all types of reliability trials which embody an
equal test of the rider's skill and the practical design of a
motor bicycle. We should like to see more reliability trials

which combine the severest tests the organisers can' devise
in the way of schedule time riding and combining the
severest hills to be met on the main roads with very
rigid specifications, so that the machines taking part shall
comply with modern requirements of a high-class machine
as regards its equipment for the road and not forgetting an
efficient silencer and a good two or three-speed gear. Such
competitions as held recently by the Coventry and Warwick-
shire Club we consider not only proved of great interest to the
intelligent motor cyclist, but also served a very useful
purpose in enabling the manufacturer to find out weak points..

THE LLOYD MOTOR ENGINEERING CO., LTD.

Petrol Consumption.
Sir,—As this is an ever interesting subject, I think it would

perhaps interest other readers who cannot get good results to
know what can be done with a good engine. I have a 3f h.p."
Precision, geared 4-i to 1, B. and B. racing carburetter, which
I recently drove a distance of eighty-three miles at an average
speed of 29^ m.p.h., and a petrol consumption of 117 m.p.g.
The journey included several stiff hills. A.H.G.

Sir,—Seeing several letters regarding petrol consumption in
your paper, 1 think it might interest your readers to know
the experiences of a late South African motor cyclist.

While in Johannesburg I owned two cycles, namely, a Sj
h.p. Humber, and, having sold this, I purchased a '2| h.p.
New Hudson three-speed machine, geared 4, 6, and 10 to 1.

I climbed all hills in the vicinity of Joliar.nesburg on top gear,
with the engine running well, and could take a person up
most running on second, the tliird speed I rarely used except
for starting. With this machine I have easily "averaged 200
miles per gallon, and ray bi'other, also a motor cyclist, can
endorse my statement. I had no speedometer, and I reckoned
the consumption by this means. I used to travel twenty
miles or more per day, five days a week and sometimes the
whole week through, and half a gallon of petrol lasted me
the whole week. Tliis works out to a little over 200 miles per
gallon, which I have left it at to be on the safe side.

Seeing that this result was obtained with, I pi'esume, the
same make of engine and carburetter as the reader with the
6 h.p. Zenith, namely J. A. P. engine and B. and B. carbu-
retter, I not only think it possible for him to do what he
claims to have done on his machine, but I am certain that he
could in ordinary circumstances.

W B. SWART.

-

Riding Conditions in New Zealand.

Sir,—Generally speaking, our roads are not just as suit-

able for motor cycling as in the United Kingdom. This
Dominion with its continual opening m|i of new country to

meet the spread of the settler is comppllcd to build new
roads, and until this work is greatly ri'diiced we cannot
expect much more attention to existing mads than they at

present get. Consequently the smfaip of many roads '-aves

much to be desired.

.Mv npinhin upon the nature of nuuhine t'p<|uirp(l for this

Dominion 1 still lio'd with onp addition, and that is the tngine
clearance fiom the groiuid of the majority of machines should
bo greater. A large number of the machines I have seen
exhibit beautiful results of the crank case, magneto, silencer,

and uiidergear having come in contact with road obstruc-
tions. K. R. KOSKIU'GE.

Westport, N.Z.
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Speed and Reliability,

Strength and Pliability.

Pure Para Dark Rubber,

Gives Maximum GRIP.
Special TOUGH CORE, 50%
STRONGER than any other make,

and exceptionally PLIABLE-

—It is the perfect "Power-Transmitter"—the Belt that has played such an important part in

the recent LONDON—EDINBURGH, BRADFORD, BIRMINGHAM, LAND'S END records;
including Mr. G. E. Stanley's SINGER Records (all made with a LVSO BELT.) Recently we gave
you the Records—here we give you some of the Riders' opinions about the new " LYSO "

—

Read what users actually say of the New Dark Rubber " LYSO " in the

LONDON—EDINBURGH RUN.
"I THINK IT SPLENDID.—Mr. A. Webster, on a Hobart, says— ' The new LYSO BELT fitted to my

Hobart for the LONDON-EDINBURGH RUN, etc., making a total of i ,000 miles, was never touched the whole
journey and showed no signs of slipping. I think it splendid." AS NEW AS WHEN WE STARTED.—Mr. W.

A. Jacobs, on a Rex, says—" The new i| LYSO BELTS we bought are splendid. Mr. Legrand, Mr. White, and 1

fitted them, and all three Belts look as new as when we started. What is more remarkable is the fact that the
Belts have not frayed out at the fastening in the least."

BIRMINGHAM—LAND'S END RUN.
"GAVE ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION— NOT NECESSARY TO MAKE ANY ADJUSTMENT WHATEVER-
SHOWED NO SIGNS OF WEAR.—Mr. T. Pollock on a JAMES says—" I am pleased to inform you that the
new LYSO Belt gave absolute satisfaction. The belt was fitted new for the journey of over 570 miles, and it was
not necessary to make any adjustment whatever, also at the end of the journey THE BELT SHOWED NO SIGNS
OF WEAR." This gentleman won this event.

—Don't fail to fit YOUR mount with the New Dark Rubber " LYSO " and participate in the advantages accruing from
a perfect " Power-transmitter." Obtainable of all Agents, Garages, etc., or direct, at our usual prices as below :

—

OfallAgents, Prices : Size fin.1/5; |in. 1/9 ; Jin.2/1; 1 in. 2/4 ; and IJ in. 2/9 per foot.

LYCETT'S,'The Saddlery," Bromley St., Birmingham.

See you
get it

for the

T.T.

Races !

i6 ^9

Iti answering Chit advirtisement it is desirable to mention "The Motsr Cycle.
R. H.S.
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HE BLUEMEL-MASCO
Special Steatite

PLUG
Price

3/6 Each.

The Bluemel Mascot plug will

stand up to the severest
work it is possible to give it—

and all the time. It will

get the last ounce out
of your Engine.

Price
3/6 Each.

Motor Cycle

List post free.

C. W. BLUEMEL & BROS.,

WOLSTON, - Nr. COVENTRY.

A Triumph rider does 14.000
miles with one Bluemel Mascot plus.

Dear Sirs, Rose Eden, Staines. April 13th, 191*.

1 am taking this opportunity of thanking you for the

plug you sent, and saying what I think of tVie last one
I had.

ran it over 14,000 miles on a Triumph machine,
and during the whole of that time it was never

Cyen cleaned, in fact it gave no trouble
whatever. Yours truly,

(Signed) H. Parkinson.

STILL
WINNING.S.I.A.M.T.

JUXE 16th.

GRAND PRIX TURIN.
65 MILES ROAD RACE.

Class 1. 250 cc. S.I.A.M.T. 1st.

Class 2. 333 cc. S.I.A.M.T. 1st.

Class 3. 500 cc. S.I.A.M.T. not entered.

Class 4. 1,000 cc. S.I.A.M.T. 2nd.

GRAND PRIX FASTEST COMPLETE TEAM.
39 COMPETITORS.

Won by S.I.A.M.T. Team.
Riders : Rava, Riva, Scales.

RADIUM S.I.A.M.T., LTD., SSe, Gray's inn Road, W.C.
Telepliono—9852 City Telegrams— • SIAMTISM.

Ill an-<iririnij Iknac ailverHsi'mevta it is desirable to mention "The Motor C'yrle."
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illHJARAjs^ll
^X/lTHv^
^^OCIABLE -^5

HAVING rend interesting accounts from time to

time in The Motor C i/cle of tlie doings of various

makes of three-wheeled sociables, ai;d the

weekly discussions appearing on the merits and cle-.

merits of tliese handy vehicles, 1 am prompted to gi\e

an account of my experi-

ence with a 1911 model

A.C. in Japan, in the

hope that it may interest

owners and prospectise

purchasers both at home
and in the Colonies.

The rear wheel of my
machine is shoil with a

700x75 mm. Lix'ersidge

alternate steel and rub-

ber-studded tyre, and the

front wheels with 650 X'

65 mm. plain Michelins,

wJrich combijiation has

carried me so far 1,500
miles, over roads both

good and vile, without a

single puncture (umbei-

ufen !). The rear tyre i-;

good for another 1,500
miles. The front tyres

.show practirally no wear.

I use my little car,

which I have named the
' Butterfly," mostly in

the city of Tokio, which

co\ers an area of 100

sciuare miles. Although
only some ten years back
this city possessed no-

thing but a , sliigle horse_;

tramway, it is now tra-

versed by a network of

electric lines, and most

of the streets being nar-

row, motoring in wet

weather is' no ' joy.

Brother motorcyclists in

Manchester would be in

their element here!

With the main thorough- ^

fares, howexer. which,

being modelled after

European methods, are

wide and e.Kcellent, no
fault can be found, and
though the speed limit is

eight miles, this can be

A crowd of Japanese who evinced great interest in the A.C.

The writer's A.C. sociable on one of the good military roads.

exceeded 50070 with impunity. The Japanese Robert

is not a speed specialist like our zealous oflicers, and
looks on with utter unconcern.

There is quite a number of motor cvcles in Tokio.

the Triumphs leading, closely followed by the

ubiquitous H umber light-

weigliit, and I [iredict that

in a couple of years a

boom will set in. As to

three-wheelers, I ha\e
only seen three or four

C'yclonettes, c)ne Kelsev

Motorette (an American
production), and two or

three sidecars. Xo doubt

these passenger machines

will also increase in

number, but at present

American liglit cars are

preferred, owing prim i-

])ally to the fact that

there are as yet \erv few

owner-dri\-crs, and this;

who prefer to be dri\en

natiu'ally choose a car,

not only for its appearance

and comfort, but becaaise

there is only one tax for

cars irrespective of class

or power—that.is whether

they are the majestic

Silent Knight Daimler en-

tire humble 5 h.j). A.C.
This motor tax, with

sundry supplcnientajy

taxes, being about -£?>

los. p;a.,'the upkeep in

this couiitrv of c\en such

an econoniical machine
as the A.C. is almost too

much for sleiider purses.

Some impro\ement may
be hoped, for. when iium-

bers increase.

Overheatinf! Troubles,
nil.

I Jaa\'e made sex'eval

non-sKJ'p',\ runs of fmni
twentymo tiftv miles, the

only troubles'! ha\"e had
being of the sooted plug
order. There are some
fine- military roads, but

after heav\- rains they
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[n Japan with a Sociable.—

get frightfully cut up by the waggon traffic, and often

have I had to rover two to three miles on the low gear

o\er cart ruts inches deep, or in narrow lanes crawl-

ing behind a line of heavily-laden carts, without o\er-

heating. The engine has not once o\erheated, neither

have the auxiliary fans gi\-en me any trouble, although

I have read of other owners losing their fans through

the holding down screw bolts \\orking loose. 1 ha\e

not yet encountered a hill that I could not get up w"ith

a passenger and a full complement of accessories and
spares, including the luncheon basket. The only ilraw-

back, perhaps, of the standard A.C. for Colonial use

paaaa

A hall in a Japanese village. The fine condition of the road
surface will tie noted.

in some countries is the small ground clear-

ance ; nevertheless, I must add that 1 ha\'e

only once " bumped " the under part of the

car, and this without doing any damage
iieyond denting the metal shield that pro-

tects the engine. Although the A.C. has a

track as wide as the average car, the short

wheelbase enables me to negotiate narrow-

country lanes off the beaten track which
aliound in hairpin bends, and so we find our

way to places where no motor cars have ever

lieen seen before. One of the photographs
shows my wife seated on a bench outside a tea-house,

and a crowd of Ja])s ex'incing great interest not only in

Iho wonderful " Jidosha " (self-propelling vehiide), init

ill the " foreigners." Another picture with the A.C. in

tiie foreground depicts one of many military roads,

>—

JUNE 2/lh, igi2.

along which mot.iirists can fly to their hearts' conrent.

but it liehoves one to l.)e careful, as, there being no

rules of the road outside the city limits, the sound

of a motor alarm causes great consternation, and the

carts scatter all over the road.

Cro^vds of Children.

\n passing through villages the toot-toot brings

swarms of children, in a moment from every house,

lane, and backyard, who line the road to cheer you

along, ^^'e often ask the question, " Where do they

all come from?" The Japanese are certainly a

prolific race. I have not yet driven my car in summer,
but has'e no misgivings Avhate\'er as to its be-

haxiour in the hot weather, when the thermo-

meter often rises above 90" F. in the shai.le,

but I propose iitting an auxiliai^y air inlet to

the carburetter, also a Lodge double pole

plug. I drain the oil from the crank case

every 500 miles, and also scrape the carljon

den:isit from the top of the piston am! the

\al\e chambers, which I can easily do without

remoxing the cylinder. The \-alves have not

yet been ground in. I cannot speak too highly

of the Liversidge non-skid, both as to itS' non-
skidding and wearing properties. I usq a

*«

Outside a tea house ; the usual crowd of sightseers.

Michclin butt-encler on the rear wheel, which t

ha\e not inflated for three months.

In conclusion, let me add- how eagerly The Molar
Cycle is awaited here by a small circle of enthu-

siastic motor cyclists. J.D.M.

T.T. FORM ON THE BOOK. Positions
)l. 111. .s.

56 10
57 13

59 52
9 42

Senioii ]{.»!:

1. U. C. Oodl'ioy

2. C. 11. C'olliio' {di.s<|nulilipil)

3. C. B. Franklin
4. H. A. CollicT

5. llii{;li ^hls()ll

ii. Qiiiritiii Smith
1U. .1, T. liiishiill (luflc .1 liiit

.11. H, 1!,tmI

J 7. .1. 1;. Haswell
18. .1. 1;. Alr.Kaiiilff

20. \, !. K.iMi'i'

22. .Illllll <lil)Klll

26. P. ' \. .Viifilobee

AIko i-dde' in 19.1, but did mil fin

U1(,

1911)

15 35
18 40
24 56
32 45
51 46
58 1

5 26
16 37
42 58

K. (;a.<iR(>it, If. II.

of 1912 Entrants in the 1911 Races.
Bowen. F. Tliilip]), \\". C'icyton, .T. W. Adanisdii, 8. G.
Pcrryniaii, P. Biillor, A. H. Alf.xander (Itox in 1911, Indian
in 1912), and .], Wnodliouse. D. C. Rolton, J, F.' Sirott, and
K. Kickliani I'cide in the Jniiior race last year, and did not
liiiiKh.

1.

3.

4.

6.

10.

17.

'i'fie leniaining twen(/y-four did not take part.

JrxiOR Race. li. m. .s.

P. J. Evans
H. J. Co.\

D. M. Brown
K. (lassevt

,1. Ha.slam (Zenith in 1911)

N. Ti. Slattei

tfcjde in 1911 Senior : II.

(71 h), .1. T. Hashall (lOtI

3 37 7
3 55 56
3 56 24

3 57 23

4 4 44
4 29 18

Mason (51 h), W. H. Baslial'

id W. Creyton (retired).

'i'he oilier (H'leeii ridci'is did not raee last year.
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'For the highway

or the skyway."

' For the highwisy

or the shy way."''300 MILES IN
28.2 MINUTES"

The most astonishing ride in the world. Unprecedented
In the annals of motor cycle history. At Brooklands,
June 20th, 1912, Mr. C. B Franklin, on a 7 h.p. "INDIAN,"
— not only covered the above distance but broke —

WORLD'S RECORDS
for 2, 4, 5, 6, hours, and 250, 300. 350 miles, using

WAKEFIELD
'For ihe highway

or the skyway."

CASTROL'«e.-
C. C. Wakefield &. Co., 27, Cannon Street, London. E.C.

" For the hi^jhway

or the skyway.''

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx^xxxx
xlllllllllllllulllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
x^ m# I 1 A ^L
wj I am certain there is nothing to equ al it VV H H ' ^^ '* '^ far in advance of any 1 have yet Vl
'^™ nn thf mapl<p.t."-^W. J. Clarke, holder ^W H BB H H h« trieri"—?; R Hi^cfr^^rJ Rr.co RqiiL- n.n«L- '^t

XL

I am certain there is nothing to equ al it

in the market. "-r-W. J. Clarke, holder

JfL ° ^'^ days World's Record.

XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL

XL-ALL'S -S. R. Hosford, Rose Bank. Cork.

" There is nothing to touch it for geniiina

sprint-iness. — ^- A. Chapman; 11, Hi^h

Lane, Burslem.
POSITIVELY

It is, I am sure, the most comfortab le

saddle on the market."—R. V. C. Brook,

Hon. Sec. Birmingham Motor Club.

EXCEL ALL
OTHER SADDLES

READ THE EVIDENCE.

"l cannot speak too highly of the merits of
this saddle which is by far the best on the
market."—J. Allan Osborne, Milford Co.,

Donegal.

' The saddle is a revelation to me after

riding other makes during the last 10
years." — Felix Barry. 7, Park Road,
Bagnor.

" Send saddle. I am using a borrowed
standard, it is simply torture. 1 am
spojledj^or u sing any other since I bought
r n XL Al L."— E. W. Hettich. D.B.O.A._'

1, King St.. Jersey.

I have been a strong believer and user
of your saddles, and would never dream
o f using any other kind."— J O. Ross,

Lundtn Links, Fife.

Am very pleased indeed with the saddle,
which is the envy of other motor
cyclists. '^—Wm. Yates, 3, High. Street.
Evesham.

" Send Bucket Seat by return as I r.annot
bear the other make I am riding after
using an XL-ALL."—E. G.

Gayton Road, Harrow.
K. Thomas, 22,

Pan Seats, 50/
It is bv far the mo=;t lu

have used."— F. Gosnotd, Tontine Street,

Folkestone.
" Having had experience of all the best

saddles on the market. I am sure yoi r

seat is far and away ahead of all oth ers.
—(Colonel) H. T. Kennard, Coombe House,
Surbiton.

" IT iS THE MOST COMFORTABLE SADDLE
I HAVE EVER USED. 'BAR NONE' THE
XL ALL IS NO DOUBT THE SADDLE OF THE
FUTURE. 1 LIKE TO GIVE HONOUR TO
WHOM HONOUR IS DUE."
London House, V^. L. J. DAVIES.

Garnet.

' To my mind your saddle has n^
ri val, and I have tried all the leading

makes."—E. S. Karak, 40, Adelaide Road,
London, N.W.

XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XI
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XL
XI

XL XL.-AI.I., L.TD., 7 & 9, Moselev St., BirminsrHam. XL
XLxxXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXxxxxxxxxxx X^L
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL

[n ar.-^fL'yj'i/u/ //r_ 'n-Jrrrfiy')-^ it is d's'trahh' t'.t iiK'iil'ioii " Th<: JI(if'>r Ci/rlv.
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Would you own

MOTOR CAR without

A BONNET over the Engine?
Yet, strange to say, some folk bily motor

cycles with uncovered engines, which
they practically sit on, and which fling

oil all over them, the hot cylinders burn-

ing holes in their good clothes and other

moving parts rubbing holes, etc., etc.

Now, with the ^^TOSACOClis?
the engine is protected with i^P^ richly enamelled shields which

protect the rider from the —^ag> ^j\J engine and keep his clothes

Motosacochc wj^^w^^^^^^^^S l^^^^^^^^ ivon't overheat.

Motosacochcs ^^^̂ Sm^ '• ^^wv/uWy^ won't rub or

burn holes in "Pii^^P^^^^^fe ^^^^P*^;^, your clothes, and it

won't fling oil over them, therefore earning for itself the distinction of being

The ONLY MOTOR CYCLE for GENTLEFOLK.

^T Hovyever, just sit down NOW lest you forget and send us a halfpenny

^^ postcard asking -for our "A" catalogue—it is sent free of charge—and

will interest you.

MOTOSACOCHE, LTD., 65, Holborn Viaduct, LONDON, E.C.
Telegrams—" Motosacoche, London." Telephone—Holboin 5439.

B28 In annwiyriiiij l/iis advcrtiacnicnt it is desirable to intnlioii, "The Motor Cycle."
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VZJflONS
<k TiEPLILS

A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Kotor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stam; ed addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and
on one side of the paper only, nvmbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters

containing legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects

Th<

Bewdley—Swanage—Eastbourne.
(1.) May I ask the best route

—j|
(surface and scenery) from liewd-

>l ley (Worcestershire) to Sv-anage?
L-LJ (2.) From Swanage to East-

bourne? ilachine-a ii^ h.p. two-
speed Hiunber and sidecar, with luggags
only; no passenger.—E.C.H.

Vour best routes would be as follows; (1.)

Bewdley, Worcester, Tewkesbury. Glou-
cester, Stroud. Nailsworth, Batli, Becking-
ton, Warminster, Shaftesbury, Blandford,
Warehani, to Swanage. (2.) Swanage,
Wareham, Winiborne, Kingwood, Cadnam,

' Xotton, Soutliampton, Fareliani. Havant,
C'Uicliester, -Arundel. Worthing, Shorebani.
to Brigliton by the old road, Lewes,
Polegate, to Eastbourne.

Iridium Points.

In view of the high price

_j| ot platinum screws for replacing
"5 worn contacts of my magneto. I

L*J write to ask your opinion of tlie

iridiiuu contacts advertised in

Mdtiir Cycle, and I should be glad
of a reply to the following questions :

(1.) Will iridium points wear well?

(2.) Is iridium likely to cause misfiring

or injure the windings of the arma-
ture? (3.) Does iridium require "fac-
ing up" oftener than platinum? (4.)

In the advertisements is " Jebron
"

identical • with and a trade name for

iridium ?

—

Pi.atiniji.

(1.) Iridium points are quite satisfac-

tory. (2.) It will not cause misHring ur

injure the magneto. (3.) No, not so

far as our experience goes. (4.) Jebrou
is the name of a certain type of contact

point, made by J. E. Brown, of Plum-
stead.

Registration of Runabouts.

Will you kindly give me the fol-

lowing information for a Morgan
tliree-wheel runabout : (1.) The
most suitable county to apply to

for registration low numbers. (2.)

Where to apply to for driving 5s. and
taxation 20s. licence? (3.) Size of the

number plates for a three-wheeler.—
A.J.L.

(1.) We should recommend you to apply
to one of the following Irish counties :

C'arlow, Clare, Donegal, Fermanagh, or

Monaghan. (2.). Driving licence, nearest

police office ; local taxation licence, any
post office. (3.) If over 3 cwts. car size

number plates will be .necessary. As a
three-wheeler, however, it pays a motor
cyxle local taxation, licence; -'.--

Tiia Fi-ing Iilervils on a V Twii.

Can you tell me at what angle

^1 my cylinders should fire, and
> the order in which they should
-iJ fire? Angle of cylinders 90°.

Should they not fire thus : No. 1,

I tiring ; No. 2, suction (down stroke)
;

No. 1, exhaust; No. 2, compression (n]i

stroke)? Should they fire at 180° on
the wipe contact, or 135°?—J.F.C.

Your assumption that No. 1 cylinder
should be firing while No. 2 is on suction
stroke, No. 1 exhausting ivith No. 2 on
the compression stroke, is quite correct,

but, of course, No. 2 cylinder being at

90° with No. 1, its suction .stroke does
not begin until the firing stroke of No.
1 is half way through. This means that
between the beginning of the firing stroke

in No. 1 and No. 2 cylinders, two com-
plete strokes of No. 1—firing and exhaut-t
—have to be taken besides half of the
suction stroke; 'in other words, the crank
has to t urn a full :'evolution + 90°,

that is 450° in all. As the contact
maker .^liafl tunis unly half a revoluticm

to every complete revolution of the main
shaft. No. 2 cylinder contact should
follow behind No. 1 at a distance of

225°. Thus the firing intervals will be
111 the proportion of 225 to 135, pvovideil

both connecting lods are on one craiikpin.

Leicester to Bournemouth.

Will you kindly tell me the

^1 best route from Leicester li>

^ liournemouth, also about the
-iJ dist.ance? I do not object' to

passing through towns for: the
best and nearest route. Shall I have to

pass through any known police traps,

and shall I encounter many bad hills

on my journey? What is the most
suitable gear to use for solo?—H.B.

Your best route would be as follows

:

Leicester, Lutterworth, Rugby. Soutliain,

Banbury, Oxford, Abingdon, East Ilsley,

Newburv, Whitchurch. Winchester. Rom-
sey. Cadnam, Lyndhurst, Christchurch, to

Bournemouth, We do not know of any
police traps except an irregular one at

Christchurch. There are no hills to

spi'ik (if. (.'ciir about 4J to 1 for 3i h.p.

"^:p?^^-^~^.--?;.*Si^nT'

Dr. and Mrs. Fawssett tCiater-Lea and Lowen sidecar) and A. D. Arter (James), of the Birmingham M.CC,
leading a string of competitors in the AI.C.C. Team Trial.



Harrogate to Brooklands.

(1.) Would you kindly tell me
1^ wliether there will be any motor
\s\ cycle races at Brooklands on
LSJ August Bank Holiday, and if so

what time the meeting starts?

(2.) Could 5'ou also work out a route to

Brooklands from Harrogate with the
approximate mileage, and missing the

large towns?—C.E.H.M.

(1.) There will sure to be at least two
motor cycle races at Brooklands on
August Bank Holiday. The Brooklands
meetings always start at 2 p.m. (2.) Your
Ijest route from Harrogate to Brooklands
ViOuld be as follows : Wetherby, Aber-
ford, Doncaster. Bawtry, Retford. Tux-
ford, Newark, Grantliam, Stamford. Stil-

ton, Eaton Socon, Biggleswade, Baldock,
Stevenage, Hatfield. St. Albans. Watford,
Rickmansworth, Uxbridge, Colnbrook,
Staines, Cliertsey, Weybridge, to" Brook-
lands. The distance is approximately
235 miles.

Rubber Belts. Red-hot Exhaust Pipe.

(1.) Are all thi' rubber belts

^Tj on the market internally con-

^ strutted of canvas fabric? (2.)

-^ What is the reason of occasional

overheating when driving with
sidecar and passenger? (3.) Is it safe

to continue driving when the exhaust
pipe gets red hot? (4.) Will gauze
placed in the inducti(jn pipe atomise
the petrol and improve the running?
(I have been informed that a \ast

improvement results from such a pro-

cedure.)—B.J. B.

(1.) iTes, rubber belts are built up on
canvas fabric. (2.) Simply that the

engine, being air-cooled, is not abk to

get rid of the heat developed, probably
tljrougli being over-driven. (3.) Yes;
tills does not much matter, but it points
to the ignition being too late. (4.) Tlie

experiment mentioned here is certainly

worth trying. . Iri cold weather,, liowever.

the gauze gets choked up through water
I'lrmiug owing to condensation.

Loss of Power.

I have recently purchased a

1910 3-^ h.p. machine, whicii

does not develop more than two-
thirds of the power v.'liicli I

think it should. Geared 5^ to 1.

't will climb White Hill, Henley, on
tlic main Londou-Henley Road,
steadily but not fast, and requires the
throttle full open to do it. ' Com-
pression i.s very good, and the engine
was recently taken down (about
three weeks ago), and seemed in good
(condition. It requires a lot of extra
air even to start from cold. iMy
weight is 10 stones 8 lbs. I tliink it

should be able to climb the hill (which
is thrcequarters of a mile long and
about 1 in 8 at the steepest) on a 4^
gear, which is what I want to run on
if possible. Will you please advise
me what to li'y? I have not nnich
cxpei'ience.—.J.R,.A.

Perhaps you are using rather liiu hugi'

a jet. It is not I'ight that you should
ii'ipiire extra air when starting from
cold, unless tlie throttle has to be fully

optMU'd. Also tin? val\'(; sfU'ings nuiy

lia\'e beconu! .somewhat weak, and this

may aicount for loss of power. You
chould ceitairilv climb 1 in 8 with a 4^
to 1 ge.'ir.

83"

Cleaning Cylinders.

Can you recommend any of the
new methods advertised for le-

moving carbon deposit from
cylinder? I cannot remove my
cylinder without taking off the

flywheel, and taking down crank
case, timing geai', and magneto. Does
it do any harm to scrape carbon off

by means of a bent piece of steel

introduced by way of the valve cap
opening?—J.C.

I'robably the most satisfactory way
would he lo run the machine over to

:\[essrs. Sully and Co.. 10, Old Town,
Clapham, S.W., and let them clean your
cylinders by the oxj'gen process, which
is quite satisfactory, vt'ry quickly done,
and not expensive. Cleaning by means
of a scraper dees not do a bit of harm,
provided that it is carefully done,
but it cannot be properly done without
taking tlie cyljnder off. Of course, the
oxvgeii method is rathjr more thorough

/( Nil 27th. igl2.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"A.H.C." (Bristol).' D.H.K. free

engine hub.
'E.N." (Denbigh). L.JI.C. water-

cooled with sidecar.

"T.Z." (Monmouth). P. and P. de-
compressor.

" W.H.D.S." (King's Cross). Cowey
and Jones speedometers
".W.A.B." (Woldingham). Two-cycle

engines, hill-climbing, petrol consumption
and all-round efficiency.

"E.H." .(London," S.W.) ^^fabon
variable gear fitted to an 8 h.p. engine.

" A.S.J." (Ilfracombe). 1912 Lincuhi
Elk for solo and sidecar use.

W.B.S." (Manchester.) 2| h.p. twin
Huniber with and without three speeds.
"W.D.W." (Liverpool). Open beh

drive on a 2!, h.p. 1911 Ifotosacoche.

[If "W.H." will send a stamped en-

velope, his letter will be answered.

—

Ed J

" WHERE IGNORANCE is bLISS," &c.

Juvenile Knut: "Sit light, mater, this is rather a bad hill, but you're safe enough where you are I"
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"RIDING ON AIR. jt RIDING ON AIR. (( RIDING ON AIR."
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Innumerable changes of body position
are possible with

THE NEW MODEL

A. S. I^.
with 26in. WHEELS and improved frame.
Read what Mr. Victor Hart says in the "Auto," June 15, 1912:

"Yet half an Iioui's trial made me a firm convert
to tlie deligrhts of a ycat; whereon ouc can secure
innumerable chaiig'es of body jiosition and at the
same time prevent undue i)ro<:sure upon particular
org-ans of th** body."

No fear of injuriouj strain. As comfortable as an armchair.
Absolutely the last word in comfoit.

H-ad Office : 3, Gt. WincKester St., Loivdon, EX.
Ti-le,:;. :

" Infreqin^Ht, London." 'Phone: 1
1'.-'. Lon lijii Wall.

\Voi-Jis; Con If. rat ion StrL-.-t, Staffora
bliowrooni'; : Tlvi ilutur >hiint(.it;iiu-e Co.. l.-^l. Gic;it Port-

laiulSn-D;t. \V. Tcl.-iili.inL- ; 4s:;n M-iy'Jiir

Sole A^'piu^ fi->) :\r:ini')ie,-iti'r ami Iji.siiict :

Mnnc-iifstei' iloioi' K\chiiii:u, 'M. Downing Strtjft. Arilwi.-lc.

"RIDING ON AIR. RIDII>

POR A . . .

REALLY PERFECT HOLIDAY
you must have a machine of

ABSOLUTE RELIABILITY
You have only to refer to the uniform results in RELIABILITY
TRIALS at Home and Abroad during the last FIVE YEARS
to decide that YOUR mount MUST be—

H
EL.M.C

Prices from £48.

ENGINES with L.M.C. PATENTS.
Sih.p. (85 X 88). 4 h.p. (89 x 92).

Auto Varia Gear and Free Engine.

Two Speed Gear and Free Engine.

Three Speed Gear and Free Engine.

You always recognize the L.M.C. by its SILENT SWEET RUNNING.
Makers

—

The Lloyd Motor Engineering Co., Ltd.,
L.M.C. Works, 132, Monument

Road, BIRMINGHAM.

In aii-swerino these adverlisemenfs if, »s desirahJe to mention " The Motor Ci/ch." BlI
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SUNS Marvellous Pcrforniance

of nearly 200 miles to

the gallon.

Reprinted from "The ;Motor Cycle."

Ayr and District M.C.
A petrol consumption trial was held on the 5th inst.~extend-

ing over a very hilly course of 22^ miks.

The results were based on the formula *^ + ^"^^
> t"^

Petrol in uzs.

winner of t'lo single-cylinder class, George Sloan,
,
on a

3^ h.p. Sun-Precision, used 18^ ozs. of petrol, which works
out at the remarkable figure of 194.5 m.p.g.

Petrol Fig. of

1. Ceo. Sioan (3^ Sun-Preoision)
2. Jas (likhrist (3^ Triumph)
3. Geo. Cooker (3^ C. and I?.)

Alii the leading makes were competing in this trial.

m ozs.

. 18i-

. 23i
. 254

merit.

48.3

37.5

34. " Standard Model." " Free Engine Mode!."

" Sturmey Archer Three-Speed Model*'

It Is the 25 years of ripe experience in motor and
motor cycle engineering that producss these results.

The Sun Cycle & Fittings Co., Limited, Birmingham.

mssm [-1*]

Illustrating the New 2.\ H.P. Machine.

This Machine completed the RETURN JOURNEY.
WINNING SPECIAL

GOLD MEDAL in the London to Edinburgh Run,
ridden by Mr. Harold Patteson, a competitor for the

M.C.C. Challenge Cup.

3 h p. TWIN, with

3-speed Gear and
Clutch

48 Guineas.

EARLY DELIVERY.

21 h.p. SINGLE,
37 Guineas.

2 h.p. SINGLE,
27 Guineas.
Free Engine Model,

£32 17 6

The MOTO-REVE Co., Ltd., Acton Vale, London, W.

MOSELEY
GROOVED

Extra strong beads, 3-ply heavy canvas

36/- per cover, 26 x 21 beaded.
I-ROM ALL AGENTS.

Caln/of;ui: In-e /totii llw malms—
DAVID MOSELEY & SONS, LTD.,

Ardwick, MANCHESTER.

V.\2 III ansu'trliir) lluifii ai/rir'.incwniln it is desirable lo mention " 'J'lie Motor Ci/iIe."
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RAPID REPAIR

KIT
Price Complete with 12 Plugs

Half-Time Puncture Repairs

15/-
S[fecial Illustrated Booklet

post fiee for the asking.

THE PARSONS
NON-SKID Co., Ld.,

23, Store Street,

Tottenham Court Road,
London, W.C

And 237, Deansgate, Manchester.

—better and permanent, too—if you use a

Parsons Rapid Repair Kit, instead of the old-

fashioned, troublesome, patch-and-solution way.

Isn't this a strong inducement why YOU—
Mr. Motor CycHst—should spend 15/- NOW
on a PARSONS RAPID REPAIR KIT ? No

"waiting for patches to dry" ; no uncertainty;

no leaking ; no mess —with the Parsons Way.
You can be on the move again in a minute

if you carry this little yin. by 4in. Repair

Kit. Get one To-day.

See how

it's dom.

THREE RIBBED. STEEL STUDDED.

SPENCER
MOULTON
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES
Made in three kinds—three-ribbed,
steel studded, and standard heavy.

The same excellence of quality
obtains in these covers as in our
well-known motor tyres.

Full particulars mid prices on application to—
GEORGE SPENCER MOULTON 6r Co.. Ltd.,

London : 77 & 79, Cannon Si., S-C.
Qlasgow : 65 & 67. Bothwcll St.

Leeds: 68, Jilbion Street

KINGSTON MILLS
BRADFORD-ON-AVON,

WILTS.

Dear Sirs. 30th May, 1912.

On Monday last with my 3i h.p Ariel and
sidecar I journeyed from Thatford to Haywards
Heath in 5 hrs, using HuIIe de Luxe. Being

unable to purchase any m Haywards Heath, the

shop not bemg open at 8 o'clock, on the following

journey I bought some :: Oil and filled

the tank, with the result that the engme simply

would not pull like it had done.

Not thmkmg that a change of oil would make
so much difference.

I changed the plug and cleaned the pomts and
overhauled the carburetter, but, still could not

get satisfaction.

After much coaxing and lowering of gear we
managed to get to Stevenage where we emptied

the tank of the other oil and filled up 'with

Huile de Luxe at Butler's garage.

After the first mile, the engine picked up its

accustomed vigour and the muffled exhaust

changed to a healthy bark, enabling me to finish

the journey without a grumble having learnt a

lesson never to do long journeys without a spare

tin of Huile de Luxe,

Congratulating your company on its excellent

product.

Yours faithfully, F. C. K.

MOST AGENTS STOCK OUR" 6d. TINS OF
CYCLE LAMP OIL. TRY THIS TIP.

PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE CO. LTD.,

Battersea, LONDON, S.W.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'" B^5
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No. ''17=-,.

TERRY'S \ A1'')1U/ER is

giving i 20 mill's lo llu- gall.

Engine will pull al walking
pace. 3d. each lor H. 0<: 1!.

Amac or Triiinipli jets.

No. 736.

.Adjus'ablc Niuiibtr Plalcs,

1/. each.

SPECIALITIES
will make your motor
cycling more pleasur-

able—and reduce the
running costs.

Ask your dealer to show
you these labour-saving

devices, and write for

onr literature NOW. : :

Cct viir lift lit niire.

HERBERT TERRY & SONS.

The Spring Specialists,

REDDITCH, ENGLAND.
(3 lines) No 61

Teletiranis

—

" Suriut-a."

No. 678a. TERRY'S new Vaive
Lifter. Raises spring and depress
\al\e same time. Ratchet will

hold in any position without use
of hands. Fits any engine.

Price 1/6 each.

N'o. 6.S7. TERRY'S very popu-
lar hardened and tempered kick-

up Stand Chp, enamelled black.

Price 1/6 each.

No. 304. Belt Fastener
for V shape belts, 1/-

each

.

I

^\\\\\\\\\V\N\^^^^^\\\\^^

III
Read it

Again.

Anyone can pay

cash for

a motor cycle-

but why

should YOU?

—when Pagets Plan enables you lo purchase

by monthly instalments — to enjoy the use of

the machine whilst paying for it. Anything

more easy or straightforward could not be

imagined—jusl pay one-fifth down and the

machine is yours. Send us the balance so

much a month.

Early Deliveries if Orders given now.

Write for full details of Pagets Plan.

PAGETS LIMITED.
10 anti 11. Jermyn Street. London, S.W.

L.

Ii56

PAGETCl
PLAN l9'

MAN'S MASTERY
. . OVER THE AIR .

.

This fascinating subject should appeal lo

everyone who is interested in mechanical

locomotion. Human flight, in all its as-

pects, is fully dealt with month by month in

hi nil ••if'rhi'f i/i-.^r af/i'rrfi.'!( nii'tif< 1/ if </> 'irfiJiir (<> /iiDifioii " '/V/f Mnfor Cijr/c.
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For
Power!

PRATT'S drives your
cylinders with a clean, true,

unwasting stroke. No more
; h o k e d engines I No more

carbonising 1

PRATT'S
Perfection Motor Spirit

No more 'engine-knock,' jar, back-
firing, and all the other troubles
that have haunted you on
the old fuels ! Unfailing

power—ra every can

!

A power you
learn to rely

upon.

''Quality

will telir

F. G.
PATENT

Spring Shackle.

Fit these to your
Sidecar.

A Perfect Sliock
Absorber.

H. W. BRADBURY, 41, King William St., LONDON, E.C.

THE THORNTON 2-SPEED AND FREE ENGINE HUB.

Combining

—

STREXGTH.
• SniPLICIIY,

AND

EFFICIENCY

Price £8.

Particulars frodi

THE LEICESTER GEAR CO., THORNTON LANE, LEICESTER.

In answerina Ihnse adarfiseinents il ?'«

BURBERRY
MOTOR CYCLE OUTRIG.

ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE
AND
PATTERNS
POST FREE.

BURBERRY keeps its wearer healthfully, warm in the
coldest winds. Healthfully dry in the wettest weather.
Healthfully cool on a warm day,

BURBERRY ventilates like ordinary cloth, obviating all

danger of overheating or chill.

BURBERRY prevents penetration by cold winds, because
it is woven from minutely fine threads, closely welded,

BURBERRY is Burberry-proofed—a system that renders
the materials antagonistic to rain and damp of every
kind.
BURBERRY, lined with light camel-fleece or wool, is

delightful in the equable temperature it maintains.
PRICFS:

MOTOR CYCLE BURBERRY, .is illus-

trated, a iiow triple-fronted model in Gab^irdiiie
lined proofed wool, lifficient against rain, driv-
ing wind, and dust. Naturally ventilating, cool
on close days, yet, owing to dense wea\ins, a
snug shield in cold weatber. 73/6
I'ROUSER overalls, in Gabardine.
31/3
MOTOR CYCLE CAP which can be traas-
fornied into a snug-fjtting helmet. 1 5/-

Mr. W. J. Clarke, holder of the Worm's Six Diys'
Motor Cycle Record, covering 3,008 miles, states ;

" Your oi'i-ralh licrc a grca! comfort to inc. I hiri

several sharp sltowcrs to pa^s through, and although
several times I had a pool of water on me, ncv.'r

once was there any sigtt ofn-aftr getting thronz'i

the overalls : they -iC'crc crtaiiUy splendid, an I t ii

only overalls I have ever had that are absohi'ely

li'alerproo/S'

BURBERRYS
Haymarket, LONDON;
Boul. Malesherbes, PARIS;
Basingstoke & Provincial Agents,

Motor C'yclt." B;c'

Motor Cycle Burb^Ty
open, showing its three
protective fronts.

rJr.ilrnhh to menflnn " Thi.
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WULFRUNA MOTOR CYCLES
We are specialisins; on a 3^ h.p- Motor fitted with

" G.ri ' Two-speed Gear, contained i:i a jrear box,

as illustrated. This gear is starled with a handle,

the same as a car. It can be started whilst the rider

is in the saddle. It is chain driven,, tilted with shock-

absorbing clutch in addition to the usual friction .

clutch. The enirine used is the celebrated " ARNO,"
which secured Two Gold Medals in the London to Exeter

run. The combination of the followini,^ .Ljives the motorist

tiie acme of comfort, reliability, smooth rLi^nint,^ and all

Ih-Xt is up-to-date and ntce.^sa^y to the most fastidious

rider.

WULFRUNA CYCLE, BROOKS* SADDLE,
ARNO MOTOR, BLUEMEL'S SIDE GUARDS,
G.H. TWO-SPEED GEAR, DRUSD SPRING FORKS.
DUNLOP TYRES, RENOLD'S CHAIN.

Prompt delivery Guaranteed.

TE-a£ ABOVE IS SREOIAUl-Y ADART'ED FOR SIDE CAR VtfORK,

Ltd., Church Road, Herrington, Cumberland,
March 25th, 1912.

-TESTIIViOISIIAU.
Th,e WiiHruna Engineering Co.,

V/olverhampton.

Dear Sirs,—The " WuUruna " purchased from you has given m* every satisfaction, there having been no mechanical troubles whatever.
The " Wulfruna " has alv/ays held its own on the read with other well known makes. I can get 40 miles an hour out of her quite easily, and she
can climb almost any hill. I have tried -her on the steepest hills and she is marvellous. The machine is a picture to look at and will not
disgrace any company. IAS. T. ELLIOTT.

WULFRUNA ENGINEERING CO., LTD., Tl!l|?a°:;V= ^k'N^f.^^iNG

.

Gr-ea-fc Brickkiln S±t-ee-fc, WOUVERHAMTON.

VELOCE
-fcHe RIEL.IAQUE.

2i h.p. Patent 2-Speed in Crank-case.
Mechanical Lubrication.

BIRMINGHAM-PERTH TRIAL. 352 Miles.
One minute in front of timu.

BRONZE MEDAL
THE H I L.I.-C L.I M BER,

Twj Passengers—combined weight, 22 stones.

(;RADIENT—lin 7, Ratios—5 to i and 8 to i.

I'Vom Sstanding Start. Witnessed l)y J. Urry
of Hicvlinii News.

For Aucncy. write i»l onco —

VELOCE, LTD., Fleet Slreet, BIRMINGHAM.
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The best English made
Motor CycleHorn isthe

Bg^)
Clarionette.
A smart 16in. horn for the motor
cycle. Nickel-plated brass, with best
quality bulb and dust cap. Easily
cleaned. A clear and penetrat-
ing tone. Free from harshness.

Frotn your Agent 18/9.
Wholesale only—

Rotax Motof" Accessaries Co..

43/5, Great Eastern Street, London, E.C.

THE
NOX-SKIU

"BURNETT"
PATENT SUCTION - CUP

TYRE.
TESTIMONIAL.

30, Upper Sandhurst Road.
Brislington,

BRISTOL.
March 27th, 1912.

Messrs. The Burnett Motor Tvre Co.
Melksham, Wilts.

Dear Sirs,— It is with much pleasure that
1 express to you my satisfaction of
excellent results 1 have had from one of
yout Special 3-ply Motor Cycle Tyres, nhicli
purchased from you in 1010.

1 fitted tyre to the rear wheel of my 4j h.p
single-cylinder motor cycle, sidecar attached, and
ran about 3,000 miles without having the least
bit of trouble, not even a puncture. I have since
removed t>Te to wheel of sidecar, and after i 000
miles is still in e.vcellent condition-

It is also interesting to note that during the time tvre was running on
rear wheel of motor cycle, I used no less than three tyres of wcll-loiown
makes on front wheel, which caused me no little inconvenience.

1 may also add that 1 found tyre excellent as a non-sldd during bad
weather and far superior to any other make of tvre which I have ever'triej.

Yours truly, W. H. WHITE.

26 X 2
26 X 2-1

26 X 2%

3-P!y.

33/-
34/6
36/-

I'ubes.

3/6
9/6
10/6

Carriagre Paid. Less 10% Cash with Order.

THE BURNETT MOTOR TYRE CO.,
MELKSHAM, WILTS.

TcU : 33, Melksham. Tel. Address : " VACUUM, MELKSHAM."

Harrods
CAN

DELIVER
FROM STOCK
Alcyon B.S.A.
Bat Bradbury
Clyno Douglas
Elsw^ick Hazlewood
Hobart Humber
Indian Matchless
Norton Motosacoche
New Hudson P.&M.
Rover Rudge-Multi
Premier Quadrant
Singer Swift
Triumphs Zeniths

50 New Machines in Stock,
and a Fine Selection of

SIDECARS.
Best House in London for

A.C., G.W.K., and

MOTORETTE RUNABOUTS.

Any make Supplied on
—Deferred Payments.—

Wrile for Harrods Cycle Catalogue, the 7iiost complete issued.

HARRODS LTD.,
Richard Biirbidge, Managing Director,

BROMPTON ROAD, LONDON, S.W.

In aihsicenng these advertisements it is desirable, to mention " The Motor Cijct"
"

"•43
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BOOKS
FOR

Motor Cyclist-Photographers

V.MTy Motor Cyclist who uses a Camera will

iiml these books inslructive and initresthiy.

Photography for All. Photography by Rule.

Practic-tl Slide Making. Practical Frame Making
Toning Bromide Prints.

Price of any 0/ the above

1/- nett per volume. By post, 1/2.

BEST VALUE,
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY from the LONDON

AGENTS

:

MATCHLESS.
8 h.p. Double Belt Passenger Models,

and 5 h.p. T.T. 6-speed Models

HAZLEWGOD.

CALTHORPE.
ACCESSORIES. REPAIRS.

THE
MOTORj

MAINTENANCE
^ COMPANYEstablished ^Ill1»>^l|^ SI 11!^ 1907.

184, Great Portland Street, W.
Tele / phone : 4839 Mayfaip.

\ grams :
" Motenance, London.'

For the conven-
ience of tourist.s

the size of the

book has been
made suitable

for the pocket
or valise.

g5 Route Book
Know your road

before you start.

It will save much time and discomfort.

"The Motor Cycle" Route Book
contains carefully selected routes

for the whole of the British Isles,

with distances clearly shown

;

45 Sectional Maps and Index

Map (by Bartholomew), Speed

Limits, and a copious index.

Ip every case the BEST route—and not

necessarily the shortest—has been chosen.

Large towns, congested districts, and bad

roads are avoided.

K

Before commencing a tour every motor

cyclist should study this book carefully. He will be well repaid

by the added enjoyment which comes of freedom from worry.

By Post 1/9.

O'.iUln

All I In

Price 1/6 net.

il.le from ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street, LONDON. E
i:ii :ill Dii.ksrilors unil Hn itiliilK (Kemill'in^,: ilmtihl ,„-rm„hjnv orders sent hy post.)

Ill •jii.<in:iiiiii Ui.ii-c adrcrlisemcni.s il. in ili'simOlc to ini.tilimi "'I'Iik AJ iIui Ci/r/e.'
7
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WHY HESITATE?
We supjily an}'- make of i\Iotor

Circle, Tricar, or_^Runabout, at I'rom

£10 Aovfn, and the balance b}' instal-

ments within 1 2 months ! What can
be fairer ? What can be better ?

Tlie trifle that we charge extra for

the accommodation you will never

miss, while \-ou have the pleasure of

riding the machirie
; you have the

pleasure of having a new machine,

and your Capital is left untouched.

Don't hesitate, remember we have
the machines in stock, ready for im-

mediate delivers'. W£ are NOT
advertising,from other people's lists,

neither are wc ad\'ertising from other

people's stocks. We have bought
the largest stock of new Motor Cycles
in the whole world, and we recom-

mend the following, amongst which,

where more than one ilodel is made,
we stock the lot

:

Rudges, Scotts, P. & M.'s, Brad-
burvs, Zenith. Humbers, Matchless,

Bat-Jap, Clyno, Premier, Morgan
Runabout, A.C.'s, G.W.K.'s, Moto-

sacoches, Lincoln Elks, Rex- Japs,

etc., etc.

We can also supply any of the

high-class accessories, such as F.R.S.

and Lucas Lamps, and all other

things that 3'ou can mention. You
need not go further. Thev will all

be added to the bill, and can be paid

for on the same terms.

If you have the cash, a-ou save

moncy.b\- dealing with us.

V\'c ha\-e a few second-hand

machines left, also a few hundreds

of pounds worth of accessories, and

these you can hear all about by
writing for one of our Usts—free

to all.

" Remember, in the past we did the

largest swapping trade in the king-

dom, and we are now hoping to do

the largest Deferred Paj'raent trade

in the kingdom. Our terms are

better than others, and our reputa-

tion has stood the test of time. We

DO NOT sell our debts to Jewish

iSIoneylenders, who will se^^'e you
with a writ the first time you miss.

It is our interest to treat you well,

and you wiU find us do so.

Ifi the matter of deliveries, re-

member that all high-class Motor

Cvcles are difficult to get hold of.

\^^i have them, and want YOU to

have them. We are still at the

same address, and have no olher

depots.

The canaries are in lull song, and

if 3-ou come to ;Morccambt, don't

forget to come in and sec them.

We can now Garage you, Bhoys,

please remember that, and shall be

glad for you to blow in.

Note the old address :

Hitchen's, Ld.,
MORECAMBE.

Telephone : 112.

Telegrams: "Motor, Morecambe."

Books forMotorcyclists
I

j^^=g^ Motor Cycles and How to <^^^^> I
Manage Then\.

The standard Handbook of the Motor Cy 1..

Fitteentb edition, revised and enlarged, no>v

00 sale. Price 1/. net. By Post 1 / 3.

Hints and Tips for Motor
Cyclists.

Full of useful " wrinkles " uitli regard to tl e
care aod^ management of motor cycles. 3rn

edition. Price 1 '. net. By Post 1 /2.

The Motor Cycle Route Book.
Contains best routes for the whole of tlie

British Isles, 45 maps and sye^d limits,

Pncf 1 ,6 net. by Post 1 /9

Obtainable fv/ith remittance) from ILIFFE &
20. luc'or Street. LONDON, E.C., also from al

SONS LTD..
I Booksellers.

J. B. JACQUEMIN BROS.'
COLLAPSIBLE "CHLOROPHYLLE' EYE PROTECTORS.
I.^UCHISUN'S P.-^TENT.) REGDWORI-P'S FtECOFtD.

Mr. W. J. CLARKE writes—" I used a pair of vour Goggles during my
recent Six Days' World's Record Motor Cycle Ride of 3,000 miles.

|

must say the Goggles were a great help to me and acted splendidly

throughout ;
you well deserve to sell a large quantity."

Strongly recommended by Mr. J. L. Norton.

PRICE from 4/9 CHLOROPHYLLE LENSES, 3/S PLAIN (Postage 2d.)

WRITE—CHAPPELL & CO., 11, Hatton Garden, LONDON.

See that

Security Sleeve ?

It overcomes the onedisadvantaga
of the Butt-ended Tube—bursting at

the ends. . It is tlie feature of the

Challiner" Patent Butt-ended Tube.
With :t you liavethe security of ihe endless tube

and the haudiness of tire butt-eodcd one.

The Security Sleeve is fixed to the rim by the winged nut

and bolt ; tlie butt ends of the tube fit in it like a glove.

The centre of ihe Security Sleeve is a bulkhead of Insulated

lakes bursting of llie ends an impassibility

'Challiner' Patent Butt-ended Tubes
are burst-proof at the ends.

If a tj-re fitted with tijis tube were inflated to bursting point, ihe
burst cQtitd not occur at the ends.

The buUthend keeps the Tube ends firmlj' in position; and being
fiiLedcotlierim directly opposite tlie valve, it prevents all "cteepin.-.'

' Creepuiji" of the Butt.end Joint is what causes other tubes

to burst-

Fit "Challiner's" to your mount now 1

PRICES (complete with Sleeve)

26" X 2"

15/-

26" X 2i"

16/6

(650 X 65 in/m)
26" X 2h°

17/-

700 X 75 m/m

20/-

Sent post free on receipt of price,

Shrewsbury & Challiner Tyre Co. Ltd.,

MANCHESTER. LONDON.
BJR.MINGllAM.

®

In rin.fwerin(f these .oihieTtisements it is deshxihh to meiitio'i "''''/? ^f„lny /'w?/^." B47
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVEBTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 14 words or less 1/6, and Id. per word

ifter. Each paragraph is charged separately.

Name and address must be counted. In the

case 0! Trade Advertisements a series of

thirteen insertions is charged as twelve.

All advertisements in this section should be

jccompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Coventry.

To ensure insertion letters should be posted in

time to reach the offices of " The Motor Cycle,"

Coventry, or London (20, Tudor Street, E.G.), by

the first post on Friday morning previous to

the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every are is taken

to avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convemence of purchasers of second-hand

BKOtor cycles, the advertisements are classified into

districts,' as many leaders tike to know what machines
are for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before

going further afield.

Pian showing division of England into Sections.

Durham, andNorthumberland,
Westmoreland.

SECTION 11.

Vork and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, MontijrHnrry, and Merioneth.

SLCTiON IV.

NotlinKham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,
Warwick.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suflolk, Cai-bridRe, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.

Worcester, Her'ford, Kadnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,
Claniorg,in, Carmartliin, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECriON VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wiiti and Hants,
Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
icolland.

SECTION XI,

Inland and Isle oi Mao.

GO TO

FOR CERTAINTY

OF SATISFACTION
in getting Just the

motor you want, im-
mediately, at the
price you wanttopaif

AUDHORE^
TO-DAY'S

BARGAIN
LIST IN-

CLUDES

The firm with the kingdom's largest

stock at lowest prices, !amo',:5 for

promptest delivery and the most:

liberal exchange trrms.

56-5-
5f'3J-

5(>37-

5640.

5659.
.= 663.
5iiS6.

54;4-

5540-

5569.
5603.
560S.

5609.
5C12.

5613.
5614.
5613.
5016.
5617.

5618.

56=1.
5566.

5586.
4260.
5138.

51(39.

3931.
5504.

5519.
553:!.

554=.
5543-
5547.

555Q.
55110.

5562.
5036.
5009.
5055.
5287.
5006.
5066.

533^.
535S-
546S.

5327.
5285.
4S63.
.il-o-

54(>o.

5471-
5293-

3! h.p. REX £7 10
3.1 h.n. igii KERRY ABINGDON 30 Gns
3I h.p, 1910 F.E. TRIUMPH and

sidecar £40
3* h.p. 191 1 2 speed NUMBER
3ili-P-

3J- li-P-

2j h.p.

3a h.p.

£37 10
£16 10
£22
£37 10

ROC, free engine model
1909 REX, free engine
1911 2 speed DOUGLAS
1912 free engine

BRADBURY £45
8 h.p. 1911 2-speed MATCHLESS

and sidecar £65
3ih.p. 1910 KERRY ABINGDON £32 10
5-6h.p. 1911 4-cylinder F.N £33 10
5-6 h.p. lgo8 2-speed 4 cvl. F.N. , . £25
6' h.p. twin BUCHET and sidecir £27 10
3! h.p. 1909 tourist REX £22 10
lih.p. 1908MATCHLESS-J.A.P... £18
2j h.p. I9r2 Model K DOUGLAS. . £50
3ih.p. 1912 ;-speed HUMBER ..£45
7 h.p, T909 2-sp. V.S. and sidecar £35 Ot

2? h.p. 1911 2-speed DOUGLAS,
Model D £35

3.', h,p. 1911 BAT-J.A.P £33 10
2|h.p. 1912 3-spee.* HUMBER ..£45
3Jh p 1909 TRIUMPH £31
ilh.p, HUMBER £15
3i h, p. 1911 standard BAT £35
2i h.p. BRADBURY £8 10
3l h.p. 190S 2-speed N.S.U. and

sidecar £25
5 h.p. 1908 twin G.B £20
5 h.p. 1910 tourist REX £30
3? h.p. 1910 PREMIER, Mabou

free engine £24
3J h.p. 1910 Standard TRIUMPH £33
6 h.p. 1912 REX Sidette £60
3i h.p. QUADRANT £17 10
3J h.p. 19H 3-sp. L.idv's HOBART £35
6 h.p. 1911 ZENITH GRADUA

and sidecar £63
3i h.p. 1908 TRIUMPH £29
2A h.p. 1912 Standard PREMIER £30
2Jh.p. 1909 DOUGLAS, Ror 2-sp, £29
2* h.p. 1911 MOTOSACOCHE .... £27
3i h.p. 19HT.T. BRADBURY . . £32
3i h.p. 1911 L.M.C, vari.ible gear £35
2jh.p 1911 DOUGLAS £28
31 h.p. 1910 T.T TRIUMPH ....£34
3* h.p. 191 1 BRADBURY, Mabuncl. £37 10
5-6 h.p. 1911 4-cvl. F.N £33 10
2? h.p, 1912 2-sp\;ed ENFIELD . . £47
3ih.p.i9ii BRADBURY £35
7 h.p. 1911 2-sp(edREXDELUXE£45
2 h.p. 1910MOTO-REVE £20
35 h.p. 1911 CHATER-J.A.P £32
2.? h.p. 1911 2-speed ENFIELD ..£40
2i h.p. 1910 2-speed F.N £27 10
3* h, p. i.iir F.E. BRADBURY ..£38
23 h.p. 1911 ENFIELD £40

ALWAYS OVER 300 1912 NEW
AND GENUINE SECOND-HAND
MODELS READY FOR IMIVIEDIATE
DELIVERY FOR CASH OR MOST
LIBERAL EXCHANGE TERMS.

ASK
FOR

TO-DAY'S
LIST.

9, SHOE LANE, FLEET
STREET,

1.0ND0N, E.G.

'Phone: Holborn, 5777.

W ires :
" Opificer, London."

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at "^The .Motor Cycle" Office.
When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration]
and diree stamped and addressed envelopes must be tent
for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear in
the advertisement. RepUes should be adcU^essed, " No.
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry "

; or it " London ''

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
" The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

JW-DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send monev to miknown persons

may deal in perfect safetv bv availing themselves oi our
Deposit System, If the inouey be deposited with "The
Motor Cycle," both parlies are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the
goods is three days, and if a sale is ettected we remit the
amount to the seUer, but if not we return the amount
to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pa^s
carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. •fid, is charged, when under
if[io the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at
Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable to liiffe and Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the
silence as an indication that the goods advertised have
already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so
many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to each
one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION 1.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmoreland.

SCOTT, 1910 modPl. just overhauled at works, in piT-

feet order; ncceiit i36.—Walton, Nook St., Work-
ington. £X3752
3Jlh.p. Minerva, low, modern frame. Palmers, B, and

2 B., h.b.c., splendidi condition; £10/10.—Operator,
Palave Theatre, Vitvt Hartlepool. CX3S20

Kili.p.O2 W
Yindee Speeial, late 1910 model, niagneio.

Whittle belt, new tyres, adjustable pulley, a first-

ela6*i mount.—Biirne, Applebv, Wesfmorlaud.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.
/~t OLTiLAY.

f^ OUHLAY for DougliH.

[X3083

/^ OUELAY,

i~( OtTRLAT.-The ijreat Bli.p-.

/-^OURLAY, th

fi OtJBLAT, sole n

r~1 OUEI/AY,

GOUELAY' boiisht tie first

Sole Manchester ageut.

the great Dotigias agent.

Williamfioft in

at Douglas ayent.

nt for the great Sh.ii. Will

the great Douglas agent.

rent 8h.p. Williu

/~t OIIELAY 'has sold the great Douglas from t'!.- stuit.

G OURL.^Y, Fallowaeld, sole M,iur

3ih.p. .l*'afnir-Chnler-Lea, fuag,,
2 .-luti-h, si-nreely used; £Z4.

1 QIO 6h,p, Twin Ecx <lc Lii.xi'

-L S/ fuT, new bail; tyie, this iiii

little used; £36,

a:;ellt,

[X.^Tie

ine, ,\ll)ipii

l-'irst-ehis,

ir has h.v
Siile-

vi'iy

2ih.p, Eex Lightweight, mug.; £16.

Oh.p, Brown, mng.; £10/10.

3lh.p, N,S,0., rauK., Whittle belt, eoniploto with lontn
2 and horn, all in perfeet running order; JB21.

1Q10 6h,p, N,S.U, Twin, 2.(ipeed geiir, free eugii^e,

-IJ' in splendid condition, with sidecar; £47/10.

2;h.p., var. kcih, not ridden more
than 60 niile.i! cost £44, oBered ut £39/10.

run about 250
63,

Motor Kugiueers, Donenster. [1480

1012 Motosacoi'lip,
X«/ than 60

1012 6!i.p, Be,\-,Tnp Twin de Luxe
lO jiiiles; cost £71/10, ufli'red ut £63,

/^LARK and Co,,

N-
S.V., 2h,p,, perfect order, BobcIi, B, and R., all

£15,-31, SlmkeBpumo Bf,, Sontliport. [X3546

J!. I
Ml Iclteis ichiticiii to advertisements should iiiiotc the niimhei- til the end of c;ich advertisement, and the d:\te of the issue.
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The Halifax Motor Exchiange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
'Phone, 766. Telegrams, " Perfection."

BRAND NEW 1911 REXES.

Makers' price. Ours.

3J h.p. Rex Tourist 43 guineas 34 guineas

3 J fa.p. Free-engine 48 guineas 39 guineas

si h.p. 2-speed De Luxe 57 guineas 46 guineas

5 h.p. 2-speed De Luxe 60 guineas 51 guineas

All new and guaranteed. Exchanges liberally dealt with,

SPECIAL.—Easy payments at 5% extra. Low deposits,

twelve monthly pa^Tiients.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
REX DE LUXE, 6 h.p., 1912. and new sidecar .. £67 15
'N.S.U., 3) h.p., 2-speed, and Montgomery sidecar .

.

£38 10
REX DE LUXE, 5 h.p., 2 speeds, and sidecar .

.

£37 10
BRADBURY, new, 1912, 3!^ h.p., 3 speed, new s'car £63 15
REX DE LUXE, new, 3^ h.p., rgir, 2 speeds, and

new sidecar, great bargain 49 Gns

CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS.
BRADBURY, new. 1912, 3J h.p., standard £48
REX, 2 speed Junior de Luxe, new £45
SCOTT, w. c, 2 speed, Aug., 1910 £34 10
REX, 3i h.p., 1911, clutch model, as new £34 10
REX, 7 h.p., igir, Tourist £35
REX, 3.V h.p., 1910, little used £26 10
TRIUMPH, 3 h.p., magneto £22 10
REX, 3V h.p., igii, Tourist, new £35 14
REX, 3i h.p., 19U, clutch model, new £40 19

M.M.C., 3i h.p., torpedo tanks £10 10

J.A.P., 2} h.p., spring frame £9 10

REX, ^ h.p., twin, spring forlis £16 10
KERRY, 2j h.p., vertical engine £9 10
REX, 3^^ h.p., spring forks, h.-b. control £14 10
-QUADRANT, 3 h.p., spray carburetter £9 10

REX, 3^ h.p., magneto, h.-b. control £18 18
BROWN, 3.\ h.p., h.-b. control 1 £14 ic

MT, 25 h.p., spring frame £10 10

HEX, 3i h.p., light and Iqw £12 10

DE DION, vertical engine, good £10 10

J.A.P., 2^^ h.p , spring forks ; £8 10

REX, 2^ h.p., magneto, lightweight £16 10
ROBINSON & PRICE, 2.? h.p., magneto £14 10
KYNOCH, 3 h.p., Chater-Lea frame £8 10
KERRY, 2j h.p., footboards £8 10
REX, 1910, 5-6 h.o., twin, very fast £29 10
CHATER-LEA-MINERVA, 2^ h.p.. Nala 2-speed,

spring forks £18 tS
REX, 3! h.p., belt drive £8 10
REX, 191 T, 3^- h.p., new, 19 12, magneto, and fittings 35 Gns.
REX, 1912, 6 h.p,, 2-speed, de Luxe . . . .

. £62 10

1912 SIDECARS.
Illustrated List on application.

"Exchange." witi, Continental motor cycle tyre £5 5
*' De Luxe," with best lyre, a|>ron, lootmat . , £6 6

Ditto, with reversible child's seat £7
Ditto, with best coach-built body £7 12 6

,

„3mproved Quick Detachable Joints, cranked extra strong

bdck axle and spindle, tip-up body, and caged ball races

to all models. Prompt delivery to suit Rexes, Triumph?,
N.S.U.'s, Indians, and any other m;ik?.

Discount to trade. Exchanges entertained.

MOTOH BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3h.p. Werner, vertical engine, h-h.c,

accumulator ignition, low frame.
order; £8.—Chichester, Walton, Wakefield.

spring forks,

g^od running
[X3076

4h.p. Martin, Chatcr-Lea frame, Xl'All saddle, mag-,
Amac, h.b.c, new Palmer tyre ; £8 quick sale.

real bargain.—Tu6on, Fishergate, Preston. [X3698

1 Q12 5i-4h.p. 3-fipe(
JLO all .the late^l

INDIAj^T, blue, 5h.p., 1911, free engine, _

condition, run only 1,100 miles, horn, l-'.R.S.

"I Q12 Quadrant,
J-?/ 28th. " "

1Q12 4h.p. L-M.O. Motor Cycle, S^^peed and free.
-M-iy complete, with sidecar, hke new, £65; 1911 3J
h.p. free en^'ine Rorer, like new, £35.~Wojlley Bros., 23,
Koundhay Ed-, Leeds. [X2572

d free engine Aniicitrong, and
_ _ ._ . and best fittings; owner gomg

abroad: mn^t sell, price £50; also, sidecar for t^ame,
£5.—AVignall, Banks, near Soutiiport. [X3653

B.S.A.. 1912, 3ih.p., 2-speed, month old, ridden 50
miles; cast, complete with spares, £b5, acctpt

£56/10 ; owner bought cyclecar ; genuine bargain.— 19,
Chandoa Av., Lidgett Lane, Moortown, Leeds. [1567

splendid
laiup,

i;rid generator, £43; Montgomery car, only 200 uiiles.

£8; cost £77.—Leemiug, Paik St., Koyton. [X3684

1 Q12 T T. Rudge, special, racing tank and filler caps
J-tf lamp and generator, tools, horn. £40; also 1912
standard, 400 miles only, £40; S.H. .sidecar, £4/10.—
Anderson, Gorsehill, Stretford, Manchester. 1^3754

5 h.p. V.S., N.S.U. 2-speed, good condition through-
out, new belt and Palmer cord tyre, lamp, horn.

tools, and sparer, £31/10; i-'.S.L. sidecar, new in Dec..
£5.—Ercugnton, Waterloo Rd., Hunelet, Leeds. [X3822

4ih-p.. Armstrong 3-speed. new May
1912, ridden 30 miles, perfect. Lucas lamp

horn, Wliitlle, belt case, overalls, tools, plugs, spare belt

;

giving up ; £51.—Coupe 27, Pilot St., Accrinpton
[X3656

SPECLAL Clearance Offer.-New 1911 motor cycle;,

free engine, Tourist or 2 speeds, at reduced prices

;

easy payment.s from £10 deposit, balance in 12 monthly
payments.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax.

[1685
1 Q lOi 2ih.p. F.N., magneto, 2 epeeds, free engine,
jUJ clutch, ehaft drive, spare valve, Autoclipse lamp,
Lucas generator, not run 800 miles, Wednesday after-

aoons; £30, bargain,—Rooke, 65, Castle Terrace, Penis-
lone, Sheffield. [1603

PHELON and Moore, 1910-1911. S^h.p., 2 speeds,
'ud free engine, absolutely perfect condition and

indistinguishable from new, new Kempshall tyres; £50,
or best offer.—W H. Ireland and Co., Motor Works,
Baukey, Warrington. 'Phone: 8 Penketh. [X3545

1 Q 1 2 Premier, 3ih.p. , Armstrong 3-speed, new last
Xt/ Wi'itsuntide, Bc«ch, Druids, Lycetts pan seat,

•Tones £5/5 speedometer. Rotax horn. F.lt-S- lamp ano
reneiator, co.iiplete eet of too la ; a bargain, £48/10.—
Daimer's Accessories, Ltd., 13, Mount St,, Manchester-

rX3702
L-M.C-, 1911. free engine, very low position, in perfect

order ; first cheque tecures, £53, no offers.-
Oauner's Accesdories, Ltd., 18, Mount St., Manchester.

[X3703
LIVERPOOL.-Deliveries from stock: 3ih.n. Brad-

bnrys. new; 6h-p. Zenith, new; Sjh p. Zenith, new:
4h p. Singer. 2 speeds, new ; 2ih.p. Singer, 2 speeds,
new ; 3ih.p, Ariel, var. gear, new ; S^h n. Ariel T.T.,
3 speeds, new; 6h.p. Rex T.T-, new; 2h.p. Alcvon. new
—F. C, Jones and Co.. 3. Redcross St., Liverpool. [X3893

7h p. Indian, blue, £44; 1910 Scott, sn.^edometer, etc-.

£40: 1910 3ih.p. Norton. £28/10; 3:h p. Premier,
little used, £28/10: 1911 T.T. roadster Bradbury, as
new, with spares, £38 ; lightweight Humber, new, £30

;

1911 free engine Triumph, with accessories, £40; 1910
standard Triumph, £40.—Seal and Ball, 24, NeviH St
Southport- [X3770

ORTHERN Depot, Ltd., Everything Motorish,
Leece St., Liverpool.—All the latest 1912 models

in stock, clutch and standard moflels Kerry-Abi^gdcns

;

ilso one ^hop-doiled clutch Kfrry-Ahingdou, £48; Rover,
fitted with Armstrong gear. Mark 111 and Brocks pan
-eat ; Bradbury, 2-<5peed, with adjustable pulley ; clutch
Triumph; cone clutch 4h.p. Rex-Jap. [X3651

2ND-HAND Macliines.—1912 Bradbury, £42; 1911
Bradburv T.T., £35; 1911 Indian, 7h.p , 2 .speeds,

£S0; 1911 ??h p, Moto-Reve. £25; 1910 Indian, 5h.p-,

£30; 1910 Triumph free engine, £36; 1910 Triumph
-tandard. £35; 1909 Triumnh standard. £25- 1910
Bradburv. 2- speeds,- and sidecar, £40; 1910 Scott. 2

-peeds. £35.—F. C Jones and Co., 3, Redcross St

,

Liverpool. . LX3893

p. Rex-Chater-Lea, m.o.v., spring forks, Lycette
spring saddle. 1911 B. and B., var. jet car-

iiuretter. Bowden. h.b.c throughout, exhaust whistle.'

sight-feed lubricator, new Dunlops, 26x2:^, Pulco
.-eparate generator, head li^ht, large brown toolhag,

adjustable footrests, footboards, tools, spares, pmnp,
ptc. mechanically perfect, guaranteed; cost 55ens., sell

£16/10. — F. W. Allfiopn, Bradford Hotel, Openshaw,
Manchester. [X3831

GREAT Sale of motor cycles.—3Ah.p- Rex, £7/10:
4h.p. Cliater-Lea, magneto, spring forks. B. and

B.. £12: 3h.p. Triumph, £9: 1909 Douglas, £18/10;
1911 Kerrv-Abingdjn. £28; 5-61i-p. Rex, 1909, twin-
cyi., free eugme, and sidecar. £25, worth £40; 1908
Triumph, new condition. £25; P- and M.. nearly new, 2-

.jpeed, free engine. £37/10; we have about 60 second-
hand motor hikes in stock, consisting of 1907, 1908,
1909, 1910 Triumphs, prices from £15: several Brad-
burys. Singers, Moto-Reves ; all machines sold are
warranted in good order; sidecars from 50/-.—The Motor
Cycle Exchange. 160, Young St., Sheffield. [0100

HAMPSTEAD.

^c

3¥'

5, HEATH
STREET,

Close to Hamostead Tube Station.
Tele: "Rey, Hampstead."'* Tel: 2678, P.O., Hampstead.

IMIVIEDIATE DELIVERY
AND IN STOCK TIME OF GOING TO PRESS.

SCOTT 2-stroke 1912
P. & M. 2-speed 1912

CLYNO 5-6 h.p. 2-speed. . 1912
ZENITH, All Models .... 1912

TRIUMPH, All Models .. 1912
RUDGES, All Models .... 1912
BRADBURY, AH Models 1912
SINGER, All Models .... 1912

B.S.A., All Models 1912

DOUGLAS, All Models . . 1912
LINCOLN ELK 3I h p . . 1912

HUMBER 2^ h.p. 2-speed 1912
MATCHLESS, All Models 1912

A.C., 2 weeks 1912

G. & N., 15 days IQ12
Any other makes on application.

TRADE SUPPLIED WITH VARIOUS MAKES.
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS ALLOWED.

Machines at Bargain Prices to Clear.

1911 SCOTT 2-speed £39
1911 DOUGLAS .... £25
igii F.N. 5-6 h.p. .

.

£29
1910 F.N. 5-6 h.p £18
igioi REX 3f h.p. .. £23
1911 T.T. Roadster

TRIUMPH .. £38
r9i2 T.T. RUDGE .

.

£38
1910 DOUGLAS .... £22
1911 ZENITH £35
1911 BRADBURY .. £28
1911 QUADRANT .

.

£28
A.II Accessories included on S.H. at the price advertised

The £4-10 REY Sidecar £3-1
With Hutcliinsoa or Michelin 26x2^ tyre and tube,

30/- extra.

ONLY HOUSE IN ENGLAND FOR QUICK DELIVE'

£5 5
.£660
. £7 10
. £7 12 6

oints. Cranked Extra

^to all models. Prompt

amphs, N.S.U.'s, Indians, and

Exchanges entertained.

All letters relating to advertisements .should auote the number at the end of each advertisement.

5, HEATH
STREET,

and the date of the issue
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on
S9DECARS.

Tbe compulsory fitting of lights to sidecars is
j

I
bound to come. We saw this long ago, and for tbe I

pasts months have included a lamp with all our
|

I
sidec5r5 without extra charge.

OUR

REED CANE BODIES
have undoubtedly hit the mark.

Undoubtedly this class of cane is far superior and
more classv than ordinary cane or wicker work,

besides beini; considerabjy lighter. These beautiful

sidecars appeal lo tuose who want absolutely the

'^'- Mooiel E

i58 &s.
OUR POPULAR MODELS ARE GOING STRONG.

G.O.

JMocel E.—C7 i>s. Model D.—£8.

Complete wilh Lamp, Poet Mai, Ivick-up Stand,
Quick Uetachable Joints, Continental or Miclielin

Tyres, Kound or Car Pattern Mudguard, aiid

( AKKIACIi PMIi. Send lor list.

MISCELLANEOUS BARt^AINS.
P. & M. Cnrliuri'llcr, h.b. control 10/-

2i h.p. Saroica Engine £1 5

4J h.p. .-\.iu:i liiJKiiic, watcr-cooleU 14 10

44 h. p. Uucliet linEine. water-cooled £4 10
2 h.p. Sl.-.iionarv liiigine water-cooled .... £4 10

Cj 3 h.p. Simms Engine, M.O.V :.0/-

"''ocoanut •t'ljc .-iidccar foot-in.ics 3/-

I
'

I t/ord n '" Clutch, lit^ Iriurnph 47/6
' ' Sciew cuttint' I, rulic, 4in. centres £6 to

liiosSadillc 10/6
'.inertct, Dtvon, -j^q New .^;K!dli-. i.)i; inoilrl 14/i,

=«otland.

, ,
SECTION

Irtland and Isle ol Man. „ , ,*opwood Lane.
Jj^.S .Ml IcUcr.s itl.itiiij! to iiu-v (Two minuto!

* Irom G.K.u.j

r3torExchangi

19

19

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshir«, Derby,
Stafford, Shropsliire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

12 B.S.A., free en^ne, new, not ridden 10 miles;
£52.—Fred Peel, butcher, Alfreton. [X3625

12 F.E. Triumph, complete, as new, with extra
bags.—Hussey. Vine St., Staftord. [X3721

T3-S.A.. 3ih.p., ridden few montho, aa new; cost £50,U accept £37/10.—Kenworthy, ironmonger, Alfreton.
[X3626

DOUGLAS, lail, lamp, torn, accessories, good con*
dition; £28, lowest.—" Journal " ofticG. Alfreton.

[X35193 h.p. Bradbury, accumulator, new belt, lamp, good
condition; Jil2;i0.—Ditchfleld. Audlem. Cheshire.

[1397
PHELON and Moore, nnorated; first cheque £61

secures.—Lyntou, Wright's Lane. Old Hill, Staffs.

tX3835
~f Q12 3rh.p. Zenith, in perfect condition, done 1.500:
JLU £47. or near.—Fox. Whittington Golf Club, Lich-
Beld. - [X3671

1Q11 5h.p. Red Indian, clutch, splendid condition;
JL*y £35; any trial given-— S. Minshall, Stoneway,
Bridgnorth. [X3761

1Q12 Bradbury, 2-speed, and sidecar; cost £65. as
Ji*y new. accept £57.—Swindell, Buxton Ed., Tideti-

well, Buxton. [1623

N.S.U., 1909. 3ih.p., mag., B. and B. carburetter,
new tyres; £2'2, a bargain--Wild, Grove Lane,

Hale, Che-shire. [1587

ZENITH Gradua. 3ih.p., 1911-;, perfect condition, all

aecef^ories : £40, or near offer.—37, Warren Drive.

New Brighton. 1X3428

TEITTMPH. 1911, 3Jh.p.. F.E.. scarcely used, as new,
£45; Singer, 1912, 3iL.p , F.E., £50.—Eanford

Garage, Malvern.. [X3084

1 Q12 Triumph, free engine, perfect condition, very
A«/ little used; what offers?-Box 829, The Motor
Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X3765

"r.A.P.-OHATEE-LEA. 3!-4h.p., in first-class condi-
tion : £30. or exeliange Douglas and cash.—Cliarl-

ton, Cavendj^^h Ed., Bowdon. lS.3595

1 Q12 Bradbury, chain drive, £58/10; 1912 Eover. 3i
1-t? h.p-, 3-speed. £59/10; exchanges, invited.—Thos.
Booth, Frodsham, Clieshire. [X3682

Slh.p. N.S.U., £23; 3ih.p. Eex. £20; or exihange
2 for 5-6h.p. or new boots, clothing, or drapeiy.—

Wairen, Barlbro" Ed., Clowne. rX3654

DOT Motor Cycle, 7h-p., 1911 model, little u.'ed, with
or without sidecar : bargain.-Write for particulars

Hanley Garage. Ltd., Cheapside, Hanley. [X3418

IMMEDIATE Deliverv Triumph, 3-speed, and cliiteh

models: 2ih.p. 2-^peed A.J.S. : .Tames, 2-speed,
:hain drive —Nelson, Gloddaeth St., Llandudno. [X367e

JAMES. 2-Rpeed, chain drive, ready July 8th ; first

deposit secures- ether models in stock; also 191?
irie--, F-B. model.—Moseley, George St., Walsall. [X3075

1 Qll T.T. Eoadster Triumph, splendid condition,
M-iJ watch, horn, Cowey speedometer, all spares:
£40.—Box 810, The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventrv

[X3515
TEIUMPHS, free engines, in stock; B.S.A.. 2-speed

model.^ and free en;;ine models, in stock ; immt^iate
lelirery.-Motor Depot, Hi^-h St.. Blaokheath, Staffs.

rX3834
3ih.p- Triumph, perfect condition, fitted with N.S.U

2 2-speGd. powerful engine, Whittle belt, sidecar
lamp, horn; £39, or nearest.—150, Chester St-, Birki^n

head. [X377e

ENFIELD Lightweight, good condition, hill-climber
new 2in. Dunlop back tyre, new belt, pulley, etc..

rebushed ; £25, or nearest. — Summerfield, ironmonger
Winsford. [X3609

1 Q12 4h,p. Eex-Jap, standard model, done under 3or
i-*y miles. laUip, horn, and tools, us new; givini; up
notorin!:; £44, no oflers. — C. Alcock, 16, jM:irdri)

Shrew-ihury. 1X382?

INDIAN. 1912. 7h.p., F.E.. clutch, and brand nev.

Canoclct sidecar; cost £80/10 Whitsuntide, sacvi

flic £69: very little used; sell separate.-61, WrightV
T,nne. Old Hill. Stufts. [X3836

TEITTMPH, 1908i, in fine condition, very fast, new
bearings. Clinchers, carefully used; £27/10; good

2-^pced combination conKiderwl; cash either wav.— D.
Thomas, EoFsall Farm, Shrewsbury. [X3779

TUnTMPH, free engine model, bought in Novoniber
Piiluicr cord, sjiccial whitJtle. full kit: 1909

.-tnnd:ird, 4'nmpletc and stuind : 1912 free engine Tri

iiMiph in 6to<k. -Lloyd's, Gaol Ed., Stafl(.rd. [X3718

rrh.p. T.T. Twin Eex, 1910, Jlcsch. 1912 B. and li.

'f nearly new covers, tubes, belt, iiiid stidd'e, very ii w
/okl-llned fruiiic. giiod condition; £27; getting sidri:ij

iHiiihine.— S. EthelKtmi, Hinton, Whitchurch, Klirop-

hire. [X3601

MATCriLlOKH. 81i.p. Dlissenger model, new Oetcihir,

1911. witli C iwr:v. new belts, new lar tyre on back :

iwt oier £80; done neJr 2,000: £60, or near; propertj

ot iin ofMier (irdered ubroad ; any trial run—Full jmr

ticulars. Fox. Whlttlugton UarraelH, Liclifiold. [X3670

MADE
LIKE A

GUNS!!
We have just secured a few Brand New

1911 ENFIELD MOTOR CYCLES.
2i h.p., M.O.V., magneto Druid forks, h.b. control

to carburetter and raaeneto, stand, carrier, kit
of tools, shop-soiled only.

Price £25 each.

IN STOCK.
We have the following new machines actuaU7

in stock.
1912 Standard RUDGE £48
1912 3ih.p. NEW HUDSON 3-sDced 57Gnl.
1912 2jh.p. NEW HUDSON, 3-speed 47 Gns.
1911 3i h.p. PREMIER, z-speed £48
1911 3t h.p. PREMIER, Armstrong 3-speed £46 10

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
rgii (Nov.) 3j h.p. RUDGE, free engine £39
1912 3i h.p. ROVER free engine £43
19x0 ENFIELD, very good order £19
.1908 3i h.p. P. and M., 2 speeds 12S
3i h.p. N.S.U., magneto, spring forks. ...,. £lt
2 h.p. WOLF, magneto, spring forks .... £T5
4 h.p. ANTOINE. M.O.V., 26in. wheels .. £14
3^ h.p. N.S.U., 2-speed, spring forks, £16
1910 8 h.p. BAT, M.O. v.. 2 speeds £45
191

1

Lady's HOBART, Armstrong 3-specd.. £36
3J h.p Twin PREMIER, fine machine £25
1911 2} h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, magneto £23

SINGLE-CYLINDER REXES.
T910 sih.p., fine goer £27
1910 si b-P-, extra good £28
3* h.p. 1909 Speed King, extra fine £23
3 h.p 1908 Featherweight Rex Bosch mag. £17

TWIN-CYUNDER REXES.
1910 5-6 h.p., Roc 2 speeds, very tine .... £37
1906 5-6 h.p. Twin Rex £16 10
5-6 h.p., Bosch, Lloyd's variable ge.ar .. £22
7 h.p. de Luxe, 2 speeds, M.O.V £43
5-6 h.p. de Luxe. IQ08. 2-speed model .... £28

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
8 h.p. BAT, 2 speeds. Millford sidecar .... £50
,",-6 h.p. 2-speed iqo8 REX and sidecar .... £33
7-9 h.p. 2-speed REX and sidecar £53

X^'!^ nnWN secures any of these.abO uxtnri balance 5/- weekly.
3 h.p. MINERVA, vertical, M.O.V £12
3^h.p. EXCELSIOR, Amac, h.b. control . . £10

X>ti nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.SbO UUWll BALANCE 7/6 WEEKLY-
3j h.p. N.S.U., 2 speeds, spring forks £16
3 h.p. iyo8 REX, Bosch magneto £17
5-6 h.p. Twin REX, spring forks, h.b. control £16 10

4 h.p. ANTOINE, M.O.V., vertical engine.. £14
2 h.p. WOLF, A..f-S. engine, magneto. ... £15
3^ h.p. N.S.U., magneto, spring forks, £17

4J h.p. HUMBER Tricar, 2 speeds, wheel .,

steering ,; --.--.. £T9 U
- h.p. HUMBER Car. 2-seater, poo.d goer .. £22
5 h.p. REXETTE, Opperniann 3 speerls '. . . . 418

MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES.
^e have a quantitv o. frames by well-known maker.

PricQ 32/6 cash.
Rigid forks, 7/6 extra. Druid forks, 46/- extra.

FnampJIed an-^ niated in first-class style.

MISGE1.LANE0US BARGAINS.
5-6 h.p. Rex Engine, carb., sileucers, etc. .

.

£5
Duocar, 2 spe eds, Bosch magneto £25
26x2i Extra Heavy Kempsliall Cover, new £2 8
1912 li and B. Carburetters, variable jets,, 28/6
igi2 B. and B. Carburetters, single jet .... 27/-
igi2 Senspray Carburetters 28/6
Camel lin. Rubber Bcltinff per foot 1/3
Sidecar Lamps, show red light behind 7/6
Trailer, 26in. wheels ,..,.,. 25/-
New Toolbags, ox fix 3jin 4/6
Sidecar Aprons, green or rod, with studs ,, 7/6
New Lycell's Tubular Carriers , 4/11
Longuemarc Carburetters 6/-

Farrap's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,
Telephone HALIFAX 'J^n Q.^W

Id auotc the numhcr at the end ot each advertisement, and the dnte of the iscre.
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V W\ii^V^ i ^j HALIFAX. V
C ALL MACHINES ACTUALLY IN STOCK C
^ - Two Malti Rudges in stonk. First cheque

X ecures. PRICE £60. V
_- RUDGE '2-SDeed and free-engine and

y^ adjustable [ul'ey ; engine starts with jt
Xthe back wheel on the ground £55 10

RUDGE free-ensme model £55 JE
-- RUDGE standard £48 15

'*

X RUDGE T.T. . £48 15 X
-, ROYAL EN'IELDS 1912, any model.

**

A NEW HUDSON 3-speed 57 Gns X^ ZENITH GRADUA £55 13 1"

A NEW HUDSON, 3 speed severaliraprove- J^Xments, not done 300 miles £50 __
PREMIER, igi2, new, with Armstrong A

X special sidecar 3-speed hub £F3 __
LINCOLN ELK, 191^, 3} h.p., 2-speelgear, X

X chain drive, kick starter, etc £38 __
RUDGE standard, igi2, 31- h. p., not done X

X300 miles, like new £43 __
HUMSER, 35h.p., 2 sp?ei?, and free X

X engine, like new £42 10 --
P. and M., 3ih.p., late igog, complete X

•%» with 9 puinea Millersidecar ; a beauty £38 __
Jk RSX, i9iii, with 1912 improvements, X
X2-speed gear, suitable for sidecar work £40 --

N.S.U., 4i h.p., 2-3peed gear, free enpine, X
X Botch magneto ignition, suitable for --

sidecar work £22 X
XREX, 5 h.p., 2-speed gear and free engine, __

Bosch magneto ignition £20 Xw MINERVA, S h.p., chain drive, P. and M. _-
J\. 2-speed gear, Chater-Ica frame, with X
X sidecar, late loii , £40 ^»

TRIUMPH, 3^ h-P., like new, late iqio . . £36 X
XNEW HUDSON, 2^ h.p., J.A..P. engine. «

19 12, Armstrong 3-speed gear, not XXdone 200 miles ; . . . £40 «*
N.S.U., 3ib.p., h.b.c. ctrburetter £17 oA

X~
JAMES, igi2, any model. Delivery from stock. »*
J.A-P.-CAMPION, new, 1912 .£38 oA

XF-N. Lightweight, igii, 2 speed gear, free m«
engine, shaft driven, complete with A

XQver ;^io worth of spares £40 ^
NUMBER, 1911, like new, complete £44 10 X

X F.N.J igii, 6 h.p., 2 speeds and free engine, «
4-cylinder, with 1912 engine £40 A

XMOTO-REVE, late igii, like new, 3 speeds w
and free engine £32 8 A

XREX, igio, Biriks carburetter £25 Q *#
CHATER-LEA-PEUGEOT 3i h.p., m^g- X

V'
' neto ignition h.b.c. , £18 %*

'* 50/- down and 5/- weekly secures any of the '^

X following

:

\f
REX & FORECAR, h.b.c, free engine /»

X clutch, etc £14 V
KERRY 2j h.p £8 '»V EXCELSIOR 3 h.p., all improvements .. £8 OV

'^ REX 2 h.p., spray carburetter £7 **V HUMBER 3 h.p., chain drive low built £10 V
'\ SINGER 3 h.p., chain drive, high tension **'

X magneto ignition, h.b. control, 26in. V
-
' -wheels £12 *»V Two Motor Cycles requiring shght repairs, first V

•*
.

cheque for £5 secures both. '»

XAs Illustrated. 10 GUBNE9.S. v
S. & R. Sidecar, wicker basket, nicely up- A

Xholstered ', £5 5 y
S. & R. with wheel supported at both sides £6 6 A

X Write for a sidecar catalogue which tells you the __
. latest improvements m sidecars. . J^

X Second-hand 9 guinea coach-built Sidecar £4 15 __
Second-hand 7 guinea . _ £4 X

Footrests, post paid 2/10 X
\r SCOTT, Victoria. Motor House, V" Powell St>-ee±^ MALIFAX. '*
V Telephone—433 National. V^ Telegrams—" SCOTT, Powell Street, Halifax.*' '*

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMPH, 1907. with 1909 cylinder and pit^ton

fitted last mouth, fitted with latest Sfurmey-
Archei 3-speed g-ear, L'an be started -with wheel on the
'^Toimd. the ideal machine for sidecar work, will do 50
or will crawl, climb anythins on earth, B. and B.
nniver>!al carburetter, h.h.e. throufrhout, including mae;.,
new Ly?o . belt, tyre^ perfect, extra wide mud^^uardij

;

Liny trial; approval with pleasure on deposit; best cash
ofli'r o:ver £35; bou-:iht car.—Horewill, 103, Brook St.,

Chester. [1373

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln/ Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

NEW 71i.p. Indian, 2-i=peed model ; delivery from
stock.— Main, 36, Tarade, Leamington.

2 h.p Huniber, new September, 1911, in very gccd ron-
ditioa.-Main, 36, Parade, Leamington. [S2836

]Q08 Triumph, just been overhauled and new r^irts

-*? titted: £24.—Plastow, Grimsby. [S2939
"I Q 11 5-6h.p. F.N., 4-cyl.. bevel gear transmission,
J-t' excellent order; £28/10.—IMastow, Grimsby.

LX194a
33.h.p. Minerva, Bo*;ch magneto, fitted with Roc 2-

4 ,-peed gear, handle starting; £16/10.—Pla-^tow,
Grimsby. EX1945
T Qll Humber. 2-speed. complete, lamp, horn, whistle,
J-t/ etc-, run 2,000 miles, new condition; £37/10.—
P]a^?tow-, Grimsby.

,
[X1926

IQll Budge, F.E-. lamp, horn, generator, Kemp^hall
XJ/ heavy "tyre; £39/10.-Plastow, Grimsby. [X56S6

1Q12 Muiti Eud?e, brand new, enmplete with lamp
X«7 and horn; oflers.-Plastow, Grimsby. [X3687

1 Q12 B.S.A., 2-^peed, brand new, complete" with lamp
X«^ and horn, asin. Dunlopa; offers. — Pla^to^v,

Grimsby.
'

[X3688

"l'IJ12 F.E. Triumphs, Clynos. Bradburys, in stock,

X«7 no waiting.—O'liflord'y Motoiies, Eastwood.
fX2739

JAJIES, semi-T.T., 8 months, excellent condition;

£38.—Viewed at 330, Hagley Bd.," Birmingham.
fl392

311] p. Prc-,iner. uearlv new, powerful, perfect; 30gns.
2 No. 827, Tlie, Motor Cyc/p , O-iices, Coventiy.

[X3672
DOUGLAS. 23h.p., late 1911, as new; £50; expert

cxaiuinatifu--Salt. 90, Parade, Leamington.
i:X3739

BEAliEUEY, 1911'. 3ih.p., run 1.200, perfect con-

dition ; f35.—K. Weatheiell, Ea^t Biidgfcid. Nctts.
LX3713

B.S.A-, 1911, splendid condition, very little used;
£38.-44, St. L'eter's Ed., Handswurth, Birming-

ham. [X3766

REX 1911. 6h-p. twin, free engine, handle starting,

£36 : with sidecar £39.-95, Willes Ed.. Leaming-
ton. [X5758

LA3-)Y'.: Moto5!aeorLe, masnet_i, very reliable; great

bargain, £19 cash.—Mrs. Morris, Ath'ol Villa,

Bourne. [X673

Olh.p- Twin Royal Enfield, perfect condition, mag.,
/W4 h.h.ii., tyre:s new; £25.—W. B. Fenton, Eagie,

Lincoln. [X3552

DOUGLAS, G model, just delivered, special saddle,

horn; lamp, eti;.—M. Maciutceh. 89, New St., Bir-

mingham. [1422

3ih.p." Twin Peugeot Bicycle, just thor:)ughly over-

2 hauled; £18.-30. Avondale Ed., Sparkbill. Bir-

mingham. i;X3724

i>3h.p Twin Moto-Eeve, in perfect condition in every
/C3" ri--pi\t; £17/10.-41, Spring Ed., Edgbaston. Bn-
minghaiii. [X3798

TRIUMPH 1912 T.T. Eacer, brand new; sacrifiee

£46.—Benton and Stone, Ltd., Bracebiidge St-,

Birmingliam. .
' [X3071

TEIUMPH, 1909, perfect condition; open to expert
examination; all spares; £27.-95, Linwocd Ed.,

Handsworth. [X3507

31.h-p. Minerva, mag-, spring forks, in thorough
.2 working order, excellent tyres--69, Per-shne St-.

Birmingham. [X3796

3 Jib p Brown, mag., spring forks, perfect in every

2 detail: £16/10 r any tiial.-55. Summerfield
Crescent, Birmingham, [X3797

1Q11.3ilJ-P- Tiiumph. standard model, with or with-
XtjP out ciidecar, perfect condition.—75, Northumber-
land Ed., Coventry. [X3511

L.M-C-, 3ih.p-, 1911 fitted with free engine, lamp,
spares; £27.'-.Morley, Station Rd-, Wylde Green,

near Birmingham. [X3775

BEADBUEYS, 1911. standard and free engine
moiielfl. at clearance prices.-Farmer and Son,

Central Garage, Coventry. [X3657

ENFIELD 2ih.p. Twin, mag., not done 250 miles,
shop-soiled only, as new : £25 cash ; any trial.—

-J. Eirby, Theatre St., Warwick. [1627

N.S-U., 3!.h.p., mag., 1907, new cyl., everything com-
plete, including overalls, gocd condition; £16/10.—

S.E., 100, Lawford Ed., Rugby. [1591

"VTEW Hudson, 2ih.p., 3-speed. free engine, new
1^ March, with speedometer, lamp, horn, spares;
43gn3. ;

perfect condition.—Ridley, Dunehurch, Rugby.
[1586

PREMIER, 1911. new May, 1912, 3ih-p-, lamp, h^rn,
as new, p-pecially timed engine; sacrifice £37.-153.

College Rd. Mo^eley, Birmingham- [X3790

Collier's Motories,
Westgate, Halifax, England.

1912 BRADBURYS.
THE IDEAL SIDECAR MACHINES.

The Ecreatest power in sini^le-r.ylinder machines, giving

maximum efficiency and freedom from attention.

^i h.p.,- tourist £48 3* h.p., 2-speed, chain £53 10

3i h, p., 2-speed, belt £55 3I h.p., 3-speed .. . £50 10

Bradbury 3J H.P

Exchanges Quoted. Distancs no objection.

0^ A M Brand New Tourist and de Lujie tjEXES

[1 from stbck. Liberal Exchanges in ad-« I I ditioii to snecial Casfi Discount. Easy

W I I Payments at one-fourtn deposit and
twelve equal monthly payments.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
—CASH. EXCHANGE, OR EASY PAYMENTS.—

IQIO 2-sueed SCOTT £37 10

6 h.p. Twin ANTOINE, magneto, spring forks £23 10

1911 twill 2.iveed KtX Ut LOXt : £4/ 10

1911 3A li.p. tourist REX, new and unused 34 Gns
1911 3J h.p. HUMBER and sidecar £39
rqio 7" h.p. twin REX, M.O.V. £37 10

New iqir 3J h.p. 2-speed REX'DE LtJXE and new
sid.'car r., 50 Gns

3* h.p. Magneto REX, spring forks £18 18

ij n.t. KbrtKY, riiui uci', spring forks £10 !0

2jh.p. DE OION, stray carliurefter .....'.. £10 10

rgii 3^ h.p. 2-speed N.S.U., spring Irame '.
. £35

2I h.p. BAT, spring frame , £10 15

^ h.r 2 speed twin,REX DE LUXE and sidecar..- £37 10

1910 Twin REX, special tinish £29 10

New lyi 1 3i li.p. cone clutch REX . 30 tins

2i h.p. J.A.P., spring traine,-h.b. control .... £9 1J

3} h.p. light, low REX, h.b. control £12 10

1911 3j h.p. touiist REX, 100 miles only £32 10

si h.p. twin REX, spring forks £16 10
3' h.p. M.M.C., sptcial finish £10 10

i6-2oh.p. 2-seaterWOLSELEY Car £39 10
Twin-cylinder REXETTE to cai-ry three £29 10

A CALL WILL REPAY YOU.

Collier's Superbe Side-

car, with best tyre and

apron, £6 6s.

Collier's side

entrance Sidecar,

£7 10s.

Backed by 10 years' experience.
Every car guaranteed U months.

" Popular," Clipper or Continental tyre £5 5
"Superbe" type, with best tyre, apron, etc. . . £6 6
Side-entrance body, as illustrated £7 10

Ditto, with best coach-built body £7 12 6
Improved Quick Detachable Joints, Cranked Extra

Strong Back Axle and Spindle to all models. Prompt
delivery to suit Rexes, Triumphs, N.S.U.'s, Indians, and
any other make.

Oiscount to trade. Exchanges entertained.

All letters relating to advertisements should qr.ote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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ROBERTSONS
M the time of going to press, our stock iccludes tlie

oilowing unless otherwise stilted ;

i912 Si h.p. 2-SPEED MODEL
1912 6 h.p. STANDARD MODEL

£59
£58

BRADBURY
1912 3ih.p. 2-SPEED CHAIN DRIVE
1912 3* h.p 2-SPEED, BELT DRIVE
1912 3J h.p. STANDARD MODEL ...

1911 34 h.p. SPEED MODEL
'1911 3|h.p. STANDARD MODEL ...

•1911 3.11 h.p. STANDARD MODEL

£58 10
£55
£48
£36
£36
£38

CLYNO :

1912 6 h.p. 2-SPEED, CHAIN DRIVE
(Delivery 7 days.)

CHAS. EDMUN
1912 3* h.p. J.A.P., SPRING FRAME

: DOUGLAS
1912 2Jh.|

.1912 2J h.!

•1911 2Jh.|
•1910 2} h

I

«1911 25 h.|

MODEL K
(Delivery 14 days.)

MODEL G
(Delivery 14 days.)

STANDARD MODEL . .

.

STANDARD MODEL . .

.

2-SPEED & CLUTCH .

.

£68 5

D.
£50 8

£50

£41

£30
£25
£37

HUMBEI
1912 31

h

•1912 31

h

•1912 2}

h

'1909 3i h

1912 3ih
1912 T.T.

p. 2-SPEED
p. 2-SPEED
.p. 3-SPEED
p. 2-SPEED

£52 10
£49
£46
£27

IVY
p. PRECJSION, STANDARD
MODEL

£42
£45

: NEW^ HUDSON :

1912 3i h.p. 3-SPEED £59 17

1912 23 h.p. 3-SPEED £49 7

: NORTON

:

1912 3J h.p. STANDARD £48

: RUDGE :

1912 31 h.p. MULTI-SPEED £60
1912 3? h.p. CLUTCH MODEL £55
1912 3| h.p. STANDARD MODEL £43 15

1912 3i h.p. T.T. MODEL £48 15
•1912 3i h.p. CLUTCH MODEL £50

SCOTT
£32
£30

1910 31 h.p. 2-STROKE, 2-SPEED, W.C. .

1910 3i h.p. 2-STROKE, 2-SPEED, W.C. .

: TRIUMPH :

1912 3V h.p. CL'JTCH MODEL £55
•1909 3] h.p. STANOARO MOOEL £29

: ZENITH :

1912 31 h.o £55 12

1S12 6"h.p £70 7

1512 8 h.p £72 9
•1912 6 h.p £64
•1912 31 h.p £49
•1911 8 h.p £35
"1911 31 h.p £«
• 1910 3i h.p £36

: ALSO
1912SINGER, 4h.p., 2-speed £65

•J912 LINCOLN ELK, 3 h.p £29
912 CHATER-PRECISION, 41 h.p £39

• 1911 PREMIER CLUTCH, 3', h.p £42 l
' iSll ENFiE .D, 2^ h.p. twin cyl £28
• i911 F.N., 2( h.p., 2-speed £33
•1911 N.S.U., 6 h.p., 2-speeil £45
•1910 V.S., 5 h.p 2-speeil £33
•1909 F.N., 4-:yl £20 n
« 190S REX, 5 h.p., CLUTCH £20 q

Indicates Second-hand machines, all complete with Lamp,
Horn, and Tools.

ROBERTSONS
TELEPHONE: MAYFAIR 5767

157b, GREAT PORTLAMD STREET, W.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
QUADRANT, 3ib.p., m.o.v., mas. i^'nition, h.b.c.

carbuieltfT, sininti' lorlM; burtjain, i;l9/10.— 12,
Bull Rin^, BiniiinK^liam. [X3729

TRIUMPH, late 1911. T.T. model, Zlli.V; Clincher
tyres, Brookd saddle, eondition as new; baiKiiii',

£38.-12, Bull Ri^g, Birinintjliam. ,. [X3730

MINERVAf 3ili.p., m.o.T., Boscli magneto, B. and
B. carburetter, Kempslia)! tyn'S,. spring forlw,

:rey enamel ; bargain^ - £19.—Brown's. 12, Bull Ring,
Birmingham. [S3727

MOTOR Cycle, Antoine engine, 3ih.p., mag. ignition,
low built; bargain, £iq/10.—Brown's, 12, Bull

Ring, Birmingham. [X3728

3ih.p. Bradbury, lamp, I'orn, accessories, new Dec.,
2 1911. only ridden 700 miles, perfect condition;

£40.—Harry Gamble, South Wigston. [1544

Qih.p. Vertical, m.o.v., 1911 Bosch and Arnao, spring
--^2 seat, footboards: £10, or nearest; must (--ell —7,
Trinity Rd-, Handsworth. Birmingham. [X3782

3h.p. Whitley. Chater-Lea, low, ku'-r. bras^e torpedo
tank, B'. and ii. 1911. new " tubi'ri, lyre, sound

order; £13.—Meadows, Somerby, Oukliain. [X3603

rRIUMPH, 1910i. free engine. £37; F.N., 1910.
2|h.p., ,2-epeed, £23^ bath little used, excellent

md perf^ut condition.— \\ eseonihe, Whittlcsea. [1648

rRUMP-,T.A-P., 19r2, 4h.r., brand new engine, frame
done 2,000 miles: £40: in-snection and trial by

appointment.—J-E.W., 52. St. Patrick's Rd-. Coventry.
[X1586

TRIUMPH [Oct., 1911), free engine, guaranteed per-

fect order, tyres unpuurtured. not ridden 1,500
iiiles, horn, spares, tools; £44.-7, Radmoor Rd-, LnuKh-
borough. - [1493

rRItJMPH, -3ili.p-, 1908, new Kempshall tyre and
Lycetts saddle, excellent condition, takes sidecar;

trial; bargain. £23/10.-168, Bath Rd., or 59, Broad
it.. Birmingham. [X3543

MATCHLESS, clutch. 1911, 3ih.p., little used, ex-

cellent cond'.tion. Lucas lamp, horn, spare belt.

tube, and case, £55; Pilot sidecar, £3—643, Bearwood
Rd., Smethwick. [X5600

ROYAL Enfield, lall. free engine, aild 2-speed gear
in splendid condition, and will climb anything:

£35, or near offer; would ccnsider £20 and useful 3'

h.p.—Johnson, accountant, Louth. [1357

O 3.h.p. Miuerva, engine overhauled by makers, new
^ 4 long handle-bars, -saddle, mudguards, L.vso belt.

Ounlop cover and inner tube on bacic, B.. and B., all

lew; genuine bargain, £13.—Marshall. Ruskmgton,
^^ku^ford. [X3669

-f Q12 Motosaeoche, 2ih-Ps free engine model, ijracti-

Ltl cally new. perfect condition, an ideal gentlemanV
nachine: list £33, accept £30; bought sidecar combina-
tion.—Address. Private Owner, fil3. The Motor Cuclc

Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C [1407
6.—2Jh.p. Vertical Humber, recently overhauled and^ enamelled, rebushed, new rings, h.b-c, very low.

?ood covers, brand new belt and accumulator, new tank,
"limbs well, touches 30, good going order; trial here;
guaranteed.-D. Chappell, Sketchley, Hinckley. [X3697

1 Q12 Rudge. T.T., also F.E- Zenith, Singers, imraedi
L«7 ate delivery; 1911 F-E. Singer, just overhauled
by makers. £39: ti\-o 1911 Triumphs, standards, con
dition excellent, not ridden *:ince March, beinjr tnken ir

exchange; £37 each.—Midland Cycle Co., Coalville, Lei-
cester. [X3S32

SECTION V.

Vorfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon.
and Bedford.

1 12 Triumphs ; immediate delivery, free engine
i-tf model-—Crabtree, Wisbech.

1 Q 12 Bradburys, 2-speed, immediately ; 3-speed this
i-*/ month.—Crabtree, Wisbech.

"I
Q12 Humbers, in stock ; 2h.p. lightweight, 23h,p.

^*y twin, 3-speed, 3ih.p., 2-6peed.—Crabtree, Wisbech.

"I Q12 Alldays-Matchless in stock, magnificent value,
J.U 40 guineas--Crabtree, Wisbech.

1012 New Hudsons. 3-speed models; early deliveries.
iU -Crabtree, \A^isbech. -

,

1 C|12 Rover, free engi'ne model, complete with lamp
l.*y and horn, used few times, absolutely as new

;

£49--Crabtree. Wisbech. [X2539

CHIEF Triumph Atrenifl for Cambridge (early de
liveries}, King and Harper^ Cambridge. [003?

LADY'S Advance, in good comlition, mag-, B. and B..
h.b.c; £18.-Liddiard's, Downing St., Cambridge

[1354
4-CYL. F.N., 1908, mag-, in good condition; £16,-

Liddiard'.s, Downing St., Cambridge. [1355

NEW 1912 Hazlewood, '2Jh.p., 3-ppeed' gear, free en-
gine; £49/7.— Liddiard'3, Downing" St. Cambridge

[13562 h.p. F.N. Lightweight, Bosch, spring forks, tyrea as
new; £ll/15.-Booker, Wercham-, Stcke Feriy.

TS:3542
1Q10 5h.p. Twin Indian, in tip-;top order and cou-
.9j dition, complete; £30.-37, Scarle St., Cambridge.

' rX3B09,
LATE 1911 Si andavd. Douglas, rn good order and con-

dition; £26.~3a, Bridge St., Cambridge. fX3808
09 Miig. Moto,sacochc, in real good ordet and con-

dition; £14.-37. Searl(5 St-, Cambridge. .[X3.807

MOTOSACOOHE, 1912, 2ili.p., vnr. gear, free engine,
new ; £40, or,

,
nc;ir offer.,—W. It. Pahuer, Long-

Slrjitton, Norfolk.
'

[1532
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ROBEKTSONS
CYCLE CARS.
F^ROSVI 35 GUINEAS.
AC, C.M.C, G.W.K,
p. IVi.C., DOMINANT.

SIDECARS
FROM £3 10 TO £22.

R A D UAL.
PAYMENTS.
NEW MOTOR CYCLES

FROIVl

1

SECOND-HAND FROM

5%
Any Motor Cycle or Accessory

(OVER £5 IN VALUE)

:an be supplied on this system. From i per cent, to lo
per cent, has to be 'added to the advertised price of machine
iccording to the type of motor cycle chosen. One quarter
of the full amount to be paid on receipt of motor cycle, and
the balarce in twelve equal monthly payments. THE
MACHINE BECOMES THE ABSOLUTE PROPERTY OF
PURCHASER AS SOON AS FIRST PAYMENT IS MADE.

A I. I. SPARE F>ARTS
FOR ZENITH IVIOTOR
CYCI-ES AND «I-A.P«
ENGINES BN STOCK.

EXCHANGES.
DUNL.OP, L.YSO,
WHI
r R. Sag
p. &H. L.AMPS.
COWEY & JONES

Ml

ROBERTSONS
TELErnONE 57^7 MAYFAIR.

157aGREAT PORTLAND STREET W.

A.38 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol e.ich advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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B.^B. CARBURETTERS
for 1912.

32/6

33/6

30/6

Universal Model - - - - -

Universal Model with detachable
i;'auze screen ------

Universal Lightweight Model

Universal Lightweight Model with
detachable gauze scrteii - - - 31/6

Universal Racing Model with ex-

tension pipe ------ 35/-

Single Jet Model 30/-

Single Jet Lightweight Model - 28/-

Write for illustrated booklet, post free.

BROWN & BARI.OW, LTD.,
Westwood Road, Witton,

BIRMINGHAM.

Crowncdl

by its own
Successes

!

For many seasons our bands have been recog-

nised as the entirely dependable

Motor Cycle

Detachable Bands.
The ])riccs are moderate, and the lasting qualities

are iini |ue. Way we sc-nd you full particulars ?

Kobcrts Belts arc as good as their Bands

— further recommendation is unnecessary.

Ulustratcd particidars free on request.

THE ROBERTS MOTOR TYRE CO..

Gripwell Works, St. Mary's Row, BIRMINGHAM.

Two-speed Hub
*' MILLENNIUM' MAKE
ConiplcUs llic luxury of Motor
tycliiifi by j;ivinK woiulrrfully i-asy
cuairo!. such as Ihc Car tiriviT enjoys.
it is the hist wonl in j-spccd Hubs,
bciuj; I'xci-ptioiiallv utluit-ul, reliable,
anil (lurahlc. lin'ih years t-ontrolled
by iririioii tliitihi-s. Uiiinipaircd
etlKicncy nn Hi-iii Gear. I-its almost
aoy naaeliinr. 1-nll particulars

supplied on lequesl.

CATALoc.L.-: i-Rf-n:.

LAKE & ELLIOT, LTD.,
Manufacturers of ' Millennium '

Tools and Acceukories for Motor
Cars. Motor Cycles, and Cycles.

PRICE £10
READY TO FIT.

ALBION WORKS, BRAINTfiEE
: : : : ESSEX. : : : ;

In answering tliese advertmrnents it is desirable to mention " TJic Motor Cycle."
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The Topic of the Hour.
M The Evolution of Transmission.

})

'HE belt drive has been weighed in the balance and found wanting. It is a cause of too much

worry, labour, and expense, especially in rainy weather. Many experienced motor cyclists are

abandoning much-loved and lauded machines because they are belt driven. The chain drive does

not prove the way out ; it also has faults—too well-known to need detailing—which are beyond

correction. The evolution of transmission in the motor cycle is proceeding in the same direction as

that in the car, namely, towards bevel geeu" shaft drive. It is the only system of transmission which

experience has proved thoroughly efficient and reliable.

Present day opinion Is consolidating in

favour of the shaft -driven motor cycle.

HE makers of the F.N. machines are the pioneers of the bevel gear shaft drive in motor cycling.

It IS nearly seven years since the first gear-driven 4-cyl. F.N. motor cycle was introduced. In

those years we have brought this form of transmission to the highest pitch of efficiency, with the

result that the number of F.N. riders grows by leaps and bounds.

The machine of the Future will be the machine

of To-day— the bevel gear shaft-driven F.N.

REMEMBER, the F.N. has a long lead—the others a big leeway to make up. Choose the machine

which offers you the best service and the best value, and your choice must be an

'The Car onTwoWheels.' 'The CaronTwoWheels.'

The shaft drive is only one of many great features in the F.N.
—

" the car on two wheels." There are

the multiple disc clutch contained in the fly-wheel ; the automatic lubrication ; the automatic carburetter ;

the special F.N. forks, etc., all exclusively F.N. design.

Write for our Booklets—post free

—

which give full information on all points.

5-6 h.p. F.N. Shaft-driven Four-cylinder

(with Multiple Disc Clutch, £58)

2J h.p. F.N. Shaft-driven Lightweight, Single-cylinder

(with Multiple Disc Clutch and Two-speed Gear)

50 Gns.

45 Gns.

F.N. MOTOR DEPOTS:—
43, PalmerBlon Road, Boscombc.

6 5, Gt. Jacknon Street. Manchester.

Upper King Street Norwich. . .

THE F.N. MOTOR AGENCY,
106, Gt. Portland Street, London, W.

Telephone : Gerrard 8048,
TclcgramB : "Efenmo. London.*'

Repair Works ; Kelvin Rood.

Highbury, London. N-

I'riril(;fl atifl Pnblibhcd by the Propriclors, Ilikfi: &. So.vs Lniniiu, 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G., and Covenlry.
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